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AN

ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONAEY

THE SCOTTISH LANGUAGE

:

ILLU8TRATI30 *

THE WORDS Hr THEIR DIFFERENT SIGNIFICATIONS, RT EXAMPLES FROM ANCIENT AND MODERN WRITERS;

SHEWING THEIR AFFINITY TO THOSE OF OTHER LANGUAGES, AND ESPECIALLY THE NORTHERN ;

EXPLAINING MANY TERMS, WHICH, THOUGH NOW OBSOLETE IN ENGLAND, WERE FORMERLY

COMMON TO ROTH COUNTRIES ; AND ELUCIDATING NATIONAL RITES, CUSTOMS, AND

INSTITUTIONS, IN THEIR ANALOGY TO THOSE OF OTHER NATIONS:

TO WHICH IS PREFIXED,

A DISSERTATION ON THE ORIGIN OF THE SCOTTISH LANGUAGE

BY

JOHN JAMIESON, D.D.,
FELLOW OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH, AND OF THE SOCIETY OF THE ANTIQUARIES OF SCOTLAND.

> ^•» 4

A NEW EDITION,
CAREFULLY REVISED AND COLLATED, WITH THE ENTIRE SUPPLEMENT INCORPORATED,

T
JOHN LONGMUIR, A.M., LL.D., AND DAVID DONALDSON, F.ELS.

VOLUME IV.

PAISLEY: ALEXANDER GARDNER.
M.DCOC.LXXX1I.
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NOTE.

It was intended that this volume should contain a Memoir of Dr. Jamieson, and an Essay

on the Scottish Language; but the additions to the Text have been so numerous and

extensive as to render this impossible. The Publisher therefore proposes to issue, by and bye,

a Supplementary Volume containing the above named matter, and such additional words as

may be gleaned by the kindly aid of those into whose hands the work may come.

The rearrangement and grouping of the words, and nearly all the additions and correc-

tions from the middle of the first volume, have been made by Mr. Donaldson.

Paislet, March 10th, 1882.
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ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY
OF THX

SCOTTISH LANGUAGE.
REF RED

REFRANE, [Refrenze, Refreyne, r. a.

1. To curb, refrain.

He may rycht weill refreyne his will,

Othir throw, nurtur or throw skilL

Barbour, to. 731, MS.
Skeat'a Ed. has refrente.]

2. To retain, to bold in.

" Item, twa doubill planttis to refrane hcit watter
in manor of achoufer." Inventories, A. 1542, p. 72.

[Fr. refrtner% to bridle, Lat. refrenart.]

[REFRESCHE, v. a. To refresh, Barbour,

xiii. 614 ; part, pa, refreschit.']

[REFT, pret. Reft, took away, Barbour, xvi.

418; him reft, deprived him of, Ibid., ii.

36 ; part, pa., reft up, snatched up, carried

away.]

"And utheris contrarie rejoiaes to be callit Gospel-
laris, and cunning in scripture ; quha reft up in hio

euriositie of questionis,—makis of the gospell ane takin
craft, but fewer practise of Godis law in deid." Win-
Jet's First Tractat. Keith's Hist App., p. 207.

L{fted up, Marg. But I find no parallel, or cognate
use of the term. Perhaps rather "snatched up;"
from A.-S. reafian, Su.-G. rof-a, r\fuha, rapere.

[To REFUSS, Refuse, v. a. To shrink

from, refuse, Barbour, xii. 628 ; part, pa.,

refusit, shrunk from. Fr. refuser, Lat.

refutiare, from refutare, to push back.]

Refuiss, *. Refusal ; Fr. refus.
" And that thai sail nocht talc his refuiss in evill

part, being preissit be thamc in ony thing aganis the
effect of his said ayth and promeiss." Acts Ja. VI.,

1571, Ed. 1814, p. 6$. Also, ibid., p. 138.

Refusion, *. The act of refunding.
MWhat could be more contrary to sense and reason

than for a woman to brook and life-rent her husband's
whole estate, and yet his executors to be liable in

refusion of the tocher

?

n Fount. Suppl. Dec., i. 667.

L. B. refusio, restitutio, from rtfunil-ere, reparare,

restituere ; Du Cange.

REFUT, *. Shift, expedient, means of

deliverance.

Sum feblyt fast that had feill hnrtis thar,

Wallace tharfor sichit with hart fall sar.

VOL. IV.

A hat he hynt, to get wattir is gayn,

Othir refut as than he wyst off nayn.
Wallace, ix. 971, Ma

In Ed. 1648, changed to refuge, which, indeed,

expresses the idea, as it is from the same stock. But
it is refui in MS. Fr. refu'Ue, evasion, avoidance, from

rtfuir, to fly, to shun.

REGALIS, s. pi. Districts enjoying the

privileges of regalities.

—" At the Justice—sett thare Justice airis & hald

thaim twiss in the yere :—Ande richt sua lortlis of re-

galiteis within thare renalU ; Ande alsua the Kinjcis

balyeis of his regalis." Pari Ja. II., A. 145S, Acts Ed.

1814, p. 32, 33.

Fr. fiefen regale, a noble fief, held immediately, and
in capite, of the king ; Cotgr.

REGALITY, Regalite', a. 1. A ter-

ritorial jurisdiction granted by the king,

with lands given in liberam regalitatem;

and conferring on the persons receiving it,

although commoners, the title of Lords of
Regality.

"That nothir lord of regaliU, achiref, nabaroune,
sell ony thefe ; or fyne with him of thift donnc na to

be donne, vndir the payn to the lordis of regality

doing in the contrary, of tynsall of regaUteis, and
barounis, justicis, & schireffis, of lyfe k gudis." Pari.

Ja. I., A. 1436, Acts Ed. 1814, p. 23.

"Regalities proceeded upon signatures presented
in exchequer which passed by the great seal.—The
civil jurisdiction of a lord of regality was in all re-

spects equal to that of a sheriff; but his criminal was
truly royal; for he might have judged in the four

pleas of the crown, whereas the sheriff was competent
to none of them but murder. It was even as ample
as that of the justiciary as to every crime except
treason ;—and in this one respect it prevailed over it,

that where a criminal was amenable to a regality, the
lord might have repledged or reclaimed him to his own
court, not only from the sheriff, but from the justices

themselves." Ersk. Inst. B. i. T. 4. § 7, 8.

As this right was so powerful a prop of the feudal

system, and rendered its possessors sovereigns within
their own domains, it was wisely abolished after the
rebellion, A. 1745-6. V. Justify, sense 4.

2. The territory or district over which this

right extended.
•• And geyff the offisaris of the regalyteys fulfillis

nogt this act, it sail be leyfful to the kyngia schirraye

A
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to fulfill it." Pari. Ja. II., A. 1438, Acts Ed. 1814,
p. 82.

•REGENT, $. 1 .A professor in an university,

. S.

"At first there were three regents in the arts,

Alexander Geddes, a Cistertian monk, Duncan Bunch,
and William Arthurlie.—Besides teaching and presiding
in disputations omni die legibili, they lived within the
college, eat at a common table with the students of
arts, Tisited the rooms of the students before nine at
night, when the gates were shut, and at five in tho
morning ; and assisted in all examinations for degrees
in arts.—There was no salary for this office for many
years ; and the fees, paid by the hearers, were very
small" University ofGlasgow, Statist Ace. xxi. App.,
p. 10.

2. It has been suppose 1 that this term was
occasionally used in a lower sense than the
designation of Professor; as denoting one
who taught a class in a college without a
formal appointment to a chair.

" All the scholars who entered at .one time into a
college, formed a class, which was put nuder the

Sovernment or tuition of a regent. The regents were
liferent from the professors, who had permanent

situations in the college.'' Dr. M*Crie's Life of Mel-
ville, i. 229-80.
" It was objected against his legibility, that be was

not in priest's orders, and that he was a regent, that is,

(as I suppose) that he was not a professor or permanent
teacher—primum quod non fuit sacerdos, secundum
quod fuit regens, ut loquunttur, actu." Ibid., i. 108.

I hesitate, however, whether this ought to be sus-

tained as a sufficient proof. The passage refers to the
university of Glasgow : and perhaps all that we can
infer from it is, that it was viewed as improper that

one should be chosen Dean of the Faculty of Arts,

who was actually discharging the functions of a pro-

fessor. For, if it be not one of the standing laws of

the university, that no professor should have this

office, this exclusion, if my recollection does not fail

me, is at least sanctioned by custom.
In some of our acts of Parliament, this term is used

in the same sense with Professor ; as in Acts Ja. VL,
Ed. 1814, Hi. 180. In others it follows the latter, as

if it marked an inferior office.
—"And to the saidis

Srincipall, professoris, regenti*, and remanent maisteris

; membens of the rtid college," Ac. Acts Cha. I.,

Ed. 1814, V. 604.

It would appear that strictly the term Professor was
applied to a teacher of philosophy or theology, and
that Regent denoted a teacher of Greek or Latin. This
was the distinction made in the university of Paris,

and other foreign universities, after the model of which
ours were constituted. On dit no Regent de Rhetori-

que ft des basses classes : ceux de Philosophic s'appel-

. lent plut6t Profcssettrs. Diet, de Trev. vo. Regent.

Craufurd, in his Hist. Univ. Edin., uses the terms
promiscuously.

_
At times, however, he observes the

original distinction.
44At Michaelmas 1608, the Reentering class was to

be destitute of an Regent, there being only three Pro-

fessors of Philosophic ever since the departure of Mr.
John Ajdamson, May 1604." P. 67.

This term was common in France, in the time of

Rabelais, who gives the following account of the duties

of Oargantua at Orleans.
" As for breaking his head with over-much study,

he had an especial cure not to do it in any case, for

fear of spoiling his eyes ; which he the rather observed,

for that it was told him by one of his teachers, (there

called Regents) that the peine of the eyes was the most

hurtful thing of any to the sight. " Urquhart's Transl.

,

B. ii., p. 29.

The same name is used with respect to the Pro-
fessors in the University of Paris.
" And first of all, in the Fodderstreet he held dis-

pute against all the Regents or Fellows of Colledges,
Artists or Masters of Arts, and Oratours, and did so
gallantly, that he overthrew thorn, and set them all

upon their tailes." Ibid., p. 67.

Regtns is the only term used by Rabelais. Regens,
Artiens, Orateurs. Urquhart improperly uses Fellows
o/Colledges as if it were synonymous.

L. B. Regens, Professor, qui docet in Academiis,
Gall. Regent, Professeur. Occurrit in Litteris ann.

1330, pro Univera. Oxoniense, apud Rymer. Du
Cange.

To Regent, v. n. To discharge the duty of

a Professor in an university.
—"The town-council, remembering Mr. Bollock's

recommendation immediately before his death, of Mr.
Henry Charteris, (who now had regented almost 10
years), as most fit to succeed to him, elected him to be
Principal of the Colledge." Craufurd's Hist. Univ.
Ed., n. 52.

•• Mr. William King, (after be had regented in the
colledge 23 years), was called to the ministry at Cram-
mond?' Ibid., p. 119.

Fr. regent-er, "to teach, read, or moderate in
schooles

;
" Cotgr.

Regency, s. A professorship in an university.

" Mr. Alexander Innes,—his goodson, who was de-
posed frae his kirk also, and Mr. Alexander Scroggie
Lis son deposed frae his regency,—ilk ane of them got
a pension from the king." Spalding, i. 326.

Regentrie, *. A regency in a kingdom.
" And thaireftir to desyre oar soaerane ladie, withe

consent of the daulphin hir spous, to mak ane com-
missioun of regentrie in the maist ample forme vnto hir
derrest moder the quenis grace now regent of this
realme," &c. Acts Mary, 1558, Ed. 18U, p. 504.

44 The said—Lord James Murray, Ac. ressavit and
acceptit upoun him the office of regentrie of onr so-

verane lord his realme and liegis," &c. Act. Dom.
Cone, A. 1567, Keith's Hist., p. 453.

[REGIBUS, Rioibus, s. A game among
boys, Aberd. In Banffs. called Raniebus.

V. Rigs.]

To REGISTRATE, v. a. To register, 8.
Registrate, part. pa.
• In testimony whereof. He subscribes thir presents,

and is content the same be registrate in the books of
Holy Scripture, to be kept on record to future genera-
tions." Walker's Peden, p. 59.

[REGNYT.prrf. Reigned, Barbour, xiii. 698.]

[REGRAITAND,Reoraitandly. V. under
Regrator.]

[To REGRATE, v. a. To regret^ pret. re-

gratitj regretted, Barbour, xv. 233; part.

regratandy lamenting. Fr. regretter, O. Fr.

regreter ; Goth, gretan, to greet.]

• Regret, s. A complaint, a grievance.
'* There were divers other regrets, concerning both

church and police, set down in this paper." Spalding,
i. 213.
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EXH [3] REI

[REGRATOR, Reoratocr, Reoraitou, *.

A huckster, a retailer, Lyndsay, Pedder
Coffeia, L 46.]

[Reoratakd, Regraitand, pari. pr. He-
tailing; but was generally applied to the
buying np of an article, in order to make
profit by selling it in small quantities.

Daring times of -dearth, regrating was a
common bat grievous charge against pro-

vision-dealers : it led to many a meal-mob.']

[Regrataxdlt, Regraitandly, adv. By
retailing, by retail.

Am scropplt eoffe. quhen lie bcgynni.%
Boraand all and siadry airti.%

For to by hennis reidwod be rynnia
;

He lokis tbame op in to bis innis

Uaio ane derth, and aellts tbair egri.%

RegraUandlu on tbame be wynnu.
And secondly bis meit be beggis.

Wt. regreter, "totricke up an old thing for sale,"

Cotgr. ; rtaraUur, "an huckster; mender, dresser,

eoowrer, trimmer up of old things for sale/' ibid.]

REGRESS, s. Legal recourse upon.
—M Becansa the said Henry allegeit he had writtince

of Janata of Fomlartone quharthrou he vnderstode be
my* saafly intromet w* the said gndis, that he haf

regress to him inaafer aa law will.*' Act Audit, A.

H7*\J. 94.

L. H. reorw-as, idem quod Practicia nostris Recours.

A complaint. V. under

Da Gangs.

[•REGRET, «.

Rbqratb.]

To REHABIL, Rehable, Reharilitat,
Reabill, tr. a. To restore, to reinstate

;

a forensic term.

Thus he who haa a sentence of attainder taken off ia

•aid to be rthabled. The term is also applied to one
bora in bastardy, who ia legitimated.

"Gif ane bastard, legithnat and rehabied in his life-

time, makia ana testament lauchfullie : the King
thereby ia excluded fra all richt and intromission with
his moveable gudes." Skene, Verb. Sign. to. Bastar*
efna.
M His Majestic—rrilofttWafr the said Francis [sum-

tyme erle of BothneU] againea all actea of dishabilita-

uon,* fte. Acta Cha. I., Ed. 1814, vol. V. 56.
" King Robert incontinent maryit Elizabeth More

lemmen afore reherait for the affection that he had to
hir barnia, that thay mycht be lawchful and reabillii

be Yirtew of the matrimony subseouent." Bellend.
Cron., B. xvi c 1. Ut legitimes redderet ; Boetb.

Fr. rtkabUU-tr, L. B. rehabilU-are, in integrum
reatitnera.

Rehabilitation, $. The act of restoring

to former honours or privileges, a forensic

term, S.

—"And be the said rthabUUatUnm rehabilitats the
•aid Francis," 6c. Ibid.

REHATOURE, Rehatok, s.

New lat that ilk rehatoure wend in by,
lie bUk bellis btegingis to resy,
Vnder the drery depe flnde Acheron.

Doug. Virgil, 467, 5&
Improbus, Maffei.

Rudd. conjectures that it signifies, "mortal enemy, 1*

from Fr. rehalr, to hate extremely. Dunbar uses the
phrase bawd rehator, Evergreen, ii. 60, and Kennedy,
in bis reply, ranegald rehator, ibid., p. 68.

Conjecture might aupply various sources of deriv-

ation ; aa ItaL rihauuta, revenge, regaUart, to con-

tend, to put every thing in disorder, reatttra, guilt.

But tath the determinate aenso and etymology are

uncertain.

[To REHEIRS, Keiieus, Reiierss, r. a. To
* rehearse, tell, Lyndsay, Squyer Mcldrum,

1, 879, Barbour, x. 34ti, viii. 518.]

Reherss, */ Rehearsal; syuon. with Re-

porte.
\

" And quhatsumeuir thay deponit aganis the saidis

peraewaris—the samin wee be rehers* and reporte of

vtheris." Acts Ja. VL, 1507, Ed. 1SU, p. 128.

To REHETE, v. a. To revive, to cheer.

With kynde contenance the renk couth tharae rehete.

Oawan and GoL, iv. 13.

Chaucer, id. Fr. rehait-er.

REIBIE, adj. Thinly formed, spare, slender,

Ettr. For. V. Ribie.

REID, Rede, s. A ealf$ reid, the fourth

stomach of a calf, used for runnet or earn-

ing, S. Fr. cailiette.

" When the stomach, intestines, or other abdominal
viscera are most affected, it [the inflammation] is said

to be in the read or bowels, and when the muscular
parts, to be in the flesh or blood." Prize Ess. Highl.

Soc Soot, iii. 303.

An' there was ginger-faced Moll,

WT sweeties frae Kirk### bree,—
A* caf-rted carrier Samuel Noll,

Nae better than he should be.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 72.

•• CaiUe signifies curdled ; and hence the French
have given that aa a name to the fourth stomach,
because any milk that is taken down by young calves

is there curdled. " Monro's Compar. Anatomy, iii. 33S.

It seems to he the same word that occurs in Sir

Tristram, p. 31.

To the stifles he gede.
And even ato hem schare ;

He right al the red

e

:

The wombe away he bare.

This is rendered small-guts. GL
Teut. roode, stomachi appendix ; et echinus, bovis

ventriculus, a rubedine dictua ; omasum ; Kilian. V.
Koddikix.

To REID, v. a. and n. To discourse, read.

V. Rede, v.

[Reid, b. 1. Counsel, advice, Barbour, ii.

122. V. Rede.]

2. Necessary preparation, fitting out, getting

ready.
" Thar behufyt a gret sowme to be furnest to the

reid of the said schip & personagia." Aberd. Reg., V.
16.

Taut, reed, paratus, proinptus. V. Redsciiip.

REID, adj. Red, S.B.; reed, Comb. A.-S.

read.

The graves woux with the bind all reid.

Barbour, ziL 582, MS.
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This word is used as denoting the colour of salmon

when in a healthy state.

"Salmond fall reid k sueit [fresh], sufficient mar-

ehantguid, and of the rychteous hind of Abirdene."

.. Abeid. Reg., V. 24.

Perha\« in this sense opposed to 2ffrad? >«a. V

.

Black-fishing.
This, it would appear, was also the O. E. pronun-

ciation. " Wh-%t betokeneth it whan the sonne gothe

downe reedT Palsgr. B. iii. F. 164, b.

REID ETIN. The name of a Giant, or mon-

ster, used by nurses to frighten children.

V. Etttyn.

Reid Fische. Fish in a spawning state, S.

" It is—forbiddin be the King, that ony Salmound

be slaine fra the Feist of the Assumotioun of our Lady,

quhil the Feist of Sanctandrow in winter, nouther with

nettia na cruris, na nane vther wayis vndcr the pane

put vpone slayaris of Reid jische," Acts Ja. I., 1524,

c 38. Edit. 1566. Readfish. Edit. Skene. Reidfinite,

Ja. VL, 1581, c. 111. Ed. Murray. .._„,.
"At the time of spawning, the sides of the fish

become of a very red colour, and when the spawning

is orer, the white colour entirely disappears, the belly

becomes livid, and the sides are all streaked over with

a sooty or black colour. The salmon in these states

are termed in our acts of Parliament, Red aid Black

Fish : and a chief design of these acts is to prevent

the destruction of the fish when they are of these

colours, which never happens but in the spawning
'
season." Dr. Walker, Prize Essays, HighL Soc. S.,

iL3W.

Reid Hand. A phrase used in our laws,

denoting the marks of blood found on a

murderer.
"He sould not be lattin frie, albeit he offer

pledges for him ;—gif he is takin with reid or hait

kandol slauchter." Quon. Att. c. 3d, a 2.

Cnm ruhro Yel recent! maim. Lst

It is ordained that the manslayer be punished with

death, if taken with reid fiand, on the very day on

which he is arrested. Acts Ja. L , c. 100. Ed. 1566.

The term seems used improperly, with respect to

"ane man taken with reul l%and, with ane sheip, or

ronton, or with ane calfe." Skene Cap. Crimes, c. 13,

s, 9, i.e., when he is seized in the act of carrying off

any beast that he has stolen.

[REID, Reed, adj. Furious, raging, mad,

S.]

Reid-hunger, s. A term used to denote

the rage of hunger, S.

A.-S. retf^ to which this term has been traced, is

used with great latitude ; as, retha ren, saeva pluvia ;

rethe stormas, saevae procellae ; hatte retire, calor

saevior, Ac. It seems exactly to correspond with tbe

Lat. phrase, $aeva fames, Claudian ; ana rabidafams,

Virgil

Reid-Hit:oered, adj. In a ravening state

from hunger, S.

Reid-wod, Red-won, adj. 1. In a violent

rage, maddened with anger, S.

Will ran reid-wod for haist,

With wringing and flinging,

For madne&i fyke to mang.
Cherrie oarf She, st. 67.

2. Furious, distracted ; in a general sense.

My muae sae bonny ye descrive her ;—
Gin ony higher up ye drive her,

Shell rin red-wood.

Hamilton, Ramsay's Poems, it 336.

Sibb. derives it from A.-S. reth, Isl. reide, ferox,

asper, and wod, q.v. The Isl. word (retcf-tir, VereL

iratus, Su.-G. wred, Isl. reide, ira.) is the most natural

etymon. For our term seems originally to signify,

furious with rage.

REID DAY. 1. A day in September, before

which the wheat is generally sown. On
Reid-een, or the eve of this day, i.e., the

evening preceding it, the hart and the hind

are believed to meet for copulation. This,

it is pretended, is the only night in the

year on which they meet. If the evening

is cold, the hart is said to cry all the ensuing

day ; Selkirks., Upp. Clydes.

This is perhaps the samo with Rtule-day, the exalta-

tion of the cross, which falls on September 14th ; in

the Fasti Danici marked as on the 15th. But it is a

singular coincidence, that, as we learn from Wormius,
the 16th day, or that of St Lambert, is characterized

by a hart ; and he assigns a reason for this, very nearly

allied to the vulgar belief of our own country : Per-

suasum namque sibi habent Rustici cervum hoc die,

per membrum genitale, sevum quoddam emittere, quod

in torrentibus quandoque colligi assolet. Fides, he

adds, sit penes autores. Fast. Lib. ii. p. 116.
•• Hinds," according to Pliny, •' begin to coe to rut

after the rising of the starre Arcturus, which is much
about the fifth of September." Nat. Hist. B. viii. c.

32.

Lady Juliana Berners says

;

At Saynt Jamys daye where soo he goo ;

Thenne shall the roobucke gendre wyth the roo.

She subjoins, in language that seems figuratively to

convey the same idea :

Also the roobucke as it is well fcyde :

At holy Roode daye he gooth to ryde.

And vsytk the byt : whan he mave gete it.

Book of Hawking, &c d i j.

2. The third day of May, Aberd.
Some waefu quine 11 ride the stool

For you afore the Reeday.
Tarras'3 Poems, Fastrcn's'Een, st 20.

This is merely the northern pron. of Rude-Day, q. v.

3. Also applied to the 7th of December.

" 1597 Dec 7.—The said Andro wes rcleisit out of

prison upon the reid-day at evin." Bin-el's Diarey, p.

45. DalyelTs Frogm.
Sibbaid, on the word Rootl-dayt vo. Rode, has re-

marked, that " days which bear this name are to be

found in different times of the year." The reason of

this application of the term, I have not been able to

discover.

Reid-eex, *. The evening preceding the

third day of May, Aberd. ; rude-een, synon.

For some of the superstitious rites observed on this

eve, V. Rude-day. The Mountain-ash is not only

placed above the doors of cow-houses, but in Aberdeen-

shire above the doors of dwelling-houses, to which

woodbine is added. A cross is also impressed, with

tar, on the doors of stables and byres.
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REIDSETT, adj. Placed in order.

Thus Scblr Gawayn, the gay, Gaynoar he Iede»,

U a gleterand gide, that glemed full gay,

With riche ribavnea revUeit, ho so right roles,

lUyled with rybees of rial aray.

Ar tfdttxm anrf Sir (7a/. v L 2.

Mr. Pinkerton gives this as not understood. But it

is an A.-S. phrase. Oe-rad ectt-en, in online ponere

;

Teut. ge-reud, Su.-G. rod, ordo. V. Ihrc, vo. Rod,

p. 373. SaeUa i rod, to set in a row.

[REID-WOD, Red-wod. V. under Reid,

adj.]

REIF, Refe, $. 1. An eruption on the skin,

S. A. Bor. reefy, scabby ; Gl. Grose.

2. In some places the itch is, by wiy of emi-

nence, called the reif S.

lis bat ae night,

Well e'en stay, (may-be get the rifeJ
Till 'tis day-light

The Barest Rig, st 112.

Thoresby gives reeft as a synon. provincial E. word ;

Lett., p. 335.

A.-S. Areo/, scabies, scabiosus, Ieprosus; Alem.

ruf riob, the leprosy; Su.-G. n«/iiw, the scurf of

a wound; Belg. roo/ a scab or scurf; A.-S. heofod

hrieftho, capitis scabies, q. the head-reif. The leprosy

is sometimes called hwite-hrieflho, the white re\f. This

term may be radically allied to Su.-G. r\fw-a.

Germ, reih en, to scratch ; Su.-G. klada, scabies, being

formed from Ha, to scratch, and Germ, kratza, scabies,

from hratzrtn, synon. with reib-en, and Ifo.

As A.-S. Area/ also signifies callosus, whence E.

rough; an ill-natured Scot, in return for the many
compliments paid to his country on this subject, might

feel disposed to say, that the ancient E. had borrowed

the very term which denotes roughness from the pre-

valence of this cutaneous disease among them.

To REIF, Reife, Reyff, v. a. To rob, to

take with violence. ,

Crystyne thai ar, yone is thar heretage,

Tofw/that croune that is a gret owtrage.
Wallace, vi. 291, MS.

"Gif anie man—enters within any mans land

without his licence ; and—reifes meat ?ra his men &
tenants : he sail for that wrang pay audit kye to the

Lord of the ground." Stat Dav. II., c. 11, s 4.

A.-S. reaf-ian; Ial. hrctf-a, Su.-G. r\fw-a, Moes.-G.

raub-jan, id.

Reif, Reiff, Reff, $. 1. Robber}', rapine.

••The thieves and broken men, inhabitants of the

saidiaSchirefdomes, and utheris boundis of the marches

of this reaime, foirnentis the partis of England, not

onlie committis daylie thieftis, rtifis, heirschippes,

murtheris, and fyre raisings, upon the peaceable

subjects of the countrie : bot als takis sindne of them,

deteinia them in captivity as prisoners, ransoumis

them, or lettis them to borrowis for theircutrie agamc."

Acts Ja. VI., 1567, c. 21. Murray.

2. Spoil, plunder, whatever can be reft.

The King gert be depertyt then

AHhalethere/araangthemen.
Barbour, v. 118. MS.

Sprailh, Edit. 1620.

3. Foulys of Reiff ravenous fowls, such

as are carnivorous.
«• Item, anentis rukis, crawys and vther foubjB of reif,

as ernys, bussardis, gletldis, and myttahs,—it is scne

speidfun that thai that sik treis pertenys to let thame

to biff, and distroy-thame with all thair power,' &c.

Acta Ja. IL, 1457, c. 32. Ed. 1814, vol. IL, p. 51.

A.-S. W, Germ, raub, Sw. roof, praeda, spolium ;

IsL rift^ »pina.

Reiffar, Reyffaii, Reffayr, Reaver,

Reuer, s. A robber ; used to denote one

who lives by depredation, whether by land

or sea.

Thow reyfar king chsrgis me throw cass,

That I sttld cum, and put me in thi grace.

Wallace, vi 878, MS.

The Rede Reffayr thai call him in his still—

The Rede Reiffar coramaundyt thaira to bid,

Held out a glufT, in takyn of^trew.^^^
Reaver, river, Edit. 1648.

Yone fals se reuer wyl leif in iturt.—

—

Doug. Vxrgxl, 219, 19.

"Reavers should not be ruersf S. Prov "They

who are so fond of a thine as to snap greedily at it,

should not repent that they have got it. Kelly,

p. 2M- „
A.-S. reafere, Su.-G. roefujare, id.

[Reiflak,*. Robbery,. S. V. Reyflake.]

[REIF, #. A steward, a reeve, Lyndsay,

Papyngo, 1. 560.]

To REIK, v. a. To reach, stretch, extend,

S. A. Bor.

Reik Deianire his mais and lioun skyn.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 94, 4.

Reik to the man the price promyat all cryis.

Ibid., 140, 29.

Belg. reyek-en, Teut reck-en, A.-S. recc-an, Su.-G.

raeek-a, id. Our v. is also used like E. reach, in a

neuter sense. V. Rak, v. I.

To REIK out, v. a. 1. To prepare for an

expedition ; to fit out, S.

Retk/oorth occurs in this sense.

"Notwithstanding of al his great armie, quhilke

was so lang in reeking foorth,—hee findeth the wind

more nor partie, as the carcases of men aud shippes,

in al coastes, dois testifie." Bruce's Eleven Serin. Q.

8. b.
•• Azm merchand frauchtis ano ship with hir charge

till the recept, and the ship is reikit to the sea, and

pmssis forth to ane uther haven," &c. Ship Lawis,

Balfour's Pract., p. 621.

2. To dress, to accoutre.

It is radically the same with E. rig, which Johnson

fantastically derives from rig or ridge. The common
origin seems to be Sw. rikt-a, Moes.-G. rUtt-an, Germ.

ridU-em, ordinaro, instruere; if not A.-S. xcrig-an,

velare, to cover.

To REIK, v. it. To smoke, S.

A.-S. recan, Sw. riuk-a, rotk-a, id. Some have

traced this word to Hcb. |n, reek, emptiness. V.

Rak, #. 2.

Reik, Reek, Rek, a. 1. Smoke, S. A. Bor.

rek.

"The reik, smeuk, and the stink of the gun miMir,

fylit al the ayr maist lyik as Piutois paleis had been

btrnand in ane bald fyir." Compl. S., p. 65.
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The fyr owt syne in bices brast,

And the re* raiss rycht wondre fast
/feirfour, iv. 180, MS.

Aeeft » used by Shakspeare in the some sense. Bat
• he seems to hare borrowed it from the North of E.

2. Metaph., a disturbance, a tumult
" Thair was few Iordis in all thlr landis.

Bot till new regentis maid thair bsndis.

Than rais ane reik or euer I wist,

The qnhilk gart all thair bandis brist

Lyndsay's Worlds, 1592, p. 271.

A reek in the house, is a phrase still nsed in the
same sense, .S.

•' It is a sonre reek, where the good wife dings the
good man ;'* 8. Pror. "A man in my country coming
out of his house with tears on his cheeks, was ask'd

the occasion ; he said, There teas a soure reek iu the

house; but, upon farther inquiry, it was found that
his wife had beaten him. 1

' Kelly, p. 186.

A.-8. ree, 1st reikr, Dan. revke, Su.-G. roek.

3. Metaph., a house or habitation, Orkn.
••That whatever persone shall slay the earn or eagle

hall hare of the Baillie of the parochine where it shall

happen him to slay the aigle 8d. from every reik within
the parochine, except from cottars that have no sheep."

Act. A. 1626, Barry's Orkney, p. 469.

1st rtdtia, signifies lectus, stratum. It might there*

fore seem to denote every one who has a bed. But
this is a Gothic phraseology. Roek, says Ihre, notat
dotnicilium, focum, unde Betala foer htrarje roek, pro
quavis domo vel familia vectigal penderc ; roekpen-

- nmgtsr, focarium, fumagium ; Germ. rauchgelL

To Gab claise oae through the beik.

To pass the clothes of a new-born child

through the smoke of a fire ; a superstitions

rite, which has been used in Fife in the

memory of some yet alive, meant to ward
off from the infant the fatal influence of

witchcraft.

This may undoubtedly be viewed as a relique of the
sun-worship of our ancestors, and as allied to the
idolatrous rite of consecrating to Molech, by carrying
children between two fires.

Reik-Hen, Reek-Hen, Reik-Fowl. 1. A
hen bred in the house, AbercL, Banffs.

In former times, those whose possessions were- so
small that they were not bound to pay tain, were
severally obliged to raise one reik hen ; and in some in-

stances this, it is said,, was the whole rent. Fowls of

this description were reared within the house, where
there was out one apartment, the roost being erected
immediately opposite to the door in the insiae. The
fowl that sits nearest the reik, or smoke, is said to be
always the best.

Some view the term, perhaps, with more propriety,

as denoting tho exaction of a hen for every chimney.
" In ancient times the Crown of Scotland had an ex-

tensive forest in the north-eastern extremity of this

county ; and the hereditary office of forester of the
forest of Coldingham still exists, and derives some
trifling dues from all inhabited houses within its boun-
daries and purlieus. The principal of these is called

reek hen*, being a yearly exaction of a hen for each
chimney," Age. Surv. Berw., p. 348.

It has been supposed that reik hm was the name
of a duty originally paid, especially by the tenants on
church lands, for tho liberty of taking fuel from a
moss, a hen being due for each chimney or rtik ; and
thus that it was equivalent to the term Hearth-money,
or as it was also denominated, Peter-pence.

8. In Shetland it simply denotes the exaction

of a single hen from each house. V.
Reik, $n sense 3,

"There is an exaction of a hen from every house or

reek, under the denomination of hatrkhen, which was
at one time a regular payment in kind to the king's

falconer, and afterwards given in lease to different in-

dividuals." Edmonston's Zctl. Isl., i. 1G5.

This phrase occurs very frequently in a Charter
granted to James Earl of Murray, afterwards Regent.
Unam martam, qnatuor mutones, duodecem lie reik

henmis, duas hollas auenarum, &c. Acts Mary, 15G7,

Ed. 1814, p. 556.

All the cane/owls, due according to the charter, are

thus denominated :

—

•• Decern caponcs decern pultreas ac unam pultream
ad festum nativitatis Domini et aliam in festo carnis

privii cum lie reik pultreis soli tis et consuetis saxi-

andi [?] boUam solitam et consuetam, octo plaustratus

focalium seu glebarum et tres cariagias ultra limites
Ancusie si requisiti fuerint," &c. Chart. 15S5.

We meet with the same term in a grant of some of

the property formerly belonging to the abbey of Dun-
fermline, made by Johnne Gib and James his sone, as
" keparis of the place and vardis of Dunferling."—**Togeddir with the haill teynd wictuall, teynd
stray [straw], extending to fourtie thraiffis, canys,

reik'fowlit, costumes, and vtheris dewties quhatsum-
eaer." to. Acts Ja. VI., 1592, Ed. 1814, p. 607.

This custom was not confined to our country, or
its vicinity : in a very early period it prevailed in

Germany, and theverysameterm was used. The learned

Heineccius particularlydescribes this payment, viewing
it as an acknowledgement of the territorial jurisdiction

and superiority of the person to whom this fowl was
given, and of the servile state of the giver. Porro
inde discimus, he says, cur signum jurisdiction's

patrimonialis, et maxime superioris censeatur pracstatio

annua gallinae, quam/umosam vocant, da* tfauch-huhn.

A certain number of fowls was required by the Ale-

mannic law. Tit. 22. We learn from the Chronicle of

the monastery of Gemblours, in Brabant, A. 943, that

it had a right to exact from all the villages belonging

to it, a hen for each house. V. Heinccc. Antiq.

German., ii. 281, 282.

Eeikie, adj. 1. Smoky, S.

"He saw ane gritt mistie and reikie cloud ryse and
move fordwardis till it cam abone Dunpenderlaw,"
4c Pitscottie's Cron., p. 479.

2. Vain, empty ; metaph. used.

"All the joys which are hecre, are but reekie

pleasures, purchased with tearcs, wherewith the eyes
of men are made bleared.'

1
Z. Boyd's Last Battel!,

p. 511.

Reikixess, s. The state of being smoky, S.

REIK, $. "A blow; variation of Rah? Gl.

Sibb.

Reikim, s. A smart stroke. V. Reekim.

To REILE, Rele, v. w. To roll. " To gar

one's ene reil, to make his eyes reel, roicl, or

roll? Rudd.
To pik thaym vp perchaunce your ene wil reile.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 66, 44.

Bot with the preis we war relit of that stede.

Ibid., 63, S3.

"Ye never saw green cheese, but your een reerd ;
"

Ramsay's S. Prov., p. 84 ; addressed to those who are
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•opposed to be of a greedy or ooTetoui disposition,

•till wishing to have a part of what they see.

Rndd. Tiews reel, roU, and roirf, as all originally tho
same.

Reiliebogie, 8. A confusion, a state of

tumult or disorder, S.B.

It may be conjectured that the term has some af-

finity to the old tune called Reel o' Bogie, as perhaps
referring to some irregular kind of dance.

Reilino, 8. I. Confusion, bustle.

All the wenchia of the west
War up or the cok crew

;

For reiling their micht na men rest,

For gamy, end for glew.

PeUiM to the Play, st 2L

[2. State of intoxication, confusion of ideas,

Clydes.]

3. A loud clattering noise, S. synon. reissil.

V. Reel-hall.

[Reilin, Reilixo, adj. 1. Confused, in a

state of confusion, Clydes.

2. Intoxicated, confused in thought and
speech, ibid.

3. Full of noisy and uproarious persons ; as,

" The change-house was jist reilin wi' the

kintfa servants,** ibid. ; synon. ringing

Reill, $. A turmoil V. Reel.

REIME, *. Realm, kingdom.
That wes ene semely syght,
In ony riche reiwu.

Qawsm and OoL, ir. 20.

REEMIS, Reemish, s. 1. Rumble.
•• She tumbled down upo' me wi' sik a reernis, that

she gart my head cry fcnoit upo' the coach door."
Journal from London, p. 3.

As she's behading ilka thing that past,

With a loud crack the house fell down et last

;

The reemish put a knell unto her heart
Host's HeUnore, p, 64.

2. The sound caused by a body that falls

with a rumbling or clattering noise, Banffs.,

Aberd. V. Dunt, *., sense 2.

3. A weighty stroke or blow, Aberd.
This seems merely the S. B. pron. of Rummyss, q. v.

Isl. rym-ia, however, signifies to bellow or roar, A.-S.
hrem-an, hrym-an, id. A. Bar. recm, to cry aloud.

To Reimis, v. n. To make a loud rumbling
noise, Aberd., Mearns. Reimish, Reisha,

Beissil, synon.

REIM-KENNAR, *. A scald or poet, or

more properly, one who knows how to quell

tlic power of evil spirits.

"Norna—extended her staff of black oak towards
that part of the heavens from which the blast came
hardest, and in the midst of its fury chnunted a Nor-
wegian invocation still preserved in *he island of
Unst, nnder the name of the song of the Reim-Kennar,

though some call it the Song of the Tempest." The
Pirate, i. 130.

It appears from another passage, that Noma, who
sustains the character of possessing magical powers,
takes this name to herself.

"They who speak to the Reim-Kennar must lower
their voice to her before whom winds and waves hush
both blast and billow." Ibid., in. 8.

This may either be equivalent to skald or poet, from
Su.-G. rim, metrum, Isl. rijma, ode, hreym-r, resonantia

canora, and kennar, one who knows, q. a person con-

Tenant with poetry ; or allied to Isl. reimt, spectris

obnoxiua, q. one who knew how to quell the power of

evil spirits.

REIND, j. [A set, bundle, packet, or case.]

" He hase gefiyne furth for the rtind of spwnis xvj
sh." Aberd. Reg., A. 1543, V. 18.

Shall we view this as allied to Tent, renne, promp-
tuarium, penarium : q. a case of spoons ?

[In the West of S. a set of horn-spoons was called a
reen or reend o' spooney and prob. because the 'spoons
when exposed for sale were tied up with a reen or
rtind, i.e., a strip of flannel or woollen cloth.]

REINYEIT, adj. Striped, corded; [also,

bordered, Ayrs.]
•• Item, ane litle pece of blak reinyeit taffetie con-

tening twa ellis." Inventories, A. 1561, p. 123.

"Item, ane tyke of a bed reinyeit with blew." Ibid.,

p. 150. V. Laich.
Perhaps from Fr. mionnte, furrowed; q. ribbed

taffety; or rather from range*, rengt, in ranks, in
rows ; rang, reng, a rank, a file, a row, a string

;

applied to the strings of an iustrument. Fr. renge",

according to the idiom of words introduced into the
ancient language of S., would have the liquid souml
with which ixinyeU has evidently been pronounced.

To REIOSE, v. a. [I. To rejoice, make
glad; part. pr. reiosit, rejoiced, joyful,

Barbour, xi. 269.]

2. To possess, to enjoy.

" Thay wer profoundly resoluit to haue aliance with
the Pichtis, and to gif thair dochteris in manage,
vndir thir condiciounis, ylk ane of thaym sail reiose in
tyme cumyng al thay land is qubilkis thay rtiosit afore
the manage. Bellend. Cron., Fol. 4. b.

Fr. rejouir, to re-enjoy. #

[Reiosyng, *. Rejoicing, Barbour, xi. 415.]

[Reiosyt, pret. Rejoiced, made glad, Ibid.,

ii. 551.]

To REIOURNE, v. a. To delay, to put off

;

[liter., to put the day back or farther off.]

"Others rtiourne this to a future time, when as
Antichrist arising, forsooth, shall possibly expcll the
Pope out of Rome, and sit there : so, forgetting the
long boasted priuiledgc of Peter his chaire ; and while
they secke to escape, snaring themselues more, by

' granting that to be possible, vpon the alleaecd impossi-
bility whereof they long agoo bnilde all defence."
Forbes on the Revelation, o. 176.

[A similar use of the prefix re, in an oblique sense, is

seen in the r. rrfound, njrek, q. v. Jamieson must
have overlooked this resemblance when he framed his
note on this word. It has therefore been deleted.]

Reiourixo, *. Used apparently in the sense

of delay.

"The answere hath in it a two-fold consolation
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against the rtiourning of the sought vengeance. First,
by word, k next by eigne. The first hath two ar-
guments of comfort, one, that the delayed punishment
of their persecutors should bee but a space.

N Forbes
on the Revelation, p. 36.

REIRBRASSERIS, $. pi Armour for de-
fending the back of the arms.

"Uthers simpillar—haue—a pesane with wam-
brasseiris and reirbrasseiris." Acta. Ja. L, 1429. c.

134. Edit. 1566.

From rear or Fr. arriexe, behind, and brassart, a
defence for the arm, from brat, brachium. V. Wam-
MlfWITBTS.

To REIRD, Rerde, v. n. 1. To roar, to

make a loud noise, to resound*—Vp thsy rasit ane cry
That rtrdis to the sternes in the sky.

Doug. Ftrjtf, 324, 25.

The wod resoundis schil, and euiry schsw
SchontU agane of there clamour and dyn,
The hillia reirdis, quhill dynlis roke and quhyn.

7Wi,252,ia

2. To break wind, S.

3. As a v. a., to cause to make a crashing noise.

The fairs wyndes ye se,

Zepherus, Notns, and Eurus^all thre
Contrarius blaw, thar hustuous bubbis with bir
The woddis reirdis, baith elme, aik and fir

Ouerturnis to ground.
Doug. VirgU, 53, 1.

This use is improper. For the language of Virg. is

stridunt silvae.

Rudd. deduces this and the $. from A.-S. reord,
lingua, "as it seems originally to have denoted the
clamour of tongues." It is far more natural to derire
it from A.-S. tar-ion, Teut. reer-en, fremere, rugire,

mugire, vociferare.

Reerd, Reirde, Rerde, Reirdin, *. 1.

Clamour, noise, shouting, an outcry.

Syne the reird followit of the younkeris of Troy.
Doug. Virgil, 37, 12.

The Troianis rasit ane skry in the are.

With rerde and clamour of hlythues, man and boy.
Ibid., 300, 29.

2. Tne act of breaking wind, in whatever
way ; from the sound emitted, S.

And first she shook her lags,

And then she ga'e a snore,

And then she ga> a reirde,

Made a' the smiths to glowr.

Jacobite Relies, i. 71.

I hesitate whether this is the same with Rair, Rare,
a loud report, perhaps ex ano ; or a spring, from the
E. v. to rear.

3. A falsehood, a mere fabrication, especially

when itproceeds from a principle of osten-

tation, S. B.
This may be borrowed from the idea of emitting

wind, as a lie sometimes receives the latter designation.
Or, it may be an oblique use of A.-S. reord, sermo,
foquela ; rtord-ian, sermocinari, q. to amplify in
narration.

REIRDIT, part. pa. Reared.
Syne war thai war of ane wane, wrocht with ane wal,
Kcirdit on ane riche roche, beside ane riveir.

GcwanandGoL,L 19.

[REIRWARD, $. Rear-guard, Barbour,
viii. 71.]

REISES. Brushwood, S., plur. of Rise*
" *It was that deevila buckie Calluni Beg, 'saidAleck,

• I saw him whisk away amang the reises. '" Waverley,
iii. 133. V. Rise.

REISHILLIN', part. adj.

Fife.

1. Noisy, rattling,

2. Forward, prompt, ibid. V. Reissil, v.

To REISK, v. a. and n. To scratch so as to

occasion a noise, Abcrd.
This seems merely a variety of Risk, v., q. v.

[REISKIE, s. A big, ungainly, and un-
mannerly person; generally applied to a
female, feanffs. ; synon., reechnie, q. v.]

REISS, adj. Of or belonging to Russia.
" Sex berrellis of Reiss ter of the grit bind." Aberd.

Beg., Cent 16.

*Threty Reiss merkis." Ibid.
" To pay xiv sh. for ilk berrell of ter of the gret

Reisbind." Ibid. ; i.e., the great bmd or largest size

of barrels imported from Russia.

The name of Russia seems to be given according to
the pron. of Aberdeen. Our sailors elsewhere give it

as if Rooss or Roosh.

To REISSIL, Reishle, v. a. and n. "l. To
make a loud clattering noise, as if one were
breaking what is handled, S.

Teut. ryssel-en, A.-S. hristl-an, crepere, strepere

;

Su.-G. rasUa, crepitare. Seren. derives the A.-S. v.

from StL-G. krut-a, rist-a, to shake, especially used to
denote the sound made by the concussion of arms.
This is evidently from the same source with Moes.-G.
hris-jan, quatere, concutere. E. rustle is nearly allied ;

but it does not convey the idea of so loud a noise.

2. To beat soundly.
" S. He risCd their rigging with rungs, i.e., cud-

gelTd or bang'd them soundly," Rudd. Addit. toGl.
vo. HirsUl.

It seems doubtful, however, whether this be not
rather a dimin. from Su.-G. ris-a, virgis caedere, from
ris, a rod or twig.

Reissil, Reisle, Reishle, s. 1. A loud

clattering noise, S.

2. A blow, a smart stroke, S. V. RE3IYLLI8.

"'Staun' aff your wa's, stann aff, or 111 tak ye a
riesle o'er the aul' bou't riggin' o' ye, that ye'll no green
to get the marrow o' atween this an' Beltan." Saint
Patrick, ii. 313.

[Reissilix, Reisiilin, s. 1. A continuous,

loud, clattering noise, Clydes.

2. A sound beating, ibid.]

To REIST, v. a. To dry by the heat of the
sun, or in a chimney, S. Reistlt bufe, smok-
ed beef, S. B. A reestit haddock; one that

is dried.

Reistit and crynd, as haogit man on hill.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 57.
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"The said Stewart receives thir dewties in miell

and relstit mutton, wyld foullis reistit, and selchis."

Monroe's West. Isles, p. 36.

My best beloved brother ofthe band I

I greln to sie thy atllie amkidv smeik.
This is no iyfe that I leid up-a-land
On raw nd herring reistit in the reik.

Montgomery, Chron. & P., iii. 60a
Ban, rlst-er, to broil or toast ; ristet, broiled or

toasted.
44 Let us cut up bushes and briers, pile them before

the door and set fire to them, and smoke that auld
d—l*a dam as if she were to be nested for bacon."
Tales of my Landlord, i. 176.

Reister, 8, A term apparently equivalent

to Kipper, as applied to salted and dried

salmon, Roxb.
—Fisher lads gang out wi' lights

And homd Hesters,

To gust the gabs of gentler wights,
Wi* tasty reisters.

A. Scott's Poems, 1811, p. 5.

To REIST, Reest, v. n. 1. To wait for

another ; with the prep, on added.

And od Volscens alanerly he reistis,

Thocht round about with inexayU he preist is.

Doug. Virgil, 292, 12. Motor, Virg.

Lat rest-are, id.

2. To become restive. Thus a horse is said to

reist on the road, S. Reasted, tired, A. Bor.

GL Grose.
In cart or car thou'never reestit

;

The steyest brae thou wad hae fac't it
Bums, iii. 144.

•To be plain wi' you, our poney reests a bit and it's

nods sweer to the road, and naelxxly can manage him
but our Jock." Antiquary, L 326, 7.

3. To become dry; applied to the drying up
of a well.

And there will be plenty o' broo,
8ae lang as our well is na nested.

Jamieson's Popular Ball., L 813.

4. As a v. an to arrest, to seize for debt. lie

reistit his furniture, he laid an arrest on it, S.
This abbrev. occurs in O. E. •• I reste, as a sergente

dothe a prisoner or his gbodes. Je areste.—He hath
reested me for a mater that is nat worthe a grote."
Palagr. B. iii., F. 34, 339, b.

To Tak the Reist. 1. To become restive,

to refuse to go forward ; applied to a horse,

Roxb.

2. Applied also to a person, who, after pro-
ceeding so far in any business, suddenly
stops short, and from obstinacy or any other
cause refuses to go through with it, ibid.

Reist, Reyst, *. 1. Rest, [the act of
resting, a stand still, Clydes.]

To Orodes the hard reist dots onpres
The cald and irny slepe of deitlt.s stres.

<N*Vfa»
^^^

2. The iron socket in which the bolt of a door
rests.

VOL IV.

Anoun the postis also tnony ane pare
Of harnes hsng, and cart qaheles grete plenty,

—

Of riche cieteis yettis, stspyllis and reistis,

Grete lokkis, glottis, massy bandis square.

Doug. VirgO, 211, 33.

3. Sibb. renders reistis
9
door hinges.

4. That on which a warlike instrument is

supported.

Ane Inglissman saw thair chiftayne wes slayn,
A sper m reyst he kest with all his mayne,
On Wallace draiff, fra the horss him to ber.

Wallace, v. 260, MS.
As muskets, when 6rst used, were supported by

what was called a rest, the custom seems to save been
borrowed from what was formerly practised in the use
of the lance or spear.
" Long spears and lances were used by the Saxons

and Normans, both horse and foot, but particularly
by the cavalry of the latter, who in charging rested the
butt end of the lance against the arcon or bow of their
saddle ; the mail-armour not admitting the fixture of
lance rests, as was afterwards practised on the cuirass.

—A lance rest was a kind of moveable iron bracket,
fixed to the right side of the cuirass, for the purpose
of supporting the lance,** Grose's Military Antiq.

5. The instep of the foot, Clydes.

Iel. rist, plants pedis, G. Andr. ; convexum seu dors-
um plantae pedis, Haldorson ; Dan. vrist, the instep

of the foot, Wolff; Su.-G. wrUt, id. A.-S. vyrst, also

vrist, properly the wrist Usurpatur, says Inre, de
commissura pedis et tibiae, nianus et bracbii, genu et

femoria. He derives it from uritf-a, torquere, because
it is the hinge on which the limb is turned.

REISTER CLOK. A cloak such as that

worn by brigands or freebooters.

" Item, sne ryding clok of broun stemyng. Item,
ane uther ryding clok of gray Frenche steming. Item,
ane reister clok of serge of Florence, eordonit with gold
and silver." Inventories, A. 1579, p. 280. V.
ROYSTER.

REITHE, adj. Keen, ardent, Ettr. For.

"'Is your master a very religious man? 'He's
weel eneugh that way—No that very reithe on*t.

,M

Brownie of Bodsbeck, l. 143. [V. Raith.]
A.-S. rethe, asper, ferns ; "fierce, outrageous,"

Somner ; Teut. xcreed, id.

[Reithnes, e. Eagerness, ardour, West of S.]

REIVE, e. A name given to what is con-
sidered as an ancient Caledonian fort.

" These mounds are perfectly circular, with regular
fosses; the one is styled the Meikle Reive, in the
language of the country, and is about a hundred yards
in diameter." P. Campsie, Stat. Ace, xv. 377. Per-
haps q. " the large inclosure." V. Rab, and Kkive.

REJAG, «. A repartee, Loth.

To Rejag, t\ n. To give a smart answer,
especially as reflecting on the person to
whom it is addressed, ibid.

This is evidently the same with the O.E. v. "Re-
preuyn or rtiaggyn. Redarguo. Deprehendo."
Prompt. Parv.

Fr. rejawj-er, to measure a cask again. Shall we
suppose that this v. had been anciently used by the
French in a metaph. sense ; in the same manner in

B
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which the E. phrase, He took his measure, is still usetl

Id the colloquial language of 8., as signifying, " lie
fare him a complete answer?*'

To REJECK, Reject, v. a. 1. To refer for

decision. Lat. rejic-ere, id.

"Eftir this mater wes Iang dispute afore the senat,
it was rejtkkit to the hischoppis [pontifices] that thay
micht deoerne thereupon." Bellend. T. Liv., p. 434.
JkUgala,UL

^

2. To impute, to ascribe.

"Therefore ane man sould not reiect the cans of his
amin euil and vickednes to the prescience of God, hot
to himself and his auin inobedicnoe.*' Nicol Burne'a
Disputation, foL 9, a.

REK, t. Smoke. V. Reik.

.[To REK, v. a. To reck, care, Barbour, viL

24, Herd's Ed.]

[REKSTER, $. A going, procedure, Shetl.

Norse, rdcster, id.]

ToRELE, r.ru To roll. V. Reile.

[To BELEIF, v. a. To relieve; to supply,

Barbour, xi. 505, xix. 803: part, pa., reUcit,

rtlewytl]

[Relbif, Releff, t. A sum of money paid

to a lord on entrance to an inheritance,

Ibid. xii. 320.]

To BELEISCH, Relesch, v. n. To take a
wide course, to go at large, to set at liberty.

The larkis loude releischand in the skyis
Louis thare lege with tooys curious.

Doug. Virgil, 403, 31.

Fr. rekuek-er, to let go, to enlarge. Perhaps it is

descriptiTe of their music, as we esy S., to let go, or
gat, Le. t to raise a tune.

[To RELENT, v. a. To assuage, Lyndsav,
Thrie Estaitis, 391.]

RELEVANT, adj. Sufficient to warrant
the conclusion, whether in reference to a
libel or to a defence ; a forensic term, S.
MA libel, or a defence, is said to be relevant, when

the facta upon which it founds are sufficient to infer

the conclusion.—The court found the first charge
relevant to infer the pains of death." Maclaurin's
dim. Cases, Intr. xzii. xxiii.

••The court, if they find the facts libelled not re-

itwmmi to infer the crime, dismiss the pannel from the
bar ; if they judge them relevant, they remit the pannel
to the knowledge of an inquest." Ersk. Inst. B. iv.

T. 4,|91.
L. B. reUvantes articuli, legitimi, validi, probantes.

—Queedam positionea et articulos admissibiles et re-

female* pro parte Prions st Conventus—admittere
reensavit, illoeque per suam intcrlocutoriam rejecit

Lit Sixti IV. Fapae A. 1431, ap. Du Cangc.
Maclaurin conjectures that "this term was pro-

bably first applied to defence, Probatum Hon relevat,

aa the primary signification of relevare is levare, solari."

Ibid.

Bat I am inclined to view it as applied to the de-

fence in a way somewhat different. It was most pro-

bably used in the courts of chancery, as denoting that

the defender obtained relief'by a sentence in his favour,

in consequence of the proof brought by him, this being
judged relevant to free him from the aggression of his

opponent. This Du Cange defines Relevamentum
appeUi, Gall, relief dTappel, Diploma experiundae in

iure restitutionis. In like manner, Cotgrave renders

•Y, relexf, " a relieving ; the raising of a person, or a
thins, fallen ; and particularly, the remedy granted by
the letters patent of a soveraigne prince unto a subject

tncommodated, or fallen into an inconvenience, by the
sentence of a judge or ill dealing of others; and
hence, BelieftTAppeL"

Relevancy, b. The legal sufficiency of the

facts stated, in a libel or in a defence, to

infer punishment or exculpation; also a
forensic term, S.
" The practice of the court is, and for many years

has been, not to find a special relevancy as to the libel

and defences, but to pronounce a general interlocutor,

finding the libel relevant." Maclaurin, ut sup.

"The two things.to be chiefly regarded in a criminal

libel are the relevancy of the facts libelled, i.e., their

sufficiency to infer the conclusion; and 2dly, their

truth. The consideration of the first belongs to the
judges of the court, that of the other, to the inquest,

otherwise called the jury or assize." Erskine, ubi

sup.

To RELEVE, v. a. 1. To raise, to exalt, to

promote.
Flawndrys in hys dayis wes
JUlevyd till ane Erldwme
Wyth custymabil honours and fredwme.

Wynlown, vi. Id 25.

Fr. relev-er, to raise, to lift up.

2. To reassemble, to form anew into one body.
His men relewL, that douchty was in deid,
Him to reskew out off that felloune dreid.

Wallace, v. 829, MS.

* Relttcit and releiffit are used in the same sense.
The Scottis men than relewit to giddir fast.

/&£, ver. 072, MS.
In Edit. 1648, the passage runs :

The Scottish men they ran together fast.

The fleand folk, that off the feild fyrst past,

In to thair king agayne rcleitfU fast
Ibid., vi. 905, MS.

—Thay that dreuin war abak and chaist

Releuu agane to the bargane in halst.

Doug. VirgQ, 391, 10.

Fr. relev-er, is mentioned in Diet. Trer., as synon.
with ramasser, colligere, and with assembler, coUigere
in cumulum, coacervaro.

[RELEWYT, Releyit,part. pa. Provided
with relays or extra stores, Barbour, iv.

456. Camb. MS. has releyit. V. Releif,

*•]

[RELICTS, s. pi. Relics, Lyndsay, Thrie
Estaitis, 22351.]

[RELIK, e. A reliquary or case for holding

a relic, Accts. L. H. Treasurer, i. 280,
Dickson.]

[RELIT, Relyt, pret. Reeled, gave way.

Ibid. xii. 513. Camb. MS. relit; part. pr.

relana\ reeling, viii. 328.]
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To RELY, v. a. To rally, call back.
Tharfor comfort yow, and rely
Your men about yow rycht starkly.

v _r <* i.. ^ Barbour, xttl 371, MS.
Ho rdtyt to him mony a knycht

Ibid., tt. 401, Ma
[0. Fr. ratter, to rally ; from Iter, to bind]

[REMANAND, *. Remnant, rest, Ibid, iv.

408.]

Remanent, adj. Other, S.
"We told you before, that we did no more allow

violences of that kind, nor we did allow the foul
aspersions of rebellion, heresy, schism, and perjury
put upon the noblemen and remanent covenanters."
*c. Spalding, i. 71.

!\f?d ,
we otdun these presents to be printed, and

published at the Market-cross of Edinburgh, and
remanent head burghs of this our kingdom.** Pro-
clamation, A. 1680. Wodrow, ii. App. p. 51.

This phrase is still used in petitions addressed to
ecclesiastical courts. "To the Moderator and reman-
ent members of the Presbytery of ,

M

Remanek, t. Remainder.
—"With consideratione alwayes of—lord Tor-

phichen in that meane remaner of the said beronie."
Acts Cha, L, Ed. 1814, V. 1«.

—««.

[To REMB, v. n. To rave in sneaking, to
tell lies, Shetl.]

l h*

[Rembeb, $. One who tells improbable
stories, ibid.]

[Branr, part, and b. Raving, telling lies,
ibid.]

To REME, v. n. To foam, to froth. V.
Ream.

To REMEID, v. a. To remedy.
"AH makes for the ruin of this isle ; and I see vetno mean to remeid it." Baillie's Lett., L 51.

Remeid, Remeed, Remead, s. 1. Remedy,
amelioration.

•JL£^i?
0WI|,

J JF?
?U *?" P*88"^ ^"T f°r be-

reaving them of their arms by such an uncouth audit,—but no remead." Spalding, i. 230

•J^en~Ch*rI? L <
?
am6 to 8ifc uP°n thethrone, they

resolved upon application to his majesty for remttd,"
«c. Guthry's Mem., p. 8.

2. Remeid of Laic, a phrase equivalent to
Remedy of Late, formerly applicable to the
obtaining of justice, particularly by appeal
from an inferior to a superior court, when
the sentence of the former was reckoned
erroneous.

Before the union of the kingdoms, appeals to Par-
liament against the judgments of the Court of Sessionw
*J^if

nned " Protestations for Remeid of Law."
The authority of the most solemn sentences of

Session being thus cleared, it comes next to be con-
sidered how far protestations for remeut of law from
the Session to the Parliament ought to be extended.'*
Stair s Instit B. iv. Tit. i. sec 52.

^u
1*^ wcU known that» in Charles the Second's reign,

the King and court of Session violently opposed the

competency of such appeals or protestations ; and that
the advocates, who refused to disclaim the right of
protestation, were banished from Edinburgh. Hence,
m "The Declaration of the Estates of the Kingdom of
Scotland, containing the Claim of Right, and the offer

of the crown to their Majesties King William and
Queen Mary," the following language was used :

"That it is the right and privilege of the subjects
to protest for Remeid of Law to the King and Par-
liament against sentences pronounced by the Lords of

Session, providing the same do not stop execution of
those sentences." Acts and Ordinances of the Estates
of S. 1689, c. 13.

Soon after the Union, the phrase "protestation
for remeid of law" seems to have fallen into disuse in

relation to appeals. It occurs, however, in the case
Lyon against Kinnaird, 19th July, 1710, in which it

is said by one of the parties : " \Ve appealed and pro-

tested, for remeid of law, to the British Parliament"
Morrisons Diet, i. 580.

3. Alloy of a peculiar description.

"That thair be cunyeit ane penny of silver callit

the Mary Ryall, the fynes of elevin deneirs fyne, and
of weicht ane unce Troce [i.e., Troy] weicht, with
twa granes of remeid, [f. alloy] alsweill of weicht, as
fynes.—VVe charge David Forest, &c. and all utheris
officiaris of our cunyie-hous, ilk ane in thair awin of-

fice, to forge, prent, and caus be forgeit and prentit
sic pieces of weicht and fynes within thair remeid*,
as is above specifiet" Act. Dom. Cone, 22d Dec. 150.%
Keith's Hist App. p. 118.

¥t. remede, "a remedy, redresse—also that allay
which goldsmithes, jewellers, and money-makers,
are permitted to adde unto the allowed embasement
of gold, or silver ; as where with a silver piece of
eleven pence value, there is a twelfth part of copper
allowed to be minded, the remede is about two grains
over and besides that twelfth. This advantage they
have gotten npon allegation, that t'ney cannot pre-
cisely hit, or justly keep, the scantling required of

them by the law ;" Cotgr.
Both Keith and De Cardonnel (Xumismata, Pref.

, 18.) expL remeid as simply denoting "alloy." But
om Cotgr. it ia evident that, although the thing

referred to by this might be called alloy, as being
base metal, it did not denote alloy in general, or that
portion which the law allowed, but a determinate
quantity in addition to the legal ratio, for the purpose
of securing the moneyers from loss in weighing out a
bar of silver into so many small quantities ; or rather,
for securing them against liablencss to prosecution in

the event of there being found a little more alloy in
the coin than the law allowed. Hence it received the
name of remeid, Le., remedy or reparation. But while
this privilege of mixing two grains in the ounce, in
addition to the legal allowance, was granted, they are
required to keep within their remeids, i.e., in no instance,
in the slightest degree, to exceed these two grains.

This ordinance had been borrowed from the customs
of France. L. B. remed-ium, monetariis nostris
remede, Defectus in marcis auri vel argenti, unde
nummi cuduntur, statutis rcgiis pcrmissus. Duplex
est, unum ligae, ponderis alterum : Remediura fbjae
est commixtio certae quantitatis metal li adulterini
cum auro vel argento ; Remcdium vero ponderis est
illius diminutio. Utrumque legitimum habctur, si
legibus principis consentiat ; secus si dissentiat ; Du
Cange. He quotes a proof of this custom as ancient
as A. 1139. Liya is what, in our old laws, is de-
nominated Layis, q.v. (also Lay, v.) denoting allay.
Du Cange, however, does not limit the term in the
same manner as Cotgrave, making no distinction be-
tween the fixed and the additional quantity of base
metal.

Li8'

from
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The term reeour* was wed in Pr. in a sense nearly

•Hied ; L.B. reeurt-UM. Bat we learn from Da Csnge,

thai it differ* from remede, as the former regarded

oolv the indemnity granted to the moneyers tor the

deficiency found in particular nieces, if the whole
anmber struck corresponded in weight with the quantity

of metal famished. Under the term Recunut, he
•hews that A. 1343, two grains of remeUl were allowed

in the penny, denominated Dtnariale. This, according

to the language of Q. Mary's Act, might perhaps be of

the weight of an ounce.

To REMEIF, v. a. or w. To remove. uFlyt

& remei/;
99

Aberd. Reg., A. 1535, V. 15.

REMEMBRIE, $. Remembrance, recollec-

tion.

Sic fantssie on Mr I set

The fsiner I wald hir foryet,

Remembrie grew the mair.

Burt, WaUon't Coll, ii. 47.

To REMENT, Remind, v. a. To remem-
ber, to recollect.

My spreit snpin end sichs maUt sair

Qnhen I rement me euer niatr

How godles men begins.

For tin sssocist them sels.

With sic as pietie repels.

Buret, Walton's Coll., ii. 48.

Fr. ramenlevoir, id. ramentu, remembered.

REMIGESTER, t. A smart stroke, Bnchan;
perhaps originallythe same with Rebegeastor,

q.T.

[•ToREMIND, v. a. To remember, Shirrefs.

V. Rement.]

[REMMACKS, *. pi. The oars of a boat,

ShetL. Lat. remusy an oar.]

To REMORD, v. a. t. To have remorse

^iat> to remember with remorse; Fr. re-

mordrre. Lat. re and mordere.

In sum pert than he remordyt his thocht,

The Kinds commsond becauss he kenyt nocht
Wallace, z. 9, MS.

2. To disburden the conscience of any thing

that may be the cause of remorse.

Wsllscs to God his conscience fyrst remmd,
8yne comfort thsim with manly contenance.

Wallace, ir. 590.

Edit. 1643—His confidence couth remord.

REMYLLIS, $. pL Blows.
Qahen thsi had remyllis raacht,

Thai foirthocht that thai faucht
Houlate, ill 16.

Tent, ranunehen, So.-O. ramUa, tumultuari. This
word seems formed from the v., in the same manner as

reissil, a blow, from the t. Reiml, which is synon. with
rammeUn. ReissU, primarily signifies noise; and,

secondarily, a blow, because of the sound emitted by
it

To RENCHEL, Renshel, v. a. To beat,

to thwack with a stick; as, u To renshel

beasts wp a rung," when not taking the

right road, Tev. [Synon., reiesiL]

(Fr. rinceam, foliage, formerly rainceau, used in the
seme of a bough, in medieval documents, from Lat.
rnmiiieeUm% ctisa, of ramus, a bough. V. Bracket's
Diet.]

RENCHEL, Renshel, s. A term used to

denote what is tall and thin ; as, " He's

naething but a lang renchel? Roxb.

RENDAL, Rbxxal, Resxet, Ru.v-dale, *.

A term used with respect to the division of

land, equivalent to run-rig, S.
•• Another great improvement on the state of this

conntiy would be a better division of the small farms,

which are parcelled out in discontiguous plots and run-

rift termed here rigg and rendal.** P. Dunrossness,
SbetL Statist. Ace., vii. 398.

••A pernicious custom still too much prevails in this

•ad*other places, of possessing land in what is called

rig and rennat, or run-ri^ ; that is to sav, each tenant
in a particular farm or district, has a ridge alternately

with his neighbours." P. Wick, Caithn. Statist. Ace.,

X.O.
"There is an old practice, which still prevails in

some places, and which is very detrimental to hus-
bandry. It is commonly termed rig ami rennet.—
Instead of every one having his land in one place, it is

scattered here and there, several tenants having
different shares in one field, or a rig a piece alternately.

P. Latheron, Caithn. Statist. Ace., xvii. 32.

"The tenants originally possessed their lands in run-

ridge or run-dale." P. Dudingston, Loth. Statist.

Ace, xviii. 363.

The same custom prevails in the North of Ireland,

and, according to Arthur Young, in Wexford.
"There is a custom here called rundah, which is a

division of their farms into spaces by balks without
fences, which they take hare and there, exactly like

the common fields of England." Tour, i. 173.

Dan. teen, "a balk or ridee between two furrows.
w

This phrase is undoubtedly of Northern origin.

Perhaps from IsL Su.-6. ren, palus limitaneus, a
stake used for distinguishing the property of neigh-

bours, and del, a division, or dela, portio agri ; or
from renn-a, to run, and del, deld, q. to have the
portions of ground running parallel to each other.

Thus run-rig, would be merely the translation of
rendel^ or rendal. Rennet is evidently the corr.

of rendekL A.-S. Su.-G. raa, denotes a land mark,
being nearly synon. with ren. In the Laws of Up-
land, defda raa signifies the limits between the por-

tions belonging to neighbours.

[REXDER, *, Rate, degree, Banffs.]

• To RENDER, v. a. 1. To melt or beat but-

ter, [tallow, or lard,] Ayrs. ; " to separate

the skinny from the fat parts of suet, <&c."

GL Lancash. V. Rind.

[2, To discharge pus, BanfFs.]

[Rexderix, *. The act of. melting down
butter, &c, Ayrs.

2. The act of discharging pus, BanfFs.]

To RENG, Rino, v. n. To rule, to reign.

Thy waist supreme indiuisibill substance,—
Remgand eterne, ressauis na accidence.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 80S, 32.

Do clou the presoun of wyndis, and thar on ring.

lbid.,17,28.

Moes-G. reikin-on, Lat. regn-are.
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[RENOAN, Renozan, $. Ninian: Gael.

Rinoean. Accts. L. H. Treasurer, i. 275,
341, Dickson.]

[RENGYE,*. A rein, Barbour, ii. 415. V.
Renye.]

RENK,*. A person; properly, a strong man.
The renk ralkit in the saill, riale and gent,
That wondir wisly wea wroght, with wourschip and wele.

Oawatt and Uol., i. 6.

It it evidently the aame with Rink, q. v.

[RENK, *. A rank, row, as of soldiers, Bar-
bour, ii. 365.]

[To Renk, v. a. To rank, range, set in order,

Aberd.

Renknino, «• Placing according to rank

or precedency. Hence perhaps ranking of

creditors, S.

"The eamyn was remittit tocidder with the renk-

nina and placeing of the haill ourrowis within this

retime to the oommissionaria of the haill burrowis."
Acta Ja. VL, 1581, Ed. 1814, p. 238. It occurs thrice
in this act

RENOMME', #. Renown : \renoxom}, Bar-
bour, ix. 550.]

—For syne King was he ;

And off fall mekill renommS.
Barbour, iv. 774, MS.

Chanc renomee, Fr. renommee.

[Renommtt, Renownyt, part. pa. Re-
nowned, Barbour, i. 32, ix. 503.]

[Renqwnee, Renownino, s. Renown, Bar-
bour, viii. 290, Catnbr. MS.; renoicning*

Ibid. xi. 182. Herd's Ed]

[Renownyt, part. pa. Renowned. V. Ren-
OMMYT.]

RENSS GULDING. The denomination of

a foreign gold coin. .

—" The hery Ingliss noble of paiss to be cryit to
zzii a.—The Rents guiding to viii s," Acts Ja. II., A.
1556, Ed. 1814, p. 46.

In Ed. 1566, gudling is used for guiding, c. 61, fol.

38, b.

This is called the Rhenish Guilding, Skene's Ed. ;

the same in Glendook's.
Tent, gulden, aureus nummus xx. stuferorum

;

Kilian. Belg. id. •• a gilder, a coin of xx stivers
;"

SeweL Rents or Rhenmh refers to the country bor-
dering on the Rhine. V. Gudline.

RENTAL, *. 1. A kind of lease, S.

"A rental is a particular species of tack, now seldom
used, granted by the landlord, for a low or favourable
tack-dutyt to those who are either presumed to be the
lineal successors to the ancient possessors of the land,
or whom the proprietors design to gratify as such ; and
the lessees are usually styled rentallers or kindly
tenants." Erakine's Instit. B. ii. Tit. 6, § 37. V.
Kindly.
The term is now used simply in the sense of lease-

holding, S.

2. The annual value or rent, Dumfr., Clydes.

3. Also used, as in E., to denote the amount
of the rents of an estate, S.

To Rextale, v. a. To let in lease.

M Incaiss the saidis landislordis at ony tyme heir-

efter rentale or sett takkis to ony of the saidis dis-

sobedient hielandmen or bordourmen in ony thair

landis, and omittia to tak sufficient cautioun for thame,

—it salbe lessum to persew," Ac. Acts Ja. VI., 1587,

E4. 1814, p. 463.

Rextaller, *. One who possesses land by

lease or rental, S.

To RENTE, Renoye, v. a. To rein.

"Than the master cryit and bald renye ane bonet.

Tire the trossis, nou heise." CompL S., p. 63.

Renye, Rexze, *. The rein of a bridle ; Fr.

resne.

The samvn four foutit beistis eik

Bene oft vsit full towarlue and rneik

To draw the cart, to thole bridill and renye,

Doug. VirgU, 86, S7.

Leg. towartlie, as in Elphynstoun's MS.

RENYYTtpart. pa. Forsworn, abjured, Bar-

bour. Fr. rcni-er9 to deny, to abjure.

[To RENZIE, v. n. To writhe in pain, Orkn.]

To REPAIR, Repaee, Repayre, v. n. 1.

To return, [resort, haunt, Barbour, iv. 477];

O. Fr. repairier, L. B. repar-are.

Qwhen that the Romanys passyt ware,

The alienis, that war chasyd are,

Repayryd, and nere all the land

Dystroyit wyth fyre and fellown hand.7
' Wyntown, v. 10. 5S9.

p. To abide, reside, dwell, Barbour, xv. 404.]

Repair, RepaHe, s. [1. Dwelling, resort,

haunt, Ibid. iv. 479; place of meeting,

Ibid. vi. 548.]

2. Company, frequency, concourse, S.

Thrie Priests went into collatioun,

Into ane privie place of the said toun—
Thar luint not na rangald nor repair.

Priests o/Peblis, &P. R.,1 3.

We still say of a street, which is retired from the

bustle of a town, that there is not much repair in it, 8.

Fr. repaire, a haunt ; L. B. ripar-ium, receptaculum,

domns mnnita ; ItaL riparo.

[Reparyno, 8. Repair, haunt, Barbour, iv.

495.]

To REPARELL, Reperale, v. a. To re-

pair, to refit ; Fr. repareill-er.

His nsuy loist reparellil I but fate

And his feris fred from the deith alhale.

Doug. Virgil, 112, 51.

This v. is also nsed to denote the reparation, or the
rebuilding of houses.
" The awnar of the brintland, quha hes biggit and

reparrtUit the samin, sail not be haldin to pay mair of

the saidis annuellis respettine than cumis to the re-

sidew thairof," Ac. Acts Mary, 1555, Ed. 1314, p.

490.
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"That thai-fore the said Robert sail content k pay
—the profit that the laid Alex', mycht hafe had of
expenai as wil big k rtperale the aaid houat again,

alssgudeas it wai before it was castin dovne, &c.
Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1480, p. 72.

To REPATER, v. n. To feed, to take re-

freshment.

In the mene quhvle,—al the beistis war
Rtpaterit wele sltir there nychtis lare.

Doug. Virgil, 248, 29.

Ft. repaitrt, Let. repaid.

•To REPEAT, Repete, v. a. To recover,

S. ; a sense in which the v. is not used in

E.
"The manner how gndea taken away, may be re-

peated.n Acts. Ja. VL, Pari xi. c. 100, Title, Skene.
"Stollen gudes may be repeted fra the thief." In-

dex, ibid. to. ThUucs.
Fr. repet-er, •• to redemand, aske, or call back

;

also, to return, recover, take, or fetch, back again
;

"

Cotgr. Lat. repet-ere, id.

Repetition, s. Repayment, restoration.
•• Every burgh shall have repetition of the two part

of the proportion of excise, furnished by them. " Spald-
ing, ii. 142.

*• It was provided and agreed that the tocher shoaid
return,—and therefore concludes repayment and re-

petition of the tocher." Fount. Suppl Dec. ii. 667.

To REPELL, r. a. To recall ; like obsolete

E. repeal. Fr. rapell-er9 id.

—•• Kochtwithstanding quhairof diuerss pairteis

intendis—to move questioun againis the sakfis ten-

nentis and vtheris, and to causa thame be repellit to

repay the saides mailes and deweteis," kc Acts. Ja.

VI, 1585, Ed. 1814, p. 379, 380.

REPENDE,parf. adj. Scattered, dispersed

;

or broken loose from the ranks.

Beth boras repende roaschede frekis wndir feit

;

The SeottU on rate gait niony loiss the stiete.

Wallace, iii. 193, MS.

Fr. repand-re, to scatter or cast abroad ; rtpand-u,

dispersed. In Edit. 1&48, it is ramping.

To REPLAIT, Reflate, Resplate, v. a.

To try a second time.
•• Gif ony persone or personis happynis to be con-

vict at the said Justice-court for quhatsumevir crvnie,

giff the said Lord James thinkis thame to be rejxaUit,

and the executioun thairof to be continewit, [delayed]

for the better executioun of justice, that he continew
the samyn, and transport, and causs the personis foir-

saidis to be transportit to the burgh of Edinburgh, or
lik uthir place he pleissis, quhile our Soveranis mynd
be knawin thairintilL" Q. Mary's Instructions to L.
James, 1561, Keith's Hist., p. 200.

*' The quhilk day the saius lord and bailyies askit

at Alexr
. Senyr Seriand and Mayr principall of the

echir of Rane, gif he hade put the summonds till

•xecutiown that was dyrekkyt to hyme apoun An-
drow Elphinstone of the Seliness, alle^it free tenand
of the landis of Ardlar, and gif the said serjand hade
maid summonds apoune the said Androw to this court

peremptour as to the last court of his process resplatil

and continewit fra the ferd court, lik as the actys,

summondis, and continuationis maid therapone pro-

portis." Chart. Aberdeen, FoL 153.

This seems to be q. •• pleaded anew and delayed ;

"

as formed from Lat. re, and L. B. plait-are, placitum,

sen pactum, inire ; Du Cange. Fr. replaid-er (or as
it must have been written in O. Fr. resplaid-er)

Plaider une seconds fois, rentrer en proccs. Itervm
litigart, litem renovart ; Diet. Trev.

To REPLEDGE, Repleqe, v. a. To re-

cal a person from the jurisdiction of one
court to that of another ; a forensic term.
" He [Makduff] sail haue fre regalite to mak officeris

within hym, k to replege his men (gif neid beis) fra the
kinms lawis to his regality." Bellend. Cron., B. xii. c.

9. Potestatem quoque habet—ad suos revocandi indi-

ces ; Boeth.
He, who as superior, rtpletlged one, whom he claimed

ss his vassal, from another court to his own, left a
pledge or surety with that court, that he should do
justice to the complainer on the person thus recalled,

within year and day. The pledge was called Culreach,

q. v. Quon. Attach., c. 8, s. 4.

L. B. repleg-iare, to redeem any person or thing,

upon pledge; from re and pleg-ium. V. Du Cange.
E. replevin*

[Repledoeand, part. pr. Repledging, re-

deeming with a pledge, Lyndsay, Thrie

Estaitis, 1. 5.]

To REPLEID, v. a. To resist.

This officer but dout is callit Deid

;

Is nane his power sgane may repleid;

Is nane sa wicht, sa wjrse, na or sik wit,

Agane his summond suithly that may sit

PritsU o/PeUia, 8.P.R., I 45.

L. B. repland-are, repulsare, Du Cange ; unless the
idea rather be that of pleading again, or legally replying.

{REPLETF9 adj. Full, Lyndsay, The Drcme,
L 580.]

REPLOCII GRxVY. V. Rapplack.

ToREPONE, v. a. 1. To replace, to restore

to a situation formerly held; properly, a for-

ensic term. Lat. repon-o.

" It was required, that the ministers of Edinburgh
might be reponed to their places." Baiilie's Lett. , i. 24.

"And reponis, reintegratis, k restoris the said

Johns till his honour, heretagis, landis, rentis," Ac.
Act. Ja. V., 1525, Ed. 1814, p. 299.

" Our said vmauhile souerane lord a lytill afor his

deceiss—relaxit the said Schir Walter furth of ward,
and ordanit to repone and restoire him to the sarnin

estate that he was in before the said accusatioune," kc.
Acts Mary, 1542, Ed. 1814, p. 414.

2. To reply, Ayrs.; a forensic term, S.
—"To make any answer if it were but to maintain

an endles iangling with men who would never be
ashamed to rejtone vnto vs one and the same, a hun-
dreth times, recocted crambe." Forbes's Defence,

Ded. A. 3, a.

Repoxabill, adj. Adapted to restore things

to a proper bearing.
" Quhen they had socht on all sidis how this mater

micht be drcssit, ane reponabill way was found."
Bellenden's T. Liv., [Books L ch. ix. p. 40.]

Repoxe, *. To mat a repone; to give a

reply, Ayrs.

To REPORT, v. a. To obtain, to carry off

;

in the sense of Fr. remport-er or rapport-er9

from which it is probably formed.
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«« Of late the labourer* attempted to manure farther

within the cuntry than their predecessors were accus-

tomed to do ; but they reported small advantage for

their pains. ** Deser. of the Kingdome of Scotlande.

To REPOSE, v. a. The same with Repone.
" Mr. Andrew Logie, who lately had been reposed

to his ministry, being cited to answer many slanderous

speeches in pulpit, not compearing,—was deposed."

Baillie's Lett, i. 383.

To REPOUSS, v. a. To repel, Ayrs.

Fr. repouss-er, id., anciently repouU-er, from Lat.

re and puls-are, to beat, to drive back.

To REPREIF, v. a. 1. To disallow, to set

aside, to reject ; a forensic term.
—"That the saidis provost, chanonis, k chapel-

tine, sail brouke k joyse the said landis k malis thar-

of, ay k quhil the said lettre be repreifit k declarit of

na vale. And as for the witnea contenit in the lettre

that is summond for the falsing & repreifing of it/' &c.

Act Dom. Cone, A. 1480, p. 52.

[2. To reprove, to blame, Barbour, v. 84

;

. part. pa. repreuit, reprowyt, xvi. 605.]

[Repreif, #. Reproof, blame. Ibid. iv. 581.]

This seems altered from Fr. reprouiher% or Lat. re-

prob-are, like pretf for prove.

To REPREME, v. a. To repress ; Lat. re-

prim-ere.

"Thir vordis of Salomon beand veil consider! t,

is ace sonerane remeid ande salutair medveyn to re-

preme and distroye the arrogant consait of them that
glorifeis k pridis them to be discendit of nobilis and
gentilmen.* CompL a, p. 242.

REPRISE, $. The indentation of stones in

building.

GOt buroeUt torris—like to Phebus schonc,
Skarsmeut, reprise, corbell and bsttellingis.

Police of Honour, ill. 17.

Fr. reprise de pierres, denting pieces of stone ; Cotgr.

[REPROWYT, part. pa. Reproved, blamed,
Barbour, ii. 116.

To REPUNG, Repuoxe, v. n. To oppose,

to be repugnant ; Lat. repugn-are, Fr. re-

pugn-er.
—" Ordaining na pairt of the temporal! landis to be

disponit, bot in augmentatioun of the ren tall, and of
all Ttheris actis of annexatioune and ratificatioun maid

rthairto." Acts Ja. VL, 1594, Ed. 1814, p.

—" Bot ye repugme to S. Paul, and to the practeiso
of the vniversalKirk.". Nicol Burne, F. 76, b.

[To REQUEIR, v. a. To require, charge,

Barbour, xii. 263.]

Requesed, Requesit, adj. Requisite.

"Thay baith being requeued according to your
doctrine, the ane being the tane way, the kirk in na-
wyse can consist.'* Nicol Burne, F. 115, b.

44 The vil thairfore is frie, becaus quhen al thingis
requesit to the operation thairof ar present, it may ceis

from Torking git it pleis him quha sould performe the
ark." IbitL,F. 7,b.

RERIT, pret. v. 1. Fell back.

The Sotherou ost bak rerit off that place,

At thai fyrst tuk, skyr breid and mar.
Wallace, vti. 1191, MS.

Edit. 1648, retired. Fr. arrierS, cast or fallen

behind, from arriere, backward ; or immediately from
riere, id. corr. from Lat. retro. Bak rerit is an obvious
tautology.

[2. Reared, as horses do, Barbour, xiv. 60.

Skeat's Ed.]

[Rerward, *. Rearguard, Ibid. xi. 340.]

(To RESAIFF, v. a. To receive, Ibid. xiii.

530 : pret. and part, pa., resauit, resawt/t.']

[Resauour, Ressauour, s. The Receiver-

fjneral of the kind's rents, an officer of

xchequer, Accts. L. H. Treasurer, i. 46,

57, Dickson.]

RESCHIT, part. pa. A term frequently

occurring in the Collect, of Inventories.

V. Ruschit.

RESCITATIOUN, *. Restoration.

"Neuirtheles being forfaltit, at Strewiling at the
last parliament haldin tharein I haue satisffit our io-

uerane lord, and obtenit his hienes pardone, with
rescitatioun to my landis, guidis and houssis." Buik
Gen. Kirk, Aug" 11, 1574.
This word might seem to have been formed from re

and scire, scit-wn ; q. to ken again; as somewhat
analogous to that used concerning a widow, of kenning
her to her terce.

To RESCOURS, v. a. To rescue.

"This man that rescoureit the Kyng wes callit

Turnbull, and wes rewardit with riche landis be the
kyng." BeUend. Descr. Alb. c. 10.

O. Fr. rescourr-er, L. B. rescuere, to assist.

Rescours, s. Rescue, relief in a siege;

[O. Fr. rescousse, succour.]

—Gylmyne the Willcris, that than
Held the towre, and wes worthy man,
Sawe his wictalis war nero gane,
And hope of the rescours had he nane.

Wyntown, viiL S4, 30. V. the v.

"The gouernour laid ane sege to the castell of

Lochindorb, quhare erle Dauid Cumynis wife was for

the tyme. This woman knawing her hous mony dayis
afore abyll to be segit, send to Kyng Edward, and
desirit rescoura.*

1
Bellend. Cron., B. xv. c. 9.

To RESEAW, Ressaue, v. a. To receive,

Aberd. Reg.

* RESERVE, s. The designation given to a

tree reserved in a hag, or cutting of an
allotted portion of wood, Clydes. V.
Witter, s. 2.

[Reseravyt, pret. Reserved, kept back or

secret, Barbour, i. 132.]

To RESETT, v. a. 1. To receive, harbour,

or entertain, S.

"Lykas alswa diverse utheris thair Majesties legeis,

in contrare thair duetie, ceissit nocht to ressctt, har-
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brge and supply the saidis rebeHis with mast, lodging,
nod nthir neeessaris, and to intercommosm with thame
in trcssonabill manner, in manifest vilipending of tkair
Hienesses anthoritie and lawis of the resJsne?* Bed1

.

Coonc, A. 1566. Keith's Hist App., p. 132.—" Certifying likewise—all heritors who shall keep
any of the said rebels upon their ground, or all others
who shall harbour or reset them, that they shall be pro-
ceeded against with all the severity that law can
allow." Proclamation, A. 1679; Wodrow's Hist., \L
App.f p. 64.

2. To receive stolen goods.

"Quha rtseu theift stollen fra ante man ; he salbe
estemed as sne common theif, and salbe pnnissed with
the like paine.n Stat. Alex. ii. c. 21. V. the*.

Reset, Resett, $. I. Place of residence,

abode.

Bot qwhethlre thai caws had or i

Ilk man til his react is gane.

wraowm, TiB. as.m
2. The act of harbouring one who is considered

as a public-enemy, or exposed to danger.
Than thai gert tak that woman hrycht and scheyue,
Aecosyt hir ssr of re$ett in that cass

:

Fell syiss echo suour, that scho knew noeht Wauass.
Wmllmce. if. 715* M&

3. One who affords harbour to another, when
exposed to danger from enemies.

Thar dnelt a Wallas wekummyt him faO wefll

;

Thocht Ingli» men thar of had littill feOle.

Baths meite anddrynk at his will he had thar.
In Laglyne wode, qnhen that he made repajr,
This gentfll man was roll oft his resett

;

With staiT of honshald strestely he thaim bett
fraflacc, iL 17, M&

"That drcnit courts of jnsticiarie be established

—

yeirlie for tryell and pnnisching of an theiffis, sorneris,

robberis, and rtseUs thereof." Acts Cha. L, Ed. 1814,

p. 501.

4. aA plaee of entertainment for money, an
inn." For the term is synoo. with kos-

tillaris> with which it is conjoined ; and /to#-

tUlaris here undoubtedly signifies, not the

innkeepers, but the inns.

••It isordanit that in all borrow townis of therealme
and thxouchfaria qohair commonn passages ar, tbair be
ordanit hostillaris and resettis, hanand stabiis and
Chalmers." Acts Ja. L, 1424, a 26, Edit. 1566.

5. The act of receiving goods which one knows
to be stolen ; a common law-term, S.

•'The crime of reset of theft consists either in har-
bouring the person of the thief after the goods are
stolen, or in receiving or disposing of the goods.**

Erskine's Instit. R iv. Tit. 4. s. 63.

6. The receiver of stolen goods; improperly
used in the vulgar adage, " The resett is as

ill as the thief, S. Rudd.
A similar proverb occurs in Su.-G. Haelartn aer ej

haettreaen stiaelaren, •• the concealer is no better than
the thief."

The forensic term is Resetter, q. t.

Mr. Macpherson derives the word, sense 1, from
A.-8. seta, inhabitant, $aetungt occupation, possession.

Bat it seems merely Fr. reeepte, reeette, receiring, O.Fr.
rteepi, retrsite, demeure; GL Rom. de Rose. L.B.

recevt-us denoted the obligation of s vassal to receive

his lord into his castle, if this was necessary either in

warfare or for business ; reception, the right of going
to a particular place for food ; jus pastus, droit &
matt ; recipere, pasturn, praebere ; Du Cange. Hence
Belg. receptee the feasts which are given to a newly
married pair by their relations.

The forensic sense seems merely secondary ; as being
a restricted application of a term which is otherwise
used with greater latitude.

facetted occurs in O.E. as equivalent to harboured.

Oyf eny wolde
Gome as to defense, that ner wounded were,
Other wery, as in a castel rccetud were there.

it Olouc, p. 211

[Resett. Errat. for Resettit, part. pa. re-

ceived, harboured, Barbour, ix. 282.J

Resetter, #. 1. " He who entertains," Rudd

.

2. A receiver of stolen goods ; a forensic term.

Such as sell goods belonging either to thieves, or to
other lawless persons who dare not themselves appear
at a public market, may be justly considered, not only
as resetters of the goods, if they were stolen, but as
concealers of the thieves or other offenders from justice.

"

Erskine's Instit B. iv. T. 4, a. 63.

RESH,*. A rush.

Mine harness helped me not a rets ;
It stinted never but in my flesh.

SirEotir,j».7.

RESIDENTER,*. A dweller, a residentiary,

S.

[RESIGNACIOUNE, Resignacioxe, #.

Resignation, the surrender by a vassal of

his lands into the hands of his superior,

Accts. L. H. Treasurer, i. 2, 5. Dickson.]

To RESILE, v. tu 1. To draw back, to

flinch, S.
•• It has been said of me, that I have, in word at

least, resiled from my wonted zeal for the Presbyterian

Government." Wodrow's Hist, i. 208.

2. To resist the force of, to start back from

;

applied to argumentation.

Bead Duraro and Calvin well

:

If from their reasons you resile,

lie count yon sots, or that your knaverio

Will lead us back to Roman slaverie.

CUlaiuTs Poems, p. 79.

3. As a v. a., to beguile, to deceive, Ayrs.

[Fr. resilier, to cancel], Lat. resilire.

RESING, adj. [Racy, capital, great: synon.

rousin, rousing, as used by Burns in, '* a

rousing whid."]

Schir, I complane of injure ;

A resing stone of rakvng Mure
Hes mangillit my making, throw his malise,

And present it into your palise

Dunbar, Ataitland Poems, p. 107.

"Raisen? raised?*
1

Pinkerton. - Perhaps a story

that makes a great noise, q. has much currency ; A.-S.

rtas-an, Su.-G. rts-a, to run.

To RESING, v. a. To resigri ^Aberd. Reg.
" The said James—causit the forsaidis »pretendit

—

assignais torenunce the said pretendR| fenyeit & simu-
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late assignatioune, k resinj the samin in hit hienee

handis," Ac. Acts Ja. V. t 1539, Ed. 1814, p. 254.

[RESISTERIS, a. pi. ' Resisters, foes,

Barbour, xviii. 214.J

RESITTT, part. pa. Cited a second time, q.

re-cited.

••Nccht expremand—gif thai war segit be him or

hie army, & resiilt be the laidis personis, and thai in-

obedient tharintm." Acts Mary, 1542, Ed. 1814, p.

417.

[To RESKEW, v. a. To rescue, Barbour,

iii. 81 ; part. pa. reskewyt. Ibid. x. 728.]

[Reskewixo, Reskowrss, *. Rescue, suc-

cour, Ibid. v. 419, xvii. 901.]

• To RESOLVE, v. n. To terminate,

"The king in his great wisdom—prevented the
tame, by affording them a treaty, which, upon the

fifth of November, 1585, resolved in peace." Guthry's
Mem., p. 5.

RESP, Risp, s. A kind of coarse grass, S.

GL Sibb.

To RESP, Risp-, v. n. To make a noise

resembling that of a file, S.

Swannis souchis threw out the respand redis.

Oner all the lochii and the tiutus gray.

Doug. Virgil, 401, 47.

Or than the bustoos swyne fed wele, that bredis

Amang the buskin rank of risp and mlis,

Beside the laik of Laurent niony yeris.

Ibid., S44. 42L

Eudd. views both these as the part pr. Sibb. says,

that he " mistakes the meaning entirely ;" as he thinks
that resp, risp is the «. But, in none of the passages,

is the pi. need ; which would certainly have been the
case, as corresponding to red!*. The evidence of the
M SS. is rather against this being the r. Kuthven MS.,
in the first passage, has rispy ; Klphynstoun MS. reap

and; in passage second, Ruthv. MS. risp and, in

Elph. MS. rysp and.
This, at any rate, can only be a secondary use of the

v. as signifying to rasp. V. Risp.

• RESPECT, Respete, Resputt, *. A re-

spite, or prorogation of punishment, or of

prosecution for crimes committed or im-
puted.
—"Ordanis respedis to be maid & gevin to the erlis

of Anguss, Ergile and Levinax, Glencaine, lord Max-
well, thar kyne, freudis men, tenentis, & seruandis,

and vtheris thar part takaris—for all manere of crymis,
tresoune in our soucrane lordis persoune alanerly ex-
cept—The said rtspttis to haue na place fra thinfurth
bot for actiounis committit before the dait tharof."

Acts Ja. V, 1526, Ed. 1814, p. 307.—"Bath the partij* beand jwrsonaly present, the
aid Adam allegiand to be vudcr rcsputt be a lcttre

vnder the priue sele of our souerane lordis gcvin to
the bischop of Abberdene—tho lordis auditoris

—

difieris the mater concernyng the said Adam to the
said retputt." Act Audit, A. 1474, p. 41.

L. B. respect-u*t resjKct-um, mora, dies dilatus, pro-
rogate dici, Gallia re*pit—Rt>*peytus, eadem notionc.
— ~Kesj>ect'Qre9 differre, resjKctum seu moram dare. Du
Cange. It occurs in this sense in the Capitularia, A.
819. Deinde detur ei spatium ad respectum ad scp-
tem noctes.

VOL. IV.

[Respit, 8. Respite, delay, Barbour, viii.

344. O.Fr. respit.']

• RESPECTS, 8. Interest, emolument, ad-

vantage.

"He now begins to tirr the slates oft, and carries

them doun to the college for his own respects." Spald-

ing, ii. 262.

RESPOND, *. The return that is made by

a precept from Chaucer}', on an application

for a seisin.

"Hone—seems to insinuate the reason why they

are so abridged, because the sheriffmust be answerable

for the respond contained in these precepts." Fount.

Dec. Suppl., iii. 109.

Respondie, *. The duplicate of an accompt.

Perhaps the modern term check is synou.

'•To call for payment and compt of all respondie*

and debts addebted—to the publikc :—to call for in-

spection of the registers—of all other committees, to

the effect that all respomlies may be exactly extracted

forth thereof," Ac Acts Cha. I., 3d. 1814, VI. ISO.

Fr. respond-re, to match, agree with.

Respoxdie-book, 8. A check-book.

"That the clerk—appointed by the Clerk-Regis-

ter—shall have the—keeping of the respondie-books,

aud of all the accompts," 4cc. Ibid., 181.

Responsall, adj. Respousable, Acts Pari,

pass.

" They fill up their letters with sic retponsal mens
names as they tried out ; —both burgh and land who
was responsal were charged." Spalding, ii. 222.

Respoxsiouxe, s. Suretyship.

••That Vmfra Culquhoune of that ilk— sail freith &
releif Trestrame of Gorty of that ilk, of the soume of

vj" a pund, of the re*ponsiottHe of the said Treatranlya

landis, aucht to our souuerain lorde, the tyinc the

said landis war in our souuerain lordis hand is in defalt

of entre of the are." Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1480, p. 50.

Fr. responsion, id. L. B. resjtonsio, sponsio, fide-

jussio ; Gall, caution. Du Cange.

RESPUTT, e. Delay in regard to legal pro-

cess, respite. V. Respect, Respete.

[RESSAIT, Ressat, *. Receipt, Accts. L.

H. Treasurer, i. 14, 166, Dickson.]

[To RESSAWE, r. a. To receive, Barbour,

xviii. 546 : part. pa. ressaicyt.']

[Ressauour, s. A receiver; generally ap-

plied to the Receiver-general of the King's

rents, an officer of Exchequer, Accts. L. II.

Treasurer, i. 46, Dickson. V. Resauour.]

Ressaytiiar, Ressayttar, *. A receiver,

Aherd. Reg.

"Aneon lauchtfull nychtbour and ane commound
rctsayUar." Ibid.

To RESSEXT, r. a. To have a deep sense

of.

••It is incumbent to these quho ar called to tho

lowest places of judicatorie to restart the weight off

c
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that charge and fitt thameselves aecordinglie for it."

Acts Cha. L, Ed. 1814, V. 360.

Fr. at ressent-ir, to feel thoroughly.

To RESSOURSS, Resurse, v. n. To rise

again ; Besourss, rose again.

Zspherus began his morow conns,
The ewete wapour thus fra the ground resourss;

The humyll breyth doun fra the hewyn awaill,

la entry metdo. bathe fyrth. forrest and daill.

Wallace, viii. 1185, Ma
—Re*itr*vng vp hie in the are.

Doug. Virgil, 297, 28.

Fr. resourd-re ; whence resource, rising ag-tin ; from
Lai. resurg-ere. In O.Fr. indeed, resurrexi occurs as

an adj. synoo. with res*u*ciU ; Diet. Trev.

RESSUM, a. A small fragment, There's no

a retsum to tliefore, S.B.

A.-S. rtosn, a beam, or Su.-G. ris, a twig? The
phrase may have been borrowed from a ruined house,

of which there was not a beam or wattle left standing.

To REST, v. a. 1. To be indebted to one.

What am 1 restand you t How much do
I owe you t S.

It is to be observed, however, that our term is pro-

perly elliptical ; the full phrase being, to rest awing,

i.e,, to remain owing.—••Wo charge yow—to raise, unlift and inbring

—

the tent penny of all the sadis casualiteis restand awing
to thaim of termiss bygane," 6c. ChartuL Aberd.,
FoL 140.

Properly, the prep, to is subjoined.

•'Our said soverane Lord—ordainis that the said

John, now Erie of Cowrie, sail nawayis be callit, persew-

it, chargit, or hardenit with the payment of quhat-

eumever his said umquhill father's dettisr ouhairof he
took allowance in ony of his compts of tnesaurarie,

lor the space of ane yeir next to cum after the dait

hereof, that in the meintyme his Hienes may see the
aid Erie satisfeit of the said is super-expenses, restane

be his Majestic to his said umquhill father." Act
Sederunt, 20th June 1600.

Fr. etrt en reste, to be in arrears ; a financial phrase.

Hence,

[2. To arrest, Accts. L. H. Treasurer, i. 302,

.. Dickson.]

Best, s. 1. Remainder, remnant, balance

due.

••Item, a rest of blak satine contening xxvii ellis

and a half.—Item, twa restis of gray dames contening

rrii elhs and three quarters." Inventories, A. 1561,

p. 127.

Fr. reste, residue, remnant, Ac.

2. An arrest ; Aberd. Reg. V. Reist.

I know not if it be in this sense that we should

understand the phrase, "Brakin the rest of the knok,"
ibid.

Restes, Restis, Re3ts, s.pL 1. Remains,

relics.

" It's a town of Roman antiquity, of which there

are yet some rests to be seen, as aqueducts, Ac." Sir

A. Balfour's Letters, p. 54. •• Here are some rests of

Roman antiquity, as of an amphitheatre, Ac." Ibid.,

p. 72.

2. Arrears.

The Fr. term is used in pi. in a similar senses

Profitex du temps, tandis tous avez encore quelque.

rtstes de jeunesse & de beaute*. St. Evrem. Diet.

Trev.
•'The three Estaites of Parliament decernis and

ordainis letters to be direct, to require the Ordinares
to give their letters upon all Prelates, to cause payment
be maid of all restes, awin be them to the seate of the
Sesaioun, of all termes by-gane." Acts Mar. 1543, c.

2, Murray.

REST. Auld rest, probably old sprain.

The painful Poplesie. and Pest,

The Rot, the Roup, and the auld Rest
Watson's Coll., iii. 14.

V. FtTTK.

AspramfcoftencaUedairrest, tertrf, orre*£,S. A.-S.
wraest-an, to distort.

RESTING CHAIR. A long chair sliapdlike

. a sofa, used in farm-houses, Ang. Perths.

RESTORANS, Restorance, *. Restora-

tion.—"That lettrez be writtin to distrenye thaim,
thair landis & gudis, for the restorans of the samyn."
Act Audit., A. 1471, p. 18.

*

•• My said lord Governour deliuerit to thaim the
sceptour & batoune in parliament in signs & takin of
thair restorance." Acts Mary, 1542, Ed. 1814, p. 417.

[RESTRINGITYVE,a<#. Astringent,Lynd-
say, Papyngo, L 737.]

To RESTYN, v. a. To refresh.

There is na land mare Hkand to myne entcnt,
Nor quhare me list so well, and profitabil

Our wery felkis to resign and estabilL

Doug. Virgil, 128, 13.

Rudd. views this as a s. But it is evidently the p.,

used in that form which seems to have been borrowed
from the A.-S. Thus sayne occurs from sag, sent for
see, Ac.

To RETEIR, v. n. To retire.

—"Quhome the estaitis of parliament ordanit to
reteir to thair lugeingis, thare to remane auhill the
morne at aucht houris, and than to compeir Defoir the
kinds maiestie and lordis of articlis, to ansuer to the
said summondis." AcU. Ja. VL, 1584, Ed. 1814, p.
333.

[RETENEW, s. Retinue, Barbour, xv. 429.]

To RETENT, v. a. To cause to resound.

Their Pagans fell, with clamor huge to hear,
Made such a dinne as made the heaven resound,
Relented hell, and tore the fixed ground.

Hudson's Judith, p. S3.

Fr. retent-ir, to resound, to ring again.

RETH, adj. Fierce, unruly.

The Ingliss men thocht thar chvftayn was slayne

;

Bauldly thai baid. as men mekill off mayn,
JUth horss repende rouschede frekif wndir feit

;

The Scottis on fute gert mony loiss the sucte.

Wallace, iii 193, Ma
A.-S. rethe, fierce, savage. Some early Editor, not

understanding the language, has rendered it, as in

Edit. KMS,
Jtich horse ramping rushed frekes under feet

In Edit. Perth, by mistake reck. V. R^pkxdk.

Rethxas, *. Ferocity, cruelty.

Thir ar no foulis of ref. nor of rethnas,

Bot mansuote, but malice, mandrit and meke.
Uoulate, I 19, MS.
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Mr. Pinkcrton renders this prey. But although this

idea is necessarily implied, it is previously expressed
in rtf. A.S. rethnes, rethneaae, ferocitas, saevitia.

To RETOUR, Retowre, v. a. 1. To make
a return in writing ; a forensic term, used
with respect to the service of ane heir, S.
" It is the maist necessar, common & profitable brieue

or inquisition that is vsed be the lieges of this realme,
quhairby ane desiris to be served and retourrd, as
narrest & lauchful air to his father or vther predi-
oessour." Skene, Verb. Sign. vo. Breve de merit
anteeeuorU.

2. To make a legal return as to the value of

lands, S.

"Thair lands are so high retourcd, that a fortymerk-
land with us will not pay so much rent as a two-merk
land elsewhere." BaiihVs Lett., i. 370.

3* To return.

-And iwa he
honest
I hame.

Wyth honowre and wvth honeste
* '

" » in his land hame.
Wyntoum, ix. 1L 99.

ReUtwryd syne i

Retour, Retoure, $. 1. Return, in a gene-
ral sense.

—Nor Tit sue vktour with prosperity
Vnto thy faderi* ciete hane retoure.

Doug. Virgil, 861, 7.

2. The legal return that was made to a brief,

emittebffrom chancery.

"There is twa kindis of retourt* or aunswers, maid
be the persons of inquest, to this brieue, and retourcd
to the Chancellarie : the ane is generally and the vther
•0001811" Skene, Verb. Sign, ut sup.

3. The legal return made as to the value of

lands, S.
"—The common burdens were laid on, not according

to the rtiour or merk-land, but the valuation of the
rents." Baillie's Lett, i 370.
The word is not only retained in courts of law, but

in vulgar language. A retour-cKaise, is one returning
from the stage to which it has been hired, S.

The term is,used in the laws of France, with respect
to inheritance, although, in a different sense. On
apelle,-*vfour de partage, ce qu'on aioute au lot d'un
des coheritiers, pour supplier ce qui lui appartient de
droit. Diet. Trev.

[4. A great amount, Banff.]

To RETREAT, Retrait, v. a.

to retract.

To recall,

** And als thair wes mony of the byschoppis quhilkis
wer conuenit in this wickit conuentioun, quha retreatit

thair awin deliberatioun, quhilk wes neuir doue be the
flenerale consalis dewlie conuenit." Kennedy of
Crosraguell, Compend. Tractiue, p. 78.

Ft. rttract-er, tat. relract-are.

Retrett, part. pa. Retracted, repealed, re-

versed; [retraitit, Lyndsay, Exper. and
Courteour, 1. 5771.]

"The lordis abone writtm—tuk the mater one thaim,
nochtwithstanding that the said James wes nocht callit

to hear the said act retrttC* Act. Dom. Cone, A.
1490, p. 194.

The act of drawingRetrotractiox, *,

back.
" A rttrotraction of the real right to the inhibition

and fiction, supposing them both of one date, is a motion
that surely no lawyer can be guilty of." Fount. Dec.
Suppl., iii. 79.

[RETTICK, s. Same as Rebbick, q. v.]

REUAR, Revar, *. River.

"That quhamsumever schuit—Dow, Herron, or
foule of the rtuer within this realme, sail foirfault and
tyne thair hailI mouabill gudis," Ac. Acts Ja. VI.,

1567, Ed. 1814, p. 26; Le., water-fowl. Riuer, Ed*
1566.

[To REUE, Reve, v. a. 1. To rend, to tear;

to rob : part. pa. reuin, torn, rent, Lyndsay,
The Dreine, 1. 209.]

Reuer, Rever, Ryvir, s. A robber, a

pirate. V. Reyffar.

Revere*, Reverie, Reury, *. Robbery.
Wallace was ner ; qahen he sic rtuert saw.
He spak to thaim with manly contenance,
In fayr aflbnue, he said, hut wariance ;
44 Ye do ws wrang, and it in tyme of pess
OJtsic rubry war suffisance to cess."

Wallace, iv. 40.

Reury, Ed. Perth.

REUERY, Reverie, *. 1. Noise, uproar.

The women ronttis baldly to assay,

Wyth felloun brute, grete reuenj, and deray,
Forth haldis samyn on the feildis sone.

Doug. Virgil, 388, 18.

2. It is used to denote the crackling noise

made by flames.

Than he that set the kendlyn$ glaid and gay,
Behaldis how that the low dow make deray,
Blesand and crakand with ane nyse rtuery.

Ibid., 830, 52.

[3. An idle report, a fama, Banffs.]

"From Fr. rttrerie, idle talking, raving, vain
fancy ;" Rudd.

To REUEST, Rewess, Rawess, v. a. 1.

To clothe.

Ttsiphone that furious roonstoure wilde,

In bludy cape reuestit and ouer syMe,
Sittis kepaiul btit slepe bayth nycht and day
That sory entre and this porche alway.

Doug. VirgU, 183, 40.

2. To clothe anew ; metaph.
—The cornis croppts, and the bere new brerde
Wyth gladesum garmont reuesling the erd.

Ibid., 400, 28.

Fr. reerst-tr, id. literally, to clothe again, to resume
one's clothes. It seems especially to have denoted
throwing off one's ordinary garments, when one was
about to appear in the distinctive badges of office, or
el ceremony ; thus applied to the putting on of the
royal, pontifical, or sacerdotal dress. Our good
Bishop, in the first passage, seems to have borrowed
his phraseology from the ecclesiastical customs in his

own time. A cette procession tout le Clcrgc ct«>it

rtvetu de chappes. Diet. Trev.
In this very sense the term, a little disguised, is u*cd

by Blind Harry

—

)n to the kyrk he gert a preyst rewess ;
With huinyll myud, rycht niekly. hard a mess.

Wallace, vi. 870, MS.
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MaUter Jbon Blar was redy to rawess,

la gads entent syne bownyt to the.mesa
Iota, i

Till. 11V4, tta

[REUIN, part. pa. Reut, torn, Lyndsay,

The Dreme, 1. 209.]

[REULIT, par*, pa. Ruled, arranged,

Lyndsay, Squyer Meldrum, 1. 1742.]

To REUNDE, Roond, v. n. " To grind ; to

produce a disagreeable noise as by grinding,"

GL Sibb. ; Roxb.

This must be the same word that is pron. Ruint,

Berwick*., q. v.

As far as I can learn, Retinae does not properly

signify to grind, bat is used to express the monotonous

sound produced by grinding, or auy noise of a similar

kind.

REUOLF, v. a. To examine, to inspect.

•«To rtuotfk seik the buikis gif it be contenit tharin.
w

AberdL Beg., V. 21.

REURY,#. Robbery. V. Reuere'.

[REUTH, s. Pity, Lyndsay, The Dreme, 1.

285.]

[Reuthfull, ailj. Pitiful, Ibid. 1. 271.]

[REVAR, s. A river, Barbour, xiv. 337,

Skeatfs Ed.]

[REVAR, 8. A robber ;
pi. revaris, Lynd-

say, The Dreme, 1. 312.]

[To REVARD, v. a. To reward, Barbour,

iv. 480, part, pa. revardity Ibid. iv. 666,

Skeat'sEd.]

[Retarding, 8. Remuneration, Ibid. ix. 321,

ibid.]

REVAY,«. Festivity.

It war feir for to tel trealy in tail

To ony wy in this wsrld wourthy, I wise,

With relating and revay, all the oulk hale.

Gawan and Got., iv. 27.

O. Fr. reviaux, fetes, divertissements ; Roquefort.

REVE, 8. [A greyish colour.]

His glove*, his gamesons, glowed as a glede '

r

With graynes olreve that graied ben gay.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. t it 5.

Reve seems to denote that middle colour between

yellow and grey, which the Latins called raous ; Su.-G.

rapp, id. Graynes of reve, are dye-stuffs of this colour.

Graied may signify, made grey.

(To REVE, v. a. To rend, tear, rob. V.

Reue.]

[Revede, part. pa. Reft, Barbour, v. 12,

Camb. MS. ; rewid, Ed. MS.]

[Rever, *. A robber. V. Reuer.]

[Reverie,*. Robbery. V. Reuere'.]

REVEL, *. A severe blow ; often applied

to a back stroke, Ang. Loth.

Ft. rtveiU-tr, to rouse, to awake ; q. a stroke that

rouses one from lethargy ?

[REVELING, Rewelino, s. Revelation,

Barbour, x. 738.]

REVERENCE,*. Power, S.

••—Sin hath put you in the courtesy and reverence of

justice." Rutherford's Lett, P. ii. ep. 34.

•* By the law of England, the king can do no wrong.

—But to put wrong out of his reverence, they do not

allow him a power either to judge alone, or to execute

the law alone," Ac Fount. Dec. Supnl., in. 128.

In this sense it is commonly said of one whom

another cannot trust, •• I wadna put my sell sae muckle

in his reverence,*' S.

[To REVERIE, v. n. To spread idle reports,

Banffs.]

[Reverie, *. A report, a fama, ibid. Fr

resverie, id.]

REVERS, 8. pi. [Rovers, distant objects in

motion ; a term in archery.]

Syne msrroww mix
,

Do schuta at hattis, hankis and brats,

SomattherCTer»,sum»ttheprikki3.
Scott, Evergreen, ii. 189, MS.

*• The rovers at which the archers shott ;

M Ramsay.

But at rovers, E. is expL hy Dr. Johns. " without any

particular aim." According to this interpretation, the

phrase would mean, at random, as opposed to shooting

at a mark. But to shoot at rovers, does not signify, to

shoot without taking aim, but to shoot at a distant

object, in which case allowance is made for the

elliptical motion of the arrow ; as opposed to butt-

shooting, in which, from the shortness of the distance,

the arrow flies horizontally.

To REVERSE, Reuerse, v. a. [To reverse,

to turn over. Fr. renverser.']

The Rychmound borne doun thar was

:

On him arestyt the Douglas,

And him reuersyt, and with a knvflf

Rycht in that place reft him the fy£
Barbour, xvt 417.

And him reversU with a knife. Edit. 1620.

Reverser, *. A forensic term, denoting

a proprietor, who has given his lands in

wadset, but retains a right to redeem them,

on repayment of the wadset-price, S. V.

next word.

Reversion, *. The right of redeeming pro-

perty under wadset, S.

••The debtor who receives the money, and grants

the wadset, is called the reverser, because he is entitled

to the right of reversion." Ersk. Inst. B. ii. T. 8, § 3.

[To REVEST, v. a. To clothe, to change

vestments. V. Reuest.]

Revestre', Revestrie, Reuestrie, *. 1.

The vestry of a church.

••The kirk of Borthuik being ruinous, and that part

thairof callit the Revestrie being dccayit,—the Ministers

of the Exercise of Dalkeith—land the best meane for

reparing of the said kirk and vphalding of the said

Reuestrie, to be the dispositioun of the same Reuestrie
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tonm gentleman of the eeid perochin for ane burialL"

Act. Ja. VI., 1612, Ed. 1814, p. 490.

Fr. rtvestiairt, id. L.R. revesiiarium et vesHar-ium

idem eonant ; Do Cange, E. vestry.

2. A chapel or closet.

To the alto within oar renfaee tall be

Mony secrete closet and rtvestrt,

Qohatin thy worlds and fatail destenyis,

Thy secrete sswts and thy prophecyb,

I sail gar kepe, and obseme reoerentlye.

Doug. Virgil, 165, 6.

To REVERT, Reuert, v. n. 1. To revive,

after a state of decay.

The knoppit rioois with len» aggreabill,

For till reuert end burgione ar moid abilL

Police ofHonour, ProL iz., Ed. 1579.

—And every thing in May reverts,

Evergreen, ii. 186.

2. To recover from a swoon, or from sickness,

S.B.
O. Fr. reverter, retourner, revenir, Diet. Trev.

REVIL, #. The point of a spur, S. ; rowel,

E. ; rouelle, Fr.

I—gae my IVgasas the spur,

He land the revil.

A. Sooifs Poems, 1811, p. 114

REVILL-RAILL, ado. Apparently, in a

confused way.
I allege non vthtranetorite',

In this sentence maid on revill mill,

Qnhich semys most to be a wyfis tail.

Colkelbie Sow, v. 904.

This is probably the same with Reel-Rail, But see

Ruvxl, a.

To REVINCE, v. a. To restore, to give

back what has formerly been taken away ;

an old forensic term.
• "Our said souerane lord—declaria and ordinis the

aidis personis and euery ane of thame to be consolidat

and revincU, likeas his hienes consolidatis and revincU

thame to the saidis beneficis respectiue furth of the

quhilkis the samyn wer disponit A gevin." Acts Ja.

VL, 15M, Ed. 1814, p. 355.

iiR rtvinc-erty rem ablatam, vel de qua litigiura est,

sibi asserere, repetere, recaperare, Gall, recendiquer.

It is somewhat varied in signification, as used in the

act quoted above.

[REVTT, Revin, part. pa. Robbed, plun-

dered, Barbour, xiii. 23. V. Reve, v.]

[REVOYLT, adj. Wild, frisky, in very high

spirits, Shetl.]

REVURE, Revoore, adj. 1. Thoughtful

;

dark and gloomy, Ayrs. ; as, **a revtire look."

2. Having a look of calm scorn or contempt,

ibid.

O.Fr. resveur, reveur, a dreamer ; q. in a reverie.

[REVTLE, $. A wattled fence, Shetl. V.
Ravel.]

To REW, v. n. 1. To repent, regret, S.

Thow sall/eie in thi rose, wit thow but wene,

Or thow wond of this wane wemeles away.
Oawan and OoL, I 8.

Le., Thou shalt repent of thy boasting.

Hence, to rew a bargain, to break, or to attempt to

break, it, in consequence of one's regretting that one

has entered into it, S.

2. To grieve or have compassion for, to pity,

E. rue.

The King said, "Certis, it war nite

That scko in that poyut left aula be,

For certis I trow tW is na man
That he ne will rew a woinin than. •

Barbour, xvi. 230. M3.

Thai rewid nocht w* In to the toun off Ayr,

Our trew Barrownis quhen that thai hangyt thar.

Wallace, vii. 1062, MS.

A.-S. hrtow-ian, poenitere ; lugere. Germ, rcu-en,

id. Alein. hriuuo, me poenitet.

Rew, *. Repentance.
Sumtyme the preistU thocht tlut thai did well,

—Thoch that all vyces ran# in thair persoun,

Leclierie, gluttuurie, vain-gloire, avarice ;

With swerd and fyre, for reto of relegioan,

Of christin peule oft maid sacreftce.

Maitland Poems, p. 802.

i.e., Used fire and sword for making people repent

of, or recant, what they called heresy. Or, it may
signify, because of their change of religion.

A. -8. hrtowe, Alein. hriuao, poenitentia

1. Sorrow, or cause for

„.. w
... r B . Sw. rtt-

tlse, id.

Kewto, Reutii, 8.

repentance.
Reuth have 1 none, outlak fortoun and chance,

That mane I ay persew both day and nicht

King Hart, it 53. JiaiUand Poetns, p. 33.

V. Outlak and Rewmyd.

2. Pity, or cause of pity.

Hem Lust him slew it is bot rewth to heir.

BeUend, Evergreen, L 46, st SOL

REW, *. 1. A row, a line.

Cramessie satine, velvot embroude in divers rewis.

Police of Honour, i. 46.

Chaucer uses the word in the same sense ; on a rew,

in a line.

Hence, "the plane reu of a window, the wooden
board or level on which it rests, window sole, in the

modern phrase." Gl. Compl.

2. A street; S. raw, as "Potter-raw, Edin-

burgh, Ship-raw, Aberdeen ;" Rudd.
Sum cumpanyis with speris, lance and targe,

Walkis wachand in rewis and narow stretis.

Doug. Virgil, 50, 17.

All burrowstonnis, everilk man yow prayis

To maik baiufyrU, fair.-*cis, and clerk-playis ;

And, throw your rewis, carrels dans, and sing.

Maitland Poeuis, p. 2S4.

Fr. rue, L. B ruga. Rudd. views Germ, reihe, ordo,

series, as the. radical word; tine rdhe hauter, con-

tinuata aedium series. And the idea is certaiuly juat.

Only, he has selected a term as the root, which, as it

is only a derivative, has less resemblance than its

primitive. V. Raw.

REWAR, *. A robber; a pirate; [pi.

rewarris, Lyndsay.]
Apon the se yon Rewar lang has beyn,

Till rychtwyss men he dois full mekill teyn.

Wallace, x. 817, MS.
V. Retffar.

[REWATE, s. Kingdom, Barbour, ill. 60.

V. Reaute.]
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BEVVAYL'D, part. pa. Apparently for
ravelled; q. as useless as a ravelled hesp.

To her came a rtwmyTd draggle,
Wha bad bury'd wires anew.

AskVl her fo a manner legal,

Gin she wads*' buckle too.

Tram's Poetical Reveries, p. 64.

[To REWELE, Rewell, v. a. To reveal,

discover, pret. reirellt/L]

God Wallace than that stoutly couth thaim ster,
Befor thaim raid in till his armour cler,
Rewllyt speris all in a nowmyr roumL

Wallace, z. 279, MS.
This is the word in MS. V instead of rewllyt, Perth

Ed., and teems to signify, " they discovered, shewed,
or revealed, their spears at all points, in a circular
form."

HEWELL, 8. A piece of armour for defence
of the arm-hole.
Tbm 8chipman ssyis, " Rycht weill ye may him ken,
Tbrou graith takynnys, full cleriy by his men.
His cot armour is seyn in mony steid,

Ay battaill boon, and rewell ay off reid.

Wallace, ix. 106, MS.
Fr. rouetle, **a round plate of armour, for defence

of the arme-hole, when the arme is lifted up ; " Cotgr.
Early editors have stupidly rendered this rayment.

[BEWELLYT, jw*. V. Rewele.]

REWELYNYS, Kowlyngis, Killings,
Rultions, Bullions, 8. pi. Shoes made
of undressed hides, with the hair ou them

;

S. rullions.

Till Louchabvre be held hys way,
And the tothir bym folowyd ay,
And led hym in-tyl swylk dystres,
That at aa gret mrschef he wes.
That hys Knychtis weryd rewelynys
Of hydis, or of Hart Hemmynys.

WynUmm, viii. 29, 273.

Ane Ersche mantfll it war thi kynd to wer,
A Scotts thewttU wndir thi belt to ber,

Bouch rowlyngis apon thi harlot fete.

Wallace, t 219. MS.
Bulyions, Edit. 16*8.

Thare left fate and al thare leg was bare,

Ane rouch rilling of raw hyde and of hare
The tothir fute couerit wele and knyt

Doug. Virgil, 233, 2.

This is the word used for translating crudus prro,

Virg., vii. 790. From the passage it appears that the
inhabitants of ancient Latium, or at least of the dis-

trict now called Campania, wore shoes of untanncd
leather, or what we call rullions. Servius observes,
that this is a rustic shoe, which they borrowed from
the Greeks, from whom they sprung.
"After the Scots were dislodged [from Stanhope-

park, A. 1327, or 1328], some of the English went to
view their camp, partly to see their customes and
manner of living, and what provisions they had, parti/
to seek some spoil. When they were come there, they
found only five hundreth carcases of red and fnllou

deare, a thousand paire of Highland showes called

ruUkms, made of raw and untand leather, three
hundreth hides of beasts set on stakes, which served
for caldrons to seethe their meat." Hume's Hist,
Douglas, p. 45.

The term, because of the meanness of the dress, is

used as a reproachful designation for a Scottish man, in

Minot's Banocburn.

RughfuU rirding, now klndels thi care,

Bere-bag, with thi baste, thi biging is bare ;

Fals wretcbe and forsworn, whider wiltou fare f

Poems, p. 7.

This hi very near the S. phrase, rouch rullion,

applied to this kind of shoe. Warton renders biging,

clothing: But it certainly means dwelling-house.
Minot, that his satire might be more severe, seems to
have made himself acquainted with some S. terms.
The designation bere-bag, refers to a bag for carrying
barley meal, commonly called bere-meal, which consti-
tutes a considerable part of the food of many of our
country-men to this day. The idea seems to be, that
the Scots had left both their houses and their girnels
empty, in order to supply themselves with meal, while
they were on the field. Every man, according to our
ancient statutes, when summoned to attend the King,
was bound to bring forty days provision with him.

It is certainly the same word, which occurs in a
very coarse passage, applied to the Scots during the
usurpation of Edw. L, although by Hearne, without
any respect to the sense, expl. " turning in and out,
wriggling."

Thou scabbed Scott*, thi nek thi hotte, the
deuelle it breke,

It sail© be hard to here Edward, ageyn the speke.
He salle the ken, our lond to bren, & werre

bigynne,
Thou getes no thing, hot thi riuelyng, to hang

ther inne.'

R. Brunne, p. 282.

It seems doubtful if R. Brunne himself understood
the term. For he uses it, as if it signified a rope, or
something by which one might be hung.
In Dunbar's time, the use of the rilling seems to

have been confined to those who were viewed as High-
landers. Hence he thus addresses Kennedy

—

Mrsck Kalherene with thy polk, breik and rilling.

Evergreen, ii. 65.

Ho applies it as a term of reproach, nearly in the
same manner as Minot had done before him. For he
calls Kennedy, Ruck-rilling, Ibid., p. 60. This is

certainly equivalent to rack rilling, and perhaps should
have been thus printed.

Mr. Macpherson gives no conjecture as to the
origin. Rudd. views it as perhaps derived from raw,

q. rawlings; Sibb., q. rollings, as "originally they
might be only broad thongs or stripes of raw hide
rolled about the feet ; or as possibly a corr. of Fr.

poulaines, i.e., souliers a poulaine, a kind of rude san-

dals made of horse leather, from poulaine, a colt/'

Mr. Tooke, having quoted the passage in Douglas,
derives rilling, from A.-S. wrig-an, as being "that
with which the feet are covered." Divers. Purley,
ii.232.

But the term is A.-S. rifling, obstrigillus; rifelin-

gas, obstrigilli ; Aelfric. GL Isidore thus defines

obstrigilU; Qui per plantas consuti sunt, et ex supe-
riore parte corngia trahitur, ut constringantur ; p.
1310.

In the passage quoted, the various changes of the
term may be traced. Minot writes riveting, which is

most nearly allied to the A.-S.; and a shoe of this

kind is to this day called a rivelin in Orkney. Rew-
elyng is only a different mode of pronunciation ; hence
roicbjng, rtdlion. Rilling is rifling softened by the
substitution of / for/.

But whence, may it be said, is the A.-S. word ?

This is not so easy to determine. But probably it has

been formed from Moes.-G. A.-S. rih, hirsutus, and fel,

pellis, q. rough, or hairy, skin or hide* The Gael,

name, according to Shaw, is cuaroga.

The Rivilings, worn in Orkney, are made not only of

cow-hides, but of seal-skins, untanned and undressed.

It is a singular fact, that the ancient Goths wore
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shoes of this kind. ApoUinaris Sidontus, describing
their dress, expresses himself thus: "They are shod
with high shoes made of hair, and reaching up to their

ancles. V. Ana Univ. Hist, xix. 266. He un-
doubtedly means, that their shoes were made of leather
with the hair on it ; unless we shall suppose that he
had only seen the shoes on their feet, and concluded
from their appearance that they were actually made of

hair.

To REWERS, v. n. To recoil, shrink back.
Off Kinds fer I darmak no raher*,
My febUl mrnd, my trublyt ftpreit rewera.

Wallace, ix. 315, Ma
Fr. revert, backward, q. mymind recoils at an attempt

so arduous as that of describing the appearance of
royalty.

To REWESS, v. a. To attire one's self for

* the discharge of official duty. V. Reuest.

REWID, pret. v. Deprived of, reaved;
[revrin, rewyn, part, pa., riven, torn.]

And the treis begonlh to ma
Burgeaus. and brycht bloiuys alsua,

To wyn the helyng off thair hewid,
That wykkyt wyutir had thaim retoid.

Barbour, 7. 12, Ma
La., To gain that beautiful covering to their heads,
of which cruel winter had bereaved them. The sense
is totally lost in Edit. 1620, p. 83.

' To win the hewing of their head,
That wicked winter hath them maid.

V. RlITB.

[REWIS, Rewys, 8. pL Streets, Barbour,
xiv. 221.]

To RE\VL, v. n. To be entangled, Teviotd.

;

the same with Ravel.

"Ravellyt, ReulU, entangled ;" 01. Sibb.

To REWL, Rewll, v. a. 1. To rule, reign,

fnrern, Barbour, viii. 127, Lyndsay, Thrie
staitis, I. 414.

2. To rule, to line, to set square or true, S.]

[Rewlis, *. pi. Rules, Lyndsay, Syde
. Taillis, I. 59.]

Rewll Rycht, adv. Exactly square; q.

according to rule.

—" A croce irne bar, passing ovir fra the ane syd to
the wther,—sail gang retell rycht with the edge of the
firlot,"&c. ActaJa. VI., III. 522. V. Pkick mea-
sure.

ToREWM, t>. a. To roar. V. Rem.
The pepill beryt lik wyld bestis in that tyd,
Within the wallis rarapand on athir sid,

Rcxmyd in reuth with mony grysly grayne.
Wallace, vii 459, MS.

This is radically the same with Rame; and evidently
the origin of Rummy*$t q. v. Reiomyd, indeed, has been
chanced to rumUht, Edit. 1W3 and 1673. V. Rame.

O. Fr. rwim-er, rugir.

Rewmour, *. Tumult, clamour.
Rncmour raiss with cairfull cry and keyne.
The bryme fyr brynt rycht braithly ai>on lofl :

-

Till slepand men that walkand was not soft
Wallace, vii 488, MS.

This is evidently quite different from E. rumour :

as being the same with Germ, rumor, tumult, and
nearly allied to Isi. romur, applause, as denoting the

noise made in expressing it.

REWME, *. Realm ; O. Fr. reaume.

He wes nevyr worth, na all hys kyn.
The fredwuie fra that rewme to wyn.

Wunloum, viii., 1 140.

It is used by Wiclif.

" And if a rewme be departid agens it self : thilke

rewme may not stonde." Mark iii.

[REWTII, 8. Pity, compassion, ruth, Bar-

bour, iii. 534. V. under Rew, v.]

[REWYN, par*, pa. Riven, torn. V.Reve.]

[REWYNE, *. Ruin, Lvndsay, The Papyngo,
1. 475.]

[REYCII, *. Stretch, inclosure; also, the

bar or boundary of a river or harbour, Accts.

L. H. Treasurer,!. 290, Dickson. Allied

to rati, reyke, to range, q. v.

This term was applied generally "to a part of a
river or of the sea enclosed to form a harbour or
landing-place for small vessels. In the text it appears

to refer to the harbour of Leith, to which the word is

known to have been applied. The form ret is in use in

the west of Scotland/ Gloss. Dickson.]

REYD, 8. A road for ships. " Port, hevin,

or reyg;" Aberd. Reg., V. 24. Teut. reede,

statio navium. V. Kade.

REYFFAR, Reffayr, *. A robber, one
who lives by plundering on land or sea,

Wallace, vi. 378, ix. 87.

REYFLAKE, Riuelak, Reyflake, 8.

Rapine ; a term which occurs in the Assisa

Willelmi, cap. 29, Act. Pari., Vol. L
A.-S. reafiae, "praeda, rapina, raptus, furtum; a

prey, a booty, rapme, robbery. Belgis rooueriU ; fo-

rensi nostratium latinitate, rooeria ;" Somner.
Read signifies rapax. But perhaps reajlac is rather

from reaf, rapina, and lac, munus, oblatio ; q. a gift

or offering, or perhaps a share of what has been
seized by violence. Or, might wc
term had been originally applied to that raiment which
seized by violence. Or, might we suppose that the

applied to that raime
had been made a booty,' from loch, chlamys ?

[REYK, 8. Smoke, vapour, Barbour, iv. 124.

V. Reik.]

[To REYKE, v. n. To range. V. Raik.]

To REYLE, v. n. To snarl up like a hard
twisted thread. V. Ravel, v.

REYXGIT, part. pa. Surrounded with a

ring.

"That the mouth be rtyngH about with a circle of
girth of irne," Ac. Acts Ja. VI., III. 622. V. Prick
MEASURE.

[IlEYNZE, 8. A rein, Barbour, xi. 175.

V. Renze.]
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REYSS, i. A kind of coarse grass, that

grows on marshy ground, or on the sea-

shore, Wallace, tL 713.

Thai trewit that bog mycht inak thaim litill waill,

Growyn our with reyss, and all the award waa hailL

Wallace, vl. 713, MS.

Edit 1648, rispe. V. Besf, Reesk, and Risk, 2.

BHAIM, Rhame, b. 1. A common-place
speech, Ettr. For.

This may be the same with Rame, #., as allied to Isl.

f«tm-rf sonorus, hreim-a, resonare, A.-S. hrem-an, cla-

mare. It may, however, be merely a corr. of E. rhyme,
as proTerbs were anciently expressed in a sort of
rhythm. V. Mr. Todd's valuable note, vo. Rhyme, E.
Diet.

2. A rhapsody, S. A.
"The poet ean bring out naething but rhame* o'

high-flown nonsense." Perils of Man, i. 244.

To Rhame oV, v. a. 1. To run over or re-

peat any thing in a rapid and unmeaning
way, to repeat as if by rote, S.

• I heard Will crying on the Virgin Mary to pre-
serve him, and rhaming o'er the names o* a* the saints

he had ever heard of." Ibid., ii. 262.
*'8hell rhame o'er bladds o' scripture to them, an'

they'll soon get aboon this bit dwam." Brownie of
Bodsbeck, ii. 76.

2. It often signifies to reiterate, S.

RHEEMOUS, s. Apparently, clamour, Ayrs.
—"Ye're handin' up your vile dinnous goravicl. i'

the wnds here, it the vera craws canna get sleepin' for

your rheemous an' rantin', ye wyP warloc-like pack o'

Sathan's clanjamfry." Saint Patrick, ii. 357.

IaL Arerm-o, resonare, A. -8. hream-an, Su.-G. raam*
a, clamare. V. Rams, v. and «.

RHEUMATIZE, *. Rheumatism, S.
" I did feel a rhettmathe in my backspauld yestreen.

"

The Pirate, i. 178.

RHIND MART. A whole carcase from the

herd, a mart of cow or ox beef.
M I was long puzzled to find the meaning of a word

often made use of in the reddendo Of charters in the

North country, a Mind Mart. The word Mart I

understand to be something payable at Martinmas

;

but the meaning of rhind I could not find, until it was
explained to me by a person conversant in the German
language, from whom I learned that this word was
made use of in Germany for horned cattle, such as

cows or oxen." Rnssel's Conveyancing, Pref. viii.

It is undoubtedly the same term, which occurs in

our Chartularies, contracted.

—Una cum Rynmart Wedyr et Caponibns, aliisque

oneribus et omnibus et singulis husbandorum de tanta

terra debitis, &c. Chartul. Abcrbroth. Fol. 89 ; Mac-
fail p. 297; also twice in p. 299; in one instance

with the variation of Wethyr. Here the n is marked
above. In some places it is written Rynmart as in

Fol. 131.

It may be observed, that the distinction, apparent
in the Germ, phrase is evidently retained here.

Rynmart, a mart from the herd ; xcetlyr, a weJder, or

mart from the flock.

Alem. rindrines, in the genitive, is rendered camis

bubulcae ; in the genit. pL riudiro ; Zireiga jodd rin-

diro, bigam bourn, a yoke of oxen ; Schiltcr.

But Germ, rind, which must be the word referred to,

has no relation to horns. It simply signifies an ox or
cow : rinder, pi. *'neat cattle, great cattle." Hence
the distinction finder und schafe, great and small
cattle, or neat and sheep. Kilian says, that Teut.
rind properly means, bos in masculino genere; and
rind-weesch, caro bubula. Wachter derives the term
from reitn-en, coire, as applicable both to male and fe-

male. Thus a rind mart seems properly to signify, a
mart from the herd, as opposed to one from the flock,

beef as distinguished from mutton, Ac. Hence most
probably E. runt, although now restricted in its signi-

fication ; being applied to "an animal below the
natural growth of the kind ;„" Johns.

Isl. rind is used in the same sense as the Germ,
word ; bos, vitula, G. Amir. This author indeed says
that it is of Germ, origin ; adding, that it is an ancient
name of a woman in the Edda, being that of the
daughter of a king of Livonia, the concubine of Odin.

[* RHYME, *. A proverb, hence authority,

i.e., the authority of experience ; as, " Ye've
neither rhyme nor reason for that." "It
was done without rhyme or reason," West
of S. V. Rhaim.]

[RnY3iELESS, adj. Unreasonable, BanfFs.]

RHYKE, s. "Hoar-frost;" Gall. Encycl.

Commonly rhyme.

All the other dialects, as far as I can observe, have
m as the antepenult. The term appears in its most
original form in C. B. rhew, Arm. rew, id. Gael, reo,

frost ; as formed from, or giving birth to, C. B. rhew-i.

Armor, rhetc-a, Gael, reoth-am, to freeze.

RIACH, adj. Dun, ill-coloured, S. B.
—" I had nae niair claise but a spraing'd faikie, or a

riarh plaidie." Journal from London, p. 8. V.
Raichan.

RIAL, Ryall, Real, «• 1. The name given

to a gold coin current in S.
" The ryall of France sail liaue cours for vi s. viii d."

Acts Ja. I., A. 1551, c. 34, Ed. 1566.
" Item, in rialis of France fyfty & four." Inven-

tories, p. 1.

This word is also written real.
11 Reals and Sovereign* were so called from the

picture of the king, or from other symbols of sove-

reignty." Ruddiman's Introd., p. 132.

The term rial, corresponds with L. B. regali*. This,

however, appears as an ellipsis. For Du Cauge informs
us, that, under Philip VI. of France, the Flortni

Regales Aurei (Florins Royaux d'or) were ordered to

have currency for 26 sols of Paris. These Floreni

Regale*, he says, are ** the same that were afterwards

denominated merely Regales " or Rials. Vo. Monetn
t

col. 914. Under Philip IV., A. 1295, they had been
designed Growi Regales airri, or "Royal Groats of

gold." Ibid., col. 991. They had rials of different

descriptions; Regales parvi puri et examinati, or
" small royals of fine gold," A. 1305 ; Regales duri,

double the weight of the small rials, but containing

more allay, A. 1310; Regales dit/dires auri puri, A.
1325, which were also denominated Denarii auri puri,

. or "Pennies of fine gold."

2. The term Ryall was also applied to some
silver coins of S. f in conjunction with the

name of the prince. V. Mary Ryallf
James

Ryall.
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Rial, Riall, Rialle, adj. Royal. V.
Rtbees.
It it uaed sometimes substantively.

There come in a soteler. with a symballe,

A lady, lufsom of lete, ledand a knight

;

Ho rayIces up in a res bifor the rialle.

Sir Qavoan and Sir Gal. , ii L

RlALTE, RYALTIE, REALTEY, ROYALTY, *. 1.

Territory immediately under the jurisdic-

tion of the king; as distinguished from

that to which the privileges of a regality

were annexed.

Ande gif he happynis to flo in the regalite onto of

the rialte, the schiref aal certify the lord of the re-

galite, or his Stewart or balye, the quhilk sal persew

the trespossoar in lik maner as the schiref aal as is

beforsaid." Pari. Ja, I., A. 1432, Acts Ed. 1814, p.

21. Kyaltie, Ed. 1566, fol. 13, b. c. 100.

In this act the term rialte, is used as equivalent to

sehirrefdome, the latter denoting that territory in

which the king was viewed as presiding by his deputy.

"And this act to be executte and fulfillyt be the

offisaris of the lordis of regalyteys vvth in the realmc,

vyth help and supple of the lordis of the realteys gcyff

neyd be* Ibid., A. 1438, p. 32, c. 2.

*' Royal palaces, though locally situated in boroughs

of regality, were adjudged to be no part of the rega-

lity, but of the royalty, because they belonged not to

the lord of the regality, but to the king.—Lands
subject to the sheriffs jurisdiction are said to be of the

royalty, because sheriff-courts -are in the most proper
king s courts, established by him for the regular and
ordinary administration of justice in every county ; in

opposition to lands subject to the special and extraor-

dinary jurisdiction of regality." Ersk. Inst, B. i. t.

4*57.

[2. Royal state, power, pomp, Barbour, xvi.

48, xx. 87.]

RIAUVE, *. A row or file, Morav. V. the

letter V.

To RIB, v. a. To rib land, to give it half

ploughing, S. Belg. gerib, ridged.

" If it [the land] is clean, the very old Scots prac-
tice of ribing [r. ribbing\ is now beginning to be
revived ; that is, the furrow raised by the plough is

turned over upon an equal superficies of land left

firm." Agr. Surv. Peeb., p. 137.

Ribbing, #. A slight ploughing.

" The dung is then spread, and the ground gets a
kind of ribbing, and directly after that the seed fur-

row." P. Lesly, Fife Statist. Ace, viii. 513.

RlB-PLOUGniNO, *. A kind of half ploughing
performed by throwing the earth turned

over by the plough upou an equal quantity

of surface which remains undisturbed, S. B.

"They [faughs] are broke [r. broken] up from grass,

by what is called a rib-ploughing, about mid-summer,
one part of the sward being turned by the plough
upon the surface of an equal portion of that which is

not raised, so as to be covered with the furrow." Agr.
Surv. Aberd., p. 233.

RIBBALDAILL, Rybbaldy, $. "Vul-
garity;" Pink.; properly, low dissipation.

VOL. IV.

And till swylk thowlesnes he veid,

As the eourss askis off yowtheld.

And wmquhill into rybbaldaiU ;

And that may mony tyme awaUl

;

For kaawUge off mony statis

May quhile awailye full mony gatis.

As to the gud Erie off Artayis
Robert, befell in his dayis.

For oft feyneyng off rybbaldy
Awailyeit him, and that pretty.

For Catone tayis ws, in his wryt,

That to fenye foly quhile is wyt
Barbour, I 336. 341, MS.

From the connexion, it might seem svnon. with
folly. But I suspect that the sense is still stronger ;

that it signifies debauchery, profligacy of the lowest

kind ; corresponding to O. Fr. ribaudie, used by J. de
Meun in this sense.

Apres garde que tu ne dies

Ces laismes et ces ribaudits.

Rom. de Rose.

Scortatio, latrocinium, scelus, libido, luxuria ; Diet.

Trey.

RIBBAND. St. Johnston
9

s ribband, a halter,

a rope for hanging one as a criminal, S.

Hence of St. Johnston's ribband came the word,
In such a frequent use, when with a cord

They threaten rogues ; though now all in contempt
They speak, yet brave and resolute attempt

Muse's Threnodie, p. 119.

This phrase, according to Adamson, had an honour.

able origin. The inhabitants of Perth, also called St.

John's Town, at the beginning of the reformation, find-

ing that the Queen Regent and the Popish Clergy were
determined to keep no faith with them, three hundred,

whom he compares to the Spartans under Leonidas,

devoted themselves for the preservation of their re-

ligion and liberty. He thus describes their engage-

Such were these men who for religion's sake,

A cord of hemp about their necks did take,

Solemnly sworn, to yield their lives thereby,

'

Or they the gospel's veritie deny

:

Quitting their houses, Roods and pleasures all,

Resdv'd for any hazard might befall,

Did passe forth ofthe towne in amies to fight,

And die, or they their libertie and light

Should lose, and whosoever should presume
To turn away, that cord should be his doorae.

The phrase, St. Johnston'* Tippet is used in the same
sense, S.

••I doubt Til hae to tak the hills wi' the wild whigs,

as they ca' them, and then it will be my lot to be shot
down like a makin at some dyke-side, or to be sent to

heaven wi'a Saint Johnstone'8 Tippet about my hause."
Tales of my Landlord, ii. 158.

[RIBBLE-RABBLE, s. Great confusion,

West of S., Bauffs.]

[Ribble-Rabble, adv. In a state of great

confusion, ibid.]

[To Ribble-Rabble, r. n. To "crowd in

great confusion, ibid.]

Ribblie-Rabblie, adj. Confused, disor-

dered, Loth, synon. reel-rail, S. Tout.

rabbel-en, praccipitare, sive confundere.

RIBE, Rybe, s. 1. A colcwort that grows

tall with little or no leaf. Cabbages, that

do not stock properly, are also called ribes,

Roxb.
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t. A lean person or animal ; " thin as a rihe?

Domfr. Hence,

Ribib, mtj. \. Tall with little foliage, ibid.

Dan. ribb-c, to atrip feathers, Wolff ; q. stripped of

bares like a bird that is plucked.

2. Lank, or tall and thin ; applied to animals,

Peebles ; Reibie, Ettr. For., like Gr. •».

As ased in this sense, it might apparently claim
affinity with IsL ribba, a meagre sheep: Ovia
saadkata, eminentibus costis. This might seem to be
from the rifts appearing. But rif is the lsl. word for a
rib.

It ssay, however, be allied to C. B. rhib, what is

thinly bud in.a row or streak, rhib taw, to place in a
scanty row.

RIBS. The ribs of a chimley, the bars of a
grate, S.

To Red tub Ribs. To poke the (ire, S.

RIBUS, s. A musical instrument.

—Tfcs rote, and the recordour, the ribus, the list.

Uoutate,m. 10, Ma
. This seems corr. from ribibe or rebehhe, both of which
denoted a sort of Tiolin. Fr. rebec, Arm. rebel, id.

rthettr, toplay on the violin. Both these words came
also to be osed, although for what reason is unknown,
as contemptuous terms for an old woman. In this

sense is ribibe used by Chaucer.
Fraances gives Rybbybe, but without explanation

;

Prompt. Parv. This seems originally a C. B. word.
RkSbA, a reed pipe, a hautboy.

BICE. To Rice the water. V. under Rise,

RtS, RT8S.

To RICH, Riche, v. a. To enrich.

Of that spreth mony war rychyd thare,

That pout and sympil be-for war.
Wyntown, viii. 42. 57.

Belg. ryek-cn, Sw. rik-ta. V. Rtk.

To Rich, Riche, v. n. To become rich.

"As the carie rich*, he wretches;" S. Prov.
Kelly, p. 24.

[Richess, Riches, a
bour, xiii. 450.]

RICHIE, *. The abbrev. of Richard.
u Richie Bell ;" Acts, iii. 31)5. Also written

Ricke9 ibid. 392.

RICHT, adj. 1. In health ; No richt, not in

good health, S. Germ, nicht richt, id.

2. In the exercise of reason, possessing sound-

ness of mind. His quite ricltt note ; he has

come to his senses : No richt, insane, S.

"Duptkd,—He was of a weak judgment, and not
r right, and so it was needless to ask counsel from

Riches, wealth, Bar-

FountainhaU's Decisions, i. 85.

/» kit rigid mind, is an E. phrase. Our tenn seems

to be ased elliptically.

[Richt, adv.
^
Very, right,- Barbour, xv. 82 ;

also, downright, Ibid. v. 632.]

To Richt, v. a. To put in order, in what-
ever respect, to put to rights; often, to

mend, S.

The word is used in the same sense in Franc. Ta-
tian, describing the calling of two of the disciples,

says, that Jesus saw them rihtente iro nest, rectincan-

tes retia sua, S. richting their nets.

Richt Furthe, ado. Immediately, forthwith.
—"For the gude and the quiete of the land oure

forsaid souereyne lord will—gerr deliuer the castel of

Kildrummy to the said lord of Ertkyne richt furtlie in

all gudely haste as the kingis casteU to be kepit by the

said lord—to the kingis bchufe." Pari. Ja, II., A.
1440, Acts Ed. 1814, p. 55.

From A.-S. rUde* jam, sadforth, inde, exinde.

[Richt-like, adj. 1. Just, according to

justice, Banffs.

2. In health ; generally used with a negative,

ibid.]

Richt Now, adv. Just now.
*' It is the layndar, Schyr," said ane,

. " That hyr childill rycht now hea tane."
Barbour, xvi. 274, Bia

In A. -S. it is inverted ; Nu rihte, jam nunc.

Richts. At richts, straight, speedily, Doug.
VirgiL u As we say, at the rightst i.e., at

the nearest way," Rudd.
Su.0. raeU waeg, via recta.

RICHTSWA, Rychtswa, adv. in the same

manner.
"And rychtswa the Seriand of the Regalitie salbe

chalangit at thre heid Courtis befoir the Lord of the

RegaUtie." Acts Ja, II., 1426, c. 110, Edit. 156G.

V. Cristib.
••Argyle most cruelly and inhumanely enters the

house of Airly and beats the same to the ground, and
right sua he does to Furtour." Spalding, i. 228.

"Right sua he took in the place of Pitcaple, and
fortified the samen." Ibid., ii. 297.

RICHTWIS, Richtwys, Rychtuis, Rycii-

TOUS, adj. 1. Righteous.

And he sayd, " Yhit 1 trowe
Owt of thir ille paynya frely

' To be delyweryu be mercy
Of my rychtwys creatour,

Be prayer of the Mariyn pure,

That is my helpe and my succours."
WyiUown, vi. 13, 27.

2. Rightful, possessing legal right.

••That the samyne na way preiuge ws and the

rychtuis blude foirsade anent the successioune and

titill that euery ane of ws may hauc to the sade

croun," &c. Acts Mary, 1553, Ed. 1814, p. 507.

—••War that land fra it that Forl>es clemys,—the

lave war nocht a davach and a half ; quharfore his

clemeis is nocht like to bo richtwise." Chart. Aberd.,

FoL46.

3. Used as denoting what is legitimate

;

rychticis born, as opposed to bastardy.

And ye ar her cummyn off als gud blud,

Als rychtwU born, &c
Wallace, vii. 875, MS.

V. Gcd, adj. sense 3.
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4. True, real, not nominal. "Of the rychtotia

tjrod of Abirdyne;" Reg. Aberd. XV. 619.

A.-S. rVUwU, Isl. rettvii, Sw. raetwin. Ihre views
the termination wis as formed from Moes.-G. wis-an,

esse, and therefore as merely indicating the existence

of a quality. Perhaps it is rather from wis, modus
forma, as denoting the quality itself.

Richtwi8Ness,Rychtwysness,*. Righteous-
ness.

Hys lyf wes fowrme of all mekness,
Merowr he wes of rychtwysness.

Wyntown, vii. 6, 20.

RICK,#. A relic

1 half fond s gret horse bane.—-
Schyr, ye may gar the wyffis trow,
It is ane bane of Sanct Brydis cow,
Oade for the fevir tartaue.

Schyr, will ye rewill thb» rick weill,

All naill the wyvis will kiss and kneiU,
Betwiz this and Dnmbartane.

Lynd$ay,SLP. it, it 74.

Perhaps from A.-S. rtcc, cura, as we use to concern

for business ; or race, story, narration. [Pinkerton
rendered this word "matter."]

[To RICK, v. a. To pierce with a hook by
means of a sudden jerk or pull, Shetl. Dan.
rykke, to pull suddenly.]

RICKAM, #. A smart stroke, Buclian ; a

variety of Reekim, q. v.

RIOKETY-DICKETY, s. "A toy made
for children ;" Gall. Encycl.

RICKLE, Rickill, #. 1. A heap; as, a
rickle of stanesy a heap of stones ; a rickle of
banes, a phrase used to denote a very meagre
person, S.

Ve saD have ay quhill ye cry ho,
RicHHiM of goula and jewellis to.

Philotu$t & P. Jtepr. iil 15.

"Mr. Abercrombv, the surveyor, depones, 'That
when the water is filtrating through the dike at low
water, there is more water filtrates through the dam-
dike, which is the next thing to a rickle of stones,
from one end to the other, than the eyes of the two
intakes could contain." Petition, Thomas Gillies of
Balmakewan, Ac 1806, p. 10.

2. Peats or turfs put up in heaps or small
stacks, to prepare them for being winter

• provision, are called rickles, Roxb.

3. A low stone fence, built before a drain,

Aberd.
This is a diminutive, evidently allied to A.-S. rirg,

Su.-G. roek, rmte, Isl. hrauk, cumulus, Jtreil-a, cu-
mulum exstruere, Moes-G. rik-jan, congercre. Perhaps
Belg. richget, a ridge, is from this stock ; as E. rick
undoubtedly is. Su.-G. ben-range!, which properly
denotes a skeleton, is also metaph. used in the same
sense with our rickle of banes. But most probably the
resemblance is merely accidental.

To Rickle, v. a. 1. To put into a heap;
applied to com, S.

••There is a method of preserving corn, peculiar to
this part of the country, called Rickling, thus performed.
After the corn has stood some days in uncovered half

stroke, from forty to sixty sheaves are gathered to-

gether, and put up into a small stack,—and covered
with a large sheaf, as a hood, tied down with two small
straw ropes." P. Kirkmichael, Ayrs. Statist. Ace, vi.

104, N. V. the*.

2. To put into the form of a stack ; as,

"When are ye gaun to rickle your peats f
Roxb.

3. To pile up in a loose manner, S.

Rickle-dike, $. A wall built firmly at the

bottom, but having the top only the thick-

ness of the single stones, loosely piled the

one above the other, S. B.

"The double stone walls, without lime, are not near
so effectual a fence against sheep as the single stone

walls, provincially called Galloway or snap or rickle

dykes. The larger stones are laid in the fotmdation ;

and in every opening between the top of these, the

next stones in respect of size are laid longitudinally

across the wall, and so carefully, that they neither

lean to one side nor another ; and so on, till the fence

be of that height which is required." Agr. Surv.

Invent., p. 114.

" Which way went heV
-" By the slap o' the rickle dyke, by the broken yate,

Then by the lang broom bush. —
Donald and Flora, p. 96.

Rickler, #. One who piles up loosely, S.
uA bad stone-builder is called a rickler ;"

Gall. Encycl.

[Ricklie, Rickly, adj. Shaky, loose, dis-

jointed, delapidated ; as, " That wa' 's gae

rickly,
w West of S.]

RICKMASTER, *. A corr. of Rit-master,

q.v.

"Now the committee of estatis had given order to

furnish out through all Scotland a number of regiments
of richnasters, consisting of 100 horse to ilk regiment,

and he who could spend 50 chalders of victual or free

rent of money, to furnish out one rickmaster with
sword, pistol, carabine, or lance, and an horse worth
80 pound.—Both Aberdeens were also valued and
ordained to furnish out—the furniture of six rick'

matter*." Spalding, i. 230.

RID, #. Advice, counsel ; apparently" red

had been originally written, as both the

sense and rhyme require.

He think it ressoun, be the rude, that I do thy rttf,

In cata I cum to the court and knaw but the ane ;

la nane sa gude as drink and gang to our bed.

—

Rauf Coilycar, B. L b.

RID, Ride,<u7/. Severe, sharp; [synon., roid, ^

E. rude.]

Thar mycht men se a hard bataill,

And sum defend, and sum assaile ;

And mony a reale romble rid
Be roucht, thar apon athir sid.

Barbour, zii. 557, 319.

Yit sail I mak them unrufe, foroutin restinjj,

And reve thame thair rentis with routis full ride.

Oawan and Got., ii. 15.

Perhaps from A.-S. reih, ferox, saevus. It may
however, be allied to Isl. reide, ira ; or hrid, Su.-G.
rid, certamen, impetus ; Him hardasti hrid, certamen
acerrimum, Verel.
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[RIDAND, part. pr. Riding, Barbour, i.

484, part. pa. ridin, Ibid. iv. 45.]

RIDDEN MEAL. A phrase which is fre-

quently met with in old valuations and

similar deeds in Avrs. It occurs iu an old

ballad.

Your mother's spence it pleases me

;

Bat its mofchness hurts me sairly

:

Therefore I'll pay * ridden meal,

—Although I dine but sparely.

Ridden Jfea/is now explained, in Ayre., as denoting

"the money paid to an incoming tenant for getting the

liberty of the farm from Martinmas to Whitsunday."
It is also said, that in that part of the country, " it

was a law, that the outgoing tenant should leave a crop

on the land for the benefit of the tenant who succeeded

him; and that the consideration given for this was
called Bidden meal." V. Riddin.

*

RIDDIN,paW. pa.
'

' Cleared off, driven away,

carried off.

"Ordanis that thai haue lettrez'to summond thar

witnes tuiching the avale k quantite of the said teyn-

di*& froitis, k how thai wer riddin, k quha intromett

tharwith." Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1488, p. 117.

"Ordanis thaim to haue lettrez to summond thar

witnes to pref that the said persones intromett with
the said teyndis as is contenit in the summondis, and
the avale k quantite tharof as thai wer ruldin." Ibid.

"And alss becauss it wes grantit be the said Prior,

that he haid nocht rkldin the said placis & teyndis

to ony gretare avale in ony tyme bigane than thai

wer assignit to the said lord Drummond ; and thar-

fore gif it pleas the said Prior k convent to rid the

•aid teyndis in tyme to cum, that the said Johne lord

Drummond sail be vertu of his office mak thaim be

obeit k pait of the superexcrescence that thai salbe

riddin to mare than the four chalder of mele that is

Msignit to him in his fee." Ibid., A. 1492, p. 265.

JLrid signifies "to drive' away; to remove by
violence ;" Johns. He quotes the following example
from Shakspear

:

Ah deathsman ! you have rid this sweet young man.

A.-8. hrecUl-an, to rid ; rapere, eripere.

Perhaps ridden meal denoted that made from the

grain which had been driven away when thrown aside

for tithes ; or rather, meal made of tithe-corns.

As viewed in its modern use, it might seem to have

been denominated from its being equivalent to the

outgoing tenant for ridding the land of his plenising

before Whitsunday ; perhaps q. ridding-mail, or rent

for ridding the farm.

RIDDLE. The Riddle (or Sieve) and tlie

Shears, a mode of divination, or trial by

ordeal, for the discovery of theft.

The riddle is set on its side, the points of a pair

of large scissars being so fixed in it, (separate from

each other,) that the riddle may be suspended by the

hold taken of it by the scissars. One handle of the

scissars is placed on the finger of one person, and the

other on that of another. Some words, to the same
purpose with the following, are repeated ; By St. Paul
and Si. Peter, did A. B. steal my yam? or whatever

is lost. If the person mentioned be innocent, the

riddle remains motionless; if guilty, it immediately

turns round. Fife ; E. Loth.

This, among the other superstitious customs com-

mon on HalloKten, is also used as a mode of divina-

tion in regard to marriage. When two persons are

evened, or named in relation to the connubial tie, if

the riddle turns round, it is concluded that they arc

to be united in this bond. Sometimes a good deal of

art is practised in this ceremony.
This mode of divination has been well known in

France. Hence Rabelais says; Par Consctnomantie

iadis tant rehgieosement obseruee entre les ceremonies

des Remains Ayons vn criblcet de forccttes, tu

verra diables, lib. iii. c. 25. "Let us have a sieve and
shiers, and thou ahalt see devils." Urquhart's Transl.

Cotgr. expL conscinomantie, "divination by a sieve,

and a paire of sheers." But both lie and his Rabelais

use an erroneous orthography. The original term is

K*TKtr6fiarTttat "divination by a sieve," from KwrKwov,

cribrum.
According to Wierus, the ceremony is performed

by means of a sieve placed on a pair of tongs, which

are held and lifted up only by two ringers. Only six

words must be used in the adjuration ; but these must

be very powerful, if their virtue be in proportion to

their obscurity ; Die»% nuev, jetchet, benetbtfet, itonuina,

enUemans. The names of the suspected persons bcin"

mentiooed,if the sieve trembles, or nods, or is whirled

round at the mention of any name, he is pronounced

guilty. The author observes, that the person who
holds the sieve on the tongs has it in his power to

move the sieve at his pleasure. De Magis Infamibus,

c 12, p. IS*.

Delnus gives substantially the srtme account > Dis-

quis. Magic Lib. iv. c. 2, p. 17*2, l'/S.

This custom must have been very ancient. Theo-

critus speaks of it as quite common in his time, par-

ticularly as a mode of divination in regard to the

success of love.

To Agrio too I made the same demand,

A cunning woman she, I crost her hand ;

She turn'd the sieve and sheers, and told me true,

That I should love, but not bo lov'd by von.

Idyll 3, Creech's Transl.

Lucian also speaks of divining by a sieve, {kockIvo

ftarrevifupt) as a common practice in his time. Pseu-

domantis, Op. i. 753. Pollux is referred to by Delrius,

foe. cat., as giving a similar testimony.

[RIDDLUM, *. A riddle, a puzzle : some-

times called a quirklum; but properly the

quirklum is a quirk.

•• Bonny Kitty Brownie she stan's at the wa\
Gie her meikle, gie her little, she licks up a'

;

Gie her stanes, she'll no eat them, and water she'll dee ;

Come tell now that bonuy riddlum to me."

This is a favourite Scottish riddle, the answer to

which is
$
Jtre.' As a specimen of the quirklum take

the following

:

•• At the ball yestreen there were three score and

three fiddlers and each fiddler had twenty dancers :

how many dancers were there?" Any one hearing

such a statement rattled off quickly, would multiply

the three score by three, and answer ISO: which

would cause a laugh. The one who gave the quirklum

would then answer, Na ! put a w«c stop after * three

score,' an* it answers itscll." V. GalL EncycL]

RIDE, adj. Rough, rude, Gawan and Go
ii. 15. V. Roid.

To RIDE, v. a. In the diversion of curling,

to drive one's stone with such force, as to

carry before it that stone, belonging to the

opposite party, which is nearest the mark,

or blocks up the way. To ride full out, to

cany it quite away from the possibility

of winning, S. V. Wick, v.
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RIDE, $. The act of sailing. A touch ride,

a rough passage by water, S.

This teems to be a metaph. el Goth, extract. For
Isl. rednkap is equally applied to carriage on horse-

back and on shipboard. Hominis vectura equo vel

oymba, VereL Ind. ; from rid-a, equitare, to travel on
horseback.

To RIDE the BEETLE. To walk while

others ride, Gall.
" Those who are on foot, or shanks naigie, with a

party on horseback, are said to be riding the beetle.

* War ye at the fair, saw ye mony people,

Saw ye our gude man riding on Uu beetle t

'

AM Sang, OalL EncycL

I know not if this phrase, as having been originally

used at weddings, can throw any light on that of

carrying the Melt. V. Mell.

[To RIDE for the BROSE. An old cus-

tom at a country wedding was that the

waddingfowkmounted on horsebackattended
the bridegroom to the bride's house, and
the one who arrived first won a cog of

brose or of good fat broth made for the

occasion, S.

The race was always a merry and exciting one ; and
the boast of the winner was how far on with the brose

he was before the rest of the company arrived. On
one occasion, it is told, the brose was won by a moor-
land farmer who had great capacity of kvte and speed
of spoon, snd he had so well exercised his powers in

the interval that the company arrived just in time to

see him handing the empty cog to his collie to lick

the lagging V. GalL EncycL]

[To RIDE the IIAGRIE. The heritors of

a parish are said to "ride the hagrie,"

when examiuing the scattald marches,

Shetl. A.-S. hagaj a fence, Isl. hagi, a
hedged field.]

To RIDE the PARLIAMENT. A phrase

formerly used to denote the procession of

the King on horseback to the Parliament

House.
—•• Whilk had leyn there since the Parliament was

ridden.'
9 Spalding, i.

[To RIDE the STANGk A punishment
inflicted on adulterers, fornicators,and wife-

beaters. V. under Stano.]

To RIDE TAIL-TYNT. To stake one
horse against another in a race, so that the

losing horse is lost to the owner. V. Tail-
Tynt.

RIDER, Ridar, Rydau, $. The denomina-
tion of a gold coin formerly current in S.,

first introduced from Flanders; and thus
designed, as bearing the figure of a man on
horseback.

This coin is mentioned as early as the reign of

James IL

"The rydars of Flander hauand cours for li. s.

Tiii. d." Acts Ja. II., A. 1551, c. W, Ed. 1566.
*' Item, in ridaris nyne score 6 aucht ridaris. Item,

fyftenc Flemis ridaris." Inventories, p. i.

•' Ane rydar of gold." Aberd. Reg., A. 1541.
Money of this pattern and denomination was after-

wards struck by James IV., exhibiting the figure of

the king on horseback with a sword in his right hand,
and the inscription, Jacobus Dei Ora. Hex Scotor.

On the reverse, Salvum Fac Populum Tuum Dne,
around the shield containing the lion rampant.

It appears that the coin of this pattern was in France
denominated the Franc of pure gold. V. Du Cange,
vo. Aloneto, col. 921. It had acquired the name of
Rider in the Low Countries. For Kilian expl. Teut
rijder, numus aureus equitis effigie. Belg. een goude
ryder, id.

RIE, Rr. A termination of many substan-

tives, S. 1. Denoting dominion or authori-

ty, as in bishopric, i.e., the extent of the

authority of a bishop: This is obviously

from A.-S. rice, dominium, ditio, terri-

torium; and the same with E. bishopric,

being merely A.-S. bisceopric softened in

pronunciation.

2. Added to a ^ it denotes abundance of

the thin* expressed by that term; as,

Quenry, habitual commerce of an illicit

kind, with women ; Bletherie9 q. an abun-
dance of nonsense. Alem. richi, opes. The
Fr. termination rie has most probably had
a Goth, or Frankish origin ; as, iu facherie,

ribauderie, &c, suggesting the very same
idea as in S.

E. heronry, rookery, ssc, may be viewed as also

formed from the s. rice ; unless it should be supposed
that, as in many proper names, the adj. ric has been
used in the composition, as signifying a place rich or
abounding in herons, or in rooks, &c.

[REIB, *. A narrow strip of cloth or the

like, Shetl. Dan. reeb, a cord or line.]

[RIEG, *. A strip of a different colour from
the rest of the body of an animal, ibid.]

RIEP, *. "A slovenly-dressed girl
;"

• Buchan, Gl. Tarras.

I ay was ca'd a canty riep,

Sae never ha>l a jungle.

Tarras's Poems, p. 4A
Fris. rep-en, inquietum esse, et nimia inquiete ves-

tes terere : Isl. hrip-a, tumultuarie agere, hrip, tu-

multuarium. It must be observed, however, that the
definition given of riep docs not quite correspond with
the epithet canty. As the Muse is the speaker, the
appellation might seem to ajjree better with Su.-G.
rep-a, IsL ripp-a, ordine allquid recitare ; or with
hrip-a, rip-a, raptim factitarc, scriptitare; G. Andr.,
p. 123. C.B. rhip-iaw, signifies to pass over, to skip.

KIERFU', adj. « Roaring ;" Gl. Aberd.
Wi* that Hob Roy gae a rair,

A rier/u' rout rais'd he,

.Twas heard, they said, three miles and main
Wha likes may credit gie.

Christinas Bating, Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 183.
Qu. full of rair or noise.
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[To RIF, v. n. To rive, Barbour, xx. 255,

SkeatfsEd. V. Rife.]

RIFE,*. The itch. V.Reif.

To RIFE, Riffb, Rtffe, Rir, v. n. To rive,

to be rent.

Quha can not hald thare pace ax fre to iite,

Chide quhill thare hedia rift, and halt worthe bace.
H

itosy. Kwytf, Prol W, 29.

. 80.-O. ri/W-o, III. rutfa, id. E. rise.

[Rift, *. A rift in a hill or rock, a long,

narrow deep fissure, Shetl. Dan. rift, id.]

[RirTED, adj. Marked with a slit from the

middle to the extremity of the ear, a term

applied to cattle, ibid.]

RIFF-RAFF, $. 1. The rabble, persons of a

worthless character, S. ; also used as a low

E. word. V. Grose's Class. Diet.

[2. Worthless things; applied to the leavings

of a stock of goods or things, S.

It is, however, a very old term in E., applied to vile

persons.

The 8arazins Ok man he alouh alle rif 4: rtrfl—
He seuh tham rif4: f^cemand ilka taile.

JL Rrunne, p. 151. 276.

It also denotes things of the basest kind.

Ne coetom no seruise of thing that he forgaf.

That noither he no hisc sold ehalange rifno nf.
Ibid., p. 111.

••The least scrap, the least bit," Gl.

Perhaps from A.-S. rea/-ia», Su.-G. ri/io-a, Isi. n/-

a, rapere, whence rif, rapina ; as having been primarily

applied, as above, to the depredations of war.

Dan. rips-raps, "the rabble, the dregs of the peo-

ple, the mob/' Ac. Wolff. He gives the following

as another sense of the term, obviously the primary

one; •• Frivolousness, trumpery, trifles,— paltry stuff

or trash.*' The Dan. form of the word throws light,

perhaps, on S. Rip, ss denoting any worthless person

or thing.

RIFT. Leg.RiST,*. A musical instrument.

—The rote, and the lecordour, the ribns, the rist

HoulaU, iii. 10. Ma
A.-S. hrisc-ian, vibrare, stridere?

To RIFT, v. n. 1. To belch, to eructate, S.

Three times the carline grainM and r\fUd.—-
Ramsa/s Poems, I 297.

Johnson mentions the v. Bot it is rather a pro-

vincial word. Skinner gives it as used in Lincolns.

;

Dan. raev-er, 8u.-G. rap-a, Alem. rofan, eructare

;

Dan. raeven, eructatio. Sibb. derives it from the Lat. v.

"Ructare, to rtfl." Wedderb. Vocab., p. 19.

Ft. rtupp-er, id., has obviously had a Goth, origin ;

rtvpe, a belch.

2. To magnify in narration, to talk without

book, S. ; synon. Blow, Blast

Some carle that's weel kend to rift,

Declares, when in a blasting tift,

ys of yore, how he sua 1"*

Twa bows o' bear.
In days of yore, how he sud lift

The Har*st Rig, tt 35.

This is merely a metaph. use of the term, as applied

to literal eructation ; in the same manner as W ind is

used. As literal eructation is caused by wind in the

stomach, the other is traced to vanity, which is merely

the flatulence of the mind.

RlTT, s. 1. A belch, an eructation, S.

And tho' their stamack's alt in tift

In vacance-time,

Yet stenil do they ken the rift
0* stappit weym.

• Fergusson's Poems, li. 4S.

2. An exaggerated account of anything, a fib,

S.

[3. Appearance, look, aspect, Banffs.]

4. A hearty and free conversation, S. ; synon.

Crack.

Rifting, *. 1. The act of belching, S.

" Ructus, lifting" Wedderb. ibid.

[2. The act of bragging, exaggerating, S.]

[RIFT, Rifted. V. under Rife, v.]

RIG, 9. 1. A tumult; also, a frolic, Loth.

[2. A trick, an imposition, West of S.]

Rig is used as a cant term in E., signifying "fun,

game, diversion, or trick. To run one s rig upon any

particular person, to make him a butt. / cm up to

your ri^,Iama match for your tricks." Grose, Class.

This, I apprehend, is a corr. pron., and that it is

originally the same with O. E. rtak, a mad prank.

—Down they fling me ; and, in that rage,

(For they are violent fellows) they play-such reaks.
y J

Beaum. 4s Fletch,, p. 8347.

Our outri TJrquhart also uses it.—" It were enough

to undo me utterly, to fill brimfull the cup of my
misfortune, and make me play tho mad-pate reeks of

Bedlam." Rabelais, B. iii., p. 78.

Skinner derives it from Lat. rex, a kins, or A.-».

rice, a kingdom. Rather from Su.-G. rgck, impetus,

ryck-a, cum impetu ferri ; or from A.-S. rfc, a power-

ful man, Su.-G. recke, reke^ a hero; q. to play the

great man, by acting without control. Seren. how-

ever, refers to Isi. roek, magnificum quid, (G. Andr.)

and also to reek-a, fueare.

Isi. rig-a, motare, citare in gyrum. I suspect, how-

ever, that rig, in this sense, is rather a cant term of

modern formation.

(To Rig, v. a. To impose upon, to befool,

Clydcs.]

RIG, RiGO, *. 1. The back of an animal.

Anone is he to the hie mont adew ;
—

-

His tale, that on his rig before tymes lay.

Vnder his wamelattis fall abasitly.

Doug. Virgil, 394, 39.

"The back, Scot, called the rigging and rigback ;"

Rudd. V. Reissil.

2. A ridge, S.

It seems to receive the name from its resemblance

to the back, in relation to the depression of the sides ;

as the ridge is elevated above the furrow. Chaucer,

"^E. rigge, rygge, id. "Rigge of a londe Pandl.

Porca. Agger." Prompt. Parv. "Rygge of land,

[Fr.] sente?' Palsgr. B. iii., F. 59, b.

Of the, Serranus, quha wald nathing schaw,

Quhare thou thy nggis telis for to saw,

A. thou was chosin capitane ofwer*1^^ g
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3. The fold of a web, or that part which is

folded down or doubled, as distinguished

from the selvedge.
••To eschew the dissate A skaith that onre soverane

lordie liegiis daly and at all tymes snstenis be the mctt-
ing of wolen clath be the selwich, it is thocht expedient
that in tyme cummyn all wolen clatht be met be the
rig, and nocht be the selwich." ParL Ja. IIL, A.
1469, Acts Ed. 1814, p. 95. Selwich, i.e., aeWedge.

4. But-Rig
y three men shearing on one

ridge, ibid. ; apparently named from butt,

a piece of ground which does not form a
proper ridge. V. Butt.

5. Ha9
-Rigt the right-hand rig of a company

of reapers. V. Ha*.

Kio and Bauk. A ridge of com with an
intervening strip of pasture, Ang.

•• Top see a large field alternately raried with nar-
row stripes of corn and pasture ; this, in the vernacular
language ©f the country, is rig and bout." Edin.
Mag., Aug., 1818, p. 125. V. Bau*.

Rio and Fur. A phrase used to denote
ribbed stockings, S.

R*g signifies hack, O.E.

B. OIouc gives the following account of the manner
in which Edward the Confessor did penance for listen-
ing to the false accusation of Robert, Archbishop of
Canterbury, against his mother ; p. $10.

The byssopes echon,
Eeh after other, asoylede then kyng of thys trespas
Myd gerden in hys naked rug, A that gret pyte was.
Tare strokes the moder ek, wepynde wel sore,
Gef hym to asoyly, k ne mygte vor reuthe mor.

It seems doubtful whether gerden signifies rods, or is
synon. with strokes. V. Gird, «.

In England, when a field is ploughed rough, it is

said to be in "ridge and furrow," or rather "in rig
and furrow ;" to which ribbed stockings bear a kind
of resemblance. For this remark I am indebted to a
literary friend in London.

A.-S. hricg, Isl. hriggr, Su.-G. rygg, Dan. reg, Belg.
rmgge, Teut. ruck, dorsum.

Rio and Rennet. V. Kexdal.
Rio-bane, Ryo-bayxe, Rio-bone, *. The

hack-bone.

Wallace, with that, apon the bak him gaif,
Till his ryg bayne he all in sundyr drait

Wallace, ii. 44, Ma
Syne with ane casting dart

Feirsing his rybbis throw, at the ilk part
Quhare bene the cupling of the rig bone.

Doug. Virgil, 32*, 43.

Big-bane, S. Doug, uses bone, metri causa. Riggin-
bone, Chaucer.

A.-S. hricgban, Dan. rigbcen, Su.-G. rug-ben, spina
dorsi.

O. E. M Rigbone or bakbone. Spina. Spondile."
Prompt. Parr. •• Rigge bone, [Fr.] eschine ; * Palsgr.K iii., F. 69.

Rig-fidge, *. A gentle blow on the back,
Strathmore.

Teut. fuyck-en, signifies to drive, to beat, pellere,
pulsare ; Jick-en, to strike softly, ferire, leviter virgis
nercutere, Kilian. Perhaps the term has had its origin
from the idea of the back being made tofdgt by a blow.

[Rio-fish, s. The backbone of a fish, ShetL]

[Riooa-rendal. Run-rig, Shetl. Su.-G.
rygg, a ridge, and del, a envision.]

Riggie, s. A name given to a cow having a
stripe of white along the back, S.O. and B.;

obviously from Rig9 the back.

Riqgix, Rigging, s. 1. The back, S. called

also rig-back, Rudd.
Syne to me with his club he maid ane braid,

And twenty rowtia apoun my rigging laid.

Doug, Virgil, 451, 41

2. The top or ridge of a house, S. rigger*, id.

A. Bor.

A hack was free the rigging hanging fa
Of quarter kebbock*.

Ross's Helenore, p. 77.

Hence, riggin-tree, the roof-tree, orbeam which forme
the roof of a house, S.
Sw. tak-ryggen, the ridge of a house ; a. thack-riggin.

A.-S. hricg signifies fastigium, as well as dorsum.
That* temples hricg, Templi fastigium, Luke, iv. 9.

O. E. "Rygginge ol an hows. Porturacon."
Prompt. Parv. ^Rigging of a house, [Fr.] chaulme

;

wrrompt. rarv. "Jitggi
Palsgr., B. iii., F. 59, b,

3. A small ridge or rising in ground.
" And fra thyne towart the west to the heid of the

dene of Logy the landis of Westire Logy, with the
powis, powlandis, and foirbank tharof, as thai ly towart
the northe to the heid of the bank riggin callit the
Ragingait." Acts Ja. V. 1540, Ed. 1814, p. 379.

Riggin-stane, Rigoino-stone, e. One of
the stones which "form the ridge of a house,
S. riggin-stane.

•* He took down the riggin stones, corner stones with
the rest." Spalding, ii. 228. •

Riggit, Rigged, adj. Having a white
stripe, or white and brown streaks, running
along the back ; applied to cattle, ibid.

" When a stripe of white run [r. ran] along the
ridge of her back, she got the name of a rigged cow."
Agr. Surv. Ayrs., p. 425.

RIG-ADOWN-DAISY. The name given
to the ancient custom at weddings of danc-
ing on the grass, before the use of barns
for this purpose, Gall.

•' Anciently the waddinfowk danced a great deal on
the grass.—This—was termed rig-adoum-daisy." Gall.
Encyc.

E. rigadoon, Fr. rigadon, "a kind of brisk dance,
performed by one couple." I need scarcely add, that
daisy refers to the simple ornaments of the floor on
which this dance is performed.

RIGGIN, 8. A term of reproach to a woman
*

Shetl.

Perhaps from Isl. hruki, loogurio, a long pole ; as
rung, runt, Ac, are used in S. ; or from reiginn, obsti-
natus, ngidus.

* RIGHT, adj. In the exercise of reason, S.
V. Ricut.
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RIGIITSUA, adv. In like manner. V.
RlCHTSWA.

RIGLAN, Rigland, Riglino, *. An animal

that ia half castrated, S. Riggilt, A. Bor.,

a ram that has one testicle.

Te sail hae a rigland shire
'

Toot mornin' gift to be.

Jamieson*s Popular Ball., ii 272.

E. rig, rigsk, riggil, ridgcling. V. Jun. Etyro.

[RIGLY, adj. Unsteady, rickety, SIietL;

another form of rickly, q. v. Dan. rttggely,

id.]

RIG-MARIE, s. 1:. A name given to a base

coin, Loth. Domfr.
My banes were bard like a stane dyke.
No Rio-Marie waa in my purse.

Watson's Coll., LIL
Supposed to bave originated from one of the billon

coma struck during the regency of Morton, in the reign

of James VI. These, I am informed, in order to give

them currency, or to avert from himself the odium of

debasing the coin, he caused to be antedated, as if they

had proceeded from Q. Mary's mint Most of them
accordingly bore the words Reg. Maria, as part of the

legend. I have seen some of them, however, which
are inscribed, Jacobus 5, and bearing, instead of M. R.

in the field, I. V. V. Giib. Stuart's Hist, of Scotland.

2. The term rigmarie is used in Galloway as

synon. with E. rig, denoting a mischievous

frolic, a tnmult or uproar.

RIGMAROLE, *. A long-winded incoherent

story or speech, a sort of rhapsody, S. It

is also used as an adj.

Grose renders it " round about, nonsensical

;

n
Class.

Diet. It seems to be merely a cant word ; containing

some allusion, perhaps, to running a rig. Or shall we
trace it to IsL reig-ta, fastuose ae gerere, and rol-a,

vagari, with the connective particle ma intervening.

V. Mr. Todd's remarks, E. Diet.

Rigmarole, adj. Long-winded and confused,

S., also low, E.

RIGS, Rioibus, #. A game of children,

AbertL ; said to be the same with Scotch and

English ; also called Rockety Row.

RIGWIDDIE, *. 1. The rope or chain, that

crosses the back of a horse, when he is

yoked in a cart, by which the shafts are

supported, S.

From rig, back, and widdie, a twig, or bundle of

witke* ; as this had been used before the use of ropes.

This custom is still preserved in some parts of S. The
use of ror

[preserved in some pari

rigwiddie, in the Highlands, is to this day made of

2

twisted twigs of oak.

That, which fastens the harrow to the yoke is called

a trodwiddie, also cutwiddie, (Fife), more commonly, a
master graith. To this are fastened two swingle-trees ;

and to these the horses are yoked by the theats or

traces, S.

1st trod, denotes a stake or pole.

. One of a durable frame, one that can bear

a great deal of fatigue or hard usage, Fife

;

evidently in allusion to the toughness of the

materials of which this implement is formed.

RlGWlDDIB, adj. 1. A rigwiddie body, one of

a stubborn disposition, Fife; the figure

being here transferred to the mind.

[2. Thrawn, ill-shaped, ugly and weasened;

when applied to the body, or to the appear-

ance, as in Bums' Tam o'Shantcr.

But wither*d beldams, auld and droll,

RigwoodU hags, wad spcan a foal,

Lowping and Hinging on a crtxnimock,

I wonder didna turn thy stomach.]

3. Expl. " Deserving the widdie or gallows ;

w

as, "a rigwiddie carlin," an old wife who de-

serves to be hanged, Aberd.

Riowiddie-nao, *. A horse that has one of

its testicles amputated, Roxb.

Perhaps as signifying that he is thus better fitted

for draught. Or shall wc suppose that rigwiddie has

been,by vulgar corruption, substituted for Riglan, q. v. ?

RIK, Ryke, *. A kingdom.
And hawbrekis, that war quhyt as flouris,

Maid thaim gletirand, as thai war lyk

Tyll angelys hey otT hewynys ryk.
'

Barbour, viiL 234, MS.

Bot Wallace thriss this kynrik conquest haile.

In Ingland for socht battaill on that rik.^
Wallace, ii. 353.

Ryke, Perth Ed.

Aloes G. reiki, imperiam, principatus, dominatio;

A.-8. ryce. Franc, riki, riche, regnum.

RIKE-PENNY; s.

"August 13, 1681.—The bill anent rike-penny, pole-

money, and retention-money, were rejected." Law's

Memorialls, p. 202.

This, I think, must be meant for Reik-penny.

"Smoke-Silver and Smoke-Penny," says Jacob, "are

to be paid to the ministers of divers parishes, as a

modus in lieu of tithe-wood : and in some manors, for-

merly belonging to religious houses, there is still paid,

as appendant to the said manors, the ancient Peter-

Pence, by the name of Smoke-money" Vo. Smoke-Sil-

ver. But the term rike-penny seems rather to refer to

a tax which Charles II. had imposed on England, and
wished to extend, as well as poll-money, to Scotland ;

concerning which the same writer gives the following

account

:

«* Chimney-Money, otherwise called Hearth-Money,

a duty to the crown on houses, by stat. 14 Car. 2, cap.

2. Every fire-hearth and stove of every dwelling and

other house within England and Wales, (except such

as pay not to church and poor) shall be chargeable with

2s. per annum, payable at Michaelmas and Lady-day,

to the king ana his heirs, and successors.—This tax

being much complained of, as burthensome to the

people, hath been long since taken off, and others im-

posed in its stead."

[RIKKER, 8. A long slender spar of wood,

such as is used for making the fish-spears

called u sticker," also for small boat spars,

Shetl.]

RILLING, 8. A shoe made of rough un-

tanned leather. V. Rewelynys.
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RIM, $. A sort of rocky bottom in the sea,

where fish are caught, Orkn.
"As to rocks, we hare three of what we call rim*,

which are generally occupied by our fishermen as their

beat fishing grounds ;—the rim shoals deepen from
twenty to forty fathom, or upwards." P. Birsay,
Orkney, Statist. Ace., xiv. 351.

Perhaps allied to IsL hraun, saxosa Iocs, cautious
oontinuis obsita, 6. Andr. ; if not a derivative from
rift Su.-Q. reft whence E. reef of rocks.

RIM (of the belly), *. The peritoneum, S.
—" The body—swells sometimes to such a degree,

that the peritoneum, or rim of the belly, as it is called
by the shepherds, gives way, and strong convulsions
are succeeded by death in a few hours from the fir*t

attack.*' Essays HighL See, iii. 363.
Perhaps we find the term in its primitive sense in

IsL rimi, coUiculus.

Rim-burst, $. The disease called a rupture
or Hernia.

••Hernia, a rim-burst." Wedderb. Vocab., p. 19.
Hence Rimbursin, q. v.

Rimburstenness, $. The state of being
under a Hernia.

"Bamex. Mmburstenness." Wedderb. Vocab.. p.
47.

RIMBURSIN, $. A rupture of the abdomi-
nal muscles ; in consequence of which the
belly sometimes bursts, Bord. Northumb.
Horses and cows are .both subject to it.

—The worm, the wsreit wedonypha,
Rimbursin, ripplis, and bellythra.

RouWs Cursing, OL Comply p. 331.

From rim (of the belly), and burst, or the part pa.
ourstn.

RIMLESS, adj. Reckless, regardless, Aberd.
Supposed to allude to the phrase used as to those

who say or do any thing contrary to common sense,
that they speak or act "without rhyme or reason."
As, however, E. rimt signifies a border, the adj. may
be formed from this, as denoting those who disregard
all limits in their conversation.

RIMPIN, 9. 1. A lean cow, Roxb.

2. An old ugly woman, ibid.

Tout rimpe, anc. rompe, ruga, romp-en, rimpel-en,
rugare ; A.-S. hrympetle, ruga. Su.-G. krymp-a, con-
trani, seems to acknowledge the same root, the aspirate
k of the Isl. being hardened into L This denomination
has probably been conferred from the number of wrink-
les that appear.

RIM-RAM, adv. In a state of disorder, W.
Loth.
Isl. rym-a, diffugere ; Teut rammen, satire.

To RIN, v. n. 1. To run, flow, S.—- sic multitude
Of slsnchter he maid, quhil Exadthus the flude
Mycht fynd no way to rin vnto the see.

Doug. Virgil, 165, 18.

Moes-G. Alem. rinn-an, Su.-G. Isl. rinn-a, Germ.
Belg. rinn-ent currere.

[2. To suppurate, as in a running sore, Clydes.]

vou IV.

.3. To curdle, to become curdled, in con-

sequence of being soured by heat ; a term
used as to milk, S.

8su-G. raenn-a, renn-a, coagulare ; miotken or
runmtm; the milk is run, or curdled. Hence E.

rennet, eoagulum, S. eamin.

[To Rin, v. a. 1. To run from, to flee ; as,

to rin the country. West of S.

2. To run past, to avoid, to evade, to smuggle

;

as, to rin the cutter, i.e., to evade the revenue

cutter, hence, to smuggle. The term is

also used to express bringing drink into a

workshop, oi to servants, without the

knowledge of the employer: the one who
does so is said " to rin Hie cutter" S.

3. To distil whisky, West of S., Banff*.]

4. To darn, as, to rin stockings, to darn them
in the heels with thread of their own
quality, to render them more durable, S.

[To Rin about. To wander about, to go from
place to place, S. V. Rinabout.]

[To Rin ahin. 1. To run behind or at one's

heels, to follow closely, Clydes.

2. To fall into debt, ibid.]

[To Rin at. To attack, to fall upon with iu-

tent to injure, Clydes. V. Rin on.]

To Rin w one's head. I. To produce a slight

degree of intoxication, to occasion a tran-

sient giddiness or stupor; as, "I darna

tak that wine in the forenoon, it wad rin in

my head" S. This is equivalent to the

phrase, to fly to the head.

2. Used impers. It rins x my head
y
I have

an indistinct recollection of this or that, S.

Sw. Dei rinner mig nu i sinnet, It comes now into

my mind. Det rann mig i sinnet, It occurred to my
mind ; Wideg.

To Rin on. To push, to butt as a
furious bull, Clydes.

To Rin oure. 1. To continue, not to be
interrupted ; like £. run on.

"It is thought expedient,—that this present Parlia-

ment run still oure, but ony particular continuation ;'*

Le., prorogation. 4 Feb., 1546. Keith's Hist., p. 49.

[2. To overflow, to boil over, West of S.]

To Rin out. Not to contain, especially used
of liquids ; to leak, to allow to escape, S.

A.-S. ut-rine, ul-ryne, exitus, effluxus ; utrynas wae-
tens* exitus aquarum.

Rin, s. LA run ; also, the act of running, S.

Ralph mean time from the door comes with a rin,
Andpray'd that Jean and Nory wad gaDg in,

And try gin they yon fiery lass cou'd tame.
Ross's HeUnort, p. 89.

E
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%• A rin of vxxtter, a waterfall; also, a
stream, S.

Germ, rinne, flavins, Su.-G. raenna, canalis.

3. A ford, where the water is shallow, and
ripples as it flows, Fife.

A--3. ryne, cursus aquae ; Mocs.-G. rinno, torrens.

Rin-abotjt, Rynnare-Aboute, *. A vaga-
bond, one who runs about through the

country.
M Aweel, Willie, ye carina help an ill name. Some

handy rinabout had emptied the laird's hen-bawks,
yestreen, as clearly as fifty foumarts, and back came
the same reckless neer-do-gude to-night." Blackw.
Mag., May, 1820, p. 163.
MAlana at the said schirref, balyeis k officiaris, in-

auere at ilke courte, gif thar be ony that makis thaim
talis that ar nocht bardis, or sic Uk vtheris rynnarU
abmUe.- Acts Ja. IL, 1419, Ed. 1814, p. 36.

Rinvthe-countby, s. A fugitive, one who
has fled the country for his misdeeds,

Teviotd.

[Rikegate, *• A vagabond, a tramp, Clydes.

This is properly a corr. of Mid. Enz. renegat, from
8pan. renegado, lit. one who has denied the faith, Low
lit. renegare. £• renegade, corr. into runagate]

Rix-thereotjt, s. A needy, houseless vag-
rant, S.

This is printed Runthereout, Waverley. Bat in GL
Antiqaary, evidently in reference to the passage in

WaYertey, it is more properly given as here.

Rin-Thereout. adj. Used in the same sense,

S.

"Ye little rin-there-out de'il that ye are, what takes
yon raking through the gutters to see folk hangit ?

"

M SmtAereout, gad-about ; vagrant ; " GL Antiq.

Rin-Wa', Rin-Waw, s. A partition, a wall

that runs or extends from one side of the

house to the other, and divides it, S.

Some might prefer Su.-G. ren, a stake, as this sort

of wall is often made with stakes interlaced with straw
and clay.

[Rinner, s. A clue of yarn, Shctl.]

[Riknin, Rinnixg, s. A running sore, an
ulcer; also, a flowing of matter from a
wound, the act of flowing, West of S.]

Rixnin Darn. A disease in cows, in which
they are severely affected with a flux, S. B.
Darn may signify what is secret.

[Rdcnin-Mink, 8. A slip-knot, Banffs.]

Rdcnins, Rinnings, s. pi. The vulgar desig-

nation for scrofula, S.
** Winnings, ulcers;" Gall. Enc.

To RIND, Rynde, v. a. To dissolve any fat

substance by the heat of the fire ; as, to

rind butter, to rind tallow, i.e., to melt it, S.

also, render.

"That na maner of man—tak vpon hand, to rynde,

mylt, nor barrell talloun, vnder the pane of

tinsall of all thair godis." Acts Ja. V., 1540, c. 105,

Ed. 1566, c 123, Murray.

It makes them clout elbows and breasts,

Keep rinded butter in charter chests.

ColmTt Mock Poem, P. L, p. 77.

I leave the creash within my w&me,
With a' my heart to Finlay Grame

;

It will be better than swine seam
For any wramp or minyte :

First shear it small, and rind it sine

Into a kettle clean and fine.

Watson's ColL, I 60.

From Su.-G. Isl. rind-a, pellere, propeller©, because

it is beaten during the operation ; as we say, to beat

butter ; or from IsL raenn-a, rinde, liquefacere, to

melt. S. and A. Bor. render is evidently from the

same source. "To melt down. To render suet.

North." Gi. Grose.

RIND, Rynd, #. Hoar-frost; fro8t-rynd,

Loth., Berwicks. ; synon. Rime. V. Rhyne.
This is undoubtedly a corruption, as the A.-S. and

IsL term is hrim, 8a. -G. rim, and Belg. rym.

RINEGATE, *. A vagabond, Upp. Clydes.

[V. under Rix.]

To RING, v. a. 1. To reign, S.

Do clois the persoun of wyndis, and thar on ring.
Doug. Virgil, 17, 28.

2. To rage, to prevail with universal influence

;

also rung.

•'The tym it hapnia this contagius plage and pes*

telance to ryng, Ac.—The grit pestilance now thar
rungand." Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

To Ring doun, v. a. To overpower, to over-

bear, Aberd.

[To Ring in, v. n. To yield, submit, succumb,

Banffs.]

To Ring overt, v. a. To hold in subjection, S.

Ring, s. 1. Kingdom.
Thair saw we mony wrongous conquerouris,

Withoutin richt reiffaris of otheris ringis.

Lyndsay'a Warkis, 1592, p. 230.

Honour, quod scho, to this heuenlie ring,

Differs ricnt far frae this warldlie governing.
Police of Honour, iii. 77.

Although this may be viewed as a corr. of the Fr.

or Lat. v., yet we have some very ancient Goth, words
of a similar form. Moes-G. ragin-on, reikin-on, to go-

vern, to preside ; ragin-eis, a senator.

2. It also signifies reign, S. It seems doubt-

ful to which of these senses the last extract

belongs.

But ffif thow will thine hart incline,

And Keip his blissit law diuine
;

—As did nionie faithfull kingin

Of Israeli, during thair ringis :—
Quhais riche rewarde was heuinly bliss,

Quhilk sail be thine, thou doand this.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 273.

R. Brunne uses it in this sense, p. 85.

To William the rede kyng is gyuen the coroun,

At Westmynstere toke he ryng in the abbay of Londoun.
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Ringin, adj. With great energy, powerful,

Clydes., Banffs.]

[Ringin, adv. With ease, easily, ibid]

RING, #. 1. A circular fort, S.
" There are many Pictish and Scotch encampments

in this pariah and the neighbourhood. All of them
are of a round or OYal figure, and are called rings by
the common people." P. Lauder. Berw. Statist. Ace.,
L77.

•* There are in the pariah four encampments, all of a
circular figure, called: rings by the common people."
P. Colter, Lanark Statist. Ace., vi. 78. V. also xiii.

390,391.
This term seems to be used only in the South and

South-West of S. ; and may have originated merely
from the circular form of these enclosures. Among
the Northern nations, however, the same won!, pri-

marily signifying a ring for the finger, or any thing
circular, has been applied to these places where thing,

ting, La., their comitia, or public conventions, were
held. Hence the phrase, in the Sw. laws, A thing oc
a ring, in judicio et circulo ; Ihre, in vo.

Among the Germans it" was extended to encamp-
ments. The Huns gave the name of Ring, or Hring',
to that place in the middle of the camp, of a circular
form, in which the king, with his nobles, used to
lodge, both for the sake of honour and of security.
Lambec. KM. Vindob. ap. Ihre. Hence the palace of
their princes was denominated Itftingus. V. Du
Cange.

It has, with great probability, been supposed by
Verel. and other learned writers, that from ring, as
denoting such an assembly, the Ital. have formed
reng<ure, areng-are, aring-arc, verba facere in comitiis,

foro, aenatn ; whence, Fr. harang-uer, the word being
merely aspirated. Fr. rang-er, to set in order, and
rang, the night of precedence in a public meeting. E.
max, have been traced to the same source.

2. Used as synon. with rink, a race, if not au
erratum.
" It is enough that these who run a race see the gold

only at the starting place ; and possibly they see little

more of it, or nothing at all, till they win to the ring's

end, and get the gold in the loo! of their hand."
Rutherford7.! Lett, P. i. ep. 24. V. Rknk.

3. The name for a game of marbles among
boys, denominated from their drawing a
ring or circle, in which the marbles are

placed, S. B.

4. -The meal which fills up the crevices iu the

circle around the millstones, Loth.
To fill these with the first grain that is ground, after

the stones are picked, ia called ringing the mill.

-.'•The Ring is the meal which, in the course of
grinding, falls round the mill stone, between it aud the
wooden case surrounding it." Abstract, Proof con-
cerning the Mill of Inveramsy, A. lb 14, p. 1.

This, according to the species of grain, is called
ring-corn, ring-malt, Ac., S.

"By Decreet Arbitral, 1 firlot of corn and 1 firiot

of malt, as ring-corn and ring matt, out of each plough."
Ibid., p. 2.

This is different from the definition of the term in
Ang. V. Mill-ring. The term, as thus expl. seems
merely to respect the circular form of the stones.

To Ring the mill. To fill the crevices round
the mill-stone with the first grain that is

ground, after the stones are picked, S.

—"The tenants ringing the mitt to themselves, and
carrying away the same ring with them." Abstract
ut sup. p. 2.

"That when he ringfd the mill, he took home the
ring, paying the firlot of dried corn, and of malt,

corresponding to his plough." Ibid., p. 3.

To Ride at the Ring. A phrase denoting au
ancient amusement.

[For yon alone I ride the ring.

For you I wear the blue ;

For you alone I strive to sing,

Oh, tell me how to woo I

Minst. Scot Bard., v. ui.]

Randolph, in a letter to Cecil, dated 7th Dec.

1561, gives an account of this pastime as celebrated

at the court of Scotland, in the presence of Q. Mary.
. " From this purpose we fell in talk of the pastimes
that were the Sunday before, where the Lord Robert,

the Lord John, and others ran at the Ring, six against

six, disguised and apparelled, the one half like 'women,
the other half like strangers, in strange masking gar-

ments. The Marquis that day did very well ; but the
women, whose part the Lord Robert did sustain, xcm
the Ring. The Queen herself beheld it, and as many
others as listed." Keith's Hist, p. 206.

A.-S. hring-sete, signifies circus, " a roundle or circle,

a place in Rome, where the people sat and saw games;
Hring-seta, Circenses, games of wrestling, running,
and the like exercises ; Somner. Hring seems here
used in reference to the circular form of the buildings.

But Alem. ring was transferred to the entertainment

;

lucta, certamen ; ringen, certare, luctare ; Dan. ring-

er, id. In Su.-O. it is used to denote a ring, which,
as it was anciently suspended at the tournaments, the
knights attempted to carry away with their lances.

Hence, rida tilt ring*, hastiludium exercere ; Ital. ar-

ringo, locus certaminis.

It is singular, that this ancient custom of ruling fU

the ring, which was reckoued an amusement worthy of

the most celebrated knights, is now observed only by
the Fraternity of Chapmen, on the day of the annual
election of their president or Lord.
"To prevent that intemperance to which social

meetings in such situations are sometimes prone, they
spend the evening in some public competition of dex-
terity or skill. Of these, riding at the ring, (an amuse-
ment of ancient and warlike origin), is the chief. Two
perpendicular posts are erected on this occasion, with
a cross beam, from which is suspended a small ring :

the competitors are on horseback, each having a point-

ed rod in his hand ; and he who, at full gallop, pass-

ing betwixt the posts, carries away the ring on his rod,

gains the prize. P. Dunkeld, Perths. Statist Acc. f

xx. 433.

This seems to have been an amusement used in Ice-

land. Hence, hringleikur, lusus genus, Verel. ; liter-

ally, the ring-sport, or play ; Sw. ringleeh.

Ring Dancis. "S. a kind of dances of

many together in a ring or circle, taking
one another by the hands, and quitting

them again at certain turns of the tune (or

Spring, as Scot, we call it), and sometimes
the Piper is put in the center ;" Rudd.
Like to the goddes Diane with hir rout,

—

Laland ring dancis, ouham followis ouer all quhare
Ane thousand nyuiphis flokand here and thare.

Doug. Virgil, 28, 42.

" The ring means the dance d la ronde." Sir D. D.
Annals, L 259, N.
The learned judge is certainly right. For Kilian

gives Teut" ringh-dans as synon. with ronden-dans,
orbis saltatorius. V. Hop.
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Ring-fence, #. A fence surrounding a farm
Loth.

Ring-fencit, pari. adj. Surrounded by a

fence ; applied to a farm, ibid.

*• Every farmer should be what is called ring-fenced,

that is, separated from his neighbours by a general en-

closure.* Agr. Suit. E. Loth., p. 272.

(To RING bottle bells. To confirm a bargain

by hooking each other's little fingers : com-
mon among children, Mearns.]

To RING in, v. n. 1. Bells are said to be
ringing in, when, in order to stop them, the

repetition of the strokes becomes quicker

than before, S.

The phrase seems to signify that this is the signal

for the peonle, who are standing without, to go in, or
enter the church, as divine service is about to begin.
This in E. is called clamouring the bells. Shakespear
alludes to the original use of the phrase, when he says,

• " Clamour your tongues, and not aword more." Win-
ter'sTale.

2. A person, who has made a great noise in

his day, is said to be ringing in, when on the

borders of death, Aberd.
- ine ueputy is, in a manner, rung

John. "His day's darg is ower—he has won to his

lang and mirk night." Toornay, p. 448.

RINGALD, s. Crowd. V. Rangald.

RINGAN, Ringane, Rixgand, s. The vul-

gar pron. of the name Ninian, S.

It occurs in Aberd. Reg., A. IMS. "Xingand.". 19.
M
Abe,i?t»^ae,Cristie,ArmstraDgefl;'> Acts, iii. 393.

And now she sits blyth singan,

—Delighted with her dear Ringan.
Herd's Coll, ii. 63.

[To RINGE, v. a. and n. V. Reenge.]

Ringe, s. 1. A whisk or small besom, made
of heath, S. V. Reenoe.

[2. A cleansing ; as,
M Gie the claes a ringe in

cauld water, Clydes. V. Reenge, v.]

Ringe, $. A blattering or rumbling noise,

S. ; properly JReenge, q. v.

Thus wsnd*ring, east or west, I kend ua where,
Mr mind o'ercome wi' gloom and block despair,
Wr a foil ringe I plune'd at ance, forsooth,

Down thro' a wreath o snaw up to my mouth.
The Lou of the Pads, a Tale.

V. Rbsnob.

Ringe-heather, $. Cross-leaved Heath,

S. B. Erica tetralix, Linn.
It seems to receive its name from ringes, being made

of it.

[Ringer, e. 1. One who ranges about, Clydes.

V. Reenger.

2. A whisk for pots, &c : another form of

ringe, q. Y., ibid.]

RINGER, e. The name given to a stone

which lies within the ring that surrouuds

the tee or mark in curling.

[RINGIN, adj. and adv. V. under Ring, r.]

RINGING BLACK FROST. " A venr

severe frost, when the ground keeps black,

and seems to ring when struck ;" Gall. Enc.

RINGIT QUOY, a phrase used in Orkney,
denoting a circular inclosure. V. QuOY.

RINGLE-EYED, Rvxgit, adj. Having a

great proportion of white in the eye, S.

" Scot, we yet call such horses as have a great deal
- of white in their eye Ringle-ey'd ;" Rudd.

The term seems properly to denote a ring of white as

it were encroaching on the ball of the eye. This idea

. is conveyed by the language of Doug,

His creist on hicht bare he,

With bawsand face, ryngit the forth ir E.

Doug. Virgil, 146, 30.

A horse, that has this form of the eye, is generally

reckoned apt to startle, as seeing objects from behind.

This term exactly corresponds with E. wall-eyed.

It is probably allied to Isi. ringl, confusio, alienatio

mentis ; ringl-a, confundere ; ringull, homo mentis non
compos ; ringlad-r, mente captus ; apparently from
hring-r, circulus ; as a rhigle-eye always suggests the
idea that a horse is unsteady. Bangeigd-ur, expl. by
G. Andr. strabo, limus, may seem to approach more
nearly to our term; from rang-r, iniquus, whence
rangl-a, oblique vagari, rangl, gressus obliquus ; radi-

cally the same with S. wrung, E. tcrong. But the other
etymon has apparently a better claim.

RINGO, e. Apparently the same with Mill-

rinq, sense 2. See above ; also Ring, s.

ana v.

" Ratification in favours of the burgh of Glasgow of

their charters, infeftments, and priveleges, &c., 1669.

—With the dominicall lands, mains and meidows, cal-

led Provane meadow, mime of Provand, milne lands,

astrictit multers, commonlie called dry ferme multers,

ringo, sequells & pertinents thereof, with services &
knaveship of the samen," Ac. Act ParL V. vii., p.

W7.

[RING-SANGIS, e. pi. Songs or tunes

adapted to ring-dances, q. v.]

To the sche led ring tangit in karoling.

Doug. Virgil, 220, 31.

Sum sang ring $angia, dancis, ledis and roundis,

With vocis schil, quhil til the dale resoundis.

Ibid., ProL 402, S3.

It certainly should have been printed dancis ledis,

without the comma.

RING-STRAIK, s. An instrument used for

stroking down grain in a coru-measure. V.
Stuaik, a. 1.

RING-TAILS, *. pi. 1. Small remnants of

any thing; as, in relation to drink, it is said,
u Tak an your ring-tails, and brew again,"

Roxb.

2. The confused odds and ends in the windiug

up of a multifarious concern, ibid.
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3. Sometimes used to denote arrears of rent,

ibid.

From the latter sense, it might seem to claim affinity

with A.-S. rinc-getael, hominom numerus, from rinc,

homo, originally atrenuus miles, and tale, getael, com-
putus, as primarily denoting a muster-roll

[RINGUM - CRAGGUM, ado. Right
through and through, Banffs.

RDJ-TM-O'ER,*. A game among children,

in which one stands in the middle of a
street, road, or lane, while others run across

it, within a certain given distance from the
person so placed ; and whose business it is

to catch one in passing, when he is relieved,

and the captive takes his place, Teviotd.
It nearly resembles Willie Wattle.

RINK, Rynk, #. A strong man.
Sterin come steppand in with stendis
Naryn£ inycht him arreist

Ckr. Kirk, st 6L

Often written Rail; q. v.

A.-S. rinc, atrenuus miles; bat also used, in a
general sense, for vir, homo. Su.-G. ring, vir prae-
stans, eximius. Ihre inclines to derive it from reke,

IaL reek-ur, a hero, n being often inserted in the
Northern languages. Reekar, indeed, in pi. is so
defined by Verel., as plainly to shew that it is radi-
cally one; Viri proceri et robusti ; expl. in Sw.
Stora och starka karlar, Le., S. Hour and Mark carles.
Perhaps the Isl. term ought to be traced to Moes.-G.
reiks, a prince.

RINK, Rynk, Renk, $. 1. A course, a race
also reii9 Ql. Shirr. V. Renk.
A man is said to get out his rink, when he is sowing

his wild oats, or going on in a dissipated course ; Fife.

Be this thav wan nere to the renkis end,
Irkit sum dele before the mark wele kend.

Doug. Virgil, 138, 83.
•• Sleepy bodies would be at rest, and a breathless

horse at the rink's ena\" "Howbeit the runners
never get a Tiew of it, till they come to the rink's end."
Rutherford's Lett, P. i. ep. 166, P. ii. ep. 2.

2. The act of running.
" He commandit als, gyf the haris had forrun the

hundis be lane renk, to be na forthir persewit." Bel-
lend. Cron., B. v. c. 11.
" Asill of thair bodyis ;—siai/t ofrynk, and reddy to

euery kynd of jeoparde." Bellend. Cron., FoL 27, a.
Corpore agiles—ad cursum ; Boeth. V. Thortoub.

3. The course of a river.

The schyl riuer hait Ufens,
*

Sekis with narrow passage and discens,
Amyd how Talis his renk and ische.

Doug. Virgil, 237, b. 10.

4. The particular station allotted to each
partyat the commencementof a tournament.

Sone fra tbai hade thair sains made,
Thai tnk thair ry.ifti*, and sarayn rade.
And at the tothir cours of were
The Dowglas hit, and brak his sper.

Wyntoum, viii. 36. 40.

5. A distinct charge or encounter in a tourna-
ment.

" In the thrid rjrs* Lord Wellis wes doung out of the
sadyU with sic violence, that he fell to the ground with
gret displeseir of Inglismen." Bellend. Cron., B. xvi.

c. 10.

Thus rgnnyng rent is used, Uawan and Gol. V.
RlOLYSE.

TVumpetts and schalims, with a sellout,

PUyd or the rink began ;

And equal juges sat about
To see quha tint or wan

*n»e field that day.
Justing, Adatnson k Sym, Evergreen, ii. 177.

6. The course in curling on the ice, S. A.

Perhaps from A.-S. hrincg, a ring ; as the mark is

generally a cross inclosed in a circle.

Rank occurs in Graeme's Poems, by mistake for rink
or renk.

Say, canst thou paint the blush
Impurpled deep, that reiki the stripling's cheek,
When, wand'ring wide, the stone neglects the rank,
And stops midway ?

Anderson's Poets, xL 447.

Their rocks they hurled up the rink9

Ilk to bring in his hand ;

An* hill an' valley, dale an' doon,
Bang wi* the ardent band.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 162.

7. It also denotes the division of two opposite

sides into smaller parties, at quoit-playing,

Lanarks.
" Friday, at Hamilton, the long pending match at

quoits, betwixt the Lesmshago and Glasgow players,
took place, 24 on each side, forming 12 rinks, when
each played 41 shots." Caled. Merc., Aug. 4, 1823.

8. Rink is still used in the South of S. as

signifying a straight line. It also denotes
a line or mark of division.

In this last sense it is applied to the line of division
or boundary, on the Border, between Scotland and
England ; and the public market annually held a few
miles south from Jedburgh is for this reason still called
the Rink-fair.

Rudd. derives it from Tent, renck-en, flectere ; "for,"
says he, •• the word properly signifies a tour, a com-
pass, or winding, and not going straight on." This
idea he seems to found on the sense of the v. Rink,
3. r. But it is not st all applicable to the noun, which
is undoubtedly most ancient. This suggests an idea
directly the reverse : and has been probably formed,
after the example of frequentative^, from A.-S. rinn-
an, or Su.-G. roejui-o, to run. Or, as the term is ap-
plied to running in the lists, sense 4, if we could sup-
pose that it had been unknown before the use of tour-
naments, it might have originated from A.-S. hritic,

hrineg, Su.-G. ring; as this was the most honourable
species of running. Hence Su.-G. raenn-a till ring*,
rula till rings, hastiludium exercere.

[9. A number of articles set in order, Banffs.
£• rank.

10. The act of setting in order, ibid.]

[To Rink, v. a. To arrange, to set in order,

Banffs.]

To Kink, v. n. 1. ** S. To rink up and down,
discurrere, circumire," Rudd. vo. Renk.

To rule and rink, to scamper about the country on
horseback, S.B. V. Re.xk.

j
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round squat shape, S.
joined with the adj. a

t. To rink about, to run from place to place,

to gad about, S. B.
For kindly though she be, nae doubt,
She manna thole the marriage-tether,

Bat likes to rove and rink about,
Like Highland cowt atnang the heather.

Lisxy Liberty
% SkinnePs Misc. Poet, p. 157.

Probably from the idea of running in a race.

Rinker, Rixketeii, 8. 1. A high, thin, and
long-legged horse, as opposed to one of a

It is generally con-

auld.

The phrase, auH tinker, or rinketer seems equivalent
to old, or worn-out race-horse ; from rink, a race.

V. Rink.

2. A tall raw-boned woman, Aberd* Mearns.
V. RlNKER, RlNKETER.

Rinkroume, *. "Place of tonrnay."

That round rinkroume wes at Ttterance

:

Bot Talbartis hors, with ane mischance,
He outterit, and to rin was laith.

Lyndsay** Squyer Mcldrwn, 1594,&U
V. Rink.'

Master of the rinks. V. Leap, *.

To RINK, v.n. 1. To rattle, to make a noise

Buchan.
What odds whan rinkin browsters binks
Oaed daft wi* bickers, an' wi' skinks !

Tarras's Poems, p. 12.

I write ye.here some hame-made ware,

—

Thinkin, yir rinkin
'Mang knabs o' kittie lear.

ibid., p. 108.

[2. To move with a sharp noise, Banffs.;

sjnon. reengeJ]

Sn.-O. rank-a signifies motitari. Formed perhapa
as a frequentative from the v. to Ring, like Tent ring-
kkei-tn, sonare, tinnire ; from ringh-en, id.

("Rink, 8. 1. A rattling noise, Banffs.

2. Motion, or walking with much noise, ibid.]

[Rinkin, Rinkan, 8. 1. The act of moving
with sharp noise, ibid.

2. Searching noisily, the act of searching, ibid.]

Rinnand, Rynnand, part. pr. Current.—"Gevand—poware, expres bidding and command,
to oompeir for ws,—in the tolbuyth of Edinburgh, the
penult day of Nouembcr instant, in this rynnand
parliament," Ac. Acts Mary, 1558, Ed. 1814, p. 507.

Rixner, 8. 1. "A little brook ;" Gall.
EncycL

'

2. * Butter melted with tar, for sheep-smear-
ing f ibid. V. Rin, 8.

[3. A clue of yarn, Shetl.]

Rinnin Knot, Run-knot. A slip-knot, S.

;

[rinnin mink, Banffs.]

[Rinnins, 8. pi. Running sores ; also, a vul-
gar name for scrofula, S.]

RINO, *. Ready money, a cant term, S.B.—— That their kindness may continue,
Wishes them fouth o' ready rino.

Skirrefs' Poems, p. 244.

RINRIGS, 8. pi. Wiles, stratagems, deep-
laid schemes, Ayrs. ; undoubtedly from the
E. phrase, to run a rig.

The only word referred to by Mr. Todd, is Fr. rigol-

er, to mock. Undoubtedly it has greater appearance
of affinity to Su. -G. ryck-a, cum impetu ferri. But V.
Rio.

Rinruiff, 8. Apparently meant for run-roof;

Aberd. Reg. But what kind of roof is

meant 1

RINS, 8. pi. A local term denoting two
large promontories, Galloway.

It. rinn, a hill, Lhuyd. Gael, rinn, a point;

—

but uard in a general sense, Bullet says, that Alem.
rota signifies a mountain, and rein, a ridge, a pro-
montory. I do not find the terms either in Schilter

or YVachter. But Isi. hraun is rendered, saxosa loca,

cautibus continuis obsita ; G. Andr., p. 121.

RINSCH, adj. Rhenish, of or belonging to

the river Rhine.

"That George Robisoune—sail content A pay to
William Cathkin, for a qw of Rinsch wyne xxxiiij li.

—for a galloune, a quart, A a poynt of Rlnseh wyne
xxij a." Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1488, p. 97. V. Rekss.

RIN-SIIACKEL, 8. A shackle that runs on
a chain, with which a cow is bound in the

byre
%
Fife.

RIOLYSE, a. pi. Princely persons, nobles.
Twa rynnyng renkis raith the riolyse has tone

;

Ilk freik to his feir to frestin his fa.

Gawan and OoL, iii. 21.

Formed perhaps, aa Mr. Pinkerton observes, from
royal, often written rial, ryal ; or it may be imme-
diately from Lat. regalis, princely, or regales, petty
kings. V. Frestot.

RIOT, 8. Festivity, indecent mirth.

The gild and riot Tyriauis doublit forjoy.

Syne the reird followit of the younkeris of Troy.
Doug. Virgil, 37, 11.

Thus, as Rudd. has observed, O. Fr. riot-er, sig-

nifies, to feast and be merry. Isl. hrfot-a, subsultare.

RIP, Ripp, Reip, s. A handful of corn not

thrashed, S. Gl. Shirr. ; [an ear of oats,

Shetl.]
A gnid New-year I wish thee. Maggie,
Hae, there's a ripp to thy auld baggie.

Items, iil 140.

It properly denotes that which one holds in his

hand, as he cuts it down inthe field ; reap, Northumb.
V. Rafeoyrne.

"Ilk ane [of Montroses men] had in his cap or bon-
net a rip of oats, whilk was his sign ; our town's people
began to wear the like in their bonnets." Spalding,

ii. 239.

RIP, 8. A basket made of willows, or of

willows and straw, for holding eggs, spoons,

&c, Ang.
This is undoubtedly the same with Isl. Ann, distorta

oorbis, formio, Haldorson ; expL in Dan. " a leaky
basket or cosWe."
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money; an old horse, S.

RIP, #. 1. Any thing base or useless ; m a
caanterfeit piece oft
Ik is used in the Utter sense in cant EL

S. A regardless fellow, Ettr. For. ; [a black-

guard, a rake, ShetL]

3. A cheat, S.

Bap is synon. q. r. I have not, however, heard rap
nsed to denote a worn-out horse. Belg. rappig signi-

fies scabby, scurvy ; Alem. hryp-an, to steal

To RIPE, Rype, v. a. 1. To search, to

examine, S.

And eftvre this raony a day
The grafer qnhare this dede Pypyne lay,

Thai rvpyd. and the body soucht
Wyntown, vi 4. 8a

"Quho heirtofore hes hard within the bowells of

Edinburgh, yettes and dures under silence of nicht

brass up, houses ryped, and that with hostility, seak-

tag a woman, as appeareth, to oppresse hir ! " Knox's
Hist, p. 303.

In this sense, we speak of riping for stolen goods,

&
"To rype, diligentius inquirere, investigare

;"

Northumb. Ray's ColL, p. 147.

2. To probe.

——All the hvrnis of his goist

He rypit wytn the swerd amyd his coist,

8o tyl his hart stoundis the pryk of death.
Doug. Virgil, 339, 38.

3. To investigate ; transferred to the act of

the mind.

Hot ripe the querel, and discus it plane.
Doug. Virgi, ProL, 354, 28.

••Be instructioun of gods word examine, discus,

sercfce, and rype weil thi conscience." Abp. Hamil-*—
i's Catechisme, FoL 153, b.

4. To poke, S.

Then fling on coals, and rive the ribs,

And beek the house baith but and ben.

Ramsay's Poems, iL, 205.

ia., poke the grate.

Rood, deduces it, although used somewhat oblique-

It, from A.-S. rypt, dissutus, rypp-an, spoliare, whence
E. rip; Sibb. from Teut. repp-en, movere, agitare.

But the most probable origin is A.-S. hryp-an, dissuere,

the proper root of E. rip. It also signifies fodere, to

dig; Somner. This may, indeed, be viewed as the
literal sense of the v. as used by Wyntown.
We may mention two IsL words, which are perhaps

allied.

Hrip denotes a sieve, 6. Andr., p. 123, and the v.

sUt is metaph. used with respect to accurate inves-

tigation. Rif-ia is rendered, distingucre, explicate,

Verel., a sense which has considerable affinity.

[Ripe-pouch, Hype-pouch, #. A pick-

pocket ; a term used by school-boys when
anything has been taken out of their

pockets, S.]

EIPPET, RlPPAT, RlPPART, RlPPIT, 9. 1.

Tumult, the noise of great mirth, S.

——Tare hnndreth rial templis dyng
Of riot,

-•--- ---•-.-ia—
Ryngis,
Theatre

Of riot, rippet. and of renelhng
"*

*
, and or the myrthfull s]H>rtU sere,

stretis sounding on solacius manere.
Doug, Virgil, 269, 47.

[2. Scrape, bad business, row, S. ; rippart,

Banffs.]

Allace f this Is ane fallone rippatl
The widdifow waniannis tuik ray geir
And left me nowdir hor»s nor nieir,

Nor erdly gad that me belangit
Lgndsay, & P. it, a 186.

3. Disturbance of mind about any thing ; as

denoting complaint, murmuring, &c.
"Have your desires bounded as to the vast desire

of bodily and earthly things and cares : seek them not,
and take it well when God takes these things from
you, and disappoints you of many things ye expected,
—make no rippet for them,—seek them not back again
by grudging at the want of them." M. Bruce's Lect,
Ac., p. 13.

4. Rippet, expl. " a bitter-tempered, chatter-

ing creature;" Gall, EucycL; perhaps q.
" one who by ill humour raises a rippet?

[To Rippet, Rippat, Rippart, v. n. To
rampage, to make an uproar, to rage, S.;

rippart, Banffs.]

[Rippetin, s. Rampaging, raging; also, the

act of making an uproar, West of S.]

IsL hrapp-a signifies increpare, hrapp-r, immitis,

violentus. The term, however, as denoting a tumult,
' should perhaps be traced to Isl. hrip-a, tumultuarie
agere ; flaldorson. Eg hripa, raptim ago ; G. Andr.
Teut. repp-en, movere, agitare, and Su.-G. rap-a, to

rush headlong, seem to be cognate terms. But it is

perhaps rather to be traced to Teut. raoott-en, tumul-
tuari, luxuriari.

RIPPIE, $. A kind of pock-net fixed to a

hoop, used for catching crabs, Mearns.
Perhaps allied to Isl. hrip, cribrum ; or hrip-a, rap-

tim ago.

[RIPPIKINS, $. pi Coarse stockings of

single worsted, ShetL]

To RIPPLE, v. a. To ripple lint, to separ-

ate the seed of flax from the stalks, S.

A. Bor.

Syn powtng, and ripling, and steeping, and then
To gar's gae and spread it upon the cauld plain.

Ross's Uelenore, p. 135.

"When set up in the field, the lint, after being
rippled, is made up in small bundles, no bigger than
one length of the lint can easily tie." Maxwell's Sel.

Trans., p. 328.

Mr. Todd has inserted this as a north country word,
from Ray and Grose.

Teut rep-en, stringere semen lini ; repe, instrumen-
turn ferreum, quo lini semen stringitur ; Germ, r'tfel,

id. The v. riftl-n varies a little in its signification,

being rendered to hatchell or pull flax. Isl. ripell

denotes an instrument wherewith any thing is scraped;

rupl-a, nudare, spoliare. But Su.-G. rep-a, to pluck,

seems to direct us to the original idea ; rtjxi /i/i, linum
vellere ; Moes.-G. raun-jan afnta, to pluck the ears of

corn, Mark ii., 23. Nearly allied to this, if not de-

duced from it, is A.-S. rip-an, metere, to reap, E.

[To Ripple out, v. a. To separate, to run
out, to take down work ; as, u To ripple out

a stockin," to take down a portion of the
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working ; also, to take down, or open out,

the working, that the yarn may be worked
r, West of S.]

Riffle, Riple^ #. A toothed instrument
through which flax, hemp, &c, are drawn,
to separate the seed from the stalks, S.

"Ltt them take small handful* at a time, and draw
the in through the riple without violence. " Maxwell
«t sop., p. 356.
M After hemp is polled, and the leaves, seeds, and

lunches taken off with a ripple, it is made into bun-
Am of twelve handfuls each, and steeped as flax, from
six to eight days. " Agr. -Surv. Argyle. , p. 1 15.
M Itio drawn through the iron teeth of a kind of

oomh mud the ripple, in small handfuls." Surv.

,F 192.

Ripples, #• A person employed in separat-

ing the seed of flax from the stems, S.
M Thai oomh separates the seed from the lint, with

saaeh more earn to the ripplers*" Maxw. Selv Trans.

,

fw J2&

Rippluc-Caimb, $. A flax-comb, or instru-

ment for separating the bolls of flax from
the stem, 8. V. the v.

This properly denotes the coarse and wide-toothed
oomh that is need for separating the seed of flax from
the stalks; the heckle being the flax oomh.

A time's for a* thing we can name,
An' time too for the rippling home.

Piper of Peebles, p. 7.

*Every thing has' its time, and so has the rippling*

com*;* 8. Prov. Kelly, p. 95, equivalent to, "Every
dog has hk day."

Ripplihg, #. The operation- of separating

the seed of flax from the stems, S.
M0* the day of pulling the lint does the rippling

hogm." Maxwell, p. 328.

^O. E. "Mipelinge of flax or other lyko. Avulsio."
Prompt. Pair*

Liht-Ripple, #. The same with Ripple, but
so named from its being chiefly used for

preparing flax, S.

—To didna ken hot syle o' kipple,

Or steek to some sold wife's tint-ripple,

Might he your fate.

A. Scott* Poems, p. 22.

To RIPPLE, v. n. 1. To drizzle ; used both
in the North and South of S.

2. To open up, to clear off; as, "The
doods are ripplin? they are beginning
to separate, so as to indicate a cessation

of rain; Fife. Rackin, S. synon. V.
Rack «p, v.

Perhaps a diminutive from Su.-G. rtfte-a, scindere,

%. "thedoods are riving.
"

RIPPLES, Ripplis, $. pL 1. A weakness

in the back and reins, said to be attended

with shooting pains, S.—Rimborsin, ripplis, and bellythra
JUnuTs Cursing, OL Coropl, p. 331.

For warld's waiters, like poor cripples,

Look blunt with poverty and ripples.

Ramsay's Works, I, 143.

From the cause, to which this disease is attributed,

perhaps the name is corr. from Fr. ribauld, a fornica-

tor. This seems confirmed by the Tcut. phrase, Vuyl
rabeuttd, ita rei venereae intentus ut enervetur ; Kilian.

2. Used improperly to denote the King's evil,

Bord. V. GL Compl., ibid.

From the vulgar song quoted, it seems uncertain
whether the term be meant in this, or the common sig-

nification.

The late ingenious Dr. Leyden, in his Gl. to the
Complaynt of S., p. 330, has quoted a popular song,
" the entire subject of which," he says, *

'was the ripples,

or king's evil." It thus commenced :

I rede ye beware o' the ripples, young man :

—Gin ye tak them in your neid,

They will be your deia ;

See I rede you beware o' the ripples, young man.
—Gin ye tak them in your wame,
Tell never gae hame

;

See I rede ye beware o' the ripples young man.

RIPPLIN-GARSS, s. Rib-grass, Plantago
lanceolata, Linn., Lanarks. Ripple-grass,

Ettr. For.
'• Ripple-girse, a broad-leaved herb, which labourers

pat on cuts ;" Gall. EncycL

[RIP-RAP,a<fo. With great violence,Banffs.]

RISE, #. A bulrush ; or perhaps a coarser

kind of grass.

Unto ane mudy mares in the dirk nycht,
Amang the risis and redis out of sycht,

Full law I lurkit, quhil vp salis drew thay.

Doug, Virgil, 43, 9.

Rudd. is doubtful, whether the term denotes bul-

rushes, or shrubs. But it is most natural to under-
stand it of some kind of grass, as conjoined with reeds.

It is evidently the same with Reyes, q. v.

A.-S. rise, juncus, Isl. reis, Moes.-G. raus, arundo.

RISE, Rys, Rice, Ryss, *. 1. A small twig

or branch, S.

Although generally rendered as if pL, it most fre-

quently occurs in the sing., when it should be written
risti rys, or rice; and in pi., ryss, as horss for horses.

Welcum oure rubent rois upoun the ryce.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 194.

Heich Hutchoun with ane hissil ryss

To red can throw thame rummil.
Chr. Kirk, st 16.

i.e., a hazel rod.

The kowschot croudis and pykkis on the ryse.

Doug. Virgil, 403, 22.

In these passages it seems used in the sing. Rise

signifies branch in some early specimens of £. poetry.

V. Walton's Hist, E. P. i. 32.

And therupon he had a gay snrplise,

As white as is the blosme upon the rise.

Chaucer Millcres T. ver. 3324.

•• Hot peasecods," one began to cry,
•' Strawberry ripe, and cherries in the rise."

Lydgate's London Lyckpenny.
Ellis, Spec E. P. I 325.

Le. f on the twig.

2. In the pi. it denotes brushwood, or small

twigs, S.

Doun the thruch ryss ane revir ran with strerois.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 9.
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This passage, not understood by Lord Hailes, is

evidently, as Mr. Pinkerton observes, " through the

hushes." The words have, from' inadvertency, been

transposed. They are printed in Evergreen, xi. 24.

Doun throweh the ryss, fte.

The term is also used in Orkney. The branches

of heath, juniper, Ac., are called the ryu of such a

plant.

3. The branches of trees after they are lopped

off, S. [V. Risles.]

Stake and Rise, Staik and Ryse. 1. Pales

for enclosing ground, *S. - :
-

Formed by stakes driven into the earth, and thin

boughs nailed across ; in wme places, by twigs wattled

or intertwined, which is the ancient mode.

"That na man mak hedgis of dry stailis, rise or

•tikis, or yit of hewin wod, bot allanerly of lyaiul

wod." Acts Ja. IL, 1457, c 94. Edit. 1568.

"Victorine capitane of Britane commandit the

Britonis by general edict to byg the wal betuix Abir-

eorne and Dunbritane with staik and ryse m thair

strangest maner to saif thaym fra inuasion of Scottis &
PichUs." Bellend. Cron., & vii. 6. Palis sudibusoue ;

Boeth."

2. Partition walls on land or in houses. Perths.

" At that time, the houses in Rannoch were huts of,

what they called, Stale and Rise.
n P. Fortingal,

Perths. Statist. Ace, ii. 453.

The same phrase is applied to the partition-walls

in many cottages. These are called walls of stale

and rise; M Le„ of stakes, and small twigs, ropes or

such like, twisted about them, and then plaistered

over." Rudd. vo. Risis.

3. Metapli. a discourse which is not fully

written. A minister is said to prepare

his sermons in the stake and ryse tray,

who writes them only in the form of

skeletons, without extending the illustra-

tions, S.

In the Gloss, to Edda Saemund the affinity is re-

marked between IsL Aria, virgultum, and Heb. UT.n,

hkoresh, which is used in the same sense, as strictly

denoting brushwood ; (Virgultum densum et implexuin

;

Stock. CIav.) Gr. pot, frutex, L. B. rauseum. Vo.
Hri*.

IsL hry$, virgultum, Su.-G. rist id. whence ris-at to

beat with rods ; Isl. hreys-ar, hrhl-ior, a place beset

with twigs or brushwood ; sometimes a marsh of this

description, pains virgultis consita ; Vcrcl. Teut. rt/*X>

ew, virgulta, rami; Su.-G. rv*ka t congeries virgultcmm.

This Keren, (vo. Husky derives from t-ufl-a, vento

agitare. If this etymon be well-founded, we may view

A. -8. hriscia*, stridere, rispare, as a cognate term.

This, again, may be viewed as an oblique use of the old

Moes.-G. v. hris-Jan, to shake, because of the rustling

noise, caused by the shaking of trees, armour, Ac

To Rice the Water. To throw plants or

branches of trees into a river, to frighten

the salmon, before using the lister. The
effect is, that they become stupid and lie

motionless, Selkirks.

[To Risule, v. a. and n. V. Reeshle.]

[Risiile, Bishlin. V. under Beeshle.]

voi- IV.

To BISK, v. n. [1. To cut grass growing

near a dyke, with a corn hook, Shetl. • \

.

Reesk.]
*

2. To make "a noise like the tearing of roots,"

OL Bums.
Thy auM tail thOu wad hae wfciskit,

An* spread abreed thy weel-flU'd brisket,—

Till spritty knowes wad rair't and risket.—*
Bums, tti. 143.

It seems properly to refer to the noise made by
bulrushes, and the like, when hastily passed through.

V. the preceding etymon.

[Biskins, s. pi. Coarse grass growing near a

dyke, Shetl.]

Riskish, adj. A term applied to soil, Gall.

" RUHsh Lan\ land of a wet and boggy nature ; the

plough rairs and risk* in it when ploughing ;" Gall.

Encycl. V. Risk, v.

May not the term refer to its abounding with Retsl't

V. Reeskie.

BISKOURS, s. Recourse.
" Thocht the river of Tiber was impediment to thaim

to fle abak, yit thay war constrenit to have thare utir

rulonrs to the samin." Bellenden's T. Liv., p. 50.

RISLES, a. pi. [Sticks, cudgels, rough

branches ; Isl. Jm, Su.-G. to, a rod or

twig. V. Reesiile.]
" Shoe [the ship Michael] was ten foot thick within

the wallis of cutted risles of oak, so that no cannon

could doe at hir." Pitscottie's Cron., p. 257.

"Outted gests of oak ;

w Ed. 1728, p. 107.

[In Ayrs., a pliant rod or wand is still called a rissle

or rUkle.]

RISP, Rispie, 8. The coarse grass that

grows in marshy ground, S.

And hard on bnrd into the blemit meids,

Amangis the grene rispis and the reids,

Arryvitscho—
Dunbar, Bannalyne Poems, p. 10.

Rispe is used in this sense in Wallace, Edit. 1648,

instead of Reyss
t
MS. V. Reyss, and Resp.—•• The hay-rope—was made of rwp, a sort of long

sword-grass that grows about marshes and the sides of

lakes." Blackw. Mag., Aug., 1823, p. 190.

•'I was among the green rtipies of my native fields ;

and thought I was listening to a voice as sweet as the

cushat's croud." Tournay, p. 281.

RISP, *. A sort of file used by carpenters,

S. Rasp, E.

To Risr, v. a. 1. To rub with a file or rasp, S.

Isl. risp-a, scalpere.

2. To rub any hard bodies together; as to

risp the teeth, S.

[3. As a v. w., to grate, to make a grating or

rasping sound, o.]

[Rispis*, 8. A rasping, grating noise ; also,

the act of rasping, Clydes.]

Rispixs, Rispixgs, *. pi. Filings ; rispins o
y

bread, crumbs of bread, S.

F
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8u.-G. rosjwi, Germ, rasp-en, Fr. rasp-er, Hup.
rasp-ar, ItaL rasp-artt id. Wachter views these terms

m formed, by metathesis, from Isl. re/w-«, cum aiiorum

injuria corradere ; and this from Germ. rei6-en, to rub.

RISPIE,#. Coarse grass. V. Risp.

RISSILLIS, Ryssillis, adj. Of or belong-

ing to Lisle.

"Item, aae coitof rissittis blak fresit with ane small

waiting tree of blak silk, with buttonis of the samyne."

Inventories, A. 1642, p. 86.

"To pay Gilbert Fressyr als mekle Flemvss money

as he want to the said Gilbert on certane blak clayth

allegit Jtyattffoblak." Aberd. Reg., V. 14, A. 1538.

As many of our ancient names of cloths, colours, &c,

are borrowed from the places whence they were

imported, and this species of black is distinguished

from Paris blak, mentioned in the article immediately

preceding ; this might be cloth imported from Lisle, a

well known city in the Low Countries, the Teut name

of which was Bjfssei. V. Kilian, Nomenclat

RISTLE, $. The name given to a plough of

a particular form, formerly, if not still,

used in the island of North-Uist.

The ordinary plough is drawn by four horses;

and they have a little plough also called BUtle, i.e.,

a thing that cleaves, the coulter of which is in form

of a sickle, and it is drawn sometimes by one, and

sometimes by two horses, according as the ground

is. The design of this little plough is to draw a deep

line in the ground, to make it more easy for the big

plough to Follow, which otherwise would be much
retarded by the strong-roots of bent lying deep in the

ground, that are cut out by the little plough.' Mar-

tin's West IsL, p. 63, 54.

IsL rist-a, secare. excenterare ; Su.-G. nsta upp tor-

den, sulcos terras lnarare. Ihre informs us, that rut

denotes "the iron which is fixed before the plow-

share, for directing the line of the furrow ; being

synon. with K. coulter." Lat. rasteU-um, signifies a

fmaTi harrow, also a spade, from rado% rasi, to shave.

For all these terms, ristle, eoulter, (Lat. cultrum, a

knife) and rastettum suggest the idea of cutting.

To RIT, Ret, v. a. 1. To make a narrow

longitudinal incision in the ground, with a

spade or other sharp instrument, as a line

of direction for future labour, Loth., Ettr.

For.

"You bad better rii the hail length of the ditch,

before ye begin." "An ye will r'd the fale, I'll tak

them up."

2. To scratch, Loth, South of S. ; as, " Dinna

rii the table wi' that nail."

Rit, Ritt, $. 1. A slight incision made in

the ground, ibid.

•• Ye scart the land with a bit thing ye ca' a pleuch

—ye might as weel give it a ritt with the teeth of a

redding-kame." The Pirate, ii. 28.

2. A scratch made on a board, &c, ibid.

For the etymon V. Rat, which is radically the same.

RITMASTER, $. A captain or master of

horse.
" At present there was very little difference between

the King's secret council, and Dalsel's council of war.

Duke Hamilton was only Bit-master Hamilton, as the

General used to call him, Rothes was RU-mastcr Lesly,

Linlithgow was Colonel Livingstone, and so of the rest."

Wodrow, i. 271.

Bdg. rH-wuesier, id. Teat rU-meester, rui-meestert

ryd-tmeester, dux equitatus, magistcr equitum, from

rU, rmd, equitatus.

RITNACRAP, 9. 1. Root nor crap, or top,

Ayrs.

2. Metaph. used to denote a mystery, ibid.

In this case probably a negative is con-

joined.

RITTOCII, 9. The greater Tern, Orkn.
44 The Greater Tern, (sterna Jdrundo, Lin. Syst.)

which is here known by the name of tho Rittoch,

appears only in summer.
,r Barry's Orkney, p. 303.

oTAndr. gives rit-ur as the IsL name of the sea-pie ;

Avis marina, pica marina, vulgo risa, p. 200 ; Accord-

ing to Pen*, in IsL the Kittiwake is called RiUa, Norw.

j/otterem, Z00L, p. 539.

RITTOCKS, 9. pL The refuse of tallow,

when it is first melted and strained, Ettr.

For.; CrackHnSy S. B.

This must be a dimin. from Teut ruei, sevum, se-

bum, & suet ; mete* keersse, sebacea candela, a tallow

candle. In Belg. it is softened into reuse/. Isl. ruda

signifies rejectamentum.

To RIV, v. a. and tu 1. To sew coarsely and

slightly, ShetL

[2. To enclose, shut up ; as is done with pigs

or poultry, Banffs.J

3. To rivet, to clinch, Aberd. V. Roove,

synon.

This might seem allied to Su.-G. rif, ruptura, rifwa,

hiscere ; q. to sew so as to leave great gaps or inter-

stices. It appears, however, that the word had ori-

ginaUy signified to stitch or sew ; for this is the sense

of IsL rj/S—sarcire, resarcire, rif-a saman, consuere.

The IsL term seems now applied to inferior sewing.

For Ualdorson renders it by Dan. fiikker, to botch.

[Riv, *. 1. The dawn, daybreak ; as, " The

riv o
9 the dim," the first break of the dark-

ness ;
aThe lady hen sings to the riv" the

lark sings to the dawn, Shetl.

2. An enclosure for pigs or poultry, BanfFs.]

RIVA, 9. A cleft in a rock, Shetl.

••He turned from the precipice,—and—proceeded
towards a riva, or cleft in the rock, containing a path,

. called Erick'a steps." The Pirate, i. 167.

IaL rjfo, rima, tissura, from ryf-a, lacerare, rumpere;

Su.-G. rif, refwa, Dan. rew*, id. E. rift, 8, rive.

Rive, 9. 1. A rent or tear, S. Isl. rgf9

from rifwa, to rend.

2. The act of laying hold with the teeth, and

eating hastily, S.

•• We were obliged to ride out to a little hollow

plaee in a wild moor,—where our horses got nothing

buta rive ©' heather." Perils of Man, ii. 246.

[3. Energetic accomplishment of work,Banffs.,

Clydes.
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4. Much work done, ibid.]

• To Rive, v. a. 1. a To plough ; spoken of

ground that has either long lain in lea, or

has never been ploughed before

;

n
S.

m hew down the sflc, the beech, and ash.

An' rive flk bonnie green, fcc
J&m. Mag., July, 1819, p. 527.

[2. To do any kind of work with energy,

Banffs. Clydes.; liter, to tear at it.]

[To Rive at, v. a. To continue tearing, or

working with energy, ibidJ .

To Rive out, or tip, tr. a. To break up ground

that is very tough, of has been long un-

ploughed, S.
•• His hienes and his hienes predecessouris, for the

help and releif of his pure commonis in diuerss Dairtis

of tois realm, hes reseruit great ouantitie of raureia and
rtheris oommoon landis nawayis disponit in propirtie

to ony particulare persons, nochtwitnstandinjg quhair-

of, dineras peraones hes ryvin out, parkit, teilht, sawin,

and Uubourit great portionia of the earnin commountes
without ony ncht ox propirtie competent to thaime,"

Ac Acts Ja, VI., 1600, Ed. 1814, p. 228.

8w. uprtfv-a, to tear up, Dan. rive seems to ap-

proach most nearly to this use of the term ; At rive

ukrud op, to pluck or grub up weeds. IsL rif-ajurtir

tkrjUrd, id.

[To Rive, tip, v. n. To clear, to brighten

;

spoken of the weather, Banffs., Clydes.]

[River, #. One who works with energy,

Banffs.]

[RrviN, adj. Energetic, ibid.]

RIVE, #. [The sea-shore, reef, landing-

place; E. reef; Chaucer uses rivage for

sea-shore.]

Now bringeth me atte rite,

Schip and other thing

;

Te ae me nevir olire,

Bot gif kh Ysonde brine,

Sir Tristrem, p. 34.

"The sea shore, from ripa, Lat" 01. Tristr.

Perhaps rather from Isl. r\f, re\f, brevia ; q. the place

where ships of small burden lie, for receiving passengers,

as being shallow.

ApeUo." Prompt. Parv.
si. r»/, a ree

Dan. rev, Sw. rtf, a sandbank : allied to

npt

[Du. r\f,% reel, riff, sand ; Isl. r»/, a reef in the sea;

Isl. rifa, to

O.E.~" Rjtuyn to lond as shippes & botya. Applico.

d.
w Pre

i. rtf, a i

rev, Sw.
rive, to rend.]

RIVLIN, 9. Expl. " a sandal of raw hide
;

"

Shetl., Orkn.
This is evidently the same with S. rvllion. V.

Rkweltnts.

[RIWOCH, 9. Same with Riva, q.v.,

Shetl.]

[RIWELL. Roelley a sort of buckler,

Wallace, i. x. 106, S.

To RIZAR, v. a. 1. To dry in the sun. A
rizart haddock, one dried in this manner, S.

Fr. rtssorl, parched, or dried, by the sun.

"A foreign set of gilt glass bottles uniformly made
part of the equipage of the breakfast-table ; bat—the
substantialities consisted of rvaaretl noddies, eggs,

ham, wheaten bread, oat cakes, jellies,
n &c The

Smugglers, ii. 75.

2. Applied to clothes, which have been so

long exposed to the open air, as to be half-

dried, Roxb,

Rizar, *. A drying by means of heat, pro-

perly that of the sun, S.

RIZARDS, Rizars, Rizzek-berries, a. pi.

The name given to Red Currants; uvoe

Corinthiacae, S.

"There are also at Scalloway some Goose and

Riaer-berrie bushes, which use every year to be laden

with fruit, which are a great rarity in this place of the

world." Brand's Orkney, p. 80.
" For Rizar Tarts. Strip ripe rizars off the stalks,

then lay them in your shapes, with plenty of sugar,

cinnamon, and orange peel, so bake them." Receipts

in Cookery, p. 19.

I can form no idea of the origin, unless the word be

corr. from Fr. raisin; currants being denominated

raisins de Corinthe. In C. B. rhesinwydden is a cur-

rant-bush.

RIZZIM, s. A stalk of corn, Aberd.

A.-S. Am, frondes ; IsL hris, virga. But it seems

more nearly allied to Teut. reessem, racemus, a cluster.

To RIZZLE, v. n. To rustle, Gall.

• • Rizzling. Any thing, such as straw, is said to be

rizzling, when it is free of moisture, quite dry, rust-

line; "Gall. Enc
A.-S. hristl-an, crepitare ; but in its form more

nearly allied to Teut. rysselen, id. strepitu quodam
levi moveri, ut virgulae, &c. submissum murmur edere,

ut frondes.

RIZZLES, $. pi. " A species of berry, some-

times—called Russles" Gall. Enc; pro-

bably the same with Rizards, red Currants.

[RO, 9. Any poor animal is called " a poor

ro" Shetl. Swed. ro, quiet, rest, repose.]

• ROAP, a.
a Large way, path."

I refer to this E. word, to take notice of some

idioms, in which it occurs, that seem to be peculiar to S.

In one's Roaix 1. Applied to one who is

deemed a hindrance, incumbrance, or re-

straint to another. " Ye're like the gude-

man's mother, ay in the gudewife's road?

S.
In this Prov., Gait is sometimes used for road.

The sense of this adage is illustrated by another :

" Happy is she who marries the son of a dead mother/*
—" There ia rarely a good understanding between a

daughter in law and her husband's mother." Kelly,

p. 102.

2. J xcadna see you in my road. Addressed to

one, who, under the pretence of working,

is viewed "as merely impeding another, S.

It is generally the language of an active or

impatient person to one who is slow in oper-

ation.
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Out of one's Road. 1. Used in a negative

form, of one who never loses sight of his

own interest, who has the knack of turning

every occurrence to his own advantage ; as,

" Happen what will, ye're never out d your

road? S.

2. Applied to a person who is not easily in-

commoded, who without disappointment or

irritation can submit to circumstances that

would be vexatious to others, S.

To Road*, v. a. and n. [1. To make a road

through, to beat into a path, by frequent

passage; as, "The hares hae roadit the

com, Clydes., Banffs.]

2. Applied to small game, which when found

by the setting dogs, instead of taking wing,

run along the ground before the sportsman,

Roxb.

3. To follow game running in this manner,

ibid.

Evidently from the E. ». denoting a way.

Roadman, *. [1. The person who has charge

of the roads in a district, S.

2. A labourer who works on the roads, mend-
ing and keeping them in order, S.]

3. A carter ; properly one who drives stones

for mending the public roads, Perths.

Had you liv*d lang tVe felt the smarts
.0* nigged Roadman's whips an' carts,

*8ic pain an* drudg'ry you wail thol'd.

You d enrs'd the day that you were foaTd ;

Through wind and weet aye draggin stanes

WV scarce a hyde to hap your banes.

The Roadman** Horse, Dufs Poems, p. 58.

ROAN, $. A congeries of brushwood, Dumfr.
•• All at once the footpath parted with the stream,

and after conducting us through a roan of stunted oak

and hazel, placed us on a little swelling knoll."

Blackw. Mag., Nov., 1820, p. 145. V. Rone, and

Rotair.

•ROAN, $. [The name given to a roan-

coloured horse ; also a cow of the same

colour, Ayrs.]

The cares [calvis] and ky met in the loan,

The man ran wi' a rung to red

;

Then hy came an ill-wi!ly roan,

And brodit his buttocks till he bled.

Wife of Auchtermuckty, Herd's Coil., ii. 127.

In Lord Hailea' Ed. cow is the word nsed, p. 217.

[O.Fr. rowen ; " Cheval rotten, a roane horse," Cotgr.

Mod. Fr. rouan, Span, ruano, Ital. roano, roan.]

ROB, Robin, Robexe. Abbreviations of

the name Robert, S.

Robtne, Acts Ja. II., FoL 32. " Rohent Gray."

[Robbie-rin, *. Diarrhoea, Shetl.]

Robik-a-bee, e. "A game of the ingle-

nut*, much like the Freest-cat \ only in

fiassing the brunt-stick round the ring, the

ollowing rhyme is said :

—

Robin-a-Ree, yell no dee wi* me,

Tho* I birl ye roun* a three times and three.

O Robin-a-Ree, O Robin-a-Ree,

O dinna let Robio-a-Reerie dee !

"

Gall. EncycL

ROBIN-HOOD. A play condemned in our

old Acts of Parliament.
The nature of it is partly explained in the following

verses :

—

In May ouhen men yeid everichone,

With RAene Hoid and Uttill-Johne,

To bring in bowU antl birkin bobbynis ;

Now all sic game is fastlings gone,

But gif it be amangs clovin Robbynis.

Scott, Evergreen, ii. 187, MS.

Birkin bobbynis means, the seed-pods of birch.

Robbynis may either be ruffian*, or denote bankrupts,

q. cloven or broken. Fr. Robin is used as a term of

reproach. Robin a trottvt Marion, a notorious knave

hath found a notable quean. Rohan, a short-gown, is

used in composition in a similar sense : La sequele au
robon, mean tradesmen, the refuse, &c. Cotgr.

Arnot has thrown together the principal circum-

stances relating to this ancieut custom.

"The celebration of games by the populace, in

honour of their Deities and heroes, is of the greatest

antiquity, and formed the principal part of the Pagan

religion. The Horalia of Rome seems to have been

continued with onr forefathers, after the introduction

of Christianity, under the title of May-games. The
custom observed at this day in England, of dancing

about May poles, and of carrying through the streets

of London pyramids of plate adorned with garlands,

undoubtedly originated from the same Pagan institu-

tion- As the memory of the original heroes of those

games had been long lost, it was extremely natural to

substitute a recent favourite, in room of an obsolete

heathen deity. Robin Hood, a bold and popular out-

law of the twelfth century, by his personal courage,

his dextrous management of the bow, and by dis-

playing a species of humanity and generosity in

supplying the necessities of the poor with the spoils he
" had robbed from the wealthy, became the darling of the

populace. His achievements have been celebrated in

innumerable songs and stories. As for the game which

has been instituted to his honour, it is not so easy to

describe what it was, as how strongly it was the

object of popular attachment.

"The game of Robin Hood was celebrated in the

month of May. The populace assembled previous to

the celebration of this festival, and chose some

respectable member of the corporation to officiate in

the character of Robin Hood, and another in that of

Little John, his squire. Council Register, V. i., p. 30.

Upon the day appointed, which was a Sunday or holi-

day, the people assembled in military array, and went

to some adjoining field, where, either as actors or

spectators, the whole inhabitants of the respective

towns were convened. Iu this field they probably

amused themselves with a representation of Robin

Hood's predatory exploits, or of his encouuters with the

officers of justice. A learned prelate preaching before

Kdward VI. observes, that he once came to a town
upon a holy-day, and gave information on the evening

before of his design to preach. But next day when he

came to church, he found tho door locked. He tarried

half an hour ere the key could be found ; and, instead

of a willing audience, some one told him, * This is a

busy day with us ; we cannot hear you. It is Robin

/food's day. The parish are gone abroad to gather for

Robin Hood. I pray you let (i.e., hinder) them not.

I was fain (says the bishop), to give place to Robin
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Hood. I thought my rochet should have been

regarded, though I were not ; but it would not serve

;

It was fain to give place to Bobin Hood* men."
Latimer's Sermons, p. 73, A. D. 1550.
" As numerous meetings for disorderly mirth are apt

toengender tumult, when the minds of the people came
to be agitated with religious controversy, it was found

necessary to repress the game of Robin Hood by public

statute. Acts Mar. 1555, c. 61. The populace were
by no means willing to relinquish their favourite

amusement. Year after year the magistrates of

Edinburgh were obliged to exert their authority in

repressing this game, (Council Register, V. iv., p. 4,

80) ; often ineffectually. In the year 1561, the mob
were so enraged at being disappointed in making a
Robin Hood, that they rose in mutiny, seized on the

city-gates, committed robberies upon strangers ; and one
of the ring-leaders being condemned by the magistrates

to be hanged, the mob forced open the jail, set at li-

berty the criminal and all the prisoners, and broke in

pieces the gibbet erected at the cross for executing

the malefactor. They next assaulted the magistrates,

who were sitting in the council-chamber, and who fled

to the tolbooth for shelter, where the mob attacked

them, battering the doors, and pouring stones thro'.

the windows. Application was made to the deacons

of the corporations to appease the tumult. Remaining,
however, unconcerned spectators, they made this

answer : * They will be magistrates alone, let them
rule the multitude alone.' The magistrates were kept
in confinement, till they made proclamation be publish-

ed, offering indemnity to the rioters upon laying down
their arms. Still, however, so late as the year 1592,

we find the General Assembly complaining of the pro-

fanation of the Sabbath, by making of Robin Hood
aya-Book of Universal Kirk, p. 414." Hist. Edin-

;b, pp. 77, 79.

le phrase, gatheringfor Robin Hood, refers to the

custom ofa number of people $oing through the country
to collect money for defraying the expenses of this

exhibition ; as, for purchasing dresses in which the

actors were to appear. Ritson has given some curious

extracts, on this subject, from Lyspn's Environs of

«1 Hen. 8. Rec4 for Robyn Hod?* gaderyng 4
marks.

6 Hen. 8. Rec* for Robin Hoof* gaderyng at

Croydon, - - - 9 4
11 Hen. 8. Paid for three broad yerds of

rosett for makyng the frer's cote, 3 6
Shoes for the mores daunsars, the

frere and mayde Maryan at 7d. a
payre, - - - 5 4

16 Hen. 8. Recd at the church-ale and
Robyn hodt all things deducted, 3 10 6

Ac. Jfcc. Ritson's Robin Hood, i. civ. cv.

It might appear, from one expression used by Arnot.

that the prohibition of this game was the effect of the

Reformation. But the act of Parliament was made
against it so early as the year 1551, several years before

the general reception of Protestant principles in Scot-

land. It might give no offence to the court, that this

game was celebrated on Sabbath and on holidays. But
men of soberminds must have observed, that, however
innocent at first view, it had in fact an immoral tend-

ency ; as it consisted in the honourable commemoration
of the manners of a notorious robber. It has been said

indeed, that "the character of Robin Hood ami the

outlaws of these early ages, when a proper allowance
has been made for the violence of an occupation to

which the impolitic severity of the laws compelled them,
was not such as to awaken in as much disapprobation ;"

—that he «• robbed the rich only," &c. V. Godwin's
Life of Chaucer, i. 197, 198. The laws, with respect

to the royal forests, were indeed exceedingly severe.

But the individual had, on this account, no right to

live in a state of rebellion. In proportion as the

memory of Robin Hood was regarded ny the vulgar,

they must have been alienated from subjection to

their rightful rulers, when a law seemed severe ; and
armed against tho rich, at least in their inclinations.

There seems to have been sufficient reason for the

exercise of civil authority in tho suppression of this

game. It is natural enough to suppose that villains,

taking advantage of the gathering for Robin Hood,

would at times carry the matter so far as to imitate

this celebrated character in the very mode of gathering.

This, wo find, was actually done. Knox accordingly

gives the following more particular account of the

conduct of •• the rascall multitude," who •• wer steired

up to mak a Robin Huid."
'* Bot yet they ceassit not to molest, alswell the in-

habitants of Edinburgh, as divers cuutreymen, taking

from thame money, and thrtatning sum with farder

injureis : Quharewith the Magistrates of the toun hiely

otfendet, tuk more dclicent heid to sic as resortet to

the toun, and apprehenuet ane of the principal I of that

misordour, named Kyllone, a cordinar, quhome they

put to ane assyis ; and being convicted, (fo»* he could

not be absolved, for he was the chief man that npoylled

Johne Moubry often crown* of the Sone) they thocht to

have executed judgment upoun him, and erectet a

gibbet benetbe the crocc." Hist, p. 269, 270.

Sir W. Scott has remarked on what is said, L 13,

concerning Fr. Robin ; " It is used as a diminutive,

denoting a lawyer, or gentleman of the long robe."

This correspondis with the explanation given of the

term in Diet. Trev. Se dit pour un horame de Robe

ou de Palais ; mais e'est un terme un peu meprisant ;

(Test un Robin, les gens d'e'pee discnt : Voyez un peu

ces Robin*.

The good Aberdonians had been very zealous in en-

forcing the Acts of Parliament against this sport.
•• Naneto tak upone hand to mak ony conventioune

with taburne, plaing on pype or fedill, or haue anse-

ingyes to convene the qucnis legis in chesing of Robin

Huid. LitillJohnne, Abbot of ressoune (sic), Queyne
of Maij, or siclyk to contraveyne the statutis of Par-

liament" Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

RoBitf-RiN-THE-HEDGE, *. "A trailing

kind of weed, which runs along hedges

;

'

Gall. Encycl.

[This is the Galium Aperinc, Goosegrass, or Cleavers,

a common plant in our hedges, and well known by

country children, who often amuse themselves by mak-

ing it cling to one's dress or hair.]

To ROBORATE, t\ n. 1. To strengthen,

Aberd. Reg.

2. To confirm in whatever way.

3. To confirm in a legal manner.

"To call-fc roborale." A»>erd. Reg., V. 17.

" Peaco wes rcborat with tho Danys in this sort.

King Charlis douchtir salbe geuin in mariage to Hol-

land," &c. Belleudcn's Cron., B. x. c. 22.

Lat. rotor-art, to make stroug; L.B. robo-ratio,

contirmatio.

ROCII, Roche, Rotche, *. A rock, Fr^

roche.

Na bridill may him dant, nor bnstnons dynt,

Nor bra. hie rozhe, nor brade fludis stynt
Dohj. Virgil, ProL 94, 20.

*' The depe hou cauernis of cleuchis h rotcht craggis

ausuert vitht ane hie not" Compl. 3., p. 59. Roch,

Burrow Acts, c. 62. O. E. roche.
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la tfcen at the rodfe the ladies ryde.

SirOrphto, RUmnCtK M. A, IL S62L

O.E. "£*ea stone. Rap*. Rupee Saxum. Soopulus."
ft—ft Fair.

KOCH, Roche, Rocht, (gutt.), adj. 1.

Bough, [coarse, as applied to grass ; raw,

as applied to hides j] as, "To by thair

hrdcus rochc or sneycht;" Aberd. Keg.
V. Skxtcht.

1. Unshorn, applied to sheep. V. Boucn,

8. Bough or unpolished; "xl. layd of rocht

stane acclamyt at him ; " Aberd. Reg., V.
16. u Rocht waw stainis," i.e., wall stones,

ibid.

Boch an9
RICHT, adv. Entirely ; indifferently

weD ; also, boorish, Aberd. V. Rouch.

ROCHE, #• Apparently, a cartridge, for

firing off artillery.

"There wee in her—thre or foure lest of powder,
eeseeerosletis [corslets TJ, end rochet of small ordinance,
smi earn bisquet, and sio lyk." Bannatyne's Journal,

p. 147.

itohaps from Fr. rock defue, * composition made of
dpaar, saltpetre, charcoal, and gunpowder, used for

rharging bombs. V. Diet Trey.

[ROCHT, adj. V. Roch, adj.']

[ROCHT, pnt. Raught, dealt (a blow),

Barbour, vL 626, Skeat's Ed.]

• ROCK, s. A sort of confection ; more fully,

Gibraltar rock, perhaps from its fancied
resemblance in colour to the- roch of that

celebrated fortress, S.

BOCKAT, $. A surplice, or loose upper
garment, E. rochet ; Ul. Sibb.

8a»<G. Germ, rod, Alem. rokke, A.-S. roeet 8. B.
rscr-«a, Arm. rocket, Fr. rochet, an outer garment,
Femn. rowcat, the covering of a bed made of skins.

BOCK-COD, s. A species of cod, found in

a rocky bottom, S.

kKpJbk, a large salt cod from Iceland, seems
to borrow its name from the same circumstance.

BOCKrDOO, 9. The wild pigeon, Columba
, Linn., Mearns.

i to have been denominated from the circum-
atkmed concerning the pigeon by Pennant,

• in the wild stats it breeds in holes of rocht, and
i of trees, for which reason some writers stils it

i cavemalis," He adds in a note, " The Colnm-
km mxatUis, a small sort that is frequent on most of
ear dills, is only a variety of the wild pigeon. Aldr.
AT.n.227." V. Zool., p. 217.

BOCKEL, s. The porch or vestibule,

Banffs. V. Buckie-Tyauve.
Perhaps changed from its original application. Dan.

roeghul, is "a vent-hole for the smoke to go through.**.

BOCKETr-ROW, t. A play in which two
persons stand with their backs to each

other; and, the one passing his arms under
the shoulders of the other, they alternately

lift each other from the ground, Aberd.,

Tweedd. ; synon. Seesatc, E.

ROCKING, 9. 1. A name for a friendly

visit, Ayrs.
On Fasten-een we had a roekin,

To ea' the crack and weave oar stockin ;

And there was mnckle fun an* jokin.

Bums, ill 235.

V. Append., p. 381.

" There is another custom here, less noted indeed,
but seeming of equal antiquity, commonly known in
the language of the country by the name of rocking,

that is, when neighbours visit one another in pairs, or
three or more in company, during the moon-light of
winter or spring, and spend the evening alternately in

one another's houses. It is here marked, because the
custom seems to have arisen when spinning on the rock
or didafwt* in use, which therefore was carried along
with the visitant to a neighbour's house. The custom
still prevails, though the rock is laid aside ; and when
one neighbour save to another, in the words of former
days, *I am coming over with my rock,' he means no
more than to tell him that he intends soon to spend an
evening with him." P. Muirkirk, Statist. Ace., vii.

612, 613.

In many places in the West of S. the term is now
used for a tea-visit among country people. The en-
tertainment is of a pretty substantial kind. Besides
tea, there is a service of cheese, of bacon and beef fried,

of ham and oat cakes, of wheaten bread and butter
covered with carraways, of a kind of plum-pudding,
&e. often in succession. These are succeeded by a
dram ; frequently by punch during the progress of the
evening ; and sometimes a dance crowns the whole.

2. The term is now generally used to denote

an assignation between lovers, Lanarks.

In the upper ward of Lanarkshire, in the winter
nights, during moonlight, the servants of neighbouring
,/arm-toinupay one another friendly visits. Some of

them have been known to go to the distance of 4 or 5
miles. The maid servants carry their wheels with
them, and the men sometimes take a ichank. The
men of course convoy the lasses home, after the rocking

is over ;—The lasses, in fact, would never go a rocking,

if they had not previously trysted with their sweet-

hearts to see them home.

Rocker, #. The name given to one who
attends a Rocking, West of S.
" It was the custom at rocking$, to entertain each

other with stories of ghosts, &c, and he was esteemed
the most acceptable rocker, whose memory was most
plentifully stored with such thrilling narratives."

Edin. Mag., Sept. 1818, p. 153.

ROCKING-STANE, *. A stone so poised

by art, as to move at the slightest touch, S.

And still, when blood-drops, clotted thin,

Hang the grey moss upon,
The spirit murmurs from within,

Ana shakes the rocking ttone.

Minstrelsy Border, it 396.

*' The rocking alone, commonly reckoned a Druidical

monument, has always been held in superstitious vene-

ration by the people. The popular opinion, which sup-

poses them to be inhabited by a spirit, coincides with
that of the ancient Icelanders, who worshipped the
daemons, which they believed to inhabit great stones.

It is related in the Kristnisaga, chap. 2, that the first
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Icelandic bishop, by chanting a hymn over one of theae
•acred atones, immediately alter hit arrival in the is-

land, split it, expelled the spirit, and converted its

worshippers to Christianity." N. ibid., p. 405.

ROCKLAY, Rokely, $. A short cloak, S.

A reid rocklay, a scarlet cloak worn by
women, Ang.

He coft me a rokety o* bine.

MUoris S. Song*, I 188.
The lasses syne net on their shoon
Their roldies ana their fine lace.

.R Galloway's Poena, p. 9L
••A cloak for a woman." N.

"

This seems most nearly allied to Su.-G. roc&in, a
surplice. V. Rockat.

"Luckie Macleary—having put on her clean toy,

rokelay, and scarlet plaid, gravely awaited the arrival

of the company, in full hope of custom and profit."

Waverley, l. 147.

ROCKLE, 9. A pebble, Ayrs.

Fr. rodkaille, "rocks, rockmess," Cotgr. ; 0. Fr.

roekai\ cristal dc roche, Roquefort.

Rocklie, adj. Abounding with pebbles,

ibid.

ROCKMAN; 9. A bird catcher, Orkn. ; so

named from the hazardous nature of his

employment, being often suspended from
the top of a perpendicular rock.

RODDEN-FLEUK, #. The turbot, also

Roan-JUui, Aberd., Mearns. ; Raan-jleuk,

Loth.
" By some singular chance, the halibut, a coarse dry

fish, is in Scotland styled the Turbot, which iu Scot-
land is called Roddtn-jUuh ; the last word being a
general denomination for flounders and other flat fish."

Pinkerton's Geography, i. 192. *

"The fish commonly caught on the coast of the
Mearns are haddocks, whitings, cod, (here called kiel-

len), ling, halibut, scate, turbot, (called here rotUlen

Jtuke\ and bannock"fluke) and flounders ; all of which
are in great abundance." Agr. Surv. Kincard., p. 415.

This has been expL q. red founder. Some think
that it is designed from the colour of the spots, as
resembling Hoddens, Le., the berries of the Roan-tret.

RODDIKIN, Ruddikin, *. The fourth

stomach of a cow, sheep, or of any ruminat-

ing animal, .S. the Atomason ; the same
with Reid, q. v.

"What indeed can be more shocking than to be
addressed, at a dinner table, by a pair of rosy lips in

such terms as these : Pray, sir, allow me to help you,
I shall send you a nice piece of ruddikin : pray permit
me to add a little of the monyply" Blackw. Mas.,
1817. p. 302.

™ *

This seems a diminutive from Teut. rood, id., q. the
little stomach, as being that of a calf. V. Kin tcr-

min., and Minikin. Although echin-\is
t is the Lat.

name, we can scarcely suppose so heterogeneous and
tautological a mixture, as that this should be combined
with the Teut designation.

RODDING, Roddie, a. A narrow path;
properly that made by the treading of

sheep, South of S.

"It is a deep cleuch, wi' a sma* sheep rodding
through the linn not a foot wide." Brownie of Bods-
beck, i. 134. Evidently from E. rood.

[Rodding, Roddin, part. pr. Making roads,

as through grass or growing corn, as, "The
hares hae begun roddin the corn," S.]

RODDING TIME. The time of spawning.
" It is said that the raising of the Damhead of Par-

tick mills, upon the Kelvin, is the sole cause why the
fish come not up in rodding time to the Glazcrt. P.
Campsie, Statist Ace., xv. 321, V. Red, Redd, a.

RODEN-TREE, «. The mountain-ash, S. B.
V. ROUN-TREE.

Rodens, a.pl. The berries of the roan or

rowan-tree, S. B.
"You will likewise find in severall places of the

countrey not far from the town, severall sorts of

Pinastres, as also a kind of fruit tree called Cormes,
not much unlike our Raun-tree, the fruit thereof hangs
in clusters like our Roddens : but of an other colour,

and bigness, every one being as big as a plumb." Sir

A. Balfour's Letters, d. 31.

Johnstone, Lodbrokar-Quida, p. 82, derives the

used in this form, from Isl. rodinn, rube*

factus. Hinc, he says, Scot. Boddins, i.e., ruber
fructus sorbi.

[RODGER, a. Any animal, person, or

thing, that is large and ugly, is so called,

Bants.]

[To Rodger, r. a. 1. To behave like a
bully, ibid.

2. To beat severely or cruelly, ibid.]

[Rodoerin, Rodoeran, s. 1. Coarse, rude
behaviour, ibid.

2. A severe beating, ibid.]

ROE, $. The sail-yard ; Su.-G. ro, 8egel~ro
9

id.

" With nower—to apprehend their persons, seaze on
their vessels, and take their sailes from their roes" &c
Acts Cha. L, Ed. 1814, VL 192. V. Ra, Ray.

ROEBUCK-BERRY, 8. The Stone-bramble

berry, S. Rubus Saxatilis, Linn.

"Wild fruits are here in .great abundance, such as

—bird-cherry called here hagberry, rasp-berries, Roe-
hmehberrki, and strawberries," Ac. P. Lanark, La-
narks. Statist Ace., xv. 25.

••They [roes] feed during winter on grass, and are

remarkably fond of the Rubus Saxatilis, called in the
Highlands, on that account, the Roebuck Berry."
Pennant's Tour in S., 17G9, p. 107.

A similar name is given in Sw. to another species of

the Rubus, the chamoemorus. It is called hiortron,

or the hart-bramble ; Linn. Flor. Suec. No. 449.

[ROG, *. A strip, Shetl. E. rag.]

[RooiT, adj. Striped, ibid.]

ROGEROWSE (g hard), adj. Given to

freedom of speech, Roxb.; synon. Out-
9poken.
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Allied perhaps to Isl. rog-r, calumnia, obtrectatio,

rsepf-sw, mala imprecari, and hros-a, Su.-G. ros-a,

ctfsrre ; q. to bring forth detraction.

[BOGIE. «. A kind of trow, a supernatural

being, Sheti.]

ROICH, #. PA term applied to lands held

under the Danish regime; meaning not

clear, Orkn., Shetl.]
—"The haill landis callit Vthale Landis, 2?oi<-A,

Anying, nnvB, toillis, anchorages, costumes, wattil,

loir coipland, settertoun, anstercoip, scattis, land
uaHis, wrack, waith, wais, wair, and vtheris rychtis

and dewteis quhatsoroeuir pertening to the saidis

eridome of Orknay and lordschip of Zetland," Ac.

Acts Ja. VI, 1612, Ed. 1814, p. 481.

The Vthale Landis are those otherwise called Udal,

q. V. Boiek may be an errat. for roith, the t being
mistaken for a c: for we find that the term Both-
men or Boythmen is nsed in Orkn. as synon. with
Udabmen, i.e., says Fea, " self-holders, or men holding
m their own right." V. Udal-man. Isl. hrote is

cxpL br O. Andr., Qrandis homo. Or the term might
seem allied to Sn.-G. raad-a, pron. rod-a, imperare.

Moda, however, signifies, Jus nauticum ; Verel.

Auymg may denote the right of making hay on com-
; as allied to Su.-G. ann, foenisecium, from
, laborare, opus rusticum facere. Isl. agn, how-
signifies both fishing and hunting; Piscatura,

canton lerarum ; Haldorson. .

flismya gives the idea of collecting or gathering,

according to the universal use of the term in the
Gothic dialects. But how it is here restricted, it is

siUe to determine.
tar eoipland may denote land subject to the duty

denominated Forcop, q. v.

a
Anstercoip, which is evidently a cognate term, might

signify the right of holding a regular market. Anstar
hoep may literal!v be translated from the Sw., " what
is ntting for a fair " or market ; anstar being the third

p. sing, indie, of ansta, to fit, to become.
SetSrtomn may be rendered in different ways.

Korw. meter is expl. in Dan. Graesgang for qnaeget

vaa JUldene, i.e., " a pasture " or " grass for cattle in

the fields f* Hallager. IsL saetr-ur, psscua, aestiva

pecuaria. Saeir and satur, mapalia. •' In the ancient

Shetland language, the green pasturage attached to

a dwelling was named a Setter or Seattr." Hibbert's

ShetL IsL, p. 427. Sw. saeteri, "an estate in the
country, endowed with certain privileges, and which
according to law can only be enjoyed by Swedish
gentlemen;" Wideg. This- corresponds with the
•ease of the initial phrase Uthalc landis. Su.-G. sar-

iari, villa nobiHum, certis privilegiis ornatum ; Ihre.

Saete, sedes, is the origin. Setter-toun might there-

fore denote lands, or a village, endowed with pecu-
liar privileges.

Perhaps wais, a term I have not met with elsewhere,

is a corr. of waifs, te.v strayed animals.

ROID, Royd, Ride, adj. 1. Rude, severe.

The King, that stout wes and bauld,
Wes fechtand on the furd syd,

Ginand and takand rowtis rout.

Barbour, vi. 288, MS. also, xv. 54.

[The Cambr. MS. has voundU ryde, great wounds.]
Bide has the same meaning.

Yit sal I mak thame unrufe, foroutin resting,

And rare thame thair rentis with routix full ride.

Oawan and GaL, ii. 15.

Thus eftere a royd harsk begynnyog
Happynnyt a soft and gud endyng.

Wyntown, ix. i. 27.

2. Used metaph. for large ; in reference to the
roughness of the means employed.

Tfcrott the rret preyss Wallace to him socht,
I deid he eschewit an he mocht,His awful <

Wndyr ane avk, wvth men about him set.

Wallace myent nocht a graith straik on him get

;

Teit sehede he thaira, a full royd slope was maid.
The Scottis went out, na langar thar abaid.

Wallace, v. 77, MS.

m
A.-S. reotht. rethe, rude, rough. Su. -G. rodia, indeed

signifies to cultivate ground by removing trees, shrubs,
Ac., and metanh. to remove any obstacle. But not-
withstanding the apparent connexion between this and
the term as used in Wallace, from the allusion to a gap
made in a hedge or wall, there seems to be no real af-

finity.

[ROID, #. Rood, cross, Barbour, xii. 250.]

ROEF, Rove, Ruff, *. Rest, quietness,

Robene, thou reivis me rot/and rest,

I luve hot the allone.

Robene and Makyne, Bannatyne Poems, p. 99.
'

This is the reading in MS., instead of roles, as given
by Lord Hailes.

This riche rywer down ran, but resting or rove,

Throw a forest on fauld, that ferlye was fair.

Houlate, i. 2, MS.
Fortoan him schawit hyr fygowrt doubill face,

FeyU syss or than he had beyne set abuff

:

In presoune now delyuerit now throw Grace,
Now at vness, now into rest and ruff,

Wallace, vi. 60.

Boifand rest is undoubtedly a mere pleonasm, com-
mon with S. writers. • For the terms are synon. ; Alem.
roaao, O.E. row, id. *• Bow, or rii, also writteu ro.

Rest, repose, quietness f Verstegan, p. 255. Su.-G. ro,

IsL rot, quies.

ROIK, s. A thick mist, fog, or vapour. V.
Rak, Rawk.

ROIK, 5. A rock.

Na more he said, hot blent about in hy,
And dyd espie, quhare that ane grete roik lay.

Doug. Virgil, 445, 42.

[ROILER, 8. A buoy, Shetl. Dan. rulte,

Sw. rulla, to roll about.]

[To Roilt, v. n. To jog, to waddle, in walk-

ing, ibid. Sw. rultaf to waddle.]

[Roilt, *. A hard-paced horse, ibid.]

To ROIP, v. a. To make an outcry, to ex-

pose to sale by auction. V. Roup.

[ROIPLOCH, 8. Coarse woollen cloth,

Lyndsay, Syde Taillis, 1. 62. V. Raplach.]

ROIS, *. A rose.

—Rois, register, palme, laurere, and glory.—
Doug. Virgil, 3. 9.

ROISE, 8. Prob., a rose.

The blade of thair bodeis
Throw breist plait, and birneis,

As roise ragit on rise,

Our ran thair riche wedis.
Oawan and Got., Hi. 16.

"Stream?" Gl. Pink. If this be the meaning,
H must be the same with what we call a rush, as a
rusk of water, S. from A.-S. hreos-an, S.-G. rus-a, to
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It would then signify, "as a stream rages on

the twigs or brushwoodJ'

- But properly the allusion ia merely to a red rose,

when it i ragged* so that its leaves are shed or

scattered on its parent twig. Rose on rise is a common
phrase. V. Rub.

ROISNOBLE, Rose Noble. A denomina-

tion of English gold coin, formerly cur-

rent in S.
—"That the gold hane cours in tvme to cum in this

wyse, that is to say, the Rois Nobillto xxxv s." Acts
Ja. IIL. A. 1475, c. 83, Ed. 1566.

•* Item, in rots nobilis fyfti and four.** Inventories,

p. 1.
*' They called them nobles, because they were made

np of the noblest, or the purest metal. These pieces

got their names from the devices inscribed on them ;

so they were called

—

rose-nobles, from the English
rose surrounded with the regalia." Ruddiman's In-

trod, to Dipjom., p. 133, 134.

This coin is also designed " the Inglis Nobill, Hen-
ry, and Edwart with the rose:* Acts Ja. III., A. 1567,

c. 22; Ed. 1566 ; and simply the rose, ibid.

ROISS. Bannatyne Poems, p. 99. V. Roif.

ROIST,*. A roost.

Thou raw-moud rebald/fall doun at the n+st.

JCennedy, Evergreen, ii. 48.

This metaph. phrase, signifying, "Yield to thy
superior,

w has an obvious reference to a fowl dropping
from the roost, from weakness or fear.

[ROISTTT, adj. Rusty, crazy; roistit hoch,

crazy leg. Lyndsav, Answer to Kingis
Flyting,I 54.]

ROIT, Rott, $. 1. A babbler, Renfr.
Flandr. rwyt-en, garrire more avium.

2. A term of contempt for a woman. It is

often conjoined with an adj. denoting a bad
temper; as, an ill-natured-roit

y Loth. It

is also applied to a female brute, as to a
cow. Runt is viewed as synon.

It may deserve to be remarked that Isl. ruta, de-
notes a woman of a gigantic size ; Foeminae Giganteae
appellatio ; O. Andr., p. 201.

ROK, $. A storm.

A tounschip ay ryding in a rok ;—
It may wele ryme, bot it acconlis nought

- PinJxrtotC* S. P. Re#r., iii. 126.

1st rok, roka, procella, turbo.

[ROK, ROCK, s. A distaff ; pi. rokkis, Lynd-
say, Watsoun and Barbour, 1. 28.]

[ROKAT, *. A surplice, Lvndsay, Thrie
Estaitis, 1. 2753. Fr. rochet!]

ROKELAY,*. A short cloak. V.Rocklay.

[ROKKIS, 8. pi V.Rok.]

To ROLE, v. a. To row, to ply the oar.

On the coistis syde fast euvry wycht
8purris the persewaris to role bvsely.

Doug. Virgil, 135, 7.

[Rollar, *. A rower, Ibid. 321, 50.]

vol. IV.

[Rollock, $. The part on which the oar

rests in rowing, S.}

[ROLIE, adj. Large, clumsy, Shctl.]

ROLK, 8. A rock.

Syne swymmand held mto the craggis hicht.

Sat on the dry roik, and himself gan dvcht.
Doug. Virgil, 183, 30.

To ROLL, v. a. To enrol.

" And that thai roll thar names in ane buke with
the maner of thair names and wapnis ycrHe in euery
wapin-schawingis," (sk) kc Acts Ja. V., 1540, Ed.

1814, p 363.

Rolmext, *. Register, record.
—"The Lordis of counsall of before assignit to

the said Marione—to bring the rotment of the court

autentikly rnder a balyeis scle & the clcrkis handis.

"

Act Audit, A. 1474, p. 36.

Rollyd, part. pa. Enrolled.

Of arcberis there asaemblid were
Twenty thowsamL that rollyd war.

Wyntown, viii. 4a 129.

[ROLLIE-POLY, Roulie-Poulie, b. Cal-

led also Kaylt8y
a game of nine-pins for-

merly in great repute at fairs and races,

West of S.

Under the name of Kayles this game is well described
and illustrated by Strutt in his Sports and Pastimes,

pp. 270—1, Ed. 1841. The name rollie-poly, was given
to it, because it was played with a pole or cudgel, by
which the pins were knocked over. Its other name,
kayles, is derived from Fr. quille, a skittle. The num-
ber of pins employed in the game varied from three to

nine ; and the length of the club varied according to

the number of pins used.

In the West of S., where this game was in great re-

fute in olden times, it formed one of the chief sports of
astneen, Le., Fastern's-een, and was a favourite

amusement at fairs and races. The awards for success-

ful throwing were generally in the form of small cakes
of ginger-bread, which were powerful incentives to the
game, and never failed to attract players in response to

the cry, « WhaTl try the lucky Kayles ?

"

The Rofy-Poly of E., as described by Halliwell (v.

Diet.), is a different game, being played with a ball in-

stead of a pole. Another form of it is described by
Arbuthnot as, " An old game, in which, when a ball

rolls into a certain place, it wins." This was prob. the
game which Dr. Johnson had in mind, when he derived
the term Roly-Poly from " roll ball into Hit pool"}

[ROLLIE-POLY, b. " A puddiug made in

round layers, with preserves or treacle be-

tween," S.

This pudding is known by the same name in various
districts of England. V. HalliwelTs Diet.]

ROLLOCIIIN, (gutt), ROLLYING, adj.

Free, frank, speaking one's mind without.

hesitation, Ettr. For. A rollochin queyn, a
lively young woman, who speaks freely aud
with siucerity, S.

Rallack, to romp, A.Bor., (Grose), is evidently from
the same origin. These words are perhaps allied to
Isl. rialla, vagatim feror, rugl-a, eflutire, or Sw. rolig,

pleasant, merry, diverting, fond of sport.

G
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To ROLP, v. w. To cry, to croak. V. Roip.

[Rolpand,oc(/. Croakiiig,LYndsay,Papyngo,

L 661.]

ROMANTS, Romany. Satene of Romania.

•« Item, ane pece of tonne satene of Romanis." In-

ventories, A. 1516, p. 25.

This seems to have been satin made at Rome or in

the Roman territory ; nnless it should be transferred

toRoumania. [V. Romany, GL Accts. L. H. Treasurer,

VoL i., Dickson.] .

8irkum [for Sericum] tfontomim, id est, Sincum,

Tel seta Romana. Da Cange, vo. Siricue.

ROMANYS, Romanis, $. 1. A genuine

history.

Lordingis, quha likis for till her,

H» toman,, now b«g,.»p her^^
^^ ^

••This word Romany does not mean what we now

term a romance, or fiction ; but a narration of facts in

romance, or the vulgar tongue. This use of the term

is the genuine one, while we abuse it. Decrees of

councils, and other remains of the ninth and tenth

centuries in France, shew that theFrancic, or German,

was the court language, while the common neople

spoke the lingua Romana rudica, or romance. When
this last language had prevailed, as that of the greater

always does, and begin to be written, it was long

called romance, but Utterly French. Such was also

the case in Spain and Italy. As tales were first

written in romance, the name of the language passed

to the subject. Barbour begins, ver. 8, Ac, with

telling us, that his narration is suthfast, or true : and

the reader needs only peruse Dalrumple'eAHnab, to see

the veracity of the most, if not all of it" tfote by

Mr. Pinkerton, ibid.

2. A work of fiction.

Thir romanis ar bot ridlis, quod I to that rayv

Lode, lere me an vthir lessoun, this I ne like.

Dong. Virgil, ProL 239, b. 9.

ItaL romanze, Fr. ronton, id. .

ROMBLE, Rumble, «. A blow, a stroke.

V. Rummle.
Thar mycht men se a hard baUill,

And sum defend, and sum asssile

;

And mony a reale rumble rid

Bs roucht, thar spon athir aid.
..

Barbour, hl 557, MS.

"Le., many a royal rude blow," from Belg.

rommcl^n, to rumble, because of the noise made by

the stroke. [Dan. rammt, to hit, to strike.]

[To Romble, Rommle, v. a. 1. To stir

about, to push backwards and forwards, to

shake up and down ; as, u Dinna romble the

tatties that way," don't stir about the

potatoes so, West of S. V. Rummle.

2. To clear or cleanse a narrow passage by

driving a rod or wire backwards and for-

wards through it.

3. To smack, smite, or knock about, as, " If

ye dinna gie owrc your nonsense, I'll romble

ye tightly," i.e., beat you severely, Clydes.]

[To Romble, Rommle, v. n. To rumble, to

make a rumbling sound, ibid.]

[Romblin, Rommlin, $. Rumbling, a rumb-

ling sound, ibid.]

ROME, $. Realm, kingdom.

"That the actis and statutis maid of befor, for the

haldin of the money in the Rome, &c. and als at the

kingis hienes deput—certane ce[r]souri8 in euenlk

town quhilk is ane port, quhilk sal hauc power to

ceres the salaris and passaris furth of the Rome tor

hautfing furth of money," Ac. Acts Ja. IV. , 1503, Ed.

. 1814, p. 242.
, 3 . _.

This orthography is evidently from the sound of Fr.

royaume, id. Rctdme is used in tho parallel place, Ed.

1566, c. 102.

ROME-BLINKED. V. Blink, v. n. To
become a little sour.

ROME-RAKARIS, s. pi "Those who

search the streets of Rome for relics,"

Lord Hailes ; or, perhaps, who pretend to

come from Rome with relics, which they

sell to the superstitious.

And sanis thame with deid mennis bonis,

Lyk Rom+rakaru with awsterne granis.

Rannatyne Poena.

;[.
railing to Rome. V. Rant, v.

n O. E. Rome runners.

There I sball sssigne

That no man go to Calice, but if he go for euer,

And all Rome runners, for robbers of beyond.

Beare no silaer ouer sea, that siene of kyng sheweth.

P. Ploughman, FoL 19, a

[ROMMIEKIL, adj.

Shetl.]

ROMOUR, 9. Disturbance, general noise,

expressive of dissatisfaction.

—"The lordis—deput til avyss apone the mone
consideris the grete romour that is past becaus of

diuersiteis of payment with in tho realme, Ac. And
for til eschew the romour hereof and to content the

commonis," Ac. Acts Ja, III., A. 1468, Ed. 1814, n.

92, a 1. As first quoted here, murmttre occurs in Ed.

1566, and afterwards rumoure.

This term has evidently been used in that age in

a much stronger sense than that now attached to the

E. word ; corresponding with Teut. rommoer, romoer,

rammoer, rumor, turba, tumultus, strepitus ; whence

rammoer-en, tumultuari, rammoer-maester, auctor tur-

barum ; Kilian. The Teut. sense, indeed, seems more

nearly allied in its signification to some others in Goth,

than to Lat. rumor : Su.-G. rom, IsL romur, clamor

applaudentium, rom-a, applaudere ; roma, pugna.

Roma, says Ihre, concerning the Isl. word, denotat

murmur, sonitum, cjualis erat scuta percutientium aut

alias admurmurantium ; vo. Beroem. He views Lat.

rumor as a cognate term, but used in a restricted

sense, ita tamen utfamam fere notct ; vo. Rom. A.-S.

hraem-an, hrem-an, clamare, vociferare ; plorare.

[To RON (long o), v. a. To plunder, de-

spoil, Shetl.]

[Ronin, part. pr. Robbing, plundering ; as,

" ronin a bird's nest," ibid.]

[Ronin the Bee. A rude game. A cazzie

or cassie is unexpectedly thrown over the

head of a person. When thus blindfolded

Romping, frolicsome,
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ho is pressed down, and backets of water

are thrown upon the cassie till the victim

beneath is thoroughly saturated, ibid.]

RONDELLIS, $.pl. Small round targets,

commonly borne by pikemen; Fr. rondelles.

" Ande ye soldartis & comnangyons of veyr, mak
reddy your corsbollis,—lancis, pikkis, halbardis,

rondellis, tua bandit sourdis and tairgis." Compl. 8.,

p. 64.

RONE, $. 1. uA scurf, a crustation, a scabby
scurf.—*Without bleine, or scabbe, or roine.'

Chaucer." Gl. Lynds.

2. A coarse substance adhering to flax, which in

hackling is scraped off with a knife, Perths.

3. Applied to a great assemblage of weeds in

a field ; as signifying that there is no inter-

val, that they are as it were intertwined

and run together; as, "The rig is in a
perfect rone o* weeds," Roxb. Also
written Roan, q.v.

4. A run of ice, a sheet of ice; properly

what is found on a road, in consequence of

the congelation of running water, or of

melted snow, S.

Ye are the lamp* that sonld schaw them the licht

;

Lo leid them on this sliddrie rune of yce.

Lyndsay, 3. P. Repr., ii. 205.

I»L kraun is used in a sense nearly allied.

"A stretch of lava, or a hramn, of three miles in

length, and two and a half in breadth, remains to this

day as a monument of it" Von. Trod's Lett, p. 225.
IsL hroenn, sparsa congeries ex nive, aqna et pul-

Tsre, O. Andr., p. 121.

Ronie, adj. Covered with runs or sheets of

ice, S.

Lb the acconnt of a Raid or expedition of the Earl
of Huntly against the Earl of Athoi, Sir R. Gordon
ofaserres;
" This wes called the Ronie Rode, becaus it happened

in the wonter season, when as the ground wes full of

roans, or sheckles of yce.*' Gordon's Hist. Earls of
SatherL, p. 208.

The term sheckles does not seem to be here used in

its proper sense ; as it strictly denotes icicles, or ice in

a pendant state.

RONE, *. " Sheep-skin dressed so as to

appear like goat-skin ;" Gl. Wynt.
. A rone skyne tuk he thare-of erne,
And schayre a thwayng all at laysere,

And wyth that festnyd wp his gere.

Wyntown, viii. 82. 50.

Mr. Maepherson mentions Gael, ton, seal, sea-calf,

Sw. rone, ooar. Perhaps it signifies roe-skin, from
A.-S. ran, Belg. reyn, a roe.

RONE, Ron, $. 1. A shrub or bush; pi.

ronnyt.

The rone wes thik that Wallace slepyt in

;

'
"

* "l5y
a sret

Bow prewalye how that his bed was dycht._

About he yeid, and maid bot litill tlyn.

80 at the last of him he had a srcht,

Wallace, v. 857, Ma

The roses reid arrayt the rone and ry*s.

Henrysone, Evergreen, i. 186.

It is evidently the nl. of this s. which is used by
Doug., and rendered by Rudd. " brambles, briars.

'

He seems to have given this sense, to support his de-

rivation from Fr. ronce, id. According to this sup-

position, it must be a pi. a. But in all the passage*

quoted from Virg., it may be understood in the more
general sense given above.

Small birdis flokand throw thik ronnys thrang.
Virgil, 201, 19.

The wod was large, and full of bnshis ronk,

—

Of breris full, and thik thorn ronnys stent.

Ibid., 289, 53.

Kiddis skippand throw ronnys eftir rais.

Ibid., 402,22.

Thorn ronnys cannot mean, thorn briar* or thorn

brambles. It evidently denotes thorn bushes.

The weird sisters wandring, as they were wont then,

Saw ravens rugand at that ratton by a ron niit
Montgomtrie, Watson's Col., UL 12.

Rudd. also refers to "IsL runne, saltua sylvae."

But the origin is mom, as used by the ancient Goths
and Icelanders, to denote a bush or shrub. Br'mner
up runn en ; If one bush be in a blaze ; Leg. Suderm.
ap. Ihre. That hefur Moses auoUynt vul ntnnen

;

Moses shewed at the bush ; Luke, xx. 37. Oloande
elide loga of einum runne ; A flame of fire out of a
bush; Exod. iii. 3. Slaande hoffuodet med ronne;

Striking his head with bushy twigs. V. Roenn, Ihre.

2. Rone would seem at times to denote brush-

wood, or a collection of bushes.

The lyon fled, snd throu the rone rinnand,
Fell in the net, and hankit fute and heid.

Menrysone, Evergreen, L 194.

Perhaps the passage from Wallace, quoted above,

should be understood in this sense.

RONE, *. The mountain-ash, or roan-tree.

My rubie cheiks, wes reid ss rone.

Ar leyn, and lanchtane as the leid.

MaiOand Poems, p. 192.

V. ROCJN-TREK.

RONE, $. 1. The spout affixed to the side of a
house, for carrying down the rain-water

from the roof, o. O.
*• There being then no ronns to the houses, at every

other place,—the rain came gushing in a spout, as if

the windows of heaven were opened." The Provost,

p. 201.

[2. An erection made of wood or metal to lead

water from one place to another ; it may be
fixed or movable, West of S.]

Sw. raenna, a spout ; takraenna, a spout for the rain

on house eaves, Wideg. from tak, the roof, (whence S.

thack), and raenna, a derivative from raenn-a, to run.

Germ, rinne, Mod. Sax. ronne, a canal.

[RONQ, *. A cudgel, a coarse stick ; as, a
hazel rong, S. V. Ruxo.
"Item, til a wyfe at Baytltcat bog, at the king

revit a rong fra, xviij. d." Accts. L. H. Treasurer, i.

180, Dickson.]

To RONGE, v. a. To gnaw, or file.

"That na maner of mane tak vpoune hand for to

ronge the croune of wccht, or any vthir gold of wecht
throw pretense of this actc vnder the pane to be accusit

A puniat as falsaris of the kingis grace money." Acts
Ja. V., 1540, Ed. 1814, p. 373.
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The act ordained that the croune of the sone, i.e.,

tun, should pass, although wanting a grain of the
proper weight. V. Ronokd.

Roxoed, part. adj. Gnawed, fretted, worn
away ; Fr. rmgi> id.

" Besydis all this, thair clipped and rouged Sollis,

qnhilk had na passagis thir thre yean bygane in the
realme of France, ar comanded to have cours in this

realme, to gratifie thareby hir new corned in souldiours."
Knox's Hist, p. 1&4.

"Forget not the first essay of their good service in

Parliament, toGod, the Kirk, and the Common-wealth,
in giving their votes and suffrages to seventeen erec-

tions of the Prelacies and livings of the Kirk in tem-
poral lordships, to attaine thirteen roungvl and dilapi-

date Biahopnckes." Course of Conformitie, p. 43.

RONGIN,;>rrf. Reigned.

••The Pychtis had sum tyme the principall and maist
plenteus bonndis of al the landis, that ar now vnder
the empire of Saottis, eftir that thay had rongin in the
tamyn, i. M., ic., n. yeirs." Befiend. Descr. Alb.,

a 6.

RONK,*. "Moisture;" Pinkerton.

For wes he never Tit with schonris schot,

Nor yit our run with ronk, or ony rsyne.

King Hart, Maiuand Poems, p. 8.

I suspect that the word rather signifies deceit;

Tout, rameke, fallacia. If moisture be meant, it is pro-

bably an erratum for Hoik, q. v.

RONKIS, *. pL Inserted by Mr. Pinkerton

in bis list of words not understood, seems

to signify, folds or creases in a cloak or

veil.

Quhen freyndis of my husbandis beholdis me on far.

I have my waltir sponge for wa, within my wide ronkis,

Than ring I it rail wylelie, and weitis my cheikis.

Dunbar, Mailiana Poem*, p. 60.

A crease is still called a runkie, 8. Dan. rincke,

8o.-G. rpnka, a wrinkle* a fold ; 1st rauga, roeka, id.

In Edit. 1506, dokU, however, is the term used.

RONNACHS, $. pi. Couch-grass, Aberd.
Mearns; quicken, Ang.

RONNAL, $. The name given to the female

salmon or trout, or fish of any kind, Dumfr.

They speak of the kipper and ronnal, i.e.,

the male and female.

From ravn, O.E. pL roan, the roe. Tel. hrognlaegia,

ovipara, q. the raunlayer. V. Rauxeb.

RONNET, $. Rennet, Gall. " Sonnet bags,

the rennets for coagulating milk ;" Gall.

RONNYS. V. Rone, 2.

RONSY, *. A hackney horse.

Be was the ryallest of array
On ronsy micht ride.

Rmuf Co'dycar, B. iiij. b.

The barnacle-goose,

V. Runsy.

[RONTHURROK, $.

Orkn.]

To ROO, r. a. To pluck wool off sheep,

Orkn. Shetl.

Isl. rya, tondere. So sent sa saudr, eth teigtr/urir

theim, ed ryger Han ; "As a sheep that is silent before

the shearer. Isl. Vers. Isa. 53. V. Ihre, vo. Ragg,
villus, and Rya. V. Row, Roo, Ruk, v., where the

term is exemplified and moro fully illustrated.

ROO, $. A heap of any kind, Orkn.

Su.-O. roge, IsL rok, also ruga, acervus. —As Teut.
rock, cumulus, must be viewed as radically the same,
it points out the origin of £. rick, S.B. ruck. For rock

hogs is a rick of hay, meta foeni. Ihre traces Su.-G.

rock, a heap of hay, grain, Ac, to roge, as the root.

To Roo, v. a. * To pile up into a heap, ibid.

Su.-O. roeg-a seems to have had the same significa-

tion. For Ihre mentions roegadt mott, mensura
cumulata. Dan. rog-e, to heap up. Ihre remarks the
affinity of Lat. rog-us, a funeral pile, properly a heap
of wood.

[Rooo, *. A small heap, Shetl.; synon.

humplock.']

[ROO, s. Rest, stillness, ibid. Dan. rof Sw.
ro, id.]

ROO, «• An enclosure in a grass field, in

which cattle are penned up during night,

Mearns. V. Wro, Wroo.

ROOD, s. Sometimes used for Rood-day,
or the day of the Invention of the Cross,

in the Romish calendar, West of S.

Yet Matron mark'd in homely strain,

The dead man's actions o'er again ;

How he, by lore obtained at school.

Each month could count from Rood to Yule.
Train's Mountain Muse, p. 30.

V. Rude-dat.

ROOD-DAY, 8. The third day of May,
S. B. V. Rude-day.
Rood day if used by Wyntown for the 14th of Sep-

tember, or day of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross, in

the Popish Calendar.

ROOD-GOOSE, Rude-Goose. Apparent-
ly the Brent Goose, the Road goose of

Willoughby, Anas Bernicla, Linn., Ross.
" During the winter storms, there are shoals of sea*

fowls on the coast here, such as wild ducts [ducks],
and a snecies of geese called rood-gcese, which are
e<teemed good eating." P. Kiltearn, Ross. Statist.

Ace., t. 265.
" Rude geese and swans sometimes come here in the

winter and spring, especially when the frost is intense."
P. Kilmuir W., Ross., Ibid., xii. 274.

The Brent goose, in Orkney, is called Raid or Rode
Goose; and, like the fowl here described, comes in
winter.

Isl. hrotta, anser montanus ; also fialla rota ; O.
Andr. p. 124. Haldorson expl. hrota, anser Scoticus,
bernacta. He gives Isl. margaes as a synon. designa-
tion, which seems equivalent to •' Sea-goose."
Dan. radgaas, Norw. raat gaas ; Teut. rotgaus,

anser minor, sterilis, Kilian.

[Roodery, s. A covering of roother {Lepas
balanus); also, a place covered with it,

Shetl. Uoth. hrota, a barnacle, pi, hrotar.']

ROODOCII (gutt.), ,. • 1. A deluded wretch;
• a term of contempt, Ayrs.
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2. Also expl. a savage, a monster ; a villain,

ibid.

[• ROOF, $. The ceiling of a room, S.]

Rooftree, $. 1. The beam which forms

the angle of a roof, to which the couplet

are joined, S.

2. A toast, expressive of a wish for prosperity

to one's family ; because this beam covers

the house, and all that is in it.

M Your roof-tree,** or, "I drink your roof-tree; " It.,

I wish health to all your family, 8. B.
An English writer gives the following account of the

origin of this toast.
" The skeleton of the hut was form'd of small crooked

timber ; but the beam for the roof was large, out of all

proportion. This is to render the weight of the whole
more fit to resist the violent flurries of wind, that
frequently rush into the plains, from the openings of

the mountains.—Hence comes the Highlander's com-
pliment, or health, in drinking to his friend. For, as

we say among familiar acquaintance, "To your Fire-

side," he says much to the same purpose, "To your
Roof Tree,"alluding to the family s safety from tem-
pests." Burt's Letters, U. 40, 41.

Sir J. Carr rives a similar account.
" I was tola that very far north, when a highland

peasant entertains his friends with'a cheerful glass of
whisky, it is usual as a compliment to the host to drink
to his roof-tree, alluding to the principal beam, which
by its weight enables the roof to resist the pressure of

a mountain squall, and which forms the great pro-
tection of the family within from its fury." Caledonian
Sketches, p. 405.

I have frequently heard this toast given in the county
of Angus. A very intelligent and learned traveller,

when speaking of the Athenian Otivc in the Erecthiutn,
says ; "The first toast after.dinner in a Welsh mansion
is, generally, The chief beam of Hie house" Clarke's
Travels, Part II., Sec. ii., p. 501, N.

[ROOG, #. V. under Roo, *.]

ROOK,*. Thick mist, S. V. Rak,*. 3.

Hair scouthry like it still does look ;

At length comes on in mochy rook.

The liar'st Rig, st 8L

Rooky, adj. Misty, S. A. Bor.
Thare Wallace stay'd, no wise alarro'd or fearM,
Until the twinkling morning starapi*ared :

A rockti mist' fell down at break of day,
Then thought he fit to make the best o's way.

Hamilton'* Wallace, p. 330.

The author has undoubtedly written rooky.

To ROOK, v. n. To cry as a crow. The
term, however, is more commonly applied

in the South of S. to the sound emitted by
the raven. Probably from the E. *. or A.-S.

hroc, id.

Rook, $. 1. A disturbance, a sort of uproar.

To raise a rook, to cause disturbance, Loth.

[2. A noisy company, a set of boisterous com-
panions, West of S.

3. Applied to a land, i.e., a house, that is

swarming with inhabitants, where there is

perhaps a family in each room ; as may be

found in those districts of a large towu
where the lowest Irish families congregate,

ibid. See next word.]

Rookery, «. 1. A disturbance with great

noise; as, "He'll gangand kick up iroolcery"

Loth.

[2. A lot of old rickety houses huddled to-

gether, like a lot of crow-nests; also, a

land, i.e., a house swarming with inhabitants

of the lowest class, West of S. V. Rook.

3. A house of ill-fame ; also, the inhabitants

of such a house, ibid.

Those meanings of Rook and Rookery, have no
doubt been suggested by the crowing and noise of a
large rookery.]

[Rooky, Rookit, adj. Hoarse, Clydes.]

•To ROOK, v. a. 1. In E. this term signifies

to cheat. In S. it signifies to deprive of,

by whatever means.
" One mishap befel him after another.—In the course

of the third year after his election he was rookit of

every plack he had in the world, and was obligated to

take tho benefit of the divor's bill." The Provost, p.

40.

In this general sense, it might seem to be allied to

Teut. ruck-en, detrahere, vellere, avellere; Su.-0.

ryck-a, id.

[2. As a v. n., to moult, Clydes.]

[Rook, s. 1. Moult, moulting, ibid.

2. A clearing out, loss of one's stock, as in a

game of marbles, ibid.]

[Rookit, adj. 1. Cleared out, having lost

all ; as, u He began to play, and was soon

a puir rookit body," West of S.

2. Applied to a bird when moulting ; also, to

an article of dress that is very bare or too

small, ibid.]

[ROOK, s. A thin lean animal, Shetl.]

ROOKLY, *. Used for Rocklay, a short

cloak.

Now—tent the beauties of the shade,

The thicket gaudily array'd
In rooMy green.

O. TurnbuU'a Poetical Essays, p. 196.

To ROOKETTY-COO, *. n. To bill and

coo, Ayrs.
" So just gang hame—Bell, and bring your laddie,

and we'll a' live thegither, and rookettycoo wi* ane
another like doos in a doocot." The Entail, ii. 129.

The combination seems unnatural, as the first part

of the word respects the noise made by rooks, and tho

last tones of affection proceeding from doves.

ROOKETTY-COOIXO, *. Fondling, Ayrs.
•* As they say ye're ta'cn up wi f

Charlie's bairns, I

jealouse ye hae some end of your ain for rook'tty-cooimj

wi' my wee Betty Bodlo." The Entail, ii. 89.
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[ROOL, «. A young horse, a year-old horse,

Shetl. Dan. rolling, a youngster, stripling.]

[ROOLIE, adj. Peaceful, still, Shetl. Dan.
roelig, id.]

• ROOM, $. A possession. V. Rowme, *.

Room, adj. Roomy, spacious. V. Rowme,
adj.

Roomilt, adj. With abundance of room,

Clydes.

We roomily dwell in the heather-bell,

An' boat wf the rainbow's hue.
Ballad, Bdin. Mag. Oct. 1818, p. 329.

Id. rwmltg-r, Dan. rummelig, ampins ; Ial. tumlega,
Dan. namtmeiig, ample, copious.

ROON, Roond, #. 1. A shred, a remnant,
GL Shirr. V. Rund.

3. A list, edging, or border of cloth, S.

"A stock of lists or roonds are necessary for the
naHnc of wall-trees." NeiU's Horticulture, Edin.
EncycL, N. 562. V. Rund, which is the orthography

\ expressive of the sound.

ROON-SHOON, Roond-shoox, *. pi. Shoes
made of lists plaited across each other,

Lanarks.; Carpel-shoon, S.B.

[ROON,*. Roe of fish. V. Roun.]

[To ROON, v. n. To whisper; also, to talk

much or often about the same thing. V.
Roun, *.]

[Roox, Rooxar. V. under Roun, *.]

To ROOND, Rund, v. n. To make a loud

. hoarse noise in coughing, as when one has
a severe cold, Roxb.
It. riochcm-och, to be hoarse. But V. Reunde.

To ROOSE, v. a. Fish, which are to be
cured, are first thrown together in a large

quantity, with salt among them, and allowed

to lie in this state for some time. This, by
the curers, is called rooting them, S. V.
Rouse, v.

To ROOSE, v. a. To extol. V. Ruse.

ROOSER, $. A watering-pan, S.B.

This might seem a ' figurative term, from the
use of water for routing the principle of vegetation,
when it has become languid from drought. But it is

undoubtedly from O. Fr. arrouser, arrousoir, Mod. Fr.
arrosoir, a watering-pot, from arrous-er, " to bedew,
besprinkle, wet gently;" Cotgr. Nicol traces the
term to Lat. rot, dew.

[To Rooser, v. a. To water with a watering-
pan, Banffs.]

ROOSHOCII, adj. 1. Coarse, robust, Ayrs.

2. Expl. as also signifying "half-mad," ibid.

A.-8. krusa, rapes, mons pracruptus ; Ial. rusk-a,

turbare, oonturbare.

[ROOSHTER, *. A severe blow, Banffs.]

[To ROOSK, v. a. To frizzle, as the hair,

Shetl.]

[Rooskit, adj. Frizzled, ibid.]

To ROOSSIL, v. n. To beat, to cudgel, An-
nandale ; the same with Reissil, v. a. q. v.

ROOST, s. 1. This word signifies not only

a hen-roost, as in E., but also the inner roof

of a cottage, composed of spars of wood
reaching from the one wall to the other, S.

2. It is also vulgarly used to denote a garret,

S. B.
Ial. raust, Edda Saemund. is rendered an ascent

;

Su.-G. rode, the highest part of a building, which
sustains the roof.

[ROOST. V. Roust.]

[To ROOT, Rout, v. n. To roar, bellow,

Banffs.]

[RoonN, Routin, adj. Roaring, bellowing,

ibid.]

[To ROOTER, v. n. 1. To work in a rude,

hurried, or unsubstantial manner, Banffs.

2. With prep, up in or on, to build, to make,
or to mend in a rude, coarse manner, ibid.]

[Rooteran, 8. The act of working or

patching in a rude way, ibid.]

[Rooterin, adj. Rude, unskilful, boorish,

ibid.]

ROOTHER, *. A species of shell-fish, Shetl.

"B. Balanus, Rootlur." Edmonatone's ZetL, ii. 32L

ROOT-HEWN, adj. Perverse, froward,

S.B.
Tell see the town intill a bonny steer t

For they're a thrawn and root-hewn cabbrach pack.
Rosa's UcUnort, p. 90.

The idea seems borrowed from the difficulty of hack-
ing the roots of trees, or of raising them out of the
ground. Sw. rothugg-a9 to root up ; to cut off by the
roots ; from rot, radix, and hugg-a, caedere, S. haggt E.
hack, hew.

[ROOTSY, $. A red horse, Shetl.]

To ROOV, Ruve, Ruiff, v. a. 1. To rivet,

to clinch, S.

"That there be ane prick of iron, ane inche in
roundnesse, with ane shoulder under and abone, rising

upright, out of the center or middest of the bottom of
the nrlot, and passing through the middest of the said
over-croce barre, ruijjfed baith under and abone." Acts
Ja. VI., 1587, c. 114. Murray.
In the Act, 19 Feb. 1618, it is rooved ; Murray, p.

440. The same, Ed. 1814, p. 586.

2. Metaph. to determine any point beyond
the probability of alteration.

"In the mean time, they are so pcremptor, that they
may pass a vote, declaring the King, for no scant of
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fault, incapable to govern while he Uvea. If this nail

be once rooved, we with our teeth will never get it

drawn." BaUlie'a Lett., ii. 236.
# .

Sibb. derives it from E. groove. But Fr. river w
used precisely in the same sense. Both terms seem to

be radically allied to Isl. roo, summitas clavi ; Verel.

Ferramentum clavi cuspidi tenaci aptatum ; G. Anclr.,

p. 200. Ravf, foramen, ratf-a, perforaro, might also

be viewed as having some affinity. V. Neid-nail.

[Roov'd, pret. and part. pa. Rivetted,

clinched.

Two persons once tried who would tell the greatest

lie; the first said, "I knew a fellow who made a

ladder and went up on it to the moon, and then drove

a spike nail right through her face," "O," said the

other, " my fellow went up and roov'd that nail on the

other side/' GalL Encyc.J

[ROPED-EEN, Ropie-een, *. pi. Sore

eyes ; the rheumy matter hardened on the

eye-lashes, West of S.]

ROPEEN, *. Any hoarse cry.

" The ropeen of the rauynis gart the eras crope."

CompL a, p. 60. V. Roup, v.

ROPERIET, 8. A ropeyard, a ropework, S.

The termination here, as in Tannery a tan-work,

seems to be from A. -8. rice, jurisdictio, dominium ; as

also in Baillerie, ie., the extent to which the power of

a Bailiff reaches.

ROPLAW, *. A young fox, Teviotd.

Sn.-G. raef, Dan. raev, Isl. ref-r, Fenn. repo, vulpes.

Pen. roubah, id.

ROPLOCH, adj. Coarse, applied to woollen

stuffs.

And gif the wife die on the morne,—
The vther kow he cleikis away,
With hir pure cote of roploch gray.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1582, p. 135.

V. Raplach.

To ROPPLE, v. a. 1. To draw the edges

of a hole coarsely together ; as of a stocking,

instead of darning it, Teviotd. V. Rapple
up.

2. Applied to vegetation. Roppled up, grown

up with rapidity, large, but not strong in

appearance, ibid. Tkroppled up, synon.

RORIE, Rory, 8. The abbrev. of the name
Roderick^ S.

[RORIE, Roarer, *. A term applied to any

thing large of its kind, Clydes., Banffs.]

ROSA-SOLIS, *. The plant called Sun-

dew, Roxb. ; an obvious corr. of Ros soli*.

ROSE, *. The disease called Erysipelas, S.

••The Erysipelas, or St. Antony's fire—in some parts

of Britain is called the roue." Buchan's Dom. Medicine,

p. 276.
Su.-G. re*, Germ, rose, Teut. roose, (vulgo rosa,

Kilian,) id. The disease has"evidently, because of tho

colour of the eruption, borrowed its name from the

rose; as this, according to Wachter, is from Germ.

rot; according to Ihre, from Su.-G. roed, red.

ROSE, 8. The rose of a rooser, in that part

of a watering-pot which scatters the water,

Abcrd. ;
perhaps from its supposed resem-

blance in its circular and convex form, to

the flower thus denominated.

ROSE-LINTIE. The red-breasted linnet,

Clydes., most probably denominated from

the resemblance of its breast in colour to a

red rose,

ROSEIR, *. "A rose-bush, arbour of roses

;

Fr. rosier;" Gl. Sibb.

ROSET, Rossate, Rozet, s. Rosin, E.

Full otroset doun bet is the fir tre.

Doug. Viiyil, 169, 17.

Burns uses roxet metaph. V. Droddum.
" Half ane barrell of pik. Ane barreU of auld roseU.

"

Inventories, A. 1578, p. 257.

Roset-exd, *. A shoemaker's thread, S.

Some guns, she threeps, within her ken,

Were spik'd to let nae priming ben ;

And as, in twenty, there were ten

Worm-eaten stocks,

Sae here and there a rozet-end

Held on their locks.
Mayne*s Siller Gun.

V. Exds.

[Rosetty, adj. Tipped or smeared with

rosin; as, rosetty sticks, fire lighters, Clydes.]

ROSIGNELL, *. A nightingale.

Syne tuke thame to the flicht,

The Osill and the Rosinnellj

The Phoenix and the NichtingelL

Burets Pilgr., Watson's Coll., u. 28.

Fr. rosignol, id., although this writer by mistake

riews them as different birds.

ROSIN, Rossen, s. A congeries or cluster

of shrubs or bushes, .Galloway.

"Rossens, bramble covers, sometimes termed rotis,

clumps of thorns and briars.—Rossens o' whuns."
" *1. Encycl.

1 Rob Fisher,—as we came down the
Gall. Encycl.

„w_-— -, -
the gree

landed himseU in a rossen o
y
briers.

w
Ibid., p. 264

»n brae,

—

Su.-G. ruska, Sax. ruschen, concedes virgultorum.

V. Rise, Rys, s. But as the population of Galloway

was chiefly Celtic, perhaps it is directly from Gael.

rasan, brushwood, from ras, a shrub. This and our

Rise are obviously from a common source.

ROSSENY, adj. Abounding with brushwood,

Gall.

What notion gard ye croak swa
Sae far's the rosseny Netherlaw ?

Gall Encycl., p. S97.

[ROSIT, *. A disturbance, a quarrel, Banffs.

V. Roost.]

[ROSSHOLES, s. pi. Holes under the

timbers of a boat for allowiug the water to

run along the keel, Shctl.]

ROST, Roist, 8. 1. •• Tumult, disturbance ;"

Gl. Lynds. V. Roust, v. to cry.

2. An impetuous current. V. Roust, s. 2.
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(To -ROST, v. a. To roast, Barbour, vii.

165 ; part pa^ rottyt.']

[Rost, $. A roast, S.]

ROT, 8. Six soldiers of a company.
"To make a complete company of marching men

under anna, there must be one hundred twentie six

men inarmes, being reckoned to twenty-one roi*t each
rot being six men. Abridgm. of Exercise, Monro's
Exped. P. ii., p. 183.

Rot-Master, *. A non-commissioned officer,

inferior to a corporal.

" Two [of the rot] are esteemed as leaders, being a
corporall, a rot-maMer or leader, and an under rot-

master, being the last man of the six in field.—Then in

a company yon have twenty-one leaders, being six of
them corporal]*, and fifteene rot-matters, which to
close the fields have allowed twenty-one men, called
under rot-master*." Ibid.

Tent rot, torma, manipulus, contubernium militum,
decuria ; roUmeester, decurio, manipuli praeses. Lat.
decurio denoted, not only a captain of thirty-two men,
bat the foreman or leader of the file, a corporal. Germ.
rott-meister, " a corporal, the head man of a file of
soldiers ;

w Lndwig. V. Rat, which seems merely the
Scottish pronunciation of this foreign word.

[ROT, «. 1. A line drawn on the ground to

mark off the limit of, or as a guide to, work
to be done, Banffs.

2. A row ; also, a rut, ibid.]

[To Rot, v. a. 1. To draw lines on the soil

as guides in planting, sowing, &c, ibid.

2. To rut, to furrow, ibid.]

ROTCHE, $. The Greenland Rotche, Shetl.

i Alia, (Lin. Syst) Rotche, Greenland Rotche.
9*

Edmonatonea Zeti, ii. 274.

ROTCOLL, *.
^
Horse-radish, S. B. Coch-

learia armoracia, Linn.

Perhaps from Su.-G. rot, root, and kotL, fire, q.
burning root, because of its pungency ; as it is now in

Sw., for the same reason called pejrpar-rot, i.e., pep-
per-root.

ROTE, 8* A musical instrument.

His rote withouten weue,
He raught by the ring.

Sir Tristrcm, p. 106.

The rote, and the recordour, the ribus, the rist.

Moulate, iii. 10.

V. Ctthakist.

Chaucer uses the term. Notker, who lived in the
tenth century, as Tyrwhitt observes from Schilter,

says,that •• itwas the ancient Psalterium, but altered
in its shape, with an additional number of strings."

According to Notker, the Psaltery was in his time in

Tent, called rotta, a sono vocis. V. Schilter in vo. This
seems to intimate that the name has some relation to
the voice ; and in IsL rotld is vox. L. B. roccta, rota,

rotta, Do- Cange. Wachter contends, that its true
name is crotta, or chrotta. It is mentioned by Venan-
tins Fortunatus, who flourished about 580, as a British
instrument. •

Graecus Achilliaca, Crotta Britanna canit
Lib. viL carm. 8.

The crota, as used by the ancient Britons, and by
the Welch in modern times, is a stringed instrument,

C. B. crioth, a sort of harp or lvre ; crythor, one who
plays on a stringed instrument* ft. croioaer. Ir. cruith,

a lvre, a violin ; cruitare, a musician.

It seems extremely doubtful, however, if the opinion
of Wachter, that rotta is the same with crotta, be well
founded. Ritson derives the term *'from rota, a
wheel, in modern French vielle, and in vulgar English

'

hurtly-ffttrdy, which is seen so frequently, both in

Paris and London, in the hands of Savoyards. " Dissert,

on Romance, £. M. R., i. clxv. N. V. Sir Tristrem,

Note, p. 305.

ROTHE, *. " The Rothe of the culwering

;

"

Aberd. Reg.
This probably refers to some sort of wheel em-

ployed about a culverin, as that at the lock, after

spring-locks were introduced ; from. Lat. rot-a, or Fr.

routtte, a small wheel

ROTHOS, *. -A tnmult, an uproar; a term
used in the higher parts of Ang. ; synon.

ruthar, q. v.

Its resemblance to Gr. poOot, a tumult, noise of
waters, (from p€«, fluo), must be viewed as merely
accidental.

[ROTHYR, *. A rudder, Accts. L. H. Trea-
surer, i. 378, Dickson. O. Eng. rother.]

[ROT-RIME, *. A piece of literature of

little meaning, Banffs.]

[Rot-Rime, adv. By rote, ibid.]

[To Rot-Rime, v. a. To repeat from mem-
ory without thinking of the meaning, ibid.]

ROTTACKS, *. pi. 1. "Old musty corn.

Literally, the grubs in a bee-hive

;

n
Gl.

Popular Ball.

And now a' their geir snd aid rotfacks

Had faun to young Hab o' the Heach.
Jamieson's Popular Ball, i 293.

[2. Any thing that has been laid past till it

has become musty, Banffs.]

ROTTON, Rottan, Rotten, *. 1. A rat,

S.B.
. "In this cuntrie [Buquan] are no Rottons seene at
any time, although the land be woonderfull fertill."

Descr. of the Kingdome of Scotland. V. Ratton.
"Glis, % rotten?

9 Wedderburna Vocab., p. 15.

[2. Any animal small of its kind, Banffs.

3. A person of small stature, with dark com-
plexion and a profusion of hair, Clydes.-,

Banffs.

4. A term of endearment, ibid.]

Roof Rotten. The Black rat, Mus rattus,

S.
"M. rattus, Black Rat.—S. Black rotten, Roof

Rotten." Edin. Mag., July, 1819, p. 506.

One of the oldest streets in Glasgow is called the
Rotten-raw ; the name of which some might be dis-

posed to deduce from the abundance of rat*. But a
very ingenious idea is thrown out in a work lately

published.
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«• Its name is the Rotten-row.—It comes, I doubt not,

from the same root with routine, and signifies nothing

more than the row or street of nrocession*. It was here

that the host and the images of the saints were earned

on festivals, with all the usual splendour of Catholic

piety. The same name, derived from the very same

practice still subsisting, may be found in many towns

m Germany. I remember, in Ratisbonne in particular,

a Rotten-gas^, close by tho Cathedral ; and, over all

Germany,—the canon who walks first on those

occasions, bears a title of the same etymology, that of

RoU-mtister, literally procession-leader or master.

Peter's Lett., Hi. 167.

Rotten-paw, s. A rat-trap.

"Decipula, a rotten fall." Wedderburn's VoCab.

p. 13. In a later Ed. RatUn fall, p. 12. V. J all,

Faw, «.

[ROTTYN, adj. Rotteu, Barbour, xix. 178.]

ROUBBOURIS, Rowbourris, Rlbbouris,

*. pi. [Kegs, barrels ; also, hampers.]

Sa the King eart euerie day

Befoir Bell snd his altar lay

Fourtie fresche wedderis fat ami fyne,

And sex greit roubbouris of wicht wyne.

Lymlsav's Warkis, 1592, p. 64.

[Lit. oaken cask*, kegs, or kids, from Lat. robur,

oak. or made of oak ; but the term may here mean

wine measures, or oaken kids. That the rubbour was

not a cask or barrel is shown by the following entries

in the Accts. of the Lord High Treasurer for the year

1494 (VoL I., p. 232, Ed. Dickson) in the list of

expenses of a Row-barge then in course of construction

:

'•Item, for ane barrell of ter, xvj a."

•• Item, for ane rubbour to the ter, xiiij d.

"

Evidently, the rubbour was some kind of vessel into

which the tar could be emptied for use : something like

a kid. And this rendering is confirmed by the onota-

tion given below ; but in the Glossary it is rendered,

"a hamper .or keg."]

On ocasioun of the assembling of the " creat oist of

Scotland " at Rossling mure, September I, 1522, the

Duke of Albany, as governor of the Kingdom in the

King's name, charges the Stewart and Chamberlane

of Strathern to hold "our Stewart and Chamber-

lano courtis of Strathern; and be equate modifica-

tioun amang our tenentis of our landis & lordschip

of Stratherne provyde xxx«J Cariage hors furnist with

lang sadillis, gadmussis, and all vther thingis neccs-

serfor carving of rubbouris, crclis A vtheris Cariape,

with able personis to pas with thame furnist with

vittale A expens for the space of xxx" days eftir ther

cummyng to Roslyn Mure."—At Edinburgh, Aug. 5.

1522.—Orig. in Charter Room at Drummond Castle.

ROUCH, adj. 1. Rough, S.

—Persauyt the mornynp bla, wan. and har,—

The salye stiche, hasara\ rouch and hare.

Doug. Vtrgd, 202, 27.

2. Hoarse, S. Genii. Ein raulier hass, hoarse-

ness ; literally a rouch hass, or throat.

This, although apparently only a peculiar use of

rauh, hirsutus, greatly resembles Lat. rauc-us. V.

Roulk.

3. Plentiful. A gude rouch house, a house

where there is abundance of provisions, S.

" He has a hole under his nose, that will never let

him be rough;" S. Prov., Kelly,. p. 145. "Plen-

tiful,
w N.

The term is used, in conjunction with another, in a

proverbial phrase; "They do nae keep a genteel

VOL. IV.

house, but they have ay plenty of rourh and round ;
n

Clydes. Perhaps rouch here denotes the plainness of

tho food ; as round undoubtedly conveys tho idea of

abundance ; corresponding to Su.-G. rund, bountiful,

liberal, Widei;., largus, liberalis, Ihre. The last-

mentioned writer views tho term as allied to A.-b.

mm, whence rumedlice, liberaliter, nmgifn, liberalis.

But round, E. is used in the sense of large, as •• a good

round sum." V. Johnson. The Fr. say, Tenlr taUr

ronde, to keep open table. This, however, may l»e

viewed as borrowed from the romantic histories ot

King Arthur. •

••The feast was, indeed, such as the country itself

furnished ; for plenty of all the requisites for a rough

and round dinner, were idways at Duncan of Knock s

command." Heart M. Loth., iv. 183.

4. As denoting immoral conduct. A profane

swearer, a drunkard, &c, is called a much,

or a rouch-living man, S.

5. Unshorn.
••That William Wauche of Dawik sail content '4

pay to William lord Borthwik tene score of gud and

sufficient rouch wedderiaand yowis," Ac. Act. Audit,

A. 1489, p. 140. .*..,.,
That this is the signification is obvious from this

term, though with a different orthography, l>eing

elsewhere contrasted with ClwpU.
••That Johne of Hainiltoune—sail restore—to

maister Dauid Cunvnghame, Ac. sevin skore of yowi*

clijrp'U, fiue skore of gymmer and dymmont roche, price

of the pece o,wr hetle thre achiliingis." Ibid., A. 1493,

p. 179.

[Rouen an' Ready, adj. With abundance,

but no ceremony; as, a rouch-an-readi/

dinner, Clydes. Similar to rouch an rout*.

V. under 3, *.]

Rouch and Richt, adv. 1. Entirely, Aug.

And tak her a* together, rough and right.

She wad na been by far four foot of height

And for her temper, maik she could hae naue,

She'd gar twa paps cast out on ae breast-l>ane.

Boss's Helenorc, p. 35.

2. Expl. " indifferently well ;" Aberd.

Rouch, s. The coarser, also, the greater

part of any thing, is vulgarly called the

rouch o% S. O. ; q. the rough part of it.

To Rouch, r. a. To fit the shoes of a horse

for going on ice ; Raucht, frosted, Loth.

Rouch-Handit, Rough-handed, adj. Dar-

ing, violent, South of S.

" Being interrogated why he did not enter the said

cottage, declares he had no warrant so to do ; and that

as Mucklebacket and his family were understood to be

rough-handed, he, tho declarant, had no desire to

meddle or make with their affairs." Antiquary, in. 177.

Rouchxess, s. Full house-keeping; ax,

" There's ay a deal o' rouchness about yon

house;" S.

Rouch-Ridek, *. A breaker of horses, S.

—"He disappeared out of the avenue, from the

wondering eyes of Mysie, who kept exclaiming,

•Safe us—hefs like a rough-rider!'" M. Lyudsay,

p. 2W.
H
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Rouchsome, adj. 1. Having some degree of

roughness, S.

2. Rough in manners, unpolished, rustic, S.

Rouch-Spun, Rough-Spun, adj. Rude,
having coarse manners, S.

" It was under the command of Hab Elliot that I

made my first raide ; a gay rough tnun coat he was,

and nae cannie hand lor a southland valley." Perils

of Man, ii. 228.

ROUCHTON, $. " A rough, strong fellow ;

"

Gall. Encyc, -

ROUCH, 8. The act of rowing. V. Routii.

ROUCHT, pret. v. Reached, dealt.

Bot he, that had his aword on hycht,

Rouckt him sic rout, in randoan rycht,

That he the hede till the harnys chuff.

Barbour, r. 632, MS.
V. Rjlucht.

ROUCHT, pret. v. Cared ; [A.-S. rican, to

reck.]

Fyfteyne he tnk, and to the toon went thai,

Coaerit his face, that no man mycht him knaw ;

Nothing him roucht how few ennymyis him saw.
Wallace, ili 856, M&

La., He wished to be seen by few ; in Mod. S. He
car'd na howfew $aw him.

Rouht, O. E. id.

—If the decretal ne were ordeynd for this,

The clerkes oner alle ne rouht to do amy*.
B. Brunne, p. 337.

[Roucht is used in a peculiar sense in the following

passage.

For war yone deuillis hnnd away,
I roucht nocht off the lave perfay.

Barbour, vii. 24.

Le., I should not reck, Ac., being the pre*, $ubj\]

ROUDES,o#. Expl. "haggard."

She has put it to her roude* lip,

And to hir roudes chin ;

She has put it to her fause fause mouth,
And the never a drop gaed in.

MuutreUu Border, it 136.

V. the*.

Koudes, 8. An old, wrinkled, ill-natured

woman, Fife ; pron. rudes.

Sae grey a gate ! mansworn I and a' the rest !—
Ye lied, auld roude*.

Auld roudes /—filthy fellow, I shall auld ye.

Ramsay** Work*, U. 147, 149.

The termination indicates a Fr. origin ; perhaps

rude$*e, harshness, austerity.

This term in the South of S., particularly in Roxb.,

denotes a strong masculine woman.

Roudoch, RooDYOcn, adj. Having a sour

look, or sulky appearance, Ayrs.

This seems originally the same with the adj. Roudes.

ROUEN, part. pa. Rent, torn, riven ; espe-

cially applied to old pieces of dress, and to

wooaen dishes when split, Roxb.

Isl. n'w/-a, Su.-G. rifio-a, lacerare.

ROUGHIE, s. 1. A torch used iu fishing

under night, Eskdale; elsewhere called

Rujfie.

"Vm well convinced Gabriel dropped the roughies
in the water on purpose—he does na like to see ony
body doa thing better than hini3oll." Guy Mannering,
ii.69.

"•'I wonder whether this is mair pleasing to heaven
than when it was lighted up wi' lamps, and candles
nae doubt, and roughie*, and wi' the mirth [apparently
meant as a misnomer of myrrh], and the frankincent

theyspeak of i

2; 153.ii. 152;

I. It seems used to denote brushwood in

general.

"She began to make a bustle among some brush-
wood which was now heaped in the cave.—"What
makest thou there ? " *' Laying the rouglue* to keep
the cauld wind frae vou, ye desperate do-nae-goocl.

Ye're e'en owner weel off, and wots na ; "it will be
otherwise soon." Guy Mannering, iii. 284.

In Gloss, to the Antiquary it is expL as also sig-

nifying "heath." This evidently belongs to the se-

condary sense here given.

Shall we suppose that a torch of this kind receives

Ha denomination, as composed of rough materials, and
coarsely formed ; or rather, as having been originally

made of brushwood? If the latter do preferred, we
should view this as the primary signification of the

To ROUK, Rowk, v. n. u To lie close, to

crouch f GL Sibb.

Thair was na play bot Cartis and Dice,

And ay Schir Flatterie bare the price

;

Boundand and rowband ane till ane vther ;

Tak thow my part (<mod he) my brother,

And mak betuix vs sicker bandis,

Quhen ocht sail vaik amangis our hamlis.

That ilk man stand to help his fallow.

Lyndtatf* Warki*, 1592, p. 266.

If we could suppose that it signified " to lie close,

to crouch,*' it would be most natural to view it as

allied to Isl. hruk-a, coarctatio, junctis genu calcibus

sedentis ; G. Andr. But rowkand and roundaml seem
to be perfectly synon. ; both signifying whispering.
V. Bowxab,

ROUK, 8. Mist,S.

Rote was used in the same sense in 0. E. " Myst or
rote. Nnbula[r. nebula]." Prompt. Parv. "Mysty
or rohy. Nubulosus Jr. nebulosus]." "Roke, myst.
Nebula. Mephia.

—

Roiij or mysty. Nebulosus." Ibid.

Rouky, adj. Misty, S. A. Bor. V. Rak,
Rawk.

[ROUL,*. A young horse, Shetl. V.Rool.]

ROULK, Rolk, adj. Hoarse.

I hard s peteons appeill with a pnre mane ;

—

Rowpit rewchfully roulk in a rod rane.

Houlate, i. 4.

In MS. roll. Fr. rauque, Lat. raw us. L is often

inserted after v, and sometimes instead of it; is

towlpU for ootrpil.

To ROUM, v. a. To find place for. V.
Soum and Roum.

[ROUN, adj. Round, S.; also, in lumps,

as, roun coal, coal in lumps for household
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use, in opposition to una* coal, for furnaces,

Clydes.]

[Roun, adv. and prep. Round, around ; roun

an' roun, roundabout, S.; raun by, closer

in, nearer, Clydes.]

[Roun, $. A round, turn, course ;as, tt Na,

na ! ye maun bide yer roun," i.e., wait your

turn ; " Sleep ! he'd tak the roun o' the

clock every nicht," i.e., a complete round,

twelve hours. West of S.]

[To Roun, v. a. To make round, to turn

round ; to roun aff, to finish, complete, ibid.]

[Roundabout, #. 1. An oatcake of circular

form, Angus. V. Roundabout.

2. A fireplace of circular form, S. V. Round-

about.]

Rounall, $. "Any circular thing, such

as the moon;* Gall. Encycl.; apparently

softened from E. roundel, id.

ROUN, $. Roe of fish.

" Thir aalmond in the tyme of heruist, cumis vp

throw the smal watteris, speciallie quhare the watter

is maiat achauld and loun, and spawnis with tnair

wamis plet to vthir. The hie fische »P*wnis his

meltis. And the echo fische hir rounis.
n BeUcnd.

Deacr. Alb., c. 11. V. Raun.
O. E. " Roume of a fysshe." Prompt Parv.

ROUN, Roune, i. 1. Letters, characters.

Tristrem was in toun ;

In boure Ysonde was don ;

Bi water he sent adoun,

light linden spon ;

He wrot hem al with roun,

Ysonde hem knewe wel sone.

Sir Tristrem, p. 115.

Hero we find a rery ancient Northern word, used,

most probably, in its primary sense ; A.-S. IsL run,

Su.-G. runa, fitera, character. This term, because the

ignorant were filled with admiration at the nse of let-

ters, which were thence a powerful mean of imposition

in the hands of the designing, was transferred to

magical characters. The idea may, however, be in-

verted. It may be supposed, that, as those, who have

protended to divine, have generally used some mys-

terious characters, or hieroglyphics, it was eventually

used to signify letters in general.

Various etymons have been given of the word,

which may be seen in the learned Ihrc's Gloss. He
derives it from run-a, to whisper. But perhaps the r.

was rather derived from the *., as Moes.-G. run-a,

C. B. rhin, Ir. run, denote a secret, a mystery ; and,

according to Pezron, Celt, rhyn-ia signifies magical

secrets. V. Keysler, Antiq. Scptent., p. 462.

Obrien, vo. Bun, observes, that "if Olaus Wormius

had known that run is the common and only word in

the old Celtic or Irish, to express the word secret, or

mystery, it would have spared him the trouble of the

long dissertation in the beginning of his book, tie Litera-

turn Runica, to account for the origin of the word

Runae, which was a mysterious or hieroglyphic manner

of writing used by the Gothic Pagan Priests, as he

himself observes in another place."

Although the term occurs in some of the Celtic

dialects in one sense, it is most probable that it is

originally Gothic ; as it is not only found in almost all

the Gothio dialects, but found with a variety of cog-

nates or derivatives. V. Roun, v.

2. A tale, a story, a narrative.

Marks schuld yeld, unhold,

Thre hundred pounds al bouu,

Of mone of a mold,
Thre hundred pounde of latoun,

Schuld he

;

The ferth yere, a^ferly roun/

Three hundred barnes fre.

Sir Tristrem, p. 52.

i.e. t "The fourth year, he should deliver three hun-

dred noble children ; a marvellous story \
n

In the following passace, roune may signify either

characters, writing, or tale, narrative.

I was st [Erceldoune ;1^ sspak YtWith Thomas spUc Y thare ;

Ther herd Y rede in roune,

Who Tristrem gat and U-re^
Ibid., p. 9.

3. It seems to be used, in a loose sense, for

speech, mode" of expression, in general.

" Hunters whare be ye,

The tokening schuld ye blowcw—
Thai bleweu the right kinde,

And radde the right roun.
Sir Tristrem, p. 32.

To Roun, Roune, Round, Rown, v. n. 1.

To whisper.

Mekeliche he gan mele,

Among his men to roun :

He bad his knightes lele,

Come to his somoun

—

Sir Trutrem, p. 17.
^

«• He began to mingle with his men, to whisper to

them ; and desired his trusty knights to obey his

summons."
This ilk cursit fame, we spak of ere,

Bare to the amouris Quene noyis, and gan roune,

The schippis or grathand, to pas thay mak tham boune.

Doug. Virgil, p. 110, 7.

It is sometimes used as a v. a.

Sura roumys till his fallow thaym betwene

Hys mery stouth and pastyme lait ywtrene.

Doug. Virgil, 402, 51.

Chauc roume, id.

Hence the phrase, to round one in the ear.

Scho roundis than an epistil intitt eyre.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 72.

2. It is expl., although I hesitate as to this

use of it, to "mutter like a Runic in-

chanter;" 01. Ant.

It occurs in various 0. E. writings. Randolph uses

it as broadly as if he had been a native of Scotland.

"These two things I have oft fear'd in her Grace ;

and found it now needful to speak a little word

thereof, because of the French, that are daily rounding

in her lugs tome t'Utle-tatles or other." Lett, to Cecil,

1562. Keith's Hist., p. 232.

Mr. Todd has justly remarked that Roun, is the pro-

per orthography. .

Su.-G. run~a, A.-S. runian, Alem. run-en, Germ.

raun-en, Teut. rum-en, mussitare, submissa voce loqui.

Or-runen, auricularium, Gl. Pezian. Teut oor-ruyn-

en, in aurem mussitare. C. B. rhegain, susurrare,

murmurare. V. Jun. Gl. Goth., vo. Runa. Ihre

derives the s. runa, a secret, from the v., because

those who have any secret to tell, and arc afraid of

being overheard, generally whisper. V. the «.
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Rounar,Rownar,Roundar, *. A whisperer.

Him followH mony freik dUwymlit,—
With roumaris of fab lesingia.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poans, p. 23.

And be thow not ane roundar in the nuke;
For gifthow be. men will hold the' susittct

76tV*.,p.97.

Rounnyno, Rownnyno, s. The act of

whispering.—Thair lordys bad persawing
Off discomfort, and rownnyug
That thai beld aamyn twa and twa.

Barbour, xii. 368, MS.

[ROUNALL, 8. V. under Roun.]

• ROUND, adj. Abundant, plentiful. V.
Roucu, sense 3.

• ROUND, Rounde, s. 1. A circular turret

of a castle ; denominated from its fonn.

"So he locked the deponer in the round within the
chamber, and tooke the key with him. Shortly
thereafter, the maister returned, and the king's maicstie

with him to the said cabinet in the rounde ; and the

maister opening the doore, entered with the king into

the said rounde.*
1 Henderson's Deposition, Moyses

Mem., p. 304, 305.

From the same origin with the E. ». Fr. ronde, a

circle*-

2. A semicircular dike or wall, made of stone

and fealy used as a shelter for sheep, Roxb.

3. A merry dance, " in which the body makes
a great deal of motion, and often turns

round," Rudd.
Vpstert Troyania, and syne Italianis,

And gan do doubil brangillis and gamhetti*,

Dansts and roundis trasing mony gatis

Athir throw vthir reland on thare gvse.

Dotty.' Virgil, 476, 2.

"The country swains and damsels," says Rudd.,
"call them S. roundel*, not much unlike the Lydian
measures of the Ancients."

Bong, mentions roundis, 402. 33, as if different from
rlngis, although they are certainly the same. Fr.

dance a la ronde. V. Ring Dancis.

4. The tune appropriated to a dance of this

kind.

Sum sang rinff sangis, dancis, ledis, and roundis,

With vocis schil, quhil al the dale resoundi*.

Doug. Viryil, 402, 33.

Round-About, 8. 1. A name given to a

circular fort or encampment.
" There are a great many round-attouts in the parish,

commonly called Picts Works. They are all circular

and strongly fortified by a wall, composed of large

stones." r. Castletown, Roxburghs. Statist. Ace,
xvi. 84. V. Ring, a. id.

2. A fire-place or chimney, of a square, or

rather of an oblong form ; in which the

grate is detached from the walls, and so

placed that persons may sit around it on all

sides, S.
" The round-about firtsvdt (still by much preferred

where there are a number of farm servants and cer-

tainly by far most preferable, but for the difficulty

of keeping them clear of smoke) was universally in

use in the kitchen ; that is, a circular grate placed
upon the floor about the middle of the kitchen, with
a frame of lath and plaster, or spars and matts, sus-
pended over it, and reaching within about five feet of
the floor, like an inverted Tunnel, for conveying the
smoke ; the whole family sitting round the fire within
the circumference of the inverted funnel. Here was
placed the >judeman's resting chair or wooden sopha,
upon which he sat or reclined after tho fatigues of
the day, listening, in those times, so dearthful of in-

telligence, to the news collected by the wandering
beggar, or feasting his imagination upon the wonders
of the lame soldier or sailor who had visited foreign
countries." Pennccuik's Deacr. Tweedd., Ed. 1815,
N, p. 82, 83.

I do not recollect having seen the grate carried so
far out as the middle of the kitchen : It is usually
on one of the cable-ends ; the wall forming a back to
the seat which is immediately behind the fire. Iu
many instances the roundabout is formed by a square
projection from tho gable.

3. An oatcake of a circular form, pinched all

round with the finger and thumb.
"Think ye that, at will, Ducholly can—gie ye

nackets and round-abouts to your coffee and clarified

whey !" Tournay, p. 31.

Roundal, 8. A kind of poetical measure,
generally consisting of eignt verses, in which
the two hist rhyme with the two first, and
the fourth also corresponds to the first.

Rudd. views this word as somewhat different in sig-

nification from E. routulel.

The railyeare rekkinfo na wonrdis, bot ratlis furth rauys,
Fule rude and ryot re-souns baith roundalis and ryme.

Doug. Virgil, 238, b. 22.

Fr. rondeau, "a rhyme or sonnet that ends as it be-

gins ;
M

CotOT. Teut. rondeel, L. B. rondell-us, rhyth-
mus orbicularis ; Hisp. rondelet, circularis cantilena,

Du Cange. The origin is evidently Fr. rond, round.

Roundel, *. A table, a board.

Befoir them was sone set a roundel bricht,

And with ane clene claith finelie dicht,

It was ouir-set-
Priests of PeUis, S.P.R., I 3.

vas sot doan to hi

fuil gnrt mak ane seniely seit.

And quhan the King was sot doan to his meit
Unto nis fuil gart mak ane seniely seit,

Ane roundel with ane cleine claith had he,

Neir quhair the King micht him baith heir and se.

/6ic/.,p. 22.

Fr. rondeau de paltissier, a round and flat board on
which pastry-cooks raise their paste; Teut. romleel, id.

[Rounders. The name of a game common
among schoolboys, West of S. Same as

Prison-Base.]

To ROUND, v. n. To whisper. V. Roun, v.

Roundar, *. A whisperer. V. Rounar.

ROUNG, 8. A round piece of wood; a

cudgel. V. Rung.

[ROUNG, part. pa. Reigned, Lyndsay,
Exper. and Court., 1. 2797.]

ROUNGED, part. adj. Consumed, ex-

hausted. V. Ronoed.

ROUN-TREE, Roan-Tree, Rowan-Tree,
8. The Mountain-ash. Sorbus sylvestris

Alpin, Linn., S.
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"The Quicken or Mountain Ash, Anglis. The
Roan- Tree, Scotis." Li^htfoofs Flora, Sc. p. 256.

"I meane— by inch kindo of charmcs-as commonly
daft wines vse, for healing of forspoken goods, for pre-

teruing them from euill eyes, by knitting roun-trtcs, or

Bundriest kind of hearbes, to the haire or tailes of the
goodes." K. James's Daemonologie, p. 100.

In my plume Is seen the holly green,

With the leaves of the rowan tree ;

And my casque of sand, by a mermaid's hand,
Was formed beneath the sea.

Minstrelsy Border, ii. 392.

The term roan-tree seems to have been formerly used

in E. For, although not found in modern dictionaries,

it is mentioned by Skinner.
Skinner is uncertain whether it may not receive

this name from the colour called roan. But it is a
Goth. term. Su.-G. ronn, runn, sorbtis aucuparia,

Dan. ronne, id. ronneber, the berries of the mountain-
ash.

Dire observes, that, among the anaicnt Goths and
Icelanders, runn, denoted a shrub or bush, and sup-

poses that, as a shrub springs up in a variety of shoots,

which is often the case as to the roan-tree% it retained

the name from this circumstance. He mentions
another conjecture, which is far more probable, that

this tree received its name from rmia, incantation,

because of the use made of it in magical arts.

The superstitious use of the Mouutain-ash gives

great probability to this etymon. Even in our own
country, there are still some so attached to the absurd

usages of former times, that, in order to prevent the

fatal effects of an evil eye, to which they ascribe any
misfortune that befals their cattle, they cut a piece of

this tree, peel it, tie a red thread round it, ana put it

on the lintel of the byre, or cow-house. Then, it is

supposed, their cattle are proof against tkaitli. Rowen-
tree, id., Yorks., Marshall.

"The most approved charms against cantrips and
spells was a branch of roxcan-tree plaited, and placed

over the byre door. This sacred tree cannot be re-

moved by unholy fingers." Remains of Nithsdalc

Song, p. 290.

Hence the traditionary rhythm ;—

Roan-tree and red thread,

Puts the witches to their speed.

V. Huddleston's Notes to Tolaud's Hist, of the

Druids, p. 283. In Loth. Ban-tree is the pron.

Sometimes it was worn about the body.

—Ye, sae droll, begin to tell us,

—How the auld uncanny matrons
Grew whiles a hare, a dog, or tatrons,

To get their will o' carles sleepan,

Wha hae nae stauks o' ronntree * keepan,
TyM ronn* them, whan they ride or .sail,

Or sew't, wi* care, in their sark tail.

Pickets Puenu, 17S3, p. 59.

• "Alluding to the vulgar opinion of ronn-tree being

efficacious against all sorts of charms." N. V. Ran-
TREE.
The ancient Skaldic writers celebrate a favourite

tree of the ash genus, under the name Ygdra*ilt. In

the Edda Saemundi it is said ;—
Aser Ygdrasih
Hann en oezta vitha.

Orimnis-Sfal, str. xliii.

" The ash of Ygdrasill, that is the most excellent

of trees.** V. also str. xxxii. This tree was considered

as sacred. In that very ancient poem, the Voluspa, it

is poetically exhibited as the parent of the showers
which descend into the valleys.

Jsi veit eg standa hettcr ygtlrasill,

Tkaddan korna doegguar thaera i dalcfidla, «fcc.

Ego fraxinum scfo exstare Ygdrasil vocatam,
lode iwhres ortuiu trahunt qui in valle* decidunt

VotusjM, str. xix.

In Resenius's edition of the Edda, a long description

is given of it in Fable xiv. Under this tree it is said

that the gods daily sit in judgment ; that its branches

extend throughout the world ; that they shade heaven
itself, &c Ac.
Gudm. Andr. in one place expl. Ygdrasels, arbor

scientiae, (vo. A»ka) ; in another A thin Ygydrasilt*,

arbor mythologica Eddae, p. 136. He renders the

term, quasi Othini jumentum, vol vchiculum ; Yg*j-r

being the chief and proper name of Odin, as denoting

that ne is the object of fear. A curious reason has

been given for its receiving the designation of Odin's

horse or chariot ; as if he had learned the Runic
mysteries, when suspended from it;—quod forte

Odious ex ea suspensus fuerit, cum rumts disceret

Gl. Edd. Saemunu. va Droesvll.

It has been said, that the Ygdrasil of the Edda is

the mountain-ash ; and, on the ground of this asser-

tion, supposed that the superstitions, still connected
with this tree in our own country, may be regarded
as minute vestiges of the Gothic mythology. I have
nothing to otfer in opposition to this idea. On the

contrary, it seems to carry a, high degree of proba-

bility; not merely from the great proximity of the

Su.-6. name of the tree to the term denoting magic,

but from its use in regard to incantation. I find,

however, no direct proof in any Icelandic work which
I have had an opportunity of consulting, that our
Ronn-tree is the species of ash so highly honoured under
the name of Ygdrasill.

This charm is especially observed in Angus on
the evening preceding Roml-ilay, (May 3d). They
often also tie these branches round their cattle with
scarlet threads. On this day, for preventing the

power of witchcraft, some old women are careful to

have their rocks and spindles made of the wood of the

roan-tree.

The first of these customs has considerable analogy

to one observed by the ancient Romans, in their

Pal'dia, or Feast celebrated in the end of April, for the

preservation of their flocks. The shepherd, in order to

purify his sheep, was, in the dusk of the evening, to

bedew the ground arouud them with a wet branch,

then to adorn the folds with leaves and green branch**,

and to cover the doors with garlands. He was also to

touch his sheep with smoking sulphur, so as to make
them bleat, and to burn the male olive, fir, sabine and
laurel. V. Ovid. Fast., Lib. iv.

" It is probable that this tree was in high esteem
with the Druids ; for it may to this day be observed to

grow more frequently than any other tree in the

neighbourhood of those Druidical circles of stone so

often seen in North Britain ; aud the superstitious

continue to retain a great veneration for it, which was
undoubtedly handed down to them from early

antiquity.—Their cattle,—a* well as themselves, are

supposed to be preserved by it from evil ; for the

dairy-maid will not forget to drive them to the sheal-

inns or summer pastures with a rod of the Roan-tree,

which she carefully .lays up over the door of the sheal

boothy, or summer-house, and drives them home again

with tho same. In Strathspey, they make for the

same purpose, on the first day of May, a hoop of the

wood of this tree, and in the evening and morning
cause all the sheep and lambs to pass through it.

'

Lightfoot, p. 257.

To ROUP, Rowp, Rope, Roip, Rolp, r. n.

I. To cry, to shout.

—Orestes son of Agamemnon
On theatries in farci* mony one
Roupit r

Doug. Virgil, 110, 27.
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And tfcow Proserpra, quhilk by our gentil lawis
Ait rowpii his, and yeUit loude by nycht.

Ibid,, 121, 81.

Tfcsrwm aurol a wOde lebsrd,

lions, here*, bath bill and bare,

Ifcat rtwfolly gao rope and rare.

, Alton's £. if. A., i. 11.

Warton, when referring to this passage, by mistake
renders the word rrnmp; Hist. E. Poet., iii. 109.

2. It occurs in a peculiar sense, either as de-

noting an incessant cry, or perhaps hoarse-

ness of voice, as the adj. roupy is now used,

S.

Hie Banin-essM rolpand quhen he hard the rair,

8a did tbegled with mouie pietous pevc
Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 207.

"Tbir slaves of Sathan, we say, rovpit as they had
bean ravenis; yen, rather thay yellit and roarit as
deriUs in hell, Hertset, Heresie, Guilliam ami Kought
triff cary the Qovem+ur unto the Devill." Knox's Hist,
p. a.

3. Used as a v. a. To expose to sale by auc-

tion, S.

"Lady Kincarden crared that her son's estate might
. also be romped for the use of the creditors, as to the
casual rent of cool and salt" Fonntainhall's Decis. , i.

115.

"The cessmown god and patrimony of all burghs
within this realms* shall be yeirly bestowed, at the
eight of the Magistrates and Councell of the saidis

burrowes, to the doing of the commonn affaires thereof
allaneriy, after the ycuiie roiping and setting thereof,

as use is." Acts Ja. VI., 1593, c. 181. "Thecommoun
good of Borrowos sold be roiped" Tit. ibid.

Toot, rsep-en, damare, clamorem edere, tollere

Tocem, clamitare. Germ, rvff-tn. Rndd., having men-
tioned these verbs, refers also to IsL raup, jactantia,

rwspore, iactator, and kroop, clamour. The two former
may perhaps be allied; because of the noise often
made oy a boaster or braggart. He has not, however,
observed that IsL Su.-O. rop-a is synon. with roep-en ;
Alsm. ruaf-an, rwoj-en. The oldest form of the v. is in

Moes.-G. krop-jan, qf-krop-jas, clamare, exclamare.
Hence Belg. wt-roep, an outcry, Sw. utrop, Germ.

.. ams~ramf, id. Teat, wt-roep-e*, Sw. utrop-en, to
proclaim.
A.-8. Areep-eta, clamare. I know not, if we should

view as o cognate the v. krop-an, Luke xviii. 5, to vex,

to molest ; q. by importunate crying. Hickes mentions
E. omtroeper, as signifying a herald. Rope, as used in

Ywaine, cannot be viewed as a proof that the tr. was
O. E. For it is undoubtedly a S. poem.

Roup, Rotjpino, $. An outer}', a sale of

goods by auction, S.

"A roup, in Scotland,—a canting or outcry." Rits.

GL A. M. R.
"The Lords ordained a rottp to be made of the

estate of Connochie in Fife." reuntainhall, i. 13.
M Tho tenements are set by Rouj>, or auction, and

advanced by an unnatural force to above double the
old rent, without any allowance for inclosing."

Pennant's Tour in S., 1772, p. 201.—"In setting of fews, or any manner of tacks,

attoor the yearly rowping on Martinmass Even," Ac.
Blue Blanket, p. 12L

Rouper, t. 1. One who cries.

Land-looper, fight Skooper, ragged Routter like a raven.
Monlgomerie, Watsons Coll., iii. 30.

2. The tenn rouper is still in use, as denoting

the person who sells his goods by outcry, S.
" A rouper is pursuing his interest, when he pays

the bell-man to intimate his roup ; and you will pursue
your interest, when you pay the same bell-man to cry
at the kirk-door, 'Beware of roups.'—You have a
better right to keep your money than the rouper hath
to wrest it from you." Thorn's Works, p. 447.

Boupintg-wife, s. A female who attends

outcries, and purchases goods, for the pur-

pose of selling them again, S.

"In 1783,—the Lord Justice-Clerk Tinwald's house
was possessed by a French teacher. Lord President
Craigie's house by a rouping-wtfe or sales-woman of

old furniture." Stat. Ace. Edin., vi. 583.
"

' An unco thing this, Mrs. Howdcn,' said old Peter
Plumdamas to his neighbour the roaring-w{fe, or sales-

woman,—'to see the grit folk at Lunnou set their face

against law and gospel, and let loose sic a reprobate
as Porteous upon a peaceable town.'" Heart Mid-
Loth., L 99.

ROUP, #. 1. Hoarseness, S. pron. roop.

may the roup ne'er roust thy wesson !

Ifay thrist thy thranple never gizzen !

Beattie*$ Address, Moss's Jlelenore, st 3.

Baith cooks an' scullions mony sne
Wsd gar the pats and kettles tingle,

—

To fleg frae a your craigs the roup.
Fergusson's Poems, ii. 77.

Some derive this from Isl. hroop, heroop, vociferatio,

because this is frequently the cause of hoarseness. V.
Ray. The idea has great probability ; as rousty,

hoarse, seems formed by analogy, from the o. rount,

to cry.

2. Sometimes used to denote that disease

otherwise called the croup, S.B. This is

perhaps meant in the following passage :

—

—The Rot, the Roup, and the auld Rest
Jfontgomerie, Watson's Coll., iii. 14.

V. FlTK.

3. It also denotes a disease which affects hens
in the mouth or. throat, S.

[To Roup, v. n. To vomit, Banffs. Prob.

a vulgar metaph. use of the v.]

Roupy, Roopit, adj. Hoarse, S. u Roupet,

hoarse, as with a cold," Shirr. Gl.

Alas I my roupet Muse is hearse

!

Burns, iii. 20.

[To ROUP, Roop, v. a. A corr. of Rook, v.

q. v., Clydes.]

[ROUP, #. The Oar-Weed (Laminaria
digitata), Banffs.]

[Roupie, adj. Overgrown with the Oar-
Weed, ibid.]

[ROUSCHIT, pret. Rushed, fell quickly,

Barbour, iii. 139.]

To ROUSE with salt upon salt. To change the

Sickle in curing fish; or rather, to cure

sh by the use of the finest salt. V. Salt
UPON 8ALT.
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" This barrel of lalmon was for the superior's con-
sumpt in his family ; and being for that use, Scots

salt was sufficient; and his charter not mentioning
that it was for export, he was not bound to rowte them
with salt upon salt." Fount. Supnl. Dec. iv. &45.

This is evidently the same verb with that formerly

Slven as Boose, which expresses the pronunciation,

at it seems doubtful, whether in the modern accep-

tation, there may not be some change of the original

signification.

At first it seemed probable, that this term might
be allied to Tent, ruyseh-en, fricare ; as referring to

the practice of rubbing in the salt in the operation of

coring. But I prefer Fr. rou-ir, to steep, or water,

applied to hemp ; ruissement, a steeping or watering of

hemp ; arrous-er, to wet, to moisten.

[To ROUSE, Roose, v. a. To extol, to

commend highly, S. V, Ruse.]

Commendation, boast,Rouse, Roose, s.

S.O.
"It is well known that the Edinburgh folk are in

the main a well-informed, civilized sort of people,

though a thought gi'en, as we think in the West, to

making mair route about themselves than there is ony
needcessity for." The Steam-Boat, p. 337.

" • Rachel had ay a good roose of bersel, ' said Becky
Glibbans." Ayrs. Legatees, p. 243. V. Ruse.

[Rouse Away, Haul Away! A common
cry among boatmen in the South of S. V.
Gall. Encyc]

Rouser, s. 1. Any thing very big, of its

kind,S.O.

[2. A boastful, bragging person, Clydes.]

Rousing, Rousan, part. adj. 1. Properly

applied to what is powerful, or vehement;
as, " a rousing ftre,

w one that emits a strong

heat, S. O. V. Reesix.
Thae flirds o* silk

Had I oar doghters at a candle,

TTiey'd mak a been and mwsan Untile.

Pickens Poems, 1738, p. 62.

2. Transferred to any thing large; as, a^

" rousing whud," a great fie ; South and
West of S.

"Teat, ruyseh-en, impetam Cacere; Su.-G. run-a,

A.-S. hreos-an, cum impetu ferri. Isl. rost, tempestas
torbulenta.

(To ROUSE, Roose, v. a. To water, to

sprinkle with water, to use a watering can,

&.]

[Rouser, Rooser, s. A watering pot or

can, S.

Fr. arroser, to water, to sprinkle, arrosoir, a water-
ing-pot.]

ROUSSILIN, adj. Bustling and cheerful,

Berwicks.

A. -8. ruxl-an, tumultuari. Ihre refers also to rustl-

an, id. But I hare not discovered on what authority.
V. vo. Rusla.

ROUST, s. Rust, S. pron. roost.

Out on the, aold trat, agit wyfTe or dame,
Eschames ne time in roust of ayn to IV.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 96, 29.

Hence rousty, rusty. [A.-S. rust, rust, prob. a contr.

of rudst, redness. V. Skcat's Etybl Dict.J Teut.
roest ; and roestigh.

ROUST, Rost, #. A strong tide or current';

or the turbulent part of a frith, occasioned

by the meeting of rapid tides, Orkn.
"We had sereral rousts or impetuous tides to pass."

Brand's Orkn., p. 7» 8.

"These currents hare different names, as Dennis-
roust, North Roualsha-roNrf." Ibid. p. 48.
" Rost, or Roust, a tide, where the sea usually runs

high with ebb." P. Cross, Orkney, Statist. Ace,
vii. 476.

*' This lofty promontory is constantly exposed to the
current of a strong ami furious tide, which—is called

the Roost of Sumburgh, roost being the phrase assigned
in these isles to currents of this description." The
Pirate, i. 4.

Isl. roest, raust, aestuaria, rortices maris, VereL Ind.
Rost, vortex, Ol. Lex. Run. ; allied perhaps to Su.-G.
rusUa, tumultuari. But the ingenious editor of the
Gl. to Orkneyinga S., having expl. the term, cataracta
maris, gurges, observes that such whirlpools take their

name from roust, sonas, from the great noise which
they make. Therefore, he says, the vortex of J/a'-

stroem, near the Faroe islands, is denominated from
rncutl, made, sermo, sonus. He mentions A.-S. rant,

stridor, impetus fluvii, as synon. with raust.

To ROUST, v. it. 1. To cry with a rough
voice, S. B.

And lo as Pfcaroo crvis and doys roust,

With haltand wourdis and with mekle roust,
Eneas threw ane dart at him that tyde.

Doug. Virgil, 327, 9.

2. To bellow ; applied to cattle, S. B.
Thay twa hollis thus striuand in that stouml
Be mekill fors wirkw rthir mony wound,

—

That of thare rousting al the large plane
And woddis rank rowtis and lowis ogane.

Doug. Virgil, 438, 7.

" Either from rust, as if the throat had contracted
rust, or from Lat. raueus, raucitas ; or from roic* [id.],

and all originally from the sound ;" Rudd. " Much
the same with Roup and Rout ;" Sibb. Lye has come
nearer to the mark, in referring to Alem. hluzreist^r,

clamosus. V. Jun. Etym.
The origin is Isl. raus, vox canora ; hahrtUt-a,

vociferare, from ha, high, and reist, raust, voice. Ihre
views Su.-G. rn$t-a, tumultuari, as a cognate term.
Hence,

Roust, s. The act of roaring or bellowing,

b.B.

Rousty, adj. 1. u Hoarse, having a rough
voice," S. Rudd. V. Roup, a.

2. Not polished, not refined; in allusion to

the harsh music of one who is hoarse, or

has a rough voice.

Ressaue this roustie rural rubaldrie,

Laikand cunning, fra thy pure laige unleird.

Police of Honour, Conel.

ROUSTER, s. A stroke, a blow, Buchan
;

[synon. rout, q. v.]

Isl. rosta, tumultus; hrUt-a, Su.-G. rist-a, ryst-a,

quatcre, rist, quassatio.
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BOUSTREE, 9. The cross bar on which the

crook is hung, Aberd.
Perhaps from Su.-O. roeste, suprema aedificii para.

To ROUT, Rowt, r. n. 1. To bellow, to

roar as cattle do, S. Bowt, rawte, A. Bor. id.

Frae fauhls nae mair the owsen rout,

But to the fatfning clover lout
FergussorCs Poems, il 106.

Km mair thoult rowte out-owre the dale,
Because thy pasture's scanty.

Bums, ill 64.
V. Cam-kosed.

This is the primary sense. According to Sibb. this
word is formed ex torn. Bat it is evidently the same
with 1st, raut-a, rngire beUaarom more, frendere ; or
as O. Andr. expl. it, to roar as a lion or wild boar.

2. To roar, to make a great noise ; used in a
general sense.

The firmament gan rumyOyng rare and rout.

Dow/. Virgil, 15, 48.

It denotes the noise of waters.

Ane routand born amydwart therof rynnis,
Bomland and soundand on the craggy quhynnis.

Doug. Virgil, 227, 37.

3. To. snore, South of S.

"The word pay, operated like magic. 'Jock, ye
villain, ' exclaimed the voice from the interior, * are ye

. lying routing there, and a young.gentleman seeking the
way to the place ? Get up, ye fause loon, and shew
him the way down the meikle loaning.'" Guy
Mannering, i. 11.

[4. To break wind behind, Clydes.]

A.-S. hrut-an, "stertere, ronchisare, to snort, snore,

or rout in sleeping ;" Somner. For the v. to rout,

occurs in the same sense in O. E.

Rout, Rowt, #. 1. The act of bellowing, S.

Lyke ss the bnl, that bargane begyn wald,
Geais terrybyl routit and lowis niony fald.

Doug. Virgil, 410, 12.

2. A roar, a loud noise, S.

. Thay all lekkit, the salt wattir stremes
Fast bollerand in at eoery rift and bore.

In the mene qahfle, with mony rowt and rore
The sey thus trnblit, and the tempest furth sent
Felt Neptune.

V. the v.

Doug. Virgil, 16. 55.

To ROUT, v. a. To beat, to strike, S.

Thalr stent was mair than they con'd well mak oat ;

And whan they fail'd, their backs ther roundly rout.

Ross's llclenort, p. 48.

IsL rot-a, percutio, iciu onero ; rot, ictus, G. Andr.

Rout, Rute, *• A blow ; properly, a severe

or weighty stroke, S. launder, synon.

Bot he, that had his sword on hycht,
Boucht him sic rout, in randonn rycht,

That he the hede till harms claiff.

Barbour, v. 632, MS.
Edit. 1620, routs.

The rede blude with the rout folowit the blaid.

Gawan and Oal., iii. 23.

With that scho rancht me sic ane rout,

QuhiU to the erde scho gart me leyn.

Maitland Poems, p. 201.

Thir hardy kempls al in waist let draw
Athir to vthir mony rutis grate,

On holl sydis feill douUe dyntis gan bete.

Doug. Virgil, 142, 16.

V. Loundkr.

ROUT, b. Apparently, the Brent Goose,
Anas Bcmicla, Linn.

44 In all this province there is great store —of wild-
g>use, ringouse, routs, whaips, shotwhaips," Ac.
ordon's GcneaL Hist. Sutherland, p. 3.

Isl . rota, anser silvcatris. V. Rute, and Rood Goose.

ROUTAND, part. pr. [An errat. for Roic-

nandy whispering; also, saying the same
thing repeatedly.]

The Inglis sic abasing
Tuk, and sic dreid or that tithing,

That in v. c placis and ma
Men mycht se samyn routand ga

;

Sayaad, " Our lordis, for thair mycht,
Will allgate fecht agane the ryuht."

Barbour, xu. 360, MS.
" Whispermg," GL Pink.

ROUTH, Rouch, s. 1. The act of rowing,

or of plying with oars ; [also, a long spell of

rowing, Shctl.]

The swift Pristis with spedy routh fute hote
Furth steris the stern Mnestbeus anane.

Doug. Virgil, 131, 20.

So that agane the strenie throw help of me.
By airis rouch thidder caryit sal thon be.

Ibid., 241, 39.

It is written rouch either from corr. pronunciation,
or by the mistake of some transcriber.

2. A stroke of the oar.

Besely our folkis gan to pingil and strife,

Swepand the flude with tang routhis belife.

Ibid., 77, 33.

[3. The part of the gunwale between the

thowls, Shetl.]

" From row, as truth from true, ruth from rue, grouHh
from grow ;" Rudd. But he has not observed that the
formation is A.-S. Rewete, roictttf, roxcutte, remigatio;
from r«r-a«, rtoto-an, row-an, remigarc
Sw. rodd, id., from ro, to row.

ROUTH, Rowth, s. Plenty, abundance, in

whatever respect, S.

Let never man a wooing wend,
That lacketh thingis thrie :

A rowth o* gold, an open heart,

And fu' o courtesy.

Minstrelsy Border, il 143.

1 dinna want a routh of country fair,

Sic as it is, ye're welcome to a akair.

Ramsay's Poems, il 14.

Sibb. expt it as also signifying, "rough, rough-
ness ; and thinks that, as denoting plenty, it may be
from rife, plentiful. It has apparently more resem-

blance toSu.-G. roge, a heap, whence rogadl, cumulatus

;

rogadt maatt, a heaped measure. Hence,

Routhie, adj. Plentiful, S.

Then wait a wee, snd canie wale
A routhie butt, a routhie ben.

Burns, iv. 319.

Routh, adj. Plentiful, South of S.

"The rusticity of their benisons amused me.—One
wished them 4Thumpin luck and fat weans.'—A third
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E't them 'A routh aumrie and a close niere."

ecd. Pastoral life, Edin. Month. Mag., June, 1817,

p. 241. V. Routh, *.

Perhaps the genuine origin of this, as well as of the

$. and its derivatives is C.B. rkwtk, wide or large,

Tast, capacious.

Routhrie, $. The same as Routh, Fife.

"I ne'er likit to be nippit or pinging, gie me
routhrie o' a' thing." Saxon and Gael, i. 121.

ROUTHLESS, adj. Profane, applied to

one who neither regards God nor man, Fife.

It seems merely E. ruthless, used in a peculiar sense.

ROUTHURROK, #. A species of goose

mentioned by Leslie, De Orig. et Mor.
Scot., p. 35. V. Quink.

•• Boutkeroock-goose, Bernacle-goose, Anas erythro-

pus. The name—occurs in the old writers on Orkney

;

out is now nearly unknown in the islands." NeiU's
Tour, p. 106.

Is|. hrotta, anser montanus ; Fialla rota, hrota,

etiam animal anus, O. Andr., p. 121.

[ROVACK, #. 1. The rump, the buttocks,

Shetl. Dan. rov.

2. The stump of the tail of an animal, ibid.]

To ROVE, v. n. 1. To be in a delirium, S.
u To rove (in a fever) ; to be light-headed,

or delirious ;" Sir J. Sinclair's Observ., p.

93 ; rave, £.
It seems to hare been formerly used in E. in a sense

nearly approaching to thit. For Phillips expl. the v.,

as not merely signifying, •' to ramble about, but "to
have rambling thoughts."

Cecil uses the term in a singular sense. ' ' I praye you
Srocure some estimat of the charges on both partes,

bat I may row to provyde payment." Sadler's Papers,
ii. 74.

I scarcely think that the meaning is, that he would
ramble through the country. It is more probably a
Fr. idiom, as signifying " to cast in one's mind, to turn
a thing over in the way of contemplating it in all its

bearings ; from rouer, "to wheele, turn round, swing
about, go, compass ;*' Cotgr. It is also expressive of

the manoeuvres of a fleet. Diet. Trev.

2. To have a great flow of animal spirits, S.
• Roving is synon. with Ranting, with which
it is joined.

he's a ranting roving laddie,

he's s brisk and a bonnie laddie.

Betide what will, I'll get me ready
To follow the lad wi' the Highland plaidy.

Banting Roving Lad, Herds Coll., ii. ISO.

Roving, #. Delirium, S.
"We run our souls out of breath, and tire them in

coursing and galloping after our own night-dreams
(such are the roving of our miscarrying hearts), to get
some created good thing in this fifo. —Rutherford's
Lett. P. L ep. 89.

To ROVE, v. a, To rove cotton, or xcool, to

bring it into that ropy form which it receives

before being spun into thread. Statist.

Ace. vi. 38.
" Upon the Don is—a mill for teasing, carding, and

roving wool, and for waulking cloths." Stat. Ace. vi.

38.

VOL. IV.

"The preparation of wool by hand-cards was now laid

aside ; and the different manufacturers in Aberdeen
sent their wool to the mills to be carded and rovttl"
Thorn's Hist. Aberd., ii. 151.

ROVE, 8. Rest ; the same with Roif, q. v.

[ROVIESTICK, 8. An awkward, poorly

clad person, Shetl.]

[ROVIN', adj. 1. Applied to a person, free

and merry-hearted, rattling, as used by
Burns :

—

Robin was a rovin' boy,
Rantin', rovin'

f
rantin rovin't

Robin was a rovin' boy,
Rantin rovin' Robin.

2. Applied to the weather, unsettled, stormy,

BanfFs.]

[Rovin, part pr. Wandering, unsettled ; as

rovin in sleep, BanfFs.]

To ROW, Roo, Rue, v. a. 1. To roll ; part.

pa. rowit.

The hags wallis weltres apOn hie,

Rowit at anis with stormes and wyndis thre.

Doug. Virgil, 15, 40.

[2. To wind, tum, move round, S.]

3. To revolve, to elapse ; applied to time, in a

neut. sense.

Than the yong child, quhilk now Ascanius heicht,—
Thretty lang twelf monthis rowing ouer, sail be king.

Doug. Virgil, 21, 20.

4. To revolve ; applied to the mind.

For his dere hireling dredand sore,

Uk chance in haist did row in hys memore.
Ibid., 383, 34.

Hence,

To row about, to be in an advanced state of preg-

nancy, a low phrase, S.

5. To roll wool or cotton for spinning, S.

Card it well ere ye begin,

When 'tis carded, row d and spun,
Then the work is battens done.

Tarry Woo, Herd's Coll, ii. 100.

6. To row sheep, to pluck the wool from
sheep, to tear it off in the barbarous mode
practised in Shetland, instead of shearing.

41 It shall not be lawsum to any manner of persons to
row sheep untiil the time they be lawiullie certifyed by
the Bailbe to ane competent day, as they will essue to
be holden and repute as thiefs, and punished conform
thereto." Acts A. 1623, Barry's Orkney, App., p. 46S.—"That no maner of persons shall row or take
sheeo on Sunday, under whatsumever colour or pre-

texvender the paine of 10 libs. Scots." Ibid., p. 470.
"The dative sheep are seldom shorn; but about

the middle of May, when the fleece begins to loosen
spontaneously, it is pulled off with the hand. This
operation is called rooing the sheep. They are left

very bare after it ; but the people say that the wool
on the animal continues much finer, when removed,
in this manner, than by the shears." Kdmonstone'a
ZetU ii. 211.

"If any person shall use a sheep-dog, and run
therewith after his own sheep amongst his neighbours
unaccompanied, mark, rue, or take any home without
shewing the mark, he shall pay for the first offenct-

four angels ; for the second, six angels ; and for the

I
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third, or at any time under cloud of night, shall be
holden and repute a common thief, and punished ac-
cordingly." Court Laws, App. Agr. Surv. ShetL,
p. 3.

This is evidently from Isl. ry-a, (prct. rude) Tel-

ere,eruere,detondere, expl. in Dan. bylialdorson, Tage
af(uldaf/aarene); "to take the wool off sheep."
The v. is deduced from m, vellus solox, an entire or
unshorn fleece. It is to be observed that as in Sw. y is

sounded as «, it has often the same sound in Isl. V.
O. Andr., lit. Y, d, 135.
Norw. m is expl. " loose wool on sheep

;

n and rue,
•• to take the loose wool off sheep ; " Hallaeer. This
is the immediate origin of the term as used in Orkn.
and Shetl.

Undoubtedly allied to this is Su.-G. ry-a, a rough
upper garment ; also A.-S. reoioe, a rug, and reoh, rye,
viUosus. Teut rouwen, polire rudem pannum, in-
dicates a similar affinity.

7. To row a nievefu\ to turn round every
art of corn, so that all the stalks may
be intermingled, in order that a great part
of a sheaf may be retained in the hand
before it be laid in the band. A reaper
does well if he can fill the band at three
handfuls, Roxb.
" Davie saw that one half of that crop at least was

shorn during the night, all standing in tight shocks,
rowed and hooded." Brownie of Bodsbeck, ii. 6.

8. To row tip, to wind; as, "to row up a
knock," to wind up a clock, S.

To Row, v. n. To move or to be moved
with violence, S.

Now fields convuls'd like dashing waves.
Wild row slang.

A. Scotfs Poems, p, 37.

Row, Roow, #. 1. A roll, a list, S.

••The devil himself started up in the pulpit like
a meikle black man, and calling the row, every one
answered,—•Here.'" Newes from ScotL 1501, Law's
Memor. Pref. xxxvii.
••When the judge hes all gathered together and

none away : when the rowe is called, and all are pre-
sent : then when one sorte shall be placed at the right
hand, and the other at the left hand ; then shall he
fall to judgement" Bollock on 1 Thes., p. 225.

2. A roll of bread, S.

3. The wheel, an instrument of execution.
To break upon the row, to break on the
wheel. -

•• He was sentenced to be broken alive on the roir,

or wheel, and be exposed thereon for 24 hours ; and
thereafter the said row, with the body on it, to be
placed between Leith and Warriston, till orders be
given to burrie the body." M.S. Abridg., Justiciary
Record, 1604. Law's Mem. Pref. xlix.—"Johnne Earle of Marr—first cawsit Bell and
Calder ftwo of the murderers of Recent Lennox] to be
publickly punisht, brokin upoun the roow, and thus
pynit to the death." Hist. James the Sext, p. 154.
The term may be immediately from Fr. roue, which

denotes not only a wheel, but this barbarous mode of
punishment ; Cotgr. Or perhaps from Su.-G. raabraala
(pron. robroha,) "to break upon the wheel;" Ihre.
Belff. rabraaken, id. In Germ, it is rad-brechen, for
raois the word denoting a wheel ; Franc, id. Wach-

ter views the term as radically Celtic ; C.B. rhod, Ir.

rU, rhotha, id. The affinity of Lat. rota is obvious.

Under the word Ratts, we have seen that there is

a reference to the mode of treating great criminals after

death. It will be found that Roow and Ratts, although
differently applied, must be traced to the same fountain.

Fr. rout seems to have been traduced from Lat. rota.

I do not recollect any other instance of this barbar-

ous mode of punishment in the history of Scotland.

Bawbee-Row, $. A half-penny roll, S.

" As for the letters at the post-mistress's, as they
ca' her,—they may bide in her shop-window, wi' the
snaps and bawbee rows, till Beltane, or I loose them."
St. Konan, L 34.

Rowar, Rower, *. 1. A wooden bolt or

bar, which may be moved backwards or

forwards.

The tothir end he onland for to be,

How it suld stand on thre rowaris off tre,

Quhen ane war out, that the lain" doun suld fall.

Wallace, viL 1155, MS.
Edit. 1648 and 1673, rollers.

Fr. roul-er, to roll ; rouleaux, *• long and round
leavers, whereon ships are gotten into a dock, and
launched into the water againe ; Cotgr."

[2. A roller for flattening dough; used in

making oat-cakes, scones, &c, West of S.
called* also a roicin-pinJ]

Rowiy, Rowan, Rowing, e. Wool as it

comes from the cards, a flake of wool, S.

According to Sibb. q. rolling. But it seems rather
allied to Rove, v. a. q. v. Hence, perhaps,
" To cast a rowan, to bear an illegitimate child,"

Sibb. This resembles the metaph. use of Lagen-gird,

q. v.

" Children are employed to lift rolls or rowans from
the carding engines, and unito them on the feeding-

doth," &c. Edin. Encyclop., vol vii. 2S6.

This had been more anciently denominated a rowe.

•'Filum, a thread. Naeta, a rowe." Wedderb.
Vocab., p. 21.

[Rowin-pin, s. Same with Rowar, e. 2, q.v.]

ROWAN, e. Auld rowan, "old jade,"

Pink. ; a term given to a bawd, who, by a
great deal of coaxing, endeavours to entice

a young woman to marry an old man.
Cum lick that beird auld rowan.

Now sic the trottibus and trowane,
Sa btisilie as scho is wowane,
Sic as the carline craks.

Philotus, 8. P. Repr., iii. 15.

Sibb. views it as the same term with that mentioned
above. But it is certainly equivalent to witch, or
sorceress, as allied to Germ, rune, Su.-G. runa ; more
commonly in a compound state, Al-runa, mulier
fatidica, or as some render it, omniscia. Others
suppose that the word is properly alte-runa, retula
saga, or as here, auld rowan. Keysler. de Mulier.
Fatidicis, p. 469. The same writer informs us, that
the ancient Finns had a coddess supposed to preside
over storms, whom they called Roune. Now wo know
that it has been generally believed by the Northern
nations, that the witches had great power in this
respect. Germ, raune, Su.-G. runo, denote magical
arts. V. Roux, s. 2, also Roun-trek.

ROWAN, 8. A name for the turbot, a fish,

Fife.
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" Formerly there was a very plentiful fishing upon
the coast here, consisting of cod, ling, haddock,

* or turbot, skait, &c.—But within these 4 or 5
i past, the fish have in a manner quite deserted

» places (particularly the haddock), and none are
now caught but a few cod, roioan, and skait." P. St.

Monance, Statist. Ace., ix. 337.

ROWAND, adj. "Fyw ellis & 3 of tanne

crmnce, fyw ellis & a half of roxcand tanne."

Abcrd. Reg., A. 1535, V. 15, p. 653.

As this refers to Kmnnohill of skins, it is probably
i for what is called Hone-akin.

[ROWANE, adj. Of or belonging to Rouen,
Accte. L. II. Treasurer, i. 153, Dickson.]

ROWAN-TREE, s. The mountain-ash.

V. Roun-Tuee.

[ROWBRYALL, *. Robe royal.

" Item, for ane elne of taffata to mend the rotrbryaO,

jorfs." Accts. L. H. Treasurer, i. 145, Dickson.]

ROW-CHOW-TOBACCO, *. A game in

which there is a long chain of boys, who
hold each other by the hands, and have one
standing steadily at one of the extremities,

who is called the Pin. Round him the

rest coil, like a watch-chain round the

cylinder, till the act of winding is complet-

ed. A clamorous noise succeeds, in which
the cry of Row-chow-tobacco prevails.

After giving and receiving the fraternal

hug, they disperse ; and afterwards renew
the process, as long as they are in the

humour of it, Teviotd. [In West of S.

Rowity-Choxc-o-Tobacco, pron. rowity-choio-

ity-baccoj&nd&s the first syllable of eachword
is shouted, another hug or squeeze is given.

The game is not so common as formerly.]

This play would seem to have originated in an
imitation of the process of a Tobacconist in winding np
his roll round a pin.

ROWE, #. Abbrev. of a christian name,
perhaps the same with Rowie. "Rowe
Baty ;

" Acts Ja. V., iii. 393.

ROWIE, s. Abbrev. of Roland. "Run,
Rowie, hough's i' tlie pot," is said to have

been a trimmer's warning among the

Graemes of the Debateable Land.

[ROWIN, Rowing, *. A flake of wool. V.
under Row, r.]

[ROWIN-PIN, s. A roller for dough. V.
under Row, vJ]

[ROWIT, pret. and part. pa. Rowed, Bar-
bour, iv. 368.]

ROWK, Rowik, s. A rick of grain. " Tua
rowkis of bair, & ane rowik of quhytt;"

i.e

1565.

barley and wheat ; Abcrd. Reg., A.
V.Ruck.

ROWKAR, 8. A whisperer, a tale-bearer.

"Also the wisman spcikis of thame that arquhy-
speraris, tvwkaris k rounaris on this manner : Susurro
inquinabit animam suum, et in omnibus odietnr. *A
rowkar and rownar sail fyle his awin saule, & sail be

hettit of all men. Mairouir he sais : Susurro, et

bitinguis maledictus erit mutton enim turbauit pacem
habentes. A man or woman that is ane rowkar and
doubil toungit, is cursit and wariit, for siclik ane
persone hes put mekil trubil amang men & wemen,
quhilk afore was at peace." Abp. Hamiltoun's
Catechisme, 1551, FoL 71, a.

Rouh is expl. "to be close, to crouch." But rowkar
is here given as synon. with Lat. susurro. It may be

allied to Su.-G. Isl. ryhte, rychte, Germ, rucht, gt-rucht,

fama. These terms are frequently used in a bad
sense, and have been traced to Alem. ruog-en, Germ.
rug-en, Isl. raeg-at to accuse, to defame.

ROWM, Rowme, Roume, ROOME, 8. 1.

Room, space, extent of place.

His hors in hy than has he tane,

And hyra alane amaiig thame rode,

And rwdly rowme about hyra made.
Wytdawn, vill 40, 172.

2. A place.

"Somwhat eastward, lies an yland named Olde

Castell, a roome strong of nature, and sufficient vnougli

to nourish the inhabitants in cornes, fishe, ana egges

of sea fowles that build in it." Descr. of the Kingdontc

of Scotlande.

3. A possession, a portion of land ; whether

occupied by the proprietor, or by a tenant.

"Our fais hes not only tint schamefully the landis

that thay wrangusly conquest, bot ar vincust in battall,

chasit and doung fra thair rowme*, and inuadit with

vncouth & domistik weris." Bellend. Cron., B. x. c.

20. Suis pulsi sedibus ; Boeth.

—Theves hes done my rowmis range

And teyhd my (aid.

Maitland Poems, p. 318.

"Siclike thair wyfis, barnis, executouris, orassignais,

sail broke thair takis, stoidingis, rowmes, and posscs-

siounis, alsweill of Kirklandis, as of Temporall mennis

landis." Acts Mar. 1547, c. 5. Edit 1566.

Ev'ry pensioner a room did sain,

For service done and to be done ;

This Tie let the reader understand,
The name of both the men and land.

Scott o/SatchdCi Hist. Name of Scot, p. 45.

Room is still commonly used for a farm, S.

4. Local situation, in relation to the ministry

of the gospel.

" Such as have not received ordination, should not

be permitted to teach in great rooms, except upon
urgent necessity, and in the defect of actuall ministers.

"

Spotswood's Hist., p. 444.

5. Official situation.

—" It was not their pleasure he or his colleague Mr.
Rankin should bruik their rooms any longer. So pro-

grams were "affixed for the provision of two vacant

places in their college." Batllie's Lett, i. 85.

6. Room is used for ordinal relation, like place

in modern language.
" In the thrid roume, it comes in to be considered,
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how the signs and the thing signified coupled."
Brace's Sens, on the Sacr. 1590, Sign. B. 3. b.
" Thus, in the first room, oar religions and reforma-

tion-rights, and next oar tires and civil liberties, are
laid at the King's feet, to be trampled upon." Wod-
row*s Hist, i 111.

7.*A particular place in a literary work.

"The Uth act of this session, December 15th, 1669,
Contenting the Forfeiture ofPerson^ in the late Rebellion,

deserves a room in this collection." Wodrowe Hist.,
i.313.

Moes*G. ncsui, A.-S. Su.-G. rum, place of any kind.

Rowm, Rowme, Roume, Room, adj. 1.

Large, spacious.

Flaikis thai laid on temye lang and wicht,

A rowme passage to the wallis thaim dycht
Wallace, vii. 985, MS.

To behald thame walking to and fro

Throw the roume hallis, and so bissy go,

—

Ane paradise it was to te and here.

Doug. Virgil, 474, 82.-

A.-8. So,-G. rum, 1st rum-r, Teat ruym, ampins,

2. Clear, empty ; used obliquely.

"A fair fire makes a room flet ;* Ferguson's Prov.,
Le., itmakes those who are in it sit far from the fireside.

"Seel, we say, To make a room house, when one
drives them oat that are in it, and so makes it empty,
and conseqaently mach room in it ;" Rudd.

Teat, ruym also signifies laxus, vacuus ; rttym-Kuys,

domes laxa; Ki'ian. Belc. ruum huu* maken, vacuas
aedes facers, (Ihre) ; Zyne nanden- ruym hebben, to have
one's hands free, SeweL

To Row*, Rowme, v. a. 1. To make room,

to clear, to remove obstacles.

Oat throe the thickkest of that oste

Of legis, boinrt than in boste, •
Aboot hvm than he rowmyt there
Ifcrettj rote on breid, or mare.

Wynfown, ix. 27, 417.

Boelds withdrawis, and branchis al to rent

Gen ratling and resound of thare deray.

To red thare rank, and rounnes thaym the way.
Doug. Virgil, 222, 25,

Teat, ntym-en, vecaare, vacuum redder© ; ampotare
tamos mpsrvacuos, extricare agrum silvestrem : Sw.
gtfwa rum, to clear the way. A.-S. rum-ian, viam
aperire. We find indeed the very phrase used by
Wyntown, Veg rum-ian, quasi diceres, obstacula viae

Ihre, vo. Ryma,

2. To enlarge.

Joce, than Byschape of Glasgw
Mowmyd the kyrk of Sanct Slongw.

Wyntown, viL 8, 366.

Teat, ruym-en, ampliare, dilatare; Su.-O. rym-a,
id. ; evidently from rum, locus, or perhaps immediately
from nrm, spatiosus.

3. To place, to put in a particular situation.

"We have gevin—our commissioun to—dimit and
lemonee the sovernement,—in favouris of our said

sone to that effect, that he may be inangurat, placit

and rourmit thairin, and the crowne royalldcliverit to

him," 4c Instr. of Resignation, 1567. Keith's Hist.,

p. 432.

Germ, ruum-en, res ordine disponere, tuis singulas

lock cottoeando ; Wachter.

Rowmlt, adv. Largely, liberally.

A tendrare hart mvcht na man have

;

Til lordis rowmly do landis gave

;

His swnnys he mad rych and mychty.
Wyntown, ix. 10. 46.

In this adv. we have a vestige of a metaph. sense, in

which the adj. has.probably been used. A.-S. rum not
only signifies largus, amplus, but faustus. In Belg.,

however, we have a phrase more nearly allied; Een
ruyme bears, a well-stuffed purse ; also, a liberal hand.
The term is used like Lat. largus, which not only
signifies large, spacious, but liberal, open-handed.

To ROWME, Roume, v. n. To roam, to

wander.

He went diners thingis to se,

Rerunning about the large tempill schene.
Doug. Virgil, 27, 11.

This is from the same origin with £. room, as
Skinner has observed with respect to roam ; because
he who wanders in succession occupies much ground,
and still seeks a new place.

A.-3. rum-an, Belg. ruym-en, Germ, raum-en, Sa.-G.
IsL rym-a, remover©, diffugere. IsL rum, foras,
VereL Ind. Mod. Sax. id. Alem. rumo, procul,
rumor ; tongius, Ihre in vo.

To ROWAfIL, Rummil, v. a. To clear out

;

as, u to rowmil a tobacco-pipe," to clear it

when it is stopped up ;
u to roicmilthe fire,"

to clear it by poking out the ashes, Lanarks.
Teat, rommel-en, turbare.

ToROWMYSS,t>.n. To bellow. V.Rini-
MYSS.

[ROWN, Rownde, adj. Round; also,

coarse as opposed to fine ; as, rownde braide

claytk, Accts. L. H. Treasurer, i. 139,
Dickson. V. Roun.]

[ROWN, $. A whisper, a secret, a story.

V. Roun.]

[To Rown, v. a. To whisper ; also, to repeat
and re-repeat. V. Roun, v.]

[ROWNAN*, ROWNAND, ROWNTNO, ROWN-
nyng, $. Whispering, Barbour, xii. 368.]

[ROWNDE, adj. Round, course. V.Roun,
Rown.]

ROWSAN, part. adj. Vehement; as, "a
rowsan fire," one that burns fiercely, S.O.
V. Rousino.

ROWSTIT, part. adj. This seems to be
used in the same sense with Reistit, q. v.

44 Rowstit fische, quhilk war not sufficient merchand
goidis." Aberd. Keg., Cent. 16.

To ROWT, Rout, v. n. Apparently, to

range ; S.B. Royt.

"And at na man duellande within burghe be
fondyn in manrent, nor ride nor rowt in feir of weir
with na man bot with the king or his officiaris," &c,
Pari. Ja. II., A. 1457, Acts Ed. 1814, p. 60. Hyde in

rout, Ed. 1566. Rovt, ibid. p. 226, c. 13.

So.-G. rut-a, vagari, discurrcre ; Teut. ruyten ende
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rooeeii, praedari, grassari, vastare ; L.B. ruta, prae-

donum cohora, whence Rutarii, praedones, milites. V.

Rorr, «.

[To ROWT, v. a. To beat, strike. V.
Rout.]

[Rowt, #. A severe blow, Barbour, vii. 626.

V. Rout, *.]

To ROWT, v. n. 1. To snore. Junius gives

route as an E. word, although not mentioned

by Johnson.
The King slepyt hot a litill than,

Quhen sic slap fell on hi* man,
That he invent nocht hald wp his ey,

Bot fell in slep. and rowtyt hey.

Barbour, vii. 192, Ma

[2. To break wind behind, Clydes.

3. To bellow. V. Rout.]
A.-8. krut-an, IsL kriot-a, id.

[Rowt,*. A loud noise, a bellow. V.Rout.]

[Rowtin, adj. Bellowing, noisy, S.]

[ROWT, 9. A company, band, troop, Bar-

bour, iv. 190.]

ROWY,*. King.
Precelland Prince ! harand prerogatyve

As rowy royall in this regioun to ring ;

I the beseik aganis thy lust to stryve

And loofe thy God aboif all maner of thing.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 148.

V.Rot.

ROY, #. King.
Than Ednnarde self was callit a Roy fall ryk.

Wallace, L 120, MS.

It was used so late as the seventeenth century.

"The Bishop in his owne citie, and among his

vassals, will thinke himselfe a pettie Roy ; who dare

deny to lend, to give, to serve them with whatsoever

they have V9 Course of Conformitie, p. 47.

Ft. roi, Gael, re, id. In Gl. Compl. it is said that

the latter seems to be of Fr. origin. But this idea is

unnatural. The Fr. term is in fact of Celt, origin.

C. B. rAtty, rhi. Corn. ruu, Arm. rtte, roue, Ir. rtyh.

Lai. rex is probably from the Celt, stock.

Royalty, #. A territory immediately under

the jurisdiction of the king, S. V. Kialte.

Royat, #. Royalty.

—Qnha mair surely into royat rang.

Nor the greit Concjuerour his freiiulis araang ?

Yit wes he poysonit, as sum dois exnres.

Dauidsone*s Commendatioune of Vprichtnes, st 5.

To ROY, v. n. To rave.
*

Rebald, renounce thy ryming, thou but royis;
Thy trechour tung has lane a Heland stryml

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 50.

Apparently from the same root with Teut. rev-en,

Fr. reo-er, id. We say rove for rave. C. B. rheydh,
mirth.

[ROYD, adj. Rude, severe. V. Rom.]

[Roydly, adv. Fiercely, severely, Barbour,
xi. 599.]

ROYET, Royat, Royit, adj. 1. Wild,
irregular, unmanageable.

To rede I begane,
The royettsi ane ragment with mony ratt rime.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 239, a. 63.

2. In a moral sense, dissipated, S. like £. wild.

Ye royit louns, just do as he'd do ;

For mony braw green shaw an' meadow,
He's left to cheer his dowy widow.

FergussoWs Poems, L 84.

" Royet lads may make sober men ;" Ferguson's S.

Prov. p., 28.

3. Romping, that cannot be restrained from

sport, S.

"From the same signification [Fr. deroyer], is the

Scots word royet, or royit, signifying romping."
Ramsay's Poems, i. 239, N.

[4. Applied to wind and weather, variable and

stormy, Banffs.]

According to Sibb. ,
•• q. de-royed, from Fr. des-royer,

or des~arroyer, perturbare." But by the supposed
change, the word would have a signification quite con-

trary. If not allied to Roy, used as a v. q. v., I would
refer to Fr. route, fierce, ungovernable. Une course

roid, the course, taken by an unmanageable horse.

Lysandre et Caliste, p. 158.

(To Royet, Royit, v. n. To romp, Banffs.]

Royetness, *. Romping, S.

[Royatouslie, adv. Riotously, wildly, romp-
ing, Lyndsay, Ans. to Kingis Flyting, 1.

48.]

[Royatino, Royetino, part. pr. Feasting

well, Gall. Encyc.]

ROYL-FITTIT, adj. Having the feet

turned outward, Lanarks.

If this be not allied to Su.-G. ryU-ct, in gyrum a-

gere, it may perhaps be traced to wrid-a, q. wrhll-a,

to writhe.

ROYNE, 8. The scab, mange ; Chaucer,

—

roigne, id. rougnous, scabby.

Concerning the brawls of dogs it is said :

Thay ar luving to men,
Bot nocht to them self than ;

For wo is him that hes royne.

Colkelbie Soto, F. i. v. 145.

Fr. roigne, romjne, "scurf, scabbinesse, the mange ;"

Cotgr.

ROYSTER, s. 1. A vagabond, a freebooter,

a plunderer.

"Somerled—gathered a great band of Roysters
together, and arriving at the frith or bay of the river

Clyde, there made a descent on the left side of it"
Buchanan's Hist. Scot., i. p. 311.

It is used for facinorosos. Lib. vii. 43. It occurs
also in O. E.

" He spared not his spurres, nor fauoured his horse
flesh : rode lyke a Romter, and doubted no daunger."
Saker's Narbonus, ii. Fol. 63, a.

Elsewhere the writer uses it rather in the sense of
spendthrift.

••The spending of my lyuinge, hath proouved me
a lewde loyterer, and the losing of my lands a right
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Abbey lubber :—now shall my owne rod bee the re-

medy for snob a rouster : and my owne staffe my stale

lor ao foolish a harbinger." Ibid, i. FoL 32, b.

Junius renders roister, grassator, a robber; refer-

ring to IsL. krUter, concussor, a term which occurs
in the Death-song of Regncr Lodbrog, st. 15. He also

refers to hraustur, robustus, validus, fortis.

This term, at first view, might seem allied to 8u.-G.
rost-a, to prepare; in a secondary sense, to prepare
for war, IsL rosta, combat, warfare ; especially as

O.Fr. rusUric, rmstrerie, rustrie, signify pillage ; rustre,

a ruffian.

But, according to Bullet, L. B. Rustarii is the same
with Rmtarii, Rotarii, the designation given to a set of

rascals, who committed great devastation in France, in

the eleventh century. They embodied themselves in

troops, tike the regular militia, and in this way pil-

laged the different provinces of the kingdom. In O. Fr.

they were called Jtoutiers.

The name was afterwards transferred to the stipen-

diary forces, employed by the kings of England. They
were raised abroad, and generally in Germany. Such
were those, whom King John brought against Berwick,
where they were chargeable with great cruelty.

Anno 1218k 18 Cal. Febr., cepit Johannes Rex An-
gtiae villain A caatellum de Berwic, ubi cum Rutariis

suis feroci supramodum & inhumana usua est tyrannide.

In reditu antem suo Rutarii seu Ministri Diaboli Ab-
batiam de Coldeingam expoliaverunt. Chron. Mailros.

Rer. AngL Script., i. 190.

Bullet derives the term from Ir. ruathar, pillage ;

Du Cange, p. 1544, with greater probability, from-L. B.

rupturarims, a peasant, formed from rumnere, q. one
who breaks up the ground, as these depredators chiefly

consisted of peasants. Rutarii he views as originating

from the Fr. pronunciation, in Routiers. It confirms
this etymon, that Matth. Paris, and other writers of

that am, use Ruptarii in this sense.

Both Spelman and he derive rout, as denoting a tu-

multuous crowd, from L.B rupta, Ruptariorum cohors.

It seems doubtful, however, whether the insertion

ofp in this word proves it to be from rumpere ; as this

insertion was very common with writers in the dark
ages, as eondempno for condemno, alumpnus for alum'
*««, Ac. Perhaps ruptarii, rutarii, may rather be from
the same origin with Ryot, v., q. v. or Teut. ruyter,

miles, which seems properly to denote a soldier of

cavalry. Germ, rtuter, fitter, Dan. ryttere, a rider, a
- trooper ; rutterie, cavalry, troopers.

8ir. W. Scott prefers the last etymon. For he says,

in a note on this article ; " The German Cavalry of

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were called

Reiters, in old Fr. Reistres, which signifies simply
Riders. Their infantry were the Lanzknechts (Lam-
quenets in Fr.) Le., spearmen."

2. The term is also applied to a dog, apparently

of the bull-dog species.

8oms dogs bark best after they byte

;

Borne snatch the heels and tails about,
And so get all their haras dune out
A weU-train'd Royster fast will close

His jawes upon a mad bull's nose.

Cleland's Poems, p. 112.

To ROYT, v. n. 1. To go from place to place

without any proper business, to go about

idlv, S. B. A beast, that runs through the

fields, instead of keeping to its pasture, is

said to royt.

[2. To be troublesome, to cause trouble, con-

fusion, and noise ; to stir up anger or strife,

Clydes.]

Su.-G. rvt-a, discurrere, vagari.

This is also O.E. "Roytyn or roykyn [reykyn t]

gone ydvl aboote. Vaco. Discurro.

—

Reyke or Royte
ydil walkings aboute. Discursus." Prompt. Parv.

I strongly suspect that our Royt, and E. rut are
radically allied. For royt, as applied to females, con-
veys the idea of that sort of gadding which is the
effect of wantonness. To gany roytiny about, seems
nearly the same with E. To go a rutting. Dan. ruter,

bacchari, Is!, hryt-a, cum impetu feror aliquo, and
hriot-a, subsultare, have been mentioned by Junius
and Lye, as cognate terms. IsL rotlt-a, divagari.

[Royt, Royter, *. One who goes about
causing noise and strife, Clydes.J

Thy ragged roundels, raveand Royt,
Some short, some lang, some out of lyne, &c.

Polwart, Watson's Coll., iii. 2.

Roytous, Royatous, adj. Riotous.

"It is knawin nocht to be the kirkrentis, nor roy-
tous lvfe thairby, that moveis me to profes my name in
this debait and tentatioun, sen of the kirkrentis I had
nevir my leving, quhilk now I micht haif abundantlie,
gif I preferrit my nelly to guid conscience." N. Win-
yet's Fourscoir Thre Questionis, Keith's Hist. App.,
p. 224. 0. Fr. ruyot-er, quereller, disputer.

[Roytousue, Royatouslie, adv. Riotously,

Lyndsay.]

ROZERED, part . adj. Apparently, resem-
bling a rose.

Sweet are your looks, and of guecd nature fu',

He'll est i»ae blind that chances to get you.
Your bony rozered cheeks, an' blinking eyn.
Minds me open a face I've sometimes seen.

Ross's Helenore, First Ed. p. 71.

Fr. rosier, a rose-tree; if not corr. from rosette,
" vermillion, cheek-varnish ;

n
Cotgr.

ROZET, s. Rosin. V. Roset.

To Rozet, v. a. To prepare with rosin, S.

Come, fiddlers, gie yir strings a twang,
An' roset weel the bow.

Tarras'a Poems, p. 97.

[RozET-ENDandRozETTY. V.underRosET.]

To RUB, v. a. To rob, the common pro-

nunciation in S.
" He says, that—a king's messenger had been stopit

and rubbit on the highway, &c. Rob Hoy, it 14.

[Rubber, #. A robber, S.]

Rubbery, *. Robbery, S.

•'They are sair mistrysted yonder in their Parlia-

ment House about this rubbery,'* Ibid., p. 12.

[RUBAN, #. A ribbon ; pi. rubanis, Accts.

L. H. Treasurer, i. 21, Dickson. Fr.ruban.']

RUBBLE, 8. The coarsest kind of masonry,

S. ; pron. q. rooble.

" A* is whumbled in the tinn beneath. I couldna
hae credited that sic stane and lime, the best of ash-

ler and rubble, could hae slipped awa like a feal dike."

Tournay, p. 459.

In E. rubble-stones are said to "owe their name
to their being rubbed and worn by the water, at the

latter end of the deluge, departing in hurry and with
great precipitation." H'oodwanL The term rubble
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itself is used as denoting rubbish. Huloet renders

"Bubble, or little stones, by Lat. caementa. In S.

however, the term is used to denote rough stones,

of any description, such as are commonly employed

in building, without being polished, but merely as

hewn by the hammer.

RUBBOURIS, s. pi. [Oaken casks, kids, or

tubs.]

"That William Reoch, kc sail—pay to Johne the

Ross of Montgrenane knycht, five li. for a pan of

coppir, & x metritis for certane panyell crelis & rnbbourU,

qnnilkis gudia wer spulyeit & takin be the saidis persons

out of the place of Montgrenain," Ac. Act. Dom.
Cone, A. 1492, p. 280. V. Roubbourih.

Dan. rubbe, a basket ; rubbe af/iyen, a basket of figs.

L.B. rub-us, a measure of grain in Italy ; viewed by
Du Cange as synon. with Fr. eaqtte, a cag, a barrel.

RUBEN, $. A ribbon ; Fr. k]

.

"item, ane certane of rubenU and sewing silk."

Inventories, A. 1516, p. 126.

RUBIATURE, Rubeator, Rubiatour, *.

1. Expl. "ragamuffin."

For laik of rowme that ruhiature

Bespewit up the moderator.

Legend Bp. SL Androu, Poewu Sixteenth Cent., p. 314.

2. A bully ; as, u He comes out on me roaring

like a rubiator" Roxb. It is also expl. as

denoting " a swearing worthless fellow."

This is probably the sense in which it occurs in

Dauidson's Discurs of the Etta'Ui* on the Deith of Mr.
Knox, st. 4.

Thow wil mis ane Moderatour,
Quhais presence mufit greit and small,

And terrifeit baith theif and tratour,

With all vnrewlie Rubiatour.

L.B. robator and rubator are both used for a robber.

This seems the same with Rabiator, a. v.

Properly robber; from L.B. robator, rubator,

ItaL rubatort, latro ; L. R ro6-are, Ital. rub-are,

furari, praedari ; Du Cange.

RUBYBALLAT. V. Ballat.

To RUCK, v. n. To belch.

Sche riftit, ruekit, and maid sic stendis,

Sche yeild, and that at baith the endis.

Lindsay, &P.R.,\L 87.

Teut. roeck-en, Lat ruct-are.

• RUCK, s. 1. A rick of corn or hay, S. B.
—I have milk-cattle enow,
And routh of good rucks in my yard.

Uerit ColL, ii. 63.

Rok-a $amant segetes in cumnlos componere ; Vcrcl.
Ind. ; hrug-a, hru&i, cumulare, Haldorson.

2. A small stack of any kind.
M That they nor nane of thame, found, build, or keip

anv stakis, or rukke$ of heather, broome, quhinnes, or
vther fewall, within anye of the closses, vennalis, or
wast places of the said burgh, nor within thair houssis."
Acts Ja. VI., 1621, Ed. 1814, p. 628.

Isl. hrauk, Su.-G, roeh, (proa, ruk), Isl. hruga,
cumulus.

(To Ruck, v. a. and n. 1. To build a stack,

or in the form of a stack ; also generally, to

stack, Banffs., Clydes.

2. To bulk in stack, to swell out, ibid.]

[Rucklk, 8. A heap, a pile, a confused mass

;

as, " He's jist a ruckle o
9
auld banes noo,"

Clydes.]

[RUCKLE, if. A wrinkle, Shell.]

[Ruckle, adj. Rough, uneven, wrinkled,

ibid.]

[To Ruckle, v. a. and n. To wrinkle, crease,

ibid.]

[Ruckled, adj. Wrinkled, creased, ibid.]

[Ruckly, adj. Much woru, delapidated,

rickly, unsteady, ibid.]

RUCKLE, 8. A noise in the throat seeming

to indicate suffocation, Loth. V. Dede-
KUCKLE.
To the etymon there given, it may be added, that

C.B. rhwehial signifies •* grunting, such as a hog makes
when he mixes a shrill squeaking with it ;" rhwchial-a,

to grunt ; from rhwch, a grunt ; Owen.

RUCK-RILLING. V. Rewelyxys.

RUCTION, 8. A quarrel ; to raise a ruction,

to be the cause of a quarrel, S.B.

IsL rusk, strepitus, turbatio ; rusk*a, conturbare.

RUD, adj. Red.
The hostellar sou, spon a hasty wyss
Hynt fvr in hand, and till a gret nous yeid,

Quhar Ingli&men was in full mekill dreid ;

For thai wyst nocht quhill that the rud low raiss ;

As wood bestis aoiang the fyr thar gays.
Wallace, ix. 1448, M&

A.-S. rude, read, Su.-G. roed, (rud), Alem, ruod, Isl.

raud-ur, Belg. rood.

Rude, 8. 1. Redness, blushing.

Lauinia the maide, wyth sore tens smert,
Hyr moderis wourdis felt depe in hir hert,

So that the rude did hir vissage glow.
Doug. Virgil, 408, 16.

2. Not the complexion in general, as some
expl. it ; but those parts of the face, which
in youth and health, have a ruddy colour,

as distinguished from the hjrey or those of

which whiteness is the characteristic, S. B.
"The red taint of the complexion," Shirr.

Gl.
As ony rose hir rude was reid,

Her lyre wes lyk the lillie.

Chr. Kirk, st. 3.

Rudde, id. is used by Chaucer.
His rudde is like scarlet in graine.

Sir Topas, ver. 13.

A.-S. rudu, rubor. According to Lye, it also sig-

nifies, vtiltus. Isl. rode, Su.-G. rodna, Germ, rote,

redness.

[RUD, Rude, s. 1. A rood, a superficial

measure, Accts. L. II. Treasurer, i. 246,
302.

2. The Rood or Cross, ibid. i. 112.

A.-S. r6d, a rod, wand, gallows ; Du. roede, a rod,
perch.]
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[To RtJD, v. n. To rave in speaking, Shetl.

IsL raeda, to speak. V. Ruddy.]

RUDAS, adj. 1. " Bold, masculine," Gl.

"Bat what can ail them to bury the auld carline (a
rmdae wife the was) by the night time?" Antiquary,
ii 283.

2. It seems used as equivalent to stubborn, or

toE. rude.

" 'What !
* said the king,—'he is the eon then o'

that ruda* anld carle, Robert Logan, whae harboured
the villain Bothwell in his nest o' treason on the sea
rook, and refused to rie him up to our council

! ' " St.

Johnstoun, iii. 56. V. Rocdes.

RUDDY, *. Redness, ruddy complexion,

Ayrs.
•• The ruddy of youth had fled his cheek, and he was

pale and of a studious countenance." R. Gilhaize, i.

136.

A.-8. rndu, rubor, ** rednesae or ruddiness*, " Somn.

RUDDIKDf, *. V. Roddikin.

RUDDOCH, Ruddock, *. The red-breast,

Clyde*.

The sun sae breem frae hint a clod,

Pour*t out the lowan day

;

The mart* liltit frae the thorn,
The ruddock down the brae.

Ballad, Rdin. Mag., Oct. 1818, p. S27.

O. E. "Roddol birde. Viridarius. Frigella*"

Prompt Parv.

O cheerie sings the ruddock gsy
Amang the leaves sae green. Old Sana.

A.-S. ruddue, used by Aelfric in the same sense

;

from rude, ruber, red ; Isl. raud, Su.-G. roed, id.

ToRUDDY, v. n. To make a loud reiterated

noise, S. B.
The wind is said to ruddy, when one means to ex-

press the loud irregular noise it makes, especially as
striking upon any object that conveys the sound, as

on a door or window. In like manner, it is said that
there is a terrible ruddying at the door, when a person
raps with violence and reiterated strokes, as if he
meant to break it open.
Ruddying is nearly allied in sense to thud. There is

this difference, however, that ruddying includes the
superadded idea of repetition or continuance. Ruddy-
ing is the reiteration of thuds in uninterrupted
succession. It perhaps also denotes rather a sharper
sound than that expressed by thud, which, as vulgarly
used at least, suggests the idea of a hollow sound.
Ruddy is sometimes used as a «.

This is most probably allied to Isl. hrul, a storm,
a tempestuous wind; as thud, q. v. has a similar

origin. Isl. hrid and Su.-G. rid also denote force in

general ; hence transferred to the rage of battle ;

—

impetus; certamen. Isl. ekothrid, pugna, griol-hrid,

aaxorum jactus.

Isl ruda, hrud-ia, ductus pelagicus iterates, Haldor-
son ; from hryd-ia, expuere.

It may be worthy of notice, however, that, in the
same language, rudda signifies a club, Sw. roftda.

O. E. "Romlyont, or whirlewynde, Turbo," (Prompt
Parv.) might seem allied to our v. to Ruddy.

RUDE, 9. 1. " The red taint of the complex-

ion

;

n
Gl. Shirr. V. under Rud, adj.

[2. Redness, rucldyness, Douglas.

3. Those parts of the face which in youtli

and health have a ruddy colour, Chr. Kirk,
s.3.]

* RUDE, adj. Strong, stout ; also, rough,

coarse ; applied both to persons and things.

Ceculus discendit of Vulcanus blude,

And Umbro eik, the stalwart chiftane, rude,

That come was fra the niontanis Mercian©
The bargane stuffis, relevand in agane.

Doug. VirgU, 837, 10.

His big spere apoun him schakis he,

Quhilk seiuyt rude and square as ony tre.

Ibid., 445, 18.

[Rudlt, adv. Rudely, Barbour, ix. 750.]

RUDE, 8. The spawn of fish or frogs, Ayrs.

And thou hast cum in Merch or Febrneir,

There till ane pule and drunk the padock rude.
Kennedy, Evergreen, ii. 65.

V. Remx

RUDE,RWD, 8. The cross.

Think how the Lord for the on rude was rent
Think and thou He fra him, than art thou schent

Doug. Virgil, ProL 356, 16.

A.-S. Su.-G. rod, Germ. rode. Junius has observed
that as the Cimbr. or old IsL word roda signifies an
image, it appears that "the word rotl, in its pri-

mary signification, anciently denoted an image of

any kino, until from a special reason it was restrict-

ed to the cross of Christ, and also to the representa-

tion of this," Mr. Macpherson says, that " such
explanation is inconsistent with his own quotations,

to which hundreds of others might be added, ail ex-

pressly bearing that Christ died on the rude;" Gl.

Wynt. This argument, however, is not conclusive.

For, although used by A.-S. writers to denote the
cross on which our Saviour himself suffered, this

will not prove that the term, as first adopted by that

people, properly signified the instrument of suffering.

bat material crosses were used, and probably with an
image of Christ upon them, before the conversion of

the A. -Saxons, cannot be denied. V. Bingham's Orig.

Ecclesiast. B. viii. c 6, s. 20. This people, when they
saw the veneration paid to the cross, might naturally

apply to it a term formerly appropriated to the images
or their false gods. As little can it be doubted, that

they had innumerable words in common with the

Goths whom they had left on the continent.

Rude-day, 8. The third day of May, S. B.

i.e., what in the Kalendar is called the day
of the Invention of the Cross.

Some of the superstitions, connected with the first of

May, seem to be transferred to this day, most probably

as being so near the other. Some old women are

careful, on the eve of this day, to have their rocks and
spindles made of the Roun-tree, or Mountain ash,, to

§
reserve their work from the power of witchcraft,

'or the same reason, on the evening preceding this

day, many hang up bunches of this tree above the

doors of their cow-houses, and tie them round the tails

of their cattle with scarlet-threads.

On this day, indeed, great attention to their cows
is supposed to be necessary ; as both witches and
fairies are believed to be at work, particularly in

carrying off the milk. V. Milk the Tether. Many,
accordingly, milk a little out of each dug of a cow
on the ground. It is believed that this will make
the cow lurk or prosper during the whole summer ; and
that the reverse will be the case, if this ceremony be

neglected. I need scarcely say, that this is evidently
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ft heathenish libation, either to the old Gothic or
German deity Hertha, the Earth, or to the Fairies. A
similar superstition is mentioned, vo. Pan-kalk.

Great Yirtue is ascribed to May-dew, Some, who
hare tender children, particularly on Rude-Day, spread
out a cloth to catch the dew, and wet them in it, S.B.

On this day, as well as on Christmas, New-year, and
Handsel-Monday, a superstitious person would not
allow a bit of kindled coal to be carried out of his own
house to a neighbour's, lest it should be employed for

the purposes of witchcraft.

In Angus, the gathering of dew, on Rude-day before

dawn, has been reckoned an auspicious rite. This has
undoubtedly been transmitted from the heathen. One
of the rites employed by Medea, for renewing the youth
of iEson, was the use of "dew collected before the
dawn of day." Metomorph. lib. vii. fab. 2. V.

Sandys' Ovid, p. 133.

2. This name is also given in our old Acts
to the 14th day of September.

" And alss in consideratioun that the ordinane fair

yearlie haldin within the said burcht of Craill—was
. haldin—rpoun the fourtene day of September callit

Rudday, quhilk fair in respect of the harvest wes in

affect vnproffitable to the burgh," &c.

TJiis is the day called ttie Elevation of the CVoju,

Wormii Fast. Dan. In p. 142, it is marked as on the
14th day, in p. 116 as on the 15th. In the Breviarium
Romanum, A. 1519, it is designed Exaltalio Cruris ; in

the Prayer-Book of the Church of England, the Holy
Cross. In this sense Rwd day is used also by Wyntowu,
'*Rted day [exaltation of the holy cross]—14th Sep-
tember." Cron. ii. 524.

The 14th of September is still called Rude day in
Lanarkshire, and perhaps in some other counties, al-

though in the North of S. this term is confined to the
3d of May. From this day (in September) a calcula-

tion is made as to the state of the atmosphere. For it

is said, that if the deer lie down dry, and rise dry on
Rude-day, there will be sax owls of dry weather.
This probably refers to Rude-excyn, i.e., the wake or
vigil of Rude-dav.
In Roxb. Rude-day is the 25th September, which

corresponds with the 14th old style.

A superstitious regard to this season has also pre-
vailed in Germany. There witches are supposed to
have peculiar power in the beginning of May. Among
the Bructeri, as well as in Ireland, according to Camden,
the woman, who, on the first day of May, first applied
for fire, was believed to be a witch ; keysler, Antiq.
Septent, p. 90, 91. He also says, that the Bructeri
were wont to assemble during the calends of May, and
spend their time in dancing and feasting in the open
air and among the woods. This he ascribes to the
abuse of those public assemblies which they used to
hold at this season, when their prince or leader ap-
peared among them. But it is more probable, that the
respect paid to it was previous to these assemblies

;

that the nation, indeed, fixed on this as the time of
assembling, because it was formerly consecrated by
superstition. V. Keysler, p. 87, 88.
Although the regard attached to Rude-day must be

immediately traced to Popery, there can be no doubt
that many of the superstitions, observed at this time,
may be traced to earlier times. There is a considerable
resemblance between some of these ami those observed
by the heathen Romans. At this time, they celebrated
their Floralia, a feast in honour of Flora. Lactantius,
(Inst Lib. i. c. 20)aud Minucius Felix, (Octav., p. 233)
assert that she was a common prostitute, who engaged
to leave a great legacy to the city of Rome, if a feast
should be observed in commemoration of her ; and that
the Senate, thinking that this would be disgraceful,

VOL. IV.

pretended that the feast was in honour of the goddess
who piesided overview*.
As this is a time of great gaiety among young people,

who generally go out into the fields in parties for their

amusement, it was observed in the same manner among
the Romans.

Venerst in morem populi depascere saltus.

Ovid. Fast Lib. 5.

The greatest mirth was indulged. Persons appeared
in the most fantastic habits. Even shocking indecen-

cies were tolerated. I do not know that the Romans
had any custom exactly similar to the Maypole. But
they wore garlands of flowers, and clusters of berries,

on their heads.

Tempors subilibus cinguntur tots coronls, &c
Ovid, ibid.

A great similarity may be observed between the
superstitions observed on Rude-day, and those of

Beltane in other parts of S. V. Beltane.

[Rude-evy/n, Rud-ewyn, s. The eve of the

Rood, i.e., of the Exaltation of the Cross,

Barbour, xvii. 634.],

Rudesmess, Rudesmas, *. A name given

to a certain term in the year, Dtimfr.;

the same with Rude-day, as used in sense 2.

RUDE-GOOSE. V. Rood-goose.

[To RUDGE, v. a. To pick out stones and
gather them into heaps, Shetl. ; Dan. rode,

to search, rummage.]

To RUDJEN, v. a. To beat, Ayrs.

Perhaps corr. from Gael, rusg-am, to strike vehe-
mently ; if not originally the same with Ruddy, v.

[RUDLY, adv. Rudely. V. under Rude.]

To RUE, v. a. To pluck.

"That none rue sheep on Sunday, under the pain of
£10." Acts, Shetl. Survey, App. p. 5. V. Row, v.

•RUE. To tak the rue, to repent of a proposal

or bargain, S.
" Or maybe he may hae to*en the rue, and kens na

how to let me wot of his change of mind." Heart M.
Loth., iv. 51.

Rue-Bargaix, t. Smart-money paid for

casting a bargain, S.

"He said it would cost him* a guinea of rue-

bargain to the man who had bought his poney, before
he could get it back again." Rob Roy, ii. 306. V.
Rew, v.

RUF, adj. Rough. " Ruf sparris ;" Aberd.
Reg. V. Rouch.

To RUF, Ruff, v. a. To put in disorder,

South of S. Ruffley Eng. Ruff is used by
Spenser.

Sandy rase—his bonnet daddit

—

Begged a fciss—gat nine or ten

;

Then the hay, *ae rufed an' saddit,

Towzlet up that name might ken.
Hogg's Mountain-Hard, p. 159.

Teut. ruyven signifies to cast the feathers or hair ;

Su.-G. ruft ruptura.

K
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To RUFE, v. n. To rest, to live in quietness.

This wM fantastyk lost, but lufe,

DoU 10 yung men to madness mule,

Thai thay mar nouthir rest nor ruft,

TUlthaymiecnelf their sellis.
*

Scott, Crxm. & P., lit- 168.

V. Koir.

Ruff,*. Rest. V. Ronr.

[RUFE, Ruf, *. A roof, Lyndsay, Exper.

and Courteour, L 1384.]

[To Runs, Ruf, v. a. To roof, West of S.

;

Dan. m/, a roof.]

[RUFE, Rutf, m. A rivet ; pi. ruffis, Accts.

L. H. Treasurer, i. 253, 254, 334, Dickson.

V. Roote.]

To RUFF, v. n. 1. To beat a drum in that

particular mode which is observed when

proclamations are made, S.

Thi» seems originally to have been an oblique nee of

Germ, ruff-er, to cry ; Germ, ausgeruff-en, Sw. utrop-a.

to proclaim ; Germ, ruf-er, a crier.

This ia also written ruffle.

••His Testimony ia very short, and he got liberty to

deliver it, tho' two drums were ready on each hand to

ruffle, as MajorWhite should order them." Wodrow s

H£t,iL261. ^ ^ ,4V
••When James Robertson offered to speak upon the

seaflold, he was interrupted by the ruffling of the

drums ; and when complaining of this, Johnstoun the

Tfcwn Major beat him with his cane, at the foot otg*
ladder, in a most barbarous manner." Ibid., p. 266.

2. To give a plaudit, by making a noise with

the feet, S.

Rujt, Ruffe, *. 1. The roll of the drum, S.

2. Beating with the feet, as expressive of ap-

plause, o.

—Baith appear that night at play ;

And got a ruf free a* the house,

That made the billies unco crouse.

H. Galloway*e Poems, p 23.

3. Fame ; celebrity, q. state of applause.

••Sir James being thus rebuked, what could he do

against a king, a monarch, a victorious and triumphant

king? to whom all had yielded, with whom aU went

right well, in his ruffe, in his highest pitch, in his gran^

dew, compassed aboutwith his guards, with hisarmies.

Hume's Hist. Doug., p. 21.

[Ruffing, Ruffin, *. Applause by stamp-

ing the feet, S.]

RUFFIE, *. A ruffian, a low worthless

fellow, Ang.; [pi. ruffeis, Lyndsay.]

Quhairfoir but reuth thay ruffeis did them ryue.

Rigorously without compassioun.^ ' Lyndsay s Warkis, 1592, p. 233.

And him, that gaits ane personage,

Thinks it a present for a page

;

And on no wayis content is be,

My Lord quhil that he callet be.

Bot how is he content, or nocht,

Deme ye about into your thocht,

The lent sons of Erie, or Lord,

Upon this ruffle to remord.

That with all castings hes him bred,

Hta eranda for to ryn and red?
Dunbar, MaUland Poems, p. 110.

The origin seems Su.-G. rof-wa, to rob.

Ruffill, 8. Loss, injury.

I wsld have ridden him to Rome, with ane raip in his

War nocnt ruffiU ofmy renoun, and rumour of pepilL

Dunbar, Uaittand Poems, p. 67.

Mr. Pinkerton derives it from Ial. riufa, to rob. V.

Note, p. 393. But it seems rather allied to Teut.

ruyffel-en, terere, renew ; q. the tear and wear of one a

reputation.

RUFFY, s. 1. A wick clogged with tallow,

instead of being dipped, Tweed. Galloway.

•• When the goodman of the house made family wor-

ship, they lighted a ruffy, to enable him to read the

psalm, and the portion of scripture, before he prayed.

t>. Tongland, Kirkcud. Statist. Ace., ix. 328.

Sw. roeAius, a rush light, from roe, juncus.

In Prompt. Parv. we find mention made ox a

"Ruffe candell," expl. by •• Hirsepa ; Fimale."

2. The blaze or torch used in fishing by night

with the Lister, Ettr. For., Upp. Clydes.

RUFLYT, pret. v. [An errat. for Ruschyt,

repulsed. V. Rusche.]
Bot thai with in mystir had,

Sa gret defence, and worthy mad,
That thai full oft thair fay is rujlyt,

For thai nakyn perall refusyt.

Barbour, iv. 145, Ma
In Edit. 1620, rushed.

To RUG, v. a. 1. To pull hastily or roughly, S.

O'er he lap, and he ca'd her limmer,

AndtugntendrMflr^hercockeraonie.
Jamiesoris Popular Ball, I 803.

2. To tear, as a ravenous fowl with its beak, S.

Ane hidduous gripe with bustnous bowland beik,

His mawe imroortall doith pik and oner reik—

And .pari, not to rug, rut. and gnawe.^^ ^
Chaucer uses rogge, as signifying to thake. Roggyn

or Mevyn, Agito, Prompt Parv. ap. Tyrwiutt.

[3. To gnaw, to keep on gnawing, as, uTo

hae hunger niggin at the verra heart,"

West of S.]

4. To spoil, to plunder.

—"Or your forbears—to have bene ignorantia of

God and ydolatouris ; and yow (safing your dew hon-

ouris we speike) quhA rttgis, as ye may, fra God andall

codlv use. to your awin ketchingis, to be the trew

SSwipuliTof Christer
1 N.Winyefa First Tractat,

Keith's Hist. App. 207. Snatches, Margin.

Hence the phrase,

To Ruo and Rive. To carry off by mere vio-

lence, implying the idea of a contention for

possession, S.

•Never mind, Baiilie,' said Ensign Maccombich

•for the gude auld times of ruggina and rivmg,

(pulling and tearing) are come back again, and

gneckua Mac-Snackus, and all the rest of your

friends, maun give place to the longest claymore.

Waverley, ii 2OT.
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Ruo, «. 1. A rough or hasty pull, S.

2. A haul, a chance. When one purchases

any thing under its common price, it is

amid that be has got a rug of it, o.

Tfeis is evidently from the idea of one's snatching at

any objact^ or seiainff it with some degree of violence.

He greedily lays hold of the opportunity of an advan-
tageous bargain.

Ruggaib, Rugger, #. A depredator, one

who seizes the property of others by force.

"At the north end of Raasay, be half myle of

M frae it, laves ane ile callit Konay, mair then a
nyk in lengthe, full of wood and heddir, with ane
bavin for heuand galeys in the middis of it ; and the

same banein in guyed [good] for fostering of thieves,

ruggair$ and reivairs, till a nail, upon the peilling

and analysing of poure pepill." Monroe's lies, p. 28.

[Ruggin, Rugging, * 1. A pulling, the

act of pulling hastily or roughly, S.

2. Gnawing, the act of gnawing; generally

applied to hunger, West of S.]

Ruoom an9 Rivin, Rugging and Riving.
1. Equivalent to tearing and scrambling,

pulling and hauling, in a quarrel or con-

teat, S.

•'This is the time that the people of God should be
at holding and drawing, rugging and riving ere the
enemies ox our Lord possess his crown, and bruik it

with peace." Cloud of Witnesses, Test. J. M'Colm.

2. It often conveys the idea of the rapacity

shewn in seizing and carrying off the pro-

perty of others, S.
MA weel, ye see,—this was a job in the auld times

ov rugging ana riving through the hail country, when
it was ilka ane for himsel—when nae man wanted pro-

ty if be had strength to take it, or had it langer
n be bad power to keep it." Antiquary, ii. 240.
* Bugging and Hiving, tearing and pulling;" Gl.

Antaq.

Rugging at the Heart. A phrase used in

the Highlands, and explained of hunger.
" Having been dying at home these two years with

the rugging at the heart, I advised him to get the
Doctor to her."—*• The craving or rugging at the heart,

ie., hunger, is a disease but too frequent among the
Highlanders." K. Saxon and Gael, i. 153.

Tent, ruck-en, trahere, vellere, evellere, rapere

;

Sn.-G. ruck-a, (pron. reuck-a) trahere, raptare ; kycka
ut tatnder, dentes evellere, S. to rug out the teeth.
Dan. raa-er til rig, to pluck, to take by force. Ihre
thinks that the antiquity of the Su.-G. term appears
from Lat. runco, used to signify the tearing up of herbs

;

and that Gr. epv-cw, evellere, (Lat. ruo, ento,) is the
common fountain. Perhaps he might have immediately
deduced the v., from Isi. ry-a, eruere, vellere ; G.
Andr., p. 98.

[To Ruggle, Rugl, v. a. To shake, pull, or

tug backwards and forwards, Shetl., West
of S.]

[Ruggle, Rugl, *. A shake, pull, or tug
backwards and forwards, ibid.]

Sanl

[Ruggly, adj. 1. Causing a rugging or un-
steady pulling or tugging ; as " That's a

ruggly kaim," applied to a broken-toothed

comb, West of o.

2. Unsteady, rickety, Shetl. V. Riglt.]

[RUG, *. Small, drizzling rain, dense mist,

Orkn., ShetL V. Rouk.]

[RUGFUS, adj. Rude, Orkn.; Sw. ragg,

rugg* anything rough or shaggy, via, man-
ner.]

[RUGGIE, a. The name given to a small

cod; prob. a corr. of rock-cod, Orkn.]

[RUGLAN, Rugland, Ruglen, s. Ruther-
glen, Lyndsay, Thrie Estaitis, 1. 911.]

RUG-SAW, 9. Said to be a wide-toothed

saw, S.
" The spears were of such size that a rugg saw

was made out of each, and stiU to be seen here." Stat.

Ace, P. Roxburgh, six. 135.

Perhaps the same called a drug-taw, Inventories, p.
255.

RUH-HED, 8. A species of turf, for fuel, S.
*' Gae 'wa' and clod on a creel fu' a ruh-heds on the

ingle." Saint Patrick, ii. 319. " Turfs for fuel, which
are cut without paring off the grass, are expressively
called ruh-heds, i.e., rough-heads. n Ibid. N.

To RUIFF, v. a. To clinch, to rivet. V.
Roove. .

RUIFF-SPAR, 8. A spar for a roof;
" Ruiff sparris" Aberd. Reg.
This phraseology occurs in. our Rates, A. 1611.

44 Double roafe sparres ;—single roofe sparres;—wicker
sparres ;—fifteen roofe aparre*"

[RUIK, 8. A rook ; pi. ruifa, ruifo, Lynd-
say, Thrie Estaitis, 1. 3076.]

RUIL, a. An awkward female romp, Lan-
arks. ; pronounced like Fr. rue.

Belg. revel-en, "to rave, to talk idly, by reason
being light-headed ;" SeweL Isl. rugl-a, efratire ; tur-
bare ; rugl, ineptiae, gerrae ; confusio ; rol^a, vagari ;

Su.-G. rull-a, in gyrum sgere vel agi ; q. to be still in
a giddy and unsettled state.

[RUILLER, 8. A buoy, Shetl. ; Dan. rulle,

Sw. rullcty to roll about. V. RoiLER.]

To RUINT, Ruxt, v. n. To make a harsh
noise as in grinding. "Hear, how that

cow's ruintiri."— *« RuntirC and eatin\
w

The tenn is generally applied to the noise

mado in eating rank vegetable food, as

turnips, Berwieks. It appears to be synon. .

with Ramsh and Ransh or Runsh. V.
Reunde, Roond.
Prob. a corr. from C. B. rhindaie, to creak, to gnash

;

whence rhincyn, a grinding noise. Perhaps it is rather
from A.-S. ryn-ant rugire, pret. rynde; run, fremitus,
rugitus.
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[RUISE, Ruisse, #. Praise, fame, commen-
dation, Lyndsav, Thrie Estaitis, L 2961

;

also, a boast, West of S. ; Isl. hrosa, praise.]

[To Ruise, Ruisse, v. a. To praise, to cry
up; also, to boast, brag, West of S. V.
Roose.]

[RUIST,t. Small rain, Shetl. V. Rug.]

RtTL, *. A young horse, Shetl. V. Rool.
UL ro& signifies circomcursitatiou. But whether

this be a cognate term U doubtful

RULE-aER-THOUAI, adv. Slapdash, off

hand, without consideration, without ac-
curacy; equivalent to the phrase, "By
rule o' thoum," i.e., thumb. To do any
thing rule-o'er-thumb, is to do it without a
previous plan, without arrangement, Roxb.
This, I suspect, is a eorr. of the more common

Phrase, RmU ©' tk*m\ (pron. thoom.) V. under

RULIE,<k$. Talkative, Upp. Lanarks.
This term rather corresponds with E. brawling.
IaL rmgl-a, nagari, rugl, nugae. It seems to be the

I term winch eaters into the composition of Cam*
pnty, q. v.

RULESUM, adj. Wicked, worthless; or
horrible.
—"Thay thocht na thing mafr ruTesum than to

trubfl sa hary and religius pepill, perseverant as ap-
Perit, in continenal veneracioun of the goddis." Bel-
Isnden'sT. Lir.,p.36. Violariducerent /*</<»/ Boeth.
Perhaps from O. Fr. roiiie, mediant, hais*able, Ro-

qmefort ; or IsL kroU-r, horror, hroll-a, hryll^a, horrere,
whence hrj/UVeg-r, horrendus.

BULLION, Ruluan, s. 1. A shoe made of
rough untanned leather. V. Rewellynys
and RrvoN.

[2. A piece of thick, rough cloth, or any piece

of thick, rough dress, Sanffs.]

3. Applied metaph., to a coarse-made mascu-
line woman, Fife.

4. A rough ill-made animal, Gall. V.
Rauluon.

5. A rouch rullion, also metaph. used to de-
note a man who speaks his mind freely and
roughly, Fife.

6. A scabbit rullion, a person overrun with the
itch, Roxb. ; probably from the roughness
in the skin, produced by this loathsome
disorder.

BULLION, #. A sort of bar or pilaster in

silver work.
" Betwixt each statue arises a rullion in forme of a

dolphin*, very distinct." Inventories, p. 340.
Fr. romlons, petits barreaux roods.— Scansula.—On

nomine encore roulo**, les petites baluitrades des
bancs d'eglise. Diet. Trcv.

(To RULT, Ruylt, v. n. To roll clumsily

from side to side, Shetl. ; Dan. rulle, Sw.
rulla, to roll about.]

[Rult, #. A clumsy person with a rolling

gait, ibid.]

RUM, adj. 1. Excellent in its kind, Loth.

2. Ingenious, especially in mischief or wicked-

ness, Roxb., CJalloway ; [droll, funny, Lan-
arks.]

Rum-cove, *. Expl. " a droll fellow," Lan-'
arks.

Both these are cant E. terms. " Rum, fine, good,
valuable. Rum Cove, a dexterous or clerer rogue ;

"

Grose's Class Diet.

It is not improbable that Rum is an old word, per-

haps the same with Roume, wide, spacious, A.-S. rum,
ampins. Lye gives as one sense of this term, faustus,

happy, lucky. Rum-geo/a signifies liberal, open-hand-
ed, large-hearted ; Somn.

BUMBALLIACH feutt.l adj. 1. Stormy,

applied to the weather, Koxb.

2. Quarrelsome ; as, " a rumballlach wife,
,f
a

woman given to brawls, ibid.

This word has greatly the appearance of a Gael. one.

But I find none that have any resemblance. IsL rumba
has precisely the first sense,—which seems to be the

primary one ; procella pelagica, Haldorson. Shall we
suppose that this term has been compounded with alag,

in pi. aloeg, dirae fatales, expl. by Dan. forhekaeke,

incoantment ; q. rumbaoloeg, ** a storm at sea raised

by the weird sisters, " or " by enchantment ?* As used
in the second sense, it might thus denote one agitated

by the furies, as in IsL At vera i aloegum, funis agitari.

RUMBLEGARIE, Rummiloairie, Rumle-
GARIE, adj. Disorderly, having a forward

and confused manner, S.
Jouk and bis rumblegarie wife,

Drive on a drunken gaming life.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 57&

It is also used, Burns, iv. 235. V. Ill-deedie.

Rumblegarie, Rummiloairie, Rumle-
Garie, s. A rambling or roving person, a
sort of romp ; without including the idea

of any evil inclination or habit, South of S.

Tent, rommel-en, turbare et grassare ; robuste et

celeriter sursura deorsum, ultro citroque so movere

;

Goer, prorsus, omnin6; Kilian, q. "completely un-
settled."

RUMBLING SYVER. V. Syver.

RUMGUMPTION, Rummilgumption,
Rumble-gumption, s. What is commonly
called *' rouch sense ;" a considerable por-

tion of understanding,obscured byconfusion
of ideas, awkwardness of expression, or pre-

cipitancy of manner, S.
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"Ye rod has stayed at name, an' wantit a wife till

ye gathered mair rummelgumption." Perils of Man, i.

They need not try thy jokes to fathom,
They want rumgumplion.
Beanie's Address, Rots'* Helenort, p. 8.

Bat rare It wed he gryte presumption,
In ane wha has see sma' rutngutnption.

Skirre/s
3
Poems, p. 821.

Rumgumption is nsed S. R, rummelgumtion, else-

where.
It may have been formed from A.-S. rum, rum-

well, spatiosus, and geom-kut, curare, q., a large

share of sense. Or, as used in the latter form, the

first part of the word may be from rummil, to make
a noise, the terra being generally applied to those

who are rough and forward in their manner, and at

first view might seem destitute of understanding. It

is equivalent to the S. phrase, rottch sense. Although
gumption has the same meaning 8. and A. Bor., the

adj. rumgumtious has quite « different signification

;

"violent, bold, rash. North." GL Grose. V. Gump-
tion.
The etymon given to the word, in the form last

mentioned, is confirmed by the remark commooly made
in regard to one who is viewed as having more sound
than sense ; " He has a gude deal q' the rumble, but
little o' the gumlhn. 9

' Roxb. .
•

RUMGUNSHOCH,a#. Rocky, stony; ap-

plied to soil or a piece of ground, in which

many stones or fragments of rock appear,

Ayrs.

RuMGUNsnocn, *. A coarse unpolished per-

son, ib.

RUMLIEGUFF, *. A rattling foolish

fellow, Mearns.

From rummil, to make a noise, and guff, a fooL

To RUMMAGE, v. n. 1. To rage, to storm,

Roxb.

[2. To search through, toss about, turn over,

in a wild, angry, disorderly manner, Clydes.]

Rummage, #." 1. An obstreperous din, ibid.

[2. A wild, disorderly, angry search or turn-

over, Clydes.]

1st rumsk-a, signifies barrire, to bray as an elephant,

and rumsk, barritus. As rumba, is procella pelagica

;

rumbung-r, is e*pL caligo pelagica, cum udore
procelloso ; Haldorson. From the sense given to the
noun, it might seem allied to the E. verb, as referring

to the noise made in searching. One is not quite
satisfied with Skinner's derivation from Teut. ranm-en,
to empty. £. rummage, might be at first used in a
ludicrous sense ; from ItaL romeaggio, O. Fr. romivage,
a pilgrimage to Rome ; in order to expose the absurdi ty
ox roaming to such a distance under pretence of
religion, or for procuring relics.

RUMMELSHACKIN, adj. Raw-boned,
loose-jointed, Berwicks. ; synon. SJiachlin, q.

making a rumbling noise in motion.

To RUMMIL, Rummle, Rumle, v. n. 1. To
make a noise, to roar, E. rumble.

Ane routand burn anuydTrmrt therof rynni*.

Rumland and soundand en the craggy quhynnis.
Doug. Vtrgit, 227, 38.

[2. To move, roll, or shake, so as to produce
a low, heavy sound, S.]

Teut. rommelen, Su.-O. raml-a, ItaL rombot-are.

Or. poftp-cw, strepere. Seren. derives the Su.-O. v.

from IsL rymb-tr, murmur. Perhaps it should be
viewed as a dimin. from Su.-O. raam-a, boare. V.
Rame, v.

To Rummle, v. a. To stir about ; as, u to

rummle potatoes," when mixed with any
liquid, Clydes. Teut. rommel-tn, celeriter

movere.

[Rummle, Rumle, *. 1. A low, heavy, and
continued sound ; as, a rummle o' thunner,

S.

2. Any movement or action that causes such
a sound, S.

3. A wall, dyke, or building hurriedly put
up, or in a rickety state, Banffs., Clydes.

4. A house or room that is large and ugly,

ibid.]

[Rummilgairie, Rumleoarie, *. A ram-
bling, roving, romping person. V.Rumble-
oarie.]

Rummle-hobble, s. A commotion, con-

fusion, Perths.

Teut. rommel-en, to make a noise, and hobbel-en, a
word of a similar meaning, for increasing the sense

;

formed like Tent, kobbel-tobbel, &c.

[Rummlht, Rumlan, Rumlin, s. 1. A con-
tinued low heavy sound, S.

2. The act of making such a sound, or what-
ever causes or produces it, S.]

[Rummlin, Rumlin, adj. Causing, or pro-
ducing a low, heavy sound, S.]

[Rummle-Tiiump, s. Beat potatoes, Clydes.;
potatoes and cabbage, Angus.]

RUMMLEKIRN, 8. A gullet on rocky
ground, Gall.

•• Rummlekirns, gullets on wild rocky shores, scoop-
ed out by the hand of nature : when the tide flows in-

to them in a storm, they make an awful rttmbling
noise ; in them are the surges churned. 11

Gail. Encycl.

To RUMMYSS, Rummes, Rumes, Row-
3IYSS, v. n. To bellow, to roar as a wild
beast, S.

Lyke as sne bull dois rummestng and rare,

Quhen he eschapis hurt one the altare,

Doug. Virgil, 46,131

Of his E dolpe the flowand Uurto and atir
He wosche away all with tho salt watir,
Grissilland his teitb, and rum,nissa>ul full hie.

Ibid. 90, 47.

A Hon, caught in the toils, is described as

Roland about with hydious rounnUsing.
Henrynone, Evergreen, i. 195.
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Rummiss, #. A loud, rattling, or rumbling
noise, Clydes.

"Down cam the wearirV nrilkbouse, an' the haill
en' o' the byre neest it, wi' an aweome rummiss, ding-
an' the cheese-rack, boina, curries, an' nannies, a' to
smash." Edin. Mag., Dec 1818, p. 603. V. Rkxmis.
Rudd. views this word as probably derived from the

sound. But there seems to be no ground for the
supposition. It is undoubtedly a dcriv. from some one
of the verbs mentioned under Rome, Isl. rym-a,
rym-ia, is used in a similar sense. Skogdyrtn rymia
ecifce, naer than ha/a graesed; The beasts of the field

roar not, when they have £rass, Job, vi. 5. Wachter
mentions Fr. rarnas, *s signifying noise, although I
have not observed this word in any other dictionary.

[RUMP, 8. An ugly, raw-boned animal,
commonly applied to cows, Banffs.]

To RUMP, v. a. To deprive one of all his

money or property ; a phrase often applied
to a losing gamester ; as, " I'm quite rum-
pit," Fife ; synon. Bunk, Rook.
Perhaps in sHuaioa to an animal whose tail is cut off

very near the rump.

RUMPLE, Rumpill, 8. 1. The rump, or

rump-bone, S.
M It is a sign of a hale heart to rift at the rumple ;"

Ramsay's S. >rov., p. 44.

"Ye ride sae near the rumple, yell let nane lowp on
behind you ;" Ibid., p. 84.

Some shint a ends;
Stan* snugly, shaded free the
An' rub their yeuky rumples

i burning day

;

npUs on the tart
Davidson'9 Seasons, p. 81.

2. The tail, S.

"Otheris alliegis thay dang hym [St. Austins] with
skait rumpUlis. Kochtheles this derisioun succedit to
thair gret displesoure. For God tuke on thaym sic

vengeance, that thay and thair posterite had lang talis

mony yens eftir." BeUend. Cron., B. ix. c 17.

Perhaps a late learned, but whimsical writer, did
not know that he had the authority of one of our own
historians on his side.

Rumple-Bane, *• The rump-bone, S.

But he has gotten an auld wife,

And she's come hirplin heme

;

And she's fa'n o'er the buffet-stool,

And brake her rumpU-bane.
BenT* Coll, it 229.

Bpmple-Fyke, 8. A designation for the
itch, when it has got a firm seat, Galloway.

Sue Cumberlaw an' Helen Don
In lumping o'er a dyke, man.

Fell, DeUy-naogkt, on Doctor John
Wha euVdthe rumple~/vlket man.

jjamdson's Seasons, p. 91.

From rumple and fyke, q. v. ; because a person, who
is very bad with this disorder, like a farsy horse, rubs
his back against a tree or wall for the purpose of
removing the itchiness.

RUMPTION, m. A noisy bustle within

doors, driving every thing into a state of
confusion; as, "to kick up a rumptionf
Roxb.

Apparently formed from Lat. rump-ere ; as giving
Hie idea of every thing being broken to pieces.

RUMPUS, 5. A disturbance, a tumult,
Roxb. ; corn perhaps from Fr. rompue, a
rout, a discomfiture.

[To Rumpus, v. n. To quarrel, to cause a
disturbance, to behave disorderly, Clydes.,

Banffs.]

RUN, parL pa. Having one's stock of any
thing exhausted, with the prep, of added

;

as, "Tin run o
f
snuff," my snuff is done,

S. B., run short of.

To RUNCH, v. n. To grind with the teeth,

to craunch, Upp. Lanarks.

Runch, s. The act of grinding any harsh
edible substance, ibid.

Fr. rong-er, to gnaw; to chew, to champ; O. Fr.
rung-ier, corroder, manger ; Roquefort.

RUNCH, #. An iron instrument for wrench-
ing or twisting nuts on screw-bolts, Roxb.

;

evidently corr. from E. to vfrench$ or Teut.
r^(r£-e< torquere.

RUNCHES, *. pi Wild mustard; a term
applied both to Sinapis Arvensis, and
Raphanus Raphanistrum, S. thelites, synon.

ikellachs, Loth.
"The ground, if it is much dunged, runs excessively

to runches, skellochs, ftc., and is full of quickens and
couch grass." Maxwell's ScL Trans., p. 80.

** Bunches nnd Runehballs; carlock, [i.e., charlock,]

when it is dry and withered ; " A. Bor. Ray's Coll.,

p. 59. V. Skelloch.
Some define Bunches aa a larger and whiter flower

than Skellochs, Loth.

On mites and runches in the field,

With nolt. thou nourish'd was a year

;

WhUl that thou past baith poor and peild.

Into Argyle some lair to leir.

Polwart, Watson's Coll., iii. 8.

RUNCHIE, adj. Raw-boned; as, "a run-

chie queyn," a strong, raw-boned woman

;

Fife.
Supposed to be borrowed from the coarse appear-

ance of the largest kind of wild mustard seed, called

runches.

To RUND, v. n. V. Rooxd.

RUND, Roon, s. 1. A border.
•• Bunds of cloath ilk three thousand ells "—duty

fixed in bullion at "one ounce.!* Acts Cha. II., Ed.
1814, VII., 233.

2. The border of a web, the selvage of broad

cloth, S. Boon, expl. "a shred, a remnant/'

Shirr. Gl., is the same word.

In thae auld times, they thonght the moon,
Just like a sark, or pair o' ihoon.

Wore by degrees, tin her last roon
Gaed past their viewing.

Burns, lit. 254.

A.-S. Su.-G. Teut. rand, Isl. rond, raund, margo,
extremitas. The primary sense of the Su.-G. and Isl.

words is, linea, which Ihre derives from rod, id. with
the insertion of a.
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To RUNDGE, v. n. "To range and gather,"

QL Evergreen.
Qnha kelp ay, and help ay

Up to themselves grit store,

By rundaing and sponging
The leil laborious pure,

Futon, Evergreen, L 219. it 12.

It seems doubtful if this word be not misapplied.

For it may rather signify to gnaw, to consume, being

apparently the same with rounge. V. Ronoed.

RUNG, 8. 1. Any long piece of wood ; but

most commonly a coarse heavy staff, S. s

With bougsrs of barnis thay beft blew cappis,

Qahill thay of berais niaid-briggis

;

The reird rais rodelie with the rsppis,

Qahen rungs wet laid on riggts.y •»
C»r. JTirit, st li.

Here the word evidently signifies any rough poles,

or pretty gross pieces of wood, as the cross spars of

barns, called bougars. Perhaps it has the same mean-

ing in the following passage :

—

The calves and kv met in the lone,

The man ran with ane rung to red,
- Bannat9me Poems, p. 217, st 8.

•• Til take a rung, and riale your rigging with it
;

"

8. Prov. KeUy, p. 996.

8air sair he pegVd, and feught against the storm,-

But aft forfaugben turn'd tail to the blast,

lissn'd him apo* his rung, and tuke his breath.

The Ghaut, p. 2.

" As the law of nature admits of self-defence, so

are not the proportion or disproportion 'of arms con-

sidered in law in a strict sense, or arithmetically with

respect to the length, breadth, or sharpness of one

weapon in comparison with another; but in a larger

sense, and geometrically, as the law says, i.e., with re-

spect to the strength, fierceness, and vigour of one

man, though without any other arms than bis limbs,

or but a staff or rung, in comparison with sn assaulted

feebler man, though having a sword and deadly wea-

pon." Maclaurin*s dim. Cases, p. 29.

2. A spoke, [spar, or step ; as, the rungs of a

ladder, S.]

Teut ronghe, fulcrum sive sustentaculum duarum
currus extremitatum ; Kilian.

3. Used metaph., in relation to the influence

of poverty.

An' as for Poortith, girnin carline !—
Aft hae I borne her wickit snarlin,

An* felt her rung.

Rn. J. NieoTs Poems, 1 120.

[4. An ugly, big-boned animal or person,

Clydes., BanffsJ

Skinner observes, that those timbers of a ship, which
constitute her floors, are called rungs; perhaps q.

rings, (from their being bolted to the keels), ringed

poles. But we have the very term in Moes.-G., in the

sense still most common in S. Urugg, supposed to be

pron. hrung, virga. "And commanded them, that

they should take nothing for their journey, nibra

hrugga aina, save a staff only

;

w Mark vi. 8. Hence
Isl. raung, pi. rungor, Su.-G. rong, rang, vnraeng, Fr.

varangues, the ribs of a ship. Isl. rang is also used to

denote the perch or pole on which fowls sit while they
sleep ; which most nearly approaches to the most
ancient sense, and to that retained by us. Ilonan
sitter ei sa hogt a rang, Chron. Rhythm, ap. Ihre i i.e.,

S. "The hen sits na sa heich on the rung." Junius

strangely views E. rodde, Belg. roede, as synonyms* of

Moes.-G. hrugg, mentioning no other ; Goth. Gl. In

the GL to Landnamabok, IsL rong, oosta navis, is

derived from rang*, Dan. vrang, obbquus. But as

we find the same term in Moes.-G., this derivation

seems inadmissible.

[To Rung, v. a. To beat with a stick, or

rung, Banffs.]

[Rungan, Rungin, Runging, *. A beating

with a stick, a thrashing, ibid.]

[Rung-Cairt, s. A cart with open sides, i.e.,

made with rungs or spars of wood, ibid.,

West of S.]

Rung-wheel, *. As there are two wheels

in a corn-mill, which work into one another,

the one which has cogs drives the other,

and is called the cog-wheel, the other, from

its having spokes or rungs, is called the

rung-wheel, Roxb.

[RUNG, s. A hollow sound, Shetl.]

(To Rung, v. it. To reverberate, to give

forth a hollow sound, ibid.

Dan. runge, to resound.]

Rungand, part.pr. Raging, resounding. V.

Ring, v.

RUNGATT, adj. Errat. for Runigaitt, as

elsewhere. Fr. renegat.

" This fed sow,—his face being sweiting, and froath-

ing at the mouth like ane bair, spatt at Mr. George

Wischart, saying, Quhat answeiris thow to this run-

gatt traitour theife, quhilk we have dewlie proved be

sufficient witnes againes the ? " Pitscottie's Cron,, p.

460. Runigaitt, p. 472.

To RUNGE, v. n. "To rummage, to search

with avidity

;

n
Gall. Encycl. ; probably a

variety of Reenge.

RUNG-IN, part. pa. Worn out by fatigue;

applied to men or horses, that are so ex-

hausted by running that they cannot con-

tend for victory any longer ; Fife.

This may be viewed as an additional sense of the v.

to Rino in. V. the origin of the phrase there given.

[RUNGY, s. Field mustard, Sinapis arvensi*,

Shetl.]

[RUNT, s. A heap of stones, ibid. Norse,

rune, id.]

RUNJOIST, *. A strong beam laid along

the side of the roof of a house which was

to be covered with thatch, Aberd. Pan.

synon. Lanarks.
" Strong spars, called runioists, were laid along side

of the roof." Agr. Surv. Aberd., p. 129.

[RUNK, s. A broken, or twisted, hence

useless branch of a tree, Shetl. Dan.
ranke, a branch.]
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[BUNK, Runke, s. A fold, a plait, a crease,

West of S. Dan. rynke, a fold, rumple.]

EUNK,a#. 1. Wrinkled, Aberd.

"Bat the thing that anger'd me want ava was, to

be sae aair gnidg'd by a chanler-chafted auld runk

carton." Journal from London, p. 4.

[2. Used as a #., and applied to an old woman,

Shetl.

3. Dry, as applied to the weather: used also

as a verb, as, u It's beginning to runk" i.e.,

to dry up, ibid.]

Runkle, Runkill, s. 1. A wrinkle, S.

Alecto hir thrawin vissage did away,

And hir in sehape tranaformyt of an© trat,

Hir ferret tkorit with runkiuis and mony rat
Doug. Virgil, 221, 3&

2. A rumple, a crease, S.

"Chriat hais luffit the kirk,—to mak it to him self

ane glorious congregationn, haiffand na spot nor runkil,

nor ony siclyke thing, bot that it said be haly & with-

out repreif/ Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, FoL 17,

a. b.

This is proverbially applied, in allusion to what are

otherwise called the nicks in a cow's horn. "We mapr

ken your eild by the runkles of your horn ;
" Ramsay s

a Prov., p. 75; "spoken to old maids when they

pretend to be young -, Kelly, p. 359.

To Runkle, v. a. 1. In part pa. runiled,

runckled, wrinkled, S.

At har*st at the sheering nae younkers are jeering;

The bansters are runkled, lyart, and grey.

Hilton's 3. Song; n. 3.

Anld Bessie, in her red coat braw,

Came wi* her ain oe Nanny,
An odd-like wife, they said, that saw,

A moupin runckled granny.
Ramsay's Pom*, i. 272.

2. To crease, to crumple, S.

A.-S. wrincl-ian, Belg. wrinckel-en, Germ. runt<cU

en, Su.-G. rynck-a, rngare.

[Rukkled, adj. Wrinkled, crumpled, creas-

ed, tossed, broken, S.]

Runklt, adj. Wrinkled, shrivelled, S.

He feU a prey to runJdy eild,

An's tranipit aff afore u*.

A. Wilson's Poems, 1790, p. 204.

To RUNK, v. a. 1. To deprive one of what he

was formerly in possession of, whether by

fair or foul means ; as, in play, to take all

one's money, S.B.

2. To attack or endeavour to undermine one's

character, Ayrs.

3. To satirize, ibid.

A.-S. wrtnc, *raus, dolus ; or Tent, vronck, wronck,

injuria ; latens odium. Most probably it has originally

tteen used in a bad sense, from Isl. reiuki, crafty,

rank or, iraud; Pers. rtnc, guile.

[RUN-MILK, 8. Milk coagulated by the

heat of the weather, ShetL]

[RUNNALAN, 8. V. Runnick.]

RUNNER, 8. In cutting up of beeves, the

slice which extends across the fore-part of

the carcase under the breast, S. V. Nine-
holes.

RUNNICK, Runnalan, *. A kennel, a

drain, Shetl.

Isl. rtnna, canalis.

RUNNIE, 8. A hog, a boar, Shetl.

IsL rune, erres non castratus, Su.-G. rone, id. Ihre

derives these terms from ron, an old word signifying

pruritus, lascivia.

RUNRIG. Used both as an adj. and a 8.

1. Applied to land belonging to different

owners, S.
"A separate act passed in the same session of par-

liament, 1695, c. 23, for dividing lands belonging to

different proprietors, which lie runrig, with the ex-

ception of acres belonging to boroughs or incorpora-

tions. Lands are said to lie runrig, where the alter-

nate ridges of a field belong to different proprietors."

Erskine's Instit., B. III. T. iii. s. 59.

"Landis lyand togidder in rin-rig, and swa per-

tenand and occupyit be divers and sindrie persounis,

everie ane of thame may be compellit, at the instance

of ane uther, to concur in kerning of gude nichtbour-

heid ane with the uther, in tilling, labouring, sawing,

scheiring, pastouring, and dvkeine, and in all uther

thingis pertening to gude and thriftie nichtbourheid."

Balfour's Pract., p. 636, 537. V, Nyohtbocrheid.

2. Run-rig is also expl., " a common field, in

which the different farmers had different

ridges allotted to them in different years,

according to the nature of their crops."

P. Ayton, Berw. Statist. Ace, i. 80, N.

This mode of possession, or of farming, has been

accounted for in the following manner :—
•• This neighbourhood, on both sides of Tweed, was

formerly the warlike part of the country, and exposed

to the inroads of the English ; the lands, therefore, all

lay runrig, that when the enemies came, all the

neighbourhood, being equally concerned, might run to

oppose them." P. Smallholm, Roxb. Statist. Ace,
in. 217.

The same reason is elsewhere assigned for this mode
of farming. Ibid., i. 80, 81, v. 322, N.
The same absurd plan of fanning exists in the

Hebrides. V. Pennant's Tour, 1772, p. 201. Vari-

ous estates in S. are still possessed in this manner. In

Orkney, this mode remains both among tenants and
landholders.

"Many of the lands that belong to the same
proprietor, as well as those that are the property of

different proprietors, are blended together in what is

called runrig." Barry's Orkney, p. 352.

Notwithstanding the plausibleness of the reason

assigned for this custom, as securing common exer-

tion during a state of warfare, it would seem that

we ought to trace it to an earlier period. It is most
probably a remnant of the ancient Gothic or Ger-

man manners. We learn from Tacitus (De Moribus

Germ.) that, "among the Germans, the cultivated

lands were not considered as the property of indivi-

duals, but of the whole tribe, which they cultivated,

and sowed, and reaped, in common. " V. Barry, p. 103.

Caesar gives materially the tame account of the
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mm of the Germans. "Neqne quiequam a$n

rnodim oertum, aut fine* babet proprioe ; ted magis-

trate!, ec principal in annot tingulos gentibus, cogna-

tioaibeaque hominum, qui una coierunt, quantum, et

quo looo viium eet, agn adtribuunt, atoue anno post

Sk>traiisirecogunt.
M D« Bell. Gall. lA. vi. a 22.

Too prevalence of run-rig, in Orkney and Shetland,

even among different landholders, affords a strong pre-

sumption that it was introduced from Germany or

Scandinavia, and gradually found its way, in Scotland,

from North to South.
# .

Too name seems evidently derived from the cireuin-

atanos of these lands or ridges running parallel to each

other.

RUNSE, Runsii, s. 1. "The noise a sharp

instrument makes, piercing flesh;" Gall.

Encycl.

Fr. rone*, "hurled, or making a whurring noise
;"

Cotgr. Or from rong-er, to gnaw, as denoting the

sound made by this operation. V. Ransh, Rcnsh, v.

[2. The act of grinding any harsh edible sub-

stance. V, KUNCH.

3. The piece taken out by such an act ; as,

u He took a runsh o
9
the turmet, i.e. turnip,

West of S.]

(To Runsh, v. n. V. Runcii.]

RUNSY, 8. A common hackney horse.

Vpoo ane rude runty he ruschit out of toun,

In ane ryall array he rydi* full richt

Euin to the mountain. -
.

Rauf Coiluear, D. j. a.

Rcrnntk, id. Chaucer. Prol. v. 302.

He rode upon a round*, as he couthe.

L.B. runcin-us, equus minor, greffarius ; Du Cange.

O.Fr. roncin, ronehl, ronci, cheval <le service ; Roque-

fort. C.B. rhwnsi, a rough-coated horse, a pack-horse ;

Owen.

RUNT, 8. 1. The trunk of a tree,

Muskane trek sproutit,

Combust, barrant, unblomit, and unleifit,

Auld rottin runtis quharin na sap was leifit

Police of Honour, i 8.

2. The hardened stem or stalk of a plant, as

of colewort or cabbage. A kail-runt, the

stem of colewort, S.

••The stems, or, to give them their ordinary ap-

K
Nation, the runts, are placed somewhere above

e head of the door; and the Christian names of

the people whom chance brings into the house, are,

according to the priority of placing the runts, the

names in question.
A Burns, iii. 126, N. V. Bowkail.

3. The tail of an animal ; properly, the upper

part of it ; Galloway.

The cow was missed at the slap,

At milking time at e'en.—
•• Upo' the hill," the callant cries,

•' She ceck'd her gaucy rtint."

Davidson's Seasons, p. 60.

4. "A short person ;" Gall. Encycl.

5. An old cow, S. B.; a cow that has given

over breeding, Caithn.

This is evidently Quite different from the sense of

the word, as used in England, where it signifies an ox

VOL. IV.

or cow of a small size. It is probably from the same

origin, however ; Belg. rund, a bullock, Germ, rinde,

an ox or cow. V. Rhisd Maet.

6. An old woman, q. a withered hag. An
opprobrious name for a female, generally

one advanced in life, with the adj. auld

prefixed, S.

Prob. this is the secondary sense of the term as de-

noting an old cow. For in the north of England, a

woman is said to be runted when she is fifty yearn

old ; it being a question sometimes put to a son, •• Is

yoar mother runted yet!"
IiL hrund'iM expL mulier; but poetically, from the

name of a heathen goddess. It also signifies, Mulier

lihertina. _
The term is perhaps radically the same with Germ.

rimU, [O. H. Germ, rinta,] bark ; also, crust : a runf,

3. being but the stalk hardened into a sort of bark ?

To RUNT, v. n. To bounce, to prance, to

caper ; to rush forth, Galloway.

Forth frae the house away they runted ;

Swearing their wroth wuld ne'er be blunted,

While liv'd a clan,

That would wi* gun or braid-sword dunt it,

Wi' man to man.
Davidson's Seasons, p. 35.

Frae the hills he hameward runted. Ibid. , 39.

This term, as necessarily including the idea of im-

petuosity, is most probably from IsL runte, a boar

not gelded, (Verel.) Su.-G. ronte, runte, id. from ron,

pruritus, lascivia. Hence also ronsk, a stallion ; Germ.

ranz-en, coire. If this conjecture be weU founded.

runt may be viewed as resembling Brainge not only

in signification, but in traduction.

There may be some affinity between this term and

the well-known phrase used by Shakespear, Aroint

thee witch I (Macbeth); especially as "Runt V<"t,

witch, quoth Besse Locket to her mother, is a pro-

verbial phrase in Cheshire. V. Ray, Grose.

If, however, we suppose rynl to be an abbreviation,

and aroint to be the original pronunciation ; the term

might perhaps be viewed as a corr. of Fr. arryavant,
M on afore, away there hoe; from the Carters cry,

Arry;n Cotgr.

RUNTHEREOUT, 8. A vagabond, one

who has no fixed residence, who lives as it

were tub dio, S.; rather rinthereout.

•• The ne'er be in me, sir, if I think you're safe

atnang these Highland runthereouts." Waverley,

From the v. to run or rin, and the adv. thereout, out

of doors, in the open air. V. Tiiairowt.

RUNWULL, adj.
u A person is said to be

rujimdl, when out of the reach of the law;"

Gall. Encyc. V. Will, adj.

RURALACH, s. "A native of the rural

world;" GalL Encyc.

RURYK, adj. Rural, rustic, vulgar.

Wallace a lord he may be clcpyt weyll,

Thocht ruryk folk tharoff haff litill feill,

Na deyme na lord, bot landis be thair part.

Wallace, vii. 898, MS.

Lat rus, rur-is, the country.

To RUSCII, Ruscue; Russ, Rwyss, v. a.

1. To drive, to drive back, to put to flight,

to overthrow.
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For thai within war rycht worthy

;

And thaim dcfendyt douchtely ;

And ruschyt thair fayia ost agayne,
Sam best, sum woundyt, sum als slayne,

Barbour, iv. 98, ME
For athyr part att all thalr mycht
To ruseks thair fayis in the fycht

;

And with all mycnt on othyr daog.
Ibid., zlv. 200, Ma

Man aayii that the Ingtts thare
On hak a gret space rwyssyd wart.

Wyntoum, viit 28,144.

[2. As a *.n., to fall down, Barbour, xii. 513.]

flu.-O. ros-a, rn*t-o>, A.-S. hrto$-an> raes-an, to rush,

to fall down. Ihre views Moea.-G. drius-an aa

originally the same, only with d prefixed. Isl. Aryse,

irruptio.

Busche, Bwhys, #. Drive, violent exertion

of force; [onset, attack.]

Tnaire thai layid on dwyhs for dwyhs,
Wyth moor a rap ; and raony a rwhys
There wes delt in-to. that fekle.

Wyntovm, Tiii. 18. 202.

To RUSE, Boose, v. a. To extol, to com-
mend highly; sometimes written reese, S.

BxlUj recuse, reuzef A. Bor.

Brttand at els ilk ane sais his entent

;

Carpis of pace, and ruse it now. lat se,

Quneu that they rounder inuadis your countre.

Doug. Virgil, 879, 42.

Imouch sum be trew. I wot rycht few ar the!

;

Who findith truthe, let him his lady ruse.

Msnrysotufs Test qfCreseide Chron., 8. P., I 174.

Coma view the men thou likes to roose.

Ramsay's Works, L 123.

Ifco warld will like me if I'm rtes'd by you.
iWtf.,S47.

"Every body ruses the ford aahe finds it ;" a Prov.

Rndd. Le., commends it more or less. For here the

tens is meant to bear an ambiguous sense.

"Jhue the fair day at nightr S. Prov. "Commend
not a thing, or project, till it has its full effect ;" Kelly,

p. 282.

IU rustd is sometimes used, as in the S. Prov. ; "If
it be ill, it is as iUrusedf* Le., discommended. V.
Kelly, p. 2ia
The term, in its primary sense, has included the idea

of frrmtt^g It has still a similar application. One is

said to ruse himself; also, to ruse his gudes% when he
prefers them to those of others. This corresponds to

IaL rams a, jactabunde multa effutio ; G. Andr. Ros-a,

landare, extollere ; VereL Ind. Su.-G. ros-a, roos-a,

Dan, ros-er, ItaL ruzz-are, id. Ihre imagines that it

may be derived from ris-a, to elevate. It would be
more natural to refer to Moes.-G. razda, speech;

especially as Isl. raus, evidently allied to ruse, denotes

prodigality of words, futile talk.

RUSE, Buisse, Buss, s. 1. Boast.

I compt na thing al thocht yone fant Troianis

Bekin thar fatis that thame hidder brocht,

Al sic vane ruse I fere as thing of nocht,

In case thay proude be of (he Goddis aosueris,

And thame awant therof with felloun feris.

Doug. Virgil, 279, 1<X ,

Sum spendis on the auld vse,

Sum makis ane tume ruse.

Ibid. ProL 238, b. 8.

To mak a tume ruse, to boast where there is no
ground for it, but the reverse ; as, to boast of fulness,

when one is in poverty. This phrase is still used, Ang.

Quhat ffif Kin* David war leivand in thir dayis ?

The quhilk did found sa mony gay Abayis.—

His successours maks litill ruisse, I ges,

Of his devotioun. or of his holiness.

Lyndsay, 3. P. R., ii. 232.

Tne proprietor of the small estate of Deuchar, in

Angus, haa in his possession, till the year 1745, when
it was carried off by the Highlanders, in their search
for arms, a broad sword, transmitted from one heir to

another, with this curious inscription ;

At Bannockburn I serv'd the Bruce,
Of quhilk the Inglis had na russ.

The account has this collateral proof of authenticity,

that the family have in their possession seisins from the
time of David Bruce downwards. These I have
eouunined.

Come, fill us a cog of swats,

We 11 mak nae mair loom roose.

Maggie's Tocher, Herd's Coll, ii. 78.

2. Commendation, praise ; without the idea of

boasting being included, S.

Ros is used in this sense, 0. E.

A morn Lybeaus was boun
For to wynne renoun.
And ros wythoute les.

Lybeaus, Ritson's £.M.R.,iLS3.

Chancer, ruse, commend.

8o.-G. ros, roos, praise. Ihre observes, that it was
used by ancient writers in the sense of boasting. Isl.

hroosun, praise, Dan. roesglejjU, boasting.

Buser, *. One habituated to self-commenda-

tion.

**A great ruser was never a good rider

;

n
S. Prov.

"A man that boasts much, seldom performs well
;

"

Kelly, p. 36.

BUSH, e. A sort of flux or diarrhoea in

sheep, when first put upon new or rank

pasture, Teviotd., Loth.
" Purging; or Rush. Mr. Stevenson. Diarrhoea, or

Rusk. Mr. Laidlaw." Essays flighl. Soc., iii. 407.

BUSH, *. An eruption on the skin, S.

Hence, rush-fever, the vulgar name for

scarlet fever, S.

Lancash. rash must be originally the same ; although

led in a more limited sense, as defined by T. Bobbins,

"a sort of itch with infants." Both terms seem
formed from synon. verbs ; for rasch signifies to rush,

to break out forcibly.

BUSHIE,*. A broil, Fife.

Tent ruysch, strepitus, ruysch-en, strepere, per-

strepere. Su.-G. Isl. rusk-a, id.

Su.-G. IsL rutJi, strepitus, turbatio : rusk-€t, turbare,

oonturbare ; Su.-G. id., motitare, concutere.

To BUSK, v. n. 1. To scratch, to claw with

vehemence, Fife. It is often conjoined

with a synon. term ; as, Ruslin
9 and clauwiri.

2. To pluck roughly ; as when a horse tears

hay from a stack, he is said to be ruskiri at

it, Fife ; to Tusk, synon.

8ic ruskit, bsndless graith

Wad baud a warld a-steer.

MS. Poem.

Tent, ruyssch-en, rcctius, ruyflsch-tn, scabere, terere,

frieare ; Kilian. He viewsruyd, scabies, as the origin

;

Germ. rand.
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RUSKIE, s. 1. A basket for carrying corn,

daring the operation of sowing, Ferths.

Loth.

It n made of twigs of briar and wheat straw.

2. "A sort of a vessel made of straw to hold

meal in."

" Yon are as small as the twitter of a twin'd rushy /'

S. Pror. ;
" a taunt to a maid, that would gladly be

esteemed neat, and small ;" Kelly, p. 395.

3. A hive for bees, made of rashes or straw,

S.B. akep, synon.

4. A coarse straw hat worn by peasant-girls
' and others, for defending their faces from

the sun, Roxb., Mearns ; synon. Bongrace.

From A.-S. rise, a rash, Su.-G. rusk, congeries

virgnltorum ; or rather, radically the same with ryssia,

Germ, rtutcht, Fr. ruche* a bee-hive.

RUSKIE. 1. As an adj., healthy and stout,

as, "He's a rustU fallow," a vigorous young
man ; "That's a ruskis fychel," that is a

stout healthy young foal, Upp. Clydes.

[2. As a #•» A strong person of rough manners,

Banffs.]

This seems radically the same with Rascii, Rash,

q. v. IsL roesk-r, Sa.-G. Dan. rask, strenuus, fortis.

[RUSSA, s. A stallion. Used to denote

the male of any species, as fiesta does the

female ; as, russa bairn, a boy, hesta bairn,

a girl, ShetL Faroese, ros, a horse.]

[Russie-foal, *. A young stallion, a slovenly

person, ibid.]

[RUSSAT, Russate, adj. Of a dull red or

brown colour, Accts. L. H. Treasurer,!. 14,

Dickson.]

[RUSSAT, RUSSATE, RUSSAIT, #. Cloth

generally of a coarse sort worn by the lower

order of people. It was at first named
from its colour; but latterly the term

indicated the quality rather than the colour

of the cloth, ibid. i. 17, 234. O. Fr. russet.']

[RUTE, 8. A root ; rute andgrund, the

origin, source, cause, Lyndsay, The Dreme,
1. 880.]

RUTE, *. A blow. V. Rout, *. 2.

RUTE, *. A fowl ; perhaps the same with

the Rood-Goose.

"Thi
qnink.
Acts Mi

IsL A > a species of wild
goose ; i called Fialla rota,

q. the I Andr., p. 124. V.
Kood Goose.

RUTEMASTER, Rutmaster, Rootemas-
ter, s. The captain of a troop of horse

;

d, ii. s. The claik,

le peice, xviii.d."

RUTH, adj. Kind. "Ruth and ready,"

still disposed to shew kindness, Ayrs.
•• She has been a most excellent wife, and a decent

woman, and had aye a ruth and ready hand for the

needful." The Provost, p. 254.

A.-S. Areow-tan, misereri : Mee hreoweth, me mise-

ret; Lye.

RUTHER, *. A loud noise, a tumultuous

cry, an uproar, S.

Sie a ruther raise, tweesh riving hair,

Screeding of kurches, crying dool and care,

Wi' thud for thud npon their hare breast bane,

To sec't and heart, wad break a heart of stane.

Rots'9 Heltnort, p. 23.

A. S. hrulh, commotion, C. B. rhitthr, impetus,

rhuthro, cum impetu ferri, Ir. rua'har, pillage. It

may, however, be of the same origin with Ruddy,
q.v., especially as IsL hrid denotes a combat

To Ruther, v.n. 1. To storm, to bluster,

Mearns.

2. To roar, ibid. V. Ruther, s.

RUTHER, Ruthyr, *. Rudder.
A hundreth schippis, that ruthyr bur and ayr,

To tons taair gud, in hawyn was lyand thar.

Wallace, vu. 1066, MS.

0. E. " Rothyr of a shyp. Amplustre. Temo," Ac.

Prompt. Panr.

RUTHIE, *. The noise occasioned in the

throat or breast by oppressed respiration,

AberxL
A.-S. hrut-an, IsL hriot-a, (pre! hraut), ronchos do-

cers, stertere; hrot, hryt-r, ronchos. Hence O.E. £>

rovl, to snore.

RUTILLAND, part. pr.

RUTOUR, s. A spoiler, an oppressor.

/ corruppit rutouris, his myny
saint as kyngis, and haldyn in reuerence amang ws.

•• Than sal thay corruppit rutouris, his mynyons, be
'Kyngis, and haldyr

Bellend. Cron. Fol. 11, a. V. Roystkrs.

(To RUTT, v. n. To rake up, as a pig, Shetl.

Dan. rode, to rake up, to trench the ground.]
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BUTTERY, *. Lechery.

Thocbt teho bewitcheit wald in ruttery ring,

The nobUtix soqM nether of thir enduire,

That lowne to kii; nor her to be hb huire.

Dcclaratiow^tc, Poems Sixteenth Cent, p. 271.

From Fr. ruit, the rut of doer. Skinner gives dif-

ferent etymon* of the Fr. word. Bat perhaps it may
be more properly traced to Su.-G. rtd-a, vagari, die-

eurrere; a* orate animals, in the rutting itate, ran
from place to place. Seren., on the E. word, refers to

Goth* rhutur, a ram, and raut-a, to bellow.

To RUVE, v. a. To clinch. V. Roove.

RUWTTH. Within.

A ehymne with chareole, to cbaufe the knight
Sir Oawan and Sir OaL, ii. 9.

With inn was a chapelle. a chambir, and sne haulle.

Laintfs Early Pop. Poetry, at. 85.

it had been originally in with, written ac-

oar established mode.
Perha]

cording

[RUYD, adj. Rude, severe, Barbour, ii. 356.

Fr. rude, rough, harsh.]

[Ruydly, adv. Rudely, boisterously, ibid.,

ii.349.]

[To RUYLT, v. n. To roll from side to side,

Shetl. Sw. rulla, Dan. rulle, to roll.]

[Ruylt, *. A person who walks in a rolling

manner, ibid.]

To RUYNATE, v. a. To destroy, to bring

to ruin.
—"Haveing dfligentHe and advysitlie considerit the

estait of the borcht of Dnnbartane, being in dancer to

be ruynatit be the violent conrss of the river of Levin

and rage of sea, whereby gif tymous remede be nocht

provycGt, in verie schorte tvmc the haill towne sail be

carryit away and diatroyiv' ftc. Acts Ja. VL, 1607,

Ed. 1814, p. 376.

L.B. ana ItaL ruinart, destruere.

[RUYS,*./>£ Rows, streets, Barbour, xv. 71.]

[To RlTZ, v. a. and n. To praise, to boast of,

Shetl. V. Ruse.]

[RUZ, #. Praise, boasting, ibid]

RWHYS, Wyntown. V. Rusciie, $.

[RYBBALDAILL, s. Low company, Bar-

bour, i.*335.]

[RtbbaldY, 8. Low dissipation, ibid., i. 34 1
.]

RYBEES, 8. pi. [Prob. an errat. for rubees,

rubies.]

Thus Schlr Gawayn, the gay, Gaynour he ledes,

In a gleterand gide, that gleroed fall gay.

With rich© ribaynet reidsett, ho so right cedes,

Bayled with ryhees of rial tray.

Sir Oawan and Sir Oal. t i 2.

[RYCHT,o#. Right, correct, S.]

[Rtcht, s. Right, Barbour, i. 78, 159 ; also,

that which is right, proper, or correct, S.]

[Rtcht, ado. Right, exactly, Barbour, i. 8 ;

also, very, ibid., x. 84.

[Rychtswa, adv. In the same manner,

accordingly, Acts James II.]

[Rycutwis, Rychtwiss, adj. Righteous,

upright, right, proper, Barbour, ii. 15 CJ.

A.-S. ri/iticis.']

[Rychtwisly, adv. Righteously, uprightly,

ibid., i. 366.]

[Rychtwysness, 8. Righteousness, upright-

ness, Wyntown.]

[RYCHTIS. Take his rychtis, took the Eu-
charist, Accts. L. H. Treas., i. 171,Dickson.]

[RYDAR, s. A gold coin, Accts. L. H.
Treasurer, i. 89, Dickson. V. Ridare.]

[RYDE, adj. Severe, Barbour, xii. 557. V.
Roid, Rude.]

[To RYDE, Ryd, v. n. To ride, Barbour, ii.

73; part. pr. rydand; part pa. ryddin,

ryddyn, rydyn.]

RYE-CRAIK, 8. A provincial designation

for the land-rail, Renfrews. Corncraik, S.

The pairtrick sang his e'ening note.

The rye-craik rispt his clam'rous throat,

While there the heav'nly vow I got
That eri'd her my own.

TannahUTs Poems, p. 154.

Thia name differs from the common one, merely
in the specification of a particular species of- grain,

from amidst which this fowl occasionally sends forth

its unvarying note.

RYFART, *. A radish. V. Reefort.

To RYFE out, v. a. To plough up land that

has been lying waste, or in pasturage ; sy-

non. break up.
" We, for the gude trew and faithful service done,

and to be done to ws, be owre lovittis the baillies

burgesses and communite of Selkirk,—grantis and
gens license to thame, and thair successors, to ryfe

out, breke, aud teil yeirlie ane thousand acres of thair

common landis of our said burgh in what part thairof

thai pleas, for polecy, strengthing, and bigeing of the
amyn," Ac. Charter James V. 1538, ap. Minstrelsy

Border, L 264. V. Rive.

[RYG, a. A ridge, Barbour, xix. 308, 314

;

also, the back, S. A.-S. hrycg, the back.]

[RYGORUSLY, adv. Strictly, Barbour, iv.

88 ; severely, vi. 136.]

[RYME, s. Rime, verse, Barbour, iii. 178.

A.-S. rfoi.]

[RYMMYLL, Rummel, s. A blow, ibid.,

xii. 557.]

[To RYN, v. n. To run, ibid., i. 103 : part,

pr. rynand, rynnand, Isl. renna, to run.

J
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[RlHWAR£-ABOUT. The tame with Binabout,

q.v.]

RYK, Btke, adj. [NoMe, well-to-do, rich.]

flchyre Tbosaas ofMwsgrawt fajetflk tyds

Herd, that the Lord Percy wild ryde,

WythalltbeJblkeofBeTwyka,
That worthy wax, bath pure sad ryk,

TowertlhraesethyBstoftr*.
Wyntown, i*. 278.

Thsland had rest, the folk wetnrybe,

***»•"»• *-""*#££,,«. ». at

A. S. rica,

H^ Belg. ryk, liL
rrii*, princepe, jpraefectus

;

ena ; ffc, 8«--G. H
ryk-ur] dives.

Moes-G,
princepe, potena

These terma were primarily used to denote power,

which, in bajrbaroua timea, waa the great source of

wealth ; because powerful men enrich themselves by

making the weak their prey.

To RYND, v. n. 1. To pertain, to belong.

"First to oonaidder, gene the genrale consalis

had the spreH of God to do that thing quhilk ryndu

to the weill of the rest of thecongreatioun, aa had the

Apostolis?—Swa H is neceasare, that thay quhiikia

occupyie the place of the Apostlis, haue the gyft of the

haly gaist (conforme to the promeis of oure Salueour),

to doin all aortis that ryndis to thair office."

Kennedy of Crosraguell, Compend. Tractiue, p. 27.

44 M. Quintyne. It ryndu to yow to preif, that

Melchisedec made no oblation of bread and wine vnto

God." Ressoning betuix Crosraguell and J. Knox, D.

"We have thocht neceasare to send unto your Grace

this berar—for declaratioun of aic thingis aa ryndis

hichUie to the commone weak of baith thir realmcs,

traiating that it will be your Gracis pleasour to con-

discend and grant unto the aamyn." Lett Earl of

Arran to Hen. VIII., Keith's Hist App., p. 12.

2. To tend.

—"The quhilk—libell—waa alluterlie generale, in-

epte, k vncertane, nocht expremand the tyme and

maner, Ac. the quhilk of the commoune law- sulci

haue bene expresue expremit; vtherwayis the said

Robertis just defensis in sa gret ane causs, quhilk

ryndit to the tynaale of lif, landis, and guidis, war

tftn<* away contrar all ordour of law, equite, & res-

soune." Acts Mary, 1513, Ed. 1814, p. 440.

"My lord Justice, Aa continewis the sumraondis

raait—tuiching the productioune of aue decret gevin

be the Papis halines of his cardinalis conccrnyng the

purchesing of the biachoprick of Dunkeld, to be sene

A considerit—gif the samin ryndis to the enorme hurt

of the prcuilegc of the croune or nocht." Acts Mary
1646, Ed. 1814, p. 446.

8u.-G. rtnrf-a, A.-S. hrin-an, aethrin-an, Germ, rein-

en, tangere ; O. Teut. run-en, conterminum esse. I

need scarcely observe, that touching, used mctaph., is

equivalent to, concerning, pertaining to.

To RYND, v. a. A term applied to one

whose affairs are in disorder; "Gie him

time to rynd himsell," i.e., allow him time

to get things into some sort of order, Pertlis.

I know not whether this has any relation to 1*1.

ryn-a, [ryndi, rynt,) occulta* res perscrutari; or to

Aran, purus, q. to clear one'a self.

[RYND, 8. A long strip of cloth, Shetl.,

Clydes. V. Roind, Rund.]

[RYNE, 8. A rein ; pL ryntt, reins, S.]

RYNE, $. Kingdom, territory, domain.

Thai tumit up tentis, and turnit of toun,

The Roy with his round tabO, richest of ryae.

Gawan and Got, i.1*.

Either, kingdom, Fr. regne ; or, aa this is otherwise

written and pron. S„ perhaps rather territory, domain;

Teut reyn, times, confinium. The latter seems sup-

ported by another passage-
Now is the Round Tabil rebutit, richest of rent.

Ibid., hr. U.

[To Ryno, v. w. To reign, rule, Barbour, i.

78. O. Fr. regner.']

[RYNGIS, s.pl. Rings, ibid. iii. 209.]

RYNSIS, or RYNSS, s.

—"Sa that the commonis wifis, na thar aeruandi*,

nouther in burgh na in land, wer noutlier lange taile

na syde nekit hudia, na pokis on thar slefis [sleeves],

na costly curches, as lawne or rynsis," Ac. ParL Ja.

L A. 1429, Acts Ed. 1814, p. 18, c. 10.

This curious sumptuary law haa been omitted in

former editions.

[RYOIAj, adj. Royal, Barbour, xiii. 30. V.

Real.]

To RYOT, v. a. To destroy, to ravage, to

spoil.

All that he (and he makyt his

;

And ryotut gretly the land.
Barbour, ix- 500, MS.

Roytyt, Ed. Pink.

Inglis man he come agayne,

irt his folk wyth mekil mayne
ilyly the cwntre.

WynUrwn, viii. 30. 111.

Isl. riod-a, Su.-G. rod-ia, desolare, vastare ; Teut.

ruyt-en, destruere, vastare. Hence the Belg. phrase,

ruyten and rooven, to pillage and plunder. V.

Roisters.

[Ryot, *. Riot, depredation, Barbour, xvii.

510.]

RYOT, s. Prob. an errat. for rou>t
%
crowd.

Andgert
Eyothal

The nawyne
Of Frawns thai tuk wp all of were,

And wan thame all wvth thare powers,

And slwe the Aniyrall of that dot
Than all the lawe in that ryot,

That thai in-to schippys fand,

Thai let rycht nane than pas to land.

Wyntown, til 9. 100.

Mr. Macphersoo views it as perhaps an err. for

roicf, q. crowd, army. Or, it may signify destruction,

E. rout, from the v. ...
[To RYP, Rype, v. a. To clear off obstruc-

tions ; as, to rype a pipe, to rype the ribs,

i.e., of a grate, Clydes., Sfietl.]

To RYPE, v. a. To reap.

"Schir Michaell Balfoure of Burlay, knycht, not'

vpoun ony respect of gayne and proffcit that he mycht
rype thairbv, bot vpoun the earnest affectioun and
gnte regaird he hes to his maicsteis seruice—vndertuke
—the bringing hame of ten thowsand standis of armour."
Acta Ja. VI., 1600, Ed. 1814, p. 191.

A.-S. rip-an, metere, to reap.
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Rtpe-pouch, #. A pick-pocket; a term
applied by school-boys, when any thing has

Men taken out of their pockets, S.

[In country districts the term is wed somewhat
Isnctfully by school-boys. Having induced a com-
psniofi to open the seed-vessel of the plant Shepherd's
Purse, (Capsella Bursa-pastoris), they derisively shout,

"ripe the ladies
9
pouches."]

[To RYSS, v. n. To rise, Barbour, i. 573 ;

part pa. rysyn, viii. 216, ryssyn, iv. 166.]

[RYTH, adv. Right, wholly, ibid, i. 194.]

To RYUE, Ryve, v. a. To rob, to spoil.—Thai betid Enuerkething,
On west half towart Dunfertyng
Tuk Uod :*and last begouth to ryve.

Barbour, xvL 561, MS.
* V. Ruf, e».

Rtueb, #. A robber.

With thy virginal handis brake anone
Tone Troiane ryueris wappinnis and his spare.

Doug. Virgil, 880, 44.

Bndd. observes ; " Bat 125. 10. oar author seems to

denote a Hawk by it."

Glade is the groonde the tendir florist grene,

—

The wery hnntar to fynd his happy pray,
The falconere rich ryuir vnto fleyne.

I concur in Sir W. Scott's remark on the second
quoted from Doug: Virg.

" ft signifies simply river. It was by the sides of

lakes ana rivers that hawking at the heron, the kind
of sport chiefly approved, was practised."

Thus, the meaning is, "the weary hunter and the
falconer fly to the rich river, in order to find their

prey."
River is the general orthography of the MSS. from

which Mr. J. Graham Dalyel has published his edition

of Pitscottie.
" Efter this the king past to the Hies, and thair

punisched theife and river condignlie." P. 357.

[To RYUE, v. n. To recoil, to rebound.]

Ryuino, *. Apparently, the recoil of a piece

of ordnance.
•• Thairefter, the Regent—causit masonis to begin

to redd the bruisit wallis, and to repairs the foirwark
to the forme of ane bulwark, platt and braid aboue,
for the resett and ryuing of many canonis." Hist.

James the Sext., p. 236.

This bulwark was to be level and broad, not only
that many cannons might be placed there, but that
they might have sufficient room to recoil.

The term is probably corr. from Fr. reven*ir, to re-

turn, to come back.

[To RYVE, v. a. and n.

V.Rive.
1. To rend, to tear.

2. To plough lea land ; to ryve out, or to ryve

up, is also used, especially if the land has

lain long in lea, S. V. under Rive.]

s.

The letter S., Dire observes, was a peculiar

favourite with the ancient Goths; qua
nulla—carior, nulla frequentior.

This letter, as occurring in the beginning of

words, in many instances cannot be viewed

as a radical. While prefixed in some Goth.
dialects, it was thrown away in others.

This was especially the case before I. The
same term sometimes appears with *, and
sometimes without it. Of this we have

some vestiges in our own language ; as, cry

and #cry.

Ss is often used by our old writers as the

mark of the pi. ; as, horss for horsis, horses.

[S, *• "An iron hook of the shape of this

letter, used by harrowers and ploughmen
to join the treadwuddie to the buck in har-

rowing, and to the soam in ploughing ; also

to the swingle-trees in each, Gall. Encycl.]

SA, Sua, Swa, conj. 1. So, consequently.

Quhen he is stuffit, thair strike, and held hym on steir,

Sa sail ye stonay yons stowt, suppose he be Strang.

Qawa* and Oat., in. 15.

" Brothyr." he said, " sen thow will sua,
M It is gud that we samyn ta."

Barbour, v. 71, MS.

2. In such a manner.
Now God gvffgrace that I may twa
Tret it. and bryng it till endyng—

Barbour, I 84, MS.

3. As, in like manner.
And on the north halff is the way
Sa ill, as it apperis to day.

Barbour, viii. 40, Ma
It is now written eae ; but often pron. sa. Moes.-G.

tiro, sue, swats, A.-S. swa, Isl. two, swa, Su.-G. Dan.
saa, ita.

To SA, v. n. To say, to speak, to tell.

Pas on. sister, in my name, and thys ane thing
Sa lawlie to my proude fa, and declare.

Doug. Virgil, 114, 41.

Alem. Germ, sag-en, A.-S. saeg-an, Su.-G. saeg-a.

[SAA, *. Salve, ointment ; as, " Let the saa
seek the sair," Clydes. V. Saw.]

To SAB, r. n. 1. To sob, S.

I may sit in my wee croo house,
At the rock and the reel to toil fu' dreary j

I may think on the day that's gane.
And sigh and sab till I grow weary.

Jacobite Belies, i. 41
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Km mair that dear Parnassian queen

Now foots the dance on carpet green,

Bat greets by turns, an' dights her een,

Aa' sighs an' *<&».

A. ScoU's Poems, p. 181

2. Metaph. applied to the elastic motion of a

wooden floor, occasioned by the fall of a

heavy body, or by the starting of any of

the joists, Loth.

3. Metaph. nsed to express the fading of

flowers.

Nae mair he early gilds the morn,

(Now all the flowrets sab)

To visit chilly Capricorn,

Hence he forsakes the Crab.

A. Seotft Poems, p. 27.

Sab, #• A sob, S.

O dool I whene'er they saw him gane,

They rais'd a lamentation;

An yells, an' sabs, and mony a grane

Declared their deep vexation.

A. Wilson's Poems, 1790, p. 208.

A.-S. Jeoft, planctus.

To SAB, v. n. 1. To subside, to settle down,

Loth. V. Sad, v.

How comes it that this dore does na shut sac close

as it used to do? " " It is because that part of the

floor has sabbU a woe." Seg synon. S.B.

[2. To saturate, to absorb moisture, Shetl.

In second sense at least, tab is allied to seep, to soak,

to become soaked, and may be connected with A.-S.

samad, together.]

[SABILL, adj. Black, sable, Lyndsay,

Squyer Meldrum, 1. 1701.]

SACHLESS, Sackless, adj. 1. Useless,

silly, feeble, unavailing.

" 'May the great spirit of the elements shield thee,'

said he. •An'wha may he be, carle, an it be your

willf said Ringan, 'An* wha may ye be that gie me
sic a sackless benediction ? '

" Perils of Man, i. 14.

This is the same with Sackless; but pron. in Ettr.

For. in a guttural way, q. sauchless.

"Ben [being] doitrifyed with thilke drynke, and

sackless and cuzzye with lowtyn—I tint ilka spunk

ofettlyngquhairthedorlaye." Hogg's Winter Tales,

ii.41.

2. Simple, Dumfr. ; nearly obsolete.

"Thank ye for no ganging growling awa* wif thae

sackless cools—to seek your fortune asunder frae the

lawful head o' your house, and among the cauld heartit

fremit," Blackw. Mag., May 1820, p. 167.

"Sackless callant I sackless callant ! kroping on the

green tap o* Lagghill wi' a gang o* raving goinerals,—

then snooling among rags and rams horns, with ahorde

of deaving gypsies.
B

Ibid., June 1820, p. 281.

Both Sachltss and Sackless are originally the same
with Saikless, Saykles, guiltless. For A.-S. sacleas

does not only signify, sine culpa, but also, contcntionc

vacuus, quietus ; and was most probably used to de-

note, not merely the legal state of one, as free from
blame or prosecution, but his moral character, as in-

disposed to injure another. Hence, by a transition

similar to that of E. innocent, it has been used, not

only to denote one wha is simple or guileless, but a
person of weak understanding. Thus, A.Bor. " it is

nsed to signify, a weak, simple person, an idiot, or

I
;" Grose. '"

~
natural: V. Sackless.

SACK, s. One of the privileges of a boron.

V.Sak.

[SACK, s. Sometimes nsed instead of the

word "bottle," Shetl.]

SACKE, Sack, s. Sackcloth.

His Abbots gat an uncouthe turne,

When Shaueuinges went to sacks.

Spec Godly Songs, p. 85.

ie.. when monks and friars were obliged to put on

sackcloth. The phrase is metaph., expressing their

deep sorrow on account of the Reformation.

The phrase sack gown still denotes a gown made of

sackcloth, such as that in which penitents used pub-

licly to appear, according to the former custom of the

church of Scotland ; although, if I mistake not, this

relic of Popish penance is now universally laid aside.

To this custom the following proverbial phrase un-

doubtedly refers

—

Do'in well oursells, we canna help

Tho' a* friends binna steddy

;

Sma* is their kin that canna spare

To nil baith sack and: widdy.
Poems m the Buchan Dialect, p. 15.

i.e., both the sack gown and the halter.

Sacket, Sakket, *. A small sack or bag, S. B.

"The poiet confermis this samyn purpos, sayand,

that euerye man of this varld bans tua sakktUis vitht

hym. The fyrst sakket hyngis befor hym, vitht in the

quhilk ar contenit si the vicis that his nychtbour

committis ; ande the nyxt sakket hyngis behynd his

bak, vitht in the quhilk ar contenit al the vicis that his

self committis." CorapL S., p. 216.

A cumin, from sack, a term which has passed

through a great variety of languages ; Moes.-G. sakk,

A.-S. saece, sacc, Alem. sac, Dan. Belg. sack, Fr. sac,

ItaL Hisp. sace-o, Lat. sacc-tu, Or. raxx-os, Heb. ptt,

sak, id.

SACKBTY,SACKiE,a^/. Short and thick ; as,

"a society bodie, a little thick person,

Roxb.; q. as resembling a stuffed sachet, or

small sack.

[Sackie, s. A dumpy person, one that looks

like a sack when full, Gall. Encycl.]

SACKLESS, adj. 1. Useless, silly, feeble,

good for nothing; as, u sackless mortal,"

Roxb.

[2. Simple, thoughtless. V. Sachless.]

To SACRE', v. a. To consecrate.

Thy secrete sawis anil thy prophecyis,

1 sail gar kepe, and obserue reuerentlye ;

And, O thou blissit woman, vuto the,

Wise walit men sail dedicate and sacri.

Doug. Virgil, 165, 12.

Ft. saerer, Lat. sacr-are.

O.E. "Sacryn, or halowen. Consecro." Promp.
Parv.

SACRE, s. A piece of artillery, E. saker.

•• Item, in the postroune [postern gate] ane sacre of

found garnisit and mountit as is abone writtin."

Inventories, A. 1566, p. 167.

Denominated, like the falcon, from a species of

hawk, in allusion to its destructive character.
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Sacrate, adj. Sacred.

•Thay departit of the ciete—and past owrc the

river of Allien, to the Meruit montane, thre milis fra

Rome." Bellend. T. Lit., p. 155. Sacram montem,

Botth. Lat. sacrat-us, id.

To SACRIFY, v. a. 1. To sacrifice, to offer

religiously ; Lat. sacrific-are. .

Into this oonp of gold Anchises hvs syre

At the altara was wount to sacryy.
Doug, Virgil, 214, 7.

2. To consecrate, to dedicate.

Quha sail fra thens adorne in any stede

The power of Juno, or altera sacri/ye 1^
Ibid. 14, 84.

3. To appease, to propitiate.

dnto the hallowit stede bring in, thy cry,

The grete figure, and lat as sacryfy

The naly goddes, and magnify hir micht

SACRISTER, *. One who has the charge

of the utensils of a church ; the same with

Sacrist and Sacristan, E.

"The tenements, houssis and yairdis lyand be-

syid the Brigend of Drumfreis, quhilkis pertint of auld

to the sacristeris and prebendaries of the college kirk

of Lincludcne, Ac." Acts. Ja. VI., V. iv. 665.

L.B. sacristar-ius, sacristan-us, saarista, id.

SAD, adj. 1. Grave, serious, not flippant.

Proportionyt lang and fayr was his wesage,

Rycht sad off spech, and abUl in curaee.
J *

WallaceJjl 1923, MS.

To wryte anone I hynt my pen In hand,

For till perform the poet graif Mid satL

Doug. Virgil, ProL 202, 40.

8adet
Chaucer, sad, Spenser, id. Mr. Macpherson

Tiews Sw. sedig, serious, as allied. V. Seren. Sibb.

refers to Tent, saligh, temperans, modestus.

2. Wise, prudent, sage.

The King gert charge thai suld the Byschop ta,

Bot^WysconseUyttolat^
texLi334>Ma

Witt lords, Ac, Edit. 1648, 1673.

3. Finn, steady.

Or he was horst rydaris about him kest

;

He saw foil weyll lang swa he mycht nocht lest.

Sad men in deid wpon him can renew

;

With retornyng that nycht xx heslew.
Wallace, . 289, MS.

The Eril Malcom Stirlyng in kepyng had,

Till him he com with men off armes sad,

Thre hnndreth haill, that sekyr war and trew,

Off Lennox folk, thair power to renew.
Ibid., x. 56, MS.

Sade, Chaucer, steady ; ttnsad, unsettled, unsteady.

stormy peple, unsad and ever untrewe,

And undiscrete, and changing as a fane ;

Thus saiden sade folk in that citee,

'Whan that the peple eased up and douu.

He so often hadde hire don offence,

And she ay sade and constant as a wall.
*

Clerkes T. , ver. 8871. 8878. 8923.

4. Close, compact, cohesive, S.

A road, or foot path, is said to bo sad, when it is

beaten by the feet of passengers.

C. B. sathru, signifies calcare, conculcare ; syth,

solidua; Davies.

It is used by R. Brunne, p. 305, in the sense of

close, compact.

8trenth auld non haf had, to perte tham thorgh onte,

8o wer thei set sad with poyntes rounde aboute.

The king sauh tham comand so sadly in the mede.

O.E. "Sad orharde. Solidua. " Prompt. Parr.

5. Heavy, S,

"The longer the stroake be in comming it commeth
down the sadder.

n Z. Boyd's Balme of Gil., p. 41.

•• A.Bor. sad, heavy ; particularly applied to bread,

as contrary to light f
x Grose.

Mr. Todd, I observe, has incorporated this sense.

6. Heavy ; as, the bread is very sad
9

i.e., not

well raised, S.
•' In some provincial dialects,

—

sad is used for

heavy ;" Sir f. Sinclair's Observ., p. 146.

7. Weighty, solid ; applied to proofs.

"Botquhat suailis this eouitie of the caus befoir

heireris,—utterly ignorant of the mater how it was

done,—quhilk esteme the sclanderis of maist lewd

slicht personis, for sad testimoneis." Buchanan's

Detect., D. i. b.

8. Flat, close to the ground, S.

Thus a thing is said to lie sad, S.

9. Sad is applied to colour, as denoting one

that is grave, (as in sense 1,) or not gaudy;

dark as opposed to light.

"Item, ano gowne of sadcrammasy velvot, with ane

braid pasment of gold and silvir, lynit with crammasy

satyne, furnist with buttonis of gold." Inventories,

A. 1530, p. 33. V. Crammasy.
The word is used in this sense in E.

10. Great, Abcrd.; [singular, uncommon,

remarkable, Banffs.]

To Sad, v. n. 1. To press down, to shake

down, Lanarks., South of S. ; synon. Sag.

Sandy rase—his bonnet daddit—
Then the hay, sae rnfled and sadd

Towzlet up that_nane might ken.
Then the hay, sae rnfled and saddit,
~ " } that nane might ken.

Hogg's Mountain Bard, p. 159.

O.E.id. "Saddyn or maken sadde. Solido. Con-

sotido." Prompt. Parv.

2. To grow solid. The ground is said to sad,

pr be saddedy when the soil coheres, S.

Sadd, O. E. signifies to settle.

Austen, the olde, hereof made bokes,

And him selfe ordeined, to sadd vs in belene.

P. Ploughman, Fol. 49, a

Le., to confirm or settle us in the faith. E. sadden

is still used in a similar sense, as signifying to make

cohesive.

3. To make sad, to sadden.

"The lamentable losses, you have still by the liand

of that wicked enemy,—make clear such a measure of

the wrath and desertion of God, that oftentimes sads

our hearts exceedingly." Baillie's Lett., ii. 1JH).

[A.-S. seed, sated, satiated ; Goth, saths, full, filled,

sated. V. under Sad, Skeata Etym. Diet.]

Sadly, Sadlye, adv. 1. Steadily, Chaucer,

id.

Adam Wallace Barronn off Ricardtoun

FuUwkWysocht till Wallace off renoun.
Wallace, xl 762, MS.
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This messager drank sadly ale and wine.

Man ofLawes Tale, vcr. 5163.

2. Closely, compactly.

TWfor comfort yow, and rely

Your men about yow rycht starkly ;

Aad haldis about the Park your wayf

Rycht alt sadly as ye may ;

For I trow that nane sail haff mvcht,
That cbassys. with sa fele to fycht.

Barbour, xiiL 374, MS.

At sadly knit as ever ye may.
Edit 1620.

Thlr men retornede. withouten noves* or dyn,

To thair maistir, told him as thai had seyuv,

Than grathit sone thir men of annyss keyne ;

Sadlve on fute on to the houss thai spcht.

Wallace, iv. 231, MS.

In this sense the adv. is used by E. Brunne. V.
Sad.
O.E. "Sadly. Solide. Mature. Adverbia."

Prompt. Psxv.

[3. Very much, in or to a remarkable degree

;

sadlies is also used, and sodlic, sedlles, are

other forms, Banffs.]

* SADDLE. To put one to a' the seats o' the

Saddle, to nonplus, to gravel one, S. ; obvi-

ously borrowed from the uneasy sensations

of one who feels his seat on horseback too

hard for him.

Saddle-sick, adj. Having the posteriors

excoriated in consequence of riding, S.

••I trow yell fin' this a saft easy scat,—weel do

I ken what it is to be saddle-sick raysel." The Entail,

i.49.

Saddle-tae-side, adv. A term used to de-

note the mode in which women ride, Gall.

•' SedtUe-fae-side, the way females sit on the saddle,

to one side ;" Gall. Enc.
Toe signifies to; or perhaps the one.

SADE, Said, *. A sod, or turf; a sod for

burning, a thicker kind of turf, consisting

not merely of the surface, but of a consider-

able part of the soil which lies above the

peats; Loth., Lanarks., Bcrwicks. The
sade, the sward.

When he was young, nae yalder chicld

Out o'tr the node could gae.

A Scott's Poems, p. IS.

—Flow'rs nod fair the deep green sade aboon.
Ibid., 1811, p. 03.

IsL syde, agcr tarn sativus quam inhabitatu3, a Suio.

Goth, me, seniinare ; Sercn. This ho views as the

origin of E. soil. Teut. saed, satio, from saey-en, to

sow ; smede, cespes, gleba.

SADDILL CURRELL. The Curule chair.

•• Be exampill of thir Hetruschis, the Saddill Currcll

and the Pretexte Goune war brocht up in Rome."
Bellenden's T. Liv., p. 15. Sella curulis, Boeth.

Lai. stdil-e, A.-S. sctel, a seat.

SADJELL, s. " A lazy unwieldy animal
;"

Gall. Enc. ;
probably from Sad, heavy, like

C.B. sadiaicl, of a firm teudency, from sad,

firm.

VOL. IV.

SAE, *. A tub. V. Say, Save.

SAE, adv. So, S.; seay, Yorka. V. Sa.

Saebe, Saebeixs, Saebixs, conj. 1. Since, S.

i.e., being sae, or so.

Saebins she be sic a thrawin-gabbit chuck,

Yonder's a craig, since ye have tint all hoi>e,

Gae till't your ways, and take the lover's lowp.
Hainsay's i'ocms, li. 69.

2. If so be, provided that, used hypothetic

cally, S.
«• I turn't at the lin, jealousing that ye wad be a

f

hame afore mo, an' saebins ye warn a, maybe some hill

stravauger wad hac seen or hard tell o' ye." Saint

Patrick, i. 1G6.

[Saebeet. So be it; as, "Weel, wcel!

saebeet, for ye're the auldcst, Clydes.]

Saefar, Safer, Safar, adv. In as far; safar,

sefar, Abcrd. Keg.

••The custumaris at thar comptis making to be

chargit with sa mony uncez of ilk serplar [scniplar?]

in the formo abono writtin, and to bo dischargit of

safer as thai deliver to the said wardan and changeou^"

Acts Ja. III., US5, Rl. 1814, p. 172.

[Saegate, Saegat, Sagat, adv. In such

wise, Barbour, vii. 3G8.]

[Saesae, adv. So so, so and so, Clydes.]

[SAEDICK, s. A fish hold, a place fre-

quented by fish ; dimin. from Dan. sa'de, a

seat.

The fishermen in Shetland call a place in which they

fish with hand-lines, a seat, a hand-line scat.

[To SAEG, v. a. To set the teeth on edge.

V. Seg, r.] •

[SAETER, Setter, Setr, Ster. Common
affixes to names in Shctl., and always indi-

cative of good pasture for cattle. Isl. setr,

a dwelling.]

SAFER, s. The reward given for the safety

of any thing ; E. salvage.

•• That days be kept every four days once, or within

two months at least, and such as shall be found to be

roblnxl of their goods, be redressed to the double, and

with safer, according to the law of marches." Spots-

wood, p. 306.

This word seems properly to signify a nrcmiuni given

for the safety or preservation of goods that have been

lost or carried off; E. salvage, salvage money. V.

Sefor.

SAFER, Safere, Saffere, s. The sapphire;

a precious stone.

"Item, a grcte safer set in gold." Invent., p. 9.

Belg. safer, JSw. sajir, id.

[SAFER, adv. So far. V. under Sae.]

SAFERON, s. A head-dress anciently worn

in Scotland. V. Schaffroux.

M
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[SAFF. May save: generally used in ex-

clamations, as, u sag us a*," " gude, saff us,"

Clydes.]

SAFRIE,*. V. Safer.

SAFT, adj. Used in the different senses of

E. to/4, S. 1. As opposed to what is

fatiguing.

Kind nobles, will ye but alight,

In yonder bower to stay

;

Sa/t ease shall teach you to forget

The hardness of the way.
RUsotC* & Songs, iL 36.

2. Pleasant
To me nae after days nor nichts

Will eir be sa/t and kind ;

111 fill the air with heavy sighs,

And greet till I am blind.

Ibid., ii. 165.

3. Tranquil, quiet, at rest, GI. Sibb.

Tent. soft, suavia, mollis. Junius views Su.-G. sa/t,

succus, as a cognate ; Seren. adds Isl. sef~a, sedare.

4. Not vehement or ardent. " Saft fire makes

sweet malt [maut] ;" D. Ferguson's Prov.,

No. 741.

[5. Easy-going, of facile disposition, easily

imposed on, Clydes.]

6. Moist, drizzling, S.
•• 4A drizzling morning, good madam.'— *A fine sa/t

morning for the crap, Sir/ answered Mrs. Dods, with

equal solemnity." St. Ronan, ii. 33.

7. It is often used to denote mild weather, as

opposed to that which is frosty, [in a state

of thaw], S. This is also called appen

weather.

Saft, adv. 1. Softly, not harshly ; applied

to music, S.

In window hung, how aft we see

Thee keek around at warblers free

That carrol sa/t, and sweetly sing

!

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 36.

2. Lightly, as opposed to being fast asleep.

•• sleep ye, wake ye, Kinmont Willie,
" Upon the morn that thou's to die ?"

"01 sleep sa/t, and I wake aft

;

" It's lang since sleeping was fleyed frac me.M

Minstrelsy Border, I 151.

To Saft, v. a. To soften, to make soft, to

mollify ; applied to the mind.

The mersy of that sueit nieik ros

Sold saft yow thairtill I suppois.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 121.

[To Saftex, v.a. To make soft, to thaw, S.]

Saftly, adv. Softly, S.

Then quickly he took an* his shoon,

And sa/Ujf down the stair did creep.

Minstrelsy Border, i. 84.

[Safty, Saftie, s. 1 . A person of easy-going

temper or disposition, one who is easily im-

posed on, Clydes., Banffs.

2. A crab that has cast its shell, ibid.]

Saft-eened, adj. Disposed to flcbility, soft-

hearted.

young stripling

; for the road a

384.

me sense, in

fear,

1 a tear."

[Saft-Headed, Saft-Heedit, adj. Easily

gulled, like a simpleton, Clydes.]

[Sato-Skinned, aeff. Sensitive, easily touched

by a remark, ibid.]

To SAG, v. a. and n. To press down, to

shake down, Lauarks.

This seems radically the same with the v. to S'y ;

and also with the O.E. v. " Saggyn or statelyn. Basso.

"

Prompt. Parv. This is, as expl. Ort. Vocab., "depo-

nere, deprimere, to put downe."

[SAGAT, ado. V. under Sae.]

To SAGI1TIL, v. n. To be reconciled, to

make peace.

I shall dight the a Duke, and dubbc the with honde ;

Withy thou saghtil with the Knight,

That is so hanli and wight.

Sir Oawan and Sir Gal., ii. 26.

A.-S. sahtl-ian, litem componere, reconciliare. V.

Saucht. Hence,

Saghtlyng, s. Reconciliation.

Dight was here saghtlyng,

Bifore the comly King,

Thei held up her hondes.
Ibid., st. 25.

SAID, s. A sod of a particular description.

V. Sade.

[SAIDLE-TAE-SIDLINS, adv. After the

mode in which females ride on horseback,

to one side, Banffs. V. Saddle-tae-side.]

SAIDLE-TURSIDE, 8. A sort of wooden

settee, used in country-houses, Banffs.;

synon. Langsettle, Lang-8addle> q. v.

The first part of the word is evidently the samo
with settle, saddle, A.-S. sett, a seat. Whether the lat-

ter part refers to the situation of this seat in the vi-

cinity of the ingle, or at the side, of the toors, i.e., turfs

on the hearth, I shall not pretend to determine.

SAIG, 8. An ox that has been gelded at his

full age, Galloway.

While these, in lusty strength enjoy their loves,

TUe saig, poor dowy beast ! nac pleasure kens,

Aboon a gowan tap ; for sovereignty

Or pow'r among the herd he ne'er contends.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 46.

V. Sego.

SAIGE, 8. A seat. V. Sege.

[SAIK, Sak, 8. Sake, Barbour, viii. 244, ix.

22.]
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SAIKLESS, Sakless, Saykles, adj. 1.

Guiltless, innocent, S. Sackless, A. Bor.

Thar saukles wichtls tall for my gilt be slane.

Doug. Virgil, 43, 17.

For cryme saihles, charged with a crime of which one
is not guilty.

Nixt thame the secund place thay folkis has,

Wrangwisly put to dede for cryme saildes.

Ibid., 178, 49.

2. Free ; used in a general sense.

On euery syde he has casein his E

;

And at the last behaldis the cietf,

Saikles of bataL fre of all sic stryffe.

Ibid., 330, 47.

Le., not engaged in battle.

A.-S. saeleas, sine culpa, from [saeu, strife, crime,
or a criminal charge], and leas, without ; Isl. saklanes,

id., which is allied to Moes.-G. sak-an, to reprove, to
accuse. V. Sake, «.

Saikleslie, s. Innocently.

Remember upon thy God omnipotent,
That is, and was, and euermore sail be,

And for thy sin he saikUslie was sheet
Poems Sixteenth Cent, p. 2161

SAEKYR, Halfsaikyr. " A species of

cannon, smaller than a demi-culverine,

much employed in sieges. Like the faucon,

&c., they derived their name from a species

of hawk." Gl. Compl.
"Mak reddy your cannons,—falcons, saikyrs, haff

taVkurs, and half falcons." Compl. S., p. 64.

The following passage has been quoted for illus-

trating the origin of the name

—

•• And in riding, they cast of haukes, called salers,

to the kytes, which made them greate sport." Hall's

Chronicle, Fol. 207. V. Gl. Compl.
Fr. sacrt, "a saber, the hawk, and the artillerie so

called
; " Cotgr.

SAIL-FISH, $. The basking shark, S.

Squalus maximus, pinna dorsali anteriore

majore, Linn.
•• The sail-fish, or barking (L basking] shark, appears

on the coasts of the parish early in the month of May,
if the season is warm ; he is a stupid and torpid kind
of fish ; he allows the harpooner often to feel him with
his hand before he darts at him." P. South Uist,
Inrern. Statist. Ace., xiii. 290.
"The sun or sail-JUh occasionally visits us; this

sluggish animal sometimes swims into the salmon nets,

ana suffers itself to be drawn towards the shore,

without any resistance, till it gets so near the land,

that for want of a sufficient body of water, it cannot
exert its strength," &c P. Lochgoil-head, Argyles.
8tatist. Ace, iu. 173.

It is named from the large fin which it carries

aboTe water. It is also called the Sun-fish, S. ; Car-
bm, Cairban, or Corfu, Hebrides; Mot-moUter or
Homer, Orkn.

SAILL, *. Happiness.
Sal never myne hart be in saitt, na in liking,

Bet gif I loissing my life, or be laid law.

Oawan and Get, L 2L
V. 8ml*.

To SAILL, v. a. To seal, Aberd. Ecg.

To SAILYE, v. a. and w. To assail, to mako
attempt.

"Thocht my aventure was first, every ane of thame
sail sail** as thay best may, quhil you be finalie slane."
Bellend. T. Iir., p. 126.

Sailtb, #. An assault.

Qahar thai eatryt, the sailye was so sayr,

Dede to the ground feill frekis donn thai bayr.
Wallace, ix. 1790, MS.

Abbrer. from Fr. assaiUr, to attack.

To SAIN, Saine, r. a. To bless. V. Saxe.

SAINTANDROSMES. V. Andyr's Day.

SAINCTTOB'S HEAD. The promontory of

St. Abb's Head at the entrance of the Firth

of Forth.

"Ane impost—of twa shillings Scots to be payed
upon the tun of all—vessels cuming within Dunnottir
and Sain* Tab's Bead," Ac. Acts Cha. L, 1814, VI.
238.

Our ancestors seem to hare been fond of prefixing

the letter t before rowels, especially in names, as the
TanlomgbelL

SAIP,#. Soap,S.
I lend you wylis mony fawld.

To mix the new wyne with the awld ;—To sell rfcht detr, and by gud cheip,

And mix ry meill amang the saiu!
Lyudsag, S. P. JL,V. 189.

A.-3. Dan. saepti Belg. step, Alem. stiphe, Lat.

sap-o.

Saipman, s. A soap-boiler, S.

"Saipman, a soap-maker;" GL Picken.

[Saipy, Saipie, adj. Soapy, S.]

[Saipy-Sapples, $. Soap-suds, the refuse

of a washing-tub, West of S.]

SAIR, Says, Sake, adj. 1. Sore, painful, S.

2. Sorrowful ; as, a sair Jtoart. a heart over-

whelmed with grief

.

In to that place thai mycht no Iangor bid.

Out off the feyld with sar hartis thai ryd.
Wallace, ix. 496, MS.

A.-S. sare-heort, tristis corde.

3. What is to be lamented, or regretted ; as,

" It's a sair matter," It is a great pity, S.

This idiom occurs in Alem. Seregherza, cor dolens.

4. Violent, carried on with much force.

-'The sailye was so sayr,
* ° *"

"rekia doun thai bayr.
Wallace, ix.17W.MS.

Dede to the ground feill frekis doun thai bayr.

5. Heavy, oppressive, severe, as, sair sickness,

a sair fever; a sair matter, a trying business,

a hard affair, S.

Lat ws to borch our men fra yonr fels law,
At leyfland ar, that chapyt fra yoor ayr ;

Deyll nocht thar land, the unlaw is our sayr.

Wallace, rii. 436, MS.
Sair serrice hes sum hirreit sone.

Maitland Poems, p. 321.

Sn.*G. soar, gratis, A.-S. sar, gravis, molestus.

6. Niggardly, hard to deal with. A sair mas-
ter, a hard master, a sair merchant, &c, S.
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7. Costly, expensive, extravagant, S.

According to tradition, James VI. when he reflected

on the great alienation of the royal domains in con-

sequence of the liberality of David I. to the church,

used to say, that " he was a sair Sant [saint] to the

crown f

8. Pany. A sair neebour, one of a diminutive

appearance;, opposed to a grand troop;

Annand.

Sair, #. A sore, a wound, S. ;
[sairis,

generally applied to running sores.]

O* them sad tales he tells anon,

Whan ramble and whan fighting's done ;

And, like Hectorian, ne'er impairs

The brag and glory o' bis miss.
Ferguson's Poems, ii. 96.

A.-S. Isl. jar, Su.-G. soar, dolor ; rulnas.

Sair, Sar, Sare, adv. 1. Sorely, as causing

pain, S.

And than thai snld schut hardely

Amang thair fayis, and sow thaim sar.

B<irbour, xri. 891, MS.

A.-S. sure, graviter.

2. In a great degree, much. Meat much
roasted, is said to be sore or sair done, as

opposed to what is tJuiin, i.e., rare, S.

From thens fordwarte Vlixes mate and mare
With new crimes begouth to affray me sare.

Doug. Virgil, 41, 45.

It is used in a similar sense by R. Brunnc, p. 305.

Our Inglis men k thei tber togidere mette,

—Ther speres poynt oner poynt, so sare k so thikke;

k fast togidere joynt, to se it was ferlike.

Le., "so very close."

Germ. sear, Belg. seerf valde, Sel-G. saara.

[3. Dearly, at much cost; as, by sair, pay

dearly for, suffer severely on account of,

Barbour, xviii. 514.]

Sair-Aff. Greatly to be pitied; often applied

to one who is much straitened in worldly

circumstances, who has scarcely the means

of sustenance, S.; synon. Ill off.

Sondice greto $tca saara ; Aliqui plorabant dolenter

;

Chron. Rythm. ap. Ihre, vo Soar. "Scot. They greet

tatr;" Callander. MS. Notes, ibid. ; properly, "they
grot sair."

[Sair-Een. Envious eyes ; as, " A sicht for

sair-een,
n

i.e^ something that envious eyes

would covet* The phrase is also used in

the sense of, u to gladden one's eyes," as

when speaking of a friend who has been

long absent, West of S.]

[Sair-Fit. A timo of need ; Le., when one

is unable to move about ; as, u Keep some-

thing for a sairJit" lay past what you can

against a time of difficulty, S.]

"Keep something for the sore foot" S. Prov. ;

"Preserve something for age, distress, and necessi-

ty ;" Kelly, p. 220.

"After a* now wad it no be better to lay by this

hundred pound in Tarn Turnpenny's, in caso the
young lady should want it afterband [afterhend], just

for a sairfoot ?" St. Ronan, ii. 118.
" At ony rate, something for a sair foot may bo

gathered iu the mean time." The Eutail, i. 118.

Sair-IIeed, Sair-Head, *. A common term

for a head-ache, S.

She carp* and grumbles two three days.

Syne supperless I go to bed ;

The morn I wake with a sare head.

A. meats Ponns, 1759, p. 52.

[Sair-iieel. Same with Sair-Fit, q.v.]

Sair-sougiit, adj. Much exhausted, in

whatever respect, S. It is especially ex-

pressive of bodily debility.

Sair wame or wvme. Gripes, S.

Sairly, adv. Sorely,

Ruth hir tendir handes,

War strenyeit sairly boundin hanl with handes.

Doug. Virgil, 62, 36.

Sairness, Sareness, $. Soreness, S.

To SAIR, v. a. 1. To serve; softened in

pron. from the old way of writing v as uf

serve, S.

She sair'd them up, she sair'd them down,
She sair'd them till and frae ;

But when she went behind their backs,

The tear did blind ber e'e.

Lady Jane, Jamieson's Popular Ball., U. 379.

Her heart it wad ua sair

To think but Iindy to look hameward mair.

Moss's Helenore, p. 25.

2. To fit, to be large enough. 77ie coat does

na sair him, i.e., it is too little, S.

3. To satisfy. I'm sair'd, I am satisfied, I

have enough; applied in various senses, very

often to food, S.

Ha, ha, my lad, says they, ye are nae Mate,—
It seems ye are na sair'd wi what ye got,

Ye's find that we can cast a harder knot
Ross's Helenore, p. 47.

The squire that had an eye
Set close upon her, reed that she sad flee,

Says cannily, I'm sure ye are not saird ;

Here's fouth of meat, eat on and do not spar't.

Ibid., r> 30.

4. To give alms to a beggar; as, "Icanna
sair ye the day/' S.

Sairin, Sairixg, s. 1. As much as satisfies

oue, S.

Ye cou'd na look your sairin' at her face,

So meek it was, so sweet, so fu' o' grace.

Rous Helenore, p. 16.

This term is very often used to denote as much
food as satisfies one a appetite, llae ye got your sair-

ing t Have ye had enough of food.

[2. Service of food for a man or beast ; also

the dole given to a beggar, West of S.,

Banffs.]
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3. It often denotes an acquaintance with any
object to satiety or disgust, S.

"I bae hod my miYiV o* sio cattle, an' though
there wisna anithcr 'oman in the wide warld,—

I

mid sunner stand twalmonths stark naked on the tap o(

Clochan-dighter than come athort a loddio agen."
St. Kathleen, iv. 40.

4. It is also ironically applied to a drubbing.
* He got his aiming ;" he was beaten till

he could not well bear any more ; or, ac-

cording to a phrase of similar signification,

"He had his bellyfull of it."

[Saiuix, Sairixo, adj. Having the power to

satisfy, Banffs.]

[Sair-six, 8. A mode of farming by a rota-

tion of six crops ; viz., two of grass, two of

cereals, one of turnips, and one cereal,

Banffs.]

[To SAIR, v. n. To savour. V. Sawer.]

Sairles, Sareless, adj. Unsavoury,
tasteless, S. B.

For as weill sayis Augustine,
The thing to all that spokin l>eno

To nane is snokin, as we knaw,
Experience dois daylie schaw.
8a sic Preichonris as I have tald,

Bot not in deid sic as I wald :

That thinkis thawe sellis dischargit weill,

Quhen thav haue run oure with ane reill

Thair saints sennone red yistrene,

The hoar sa speudit thay ar clene.

JHalL Clark & Courteowr, p. 16.

V. Sawer.

SAIRIE, adj. 1. Poor, silly, feeble, Ayrs.
Cnrlie, wee sairie thing, ye'U neist*

Attack a roastit chuckle's breast.

Pickcn's Poewis, I 63.

2. Sairie man, an expression of affection;

often used to a dog, Koxb. V. Sary.

[To SAIRL, v. n. To whine, Slietl.]

£SAIS. Say ; ind.jjr. in all the persons, also

imp. pi. ; still so used, S.]

To SAISE, v. a. To give seizin or legal

possession to ; a forensic tenn, S.

"The said vmq1
. Andro Weymes was astricted to

infeft and saise the said vmq1
. Johne Weymes his sou,"

kc. Acts Cha. I., Ed. 1814, vol V. 124.

Fr. sais-ir, to seize, to take possessiou of. It is,

however, more immediately from L.B. sais-ire, mit-
tere aliquem in possessionem, investire. Somo trace

this to sacire, which has been explained, In patri-

monium sociare. Du Cange, vo. Sacire. V. Sasine.

SAIT, *. 1. An old name for the

Court of Session in S. Lords of the Sait,

Lords of the Seat or Session.

8am sains the Sail, and snm thame cursis.

Dunbar, Lannatyne Poems, p. 41.

Lordes of the scale, Acts Ja. V. f 1537, c. 53.

2. A see, an episcopate.

"Gawyn archibisclvep of Glasgw, protestit, in the
name of the kirk of Glesgw, that quhat war done to

the said lanl of Kciro sulde turno the sail of Glasgw
to na preiudice anent the ward of Caddcr." Acts Ja.

V. f lfi26, Ed. 1814, p. 311.

In a similar way the term sege, properly denoting
a scat, is used for a sec. V. Skuk. Also in A.-S.

bisceojw;!?, enisconi sedes. I need scarcely advert to

the use of L.B. series in the same sense ; whence indeed

Ksff.

SAK, Sack, s. A term used in our old laws

to denote one of the privileges of a baron.

"And some criminal actions perteins to some of the

judges foresaids, and to their courts : and chit flic to

them quha hes power to hald their courts, with sock,

tack, gallous and pit, toll and thame, infang-thicf, and
outfang thief," Reg. Maj. B., i. c. 4, s. 2.

Sot undoubtedly denotes the right with which a
baron is vested, of holding a court within his own
domains. It seems also to signify tho extent of the

jurisdiction of this court.

A.-S. soc, is expl. not only curia, but, tcrritorium,

sive praecinctus, in qua Saca, et cetera privilegia ex-

ercebantur. Uickes, Thcs. i. 159.

Sack seems properly to signify the right of the baron

to prosecute his vassals in this court, and to decide the

matter in controversy, by imposing fines or otherwise

punishing the guilty.

A.-S. sac, saca, lis, actio, causa forensis. Hence E.

sake, equivalent to cause ; as, for Gents sake, propter De
causam. Sak is expl. by itastell, as equivalent to

placitum et emenda, i.e., as denoting not only tho

plea, but the pecuniary mulct imposed on the person

found guilty : and in the laws of Edward the Con-

fessor, as synon. with fori*factura or forfeiture. V.

Spelman, vo. Sac. Su.-G. sak, signifies not only a

cause, and also guilt or crime, but the fine imposed on

the criminal.

Skene expl. sock, as, according to some, referring to

the sock, or plough-share ;
" quhen the tcuent is bound

and oblishea to cum with his pleuch to till ami labour

ane part of the Lordes landcs." De Verb. Sign. vo.

Sokmannia; also, Not. in Reg. Maj. Lib., i. c. 4. This

idea seems to have been thrown out by Littleton. V.
Spelm. vo. Soc. But it is quite fanciful. For sock, as

denoting a plough-share, is not of A.-S. origin. Besides,

soc, juri8dictio, is the same with socn, socna, where the

resemblance is lost. A.-S. soc, I suspect, is from
Moes.-G. sok-jan, A.-S. soecan, to seek. 1. Because

its literal sense is sequela. 2. Because it corresponds

to L. B. secta. "Sok,—now wee call soyte, from the

French worde suite, h.e. sequela /' Skene, in vo. 3.

Because this is confirmed by analogy. Su.-G. soek-a,

signifies, in jus vocare ; soeka och swara, actorem et

reum esse, Leg. Ostg. ap. Hire. Hence soekn, citatio

in jus, corresponding to A.-S. socn; soeknetlag, dies,

quo in jus vocare licet, exactly analogous to our phrase

a lawful day ; i.e., a day in which a man might be

brought into a court of law, in order to be prosecuted

;

Isl. yfersokn, suprcma jurisdictio. Su.-G. soeka, is also

used, in a secondary sense, as signifying to exact

;

soekn, an exaction ; soeknare, quaestor, one who levies

fines.

This analogy renders it highly probable that sac has
the same origin ; especially as Su.-G. sak, equally with
soekn, signifies a mulct. The cognate Germ, term,

snche, causa, lis, jus cognoscendi de causis controver-

sis, is deduced by Wachtcr from such-en, quacrere,

inquirere.

SAKE, s. Blame, guilt ; or accusation.

Swete Ysonde thinaro
Thou preve the king for me

;

Qif it thi wille ware,
Of sake he make mo fre

;

Of land ichil ever fare,

Schol he me never se.

Sir Trisirem, p. 119.
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With hot yren to say,

Bche thoaght to make her dene,
Of take. /6u£, p.123.

M From sak, lie vel objurgium, a very ancient word
m the northern languages. GL Triatr. V. Sak and
Saiki.pw.

[Sakles, adj. Innocent, Barbour, xx. 175.

V. Saikless.]

SAKIRES, 9. pL [Prob. an errat. for Satires,

satyrs.]

•• Ane bed maid of eewit worset with the figure of

sakires and levis of treis furnissit with ruif and heid-

pece, and thre pandis, all freinyeit with reid and grene
worsett" Inventories, A. 1578, p. 209.

It seems doubtful whether this term refers to the
hawk called the saker, Fr. sacrc ; or to savages, as the

same word is expl. by Cotgr. " a ravenous or greedy
fellow." [More prob. it is an errat for satires, satyrs,

which were favourite figures for sewed work in olden

[SAKTA, xnterj. Softly, gently, ShetL
Dan. sagte, id.]

[BALAND, part pr. Sailing, Barbour, xix.

193.]

SALANG, adv. So long.
M And forthair, monethly iiim li salang as my lord

goueroour sail happin to remane at the said assege, gif

the assegs lastis salang.
99 Acta Mary, 1546, Ed. 1814,

p. 472.

SALARTS, s.pl. Sellers, venders.

"AIs at the kingis hienes depute—certane ce[r]-

aoaris in euerilk town, quhilk is ane port, quhilk sal

hane power to cerss the solaria & .passaris furth of the
Borne for hanffing furth of money/' Acts Ja. IV.,
1603, Ed. 1814, p. 242.

SALD, preL and part. pa. Sold.
MAs to the serplus of wool—said be the said Clays,

—lor samekle as is vnpait—the said Johne to haue
regress to the said Clayis." Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1478,

pw28.
A.-S. staid, saM, datus ; venditus ; from sel-an, dare;

Tendere.

SALE, Sail, Saill, s. 1. A palace.

Thare stude ane grete tempfll or sail ryall,

Of Laurent dete stU inipereall.

Doug. Virgil, 210, 55, saU, MS.

2. A hall, a chamber, a parlour.

The renk raikit in the saill, riale and gent,

That wondir wisly wes wrought, and wourschip and wele.

Qawan and OoL, i. 6L

It seems doubtful whether the term here denotes the
palace in general, or one chamber in it.

Within the chief palice, baith he and he
At enterit In the sale ryall and hie.

Doug. Ktrotf, 472, 8&

The term is used in both senses in the Northern
languages : A.-S. sal, aula, palatium ; Su.-G. sal,

hamtaculum, conclave; aula, curia; IsL sal, domus
ampla et magnifies* multorum hospitum et convirarum
capax ; camera in aedium edition loco, quam adire

per scales necessam est ; Vcrel. Ind. Germ, sal, tem-
plmra, palatium ; also, coenaculum, pars aedium am-
ploir et ornatior ; Fr. sate, Ital. L.B. sala, a hall.

A.-S. Alem, sal also denotes a private house. The
natural origin of the term, in all its senses, is undoubt-

edly to be found in Moes-G. sal-jan, divertere, manero,
hospitari ; whence salith-vos, mansiones ; A.-S. sacUh,

Alem. stlxtha, habitatio.

SALEBROSITY, *. A rough or uneven
place.

•• His Grace here wisely brought the Doctor off sale-

brosUies, whence all his wits could not have delivered

him with his credit." Baillte's Lett., i. 114.

Johns, gives salebrous as an E. word, although with-

out any authority, from Lat. salebros-us, id.

SALEK. Used for so leaky. "Theschip was
ealek;" Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

Su.-G. latch, hi&ns, rimas agens ; A.-S. hlaece, id.

SALENE, s. The act of sailing.

" Ane tapestrie of the historic of the salene of Ae-
neas, contening aucht peces." Invent. A. 1578, p. 211.

SALER, Sir Gawan and Sir Gal., ii. 9. V.
Sanape.

SALERIFE, adj. Saleable, S. from sale,

and rife, plentiful.

The O.K. word assumed a different form. "SaU"
wry. Vendibilis." Prompt. Parv. ; as if from Teut.

stUrtn, vendire, and vrti, tutus, securus, q. "secure of
ale."

SALERYFE, adj. Abounding with sails

or ships.

Jupiter from his hie spere adoun
Blent on the salervfe seyis, and erth tharby.

Doug. Virgil, 20, 6L .

SALFATT, e. A salt-cellar. V. Saltfat.

SALIE, Saly, e. A hired mourner, who
walks in procession before a funeral. V.
Saullie.

SALIKE, Saelike, adj. Similar, to the

same kind, S. B.

Moes-G. swaleiks, Isl. contr. slyk-r, style, talis,

ejusmodi.

SALINIS, 8. pi. Saltpits.

" The same come be aventure on ane uther sorte of
Hethruschis that war liand at the salmis." Bellend.

T. Liv., p. 469.

Fr. saune, a salt-pit ; or, a magazine for salt.

[To SALIST, v. n. To desist, to hold, ShetL]

[SALIT, Salyt, pret. Sailed, Barbour, xvi.

17, xiv. 378.]

SALL, v. aux. Shall, S., A. Bor.

SALL, Houlate, iii. 14. Errat. for stall, stole*

Than the Dene Rurall worth rede,

Sail for scheme of the stede.

"Stall, stole?" GL Pinkerton. The conjecture is

well-founded. For stall is the word in the Bannatyne
MS., i. e., " From a sense of shame stole away from,

the place."

[SALMOND, s. Salmon, Barbour, xix. 664 ;

pi. salmonys, ibid. ii. 576.]

Salmon Fleuk. V. Flook, Fleuk.
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SALSAR, t. A salt-cellar. Abcrd. Reg.,

V. 17.
•• An© salsar of tyne [tin].

H
Ibid., V. 10.

L.B. salsar-ium, id. SaUarius denotes one who had
the charge of the salt-seller in a king's kitchen.

SALSS, s. Sauce.
And that eyt it with fill grid will.

That soucht na nothyr talis thar till

Bot appetyt, that oft men takys ;

For rycht weill acowryt war thair stomaky*.
Barbour, iii. 640, MS.

Instead of taly* used in MS., I suspect that it ought
to have been lalys, lacks or wants. For, as the pas-

sage stands, it cannot bear any tolerable meaning.
Barhoar expresses the same idea with that contained

in the emphatical S. Prov., Hunger** gudc litchin.

Germ, sulze, Fr. sau*se, id. The origin is Germ.
mUz-en, sale condhre ; as properly signifying a kind of

pickle made of salt. V. Wachter, vo. Salz.

SALT, Sawt, *. Assault, attack.

Thus thai schupe for ane soft ilk sege seir :

Ilka soverane his eusenye shewin has thair.

Qaioan and Got., ii. IX
This is the reading of Edit. 1508, instead of so//, in

8. P. Repr.

The toun wes hard to ta
With opyn sawt, strentb or mycht

Barbour, ix. 850, MS,
Chancer, mute, id. contr. from Fr. a-<saut.

SALT, adj. 1. Troublesome, what produces
bitter consequences, S.

Wit he betwixt u* twa bo onie lufe,

He wil be ricbt weil prayit, and tho apprufe :

And he to me wit thow maid ony fait,

To the that wil be ful sowre and mlt.
Priest of Peblis, p. 44

Wele, quod the tothir, wald thou mercy cry,
And mak araemlis, I sail remit this fait

:

Bot vthir wayia that sate sail he full salt.

Doug. Virtfil, ProL 450, 47.

"I shall male it salt to you, i.e., I shall make you

Ky
dear for it. TliaC* the thing tliat males the lail salt,

or. Scot. Bor. Le., That's the ground of the
quarrel" Rudd.

2. Severe, oppressive, overwhelming.

In this sense it occurs in one mode of recitation of
an old song

:

It's naething but a saut sickness
- That's like to gar me die.

The Queen's Marie
In the more modern form :

Twas but a stitch in to my side.

And sair it troubles me.
Minstrelsy Scott Border, ii. 16a

3. Costly, expensive; applied to any article

of sale, S.

I need scarcely observe, that Lat. sales in pi. and E.
salt, are both metaph. used to denote wit. Althoui;h
this sense is different, there may be an analogy. The
term as used 8., might originally denote what is
poignant to tho mind. It may, however, have a refer-
ence to some ancient superstition, such as that men-
tioned by Kilian. Soute ende broode eten, offam judici-
alcm edere. "This," he says, "was a bit of bread,
devoted in the way of execration by certain words,
which was presented to the guilty person ; salt being
at the same time offered, perhaps because it was
customary to use it in execrations and imprecations.
Pot the Germans, Saxons, Belgac, and many others,

firmly persuaded, that no one, conscious of evil,

1 eat bread devoted in this manner ;" vo. Sottt, saL
This superstitious idea evidently corresponds to the

constant use of salt in the sacred rites of the heathen,

from whom it was immediately borrowed by the church
of Rome. V. CasaL de Vet. Sacr. Christ. Kit., p. 205.

It is well known that the heathen always used suit in

their sacrifices. The sacred nature of this rite would
aatarally enough induce a persuasion of the efficacy of

watt, when devoted in the manner dcscrilied above ; as

the person who profaned it would be accounted so

daring in his guilt as to call for an immediate inter*

vention of the power of their offended deities.

It is said to have been an ancient custom among
some heathen nations, that those who promised faith

to kings, eat salt adjuretl or consecrated in the pre-

sence of the kings to whom they bound themselves.
Hence it is said in the book of Esdras, that the princes

of the Samaritans, when they wrote to the Persian kings

accusing the Jews, thus expressed themselves; "A\e
are mindful of the salt, which we eat in the palace."

V. Du Cange, vo. SaL
But the rite itself, as used in sacrifices, was probably

borrowed from the Jewish custom. It was one of the

laws delivered by Moses ; " Every oblation of thy
meat-offering shalt thou season with mlt ;" Lev. ii. 13.

As salt was a symbol to which Pythagoras attached
great importance, it has been supposed, on urctty good
authority, that he learned the sacred use of it from the

Jews. V. Gale's Court, P. ii 130, 152, 153, 204.

Salt, #. A salt-cellar ; Aberd.

Breid and Salt. The offering of breid and
$aitj as the instruments of adjuration, must
be traced to the same origin.

In the records of the Presbytery of Edinburgh, Sept.

20, 1586, the following account is given of an oath
required from Scots merchants trading to the Baltic,

when they passed the Sound :

—

"Certan merchantis passing to Danskerne [Den*
markl and cuming ncir Elsinnurc, chusing out ane
quhen they accompted for the payment of the toill of
the goods, and that depositioun of ane othe in forme
following, viz. Thei present and offer brent end salt

to the deponer of the othe, whereon he layis his hand,
and deponis his conscience, and sweiris." Edin.
Month. Mac., June 1817, p. 236.
This mode of swearing, although retained to so

late an era, bears striking characters of a heathen
origin. It is obvious, however, that in the course
of ages the manner of using these symbols had been
changed. But there is no reason to doubt, that this
had been originally the same custom with that de-
scribed by Kilian ; who, in his brief notices concerning
ancient usages, has thrown more light on the manners
of the Teutonic nations than perhaps any other writer.
When explaining the word Sout, sal, ho introduces

the phrase, sout ende brood eten, OlTam judicialcni
edere. "This," he says, "was a morsel of bread de-
voted and execrated by certain words, and consecrated
by appointed sentences, which was presented to the
guilty person, qui rco oJFembatiir ;" apparently de-
noting the person charged with guilt, " salt being also
exhibited, perhaps, because of the customary use of
this in execrations and imprecations. For the Ger-
mans, Saxons, Belgae, and many others, were firmly
persuaded, that no one who had a guilty conscience,
could swallow the bread devoted in this manner.
Something of the same kind is related concerning the
aetitcs (or eagle-stone) bruised, and baked with bread
under the ashes, which a thief cannot swallow, but is

either suffocated, or forced to acknowledge his guilt."
The bread devoted in this manner was by the ancient

Saxons called Corsnaede, Conned, The term occurs
in the Laws of Canute, c. 5, Ed. Wheloc, p. 100. It
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it required thai the person accused, ga to corsnaede,
amd tkaert at gefaert s*ca stca Owl raede, •• have re-

coarse to Corsnnl, and take his fate with this accord-
ing to the determination" or "judgment of God."
Lamhard derives the term from A. «S. cors, execratum,
ami netk\ from neod, necessitas. Others render sited,

offa, a morsel, from snid-an, to cut, S., to sned. This
was sometimes called Offa execrata, also, Offajudicialis.

It certainly favours the former etymon, that this in

A.-S. was also denominated Xed-bread, i.e., "bread
of necessity," because the person accused was forced
to eat it. V. Somner in vo. It has been conjectured,
that this was originally the sacramental bread,—and
that, to avoid profanation, common bread was devoted
for this purpose.

Lindeabrog has given the form in which this morsel
was cursed, p. 1307 ; and we learn from Ingulphus,
that when the perfidious Godwin, Earl of Kent,
attempted, by this mode of trial, to abjure the murder
of the brother of Edward the Confessor, the bread
stuck in his throat, as a judgment for his perjury.

Gale, Rer. Anglic Script., l 66.

Of the general adoption of this appeal there is still

a vestige remaining, in the execration often pronounced
by those who wish to give the greatest assurance that

they apeak the truth; "May this bit stick in my
throat if I tell you a lie!"
Whatever may have been the immediate origin of

A.-Sw eor*maetU,\ am convinced that the phrase, bread

and mil, refers to a period preceding Christianity,

and indeed to the established use of these symbols in

sacrificial worship. In correspondence with this idea,

Kilian renders the Teut. syuonyme, SotU eude brood,

Mola saba ; evidently viewing it as analogous to the

ritual language of the Romans during the reign of

As the oblation of the salted cake, or of bread with

aalt, was an act of the most solemn worship ; and as

the eating of it with another was a pledge of inviolable

friendship ; the person, who either tasted these, when
judicially called, or who laid his hands on them when
presented, must have been viewed, as not only declar-

ing that he forfeited all claim to social rights, but that

he renounced all interest in the blessings of religion,

if he did not declare the truth.
' It would appear that the tasting of salt, even with-

out bread, was one mode of swearing allegiance in a
very early period. Hence Leidrad, bishop of Lyons,

observes, that, " according to some, it was an ancient

custom, among certain heathen nations, for those

who took an oath of fidelity to sovereigns to partake

of salt that had been adjured or consecrated in the

presence of those to whom they swore." In support

of this, he adds ;
•• Hence it is written in the book of

Esdras, that the princes of the Samaritans, when
writing to the Persian king, in regard to the accusa-

tion of'the Jews, thus expressed themselves ;" We
- are not unmindful of the salt which we eat in the

palace." MabUlon. Analect. ,Tom. iii. p. 5. The pass-

age referred to is E*ra iv. 14, which some read,

"Because we are salted with the salt of the palace,

—

it was not meet for us to see the king's dishonour."

It seems doubtful, however, if they meant any thing

more, by this metaphorical language, than that they

bad received various tokens of the royal favour.

Saltar, Saltare, Salter, *. A maker
of salt, S.

•*Na persone—sail fie, hyre or conduce any saltans,

coilyeans, 4c. without, ane sufficient testimoniall of

thair maister qubouie they last seruit." Acts. Ja. VI.,

Ed. 1814, IV. 286\ 237. Safaris, V. 508.
•• That of euery gaugand pan—sex bollis of salt salho

oulklie deliuerit to the collcctour,—and that of the

reddiest and first end of the haill salt maid in the pan,

alsweill dew to the pan maistcris as saltarit, at x. s.

viij d. the boll," Ac. Act* Ja. VI., 1574, Ed. 1814, p.

03.

••There is a place near that moss,—called the Salter-

hirst, where people believe that salters dwelt, which
is an indication that the sea has been there where the

moss k now." Maxwell's Sei. Trans., p. 77. V.
Saltar.
GaeL salloir, a saltmonger.

Salt-Bed, s. The place where ooze, proper

for the manufacture of salt, collects, Dumfr.
"By this operation the whole salt-bed, as it is

technically called, is deprived of its surface to the depth
of about the eighth part of an inch." Agr. Surv.

Dumfr., p. 527. ,

Salt-Fat, Salfatt, Saut-Fat, s. A salt-

cellar, or vessel for holding salt, S.
—"Gin ye like Ise gang and fetch you your ain

address : it is lying in a ncuk of our mat/at, carefully

preserved, and just as fresh as whun it was to ha' been
sent to the king." Donaldsoniad, Thorn's Works,
p. 370.

"The air sail hauo—ane maiser, ane salt*fat, ane
butter plait," &c. Balfour's Practicks, p. 235.
" Item, in the said cageat, a litill coffre of silver oure

gilt with a litil saltfat and a cover." Inventories, A.
I4S8. p. 6.

"Item, twa salfatth without coverris." Ibid.,

A. 1542, p. 72.

In our country, in former times, the saut-fat was in-

variably placed in the middle of the table. It was a '

pretty Urge vessel, of a flat form, that there might bo

no danger of the salt being spilled. For if this hap-

pened, it was universally accounted a bad omen. This
is a very ancient superstition. We learn from Festus,

that the Romans reckoned it ominous to spill the salt

at table. Among them, the idea might originate from
the custom of consecrating the tabic, by setting on it

the images of the Lares and salt-holders, mlinorum
appositu ; Arnob. Lib. ii. A family salt-cellar (pater-

num mltHMim) was kept with great care ; Horat. Od.
ii. 16. 14. V. Adam's Rom. Antiq., p. 445. V. Salt.

A.-S. staltfaet, id., Teut. soul-rat. A.-S. faet, fat,

a vessel of any kind, is often conjoined with another

«., particularly defining the use of the vessel meant

;

as leht-faet, a candlestick, Lc, a vessel for holding a
candle.

The very form of these vessels, so big with the fate

of the company, is particularly mentioucd in our old

records. Besides being flat, they seem to have been
generally square.

" Item, ane trunscheor with ane saltfatt in the nuik

of it ourgilt." Inventories, p. 73. V. Sautfat.

"Item, twa nukit trnnscheoris of silver owrgflt,

with saltfattis in the nukis of them." Ibid., p. 111.

It has been generally believed that the spilling of

aalt betokens ill luck. But it is perhaps not so well

known that to throw some of it over the left shoulder

dissolves the spell, and wards off the threatened ill.

Of such importance was this vessel among our fore-

fathers, that, in ancient times, it formed a lino of dis-

tinction between men of rank and mere vassals or re-

tainers, although seated at the same table.

"Some gentlemen of consideration, with their sons,

brothers, aud nephews, occupied the upper end of tho

table.—Beneath the salt-seller (a massive piece of plato

which occupied the midst of the table) sat the sine

nomine turba, men whose vanity was gratified by
occupying even this subordinate space at the social

board, while the distinction observed in ranking them

was a salve to the pride of their superiors." Talcs of

my Landlord, i. 250, 251.

This humiliating custom was by no means peculiar
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to Scotland ; it prevailed also in England, and was not
unknown even on the continent. The celebrated Bp.
Hall has been brought as a witness of the prevalence of

the custom in England at least as early as the year 1597.

A gentle squire would gladly entertaine

Into his house some trencher-chaplaine

;

Some willing man that might instruct his sons,

And that would stand to good conditions.

First, that he lie upon the truckle-bed,

Whilst bis young inaiater lieth o'er his head.

Second, that he do, on no default,

Ever presume to sit above the tali, kc
Satires, B. 11

" He never drinks below the toft."

Ben Jonson*s Cynthia's Revets.

—He believes it fa the reason

Ton ne'er presume to sit above the salt,

Massinger
t

s Unnatural Combat.

The following passage from Perat, who flourished

about the middle of the sixteenth century, lias been
brought to prove that this custom was " familiar at

least in France."
Neque ejusmodi dicacitatee nobilitatem honestant

:

quamvis enim clicntium caterva, amicorutn humiliores,

totaque omnino infra salinum stipata cohors, scurrau-

tem Dominum, et (ut ait Flaccus, imi derisoretn lecti,

•cachinnationibus suis insulsis adulari soleant, Ac. De
Inst. Not, p. 36. Edin. Month. Mag^ May 1817, p.

133.

This mode of distinguishing rank, or expressing

estimation, bears so singular a character, that one
can hardly be made acquainted with it, without im-
mediately proposing the question, "Whence could

it possibly originate?" But, from the oblivion of

former ages, and the indifference which men have
generally manifested in regard to the origin of customs
with which they were themselves perfectly familiar,

there is reason to fear, that from the depths of an-
tiquity no responsive voice shall be heard, none at

least that can give a certain or distinct sound.
As, in the days of our forefathers, the salt-seller

was placed in the middle of the table, that it might
run no risk of being overturned, it might at first view
seem that, as its position divided the table as it were
into two equal parts, the expression, sitting afjove, or
sitting below, the salt, meant nothing more than having
A place at the upper, or at the lower, end of the tabic

;

and thus that the relation which one's seat was said to

bear to the salt, was merely accidental, from the cir-

cumstance of the vessel which contained it being tho
central object, in the same manner as one, in our time,

might be said to sit above or below the ejtergne.

But although it may afterwards appear that among
the ancients salt was the established symbol of friend-

ship, I do not see that the relative position of indi-

viduals, as above or below the vessel which contained
it, could be meant in itself to imitate the greater or
less degree of respect which their host entertained

for them ; for, in this case, actual propinquity to the
alt-seller, whether the person was above or below it,

must have been tho test of estimation.

If, however, it should be supposed, that the salt-vat

did not equalry divide the table as to its length, but
that it waspl accd nearer the head or bottom, as the

less or more honourable guests, exceeded in number,
this difficulty would bo obviated. For, thus it must
have been understood, that it was not propinquity to

this symbol, but the possession of a seat above it, that
constituted the peculiar badge of honour. But, per-

haps, all that we can fairly deduce from the custom
referred to is, that the choice of this utensil as mark-
ing the line of distinction, in connexion with the
great importance attached to its contents, and the caro
exercised to prevent its being overturned, may bo
viewed as an indication that there was au hereditary
respect to some more ancient rite or idea, the meaning

VOL. IV.

of which, and even its peculiar diameter, had been
lost in the lapse of ages.

Trivial as the custom under consideration may
appear,—to those especially who would deem it a
degradation were they to waste a thought on the ves-

tiges of popular tradition, who find sufficient occupa-

tion for their superior powers in acquainting them-
selves with the ever-varying minutiae of modern man*
ners,—the inquiry leads us much farther back than

might at first bo imagined, and points to sources of

intelligence not unworthy of the investigation of the

philosophic mind.
Various proofs have been given of the symbolical use

of salt, in connection with divine worship, among
ancient nations. As salt was iuvariably used in the

sacred rites of the heathen, from whom immediately

it was received by the Church of Rome, it has been

thought that this custom was originally borrowed from

the Jews. It was one of the laws delivered by Moses :

•• Every oblation of thy meat-offering shalt thou sea-

son with salt," Lev. ii. 13. V. vo. Salt, atfj.

"The great importance attached to salt," savs

Pliny, "appears especially from the sacred rites of the

ancients, who never celebrated any sacrifices sine mola
salsa. For so they denominated toasted com sprinkled

with salt ; for it, being bruised, was sprinkled on the

victim. The fire, the head of the victim, and the

sacrificing knives, were indeed all sprinkled with the

crumbled cake." Hist. B. 37, c. 7. To the same pur-

pose is the language of Juvenal

;

Sertaque delubris, et farra inq>onite cultris.

Satyr, it

And of Tibullus

;

At vannm in curis hominum genus omiua noctts

Farre pio placaut, et saliente sale.

Lib. iiL Eleg. 4.

Hence, as has been observed, the term immolatio;
which was as it were the consecration of the victim by
tho act of sprinkling, or of laying, the salted cake on
its head. The cako itself was called mola a molendo ;

because it was made of bruised corn, or that which
had beeu ground, mola, in a mill. By means of this

cake also, which, when bruised, they sprinkled on the

sacrifice, they used to divine ; whence the Gr. terms
dXevpo/xarreca, i.e., " divination by meal ;

" and
ov\oxvp*rT€ia, " divination by the salted cake."
But salt, even as symbolically regarded, was not

exclusively appropriated to a religious use. It was
also an established symbol of friendship between man
and man. We learn from Eustathius, Iliad, a. that

among the ancient Greeks, salt was presented to guests,

before any other food, as a symbol of friendship.

Hence Aeschincs, when describing the sacred rites of

hospitality, says that the Greeks made great account,
rrjs x6\cuh AXaf , " of the salt of the city and the public

table." The language of Pliny, Salem et caseum etlere,

contains a similar allusion ; and that of Cicero, Vulgo
dicitur, multos modios salis simul cdos esse, ut amici-

tiae munus cxpletum esse.

Eustathius has said that, "as salt consists of aque-
ous and terrene particles mixed together, or is a con-

nexion of several aqueous parts, m like manner it

was intimated that the stranger and his host, from
the time of their tasting salt together, should main-
tain a constant union of love and friendship." This
idea, however, seems by far too metaphysical and re-

fined to have originated a custom received by nations

in an early period of society.

Others, with greater plausibility, have observed,

that, as salt preserves meat from corruption, the use

of it as a symbol signified that the friendship which
had its commencement in a mutual participation of it

should be firm and lasting. It has also been supposed,

that this custom respected the purifying quality of salt,

which was commonly used in lustrations, and that it

N
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intimated that friendship should he free from all

artifice, jealousy, and suspicion.

Potter, I find, has in general preferred the same
idea that had occurred to me in regard to the origin of

the use of this as a symbol of friendship. '* It may
be," he says, " the ground of this custom was only this,

that salt was used at all entertainments both of the

Eds and men,—whence a particular sanctity was
tiered to be lodged in it It is hence called Bitot

<Xtf, divine salt, by Homer, and Upo\ AXct, by others

;

and talinorum appomiu, by the placing of salt on the
table, a sort of holiness was supposed to be derived to
them." Antiq., ii. 415.

From the language of Philo Judaeus, it has been
inferred, with great plausibility, that although no
mention is made of this circumstance in the Pentateuch,
salt was always placed on the table of shew-bread,
along with the loaves. "The table," says Philo,
" has its position towards the south, upon which there

are bread and tall" Vit. Move. Lib. 3. Scacchus
concludes that there must have been at least two salt-

tellers, because the Gr. term (4A«j) is used in the
pluraL Myrothec. ii., p. 495.

The figurative connexion between salt and friendship

does not appear so close, that this can well be viewed
as the primary use of the symbol. It seems necessary

to suppose, that, before it would be applied in this

manner, it had been generally received as an established

emblem of what was permanent. Now, this idea was
most probably borrowed from the mode of confirming
covenants by sacrifice, in which salt was invariably

used ; and it is well known that sacrifice was a com-
mon rite in confederation, not only where God was the
principal party, but between man and man. This is

evident from the account given of the covenant be-

tweenJacob and Laban, Gen. xxxi. 44. 54. As an agree-

ment of this kind was called "a covenant by sacrifice
;"

from the use of salt in the oblation, it was also denomi-
nated " a covenant of salt," Numb., 18, 19. That sin-

gular phrase, "the salt of the covenant," Lev., 2. 13,

obviously contains the same allusion.

With this corresponds the Germ, term, talz-bxind,

explained by Wachter in his Glossary, Foedus firmum
alidumque ratione durationis ; q. " the salt bond or
covenant."
The presenting of salt to a stranger, or the eat-

ing of it with him, might thus come to be a com-
mon symbol of friendship, as containing a reference

to the ancient sacrificial mode of entering into leagues

of amity ; although those who used this rite might
in general be total strangers to its meaning. Hence
also, most probably, the idea so universally received,

that the spilling of the salt was a bad omen ; as it

was supposed to forebode the breach of that friend-

ship of which the conjunct participation of salt was
the symbol.

It would appear, however, that the symbol itself

had been pretty generally diffused among the nations.

We are informed that to this day the eating of bread
and salt together is a symbol of friendship among the

Muscovites. Stuck. Antiq. Conviv., p. 270.

Those who wish to have further information in

regard to this ancient custom, may consult Stuck ius,

above quoted, p. 148 ; Pierii Hieroglyph, fol. 221, D. ;

Pitisci Lexic. vo. Sal; and Potters Antiquities of

Greece, loc. cit.

Saltie, Salt-water fleuk. The vulvar

names of the Dab, on the Firth of Fortli.

"Pleuronectes Limanda. Dab.—It is often em-
phatically distinguished by the fish-dealers as the

snltie, or salt-water jteuk" Weill's List of Fishes, p. 1 1.

Host probably thus denominated in contradistinction

from the P. Fletut, called the Fresh-water Ftounder$

A phrase commonly
to denote the sea.

used by

as it " frequents our rivers at a great distance from
the salt waters." Pennant's Zool., iii. 187.

• Saltless, adj. Used metaph. as expressive

of disappointment, S.
" I have had saltiest luck ;—the hare nae langer

loves to brouse on the green dewy blade o' the clover."
Blackw. Mag. May 1820, p. 159.

Salt Mert. A beeve salted for winter pro-

vision.

"John Lindissay—sail—restore—akow of a deforce,

a soft mert," &c Act Dom. Cone, A. 1479, p. 33.
V. Mart.

Salt vpone Salt. The ancient designation

of refined salt in S.

—"Dame Margrett Balfour, Lady Burly, haifing

sum commoditie of coillis and panis within the lord-

setup of Pittinweme,—hes vpoun hir large cost and
ezpenssis procuirit the knawlege of the making of
refynit salt vtherwayes callit salt vpone salt, quhilk
will serue for the samin vses for the quhilk greit salt

seruit befoir," Ac. Acts Ja. VI., 1587, Ed. 1814,

p. 495.

Salt Se, or Sea.
our old writers

Voder thy gard to schip we vs addres.

Oner spynnand many awe)land seyia salt.

Doug. Virgil, 72, 46.

But the term salt, as connected with tea, is not to be
viewed in the light of a common poetical epithet. It
seems evidently to have originated from its being
formerly used as a «., denoting the sea itself. We
may safely form this conclusion from analogy. Tor
tali was the designation which the ancient Scandina-
vians gave to the tea. The Baltic tea is by Isl. writers
commonly called Eyttra tall, i.e., the Eastern tea;
Germ, tab, mare, Gr. dAi, and Lat. sal-urn, signify

both the tea, and the seasoning which we give to our
food, extracted from its waters. According to Ihre,

it must remain uncertain, whether tall has its name
from the tea, or the tea, as thus denominated, from
so/1. But Seren. observes, perhaps more justly, that
Su.-G. tali, as denoting the tea, seems to be the radi-

cal term ; as it is not likely that men would be ac-

quainted with tali, before they had tasted the waters
of the tea.

To SALUS, v. a. To salute.

He salurt thrim. as it war hot in scorn,

"Dewgar, gud day, Bone Senyhour, and, gud morn."
Wratface,vtl29,Ma

From Lat. talus, health ; O.Fr. id. salution ; or the
v. salu-er.

Salut, *. Health, safety ; Fr. id.

"Pausanias Due of Spart, to the kyng Xerxes,
salut." CompL 8., p. 180.

SALUTE, *• A French gold coin, formerly

current in Scotland.

"The Ryall of France sail haue cours for vi. s.

• viii. d. and the Salute hauand the wecht of the said

new Lyon sail haif cours than als for vi. s. viii. d."

Acts Ja. II., A. 1451, c. W, Ed. 1566.
" Item, in a purs of ledder,—four hundrcth tnenti

& viii Lewis of gold, and in the same purs of ledder

of Franche croenis fyve hundreth thro score & sex,

and of thame twa talutit and four Lewis." Inventories,

p. 13.
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Fr. saluts, "an old French crown, or eoine, worth
about 6 s. sterl.;" Cotgr. In the reign of James II.,

howerer, the salute it valued at eleren shillings, or
half the estimate of the Henry noble Acts, A. 1456,

c.64.
"Solus and Salut," says Dn Cange, "was gold

money struck in France by Henry V. of England

;

so denominated, because it exhibited the 6gure of the
Annunciation made to the Virgin, or of the salutation

of the Angel." Vo. Solus. In L.B. also Salucius and
Solucio, In the article Moneta, howerer, he reckons
this as one of the coins of Charles VL struck A. 1421.

The fact would seem to be that they were first struck
by the latter, bearing only the arms of France ; but
that Henry the sixth struck a coin of the same de-
scription, containing two shields, one bearing the arms
of France, and the other those of England. V. the plate

in Du Cange, to. Afoneta, No*. 10 and 12 compared.

SALVE, Salver, $. A term used to denote

. a discharge of fire-arms.

"They were prepared with a finne resolution to
receive us with a aaltf? of cannon and muskets ; but
our small ordinance being twice discharged amongst
them,—we charged them with a naive of muskets,
which was repaied." Monro's Ezped. P. II., p. 66.

•• Notwithstanding the enemy would emptie salves

of muskets on them before their landing." Ibid., p. 80.

"At the first encounter they gave the Lord Gordon
a sabots of shot from the folds, where he was slayn,

with dyvers others." .Contin. Hist. Earls of SutherL,

p. 526.

This term, like many others in the military line, has
been evidently introduced by our old officers who
served in the wars of Denmark and Sweden. Dan.
salve* a volley or discharge of musket-shot ; salve med
canoner, a discharge of cannons. It is an oblique use

of the term solve, as primarily signifying " a salute ;

"

and has, I suppose, been first applied to a salute given
by fire-arms, as a token of respect. Thus salre tu soes

still signifies "a salute, or saluting at sea." V. WollZ,
The Danes seem to have borrowed it from the French.
For salui denotes " a volley of shot given for a welcome
to some great person ;" Cotgr. I need scarcely add,
that it must be traced to Lat salre, a defective v.

expressing a wish for health to him to whom the term
is addressed.

[SALYS, #. pi. Sails, Barbour, xv. 282.]

SAM, adj. The same, S.

This form expresses the pronunciation.

{SAMBORD, 8. The end of the haaf-lines

attached to the buoy ropes, Shetl. Isl.

torn, together, and hera, to bring.]

SAMBUTES, *. pi. Sambutes ofsilke, pieces

of silk, adorning a saddle.

Here sade! sette of that ilke,

8ande with sambules of silke.

Sir Gatcan and Sir Gal., i. 2L

Germ, sammel, holosericus, Wachter; subsericum,
Eilian ; from Mod. Gr. r£<yuror, id. Chaucer, samite,

Fr. samy.

(SAME, Sehm, s. A nail used by boat car-

g
Miters ; a nail whose point is to be riveted,

hetl. Y.Kuve.]

£SAME, *. The inside fat of swine, unre-

fined hogVlard, Shetl., Clydes.]

SAME-LIKE, adj. Similar, Buchan.
Some spunkies, or some same-like ills,

Fast after him they leggit

;

An* monie a day he ran the hills,

He was sae sairly fleggit

Tarras's Poems, p. 70t

Moes.-G. scma-leiks, consimitis, whence sama-ltiko,

similiter ; Isl. samlik-r, similis, samlik-ia, assimilare.

Samin, Samyn, adj. The same, S.
'
' The poiet confermis this samyn purpose." CompL

S., p. 216.

It seems to be properly the abl. of Moes-G. samo,

samo, eadem, idem. In thamma samin landa. In that

same region, Luke ii. 8. The origin is Su.-G. sam,

con, a particle denoting unity, equality, or identity.

Samin, Samyn, ado. 1. Together.

A litill stound samyn held thai,

And syne ilk man has tane his way.
Barbour, Ix. 270, Ma

Thus endit we ; and al the remanent
In til ane voce samyn gaif thare consent.

Doug, Virgil, 468, 47.

Gret rerd thsir raiss, al sammyn quhar thai ryd.

Wallace, viil 208, BIS.

- 41 sammin, alsame, all together.

Than sone the childer, arrayit fare and gent,

Enterit in the camp al sammin schynand bricht
Doug Virgil, 146, 13w

The heres war wount togydder sit alsame,

Quhen brytnit was, efter the gyse, the ranie.

7&uf. 211,14*

2. At the same time.

Amang all vtheris samin thidder spedis

That schrew pronokare of all wikkit dedis

Eolus neuo, cursit Vlyzes sle.

Doug. Virgil, 182, 32L

3. As soon, conjoined with as.

For samyn an that horribill feyndly wicht
Had ete his HI, and to drink wiue him gaif

Sowpit in slepe, his nek furth of the cave
He straucht.

Doug, Virgil, 89, 89.

[Moes.-G. satnana, together ; A.-S. samod, together;

Moes.-G. sama, the same.] A.-S. ealle aet somne, Belg.

al teamen, all together. From A.-S. samne, samn-ian,

coUigere. V. the adj.

In this sense samne occurs in O.E.

In a grete Daneis felde ther thei samncd alle.

That euer sithen hiderwarde Kaiupedetie men calls.

JL Branne, p. SL

The v. is still used in Lancash. *' To samrto gather

together, to put in order ; " T. Bobbins.

To SAMMER, Sawmer, r. n. To agree,

Fife.

To Sammer, Sawmer, v. a. 1. To adjust,

Fife.

2. To assort, to match, ibid.

Su.-G. sam-ja, anc. sanib-a, conscntire, from sam, a
particle denoting the unity of more than one ; with the

prefix aa, or o, aasamja, in the third pers. sing, indie.

aasambert convenit : IsL san\faer, congruus.

SAMONY. So many, as many.
"The lonlis decrettis—that the said William—sail

content & pay to the said Johue & Jonet sameklc &
samon if of the samyn study, cuschingis, weschalc, &
scruiotis, as aucht to be deliuerit be rrssoun of are-

schip." Act. Dom.Couc, A. 14S9, p. 131. Id. Abcrd.
Reg., A. 153S.
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[SAMYN, Sammyx, Samike, adj. Same.
Mocs.-G. $ama, the same. V. Samix.]

SANAPE', 8. Mustard.

In the account given of covering m table, mention is

made of
Sanapi

t
and saler, semly to night.

Sir Gauxrn ami Sir Oal , fi. 9.

Moes-G. tinapU, A.-S. tenep, Aleni. sautf, tenef.

Ban. tenep, Belg. §ennepu id. all from Gr. <rirartu

Smler seems to signify a vessel for holding mil; Fr.

mUiere, Ital. taliera, talent, probably from the Lat.

phrase •alarium vas. A salt-vat, is still called a soft-

[SANCT, #. and adj. Saint. Lat. sonctus.]

[Sanct-Abbe. St. Ebba, Accts. L. H. Trea-

surer, i. 382, Dickson.]

{Sakctani>ros, Sanct Axdroys. St.

Andrews, ibid.,.I. i., 249.]

[Sanct Axtaxis. St. Anthon/s Chapel
near Holyrood, ibid., i. 198.]

[Sanct Bastyax. St. Sebastian, ibid., i.

171.]

fSanct Bertilmew. St. Bartholomew, ibid.,

L 238.]

[Sanct Geyllis, Gilis, Jeyllis, Jelys.

St. Giles, the patron saint of Edinburgh

;

also, the parisn church of Edinburgh dedi-

cated to that saint, ibid., i. 198, 239, 102,

38.]

[Sanct John of Jerusalem, Lord. The
title given to the head of the order of the

Knights of St. John of Jerusalem in Scot-

land. The same title was given to the head

of the order in England. Ibid., i. 166, 208.]

[Sanct Johnis, Sanct Joiixistox, Jiioxis-

TOUN. The old name of Perth, ibid., i. 95,

122, 107, 267.]

[Sanct Loy. St. Eloy, ibid., i. 114, Fr.

Jfftot, Lat. Eligius.']

[Sanct Mawarrock. Prob. St. Maroc, who
was buried at Lecropt, near Stirling, and
the church there was dedicated to him, ibid.,

L 329.]

[Sanct Moxgoyss, Muxgois, Muxgowis.
St. Mungo or Kentigern, ibid., i. 102, 257,

240.]

[Sanctit, part. pa. Sainted, Barbour, xvii.

286, 875.]

To SAND, r. a. To non-plus ; used like E.
gravely S.

But tince I see ye're sse bigotted,

And to religion so devote* I,

Although wi* scripture I could 9and ye,

111 sen just la'e ye as I faud ye.

I/uf*P0CMSt p. 111.

Sand-Blixd, Saax-Blix, adj. 1. Used in a
different sense from that of the E. word ; for

it denotes that weakness of sight which
often accompanies a very fair complexion,

S. svnon. blind-fair.

2i It also signifies purblind, short-sighted, S.;

Gl. Shirr. Sanded, short-sighted, A. Bur.

;

Grose.
" Drnmlanerick being something *and-blind and

law not well, stroke so furiously and so hot at his

marrow, while he knew not whether ho hit him or
not." PiUcottie, Ed. 1728, p. 150.

Saxd-Buxker, s. A small well fenced sand-

pit, S.A.
•'They sat cosily niched, into what you might call

a bunker, a little sand-pit, dry and snug, and stir*

rounded by its banks." Iiedgauntlct, i. 204.

"And are ye in the wont of drawing up wi* all

the gangrel bodies that ye meet on the high road, or
6nd cowering in a Band-bunker upon the links ! " Ibid.,

P- 223.

Saxd-Eel, Saax-Eel, *. The Sand-lance,

a fish, S.
" AmMottf/tr* Tohianu*, Sand-lance; Sand-eel;

Hornet" NeilFs List of Fishes, p. 3.

(XE. u 8andele or salidelynge fyssh. Anguilla
arenaris." Prompt. Parv.

Saxd-Fleuk, Saax-Fleuk, 8. The Smear-
dab ; Frith of Forth.

'• Pleuronecte8 mtcrocephatus. Smear-dab; Sand-

Jfemt:—taken off Seton Sands and in Aberlady Bay."
Weill's List of Fishes, p. 12.

Saxd-Lark, Sandy -laverock, Saxdy-
LARRICK. The sea Lark, Orkn.
"The sea Lark {charadriu* hlaticnla, Lin. Syst.) is

seen in rast flocks around all our sandy bays and
shores, especially in winter ; but as soon as summer
arrives, they retire to the bare and barren brakes,

where they build a small nest on the ground, and lay
four eggs of a whitish colour." Barry's Orkney, p.
306.

This is the tamlyderrich, or laverock, of S.

"Besides, here are Eagles, Signets [Cygnets] Fal-

cons, Swans, Geese, Gossander, Duck and Malard,
Teal, Smieth. Widgeon, Seapyes, Sandelewrick*

green and gray Plover, Snite, Partridg, Curltie, Moor-
game, and Grows." Franck's Northern Memoirs,

p. 181.

"I had rather that the rigs of Tillictudlem baro
naething but windle-straes and *andy -lavrocks than
they were ploughed by rebels to the king." Tales

of my Landlord, ii. 152.
" * Be good to us,' she exclaimed, 'if here is not the

canty caflant that—snapped up our goose as light as if

it had been a aandie lavrock.' " The Pirate, i. 233.

[Saxd-Loo, Saxxy-Loo. V. Saxdy Loo.]

Saxd-Lowper, Saax-Loupeu, 8. A small

species of crab, Cancer Locusta, Linn.
" Pnlex Marinus, the fishers call it Sand-Lowper.'*

Sibh. Fife, p. 133. V. Loup.

Saxd-Tripper, *. The Sand-piper, a bird,

Gall.
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"Sand-tripper, the sand-piper, common on shore* ;*

Oall. Enc.
This, in signification, resembles the Germ, name,

•andlanfferl, q. sand-louper. V. Pennant's ZooL

SANDE, part pa. Sir Gawan and Sir GaL
L2.—-Sande with sambntes of silke.

V. Sambutes.
Perhaps bordered, from A.-S. swenas, borders, Som-

Ber 5 or embroidered, as corr. from Su.-G. saenckt, id.

saench-a, acu pingere.

SANDIE, Sannie, *. The abbreviation of

Alexander, S. Hence the English seem to

have formed their ludicrous national desig-

nationof Sawneyfor a Scotsman; as theterm
is sometimes pronounced in this manner.
"SandU Clerk." Acts III., p. 300.

SANDRACII, 9. The food provided for

young bees, before they are able to leave

their cells; more commonly denominated
bee-bread.

" If you make mead of the washing of combs—yon
must be careful that, before you break your combs
Into the sieve or strainer, you separate all the young
bees, which you may easily know from the honey, as
also, the sandrach or Bee-bread, which is a yellow
substance, with which some of the cells will be full.

These would give your mead an ill taste." Maxwell's
Bee-master, p. 113.

Isi. son, vas mellis, and dreg, fez ; q. "the dregs of
the hinny-pig."

SANDY-GIDDOCK, s. The Launce, Am-
modytes Tobianus, Linn. Shetl.

"The people call them bottle-noses, and common
Hack whales, Dut most generally ca'ing whales—Sandy*
mddochs (sand-lances) were found in their mouths."
NeilTs Tour, p. 221, 222.
The whales, here mentioned, we are informed, are

denominated ca'ing, because " being of a gregarious
disposition,"—" if they are able to guide," or drive,—
•• the leaders into a bay, they are sure of likewise en-
tangling multitudes of their followers."

Sandy-Loo, *. A name for the Sandlark,
Shetl.

"Charadrius Hiaticula, (Linn. Syst.) Sandt/ Loo,
8and Lark, Ring Plover, Ring Dotterel." Edmon-
stone's Zetl., ii. 239.

Isl. loe, loa, la/a, charadrius nigro lutescente varie-
gatus ; expL in Dan. "a lark ; " Haldorson.

Sandy-Mill, *. To Big a Sandy AMI, to
be in a stato of intimacy, Loth.

Unless you my advice fulfil,

Well never big a sandy mill.

O. Wilson's Coll. of Songs, p. 70.

This refers to the custom of children building houses
in the sand for sport ; otherwise expressed, " We'll
never big sandy bovorochs thegither." V. Bourach.

To SANE, v. n. To say.

Unquyt I do no thing nor sane,
Nor wains a luvis thocht in vane.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 81.
Quhat sail I of his woumler workis sane J

Doug. Virgil, Prol. 160, 7.

Lyndsay, shewing the folly of worshipping images,

has the following singular argument :

—

Quhy suld men Psalm is to thame «ing or sane%
Ben growand treis, that ye irite beiris frute,

Ar msir to piaise, I male it to the plane,

Nor cuttit stockis, wanting baith crop and rate.

Warku, 1592, p. 72.

It occurs in O. E.

If it be sothe, quod Pierce, that ye sayne, I shall it

sone espy*.

P. Ploughman, FoL 83, s.

V. Seyke.

To SANE, Sayn, Saixe, Seyx, v. a. 1. To
make the sign of the cross, as a token of

blessing one
; [pret. sanyt, eayned, saynt.]

Quhen Schyr Aymer herd thi3, in hy
He sanyt him, for the feriy.

Barbour, vii. OS, M3.

In hyr presens spneryt so mekill lycht,

That all the fyr scno put out off bis sycht.

Gain* him a wand off colour reid and greyne.
With a saffyr sanyt his face and eyne.

Welcum, scho said, I cheiss the as my luff.

Wallace, vii. 94, M3.
Edit 1648, smmed.
It occurs in Ywaine and Gawin

—

He sayned hini, the soth to say,

Twenty sith, or ever he blan,

Swilk mervayle had he of that man

;

For he had wonder that nature
Myght malt so fowl a creature.

Ritson'sE. M. R., i 26.

i.e., He made the sign of the cross twenty times.

Sayne is used in the same poem for a sign.

And sone sho frayned at Lunet,
If sho kouth ani sertan sayne. Ibid., p. 120.

Langland uses seyned in the same sense.

Than sate Slouth up, k seyned him swyth,
And made a vowe before God, for his foule slouth,

Shal no Sondav be thys seven yere, but sikenes it let,

That I ne shall do me or day to the dere church.
P. Ploughman, FoL 27, b.

This is undoubtedly the primary sense of the word.
For as Germ, segen signifies a sign, and also blessing,

and segn-en, to bless, to consecrate, to sanctify ; the
terms, as Wachter has observed, seem to be used
metonymically, the sign being put for the thing sig-

nified. The same word occurs in Alem., Notker, Psa.

exxviii. 8. Ootes segen si uber iuh ; The blessing of

God be upon you. In Ootes namen segenoen uuir iuh ;
In the name of God we bless you. Wachter conjec-

tures that this mode of speaking had its origin among
the Franks, who, he says, from the beginning of

Christianity, used the sigu of the cross in entering in-

to vows, and consecrating persons and things, as the
Catholics do at this day. He quotes the following
passage from Alcuin. Hoc enim sigo crucis consecra-

tur corpus Dominicum, sanctificatur fons baptismatus,
initiantur presbyteri et caeteri giadus ecclesiastici, et

omnia quaecunque sanctificantur, hoc signo Dominicae
crucis cum invocatione Christi nominis consecrantur.
A passage in Kilian confirms this view ; Kruyssen

endesaeghenen, crucis signo se munire, to secure protec-

tion to one's self by the sign of the cross.

The S. v. and «. syne, synd, which denote a slight

ablution, seem to have had the same origin.

We may add Isl. sign-a, consecrare, Verel. Ind.
8u.-G. id. notare signo crucis. A.-S. segnunge, signs-

tio, from segn-ian, signare. Hie nullam salutcm ncque
consolationcm thurh heora segnunge onfeng, per eorum
ministerium suscepit, Bed. 502, 20, where, says Lye,
the Sax. interpreter, by the minixtry of the priests

wished sealing to be understood, i.e., with the sign of

the cross. V. Synd.
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2. To bless, God being the agent.

The King said, " 8* our Lord me sayn,
Ik bad gret causa him for to sla."

Barbour, Iz. 24
*Heaee Soot Bor. the expression, Ood soft you and

~ Rudd.
i sains the SaK, and sum tbarae cursfs.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 41.

8. To pray for a blessing, S.

She—free in o't sain'd her o'er and o'er.

Boss's Helenore, p. 65.

Old people atill apeak of saining themselves, Ettr.

For.

Quhen that the achip was saynt and under tail,

Fool Brow in Hou thou purpost for to pass.

Kennedy, Evergreen, ti. 71.

It eeema also need in the Sooth of S.
" Many of the vulgar account it extremely danger-

C«a to touch any thing; which they may happen to find,

without saining (bleaaing) it, the anarea of the enemy
beingnotorioua and well attested." Minetrelay Border,
iilfr.
Bv aome it is atill bettered that it ia dangerous to

receive commendation from another, unless it be ac-

companied by a wish for a blessing. Thus Kelly

•xpL the Pror., Ood sain your eye, man: "Spoken
when you commend a thine without blessing it, which
my countrymen cannot endure, thinking that thereby

in will giro it the blink of an ill eye ; a senseless,

but common, 0000021" Pror., p. 120.

4. To consecrate, to hallow.

The truth yell tell, to me, Tamlane,
And ye mauna lie

;

Gin ye're [e'er] ye was in baly chapel.

Or sained in Christentie.

1$ Iim the same signification in O.E.

We tolde the seven hundord towrys,

80 Cryste me save and sayne.

Ls Bono Florence, RUson's B.M.R., ill. IS.

5. To heal, to care ; pron. Shane, Gall. V.
Shaned.
Taut. Ood segAene u, Servet, consenret te Dens ; Ood

stgene de maeltejd, Deus consenret convivas, ait felix

oonvivium, prosit eonvivis ; Kilian.

Sain, #. Blessing, S. B. V. the v.

SANG,*. 1. Song, S.

This sang wea made ofhym forth!
Wyntown, vii. ia 52&

2. Note, strain, S.

It ia used in this sense in the old proverb ; "Ye
breed of the- gowk, ye have ay but ae sang ;" Kelly

anglifiee it,
—"one song;" adding, "Spoken to them

that always insist upon one thing. P. 362.

[3. An auld-sang, an old saying, a proverb

;

as, " Creep or ye gang, as the auld sang

aays
; " also, almost nothing, the least value

possible ; as, " Ye may get it for an auld

sang" " It's no worth an auld sang,"

Clydes.]

A.-S. sang, Su.-G. saang, Belg. gesangh, Germ.
gesang.

Sang-buke, Sang-buik, s. A book contain-

ing a collection of songs, S.

Sang-scuill, «• A school for teaching music.
" For instructioune of the youth in the art of musik

& singing, quhilk is almaist decayit,—our aouerano
lord requeistis the prouest, Ac. to erecte and sett vp
ane sang scuill witn ane maiater sufficient and able
for instruction of the yowth," &c. Acts Jo. VI. , 1579,
Ed. 1814, p. 174.

"The sang seulis." Aberd. Reg., V. 16.

SANG. My sang, equivalent to, " my troth,**

Roxb., Aberd., Renfr.

What, civil folks 1 good sooth, I doubt it,

My sang, that's a' ye ken about it
For sylphs that haunt the bogs and meadows,

—

They warn'd us a' and bad us fear,

If ever Frenchmen do come here.

A. Seotts Poems, p. 43.

Altho' I aay't, Tm nae a glutton ;—
But sang/ thought I, I'll slack a button,

If ye were scowder'd.
W. Seattle's Tales, p, ft.

It ia used as an oath ; By my sang.

Bat by my sang t now gin we meet,
We'll has a tramp right clever.

A. Wilson's Poems, 1790, p. 87.

Su.-G. anna, signifies truth, Moes.-G. sunja, id., of-

sunjai, in truth. Ihre says, Habemus hinc asseverandi

formulam, min sann, meam fidem. Isl. sann-r, id.,

which enters into the composition of a great variety of

words. A min sann, meo aensu, in my opinion ; Hal-
dorson. The same phrase, however, is rendered by
G. Andr., as synon. with that in the Su.-G. Mehercule,

p. 203. Isl. sann-a, jure jurando confirmare ; soennunn,

confirmatio ; sonnunar-eid-r, juramentum fidelitatis.

Dan. sand, true ; sand-et verum praedicare aliquid.

The term does not occur in A.-S.

SANGLERE,*. A wild boar.

80 brym in stoure that stound BXenzentfus was.

Like to the strentny sanglere, or the bore.

Doug. Virgil, 344, 35.

" Item, ane tapestrie of the historic of the huntis of

the sangkir, contening sex peccs." Invent, p. 144.

Ft. sangliert, id. L. B. singularis. Gr. porcot;

according to Du Cange, because it delights in solitude,

or because it wanders the two first years singly and
alone. Also singlare, senglarius

t
senglerius, and sengla-

tis, pOTCUS.

SANGUANE, Sanguyne, adj. Red, or

having the colour of blood; sanguin,

Chaucer.
—Sum gres, sum gowlis, sum purpoure, sum sanguane.

Doug. Virgil, 401, 2.

Ft. sanguin, id. Lat. sanguin-eus, from sanguis.

[SANNA, SUNNA. Shall not, Banffs.,

Clydes.]

SANOUROUS, adj. Healing, medicinal.

Under the circle solar thir sanourous sedis

Were nurist be dame Nature that nobill maistres.

HoulaU, I 3, Ma
"Savoury," GI. But the poet speaks of herbs that

were
lfendis and medicine for all men is neidis ;

Help till hert, and till hurt, hdtfuU it was.

He evidently uses sanourous as synon. with hclefuU.

Lai sano, -are, to heal.

SANRARE, s. An errat. for Tftesaurare,

treasurer, Houlate, i. 17.
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The Bannatyne MS. reads :

Upoun the tend yit I saw as theaaurart tana, Jfce.,

Le*, Treasurer.

SANS,;**?. Without, Fr.

And hot my mycbt resisted thame, sans dout
They had heae brynt or this in flambis rede.

Doug. Virgil, 60, &

SANSHAGH, Sanshaucii, Sanshuch, adj.

1. Wily, crafty, Buchan.

2. 4< Sarcastically clever;" Gl. Surv. Moray.

8. Proud, distaDty disdainful, petulant, saucy

;

as, u He's a sansKaeh callant," Aberd.

4. Nice, precise, pettish ; as, " Ye're a sans-

chaugh chid," Mearns.

This may he from Gael sean-dois, old age, qu. pos-

ting the sagacity of age ; or rather from saobhnosach,

morose, peevish, (bh sounded as v) ; Ir. syvnouach,

Lhuyd ; from eao&Aeos, anger, bad manners. The root

seems to be soeM, eiUv, foolish, mad ; whence also

saobhrnhianmaeA, punctilious, 1*1. sannxarjar-menn
denotes prophets, (Verel), from sann-ur (Su.-G. sanir),

true, ana saga, narration. But the second is preferable.

To SANT, v. n. 1. To disappear, to be lost

;

as, u It's 9anUd
y but it will maybe cast up

again;" Ettr. For.

2. To vanish downwards at once without noise.

It is applied to spectres as well as to ma-
terial objects, ibid.

••What's come o' my hare now? Is she sanHt f or
yirdit ? or flown awa* ?" Brownie of Bodsbeck, ii. 142.

It haa been thought that this term may refer to eels

•inking into the soadL It would be more natural,

surely, to view it as originating from the sadden dis-

appearance of spirits, q. saints. It seems, however, to
hare strong marks of antiquity as a verb. Alem. snuin-
an and suuuti-an signify tabescere. With the prefix,

Jirsuanl is abaorptus; hodie, verschwand, disparuit.

Ftrtuundun also state, transierunt tanquam umbra.
Inde, says Wachter, sehwinden, evanescere in auras,
disparere ex oculia,—the very idea conveyed by our
8ant. Su.-G. sssiaa-o, deficere ; foerswinn-a, anciently
foerswaend-a, evanescere.

[SANVEELTING, SANVEILTRE, *. A
disease of horses occasioned by their swal-

lowing sand along with their food, causing
them to writhe and roll about, Shetl. Sw.
$andj sand, valse, to roll.]

SAP, a. 1 . Liquid of anykind, as milk or small

beer, taken with solid aliment, especially

with bread, for the purpose of moistening
it.

To ford Urn sap. a cow heU chuse
To pick around his borders.

Morison's Poems, p. 45.

Belg. sop, id.
$TU vol sap ; It is full of liquor.

The Icelanders give the name of saup to drink. It is

radically the same with A.-S. saep, Su.-G. Germ, saft,
succua, juice ; which Wachter derives from saufen, to
moisten. V. next word.

2. Sorrow, Dumfr.

3. Tears, caused by affliction or vexation,

ibid.

Here the term is evidently used metaph. like Taut.
smp vans de boomen, lachrymae arborum.

4. A ninny, a heavy-headed fellow, S. A.
"He maun be a saft sap, wV a head nae better than

a fosr floated turnip." Rob Roy, ii. 16.

This is merely a hgurative use of E. sap, A.-S. saep,

; as conveying the idea of softness.

Sap-money, *. Money allowed to servants

for purchasing sap, S.
• The skippers, or men who have the charge of the
Aa,—have for their wages, during the winter season,

6L with 4 bolls of oatmeal, and 7s. for sapmoney, or
drink to their meals." P. Eccleagreig, Kwcard.
8tatist Ace, xi. 93.

• Sappy, adj. 1. Applied to a female who
is plump, as contrasted with one who is

meagre, S. ; -synon. Sonsy.

2. Addicted to the bottle ; applied to those

who sit long, who moisten themselves well,

or are often engaged in this way, S. ; as,

His a bran sappy lad
9
hill no rise soon.

Sic sappy callans ne'er are right

But whan the glass is fillin'.

JCuickbie's Way-side Cottager, p. 187.

Saps, s.pl. "Sops, bread soaked in some
nourishing liquid," Gl. Sibb. It is more
generally boiled.

Ale-saps, wheaten bread boiled in beer ; when butter

is added, this mess is called buUer-san*. This is com-
monly given as a treat, among the vulgar, at the birth

of a child.

Perhaps Gael, sabhs, soup, is allied.

Sap-Spalb, Sap-Wood, *. The weak part

of wood, nearest to the bark, S. ; q. that

which retains most of the sap.

Analogous to A.-S. saep-spone, assulae succosae,
•• sappy chips or splinters of wood or trees."

SAPOUR, s. *' A sound or deep sleep ; Lat.

sopor ;

n GL Lynds.

.

SAPPLES, *. pi. A lye of soap and water,

suds, S.

•'Judge of my feelings, when I saw them—rubbin
the clothes to juggons between their hands, above the
sapples," Ayrs. Legatees, p. 265.
" Saip-sapples,—water that clothes have been wash-

ed in
;
" Gall. Encycl.

A diminutive from S. saip, or A.-S. sane, soap. This
lye, before the clothes have been washed in it, vs call-

exLa araitk, q. what is prepared for cleaning them ; it

is called sapptes, properly after the operation of wash-
ing ; often saipy sapples ; in Lanarks. more commonly
Serptms,

[SAR, SAKE, 1. As an adj.9 sore. V.
Sair.

2. As an adv., sorely, Barbour, ii. 351.

3. As a sn a sore ; also sorrow, pain of mind,

S.]
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To Sar, t\ a. To vex, to gall, to press sore

on one.

Tfcrouch onto the tbikest of the press he yeid
;

And at his boras fall Csyne he wmld half beyne,
Twa $arde him maist that craell war and kerne.

Wallace, ii. 68, Ma
In Edit. 1648, it ia rendered, grieved.

"Thia king waa hnntand aae wolf in the fellis, and
quhen schowaaaarft with the houndia, echoruschitonthe
king, and bait him in the sydc" Bellend. Cron., B.

. tx., c 21. Urgeretnr aerina a canibus, Boeth.
A. -8. $ar-ian, dolere ; So.-G. saar-a, laedere, vul-

nerare ; to wound, to hart, Wideg.

Sarit, pret. Vexed. V. under Sar.

Sary, Sairy, adj. 1. Sad, sorrowful.

Palinurus, quod sche, thou sary svre,

Qnhiddir it oecuurairn sk rndantit desire

To the f— Doug. Virgil, 17S, 2S.

A. -8. sari, sarig, tristb, moestus, from sar, dolor.

2. Sorry, wretched, pitiable.

" That aoryBeneV be sard, "ami,
That led that state waworthylr."

• Wyntovm, ri 13. 21.

That tary Iyf contenwyd he,
Qwhil wast but folk wes the contra.

Ibid., riii. 87. 131.

"JSary man, and then be grat;" S. Prov. "an
ironical condolence of aome trifling misfortune.**

Kelly, p. 291.

"Yell gar me daw a sairy man's haffet," Ramsay's
8. Pror., p. 83.

3. Weak, feeble; synon. Silly, S.
M It ia a sary ben that cannot scrape to one burd,"

8. Pror.; "spoken of them that have but one child

to provide for." Kelly, p. 181.

4. Poor, in necessitous circumstances.

"Yon will make [me] claw a sary man's haffet,"

8. Pror. •• By your squandering and ill management
you will undo me." Kelly, p. 382. "Poor,"N.

5. Mean, contemptible.

••Seeinjg by force of truth, they are now at last

driven (dispairing of the matter it selfe) for all other
argument, to quarrel our callings, this mine shift may
be wrung from them also." Forbes's Defence, p. 3.

44 All thir sary litill crelis to be distroit & put
downe." Aberd. Reg., Cent 16.

€• Expressive of kindness or attachment ; as,

Sairy man, like E. poor felloit, Roxb. V.
Sairie.
It has originally included the idea of compassion.

SARBIT, interj. Some kind of exclamation.

O sarbit, says the Lady Maisery,
That erer the like me befa* t

Jamieson's Popular Ball, IL 273.

Thia exclamation may hare originally expressed the
sensation of pain ; for 1st. saerbtU-r signifies exacerba-
tua, exulcerans, VercL Or it may be viewed as a sort of
-imprecation, sair be it! like wearyfa\ Aberd. ; q. "sor-
row take it ;" A.-S. IsL sar. dolor. Dan. saer. how-
ever, denotes any thing singular or wonderful ; saert,

mire, surprisingly.

SARCE, Sarcii (St.) V. Saris.

To SARD, v. a. [Futuere.]

I trow Sanetam Ecclesiam ;

Bet nocht in thir Biscbops nor friers,

Quhilk will, for purging of thir neirs,

Hard up the ta raw and doun the uther.

Lyndsay, 8.P.B.,\L 234.

["Go teach vour grandam to «m/,"ia a Nottingham
proverb. V. Halliwell's Diet.]

SARDE, pret. Vexed, galled. V. Sab.

SARE, *. A sore, S. V. Sair.

To SARE, v. it. To soar.

Qaham lynaly he clippis at the last,

And loukit m his punsis saris fast.

Doug. Virgil, 390, 41.

Seren. derives E. soar from IsL swir-a, *werr~a,
vibrare.

To SARE, v. n. To savour. V. Sawer.

Sareless, adj. Useless, unsavoury, S.B.
Quo' he, Indeed this were a sareless feast,

To tak in earnest what ane speaks in jest
Ross's Helenart, p. 104.

q. savourless, V. Sair, v.

To SARFE, r. a. To serve.

" In remuneration of—the trew seruice done to ws
in our said tendire aige,—and for gcving occasioun to
vtheris oure subiectis to sar/e ws diligentlie in sic trew
and hertlie obeyaance—be thire prcsentis dischargis

and exoneris our saide traist Cousing," &c. Acta
Mary, Ed. 1814, App., p. 601.

SARGEAND, *. A squire, an attendant on
a person of rank.

Be ye not auha is cum now?

—

A sargeana out of Soudoun land,

A gyane Strang for to stand,

That with the strenth of my hand
Bereis may bind.

Bannalyne Poems, p. 1731

Thia word ia used in the same sense with sergeant,

Chaucer, a squire attending a prince or nobleman.
Fr. sergeant. Germ, scherge, a lictor. Seriaunt ia

a -servant, R. Glouc. Wachter derives scherge from
Aleut, seurgi, arerte.

SARIELY. [An crrat. for Sarraly, closely,

compactly, combinedly; hence, harmon-
iously, in full chorus, Barbour, v. 5, MS.]

Brnlis smale,
As turtaris and the nychtyngale,
Begouth rycht sanely to syng

;

And for to raak in thair siugyug
8wete notis, and sownys ser,

And melodys plesand to her.

" Loftily," Gl. But it seems to signify, artfully;
from A.-S. searolice, mcchanicc, artificicse ; from sear,
seara, searuura, art. [More prob. from Fr. serrer, to
lock' fast, to combine : benco mctaph., to sing in
chorus or in harmony. V. Skcat's Ed., GL and Notes.]

The King weile sone in the mornyng.
Saw fyrst cummand thar fyrst eschele,

Arrayit sarraly, and weile.

Barbour, riii. Vf>
k MSL

And thai, that in the wotMis sid wer
Stud in array rycht sanxdy.
And thoucht to byd thar hanlyly
The cumniyug of thar enyniyss.

Ibid., ix. 140, MS.

Le», artfully, carefully, cautiously ; as taking the benefit

of the covert of the wood.
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A -8. stare is expl. "stratagema; a subtil con-
trivance ; " Somner. It is also used to denote warliko
engines. V. Lye.

It occurs in a similar sense with respect to the care
of the army about the King,- when he was sick.

In myddis thalm the King thai bar,

And yeid about him sarraly.

Ibid., rer. 176, MS.
——A bidding has he mad,

That na man sail be sa hardy
To prik at thaini, bot sarraly
Rid redy ay in to bataill,

To defend gif men wald assaiL

ibid., xvi. 114, Ma
In another place it is written saraly.

Than stud he still a quhill, and saw
That thai war all doune of daw

;

Syne went towart him saraly.

Ibid, xViii. 157, MS.

SARIS, Sarciiis. " Sanct Saris day ;" appa-

rently, St. Serfs day, AbertL Reg.
It is also written Sarce. " Sanct Sarce day." Ibid.,

A. 1538, V. 16.
M Sanct Sarchis day ;" ibid., V. 25.

This is the person in Lat. called Scrvanus. He was
contemporary with Adamnan, abbot of Iona. See
some account of him, Hist, of the Cultlees, pp. 131,

132, 167, 168. He is erroneously called Scrnanus
by Chalmers, De Fortit., p. 133, who fixes the day
consecrated to him on the 20th of April.

[SARIT. V. under Sar.]

SARK, Serk, s. 1. A shirt, S. A. Bor.
Thar with in ha1st his weid off castis he,

—

Held on his sark, and tuk his suerd so gud
Band on his nek, and syn lap in the flud.

Wallace, ix. 1178, MS.
On fute I aprent, into my bare sark,

Wilful for to complete my langsnm wark.
Doug. Virgil, 403, 54.

" He has been row'd in his mother's sark tail
;

"

Ramsay's S. Prov., p. 31. It is thus expl. * ( The
Scots have a superstitious custom of receiving a child,

when it comes to the world, in its mother's Viift,

if a male ; believing that this usage will make him
well beloved among women. And when a man
proves unfortsnate that way, they will say, He was
lep'd in a board-cloth ; he has some hap to his meat,
but none to his wives." Kelly, p. 139, 140.

A.-S. fj/rtt, tyre, indusium ; Dan. messe sercke. a
turplice, Kudd. Su. -G. saerk, indusium muliebre ; IsL
serk-ur, Testis scu indusium muliebre, ac nobile quidem
interulae genus; G. Andr. He derives it from Lat.

strk-um, silk. It seems to confirm this etymon, that
Fland. sark denotes cloth of silk. I have, however,
heard an amateur of the Gr. language, with great

gravity, derive our S. word from oap$, oapK-ot, caro,

Because the shirt is next to the body, [or, that which
has been stripped off.] Valck.

2. A hieland serkyti shirtworn in the Highlands.

"Ane hieland syd serk of yallow lyning [linen],

pasmentit with purpour silk and silver—Foure Inglis

sarkes with blak werk. Ane Inglis sark of quheit
werk." Inventories, A. 1578, p. 215.

It appears from this curious notice, that the saffron-

coloured shirt of the Irish was also used by our High-
landers, and even so late as the reign of James VI. It

is here expressly distinguished from those of the Eng-
lish pattern. The description seems exactly to agree
with that civen by Fynes Moryson. It is called a syd
serk, which marks its resemblance in size.

"Ireland yeelds much flax, which the inhabitants

work into yarne, & cxportc the same in great quantity.
And of old they had such plenty of linnen cloth, as tho

VOL IV.

wild Irish vsed to weare 30 or 40 elles in a shirt, al

Sthered and wrinckled, and washed in saffron, because
ey never put them off till they were worne out.**

Itinerary, P. hi., p. 160.

[Sark-alaxe, adv. Having nothing on but
a shirt or shift, S.]

Sarked, Sarkit, part. pa. 1. "Provided
with shirts or shifts," Shirr. Gl., S.

I shall hae you shod and sarkit.

Ere the snawy days come on.
A. Douglas's Poems, p. 84.

On's back a coat o' hame-made claith,

And underneath weel sarket
Wi* barn that dav.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 15.

I hae keened my house for these threescore o' years,

But how I was sarked foul fa* them that spiers.

Tks Rack and Wee Pickle Tow.

[While here, half-mad, half-fed, haU-sarkit
Is a' UY amount

• Burns, The Vision, st 5.]

2. Covered with thin deals, S.
" The roofs are sarked, i.e., covered with inch-and-

half deal, sawed into three planks, and then nailed to

the joists, on which the slates are pinned." Pennant's
Tour in S., 1769, p. 147.

Sark-fu\ s. A shirtful, S.

Sark-Fu* o* Sair Baxes. 1. A phrase used

to denote the effect of great fatigue or

violent exertion, S.

2. "A sound beating," S.; Gl. Antiquary;
or rather the consequence of it.

"Ill give you a sarkful of sore bones." Kelly's

Prov., p. 396.—" If ye say no, ye shall hae the best sark-fn' o* sair

banes that ever ye had in your life, the first time ye
set a foot bye Liddcll-mote ! " Guy Mann., iii. 113.

Sarkin, Sarking, *. 1. Cloth for making
shirts, shirting, S.

My Kimraer and I gade to the fair,

Wi' twal pun' Scots in sarking to ware ;

But we drank the gude brown hawkie dry,

An' sarkless hame came Kimmer an' I.

Sithsdale and Galloway Song, p. 95.

2. The covering of wood above the rafters,

immediately under the slates, q. the shirting.

" I told them of the sarking of tho roof, which was
as frush as a paddock-stool ; insomuch that, in every
blast, some of the pins lost their grip, and the slates

came hurling off." Annals of the Parish, p. 236.

Sarking, adj. Belonging to shirts, S.

"Order was given out to search the country for

hides, gray cloatus, and sarking cloatli," &c. Spalding;

i. 289.

[Sarkit, s. A short shirt or blouse, BanfFs.]

Sarkless, adj. Not having a shirt, S. V.
Sarking.

Sark-Tail, s. The bottom of a shirt, S.

—Turning coats, and mending breeks,

New-seating where the sark-tail kecks.

Maync's Siller Gun, p. 11.

o
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SARPE, 8. [A collar.]

••Memorandum fund in a blak coffre quhilk was

brocht be the Abbot of Arbroth. In the first the grcto

§arpe of gold contenand xxv schaiflis with the fedder

betuix." Inventories, A. 1488, p. 12.

[This term is clearly explained in GL to vol. i. t

Accts. L. H. Treasurer, Dickson.]

[SARPLETH, SERPLETn, $. A pack of

wool weighing eighty stones, Accts. L. H.
Treasurer, i. 220, Dickson. Fr. serpiliere,

a packing cloth.]

SARRALY, adv. V. Sariely.

[SARVAND, *. A servant, Lyndsay, Tliric

Estaitis, 1. 1417.]

[SARY, Sairy, Sarie, adj. Sad, sorry,

weak, etc. V. under Sar.]

To SASE, v. a. To seize, to lay hold of.

Ane halv Hand lyis, that hait Delos,—
Quham the cheritabill archere A^pollo

Quhen it fletit rollyug from coistis to and fro,

Sarit and band betuix vthir ilis tua,

Doug. Virgil, 69, 44.

Fr. #a*#-tr, comprehendere ; whence L.B. sasire, and

sasine, forensic term.

SASINE, 8. Investiture, S. ; the same with

E. seizin.

Sastke by Presenting, or by Deliverance oft
EiRD and Stane. A mode of investiture in

lands, according to our ancient laws, S.

••It is previt—that Robert of Kinglassy promist &
grantit in jugement to Alexr

. Couane the tyme the said

Alexr
. began© his process & present ertle «t stane before

the alderman & balyeia in the hede court for recouering

of a tennement & land lyand in the burgh of Perth,

beside the Curate Brig, that he suld hafe pay t the said

Alexr
. the annuel aucht of the said land and tennement

of the tennis that tyme bigaue," &c Act Dom. Cone,
A. 1480, p. 72. ,_«.,...

••The King—may direct his precept—to the Schiref,

or his deputis, chargeand thame to pass incontinent to

the principal messuage of the saidis landis, and their to

tak sasine thairof in his Hicncs name, l>e deliverance of

peird and stane, as use is, and recognosce and retene

the aamin in his handis, as superiour thairof, to rcmane

with him in propertie in all time earning." Balfour's

Pract., p. 482.

This nas been for several centuries, although with

some variations, a common mode of investiture among
different European nations.

8ometimes it was merely per cespitem, or by giving

a turf as part of the soil. In a very ancient record,

contained in the Extracts from the old Register of St.

Andrews, this symbol is mentioned as used in the time

of the Pictish dominion. The account occurs in what
is said of Regulus. But although the story with res-

pect to the reliqucs of St. Andrew be viewed as a mere
legend, there may be a reference to what was really

transacted in the ninth century : and it is not probable,

at any rate, that a custom would be introduced which
was not known to be of great antiquity.

In memorialc datae libcrtatis rex Hungns cespitem

arreptum, coram nobilibus l'ictis, honunibus suis,

usque ad altare S'ti Andrcae dctulit ; et super illud

cespitem eundem obtulit. V. Pinkert. Enq., i. 460. App.

This turf he brought, and laid on the altar of St.

Andrew, as part of the soil of Kilrymont, which he thus
devoted as a perpetual altnsgift

We find the same symbol used in France, A. 1206.

Obtulit super altare S. Petri per cespitem, &c. Cespitem

de terra donavit, et totam terrain, &c. V. Du Conge,

vo. Investiture, col. 1523.

Sometimes it was given per lapidem, or by a stone.

Et ad opus Capituli cum quodam lapide investio, et in

possessionem, vel quasi, induce A. 1262, Ibid., col.

Du Cange enumerates a great variety ofothersymbols.

Per herbam et terram. Per ramum et cespitem. Per
baculum, Perfusion ; by grass with the soil, by a turf

with a branch in it, by a rod, a staff, a knife, a ring,

a cup, Ac, ftc.

••The symbols," Erskine observes, "by which a feu-

dal subject is expressed, are different, according to the

different nature of the subjects, that may be made over

by a superior. The symbols for land, are earth-and

tone ; for mills, clap and happer ; for fishings, net

and coble ; for parsonage-tithes, a sheaf of corn ; for

tenements of houses within borough, hasp and staple ;

for parsonages, a psalm-book, and the keys of the

church ; for jurisdictions, the book of the court, &c.

Instit. B. ii. T. 3, sect. 36.

Throughout Hindoetan, infeftment is given by
means of rice and water, taken from the land pur-

chased, which the seller of the property delivers to

the buyer. Some flowers are put into water : the

seller pours the water out of the vessel, saying, "I
give you the water of " such an estate ; the buyer

receives part of the water into his hand, which is held

near his mouth, and drinks it. The heir must be pre-

sent, as giving his consent to the transaction. The
buyer puts two fanams into the water, before it is poured

out, as a symbol of his making the purchase. These

fanams, after the effusion of the water, are retained by

the seller as the return made by the purchaser for the

water bestowed, and thus as a proof of the completion

of the bargain. V. Hesp ; also Stait and Sesino.

[SASSER-MEAT, s. Sausage, Shetl.]

SASTEING, s. [The sting or pole used in

carrying a say or water-bucket. V. under

Say and Sting.]

SASTER, s. A pudding composed of meal

and minced meat, or of minced hearts and

kidneys salted, put into a bag or tripe,

Loth., Teviotd. Hence the Prow, " Ye
are as stiff as a stappit saster^ i.e., a

crammed pudding.

This seems to have some affinity to Fr. saucisse, E.

sausage.

SAT, 8. A snare.

Y sain we nought no sat ;

He douteth me bituene.
Si> Tristrem, p. 117.

"From saetinga, insidiae.—We have not discovered

an ambush," Gl. But it more nearly resembles Su.-G.

saett, sata, id.; saett-a, insidias strucre.

[SAT, pret. Became, suited, fitted, Barbour,

i.394.]

SATE, 8. "An omission, trespass, miscarriage,

slip," Rudd.
Wele, quod tothir, wald thou mercy cry,

And mak amendis, I sail remit this fait,

Both vthir wayis that sate sail be full salt.

Doug. Virgil, Prol. 450, 47.
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Rudd. derives it from Fr. taut, a leap, jump, akin ;

. saut-er, to skip over. Fairt It saute, to become bank-
rupt, to flee the country for debt

Satoure, t. A transgressor, a trespasser.

Rvcht so the satoure, the false theif, I say,

With suete treason oft wynith thus his pray.
King's Qmair, iv. 12.

TytLEdit
According to this reading, it might seem allied to

Fr. sautsur, a leaper, q. one who overleaps proper
bounds. V. Sate. Tytl. expl. it, •• the lustful per-
son." But Sibb. writes feator, Chron. S. P., L 42.

This may be from Fr. fautier, faulty ; faut, fault.

SATHAN, 8. The ancient mode of pro-

nouncing the name Satan ; still used by
some ola people, S.

"Thay teache be instinctione of Satlian, and con-
tempt of God, that his kirk hes bene inuisibil." N.
Burne's Disput, f. 184, b.

Penlition ! Sathanf is that you?
I sink—am diizy—candle blue I

Last Speech of Miter, Ramsay't Works, i. 311.

C. B. Sathan, an adversary ; Satan.

To SATIFIE, Satisfice, v. a. To satisfy,

S.
" Our pretence is not to satifie k delite the delicat

earis of curius men, bot to establische the conscience
of sick asar of mair sobir knawlcge, and vnderstandyng
nor we ar, geue thair be ony." Kennedy of Crosraguell,
Compend. Tractiue, p. 1,

"They fill corn sacks," S. Prov. ; " spoken to chil-

dren when they say they are not full ; a word that the
8cots cannot endure, but would rather [they should
say] they are not satisfied, that is, satisfied." Kelly,
p. 325.

[SATTERAL, adj. Short-tempered and
tart, Banffs.]

SATTERDAY, Saterday, *. Saturday,
the last day of the week.
This day, in the calendar of superstition, has been

reckoned unlucky.—"Certane craft is men—will nocht begin thair
warke on the Saterday, certauo schinmen or marinars
will nocht begin to sail on the Saturday, certane
trauelars will nocht begin thair iornay on the Saturday,
auhilk is plane superstition, because that God
Almychty made the Saturday as well as he made all

other dayis of the wouke." Abp. Hamiltoun's
Catechisme, 1551, FoL 22, b.

A.-S. saeter-daeg, i.e., the day of Saturn. For the
A.-S. called Saturn SeaUr; as they also gave him the
name of Crodo. V. Verstegan, p. 84.

^

Setterdayis Slop. A gap or opening, which,
according to law, ought to be left in cruives
for catching salmon, in fresh waters, from
Saturday after the time of Vespers, till

Monday after sunrise.

"Thay that hes cruuis in fresche wattcrs, that thay
gar keip the lawis, anentis the Setterdayis slop" Acts
Ja. I., 1424, c. 13, Edit. 1566.
"The water sould be free, that na man sail take

fisch in it, fra Saterday after the Eucning song, vntill
Monday after the sunne rising." Stat. Alex. II., c. 16.
V. Slop.

[To SATTLE, v. a. and n. To settle, to

make or to become quiet by means of a beat-

ing or scolding, Banffs. : the local pron. of

£. settle.']

[Sattlek, s. Whatever brings a person to

peace or silence, ibid.]

SATURNDAY, s. The same with Saterday.
—"On the Saturntlay ano sessioun only fra nyne

houris to tucjl houris in the foir noone.—The haill

penalteis to be payit for the Saturmlayis absens, whair-

in thair is onlie ane sessioun." Acts. Cha. I., Ed.
1814, V. 339.

In A.-S. Saetern-daeg, is used as well as Saeler-daeg.

It may be observed that Saturday is marked as an
unlucky day in the calender of the superstitious. To
JtU on Saturday betokens a short term of residence in

the place to which one removes. It is also deemed
Tery unlucky to begin any piece of work 6n this day
of the week, S. A.

SAUAGE, Sawaoe, adj. Brave, intrepid.

This term is used by Henry the Minstrel in a milder
sense than that attached to it in our times.

Yong Wallace, fulfillit of hie curage,

In nryss of armys desirous and sauage;
Thi waslage may neuir be forlorn.

Wallace, ti. 2, MS.

Here it mav perhaps signify ardent, vehement in

spirit. As Wallace was still deservedly a great fa-

vourite with the nation, we may perceive somewhat
of this attachment iti the manner in which the pas-

sage has been treated. Early editors, viewing the
term savage as disrespectful to the guardian of Scot-

tish liberty, have altered the verse ; as in Edit. 1648.

Young Wallace, then fulfilled of hie courage,

In prise of arms desirou* of vassalage, &c.

This forms part of the character of a worthy clerk.

Maistir Jhone Blayr was oflt in that message,
A worthy clerk, bath wyss and rycht sawage.

Ibid., v. 534.

I can scarcely think that the author used it for sage
Thus, however, it is rendered Edit. 1648.

A worthic clerk, both wise and als right sage.

SAUCII, Saug ii, s. A willow or sallow tree,

S. ; as the flowers of willows are here

termed palms.

Sangh and sauf, A. Bor., willow.
"Salix caprca, Common Sallow, Anglis. Sangh,

Scotis." Lightfoot, n. 607.
"There are still three considerable woods in the

parish ;—and consist of oak, aller, birch, saugh, and
ash." P. Campsic, Stirlings. Statist. Ace, xv. 321.

The learned T)r. Walker mentions a variety of spe-

cies, with their Scottish designations ; although, I sus-

pect, he has substituted the E. generic term for the
tree instead of the S.

I. "Salix hcraiapliroditica, Linn. Scot. Black Clyde
Willow." It is denominated from the place where it

grows, "on the side of the Clyde in Crawford moor,
at Black's Croft. 2. Salix mali folia ; Scot. Apple-leaved
Willow.—Angl. Goat broad leaved Sallow. 3. Salix

rubra, Scot The lied Sangh. 4. Salix Evoniae.
The AVom willow. Grows l>elow Evon bridge, on the

road from Moffat to Dumfries." Essays on kat. Hist,
p. 424, &c.
Sw. saehj, sal'tg, A.-S. salh, O. Fr. saulx, sahuc,

Gael, seitach, Lat. sal'w. Thwaitcs views A.-S. sal,

black, as the root. But this idea must be rejected,

unless we can suppose, that this was also the origin of

the Lat. name.
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Sauchex, Sauciiin, adj.

willow, Pertlis.

1. Belonging to the

The moon sparkles sweet on this clear-springing-fountain,

Sweet as it rows by this lang Ktuchen-tree.

Donald and Flora, p. 121.

2. Soft, not energetic, S. B.
Syne Francie Winer steppit in,

A sauchin slivery slype.

Christmas Ba'hy, Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 124.

In Edit. 1805, slavery occurs instead of slivery.

Tent saecht, mollis, mitis, lentus.

[3. Of a sour, stubborn, disposition, (logged,

Banffs.]

To Sauchen, v. a. To make supple or

pliable, Roxb.

Sauchie, adj. Abounding with willows ; as,

"a sauchie brae; a sauchie bank," &c.

;

Clydes.
" An* whar [hae] ye been, dear dochter mine,
" For joy skimes frae your eeJ"

•* Deep down in the sauchie glen o' Trows,
•• Aneth the cashie wud."

Ballad, Edin. Mag. Oct. 1818, p. 323t

Sauchen-Toup, s. A simpleton, one who is

easily imposed on, Mearns ; from Sauchen,

a. pliable, as the willow, and Toup, a foolish

tellow.

Saugh-Tree, s. A willow, S.

At the riners of Babylon.
Where wee dwelt in captiuitie,

When wee remembered on Syon,
Wee weeped all full sorrowfully,

On the sauchrirtts our harpes wee hang,

When they required vs ane sang.

Psa. 1ST, Poems Sixteenth Cent., p. 105, 100.

[Sauoh-wand, 8. A willow wand, S.]

[Sauoh-wan'-creel, #. A wicker basket,

Gall Encyc]

SAUCHBARIAN, s. A species of alms-gift

anciently belonging to ecclesiastics.

Habebunt et quartam partem obventionum que in

eommuni oonferuntur Kildeis, Clericis personis et scr-

is, ab aliis qui ibidem sepulturas eligunt, et partem

que eoa contmgit do eommuni elemosina que dicitur

sauchbarian. Registr. Prior. Sti. Andr., p. 439.

The term is written in the same manner in this deed,

as contained in the Chartulary of Aberdeen, p. 13.

Hadarlane's MS., FoL 5, Orig.

[SAUCIIIN, adj. Soft, &c. V. under

Sauch.]

SAUCHT,Saught, part. pa. 1. Reconciled.

Quhen the King thus was with him saucht,

And gret lordschippis had him betaucht,

He woux sa wyse, and sa awysS,

That his land fyrst weill stablyst he.

Barbour, x. 800, MS.
Adonn he fel y fold.

That man of michel manght,
And cride

;

—"Tristreni be we saught,

.And hare min londes wide."
Sir Tristrcm, p. 163.

A.-S. saeht, seht, id. Wurdon sathte, Erant recon-

eihati, Chron. Sax, A. 1077. This is the part, of seht*

fan, id., reconciliare, componcre. Hence taehtlian,

id., litem componere, which is far more probably

the origin of E. settle, as used to denote the removal of

variance or disturbance, than settle, a seat, referred to

by Dr. Johns.
A.-S. set-on, sett-an, also signifies, componere;

sedare, pacare. Both this v. and seht-ian are radically

the same with Isl. saett-ast, reconciliari, amiticiam

contrahere; whence samsaett, IsL saeltmal, a coven-

ant Sgith and assyith are to be traced to the same
fountain: as denoting the atonement made, or fine

paid, for procuring reconciliation.

2. At ease, in peace, undisturbed.

Now lat vs change scheildis, sen we bene saucht

Grskis ensenyeis do we counterfete.

Doug. Virgil, 52, 6\

Le., Since we are presently without disturbance, our

enemies being at a distance.

A. Bor. sa/t, hearts ease ;
" to be at sajl, to be easy

andcontented ; also reconciled ;" Grose. This is merely

the S. word corr. in the E. pronunciation, in the same
manner as Laugh, Laughter, <fce.

Perhaps Su.-G. sackta, tranquillus, pacificus, may
be viewed as rather allied to saetta, reconciliari, than

to Goth, stf, tranquility, which Hire considers as the

toot Hence saclia, quietly, gently ; sackta, to allay,

to compose ; sacktmodig, paciHc. Osackt, inquietude,

which nearly resembles S. saucht, is still used. Gael,

•tsgftoi, quiet, seems allied.

Saucht, Saught, *. Ease, tranquility, S.

" S. Bor. To sit in saucht, to live in peace

and quiet; and, to live in unsaucht, i.e.,

trouble;" Kudd.
For as her mind began to be at saught,

In her fair face ilk sweet and bonny draught

Come to themsells.— Ross's HeUnore, p. 32.

"Better saugJd wiv
little aught, nor care wi' mony a

cow;" S. Prov. ; Ferguson, p. 8; Le., peace, with

little in one's possession.

A.-S. sahte, seht, peace, friendship, reconciliation;

1st. saett, id. V. the part. Teut. saecht, tranquillus,

nectfiens; saecht-en, saechtigh-en, mitigare, lenire.

Gael sogh, prosperity, ease, pleasure; sioth, peace,

quietness.

SaUCHNIXG, SaUGHTEXING, SAWCnXYNG, *.

1. Reconciliation, agreement, pacification.

Hade was the saughtening,

And alle forgeve bidene.
Sir Tristrem, p. 104.

Nor I beleif na freyndschip in thy handis,

Kane sic trety of sauchninp nor cunnandis

My son Lausus band vp with the perfray.

Doug. Virgil, 353, 17.

2. A state of quietness or rest.

Wpon him selflf mekfll trawaill he taw

;

The gret battaill corupleit apon him gais

;

In the forbreyst he retornyt full oft

:

Quham euir he hyt thair sawchnyng was wnsoft

Saughning, Edit. 1643.

3. Agreement, settlement of terms, Selkirks.

" Bot scho skyrit to knuife lownly or siccarlye on
\hi\hm much/ting." Hogg's Winter Tales, ii. 41.

Literally, their rest was not soft ; a contradictory

phrase, meant more emphatically to express that the

referred to had a hard fall, or a severe fate.
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SAUCHTER, Sawschir, s. Prob., a Sal-

tier, or St. Andrew's Cross.

"Marchestanis markit with tfte sauchter."—"Ado
gret grey stane with ane sawschir, abow," i.e., above.
Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

GaeL stockier denotes the number seven. Bnt more
probably a corr. of Fr. sautoir, Saltier of St Andrew's

SAUDALL, «. A companion, a mate; Lat.
$odal-is.

The bird into the breir,

Dots cry vpon his saudall deir,

With mony ichirm and schattir.

BurcTs Pilgr., Watson's Coll., it

To SAUF, v. a. To save.

I sail thi kvndnes qnyte,
And sauf tnyn honoure.

Oawan and Ool. t iv. 8.

Fr. sou/, safe ; Lat. *alv-o.

Sauf, to Sauf, prep. Saving, except.

In-tyl Albyone be-lywe
He come, qnhare nowthire man na wywe
Jb saufgtawntia thare he fand.

Wyntown, ill 3. 59.

Saufakd, Saulffixg, prep. Except, q.
saving.

•'That this parliament be dissoluit now, savfand
that the persounis that aalbe nemmyt—sail haue
provere quhill this Setterday com viij dais to aviso &
conclnd vpponne the materia abone writtin." Pari.
Ja. III., 1478, Ed. 1814, p. 122.—"The pcrsonia—remittit and dischargeit for all

crymes, Sac. saulfinn in sa fer as the said remissioun
and dischairge mycht extend to the murtheris of our
saidis dearest gudeschir and uncle," &c. Acts Ja. VI.,
1679, Ed. 1814, p. 160.

[Saufly, adv. Safely, Barbour, x. 484.]

[Saufte\ Savite\ *. Safety, Barbour, iii.

183, iv. 536.]

SAUFE, *. Salve, ointment.

—Pretiua inuntment,. saufe, or fragrant pome.—
Doug. Virgil, 401. 41.

SAUGHE, *. The sum given in name of
salvage; an old term used in the Border
Laws.
"That deliverance shall only be made for the

single value of all attemptats committed before the
10th day of September past, and that deliverance
shall be made of Double and Saughe of all attemp-
tats committed since the said 20th day of September,
according to the articles and agreement heretofore
taken for both the realms." Indent, Lord Dacre and
the Master of Maxwell, Keith's Hist. App., p. 95.
The meaning of double and saughe is shown by the

phrase used by Archbp. Spotiswood, which is certainly
synonvmous. "That—such as shall be found to be
robbed of their goods, be redressed to the double, and
with safer, according to law of marches." V. Safer.
Saughe may be allied to Teut. salfoh-en, salvarc,

aervare; saligk, bcatus, felix. I need scarcely say
that in S. / is very often changed into u.

SAUGIIRAN, part. adj. "Lifeless, inactive,

sauntering f Gl. Picken, Ayrs.
Ir. GaeL scachran-am, to go astray, seachranach, er-

straving ; C.B. segur-a, to be idle, to trifle,

idle

The willow, S. V.

seguiyn, an idler.

[SAUGH-TREE, e.

Sauch.]

SAUL, Sawl, *. 1. The soul, S.

I am commandit, said scho", and I man
Vndo this hare to Pluto consecrate,

And lous the saul out of this mortall state.

Doug. Virgil, 124, 50.

A.-8. taut, snwtl, IsL saal, Moes-O. saitoala, id.

Alem. sele, stla, seulu, anima ; Su.-G. siael, Isl. sialp
sola; Dan. ski; Germ, 'seele; Belg. siele; A.-S.
saumX sawl, id. ; sauU, Chaucer, Yorksh.
In all the examples given by Lye, A.-S. sawl appears

only as signifying the spirit, or intellectual part of

man, as contradistinguished from the body. But it

also occurs as denoting- Animal life, as in Matt vi 25.
" Is not, SCO sawl scire thonnt mete, the life more than
meat?"
Wachter observes, on Germ, seele, that it signifies

both animal life, and the soul as including all its af-

fections and propensities ; Sensus ab anima ad animum
pcolatus. From Schilter, however, there is no evidence
of Alem. sele having been used in the inferior sense.

The Moea.-G. term, saiwala, is undoubtedly the
most ancient It occurs in both significations ; as de-
noting animal life in the passage quoted above, ac-

cording to the version of Ulphilas ; " 2?iu saiwala mats
ist fodeinai ; Is not the life more than meat?" In
other places, it denotes the soul strictly so called ;

"Mikueid saiwala rneina Fan; My soul doth magnify
my Lord ;" Luke, i. 40. Also in Job., xii. 27. "Now
is, saiwala mtina gadrobnoda, my soul troubled."

Junius, in his Gothic Glossary, supposes that the
term saiwala is formed from fdu, vivo, and A.>S. wala,

loan, as signifying that the soul is the fountain of life.

But an etymon is always extremely doubtful, when
the term is supposed to be formed from two words in

different languages ; or in languages which, although
they may have been originally the same, have been
long disjoined from each other.

lure throws out a conjecture, that Mocs.-G. saiwala,

or, as he supposes it to have been pronounced, saie-ala,

may be connected with Isl. se/e, mens, animus, also

vita ; as Moes.-G. at had the same sound with Isl. e

long. He does not pretend to give the sense of ala ;
leaving it uncertain whether it was a mere termination,

or some significative term. This learned writer had
not observed what might have seemed to strengthen
his etymological conjecture, that A.-S. sefa, has pre-

cisely the same signification with IsL scfe,—intelli-

gentia, mens, animus ; Lye.

2. Mettle, spirit ; as, "He has na hauf a said"

he has no spirit in him, S.

[3. A vulgar oath ; as, *'By my saul,
n
Mcarns.]

Saules, adj. Dastardly,.mean, S. q. without
soul. V. Cocklax.

Saull Pkeist. V. Commoxtie, *., sense 1.

Saull-pkow, *. Spiritual profit, benefit of

the soul.

Be the pilgramage conipleit, I nan for sa nil-prow,
Oawan ami (Jul., i. 21.

V. Prow.

[SAUL, Sald, part. pa. Sold, Mearns.]

SAULFFIXG, prep. Except. V. Sauf-
AND.
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SAULLIE, Saulie, *. A hired mourner,
one who walks in procession before a funeral

company, S.

"That no deule wcedes be given to Heraulds,
Trumpetters, or Saullies, except by the Earls and
Lords, and their wires. And the number of the Saul-
ties to be According to the number of the deule weedes,
under the peine of ane thousand pounds." Acts Ja.
VL, 1621, c. 25, s. 12. Murray.

How come mankind, when lacking woe,
In SauUe's face their hearts to show f

Fergus*™'* Poems, p. 98.

The name might seem to have had its rise from the
deuie wttilt* appropriated to them, from A.-S. sat,

black. But if we should suppose, that, in the time of

Popery, these mourners, during their procession,

chaunted prayers, the name might be supposed to ori-

ginate from their frequent repetition of Salve Regina.

[SAUNT, *. A saint, Orkn.]

To SAUR, v. n. To savour. V. Sawer.
Now, mony a rantin feast, weel stor'd,

Saws sweetly on the rustic board.

Picken's Poems, L 79.

Saur, Saurtn, *. The smallest quantity or

portion of any thing, Upp. Clydes.; pro-

bably q. a savour, as we speak of a tasting

in the same sense.

Saurless, adj.

V. Sareless.
Insipid, tasteless, Moray.

SAUT, #. Salt, S.

"Before ye chnse a friend, eat a peck of taut wi*

him;" Ramsay's S. Frov., p. 18; i.e., be thoroughly
acauainted with him.

This pronunciation is pretty general in the north of

E., as in Westmorel. Yorks. ; also in Lancash. V. GL
Tent, saut, tout, sal ; Kilian.

[Sant, adj. Severe, troublesome, costly, S.

V. Salt, adj.}

To Saut, v. a. 1. To salt, to put iu pickle,

S.

2. To snib, to put down, to check, Aberd.; q.

to make one feel as if laid in pickle, or ex-

perience a sensation similar to that excited

oy salt when applied to a sore.

3. To heighten in price ; as, " I'll saut it for

you," I will make you pay dear for it, S.

V. Salt, adj.

£4. To punish, to take revenge ; as, ** I'll saut

him for that trick yet," Banffs.]

£Saut-Backet, s. A salt-box, Clydes.,

Banffs.]

£Saut-Fat, s. A salt cellar, S.]

£Saut to ones Kail. 1. No to hae saut to

ane 8 kail, to be in great poverty, S.]

•'They mak sic a din about saving, saving, that I

think in a wee while they'll no leave him saut to his

JtaiV." Petticoat Tales, ii. 164.

[2. No to mak saut to ane's kail, to make almost

nothing by one's work or professional exer-

tion, S

J

Saut on ane's Tail. To cast or lay saut on
ane's tail, to get hold of one, S.

"Yon will ne'er east salt on his tail," S. Prov.
"That is, he is clean escap'd ;" Kelly, p. 380.

•• His intelligence is so good, that were you coming
near him with soldiers, or constables, or the like,

I shall answer for it, you will never lay salt on his tail."

Redgauntlet, ii. 267.

This may merely signify that one person has got
bevond the reach of another. But it is not impro-
bable, from the great use made of salt in religious

ceremonies, that the phrase refers to some super-
stition, supposed perhaps to prevent or counteract
magical influence, the memory of which is now lost.

SAUTER, *. A saltier in heraldry.

Suppriset with s surget, he beris hit in sable,

Witn a sauter engreled, of silver full shene.

Sir Qawan and Sir Gal., I 24.

SAUTIE, *. The name given to a species of

flounder, Edin. and Mearns. V. Saltie.

[SAUVETTE,*. Safety. V. under Sauf.]

SAUYN, *. An errat. for Saysin, seizin.

Quhiddir fleis thou now, Ence f

Leif neuer, for schame, thus desolate and waist

Thy new alliance promist the in haist,

Of iAuinia the spousing chalmer at hand,
And al his ilk regioun and this land,-

, sal the sauyn gif, quotl

Soug. Virgil, 842, 10.
My richt hand sal the sauyn gif, quotl he.

" For saving, and that for save ;
n Rudd. But per-

haps this is an error for sasyn, i.e., seizin, corporal

possession.

In consequence of examining? the MSS., I find that,

although saving is the word in that used by Rudd.,
in the oldest MS. it is saysin.

SAVENDLE, adj. Strong, sufficient, se-

cure ; as, in giving orders about any work,

it is commonly said, " Mak it very savendle"

Roxb.
From the same origin perhaps with Savendie. Bat

V. Solvexdie.

SAVIE, *. Knowledge, experience, sagacity,

Loth. Fr. savoir, id.

Savie, adj. Possessing sagacity or experience,

ib.

Savendie, s. Understanding, sagacity, ex-

perience, Loth., Ayrs.

This word more nearly resembles Fr. savant, skilful,

learned, of great experience.

SAVING-TREE, s. The sabinc, a plant, S.

Saving-tree—is said to kill the foetus in the womb.
—It takes its name from this,—as being able to save

a young woman from shame.—This is what makes
gardeners and others wary about giving it to females."

Gall. Encycl.
In E. t however, it is denominated Savin, as well

as Sabint: and the former seems the most ancient

form of the word, as corresponding with A.-S. safiiie,

Teut. saefboom, Germ, sevenoaum, Su.-G. saeftcenboom,
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id. This form of the word ia also confirmed by Prompt.
Pair. " Saueyn tre. Sabina. " They are all supposed to
originate from Lat. sabina. This is written L. B.
tavin-a. In Fr. both sabine and saviuier are used.
The ancient Romans seem to have ascribed virtues

to this plant somewhat of a similar kind. Of the Savine
PUny says : "It driveth back and keepeth down all

swelling impostumes. Applied outwardly, it drawcth
dead infants out of the boclie : but no lease it worketh,
being but received by way of perfume." Hist B.
xxiv. c 11.

•SAVOUR, *. A term used in S., especially

with respect to preaching the gospel, equiva-
lent to Fr. onction.

The E. language has no word exactly corresponding.
Hence unction has of late been adopted from the Fr.
Savour occurs in 2 Cor., ii. 15, in a sense very nearly
the same. What is there said in relation to God, is,

in our use of the term, transferred to those who kuow
the power of divine truth. Hence,

• Savoury, adj. Possessing onction9 S. V.
Sairles, which is used iu a sense directly

opposite.

SAW, Sawe, : 1. A word, sayiiig ; often
applied to a proverb; an old saw, §. O.E.

In fragil flesche your febiil sede is saw

;

Narist with sleuth, and iuony vnseraly saw.
Doug. Virgil, ProL 93. 15.

8£ that thy saw be sicker as thy seill.

Stewart, Bannaiync Poems, p. 149.

A.-S. mga, sage, dictum, dictio, from sag-an, dicere.

2. A discourse, au address.

All thai consentyt till that saw.
And than in till a litill thraw,
Thair iiii bataillis ordanyt thai

Barbour, xL 302. M&
This term is used to denote a pretty lone speech

made by Robert Brace to his army, on the day pre-
ceding the battle of Banncckburn.

3. Language in general.
Allsua set I myne intent,-
Fra that I sene had storis sere,
In Cronnyklys, qnhare thai wryttyne were,
Thare matere in-tyl fowrrae to draw,
Off Latyne in-tyl Ynglys sawe.

Wyntown, L ProL 30.

4. A sentence, a legal decision; or perhaps
rather a testimony given in a court of law.

8a meikle tressone, sa mony partial saicis,
8» httill res*ooe, to help the common cawis,
That all the lawis ar not set by ane bene

;

Sic fenyiet flawiss, sa mony wasit wawis,
Within this land was nevir hanl nor sene.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 43.

"So many partial sentences or decrees;" Ibid., p.
252, N. But it seems doubtful, whether this phrase
be not rather meant to denote the testimony given by
witnesses before judgment is passed. Thus partial
iauns may signify the evidence of witnesses who have
•worn falsely ; or who have received what our law
calls partial counsel, as having been instructed what to
•ay.

The cognates of this word are used in a forensic
sense in various Northern languages. Dan. sag, an
action, a suit, a process. Fotre sag moden, to see one
at law. A.-S. sage, a wituess, saga, a testimony. JIu

fela sagena ; How many things they wituess ; Quam
multa testimonia; Matt, xxvii. 13. Germ, sag-en, to
give evidence in a court of law, to confess, to denounce

;

sage-man, an informer, an accuser ; ansvaye, a judicial
confession, the deposition of witnesses; Su.-G.
saegnarting, the place of judgment, in which sentenco
is pronounced, or rather where witnesses are heard

;

Leg. Westro-Goth. ap. Ihre, vo. Saega.

5. An oracle, a prediction of a deity ; also, a
foreboding, a presage.

Thus Juno says

;

Rot now anprochis to that innocent knycht
Ane fereful end, he sal to dede be dycht

;

Or than my sawis ar voyde of verite.

Doug. Virgil, 341, 16\

And in relation to Venus it is said

—

All othir thingis thou knawis *

Is now conforme vnto thy moderis sawis.

Ibid., 31, 28.

A.-S. sage, *' praesagium, a divining, a foretelling;"
Somner. From the resemblance, one might almost
suppose that the Romans had borrowed their name
for a wise woman, or witch, saga, from the Goths.
This word, especially as denoting a proverb, an

old saying, evidently proves its near relation to IsL
Sn.-G. Alcm. Franc, saga, a narration, a history,
whether true or false; the name given by the Ice-
landers to all the ancient annals of their country,
and history of their ancestors, whether transmitted
by tradition, or in the rude songs composed in early
ages. A. -S. sage also signifies a tale ; whence soc-
man, sag-man, "delator, the tale-teller, the tales-
man;" Teut. saeghe, fabula, narratio; Moes.-G. ia-
saht, id. V. Sayare.

To SAW, v. a. To sow, in its variouS*senses,
S. ; [part. pr. sawin, used also as a *.]

Armouris, swerdis, speris, and scheildis
I sal do saw and strow ouer al the feildis.

Doug. Virgil, 227, 10.

Saw is also used for the part. pa.

In fragil flesche your febill sede is saw.
Ibid., ProL 93. 13

Moes.-G. sai-an, A-S. satc-an, Su.-G. Isl. saa, Alcm.
•au-en, Germ, sa-en, Dan. saa-e, id.

To Saw out, v. n. To sow for grass, S.
••The sweepings of the hayloft, or gleanings from the

barn floor, and hay stack, half ripened, ill cleaned, and
often musty, with a few pounds of clover seeds, or per-
haps without any other seeds whatever; thereby
scattered over the soil, forms frequently what is termed
sawing out.

19
Agr. Surv. Galloway, p. 151.

1. A sower, S. BekSawer, Sawouu.
zaaijer, id.

2. A propagator, nietaph. used.
—"But als the publict quietnes hesbein brokiu, and

divers troublis hes intervenit ; out of quhilk, as Al-
michty God hes duliverit and prcservit hir Majestic
from tymo to tyme, even sa hes he manifested hir
liiencs meaning and intentioun to hir loving subjectis,

*

and the satcour* of sic seditious rumouris to appeir, as
thai wer indeed, calumniatoris and untrew spekaiis."
Keith's Hist., p. 572.

To SAW, r. a. Either for save; or say, in

the sense of address.
Amyd the ful mischcuus ficht.

The gretc slauclitcr and routis takand the fliclit.

On horshak in this Tan-hone baldly draw,
Wilful his pepil to support and saw.

Doug. Virgil, 591, 4.
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SAW, #. A salve, an ointment, S.
" Ye hae a taw for ilka amir," S. Pror. Kelly gives

it quite in an E. form ; " Yon bave a salve for every
ore;" "Spoken to those who are ready at their

answers, apologies, and excuses." P. 967.

"Saw, salve, plaister;" GL Piekea.

SAWCER, s. A maker or vender of sauces.

"In a case betwixt Jo. Scot, the Sawcer of Edin-

burgh, and one Hog, found that the principal lands

being disposed by a base infeftment, and the acquirer

of the lands being in possession thirty or forty years,

and thereafter being evicted from him by a decreet

;

the said acquirer has recourse to the warrandice," &c.

A. 1666. Fount. Suppl. Dec. ii. p. 424.

Fr. astttier, id; Celu qui compose ou qui vend des

sauces. Diet. Trer. The term, as Roquefort remarks,

was originally applied to an officer in the king's kitchen,

who had charge of the sauces and- spiceries, A. 1317.

Sauleier is used as synon. with Espkier; L.B. Sal-

sarhts. V. Du Cange.
It is a curious trait of the more simple mode of

living in the capital, even in Charles II. 's time, that

it could give sustenance only to one maker of sauces,

who is therefore distinctively designed the Sawcer of
Edinburgh.

SAWCHYNG, Wallace,*. 332. Perth Edit.

V. Sauchning.

SAWELY, Wallace, i. 198. [An errat. for

Fawely, q. v.]

To SAWER, Sawr, Saur, Sake, v. n. To
savour, nsed both in a good and a bad sense.

And feldis sr strowyt with flonris,

Weill sawerand, of ser colonra.
Barbour, xri 70, MS.

Tj, ouoth the fejrnd, thou satcris of blek,

Go ctenge Uie clene snd cum to me.
Dunbar, Banuaiune Poems, p. 82.

It wsel will saur wf the gude brown yfll.

Jamieton's Popular Ball., it 169.

M It is kindly that the pock mre of the herring ;"

Ferguson's S. Prov., p. 20.

8ibb. refers to IsL $aur, sordes, stereos. But it

is merely savour, Fr. savour-er, nsed in a general

aense ; from Lat. sapor,

Sawr, *. 1. Savour; pl.*nrrw.

Full sawris sueit and swyth thai culd thame bring.

King Hart, L 53.

[2. Stench, disgust, Clydes* Banffs.]

3. A gentle breeze; a term used on the Frith

of Clyde ; synon. Caver.

Applied in a metaph. sense to the motion of the air,

q. a savour of wind, a slight breath.

£4. Wit, spirit, pluck, Clydes.]

[Sawrless, adj. Without wit or spirit,

Clydes., Banffs. V. Sareless.]

[SAWFF, r. imprr. May he save, save,

Barbour, ii. 145.]

[Sawffly, adv. Safely, Barbour, iii. 359.]

[Sawfte', s. Safety, ibid., iv. 536.]

fSAWDf. 1. As a part, sowing.
•• Friend, hae ye been mawin,

When ither folk are busy savin.
1*

Bums, Dr. Hornbool; st 8.

2. As a *., the act of sowing; as, "The tototii

's late the year," S.]

SAWINS, 8. pi. Saw-dust, S.

This is merely a verbal noon, formed as originally

expressive of the operation of sawing : like Dan.
saugen, a sawing of wood, Wolff.

SAWIS, 3rd. p. sing. Either for 8ay8 or

schaws, i.e., sliews, represents.

"Humely menis, & complains, &» sawU.n Aberd.
Reg., A. 1535, V. 15.

SAWISTAR, 8. A sawyer, Aberd. Reg.

[SAWR, *. Savour, smell, etc. V. under

Sawer.]

SAWSLY, adv. Prob. sweetly, used ironic-

ally.—— Thou lyes sawsly in saffron back snd syde.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 57.

Germ, suss, Alem. stiazzi, A.-S. swaes, sweet;

swaesliee, proprie, Somner; or perhaps, q. in sauce, or

pickle.

SAWT, 8. An assault. V. Salt.

SAWTH,t>. Saveth.

His thie sonnys of Wallace was full fayne

;

Thai held him lost, yit God him sawth agayne.
Wallace, ii 418, MS.

Edit. 1&48, saved.

SAX, adj. Six, S.

Mypleuch is now thy bairn-time a*,

Four gallant brutes as e'er did draw

;

Forbye sax mae, I've sell't awa.
Burns, hi. 144.

Moes-G. saihs, id. Sex is commonly used by onr

old writers.

Saxpenxe, *. Sixpence, S. ; Gl. Shirr.

Sixth.Saxt, adj

I traist t<

That for thir faoltU
I traist to se the day ye sail be schent,

ItU K. James the Saxt sail hang you.

Sicol Burne, Chron. S. P. Iii. 461.

Saxte*, Saxtie, adj. Sixty, S.

Saxii he led off nobill men in wer.
Wallace, ix. 1719, MS.

Moes-G. saihstis, id.

Among the crowd was Johny Gass,—
Bever'd aboon the common class,

—

John had seen saxty simmers past.

Maynt's Siller Gun, p. 80.

[To SAX, v. a. To scarify with a razor or

other sharp instrument, Shetl. Isl. sax, a

knife.]

[Saxie, 8. Hacks or rents in the feet, occa-

sioned by exposure to alternate wet and

drought, Shetl.]

SAXON SHILLING. A shilling of

British money, Highlands of S.

"A shilling Sterling it by the Highlanders termed a

Saxon Shilling." Saxon and Gael, i. 3.

Gael, sgillin Shasgttnach, English shilling, Shaw ;

whereas sgillin Albanach, [i.e., s shilling Scots] signi-

fies a penny.
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•To SAY, v. n. 1 yow say, I tell you; said me,

told me, said to me.
The toun, as I yow say.

Wee throw gret force of fechtiug tane.

Barbour, xiv. 224, M&
This it an A.-S. idiom. Sege me, die mihi ; Seegath

me, dicite mihi ; me being the datire as well as the
accusative case in A.-S.

To Say awa, v. n. [1. To ask a blessing

;

as, when the family are seated and the

meal ready, the wife says " Say aioa, guid-

man,w Perths., Aberd.

2. To fall to, to begin to eat; a vulgar invita-

tion where no blessing is asked ; as, " Say
awa, noo," ibid.] .W. Beattie's Tales.

£Say-awa, s. Loquacity, "gift of the gab,"

Banffs.]

Sayare, s. An author, a poetical writer.

The sayare eik said wele connider this,

His mater, and quham to it iutitillit is.

Dong. Virgil, ProL 271, 34.

He is here speaking of the Heroic style of writing.

For ethsr is, quha list syt doun snd mote,
Ane vtlter sayaris faltis to spye and note,

Than but offence or fait thame self to wryte.
Ibid. Bxclain., 485, 42.

Either immediately from A.-S. saeg-an, narrare, or
from sage, narratio; whence gage-man, delator. V.
8aw, *.

Nearly allied both to sayare and sage-man, is 0. E.
segger. R. of Brunne, speaking of his translation of

Langtoft's Chronicle, says :

—

I mad noght for no disours,

Ne for no seggers no harpours,

Bot for the fuf of symple men,
That strange Inglis cau not ken.

Prof. xcix.

Hearne renders the term, ** saycrs, historians." R.
Brunne had undoubtedly the minstrels, the hereditary
chroniclers of the nation, especially in his eye. The
only sense given of disours, in the Gl., is discourse.

But it evidently signifies reJtearsers, tale-tclters ; Fr.
diseur, a speaker. As a poet was called a Makare, be-
cause he composed, he might be designed a Sayare, or
Segger, because he recited his compositions ; unless the
name was from saga, sage, as descriptive of the general
character of these works, which were merely rhythm-
ical histories or narrations.

Sayn, 8. Saying.

Thre ver as thus the rewm stud in gud pess :

Off this sayh my wordis for to cess.

And forthvr furth off Wallace I will tell,

In till his lyff quhat awentur yeit felL

Wallace, viil 1612, MS.
Of this saying me worthis for to cease.

Edit 1648.

Me worthis, i.e., it is necessary for me, may have
been the reading of some other MS.
Sayn, however, may possibly denote felicity; in

reference to peace ; Germ, scgen, bencdictio.

To SAY, Sey, v. a. and w. 1. To assay, to

put to trial, S.

It is also O.E. " Put of your hosen, you shall saye
a newe payre." Palsgr. B. iii. F. 329, a.

"They were well sayed, ere they past out of

VOL. IV.'

Scotland, and that by their own provocation, but ever
they tint" Pitscottie, p. 148.

I bad not raschly euterprist,—
Nor yit had seya the archer-craft

Cherris and Sloe, st 15u

Tentasse, Lat vera.

False feckless foulmart, lo here a defiance ;

Go sey thy science : do, Droigh, what thou do [dowl
Polw. 4 Montgotn,, Watson's Coll., iii. 4.

Contr. from Fr. essay-er; this from Arm. essea,

tssaia, id.

2. To endeavour, to attempt, S. V. Sey.
I sey'd anes to cast aff my coat,

The thoughts o't had sae het me.
A. Wilson's Poems, 1790, p. 230.

Sayar, *. One who assays metals.

"The said James sail haue fredome and priuilege to

prent golde and siluire with the kingis irnis, as he did
of before, he gevand to the kingis grace fre of ilk punde
wecht of cunveit money zx scnillingis, except the
wanlanis fe, the sayaris fe, and the sykaris [r. synka-
ris] of the irnis fee to be pait of the kingua purss."

Acts Ja. V. v 1526, Ed. 1814, p. 317.

SAY, Saye, s. 1. A bucket, or vessel for

carrying water, Inverness, Orkn. ; a milk-

pail, Dumfr.
'* Of the samin wyse thair be ordanit thre Or foure

says to the commoun vse, and vi. or may cleikis of

irin, to draw downe timber and roitfis that ar fyrit."

Acts Ja. I., 1426, c. 83, Edit. 1566. Saye, c. 63.

Murray.
This term occurs iu Aberd. Reg., and in sfcfch con-

nection as to throw some light on that obscure term
sasteing, Wallace, ii. 41.—*'Ane cumyeone, ane bukat, say «fc say slyng,

n

&c. A. 53S, V. 16.

The sasteing is therefore a pole used for carrying the
say, or larger water-vessel, perhaps a cask, on the
shoulders.

The sotcens-say is supported by two bars laid across

the tub, or permanently attached to the say itself,

Aberd.
This term occurs in the National Records.
Item, solut. pro uno vase vocat. Say ad coquinam

regis. Lib. Empt. A. 1511, in Pub. Archiv.

2. A small tub, S.B., Ayrs. u Sey or Sae, a
shallow tub, used in cheese-making ;" Gall.

Encycl.

From Fr. seau it appears that O.E. soo has been
formed. "Soo, a vessell, [Fr.] evue ;'\ i.e., an open
tub, a vat. Palsgr. B. iii. F. 65, a.

A. Bor. " so or son, a tub with two ears to carry on
a stang ;" Ray's Coll. , p. 66. V. Stixg, Stking.

s Su.-G. saa, id. situ la, vas, quo aqua portatur ; Isl.

saa, majusculum quodvis vas, 01. Lex. Run. The Fr.

use seau, in the same sense, which is most probably
from the Goth. Wachtcr observes, that, with the
ancient Germans, sa<o denoted water ; hence Ihre

supposes that saa, as signifying a vessel for holding
water, naturally derives its origin.

SAY, adv. So ; S. sae.

"It was nocht po3seblie to thaim to haif comperit &
to haif instructit and informit thair procuratouris in

say hie & wychtic [weighty] causis concerning thair

lif, landis, heretagc, and gudis." Acts Mary, 1542,

E. 1S14, p. 416.

[SAYN, *. Saying. V. under Say, t\]
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SAYND, *. Message or messenger.

For his saynd till thaim send he.

And thai in hy asserablyt theu,

Paxsand, I weyne, a thousand men.
Harbour, t. 19G, Ma

"Saind is a messenger or message ;" Clav. Yorks.
^

A.-S. sand, missio, legatio, also legatus. Semi, is

used to as to signify an embassy, S. B. Sonde, O. E.

Tho fond hne here sonde
Adronque by the strotido

That shulde Ilorao hrynge.
Geste King Horn, Jiitson's E. M. It., il 131

If he wild male a werk of fyne,

Send your sond to seke Merlyue.
R. Brunne, App. to Pre/., clxxxix.

Satndis-man, *. A messenger.

I rede ane sayndis man ye send to yone senyeour.
Qawan and Got., il 2.

Mr. Pinkerton leaves tbo first part of the word
sayndis, as oceanng here, for explanation. But
it evidently ought to be printed sayndisman, from A.-S.

sandes-man, nuntius ; from saudts tho genit. of sand,

a message, and man, i.e., one employed to deliver

a message, Isl. sandeman, id. ap. Ihre, vo. Saenad,
V. Saynd.

[SAYR, adj. and s. Sore, &c. V. Saib.]

[Sayr, adv. Sorely, Barbour, 1. 440.]

SC. Words not found with this orthography,

may be looked for under SL
• SCAB, $. 1. The itch, as it appears in the

human body, S.

2. Metaph., any gross offence, synon. out-

breaking.

"It is only God's guarde, euen his sailing grace,

which hath kept my life from scab & scandalc." Z.

Boyd's Last Battell, p. 989.

To SCABBLE, r. n. To scold, Buchan.
Wae wags ye, chicl, whare Iiae ye been,

Te've gottin sic a drabbliu ?

To gar me rise in sic a teen

An' pit my tongue a-scaWin.
Tarras't Poems, pt 69.

If not corr. from E. to squabble, formed, like the E.

v. itself, from the more primitive Su.-G. Lacbbl-a, Mod.
8ax. habbeUn, rixari, altercari, by prefixing the sibil-

SCABYNIS, 8. pi. Assessors ; or analogous

to Councillors in Scottish burghs.

"Anent the snpplicacioone gcvin in lxsforo tho

lordis of artiklis i of consale, in the behalf of the

burrow masteris [burgomasters], scabyni*, and con-

sale of the toune of Jliddleburghe in Zcland, tuich-

ande the residence and staple of the merchandis and
merchandice of this realme of Scotlande to be haldin at

the said toune of Middlebnrghc for certancyeristecum,"
Ac. Acts Ja, V., 1530, Ed. 1814, p. 305.

I* B. Scabini, Scabiniit sic olim dicti judicum As-
tessorcs, atque adeo Comitum, qui vices judicum, obi-

bant. The term occurs in the Capitularia of Charle-

magne, A. 805, and 813. Fost^uam Scabini cum
(latronem) dijudicaverint, non est hecntia Comitis vel

- Vkarii ei vitam conccdere. Du Cangc.

SCAD, 8. 1. Any colour slightly or obliquely

seen, properly, by reflexion ; or the reflexion

itself, S.

" Your cross is of the colour of heaven ;—and that
dye and colour dow abido fair weather, and neither bo
stained nor cast the colour ; yea it reflects a scad, like
the cross of Christ." Kuthcrford's Lett. P. ii. ep. 28.

But whan, owre Calton-hill, the sun
Comes gliumeran like the twilight,

The wights, dispoa'd for e'ening-fun,
Flee frae the scad o' daylight.

Pickets Poems, 1788, p. 53.

2. A gleam, S. O.
" We came to the eastern sido of Loudoun-hill, tho

trysted place, shortly after the first scad of the dawn."
R. Gilhaize, iii. 03.

"Scades o* light, flares or flashes of light;" GalL
Encycl.

3. Scad is also used to denote tho variegated
scum of mineral water, S.

Evidently the same with E. shade, as a shade of blue,
preen, &c. ; A.-S. scade, Germ, schntte, umbra.
Hence, as Wachter observes, schetz, E. sketch of a tiling,

because it is thadoiced out Johnson derives the E.
word from Lat. schedula.

To SCAD, Skad, v. a. 1. To scald, S. Fr.
eschaud-er, id.

2. To heat by fire, without allowing the liquid

absolutely to boil, S.. V. Skaude, v.

3. To heat in any way ; to boil, Roxb.

[4. To disgust, to fret, Banffs.

5. To soil by frequent use, ibid.]

Scad, Skacde, 8. 1. A scald, a burn caused by
hot liquor, S.

[2. A disgust, a vulgar name for tea, S.

;

vexation, Banffs.]

[Scadded, Scaddit, adj. 1. Scalded, par-

boiled, S.

2. Vexed, disgusted, fretted, Banffs.

3. Soiled, faded, ibid.]

Scadded Beer, or Ale. A drink made of

hot beer or ale, with the addition of a little

meal, nearly of the consistence of gruel,

Roxb.

Scadded "Wiiey. A dish used in the houses

of fanners, made by boiling tcfiey on a slow

fire, by which a great part of it coagulates

into a curdy substance, ibid. Synon. Flee-

tins, also Flot-tchey.

Scaddem, s. A bad smith ; thus, " lie's

nacthing but a scaddem" Teviotd.

This seems merely a cant term, as if denoting that
he could do no more in the way of his profession than
to scald, instead of perfecting any work ; like Burneicin,

q.r.

Scadlips, 8. Broth, containing a very

small portion of barley, S.B., and on this

account more apt to burn the mouth ; q.

scald lips.
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There will be- sheep-beads, and a haggize,
And scadlips to sup till ye're fow.

BitsorCs 8, Songs, L 211.

SCADDAW, Scaddow, *. A shadow, Ettr.

For., Lanarks.

"The moon was bingin' o'er the dark brows of
Hopertoody, and the lang black scaddaws had an ciry
look." Brownie of Bodabeck, i. 140.

The eerie scaddaws o' the aiks
Fell black ower the skinklan gran'.
Old Ballad, JSditu Mag., Sept. 1818, p. 153.

A.-S. scadu, scaduwe, id.

SCADLING, *. A kind of dressed skin;
the same with Scalding, q. v.

"Small wnwollit skynnis sic as hoyg schorlingis,
scadlimgis, and fuitfailL* Aberd. Reg., A. 1538. V. 1C.

SCAFF, Skaffin, *. 1. A term used by

.

the vulgar to denote provisions, food of any
kind. Fine scaff, excellent provision, S.

Well ripe the pouch, and see what scaff is there

;

I wat, when I came out, it wasna bare.

Rots'* Helenore, p. 71—Scaffsnd raff ye ay sail ha t

Jamieson's Popular Ball., it 363.

- 2. Expl. u merriment, diversion," Sibb. Gl.
8ibb. conjectures that it originally signified feasting.. next word.

To Scafp, r. a. To sponge, to collect by
dishonourable means. V. Skaff.
"Tbej scoffed throche all Scotland, oppressand the

leall men mis Weill as the theiff; for thair particular
commodities Pitscottie's Cron., p. 512.

"Ordanis"—that thar be nae "bygginjr of mair
Yittail nor snstenis thaim self, and topping of the sam-
•n, seafyng thair nychtbouris." Aberd. Reg., xvi. c. 15.

Soaffar, «. A parasite.

"Hecommandit all idill pepil, as juglaris, menstralis,
bardis, k scaffaris, othir to pas out of the realme, or
•Die to fjrnd sum craft to wyn thair leiffyng." Bellend.
Cron. B. ix. c 18. Mimos, histriones, bardos, parasitos,
Booth.
Elsewhere this is connected with fleeheourU or

flatterers.

"He banist all tauernaris, drunkartis, scafaris k
ane flecheonris, out of his hous." Ibid., B. xi. c. 7.
Adulatores parasilosque, Boeth.

S*.-G. skaffart, Dan. staffer, Teut. schaffer, one who—-^m food for others, a steward, a clerk of the
™_i; L.B. skapwardtts, from Su.-G. skap, provision,

—J warda, to keep. Alem. scepf-an, Germ, schaff-en,
procarare ; Belg. schaff-en, to dress victuals ; whence
schaftfd, the time of taking any meal.
The transition, to the sense in which it is here

need, is easy, as denoting ono who makes court to
others for the sake of his belly ; corresponding to E.
smell-feast, Belg. panllkker, Gr. vapcunrot, from vapa
and rem, frumentum.

Scafferie, #. Extortion. V. Skafrie.

(SCAFFATIS, *. pL Scaffolds, Barbour,
xviL 343: scaffating, scaffolding* Accts.
L. H. Treasurer, i. 389, Dickson.]

SCAFFIE, adj. A term applied to a smart
but transient shower, S. O.

kite

"'Scaffie showers, showers which soon blow by.'

—

•A cauV scoff o* a shower,' a pretty severe shower ;"

Gall Encycl. This is synon. with Skijt, q. y.

SCAFF-RAFF, Scaff and Raff, *. Re-
fuse ; the same with Riff-raff^ South of S.

Expl. " rabble," Gl. Antiquary. E. tag-rag

and bob-tail.

"If you and I were at tho Withcrshins' Latch, wi*
. ilka ane a gude oak supple in his hand, we wald not
turn back, no for half a dozen o* yon scaff-rqff" Guy
Mannering, ii. 51.—"And sitting there birling,—wf a' the scoff and
raffo' the water-side." Tales of my Landlord, ii. 104.

Su.-G. skaefdenotes a mere rag, any thing as it were
shaved off ; ruff-a, to snatch any thing away, to carry
off quickly. But perhaps rather from S. scaff, pro-
vision, and A.-S. reaf-ian, rapcre, q. those who forcibly
carry off the food of others.

To SCAG, r. a. To render putrid by expo-
sure, S. B.
" Scarf, to have fish spoiled in the sun or air ;" Gl.

Surv. Moray. Scagait, part. pa. : as, "a scag-jit had-
die," a haddock too long kept.

IsL skack-a, iniquare ? Or Gael, sgag-a, to split, to
shrink.

[Scag, s. Putrid fish, Banff's.]

[To SCAIGII, r. a. To obtain by wiles or
mean ways, S. V. Skaigii.]

SCAIL, v. and *. V. Skail.

SCAIL, s. A sort of tub ; or perhaps used
for a basket.

Her maidens brought me forth a scail,

Of due main bread and fowls hail

;

With bottles full of finest wine.

„ , Sir Egtir, p, 13.
Steel still signifies a tub ; q. v.

To SCAILIE, r. n. To have a squint look,

V. Skellie.

SCAIRTH,a#. Scarce.
-—" That diuerss and sindrie persones—lies vsitall—indirect meanis in slaying of the saidis wyld foulle

and bestiall, quhairby this countrey, being sa plen-
tifullie furnessit of befoir, is becum altogidder scairth
of sic wairis." Acts Ja. VI., 1600, Ed. 1814, p. 23G.
Scarce, Ed. 1597.
Whether the term was ever commonly used in this

form I know not ; but it nearly resembles Su.-G.
skard-a, imminuere, IsL skerd-a, comminucre, defic-
ere ; sterd-r, also skcrt-r, diminutio ; Dan. skaar, id.

SCALBERT, s. "A low-lifed, scabby-mind-
ed individual

;
" Gall. Encycl.

Perhaps q. scabberl ; Teut. schabbe, scabies, and
aerd

t
indoles. In Isl. ber-skatlot, signifies bald ; from

her, nudus, and skalle, cranium.

SCALD, Scaul, s. 1. A scold ; applied to

a person, S.

2. The act of scolding, S. V. Scold.

[SCALDER, s. The Jellyfish, Banff's.]

SCALDING, Skaldino, *. A species of
dressed skin formerly exported from Scot-
land.
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"8kynnis vnderwrittin callit in the vulgar toung
•oorlingia, staldintjia," ftc. Acts Ja. VI. f 1592.M Ffutfells and shatdings ilk thousand," Ac. Acta
Cha, ILt Ed. 1814, VII., p. 253. Scadlings, Rates, A.
16701 »» 75. V. Scorlino.
Qo. if as baring the wool taken off by scalding f

SCALDRICKS, 8.pi. Wild mustard, Loth.

;

tkellies, sjroon.
4 The long-continued use of the town dung has filled

the toil full of every kind of annual weeds, particularly
or wild mustard, called here scaldrirk*."bird

P. Cramood, Loth. Statist. Ace., i. 217. V. Skelloch.

To SCALE, v. a. To separate, to part, &c.
V. Skail.

Scaling, «. Act of dispersion. V. under
Skail, v.

SCALE-STAIRS, s. pi. Straight flights of

steps, as opposed to a stair of a spiral form,

S« _

"A turnpike stair is—a stair of which the steps
are built in a spiral form,—in opposition to straight
flights of steps, which are called scale stairs." Arnot's
Hist Edin., p. 246, N.

Fr. (scatter, a staircase ; a winding stair.

SCALKT,/>rW.v. Bedaubed.
He scalkt him fowlar than a fail

;

He said he was ane lichelos bul,
That croynd even day and niclit

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 360.

The term seems to signify, bedaubed ; q., he so
besmeared him with filth, that he made a more ridicu-

lous appearance than a fool with his motley coat.
Thus it is the same with slaikit, bedaubed, S. V.
8KAIK.

SCALLINGER SILUER. "Scallinger

#i/urr and feis f Aberd. Reg. V., 16, p. 578.

•*The amaD custumis ft seallinger witter for this
yeir.

w
Ibid. A. 1538, V. 16.

These seem to be both errors for stallingcr, q. v.

SCALLION, #. A leek, Annandalc.
This term is used in E. as signifying a kind of onion

;

Johns. Phillips expl. it, •• a kind of shalot or small
onion." Lai. Ascatonitis.

SCALLYART, *. A blow or stroke, W.
Loth., Lanarks. ; apparently synon. with
Sclafert, as properly denoting a stroke with
the open hand.

IaL sbeUa, diverberare palmis ; sleUa, flabrum, slell-r,

ictus, flabeUi aut palraae sonitu ; G. Andr. SktUa hur-
dini, to slap the door so violently as to make the whole
bouse to snake ; Januam sic claudere ut tota domus
trepidet; VereL The sound emitted seems to have
originated the term, from Sil-G. slaell-a, to emit a
sharp sound of any kind ; whence skallra, to rattle.

SCALP, Scawp, s. 1. Land of which the
soil is very thin, generally above gravel or
rock, S. scawp, Shirr. Gl.

Plenty shall cultivate ilk scairp and moor,
Now ka and bare, because the landlord's poor.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 60.

Tbia seems merely a metaph. use of E. scalp, from
Teut. $chelp, q. a shell.

2. A bed of oysters or mussels, S.

"Around this little island, commonly called Mickery,
there are several ovster scalps." Sibb. Fife, N., p. 93.
" On the south side of this part of the Tay, there ia

a scalp of a small kind of mussels, esteemed good bait
for the white fish." P. Ferry-Port-on-Craig, Fife,
Statist. Ace., viii. 461.

[To Scalp the land. To pare off the surface
of the soil, Orkn., Shetl.]

Scalpy (pron. Scaupy), adj. A term applied
to ground, when the soil is thin, S. V*
Scalp.

[SCAM, s. A crack, an injury, Shetl. Dan.
shramme, id.]

[Scambed, adj. Injured, cracked, ibid.]

SCAMBLER, s. « [Scottish] A bold in-

trader upon one's generosity at tabic
;

n

Johns. V. Skamlar.

To SCAME, Skaum, v. a. To scorch, S.

"But this wise and valiantM'Donald—wrote to tho
committee of Murray, then sitting in Auldearn, a
charge, with a fiery cross of timber, whereof every
point was seamed and burnt with fire, commanding all
manner of men within that country to rise and follow
the king's lieutenant, the lord Marquis of Montrose,
under the pain of fire and sword." Spalding, ii. 216.
V. Skaumit, and Fyre Croce.

SCAMELLS, 8. pi. The shambles.
—" Upoun the morn they marchit from Leith with

displayit bands to Edinburgh, and plantit a gainl-hous
at the comon scamclls." Hist. James the Sext, p. 190.
Y. Skahtll.

SCAMP, s. 1. A cheat, a swindler; often used
as to one who contracts debt, and runs off

without paying it, Loth., Pcrths.

[2. Idle wandering, lazy working, Banffs.

3. Work done in a hurried, perfunctory
manner, Clydes.]

Teut schamp-en, to slip aside, to fly off; whence Fr.
escampe, a speedy dislodging, a quick retreat, escamp-
tr, to fly, to retire hastily ; E. scamper.

[To Scamp, v. a. 1. To do work hurriedly
or carelessly, S.

2. To go about idly or lazily, S.

3. To play mischievous tricks, Clydes.]

[Scampan, Scampix, s. The act of going
about in idleness, S.]

To SCANCE, Skance, v. a. 1. To reflect

on, to turn over in one's mind, S.

I marvell our records nothing at all

Do mention Wallace going into France ;

How that can be forgote f greatlio seance ;
For well I know all Gasconie and Guien
Do hold that Wallace was a might ie Gian,
Even to this dav ; in Itachel likewise found
A towre from Wallace name greatly renown'd.

Muse'8 Threnodic, p. 161.
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Perhaps it may hero signify, am surprised, am at a
loss to account for it.

r
•

Fall oft this matter did I skance.
PkUotus, & P. J?.,.iii.

Orre him your gnde advyce,
And peace not, nor skance not,
The perril nor the pryce.

Cherrie and Sloe, it 97.

The word seems radically allied to Isl. atyn-ia,
censeo, agnosco; atyn, ratio, sensus ; Su.-G. skocn*
tn, lnteUigere, mentis acie videre ; in its literal sense,
to see, to behold; skoen, judicium; Dan. tkion ti-

er, to judge, skionsom, prudent.

2. To reproach; to make taunting or cen-
sorious reflections on the character or con- .

duct of others, especially in an oblique
manner, S.

But war ye me, your heart wad seance ye.
In spite o* Pleasure's necromancy.

Rev. J. NicoCs Poems, i. 182.

H*e thou nse fears ; I'll gie my hand
Nane e'er for likin' me shall seance ye.

J Hogg*s Scot. Pastotals, p. 57.

8. To give a cursory accouut of any thing, S.
—'Boat France syne did scance syne
An' warn'd them ane an' a'T oppose ay sic foes ay,
An stan oy king an' law.

A. Douglas's Poems, p. 133.

Now round the ingle in a ring,
On public news they're scancin. Ibid., p. 151.

4. To make trial of, to put to the. test, Buchan.
The young gudewife plumps in a ring,

Cries, 4rLay yir hands about ye,"—
8se on they bang wi' cuttie-haste
To seance their fortune fair, &c.

Tarras's Poems, p. 61.

To Seance has been till of late used in Aberdeen,
both in the grammatical and in the popular sense,
for Scan ; ana it is not quite obsolete in this accep-
tation.

r

To Scarce at, v. a. To conjecture, to form
a hasty judgment concerning.

"As I can seance at his meaning, hee thinketh my
error to be in this rcmarkeable : that, to him, I ap-
pears to make it all one thing or alike to receave the
sacraments or ordination from a wolfo or thiefc, as to
receave them from a hyreling or reprobate." Forbes.
To a Recusant, p. 11.

To Scanse of, r. a. Apparently to investi-
gate, to examine, to scrutinize.

"He commes more particularly to the vengence.
To scanse of these things ouer far it is but vaine cu-
riositie. Therefore it is expedient in these things to
hold fast the plaine words, that we alter not to the
one side nor to the other." Kollock on 2 Thes., p. 28.

Scance, s. 1. A hasty survey in the mind

;

a cursory calculation, S.

/ gave it a seance, I ran over it hastily ; as the word
glance is used in E. for the act of the mind. V. the v.

2. A cursory view of any subject in conver-
sation, S.

3. A transient view of any object with the
natural eye, S.

O happy hour for evermair,
That—gae him, what he values sair,

Sae braw a skauce

Of Ayrshire's dainty Poet there
By lucky chance.
Skinners Miscellaneous Poetry, p. 108.

SCANCLISHIN, #.

W.Loth.
1. Scanty increase,

2. A small remainder, ibid.

Corr. perhaps from E. scanty, (which Junius de-
rives from Dan. skan-a, Sw. skon-a, to spare), or
rather Jr. esekanteler, to break into cantles.

SCANNACIIIN,/Kir/.j>r. [Glancing, gleam-
ins0
"An* see, Leddy Rosybell, how beautiful the sun is

scannackin* on the water. *' Saxon and Gael, ii. 99.
Gael, scainnea, a sudden eruption.

To SCANSE, Skance, v. n. 1. To shine

;

often applied to one who makes a great
show. Stancin, shining; also, showy, S.

The cheeks observe, where now cou'd shine
The scanting glories o' carmine !

Fergusson's Poems, ii 96.
-—Our Reims' expences
I think ssl twin me o' my senses ;
In silk an* ssttin ilk ane seances

Aa* gawze beside.

PickaCs Poems, L 128.MA seemsfV queyn," a good-looking; bouncing
young woman, Perths.

°

This is nearly allied to skoen, pulcher, skoen-a,
Germ, schon-en, ornare. The origin is undoubted-
ly Su.-G. skin-a, Germ, syefm-en, lucere, splendere.

2. To make a great blaze on any subject in
conversation ; to make an ostentatious dis-
play, S. B.

3. To embellish, to magnify in narration.
When one is supposed to go beyond the
troth, especially in the language of osten-
tation, it is said, lie's skancin, S. B.
Corresponding to Su.-G. beskoen-a, beskoen-ia, (Germ.

beschon-en,) causam suam ornare verbis, Ihre; Besko-
enia en sal; to set a gloss upon a thing.

Scaxse, Scance, s. A gleam, S.
"I couldna believe my ain een whun I looketup

amang the craigs an saw a red sconce o* light beekin*
on the taps o* the highest o' them." St Patrick. L
168.

Scansed, Scaxsyte, part. adj. Having the
appearance of, seeming; characterised in
any particular way; [as, "He's an ill-

scansed laddie," i.e., he has the look of a bad
boy, Clydes.]

This peess was cryede in Angust moneth mrld

;

Yhet God of battaill furius and wild,
Mars and Juno ay dois thair besynes,
Causer of wer, wyrkar of wykitnes

;

And Venus als the goddess of luff,

Wycht aid Satum his coursis till apprufT;
Thir iiii, scansyte of diuerss complexioiin,
Battaill, debaite, inwy, and destructioun,
I can nocht deyme for thair melaneoly.

Wallace, Hi. 347, Ma
These foure shotees of divers complexion.

Edit, 164&
This seems allied to scance, v. to shine ; but in this

sense it most nearly resembles Su.-G. skin-a, appare-
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re, prae so ferre; Germ. scktin-en, mantfestare; a
secondary sense of the v., ss signifying to shine.

Scakcer, Scanser,*. A showyperson, Clydes.

2. One who magnifies in narration, ibid.,

Mearns.

•SCANT, *. Scarcity. V. Skant.

Scantlins, adv. Scarcely, S.B. Gl. Shirr.

Scant-o'-grace, $. A wild, dissipated fel-

low, S.
"

' I kenn*d that Scamt-o'-graee weel aneugh frae the
ery outset, ' said the Baillie,

—
' but when blude was

warm, and swords were ont at ony rate, wha kens
what way he might hae thought o' paying his debts?'"
Bob Roy, iii. 33.

•SCANTLING, s. 1. A scroll of a deed to be

made, a rude sketch, Ayrs.
" Hae ye made ony sort o* scantling o' what you

would wish done ? " The Entail, i. 145.

[2. The juncture of a roof with the walls of

a house, Clydes.]

3. A rafter; generally used in pl^ and applied

to the rafters which support the roof of a

to-fall or projection, Ang., Clydes.

[0. Fr. eschaniillon, "a small cantle or corner-piece,

also, a scantling, sample, pattern, proof of any sort of

merchandise,'* Cotgr. ; from 0. Fr. etcanteler, older

form of eschanteler, to break into cantles, to cut up
into small pieces. V. Skeat's Etym. Diet.]

SCAP, Scaup, t. Used in the same sense

with Scalp, for a bed of oysters or mussels.

"For the saidis landis of Pilmure, the Link is, the
Mussikean, and pece land callit the Salt gerss," Ac
Acts Ja, VI., 1612; Ed. 1814, p. 517. V. Scaup.

SCAPE, *. A bee-hive. V. Skepp.

SCAPETHRIFT, $. A spendthrift, a worth-

less fellow, q. one who escapes from all

thriving, or economy.
"Nixt rnto Robert succeeded Hugh Southerland

earle of Southerland, called Freskin, in whose dayes
Herald Chisholme, (or Herald Guthred) thane of
Catteynes, accompanied with a number of scapethrift$

and rebells, (so the historie calleth them) began to

exercise all kynd of misdemeanors and outrages."
Cordon's Hist. Earls of Sutherl., p. 27.

•• In the days of William king of Scotland,—Herald
Chisholme (or Herald Guthred, the sone of Mack-
William,) thain of Catteynes, being accompanied with
a number of scapc-thr\fts, rebells, and rascalls, (so the
historie calleth them), began to exercise all kind of
misdemeanors, by invading the poor and simple people
with spoilinga and slaughters, in all pairts thereabouts.**

Ibid., p. 432.

SCAR, Skaik, Scaur, 5. 1. A bare place

on the side of a steep hill, from which the

sward has been washed down by rains, so

that the red soil appears ; " a precipitous

bank of earth," Loth. Sibb. writes also

skard.

Is it the roar of Teviot's tide,

That chafes against the scaurs red side !

Is H the wind, that swings the oaks !

Is it the echo from the rocks ?

What may it be, the heavy sound,
That moans old Branksome's turrets round ?

Lay of the Last Minstrel, C. L 12.

This seems nearly synon. with clcuch, S.B., in one
of its senses.—"The Nevis overflowed -many parts of the glens,

and the nameless torrents, that in dry weather exist

not, were tumbling down in reddened foam from every
scaur." Lights and Shadows, p. 376.

2. A cliff, Ayrs.

Whyles owre a linn the burnie plays,

As thro' the glen it wimpl't

;

Whyka round a rocky scar it strays ;

Whyles in a wiel it dimpl't
Burns, iii. 137.

Grose defines srarre, A. Bor., "a cliff, or bare
rock, on the dry land ; from the Saxon carre, cautes.

Hence Scar-borough. Pot-scars : pot-sherds, or broken
pieces of pots ;" Frov. Gl.

This seems to be the same with Su.-G. skaer, rupee;

from skacr-a, to cut, Alem. scir-an: as its synon.,

Hippo, a rock, is from klipp-a, secare. C.B. csgair

signifies the ridge of a mountain. V. Schob, adj.

Scarrie, Scaurie, adj. Abounding with

scaurs. V. Scar, Skair.

SCAR, adj. Wild, not tamed, Shetl. V.
Skar.
"There have been several petitions presented,

ancnt the great abuse that has been committed in

several parodies by the keeping of scar sheep, tho
owners thereof running and hunting them with dogs,

to the great prejudice of their neighbours,—who have
tame sheep. There was a petition presented,—that such
as had scar sheep might De appointed to tame them."
Agr. Surv. Shctt., App. p. 61.

This i» evidently the same with Skar, from Isl.

sZ'iarr, fugax ; these sheen being called scar, because
thtyjly at the approach ot man.

(To Scar, v. o. To surprise, alarm, put to

flight,S. V.Skar.]

Scar, Scaur, 5. Whatever causes alarm, S.

"If this new enstome be imposed, it wil be a scar
and hinder to strangearis to come heir for coale."

Acts Cha. L, Ed. 1814, VoL V. 182. V. Skab, a.

[Scar-Craw, Scaur-Craw, s. A scare-

crow, West of S.]

SCARCEMENT. V. Scarsement.

SCARCHT, s. A hermaphrodite, S. Scart.

" In the year preceding, there was a bairn which
had both the kinds of male and female, called in our
language a scarcht" Pitscottie, p. 65.

K scrat is mentioned by Skinner, Gen. Etym.
But Grose gives it as A. Bor., "used for men and
animals ;" Prov. GL

A.*S. scritta, id. This Ihre considers as allied to
Isl. skratt, the devil ; because a hermaphrodite is

tanquam naturae infelix monstrum ; vo. SkraUa.
But he has not observed that there is another Isl.

term, which has still greater resemblance ; skraede,

homo meticulosus, nebulo ; G. Andr., p. 214.

SCARE, Skare, Skarix, s. Share, Ayrs.
•* Nae doubt, yours has been an eydent and indus-

trious life,—and hitherto it has na been without a large

scart o' comfort w The Entail, ii. 56.
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This is doubtless the old pronunciation ; from A.-S.

acear, id. sctar-an, Su.-G. skaer-a, partiri.

SCARF, Scart, *. The name given to the

corvorant; and also to the shag, Orkney.

V. SCARTH.

[SCARF. To beat the $carff to strike the

arms vigorously across the chest to promote

warmth, Shetl.]

SCARGIVENET, *. A cant word for a

girl, from twelve to fourteen years of age,

used in the West of Scotland^ in the

neighbourhood of Glasgow, and in Ayr-

shire.

SCARMUS,*. A skirmish.

"Edward prince of Scotland, eldest son to king

Malcolm deceissit, throw ane wond that he gatt at ane

§carmu8 nocht far fra Anwik." Bellend. Cron. B. xii.

«• 12-

Fr. tscarmouche, Ital. acarramucna, L.B. scara-

tnutia, scarmutia. As ItaL mucc-ire, as well as

Fr. muss-er, signifies to hide, Du Cange thinks that

the word is formed from scara aud muccia, militaris

oohors occultata ; observing, that it properly denotes

those combats which have their origin from ambus-

cades. V. Skyrm.

SCARNOCII, Skarxoch, *. 1. A number,

a multitude ; " a slarnoch o' words," a con-

siderable quantity of words, Ayrs.

2. A noisy tumult, Lanarks.

Tent, achaere, grex, turma, mnltitudo : collcctio,

congeries; schaer-en, congregare ; Su.-G. slara, tur-

ba, oohors.

Scarnoghin, i. A great noise, Ayrs.

SCARPENIS, 5. pi. Thin soled shoes,

pumps ; Fr. escarpines.

—Thair dry sea ri>enis, baythe trvme and meit

;

Thair mullis glitteran on thair feit.

Jlaitland Poems, p. 184.

SCARROW, s. 1. Faint light, especially

that which is reflected from the wall, Gal-

loway.
The farmer—ca*s frae his cot

The drowsy callan ; wi* unwilling step

He stalks the bent, wi* scurrow o the moon.
To tend his fleecy care.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 7.

There are various Goth, terms to which, in this

tense, acarrow might seem allied ; Isl. skiar, a window,
transenna, fenestra, O. Andr.; properly, one made of

thin and pellucid parchment, VereL Ind. ; Moes-G.
akeir-an, ga-skeir-an, iUustrare ; skiaer, clarus, per-

spicuua; Su.-G. skacr, stir, lucidus, as skirdut; a
pellucid cloud. It might seem, indeed, radically allied

to Skyrin, q. v., as applied to the rays of light.

2. A shadow, Ettr. For., Gall.; Scaddow,

synon.
" The acarrow o* a hill, the shadow of that hill ; the

acarrow o* a craw, the shadow of a crow,—on the earth,

while it Hies in the air
; " Gall. Encycl.

To Scarkow, V. fl.

Galloway, Roxb.
To emit a faint light,

2. To shine through the clouds. In this seusc,

it is said of the moon, It's scarroicing, ibid.

SCARSEMENT, s. 1. The row of stones

which separate the slates of two adjoining

roofs, S.

2. The edge of a ditch where thorns are to be

planted ; that part which projects when a

dike is suddenly contracted ; Galloway.

'• For a dyke of sixty inches, there the stones are of

a moderate size, twenty-eight inches is a proper width

at the grass, leaving a scat-cement of two inches on each

side when the first row of stones is laid." Agr. Surv.

Gail., p. 85.

3. A projection among rocks, Gall.

" Scarcemrnt, a shelf amongst rocks ; a shelf leaning

out from the main face of a rock ; on scarcemmts build

sea-fowl
;
" GalL Encycl.

To SCART, r. a. • 1. To scratch, to use the

nails,. S.

Yea, weighty reasons me inclines

To thiuk home eminent divines

Makes their assertions here to thwart,

And one another's cheeks to scart,

CUlanoVs Poems, p. 89.

•« Biting and scartin<j is Scots folk's wooing ; " Fer-

guson's Prov., p. 9.
•' I'll gar vou scart where you youk not ; S. Prov.

KeUy, p. 397.

O. E. seralte. " I scratle, as a beast dothe that hath

sharpe uayles. J*dgratigne. The cattle hath scratle

hym by the face." Palsgr., B. iii. F., 353, b.

2. To scrape, to clean any vessel very nicely

with a spoon, S.

"Scart the cogue wad sup mair; M Ramsay's S.

Prov., p. 61.

And syne the fool thing is obligM to fast,

Or scart anither's leavings at the last
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 76.

3. To gather money in a penurious way, to

scrape together money; used rather in a

neut. sense. .

If loue of money, whence all evtll springs,

Thee, (prickt with thornie cares) in bondage brings,

Moue thee to scrape, to scart, to pinch, to spare,

To rake, to runne, to kill thy sclfe with care :

Things most secure to doubt, to wake, to watch.

Of penny, or of penny-worth to catch

Some gnat, by chaunce in spider-web an iv'd,

Of bowel-wasting wretched waves contriv'd *,

Draw neere, hecre learne but for the day to care,

Uncertaine to suck up to-morrow's ayre.

Mores True Crucijixe, p. 191, 192.

4. It is sometimes applied to indistinct writing,

or by the illiterate to writing of any kind, S.

" Alice—readily confided to her the whole papers re-

specting the intrigue with O 's regiment, of which

she was the depository.— ' For they may oblige the

bonnie young lady and the handsome young gentleman,'

thought Alice, 'and what use has my father for a whin
bits of scarttd paper? '" Waverlcy, iii. 2;>6, 257.

It seems radically the same with l*el£. kratz-tH,

Dan. kratz-er, id.,- per nietaph. llickes informs us,

that the A. Norm, wrote escrat; A. Bor. saaut.
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To Scart out, v. a. To scrape clean ; applied

to a pot or dish, S.

I win Auld Reekie, dainty quean,

May lang scart out her coggie clean ;

An'may she ne'er want goods nor gear,

To gust her gab on a new year

!

A. ScotCs Poena, 1811, p. 82.

To scart cut clean, is obviously a tautology.

To Scart one*a Buttons. To draw one's hand

down the breast of another, so as to touch

the buttons with one's nails; a mode of

challenging to battle among boys, Roxb.,

Loth. ;
perhaps a relique of some ancient

mode of hostile defiance.

Scart, $. 1. A scratch, S.

"They that bourd with cats maun count upov

scorts i
* Kamaay's S. Prov., p. 72.

2. A meagre puny-looking person, S.

3. A niggard, S.

4. Applied to writing, the dash of a pen, S.

•••The man is not fined yet/ ' But that coat but twa

starts of a pen,' said Lord Turntippet." Bride of

Lammermoor, i. 136.

SCART, adj. [Puny, diminutive.]

Riven, raggit ruke, and full of rebaldrie

Scart scorpion, scaldit in scurilitie,

I se the haltane in thy harlotrie,

And into uther science nothing slie.

Dunbar, Evergreen, il 5L

He may allude to the puny size of the scorpion,

although burning with ill humour. A Tery small per*,

son, especially a puny child, is called a wary scart, S.

Scart-Free, adj. Without injury, S. One
is said to have come off scart-free* who has

returned safe from a broil, or battle, or any

dangerous situation.

All whom the lawyers do advise,

Gets not off scartfree, but are fain

To take some other shift or train.

ClelanoTs Poems, p. lid

It seems generally to have been interpreted, free

from even a scart or scratch. But I am doubtful

whether it be not allied to Isl. shard, Su.-G. skaerd-a,

a hurt, injury, or wound ; Alem. orskardi, laesio

amis, Udscardi, laesio membri. Y. Hale-skarth.

Scartiks, 3. pi. What is scraped out of any

vessel ; as, u the scartins of the pot," S.
"Scmrtings, the scrapings of a pot," GalL Encyc
Yt. gratia is used in this very sense.

Scartle, 5. An iron instrument, such as

scavengers use for cleaning a stable or cow-

house, Tweedd. clatt, scraper, scrapie, synon.

tfeg, muckin at Geordie's byre,

Wrought as gin her judgment was wrang

;

Ilk dauil of the scartlc struck fire,

While, loud as a tarrock, she sang

!

Rev. 7. A'icoTs Poems, il 156.

From the v., as signifying to scrape.

To Scartle, v. a. 1. To scrape together by

£ taking many little strokes, Clydes., Roxb.

A diminutive from the v. To Scait.

[2. To gather, to collect, by means of con-

stant and long contiuued saving ; as, " I'll

bu/t as soon as I hae scartled tiiegither as

mony bawbees," Clydes.]

SCART, Skart, Scarth, Scarf, 5. The
corvorant, S. Pelecanus carbo, Liun.

The Scarth, a rysh-fangar,

And that a perfyte.
Boulatc, 1 14, M&

And in the calm or loune weddir is sene,

Aboue the fludis hie, ane fare plane $rene,

Ane standyng-place, quhar skartti with thare bekkis

Forgane the son gladly thaym prunyeis and bekis.

Doug. Virgil, 131, 45.

Mergus is the word here used by Vire., which is the

name given to the corvorant by Pliny, Lib. z. c. 33.

••The corvorant, here called the scart t frequents tho

island in the loch of Clunie." P. Clunie, Pertha.

Statist. Ace., ix. 235.

••The Shag, (pelecanus graculus, Lin. Syst.), so well

known by the name of Scarf, is very frequently seen

with ua in both fresh and aalt water.—The Cormorant,

or Corvorant, (pelecanus carbo, Lin. Syst.), our great

Scarf, is a species not so numerous as the former, but

like it in most respects." Barry's Orkney, p. 300.

"This is called Scart, Frith of Forth." Neill'a

Tour, p. 199. ...,,«_
Norw. atari;, Isl. skarf-ur. Germ, scharb, id. Thus

it appears that scart is a corruption of the Northern

name, which is still retained in Caithness.

•'In the summer months, the swarms of scarfs,

marrots, faiks, &c. that come to hatch in the rocks of

Dungisbayand Stroma, are prodigious." P. Canisbay,

Caithn. Statist Ace, viii. 159.

Skarv, skarf-ur, and scharb, seem merely abbrevia-

tions. For the Sw. name is sioe-korf, and Germ.

scharb is given as synon. with see-rabe, i.e., the sea*

raven, korf and rabe both signifying corvus. Thus the

E. name, properly corvorant, is partially from the same

origin with scarf; being comp., as some have supposed,

of corv-us, and vorans.

SCAS, s. Small portion ?

Kenely that cruel kenered on hight,

And with a seas of care in cautil he strik,

And waynes at Schir Wawyn that worthely wight.

Sir Oaican and Sir Oal., li. 22.

Fr. tscas ai^uifies the tenth penny of moveables,

wherein a foreigner succeeds a freeman : AJem. scat, a

penny; money; substance; originally the same with

Scatt.

To SCASH, Scass, v. a. and n. [1. To beat,

batter, crush, or press roughly or carelessly,

Clydes.

2. To twist, to turn awry, to become twisted

or turned awry; also, to scuff, to wear one's

dress in a slovenly or careless manner, ibid.,

Banffs.]

3. To squabble, to wrangle, Aberd.

Ye ken I like nae fash

;

But fan ancs folk be«jin to scash,

I'm fear'd for harm.
IF. Dcaltie's Talcs, p. 19.

Fr. escach-er, " to beat, batter, or crush flat ; to

thrust, press, knock," &c. ; Cotgr. Isl. skass, foemina

gigas, insolens, Haldorson ; fifatsa, Cyclopica mulicr,

whence 8kr<s-a*t, desacvire, inhorrere ; G. Andr. Dan.

skose denotes •• a nipping jest, a taunt, a scoff;" and

skot-er, •• to jeer, to taunt, to scoff."
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[Scash, s. 1. A blow, thump, Clydes.

2. A twist, wrench, twisting, ibid., Banffs.]

[Scash, Scashix, adj. Twisted, turned to

one side; as, a scash fit, a foot with the

toes turned outwards, ibid. Scash is also

used as an adv."]

[Scashie, s. A squabble, Aberd.]

Scashixg, Scashin, Scassino, s. Beating,

[slapping ; synon. daudin, and often used

as a part.]

"Bring of wool in landwort, & scanting of wther
nychtbouris oallandis." Aberd. Reg., A. 1535, V. 15,

i.e., •• the boys belonging to their neighbours."

[Scashle, s. 1. A slight twist, wrench, or

ruffle ; also, a waddling or shuffling move-
ment.

2. The sound made by wrenching, or by
" shuffling the feet along the ground, ibid.]

To Scashle, v. a. and n. [1. Same with

Seashy r», s. 2.]

2. To use any piece of dress as a thing of no
value, to use carelessly, S. B.

[3. To walk with a waddling or shuffling gait,

or with the toes turned outwards, Banffs.

4. To make a shuffling or scraping noise, as

when a person walks so; scashle is also

used, ibid.]

[Scashlix, Scasiilan. 1. As a *., the act of

walking as in s. 3 of v. ; also the sound
made by*so walkiug, ibid.

2. As an adj.f having a waddliug or shuffling

gait, ibid.

3. As an adv., in a waddling or shuffling man-
ner, ibid.]

[Scash-moo't, ScAsn-MOUTii'D, adj. Having
the mouth awry, Clydes., Banffs.]

SCAT, s. Loss, damage.; for Skaith.

" It is part of the scat of the geir nuhilk was castine

forth of the schipc." Aberd. Reg., V. 25.

SCAT, Scatt, s. A tax ; the name of a tax

. paid in Shetland.

"The hills and commons are again divided into
scatlolds, from each of which a certain tax, called

scatt, was anciently paid to the Crown of Denmark,
when Shetland made a part of the Danish dominions

;

became payable to the Scottish monarch, when these
islands were finally ceded to Scotland ; fell at length,

by donation from the Crown, to a subject superior, and
is at present payable to Sir Thomas Dundas of Kerse,
Bart, [afterwards Lord Dundas].—The scatt may
amount to 6V. for each merk of land, and is paid
chiefly in butter and oil. 7 P. Unst, ShetL Statist.

Ace, r. 196, N.
• Scott is understood to be a tax properly payable to

VOL. IV.

the king for the privilege of pasturing on the hills or
commons, and of cutting peats there. For all land
which is not the property or an individual, is supposed
to belong to the king. Hence the terms Scott-butter,

Orkn., ShetL, Scatt-oif, Shetl.

Dan. slat, Su.-O. Isl. skatt, A.-S. sceat, Belg. schot.

Mod. Sax. schattcn, a tax, E. shot, scot and lot Ihre
expl. the Su.-G. term as primarily signifying money.
A.-S. sceat had the same meaning. In the reign of the
Saxon king Ethelbert, it denoted a farthing. The
term appears in its oldest form in Moes.-G. skatts,

pecunia. It was also the name of one species

of coin; Atauyeith mis stall; Shew me a penny,
Lake xx. 24. Hence *kattjane, money-changers, Mar.
xi. 15.

To Scat, Scatt, v. a. and n. 1. To rate, to

share; also to be rated; as, to Scat and
Lot, to pay shares in proportion, to pay scot

and lot.

"Gifony ship tine be storm of wether,—the mer-
ehandis are not naldin to pay ony thing thairof, nor to
seat and lot tbairfoir." Balfour's Pract., p. 623.

Almost all writers have expl. the phrase Scot and
Lot, in its secondary sense only, without adverting to

what seems to have been its original use. Isl. slant,

. Su.-O. skoct, and Dan. skiod, signify sinus vestis ; fim-

bria ; Moes.-G. skaut denoting the hem or lap of a
garment. The word was used concerning alienation

of property ;
" lots being cast into the lap of the pur*

chaser, or a rod, sometimes a turf, as a symbol of the
transfer." Wheu heritable property was to be
divided amoug minors, rods or lots were cast into the
skoct or lap of their nearest relations ; and as these

were drawn the division was determined. V. Ihre,

vo. Skoct, col. 618. The terms skoct and lutt

were both used in regard to this transaction. See
also Du Cange, vo. Sco'are. The accurate Kilian
defines Teut. scltotte end lot as merely signifying

census ; deriving schotte from scJiatt-cn, censere. But
whence then its connection with lot} It was the
ancient mode of collecting money to cast it into the
lap of the receiver, from skoet-a, in sinum conjicere

:

and as Germ. schosn signifies sinus vestis, and also cen-

sus, tributum, Wachter has remarked that "a tax is

properly money collected, from schiess-en, jacere, con-
jicere."

2. To suhject or be subjected to the tax called

Scat, Orkney.
—"And na forcop quia double malt scattit,

n Ren-
tall Book of Orkney, p. 0.

Su.-G. skatl-a, tributum exigere ; also, tributum
pendere; Teut. schatt-en. L.B. scott-are, id.

[SCATALD, SCATIIALD, S. V. SCATIIOLD.]

[Scat-Britiier, s. pi. A name given to

those whose sheep pasture promiscuously

over the common, ShetL]

[Scatfu, adj. Inclined to pilfer or steal, i.e.,

to take a share of your neighbour's property,

ibid.]

Scatiiold, Scattiiold, Scattold, Scat-
* tald, Scatiiold, s. Open ground for

pasture, or for furnishing fuel, ShetL,

Orkn.
•• The uncultivated ground, outside of the enclosure

[or torn], is called the scatthold, and is used for

general pasture, and to furnish turf for firing.**

Kdmonstou's Zotl., i. 14S.

Q
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The hills and commons are again divided into—
' "&c V.Scatt,*.

Perhaps from IbL skatt, and hold, usus, q. holding,
also custodia, from ono sense of hald-a, which is pas-
cere. Verelius, however, mentions skattlod as signi-

fying medium vectigale. If this bo the original
font, the last syllable must be from foe/, terra, functus.

SCATHOLDER, SCATHALDER, SCATTALDER, 8.

One who possesses a portion of pasture
ground called scattald.

"That the sheriff of each parish, with twelve honest
seen there ride the marches of the parish, betwixt the
first of October and the last of April yearly, or when
rawed thereto by the scattalders% under the pain of
£10 Scots." App. Surv. Sheti., p. 7.

LffSCATHOLDER, Inscattalder, s. One who
possesses a share in the common or pas-
ture ground called a Scattald, Shetl.

••That all horses belonging either to outscattattlers,
or inseattalders, oppressing and overlaying the neigh-
bourhood, be instantly removed, after due advertise-
ment given their owners, and that at the kirk-door,
under thepain of being confiscate to the king." Ibid.

,

OUTSCATHOLDER, OUTSCATTALDER, 9. One
who has no share in the pasture ground.
V. Inscattalder.

Scatland, $. Land paying the duty dis-

tinguished by the name of Scat, Orkn.
"Item, w* Flawis jd terre scatland an* in batter

cat vij d.—And inland malethe said d terre, scatland an1

fij in." Bentallof Orkney, A. 1502, p. 12.

SCATTERGOOD, *. A spendthrift, S.
"And now, my lords, there is that young scat-

Urgood, the laird of Bucklaw's fine, to be disponed
poii---I suppose it goes to my lord Treasurer.*' Bride
of Lanunermoor, i. 135.

To SCAUD,*. a. To scald, S. V.Skaude.

Scaud, Scawd, s. [1. A scald ; also, that
which scalds, as a flash or jatcp from boilinn-

water, West of S.

2. A gleam, gleaming; as, "There's a scaud
in the sky, ibid.]

3. "A disrespectful name for tea;" (Gall.
Encyc.) probably imposed by those who
thought it of no other use than to scald
or skaud the mouth, as it is sometimes con-
temptuously called het water.

[Scaudin, Scawdin, s. 1. The act of scald-
ing; as, **ril hae anither scaudin o* whey
the day," ibid.

2. The quantity scalded or to be scalded ; as,

"That's a big scaudin o'milk ye hae," ibid.]

[SCAUD, Scawd, Scaut, adj. 1. Scrofu-
lous, S.

2. Faded or changed in colour. V. under
Skaw.]

[Scaud-head, Skaut-iiead,- 8. 1. A head
disfigured with patches of scrofula, S.

2. A scrofulous disease that causes the hair
to fall off, Clydes., Shetl.]

Scaud-manVhead, s. A name given to the
shell of the sea urchin, S. Echinus escu-
lcntus, Linn.; in Orkney and Shetland
called Ivegar, a name nearly obsolete.

To SCAUM, Scame, v. a. To burn slightly

;

to singe, S.

Scaum, Skaum, 8. 1. The act of singeing
clothes by putting them too near the fire,

or by means of a hot iron, S.

2. A slight bum, S.

But ay whan Satan blaws the coal,
I find its best the scaum to thole.

Pickets Poems, I 132.

3. The appearance caused by singeing; a
slight mark of burning, S. V. Skaum,
and Scame.

SCAUM O' THE SKY. « The thin vapour
of the atmosphere;" Gall.; [scad,West of S.]
Macfctggart leaves the sense rather indefinite ; for

he first speaks of •• the thin white vapours," and says
afterwards, "There is red scaum, white scaum, and
many others ;" GalL Encycl.
He seems to view the term as the same with E.

scum. For this is part of his definition,—" the scum
of the sky." It is probably allied to Su.-G. skumm,
subobscurus, q. that which partially darkens the eye ;
IsL skaum, crepusculum, shima, lux parva, also expl.
rimnla lucem praebens.

SCAUP, Scawp, Scawip, s. 1. The scalp,

the skull, S. This word is used in a ludicrous
phrase, equivalent to, I'll break your skull
u Til gie you sic a scallyart, as'll gar a' you]
scaup skirl."

Want minds them on a thackless scaup,
Wi' a' their poaches bare.

Tarras's Poems, p. 17.

2. A bed or stratum of shell-fish ; as, " an
oyster scaup" S. It seems to be named
so from the thinness of the layer.
" The scawip of mussillis & kokilliss." Aberd. Reg.

3. "A small bare knoll ;" Gl. Sibb., S.

[4. Thin, hard soil, Banffs.]

SCAUR, s. A precipitous bank. V. Scar.

SCAURIE, Scorey, s. The young of the
herring-gull, Orkney.
" The Brough—\9 the resort and nursery of hundreds

of scauries, or herring-gulls, (larus fuscus). I believe
the Orkney name scaurie is applied to this gull only
while it is young and speckled ; and it loses its speckled
appearance after the first year." Neill's Tour, p. 25.

Isl. skio*r is civen as the name of a bird ; pica vel
sturnus, G. Andr., p. 213. The bird here referred to
is undoubtedly the Sea-pie, or Oyster-catcher, hocma-

your
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1

topos ostralegu*, Linn., which in Sw. is called S/raml-

mmra, Norw. Strand-skiurc. V. Pennant's Zool., p.

482.

SCAW, $. 1. Any kind of scall, S.

2. The itch, scrofula, S.

3. A faded or spoiled mark, Dumfr. Hence,

[To Scaw, v. a. and n. To destroy, spoil,

. fade ; to become faded ;
generally applied

to colour, Banffs.]

ScaVd, Scaw't, part, adj. [1. Scrofulous, S.]

2. Having many carbuncles on the face,

Mearos.

3. Changed or faded in the colour ; especially

as applied to dress, ibid.; often Scaw'd-li&e,

Mearns, Clydes.

Allied perhaps to Su.-G. skallog, depilis.

[SCAW, *. A barnacle, Banffs.]

SCAW, s. An isthmus or promontory, Shetl.

"A child might travel with a puree of gold from
Sumbargh-head to the Scaw of Unst, and no soul would
ihjnre him." The Pirate, i. 202.

lal. *kagit promontorium, from skag-a, prominere,

Haldonon; sixtga, promontorium porrectum oblique,

tkag-CL, defiectere, G. Andr., p. 208. In p. 209, how-
erer, he simply renders it, Isthmus porrectus. Vcrelius

explains skagi, syrtes, brevia.

SCAWBERT, adj. 1. Applied to those who
render themselves ridiculous by striving to

appear above their rauk in life, making un-

warranted prctensious to gentility, Aberd.

[2. A stalwart person of somewhat stubborn,

disagreeable temper, Banffs.]

Perhape from A.-S. scaw-ian, sccaw-ian, yidere, used

in a neuter sense, and bearht, praeclarus ; q. to make
M a bright shew," or ostentatious appearance.

SCAWP, *. "A bare dry piece of stony

ground ;" Shirr. Gl. V. Scalp.

SCAZNZIED.
••The king of France, hearing of the commotioun

betuix the king & his nobiletie, willed ane revnioun to

be maid amanges thame, sua as the king mycht keip

his awin honour and priuilcdgcs, and naywayis to bo

$caztmed or preiugit." Belhaven MS. Mem. Ja. VI.,

fo. W. r.

This word had most probably been pronounced

tcainyicd; and, as it respects the history of France,

may have been formed from O.Fr. escang-cr, to alter,

to change ; L.B. exhang-iare ; whence cscange, barter,

exchange.

SCELLERAR, s. One who has the charge

of the cellar.

The OouU was a garnitar.

The Suxrthbak a scelUrar,

The Scarth a fysh-fangar.
Houlate, i. 14.

L.B. cellarar-iu*, cellerar-ius, cellardus, cui potus ct

escae cura est, qui celiac vinariae et cscariae pneest,

promos ; Da Cange.

O.E. "cellerar, an officer, [Fr.] celerier.'

B.iii.F. 23.

Palsgr.

SCEOLDER, ScnALDER, t. The sea-pie, a

bird, Orkiu
••The Sea-Pie.—Haematopus Ostralegus, Linn. Syst

—Ore. Sctolder.'
9 Low's Faun. Oread., p. 91.

This term may have immediately originated, by
the custom, so common among the Goths, of prefixing

the letter a, from kirldtr, the name of this bird in the

Faroe Isles, (V. Penn. Zool , p. 370) ; and this again

from Dan. kicld, id., written tickler by the learned

Dane, Bartholin, and expl. Pica marina. V. Linn.

Faun. Succ. N.,.192. The Norwegians indiscriminately

use the name of kield and Held for it The Icelanders

call the male bird Tialldur, and the female Tilldra*

TtaUdr, haematopus, pica marina ; Haldonon.

SCIIACHT, $. Property, possession, land.

The yonger wend up-on-Iand, weil neir

Rycht solitair ;
quhyle under busk and breir,

Quhyle in the corn, in uther menys schacht,

Vs outlawis dois that levU on ylin wacht.
Henrysone, Chron. S. P., I 107.

"Probably means, *of others aucht, or pro-

perty.'
M

Ibid., p. 114, N.
Schacht seems indeed to signify property, as referring

to land. Fland, scftacht lands, a rood of land. V.

D'Arsy.

SCHADDOW HALF. That portion of land

which lies towards the north, or is not

exposed to the sun. V. Soxie half.

[SCHAFE, *. A thin slice ; as, a scliafe o*

/a?/, a slice of bread, Clydes.]

[SCHAFE, s. A sheaf. V. Scuaife.]

Schaffit, part. pa. Provided with a

sheafof arrows. V. Bowit and Schaffit.

SCHAFFROUN, Ciieffroux, Saferon, s.

A piece of ornamental head-dress anciently

used by ladies.

•• Item, ane tchafroun with ane burd of gold with

lxxxi perle send to the queno in Ingland.

"Item, ane chefroun sett with goldsmyth werk

with xxxv perle." Inventories, p. 27.
•• In the first ane sa/eron with ane chenye of gold of

blak veluous contenand lviii linkis, weand ane unce

thre quartcris & halflf ane unicorn wecht. " Ibid. , p. 24.

The term seems properly to have denoted a hood.

Fr. chaperon, "a hood or French hood (for a woman)

;

also any hood, bonnet, or letice cap;" Cotgr. L.B.

caparo, capero, capiro, from Fr. chajnron, by the

inhabitants of Languedoc called cai*iyro%
tegmen

capitis, cuculla. Du Cangc views the term as equiva-

lent to brevior-cajxi ; although others derive it from

the Lat. term capronae used by Lucillius in his Satires

to denote the hair which was before the forehead, quasi

a capite pronae. Non. Marcell. cap. 1. In computo

Stephani de la Fontaine, A 1351. Pour Madame la

Duchcssc de Lembourc, fill de mons. le Due de Nor-

mandie, 2. Chaperon*, Tun pendant, Tantre a en-

"fourmer, tout fourre de menu vair. Sometimes it was

worn loose or open, at other times close.

Belg. knproen, a nun's hood ; Teut. lapriujn, cal-

antica, capitiuni, mitra, mitella, &c. ; Kilian.

SCIIAFTMON, Shaftmox, Sciiathmoxt,

8. "A measure of six inches in length;
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or, as commonly expressed, the Jxst xcith the

thumb turned up" Sibb. 61.
He def thorgh the cautel, that covered the knight,
Thorgh the shinand shelue, a shaflmon, and mare.

Sir Oawan and Sir Ual, iL 15.

A.-S. scatfl-mund, •• eemipes ;—the measure from
the top of the thumb© set upright, to the uttermost
part of the palme, which is by a tall man's measure
half a foot;" Somner. He mentions shaffmH and
thaftmtnt as E. words. They are still used, A. Bor.

. The origin may be scae/l, cuspis, and Dan. Sax. mund,
Bianua, a. the point of the hand.
[Sekaftmonde is the form used in Morte Arthure.

L4231.
In-to the schuldyre of the schalke a schaftmnnde large
That the schire re«le blode schewedft on the maylys.J

IsL mum, 8u.-G. mon, however, signify sunima,
quantitas; JbUmon, a foot-breadth, haarsmon, the
breadth of a nail. Hence one might almost suppose,
that the A.-S. word had some affinity, and had
originally denoted a measure as long as the head of a

or

SCHAGHES,*.^?. Groves. V. Schaw,

SCHAIFE, Scheif, 5. 1. A quiver

bundle of arrows, amounting in number to

twenty-four.

••The king commands that ilk man haueand the
valuer of ane kow in guiles, sail haue ane bow with
ane sdkaj/e of arrowes, that is, twenty-foure arrowes."
1 Stat Bob, L c. 26, s. 4.

The phrase was also used in E., and originated,
according to Minshcu, from the circumstance of the
arrows being " tied up like a sheaf of corn. " Schilter,

however, gives Alem. scaph as equivalent to quiver

;

Tbeca, armarium. Fr. Junii * **°
~~~

Hodie, schaffL

Theca, armarium. Fr. Junius in Willeram., p. 220.

Whether the term was formerly used in E. in the
same sense, is. uncertain ; but the L. B. term garba,
corresponding with sheaf, is found in Rymer. Vice-
comes Ghwcestriae provideat infra ballivam suam dc
mile Oarbis sagiltarum. T. 5, p. 245. The same term
occurs in ear laws ;—in the very place indeed given
above, according to Skene's translation ; Vna garba,
aagittarum, scilicet, viginti quatuor sagittas, &c.
Wachter has fallen into a curious blunder here, or

perhaps his printer, (vo. Garbc), which Ihrc has
adopted, (vo. Kerftce), and which I would certainly
have followed, had I not thought of examining the
reference He says, that, according to Du Cange, the
phrase occurs, in Statutis Roberti I. Kcgis Siciliae.

But Da Cange refers only to the Statutes Roberti I.

Regis Scotiae^ By such inadvertence are errors con-
tinued.

Wachter subjoins that the mod. Sax. word schaub
corresponds in signification.

2. A certain quantity of iron or steel.

i schei/e of irons conteines sexteene gades ; ane
ejSe of steile conteines fourteene gades." Skene,

, Sign. vo. Schaffa.

SCHAIK, To-sciiAiK,pr^. Shook.—Brvm blastis of the northvn art
Ouerquhelmyt had Neptunus in his cart,

And ill to-schaik the leuys of the treis.

Doug. Virgil, 200, 22.

V. To,Z

To SCHAIP, r. a. V. Sciiape.

[SCIIAIR, Share, pret.

boar, xv. 82.]

Shore, cut, Bar-

SCHAKERIS, Siiaikers, $. pi. 1. " Labels
or thin plates of gold, silver, &c, hanging
down, bractea, from the E. shah ; " Rudd.

All his hede
Of goldin schakeris and rols garlandis rede,
Buskit foil welL—

Doug. Virgil, 139, 60.

The quhilk lyke silver shaikers shynd
Embroydering Bewties bed.

Cherrie and Sloe, st 4.

The term seems nearly correspondent to spangles,

and may be allied to Teut. schaeckier-en, alternare,
variare, because of the change of appearance.

2. The moisture distilling from flowers.

Syluer tchakeris pin fra leuys hing,
With crystal sprayngis on the verdure ying.

Doug. Virgil, 401, 26.

SCHAKER-STANE, *. The stone-chatter,

a bird ; now S. stane-chacker, q. v.

Hm Stainyell and the Schaktr-stane,
Behind the laue were left alane,

With waiting on their marrows. .

BureTs Pilgr., Watson's Coll., it 28.

SCHAKLOK, s. Perhaps a picklook, " Cal-
ling him commound thief and schatlock ;

"

Aberd. Reg., V. 18.

Q. one who shakes or loosens locks. Teut. schacck-

en, however, signifies rapere, to ravish, to force.

SCHALD, adj. Shallow ; shoul, S., tchaiclde,

Wyntown.
Sa huge wylsum rolkis, and schald sandis,

And stormes grete ouerdreuin and sufieryt haue we.
Doug. Virgil, 148, 48.

He spyit, and slely gert assay,

Quhar the dyk schaldest was.
Barbour, ir. 354, Ma

"Shawl waters make maist din;" Ramsay's S.

Prov., p. 61.

Than Trent and Temys war sa schawlde,
That a barne of twelf yhere awlde
Mycht wayd oure thanie, and na spate
That mycht mak thare kneys wate.

Wyntown, vii 5. 169.

This adj., as also the noun schald, a shallow place,

are still in common use in Clydes., and are pronounced
in the same manner.
O.E. "Scholde not dope. Bassus." Prompt. Parv.

We may trace this form of the word in mod. Shoal.
Schafd, and E. shallow, as well as shoal, must have

all the same origin. This, however, is very obscure.

Johnson derives shallow from slioal and lore ; Spcigel.

and Seren. from Sw. skallhj, calvus, glaber, a term
metaph. applied to land that is barren and burnt up ;

Rudd., with more probability from A.-S. scylf, a
shelve.

Schald, SnAULD, 8. A shallow place.

Now schawthat strenth, now schaw that hie enrage,

Quhilk on the schaldis of Affrik in stormes rage
Ye dyd exerce. .

Doug. Virgil, 133, 52.

Syiiibtts, Virg. V. Sciior, adj.

(To Schald, v. n. To become shallow. V.
Shaul.]

[SCHALDER, 3. The Sea-pie, a bird, Shet.]

[SCIIALIM, s. A musical instrument. V.
SCHAM.]
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SCHALK, Schalke, Shalk, s. 1. A ser-

vant.

Out with suerdfe thai swang, fra thalr «cAa/£ side.

Goimm and (?©*., iL 20.

It Menu meant for sthaUns skies, the sides of their

servants or squires; for there is no evidence that
schalk was ever used for left, q. left side.

A.-8. swifc, Su.-G. IsL abitf, Moes.-G. **a/l*, sfaft-

man, Alem. scotch, Germ. Belg. schalck, id. Hence
Mareskalk, a marshall, literally, a servant who has the
charge of horses; sene-schalck, a steward, from sin, sind,

familia, and schalck, servos, ftc.

S. A knight
In this sense it is applied to Sir Rigal of Rone, i.e.,

the river Rone.

Schaip the" evin to the schalk in thi schroud schene.

Oawan and Got., it 23, compared witli st 22.

^
As knecht, originally denoting a servant, became a

title of honour, we find that schalk, id. underwent a
similar change. A knight, indeed, as long as the term
retained its military sense, still denoted a servant, as,

the Knights of St. John, i.e., the servants consecrated
to-him. The change was properly with respect to the
degree of honour attached to the designation, as arising

from the supposed dignity of the service. The same
observation applies to tchaik in its composite state.

V. Skallog.

SCHALM, SCHALME, SlIALM, SlIAWME,
Schalim, Skalin, «. According to Rudely
the cornet or crooked trumpet ; although
he says that Doug, seems to use it simply
for tibia, a pipe.

[An instrument like a clarionet or a hautboy.]

Trurapetts and schaliuis, with a scbout,
Playd or the rink began.

Evergreen, fi. 177.

—The Dulsate, and the Dulsacordis, the Schalin of
B5tSY.

Boulatc, iiL 10.

On Dindynia top go, and walk at haine,
Qnhare as the quhlssil renderis soundis sere,

With tympanys, tawbernis, ye war wount to here,
And bob schaxema of torned busch bonn tree.

Doug. Virgil, 299, 45.

Fraunces has " Schalmuse, pype, Sambuca." Cooper
•xpl. the Lat. word by/'doulctmer ;" iu Ort. Vocab.
the sense is left indefinite. Sambuca, est quodam
genus symphonic musicum.

Su.-O. skalmcia, Teut. schalmey, Fr. chafemie, a
pipe ; Bclg. schalmey, a hautboy. Some derive the
word ffrom Sa.-G. stall at to sound. But it seems
rather from Lat. calam-us, a reed, or pipe.

c
Chaucer uses shaltnics, which, according to Tvrwhitt,

signifies psalteries.

Schalmer, s. 1. A musical instrument.

^ " Mary had also a schalmer, which was a sort of
pipe, or fluted instrument, but not a bagpipe." Chal-
mers's Mary, i. 73.

2. The person whose business it was to play
on this instrument, or on some sort of pipe.

•'Pipers, and schalmers, were sometimes used sy-
nonymously, in the Treasurer's books, during the
reign of James IV.—James Ramsay, schalmer, nad a
salary of £59, 4s. Scots in 15G3--4." Reg. Signal B.
i. ibid. V. Schalim.

SCHALMERLANE, ,. Chamberlain ;

Aberd. Rcjr.

[To SCHAMLE, v. n. To walk with a
shambling gait, Clydes. ; schamlich, Banffs.]

[SCHAMLICH, SllAMLldllN, adj. Shambling,
weak-limbed, puny ; applied both to persons

and animals, Banffs.]

[Schamlichix, $. The act of walking with
an uusteady or shambling gait, ibid.

J

SCIIAMON'S DANCE. Some particular

kind of dance anciently used in S.

Blaw up the bagpyp than,
The schatnon't dance I moo begin ;

I trow it sail not pane.
PeUis to the Play, Chron. S. P., L 135.

Salmon, Pinkerton ; " Probably show-man, shaw-
man," Sibb.

SCHAND, Schane, adj. Elegant, beautiful.

V. SCHEYNE.

Schand, *. Beauty, elegance.

Than was the schand of his schaip, and his schroud
schaue.

Off all colours maist clere, beldit abone.
HoulaU, iiL 20, MS.

V. Schetne. Shand, however, may here signify

form, 6gure ; 0. Teut. schene, scheene, schema.

[SCHANGIE, s. and v. V. Shanoie.]

SCHANGSTER, *. A singer in a cathedral

;

or perhaps, a teacher of music. " Johne
Lesley & Gilbert Blayr schangsteris ;

n

Aberd. Reg, A. 1538, V. 16.

SCHANK, SnANK, s. 1. The leg ; used in

a more general sense than E. shank.

Bot his feint schaukis gan for eild schaik.

Dong. Virgil, 142, 12.

The term seems to have been formerly used in E.
with the same latitude. Hence, the name of Long-
shanks given to Edw. I.

2. The stalk or stem of an herb, the trunk of

a tree, S.

"Scot. The stalk of any herb or plant is called

the shank." Rudd. [Synon., runt.]

The ancient aik tre

Wyth his big schank be north wynd oft we se

Is rmbeset
Doug. Virgil, 115, 23.

Robur, Virg., as it is used for styxs, ver. 29.

With the dynt the master stok schank is smyte.

[3. The shaft, stalk, or haft, as of a spear,

hammer, &c, S.]

4. In pi. stockings, Aberd. [V. under Shank.]
The term, in this sense, has been used in Aberdeen

for about three centuries. Accordingly " schankis &
schono " are mentioned in Aberd. Reg., Cent. 1G. It
seems to have been familiar in Fife during the reign of
James VI.
M 1601. The 16 of Februar, ane proclamation,

—

that nae wool be transportit out of the countrie, and
that nae clothe conic hanie nor liattia nor schanki, nor
naytliing of wool." Bin-el's Diarey, p. 53.
" Scot. Bor. the word shanks is most frequently used
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for stockings, and the women who weave them are
waned shanker*f Rudd.

It had been formerly used in this sense, Loth,

m steal from petticoat or gown,
From scarlet shanks and sboon with rose.

Truth's Travels, Pennecuicks Poems, 1715, p. 95.

A.-8. steanca, scanca, Su. -G . skank, Mod. Sax. schencke,

Dan. skencktl, Teut. schenckel, crus, tibia.

[Schankum, 5. A person or beast that has

long slender legs, Shell.]

To Shank, v. a. 1. To travel on foot, S.

8he11 nae lang shank opo' all four
This time o* year.

FergusscWs Poems, il 16.

2. To knit stockings, Aberd.

Shanks-naigie, s. To ride on S/ianks Mare,
Nag, or Nagy, a low phrase, signifying to

travel on foot, S. V. GL Shirr.

"No just sae far ; I maun gang there on Shanks*
naggy." Sir A. Wyiie, ii. 22.

And air until the day he died,

He rade on good shanks nagy.
RUson'sS. Songs, i 182.

Shanker, t. A knitter of stockings, S.
*
• 8chanks, stockings. Schankers, the women who

knit them ;
H GL Sibb.

To Shank off, v. n. 1. To set off smartly, to

walk away with expedition, S.

It'a nae sae very lang sinsyne;

That I gaed shankin aff to shine

At kirk o' Deer.
Tarras's Poems, p, 87.

3* To depart, by whatever means, S.

—Syne gied a fearfu', dreary croon,

An* ajfrtoT aye he shanket
WY Death that day.

A. WiCsoK's Poems, 1700, p. 202.

To Shank aff, v. a. To send off without

ceremony, S.

" They think they should be lookit after, and some
say ye should baith be shankU aff till Edinburgh
castle." Antiquary, Hi. 146.

To Shank one's self awa, v. a. To take one's

self off quickly, S.

"'Na, na, I am no a Roman,' said Edie. 'Then
shank yoursel awa' to the double folk, or single folk,

that's the Episcopate or Presbyterians yonder.'" An-
tiquary, ii. 308.

[To SCHANK, v. a. To sink. V. Shank.]

SCHANT, part. adj. Soiled, dirty.

In a description of the tawdry dress of women, it is

•aid that they appear,

With clarty silk about thair taillis,

Thair gounis schant to shaw thair skin,

Suppois it be richt oft full din.

Maitland Poems, p. 185.

The dirtiness of theirgowns is ironically represented

as meant for a foil to the skin, though often abundantly
dun. Clarty expl. the idea conveyed by schant, which
is from the same origin with schent, q. v. For Teut.

schendtn, signifies to pollute. Also, schande maeck-cn,

vitiare, pollucre*.

To SCHAPE, Sciiap, v. a. and >i. 1. To
contrive, devise, plan.

Thare was also craftelie schape and mark
The namekouth hous. quhilk Labyrinthus hait

Doug, Virgil, 163, 20.

The phrase, schape tfiame, seems nearly allied to
El "lay themselves out, dispose themselves."

"Anent maisterfull men that schapis thame to oc-

cupy maisterfully lordis landis bath spirituals and
temporale,—that the personis complenyeande sail

cum to the kingis schirref or bailye, Ac. Pari. Ja.

II., A. 1457, Acts Ed. 1814, p. 51.

2. To purpose, to intend.

My father than 1 schupe to hsne nummyn.
And caryit to the nerrest nillia hicht
Bot he refusis. Ibid. 60, 6.

3. To endeavour.
The third sioun of treis

Apoun the sandis, sittand on my knees,

I schape to haue vpreuin with mare preis.

Ibid. 68, 23.

4. To prepare ; with the pron. subjoined.

Bot Turnus stalwart hardy hye curage,

For all this fere dymynist ueuir ane stage,

Quhilk manfully schupe thaim to with stand

At the coist syde.

Ibid. 825, 7.

5. Metaph., to direct one's course.

Oif ony nressis to this place, for proues to persew,
Schaip the evin to the schalk in tni schroud schene.

Oawan and Gol., ii. 23.

A.-S. sctajhkm, Germ, schaff-en, facere, ordinare,

disponere; Su.-G. Isl. skap-a, Moes-G. skap-an, id.

pret. ga-skop, A.-S. secop.

Schapyn, part. pa. Qualified.

Among thaim thai thoucht it gode,

That the worthi Lord of Douglas
Best schapyn for that trawaill was.

Barbour, jx. 206.

A.-S. sccapen, ordinatus.

SCHAPE,*. Purchase, bargain. V. Better
Schape, Le., better cheap.

[SCHAR, pret. Shore, cut, carved, Barbour,

ii. 92.]

(To SCHARE, v. a. To separate a liquor

from the dregs, Clydes. v. Schire, t?.]

SCHARETS, Pitscottie, p. 146. V. Scher-
ALD.

SCHARGE (g hard), s. A decayed child.

•• The said Isso^confessitthat scho hed gewin drinkis

to cure bairneis ; amangia the rest that Dauid Moreis*

wyff com to hir, and thryse for Goddis saik askit help

to hir bairne thet wes ane scharge.—The bairneis mo-
ther deponit that the said Isson Haldane on being re-

quirit cam to hir house, and saw the bairne, said it

wes ane scharge taikin away, tuik on hand to cure it,

—gaiff the bairn a drink, efter the ressait q
r off the

bairne shortlie died." Depositions, A. 1623, Edin.

Month. Mag., May 1817, p. 168.

The same with Shargan, q. v.

SCUASSIN*,part.pa. Chosen; Aberd. Reg.

SCHAV, Shave, >., Sciiavis, pi Part of

a pulley.
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M Ane brasin schav into ane Wok upon the hicht of

the munitioun hous.
MAne greit brasine schave into ane Wok of tyramer

gnrnist with yron." Inventories, A. 1578, p. 25C.

"Ane greit new cran garnist with all ncccssaris

baring thre schavis of brae with thair boltis and yron

work"' Ibid., p. 255.

Tent schijve, trochlea, rcchamus : Belg. *chyf, the

truckle of a pulley ; Germ. schtib', id.

[SCHAVALDWRIS, s. pi. Wanderers,

Barbour, v. 205, Skeat's Ed.]

SCHAVELIS, $. pi [Prob., plunderers,

robbers.]

For teine I can not testi fie

How wroognslie they wroght,
When they there prince so piteouslie

In prisone strong had brought

:

Abnset hir, accuset hir.

With serpent wonlis fell,

Of schavelis and rebel lis,

Lyk hiddeous houndis of hell

Orange's Ballot, Poems Sixteenth Cent, p. 279.

This can scarcely be a corn of schavdling ; as I have
not observed that the latter is ever applied to any but
Roman priests. Teut. schaev-en is rendered, impudenter
et inverecunde petere ; Kilian.

Perhaps, depredators, from L.B. scavill-um, praeda.

SCHAVELLING, *. A contemptuous

name given to a Romish priest or monk,
because of the tonsure or shaven crown.

•'We detest and refuse the usurped authoritie of

that Roman Antichrist.—His three solemne vowes,

with all his shnvellmtjs of sundrie sorts ; " National
Covenant, 1580, Collect. Conf., ii. ii. 121, 123.

In the Lat. Translation, ascribed to Mr. John Craig,

this is rendered ; Variasque raturae sectas.

"Now sum wil aay, thir wer Preichouris, and
Hinisteris of the word, and had bin sum time an-

oyntit shauelingis, markit with the bcistis mark. 1
' H.

Charteris, Pref. to Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, A. 4. a.

The term was used in the same sense by O. E.

writers.—"Shifting shavdinges, and nosegay nunnes." Nar-
bonus. Part. l. 41.

Sibb. says that schavelingis is expl. vagabonds. He
therefore refers to schawaltlouris as a synon. term. I

need scarcely say, that there is not the slightest con-

nexion. Had he looked into Johns., he would have
observed the true sense of it, as used by Spenser.

To SCHAW, v.

schaw.

a. To shew : part. pa.

Schawls he not here the sinnts capital ?

Sehawis he not wikkit folk in em ties pane ?

Doug. Virgil, Prol 158, 52.

Thare bene pepyll of Archade from the ryng,
Quhilk with Euander kvng in cunipany,
Followand the signis schaw, has fast hereby
Quhilk with
Followand tl

Chosin ane stede.

—

A.-S. sceaw-an, id.

Schaw, Schau, Shaw,

Doug. Virgil, 241, 27.

5. Appearance,
show.
"Thay—ar bot neu intrudit men, and apostatis from

the catholik religion, lyk unto your sclfis ; and hes na
schau of the face of ane kirk." N. Burne, F. 123, a.—"To put farr from us all sJtaw or appearance of
what may give his Ma. the leist discontent, we have
resolved tor the present onlie to mak remonstrances,"
Ac. Acts Cha. I., Ed. 1814, V. 287.

A.-S. sccauw, a shew.

Schaw-fair, *. Any thing that serves rather

for shew, than as answering the purpose in

view, Abcrd.; an inversion of the E. phrase,

a fair shew.

[Schawand, Schawin, part. pr. Showing,

Lyndsay, Exper. & Courteour, 1. 1838.]

Schawand mode. The name anciently given

to the indicative mood in our Scottish

seminaries.

"Indicatiuo modo, schawand mode." Vans' Rudi-

menta, B 6, b.

[Schawino, 5. 1. Showing, outward exhibi-

tion, external sign, Barbour, xvi. 95.]

2. Used for xcapinschawing.
«• At thai mak thar schawing'ut A monstouris with

sic harness and wapnis as thai haif." Acts Ja. V.,

1540, Ed. 1814, p. 363.

Here schawing is conjoined with musters. V. Mos-

STOUR.

[Schawyt, pret. Shone, gleamed, Barbour,

viii. 217.]

SCHAW, ScHAOn, 5. 1. A wood, a grove,

a shaw.
And in a schaw, a litill thar besyde,

Thai lugyt thaim, for it was nere the nvcht.

And the fat offerandis did you cal on raw,

To banket amyd the derue blessit schaw.
Doug. Virgil, 391, 84.

With solas thei semble, the proddest in palle,

And suwen to the soveraine, within schagles schene.

Sir Oawan and Sir Oat., i. 6.

Su.-G. skog, Isl. skogr, Dan. slow, A.-S. scua, Ir.

Gael, saeghas, id. The term as used in Celt., is

borrowed, I suspect, from some of the Goth, dialects,

(especially as it does not occur in C.B.) in the same

manner as Ir. sahaiste, woody, from Lat. sylvest-ris.

2. It seems also used in the sense of shade,

thicket, covert.

The place he tnke, and ful priue" vnknaw
Liggia at wate vnder the derne wod scJiaw.M

Doug. Virgil, 382, 45.

Schaw here must certainly be understood as con-

veying a different idea from wod, or wood.
Schaw, according to Camden, denotes "many trees

near together, or shadow of trees." Remains, Surnames,

Lett. S.

This seems indeed to bo the primary and proper

sense of the word. When applied to trees, the sense

is evidently secondary, from A.-S. scua, or Su.-G.

skugga, a shadow, because of the shelter they afford.

V. Skuo.
.

It is evident, at any rate, that it is the same Goth,

word which signifies a shadow and a wood. Thus

Su.-G. skog, sylva, cannot be viewed as radically

different from skugga, umbra. Hire views Gr. sicca,

umbra, as the root. V. Skuwes.

Schawaldouris, s. pi. Expl. "wanderers

in the woods, subsisting by hunting."

Willame of Carrothyris ras

Wyth hys brethyr, that war manly,
And gat till him a cunipany,
That as schawaldoxcris war wakaud,
ln-til the Vale of Annand.

Wynlown, viii. 29, 217.
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"8haialdres occurs in Knyghton.—Prompt. Pan.
•xpL it, discursor, vagabundus ; " Gl. Wynt.
Mr. Macpherson has observed, that sckaw and wold

both signify wood, forest, Ac. But sckaw, in this

composition, may signify covert, q. those who live in

ike shelter of the woods. Or the last part of the term
may be allied to A.-S. weallian* Su.-G. wall-a, pere-
grinari, vagari. Accipiatnr de motu inconstante,

quatia est vagantiam et erronam ; Ihre, in vo.

To SCHAWE, v. a. To sow.

"Alsuahe taks of Litill Dunmetht part fra the Tode
•tripe to Edinglasse, that is alsmekill land as a celdr

of aita will seAatoe." Chart Aberd. MS. Foi. 140.

SCHAWLDE, adj. Shallow. V. Schald.

SCHAWME,*. V.Schalm.

[SCHAYM, s. Shame, Barbour, vii. 632.]

SCIIEAR, s. A chair. u Ane gret akkyu
schear" a great oaken chair, Aberd. Reg.

To SCHED, Shed, v. a. and n. 1. To divide,

to separate.

Hie sterne that wes stout
Hit Schir Gawayne on the gere, quhill grevit was the gay,
Betit donne the bright $ol<Ff and beryallis about

;

Sckeddit his schire wedis scharply away.
Gawan and GoL, iiL 27.

Moes.-G. staid-an
t A.-S. seead-an, Teat. scheyd-tn,

8«.-G. sJbed-a, separare, partiri. Lancash. slteaa\ sheeod,

to divide, to separate. Sched, id. R. Brunne. V.
SCHILTHKUM.

2. To part, to separate from each other.

Oif that we sched.
Thou sail not get thy purpose sped.

Cherrie and Sloe, it. 72.

Than fled thay, and iked thay,
Entry ane from ane udder.

Buret's POgr., Watson's Colt., ii. 24.

It also occurs in O.K., in the same sense.
R. was perceyued. thei were renged redie

;

k how tner pencels weyued, son he mad a crie :

"Anne we vs I rede, k so we hardilie,

"k we sail mak tham schede, k soudre a partie.

JL Brunne, p. 159.

"Depart," GL Hearne.

3* To sched the hair, to divide the hair of the

forehead, by combing the one half to the

right side, and the other to the left, S.

4. To sched with, to part with, to separate

from.
M

t if I had back again where I had it once, ten
thousand worlds should not gar me shed with it again."
W. Guthrie's Serm., p. 16.
" Whatsoever thou hast done, if thou hast a desire

after Jesus Christ,—and cannot think of parting with
his blessed company for ever ; or, if thou must shed
with him, yet dost wish well to him and all his, thou
needest not suspect thyself to be guilty of this un-
pardonable sin.' Guthrie's Trial, p. 215.

Sched, Schede, Shedding, 5. 1. One
quantity separated from another of the

same kind.
Than Dares

His trew companyeouns le«lis of the preis,

—

For sorrow scnakAnd to and fra his hede,

And scheddis of blude furth sjiittand throw his lippis.

Doug. Virgil, 143, 3a

Rudd. renders it "streams, gushes." But it rather
denotes blood in quantities thrown out at different

times, separate clotts of blood ; crassum cruorem, Virg.

V. Sued.

2. Schede of tlie croun, the division of the

hair on the crown of the head, S. shed of
Hie hair.—Lo the top of litil Ascanens hede

Amang the dulefull armes wyll of rede
Of his parentis, from the schede of his croun
Bchane al of licht vnto the erd adoun.

Doug. Virgil, 61,43.

Her wav*ring hair disparpling flew apart
In seemly shed,

Hudson's Judith, p. 55.

"Shame's past the shed of your hair;" Ferguson's

S. Pror., p. 28, spoken to those who are impudent.

[Shedding is a form still in common use.

Gin he look'd blyth, the lassie looked mair,
For shame was past the shedding o* her hair.

Moss's Hetenore, First Ed., 103.]

" For doutles mony of siclik fornicatouris, blindit bo
carnal concupiscence of thair hart, trowis that sympil
fornicatioun is na deadly syn, nor to thame damnabil,
and sa nocht beand punissit be man, & haiffand na feir

of God and alswa scname of this warld being past the
sched ofthair heer, thai leiue continually in huirdomc,
thai corrup the ayre with the exempil of thair unclein

lyfe, thai lufe and cheris all that are siclik as thame
self, thai het all thame that leiuis ane chast lyfe."

Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, Fol. 53, 54. V. also

Boyd's Ust Battell, p. 269.

Belg. scheydsel des haairs, id.—" Suffering these sparkles of goodncsse to die out,

after that they haue shaken out of their mouth the
bridle of restraining grace while it is cast loose, lying
upon their maine, they plod on from one sinne to
another, till shame bee past the sliedde of their haire, so
that they bee passed all feeling." Z. Boyd's Last Bat-
tell, p. 269.

The only idea I can form of this singular figure is,

that, as it is the face which is subject to blushing, the
persons, to whom this language is applicable, have so
tost all sense of shame, that their blushes are visiblo

on no part of their countenance ; so that the very
power of testifying consciousness of doing wrong has
as it were receded from every part that can possibly
indicate this, and sought a hiding-place for itself

amidst the hair that covers their heads. The metaphor
might almost seem to be borrowed from the language
of inspiration. Jer. iii. 3, in which Jerusalem is charged
with such impudence of forclitad, that she "refused to
be ashamed."

Besides the Belg. phrase quoted above, there is

an old Teut. one mentioned by Kilian, scheydzel des
koo/ds, sinciput ; q. "the shed of the head." He expl.
scheydsel, divisio, separatio. The Swedes have a sin-

gular phrase, meant to convey the same idea as ours ;

Hon liar batlt hu/vudet af skammen ; She is past shame ;

literally, •• She has bitten the head off shame." The
learned Verelius has given an old Isl. proverb, which
has a considerable portion of that kind of zest, which
seems to have been so grateful to our honest but un-
polished ancestors. Skomhundum skitu re/ar t brunui

;

Xmpudentibus can ibus cacarunt vulpes in fonte vel
puteo.

SCHEIDIS, s.pl. [An errat. for Scheil-
DIS, shields.]
Thus thai mellit, and met with ane stout stevin.

Thir lufly ledis on the land, without legiance,

With seyniely scheidis to schew thai set upone sevin

;

Thir cumly knightis to kyth ane cruel course maid.
Oatcan and Got., iii. 2.

"Shield*," Gl.
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[Set Uftone sevbi, encountered in battle. For other

meanings of this phrase see Halliwell's Diet, under
Set : evidently it is the origin of our modern phrase, at

sixes and sevens.]

SCHEIK, s. 1. The cheek, Aberd. Reg.

[2. Metaph., bold assertion, mere wind, in-

sincerity, expressing with the lips what
does not come from the heart, Shetl.]

SCHEILD, s. A common sewer.
•• Syndry Inglismcn knew all the secretis of the

place, & clam up throw one scheild, and brak the wall

in sic maner that thai maid auc auiet passage to thair

fallowis." Bellend. Cron., B. xvi. c. 18. 2'cr cloacam
subterranean^ Booth.

•• The heretik Arius blasphemit our saluiour Christ
denyand his deuinitie, bot he eschapit nocht the ven-
geance of God, for quhen he passit to the scheild to

purge his wame, al Jus bowaflis & guttis fell douno
throw him, and swa deit miserablie." Abp. Hamil-
ton's Catechisme, 1551, Fol. 33, b.

A.-8. scelle, terrae concavitas ; Su.-O. Dan. skiul, a
shed, a covert, a shelter ; Germ. schild, Alem. sclitis,

a hiding-place. A sewer might receive this name, as
being covered.

SCHEILL, in pi. Schelis. V. Siieal.

[SCHEIP, s. A sheep.]

Scheip-Hewit, adj. Having the hew or

colour of the wool, as it comes from the

$heep> not dyed.

This lowrie little ansuer mackis
Bot on a eray bonnet ho tackis ;

A scheip newit clock to cover his death is

;

But laa or boy to Leyth he geathis
;

Lapp in a bott, and maid him boun
;

8en syne he cam not in the toun.

Legend Bp. St. Androis, Poems Sixteenth Cent. p. 342.

Thus it appears, not only that cloaks or mantles of

undyed wool nad been worn in the beginning of the
seventeenth century, by men of the lower classes, but
that this term was then in use.

SCHEIP-KEIPAR, 8. [Lit. groat-saver,

cheap-liver ; applied to a penurious churl.]

That redder brybour, that scheip-keipar.

He teilis thame ilk ane caik by caik.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 171.

This does not signify shepherd, as might seem at

first view ; for this idea has no connexion with the
rest of the stanza. V. Ifegevkraper. It might sig-

nify shopkeeper, from A.-S. sceop, Bcl£. schap, as men-
tion is made, a little downward, of his buith. I ques-

tion, however, if shojtkeejter was a term then in use.

As there is here a description of a. penurious wretch
who stays at home when oread is to be baked, counts
it all catk by caik, and carefully locks it up ; scheip-

keipar may signify keeper of provisions, from the same
origin witn Scoff, scoffer, q. v. [Grain, and esj)ecially

oats, when husked was said to be stutped, shaujmi, or
scaujxd ; and oats in that state were called shape*,

shafts, scajis, scaup*. Hence, as oats formed the chief

article of food in Scotland, one who was saving of his

food would be called a shape-keeper, a groat-saver.]

[To SCHEIK, v. a. To cut, but generally

applied to the cutting of corn. V. Sen ere.]

Scheirar, *. A reaper. V. Shearer,

vol. IV.

SCIIEL, SHEL, 8. [A shell ; metaph.,
pudendum muliehre ; pi. scheM** Lyndsay.
Answer to the Kingis Flyting, 1. 45.]
M A strumpet," Sibb. Gl.
In the passage referred to, which is rather too

coarse for insertion, Lyndsay, with great freedom,
warns James V. of the ignomiuy and evil consequences
of his voluptuous life ; and, in two different stanzas,

be compares him to a restless ram running [about
amoog the sheep.]

[SCHELDIS, 8. pi. Shields, Barbour, vi.

217.]

SCIIELIS, pi. Wynter solicits, Bellend. V.
Siieal.

SCHELLIS, *. pi. Apparently, scales. "A
pair of 8cltelli8;" Aberd. Reg. Teut.
8chaele, lanx.

SCIIELL-PADDOCK, 8. The land tor-

toise.
Schell-paddock, ill-sbanen shit,

Kid-bearded jennet, all alike grit
Watson's Coll., ii. 64.

"That thair be cunyiet ane penny of silver called

the Mary ryal,—havand on the ane side ane Palm tre

crownit, ane schell-poddok* crepand up the shank of

thesamyn." Cardonnel's Numismata Scot. Pref., p. 18.

He, by mistake ezpL this lizard, p. 98.

This intelligent writer, in his Note on this Act,
inadvertently contradicts the text. For he says

:

•• The famous yew tree of Cruickstonc, the inheritance

of the family of Darnley in the parish of Paisley, is

made the reverse of this new coin.

That this had been the common name in the first

part of the seventeenth century appears from Wcdder-
burn. "Testudo, & shel-jwddockr Vocab., p. 15.

Belg. sthUpad, Teut. schild-padd, testudo ; accord-
ing to Rilian, from its resemblance to a shield. But it

seems more natural to think, that it received this name
from its being covered with a shell, q. the shell-frog,

Su.-G. skylliwdda, or as Ihre writes it, skyldpadda,
id. Wachter derives scJtildpadde from schtld, not as

signifying a shield but a covering ; tectum, operimen-
tum.

SCHELLUM, 8. A low worthless fellow.

"The gratitude of thae dumb brutes, and of that
pair innocent, brings the tears into my auld een, while
that schellum Malcolm—but I'm obliged to Colonel
Talbot for putting my hounds into such good condi-
tion, and likewise for puir Davie." Waveney, iii. 346.
Skinner gives skellum in the same sense. V. Sukim.

SCHELTRUM,*. V. Sciiiltkum.

SC1IEXE, Sciieyxe, Sciiane, Sciiand, adj.

1. Shining, bright.

Now passis furtli Cupidc full diligent
Berand with him the Kingis giftis schene,
Quhilk suld be present to the riall Queue.

Doug. Virgil, Z5, 17.

2. Beautiful.

On kneis seho fellc, and cryit, For Marye scheyne.
Let sklandyr be, and flemy t out of your thocht

Wallace, ii. 336, MS.
Or here perhaps it signifies pure.
It is often used substantively, like bright, &c.
This Dawy Erie gat on that schene
Dawy, that wes slayne at Kylbh-nc.

Wyntowtt, viii. 6. 290.
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Mr. Macpherson observes, that "this very much re-

sembles Ossian's beautiful metaphor of Sun-beam, or

amply Beam." Note, p. 407.

Sekane and schand, id. It is said of the Peacock,

that he is

Behrowd la his schene weld, and schane in his schaip.

Moulate, L 7, MR
I have appefllit to your presence, pretious and pnir,

T» ask help into haist at your Hoi
That ye wild crye unoun Christ,

'

lb scaape me ane
UPOI

scna\

iolynace.

, that all hesin cuir,

nd bird in a schort space.space.

Aid., 9, Ma
A.-S. seen, seona, Su.-G. slon, skhn, Germ, schon,

Id. front A.-S. scin-an. Germ, sehein-en, to shine.

Schene, Scheyne, s. Beauty.
My sehroud and my schene were schyre to be schawin.

Uoulate, iii. 22.

Tit than his schvne, cullour, and figure glaid

Is not el went, nor his bewty defaid.

Doug. VirgU, 302, 24.

1m this metaph. senseJulgor seems to be used in the
original. V. ScHaxD, id.

SCHENKTT, part. pa.
Thair speris in splendris sprent,

On sehcldis schenkit and schent.

Oaman and Ool. , iL 24.

Bunt, Pinkerton. But it seems rather to mean,
agitated, shaken ; Germ, schwenek-en, motitare,

tnrhare ; swanck-en, labare. In Edit. 1503, schonkit.

SCHENT, part. pa.

tnrbed.

1. Confounded, dis-

AH thonch the erth wald myddyl with the see.

And with dilute or innndatioun schent,

Couirand confound athir element

-

Doug. Virgil, 414, 44.

2. Overpowered! overcome.

Bot sun time eike to thame ouercummin and schent

Agane rstnrnis in breistis hardiment
Doug. Virgil, 61, 2a

8. Degraded, dishonoured.

-In quhat land lyis thou manglit and schent,

Thy fare body and membris tyrryt and rent ?

Doug. Virgil, 294, 26.

Qnhan ftom the scharp rolk skarslie with grete slicht

Seraestns can vpwreile his

Mokkit and schent echo cu
Sergestus can vpwreile his schip euil dich£-

cumnns hame full slaw.

1. To destroy, to

Ibid., 136, 45.

In both these places, it may, however, signify,

marred, maimed. Chaucer, shend, to ruin. It is also

nsed O.E. as signifying to degrade.

A.-S. sctnd~ant confundere, dedecorare ; Teut.
sehend-en, id. also, violate, deformare.

To Schent, v. a. and w.

kill.

Qnene Helene I espy.

8che dreding les the Troyan is wald hir schent,

And cast sum way for hir distructioun,
Becans all Troy for hir was thus bet down

—

Hir self sche hid therfoie.

Doug. Virgil, 68, 6.

Thus it is nsed, O.E.

Tn deeth they wold rac have ydo.
Be wordes of har mouth©,
Well may man kouth they schend.

Lybcaus, RUson's E. AT. R., 0. 86.

2. To go to ruin.

Thy service mony safr repents,—
Qanen body, fame, and substance shents,

And saul in perel
Scott, Evergreen, i. 112.

This is evidently formed from the part. pa. of the
O.E. ». Sckeml.

(ToSCHER,*. V. Schere.]

SCHERAGGLE, s. A disturbance; a
squabble, Upp. Olydes. V. Shirraglie.

SCHERALD, Scoeret, Sciiaret, s. A
green turf ; shirrel^ shirret, Aberd. Banffs.

And he him self the Troyane men fute hate

On sonkis of gersy scheraldis has doun set
Doug. Virgil, 216, 52.

To the eommoun goddis eik bedene
The altaris couerit with the scherald grene.

Ibid., 410, 53.

M It had na out passage bot at ane part quhilk was
maid by thaym with flaikis, schereUis and treis."

Bellend. Cron., B. iv. o. 3.
MTbe oonfiderat kyngis to pat remeid to thir im-

pedimentis, and that the curage and spreit of thair

army said not dekay be lang tary commandit ilk man
to wyn am mony schereUis on the ground (as he mycht
bear) to mak ane gait throw the moa to assailye thair

ennysees." Ibid., B. viii., c. 13. Cespites terra exci-

dere,Boeth.
"The floors [were] laid with green scharet* and

spreata, saedwarts, and flowers, that no man knew
whereon he yeid, but aa he had been in a garden."
Fitacottie, p. 146.
M On a suddenty, our great gilligapous fallow o' a

fftarhman turned o'er our gallant cart anion* a heap o*

skbrrets an' peat-mow.n Journal from London, p. 3.

"Skirrets, tufts," Gl. Shirr.

"From shear, q. d. new shorn or cut out/' RudcL,
Sibb. Perhaps rather from Germ, scharr-en, scherr-en,

terras scalperc, radere ; scharte, fragmentum, res fracta,

(caesnra) Tent schorre, gleba, cespes ; Kilian.

SCHERE, Sheer, adj. Waggish ; A sheer

dog, a wag, S.

Tent, sheer-en, illudere, nugari ; or it may be merely
an oblique use of E. sheer. V. Schibe, adj.

To SCHERE, Scher, v. a. and n. 1. To
cut, to part, to divide.

The varvant vesture of the venust vale

Sckrowdes the scherand fur.

Doug. VirgU, 400, 88.

[2. To cnt corn, or grass with a hook, S.]

[Scherand, part. pr. Shearing, cuttings

Barbour, xvi. 455.]

Schere, Shear, s. 1. The parting between
the thighs, S.

Like to ane woman her ouir portrature,

Ane fair Virginia body doune to hir schere ;
Bot hir hvnd partis ar als crete wele nere
As bene the hidduous huddum or ane nubale.

Doug. Virgil, 82, 23.

[2. A cut, slice ; used also for sherin, q. v*

Cljdcs.]

A.-S. seear-an, scinderc ; Su.-G. skaera, partiri.

Hence,
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Schere-Bane, Shear-Bane, $. The os

pubis, S.

In Tent, there is a e. which has a great resemblance

;

scherde-bten-en, grallare, diTiricari, diatendere pedes,

live crura ; to stride.

[Scherere, Sciierare, 5. A shearer; also,

one who dresses the pile of cloth, Accts. L.

H. Treasurer, i. 17, Dickson.]

[Scherin, Sobering, s. 1. Cutting ; the

act, time, or manner of shearing or cutting,

S.

2. Dressing the pile of woollen cloth, Accts.

L. H. Treasurer, L 138, Dickson.]

SCHERENE, 5. Syren, enchantress.

Natour sa craftelv alwey
Hes done depaint that sweit sckerene,—

—

Bannalync Poems, p. 191.

To SOHESCH, v. a. To elect, to choose.

Scheschit, Aberd. Reg., V. 16.

To SCHETE, v. a. To shut.

The paill sanlis he caachis oat of hell,

And vthir sam th&re with gan Scheie ful hot

Deip in the soroofoll grisle hellis pot.
- Doug. Virgil, 108, 15.

Pret. schet, shut V. Ukwak.

This v. was used in O.E. "Schettyn with lockes.

Sero. Obeero.—Scheiynge, seheitynge or sperynge,

elansura. ScheUyngc out Exclusio." Prompt. Parv.

A.-S. seytt-an, obserare, Teut schutt-en, interclu-

dere, clandere. Perhaps the original idea is retained

in Su.-G. tkiut-<i, trudere, impellere ; a door being

•hut by a push or thrust

[SCHETHIS, s. pi. The projecting sides of

a cart ; also, the cross timbers to which the

bottom of the cart is nailed, Accts. L. H.
Treasurer, L 281, 291, Dickson.]

[SCHETIS, i.pl. Sheets, Barbour, xiii. 225,

(rubric), Skeat's Ed.]

[SCHEW, pret. Showed, Barbour, x. 161

:

part. pa. schewit, schewin, Accts. L. H.
Treasurer, i. 13, 204, Dickson.]

[To SCHEW, Shew, v. a. and n. To swing

;

also, to move up and down, to shove ; as,

" To schew on a yett," i.e., to swing on a

gate; "To scliew the box roun," to shove,

&c, Clydes.]

'[Schew, 5. A swing, a sea-saw; also, a

shove, ibid.]

Schewe, pret. Shoved.
Himself the cowbil with his bolm turthlschewe,

And qnhen him list halit vp salis fewe.

Doug. Virgil, 173, 49.

Teut. schuyv-en, protrudere.

To SCHEW, v. a. and n. To sew, S.

"Item, ane dowblet of blak sating cuttit out upoun

blak taffate, with ane small freinyc of gold, and but*

iff;

tonis of schewing gold in the breist." Inventories, A.

1642, p. 89. This, in the next article, is called "•€*>

iiygoVd."

To SCHEYFF, v. n. To escape.

He said, My Ionic, my consaill will I l

Bot ye do it, frai scaith ye may not sen m

Yhe mon tak pess, with out mar taryng,

As for a tyme we may sent to the Kin$.
Wallace, id. 264, MS.

Teut sckuff-en, to fly.

[SCHEYNE, adj. . Beautiful. V. Schene.]

SCHEYTSCHAKKING, 5. A duty for-

merly exacted from farmors, who had grain

to sell, in the market of Aberdeen. Those

whoT>ought up the grain had claimed as a

perquisite all that adhered to the sacks,

5*1*7 &c. Aberd. Keg., A. 1541. V.

Skatt, v.

(To SCHID, Schide, t?. a

chip ;
part. pfr. schidit.

Crete escbin stokkis tumbillis to the ground

;

With wedgeis schidit gan the birkis sound.
Doug. Virgil, 169, 20.

The mekill sillis of the warren tre

Wyth wcilgeis and with proppis bene diuide,

The Strang gustand ceder is al to sc/iid.

To cleave, split,

Schide, Schyde, Syde, b

piece of wood, a billet.

Ibid., 365, 16.

1. A small

At this ilk feirs young knycht

Ane hait fyrebrand kest scho birnand bncht,

And in bis breist this furious lemand schide

Wiihdedely smoik fyxit depe can hyde.

Doug. Virgil, 223, 10.

Sam vthir presit with schidis and meny ane sill,

The fyre blesis about the rufe to slin~

Teda.

\id., 297, 34.

A&sula vel Astala.O.E. "Schyde wode.

Cadia." Prompt. Parv.

"Scyde of wode, [Fr.] buche, movie do baches;

Palsgr. B. iii. F. 61, b.

2. A chip, a splinter.

King Latinus kindyllis, on thare gyse,

Apoun the altaris for the sacrifice

The clere tchydis of the dry fyre brandis.

Doug. Virgil, 297, 34.

3. Improperly used to denote a large piece of

flesh cut off.

Furth haue thay rent thare entrellys ful vnrude,—

Syne hakkyng thame by tailyeis and besydis.

In the hayt ilambis brycht has thame laid.

Doug. Virgil, 455, 52.

As conjoined with taUyeis, this can scarcely signify

sides or halves of the animal. Frusta is the word used

by Maffei. Caesim in frusta trucidant.

Rudd. derives it from Lat. scidium, Gr. ^x^* **

from 9x$<*t scindo. But whatever relation this word

may be supposed radically to have to the Gr., it is

immediately allied to A.-S. scide, a billet of wood,

Lancash. shide ; Isl. Su.-G. skid. Germ. scheit, lignum

fissum, lamina liguea ; split-wood.

The *., in its various forms, lias evidently originated

from the Goth, verbs, signifying to separate, or divide

;

as Teut scheyd-en, schecd-en, dividcrc ; Lat. scind-o,

sciil-i. V. Sciied, v.

ScniDlT,j>ar/.pa. Cloven, split.
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SCHIERE, *. [Visage, mien.]

On twa stedis thai strald, with ane sterns schiert.

Oawanaud Got., ii. 24.

Cheer, Pinkerton.

SCHILDERNE, Schidderem, #.

••They discharge any persons whatsomevcr,—to sell

or buy,—Mortyms, Schiddcrcms, Skaildraik, llcrron,

Batter, or any sik kyndc of fowllcs." Acts Ja. VI.,

1600, c 23, schildcrnes, Skene, Pec. Crimes, Tit. iii.,

e.3.1,0.
Qa. if the Shoveler, E. Anas clypeata, Linn. Germ.

oehicld-tnte, Frisch ?

SCIIILL,a#. Shrill, S. V. Skirl.
Widequhare with fors so Eolus schontis schilt,

In this congelit sesoun scharp and chill.

Doug, Virgil, 201, 35.

This term occurs, although rarely, in O.E.

Than blewe the trumpes fulle loud & full schillc.

R. Brunne, p. 30.

Sibb. oddly refers to Tent schrty, clamor. It is

eridently allied very closely to Alem. scill-en, sehell-en.

shell-en, sonare. Psaltenum scUlit aho fin lira;

Psalterium sonat instar lyrae; Notker. Psal. cxli. 1.

Din slimmn schdl in minen oron ; Thy voice sounds in

my ears; Willeram. cap. iL 14. ap. Wachter. Sw.
skcrtl, skal, sound ; Ial. skiall, sonorous, skiall hogg,

verber sonorum ; Germ, schall, schall-cn, to sound,

Bchellen, tingliug ; Belg. een scJtelle stem, a shrill voice.

Hence Germ, sehelle, a bell ; S. skellet, q. v. a sort of

rattle ; Gael, sgalam, to tinkle, to give a shrill cry, is

evidently allied.

SCHILL, ScniL, adj. Chill, S.B.
—:—Full oft in schil wynteris tyde,

The gum or glew amyd the woddis wyde,
Is wount to schene yallow on the grane next.

Doug. Virgil, 170, 10.

Schill, ibid. 134, 30. The S. pronunciation has more
affinity than the E. to Su.-G. steal, subfrigidus ; a word,
which, according to Ihre, is used only by the Swedes.
Hence Isl. swal-a, refrigerare. He says that it pro-

perly denotes chillness produced by the breeze, from
turner, aura. But as ft. chill has been immediately
formed from A.-S. cele, algor, perhaps we ought to

trace Su.-G. sicai to kyl-a, refrigerare.

SCHILLING, s. Grain freed from the

husk. V. Shilling.

SCHILTHRUM, Sciiiltrum, Schyl-
TRUM, *. [A squadron, a compact body of

armed men.]

The Inglis men, on othvr party,

That as angel is schane hrychtly,

War nocht arayit on sic manor :

For all thair bataillis samyn wer
In a schUlhrutn. Bot quhethir it was
Throw the gret stratnea of the place

That thai war in, to bid feehting ;

Or that it wes for abaysing

;

I wate nocht But in a schillrum

It semyt thai war all and sum ;

Owtane the awawanl anerly,

That rycht with a gret cumpany,
Be thaim selwyn, arayit war.

Barbour, xiL 425, MS.

Of wyt for-thi and gret wcrtu
Sic dowtis and perylrs til ithchewe
All that Schyltrum thai slw down
And sawfyd of Bcrwyk swa the town.

Wyntmcn, viit 11. 35.

According to Mr. Macphcrson, this is "a word of

which the precise meaning is unknown, if indeed it lias

not had more meanings than one." Mr. Pinkerton

observes, that, " from llcarnc** Robert of Gloucester,

it appears that a schillrum is an host ranged in a round
form." Tho Bruce, vol. ii., p. 137, N. It would seem
that neither of these gentlemen has observed that tho
word is immediately derived from A.-S. I find it

spelled two ways. Sceol-tntma, coctus, cohors, turma.
According to this orthography, it would appear to bo
composed of seed, a multitude, and trum, a troop or
band, or composition of the word indicates nothing as
to the form, though it is clear from Barbour's descrip-

tion that this was peculiar ; for he describes the van-
guard as differently disposed. The true orthography
seems to be seuld-truma, which Lye renders, scutum
validum, testuuo. Thus he has evidently viewed the
word as compounded of tcyld, a shield, and trum,
powerful Bnt perhaps the last word is rather truma,

q. a troop with shields, or a troop in the fonn of a
shield.

This etymon, as well as the translation of the word
by ttstudo, indicates the form of the Schiltrum. I need
scarcely say, that properly it must have meant a body
of armed men closely joined to each other, and covering
their heads with their bucklers, so that the massive
weapons of their enemies could not hurt them. In
this sense A.-S. scyldlruma was certainly used. For
Lye quotes a phrase from Aelfric's Gram, which
conveys this idea. Under thiccum scyld-truma, subter
densa testudine. This term therefore expresses that
figure which has been called in Gr. xeXwi?, Lat.
tedudo, Fr. torlue, E. tortoite, Belg. schild-pad, Germ.
schild-krote, a tortoise, schild-duck, testudo militaris.

But although this must have been the original

meaning, there is no certain evidence that it is used
in this sense by Barbour. All that clearly appears,
from his. description of the battle of Bannockburn,
is, that the whole army of the English, except the
vanguard, formed one body, instead of being m dis-

tinct battalions, like that of the Scots. For having
said of the Scots, that they were

In thair bataillis all purwavit
With thair braid baneris all displayit

;

and that

Thai went all fnrth in grid aray,

And tuk the plane full apertly ;

he adds, that the English

War nocht arrayit on sic maner :

For all thair bataillis samyn wer
In a schilthrum.

B. xiL 411, 420, 427, &c.

He says, that he knows not whether this was for
want of room to extend themselves properly, or from
fear. Afterwards he calls this large body a gret schel-

trum, 443. Wyntown seems to use tho term still more
generally, as merely denoting a body of armed men,
and as equivalent to Hyrsale, q. v. Lye, vo. Ifrcotha,
conjectures that the military tortoise was also called,

by the A.-Saxons, Bord-hreoiha, and Scyld-hreotha.

The word occurs in Rich. Coeur de Lyon

—

Asonder he brake the schcltron.

It is also used by R. Brunne, when describing tho
Battle of Faukirkc [Falkirk], p. 305—
Ther schdlron soue was shad with Inglis that were gode.

Shad signifies parted, separated. Warton under-
stands scheltron as denoting "soldiers drawn up in a
circle ;" Hist E. P. i. 1G6. This seems indeed to be
the meaning of the term, according to the description
given by R. Brunne, p. 304, 305—

Our Inglis men k thei ther togidere niette,

Ther fonnast conrey, tlier bakkis togidere sette,

Ther speres poynt ouer poynt, so sare k so thikke,
k fast togidere joynt, to se it was ftrlike.

Strength suld lion haf had. to pertc tliaiu thorgh oute,
So Wer thei set sad with poyntes round'e at*oute.

"The Scottes," according to Hollinshcd, "were
deuided into four schiltront, as they termed them,
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or as we may say, round battailcs, in f'#rme of a

circle, in the whicho stooa© thcyr people, that caned

long staues or spearcs which they crossed pyntlv to-

gither one wythin an other, betwixt which schdtrons

or round battails were certain spaces left, the wlncn

wer filled wyth thcyr archers and bowmen, and t*eU>ndo

all these were thcyr horsmen placed." V. Gl. K.

Brunne, p. 647. #
[Lit., a shield-troop, i.e , an armed compuiy ;

from

A.-S. sctfld, a shield, and trama, a troop; and, as

generally used, the term does not imply any particular

form of the company. Indeed, Wyclif uses
i

it -to

translate "aciem* in 1 Kings iv. 2. \ . Prof, bkcat s

note to Barbour, xii. 429.]

SCHIMMER,*. Glare.

"We descried, by the sch'rmmrr of the snow, and a

ghastly streak of moon-light—that passed over tho

fields, a farm steading." R. Gilhaizc, ii. 270.

" The ocean was all glowing and golden with tho

•chimmer of the setting sun." Ibid., i. 45. V. Skim-

MKRIX.

[SCHIP, *. A ship ;
pi. schippis, Barbour,

x. 98.]

Schip-BroKIN, part. pa. Shipwrecked.

I resauit him schip-brokin fra the soy ground,

Wilsum and misterfull of al warldis thyng.

Doug. Virgil, 112, 4S.

The same idiom appears in Sw. sk'ps-brtft, from

bryt-a, to break. Teut. schip-broke, shipwreck; and

Lat. tuxufragium, from navis and/raw*/*.

Sciiipfair, *. The act of making a voyage

;

navigation, a sea voyage.

That is an ile in the so

;

Quhar als gret stremys ar rynnand,

And als peralous, and mar
Till our saile thaim in to schipfair,

As is the raiss of Bretangye.
Harbour, UL «86, MS.

Schipfar, ibid., 692.

A.-S. scip-fyrd, navalis expeditio, from scip, and/br-

an, to fare, to go, Sw. skepp*fart, id.

Schippar, *. A shipmaster, [a skipper.]

"Fourtly, ye suld vse the law or commandis of

God as the schipjHtr of a schip vsis his compas ; for

his compas mouis nocht nor dryuis nocht the schip on

the braid & stormy see to gud hauin, hot the schipjxir

haiffand a wynd, takia tent to the dcrectioun of his

compas, quhil he cum to anc gud hauin." Abp.

Hamiltoun's Catechisme, Fol. SO, U. ii. b. S. [Dan.

skipper, Du. schipjxr.]

[Schipping, *. Shipping, Barbour, xvi. 1G.]

[Schippit, part. pa. Shipped, embarked,

ibid., xiv. 20.]

SCHIR, Schyk, Syre, Sere, n. 1. " Sir,

lard7
anciently one of the greatest titles

that could be given to any prince;" Gl.

Wynt.
This Emperowre Schijr Charlys, tlian

Empcrowre, wes gud Cry?>ty!ie man.r
Wyntoicu, vL 3. 37.

This Kyng than of Tngland

Bad the Lord of North\viul»\ Hand,
Schyr Sward, to rys wyth all his mycht
In Halcolmys helpe to wyu hys rjvlit.

Ibid., 18. 353.

Quhen this Charlys the thryd was dede,

Arnwlphus twelf yhere in hys stcde

Lord we 4 halo of the EmpyTe,

This Nynua had a sone alsua

Sere Dardane Lord de Frygya.
Ibid., 11. 1. 191.

It was so usual, in ancient writing, to confer this

title on persons of rank or authority, that R. of Brunne

dubbs Noah himself.

Of thare dedes salle he mv sawe,

In what tyme k of what lawe,

I wile yow schewe fro gre to gre,

Ben the tyuie of Sir Noe.
ProL to Chron., xcwiu

This title was also given to Popes and Bishops.

In this niene tyme the Kyng Heury
Of Ingland wrat ryclit reverently

Til tho Pape Schyr of Adryane.
Wyntomi, «. 7. 219.

The Byschape that tyme of Glasgwe,

Of Glendwnwyn Schyre Mathw,
Of the Requiem dyd that nies.

Ibid., ix. 12. 98.

This title descended at length to ordinary Priests.

V. Pope's Knights. Rudd. derives it from Fr. sieur,

as contracted from tcigneur, from Lat. senior. But the

etymon given by the learned Hickes is far more pro-

bable, from Goth. Sihor, lord. Augustine informs us,

that the Gothic Christians, who were captives at Rome,

used to say in their own barbarous language, Arme
Sihor, i.e., Lord have mercy. This is from sihor, or

sigora, as signifying a victor, one who triumphs ; and

this from sige, victory. Wormius observes, that .Sir

or Star was used more anciently than Her, which has

the same meaning.

2. Schir is still used in comp. in the sense of

father, S. V. Gudschyr.

SCIHRE, Schyre, Shire, adj. 1. Clear,

bright, E. sheer.

Thus said Hectour, and schew furth in his handis

The dreidful vailis, wympillis and garlandU

Of Vesta goddes of the erd and fyre,

Qahilk in her teiupill eternall birnis schi,e.x
Doug. Virgil, 48, 55.

2. Clear, as opposed to what is muddy.

"Clear liquor we call dure," S.B. Gl. Shirr, also

improperly applied to what is thin in the texture, as

"thin cloth/ ibid.

3. Pure, mere, S.

This cuntre is fid of Caynes kyn,

And syc schyre schrewis.

Doug. Virgil, Prol. 238, b. 33.

•'Scot, we say, a shire fool, a shire knave, i.e., purus

putus ncbulo ; " Rudd. pron. skecr, vhcir.

What need ye tak it ill.

That Allan buried ye in Rhyme ?

He's naithing but a shire datt lick.

Ramsay's Poems, I 342.

"A clever wag," Gl. Ramsay; rather, "a mere

wag."
A.-S. scire, Isl. Su.-G. skir, Alem. scieri, Germ.

schier, purus.

To SCIHRE, SCIIAIR, Sciiare, V. a. To

pour off the thinner or lighter part of any

liquid, to separate a liquor from the dregs.

Loth., Clydes.

Su.-G. skaer-a, purgare, skir-a, emundare.

ScniRiNS, s. pi. Any liquid substance poured

off, Roxb.
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• SCHIREFF, »• A messenger, an inferior

officer for executing a summons.
41 1 Gawin Ramsay, Messenger, ane of the schireffis

in that part within constitute, past at commandment
of thir our Souerane Ladyis lettcris, and in hirgracis
name and anthoritie, warnit the said Matthew Erie of
Lennox at his dwelling-places of Glasgow and Dun-
bertane respective," Buchanan's Detection, F. i. b.

In the Queen's letter, appointing the trial of Both-
well, all the messengers, employed to summon the
accuser and witnesses, are called "schireffis in that
part conjunctlie and seuerallie, speciallie constitute."

This is evidently an improper, as it is an unusual,
•ens© of the word, instead of moires or schireffis

SCHIRRA, Schirraye, *. A sheriff.

—" The party spulyhet or reft sail plenyhe to the
sehirraye,—and at the schirra pas to the spoulyouris
and the reeettouris," Ac Pari. J. II., A. 1440, Acta
Ed. 1814, p. 32.

SCHIVERONE, *. A skin of kid-leather.

"For ane hundreth lamb skinnis, i. d. For ane
hundreth schiverenis, iiii.d." Balfour's Practicks, Tit.

Cushmis, p. 87.
Fr. chctreau, a kid. Perhaps our word is immedi-

ately formed from the adj. chevrin, of or belonging to
a goat V. Chevzkon.

SCHIWERINE, *. A species of wild fowl.

"Goldyndis, mortynis, scliiwerims." Acts Ja. VL,
1909, Ed. 1814, p. 180—also 136.

This is the reading of our Records instead of "Gold-
ings, Mortynis, Schidderems;" Skene.

SCHLUCHTEtf, $. A hollow between two
hills, Tweedd.
Su.-G. sluit, declivis. En slutte bad*, collis declivis;

hence, slutt-a, to slope, sluttninp, slope; sluttning of
backen, the descent of a hill, W ideg. But it is still

more nearly allied to Germ. sclduchtt, a ravine, or kind
of defile.

[SCHMYLICK, 8. A gun or fowling-piece,

ShetL]

SCHO, pron. She, S.=pron. o as Gr. v.

—Gretand scho tauld the King.
That sorrowful wes off that tithing.

Barbour, v. 157, MS.

Seko is universally the reading in MS., where sche

occurs in the copies.

The use of this term, in speaking of a female, instead

•of naming her, had been deemed by our eood mothers
so disrespectful as to give rise to a proverb, which con-
sists in a play on the word as susceptible of a different

meaning.
"Had you such a shoe on every foot, you would

shochel."—**A scornful return of a woman to a fellow

that calls her she [it should have been sclio] and not by
her name." Kelly, p. 142.

The point of this reply consists in scho, and the E.
word shoe, being pronounced in S. exactly with the
same sound, S.

Moes-G. so, soh, Isl. su, A.-S. seo, id. Dr. Johns,
mentions Moes-G. si as synon. ; but has not observed
that so is not only the article prefixed to the fem-
inine sender, but also, as well as si, used as the
pron. feminine ; So quino ; This woman, Luke vii.

39. Thatei habaida so ; Which she had ; Mar. xiv. 8.

Scno, adj. Female, S.

"Quhatsayis thou than of the scho Paip Joanna,
quha buir ane chyld being in processione, of the quhilk
rlatina, quha vrait the Paipis lyuis, makis mentione?"
Nicol Burne, F. 96, a.

[SCHO, Siio, Shae, 8. A shoe
; pi. schone,

q.v. S.]

(To Scno, Sho, Shae, v. a. To shoe a
horse, to put tires on wheels, Accts. L. H.
Treas., i. 321, 290, Dickson.]

SCHONE, SCHOUNE, SlIONE, 8. pi. Shoes, S.,

shoon, Cumb.
Syne eftyrwart a rade of were
He made wyth displayid banero,
§whare the knychtis, that he h&d mode,
wtwartis to wyn thare schone than rade

Wyth a rycht sturdy cumpauy.
Wyntown, viiL 39, 84.

This phrase of winning show, seems very ancient.

As connected with hose, it is often used in old Ballads,

with respect to a page, or boy who acts as a servant.

It is still vulgarly said of a servant who is a bad
worker, that he is not fit to win schone to himself. It
seems uncertain whether it originated from the circum-
stance of stockings and shoes constituting the wages
of a boy, as, in many places, a pair of shoes is still

one article promised as part of wages ; or from the
marauding warfare carried on in former times. The

. language of Wyntown would suggest an idea rather
ludicrous, that when Knights were in want of shoes,

they were sent to make an inroad in order to carry off

cattle, for affording them the necessary supply; as
David Bruce is said to employ his knights. The hides

might at times be as necessary as the beeves them-
selves. We certainly know that the Lady of the
Manor used in former times, when her larder was
nearly empty, to present a covered dish containing a
pair of clean spurs, as a signal to the Zaire/ and his re-

tainers to set off in quest of a supply. V. Minstrelsy
of the Border, i. Introd, cviii. But Wyntown most
probably uses the phrase, as borrowed from the wages
of a hireling, to denote an act of service, and the re-

ward connected with it in the enjoyment of the booty.
"This emprioure causit riche perle and precious

stanis to be set in his schone in mair taikin of insolence
than ony ornament" Bellend. Cron., B. vi., c. 9.

This also occurs in O. E.
••Whos shoon y am not worthi to here." Matt, iii.,

Wyclife.
A.-S. sceon, Tent, schoen, id.

To Cast auld ScnoNE after an individual, or

after a company. An ancient superstitious

mode of expressing a wish for the prosperity

of the person, or party, leaving a house, S.

To SCHOG, Shoo, v. a. and n. 1. To jog,

to shake, S.

This word occurs in the ludicrous account given of
Fingal, according to the fabulous legends concerning

E'ants, which have been blended with his history in

ter times.

My foir grantUyr, hecht Fyn Mackowll,
That dang the uevill, and gart him yowll

;

The skyis rainid ouhen he wald skoul,

He truolit all the air.

He gatt my gud-syr God Mngog
;

He, quhen he dansit, the warld wald schog;
Tec thousand ellis yeid in his fro?,

Of Heland plaidis, and mair.
Interlude Droichis, Bannaiyne Poems, p. 174.
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I have substituted skoul for yowll, v. 3 from Ever-
green, i. 259.

Teal jcAodt-of, schuck-en, id. 8w. juck-a, agitari.

3. Tomove backwards and forwards, to swing,

S. ;
u to go uneasily," Lancash.

M Let the world [r. warld] show** S. Prov. ;—
" spoken by them who have a mind as thoy have re*

aolv*d, be the issue what it will." Kelly, p. 240.

• " Shake from side to tide ;" N.

The word is also O. E. " Schoggyn, Shakyn or
wmneryu. Vacillo." "Schaggynge or schaggynge or
wanerynge. Vacillatio." Prompt. Parv.

To Schog about, v. n. To survive ; rather

implying the idea of a valetudinary state.

But gin I could shop about till a new spring,

I should yet has a boat of the spinning o't
Song, Rosss Helenore, p. 134.

Schog, Shoo, *• 1. A jog, a push, S.

Tims thou, great long, hast by thy conqu'riug paw
Oi'en earth a shog, and made thy will a law.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 474.

[2. A swing; a rocking motion, Clydes.,

Banffs.

3. The act of swinging; also, a swinging

rope ; sckoggieshae is also used, ibid.]

[Schoggan, SnoooiN. 1. As an adj., jogging,

shaking ; rocking, swinging, moving back-

wards and forwards, ibid.

2. As a I., the act of rocking or swinging

;

also, a swinging or rocking motion, ibid.]

[Schoogin-tow, a. A swinging-rope, Banffs.]

To Schoogle, v. a. and n. 1. To shake, S.,

to joggle, E.
Tent." schockel-n and schuckel-n are frequentatives

from schock-en and schucken, of the same significa-

tion. Schuckltnd p/erd, a horse that shakes the rider

much; schauckel, a swine, Wachter. Schonckel-en,

and schongd-en, motitari, claim the same origin.

2. To dangle.

Grit darring dartit frae his ee,

A braid-sword shogled at his thie,

On his left arm a targe.

Vision, Evergreen, I 214.

[Schoggle, s. A jog, a shake, S.]

Schogue, Shoogly, adj. Unstable, apt to

be overset, S.
" As for the steam-boats, they're shoogly things, and

I hae nae broo o' them." Blackw. Mag., Sept. 1822,

p. 307.

SCHOIB, $. and v. V.Schor.

[SCHOIR, adj. Steep, sheer, Barbour, x.

600. Isl. *ivr, a rim, edge. V. ScnoR.]

SCHOIRLING, s. The skm ot a&°™ sheep.

"Forfeiescoir wollit skinnis, [i.e., with O W0011
on themjii.d. For anc bundle of skinnis or sC£ '!l'
Imgu, viz. xxiv., i.d." Balf. Pract. Custumes, p? w

S7-

Shorting has the same signification in the O. EL laws.

V. Cowel in vo. The term occurs Stat. Edw. IV., c.

4. " Shorting A morling." Rastall, vo. WoUes, Foi.

671, a.

SCHOLAGE, $. The master's fees for teach-

ing in a school, Aberd. Reg. ; O. Fr. cs-

cholage, school-hire.

[SCHONE, Schouxe, s. pi. Shoes. V.
under Scho, «.]

[To SCHONE, v. a. To shun, to avoid

;

part. pr. achonand, shunning, Barbour, v.

201.]

SCHONKAN, part. pr. Gushing, rushing.

The Scottis ou fute that bauldly couth abyde,
With suenlU schar throuch harbergeons full gude,
Vpon the HourU schot the schonkan blude,

Fra horss and men throw harness burnyst beyne.
Wallace, iii. 156, MS.

Tent, schenck-en, fundere. Franc, seenchent, fundant,
Gl. Pez. It is from the same fountain with E. slink,

being originally applied to the pouring out of drink.

To Bchonhxty shaken,SCHONKIT, part. pa.

[broken.]

Wallace the formast in the hyrneis bar,

The grounden sper throuch his body schar,

The schafft toschonkit off the frushand tre,

Dewoydyde sone, sen na bettir mycht be.

Wallace, UL 147, MS.

A.-S. to+uxng-an, to -shake off, to divide ; Germ.
schuxnken, a frequentative from sweng-en, motitare,

and synon. ; Belg. schonckd-en, id.

[SCHOOI, *. A name given to the Arctic

Gull, Shetl.]

[To SCHOP, v. a. To make, to prepare,

Barbour, xvi. 573.]

SCHOR, Schore, Sciioir, adj. 1. Steep,

abrupt ; including the idea of rugged.
—Twasum samyn niycht nocht rid

In sum place off the hillis sid.

The netnyr halff wes peralous ;

For a sckor crag, hey and hidwouss,
Raucht to the se, doun fra the pass.

Barbour, x. 22, BIS.

—To the fute sone cummyn ar thai

Off the crag : that wes hey and schor.

Ibid., Ter. 600, MS.

This is evidently the same with schore, Doug. Virgil,

342. 16.

On cat's thare stude ane meikle schip that tyde,

Hir wail joned til ane schore rolkis sydc.

Rodd. views the term as denoting the shore, and
the whole phrase as signifying *'a rock hard by the

shore, or lying flat or low as the shore." But schore

undoubtedly corresponds to A.-S. scorenc ; scorent

dif, abrupta rapes, a craggy rock or cliff, Somner;
from A.-S. scyr-an, to separate, Su.-G. slofr-a, to

break ; skocr, brittle, easily broken. The Germ. v.

schor-en, emincre, is used to denote rocks rising out of

the sea. This sense exactly agrees with the phrase

used by Virg. Crepklin * saxi.

The craig Inch, stay and scfwir,

Mvntgomcric, Chetrie and Sloe, it 23.

Le., high, steep and craggy.

Duris cautibus, assiduam pracrupta mole ruinam
Inteutans- -Lat. Vers.
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Thus it conveys the idea of a rock that is not only
precipitoaa, bat so shattered as to threaten the
destruction of those who approach it.

2. Bough, rugged; without the idea of steep-

ness conjoined.

Ss tha sam folk he send to the dep furd,

Gert set the ground with scharp spykis off bard

;

Bet is or x he kest a gait befor,

Laagis the schaald maid it bath dep and schor.

Wallace, z. 44, MS.

[3. High, mighty ; as, a schore chiftane, a high
and mighty chieftain.]

—Around Schir Ewin thai ordanit, that thre
To the schore chiftane chargit fra the kvng.

Oawan and OoL, iL 8.

Schor, Schore, s. 1. [A steep rock, a rocky
coast; hence metaph., a forbidding pros-

pert]
•* Bishop Finlay had been raised—to the dignity

—

less for his love and piety than for other qualities,

which were thought in that age to be of an account
as good in the management of the Highland scJtorcs."

Spaewife, i. 54.
MAs for Edmonstone,—he has not the ruth of a

Highland schore." Ibid., p. 144.

Gael, scor signifies a champion. But this may be
. allied to S. schor, rough, rugged.

In Ayr*, the phrase, "o Hleland shore, signifies a
dark outlook," i.e., a gloomy, or forbidding prospect

;

apparently in allusion to a mariner, who is driven
towards toe land, and sees nothing before him but the
bleak and rocky coast of the Highlands.

2. A threatening, Loth. Tweedd.
The King than stud fall sturdvly,

And the fyvesum, in full eret ny
Come, with gret schor sod managing.

Barbour, vi. 021, Ma
Be neeht abeysit for thair schor,

Bot settis speris yow befor.

Ibid., xl 602, MS.

ErU he wss maid off bot schort tyme befor,

He brokit nocht for all his baatuooa schor.

Wallace, yil 1079, MS.

Mr. Flakerton renders this boasting, as used by Bar-

hoar ; Lord Hailes, scorn in the following passage

—

Weill, quoth the Wolf, thy Iancnige oatragios

Canra of kynd ; sa your iader befoir

Held me at bait als with bostis and schoir.

Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 117.

Thi schore compt I nocht ane laik.

Oawan and Qol., i. 8.

law, I reckon not thy threatening a disgrace to me.
la Edit. 1508, instead of laik, it is caik.

8SbK derives the v. from Sw. skorr-a, reprehendere.

Bat it is not used in this sense. It merely signifies, to

crate, to make a harsh noise. It may be allied to

8a.-G. skur-a, primarily to scowr, to clean; in a
secondary sense, to chide ; skur, reprehension ; taga

m i skur, to quarrel one ; Mod. Sax. schur-en, id.

JSeaen to degen schuren, to chide one severely. Dan.
skmrren, discord. In a similar sense it is vulgarly said,

8. / gaphim a skour, I scolded him severely. Lat.

erxrrv, a low jest, might thus be viewed as a cognate.

Prob., this v. was originally used in relation to

objects, which, from their external position, threatened

to fall. Thusa crag broken off from, or slightly attached

to, a ridge of rocks, might be said, in an oblique sense,

to schore a person sitting or passing under it, because

being a schor rock, or broken off from the mass, it was
likely to tumble down, and thus threatened destruction

to passengers. V. Schor, adj. and Scab.

Schoir is used by Dunbar, in one'place, where it

cannot bear this sense.

Quaes that the nvcht dois lenthin houris,

With wind, with naili, and havy schouris,

My dole spreit dob* lurk for schoir,

My hairt for langour dois foirloir.

Maitland Poems, p. 125.

Mr. PSakerton seems to view it as here meaning
terror. Perhaps it may signify grief, vexation, from
Germ, sckmr, id. Or it may mean, lurks for protection,

from Fr. essor-er, to shroud one's self from wet, to
shun approaching or threatening storms ; Cotgr.

To Schor, Schore, Schoir, v. a. 1. To
threaten, S.; synon. boist; part. pr. schorand.

—Awful Enee
Can thaym mannace, that nane sa bald suld be ;

—

Schorand the ciete to distroy and doune cast,

Gif eay help or supple to hym sckew.
Doug. Virgil, 439, 49.

Priest, sober bee,

And feeht not, nouther boist nor schoir.

Spec Oodlie Sangs, p. 20.

Fyrst, do behald yon schorand heuchis brow,
Quhare all yone craggy rochia-hingis now.

Doug. Virgil, 247, 27.

"Quhat panis or punitiones ar thai, quhilkis ef-

tir the scripture, Goa schoris to all the brekars and
transsresnonris of his commandis ? " Abp. Hamiltoun's
Catechisme, Fol. 7, a
" The enemy, after this long storm, shoring to fall

down on Glasgow, turned to Areyle, and went through
it all without opposition." BaiUie's Lett., ii. 93.

This word is still used in Loth., Clydes., and in the
South. It is said of a day that looks very gloomy,
that if sAores rain.

2. To scold, S.

SCHORE, $. [A shower of rain.]

Stand at defence, and schrink not for ane schore :

Hunk on the haly marthyris that are went.
Doug. Virgil, ProL, 356, 13.

Junius renders this pugna, Etym. But Rudd. con-

siders it as simply signifying a shower of rain. It ap-
pears that this metaph. used, was a proverbial phrase
in former times.

Thocht all beginnings be maist hard,
The end is plesand afterward :

Then schrink notfor a schoure.

Cherrie and Sloe, st 37.

Tha sense given by Rudd. is confirmed by the lan-

guage of the Scottish Translator of this Poem, who
wrote so early as 1631, and must have known the use
of many words and phrases now unintelligible, or very
obscure. He renders it,

Tenui veniente procella.

Illico non paveas.
CerasumetSilvestre Pomum, p. 19, 20.

[SCHORT, adj. Short, curtailed, wanting,

insufficient, Barbour, vii. 268.]

Su.-G. 1st skort-a, deesse, to be deficient ; A.-S. ge-

scori-tn. Germ. Belg. schort-en, id.

Mr. Tooke expl. E. short, q. shored, shor'd, as liter-

ally signifying, cut off, from A.-S. scir-an, to shear, to

cut, to divide; as "opposed to long, which means
extended, long being also a past participle of leng-ian,

to extend, or. to stretch 0ut.*
: Divers. Purley, ii. 172.

Ihre vjctfs A.S. sctorl, brevis, or Lat. curt-tis, as the
origin^ That the letter s was prefixed appears probable

frjm Su.-G. tort, which has a more simple form, being

used in the same sense.
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To Schokt, v. a. and n. 1. To grow short, to

decrease, to contract.

Yit quhan the nycht begynnU to schorl,

It dots my spreit sum pairt confort.

Dunbar, Ataitland Poems, p. 127.

2. To curtail.

She was tyred with his speeches.—
But he some patience extorted,

By promising that he should short it.

ClelanoTs Poems, p. 32.

Seori ia used in O. E. as a r. a., in the sense of

shorten.

Thorgh Edrike's conseile Knoute did him slo,

k tok quene Emme k wedded hir to wife,

Thorgh Edrike's conseile, scho scorted his life.

R. Brunne, p. 49.

3. Applied to the means used for producing

an imaginary abbreviation of time, and pre-

venting langour, S.

Wyth dyuers sermond carpand all tlie day,
Thay schort the houris, dnuand the tyme away.

Doug, \ irgil, 473, 51.

And quhill thay thus towart the cietc pas,

With aindry sermouns schorlis he the way.
Ibid., 252, 25.

Thus with sic manere talking euery wicht
Can driuing ouer, and schortis the lang nycht.

Ibid., 475, 47.

Shakespear uses this metaph. though in an E. form

—

Say, what abridgement have you for this evening ?

What masque ? what music ? how shnll we beguile

The lazy time, if not with some delight ?

Midsummer Sight's Dream,

4. To recreate or amuse one's self ; with the

pron. prefixed or subjoined, S.

The clerk rejosyis his bukis ouer to seyne,

The luffyre to behald his lady gay,
Young folke thame schortis with gam, solace and play.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 125, 13.

They fall to wersling on the goldin sand,
Aasayaud honest gammis thame to schorle.

Ibid., 187, 29.

Yit fure I furth, lansing ouirthort the landis

Towart the sey, to schorl me on the sandis.

Lyndsatj's Warkis, 1592,*p. 226.

Thia ia evidently a metaph. use of the r. as signi-

fying to abbreviate. The aame transition may be
remarked in the formation of Isl. shent-a, tempus
delectamentis fallo, skemtum, temporis quasi decur-
tatio ; from sham, short, G. Audr. V. lhre. Teut.
schertsen, Germ, scherz-en, Bclg. scherss-en, jocari,

nugari, ludere, have a great resemblance. But the
analogy between these, and the terms signifying to
shorten, is lost, if the assertion of Wachter be well-

founded, that the primary sense of scherz-en, is ludere,

aalire, lascivire. lie derives it from Gr. CKtpr-av, id.

Ital. scherz-are, to joke, is evidently from the same
origin, whatever thia may be.

ScilORTE, 8, [Prob., mirth, sport, fun.]

There is na sege for na scharae that sehrynkis at schorle

May he cum to hys cast be clokyng but coist,

He rekkys nowthir the richt, nor rekles report.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 238, a 25.

At schorte seems here to signify, at a taunt or deri-

sion ; whether as allied to Teut. scherts, jocus, I shall

not pretend to determine.
Elsewhere at schorl signifies quickly.

Hay, hav, go to, than cry thay with ane schout,
And with ane huge brute TroianU at short

Thare wallis stuflit, and closit cuery port.

Doug. Virgil, 275, 4.

VOL. IV.

Schoutsum, cm//. 1. Cheerful, merry, S. B.

2. Causing cheerfulness, S. B.
" Any thing that is pleasant and delightful is called

Scot, shortsum ;
n Rudd.

The term ia understood as including the idea of the
reverse of.what is denoted by the Fr. word ennui. It

ia analogous to our expressive national phrase, to hand
ane ont o' langcr.

3. Applied to a pleasant situation, Buchan.
Y. Schort, v. a.

[SCHOT, pret. Rushed, dashed, Barbour,

viii. 54 ; A.-S. $ceutan
f
to shoot, rush, dash.]

[Schot, #. 1. Rush, dash, onset, Ibid. xii.

77.

2. A shot, a stone shot for war-engines, Ibid.

xi. 119 ; also, shot, shooting, xiii. 48, 52,

75.]

SCHOT, Schote, Shot, *. [A window set

on hinges aud opening outward like a
shutter.]

Ane schot wyndo unschct ane litel on char,

Persauyt the raornyng bla, wan and har.

—The schote I closit, ami drew inwart in hv,
Cheuerand for cald, the sessoun was so snell,

Schupe with bait flambis to steme the fresing fell.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 202, 24, 3&

This ia expL by Rudd., " the shutter of a window."
"There was on a scaffold opposite the cross,

—

read by Mr. Archibald Johnston, a protestation,

avowed by Cassils, &c.—Some out of shots [small

round or oval windows] cried rebels, on the readers."

Baillie'a Lett, i. 68, 69.

The words in brackets have evidently been inserted

by the editor. But he seems to have mistaken the

sense. Wodrow explains it otherwise.

"Her house was upon the East side of the Salt-

market [Glasgow], towards the foot of it, in a timber
fore-land, with windows called shot*, or shutters of

timber, and a few inches of glass above them." Hist,
ii.2S6.

Chaucer also uses the term.

And forth he goth, jolif and amorous,
Til he came to the carpenteres hous,

A litel after the cockes had ycrow,
And dressed him up by a shot window.

Millcrcs T. ver. 8353.

"A schot window," according to Mr. Tooke, "means
a projected window, thrown out beyond the rest of the

front : what we now call a Bow window." Divers.

Purley, ii. 132. He derives it from A.-S. scil-an, nro-

jicere. [In the West of S. such a window is called an
outshot window. The sftot window, or shot, is one that

cau be opened or shut like a door or shutter by turning

on its hinges.]

[SCHOT, s. A compartment in the stern of

a boat, Shetl.]

SCHOT, part. pa. Allowed to expire, or

elapse.
—"We did examinate the Lard of Cesfurde our

Wardane of our middill merchis ; and be his report

undirstudc the occasioun of the delay of justice, gif

ony hes occurrit this tyme bypast, stude not in his

defalt, being ahvayis reddic to haif obscrvit dayis of

Trew, and to haif maid and ressavit redres of all

attemptattis according to the law of merchis, and yit

S
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were the dayis of TrewarAo* on the partie of Ingland."
Instruct, to Sir A. Ker of Hirsell, Keith's Hist. App.,
p. 170, 171.

1Ff

8a.-G. slHut-a upp, differre* qaasi diceres ultra diem
oondictam procrastinare ; Ihre, vo. Skiuta, trudere,
a. 3.

[SCHOTS, Schotts, *. Called also fore-
ihotsy overpruof spirits. V. Shots.]

SCHOUFER, *. A chaffern, a dish for
keeping water warm.
"Item, twa doubill planttis maid to refraine heit

watter in maner of schottfer. Item, four schouferis."
Inventories, A. 1542; p. 72.

Fr. cschauff-er, to warm.

[SCHOUR, *. A shower, Barbour, xiii. 43.]

SCHOUJIE, 8. A part, a division ; applied
to music.

Qnben thay had sangin, and said, softly a schoure;
And plaid as of paradyss it a poynt war

;

In come jspand the Ja, as a jugloure.

Uoulate, iii. 11.

Tent, scheur, shore, rnptora ; scheur-en, to divide,
A.-S. scyr-an, id. scyr-maelum, dirisis partibus. This
term seems to have been anciently used in the same
sense with O. E. JUL By the way, the latter may have
been adopted to denote a division, as being originally
pat at the end of a song or poem by the author, in the
name manner as explicit. Thus Fit might simply signify,
•* It is done. This is the end of the work, or part."

SCHOURIS, Schowris, $. pi. Sorrows,
afflictions ; throes, agonies.

Best at all eis, bat sair or sitefull schouris;
Abide in quiet, maist constant weillfair.

Police ofHonour, U. 80.

Thairfoir, deir dow,sum pitie tak,
And ssif mee fra the schowres.

Philotus, S. P. J?., iii. 5.

••Swed. sorg, Goth, saurg, aerumna, dolor; Teut.
8orghe, enra," Sibb.
The pangs of childbirth are still called schours, 8.

That this is from the same root with sorrow, is pro-
bable, not only from the nse of the latter term in the
same sense E., but because the word rendered sorrow,
in relation to childbirth, Joh. xvi. 21, is saurga in the
rersion of Ulphilas. Schour, however, might be
traced to Germ, sckaur-en, tremere, schaur, tremor.

Sehoure$ is used by R. 'Brunne in a metaph. sense,
for contentions, broils.

Ther after ros bard schoures in Scotland of the clergie,
Bisshopes, abbotes, k priours, thei had misborn tham hie,
Jc alle that fals blode, that often was forsuorn,
That neuer in treuth stode, sen Jhesu Criste was horn.

Chron., p. 333.
In the Fr. original, dolours is the term used.

[To SCHOUT, Sciiowt, v. n. To shoot,
hoot, hoot at, Barbour, ix. 366; pret.
$chowtit.~\

[Schout, *. A shout, cry, Ibid., vi. 158.]

To SCHOUT, v. a. and n. 1. To shoot ; to
strike with any missile weapon, as with an
arrow.

The archeris, that thai met fleand,—
I trow thai sail nocht schout gretly
The Scottia men with schote that day.

The Bruce, ix. 291. Ed. 1820.

2. To dart or rush forward, to come on with
impetuosity and unexpectedly ; synon. with
Lews, Lance, v.

Bot me think it spedfull that we
Abid, quhill his men seal it be
Throw the countrl, to tak thair pray :

Than fersly schout on thaim we may.
The Bruce, x. 1032, Ed. 1820.

Swa sudanly on thaint schot thai,
That thai war sua abaysyt all,

That thai leyt all thair wapnys fall.

Ibid., x. 410.
V. SCHUTK, V.

To SCHOW, v. a. 1. To drive backward
or forward, to shove, E.
To schoufin is used Doug. Virril, 134, 32, but

whether in the infin. or part. pa. is doubtful.

And with lang holmes of tree
Pykit with irn, and scharp roddis, he and he,
Inforsis oft to schowin the schip to sait

2. As a v. n., to glide or fall down.
Thryis schowing doon on the erd sche fell.

Ibid. ,44, 32.

A. -8. scuf-an, Belg. schuyf-tn, Su.-G. shtf-a, Isl.

sl'iuf-a, trudere.

Schow, *. A push, a shove.

As he gat ben throw,
He gat mony greit schow ;
Bot he was stalwart I trow

—

Rauf CoUyear, C. iiij. a.

To SCHOWD, Showd, r. n. [1. To swing,
to rock, to move backwards and forwards,
Banff's.

2. To dandle a child, to lull it asleep, ibid.]

3. "To waddle in going ;" Gl. Shirr, howd,
S. B.
—Showding frae side to side, and lewdring on.

Ross's Hclenorc, p. 59.
V. Lewder.
Teut. schudd-en, to shake.

[Schowd, ScnowDix, *. 1. A rock* or
swing, a rocking or swinging motion, ibid.

2. The act of dandling, ibid.

3. A waddling gait, ibid.]

[Schowd, Schowdix, adv. With a rocking,
swinging, or waddling motion, ibid.]

[SCHOYNE, *. pi. Shoes, Barbour, ii. 510.]

[SCIIOYR, *. Menace ; threatening, noisy
clamour, Barbour, vi. 621. V. Schor.]

[SCllRAIFF,^. Shrove, Ibid., xi. 377.]

Schreftis-evin, s. Shrove-Tuesday ; the
same with Fastringis-Ewyn ; being the
season allotted for very particular confession
or shriving, before the commencement of
Lent.

—At schrtftis evin sum wes so battalouss,
That he wald win to his tnaistcr in fuild

Fourty florans with bill and snuris beild.

Colkelbie Sow, r. 879
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Tliis refers to the cock-fighting usual on this even-

ing. V. Fastriitois-ewyn.

[Schbeytn, part. pa. Shriven, Barbour,

xix. 211.]

SCHREW, Scnuow, *. A worthless per-

son, an infamous fellow.

This enntrg is fnl of Caynds kyn
And syc schyre sehrewu.

Doug. Virgil, Pro! 238 b, 33.

"Conarus—gane braid landis to mats/ vile and dif-

famii creaturis, because thay lonit his corruppit man-

era ft vice ; and be counsel! of thir wickit schretcU he

gooernit his realmc." BeUend. Cron., B. v. c. 6.

Thai wicked schrowis
'

Has laid the plowis ; That nane, or few, is

That ar left ocht
Jiaittand Poems, p. 331

By O. & writers, as well as by our own, this word
was used in a worse sense than in our times. As it

now denotes a clamorous woman, a vixen, it has been

deduced from be-schrey-tn, to make a noise. But
this derivation supposes that to be the primary, which

we know is only a secondary, sense. We must there-

fore seek an origin that suggests the worst idea which

has been affixed to the word. Seren. derives shrew

from Isl. shraveifa [skrave\fa\ mulier cyclopica, from

tkra, horrendum quid, and veif, mulier. Skinner

derives it from Germ, be-schrey-en, incantare, fascinare,

ut beshrew you, malum te fascinum corripiat; may
you be subjected to the evil effects of witchcraft.

Mr. Tooke views it as originating from A.-S. syrw-an,

syrew-an, to vex, to molest, to cause mischief to. But
the v. used in this sense, as far as I can observe, always

assumes a different form. It is sorg-ian, torhg-ian.

That written syrw-an, syrew-ian, invariably signifies

moliri; insidiari, machinari, conterere; bc-syruh-an,

••to lay in wait, to deceive, to beguile;" Somner.

Syrwa, insidiae. Thus, schrew m&ht originally denote

a deceitful person, who still endeavours to deceive
- others. Schrewit may with propriety be viewed as the

part, past, sgrwde, insidiatus, or imperf. insidiabatur.

The term shrewd, in its modern acceptation, seems to

allude to this original signification.

Tyrwhitt renders it, as used by Chaucer, " an iU-

tempered curst man or woman." But Chaucer employs

the term in a worse sense than what is merely applic-

able to the temper.
"The juge that dredeth to do right, maketh men

ihrtwea;** i.e., wicked men.
Applying the words of the apostle Paul, concerning

magistrates as bearing the sword, he says ;

'•They beren it to punish the schretces and misdoers,

and for to defende the goode men." Tale of Melibeus,

p. 285, Ed. Tyrwhitt.

To Sc^ew, Sciiro, v. a. To curse, to

wish a curse to, E. beshrew.

I schro the lyar, full leis me yow.
Bannatyne Poems, p. 153.

V. Schrew, «.

Schrewit, part. adj. 1. Wicked, accursed.

All said Laocon justlie (sic was his hap)

Hssdere bocht his wikkit and schrewit dede,

For he the hsly hors or stalwart stale

With violent straik presumyt for to dare.

Doug. Virgil, 46, 26.

2. Unhappy, ill-boding ; as E. shrewd.

The fereful spaymen thcrof prognosticate

Schrewit chancis to betide, and had estate.

Jbid.,145, 15.

3. Poisonous, venomous.
Pirrus with wappynnis feirslie did assaile ;

Lik to ane ed<lir, with schrewit herbis fed,

Cummyn furth to lycht Ibid., 61, 43.

Mala gramina pastus, Virg.

SCHROUD, *. Dress, apparel.

Schaip th6 evin to the schalk in thi schroud schene.

Oawan and OoL, ii. 23.

In Edit. 1508, sJiroml; but undoubtedly an error of

the press.

My schroud and my schene were schyre to be shawin.
lloulate, iii. 22.

A.-S. serud, garments, apparel; Dan. shraut, Su.-G.

shrud, from A.-S. skryd-on, Isl. dcryd-a, amicire, vea-

tire. Verelius gives, as the origin, Isl. tkraut, pomp,
elegance ; as sErud always denotes elegant dress, or

that used on occasions of ceremony. Hence E. shroud,

our last dress, a winding sheet. V. Sciiurde.

To SCHRYFF, Sciiuywe, v. a. To hear a

confession, E. shrive; also, to make con-

fession ; pret. schraiff, part. pa. schrevin. -

—Mony thaira schraijf (nil devotly,

That tnoucht to dey in that melle.

Barbovr, xi. 377. M&
Mahoun gart cry ane dance,

Of shrewis that wer never schrevin.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 27.

A.-S. serif-an, Su.-G. skri/t-a, id. The origin is

Lat. scrib-cre; because the priests were anciently

wont to give, to those whom they confessed, a written

prescription as to the proper course of penance. V.

Skri/la, Ihre.

SCHRYN, Sciiryxe, *. A small casket or

cabinet.
11 That William Halkerstoune—has done wrang in

withhaldin fra Johne of the KnoUis—a met almery, a
weschale almery, a schryn, a wayr almery," &c. Act
Dom. Cone, A. 1489, p. 131.

This is mentioned in the same connexion with a
wayr almery by Sir James Balfour. Also in Aberd.

Reg. "Twa baik breddis, ane allmery, ane vair staw,

ane schryne." A. 1538, V. 16. V. Scrixe.

To SCHUDDER, v. a. To oppose, to with-

stand.
And ferder eik amyd his feris he
Twyis ruschit in, and schudderit the melle.

Doug. Virgil, 307, 8.

E. to shoulder. Teut. schouder, humerus.

SCHUGHT, Siiught, part. adj. Sunk,

covered, S. B.
Ajax bang'd up, whase targe was shught
In seven laid o' hide.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 1.

Su.-G. shygg-a, obumbrare; tlgggd, tegmen? Perhaps
merely from Seuch, q. v.

To SCHUILT, v. a. To avoid, to escape;

used as synon. with eschew.

" The kingis matie remaining in merche at Linlith-

gow, the nobillctie and estaitis wer wreyttin for to ane

conuentioun the xx day of Apryle befoir the parlia-

ment. Quhilk wes continowit to ye xxiiij day of Maij

therefter, for eschewing and schuilting this conuen-

tioun. The kingis ma"e ten or xij dayis befoir tuik

jorney out of Edr." &c. Belhaven MS. Mem. Ja. VI.,

fo. 52.

Allied to slulh, or Su.-G. skyl-a, Dan. skiul-e,

occultare ; Teut. schuyl-en, latitare.
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[SCHUK, pret. Shook, reeled, Barbour, ii.

880.]

[SCHULDIR, 9. Shoulder, Barbour, vi.

628 ; pi. schulderis, ix. 356.]

SCHULE, Siiuil, Siiool, *. A shovel, S.
—Ane schule, ane scheit, and ane lane flail

Bannaiyne Poems, p, 159.

"Within this ile [Ronay] there is ano chapell,
callit 8t Ronay's chanell, as tho ancients of the
country alledges, thay leare an spaid and ane shuit,
quhen any man dies, and upon the morrow findes the
Waco of the grave markit with an spaid, as they al-
todge." Monroe's Des, p. 47.

• He comes aftner with the rake than the shool ; n

Ramsay's S. Prpv., p. 30, applied to a greedy person.
Belg. school, id.

School i» used for shovel in various dialects, E.

To Schule, Shule, v. a. 1. To perform
any piece of work with a shovel ; as, " to
schule the roads," to remove the mire by
means of a shovel, S.

2. To cause a flat body to move along the
Sound as a shovel is moved, as, "to schule

e feet alang the gran'," to push them
forward without lifting them off the «arth,
S.

Schule-the-brod, s. The game of shovel-
board, S.

"Cachepole, or tennis, was much enjoyed by the
young prince; schule the boanl, or shovel-board;
mlliards; and call the <pise." Chalmers's Mary, i. 255.

SCHUPE, pret. v. V.ScHArE.

SCHURDE, part. pa. Dressed, attired.
Thus Schir Gawayn, the gay, Gaynour he lede*,—
Schurde in a short doke, that the rayne shales.

Sir Oawan and Sir Gal, L 2.

^A.-S. scryddt, scrud, indutus; Isl. strud, omatus.
V. SCHUOUD.

[SCHURE, pret. Cut, LyndW, Squyer
Meldrum, 1. 1306.]

* J

SCHURIJNG, Shorlixo, 8. «The skin of
a sheepthat has been lately shorn or clipped,"
GL Sihb.

A.-S. *ceor-ian, tondere.
Thw, however, is a term used in E. V. Cowel, to.

Shorting.

"His maiestie and estaitis,—vnderstanding how
necessar and profitable the schurlina skynnis ar for
falling cuschenis, making of pokis, lyning powchis,
gtuiffis, and clethinc of the puir ;—thairfoir it is statut
--that na merchand &c transport ony of the saidis
schxrling skynnis,"&c Acts Ja. VI., 1593, IV., p. 30.

To SCHUTE, v. a. 1. To shoot, launch,
dash, push. Su.-G. skiut-a, Tout, schutten,
propcllere.

.£*"*» v., as conjoined with the prep. by, or about, sig.

2. To put off, to delay, S.
And gin ye wad bat shoot it by a while,
I ken a thing that wad your fears beguile.

Ross's Udcnore, p. 20.

Su.-G. sliul-a is used in the same sense, only with
a different prep. Stiula upp, difl&ce.

3. To pass any particular time that is attended
with difficulty. One who has many bills to
pay at a certain period, says : Iwish I could
get such a time shot by, S. To shuts about, id.

4. To avoid, to escape.

"I am confident, tho safest way to shoot the shower
is, to hold out of God's gate, and to keep within his
doors, until the violence of the storm begin to ebb
which is not yet full tide." Walker's Peden, p. 57.

To Schute, v. n. Used impersonally to
denote the inequality of vernal weather,
when a rough blast is immediately suc-
ceeded by a bright gleam of the sun. It is
commonly said : "It's gude March weather,
BchuthC (sheeting Aberd.) and shinm'," S.
The phraseology would seem to suggest an anti-

thesis; as if schtttm* referred to the blast preceding the
gleam. But as I have no proof of the use of any of
the Gothic synonymes in this sense, I suspect that it
merely denotes the breaking forth of the sun.

To Schute about. 1. A vulgar phrase used
to denote that one is in ordinary health

;

nearly corresponding to Fr. se passer, to
make shift, S.

2. In a passive sense, one is said to be no ill
to shoot by, or easily shot about, when he
can satisfy himself with a slight or homely
meal, when he is not hard to be pleased as
to victuals, S.

To Schute, or Shoot, ower, or o'er. 1. To
entertain in a slight and indifferent way, to
be at no expense or trouble in preparation
for, S. To shoot by, synon.

"The deii's kind to them wV his gowd and his gear,and his dainties
; but he s/ioots auld decent folk overwi a pickle aitmeal, and a wheen cauld kail-blades."

Tennant's Card. Beaton, p. 26.

2. To spend or pass with difficulty; applied to
time, S.

O whareTl our gudeman lie,

TiU he schute o'er the simmer ?

CromeVs Remains of Burns, p. 295.

[Schutaxd, part. pr. Shooting, Barbour
xvi. 121.]

*

Schute, s. A push, S.

Schute-Stock, s. The instrument in
masonry and joinery called in E. a bevel.
Aberd.; pron. sheet-stock.

Allied perhaps to Teut. schull-en, propcllere; or

'

8u.-U. **it</.a, prommcre, because one leg of the square
thus denominated is crooked, or as it were shot outfrom the rest.

To SCIIWNE, v. ,i. [To shudder, to be
horrified.]
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This Raynald menyd wes eretly,

For he wes wycht man ana worthy.
And fra men saw this infortown,

Syndry can in thare hartis schwue,

And call it iwil forbysnyug,
That in the fyrst of thare ateryng

That worthy man suld be slaync *wa,

And swa gret rowtis past them fra.

Wyntown, till 40, 68.

"Oppressed with care or grief—sonyied, cared. Fr.

soign-cr. Or it may be ahun* decline the battle. R.
Branne has achonne.** Gl. Wynt.

It teems to be from the same root with E. ***»,

although different in meaning. A.-S. acunian signifies

not only to avoid, but to fear ; timere, rcvereri, Lye.
Thus it is equivalent to S. takfricht.

SCHWYNE, s. pi. Shoes, a strangely dis-

guised form of schone: but perhaps as

meant to express the Abercl. pron. sheen.

"Tna pair of achwyne, & ane pair of new brekis."

Aberd. Reg. A. 1M5, V. 19.

[SCHYFFIS, $. pi. Sheaves of blocks,

Accts. L. H. Treas., i. 358, Dickson.]

[SCHYNAND, part.pr. Shining, Barbour,

ir. 166.]

[Schtntno, 8. Sheen, brightness, ibid., vi.

217.

SCHYNBANDES, pi. Perhaps, armour for

the ancles or legs.

His gloves, his garaesons, glowed as a glede,—
And his schene achjpibandes, that scharp wer to shreds.

Sir Qaxoan ana Sir Gal. 9 ii. 5.

Tent, achccn-platte, ocrea, tinbiale, achetne-ijaer,

ocrea ferrea.

[SCHYR. Sir, Barbour, i. 73. V. Schir.]

SCHYR, 8. 1. A county, like shire, E.

2. A division of land less than a county, some-
times only a parish.

"And likwiss ye pass to the cbymeis of the thrid

put of the landis of Leddyntosh and Rothmays, and
thair pertinence lyand within achyr of Rane and the
cherifdome of Aberdenc," &c. A. 1523, ChartuL
Aberd. Fol. 147.

In a deed of the Bishop of Aberdeen, in the same
Chartulary, this achyr is denominated a parish.

—De duabus partibus terrarum nostrarum de Roth-
mays, parochia de Rain, &c. Fol. 156.

Li a charter granted by David I., to the Abbey of

Dunfermlin, mention is made of achiram de Kircalduitt,

i.e., Kirkcaldy ; achiram de Gellad, and achiram de
Oatemile, which probably had no higher claim to the
designation. Chart. DunfermL Dairymplc's ColL, p.

383.
The original word is A.-S. scir, acyr, a share, a divi-

sion, from acir-an, to shear, to cut, to divide. It is

only arbitrarily applied to a county ; for it properly
denotes an indefinite section. Therefore, although it

denotes what is strictly called a shire, it also signifies

a parish. In this sense, it is sometimes conjoined with
the term preoat, a presbyter or priest; preost-tcyrt,

sacerdotis provincia, parochia. In the same manner,
it is extended to a diocese ; sometimes singly, at other
times combined with the term bisceop. JSisceopscyrt,

•piscopalis provincia, diocrcsis. V. Lye.

[SCHYRE, adv.

V. SCHIRE.]
Brightly, Barbour, iv. 619.

[SCHYKKEFFYS, s. pi. Sheriffs, ibid., i.

190.]

SCISSIONE,*. Schism.
" Alsua at ferme & faste obedienco be kepit til onr

haly fadir the pape Eugene—And at rigorouss processes

be maid agaynis the fauoraris of aciaaionc, & the acayn-
standaris of the said obedience.'* Pari. Ja. II., A.
1449, Acts Ed. 1814, p. 33.

Lat. aciaaio, a cutting.

SCIVER, Skiver, s. A skewer, S.
*' If your fire be very brisk, butter a sheet of white

paper, and, with small wooden aeivcr*, pin it to your
beef." Receipts in Cookery, p. 37.

SCLADYNE, *. A chalcedouy.

—Schurde in a short cloke, that the rayne shedes,
8et over with satire*, sothely to say,

With saffres, and scliulynea, set by the sides.

Sir Oawan and Sir QaL t I 2L

Le., sapphires and chalcedonies. Fr. calcidoinc

To SCLAFF, Sclaffer, v. n. 1. To lift

the feet in a clumsy way, as by rubbing on
the ground, or setting them down as if one's

shoes were loose on one's feet, Fife, Loth.,

to shuffle along, E. Sclatch may be viewed

as synon.

2. Used to express the sound made in setting

down the feet in this manner, ibid.

Belg. #/©/, careless, negligent ; as a «., an old slipper ;

•lof-cn> to draggle with slippers ; Germ. *chlaf, torpor

;

achlaf-en, torpere; laxari. Wachter derives it from
acklapp, laxus, remissus ; or achleiff-tn, to drag, to trail

;

per humum trahere. He also views A.-S. *Ube-acoh 9 a
slipper, as a coguate term ; Germ, achlaefirig, ignavus,

remissus.

Sclaff, *. [1. A slight blow, stroke, or fall

;

as, a sclaff on the lug, a sclaff on the ice, Fife,

Ayrs.

2. The sound made by a stroke or fall ; as,

To play sclaff on the grund, to fall down flat,

Fife, Ayrs.]

Sclaffert, s. 1. A stroke, properly, on
the side of the head, with the palm of the

hand, S. V. Sclaff.

L. B. edaffa, alapa ; eaclaffoy to beat, Du Cange.

2. A disease in the glands under the ear,

the mumps, Loth. ; called the buffets, Ang.

Sclaffs, Sclaffers, Scliffans, s. pi. A
pair of worn-out shoes, sometimes used as

slippers, Fife ; [scliffans, Gall. Encyc]

SCLAFFER, s. A thin slice of any thing;.

[sclaif is also used] Clydes.

SCLAITE, Sclate, Sklait, s. Slate, for

covering houses, S.

"Gif the samin be founde aulde, decayed, and
ruinous, in ruifc, actaitc*, durcs, windowes, fluring,

loftis, &c.,— to decerne that the conjunct fear or life-

renter sail repuirc the saidis landcs, and tenements, in
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ike partes thcirof decayed." Acta Ja. VI., 1594, c.

228.
The word has had this form in O. E. "SclaU or flat

atone. Latericia, Ymbrex." Prompt. Parv.
LB. tdaiOf assula ; which Du Cange views as pro-

bably formed from Fr. tsclat, a splinter of wood ; also

• shingle. E. *latc has been derived from Moes-O.
daUUs, planus, Su.-G. slaet, laevigatus; as having a
plain surface. V. Seren.

To Sclaite, r. a. To cover with slate, S.

The same orthography, however, occurs in O. E.
"All the forepart* of Grenewiche is couered with

blewe eefale.—I selatc a house with stone sclates."

Pebgr., K iii. F. 352, b.

Sclate-band, 8. "A stratum of slate

amongst bands of rock
;
" Gall. EncycL

[Sclate-pen, *. A slate-pencil, Clydes.]

Sclate-Staxe, Sklate-Staxe, a. A small

bit of slate, or stone resembling slate, S.
M Te biggit houses, and ye plantit vineyards, an*

threwaway money as tfe had been sawing sklatt-stants"

Blaekw. Mag., Mar. 1823, p. 313.

It is a vulgar superstition, that the money given by
the devil, or any of his emissaries, as a reward for

service, or as arles on entering into it, although when
received it had every appearance of good coin, would
against next day appear merely as a piece of slate.

To this superstition there is a reference in the follow-

" oheuud on the table a small piece of antique coin.

~-Said his gentle sister, 'Gie the laclie back her bonie

die, and be blithe to be rid on't—it will be a tclalc-

Home the morn, if not something worse. ' " The Pirate,

L 13M.

Sclater, Sclatar, *. A slater, one who
covers roofs with slates, S.
MA bony improvement or ens noo, to see tvleyors

and •claim leavin, whar I mind Jeuks an Vcrls."

Marriage, ii 124.

To*SCLANDER, Sklander, t;. a. To
slander, SJJ.

•• Whosoever tclandera us, as that we affirme or be-

leve sacraments to be naked and bair signes, do injurie

nnto us, and speaks against the manifest trueth."

Scots Confession, Collect, of Confess., ii. 83, 84.

"I tclaumUr one, I hurt his good name with my
jnell raporte." Palsgr. B. iii. 352, b.

Menage, Du Cange, and Roquefort trace F. esdandre
to lat. *candal-um. The Fathers de Trevoux prefer

Lai. dades. Bnt it seems most probable that it has
been an old Prankish term ; as so nearly corresponding
with IsL hlaundur, injuria, damnum, Olav. Rex. Run.;
Honcfr-a, damno afficcre; Haldorson. G. Andr. defines

khmdr, Oandestinum quid : Factio clandestina ac
penculosa. The servile letter « has been prefixed, as
m innumerable instances.

Sclander, Sklandyr, *. Slander, S.B.
So lsnff woned thai this londe in,

Or thai herde out of Saynt Austin,
Amang the Bretons with my kelle wo,
In sclaundire, in threte# k in thro.

R. Brunne, ProL xe'viii.

"He is blessed that schal not be sclaundred in me.'*

Wklif, Matt. xi.

Ob kneis scho felle, and cryit, For Marye scheyne,

Let tUamdgr be and flerayt out of your thocht.

Wallace, ii. 337, MS.

Fr. eselaundrt ; Su.-G. hlandtrr from kland, infamy.

Sclanderar, $. 1. A slanderer, S.

2. One who gives offence, or brings reproach
on others, by his conduct.

*'Ar thay nott oppin sclandtrari* of the congre-
gatioun (for the maist part) quhilkis suldo bo myr-
rouria of gude lyfe?" Kennedy Qf Crossraguell, Com-
pend. Tractiue, p. 79.

To SCLASP, v. a. To clasp, Ettr. For.,

Teviot.

Sclasp, *. A clasp, or the act of clasping,

ibid.

On the Border, the sibilation is frequently prefixed ;

as in tpoach for poach, &c.

To SCLATCH, v. a. and n. 1. To huddle up
any piece of work, to do it clumsily and in-

sufficiently ; often applied to a house that
is ill built, S. V. Clatch, v. 2.

2. To bedaub, Ettr. For. ; Splairge, synon.

3. To walk heavily and awkwardly, S.

Sclatch, s. A big lubberly fellow, S.

SCLATCH, s. A stroke with the palm of

the hand, Ang. V. Clash, v.

[SCLATE, s. 1. A slate. V. Sclaite.

2. A piece of wood nailed to that part of the

oar which travels over the routh, to prevent
the oar from feathering, Shetl.]

Sclater, *. Wood-louse, Oniscus asellus,

Linn., S.

Supposed to derive this name from being commonly
found under the slates, S. tclates, of old houses.

Sclater's Eggs. "Little white eggs like

beads, found amongst red land/
9

Gall.

Encycl.

[Sclaty-scrae, 8. A person of very con-

temptible appearance or character ; one fit

to be likened to a sclater, a slimy worm
found under slates or ebb-stones, Shetl.]

[SCLAUNDER, Sclaundre, 8. and r.

Slander. V. Sclander.]

To SCLAURIE, v. a.. 1. To bedaub, to

splash with mud, Fife.

2. It denotes the soiling of one's clothes in

whatever way, ibid.

3. To calumniate, to vilify one's character,

ibid.

4. To scold ; as, "to sclaurie one like a randy
beggar," ibid.

It must be viewed as radically the same with Slairt,
and also with Slero, v.; the principal difference aris-

ing from the insertion of the ambulatory letter K.
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To Sglaurie, v. n. To pour forth abusive

language, to call names, Fife.

—Poor skllntin Geordie,

Wha aclauried an* grain'd,

Fell clout on his doup,
A* mittled an' brain'd. MS Poem.

Evidently the same with Slairy, to bedaub, used in

a metaph. aenae.

SCLAVE, *. A slave.

Eik my fader of his assent

Taelf chosin matrouns sal you gif al fre.

To be your sclauis in captiuite.

Doug. Virgil, 285, 12.

Fr. esclave, Hisp. taclavo, L. B. selav-ua. Vosiua

derives it from Germ, slaef, and this M from the Slavi

or Sdavtmians, a great number of whom the Germans
having taken captires, made slaves of them ;

' Rudd.

SerenTus deduces Su.-G. slaf, id. from slaep-a, trahere,

dnrins laborare. V. Sklaif.

[SCLEFFIS, Sclevis, s. pi. Sleeves, Accts.

L. ft Treas., i. 22, 144, Dickson.]

SCLEITIN - FITTIT, adj. Having plain

soles, splay-footed, Caithn. ; probably the

same originally with Scltjte, v.

SOLENDER, adj. Slender, S. B.

•• Yit ar we not aa sclender of jugemcnt, that incon-

sidderatly we waldptomeis that, quhilk efter we micht

repent" Knox's Hist., p. 176.

SCLENDERS, SCLENTERS, 8. pi. 1. The
loose thin stones which lie on the face of a

scar, Lanarks. Sclithers, S. A. ; also,«cfc/i-

Urs.

2. Used to denote the faces of hills covered

with small stones, Tweed. Hence,

Sclenderie, adj. A term applied to a place

covered with sclenders ; as, a sclenderie

place, a sclenderie brae
}
Tweed.

••The sun's reflection from the scarry braes, er

scienter*, as they are called, gives a warmth to the

tillage, which the season alone would not produce."

Armstrong's Parish of Mannor, Notes to Pennecuick,

p. 200.

In the northern dialects, if we except the Germ.,

ski or sckl scarcely ever occur ; whereas * is often pre-

fixed in an arbitrary way. Hence I have been inclined

to think that Sclenders, or Scienter*, micht be allied to

8h.-G. His*, acopulus; especially as klint alternates

with Ulett, which might seem to be the origin of the

provincial synonyme Sclithcra, id.

To SCLENT, Sklent, Sklint, v. n. 1. To
slope, to decline, S. slant, E.

High on the alien(in skew, or thatched eave.

The sparrow, nibbling ravager o' garden pride,

8eeks out a dwelling-place.—
Davidson'* Seasons, p. 43.

2. To move obliquely.—Ferefull wox alsua

Of drawin swerdis sclentyng to and fra

The bricht mettell, and vthir armour sere.

Doug. Virgil, 226, 6.

3. To look obliquely, to look askance, Ayrs.

I ne'er my neighbour's fauts am scannin'

;

An neither let ae ee nor ither

Sklent, wi' unkiuduess, on a brither.

Pieken's Poems, i. 66.

4. To hit or strike obliquely, S.

Thus sayd he, and fra his hand the ilk tyde

The casting dart fast birrand lattis riyde,

That tosndsclcntis on Eneas scheild.

Doug. Virgil, 847, 40.

"Bot the stoutnes of the Marques le Beuf (d[AlbuJ,

they call him) is most to be comendit \ for in his chal-

mer, within the Abbey, he started to ane halbart, and

ten men were scarce able to hald him. Bot as hap was,

the inner-yet of the Abbay keipit him that nycht

;

and the danger was between the croce and the Salt

Trone ; and so he was a larce quarter of a myle from

the schott and sklenting of boltes." Knoxs Hut.,

p. 305.

5. To speak aside from the truth, to fib, S.A.,

Fife.

"That doctor was the gabbiest body ever I met wi';

he spake for them a', and I whiles feared that he

sclented a wee." Brownie of Bodsbeck, i. 49, 60.

Poor sklintin* Geordie,

Wha aclauried an* grain'd,

Fell clowt on his dowp,
A' mittled an' brain'd. . MS Poem.

6. To err doctrinally, to go aside from the

truth.

"In this poynt ve in special ministeris of Scotland

sayis that our maister Caliiin hes sklentit, q^uha crantis

it [Ordour] to be ane treu sacrament." Nicol Burae,

F. 153, a.

7. Used metaph., to denote immoral conduct

in general.

Quhat kimmer casts the formest stane, lets se,

At thae poor nueans, ye wrangfully suspeck,

For sklenting bouts. .

Semple, Evergreen, l 76.

Sw. slant, id. slint-a, lapsare, Seren.; most probably

from alind, latus, q. what hits the side of any object,

C.B., Ac.

To Sclent, Sklent, Sklint, t\ a. 1. To
give a slanting direction, S.

—Cynthia pale owre hill an* glen

Sklents her pale rays.

A. Scott's Poems, 1811, p. 118.

2. To dart askance, in relation to the eyes, S»

To hear the love-lorn swain complain,

Lone, on " The Braes of Balandine,"

It e'en might melt the dortiest she

That ever sklinted scomfu* e'e.

TannahUrs Poesis, p. 93.

3. To pass obliquely, Galloway.

Fu' fast the side o* Screel I sklented—
Davidson's Seasons, p. 179.

4. To cut so as to produce a slanting side

;

as, "To sklent a stane, a buird," &c*,

Clydes.

Sclent, Sklent, *. 1. Obliquity, S.

2. Acclivity, ascent, S.

With easy silent, on ev'ry hand the braes,

To right well up, wi* scatter'd busses raise

Ross's Uclcnvn, p. 22.
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C.B. ysgleui, a slide, ysglent-iaw, to slide. It is

strange that Dr. Johns, could 6nd no other origin for

the L. synonymc, slant, than that of Skinner,—Belg.
sJanghe, a serpent.

3. A glance. South of S.

"I gae a sUeni wf my ee to Daniel Roy Macpherson,
an* he was—fa'n into a kink o' laughing. ' Brownie of
Bodsbeck, ii. 24.

A Sklent, adv. Obliquely, aslant.

Thy tyrd compaBfons, a sklent,

Are monstrous like the male that made them.
Potw. and Montpw. Watson's Coll., til 7.

Sclentine-Ways, adv. Obliquely, zigzag,

S.B.
ScUntimt mrjp his course he aften steer'd.

Morison's Poems, p. 183.

[SCLEW, preL Slew, Accts. L. II. Trcas.,

i. J31, Dickson.]

To SCLICE, v. a. To slice. V. Sklice.

To SCLIDDER, Scutiier, v. n. To slide

to the right or left, when one intends going
straight forward; particularly applicable

to walking on ice, Teviotdaie.

A.-S. sfider-ian, dilabi, Teut. slidder-en, prolabi

;

more nearly resembling Germ, schlitter-n, in lubrico

decurrere.

Sclitherie, adj. Slippery, ibid.

Sclithers, b. pL Loose stones lying in

great quantities on the side of a rock or

Kill, Loth.
Bat fir'd wf hope, he onward dashes,

Thro* heather, selitkers, bogs, an' rashes.

JUv. J. JVicoCs Poems, fi. 103.

These stones, heme loose, slide downwards, the term
being always applied to stones lying on a declivity.

V. the etymon ot Sclidder, v.

SCLIFFANS, *. pi. « Useless thin shoes ;"

Gall. Enc. ScloiU synon.

Allied perhaps to Germ, schlipf-cn, to glide. The
- term, indeed, seems to have a common origin with E.
•tipper. V. Sclaff, r.

SCLIMPET, s. A small thin piece of any
thing, as of a rock, Ayrs.

This seems equivalent to lamina.

Perhaps q. s'bm part; as pet is used for part in

Forpet, i.e. 9 the fourth part. Germ, schlimm, naughty,

scurvy.

SCLINDER, Sclendir, adj. Slender.

" Brevelie considering the first part of thair titill to

this thair supreme auctori tic, I fand it nocht only
sclinder and ficht, bot planelie inglorius, and a thing

to deprive thaim of all auctoritie without delay, git

thai had bald ony afore." N. Winyet's Fourscoir

Thre Questionis, Keith's Hist., App. p. 219.

Sclendir is still used in somo parts of S.

To SCLITIIER, r.n. To slide. V.Sclid-
DER.

SCLOITS, $. pi. u Useless thin shoes ;**

Gall. Enc. (Sclifans synon.) This seems

nearly allica to SJclutc, s.

To SCLOY, r. n. To slide. V. Skloy.

SCLUCHTEN (gutt.), *. A flat-lying

ridge; sometimes Cleuchten, Ayrs., Ren-
frews.; probably from Cleuch, with * pre-

fixed.

To SCLUTE, v. n. To walk with the toes

much turned out, Roxb.

This is merely a more limited sense of the v. as
given in the form of SKLtfrE.

SCLUTT, 9. The name given to a species

of till or schistus, Lanarks.

"Sclutt, soft and coarse till" Ure's Hist. Ruthcr-
gjlen, p. 293.

SCLYS, s. A slice, a splinter, S.B.

And a sclvs of the schaft, that brak,
In-til bis hand a wouode can mak.

Wyntown, viii. 85. 43.

Germ, schhiss-en, rumpcre.

SCOB, 8. 1. A splint, a thin piece of wood
used for securing a bone newly set, after it

has been broken, S.

2. The ribs of a basket are also called scobs,

Ang.

3. A limber rod (of hazel) used for fixing the
thatch on houses, Clydcs., Ayrs.

SCOWB AND SCRAW. V. SCRAW.

To Scob, v. a. and n. 1. To take long stitches

in sewing, to sew in a clumsy manner, S.

Scotch, id. Ettr. For. Qu. to resemble a thatcher
in placing his scobs at a distance from each other ?

2. To scob a step, to fix cross rods in a hive,

that the bees may build their combs on
them, S.

3. To gag, by keeping the mouth open by
means of cross pieces of wood.
—" 30 Septr 1652. Two Englishmen were punished

at Edinr for drinking the king's health. One of them
had his mouth scobit, and his tongue being drawn out
the full length, was bund togidder bctuix twa stickes
hard togidder with ane skeinyio threid, the space of
half ane hour or thereby.'* Nicol's Diary, MS.

Allied perhaps to Teut. schobbe, squama ; because
splints resemble scaks in thinness.

Scobewe, Scobrie, *. The act of sewing
coarsely and carelessly, or with long stitches,

Loth.

SGOB, '*.

Clydes.

An instrument for scooping,

SCOB-SEIBOW, 8. 1. Those onions are

thus denominated, which, having been sown
late, are allowed to remain in the ground
during winter, and arc used in spring, S.
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2. This name is also given to the young shoots

from onions, of the second year's growth, S.

Allium cepa, Linn.

I know not the reason of the name. They are also

called cob-aeibows. V. Skibow.

To SCODGE, v. n. "To pilfer;" Gall. Enc.

Scodging is expl. •' looking sly," ibid.

ScODOlE, *.
uA suspicious person

;

" ibid.,

i.e., one who is suspected of a design to

pilfer.

Isl. shot, latibulum; or skoda, aspicere ; whence
skodan, inspectio.

SCOG, *. That part of fishing tackle to

which the hook is fastened, Shetl. ; synori.

Link, or I.enk, Clydes.

This being made of hair, the term seems to be the
same with Su.-G. skaegg, A.-S. seeaega, pilus, coma

;

Lappon, skavgia, skautja, the beard, which has pro-

bably been the primary sense, from Su.-G. skygg-a, to

shade, to cover, as with leaves ; as the face is thus
shaded or covered by the beard.

To SCOG, v. a. To shelter, to secrete.

Scogoit, part. pa. Sheltered, Ayrs.

"Ill be scoggit wi' my ain hamely manner." Sir

A. Wylie, ii. 21. V. Skug.

SCOGGY, Scokky, adj. "Shady, full of

shades
;
" Gl. Sibb. V. Skuggy.

SCOGIE, *. A kitchen drudge, S.

Scogie-Lass, *. A female servant who per-

forms the dirtiest work, S.

The ScogieJass does rin wi* haste,

And bring the kale.

Tkt Barest nig, St. 91.

V. SKODGE, SkODCIS, *.

[SCOIL, 8. A squeal, Aberd.]

[SCOITTULD, s. The furthest aft tilfer,

Shetl.]

[SCOL, Scold, Scoll, *. A small round

wooden dish, similar to the highland quaich,

a drinking vessel, Shetl. Isl. skdl, Dan.
skaal, a dish.]

To Scol, Scold, Scoll, v. n. To drink

healths, to drink as a toast ; [part. pr.

scolding, used also as a *.]

«• Healthing and scolding is the occasioun of much
drunkenness/' Acts Cha. II., Ed. 1814, i. 368. V.
Health, v. n.
—"Men of strengtli to mingle strong drinke, and to

scoll as wee say : How call ye such scolls ? Scols of

health. What folio is this, that a man should losse

his health by drinking the scolls of health?" Z. Boyd,
Balme of Gilead, p. 81. V. Skcl, Skull, Skol, *.

Scolder, *. A drinker of healths.

•'Ordains the said act to be extended and executed

against scolders, filthy speakers, and makers or singers

of bawdie songs." Acts. Cha. II., ut sup.

VOL. IV.

*SCOLD, Scald, *. The act of scolding; A
terrible scald, a severe drubbing with the

tongue, S. ; most commonly in vulgar lan-

guage, scald.

Aa there U no term in E. that precisely conveys this

idea, Dr. Johns, has mistaken the origin of the v. It

it not, as he says, Bclg. scholden, but sthelden, id. This

is nearly allied to Su.-G. skaeU-a, conviciari, whence
skaelisord. Germ. schcUwort, convicium, a,, a scold-word,

The root is undoubtedly the r., which signifies to emit

a sharp sound ; Alem. scell-a, sonare ; irscal, insonuit,

also increpuit ; Gl. Lips. In Isl. the devil is called

8koUi, primarily signifying irrisor.

SCOLDER, s. A name given to the Oyster-

catcher, Orkn.
"TheSeaPie(Hoematopusostralegus, Linn. Syst)—

in some places here gets the name of the Seoltler."

Barry's Orkney, p. 306.

Perhaps from the loud and shrill noise it makes when
any one approaches its young. M V. Pennant's ZooL,

p. 483.

SCOLE, s. A school ; pi. scoleis.

—"And to support the nurishing & vpbringing of

hir heines cousingis and cousingnessis ;—and in bald-

ing of thame at the scoieis during thair minor!tie," Ac.

Acts Mary, 1567, Ed. 1814, p. 652; i.e., "in carry-

ing on their education."

Lat. schola, Fr. escole, id.

To SCOLL. To drink healths. V. Scol,

Skul.

SCOLLEDGE, *. The act of carrying one

in a scull or cock-boat.

"Minervale, scolledgc. Naulum, the fraught."

Wedderb. Vocab., p. 20.

Scolledgc must have been a term of common use in

S. But I have not met with this, or with the Lat
word which is rendered by it, any where else.

To SCOMER, Skomer, r. w. To sponge,

cater.

Bettir thou gains to leid a dog to slower,

Pynd pyck-purse pelour, than with thy master pingle.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 53.

This seems to mean, "to cater for thee,
w

or, "smell

where there is provision." Belg. schuymer, a smell-

feast, gaan schuymen, to sponge, to be a smell-feast, to

live upon the catch ; and this from schuym, the scum
of the pot.

To SCOMFIS, Sconfice, v. a. 1. To suffo-

cate, to stifle. It denotes the overpowering

or suffocating effect of great heat, of smoke,

or of stench, S.

-Her stinking breath

Was just enough to sconjice one to death.

Ross's Utlenore, p. So".

2. Used as a v. w. To he stifled, S.

Now very sair the sun Iwgan to heat.

And she is like to iconjice with the heat
Ibid., p. 27.

" Scumfi&h'd, smothered, suffocated ; North." Gl.

Grose.
" My cousin, Mrs. Glass, has a braw house here,

but a' thing is sac poisoned wi' snuff, that I am like to

be scomfished whiles." Heart M. Loth., iv. 28.

It may perhaps lie radically allied to Isl. ka/na,

Su.-G. kufw-a, qwafw~a, to suffocate, Isl. kof, suffoca-

T
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tion ; s being prefixed, which is very common in the

Goth. languages, and m inserted.

But, perhaps, it is merely an oblique sense of the

ancient word signifying to discomjtt, (V. Scumjit).

Ital. sconfigg-ere, id.

Scomfis, Scomfice, s. A state approaching

to that of suffocation, caused by a noxious

smell or otherwise, S.

SCON, Scone, s. 1. A cake. V. Skon.

[2. PL scons, dried cow-dung used as fuel,

ShetL]

Scon, Scone-Cap, s. The old broad bonnet

of the Lowlands, Dunifr., Ayrs.

"From the shepherd's shealing of turf and broom
to the pillared palace of marble and pure gold—from
the scone cap, to the jewelled bonnet—hare I ever
teen song cherished and esteemed." Blackw. Mag.
Dec. 1820, p. 322.

Thus designed as in its breadth and flatness re-

sembling a barley scone. V. Skon.

To Scon, v. a. and n. 1. To make flat stones,

&c, skip along the surface of the water,

Clydes.

2. To skip in the manner described above;

applied to flat bodies, ibid.

Id. skund-a, skynd-a, festinare.

To SCONCE, v. a. 1. To extort; or, to excite

another, by undue means, to spend, Aug.

2. To sconce a woman, to jilt her, to slight

her, Stirlings. Blink* Glini, synon.

To SCONE, v. a. To beat with the open

hand, to correct, S. shelp, stult, synon.

It still signifies, to beat on the backside, Aberd.

Scone, *. A stroke of this description, ibid.;

expl. u a blow with the open hand on the

breech,* Mearns.

"To scone, to beat a child's buttocks with the

palm of the hand ; " Rudd. ; vo. Scounys.

hi. skeyn-a, skoyn-a, Su.-G. sken-a, leviter vul-

nerare. Some derive this from skan, cutis ; others

from ska, accidere; GL Kristn. and Landnamahok.
Ihre refers to A.-S. scaen-an, frangere. He also ob-

serves, that Su.-G. skena denotes a wound caused by
striking, as distinguished from saar, which signifies

one produced by a sharp weapon.

SCOOF, Scufe, s. A sort of battledoor

made of wood, used for striking the ball at

Tennis, in order to save the palm of the

hand from the severity of the stroke,

Teviotdale.

Belg. schop, schup, a scoop, spade, or shovel ; de-

nominated from the resemblance as to form. The Dan.
word denoting a scoop or shovel, seems exactly retained.

This is skvfe.

SCOOL, *. Swelling in the roof of a horse's

mouth, usually burnt out with a hot iron,

Gal).

"Scoot, a disorder of horses ;'* Gall. Enc V. Skulk.

SCOOPIE* 8. A straw-bonnet, Ettr. For.

Tcut. schobbe, is expl. Operculum, tegumentum

;

snd Isl. skupla, a loose sort of covering for the head,
calyptra, rendered in Dan. "a loose, upstanding
woman's head-toy,** Haldorson ; skuppl-a, calyptram
ordinare. Because, however, of its projecting form,
our term may be a dimin. from E. scoop.

[To SCOOR, v. a. and n. To cleanse, wash,

physic ; to scoop or wear away ; to move
rapidly. V. Skour.]

[Scoor, *. 1. A cleansing, physicing, West
of S. Banffs.

2. That which cleanses or physics, ibid.

3. A race or run of water, Clydes.

4. A quick walk, a race, ibid., Banffs.]

[To SCOOT, v. n. To go about in a lazy,

idle manner, to wander about, West of S.,

Banffs.]

Scoot, Scout, [pron. scoot], s. A term
of the greatest contumely, applied to a
woman ; as equivalent to trull, or camp-
trull ; Moray, Ayrs.
" 'Base scoot f* exclaimed Andrew,—'what puts such

a thought into your head !'" Sir A. Wylie, li. 159.

A Celt or Highlander can hardly receive greater dis-

grace than to be thus denominated. This, it is sup-
posed, originates from the traditionary prejudice, trans-
mitted from time immemorial, against this name, as
first given to a foreign race who had intruded them-
selves among the ancient Gaels. Scuite, in Gael., sig-

nifies a wanderer ; and, though this name has been im-
posed both on the Irish and North-British Celts, it is

contemptuously rejected by both.

[Scootie, adj. Low, mean, beggar-like,

Clydes.]

[To SCOOT, v. a. and n. To eject, jerk, or
squirt ; also, to flow or gush out with force,

Clydes.]

[Scoot, s. 1. A gush or flow of water; also,

the pipe or openiug from which it flows

;

thus, the flow of rain-water collected from
the roof of a house is called a scoot, and so

is the pipe out of which it flows, Clydes.

2. A syringe ; called also a scoot-gun, and a
scooter, ibid., Gall.; skyter, Aberd.]

3. A braggadocio, one who delights in being
the hero of his own story, Berwicks.; as, a
windy scoot.

This may be from Su.-G. skint a, to shoot, Dan.
skytte, a shooter, q. one who over-shoots.

SCOOT, *. "A wooden drinking cattp

[cup], sometimes scoop, being wood scooped

out -, Gall. Encycl.

Su.-G. skudd-a, effundere. V. Scud, v., to quaff.

Scootifu', *. " The full of a scoot," ibid.
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Scootikix, 8. A dram of whisky, ibid.

SCOOT-GUN, $. "A syringe;" Gall.

Encycl. [V. under Scoot, v.]

SCOPIN, $. [A quart vessel.]

Thai twa, out of ane scopin stown,
Thai drank thre quartis Roup and soup.

Dunbar, Madlaml Poems, p. 114.

This phrase might, at 6rat view, seem to signify, as
Mr. Pinkcrton conjectures, a chopin stoop, or vessel

containing two English pints. But it is probable that
the term means drinking, from the v. Scoup, q v.

SCORCIIEAT, s. Supposed to denote

sweet-meats. Fr. escorch-er, to pill, to

blanch ?

This term frequently occurs in the Records of
Aberdeen in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, as

in the following passage :

"The magistrates gave the king a propinc of twa
casks of wine, three buists [boxes] of scorshcati*" &c.
"Thre dossan of pundis of scorcheatis." Ibid., A.

1635, V. 15.

To SCORE, v. a. To mark with a line, E.

To Score a Witch. To draw a line by
means of a sharp instrument, aboon the

breath of a woman suspected of sorcery,

was supposed by the vulgar to be the only

antidote against her fatal power, and also

the only means of deliverance from it, S.

A witty wife did than advise
Rob back to gang to maukin wife,

An' score her over, ance or twice,

Aboon the breath.

Taylor's S. Poems, p. 93.

" The only cure for witchcraft is to score the witch
over above the. breath," N. ibid.
" It is scarcely thirty years since one of the mil-

iars was tried for his life, for scoring a woman whom
he supposed to be a witch. He had long suspected
her as the cause of all the misfortunes attending him

;

and, enticing her into the kiln one sabbath evening, he
seized her forcibly, and cut the shape of ti e cross on
her forehead. This they call scoring aboon the breath,

which overthrows their power of doing them any fur-

ther mischief." Hogg's Mountain Bard, N., p. 34.

SCORE, 8. A deep, narrow, ragged indenta-

tion on the side of a hill, South of S.

Isl. skor, fissura, rima, expl. by Dan. revne, a cleft,

a crevice, a gap.

SCOREY, s. The Brown and White Gull,

Orkn.
"The Brown and White Gull (Lams naevius, Linn.

Syst.), which the people here call the Scorey, is much
more rarely met with than most others." Barry's

Orkney, p. 303.

Others view this as the Herring-gull, Lams fusens,

Linn.
The Skua Gull is called Skua lioirei, Clus. Exot, p.

368, ap. Penn. V. Scaurie.

SKORL1NG, *. The skin of a shorn sheep.

" Our soueranc lord —apprevis and—confirmis the
tua giftis—grantit to the—commwnitie of Hadding-
toun ; the ane—makand thame and thair succcssouns
saulf, frie and quite fra all payment of custumc of salt

and skynnis vnderwrittin, callit in the vulgar touog,

Scortingi*, scaldingis, futefaillis, lentrenvaro, lamb-
skynnis, todskynnis, calfskyunis, cwuing skynnis,
otterskynnis, and fwmartskynuis." Acts Ja, VL V

1592, Ed. 1814, p. 580.

This is undoubtedly the same with Sciioirlixg, q.v.

To SCORN, v. a. To rally or jeer a
{oung woman about her lover; to rally

er, by pretending that such a one is in

suit of her. Hence, scorning, this sort of

rallying, S.

At bughts in the morning nae Myth lad* are scorning,
The lasses are lonely, dowie, and wae.

Flowers of the Forest, Ritoons 8. Songs, L 3.

This seems merely an oblique sense of the E. v., from
Teut. schern-en, ludere, illudcrc ; which Lye derives
from A.-S. scearn, fimus. But, according to Cotgr.,
Fr. e.ieorn-er signifies, to deprive of horns ; hence, to
disgrace.

Scokx, *. 77<e Scorn, a slight in love, or

rejection after haviug made a proposal of

marriage, S.

I was a young farmer, in Scotland born,
And free a young lassie had gotten the scorn.

Which caused me to leave my own countreye,

And list me into the militarye.
Jacobite Belies, ti. 464.

[Scornsum, adj. 1. Scornful, given to

scorning as above, Shetl.

2. Troublesome, bothersome ; as, scornsum

ganging, slippery walking, as on ice, ibid.]

To SCORP, Scrop, Skarp, Skrap, Skrip,

Scrip, r. n. To mock, to deride, to gibe.

Scho skornit Jok, and skrippit at him ;

And murgeonit him with mokkis.
C'Ar. Kirk, at 4. Chron. S. P., ii. 360.

Skrippit, Edit. Maitjand Poems, p. 444.

Skrapit, Edit. Callander, p. 112.

The ja him skrippit with a skryke,

And skornit him as it was lyk.

Dunbar, llannatyne Poems, p. 22.

"Thair was presentit to the Quein Regent, by
Robert Ormistoun, a calfe having two hcidis, whairat

sche scorjipit, and said, ' It was bot a comoun thing.*"

Knox's Hist., p. 93. In Lond. Edit. 1G44, it is ludi-

crously converted into skipped.

"The Cardinall skrippit, and said, It is bot the

Ysland Bote ; they ar come to mak us a schow, and to

put us in feir." Ibid., p. 41.

Scrape is still used in Fife, and perhaps elsewhere,

as a v. denoting the expression of scorn or disdain.

I know not if the term be allied to Isl. skrijpe,

obscaenum quid ac tetrum ; or Su.-G. #krapi>-at jactare

se, which is derived from skraf-a, nugari, skraf, nugae,

Isl. ord skraepi, a perverse and prattling woman.
Kilian, however, mentions schrobb-en as synon. with

schobb-en, convitiari, cavillari, a secondary sense of the

v., as signifying to scrape or scrub. V. Scribat.

[SCOSCIE, n. A starfish, Banff.]

• SCOT and LOT. For the probable origin

of the phrase, V. To Scat.

To Scot, v. »i. To pay taxes. This is not

used as a v. in E.

"To scot, lot, wache, wald & ward ;" Aberd. Reg.,

Cent. 16.
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L. B. scott-art, dicuntur tenentcs depraediis et agris,

qui Scoti pensitationi sunt obnoxii. l)u Cange. The
term occurs in a Chart, of Hen. II. of Engl. Monast.
AftgL I. 666. Su.-G. skatt-a, tributum pendere ; also

tributum exigere.

Scottino and Lotting. Payment of duties.
MTha;r scottiny <C* lotting, with the faring of his

gudis forth of Aberdeen to Leyth." Aberd. Reg., A.
1645.

SCOTCH, s. An ant or emmet, Roxb.

SCOTCH-GALE, s. A species of myrtle,

S. Myrica gale, Linn.

"Near to the King's Well, in the same barony, is to
be found what is called the Scotch-gale, a species of the
nyrtle." P. Fenwick, Ayre. Statist. Ace, xiv. 60.

"Myrica gale. Gale, Goule, Sweet Willow, or Dutch
Myrtle. Anglis. Gaul, Scotis." Lightfoot, p. 613.

This is said to be "a valuable vermifuge." Statist.

Ace, zvi. 110.

A. -8. gagd, "pseudo-myrtus, eleagnus: quod Belgis

kodieque gaghel. Gawle, sweet willow, or Dutch
urtle-tree

;

" Somner.

SCOTCH MARK. A characteristic name,
to distinguish one individual from another,

borrowed from a defect or imperfection,

whether natural or moral, S.

It is generally remarked of the Scots, that they
have a knack of describing persons from their in-

firmities or failings. This, it must be acknowledged,
Is not an amiable trait of national character ; yet it

cannot justly be denied that it is very common among
ma. In this sense it is often said, "I'll give you a
Scotch mark of him." Thus, a person is designed
"cripple Jock, "hilchingTara," "gleyit Andro,* (V\

Olsttt.) The characteristic is frequently taken from
sosoe mental imbecility ; as, " havering Rab, "gawky
Kate," Ac. Some moral imperfection, or predominant
vice, is often resorted to as the distinguishing deno-
mination ; as, "drunken Will," "cursing Jamie,"
"tarry-fingerU Meg." With still less feeling, it is

by no means unusual to particularise an individual

from some family stain, or some moral flaw that

attaches solely to the parent ; as, " That's he whase
father was hangit," or " whase mother was o'er throng
wi' * such a one.

SCOTCH MIST.. A phrase proverbially

used to denote a small but wetting rain, S.
"A Scotch mist will wet an Englishman to the skin ;"

& Frov., Kelly, p. 18.

This, though used as a S. Prov., is meant to express
the taunt of an Englishman in regard to the moist cli-

mate of the north ; as if we accounted that a mint only,

which beyond the Tweed would be deemed sufficient to

give a thorough drenching.

SCOTS axd ENGLISH. A common game
of children, S. ; in Perthshire formerly, if

not still, called King9
8 Covenanter.

"Then was the play of the Scots and English begun,
a favourite one on the school green to this day." Perils

of Man, i. 3.

[SCOTS-ROOM. Room to throw the arms

;

a term used in fighting, Bauffs.]

[SCOTS-WILLIE, *. A "peerie" codlin,

Shetl.]

[SCOTTE-WATRE, *. V. Scottis-Se.]

SCOTTIS BED. Ane Scottis bed, a phrase
which occurs in Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16, to

which it is not easy to affix any determinate
meaning.

Some may be apt to inquire, if, in so early a period,
this could mean any thing but a bed of heather ?

SCOTTISWATH. The frith of Solway.
••These watry sands of Solway were termed Scottis-

wath, or the Scottish ford, after Cumberland had been
yielded to Scotland; and were also very properly
termed Mureford, or miry ford." Pink. Enq., i. 207.
There can bo no reasonable doubt that vmtfi is the

same with Su.-G. wad, Isl. vtid, Lat. vttd-um, Ital.

gnad-o, (whence Fr. gu6), all signifying a ford ; from
Su.-G. tea/f-a, Isl. rad-<t, Dan. wad-er, A.-S. wad-an,

Lat. vad-ere, transire vaduni. Snorro uses vad in
this sense, Deir foero yfir a nockra, thar sem hcitir

Skiotans-vad cdr Vapna-vad, Heimskringla, En-
glinga-Sag., c. 21. Macphcrson seems justly to sup-
pose that this must refer to a different place from
Solway. Geogr. Ulustr. V. Scotte-wattre.

SCOTTIS-WATTRE, Scottis-se, Scotte-
watre. Names for the Frith of Forth.
"Ula aqua optima—Scottice vocata est Forth,

Britannice Werid, Romanc (lingua vulgari) vero Scotte-
wattre, i.e., aqua Scottorum, quae regna Scottorum et
Anglorum dividit, et currit juxta oppidum de Strive-
lin.

T
' Dc Situ Albaniae, ap. Johnst. Antiq. Celto-

Norman, p. 136.

"Goodall—[Introd. ad Fordun]—has shewn that
Usher, Carte, Innes, and others, have fallen into gross
errors, by mistaking Scottisxcath for Scottincatre. The
former, as Fordun undesignedly tells us in two places,
is Solway frith; the latter is perfectly known to-be the
frith of Forth. Indeed, wathe, or wade, implies a
ford ; while watre means a small sea, or limb of the
sea." Pinkerton's Enquiry, ii. 207.

Towart Anguss syne gan lie far,

And thouclit sone to mak nil fre

That wes ou the north half the Scottis Sc.

Barbour, ix. 309, MS.
Than all thnrue gaddryd lie,

That on sowth halfe the Scottis Se
He mycht parches of armyd men.

Wyntown, viii. 31. 6.

••The haill thro Estatis hes ordanit, that the Jus-
ticis on the scuth syde of the Scottis see set thair

Justice airis, and hald thame twyis in the yeir, and
alswa on the north syde of the Scottis sec, as auld vso
and custume is." Acts Ja. II., 1440, c. 5. Ed. 15G6.

This phrase, I suppose, must have been used by
A.-S. writers. For what is rendered in the A.-S.
translation of Orosius, Scottis me, is expl. by Lye,
Scotticum mare sive freturn. Lye, most probably
6nding the Frith of Forth thus designed by A.-S.
writers, understood this as meant ; or perhaps Alfred,

the A.-S. translator, had the same idea, from the use
of the expression in his time. It does not appear,
however, that this was the meaning of Orosius ; for,

in the original, he calls it, Mare Scythicum, probably
referring to what is now called the German Ocean,
and describes it as, a septcntrionc, so that it would
seem that it is the same sea which he mentions fre-

quently after, under the name of Oceanus septen-
trionalis.

The Frith of Forth is called tlte Scottish Sea, Acts
Male. II. c 8. The country "on the north side

of the Scottcs sea," is distinguished from that "be-
yond the Scottes sea, as in Lowthian, and these partes
betwix the water of Forth and Tine." As Mr. Pink-
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erton observes, thai pari of Scotland south of Clyde
and Forth was not accounted to be in Scotland proper,

till a late period, but only belonging to it.

The reason of Forth having been called the Scottish

tea, seems to be, thai the Angli of Northumberland
held all the south east part of Scotland, from the Forth
to the Tweed, for about a century before the year 685.

Fran this date it belonged to the Picts ; and even
after the union of the Scottish and Pictish kingdoms,
the old distinction remained. V. Pinkerton's Enquiry,
ii. 90S, ke.

Boeee gives a later origin to this designation ; for,

according to him, it had its rise from the conquest of

the sonthem parts of Scotland, by the Saxons, about
the year 859, after the death of Kenneth MacA Ipine.

He gives the following as one of the articles ox the

humiliating peace granted to the Scots. " The wattcr
of Forth sail be marche betwix Scottis & Inglis men in

the cist partis,' k ii sail be namyt ay fra thyne furth,

the SeoUis see." Bellend. Cron., B. x., c. 13.

This designation is used by John Hardyng.

On the ssorowe, Sir Robert Erie Uinfreuile

Of Angsou then the regent wan by north
The Scottis sea ; end Aymer Walence the while
Erie of Pembroke, by south the water of Forth
Wsrdeyn was of Scotland forsoth,

That day (aught with Kyng Robert Bruys,
Besyde Jhonstoune, where he fled without rescowes.

Chron., Fol. 168, b.

Amgeom is here, by mistake of the transcriber or
printer, put for Angos, of which Umfreuile is called

erle, FoL 167, a. This is the same Umfreuile to whom
Hardyng ascribes the defeat and capture of William
Wallace. V. Oossep.

SCOUDRUM, 8. Chastisement, Abercl.

Probably from Scud, to chastise. In Meatus, how-
ever, Cosrdrmm is used in the same sense.

SCOUFF, $. A male jilt. A Scouff among
t/ie lautty a giddy young fellow who runs

from one sweetheart to another, Border.

V. Scowf.

This seems a corr. from the v. Scoup, to run, q. v.

To SCOUG, Scouk, Scowk, v. n. 1. To
flee for shelter, [to run into a plaoe for

safety or hiding ; also, to dash or flow under,

as a stream under a bank, Clydes. ; Synon.,

cooky joukj q. v.]

2. "To go about in a hiddlins way, as intend-

ing a bad act," Mearns.

[3. To look sour, angry, or like one bent on
some mischief or revenge, Clydes.]

They giro, they glour, they scouk, end gape,
As they wad gsnch to eat the starns.

Jacobite Relics, I 119.

Scouk, s. 1. A look indicating some clande-

stine act of an immoral kind.

There's something for my graceless son,
That awkward ass, wi* filthy scouk.

Ibid.

[2. A skulking, cowardly fellow, also, one with
a down or dogged look is called a tcouk,

Clydes.]

SCOUKIN, SCUKIN, part. adj. Ill-looking,

ashamed to look up ; as, u Ye'rc a scoukin

ill-far\l-like carle ;
" Mearns ; synon.

Thief-like.
•

Apparently the same with Sawgmg. V. Skuo, s.

and r.

[Scowkino, Scowkyno, *. Skulking, cowar-
dice, Barbour, viii. 140.

Dan. nkulkc, to slink, Sw. ah/la, to hide, Du. schuiUn,

to lurk.]

SCOULIE-HORN'D, adj. Having the
horns pointing downwards, Clydes.

A.-S. seed, scul, obliquus; whence scuUeagcd, squint-

eyed, and the £. v. to Scowl.

To SCOUNGE, r. n. 1. To go about from
place to place like a dog; generally applied

to one who caters for a meal, who throws
himself in the way of an invitation, S.

2. To pilfer, Strathmore.

Prob., this term has been formed from Fr. escons-er,

to hide, to conceal ; especially as it implies the idea of
something clandestine. Su.-G. skynd-a-, however,
signifies to procure.

SCOUNRYT, Barbour, xvii. 651. V.
Scunner.

To SCOUP, or Skoup aff, v. a. To quaff,

to drink off, S.B. .

O. Teut. schoep-en% Germ, sehopf-en, to drink.
Wachter thinks that the origin may- be Franc, schaff,

a hollow vessel ; Su. -G. scopa, a vessel for drawing
water, a bucket, or scoop, and Belg. schoep, id. are
evidently allied. V. ScoriN.

Scoup, s. A draught of any liquor, S.B.

tcachtf synon.

SCOUP, Scowp, s. 1. Abundance of room,
a wide range, S.

2. Liberty of conduct, S.

For mony s xnenyie o' destructive ills

The country now maun brook frae mortmain bills,

That void our test'nients, and can freely gie
8ic will and scoup to the ordain'd trustee.

Fcrgusson's Poems, it 86.

Sibb. views this as the same with E. scope. But
perhaps it is rather from the same fountain with the
v. scoup, o. room to run about.

Scoup, however, is used by Doug, in a sense not
easily intelligible.

Decrepitus Oris baner schane noclit cleir)

Was at the hand, with mony chiftanis sture.—
Bot smirk or smyle, bot rather for to sum re,

Bot scoup, or skist, his craft is all to scayth.
King Nart

r
ii. 54.

The uncertainty of the meaning of skist leaves the
other term in a similar state. O. Fland. schoppe sig-

nifies sport. This would correspond with smirk or
smyle, and form a contrast with scayth. But there is

reason to suspect that skist has been originally ski/l, a
word still commonly used, S. B. Thus the phrase
might signify, that without any particular scope or aim,
and also without facility of operation, his whole craft
lies in doing harm.

To SCOUP, Scowp, v . n. To run with
violence, to spring, to skip ; " to leap or
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move hastily from one place to another ;

"

Shirr. G1.S.B.
This term is also used in Dumfr.

Shou'd drive fowk frae this warl
To endless night

!

iscoup
Wae's me, that disappointed honp—

warld to 4

ignt!

Mayru's Siller Gun, p. 60.

"Scoup, to ran precipitately ;" Gl. ibid.

It was used in O.K. as signifying to spring, to

bound. " I scoupe as a lyon or a tygre dothe whan
he doth folowe his pray. Je vas par sanities. I have
sene a leoparde teoupe after a bucko, and at ones rent

out his paunche." Palsgr. B. iii. F. 347, b.

The lyon, and the leopard,

From loaning, ami sconping, war skard,

And fame for to fall down.
Burets Pilgr., Watson'$ Coil., iL 17.

Thair wes na bus could bald thame bak,
So trimly thay could scovp ;

Nor yet no tike culd tharae oretak,

So lichtly thay did loup.

Ibid., p. 20.

V. Daxdkr, v.

Tent, schop-en, incedere cum impetu, IsL skop-a,

discurrcrc. Perhaps Moes.-G. skeo-jan, ire, is radically

connected. Here undoubtedly we have the origin of
E. skip, and not in Ital. squill-ire, as Johnson strangely
imagines.

Scoup-Hole, $. A subterfuge.

Neither's the scoup-kole with [worth] a flee,

Or sixteenth part of a Kildee.

CtelantTs Poems, p. 86.

Scouppar, Skouper, *. 1. A dancer, q.

a skipper.

"Vertew—in that court was hated, and filthines

not onlie menteiacd, bot also rewarded ; witnes the
Lordschip of Abircorne, the barony of Achermoutie,

[q. Auchtermoutie ?] and dyvers uthers perteyning to

the patrimony of the Croun, gevin in inheritance to
Scoupperis, Daunsers, and Dalliaro with Dames."
Knox's Hist., p. 345. Skippers, Lond Edit., p. 374.

2. A light unsettled person. This, at least,

seems the signification in the following

passage

—

Land-louper, light skouper, ragged roarer, like a raven.

Polw. and Montgom., Watson's Coll., iii. 80.

•SCOUR, s. 1. The act of scouring, S. The
#. is not used in E.

2. A hearty draught or pull of any liquid, S.

Gif, when thirsty,

Frae the strait-trailing udder o* some ewe,

I suck a scour o* milk, you'll no be angry.
Donald and Flora, p. 74.

3. A large dose of intoxicating liquor, S. A.
At the Bour well have a scour.

Syne down the links of Gala water.
Old Song.

Probably from the idea of drink making its way
rapidly through the passages of the body.

4. A thorough purgation of the bowels, ap-

plied to a man, S.

5. A name given to the diarrhoea in cattle,

S. V. Lask.

To Scour out, v. a. To drink off, S.

An* ilka blade had fill'd his wame,
Wi* awnie scour'd-out glasses.

Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, L 168.

IsL afcyr, sorbillum.

To SCOUR, v. a. 1. To whip, to flog, to

beat, Aberth

2. It is most commonly applied to the whipp-
ing of a top, ibid.

Scour, Scourin, *. Severe reprehension,

S. O.; Scourie, Dumfr., (pron q. scoo) ;

synon. Flyte.

Su.-O. «£vr-<i, fricando purgare, also signifies, in-

crepare, objurgare ; whence skur, reprehensio. Taga
a en i skur, objnrgare ; Mod. Sax. schiir-en, acriter re-

prehendcre; Ihre.

Scouring, *. A drubbing.
" So many of them as got off joined themselves to

George Monro, who having always kept behind,
escaped this scouring." Guthry's Mem., p. 284.

[• To SCOURGE, v. a. 1. To exercise great

severity, to act as a hard taskmaster, Banff's.]

2. To scourge the land, to exhaust the strength

. of the sou
4

, S.

"The principal crops consist of oats* barley, and
rye. The Last has, of late years, been in no high
estimation, from the effect it has in scourging the

ground." P. Cromdale, Moray, Statist. Ace, viii. 255.

[Scourger, t. One employed to keep sturdy

beggars out of- a parish, Scss. Rec. of Inver-

avon ; called Bvff-the-leggare in Ayrs.]

SCOURIE, adj. Shabby. V. Scowry.

Scourins, *. pi. A kind of coarse flannel,

Caithn.

"Of their wool the tenants' wives made clothing
for the family, and any surplus was sold at the coun-
try fairs, either in yarn, blankets, scourins, (a kind
of flannel), or Mack greys, a kind of cloth made for
the men's coats and great-coats." Agr. Surv. Caithn.,

p. 207.

To SCOUT, Scoot, v. a. To pour forth any
liquid substance forcibly, S.

An' gut an' ga' he scoutit.

Rev. J. HicoVs Poems, I 155.

It is also used in a n. sense ; to fly off quickly, most
commonly applied to liquids.

But as he down upon her louted,
Wi' arm raxt out, awa' she scouted.

Ibid., it 103.

Su.-G. skiut-a, jaculare.

The term is used to denote one under the influence
of a diarrhoea; Isl. skevtt-a, liquidum excrcmentum
jacnlari ; Verel. V. Scoot.

Scout, $. A syringe, S. V. Scoot-gun.

SCOUTH, Scowth, *. 1. Room, liberty to
range, S. scoup, synon.
" The Doctor, contrair to the opinion of Bede—will

have the waU to be built by Severus in stone, and that
the last reparation in stone by the Romans, was upon
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Beverus his wall in Northumberland, that the Scots
and Picts might have the greater tcouth, and so not
molest the Brittons, when the Romans had deserted
them." Sir James Dalrymple's Collections, p. 10.

2. Freedom to converse without, interruption,

opportunity for unrestrained communica-
tion, S.

For when lore dwells betweesh twa lovers leel,

Nor good nor 01 from ither they conceal

:

Whste'er betides them, it relievos their heart,
When, they get tcouth their dolor to impart

Host's Helenort, p. 18.

3. "Room;" Gl.
An' as we're cousins, there's nae tcouth
To be in ony swidders

;

I only seek fat is my due,
I mean fat was my brither's.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 4.

4. Abundance ; as, tcouth of siluer, abundance
of money, scouth of meat, &c.
As Su.-G. thoU not only signifies cess, public money,

but sometimes food ; i^ may have' been transferred to
denote abundance.

Scoutii and Routh. A proverbial phrase.
" That's a gude gang for your horse ; he'll

have baith tcouth and routh? S. i.e., room
to range, and abundance to eat.

[Scoutiiie, adj. Capacious, of large size,

Banffs.]

SCOUTHER, $. A hasty toasting. V.
SCOWDER.

SCOUTHER, 8. Sea blubber, Clydes.; so

named on account of its power of scorching
the skin. V. Scowder.

SCOUTHER, s. A flying shower, Loth.,

Clydes. ; [a sprinkling of snow, Banffs.] ;

synon. skrow, S. B.

[To Scouther, v. n. To rain or snow slightly,

Banffs., Clydes.]

Scoutherie, adj. Abounding with flying

showers; Scouthty-lite, threatening such
showers, S.B.

Mair tcoutkru lite it still does look,
At length comes on in niochy rook

;

The Embrogh wives rin to a stook.

The Har'st Rig, st. 81.

SCOUTI-AULIN,*. The Arctic Gull,Orkn.
"There is a fowl there called the Scutiallan, of

a black colour, and as big as a wild duck, which doth
live upon the vomit and excrements of other fowls,

whom they pursue, and having apprehended them,
they cause them vomit up what meat they have lately

taken, not yet digested." Brand a Zctl., p. 109, 110.

"Arctic Gull, Larus parasiticus. This bird is some-
times simply called the Allan ; sometimes the Dirten-
altan ;—and it is also named the Badoch.—They pur-
sue and harass all the small gulls till these disgorge or
Tomit ; they then dexterously catch what is dropped,
ere it reach the water. The common names are de-
rived from the vulgar opinion that the small gulls are
muting, when they are only disgorging fish newly
caught." NeilTs Tour, p. 201. V. Skaitbird.

To SCOVE, v. it. To fly equably and
smoothly. A hawk is said to score, when
it flies without stirring its wings ; a stone

scores, when it moves forward without
wavering ; Lanarfcs.

Allied perhaps to Isl. shjfe, scindo, seco, q. cutting
the air ; or rather to Su.-G. swaefw-a, librari. Hoeken
ttcae/var i lufted ; the hawk is hovering in the air

;

Wideg. Germ, schtceib-en, id. This is probably the
sense of Score in the following passage :

In place of the coose pen
>y my forbears, I to

A ponk o' Pegasus's wing,
. hae taen

On whilk heez'd up I scove and sing.

Scotch and Lot., p. 109.

Hence,

,!•

Used by my forbetrs,

PeL
z'd un I sec

Poems, Engl.

SCOVIE, b. A fop, Lanarks.

Scovie, adj. Foppish, ibid.

Scovie-like, adj. Having a foppish appear-
ance, ibid.

Teut. schowigh; vitabundus ; pavidus ; q. having a
startled or unsettled look. Or V. Scowf.

SCOVINS, s. The crust which adheres to a
vessel in which food is cooked, Shetl.

Su.-G. skoe/we, tegmen, from tl-o, id. Isl. Dan.
short, crusta, Isl. slof, id., elof-ir, crusta lactea in
fundo ollae adusta ; Haldorson. This definition exactly
corresponds with the signification of Scovins.

SCOW, *. [1. A stick, a small branch or
twig; pi. scows

9
sticks, brushwood, firewood

2. A barrel-stave, Shetl. ; a piece or bit

Ayrs. ; as, To ding in scow, to drive or brea
in pieces, Moray.

[3. Metaph. applied to anything long and thin

;

as, "A great scow of a woman," Shetl.

Dan. shop, wood, forest, store, to cut down trees.]

Perhaps radically connected with the primitive IsL
participle tkaa, denoting separation or disjunction.

To SCOWDER, Scouther, Skoldir, v. a.

To scorch, to burn slightly, S. pron. scow-

ther. A scowthert bannock, a scorched cake.

Fy, skotcdert skin, thou art but skyre and skrumnle.
Dunbar, Evergreen, li. 64.

Thy tkoldirt skin, hewd lyke a saffron bag,

Gars men dispyt thair flesch, thou spreit of Gy.
Ibid., p. 66.

V. Ewder, t. 2.

He's in af Satan's frything pans.
Scouthr'ing the blude frae sflfhis bin's, kc

Remains Sithsdale Song, p. 166.

Prob., Lancash. and Yorks. "neither, swithur, to
blaze, to burn very fiercely," (Gl. Bobb.) is the same
term, retaining more of its original Goth, form ; espe-

cially as Thorseby renders it "to singe;" Ray's
Lett., p. 338.

A. Bor. stridden, "to singe or burn off, as heath,"-
(Grose) seems to claim the same origin.

Sibb., with considerable appearance of probability,

derives it from Teut. schoude, a chimney, schoud-en,

to warm. But the Teut. v. properly signifies, to
warm liquids. It is given by Kilian, as a cognate of

Fr. eschrwd-er, Ital. scald-are, whence E. scald, S.

tcaud. All these terms arc also restricted to liquids

in a heated state, in which sense scowder is never used.
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IU origin undoubtedly U 111. swid-a, Dan. voider,

8a.-G. swed-a, tW-ta, id. adurere, leni igne per-

ttringcre. ItaL scoU-are, to barn, to scald, is most

probably from the same source. Ibre riews sun, as

denoting heat in the ancient Goth.; whence, he says,

1st «w, sens mitigatio, twiar til, aura incalescit.

A.Bor. tcowder'd, orerheated with working, (Gl. Grose)

has eridently a common origin.

The custom of singing the head and feet of an ani-

mal for food has prevailed with the Goths, as well

as in S. G. Andr. gircs this account of the use of

the term *wid. " Adnata rel ambusta frusta, veluti

culinarii rustici solent caput et pedes pecorum de-

nilare adustione signis, caput pedesque swid vocare

Solent/' Lex., p. 231, i.e., seowtlert, S. It seems

questionable, if this custom was known in England,

as the sage monarch, James VI., after his accession,

found, to his great mortification, that none of his cooks

could grace his table with a biack sheen's head, till one

of his majesty's countrymen taught them the method

of tinging it.

Scowder,*. 1.A hasty toasting so as slightly

to bum what is thus prepared, S.

M 111 just tell ye ae thine, neighbour, that, if thinjfljs

be otherwise than weel wT Grace Armstrong, I'se <p e

you a samiKer, if there be a tar-barrel in the five

parishes." Tales of my Landlord, i. 137.

IsL stride, adnstio ; smkfa, ambustio, inflammatio.

[2. A slight burn ; also, the mark made by it,

Scowderdoup, #. A ludicrous designation

for a smith, Roxb. V. Forest Minst., p-

137.

SCOWF, 9. 1. Empty, blustering, Teviotd.

2. A blusterer; as, •'He's naithing but a

scowf" ib.

3. Also expL a low scoundrel, ibid.

Pan. skuf-tr, to gull, to bubble, to shuffle ; shtffer,

a cheat, a false pretender.

fSCOWKING, #. Skulking, cowardice,

Barbour, viii. 140. V.Scouo, r.]

SCOWMAR, 9. A seawmar of the se, a

pirate, a corsair.

Thai had bene in gret pereU ther

;

Ne war [a] souwmar ofthe se,

Thomas of Down© hsttyn wes he,

Hard that the est aa straytly than

Wes stad; and salrt wp the Ban,

Quhill he come wele ner quhar thai ley.

Barbour, xiv. 375, MS.

Belg. tee-*ch»ymer, • sea-rover; Fr. escumeur de

mer, id. from escumer, to shim, whence the phrase,

ucumer de* mers. to scour or infest the seas.

In the laws of the Lombards, and writings of the

middle age, robbers are often denominated Seaman,

tcamares, Scamatores; whence Fr. escamott-er, to steal.

Ipse quantocius Istri fluenta praetermeans latrones

properanter insequitur, quos vulgus Scamares sppelja-

bat Eugippias, in Vita S. Sererini, cap. 10. Et

Slerisque ab actoribus, Seamarisque et latronibus un-

ique collectia, Ac. Jornandcs de Reb. Getic, c. 58.

V. Du Cange. These terms Ihre views as from the

same origin with Su.-G. atom, diabolus, cacodaemon,

IsL skiaeman, malefactor. I suspect, however, that

scowmar, although nearly allied in sense, has no

etymological affinity.

SCOWR, 9. A slight shower, a passing

summer shower, Upp. Clydes., Ettr. For.

V. Skour.
This retains the form of A.-S. scur, Isl. and Su.-G.

skur, imber, nimbus. Hence,

Scowry, adj. Showery; denoting weather

in which intermitting showers are accom-

panied by blasts of wind, S. A 9C0wry day,

one of this description.

May Scotia's simmers ay look guy and green,

Her yellow har'st frae scowry blasts decreed !

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 59.

A scowrie shower, a flying shower, Perths.

Moes.-G. skura windis, a great storm of wind ; Mar.

iv. 37. Hence A.-S. scur, imber.

SCOWRY, Scourie, adj. 1. Shabby in ex-

ternal appearance ; thread-bare, as applied

to clothes ; a scoury hat, S.

The tod was nowthir lean nor scowry.

He was a lusty red-haird Lowry,

Ane lane tail'd beist and grit withall.
m

Dunbar, Evergreen, L 201.

I wha stand here, in this bare scmory coat,

%as ance a Packman, wordy mony a groat

The Loss of the Pack, a Tale.

2. Mean in conduct ; used especially in the

sense of niggardly, S. O.

3. "Having an appearance as if dried or

parched; also wasted ;" Gl. Sibb. In this

sense it is sometimes applied to ground.

Sibb. derives it from scoicder. But it is undoubtedly

nothing but a corruption of E. scurvy, which is com-

monly used in sense 2.

Scowriness, Scouriness, 9. Shabbiness in

dress, S. #
"0 Jean, Jean, do I grudge meat or claith on ye!

an' that little whippy maun be casting up our poor-

tith, and your scouriness." Saxon and Gael, m. 58.

Scowry, 9. A scurvy fellow, S. O.

Young Willie Pitt, o' ready wit,

Did lay this plot for Lowrie

;

For a* his grace, and honest face,

Fox thought him but a scowrie.

R. Oalloxoay's Poems, p. 208.

SCOWRY, *. The Brown and White Gull,

Orkn., Shetl.

«• For your harvest on the crag, I suppose yon mean

these scowrie*." The Pirate, i. 111. V. Scaurie.

[SCOWT, Skowt, s. A barge, a scow,

Accts. L. H. Treas., i. 382, 391, Dickson.

Dutch, 8chuyt9
id.]

To SCOWTHER, v. a. To scorch. V.

SCOWDER.

SCOWTHER, s.

Aberd. Mearns.

A slight flying shower,

V. Scoutiier.

SCOY, 8. " Any thing badly made ;" Gall.

Encycl.
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SOOYLOCH, 8. * An animal which plaits its

legs—in walking ;" ibid.

'•» going or starting aside,"

f^C" totnroVr start wide, to go aslannt .,» Owen.C.B. ysgo signifies

has undoubtedly a common origin with B. a**w.

Ikaiyxk. Scoyloch, however, moreclo^l^rwjemlM^

>bli(

V. 5KAIVXE. Scoyloch, nowevcr, „»Vi«vw—jr -y------

-

as, transversus. Munde skaelg, a

distorted mouin, o., one that is shotcVd. Ihre derives

S. wo^Trom jb, u ancient Goth, particle denoting

separation, and Ug, like.

SCOYLL, Scuyll, $. A school, Aberd. Reg.

[SCRA, Scraw, s. A divot or thin turf,

Dumfr.]

Scra-built, adj. Built with divots or

turfs, ibid.

Down frae the scra4miU shed the swallows pop,

Wi* lazy flaughter, on the gutter dub.

Ane picks up •trees ; anither, wi' his neb

Works up the mortar.w *
Davidson's Seasons, p. 42.

It has been supposed that this denotes a flimsy

building, q. the skeleton of a house. V. Skrae.

But it 5 undoubtedly from Gael, scrath, Ir. sgratth, a

turf, a sod. V. Scraw. ,

This being pared from the surface of the g™™;
these terms might seem allied to C. B. ysgraw, "that

forms a crust," Owen.

SCRAB, s. 1. A crab, Pomum sylvestre

;

pi. tcrabbis.

Syne brade trunscheouris did thay fill and charge

With wilde scrabbU and vthir frutU large

Betid.—
J>m9 Vi^^ 41

Skinner derives E. crab from Belg. scArato-fii,

mordicare, because of its acid and harsh taste.

2. In pi. "stumps of heath or roots," S.B.

GL Ross.

A hail hauf mile she had at least to §***
Thro' Dims and pike, and^^^%.

Scrubbe occurs in the same sense ; although metaph.

"What was hee but a knottie, barren, rotten

icrubU, marring the ground?" Z. Boyd's Last

Battell, p. 1200.

[3. Anything stunted, knarled, or shrivelled

;

as, a 8crab o
9
a tree, (i.e., a stunted tree), a

8crab o
9
a beast, scrabs o

9
fingers, Clydes.,

Banffs.]

Stunted, knarled, shrivelled,[Scrabbie, adj.

ibid.]

[Scrabble, Scrabblicii, 8. Dimin. of

tcrab, in s. 3, BanfFs.]

A.-S. •crob, scrobb, Belg. skrobbe, frutex.

SCRABER, *. The Greenland dove, Col-

ymbus Grille, Linn., in Orkn. called Tyste.

"The Scraber, so called in St. Kilda, in the Farn

Islands, Pttffinet, in Holland, the Greenland Dove, has

a small bill sharp pointed, a little crooked at the end,

and proraincnt.
,f Martin's St. Kilda, p. 32.

VOL. IV.

[To SCRACHLE, Scrauchle, v. n. To

creep, to crawl, to move along with the

utmost difficulty, Clydes. ;
part. pr. scrachlin,

used also as a 8. V. Scrauchle.]

SCRADYIN, Skrawdyin, s. A puny sickly

child, Pcrths. Gael, scraidain, " a diminu-

tive little fellow ;" analogous to Isl. 8kraeda,

homo nauci, expl. by Dan. drog, our Droch

or Droich.

SCRAE, Screa, s. 1. A shrivelled old shoe,

Dumfr.
"Mickle sorrow comes to the jerea, ere the heat

comes* the tea [for tee, toe]," S. Prov. ;
••spoken

when one holds his shoe to the fire to warm his loot.

K
^Vae* be^ scroe, ere heat win to tae," Prov. South

°f
A certain shoemaker, from his making shoes of bad

leather, which were apt to shrivel and become hard,

got the nickname of Scrimpkhard-scrats, ibid.

[2. Applied to any thing puny, scraggy, or

shrivelled, Banffs.

3. An ill-natured, fault-finding, cross-grained

person, Ayrs.]

Korv. shraa, al*> shrae expL in Dan •• a.ihoe^ui

old shoe-" Hallager. Prob., allied to Dan. atroa,

\ta%?« wrjTor awry, crooked ;V as the term BauchU

Sates frJm the same idea. Or it may be allied to

S. Skra*, often nsed to denote a shrivelled person.

To SCRAFFLE, v. n. To scramble, Gall.
^

"When any one—flings loose coin among the mob,"

' they are •• said to serafic—for it." GaU. Enc

Scraffle, *. The act of scrambling, ibid.

This might seem allied to Tent. $chraffel-en, cor-

radere. But perhaps it appears in a more primitive

form in Belg. grabbcl-cn, to scramble.

SCRAIGH, Scraich, s. A shriek, Gall.

V. Skraik.

|To Scraioh, v. w. To shriek ; also, to cry,

to scream, to complain; as, "That bairns

aye scraighin,
99 Clydes.]

TScRAiOHiN, *. Crying, screaming, shrieking,

ibid.]

Scraiohton, 8. "Any person fond of

screaming;" Gall. Encycl.

But the ither may go,

The auld scraighton sae dm [dunu

To the regions below,

And display her tan d skin. ^ ^^
SCRAIGH O' DAY. The first appearance

of dawn, Roxb. Clydes.

"We started at the scraigh o* day, and drove on."

Perils of Man, ii. 264.
.

_ . .

It is Skreek, S.B. q.v. The orthography seratgh

suggests a false idea as to the meaning and origin^of

the term, as if it signi6ed the cry of day. The radical

word is Creek, from Tent, kriecke, anrora rutilans.
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To SCRALL, '

t>. n. To crawl.

IHs Moses nude the froggs in millions creep,

From floods and ponds, and scroll from ditches deep.
Hudson's Judith, p. 19.

Formed from B. crawl, or, Su.-G. kraett-a, by pre-

fixing «. V. the letter S.

SCRAN, #. [Food, provisions, supply,

Clydes.] ; also, ability, or means of effecting

any purpose, Roxb. V. Skran.

[Scranel, s. A morsel, Shetl.]

To SCRANCH, v. a. To grind somewhat
crackling between the teeth, Aberd. V.
Ceakch.
8ewel writes it schrans-en, "to eat greedily."

Tent. schrant$-en, dentibus frangere ; et comminuere,
dentibus conficere cibum ; Kilian.

SCRANNIE, $. "An old ill-natured,

wrinkled beldame ;
" Gall. Enc.

IaL statin signifies scrota, old tattered garments.
Bat the resemblance seems merely accidental. Skrael-

a, is to dry, arefacere ; Su.-G. shin, excissus. These
agree with the outward appearance of the sub-

ject. Skraen-a, voeiferari ; sbraen, clamor stridulus,

correspond with the character given of her temper.
The word may, however, be a dinun. from S. Skrae, q.v.

To SCRAPE, r. n. To express scorn or dis-

dain, Fife. V. Scorp.

[SORAPIT, part.pa. Illscrapit, evil-speaking;

also applied to a foul-mouthed person ; as,
u Ye've an ill-scrapit tongue, Ayrs.]

SCRAPIE, Scrape-hard, s. A mean, nig-

gardly person, a miser ; from the idea of his

$craping money together, S. [In Banff's.,

scrawp-hard.]

[Scrapit-face, #. A person with a thin,

haggard face, Shetl.]

Scraple, #. 1. An instrument used for

cleaning the Bake-board, Roxb.

2. One for cleaning a cow-house, Ettr. For.;

synon. Scartle.

8a.-G. shxtp-Oi radere, to scrape ; whence shrapa, a
curry-comb, that which is used in scraping, Dan.
strobe, a scraper. The S. word, in its form, nearly re-

sembles C. B. craftll, ysgravett, a curry-comb.

SCRAT, $. 1. A scratch, a slight wound,
rut ; evidently a transposition of Scarf, a
scratch, Galloway, Banff's.

[2. The noise made by scratching, Banff's.]

[To Scrat, Scrawt, v. a. and n. To scratch;

also, to make a scratching sound, Banff's.

;

scrawl, part. pr. scrawtin, used also as a *.

Clydes.]

Soratted, part. pa. Scratched. «* To be

scratled, to be torn by females;" GalL
Encycl.

This seems to have been the more ancient disposi-
tion of the letters, as in the more primitive Su.-6. v.
kraU-a, radere. V. 8cart, v.

SCRAT, Skratt, *. A meagre, mean-look-
ing person, Loth. Hence,

Scratty, Skratty, adj. Thin, lean, hav-
ing a puny appearance, ibid.

I am at a loss whether we ought to view this as
originally the same with Scart, s., used precisely in
the same sense ; or aa the relique of another term,
anciently used to denote a hermaphrodite, Scarcht, 8.
but in O. E. written Scrat. V. Phillips and Skinner.

SCRATCH, s. An hermaphrodite, Pit-
scottie

?
s Cron., p. 162.

This is the form of the word given from the MS.
from which the Ed. 1814 has been printed. In that
of 1728 it is Scarcht, q. v. This change has probably
been caused by transposition pf the letters. Scratch
bears less resemblance to any of the terms mentioned
under that article. Phillips calls scrat •• an old word."
Huloet writes it ScrayU.

[SCRATII, *. The Cormorant, (Pelecanus
carbo, Pennant), a bird, Banffs.]

To SCRAUCH, Scrauoh, v. n. 1. To utter
a loud and discordant sound, to scream,
Roxb.

They hadna gane a mile, a mile,
A mile but barely three.

Whan they hae met the wily parrot,
Come scraughin out that way.

Old Ballad, Earl Richard.
Thus gaed they on wi' deavin din,
A' scraughin, yelpin thro' ither.

A. Scott's Poems, p. 15.

This is merely a provincial variety for Scrbioh and
Skraik, q. v. Ir. Gael sgreach-am, to whoop, to
shriek. C. B. ysgrech-ian, id.

2. To shriek ; the pronunciation of the South
of S. It has been supposed that Screigh
perhaps implies greater shrillness in the
sound than Scraugh.

To use thrawn boy, or scrauyhin wife,
Shall thr auld banes become a drudge

;

At cats an
f
callsns, a' thy life,

Thou ever bore a mortal grudge.
Hogg's Mountain Bard, p. 184.

The term is here used as equivalent to scolding.

Scrauoh, *. A loud and discordant sound,
ibid.

"To be sure, I blew sic points of war, that the
scraugh of a clockin-hen was music to them." Bride
of Lammennoor, ii. 247. V. Skraik, Skraioh.

To SCRAUCHLE, v. n. To use as it were
both hands and feet in getting forward, to
scramble, Lanarks.

Prob. allied to Isl. skra, Germ, schrag, oblique ; and
Su.-O. skrUl-a, per lubricum ferri.

SCRAW, s. A thin turf, Gall., Dumfr.
"Scraws, thin turfs, pared with flaughter spades to

cover houses ; " Gall. Encycl.
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SoOB AND Scraw, "a snug phrase ;

n
ibid.

The writer must mean, that this phrase con-

veys the idea of snugness ; or intimate that

every thing is in a compact state, like the

roof of a house, when the turfs are well

secured.

Gael, strath, sgraith, a turf, sod, green-sward. C. B.

what forms a crust.

SCREA, #. A shoe, Dumfr. V. Scrab.

[To SCREE, Scree on, v. n. To manage to

gel on in some way, Shetl.]

[SCREEBIT, adj. Poor, lean, fleshless,

Shetl.]

[SCREEBY, 9. Scurvy-grass, (Cochlearia

officinalis) a plant, Banffs.]

To SCREED, Skreed, v. a. 1. To rend or

tear quickly, S.

A rather rata, tweesh riving hair,

Screeding of kurches, crying dool and care.

Ross's Uelenore, p. 28.

2. To do any thing smartly, quickly, or con-

tinuously.

On the fourth of June,
Our bells screed aff& loyal tune.

Feryusson's Poems, ii. 14.

On this Sir W. Scott observes, justly I believe, "It
is rather to dash it off, to do it with spirit."

3. To talk fluently or continuously, S. To
skreed aff, or awa\

Anld farant tales he screeds atca\
Farmer's Ha\

4. To lie ; especially as denoting that sort of

falsehood which consists in fabrication or

magnifying in narration.

The word, as used in this sense, seems to ha c no
connexion with Skreed as signifying to rend, or tear ;

but rather with A.-S. scrlth-ant vagari, "to wander,
to go hither and thither," Somner ; or rather with Isl.

skreidi, inanis excusatio, vana verba ; Su.-G. skryt-a,

jactare, Ac. V. Skreed, v.

Haldorson renders Isl. skreyt-a, ultra modum lan-

dare. As it primarily signifies ornare, he deduces it

from skraut, ornatus.

[5. To injure, to defame, to spoil, S.]

—Some their neighbours names are screeding.

Itorison'$ Poems, p. 81.

According to Sihb. f from Teut. schrooden, mutilare,
decurtare, praesecare; schroodet segmen. As the term
seems necessarily to imply the idea of the sound made
in the act of tearing anything, I suspect that it should
be traced to Isl. skrida, rupium./f*sarum lapsus et ruina.

Thus sknaeskrida denotes the fall of snow in a conglom-
erated state from the mountains ; Conglobatae nivis

ex montibus lapsus ; Verel. He mentions, as a con-
nate, Moes-G. aisskreit-an, scindere, disscindere. It is

used in the very same sense with our tkreid. The high
priest, disskreitands tcasjos seinon ; rending his clothes ;

Mark xiv. 63. Faurhah als di$*krilnoda in twa, gah
ttaino* disskritnodedun ; The veil of the temple was
rent in twain, and the rocks rent; Matt, xxvii. 51.

Teut. schrooden may be traced to the same foun-
tain; as well as Germ, schroten, to divide, says

Wachter, in whatever way this is done, by breaking,
cutting, mutilating, Ac. Also A.-S. scread-an, be,

scread-an, disscindere, screadung, resectio, screadunqas*
frusta, also screade, whence K. sJtred ; corresponding
to Isl. shtrd-ur, sectio, our skreid of cloth. Su.-G.
skracd-a, secare. This term has probably given origin

to Gael. scread, a cry, shout ; screadan, the noise of

any thing rending. V. the s.

Screed, Skreed, s. 1. The act of rending

or tearing ; a rent, S.
" Challenge of Tailveouris. In the first, thay mak

refuse and skreidis in men's claith, sumtimes for

haist, and sumtimes for ignorance." Balfour's Pract.

Chalmerl. Air, p. 582.

2. The sound made in rending, S.

3. Any loud shrill sound, S.

Their cudgels brandish'd *boOn their heads,

—

Their horns emittin martial screeds.

Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, ii 12.

The ice gae a great screed ; a phrase used to denote
the noise made by the cracking of ice, exactly analo-

gous to IsL snaeskrida, mentioned above.

4. The thing that is rent or torn off ; as, a

screed of cloth, S. Hire mentions this as

A. Bor. vo. skraeda. V. the v.

"Item, that thay [Tailyeouris] tak pieces and
skreidis to sleives, and uther small thingis. Balfour,

ut sup.

5. A dissertation, a harangue; sometimes con-

joined with an adj. expressive of length, as,

a tang screed.

" If I warna sae sick, I wad gae her a screed o* doc-

trine." Cottagers of Glenburnie, p. 231.

The Minister gae us an unco screed the day ; We had
a long and earnest sermon to-day.

6. A poetical effusion in writing, S.

Sae, tho' on Rhime's twa-forkit hill

My tatter'd tent I'm strikin',

I'll hae this partin' skreed to tell

How weel ye're worth the likin*.

Pickeris Poems, i. 146.

7. A long list or catalogue, S.

8. Metaph., with respect to immorality in

general.

Ye. for my sake, hae gi'en the feck

Of a' the ten commands
A screed some day.

Burns, iii. 80.

9. A screed of one's mind, a phrase always

used to denote a discourse that is not pleas-

ing to the hearer ; as being expressive of

disapprobation or reprehension.
" 'Weel done !

' cried Mrs. Smith. *I trow ye gae
her a screed o' your mind.* " Ibid., p. 262.

10. A screed o* drink, a long revel, a hearty

drinking-bout.

It is used in the following manner : " He's no a
tippler, nor a habitual drunkard ; but he taks a screed

sometimes. When he taks a screed, his wife 'ill no
see him maybe for jthrcc or four days."
The phrase occurs in a celebrated novel ; but it -

seems doubtful whether it is not used in too limited
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ma if it denoted a shorter debauch than that
which it generally signifies.

"Naething confuses me unless it be a screed o* drink
at as orra time.** Guy Mannering, it. 52.

"Screed,—* rash frolic ;" GL Antio.
"Had he not deet [died] amang hands in one of

his scrieds wi* the lairds o' Kilpatrick, I'm sure I canna
think what would hae come o' me and my first wife."
The Entail, i 284.

Named perhaps from its length, or continuation.

To Screed, Skreed, v. n. 1. To cry, to

cream.
It made me yelp, and yeul and yell

An' skirl so/skreed.
Watson's ColL,LM.

2. To produce a sharp sound, S. It seems
rather to convey.the idea of what is grating

to the ear.
MA better rialer [violer] never scrceded on a silken

cord, or kittled a cat's trypes wi' his finger ends." J.

Falkirk's Jokes, p. 8.

From its connection with skirl, it. seems formerly to

have denoted a shrill or piercing sound, perhaps allied

to Franc, screiot, clamor, which * must certainly be
viewed ae of the same stock with Scry, q. v. Verel.

Mentions 8w. airy/, clamor, vo. Skraekr.

To SCREEDGE, v. a. To tear, Ettr. For.

;

the same with Screed.

SCREEL, #.
«A large rocky hill nigh the

sea ; a haunt for the fox ;" Gall. Encyc.

This is merely a local name.

[To SCREENGE, v. n. V. Scringe.]

[SCREEVELIN, s. A small coil of hay or

corn, ShetL V. under Scrieve.]

SCREG, #. A cant term for a shoe, S.

It has been deduced from Gael, scraw, covering,

To SCREIGH, Skreigh. v. n. To shriek,

S.

It » time enough to sbreigh, when ye're strucken ;"

'a 8. Prov., p. 47.^ "shrikeing, to squall, or cry out;" T.

8n.-G. skrik-a, vociferari, IsL skraek-a, Dan. skryg-
«r. Ihre gives the Su.-G. v. as a frequentative from
siri-a, id, V. Skrt.

Scrkik, Scrtke, j. Shriek, howling, S.B.
skrtiL

The yoone children and frayit mstronis eik
8tnde all in raw, with mony pietuous screik,

About the tressour quhymperand wourtlis wire.

Doug, Virgil, 64, 20.

And oft with wylde scryke the nycht oule
Hie on the rufe allane was hard youle.

Ibid., IIS. 0. V. thee.

SCRENOCII, $. A noise made about any
trifling matter, Banffs. V. ScROiNOcn.

SCREYB, #. The common designation of

the wild apple, Clydes.

Evidently from Crab, with • prefixed, as in many
words of Gothic formation.

SCREW, : 1. A small stack of hay, S. B.
•• The hay thus collected is put into small coles, and

shaken once or twice a day (if the weather be fair) for
a week, when it is ready to be packed into small shocks
(provincially called screws), secured with ropes made
of heather.* Agr. Surv. Sutheri., p. 78.

[2. A small packet or parcel of anything ; as,

a screw o tobacco, a small quantity of

tobacco wrapped in paper, a supply for a
pipe, Clydes.]

Corr. probably from Gael, cruach, " a rick, or heap
of anv thing;" Shaw. IsL skrufa, however, denotes
a small heap of fishes laid out to be dried ; as expl.

by Haldorson ;
" a stack of fishes."

SCREW-DRIVER, *. The tool used by
carpenters which in E. is called a turn-

screw, S.

SCRIBAT, pret. v. Jeered, taunted, made
game.
Methocht his wit wes quyt went away with the laif

;

And so 1 did him dispys, I scribal quhen I saw him,
That saperexpendit ewil of speche, spulyeit of all vertew.

Dunbar, Mailland Poems, p. 59.

This is evidently the same v. with Scorp, q.v.

In Edit. 1508, however, spittit is used instead of scribat.

To SCRIBBLE, Scrabble, v. a. To tease

wool, S.

"They have erected a teasing or scribbling, and a
carding machine, which are driven by a small stream
of water.** P. Twyneholm, Kirkcudbr. Statist. Ace,
xv. 80.

Belg. sckravel-en, to scrape ; Teut. schracffcl-en, cor*

radere, verrere, apparently from Teut. schrabb-cn, to
scrub.

SCRIBE, e. A crab (apple), Clydes. V,
SCRAB.
This is also communicated in the form of Scretb,

q.v.

SCRIDDAN, *. A mountain torrent, Ross.

"The farms which are bases to high mountains, as
in Kintail, suffer great losses from what is called scrid-

dan, or • mountain torrent.' The farm of Auchuirn,
in Glenelcfaaig, once a populous town, was, in 1745,
rendered uninhabitable, and is since converted to a
grazing, by an awful Scriddan." P. Kintail, Statist.

Ace., vi. 249.
•* When the rain falling on the side of a hill, tears

the surface, and precipitates a large quantity of stones
and gravel into the plain below, we call it a scridan"
Olenfergus, i. 203.

Perhaps from Gael, screadan, the noise of any thing
rending ; Shaw. V., however, Screed, p. and s.

To SCRIEVE, v. a. To scratch ; to scrape,

to peel ; Ang. Flandr. schraeff-en, radere.

Scrietk, *. A large scratch, Ang.

[Screeveltn, *. A small coil of hay or corn,

Shell.]

To SCRIEVE, Skrieve, v. n. 1. To move or

glide swiftly along, Ayrs., Roxb.
Seho thro' tbe whins, an* by tbe cairn,

An' owre the hill gaed scrievin.

Burns, Ui. 186.
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But, oO*d by thee,

The wheels o* life gae down-hill scrievin,

Wr rettlin glee.

Ibid,, p. 18.

It is need metaph. in the same sense, S.

BxpL "gleesomely, swiftly," Gi.
•• Redhough an* his lads hae been as weel scrieving

o'er law and dale as lying getting hard pelts round the

Itane wa's o' Roxburgh. Perils of Man, i. 54.

Dan. skraev, a stride, a step, a pace ; skraever, to

stride, to stride over ; Wolff.

Bibb, refers to 8u.-G. skrid-a, leni motu provehi

;

but more prob. from Isl. skref-a, gradi, whence sbref,

greasus, passus ^ or skrepp-a, lubrice dilabor, G. Andr. f

p. 215.

[2. To read or write quickly and continuously,

Ayrs.]

3. To talk familiarly, implying the idea of

continuation, S.

Allied to Su.-G. skrae/w-a, to rant, to rattle, to rave;

whence skraejla, a rattling, or ranting fellow or woman.

SCRIEVE, Skrieve, s. [1. A piece of

writing; also, the statement or story

written.] A lang scrieve, a long letter or

writing, S.

[2. A lengthy familiar conversation or learned

discourse; as, "We sat down and had a

scrieve about the craps,** S.]

Tent, schrijv-tn, Germ. schreyb-en, Lat. scrio-ere, to

write.

Skriever, *. 1 .A clever fellow, one who goes

through his work expeditiously, Border.

2. An inferior sort of writer, a mean scribe,

Loth.

To Scrift, Skrift Aff, v. a. and n. 1. To
rehearse from memory ; including the idea

of ease and fluency in repetition, S.

" Whan ye was our dominie, a' the children ga'ed

to the kirk wi* yow,—an* wad ha'e scriflit offa psalm
or a paraphrase ilka Sunday night, an' had some kind
o* bavins thro' the owk." Campbell, i. 327.

2. To magnify in narration, to fabricate, to fib.

Isl. shrafa, fabulari, nugari, shraef, nugae, Su.-G.

skraefwa, locutulcius, skarfto-a, to patch is metaph.
used in the same sense with our skrift ; because he who
mixes falsehood with truth, as it were, adulterates the

truth of the addition of rags. Serenius expl. the E. v.

to Fib, of Sw. tkarfie-a. In the same figurative sense,

one is said to cobble, S. when he patches up a story ;

and a person of this description is sometimes called a
cobbler.

[Scrift, #. 1. A recitation, a long-winded

story, Clydes.

2. A fabrication, a fib, a falsehood, ibid.]

SCRIM, *. A very thin coarse cloth, used

for making blinds for windows, buckram,
&c, S. B.

41 There was no cloth made at Forfar, but a few
yard-widea called Scrims" P. Forfar, Statist. Ace,
Ti. 512.

Scrim is evidently the same with Su.-G. skrrm,

tegmea, umbraculum cujuscunoue generis in lello

contra ictus, domi contra vim «o/t>, foci, luminis, Ac.

Alem. skerm. Germ. schirm, Ital. schtrmo, defensio;

Ihre. The origin of these terms is uncertain.

To SCRIM, v. a. 1. To rub, scrub, rinse;

as, u to scrim the cogs," to rinse the milk-

vessels, ibid., Upp. Clydes. V. Scrym, v.

2. To strike smartly with the open hand on

the breech, Mearns.

(To Scrimge, Scrtmge, v. a. and n. 1. To
rub or scrub briskly, Banffs.

2. To beat severely, ibid.

Part. pr. scrimgean is used as a a. in both senses.]

[Scrdcge, Scrymge, *. 1. A hard rub, ibid*

2. A severe beating, ibid.]

Scrimger, *. 1. One who is avaricious, but

not from necessity, who from mere covet-

ousness wishes for what he stands in no

need of, Teviotd.

[2. A person of disagreeable disposition and

manners, Banffs.]

[To SCRIMGE, v. n. Banffs. form of Scringe,

q.v.]

To SCRIMP, Skrimp, v. a. 1. To straiten,

to deal sparingly with one ; used both as to

food and money. He scrimps him in his

meat, he docs not give him enough of food, S.

For some had scrimpt themsel's o' food

To wait that night. *

Shirrefs Poems, p. 212.

Ye*se nae be scrimp'd of meal

;

And je hae fouth of milk, I see, vourseL
Rours Helenore, p. 95.

Hence scrimpit, parsimonious, niggardly.

What signifies your gear f

A mind that s scrimpit never wanta'tome care.

Ramsay's Poems, ti. 66.

2. To limit, to straiten ; in a general sense, S.

Was she found out for mending o' their meal T

Or was she scrimped of content or heal ?

Ross's Helenore, p. W.

He gangs about soman frae place to place.

As scrimpt of manners as of sense and grace.

Ramsay's Potms, ti. 136.

Sibb. properly derives it from Teut. Itimp-en, con-

trahere, diminuere, coarctare, extcnuare. In some
other dialects s is prefixed ; hence Geim. schrtmp-en,

cormgari, Su.-G. slrump-in, corrugatus.

Scrimp, Scrimpit, adj. 1. Scanty, narrow,

deficient; applied to food or money, S.

Each in their hand a scrimp hauf bannock got,

That scarce for anes wad fill their mouth and throat
Ross's HeUnore, p. 49.

2. Contracted, not correspondent to the size ;

applied to clothes, S.

Plain was her gown, the hue was o' the ewe,

And crowing scrimp, as she was i' the grow.
Ross's Helenore, p. IS.
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i is the way
Of them wha fa* upon the prey

;

They'll scarce row up the wretch's feet,

8ae scrimp they make his winding sheet
* Ramsay** Poems% tt. 467.

3. Limited! not ample.

••It may be, this scrimp and scanty proclamation of
pardon was not so pleasing to them as the former, and
their friends spare them." Wodrow's Hist., ii. 74.

It is also used in relation to company or retinae.
'• Mr. Buchanan likewise narrates now the Queen,

in order to have more leisure to follow her private in-

trigues, sent away the Ring [Darnly] forcibly to
Peebles, with a rery scrimp attendance, in the rigour
of winter." Keith's Hist., p. 3*28.

Scrimpie, adj. Not liberal, sparing, nig-

gardly, Aberd., Aligns.

. 4. Deficient; in relation to mind.
How mony do we daily see,

Bight scrimp of wit end sense.
Who gain their aims aft easily
By well-bred confidence t

Ramsay's Works, I 111

8w. krimpe, little ; Belg. bekrompen, narrow, scant.
V. the*.

SCRIMPLY, adv. Sparingly, S.

••When Dr. Lightdn [Leighton] was Commendator
of Glasgow, and he himself Professor of Divinity there,—he allowed and invited all people to accuse their
Pastors, and give in what indictment they pleased
against them,—this was not done scrimply neither,
nor out of mere form ; but if there was any partiality,

H was against the Minister." Account of the present
" Persecution ofthe [Episcopalian]Church in Scotland, A.
1690, p. 48.

•* But the cases are very different, where the mosses
are scrimply sufficient, for a length of time to supply
the inhabitants." Dr. Walker, Prize Essays Highf.
8oc, a ii. 117.

#. Prob., a casket for holdingSCRINE,
jewels.

••The air sail bane—ane wair almerie, ane serine,

ane letteron, ane press," ftc Balf. Pract, p. 235.
This, from the connexion, seems to have the same

meaning with Fr. escrain, a casket, a small cabinet,

Cotgr. ; Mod. Fr. earta, id. properly, a casket for hold-
ing jewels; Lat. scrin-ium, whence A.-S. serin, area,

capaa sacra, capsule, cistula; Su.-G. skrin, Alem.
Bering Belg. scry*, Isl. skrijn, C. B. yngrin, Ital.

shrigno, Hisp. escrinno, EL shrine.

[To SCRINGE, Screenge, v. n. To move
about prying into secret places, turning
over and examining every thing, Clydes.]

[Scringe, Screenge, *. A prying, eager

search, rummage ; also, one who so searches,

ibid.]

fScringer, Screenger, *. A person given

to scringing, ibid.]

[Gael, rannsaich, Manx, ronnsee, search, rummage ;

perhaps from Dan. skriian, A.-S. serin, a shrine, from
the eager manner in which pilgrims seek after and
examine the relics belonging to the shrine they visit.]

SCRIP, 9. A mock ; most probably one ex-
pressed by a distortion of the face.

Wallace as than was laith to mak a ster,

Ane maid a scrip, and tyt at his lang suorde :

Held still thi hand, quoth he, and spek thi word.
Wallace, vi. 141, Ma

V. Scow.

SCRIPTURE,*. Apencase.
I hint ane scripture, and my pen furth tuke ;

Syne thus began of Virgil the twelt buke.

Fr. escriptobrt, id.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 404, 35.

SCRIVER, 9. Prob., paymaster.
•' Another that was scriver to a troop, who was sit*

ting in a chamber himself, the house fell and smoored
him." Wodrow MSS. Law's Memorialla, p. 199, N.

Belg. schryrer, a scribe ; schryver, (op een schip), a
purser. Dan. skryver, a secretary.

SCROBIE,*. The scurvy.
" 1655—This year, Mr. Jhone Duncan, minister of

Curia, depairted out of this life ; he died of the
sereoie." Lament's Diary, p. 109. V. Scrubib.

SCROO, #. 1. A stunted bush or shrub, S.;

[a crooked, scraggy limb, Banffs.]

Every thrag that doith repare
In firth or feild, nude, forest, erth or are,

Or in the scroggis, or the buskis ronk,
Lakis, maressis, or there poulis donk,
Astablit lyggis styl to sleip and restis.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 450, 2.

" Al the grond of the palecis of that tryumph and
toune [Troye] and castel, is ouergane vith gyrse ande
Tild scroggis.** Compl. S., p. 31.

In pi. it is commonly used to denote thorns, briers,

Ac, and frequently small branches of trees broken off,

8.

The term straw, need in Ireland, is similar both in
signification and in origin.

" And to see her standing in the midst of them
Boddei Sassoni, iust like a young scion of an old oak
on the Boggras, nourishing lonely and green among the
aerates andoriars that have sprung up in a night saison,

like mushrooms." Florence Macarthy, iii. 78, 79.

[2. A stretch of stunted shrubs, brushwood.]
Fyue foullis I chaiat out throw ane scrog,

Quhairfoir thair motheris did me wane ;

For thay war drownit all in a bog.

Lyndsay's Watkis, 1592, p. 300.

This word, by Rudd., Sibb., and in Gl. Compl., is

viewed from A.-S. scrobb. frutex, whence E. shrub.
But perhaps it is rather allied to Teut schrag, schraeg,
pi. schraeghen, spars or slips of wood for supporting
Tines ; ligna transversa, capreoli ; canterii. V. VVach-
ter, Kilian. The origin is Germ, schrag, obliquus.

Scroggy, Skroggy, adj. 1. Stunted, S.

The cumpany al samyn held away
Throw scroggy bussis furth the nerrest wsy.

Doug. Virgil, 264, 19.

In sere plecis the herds at his desyre
Amang the scroggy raroruell settis the fyre.

IbuL, 830, 47.

"The name of the town [Dumfries] is, by some,
supposed a compound of Gothic or Celtic, with a

. Roman word, Drumfriars ; by others, it is considered
as more entirely Celtic, Drumfresh, a hill or rising
ground clad with furze or scroggy bushes." P. Dum-
fries, Statist. Ace., r. 140.

"John of Wallinford mentions the Castrum Puel-
larum as at the Northern extremity of Northumbrian
This name our writers apply to Edinburgh. It is a
mere translation of the name of Dumfries : Dun-Fres ;
Dun, castellum, urbs ; Fru, Fre, virgo nobilia, Ice*
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landk. This was tho name given by the Piks, while

the Cumri of Cumbria called tho same place Aberndn,

as it stands at the mouth of the Nith.
ft Pinkerton s

Enquiry, ii. 208.

2. Abounding with stunted bushes or brush-

wood, S.
Quhsre now standls the golden Capitole,

Vmquhile of wylde buskis rouch skroggy knoll.

Doug. Virgil* 254, 12.

On scroggy braes shall akes and ashes grow.

Ramsay's Poems, L 60.

SCROINOCH, Scronnoch, Scrynoch, «.

Noise, tumult, Aberd.
Nae doubt, sma* scroinoch they wad mak,

If she in lofty style could crack.

Shirrefs Poems, p. 820.

[To Scronnoch, v. n. To shout, screech,

yell, ibid.]

Sibb. naturally enough refers to Sw. shraen, clamor

stridulus; Gl.

SCROOFE, Scrufe, b. 1. A. thin crust or

covering of any kind, S.

••The outwarde scroof, suppose it appeareth to

be whole, where the inward is festered, auaileth no-

thing, bot maketh it to vndercoate again." Bruce s

Eleven Serai., T. ii. a, b.

••Striue therefore euer to keep the soule in a sense

and feeling, and let not that miserable scroofe to goe

oner thy soule." Rpllock on the Passion, p. 12.

His nose will lose the scruf,

Gif he fa' doun.

R. Galloway's Poems, p. 18.

Lancash. " scroof, a dry sort of scales
;
" T. Bobbins.

2. Applied also to money that is both thin

ana base.
•• Now they spair not planelie to brek down and con-

vert gud and stork mony, cunyit in our cunye-house,

in our Soveranes les aiee, into this thair corrupted

scruef and baggages of Hard heidis and Nonsounts.

Knox's Hist., p. 164. ^ ^ . „ A_

Radically the same with E. scurf, Su.-G. slor, the

$cwf of a wound, according to Seren. from skorpa,

erusta.

[To Scroofe, v. a. To take off the surface;

to touch slightly ; to do any thing slightly

or superficially, S. V. Scrufe.]

Scroofin, Scrufan, *. A thin scurf or

covering ; as, a scrufan of ice, S. B.

8u.-G. skrof is used in the latter sense, glacies rara.

V. preceding word.

SCROPPIT, adj. [Mean, scraping, nig-

gardly.]

Ane scroppit cofe quhen he begynnis

Sornand all end sindry sirtis,

For to by hennis reid-wod he rynnis.

Bannalyne Poems, p. 17a

This is the description of what is now called a cadger.

Lord Hailes renders scroppit, contemptible, illustrating

this sense by the passage in Knox's Hist., quoted under

Bcorp. . . _ .

Scroppit, as here used, seems synon. with K. *&*">'

bed, scrubby, mean, sordid ; from Belg. schrobben,

to scrub, whence schrobber, a mean fellow, a scoundrel

;

Germ, schrabb-en, to scrape money together, schrobber,

avaricious.

SCROW, Skrow, *. 1 . A scroll, a writing, S.

Thy scroYfs obscure sre borrowed fra some buik.

Polw. and Montgom., Watson's Coll., Hi. 6.

Dirten Dunbar, on qubome blaws thou thy boist f

Pretendand thee to wryte sic scaldit skrows t

Kennedy, Evergreen, il 48.

It is rather singular that this orthography should

have been used by Sir Ralph Sadler, not after he

had been long resident at the Scottish court, and

might have adopted the pronunciation of the country

in some instances, but so early as the year 1537. while

as yet he was only on his way to fulfil his first embassy.

—"Not passing ii or iii dayes before my cumyn&
musters made in Cliveland uppon the hilles, which

was by means of dyvers billes and scrowes sett uppon

posts and church-dores thoroughly out the bishopneke,

and tost and scatered abrode in the contrey by some

sedyteous persons, which do nothing else but go up

and downe to devise mischief and devision. " Sadler a

Papers, ii. 596, 597.

2. Damaged skins, which are fit only for

making glue, are called Scrows ; also, the

scraps taken from skins, and used for the

same purpose.
" Scrows of ox and cow, or other hides per ton,

040*
Dues on Goods, Thorn's Hist. Aberd., ii. 52.

3. The name given most commonly to the

minute cancri observed inpools and springs,

Cancer stagnalis and C. pulex, S. It

is, however, also occasionally applied to

some of the aciuatic larvae of flies and

beetles, especially to the larva of the

Dytiscus marginalis.

Squilla, nostratibus the Screw. Sibb. Scot., p. 34.

Su.-G. skrof, skeleton, from its appearance ?

[To Scrow, v. a. To cut off the scraps or

torn pieces from skins, West of S. ; synon.

snod.}

SCROW, *. 1. A number, a crowd, a

swarm; apparently implying the idea of

bustle aud confusion, Ettr. for., Dumfr.,

Gall.
To bell the cat wi* sic a scrow,

Some swankies ettled

;

But oh ! they got a fearfu* cow,

Ere a* was settled.

Mayne's Siller Gun, p. 78.

11 Scrow, a large quantity of people ;" Gall. Enc.

2. "Riot, hurley-burlcy ;" Dumfr., Gl. Mayne.

Dan. skrog is rendered moles, as denoting a large

mass of any kind. But it may be from S. scrow, a

scroll, as including a number of names.

[• To SCRUB, v. a. and n. To act in a

niggardly, parsimonious, or oppressive man-

ner in bargain making, to be saving or

exacting in the smallest matters, S.]

• Scrub, *. A niggardly oppressive person,

S. ; q. one who is still nibbing very hard for

gain, or to avoid expenditure.

[Scrubbie, adj. Of a niggardly, exacting

nature or disposition, S.]
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[Scrubbieness, s. Sordid parsimony, S.]

SCRUB, #. The plane that is first nsed in

smoothing wood, the fore-plane, or jack-

plane, Aberd.

IbL skrubbhtfiU signifies rtmcina, a plane ; Sw. shrubb

and skrMhyfvel, " jack-plane, rough-plane," Wideg. ;

from Scl-O. skrubb-a, Dan. dcrubihtr, to rob.

SCRUBBE,*. V. Scrab.

SCRUBBER, s. A handful of heath tied

tightly together for cleaning culinary

utensils, Teviotd.; from E. to Scrub, or

Belg. echrobber, a scrub.

SCRUBBLE, s. 1. The act of struggling,

Loth.

2. A squabble, an uproar, ibid.

3* The difficulty to be overcome in accom-
plishing any work, as E. struggle is often

used, ib.

To Scrubble, v. n. 1. To struggle, Loth.

2. To raise an uproar, ibid.

Dan. skrub, signifies a beating, a cudgelling.

SCRUBIE, s. The vulgar name of the

scurvy, S.

IsL skyrbiug-ur. This term occurs A. 1289 ; although
some understand it of the elephantiasis. V. Von
Troil, p. 324, Su.-G. skoerbiug. Hence,

Sorubie-Grass, 8. Scurvy-grass, S. scroobie-

gra88f A. Bor.

SCRUFE, 8. A scurf, S. V. Scroofk.

To Scrufe, v. a. 1. To take off the surface,

S.

2. To touch slightly; as, "It scruft the

SxrandV it glided along the surface,

pplied also to slight and careless plough-

ing, when merely the surface of the ground
is grazed, S.

8. To do anything superficially ; as, "lie only

scruft his subject," S.

[Scrufaw, Scrufin, 8. A thin scurf or

covering, S.]

To SCRUO one's Bonnet, v. a. A person is

said to scrug his bonnet, when he snatches

it by the pique, and lifts it up, or cocks it,

on his brow, that he may look smart, bold,

or fierce, Fife, Perths.

He scrugqiC* bonnet, aff be sUrtit,

Gudenight, cotb bev an' aae they partit

DuJTs Poems, p. 107.

Allied perhaps to the E. v. to shrug, and Sw. stml-a,
homerot attollere.

[SCRUINNICH, e. 1. A shrill cry, a yell,

Banffs.

2. The act of screaming or yelling about any-
thing sudden or unexpected, ibid.

3. A person given to screaming or yelling,

ibid.]

[To Scruinnich, v. n. 1. To shout, screech,

or yell, ibid.

2. To talk in a highly excited, screaming,

manner, ibid.]

[SCRUINNICHIN, SCRUINNICHAN, part. pr.

Used as a «. and as an adj. in both senses of

the v., ibid.]

To SCRUMPILL, v. a. 1. To crease, to

wrinkle ; synon. Runkle.

"Ane chartour,—being be chance brint, aingit be
the fire, scrumpillit, or the seil thairof meltit and
brokin, in aic sort as it cannot perfectlie be red or
kept in time cumins, as ane sufficient evident to mak
faith to posterity the tenour thairof, and the chance
foirsaid beand provin be sufficient witnessis,—aucht
and sould be renewit and redintegrat be him, or his

airia," Ac. Balfour's Practicks, p. 188.

To serumple, to ruffle, Lancaah.

2. Applied to animal food that is much
roasted ; a 8crumplit bit, i.e., crisp, as con-

tracted by the force of the fire, Fife. V.
SORUMPLE, 8.

[SCRUNKIT, adj. V. Skrunkit.]

To SCRUNT, v. n. V. Skrunt.

SCRUNT, Skrunt, *. 1. A stubby branch,

or a worn-out besom, Lanarks., Fife.

2. A person of a slender make, a sort of

walking skeleton, ibid.

3. A scrub, a niggard, ibid.

Scruntit, adj. Stunted in growth, meagre,
Lanarks. ; evidently the same with Serunty,

q. v. Also Scruntet-like.

" She went on, her eve having caught the figure of
Caley Mulloy, ' Hand aoye ! ye scruntet-like wurlyon o'

the pit : haud abye !' " Saint Patrick, ii. 313.

Sorunty, Skruntie, adj. 1. Stubby, short

and thick, Lanarks.

2. Stunted in growth, Roxb.
Next, by the banks o' bony Tweed,
Was natch'd a cock o' fthilfa' breed,
Wha, on his native scrunty thorn,

'Hang birds o' song bude hail the morn.
A. Scott's Poems, 1811, p. 59.

3. Meagre ; applied to a raw-boned person,

Fife, Loth.

4. Scrubbish, mean, niggardly, Fife
; q.

shrivelled in heart as well as in external

appearance.

Scruntiness, 8. The state of being stubby,

Lanarks.
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••If any one is brought before a Presbytery, &c.

to be questioned for Sculduddery, i.e., fornication, or

adultery, and shews a neglect of their authority the

offender is not only brought to pwishmeDt by their

means, but will be avoided by his friends, acquaint-

ance, and all that know bim and his circumstance in

that respect." Burt's Letters, i. 231, Let 9.

2. Grossness, obscenity, whether as regarding

facts of narration, S.

—" I was of a firm persuasion, that all the sculdud-

dew of the business might have been well spared from

the eye of the public, which is of itself sufficiently

prone to keek and kook, in every possible way, for a

glimpse of a black story." Blackw. Mag., June, 1821,

3. Rubbish; tatters; Mearns, Upp. Clydes.

The first part of the word is most probably formed

from Germ, schuld, A.-S. scyld, Alem. scnldi, Su»-G.

$kyld, IsL shnlld, a fault, an offence ; whence L.B.

Mculted-um, a great offence, and aculM-us, a bailiff,

A.-S. sculdeta, an exactor, one who exacted satisfaction

from delinquents. V. Spelman. Thus the word might

originally be q. seuldet-ry, or an offence of that kind

that subjected to a fine.

Callander, in his MS. notes on Ihre, has given

the former etymon. He mentions the 8. term under

Su.-G. skoela, debitor, Moes.-G. ilulyUula, id. Ir.

sgaldruth, however, denotes a fornicator, Lbuyd.

The origin is Alem. sculen, 4c, debere, because satis-

faction is due to the law, on account of the offence.

The $. indeed primarily signifies debt, obligation.

Sculdudky, adj. 1. Connected with aim.

con., S.
t

But a
f
sic dish-clash cracks I lea

To yon tculdtulry committee.
J

TannahOVs Poems, p. 105.

2. Loose, obscene, S.
M The rental-book—was lying beside him ; and a

book of sculduddry sangs was put betwixt the leaves,

to keep it open at the place where it bore evidence

against the Goodman of Prirarosc-Knowe, &c. Ked-

gauntlet, i. 232.

SCULE, Skule, Skull, *. A great collec-

tion of individuals, S., generally applied to

fishes, and equivalent to E. shoal, as a scule

. o* fish, a shoal of fishes.

Its banks slang, quhilk hazels thrarig

Quhare sweet-saired hawthorns blow,

I lufe to stray, and view the play

Of fleckit scules below. ..

Minstrelsy Borfer, il 356.

By mistake printed Kales.

Ane felloun tryne come at his taill,

Fast flichtren through the skise,

Bot suddenly that shtli did skaill. „
Surers Pilgr., Watson *s Coll., n. 24.

The word is common in O. E. A scill offish ; YuL

Barnes. " Scull of fys*h. Examen." Prompt. Parv.

An there they flye a dye like scaled sculs

Before the belching whale. „,_..,„ .

.

Chauc. Troil. «fr Creseide.

The immediate origin is A.-S. sceole, "coetus mag-

nus, multitudo; a great company, a multitude a

shole ;" Somner. But this is undoubtedly from scylan,

Su.-G. slil'ia, to separate. A stale seems properly to

denote one company disjoined from another.

SCULL, s. A shallow basket; sometimes

used as a cradle, S.

"Her father had often told her that he built the

first house in Portnockie the same year in which the

house of Farskauc was built, and that sho was brought

from Cullcn to it, and rocked in a fisher's *cull instead

of a cradle." P. Ruthven, Banff's. Statist Ace., xm.

401. V. Lexxo, and Skul.

•SCULLION, *. Same sense as in E. ; also,

a knave, or low worthless fellow, S.

To SCULT, Skult, v. a. 1. To beat with

the palm of the hand, S. synon. shelp, scud,

scon.

2. To chastise by striking the palm, Ettr. For.

IsL ate*/, tkcllde, id. diverbero palmis; $kell-r, a

stroke, G. Andr. It might, however, be deduced from

A.-S. teuld, Germ, schuld, debt, what is due to one

;

in the same sense as we say S. to ;xi//, or to give one hi*

payment, when he is beaten for a fault V. Aiohins.

Scult, *. 1. A stroke, properly with the

open hand, S.

" Scuds, lashes ; the same with sculU ;
n

Gall. Enc.

2. A stroke on the hand; Pandij, synon. Ettr.

For.

SCUM, *. 1. A greedy fellow, a mere hunks,

Fife.

2. A contemptuous name, corresponding

with Lat. nequam, Fife; synon. Scamp,

Skellum.

"The men were drawn up amang the trees tae de-

fend them, a gay while afore the vile sctims wan for'et"

Saint Patrick, i. 169.

A taylor, just frae Lon'on come,

—A menseless, gabbin', pridefu' scum,

Wi' ruffles at his sark.

Cock's Simple Strains, p. 120.

Oh ! did I think the day wad come.

That I should been a cadger scum, &c
The Cadger's Mares, Tatras's Poems, p. 5%

The only difference between this and the secondary

sense of the term as used in E. is, that it is here ap-

plied to an individual.

To SCUM, v. a. To scum up one's mou\ to

strike a person on the mouth, and so preveut

him from speaking, Aberd.
" Til scum your cha/U for ye,

w
I'll strike you on the

chops, Loth.
The latter seems, q. sl'hn, brush along ; or, to take

the scum from them, q. wipe them. The other is less

intelligible.

[To SCUM, v. a. 1. To skim, Clydes.

2. To catch the herrings that drop from the

nets as they are hauled, Banffs.]

[Scum, ad;. Skimmed; as, scum milk, Clydes.]

[Scum, Scummins, *. That which is, or has

been, skimmed, ibid.

Scum is tho term generally used for skimmed milk ;

scummins, i.e., skimmings, for what has been skimmed

off.]

[Scummer, s. The boy who catches the

herrings that drop from the nets ; see v. s.
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2, Banffs. Iu Wick he is called the aave.

He scums with a small round net attached to a long
pole.]

*

[SCUMFIS, s. and v. V. Scomfis.]

SCUMFIT, part. pa. Discomfited.

Quhat mysteryt ma in a power to pass,
All off a will, as I trow net ar we.
In playne battaill can nocht weill seumjit be.

WaUace, vui. 466, MS.
Altered to diseomjist. Edit. 1W8.
Ital. sconfigg-cre, id.

SCUN, 8. " Plan, craft," Gallowav.
• I hae uae scun ava,

And'i ay for counting my purse, t

Gali. Eneycl., p. 361.

Mactaggart views this as allied to "scunge, a sly
fellow." But there is no connection ; the latter being
most probably from the v. to Scounge, to go about
from place to place like a dog ; whereas Scun is a word
ci great antiquity, allied to Su.-G. skoen, judicium,
IsL skyn, id, used to denote "the knowledge of good
and evil," in the Isl. version, Gen. iii. Skyn godz oc
illae. The Dan. synon. is attoen, judgment, under-
standing, skill. Su.-G. skoen-ja, primarily signifies to
see ; in a secondary sense, to understand, to discern
with the eye of the mind. Isl. skyn-ia, censere, ag-
noscere ; sapere, intelligere ; Dan. skioenn-e, id. The
root is retained in many derivatives ; as, Sw. skoensam,
discerning, skoensamhet, discernment, Widec. ; IsL
skynsam-r, prudens, sapiens; rationalis; skynsemi,
skynsemd, ratio, intellectus ; skyntaus, irrationalis,
brutus ; Dan. skioensom, skioensomhed, &c.

SCUNCHEON, s. A stoue in the inner
side of a door or window, forming the
projecting angle, S.

Perhaps allied to Germ. schantse, E. sconce, as form-
ing the bulwark or strength of the wall.

Immediately from Fr. escolnson, " the back part of
the iaumbe of a window," Cotgr. Teut. srhanU-en,
8u.-U. skans-a, munire.

SCUNCHEON, s. A square dole or piece
of bread, cheese, &c, Teviotd.

It is frequently thus designed among the peasantry,
perhaps from its resemblance to the corner-stone of a
building, which has this name.

To SCUNNER, Scouner, v. m. 1. To
loathe, to nauseate, S.

Tea, some will spue, and bock, and spit

At moats like to a midge's foot.

We scunner st most part of meat,
Which we're not used for to eat

CldantCs Poems, p. 104.

2. To surfeit, S. B.

3. To shudder at any thing, because of its

repugnance to the dictates of the mind.
" This James—procured the Pope's dispensation to

marry his eldest son upon his brothers daughter,
sister to the said William. By this cause, without
doubt, the whole lands should be united in one ; yet,
notwithstanding, the rest of the Douglasses scunnered,
thinking the marriage to be unlawful. " Pitscottie,

p. 1&

4. To hesitate, to startle at any thing from
doubtfulness of mind.

"He explains his not seeing through the King's

authority,, and says ho scunnered to own it, and that
such things had been done, as in a well guided com-
monwealth would annul his right." Wodrow, ii. 301.

5. To shrink back through fear.

Bot thai that held on feyt in hy
Drew thaiin away deliuerly ;

And scounryt nocht for that thing,
Bot went stoutly till assailling.

Burbour, xvii. 651, MS.
According to Sibb., this word is " merely a variety

of shudder. ' But the idea is contrary to evidence.
A.-S. scunnung signifies abomination; onscun-ian, to
loathe ; scun-ian, in its simple state, not only vitare,
aufugere, but timere, revcriri ; whence wo discover the
reason why its derivative scunner is applied, not only
to loathing, but to fear. It appears, indeed, that fear
is the primary idea. Thus, in like manner, Germ.
scheu-en, signifies vitare, fugere, verab-sheu-en, abomin-
are. The radical word may be IsL sky, abhorrere,
evitare.

To Scuxxek, r. a. To disgust, to cause
loathing, Aberd., S.A.
"'The first and fairest, as well as the maist fra-

grant, is the scented southron wood,* muttered the
hag, ' for when it's fairly ou lowe, its thick and steam-
ing scent wad smother the sennnerbuf smell o' an acre
o* corses.' " Blackw. Mag., Aug. 1820, p. 513.

Scuxxer, Skuxxer, Skoxxeu, s. 1. Loath-
ing, abhorrence, S.

We might have niiss'd a beastly blnuncr,
Had we not spewed ont our skunner
Against this Test, in every where,
As Antichristian hellish ware.

VletamVs Poems, p. 106.

Sse comes of ignorance, I trow

;

Tie this that crooks their ill-far'd mou*
With jokes sae crou.se, they gar fouk spew

For downright skonncr.
Boss's ttelenore, Beattie's Address, st. 12.

"The head o't was as yallow as biest milk ; it was
enough to gi' a warsh-stamach'd body a scunner. 1 *

Journal from London, p. 3.

2. A surfeit, S. B.

3. The object of loathing; any person or
thing, which, from whatever cause, excites
disgust, Aberd.

SCUR, 8. 1. The name given to the minute
cancri in pools or springs, Lanarks.; synon.
with Scrow, s. 2.

2. The Cadew, or May-fly, immediately after
it has left its covering, Clydcs.

Allied perhaps to Scrow, a generic name for aqueous
Cancri. Or to Isl. skurd, caesura ; q. deprived of its

coat?

[SCUR, s. The hard covering that grows
over a wound or sore, Banffs.; like E.
scurf.']

[To Scui:, v. ?i. To become covered with a
8curf ibid.]

SCURDY, *. 1. A kind of moorstone, S.

"The greatest part of the parish stands on rock of
moorstone,^commonly called scurdy : it is of a dark
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blue colour, and of so close a texture that water

cannot penetrate it." P. Lunan, Forfars. Statist. Ace,

i.442.

2. A resting-place in general, a favourite

seat, Ayrs.

Isl. akord-a, firmo, colloco firmiter; skorda, ful-

crum?

SCURF and KELL. V. Kell.

[To SCURFUFFLE, v. a. To tarnish,

Banffs. ; synon., to scuff.

Scurfuffle is lit. to fuffle the scur, i.e., to break or

crumple the surface.]

[Scurfuffle, Scurfufflix, s. 1. Tarnish-

ing ; also, the act of tarnishing, ibid.

2. A tarnished piece of dress, ibid.]

SCURL, Skurl, s. A dry scab after a

sore, S. as Sibb. observes, a diinin. from

$curf. V. Scur.

SCURR, 8. 1. "A low blackguard ;" Gall.

Encycl. ; from Lat. scurra, a scoundrel.

2. u Any thing low ;" ibid.

Sctjrly, adj. Opprobrious. Scurly xcords,

Loth. ; corr. from Fr. scurrile, id.

SCURRIE, adj. Low, dwarfish; Scurrie-

thorns, low dwarfish thorns, in muirland

glens;" ibid.

"They [gleds or kites] build there on what the

shepherds call scurHe thorns, low dwarfish thorns."

Ibid., p. 231,
See the etymon given of Skcr, as applied to small

horns. Isl. slor-a, incidere ; Teut. tcheure, schoore,

cissura, ruptura.

[SCURR, 8. A spot of fishing ground, Shetl.]

[SCURREOUR, s. V. Scurrour.]

SCURRIE, s. The Shag, Pelccanus Gracu-

lus, Linn., Mearns.

Norw. Top-Scare, id. This name would seem to be

borrowed from that of the young Herring Gull. V.
SCAUREY, SCOKEY.

SCURRIEVAIG, 8. V. Skluryvaoe.

SCURRIE-WHURRIE, s. A hurly-burly,

Clydes. This is merely an inversion of

Hurry-Scurry, q. v.

SCURROUR, Scurreour, Skouriour,
Skurriour, *. 1. A scout.

The spy he send, the entre for to se,

Apon the moss s scurrour sone fand he,

To scour the land Makfadyane had him send.

Wallace, vii 796, MS.

In a dern woode thai stell it tliaim full law ;

Set skouriouris furth the contre to aspye.

Ibid., iv. 431, M&
Although Fr. coureur signifies a scout, the term may

be from Fr. escur-er, literally to scour, as the v. is

metaph. used in military language, to scour t/te /elds.

or as above, to scour the land. Ital. scorruhrhsignifies

a scout Its form would indicate some affinity to

8u.-G. slyr-a, circumcursitare.

2. An idle vagrant fellow, Rudd.

SCUSHIE, 8. A cant term for money,

Aberd. perhaps formed by corr. from cash.

Or if. as we have sometimes seen,

Mischance should wear their scushy done,

May some guid friend the want supply.
'

Shirref's Poor*, p. 245.

V. Lawo-craio, 2.

To SCUSHLE, v. n. [To scuffle, to shuffle]

;

to make a noise by walking with shoes

either too large or having the heels down,

ibid. V. ScASnLE, v.

[2. To work in a slovenly, lazy, unmethodical

manner, to be slatternly, Clydes.]

Scushle, 8. 1. A scuffle ; also, the noise of

a scuffle, Aberd.

2. An old, thin, worn out shoe, Aberd.

[2. A shuffling, grating noise, made by walk-

ing with old or badly fitting shoes, Clydes.

3. The act of working in 'a slovenly, un-

methodical manner; also, work done in

such a manner, ibid.]

[Scusiilix, s. Same with Scushle, *., in s. 2

and 3, ibid.]

SCUSIS, pi. Excuses.

Thy scusis and ru*i*

SaU seme for na effect

;

Bot rather, Rail farther

Thy knaifre to detect
>#

BureCs Pilg., Watson's Coll., u. 45.

ItaL sciwa. an excuse. Busts, self-commendations.

SCUTARDE, 8. " Skulker," Pink.

I have ane wallidraj?, ane worm, ane auld wohat carle,—

Anescabbit skarth, ane scorpion, ane scutarde behind.

Maitland Poems, p. 48.

It seems rather to convey the idea of one in whom
nature is so decayed, that he has lost the power of

retention ; from the v. Scout, q. v.

To SCUTCH, v. a. 1. To beat, to drubb.

•• He made a long and pitiful narration of Strafford's

oppression : That being at table with Lord Mure and

Lord Loftes, discourse falling in concerning the

Deputy's scutchbuj of a gentleman with a rode, of his

name, and of
** Al *~ *—

-

1-— *•
-~-- —%*

the Deputy**

that man had a brother in EngL— ...„

content with such a revenge for such an affront," &c.

Baillie'a Lett., i. 269.

2. To scutch lint, to dress flax after it has

been beaten with a mallet, by striking it

with an instrument like a wooden sword, S.

This operation is accurately described in

the following extract

:

" After it [that is, the flax] has been duly watered

and dried, the sheaves arc formed of the thickness of a
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•n't leg, and beat with malleta on a smooth stone,
to separate the seed from the rind. Then it is ©pa-
nted into handfnU each at a person can easily grasp

;

and with a wooden instrument, made in the form of
a hedge hill or large knife; in the right hand, and
holding the lint in the left, over the end of a small
perpendicular hoard set firmly in a sole, which is held
turning one end of the lint after another to the stroke,
is acmtehed or whipped, with the wooden instrument,
down by the foot, and about three feet high, the lint

and tnrning the inside out, as appears necessary, until
the rind be completely separated.* Agr. Suit. Invern.,

ft 161.

It in the same with E. notch, although applied in a
peculiar tense. The flax is whipt or beat with a
twitch. Ital. acutk-are, has been given at synon. with
K. ocotck. Seusoo signifies stripped. Perhaps it it

radically the tame with the E. e. to switch,

[3. To cut the tops of twigs in a hedge, or of

thistles in a field, by striking them with a
sharp hook or scutching knife, Clydes.

4. To push or drag one body over another in

a jerking or grating manner ; also, applied

to walking in a shuffling manner, Banffs.

5. To do garden or field work in a slight or

careless manner, ibid.]

It. and Gael. agu'Uo-eam t to beat, to dress flax.

Scutch, Skutch, *„ 1. A wooden instru-

ment, shaped like a coulter, used in dressing

flax, hemp, £c, S.

S. One of the pieces of wood which in a.lint-

mill beats the core from the flax, or in a
thrashing mill beats out the grain, S.

• It appeared to Mr. Mickle that the purpose of
the grain from the straw might oe accom-

.
pushed—by ahUchca—beating out the grain, in place
of pressing, or robbing it out." Agr. Surr. E. Loth.,

p*77.

[3. A cut at the top of a twig or a thistle

;

also, the act of trimming a hedge, or cut-

down thistles, Clydes.

4. The act of pushing or dragging one body
over another in a jerking or shuffling man-
ner, Banff*.

3. The sound made by one working as stated

in s. 1, 2, 3, and 4 of v.]

Scutcher, «. [1. One who scutches ; see v.]

2. The same with Scutch, sense 1. Ang.,
Mearns.

(3. One who works in a dirty, slovenly, or

awkward manner, Banffs.]

£ScuTcnix, t. 1. The act or process of

dressing flax, of trimming a hedge, or of

cutting down thistles, Clydes.

2. The act of working or walking as in s. 4
of r. ; also the sound caused by doing so,

Banffs.]

SCUTIFER, 8. [Lit., a shield bearer] ; a
term equivalent to squire, L.B.

—SkutiferaU and squieria full courtly*

Ar assemblit and sett in a ryell ae.

Cotketbie Sow, Prohem.

To SCUTLE, (pron. as Gr. v) v. a. To
pour from one vessel to another backwards
and forwards, in a childish way ; so as fre-

quently to imply the idea of spilling part

of the liquid, S., synon. jirgle.

This appears properly a v, n. As necessarily in-

cluding the idea of spilling part of the liquid which is

poured from one vessel to another, it seems very
nearly allied to Isl. squett-a, irrigare solutius, proji-

oere uouorem. It has been supposed that this v. may
be allied to Skutilsvtinar, translated cup-bearers.

"There were in the forecastle, Eirek Skifa, Thorfin
Sigvald, Ac, ok ennjteiri akutiaveiaar, and many of the
cup-bearers. " Haco s Expedition against Scotl. TransL
by Johnstone, pp\ 36, 37.

Isl. akutill-tveinn is indeed, rendered by Haldoreon,
Pincerna regius, pocillator ; and in pi. by Verelius,

Pincernae, mensae servientes, as synon. with Sir.

akiaenktawtnrur, q. skink-sioaina. It must be observed,

however, that ikutill, also akutul, does not by itself

denote drink or any kind of liquor. Both in Isl. and
8n.-G. it signifies primarily a small table, mensa par-

va. Hence it has been transferred to a dish used at

table; so that akutitt-avtin strictly signifies one
who serves at a table. Ihre has remarked that the
dishes of the ancients were so formed, that in each
dish provisions were brought for two quests, who were
thence denominated diakamctctar, q. diah-mates or dish-

companions. It was, indeed, one of the laws of Goth-
land, that " all dishes should be sufficient to contain

the food of two who should eat together." He adds
that the same custom prevailed among the Greeks;
referring to Lucian. in Lapith.

This may seem akin to Isl. akutl-a, to toss back-

wards and forwards, (ultro citroque jactare). Germ.
*eA«at/-AL

motitare, from Su.-G. akutld a, Genn. schutt-

en, to pour out, which have been traced to Chald.

tkada, indit, Our term, however, has great resembl-

ance to Isl. gutVa, liquida moveo, et agito cum sonitu

;

G. Andr., p. 100.

Scutles, s. pi. Any liquid that has been

tossed backwards and forwards from one

drinking vessel to another, S. synon. jirgle.

V. the v.

Scuttal, 8. A pool of filthy water, Buchan,

synon. Jaw-hole.

She bora't him wi' the same lang ipar,

He plumpit V the scuttal.

Owre's lugs that night
Tarraa's Poena, p. 69.

So.-G. tkudd-a, effundere. V. Scutle, r.

To SCUTTEB, v. a. and n. To bungle, to

botch, to work in an ignorant, awkward, or

dirty manner, Abcrd., Banffs.

Su.-G. ayiiaettr-a, spargere, dissipare; from »iuaettat

liquida effundere.

[Scutter, *. 1. The act of doing work as

above, Banffs. ; dirty, troublesome work,

Mearns.

2. One who works in such a manner, ibid.]
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[SCUTTERIN, SCUTTERAN. I. As a *., the

same with Soutter, *. 1, ibid.

2. As an adj., weak, awkward, and dirty at

work, ibid.]

SCUTTLINS, 8. pi The light or refuse

wheat, which is ground by itself, that it may
be made into an inferior kind of flour; Fife.

Souttlin-Flour, #. The flour made of the

refuse of wheat, ibid.

From E. scuttle, " the wooden conduit or trough in

a mill, thro' which the flower falls into the meal-tub ;

H

Phillip*. This seems most nearly allied to Su.-O.
ekwld-a, excutere, effundere ; or Isf. skuti-a, jaculari.

[To SE, v. a. To see, Barbour, v. 503; to

watch over, to preserve, iii. 172, v. 653.]

SE, *. Seat, residence ; as the see of Rome.
Hir natine land for it postponis sche,

Gsllit Samo, in Cartage aet hir se.

Doug. Virgil, 13, 82.

SE,*. The sea.

1%an was he wondir will off wane,
And sodanly in hart has tane,

That he wald trewaile our the se,

And a quhile in Parysa be.

Barbour, i 325, MS.
V. Scorns Se.

[Sea-Biddies, s. pi Large bannocks
which fishermen take with them to the

haaf, ShetL]

Sea-Gat, *. The Wolf-fish, Loth.

"A. Lupus. Sea-wolf, or Wolf-fish; Sea-eat of
Scotland." Neill's List of Fishes, p. 2.
" Anariehas lupus, the sea-wolf ; in Scotland called

the Sea-tat" Agr. Sunr. Forfars., App. p. 47.

Sea-Cock, 8. Supposed to be the Foolish

Guillemot, occasionally called the Sea-Hen,

S.
Aria marina. Sea-Cod, dicta. Sibb. Prodr. P.

IL, p.22.

Sea-Coulter, *. The Puffin, Alca arctica,

or Coulter-neb. Avis marina, Sea-Coulter,

dicta. Sibb. Scot., p. 22.

[Sea-Crow, 8. The Razor-bill, a bird, ShetL]

Sea-Fike, #. The name given to a marine
plant, which, when rubbed on the- skin,

• causes great itchiness, Loth.

It seems to hare received this name, because it file*,

or causes disquietude to the akin. Isl. fuk, Sw.fyk,
alga marina ; Verel.

Sea-Growth, Summer-Growth, 8. The
names given by fishermen to various species

of Sertulariae, Flustrae, &c, which are

attached to small stones, shells, &c, S.

Sea-Hen, #. A name given, according to

Sir R. Sibb., to the Lyra, a fish. V.
Crooner.

Sea-Maw, *. [The common gull (]

canus), Orkn., Shetl.; but generally a]

throughout S. to any member of tin

tribe.J

"Scmou* byrd. Aspergo. Alcio. Alcedo.H P
Parr.

Sea-Mouse, #. Tlie Aphrodita acu
Linn., Lanarks.
This is exactly correspondent to one of it

Mns marinus.

Sea-PietI >. Pied oyster-catcher. Hs
topus ost mlegus, Linn. S. V. Statist.

"P. Luss, Dunibartons. xvii. 251.

This term corresponds to Fr. Pie de mer, Bi
Pica marina, Caii, and nearly to Dan. strand
i.e.v the magpie of the shore or strand. V.
Zool, p. 482.

Sea-Poacher, 8. The Pogge, a fish, ]

of Forth.
" Cottus Cataphractus. Pogge or Armed Bull-

—Sea-Poacher* Neill's List of Fishes, p. 9.

Sea-Swine, 8. V. Bressie.

Sea-Tod, #. A species of Wrasse.
Kinoervie.

Sea-Tkowe, 8. A marine goblin, S
V. Trow, 8.

To SEA-CAER, v. a. To embank, Lan
This seems to be a vestige of the Strathclyd
ion of the country, C. B. caer, signifying a v

mound, and caer-u, to encompass with a wall. <

caer enters into the formation of many local nai

Lanarks., as Carluke, Carstairs, Caryhin, &
marking the site of a fortification. It seems

doubtful, if the first syllable has any connexio:

E. sea, mare ; the word being confined, as far w
learn, to an inland part of the country. Sea-cai

be a corr. of C. B. ysgor, a rampart, or bulwark

Sea-Garr, 8. An embankment, ibid.

SEAL. Cloath of seal, prob., seal-skin

We had no garment* in our land.
But what were spun by th* Goodwife's hand

;

No Drap-de-Berry, cloath* of seal\ &c.
Watson's Coll.,

V. Drap-de-Berrt.

SEALGH, 8. "A seal; sea-calf;'

Antiq. V. Selciit.

SEAM, s. 1. The work at which a i

sews, S. Fr. seme.

[2. Metaph. applied to any piece of

thus, a weaver will say on finishing

" My 8eam
9
8 oot,

w
Clydes.]

Isl. saum-r, sartura ; saum-a, sarcirc ; item
gere. G. Andr., p. 204. Hence E. Semjufre*

SEAND, adj. Fitting, seemly, becom
—"They presentlie fiiiid, censour, and ji

samyn to be, and to haue bene, grcate, set
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reasonable eausis for the weill of his maiestie and of his

said realm* of Scotland. As also decemis—for the
aaidis caussis, quhilkis they haue knawin and tryit to

be for the seamd weill of his maiestie and realme," &c.
Acts Ja. VL, 1606, Ed. 1814, p. 340.

This term occursfrequently in the Acts ofJa. VI. , and
it merely a variation of Fr. scant, fitting, seemly, be-

coming, from scoir, to sit. "The stand weill of his

maiestie," is therefore equivalent to the Fr. phrase,

used negatively, II n' est pas scant a un homme de sa

dignity Diet. Trev.
The phrase "great, reasonable, profitable, and senc

canssis/' as ibid., p. 335, occurs however : but I can
scarcely think that sent and stand are used as syno-
nymous.

SEANNAUHIE, Sexxaciiie, s. "High-
laod bard ;

M GL Antiquary. More properly

a genealogist.

"On the application which they gave to study, and
the proficiency which they made in science, it entirely

depended, whin, or whether, they should be raised to

the station of Sennachai. These, according to tradi-

tion, and the etymology of the word, were the
chronologers, and genealogists, and historians of the

Celtic nation.—These were probably the ZtfiroSeot of

Laertius, and the Semnones and Sennani that we read

of in some other authors who treat of the religious

order of the Celts." Smith's Hist, of the Druids,

p. 6, 7. V. Shaxxach.
Gael. stanaekidk, id., from scan, old, ancient;

whence stomachal, antiquities, history, narration.

8haw renders seamachdh, "an antiquary."

SEANTACK, *. A fishing-line to which
baited hooks are suspended by short lines ;

the one end of the great line being fastened

to the bank of the river, and the other kept

across the stream by a weight, Moray.

SEARCHERS, «. pi The name given to

certain civil officers formerly employed,

in Glasgow, for apprehending idlers on the

streets during the time of public worship

on Sabbath.'
" If we bide here, the searchers will be on us, and

- carry na to the guard-house for being idlers in kirk-
time." Hob Roy, ii. 132.

SEATER, Setek, s. [1. A common termina-

tion of local names, Shetl. V. the term
Steil

2. The pasturage attached to a cottage, ibid.]

3. A meadow, Orkney.

"As to onr meadows, they are always called Staters,

Though I am little acquainted with the Norwegian
language, I understand a Stater to be a place for main-
taining milch cows; and these Seaters are to this

moment properly adapted for it. We have many in

this parish, namely, Kirk-scoter," 4c. P. Birsay,

Statist Ace sir. 320, N.
[Sw. etiUa, to set, place, locate ; siiter a seat, abode ;

sdteri, freehold, frank free. Hence the different mean-
ing of stater : it is the place, the seat or abode, the
pasture, or the meadow. An American would call it

Lis location.]

SEATH, Seeth, Seth, Saith, Sey, *. The
coal-fish, Gadus Carbonarius, Linn. S.

" Seaih, Gadus Carbunarius. " P. Glasgow, I^anarks

.

Statist Ace., v. 536.

"The fish, which frequent Lochlong, are cod, had-
docks, setttk, lythe," &c. P. Arroquhar, Dumbartons.
Ibid. iii. 433.

"The fish commonly taken on this coast are cod,

skate, hollibut, haddocks, whitings, saiths or cuddies." •

P. Drainy, Elgin, Ibid. iv. 79.

"The tenants have from their landlords three-

pence allowed for a ling, a penny for a cod or tusk,

and a halfpenny for a seth (cole fish)." P. Duuross-
ness, ShetL, Ibid. vii. 397.

*•AseUus Niger, the Colefish of the north of England,
our fishers call it a Coleman's Seetli." Sibb., Fife, p.
123.

These fidi are called not only seaths, but " podlers

and haddocks," on the East coast. V. Badxock.
" In Orkney and Shetland the fry are called si/locks

or scUocks; at Edinburgh, podleys; and at Scarborough,
pars. The year-old coal-fish is the cooth of Orkney ;

the pillock of Shetland ; the pollock of the Hebrides ;

the glassoet of Sutherland ; the cuddie of the Moray
Frith ; the grey poilley of Edinburgh ; and the billtt of

Scarborough. The appearance ofthe coal-fish varies

much with its age : hence a new series of provincial

names. In Orkney it is, 1. a sillock ; 2. a cooth ; 3.

a harbin ; 4. a cudden ; and, 5. a sethe. The full

grown fish is also, in different places, termed a sey, a
grey Img, a grey lord, &c." Neill's Tour, p. 209.

Dr. Barry mentions only three stages.

"The Coalfish {gadus carbonarius, Linn. Syst.),

which is so well known here by the name of the set-

lock, cuth, or seth, according as the age of it is either

one or two or more years, is much more abundant than
any other, and, indeed, exceeds in number almost all

the rest of our fish taken together." Hist. Orkney,

p. 293.

They are also, in an early stage, called Tibrics. V.
Tibbic.

Isl. st'ui is thus indefinitely expl., Pisciculi nomen,
G. Andr., p. 204. Shall we suppose that sey, the

name of the pollack in Norway, has been transferred

to this fish? V. Sye,s. 2L

There can be no doubt that this is originally an Isl.

word. For Haldorson defines seid, foetura asellorum

minuta ; seydi, assellus tenerrimus, sive foetura asello-

rum.

SEAT-HOUSE, *. The manor on an estate,

Loth. ; synon. The Place.

[SEAT-TREE, *. The wooden seat at a

loom, Tannahill.]

SEAWA, a. A discourse, a narrative, Abcrd.

This ought to be written Say-aico\ from Say$

v., and away.

Twould be owre lang a seaica,

To tell a' said and done.

D. Anderson's Poems, p. 85.

SECOND-SIGHT, s. A power, believed to

be possessed by not a few in the Highlands

and Islands of S., of foreseeing future

events, especially of a disastrous kind.

The persons whom these events respect,

accompanied with such emblems as denote

their fate, are said to be presented in

spectral vision to those who are gifted with

this power.
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"I cannot speak of the second siijht till fuller informa-

tion l>o given. 1 am undoubtedly informed, that men
and women in the Highlands can discern fatality ap-

proaching others by seeing them in waters, or with

winding-sheets about them ; and that others can

lecture, in a sheep's shoulder bone, a death within the

parish, seven or eight days before it come." Sinclair's

Invisible World, p. 114.

The man's a warlock, or nossest

With some nae good or second-s^'ght at least.

Gentle Shepherd, Act Hi. Sc 3.

Whether this power was communicated to the in-

habitants of the Highlands and Islands of S. by the

northern nations, who so long had possession of the

latter, cannot now be determined. But traces of

the same wonderful faculty may be found anions the
j

Scandinavians. Isl. ramdhygn denotes one who is en- i

dowed with the power of seeing spirits : Qui tali visu
j

praeter naturam pracditus est, ut spiritus et daemones ,

videat, opaca etiam visa penetret ; Verel. Ind. The '

term is formed from ramm-ur, yiribus pollens,
j

and shygn, videns ; q. powerful in vision.
j

[SECUEIS, 8. pi. Sec rets, Barbour, iv. 577.]

SECRET, s. A coat of mail concealed under

one's usual dress.

"How soon the Earl [Gowrie] saw him in his

chamber, he called upon this deponent [Henderson],

and bad him put on his Secret and Plate Sleeves,"

Cromarty's Ace. of Gowrie's Conspiracy, p. 47.

This is evidently distinguished from the armour

used for the head. For Henderson afterwards sent

to his own house for his " tteelbonn't and gantlet"

Ibid., p. 48.
" Let thy secret lone bee vnto his soule like a hecret

or jack in this bloodie battell." Z. Boyd's Last

Battell, p. 1172.

This term has been borrowed from the Fr., but

changed as to its application. For Fr. secrete is a

thin steel-cap, or a close scull worn under a hat

;

Cotgr.

SECT, 8. 1. The attendance given by vassals

when summoned by their superiors.

—"Committand to him his hiencs full power—
Lieutennent and iustice courtis, &c. to sett, begin,

affix, hald and continew, Secti* to mak be callit.

absentis to amerciat, trcspassouris to punische," &c.

Acts Ja, VI., 1598, Ed. 1814. p. 171.

This is the same with Soyt, sense 2, q. y. L. B.

Secta Curiae, seu Secla ad Curiam, est scrvitiuni, quo
feudatarius ad frequentandam curiam domini sui tene-

tur ; Du Cange.

2. Pursuit ; Sect of court, legal prosecution ;

synon. Soyt.

"The kingis hicnes—remittis—all sect of court

for the accioun & causs of thar being in the field

of Steruilin, Blakness. or vtheris placis agane his

hienes." Acts Ja. IV., 14SS. Ed. 1814, p. 207.

L. B. sect-a, jus pcrsequendi aliquem m judicio, de

re aliqua, maxime de criminali ; Du Cange.

To SECT, v. n. [Prob. an errat. for Set.]

Say weill himself will sometime auanw,
But Do weill does nouther sect nor prance.

Poems , Sixteenth Cent., p. 195.

Perhaps an errat. of some transcriber.

SECT, s. V. Wyxe Sect.

SECTOURIS, s. pi. Prob. executors.

Quhen he persauis na remeid.

Than greuously he gais to deid,

VOL. IV.

And RTugeaml gwuia vn the guist.

Sair I suspect Ciod will accuse

His sectouris, and him self refuse

Than sa vnthankfullie deceist.

Poems of the Sixteenth Century, p. 29.

Either a vulgar corruption of the legal term execu-

tors ; or used as equivalent to it. For L. B. Sectorts

is thus defined : Apud Papiam, ex Glosn'a antiquis

MSS. proprie dicuntur, qui bona proscriptorum et se-

cant et dividunt. Idem : Sector, divisor, abscissor,

cultor, usurpator ; Du Cange.

In the passage quoted, the relations of the patient

are represented as so eager to secure his property, that

they neglect all concern about his soul.

[SECULER, 8. Secular men, laymen, Bar-

bour, iv. 12.]

[SEDASOOP, s. Thin, unsettled sowens,

. Shctl.

This term, lit., needy-soup, in the West of S. some-

times called teexly-broo, (pron. seedy-brae,) is exactly

descriptive of sowens when in the first stage of steep-

ing, and before the seeds, &c\, have fallen to the

bottom of the dish.]

SEDEY N, adj. Sudden ; »edeyn ly, suddenly.

This is the orthography of the Perth. Eclit.

of Wallace. Both sodeyn and sodeynly are

used in the MS. ; the o occurs almost in-

variably where it has been read as e.

SEDULL, 8. A schedule ; used in reference

to the Legend of a Popish Saint.

Compleyn, Sanctis, thus, as your scdull tellis,

Complcyn to hewyn with wordis that nocht sell is.

Wallace, ii. 215, MS.

[To SEE, r. a. 1. To consider, think over;

as, "I'll 8ee what can be done for von/'

Clydes.

2. To plan, devise, arrange ; as, " I'll 8ee that

he meets you the morn," ibid.

Theso applications of the v. are peculiar, but quite

common. The nearest approach to them in E. is in

the phrase, "let me see.*']

To See aboot, v. a. [1. To attend to, look

after, look into ; as, " I'll 8ee aboot that at

ance," Clydes.]

2. To acquire an accurate knowledge of, or be-

come acquainted with, surrounding circum-

stances, S.
•• Monro—takes—his own men out of Drum, (whilk

Marischal had caused man with his men, with whom
the lady was not so well acquainted as before, where-

upon she left Drum, and dwelt in C'romar, while she

saw about her)." Spalding, i. 239. i.e., "till she was
fully informed as to the state of matters."

[To See after, v. a. I. To see after a person,

to make inquiries regarding, to search for,

to find out or try to find out ; as, "I'm gaun

to see after a servant
;

" also, to tend, to

attend to, to serve, to assist; as, "He's
auld noo, an' needs somebody to see after

him," ibid.

X
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2. To see after a tlting, to look out or search

for, to try to get ; as, " 1 mun see after the
key o' my kist;" also, to begin to prepare,

to get ready;" as,
,rI man tee after the

dinner," ibid.]

To See till or to, r. a. 1. To care for, to

attend to ; often used to denote a proper

provision of food, conjoined with weel, S.

"We hares* far gait to rang at ony rate, and then
the will be weel teen till, tor the Lady o' Lorctto is

unco kind and civil till her guests." St. Johnston, i.

is.

"The beasts, Sir Gabriel, shall be weel teen to, till

the rights o' the matter ha'e been sifted in due course
of law." Rotherlan, i. 238.

2. To observe, to survey, S.

That I has at banes-brakin been,
My akin can sha' the marks ;

I dinna tell you idle tales,

See to my bleedy sarks.

Ulyttet* Answer to Ajax, p. 26.

[3. To arrange for, make ready, prepare ; as,

^m tee till a* that," I'll make all necessary

arrangements, Clydes.]

A. -8. to-te-on, aspicere, intueri. It appears that this

phrase was used by O. E. writers, although overlooked
in dictionaries. For Somner ezpl. the v. in the form
of to-gete-on, "to have regard to or of, to tee to."

Tent, toe-tten, providere, consulere sibi, suis rebus, kc.

To SEED, v. n. A mare or cow is said to

seedy or to be seeding when the udder begins

to swell and give indication of pregnancy;
as, " She'll no be lang o' caavin now, for I

see she's seedin* ;" Teviotd.

This might be traced to Ir. and Gael, tiat-am, to

•well, tint, a tumour. 8ed, however, signifies " a cow
with calf

;

M and teidd, " a full belly, a tympany."

[SEED, s. A term of reproach, applied to a

person of hot temper, Banffs. Prob. allied

to last word;]

SEED, Seeds, $. The remains of the husk

of oats after grinding. V. Seidis.

Seed-Bird, s. A name given to a sea-

fowl, S. A.

"Sea-fowls appear here in great numbers in the
spring, about seed-time ; they follow the plough, and
are thence called teed-birdt. P. Sprouston, Tiviot-

dale. Statist. Ace., i. 67.

Seed-Foullie, s. The Wagtail, S. Mofo-
cilla alba, Linn.

Perhaps q. need-foul, from Su.-G. taed, and fugl.
Or the latter part may be formed from folja, sequi ; q.

the companion of the seed-time. For its Sw. name,
saedtaerla, has this signification ; as it announces to

the husbandman the proper time for sowing. Saed-

taerla, motacilla, ab ara, nuntiare, quippe quae suo

adrentu culonis nuntiat, tempus adesse, quo hordeum
sulcis mandandum est ; Ihre. vo. Saed.

Seed-Fur, s. The furrow into which the

seed is to be cast, S.
" In the spring give a steering-fur, as it is called ;

then the teed-fur; then sow barley or bear, with grass-

seeds.
w Maxwell's Sel. Trans., p. 83.

Seed-Lauerock, s. The wagtail, Upp.
Clydes.

This seems to be the white water-wagtail ; as it has
a similar name in Sweden ; scudes-aerta, or the teed-

wagtail. In Denmark it is called Havre-Saeer, ap-

parently the Oats-tower. It must have been thus de-

nominated, because "in spring and autumn," accord-

ing to Pennant, "it is a constant attendant on the
plough, for the sake of the worms thrown up by that

instrument." Zool., ii. 275.

[Seed-like, adj. Apparently ready for the

seed; as, "The laan s real seed-like" Banffs.]

[SEEDGE, *. Rate, speed, ibid.]

SEEING-GLASSE, s. A looking-glass, a

mirror.

This word had been anciently used in S. For the

title of a work by one of our reformers is, •• William
Keth his teeing ylasse, sent to the nobles and gentlemen
in England, &c, 32°." Ames's Antiq., hi. 1793.

This word in its composition resembles Isl. tidna,

aler, speculum, from tion, vision, sight, and gler, glass

;

Haldorson. O. Andr. gives the same term in the form
of thnargler, p. 207, under tia, videre. Skugsio and
tkugsion are used in the same sense ; q. that in which
one teet one's shadow. Hence the name of that very
singular work, written in the twelfth century by one
of the Norwegian kings, Kongs-SkuggSio, i.e., Speculum
Regale.

• To SEEK, v. o. 1. To court, to be a suitor,

to ask in marriage, S.

8yne in a little I msun gang again,

And whilk wss worst or a', maun gane my lane,

Am bidden court and daut, and seek the lass ;

O aunt 1 but I was at an unco pass !

Moss's Ilelenore, p. 37.

This, in sense, most nearly approaches to Su.-O.

seek a, ambire, to court.

[2. To beg; as, "Ye're. aye seek, seekin,"

West of S.] To seek one's meat, to beg
from door to door, S. ; synon. to gae fra
door to door*

3. To soak; as, "The water's seekin to my
verra skin," Clydes.; synon., perhaps a corr.

of, seep.']

4. To attack iu a hostile manner. V. Soucht.

[5. To overtask, to exhaust, Banffs. V. Suck.]

Seek and Hod. The game of Hide and
Seek, Angus. It is merely an inversion of

the E. name ; hod being used for hide,

also as the preterite and part. pa.

SEELFIT, adj. Pleasant. V. Seilfu'.

[Seelfuness, s. Complacency, sweetness of

disposition, Angus.]
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SEENIL, adj. Rare, singular, Fife. V.

Seyndill.

Seenfllie, adj. Singularly; as, secnillie

gash, remarkably loquacious, ibid.

This signification would almost suggest that it had
been originally the same with E. signal, t'tgnalty, or Fr.

. signali, notable.

To SEEP, c. 11. 1. To ooze, Gall. V.Sipe,*.

[2. To soak through, Clydes. V. Seek, *. 3.]

SEER, 8. The designation given to one who
is supposed to have what is called the

second-sight, S.
M 'Ise tell you, lady,' answered Cecil, lowering. her

voice, ' we have a seer in Glen Eradine ; and he was
greatly troubled with me standing at Jemmy's left

nand. —" One who has the second sight," N. Discip-

line, iii. 20.

SEERIE, adj. Weak, feeble, Fife.

This seems radically the same with Sary, Sairy,

q.v.

To SEETHE, v. n. To be nearly boiling,

S.B.
The sense is thus varied from that of the E. v. of

. A. -8. seoth-an, Isl. *i<xl-a, Su.-G. siud-a, Germ, sied-

en, aestuare.

To SEFOR, v. a. To save, to preserve, to

provide a remedy.
With God's grace, wee tak it upon hand,
To sefor this as ressoun can renieid,

In tyme to cum thairof tliair be na pleid.

Priests of PeUis, S.P.R., I p. 14.

It is printed stf or, as if two words. But this I

apprehend, is by mistake. The mfrie (pron. sai/rie)

of any thine is the preservation of it in safety. It

sometimes denotes the reward supposed to be due for

the care exercised in preserving and returning any
thing that has been lost ; from Fr. sauv-er, to save,

to preserve. V. Safer.

To SEG, Seyg, v. a. and n. 1. To fall down.

This term is especially used concerning liquids,

when, in consequence of absorption, they sink down
in the wooden casks that contain them, S. swag, E.
The roof of a house is also said to be seggit, S.B. when
it has sunk a little inwards.
R swag, "to sink down by its weight,** (Johns.)

seems to have a common origin ; although perhaps
more immediately allied to Sw. stcig-a, loco cedere,

Isl. »weig-ia, inciinare.

[2. To cause to fall down or become solid,

Ayrs.

When filling a sack with grain or meal the men will

say, "Let's seg it noo," and stop filling in order to

shake the sack that the grain may settle down more
compactly.]

3. Metaph., applied to the influence of in-

toxicating liquor, S.B.

When drink on them begins to $eg,

They'll tak's to see the showman.
AJorison's Poems, p. 16c

- Su.-G. Isl. sig-a, subsiderc, dclabi ; eh syg, lentc
defluo ; A.-S. asig-an, dilabi ; Belg. tyg-en, to fall

down.

This word is evidently of great antiquity. For

Ulphilas nses stg-an and gasig-an, as signifying,

delabi, deorsum ferri, subsidere. Junius views sig-an

as the origin of E. sink, Aletn. senk-en, Ac. mergi.

Seooino, s. 1. The act of falling down, or

state of being sunk, S.

[2. The act of shaking a bag or box, during

the process of filling it, in order to make it

hold as much as possible, Clydes.]

O. E. Saggyn or Satelyn. B:isso. " Saggyngt or sat-

lynge. Bassatura. Ba»»atio;
,V* Prompt Parv.

[Seo-Backit, adj. Hollow-backed; applied

to a horse whose back is sunk or hollow,

Mearus.]

To SEG, v. a. To set the teeth on edge by
eating any thing acid, Loth., S.A.. Lan-
arks. ; [part. pa. seggit, used as an adj.']

As the use of the term in this sense seems to con-

vey the idea that the teeth, when set on edge, seem
as if sunk dowu in their socket <*, it is probable that

this i* originally the same Seo, r. n. to fall down.

SEG, Seqo, *. The yellow flower-de-luce ;

applied to all broad-leaved rushes, S.

"Iris pseudocorus. Seg*, i.e., Sedge. Scotis."

Lightfoot, p. 1078.

Seg, Gloucest. id. V. Marshall's Econ. Gl.

My mother sent me to the segs,

There to gather teuchit eggs. Old Sung.

The word Seg is used as the general name for all

broad-leaved rushes, not being contioed to the Iris.

It is also O. E. " Segge or star. Carix." Prompt.
Parv. V. Bclusbaos, Bull-seg.

** I sau mony grene seggis, that ar gude to prouoke
the flouris of vemen." Compl. S., p. 104.

[In Ayrs. it is callod Seggan, whether blue or yellow.

The mountain daisie, an' the seggan blue,

The hawthorn flower, an' pinkies no a few ;

—

Sic youthfu' shepherds aft bestow'd on me.
Pickets Poeww, 1788, p. 148.

A.-S. seeg, Fland. segge, id.

Seogy, adj. Abounding with sedges, S.

For mark nor raeith ye wadua ken ;

The greenswaird how, an* seggy den,
Are straiked even-o'er.

IK. Reattie's Tales, p. 36.

By Egypt's seggy Nile, they say
The crocodile greets o'er his prey

;

As he the heifer laith'd to kill,

An' scmpl'd guiltless bluid to spill

Picken's Poems, i. 7.

SEOE, ». 1. A soldier.

This gud squier with Wallace bound to ryd.
Ami Itobert Boid, quhilk waM no langar bide
Vndir thrillage ofsegis of Iugland,
To that falss King he had neuir maid band.

Wallace, iii. 53, MS.

The A.-S. word secg signifies "a soldier, a warrior r
H

Soraner. Miles ; vir strenuus, illustris ; Lye. IsL

segg-ur, vir, miles ; Vercl. Ind. Seigr, homo propositi

tenax. It is probably from the same source with
Su.-G. seger, siger, A.-S. sige, Germ, sieg, victory;
especially as Isl. sig signifies battle, fight.

It seems pretty evident that Blind Harry uses sege

in its primary sense, as it refers to the military govern-
ment of our injured country under Edw. I.
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2. Used for man, in a general sense.
I Maid on ane suevynyng, Klomerand ane lite,
And lone ane aelkouth st'ie I saw to my sycht.—
T&are is na sege tot na schame that achrynkis at schort«\May be cum to hys cast be clokyng bat coUt

Doug. VirgU, ProL 233, a. 9. 2&
Hickes, among different examples of the word being

jwed in this secondary sense in O.E., refers to the fol-
lowing from P. Ploughman—
Ihave seen «mj quoth he, in the city of London
Bere byghes full bryght about their neckes —
I must sit, sayd the Segge, or els I must needs lay,
I am a Surgeon, sayd the Segge, and salves can make.

SEGE, 8.

dignity.

1. A seat; properly, a seat of

For feyndys ar off sic natur,
That thai to mankind has inwy •

For thai wate weill, and witterly.
pat thai that weill ar liffand her,
Sail wyn the sege, ouharoffthai wer
Tumblyt throuch thair mekill prid.

Barbour, It. 228, M&
Doun sat the goddis in thare segeis dyuyne.

Doug. Virgil, 813, 26.
Prince Eneas from the hie bed with that
Into his sege riall quhare he sat,
Begouth and sayd.

7K* 88,34.

2. A see ; [pi. $egi»t mansions (in astrology).
Barbour, iv. 697.]

**'

••Item, Aneptis the article maid to prouyde, how
tt» auld actis and statutis, maid againis thame thatdwa contrare the kingis priuilege, grantit to his pre-

aTT?^"
8!^^^^?* *» the "& oi Rome."Ac Acts Ja. V. c. 100, Edit. 1566. V. aw, v.

8. The berth in which a ship lies.

SZrTiS*
the ahipman amend it incontinent, that the•Md tak na sluuth." Ship Lawis, Balfour's Pract. p.

p£n
W
rpa^

inaE
'

M^<?or8ete
- S^^ Sedile."

[4. A siege
; pi. 8egi8, Barbour, iv. 45, xx. G4.]

Fr. siege, a seat ; corr. from Lat. sales.

To Sege, r. a To besiege
; [part. pr. segande,

besieging, Barbour, xvii. 511.]

fcjfl!!?
00^ •x.P»n»«»d—gif thai wkr segit be him or

S? &.£ «8
,
l8tlt U the 8ai(lia P«rsonia/' Ac. ActsMary, 1542, Ed. 1814, p. 417.

Spencer uses siege
: in the same sense. But this nse

L£VW If' i

Fr
*
sUy'rr ? ""»«»» u^d for

Dic^Trev
Un^uaSe 18 ^ewed as corrupt V.

Seoit,Seoyt, part.pa. 1. Seated, placed, set.
Quhare-evyr that stane yhe segyt se.
TharesalltheScottisberegnancL

Wyntovm, iil 9, 48.

[2. Besieged, Barbour, xi. 114.]

SEGG, «. Uutl-seg, an ox that has been
gelded at his full age, S. This name is
used both in the North and South of S.
"An what made you, ye misleard loons,-come yon

fifte into the ha\ roaring like bullseg*, to frighten the
leddr, and her far frae strong. " Monastery, i. 140.

• If it is several months before being gelded it

retains, ever after, the appearance of a bull, and ism that part of Scotland, termed a bull-sag." Act
8nrv. Ayrs., p. 419.

" h

JP&n?™ w said to be from Lat. "that has been

V- j « .

nrv# Moray- &c«re must bo the v. meant.
and indeed bo* secatus is used in this sense in the laws
of the Visigoths. V. Du Cango iu vo.

*-£?
U
'V?' a &lded ,,uIL North." Gl. Grose.

Sibo. adds, "A foul thick necked ox, having the
appearance of a bull;" Gl. Shall we therefore sup-
pose that the designation is farmed from A.-S. secg,
callus

; the thick skinnes in a man's hands, or other

callus

gfOWn WHh labour?'* V
- Somtter

- W- *'WJ,

SEGGAN, *. [The iris ; applied to all broad-
leaved rushes, Ayrs. V. under Seg.]

SEGSTER, *. A term which frequently
occurs in the Records of the city of
Aberdeen as signifying a sexton.
As E. Sexton is corr. from Fr. Sacritlain, 6'egster is a

similar corr. from L.IJ. Segrettar-ius, id., one of the
various forms which this ecclesiastical term assumes.
q. Segrester. ^

SEIBOW, Sebow, s. A young onion, S.
''That his Grace would discharge tith sebowe*, leekes,

kail, onions, by an act of secret council, till a Parlia-
ment be couveencd." Act Gen. Assembly, A. 1574.
Calderwood, p. 822.

J

Germ. zwiebel, an onion, zwiebelein, a youn* onion •

perhaps
i

from Lat. ettpe. Tlie Germ, also use the phrase"
zweibel-bett

t for a bed of onions.
Palsgraue defines O. E. -

chebole, a young onion:
cwo/,

M
Fr. ; scipoulle, a sea onion.

*

[SEID, 8. Seed, kindred, Barbour, i. 63.]

Seidis, Seeds, *. pi. 1. That part of the
husk of oats which remains in meal ; as,
44 That meal's fow o' seeds" it is not pro-
perly cleaned, S.
"The hail] snbiectis sustcinis grcit lose [lossj and

skayth in paying als dcir for dust and *eidisaa gif the
aamyn wes gnid meill." Acts Ja. VI., 1598, Edit.
1814, p. 179. V. Dust.

2. Sowen-seeds, the dust of oat-meal mixed
with the remains of the husks, used for
making flummery, after being so long
steeped as to become somewhat sour, S.

SEIGXOREIS, pL Supreme Courts ; ap-
plied, apparently in derision, to the meet-
ings of the General Assembly of the Church
of Scotland.

*T"u
,,S hien<? nath re8*ored in integrum the estate

of bishops, and hath contramandet the *eignoreis
presbeterirs,—in respect his hitnes had livele expe-
rience, that they wer gret instrument is of unquietnes
and rebellioun be there populare disordor

.

—•'Wishing heartle vour g. welfare, and to assist
ws with your 1. prayer, help and gudwill at her hiencs
hand in maynteiningc of this goodc work agaiust the
pretendit wignorri*, the end whereof tendis to evert
monarcheis and destroy the sccptor of princes, and to
confound the whole estate and iurisdictioun of the

F-r • At* ^bp' A(lamson»s Lett, to Abp. Whitgift,
Life of Melville, ii. 521.

b

Ft. stigneurie, " an assembly of great lords ;

n
Cotgr.
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[SEIK, adj. Sick, Barbour, ix. 112.]

[Seikness, s. Sickness, Ibid. iv. 191, ix.

35.]

[To SEIK, v. a. To seek, to search for,

Ibid., v. 557.]

To SEIL, v. a. To strain ; A. Bor. sile.

"Our sowins are ill sowr'd, ill seiVd, ill salted, ill

sodin, thin, and few o' them." Kelly's S. Prov., p.

274.

8a. -G. sil-a, to strain ; sit, a straining dish. Ihre
refers to Syr. zalal, percolare.

SEILDYN, Seldyn, adv. Seldom.
The mynister Raid, It has bene seild>/n seyo,
Quhar Scottis and Ingliss seniblit beue on raw,
Was neuir yit,-als fer as we coud kuaw,
Bot othir a Scott wald <lo a Sothrouti teyn,
Or he till him. for awentur mycht faw.

Wallace, it 800, MS.

"Gnd fortoun k gud maneris ar seihlin grantit at anis

tolenand crcatouris." Bellend. Cron., Fol. 11, a.

Bot seldyn thare our appetite is found

;

It is so fast into the body bound.
Henryseme's Orpheus, Moralitas.

Chancer, selden; A.-S. seldan, seldon, Belg. ; selden ;
IaL malldan; Dan. seilden; Su.-G. sellan, id. either

from A.-S. seld, rare, uncommon, or, as some have sup-
posed, from this conjoined with hwaenne, quando.
According to Lye, it appears that this term was used
in Moes-G. from tUd-aleik-jan, admirari, Add. Jun.
Etym.

[SEILE, Seyi/e, 8. A seal, Barbour, i. 611,

613.]

SEILE, Seyle, Sele, *. Happiness, pros-

perity, S.B.

He thocht weill he wes worth na style,

That mycht of nane anoyis feyle.

Barbour, L 803, MS.

Happy, allace, ouer happy and full of sele,

Han I bene, only gif that' neuir nane
At our coist had arriuit schip Troiane.

Doug. Virgil, 123, 18.

••Thus Scot. Bor. they say, sele faw, [i.e., fall or
befall] me; sele and weal, health and happiness."
Rudd.

"Seil never comes till sorrow be away ;

n Ramsay's
a Prov., p. 61.

Se'd o* your face, is a phrase still used in Aberd.,
expressive of a wish for happiness to, or blessing on,
the person to whom it is addressed.

Ye—think my muse nae that ill-fawrd,

Seil o' yourface I

Skinner's Misc. Poetry, p. 109.

Su.-G. saell, happy, Isl. saela, happiness. This
seems only a secondary meaning. A. -16. sel signifies

good, in a moral sense. The transition is very natural

;

tor moral goodness can alone produce true happiness.
As A.-S. sael is used in the sense of bene, well ; it also
signifies, ternpus opprrtunum, thence transferred to
what happens prosperously, res prosperae, integrae

;

Lye.

Seilfu', Seelfu', adj. 1. Pleasant, S. B.
Gin ye o'er forthen>ome turn tap*ie turvy,
Blame your ain haste, and say not that 1 spur ye.
But sound and seelfu, as I bid vou, write.

Rous Ilelenore, Introd.

But yesterday I saw,
Nse farrer gane, gang by here lasses twa.

They had gane will, and becu the forth all night

;

But 1 ane of them was a seelfu* sight
Ibid., p. 94.

V. 8KILK.

2. Happy, foreboding good, Ang.
Neist the first hippen to the green was flung.

And thereat seetju* words baith said and sung.

Ross's i/etcnore, p. 18.

Seklfuness, 8. Complacency, sweetness of

disposition, happiness of temper, Ang.
An' tho' I say't, she's just as gueed an aught.
As wysse au' fu' of sedfuncu an' saught,

As ouie she, that ever yeed ou beau.
Gentle or sentple, except I now will nane.

Ross's Uelenore, First Edit, p. 106.

—She's just as gueed a child,

Wise and kind hearted, cheerful, meek and mild, &c.
Edit. Third.

Bean, here, bane, Third Edit, would at first view
seem meant for bone. S. bunt, S.B. Itin. But per-

hai>s it refer* to bend'or benn leather.

Seily, Seely, adj. Happy. Seely Wight*,

and Seely Court, a name given to the

Fairies.

"Corrt Sithcha*, the round hollow valley of the
Fairies, or Peaceable People, whom the Lowlandera
call Seely Wights." Jamiesou's Fopul. Ball., i. 236,

N.
But as it fell out on last Hallowe'en,
When the Seely Court was ridiu' by,
The queen lighted down on a gowan bank,
Nae tar frae the tree where I wont to lye.

•• Seely Court, i.e., pleasant or happy court, or -court

of the pleasaut and happy people. Tins agrees with
the antient and more legitimate idea of Fairies.*

1
Ibid.

,

ii. 189.
•• Chancer has sely, exp. happy, seliness, felicity ; a

Teut. seelig, selig, Belg. saligh, hiatus, felix." Rudd.
vo. Seile. V. How.
This shews the sense in which we are to understand

the phrase silly.

For oght the kirk culd him forbid,

He sped him sone, aud gat the thiid

;

Ane Carling of ihe Queue of Phareis,

That ewill win gair to elphyne careis
;

Through all Braid Allwne s>cho hes bene,

On horsbak on Hallow ewin
;

And ay in seiking certayne nyghtis,

As scho sayis, with sur Lour] sdlie wychtis.

Legend Bp. St. Androis, Poems Sixteenth Cent., p. 320, 321.

Braid-A loan e. is for Braidafbin. Sillie docs not here
signify, as might seem at first view, weak, puny, from
their small size ; but is the same as Serly.

Sely is the form of the word iu O. E. "Sely or

happy. Felix. Fortuna tus." Prompt. Parv.

SEILIS, inlerj. Expressive of admiration.

—All the suynis awuaris
Said, Seilis now the lulis fairis !

Colkelbie Sow, F. i. v. 202.

A.-S. sillice, mirabiliter, from sillie, mirabilis.

In a MS. copy it is, •• Said fa lis." If this be the
true reading, it must signify, " said forthwith," or

'

"suddenly, from A.-S.ferlice, subito.

SE1M, 8. " Resemblance, likeness, appear-
ance ;" Gl. Sibb.

Germ, tiem-en ; Isl. saern-a, decere, convenire.

[Seimly, adj. Fair, comely, well-favoured, S.]
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SE1NDLE, Sindle, adj. Rare, not fre-

quent, S. *y»fe, seenil, S. B. A seerril ein,

one occurring by itself and seldom, Aug.
Bssjda that, seiudle tynies thou seis

TWt evir Courage kelps the keis

Of Knawlege at his belt
Cherrie and Sloe, st. 90.

Bet smdle timet they e'er come back,
Wha anes are heftit there.

Jtasua/s Poems, i 44.

SEINYE, Senye, Senyhe', Seinony, *. A
synod, a consistory.

•• Efter the Pasche be came to Edinburghe, to bald
the seinyc, as the Papistes tcanne thair unhappie
aasemblie of Baalis achaven sort." Knox, p. 63.

It aeema probable, however, that here it signifies

each a procession in honour of the Saints, as is common
in Popish countries, when their images are carried
through the streets. For in MS. II. it is :

" Efter Easier he come to Edinburgh to hald thair

This Pane of Rome the thryd Gregore,-

Gert a Senykt solempne be sene,

Four handyr Bywchapys and awchtene,
And sere ma Prelatis regulare.

Wyntown, vi. 1. 53.

Ptm. Remember for to reforme the Consistory.—
Pen. Quhat causa hes thow, pylon r, for to plenyie ?

Qukair wea thow evir sammond to thair senyU I

Lyndsay, S. P. H., ii. 169.

Of Sathanis seinye, sure sic an unsaul menyie
Within this land was nevir hard nor sene.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 45.

Lord Hailes improperly renders seinye filth, Lat.

sanies. V. Note, p. 257, 258.

Mr. Macpherson views it as corr., like O.Fr. senne,

from Gr. #wofef. In Diet Trev., however, senne,

which is rendered, assemblee a son de cloche, is derived
from Lat sign urn ; Fr. sign, a signal, the sound of a
bell, whence tocsin. Bullet derives senne from Celt.

sen, - Ol Fr. sanes was used to signify parliaments or
general assemblies. A.-S. seonath, a synod; Teut.
srjfite, scene, senne, id.

It may, however, signify badge. V. Sexyhe.
This in O. R is written Seene, also Ceene. •• Seene

of derkee. Synodnt." Prompt. Parv.

To SEIP, v. n. To ooze, to leak. V. Sipe.

[Seipage, *. Leakage, Clydes., S. B.]

[Seipin, adj. Very wet, soaking, dripping,

ibid.]

[Seipins, «. pL Drippings; refuse to be

soaked or strained, also, the liquor soaked

or strained from any substance, ibid.]

SEIB, Sere, adj. Several, various, separate.

Seer, id, A. Bor.

Befor Penve than seir men brocht war thai ;

Thai folowit him of felouny that was wrocht.
Wallace, iv. 122, MS.

In stir partis, in several divisions ; Ibid.

On maruellus wys»e thare ffennd schaddois sere,

And figuris nyce dyd he *e and espy.

Doug. Virgil, 207 , 61.

According to Rudd. contr. from sever, or serre, or
several, Fr. secrer, Ital. sevrare ; all from Lat. separ-

ate. But the word is purely Gotb. Su.-G. saer is an
adv. denoting separation, as defined by Ihre. Taga i

r, to divide into parts.

Tkajak biwlcr them, allow saer;
Quuin impero omnibus et singulis.

UisL Alex. Mag.

Le., when I rule over all and each of them. IsL
U6r% lor one's self; also, separately, one by oue.]
Hence, Su.-G. snerdeles, Isl. sienleilis, separately,
Le., in several deals, quantities, or divisions ; Su.-G.
saerskild, separate, Ac. Ihre remarks the affinity of A.
Bor. seer. They are gone seer ways ; they have taken
different ways. He also observes that Lat. se has the
name force in composition ; as se-orsum, apart, se-par-
are, to separate, &c. I have observed no A.-S. term
that has any affinity ; although ser, sere, is used by R.
Brunne and other 0. E. writers.

SEIR, s.

Ane helme of hard steill in hand has he hynt,
Aue scheld, wroght all of weir,

Semyt wele upon seir.

Oawan and Gel., il 17.

If this be the true reading, the phrase may signify,
curiously devised, from A.-S. sear, a device. It is

feir, however, in Edit. 1508. Thus it would signify,

in good order, well prepared, as fere of tcere. But it

is doubtful, whether this be not an error in the old
copy, as by this reading the usual alliteration is lost

SEIRIE, adj. Of distant, reserved, or cyni-
"

cal manners ; suggesting the idea of some
degree of hauteur ; Moray.

This might seem allied to Teut. seer, seerigh, dolens,
moestus; exulceratus; A.-S. saeri, tristis, dolens ; as
if the original idea had been that of pain caused by a
sort or wound. But with more propriety it may be
traced to some Goth, terms expressive of local distance

;

as Su.-G. saer, a particle denoting separation, asunder.
Isl. ster, seorsim, (Verel.) ; At fara sier, seorsim pro-
fisisci. Verelius also gives this particle in the form of
ser. Hence scrley-r, singularis ; item, morosus, Hal-
dorson. I am disposed to think that the radical word
is sier, the dative of the pronoun sibi; as referring to
what a man does by himself. Hence serlegr is by
Runolph Jonas written sierleg ur, and rendered, sui
sensus, singularis; and siergod-ur, philautos, q. "good
with himself,

w
or in his own eye. V. Dictionariol. IsL,

p. 122. The latter term is expl. by Verelius, sibi

bonus, (and written by Haldorson sergod-r) arrogans,
fastoosus (Dan.) hovmodig, i.e., hich minded. Ray
conjectures that A. Bor. seer, several, divers, •• is but
a contraction of sever. " But here we see its genuine
origin. I may also refer to Dan. saer, singular, special,

odd, Ac, whence saer-dtles, id.

SEIS, pi. 1. Seats, places.

The fragrance flowris bloumand in their seis,

Ouirspred the leuis of natures tapestreis.

Police of Honour, Prol. st S.

It it a metaph. use of the word see, from Lat. sedes.

2. Used to denote thrones, or royal seats.

8a ve may knaw the conrtes inconstance,

Qunen princes bene thus pullit from thair seis.

Lyndsay%

s Warkis, 1592, p. 203.

V. Si, «. 1.

[SEIS, SEES, v. Pres. Ind., sing, and pi.

of to see, Barbour, ix. 89 ; seestu, seest thou.

For a long time past the town of Paisley, Renfrew-
shire, has been called Seestu, by people in the neigh-
bouring towns : prob., because tnat word was used
there long after it had been given up elsewhere.]

SEIS, e. pi Times. V. Stis.
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To SEISSLE, v. a. (Gr. «) 1. To confuse,

to put in disorder, Berwicks., Roxb.

2. To trifle, to spend time unnecessarily. It

is used as a part, to signify one who is in-

active or unhandy ; as, a seisslin body, ibid.

Seissler, *. A trifler, ibid.

Teut. siss-en, to cease ; sussel-en, titubare, cespitare

;

or rather from C.B, sisial-a, to gossip, sisialwr, a gos-

siper. Dan. sysl-er, and Isl. *ysl a, convey an idea

directly the reverse ; for they signify, " to be busy.

SEISTAR,-*. The sistrum, an instrument

of music. * '

Viols and Virginals were heir,—

The Seistar. and the Sumpbion,
With Clarche Pipe and Clarion.

Buret, Watson's Coll., il 6.

Ft. sistre, a kind of brazen timbrell.

SEITIS, 8. pi " Seems to signify plants or

herbs," RudcL Sibb. adds flower-plots.

The planejponderit with senielie iritis sound,

Bedyit fall of dewy peirlys round.-

Doug. Virgil, 401, 28.

Rndd. refers to A.-S. seten, planta, setine, propa-

gines, setten, plantaria. He might have added Su.-G.

saeUa, Teut sett-en, to plant. Moca.-G. sat-jan, oc-

enrs in the same sense ; saHdedun, they planted, Luke
xvii. 28. A.-S. sett-an, id. '*pastinare, to digge and
delve for planting ;

M Somner. Sets is still used S. to

denote slips of flowers or plants.

To SEJOYNE, v. a. To separate, to disjoin

;

Lat. 8€jung-o.

•• Sejoyne me his Spirit from the word,—the mirrour

of the worde is bot a dimme mirrour, and a sealed letter

to all men." Brace's Eleven Serm., P. 4. 1.

Sejoixed, patt. adj. Disjoined, separate.

** The Lords found a sum lent out by a wife elad

with a husband, (though the obligation ran to repay

it herself,) belongs to the husband, to his heirs and
executors, unless she could say that she bad a provi-

sion separate and sejoined by paction from her hus-

band, (like a^ettf/ivm, J not belonging to him." Fount.

Dec SuppL iii 130. Lat. sejung-ere, id.

[SEK, s. 1. A sack; pi. sekkis, Barbour,

viii. 444.

2. Metapli., dismissal ; as, (< lie's gotten the

iek" he has been dismissed ; synon. the bag.

This term has no doubt originated from the work-
man carrying his tools in a sack or bag when leaving

his employment or when in search of it.]

SEKER, Sekir, adj. Firm, sure, secure.

V. Sicker.

[Sekirly, adv. Certainly, surely, of a surety,

Barbour, iv. 216, 662.]

[Sekirnes, 8. Security, ibid., iv. 178 ; Con-
firmation, xx. 150.]

SEL, Sell, pron. Self, from which it is

corrupted, S., A. Bor.; Ray.

SELABILL, adj. Delightful; [syn., «*//u .]

1 mm thy crafty werkis curious,

8a qayk, lusty, and niaist sententius,

Fleseed, perfyte, and selabill in all degre.

Doug. Virgil, 3, ML

V. Sdul

SELCH, Sblcht, Selchie, a. 1. A seal,

or sea-calf, Phoca vitulina, Linn. S. selch.

" Ther is thre thyngis that ar neuyr in dangeir of

thoundir nor fyir flaucht, that is to saye, the laurye

tree : the sycond is the seteht, quhilk sum men callis

the see vols* : the thrid tliyng is the eym, tliat fleis

sa hie.- CeempL^., p. 93, 91.

"This is still the pronunciation of the fishermen on

the const of Fife ;" OL Com pi. Elsewhere it is $eleh % S.

" On the cist shore of Watterness, lyes ane ile callit

Elian Aakersn, abounding in greasing and pasture,

maire unit for sheilling and pasture then for come
land; gnid for fishing and slaughter of selchie*,

peiteuring toM*Ck>yd of Lewis. '* Monroe's lies, p. 29.

•• The seal—is here generally known by the name of

selchy" Barry's Orkney, p. 317.

A.-8. sete, sesk, phoca.

[2. A lag, stout, flabby person, Bauffs.]

3. Used to denote what is otherwise called a

thilf-corHy Gall.

"£eofc*,—a skillcorn or small bunyion;" Gall.

Encyc Settlor*, Dumfr.

SELCOUTII, ailj. Strange, uncommon.

A sele+uik thing be tha wes done :

At 8anct-Johnestone be-sid the Freris,

All thai entrit in Barrens,

Wyth bow and ax, knyf and swerd,

Tb eVil amang thaim thare last werd.
WynUnen, ix. 17. 14.

Skinner saentions this word as occurring in P.

Ploughman ; bat be has misquoted the place.

Much people saved of stlkouyUi sores.

It appears also in Prompt. Parv. "Selcouth, or sel-

dom seyn. Rama." Also, " Selcouihness, Raritas."

A.-S. set-cut*, rants, insolitus, from seld, seldom,

and cut*, known. V. Couth.

SELE, 8.

SELE, *.

stall, S.

By

Happiness, prosperity. V. Seile.

A yoke for binding cattle in the

of this implement, the devil, and his myr-
midons the witches, are believed to exercise a consider-

able portion of their power in doing injury to men by
the destruction of their cattle. Although a sete is so

formed as merely to inclose the neck of one ox or cow
in the stall, it is asserted that two have often been
found, of a morning, bound in one ; which is reckoned

more than any exertion of human strength could ac-

complish. But the spell is so lit ited, that the poor

animals suffer no detriment before they are seen by
human eyes. If the person who first sees them does

not give or procur . instant relief, they are inevitably

suffocated. It r singular that this should be credited,

not merely by ihe vulgar, but by persons of rank and
education. A lady in Angus assured me, in the most
solemn terms in which any assurance could be given,

that she had herself seen it in her father's cow-house.

O. E. sofe, I suspect, has been used in the same sense.
** Sole, a bowe about a beastes necke ; " Palsgr. B. iii.,

F. 65, a. He gives no correspondent term in Fr.

Su.-G. sete, a collar, a, yoke ; which Ihre derives

from A.-8. soW, a rope ; Germ. *eit. Beta, seel, Isl.

site, id. Moea.-0. sail, a thong. V. Jun. Gl. vo. In**
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lidedun. It appears that Ibre had not observed, that
A.-S. sal denotes "a collar or bond ;" Somner. IsL
tile seems to bear the Tcry tame sense with our aele,

being expl. a ligament of leather, by which cattle and
other things are bound ; OL Lex. Ran.

SELF, Selff, adj. Same, very,

In that sdfirmt fell, throw caiss,

That the King of Inglaod, quhen he
Was cunimyn with his gn-t menye
Ner to the place, ss I said ar,

Qnhar Scottis men arayit war,
He gert arest all his bataOL

Barbour, xii. 2. MS.
The Son the self thing with the Fader is,

The se^ substance the Holy Gaist, I wys.
Doug, Virgil, ProL 308, 42.

This corresponds to A.-S. self, sylf, it>sc On thaere

2 Ifan nihte ; On that very night. Moea.-O. sliba,

lem. selbo, Su.-G. sialf, Isl. staffr, Btlg. ze\ft id.

tetfst, the selfsame. V. Tyrwhitt, GL

Self, Selwyn. The Self, the Selvin, used
as a demonstrative pronoun, like Lat. ipse.

" Distroy Fidena with the flammeis of the self, senye
may na wayis mcis the same be youre benevolence.*'
BeUend. T. Liv., p. 356. Suis, flammis delete, Lat.

Not that oure toung is in the tduin skant,
Bot for that I the foath of langage want.

Doug. Ftry., Pref. 5.

Thai persawyt, be his spekyng,
That be was the selwgn Robert King

Barbour, rii. 125, Ma
Ruddiman observes, to. Set/; "Tis remarkable,

that our author [the Bishop of Dunkeld] and others
«f that time constantly write the self, or the selvin, for

itself."

I have remarked this idiom with the demonstrative
only in a few instances in the A.-S. language. Of the

selue mynstre, Ex illo ipso monasterio, Uhron. Sax. 38.

40. On the selue der-fald, In eo ipso ferarum saltu,

ibid. 232. 32.

Selven is often used by Chaucer, and is merely the
accusative singular of A.-S. setj, sedf, sylf. On hire

selfne; In se ipsam. In thaere sealfan nihte; In ilia

ipsa nocte, Bed. 2. 6. The sylfne ; Te ipsum, Lev. 19.

18. Hyne sylfyn, Se ipsum, Matt 16. 24. On tham
fyU^n leohte. In ilia ipsa luce, Bed. 596. 3.

The term appears in its more ancient form in Moes. -

G. Silba, ipse ; in dative and abL sing. silbin, in accus.

tUban. Du mis silbin, Ad me ipsum, Job. 14. 3. Bi
mik silban, Circa me ipsum, Joh. 8. 14.

Self-blak, adj. 1. Denoting black as the

natural colour of the wool; i.e., the same
which the animal wore.
" That the housband men and laboreris of the ground

wear no clothing bot graves, quhyit. blew, and *elf-blak

claithe maid of Scotland,—vnder the payne of fourtie

pundis toties quoties." Acts Ja. VI., 1621, Ed. 1814,

p. 626.

S. Mean, paltry.

"He is speaking of this rewarde that he was to

receiue at Christ's comming, and he speakes not of

these earthlie stipends, howbeit there be much adoe
and stryfe for them in the land, if they were neuer so
selie.

n Bollock on 2 Thes.
Chaucer uses *ely, in the sense of simple. But our

term is more allied to Su.-G. salig, poor, miserable.

This Ihre views as a cognate of Gr. Baro. raXot, foolish.

SELKHORN, e. V. Shilfcorn.

[SELKIE, Sklky, e. A seal, Shetl. V.
Selch.]

SELKIRK BANNOCK. A sweet cake of
flour, baked with currants, &c, S.-A.
"Never had there been—such making of car-cakes

and sweet scones, Selkirk bannocks, cookies, and pttti-

coat-tails, &c." Bride of Lammcrmoor, ii. 285.

SELTIT, Selkith, adv. Seldom, Eskdale;
evidently corr. from Selkouth, q. v.

SELL, 8. A seat, "Repairing of the puir

folk sellis in the kirk;" Aberd. Reg., A,
1538.

Fr. telle, stoole or seat ;
•• any ill-favoured, ordinary

or country stoole, of a cheaper sort then the joyneu,
or buflet-stoole ;" Cotgr. For then they had no fixed

seats in churches.

SELLABLE, adj. Vendible ; Sellabill, Ab.
Rejr.
— '* With power to the saids commissioners to sett

downe the pryces of sellable tcinds." Acts Cha. I., V.
37.

SELLAT, *. 1. A helmet or head-piece for

foot-soldiers.

He pnllis doun his tellat quhsre it hang,
8am dele affrait of the noyis and thrang.

Doug. Virgil, 230, Z8.

[2. A small pan or pot provided with a lid, a

sellat-pan, Banffs. V. Skellet.]

Ft. salade, Hisp. celada, Ital. celato. Some view
Lat. celo, -are, as the origin ; because it covers, and in

some sense conceals the head.

Sellie, adj. Attached to one's own interest,

selfish, Clydes., Roxb.; either from Sell, self,

or a corr. of A.-S. selflic, sui amans. V.
the s.

SELLIE, s. A diminutive from Sell, self.
u Sellie s ay sellie, self is still for self ;" Gall.

Enc.

SELLOCK, e. A fish. V. Silluk.

SELLOUR,*. A cellar.

"He bocht ane sellour fra me for xvi sh." Aberd.
Reg., A. 1548, V. 20.

Fraunces writes it "Setcr. Selarium." Hence,
"Selerer. Selerarius. Promus." Prompt. Parv.

[SELLY, *. A marvel, wonder ; pi. sellyes
y

Troy Book, I. 5153.]

[Selly, Sely, adj. Marvellous, wonderful,

Ibid., 1. 13275.]

Selly, Sely, adv. [Marvellously, wonder-
fully.]

I hard ane may sair murne, and mcyne ;

To the King of Love scho maid hir tuone.

Scho sychit *ely soir.

Murning Maiden, Maitland Poems, p. 205.

"Wonderfully? sellie, Sax." Ellis, Spec. ii. 32.

This conjecture is certainly well-founded. Is that

sellie thincg, Est ea miranda res ; Boet, p. 193.
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SELWYN, pron. The selwyn, the same, the

selfsame. V. Self.

SELY, adj. 1. Poor, wretched, S. silly.

Sely Scotland, that of helpe has gret neide,

Thinatioune all standi* in a felloun dreid.

Wallace, IL 200, Ma

SEMBLANT, Sembland, *. Appearance,

show.
With glaid semblant and vysage full beuyng
Thir wourdia fyrst to thame carpi* the Kyng.

Doug. Virgil, 212, 1.

Thus said sche, and with sic semWand as micht be,

Him towart hir has brocht but ony threte.

Ibid. 66,88.

Ft. semblant, from sembler, to seam.

To SEMBLE, v. a. To assemble.

Set thou apoun the horssit Tuskane rout,

Wyth pynsellis semblit samyn, with arre schont
Doug. Virgil, 882, 88.

Semblay, Semlay, Semble, Semle, 8. 1.

Meeting, interview.

A blyth semblay was at his lychtyn doun,
Qohen Wallace mett with Schyr Richart the knvcbt

ychtyn
:hyr Ric

Wallace,
he knych
\ ii. 414, MS.

2. Act of assembling.

Off the castell come cruelle men and keyne.

Quhen Wallace has thair sodand semle seyne,
Towart sum strenth he bownyt him to ryd.

Wallace, v. 772, MS.
V. Bioorr.

3. An assembly.

At Renfrew* a mawngery
Costlyk he made ryaly.

Fewteys he tuk of mony thare,

That gaddryd to the semli ware,

And awcht fewte for thar tenawndry.
• Wyntown, viii. 28, 78.

Semly appears in this sense in 0. E. Semly or con-
negation. Congregate. Semlyng, or metyng togyder.
Concuraus. Congresaio." Prompt. Parv.

4. Hostile rencounter, the meeting of opposite

parties in battle.

Cruell strakis forsuth thar mycht be seyne,

On ayther syde, quhill blade ran on the greyne
;

Rycht peralous the semlm/ was to se.

Hardy and hat contenyt the fell melle ;

Skew and reskew off Scottis and Ingliss alss.

V. the v. Wallace, v. 833, MS.

Su.-G. saml-a, Dan. samf-er, Germ, snmmel-en, Belg.
tameUen, Fr. sembl-er, to collect ; to assemble ; Su.-G.
samfing, a meeting; from the particle sam, which
marks conjunction.

Sembland, *. An assembly.

The stat is gret of all I ngland
Thare gaddryd war to that sembfande.

Wynlotcn, vi. 20. 12.

SEMBLE, s. The parapet of a bridge, Ettr.

For.; probably from A.-S. sceammel
y

scamnum, a bench ; Isl. skemmill, Dan.
shammel, &c. id.

SEMBLING, s. Appearance. V. Semblant.
# Behald now to tair men of might,

That meekill hes, and wald haue mair ;

VOL. IV.

And to thare scmbUng take gude sight,

How that they paaae away so bair.

Poems Sixteenth Cent., p. 218.

Like Fr. semblance id. v from sembl-er, to seem, to

make shew of.

To SEMBYL, v. n. To make a wry mputh,

in derision or scorn, S., to schamble the

chaft8 ; showlj synon.

Sum ledis langis on the land, for lnf or for lak,

To sembyl with thare chaftis, and sett apoun syse.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 23S, b, 14.

Fr. sembler, to seem ; Lat. simul-are, to counterfeit;

Germ, schlimm, however, signifies wry, Belg. schtef

muyl, a wry mouth.

SEME, 8. Vein, in relation to metal; a

peculiar use of E. seam.
*' Thairfoir quhensoeuir ony mync or seme of mettaill

wes found be ony of the leigis of this rcalme, the same
wea athcr neglectit or be all nioyanis possible obscurit."
Acta Ja. VL, 1592, Ed. 1814, p. 556.

[SEME, Seyme, 8. In ship-building, a nail

driven through the overlapping portion of

two planks, and clenched with a rivet,

Accts. L. II. Treas., i. 253, 254, Dickson.]

[Seme-kluv, Semm-kluv, e. An iron tool

for driving the rivet on the tiail, Shetl.]

SEMEIBLE, Semeable, adj. 1. Like,

similar.

"And all vtheris the kingis liejn's assistaris to sic

opunyeonis be punist in semeible wise." Acts Ja. V.,
1525, Ed. 1814, p. 295.

This, according to the fac nimile, might perhaps be
read semable.

2. It seems to signify becomiug, proper ; like

E. seemly.
—"With power to the aaid renerend father—to

enter the tencntis of the aaidis land is, ressaue thair
genumis and vtheris dewteis in als frie and semeable
maner as the said renerend father was in vss of befoir
the said annexatioun." Acta Ja. VI., 1597, Ed. 1814,

p. 147.

That this is most probably the sense appears from
. the tenor of the act, which states that the possessors

of bishoprics, &c, had been subjected to a consider-
able abridgement of their rights in consequence of the
annexation made of ecclesiastical lands to the crown.

[SEMM-KLUV, 8. V. under Seme.]

SEMPETERNUM, *. A species of woollen
cloth.

—"Cottons, semiKternnms, castilians," &c. Act.
Cha. II. V. Perpetcana.

Lat. sempiternus, everlasting. The clothiers even
in that early period, had by way of ruse, invented
names for their fabrics, which, if well-founded, must
soon have mined their trade.

SEMPLE, adj. Ordinary, vulgar, [of low
estate: gentle and semple, rich and poor.]

V. Sympill.

Sempilxhs, *. Meanness, low condition
in regard to rank.
" Plcsit your Grace to call to remembrance the faith-

full service, lawlie obedience, and grete offers proceed

-

Y
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lag of trew hart and mynd that my temjtilnet hes maid
. unto your Hienes.—Maist humlic beseking your hieues

till accept thir my lawlie offiris, and trew service, and
reseeve my tempunet in favour." Declaration of Friar
And. Cairns, about A. 1523. Pinkerton's Hist. ScotL,
fa\ 483. V. Stmpxll.

SEN. 1. As a conj., since, seeing, S. A. Bor.

Now 1st vs change scheildis, st* we bene saucht
Orekis ensenyeis do we counterfete.

Doug. Virgil, 52. 6.

2. As a prep., since, S.

Annas, I grant to the. ten the diceU
Of my sory husband Sycheiu, but lei*,

—

Onlie this man has moued mine entent.

Doug. Virgil, 100, 1.

Sen syne, since that time.

Thus Constantyne gave all the land,

That Papys tcne~tyne had in thare hand.
Wgntoum, v. 10. S46\

Than your fals King, wndyr colour but mar,
Thronch band he maid till Bruce that is our ayr,
Throuch all Scotland with gret power thai raid,

Wndyr that King auhilk he befor had msid

;

To Bruce ten tyne ne kepit na command.
Wallace, viii. 1342, Ma

Syne kyngis come, amangis quhom for the nones
Sterne Tygris regnit, ane roan big of bones,
Fra qnham ten tyne all the Italian blude,

Thare gret rvuer has clepit Tybris nude.
Doug. Virgil, 253, 26.

According to Mr. Macpherson, ten (conj.) •• seems
merely the pari passive of te [to see] as the Fr. use
•cm." This agrees with what has been advanced by
Mr. Tooke, Divers. Purl., i. 269; with this difference,

that, while he derives the prep., from the part, past, he
says that the conj. has sometimes the sense of the one
pari, and sometimes of the other. But teen that, or
seen at, seems a harsh and unnatural resolution of tince,

bow used for ten.

One great and obvious defect of Mr. Tooke's in-

genious system, viewed in a general light, is that it

proceeds on the supposition that the A.-S. is a Ian-

gnage completely insulated ; or at least, that what-
ever intimacy of connexion it has with the cognate
tongues in other respects, it has none with regard to

the formation of its particles. As it is universally

admitted that the A.-S. and O.-Sw. were so similar,

.that a Saxon- could easily converse with a Swede;
it might naturally be supposed that A.-S. teoththan,

tiththan, deinde, postea, were radically the same with
8u.-0. tidan, sedan, id. Now the Su.-G. conj. has
no affinity to te, videre ; but is evidently from tid,

aero, post. There is no good reason to doubt, that A. -S.

tiththan has had a similar origin. For nth exsctly
corresponds in its signification to Su.-G. tid. Moes.-G.
ttkho signifies late, sero. Ihre (vo. Sedan,) according-

ly views A.-S. tiththan as comp. of sith, post, and than,

tone, as corresponding to postea, pottnine. He also

observes, that tne order observed in the A.-S. term is

inverted in Moca.-G. thanaseiths, posthac. The world
mik ni thanaseiths taiquhith, secth me not henceforth

;

John, xiv. 19. This is from than, tunc, and teith, sero.

Alem. tid also signifies post quam. Isl. sijdan, Teut
$tyd, tind, postea. It must, therefore, be quite un-
reasonable to deduce ten, in its different forms, from
the v. tee; as this mode of derivation pours contempt
on all the analogy of kindred tongues, and even des-

troys the unity of the same language. For it might
have been added, that there seems to be no example of

n or nd being changed iutoth, in the fonnation of A.-S.

words.
Sen may be viewed as bearing the same relation to

A.-3. tiththan, as Su.-G. ten to tidan, postea, of which

[SEN,
\r c

it is a contraction. Su.-G. ttndan was used as synon.
with tidan. Send, thereafter, q. v., in its form corres-
ponds to this. V. Syne, adv.

SEN, s. Filth, nastiness.

Bot the vile bellyis of thay cursit schrewis
Haboundis of ten maist abhominabill

Doug. Virgil, 74, 54.

Lat taniet, id., Fr. tanie, matter, corrupt or filthy

blood.

>UilN, *. A message, errand, mission, S.

V. Send, *.]

SEND, adv. Then, thereafter.

Thow leifs nocht sin quhill sin has left the ;

And than quhan that thow seis that thow man de,
Than is over lait, allace t havand sic let,

Quhan deith's cart will stand befoir the vet.

Allace, tend ilkane man wald be sa kynde
To have this latter freind into his roynde.

Priettt Peblit, S. P. R. t I 44, 45.

This is evidently the same with Syne, q. v.

* SEND, Sen, s. 1. Mission, the act of

sending, S.
•• Thair is na euil of payne or trubil in the pepil, bot

it cummis be the tend of God." Abp. Hamiitoun's
Catechisms, 1552, Fol. 91, a.

2. A message, a despatch ; also, in regard to

the local situation of the sender, a Send-

down, or Send-up, S. B.

3. A term used to denote the messengers sent

for the bride at a wedding, S. B. V,
Saynd.
"The harbingers of the bridegroom, (or, to use

Cecil's phrase, the tend) a party of gay young men and
women arrived." Discipline, iii. 24.

•• A couple of envoys (Scot, tendt) arrive from the
bridegroom, who lead the bride to the temple of Hy-
men ; she having, on their arrival, presented each with
a pair of gloves, &c. Edin. Mag., Nov. 1818, p. 412.

There is a striking resemblance between this custom
and that of the ancient Romans. The bride, in her
way to the house of the bridegroom, was attended by
three boys, clothed in long white robes, guarded with
purple, who were called Praetextati. It was requisite

that their parents should be alive. They were there-

fore dcuominated Pueri praetextati patrimi et matrimi.

Oue of these carried before the bride a torch of white
thorn. The other two led her by the hands.

When the bride was put to bed, the friends of both
parties used to snatch away the torch which had been
borne by her praetextatus. If this torch happened to

be inadvertently put under the bed, it was supposed
-to be a presage of the early death of one of the parties.

Another reason for carrying off the torch is assigned

by Servius. The torches used on this occasion being,

as he says, of the corneil-trce, and burning long, they
were accounted guardians of life to those who got hold
of them. For they concluded that, by having these in

their possession, they should live long. Rosin. Antiq.,

p. 429.

SENDYLL, adv. Seldom. V. Seindle.

SENON, Sinon, Sinno, *. A sinew, S.

His houch tenons thai cuttyt in that press.

Wallace, i. 322, MS.

His bow with hors tenonnit bendit has he.

Doug. Virgil, 299, 55.

Belg. tenutceen, Sicamb. tenen, O. Fris. tijnnen, id.
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SENS, 9. Incense.

They " maid lawis efferyng to the ryte of thay dayis,

and iiHtmkkit the preistu to mak sens & sacrifice to

the goddia on the same maner as the Egiptianis vsit."

BeUend. Cron., Fol. 3, a. Thusnue adolendum, Boeth.
This is merely an abbrev. of Fr. encense, as the E. v.

onus is used.

This is also 0. E. "Sence or incence. Incensum.
Thus." Prompt Parv.

SEN'S, " Save us ;" Gl. Shirr. V. Sane, v.

To SENSE, v. n. To smell out, to scent.

" Yon wou'd be a good Borrowstown sow, you sense

so well ;" S. Prov., "spoken when people pretend to

find the smell of something, that we would conceal ;"

Kelly, p. 376.

SENSYMENT, Sensement, *. Sentiment,

judgment. *

And be the contrare, mony sensymentis

For Tnrnus schawls eutdeut arguraentis.

Doug. Virgil, 868, 52.

"He wes acquite be onre lawis, and be the sen-

lament of Parlament n Instruction, Q. Mary ; Keith's

Hist., p. 394.—"Thairfoir be censement of this present parliament,

anthorisis and declairis the samin to have bene dewlie,

weill, ordourlie, and justlie direct," Ac. Ibid., App.,

p. 154.

••They answerit, that they were content to answere
befoir hir Maiestie in England in these materis ; and
for thair pairt, wald referr the. sensement thairof unto
hir." Historic James the Sext, p. 51.

SENSYNE, adv. Since that time. V. Sen.

[SENT, «. Scent, Barbonr, vi. 500. Fr.

ttnftr.]

[SENTENS, s. Meaning, Barbour, iv. 260.]

SENTHIS,arfr. Hence, Gl. Sibb.

SENTRICE, s. Perhaps, what has been lat-

terly called the sentry-box.

"To ophaue the sentrice of the brig." Aberd. Reg.,

A. 1521, V. 11.

Sherwood expl.*0. E. sentrie as equivalent to watch-

tower, rendering it by Fr. guerite.

[SENYE, Senzie, Seiznie, 8. The con-

sistory, Lyndsay. V. Senyhe'.]

SENYEOURE, #, Lord, prince ; [pi.

9enyeourx8y
lords of session, Lyndsay, Exper.

and Court., 1. 5753.]
••He wes ressavit in lngeing with Accius Tullus, the

day.,

ItaL signort, Fr. seigneur, id.

Senyeorabill, adj. Lordly, signeurial.

Their was seruit in that saill seigis semelie,

Mony senyeorabill syTe on ilk syrie seir.

Rauj Coilyear, C. iiy. a.

O. Fr. seigneuriable, seigneurial ; Roquefort.

{Senyeorie, Senyeourie, 8. Dominion,

Lyndsay, Papyngo, 1. 249. Fr. seujncurie^]

SENYHET, Sexzie, 8. An assembly. V.
Seixye.

itest senyeoure that wes among the Volschis in thay

yis." Bellend. T. Liv., p. 161. Princcps, Lat.

Senyiie-Day, Senye-Day. The day ap-

pointed for the meeting of a synod or

. assembly, Aberd. Reg. V. Seixye.

Sexyie-Ciiamber, 8. The place in which
the clergy assembled.

"Amongst the other buildings in the abbey and
monasterie of St Andrews, there was a chapter house
where the convent met to consult about their affairs.

—But where it stood none can tell. And after the
reformation, I fiud they met in the senyie-chamber"
Martina Reliq. D. Andr., p. 40.

SENYHE, Sexye, 8. Distinguishing dress

worn in battle.

A Romano, that amang thaim was
Hamo callyd, gat on that senyhi,
That Bertownys bare ; syn can he fenyhe
Hym a Brettowne for to be.

Wyntotcn, v. 3, 13.

Quhar off suld thow thi senye schaw so he ?

Thow thinkis nan her at snld thi falow be.

Wallace, z. 139, Ed. 1820.

Seny, 0. E., "Seng or token. Signum." Prompt.
Parv.

Lat. sign-urn, Gl. Wyntown. Perhaps rather contr.

from insignia.

[SEXZORY, Sexziiowhy, 8. Dominion,
Barbour, V. 231, I. 151. V. under
Senyeoure.]

[• SEPULTURE, s. A sepulchre, Lyndsay,
Squyer Meldrum

?
1. 1(553.]

SEQUELS, *. pi. The designation of one

species of duty exacted at a mill to which
lands are astneted, S.

"The duties to which those lands are liable are,

multures, sequels, and services.—The sequels are the
small parcels of corn or meal given as a fee to the ser-

vants, over and above what is paid £o the multurer ;

and they pass by the name of knaveship,—*nd of ban-
nock and lock, or gowpen." Ersk. Inst. B , ii. t. 9,

§19.
Du Cange gives L. B. sequela, as synon. with&efti

Moutae, and Secla ad Molendinnm. Quiet* clamavi-
mus ecclesiae Rothomagi,—omnia molendina—cum
omni sequela et moltura sua, sine aliquo rctinemento
eorum quae ad molendinum pertinent vel ad molturam.
Cart. Ricard. R. Angl., A. 1197. V. vo. Seeto, 3.

SEQUESTRE, 8.

"The Romans were not long before Christ, but
drawne in as stquettres by the Jewes owne partialities

;

—and albeit the stronger, yet so farre suffered and
maintained the liberty both of state and religion, as at

Christ his birth Herod was a mighty king, and the
state and religion for freedom from any forraine op-
pressioun, flourishing." Forbes on the Revelation, p.

Fr. seque»tre signifies "he into whose hands a thing
is scquestred ; " Cotgr. But I suspect that the term
is here used in the primary sense of Lat. sequester, a
mediator, or umpire.

[SER, adj. Various, separate, several, Bar-
bour, iii. 270. V. Seir.]

SERD, pret. r. Served, S.

Gud ordinance, that serd for his estate,

His cusyng maid at all tyme, syr and late.

Wallace, ii. 73, MS.
V. Saib, v.
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SERE, Ser, adj. Several. V. Seik.

SERE, adv. Earnestly, eagerly, anxiously.

If7 feme is knawin aboue the element,

1 seik Itale (as natine chntre) sett ;

My linnage cummis fra hiest Jupyter.
Doug. Virgil, 24, 60.

Bndd. views it as here signifying sure, Fr. smr.

Bat it certainly means eagerly, anxiously ; A.-S. scire.

Germ. stkr.

SERE, *. Sir, Lord. V. Sciiir.

SEREACHAN-AITTIN, «. A bird.

u The sereachan-aUtin is about the bigness of a large

mall, bat having a longer body, and a bluish colour

;

the hill ia of a carnation colour. This bird shrieks most
hideously, and is observ'd to have a greater affection

far its mate, than any fowl whatsoever." Martin's

Wast, IaL, p. 73.

Perhaps the name should be read screachan-aUtin,

becanae of its shrieking.

SEREVARIS, a. pi. Sea-robbers or pirates.

M Pilyeit in the streme be menn of wair or serevaris."

Aberd. Reg., V. 15.

nit corresponds with the language of Gawin Doug-
las;

Tone fab ss reuer wyl leif in start.

and with that of Blind Harry

;

Apon the se yon rewar lang has beyn.

V. Rswab, and Rittfar*

SERF, *• The state of sowens or flummery

before the fermentation commences, or when
it has only gone so far as to admit of their

being boiled into a thick consistency, and

altogether free of acidity, Moray.

Gael. seoroA, (pron. strv) sour, may have been ori-

ginally used to denote sowens in a more advanced state,

mod afterwards been limited in its sense. Searbhan is

given by Shaw as signifying oats.

To SERF, v. a. To deserve. V. Serve.

SERGE, Sierge, s. A taper, a torch.

And in hys an\f wes sergis twa
Brynnana cfere, and ane of tha
Wes brycht brynnand at hys bewyd.
The tothire at hys fete wes levyd.

Wyntovm, vL 14, 62.

Tie blesand torchis schane and strgeis bricht,

That fer on bred all lemes of thare lieht

Doug. Virgil, 475, 52.

MThe Earl of Athol went next to the French
Ambassador, bearing the great sierge of wax." Spots-

wood, p. 197.

Mr. Macpherson renders the term, as used by
Wyntown, tamps. But in this case there must be a
deviation from the proper sense : Fr. eierge, the largest

kind of wax-candle ; sometimes, a flambeau. Vene-
roni expl. ItaL eerio by jlambeau, and cierge as synon.

Lai. eer-eas, id. ; as properly being made of wax.

SERGEAND, Sergeax, s. 1. "A degree in

military service seemingly not unknown

;

n

GLWynt.
And jryth that folk he held his way
Til Roxburch, qnhare the Ballyol lay,

That had befor in Ingland bene :

Of Strgeandys thare and Knychtis kene

He gat a gret cumpany.
Wyntovm, viii. 26, 396.

Spelman views S. B. serjantus, as equivalent to

seuttyrr. It seems indeed to correspond to muire, or

the attendant of a knight The term is evidently a
corr. of Lat. serviens. It however appears, from Du
Gange, that seriantus was also used to denote a soldier

on foot, one belonging to the infantry ; and sometimes

an inferior kind of knight, eques servient.

2. An inferior officer in a conrt of justice.

In this sense *erjeant and seriaund aro used by
Skene. Bat the E. word bears the same meaning.

SEEK,*. A shirt, S. V. Sark.

SERKINET, s. A piece of dress. V. Gib-
KIENET.

SERMONE, Sermond, 8. Talk, discourse.

"Thayr wea na sermons amang thaym how thair

army said be arrayit." Bellend. Cron., B. x. c. 17.

Sermo, Boeth.

Wyth dyners sermond carpand all the day,

Thar schort the houris, driuand the tyme away.
Doug. Virgil, 473, 50.

[Sebmontng, 8. Discourse, explanation,

Barbour, iv. 278.

Used by Chaucer in Kn. Tale, 1. 2233 ; also in the

Of that wille were other mo,
The stones to Bretayn forto bring,

That Merlyn mad of stnnonyng.
R. Brunne, App. to Prst excii.

SERPE, «. Apparently a sort offibula made
in a hooked form.

"Others might wear serpes, belts, broaches, and
chains.* Pink. Hist. ScotL, i. 124.

Jr. serpe, sarpe, a hook or small bill ; Falx, Diet.

Trev.

[SERPENT TOUNG. A test for detecting

poison in food or drink; frequently men-
tioned as an appendage of saltcellars in in-

ventories of plate of the 14th and 15th

centuries.

Sometimes it was set with rock crystals and gems
in candlesticks, drinking cups, Ac. ; sometimes it was
mounted in silver or gold, like the so-called unicorn's

horn ; bat it was always used as a test of poison in

food or drink. Laborde, in his Notice des hmaux, ii.

303, 354, 497, treats of it as a real serpent's tongue,

which, in the middle ages, was reputed to be a test of

poison. In those times, pilgrims to the reputed scene

of St. Paul's shipwreck brought from Malta certain

fossils supposed to be the petrified tongues of vipers,

and possessed of great virtue as amulets. Glaus

Wormian, in the Museum Wormianum, describes them
as tongue-shaped, and of a grey or yellowish colour.

V. GL Accts. L. H. Treas., l 437, Dickson.]

[SERPENTYN, s. A sort of gun, called

also a culverin, Ibid., i. 291, 295.]

SERPLATIIE, s. Eighty stones of wool.

"That na merchand of the realm pas ouer the

see in merchandice, bot he haue of his awin proper

ffude, or at the leist committit till his gouernance

thre ttrphthis of woll." Acts Ja. L, 1424, c. 41. Edit.

1566.
"Serplakk—conteines four-score stones." Skene,

Verb. Sign, in vo.
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This term elsewhere assumes nearly the same form
with the word used in the E. law.—"Robert Mar coosentit—to compere before the
prouost & bsilyeis of Edinlygh—for the pley of the
serplare of wolL" Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1478, p. 11.

"Jierplar of wool, {Serplera Lanae, otherwise called

a pocket) is half a sack. FUta, lib. ii. c 12." Jacob's
Diet.

Fr. sarpUiere, whence E. sarpler, a packing cloth.

L.B. sormar-e, tarnlar-iua, sar-plar-ium. Seren.

mentions E. sarp-cloA as tynon., which our term most
nearly resembles.

SERPLINS,-»./>f. The soaDjr water in which
clothes have been boiled, Lanarks. V.
Sapples.

To SERS* Srirs^.9. a. To search.

Or els the sir sonld not have tholit

8o heich for to be persit

;

Nor jit the erde for to bt holit,

And so deip donn be sersit.

Maittand Poems, p. 257.

—Now hen, now there rensit in sindry partis,

And seirsis tnrnand to and fro al artis.

Doug. Virgil, 240, b. 1*
For thii cause they both socht and sersl,

How thay micht bane tbair blade.

DurtFs JPilg., Watson's Coll., ii. 32.

To SERUE, Serve, Serf, Serwe, v. a. [1.

To serve, to serve at meat, to perform,

Barbour, xvi. 451, 595, x. 342.]

2. To deserve, to be worthy of.

Set we naif nane affectioune

Of cans til Ynglis natioone ;

Yeit it ware baith syne and scharae,

Mare than thai serve, thaim to defame.
Wyntown, ix. 20. 58.

Wallace ansnerd, said, " Thow art in the wrang. H

Qnham dowis thow, Scot ?. in faith thow sends a blaw.
Wallace, i. 398, MS.

Douns should certainly be thotois.

Qnhare I offend, the lease reprefe serf t
Doug. Virgil, 4, 28.

This term has been of general use. It is preserved
in several S. Proverbs. ••He that does bidding, serves

no dinging.—An apology, when we are told that we are
doing a thing wrong, intimating that we were bid to do
so." Kelly, p. 149.

•• 'They wite yon, and they wite yon no wrong, and
they give yon less wite than yon serve,' i.e., less blame
than yon merit." Ibid., p. 318, 319.

Seruiable, adj. Active, diligent.

The bissy knapis and rerlotis of bis stabil

About thaym stude, ml rape and seruiabil.

Doug. Virgil, 409, 20.

Prosperus, Virg.

* Service, s. 1. At country funerals each
act of going round the company with the

offer of wine, or spirits, &c, S.
" All they want by repeating often, Let us lift, boys,

is to have another service or round of bread, cheese,
and whisky ; so that when lifting time comes, some of
those drunken and gormandizing mourners can scarcely

Itft themselves." Gall. Enc. vo. L\fl.

This is probably a change of the meaning of the term
formerly applied to the religious service performed on
this occasion, or the Office for the Dead. As S. Dregy
has been transferred from the funeral service to the
oompotation after the interment, this term seems to

have nndergono a similar change. For old Fraunces
gives the one as synon. with the other. " Seruyce or

airyge. Exequiae." Prompt. Parv.

2. Assistance given to masons and carpenters

while building or repairing a house, S.A.
" Service is a provincial phrase for labourers, to dig

away earth from the foundation of a house, prepare
mortar, and assist in rearing scaffolds, carrying stones,

joists, Ac." Note, Agr. Surv. Roxb., p. 28.

[Sebvin-chiel, s. Man-servant, S.]

[Servin-lass, *. Maid-servant, Clydes.]

Servite, Servtte, Servet, S^rvit, *.

A table napkin, S. Sir J. Sinclair's Observ.,

p. 161.

"The general himself, nobles, captains,—and sol-

diers, sat down in the Links, and of their own pro-

vision, with a seruit on their knee, took breakfast.'*

Spalding's Troubles, i. 123.

"The air sail haue—twelf servettis and ane buird-

claith of dornique, or than the best linning buird-

daith." Balfour's Pract., p. 235.

Serveting, s. Cloth for making table nap-

kins.

" Linnin cloth called towelling and serveting of Hol-
land making, the eln xxvi s. vni d." Rates, A. 1611.

Fr. serviette, Teut. servett, mantile ; from Fr. serv-

tr, because its use is to keep the clothes clean, during
meals.

Servitour, 8. 1. In old writings it often

signifies clerk, secretary, or man of business.

2. The name formerly given to a writer's

apprentice.

"In a moment, the Bailie was in search of his ap-
5rentice (or servitor, as he was called sixty years since,)

ock Scriever ; and, in not much greater space of time,
-T#W»lr nr*a An tliA V\n/%lr e\t Via tutiifa nnnan " W.tfA.l.nJock was on the back of the white poneyJ
iii. 272.

Waverley,

3. A servant or attendant, in a general sense;

an expression of duty or respect.

Servitrice, Servitrix, *. A female servant,

a lady's maid.
—" Takand the burdeine vpon thame for vmq( Mais-

tree Margaret Wincester, servetrice to his Majesties
said vmoj darrest mother," &c. Acts Cha. 1., Ed.
1814, Vol V. 124. Servitrix, Aberd. Reg.

O. Fr. serviteresse, servante, Roquefort ; L. B. serw-
tirix, fatnula.

[Serwand, *. A servant, a slave, Barbour,
iii.220.]

SERYT, Wallace, vii. 54, Perth Edit. Leg.
cryt, as in MS. ; cried, Edit. 1648.

[To SESE, Sess, v. a. To seize, to possess,

Barbour, x. 108, 774, 759.]

[Sesino, *. Possession ; as in the phrase, to

be seized of a thing, Ibid. vi. 496.J

Sesino Ox, Seisin Ox, Saisino Ox. A per-

quisite formerly due to the sheriff, or to the
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bailie of a barony, when he gave infcftmcnt
to an heir holding crown lands ; now com-
muted into a payment of money, in propor-

tion to the value of the property.

"That lettrei be writtin to the schiref to mak the
oe be reetorit agane to Elizabeth Geddas, that wee
takin for the said pretendit tuny." Act. Dom. Cone,
A. 1488, p. 100.

Enkine ipeaka of this perquisite as due only to

the sheriff! Inst., R. iii. t. 8, $ 79. But it appears
that it was also viewed as one of "the promtis &
eschetis of a balyery."
"The lordis decretis—that Johne Lindissay of

Colvintoun sail—restore to James lord Hammiltoun
the soumez & eudis vnderwritten of the proffitia &
eschetis of the balyery of Craufurde takin vp be the
aaid Johne the tyme he vsit the said office of balyery,

& pertaning to the said lord Hammyltoun ; xiij. sesing

conn, iiij ky, xij wedderis of a Mudewyte," &c. Ibid.

A. 1479, p. 33.

Sauimg ox, Acts Ja, VI. 1567, App. Ed. 1814, p. 40.

SESSION, Sessioux. #. The name given

to the Consistory, or parochial eldership in

Scotland, S.

It consists of the Minister, who constantly presides

;

of the Ruling Elders ; and of Deacons, who have a
right of judgment only in causes which respect the
support of the poor, or die management of ecclesiastical

temporalities. All ordinary causes, in which the con-
gregation are interested, are tried and determined by
the Session. In some places there is one general session

for the different parishes within the liberties.

"This ordoor Las been ever observed sen that tyme
in the Kirk of Edinburgh,—that the auld Sessioun befor

thair departure mominat £4 in electioun for Elders, of

quhom 12 are to be chosen, and 32 for Dcacouncs, of

quhome 16 ar to be elected." Knox's Hist., p. 267.

V. Elder, Eu>SRSCHir.

Sessioner, *. 1. A member of the Court
of Session, a senator of the college of

justice in S.
—"Most part of the whole consenting; and in

lyke maner ttie sessioner* with the advise and appro-
bation of the most part of that hous." Acts Cha. I.,

Ed. 1814, V. 401.

2. A term used during the establishment of
Episcopacy in the reign of Charles II., to

denote a member of the Session or

Consistory.

"That the Ministers give in upon oath a list of their
Sesskmers, their Clerks and Bellmen, of withdrawers
from the church, and noncommunicants."
M One thing is observable, that their Sessioners, as

they are called, members of their Sessions, are here
just made use of as informers against honest people."
Wodrow, ii. 319.

SESTUNA, interj. Expressive of admira-
tion ; equivalent to, a Would you have
thought it f

n
It is often used also after re-

fusing to grant a request, Orkn. V. Seestu.
It is evidently, Seest thorn now [or not.}

To SET, r. a. U To give in lease, to hire, S.

He denyid hys tendis then
For til set til hys awyue men.

Wyntown, vii. 0. 256\

"He quha lattis or sets the thing for hyre, to
the vse of ane other man, souId deliver to him the
samine thing ; and he ouha receaves it, sould pay the
hyre.** Reg. Mai. B. lit. c. 14, s. 2.
" To set ; to lett, as land, fcc." Gloucest. Mar-

•hall's Boon. GL
44 Wee are so farre from denying to Antichrist a

place, yea and an ordinarie calling in the church, that
wee affirme constantlie, that so it must have beene.—
But so wee grant him to be in it, as yet hee is none of

it, more than a boile or apostume, in the body, is a
member of the body, so wee grant him to have had
rule, and ordinarie calling in the church, as had these
husband-men, to whom mdeid the vineyard was set,

but they murthered the heire." Forbes s Defence, p.
12. 13.

This may be a peculiar uso of A.-S. saet-an, Su.-G.
saett-a, oollocare, q. to fix or place one in possession of

a house or farm ; whence A.-S. saeta, an inhabitant,

Su.-G. saeteri, a principal village. Teut. sett-en te

toope, venalem exponere domum, agrum, Ac.

The v. in S. is often used in a neut sense, but im-
properly ; as, A house to set, i.e., to be let.

[2. To plant ; as, "to set kail," S.]

3. To beset, to way-lay. To sett the gait, to

beset the road or highway.

Syoe Waus wes slayne, that hat Holland,

He wes sets hard, I tak op hand.
Wyntovm, viii. 86. 8«.

" Because mony evill disposit persounis vis apounes
cruele malice & forthocht feilony to lay wachis and be-

sett gaitis quhair thai vndirstand mene are to ryde and
pass,—geifony persounis beis ourtane be ane assise of

setting the gait, laying wachis, &c, the committaris

—

tharof sail be pvmst to the deid, albeit the persoune or

persoans that thai laid waching fore eachaip thair

scaith." Acts Ja, V., 1525, Ed. 1814, p. 297, 298.

4. To lay snares, to beset with snares.

Quhen that the range and the fade on brede
Dynnya throw the grants, sercheing the woddis wyd,
And sutis set the glen, on euery syde,

I sail spoun thame ane myrk schoure doun skale.

Doug. Virgil, 103. 51.

This exactly agrees with—Saltus indagine ciugunt,

Virg.
Su.-G. sitt-a, IsL sii-ia, in insidiis sedere ; Lat. insid-

er*, id.

Su.-G. IsL saett-a, A.-S. saet-an, insidias struere,

Lat. insid-ere.

[5. To make or give a pattern ; as, u The
maister '11 set your copy,** Clydes.

6. To lead, to guide ; as, " She sets the

fashion," ibid.]

7. To become one; in respect of manners,

rank, merit, and obligations, &c, S.

And in spelt wlispit he snm deill

;

Bot that sat him rycht wondre weilL
Barbour, I 393, Ma

It sets him well, wi* vile unscrapit tongue,
To cast up whether I be auld or young.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 148.

"It sets him ill to behave sae to me," i.e., He acts

a very ungrateful pari
" It may be that many wil be content to bo exercised

in an honest and liberal! action, so that they may keep
their hands clean : but when it commes to an handy
work, and to put to their hands, and file their fingers,

or to the bowing of the back, and of the head, that is

ouer strait, it is ouer sore to a Gentle-man to doe that,
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iisettes him not : ho is a Lords senne, should ho fyle

his hands with labour? But Paul sayes, Labour with
thy owne handes, rather ere thou be idle in this lyfe,

put to thy hand to a spade, or shotiell and dig dykes."
Bollock on 1 The*., p. 190.

In this sense, it wjuld seem, the v. to Sit had been
used in O. E.

**8yUyng, becommyng, [Fr.] aduenant, asseant;"
Palsgr. B. iii. F. 64, a. "It is nat syttyng for you to

do thus. II ne vous est pas seant de faire ainsi.

"It sytteth nat for your estait to weare so fyne
furres. II ne siet poyut," &c. Ibid. F. 362, a, b.

8. To become, applied to any piece of dress,

S.

Wald scho put on this garmend gay,
I durst sweir be my seill,

That scho woir never grene nor gray,
That srfhir half so weill.

Uenrysone, Dannatyne Poems, p. 104.

Fu' rich is thy heart in leal kindness, my lassie,

Tho* namely thy claithing, yet aught sets my lassie

;

Thou art a new pearl, in gowd 1 will case ye,

An* next to my heart, O ! for ever 111 place ye.

Remains of Nitksdale Song, p. 94.

A dress is said to set one, or to be setting, when it

becomes the complexion or form of the wearer, S.

Su.-G, saet-a, convenire ; saetelig, conveniens. At
hann saets sem bezt ; what is most proper for his station,

8., what sets him best, Spec. Reg., p. 623. Ihre, on this

word, refers, to the Fr. impers. v. sied, as a cognate
term. Cet accoutrement luy sied bien ; This garment
becomes, beseems, or 6ts him well, Cotgr.

9. To disgust, to excite nausea ; as, " The
very sicht of that soss set my stammack,w S.

This must be an oblique use of the v., as signifying

to fix or settle ; q. it so settled my appetite that I

could not partake of it.

[To Set, v. n. 1. To congeal, to become
fixed or solid ; as, " The glue's begun to

set" Clydes.

2* To cease growing, to become mature ; as,
ft The neeps are settin, Ibid., Banff's.

3. To come or bring to a dead halt, Ibid.]

To Set off, v. a. 1. To dismiss, to turn off, S.

Teut aff-sett-tn, abdicare af-setten van sijn ampt, di-

movere officio, Belg. afgezet, "turned out, deposed,
dismissed from oneYs place," Sewel. The phrase is

often used S. to denote the dismissal of a servant, or of
any one in office.

2. To fob off, to shift off, S.

Was'tna your paction, ere I loot yon gae,
That iust yoursell I for my hire sud hae ?

But thinkna, man, that 111 be set a/sae,
For I'll hae satisfaction ere I gae.

Ross's Helenore, p. 81.

[3. To deliver, tell, narrate ; as, " He sets aff
a story brawly," West of S.

4. To fire, set fire to ; as, " He set aff the
cannon," Ibid.]

To Set aff, v. n. 1. To slip off, to go away, S.

2. To start, to go away, to begin a work or
a journey

; generally implying the idea of
expedition, S.

3. To loiter, to linger, to be dilatory, Abertl.;

synon. Put aff.

• To Set after, v. a. To pursue, S. J set,

or set out, after him ; I pursued him.

This is a Su.-G. idiom. Saetta efter en, aliouem

properato cursu persequi ; saett-a, cum impetu lerri,

oeing thus used.

• To Set by, v. a. 1. To care, to regard.

—To their sembling take gude sight,

How that they passe away sa bair,

And set not by how that we fair.

That winnes all that they spend.

Poems Sixteenth Cent, p. 213.

In E. it occurs in an active sense only.

2. To give as a substitute, especially for

something better, to make to suffice; as,

u HI set him by wi* a puir dinner the day,

as I hae naething better to gie him," S-

[3. To lay aside, to save; as, "Try to set by

something for a rainy day/' Clydes.]

(To Set down, v. a. To rebuff, humble, S.]

[* To Se? on
}
v. n. 1. To settle to, to begin

in earnest, West of S.

2. To accommodate, to get settled ; as, " He's

weel set on wi* a grieve," Banffs.]

•To Set out, v. a. To eject, to put out forci-

bly ; as, * I set him out of the house," S.

[To Set oicre, v. a. To capsize, overturn,

Clydes.]

[To Set to the gait To set out on a journey;

to begin work, Banffs.]

•To Set Up, v. a. 1. To raise, exalt, but often

used as expressive of contempt for a person

who assumes some distinction, S. ; as, " Set

you up, truly I"—"She maun hae a new
gown ; set her up !

"

[2. To utter, to use ; as, u She set up her

chaff", she used insolent language, West
of S.]

3. To nauseate, to disgust ; to set up upon, to

lose one's relish for, to become nauseated

with, S.B.

•Set, Sett, part. pa. [1. Leased, let, S.]

2. Wrought after a particular pattern, S.

••Ane new colored women's plaid, most sett to bo-
day red. Item, ane gray broken plaid, sett most to
the green." Depred. on the Clan Campbell, p. 114.

3. Disposed ; applied to the temper of mind,
or as in E., the disposition.

Bot he quham by thou fenys thyself begatte
Achill was not to Priame sa hard sette.

Doug. Virgil, 57, 7.

"As Scot, we say, Ht is very ill set, i.e., ill natured.
crabbed, cross-grained ; as the E. say, ill-contrived /*

Kndd.
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"The commissioners told how the marquis and town
of Aberdeen were peaceably set, obedient to the king
and his laws." Spalding's Troubles, i. 118.

<• Seated at a table for a meal, or for compot-
ation, S.B.

Mysel' gaed creepin' up ahin,
But tbey were set, e'er I got in,
An' drivin' roun' the bicker.

Cock's Simple Strains, p. 121.

5. Cast down, distressed, afflicted, Aberd.
The only v. to which this seems allied in signification

is Teut sett-en, sidero ad iuia vasa ; q. quite sunk.

Set, Sett, $. 1. A lease; synon. with Tact.
—"Decrctis—that he sail haue na dale norentro-

meting tharwith in tyme tecum, without he optene tak
and set tharof." Act. Audit, A. 1471, p. 14, coL
Also p. 15, col. 1.

"

—•' And to content & pay til him the malis of the
••nun sene [siuce] tyme of the set maid to the said
Schir Johnc." Ibid., A. 1476, p. 48.

* "A!?ttre of "U "* miwive granting a lease. Ibid.,
A. 1478> p. 67.
M He should not detapidate his benefice in any sort,

nor make any set or disposition thereof, without the
special advice or consent of his Majesty, and the general
Assembly." Spotswood's Hist., p. 452.

2. A sign or billet fixed on a house, to shew
that it is to be let, Aberd.

3. A gin or snare.

Then to the hycht thai held thair wsy,
And huntyt lang quhill off the day

;

And socht schawys, and setis set

;

Bot thai gat Mill for till ete.

Barbour, iii 479, MS.
The Kvng than warnyd hys menyhd
Wyth hym at bwntyng for to be.
Than on the morne wyth-owtyn let.
The setis and the stable set

Wyntown, Til L 46.

Su.-G. sata, Alem/seid, insidiae feris positae ; A.-S.
seatha, tendicula.

4. The particular spot in a river or frith,

.. where stationary nets are fixed, S.

"Interrogated, How many feith-set* have the Nether
Don fishers on the Fraserfield side of the river, and
what are the names of them ?—Below the bridge there
are two feith-sets:—and during his time, he never
heard or knew that the heritors of Nether Don, or
their tenants, were interrupted in the use and posses,
sion of said feith-setts." State, Leslie of Powis, v.

Eraser of Fraserfield, p. 56.

5. The net thus set, S.

"Interrogated, Whether the fishers have not been
in the practice of hauling their fishing-nets and
feith-sets to the shore at the different places above-
mentioned,—whenever they had occasion to do so?
Depones, that they were in use to do no; that in the
nighttime, and when the water is flooded, the fishers
go in boats to their feith set*" Ibid.

Teut. sett-en; Su.-O. saett-a, collocare ; saetta ut ei

naet, to lay or spread a net, Seren.

6. Used nearly in the same sense with
attack, shock, or onsets S.

Great may the hardships be, that she has met,
And gotten for my sake so hard a set.

Boss's Jlelenort, p. 45.

I shanna tell you, nor can I do yet,

How sad the set was, that my heart did get.
Now I might gang as soon, and drown mvsell,
As offer hamewith, after what befeL

Ibid, p. 70.

It is always used in a bad sense ; as, a set of the
toothache, a set of the cauld, Ac.

7. 1. Kind, manner, fashion. A new set o't,

a new kind, S.

Either from set, as signifying a scion, or Su.-O.
saett, manner, fashion, wise.

8. Shape, figure, cast, make, Aberd.

9. The pattern of cloth. It is said to be of

this or that set, especially where there are

different colours according to the pattern

followed in the weaving, S.

"To ascertain and discriminate those separate di-

visions of society, every clan wore a different set, as

they stile it, of tartan.'
1 Grant's Superstitions of the

Highlanders, it 207.

"Flora gave me a small bit of the silk tartan they
wore upon them, which I send that you may see the
sett, knowing you have a great taste in web making,
and .ns I will need a new dress at the competition of

pipers." Saxon and Gael, ii. 6.
•• In dyeing and arranging the various colours of

their tartans, they displayed no small art and taste,

preserving at the same time the distinctive patterns or
sets, as they- were called, of the different clans, tribes,

families, and districts. Besides those general divi-

sions, industrious housewives had patterns, distin-

guished by the set, superiour quality, and fineness of

the cloth, or brightness and variety of the colours."

CoL Stewart's Sketches, L 79.

10. The socket in which a precious stone is

set.

—" Upon the samye bonet tens [ten] settis, in

every set four dyomontis, on the ta syd one rubie and
ane tabilldvamont with xziiii settis of pcrle in every
set four perle," Ac. Inventories, A. 1541, p. 67.—"Tene [ten] plain dyamonttis in settis of gold,

xviii. settis of perle, & thrie in every set, and nyne
set lang, and four in every set." Ibid. p. 67, 68.

[11. The proper or usual method of doing

work; also, the nature or requirement of

the material worked ; as, " I hae na got the

set o't yet," West of S.]

12. The fixed quantity of any article regularly

supplied ; as, [" Ye'rc a half-pint short o*

yer set this time," S.]

A.-S. saet-an, set-an, statuere, constituere, Teut.
sett-en. Germ, setz-en ; whence gheset, gesetz, lex,

constitutio ; Alem. kesezzidu, institutione, Kero ap.

Schilt

13. The set of a borough, its particular con-

stitution, or the form of its administra-

tion, according to charter, including the

number of magistrates and counsellors, the

mode of election, &c, S.
" At last, Charles I. in 1633, established and con-

firmed all the grants of his royal predecessors, in favour
of the borough ; and the set, or form of its govern-
ment, was ratified by the convention of boroughs, in
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1706." P. Elgyn, Moray, Statist. Ace., v. 3. This
' term a ems especially to respect the mode of managing

election*.

i,YA'"Th© $eU are essentially a description of the es-

tablished forms of procedure at the annual elections,

and a recognition of the parties entit'ed to partici-

pate therein.'*—"The records of the Convention are

not extant prior to 1552 ; but, according to Wight,

—

the Convention in that year established a set or uniform
mode of election to be observed iu all the Boroughs, of

{Scotland." Mr. Burne's Addr. Conv. of Boroughs,
Edin. Nov. 23, 1824. Dnnd. Advert. Nov. 2T>.

[14. The form, shape, or position, given to an
article ; as, " That thing '11 no keep the

set," Clydes.]

Set, Sett, conj. Though, although.

And set tyl this I gawe my wylle,

My wvt I kene swa skant thare-tylle,

That t dowte sare thaime tyl offende.

Wyntewn, i ProL 33.

Thocht all war heyr the schippis of braid Bertane,
Part suld we los, set fourtoun had it suorn

;

The best wer man in se is ws beforn.

Wallace, ix. 8S, MS.

Sic plesand wordes carpand he has forth brocht,
Sett his mynd troublit mony greuous thocht.

Doug. Virgil, 19, 28.

Seren. mentions Sw. oansjedt as used in the same
sense. A.-S. set is expL ideo, idcirco. This particle

is most probably the imperat. of the v., like suppose.

[Set-Aff, *. Outfit, outfitting, Clydes.]

[Set-By, s. A substitute, a put-by ; as, " It's

no a dinner, but just a set-by" S.]

Set-Down, *. An unexpected, overwhelm-
ing reply ; a rebuff, S.

[Set-Gear, *. Money placed at interest,

Niths.]

[Set-In, adj. Lasting for a considerable

time; as, "It's a real set-in frost noo,"

Banffs., Clydes.]

[Set-Like, adj. Stunted in growth, ibid.]

Sets, *. pi. Corn put up in small stacks,

Loth.
Isl. sate, Su.-G. saata, cumulus foeni ; from saett-a,

to place.

Set-Stane, *. A hone, or stone with a
smooth surface, used for setting, or giving

an edge to, a razor or other sharp instru-

ment, S. ; often simply Set, Roxb.
He—stole bis scalping whittle's set-xtane.

Remains NUhsdale Song, p. 166.

Setter, *. 1. One who gives a lease of herit-

able property to another, S.

" It sail nocht turne the *ettare nor the takare to
prejudice ouy maner of way for the tynsale of the said

landis," &c. Acts Ja. IV., 1503, Ed. 1814, p. 244.

2. One who lets out any thing to another for

hire ; as, a horse-setter, a horse-hirer, S.

"He was—a setter of tacks to his sons and good
tons, to the prejudice of the church." Baillie's Lett.,

i 137.

VOL. IV.

[Settin\ *. The act, power, or right, of

giving on lease ; as, " Nae doot he has the
settiiio* the lan\" S.]

[Settin\ Setting, part adj. 1. Becoming
mature ; as, " The lad's noo a settin

9
chieL

Clydes.]

2. Becoming, graceful; She's a setting lass,

she has a natural gracefulness of manner,
that makes her look to advantage.

The ither too was a right setting lass,

Though forthersome.
Boss's Hdcnore, p. W.

Says she, that lad wan a' her care,

That was so setting with his yellow hair.

Ross's Uelenore, p. 50.

[Sett-Ox, adj. Incumbent ; a sett-on ru/e,

Lyndsay, Exper. and Court., 1. 1384.]

[Set-Up, adj. Affected, prim, nice, S.]

SETE, *. Legal prosecution.

"The said Dauid allegiand at the said landis of

Logvcarroch belangit him be resone of Sete and forfeit

be the said Andro.—The said Dauid allegisthat he has
lettres of tak of the said landis maid to him be lauchful

process & forfaltour led apone the said Andro," Ac
Act. Audit, A. 1474, p. 41.

This term, as it is nearly synon., has a common ori-

gin with Soil, soyt ; L. B. see-to, from sequor. It seems
indeed to be the old law term only a little varied.

Secta, jus perscquendi aliquem in judicio de re aliqua,

maxime de criminal! ; Du Cange. The word stct-a

appears sometimes in the form of set-a and sett-a,

although in another of its significations.

local name inSETER,
Shett.

Seater, *. A
V. the term Ster.

The Coalfish.

n.

V. Seath.

To seethe, boil,

SETH, s.

[To SETH, v. a. and
Barbour, xx. 571.]

SETHILL, s. A disease affecting sheep in

one of the sides, which makes them lean all

to one side in walking, S.B.

A.-S. sid-adl is expl. lateris dolor, pleuriticua. But
perhaps the S.B. term is merely a corr. of side-ill.

[SETIS, *. pi. Traps, snares for game, Bar-

bour, iii. 479. V. Set, v. 4 s.]

SET-ON, part. adj. A term applied to what
is singed or slightly burned in the pot or

pan ; as, to broth when it bears the marks
of the Bishop's foot ; also, settin-on, Teviotd.

SETT, pret. Ruled.

Too yere, he sett that land,
His lawes made he cri.

Sir Tristrem, p. 50.

A.-S. sctt-an, disponere, occurs in a sense pretty
similar. Sette thar to landes and rente*; Disposuit
insuper terras et reditus ; Chron. Sax. 2-10, 13.

SETTE, part. pa. Disposed. V. Set, id.

Z
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SETTE GEAR. "Money placed at interest,"

Nithsd.
Well Mil a' our corn, Carlin,

We'll sell a* our bear.

An' well send to our alu Lord

A* our sette gear.

Remains Nithulale Song, p. 138.

It is exjpt as in the definition, in a Note by the edi-

tor. In Hogg's Ed. it is Settle-gear.

[SETTIRDAY, ». Saturday, Barbour, xi.

852.]

[Setterdatis-Slop, *. A .gap ordained to

be left in the cruives for catching salmon in

fresh waters, which had to be kept open

from Saturday after Vespers till Monday
after sunrise, Acts, James I.]

SETTERTOUN, *. A term occurring in an

Act of Ja. VX respecting Orkney and Zet-

land.
—"Foir Copland, settertoun, anstercoip," fcc. A.

1614. V. Roich.

SETTING, s. A weight in Orkney, con-

taining 24 marks.

"/savristi*, 24 marks raakis ane setting." Skene,

Verb. Sign. to. Serplaith.
•'*# metkt make 1 setting; nearly equal to 1 stone

6 hk Dutch." P. Cross., Orkn. Statist Ace., vii.

477.
"Sette*, the same with a Leish pound.—Six setten

snakes a Meet" MS. Explic. of Norish words.
Although Setting is synon. with Lispuud ; the former

tons, I am informed, is most commonly used in Ork-
nay, and the latter in Shetland.

SETTING-DOG, s. A spaniel, S. ; setter, E.

* To SETTLE a minister, v. a. To fix him
in a particular charge, S. ; synon. to Place.

**1m some cases the Presbytery having refused to iu-

duct or settle, as they call it, the person presented by
tba natron, it has been found necessary to appeal to

the fianesal Assembly." Boswell's Life of Johnson, ii.

S44.
In the same sense, a congregation is said to get a

settlements when the Pastor is introduced to the dis-

charge of the pastoral office among them, S.

SETTLE, $. A kind of seat. V. Lang-
8BTTLE.

SETTLE-GEAR,*. [Same with Sette-Gear.]

Well send to Lonl Nithsdale
A* our settle gear.

Jacobite Relics, il 36.

A.-S. serf, setel, sedes, sella.

SETTLIN, ».. Such a beating as brings

one into a state of submission, 3.
•• To get a settlin, to be frighted into quietness

;

H

OL 8hirrefs.

SETTLINS, s. pi. The dregs of beer, S.
•* Them that seldom brew, are picas'd wi' stttlins ;"

8. Pfcor. Settling is used in this sense in E.

SETTREL, Settekel, adj. Tliick-set,

dwarfish, S. B.

"The second chiel was a thick, settrel, swown
pallach." Journal from London, p. 2.

From A.-S. sett-an, Su.-G. saett-a, to place, to fix.

We say that one is set in -his growth, when it is sup-
posed that he will not grow any taller, S.

Settrel, s. pi. Young sprouts plucked in

spring from coleworts planted in the begin-

ning of winter, Stirlings.

A diminutive from E. set, a plant or shoot laid in the
ground.

SETTRIN, Set Rent,.*. A certaiu portion

alloted to a servant or cottager, when work-
ing to his master; consisting of different

kinds of food, as porridge, broth, and bread,

Aug., Perths.

More is generally allowed than one person can eat

;

but whatever the labourer leaves, he has a right to
carry home to his own family. The vessel appropriat-

ed to this use is called the settrin cap. The phrases,
settrin bread, settrin meal, Ac, are also used.

This is a con*, of set rent. ** We say Scot., He lives

upon his purchase, as well as others on their set rent,

Prov." Rudd. vo. Purches. V. also Kelly, p. 392.

•'Now I think the very annuity and casualties of

the cross of Christ,—and these comforts that accom-
pany it, better than the world's set-rent.*

9 Ruther-
ford's Lett., P. i. ep. 6.

SEUCH, Sewch, *. 1. A furrow, a small

ditch, S.

In the meyn tyme Eneas with ane pleuch
The ciete circulit, and markit be ane sench.

Doug. Virgil, 153, 11.

It is now written sheugh. V. Sharn.

2. A fosse counected with a rampart, a ditch

surrounding a fortification.

** Perceauing that that labor did butt small profite,

he cawsit shute at the toun wall the 17.—Rot the
grounds within were so weill fortified with ramperes
and deepe seuches, that they durst not mak assault."

Hist James the SexL, p. 155.

3. A gulf.

'As we approchit nelr the hillis heid,

Ane tern bill sewch birnand in flammis reid

Abhominabill, and how as hell to see,

All full of brinstane, pick, and bulling leid,—
I saw.

Police of Honour, ill 4.

Semgh, A. Bor., a wet ditch ; E. sough, a subter-
raneous drain ; not from Fr. sous, as Johnson derives

it, but as allied to Teut. *oye, «ouwe
% cloaca, Isl. saag-r,

Sw. sog, colluvies, ductus aquae fluentis. Perhaps
Lat* stdC'US, is from the same origin.

To Seuch, v. a. 1. To cut, to divide.

Thar stitch the fludis, that souchand quhare thay fare

In sunder slidis.

Doug. Virgil, 132, 17.

Lat. sulc-are. V. the s.

2. To plant by laying in a furrow. Thus the
phrase, sheughing kail, occurs in an old

Jacobite song. V. Siikuch, v.

SEUERALE, adj. Anplicd to landed pro-

perty as possessed distinct from that of

others, or as contrasted with a common.
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—*• Charging la Uk an inquisicioun—quhctliir the

aid land--has bene broukit & joysit be the saide

Johne of Carmichell & his forbcaris in tymcs bigane,

onther in ering k sawing, or in pasture, as propirtc &
seuerale til him ;—or gife the samyn landis war com-
moan pastare bathe to the said Johne & James, &
bathe thair gudis commonly pasturit.** Act. Audit.

A., 1473, p. 27.

Seuerale, s. In seuerale, in distinct posses-

sion.

"The actiounc—anent the etin & distroying of ccr-

tane corne—vppooe the landis of Wistonne pcrtening

to him in seuerale & propirte," Ac. Ibid., p. 26, 27.

This phrase occurs in the same sense in O.K.

More pro6t is quieter found
Where pastures in several be.

Tusser's Husbandry.

L.B. seweral-is, Et praedictas 40 acras tcrrae prae-

dictas sewerales. Monast. Anglican., T. ii. p. 509.

Separalis is used in the same sense. In separali, Fleta

lib. 2. c. M, § 15.

SEUIN STEKNES. Tlie Pleiades, S.

The Flench, and the poles, the planettis began,
The 8on, the seuin stemes, and the Charle wane.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 239, b. 2.

SEVEN SENSES. A phrase used to denote

one's wits ; as, " YeVe fley'd me out o' my
seven senses? You have frightened me out

of all the wits I ever possessed, S.

The French, who are usuallycharged with a propensity

to rhodomontade, are, in this instance, more moderate
than we ourselves are. For they content themselves
with five. Ty mettray lous me* cinq sens, " I will em*
>loy my best endeavours in the matter ; " Cotgr.

ould it be meant to denote all our mental powers,
presaive

ilcnce of

any things, connected with religion, were
expressed by this number, as the seven sacraments,

the seven deadly sins, the seven canonical hours, &c?

[Seven-shift. A plan of rotation of crops

extending over seven years ; as, two crops

of grass, two of oats after grass, a green

crop, a cereal crop, and grass seeds, S.]

[Sevintene, adj. Seventeen, Barbour, xiii.

645.]

SEW, pret. v. Sowed, Doug. V. Skail, v. 3.

SEWAN BELL. Prob., the recollection

bell.

For and I flyt, sum sege for scharae suld sink,—
Roches suld ryve, the warld suld hald nae gripis ;

8a loud of cair the sewan bell suld clink.

Dunbar, Chron. 8. P., I 351.

Perhaps this name might be given to the bell rung
to call the monks to their devotions, q. the recollec-

tion-bell, Fr. souvrn-ir, to remember.

SEWANE, s.
ll Seems to signify some

drug or medical composition," Kiidd.
u Some kind of confection or sweet-meat,"

Sibb.

Triakil, droggis, or electuary,

Seroprs, sewane, succure, and synamome.
Doug. Virgil, Prol. 401, 40.

Qu. sabine, 8. Mirt'n, a plant to which powerful
effects are still vulgarly ascribed ?

SEWANS, s. pi. Expl. sowens, by Mr. Pin-

kerton, as occurring Iloulate, iii. 6. But
in MS. it is sewaris, i.e., sewers, officers

who serve up a feast.

Mouy sanourous sawce with sewaris be send.

[SEWARA, *. A kind of cravat, Banffs.]

SEWIS, *. pi. Places where herons breed.

V. IIekone sew.

SEWSTER, *. A sempstress, S. .

O. E. "Sewttar or Sowstar. Sutrix.

Parv.
Prompt.

SEX, adj. Six.

Than Canstulmel sex yhere wes
Ours the Peycbtis Kyng regnand.

Wyntown, v. 9. 805.

Alem. Isl. Su.-G. Dan. Lat. id. Hence sexl, sixth,

sexten, sixteen, sixteenth, sexly, sixty. V. Sax.

[Sex-sum. Six in all, Barbour, vi. 231.]

[Sexty, Sexte\ adj. Sixty, Ibid., vi. 31,
xix. 35.]

Sexterne, s. A measure anciently used
in S.

** The aid boll first maid be king Dauid contenit a
sexierne, the sexlerne contenit xij gallon is of the aid
met," fcc. Pari. Ja. L, A. 1422, Acts Ed. 1814, p. 12,

c.22.
L. B. sextar-ius, sextar-ium, mensura liquidorum et

aridorum ; Dn Cange. This measure varied greatly,

as used in different countries.

SEY,#. The Coal-fish. V. SrE.

SEY, s. 1. The sey of a gown or shift is the

opening in which the sleeve is inserted, S.

2. In the dissection of an ox or cow, the back
bone being cut up, the one side is called

the fore-seyt the other the back-sey. The
latter is the sirloin.

** * He's a shabby body the laird o' Monkbarns,' said

Mrs. Heukbane, * He'll make as muckle about buying
a fore quarter o' lamb in August, as about a baclsey a
beef.'" Antiquary, i. 320.

"The proper pieces of beef for roasting are the fore*

sey and surloin. Receipts in Cookery, p. 36.

His squeamish stomach loaths the savoury sey.

And nought but liquids now can find their way.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 95.

Great tables ne'er engag'd my wishes,

When crowded with o'er raony dishes ;

A health fu' stomach sharply set,

Prefers a back-sey piping net Ibid, ii 963.

Isl. sega is rendered portiuncula, particula, and
applied to the division of the body of a man ; Vcrel.

SEY, *. A kind of woollen cloth, formerly

made by families for their own use, S.

O.E. id. say,.E.

And ye's get s green sey apron,
And waistcoat of the London brown.

Hitson's S. Song*, i 50,
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—"To proyyd© toa hoyes to be bound prenteises

for searen yeiria to learne all sortes of working cloth

or styes, spinning, wearing, waaking, litting, dress-

ing," Ac. Acts. Cha. L, Ed. 1814, V. 392.

"Wool, was then, for the first time in Scotland,

manufactured by machinery into seys, serces, plaidens,

and other coarse cloths.'* Thorn's Hist. Aberd., ii. 151.

Palsgrave renders "save, clothe," by Fr. serge ; B.

fit. P. 60, b.

The learned Dr. Ledwich savs that each is an ori-

ginal Teutonic word, which " the Greeks and Romans
changed in sagwm and the French into sagia, saium,
and said." Antiq. of Ireland, d. 261.

Praunces renders "Say, cloth " by Lat. "Sagum."
Prompt. Parv.

Fr. sayete, "the stnffe sey ;" Cotgr. Skinner derives

it from Fr. saye, ItaL so*©, Hisp. sayo, a long-skirted

jacket, a military coat ; all from Lat. say-um, id. be-

cause, he says, such cloth was proper for this purpose.

SEY, $. The sea.

ye wend to sey in fere.

Amy. Virgil, 44, 34.

Set-Fair, adj. Properly, carried by sea;

but used to denote what strictly pertains

to the sea-faring line.

In an action before the Admiralty court against
some merchants of Hamburg for exporting a few bolls

of wheat from Scotland, •• it wes allegit be Maister
Johnne Spens, prolocutor for the merchants of Ham-
burg, that the said Admiral, nor his deputes, wer na
jnges competent in the said matter, becaus it was na
myfair matter." Acts Sederunt, 16 January, 1554.

SEY,*. A shallow tub. V. Say.

To SEY, v. a. To strain any liquid, in order
to its purification, - by making it to pass

through a fine searce, S.

This* v. is mentioned by Palsgrave. " I sye myIke,

or dense, Je coulle du laict. This terme is to [too]
moche northerne." B. iii. F. 361, a.

Lancash . "Sye, to put milk, kc thro' a sieve." GL
Bobbins.
The O.E. v, "Sym-w or clensyn Iicoure, Colo,"

(Prompt. Parr.) must have had a common Origin

;

although in form it varies more from the cognate terms
in the other northern languages.

Set-Dish, $. -The searce used for straining

milk, S.

8igk-clout occurs in the same sense in a copy of Tak

far auld cloak, Ac, in the E. idiom, Percy's Reliques,
149.

Sometime it was of cloth in grains,

Tis now but a sigh-clout as you may .see.

IaL sy-a, percolare ; A.-S. se-oii, ge-se-an, Germ,
sey-en, Bclg. seigh-en, *ijgh-tn, Dan.* si-er, id.

To SEY, v. a. To assay, to try. V. Say, v.

Sey, Say, *. 1. A trial, [a small portion as

a sample or test ; also, a taste], the act of
tasting.

He and the Eill bathe to the Quern thai went
Rasswyt hyr fsyr, sod hrocht hyr till a tent

;

To dyner bownyt sis gudly as thai can,
And serwit was with mony likly man.
Ond purwyance the Qnevn had with hyr wrocht,
A asy echo tuk off all thing that thai brock t.

Wallace persawyt. and said, We haiff no dreid
;

I can nocht trow ladyis wald do sic deld.
To poysoan men, for all Ingland to wyn.

Wallace, vUi. 1271, M8.
Sey, Ed. Perth.

ie., •'The Queen herself tasted of all the food she
had brought with her, that the Scots might be assured
she had no design to poison them." It is absurdly
rendered in editions ;

An assay she took of all that gud her thought.

2. An endeavour, an attempt, of any kind.

1 sail mak a sey to do tf, S.

Sey-Piece, Say-Piece, *. A piece of work
performed by a craftsman, as a proof of his

skill in any particular art.

Sure Nature honied mony a tree,

For spraings and bonny spats to thee ;

Nae mair the rainbow can impart
Sic glowing ferlies o* her art

;

Whase pencil wrought its freaks at will
On thee, the sty-piece o* her skill.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 35.

Sey-Shot, s. An opportunity given, in play,

of regaining all that one has lost, Fife.

Seyal, s. " A trial ;" Gl. Picken, S.O.

To SEY, v. a. To see ; the pron. of Ettr.

For. ; [part. pa. seynJ\

[Seyixo, 8. Sight, Barbour, xvii. 88.]

SEYD, *. A sewer, a passage for water, Aug.
Tent, sode, canalis, cloaca ; Su.-G. saud, a well

To SEYG, v. n. To sink or fall down. V.
Seg.

[To SEYK, v. a. To seek; Barbour, x. 453.]

[SEYLE, #. Good, goodness, Barbour, i.

303. A.-S. 8osly a good time.]

SEYME, *. The work at which a woman
sews, S.
—" Ane change—from threid, seymc, and neidil, to

danse at the feidd ; from blushing to heir of marriage,
to lauching to heir of loue." Nicol Burne, F. 189, a.

b. V. Sram.

[SEYMLY, adj. Comely, well-favoured,
Gawan and Gol., ii. 17. V. under Sey-
nity.]

To SEYN, ». a. To consecrate. V. Synd.

[SEYN, part pa. Seen, Barbour, vi. 21.]

[To SEYND, v. a. To send, Ibid., iii. 748.]

SEYNDILL, Seindle, Sixdill, Sendyll,
adv. Seldom ; pron. sindley Loth, senil,

S. O. 8eenil
}
S. B.

Thairfor, gude folkes, be exampil we *e,

That there is Dane thus, of the friends thre,

To ony man that may do glide, hot ane ;

Alnios deid that it be seimllt tane.

Priests of Pebtis, 3. P. R., i. 48.

"Sendyll at men of gret glutonic senc haue lang dayis

or agit with proces of yeris." Bellend. Descr. Alb.,

c. 4.
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Thalrowt he Is bot seyntUll sen*.

Bannutyne Poena, p. 155.

Le., he it seldom sene abroad.

Auld fayis ar tindiU faythful freyndis found.

MaUland Poems, p. 162.

Though that she fantless was maun be allow'd

;

But travell'd women ar but synle trow'd.

Boss's Helenore, p. 98.

"Them that aeenil rides tinea their spurs ;° S. Prov.

"A gentle horse should be seindle spurred ;" S. Prov.

For now a groat was a* my stock,

Twad senil e'er be mair.

R. Galloway's Poems, p. 64.

Sibb. says that this is a 4I perversion of Teut. and

8ax. seldtn, raro." But it is evidently from a quite

different origin ; Su.-G. saen ; saender, singulus ; en i

mender, singuli ; sin, unus, singularis. Ihre marks

the affinity l>etween sin and Lat. singulus. Su.-G.

mnung, signifies singular ; sinaledes, sinalund, every one

in hisown way, as opposed to those who act conjunctly

;

Siuisque suo modo. In one instance I find single used

or seindle in a prov. phrase. It appears as the adj.
•« Single vse maketh pleasures the more agreeable.**

Z. Boyd's Last Batten, p. 863.

To SEYNE, v. a. To see ;
[part; pa. seyn,

seen.]

Wallace, scbo said, that full worthy has beyne ;

Than wepyt scho, that pete was to reyne.

Wallace, ii 333, MS.

An Jleyne torJU,bene for be, sayne for say. It seems

doubtful whether this idiom was formed from the A.-S.

infin. or from the 3 pera. pi. pres. indie. In O. E. we
find not only, they saien or seyne, but / saien. Seyn

they, they say ; Ploughman's Crede.

SEYNE, s. A sinew.

Wallace, with that, at hys lychtyn, him drew,

Apon the crag with his suerd has him tayne,

Throw brayne and seyne in sondyr straik the bane.

Wallace, ii. 400, MS.

A. Su.-G. sena, Germ, sene, id. V. Sekon.

SEYNITY. [An errat. for Seymly, fair,

comely, well-favoured.]

He hard ane bugill blast brym, and ane loud blaw,

As the seynity sone silit to the rest

In Edit. 1508 it is seynily, which seems the true

reading from Fr. signal, Ital. segnale, a signal. Silit

may signify given, from A.-S. syll-an, dare, i.e., he heard

the loud sound of a bugle horn given hastily, from

without, as a signal to those who were within the castle.

SEYRICHT, s. The name of a book men-

.tioned in Aberd. Reg.—"Tua buikis, viz.

ane almanack, & ane callit the Seyricht."

A. 1551, V. 21.

Belg. zeerecht, marine laws.

[To SEYSS; v. a. To seize, Barbour, ix.

530.]

SEYSTER, s. An incongruous mixture of

edibles, Upp. Clydes.; synon. Soss.

To Seyster, v. a. To mix in an incongruous

mode, ibid.

Teut. sauss-en, condire. Or shall we view it as allied

to Isl. seydsla, coctto, from seyd-a, decoqucro diutius?

A.-S. seaxoe, buccus, liauor, is apparently from the cog-

nate v. seath-an, to boil, E. to seethe.

This district, however, having belonged to the king-

dom of Stratclyde, the word may bo deduced from

C.B. saig, a mess, seig-iaw, to mess.

SH. For words not found printed in this

form, V. Sen.

SHA, Shaw, interj. The term of incitement

used to a dog when called to give chase to

any other animal, Gall.
•' Ska, what is said to a dog, when ordered to hunt

;

Sha awa, run, you dog !" Gail. Encycl.

It has been conjectured that this has originated from

Fr. chat, the cat ; as if the naming of puss were a

warrant for the dog to give chase.

Teut. schowen, fugere, defugere ; C. B. ysgog-i, to

stir, to move ; or perhaps rather from ane. Goth. ekaa,

insectari. V. Ihre, vo. SLaada, videre.

[SHAA, s. A mark, Shetl.]

To SHAB, v. a. •« To smuggle, to send any

thing away privately ;" Gall. Encycl.

They shab'd puir Tamous aff to hell

Wr nimble feet.

Ibid., p. 347.

As smuggling conveys the idea of acting under a

covert, this term is probably allied to O. Tent
schabbe, schobbet operculum, tecmen. Germ, sehavb,

palla, stola muliebris (which Wachter derives from

Gr. ffWr-w, tego) ; Belg. tchabbelje, "an old thread-

bare cloke, or cote," Sewel ; Su.-G. sloe/we, tegmen.

SHABLE, Shabble, *. 1. A crooked

sword, or hanger.

"A sea-captain offered to strike off my head with a

Mhablc." Colvil, lntrod. to Mock Poem, p. 8.

••Even the church-yard on a Sunday was sometimes

the scene of action, where two hostile lairds, with their

respective adherents, rushed upon one another with

their durks and their thabbles" P. Strathdon, Aberd.

Statist. Ace., xiii. 184.

Su.-G. Dan. Belg. sabel. Germ, saebel, Fenn. sabeli,

a crooked sword, a scymitar. Wachter derives the

term from Arab, seif, a sword, properly of the falchion

kind.
••Garnock having, at a committee of Council, railed

at General Dalziel, calling him a Muscovia beast, who
used to roast men, the General in a passion struck him

with the pomel of his shable on the face, till the blood

sprung." Fountainhall, i. 159.

Sir Thomas Urquhart gives the term in its proper

form.
"Yet at their pleasure was he compleatly armed

cap-a-pe, and mounted upou one of the best horses in

the kingdome, and a good slashing sable by his side."

Rabelais, B. I., p. 18G In the original, bracquemarU

In the Errata, however, pre6xed to vol. ii. he refers to

this as a mistake. P. 186, for sable, r. shable.

This is an O. E. word. Skinner gives sable as sig-

nifying, ensis Sarmaticus, without mentioning sabre.

Phillips gives both, as equally signifying * 4 akindof
simetar, hanger, or broad sword."

2. It is now generally used to denote an old

rusty sword ; Ane auld shable, S.

3. Any little person or thing, Strathmore.

To SHACH, v. a. To shape or form any

thing in an oblique way, to distort
;
pret.

ahacht; part. pa. id., also bes/tacht, S.

Thtre are many cognates in the other Northern

languages. Isl. slag-a, to decline, to bend, to turn

out of the way; deflectere, G. Aiutr.; shaga, a pro-
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nsootory which stretches obliquely ; skack-nr, skackr,
obltouus, impar, inequalia habeas opposita latere

;

sbatM, obliquitas, duarura ejusdem rei lateram in-

eqaalita% Landoamab. Gl.
These words arc formed from Tsl. ska, an inseparable

particle, corresponding to Lat. dis, and denoting dis-

{auction. Hence also So. -O. ligga skafottes, divaricata
ernra alterius capiti obvertere, Ihre ; to lie heads and
throws, S.; skaek-a, to set asunder; skacka, to divide,

to break off; Isl. skaegeltand, one who has unequal
teeth, q. whose teeth are shacht, or shachelt. To the
same fountain must we trace IsL skei/r, Dan. skaev,

Germ, schiej, E. skew, and askew, oblique.
Norr. skak, askew, whence skiaekke, having a dis-

torted mouth, skiaekkin, distorted. The root seems to
be skaa, distorted, the same with Isl. ska.

Shach-end of a web. The fag-end, where the

cloth becomes inferior in quality, in conse-

quence of the materials growing scanty, or

of the best being used first, 3. B. V.
preceding word.

To Shachle, v. a. andn . 1 . Touse any thing so

as to distort it from its proper shape or
direction, S. He has shachlit aw his schoon,

lie has put his shoes quite out of shape.

Hence Sliaehlin, unsteady, infirm, S.

2. To shuffle in walking, S. shochle, Loth.

"Had you such a shoe on every foot, you would
Aoekel ;" S. Prov. "A scornful return of a woman to
a fellow that calls her she, and not by her name."
Kelly, p. 142. She (8. echo) is pron. in the same

Shachle, *. 1. Any instrument or machine
that is worn ont, S. B.

2. Shachle, "a weak animal, all shackled or
shaken ;" Gall. Enc.

3. A feeble, diminutive, half-distorted person,

Durafr. In the part, the vowel o is used,

ibid. V. Shochled.

Shachled, part. adj. 1. Distorted, twisted ;

as, Shackledfut, distorted feet, S.

"Ye shape shoon by your ain shochled feet;**

Bamsay's S. Prov., p. 86.

I spier'd for my cousin, fn' couthy and sweet,

—

And how her new shoon fit her auld shackTt feet
Bums, iv. 25a

Leg. skaehTt.

Teut. schahl, schehl, obliquus. V. Shach.
Perhaps the provincial E. v. Shale may be viewed as

allied. " To Shale (proper to the feet) in with the
heels, and out with the toes ;" Thoresby, Ray's Lett.,

p. 838.

2. rWorn out, discarded, cast away ; as in

tie phrase, Shackled shoon or shoes'], metaph.
applied to a female that has been deserted

by her lover, or thrown aside like a pair of

old shoes, S.

"Colonel Douglas Ashton—heard the Marquis of
say,—that his kinsman had made a better

arrangement for himself, -and that Bucklaw was wel
come to the wearing of Kavenswood's shauglded shoes.*

Bride of Lammermoor, iii. 9, 10.
|

[To SHACK, v. a. and n. To shake, to

cause to shake, S. V. Shak.]

[Shack, s. A shake, a wrestle, S.]

[Shack-a-fa', #. A wrestling match, Clydes.,

Banffs.]

SHACKLE-BANE, s. 1. The wrist, S.

improperly writteu shekel bane.

He gowis to be sa disappointed,
And drugs, till he has maist disjointed

His shekel bane.—
Ramsay^ Poems, il. 495.

Contrive na we, your shakle banes
Will mak but little streilt

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 35.

q. the bone on which shackles are fixed. A. Bor.
shackle of the arm, id.

2. Used, perhaps ludicrously, to denote the

pastern of a norse.

"An* the quick sands get a grip an yor nagg's
shakle bene,—heel womble doun the bourn ; and whir
au [are?] ye then?" Franck's Northern Memoirs,

p. 61.

SHAFT, *. A handle ; as a whip-shaft, the

handle of a whip, S,

Su.-G. skafl, Isl. skapt, manubrium.

[SHAFTS, *. pi. The jaws, Shetl. ; pron.

chafts in South and West of S.]

SHAFTS, s. A kind of woollen cloth, Aberd.

"Clothes manufactured from the above wool,

—

three quarters to yard broad seys, sarges, shafts,

pUidings, baizes, linsey-woolseys, jemmies, and
stripped apron stuffs." Statist. Ace. (Aberd.) xix.

208.

SHAG, s. 1. The refuse of barley, or that

which is not properly filled, generally given

to horses or cattle, S. dichtings, synon.

"Mr. Robert Meiklejohn, brewer, Alloa, sowed
a quantity of shag, from English barley, crop 1820,

being the skimmings of his malt cisterns. Edm. Cat.

Mercury, 0th Dec. 1822.

2. The term is sometimes applied to the re-

fuse of oats, Strathmore.

"Oats have about ten times the quantity of shag
they had last year." Caled. Merc, Nov. 13, 1823.

As, in thrashing, the beards are not so easily sepa-

rated from this kind of corn, as that which is fully

ripened, it may have received its name from this cir-

cumstance ; from Su.-G. skaegg, hair in general, hence
applied to the beard ; IsL skegg, Dan. skiaegg, id.

A.-S. sccage, coma.

[SHAG, *. Same as Segg, q. v., Banffs.]

[To SHAGGLE, r. a. To corrode a sub-

stance by gnawing it, to gnaw, Shetl. Dan.
sagle, to slaver.]

[To SIIAGL, v. a. To cut raggedly, as with

a blunt instrument, ibid. Isl. seigl, tough,

sagla, to cut badly.]

[SHAIR, s. A chair, ibid.]
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[To SHAIR, v. a. To rub one body against

another, to grate, to grind ; as, 4* To $hair

the teeth," ibid.]

SHAIRN,*. The dung of cattle, V.Sharn.

[SHAIVLE, s. Distortion, Banffs.]

[To Shaivle, v. a. To distort, to become
distorted, ibid. V. Shavel.]

Having the mouth[Shafvle-moo't, adj.

distorted, ibid.]

To SHAK, Shake, v. a. [1. To shake,

wrestle. V. Shack.]

2* To reduce, emaciate ; one is said to be sair

shaken, when much emaciated by disease or

long confinement, S.

To Shak one's crap. To speak loudly and
vehemently, to give vent to one's ill

humour, S.B.

Afore ye lat him get o'er meikle time
To schak his crap, and scauld you for the quean,
Be bauld enough to tell him a' your mind.

ShirrefS Poems, p. 54.

Thia metaph. seems borrowed from the cackling of

a fowl, when provoked.

To Shak a foot. To dance, S.

—Sweeter far than ony tongue can tell,

Was that first night I shook a foot wi' Nell
A. Scott's Poems, 1811, p. 97.

To Shak a fd (fall), to grapple, to wrestle,

S. V.Faw.

Shak, Shake, «. 1. Emaciation, as described

above ; as, a sair shake, S.

[2. Hie nae great shakes, not of good character

S.]

Shak-down, Shake-down, s. "A tem-
porary bed made on the floor, when a house

is crowded
;
" S. V. Sir J. Sinclair's Ob-

serve p. 173.

It is also used metaph.

They've taen him neist up in their arms,
And made his shak-down in the barns.

Allan o* Maul, Jamieson's Popul. Ball., ii. 238.

" The same blanket which serves them for a mantle
by day, is made a part of their bedding at night, which
is generally spread upon the floor : this I think they
call a Shaledotcn." Burt's Letters, i. 107.

Shake-rag-like, adj. Resembling a tatter-

demalion, South of S.

" 'He was a shake-rag-like fellow,' he said, 'and he
dared to say he had gypsy blood in his veins. '" Guy
Mannering, ii. 77.

[SHALD, Shall, Shale, adj. Shallow, S.]

[Shalloch, s. A small shallow tin vessel,

Banffs.]

SlIALLOCHY, adj. Shallow. " Shallochy

Land, land of a shallow nature;" Gall.

Enc.

SHALE, *. A name given to alum ore, S.

[SHALER, s. 1. A shade of grey peculiar

to the wool of Shetland sheep, Shetl.

2. Hoar frost, ibid.]

SHALL, s. The scale suspended from a

balance for weighing, Aberd.
Tent, sehaele van de toaeghe, lanx ; Belg. schal, id. a

SHALL, s. 1. A shell, Aberd. Isl. and Su.-

G. skat, testa.

[2. A shawl, Clydes.]

SHALLOCH, adj. Plentiful, abundant,

Mearns. V. Hammit.

[SHALLOCH, *. V. under Shald.]

[SHALMILLIXS, s. pi. 1. Small pieces,

Shetl. V. Mool.

2. As an adv., in small pieces, ibid.]

SHALT, s. A horse of the smallest size

;

Shaltie* dimin., Aberd. ; the same with

Sheltie.
When near the town, he made a halt,

And lighted there, and left the shalt.

W. Beattie's Tales, p. 29.

To SHAM, v. a. To strike, Loth. ; as, Til

sham your legs.

To SHAMBLE, Shajuuel, v. a. and n. 1.

To rack the limbs by striding too far ; as,

You'll shamble yourself, pron. shammil, Ang.

2. To distort, to writhe ; as, " He shambled
his mou' at me," S.B.; synon. &hevel, Shoicl.

3. To distort the face, to make a wry mouth, S.
Hence shamble-cha/ts, wry mouth, distorted chops,

S. B.
Compare you then to Thersites,

Wna for's ill-scrappit tongue,
An' shatnble-cha/ts, got on his back
Puss wi' the nine tails hung.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 24.

V. Sembyl.

[Shamm el-shanks, *. pi. Crooked legs;

also applied to a person whose legs are

crooked.]

SHAM3iEL-snANKiT,a<//. Havingcrooked legs,

Teviotd.

SHAMBO, Shambo-leather, *. The
leather called shamoy, S.

—No windy flourished flying feathers,

No sweet permusted shambo leathers.

Watson's Coll. , L 28.

# SHAME, s. Often used in profane language

as a substitute for the devil's name, as,
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Shame care, S.B.; or in imprecation, as,

Shame on ye, Sftamefa
9
ye, i.e., befall you,

S^ synon. with Foul, Sorrow, Mischief, &c.
When I think on this warld's pelf,
And how little I hae o't to myself

;

I sfeh when T look on my threadbare coat,
And shamefa' the gear and the bagrie o't

_ .
Bents Coll., ii. 19.

Elsewhere bladry.
It is a singular coincidence, that Su.-G. Tage mig

ekammen, should have a similar application ; Diabo-
Ins me auferat. Ihre, however, perhaps not very na-
tarally views skamm in this acceptation, as contract-
ed from Isl. skiaemun, maleticus, q. scaUhman. I
would prefer considering it as a metiph. use of skamm,
podor ; or as meant to point out the father of our shame.

[SHAME-REEL, or Shamit Dance. In
several counties of Scotland- this was the
name of the first dance after the celebration
of a marriage. It was performed by the
bride and best man, and the bridegroom
and best maid. The bride's partner asked
what was to be the "shame spring," and
she commonly answered—" Through the

world will I gang w? the lad that loes me"
which, ou being communicated to the
fiddlers, was struck up, and the dance
went on somewhat punctiliously, while the
guests looked on in silence, and greeted
the close with applause. This dance was
common in Forfarshire twenty years ago.

The origin of the term is sufficiently obvious
in the shamefacedness of the bride.]

SHAMLOCH, s. A cow that has not calved

for two years ; W. Loth. Gael, simlach, id.

SHAMS, *. pL Legs. Fr. jambes, id.

SHAN, adj. 1. "Pitiful, silly, poor;" Gl.

Bams.
Of umquhile John to lie or baun,
Shswa out ill will, and looks right shan.—
Ye're never rugget, shan. nor kittle,

But Myth and gabby.
Ramsay's Poems, I 225, ii. 829.

2. Shan would seem to be used in Ayrs., as

signifying backward, averse.

An' tho' we stownlins eat, yet man
At theft an* robbing w na shan.
In ither kintriea far awa
He thinkn't nae harm to rob ava.

The Twa Rats, Picken's Poems, L 67.

This term may, however, be allied to C. B. ysgan,

Armor. *gan, light, inconsiderable ; inconstant, waver-
ing, vain, Ac. ; Lhuyd.

Allied perhaps to A.-S. scande, Tent, schande, ig-

nominia, aedecus ; Su.-G. skamd-a, probro afBcere.

8kan, shame-facedncss, bashfulness ; Line. Gl. Grose.

SHAND, adj. The same with Shan, but ap-

parently used in a stronger sense, as signi-

fying worthless, South of S.
•• - 1 doubt Glossin will prove but shand after a',

mistress,' said Jabos, as he passed through the little

lobby beside the bar ;
* hut this is a gude half-crown

ony way."* Guy Mannering, ii. 187. "Base coin.

Cant we*s\
M GL Antiquary.

To SHANE, v. a. To heal, to cure ; properly

used to denote the supposed effect of super-

stitions observances, Galloway.

It oecnrs in the account given of the magical
litea need for recovering a cow that is considered as

elf-shot.

"A bnrning peat is laid down on the threshold of
the byre door ;—if she walks quietly over the peat, she
remains nnenred ; but if she first smell, then lets a
spang over it with a billy [the act of bellowing], she is

then shamed, enred." Gall. Enc, p. 210.

It is also mentioned under the word Sinn, to wash.
"Probably this and shone, that which breaks witch-

craft, are one ; red-hot irons are sometimes thrown into

a churn, so that it may get, or that the cream therein

may become batter ; this is termed shaning" P. 427.

This is immediately a com of S. Sane, v. That
Symd\ or as here written Sinn, is a .corr. of the same
word, there seems to be little reason to doubt

SHANG, #. A sort of luncheon ;
" shang o*

breed and cheese, a piece,—a bite between
meals ;" Gall. Enc.

IsL stem, signifies crusta, cortex.

SHANGAN, Shanjan, Shanjie, *.
aA stick

cleft at one end, for putting the tail of a

dog in, by way of mischief, or to frighten

him away ;" Gl. Bums, S.

Hell dap a shangan on her tafl.

Burns, iii. 62.

And Gibbie skelp'd before the fae,

Like Colly wi' a shangin.
Davidson's Seasons, p. 20.

It is pfonoonced shangie, Roxb. A letter is some-
times fastened by this means to the tail of a dog, who
carries it to the place appointed, faster than it would

GaeL sabmnigham, to couple, to yoke.
Perhaps originally the same with Shangie, s. q. a

sbackk. As denoting what is cloven, it may, how-
ever, be derived from the Isl. part, ska, signifying

disjunction. V. Siiach. Hence,

To Shangie, v. a.

of wood, S.A.

A bridal haudin at the mill,

The watch were there resortin,

To shangie ilka lassie's tail

Rev. J. AticoTs Poems, ii. 8.

SHANGIE, $. 1. A shackle that runs on
the stake to which a cow is bound in the

byre; hence also called rin-shackle, Fife.

V. Shangax.

2. The chain by which dogs are coupled, Fife.

Hence, it has been supposed, the term Collie-

shangie, q. "a quarrel between two dogs which are

bound with the same chain, which must be the more
violent as they cannot get away from each other."

It must be observed, that, in Fife the term is used
In a general sense as denoting a chain. Perhaps
shamgie is merely a liquid mollification of Fr. chaine, a

To inclose in a cleft piece

chain.

SHANGIE, adj. Thin, meagre, S.

Gad. senng, small, slender, slender-waisted ; seang-

aim, to make slender or thin, to grow slender ; Shaw.
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Shanginess, *. The state of being slender,

meagreness, S.

• SHANK, *. [1. A leg; the leg of a stock-

ing, a stocking in the process of knitting,

s-I

2. The handle ; as, * the shank o* a spune

;

n

[also, the prong of a knife or a fork that

goes into the handle,] S.

3. The projecting point of a hill, S. V. Now.
" I heard a queer unearthly greet coming down the

thank, and wiling ay nearer and nearer to the byre
door." Blackw. Mag., Nov. 1820, p. 201,

4. The pit or shaft that is sunk for reaching

the coals, S. V. Schank.
From A.-S. scenc-an, .to sink ; or perhaps the E.

word, as -denoting a handle, is used metaph., in the

same manner as shaft for a pit.

Nine score o* fathoms shanks down lead,

To let the hammerin
1
core in.

A. Wilson's Poena, 1790, p. 265.

To Shank, v. a. and n. 1. To sink- a [shaft

for water or for coal] ; as, " to shank for

coals,** Clydes.
—"Three new coal-heughs were shanked in the

Donray moor, and ever since there has been a great

plenty of that necessary article." Annals of the Pa-

rish, p. 64.

[2, To fit with a pron<* or a handle; as, to

shank a fork, West of S.]

3. To knit stockings, ibid., Aberd.

4. To travel on foot ; as, " I shankit every fit

o* the road."

[5. To co, depart; also, to send, despatch;

as, M I'll shank to bed noo," " Shank them
to bed," S.]

To Shank aff> v. n. To depart quickly, S.

V. under Schanks.

To Shank ajf, v. a. 1. To send off without
ceremony, S.

"They think they should be lookit after, and some
say ye should baith be shankit aff till Edinburgh
castle.'* Antiquary, iii. 146.

2. To set off smartly ; to walk away, depart,

or vanish quickly, S.

It's dae sae very lang sinsyne,

That I gaed shankin affXo shine
At kirk o* Deer.

Tarras's Poems, p. 87.

—Syne gied a fearfu*, dreary croon,
An* aj for aye he shanket

WT Death that day.
A. Wilson's Poems, 1790, \\ 202.

To Shank one's self, away
v. a. To take one's

self off quickly, S.

••'Na, na, I am no a Roman,' said Edie. 'Then
shank yourstl awa' to the double folk, or single folk,

that's the Episcopate or Presbyterians yonder.
*

" An-
tiquary, ii. 308.

VOL. IV.

Shanker, s. 1. A knitter of stockings, S.
" fldUafa, stockings. Schankers, the women who

knittfcs«; w OL Sili.

[2. A sinker of shafts; as, **a well-shanker,

a pit-skunker? West of S.]

Shanks •. pL Stockings. V. Schank.

Shanks-naiqib, *. To ride on Sfianfo Mare
%

Nag, or Nagyy a low phrase, signifying to

travel on foot, S. V. Gl. Shirr.

"No just sae far; I maun gang there on Shanks*
naayj." Sir A. Wylie, ii. 22.

And ay until the day he died,

He rade on good shanks nagy.
Ritson's & Songs, I 182.

Shankum, #. A person, or beast, that has

long small legs ; Orkn. V. Schank.

SHANNACH, #. Commonly expl. a bone-

fire; but properlyone lighted on Hallow-eve,

Perth*.; sometimes shinicle.

It is a corr. from Gael. Samhnag, or, as it is other-

wise written, Samh-'in, the great festival observed by
the Celts at the beginning of winter. Dr. Smith,
having spoken of Beltane, says :

"The other of these solemnities was held upon
Hallow-eve, which, in Gaelic, still retains the name of

Samk-'in. The word signifies thefirt of peace, or the
time of kindling the fire for maintaining the peace.

It was at that season that the Druids usually met in

the moat centrical places of every country, to adjust
every dispute, and decide every controversy. On that

occasion, all the fire in the country was extinguished
on the preceding evening, in order to be supplied, the
next day, by a portion of the holy fire which was
kindled antl consecrated by the Druids. Of this, no
person who had infringed the peace, or was become
obnoxkms to any breach of law, or any failure in duty
was to have any share, till he had first made all the
reparation and submission which the Druids required
of him. Whoever did not, with the most implicit

obedience, agree to this, had the sentence of excom-
mojucation, more dreaded than death, immediately
denounced against him. None were allowed to give

him boose or fire, or shew him the least office of

humanity, nnder the penalty of incurring the same
sentence.
M In many parts of Scotland, these Hallow-eve fires

continue still to be kindled; and, in some places,

shosdd any family, through negligence, allow their

fire to go out on that night, or on Whitsuntide, [Gael.

Be*it-iint ] they may find a difficulty in getting a supply
from their neighbours the next morning. Gaelic
Antiquities, Hist. Druids, p. 31-33. V. Hallow-best
Blesx*.

Similar rites were' observed in Ireland. O'Halloran
asserts that Samhaim was the name given to the moon.
" This planet was undoubtedly worshipped by the

name of Samhaim ; and as the feast of Bel, or the sun,

was proclaimed by fires and other public rejoicings on
May eve, so was that of Sarnhain, or the moon, the
eve of November.** Hist., i. 113.

"It was the custom on the eves of Sarnhain and Bel,

or of November and May, for the priests to light np
holy fires through the kingdom ; all culinary fires

whatever to be then extinguished, nor to be rekindled

but by some of these new oues.—In that portion of the
imperial domain taken from Munster, he [Tuatha]
erected a magnificent temple called Flachta, sacred to

the fire of Sarnhain, and to the Satnnothei, or priests of

A2
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the moon. Here, on every eve of November, were the
fires of Samhain lighted up, with great pomp and cere-

moor, the monarch, the Druids, and the chiefs of the
kingdom attending.—It was deemed an act of the
highest impiety to kindle the winter fires from any
other : ana for this favour the head of every house
paid a aernbal, or threepence, tax, to the Arch-Druid
of Samhain. In like manner, every May eve was the
fire of Bel lighted up, in the temple of Uisneach."
Ibid., p. 221.

This writer fancies, that the worshippers of the
moon " were called by both Greeks and Latins Aim-
nothei, probably from the Irish Samhain-Dia ; as being
votaries of the goddess Samhain." Ibid., p. 114. Ir.

samh is-the sun ; also, the summer.

SHANNAGH, «• A word used in this form,
M It is ill ehannagh in you to do " this or

that ; i.e., It is ill your part, o» it is un-
grateful in you- to do so.

Perhaps from Ir. Gael, sean, prosperity, happiness

;

q. "it cannot conduce to your happiness;" or allied

to seannach, crafty, conning, as equivalent to the
phrase, "It is ill policy.** lid. skan-a signifies emen-
dari, meliorari ; a. "It will not make the matter
better.** Su.-G. stoen is rendered judicium.

[SHANTIE, e. A urinal, Shetl. V.
Chanty.]

[SHANTIL, adj. "A thing is said to be
u$hanHTf when it is amissing, and supposed

to be carried off by fairies ; perhaps from
the word enchanted, GL.Shetl.J

SHAP, #. A shop, Ettr. For. Teut. schap,

promptuarium. V. Chap.

To SHAPE away, v. a. To drive away.
Ane cnrsit fox Isy hid in roz ;—
Nane might him shape away.

Spec Godly Sang$t p. «.

Lord Hailes renders i^ without any apparent reason,

••cat off.**- It is certainly allied to Germ, schieben,

sehupf-en, to drive ; Teut. schuyff-en, id. Kilian.

SHAPINGS, 8. pi.
^
The small bits of cloth

that are cut off with the scissors in shaping

any piece of dress, S. [Syn. collings, colls.]

SHARD, $. A little despicable creature;

used as a term of reproach. This term is

often applied contemptuously to a child;

f
Morally to one that is puny or deformed,
berd.j q. "a mere fragment."

Either a figurative use of £. shard, A.-S. tceard, a
fragment ; or sUied to Isl. slard-a, minuere ; Su. G.
shard, fractura ; Isl. shard, laesio ; whence lidtssharti,

laesio memhri ; VereL

To SHARE, r. a. To pour off the lighter

Eirts of a liquid from the heavier, Lanarks.,

ttr. For.; the same with Schire, v.

To Share, v. n. Applied to liquids, when
they separate in a vessel into two or more
parts, ib.

Sharins, $. pi. The useless or less valuable

part of liquids, whether poured off or re-

maining in a vessel, ibid.

[SHARG, adj. Tiny, mean, lean, withered,

Perths.]

Shako, a. 1. A tiny, mischievous creature,

Kinross, Perths.

2. Petulant, unnecessary expostulation, ib.

To Shako, v. a. To tease ; applied to lan-

guage, Shetl.

Sharoar, Sharoer, s. A lean person, a
scrag ; sometimes used to denote a weakly
child, S., also skargan.

At first I thought but little of the thing

;

But mischiefs mother's but like midge s wing.
I nerer dreani'd things wad ha gane this length

;

But we have e'en seen shargars gather strength,
That seven years have sitten in the flet,

And yet have bangsters on their boddora set
Ross's Helenore, p. 89.

V. Plat-fzir and Waktdbaoel.

[To SnAROAR, v. a. and n. 1. To stunt in

growth ; to grow or become stunted, Banffs.]

[Sharoart, adj. Stunted, ibid.]

SnAROiE, adj. Thin, shrivelled, Ayrs.

[Sharoin, part. adj. Peevish, carping; as,

a shargin body, Shetl.]

Ir. OaeL searg, dry, withered ; searg-am, to wither,

pine away, consume; (hence Ir. searg, "a worthless
man or beast

;
" O'Reilly) j searganach, dried up,

withered.

[SHARLES, s. Charles, a name, Shetl]

[SHARL-PIN, s. The pin that connects a

hinge of a door, ibid.]

SHARN, Shearn, Shairn, *. The dung of

oxen or cows, S. scarn
y
A. Bor.

They tnrn'd me out, that's true enough,
To stand at city bar,

That I may clean up ilka sheugh,
Of a' the sham and glaur.

R. Galloway's Poems, p. 30.

Fuff play'd the priming—heels owr ither,

They fell in shairn.
Mayne's Siller Gun, p. 51.

A.-S. seearn, Fris. scharn, Dan. shorn, dung.

[To Sharn, Sharney, v. a. To daub with

the dung of oxen or cows, S.]

Sharney, Sharny, adj. Bedaubed with

cows' dung, S.
*' Ye shine like the sunny side of a sharney weght ;

M

i.e., an instrument for winnowing corn ; Ramsay's S.

Prov., p. 86. This is spoken in ridicule of those who
appear fine.

Sharney-fac'd, adj. Having the face be-

fouled with cow-dung.
And there will be Juden Maclourie—
With flea-lugged sharney-fac'd Laurie, &c.

Blythesome Bridal, Herd's Coll., U. 25.

Sharney-Peat, e. A cake consisting of

cows' dung mixed with coal-dross, dried in
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the sun, and used in some places by the

poor for fuel, S.

Cows' dang, dried for the tame purpose, is called

eatings, A. Bor. Raj.

Sharnie, «. A name given to the person

who cleans a cow-house, S.

SHARPING-STANE, *. 1. A whetstone,

s.

[2. Metaph., any severe lesson by experience

is often so called, West of S., Banffs.]

SHARRACHIE, adj. Cold, chill, piercing

;

a term applied to the weather, S. B.

Sometimea it ia pron. sheVaehk, which is possibly

the original word, from the same fountain with chill,

written sehill by Dong.

SHARROW, adj. 1. Bitter, in relation to

the taste; also used in a general sense,

Caithn.

t. Keen ; as, a $harrow crater, one who acts

the part of a dun, ibid.

This, it is probable, is originally the same with
Sharraehk. But both words are radically different from
Shettaehie, although synonymes. Sharrow and Shar-
rachic may be allied to Su.-G. stare, nix frigore densata,

snow so hardened by frost as to bear the footsteps of

men and beasts ; Isl. star*, id. This properly signifies

the crust of any thing ; and has been viewed as a term
allied to Lat. scara, the crust of a wound; Su.-G.
skaerra, a wound, a fracture in the skin. But whatever
be the origin of the Su.-G. and IsL terms, although
strictly denoting the effect of severe weather, they
might naturally be transferred to that state of the
atmosphere whence this originates. Ir. and Gael.
starbh signifies bitter^sharp, severe.

[To SHARRY, v. n. To quarrel, dispute,

Banffs.]

[Sharrt, «. A quarrel, dispute, ibid.]

[Sharryin, Sitarrtean. 1. As an adj.,

quarrelsome,, fault-finding, ibid.

2. As a *., the act of quarrelling, ibid.]

SHATHMONT, s. A measure of six inches

in length.

His legs were scarce a shathwumfs length,
And thick and thimber was bis thighs.

BUson's & Songs, ii. 139.

It is more properly written Schaftmon, q. v.

To SHAUCHLE, v. n. To walk with a
shuffling or shambling gait, S. V. Siiach.

Shaugiilin', part. pr.

"•What!1
roars Macdonald— 4 you poor shaughVm

in-kneed bit scray of a thing !'" Reg. Dalton, iii. 119.

SHAUL, Shawl, adj. Shallow, S.

His luegies o* right ancient date,

—

He recVdna roeikle on their trim,

Ssebiens they warn* shaul or Rlim.

Pickets Poems, ii. SO.

Shaultno, *. Killing salmon in shallow

water by means of a leister, S. A. V.
Leister.

••Shawl water maks mickle din," Prov. V. Schal.

SHAUM, s. The leg or limb, Buchan.
An end like this wad be malr pleasin,

And to my wither't shaums toair easin,

Than tytin on frae e'en to morn,
A stranger to baith hay an' corn.

The Cadgers' Mares, Tarras's Poems, p. 55.

—Had wylie Lowrie cleekit aff a lam',

Or craggy heugh had thrawn a queack's shawm.
Ibid. p. 117.

Most probably by a slight change from Fr. jambe,
the leg or shank ; Ital. gamlta, id. Ihre expl. Su.-G.

skalm, as denoting one leg or limb of any thing that is

forked ; Broprie notare videtur crus alteram rei

cajusvis bifurcae.

(To Shaum, v. a. To sit lazily by the fire,

toasting one's limbs, Banffs.]

[Shaumin', adj. Indolent, lazy, lounging by
the fire, ibid.]

[Shaumin, Shaum, s. The act of sitting

lazily lounging by the fire, ibid.]

SHAUP, *. 1. The hull, the husk ; as, a
peashaup. the hull of peas, S.

2. Metaph. for anything empty, weak, or

worthless ; that is but a mere husk.

Here, Sir, yon nerer fail to please,

Wha can, in phrase adapt with ease,

Draw to the life a' kind of fowks,
Proud shaups, dull coofs, and gabbling gowks.

Ramsay's Works, i. 134.

[3. A fragment, a broken piece, a chip,

Banffs.]

Teut. schelp, putamen, Su.-G. IsL shalp, vagina;
Dan. skulpe, "hulls, husks, cods, or shells of pulse,"

Wolff; from Germ, sehel-en, Su.-G. skyl-a, to cover.

[To Shaup, v. a. To shell from the pod ; as

in shelling beans or peas, Clydes.]

Shaupie, Shawpie, adj. Lank, not well

filled up ; applied to the appearance
; q.

resembling any empty husk, Loth., Perths.,

s.o.

"She's a weel fared hissev. maistly as trig's your-
sel, madam, when ye was a mss ; but your grown
portly, an' she, poor thing's a wee shawpy, as we say."
The Smugglers, i. 229.

Shaupit, part. pa. Furnished with pods

;

as, weel-shaupit pease, S. O.

[SHAUVE, s. A saw, Banffs. Sliav,

Aberd.]

[To Siiauve, v. a. To saw, ibid.]

[Shauvins, a. pi. Sawdust; also, chips sawn
from planks, ibid.]

SHAVE, SnEEVE, 8. 1. A slice; as, a shave

of bread\ S., slave, E.
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Be tbat time bannocks and a sheeve of cheese

Will make a breakfast that a laird might pleaae.

Amni/i Poems, il 73.

She begs one sheave of your white bread,

And a cup of your red wine.

Jamieson's Popular Ball., ii. 124.

Thick, nevel't scenes, beer-meal, or pease,

To brither down a shave o' cheese,

Td rather hae—than a* their—teas

That grow abroad.

_!_ Picken's Poems, 1788, p. 63.

O.E. "Shyue of bredeor other lyke. Lesca. Scinda.
,>

Prompt Parv»

[2. A part of a pulley; as, a pulley-tfeivt

;

called also a puIley-*A**t*, pulley-«tae,

- Aberd., Ayrs.]

Bete, schyf, a round slice. Thia is indeed the

precise sense of our term. Sw. en skifwa brod, id.

from ski/w-a, dimndere, in tenues laminas secare ; Isl.

skyft, scindo, seco.

To SHAVE, r. a. To sow, Aberd. thaw,

Bnchan.

[SHAVE, s. A trick, prank, practical joke,

S.]

Shaybr, s. A humourous fellow, a wag, S.;

V. GL Shirr, ; borrowed from the idea of

. taking off the beard.

There's him at Agincourt wha shone,

Few better were or braver

;

And yet wi* funny, queer Sir John,

He was an unco sharer

For monie a day. Bums, lit 97.

A low word, borrowed, as would seem, from cant

WusU. •• A cunning shaver * subtle fellow one

whotrlms close ; an acute cheat" Grose's Class. Diet.

Shavie, s. A trick, prank; a disappoint-

ment.

To Play one a Shavie. 1. To play one a

trick, good or bad, S.

And so to fortune I must leave ye,

I wish she play not you a shame.
1 y J

MestmCs Poems, p. 129.

The kintraca'd him dainty Darie,

For mony a prank'^M
£c£^,m

J. To disappoint one, S.

To Work one a Shavie. The same with

last.
—Sic wickedness her armies in,

Bio blackguards in her navy,

An' kirk an
1
state are sisters twin.

To work the land a shavie,

I dread some day.
Anon.

The origin is probably Dan. skiaev, Isl. skefrr.

Oblique, awry, (E. askew) ; * to set one off the proper

or direct course. V. Skavie.

Shaviter, s. A term expressive of con-

tempt; as, a puir drunken shaviter, Ber-

wicks.

Shaviter-.Like, adj. Having the appear-

ancc of a blackguard, Ettr. For.

SHAVELIN, s. A carpenter's tool, Aberd.

V. Chaveling.

[SHAVELIS, *. pi. Plunderers. V.

SCHAVELI8.]

SHAW,«. Show, appearance.

It is used as an argument against the importation of

" Inglis claith and vtheris Inglis wains and mairchean-

dice maid of woll," that " the same claith " has " onlie

for the maist parte ane outwarde shaw, wantand the

substance and strength ouhilk oftymes it *PP«J™ *>

hauc." Acts Ja. Vt, f597, Ed. 1814, p. 119. V.

SCHAW, V.

SHAW, e. A wood.

This, which is used as a country word in E., is there

limited, according to Phillips, to "a wood that encom-

passes a close." With us the sense is more general.

V.8CHAW.

Shaws, pi. The foliage of esculent roots;

as of potatoes, turnips, carrots, &c, S.

It is also used in sing., to denote all the herbage of

a single root ; as, a carrot-shaw.
«• A potatoe shaw was lately due up, which had 103

attached to it, the least of them of a proper size, and

the most part very Urge, all produced from a single

potatoe, set uncut/' Edin. Evening Courant, 31 Oct.,

1805.
Teut. schawe, umbra.

SHAW, 8. A piece of ground which becomes

suddenly flat at the bottom of a hill or

steep bank, Tevtotd. Thus Birken-shaw, a

shaw covered with short scroggy birches

;

Breckan-shaw, a shaw covered with ferns.

It might seem allied to Isl. skag-a, prominere, skoal,

promontorium ; as denoting a piece of ground that ]uta

SHAW, inter). A term of incitement ad-

dressed to a dog, Galloway. V. Sha.

SHAWL, adj. Shallow. V. Siiaul, and

SCHALD.

SHEAD of com. V. Shed.

SHEAL, Schele, Sheil, Shield, Shiel-

lino, Sheelin, s. 1. A hut, or residence

for those who have the care of sheep ;
also

a hut for fishermen, S.

••On the sides of the hills, too, unon spots where

shields have been occasionally erected, to shelter the

shepherd, in summer and harvest, whendeeding their

flocks at a distance from their ordinary dwellings, the

sward is richly variegated with clover, daisies, and

otbeVvaluable grasses and wild flowers. " P. Durness,

SutherL Statist. Ace, iii. 377. ., .

••Here we refreshed ourselves with some goats whey,

at a Shetlin, or Bothay, a cottage made of turf, the

dairy-house, where the Highland shenherds or graziers

live with their herds and flocks, and during the fine

ie^on make butter and cheese." Pennant's Tour m
S 1769. p. 122, 123. , ... ,

"•• The fishers built another sheal on the said haiigh on

the north side, and both sheals ™£*™** %x*l*™
remain : That said sheals are built of feal.' State,

Leslie of Powis, &c, 1805, p. 143.

Ten miles frae onie tonn this shealinq lies,

An* to see here sic twa is Rryto surprise.

Ross's 1/elelore, First Edit, p. 71.

The term had also been used for the n«* erected^by

fishermen on the banks of rivers. Hence we read of
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"by&giag of the sctelis on the watter sy<LH Aberd.
Beff-rVrie.
"Bigingof ant scheill rpone the watter syd of Doyne

[the river Don]." Ibid., Cent. 16.

The fishermen also complain of the " skayth thai

tnetene throw want of the fysche, becaut H
the person

referred to "had cassin done the scheill " Ibid.

Sometimes it seems to be used as equivalent to

cottage.—"Quhat skayth scho sustenis throu want of hir

stkeill, that scho ma oupeet the same on thaim that
stoppis hir to big it.** Ibid., V. 16.

Among the Swiss, shalet, pronounced q. shale, is the
term used to denote the temporary huts erected by
shepherds in the Alpine regions.

There are terms in L.B. nearly resembling Sheal
and Shealinq. These are Scalia and Sealinga.

The first belongs to the kingdom of Arragon. De
Scaliis factis in heremo, sive in monte, si quis signs-

rent locum, ft arando prosecutus fuerit, valeat sibi

quantum araverit, ftc. Fori Aragon. Lib. 3 ap. Du
Cange.

Sealinga occurs in the Monast. Anglic, Tom. ii. 130.

Et communem pasturam totius morae, cum liberie

hominibus meis, et anam Scalingam thyemalem in

eompetenti loco ultra Hertingburn. Ibid.

The sense,- however, is evidently different. For
both these terms regard ground, and such as, although
in (heremo) a desert place, may be ploughed. Sealinga
would seem to denote some land used for pasture in

winter, preferable to the common moors. It is not
improbable, however, that in both instances the terms
had been thus obliquely applied in consequence of
stealings being places to which men resorted in sum-
mer for pasture. Scalia is perhaps a term transmitted
from the Goths in Spain.

2. A shed erected for sheltering sheep on the

hills during the night ; containing also a
lodge for the shepherd, S.

3. A summer residence; especially, one erected

for those who go to the hills for sport, S.
" It [Durness] surely has been a sheal, or summer

dwelling of old, belonging to the bishopric of Caith-
ness." P. Durness, SutherL Statist Ace, iii. 57a

4. Schetis, pi. Wynter schelis, winter quar-
ters ; the term being improperly used.

••Agricola—returnit in Brygance, leuand his army
in the wynter sch*li$.

n
Bellend. Cron. B. iv. c 11.

In kiberntu dimissus exercitus, Boeth.

5. Metaph. used to denote a nest for a field-

mouse.
As I hsrd ssy, it was a semple wane
Of fog and fern, full fecklessly was maid,

A sflly sheil, under a eard-fast stane.

Henrytone, Evergreen, L 146.

This term is not unknown in England. "Sheal,
a cottage or shelter : the word is usual in the wastes
of Northumberland and Cumberland.*' Camden's
Remains, Surnames, Let. S.

It is undoubtedly of Gothic origin. IsL sael is

used precisely in the first sense given above, also *arlo-

tus, and sello-boa\ The former is thus defined by
Verel. ; Tuguria in sylvis, moutibus, aut litoribus,

Suae aestivo tempore inhabitant, qui pecorum pascen-
orum curam habent, aut iter per invia lacientes. Suel,

domuncula aestiva in montanis ; satlu-tus, tuguria
viatoribus ad pernoctandum exstructa; G. Andr., p.
205.

A.-S. saeld, setd, a mansion, Alem. selUta, a taber-
nacle, seem to be from the same fountain.

Perhaps it is the same word which appears with
the insertion of k; Su.-G. §kalet Isl. skali, a cot-

tage, whence stalabu, one who dwells, or has a hut,

in the woods. In Iceland, "formerly houses were
built in some particular places for the use of travel-

lers, which were called Thiod>bravUr*kaalaf Von
Troil, p. 57. Isl. stiul is used almost exactly as in

sense 2. Latebra, proprie tectum sine parietibus, ad
aroendam pluviam a substantibus ; gardastiul, q. a
yard stiell ; skogaskiul, a wood or schaw-shiell, &c. V.
Verel. Ind.

v p. 229. Ihre informs us, that, in the Salic

Law, staal denotes a building, hastily thrown together,

in which the hunters lie in wait. The affinity of this

to sense 3 is so plain, as to require no illustration.

Hence probably Isl. skall-a, to drive wild beasts into

the nets ; and shaUa-lag, the society qt huntsmen.
Ihre derives stale, a cottage, from skyl-a, to cover;
whence also skhtl, tegmen, the same with the Isl. word
mentioned above. Sael has been deduced from Moes-G.
saUjan, to inhabit, whence salithtcos, habitations.

As Ir. sgalain denotes huts, cottages, (Obrien) Gael.,

id. (rendered in sins, by Shaw) ; it seems highly pro-

bable that the Celts borrowed the term from the

Goths, with whom it appears to have been of far more
general use.

It may be conjectured that this word was used by
the Picts to denote even their superior sort of build-

ings, otherwise called burgs or bruchs. For, according

to G. Andr., Dan. stale has the sense of conclave,

rotunda domus ; as distinguished from slue, which he
renders, enrta domus.

To Sheal, Shiel, r. a. To sheal the sheep,

to put them under cover, to inclose them in

a sheal, S.

I see a hught beyond it on a bog.

Somebody here is shealing with their store,

la summer time, I've heard the like afore.

Boss's Betenore, p. 77.

Still is used in the same sense, A. Bor. But Grose
improperly expL it. " to sever sheep ;" misled by the
similarity of the v. to that signifying to separate.

To SHEAL, Shill, Shool, v. a. To take

the husks off seeds, S.

"There are—great complaints that the corn is not
well stealed." Statist. Ace., xvii. 117. V. Shilling.
" I stale peason.—I wyll stale peasen whyle thou

stalest the beanes." Palsgr. B. iii. F. 348, a.

To Steal Peas is, I am informed, a phrase common
in the midland counties of E.

[Shealin, SniLLiN, Shilling. I. As a #.,

the act of shelling seeds, taking off the

husks ; also, seeds freed from the husk, S.

V. Shilling.

2. As an adj., fit or fitted for husking seeds

;

connected in any way with the process, or

place for carrying it on, as, a a new shealin-

machine" " the shilling-hill? S.]

[Shealin Seeds, SniLLiN Seeds. V. nnder
Shilling.]

Belg. seheele, the husk ; scheel-en, A.-S. sceal inn.

Germ, sctal-en, Su.-G. stal-a, to shell, putamen au-

ferre ; Germ, geschalete gerste, peeled barley.
The radical v. seems to be Su.-G. stil-ia, A.-S. #yl-

an, disjungere, because thus the grain is separated
from the husk.
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To SHEAR, Scheie, v. a. 1. To cut down
corn with the sickle, S. A. Bor.
"Weiratandand betwixt this realm© and Ingland,

and the cornia of the bordouris beand schorne and
atookit, and the awneria thairof dar not leid nor put
the aamin in the barn yaird, for fear of the burning
thairof be the eneraeia, gif the aamin oerish and rot
lor the maiat part upon the feildia, ana tenentis aw-
aerie aould not be compellit to pay teind for the ea-
aain." A. 1663. Balfour'e Pract., p. 146.
O.K. id. "Sherem or repvn. Mato.—Scheryng or

* repyng of come, lieasura. Meeaio." Prompt. Parr.

3. To reap, in general ; [also, to cut, to prune,
S.]

And am that thou mon tcheir as thow hes aawin,
Hare all thy hope in God thy Creatour,
And ask him grace, that thow may ba his awin.

Lyndsay's Warkia, 1592, p. 25&
M Quhaaa aawia littil, sail seheir littil also, and he

that aawia plenteoualy sal lykwais seheir largely."
Abp. Hamilteun's Catechiame, 1552, Fol. €0, a.

To Shear, Sheer,, v. n. To divide, to
part, to take different directions, Perths.
"There ia, on the south, a high ground from east to

weat, going over the top of Mount Turlam, the height
whereof, or, in the language of old papers, the place
where wind and water sheers, separates it from the
pariah of MuthilL" Trans. Antiq. Soc. for Scotl., II.
66w

A.-8. seer-on, scir-an, dividere; Teut. schier-en,
8a.-O. sbaer-a, partiri.

Shear, *. The act or process of shearing or
reaping, S.

And ay they tell that " a green shear
fa an ill shake.'

7

The Uar'st Rig, st 6L

The meaning ia, that if grain be reaped before it be
properly ripened, the loss is greater than that generally
euatained by its being ehaken.

The master doana langer bear,
To see sae high and rough a shear.

A . Md., at 72.
A.-8. steare, tonaura.

Shearer, *. 1. More strictly, one employed
in cutting down corn, as distinguished from
a bandster, or one who binds the sheaves, S.

Scares had the hungry gleaner put in binde
The scattered grain the shearer left behinde—

Hudson's Judith, p. 3.

"Male shearers [receive] from 20s to 30s, female
ditto from 15a to 20a for the harvest season." P.
Maryculture, Aberd. Statiat. Ace., vi. 82, N.

2. In a general sense, a reaper, S.

Thus to gae to the shearing, to go to work aa a reaper,
without any reference to the particular kind of work in
which one may be employed, S.
"The reaper or scherer cutteth it doune, the cart or

aled drawen by hora or aome other beast, draweth it
to the barne, or t$ the barnyaird." Reasoning betuix
Croaraguell and J. Knox, Prol., il b.

m
"The profanatioune of the Sunday is greatlie occa-

aioned in the tvme of harvest by the great confluens of
pepill—for hyiring [hiring] of scheiroru." Acta Cha.
F, Ed. 1814, VolV. 2027

A.-S. scear-an, tondere. But our use of the term
aeema of Scandinavian origin; Su.-G.* sbaer-a, metcre,
falee eepare; shaera saed, to reap, shaera, a sickle,
sboerd, the harvest, shoerdetid, the time of harvest, i.e.,8.

the shearing. A reaper in Sw. ia skoerdeman, ie., a
shearer.

Shearin, 9.

corn, S.

1. The act of cutting down

To-morrow well the shearin* try,
'Gain' breakfast-time, if it be dry.

A. Douglas's Poems, p. 114.

2. By a common metonymy, harvest in

general, S.

Shear o' a hill. The ridge or summit, where
wind and water are said to sheary Aberd.

Shear-Smith, *. A maker of shears. This
is mentioned among the incorporated trades

of Edinburgh.
—" Approves the haill rights—granted to—smiths,

cutlers,—peutherers, shear-smiths," ftc. Blue Blanket,
p. 1&

It appears from their armorial bearings, that their
principal work had been to make auch shears as are
used for aheep. "Shear-smiths. Gu. Wool-shears,
impaled As." Ibid., p. 497. V. Subermeic.

SHEAR-KEAVIE, s. That species of crab
called Cancer depurator, Linn, receives

this name at Newhaven. V. Keavie.

SHEARN, s. V. Sharn.

SHEAVE, s. A flat slice, as of bread, S.

V. Shave.

To SHED, v. a. and n. 1. To divide, to
separate, S. V. Sched.

2. To separate lambs from their dams ; a
pastoral term, Loth., Roxb.

Shed, s. 1. The interstice between the
different parts of the warp in a loom,
through which the shuttle passes, S.

"The principal part of the machinery of a loom,
vulgarly called the Caam or ffiddles,—makes the
shea for transmitting the ahuttle with 'the weft.'*
Adam's Rom. Antiq., p. 523. V. Heddles aod Sched.

Su.-G. sled, Isl. sixid, pecten textoriua, per quem
stamen transit, quique fila discernit, must undoubt-
edly be viewed aa a cognate term ; as well aa, in the
general sense of the S. term, skede, intervallum.

2. Used, in a general sense, for an interstice

of any kind, Mearns.

"Thus, shed teeth, and shed of the teeth, denote the
interstices between the teeth.

3. A shed of land, a portion of land, as
distinguished from that which is adjacent, S.

4. A shed of corny a piece of ground on which
corn grows, as distinguished from the
adjacent land on either side, S.

"1670, May 30.—A great storm of thunder and
lightning att night ; it did scorch and apoile aome
sheods of eorne at Lawderdaill." Lamont's Diary,
p. 274.

From A.-S. scead-an, Teut. scheyd-en, separare

;

scheyding, partitio.
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5, Shed of the hair. V. Sched, Schede, *.

Sheddin\ t. The act of separating lambs

from the parent ewes, ibid.

An useless gauffin tike,

That ne*er cude gie a decent turn

At sheddin', fauldin*, bought, nor burn.

Hogg's Scot. Pastorals, p. 20.

SHEDDER-SALMON. A female salmon ;

the male being denominated a kipper, South

of S., Annanaale.
•« Id such a river, the close-time might end sooner ;

bat the termination of close-time is not the object, and

k indeed very immaterial, if shedder salmon, kipper,

and foul fish, are not to be taken at any time."

Fisherman's Lett, to the Proprietors and Occupiers of

Salmon Fisheries in Solway, p. 7.

SHEDE, Sheed, s. A slice; sheed, S. B.

£4 sheed of land, a measurement, Orkn.]

Shades in shide wode thei shindre in shedes.

Sir Oawan and Sir Oal. t U. 13.

Asunder I shall hack it

In ****** this day. __
A. NicoVs Poems, 1789, p. 74.

V. SCHIDK.

To Shede, Sheed, v. a. To cut into flat

slices, S. B.

[SHEEFFIE-Shaffie, *. A frivolous ex-

cuse. The words are also used separately,

Banffs. Prob. a vulgar corr. of shujjfl*.

Used also as a v., of which the part. pr. is

used as a *. and as an adj.]

SHEELING, *. The same with Shilling.

" The Sheeting is the thin substance containing the

meal, and which, by the Last operation of grinding, is

separated into two parts, viz. Jfeal, and Meal-Seeds."

Abstract, Proof respecting the Mill of Inveramsay, A.

1814, p. 1.

Sheelin-Hill, e. The eminence near a mill

where the grain is separated by the wind

from the husks, S.
- [Ill hie me to the sheeting-hill

And bide amang the braes, Callum.
Tannahill, Ed. 1874, p.. 193.]

••Br every corn-mill, a knoll-top, On which the

kernels were winnowed from the husks, was designed

the sheeting-hill.*' Agr. Surv. Peeb.

SHEEMACH, Sheimach, s. [1. A piece of

thick matted cloth, or dress; a matted mass

of any fibrous substance, Banffs.]

2. "A kind of pack-saddle; same with

eunks." Gl. Sibb.

But it seems more strictly defined, " a kind of bass

made of straw or #nro/-ropes plaited, on which the

panniers are hung, which are fastened to a pack-saddle."

Kincardine*.
This is nearly allied to Gael, svmag, Su.-G. some,

Alem. Germ, saum, a packsaddle. A.-S. seamt sar-

cina jumentaria, sem-an, onerare.

3. A thing of no value, something that is

worn out, S. B.

This may be only a secondary sense of the preceding

word, borrowed from a sheimach when useless.

[SHEEN, *. pi. Shoes, Aberd.]

SHEEN of the Ee. The pupil of the eye,

S. B. iiehtj eighty synon. from its brightness.

V. SCHENE.
Isidorus gives avgin schun as signifying the pupil

of the eye. Ihre conjectures that Su.-G. oegnasten, id.

was originally oegnasken, quasi lucidum oculi. In

A.-S. it is seon-eagan ; but this rather corresponds with

oar skht of the ee. .

It may, however, be from A.-S. seo, the sight of the

•ye;

SHEEP-HEAD SWORD. The vulgar de-

signation for a basket-hilted sword, S.

The great lieutenant's warlike suit,—

Was two large pistols, monstrous boots,

A sheep-head sword, gray plaid.

Ltntou* Oreen,^ 12.

SHEEP-NET, e. An inclosure composed of.

nets hung upon stakes, for the purpose of

confining sheep, Renfr.

"Mr. John Smith from Roxburghshire, farmer at

MiUbank, in Erskine parish, has fed annually about

300 or 400 Highland sheep on his turnip fields, by

BsiogaAefp-nefe, for folding/ Agr. Surv. Renfr., p. 147.

SHEEP-ROT, *. Butterwort or Yorkshire

sanicle, an herb, S. B. Steep-grass, or

Yearning-grass, S. A. Pinguicula vulgaris,

Linn.

This is named Sheep-root, Roxb., also Clowns. It is

said to receive the former name, because, when turned

up by the plough, the sheep greedily feed on it.

As in the South of S. it is called Steep-grass, and

Yearning-grass, it is probably thus denominated from

its being occasionally used in the same manner as it w
by the Laplanders and the inhabitants of the northern

Crta of Sweden, who substitute it for rennet. \

.

ghtfoot. i. 76, 77. Linn. Flor. Suec, No. 25. The

latter says, that by the English and others it is

reckoned noxious to sheep.

SHEEFS CHEESE, s. The root of Dog-

grass, Triticum rcpens, Linn. ; Loth. Roxb.

SHEEP-SHANK, s.
a To think one^s self

nae sheepshank, to be conceited ;

w
Gl.

Shirr., S.

I doubt na, frein\ yell think ye're nae sheep-shank,

Ancc ye were streekit o'er frae bank to bank.
J Sums, ill. 64.

Most probably in reference to the lankness of the

leg-bone of a sheep, as indicative of feebleness.

SHEEP-SILLER, s. A certain allowance

to ploughmen, Berwicks.

••They [the hinds] receive a certain stipulated

quantity of grain, instead of wages, according to bar-

pun, from 13 to 15 bolls, of six bushels each, and a

yearly allowance in money, according to agreement,

from 30s. to 40s. each, in name of *heep-*iller, being a

commutation of an ancient permission of keeping a

few sheep on the farm." Agr. Surv. Berw., p. 414.

SHEEP-SILLER, s. Common Mica; q.

the silver of sheep.

••The light was a sort of twilight or gloaming;—

and he knew not whence it came, if it was not From

the walls and roof, which were rough and arched like
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a grotto, and composed of a clear and transparent rock,

incmtted with sheep-silver and spar, and various bright

stones." Northern Antiq., p. 400, 401.

SHEEFS SOWRUCK, Triticum repens.

V, SOWROCK.

SHEEP-TAID, s. A tick or sheep-louse,

Clydes. synon. Ked% Kid.

To SHEER, v. n. To divide, to part. V.
Shear, r.

SHEER-FEATHER, $. A thin piece of

iron attached to the plough-share, for the

purpose of cutting, out the furrow, Clydes.,

*

SHEERMEN, s.pi. The name of one of the

corporations of Edinburgh.
"The craft of Bonnet-makers of old made a part of

the company of Walkers or Shearmen in the city of

Edinburgh: and they generally resided in Leith
Wvnd." Spottiawoode's MS. Law Diet., to. Bonnet.

"The Bonnet-makers were incorporated—A. 1530

—

at which time they appear to have been united to the
fraternity of Walkers and Sheermen." MaitL Hist
Edin., p. 309.

A.-S. scear-an, to shear. Old Fraunces gives " Schar-
man or schermen; Tonsor; Tonsarius." Prompt. Parv.
This might have been used in the same sense with our
8heerman, For in Ort. Vocab. Tonsor is rendered " a
clypper.-

To SHEET, v. a. To shoot, Aberd. ; Slieet

tfyfA, shot dead. V. Stith, Styth.

SHEEVE, $. A slice. V. Shave.

[To Shbeve, v. a. To cut into slices. When
followed by doony it means to cut down the

whole piece ; when followed by ajf, to take

off one or more slices, or merely a portion,

Banffs.]

[SHEIMACH, $. V. Sheemach.]

SHELKY, s. The seal, Shetl. V. Selcht.

SHELL. You're scarcely out of the shell yet

;

a phrase applied to young persons, to those

especially who affect something beyond their

years, S. It is obviously borrowed from a

chick bursting the shell.

To SHELL down, v. a. To expend, applied

to money ; as, " the gold is shelled down"
V. ASH-KEY8.
Sheeting out is used as equivalent ; borrowed from

the act of taking grain out of the husks.

SHELL-SICKNESS. A disease of sheep,

Shetl.

"The water or shell sickness, is a disease peculiar to

those sheep who [r. which] feed on the hilly pastures

at a distance from the sea-shore. It is occasioned by
a quantity of water, lodged between the skin and the
rim of the belly, which, when allowed to remain with-
out application, occasions a great degree of heat, form-
ing a crust ores the tallow. They then loath their

food, become quite dispirited, and at last fall a sacri-

fice to the distemper. The best cure for this disease is

salt water." App. Agr. Surv. Shetl., p. 47.
** The Shell sic&ncssna* been improperly confounded

with dropsy. It consists in a thickening and concret-

ing of the omentum and larger intestines into small
white lumps resembling shell*, from which it receives

its name. It is common to sheep that feed on wet
mossy pastures." Zetl., ii. 223.

SHELLYCOAT, s. 1. The name given to

a spirit, supposed to reside in the waters, S.

"Shelly-coat, a spirit, who resides in the waters, and
has given bis name to many a rock and stone upon the
Scottish coast, belongs also to the class of bogles.

When he appeared, ne seemed to be decked with
marine productions, and in particular with shells, whose

. clattering announced his approach. From this circum-
stance he derived his name.

—

Shellycoat must not be
confounded with Kelpy, a water spirit also, but of a
much more powerful and malignant nature." Scott's

Minstrelsy, L Introd., civ. cv.

2. A sheriff's messenger, or bum-bailiff, Loth.

I dinna care a single jot,

Tho' summon'd by a shelly-coat

;

8ae leally 111 propone defences.

As get you flung for my expences.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 70.

Denominated perhaps from the badges of office on
his coal

SHELM, *. A rascal.

** When the Landgrave called him shelm, Pultroon,

Traitor, and deceiver of him whose daughter he had
married, he made earnest suit to the Emperour, for the

liberty of his godfather, though in vain." Melvil's

Memoirs, p. 12.

Fr. schehn, knave, rascal, varlet. This, according to

Cotgr., is from a Germ, word which signifies wicked.

Germ, schelm, originally signifies the carcase of a
dog; or any other animal, that is cast out. Hence it

has been applied to man ; and denotes one whom all

execrate as carrion, unworthy of the rites of sepulture.

The reproach, as Wachter thinks, originated from this,

that, as part of the punishment of some crimes, the

bodies of the criminals were cast forth, after death,

without burial.

Su.-G. skelm, Belg. schelm, E. stellum, Jun. sielm, id.

SHELM, s. The pieces of wood which form
the upper frame of a cart, into which the

starts or posts in the sides are morticed,

Lanarks.

SHELMENTS, s. pi. V. Shilmonts.

SHELTIE, s. A horse of the smallest size,

S.

"This country [Shetland] produces little horses
commonly called shelties, and they are very sprightly,

tho' the feast of their kind to be seen anywhere ; thev
are lower in stature than those of Orkney, and it is

common for a man of ordinary strength to lift a sheltie

from the ground : yet this little creature is able to

carrydouble." Martin's West. Isl., p. 377.

"Their horses are but little, yet strong, and can en-
dure a great deal of fatigue, most of which they have
from Zetland, and are call'd Shelties." Wallace's
Orkney, p. 36.

"Col, and Joseph, and some others, ran to some
little horses, called here shelties, that were running
wild on a heath, and catched one of them." Bos-

well's Journ., p. 252.
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This was in the island Col, one of the Hebudae.
" The horses were well known for their small size

and hardiness. They are called sheUies in Britain.

P. Unst, ShetL Ace., t. 188.

Shelf* is prob., a corr. of Shetland, q. a Shetland h*rse.

The IsL and Dan. name of these islands is Iludtiand.

V. Heims Kringla, i. 05.

[To SHEND, Shende, v. a. To mar, de-

stroy ; abash, confound, A.-S. scendan.']

[Shendship, Shenship, *. Ruin, confusion.]

[Shent, part. pa. Confounded, ruined,

Lyndsay, Thrie Estaitis, 1. 122.]

SHEPHERD'S CLUB or CLUBS. The

Broad-leaved Mullein, Lanarks. *

•• Verbascum thapsum, Broad-leaved Mullein, Shep-

hero"* club, Scotis." Ure's Rutherglcn, p. 248.

Torn branches from his spreading shrubs,

O'ertopt with stately Shepherd's Clubs.
- A. Wilson's Poetns, 1816, p. 181.

SHEPHROAS, s. pi [Prok, kids, i.e.

Kid-gloves.]
For she has invented a thousand toys,—

As scarfs, skephroas, tuffs and rings. .

Watson's Coll., I 30.

Fr. chevreau, a kid.

SHERARIM,*. A squabble, Mearns. This

seems to be of the same family with Shir-

raglie.

[SHERE-GRASS, $. A kind of sedge with

sharp prickly-edged leaves, S.]

SHERIFF GLOVES. A perquisite which, it

appears, belongs to the sheriff of the county

of Edinburgh at each of two Fairs.

••That they shall appoint—Harrow-Fair and Trinity-

Fair, with the haill small customs, especially the sheriff

fee, and sheriff gloves." Bine Blanket, p. 134.

Gloves formed a part of the price of investiture,

which belonged not only to a lord, but to his repre-

sentative. V. Du Cange, vo. Chirothecae, col. 577.

[SHEERA, SniRRA, s. A sheriff, West of S.]

SHERRA-MOOR, s. A designation for the

rebellion in Scotland, A. 1715, S. V.

Shirra-muir.

SHETH, Siiethe, *. 1. The stick with which

a mower whets his scythe, Annandale.

2. Applied to any object that is coarse and

ugly ; as, * coarse, ill-looking man is in

derision termed u an ugly sheth? ibid.

Isl. shid, lamina lignea. Or shall we view it as the

same with A.-S. seeath, a sheath, on the supposition

that the scabbard was often employed for giving an

edge to the sword which it contained!

SHEUCH, s. A furrow, a ditch. V.

Seuch.
They turn'd me ont,

—

That I mieht clean up ilka sheugh,

Of a* the sharn and glaur.

R, Galloway's Poems, p. 30.

VOL. IV.

A learned friend remarks, that trench is probably

the original sense of the word.

To Sheuch, Shuoh, v. a. [1. To make a

ditch or drain ; also, to work in a ditch or

peat-pit, as to sheugh peats, i.e., to cut them

from the sheuch or pit, West of S.]

2. To lay plants together in the earth, when

brought from the seedbed, before they are

planted out, that they may be kept from

withering, S. q. to put them in a sheuch or

furrow. :
-

An* whan we gade to bring him hame,

He was delring in his kail-yardie ;

Sheugking kail and laying leeks,

Bat the hose, and but the breeks, &c.

Jacobite Song, Rem. SxUud. Song, p. 144.

To SHEUCH (gutt.)> v. a. To distort,

Mearns.

This is merely a provincial variety of Shaeh, v., id.

In addition to the northern words there mentioned, it

may be observed that C.B. y*go, obliquity, y#jo-%, to

go aslant, 4c. acknowledge a common origin.

To SHEVEL, v. a. and n. 1. To distort,

S. Hence sheveUing-gabbit, q. having a

distorted mouth.

Yell ear me stand ! ye shevelling-gabbit brock.
* Ramsay's Poems, iL 147.

V. Showl.

2. To walk in an unsteady and obliaue sort

of way, S. Shail, E. is nearly allied in

sense.

Isl. slag-a, and skhgr-a, gradu ferri obliquo, are

mentioned by Seren., as allied to E. siaiL V. Showl.

SHEWARD, pret. Assured.

"The Lord James his awne servand, whom he had

placed thertobye for the nonce, direct from the captcn

of the same [castell], sheward the douagierhad desiered

the howse, and to perswede was first send the clerk of

the rerister ; to whom he aunswered, as he had receyvit

the same by parliament, so woolde he not deliver it

without* the same." Lett. J. Wood, Sadler s Papers,

i. 619.

SHEWE, pret. of Shiave, Shaw. To sow,

Buch.
A' body shewe that had to saw,

For rigs was braw an* dry.^
Tarras's Poems, p. 70.

A.-S. seme, seminavit.

To SHEYL, Siiyle, v. a. To distort the

countenance, Ett. For.; to squint, Gall.;

Slieyld, sheylt, distorted ; used m a general

sense, Dumfr.
This is the same with Shevel, v. But it has been re-

marked that in the dialect of Dumfries-shire, there is

a tendency to drop the letter v between two vowels,

and to substitute the Scottish dipthong ty. The sama

thing appears in Geyl, a gable, &c. Fraunccs gives

O. E. sheytyn as a r. f
and schaylynge or *ehey!ynge a* a

a, although without explanation, undoubtedly in the

same sense.

B2
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^SHIACKS, s. pi. A light kind of black

oats, variegated with grey stripes, having

beards like barley, S. B.
"The species of oats used for this last, {fauchs, with

o plow•> single plowing, or onefur ley] and partly for the out-
' sold, is called small oats, hairy oats, or Macks. They
Held from five pecks to half a boll of meal." P,

Perhaps from Su.-G. skaeck, variegated, as these oats

are striped.

JTo SHIAUVE, v. a. To sow, Buchan. V,
the letter W.

SH1EGLE, v. a. and ft. The same with

Shoggle, to shake, to be in a joggling state,

OalL
Whan I grow auld, wi* blinkers hazy,
Wi' banes a* shiegling and crazy,

To thee I wffl wi' joy repair.

OmlL Encycl., p. 853.

[SHIELD*,Shieling,*. A hut. V.Sheal.]

SHIEMACH, adj. Malignant, reproachful

;

as, " a shiemach hearsay," an injurious re-

port, Ayrs.

Gael. sgeamh-aim, to reproach.

• SHIFT, 9. A rotation of crops, Stirlings.

•* In the carse grounds lying to the west of Stirling,

ft course, or shift, as it is here called, of six years, is
' practised." Agr. Sunr. StirL, p. 143.

[To Shift, v. n. To plan, manage, provide

;

as, to shift for one's self, to provide for one's

self, to support one's self, to need no
assistance, Ulydes.]

[Shifty, Shiftie, adj. Full of resources

;

used in good and bad senses, S.]

SHILBANDS, s. pi. Cart-tops, Dumfr.;
synon. with Shilmonts. Laid-tree, id. Ettr.

For.

[SHILCOKN, $. A small, black, seed-like
' body, that grows in the skin, West of S.

V. Shilfcorn.]

SHLLFA, Siiilfaw, s. The chaffinch, a bird.

Her cheek is like the shil/a's hreast,

Her neck is like the swan's.

Mary Stewart, Hist. Drama, p. 113.

Wi' the shil/aw's sang the green wnd rang,

Wi' the laverock's the sky.
BaUad, Edin. Mag. Oct 1818, p. 328.

V. Shoulfall.

It is said, that this bird has its name in S. " from
its striking the notes called soil-fa in old music books,
when chaunting it's pretty song."

SHILFCORN, SniLconx, Selkiiorn, *. A
thing which breeds in the skin, resembling
a small maggot, and vulgarly considered as

such; proceeding from the induration of

sebaceous matter.

As worms end selkhoms, which with speett

Would eat it up.

CdviTs Mock Poem, p. 1. 9.

SHILL,a<#. Shrill, S.

The S. and E. words seem to claim different origins;

Skill being most clearly allied to Su.-G. skall-a, voci-
ferari, skaell-a, Isl. skell-a, tinnire ; and Shrill to Su.-G.
skraetl-a, fragorem edero (Seren.) ; sonum streperum
edere ; Ihrc, vo. Skraelle.

SHILLACKS, SniLLocics, Sheelocks, s.pl.

The lighter part of oats ; the light grain

that is blown aside in winnowing, Aberd.
"Eren in these Highland districts, the farmer gives

his horses the lighter oats, provincially shillocks, and
also a part of the chaff, and light grain of his bear."
Agr. Snrv. Aberd., p. 501.

Tent sckille, schelle, cortex, sehilt-en, schell-en, de-
corticare; or from IsL Su.-G. skil-ia, separare.

SHILLINT, Shilling, Schilling, Siiillen,

«• Orain that has passed through the mill,

and been freed from the hnsk, S.

Erseh Katherene with thy polk, breik and rilling, •

Thou and thy quean as greidy gleds ye gang.
With polks to mill, and begs baith meil and scJiilling.

Dunbar, Evergreen, iL 65.

•• Another absurdity is, that shillen, i.e., shealing, or
hulter corn, is measured by the tacksman of the mill,

and is paid, not in shealing, but in meat There are
accordingly great complaints that the corn is not well
ahealed.'

7 P. Rape, Aberd. Statist. Ace. xv. 117.

i.e., grain that is shelled. V. Sheal, v. 2. For the
same reason it seems to be denominated hulter corn,

because the hull is removed.

Shillin Seeds. The outermost husk of

corn, after being separated from the

grain ; used for drying the grain in the kiln.

"About one half of the dust, and a small part of
the shetling-seeds, are given to the miller." Prooft

Mill of Inverarity, p. 1. V. Dust.

• SHILLY-SHALLY, adj. Weak, delicate,

Ettr. For. ; evidently transferred from the

signification in £. to a dubious and fre-

quently varying state of health.

SHILMONTS, Shelments, s.pl 1. The
frame or rail, generally extending over the

wheels, which is laid on a corn-cart, for

carrying a load of corn or hay, S.B. ; Shel-

ments, Loth.

2. The longitudinal bars of the sides of a
muck-bodied or close cart ; whether these

serve to connect and compact rungs, accord-

ing to the more ancient construction, or

slots, which are now more generally used

in the low country, Loth.

The respected friend, to whom I am indebted for

the more accurate definition of this term, subjoins the
following etymon :

"The origin is probably Fr. eehette. EchelUtlts,

the diminutive, is employed to designate a similar

frame, on a smaller scale ; and is thus defined in the
Dictionary of the Academy :

Sorte de petite echelle, que Ton attache a cootC da
bat d'un chevol, pour porter, pour y accrocher des
gerbes, des bottes de foin, de pa i lie, &c.

*' The resemblance of shelments to a ladder favours

this etymon; and the old Fr. word echellement was
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perhaps used by the French peasantry in this sense."
Jbckeuement, escalade ; Roquefort V. Shilvins.

SHILPED, adj. Timid, Gall. "A shilped

wretch,—a heart stript of manliness;99

Gall Enc.

Shilpetness, t. Faintness, tremor, ibid.

"Ikend nanow what to think-, I had never been
at a battle ; a kind of shilpetness cam owre me." Gall.
Encycl.

Shilpie,*. "A person trembling always;"
ibid.

I give these words distinctly from Shilpie, Shi!pit,
adj., because, although they might be viewed as the
same, only used with considerable obliquity, I hesitate
because of their apparent affinity to Isl. she?/-«, terrere,
eonsternere ; skialj-a, tremere ; skeljing, trepidatio. In
like manner one sense of Shilpit in Roxb. is " cold and
and comfortless, ungenial ;" GL Ant.

SHILPIE, Shilpit, adj. 1. Insipid. Wine
is said to be shilpit, when it is weak, and
wants the proper taste, S.

"He pnonounced the claret shilpit, and demanded
brandy with great vociferation. " Waverley, i. 15 1

.

•••Here, handmaiden—bring me a gill o' sherry.*
—•Sherry's but shilpit drink, and a gilla a sma* mea-
sure for twa gentlemen to crack owre at their first
acquaintance.'* Redgauntlet, iii. 210.
This seems the primary sense, from Su.-G. skaett, in-

sipidus, aquosus, Germ, achat, id. Belg. rerschaalden
wyn, flat wine; from Teut. rerschoeLen, vento
eorrumpi, in vappam verti, saporem et odorem
£enuinum perdere ; from scJiael, patera, q. too long left
m the goblet or cup. V. Kilian.

2. a Of a sickly white colour, pale, bleached
by sickness,'

9
Gl. Sibb. often shilpit-like, S.

shilpie-like, S. 8.
Warsrh, insipid, is used in the same metaph. sense.
"The Laird, as he peered at her over his spectacles,

pronounced her to be but a shilpit thing, though weel
aneugh considering the neer-do-weels that were aught
her. Marriage, ii. 13.

There Care nae shilpit face can thaw

;

He's boltit out amang the »naw.
Picken's Poems, i. 70.

8. Ears of corn are said to be shilpie. when
not well filled, S. B.
In the latter sense it would seem more nearly allied

to Teut schelp, putamen, S. shaup, having only the
appearance of a husk.

SHILVINS, *. pi Rails that fixed the rungs
which formed the bodyof a cart,constructed
after the old fashion, Ang.
This word is also at times applied to the tops of a

cart, or the frame used when it is loaded with hay or
sheaves.

"Shelving*. Additional tops to the. sides of a cart
©rwaggon. North. '• Gl. Grose. It is the same with
0HILMOXTS.

8u.-G. skelwing,. discrimen, paries intergerinus

;

Ihre, vo. Slilia, disjungere. He thinks, however, that
it should rather be written, slelwaegg.

[SHIM, *. A horse-hoe, Banffs.]

[To SniM, v. a. To hoe, to work with a horse-
hoe, ibid.]

To SHIMMER, v. n. To shine.

The little windowe dim and darke
Was hung with ivy. brere, and yewe ;

No shimmering sunn here ever shone
;

No halesome breeze here ever blew.
Alton'* & Songs, ii. 131

And whan she cum into the kirk,
She shimmtr'd like the sun.

/w&, P.iwi
V. SKIMXERnt.

SHIMMER, s. One of the cross bars in a
kiln, for supporting the ribs on which the

grain is laid for being dried ; Loth. Simmers,
q.v.

" As some servants belonging to Mr. M'Kenzie, of
Kincraig, were engaged in drying a quantity of oats
on the kiln, the mid shimmer gave way, when three of
them were precipitated into the kiUogy, and one of
them—was unfortunately burnt to death." Edin.
Even. Courant, 21st Dec, 1809.

SHIN of a hill. The prominent or ridgy
part of the declivity, with a hollow on each
side; one of the many allusions, in local

designation, to the form of the human
body, S.

"Adjoining to the thatched farm-house was one
of these old square towers, or peel houses, whose
picturesgue ruins were then seen ornamenting the
course of the river, as they had been placed alternately
along the north and south bank, generally from three
to six hundred yards from it—sometimes on the shin,

and sometimes in the hollow, ofa hilL" Edin. Mag.
Oct. 1817, p. 64.

^^

[* SHINE, s. A display of any kind, good
or bad, from a grand assembly to a street-

row, West of S.

In a good sense the term is generally applied to a
social gathering, especially when of a convivial kind,
as a wedding, an assembly, or a merry-making, which
is called a grand or great shine ; a tea-party or tea*
meeting, called a tea-shine, or a cookie-shine. In a bad
sense the term is applied to any quarrel, scolding-
match, or row, which may be a a grand shine, or only
a bit shine, according to circumstances. Synon. in baa

(To Get up a Shine. To originate, plan,

or provide for, an assembly, a merry-making,

match, or row, which may be a a grand shine, or oi

a bit shine, accoi
*"

sense, a tippet,,]

/-maki ^
&c. To Raise a Sfiine, to cause or to begin

a quarrel, &c, ibid.]

SHINGLE, *. Gravel.
" Having rested some time on the sea-shore, he rose

and walked along the toilsome sJringle," ic. R.
Gilhaize, i. 63.

An improper orthography for Chingle, q. v.

SHINICLE, *. A bonefire. V. Shannacu.

SIIINNERS, *. pi The refuse of a smith's

stithy, Dumfr. Danders synon. Corr.
from E. Cinders.

SHINNY, *. The game otherwise called

Slanty, Aberd., S.-A.

Shinny-Club, *. The bat used for striking

with in this game, Roxb.
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SHINNOCK, #• The same with Shinty, a

game, Loth.

SHINTY, t. 1. A game in which bats, some-

what resembling a golf-club, are used.

"At every fair or meeting of the country people,

there were contests at racing, wrestling, putting the

atone, Ac ; and on holidays all the males of a district,

young and old, met to play at football, hut oftener at

skmty.Shirty is a game played with sticks, crooked

at the end, and halls of wood.** P. Moulin, Perth*.

Statist. Ace., . 72.

In London this name is called hockey. It seems to

ha the same which is designed not in Gloucest. ; the

name being borrowed from the ball, which is " made
el a knotty piece of wood ;" 01. Grose.

The game is also called Common. V. Cammock.
It has been said, that Shinty and Hockey differ in

this respect, that in the latter two goals are erected,

each being formed by a piece of stick, with both

anna stuck in the ground. The players divide into

two parties; to each of these the care of one of the

goals belongs. The game consists in endeavouring

to drive the ball (which is made either of wood or of

cork, as an old bung cut round for the purpose, which

k called the hockey) through the goal of the opposite

party. V. Book of Sports, 1810, p. 1 1-13.

But in Shinty, there are also two goals, called hails ;

the object of each party being to drive the ball beyond

their own hail : but there is no hole through which it

must be driven,

t. The club or stick used in playing, S.

Perhaps from Ir. shon, a club.

3. The ball, or knot of wood is called Sfiintie^

Selkirks., Shinnie, Sutherl. Thus they

apeak of the club and shinnie.

' In the counties bordering on the Highlands, and in

- Galloway, this game is called Shinny.
M Hugh shared by reflection the triumph of Nor-

man s-*?For it was himself first put a shinny into the

hoy's handJ " Clan-Albin, i. 120.

SHIOLAG, 9. Wild mustard, Caithn.
MThe tenants do not wish to sow bear until the I5th

•f May, because, say they, if we sow it earlier, the

crop is choaked with shiolag (wild mustard) and other
m *" Agr. Surv. Caithn., p. 93. V. Skelloch.

SHIPPER, s. A shipmaster.

"They called all the shippers and mariners of Leith

before the council, to see which of them would take in

hand to pass upon the said captain." Pitscottie, p.

tS. V. Skipper, for which this is perhaps an error.

SHIRE, Shyre, adj. 1. Used in the sense

of strait, or S. scrimp; as, shire measure,

that sort of measurement which allows not

a hair-breadth beyond what mere justice

demands, Teviotdale. V. Schire.

8. Thin, S. B. "Thin cloth we call shire ;
n

GL Shirr, q. pellucid.

Sbtrie, Shyrie, adj. Thin, watery, applied

to liquids ; as, shyrie hail, Fife. The same

with Schire, q. v.

SHIREY, adj. "Proud, conceited ;" Gl.

Pkken, S. O. Teut. schier-en, ornare ;

Su.-G. tiryr-a, lucidum reddere.

SHIRLES, s. pi. Turfs for fuel, Aberd.

corr. from Scherald, q. v.

To SHIRP away, v. n. To shrink, to shrivel.

••It is sadly demonstrable to this day, that even
professors sat-up, shirped away, and cryned into a
shadow, as to all fervour of zeal for the cause, under
the malign influence of that zeal-quenching Indul-

gence." M'Ward's Contendings, p. 146.

Shirpet, part. adj. Thin and tapering to-

wards a point, q. sharped, i.e., sharpened,

Ayrs.

"His face, which was wont to be the colour of a
peony rose, was of a yellow hue,—and his nose was
shirpet and sharp, and of an unnatural purple." Ann.
of the Par., p. 370.

[SHIRRA, *. AJsheriff, West of S., Loth.]

SHIRRAGH, Shirroch, adj. Sour, acrid,

Clydes.

It seems originally the samewith Sharraghie, piercing,

q. v. [V. Sharrow.]

[Shirraohie, Shirrochy, adj. Having a

sour, haughty, or passionate look, ibid.]

SHIRRAGLIE, s. A contention, a squabble.

Loth. [Shirragle, Shirrang, Banffs. ; the

latter used also as a v.]

Su.-G. skurigla, increpare, to make a noise, to chide.

Germ, schurigl-en, molestia afficere, to trouble, to dis-

turb. Moes.-G. agla, tribulatio. Ihre, without a

sufficient reason, prefers Ital. scoreggiat a lash. Wach-
ter derives it from Germ, schur, vexatio, and A.-S.

egl-an^ vexare, cruciare.

SHIRRA-MUIR, Sherra-moor, s. 1. A
designation used to denote the rebellion

against government in the year 1715, from

the name of the moor between Stirling and
Dunblane, where the decisive battle was

fought, S.

Ae hairst afore the Sherra-moor
I mind't as weel's yestreen,

I was a gilpey then, I'm sure

I was na past fyfteen.

Burns, Halloween, iii. 132.

2. Transferred to a violent contest of any

kind, S.

"To hear him in this language [braid Scotch] telling

of one of his Shirramuirs, how laughable it is ?" Gall.

Enc, p. 419.

3. A severe drubbing with the tongue, ibid.

It is pron. Shirra-meer, Aberd.

Aul' Luckie sittin near the lowe,

A Shirra-meer she gae him
Right derf that night.

Tarras's Poems, p. 69.

[SHIRRANG, s. and v. Squabble. V.

Shirraglie.]

SHIRROCHY (gutt.), adj. Sour, haughty,

Clydes. [V. under Shirraoii.]

SHIRROT, s. A turf or divot, Banffs. V.

Scherald.
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SHIRROW, s. A species of field mouse, the

shrew, Roxb. V. Skrow.

SHIRT, s.
u Wild mustard, Brassica napus,"

GLSibb.

SHIT, s. [A small, puny, mean, or con-

temptible tiling ; a mere dropping ; applied

to persons or animals]; generally denoting

one that is puny, S. [Teut. schitte, stercus.j

Fra the Sisters had seen the shape of that shit,

Little lack be- thy lot there where thou lyes.

Polio, and Montgom., Watson's ColL, it 1&

Shit-faced, adj. Having a very small face,

as a child, Clydes. ; q. chit-faced t

Shitten, Shitten-like, adj. Terms used

as expressive of the greatest contempt
imaginable, and applied to what is either

very insignificant in appearance, or mean
and despicable, S.

'

This exactly corresponds with Dan. skiden, dirty,

fool, sluttish, &c. En skiden sag, a foul, base, un-
generous action ; IsL skitinn, sordidus.

SHTTTLE, 9. " Any thing good" for noth-

ing ;" Gall. Enc. ; [a dimin. expressive of

the greatest contempt, from Shit, q.v.

To SHITHER, v. n. To shiver, Fife ; merely
a provincial variety of Chitter, q. v., or a
corr. of E. Shudder.

—Thst Lord wha hears the widow's wail,

The lispin' infant's cry,

The hungry, shitherin* orphan's tale,

That kens na where to tie. MS Poem.

[SHUTTLE, 8. V. Shuttle.]

SHIMYLICK, s. A gun or fowling-piece,

Shetl.

SHOAD, On-shoad, *. A portion of land

;

the same with Shed.

"An accompt of the Cotter rents, Cotter acres, and
of the Outfield Shoads of land of Inverdovat," &c,
1679. Paper in Process, Berry v. Stewart and
Dalgleish, A. 1810. The place referred to is in Fife.

A.-S. stead-an, separare ; in pret. sceod.

To SHOCHLE (gutt.), v. a. and n. The
same with Shachel. This term is often con-
joined with another nearly synon. when
applied to an object that is very much dis-

torted; as, "She's baith shochled and
sheyld" Dumfr.

Shochles, 8.pL Legs; used contemptuously,
Aberd. ; perhaps originally applied to limbs
that were distorted. V. Shachle.

Shochlin', part. adj. 1. Waddling, wrig-
gling, Aberd.

; [used also as a *., Clydes.J
An' gutty carlies schochlin' rin.

/>. Anderson's Poems, p. 17.
V. Shach.

2. Used metaph., apparently in the sense of

mean, paltry.

Debts I abhor, and plan to be
Frae schochling trade and danger free,

That I may, loos'd frae care and strife,

With calmness Yiew the edge of life.

Samsa/s Poems, ii. 441.

V. Shachle, v. n.

[SHOCKS, 8. pi. Same with Chouks, q.v.,

Shetl.]

[To Shock, v. a. and n. To choke, Shetl.]

[Shockit, pret. and part. pa. Choked, ibid.]

[SHOD,*. I. A shoe; generally a child's

shoe, Banffs.

2. The tag of a lace ; shodsf iron plates for

the soles of shoes, Clydes.]

[To Shod, v. a. 1. To shoe, to furnish with
shoes ; as, " I'll 8hod ye weel," West of S^
Banffs. ; pret. and part, pa., shodditr shoa\

ibid.

2. To fit with a metal tip, ring, or band ; as,

to shod a lace, an arrow, a staff, a pole,

West of S.

3. To fit iron plates on shoes, or to cover the
soles with tacketsy ibid.]

Shoddie, 8. 1. A little shoe, such as that

worn by a child, Dumfr., S.B., Clydes.

This diminutive retains the most ancient form of
the Goth. word. Moea.-G. skaud, calceus, whence
skaudaraip, a shoe-latchet. Ihre observes that the
ancient Goths used sko and shod indiscriminately for a
covering, tegmen, vagina, (vo. Sko); as sky-a, and
skydd-a were properly one word, both signifying to
cover, to protect ; whence shoe and shod, denoting what
covers the foot.

2. The iron point of a pike-staff, or the pivot

of a top, Fife.

[Shoddit, adj. Furnished with a shod or

shods ; as, shoddit-shoon, ibid.]

SHODE-SHOOL, 8. A wooden shovel,

shod with iron, S.B.
—A grape into a grupe'.to grub,
A shode shool of a hoiin club.
Country Wedding ; Watson's Coll., iii. 47.

SHOEING the AULD MARE. A danger-
ous sport among children, Gall.

"A beam of wood is slung between two ropes ; a
person gets on—this, and contrives to steady himself,
until he goes through a number of antics ; if he can
do this, he sfiots the auld mart ; if he cannot do it, he
generally tumbles to the ground, and gets hurt with
the fall.* GaU. EncycL

To SHOE the MOSS. To replace the upper-
most and grassy turfs, after peats have
been cast, South of S.

"The surface turfs are carefully laid aside, and after

the peats are taken out, these turfs are brought back
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one by one, and placed upon the part that was made
bare. This operation is called shoeing the mot*, and
the grass it scarcely ever stopt from growing." Essays
Higbl. 8oc. iii. 448. V. also Gail. Enc, p. 426.

SHOELIN, part. adj. Distorted, Renfr.

—Mima, wl' her thotlin* cloots,

Ran ycllowchan' and greeting.

A. Wilton's Poems, 1790, p. 202.

V. 8howl, v.

SHOES, $. pL The fragments of the stalks

of flax, separated by the mill, or by hand-
dressing. Show* is perhaps a preferable

orthography.

Arthur Young writes shoves; when it would seem
that the term is used in E. as a provincial term, for I
do not find it in any Dictionary.
" As fast as it [flax] dries, they beat it on stones with

a beetle, then they scutch it to separate the heart or
the shores from the rest" Tour in IreL, i. 134.

To SHOG, Shuo, Shooo, v. a. and n. To
jog, jolt, shake ; to shake from corpulence.

[Shoo, Shuo, Shooo, *. A jog or shake.

West of S.]

Snoo-BOO, «. [A spongy bog, which undu-
lates when any person walks over it, S.]

Shoggie-Siiou, 8. A game. V. Shuooie-
8HUE.

Shoogle, Shooole, Shuoole, *. [1. A
rapid jog, shake, or jolt, S.]

2. A large piece -of ice floating down a river

daring a fresh, S.

3. A clot of blood, Roxb.
IsL skoegutt, prominentia.

ToJJhogle, Shoogle, Shuoole, v. a. and n.

tremble, to be[To shake or jog rapidly ; to t

unsteady, S.] V. Schogole.

[Shoooly, Shoogly, Shuooly, adj. Shak-
ing, tremulous; unsteady, loose, West of

s.J

Shogle, Shooole, 9. A rapid shake or jog,

S.

[SHOLMARKED, *. A calf with a piece

off the ear at the time of birth, Shetl. V.
Shul]

SHOLMIT, adj. Having a white face;
applied to an ox cr cow, Shetl.

[IsL hjdlmr, Sw. hjdlm, a helmet, IsL hjalmoUrnaut,
a white-faced ox.]

SHOLT, 8. A small horse, Orkn., also

Shalt; the same with SnELTiE, q. v.

SHONY, s. The name formerly given to a
marine deity worshipped in the Western
Isles.

"Tfce inhabitants of this island [Lewis] had an
ancient custom to sacrifice to a sea-god, called Shony,
at Hallowtide, in the manner following. The inha-

bitants round the island came to the church of St.

Murray, having each man his provision along with
him ; every family furnish*d a peck of malt, and this

was brew'd into ale. One of their number was pick'd

out to wade into the sea up to the middle, and carry-

ing a cap of ale in his hana, standing still in that pos-

ture* cry'd out with a loud voice, saying, / give you
this cap of ale, hoping that you'll be so kind as to send us

pfaftjy ofsea-ware for inriching our ground the ensuing

year: and threw the cup of ale into the sea. This
was performed in the night time. At his return to

land, they all went to the church, where there was a
candle burning upon the altar; and then standing
silent for a little time, one of them gave a signal, at

which the candle was put out, and immediately all of

them went to the fields, where they fell a drinking
their ale, and spent the remainder of the night in

dancing and singing, &c. The next morning they all

returned home, being well satisfy'd that they had
punctually observed this solemn anniversary, which
they believ'd to be a powerful means to procure a
plentiful crop." Martin's West. IsL, p. 28, 29.

IsL «•»*, signifies phenomenon, spectaculum ; GL
Edd. But as Shannach, q. v., is corr. from the Ir. and
GaeL name of Hallowmas, at which season this idola-

trous act was performed in honour of the Hebridian
deity, it is probable that Shony is itself a corr. of

Shanwach, or rather of Samhuin or Samli'in, in genit.

« ; and that after the conquest of the western
i by the Norwegians, the inhabitants blended the

__„__jn*vian worship of Nekker, the Neptune of the

north, with the Celtic rites of Dmidism, but retained

the name familiar with their ancestors.

To SHOO, v. a. 1. To produce a swinging

motion, [to swing,] Ayrs.

" Well—do nothing frae dawn to dark but shoo ane
wither on a swing between the twa trees on the green."

The £ntaD, i. 228. V. Shce, v.

[2. To back water with the oars; also to

swing the boat round, Shetl.]

[To SHOO, v. a. To sew, West of S.]

[Shooix, Shooing, *. The act or process of

sewing; also, the article sewed or being

sewed ; as, ** She sits at the shooin a* day."
a Dinna sit doon on my shooin" Clydes.]

[Shooster, s. One who sews, Shetl.]

SHOOD, 8. The distant noise of animals

passing; Shetl.

"Tent, schudd-en, quatere ; vibrare, tremere.

SHOOGLE, *. A jog, shog, jolt, Ayrs. V.
Schogole.
—"Gie that sleepy bodie, Dirdumwhamle, a shoogle

out of his dreams." The Entail, iii. 68.

SHOOI, Shooie, 8. A name given to the

Arctic Gull, Shetl.
•• Lares Parasiticus (Linn. Syst.) Scontiallin, Shooi,

Arctic GulL" Edmonstone's Zetl., ii. 281.

This name seems to be borrowed from another
spectrs, the Larus Cataractes, which is called Skua, by
Brunnkk, and in tho Feroe Isles Skue. V. Penn.

ZooL, p. 417. V. Skooi.
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SHOOL, «. A shovel, S.

Whar ance thou stood, clown chiels are diggiii',

Wi'pfckan'afoo/.
Pickets Poems, 1788, p. 180.

V. SCHTLE.

To Shool, v. a. To shovel, S.

This v. is used with different prepositions ; as, afft

frae, on, out.

To Shool off. To shovel off, S.

—M Frae this window we can aw see Benenck wi'

his white night-cap on ; and he wad hae little to do
that wad try to shool it off." Marriage, ii. 30.

To Shool frae. To remove from, by the

act of shovelling, S.

When /no* Benenck they shool the sna',

O'er Qlenfern the leaves will fa'.

Marriage, ibid.

To Shool on. Metaph. to cover, as in a

grave, S.

"These twenty years past, our Covenants have

Sttcn deadly wounds, and been laid in the grave by
e demented, infatuate, black bargain of Union,

Toleration, and Patronages ; and the swearing Minis-

ters have heartily and willingly, without either Boots,

Thumbikins or Fire-matches, or any hazard to the

neck by the bloody rope, •hooted on the grave-moulds."

Walker's Remark. Passages, p. 104.

To Shool out. To throw out with violence,

S.

"'Look you, you base old nerson, if you do put

another jest upon me, I will cleave your skull-piece

with this shovels.'—'Hout, tout, Maister Dusterdivel,

I hae nae lived aa lane in the warld neither to be

shooldout o't that gate/ w Antiquary, ii. '259, 260.

[Shool-the-boabd, 8. A game. V. Slide-

Thrift.]

[To SHOOL, v. a. and n. To distort. V.
Showl.]

SHOONE, s. pi Shoes, S. 8hune, (Gr. v.)

" Ilk soldier to have bands and shoone." Spalding.
ii. 150. V. ScHOif*.

SHOOP, pret. of the v. to Shape, S.B.
At last he ihoop himsell again to stand,

Wi' help o' a rough kent in till his hand.
Rots'$ Uelenore, p. 44.

A. -8. sceop, Sceop, nihte nauian ; Fecit nocti nomen

;

Caedm. V. Schape.

[SHOOSKIE. 1. As an interj., an exclama-
tion used in driving away cattle ; common
in the Highlands, and in Shetl.

2. As a «., a name for the devil ; also used as
a term of disrespect, Shetl.

Dan. siasket, nasty, slovenly.]

[SHOOSTER, 8. One who sews, ibid. V.
Shoo.]

* To SHOOT, Sute, v. a. 1. To make a
selection in purchasing cattle or sheep,
S. A. and O.

"Drovers, in purchasing these, will sometimes take

the good and leave the bad ; this is called shooting ;"

Oalt Enc. V. Shott, s.

2. To push, push out, S.; as, "I'll 8hoot him

o'er the brae." "Shoot out your tongue."

Pron. q. shute, like Fr. u. Hence,

•To SnoOT, Shute, v. n. 1. To run into

seed, S. The r., as used in E. simply

signifies to germinate.

"Time of sowing.—From the middle to the end of

June ; when more early, the turnips are apt to. shoot

before winter." Agr. Surv. Mid. Loth., p. 110.

2. To push off from the shore in a boat, or to

continue the course in casting a net, S. B.

"Depones, That they had the following shots on the

Fraserfield side of the river,—the Throat shot op-

posite the west point of the Allochy inch ; and from
thence they shot all the way to the sea." State,

Leslie of Powia, 1805, p. 8Q. V. Shot, «. 4.

To Shoot 6y, v. a. 1 . To delay. V. Scuute.

[2. To put past or.over, to substitute ; shoot-

by is still used as a 8. in the same sense,

Clydes., Pertlis. Synon. put-by,,]

To Shoot amakg the dows. V. Dow, #. a

dove.

Out-shot, «. A projecting building, S.

The origin is found in Sw. skiut-a ut, projicere. V.
Outshot.

[SHOOTHER, 8. The shoulder, Clydes.,

Banff's.]

[To Shoother, v. ft. To walk heavily or

with a lumbering step ; the shoulders mov-
ing with each step, Banff*.]

To SHOP, r. n. To knock, to rap at a door.

" The most pairt of the warld ar so b

>ynt of dutie, that there are verie few
" The most pairt of the warld ar so negligent in this

poynt of dutie, that there are verie few that I

heart free when tbe lord shoppeth.'
haue their

Brace's Serin.,

1591, B. Fol. 5, a.

Knockeih, Eng. Edit But the proper word is chap-

petK V. Chap.

SHORE, SriORD, #. The prop or support

used in constructing flakes for inclosing

cattle, S. A. [Shord, Shetl.]

Shored is used in a similar sense, A. Bor.

Their Patron so did not them learn,

St Andrew with his shored cross.

BaUle o/Flodden, st. 131.

Propped, Note, p. 23.

Tout, schoore, fulcimen ; schor-en, schoor-en, fulcire

;

Isl. sktir, suggrundia. The word is used in E. in the
sense of buttress.

To SHORE, v. a. To count, to reckon, S.

Su.-G. sJtor-a, to mark ; Isl. skora mantat, to num-
ber the people. The word is derived from skaer-af to

cut, from the ancieut custom of making notches on a
piece of wood for assisting the memory.
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Shore, $. Debt.
Syne for our shore, he died therefore,

And tholed pein for our tnis.4~-
,%«., ©o«tfy &nfl», p. 23.

In the tame sense E. score is need, derived by Skin-

ner from Belg. scAcre, scissnra, rnptura. But V. the v.

for our shore might be rendered, •• on our account.

1. To threaten. V.To SHORE, v. a.

Schor, v.

8. To offer, S. O.
A panegyric rhyme, I ween,

Even as I was he shored me.
Burns, til 858.

This is merely an oblique sense of the v. as pro-

perly signifying, to threaten. The E. v. offer is used

us a similar sense, a He offered to strike me ; Le.

be threatened to give me a blow.

3. Used impersonally, denoting that rain is

about to fall ; as, Its shorin, Dumfr.

4. To shore a dog to or till, to hound a dog on

cattle or sheep, Dumfr.

5. To shore of or aff, to recall a dog from

pursuing cattle or sheep, ibid. To stench,

synon.

[SHOREMIL, s. The margin of the sea,

the water's edge, Shetl. IsL soer, the sea,

mil, a boundary.]

•SHORT, adj. Laconic and acrimonious; as, a

short answer, a tart reply ; to speak short, to

speak tartly, S.
«• Oif Isaiah had bene als short and craibed as

Jonas, no question he wald haue speared a reason

as God." Brace's Eleven Serm. D, 6, a.

" He maun be little worth that left you sae."

11 He maybe is. young man, and maybe nay."
•• Ye're unco short, my lass, to be see lang

^
But we maun ken vou better ere ye gang.

Boss's Helenore, p. 57.

It is used by Beaumont and Fletcher.

*• ' I want your absence :

Keep on your way, I care not for your company. _
• How t how t You are very short : do you know me, Eros T

And what I have been to you ?
f "

The False One, p. 1189.

8n.-0. lort, brevis, (whence Isl. skorte, desum.) is

nsed in the same metaph. sense. Kort om hufwudet

;

Est homo qui facile irascitur ; Kort swar, iraturn re-

sponsum, lire, vo. Stackig ; and Teut. kort. Kort

veur't hooft, iracundua, irritabilis. In like manner

we say, Short of the temper, S.

[To Short, v. a. To amuse, divert ; to cause

the time to seem short, Mcams, Clydes.]

To Keep Short by TnE Head. To restrict

as to expenditure, to give narrow allowance

as to money, S.; a metaphor borrowed from

the short rein or halter given to an unruly

animal.

"If he canna pay the tawing himsel, as I ken he's

heepit unco short by the head, I'll find a way to shame

it out o' his uncle." Tales of my Landlord, ii. 69.

Short-Bread, Shortie, *. A thick cake,

baked of fine flour and butter, to which

sugar, carraways, and orange-peel are fre-

quently added, S. It seems to have re-

ceived its name from its being very friable.

[Called shortie, in Mearns, and Scotch cake

in England.]
•• At length the question was carried ; and some

tolerable sherry, and a piece of very substantial short-

bread were produced." Marriage, l. 32.

44Some persons—hold themselves entitled, after two

or three times receiving a piece of short-bread, and a

glass of elder-flower wine, to ask the lady who has

given them such refreshment, in marriage." M.Lynd-

aay.p.288.

Shortcoming,*. Defect, deficiency; used in

a moral sense, as, shortcoming in duty, S.

"It would argue a just sensibleness—of our un-

worthy shortcomings, in not having more strenuously

endeavoured to have prevented this course of defection,

—if for this we were mourning, and taking shame to

ourselves. " M•Ward's Contendings, p. 222.

•• Resolved, that the last Thursday of August should

be observed by all our societies a day of fasting and

mourning for our sad shortcoming in answering our pro-

fession under the cross, appearing by many lamentable

evidences." Society Contendings, p. 343.

This term has been almost universally used by our

ancestors, and is still very common in relation to re-

ligion. It is evidently formed from the beautiful and

truly philosophical description given of sin by the

Apostfe Paul, Rom. iii. 23. "All have sinned, and

come short of the glory of God." In Isl. skort-r, signi-

fies defectns.

Short-Gown, *. 1. A gown without skirts,

reaching only to the middle, worn by female

cottagers and servants; sometimes with

long, and sometimes with short sleeves, S.

Synon. Curtoush.

••Four eln of lenvng claith price iiij s., twa schort

gomis price ij merkis, a new bonnate," &c. Act
Dom. Cone A. 1492, d. 282.

m

•• Three or four village girls, returning from the

well or brook with pitchers and pails upon their heads,

formed more pleasing objects, and with their thin

short-go*** and single petticoats, bare arms, legs, and

feet, uncovered heads and braided hair, somewhat

resembled Italian forms of landscape." Waverley, i.

101.
When I was young, I thought me bonny
Wi* snooded nair snd cockernony,

A short gown, jerkenet, cottoush,

An' plaiding coat
Jo. Hogg's Poems, p. 102.

V. Cubtoush.

2. Synon. with E. bed-qown, as worn by fe-

males of a higher rank, S.
44 Item, ane schort gown of sad cramasy velvott," &c.

Inventories. V. Sychtis.

Short-Syne, Shortsyn, adv. Lately, not

long ago, S.B.; opposed to Lang syne.

Shortsyn unto our glen,

Seeking s hership came yon unko' men ;

An' our ain lads, albuist I say't my sell,

But guided them right cankardly and snelL

Boss's Helenore, First Edit , p. 62.

Short-tempered, adj. Hasty, irritable, S.
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Shortlie, adv. Tartly.

"Gif he (Jonah) had vnderstood that the mind of

God wae not to cast off a sinner, he had not taken it

so schortlie. But being ignorant of this, he falleth in

this fuming k fretting against God." Bruce's Eleven
8enn. D. 6, b.

Thos it is nsed by Danbar

—

The guidwyf said richt schortlie, " Ye may trow,
•• Hen* is na meit that ganesnd is for yow."

Maitland Poems, p. 74.

Shorts, s.pl. 1. The refuse of flax separated

by the fine hackle, Abcrd.*, The coarse

hackle removes the hards,

J. The refuse of hay, straw, &c, Teviotdale.

Isl. skort-r, defectus, Isl. and Su.-G. skort-a, de-esse,

deficere ; A.-S. sceort, brevis. The adj., as occurring

in Su.-G. and Teut., in the form of kort, has the ap-
pearance of greater antiquity ; especially as obviously
the same with Lat cvrt-us.

[Shortsum, Shortsome, adj. .Amusing;
causing the time to seem short : opposed to

langsum, Mearns, Clydes.]

SHOT, *. 1. The act of moving iu any
game, a move or stroke in play, S.

8u.-G skott, ictus, from skiut-a, jaculari.

Thus it is applied to Curling.

Some hoary hero, haply he
Whose sage direction won the donhtful day,
To his attentive juniors tedious talks

Of former times ; -of many a bonspeel gain'd,

Against opposing parishes ; and shots,

To human likelihood secure, yet storm'd,

With liquor on the table, be pourtrays
The situation of each stone.

Graeme's Poems, Anderson's Poets, xi. 447.

2. [Metaph., the end or aim in moving or

acting.]

••The great sltot of Cromwell and Vane is to have
a liberty of all religions, without any exception. Many
a time we are put to great trouble of mind. We
must make the best of an ill game we cau." BailbVs
Lett, ii 62.

3. [Move, game, play.] To begin new shot,

new body to begin any business de novo, after

one has been engaged in it for a time ; to do
it over again, S. B.
This is most probably a very ancient phrase [ap-

plied to both play and pay.] In one sense it seems
allied to Su.-G. Isl. shot, E. shot, or share of money paid
for drink, and bod, invitatio convivialis, Verel. ; q.
"You shall not only have a new feast, but a new invi-

tation.'*

4. [Speed,- success] ; as " To come shot, to

come speed, to advance," Shirr. Gl. S.

8ae up she starts, an* glowr'd a*Tbund about, —
An', wi' what pith she had, began to gang,
For fear that she sud be o'erta en or brig.

But little sfrot she came, an' yet the sweat
Was draping frae her at an unco rate.

Ross's Uclenore, First Edit, p. 65.

•' To come shot, to come speed, to advance ; " Gl.
8hirr.

Teut. schot, proventus; crescendi ratio; or rather
schot, as in the Belg. phrase, Dot schip maakt schot;
That ship goes a great pace ; Sewel.

VOL. IV.

5* The wooden spout by which water is carried

to a mill, S.; perhaps from Su.-G. skiut-a,

jaculare.

6. Shots, the boxes of a mill-wheel, which

contain the water by which it is moved, S. B.

7. A kind of window. V. Schott.

8. The sternmost part of a boat, Shetl.

"As the fish are taken off the hook they are gutted,

headed, and laid in a part of the boat allotted for them,

called the shot, being that division next the storm-

sheets." Agr. Surv., Shetland, p. 87.

Norv. skott, skutt, expl. in Dan., den bagest deel of
baaden, ** the hindermost division of a lioat

;
" Hal-

lager ; apparently a secondary use of Isl. skott, cauda,

q. "the taU of the boat."

9. [A particular or fixed portion.] A spot of
ground, a field, a plot of land, Loth. ; synon.

sched.

Perhaps as originally signifying a small portion, q. a

corner ; Su.-G. ekoet, ancuius.
" The Infield is divided into three shots or parts,

much about eighteen acres in all" Scot of Roeaie,

Maxwell's ScL Trans., p. 32.

10. The particular spot where fishermen are

wont to take a draught with their nets, S. B.
" Interrogated, If the deepening that branch of the

river called the Allochy, at the west end, would hurt

the shot at that end of the Allochy, or if the deponent

is a judge of fishing?" State, Leslie of Powis, *
Frasor ofFraserfield, p. 40.

"Being asked, If their fishing stations or shots have

not been frequently repaired on both sides of the river,

and at different times ever since he was a fisher? de-

pones, That they have : That by the reparation made
by Dr. Gregory's dike,—the bed of the river to the sea

has been deepened, and the navigation of it amelior-

ated." Ibid., p. 96.

11. The act of drawing a net, or the sweep of

the net drawn at the Leaw, S. B.
" Depones, That the- fishing of Nether Don could

not be carried on without sights from the high banks,

as she is not a good banging water, by which he

means taking chance shots, without seeing the run of

the fish." Ibid., p. 58.

12. The draught of fishes made by a net, S.

"Herring Fishery. The boats in the Frith had an

excellent shot on Monday, some of them coming in

with about ten cranes each, or about 10,000 herrings."

Caled. Merc., Jan. 22. 1825.

Sw. skottnaet, casting-net ; Wideg.
Teut. schot*, jaculatio, q. the act of shooting off

with the boat from the bank ; Belg. ATetten schteten,

to cast nets, Sw. skiuta ut i/raan landet, to put off

from the shore.

13. Musketry ; [as opposed to pikemen.]

" The streattis of Coppin Heavin, throw which his

royal highncs sould pas, wer sett with certane ensignes

and burgeris both of shott and pick." Pitscottie's

Cron., p. 611 ; i.e., burgers armed some with muskets
and others with pikes.

14. A name applied to young swine. The
male and female are generally called shots

when about three months old, Teviotd.

Ca
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Applied also to an ill-grown ewe, and to

the sheep or lambs which are refected by a

purchaser, when he buys with the right of

•election; Perths.

"A few of the worst owes, called Mo t̂
«^li^wTW

•old every year about Martinmas." P. Strathblane,

BtirL Statist. Ace, xviii. 569.
, . ..

Um the district of Craven, Shotts is need in the same

Mate. V. Halliwell's Diet.]

8w. mtskiut-a signifies to reject; "fc"***^
- what is rejected, refuse, q. shot out, S. In Teut. the

ten is used, as in S., without the preposition ;
schot,

ejectamentum, id quod ejicitur ; Kilian.

Shot-about, *. 1. [One move or play each]

;

an alternate operation ; as, "Let s tak shot-

about," S.

J. [One thread of each colour or kind of yarn.]

u Striped of various colours," Sibb. Gl.

From the act of shooting or throwing shuttles

alternately, containing different threads; the name

sJsmttte being itself from the same origin.

Tent. scSW-epoefc, radius textorius, from schtet-en,

Jaonlari; Isl. skutul, 8u.-G. shyUel, from skiuta, id.

tevdere, pellere.

[Shot-a-Dead, s. Death by being shot by

the fairies, Banffs. V. Elfshot.]

Shot, part. pa. Elfshot, q. v.

Shot-Bled, *. The blade of corn from

which the ear afterwards issues, S. shot-

Uade.
••The sunne—maketh—the cornes to come vp at the

fnt with small green points, and after that to shoote

tp to the shot bled, and after that to wme to the

-^- H
Jtc. Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 726.

Shot-Heuch (gutt.), *• A steep bank of

which the sward or surface has fallen down

through the undermining of a stream, or by

the action of water from above, S. In tins

sense the heuch is said to shoot. Synon.

Scar, Scaur.

gsL-O. sklut-a, neutraliter usurpatum noUt id., quod

mm impetu prommpit, quod loco motum est, et pro-

minet. BiargU skutti, montis vertex prominuit. isL

sfcstfe, Rupes prominens ; Ihre. Prominens aJiquid, et

smtans sive terras sire rupis ; G. Andr., p. 216.

Shot-On. An expression equivalent to E.

Shot off.

O gin I wsrs fairly shotjmhev, &c.

Amain* of NithsdaU Song, p. 88.

Either synon. with $hot, or scot-free; or as alluding

to an arrow that is let off from a how.

Shot-Star, s. 1. That meteoric substance

often seen to shoot through the atmos-

phere, S.

8w. stiern-skott, id. Teut. sterren-schot, lampas aeris,

fax incus quae in aere nascitur.

The frequent appearance of shot-stare is viewed by

vne peasantry in Teviotdale as foretokening lightning,

thnader, and tempestuous weather.
the]

[2. A gelatinous plant (Tremella nostoc, Lmn.)

found in pastures, &c, after rain; vulgarly

called, and believed to be, a shotI or fallen

star, S. V. Fallen Stars.] SJiot-stern,

Ettr. For.

TShot-To. 1. Shut, closed ; as,
u He shot to

the door," West of S.

2. Cast upon; as in the fishing term, shot to
#

the line, cast upon the line, Banffs.]

Shot-Window, s. 1. A projected window,

S.

[2. A window, sometimes without glass, and

generally in stairs, which was hinged and

opened outwards, S.]

"Go to the shot-window instantly,^»^°*^
there are of them." The Pirate, 1. 98. V. Schot,

^mS form of window may^ still be seen in the

WiJfcllTnd* and in many of the old houses both in

££%£££ TtVreferr^tobythelate Robert

Cambers, in his collection of Scottish Ballads.]

Pro Shot, v. a. To cast nets or lines in fish-

L
ing, Banffs. E. shoot. V. Schot.]

SHOTTLE, adj. Short and thick, squat, S. B.

SHOTTLE,*. A small drawer. V. Shuttle.

|

SHOUALD, adj. Not deep, shallow, Orkn.

;

merely a variety of S. Schald, q. v.

SHOUGHIE, adj. A term applied to a

short bandy-legged person, Perths., Kin-

ross. V. Shach, v.

•SHOULDER. To rub shoulders, or shouth-

ers, with one, to come so near as to touch

another in passing, S.

A thief is said to rub shoulders with the gallows, when

*r+2XV^ Riders with

a bridegroom, that it may produce an inclination for

maSny. I* the same manner, an unmarried fe-

maH^uW »ays to a bride « I must rub shoulders

with you, it may help me to a husband, S.

Shoulder of a hill. The declination or slope

of a hill on the right or left hand, as the

right, or left shoulder, S.

"Juraer was coming—over the shoulder of the

HermTLa^h3ie espied something fa,ttheshape

ofThorrible serpent-stealing along the bent after

him." Brownie of Bodsbeck, 1. 66.
I™-*.™

Millar, to keep as clear as possible of the haunts

of inen, on his return, wrought his drove over the

shoulder of Wallace's hill." Edin. Mag. Oct. 1817.

p. 64.

SHOULFALL, s. The chaffinch; more

commonly shilfaw, S. Fringilla coelebs,

••Fringilla, nostratibus -Snot^c* et ShoulfaH;" Sibb.

Scot., p. 18.
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Bui our learned naturalist it undoubtedly mistaken

in making this the tame bird with the snowfiake or

now bunting.

SHOUPILTIN, a. A Triton, Shetl.

"The new oomers were—designed to represent the

Tritons and Mermaids ;—the former called by Zot-

landers of that time ShoupiUins." The Pirate, ii. 41.
('8irR. Sibbald says that the Shetlanders 'some-

times catch with their nets and hooks Tritons, they

call them ShoupiUins.' This account -does not agree

with the -superstition of the present day. There is

only one ihoupiltin or shoupiftee, whose character is

that of Nickur, the demoniacal Neptune of the North

of Europe." Hibbert's Shetl., p. 566. V. also p. 526.

Shorn, the first syllable, seems evidently corr. from

8u.-G., IsL sio, mare. PUtin may be from Norv. pill,

IsL pttt-r, puer, or piltung-rt puellus ; q. a sea boy, or

s> little man of the sea.

• To SHOUT, v. n. To be in the act of par-

turition; pron. like E. shoot; Upp. Lanarks.,

Roxb.

Shouting, a. Labour in childbirth, Upp.
Lanarks., Roxb., Dumfr.
"Schouting, (Crying), inlying, child-bearing;" GL

Sibb.

Were ye at Becks's shouting Sucky,

The tother night\—
Jo. Hogg's Poena, p. 82.

This, according to some, does not, like the S. term

Crying, refer to the noise made in consequence of

suffering; but seems to express the same idea with

8u.-G. skiut-a, protrudere.

SHOUTHER, a. Shoulder. To show the

could shouther, to appear cold and reserved.

V. Cauld Shouther.

SHOVEL-GROAT, Shool-the-board, *.

A game, S. V. Slide-thrift.

To SHOWD, v. n. and a. 1. To swing (on a

rope,) S.B. !*• an<* Gael, stud-am, to

swing.

J. To waddle in going, S.B. V. Schowd.

Showd, a. 1. A swing, or the act of swing-

ing, S.B.

2. A swinging-rope, ibid. Ir. Gael, siudadh,

id.

Showding-tow, *. The same rope, Moray.

Showd, a. A rocking or jogging motion;

applied sometimes to the motion of a ship,

much tossed by the waves, S.B.

• SHOWERS, a.pi 1. Throes, agonies, S.

"It cost Christ and all his followers sharp showers,

and hot sweats, ere they won to the top of the moun-
tain." Rutherford's Lett., P. i. ep. 131. V. Sciiouris.

2. Specifically, the pangs of child-birth.

"As the woman hes a" sharp dolour, which if it

lasted, were yntolerable : if the Lord gaue not ley-

sure to draw their breath, betweenc showrt and showrt

(as they call it) it were vntolerable. So the paines of

hell are exceeding sharp and vntolerable." Rollock on
Thes., i. p. 238.

Showerickie, a. A gentle shower, Kinross;

a double dimin. from the E. word.

To SHOWL, v. a. To ahowl ones moutl^ to

distort the face, to make wry mouths, S. B.

Shevel, S. O., id.

This is evidently of the same family with eAewaiused

as an adj. by Dunbar, chewal mouth,

Su*-G. skaelg, obliquus ; 21under skaelger, a shovl

mouth ; Germ. scheeU askew, asquint. The v. SkeUit,

to squint, q. v., is radically the same.

We may here refer to O. E. "schayler, thatgothe

awriewith his fete, [Fr.J boyteux;" Palsgr. B. iii.

F. 61, a. Also the v. "I shayle as a man or horse

dothe that gothe croked with his legges 1 Je vas es-

chays. It is to late to beate him for it nowe, he shal

shayle as longe as he lyueth." F. 348, a. V. Shetl.

Showlie, adj. Deformed by being slender

and crooked, Clydes.

SHOWS, a. pi. The refuse of hay, S. B.

V. Shoes.

[SHRAF, pret. Used reflect, shrived them-

selves, Barbour, xi. 377. Skeatfs Ed.]

SHRIEGH, a. "Shriek;" Gl. Antiq.,

Roxb.

SHRIG, a. A term used in H. Blyd's Con-

tract, a chap book which contains a number

of antiquated words.
" Sen* in silder for tows to the haillies o' Dundee,

and shout them in beneath the foundation, an' cut

trees to let it o'er the shrig, we'll carry it up in a fore-

noon, an* make it twa couples higher, and strike

through a through-art, an' it were but to see a seek

[sick?] beast." P. 4.

[SHU, pron. She, Shetl.]

To SHUCK, v. a. To throw out of the

hand, Orkn., Shetl.

This is obviously the same with Chuck, S. to throw

a thing smartly out of one's hand. Perhaps the ori-

gin is Dan. skick-e, to send, q. to emit from the

hand. To this source Dire traces skaeckta, sagitta.

SHUCKEN, a. Mill-dues. V. Sucken.

SHUD, a. The coagulation of any liquid

body, Ettr. For.

SHUD, SnuDE, a. Sfiud of ice, a large body

of ice, Ettr. For. Shudes of ice, broken

pieces of ice, especially in a floating state,

Lanarks. Synon. Buird, ibid.

This is probably a peculiar use of the preceding word.

If not, it perhaps denotes "what is separated, from

A.-S. sceod, the pret. of sjceod-an, separare.

To SHUE, v. a. To scare or fright away

fowls, S. Germ. scheuch-en
9
id.

Germ, scheueh-en, id. "Shu, a term to frighten

away poultry ;" Lancashire, T. Bobbins. Fr. chou, "a

Toice wherewith we drive away pulleine ;" Cotgr. In

Galloway it is pronounced Uhue, and often applied to

dogs.
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To SHUE, v. n. [To swing, as on a gate or a
rope ; to produce a swinging motion] ; also,

to play at see-saw, S.

Shite, s. [A swing; a rope for swinging

;

also, see-saw.] The last is an amuse-
ment much used by children. A deal

or plank being laid horizontally at some
distance from the ground, and supported

in the middle, one sits at each end;
and this being set in motion, the one
rises while the other sinks, S. In £.

this is called Tetter-totter. V. Strutt's

Sports, p. 227.

Shuggie-shub* s, A swing, S., or, as it is.

called in IL, meritot, from snog and shue, q. v.

Brand, referring to Gay, mentions this word ss com-
mm, A. Bor.

"Thus also of the Meritot, vulzo apud pnernlos
ostomies, Skuggy-Shew ; in the South, a tricing :

Ob two aesr elms the slacken'd cord I hung,
Now high, bow low, my Blowzalinda swung.'1

Popular Antiq., App., p. 406.

This is mentioned as one of the sports of Gargantua.
M There he played—at swaggie, waggie, or shog-

ffcsJfcow." Urqnbart's Rabelais, p. 96.

Mactaggart, describing this game as played in

Galloway, says : " They recite this to the swings

—

Shugaie, Show, Druggie Draw,
Baud the grup, ye canna fa'

;

Hand the grup, or down ye come.
And danceth on your, braid bum.

OalL Encyd., p. 421

8HUE-GLED-WYLIE. A game in which
the strongest acts as the gled or kite, and
the next in strength as the mother of a
brood of birds ; for those under her protec-

tion* perhaps to the number of a dozen,

keep all in a string behind her, each hold-

ing by the tail of another. The gled still

tries to catch the last of them ; while the

mother cries Shue, thue, spreading out her
arms to ward him off. If he catch all the

birds, he gains the game, Fife. In Teviot-

dale, Shoo-gled?s-wylie. V. Shue, v.

[SHUG, s. Mist, fog, Shetl.]

[Shuogie, adj. Misty, foggy, ibid.]

rSHUG, s. A call used to entice a horse to

come to hand, ibid.]

SHUGBOG, s. A bog that shakes under
one's feet, Loth. ; evidently from S.

• to jog or shake. V. Schog.

To'SHUGGIE, v. n. To move from one
side to another ; generally applied to what
is in a pendent state, Ettr. For. V.
Schog, v.

To SHUGGLE, v. n. To shuffle in walking,

Lanarks. V. Shoggle, under Schog, v.
|

Sliog,

SHUGGLE, s. A shog. V. Shoggle, «.

SHUGHT, part, pa. " Sunk, covered," Gl.

AJaz bangM up, whase targe was shughl
In serea laid o hide.

Poem* in the Buchan Dialect, p. 1.

An ingenious and learned friend suggests that this

must be the participle of the v. to Sheuch, Shugh, to
earth np plants, q. v. Thus, the idea is, that the
target of Aiax was so covered with seven folds of skin,

that it might be said to be furrowed, or as it were en-
trenched in them. [V. Sheucil]

Su.-G. ate, tegmen, sky-a, tegere ; skugga, umbra,
atypo-4, obnmbrare ; IsL. skyggd, tegmen, defensio.

SHUIL, s. A shovel V. Schuil.

[SHUL, s. A particular mark cut on the

ear of an animal, a slit separating the ear

into two lobes, Shetl.]

A
[Shuld, adj. Having the ear marked with

a shul, ibid. Dan. stilt, separated, divided.]

SHULL, s. A shoal, Buchan.
Spottie, wi' his wonted fury,

Drew his spauls op for the chase ;

An*, in desperations hurry,
Plumpit through a shutt o' ice.

Tarras's Poems, p. 66.

Shuixie, s. A small shoal, a diminutive
from Skull, ibid.

—Skippin lightly on ilk shuttle,

Wyte he hid na scar nir lame. Ibid.

To SHULOCK, v. a. To sweep the stakes in

a game, Roxb. ; most probably from S.

Shoot, Sehule, to shovel.

Shulocker, s. One who sweeps the stakes,

ibid.

[SHUN, s. A shun of water, a temporary
pool of water, a pit with water in it, Shetl.]

SHUNDBILL, s. "The decreet past by
the Fond

;

n MS. Explic. of Norish words.

The 6rst part of the word is merely a variety, in pro-
nunciation, of Shynd or Soind Bill, q. v.

SHUNNERS, s.pL Cinders, Gall.; [thin-

ners, Clydes.]

The verra ploughmen had to yield,

Wi' hides as black as shuners.

Gall. Encyd. , p. 268.

SHURE, pret. Did shear ; applied to the

cutting down of grain, &c, S.

In summer I mawed my meadows,
In harvest I share my com.

Herd's Coll., ii. 224.

SHURF, s. A term expressive of great con-

tempt for a puny insignificant person, a
dwarf, Roxb. ; synon. Baggit.

•* When Andrew Pistolfoot used to come stamplin
in to court me i' the dark I wad. hae cried,— ' Get
away wi' ye, ye bowled-like shurf! whar are ye comin

an'fuffin to me?" Brownie of Bodsbeck, ii.
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A.-S. tceorf, scabies ; scarf, fragmen ; Su.-O. skraef-

wo, IsL acre, homo degener et nihili ; Su.-O. shrof,

skeleton, Whether the term be allied to any of these,

must be left as a matter of uncertainty.

[SHURG, *, Wet gravelly subsoil, Shetl.]

[Shurgib, adj. Thinly covered with shingle,

ibid.]

SHURLIN, «. A sheep newly shorn, Teviotd.

Shurlin-skin, *. . The skin of a sheep of any
age or sex, taken off before the wool has

grown again after it has been shorn, ibid.

V. SCHURLING.

[SHUSIE, 9. Vulgar form, also dimin., of

the name Susan, S.]

[SHUT, 9. The act of throwing out the

sinker and hooks in fishing, Shetl. Su.-G.
«£tula, Dan. 9kt/de, to shoot, project.]

To SHUTE a-dead. To die ; a phrase used

concerning cattle. When they are very bad
in any disease, it is said they are like to

$hute a-dead^ S. B.
Perhaps in reference to animals poshing out their

limbs at foil length, when dying.

SHUTTLE, Shottle, 9. 1. A small

drawer, S.-

AtEdinburgh we tall ha'e a bottle

Of reaming claret.

Gin that my half-pay siller shottU
Can safely spare it

Hsmilton, Ramsay's Poetn*, it SzS.

[2. A compartment in a press, Shetl.; generally

used in the pi. shuttles."]

3. A till in a shop, a money-box, S.

4. A kind of box in the upper part of a chest,

extending across; used for keeping money;
S. When the lid of the shuttle is opened,
it holds up that of the kist.

5. A hollow in the stock of a spinning-wheel,

in which the first filled pirn or bobbin is

kept, till the other be also ready for being
reeled with it, S.

A. -3. seitole is rendered obserans, q. shutting up,
from seitt-a*, obscrare. [The term evidently implies
that which is shut up, enclosed, or concealed.]
But the proper etymon of this term is said to be Fr.

ckatoulle, which has a similar signification. I have
not, however, met with it. Ital. scatola, and L.B.
seatula, signify a box.

SHUTTLE o' Ice. " The Scotch Glacier."

'•School-boys slide in rows down these shuttle*,

reminding travellers of the Alpine hunters, descending
with their goats to the valley of Cbaumonie ;" Gall.
Encycl.
Formed most probably from the v. to Schute, to dart

forth, to move with velocity, Su.-O. skiut-a.

To SHY, Suy affy v. n. Applied to a horse

when it docs not properly start, but moves
to a side from an object at which it is alarm*

ed, S.

Su.-G. sky, Alem. ski-en, vitare, subterfugere, whence
E. shy, adj.

To SHYLE, v. a. and n. To make wry
faces ; to squint. V. Sheyl.
"Styling, not looking directly at an object, but out

at a side ; Gall. Enc. V. Skelue.

SHYND, Soind, 9. A court of law, Shetl.

Shtnd or Soind Bill. A deed executed in a

court, ibid.

" The earliest written documents that are to be found
on lands in Zetland, are those established by what ia

called a Shynd or Soind Bill ; Shynd implying a court,

and Bill a general name for any deed or writing done
in court." Edmonston's Zetl., i. 129, 130. V. also

Hibbert's Shetl. Isl., p. 302.

[Prob. from Sw. sand, a probe, sondera, to probe,

teat, prove ; Dan. sonde, a probe, sondere, to probe,

kc Hence, the Shynd or Soind Court, is the Court of

Probate, a rendering *hich fully explains the terms,

and makes the extract, in which they occur, quite

clear. Dr. Jamieson's note on this term, though very

learned, explained nothing, and has been deleted.]

SIB, Sibb, adj. 1. Related by blood, akin,

S. ; 9ib'a\ ia. [sib men% kinsmen.]

"Ane bastard, quhais father is incertaine, be the

law is vnderstand, be reason of bluid to be sib to na man,
and nane to him." Skene, Verb. Sign. vo. Bastardas.

We're double sib unto the gods ;

Fat needs him prattle mairf
Yet it's na for my gentle blade
That I do seek the gear.

Poems in the Buckan Dialect, p. 16.

This word occurs in P. Ploughman, but by Warton
is erroneously expl. motlier.

He hath wedded a wyfe, within these syx moneths,
Is syb to the seuen artes, Scripture is hyr name.

FoL47,b.

And bnt ye be sibbe to some of these sisters seuen,

It is ful hard bi my head, quod Piers, for any of you al.

To get in gong st any gate there, but grace be the more.
Ibid., FoL 80, b.

Such was the general influence of the Pharisaical

svstem of later ages, in making void the law, that even
this reforming Poet swears by his head.

2. Bound by the ties of affection, friendly,

intimate, S.; [synon., pack, thick.]

3. Possessing similar qualities, like; used me-
taph., S.

I'm but a ragget cout mysel',
Owre sib to yon.

Epistlefrom a Taylor to Bum*.

4. Similar in state or circumstances.

"You are o'er hot and o'er full, sub [sib] to few of

the laird's tenants." S. Prov. Kelly, p. 363.

5. Having a right or title to ; used in a legal

sense.

" It is something to be sub [r. sib] to a good estate;"

S. Prov., " because at the long run it may fall to us."

Kelly, p. 197.
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•'Some argued—that creditors seemed to be much
sibber to these annual-rents than the factors." Fount.
Deo. SuppL, iv. 603.
This use of the word is evidently borrowed from the

propinquity, arising from natural relation, originating
a priority of claim to affection, duty, &c. The creditor
is viewed as hairing a nearer connexion with the debtor
than a mere factor on his estate.

6. (7er rib, too intimate ; applied to unlawful
connexion between two individuals of dif-

ferent sexes, ibid.

7. « To Mat Sib, to mate frte

;

n
Gl. Shirr.

Prob., a cant local phrase, Aberd.; denoting either
the actual donation of the liberty of the city, or re-
ferring to some ludicrous mode of pretending to confer
it, in many places called brothering, or "giving the
freedom of the town." This has been often done, by
laying the person thus initiated on the braid o' his back
lathe gutter.

-A. -8. sib-lufa, amor, benevolentia, amicitia. Ihre
has observed that, in the Gothic languages, this term
has primarily respected peace, amity. Thus the
primary and more general sense of A.-S. sib, sibb, is

nax. Hence it has been transferred to adoption ; and,
by another step, to consanguinity. Sibb-ian occurs as
a *»., Dacineare, "to make peace or pacifie :" Somner.
In Moes,-G.# in which it appears in its moat ancient
form, ga-sShjon, supines reconciliare; un-sibja, im-
probus, q. a troubler of the public peace. Alem.
s&ba also signifies pax ; In erdu si sibba, " On earth
let there be peace.'*

Sibbe, id. Chaucer. Lite! sibbf, distantly related ;

JHgh stbbe, nearly related, Tale Melib. p. 280. Tyr-
whitfs Edit. R. Glouc writes gsyb.

AHe that were ogt vsyb Edmond the kynge,
Other in slysnee ofeny loue, to dethe he let bringe.

P.315T
In a later MS. it is changed to siWe.
A.-S. sibt consanguineus; Neh sib, proximo cognatus,

T*g. Ecoles. Canut. 7. Su.-G. s\f, cognatus ; Teut.#ft6e,
ffinitas.

[Siblike, adj. and adv. Friendly, friendlike

;

as, "For a* that, we were aye sibliie."

Clydes.]

Sibman, #. A relation, a kinsman.
Sa maid he nobOl chewisance.
For his sibmen wonnyt tharby,
That helpyt him roll wilfully.

Barbour, lit 408, MS.
He gat speryng that a men

Off Csrrik, that wee sley and wycht,
And a man sis off mekill mycht,
As off the men off that centre
Wes to the Kins Robert maist priue" ; .

As he that wes nis sibman ner.

And quhen he wsld, for owtyn danger,
Mycht to the Kingii presence ga.

Ibid., t. 495, MS.

SlBNES, SrBNESS, $.

S.

"The like is to be said, gif she be separate fra him,
for parentage, and sibnes of blude (within degrees de-

fended andforbiddin)." Reg. Maj. B. ii. c. 16 § 74.

2. Relation; used in a metaph. sense, S.
•'A man sometimes will see ugly sights of sin in this

case, and is sharp-sighted to reckon a sibness to every
sin." Guthrie's Trial, p. 86.

SIBBENS, $. A disease of the human body.

V. SlVVENS.

Such, S. A. Bor. aike9

1. Propinquity of blood,

SIC, Sick, Sik, adj.

id.

The floure skonnvs war set in by and by,
With rthir meissiA.Mc ss was reddy.

Doug. Virgil, 208, 42.

V. Swujc
Sike is used by Ben Jonson, as a provincial term of

the North country, in his Sad Shepherd,

And here he cornea, new claithed, like a prince
Of swine'srds ! sike he seems 1

Siccan, Sickin, Sikkin, adj. Such, such
like, such kind of, S.

" And so, ae morning, siccan a fright as I got ! Twa
unlucky red-coats were up for black-fishing, or some
siccan ploy—for the neb o' them's never out of mischief,

—and they just got a glisk o' his honour as he gaed
into the wood, and banged aff a gun at him." Waver-
ley, iii. 238.

"I scared them wi* our wild tenantry, and the
Mac-Ivors—till they durst na on ony errand whatso-
ever gang owre the door-stane after gloaming, for fear

John Heather-blatter, or some siccan dare-the-deil

should tak a baff at them." Ibid. p. 355.

The wemen als, that on hir rydU,
Thay man be buskit up lvk brydis,

Thair heidis heisit with sickin saillis.

MaUland Poems, p. 185.

Thus ss he musis, stude in sikkin dout,
Ane of the eldest heris

Sic snsuere gaif, and plane declaris it.

Doug. Virgil, 151, 22.

From ste, such, and kind, or A.-S. cynn. [Dan.
sikken, such one, such an one.]

Siclike, Sicklike, adj. Of the same kind,

similar, S.

Siclike, Sicklike, adv. In the same manner,

similarly.
•• Sicklike, his instructions carried him to the re-

moval of the high commission," &c. Baillie's Lett, i.

92.

Sic and Siclike. A phrase very commonly
used to express strict resemblance; but

generally in a bad sense, S.

If a person has been speaking unfavourably of one
of a family, profession, &c, and if the question be
asked, "what sort of fouk are the rest of them?"
The answer will probably be : " They're just sic and
sicklike; there's no ane o' them to mend anither."

This nearly resembles the A.-S. idiom ; Sunlce—
swilce; talis—qoalis. Swilcum and swilcum, ex his et

talibus. The only difference is that we add the par*

ticle noting resemblance to the last word.

SlCWTSE, adv. On such wise.

And mm thay flokkit about Enee als tyte,

Sicwyse vntill thaym carpit Sibylla.

Doug. Virgil, 188, 80.

[To SICH, v. n. To sigh, S. Barbour, iii.

350.]

[Sichin, Sichan, *. and adj. Sighing, S.]

[Sichin-like, adj. Like one in sorrow or

trouble; as; "Dinna sit there, as gin ye
were some pnir, 9%chin-like body," Clydes.J
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SICHT, Sycht, $. 1. Sight, S.

2. Regard, respect.

••The pepill (that fled to khrkis and sanctuaryis)

war slane but ony sycht to God." BellencL Cron., B.

YU., o. 11.

3. A station on the bank of a river, or else-

where, whence those fishers called sightmen

observe the motion of salmon in the river, S.

That the fishers used sights, during the fishing

season, upon Fraserfield's grounds, on the north of the

river, ana west of the bridge : that the westmost sight

was above the Fluicky-shot, the next above the Ford-
shot," Ac. Leslie of Powia, Ac. v. Fraser of Fraser-

field, p. 56.

4. A great number of objects seen at once;

as "What a sicht of cows,—of sheep,"

Ac, S. [It also implies quantity, as, a wee

ticht mair, i.e., a little more, Clydes.]

The term is frequently used by Bellenden in this

sense ; and corresponds to Belg. aan-titn, op-zigt, in-

tigt, Sw. an-seende, om-sUite, Lat. respettus, from re

and aspicio.

Sicrx of the Ee.

Sheen.
[1. Pupil of the eye.] V.

[2. Range of the eye, anywhere ; as, u The
brawest lass within sicht o' yer ee" Clydes.,

Banffs.]

To Sicht, Sight, v. a. 1. To view narrowly, to

inspect, S. ; from the £. s.

To sicht the ones it will but vex his brine.

Lament L. Scotland, Dedie.

"The moderator craved that these books might be
sighted by Argyle, Lauderdale, and Southesk." Bail-

lie's Lett., i. 103.

"At this assembly Dr. Sibbald late minister of
Aberdeen, his papers which were taken frae him were
revised and sighted; some whereof smelled of Armini-
anism, as they thought, and whilk they kept."
Spalding, i. 315.

2. To spy from the station the movements of

the fisn in the river, in order to direct the

casting of the net, S. B.
" Being asked, Whether the Seaton side in general

is not the best side for sighting fish ? depones, that it is

so, and is most used." State, Leslie of Powia, Ac.

1805, p. 123.

Sichter (gutt.), s. A great quantity of

small objects seen at once ; as, a sichter of
birds

%
—of motes, &c, Upp. Lanarks.

This seems merely a derivative from Sycht, s. 3,

used in the same sense.

[Sichtly, adj. Fair, seemly, comely, Clydes.]

Sichtman, Sightman, s. One employed, in

a salmon-fishery, for observing the approach
of the fishes, S.

"They are also with propriety called sightmen ;
because, from habit and attention, they become
wonderfully quick-sighted in discerning the motion and
approach of one or more salmon, under the water, even

when ruffled by the wind, and deepened by the
flowing tide." P. Ecclescraig, Kincardine, Statist.

Ace, xl 93.

SlCUTY, adj. Striking to the sight.

•• The Romanis dressit furth this play in the raaist

aolemne manner,— to mak it the mair sichtysnd glorias

to the pepill." Bellenden's T. Livius, p. 18. Claram
spectatamque.

O. E. "Siyhty. Visibilis. Sighty or staring© or
glaringe. Rutilans." Prompt Parv.

SICK, «. Sickness, a fit of sickness; as,

Tlie tick's na aff him, S. B.
Moes.-G. sauhts, Su.-G. siuka, Germ, scuche, id.

Sites eolde, cold fits of sickness, Chaucer, Knightea T.

For sike unnethes might they stond.

Wyf of Bathes Prol. t
ver. 5978.

Sick-Laith, adj. .Extremely unwilling to

do any thing; as, *' I'll he sick-laith to

doV Roxb.

In the West of S. Sick-sorry is used in the same
sense ; q. loth or sorry even to sickness.

* Sickness, s. A disease in sheep, the most

fatal to which they are liable, called

Braxy, S.

"Sickness or Braxy. Rev. Mr. Singers, Mr. J. Hog,"
Ac. Essays Highl. Soc, iii. 362.

Sick-Saib'd, part. adj. Satiated to loath-

ing; q. served so as to be sick of any thing,

Abera., Ang.
At last, siek-saiYd or

cards an' drink,—
We judged it time to tak a wink.

W. Beattie's Tales, p. 16.

Sick-Tir'd, adj. Fatigued to nausea ; gener-

ally expressive of mental rather than of

bodily feelings S.

.

Sickrife, adj. Sickly, having a slight de-

gree of sickness, S.; used improperly, for the

sense attached to it does not correspond to

the force of the adj. rife. V. Sick.

SICKER, SlKKER, SlKKIR, SlKKAR, SeKER,

adj. 1. Secure, firm, S.

"For quhat vithir thing is Baptyme, hot ane faithful

cunnand and sicker band of amitie maid be God to man,
and be man to God ? " Abp. Hamiltoune's Catechisme,

Fol. 126, a.

Fraunces conjoins this term with Safe. " Safe and
syker. Salvus." Prompt. Parv. Syker is also given

as the translation of Securus; Ort. Vocab.

2. Free from care.

Tho, quod hys fader Anchises, AI yone be
Thay saulis

Quhilk drrnkis younder, or thay may eschape

At yone nuer, and the nude Lethee,

The sikkir watter but curis, traistis me,
Quharby oblivius becum thay als tyte,

Foryetting pane bypast, and langsuin syte.

Doug. Virgil, 190, 21.

Le.v the water freefrom carts.

3. Certain ; as denoting assurance of mind.

"Thow suld be sikkar that the cause or matter

Suhilk thow confermes with ane eith is trew." Abp.
[amiltoun's Catechisme, FoL 31, a.
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4. Certain ; as denoting the effect.

Our thonrch bis rybbis a seker straik drew he,

Qohill leuir and lounggis men mycht ail redy se.

Wallace, IL 407, Ma
—Thy groans in dowy dens
The yerd-fast stanes do thirle :

And on that sleeth Ulysses head
Sad curses down does bicker

;

If there be gods aboont I'm seer
Hell get them leel and ticker.

Poem* in the Buchan DiaUct, p. 6L

In this sense, we often speak of a ticker straik, a
stroke that does not miss, that comes with all the force

intended.

& Cautious in mercantile transactions, or in

the management of one's business, in what-
ever way, S. He, who is tenacious of his

own rights or property, is said to be a sicker

There couthie, and pensie. and richer,

Wonn'd honest young Hah o' the Heuch.

This at least teems the sense, as it is afterwards
said;

And Habbie was nae gien to proticks,

Bat guided it wed eneueh.
Jamie***'* Popular Ball., L 292, 293.

IsL seigr, is need in a similar manner. Seigr a sitt

mud, cauaam snam obstinate persequens ; VereL

<5. Possessing a good understanding, to be de-

pended on as to soundness of judgment, S.B.

Says Colin, for he was a sicker boy,
Neiper, I fear this is a kittle ploy.

Ross's Hdenore, p. 89.

7. Applied to language. He speaks very sicker f

he expresses himself in a precise and
accurate manner, including also, in some
degree, the idea of determination, S.

It is also used in O. E.

SOter was tho the fimperour, he ne lenede nogt by hynde.
R. Glouc., p. 65.

Chancer, id.

Rndd. derives it from Lat. sceur-u*. But as Su.-G.

seker, riker, Isl. srigr, Alem. sichurir, Germ, richer,

Belg. teker, and C. B. sicer, have all the same sense

;

this word is probably as ancient as the Lat. Both may
be from the same Scythian stock.

Sicker, adv. Surely, certainly, Aberd.

Teat, seker, certe.

To Sicker, v. a. To make certain, to

secure.

" Fix there, for its the main business ; and sicker

what yon will, if the main chance be not rickered,

HI not rive a gray groat for yon, and your religion

both." Mich. Brace's Lectures, &c., p. 40.

"O. E. Sikeryn, or make sure. Assccuro. Securo."
Prompt Parv.
Tent. seker-en, certum et securum reddere, Kilian ;

8u.-G. foer-saekr-a, to assure, to warrant.

SlCKERLY, ado.

Bor.
—"We ar sikerly enformit that a reverend fader in

Christ Bischop and the kirk of Aberdeen wes of aid

tym and is in possession of the tende peny of all wardis,

rekvis," &c Lett Ja. II. Chart. Aberd., Fol. 62.

1. Surely, certainly, S. A.

"That thou maj be siekerly ground it in the trew
faith of this sacrament,—dout nocht bot that our
saluiour Jesus Christ is baith man and God." Abp.
Hamiltoun's Catechisms, Fol. 142, b.

2. Smartly, earnestly, severely; in relation to

a stroke, S.

"Who spoke against conclusions, got usually so
skkerlu on the fingers that they had better been
silent* Baillie's Lett, i. 384.

Sickernes, s. Security, S. B. Baron Lawes.
It is nsed by R. Brunne, p. 147.

The kyng of France k he, at the riuer of S. Ryraay,
Held a parlement, gode rikemes to make,
That bothe with on assent the way suld vndertake.
Ilkon sikered other with scrite k seale therby.

It also occurs in WiclifTs Wicket.
" Now therefore pray we—that we may knowe which

is the wil of God to serae him in sickernesj*e and holines,

in dread of God that we may find by him the waie of
blesse everlasting. So be it." P. 18.

Sickernesse is improperly expl. trutit, on the margin.
In the Gloss, to Wicklifs New Testament, it is rightly
rendered "security." Here there is a reference to
Luke, L 74; sickernesse corresponding to "without
fear " in our version.

[SID, *, A side, Barbour, ii. 74.]

[SID-FAST, s. Sit-fast, a plant ; Vie Ono-
nis arvensis or Rest-harrow, Moray.]

SIDE, Syde, adj. 1. Long, hanging low;
applied to garments, S.

Than was also the priest and menstrale sle,

Orpheus of T**ce, in syde rob harpaud he.

Doug. Virgil, 187, 84.

Syde was hys habyt, round, and closit mete,
That strekit to the ground doun ouer his fete.

Ibid, 450, 85.

This idea is sometimes expressed bj the phrase futt
syde.

Than he that was chefe duke or counsellere,

In rob rial vestit, that hate Quirine,
Gird in ane garmont semelie and/ufe syde,

Tbir yettis suld vp opin and warp wyde.
/Wtf.,229,85.

Hence the title of one of Lyndsay's Poems, In eon*

tempt ofSyde Taitis; a satire not unnecessary for the
ladies of this age, who subject themselves to the awk-
ward and incommodious task of being their own train

bearers. The very term fot-sith occurs in A.-S.,

rendered by Lye, chlamvs.
Sid*, A. Bor. id. My coat is very side, i.e., very

long, Grose's Prov. Gl.
Palsgrave explains syde by longe ; B. iii. F. 95, a.

It is nsed in a very emphatical S. Prov., borrowed
from the use of long garments—expressive of the folly

of going to an extreme even in what is commendable ;

•' It's gude to be syde, but no to be trailing." This
evidently alludes to the primary sense of the term, as
regarding vesture.

2. Applied to other objects hanging low ; as

hair, military habiliments, &c.
" He had nothing on his head, but syde red yellow

hair behind, and on his haffits, which wan down to his

shoulders ; but his forehead was bald and bare." Pit-

scottie's Hist, p. 111.

••The armour wherewith they cover their bodies,

—

is an yn»n bonnet, and an habbergione, syde almost
even to their heels." Descr. of the Kingdome of

Scotlande.
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3. Side upon, metaph. used as signifying, deal-

ing hardly or severely with, distressful to,

Aberd. ; like a garment, which is too long,

becoming cumbersome and entangling to
the wearer.

8a.-G. $kl, Isl. sidr, demissus, A.-S. aide, sid, longus,
ampins, spatiosus. Su.-G. sida klader, vestes prolixae,
Ihre, side claise, 8. IsL sidtkegyr, one who has a side
beard.. A. -8. sidfexed, qui coniam prolixam alit ; sid-
reaf, toga talaria. This seuse is retained in P. Plough-
nan.

He was bittlebrowed, and baberlypped also,
Wyth two blered eyen, as a bliiule hngge,
And as a lethren puree, lolled his chekes,
Well syder then hi.n chyn, they sbeuered for olde.

FoL 23, a. b.

The term was used by E. writers at least as late as
the reign of Elizabeth. In the account of the Queen's
entertainment at Killingworth, we are informed that
one appeared in the dress of an ancient minstrel. He
had "a side gown of Kendale green, after the freshness
of the year now.—His gown had side sleeves down to
mid-leg, slit from the shoulder to the hand. " V. Essay
on Anc. E. Minstrels, Percy's Keliques, i. xvi.

4. Late. One who comes to a place too late,

or who passes the time appointed, is said to
be syde, S. B.

Ihre views this as the primary seuse, giving sid, in-
ferior, and demissns, only a secondary place. The idea
seems well-founded. For Moes-G. seitho signifies sero.
Sekho wartU ; It was late. In like manner it is said of
a traveller, who ia so late that he must necessarily be
overtakeu on his journey by the night ; He'll he syde.
S. B. Junius derives the Goth, word from saitua,
occasns, the setting of the sun.
The A. -8. word occurs in this sense, in the superl.

Sidesta, serissime, which may be from sith, post ; like
sUkest, postremus. The coinpar. is found in Alera.
sidort later; from sid, postquam. Isl. sijd, sero,
sydrt, posterior. Fyr ox sijdttr, first and last, G.
Andr., Su.-G. sid um aptan, late in the evening, corres-
ponds to Moes. G. seitho, and to our use of the term.
Su.-G. sid is used, not only as an adj., sero, but
as an adj., serus. Sida hoesten, autumno extreme

• SIDE-DISH, 8. A cant term for a person
who is invited to an entertainment, that he
may play off his humour at the expense of
one or more of the company, S.
*'Tbe principal amusement of the company consists

in the wit of some practised punster, who has been in-
vited chiefly, with an eye to this sort of exhibition,
from which circumstance he derives his own nick-
name of a side-dUh." Peter's Lett., iii. 241.

SIDE-FOR-SIDE, ado. Along-side, in the
same line. To gae side for side, (Sidie for
sidie, Dumfr.) to walk with another pari
passu ; synon. Cheek-for-choio. V. CllOL.

SIDE-ILL, s. A disease of sheep.
" I'll cut the craig o* the ewe.
That had amaist died of the side-ill."

„ „ JamUson*s Popular Ball, i. 313.
V. SCTMILL.

To Side-Langel, v. a. To tie the fore
and hind foot of a horse together on one
side, Ettr. For. V. Lang el, v.

voi- IV.

Sideling, adj. 1. Having a declivity, S.

2. Oblique, applied to a discourse, S.
For Norv'8 sake, this sideling hint him gae,
To brak her piece and piece her Lindy frae.

Ross's Udenore, p. 105.

This is also used as a s. The sidelins (sidlings) of a
hill, S. i.e., the declivity, q. along the side.

Sidelins, Sydlingis, adv. 1. Side by side.

The wallis ane hundreth fiite of hicht,
Na wouuder was. thoclit they wer wicht

:

Sic breid abufe the wallis" thair was,
Thre cartis niicht sydlingis on them pas.

LyncLatfs Warkls, 1592, p. 77.

2. Obliquely, not directly, having one side to
any object, S. Sidelong, E. is now. used in

the same sense ; but sideling is the ancient
term.

"They had chosen a strong grounde somewhat
sideling on the side of a hill." Hollingslicd's Chron.
V. Gl. R. Brunne, p. 647.

It is also written sidelin, Galloway.

The foe advances, muttVing blood and death,
Their eyes flash fury ; sidelin to the fi^ht
They both come on ; aud, groaning in their might,
Make san' an' pebbles, frae the hollow earth
Fly whizzing in the air.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 45.

Side-stap, s. [A false step which wrenches
the limb ; the step having been too much
aside or too side, i.e., too low, Clydes.]

To Sidle, v. n. To move in an oblique sort

of way, like one who feels sheepish or

abashed, S.

" The moment they were cone, and the door shut,
our hero mlfed up to the little prim physician." Sir
A. Wylie, ii. 11.

Sidv-for-Sidy, adv. On a footing with,

in a line of equality ; Side for side, Ayrs.
" Thus has our parish walked sidy Jor sidy with all

the national improvements." Annals of the Parish,
p. 339.

SIDS, Suds, s.pl. The same with Shillin-

seeds, Sowen-sids ; Aberd. The rind or in-

tegument pf the kernels of grain, detached
from the kernel ; Nairn, Moray.
"The rind in this detached form, is denominated

the sides, corruptly pronounced »id*.—The price of a
quantity of bran is equal to the price of halt the same
quantity of meal, such a considerable proportion
of the meal adheres to the bran or sids." Agr. Surv.
Nairn and Moray, p, 184.

But tiid* seems merely a corr. of Seeds.

[SIE, s. The sie o
f a gown, &c. V. Sey.]

[To SIE, v. a. To see, Lyndsay, Thrie
Estaitis, 1. 30.]

[SIE, s. A strip of tarred cloth placed
between the overlaps of a clinker-built

boat, Shctl. Dun. seig, Sw. seg, adhesive,

causing to stick.]

[SIELACK, s. A sow having young, Shetl.]

D2
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SIERG E, s. A taper. V. Serge.

• SIEVE, 9. To milk one's cow in a sieve, to

lose one's labour, to return re infecta, a pro-

verbial phrase, S.

He ance tbocht o* turniV, tho* sair it might grieve,

Bat that wad been mUkin' his cow in a sieve.

Pickax't Poems, u. 135.

Sieve and Sheers. A mode of divination.

V. Riddle.

[SIGG, t. A hard piece of the skin, like a

wart, Shetl. Isl. segi, a slice, bit, clot.]

SIGH (gutt.), s. A seer, one who pretends

to predict future events, Roxb.

It is said to occur in this sense in a MS. of the reign

of James V. in the Advocates* Library.

It seems to be Celtic ; Gael. Ir. sighe, a fairy or hob-

goblin ; teannan sight, a familiar spirit ; sigh, spiritual,

belonging to spirits. -

•To SIGHT, v. a. To inspect accurately, to

scrutinize, S.

[SIGNATOUR, 8. A draft of a royal grant

bearing the sign-manual of the king, which

• thus became the warrant of the charter;

also, a writ under the sign-manual, Accts.

L. H. Treas., i. 2, 65. Dickson.]

[SIGNETE, Sixgxet, *. A signet or private

«eal ; the seal affixed to the kings letters.

"This seal was affixed to the king's letters to his

or messengers-at-anns, commanding them to

Sfnaon parties before his Court, and to carry it* sen

tsnee* into legal effect ; cltrkh of the singnH, wrUaris

<f Ike singvl, were originally clerks in the office of the

flacretarv whose duty it was to prepare all writs pa^-

^SeT^g^Tgnet/' 01. Accts L H. Trea*., Vol i.]

[To Signet, v. a. To affix the king s signet,

ibicL, L 321.]

SIGNIFERE, 8. The Zodiac, Lat. signifer.

I come vnto the circle clere

Off Siyai/m.'quhare fair brycht and schere

The sigois schone.
.^

King's Quair, hi 8.

SIGONALE, 8. "A small parcel or

quantity," Sibb. Gl.

This word appears io Houlate, iiL 16.

Syne for a sigonaU of frutt thai strove in the stede.

Bat in M3. it is supona'*, perhaps a plate, or basket;

on Lat. suppon-ere, to place under.

(T5IK, adj. Such. V. Sic]

SIKE, SriK, Syk, s. 1. A rill or rivulet,

one that is usually dry in summer, S.

;

strype, synon.

Bedowin in donkis depe wax euery »ike.

Doug. Virgil, 201, 10.

Nocht lang sensyne, be«yd ane syik,

Upoun the sonny syd of ane dyk,

I slew with mv rycht hand

Ane thowsan <l. -

Lyndsay, & P. R., ii. 11.

2. A marshy bottom with a small stream in it.

This sense of syke is still retained, S. B.

The swankies lap thro* mire and syk*.

Christmas Bating, Skinner*s Misc. Poet., p. 123.

A. Bor. sick, site, a small stream, or rill.

Lancash. sike, a gutter.

A.-S. sir, sich, sulcus aquarius, lacuna, fossa; Isl.

sijk, sijke, rivulus aquae, ihre mentions the S. term

as synon., to. Siga, delabi, which he assigns as the

root. V. Seo, v.

Mr. Macpherson expl. syk, as used, Wyntown, viii.

27. 122, "marshy bottom, with a small stream in it."

Bot thai consvdryd noucht the plas ;

For a gret syk betwene thame was,

On ilke syd brays stay :

At that gret syke assemblyd thai.

It indeed seems to be used in the same sense, Ibid.

36, 57, Ac.

Bot thare wes nero hyra in that stede

A depe syk, and on fute wes he

;

Thare owre he stert w vth his menyhi,
And a-b ide- at the sikis bra.

The Ingli-s, als hard a* hors mycht sa,

Come on, that syk as [thai] noucht had sene :

Thai wend, that all playne feld had bene.

Thare at the assemble thai

In the syk to the gyrthyn lay.

It is used in the same sense by Barbour, xi. 300.

And the sykis alsua that ar thar doun,

Sail put thaim to confusioune.

Sikie, adj. Full of rills, commonly dry in

summer, Clyde3.

To SIKE, v. a. Prob., to sigh.

Giff ye be warldly wight, that dooth me site,

Quhy lest God mak you so, my derest hert,

To do a sely prisoner thus smert ?

King's Quair, ii 25.

Mr. Tytlor thinks it not improbable, that, as site

signifies jrief, syke is used m*tri cama. Perhaps it

rather refers to sighing. V. next word.

SlKING, 8. Sighing.

Hit yaulcs, hit yaraers, with waymyng wete

And sei<l, with siking sare,

*• I ban the body me bare

!

n

Sir Oauxrn and Sir Gal., L 7.

A.-S. sie-an, skelle-an, Su.-G. suck-a, ane. sock-a, id.

suck, ane. sikt, a sigh ; Moes-G. sioog-jan, to groan.

[SIKKER, Sikkcr, adj. Sure, certain. V.

Sicker.]

SIKKIX,oi;. Such kind of. V. under Sic.

SIL, Sill, s. A billet, a piece of wood, a

faggot.

Sum vthir presit with schidis and mony ane sill

The fyre blesis about the rufe to fling.

Doug. Virgil, 297. 34.

" He brocht mony huge sillis * treis out of the nixt

wod, syne fillit the fowsis and triuches of the said

castel with the samyn." Bcllcnd. Cron. B. viii. c. 19.

A.-S. syl, Teut. suyle, a post, a pillar ; A.-S. sylatx,

a chip-axe or block-axe. V. Syll.

SILDER, s. Silver, Aug.

The adj. is pron. in the same manner.

—Phoebus, wi' hi* gauden beams,

Bang'd in the light of day,

And glittering on the sildcr streams

That thro* the valleys stray.

A. Nicol's Poetns, 1739, p. 72.
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Our gudewife wu niaiatly dlen\—
Orowlin' ay for want o' silder%

Kfckin' bafth the dogs an* childer.

Duff's Poems, p. 36.

To SILE, Syle, Syll, v. a. 1. To cover, or

to blindfold. V. Syld.
Be not thairfor syld as ane bellie blind

:

Nor lat thyself be led npone the yce.

Ataitland Poems, p. 164.

Yet he, this fflasse who hid, their eyes dide tile,
....

g^jQ^i mwi net<ls their hands defile.His guiltle
Mores True Crucijixe, p. 62.

Why doe they syle poore mocked people's sight,

Chr&t's face from viewing in thus mirror bright ?

Ibid., p. 78.

2. To hide, to conceal.

Yet and thon syll the veritie,

Then do* ne thou sail.

Spec. Godly Sangs, p. 9.

** Thai offend the Juge, fra quhom thai syle & hyde

the veritie." Abp. Hamiltoun's Catcchisme, 1551, FoL

70, a.

This seems the same with sylde, otter sylde, Doug.

Virgil, q. v. But the origin is uncertain. 0. E. cyll

is used to denote a sort of canopy.

"The chanimer was haunged of red and of blew, and

in it was a cyll of state of cloth of gold ; but the Kyng
was not under for that sani day." Marriage of James

IV. and Margaret of Engl. Lehnd's Collect, iv. 295.

3. To ceil, to cover with a ceiling. "To syill

the kirk ; "—syilled, ceiled ; Aberd. Keg.

Bat most probably it is from Fr. ciler, eill-er, (a

term used in hawking,) to sow up the eyelids; O.E.

celt. "Icele* bauke or a pigyon, or any other foulc

or byrde, whan I sowe vp their eyes for caryage or

otherwyse ; Je die." Palsgr/ D. iii. F. 184, a.

The origin has been supposed to be Ital. eieto, Fr.

M, in a secondary sense, any high arch, from Lat.

coelum.

Silino, Sylino, 8. Ceiling.

[
M Item, to the kervour that tnk in task the siting of

the chapel, in part of payment, ii lib. xiiij s." Accts.

L. H. Treas., l. 357, Dickson. This was for the Royal

Chapel in Stirling, in 1497.

"The ola syliug that was once fast joyned

together with nailes will begin to cling, and then to

gape," ftc. Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 612.

To SILE, Syle, v. a. and n. 1. To strain,

to drop, to pass through a strainer ; a term

pretty general in the south of S., whereas

*ue is used S.B. Loth., &c.
** The bonny winding and gentle Nith canna call a

single fin its ain,—they *ylc its current through the

herring nets 'tween Yule and Yule." Blackw. Mag.,

May 1820, p. 159.

[2. To sink, drop, flow, raui ; also, to cause

to sink or settle ; pret. silit.

As the aeymly sone silit to the rest.

Gaxcan and Got., ii. 17.

Syle occurs thus in Mortc Arthure, f. 93

—

" Ami thane syguViide he saide with sylamU terys.
M
J

A. Bor. to soil milk, to strain it ; a *ite-dtih, a

strainer, Ray.
Su.-G. sil-a, colare ; «/, a strainer, Isl. saallde, id.

cribrum, colum, «aeld-a, colare, cribrarc.

[SILE, s. The young of the herring, Aberd.

Dan. sild, a herring.]

SILE, Syle, Sill, $. A large beam, one end

of which b placed on the wall, and the other

pinned or nailed to another beam, of the

description, resting on the opposite

wall, for the purpose of supporting the

roof. These are denominated a pair o sites,

Ayrs^ Roxb.

Two transverse beams go from the one silt-Made to

the oilier, to prevent the sites from being pressed down

by the superincumbent load, which would soon make

the walk Jtail, that is, jut outwards. The lower beam

is called ajrntf, or joist ; the one above that a /win* ;

and sometimes a third is added, called a wet-hawk.

The operation of joining the beams together, which is

a work of considerable nicety, is called knittin' the

atfea, S. O. Cuppfes, synon.

"The roof was fonned of strong cupples termed

sytes, set up 8 or 10 feet distant' from each other."

Agr. Suit. Ayr*., p. 114.

When ye the juice o* earth did tipple,

Te dhlna ken but syle o* kipple,

Or stock to some auld wife's lint-ripple,

Might be your fate. _
A. Scott's Poems, 1805, p. 22.

Sile-Blaoe, s. One of the upright beams

of a st'fe, S. O.
Sfl* is obviously the same with A.-S. syl, *ytr9 rylt,

basis, fttlcnweutum, postis, columna, E. sill. The only

sense in which the E. word is used, is as denoting
•• the timber or stone at the foot of a door," Johns.

Sm.-0. sptl denotes the foundation of any thing; IsL

silt-ir, tigni proceres, latus jungentes ; expl. in Dan.

••the bouts or lieams of a house, which lie along unon

the walls ; " Haldorson. IsL suta, signifies a pillar.

Serea. views Moes.-G. sut-jan, fundare, as the root.

Lat solum is undoubtedly a cognate term.

SILIT, [pret. Sank ; silit to the rest, sank to

rest] Gawan and GoU ii. 17. V. Seig-

NITY. #

SILIT, part. pa. " At a distance, [fallen

behind]. Silit rest, companions at a dis-

tance. Teut. schill-en, distare ;" Sibb. Gl.

* SILL, s. A beam lying on the ground-

floor, Dumfr. Such beams are also called

Slefi#rs, S.

SUl, as used in this sense, is retained in E. groundsel.

V. SlLE.

[SILL, s. Thin cloth of a gauze-like fabric,

Shctl.]

[SILL, s. The milt of a fish, Shctl.]

[Sill-Fish, s. A male fish, a milter, ibid.]

SILLABE, s. A syllable, S. ; \to sillabe, io

divide iuto syllables, S.]

•* Thankfnines standeth not in the multitude of

nillahs and voices, bot—in the dispoaitioun of the soulc."

Bmoe*s Eleven Scrm., M. 4, a.

••There is not a worde or a sillabe lost here.'*

Rollocke on tlic Passion, p. 24.

Ben Johnson writes *yllabt.

A.-S. sifhdx, syllaba ; C. B. sillrb, id.

[SILLACK, Sillock, *." The fry of a coal-

•fish, Orkn. and Shetl. V. Sillik.]
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SILLER, Sylour, Silourino, «. A canopy,

[ceiling, roof. Other forms, as Sylour,

Silouring, Accts. L. H. Treas., i. 238, 357.]

The kynge to souper is Ret, served in halle,

Under a tiller of silke, dayntly dight.

Mr Oawan and Sir Qal.
t

ii. 1.

V. SlLB, V.

SILLER, Silder, $. 1. Silver, S.

Robert the good, by a' the swains rever'd,

Wise are his words, like tiller is his beard.

Ramsay* Poems, ii. 8.

2. Money in general, S.

"Mony a gnid plack hae I gottin o
9
the Regent's

mller for printin' prcachina and plots. " Mary Stewart,

Hist. Drama, p. 44.
•' He couldna take care o* the tiller when he had

Ettten it neither, but flang it a' into yon idle queun's

p at Edinburgh—bat light come light gone." Waver-
ley, iu. 273.

The word in this form is used by Beaumont and
Fletcher; but perhaps merely metri causa, or as a
provincial corruption.

He that your writings, pack'd to every pillar,

Promis'd promotion to, and store of tiller.

That very man I set before your Grace. P. 2820.

Siller, adj. Of or belonging to money, S.

"This noble marquis—straitly commanded none of

his ground, friends nor followers, men, tenants, and
servants, that they should not answer nor obey men or

anna, taxations or loans, tiller excises, or any other

impositions whatsomever." Spald., ii. 150.

••The excavations made in consequence of working

the metals, at the southern extremity on the north

side of the Leadlaw Hill, are still called by the inhabi-

tants, the tiller holes." P. Pennycuik, Loth. Append.
8tatist Ace., xvii. 628.

Sillerie, adj. Rich in mouey, Lanarks.

Sillerieness, t. Richness in regard to

money, ib.

Sillerless, Silverless, adj. Destitute of

money, S.

"Asilverlett man goes fast through the market, " S.

Prov. *•Because he does not stay to cheapen or buy."

Kelly, p. 10.
44 Ye maunna gang this wilfu' gate tVlerlett, come o't

what like." Heart M. Loth., iii. 28.

[Siller-Buckie,*. The grey purple-streaked

pyramid shell, Troc/ius cinerareus, Banffs.]

Silleu-Marriage,*. 1 .Thesame with Penny*

Brydaly Aberd.

[2. The twenty-fifth anniversary of the wed-

ding day is, in many districts of S., observed

as a semi-jubilee, with feasting, rejoicing,

and presents of silver to the so-honoured

couple; hence, the occasion is called the

$ilver-weddiiig9 S.]

Sillak Sawxies. u Periwinkles, common
shells on .shores;" Gall. Eucyc; apparent-

ly so named from their silvery gloss.

Sillar Shakle. The name of a plant, Gall.

The itilar thaUe wags its pow
Upon the brae, m v deary ;

The sephyr, round the wunnelatrae,

Is whistling never weary.
Aula Sang, Gall. Encycl.

Viewed as the Briza media, or Silvery cow-quakes.

SILLIK, Silak, Sellok, s. The name

S'ven to the fry of the Coal-fish, or Gadus
arbonarius ; properly, for the first year,

Orkn. ; podHe, synon. Loth.
" There are numbers of small fish, such as coal-fish,

and all their fry, of different ages, down to a year old

;

at which time I have seen them sold at the rate of 6V/.

the thousand, at the same time that worse fish of the

same kind was sold in Edinburgh market at 6J. the

dozen, or there about, under the name of podliet. Ours
are called tillikt." P. Birsay, Orkn. Statist. Ace, xiv.

314. Sellokt, ibid. iii. 416. ; rilakt, vii. 542.

As this name is in Orkney given more laxly to fry of

different kinds, it is not improbable that it is from
Su.-G. till, a herring, because the fry thus denominated
are nearly of the same size. V. Seatk, and Cuth.

SILLIK, adj. Such, similar, Aberd. Reg.

;

from sua and like. A.-S. swyle.

SILLIST, adj. Expl. u laying aside work in

the meantime,* Perths.

Moes.-G. till-on, notat tranquilium esse. Sele, in

some parts of Sweden, denotes the still motion of water

when its force is broken by interposing rocks. V.

Sele, Ihre.

SILLUB, s. A potion, a decoction of herbs.

—Whom fra sho hes resavit a buike
For ooy herb scho likis to luike :

It will instruct her how to tak it

;

In sawis and tillubt how to mak it
Poems Sixteenth Cent, p. 321.

This seems originally the same with E. sillabub, con-

cerning the origin of which a variety of conjectures are

given by Skinner, but none of them satisfactory.

SILLY, adj. 1. Lean, meagre, S.

2. Weak, as the effect of disease, S.
— We haif sae hecht,

To do the thing we can.

To pleise baith, and eise baith,

This tUly sickly man.
Cherrie and Sloe, st. 108.

"A rillg bairn is eith to Iear," S. ; Ferguson's Prov.,

p. 1, intimating, that weakly children often discover

great quickness of apprehension, their minds not

being diverted by fondness for play.

3. Expressive of constitutional or accidental

debility of body, S.

••The master of Forbcs's regiment was—discharged

and dialMinded by the committee of estates (not with-

out the Earl Marischal's procuring in some measure),

because they were but tilly poor belies, burdenaMe to

the country, and not fit for soldiers." Spalding, i. 291.

A *illy bairn, Ac, Lancash. tttly, "weak in body ;" T.

Bobbins.

4. Frail, ns being mortal.

•• My tillk bodie, wee haue taken much pains to-

gether for to get a rest which we haue looked long

for, but could not find.* Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p.

1134.
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5. In the same sense as E. poor is often used,
denoting a state which excites compassion!
S.

••The silly stranger in an uncouth country must take
with'sraoky inns, and coarse cheer, and a hard bed,
and a barking, iU-tongued host" Rutherford's Lett,
P. in. ep. 0.

6. Timid, spiritless, pusillanimous, S.
•• Marischal—commanded the bail lies to take out of

their town 20 soldiers, —with eight score pounds in
money for their forty days of loan ; whilk for plain
fear they were forced to do, being poor silly bodies.

n

Spilling, i. 241.
"

7. Fatuous, weak-minded approaching to
idiocy, S. Lane, "seely, empty-headed."
"Daric's no sae silly as folks tak him for, Mr. Wan-

Terley ; he wadna hae brought you here unless he had
kend ye was a friend to his honour." Waverley, iii.

•• Dane's no just like other folk, puir fallow ; but
he a no sae silly as folk tak him for." Ibid., iii. 239._,-—"By reason of the extraordinary loss of
blood, and strokes he had got, he did not recover
the exercise of his reason fully, but was silly, and next
to an idiot." Wodrow, ii. 318.
The term, as thus used, has a much stronger sig-

nification than E. silly, foolish. V. Sklt.

8. Good, worthy; a sense peculiar to Liddes-
date.

[To Silly, v. a. and refl. To befool, to
stultify, to shew one's self to be weak in
mind, BanfFs.]

Silly Man. An expression of kindness and
compassion, like E. poor fellow, Roxb.
Sairy Man, synon. V. Sary.

Silly-Wise, adj. Debilitated in some de-
gree, whether bodily or mentally, S.
••He'ii no just quite silly-wise,—ho just lies there

snotterin awa." Inheritance, ii. 319.

Silly Wyciitis. A name given to the
Fairies. V. Seily, under Seile.

[SILLY-HOW, s. Generally Seely-how, or
sely-how, the happy how or hood with which
some children are born. V. under How, a
coif.]

SILVER-MAILL, *. Rent paid in money.
V. Ma ill.

To SILVERIZE, v. a. To cover with silver-

leaf, S.

SIMILABLE, adj. Like, similar.

"That the said erlo sail content & pay to the said
abbot and convent the soume of fourtj schillingis for a
yeris proAHis & corncz of the said croft, takin vp &
intromettit with be tiic said erle, as wes in similable
wise previt before the lordis." Act. Vom. Cone. A
1493, p. 305. Id. p. 361, col. 1.

SIMMER, Symer, *. Summer.
"Than folowit mony incursionis, with gret slauchtir,

.

baith of Romania & Bnttonis,- contincwing all the
tymer." Bellcud. Cron. FoL 29. a. b. I

Simmer is still the vulgar pronunciation of some
counties, 8., especially in the west and south.

: dayi

TannahilVt Poems, p. 167.

Ae simmer's morning, wi' the sun,
The Sev'n Trades there

Forgather'd

Mayne's Siller Oun, p. 0.

To Simmer and Wintkr. 1. To harp on the
same string; or, to be very minute and
prolix in narration, or instruction, S.
" No to summer and winter mare about it.ye'll just

make a clean surrender o' the debateable goods over
and intil our custody, for fear o' complaints." Rothe-
lan, i. 237.

2. To spend much time in forming a plan, to
ponder, to ruminate, S.
"Let none think that these are new flights, or

flowing from prejudice and passion ; but theso have
been my views and digested thoughts, that I have
summer'd and winter d these many years, according as
they have come to pass." Walker's Peden, p. 22.
"We couldna think of a better way to fling the

gear in his gate, though wo simmer d it and winter d it

e'er sae Ling." Antiquary, iii. 323.

3. Permanently to adhere to.

•• They—care not whether Joseph die in the stocks
or not, or whether Zion sinke or swimme; because
whatever they had of religion, it was never their mind
both to summer and winter Jesus Christ." Ruther-
ford's Serin, before II. of Commons, Jan. 1643, printed
in London, 1644.

Simmer-lift, *. The summer-sky, Ayrs.
An* if the simmer-lift hands clear,

Gin July I'se be wi' you.
Pickets Poems, 1788. p. 87.

Simmerscales, *. pi. The scales which rise
on the top of beer, in summer, when it be-
gins to grow sour, S.

To Simmerscale, v. n. Applied to beer
when it casts up these scales, S.

Simmer treis. May-poles. V. Skafrie,
and Abbot of Vnressoun.

SIMMER, Symmer, s. 1. The principal
beam, in the roof of a building, S. Sum-
mer, E.

2. One of the supports laid across a kiln,
formerly made of wood, now generally of
iron, with notches in them for receiving
the ribs, on which the grain is spread in
order to be dried ; a hair cloth, or fine
covering of wire, being interposed between
the ril>s and the grain, Loth.
"The whole roofe and symmers of that said kill

wero consumed, and only about 3 bolls oatts saflc
which were likewise ill spoilt." Lamont's Diary, p!

Trabs summaria, Skinner. V. Sqimner.
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[To SB1MISH, v. a. To astonish, amaze,

ShetL]

SIMMONS, Simmunds, Symmons, 8. pi.

Ropes made of heath and of Empetrum

nigrum, Orkn. ; evidently a derivative from

IsL time, vinculum, funiculus.

••These [the divots] are secured on the houses with

ropes made of heath, or straw (provinciaUy simmons).

Agr. Surr. Caithn., p. 27.

SIMPILL, Sympill, Sempill, Semple, adj

1. Low-born, S.

The sympelast, that is oure ost wyth-in,

Hasgretgentilisofhyskyn. ...° Wynlmcn, viu. 16, 179.

Law born he was, and off law simpill blud.

Wallace, vu. 738, MS.

Sexty thay slew, in thst hald was no ms,

Bot ane suld preist, and sympili[wemen twa.

iota. vL 825, MS.

——To cuts and ban the sempill poors man.

That had noghfc to flee the paine.

Sj>ec (7orf/y S«it0*, p. 7.

In the same sense the phrase gentle and *""&> *
vied to denote those of superior and inferior birth, S.

2. Low in present circumstances, without re-

spect to birth.

For he wes cummyn of gentil-nien.

. In sympil state set he wes then :

Hys fadyre wes s manly knycht

;

Hys modyre wes a lady brycht.
* Wyntoum, viu. 18. 8.

3. Not possessing strength, from multitude or

riches.
Thai war all out to fele to fycht

With few folk, off a jympte land.

Barbour, xl 202, Ma
In the same sense he calls a few men, a sympitt

eumpany, because they durst not attempt to contend

with their enemies.

4. Mean, vulgar.

As I hsrd say, it was a sempU wane

Of ft* and fern, full fecklessly was maid.
* Henrysone, Evergreen, 1. 140.

Fr. stmjte, common, ordinary.

5. Used as a term exciting, or expressive of,

pity.
To your magnificens

I mc commend, as I naif done befoir,

My sempill heart fop now and evirmoir.
* r

Scott, Chron. S. P., in. 164.

Thus the phrase p*tor heart is sometimes used in E.

6. Mere ; sempill availU the bare value, ex-

cluding the idea of any overplus.

—"That the haill iniureis and attemptatis com-

mittit of befoir, and speciaUie sen the conclusioun of

the first abstinence to the tyme thairo
:

suld^be re-

parit to the sempill availL" Acts Ja. \ I., 15*8, fed.

1814, p. 113.
, , . , ., . n

It is also used to denote the exclusion of any thing

in addition to that which is mentioned.
•• And ordanis lettres of horning vpoun ane semple

charge of ten dayes poyndinp and ail vther executioun

neidfull the ane but preiudice of the vther. Acts

Ja. VI , K>92. Ibid., p. 594.

Simple is still used in the sense of sole, Dumfr., and

simi ly for solely.

Sympylly, adv. Poorly, meanly, in low and

straitened circumstances.

Sone to Paryss can he ga

And levyt thar fall sympylly.
Barbour, i. 331, MS.

To SIMULAT, v. a. To dissemble, to hide

under false pretences ; Lat. simul-are.

••He -ay sensyuc hea simulat, hid, concealit the

samyn in maist treasounable and secrete maner." Acts

Ja. VI., 1684, Ed, 1814, p. 305.

Simulate, part. adj. 1. Pretended, fictitious,

although having the appearance of legal

authority ; Lat. sxmulat-us.

••The said James maid & constitute the forsaidis

Maister Jhone Chesholme, &c. his pretendit, fcnyyit

& simulate assignais ;-& causit the fonaidis pretcm.it

assignais to renunce tho said pretendit, fcuycit *

simulate assignatioune, & resing [resign] the sam;u,

&c. Acts Ja. V. 1539, Ed. 1814 p. 354.
. ,

—••Ordanis that the saidis fraudfull and stny^U

dispositionis of escheatis-sall nocht serue to nun* .10

and sustene the saidis tratouris and reliellis id th.ur

contempt and rebellioun." Ibid. A. 1592, p. 575.

2. Dissembling, not sincere.

"But the moderator desired his grace to forbt-ir

to dissolve the assembly, in simulate manner, and

withal to hear their answers to his protestation,

whereof it appears they were well enough acquainted.

Spalding, i. 90. This adj. is used by old Bale.

Simulatlie, adv. Under false pretences,

hypocritically.

••Peraons convict or staudard rebellis for treasone--

commounlie hes the fruitioun of thair guidisi-aud

Sender pretenss and callow of franc tall dishorns

or assignatiounis made by thame sclms, or giftis of

thair eScheatis simulatlie purchest," &c. Acts 1592,

Ub
"Tney desire the duke and his brother the earl of

Lanerk,--to swear and subscril>c the covenant, whilk

they both simulately refused." Spalding, n. l£L

[SIN, Syn, adv. Since. Used also as a

conj.y
and a prep. S.]

[Six-syne, adv. Since that time, siuce then,

s.]

SIN, s. The sun, S.

—The Sin frae Thetis* lap,

Out owre the knows is blmkan.
Pickets Poems, 1788, p. *9-

SlNNY, adj. Of, or belonging to the sun, S.

Life's jnst a wee bit sinny beck

That bright, an' brighter waxes, ftc.

Ivia., p. oo.

Sinwart, adv. Towards the sun, Ayr*.

Near me was plac't a skepp o* bees,—

Wadg't in atween twa willow trees,

An* airtan to the sin xoart.

Ibid., p. liJ.

SINACLE, s. A sign, a vestige. "A grain,

a small quantity," Shirr. Gl. b. B. ;
used

also in metuph.

I bade you sneak, but ye nae answer made,

And syne in haste I lifted up your head

;
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Bat never » sinacle of life was there,

And I was just the neist thing to despair.

Moss's llelenort, p. 15.

A sign, a vestige, appears to be the primary meaning

of ike term ; as it is undoubtedly from Fr. sinacle, a

sign, mark, or character, and this again from Lat.

djnaeul-um, a seal, or the mark of a seal. " Never a

mnaeU of life" mast therefore properly mean, "not

a sign
n

or •• vestige of life."

Grave, apparently serious,SINCERE, adj.

Rcrwicks.

To SIND, Synd, Sine, Sein, v. a. 1. To
wash slightly ; as-, to synd a bowl, to pour a

little water into it, and then throw it out

again, S.; to syna\ to rinse, or wash out,

A. Bor.

A well beside a birken bash,

A bash o'er spread wi' buds.

Tent well a lass of beauty flush

There rinding out her dads.
Morison's Poems, p. 148.

Wi' nimble hand she sinds her milking paiL
ihtk. p. 185.

And shape it bairn and bairnlie-like,

And in twa glazen een ye pit

;

Wi* halv water svnd it o'er.

And by the haly rood sain it

Jamieson's Popul. BalL, ii. 181

bask yir locks trigly, an' kilt op your coatie\

An' dry up that tearie, and synd yir face clean.

Tarras's Poems, p. 124.

Ii is always applied to things that are supposed to be

nearly clean, as denoting a slight ablution. It seems
originally to have denoted moral purifications especially

that which was viewed as the consequence of making
the ngn of the cross.

That this has been the origin of the term, as now
applied, appears highly probable, from the mode of

consecration observed, in former times at least, in

Orkney, by sprinkling with water.

"When the beasts—are sick, they sprinkle them
with a water made up by them ;—wherewith likeways

they sprinkle their boats when they succeed and prosper

not in fishing. And especially on Hallow-Even, they

use to sein or sign their boats, and put a cross of tar

upon them." Brand's Orkney, p. 62.

2. [Mctaph. applied to meat and drink ; also,

to liquor after a meal.] To synd down
one's meat, to dilute it, to wash it down, S.

" Ye maun gang ower and meet the carle ministers

yonder the mom, for they wiU want to do your job,

and synd it down with usquebaugh doubtless—they
seldom mak dry wark in this kintra." Heart M. Loth.,

iv. 163.

My greybeard stout—
For syning down, it's unco rare,

The bitter wagang o* ilk care.

Poems, EngL, Scotch, and Latin, p. 101.

In the same sense one is said to Synd one's Mouth, S.

[3. To quench, to quench thirst; generally

applied to the u~"» of strong drink, S.]

—That ve may ne'er be scant o' brass,

To synd the spark that's i* yer hausc, kc.

To a Blacksmith, TumbulCs Poet Ess., p. 190.

Hail, happy fraithin ! on a day
Whan Phoebus glints sae brisk in May,
Or.Jone, whan cockin o' the hay,

Ye synd the wizzen.

Brand's Orkney, p. 186.

" Surely there is nae noblo lord that will persume to
sav, that I, wha hae complied wi' a* compliances, tane
all manner of tests, abjured all that was to be abjured,
and sworn a' that was to be sworn, for these thirty

years bypast—shouldna hao something now and then
to synde my mouth wi' after sic drouthy wark.'* Bride
of Lammermoor, i. 136.

4. To sind, or synde up claise, to wash or

rinse them in cold water, in order to take

out the soap, previously to their being hung
up, or spread out to dry, S.

"Ye'll—only hae to carry the tao end o' the hand-
barrow to tho water, wait till I sinde up the sarks, an'

help me hame wi' them again." Brownie of Bodsbeck,
ii. 161.

It must be observed, however, that 1st. sign-a, con-
secrare, was probably used among the Goths in the
times of heathenism. We read of a vessel signal or
consecrated to Thor ; Herraud S. Signadi Odni ; He
consecrated it to Odin ; Heimskringla, Hakonar Goda
3. c. IS. It is possible, however, that the writers only
use the terms which had been adopted after the intro-

duction of that corrupted form of Christianity which
they hal received. Olaus renders sygn, immunis a
culpa, absolutus a crimine, insons; Lex. Run. V.
Sake, to bless.

Sine, Synd, Syne, s. 1. A slight ablution,

a rinsing, S.

I never fash to view my face

Reflected in a keeking-glass,

But Sunday moms, when time I find
To gie my face and hands a synd,
I see my face reflected in

The water, kything wan and thin.

A. Scott's Poems, p. 10.

2. Metaph. applied to drink, [when taken
along with, or after food, S.]

Weel kens the gudewife that the ploughs require
A heartsome meltith, and refreshing synd

O' nappy liquor, o'er a blazing fire.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 55.

Syndinos, s. pi. Slops ; properly what has
been employed in giving a slight washing
to dishes, S.

" Maybe ye think we have the fashion of the table-

dot,—where a' tho bits of vinegar cruets are put awa'
into an awmry, as they tell mo, and ilk ane wi' the bit

dribbles of syndingi in it, and a paper about the neck
o't, to shew which of the customers is aught it." St
Ronan, i 44.

To SINDER, v. a. To sunder, S.; also, as

v. n., to part, to separate.

A.-S. syndr-ian, separare.

[Sindeuix, SiXDRiff,*. The act of separating,

separation, the point of breaking up,

Clydes.]

Sindry, Synduy, adj. 1. Sundry, various

;

A.-S. sindrig.

Out of the heuin againe from sindry artU,
Out of quiet himes the rout vp*tertis

Of thay birdis.

Doug. Virgil, 75. 27.

2. Separate, in a state of disjunction, S.
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[Sindry, Syndry, Sinry, Sinnery, adv. In

pieces, asunder, apart ; as, 4< The tiling fell

stndry in my han',
w
Olydes.]

Sikdryly, Syndrely, adv. Severally.

Owe Scottis knyehtis syndrely

Be-forsaid io-Ul armys ran

TU thir gret lordis man for man.
Wyntoum, ix. 27. 46\

Sindryness, Syndrynes, s. A state of

separation or dispersion.

Qeha skaylis bit thoucht in syndrynes,

Inilkthyngitisthele*.
Wyntoum, viiL 18. 87.

SINDILL, adv. Seldom ; also Sindle, adj.

V. Seindle.

[SINE, adv. Afterwards, Lyndsay, Exper.

and Court., 1. 634. V. Syne.]

[SING, #. A sign, Ibid., ibid.. 1. 1613.]

[SlNGNET, s. A signet, private seal; also,

the seal affixed to the King's letters.

•• Item, the vj Marche, gevin at the Kind's command
to the Duk of Rosa to by him a signet, iij vnicornis.

. . . ijli. xiiijs." Accta. L. H. Trees., I. 199,

Dickson.]

• To SING. Neither sing nor say, a prover-

bial phrase, signifying that the person to

whom it is applied is quite unfit for the

business which he has undertaken.

Ramsay employs it to express total disqualification

far making lore, from bluntness and sheepiahness.

He faulds his owrlay down his breast with care,

And few gangs trigger to the kirk or fair

:

For a* that, he can neither sing nor May,

Except. How d'ye *—or, There'* a bonny day.^
Gentle Shepherd, Act L ac %

It meet he of considerable antiquity, as it is nsed by

the Abbot of Corsraguell ; and, from the mode of its

applieation may be supposed to have had an ecclesi-

astical origin, as denoting that one was quite unfit for

any office in the church, whether as a chorister, or aa a

••And quhen tbay have gottin the benefice, gyf thay

have ane brother, or ane sone, ye [yea] suppose he can

melder nmg nor say, norischeit in vice all his dayis, fra

hand he sail be montit on ane mule, with ane syde

gown and ane round bonett, and then it is questioun

aubether he or his mule knawis best to do his Office.

Perchance Balaames asse knew roair nor thay baith."

Oomp. Tractiue, Keith's Hist. App., p. 202.

This view of the origin of the phrase is con-

firmed by a passage in a coeval poetical work, which

•eta the matter in a still clearer light, as referring

to the A re Marias and other services of the church

of Home.
Sum mnmlit Aueis, sum raknit creidpjs,

Sum makes goddis of their beidis

Quhilk wot not what they sing nor say :

Alace, this is an wrongous way.
Poems Sixteenth CenL, p. 163.

To Siko Dumb, v. it. To become totally

silent, S.

She's now in her sweet bloom, has blood and charms

Of toe much value for a shepherd's arms :

None know*st but me ;—and if the morn were come,

lH tell them tales will gar them all sing dumb.

Ramsay's Oent. Shepherd, A. IL sc. 4.

Young primpin Jean, wi' cuttie speen,

8*ngs dwn' to luke the bannocks.*
Tarras'M Poems, p. Tl.

• "She that undertakes the baking of them must

remain speechless till they are finished." N. ibid.

This is an idiom which I have not remarked in any

other language. Could it originate from the dumb
mummery in the consecration of the mass, when the

priest either changes bis chant into mere muttering, or

becomes entirely silent t Du Cange has observed that

L.B. canert is used—de tacita cousecratione missae.

As the Swedes use the phrase, tigande maessa, in

the aense of missa tacita, vel quae submissa voce rc-

btabatur, Loccenius has observed, that " according

to the statutes of the ancieut church, it was accounted

a profanation to pronounce the words of consecration

with an audible voice." Not ad Leg. We*trog..th.

a 13.

It is by no means unlikely that this absurd m<»le

of worship might give occasion to the phraseology,

especially after the dawn of the Reformation. For

this dumb shew was a special subject of ridicule with

our ancestors. Hence, speaking of the breaden God,

they thus address his votaries :

—

Why are ye sa vnnaturall

To take him in your treth and sla him ?

Tripartit and deuided him
At your dumb dresse :

But God knawes how ye gydit him,

Atumling your Mesne,

*oems Sixteenth Cent, p. 198.

(To SlNO Sma', v. n. To become humble, to

take a lower position ; in whatever manner

to own humiliation or defeat, Clydes.]

SlNGlN-E'EN, s. The last night of the year,

Fife, Angus ; elsewhere called Hogmanay.
We come to Jean,

A lass baith douge an' thrifty*

But singin-e'en she's owre aft seen,

She's shakin' bands wi' fifty.

A. Douglas's Poems, p. 24.

The terra seems to have originated from the

carols sung on this evening. V. Hogmanay. It may

be observed, however, as many of the superstitious

ideas and rites, originally pertaining to Yule, have

been transferred to the last day of the year, that some

of the vulgar believe that tho bees may be beard to

sing in their hives on Christmas-eve. V. Yuler'**.

To SING, v. a. To singe ;
part. pa. singit,

also, sttng; pron. as E. sing, canere.

They have contriv'd rebellious books,

Whose paper well might serve the cook*

To sing their poultrie, I dare swear,

A thousand or three hundred year.

Cldand's Poems, p. 10.

Fat are the puddings ; heads and feet well sung.
r

Ramsay's Poems, n. 9*2.

M He's like the signed [pron. *ingit] cat, better than

he's likely ;

w Ramsay's S. Prov., p. 33. Some express

jt _«• better than he's bonny to.
H

Under this word we may notice a singular ordinance

of the town-council of Aberdeen, evidently intended

aa a purification from the Pest. ...
"The bailyeis licent hir to returne to nir nouiss

in the towne, quhar sche duellit afor on this condi-

tioun following, that is to say, sche causand sing the

aid houiaa with ane 'turf of heddcr, and tliaircftir
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. ketpaad hir cloiss ihairintill for viij dais thaireftir."

Aberd. Reg., A. 1543-5, V. 18.

A.-H. saeng-an, Germ, seng-en, Belg. tengen, id.

Sinoit-like, adj. Puny, shrivelled ; as

resembling what has been singed, S.

[SINGLAR, adj. V. under Single.]

* SINGLE, adj. 1. Small ; as, a single Utter,

a small, not a capital, letter ; [single coins,

small coins.]

[2. Weak; as, single ale, weak ale: strong

ale being called double ale.

3. Of lowest rank or grade ; as, a single sol-

diery a private ; a single sailor, a man before

the mast.]

[4. Without any addition or accompaniment]

;

as, the single catechis, the Shorter Cate-
chism without proofs, as distinguished from
one that contains the scripture-proofs ex-

tended.

{In the same sense, a single waistcoat is one withoot
lining ; a single man is one without arms or means of

defence, 8.]

Single, adv. [1. One by one, by itself;

without aid, addition, or accompaniment

;

like E. singly.']

2. Seldom. V. Seixdle.

Single, «. A handful of gleaned corn, S.

Thoo lay richt prrdles in the peis this somruer.
And fain at evin for to bring Lame a single.

Dunbar, Evergreen , it 53.

Sibb. writes also sindle, making this form of the word
the ground of derivation from bu.-G. syn, necessitas,

and del, pars, q. poor man's share. But tin, unus,
singular)*, and del, are perhaps preferable. It may,
however, be traced to Lat singutus, because the ears
are gathered singly.

Single-Horse-Tree, *. A smngle-tree,

or stretcher of a plough by which one
horse draws, Roxb. ; Ae-horse-tree synon.,

Clydes.

"The plough is drawn by a long stretcher commonly
called a two-horse tree, with an iron staple in the
middle, and a hook to go into one of the holes of the
bridle, and with two iron ends, in each of which there
is a hole to receive a smaller hook coming from the
middle of two lesser stretchers, or single-horse-trees, to
whose extremities the ropes were formerly tied, and
now the chains are fastened, which reach from both
sides of the collars of two horses placed abreast."
Agr. Snrv. Roxb., p. 50, 51.

Single-Stick, #7

West of S.
—" • Why don't you take good cudgels and settle

it I *—
*We tried that three times already—that's twice

on the land and ance at Lockerbye fair.—But I dinna
ken—we're baith cay good at single-stick, and it could
na weel be judged. " Guy Mannering, ii. 275.

VOL IV.

Cudgelling, South and

Singlar, adj. [Without armour. V. Single,
s. 4.]

I wald tak weld, mild I fecht with a man,
Bot ffor] a dog, that nocht of armys can,
I will haiff navn, bot synylar as I ga,

A gret manteiil about his hand can ta.

And his gud suerd ; with him he tuk na mar.
Wallace, zi 241, M&

[Fr. smgnlier, single, alone ; in this instance, with-
out the weitl, i.e., mail, armour.]

SINILE, <ufr. Seldom, S.O. V.Seindill.
He fatight, but sinHe met wi' scars,

For they were only wordy wars.

G. Turubull's Poet. Essays, p. 200.

•To SINK, v. a. To cut the die used for

striking money. Hence,

Sink, s. 1. A place where the superabundant
moisture stagnates in the ground, Aberd.
"This kind of grain is found to answer very well

when there is only a quantity of superabundant
moisture, provincialfy a sink, without any fountain of
running water." Agr. Surv. Aberd., p. 426.

Su.-U. tank, paluuosus, from saenk-a, mergere.

2* The pit of a mine, S. ; [synon. shank.]

" In those ages, when scanty yielding mines could
afford a profit, it would appear that gold was searched
for in the rivulets of Megget, and that silver was ob-

tained from mines near the village of Linton, where
remaining vestiges of old sink*, or pits, still retain the
name of Silverholcs." Agr. Surv. Peeb., p. 22.

Sinkar, Sinker, *. 1. The person employed
in cutting dies.

"His Maiestie ordanis—the generall Mr. cunyeour,
sinkar, 4c. to proceed in workeing and sinking of the
irnis, and making, forgeing, prenting and outputting
of the said money." Acts Ja. VI., 1593, IV. 48, 49.

[2. The weight attached to a fishing line, S.

3. The weight attached to the rope of a
horse's stall collar, Clydes., Banffs.J

[To SINK, To Sink and Graem, v. n. To
curse, to imprecate, Shetl. A.-S. sencan,

to sink, and grim, wrath, fury.

SINKIL, s. [Prob., an errat. for finlHj

fennel.]

"Isan sinkil, that slais the virmis of the bellye."

Compl. S., p. 104.

Apparently an errat for finJdl, fennel, still some-
times used as an anthelmintic. V. Fynkle.

[SINNACLE, s. A person of a vicious dis-

position, Banff's.]

[SINNAN, s. A sinew, Shetl. V. Sinnon.]

[Sinna-Peats, s. pi. Peats full of fibres.]

[SINNET, *. Merry-plait, Banffs.]

[SINNIE, *. Senna ; sinnie-tea9
decoction of

senna, Clydes.]

[SINNIE, s. A small kiln in a barn for dry-

ing corn, Shetl.]

E2
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[SINNIE, s. Contr. for Siniva, a female

name, ibid.]

SINNIE-FYNNIE, «. The Black Guille-

mot, Colymbus Grylle, Linn., Mearns.

As this bird " may be teen fishing—even in the very

wont weather in winter," (V. Barry's Orkn., p. 305,)

it may be named from Gael sian, storm, and fniche,

signifying jet.

SINNON, Sikna, *. A sinew, Lanarks.

;

[wftnon, Shetl.] V. Senon.

SINSYNE, adv. Since, S.

——Years sinsyne hae o'er us ran.

Like Logan to the simmer sun.
Burns, It. 74.

V. Stxz, adv. and Sen.

[SINTER, Sint, *. A small quantity, Shetl.

;

in West of S., sint and sent ; also, a wee tint,

a very small quantity.]

To SIPE,. Sype, Seip, v. n. 1. To ooze,

or distil very gently, as liquids do through

a cask that is not quite tight, S. A. Bor.
•• To sipe, type, to leak, to pass through in small

quantity
;
" GL Sibb.

2. To let out any liquid, not to hold in ; used

of a leaky vessel, S.
" A sinner is like a seiping dish, a dish that runneth

out," Ac. Memoirs of Magopico.
*• She wears her corpse-sheet drawn weel up to hide

it, bat that canna hinder the bluid seiping through. "-

Heart M. Loth., ii. 116.

Tent, sirp-en, id. stillare, manare, fluere. I need

scarcely observe, that this is quite different from sipp-

#*, pitiseare, sorbiUare, which corresponds to E. sij>.

lie diminutives of sijp-en are, Germ, sippeln, zip-

. pete, Belg. typclen, afzupel-en, to drop, zyper-en, leak-

age. The Tent, word in Germ, also assumes the form

otsavf-en; fluere, manare. Wachter marks the affinity

between this and Heb. zuph, zoob, fluxit, emanavit

;

although he seems to view Germ, saw, aqua, as the

root of«as/-en.
A.-S. sap-an is very nearly allied ; expL by Somner,

•• marocrarc, to soften by steeping in liquor, to soke or

wash in water or other fiquor, to sappe/*

3. As a r. a., to distil, to shed, S. B.

But Tammy Norie thought nae sin

To come o'er him wi' s snype,

LeveU'd his nose flat wi' his chin,

And gart his swsll'd een sype
Sawt tears that day.

Christmas Bating, Skinner's Aluc. Poet, p. 124.

Sipaoe, Seipage, Seip, s. Leakage, S. B.

Sipe, Sype, Seip, s. 1. A slight spring of

water, Perths.

2. The moisture which comes from any wet
substance.

"Gif thair be ony persounis that settis furth under
the ycird the sype of thair bark cobill, the draff of

their lit, malt cobill, or lime-pot, or ony sype of

hitching, to the King's water or well, throw the quhilk

the Ring's lieges may oft-times tak skaith, the perrel

not being knawin to thame in dew time." Chalm. Air,

Balfour's Pract., p. 588.

3. A dreg of any liquid remaining, Dumfr.

Tent, sype, cloaca. V. Sipe, v.

Sipin, S*mx,part. adj. Very wet, dropping

wet, S.

Sipins, Sypins, Seipins, s. pi. The liquor

that has oozed from an insufficient cask, S.

SIPLIN, Sipplyne, s. A young tree ; as a

birk-siplin, a young birch, Selkirks. ; corr.

from E. sapling.

Doug, uses this word ; but it would seem as synon.

with bark.

—Skars this sentence prentis in his mynde,
His douchter for to clois wythin the ryndc,

And stalwart sipplyne or bark of cork tree.

Virg. 383, 37.

To SIPPLE, v. n. To sip, S. ; nearly synon.

with E. tipple, and S. sirple.

•'The bodie got sic a trick of sippling and tippling

wi' the baillies and deacons when they met (which was
amaist ilka night) concerning the common gude o' that

burgh, that he couldna weel sleep without it." Anti-

quary, i. 201, 202.

Apparently a dimin. from the E. v. to Sip.

SIRDON, Sirdoun, *. A low, murmuring,

or plaintive cry, S.

To Sirdon, Sirdoun, v. n. To emit a

plaintive cry or wail, as some birds do,

Renfrews.

Sirdonino, s. A term nsed to denote the

singing of birds.

Their sirdoning the bony hirds

In banks they do begin ;

With pipes of reeds the jolie hirds

Halus up the mirrie din.

A. Hume, Chron. S. P., HI 390.

Perhaps from Fr. sourdine, a kind of hoarse or low-

sounding trumpet ; " the little pipe, or tenon put into

the mouth of a trumpet, to make it sound low ;* Cotgr.

SIR JOHN. A close stool, S. ; knight, synon.

This name might perhaps be introduced about the

time of the Reformation, from contempt of the priests,

or Pope's Knights; especially as John seems to have

been a name commonly imposed, in a disrespectful

way, on a priest. Hence the contemptuous designa-

tion, Mess John, i.e., John who says mass.

Or shall we suppose that the synon., knight, is the

more ancient name, conferred on this utensil from the

idea of service t

SIRKEN, adj. 1 . Tender of one's flesh, afraid

of pain, [or cold ; applied to one who keeps

near the fire,] S.

Belg. sorgh-en, curare?

2. Tender of one's credit ; as, " Ye needna be

sae sirken to pay just now ;" or, " Ye're ay

very sirken" CJlydes.

[Sirkexton, s. One who is very careful to

avoid pain or cold, or who keeps near the

fire, Ayrs.]
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Gael. stirgne, sickly; perhaps allied to C.B. syrch,

desire, affection, love, syrch-a, to fill with desire.

Sirhen might thus be originally applied to one filled

with self-love.

[To SIRP, v. a. To wet overmuch ;
generally

applied to leaven when made too thin for

taking, Shetl.]

To SIRPLE, v. a. To sip often, to tipple, S.

Generally used in the first sense, A. Bor.

[Sirple, *. A sip, a mouthful, a taste, S.]

Sw. sorpl-a, Germ. schurM-en, Belg. tlurp^n, id., all

nearly allied to Lat. sorbilt-are,

SIRS, SiRSE, Serse, interj. 1. A common
mode . of address to a number of persons,

although of both sexes; often pron. q.

Sirce, S.

2. sirs I [0 sirse-a-day /] an exclamation

expressive of pain, or astonishment, S.

SISE, Syss, s. 1. Assize, abbrev.

Schir Gilbert Malherbe, and Logy,
And Richard Broune, thir thre planly
War with a syss than ourtane ;

Tharfor thai drawvn war ilkane,

And hangyt, and nedyt tharta
Barbour, ziz. 55, MS.

2. Doom, judgment.
Als faith is this sentence, as sharp is thv sise ;
Syne duly they deemed what death it should die.

Montgomery, Watson's Coll., in. 16.

Hortone, sayis he, the lawis fees slaine him,
- And Oowrie hes gottin a condigne syse,

Conforming to his interpryse.

Leg. Bp. St. Androis, Poems Sixteenth Cent, p. 325.

[SISS, s. pi. Times ; for sithis, pi. of «7/i, a
time, q.v., Barbour, v. 178, xx. 225.]

To SIST, v. a. and n. 1. To stop, to stay.

To sistprocedure, or process, to delay judicial

proceeding in a cause, S. ; used both in civil

and ecclesiastical courts. Lat. sist-ere, to

stop.
"In church discipline, a difference is to be made

between what is satisfactory unto a church judicatory,

so as to admit the defender onto all church privileges,

as if the offence had never been; and what may be
satisfying, so as to sist procedure for the time."
8tewart's Collections, p. 261.

2. To stop, to go no farther, S.

"Then were those who loved peace filled with hope
that onr troubles were ended ; but that was soon ended
by an accident which—imported that the covenanters
meant not to sist there." Guthry's Mem., p. 60.

Sist, *. The act of legally staying diligence,

or execution on decrees for civil debts ; a
forensic term, S.

••A sist granted on a bill without passing it, expires
also in fourteen days; Act Sederunt, Nov. $, 1680."

Erskine's Instit,, B. iv., T. 3, s. IS. V. the v..

To Sist, or Sist one's self, v. a. 1. To cite,

to summon ; a forensic term, S.
" According to this letter, he [Mr. W. Veitch] waa^

received upon the Borders, and brought prisoner to

Edinburgh, and February 22, he was sisted before the
committee for publick affairs." Wodrow's Hist., ii. 6.

2. To set, or take a place, as at the bar of a
court, where one's cause is to be judicially

tried and determined; a term generally used
in a religious sense, with respect to one's

engagement in the acts of divine worship,

in order to express the solemnity of the

appearance, S.

"Ordinances are means by which, to use an nn-
classical, but expressive word, we are sisted more
directly in the presence of God." Disquisition on the
Observance of the Lord's Supper, p. 45, 46.
" It fell to be argued, where a prisoner in the mes-

senger's hands grants a bond of presentation, with a
cautioner, to sist himself such a day, or else pay the
debt ; if it be sufficient to exoner the cautioner, to
slledge that none for the creditor or messenger appear-
ed at the diet prefixed, to accept or require the
prisoner," &c. Fountainball, i. 680.
"The Convention ordanit maissers to passe & charge

the said erle of Carnwath to come & sist his persone
presentlie with all diligence befor the convention, as
he will be answerable." ActaCha. I., Vol. VI., p. 5.

The term has been probably borrowed from the
Roman law. SUt-ere, to set, or be made to stand

;

also, to have one forthcoming. Sister* vadimotrium, to
appear to his recognisance ; Cic. pro Quint. 8.

[SISTENSTATION, s. The smallest pos-

sible quantity, a particle, Shetl.]

SISTER-BAIRN, s. A sister's child; used
to denote the relation of a cousin. V,
Brother-bairn.

"I said to the Chancellor, I was a gentleman that
had blood relations to his relations, the Earl of Mar's
motherand I being sister-bairns. " Ja. Skeen's Interrog.
Cloud of Witnesses, p. 95, Ed. 1720.

A.-S. sweoster-bearn, sororis filius, nepos ; Lye.
" Sioeoster-bearna, nepotes, sororini. Sister s children,
nephews or nieces ;" Somner.

The portion of aSISTER-PART, s.

daughter, Shetl.

"Although the udallers divided their land among
all their children, yet the portions were not equal, the
son got two merks and the daughter one ; hence the
sister part, a common proverb in Zetland to this day."
Edmonstone's ZetL, i. 129.

[Sister's-Part, *. Half of a brother's por-

tion, less than one's right, nothing at all

;

a proverbial phrase, ibid.]

To SIT, Sitt, v. n. 1. To cease growing, to

become stunted ; applied both to animals

and vegetables, S.

2. To shrink, settle, S.

3. To sink, as when a wall sinks or falls

„ down in consequence of the softness of the

foundation, S.

This seems merely a peculiar sense of the E. v., as

Lat. subsid~ert, is formed from sed-ere, to sit.
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4. To continue to inhabit the same house,

possessed for some time before ; to sit, not

to flit, S.

A.-S. sitt-an, habitare, manere.

To Sit, Sitt, v. a. 1. To grieve, to vex.

And he for wo weyle ner worth it to wiede ;

And said, " Sone, thir tithingis sittis me sor,

And be it knawin, thow may tak scaith tharfor."

Wallace L 488, MS.

2. (To decline, neglect]; as, to sit an offer,

not to accept of it, S.
" It implieth that very few, who sit the offtr until

then, are honoured with repentance, as he was."

Gnthrie*a Trial, p. 82, 83.

3. [To disregard] ; as, to sit a charge or sum-

mons, not to regard it, to disobey it.

•^ There came orders frae the Green Table about

this time to Aberdeen charging them to transport

their 12 pieces of ordnance to Montrose, for certain

causes, whilk the town thought hardly off ;—so they

sat this charge, and nothing followed thereupon.

'

Spalding's Troubles, i. 150 ; i.e., they did not stir to

obey.

To Sit down. [1. To settle, continue ; ap-

plied to the weather ; as, " Is the frost to

sit down, think ye t " S.]

2. To take hold of the lungs; as, a sitten

doun cauld, a cold or catarrh which cannot

easily be removed, S. It is sometimes pron.

sutten down.
" It was first a sutten doom cauld, and noo he's fa'n

in till a sort o* a dwinin like, an* atweel I dinna think

Bell e'er get the better o't." Inheritance, L 30.

[To Sit on. To remain, to continue to abide

in the same house; same with s. 4 of v. n.;

as, a Are ye to ait on the year?" i.e., are

you to remain for another year, Clydes.]

To Sit on anis ain coat tail. To act in a way
prejudicial to one's own interest, S.

Bot als gude he had sittin idle,

As there owre land to leid his brydle,

Considering what reward he gatt,

Still on his owns cott tail he salt.

leg. Bp. 8L Androis, Poems, Sixteenth Cent., p. 329.

(To Sit on anither's coat tail. To be helped

by, or dependent upon, another, S.]

To Sit still. To continue to reside in the

same house, or on the same farm as before.

*' Ane tenant, beand warnit be his master at Whit-

aounday to flit—and thairefter thoillit—to sit stilt and

remane to ane certane day, may lauchfullie be put

forth," &c. Balfour's Pract., p. 458.

To Sit to. 1. To adhere to the pot; [as,

"Dinna let the kail sit to,"] S.

2. [To be singed or burned, S.]

The phrase evidently respects its adhesion to the

pot. 'tPot-sitlen. Burnt to. North." Gl. Grose.

To Sit ill to one's meat. To be ill fed, S.
•' Nothing makes a man sooner old like, than sit-

ting ill to his meat," S. Prov. ;
*' To sU ill to one's

Meat, in Scotch, is to be ill kept." Kelly, p. 2C4, 2G5.

The allusion seems to be to one being so ill seated

at table, that he cannot reach the food set before him.

To Sit tip. To become careless in regard

to one's religious profession or duties, S.

"Even professors sat ftp, shirped away, and cryned
into a shadow, as to all fervour for the cause."

M'Ward's Contendings, p. 146. V. Upsittex.

Sit, *. The state of sinking, as applied to a

wall, S.

[Sitten, adj. Stunted in growth, Clydes.,

Banff's. V. Sit, v. nn s. 1
7]

[Sitten down, part. adj. Settled, become
calm ; applied to the weather, S.]

Sitten on, part adj. Broth or soup, which

has been boiled too lonjj, especially when
burnt in the pot, is said to be sitten on,

Roxb. Also set-on, settin-on.

SITE, Syte, s. 1. Sorrow, grief, S.

Stand still thare as thou art with mekle syte ;

Preis na forther, for this is the hald rycht

Of Gaystis, Schaddois, Slepe, and douerit Nycht.
Doug. Virgil, 177, 13.

In the same sense the term is used, when Gologras

proposes to Gawan, who had defeated him, to submit

to be carried to the castle, as if he had been his

prisoner ; that he might not be openly disgraced.

Thus may you ssif me fra syte.

As I am enstynit perfite,

I sail thi kyndnes quyte,

And sauf thyn honour©.
Gawan and OoL, iv. 8.

False is this warld, and full of variance,

Besoucht with syn, and othir sytis mo.
Balade, printed 1508, 3. P. R., iil 128.

2. Anxious care, Dumf.

3. Suffering, punishment.

Sic wikkit and condempnit wichtis al tyte,

As thay come in that dolly pyt of syte,

Tisiphone. the wrekare of misdedis,

Witn quhip in hand al reddy fast hir

All to assale, to skurge, toir and bete.
Witn quhip in hand al reddy fast hir spedis
... . ^ r . i?

? and bete.

Doug. Virga% 184, 19.

"It is S.—sometimes taken for revenge orpunishment,

as when they say, / have gotten my heart's site on him,

i.e., my heart's desire on him, or all the evil I wish'd

him," Kudd. " To dree the syte, to suffer punishment, *'

Shirr. Gl. S.B. V. Sithb, s.

Ross had used this term in his first Edit, though

Jtyte was afterwards substituted.

We'll a' be missing, Til get a' the wyte,

And me my lane bo maid to bear the syte. P. SO.

The origin is undoubtedly Isl. syt-a, to mourn, to

lament; whence sut
t
sorrow, anxiety, syting, id. sytning,

care. Sytta, dicitur, qui assiduo luget ; G. Andr.

Perhaps Su.-G. swid-a, dolere, may be viewed as a

cognate ; as well as Alem. sukl-en, id. also affligcro.

Sitfull, Sitefuix, adj. Sorrowful, causing

sorrow.

Compleyne for him in to that sit/utt sell is.

Compleyne his payne in dolour thus that duellis.

Wallace, U. 218, MS.
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Rest at all els, but sair or site/ull schouri*

;

Abide in quiet, —-

—

Police of Honowr, IL 80.

V. Sin.

SlTFULLT, adv. Sorrowfully.
To Dunbar the twa chyftaiiys couth pass

Full fitfully, for thair gret contrar casa.

Wallace, Til 1242, Ma
SITFAST, *. 1. Creeping Crowfoot, Ran-

unculus Repens, Linn., Lanarks. V. Sit-
SICKER.
This name is sometimes applied also to the Rest-

harrow, Ononis arvensis.

2. A large stone fast in the earth, Berwicks.
" In many situations of this county improvable land

is, or has lately been, much encumbered by such
atones. These are sometimes large nodules or irregu-

larly shaped masses, of whin, trap, basalt, or granite,
either appearing above the surface or discovered by the
plough, and are called sit/arts" Agr. Surv. Berw.,
p. 380.
" Some are even of many hundred weights, and are

called sit/asts." Ibid., p. 35.

[SITH, Syth, #. Times; feill sith, many
times, Barbour, ix. 737. A.-S. iiih9 a time.]

SITH, Sithen, Sythtn, adv. After, after-

wards, then.

The lettir tauld hym all the deid,
And he till his men gert reid,

And sythyn said thaim, " Sekyrly
" I hop Thomas prophecy
" Off Hersildoune sail weryfyd be."

Barbour, it 85, MS, id. »>*/., ix. 6. 36.

It is common in O.E.

Silken he went to Fraunce, and com vnto Parrs.—
SUhen dight him to Scotland, k mykelle folk him wit

R. Brunne, p. 112, 113.

From the same origin with Sen, q. v.

Sithens, Sythexs, Situ, conj. 1. Although.
—" Madame," scho said, " kepe Pitie fast.

Sithens scho ask, no licence to her leue ;

ay scho wyn out, scho will play you a cast"
King Hart, I 44.

V. Sythtn.

2. Since, seeing.

"Now sithens our forefathers, which lived most
fast, could not be made iust in the deedes of the lawe

;

—of necessitie we are compelled to sceke the justice

of a christian man, without all lawe or workes of the
lawe." H. Balnaues's Confession, p. 69.

To SITHE, Syith, v. a. To* make compen-
sation, to satisfy. V. Assyith.

Sithe, Syith, s. 1. Satisfaction; gratifi-

cation.

"And that he was tempted hereunto by the devil,

promising he should not want any pleasure, and that
he should get his heart [*sj sythe on all that should do
him wrong." Satan's Invisible World, p. 7.

2. Atonement, compensation.

Ye Edomites idoll, with threefall croune,
The crop and rute of pride and tyrrannie

;

Ye Ismalites, with scarlet hat and gowne,
Your bludie boist na syth can sat is fie.

Psal. lxxxiii. Poems Sixteenth Cent, p. 97.

This word had been used in O. E.
"MakynatyMe. Satisfacio." Prompt. Parv.

Sithement, *. Compensation. V. Assyth-
MENT.

[SITHE, s. A scythe, S.]

SITHE-SNED, s. The shaft or long pole in

which the blade of a scythe is fixed, Loth.,

Teviotd., Mearns.
"Snedd, snethe, handle, as of a scythe ;

M Gl. Sibb.

This is purely an A.-S. word ; snaed, falcis ansa,
" the handle or staffe of a scythe ; " Somner. From
the signification of all the similar terms, one might
rather suppose that it should have denoted the blade,

as being that which mids or cuts. Isl. skid signifies

obliquitas ; whence, as would seem, snidill, falx puta-
toria.

Sithe-Straik, *. A piece of hard wood
overlaid with tallow and flinty sand, for

sharpening a scythe^ Teviotd.

Named from the act of stroking, A.-S. strac-an.

SIT-IIOUSE, s. A place of habitation, as

distinguished from a house appropriated to

some other purpose ; as a barn, cow-house,

&c; Loth., Fife.
" What should be the form of a sit-house, barn, hire,

stable, with corn and kitchen yards ? " Maxwell's SeL
Trans., p. 437.

From A.-S. sitl-an, habitare, manere, and Am*, dc-
mus. In the same manner is formed A.-S. burhtrit-

tende, the inhabitant of a burgh ; land-sittende, &c
Sit-house thus seems equivalent to dwelling-house,

SITSICKER, s. Upright Meadow Crowfoot.

Ranunculus acris, Upp. Clydes., Mearns.
This name is given to the R. arvensis,

Stirlings. So named from the difficulty of

eradicating it.

'* The ranunculus arvensis, crowfoot, or sit sicker, as
it is here called, is very common, very hurtful, and
very difficult to extirpate.** Ag. Surv. StirL, p. 131.

[SITTAND, part. pr. Sitting, Barbour, x.

763; $itt\8
}

sits, ibid., xii. 172; iittyn, sat,

vii.269.]

[SITTELL, s. Errat. for RebelL Barbour,
x. 129, Herd's Ed.]

[SnTEN, adj. Stunted, badly shaped,

Banffs.]

[SITTEN on, part. pa. Singed, burned, S.

V. under Sit, r.]

SITTERING, s. A stone of a citron colour.

• A hingar of a belt of knoppis of sitteringis, con
• fiftc *tening sex in everio knop, and nftone in nowmcr, with

I peril betuix everie knop contening
four© peril, ane peril wanting of the haill." Inven-

jno knop,
fourtene knoppis of peril

four© peril, ane
tones, A. 1579, p~ 290.

deno
citrin, id. It is evident from the

This appears to denote a stone of a citron, or pale-

yellow colour, Fr. citrin, id. It is evident from the
Diet. Trev. that thia name is still given in

France to certain crystals, perhaps of that straw-
colour which we call Cairngorms. Citrin, espece de
crystal qui est ainai appelc a cause de sa coulcur ci-

trine. Uhrystallus citrma.
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SITTIE-FITTIE, e. The sea-bird called

Lady-bird, Ettr. For.

[SITTIL, adj. Subtle, Lyndsay, Thrie
Estaitis, 1. 4179.]

SITTREL, adj. Peevish, discontented,

Perth*.

SIV, #. The common pronunciation of the

E. word Sieve in some parts of S.

O.&Sxfe. "Cribrum.Cribclluni." Prompt. Parv.

SIVER, Syver, *. I. A covered drain, S.

also tyre, E. sewer.

"It lies in a swamp, the inconvenience of which the
present clergyman has, in some decree, remedied by
arsera, as they are here called, and by other methods
of draining the water." P. Glasford, Lanark*. Statist
Aee., rii 145.

S. It sometimes denotes a gutter, S.
•• He frequently xode np and down the street as far

as the Lnckenbooths, and the Abbey's sanctuary
fiter." R. Gilhaize, i. 183.

Dr. Johns, derives the E. word from Fr. issu-er, q.
to tante. Perhaps Tent, tuyver, mnndus, tuyver-en,

nuudare, pnrgare may have some claim of affinity.

[01 Fr. ".essiaver, to flow away; estuier, essuyer,

esnawiere, •emcitre, a conduit, mill leat, drain of a
pond," Boquef.]

3. A rumblin or rwnmlin syver, a drain filled

with stones thrown loosely together, so as

to leave a passage for the water, S.
** Jhtmrnlinsires, small sewers filled with little

atones;" Gall. EncycL

SIWEN, #. The Raspberry, or the fruit of

the Rubus idaens, Linn. S.

Siwens, Sibbins, #. pL 1. A disease of

the venereal kind, S.

**A loathsome and very infectious disease of th
Ysnereal kind, called the Siccens, has long afflicted the
inhabitants of the Highlands, and from thence some
parts of the Lowlands in Scotland, even as far as the
borders of England. Tradition says that it was intro-

duced by the soldiers of Cromwell garrisoned in the
Highlands.—Sometimes a fungus appears in various
parts of the body resembling a rasp-berry, in the Erse
language called Sh»en.n Pennant's Tour in S. 1772, p.

The same account is given of the origin of the name
by Swediaur.
Cast la resemblance de ces excroissances avec le fruit

d*an framboisier saurage du pays, nomme, dans la

language Celtiqoe, Siicin, que les habitans ont donnl le

notn de 8iwin, Sibbin, ou Sibbens, a cette maladie.
Maladies Syphilitiaues, Tom. ii. 3S0.

••The disease called Sibbini,—has made its appearance
once or twice in this parish." P. Menmuir, Forfars.

8Utist Ace., v. 146.

Some view this disease as a combination of the

I with the itch.

2. The itch, Orkn. pron sibbens.

[SIXAREEN, *. A six-oared Norway skiff.

Shetl.]

SKAAB, #. The bottom of the sea, Shetl.

[SKAAG,*. Snuff, ibid.]

[SKAAP, #. A bed of mussels attached to

stones, ibid. Goth, and Sib. skapa, to pro-

create.]

[SKAAR, e. A small quantity of anything,

a morsel ; also, a candle-snuff, ibid.]

SKABIT, part. pa. [Prob. a corr. of cabitf

stolen. V. Cab.]
"That Robert Mure ofRowalan sail content and pay

—for the skaith sustenit be hir of a mere and a stag
[mare and colt] skabit, quhilk scho gat again, xx s.

Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1403, p. 300.

SKACLES, e. pi. Expl. "people dis-

guised ; maskers.** Shetl.

This would seem to be allied to Dan. *kalkt a cheat

;

whence the phrase, at skittle tkalken, to hide or con-
ceal ; ikatskuile, a disguise ; Teut schclckaerd, homo
callidus.

SKADDERIZ'D, Scadderiz'd, adj. Dry,
withered ; applied to a person, Inverness

;

WizzeiCd synon. Can this have any refer-

ence to what is shrunk by scauding or by
»coutliering

}
i.e., by the force of heat ¥

[SKADDIN, adj. and s. Applied to anything
that is dry, shrivelled, lean, or thin ; skad-

dins, dried fish, dried turfs; also, lean,

scraggy cattle, Banffs.]

Teut tchadde, cespes, gleba ; which may be radically

allied to Ifll. skavid, disjunction, as being separated from
the soil. This again is from tkaa, a primitive denoting
separation. .V.Shach.

SKADDOW, s. Shadow, Ettr. For.

A.-S. $cadu9 id. It seems probable that e in this

and many other instances was sounded hard by the
Anglo-Saxons.

To SKAE, v. a. and n. [1. To happen, to

come or bring about, Shetl.]

2. To give a direction to, to take aim with,

S. O. ; synon. Ettle.

And we will »kae them sure.

Old Seng.

[Sw. at*, Dan. skct, to happen, to take place.]

[To SKAED, v. a. To hurt, damage, injure,

Shetl. Sw. ekada, Dan. skade, idJ
[Skaed, e. Hurt, damage, ibid.; synon.

ikaithJ]

To SKAFF, Skaiff, v. a. [1. To provide

food, to devise means of obtaining it, S.

;

synon. skegh.

2. To eat greedily, Shetl.]

3. To sponge, to collect bydishonourable means.

[4. To wander about idly; used as a v. w.,

Banffs.]

He says, Thou skaffs and begs mair bcir aud aits,

Nor ony cripple in Carrick land about
Dunbar, Evergreen, it M.
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Skaifh Chron. S. P., i. 353.

Amongis the Bischopis of the towne,
He played the beggar vp and downe ;—Ane scuffing warlot, wanting scharae ;

Thrie of thair haikneis he talk hanie.

He beggit buikis, he beggit bowis ;

Tacking in earnest, asking in mowes.
Leg. Bp. St. Androis, Poems Sixteenth Cent., p. 337.

8n.-Q. skaff-a, Ban. skaff-er, to provide food. V.
SCAFFAR.

Skaff, *. 1. Provisions; diversion. V.Scaff.

[2. The act of roaming about idly; also, a

person who roams so, Clydes., Banffs.]

[SkaffAb, Skaffer, s. A parasite. V.
SCAFFAR.]

Skaffay, adj. Applied to the inferior prac-

titioners in courts of law, from their sup-

posed eagerness to provide for themselves.

Bot ska/ay clerks, with covetvce inspyred,

Tin execute thair office maun ne hyred.
Na cans thay call unless they hirelings have

;

If not, it sail be laid beneath the lave.

Hume, Chron. S.P., iii. 372.

Afterwards skaffing \m used as synon. p. 373.

8am Senators, as well as skaMna scribes,

At blindit oft with blinding buds and bribes ;

And mair respects the person nor the cause.

And finds for divers persons divers laws.

Skafrie, Scaffekie, *. 1. Extortion, un-
just methods of procuring money.
" And gif ony wemen or vthera about simmer treis

singand, makis perturbatioun to the Quenis Iiegis in

the passage throw burrowis and vthers landwart townis,
the wemen perturbatouris for skafrie of money or vther-
wyse, aalbe takin, handellit, and put vpone the
cukstulis of euerie burgh, or towne." Acts Mar. 1555,
c 40, Edit 1566.
" The Lordes of Secret Counsell, and Session, con-

sidering the mat extortion used by the Writers and
Clerkes of all judicatories within this realme, in extor-
ting from the subjects of the countrey such unreason-
able and exorbitant pryces for their writtes, as ought
not to be suffered in a well governed commonwealth :

Procuring thereby not only private grudges, but
Eublicke exclamations, against 'the with-gate and
bertie graunted unto such .shamefull scafferie and

extortion," &c. Acts Ja. VI. 1606. V. Acts, 1621, c.

19, Murray.

2. "The contents of a larder or pantry,"

Sibb. Gl. Sw. skafferi, cella penuaria.

3. The claim of such perquisites as may be
viewed as illegal exaction.

When grain was sold, one of the parties, or his ser-

vants, had claimed a right to all the samples, and also

to what adhered to the sheet* in which it was carried.
" Na skaifry sic as sampill & scheit schakin to be

tane tharof." Aberd. Reg., A. 1563.

[Skaffin, Skaffax, *. 1. The act of roaming
about idly, Clydes., Banffs.

2. Eating greedily, Shell.]

SKAFFE, s. A small boat.
—"The burgh of Kinghorne—is—hcllcle trublit,

and hurt be the skafls, skcldrykes," &c. Act. Doin.
Cone, A. 1600. V. Skeldryke.

Lat. staphs Gr. c*d<pij, Armor, scoff, Fr. c#pi\ff
Germ, schef, £. sk\f.

SKAFFELL, *. Scaffold.
—"Johnne Bynning, seruand to the said maister

Archibald [Dowglas]—also repetit the notorietie of his
confesaioune the tyme of his accuaatioune, and also
wpoune the skafell the tyme of his executioune."
Acts Ja. VI, 1581, Ed. 1814, p. 196, 197.

SKAICHER, s. A term used in addressing
a child, implying the idea of a sort of good-
humoured reprehension, Ang.
Germ, schecker, a wanton, schecker-n, to wanton;

Gael sghgair, a jackanapes.

[SKAID, adj. Scald, scabby, Lyndsay, Tlirie

Estaitis, L 2489.]

[SKAIG, Skaigg, t. and v. Same with Skeg,

q.y., Banffs.]

[Skaig, adv. With vigour, violently ; also,

with long, striding step, ibid.]

To SKAIGH, Skegh, v'. a. 1. To obtain
any thing by craft or wiles, Clydes.

2. To obtain by any means, ibid.

3. To steal, to filch. This is the only sense

v in which it is used in Ettr. For., where it

is viewed as a slang word.
Ir. GaeL sgagham, signifies to sort, to digest ; and

scnkht to finish, or bring to an end.

[To Skaigh, Skegii, v. n. To roam about
idly, but with the expectation of obtaining
food somehow, S.]

[Skaigh, Skegh, Skaighin, Skeghin, s.

The act of roaming about as above, S.]

Skaigher, s. One who obtains any thing In-

artful means ; nearly the same with E.
&ief; Clydes.

To SKAIK, v. a. 1. To spread, to separate
one part of any thing from another, in an
awkward or dirty manner, S. 13.

It is properly applied to moist substances. A child
is said to skaik his porridge, when instead of supping
it equally, he spreads it over the plate with his
spoon.

2. To bedaub. Clothes are said to be skaikit

with dirt or gutters, especially when streaked
with it here and there, S. B.
This seems to be a very ancient word, as intimately

allied to Ial. shick-ur, impar. skecke, dispar facio, (k
Andr., p. 209. Skaeki, inacqualitas, discrimen ; Ork-
neyinga S., p. 168. V. Suacu and Scalkt.

To SKAIL, Skaill, Skale, v. a. 1. To
disjoin, to separate, to disperse ; implying
the idea of violence, or of the influence of
terror, S.
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Bot the Kyng rycht manlyly
Bwne skalyd all that cumpany,
And tuk and slwe.

Wyntown, ril. 7. 210.

SkayU is used as the pret., in relation to the disper-

sion of a Beet.

Bot a storme iwa gret thaym skayle,MlU^d^d^

.

trtlttt91

2. To dismiss, to cause to depart, S.

••The Schiref sail he him self, his Deputis, or

Officisris, aend to thay parteis, and charge them to

eeis, and skaUl thair gadderingis, and cum in sober and

2uyet wyis to the court after the forme of the said act."

iota Ja. III., 1487, c. 123, Ed. 1566.

To skail the byke, a metaph. phrase borrowed from a

hhe of bees, signifying, to disperse the assembly, S.

3. To scatter, disperse, dissipate.

From thens fordwarte Vlixes mare and mare
With new crimes begouth to affray me sarc,

And dangerous rumours amangis the commouns nedis

Skalii and sew of me in diueres stedis.

Doug. Virgil, 41, 47.

8pargere voces, Virg.

A. Bor. "tale; to spread, as manure, gravel, or

other loose materials
;
" GL Grose.

Quha skaylis his thoucht in syndrynes

In Uk thyng it is the les.

Wyntown, riii. 16.87.

4. To spill, to shed, to scatter ; applied

to liquids and solids, You will skail your

kail, you will spill your broth, S.

" An old seek is ay flailing." Kay's Scot. Prov., p.

280. Divers. Pnrley, i. 238. The phrase is elliptical,

as referring to what it contains, grain, meal, &c.

Mr. Tooke expl. this, "parting, dividing, separating,

breaking." Ibid. p. 240. But it is not the sack itself

that is skaWd, bnt the grain contained in it. This is

skaiTd or dropt out, by reason of the holes in the sack.

In Aberdeen*, this term is used of dry substances

only, tpUl being always applied to liquids.

It means also to scatter.

8ome o'er the furrow'd field hap hastily,—

An' crowding on the fresh-turn d hillock, tkail

Wi' eager nebs, the dusky frozen turf.

Dacidson'i Poems, p. 143.

This ia mentioned as an established prognostic of

an approaching storm.

5. To unrip; Skelt, a having the seams un-

ript," S. B. Gl. Ross.

To her left shoulder too her keek was worn,

Her gartens tint, her shoon a' skelt and torn.

Boss's Hdenore, p. 28.

This sense is merely a particular application of the

«. as signifying, to disjoin.

6. (To cross, to pass over] ; applied to vessels.

Mony a boat $kaiVd the ferry,

Mony a boat, mony a shin.—
The Dreg-Song, Nerd's Coll., ii. 103.

7. To shale doun, to shed, to pour out.

I saU aponn thame ane myrk schoure doun shale

Of wait and wynd. niydlit with felloun hale.

Doug. Virgil, 103, 52.

Infnndam, Virg.

8. To Skail a gun, to empty it of its contents, S.

9. To skail house, to give over keeping house,

synon. displenis; or perhaps, as denoting

the cause, to waste one's domestic pro-

perty.

"Were it not that want paineth me, I should have

stailed house, and gone a begging long since. " Ruther-

ford's Lett., P. i. ep. 124.—"Rebellious and disobedient persoums, inhabitan-

ts of Liddbdail,—daylie murtheris and slayis the

trew legeia in the defence of thair awn gudis, in sic

sort, that divers gude and profitabill landis are laid

waist, and mony honest houshaldaris constraint to

skaUl thair komsis." Proclam. 28 May, 15C7, Keith's

Hist., p. 395, 6\

10. To Skaill a proclamation, to recall it, to

discharge from its obligation ; • an old

forensic phrase. It occurs with respect to

the King's summons to attend the army.
" Quhilk proclamatioun has the strength of an in-

hibitkma, to discharge all jugeis criminal to proceid

aganis ony persoun that aucht to keip proclamatioun,

the samra standand nndischargit or skaUlit." Balfour's

It is here used as if the negative un in undtscharyit

applied abo to skaillit.

11. To shale a rig, to plough ground so as to

make it fall away from the crown of the

ridge, S.

12. To Skail a Sege, to raise a siege, by

obliging the besieging army to disperse, or

to remove from the place.

•• Edward, the new king, hearing of his intent and

provisions, caused ane armie cum and seidge the

casteL The said Captane Bruce—send to the coun-

aall of Scotland desiring them to releive him, or ellis to

tkaill the seidge." Pitscottie's Cron., p. 108.

To Glasg* past, with mony trapit stcid,

Thair sbailt the sege, relcuit the castell sone.

Sege, Kdimb. Castel, Poems Sixteenth Cent., p. 289.

Rndd. improperly aeeks a Fr. origin. Sibb. has

mentioned the true origin, but confounds it with

Su.-G. atofa, festinanter currere, which has certainly no

connexion. It occurs indeed iu almost all the Goth.

dialects. Sa.-G. Isl. shil-ia, distinguere, separare,

A.-S. scyl-am, Belg. echeel-en, schill-en, Mod. Sax.

schal-ent id. Sn.-5. skael, Teut. scheele, discrimen,

distinetio. This word also appears in Celt. For

$caoil-a*i9 and sgaol-am, signify to separate, to scatter.

To Skail, Skale, Scale, v.n. 1. To part,

to separate, one from another. The kirk is

skailixg ; the people, who have been assem-

bled for worship, are parting from each

other, S.
Thai skalyt throw the toun in hy ;

And brak wp duris stunlely,

And slew all that thai myebt ourtak.

Barbour, v. 93, MS.

1st stU-kut, nnns ab altero recedere ; G. Andr., p.

213.
Scale in this sense is used by Hollingahed. Speak-

ing of the retreat of the Welchmen, during the absence

of Richard II., he says ;
•« They would no longer

abide, bot scaled and departed away." Ap. Divers.

Pnrley, ii. 237.

2. To be diffused ; applied to tidings or news.

Bot tithandis, that scalis sone

Off this deid that Douglas has done,

Come to the Clyffurd his ere, hi hy.

Barbour, t. 447, MS.
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It is also used with respect to an offensive smelt

The stynk scali/t off ded bodyU sa wyde,
The Scottis abhord ner hand for to byd.

Wallace, vil 467, MS.

3. Tq depart from a place formerly occupied.

Thus it is applied to the sailing of vessels, S.

4. To jut outwards, applied to a wall, S. O.
V. Sile, Syle, p. 385.

• Skail, Skale, Scail, Scale, *. 1. A dis-

persion or separation ; as, the skail of the

kirk, the dismission or separation of those

who have been assembled for public wor-
ship, S.

2. A scattered party, those who fly from
battle.

Schyr Adam of Gordoiin, that than
Wes becummyn Scottis man,
Saw thaira dryf sua away thair fe ;

And wend thai had bene quhone, for he
Saw but the fleeing skail perfay,
And them that seezed on the prey.

—Bot then both forray, and tne scail.

Were knit into a sop all haiL
Barbour, xv. 337.

The last four lines are from Edit. 1620.

3. A thin shallow vessel, resembling a saucer,

made of tin or wood, for skimming the

cream off milk, Teviotd. ; synon. Beamiri-
dish. V. Skeil, and Skul, s. .

Skailer, 8. A scatterer, a disperser, Clydes.

Skailin, Scailin, s. A dispersion, the act

of scattering, S.

It sail soon get a scailin /

His bags sail be mouldie nae mair !

Rev. J. JficoTs Poems, il 153.

"The Earl Marischal having sure intelligence of
the scailing of the baron's army,—began hastily to con-
vene forces through Angus and Mearns, and comes to
Tollo-hill—with about 800 horse and foot." Spald-
ing's Troubles, i. 155.

Skailment, Scalement, 8. The act of dis-

persing, or of driving away, Ettr. For.

Skail-Water, s. The water that is let off

by a sluice before it reaches the mill, as

being in too great quantity for the proper
motion of the mill, Koxb. V. Skail, v.

Skail-Wind, *. A dispersion, or that which
causes it, S.
—"You shall all be scattered every man to his own,

and shall leave me alone yet, for as sicker as you are.

Yon are sure enough now, but beware of the next blast
that is to blow, it will make a skealtrind among you.

"

Serm. by Mich. Bruce, *to, 1709, p. 13.

The term seems to have been originally applied to
denote the effects of a storm in dispersing ships. V.
Skail, v. a. sense 1.

Skalit douriy part. adj. In a dishevelled state.

The samyn tyme the Troianis niadynnes quhite
With hare doun skalit all sorrowful can pas
Vnto the teiupil of the grcuit Pallas.

Doug. Virgil 23, 2.

VOL. IV.

Skail is used, rather anomalously, as the part. pa.

And the religious nun with hare doun skail

'

Thre hundreth goddis with hir mouth rowpit sche.

Doug. Virgil, 117, 63.

SKAILDRAIK, Skeldrake, s. Tlw? shield-

drake or burrough Duck, Anas todarna,

Linn.—"They discharge any persons whatsomever—to
•ell or buy any—Schidderems, Shiildrail; Heiron,
Butter, or any sik kynde of fowiles." Acts Ja. VL,
1600, c 23.

In Orkney it is called " skeel-goos ;—sometimes—
skceling-goase or skeel-duck ; in Shetland scale-drake"
Neill'sTour, p. 195, 190.

Perhaps so named from Su. -G. skaef, ratio, facultas
intelligent ; for the same reason that it is called
chenalojter or the fox-goose, by the ancients, and is

still designed the slygooae by the inhabitants of Orkney?
Grose assigns another reason. Explaining A. Bor.

sheld, party-coloured, flecked or speckled, ne adds

:

" Hence s/teld-drake and shekl-fowL South."

SKAILLIE, Skailyie; s. Blue slate used
for covering houses, S. B.
" That the heretors of such houses as are alreadie

thaicked with thack and straw (if the same thacke,
and straw-roofs shall hereafter at any timo become
ruinous) shall bee astricted to thaick the same againe
with sklaite, or skaillie, lead, tylde, or thacke-stone."
Acts Ja. VI., 1621, c. 26.

A distinction is here made between skaillie and
thacke-tUone, similar to that which is retained, S. B.

;

the name skaillit being confined to blue slates, while
the flat stones, commonly used instead of them, are
called brown sldates.

" Narrest the Wolfis iyle layes ane iyllane, callit ane
Erische, Leid-Ellan-Belnachna, quhairin ther is fair

skailyie aneuche." Monroe's lies, d. 9.

Rudd. writes this skelly, vo. SkeUyis.

Skailly is sometimes expressly distinguished from
slate.

"Here is to be found marie, and kylestone, free-

stone and whinstone, *lait and skailly, as good as the
kingdom affords." Penueciik's Tweeddale, p. 5.

The Dutch call those sUtes, which are taken from
the rock in lamina, and used for covering houses,

sehalie. Moes.-G. skal-jos, tiles, tiling, Luke, v. 19.

pi. of skal-ja, a shell, a tile. Hence perhaps the Isl.

name for a roof, skail The origin might seem to be
Su.-G. skil-ja, disjungere, from the circumstance of

these slates being found in lamina. Inre, however,
directs to a different one. V. Skyle, v. Hence,

Skaillie-burd, Skeillie-brod, 8. A writ-

ing slate, S.

Skaillie-pen, Skeillie-pex. A sort of

pencil of soft slate used for taking me-
morandums, or writing accounts, on a slate,

S.

To SKAIR, v. a. and n. To frighten, to take

fright, S. B. V. Skar.

[Skair, Skeer, *. A fright, surprise, ibid.]

[Skair-lookin, Skair-leukix, Skair-like,
adj. Having a wild or frightened look,

Clydes., Banffs.]

SKAIR, 8. 1. A sliare, Aug. Loth.
The Courteour replyit ttgane,

Saying, That resoun is bot vane :

F2
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To s«y a man may do na mair,

Boi same a kirk untill his stair.

Iticdl. Clerk and Courleour, p. 17.

God grant him an unraeasur'd skair,

Of a* that grac'd hi* great forbeers t

Ramsay's Works, i. 103.

2. One of the parts of a fishing rod ; as, the

hand-skair, tne lowest part, the head-skair,

the highest part, S. B.

3. The sliced end of each part, to which that

of another part is fastened, S. A.

4. A bare place on the side of a hill. V.
Scar.
[A.-S. stear, a share]: Su.-G. skaer-a, dissecare,

dividere; skaera, lut, partes haereditatis dividero.

Dan. shatter, scindere, Isl. sker-a, secare ; A.-S.
acyr-a*, partiri.

[To SKAIR, v. a. To share, divide, Lynd-
say, Thrie Estaitis, L 4391.]

Skairs, Skars, i. pL Rocks through which
there is an opening, S. Some rocks on our

coast are thus denominated, which have
such an aperture that a ship may sail

through it.

8a.-G. skaer, a rock, Alem. seorr, O. Belg. schorre,

Gr. *Kvp-oi, id. The root is supposed to oe Su.-G.
sJkaer-a, to cot, to divide ; as llipp-a, a rock, from
klipp-a, to cut. These are also called Kairs.
Hence apparently the name of Skerries, given to

several broken islands in Shetland. Brand, p. 92.
V. Skebry.

SKAIR FURISDAY. V. Skirisfcrisday.

SKAIRGIFNOCK, Skerriegifxot, Skir-
giffik, #. A girl just entering into the

state of puberty, a half-grown female;

corresponding with Hobble-de-hoy
9

as ap-

plied to a male, Ayrs.
The form of this word indicates a Gothic origin.

It may perhaps be resolved q. Isl. skir-gefin, purgare
donates, or datus, as referring to the time of life.

SKAIR-SKON, #. A kind of thin cake,

made of milk, meal or flour, eggs beaten

op, and sugar, baked and eaten on Fasten*s-

een or Shrove-Tuesday, Aberd., Mearns.
[In West of S. called Kar-Scon.] V.
Sooty-Skon.

[SKAJR-TAFT, s. The farthest aft thoft,

Shetl.]

SKAIRTH, Scaircii, adj. Scarce.
•* Diuerss and sindrie persones—hes vait all the saidis

indirect means in slaying of the saidis wyld foulle and
bestiaU, quhairby this cuntrey—is becum altogidder
tcairth of sic wairis." Acts Ja. VI., 1600, Ed. 1814, p.
236. Skairch, ibid., p. 180, may have originated from
reading t as c; or perhaps the word was then pro-
nounced as if terminated by ch hard.

Skairthtie, s. Scarcity.
MAne of the greitest occasionis of the skairthtie of

the saidis partridgis and murefouU, is be ressoun of the

greit slauchttis of thair pouttis and young anis, qulien

as for youth nather ar thai abill to gif pastyme, and for

quantitie can nawyis bo ane greit refreschment." Acts
Ja. VI., 1590, Ed. 1814, p. 181. Scarstie, in the parol-

lei act, ibid., p. 236.

SKAITBIRD, *. The Arctic Gull.

Ignorant elf, ape, owl, irregular.

Skaldit skaUbxrd and common skandelsr.

Kennedy, Evergreen, ii. 49.

Here the Poet seems to alludo to the Arctic Gull or
Dunghunter, Larus Parasiticus, Linn. "All writers

that mention it," says Pennant, "agree, that it has
the property of pursuing the lesser gulls so long, that
they mute for fear, and that it catches up their ex-

crements before they fall into the water ; from which
the name." Zool., p. 534. Others assert, that it only
forces them to vomit up their newly swallowed food,

which it devours.
Kennedy seems to have believed that this fowl

attacked the bird which it pursued, by pouring forth its

excrement. Henoe most probably the epithet of

skald'd. The name skaitbird, according to this idea,

may be from Su.-G. skit a, cacare ; especially as in

some places it is called shite-scouter, S. V. Acllv and
SCOUTIALLAX.

I. Hurt, damage, inSKAITH, Scath, *.

whatever way, S.

—Ha, how grcte harrae, and skaith for euermare
That child has caucht, throw lesing of his moder I

Doug. Virgil, 79, 23.

It is often conjoined witli the word Scorn ; as denot-
ing blame, or reproach, S.

" One does the scathe, and another gets the scorn ;
"

8. Prov. ; "Spoken when one is blamM for another
man's mistake." Kelly, p. 272.

There is another Prov. still more emphatical, used
when the same person both suffers the injury and bears

the blame of it; "I get baith the skaith and the
scorn," S.
" Foul fa' the randy—to gie me baith the skaith and

the scorn.** Saxon and Gael, i. 65. V. Randv, s.

Scathe is used in the same sense, E. I mention the
word in this acceptation, merely to observe that in
Aug. it is pron., as would seem, nearly in the Goth,
mode, staid, or <j . skaidt. Isl. skade, Su. -G. skada, id.

Moes.-G. skath-jan, A.-S. scaeth-an, Belg. scftaed-cn,

Germ, schad-en, nocere.

2. Injury supposed to proceed from witch-

craft, S. Thus men or cattle are said to

have gotten skaith, when it is believed that

the disease, which affects them, proceeds

from preternatural influence.

" Superstition vet continues to operate so strongly

on some people, that they put a small quantity of salt

into the hrst milk of a cow after calving, that is given

any person to drink. This is done with a view to pre-

vent skaith, if it should happen that the person is not
cany [1. canny]. A certain quantity of cow dung is

forced into the mouth of a calf, immediately after it is

calved, or at least before it receives any meat ; owing
to this, the vulgar believe that witches and fairies cau
have no power ever after to injure the calf/' P. Kil-

earn, StirL Statist. Ace, xvi. 121, 122.

G. Andr. observes, that Skade is the name of

Janthes or Ate in the Edda. Hence, he says, skade,

loss, injury, and skad-a, to hurt. I need scarcely add
that with the Romans Ate was the goddess of revenge,

a principle supposed to be predominant with all

witches.
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Skaithless, Scaitiiless, adj. 1. Inno-

cent^ without culpability, S.

"It was a' true ye tell'd me about Westburnflat

;

bat he's sent back Grace tafe and scaithU** ; aae

there's nae ill happened yet, but what may be suffered

and sustained." Black Dwarf, p. 207.

2. Uninjured, without receiving hurt, S.

In this sense Chaucer uses scathtUsse.

Skaithlie, adj. Injurious, hurtful, Ettr.

For. ; synon. with E. ScathcfuL
Yet wad &he clasp thy towzy pow

:

Thy greesome grips were never skaithly.

Hogg's Mountain Bard, p. 184.

The term is often used substantively, as a name
for a young person who is a complete romp. It is

common to say of such a one, That* Skaithlie.

A.-S. scatthig is the correspondent term. But our
word is from tkaith and lie, q. similis noxae ; and is

more immediately allied to Teut schaedelkk, damnosus,
noxius.

SKAITHIE, Skatiiie, s. 1. A fence or

shelter occasionally made of those stakes

called stuckins and ropes ; also of bunches
of straw tied with ropes, set on end and

Sinned to the wall, placed before the outer

oor, towards the quarter whence the wind
comes, Roxb., Banff's.

2. This name is also given to a wall, made of

stone and turf, and sometimes of boards,

erected on the outside of a door to ward
off the wind, ibid.

Su.-G. skydde, protection, from skyld-a, tneri. Teut.
schacde and sehaeduwe, umbra, seem to claim a common
origin with skydde.

SKAIVIE, adj. Harebrained; applied to

one who acts as if in a delirium, or on the
borders of insanity, S.
" 'He means mad,' said the party alluded to.

—
* Ye

have it—ye have it— that is not clean skirie, but'

—

Here he stopped," &c. Redgauntlet, ii. 144.

Sibb. writes also scltacy, rendering it " wode, Le.,
mad," and seems to derive it from senate, a wood.
As the term denotes obliquity of mind, it is evi-

dently from IsL sketf-r, Sw. surf, Dan. skiaeu, Belg.
Germ, schtef, obliquus ; q. having the mind awry or
distorted. A. Bor. sca/e, wild, as, a scafe lad, a wild
youth, (GL Grose), may be viewed as originally the
same. V. Shacii.

[Skaivie, *. 1. A trick, prank; also, what-
ever results from a mad prank or folly;

hence,

2. Disappointment, affront ; as, u He got an
unco skaivie" Ban^s. V. Suavie.]

[To Skaivie, v. n. To go about in an idle,

silly manner; also, to play pranks: part,

pr. slaiviein, used also as a *., ibid.]

[ToSKAIVLE, r. a. and #i. 1. To put out
of shape, to twist, S. V. «Skavle.]

2. To walk with a tottering gait, or with some
silly affected air, Banffs.]

[Skaivlin, Skaivlan. I. As an adj., having

a twisted or tottering gait, ibid.

2. As a *., the act of walking as in *. 2 of r.,

ibid.]

SKALD, s. A scold. V. Scold, Scald.
A skeg, a scornar. a skald.

Colkelbit Sow, h\ L v. 99.

SKALDOCKS, *. pi. Apparently the same
with Skellochs, q. v.

"Rapistrumarvorum, skaldocks.*' Wedderb. Vocab.,

p. 18.

SKALE, Skail, *. " A skimming dish, or

vessel of that form or size," GL Sibb.

;

generally Reaming-skale^ Peebles and Sel-

kirks
#.

[V. under Skail, t;.]

GaeL scala is expl. "a bowl or bason ;" ibid.

SKALIS, s. pi. [Shells, an old form of

drinking cup.]

Among articles purchased for the royal household,

A. 1511, are—"Item, xij magni ciphi vocat. SkalU
ad usum aule liberat. ciphariis iij s. vi d."

L. B. ciphus denotes a cup or goblet, the same with

scyphus, a name given to the consecrated vessel

that contained "the wine which was offered in the

sacrifice of the mass." Du Can$e.
This is evidently the same with Isl. skiola, vas quo

arida vel liquida metiri conaueverunt Verel. Ind.

SKALK, *. A bumper of whiskey taken by

the Hebridians, in the morning.

"They are not a drunken race, at least I never was
present at much intemperance ; but no man is so

abstemious as to refuse the morning dram, which thty

call a skatk." Journey West. Isl., Johnson's Works,
viii. 270, 271.

Gael, sgaile, id. But the term was probably left by
the Norwegians, as con*, from Dan. Sw. kalk, a cup.

V. Cawker.

SKALL, Skell, s. A tenn used to express

that one has a right, in grinding, to the

next turn of the mill, in preference to

another who has come to the place after

him, S. B.
This may be traced to the old Isl. auxiliary v. ska!,

by Haldorson rendered Dzbeo. This Ihre views as

the present indicative of Su.-G. skol-at debere, aliquid

praestandum habere. He explains it as analogous to

Gr. fUWtip.

SKALLAG. Scall.vg, *. A kind of bond-

servant, who carries kelp, and docs all the

hard work ; a term used in the Long
Island.

"The scaling, whether male or female, is a poor
being, who, for mere subsistence, becomes a predial

slavo to another, whether a subtenant, a tacksman, or

a laird.—Five days in the week he works for his

master : the sixth is allowed to himself, for the cul-

tivation of some scrap of land, ou the edge of somo
moss or moor." J. Lane Buchanan's Travels in the
W. Hebrides, p. 7.
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Gael, stolon, or rather sgallag, a man-servant. The
word has undoubtedly been imported into the Western

Islands by the Norwegians. Moes.-G. stalk*, A.-S.

Alem. icak* 8u.-G. 1st. skalk, servus ; a name given,

as Wachter observes, both to slaves and to free ser-

vants. Hence Marescalc, the modern Marshal, &c

SKALRAG, adj. Having a shabby appear-

ance ;
given as synon. with Disjaskit, Sel-

kirks.

It is most probably compounded of skaif, to scatter,

and E. rag, as equivalent to tatterdemalion; (j. "one

who gives his rags to the wind." I prefer this to de-

riving the term from Isl. skell-a, (pret. shall) quati, and

ragr, pavidus, q. to shake from fear.

Skalrag, 8. A tatterdemalion, ibid.

SKALV, 8. The straw netting that contains

fishing-lines, Shetl.

SKALVE, *. Snow in broad flakes, Shetl.

This seems perfectly synon. with E. flake. For

8erenius gives few. skal-a, whence skalve, as signifying

to flake. It also corresponds, in a general sense, with

8. Shelve, q. v.

[SKAM, 8. A spot or blemish, Shetl. Dan.

and Sw. slam, shame, dishonour. Synon.

8caum.~]

SKAMBLE, Skamyll, Skaymle, *. 1. A
bench, a form.

Thai xxx dayw his band thai durst nocht slaik,

Quhill he was bundyn on a skamyll off ayk,

With vrn chenyeis that was bath stark and kern.
J

WaUaee. xi. 1852, MS.

It occurs in the same sense in a plural form. •• Ane
skaymlis of tre at the fysche cors for laying of the

fische tkairupoune." Abcrd. Reg., A. 1551, V. 21.

A.-S. scaemel, sceamel, scamol, id.

2. Shambles, shambles.

The fleschers' skamblis ar gone dry ;

The hieland men bringis in na ky.
Maitland Poena, p. 182.

S. B. skemmUe denotes the butchers' market ; from

the tables or benches on which the meat is exposed.

8eren. derives the E. word, rather whimsically, from

Isl. skemma, domus brevis, skamr, brevis.

Skabibler, Skamlar, Scambler, s. [A
parasite, a meal-time visitor. Synon.

8ornery 8coungerJ]

"The les slauchter wes maid, becaus the maist parte

of the knichtis and men of armis—war passand like

skamlaris throw the cuntre. " BeUend. T. Liv., p. 405.

Lixae, Lat. scullions, drudges.

Johnson gives Scambler as "Scottish," signifying •• a

bold intruder upon one's generosity at table."
•• It is well ken'd your father a son was never a

scambler/* ** One that goes about among his friends

for meat, by the Irish caned a Cosherer," N. Kelly, p.

274.
8crenius expl. Scambler by Sw. skamhund, skamgaest,

parasitus. Verelius renders Isl. skamhund, impudens

canis, equivalent to Sw. skamloes hund, q. "a shame-

less dog." But it is very questionable, if our term has

any affinity to this. It may perhaps be traced to A.-S.

scamol^s, bench, a stall on which butchers expose their

meat ; q. one who ranges about in quest of scraps.

To SKANCE. V. Scance.

SKANES, 8. pi. Scurf of the head appear-

ing among the hair; or, the exfoliation of

the cuticle, Roxb.

C. B. ysgen, id., morphew, dand riff; ysgen-u, to

generate scurf or dandriff. Isl. skaeni, membrana, the

outer skin or cuticle ; skacning-r, crustula membra-
nacea, also furfures, Haldorson. Teut. skan, crusta,

cortex ; Mod.-Sax. schin, furfures capitis, furfuraceae

sauamulae capitis. Schtene, lamina, lamella, may be

viewed as a cognate term.

Scandal, obloquy, Shetl. V.[SKANS, 8.

Sk,\m.]

[SKANT, adj. Scanty, scarce, Lyndsay,

Thrie Estaitis, I. 753.]

[Skant, adv. Scarcely, hardly, Barbour,

xx. 434, Herd's Ed.]

Skant, Scaxth, 8. Scarcity.

And thus grete skant of time, and besy care,

Has made niy werk roare subtil and oKscure,

And not so plesand as it audit to be.

Doug. Virgil, 484, 23.

——The acanth of men ye set nocht by,

And mortall werU contempnis and coiuptis not.

Ibid, 30,5.

V. Roove, sense 2.

*' Scot, they say scanth and want," Rudd.
Rudd., it has been seen, observes that in S. they say

"scanth and want." It is used at least more commonly
in a different form, by the interposition of the conjunc-

tion nor.

"Monro having gotten this strong strength thus

beyond his expectation, with so little pains, wnilk was
neither for scant nor want given over, ne returns back
again to Strathboggie triumphantly, beginning where
he left, to plunder horse and armour, and to tine every

gentleman, yeoman, herd and herdsman that had any
money, without respect." Spalding, i. 239, 240.

••The Laird in his lifetime maintained a rough and
free hospitality ; and, as his kindred and acquaintance

expected, there was neither scant nor want at his

burial." The Entail, i. 66.

It is obviously a pleonasm, signifying that there was
abundance.
The term is still used in another proverbial phrase

;

•• Skant o' cheeks maks a lang nose/ S.

Jon. derives E. scant, adj., from Dan, skan-a, skon-a,

parcere; but Seren., with greater probability, from

Isl. skam-r, brevis, [skemt-a, dividere, proportiuuari,]

as originally signifying that anything is too short for

the use for which it was intended.

SKANTACK, 8. A set line, with a num-
ber of baited hooks on it, used for catching

fish by night, in a river, lake, or pond;

Moray.

The last syllable isprobably tack, as denoting the act

of catching fishes. Whether the first has any relation

to E. skaine, or S. skeenyie, as signifying that they are

catched by a cord or line, I shall not pretend to deter-

mine.

SKAP, *. Head, scalp.

To—skonce my skap and shanks frae rain

I bare me to a bieL
Vision, Evergreen, I. 213.
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[SKAPELLARYE, Skaplarie, *. Sca-

polary, a vestment worn by friars, Lyndsay,

Exper. and Court, L 5853, Thric Estaitis,

L3628.]

SKAPTYNE, s. The practice of extortion.
M The regrating of this burcht, and skajrtyne of the

porcommontis of the samyne, in selling of deir mot-
tOTM k lamia." Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

Sbsmt seems to have been used as a frequentative

from abaft v., to collect by dishonourable means.

To SKAR, Skaiu, v. a. and n. 1. To
frighten ; to take fright, to be affrighted,

S. ; [part. pan shard, frightened, Lyndsay.]

Doel bo langare, but cum hidder in haist

Ne star not st his freyndis face as ane gaist
Doug. Virgil, 214, 62.

A harm thai tears is one that is easily startled* or

takes fright at any objects on the road, S. ; a stair

hcTSt, ML, S. B.
Johns., after Skinner, derives E. scare, to affright,

from Ital. scarare, consternare : Sibb. thinks that it is

"perhaps originally the same with *choir," to threaten :

Bat Seres., after referring to the Ital. word, mentions
Isl. atora, provocare, scorast, diffugere. Bnt the cog-

nate tans is undoubtedly Isl. sliar, vitabundus, Ihrc

;

refagua, Verel. From the former we learn that Su.-G.

styga, which be makes synon. with Isl. sliar, is used
precisely in the same sense with S. skair, in relation to

a haras. Usnrpatur frequentissime de equo, qui re

qnavis territus a via deflectit ; Ihre vo. Sly. Skiarr-

ast, pavidissimns, Edd. Saemund. The root is Su.-G.
sty, vitare.

Skar,' Scar, adj. I. Timorous, easily

affrighted or startled, S. ; skair, S. B.
1ms other ssyis, Thocht ye wes skar,

Me think that now ye cum ouir nar.

Dialog, sine titulo. Reign Q. Mary,
QnhOkis sr aocht skar to bar on far fra bourdis.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 201.

"He began to retract, and to say that the old man
was coming to ride on the horse behind him, and the
horse being scar, he twice threw him off, and so he
broke bis neck.*' Fountainhall's Decisions, i 59.

A. Bor. " stare or stair, wild, timid, shy ;
" Grose.

2. Shy, affectedly modest, S. ; sleigh, synon.

And Bess was a braw thumpin kittie,

For Habbie just feer for feer ;

Bat she was (and wasna't a pity ?)

As skittish and scare as a deer.

Jamieson's Popular Ball,, i. 294.

And now cam the ni^ht o' feet washin*,

And Bessie look'd mim and scare.

Ibid., p. 295.

3. Scrupulous in religious matters.

"Ye se thairfoir that ye ar mair skar nor vas S.

Hierom, quha vald not separat him self from com-
amnion vith the kirk of Koine, quhatsumeuer corrup-
tion of maneris he did persaue in sum priuat persouis."

Nicol Borne, F. 132, a

Skar, Skare, *. 1. A fright ; [also, what-
ever causes fright or fear], S. sl:air

9 S. B.

I trow, friend Ned, your heart has got a skare,

Shirrefs* Poems, p. 153.

Bat the afaii'r I got into the pool !

I tkoaght my heart had couped frae its hool.

Boss's UclcHore, p. 43.

2. A scarecrow, an object of terror.

Corr. At ye not with the King familiar T

O. Conns. That am I not, my lord, full waU me t

Bot lyk ane brybour balden at the bar
;

Thay play Bokeik, even as I war a skar.

Lyndsay. 8. P. R., ii. 148.

[Skar-craw, s. 1. An effigy set in a potato

field to scare away the crows, a scarecrow

;

synon. tattie-bogle
%
West of S.

2. A term applied to a ragged, torn down
person ; to a lean, scraggy creature ; also,

to any object of disgust or terror, ibid.]

Skar-Gait, adj. Easily startled ; applied to

a horse tliat skars on tlie road or gait, Renfr.

SKARALE, *. Squirrel. Ital. sciriuolo, id.

M For a tymmer of skarale, ii. d. ; For ane hundrcth
gragries and skarale, dicht and lade, viii. d. ; For ilk

otter skin, ane halfpcny." Balfour's Tract, p. S6,

Tit. Cuslumis,

[To SKARE, v. a. To unite two pieces of

wood by fitting them to each other and
then overlapping them ; as in a fishing rod.

The juncture is called a skare, so also is

each piece, and also the sliced or fitted end
of each piece. West of S., Shetl. V*
Skair.]

Shares, *. pi. Rocks in the sea, S.

"They are either violently brought back into the
sea, by the rage thereof, broken upon rocks, and
driven upon skares, or else by the sworlc of the seas,

sunke in the waves thereof.'* Descr. of the Kingdome
of Scotlande.
This is merely a variety of Skairs, q. v.

SKARMUSCHE, «. A skirmish.

"At last, they met togidder at ane skarmusche, in

quhilk Remus alwayis wes slaue." Bellend., T. Liv.,

p. 13. Fr. escarmouche, id. V. Scrym, v,

SKARRACH, *. 1. A flying shower, a
temporary blast of foul weather; Ang.,
Fife. ski/t

} JHst, synon.

Isl. skur, pinvia momentanea, Su.-O. id. Diciturdo
grandine vel phivia copiosius et fortius ruente ; Ihre.

Moes.-G. skura windis, procella magna venti. Mr.
Tooke ingeniously views £. shower, A.-S. scur, as
literally meaning, " broken, divided, separated, (sub-

aud. clouds)." Divers. Purley, ii. 172.

2. A considerable quantity of drink, Loth.

This seems merely a metaph. use of the same word ;

q. as much as to wet one.

SKARSMENT, s. [A projecting or separat-

ing line in the roof of a building. V.
SCARSEMEXT.]

Pinnakillis, fyellis, turnpekkis raonv one,
Gilt birneist torris, quhilk like to Phebus schone,
Skarsment, reprise, corbell, and battellingis

—

Thair niicht I* scne.

Police of Honour, iii. 17.

SKART, s. A cormorant. V. Scarth.
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[To SKART, Skrat, Scraut, v. a. and n.

1. To scratch, scrape ; also, to scatter, S.

V. Scart.

2. To collect or gather slowly and carefully, S.

3. To make a scraping or rasping noise, S.]

[Skart, Skrat, Scraut, *. 1. A scratch,

scrape, S.

2. A slight tasting, a very small quantity;

as, a skart o* saut, i.e., a few grains of salt

:

just as a large amount is called a claut, as

in a claut o* siller, Clydes.

3. A scraping or rasping sound, ibid. V.
Scart.]

Skartfree, adj. Without injury, S. V.
Scart, v.

SKARTII, s. [Cormorant, used as a term

of contempt. V. Scart.]
Worlin wanworth, I warn thee it is written.

Them skyland skarth, thou has the hurle behind.
Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 57.

—Ane rabbit skarth, ane scorpion, ane scutarde

Dunbar, MaUland Poems, p. 48.

To SKASIILE, v. n. To quarrel, to

squabble, to wrangle, Abcrd. V. Scash,

SkasiilE, 0. A squabble, a wrangle, ibid.

To SKAT, Skatt, v. a. To tax, to levy.

This Ravin I likin till a fals crownnr,
QuhUk hes a porteous of the endytment,
And passis forth befoir the justice air.

All miadoaris to bring till jugement

:

But lake gif he be of a trew intent.

To akraip oat Jokne, and wryt in Will of [or] WcUe,
"And to a bod at bayth the parteis skat.

Uenrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 113.

"The toanne is hauely mnrmowrit be the landmen,
that the wittall byaris of the raerkatt acattis thame
grytlie in taking of sampillis, scheyt schakkingis, . &
me order ewill vsit custom," Ac. Aberd. Reg. A. 1541

,

V. 17.

A.-S. •cent, a part, share, also rent, cess, Su.-G.
thai. Teat, schaL id. Hence it is still said, to pay
one's shot, ie. t his share of a reckoning.

[SKATCHES, Skatciiers, 8. pi Skates;

skatcher, skaitcher, a skater, West of S. V.
Sketciiers.

The forms Skaitches and Skaitchers are also used :

the ai sounded as in aisle.]

SKATE, Skait, s. A paper-kite, sometimes

called a Dragon, Teviotuale, Renfrs.

Perhaps something that is darted or shot forth ;

A.-S. sccat, jacnlatus est, scyt , jactus.

# SKATE, s. A term of contempt, S. B.
Gin I had here the skypel slate,

Sae weel's I ahou'd him tang !

Christinas Bating, Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 125.

Jog on your gate, ye hladdervftrfc.

Maggie 'Lauder, Herd's Coll., it 72.

It seems prob. that this term originated from the
name of the fish thus called; which, by reason of its un-
graceful form, is generally held in little estimation.

Skate, Skaitie-Purse, *. The ovarium of

the skate, Mearns. Crow-purse, Orkn.

Skate-Rumple, *. A meagre, awkward-
looking person, S. ; from the supposed re-

semblance to the hinder part of the fish

that bears this name ; synon. Skrae.

Skate-Siieeus, s. pi. The name given by
fishermen to the sexual appendages on tho

body of the male skate. Frith of Forth.

"The male has not only his pectoral fins studded
with spines, but he possesses long sharp-edged ap-
pendages on .the lower part of his body, with which he
lays hold of the female ; and fishers call these appen-
dages state sheers, from their resemblance to the blades

of a pair of scissors." Ncill's List of Fishes, p. 27.

SKATHIE, s. A fence. V. Skaithie.

SKAT1E-GOO, s. The Skua Gull, Larus
Cataractes, Linn., Mearns.

To SKATT, Scatt, v. a. To tax. V.
Scatt.

SKAU, Skew, s. A state of ruin, or de-

struction, Aberd. ; from Isl. skag-a, deflec-

tere, or its root ska, a primitive particle

denoting disjunction. Skae signifies noxa,

to which we may trace S. skaith, E. scath.

To SKAUD, Skaude, Scaud, t\ a. To scald;

[to parboil ; as, to scaud milk'] ; pron. skadd,

SL V.Scad.
Caxtoun, for dreid thay said his lipnis skaude,

Durst neuer twiche this vark for lailce of knalage.

Dang. Virgil, Pret, 7. 42.

[Tm sure sraa' pleasure it can gie,

Evin to a deil,

To skelp an' scaud poor dogs like me,
An' hear us squeel

!

Burns, Address to the Deil, s. 2.]

Fr. esekaud-er, Ital. scald-are, id. Belg. schaud-en,

schemd-tn, adurere. Hiekes derives E. scald from Isl.

skald-a, calvum facere, glabrarc ; A.-S. Gram., p. 2*29.

To Skaude, Skad, t;. n. When any part of

the body is galled and inflamed, in con-

sequence of heat, it is said to skad, S.

[Skacd, Scad, s. A scald, or the mark of

it; also, a galled or inflamed part of the

body, Clydes.]

To SKAUM, Scame, v. a. To scorch, to

singe, to burn slightly ; applied rather to

clothes, &c, than to persons, S.

"M'Donald—wrote to the committee of Murray
then sitting in Auldearn a charge, with a fiery cross of

timber, whereof every noint was seamed and bunit
with fire, commanding all manner of men within that

country to rise and follow the king's Lieutenant and
marquis of Montrose, under the pain of fire and
sword.

n Spalding, ii. 216.
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Skaum, $. The act of singeing clothes by
patting them too near the fire, or by means
of a hot iron; also, the appearance produced
by this ; a slight mark of burning, S.

Skaummit, part. adj. Having a mark pro-
duced by fire or a hot iron,.S.

Sir. skamm-a, a stain ; from Is!. kaarn, id. macula,
levis contaminatio : kaam-a, maculo, leviter inquino

;

O.Andr.
*

SKAUR-WRANG, adj. Quite wrong, to-

tally out of the way ; used in a moral sense,

Loth.

If not from Sker, Skar, laevus ; perhaps the original
idea was, "wrong like a horse that starts out of the
road." V. Skar.

[SKAVE, adj. Oblique, awry, out of shape,

ShetL]

Skavie, 9. A trick, a prank, Aberd. V.
Shavie.

[To Skavie, v. n. To play pranks, ibid.]

To Skavle, v. a. To put out of shape,
ShetL; synon. with S. Shevel. [V.
Skaivle.]
Immediately from Dan. skiaev, askew. The cognate

terms in the northern languages are given under the v.
to Shack.

SKAW, 9. A scall of any kind, S.
•• Nocht two mylis fra Edinburgh is ane fontane

dedicat to Sanct Katrine, quhair sternis of oulie
springis ithandlie.—This fountane rais throw ane drop
of Sanct Katrynis oulie, quhilk wes brocht out of Mont
8ynay fra hir sepulture to Sanct Margaret the blissit
qnene of Scotland.—This oulie hes ane singulare virtew
agania all maner of cankir and skatcis." Bellend.
Descr. Alb., c. 10. Cutis scabrities, Boeth.

[SKAW, 9. A promontory, Shetl. V.
Scaw.]

SKAWBERT, Skawburn, *. A scabbard.
"Ane Frence repar [rapier] with ane Scottis shaw-

bert thairone, gardit with blak hiltis of the rowand
faissioun, and the neif wewpit with black virgc thred."
Aberd. Reg. A. 1543, V. 18.

"Item—6 quarters of vellous, for covering of a
word.—Item, a pyrn of gold, for a skawbum to the
amvn. A. 1474. Borthwick's Brit. Antiq., p. 135.
Merely a corruption. G. Douglas writes scalberL

SKAYCHT, *. Damage ; for Skayth.
•• Requyrit hir to borrow in hir cow, & mend the

skaycht?' Aberd. Reg., A. 1543, V. 18.

SKAYMLIS,*. A bench. V. Skamyll.

SKEAN, Skeix, Ske.ne, s. A dirk, a short
dagger; a knife which serves either for
stabbing or carving, S. •

" Skene of that Ilk in Aberdeenshire, carries gules,
three dirks, or skeins, paleways in fesse argent,——— orted of as many wobres' heads of the third."
Nisbet's Heraldry, i. 324.
The ancient family, here referred to, is supposed to

have taken its name from a circumstance connected
with the use of this weapon. •* The first of this family
is said to have been of the family of Macdonald who
killed, with a skein, a wolf in presence of one of our
kings, from whence he took his surname Skene, and
called his lands in Aberdeenshire after his name.
John It Skeen was one of the arbitrators at Berwick,
between the Bruce and Baliol, as in Prynne's History."
Nisbet, nbi sup.
Johnson has given this word, but as Irish and Er*e,

that is, Gaelic. In both these languages, sgian signifies
a knife. He also mentions A. -S. sagene, as synonymous.
Somner writes it saegene, which he expl. "gladius,
ensis ; a sword, or *keine" He seems to have viewed
these words as originally the same. C.B. ytgien, "a
cutter,—a sevmeter, a large knife ;" yegi-aw, to cut
away. 1st skein-a, to wound.

Skexe-occle, s. A concealed dirk, Highl.
•"Her ain sell,' said Callum, 'could wait for her a

wee bit frae the toun, aud kittle his quarters wi' her
skene-occle.' • Sktne-occle ? what's that ?' Callum un-
buttoned his coat, raised his left arm, and with an
emphatic nod, pointed to the hilt of a small dirk,
snugly deposited under it, in the lining of his jacketn

Waverly, ii. 105, 106.

Occle is perhaps formed from ceil-am, to conceal,
coighil, coigU% secret ; q. "a concealed dirk."

I have heard it derived, however, from asguil or ach-
fat*, the armpit, because it is concealed under the arm.

[SKEB, 9. A large basket made of straw,

used for holding corn ; containing about
four Hslries or cazzies, Shetl. Su.-&. step,

a vessel.]

SKEBEL, *. A mean worthless fellow,

Roxb.
. "My venr bluid began to rise at being chased by
twa skebds. Brownie of Bodsb. i. 42. V. Skybald.

To SKECK, Skeik, v. a. "To husband, to

guide," Shetl.

Dan. skikt>ert to rate, to order or dispose of a thing

;

Su.-G. IsL skick-a, ordinare, sese gerere.

SKEE, *. A small house. V. Skeo.

[SKEE, Skae, s. Excrement, Shetl. ; slae,

liquid excrement, Banffs.]

[To Skee, v. n. Cacare, Shetl. Su.-G. slita,

Dan. slide, id.]

[SKEEB, s. A large knife, or other cutting
instrument ; also, a staff or stick, Banffs.]

[To Skeeb, v.n. 1. To go about in a silly

manner, flourishing a knife or stick, ibid.]

[2. To act in a silly, vain, or trifling manner
when carrying anything, ibid.]

[Skeeb, adv. With silly boast or vain par-
ade, ibid.]

[Skeebin, Skeeban, 8. The act of going
about, as given under the v., ibid.]

SKEEBRIE, 8. Thin light soil, Ang. scalp,

scaup, synon.

Perhaps allied to Su.-G. skojwe, a covering, Teut
schubbe, a scurf, or rather to Ir. scalar. V. next word.
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SKEEBROCH,*. Very lean meat, Galloway.

Ir. icabar, thin, lean. Kebrach is synon.

Loth.

SKEEG, s. The smallest portion of any

thing. No a sleeg to the fore, not a frag-

ment remaining, Ang., Fife.

IsL skkke, indamentam partial© ; tkiki, pars sequior

lacerae Testis ; Dan. skik, a shape.

To SKEEG, v. a. To lash, to flog.

Quhan words be found, their elritcb sound

Was like the norlan blast,

Free yen deep riack, st Cstls's back,

That skeegs the dark-biown waste.

Minstrelsy Scot. Border, iii. 359.

The term literally signifies to lash or scourge, S. B.

It may possibly be an oblique use of Skeyg, q. to cause

to move nimbly. If we may trust Bullet, sklg-ia is a

Celt, word, signifying, to cut, to slice, to strike. Arm.

skei, to knock, to bang. Su.-G. swtg denotes a green

bough used as a rod or scourge.

8keg, id., Aberd., Moray.- V. Skeo.

Skeeg, Skeegit, *. A stroke on the naked

breech, Mearns ; [sieegit, a blow, Banffs.]

Skeeo, adv. Be played *keeg ; a phrase used

of one who suddenly becomes bankrupt,

Fife.

Allied to the t. Skeeg, to lash, q. ••Ho failed like the

smack of a whip ;" or to Su.-G. skykg-a, subterfugere.

Skeeggers, s. pL A whip ; properly, one

made of sedges, used by boys in playing at

top, Ang. V. the v.

SKEEL, s. A tub. V. Skeil, Skeill.

SKEEL, 8. 1. Acquaintance with, know-

ledge of, S.

"That will be what they ca' the fugie-warrants—

I

hae some skeel in them." Antiq. iii. 213. V. Skill.

2. Generally applied to the medical art. To

fet skeelj to consult a medical gentleman,

toxb.

[To Skeel, v. a. To prove, to test, Banffs.]

Skeelt, adj. Intelligent, skilful, S. V.

Skh.lt.
" This anld man, Ochiltree, is very skeely and auld-

farrant about mony things, as the diseases of cows and

horse, and sic like.
n Antiquary, iii. 272.

"The Duke of Argyle—is—likewise skeely enow in

bestial, whereof he has promised to gie me twa Devon-

shire kye." Heart M. Loth. iv. 23. V. Skilly.

SKEELIE-PEN, 8. A slate pencil, Roxb.

V. Skaillie.

SKEELING GOOSE. The name sometimes

given to the Shieldrake, Orkn.

Skeeting-goose, do quo faroa est, in ejus ventriculo

grana piperis reperiri, de quo tamen non constat. Sibb.

Scot., p. 21.

Lesley also mentions it in his Scot. Descript., p. 35.

V. Neilrs.Tour, p. 195> 19G, and Skaildraik.

SKEENGIE, Skeenyie, 8. Packthread.

This word is more generally pronounced in either of

these ways, S. I have formerly given it with the

orthography of Skiny, q. v.

[SKEER, Skeerie, adj. 1. Raised, excited;

wild with excitement of fear or fun; gener-

ally applied to a romp, West of S.

2. Frightened, easily frightened, somewhat

restive ; applied to an animal, ibid.]

[Skeerie, Ram-skeerie, Rummil-skeeuie,

9. A wild, reckless romp, a mad-cap, ibid.

V. RUMMILOAIRIE.]

SKEETACK, *. The cuttlefish, Shetl.

"Sepia Officinalis, (Lin. Syst.) Skeeiack, Cuttle-

fish." Edmonstone's Zetl., ii. 319.

Perhaps from Isl. skyt-a, jaculare, because of tho

dark substance which it ejects from its belly for ob-

scuring the path of its pursuer. [Dan. skyde, to spout

out.] •

SKEG, 9. [Prob. savage, monster; Isl. slegg,

a beard, skeggiy shaggy, wild, savage one.]

—A skeg, s scornar, a scald,

A bald strod and s bald—
Colkelbu Sow, F. L . 09.

Isl. skaekia, and Dan. skhege, signify meretrix ; Isl.

skakk-r, obliquus, pravus, skekkja, obliquitas, *k*>kk-ja,

obliquare, pret skegdi; A.-S. seeac, picer, sceocca, sa-

tanas, diabolus. Whether skeg be allied to any of

these terms, must be left to the learned reader to

determine for himself.

[SKEG, 8. A sail, Shetl.]

To SKEG, v. a. To strike with the open

hand, Aberd., Moray. To 5%, " to flog

with the palm of the hand;" Gl. Surv.

Moray%
In Mearns it is understood as re-

ferring to the breech as the recipient.

Skeg, *. A blow with the palm of the hand,

ibid. Merely a variety of Skeeo, q. v.

To SKEGH, v. it. To ease nature, Lanarks.

Gael, scag-aim signifies to cleanse. But perhaps

skegh is from Lat. eacare, or C.B. cachu, id., with s

prefixed, according to the Gothic mode.

To SKEGH, v. a. To filch. V.Skaigh.

SKEICH, Skeigh, adj. 1. Timorous, apt

to startle, S.

Messanus musing can withdraw on dreich,

Seand nis stedis and the horses sketch,

Doug. Virgil, 278, 37.

2. Spirited, mettlesome, skittish, unmanage-

able; applied to a horse, even when not

timorous, S.

Perhaps this is the proper sense in the following

passage :

—

To hym in fere also has he layd—
—Thymetes, ane man of full prete fors.

Casting from his staflage, sketch, and hede Strang hors.
6 6

Doug. Virgil, 422, 18.

Casting for Casten, part, pa. cast, thrown.

When thou an* I were young an* skeigh,

Burns, hi. 142.
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Ad' stable-meal* at fairs were dreigh.
How thou wad prance, an' snore, an tkreigh t

Burns, iii. 142.

8. Coy, shy; a term frequently applied to

women, S.

Bhamfu' she was, and skeiah like ony hare,
Nor cou'd the think of sitting langer there.

Ross's Helenore, p. SO.

4. Proud, nice, S., often applied to women,
(but in a stronger sense than in that last

mentioned) as including the idea of prudery,
or expressive of disdain, S.

Maggie coost her head fa' high,
Look'd asklent and unco skeiyh,

Oart poor Duncan stand abeigh.

Burns, W. 26.

" Let gae my hands, I say, be quait
;"

And tow ! gin she was skeigh
And mim that day.

Ramsay's Poevis, I 362.

5. " Fierce-looking

;

" Gl. Surv. Ayrs., p. 693.

Sibb. mentions, although with marks of uncertainty,
Sw. skaelg, obliquus, which has no connexion. Rudd.
baa referred to Skinner, vo. Skittish; and this adj., as
deduced from R skew, to eschew, has evidently the
same origin. Germ, scheuch, scheue, thy ; Ein scheues

pferd, a sketch horse ; Belg. nchouwigh, also schichtig,

id., from Alem. schu-an. Germ. scheu-en, Belg. schuw-
en, to shun, to be shy.
The affinity ia atill closer with Su.-O. skygg, a term

frequently applied to a horse in the same sense. V.
Skab, adj. This is from sky, vitare. I need scarcely
add, that there ia every reason to believe, that E. skew,
eschew, shun, shy, skittish, scare, and S. skeich, skair,

shir, skehr, scunner, have all one origin.

[Skeich, Skeigii, adv.. Same senses as the

adj., S.]

To Skeich, v. n. To take fright, to startle.

Of Hippolytus, it is said that he
anfferit by hys blude and breith

The cruel panys of nis faderis wreith,
As to be harlit with hors that caucht affray,

And skeichit at ane mereswyne by the way.
Dong. Virgil, 236, 31.

Su.-G. skygg-a, meticulose recedere. V. the adj.

Skeichness, Si The act or state of being
sketch ; used in the different senses of the
adj., S.

SKEIGH, 8. A round movable piece of wood,

perforated in the middle, put upon the

spindle of the muckle wheel, used for spin-

ning wool, to prevent the worsted from
coming off the spindle, Upp. Clydes.

Con*, perhaps from C.B. ysgeth, that pushes or repels,

vsgeth-a, to push, to repulse. Yttgau denotes what is

hollow ; and ysgeu-aw, to hollow, to scoop. But it is

more probably from ysgw, tniard, safeguard.

SKEIGH, adj., adv., and r. V. Skeich.

SKEIL, Skeill, (pron. she!,) s. 1. A tub;

properly, one used for washing, S.

Pish wyves cry Fy, and cast down skulls and sketts.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 69.

This is a provincial E. word.

YOU IV.

"Sheets—are broad shallow vessels
; principally for

the use of setting milk in, to stand for cream ; made in

the tub manner—from eighteen inches to two feet and
a half diameter ; and from five to seven inches deep.'*

Glocest. Marshall's Rural Econ., p. 269.
"The Yorkshire sleet with one handle is described

as a milking pail." Ibid., p. 26. V. Skul.

[2. A wooden drinking-vessel with a handle

;

used also as. a ladle, Orkn., Shetl. V.
Skail, j.]

SKE1LKIN,
Shetl.

s. Loud, wanton laughing,

Isl. skelkinn, suggests an idea quite different, pavore

fercitus, from skeuca, terrere. It certainly resembles
r. Gael, sgol, sgofghaire, loud laughter.

To SKEILL, v. a. To disperse ; a northern

variety of Skail. " On force man skeill his

hous & familie, & lewe [leave] the toune."

Aberd. Reg.

SKEIR, Skeer, Skeerie, adj. Hare-brained,

S.
This may seem to be the same word that is written

skire by Rudd., and mentioned under Schire. But I

suspect that it is rather from Isl. skiar, pavidus, as

properly denoting that delirium which is produced by
excessive fear.

It may thus be viewed as equivalent to an E. phrase.

Thev she«l forth a gleam, fraught with malice aud ire,

A gleam fraught with horror and cruelty dire,

Like mortals whose senses are scar'd.

Welsh Legends, p. 82.

It ia rather against the etymon here given, that in

Fife, instead of saying that one is sktir or skeer, the
phrase, is skyre-mad, i. e. , quite insane. Skeir. however,
in other counties, does not admit of so forcible a mean*
ing. This may, however, be q. sheer-mad.

SKEIR, adj. Pure, holy. It is retained,

in a corrupted form, in Scarce-Thursday,

the name of a fair held at Melrose on the

Thursday before Easter.
" This, in the time of popery, was their great fair

called Skeir Thursday, or scnier, pure, holy." Milne's
Descript of Melrose, p. 44, Ed. 1782. V. Schire.
adj., also Skirisfurisdat.

To SKEITCH, v. n. To slide on skates
;

skeitcher, one who slides on skates, S.

Skeitches, Skeitchers, Skytcuers, n.pl.

Skates, S.

Teut. schatae, Belg. srhaatsen, id. Hence,

[Skeitchin, Skytcihx, *. Skating, the act

of skating, S ]

SKELB, Skelf, Skelve, *. A splinter or

flake of wood, S.
—"The qucinc being in Durnbar, thair came ane

post to hir. showing hir that the king of France was
evill hurt in the face with the skslfte of ane spear, being
justing in the time of his triumphant battellis." Pit-

scottie's Cron., p. 546. V. Scon.

Gael, sgealb, sgotb, id. V. Skelve.

[To Skelb, Skelf, Skelve, v. a. and n.

To cut, break, or take off in thin flakes or

G2 .
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slices; also, to break up or separate itito

the same, S.]

[Skelby, Skelfv, adj. Full of splinters,

tending to form or run into splinters. West

SEELDOCKS, Skkldicks, *. pi. Wild
mustard. V. Skellocii and Scaldricks.

SKELDRAKE, .«. The Shieldrake. V.
Skaildrake.

SKELDROCH (gutt.), s. Hoarfrost, Lin-

lithgows. ; synon. Crandroch.

From the termination, apparently of Celt, origin

;

perhaps q. thin frost, from C.B. ysgyl, thin, and rheur,

frost, Gael, rtothadh.

SKELDRYKE,*.
boat.

A sort of small passage-

"The General Convention of Burrowes, understand-

mg that the burgh of Kinghorne and feme thairof

being of gret antiquite, the space of thir six hundreth
vans or tiiairby, is now laitlie hellele trublit and hurt
be the skaifis, skeldrykes and yolles of unfrie tounis, of

Leith upon the north syde of the brig, and of New
hewin," &c. Act Conv. Royal Bor. Jan. 13, 1600.

This might be viewed as allied to L.B. scal-a.

In AngTiam adducitur (classis naviura Kormannic-
ann).—submersis aut caesis hominibus omnibus, qui

•rant in navibus, solia illis exceptis, qui in Stalin vix

salvi foerant fugiendo. Chron. Trivet, ad an. 1293.

But Du Cange views scala as merely a blunder

for scapka, a shallop. It is more probable that

shddryke is a corr. of sculler, a cockboat, (if we may
appose the E. word so old); if it was not rather

a sailor's cant-word, used to express contempt for

so small a boat, as denoting its resemblance of the sea-

bird in S. called a Sktldrake.

SKELET, Scelet, 8. Form, appearance.

" The Lords thought this decreet had not so much
at the visage and scelet of a decreet ; and that it was
given without Sir John Shaw's knowledge, &c. There-

fore they turned the decreet into a libel.' Fount. Dec
SoppL, iv. 673. Fr. scelet, a skeleton, [Sw. skelett, id.]

8KELF, Skelve, s. [1. A splinter or flake

of wood, Clydes., ShetL V. Skelb.]

3. A shelf, a board fixed to the wall for

bearing anything, S.

On sktlfs around the sheal the cogs were set,

Beady to ream, and for the cheese be het.

Ross's MeUnore, p. 77.

A.-S. sc*lf% scyff, abacus.

3. Sometimes it denotes a wooden frame con-

taining several shelves, S. ; synon. Back.

"Above it [the ambry], lying against the slaunt of

the roof, is the skelf, or frame, containing shelves, with
cross bars in front, to prevent the utensils set upon its

shelvesfrom tumbling offfrom itsoverhanging position."

Notes to Pennecuik's Tweedd. p. 83.

SKELLAT, $. "An imaginary spirit,"

Buchan, Gl. Tarr.

See aff it fudder't owre the height,

As fleet's a skellat,

Tarras's Poems, p. 9.

If this goblin be any thing like the Shelly-coat of the
South of S., the name is perhaps from Dan. skiaellat,

orustatus.

SKELLAT,*. 1. A small bell. V. Skellie.
Unto no mess pressit this prelat,

For sound of sacriug bell nor skellat.

Dunbar; liannatyne Poems
t p. 20.

2. A sort of iron rattle, used for the same
purpose as a hand-bell, for making pro-

clamations on the street, (synon. clap,

clapper). Loth.

Su.-O. skaella, IsL skella, n«>la, tintinnabulum. In
Sa.-G. that bell which is hung about the necks of

animals is called skaella. The same name was ancient-

ly given to the bells worn by persons of distinction,

that their inferiors might get out of the way. L. B.

skella, Ital. squilta, Germ. Belg. schelte, Hisp. esquila.

In this sense the word skella is used in the Salic Laws,
tit. 29. Si quis skellam de caballis furaverit, Ac. It

is written scula by Eadmer, in the life of St. Ansel in,

Lib. 1. Sumta in manibus chorda pro excitandis fra-

tribns scillam pulsautem. Thus it denoted both the
bells hung to the necks of horses, and those small ones
used in monasteries. V. Du Cange, vo. Skella. Ihre
derives the word, from Su.-G. skall, sonitus, whence S.

skelloch, E. squeal. V. Senill.

O. Fr. eschellette, petite sonnette, crecelle. We learn

from Roquefort, that it was used in monasteries for

awaking the religious ; and also for making procla-

mations.

SKELLET, adj. 1. Used as synon. with

Yettlin, i.e., cast metal, Dumfr.

2. Elsewhere it signifies what is made of white

or tinned iron, S. ; as u a skellet-pan"

This must be viewed as originally the same with E.
skillet, " a small kettle or boiler." Fr. escuellete,

SKELLIE, Skelly, s. A squint look, S.

A.-S. sceol-eage, scyle-eged, id. q. stjuint-eye, or eyed;
Isl. skialg-ur, Dan. skaelg, Gorm. skel, schiel, Bolg.
scheel, id., all from the word signifying oblique.

There is an O. E. term nearly allied, although, not
explained either by Junius or Skinner. This is a skile.

Than Scripture scorned me, k a skile loked,

And lacked me in Latine, k light by me she set

:

And said, Alutti multa sciunt, et seinsos nesciunt.

P. Ploughman, Fol. 63, a.

In Edit. 1561, it is printed as one word, askile.

Skellie, Skellie-ee'd, adj. Having the

eyes placed a little obliquely, Clydes.

This claims the same origin with Skellied ; A.-S.
sceol-eged, scyle-eged% '-strabo; squint-eyed, goggle-
eyed ;" Somner. Dan. skiel-oeyed; Sw. skeloegd

t id.

Skellied may be viewed as the same compound abbrevi-
ated in the pronunciation ; whereas, strictly perhaps,
skcllie-c etl is tautological ; skellie itself being apparently
from the A.-S. adj. sceol-eag, used in the same sense
with scrol-eaged.

To Skellie, Scalie, v. n. 1. To squint,

to have a squint look, S.

'"John Balfour; called Burley, aquiline nose, red-

haired, five feet eight inches in height.'— ' It is he—it

is the very man,' said Bothwell, • skellies fearfully with
one eye.' " Tales of my Landlord, ii. 87.

Sae proud was he o* his Maggie,
Though she did baith scatie and squint.

Hertfs Coll.,\i. 171.

This language is evidently tautological.
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2. To work or write off the straight. One
who does not write in a straight line, is said

to skellie, or to be " a skellying blockhead."

The same is said of a ploughman who draws

irregular or unequal iurrows, Dumfr.

3. To throw, or shoot, aside from the mark,

ibid. This is synon. with the phrase 4< a

gle\fd gunner," S.

Su.-G. skael-a, torris oculis intueri, Germ. schtel-cn,

id. Skinner apprehends that E. scowl, which is pro-

bably allied to this, has some affinity to Gr. <r*co\-iof,

obliquus.

Skellied, Skelly, adj. Squinting, [squint-

eyed ; also, off the straight, S.]

There's gentle John, and Jock the slorp,

And skellied Jock, and bellied Jock, &c.

Jacobite Relics, ii. 40.

SKELLIE, s. The hand-bell used by public

criers, Lanarks. Hence,

Skellie-man, a. A bellman or public crier,

ibid.

IsL skclla, Su.-G. skaella, tintinnabulum. V. Skel-

LATE.

SKELLOCH, Skeldock, Skellie, *. 1.

Wild mustard, generally used in pi. S.

synon. runches, S. B. Sinapis arvensis,

Linn.
" There are two aorta of wild mustard, the one

commonly called Skeldock, the other Bunches. Some
fields will have plenty of the one, and none of the other,

& vice versa. Skcldocks yield yellow, Bunschts very

white honey ; meadows make white honey, heath red-

dish.—If there is a mixture of either the heath or the

skcldocks, the honey will be yellowish, but not so

yellow aa if there were no Bunches." Maxwell's Bee-

master, p. 71. 72.

*'The corn fields are liable to the common weeds,

especially to skelloch, (mostly wild mustard), for which,

to sow late after ploughing, when the plant is risen up,

and may be destroyed by Harrowing, has been tried

with success." P. Nigg, Kincardine Statist. Ace,
ii. 107.

Ir. sgcallagach, wild mustird ; Obrien. Gael. sgeaU

tan, the seeds of mustard. The E. name charlock, has

some resemblance. A.-St cerlice, id. Somner.

2. The term Skelloch is sometimes applied, in

the South of S., to wild radish, raphanus

raphanistrum, Linn.

By the more intelligent, however, even among the

peasantry, the wild radish is called runchess, while

the name skelloch is given to wild mustard.

To SKELLOCH, v. n. To cry with a shrill

voice, S. B.

This, as well as squeal, schawl, E. is nearly allied to

Isl. skella, claugere, Su.-G.* sqwacl-a, ejulare, plorare.

Seren. observes, that as the latter properly denotes
the wailing of infants, as the consequence of disease,

it may be traced to Isl. qwill-a, prae acgritudine queri,

a denv. from Sw. qivid-a, id. Franc, skcll-an, Germ.
tchall-en, to emit a sound, ersc]iall-en, to ring. Gael.

sgal, a shriek, a loud shrill cry ; Shaw. J|

Skelloch, s. A shrill cry, a squawl, S. B.

SKELLY, *. The chub, a fish; Cyprinus

cephalus, Linn. Koxburghs.
** The fish are, trouts, lampreys, eels, skelly or chub,

salmon, grilse, &c." P. Castletown, Statist. Ace,

ItaL squaglio, Lat. m/tial-us, id. A.-S. scylga de-

notes a hah of some kind, perhaps a roach ; Bocea,

Aelfr. Gl., p. 77. Lye rendera scealya, rubellio, rocea

piacia. The name of sc/ielly ia, by the inhabitanta of

Cumberland, given not only to the Gwiniad, but to

the Chub, from its being a *caly fish. V. Penn. ZooL,

iii. 268, N.

SKELLY, a. A species of slate. V. Skail-

LIE.

SKELLYIS, s.

rocks/* Rudd.
pi.

u Sharp or rugged

-As Sergest with fers mynd al infyrit,

Turnit his stevin towart the rolk oiier nere,

Vntyl ane wikkit place his schip did stere,

?uhil on the blynd craggis niyseheuuslye,

ast stikkis scho, chopnand hard quhynnis in hye,

And on the scharp skellyis, to hir wanhap,

Smate with sic fard, the airis in nVndris lap,

Hyr forschyp hang, and sum dele schorit throw out.

And first Sergest behynd sone left has he,

Wreland on skellyis. and vndeippis of the se.

Doug. Virgil, 134, 26, 51.

The word is certainly of the same meaning with E.

shelves, which, I suspect, originally denoted a ridge of

low rocks, rather than sandbanks. V. Skblve, v.

To SKELP, v. n. 1. To beat; applied to

the motion of a clock.

Baith night and day my lane T skelp ;

Wind up my weights but anes a week,

Without him I can gang and speak.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 557.

2. To beat with velocity and violence. The
veins are said to be skelpin, when the pulse

beats very quick or hard, as in a strong

fever, S. B.

3. To skelp, to skelp it, to move quickly on

foot, to trip along; especially applied to

one who is barefooted, S.

The well-win thousands of some years

In ae big bargain disappears

:

Tis sair to bide, but wfia can help it,

Instead of coach, on foot they skelp it.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 332.

As lightsomely I glowr'd abroad,

To see a scene so gay,

Three hizzies, early at the road,

Cam skelpin up the way.
Burns, iii. 29.

Perhaps this use of the term has originated from the

sharp noise made by the feet in walking smartly, q.

striking or beating the road.

4. Denoting quick motion on horseback, S.

' " Aweel, to mak a lang tale short, up cam my young
Lord Evandale, skelping&s fast as his horse could trot,

and twenty red-coats at his back." Tales of my Land-

lord, iii. 10.

flam skefpit ou thro* dub and mire,

Despising wind, and rain, and fire.

Bunts, Tarn o' SJtanter.]

[5. To do work with energy and spirit, to

hurry; as, " Noo, skelp at it," Clydes.,

Banffs.]
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8a. O. skaffi+a, Isl. skial/a, A.-S. ecylfian, to

tremble ; Id. «**//-«, to shake, to cause to tremble

;

tkiatft. tremor, tardskialje, an earthquake; Su.-G.

ekaelfwa, skal/wosot, a fever, q. because of the trem-

ulous motion of the joints, from skalfwa and sot, sick-

8eren., bowerer, seems to appropriate this name

to the ague; and this is exactly analogous to the

name by which it is known, S. B. the trembling fevers.

To Skelp, v. a. 1. To strike with the open

hand. It properly denotes the chastisement

inflicted on the breech, S. scud9 scult, synon.

Bat fat's the matter T the chiel says,

He sar't the Grecian schips,

Held alT the Trojans an' the gods,

An* skelpU Hector's hips.

Poems in the Buehan Dialect, p. 27.

Sometimes it signifies to flog the buttocks by means

ofaladi.

He's whirled afftbe gude weather's skin,

And wrsppit the dsndily lady therein ;

M I darena pay you for your gentle kin,

But wed may 1 skelp my weather's skin.

Jamieson-'s Popular Ball., L 825.

Vm friends with Manse ; with very Madge I'm gree'd

;

Altho' they skelpit me when woodly fleid.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 190.

^ This may be viewed as an oblique use of the pre-

coding*., as Isl. skaelf-a, Su.-G. skel/w-a, also signi-

fy, to frighten, terrere, Verel. Isl. skelf-a, however, is

occasionally used in the very same sense with our

skelp; perceUo, Kristnisag. Gl.; ekell-a, id. Has-

skeU-a, podicem manu vorberare ; GL Orkneyraga, S.

to. SkeUa.

2. To strike, in whatever way, to drub, S.

Baxter lads has seal'd a vow

To skelp an' clout the guard.
Fergusson's Poems, p. 51.

8. Applied to the strokes of misfortune, S.

—Mony a ane afttimes he helmt.

Whan like to be wi' fortune tJxlpit.

A. Scotts Poems, 1811, p. 18.

Skelp, *. 1. A stroke, a blow, used in a

general sense, S.

Queen Inglisinen come into this land,

Had I bene thair with my bricht brand,

Withowttyn ony help,
.

Bot myne allane, on Pynkv Craiggis,

I sowld haif revin thame all in raggis,

Andlaklonatf(pfor*te/i>.
c p p „ „Lyndsay, 8. P. /c., u. 11.

The water is said to come with a skelp on a boat,

when its shock is sudden and violent, so as to make it

mve way. The term, in this application, has con-

siderable resemblance to Isl. skialf-a, concutere, quat-

ere, tremere facere.

2. Metaph.for a misfortune, in trade or other-

wise, Sn as E. blow is frequently used. A
tatr skelp, a severe blow.

Quhyls Inking comfort to resaue,

Quhyls Inking for a skelp ;

Quhyls dreiding sche suld me di*aue,

Quhyls hooping for hir help.
..

BureTs Pilg., Watson's Coll., u. 48.

V. Mow-bit.

8. A severe blast, a squall ; applied also to a

heavy fall of rain, S.

4. A large portion, Ettr. For.

"We had an unco skelp o* wind an' sleet yesternight

wi* a nasty plash o' a sea ataug wi't ; bit it looks like

to clear np now." St. Kathleen, iii. 98.

[Skelp, adv. Quickly, vigorously; with

energy or violence, Banfifs.]

Skelper, 9. 1. One who strikes with the

open hand, S.

2. [An energetic person] ; as, "He s a skelper

at gangin'

;

n
Clydes.

[Skelpie, Skelpie-Limmer, s. An op-

fftrobrioos term applied to a female, S. ;
«« a

ittle worth person ;
" Gl. Pickeu.

Te little skelpie-limmer's face,

I daur you try sic sportiu.

As seek the foul thief ony place,

For him to spae your fortune.

Burns, til 131.

Skelpin*, s. A beating with the open hand,

S.

Skelpix', Skelpixo, adj. 1. [Energetic,

vigorous, loud]; as, "a skelpin kiss," a

smack, Burns.

2. Clever, agile, active, S.

•• In comes one, two, three, four, or half a dozen of

skelping loog lads from some foolery or another, misca'

me for barring my ain door against them, and eat up

half of what my sister's providence—and she is not

orer bountiful—has provided for my dinner." The

Pirate, iii 53.

Skblp-tiie-dub, adj. A term applied in

contempt to one who is accustomed to do

low work ; as, to act like a foot-boy, Ayrs.

"A skelp~the-dub creature to upbraid me wi' his

justly dues !" Tbe Entail, iii. 202.

As denoting that a person thrown up the mire in run-

ning from one place to another. In the same sense is

the cant term Dub-skelper applied in Edinburgh to the

youngest clerk in a bank who runs about giving in-

timation when bills are due, &c.

SKELP, s. 1. A splinter of wood; as, "He's

run a skelp into his finger," Loth. Gael.

sgealp, a splinter.

The same with Skelb and Skklve, q. v.

[2. A splash, a quantity of any liquid dashed

up or out, Clydes., Banfifs.; synon. jaup.~\

To Skelp, r. a. and n. 1. To apply splints

to a broken limb, Ettr. For.

[2. To run, break, or fall, into splinters, Clydes.

3. To dash ;
generally applied to liquids, ibid.

Banffs.

4. To turn over, or to remove, the surface in

large pieces, as in ploughing, planing, &c,

ibid.]
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SKELT, part. pa. Having the seams un-
ript. V. Skail, v.

To SKELVE, r. w. To separate in laminae.

A stone is said to shelve, when thin layers

fall off from it, in consequence of friction,

or of exposure to the air, S. B.
Teat, schelfe, squama, mica, schelffer, mica, sekeff-

fer-en, assulatim frangere, in micas frangere sive frangi.

The word appears in a more primitive form in Su.-G.
skaell-a, IsL skel-iaM, in tenues laminas dissillire, from
skal, patamen ; and this perhaps from skil-ja, separare.

Skelve, s. A thin slice, lamina, S. B. Teut.
schelve, segmen. [V. Skelb, and Skelf.]

Skelvv, adj. . 1. A term applied to a rock
which appears in a variety of laminae, S. B.

Ilk rib sae hare, a skelvy skair.

Minstrelsy Border, iii. 358.

2. Applied to rocks which form the bed of a
shallow river, S. shelvy, E.

Here, foaming down the skelvy rocks.

In twisting strength I rin.

Bums, lit 856.

To SKEMMEL, Skemble, Skammel, v.n. 1.

To throw the limbs out in a loose and awk-
ward manner in walking, Ettr. For., Loth.;
[E. shamble.']

2. To climb or walk over slight or loose

obstructions, Roxb.

3. To climb over rocks or walls, ibid.

To Skemmel, Skammel, v. a. To throw
things hither and thither in a slovenly and
careless way, ibid.

This seems originally the same with E. scamble,
which is defined by Philips, to rove or wander np and
down. A scambling town, a town wherein the houses
stand at a great distance from one another. Johns, ex-
plains it " to shift ankwardly." Serenius gives as a
synonyme the vulgar Sw. v. skaem-a, Isl. skym-a,
otiose vagari

Skemmil, adj. Having the feet thrown out-
wards, Loth.

It is the reverse of E. splayfoot, as expl. by Johns.,
but exactly agrees with it, according to the definition
of Bailey, which seems to be the true one.

Skemmil, s. A tall, thin, ungainly person,

Upp. Clydes.

Skemmling, s.
u A foolish way of throwing

the legs

;

n
Gall. Enc. ; merely a variety in

form of £. scambling.

Prob. the ancient IsL pr' litive skaa, denoting dis-
junction or separation, is the root, whatever inter-
mediate change it may have undergone.

SKEMP, Skempy, 8. A worthless fellow,

Roxb. ; the same with Scamp.

[SKENE-OCCLE, *. A concealed dirk,

Waverley. V. under Skean.]

" Ye're surely lome silly skrmp of a fellow, to draw
oat your sword on a puir auld woman." Brownie of

Bod.beck, i. 110.

.
" Out o' her bed, quotha !—Na—there'll nae young

skempy amang them wile her out o* her bed i' the

night-time." Ibid. i. 7.

[SKENGERIN, s. A small quantity, a

morsel, Shetl.]

[SKENK, *. A shin of beef, ibid. Dan. and
Sw. stank, the hough ; Eng. shank.]

[SKENYDOUGER, s. A slight peal of

thunder, Shetl. V. Skeyndoaoer.]

SKEO, Skee, s. A small hut, built of dry-

stone for drying fish without salt, Ork.
" I have observed that in some houses there is little

lime, elay, or any such thing for cementing of the
building, which renders their dwelling so much the
colder, the piercing sir passing through between the
chinks of the stones.—But some of these houses they
may designedly so build, that the wind may have free

pass through them, for drying of their fishes, which
houses some call skeos,

n
Brand's Zetland, p. 80, 81.

*• He would substitute better houses for the skeos,

or sheds built of dry stones, in which the inhabitants

cured or manufactured their tish." The Pirate, i. 261.

This word is also written skee, and thus defined :

" Skets : These are little houses, built of dry stones

without any mortar, that the wind may have free

passage through them. In tbem they dry their fishes

and fleshes ; and what is so dried is called Bloteen

Meate." MS. Eiplic. of Nurish Words.
This word is probably corr. from Su.-G. sko, slsoskof-

we, tegnien, a covering of whatever kind ; whence port-

skqfioe, a covered place at the entrance of an area or

yard, where carts and cattle are placed. Su.-G. and
Dan. skiul denotes a shed, a shelter ; whence Su.-G.

portskiul, used in the very same sense with portskofvet.

[SKEOMIT, adj. Pale, sickly-coloured;

sickly, Shetl.]

SKEP, Skepp, Skeppe, Scape, s. 1. A
case, resembling a basket, made of twisted

straw, used as a bee-hive, S.

Forth of their skeppes sum raging beis
Lyes out, and win not cast

;

8um uther swarmes hyves on the treis

In kootts togidder fast

A. Hume, Chron. & P., iii. 389.

" Bees are so rare there, that a youug man, in the
end of April, stopt the skep (which a lady had taken
hither from Angus) with a piece of a peat. About S
days thereafter, the Laird going to look after them,
found them all dead. His family being convened, he
inquired who had done it. The actor did confidently
answer, that upon such a day he did it because they
were all flying away." Mackailc's Relation concerning
Orkney, MS. Adv. Libr. V. Barry's Orkney, p. 453.

"Seep, cumera, a great vessel of wickers or of earth
to keep corno in ;" Cooperi Thesaur.
Ray, among South and East country words, mentions

''bet-skip, a bee hive ;

M
Coll., p. 114. Su.-G. biogskenp

signifies a bushel of barley, q. a skep of big ; hordie
modius, LL. Loccen. Lex. Jur. Su.-G., p. 26.

[2. A light basket of wicker-work used for

corn and potatoes: called also a maun, West
of S.]
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3. Used metaph. in rclatiou to industry.

Yit thir, alas ! an antrin fock.

That laid their scape wi' winter stock.

Fergusson's Poems, ii 81.

Su.-G. skaeppa, skepp-a, a vessel'used by farmers in

sowing, for holding the seed ; sadeskaeppa, q. a seed-

skepp. A. -8. sciop, a vessel, a box ; Germ, schafa, a

wooden concave veasel, Tent, sekap, vas, theca, Lat.

scappium, L. B. scapp-a, from Gr. axa+ot, cavitas ;

Gael. sgeip, a beehive ; Shaw.
• E. *k*p must have been originally the same ; expl.

•*a sort of basket, narrow at the bottom and wide at

the top, to fetch corn in." Johns, oddly derives it

from Stephen, Lower. Sax. to draw.

To Skep, v. a. To inclose in a bee-hive, S.

To Skep a bike. To cany off wild bees with

their combs from their natural nest, and

put them into a hive ; a practice common
among boys, Aberd.

To Skep im, v. ri.
u To get into acquaintance

with

;

n
a metaph. borrowed from the con-

junction of bees of different swarms in one

hive, S. O.
Jo' wad fain slrp in wi' me,
Gin the carlin could but mak it

;

But can I, see stout an* young,

Wed an auld wife broken-backet *

Pickets Poems, 1788, p. 156.

Skepping, *. " The act of putting bees into

their houses when they hive," S. ; Gall. Enc.

SKEPLET, adj. [Mean, tattered, ragged;

another form of skybald, q. v.] Skeplet hatt
u a hat out of shape," Aberd.

m leave some heirships to my kin ;—
A skeplet hat, and plaiden hose.

JmeobiU Relics, L 118.

[Prob. allied to Shade, to put out of shape, q. v.]

[SKEPSIT, adj. Stretched out, put out of

shape, askew, Shetl. Prob. from Sw.

$kapa, to shape, and sid, wide.]

SEER, Skar, adj. Left. It occurs in

Sker-IIandit, adj. Left-handed, Roxb.,

Loth.; [car-handit, Fife.; carrie-hatidit,

Clydes.]

Prob., this is merely Gael, caerr, id. ; which, having

been adopted by those of Gothic origin, had s prefixed

to it. V. Ker, Kar.

[To SKER, v. a. and n. To scare, startle,

frighten, Shetl. V. Skeir.

Also used by Lyndsayin CompL of Bagsche, 1. 116.]

Sker, adj. Scared, frightened, in a state of

fear.
Venus that day coniunit with Juppiter,

That day Neptunus hid him like ane sker

That day Dame Nature, with greit be"—
Furtherit Flora to kith hir craflines.
That day Dame Nature, with greit besines,

o kith hir craflines.

Lyndsatfs Warkis, 1592, p. 190.

Skar, later Edit. It seems used as an adj. ; but V.

Scar, «. 2.

Skerie,<u(/. [1. Easily frightenedor startled];

'* somewhat restive," Gall. Enc.

[2. Excited, wild with excitement ; also,

hare-brained, reckless, Clydes., Pertlis. V.
Skeerie.]

[SKER1E, KAM-SKERIE, RUMMIL-SKERIE, s. A
wild, reckless romp, one mad with fun and

frolic, West of S. V. Kummilgairie.]

[SKERDINS, a. pi. Mice, Shetl.]

SKEKR, s. 1. A ridge of rock, Roxb. V.
Skerry and Skairs.

2. A bare precipice, ibid. Here used in the

same sense with Scar.

Skerry, s. 1. An insulated rock, Orkn.
" Near this Pentland Skerry, there are two or three

other skerries or rocks, on which there is not nourish-

ment for any tame living creature." P. S. Konaldsay,

Statist Ace., xv. 300.

"There are several which are overflowed at high

water, and have scarcely any soil for the production of

vegetables ;—these—are called Skerries, a name which

indicates sharp, ragged rocks." Barry's Orkn., p. 18.

••Our aouerane Lord—hes onntractit with—Schir

Johne Arnot of Berswick knight, &c. for all rycht,

title and entres that they or ony of thanie hes or may
pretend toony Iandie, annuelrentis, ilea, skerreis, holmes,

mylnis, multuria, ftschingis, and vtheris quhatsumeuir

lyand within the erlilome of Orknay and lordschip of

Zetland," Ac. Acts, IV. p. 481.

"Skerries, ragged rocks." MS. Explication of Nor-

ish Words used in Orkney and Shetland.

2. It is sometimes, although perhaps improper-

ly, used in a more limited sense ; as appears

from the following example.

"The sandy beaches of the two first mentioned ex-

tend each a mile in length ; that of the last not so

orach, except at low water of spring tides ; and con-

sist partly of skerries, (flat rocks over which the sea

flows and ebbs)." P. Stronsay, Orkn., Ibid., p. 388.

Perhaps from Su.-G. Isl. skaer, a rock, andey, an
island ; although Isl. skaer by itself is sometimes ren-

dered, scopnlns maris. V. Skair.

SKERTER, 8. The name for Sea-belts,

Orkn. Fucus saccharinus, Linn. ; a

species of see-weed burnt for making
kelp.

"F. saccharinus, Skerter, Orkney." NeilTa Tour,

p. 191.

The name seems allied to Sw. ske oert, scurvy-grass.

SKET, Skete. Ful sket, full hastily or

quickly ; i.e., full readily.

The harpour gan to say,

"Tne maistri give I the,

Ful skcL"
Bifor the kinges kne

Tristrein is cald to set
Sir Tristrem, p. 34.

A.-S. seyt-an, irruere. It may be added that On scyte

woes is rendered by Lye, in praecipiti crat, was in

haste, or rushed headlong : seyte-raese, pracccps ruens.

Perhaps, allied to Isl. skiot-ur, celer, pernix ; skiotur

a foil, swift of foot ; whence the Sw. have given the

name skiut to a horse, as he is also called haest, from
kast-a, festinare.
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To SKETCH, Skeytch, v. n. To skate, S.

Sketched, *. pi. Tlie vulgar name for

skates, used on ice, S.; Belg. schaat*-en.

SKETCIIERS, *. pi. Two wooden legs with

a cross-bar, used for supporting a tree dur-

ing the operation of sawing within doors,

Berwicks.

Flandr schaetse, grallae ; Tent. id. cantherii fulcrum,
the prop of a joist.

To SKEUCH, (ffutt.), [Skeut, v. a. and n.

To twist,] to distort ; [also, to walk in a

distorted manner;] Skeuclid, twisted to a

side, Aberd., Mearns ; [skeut-Jittit, having

the feet turned outwards or inwards, Banffs.

V. Skew, v.]

Skeugb, Skeut, s. A twist, a distortion,

ibid. > V. SnACii, v.

[To SKEUT, v. a. and n. V. Skeucii, and
Skew.]

[SKEUT, 8. 1. A skate, Clydes.

2. Anything broad, flat, and unshapely

;

applied to hands, feet, shoes, &c. ; what
shuts I Banffs.

3. Applied to an ungainly and untidy female,

ibid.]

[To Skeut, v. a. and ?*. To cast down flat

;

to fall down flat ; to walk like a flat-footed

person, ibid.]

[Skeut, adv. Flat ; with violence ; like one
with flat-feet, ibid.]

[Skeut-fittit, adj. With broad, flat feet,

ibid.]

To SKEVKEL, v. n. To move unsteadily in

a circular way, Renfr.

This v. obviously claims affinity to Su.-G. skef, Isl.

skaef-r, sketf-r, Dan. skiaev. Tent scheef, whence E.
skew, askew, obliquus. From $cheef is formed Germ.
schieb-en, obliquare, to depart from the right line.

To SKEW, v. a. and n. 1. [To twist, turn
round]; also to twist one's self in an affected

manner, S. [Dan. skiaev, oblique, skiaeve,

to slant.]

Contemplating ilk foppish brat.
That's got a sword and cocket hat,
To see them skew and skip about,

Is jeerin' fan.

D. Anderson's Poems, p. 112.
V. Skeuoii. • .^

2. To build in an oblique form, S.

3. To skew a house, to cover the gables of a
thatched roof with sods, Tweedd.

4. To skew a shower, to shun, to seek shelter
from, rain, Roxb. Synon. with Skug, q. v.,

and E. Eschew.

Skew, Skeu, s. [1. A twist, a turn, a move-
ment to one side ; as, " Gie the stane a skew

this way," Clydes.]

2. That part of a gable which is oblique, from
the eaves to the chimney-stalk, S.

The bitter, blindin, whirlin drift

Through raggit skeu, an* chimlie rift,

The cottage fills.

Rev. 7. NicoTs Poems, L 45.

This has the same origin with Shacii, q. v.

High on the sklentin skew, or thatched eave,

The sparrow, nibbling ravager of garden pride,

Seeks out a dwelling-place.

—

Davidson's Seasons, p. 43.

"Spere or skuc. Ventifuga." Prompt. Parv.

3. A wooden machine put on the chimney-tops

of country houses for preventing smoke,
Mearns.

Skew'd, adj. [1. Twisted, aslant, squint,

West of S. ; synon.
;
gley'd.

2. A half-drunk person, when walking zig-zag,

is said to be skeivd, ibid.]

3. Demented, acting like one deprived of

reason, Perths.

SKEW, s. Skew and reskew, capture and re-

capture.

Hardy and bat contenyt the fell melic,
Sketo and Reskew off Scottis and Ingliss alss :

Sum kerwyt bran in sondyr, sum the hals,
Sum hurt, sum hynt, sum dcrflly dong to dede.

Wallace, r. 835, Ma
As reskew evidently denotes the deliverance of those

who have been taken by an enemy, from O. Fr. rescou-
er, to take again ; skew signidea the state of being
seized by the enemy, from secou-er, to move violently :

Imprimer a un corps un mou vemeut qui enliraule toutes
acs porties ; Diet. Trev. Corr. from Lat. sticcutere, to
shake.
The term seems properly to denote that disorder into

which part of an army is thrown, in consequence of
which some are taken prisoners.

[SKEWES, s. pi. Skiffs, Caldenvood;
synon., scows.]

To SKEWL, v. a. To distort, to put any
thing out of its proper direction ; skewled,

having an oblique direction, S.B. V.
Suowl.

To SKEY of, v. n. To fly, to remove quickly*
Than Jhon off Lyn was rycht gretly agast

;

He saw his folk failye about him fast

:

With egyr will he wald haiff beyn away,
Bad wynd the saill in all the haist thai may.
Bot fra the Scottis thay mycht than off skey.
The. clyp so sar on athir burd thai wey.

Wallace, x. & 73, MS.
In Edit. 164S and 1673, eskey.

Su.-G. sky, Alem. ski-en, vitare, subterfugere, Sw.
of-sky, aversion, abhorrence, Wideg. E. eschew retains
more of the Teut. form. V. next word.

SKEYB-IIORN'T (ey as Gr. „), adj. Hav-
ing the horns at a considerable distance
from each other, Clydes.
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Tent. sehtef, obliquus, distortua ; or rather, Isl.

$k\f-a, Su.-G. skifw-a, diacindere, diaaecare.

SKEYF, a. A shrivelled dwarf, Upp. Clydes.

Tent, scheef, tortus, distortua ; see cognate words
mentioned under Skevrel, v.

To SKEYG, v. n. To move nimbly in walk-

ing, to scud along. Steyggin atca* on the

road, walking stoutly and quickly, S. B.

Moes.-0. skeu-jan, iter facere; or Sa.-G. skygg-a,

nbterfugere.

Skeyo, s. At the slegg, in a quick motion,

in the act of scudding away, Ang.

SKEYLD, 9. The surf, Shetl.

IsL skeU-r, ictus cum sonitu ; or Dan. skyll-e, eluere ?

SKEYNDOAGER, Skenydouger, s. A
slight peal of thunder, Shetl.

;
perhaps

originally applied to a flash of lightning, the

first syllable being apparently allied to Isl.

Su.-G. Mn-af
fulgere, splendere.

[To SKEYTCH, v. n. To skate, West of S.

V. Sketch.]

[Skeytcher, 8. A skater, ibid.]

[Skeytches, Skeytchers, Skeyts, *. j>/.

Skates, ibid.]

SKIACH (gutt.), s. The berry of the haw-
thorn! Moray. Ir. and Gael, sciog, a haw-
thorn ; 8geach 9 sgeachog, a haw.

SK1B, 8. A stroke, Aberd.
But. waes my heart for Pctrie Gib,
Tne carlie's head 'twas scaw*t

;

Upo' the crown he got a slab.

That gait him yowU and claw't
Christmas Ba'ing, Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 128.

Allied perhaps to Germ, schieben, to shove, to push,
to thrust

SKIBE, 8. A ni£

South of S. V.
ardly fellow, West and
Jkybald.

"Skyb, a worthless fellow, Skybalt, the same;"
Gall. EncycL
. Skibe is often used. Border, in a general sense, as
denoting contempt. The particular application is

determined by the epithet conjoined. Thus, a windy
skibe denotes a braggart, a neetie skibe, a mean par-

simonious fellow.

[SKIBRIE, Skibbrie, adj. Worthless; ap-

plied to stuff of any kind, Banffs. V;
Skeebrie.]

SKICHEN (gutt.), Skiken, j. A disgust at

food from one's being too nice in the

taste, Mearns, Banffs.

Gael, sciothaigh-am, to tire ; or sceath, reuniting.

Se.-G. sly, however, signifies aversion, horror. We
may perhaps view Skichen as having a common origin

with Skeich.

To SKID, r.

Skytk, t\

w. 1. To slide, Dunifr. V.

2. To look obliquely at any object, to look

asquint, Ang.
The radical term is IsL skaa, & primitive particle

denoting disjunction ; whence askavid, disjunctim,

separatim ; G. Andr. This in the rout of a number
of S. words bearing thia sense ; as, Shach, Skaik,

Skaivie, Skeliie, q. v.

Skiddie, adj. Squint, oblique, Ang.; a
skiddie-looky a squint look. Synon., Skeliie.

To SKIFF, Skift, v. a. and n. 1. To move
lightly and smoothly along, to move as

scarcely touching the ground, S.

Use not to skift athort the gait.

MaUland Poems, p. 829.

High owre my head the sheep in packs,

I see them mice-like skift.

A. Wilson's Poems, 1790, p. 215. .

The dew stood skiuklan on her feet,

As she gaed skiffan owre the green.

Picken's Poems, 1788, p. S9.

V. Mum Chairtis.

i.e., Let it be your custom to move lightly through
the streets.

Kind muse, skif to the bent away,
To try anes mair the landart lay.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 58.

Ye watchful guardians of the (air,

Who skiff on wings of ambient air.

Ibid., p. 214.

V. Bustixe.

It may be originally the same with E. skip ; Isl.

skop-a, discurrere. But Su.-G. skiftca sty is rendered,

superbe incedere ; and skift seems indeed to include

the idea of pride as well as of levity.

2. To glide over, to pass any thing in a slight

way, S.B. V. Scoup, v'. 2.

[3. To rain or snow very slightly, S.

4. To do any kind of work in a hasty or care-

less manner; often followed by the prep.

owre or by, Clydes*, Banffs.]

5. To cause a flat stone to skip along the

surface of a body of water, S. V. Scoup,
v. 2.

[6. To graze or hurt slightly, S.

7. To remove dust or any light substance by
a gentle motion or action, $.]

Skiff, Skift, s. [1. A slight movement,
action, touch, stroke, or rub, S.]

2. A slight or flying shower, S.B.

The idea seems borrowed from that of sudden
change; Su.-G. skifw-a, mutare, skift, intervallum ; as

a skift is opposed to rain ; or as allied to Skift, v.

[3. A skip ; also, the act of skipping ; as, of

a flat stone over the surface of water, S.

4. A slight graze or hurt, S.

5. A slightly whizzing sound ; as made by a

body skijjing through the air, S.]
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6. Art, or facility in doing any thing, S.B.

Probably allied to Moes.-G. yaskn/t, making, from

skapan, facere.

[Skiffter, s. A very slight shower ; used as

a dimin. of skift, West of S., Banffs.]

[To Skiffek, Skifter,*. n. To rain, snow, or

hail very gently, ibid.]

SKIFFIE, s. A name given to the tub or

box used for bringing up coals from the

pit, S.

••There were employed at least two men at the

windlass, patting np the coals in *kiffie*, termed

hutches.
n P. Campsie, Stirling*. Statist. Acc.xv. 331.

Apparently from E. skiff, as boat is used to signify

• tut

SKIFT, 9. A broad ridge of land, as distin-

guished from Laing, a narrow ridge, Orkn.;

from Su.-G. *kifty
intervallum, a divisiou,

skift-a, to divide. Shed is nearly synon.

To SKIG, v. a. To flog ; the same with Skerg

and Skeg, Aberd.

Skio, s. A stroke on the breech, ibid.

SKIGGA, s. The sail of a vessel, Shetl.

ToSKIGGLE, v. a. To spill. V. Skixkle.

[SKIKEN,*. Disgust, BanfTs. V.Skiciien.]

[Skiken, adj. Haughty; showing contempt

and disgust, ibid.]

[To Skiken, v. a. and n. To dbgust ; to be-

come disgusted, ibid.]

[SKILDERIN, *. A smooth glazed surface,

Shetl. Dan. skildrer, to point.]

[To SKILE, Skyle, v. a. To disperse, Clydes.

V. Skail.]

[Skile, s. Dispersion, ibid.]

SKILL, s. Return. [V. Skyld.]
•« I yield me, schir, and do me nocht to smart,—
•• I sauf youris, suppois it be no skill."

—Thy waresoun sould be [rieht]«mal but skill
' King Hart, i. 51. it 7.

14. skil, redditio, Pinkerton. It is allied to Su.-G.

skytt-a, debitum solvere.

SKILL, Skyl, Skyll, *. 1. Cause, reason.

Bot sen thow spekys sa nidily,

It is gret skyll men chast,

Thai proud wordis, till that thou knaw
The rycht, and bow it as thou aw.

Barbour, ix. 751, MS.

Mtmmm is substituted, Edit. 1620.

Oft times is better hald nor len,

And this is my skill and ressone quhy ;

Full eyill to knaw ar mony men,
Andtobecrabbitsettislittilby. _

Chnnuy & P., hi. 225.

VOL. IV.

. Skyl occurs in the same sense in True Thomas.

Ffor here no longer may thu dwell,

1 shal tel the skyl wherfore.

To morrow on the Hel. a fowle fende,

Among these folke shal ohese his fee :

Thou art a fayre man and a hende,

Fful wele I* wot he wil chese the.

MS. Cambr. Jauit>*on
%
s Pop. Ball., it 25.

It is written sk'le, in MS. Cotton.

And I aal tele ye a skele, kc.

Minstrelsy Border, ii. 28a

2. Proof, argument.

Till the knycht the prys gawe thai,

That smate Willanie the Ramsay
Throw-owte the hede, and a skyll

Thai scluwyt til enfors thare-til,

And sayd, it wes justyng of were,

And he, that mast engrewyt there,

Suld have the grettast pm, wyth thi

That he engrewyt honestly. .

Wyntown, vui. 35. 187.

3. Approbation, or regard. / hue nae skill of

Atm, or it, i.e., no favourable opinion, S.B.

"
« I have little skill of any of her kind,* said Adam,

• and I am sure you cannot help blessing the merciful

Providence which hath kept them asunder.—My noble

master marry a Papist
! '
" St. Johnst., ii. 224.

This is merely an oblique use of the term as denot-

ing proof. It had originally been employed to signify

that one could not judge of a person or thing, as hav-

ing had no trial, or opportunity of probation. The

Isl. v. is nsed in a similar manner. Jfier skitst, sapio,

O. Andr., p. 213.

Su.-G. skael, skil, ratio, probatio ; Anfotra, $y*a

skael, to bring forward his reasons ; Ihre, Dan. skit!,

A.-S. style, id. Isl. Su.-G. skil ia, disjungere, separ-

are ;
primarily applied to external objrcU, and metaph.

to the mind.

Skilly, Skeely, adj. 1. Intelligent, skil-

ful in any profession or art, S. ;
pron.

skeely, Aberd.
The king sits in Dumferline town,

Drinking the blude-red wine ;

" O whare will I get a skeely skipper,

" To sail this new ship of mine ?
'

Minstrelsy Border, in. «.

Upon your milk your skilly hand you'll try,

And gee's a feast o't, as we're coming by.

Ross's Helenore, p. 95.

2. Having real or supposed skill in curing

diseases in man or beast ; as, " He's an

unco.«*Wy body," S.

3. Endowed with the knowledge which was

supposed to enable one to counteract

the power of magic, South of S.

"Certain rules and remedies, no less strange than

ridiculous, were prescribed by skilly auld wives,

whereby the charms of the fairies might be averted.

Edin. Mag., April 1820, d. ?44

Sa.-G. *kaeli<j, rational ; Isl. shallvjur, prudent

;

skialliyr madr, homo discrtus et consideratus ; G.

Andr.

SKILLOCKS, s. pi. Wild mustard, Ren-

frewshire ; the same with Skelloch, q. v.

"The weeds which abound in corn fields are,—wild

mustard, or skiltock*, sinapis arvensis," Ac. Wilson's

Renfrewshire, p. 137.

H 2
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[SKILM, $. The cream and milk adhering

to the inside of an unwashed milk-pail, Shed.
Dan. $Hm$nelj mould.]

[Skilmt, adj. Applied to milk tainted by the

impurity of the vessel containing it, ibid.

Dan. skimle, mouldy.]

To SKILT, v. w. To move quickly and
lightly ; ship, synon.

Then Pan keut sheep, and there it was
Where the reu-hair'd glyed wanton lass

Did stilt through woods, owre banks ami braes,

With her blind get, who, Poets saves,

Could shoot as well as those that sees.

ClelanaVs Poems, p. 69.

This is used in Ettr. For. as signifying, to skip.

••What gars ye luck sae blae, bairn?—Ye're juste

like tbe lave : ye gang aw stiltin about the streets half

Baked, an' than ye maun sit an' birsle yoursels afore

the fire at hame. Marriage, ii. 131.

As the t. Scult signifies to beat, and is synon. with
Strip; the latter being transferred to quick motion,

or striking the ground with rapidity ; perhaps Stilt is

merely a variety of Scult, used in the same secondary

To SKILT, t\ w. To drink copiously, to

swill, with the prep, at ; Gall.

••Wine was dealt roun' ; I stilted at it ; but had I

drank at it till yet, it wad na hae doitered me. " Gall.

Kneyel., p. 419.

Skilt, s. A draught. " Skilts
f
drinks of any

thing;* ibid.

Skating, *. The act of drinking deeply,

ibid.

This seems merely a provincial variety of S.B. Stolt,

ezpL by the learned Ruddiman, pocula eximanire, and
•bvtonsly formed from skol, stttf, a drinking vessel.

V. Skul, a, and Skole, Skolt, r., also Scold, Scoll,

id. IaL stol-a and Dan. sbjlLer, as most probably

having a common origin, signify to wash, eluere, lavare

:

at skylU muimlen, " to wash the mouth ;" Wol&

To SKIME, SKY3IE, v. n. To glance or

gleam with reflected light, Lanarks. It

differs from Skimmer, which seems to have

a common origin ; as Skimmer is often ap-

plied to the luminous object itself.

Inat sillie May gade linkin' hame
Daft as the lamb on lea—

•• An* whar hae ye been, dear dochter mine,
" For joy skimes frae your ee ?

"

A.-S. sehn-an, schn-ian, splendere, fulgcre, corrus-

care, Lye ;
•• to glister, glitter, or shine ;" Somner.

Skime, *. "The glance of reflected light,"

ibid.

His mantle was o* the skime o' licht,

That glints frae the emeraut green,

An' his bannet blue o* skyran hue
Ontshone the heaven's sheen.

Edin. Mag. Oct. 1818, p. 827.

Iicht was her step, as the yauldest dae's

That skins the heather-bell

;

An' the skime o* her een was the dewy sheen
0^ the bonny crystal-well.

Lady Alary o* Uraignethan, ibid. July, 1819, p. 525.

A.-&. scima, splendor, fulgor; sunnan scima, solis

splendor ; aejen-scima, crepuscitlum, the twilight. Isl.

stima, lux parva, crepera ; rima lucifera, q. "a chink
that admits the light ;" Su.-G. skumm, subobscurus

;

Germ, sehicm-en, obscure lucere, whence Mod. Sax.
sckamer, crepusculum.

This term, as respecting light, is very ancient;
Moes.-G. stebna denoting a lantern, Joh. 18, 3.

1. To flicker, asTo Skimmer, v. n. and a.

applied to light, S.

A.-S. seymKrian, Su.-G. stimr-a. Germ. whimmer-n,
radiare.

2. The inconstant motion of the rays of light,

when reflected from a liquid surface slightly

agitated, Lanarks.

3. To have a flaunting appearance; applied

to females when lightly and showily dressed,

Ayrs., Lanarks.
And quhan she cam into the kirk,

She skimmer d like the sun
;

The belt that was about her waist
Was aw wi' pearls bedone.

Ballad, Sir Thomas and Fair Anv*.
The day was sunny, he saw a 1>onny
Young lass come skimerin* by

;

The smirking girl, like glancin* pearl,

Hade a* his young heartstrinjp to dirl.

T. Scott's Poems, p. 3SS.

[4. To scatter, to dust, lightly or quickly over

the surface of anything, Banffs.

5. To fall in a very light drizzling shower, ibid.]

6. To act or walk quickly, Roxb. ; perhaps q.

to move with the rapidity of a ray of light.

Wachter views the Germ, word as a frequentative
from scAiwi-en, obscure lucere. V. Skime.

7. To glide lightly and speedily, as one does

over boggy ground, Perths.

8. Applied to the flight of a swallow near the

surface of smooth water, Fife.

Skimmer, Skimmerix, *. 1. The flickering

of the rays of light, Lanarks.

[2. A very light shower ; also, a slight sprink-

ling of any fine powdery substance, Banffs.]

3. A low flight, Fife.

Skimmerin, adj. [1. Faint, flickering, un-

steady]. A skimmerin look, that peculiar

look which characterises an idiot or a

lunatic, S.B., as perhaps originally descrip-

tive of the faint glare of the disordered eye.

The application of the Teut. term to the eye, when
in a disordered state, corresponds with our use of the
term. Schemeringhe in d'ooghe, suffusio ; cum jiebe-

culae muscae, et id genus alia oculis obversantur;
Kilian.

[2. Light, drizzling, or powdery, Banffs.]

Germ, schimmer, a dim or faint glare of light ; Su. -G.

sJtymm-a, obumbrare, shimm, obscurus. For Ihre justly

views A.-S. scymr-ian, in this sense, as radically dif-

ferent from the word of the same form signifying to
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shine. He concludes that the Scythic root deuoted

something faintly shining, or in an intermediate state

between obscurity and brightness, from the use of

Moes.-G. skeiwta, for a lantern, Job. xviii. 3. A.-S.

scymr-iam, •• umhrare, inumbrare. To cast a shadow ;

Belg. schemer-cm, whereof oar sltimcring, for an imper-

fect light, like nnto that of the twilight ;" Somner.

[SKIMP, ». Good humoured banter, raillery,

Shetl. Dan. tkiemt, jest, joke, sport.]

[To Skimp, v. a. To joke, banter, ibid. Dan.
stiemte, Isl. stiemta, id.]

[Skimpin, pari. adj. Joking, scoffing, tra-

ducing, ibid.]

SKIN, ». LA particle, a single grain,

AbercL

2. A small quantity, ibid.

In both these senses are the phrases used, "a skin

[of] corn," " a ski* of sand," "a skin [of] salt." &c.

Perhaps allied to Su.-G. sken, Tout, hhijn, Germ.
schein, forma, species'; Su.-G. akin -a, apparere, speciem

prae se ferre ; Teat, schyn-en, id.

SKIN, 8. A term applied to a person, as ex-

pressive of the greatest contempt ; as,

" Ye're naething but a. nasty stin" S.

Perhaps merely a figurative use of the E. word as

denoting a husk. Isl. rkeini, however, has a similar

acceptation ; Homo nauci, Haidorson.

[Skix-Claes, 8. pi. Waterproof overalls,

Shetl.]

Skin-Flint, 8. A covetous wretch, one

who, if possible, would take the skin off a

flint.
'* 'It would have been long/ said Oldbuck,— * ere my

womankind could hayc made such a reasonable bargain

with that old skin-dint." Antiquary, i. 255.

Both Dr. Johns; and Mr. Todd mention this word,

but without any example. Grose indeed gives it as a

cant word ; " an avaricious man or woman ; " Class.

Diet.

SKINCHEON o* drink. The same with

Stube, Fife; perhaps from the S. v. to slink.

SKINK, s. 1. A shin of beef. In this

sense the term is used in Mearns, and per-

haps in other northern counties.

This term, although with an improper orthography,

occurs in a curious medical prescription.

"The materials of spermatid* medicament ingen-

dring seed.

—

0/living creatures, the brains of sparrows,

cocks stones, bulls pisel, harts pisel, civet, oysters,

musk, scinks." St. Germain's Koyal Physician, p. 64.

2. Soup made of shins of beef, S. ; soup of any

kind, West of S.
•' Scotch slink, which is a pottage of strong nutri-

ment, is made with the knees and sinews of beef, but

long boiled." Bacon's Nat. Hist., ap. Johns.

Guid barley broth and skink came next,

Wi' raisins and plumdamis inixt.

Shirrefs Poems, p. 210

Su.-G. slinka, Belg. Germ, schinck, A.-S. sctanc, a

gammon. A.-S. scene, however, signifies drink,

potus.
*

Skink-Brotii, 8. The same with Slink, soup

made of shins of beef, S.B.

Skink-Hough, 8. The leg-joint or shin of

beef used in making the soup called *kink
9

S.

Skink-Plait, s. A plate for holding soup.

"The air sail haue—ane butter plait, ane skink-vlait,

ane beif plait, ane luggit discli," «c. Balfour's rrac-

ticks, pi 235.

SKINK, Skvnk, 8. 1. Drink, in a general

sense, S.

"The wine !—there was hardly half a mutchkin, and
pair, thin, fusionless skunk it was." St Ronan, iii. 155.

A.-S. scene, potus ; calix, poculum ; Teut. schenck-

wijn, vinnra douativum.

[2. A draught, drink ; also, a drinking bout,

a booze, Clydes.]

To Skink, Skynk, v. a. and n. 1 . To pour out

liquor of any kind for drinking.

And for thir tithingis in flakoun and in skull

Tliay skynk the wyne, and wauchtis eowpya full.

Dong. Virgil, 210, «.

The r. is still used in this sense, Lanark*., often as

synon. with K. to Decant.

This seems the primary sense ; Su.-G. skaenk-a.

Franc, skenk-en, Dan. skenk-er, Germ. schenk-en, potum
infnndere. Hence Franc, skinko, Alem. scenke, Germ.
sckenk, pinccrna, a butler ; synon. with A.-S. byrte;

Germ, trzschenk, the chief butler who presented the

cup to the Emperor at the feast on occasion of his

coronation ; trb-schenk, a hereditary butler ; from A.-S.

scene, drink.

2. To make a libation, to pour out in making
an offering to the gods. [In modern times

to fill glasses and drink healths, S.]

Now skynk and offer Jupiter cowpis full,

And in your prayeris and orisonis in fere

Do call apouu Anchises my fader dere.

Doug.Virgil% 209,&.

Patens libate Jovi, Virg.

3. To serve drink ; a sense still retained in E.

Call ou our patroun, common God diuyne is,

And with gude will do skynk and birll the wynia.

Doug. Virgil, 250, 49.

4. [To drink in company, to share one's

liquor]. To skink over, to drink together,

in order to settle or confirm and formally

to renounce ; as in the case of a vender

drinking the health of a buyer, by way of

confirming the bargain, and wishing him

enjoyment of what he has purchased, S.

•' If this had uot been, I should have skinked over

and foregone my part of paradise and salvation, for a

breakfast of dead moth-eaten earth." Rutherford's

Lett., P. i., cp. 88.

[To SKINK, v. a. and n. 1. To scatter, dis-

perse; split, separate; as, "Noo, we man

stink awa' hame," Clydes.]
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2. uTo break in pieces by weight or pressure ;

w

GL Surv. Moray.

3. u To crush the sides of any thing, as of an
egg, together ;

w
ibid.

[Sw. skingra, to disperse, scatter, break up. The v.

Skink, is still used ; ms in the common advice given to

one making gruel

—

stink it vttel, i.e., while stirring it

with the spoon, frequently lift a spoonful and pour it

back again, in order to break the cruel thoroughly and
prevent it sitting to the bottom of the vessel, S.]

[Skink, b. 1. Splitting, the act of splitting

;

also, cleavage ; as, ." Ilk stane has a think

o
f

its ain," i.e., its own line of cleavage,

Clydes.

2. A small portion or fragment ; a chip, shred,

tatter ; also, a small Quantity ; as, " Gane
a* tkini" gone to shreds or tatters ; a skink

o taut, a small quantity of salt, Lanarks.

3. A crash or smash ; also, the sudden pres-

sure, stroke, or blow by which it is

produced ; as " He brak it wf a slink o' his

heel," Clydes.]

[Skink le, Skinkun, Skinkling, t. 1. A
sprinkling or scattering in small quantities,

as of salt, sugar, etc.; also, a sprinkling or

spilling, as of water, ibid.]

2. A very small portion or quantity, ibid.,

Gl. Burns.

Frannces gives O.E. "Scantlyon, or skanklyone,"

rendering it Equismnm, a word I can find in no other

Dictionary.

To Skinkle, v. a. and w. To sprinkle, to

scatter, to spill in small quantities, Clydes.,

Mearns, Edm.; sometimes pron. skiggle

;

synon. scuttle.

Skinkxino, adj. Applied to meat that is

tainted or out of season, and ungrateful to

the palate, Mearns.

To SKINKLE, v. n. 1. To sparkle, to

shine, S. [part. pr. tkinklin, skinklan, skink-

land.']

The cleading that fair Annet had on,

It skinkltd in their sen.

Ritson's S. Songs, ii. 190.

The gay mantel
Was tkinkiand in the sone.

Jamicson's Popular Ball., i. 345.

Squire Pope hut basics his skinklin patches,

O' heathen tatters.

Bums, iv. 860.

2. To make a showy appearance, S.O.
—There, midst lang yellow ranks
O* gowans on sweet Cartha's hanks,
Row't in a skinklan plaid,

Souns' loud the Scottish Muse's horn.—
A. Wilson's Poans, 1790, p. 605.

Evidently a frequentative from Moes-G. skein-an,

So.-G. skina, A.-S. scin-an, fulgere.

Skinkle, t. [Gleam, glancing.] " Lustre,

shining ;

w
Gl. Surv. Ayrs., p. 693.

Skinklin, t. The sparkling of a bright

irradiation, Ayrs.

SKINY, t. "Packthread," S. Sir J. Sin-

clair's Obscrv., p. 127.

He derives it from ckoivo*. It ia pron. q. skeenyie,

£. stain of thread is probably allied.

SKIO, t. A hut in which fish are dried,

Shetl.
"The same domestic—had observed—a deserted

skio, or fisherman's hut, and suggested that they should
occupy it for the night" The Pirate, iii. 41.

V. Skeo, which seems the established orthography.

[To SKIONE, v. a. To ascertain (by a
method well known to fowl-keepers)

whether a hen is about to lay an egg,

Shetl. . Dan. skionney Swed. skonja
y

to

ascertain.]

* To SKIP, v. a. To make a thin stone skim

along the surface of water,- Berwicks.

;

synon. Skifand Squirr, q. v.

SKIP, *. The person who, in Curling, plays

the last of his party ; and who is also the

judge or director as to the mode of playing

the game to all on his side, Dunifr., Gall.

"It adds not a little to the honour of the Kirkpa-
tricians, that one of the rinks, headed on the part of

Wamphray by Mr. H. Currie, was never before cou-

quered on any ice since he became skin—an honour
which he has long and very deservedly held." Caledon.
Mercury, Feb. 8, 1823.

Su.-G. Isl. sklp-a, ordinare, constituere, #kipalag, jus

dicere ; Tent, schepen, senator, decuria, judex.

SKIP, term. Denoting state or condition, as

in foreskip9
herrieskip, hissieskip, nouriskip

9

&c.
This term corresponds to Su.-G. skap, Belg. sehap,

Germ, scha/t, A.-S. scip^, E. *hip ; all from the v.

denoting action or constitution, Su.-G. skap-a, creare,

&c.

SKIPPARE, Skipper, s. 1. A shipmaster;

but now generally appropriated to the

master of a sloop, barge, or passage-boat, S.

Himself as stippare hynt the stere on hand,

Himself as niuUter gan marynaris command.
Doug. Virgil, 133, 23.

The skiper had gar land thee at the Bass.

Evergreen, ii. 71.

•* Some of Kirkaldy skipjyers, Crowner Hamilton also,

would have been at the trying of their fire works on
the King's ships." Baillie's Lett., i. 167. V. Skilly.

It is still sometimes applied, but rather in a familiar

way, to shipmasters of a higher order, S.

Su.-G. skepjmre, anc. skipare, A.-S. scijtar, Belg.

schipper, Germ, schifftr.

2. In the fisheries, it is used in a sense still

lower, as denoting one of the men who
superintends other four, having the charge

of a coble, S.
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•• These [cobles] are used only in the herring fishing,

each carrying 4 men and a skipper, with 8 nets." P.

Oldhamstocks, Statist. Ace., vii. 407.

"The •kippers, or men who have the charge of the

boats, and give directions when to draw the nets,

have for their wages during the fishing season 61. with
4 bolls of oatmeal, Ac." Ibid., zL 93.

SKIRDOCH, adj. 1. Flirting ; an epithet

applied to a coxcomb, or a coquette, Fife.

Allied perhaps to Dan. skierts, a jest, raillery

;

skiertn-er, to jeer, to banter ; nkerter, a jecrer.

2. Easily scared or frightened, ibid. Skeigh>

synon.

SKIRE, Skykk, adj. Pure, mere ; as, " a

stire fool;" S.B., Kudd. V. Scihre.

To SKIKG E, v. a. * To pour a liquid forcibly

backwards and forwards from one vessel to

another, in order to mellow it ; applied to

fermented liquors ; Fife.

Skiroe, s. A flash or dash of water; as, "I

fat my kutes brunt wi* a slirge out o* the

ail-pat ;" ibid. ; syuou. Jilp and Jilt.

Fr. escountouer is "the dale of a (ships) pumpe,
whereby the water is passed out;" Cotgr. Gael.

sciord'am, however, also s*/nirdTamt to spirt, to squirt,

is probably the origin ; whence scionlain and squirdain,

a squirt. O'Reilly gives these words as having the

same meaning in Irish, although overlooked in both
forms by O'Brien.

SKIRGIFFIX, s. A half-grown female.

V. Skaikoiffnock.

SKIRISFURISDAY, Skviktiil iusi>aye, *.

The Thursday before Good-Friday.

"Item, fourty drying claithis of all sortes— Deliverit

xii in the ehalmer on Skiris-furisday at the wesching
of the pure folk is fete." Inventories, A. 1561, p. 156.—"Togidder with ane ouklie mercate on Setterdaye,

and thrie yeirlie faircs, viz. the first thairoff yeirlie

vpoun Skyirthurisdaye, the secund thai toff at Lamtas,
the third thairoff at the feast of Martimes in winter."
Acts Ja. VI., 1621, Ed. 1814, p. 642.

"Item be the Quenis grace precept to Mr. John
Balfour for the service to bo done on Skyristhurisday

niztocum in Falkland, to xix virginis xxxiiij elnis of

holane claith the elne x s. . . xvij li." Pub. Rec.

It occurs rci>eatcdly in the Thesaurcr's Accounts,
in the reigns of James IV. and V.

Su.-O. skaertorsday, id. Ihre says that it is thus
denominated, ''either because the church prepares her-

self for a more solemn celebration of the day of our
Lord's passion by greater purity of life ; or because

it was anciently the custom to \ca*k the feet of the poor
who were assembled on this day ; or because christians

then purified themselves from earthly things, a cincri-

bus purgarunt, as on this day they sprinkled their

heads with ashes." It still retains this name in

Sweden. It is from Su. *G. *U«tr-a (
purgare. In Is!.

skyrsdaa and skirdayr, or Purification-day, from
skyr-a, id.

FurmUiy is the vulgar name of Thursday in S. V.
Fcrsday. Thisday is in England called Maundy- Thurs-
day, or, according to the orthography preferred by
Phillips, Mandy-'J hurtday. He gives a reason for this

name, corresponding with one of those assigned by Ihre,

as well as with the extract in our old Inventory quoted

above.—"The Thursday before Faster, no call'd as

it were Dies Mandati, i.e., the day of the Mandate
or command, uoon account of the charge which our
blessed Lord and Saviour gave his disciples, concerning

the observation of his supper. On that day the Kings
and Queens of England have long practiced the custom
of washing the feet of poor men, in numWr equal to

the years of their reign, and giving them a dole of

money, cloth, shooes and stockings in imitation of

Chi ist, who the night before he ordain \1 the blessed

sacrament, tra*A7/ hi* ilincipte* feet, telling them that

they must do the like one to another."

A name for this day of the same import with
ours, was in former times not unknown in ri Hence
Cotgr. explains Fr. Jeudy ahsolut not only Maundy
Thursday, but Sheere-Thursday ; from E. sJtetn, A.-S.

seir, clean, pure.

In O.E. it is also written S/iere- Thursday, and Shier

Thursday. Iu au old homily, a singular reason is

given for the name. Shere- Thursday is said to be so

called " for that in old Fathers days the people would
that day shere theyr heedes and clipp theyr berdes,

and pool [poll] theyr heedes, and so make them honest

ayenst Easter day." V. Brand's Pop. Antin., i. 124.

In the Records of the society of Masons, Newcastle,

1630, mention is made of •• Skis-Thursday, being our
Lady-Day in Lent." Brand's Hist. Newc, ii. 343,

apparently for Skirs-Thursday.
ihre adds, that " the whole of this week is by the

Germans called charwoehe ; to which, if s be prefixed,

it will appear nearly allied to the Su.-G. term." This
there is considerable reason to doubt ; especially as in

our old language we have Care-Sonday, denoting the

Sunday before Easter, as well as Skyris-furisday in the

same week. For the conjectures as to the origin of

the term Care, V. Care Som»ay. Sec also Skeir.

1. To shriek, to cryTo SKIRL, Skirle, r. n.

with a shrill voice, S.

And fouk wsd threap, that she did green
For what wad gar her skirU

And skreigh some day.
Ramsay's Poems, I 262.

V. Skreed, v.

Skrilles is evidently used per metath. for skirfs.

Gawayn bi the coler keppis the knight

;

Then his k-man ou loft ttkriffr* and skrik.

Sir Oatenn aud Sir Oat., ii. 21

Skrik, i.e., shrieked.
"They fired the pleasant park of Feteresso, some

trees burnt, others beiug green could not burn, but
the hart, the hind, the deer and the roe, skirled at

the sight of fire, but they were all taue and slain."

Spalding, ii. 285.

[2. To sing with a loud or discordant voice.]

Mak' haste an* turn king David own;,
An' lilt wi* holy clangor :

O* double verse come gu- us four,

An' skirl up the Bangor.
Burns, The Ordination, s. 3.]

Sibb. derives it from skri-a, vociferari. But although
this be the remote source, it is immediately allied to

Su.-G. skracl-a, id. Dan. skrald-e, Isl. akiall-a, sonum
strenuum edere. Hence skial, vociferatio, Su.-O.
skoert, Dan. skraat, skrafd, id. This seems to be the
origin of E. shrill.

This conjecture is confirmed by the ancient mode
of writing and pronouncing the K. word. * l Shyrle, as

one's voyse is, [Fr.] trenchant;'* Palsgr. B. iii. F.

95, a.

Skirl, *. 1. A shriek, a shrill cry, S.

With skirllis and with skreki* sclie thus beris,

Filling the hous with inumvng and salt tens.

V. the r.
* Dovy. Yiryil, 61, 36.
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"Ye havegi'en baith the Bound thump, and the loud
ikirl;" Ramsay*! 8. Prov., p. 82.

2. A blast of wind accompanied by rain or

snow ; as, ll a skirl o
9
snaw,

ff Aberd.

IsL skialh, sonorus ; skiall-a, sonitum attactu edere.

3. A stroke which makes the object struck

to quiver, S. a dunt, which occurs a few
lines before.

At length, however, o'er his i

Love took a rionsy swirl.

An' the fa' pow'r o' Elspeth's charms
Gied his poor saui a skirl.

l)aridson*s Seasons, p. 53.

Skikl-Ckake, s. The Sand-piper, a bird,

Shetl.

"Tringa Interpres, (Lin. Sya..) Skirl crake, Turn-
stone, Sea Dotterel, or Hebridal Sandpiper." Ed-
monstone's ZetL, ii. 240.

Skirl-Naked, adj. Stark naked, Roxb.;

synon. Mother-naked, S.

It has been conjectured that this term might ori-

ginate from the circumstance of a child generally

skirling or crying as soon as born.

Skirl-in-the-pan. 1. The noise made
by a frying pan, when the butter is put in

which prepares it for receiving the meat, S.

2. Transferred to the dish that is prepared in

this manner, S.

It is commonly said to a -stranger, who has arrived

at a late boor, or where there is no regular dinner,

and who may be supposed anxious to get what can be
.soonest made ready ;

'•• Ye'se get a skirl ? Ike pan."
"Muckle gude may it do ye, my bonny man. I

trow ye didna get sic a skirl-in-tA^pan at Niel Blane's.

His wife was a canny body, and could dress things

Yery weel for ane in her line o' business, but no like a
gentleman's housekeeper, to be sure." Tales of my
Landlord, ii. 107.

3. A sort of drink, called also Merry-meat,

made of oatmeal, whisky, and ale, mixed
and heated in a pan, and given to the gossips

at inlyings, Mearns.

This is generally traced to skirl, as denoting a
shriek, in reference to the noise made in frying hastily.

But it may be connected with [Sw. skrtiUa, Dan.
skralde, signifying to crack, crackle.]

^Skirlie-Weeack, *. A shrill cry; also a

little person with a shrill voice, Banffs.]

£To Skirlie-Weeack, v. n. To cry with a

shrill voice ; part. pa. slirlie-weeactin, used

also as a #., and as an adj. ibid.]

[SKIRP, «. 1. A small drop, a splash, a clot

;

as of mud or paint, Banff*.

2. A slight shower of rain, ibid ; synon. stiffJ]

To Skirp, r. «. and n. (To spot, spatter, splash

;

also, to rain very slightly, ibid.] Aberd.

Su.-U. slrefw-a, divaricare ; or skrap-a, to

scrape.

To SKIRP, v. a. To mock. V. Scorp.

SKIRPIN, s. The gore, or strip of thin cloth,

in the hinder part of breeches, Ayrs. ; said

to be more properly kirpin.

According to the correction, it must be the same
with curpin. V. Curpox.

To SKIRR, v. a. To scour, [to move about
quickly, Ayrs.]

"Two dragoons, who had been slurring the country',

like blood-hounds, in pursuit of Mr. Careill, came in
and sat themselves down by the fire." K. Gilhaize,
in. 151.

To Skirrivaio, v. n. To run about in

an unsettled way, Ayrs. V. Scuryvage.

[To Skirt, r. a. and n. 1. To run away, to

run quickly ; often followed by the adv.

off, or awa
9
Clydcs., BanfFs.

2. To elude, to get beyond the reach of a
pursuer, Clydes.]

[ SKIRT, s. A riding petticoat, Fife.]

SKIST, s. Chest, box ; for list, GI. Sibb.

SKIST, *. [Prob. an errat. for Shift, skill,

ability.]

Bot scoup, or skist, his craft is all to scayth.

King Hart, ii.

V. Scoup.
54.

To SKIT, v.n. 1. To flounce, to caper, like a
skittish horse, S.

Yet sooa's she hears me mention Muirland Willie,

She skits and flings like ony towmont filly.

TannahilVs Poems, p. 12.

To shaw we're gentle, when we wank on fit.

In passio'- poor fouk, how we'll flaught and skit.

Ibitl. p. 20.

[2. To joke, jeer, taunt, or play tricks of a
mean or mischievous kind, b.]

Perhaps the true origin of this, as well as of the noun,
is Isl. skiogt-a, circumcursare. In this language a horse
itself is denominated skiott ; but apparently on account
of the fleetness of its motion, from skiot-r, ecler, citus.

Skit, #. [1. Applied to a young capering or

restive horse, S.]

[2. A contemptuous name for a female of a
light, frivolous, or immoral character ;] as,

dancing skit, a female dancer on the stage.

"For incontinent upon siclit of him come to hir
remembrance that heinous offence that without greit

propitiatiounis culd not be purgeit, forsuith that the
Quene had not dancit at the wedding feist of Sebasti-

ane the Minstrell and vylc jester, that scho sat be her
husband quha had not yet fully recouerit his deith,

that at the banquet of hir domestical parasite scho had
not played the dancing skit" Buchanan's Detect.
Sign., D. 7, a. Histrionicam non egcrit, Lat.

Skit is still used for a vain, empty creature ;. some-
times, proud skit, S.
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3. A piece of silly ostentation, uu action that
displays much emptiness of mind, S.
The term may allude to the motion of a skittish

horse, which frequently starts aside. Isl. ski, conviti-
um, may also be allied to Su.-G. sky, vitare, aufucere,
whence E. shy. Ski is conjoined with skripi, our sirip,
mock, taunt, ski ok skripi ; Hervararsag., p. 176.

4. An oblique taunt, a sarcasm, S. Squib is

not quite synon., as it does not imply that
the reflection is indirect.
8u.-G. skiut-a, to throw.

5. A kind of humbug, nearly allied to the
modern cant term Quizz, S.
"But if he really shot young Hazlewood. But I

canna think it, Mr. Glossin : this will be some o' your
skits now—I canna think it o' sae douce a lad ; na, na,
this is just some o' your auld skits." Guy Mannering,
ii. 175, 176.

6. A kind of satire, something tending to ex-
pose one to ridicule, S.

•*
' I was recommended to you as a good hand for

writing me a skit.*—*0 a satire, a lampoon—is that
what you mean?'—'Aye, just a bit skit, ye ken.'"
Cakd. Merc, 11 Nor. 1822.
This term is used in E., although overlooked in

Dictionaries. "A at//," Mr. Tooke says, "the
past participle of scit-an, means (subaud. something)
cast or thrown. The word is now used for jeer or jibe,

or covered imputation tiirown or cast upon any one."
Divers. Purley, ii. 144.

To SKITE, Skyte, v. a. 1. To eject any
liquid forcibly; properly, Iiquidum excre-
mentum jaculare, S.

Isl. skvett-a, id. Sw. skifta, exonerare ventrem.
Hence the designation for a diarrhoea.

2. To sauirt, to throw the spittle forcibly

through the teeth, S.

Sa.-G. squactia, liquids effundere.

To Skite, Skyt, v. n. 1. To glide swiftly,

to skate, to shoot, S.
Here coachmen, grooms, or pavsment trotter
Glitter'd a while, then turn'd to snotter

;

Like a shot starn, thst thro* the air
Skyts east or west with unco clare,
But found neist day on hillock side,

Na better seems nor paddock ride.

Ramsatfs Poems, L 834.

2. To « fly out hastily
;
" Gl. Shirr. [To fall

or be driven forcibly in a slanting direction,

as rain by wind, Clydes.]

•\8kytt, to fly against any thing, to strike ;" Gl.
Pickens Poems, 1788.

8. To rebound in a slanting direction, in con-
sequence of a smart stroke ; applied to small
objects, as hail, pebbles, &c, Lanarks.
8u.-G. skiut-a, id. Neutraliter usurpatum notat, id.,

quod cum impetu prorumpit ; Ihre.

[4. To slip or slide suddenly as in walking

;

as, *«My feet skitit on the plainstane,"
Clydes.]

*

Skite, Skyte, *. 1. [A dash, a sudden fall]

;

as, a $lite o* rain, a flying shower; S. B.
Renfr. ; the same with Skift, q. v.

2. The dung of a fowl, S. B. V. the v.

Perhaps immediately allied to Isl. skiot-a, pret skyt,

jaculari ; cito vehere ; q. what is sent forth, or passes
quickly.

3. The act of squirting, or throwing saliva

forcibly through the teeth, S.

4. A squirt or syringe, Aberd., Mearns ; as,

a humlock-skite, a squirt made from the
hollow stalk of hemlock, ibid.

[5. A skate; pi. slites, skates ; also, the act of
skating, a turn or time of skating, Clydes.]

6. A smart and sudden blow, so as to make
what strikes rebound in a slanting direction

from that which is struck, Lanarks., Ayrs.,
Aberd.

7. The act of slipping or sliding in walkings
Loth.

8. A trick ; as, a He's played me an ill skite"

Buchan.
He playM my dochter Meg s skyte,
Which weel ha* coft the gibbet

Tarras's Poems, p. 60.

—Something hin* her wi*a skyte,
Gat up, an' gied a faff.

Ibid., p. 67.

.
This in Gl. is expl. •« mischance." But as the term

more properly signifies a trick, this sense agrees much
better with this passage.

Skiter, Skyter, *. 1. A squirt, a syringe,

Aberd. ; [skooter, Clydes.]

[2. A skater, Ulydes.]

[3. The Cow-Parsley or Hemlock from which
squirts arc made, Aberd.

4. A low term for a sea-bather, Banff's.]

Skitie, Skytie, *. A slight transieut

shower ; a dimin. from Slyte, Aberd.

Skitter, s. 1. Liquidum excrementum, S.

It occurs in a Proverb very coarse indeed, but thus
meant to express the greater abhorrence of falsehood.
" I wish the lyar's mouth kiss a stone kneed [r. knee-]
deep of sk'Uter:' Kelly, p. 399.

2. Applied metaph. to any thing impure or
incongruous, which, when mixed with what
is valuable, renders the whole mass useless,

S.
It occurs in this sense in another coarse, but very

expressive S. Prov. "A spoonful of skitter will spoil a
potfulof skink;" "An ill mixture will spoil a good
composition." Kelly, p. 16.

3. With the article the prefixed, it denotes
the diarrhoea, S.

The O. E. name bears a close resemblance. "Slvtt*
or flyx. Fluxus. Lienteria. Dissenteria. Dyana."
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Prompt.. Parv. The latter term, Fh/.r, is expL by
Lai. "Flixua. Disscnteries." ibid.

111. tkiir it given, as a different word from skit, both
anifying aordea ventris ; as if it were pronounced
like & UkUrt Haldorson.

To Skitter, v. h. Liquidum excreiuentum

ejicere, S.
"A skittering cow in the loan would have as many

arrows ;
*' " Spoken when ill people pretend that

others are as bad as themselves." Kelly, p. 20.

The word in this form is obviously a frequentative,

or diminutive, from Isl. Su.-G. nkyta, cacare. Per-
haps the term is radically from skitit-a, jaculare, as de-
noting forcible ejection.

Skitterful, adj. Under the influence of a

diarrhoea.

" If you was as ekitterfal as you arc scornful, you
would file the whole house," S. Prov. •• A bitter return

to those who are too liberal of their taunts." Kelly,

p. 176.

[SKIUMPACK, «. A large unshapely

piece of turf, Shetl.]

To SKIVE, v. a. To cut longitudinally

into equal slices ; applied to the modern
plan ot slitting leather, S.

Skivers, Skeeveus, *. pi. A kind of

leather much used for binding and lining, S.

This is only one half of the thickness of the skin,

which is sliced into two ; the other half being reserved
lor making gloves.

Su.-G. Mi/ra, a slice, pi. skifrar ; tkaera t skf/ear,

to cut into slices.

SKIVET, $. A sharp blow, Ettr. For.

A.-S. scife, srx/fe, praecipitatio ; impulsus ; trusio,

detrusio ; $et(fl-an, nellere. [Sw. lif, strife, kifea*, to

contest, quarrel.]

contend ; velitari.

. aktf'ia, signifies to quarrel, to

SKIVET, #. An instrument for mending the

fire in a smith's forge, Roxb. ExpL a fire-

shovel used in forges, Ettr. For.

(Sw. ihjfftl, an iron shovel, nknfva, to push or shove.]

SKIVIE, adj. Hairbrained. V. Skaivie.

[SKLAFF, Sklaffer, *., r., and adv. V.
under Sclaff and Sclaffeu.]

[Sklaffs, Sklaffers, s. pi. Tlun light

shoes; also, old and much worn slippers,

Clydes., Banff's. ; synon. bauchles.']

[Sklaffer, Sklaffir, Sklaffirt, a., *., and
adv. A group of words with same mean-
ings as tllaffi but more intensive, ibid. V.
SCLAFFER.

[Sklaffix, $. The act of walking in a
slovenly manner with loose-fitting shoes or

slippers, ibid.]

[Sklaffirt, s. A rock lying horizontally in

thin beds, Banff's. Y% Sclaffer.]

SKLxVFFOKD HOLES. The apertures in

the walls of a barn, for the admission of

air, Ang.

SKLAIF, *. A slave.

Ane evill wyfe w the went aucht,
That ony man can haif

;

For he may nevir «it in salient,

Onless he be hir sklaif.

Baunatyne Poeins. p. 179.

V. Sclavs.

To SKLAIK, i\ a. To bedaub, to besmear,

Aberd.

Sklaik, s. A quantity of any smeary sub-

stance, ibid.

Sklaikie, adj. Smeary, ibid.

Sklaik might, at first view, aeem merely to be a pro-
vincial variety of Slaik ; but it may be derived from
Claik, v., also signifying to bedaub ; with this differ*

enee, that Sklaik Gear* a more forcible moaning.
Claik, we may reasonably trace to Germ, kleek, macula,
Meek-en, raaculare, probro afficere. As the Germ. i\

bears not oidy a literal but a moral signification, it is

most probable that we ought to view Isl. klaek-r,

Su.-G. ktoek, opprobrium, crimen, infamia, as a cog-
nate term. Perhaps the radical word is Su.-G. lack,

vitiuni, defectu*, also vituperium ; whence belack-a,

calumniari.

SKLAIT, s. Slate, S. V. Sclaite.

[To SKLAMMEK, v. n. 1. To scramble;

also, to clamber, Clydes.

2. To wander about in idleness, Banffs.

Evidently a corr. of E. clamber.]

SKLANDYR, *. Slander. V. Sclandyr.

[SKLAP, s. A blow ; properly, a blow with
the open hand, or with anything flat, West
of S., Banffs.]

[To Sklai*, v. a. To strike with severity, to

dash ;
properly, to beat with the open hand,

ibid. Synon., skelp ; dimin., sklaff: in some
of its uses it is like E. clap.

Sw. klappa, Dan. klappe, to beat, to drub.]

[Sklapdunt, *. A severe blow, Banffs.]

[SKLASII, *. 1. A violent dash, a loud

crashing noise, Clydes., Banffs.

2. A quantity of any liquid or semi-liquid

substance dashed with violence, ibid.

3. The act of walking violently through mud
or water ; also, the sound made bv so doing,

ibid.]

[To Sklasii, v. a. and n. 1. To dash or throw
mud or water ; also, to bespatter, as in

walking rapidly through mud or water, ibid.

2. To walk rapidly on a wet or muddy road

;

implying both the action and the noise, ibid.]
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[Sklatch, #. 1. V.meanings under Sclatch.

2. A mass or clot of mud or filth, Clydes.,

Banffs.

3. A fall or dash of mud .or filth; also, the
sound made by it, ibid.

4. A large spot or mark on the skin, ibid.]

[To Sklatch, v t a. and #i. To dash violently;

to fall heavily, Banffs. For other mean-
ings, V. under Sclatch.]

[Sklatch, adv. Heavily, violently; with
heavy, lumbering step, ibid. •

Sclatch is properly a dimin. of Sclwth
t but in use

they are often confounded.]

[SKLATE, s. and adj. Slate. V. Sclaite.]

Sklater, *. A slater, S.

" And alas in—behalf of the haill cowperis, ulaasiu-

wrichtis, boweris, sliaitttrut," &c. Acts Cha. I., Kd.
1814, V. 640.
" I paid Deacon Paul—thirteen shillings, a groat,

and a bawbee, for the count o' his Mater that pointed
the skews of the house at Martinmas." The Entail,

ii. 110.

To SKLAVE, v. a. and n. To calumniate,

to utter slander, Aberd.

Su.-G. klqf-a, calumniare, obtrectarc, (the servile

letter « being prefixed.) Hence klaffair, calumniator.
Ihre remarks that it primarily denotes the trouble-

some noise and barking of dogs ; Germ, klnff-en, latrare.

SKLEET, adj. Smooth, sleek, Aberd.

Su--G. sfaef, laevis, politus, with k inserted ; Germ.
schlecht, id. ; A.-S. ahiet-an, laevigare.

[To Skleet, v. a. and n. To slide or slip

smoothly or rapidly, Clydes.]

[To Skleet-Sklite, r. n. To slide or

tumble out in a mass, as in emptying a

bucket, ibid., Banffs.]

SKLEFF, adj. 1. Shallow.
" Like a skimming dish, or skeil, " GI. Sibb. But the

resemblance is far-fetched. It seems radically the
same with E. theley.

2. Thin and flat ; as, u a *kleff cheese," one
tliat is not thick ;

" a skleff piece of wood,"

&c, Bcrwicks. Used to denote vessels

which have little depth, Ettr. For.

3. Applied to one who is not round in the

shape of the body, Roxb.

4. Plain-soled, Kenfr. SMeff-jittit, id., Roxb.
Allied perhaps to Teut. sleeinn, tenuis, cxilis ; if not

to Germ, 9chltchl
t planus.

The term, as cxpl. shallow, has evidently the same
general signification. Sibliald defines it, " ebb, shal-
low, like a skimming dish, or #dvi7 ;° apparently view-
ing it as allied to the latter word. But the definition
shews that tkleff denotes in general something that is

flat, as not possessing depth in proportion to its breadth.

VOL. IV.

SKLEFFERIE, Skliffkkie,ci<#. Separated
into laminae> Upp. Clydes.

This has the same signification, and the same general
origin, with Sir!eg. V. Skelvb, it. But it is more
immediately allied to Teut. schefffer, $chelvtr

t segmen ;

aasnla ; and *elielffcr-cn, assulatim frangere ; Germ.
«dfce«er-M, to flake ; Belg. achitferen, to scale off, •chit-

frr% a scale, •chilferig, scaly.

SKLENDRY, SKusxDEitrE, adj. I. Thin,

slender, lank ; as, "
t .<klewUrie. lad ;" Ettr.

For.
'* Ye're ravin, Maron—yeYe gaun daft—a bit fklrudnj

lassie o* aughtecn kill sae mony armed Highlanders i
'

Brownie of Bodslieck, i. 15.

2. Faint, slight, ibid. ; like E. slender* ibid.

•• I—begoude to keep tklenderyt houpes of winning
oat of myne ravelled fank unsperkyt with schanio
or disgrace.'* Hogg's Wint. Tales, ii. 41.

Sklenie, adj. Thin, slender; applied to

the form or shape ; Fife.

This may have been originally the same with Isl.

ttdni, longurio imbecillis, expl. in Dan. fit lamj rarkel,

"a lang rickle," S. SUnni, piger homuncio ; Hal-
dorson.

To SKLENT, Sklint, Sklent doun, v. a.

To tear, rend, split, splinter, Aberd.
In Sw. West. Goth. *lant

t signifies a rag, vetcramen-
tnm, which Ihre derives from *llt-a9 rumjicre. The
term may, however, have had its origin from a thing
being torn aafaunt. V. Sclent, r.

To Sklent, Sklint, r. n. V. Sclent.
It may be added, that to nrltut sometimes signifies,

to deviate from the truth, to fib, S.

[SKLETASKUAE, *. The Dunlin (Tringa

alpina). These birds frequent rocky shores,

generally in large flocks, Shetl.]

[SKLEUSII, *., v., and adj. A group of

wonls like Sklashj with same meanings, but

implying a softer substance and sound,

Banffs. V. Sklush.
8klen*?i, as a *., means also a mis-shapen shoe ; and

is sometimes applied to an untidy, slatternly female.]

[Skleusiian, Skleushin. 1. As a .«., the

act of walking with a dirty, trailing step;

also, the sound made by so doing, Bands.

2. As an adj.
f
having the habit of walking as

above ; slatternly, ibid.]

[SKLEU T, s. 1. Same as Sklute, q. v.

Banffs.

2. A semi-liquid mass ; the fall of ,such a
mass ; also, the sound made by it, ibid.

3. A sudden fall, ibid.]

[SKLEL'T, r. and adv. V. Sklute.]

[Skleutch. 1. As a r., to work or walk in

a slovenly untidy manner, Banffs.

2. As a *., an untidy, slatternly female, ibid.]

I 2
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[Skleuter, #., v., and adv. V. Skluter.]

[Skleuteran, Skleuterie, Skleuterin.

V. under Sklute.]

To SKLEY, v. n. To slide, Selkirks. V.

Skloy.

To SKLICE, Sklise, v. a. 1. To slice, S.

An* kebbocks auld, lu monie a wbang,

Byjock-ta-legsare#tfic«*.
' J

/*«>. /. NieoCs Poems, L 26.

J. Metaph., used to denote the abbreviation

of time.
•• By yean dares, and houres, our life is continually

*W*edaway. M Z. Boyd's L. Battell, p. 1016.

Sklice, *. A slice, S.

SKLIDDER, *. A place on the side of a

hill where a number of small stones are

collected ; expl. as synon. with Scaur, Ettr.

For. V. Sclithers.

Scaur, however, does not necessarily convey the

idea of the existence of loose stones.

[SKIFF, *., *., and adv. V. Sklufe.]

[SKLINNER. V. under Sklint.]

To SKLINT, v. a. To dart askance. V.

Sclent.

To Sklinter, Sklixxer, v. n. To splinter,

to break off in laminae, Ayrs. ; [sMinner,

Banffs.]

"Wha made me familiar wi
f her,—was na it my

Lord himsel, at last Marymas, when he sent for me

to mak a hoop to mend her leg that sklinttred aff as

they were dressing her for the show ? " R. Gilhaize,

i. 155.

Sklinter, Sklinner, *. A splinter, ibid.

•• Nature had, of her own accord, worked out the

root of the evil in the shape of a sklinter of bone."

R. Gilhaize, it 87.

[Sklixxer, adv. In splinters, with speed,

ibid.]

[SKLONE, *. 1. A mass of any soft, plastic

substance, Banffs.

8. A soft, easy person, ibid.]

[To Sklone, v. a. To squeeze flat ; implying

a soft substance.]

[SKLOUFF, «., p., and adv. V. Sklufe.]

SKLOUT, Sklouter, *. Cow dung in a

thin state, Fife.

Gael, scloid, 61th.

SKLOY, f. and v. Same with Skly, q. v.

Sibb. writes it skly, and views it as from the same

origin with slid, slippery. Bat it more nearly resem-

bles Fr. escoul-er, to slide.

"Sctoy, to slide; scloying, sliding; the same with

sctving
•*' Gall. Enc. "Scloy or scly, a slide ; " ibid.

To SKLUFE, Skloof, Skliff, r. a. and n.

1. To trail the shoes along the ground in

walking, Ettr. For., Clydes. Banffs. ; synon.

SUute.

[2. To walk with a dull, heavy, careless step,

ibid.

3. To strike with a flat surface sideways in

passing, to rub against, Clydes.]

1st sHo/rja, hebetare. V. Sclaff, v.

[Sklufe, Skloof, Skliff, *. 1. The act of

trailing the shoes along the ground in walk-

ing, Clydes., Banffs.

2. The act of walking as in *. 2 of t;., ibid.

3. A stroke or rub with a flat surface sideways

or in passing, ibid.

4. The noise made by trailing, walking, striking,

or rubbing as in #. I, 2, 3, ibid.

5. An old broken shoe or slipper ; generally

used in pi. sklufes, ibid.

6. An untidy, slatternly person, ibid.]

[Sklufe, Skloof, Skliff, adv. With a

trailing, shuffling motion, ibid.

SU{for Skltfe, Sklaff, and Sklouff, with their several

•mfmore decided ; while Sklouff implies a dull, heavy,

lazy act and sound.

Sktiffer, Sklafer, Skloufer, are frequentativea of

Skl\f, Sklaf, and Sklouff: all these forms are used

adv., and their jtart. pr. as nouns.]

[SKLUSH, #., v., and adv. Same with

Skleush, but implying sharper sound and

greater force, Clydes., Banffs.]

SKLUTE, Skleut, *. 1. Used in pi. to de-

note large clumsy feet, S. B. V. Sklent.

Probably from klute, S. the hoof of cattle.

2. A lout, an awkward clumsy fellow, S. B.

Gael. scUoidt a silly fellow.

To Sklute, Sklext, v. a. and n. [To trail

the shoes in walking, Ettr. For., Banffs.]

2. To set down the feet clumsily, S.

[3. To fall down flat, Clydes., Banffs.

4. To pour out a soft or semi-liquid mass ;

as, to empty a bucket, Banffs.]

To SKLY, Skloy, Sklyde, Sklyre, v. n.

To slide, S. A.
•• Skly, to slide, (as upon the ice)

;
" 01. Sibb.

Skly, Skloy, Sklyde, Sklyre, *. The

place on which one slides, a place used for

sliding, Dumfr. ; the act of sliding itself

being denominated Sklyre, q. v.
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To SKLYDE, v. n. V. Skly.

[SKLYPACH, #., v., and adv. Same with

Sklype, but implying greater force, Banffs.]

. [SKLYPE, 9. 1. A large, thin piece of any-

thing, Banffs.

2. A large spot, mark, or clot, ibid.

3. In pi., large, clumsy hands, feet, shoes,

&c, ibid.

4. A severe blow with the hand, or with any-

thing having a flat surface ; also, a heavy

fall, ibid.

5. The noise made by such a blow or fall, ibid.

6. A person of a dirtv, slatternlv disjw>sition,

ibid.]

[To Sklype, t\ a. and n. 1. To tear, rend,

or strip off, in thin shreds or flakes ; synou.

jfype, Banffs.

2. To dash, fall, or walk with heavy or violent

action, ibid.]

[Sklype, adv. With force, ibid.]

[Sklypix, adj. With a heavy step in walk-

ing, ibid.]

To SKLYRE, v. n. To slide, Dumfr. Loth.

Shurl, to slide, as upon ice, A. Bor. (Grose), has
most probably a common origin. V. Skly.

[SKLYTE, *., v., and adv. Same with

Sklente, Sklent, but implying a sharper

sound and greater force, Clydes., Banffs.]

[Sklyter, Sklytacii, *., v., and adv. In-

tensive and frequentative fonns of Sklyte,
ibid. Sklitter is another form used in the

West of S.]

Sklytes, *. pL Old worn-out shoes, S.

His hose hing down, an twa aiiM skiffIts o' sheen
Are on his feet, ana breeks unbutton'd hing.

Tarrcu's Ptvnis, p. 3.

V. SCLOITS.

[SKOAGIES, *. A fishing-line with two
hooks and tomes, Shetl.]

SKODGE, Skodoie, Skudoy, s. A boy or

girl, who is employed as a drudge, or to do
the meanest work of the kitchen, such as

to clean shoes, &c.
" Though I wadna count

the bairns a trouble, I wadna
Clarinda." Glenfergus, iii. 249.

Perhaps coir, from Su.-G. skosicen, the person who
in ancient times put on the shoes of a prince ; q. a *ho'-

servant. Hence,

To Skodge, Skodgie,Skudgy, v.n. Toact as

drudge, S.

t..^ thine done to you or
t like to bei scoyie to Miss

! To SKOIT, v. n. To peep, to reconnoitre,

! Shetl.

Dan. skotte, to ogle; skotten, an ogling. Su.-G.
skacul-a, skod-a, videre. V. Skid, v., of which this is

merely a variety.

[Skoiter, *. 1. One who peeps, spies,

watches, ibid.

2. A piece of wood set up in the bows of a

boat as a dummy watch : an old custom of

Shetl. fishermen.]

SKOLDIRTjSKOWDEirr^art.jwi. Scorched.

V. Scowder.

To SKOLE, Skolt, r. n. To drink hard, S. B.
" From skull [for a bowl] may have come the Scot.

Bor. to skole, or skolt, pocula exinanire ; and the E. to

drink heller skelter, enppa potare magistra, Horat."
Rndd. V. Skul.

SKOMEK, *. V. Scomer.

SKOMIT, adj. Pale and sickly-coloured,

Shetl.

This seems originally the aame word with Sholmit,

q.v.

SKON, Scone, Scoan, «. 1. A thin cake of

wheat or barley-meal, S. u Bread baken

over the fire, thinner and broader than a

bannock," Shirr. Gl.

The flonre skonnys war set in bv and by.
With vthir messis sic as was ready.

Doug., 208, 41.

Adorea liba, Virg.

2. Any thing that is round and flat, or re-

sembling a cake, S.

"Take twenty ounces of good salt butter, and
wash out the salt ; theu drive it in a broad scoria,

and lay it in cold water to stiffen ; then take two
pound of fine flour, and with cold water make it

into a stiff dough ; knead it well,—and drive it in thin
scoans, some inches broader than the butter scoam."
Receipts in Cookery, p. 4.

The application of the term to butter, as well as to
dough, shews with what latitude it is used.

[3. A blow with the open hand, or with any-
thing having a flat surface, Banffs.]

4. Metaph., as denoting any thing of a par-

ticular kind, considered as a specimen, S.

•• A scone of the baking is enough ;

w
S. Pror. Rudd.

It is thus expl. by Kelly ;
*• It is unreasonable to ex-

pect two gratuities out of one thing." P. 273.
Sibb. derives it from Sw. skona, parcere. It

would be more natural to deduce it from Isl.

skonar, abundance ; whence the phrase. All skona r or,

exnWans annona. But our sense of the word may be
only secondary. It is perhaps from Isl. skaun, what
we call the bmt of milk, after it has cooled : Cortex
lactis calidi eflVingcntis. It is also used metaph.. myke
skaun, a cake of hardened dung, from myke, muck, and
skaun ; fimi portio imlurata, G. Andr', p. 210. The
word skone is used in this very sense, 8. for a hardened
cake of cows' dun^. The same writer renders skiaene,

omentum ventriculo subindutum.
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(To Skon, v. a. To strike or beat with the

open hand
y
&c, Banff*. ; part. pr. sconnin,

used also as a «., ibid.]

To SKONCE, v. a. 1. To cover, to guard.

To—skonce my skalp, ami fthnuks free rain,

I bure me to a beiL
Virion, Evergreen, I 213.

p. To take up a place or position, S.]

Evidently allied to E. sconce, a fort, a bulwark.
8u.-G. skans-a, Teut. schantsen, to fortify, munire.

Skonce, s. A thin partition, any wall meant
to defend from the wind ; a sited for hewing
stones, &c. ; it is also used instead of Ilallan.

Applied to a partition, it often signifies one
th.it is wattled.

Teut. schantse, sepimentum militare ex vimmibus,
virgultis, fascibus, raraia arborum, &c, Kilian.

[SKOOB, *. The portion of a fishing-line

drawn into the boat to keep the hooks clear

of the bottom, Shetl. ; Goth, $kopay dis-

currere.]

SKOODRA, *. The ling, a fish, Shetl.

SKOOI, $. A species of Gull, Shetl.

"Lams Cataractes, (Lin. syst.) Skool, Bonxie, Skua
Quli." Edmonatone's Zetl., ii. 283. V. Shooi.

To SKOOK, Skuik, v. a. and n. 1. To con-

ceal ; [also, to hide one's self, S. V. Cook.]
The bodom o' the glass, alas

!

Is unca blae an' drumlie ;

Sae mav ye skvok yir brow an* skool,
An' fiypin, hing yir bead ay, kc

Tarras's Poems, p. 71.

[2. To look from under the eyebrows, as if

ashamed or angry ; to scowl, Banffs.]

[Skook, Skuik, *. 1. A shade, shelter, pro-

tection, Banffs.

2. A frown, a scowl; also, a sour, gloomy
aspect, ibid.]

[Skook, adv. 1. In a hidden manner, ibid.

2. With gloomy, scowling look, ibid.]

Skookin, Skookin-likb, Skookin-leukix,
adj. [Sour, sulky, ill-looking.] "A skookin-

tike loon," an iil-looking fellow, one who
has a bad appearance, ibid.

Perhaps originally the same with E. scull; or Su.-G.
skolka, latebras quaerere.

(To SKOOM, v. a. To skim, Shetl. ; part,

pa. gloomed.

[SKOOPACKS, #./>/. Sheep, Shetl.]

[SKOOR, «. and r. Shower, Banffs. V.
Skour.]

SKOORIE, a. The Coal-fish, full grown,
Shetl.

To SKOOT, Scout, r. a. and /*. 1. To squirt

any liquid, or throw it forth forcibly from a

tube, S. [V. Skite.]

2. To throw off excrement in a liquid state, S.

Skoot, Skootek, $. A squirt, a syringe;

especially applied to' the tube used by mis-

chievous boys for squirting water, S.

Su.-O. *kiat-a, impellcre ; also jaculari. Dan. A'ftd-e,

to shoot, part. pa. skudt ; Tout, schutt-en, propellere.

SKORD, Skore, *. 1. A line drawn, as

marking the goal, or end of a race.

Had he auis won mare roume, tho in hy,
He suld ful sone haif skippit furth fwfore.

And left in dont, quha come first to the «£<»?.

Doug. Viryit, 138, 31.

The term is used in the same sense S. at a variety of

games ;
*' but most," says Rudd., " at the tony BoivU,

[or throwing off leaden bullets], which arc sometimes
Scot. Bor. called the Scores, because they make drtiwjhts

or impressions in the ground where they arc to begin

and leave off.*'

[2. A deep indentation in the top of a hill, at

right angles to its ridge, Shetl. Isl. third,

a notch, chink.]

[To SKORDEK, r. a. To singe, Shetl. V.
SCOUTIIER.]

SKORIT, part. pa. Wrecked ; applied to a

ship ; literally signifying, broken.
—" That Johne of Boithwik, &c, sail content & pay

to Wegeant Multere, Duchman, the somme of twa
hundreth crovnis vsuale money of Scotland for a schip

of the said Wegeantis skorit in the port & havyn of
the Ely at the Erlys fery, be the occasioune & causing
of the said is person is, & compelling of the said

Wegeantis seruitouris to wey thair ankeris, " \- c. Act.
Dom. Cone., A. 1492, p. 245.

8u.-G. skver-a, rumpere, diffringere.

Tit skipp of them the* skocrde.

Duo navigia diffringcl>aiitur.

Cliron. Rhythm, ap. Ihre.

Teut. schor-en; Belgr. schettr-en, rumpere; A.-S.
scgr-an, scear-an, partiri, separare; part. pa. scoren.

Hence *eorfn cl\f, abrupta rupes, S. Skar, Scar, Skair,

id. and Skerry, an insulated rock, have all the same
general origin with skorit: being funned from A.-S.

scear-an, Su.-G. skaer-a, caedere, scindere, as exhibiting

an abrupt or broken appearance.

SKORPER, «. That round kind of bread

which in S. is called a cookie, Shetl.

Su.-G. skorjta, pi. skorper, biscuits ; apparently from
skorpa, crust.

[SKOUP, *. A scoop ; also, a spoonful ; as,

a skoup o pain-itchy Clydes.]

[To Skoct, v. a. To scoop ; to sup, ibid.

V. Scoup.]

SKOCPER, ji. A light unsettled person.

V. Scouppar.

SKOUR, Skoor, s. A slight shower, Dumfr.,

Skift}
synon. S. B. ; also Skarrach, q. v.
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SKOUR of wind. Mentioned as a S. phrase,

by Callander, MS. Notes on Hire, vo. Slur.

He gives it as synon. with Mocs.-G. skura

windis, procella venti. V. Scowrnr.

SKOURDABOGGIK, s. The youngest of

a family, Shell.

From Dan. skur-er, to cleanse, and hug, the belly.

Da is used in Shetl. for the article ; corresiwnding with

Dan. dr, the. V. Pock-shakings.

SKOURICK, $. A thing of no value; as,

u I care nae a skourick" Dunifr.

C.B. ff»gwr, a splinter?

[SKOUR1ES, s. pi. The swathes or ridges

into which the scythe lays grass, Shetl. Sw.

tkdrda, to reap, akdra, to cut ; Dan. tkiaere."]

SKOURIOUR,*. A scout. V.Scurkour.

SKOUT, *. The Guillemote, Orkn.

"Gaillem, Guillemot, Colymbus Troile, Lin. Syst.

Ore $kou(." Low's Faun. Oread., p. 104.

[SKOUTHER, 9. and r. Singe, Clydes. V.

SCOWDEK.]

SKOUTT, s. A small boat, a yawl.

What plesour wer to walk and see,

Emllang a river cleir,

The salmon out of cruives ami creills,

Uphailed into skotdto.

A. Hume, Cron. & P., Hi. 391.

So.-G. Isl. duta, Belg.se/twyf, Ir. scwe/, linter, celox.

SKOW, *. 1. A small boat made of willows,

&c. covered with skins, Moray.

Shall we view the term, in this sense, as connected

with Gael, nciath, (pron. skia) a twig-basket?

2. A flat-bottomed boat, employed as a lighter

in narrow rivers or canals, Lanarks.

Belg. schouw, " ferry-boat, a flat-bottom'd boat, a

ponton;" Sewel.

SKOW, pi. Skows, Skowis. [Outside

boards of trees, Shetl. ; thin planks from

which barrel-staves are made, staves ; also,

the fragments cut from planks, West of S.]

" Girchtstingis & *iroim," Aberd. Reg. 1538, V. 16.

•' Ane thousand tk'otciss." Ibid. Cent. 16.

•• Aykin and fyr tymmer xl-wri* and steingis." lb.

••Tymmer tkotci* Suadcne buirdis, guirdstingis and
boddummis." Ibid. A. 1543, V. 18.

"Aucht hunder sloici*." Ibid.

It is undoubte«lly used in the same sense in the fol-

lowing passage :—
*• It was also enacted, that plank, board, knapple,

akow*, hoops, nuts, ami all other materials, to be im-

ported for the trade of fishing, shall be free of custom/'

Agr. Surv. Shetl., App. p. 51.

[Allied perhaps to Gael. *j»lb, splinter, a split,

$goittl, to split.] But perhaps it may denote the

branches of trees in their natural state. Norv. dog,
expl. dft qrenede af traeeme ; Hallager. Dan. dog
sometimes signifies underwood.

[To Skow, r. a. 1. To knock in staves ; to

smash in pieces, Shetl. ; to ding in skate*,

Ayrs.

2. To trim, to cut off rags or tatters, Ayrs.

;

synon., cow, <\. v.]

[To SKOWEL, v. a. To twist, distort, Aug.

V. Showl.]

[SKOWNKAND, part. /»r. Feeling afraid,

shivering with fear : lit. loathing, and

generally applied to food; synon. (jruein.

V. Scunner.]
And thai in hy assenihlyt then,

Passand, I weyne, a thousand men ;

And askyt awisement thaim ainang,

Quhethir that thai suld duell or gang ;
—

Bot thai war skownrand wondir sar,

Sa fer in to Scotland for to far.

Barbour, v. 201, MS.

[All editions of the Diet, give Slowrand, while the

text has Skownrand, the correct reading. It is the

frequentative form of shwning ; A.-S. tcunian, to

shun. [V. Prof. Skeat s, Barhour, p. 7S0.]

SKOWTHER, *. A slight shower, Loth.,

the same with Skonr.

[SKRAE, 8. A multitude, a swarm, Shetl.

;

same with skrow, q. v.]

SKRAE, 8. A searce made of wire for

cleansing grain, Loth. ; synon. harp.

It is principally used in a mill, for separating the

dust and seeds from the dtetling.
m

Norv. sk-nre, "to separate oat-meal with a skin at

the miln ;" Hallager.

SKRAE, 8. A thin meagre person, S. scrag, E.

But gin scho say, " Lie still, ye drue" kc.

Minstrelsy Border, Hi. 263.

«* * What !' roars Macdonald,—.* yon jxx.r shaughlin'

in-kneed scrag of a thing !' " Keg. Dalton, iii. 1 19.

Isl. drae/a, homuncio ; Hahlorsou. Norv. drae

has precisely the same meaning with our word, denot-

ing a dry and withered man ; Et fvrtoerft og ntUfrmlf

mennede ; Hallager.

Skkak-fisii, Sckae-fisii, s. pi. Fish dried

in the sun, without being salted, Orkn.

"The gables of the cottages here were, at this sea-

son, hung round with hundreds of small coal- fish,

called piltocks, strung upon spits, and exposed to dry,

without salt. The hshes dried in this manner are

called Bcrae-Jish." Neill's Tour, p. 78.

Evidently allied to Isl. drael-a, to dry, to dry up
with heat, torreo, torrcsco, *krarf-a, torridum prae

ariditate sonum edo attactum.

Skkae-Siiaxkit, adj. Having long slender

limbs, Ettr. For.

"You shall hae—the grimy Potts, and the **«"
t;

shankil taidlaws : and you shall form my flying party."

Perils of Man, ii. 232.

Su.-G. and Dan. dial, lean, scanty ; Belg. schraet,

gracilis, tenuis, Kilian.

To SKRAIG1I, Sokaigii, Skk.uk, r. n. 1.

To screech ;
properly w^d to denote the

cry of a fowl when displeased, S.

Hid 'mang the prass, the imirtriok sat,

kleatze-scraighm on his absent mate. .

Iter, J. A icoCs l*oe,ns, ii M.
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2. To cry with importunity and in a discon-

tentedtone, commonly applied to children, S.

&S.-Q. tkrika, vociferari, a frequentative from sfcri-a,

id. IaL skratk-a, Dan. skryg-cr, L. screak.

Skraigh, Skraik, Scraik, b. 1. A screech,

the screaking of fowls, S. ; also skraich.

And throw the skyis wyth mony ane scraik and pyk,

Sarayn in ane sop, thik &* ane chid, but baide,

Tliar fa thay did assailye and inuade.
Iktug. Virgil, 417, 19L

5. A loud or shrill sound, caused by musical

instruments.

Let beir the skriiehs of deadly clarions

And syne let of a volie of cannons.
Hume, Chron. S. P., w. 380.

[3. A person of small stature and shrill voice,

S.]

IaL skraek-r, clamor, ploratus ; Verel.

SKRAN, *. 1. A promiscuous collection of

eatables, however collected ;
[also, a school-

boy's term for sweet-meats, holiday or pic-

nic provisions, S.]

Now Oka ane took np a cutty,
|

To prie gin aunty's scran was lucky.
j^

W. healths Tola, p. «.
|

IaL skran, supellex leviusculus ; O. Andr., p. 215.

2. The offals or refuse of human food, thrown

to dogs, Loth.

S«.-G. skracde, signifies refuse, from sknuri-a, to

cut ; also, to bolt, to sift

3. Used in Fife in the sense of daily bread.

4. Energy, power, or means for accomplishing

any purpose, Roxb.
I'd blow them south, as far as- Fife,

If I had scran.
Jo. Hogg's Poems, p. 45.

To Skran, v. a. To get hold of ; to collect

in whatever way, either by fair or by foul

means, S.

To Skran, v. n. To gang to skran, or to be

awa skranning, phrases used by boys when

they go to spend money on sweet-meats,

&c, in which others expect to be partakers,

Loth.

Skran-PooR, *. 1. A beggar's wallet for

receiving the scraps given to him, Loth.

2. A bag for receiving the spoil or plunder

of those who have fallen in battle, carried

by women who follow an army, S.O.

The term was thus explained, at the time of the trial

of the Radicals at Falkirk, A. 1810.

SKRANK, Skrvxky, adj. 1. Lank, lean,

slender, ill-formed, S. ; [used also as a *.]

£8. Thin, scrawling ; applied to writing, S.]

3. Applied to an empty purse ; q. having a

lank appearance.
Ye—did lament.

Your purses being skranky.
Hanuays Poems, I 859.

This seems the same with shrink*, skrinkit, "as if

shrunk, too little, contracted,""Sibb. Gl.

Germ, schrunk-cn, to confine, to stmt; A. -a.

scrvne-en, contracted, for-srrinr-an, marcessere, to dry

up, to shrink together; Alem. streak-en, vincire,

cUthrare, Schilter. i-m,,^*
Skrunty, Fife, synon. is perhaps radically different.

(To Skraxk, r. a. and n. To make ill-formed

scrawling letters, to write in a scrawling

hand, S.; skranks, thin, badly-formed

letters.]

Skranky, *. A coarse-featured person, S.A.

SKRAPIT, pret. Mocked. V. Scour.

To SKRAUGII, v. w. To bawl, to cry :
to

speak very loud, Selkirks.

This may "be viewed as radically the same with

Screigh, skreigh, although there is a slight vanation,

both in the pronunciation and m the signification.

[To SKRAVL, v. n. To grope in a scratch-

ing manner,- Shetl.]

SKREA, s. A post or prop used in forming

a clay-wall or one of wattles.

"There were no more than some tenn or twelve

people dwelling in cottages patched up with slreas &
wattles." Mem. of Dr. Spottiswood, p. 66.

Teut. schraeghen canterii, i. e., rafts or props for

supporting vines ; schraeyh-cn, fulcire.

SKREE, *. A scarce. V. Skrae.

[SKREE, Skroo, *. A small stack of corn,

Shetl. Dan. time, a pile.]

To SKREED, r. a. and n. [I. To unrol, to

give or draw off ; to repeat from memory,

S. V. Screed.]

2. To invent a story, to lie; especially as

denoting that sort of falsehood which con-

sists in fabrication, or magnifying in narra-

tion, S.

Su.-G.skryta, jactare, ostcntare, Isl. skreit-a, fingere;

skreitin, figmentum. The Su.-G. and Isl. terms are

nearly akin to ours in signification. .
But it seems

rather from Isl. skraut, ostentatio, pompa.

Skreed, 8. [1. A great length or extent of

anything, a long story, S.]

2. A long list or catalogue, S.

I here might gie a skreed of names,

Dswties of Heliconian dames.

The foremost place Gavin Douglas claims,

That pawky priest

Beattie'* Address, Ross's llelenore, vii.

This, perhaps, is rather in a secondary sense of Screed,

a rent ; in allusion to a long strip of cloth torn off.

3. A lie, a fabrication, S.
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[SKREEF, *. A surface, film ; a covering,

as of grass, &c. Banffs. ; slruf, Clydes.

;

$ewrf9 E.]

[To Skrebf, v. a. and w. 1. To be covered

by a film, Banffs. ,* alruf, Clydes.

2. To take off the surface, Banff*.]

[To SKREEK, v. w. V. Skbbioii.]

SKREEK, Sckeak, Skreigh, ofday. Break
of day, the dawn, S. B. ; also skrieh.

44 If I bad anes something to eat, for I havena had a
morsel down my throat this day, I wad strcek mysel
down for twa three hours aside the beast, and be on
mad awa' to Mucklestane wi' the first itkrtiyh o* morn-
ing.

n
Tales of my Landlord, i. 200, 201.

Ilka morning by the screak o' day
They're set to wark.

Ross's Helenore, p. 51.

The page he look'tl at the sirieh of day,
But nothing, 1 wist, he saw.

Minstrelsy Border, U. 363.

Strike o' day, id. Lancash. GI. T. Bobbiu.
This might seem related to- Teut. *chrkk-en t gradi,

chaeilire, prosilire, which O. E. skruke resembles.

Now skruketh rose and lylie flour.

BmrL MS be/ore 1200, Warton's Hist., E. /'., L 30.

Le., Rose and lily break forth.

The term, however, is more analogous to Teut.
kriecke, aurora rutilans. V. Creek. S may have been
prefixed, in some counties ; this being common with
the Gothic nations.

[SKREEMAGE, *., v.9 and adv. Same with

Sbrhnmage, but implying a deeper sound
and slower motion, Banffs.]

To SKREENGE, v. a. [1. To work or rub
with energy, Banffs.]

2. To scourge^ to flog, a term pretty generally

used in S. ; to squeeze, Westmorel.

3. To search for eagerly, to glean, Clydes.

The v. in the latter sense nwht seem to have a com-
i origin with Gael cruinnifpi-am, to glean.

[4. To wander about idly, Banffs.]

Skreenge, Skreexoix, #. [1. A rub, rub-

bing; the act of doing work with energy,

ibid.}

2. A lash, a stroke, a severe beating, Fife,

Banffs.

[3. A thorough search, a gleaning, ibid.,

Clydes.]

4. A loose woman, Kenfr., Ayrs.

[Skreexger, s. One who works as in each

sense of the r., ibid.]

Skreekgix, s. [1. The act of doing as in

each sense of the t\, Banffs.]

2. A mode of fishing with small nets during
the night, without the aid of torches, on

the coast of Argyleshire.

This mode of fishing, is simply scourginy the water.

3. In pi. skreengins, gleanings, Clydes.

To SKREID, v. n. To be covered with ver-

min, Shetl.

IsL. skrid-a, scrpere, repere, skrul, reptatio ; o. " all

creeping, " as it is said in the same seuse, in vulgar S.

aw crawli*\ From the Isl. r. is formed skriditikuute,

reptilia.

SKREIGH, *. 1. A shrill cry, a shriek, S.

2. An urgent and irresistible call.

"I'se ne'er be the ill bird, and foul my nest, set

apart strong necessity, and the *krebjh of duty, which
no man should hear and be inobedieut." Rob Roy,
ii. 208. V. Sckkiuh, r.

SKREIGH, *. A cant term for usquebaugh,
Loth.

WV guid plain fare well leuk fu' skeigh,
And ay the tither blaw o' skreigh

To fleg awa* the cauld.
J'icken's Poems, L 153.

SKREIGH of day. V. Skkeek.

(To SKREIM, c. n. To peer, to look

earnestly with half-closed eyes, Shetl.

Goth, sirama, to vibrate, glimmer.]

SKREW, *. A stack of corn or hay, SlietL

[To SKRIEVE, v. n. V. Scrieve.]

[SKRIFF, Skriffin, #. and v. Same with
Skreef, but implying a thinner substance

and lighter action, S.J

[Skrift, *. A thin person or thing, Shetl.]

To SKRIFT, Scrift, v. a. and >i. 1. To
rehearse from memory, Aug.
Perhaps allied to Su.-G. $krifl-at to confess, sJtrire,

E., as in this act the peniteut enumerates, from recol-

lection, his various transgressions.

2. To magnifv in narration, to fabricate, to

fib, S.

IsL skraf-a, fabulari, nugari, skrae/t nugae. V.
Scrift.

Skrift, s. 1. A recital ;
properly, of some-

thing from memory, S.

Yet he can pray, and tell long scrift* ot Greek,

—

And broken smattere of the Hebrew speak.

A. XicoTs Poems, 1739, p. 109.

V. Scrieve, r. 3.

2. A fabrication, a falsehood, S.

SKRILLES, s. pi. Shrieks. V. Skirl, v.

To SKRIM, v. a. and n. 1. To rub, strike,

or beat vigorously ; part. pr. tkrimmin, used

also as a #., S. V. Scrim.

2. To bustle about, turn over, search diligently,

Clydes., Banffs.
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8. To work with energy and success, ibid.

4. To scrim along the sea, to scud, to move
quickly, S. perhaps corr. from E. *kim, as

used in the same sense.

Skrimmage, s. 1. The act of rubbing,

striking, &c, as given under Skrim, v., S.

2. A quarrel, row, riot ; also, a scramble, S.

This term it now almost limited in its application to

s. 2, ami to a vigorous search accompauied with noise

and bustle.

[To Skrimmage, v. a. and n. 1. Same
with to skrim, but implying more energy,

bustle and noise, S.

2. To scramble, quarrel, riot, S.

In both senses, the pttr/. pr. is used as a $. V.
under Scrim.]

[To SKRIMP, v. a. To straiten, &c. V.
Scrimp.]

SKRINE, *. Unboiled sowens, or flummery,

Ang.
"In place of milk, they were necessitated to have re-

' course to the wretched substitute of *krlnef or unboiled
flummery, prepared from the refuse of oatmeal soaked
in water." P. Ruthven, Forfars. Statist. Ace, xii.

302.
Sa.-G. sly-ia, exsuccus, might seem allied, as it is

applied to grain ; strin med, frumentum gracile. But
there is greater connexion, in the sense, with Teut.
krittse, aens, pargamentum frumenti ; trins-en, pur-
gare frumentum ; as flummery is made of the seeds of
oatmeal, hence called ttowen-seeds, when used for this

purpose.

[To SKRINGE, v. a. V. Skreenge.]

SKRINKIE, Skrixkyt, adj. 1. Lank, slen-

der. V. Skrankie.

2. Wrinkled, shrivelled ; Skrinkie-faced, hav-

ing the face covered with wrinkles, Teviotd.
* % Strmkyt% Skrinkie, as if shruuk, too little, con-

tracted ;" Gl. Sibb.
• Evidently the same with Su.-G. tkrynk-a, contrah i,

skrynkti, ruga ; A.-S. scrwe-an, arescere, primarily re-

specting what is shrivelled by heat.

[To SKRIT, v. a. To tear, rend, Shetl. Isl.

rUta, to slice, slash.]

[Skrit, s. A tear or rent, ibid.]

SKROPIT, fret. v. Mocked. V. Scorp.

SKROTTA, Skrottie, Skrottyee, *.

Dark purple Dyer's lichen, the Lichen
omphalodes, Linn. Shetl. ; called Cudbear

in S., also Staneraxc.

This name has some affinity to that which is given
to it in the Highlands, Crottel. V. vo. Cudbear.

[SKROVLIN, adj. Rustling, as a stiff gar-

ment, Shetl.]

SKROW, s. A scroll, a scrap. V. Scuow.

[SKROW, *. A number, Clydes. V.
SCROW.]

SKROW, s. A slight shower, S. B.; Isl.

ekur. V. Skaurach.

SKROW, s. The shrew-mouse; also pro-

nounced Strew, S.

Pennant gives Muttxexkier as the Dan. name for

Shrewmouse, i.e., "the cutting mouse;" from its

severe bite, it may be supposed.
E. Shrewmouxe is undoubtedly from A.-S. tcmuca

id., mus araneus. But the origin of this seems un-
known. As all writers, from Pliny downwards,
have considered the bite of this animal as very veno-
mous, some degree of magical influence has latterly

been ascribed to it. Dr. Johns, has remarked,
that "vulgar tradition assigns such malignity " to

this animal, "that she is said to lame the foot over
which she runs ;" adding that "our ancestors looked
on her with such terror, that they are supposed to

have given her name to a scolding woman, whom for

her venom they call a shmo"
But, according to Sereniua, E. 9hrew

t as thus used,

seems rather allied to Su.-G. ukraefica, nugas cflu tire.

Isl. tkraveifa, signifies mnlier cyclopica, from *kra,

horrendum quid, and vcif<\ mulier.

[SKRUCKEN\ *., c, and adj. V. Skrinkie.]

[SKKUDDACK, *. V cleft, a crevice, as

in a rock, Shetl.]

[SKRUF, Skuufe, s. aud v. V. Scrufe.]

SKRUFE, *. Wealth; that, most probably,

gathered by great parsimony or severe ex-

action.

Speaking of the Popish clergy, Scott says :

Thay brocht tliair bastardis, with the skrufe thay skraip,

To blande thair blude with barrowuis he ambitioun.
Bannatyne Potuis, p. 196.

Teut. sehrobber, avarus ; schrofjb-en, scalpere ; coa-

cervare.

SKRUFF (of the neck), *. The fleshy part

of the neck behind, Buchan; Cuff, synon. S.

[To SKRUL, v. w. To scream, Shetl. ; same
with Skirl, q. v. Skral, a scream. Dan.

tkrdlly skralla.'] .

[SKRUMMAGE, s. and v. Same with

Skrimmage. V. under Skrim.]

[SKRUMP, Skrumime, *., r., and adj.

Same with Crump, Crumpie, i\. v., Banffs.]

Skrumtle, .«. 1. A wrinkle, crease.

Fy, skowdert skyn, thou art hut skyre and skntmjrfe.

Dunfmr
%
Evtryreen, ii. 54.

[2. Anything crisp ; often applied to bread,

Banff's.

This term is used as a v. in both senses : *krttmp/ie

being the adj. form.]

Germ, tchrmnple, id. A.-S. Ary/w/W/c, K. crumple

;

Su.-G. *lrnwprii, Genu, tcftrumjt-en, Mod. Nax.

m-hrumpel-n, to wrinkle, from Genu, trump-en, Su.-G.

trymp-a, to contract.
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Skrumplit, part. pa. Shrunk, shrivelled

by means of the hre, S.

Tent, sehrompel-eu, rugis ensnare, corrugare ; Germ.
schrnmpel-n, id.

[SKRUNGE, v. and s. Same with Skreemje

and Skruige, but implying a deeper sound,

Banff*.]

[To SKRUNK, Skkunkle, v. a. and n. To
shrink, crumple ; to become withered,

shrivelled, Clydes.]

Skrunkit, Skkunkilt, part. adj. Pinched,
scanty, Mearns.
8u.-G. skrynk-a, cormgare ; A.-S. scmncen, contrac-

tus, the pret. of serine an, whenco E. to shrink',

[SKRUNT,#. V. Scrunt.]

Skruntv, Skruntit, adj. Meagre ; applied

to a raw-boned person, S. V. under
Scrunt.
Sibb. mentions tbe word, adding, "q. shrinked,"

and referring to Skrinkyt, as synon. But it may be
allied to Su.-G. skrin, dried, exsuccus. V. Skrine.
A.-S. serin-tan, arescere ; Dan. skranten, infirm,

feeble ; sirant-tr, to be weakly, to be sickly ; WoltF.

ToSKRUNT,ScRUNT,r.a.andw. To produce
a rough or harsh noise by rubbing or scratch-

ing on a board with a blunted point, Clydes.

Skrunt, ». The sound produced as described

above, ibid.; [synon. scrauty ibid.]

Skruntin', Scruntin', *. This sound as

continued for some time by repeated

rubbings or scratchings, ibid.; [synon.

scrautin, ibid.]

To SKRY, v. a. To cry, proclaim, S. B.
M The word is frequently used Scot. Bor. for cry, as,

to skry afair, i.e., to proclaim it ;" Rudd.
Sa.-G. *kri-a, vociferari, ejulare ; Alem. ncri-m,

scrVi-en, Belff. schrey-en, id. Hence Su.-G. skri,

clamor, hacrskri, clamor bellicus ; Germ, genchrey.

Skry, Scry, #. 1. Noise, clamour.
The scry ?one rsiss, the l»ald Loran wa> dede.
Schyr Garret Heroun tranontit to that stede.

Wallace, iv.jgl# .*I8.

Throw the ciete sone rate the noyi* jind skry.

* —~&o\tfj. Virgil, 47, 49.

The skry and clamoure followis the oist within.

Ibid., 295, 1.

[2. A proclamation ;
pi. skries, proclamation

of banns, the cries in the kirk, Banffs.]

3. The crying of fowls.

Thare was also ingrauit al at rycht

The siluer ganer, flichterand with loud skry,

Wamand al reddy the gut entrc by.

Ibid., 267, 5.

Rudd. observes, that the word is used in this sense
by Jul. Barnes.

[To SKRYME, r. n. To peer ; skreim is an-

other form, Shetl. Goth, skrama, to

glimmer.]

VOL. IV.

SKRYMMORIE, adj. and s. [Frightful and
terrific]

Pluck at the craw thay cry it, deplouie the ruik,

Pulland my hair, with blek my face they bruik.
Skrymmone Fery flane me niony a clowre.

For t'hyppynutie ful oft my chat tin <juuik.

Police of Honour, i 5".

In the Perth Edit, of this poem,fcry is expl./«t«ry;
and these are said to be " vulgar names of mischievous
spirits." Fery is printed with a capital letter, Edit.

1579.
Skrytnmorie is certainly a designation of Goth,

origin. Sibb. renders it "frightful, filling with
terror," viewing it as an adj. But it seems rather an
appellative, allied to Su.-G. skracma, to frighten, and
a variety of other terms. Skrymma is a v. used to
denote the appearance of spectres. Hence, *kry»isl

signifies both a spectre, aud au idol. Liopo th <V allir

*pp, oc Into thui skrimsli; They all rose (lon^'d) up,
and did honour by bowing {loicting) to the idol

;

Heinis Kring. an. Ihre. Spokeri oc diefui* skrymnirt

;

spectres aud other tricks of the devil ; Ibid. Ikslg.

schroomsel, a bug-bear, from sehroom-en, to fear, to be
fillejl with horror.

Chyj)pynutiet viewed as a mischievous spirit, might
be one of those who fatally wounded the cattle that
were believed to be elf-shot, from Su.-G. kaepp, a rod,

Moea.-G. kaujxU-jan, to strike, and not, naut, an ox.

This Fairy has most probably been denominated
from its mischievous tricks, especially from its severe

tugs ; Isi. skrumari, nugator, jactabundus ; expl. by
Dan. storpraler, a braggart, a bully ; Haldorson. Or
it may be from O.Fr. e*rrimour, qui fait bieu des amies,
bon tireur, q. one who plucks or tugs well.

SKUB, Scunn, s. A thick fog, skubly, thick

foggy weather, Shetl.

As this is nearly allied in sense to S. Skiff, it may
have had the same origin. Dan. skodde, however,
signifies •• a mist, a fog.

SKUBBA, *. Milk, Shetl.

SKUBE, s. [A bicker] ; any thing that is

hollowed out, S. B., apparently from the

same origin with E. scoop ; hence, a skube o
9

drink, a hearty pull, Fife ; synon. Waucht.

Su.-G. skopa, haustrum, Arm. seob, E. scoop.

[SKUD, v. and s. V. Scud.]

[SKUD, $. The skin; also, nudity, Clydes.;

synon. bnff^\

[Skuddie, adj. Naked, stript of clothes;

used also as a s., ibid. V. Skiltie.]

SKUDDICK, s. A rick of corn or hay, Shetl.

Su.-G. skoet-a, coagmentare ; skoeta tillMmman, con*

jungere, connectere ; Isl. skott, collatio.

SKUDDIEVAIG, s. V. Ski kyvage.

SKUDLER, s. The manager of a feast, the

master of ceremonies, Shetl.
•' If a party set forth as maskers,—to visit some

neighbouring laird, or rich udallcr, it augured well of

the expedition if Mordaunt Mertoun could be pre-

vailed upon to undertake the office of tkudler, or leadei

of tbe band." The Pirate, i. 40.

"This captain—is to be skudter as they ca't—the

first of the gang, like." Ibid., p. 215.

K 2
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The term in Shell, properly denotes the leader of a
band of maskers.

•*8uch a party is known by the appellation of

QuhardM.—The person who directs their movements is

called the skudler, and he is always the best dressed of

the party.** Edmonstone's Zetl., ii. 61.

8«.-G. skutul, Isl. skntell, skotel, a table ; originally

a plate for the table; hence skat'dl-swabi, Su.-G.
$httml-si<**, he who ministered at the king's table, and
placed his mess before each guest. L. B. sculellar-ius,

• 0. Fr. sculter, one who had charge of the plates, res-

ads, Ac. This was a high office in the royal palace.

SKUG, Scuo, Scoug, (pron. sloog,) s. 1.

A shade that defends from the heat, S.

The party popil grane
Heildit his hede with *kng Hcrculeane.

Dong. Virgil, 250, 51.

2. A shelter, . a place where men may be

secreted, S„

Thare lay ane vale in ane crukit glen,

Gsnsnd for slicht to enhii>che aruiit men,
Quhaiu wonnder narrow apoun athir Hyde
The bewi* thik hani]ierith, and dots* hyde
With skuggis derne ami ful obscure perfay.

Ibid., 882, 28.

8. A. Bor. the scug of a brae, the shelter it affords

from the storm ; synon. the Igthe of it ; Rudd. The
$ntg<jfa dike, &c.
" To prevent this -dancer, he convoys them secretly

onder the scoug of a rock." Spalding's Troubles, i.

132.
44 The shipman told that he feared the enemy to

board their boats, and spoil all their goods ; to prevent
this danger, h« convoys them secretly under the ncoug

of a rock, to attend if auy of their boats would loose,

but none came." Spalding, i. 232, 233.

O. K. scowlke, Palagr., K34&
Thoresby mentions as provincial E. the scug ofa hill,

explaining it, " the declivity or aide." Ray's Lett, p.

3. A shadow, or what causes partial obscurity.

Thik drumly skuggis dirkinnit so the heuin,
Dym skyis oft furth warpit fereful leuin,

Flaggis of fyre, and mony felloun flaw.

Dowg. Virgil, ProL 200, 52.

4. Shelter afforded or found, protection, S.

And whan they tak senwg in your anns,
Be honest and kindly, and so

Fend the sweet little dears frae a' harms.
Jamiestm's Popui. Ball., L 300.

5. A pretext, a mere pretence used for veil-

ing one's real design, S.

"Scug, pretence ;" Sibb. Hist. Fife, p. 34.
" Some did boast of their pretended performances,

and so make them a scugg to hide their knavery with ;

whereas their pretence is, to make themselves rich."

A. Shield's Notes, Ac, p. 17.
" In case ye go to this work again,—making God's

glory, the cause of his Kirk, of your King and Common
weill, to be but pretences and tcuw**—the Lord shall
curse the work, Ac. Mr. Ja. Melvill's MS. Mem.,
p. 122.

[6. A frown, a gloom ; also, a gloomy coun-
tenance, Banffs.]

7. Metaph. applied to ghosts, as correspond-
ing to Lat. umbrae, in the following passage :

Bot for an threw desyre I to lest here,
Turnos slauchter and deith with me to here,

As glaid tythingis vnto tnv child and barno,
Amang the goistis law and ski'ggis derne.

/6k*., 367, 18.

Skuggis, however, is not synon. with goi*ti*, but only
denotes the place of their residence. This appears from
the epithet deme being conjoined. The phrase is the
same with that quoted alx>vc, sense 2.

Su.-G. skuyga, umbra. Skyggd, tegmen, defensio, is

a derivative from this, although immediately from the
r. Isl. tkuga, *kngye, id. which (J. Andr. derives from
sky, skygg, to overshadow. A.-S. scuti, id. ; Seren.

(vo. Shade) from sky, nebula.
Rudd. thinks that E. trull; may be traced to Isl.

skugge, A. -8. setta. It is evidently the same with
Su.-G. skiolk-a, latebras quaerere, from Isl. skiol,

Su.-G. skiul, latibulum.

To Skug, Scuo, Sgig, r. a. and n. 1. To
shade, S.

—Ioyful and blyith they entering the flude,

That derne about skuggit with bewi? stude.

Doug. Virgil, 205, 39.

Su.-G. Isl. skygg-a, obumbrare.

2. To shelter, to screen ; also, to supply
shelter, S. " To scug, to hide. North."
Gl. Grose.

He hadnae call'd ou the Halie Name
That scugs in the evil hour,

—Whan he was aware of a lady fair

Come out of a birken bower.
Old Ballad, Edin. Mag., Sept. 1818, p. 154.

"There had been an in gathering amang us of sailor

lads,—who—in order to shun the press-gangs, left their
vessels, and came to *coy themselves with us." The
Provost, p. 156.

•• He—insisted on scogging himself in the garden till

the Archbishop was sent away." R. Gilhaize, i. 79.

3. To flee for shelter, to secrete one's self.

To $koog a shower, an anomalous phrase,

signifying, to seek shelter from it, S. B.

[4. To frown, to gloom ; to walk in a down-
cast and stealthy manner, Banffs.]

He's skuggin, a phrase used concerning one who tries

to avoid his pursuers, who wish to arrest him for debt,
or for some alleged crime, S. B.

They—loo to snuff the healthy balm,
Whau fi'ening .spreads her wing sue calm ;

But whan she grins an' glowrs sae dowr,
Free Borean houff in angry show'r,
Like thee they scoug frac street or field,

An' hap them in a lytber bield.

Fergusson's Poems, ii 34.

5. In a moral sense, to expiate, to cover.

That's the penance he maun drie,

To scug his mortal sin.

Minstrelsy Border, iii. 258.

[Skuggix, adj. and *. Used in each sense of
the v. Banffs.]

Skuggy, adj. Shady, Rudd.

Skugry, *. [Secret, covert.] In ikugry,
under covert.

In slttgry av throw rankest ms or corn,
And wonder slie full prively they creip.

Uairysone, Evergreen, i. 149.

Skugways, Skugwise, adv. In a clandestine
way, with a design to hide one's self, Loth.
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To SKU1K, v. n. To hide one s self, S. R.

V. Shook.

[SKUIL, Scuil, s. A school.]

SKUL, Skull, Skoll, #. 1. A goMet or
large bowl, for containing liquor of any
kind.

The Troiane women static with hare douu schaik,
About the bere weping with mony allake :

Ami on we kest of warme milk tnouy a *kid,
And of the bliulo of sacrifice coupis Jul

:

The saule we bery in sepulture on this wyse,
The lattir halesing syne loud selloutit thry*.

1>"h<j. Vinjil, 69, 20.

At coupis corresponds to ^itmis in the original, nktd
is used for cymbia, which Douglas elsewhere renders in
thia manner

;

Tna siluer coppis schapin like ant bote.

IbU. 136, 35.

We are not, however, hence to conclude that the
word skull necessarily denoted a vessel of this form.
For he elsewhere uses it, conjoined with jlayon, in

rendering craterax.

For ioy thay pingil than for till renew
Thare baukettis with al oWruance dew ;

And, for thir tithingis, in Jtdoun and in skull.

Thay skynk the wyne, and wauchtLs cowpys full.

Hid. 210, 5.

2. The term has been metonymically used to

denote the salutation of one who is present,

or the respect paid to an absent person, by
expressing a wish for his health ; while he
who does so at the same time partakes of

the drink that is used by the company, in

token of his cordiality.

This is what is now called "drinking one's health."

In this sense it occurs in the Account of Cowrie's
Conspiracy published by royal authority. *' The kiuge
called for drinke, and in a merry and homely manner
sayde to the carle, that although the earlc had seen the
fashion of eutertayumenta in other countries, yet hee
would teach him the Scottish fashion, seeing he was a
Scottish man : and therefore, since he had forgotten to

drinke to his Majestie, or sit with hit guests and enter-

tayne them, his Majestie would drinke to him his

owne welcome, desiring him to take it forth and drink
to the rest of the company, and in his Majestie's name
to make them welcome."

"When they had near hand dined, the Earl of

Cowrie came from his Majestie'a chamber, to drink his

scoll to my lord duke, ami the rest of the company,
which he did. And immediately after the scoll had
past about, this deponent raise from the table, to have
waited upon his Majestie, conform to his former
direction/

1

&c. P. 196—227. Perth edition, 1774.
In Cromarty's account, there is the following note :

—

"Scoll, the word nsed then for driuking a health."
The passage itself is also differently expressed in this

work.—"The earl of Cowrie came from his Majesty's
chamber, to the half, and calCd for tcine ; and mid that
he tew* directedfrom hi* Majesty'* ehamlter, to drink his

scoll to my Lord Duke," &c. Historical Account, p.
40.

Before particularly considering this passage, another
one may be quoted in which the term has the same sig-

nification.

"Shee that but pitissat, nippes before the sober, can
skip at the scols with her coinmors, till she bee sicke
with Mik" Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 340.

As it is said, that "Cowrie came. from his Majcs-

tie's chamber, to drink hia scoll to my Lord DuLi,''

it has been supposed that the king desired them to

drink his health in his absence ; CI. Sibb. vo. SeolL

Bat, even »up|iosing that the writer means to say

that Cowrie drank the kim/s scoll, all tliat we can

cooclade from it is, that, "after the Scottish fashion,"

he welcomed the guests to his house ;—with this pe-

culiarity, indeed, that he did so by drinking to theui

in the king's name. 'But this is very different from
drinking the king's health. It is probable, however.

that in paying their respects to their host, when "the
teotl passed about," they at the same time expriced
their wishes for the health of his master. This they

might reckon themselves bound to do, from the pe-

culiar manner in which Cowrie had expressed th»-ir

welcome.
"Upooe the xv day of Maij (1587) the king maid

the banket to all his nobilletie, at cvin in halyroud-

housc, quhair the king maid thame efter drinking of

many scolis ane to ane vther, and maid thame efter

supper, qnho utherwayes had beine at great fead, tak

twa and twa be handes, and pas fron. halryroudhome
to the mercat croce of Ed r

, cj
r the provest and bailycis

had prepaired ane table and desert for his Ma"1
, at

the q* there wes great mirthe and jov, with sick great

number of pepill as the lyk had not beine acinc of be-

foir.
w

Bel. MS. Ja. VI., fo. 3o, v.

Thus it appears that the term, primarily denoting

a vessel for containing liquor, was, in consequence of

the customs connected with drinking, at length used

to signify the mutual expressions of regard employed
by those engaged in composition, or their united

wishes for the health and prosperity of one individual,

distinguished in rank, or peculiarly endeared to them
all, whether he were present or absent. For cxnnij !.

,

after the bridge of Berwick had been re-built, iu the

year 1C21, "Sir William Beyer, mayor of the town,

stayed the taking away of the centries, and putting in

the key-stone, till/A^ king'* skole were drunk at that part

of the bridge." Calderwood's Hist, p. 787. But the ex-

Sression, although equivalent to what is now called

linking the kint/s health, seems strictly- to siguify,

drinking the kitty
9

* cup, or a cup in honour of the king.

For, the word skoll has no primary or proper relation

to health or prosperity ; and this will appear indisput-

able, from a comparison of our term with its cognates

in the other Northern languages.
Isl. skai, skaaj, skytldi, Alcm. ska/a. Germ. tcAri/**,

Su.-G. and Dan. *kaaf
t (pron. skol,) all signify a cup,

a bowl, a drinkiug vessel. From the Gothic nations,

this word seems to have passed to the Celtic. For, in

the Cornish, skala has the same meaning, being

rendered by Lhuyd patera ; Gael, syala, a bowl, Shaw.
Rudd., in his Glossary to Douglas's Virgil, mentions
the verb, to Skofe, or Skolt. as used Scot Bor. in the

sense of pocula exitianire. This verb Ras undoubtedly
been formed from the noun. In the North of Scotland,

also, skiel still denotes a tub. Thus a washing-tub is

called a icashiny-skiei. The tubs used by brewers, for

cooling their wort, are, in like manner, called skirls.

It affords a strong presumption that this is originally

the same word with skolt, skull, immediately under
consideration, that the goblet employed by the inl .. i-

tauts of the North, for preparing their ate for immediate
use, is called kaltskaal. This seems to intimate, that

our nse of the term, with respect to the operation of

brewing, contains an allusion to its more ancient ap-

propriation. Kaltsbtnl, eodem tropo illis quo Sue«»ni!»us

est patera, in qua friyidns cerevisiae potus in testate,

et calidus in hyemc fieri solet. Loccenii Antiq. Suco-

Goth., p. 96.

It may be added, that skiel is still used in Orkney as

the name of a flagon, or wooden drinking vessel with

a handle.
Skull is a term of general use in Scotland for a

basket of a semi-circular form. It was used in this

sense so early as the time of Dunbar.
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fish wyves cry Fy, and cast dowu skulls and skiels.

Evergivcn, ii. 59, st 28.

It it probable that skiel was used by hitn as if it

had been synon., because of the alliteration. Or,

from the resemblance with respect to form, it may
actually have been used in the same sense in his time.

£. skU'H, a small kettle or boiler, might appear, at

first view, to have some affinity. But it seems im-

mediate!v formed from Fr. e»cuellete, a porringer ; and
this again from Ital. scudtlla, used in the same sense.

This is derived from Lat. scutula, which was a kind of

concave vessel, a saucer.

It is highly probable, that a cop or bowl received

this name from the barbarous custom, which prevailed

among several ancient nations, of drinking out of the

•culls of their enemies. Warnefrid, in his work, l>c

Oestis Longobard., says; "Albin slew Cunimund,
and having carried away his head, converted it into a
drinking vessel ; which kind of cup is with us called

schala, but in the Latin language it has the name of

patera." Lib. i. c. 27. The same thing is asserted of

the Boii, by Livy, Lib. xxiii., c. 24 ; of the Scythians,

by Herodotus, Lib. ix. ; of their descendants, the

Seordisci, by Rufus Festus, in Breviario ; of the Gauls,

by Diodorus Siculus, Lib. v. ; of the Celts, by Silius

Italicus, Lib. xiv.

At Celtae vacui capitis circumdare gaudent.

Osss, nefas ! auro, et raensis ea pot-ula servant.

Vid. Keysler Antiq. Scptentr., p. 363.

Hence Ragnar Lodbrok, in his Death-Song, consoles

himself with this reflection ;
" I shall soon drink beer

from hollowed cups made of skull*." St. 25. Wormi?
Literatura Dan., p. 203.

The same word in Su.-G. signifies both a *™H,
(cranium), and a drinking vessel. This observation is

equally applicable to Germ, schale. But Hire is so

unfavourable to this derivation, principally, as would
appear, from its exhibiting our Gothic ancestors as so

extremely barbarous, that he considers the human skull

as receiving the name of skaal from its resemblance to

the patera, or bowl. This is surely to invert the

natural order. Although the Northern nations were
greatly addicted to inebriety, yet we can scarcely sup-

pose, that they found it necessary to borrow a name
for their sculls from their drinking vessel*. The scull

itself seems to have received this designation from its

resemblance of a sftell ; in A. -S. areata, scafa ; Belg.

sthaelt; Germ, schele ; Isl. skael ; Su.-G. and Dan.
$kal. Allied to this is Moes-G. skaljos, the tiling of a
roof.

Perhaps Gael, sgala, a bowl, is from Dan. skaal, or

halt, id. as having been imported into the Western
Islands by the Norwegians.
Not only is the meauing of this term, as it occurs in

Other Northern languages, preserved in ours ; but the

figurative sense is also the same. As it has been seen

that the earl of Gowrie "drunk his scoll to my lord

duke," and that ** the king's *kole " was drunk at the

bridge of Berwick ; we learn from L<*cccnius that this

very phrase is used in the languages of the North.
•• IUua nomen in his Septeutrionalibus locis adhuc ita

remanet, ut drkka skala, i e. f bibcre pateram, metony-
mice dicatur, quando bibitur alienjus honori et

memoriae, quod ex hoc vasculo ouondam frequent his

fieri suetum, notio vocis indicat,' Antiq. Sueo-Goth.,

p. 96. "In compotations," says Ihrc, "the name of

Skaal is given to the memory of the absent, or the

salutation of those Mho are present, which goes round
in the time of drinking :" or more fully, "dricka ens

skoal.* As Dan. skaat, signifies a bowl, or drinking

vessel ; *t drikka ens skaal, is to drink one's health ;

voc. Skaal. In Isidore, we find the phrase, Caliccs et

tcalae, poculorum genera. Origin. Lib. xx. c. 5.

In the same manner did the ancient Goths express

their regard to their sovereigns. They drunk the

king's skoil. Hence Warnefrid relates that, when
Griroaold, king of the I^ombards had determined to

kill Bertaridus, after he was overpowered with wine,

the ministers of the palace being ordered to bring to

him liquor*, with dishes of various kind*, asked of

him, in the king's name, to diink a full bowl in honour

of him. But he, suspecting the snare, secretly procured

that it should l»e tilled with water. Immediately.

promising that he would drink it off in honour of the

king, he made a libation, by iK>nring out n little of the

water. De Gcstis Longobard. Lib. v. These skolls,

in honour of the king, as we learn from Locceniua,

they used slso to drink standing. Ul»i sup.

Sturleson gives a particular account of this custom,

when describing the manners of the Scandinavians

before the introduction of Christianity. From this it

appears, that it had !>ceu originally an act of worship

to their false gods. The passage presents so minute a

picture of the rites of the ancient Goths, that I shall be

excused for giving it at large.
4* It was a received custom with the ancients," he

says, "that, when the sacrifices *ere to be offered,

the people gathered together in great multitudes, every-

one bringing with him food and those things which

were necessary during the continuance of their fes-

tivals. Every one alao brought ale with him, to l>c

used during the feast. For this purpose, all kimb »»f

cattle, ami horses also, were slaughtered. All the

blood of these victims was called lllaut ; and the ves-

sels in which the blood was received and prcx rved

were denominated Iltautbotlar. They gave the name
of Hiaut-tynar to those utensils which were employed

for sprinkling with this blood all the altars and foot-

stools of their gods, the walls of the temple, both with-

in and without, and also the worship] K?rs. The flesh

was boiled, that it might be more grateful food to man.

"In the midst of the pavement of the temple fires

were kindled, over which the kettles were suspended :

and cups filled with drink were made to pass through

the midst of the flames. It belonged to him who pre-

sided at the feast, to consecrate the cup3 and all the

food used at the sacrifices. Fyr*t Odins /nil, first, a

cup consecrated to Odin must be drunk off, for procur-

ing victory to the king, and felicity to the kingdom.

Then, another in honour of Niordr and Freyr, for a
good harvest and peace. This being done, it was
usual to drink the cup called Braya-full, in memory of

the heroes and princes slain in battle. Nor was it

thought decorous to neglect the drinking of a cup in

honour of their deceased relations, of those especially

who had been interred in the tumuli: and this was
called Slinnt." Heimskringla, HakonarGoda S. c. 16.

It may be observed, that, what in the Isl. is called

Odin* full, is, in the Dutch version, rendered Odens

skaal. In the same manner, Niarthnr full, and Fmjs-

full are translated Nlords skaal and Frrys skaal.

The old S. phrase of invitation, Tak off your horn,

being equivalent to the modern one. Drink your gla*s ;

it may deserve notice that drinking a full, or the con-

tents of a cup, and drinking off a horn, are used as

synon. by Sturleson. " When the first cup was
handed," he says, " Earl Sigurd, having consecrated

it to Odin, drack off hornlno til kowjs. drank off the

horn to the king ; " in this manner inviting him to fol-

low his example. Ibid., c. 18.

As it appears that the custom of giving toasts, to use

the modern phrase, originated in the rites of our ances-

tors, while in a heathen state ; it deserves notice, that

this custom has, from its very introduction, been

abused to intemperance. The idea entertained by
many in our own times, that it is a token of disrespect

to the person whose health is drunk, if the glass be

not filled to the brim, and then emptied, may be traced

to the same source. Even at their solemn sacrifices,

the ancient Scandinavians, as Hire has observed, placed

some degree of sanctity, in scyphis strenue cvacuandis,
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or, m wo would say, in hard drinking. This custom,
as it originated in the idolatrous worship of T/tor and
Oillm, was continued after the introduction of Chris-
tianity. The names were changed ; but the rites, and
too morals of the |>eople, were, in a great measure, the
same. Presuming to iuvocate the true God, or the
Saviour, the pretended worshipper reckoned himself
bound to empty a full cup. Ihc liko honour Mas
done to the Virgin Mary. Then, in a similar manner
they expressed their veneration for the Saints, and
for the particular Patrons of the place. Need* it seem
surprising, that such acts of religion, like various con-
vivial and friendly meetings in later times, where
similar ceremonies have been enforced, frequently ter-

minated in tumults and in blood ? V. 01. Trygguason
S. c. 38, and I lire, vo. Minn'.
There is a striking similarity between these customs

of the barbarouH Scandinavians, and those of the ancient
nations that have been called civilized.. The Romans,
at their feasts, not only made a libation to their gods,
by pouring out part of the cup before they drank of it,

bat emptied it in honour of them. " It was custom-
ary, ** says Potter, speaking of the Greeks and Komans,
" to drink to persons absent. First the gods were re-

membered, then their friends ; and at every name one
or more cupe of wine, unmixed with water, were drunk
off.—It was their custom to drink unmixed wine as
often as they named the gods or their friends. They
did also, trw r? 79, pour forth some of the wine up-
on the earth, as often as they mentioned any person's
name ;—which being the manner. of offering libations,

it seems to have been a form of adoration, when any of

the gods were named, and of prayer for their friends,

when they mentioned them. Amongst their friends

they must commonly named their mistresses. Examples
of this custom are very common. Thus, in Tibullus :

Sed bene Messalam sua quisque ad pocula dieat,

Xomen et absentia singula verba sonent."

Potter's Archaeol. Grace, iii. 304.

Sometimes the number of cups equalled that of the
letters in the name of the person whose health was
drunk.

Jfaevia sex cyathis, septeiu Justina bibatnr.

Martial.

Of this custom we find some of the more enlightened
heathen complaining, as what necessarily led to the
vilest intem}»eraiice. It was particularly reprobated
by Seneca and Juvenal V. Rosin. Antiq. Rom., p.

387, a.

The custom of saluting, first the gods, and then
their friends by name, the Romans called "drinking
after the Grecian manner ;

" as they had borrowed it

from the Greeks. They seem to have had at least

three cops, to which they ascrilietl a jxculiar solemnity.
They are indeed differently reckoned by ditlereut

writers. According to some, the first was drunk in

honour of Jupiter Olymuius, the second in honour of

the Heroes, and the third to Jupiter Soter, or the
Saviour ; who, it is said, was so called on this occasion,

because it was supposed that this third cup might be
taken without any disorder of mind, or injury to the
health. Others mention the cup of Mercury, of Jupiter
Charisius, and of Good Genius, by which designation

some understand Apollo as meant and others Bacchus.
V. Rosin., p. 3$9, 390 ; Potter, ii. 398, 399.

Both as to the number and the names of these cups,

we may observe a striking analogy in th *kolh of our
Northern ancestors. From Snorro we learn, that,

at all their great conventions, three cups were
especially accounted sacred. No constraint was
put on any to exceed this number. But it was
reckoned necessary that they should go thus far.

One wasdedicated to Odin, who was not less honoured
by the Northern nations, that was Jupiter by the
Greeks. The Braga-blkar corresponded to the Grecian

eup in honour of the Heroes : and we have seen that as

the Greeks paid their respects to the Good Genius, the
Scandinavians also dedicated a cup to the Patrons, or
Guardians, of the place where they were assembled.
The learned Keysicr has observed, that the Apostle

Paul is to bo understood as referring to these cups,

when he says, (1 Cor. x. 21), "Ye cannot drink the
cup of the Lord, and the cup of deril*t

n
or "of demons, *'

i.e., the cup drunk in honour of departed men, who
have been deified by their deluded votaries. Keysler
also refers to the language of the prophet, as containing
the same allusion : "Ye arc thev—that prepare a table

for that troop, Had ; and that furnish tlic drink offer-

ing unto that number, J/rwi ;" Isa. lxv. 11. V.
Antiq. Scptent., p. 352. As both these are unquestion-
ably proper names, a sanguine etymologist might view
both as of Northern origin. For as Minne was the
name of one of the cups employed in the drink-ofirlng*
of the heathen, 1*1. Gaud was the designation of the
objtctof their worship. Numcn Kthnicuin, Christianis

execratum, hodie pro re ahjectissima et nauci usurpa-
tur ; G. Andr. Lex. But Utuf, it would seem, in the
iiassage referred to, denotes the Sun ; and A/mi the
Moon. We must, therefore, lie satisfied with the
analogy, as it respects the drink-oftring*.

SKUL, *. A scullion.

—"Bothwell and Huntley,—hearing how things
went on the Queen's side, would have made resistance,

by the help of the under officers of court, butlers,

cooks, */"/«, and suchlike, with spits and staves."
Humes Hist. Doug., p. 290.

Ir. *gulHt% id. Su.-G. *koel~ja, Sax. *choel~en, Dan.

I

*kitl~er, eluere ; from I»l. *kof-a t abluere, *kol, eluvium.
' Hence, according to Hire, K. scullion and scullery.

\

Su.-G. skul-tcuttn, the water in which dishes are
washed.

SKULE, *. An inflammatory disease affect-

ing the palate of a horse, S.

Teut. schuyl, morbus quo palatum et gingivae

equorum prae nimio sanguine iutumescunt ; Kilian.

Su.-G. skalla, munngkalla, an inflammation of the
mouth, from skafl-a, glabrarc.

[SKULE, Scule, Skull, *. A great num-
ber of individuals; generally applied to

fishes, and equivalent to E. shoal.

Its hanks alaug. quhilk hazels thrang,i
Quhnre sweet-sair'd hawthorns Mow

I love to stray, and view the play
Of flickit scules below.

Minstrelsy, Border, iii. 856.

The word was common in O. K. A *coll of/ah ; Jul.

Barnes ; and. in Troil. and Creseide, Chaucer has

scaled hcul*.

A.-S. sceolr, "coctus magnus, multitudo ; a great

company, a multitude, a thole /" Somner. But this is

from Mcytnit, Su.-G. skiHa, to separate : a sknfe being

properly one company separated from others.]

SKULKS, 9. pi. Stalls where cattle arc fed,

S.B.

Isl. skiol, Su.-G. skint, a covert, a lurking-place from
skyUa, tej*cre. Teut. schuylinghe, latibulum, latebra

;

from schuyl-en, latere.

SKULL, *. A shallow basket ; properly one

of a semi-circular or oval form, S.

Fish wyves cry Fy, and cast down skull* and skeils.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 59, st 23.

V. Skul.

[The fisherman's skull is generally of an oval form,
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deep at one end for the line, and .thailow at the other
for the baited hooks.]

It may be added, that, according to Seren., the name
E. teaV, given to a cockboat, (lintcr) seems to be trans-

ferred from Goth. «4riofa, Sw. ahyla, vas quoddam, from
skocl-ja, perfnndere, elaero. Verel. defines Isl. tkiola,

Tas quo arida vel liqoida nietiri consueverunt ; giving
Sw. byUe as synon. , whence E. butt.

[SKULP, $. The sea-jelly (A cahphae);
called also tchale-blubs, Slietl. Dan. shulpe,

to shake, to agitate.]

ToSKULT,*. a. To beat with the palms
of the hands, S. synon. shelf, scone.

Isl. skell-a, gtdlde, diverbero palmis, the precise

sense of the S. word ; *lell-r, a stroke ; ra*-*XW/r, the
sound made by a fan, or by the palm of the hand ; G.
Andr.

[SKULTIE, adj. Naked, in a state of

nudity, Clydes.; prob. from Sw. shtda, to

peel, strip ; skal, shell, skin, covering. V.
Skuddie.]

[To SKUNDG, v. n. To gallop, run quickly;

synon. spunder, Shetl.]

To SKUNFIS, Skumfis, v. a. Expl. " to

disgust ; applied especially to smells
;

"

Aberd.
Evidently, the same with Scomfice.

SKUNIE, s. A large knife, Shetl. V.
Skean.

[To Skunie, v. a. To open, or cut open,

with a knife ; to shunie bait, to open shell-

fish and take out the bait with a small knife.

Shetl.]

[To SKUNKLE, v. n. 1. To glitter, Clydes.

V. Skinkle.

2. Used in the form of an oath in Shetl., as,

skunkle me, similar to blast my eyes in

vulgar, E.]

[SKUNNER, $. and v. V. Scunner.]

[Skunnyrit, pret. Retreated, gave way,

Barbour, xviL, 6M, Skeat's Ed.]

SKUR, Skurr, $. 1. Apparently corr. from
scurf. a Free of scab and scurr" Mearns.

A.-S. scurf, id.

2. The term is applied, by masons, to the

rough surface of a stone, Ang.
Sil-G. *kocr-a

t
rnmpere.

3. A small patch of fishing ground, Shetl.

4. Small horns, not fixed to the scull of an
ox or cow, but hanging by the skin only,

are called skurs, Ang.

[Skurm, s. The shell of an egg ; skurmack,

an egg, Shetl.]

s. A scout; also, an idle

V. Scurrouu.

Skurkie, *. A cow with skurs, or small horns,

Aberd.

[SKURLIE-WIIIETER, *. An insignifi-

cant boy or lad, Shetl. one who is continu-

ally whining. V. Skirl.]

[SKURM, Skurmack. V. under Skur.]

[To SKURR, Skurrie, v. n. To go about
from place to place, to wander about idly

and lazily, S.]

Skurrieman, *. A wandering fellow,

Ayrs. V. Skuryvage.

Skurriou
vagrant.

Skurrock, Skurroch, .<. Cash; a cant

term, Loth.

[To Skurryvaro, v. /*. To live in idleness

and dissipation, S.]

Skurryvaio, Skuryvage, Scl rrivaig, *.

1. A dissipated fellow, a lecher.

Sweyageouris and shiryvagis
t swanky* and cwanys

Genis na care to cun craft, nor comptis for na cryme.
Doug. Virgil, Prol. 2:38, b. 23.

2. A vagabond, Loth. In Roxb. it conveys

the idea of a ragged vagrant, or of an idle,

ill-dressed, dirty, unsettled person. It is

often used as signifying a scullion ; synon.

Scuddicvaitfy Roxb. The latter is formed
from the v. to Scud, to pass quickly.

"Ave ye may hide the vile scurrkraig, it ye may,
an' hiddle an* smiddle the deeds o' darkness ! " Saint
Patrick, iiL 305.

[3. A course of dissipation ; svnon., the spree.

West of S.]

O. Fr. eteourre, aller et venir, se dissiper, secoucr,

agiter; Roquefort.
Lat semrra and gag- or. Scurra, qui aliquem sequi-

tur, qui etiam dicitur assecla, irrisor, vaniloquus,

parasitus, aive leccator. Du Cange.

[SKURT, c. The bosom within the folded

arms, the lap, Shetl. ; property, the fold or

front of the short-gown worn by women.
In Clydes. the short-gown is often called a

skirt. Dan. skiort, a petticoat, Sw. skort, a

skirt.]

SKUTE, Skoot, *. Sour or dead liquor,

Aberd. ; synon. Jute.

Su.-O. squaetta, liquida effundcre ; tyuaett, a small
quantity of any liquor ; Widcg.

[SKUTE, s. and v. V. Skoot.]

To SKUTE, Scuit, v. n. To walk awkwardly
in consequence of having flat soles, and thus

the feet turned considerably out, Roxb.

;
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the same with Sclute, Stlute, more generally

used.

IsL sktit-a, proroinere; or Su.-G. tkiut-a, trader*.

[SKUTOOK, Skutie, b. The foolish Guille-

mot, S.]

[SKUVIE, *. The tail of an animal, but

generally applied to fish, Shett.]

SKUWES, b. pL Groves, shaws.

The! darken the dere, in the dyme afauccn,

That, for drede of the deth, droupu* the do.

Sir Gttwttn and Sir Gal., i. 5.

This word, as it Occam in a poem which has more of

the O.E. than S. dialect, proclaims its immediate con-

nexion with A.-S. 9C*a, umbra. V. Schaw.

SKY, s. A small board, about four inches

in depth, used in the construction of the

Shetland plough, in place of a mould-board.

An old barrel-stave is generally used for

this purpose.
••A square hole is cut through the lower end of the

beam, and the nurcal, a piece of oak about 22 inches

long introduced, which, at the other end, holds the

sock and shy.*' P. Aithsting, Statist. Ace, vii. 535.

It also forms part of the Orcadian plough
;
jutting

out obliquely backwards on the right side immediate-

ly behind the share. Hence,

Sky-ear, *. A part of the plough jutting

out obliquely backwards, on the right side,

a little above the sty, Orkn.

There are two $kie*-ear% which, with the sky, supply

the place of the Mould-boanl in ploughs of a better

construction.

Norw. ski is expl. a piece of wood ; Hallager.

SKY, *. Shadow, cloud.

My fader than Inkand forth throw the sky,

Cryis on me fast, Fie son, fie son, in bye.

Doug. Virgil, 63, 12.

" Fr. Jnnius with little ground rendei s it umbra,
because Virgil has it so. Aud it would seem as if he
had designed to derive the word from Or. VKia. ;" Kudd.
Junius, [or, as. uppears, Lye] is certaiuly right, not
only as he has Virgil on his side, but because skye is an
O. E. word, used in this sense by Gower :

And with that worde, all sodenly
8he passeth, as it were a skyc.

Vonf. Am. Lib. iv. Fol. 71, a.

Warton has adopted the same idea. " A shadow,
2*ta, umbra." It is more immediately connected with
Belg. scheye, (Kilian, to. Schaedt) with Su.-G. sly,

nubes, nebula, or even with skuaga, id., whence skygg a,

obumbrare. Seren. derives skugga from sky, nebula,
vo. Shade. Isl. slyat veder, coelum nubibus obductum,
sed tamen sine pluvia.

It occurs also in an ancient O. £. MS. poem in the
possession of William Hamper, Esq., of Birmingham,
thus:

And thus good fayth is turned upsyde doun,
And true meaning derked with a skye
That we in englysche callen Hatterye.

It may be questioned, however, whether both in
this passage, and in that quoted from Gower, the term
does not properly denote a cloud. That it was used
in this sense in O. E. is unquestionable. •' Stye-
Nubes. Nubila." Prompt. Parv.

Certainly *kyi* denotes clouds in the following

Thik drumly skugei* dirkinnit so the henin,

Dym $kyi$ olt forth wsrpit terHul leuin,

Fiaggis of fyre, and mony felloun flaw, Ac.

lktug. Viry., 1 rol. 200, 63.

This is the primary snd strict signification of 1st.

and Su.-G. sky. But the transition from the one

st-use to the other is very nstural ; a cloud throwing a
shadow on that portion of the earth over which it

SKY, s. The tky of a hill, the ridge or sum-

mit, Aberd.

It has been also defined, tie highest t»art of a hill

that is seen by a person ttandin^ at its base, Abtrd.

All below this is viewed as individual property ; all

above it, as common. V. Case, Hill of (air.

This phi ase may signify that nothing but *ky is seen

beyond the point rtrfened to. According to the first

definition, however, it might setni allied to Iah ekyf-a,

sciudere, to divide.

• SKY, s. 1. Twilight ; the ml light on the

clouds in the east hefore sunrise, or in the

west after sumet. Thus, "Was ye up afcre

the sun the day?" "Aye, afore the dy" S.
u The sty wiuna set this hour yet," S.H.

This stem* originally tl e same with Su.-G. sly, as

bignifying aether, which lhredeiives with considtiable

plausibility from *ky-a, to cover.

2. Between the svn and the sty, the interval

between day-break and sunrise, Ang.
This portion of time, in the calendar of superstition,

has some special connexion with the efficacy of incanta-

tion. Accordingly, we have the following account from
Angus, of the means used, only six \eara ago, "for
delivering a boat from the necromantic power of Janet
Kiudy, who was supposed to render it unfortunate.

"It was agreed that the boat should be exorcised,

and that Janet was the spirit which tormented it.

The ceremony of exorcism was performed as follows :—
In each boat there is a cavity called the tapholc; on

this occasion the hollow was tilled with a particular

kind of water furnished by the mistress of the boat

;

a straw effigy of poor Janet was placed over it.—The
boat was then rowed out to sea before sun rise, and,

to use the technical expression, the figure was burnt

between the sun and the sky, i.e., after daylight ap-

peared, but before the suit rose above the horizon,

while the master called aloud, 'Avoid ye, Satan!'

The boat was then brought home, and since that time

has been as fortunate as any belonging to the village."

Edin. Mag., Feb. 1818, p. 116.

3.. To loot, or to see an object, between the

sun and the sty, to bow down the body,

bringing the eye as much as possible along

the horizon, S.B.

When there is a dark ground behind, an object is in

this way seen far more distinctly, than when viewed
by one standing upright. The idea seems borrowed
from the circumstance of anything being thus seen, after

sun-set, by the light that is reflected from the sun on
the lower part of the sky.

To Sky, r. w. [To skim along the horizon.]

"The ships come tilting over the waves,—while the

maws fly skying by the sounding shore, and the raven
seems to rejoice in the coming storm." Gall. Encyel.,

p. 431,
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8a. -O. *ky, vitare, subterfuge**. Or perhaps synon.

with Scovk, q. t.

To Sky up, v. n. To clear up ; a phrase

used conceming the atmosphere, when the

rain seems to go off. It's like to sky up,

Ettr. For. It is used impersonally, S.B.

Its skyin , the sky is appearing.

This may be merely from E. «£y, as denoting the

atmosphere ; and so signifying that it is clearing no,

or that the azure is becoming risible. But as Isl. sky

is a cloud, *nd sky-a means to cover with clouds ; to

sky up may be from the same origin, as intimating the

disappearance of the clouds.

Sky-goat, s. A name given in the High-

lands of S. to the bittern.

"The Highlanders call the bittern the nky-goat,

from some fancied resemblance in the scream of both

Animals." Saxon and Gael, i. 169.

This bird hai received many metaphorical designa-

tions. V. Mire Bumper. In Gael, the snipe is gob-

Mar hoidche, M the goat of the night."

SKYBALD, [Skybie, Skypel], adj. 1.

Mean, low ; synon., scabby.

Blicrd babling bystour-bard obey

;

Learn, skybald knave, to know thy sell.

Polwart, Watson's Coll., ill 6.

2. Tattered, ragged, Clydes.

Skybald, Skype, Skypel, s. 1. "Tatter-

demallion," Rams. Gl. S. Skeibalt, " mean
worthless fellow," Sibb. Gl.
" The said Laird perceaving men to faint and begyne

to recoole, saitl, Fy, l*t ns nevir leive efter this day,

that we sail recoule for Frenche skybaldis" Knox's

Hist., p. 202.

Poor skybald* I cursed with more o' wealth than wit,

Blyth of a gratis gaudeamus, sit

With look attenti*, ready all about
To give the laugh when his dull joke comes out

Ramsay's Poem*, i 353.

The skybald, by his ain ill conscience chas't,

Did flee the kintra, and ne'er kent the gude o't

The Ohaist, p. 6.

2. A worn out horse, or one that is lazy,

Ayrs., pron. skybil.

3. A gelded goat, Renfr.

Dan. skabhals {skabbalt, .Sibb.) denotes a ro^uo, a
rascal, a base man ; allied perhaps to Isl. skfifr, the

rabble, skipe, a low fellow, Border. O. Fr. sq/bale is

used by Rabelais, in the sense of merde eiularcic, a term
undoubtedly expressive of the greatest contempt pos-

sible.

SKYBRIE, Skibkib, ». Thin light soil,

Aberd. ; the same with Skeebrie, Aug.

Skybrie, Skibrie, adj. [Thin and light]

;

skybrie stuff, bad grain, Aberd.

SKYLD, s. A species of tax, or land rent,

Orkn.
"The small part held upon feudal terms was sub-

jected to the payment of a ski/Id or land rent in addi-

tion to the scat and tithe." Agr. Surv. Orkn., p. 30.

Dan. skyld, landxkyld, mercei pracdiorum, synon.

with landkilde, Baden ; •• quit-rent, rent-service,

farm-rcnt, the lord of tho manor's fees

;

M
Wolff.

Su.-G. skald, also skyld, 1. a debt, 2. rent, cess, tan-

quam tlebUum alteri solvendurn ; Ihre. Skuld also

occurs in the laws of the Ostrogoths. For Paskaskufd

signifies tributum Paschale.

SKYLE, *. Dispersion, Renfr. V. Skail.

I'll neer forget you dreadfv' mom,
That maist had provM our ruin ;

—

Waves dashing down wi* bktt'rin skyle,

Win's roarin'- sailors fly tin*.

A Wilson's Poems, p. 87.

[Skylk a-lum, s. A wooden coyer for a

chimney, used for the prevention of

smoke, Shetl.]

Skylaxd, part. adj. [Dropping, scattering.

V. Skilk, *.]

Tlion skyIand skarth, thou lias the hurle behind.

l>unbar. Evergreen, it 57.

The conuexion shews that this term conveys a dirty

idea; Dan. skyll-a, Isl. skol-ia, cluere.

To SKYLE, v. a. To hide, to conceal.

Yet nerthelesse within mine orature

I stode, qohan Titan had his bemis brycht

Withdrawn doun, and skylid under cure,

And faire Venus, the beaute of the nycht,

Upraise.
Henrysone's TesL Creseule Chron. S.P.

t
l 157.

ScyUd, Chaucer's Works, FoL 182, col. i. "Closed,"

Gl. Skyled under cure, "hid undercover."

Su.-G. skyla, occultare ; Isl. skiol-a, Dan. *kyl-er,

Belg. schuyl-en, latitare. Ihre views skya, celare,

tegere, as the origin. Hence, according to this learned

etymologist, tkoeld, a shield, as being a covering for

the body in war ; and skittl, tectum, the covering of a

house. But it is singular, that Heb. shllte, signifies

shields.

[To SKYNK, v. a. and n. To pour out

liquor, to drink, &c. V. Skink.]

[To SKYOW, Skyowl, v. a. and n. 1. To
twist, distort ; also, to walk in a distorted

or affected manner, Banffs.

2. To deflect from the plumb-line, to slant,

ibid.]

[Skyow, Skyowl, s. A twist, ibid.]

[Skyowix, Skyowlin, s. and adj. Applied

in both senses of the v.; as an adj. it gene-

rally means waddling, having the feet

twisted, showlie, ibid.]

[Skvowt, Skvowlt, adj. Twisted, distorted,

not plumb, ibid.

Skyow and Skyowl are evidently the Banffs. forms

of Skew and Skewl, q.v.]

SKYPE, Skypel, *. A low worthless

felfow ; a term of contempt ; the same with

Skibe, Ettr. For. [V. Skybald.]
" Him ! he speak of me ! If he durst, I would claw

• the puppy-hide of him ! He is as great a skype as I

know of.** Hogg's Winter Tales, i. 249.

It is sometimes pronounced Squeef, Roxb.
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[To Skype, v. n. To go about like an idle

lazy person, Banffs. Part. pr. used as an
adj.}

Skypel, cuf;. [Mean, ragged ; bare, scanty.]

Skypel skate, expl. " ugly fellow."

Gin I had here the skypel skate,
8ae weel's I should him bang.

Christmas Bating, Skinner*a Misc. Pott., p. 125.

To SKYRE, v. n. 1. To be shy, to startle,

Ettr. For. ; the same with Sltar, Stair.

"But acho skyrit to knuife lownly, or siccarlie on
thilke sauchning." Hogg!s .Winter Tales, ii. 41.
Apparently a variety from Skar, Skair, q. t.

[2. To look amazed or silly ; also, to make a
vain or silly display, Banffs.]

[Skyre-Leukin, adj. Having a scared, va-
cant, or silly look ; also, gaudy, tawdry, as
applied to dress, ibid.]

Skyrit, pret. Startled, sheered off.

• —Tak Schairp and Leslie tua vyse men veill inspyrit
Leslie to cam from lauis to you he fyrit,
8chairp from you, vent to the lanis for neid ;
As he vas vyse, the vther plauelie skyrit.

N. Burnt*s Admonition.

SKYRE, *. A schirrous substance.
Fy, skowdert skyn, thou art but skyre and skrample.

Dunbar, Evergreen, n. 5
Fr. seyre, " a hard and almost insensible swelling or

kernell, bred between the flesh and skin, by cold, or of
thick and clammy phlegm ;" Cotgr. Lat., schirr-us.

SKYRIN,part.pr. 1. Shining, S.B.
Simmer on' winter on it kyths,
And mony a bonny town

;

An* a* the skyrin brins o' light
That blink the poles aroun*.

Poems in the liuchau Dialect, p. 29.

2. Making a great show, in what way soever,
S.

But had you seen the phtlibegs,
And skyrin tartan trews man,

Burns, hr. S63L
A.-& $cirt $tyr Alem. scieri, Su.-G. skir, clear,

inning ; skir-a, Isl. skyr-a, to make luminous, Mocs-0
Sa-skeir-an, to illustrate. Ihre views these terms as
enved from the old Goth, word skir, or skior, fire.

To SKYRME, v. n. To skirmish ; or perhaps
to make a feint.

Sura skirp me with scorn, and sum skyrme at myn e.

Houlate, t 6.

Printed skyrine; but it is skyrme in the MS. V
Scrym, v. The origin is most probably retained in
Isl. skrum-a, fingo ; q. t to feign a tight.

[To SKYTCH, v. it. To skate, Clvdcs. V.
Sketch, Skite.]

Skytcheks, s. pi. Skates, Renfr.
—Oure the loch's clear frozen face
On skytchtrs thrang, in airy chace,

Flew mony a cheery chiel.

v A - Wilson's Poems, 1790, p. 196\
V. Sketchkrs. r

VOL. IV.

To SKYTE, r. a. and «. [1. To toss, to
throw, to squirt, Clydes., Aberd.]

2. To slide, to slip ; as on a smooth street or
road, S. V. Skite.
It seems en oblique sense of A.-S. scyt-an, Su.-G.

s&Mt-a, ejaculari ; q. to be thrown out ; and is perhaps
originally the same with Skul, id. Dumfr., Clydes.

[Skyter, Skytie. V. under Skite.]

SKYTE, Skite, $. 1. A nastv person, S. B.
either from the v. in the Goth, sense, or
allied to Dan. slyden, sordidus.

2. A meagre person, one who has the appear-
ance of starvation, Loth.

3. A strange-looking ugly person, Aberd.

To SKYTLE, v. n. To move from side to
side ; applied to any liquid in a vessel that
is shaken in being carried, Upp. Clydes.
Dan. skntt-er, to shake, to agitate. V. the etymon

of Scutlk, which seems radically the same.

[SKYVE, Skyver. V. under Skivk.]

To SLA, v. a. 1. Tii strike, conjoined with
tyre. V. Slew Fyr.

2. To slay, to kill.

To sia he sparyd nov.cht Tnglis men.
Wyntown, viii. 13, 117.

Pret. sleuch, Wvnt. Wall. Moea.-G. slahan, pret
stoh; Su.-G. Isl. slaa, Belg. sla, sloug. Germ, slaghen,
to strike, to beat, which, as Mr. Macpherson has
observed, is the primary sense of the word. Ihre
makes the same remark. V. Slkw Fvre.

To SLAB, Slab up, v. a. To sujT greedily
and ungracefully, Banffs.

Lang may ye Maw the rcamm ale -
While I slab up my barefit kail

Taylor's Scots Poems, p. 178.

Tent, slabb-cn, lambere ; sorbere et devorare.

SLABBER, *. A slovenly fellow, Dumf. .

This is certainly from the same source with the E.
v. slabber ; Teut. slabb-en, slabber-en, id.

O. K. "Slabbard. Tardus. Morosus. n Prompt
Parv. Thus it has been used also to denote that re-
luctance which indicates moroseness of temper.

SLABBERGAUCIE, ,. A slovenly drivel-

liug fellow, Banffs. ; [slabbergath, Clydes.]
Perhaps from Teut. slabber-en, to slabber, and gheus,

a beggar, a mean fellow. Or it might be viewed as an
Isl. compound, from sla/r-a, nugan, and gan, anser, q.
"a foolish goose."

[SLABBERY, adj. Applied to rainy, windy
weather, Shetl., Clydes. In the latter
district it is applied also to the state of the
roads in such weather, like E. sloppy.

[SLACIIT, i. Race, family, descent, Slictl.

Du. nlacht, id.]

• SLACK, *. 1. An opening between hills.

V. Slak.

L2
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2. " A hollow," Ettr. For. V. Slak, 2.

• SLACK, adj. 1. Slow, S.B.

2. Transferred to money, when merchants find

difficulty in getting payment of the sums
owing them.

"Siller's slack, money is ill to raise," Shirr. Gl. S.B.

3. Not employed, or having little to do, S.

4. Thinly occupied; applied to a place of

worship, when it is not well filled. The kirk

was slack, S.

5. In a moral sense applied to one whose pro-

mise is not to be trusted, or whose conduct

is loose, S.

6. In relation to mprcantile concerns ; lies a

glack chapj i.e., pne who does not pay well, S.

A.-S. sleac, Sa.-G. slak, remissus.

Slack-Ewe, Slack Yow, *. A ewe which
has given over bearing, South of S. Crok,

Crock, synon.

"The superannuated breeding, ewes are either -sold

fat, at Martinmas, when they are called Slack Etcen,

or Crocks; or with lamb, in March, at the Peebles

fair, ftc. when they arc called Gnat Etccs." Pennc-
cuik's Descr. Twecdd., Ed. 1815, p. 52.

"The cast off breeding ewes, when sold at Martin-
mas, are designed slack-cirrs, or crocks; when sold

heavy with lamb in March, they are designed great

•wes." Agr. Surv. Pecb., p. 69.

Tent, slack, slaeck, laxus, remissus ; q. remissns

utero, not distended in the belly, like a great [grit] or
pregnant ewe. Isl. slakn-a, detumescere. V. Crok.

Slack Jaw, s. Frivolous talk, trifling con-

versation, Aberd., Boxb. ; sometimes im-

5lying loose, idle, or coarse raillery. V.
AW.

To Slack, v. n. To cease to be distended,

to become flaccid, Loth. In this sense a

tumour is said to slack.

Teat, slaeck-en, Uxari, solvi.

SlackIE, s. A kind of sling used by school-

boys, Loth., Fife.

It occurs in the ludicrous account which Rabelais

gives of the shepherds of Gargantua assaulting the

cake-bakers of Lerne.

"The other shepherds and shepherdesses hearing the

lamentable shout of Forgier, came with their slings and
slackies following them, and throwing great stones at

them as thick as if it had been haile." Urquhart's
Rabelais, p. 117.

The word used in the original is brassieres. Accord-
ing to CotflT. brassier signifies both a sling, and a short

cudgel. Urquhart, probably on this authority, else-

where explains his own term, but improperly, it would
ide

*
' *

, as denoting a short cudgel.

'He—found by true information, that his men had
taken violently some cakes from Picrocholcs people,

and that Marqucts head was broken with a slackie or

short cudgel. " Rabelais, p. 144.

Trtbard is the word used by Rabelais, i. 32.
" Slackies, I know not what slacky means ; I

•appose it may be a Scotch word for something like a

sling ; for that's what Rabelais means by the word
brasskr.

n
Ozell, N. B. I., c. 25.

The slackie, it is believed, is that kind of sling,

which is made of an elastic rod, or piece of wood, split

at one end, for receiving the stone.

The word may be allied to Teut. slack-en, laxare,

bberare. The synon. term in Belg. is applied to shoot-
ing ; Emnen koegel slaaken, to shoot a bullet ; Sewcl.
The author of that very ancient and singular work,

the Speculum Regale, sunposctl to have l>eeu written
in the twelfth century, describes two kinds of slings

as used in his time ; the one denominated stafstating,

or the staff-sling, the other handslanng, i.e., the hand*
sling. It is scarcely necessary to observe, that tho
former was a sling affixed to a rod. It is the name
weapon that Vcgetius calls FuMltalus, (De Re Milit.,

iii. 14) a sling affixed to a staff four feet long. The
slackie may perhaps be viewed as retaining some re-

semblance of this.

To SLACK the fire. To cover it up with
dross ; or, as it is otherwise expressed, to

rest it for the night, Perths.

This v. is evidently from the E. «. Slack, small coaL
Dr. Johns, gives no etymon of the term. But it is

undoubtedly from the same origin with Slag, the dross
of metals. Teut. slecke, Germ, schlnrk, scoriae, which
Wachter deduces from schlag-en, ejiccre, as being the
refuse. Ihre derives »Su.-G. slagg, dross, from slaa,

which denotes the chips of iron that fly from the anvil
in beating. The latter is probably from slaa, to strike.

SLA DEI, Slaid, *. A valley, a den.

Hys douchter. antang busk is ronk,
In denie dadi* and inony sloggy slouk,
Wyth milk he nurist of the beUtis wiMe.

Doug. Virgil, 384, 23.

Bsith erbe and froyte, busk and bewU, br.iid

Haboundaodlye iu euery slonk and slaid.

Wallace, iii. 4. MS.

Braid seems a v. signifying, spread themselves out,
expanded themselves.

Evin to the castell he raid,

Hewit in ane dern shiid.

Gaican and Got., lit 15.

Huvk\ Ed. 1508.

Slaid, S. B. still denotes a hollow between rising

grounds, especially one that has a rivulet of water
running through it Isl. slaed, vallis ; A.-S. *laed,

slede, via in montium convallibus, Lye. But Somner
expl. the A.-S. term, "a valley, a slade." Germ.
schlechte, planities. We find the same term used by
R. Glouc.

The erle Roberd of Gloucestre, as man withoute fere,

The strong castel of Brystow, that he let hym self rere,

Astored wel ynou, k also the slede,

And held hem bothe age the kyng, to thenche on kun-
hede. P. 447.

"Slede, valley," Gl. Hearne.

This is a very ancient word ; being the same with
Sw. slct, a plain. Est autcm Viteshth, velut alii

scribunt, Widasteth, nihil aliud quam lata planities,

aut VUarum vel Jutarum planities; Loccenii Hist.
Suecana, Lib. L c. 7.

This was the ancient name of Zealand and some of
the neighbouring isles in the Baltic, and has been
viewed as the designation of an early settlement of the
Rets. V. Pinkerton's Enquiry, i. 182.

Perhaps all these terms may be traced to Su.-G.
Dan. slaet, IsL slctt-r, Alem. sleht, Germ, schlecht,

planus.

SLADGE, Sludge, s. A sloven, one who
abuses his clothes with mire or dirt, in
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working or walking ; also, " a dirty coarse

woman," Clydes., S.A. [Synon. slaister.']

Tent, sladde, slets, slelse, slodde, are used in the
samo tense as applicable to a woman ; Sordida et

inculta mulier, ambubaia ; Kilian. Isl. slodde, vir

habita ac moribus madidns ; G. Audr., p. 216. This
resembles the S. phrase applied to one given to drunk-
enness, a wot lad.

To Sladge, Sludge, v. n. 1. To go with a
lounging gait through every puddle that

comes in the way, S.A.

2. To work in so slovenly a way as to bedaub
one's self with mire, ibid. ; [synon. slairy,

sinister.']

SLAE, Sla, *. The sloe, S. ; a term applied

both to the tree and the fruit.

"Prunus spinosa The Black-Thorn or Sloe-tree,

Anglis. The Slae, Scotis." Lightfoot, p. 255.

Belaw to I saw to
Ane buss of bitter aloes.

Cherrie and Slae ; Evergreen, ii. 118.

A.-S. sla, Belg. alee, Germ, srhleh, prunum sylrestre.
Lancash. slaigh, sleawgh, " the black thorn berry ;"

T. Bobbins.

Slae-Black, adj.

Gl. Shirr.

Black as a sloe ; Tarras,

Slaeie, adj. Abounding with sloes, or sloe-

bushes, Clydes.

[SLAG, Slaggte, adj. Soft, moist, wet, S.;

also in a state of thaw], as, " a slag day%
—

a day on which the ice is thawing;" Gall.

Enc. The land, or ice after a thaw, is

said to be slaggie, ib.

O.E. "Slag or fowle wey. Lubricus. Limosus."
Prompt. Parv.

Slag, [Slaig, Slog], *. 1. A lump, portion,

or quantity of any soft substance, as, a
slag ofparridge, a large spoonful, S.

2. A sudden gust or blast, synon. flann.
For of hie lsndis thair may cum sloggis^

At Saint Tahbis Heid, and Buchan Nes,
And ryve your foir-saill all in raggis.

—Sic slags may fall, suppois a hundir
War yow to help, thai nave no hands.

Schaw, Maitland Poems, p. 133, 134.

Su.-G. Slagg, mixta nive pluvia, intcmperies ; Tent.
sleggke, nebula, glacialis pluvia. There is no reason
for supposing with Sibb., Gl. vo. Slogg, that it is per-
haps erroneously for Flaggs.

To Slag, Slagg, [Slaig, Slog], v. a. 1.

To soften, moisten, to besmear, S.; [synon.

slaik.-]

"An1 bony lass," says he, M yell gee's a kiss,

An' I sail sett ye right on, hit or miss."
" A hit or miss III get, but help o' you.
Kiss ye slate stanes, that wtnna slagg your mou\"

Ross's Ileltnore, First Edit, p. 63.

In Edit, second, weet your mou\
Probably allied to Teut. slegghe, mador, tenuis

J)luvia; Isl. slagi, humiditas ; whence slagn-a, mol-
escere, humescere ; Haldorson.

2. To Slug, Slaig, or Slynag up [to lift in

slags or large spoonfuls ; hence], to gobble

up voraciously, A herd., Clydes,

Su.-G. slek-a, lamhero.

fro Sl\goer, Slaiger, Slairg, v. a. and n.

1. To besmear with mud, to bespatter,

Clvdes.] ;
u to waddle in the mud ;

w
Gl.

Sibb.

This seems radically the same with Laggery, Lag-
gerU, q. v., although Sibb. views it as allied to Slairg.

Teut. sleggerigh, udus, madidus; Isl. slagi, humiditas.

[2. To beslabber ; to take food in a dirty,

slatternly, or gwigling manner, 'Clydes.

Banff's.] To take meat in a slow and care-

less way ; generally said of dogs, Ettr. For.

V. Slag tip, v.

3. To walk slowly and carelessly ; used con-

temptuously, Ettr. For.

Slagger, Slaogie, Slaiger, s. 1. A small

portion of any soft substance, Kinross ; a

dimin. from Slag, id., q. v.

[2. An unseemly mass or mixture of anything

wet or soft ; food mixed up in a dirty

manner, Clydes., Banffs.

3. Slatternly work ; also, the act of working

in a slatternly manner : the part.pr. is also

used in the latter sense, ibid.]

[SLAICH, Slaigft, *. Slime ; anything wet

and muddy, or soft and disgusting, Clydes.,

Banffs. V. Slag and Slaik.]

[To Slaich, Slaigii, v. a. and #?. 1. To be-

daub, smear ; to paint, &c, in a careless or

slovenly manner, ibid.

2. To spit mucus in a dirty, offensive manner,

ibid.

3. To partake of liquid or semi-liquid food in

a dabbling, disgusting manner ; also, to

wash or scour in a slatternly manner, ibid.]

[Slaiciiie, Slaighie, adj. Slimy; wet,

moist, and disgusting, ibid.]

SLAID, s. A valley. V. Slade.

[SLAID, pret. Slid; passed swiftly, Bar-

bour, iii. 701, x. 700; walked with long

strides, Banffs.]

SLAID, Slade, s. An indolent, slovenly

person, one given to procrastination, Upp.
Lanarks.

Isl. slaild-a, squalide grassari ; ttlot-a, rcmittere, slot,

remissio, relaxation. V. Slait.

Slaid, adj. Slovenly and dirty, disagreeable,

ibid. V. Slait, adj.
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[To SLAIGER, v. a. and n. V. under Slao.]

Slaiger, $. 1. The act of bedaubing, [of

working in mud or in a slatternly manner,
Clyde*.]

2. A quantity of some soft muddy substance,

such especially as excites disgust ; as, " a
slaiger o

f
dirt," M a slaiger o' cauld parritch,"

ibid.

Slaigerer, «. One who bedaubs; a dirty

walker, ibid.

Slaioerin*, $% A bedaubing, beslobbering,

bespattering, ibid.

[Slaigerin, Slaigersom, adj. Dirty or

slovenly in walking, workings or eating,

Clydes.]

To SLAIK, Slake, v. a. and n. 1. To be-

daub, [smear, streak], S.
•• I wonder what ye would ha* said, if ye had seen

tno minister's yetes, the day after they were nainted,

simked and blacket a' owre wi' dirt, by the laddies frae

tne sdmls." Cottagers of Glenburnie, p. 182.

[2. To wash, scrub, or wipe up in a slatternly

manner, Clydes.]

3. To lick or kiss in a slabbering manner, S.

Sip doan thy hoiss, me think the carle is glaikit,

8ett thow not by howbeid ache kist and slaikkit.

Lyndsay, 8. P. R., ii. 73.

4. To hang about or lounge like a dog that is

content to feed on offals, S.

—An* like a spaniel lick his dishes,

An* come an' gang just to his wishes.

I ne'er as ret nae found a' Patron,
For scorn be tili't ! 1 hate a flatt'rin

;

Besides, I nerer had an itchin*

To slake about a great man's kitchen.

TannahUCs Poems, p. 106.

It is exactly synon. with Germ, schlcrk-en, ligurire,

snaria et dnlcia appetere. This Wacliter derives from
Or. 7X1*1*, dokis, the sibilation being pre6xcd. But
both the Germ. v. and Teut. slick-en, vorare ; Iureare,
fignriro ; sanst be viewed as properly signifying to
Hck ; analogous to Su.-G. slek-a, slick-a, Isl. slcik-ia,

lasabere, q. to lick one's fingers, as is said of one who
ha* this propensity. A person of this description is

"" * *a Germ, sehlecker, and lecher maul, os cibi

appetens, Wachter. Su.-G. slikiare, in like

signifies a smell-feast, also, a flatterer, a
parasite; from leek-en, Moes.-G. laigw-an, A.-S. lice-

ten, Ac to lick.

5. To cany off and eat any thing clandes-

tinely, applied especially to confections,

sweetmeats, &c, o.

Slaik, Slake, s. 1. [Any thing soft, unctu-
ous, or fluid that slaiks or smears, Clydes.]

2. A small quantity of anything soft or
unctuous, applied to something else, S.

Bat now, slake ? wi' time and toil,

Hath frailty on me seiz'd

;

Altho' wi' sonpling stakes of oil,

Right aft ray Hank ye've greaz'd.

Smith and Bellows, A. ScotVs Poems, p. 145.

3. A slight daub, [smear, or streak], S.

"That makes nao difference man,—the dress, the
light, the confusion, and maybe a touch o' a blackit
cork, or a stake o' paint," ftc. Heart M. Loth. , ii. 109.

In this sense it is nearly synon. with E. lick; and
like the v. claims affinity with Germ, schleck-en, to lick.

[4. A slatternly wash, scrub, or wipe up ; as,
u She jist gied the floor a slaik. Oh I she's

deed lazy," Clydes.]

5. The act of bedaubing or besmearing, as

with butter, &c.

6. A slabbering lick or kiss, S. B.
—I maun kiss her, 'cause I was the woo'r
My father briskly loot me see the Rate—
But frae my father mony a slaik she gat,

An' I, just like to spue, like blunty sat.

Ross's UeUnore, First Edit, p. 30.

In Edit, second, changed to £. smack.

7. A small portion of any thing laid hold of

clandestinely, S.

8. A low, mean, sneaking fellow, Roxb.
Tent, slick, dock, helluo, vorax, slick-en, slock-en,

Torare.

Slaiker, Slaikie, s. One who bedaubs,

&., S. ; [also, same with Slake, s. 8, Clydes.]

SLAIK, s. A stroke, a slap, Renfr., Ayrs.
" Ye ken,—ye struck him first wi' the stick, and he

gied you but a gentle slaik wi's paw." Sir A. Wylie,
l 37.

"Ye might lay yourscl out for a bit slaik o' its paw."
The Entail, ii. 148. V. Slake.
Tent slagh, Su.-G. slag, ictus ; from slaeyhcn and

slao, percntere.

A wooded cleugh or preci-SLAIN, Slane, a.

pice, Roxb.
IsL siind is expl., Latus planum in corpora obiongo,

Verel. Ind. ; ana Oerm. Monde signifies hiatus terrae,

abyssus, chasma.

SLAINES, Slayans. Letters of Staines,

letters subscribed, in case of slaughter, by
the wife or executors of the deceased,

acknowledging that satisfaction had been

given, or otherwise soliciting for the pardon

of the offender; Erskine's Instit., B. iv.,

Tit. 4, s. 105.
" His Hienesse—sail close his handes, and cease fra

granting onie respites or remissiones, for ony maner of

slauchter,—except the said rcspit or remission sail be

crared to the offender, be the wife, bairnes or nearest

friende, of the person that hes received the offense

:

Or that a sufficient letter of slaines, secne and perfitely

considered be his Hiencs councell," &c. Acts Ja. VI.,

1592, c. 155.

"He obtained easily a letter of Slayans from the

party." Baillie's Lett., i. 307.

A.-S. slaegtn, slain ; q. letters concerning one slain,

. or the act of slaying.

Robertson, in his Hist, of Charles V., has shewn
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that this custom is perfectly analogous to the feudal

laws which existed on the continent. VoL I., 362,

N. xxiii.

SLAINGE, s. One who clandestinely carries

off any thing that seems palatable; Sclkirks.
" a slaiking creature," synon.

This seems radically the same with Sleenge, and
Slinge, t.

SLAIPIE, Slapie, s. A mean fellow, a

plate-licker, Roxb.

IsL slap-r, homuncio sordidus. It is perhaps origi-

nally the same with Slaupie, q. v.

[To SLAIR, Slairp, Slairt, v. a. and n.

To lick up in a slatternly maimer ; to eat

greedily and with noise, to gobble food

;

hence, to outstrip in eating, West of S.

V. Slerk.]

SLAIRG, Slairk, Slerg, s. A quantity of

any substance in a semi-fluid state ; as, a
$lairg or slerg o* parritch, a large spoonful of

porridge, S. ; q. as much as one can swallow.

V. Slak.
Dan. slurk, " a sup.'* This word sup seems to cor-

respond with our soup.

To Slairg, v. a. To bedaub, &c. [V.

Slagger and Slairy.]

"8lairg. slerg, to bedaub ;" GI. Sibb.

—Brodie soon slairg'd his beard
Wi' bra' creeshie platefu's of gravy.

J. Wilson's Poetns, 1816, p. 17.

Slairgie, Slargie, adj. Unctuous, ad-

hesive, S,
" Slargie stuff, matter of a gluey nature ; " Gall.

End.

[SLAIRT, Slairp, adj. Slovenly, handlcss,

S. V. Slerp.]

Slairt, s. A silly dastardly fellow; a term
used by the fishers of Buckhavcn, synon.

with Coof, Cufe.

Isl. sliar, hebes ; or slor, sordes, also igna\ ia.

To Slairt about. To go about in a sluggish

manner, S. B.
Teut. sloordigh, sordidus, incultus, incomtus. V.

Slairt.

To Slairt, v. a. and n. To outstrip, [in

eating. V. Slair, Slerk.]

To SLAIRY, Slary, v. a. To bedaub, S. B.
It properly denotes the effect of careless-

ness.

We must view as nearly allied to this, 0. E. •• Slor
or soar, [sloor?] or cfey,

M
i.e., clay. "Cerium.

Limus.—Slorycd. Cenosus. Cenolentus. Lutulentus."
Prompt. Parv.

Sibb. writes slairg, slerg9 deriving the term from
Teut. slijek, coenum. But it must rather be deduced
from shore, sordida ancilla, aerva vilis, ignava ; Bclg.
slorig, sordidus. Kilian refers to E. slorie, sordidare,

mentioned by Junius, which is evidently the same
word. The latter refers to Dan. slor, colluries

hominum, the dregs of the people. Lye properly adds,
that Isl. slor, the filth of nshea, (piscium sordes),

appears to be the common origin- Sw. starfv-a, to be
careless in doing anything ; Wideg. V. Slbro.

Slairt, Slarie, s. A small portion of any
thing, especially food, taken in a dirty way,

so as to bedaub one's clothes, &c. S.

To SLAISTER, Slester, Slyster, v. a.

and n. 1. To work in any thing moist or

unctuous, S.

2. To move clumsily through a miry road, S.

"There was he wading up to the kutes in glaur,

slainterin' through the deepest part of the road."
Slaister may be viewed as allied to Slush, q. v.

3. To do anything in an awkward and dirty

way ; especially applied to working in any
thing moist or unctuous, S.

"Yell be for your breakfast, Fse warrant? hae
there's a soup parridge for you—it will set ye better
to be slaistering at them and the tapper-milk than
middling wi* Mr. Lovel's head." Antiquary, i. 229.

4. To bedaub, S. nearly synon. with E.
plaister.

Look at his head, and think of there
The pomet slaisier'd up hi* hair?

Fergussonf

s Poems, U. 96.

Slaister, Slester, Slyster, *. [1. A wet,

liquid, or unctuous, dirty mass; also, the

act of working in such, S.]

2. A heterogeneous composition, a wet or

liquid mass producing nausea, S. synon.

toss.

Ye lowns that troke in doctor's stuff,

You'll now hae unco slaisters.

Fergusson's Pdtms, ii 64.

"• The wine !—if ever we were to get good o't, it

was by taking it naked, and no wi' your sugar and
your slaisters—1 wish for ane, I had ne'er kend the
sour smack o't n St. Ronan, iii. 155.

3. The act of bedaubing, [or of working, with
anything wet and dirty], S.

44 'Are ye at the naintinc trade yet ?' said Meg ; 'an
unco slaister ye used to make with it Iang syne. St.

Ronan, i. 41.

4. A dirty slut, Ettr. For.

Slaister-kyte, *. A foul-feeder, a gorman-
dizer, a bellygod, Teviotdale. V. Slaister,
v., and Kyte, the belly.

Slaisters, s. A slovenly person, q. one who
bedaubs himself, Roxb.

Slaistery, Slaistry, Slestry, adj. 1.

Applied to what is wet, unctuous, or defiling

;

as, " That's slaistry wark ye're at," S.

2. The weather is said to be slaistry, when
one is exposed to a good deal of rain, or has

one's dress soiled by the miriness of the

roads, S.
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Slaistery, Slestry, $. 1. Dirty work, S.

2. The offals of a kitchen, including the

mixed refuse of solids and fluids, S.

" ' O ! we're just used to it/ said Mm. MacCiarty,
'and we never mind it. We cou'dna be fash'd to gang
aae far wi* a* the slaislery.* ** Glenburnie, p. 149.

SLXIT, pret. Slittedf cut.

Duke Hannibal, as mony authors wrait,

Brak down hie walls, ami heist mountains slait.

Vertue and Vyce, Evergreen, i. 45.

To SLAIT, v. a. 1. Literally, to level.

Su.-G. siaet-a, slaett-a, Iaevigarc, to level, Seren. from
slaet, planus, aequus ; Belg. slecht en, id.

2. Metaph. to depreciate. A slaitin tongue, a

tongue that depreciates others, W. Loth.

3. Expl. " to abuse in the worst manner."

It is much to be lamented, that people professing

name, should be so flatted ami enslaved by
lion as many are." Guthrie's Trial, p.

an oblique sense, as

bis

transgress*

143, 144.

4. It seems used, in

signifying to wipe.

Now he has drawn his trusty brand,

And slatted on the strae

;

And thro* Gill Moricc* fair, body
He's gart cauld iron gae.

JtUson's 8. Songs, ii. 163.

In Pink. Select Ball. i. 40, it is slaided : He expl.

staid, •• to move speedily."

I suspect that this, as used in the passage quoted,

should rather be rendered, to whet. He slatted his

•word on the strae, i.e., he drew it once and again

across the straw, with the intention of giving it a keen
edge, before using ; from Su.-G. slaet-a, to smooth, to

m
remove inequalities. Slite is used in this sense in

* Xanarks. ana also in Loth.

SLAIT, *. The track of cattle among stand-

ing corn, Ettr. For.

This might seem to indicate a common source with
E. slot, "the track of a deer." But the E. word more
nearly resembles JsL slod, the track of wild beasts in

snow, vestigia ferarum in nive, (Seren.); whereas our
slait has greater likeness to A.-S. slaeling, id. V.
Sleoth-huxd.

SLAIT, adj. Slovenly and dirty, Roxb.

Su.-G. start, rudis, inartificiosua ; Teut. slodde, sor-

dida et inculta mulier ; Kilian.

SLAITIT, part. pa. Exhausted or worn out

with fatigue.

Therfbre had bound thocht scho be found,

Or dreid thy dogs be slaitiL

Balnevis, Evergreen, ii 201.

In allusion to hunting ; perhaps from Teut. slete,

tritus, slet-en, terere, atterere. Mocs.-G. ga-sletth-an,

to lose. Slate, however, is expl. by Sibb., " to set

loose (spoken of hounds) ;" and it is undoubtedly used
in this sense. V. Slate, v.

SLAK, Slack. Slake, $. 1. An opening in

the higher part of the same hill or moun-
tain, where it becomes less steep, and forms

a sort of pass, S.

This in sense resembles glack, S. and Gael., to which
Mr. Macpherson refers. But it conveys a different

idea ; as the latter more properly signifies a dell or

larger opening between distinct mountains. Nor is

swyre exactly synon. It denotes a hollow that is not

so deep as the slack.

He tuk with him a gud mettgtie,

On horns ane bundle thai invent be ;

And to the bill thai tuk thair way ;

And in a slat thaini enbuschyt that
harbour, xiv. 636, MS.

Himself aseendis the hie band of the hill,

By weutis strate, and passage scharp and wil— ^ \

Tharfor ane prattik of were deuyse wyl I,

And ly at wate in quyet embuschment
At athir pethis hede or secret went,

In the bow slake be rounder woddis syde

Full dern 1 sail my men of arnica hyde.

Doug. Virgil, 382, 10.

Red Ringan sped, ami the spearmen led,

Up Goranberry slack.

Minstrelsy Border-, ii. 366.

2. A gap or narrow pass between two hills

or mountains. u Slack, a valley or small

shallow dell;" A. Bor.

Sir J. Sinclair defines it, "a narrow pass between

two hills

;

M Obscrv., p. 193.

Frs sink til hyll, oure holme and hycht,

He trawalyd all day. _
Wynlown, vi. 16, 17.

Here it seems to denote an opening 1 ctween distinct

hills, or as rendered, Gl. Wynt., "a deep narrow

alley."
. t

Thus it is used by Doug, as synon. with vau, i.e.,

vale.
Not fer from thens Rome ciete ekit he,

Quhar by ane new inuention wouuder sle,

Sittand into ane holl vail or sink.

Within the listis for the triuiniihe male.

War Sabyne virginis reuist by Romania.
Doug. Virgil, 266. 8.

In a slake thou sbal be slayne.

Sir Oawan and Sir Qal., t 23.

3. The slack of the has*, the narrowest part of

the throat; a metaph. borrowed from a hill,

Loth.

4. A morass, Liddisdale.
•• Between the farmhouse and the hill pasture was

a deep morass, termed in that country a slack." Guy
Mannering, ii. 49.

Rudd. certainly refers with propriety to Belg. slaeck,

laxns, remissus. For the term seems properly to sig-

nify that the ground slackens in its steepness. Su.-G.

slak, id. is used metaph. to denote the hollow of the

side, or that part in animals which intervenes between

the ribs and loins. This is called slaktidan, q. the slak

of the side, in the same manner in which we speak of

the slot of the breast, S.

[SLAKE, 9. and v. V. Slaik.]

SLAKE, s. Expl. a " blow on the chops."

"I'll give you a gob slake;" S. Prov., Kelly, p. 396.

A.-S. slaefje, Su.-G. Belg. slag, Germ, schlag, ictus,

a stroke ; from slacy-an, slaa f Ac, ferire, percutere.

SLAKE, Slaik, Sleeoii, Sloke, s. 1.

The oozy vegetable substance in the bed of

rivers, S.B. pron. q. slauk.

"This ware is of three kinds, obtained at different

seasons. The first is the creen slake, which grows in

the river, is washed down by the summer floods, and

ia brought ashore at the harbour-mouth." P. Nigg,

Abcrd. Statist Ace, vii. 201.
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"Some trials of sleech [for manure] from the shore
have been marie, but it did not teem to answer." 1*.

Dornock, Sutherl., Ibid. ii. 19.

2. A kind of reddish sea-weed, S.B.; Navel
laver, Ulva umhilicalis, Linn. In some

t
laces the term slake is also applied to the
Tlva compressa, and Conferva bullosa.

The latter abounds in all stagnate ponds.

•'Ulva nmbilicalis, Navel Laver, Anglis. Slake or
Slake, Scotia." Lightfoot, p. 907.

"ScoL Bor. call a kind of sea-weed, very soft and
slippery, slake, which they also tat

;

" Rudd. vo. Sfike.

This, I am informed, when boiled, forming a jelly,

is eaten by some of the poor people in Angus, on bread,

instead of butter.

Green Sloke, Ulva lactuca, Linn. " Lettuce-Laver,

or Oyster-Green, Anglis. Green Sloke, Scotis." Light-

foot, d. 970.
Road, views this as derived from dike, slime. But

it seems rather denominated from Su.-G. dak, &c.
laxus, remissus, because of its being soft and flaccid to

the touch or taste. V. Slaukie. It may be added
that Fucus vesiculosus is in s<iiiio parts of Sweden
called slake; Linn. Fl. Suec. N. 1145.

To SLALK, r. n. To slack or slacken, metri

causa.

On othir thing he maid his witt to walk,
Prefand gift* he mycht off that languor stalk.

Wallace, v. 656, MS.

SLAM, Slammacii, *. A share, or the pos-

session, of any thing, implying the idea of

some degree of violence or trick in the

acquisition, S.B. It is often applied to

food.

8u.-G. dam-a, congerere, coacervare. This word is

sometimes used as synon. with slagga, per fas et nefas
corradere, Ihre. Stem also denotes cunning, dishonest
gain ; Teut. duym-en, furtim, clanculum, et tecte pro-

repere ; demm-en, comessari, graecari.

To Slammach, v. a. To lay hold of any
thing by means not entirely fair or honour-
able, S.B.

[SLAMBER, Slambekv, a<fj. Slim, slender,

Shetl. Dan. and Sw. stem, bad, evil, &c,
Isl. »famr

9
vile, bad.]

To SLAMMACII, Slamacii, v. n. To
slabber, S.B. synon. slash.

For gin ye're but ae day amissing,
And nae ay stomach ino and kissing,

Your conduct's deein'd sae wondrous fau'ty.

It's ten to ane ye're nae their dawty.
Shirrefs Poetns, p. 333.

Su.-G. slem, slime, demig, slimy ; suggesting the
dirty idea with E. du/Jjcr and dahby.

Slammach, Slawmacii, (gutt.) s. A large

quantity of soft food, swallowed hastily and
in a slovenly manner, Mearns. V. Slam-
mach, v.

SLAMMACIIS, s.pl. The gossamer, Aherd.

Prob., from Ir. and Gael, slamliagon, locks of wool or
hair, which the fine threads of the gossamer may be
supposed to resemble.

SLAMMIKIN, *. A drab, a slovenly woman,
Loth. SUimkin, id., Grose's Class. Diet.

Su.-G. stem, turpis, obscoenus; slew, eluvies, faex,
Germ, schlam, schlem, id.

SLAMP, adj. Pliant, flexible, supple,

Moray.
••The elf-bull is small—short in the lees; long,

rouud, and damp in the body, like a wild animal."
Northern Antiq., p. 405.
Germ, schlumpkh signifies loose, and Dan. damp,

negligent. But neither seems allied. Perhaps from
Su.-G. dnpp, laxus, remissus, with the insertion of m.

SLANE IN THE SELF. Carrying in it

the proof of its own invalidity.

"Gif onv tenent clamis a sett of landis to joise

peiceablie for certanc term is, of Lord or Lady, and
thay tennis be run aud fultillit, and he alledgis na im-
pediment within the saidis tennis maid, it* is daneln
the self ; for quhy, gif ony lauchfull distribulauce had
bene maid to the tenent within his tennis, the tenent
ancht—to have tane lauchfull witm-ssis, and to have
kend the partic befoir ane judge—within fortie dayis
after that he was distribulat, aud then taue ane instru-

ment and other sufficient witnessis ; that beand done,
that he inicht protest to re-enter to his tak of new
agane ; for his naikit sav is not aneuch in that matter."
Balfour's Pract., p. 208."

Prob., formed in resemblance of the Lat. one, Ftlo

de st ; q. •• the very complaint destroys itself."

SLANG, s. "A species of cannon coinciding

with the culverine, as the name does, which
.signifies a serpent. Ilalf-slanyis, a smaller

species ; " Gl. Compi.

•• Mak reddy your cannons,

—

dangls, and halfslangit,

quartar slaugis," *c. Compi. S., p. 64.

Teut. slanghe, serpens, anguis, coluber : Bombards
lougior, vulfjo serpentina ; Kilian.

To SLANGER, v. n. To linger, Bcrwicks.

Teut. slinyh-en, dinyheren, serpere; Su.-G. dingr-a,

repere (Scrcn. vo. Slemler) ; q. to creep in action or

motion.

SLANK, adj. Thin, lank, Fife.

Isl. dak-r, remissus, whence slaekia, longurio ; dani,

longurio imbecillis. Junius, however, vo. Lank, E.

gives Belg. danck as synon. with lank ; and Su.-G.

dankifj signifies laxus, remissus which Ihre deduces
from stinka, vacillare, pendulum esse.

[SLANYS, s. Same with Slaines, q. v.]

SLAP, s. 1. "A gap or narrow pass betwecu
two hills," Shirr. Gl. S. B. V. Slak.

Look up to Pent land's towring tap,
Buried beneath great wreaths ol snaw,

O'er ilka cletigh, ilk scar and slap,

As high as ouy Roman wa\
Herd's Coll., ii. 227.

**Slap, a gap in a fence : Milkiny-slap, the place
where cows are milked ;

" Gall. Enc.
**Th«: water of Lyne hath its spring near the Cald-

stane ship, at the foot of Easter Cairnihill, and run-

neth larL'c ten miles through the parishes of Lintoun,
Newlands, and Lyne." Pennecuik's Descr. Tweedd.,
Ed. 1815, p. 141.

"Cauldstane slap, or rather dack, is a much fre-

quented pass, through which the periodical droves of

black cattlo are transported into England." Conqon.
to Armstrong's Map of Tweeddale, p. 58.
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In this use of the term, we may (>erceive an i

to that of Stak, synon. For Su.-G. slapp, like stale,

signifies remissus.

2. A breach in a wall, a gap in a hedge or

fence ; a slap in a dike, S.
14 The use the fishers made of the last-mentioned

dike,—was for the men to pass up and down at haul-
ing up their cobles, and felling their shots ; and when
a slap broke out in it, it was mended by the fishers."

State, Leslie of Powis, Ac., 1805, p. 120.

Not from Teut. slap, victus, fluidus, withered, de-

cayed; but Su.-G. slapp, which is not only rendered
remissus, but vacuus. Now what is a s/ap, but a va-
cuity ? It may be from this source that Bclg. slop, is

used to denote an alley. V. Slop, *. I.

To Slap, v. a. To break into gaps, S.

"Before the erection of the dyke last mentioned,
there was the remains of an old dyke, or bulwark,
much slapped and broken, that lay from Seaton's
grounds,—where the new dyke was built." State,
Fraser of Fraserfield, 1805, p. 216.

To SLAP, tr. a. To separate grain that is

thrashed, from the broken straw and coarser

chaff, by means of a riddle, before it be

winnowed, S. B.
Su.-G. slaepp-a, to permit any person or thing to

escape ; Teut. slapp-en, laxare.

Slap, s. A riddle for separating grain from
the broken straw, &c. V. the t;.

[SLAP, *. A large portion, quantity, amount,
or share, Clydes. ; intens. of slip, a small

piece or portion ; Isl. steppa, to slip.]

[To Slap, v. a. To exceed, excel, beat ; as,

« Weel, that slaps a' I " ibid.]

Slapper, *. Any large object; as a big

salmon, Roxb.

Slappin, adj. A slappin chiel, a tall fel-

low ; synon. with Strapping, Roxb.

[Slaro, s. and v. Same with Slairg, q. v.]

Slargie, adj. Unctuous. Y. under Slairg.

SLASH, s. [1. A large splatch or quantity

of anything soft, sticky, or dirty ; as, a slash

o* glaur, Clydes*]

2. A great quantity of broth, or any other sor-

billaceous food, Loth., Clydes.

[3. A sloven, a slattern, Clydes. V. Slatch.]

To Slash, v. n. To work in what is wet,

or flaccid; Slashin' awa\ working in this

manner, Lanarks. V. Slashy.

Slasiiy, adj. Applied to work that is both

wet and dirty, S. [Used also as a s. y and
applied to a slatternly female, Clydes.]

Sw. slash, wet ; slask i rum torn skuras, wet and filth

in rooms that are scouring ; stank u-aedtr, wet weather,
dirty weather; stasia i natter, to dabble in water;
Wideg.

To SLASH, ». n. A low word used to de-

note a fond and slubbering mode of kissing;

sometimes conjoined with the E. word, To
slash and kiss, S. synon. slammach.

IsL slefs-a, allambo, alligurio; apparently from
defa, saliva ; G. Andr., p. 217.

To SLATCH, v. it. 1. To dabble among
mire, Ettr. For. ; a variety of Slash.

2. To move heavily, as in a deep road. Hence
the phrase, a slatchin day, i.e., a day when
one has to drag the legs through mire; ibid.

This seems originally the same with Sclatch, v. n.

It is evidently allied to Su.-G. §/a«i, humor ouicunque,

sordMus ; a/a*X*-a, humorem sordidum effundcre. T/tet

sla<bir
t
imbrcs cadunt ; Ihre. Wideg. renders slatk-a

to dash with water ; slaeka i vatten, to dabble in water;

*la<kigt vaeder, rainy weather. Isl. statM-a, Dan.

sla*k-t, squalide grassare.

Slatcii, Slotcii, Slodoe, s. A sloven, a

slattern, Ettr. For.

Slatch seems to have more certain marks of affinity

to Teut. slette, mulier icnava* Isl. slot-a, remittere,

demittere. Sloett-r'vs expL, Corpus rude, magnae molis.

SLATE, *. A person who is slovenly and

dirty, Loth. Border; slaid, Clydes, id.

" Had aff," qnotU she, " ve filthy slate,"

Ramsay's Poems, i. 262.

I wadna spare his rumple bancs
;

For either him or me sud hae't

:

The blether-lipped drunken state/

Jo. Hogg's Poems, p. 74.

V. Slait, adj.

Isl. O. Su.-G. sladde, vir habttu et moribus inde-

corus ; Seren. vo. Slattern, which is evidently from the

same source.

To SLATE, v. a. To let loose ; a term used

concerning dogs in hunting.

Speaking of Acteon, transformed by Diana into a

hart, the poet says ;

I saw alace ! his houndis at him slatit.

Palace, of Honour, i. 22.

"To state the dog at any one ;" A. Bor. Gl. Grose.

V. Sloth-hound.
I know not if this has any connection with Isl. slaed-a,

incertus vagari ; slaed-a ttpp, investigare.

SLATE-BAND, s. Schistus, Gall., Clydes.

" Under this name he includes the proper schistus,

the schie/er of the Germans, called by English miners

shiver, and in Galloway slate-band.
n Agr. Sun-. Gall.,

p. 20, 21. The Scottish form would be Sclutt-ban\

[SLAUCHTIR, Slauciitke, s. Slaughter,

Barbour, xix. 567.]

SLAUGIIT BOME. A bar used in fortifi-

cation.

"The 6rst night we quartered at Rottenburg,

—

accessible onely by one narrow causey which leades

through the marish to the castcll, which is well fenscd

on both sides with moates, drawbridges, and slaught

homes without all." Monro's Expcd., p. 7.

Belg. slagboom, a bar, a winding-post.

SLAUKIE, adj. 1. Loose, flaccid, flabby,

unctuous; a term used as descriptive of
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soft flesh, such as young veal, especially

when boiled, S. B., from the same origin

with Slake, q. v.

2. Slimy, covered with slake, S.

3. Slow, inactive ; applied both to speech and
motion. One, who speaks in a slow and
drawling manner, is said to be slaidcie-spoken,

Ang.
In tense 3, it is probably allied to Isl. slaelci, fuemina

piger, slaekia, longurio, slaekin, deses, piger, slaekni,

aesidia, slatk-Um, promissis vestibus tarui incedere;
Haldorson. C. B. yslac, slack, loose, and yslac-iaw, to

, acknowledge a common source.

SLAUPIE, adj. Indolent and slovenly,

S. B. A daupie queyn, a slow dirty woman.
Tent slap, laxus, remissua, languidus ; Belg. slap,

slow ; Ben slappe rrow, a slow woman ; Teut. sleype, a
woman who creeps along in herpace or work ; slapheyd,
laxitas, et ignavia; KiTian. Su.-G.

9
slaep-a, to creep

on the ground, to do anything with great difficulty, to
trail ; kiorteUn siaepar, the gown sweeps the ground ;

slaep, trouble ; slacpp-a, to relax, slapp remiss

;

Isl. slaepa. Testis promissa et laxa ; slaepe, traho,
tracttto laxo tractu, G. Andr. Teut. sloe/, adj. lentus ;

a. homo sordido cultu, ignavus. Germ. schla/9 torpor;

scAlqf-tn, torpere, must be viewed as radically allied

;

as Franc, slaffi is rendered both remissio and ignavia,
dapk-cn, torpeant, Gl. Pez. and Alem. slajfii, desidia,

GL Keron. We may add Ir. slajxy, a slut or dirty

C. B. yslabi, a maulkin, a slattern ; yslebawg, gawky,
also a slattern.

SLAVERMAGULLION, *. A contemp-
tuous term for a foolish lubberly fellow,

Ayre.

Perhaps from £. slaver, or S. slabber, and Qnllion,

q- .

SLAW, adj. Slow, S.B.
Qahatrfore than snld we be at sik a stryfe
8o spedelie our selfis for to withdraw
Even from the tynie, auhilk is no wayis slaw
To flic from us, suppois we fled it nocht ?

K. James VI. Chron., S.P., hi. 489.

"Slaw at meat, daw at work ; " Ramsay's S. Prov.,
p. 62.

O. E. "slawe in meuyng [moving]. Tardus. Piger.
Torpidns." Prompt. Parv.

Slawue, adv. Slowly, Clydes.

Slawness, Slowness, ibid.

SLAWK, a.
uA slimy plant, which grows

in burns and springs ;

n
Gall. Encycl. V.

Slake.

SLAWMIN, 8. Slabbering, Aberd.
Now Zephyr slee blaws frac the south,

Wi' galea smooth as a butter ba*

;

But wow ! he has a dreadfu* drouth,
Whilk slawmin canna put awa\

Taylor*s S. Poems, p. 99.

Teut. slemm-en, grecari, pcrgrecari, Su.-G. »lemm-a,
id. Isl slaemi, the compotation on the morning after
a wedding, G. Andr.

VOL. IV.

* To SLAY, v. a. To pulverize too much by
harrowing, and thus to render ground unfit

for vegetation ; Upp. Lanarks.
If not a peculiar use of Teut. sla-en, percutere, q. to

beat down, allied perhaps to Isl. sliof-ga, herbetare

;

Su.-G. Dan. slov-er, "to blunt or dull a thing ; " Su.-G.
slioe, dull. The latter is used concerning grain that
is unproductive ; sloe soed, frumenturn cui parum bonae
frugis inest

[SLAYD, pret. Slid, passed swiftly, Barbour,
iii. 701.] .

[SLAYNES, Slants, Slayans, 8. V.
Slaines.]

SLAYWOKM, *. The slow-worm, or blind-

worm, Galloway.
Tho* slnywor^s and adders be coiled by thy rills.

The brooks of the Minnock, and the inks of the Cree,
Will still in remembrance be hallowed by me.

Ayr and Wigton Courier, 22d Mar. 1821.

A.-S. slaxo-icyrm, id. It seems to have its name
from slaw, tardus, piger, because of the slowness of its

motion; although the occasional orthography is sloe-

worm. Fris. sleeuw is slow ; Teut. slee, blunt, stupid.

SLE, Slee, Sley, adj. 1. Sly, crafty, S.

Amang all vtheris sarain thidder spedis
That schrew prouokare of all wikkit dedis
Eolus neuo, cursit Vlyxes sir.

Doug. Virgil, 182, 34.

But little did her minny ken
What thir slee twa together were saying.

Gaberlunyxe Man, Herd's Coll., ii. 49.

Auld birkies, innocently slee,

Wi* cap and stoup,
Were een as blithe as blithe could be,

A' fit to loup.

Mayne's SUler Gun, p. 38.

V. Sle.

2. Skilful, dexterous, expert.

And fele, that now of wer ar sley,

In till the lang trewTis] sail dey.
Barbour, xiz. 179, MS.

In Edit. Pink. fiey.

Off that labour as than he was nocht sle.

Wallace, i. 375, MS.
Of Crete as to hir kynrent borne was sche,

And in the craft of weuing wonder sle.

Doug. Virgil, 137, 12.

3. Ingenious ; applied to mental exertions.

Weil at ane blenk sle poetry not tane is.

Doug. Virgil, 5, 2.

Sle is also used subst. likefre, bricht, Ac.
On the fyllat full sternly straik that sle,

Persyt the bak, in the bowalys him bar.

Wallace, z. 3S2. MS.

Su.-G. tioeg, Isl. slaeg-r, id. Wachter derives Germ.
tcrschlag-cn, callidus, from schlag-en, literally to turn,

metaph. to turn in one's mind, versare animo, ver pre-

6xed denoting pravity. Ho gives it as synon. with
Isl. slaeg-ur.

[Slear, Sleast, adj. Comp. and super, of

#&, Barbour, xvii. 244, 435.]

Sleelie, Slelv, adv. Slily, S.

Sleeness, *. Slyness, S.

M2
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[SLEB, *. The uiulerlip when projected;

tout the sleb, to pout as when sulky, Shetl.]

SLED, A-sled, adv. Aslant, Ettr. For.

This is obviously the same with O. E., *' Sleet or

mstete. Obliqne, aduerbium." Prompt. Parv. As
Seren. deduces Ankint and Sw. Slant, id. from sl'mt-a,

to slide (lapsare), it is highly probable that sled is from

A.-S. aslid-an, labi, aslad, labat. Su.-G. slaet, however,

signifies politas, smooth; suggesting an idea nearly

allied to that of slippery. V. Slypk.

SLED-SADDLE, *. That which is borne

by a horse yoked in a cart, S. from sled,

synon. with sledge.

SLEDDEK, a. One who drives goods on a

sled, or carriage without wheels.

"Haveing agriet with maissons; quarriouris, and
sledderie, hes now compleit mor nor the halff of the said

building.—Sir Vmphra—hes stopped the cairteris from

letding, and the maissouns from hewing," &c. Acts

ChaTlI, Ed. 1814, VI. 482.

8leddcris is equivalent to cairteris, i.e., carters.

SLEDEKIE, adj. Slippery. V. Sliddery.

To SLEE, v. a. 1. To slip ; to slee the head,

to slip the head out of the noose which con-

fines cattle in the stall, Lanarks.

2. To escape from a task, ibid.

8a.-G. sfao, to slip.

3. To site awa, to carry off anything in a

crafty way; as, "What's come o* the buke

I gae you?'* a Tam has sleed it awa frae

me ;

n
Banffs. V. Sly, v.

SLEEBAND, s. A band of iron which goes

round the beam of a plough, for the pur-

pose of strengthening it at the place

where the coulter is inserted, Lanarks.
. " Skeband, the ancient muzzle of the plough ;

" Gl.

Suit. Moray.
The first syllable seems the same with Dan. $laa, a

bolt, IsL slaa, sublica, seu assula teres ; Su.-G. slaa,

kmtna ferrea aut lignea, quae vel rhedis suppingitur,

el aliis instrumentis ligneis in firmamentum subditur,

Hire. The use of bund, in addition, indicates that the

she was used for strengthening.

To SLEECH, v. n. To coax, to cajole.

The silly frier behnifit to sleech

For almous that he askis.

Hay Trix, Poems Sixteenth Cent., p. 193.

Germ, sehlekh-en, reptare, sese inainuare. This Ihre

with good reason views as allied to Su.-G. slek-a,

afidr-a, lambere ; Isl. sltik-iaf whence sleker, homo
Uandus, ooi suis blanditiis alios captat, S. '* a sleekit

fallow," also slikiare, parasitus, a. a plate-ficier ; for

the E. v. to tick, and Su.-G. slich-a, have a common
fountain. Dan. sled*k-tr, to wheedle, to cajole ; sleds-

ker, a wheedler. V. Sleekit.

SLEECH,*. Slime, S. V. Slik.

SLEEK* 9. Snow and rain mixed, sleet,

Fife.

This nearly resembles Sax. slakkc, Belg. slegge, Su.-G.

id. The root may perhaps be Su.-G. slak,

flaccid, remiss, loose, q. denoting that state of the air

when it is neither properly frost nor thaw. By look-

ing into Wachter, I find this idea coufirmed. For
Germ, schlack icetter is defined, Tempestas remissa, et

in pluviam soluta.

Sleekie, adj. Of or belonging to sleet ; as,

a sleeky day, a day in which there falls a

considerable quantity of rain mixed with

snow, Fife.

SLEEK, Slieck, s. A measure of fruits, or

roots, «&c, containing forty pounds ; as, a

$Uek of apples, onions, &c, S.

" Customs of the Burgh of Kutherglcn. Each load

of fruit, 4d. Each slieck of fruit, £d." Ure's Hist.

Rutherglen, p. 45.

SLEEK, a. Mire, slime, miry clay in the

bed of a river, or on the sea-shore, S. V.
Slik.

To SLEEK, v. a. [1. To smooth, smooth

out, stretch ; as, " ISoo, sleek the stimpart,"

i.e^ smooth or level the grain in the

measure; to sleek the skins, to smooth and
stretch them out with the sleeker, Clydes.

2. To lay out carefully, to slip neatly under

cover, ibid.]

A* tramp their feckfu' jerkin ta\

To sleek aneath the bowster.
Tarras's Poems, p. 74.

" The bannocks are equally divided at parting, when
they place part of them beneath the pillow to dream
on/ N. Ibid.

(To Sleek, v. n. To walk or work in a sly,

wheedling manner, Banffs.]

Sleek, s. In measuring grain, a term synon.

with strait, q.v., S.

This is probably a word left on the Border by the

Danes; slicker, slikk-er, Su.-G. slick-a, slek-a, Isl.

sleikiOy lambere, to lick. As all the other dialects

leave out the Gothic a, and slick-a and E. Iirk arc thus

radically the same ; perhaps the lick of good will,

claimed as a perquisite at milns, has some affinity to

sleek.

[Sleeker, s. An instrument for sleeking,

i.e., smoothing and stretching the skins in

leather-making, Clydes.]

Sleekie, adj. [Smooth and sly] ; fawning

and deceitful, §.; Sleekit, synon.

" Sleeky Tam possesses both his own and his neigh-

bour's farm at this day." Perils of Man, ii. 314.

And gane he has with the sleeky auld carle,

Around the hill sae steep ;

Id c

sae (

Remains of Nithsdale Sony, p. 187.

Until they came to tlie auld castle

Which nings owre Dec sae deep.

[Sleekie, *. A person of sly, fawning dis-

position, Clydes., Banffs.]

Sleekit, Slekit, adj. 1. Smooth and shin-

ing, as applied to the face or skin, S.; sleek,

E.
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Artfully, in a cajoling

2. Smooth and sly ; parasitical in maimer and
design ; flattering, deceitful, S.

Now him witbhaldis the Phinitiane Dido,
And culyeis him with slekit wordi* sle.

Doug. Virgil, 84, 22.

Apou Ascaneus feil wounder wa%
The schining vissage of the god Cupide,
And his dissimillit slekit wourdea quhyte.

Ibid., 35, 4a
Slicked it the same word, with a different ortho-

graphy.
"A dieted tongue and a slacke hand keepc other

cumpanie." Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 952.
father from Su.-G. slika, repere, q. to creep into

one's good graces, or slek-a, lanibere, Genu. scJdtichen,
to insinuate one's self.

8u.-G. sleker, homo blandus, qui suis blanditiis alios
captat ; IsL slikiare, parasitus. Ihre seems uncertain
whether to derive these terms from sleka, lambere, or
slika, repere. The last is most probable, if we regard
analogy. For Teut sleyck-en signifies renerc, rtptare,
serperehumi; to creep on the ground. Hence sleyker,
a fox.

Sleekit-Gabbit, adj. Smooth-tongued, S.
And syne some sleekit-gabbit wife
Declares, she never liket strife,

For she was ay for a quiet life.

The Uar'st Rig, st iii.

[Sleekit-like, adj. Sly, cunning: used
also as an adv., (jlydes., Banffs.]

Sleekitly, adv.

manner, S.

"When they saw that apen force wad do nae guid,
St. Patrick advised tae come aliout them sleekctly."

Saint Patrick, i. 76.

Sleekitness, s. Wheedling, fair appearance,
S.

To SLEENGE, v. n. The same with Slounge,
v. Upp. Lanarks.

Isl. slensia, socordia, ignavum otium ; slens-a, ignavo
otio frui.

Sleenger, s. A lounger, ibid.

SLEENIE, $. [A misprint in Currie's ed.

of Burns, ii. 154, for Steinies, q. v.]

• To SLEEP, v. n. A top is said to sleep,

when it spins so smoothly as to appear
motionless, Roxb.

Sleep-drink, s. A soporific potion.

"Th&t sleep-drink of this Antichristian intoxicating
toleration was then brewed in hell." Society Con-
tendings, p. 308.

Sleeper, *. The Dunlin, a bird, Shctl.

•'Tringa Alpina, (Lin. Syst.) Sleeper, Dunlin.—
This bird frequents the more rocky shores, and is seen
to be very busy feeding when the water begins to fall.

On other occasions it appears dull and heavy, 1 ' Ed-
monstone's Zetl.', ii. 239.

Sleepery, adj. Sleepy. V. Slippery.

Sleepies, *. pi. Field Brome grass, S;
Bromus secalinus, Linn. It is also called

Goose-corn, S.

It is asserted, that meal, among which a'considerable
quantity of this weed is mixed, has a soporific influence,
and sometimes produces a temporary delirium. For
the same reason, it receives similar designations in
other languages. In Su.-G. it is denominated ttcimUl
or swimgel, from stcindel, vertigo, because, according to

. Ihre, •• the vulgar believe that bread made of this
spurious grain intoxicates, or rather produces a ver-
tigo." Dan. steingel, from swingel, giddiness; Bclg.
droncaerd ; Fr. ivroye, from ivre, inebriated.

-

[Sleepy-dose, *. Ragwort, (Senecis Jacobcea,
Linn.) a plant, Banffs.]

Sleepy-Maggy, s. A sort of rude hum-
ming-top, Aberd.

• SLEEPERS, s. pi. The beams, resting on
the ground, which support the first floor of

a house, S. [Norweg. sleip, a smooth piece
of wood.]

"When the floor is entirely of wood, the space be-
tween the slerjxrs upon which the boards are laid,

should be entirely filled with washed gravel well beat
down, an operation, which, when properly done, will
effectually prevent the entrance of either rats or mice."
Agr. Surv. E. Loth., p. 40.

SLEETCH, s. A kind of fat mud, taken
from shores to manure land ; Gall. Euc
V. Slake, Slik, and Sletch.

SLEETII, *. A sloven, a sluggard, Aberd.
O Jove ! the cause we here do plead,
An* unco great's the staik ;

But sail that sleeth Vlys.se* now
Be said to be my maik ?

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. L
" • Be mate/ says Watt, ' ye menseless tyke,

I canna thole to hear ye : '

"

" • Ye senna hinder me to sjieak,

Ye sleeth, I dinna fear ye/ "

Cock's Simple Strains, p. 185.

Slieth, evidently the same word, is defined, perhaps
not quite accurately, •• an aukward fellow, an idiot

;

"

01. Tarns.
IsL slidr, hebes, slidra, torpor; sleita, torpor animi.
From A.-S. slaetcth, sloth, Su.-G. sli, slow. It

might, however, be deduced from Su.-G. slaet, mean,
sorry, vile.

To SLEIF, r. n. To slip or glide.

Ye did greit mis, fayr Conscience, be your leif,

Gif that ye war of kyn and blude to me,
That sleuth full ie suld lat your tyme our slcif.
And come thus lait

King Hart, ii 24.

Alem. sHaf-an, to glide ; or Su.-G. sinepa, to drag on
the ground, Germ, schleif-en, id.

[SLEIFE, s. A sleeve, Lvndsay, Thrie
Estaitis, 1. 4560.]

SLEITCHOCK, s. A flattering woman,
Perths. Gael, slaodag, I am informed,
is synon. V. Sleech, r.

SLEKIT, adj. Deceitful. V. Sleekit.

SLENK, s. A piece of low craft, synon.
with E. sleight.

He atteled with a slenk haf slayn him in slight

;

The swerd swapped on his swange, ami on the mayle
slik.

Sir Gatcan ami Sir Gal., ii. 22.
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Teat. slincke, sinistra, oMiaue ; Germ, schlanl;

flexuosus, mobilis, schlaenke% obliquitates, allegorice

doli, faltaciae, pravitates ; Wachter, vo. Schlingen, p.

1433. Perhaps Ial. slungin, crafty, is allied.

[To SLEPE, v. n. To sleep : pret. sUpit,

Barbour, vii. 188; part. pr. tlepand, ibid.

V. 83.]

[Slepe, s. Sleep ; on $lepe% asleep, ibid., vii.

192.]

Sleperye, adj. Sleepy, causing sleep, Doug.

Virg., 117, 6. V. Slippery.

To SLERG, v. a. " To bedaub or plaister,"

Loth. V. Slairy.
** Come, fa* to wark as I ha'e done,

And eat the ither haff as soon,
* Ye'se save ye'r part.- •• Content," quoth Rab,

And sUrg'd the rest o*t in his gab.
Ramsay** Poems, it 632.

To SLERK, v. a. To lick up greedily and

with noise, Dumfr.
This is evidently allied to Dan. slurk-er, to sip, to

up up, to swallow ; and originally the same with

8lerg, v., although the latter is expl. " to bedaub."

SLERP, s. A slovenly female, Fife.

8a.-O. star/, homo nauci, proprie pannis obsitus ;

slur/wig, incuriosus, sordidus, slur/uha, negligenter

negotium aliquod perficere,

[To SLESTIR, v. n. To work in a dirty,

puddling manner ; to bespatter with filth,

to befoul, Clydes., Shetl. Dan. slaste, to

dabble, paddle.]

[Slestir, s. 1. Wet, dirty work; work

slovenly done, Clydes.

2. A slovenly, untidy worker, ibid.]

[Slesterin, Slestry, adj. Wet and dirty;

untidy, careless as to personal appearance,

ibid., Shetl. Dan. slustevorn, slovenly.]

SLETCH, Sleech, s. Slime, as in the

beds of rivers, or on the sea-shore, S.

•* What number of acres may this plough manage,

and after what manner ; sea-«/elcA, clay and lime, being

within a mile and a quarter of it ? " Maxwell's Sel.

Trans., p. 43, 44.
" They chuse to have mud with the sand, and this

they call sleteh." Ibid., p. 125. V. Slik, *.

SLETT, s. [Errat. for Flet, q. v.]

••A fair fire makes a room slett;" 8. Prov., Kelly,

p. 24.

[SLEUCH, pret. Slew, Barbour, i. 285.]

SLEUG, 8. 1. "An ill behaved man;"
. Gall. Enc.

2. u One not good looking

;

" ibid.

Dan. slug, a glutton, slughaU% id. ; or Su.-G. slug, Isl.

slaegr, callidus, vafer.

[SLEUMIN, 8. A hint, rumour, report,

Banffs. V. Sloom.]

[To SLEUTCII,r.w. To lounge or idle about;

to shirk work, Clydes. V. Sleuth, t?.]

[Sleutciier, *. A lounger, a lazy fellow,

Lyndsay, Thric Estaitis, 1. 2615.]

SLEUTH, 8. Sloth ; A.-S. slewth.

Than na delay of sleuth, nor fere, nor boist,

Withheld Turnus.
Doug. Virgil, 326, 81.

'Sleuth, Slueth, adj. Slothful.

Qulien pleisit God, so semi yow SeottLs,

The same to further, at deith he was not sleuth.

Diall. Honour, Oude Fame, &c, p. 3.

Syne in their office be not slueth.

Spec. Qodhj Sangs, p. 11.

Mr. Tooke seems justly to view E. sloth as the third

pers. sing, of A.-S. slmo-ian, q. that which slotveth, or
maketh one slow. Divers. Purley, ii. 414.

To Sleuth, Sloth, r. a. and n. 1. To
neglect; or, to do work carelessly and in-

sufficiently, S.B. sloth.

Fra tyme be past, to call it bakwart syne
Is bot in vaine : therefoir men sould be wan-
To sleuth the tyme that flees fra them so farr.

K. Janus VI. Chron., S. P., iii. 488, 489.

•• But seeing all was sleuthed, there was no mischief

could befal our king, but was delivered unto us.'
1

Pitscottie, p. 61.
44 What shall we do then ! Sloth our callings, &c. ?

No, neither will we bid you do that, therefore do not

reproach us. I do not bid you cast away your callings,

nor sloth them neither." Michael Brace's Lectures,

&c, p. 13.

2. To linger, to delay.

And mony wayis himself he acensit,

That he sa lang had sleuth it and re fusit

To resaif glaidlie the Troiaue Enee.
Doug. Vxtgil, 380, 11.

O. E. " Slwthyn or sluggyn. Torpeo. Terpcsco.

[r. Torpesco."] Prompt. Farv.

This might seem allied to Mocs.-G. af-slauthn-an,

obstupescere ; for, as Junius remarks, men, who are

astonished at any thing, generally continue for some
time motionless, as if reduced to a state of torpor by
sloth, Gl. Goth.

Sleuthan, Sleuthux, 8. A lazy good-for-

nothing person, Clydes. ; viewed as a corr.

of Sleuth-hundj q. a slow hound; synon.

Slughan, Roxb.

[Sleuthful, adj. Slothful, lazy, Lyndsay,

The Dreme, 1. 890.]

SLEUTH, 8. The slot or track of man or

beast, as known by the scent.

Bot Ik haiff herd oftymys say,

That quha enlang a wattir ay
Wald waid a bow draucht, he suld ger

Bathe the slouth hund, and his leder,

Tyne the sleuth men gret hym ta.

Barbour, vii. 21, MS.

Orel is evidently for gert, made, caused. Flench is

the word used in Ed. Pink., by an error of the tran-

scriber. In other editions, it is sent or scent. V. next
word.

Sleuth-huxd, Slewth-iiuxd, Sloutii-

HUND, SlOITH - HUND, SLOTH - BRACHE,
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Slough-dog, $. A blood-hound, Canis
sagax, Linn.

A steuth hund had he thar abna,
8a gnd that wald cliang for nathing.

Barbour, vi. 484, Ma
•• Na man aould perturbe or slay ane sleuth-hound,

or men passand with him, to follow thieues, or to take
malefactors." Reg. Maj. B. iv. c 32, a. 1. Alio c.

83, s. 1.

Thai maid a priwe atsetnblc

Of weile two nundir men, and ma,
And slewth-hundis with thaim gan ta.

Barbour, vi. 36, Ma
For slouth hund V. Sleuth, s.

—Thair sloith hund the graith gait till hira yeid.

Wallace, v. 135, MS.

Bot this sloth brache, qithill [quhilk] sekyr was and
keyne,

' On Wallace fute folowit so felloune fast,

Qnhill in thar sicht thai prochit at the last

/6m*., ver. 96.

In one place, the term $lo'Uh ia used singly.

The sloith stoppyt, at Fawdoane still sclio stude.
No forthir scho wold, fra tyme scho fand the biud.

7AM., ver. 137.

This has been improperly written slough, and
suthound.

"The inhabitants of the marches were obliged to
keep snch a number of slough dogs, or what we call

blood-hounds : for example, * in those parts beyond
the Esk, by the inhabitants there were to be kept
above the foot of Sark, 1 dog. Item, by the inhabit-

ants of the insyde of Esk, to Richmond Chujh, to be
kept at the Moot, 1 dog. Item, by the inhabitants of
the parish of Arthurtt, above Richmond Clttyh, to be
kept at the Barley-head, 1 dog ; and so on throughout
the border.' Kicolson's Border Laws, p. 127.—Per-
sons who were aggrieved, or had lost any thin", Mere
allowed to pursue the hot trode with hound and horn,
with hue and cry, and all other accustomed manner of
hot pursuit." Pennant's Tour in Scot., A. 1772, p.
77,78.

"Lewis, in his History of Great Britain, Lond.,
1729, fol. p. 56, says, 'In the south of Scotland,
especially in the countries adjoining to England, there
is another doe of a marvellous nature, called suthounds,
(that is sooth hounds, true hounds) because, when
their masters are robbed, if they tell whether it be
horse, sheep, or neat, that is stolen from them, im-
mediately they pursue the scent of the thief, following
bim or them through all sorts of ground, and water,
till they find him out and seize him ; by the benefit
whereof the goods are often recovered again. But
now of late' (a mistake) 'they have given this beast
the name of slouth-hound, because the people living in
sloth and idleness, neither by themselves, or by good
herdsmen, or by the strength of a house, do preserve
their goods from incursions of thieves and robbers,
then have they recourse to their dog for the reparation
of their sloth. Mai tland Poems, Note, p. 423.
The idea, that this hound derives its name from

sooth, is not much more natural than the other.
According to Sibb., it is from "Teut. slock, canis

vorax et rapax; in its primary sense, gula, purges,
yoraep, helluo ;

" Gl. But there is no foundation for
this idea. The term, although somewhat disguised by
a capricious and variable orthography, is undoubtedly
the same with E. slot, "the tract of deer," or, more
strictly of a hart. For the treading of a buck, and all

other fallow deer, is called the rnce ; Manwood's For-
rest Laws, Fol. 27, b. The identity appears by the
use of sleuth, by itself, for tract or scent. The origin
may be Isl. slod, callis, sciuita, vestigia ; G. Andr.

Via in nive complanata ; vestigia fcrarum, in nive in-

dagatarum ; Vcrel. This learned writer gives diur-

sporr as the Sw. synonyme. Jonacua derives slotd,

tractus, vestigia, from sloetl-a, spargere ; GL Orkney-
inga S. Ir. sliocht, a tract or impression, has un-

doubtedly a common origin ; as well as Gael slaodan,

id.

We may add, as a synonyme. Lancash, stood, " the

path of care [car] wheels ; " T. Bobbins.
The only word in A.-S., which seems to have any re-

lation, is slattinge, vestigia ferarum, Lye. But Mr.
Tooke very ingeniously derives E. slot from A.-S. slit-

an, findere, q. the mark of a cloven hoof. Divers.

Purley, ii. 147. For the same reason for which a
blood-hound is called slouthhund, S., in Belg. it is de-

nominated speur-hond, Germ, spur hund, from Belg.

?*ur-en, na-spur-en, to trace out, Germ, nach-spur-en.

hus speur-hond is literally a tract-hound. V. Sperb.
In the Lat. of Reg. Maj. the term used is Canis

trassans, which Du t'ange renders, vestigium prose-

quens, adding : Tracer enim, est peruuirere vestigiis

insistendo : trace, seu trasne, vestigium.
Mr. Pinkerton says :

" They were of a Ueldcr-breed,
as Blind Harry hints,

• A slouth hound is of Gelderland,' b. 6."

The passage referred to, I suppose, as the foundation
of this assertion, adopted by Sibb., is that in Edit
1648, 1758, Ac.

In Odder-land there was that bratcbel bred.

B. v. 25.

But it is otherwise in MS.
In Uyllisland thar was that brachell brede,

Sekyr off sent to folow thaim at flede
;

So was scho vsyt on Esk and on Lcdaill,

Quhill »cho gat blude no fleyng mycht awailL

Oilsland, in the North of England, seems to be
meant. This appears from the circumstance mentioned
in connection, that the hound had been accustomed to
the pursuit on Etkdale and Liddale. This seems to be
the only proof that our blood hounds were of a Gelder-
land breed.
Both Boece and Lesley describe these dogs in their

histories. But neither insinuates that they are a
foreign breed. Lesley speaks of a shaggy species of

dog imported from Germany. He distinguishes this,

however, from those which he calls odorUequL V.
Boeth. Deacr. Alb. For. 12. Lesl. Scot. Descr., p. 13.

To SLEW, Slue, v. a. "To lean [incline]

any thing to a side, off the perpendicular

;

Gall. Enoycl.
; [to turn or edge round, as,

to slew a big stane, Clydes.]

[To Slewie, r. n. To walk with a swinging
gait, Banff's.]

Slewie. 1. As a *., the act of walking with
a heavy, swinging gait, ibid.

2. As an adv. with a heavy, swinging gait,

ibid.

[Slewieax, Slewiein. 1. As a *., the same
with Slewie^ ibid.

2. As an adj. having such a gait, ibid.]

SLEW, pret. Struck ; sleic fyry
struck fire.

Men hard noucht bot granys ; and dintis

That slcwfyr, as men slayis on flyntis.

Batvour, ziiL 36, MS.

Flew,ftayis, Edit. Pink.
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This is the only passage in which I have observed

the pre*, ind. used in this sense.

Thai slew tbe wethir that thai bar,

And sUto/yr for to rant their mete

;

And askyt the King giff he wald ete.

Ibid. TiL 153, MS.

Stral; Edit. Pink, as in Edit. 1620.

A.-S. slae-an, sfe-an, percutere ; collidere. But we ob-

serve a greater similarity, as to the peculiar phrase, in

Tent, vier-sla-en, excudere, sive excutere ignem.
•• Hence probably S.B. lightning is called Fire-

daughter ;
H Rudd. in. vo. Sw. slaa eld, to strike fire.

Hetcefire was used assynon. O.E.
And hewefire at the flynt foure hundred wynter,

But thou haue towe to take it, with tinder or broches,

All thy labour is loste, and thy lon^e trauayle ;

For may no fyre flame make, fayk- it his kiude.

P. Ploughman. FoL 95, a.

V. Sla.

Slew-Fire, s. Lightning.

•• Fyir-flawchti lightning; also termed slew-fire"

Leyden'a 01. Compl. S., p. 337.

SLEWIT, part.pa. Having sleeves, q.sleeved.

" Ane lang lows eowne of quhite champit chalmillet

[camblet] of silk with twa pasmentis of gold slewit."

Inventories, A. 1578, p. 219.

[Slewth-uund, 8. V. Sleuth-hund.]

SLEWYT, pret. [Cast, threw, flung.]

• The knycht went in
f
and wald na langar stand ;

A rynnand cord thai slewyt our his hed,

Hard to the bawk, and hangyt him to ded.

Wallace, vU. 207, MS.

It is slipped, Edit. 164S, and 1673. V. Slicip.

Slewyt, however, might be viewed as allied to Su.-G.

slaa, jacere, jactare, mittere, as signifying, that they

cast the cord over his head. The same v. slaa is also

used in another sense which has great affinity. Sen-

sum connectendi habet, uti

—

slaa knut, nodurn nectere,

(Ihre) ; to run a knot, as we use to express it.

SLIB, Slibbib, adj. Slipper)', Loth.

[Dan. slibe, to make smooth, slibrig. slippery.]

[Slibber, *. Slipperincss ; also, that which

makes slippery, as, the wet or mud on a

pavement, often called slabber in Clydes.]

Slibkikin, adj. A fondling term; analo-

gous, perhaps, to E. sleek or ylossy.

And how do you do, my little wee Nan,
My lamb and slibrikm mouse f

MenTs Coll., iL 218.

Tent, slibberigh, lubricus.

[SLICHT, Slyciit, Slight, s. 1. Sleight,

Suile, craft, trick, Barbour, v. 105, 488 ;

eceit, i. 528.]

The swift farde cachis furth this Quene,

Fenyeand the rage of Bacchus and grete invent,

Ane mare myscheif for to contrufe and slicht.

Doug. Virgil, 220, 21.

[2. Skill, ability, mastery; as, "I hae the

theht o*t noo/Clydes. Synon. cast, hilt.']

IsL slaegd, fraus, dolus ; Su.-G. sloeg, artificiosus,

slocgd-a, opera fabrilla exercere. [Sw. slug, handy,

dexterous.J

SLICHT, Sligiit, adi. 1. [Light, trivial;

little worth], worthless, when applied to

character, S.

••Some tlight lowns, followers of the Clanchattan,

were execute." Spalding's Troubles, i. 5. V. Sad,

sense 6.

A metaph. sense of E. slight, corresponding to the

use of Su.-G. slaet. En slat-t hart, homo flocci, Ihre;

a man of no estimation. Teut. tlecht, planus ; metaph.

used as signifying, ignobilis, plcbeius, vilis, tenuis;

[Dan. slet, Sw. slat.]

[2. Smooth, unruffled; applied to the sea,

and to surfaces in general, Shetl.]

To Slicht, (gutt.), v. a. [To slight, to

esteem of little value, to despise ; also, to

forsake], to jilt; applied to a man's conduct

towards a female whom he has courted, S.

Slicht, Slyciit, s. [Slight, the act of

sjighting, etc., see v. To gie one the slicht;

to jilt one, S.

SLICK-WORM, *. A species of worm bred

in the oozy bed of rivers, S.

"This brook has a rich muddy bottom, in which

there is plenty of slick-worm, a species of food on which

the trout particularly delight." P. Kinloch, Perths.

Statist. Ace, xvii. 469. V. Slik.

SLID, Slyd, Slide, adj. 1. Slippery, glib,

S.
" He has a slid grip that has an eel by the tail

;

"

Ramsay's S. Prov., p. 31.

Sum tyme in hyr hedelace, for to knyt hyr hare.

Ful slyd ache slyppvs hyr membris ouer alquhare.

Doug. Virgil, 218, 54.

Slid ice, ice that is glib, S.

2. Mutable, uncertain; as E. slippery, metaph.

signifies.

Behald, said scho, and se this warldis $loir,

Maist inconstant, mai-st slid, and transitour.

Police of Honour, III. 78.

The slide inconstant destenie, or chance,

Unequallie dois hing in thair balance.
1

ibid., L 55.

3. Cajoling, smooth, wheedling, S.

Ye have sae saft a voice, and slid a tongue,

You are the darling baith of auld and young.

Ramsay's Poems, u. 66.

"Smooth, cunning;—as, "he's a slid loon," GL
SleeJtU, synon.

m ...

A.-S. stith, sliddery, Su.-G. slaet, laevis, politus.

Slidder, adj. 1 . Uncertain, unstable, [Lynd-

say, Papyngo, 1. 352.]

[2. Disinclined, unwilling; hence, slow, lazy.]

This cummis not, as we considder,

That men to travel now nr slidtler ;

For niony now so bissie ar,

Quhidcr ye travell neir or far,

Go befoir, or byde behind,

Ye sail thame aye in your gat find
Siaitland Poems, p. 183.

Not " more sly," as Mr. Pinkerton renders it ; but

either, in the positive, slow, lazy, or used compara-

tively, in the same sense, from Teut. slet, mulier igna-
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va, E. a slut, or dodder, sordidus, negligens, dodder-
en, flaccessere. For it U evidently opposed to bissie.

La., active.

Slidness,*. 1. Slipperiness, glibuess, deceit, S.

2. Smoothness of versification, metaph. used.

You—blythly can, wheu ye think fit,

Enjoy your friend, and judge the wit
And didness of a sang.

Ranisay's Poepts, H. 452.

Slidder, s. 1. Slipperiness.

—Thmy na grippfs thair micht hald for sh'dder.

Police of Honour, lit. 55.

[2. Uncertainty, vanity.]

Bot In thy minde thow may consider.

How warldlie power l«ne hot didder:
For all thir greit impyrw ar gune.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 100.

To Slidder, v. a. and n. 1. To pronounce in-

distinctly in consequence of speaking with
rapidity, to slur, S.

Tent. didiler-en, prolabi ; et celcriter tendere. IaL
stodr-ar, balbutio.

2. To delay, defer, [put off], Mearns.

Tent. slidder-en, aerpere.

Sliddikxess, Sliderxes, *. Slipperiness.

For didernes scant might he hald his fete.

Benrysone's Traitie Orphem, Edin. 1503.

Sliddery, Sliddry, Sledekie, adj. 1.

Slippery, S. "not affording firm footing."

He alaid and stumiuerit on the diddnj ground,
And fell at erd grufeliugis amid the fen.

Doug. Virgil, 138, AL

2. Hard to hold, escaping one's grasp, S.

"The second thin*; that we mone do in our battell

agania our concupiscence, is to mak resisteuce to oar
foale lastis and desyris in the beginning of thamc.

—

Thai ar lyk to ane slederie eil, that may be haldin be
the heid, & nocht be the tail.*' Abp. Hamiltoun's
Catechiame, 1552, FoL 76, a.

3. Loose and flaccid ; a term applied to food

S. B. slauky, synon.

Teat. slodder-en, flaccescere ; dodder, laxus.

4. Deceitful, [not to be relied on.] A sliddery

fallow, one who is not to be trusted. V.
preceding word.

5. Uncertain, changeful; used in a moral
sense.

" There's a $lidiTry stone before the Hall door [great
man's house," N.] S. Prov. •• A slippery stone may
make one fall; signifying the uncertainty of court
favour, and the promises of great men." Kelly, p. 305.

• To Slide, v. n. Metaph. to fib, to deviate

from the truth, S.; [part, slidin, given to

fibbing, Banffs.]

[Slide, *. A fib, a bounce, Abcrd., Banffs.]

SLIDE-TIIRIFT, s. A species of Draughts
in which the victor is he who first gets his

men off the board ; also called Shovel-yroat

and Sliool-the-board ; Koxb.
Pins, S. preen*, are sometimes used in the place of

men. A lays down one pin, and B another. These
are pnshed about the table or board, till oue happens
to crews the other, called riding ; and he in consequence
of whose push or pop this takes place, gains the stakes.

This is most urooably the game denominated in the
• uymanner by Strutt, also Shore -groat, and Sfyp-

groat, though differently played. V. Sports and Pas-

times, p. 223, 226.

SLIDLING, ado. Secretly.

Ten pundis siidling furtli he tuike,

And knit it in a neapkin nuike.

Legend Bp. St. Anttrois, Poem* Sixteenth Cent., p. 834.

An errat. either for •idling, or for hulling.

SLLECK, *. A measure of fruits or roots.

V. Sleek.

[SLIETII,*. Sloth. V. Sleeth.]

Slieth-like, adj. " Idiot-like, sottish,**

Buchau.
Some «umph get« up, scull proud o* pence,
An' diethdike bids me couch.

Tarras's Poems, p. 19.

SLIEVE-FISH, *. The cuttle-fish, Frith

of Forth.
" I have found these crabs, we call Keavies, eating

the S?ievc-/Uh greedily." Sibb. Fife, p. 140.

SLIGGY, adj. Loquacious, Koxb.
But soon the serpent's diggy tongue,
Turn'd by infernal wile,

Did blast primaeval pleasure young,
When he did Eve beguile,

A. ScoWs Poems, p. 83.

Sliggy may be allied to Isl. dik-ia, polire, as we say,

"He has a very potint tongue," S. ; or to s/eik-ia,

lambere ; q. a sleek or clib tongue. But perhaps it is

merely a variety of Sleekie, q.v.

SLIGHT, adj. Worthless. V. Slicht, adj.

To SLIGHT, v. a. To dismantle, to demo-
lish.

*' The 2d deed is the dighting the house of Airlie, and
burning of Forthar in Glenyla. Tis answered, those
houses were kept out in opposition to the Committee
of Estates, and so might oc slighted and destroyed

:

which is clear by Acts of Parliament yet in force."

Inform, for Marq. Argyle, Wodrow's Hist., i. 48.

"At their first meeting July 13th, they order the
citadels built by the English to be demolished : and
the Earl of Murray is appointed to slight and demolish
that of Inverness, the Larl of Eglintoun that of Air,"

&c. Ibid., p. 107.

Tent, slicht-en, decht-en. Germ, schlicht-en, in plani-
* tiem rcdigerc, sterncre, aequare, solo acqtiare, diruere;

Teut. stirht, stecht, Su.-G. daetf, planus, aeuuus, i.e.,

level. Hence the Belt?, phrase, E?n stadt shchten, to
throw down a town ; Wachter. JIcl htsttel tvierdt tot

den grond toe gedecht ; The castle was levelled with the
ground, or demolished ; Sewel.

SLIK, Slike, Sliek, $. 1. Slime, mud, S.

sleek, sleech.

Endlang the wattyr than yeid he
Ou athyr syd a gret quantete.
And saw the bravim hey stanuand,
The wattvr holl throw dik ryimaiid.

Barbour, vi. 78, MS,
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Fra thine strekis the way profound anone,

Depe ?nto hellU flude of Acherone.—
Populand and boakand furth of athir hand,

Vnto Cocytus al his dike aud sand.

Doug. Virgil, 173, 4a

The soy! was nocht bot marres dyke and sand.

Palace of Honour, i. i.

Perhaps marres ii here used as an adj., q. marsh*.

Bat Lancash. dutch, mud, (T. Bobb.) is more ob-

viously allied.

J. The slimy shore.

We ar defendit to herbry on the sand,

Pronokit eik to battut1, and driuen to land

By force of »tonue, the dike thay vs deny.
Doug. Virgil, 90, 4.

This is also written sleech.

"Sleech, or sea sand, is used as a substitute for

lime, by those nearest the shore." P. Caerlaverock,

Dumfr. SUtist. Ace., vL 24. See also ii. 19.

Tent. dyck, coenum, lutum, Germ, schlkk, which

Wachter inclines to view as the same with A.-S. dog,

E. dough.

SLIK, adj. Smooth, [polished] ; E. sleek

The swerd swapped on his swange, and on the mayle dik.

&rGawanandSiraal.,u.&.

Tent, sleyek, planus et aequus. It may, however,

be viewed as a v. in the pret. q. slipped, slid ; as in

the same at. strik, lik, skrtk, are all verbs.

iSUKE.adj. Quickly, rapidly, "•Be*," Bar-

boor, vi. 78.]

SLIM, adj. 1. Slight, not sufficient ; applied

to workmanship, S.

2. In a moral sense, transferred to character,

naughty, worthless. A slim fellow, a man
of a very indifferent character, S. ;

" wick-

ed, mischievous, perverse ;" A. Bor.

For now when I mind me, I met Maggie Grim,—
8he was never ca'd chancy, but canny and dim,

And sae it has fared with my spinning ot
Moss'* Udenore, p. 1S4.

Germ. sehlimm, denotes what is oblique ; roetaph.,

what is bad. But we receive more light from the

Goth, dialects. Sw. dem, signifies refuse ; Isl. $laem~r,

vilm, invalidus. Ad staem-a til, opus aliquod leviter

et invalidc attrectare. In the very same sense we say.

To dim o'er, to do one's work in a careless and

insufficient way, S. Perhaps E. dim, slender, thin of

shape, has the same origin ; although Lye could find

no etymon, but by supposing that it had been formed

from Belg. dinder, slender? Addit. Jun. Etym.

To Slim o'er, v. a. To do or work carelessly,

S. V. thearf;.

[Slim-o'er, 8. Work done carelessly; alsa,

the act of working carelessly, S. ; slimman-

ovr, Banffs.]

Slimmer, <u//\ [Slender], delicate, easily hurt,

Ayrs.

••Being a gentlewoman both by blood and education,

she's a very slimmer affair to handle in a doing of this

kind." Ayrs. Legatees, p. 59.

Germ, schlimmer, sorry, paltry, wretched.

To SLING, v. n. To walk with a long step,

S. ; [slung, Banffs.]

"Wed, I dings aye on wi* a gay lang step."

Brownie of Bodsbcck, i. 37-

This seems merely an oblique sense of the E. v.

dmg, 8u.-G. daeng-a, jactare, valid movere, q. to

throw one's self forward.

Sung, s. A long, [striding step or pace],

Loth.

To SLINGE, v. n. To sneak, to slink away,

Lanarks. [V. Slounge.]

AUied to Isl. sling-ur, crafty, callidus, versutus, slin.

gimn, dunginn, id. ; especially as one who sneaks away is

generally viewed as using artful means for taking him-

self off, and the act is often an indication of craft.

To SLINGER, v. w. To move unequally, to

reel, to be in danger of being overset,

AbenL
As ships, that l>car more sail than ballast,

Slinger before the very smallest

Unequal blast, so is he driven

Jolting and jumbling up to heaven.
Station's Poem*, p. 129.

Dan. dingre, "to reel, to stagger, to totter, to

joggle ;" Wolff. Belg. dingher-en, to swing, to toss.

Het schip dingerde byder, the ship was tossed exceed-

ingly, Sewel ; apparently from dinger, a sling.

SLINK, s. 1. The flesh of an animal, most

commonly of a calf that has been cast by

its dam
%

before the time; properly, one

calved before the hair is grown, S.

Perhaps more strictly dink denotes that sort of veal

that has never been calved.

When this is palmed on an ignorant purchaser for

veal, it is called dink.

It is sometimes used adjectively.
.

••There are besides these, a good many small and

dink kid, and mert lamb-skins dressed here, which are

cot from the north-west of Scotland." P. Perth,

Statist Ace, xviiL 250. For mert, 1. mort, as it is

afterwards printed.

2. Transferred to ill-fed veal in general, S.

3. A tall limber person, generally preceded

by the adj. Lang, and expressive of con-

tempt ; as,
a Ah I ye lang slink," S.

O ! tho' ye were an unco slink,

I'm sad without ye.

Gall. Encyd., p. 398.

4. Metaph. a worthless character, S. ; bor-

rowed from butchery.

—"Said Mrs. Hcukbanc, Pride will hae a fa
f—he

}***** settled his account wi* my nudeman, the deacon,

for this twalmonth-he's but dink, I doubt." Anti-

quary, i. 319.

5. A greedy starveling, one that would slyly

"purloin, and devour every thing, Dumfr.

V. adj.

Sw. dyna, canon, Seren. Or it may be denomin-

ated from its naccid quality; Teut. Blank, tenuis,

gracilis ; vacuus, solutus. Or from Germ, schlenk-en,

abjicere ; as the phrase used to denote such an abor-

tion is synon., a cow being said to cast her calf, S.

SLINK, s. Lank, slender, South of S.

" 'Where is the poney you rode to Glasgow upon?'

« I seirt it, sir. It was a slink beast, and wad hae
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eaten its head affstanding at Luckie Flyter's at lirery.
Mf

Rob Roy. ii. 305.
J

Slinkie, adj. Tall and slender, lank, S.
A person of this form is called a slinkie, a
slunkie.

Dan. slunken, thin, lank, scraggy; Teut. slanh
Germ, schlank, id. Tent, land; seems the more simple
form, which is mentioned by Kilian as synon. with
langh, long.

•To SLINK, v. a. To gull, cheat, deceive,
Fife., [Clydes., Banffs.]

Su.-O. slinck-o, clanculum et furtim abire. Teut.
•fate*, sinister, Isl. sling-r, callidus, Dan. slink, id.

[Slink, Slinkie, *. A person of a sly, crafty
disposition, ibid. ; slinkie, is generally ap-
plied to children.]

Slinkin, s. [Low cunning], deceit, Fife.,
Clydes.

I'm no see foolish as aver,—
That they alike disposed are,
To flatt'rin and to siinkin.

A. Douglas*s Poems, p. 78.

8Unkin\ as a part, or adj. is expL in GI. " cheat-
ing, deceitful." This is nearly allied to the E. r. from
A.-S. slmk-an, to creep. V. Slunk, *.

SLIP, s. A certain quantity of yarn, as it

comes from the reel; containing twelve
cuts, S. V. Cut.

" 120 Threads = 1 Cut

;

2 Cute = 1 Heer

;

6 Heer = 1 Slip

;

4 Slip* «. 1 Spindle."

Gray's Introd, to Arithm. Edin. 1797, p. 12.
This sense, I find, Mr. Todd has added from Barret's

AWearie.

•SLIP, s. 1. [A piece of female under-
dress] ; also, an upper petticoat, Loth.

2. A sort of loose frock, worn by a child,
especially for protecting the more valuable
parts of dress, S.

8. A wooden frame set on the top of a cart,
for enlarging its size, when the draught
consists of com, hay, or wood for fuel, S. B.

4. Metaph., a girl in her teens ; " She's but a
mere slip of a girl," Roxb.
[From the same source as B. slip. See a very inter-

esting analysis of this word in Prof. Skeat's Etym. Diet. ]

Slip-airn, s. An oval ring which connects
the plough and the swingle-trees, Clydes.
Teut flippe, crena, incisura.

[Slip-by, s. A mere pretence of performance

;

as, u That's no half done : ve've jist xrien't

a slip-by? Clydes.]
* *

[Slip-3IA-lawber. 1. As an adj., carelessly
done, Banffs.

2. As a «., a lazy, careless worker, ibid. In
Shetl. called slip-me-laav, or slip-me-laaber.
Dan. laban, a lout.]

VOL. IV.

Slip-on, s. A great-coat; so named from
the manner in which it is worn, being
thrown over the shoulders loosely like a
cloak, W. Highlands,

' ,

1?,,8
1

h fl«;g hU styp-on around him; for the
Highlanders of the Isles and West Highlands wear
their upper garments exactly in the good easy way of
their brethren in Ireland, the sleeves danglinff over
the back." Cian-Albvu, i. 178.

A.-S. step-tin on, induere ; E. to Slip on. V. Todd's
Johns.

• Slip-shod, adj. Having shoes on the feet,
but no stockings, Ettr. For.

[To Slip-the-Girr, Slip-the-Girth. To
have a child before or out of wedlock, Ayrs.
The metaph. is apt. When a tub has slipped its

hoops, there is a breakdown.]

[To Slip-the-orip, v. n. To die, S. ; svnon.
slip-the-cable.]

To Slipe, r. n. To move freely, as any
weighty body which is dragged through a
mire, Ettr. For. [V. Slyp, Slype.]
Tent. stipp^n, Su.-G. slippy elabi.

Slippar, Slipper, adj. Slippery; used
metaph. as signifying deceitful.

Say weill is slippar, and makes mony wyles ;Do weill is seemly, without any gyles.

o- n /• i . •
Poem* M**™*" Cent., p. 195.

00.-G. slipper, lubneus.

[Slipper, s. Slippery ice, Bauffs.]

[Suppit, part. pa. Broken through all re-
straint, Shetl.]

SLIPPERY, Sleperye, Sleepery, adj. 1.

Causing sleep.

To the walkryf dragoun mete gaif sche,—
Strynkland to him the wak honey swete.
And sleperye cheabowe sede to walkin his sprete.

o™ ., -r .
Vou* Virgil, 117, 7.

Soponferum, Virg.

2. Sleepy, overpowered with sleep, S.
Seeo'ry Sim of the Lamb-hill,
And snoring Jock of Suport-mil],
Ye are baith right het and fou\

Minstrelsy Border, i. 207.

"Aslipperie bodie, be he nastor, be he anie of the
people, he knowes not there is a diuell, a tempter.—
Of all sorts of men in the world a slipprie pastor, a
careless man in the ministrie is the worst, he loses both
himselfe and manie others." Rollock, I Thes., p. 128.
Teut. slaeperiyh, somnolentus, somniculosus.

To SLITE, Slyte, v. a. To rip up any
thing that is sewed, Roxb. ; a slight variety
from E. to Slit.

Slite, Slyte, s. The act of ripping up, ibid.

• SLIVER, *. " Sliver, in Scotland, still de-
notes a slice cut off ; as, He took a large
sliver of the beef ;" Johns. It is very com-
monly used, Berwicks.

N 2
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Tyrwhitt expl. it, aa used by Chancer, " a small

•lice or piece." In B. it signifies •• a branch torn off.

I.E. 'Vsiw* or rynvn IT
J " *-*- «—-"

*

^r cutting awar. Anulsio.

from A.-5. d\f-a*i findere.

v.x*. "'f&m* o7i^TO~£under. >indo. Slumtnge

or catting awar. Anufsio. Abscisio." Prompt. Vary.

[SLIVER, *. Saliva drivelling from the

month, slaver, Banffs.]

[To Sliver, Slivver, v. a. and n. 1. To

slaver, to bedaub with saliva, ibid.

8. To kiss in a slabbering manner, ibid.

3. To take food in a dirty slabbering manner.

The part. pr. sliverin, sliweri*, is used as a *. in each

of these senses, and also as an adj. in the first sense.

In Clydes. sUvtrt* is stiU used.]

Suvery, adj. Slavering, Buchan. V.

Sauchin.

To SLO, v. a. To slay, poetically.

Ye are so fair be not my fo

!

Ye sail hare syn and ye me slo

Tims throw ane soddan event.

MaiOand Poems, p. 209.

[SLO, 8. The porous bone inside the horns

of cattle, ShetL Dan. slo, id.]

SLOAN, «. A rallying or scolding match,

Koxb.
••If she disliked what the sailor calls the cat of

their jib -or if, abore all, they were critical about

their accommodations, none so likely as Meg to rive

them what in her country is called a sloan." St. Ke-

nan. i» 28.

Supposed to be corr. from Slogan, q. t. There are,

however, several northern words which might seem

allied : Tent, slo***, sUuntn, to prune, which might,

like Snib, be nsed metaph. to denote reprehension

;

Belg. slo*** a slut, a slattern ; Su.-G. sluna, a trull

;

IsL stow*, the designation given to a servant, from sla,

to strike.

SLOAN,*. A covetous person; often, "a

greedy sloanf Berwicks. ;
perhaps a variety

of Slughan, or allied to Teut. slond-en,

Yorare, from slondey
fauces, vorago, abyssus.

SLOAP, *. A lazy, and at the same time a

tawdry, person ; a term generally applied

to a female; Stirlings. V. Slaupie,

which is radically the same.

SLOAT, s. A voracious fellow, one who

swallows every thing that comes in his way,

Koxb.

SLOATCH, Slotch, 8. An idle lazy sloven

;

<*encrally applied to males, Roxb., Ettr.

Sto.
Tent, stool, fossa palustris.

m

Johnson observes that slouch, "in Scotland,' sig-

nifies "an ungainly gait, as also the person whose

gait it is."

To Sloatcii, v. w. To go about in a lazy

and sloveuly manner, ibid.

This term seems to have the same origin with Slatch,

#., q. v.

To SLOCII over, (gutt.), v. a. To do any

thing carelessly, Fife. Synon. Sloth, Sleuth.

This maybe allied to the O.E. v. "Sluggyn. De-

sideo. Torpeo. Pigritor." Prompt. Parv.

Slochax, (gutt.), s. A lubberly sort of

fellow, Roxb. V. Slughan.

Slocher, 8. "A person careless in dress,

particularly about the feet ;" Gall. Enc.

Su.-0. sloh, ignavus, slok-a, pendulum esse. V.

Sloggkr, s.

[SLOCII, Slaioh, Slaugh, *. 1. Slime,

mucus, phlegm, Clydes., Banffs.

2. The act of expectorating, ibid.

3. The act of taking soft or sloppy food in a

slovenly manner ; also, the act of working

with any viscid substance in a dirty or care-

less manner, ibid.]

[To Slocii, Slaigh, Slaugh, r. a. and n. 1.

To work with any viscid or slimy substance

in a slovenly manner, ibid.

2. To expectorate, ibid.

3. To take food in a disgusting manner, ibid.

The part. pr. is used also as a «., in each of these

senses, ibid.]

[Slochie, Slaighie, Slalguie, adj. Slimy,

dirty and disgustiug, ibid.]

[To Slocher, Slocker, v. n. 1. To take

liquid food in a slabbering manner, ibid.

2. To be labouring under asthma, cold, or

consumption, ibid.]

[Slocher, Slocker, s. 1. The act of taking

food in a slabbering manner, ibid.

2. The noise made by breathing through

mucus; also, difficulty in breathing on ac-

count of asthma, &c, ibid.

3. One who has difficulty in breathing on ac-

count of asthma, or who is slabberly in

taking food, ibid.]

[Slocherin, Slockerin, part. pr. Used also

as a a. in each of the senses of the v. ; and

as an adj., having difficulty in breathing on

account of bronchial mucus, &c, ibid.]

SLOCK, 8. Drink, intoxicating liquor,

Buchan.
Was't wine, the slock o' feckless Piglits ?

Tarras's J'oans, p. 135.

1 was clankit at your ingle

Whore beady slock's, an' glorious fendin. &c.

Jbid., p. 29.

Le., where there is intoxicating drink. [V. Sloke.1

SLODGE, 8. A sloven. V. Slotch.
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SLOGAN, s. 1. The war-cry, or gathering

word, of a clan, South of S.

Then raise the slogan with ane schotit,

" Fy, Tindall to it ! Jedhmgh'a here !"

Raid of Reidswire, Minstrthy Border, 1 118.

Oar slogan is their lyke-wake dirge,

Oar moat the jtrave where they shall lie.

Lay of tike Last Minstrel, c. iv. 28.

Corr. from slughorne% q. v.

••The Mackenzie* have for their slughorn, Tulloch

Ard, which it the place at which this clan does meet

;

and the name of Hume have for their slughorn (or

slogan, as our Southern shires term it) a Hume, a
Hume." Mackenzie's Heraldry, p. 97.

2. A kind of by-name or sobriquet denoting

an individual, used to distinguish him from

others of the same name, Fife; pron. slugon.

Ir. Gael, sludhach (pron. sluach) sludhacan, a horn, as

the instrument that might be used for assembling a
tribe ; especially as it would seem that each distin-

guished leader had his distinguishing blast.
" The Bishop of Toulouse instantly recognised the

trumpets of the Count dc Montfort ; for in those days,

as it is said, every one of high distinction had a blast

or note sounded peculiar to themselves [himself], and
which was well known to hearers even at a remote
distance." Maturin's Albigenses, iii. 109.

This etymon receives confirmation by what Barbour
has narrated.

The king then blew his horn in by ;

And gert the men that wcr him by,

Hald thaim still, and all nriwe ;

And syne agayn his horn mew he.

James of Dowglas herd him blaw,

And at the last alsone gan knaw
;

And said : " Sothly yon is the king :

" I knaw lang qnhill syne his blairyug,"

The thrid tyme thar with all he blew,

And then &hvr Robert Boid it knew ;

And said ; " Yon is the king but dreid ;

*' Go we furth till him bettir speitL"

The Bruce, iv. 496, Jcc, M&
SLOGG, Slagg, s. A slough, a quagmire

;

Gl.Sibb.

Slogger, *. One who is slovenly and dirty,

particularly in the under garments, his

stockings often hanging down about his

ancles, Upp. Clydes.

Sw. slugger, homo sordidus et negligens, sluggig, sor-

didus ; Seren. Hence,

To Slogger, r. n. 1. To go about in a

slovenly way, ibid.

2. To sup, or swallow food taken with a spoon,

in a dirty and voracious manner, Fife.

Sicambr. slocke, gula, slockerigh, gulosus ; Isl. slok-a,

deglutirc, *lokari, lurco ; Dan. slug-er, to eat greedily,

slug, a glutton.

Sloggerin, part. adj. Slovenly, as above

described ; as, u a sloggerin hash," Clydes.

Roxb.

Sloggy, adj. Slimy, [damp and dirty];

marshy.
Hys douchter, amsng buskis ronk,

In derne slad is and mony sloggy slonk,

Wyth milk he narist of the beistis wilde.

Doug. Virgil, 384, 23.

Eudd. refers to A.-S. slog, concavum.

SLOGGIS, s. pi. Blasts. V. Slag.

SLOGIE, s. A loose bed-gown, hanging

down as far as to the knees, Selkirks.

If we suppose that it has been denominated from

the looseness of its form, the term may be allied to

Isl. slag a, vagura ferri, slak-r, remissus, or Su.-G.

slok-a, pendulum esse.

SLOGY RIDDLE. A very wide riddle,

such as is used for riddling onions, potatoes,

or any large kind of produce ; sometimes

simply called Slogy ; ltoxb.

"Then there's the gos-hawk, and the slogy riddle,

and the tyrant an* his lang neb." Brownie of Bods-

beck, i. 143.

Perhaps allied to Germ, schlacke, dross, as used for

throwing out the refuse ; Su.-G. slagg, scoria, E. slag.

Isl. slog, however, denotes the intestines of fishes.

[SLOINDIE, s. A mob, multitude, rabble,

Shetl.]

SLOIT, Slott, *. A lazy, stupid, and dirty

fellow, a sloven, Renfrews. ; synon. Slniter.

Isl. slott-r, corpus rude, magnae molis. V. Slute,

adj.

To Sloit awa\ v. n. To pass on in a care-

less manner, Ang.
Allied to Isl. sht-a, remittere, or slodr-a, aegre iter

emetiri. Tent, slodde, sordida et inculta mulier,

whence E. slut, evidently claims a common origin.

To Sloiter, Slotter, v. n. 1. To be en-

gaged in any wet and dirty kind of work

:

U A sloiteriri creature," one who takes

pleasure in work of this description;

Lanarks.

[2. To take food, or to do any kind of wet

work in a noisy, slatternly manner, ibid.,

Banff's.

3. To breathe through mucus or snot, ibid.]

Teut. slodder-en, flaccere, flacccsccre, slotlder, homo
sordidus.

Sloiter, s. 1. A sloven ; [also, one who is

dirty in person or at food], applied either to

man or woman, Lanarks. V. Sluiter.

[2. The act of taking food, or of doing any

kind of work, in a noisy and disgusting

manner, ibid., Banffs.

3. A disgusting or filthy mass, snot, ibid.]

SLOITH, s. A blood-hound. V. Sleuth-
hund.

SLOKE, 8. Ulva umbilicalis. V. Slake.

To SLOK1N, Sloke, v. a. 1. To quench;

used with respect to fire, S. A. Bor. ; sloit,

E. ;
part. pa. sloknit.

We than all in were—-Schupe with watir to slokin the haly fyre.

Doug. Virgil, 61, 49.
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8. To alia)- thirst ; sometimes with the «.,

often, in vulgar use, without it, S.

Thmt bottell sweet—serued at the first

To keep the life, but not to doeken thirst

Hudson's Judith, $.17.

[8. To slake Kme, Clydes., Banffs.]

4. Metaph., to assuage the heat of passion.

The sweit savour of the swamle, and singing of fewlis,

Micht comfort any creature of the kyn of Adam.
And kyndil agane his curage, tho it war cauld sloknit.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 64.

5. Used in a juridical sense, as signifying to

extinguish the claims of an opponent.

•' The persewar aould strcnthen and fortifie his cause

and clame ; the defendar sould extenuat, mak less, or

slokin and tak away tho petitioun or complaint of his

adversar, with relevant exceptiounis.
w
Balfour's Pract.,

p. 411.

[SLOKIN, Sloknix, *. 1. Tlie act of quench-

ing thirst, Clydcs., Banffs.

2. A thorough drenching or soaking, ibid.]

O.E. " Slokkyn," given as the same with •« Slekkyn
;

Bxtiuguo.— Sfockenynge or quenchinge. Extincio."

Prompt. Parv.
This word is purely Gothic. Su.-G. dockn-a, ex-

tinguere, an inceptive v., aaya Ihre, from slaeck-a, id.

Ial. sloedt-a, slauck-va.

SLOMIE, adj. Flaccid, blown up, Gall.

"An ox is said to be stomie, when it has on a false

appearance of flesh ;" Gall. Ene.

Gael, dkvm, sleek. But this is probably the same

with Sloomie. [V. under Sloom, v. J

SLONG, Sloung, Slung, *. A sling ; slung,

S.B.
•• Efter thaym followit men with licht harncs, and

ehot incredibill nowmer of stanis 8c ganyeis with cors-

bowis and dongis." Bellend. Cron. B. vi., c. 13.

With dartis thay assale the ciete fast.

And they defend with dungis and stane cast
Doug. Virgil, 318, 15.

Like a dung Mane, a metaph. phrase, proverbially

msed in reference to a person who is treated with disre-

gard, S. B.

Tho' I'm atnang von cast like a slung stane,

1 was like ither fouk at hame, ye ken.

Boss's Uelenore, p. 84.

W. dunga, slotngwa, Su.-G. sliunga, id.

8LONK, $. A mire, a ditch, a slough.

Baith erbe and froyte, busk and bewis braid

Haboundandlye in euery slonk and slaid.

Wallace, iii 4, MS. Doug., Id.

V. Slogoy.

Sibb. properly refers to Belg. sUyncke, lacuna, fovea.

To Slonk, Slunk, v. n. u To wade through

a mire," S.

But feckfu' folks can front the bauldcst wind,

And slunk thro' moors, and never fash their mind.
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 393.

Slonk, Slonkixg, *.
u The noise our feet

make when sinking in a miry bog; also,

when walking with shoes full of water ;

"

Gall. Enc. V. Slonk, v.

[SLOO, *. 1. A thin covering; a layer, as

of manure spread over land, Shctl.

2. A tall, spare person, a lean animal, ibid.

3. A lazy fellow, a sloven, ibid.

IsL slkf, Dan. sloev, Sw. sto, dull, slow, inactive.]

[To SLOO, v. a. To spread one substance

over another in layers, ibid.; slooin a midden,

making a compost by placing alternate

layers of byre-manure, earth, and sea-weed,

ibid.]

To SLOOM, Sloum, t\ n. 1. To slumber,

S.B.

I saw the river shake.
I scemit to sloom, ouhan throw the gloom

*•
' Tsna'"

I laid my haffet on Elfcr Hill,
~ Isloo

'
' "

Minstrelsy Border, iii. S57.

Saft dooming clos'd my ee. „„*,«*
Jamitson's Popular Ball., I 126.

An* thns whiles slouming, while* starting wi' her

frl8bt '
. .

She maks a shift to wear awa' the ni^ht.

Boss's Udenore, First Edit., p. 58.

2. To become powerless; applied to the human

body, Ettr. For.
" Scho—sett up sic ane yirlich skrighe that my verie

aennyns sloomyt and myne teeth chackyt in niyne heid."

Wint. Even. Tales, ii. 42.

3. To become flaccid ; applied to flowers and

plants touched by the frost, ibid.

4. To waste or decay, Ettr. For.

It is only said of snch plants as abound with sap

and become glutinous in rotting. "No other spot o\*er

their whole pasture offered as much verdure at this time

at these seemingly sloomed places. " Remarks on Capt.

Napier's Essay on Store fanning ; Farmer's Magazine.

[5. To move stealthily, to slink away, Shctl.]

Isl. slum a, vultum simul et animum demittere.

Sloom,. Sloum, *. A slumber, an unsettled

sleep, S.B.

Teut sluytn-en, dormitare ; leviter dormire.^ A.

Bor. "doum, daum, a gentle sleep or slumber ; GI.

Grose.

Sloomie, Sloomy, adj. 1. Relaxed, en-

feebled ; used in relation of animals, Ettr.

For.

[2. Weak, thin, ill-filled]; as, sloomy corn,

applied to grain when it is not well filled, S.

Callander, (MS. Notes on Hire, vo. Strid,) derives it

from Su.-G. sloo, exilis. Strut, robustus, is opposed to

it. Perhaps the term is metaph., q. sleepy; as we
speak of deaf com, a dead pickle, Ac. V. Sloom, v.

3. Damp, and in an incipient state of putre-

faction ; applied to vegetables, S.

[Sloomin, adj. 1. Slinking, sneaking; also,

hanging the head, &c, in the pet, Orkn.

2. Back-biting, raising reports ; fond of hear-

ing or talking about one's neighbours,

Aberd., Banffs.]
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[Sloomin, $. A faint rumour or report, a

hearsay, ibid.]

[Sloomit, part, and adj. Sneaked, slunk;

sullen, ill-looking, wily, sly, Shetl.]

SLOON, *. A contr. for Sloomm, q. v.,

Banffs.]

To SLOOP doun. To descend in an oblique

way, Roxb.
This is undoubtedly from the same origin with E.

slope ; Sw. slop-a, oblique et indirect^ ferri

[SLOOS, s. 1. A sluice, Clyde*.

2. The flow of water from a sluice, ibid. ; a
dash of water, Shetl.]

SLOOT, 8. A sloven ; a low fellow, Dumfr.

V. Sloit, and Slute.

SLOP, *. A breach, a gap, S. 8lap.

Bot sloppys in the way left he,
Ss large, and off sic quantite,
That v. c. myoht samyn rid
In at the sloppys, sid be sid.

Barbour, riiL 179. 182, Ha
-The hard burdis he hakkis,

And throw the yet ane large windo raakkts :

By the quhilk slop the place within apperis.

Doug. Virgil, 65, &
V. Slap, a. 1.

To Slop, v. a. 1. To make a gap or breach.

The army of the Troranis tide
Was thinnest skattent on the wall is wyde,
And bncht arrayit cnmpany of the men
War diuidit or sloppit.

Doug. Virgil, 295, 11

2. Metaph., to hew down.
The quhilk Turnus, as in his spedy chare
The mvd routis went slopiHind here and there,
Beheld his feria debatyng wyth Pallas.

Doug. Virgil
t 832, 25.

3. To slop throw, to pierce, to stab.
•* Mony of thaym sloppit throw the body fel downs

abooe thair slaaris." Bellend. Cron., B. iv., c. 16.
Confossi, Boeth. q. having slop* made through their
bodies. V. Slap, v.

SLOP, 8. TErrat. for Sop, a compact band
or body of men, a division. Isl. soppr, a
ball ; svOppr, a sponge, a ball.]

Patrik and Beik away with Bruce thai ryd.
V thousand held in till a slop away
Till Noram House, in all the haist thai may.

Wallace, riii 383, MS.
In to a slop, is the reading of Edit. 1648, and 1758.

The term may signify a compact body. Barbour and
Dong, use sop, as denoting a crowd.

[In Herd's edit, of Barbour, viii. 326, the same mis-
take is made, sloppes for sloppis.J

[SLOP, 8. A slap, blow, Banffs.]

[To Slop, v. a. To slap, beat, strike, ibid.

;

part. pr. sloppin, used also as a *., ibid.]

SLOPED GAW. An open drain, Renfr. V.
Gaw.

[SLORACII, 8. and v. Same with Slairg,

and Slairy, q. v., Banffs.]

[Slorachix, s. and part. A disgusting viscid

mass ; also, a daub, bedaubing ; the act of

expectorating, or of doing any kind of wet
work in a dirty maimer, ibid.]

To SLORK, Slorg, r. n. 1. To make a
disagreeable noise in eating, to eat up in

large mouthfuls, Ettr. For.; Slorp syuon.

IsL slurk-a, deglutire ; Dan. sfurk-e, to swallow, to
gnlp-

2. To walk with wide or wet shoes, as through
snow in a state of dissolution, NithsclaYe.

It respects the sound made by the regorging

of the water in one's shoes.

To SLORP, v. a. and w. 1. To swallow any
thing ungracefully, by making a noise with
the mouth or throat, *S. ; synon. slubber.

Slorpe is O.K., although used in a more general sense.

"Slorpe or make fowle, sordido, eleo ; Huloet" V.
also Higgins.

O. Teut. slorpe signifies vorago, gurges ; and indeed
the mouth and throat, in the ungraceful sortition
referred to, in some degree resemble the action and the
sound of a whirlpool.
Sibb. renders it merely, "to sup greedily," from

Teut. slorp-en, sorbeo.-

2. To slvrp and greet, to cry bitterly, and so

as to draw in the breath, and almost to

swallow the tears as they fall, Roxb.
Teut. slorp en, ligurirs ; q. '* to slabber op one's

tears.**

[3. To do anything in a noisy, slatternly

manner ; Jto bungle, S.]

Slorp, s. 1. A sop, as much as one swallows
at once of food which is taken with a spoon,
Selkirks.

2. A spoonful taken hastily and ungracefully
into the mouth, Roxb.

3. A sloven, Ettr. For.; perhaps originally

applied to one who takes food in a dirty

way.
There's gentle John, and Jock the slorp,
And akellied Jock, and bellied Jock,

And curly Jock, and burly Jock,
And lying Jock himseL

Jacobite Relict, H 40.

Slorpie, Slorpino, adj. Slovenly, tawdry,

S. 44 Slorping hussie, a girl who is sluggishly

dressed ; " Gl. Sibb.

Ye 're gaun withouten shoon or boots,
But slorpin loags about your coots.

Hogg's &ot. Pasturals, p. 17.

Allied to Su.-G. slur/wig, dirty, one *ho docs his
business carelessly ; incuriosus, sordidus ; slur/wa,
negligenter negotium aliquod pcrficere.

To SLOT, v. a. To bolt, to fasten by a bolt, S.
" Scot To slot, claudere, pessulum obderc ; " Rudd.

. —M Utheris your scnleris—raair cruelie hes in thare
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imaginatioun cloisit up, slotit and nehlnafit the samin
vettis of our heretage—ouhill the latter day of alL"
N. Winyet's Fourscoir Thre Questionis, Keith'a Hist*

App., p. 255. V. the passage more fully, vo. Nridnail.
"To slot a door, to shut it, Lincoln. ;" Ray.
BeJg. sluyt-cn, id. Su.-G. slut-a, claudere ; Alem.

Hshtzen, clausus ; Teut. ver-sluus-en, obstipare. Hence
simps E. sluice, properly, that which shuts up a body
of water.

Slot, «. 1. A bar, a bolt, S.

Grete lokkis, slottis, massy bandis square,
Dartis and scheildi* hyngis here and thare.

Doug. Virgil. 211, 34.

Tent. slot, Belg. sluyt, sera, obex, pessulus.

'Pessulus, a slot, girdle or bar." WedderbunTs
Vocab., p. 12. In a later Ed. grindle is substituted for

" 0.~ - - -

P
Palsgr. B. iii.]

girdle. b.E. "Slot or shetil of sperynff. Pessulum."
Prompt. Parv. "Slotte of a dore, [Fr.] locquet ;*"

2. Metaph. applied to the mind. -

•• He has means in his hand to open all the slots and
ban that Satan draws over the door." Rutherford's
Lett., P. iii. ep. 22.

3. The cross-spars which fasten what are

called the bulls of a harrow, passing through

them, are denominated slots, Ang.
TVs word is of pretty general use in S.

4. Slots in a cart are not only the long cross

spars, as in a harrow, but also the short

upright bars which support the S/telments,

and to which the boards, called the CUeding,

are nailed. They are distinguished from
Rungs, as being square, whereas rungs are

round; Lanarks.

SLOT, s. 1. The slot of a hill, a hollow in a

hill, or between two ridges, S.

2. Slot of the breast, the pit of the stomach

;

where the breast-bone slopes away on each

aide, leaving a hollow, resembling that be-

tween two ridges, S.

3. The hollow in the throat above the breast-

bone, Ettr. For.

IsL slod-r, res humilis at depress*. V. Schluch-
TES.

SLOT,*. [Errat.

f

orJlot, a fleet. A.-S./rfto,

a ship.]

And syne Lawyne, and all his slot,

Dispitusly diacumfyt he.

Barbour, iii. 456, MS.

In the MS., however, the first letter seems rather

to be /. In this case it must signify fleet; and
Egrymor, the town referred to, must have been a sea-

port.

SLOT, s. A sum of money, S. B.

[SLOT, $. A preparation of the roe and

liver of fish mixed with meal, Shetl. Isl.

slog, the eatable intestines (liver, &c), of

a fish.]

[SLOTCH, s. A lazy, slouching fellow,

Clydes. Isl. slokr, id.]

To SLOTH, v. a. To neglect. V. Sleuth, v.

To SLOTTER, v. n. To pass- the time idly

or sluggishly, to slumber, S.

StotUrim, siutterm, acting in a slovenly manner.

Loth.

Thou auld hasard leichoure, fy for schame,

That stotteris furth euermare In slugeardry.

Doug. Virgil, Proi. 96, 27.

Tent, slodder-en, flaccescere, sloildtr, homo sordidus

;

IsL O. Sw. sladd-r, vir habitu et moribus iudecorus.

E. slattern and slut, are from the same fountain.

IsL sloedr-tt, acgre iter emetiri. Mr. Todd gives to

Staffer as an E. v., on the authority of Ray, who uses

the phrase 4'a stuttering woman," in explaining Daw-

Slottry, adj. Slumbering, drowsy, inactive,

Ijoth.

Thare was also the laithly Indigence,—
The slottry Slepe, Dedis* cousing of kymL

Doug. Virgil, Proi. 172, 52.

To SLOTTER, v. n. To make a noise in

swallowing food, a duck gobbling ; like to

slabber up, Roxb., Berwicks. ; also, to eat

in a beastly manner, like a sow, Teviotd.

Sludder, synon. ; also Slorp.

O. E. " Sloteryng or done fowly [foully]. Deturpe.^

Prompt. Parv. " Slotter, nastiness. Exmore ;

Grose. Corn. " Slotteree, rainy weather, foul and

dirty
; " Pryce. Hence, he says, Slattern. V. Slud-

PKR, V.

Slotter, Sloiter, *. 1. The noise made in

this operation, ib.

[2. A filthy, disgusting mass, snot. Clydes.,

Banff's.

3. The act of walking, working, or eating in

a dirty, slatternly manner, ibid. In this

sense slotterin is also used.]

Slotterhodoe, s. A nasty beastly fellow,

regardless of his appearance, and tak-

ing pleasure in feeding in a filthy way,

Roxb.

Hodge is the vulgar E. abbreviation of Roger, used

as a cant term for a country booby. This indeed

resembles a very old E. term. " Slotirbugge. Cenu-

kntus. Mabrus." Prompt Parv. Teut. slodder,

homo sordidus. Isl. sloett-r, corpus rude magnae molis.

Su.-G. sloedder, faex populi.

SLOUAN, Sluan, s. " Abbrev. of Sleugh-

houndy
blood-hound;" Gl. Sibb., Roxb.

V. Sloun, s.

SLOUCH, (gutt.), s. A deep ravine or

fully, Mearns. A.-S. slog, locus coticavus ;

r. slochd, Gael. sloc
}
a pit, a hollow.

SLOUCHED, part. pa. "Drenched ;"

Gall. Enc. <4 Slouching, a wetting ;
" ibid.

vo. Sloni.
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Perhaps allied to E. sludge, mire, from A.-S. slog, a

slough. Serenius views Ir. slug-am, Su.-G. sluk-am,

ingurgitare, as the origin. V. Slouoii, Sluoii.

[SLOUQ, *. A slow, idle, lounging person, S.]

[To Sloug, v. n. To be idle, to lounge,

Lyndsay, The Dreme, 1. 890. Dun. slug,

from sink, drooping, hanging ; Sw. sloka, to

droop, hang down.
Spenser has "To slug in slouth," F. Q. II., 1. 23.

"I slogge, I waxe slowe, or draw behind," Palsgrave.]

•SLOUGH, (gutt.),*. A husk, S. ;
A.

Bor. In the north of E. it is, however,

pron. sluffe.

SLOUGH, Slugh, (gutt.), s. 1. A voracious

eater and drinker, Upp. Clydes.

Either from slough, a deep miry place, as swallow-

ing op everything, or from a common fountain. Scren.,

as ha* heen already observed, derives A.-S. slog from

Ir. slug-am, and Sw. sluk-a, devorare, ingurgitare.

And it would seem, indeed, that there had been an

original connexion of the two ideas ; or that a miry

place had received its designation from its tendency

to swallow up. For as Ir. and Gael, slug-am signifies

to swallow, slugaid, apparently a derivative from it,

is a slough, a deep miry place, and slugthan, a whirl-

pool. According to the same analogy, Teut. slock,

signifies not only gula, fauces, hut barathrum, vorago,

gorges. Isl. slok-r, and Dan. *lug, denote a glutton,

from slok-a and slug-tr, to devour, to eat greet! lly.

2. A person of mean character, who would do

any thing for his own interest; pron.

Slugh, Duinfr.

SLOUM, *. The green scum that gathers

on stagnant pools, Koxb.

Teut. sluyme, cortex, siliqua.

SLOUN, s. An indolent person. The term

at the same time conveys the idea of worth-

lessness, Upp. Clydes. ;
perhaps merely a

shorter mode of pronouncing Slughan, or

Slouan, a slow-hound. But- V. Sloan.

To Sloun, v. a. To idle away one's time,

ibid.

SLOUNG, 8. A sling. V. Slong.

To SLOUNGE, r. n. 1. To go about, in an

indolent way, from place to place ; especi-

ally as catering for a dinner, S. Sleenge,

id., Upp. Lanarks.

2. To hang the ears ; to look sour, Ettr. For.

Allied toDan. sleng-er, "to saunter, to loiter, to linger,

to go idling or trifling about ;
" Wolff; from Isl. slat,

torpor, languor, or perhaps *tangi
t
serpens, q. the slow,

creeping motion of a snake. We may add Germ.
schlungel, a sloven, a loiterer ; schtungcl-n, to saunter

about.

E. slounge seems originally the same.

Slounge, Slunge, (pron. sloonge), s. 1.

" A greedy slounge" a phrase applied to a

dog, that goes about hanging his ears, and

prying into every comer for food, Roxb.

2. A sneaking fellow, S.

••Now Finaly the slunge had taken care never to let

on of the messages, black or white." Saxon and Gael,

ii. 75.

3. A skulkiug vagabond, Roxb.

IsL stunginn, astutus.

4. A glutton ; as, " He's a great slounge for

his guts," ibid.

In this sense it would seem allied to Dan. sluger, to

devour, to eat greedily, stughaU, a glutton.

5. A stupid, dull-looking fellow, Ettr. For.

V. Slung, which is nearly synon.

Sloungeu, *. * An indolent fellow ; a plate-

Iicker, S.

Slouxgin-like, adj. Having a downcast

look ; or moving like one much fatigued, S.

To SLOUNGE, v. n. [To plunge] ; to make

a noise in falling, or being thro\vii,tnto water,

Upp. Lanarks. It differs from Slunk, which

denotes the sound made by a small body

passing quickly into water.

Allied to Germ, schlunil, vorago ; Teut. slonde, the

upper part of the throat, and secondly, a whirlpool,

sloml-en, vorare ; or Germ, schling-en, glutire, rer*rA-

lingen, deglutire ; as alluding to the noise made in

swallowing.

Slounge, s. 1. [A plunge]; the sound

made by a large heavy bodv falling into

water, expressive of the splash, Clydes.

2. A great fall of rain ; a slounge o' weet, ibid.

Blad o weet, synon. ;
[plash o' iceet.']

3. The state of being completely drenched

;

applied both to persons and things, ibid.

SLOUPE, *.
u A stupid silly fellow," S.A.

Gl. Compl. S. vo. Slop. It is there sup-

posed to be derived from Belg. slap, laxus,

remissus.

Probably the same with Slyp, Slype, Abcrd., q. v.

Sloupek, *. A sloven, implying the idea

of knavishness, Clydes.

SLOUSTER, *. 1. Food ill prepared, Ettr.

For. ; the same with Slaister
}

Slyster, q. v.

2. A sloven, ibid.

To Sloustek aica, v. n. The same with

Slaister, Fife.

[To SLOUTH, v. a. and n. To neglect, to

idle, Loth., Clydes. A.-S. slaewth, sloth.]

[Sloutiifu\ adj. Slothful, inactive, idle,

ibid.]
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SLOUTII-IIUND,*. A bkod-hound. V.
Slkuth-hund.

SLOWAN, a. A sloven, Roxb. This seems
merely a secondary sense of Slouan.

SLOW-THUMBS, *. A person who goes

on slowly with work, Teviotd.

[SLUB, *. Slime, sludge, Shetl. Belg.

stob, sleb, wet mire ; A.-S. slype, a viscid

substance.]

[Slubie, adj. Slimy, slippery, viscous, ibid.]

To SLUBBER, v. a. 1. To swallow any
thing hastily, so as to make a noise with the

throat ; applied to substances that are soft

and pulpy, S. ; slorp, synon.

The v. was used in a similar sense in 0. E. " I slub-

ber, I fyle a thyng, or beray it. Je barbouttle. Fye
how yon have dnhbred your geare for one dayes wear-
Tug.* Palsgr. F. 3W, a. The mod. E. word is slab-

IsL *l*pr-at nnollia ingurgitare, Haldorson ; Dan.
dubr-er, to rack up.

2. Metaph., to do any thing carelessly ; slub-

bert, part. pa.
"•My enstome eaer was to post ouer my sinnes in

ipw 'nth * general! *lut>bert

Last Battelt d. 332
p. ^48.

the tamp, with a senerall *lul>bert confession.
Boyd> Last Battel!, p. 332. V. Errata, preceding,

(
Su.-G. slabbr-a, avide deglutire ; Teut. alahber-en,

ligurire jus tepidum ; Belg. dobber-en, to sup up.

Slubber, #. 1. The act of swallowing as de-
scribed above, S.

2. Food over-boiled, particularly that of a
flaccid nature, Upp. Clydes.

Slubbery, adj. A term applied to that

loose or flaccid kind of food, in swallowing

which a noise is made by the throat, S.

SLUBBER, Slobber, s. Half-twined, or

ill-twined woollen thread, Teviotdale.

Tent, akbber-en, laxum sive flaccidum esse.

[To SLUCK, Slucks, v. a. and n. To gulp

in drinking, to drink in greedily and with

noise, Shetl. Sw. sluka, to swallow or drink

greedily, Dan. slukke, to quench thirst.]

[SLUD, s. An interval between squally

showers, Shetl. Sw* slut, end, interval.]

To SLUDDER, (pron. sluther,) v. a. 1. To
swallow one's food with a noise in the

throat, S. ; synon, slubber.

2. To sludder one's words, to pronounce in-

distinctly, S. B.; E. slur. V. Slidder.

Sluddery, adj. Soft, flaccid, Fife, pron.

sluihery ; synon. with Sliddery, 2.

Tent. tiodder-cn, flaccescere.

SLUG, j. A loose wrapper, or upper cover-

ing, worn for dirty work, either by males or

females, Fife ; defined, " a short gown or

wrapper worn by women.** Jupe synon.

Upp. Clydes.

This is merely a variety of Stogie, used in the same

SLUG, Slug-road, s. A road passing

through a narrow defile between two hills,

Mearns.

For the origin, V. Slouch, «.

SLUGGIED, pret. v. Swallowed greedily,

Moray.
The cathel cam in in a bicker,

WT cutties they duggied it roun'.

Jamuson's PopuL Ball., L 296.

Sicamb. docke, gula, Teat, dock-en, vorare, glutire ;

So. G. dul-a, deglutire. V. Slag.

SLUGH, s. A mean fellow. V. Slough.

SLUGHAN (gutt.), s. A lazy good-for-

nothing person, Roxb. V. Sleuthun,
synon.

As the latter is from deulh-hund, slughan, retains

of another form of the word, i.e., Slough-hund.

SLUGHORNE, Sloggorne, s. 1. The
watchword used by troops in the field, by

which friends are distinguished from
enemies, S.

TTie draught trumpet blawis the brag of were ;

The dughornet ensenye, or the wache cry

Went for the battall all suld be reddy.
Doug. Virgil, 230, 36.

It may be subjoined, that A.-S. da% dug, is given by
Somner as signifying "Bellicum ; an alarine to war, a

warning or signal to battle, by sounding of a trumpet,

beating of a orumme, or such like.** This may be

traced to slag-an, ale-an, to strike; as, dean-tacen,

facere signum ictu. Teut. data de trompet, canere

tuba. V. Slooan.

2. Hereditary designation, appellation.

"The pepill dwellyng in the hie land and ilis thair-

of, at electioun of thair capitane, haldis vp thair hand-

is to be leil and trew to hym. And als sone as the

capitane is chosyn, thay past to the nyxt mote, and

defendis rnder pane of dcid, that nane of thaym name
their capitane with ony vthir doggorne, but with the

auld name of that tribe." Bellend. Cron., Fol. 20. a.

b. Trito vetustoque tribus rectoris nomine deinceps

appellitet; Booth.
••Probably from A.-S. siege, clades, sUg-an, mter-

ficere, delhe, poena, q. cornu bellicum ; " Rudd. Per-

haps from Ir. sluagh, an army, and corn, a horn, in

composition gorn.
a

Rudd., however, has observed that this word is

'•sometimes used 6guratively for a peculiar property

or quality that seems inherent in those of one family

or race" It may be connected with Ir. Gael, diocht,

a tribe, a race.

SLUIP, Slype, *. A lazy, clumsy fellow ;

synon. Slute, Fife.

Teut. aloff, lentus, ignavus, sordidus, squalidus

;

homo incultus vestibus et moribus, homo ninili ; Ki-

lian. Isi doepug-r, squalidus ; sliov-r, sliof, hebes.
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SLUIST, $. A large heavy person, Teviotd.

8u.-G. sluskig, inelegans, may be allied ; and Teut.
vtr-slous-tn, ignavia et ne^ligentia deterere et detur-

pare.

SLUIT, Slute, (like Guid, good), Sluitek,
s. 1. A term denoting a big, clumsy, in-

dolent fellow ; always applied to a male

;

Fife.

2. A glutton, Lanarks.

Isl. sltU-a, prominere. Hann let sliita hottinn, ca-

pitium demisit; slot-a, remitter©; slod-ra, aegre iter

emetiri, q. to move heavily aloug ; Haldorson.
As E. slut, seems to be from Teut. nlodde, sordida et

inculta mulier ; stutter immediately resembles slwlder,

homo sordidas. This Ihre views as allied to Su.-G.
sloedder, faex populi. This is probably an ancient

Belgic word, transmitted through many generations.

To SLUMMISH, v. n. To trifle away one's

time, Upp. Clydes.

This must be viewed as radically the same with
aioom, 8. R, to slumber; Teut. sluym-en, dormitare.
Isl. slum-a, vultum simal et aninium demittere

;

Haldorson.

SLUMP, 8. 1. A large quantity of any
thing, Aberd. ; synon. Slumpert.

2. By slump, altogether, not separately.

"The brae farms and the pasture land, are let by
dump; it is impossible to say what they rent per
acre." P. Campsie, Stirlings. Statist. Ace, xv. 344.

3. A remnant. A silly slump, a petty frag-

ment, S.B.
Sw. slump, that which is left, the remainder, Wideg.

Slumpert, s. A large quantity ; [the whole
mass or lot]; properly, what is not measured,

S. B., Ayrs.

[Slump-wise, adv. In the slump or mass,

without measure, Clydes.]

Su.-G. slump, masaa inform is, totum aliquod, non-
dum in ordinem rcdactum. Koepa slumpwi*, to buy
all together, without selection ; as is said, S., coft by
slump.
The term is also used as an adj. Slump icarX-, work

taken in the lump, S.
" The slump number he has taken, as the list is ill

Srinted, from the Scots Mist." Wodrow's Hist. ii.

15.

SLUMP, j. 1. A marsh, a swamp, Berw.,

Ettr. For.

2. A dull obtuse noise produced by an object

falling into a hole, Roxb.

Germ, sehlamme, a mire; schlump-icht, lutulentus.
The v., in its second sense, might seem allied to Isl.

slump~az, slemhaz, iuopino jactu ferri.

To Slump, v. n. 1. To sink in a mire, ibid.

•• This same day, nae farther ganc, at ae step up in
the Gatt-cleugh, I slumpU into the neck." Blackw.
Mag., Mar. 1S23, p. 312.

2. To go down as a person through ice, or in a
bog, Roxb., Clydes.

vol. iv.

" To "lump, to slip, or fall plump down in any wet
or dirty place, North." Grose.

3. To stick in the mire, Clydes.

Slum pie, adj. Marshy, swampy, ibid.

SLUNEOCII (gutt.), s. " A person of a

brutish disposition, who would do all the

harm he could, if he had the ability to

project ;" Gall. Enc.

Isl. slundi, servus infidus, *lumlr% permlia ; or slung-

inn, callidus, astutus. But V. Slung, below.

SLUNG, *. 1. A tall lank booby, Aberd.

Defined by a uorth-country man, " a lang

teem [tume] haivrelly kind o' a chicl." [V.

Slunk.]

2. Also expl. a low fellow, Aberd.
And Kate says, See, ye stupid slung,

Fat way ye've fyld my curch.

W. Beattie's Tales, p. 38.

IsL slant, longurio imbecillis ; slinni, homo encrvia,

nauci ; Haldorson. Dan. sleng-er, to saunter, to loiter.

SLUNG,*. A sling, S.B. V. Slong.

(To Sluno, v. a. and n. 1. To sling, swing,

or drive out with force, Ayrs.

2. To walk with long strides and a swinging

slouching gait, ibid., Banffs. V. Sling.]

SLUNGE, s. and v. V. Slounge.

SLUNK, s. 1. The veal of a calf cut out of

the mother, Teviotdale. V. Slink, *.

2. A tall awkward fellow, Shetl. V. Slunken.

Sluxken, Slucken, part. adj. Having a

very lank and empty appearance, like a

horse tired, ill-fed, Teviotd.

This is merely the old Ban. word retained ; Slunk*a,

lank, scraggy.

Slunkie, 8. A tall thin person. V. Slinkie.

SLUNK, s. A slough, a quagmire, Ettr.

For. V. Slonk.

SLUPE, s. A male sloven, Fife. V. Sluip.

To SLURE, v. a. To swallow ungracefully,

Mearns ; synon. Slorp.

Slurich (gutt.), s. Flaccid food, in swallow-

ing which a noise is made by the throat,

ibid. ; [synon., slubber.']

Isl. slor, piscium sordes ; Su.-G. slurfv-a t
negliccnter

negotium aliquod perficere. Teut. slorigh, sordidus.

Dan. slurk-er, to sip up, to swallow, assumes the form

of a frequentative.

SLUSCII, Slush, Sludge, s. 1. A pool,

plashv ground, S. Rudd. "A dirtv* plash;"

Gl. Sibb.

[2. Thin mud, mire; also, any dirty liquid,

dregs, &c, Clydes.

O2
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This term is common in the Northern ami Midland

counties of England. It is found in the Gls. of fc*st

York., East Norfolk, and of Leiceat., Warwick., &c fto.

with the meanings, mud, mire,]

3. Snow in a state of liquefaction, S. ;
synon.

glxuh.

"It sometimes happens that a fall of snow in the

nichttime will cover the deep water where the feitns

are, with a scurf of snow and slush, that prevents the

fishers from going to their feiths bv water, in order to

draw them out" State, Leslie of Powis, Ac., 180>,

P' "A rush of water, and a rush of slush in a thaw, are

common-expressions for a torrent of water, a torrent of

half-melted snow." Gl. Compl.

4. A person kept about farm-houses to do all

the dirty, disagreeable work, S.

Rudd. derives the term in sense 1, from Belg. shf!/*,

a sluice, Teut. nehleu*s, cataracta, emissanum ;
Sibb.

in sense 2, with stiU less probability, from Teut.

stiick

In both, it seems deducible from Su.-G. stank, hu-

mor quicqunque sortlidus ; sltuk-a. humorem vel sor-

didum vel ingratum effundere ; Thet staskar, imbres

cadunt, Ihre. V. Slashy. It may, however, be
.

mere-

ly a corr. pron. of E. sludge ••mire, dirt mixed with

water/*
*

Ban. stasl-er, to paddle, to puddle.

Slushik, adj. Abounding with snow in a

state of liquefaction ; as, " The streets are

very ilushie," S. V. Slusch, Slush.

SLUST, s. A sluggish i>erson, S.A. V.

Sluist.

SLUT, s. A dirty, low, worthless woman ;

a worthless character, S. This term has a

much stronger sense in S., than in E.

Slute, 8. A slow, lazy animal ; applied

both to man and beast ; Loth.

Slute, [Slutie, Sluthie], adj. Slovenly

;

E. sluttish.

Mony sluU daw, and skpy duddroiin,

Him servit av with sounyie.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 29.

Tent, dodde, sordida etjncolta mulicr.

Or perhaps merely A.-S. sleuth, (whence E. sloth)

which Mr. Tooke ingeniously considers as the 3d pers.

indie, of the A.-S. r. slduw-ia*. IniO.E., however,

wo meet with "Slut. cenosus,- and "Slutty, cenulen-

tua." Prompt. Parv.

SLUTCH,*. A hanger on, a parasite, Roxb.;

apparently from the same origin with

Sloatch.

To SLUTCH, v. n. To move heavily, as in

a deep road, Fife. V. Slatch, v.

SLUTHEK, 8. 1. A quagmire, S.

[2. Any dirty, slatternly work, Clydes. V.

Sluttek.]

To Sluther, v. a. To walk or work in a

careless and slovenly manner, S.

Teut. sloilder, homo sordidus, negligent

To Sluttkr, v. n. To spill or slabber in

cooking or eating victuals, Dumfr. lms

seems merely a variety of Sluddek, v.

Slutteuix, part. pr. [1. Slabbering; doing

any thing in a dirty, slovenly manner, b.J

2. Making an interrupted kind of noise through

the nostrils, when one is half asleep, Perths.

This seems nearly allied to Slotter, t\

[3. Used also as a *. in both senses.]

Sluttrie, adj. Slovenly, Loth. V. Slot-

try.

[SLY, 8. Green slime, as on stagnant pools;

slippery ooze, as on rocks at low tide, Shetl.

Isl. *%, id.]

To SLY, v. a. and w. 1. To go or approach

silently and slily, Abcrd.

2. To look in a sly manner; with the pivp. at

added, ibid.

3. To place or remove slily, ibid. Sfee,

Banffs., q. v.

T4 To sit/ awai/y to slip away secretly, Shetl.
'

Isl. slayr, Dan. slu.j, slu, Sw. */«</, sly, cunning.]

Sly-goose, 8. 1. The Shieldrake, Anas

Tadorna, Linn., Orkn.

"The wild fowls of these islands arc very numerous.

Among these we may reckon-the dunter oi-eutar

duck, the stygooM, the awk the lyre and the tyste.

P Kirkwall, Orkn. Statist. Ace, vu. 540.

"When a person attempts to take their young the

old hirds shew great address in diverting his attention

from the brood : they will fly along the ground as .f

wounded, till the former are got. into a place of

security/and then return and collect them together.

From this instinctive cunning. Turner, with good rea-

son imagines them to be the chmalopex, or fox-goose

Tthe ancients : the native* of the Orknies to this

day call them the shjyoote, from an attribute of that

quadruped." Penn. Zool., p. 590.

[2. A coarse, cunning fellow, Aberd.]

rSLYCHT, *. Sleight, Barbour, i. 112;

deceit, i. 528. V. Slicut.]

[To Slyciit, v. a. V. Slicut.]

fTo SLYD, Slyde, v. a. and n. To slide,

slide down, descend, Barbour, Hi. 707

;

part. pa. styddin, sUdden, slid.']

TSlydder, adj. Slippery, Lyndsay, Exper.

and Court., 1. 3708.]

SLYIRES, Acts, Ja. VI. 1621, Ed. 1814, p.

626 ; the same with Slyres, q.v.

rSLYK, s. Slime, wet mud, Barbour, xiii.

352, Du. slijk, id. V. Slik.]

SLYP, Slype, b. 1. A kind of low draught

carriage or dray without wheels, Clydes.,

Loth.°
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To the next wode, wyth DycnoOj »yn he *ocht,

Graithyt him a draucht on a bran I slyp an* I law,

Changvt a noras, and to the Iiouh* can c.w.

Tne yet veid np, Dicaou gat in but m.ir.

A thourtour bande, that all the drawcht wpbar,
He cuttyt it, to gronnd the slyp can ga,

Cumryt the yet, stekyng thai mycht not ma.
Wallace, ix. 1622. 1630, MS.

It ia not long since the slype was used iu Loth, for

carrying hay out of the field.

This term is still used iu Upp Lanarks., and in

Ettr. For., for a sort of box, without shafts, mode of
bars, drawn by a horse, like a sledge, for carrying
peats or hay ; pron. slype.

Belg. sleep-en, to draw in a sledge ; sleeper, one who
carries goods on a sledge.

Genu. schle\fe, id. (traha), from *chleif-en, to draw,
to denominated because dragged ou the ground ; as a
dragg-net is called Teut. sleyp-tiet. Perhaps the origin

is Su.-G. slaep-a, to creep on the ground, rcptare humi

;

also, to drag something lying on the ground, aliquid
humi reptans trahere ; Ihrc.

To SLYPE, v. a. and n. 1. To strip off;

as the feathery part of a quill, a twig from
a tree, &c, Roxb. V. Flype.
"To Slype, to peel the skin olT the flesh ;" Gall. Enc.
This is also A. Bor. •• To slitte of, to strip off the

skin or bark of any thing, Notth." Grose.
Slype, has also a neuter sense, as applied to

the skin when it peels off of itself ; and as allied to Isl.

slef~at used to denote what is pendulous or hangs
down ;—scilicet pendulum,— fila tenuis ; slap a, flac-

cere, pendere.

2. To press gently downward; as, a to slype

a leech," to make it part with the blood,

Roxb.
In this sense it would seem rather allied to Isl.

slip-a, extenuare, slipp-r, nudus.

3. *• To fall over, as a wet furrow from the

plough
;
" Gl. Burns.
8pretty knowes wad rair't and risket,

An* slypet owre.
Burns, iii. 143.

This seems to have a common origin with E. flip.

Germ. schJij*~fcn, in lubrico decurrere. Ihre views slap,

remissus, as the root.

Slyp, *. A sneak ; a coutemptuous designa-

tion. V. Hanyiel slyp.
Syne Francie Winsy steppit in,

A sauchin slivery slyj*.

Christmas Ba'iny, Skinner's Misc. AW., p. 124.

M Taggart gives as in many other instances, a sin*

gular definition of this term ; " Styjx; a fellow who
runs much after the female creation, yet has not the
boldness, though the willingness, to sconce any of

them."
1st slap-r, slapi, homuncio sordidus. Perhaps Teut.

sleype gives the primary senso : Mulier segniter et tes-

tudineo gradu prorcpens, tardigrava, iguava, Kilian ;

q. " a female who creeps onward like a tortoise."

Slype, A-slype, adv. Aslant. When a

sheep, or any other object, is marked by a

line being drawn across it, tlie operator is

said to come a-slype over it, Ettr. For.

A-sled is given as synon.

A-slype must be viewed as from the same source
with E. aslope, id. ; Sw. slaep-a, oblique ct indirecte

ferri ; Seren.

Slypek, *. 1. One who appeal's to wish to

sneak away, from fear of detection, Lanarks.
Slouper is used iu a seti.se nearly connected,

2. One who is tawdry and slovenly in dress,

Dumfr. V. Slyp, Slype, b.

SLYPE

R

f s. Sword sit/per, a cutler, one

whose principal work was to whet swords.

"James M'Kie, sicord slyiter.'* Acts Ja. VI. 1685,
Ed. 1814, p. 394.

Teut sltpp-en % acuere, extererc acicm ferri, atterere

gladium cote ; Belg. slyprr, a whettcr.

SLYPPIES, s.pi. Roasted pease, eaten with

"butter, Roxb. : most probably a cant term.

SLYRE, s. Some kind of fine lawn, for-

bidden to any but the royal family.

"And that no person whatsoever weare upon their

bodies, titfiuies, cobwebbe-launcs, or *lyre\ under the
payne of ane hundreth pouudes." Acts Ja. VI., 1621,

a 25.

The manufacture may have been denominated from
Germ, schleyer, Belg. slayer, a scarf, a vail ; (Sw.
sloeja, id.) as being chiefly appropriated to this use.

Slyrelaxd, *. Same with Slyre, a species of

lawn, q. slyre-lawn.

"Slifreland, ilk hundreth clis, three ounces." Acts
Cha. II., Ed. 1814, VII. £V4.

To SLYSTER. V. Slaisteu.

To SLYTE, r. a. and n. 1. To move easily

or smoothly, Loth.
;

probably an oblique

sense of the n. Slait, q. v.

2. To sharpen an edged tool, Lanarks., Loth.

V. Slait, v. sense 4.

[Slyte, *. V. under Slite.]

SMA, adj. 1. Small,. [littie, weak], S.

2. Not grown up, in a state of childhood, S.
— •• If I wouldna agree to it, they would be ruined,

and they had srna* families/* Petticoat Tales, i. 210.

"Sma* Family, a family of young children ;
" Gall.

Enc.
This conveys an idea directly the reverse of what

would be suggested by the phraseology, to the mind of

a Southron. Were this used in an atllictive case as an

argument for active sympathy, " Ha!" would he most
probably reply, "you say he has got only a *mall family.

He is then the less to be pitied, as he must be able the

more easily to- support them.'* Hut even where a

family of children is numerous, it is s»aid to be smtt*

;

as intimating that they arc all so young as to be unable

to do any thing themselves.

Alcm. sma
t Su.-G. smaa, tenuis. Hence smaei-a,

to lessen, to diminish.

Sma'-Drink. [1. Beer of the weakest

quality. V. under Small Dijixk.]

2. Nae smcC drink, not to be despised, no

mean person: often used of one who has a

high estimation of himself, S.
—"Mungo Braidfoot, of Divot*ha, esouire, vr&\

as his mother used to boast, nae srna' drinl: He was
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IsL amettage, a derivative from amaa. parvus, is i

is a similar manner ; e plebc humili, tennis panpei

proprietor of a consiilerable estate, wealthy, and in no

way riven to needless expense." Glenfergus, iii. 327.

** So yon see, cousin, we are nae ama* drink now a

days." Saxon and Gael, iii. 75.

•The very foremast-men have their silken scarfs.

I have seen many a lady wear a warse, and think

bsrsel nae ama' drink." The Pirate, ii. 97.

This evidently alludes to the low account made of

beer of the weakest description.

[Sma'-Evens, s. A very small quantity,

ShetL]

Sma'-fairns, s. pi. The guts, South of S.

•• I durstna grip him, for fear he had run his bit

spit through my *ma' fairna Y the struggle, for it was

as sharp as a lance." Brownie of Bodsbeck, i. 43.

Corr. from A.-S. thearm. or E. tharm, the intestines.

Sma'-Folk, Smale-Folk. People of the

lower class.

In Ingland syne thai made a rade

Wyth the amale folk, that thai hade.
9

Wynt^en, viii. 30. 118.

i used
i panper.

Sma* Still, 8. A name for whisky, supposed

to be of superior quality, because the pro-

duce of a small still, S.

M Taste the whisky, Mr. Gordon—it is ama* stiff,

and will do harm to no man." Lights and Shadows,

p. 382.

[Sma'-Waters, 8. pi. A term used when

two or three small lochs lie near each

other, ShetL]

[SMACHER, SMACHIR, SmACIIRIE,] SMACnRY,

9. [1. A large number, a crowd, or a

mass of small objects, Banffs., Clydes.

2. Mixture, confusion, mess, ibid.]

8. Trash; a hodge-podge, or farrago, of

whatever kind, S. B.
•• They sent in some amachry or ither to me, an'

a pint o* their sends." Journal from London, p. 9.

As this generally denotes a dish of various materials,

it may be from Su.-(J. amaeck-a, to diminish, from

tmaa, little, q. to mince, to make an olio. Isl. smaelke,

minute quaequae, ut paleae ramenta.

[Prob. only a corr. of Smatter, q. .]

(To Smacher, r. ?i. To collect into a crowd,

to crowd, Banffs.]

SMACK, 8. A smart stroke, S.

Tent, amacke, collisio, concussus, jactus, plaga, &c.

tmacken, collidere, concutere, jactare, cum vi aut

sonitu impingere, &c. Here wc have also the

origin of Smack as signifying •• a loud kiss; analogous

to the y. amack-muglen, diductu labiorum sonum eacre

;

{ere osculum.

As much, Roxb.; evidently

also, basiare, ai

SMACLE, m

corr. from a8 mickle.

To SMAD, Smud,.v. a. To stain, to dis-

colour ; smaddti, blackened.

The bard, smaddit lyke a srosik smokit in a sraiddie, .

Bsn fast to the dur, and gaif a grit raire.

HoulaU, ui 15, MS.

Mr. Pinkerton inadvertently renders this maddened.

But the word is still in common use, especially S.B.

Belg. amett-en, to stain, to soil, Isl. Su.-G. amet-a.

Germ. achmitz-en, A.-S. amit-an, id. Perhaps Moes.-G.

ga-am'U-ati, to anoint, may be the original word. V.

Smot.

Smad, Smud, 8. A stain of any kind, S.B.

Belg. amette, A.-S. amitta, Dan. amitt, id. Teut.

smadde, convitium, q. a moral stain. If I mistake not,

our word is sometimes used in the same sense.

[SMAG, *. A small piece, a dainty ; any-

thing small and nice, Banffs., Clydes. Sw.

smahy id.]

[Smagrie, Smagry, 8. 1. A large number,

quantity, or crowd of small objects ; imply-

ing confusion also, ibid.

2. A dainty, a daiuty-mess or mixture, ibid.,

Perths.]*

Smaicher, (gutt.) *. A fondling term

addressed to a child, S.B.

Allied perhaps to Su.-G. amekra, blandiri, which is

derived by Ihre from amaa, parvus, Teut. amrrk-er,

adulator; or A.-S. amieert tenuis. Isl. amock-r, pulchcr,

formosus; hilaris.

To Smaiciier, v. n. To eat in small pieces,

or in a clandestine manner, something

that is agreeable to the palate, Aug.

[Sw. amoka, to have a taste of smeka, to relish.]

[Smaichery, *. A lot of nice things;

confectionery, Aberd.]

SMAIK, 8. A silly mean fellow, a minion.

Quoth he, Quhair ar yon hangit smaiks

Rycht now wald slane my bruder ?

Chr. Kirk, st. 23.

Quod I. Smaik. lat me slepe ; sym skynnar the hing.x
boiig. Virgil, Prol. 239, a. 38.

Rudd. thinks that it may be from Teut. achmarh,

contumelia. If so, Isl. amaa, to contemn, may be

viewed as the root. Or it may be more immediately

allied to Su.-G. amaerk-a, to diminish, a derivative

from amaa, little. Hence, Magnus Ericson, king of

Sweden, was contemptuously denominated Smack, as

being a weak, contemptible prince, who suffered the

Danes to deprive him of the province of Scania.

Loccenii Hist. Suet., p. 106. Ihre, however, says that

he was denominated Smaecker. Su.-G. amaa, also

signifies, vilis ; Alem. amah. Germ, achmarh, id.

Isl. amavick, opella, little labour. V. Smeikr, pu-

sillanimis ; Haldorson, p. 301.

Smaik, adj. 1. Small, puny.

—The smy on me smirks with his smaik smollat.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 43.

V. the a.

2. Contemptible, despicable.

••Than war the wordes, ' Smaik carll, I sell lay

vpoun thi lyppis.' * Abcrd. Reg. 1525, V. 15, p. 613.

Smaikrie, 8. 1. Pusillanimity, conduct

characterizing a poltroon.

Smaikis ha«l the wyte : I say the hous wes suir,

Had thay bene gratious with aue godlie quarel.—
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Thair febill stnaikrie I think ill to tell,

With lnik lyke lyounes, and sa lytill done.

Fy drukin dastaitis ! ye haue scbamit yonr sell.

Tut said sa weill, and syne gaue our sa none.

8eg€ Kdinb. Castel, Poems Sixteenth Cent., p. 293.

4. Roguery.
Bot how this discharge was gotten,

When Holieglass is deid and rotten,

His smaikrie sail not be forgett.

Legend Bp. St. Androis, Poems Sixteenth Cent, p. 315.

To SMAIR, Smaiko, Smairie, v. a. To be-

daub, besmear, S. V. Smekg.
Tent, tmeer-en, &c. , linere, ungere.

Smair-doken, 8. A species of dock, S. B.

V. Smear-Dokex.
From Teut. smaer, Isl. smyr, unguentum. For in

former times, in our country, this species of dock was

much used for making a healing ointment.

SMAL, Smale, Small, adj. [1. Small, little,

humble]; low in rank, inferior in station;

contrasted with greit. [V. Sma\]

[2. Weak, little worth, applied to liquor ; as,

small drink, beer of the weakest quality.

V. Small-Drink.

3. Fine, as applied to cloth ; as, smale Holland

elaih, Accts. L. H. Treas. i. 13, Dickson.

4. Narrow, as applied to ribbons ; as, u xxj

elne of smal ribbanis," &c. Ibid., i. 27.]

[Smale-Folk. People of the lower class,

Wyntown. V. under Sma\]

Smalie, adj. Little, puny, S. B.

Isl. smalig, Germ, smalih, id.

••On the swaird before the mansion, two smally dry-

haired ponies were feeding." Glcnfcrgus, ii. 267.
•• The quenis grace—hauand respect to the greit and

exhorbitant derth ryssin in this rcalme of victuallis,

—

and mderstandand that the occasioun thairof is be-

eauae of the superfluous cheir vsit commonlie in this

realme alsweill amangis small as greit men, &c. And
gtf ony vther small persoun or persounis wald presume

to brek this present act, &c." Acts Mary 1551, Ed.

1814, p. 488.

The phrase *ma' fock is still used in the same sense,

8.

Small Drink. Beer of the weakest quality,

S. [V. under Sma\]
—"Gif ony person, or personis,—sail commit the

fylthie sin of fornicatioun,—for the first fault, asweil

the man, as the woman, sail pay the sowmc of fourtie

pundis. Or than baith he, and scho salbc imprisonit

for the space of audit dayis, thair fude to be breid and
small drink, &c. For the sccund fault ; thair imprison-

ment salbe doublit, thair fude to be breid and watter

allanerlic. Acts Ja. VI., 1567, Ed. 1814, p. 25.

Waiter allanerlie, I need scarcely add, is opposed to

tata// drink, as being a higher degree of penance.

Smallis, s.pl. In Smallis, in small quantities;

in smatcSy S. .

—"Off the custome and exsyiss, of the sonme of

four pundis vsual money of Scotland, of ilk tune of

wyn to be topit, ventit, and sauld in nmttllis within the

•aid burgh. Acts Ja. VI., 1621, Ed. 1814, p. 669.

•• Ane propyne to my lord of Angus of ane pontioune

of wyne ; and amangis all vther in smnlli* ane pon-

tioune of wyne." Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16 ; i.e., •• be-

tides many small articles ;"'or perhaps, "wine gtTen

in small quantities." ... , . .

•• Selling of his merchandis & eair in landwart mi

smallis, quhilk he promeist to sell to nychtbouris in

this toun in gryti*,
u

i.e., in wholesale. Ibid., V. 16.

[To SMARRICII, v. n. 1. To crowd to-

gether in a secret underhand manner ; to

talk, work, or eat in a hidling, clandestine

manner, Banffs.

2. To work in a weak, unskilful manner, ibid.]

[Smarrich, 8. 1. A group of persons en-

gaged in some underhand or secret talk or

work, ibid.

2. The act of working or eating clandes-

tinely, ibid.

3. Weak, unskilful work; also, the act of

doing it, ibid.]

[Smarrichin, adj. 1. Weak or unskilful

at work, ibid.

2. Fond of dainties, ibid.]

To SMASH, r. a. 1. To break to shivers, S.

This is also used as a cant E. word.

•'The deil's i* his face an* his heart yet for that black

deed ! I've mickle hopes he'll be haugit, or get his

head smashed for't yet." Tennant's Card. Beaton, p. 28.

•• Here, Geordy, tak haud of this kist—and see that

ye dinna smash it amang the stanes, for it winna be an

easy matter graping alang the auld pier iu the dark an

wi* sic a sea on?' St. Kathleen, iii. 111.

2. To hew down, in battle, S.

You'll hear of us far tetter news,

When we attack like Highland trews,

To ha&h and slash, and smash and bruise.

Ritsoris S. Songs, u. 71.

And thro' they dash'd, and hew'd and smash'd.

Till fey men died awa, man.
Bums, It. 863.

3. To beat severely, S.
•• Let our faes only come on, Tse sma*h haill dozens

o' them.—rse shake them, I'se pelt them," &c. Card.

Beaton, p. 119. _

Germ, sehmeiss-en, to smite, to beat; [Sw. dial.

smatke, from smakst, to smack.]

Smash, s. 1. The state of being broken to

pieces, S. Dunt a-amash, broken in shivers.

••I wou'd na gang into the coach agen, for fear I

sbou'd hae—some o* my banes broken or dung a-

smash." Journal from London, p. 6.

2. The shreds, fragments, or separate pieces

of anything broken, S.

3. The sound of breaking, a crash, S.

Germ, schmeiw, a stroke. Gael, smuais, in pieces,

broken in shivers.

Smashing, adj. Large; as, "a smashin
9

chield," a strapping fellow, Ettr. For. V.

Smash, v.
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[SMAT, pret. Smote, Barbour, vi. 136.]

SMATCHET, Smatcued, *. 1. A name
given to a child, expressive of con-

tempt and displeasure, S. ;
perhaps from

small and chit.

It generally implies that the child is mischievous or

ill-conditioned.

At offered thay that undought fra one to another

:

Where that muddied had sukud, sa sair it was to shed it,

Bat beliere it began to buckle the brother.

Montgomerie, Watson's Coil., iii. 21.

2. An opprobrious designation for a man,

equivalent to Scurvy felloie.

Galloway with no mater meld him,
Except necessitie compeld him ;

Taking the warld as God wald send it,

Having ane noble hart to spend it

Bot ay the mair this sinatcher gettis,

The closser garris he keip the yettis.

Leg. Bp. St. Amirois, Poems Sixteenth Cent., p. 340.

[SMATHIR, s. and v. Banffs. form of

Smatter, q. v.]

SMATTER, s. 1. A heap of small objects

in motion, or confusion, Fife; synon. Ifoicdle.

[2. Confusion ; also, the act of doing any-

thing in an awkward or confused manner,

Clyaes., Banffs.

3. A little person, weak and unskilful at

work, Banffs.]

4. Smatters, trifles, things of little value;

also, small sums, S.

To Smatter, v. a. and n. [1. To huddle, to

crowd or move confusedly ; applied to chil-

dren and small objects, S.]

2. To be busily engaged about trivial mat-

ters ; or, to smatter about, to go about,

under a pretence of work, doing very

little, S.

3. To deal in small wares, S.

4. To smatter aica\ to spend in a trifling way,

[to waste], to expend on a variety of articles

of little value, S.

5. To smatter awa\ to consume victuals, by

eating often, and little at a time, S.

[6. To work or speak in a weak, silly, or con-

fused manner, Banffs.]

Su.-G. $maa, IsL smaa, smatt, small.

Tent. $medder-tn, ligurire, comessari.

[Smatterik. 1. As a *., the act of crowding

or working in a confused manner, Banffs.

2. As an adj^ confused, weak, unskilful, ibid.]

SMATTIS, 8. pi. u Small beer/' Pinkerton;
" probably the same with sicatts, new ale,"

Sibb.

The lairds that drank guid wyn, and ail,

Ar now faine to drink smattis ;

They top the beir, and cheips the meil,

Tne ladie sawis the aitis.

Mnitland Poems, p. 180.

The second is the most probable sense ; from Teut.

smeU, praedulcis, mulscus ; nauseam nrovocaiis nimia

dulcedine ; as Sibb. has observed. Wo may add Xsl.

smedia, nauseabilis sapor, G. Andr.

* To SMEAR, v. a. To smear sheep, to apply

a liniment of tar and grease, sometimes of

butter or palm-oil, to the skins of sheep,

to protect them from the cold in winter.

The sheep are all smeared, or salved, at Martinmas

with a mixture of tar and butter, S
A.-S. smeran, Isl. tmyr-ia, illinirc, ungere.

Smear, s. The mixture used in smearing, S.

'• Mr. Loch of Kachan observes, that a smear, which

shall, at once shoot tho rain, kill vermin, and defend

the wool from the withering effect of weather, without

discolouring it, seems to be, hitherto, a desideratum in

sheep-farming, iie proposes a smear composed of

butter, train oil, and turpentine." Agr. Surv. Peeb.,

p. 190.

Smeak-i>okex, s. Aii herb; named from a

salve or ointment being obtained from it,

S.B.
" Linn, infonns us that, in Sweden, an ointment is

made of the roots of the curled dock, for removing the

itch or other cutaneous diseases. Flor. Suec, No. 314.

Under the wonl DocLen, I have said, according to

the best of my information in Angus, that this is "the

common dock, so denominated, because an ointment

was anciently made of it." But an intelligent friend

inquires, if this be not rather the English Mercury or

AUgood, Chenopodium bonus Henricus, Linn., and

not the common Pock, Kumex ! From the following

J

[notation, he adds, it would appear that it is the

ormer

:

•• Rub the person over with the juice of All-good,

(called in Latin Bonus Henricus, others call it the

Smear-doelem) mixt with vinegar." Tippcrmalluch'a

Receipts, Ed. 1775, p. 12.

In Mearas this is called Mtrcury-doken.

Smearing, s. The act of anointing sheep, S.

" Smearing ix judged farther necessary to keep the

wool in better quality, and in greater ouantity ; as,

also, for a defence against cold and wet. Agr. Surv.

Peeb., ibid.

Smearing-IIouse, s. The hut in which sheep

are smeared\ S. A.

••He entered the hovel, which seemed to be intended

for what is called, in the pastoral counties of Scotland,

a smeari»<j-house.
u Waverley, ii. 337.

Smearixo-Stool, s. A stool with a spoked

bottom, so as to admit the legs of sheep, to

keep them steady during the operation of

smearing, South of S.

Smeary, s. 1. A sheep that has been smeared

or salved, Ettr. For.
•• How could we turn our hand wi' our pickle hoggs

f winter, if their bit foggage war a* riven up by tho

auld raikin hypalts ere ever a smeary'* clute clattered

©n't!" Brownie of Bodsbeck, i. 139.
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2. " A person all besmeared," ibid,

[3. As an adj., applied to any viscid or greasy

substance, Clyde*.] •

SMEDDUM, Smeadum, s. pi. 1. The pow-
der or finest part of ground malt; also

called malt smeddum, Ang.

2. Powder, of whatever kind, S. O.
Ofor rank, mercurial rozct,

Or fell, red smeddvm !

Bums, ill 229.

3. Sagacity, quickness of apprehension, S.

Wa wi' your stuff, ho ban nno smeadum ;

H« publish !

Morison's Poems, p. 114.

4. Metaph. used to denote spirit, mettle,

liveliness, S.

A kindly lass she is, I'm seer,

Has fowth o' sen^e and smeddum in her,

And nae a swankie far nor near,

But tries wi' a' his might to win her.

Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 156.

5. " Smeddum,—good sense and spirit united
;"

Gl. Surv. Moray.

6. Vigour and liveliness as an author.
•• He published—a volume of Moral Essays ;—and

they were greatly creditable to his pen, though lacking
somewhat of that birr and *meddum t that is the juice

and flavour of books of that sort." Ann. of the Far.,

p. 260.

A.-S. smedma, smede/na, "farina, similago, pollen ;

meale, fine flower ;" Somner. ExpL by Lye as also sig-

nifying amyfum, " a kinde of medicine or mcate, made
of wheat© three monthes old ;" Cooper's Thesaur. Sir
T. Elyot gives an account of the mode of preparation,

in his Bibliotheca in vo. This, as being the finest part
of the grain, would come at length metaph. to denote
substance or sagacity, in relation to the mind.

SMEDIE, Smedy, Smiddy, *. A smithy, a
smith's shop, S. tmiddie. Smedy coifI, the

small kind of coal used by smiths, S.
—"Sindrie actis of parliament - daylic ar contra-

venit, and cheiflic [be] the trans]K>rtin<* of—the said

salt and grite [great] coillis vndir cullour of smedy
coill," &c. Acta Ja. VI., 14S7, Ed. 1814, p. 427.

SMEEG, *. A kiss^Roxb. ; synou. Gaberosie.

Isl. smeck-r, gustus ; Dan. smog, a taste ; aualagous
to the S. phrase to pree the muu. Or, see what is said,

vo. Smack.

To SMEEK, Smeik, Smeak, r. a. 1. To
smoke, S.

But thof this town be smeekit sair,

Than ours there's nane mair fat an* fair.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 114.

" A young woman being asked how she came to Ins

so dun, her reply was, *\VY bcaking ourselves in tho
sun a' summer, and tweaking our heads o'er the fire a*

winter, we country lasses never come to our right
colours.'" Notes to Pcnnecuik'a Twccddale.

[2. To expose to the smoke of peat, straw, or

green wood, in order to cure ; as, to smeek

Jtsh, i.e. to cure them. Also, to expose to

the fumes of sulphur, chloride of lime, &c.
f

&c. for various purposes ; as, to smeek yarn,

to smeek the room, &c, &c. West of S.

V. Keist.]

3. To kill by smoke, S.

"He had clag^cd up the hives, as if the puir
things had had the pestilence, and my bees were as
dead as if they had been tmeaketl." Pirate, iii. 170.

Smeek, Smeik, *. 1. Smoke ; fumes, S.

I sat and ey'd the spewing reek,

That filled, wi' hoast—j»rovokiug umetk,

The auld clay biggin.

Bums, iU. 100.

Hout, stop, my frien', an' fling yir een
To yon asceudin' smeek.

Tarras's Poems, p. 144.

[2. A pungent or foul smell ; close, foul

atmosphere ; as, " I canua bide the smeek
o't," Clydes.]

Smeeky, adj. Smoky, S.B., also South of S.

Oliver and Willy Buck
Sit o'er the lugs in smeeky muck.

Jacobite Relics, I 119.

Thro' smeekie flame they him addre»t.

A Scott's Poems, p. 144.

SMEERIKIX, n. V. Smirikix.

• SMEEKLESS, adj. Pithless : silly, insipid.

V. under Smekoii.

SMEETH, adj. Smooth, S. B. A.-S.

ttmethe. Smeeth in the mou, a phrase ap-

plied to a horse that has lost mark of

mouth. Wyntown uses smeth.

SMEETnLY, Smetiiely, adv.. Smoothly, S. B.

And he, as burdatid, sayd smcthely,

"Man, will thow have of me justyng
?

"

Wyntoum, viii. 35. 162.

Smeethxess, s. Smoothness, Clydes.

[SMEIK, *. and v. V. Smeek.]

SMELT, s. 1. A name sometimes given

to the fry of salmon. In E. it denotes the

Salmo eperlanus, our Spirting, or Sperlin.

V. Smolt.

[2. A contemptuous name applied to a child,

Banff*.]

To SMERG, Smaiko, r. a. To bedaub or

smear in whatever wav ; often applied to

the salving of sheep, Koxb. [V. Smair,

Smairg.]

SMEKG1I, *. 1. Marrow, pith, S. B.

2. Vigour of body, in general ; also, vigour of

mind, S. B.
Our sells are neiper-like, I warran,

For sense ami smergh ;

In kittle times, when laes are yarring,

We're no thought ergh.

Beiittie's Address, Ross's J/elenort, st. 8.

Yet, gin I thought that ye were fit.

Or that ye hnd ha'f smergh or wit

Sliinrfs Poems, xx.
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A.-S. mearg, Su.-G. merg, Teat, merghe, medulla,

with the sibilation prefixed. It would appear that Isl.

imior, Germ. schmer, Ac, omnia generis pinguedo, as

extended to butter, ointments, &c. v hare been, in the

tame manner, formed from this root; as marrow would

be the first fat substance known.

Smerghless, Smekrless, Smearless, adj.

1. Pithless, unhandy, S. B.

Gin he "bout Nory lesser fvke had made,
He had na been saessteanea* at the trade.

Ross's Uelenore, p. 17.

2. Insipid, languid; respecting manner, S.B.

••The other wis a haave colour'd smierless tapie, wi

'

a great hassick o' hair hangin in twa-pennerts [penny-

worths] about her haffats." Journal from London,

p. 7.

It is transferred to the mind and its actings.

For they had gien him sic a fleg.

He look'd as he'd been doited

;

Syne wi* my targe I cover'd him,
Fan on the yerd he lies,

And savM his smrertess sanl ; I think

Tin little to tuy praise.

Poemsm the Bucha* Dialect, p. 8, 9.

Uysmearless sangs hae ne'er had hap
Her notice to engage.

Shirrefs Poems, p. 852.

3. Senseless, incapable of reflection, S. B.

But fat use will they be to him,
Wha in hndse-mndge wi' wiles,

Without a gully in his hand.

The smeedess (me beguiles f

Ibid., p. IL

SMER-KERIEN, *. The spinal marrow,

Fife. Merkerin, Angus.

The first part of the word, as pron. in Fife, is Smergh,

marrow, q. v. For the latter part, see Merkerix. It

may be observed, however, that Isl. kiarni signifies

medulla, nucleus, vis, cremor; Dan. kiaerne, Su.-G.

kerne, id., whence A.-S. kymel, E. kernel of fruit.

[SMERT, adj. 1. Smart, quick, nimble, S.

2. Sharp, keen, quick-witted, ready in answer,

S.

3. Sore, severe ; as, a tmert lickin, a severe
' beating, Clydes.

4. Well formed, good-looking, well dressed,

trig ; as, a smert wee leddie, ibid.]

[To Smert, r. a. and n. 1. To smart, feel

sore, suffer.

2. To smarten, urge on ; to punish, Clydes.]

[Smertly, adv. Quickly, soon, Barbour, v.

596.]

[Smertness, *. Used in each of the senses

of the adj^ S.]

SMERVY, adj. Savoury, S. B.

Nae henny beik that I did erer pree,

Did taste sae sweet and smervy unto me.
Ross's Udtnore, p. 103.

Perhaps from Isl. smtor. V. Smergh.

The priest said grace, and a* the thrang fell tee,

And ply'd their cutties at the smervy bree.

Host's Helenore, p. 110.

Smervy, however, retains the form, of Dan. marv,

marrow, with the letter * prefixed, which is common in

words of Gothic origin.

SMETII, adj. " Smooth. Sax. smeth, aequus

planus ;" S.O. Wyutown uses smeth in this

sense.

SMETH, s. A smith.

Amang thame self thay grisly swthis grete

With mekle force did forge, peyne, and bete, kc.

Doug. Virgil, 268, 23.

SMEUCII (gutt.), *. 1. Fume, smoke,

smell, Abercl.

[2. Thick, drizzling rain, Banffs.]

Germ, sehmauch, id. This has been traced to Gr.

o-H&X-itv, cremare, because smoke is an exhalation from

something that is burnt.

[To Smeuch, r. m. 1. To smoke, fume ; to

burn slowly, causing much smoke, Banffs.

2. To drizzle very thickly, ibid.]

[Smeuciiie, Smeuch in, adj. Very smoky,

emitting much smoke ; drizzly, ibid.]

[To Smeuchter, v. n. To bum slowly with

much smoke : to drizzle slowly, ibid. ;
part.

pr. smeuchlerin is used also as an adj.

[Smeuchter, *. A slowly burning, much
smoking fire ; also, a slight drizzling rain,

ibid.]

SMEWY, adj. Savoury, S. B. Gl. Shirr.

This seems allied, as Sibb. observes, to Teut.

smaeckelick, grati saporis.

SMICK, *. 1. Expl. "a shot, a tincture;" S.B.,

Gl. Tarras. Shot seems an error for spot.

Germ, schmaek, nota, contumelia, ignominia ; as an

adj , vilia ; Franc, schmach-en, vilcscere : vilipendere.

[2. Anything small, dainty, faint, or worthless,

Banffs.]

To SMIDDLE, v. a. and n. 1 . To conceal, to

smuggle, work by stealth, Ayrs.

" Aye ye may hide the vile scurrivaig,—an* hiddle

an* middle the deeds o* darkness." St. Patrick, iii.

305.

Formed as if a frequentative from Su.-G. smyga, Isl.

smjug-a, sensim penetrare ; whence E. smuggle.

SMIDDY, *. A smith's workshop, S. Rudd.

••Some of the monks and friars, belonging to the

different convents, were sure to come to the smiddy to

converse with their grooms and to hear the news." R.

Gilhaize, i. 4.
•• Scot, smithy or smiddy, a smith's work-house

;

Rudd. Gl. But sm'My is the general pronunciation.

Smithy may nearly express that of Aberdeenshire.

—Sae I joined the smiddy thrang,

On hearth to ease my sockets.

A. Scott's Poems, 1805, p. 64.

Sw. smedia, id. A.-S. smiththe, fabrile ; from Su.-G.

smid-a, A.-S. smith-ian, cudere, to strike. Junius (Gl.

Goth.) derives the v. from smith, planus ; because one

part of a smith's work is, by beating or otherwise, to

make things smooth.
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SMIETII, 8. A bird.

"Besides here are—-Geese, Gossander, Duck, and
Malard, Teal, Smieth, Widgeon," &c. Franck's Nor-
them Memoirs, p. 181.

This, I suppose, is an errat. for Snytk, q. v.

To SMIKKER, v. w. u To smile in a seduc-
ing ma nner," Sibb. Gl. Dan. tmiqre, to
flatter, to wheedle, to fondle, &c. Wolff.
Teut. smeecl-en, bland iri ; whence smeeeker, adulator,

blandiloquens. Sw. MMilr~a, blandiri, Seren. A. -S.
smere-ian, may be different iu form, merely from trans-
position. Although this word is not mentioned by
Johns., Bailey and Set en. give it as E.

[SMILL, s. In smill, in small pieces, Shetl.
Dan. simile, a small piece.]

SMIOK, 8. "A dish of good food;" Gall.
Enc.

To Smiok, r.

ibid.

'To feast on the best;"

Allied moat probably to Teut. smaecken, sapere, gus-
tare, and its cognates, as Isl. smocLuh, gustatio.

SMIRCELIN, *. The Mya Truncata, a
shell-fish, Shetl.

" M. Truncata, Smircefin ;—is found in considerable
quantities on sandy beaches, at low water." Ediron-
stone's Zetl., ii. 321.

To SMIRD, v. a. To gibe, Ayrs.
Isl. sma, parvus, and ord, verbum ; q. to use small or

contemptuous language. Su.-G. gifca ord signifies
opprobrio lacessere.

SMIRIKIN, Smeeuikix, 8. A hearty* kiss,

S. smurachitiy Fife. Perhaps from Su.-G.
smirk-a, to caress.

To SMIRK, v. a. To beat, to swinge, Aberd.

To SMIRK, v. ,u [To smile]. "To look
affectedly soft or kind ;" Johns.
The term in S. properly signifies to smile, strictly

retaining the sense of A.-S. smercian, subridere.

Smirk, Smirkle, Smirtle, *. A smile, a
suppressed laugh, S.

[Smirlle, Smirtle, properly signify a gentle or sup-
pressed smile, but are applied very generally to faint
or suppressed laughter.]

Tis night— an' the moon's blushing stnircles appear,
Thro' the trees, sprinkling gowd on the lavpi.

Donald and Flora, p. 116.

Smiukie, S3HRKIE-FACED, adj. Having a
blithe, good-natured, smiling countenance,
S.A.

To Smirkle, Smirtle, Smuutle, r. n.

To laugh in a suppressed way, S.

"As this was said, Lethingtoun smirklit, and spack
secretlie to the Qucne in hir ear, quhat it was the Tabill
bard not." Knox's Hist, p. 342.

Experience then smyrkliny sniyld,
We sre na bairns to be begyld,
Quod he, and schuke his heid.

Cherrie and Sloe, st. 77.

VOL. IV.

Away they went, then Wallace did revive,
And leugh, and smiiil'd at them in hw Mleeve.

Hamilton s Wallace, p. 12.

And now I think I may be cocky,
8ince fortune has stnurtrd on me.

8tm<f, Ross's Heltnore, n. 144.

Smirl'le is most commonly used ; smirtle is merely a
eon*.

Smirkle, Smirtle, Smurtle, 8. A smile,
Aberd.

At last an' lang came ben the mutton,
When ilka face & smirtle put ou.

IP. ZfcvttiV* Tales, p. &

Smirl, Smurl, 8. [1. A mocking smile,

sneering laugh, Loth., Clydes.

2. A roguish or mischievous trick ; as, " I'll

play him a smirl for that yet," Teviotd.
This is nearly synon. with Pliskie.

He reaves hi.s wife o' cash, an' claes,
Then takes leg-bale, an' afT-he gaes,
An' in some distant place, wi* ease

Plays the same smirl.

T. Scott's Poems, p. 387.

A dimio. from Germ, schmier-en, illudere, risu notare,
aut alia quacunque contumelia verbali afliccre; A.-S.
bi-sinerian ** illudere, irridere, subsaunare, dehonorare,—to mock, to scotfe at, to taunt, to scorne, to dishonour
or disgrace ;

M
Somncr. Hence bismeriend, illusor, a

mocker, btimor, opprobrium, &c. As smer-an, and
bismerian also signify illinere, polluere, to stain, to
bedaub. Wachter justly views the term as extended to
derision ;

" because scoffers resemble those who throw
dirt at others," in order to bedaub them.

[To Smirl, Smurl, r. w. To smirk, smile, or

laugh in a mocking or mischievous spirit,

Loth., Clydes.]

SMIRR, *. Butter, Shetl.

Isl. Su. -G. and Dan. smioer, butyrum. But this a

merely a secondary sense ; A.-S. amero, sment, denoting
fat, grease j and the Isl. and Su.-G. terms, also Teut.
tnieer, and Germ, achmer, having the same general
signification,

The root is probably mearg, medulla. V. Smeboh.

[SMIRSIT, adj. Having white round the

mouth ; applied to sheep, Shetl.]

[SMIRTLE,*. V. Smirkle.]

SMIT, 8. A clashing noise, from E. smite.

She heard a smit o* bridle reins,

She wi.>h'd might be for good.
Lord William, Minstrelsy Border, iii. 265.

To SMIT, Smyt, r. a. 1. To stain, to pol-

lute, to contaminate.

-Bot Memprys
Smyttyd wes wytht mony wys.

Wyntown, iii 3. 124.

i.e., stained with many a rice.

Of Edw. I., in reference to his false conduct in pre-

tending to act as arbiter in choosing a king for Scot-
land, it is said :

—

Thare he heycht thame, wyth lawte,
Thare cas to ger declvryt be.

Hys lytil lawte nevyrtheles
He smyttytl thare in his process.

Ibid,, viii. 5. 92.

P2
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2. To infect, as with a contagious disorder.

•* That the Bischopis, Officiallis. and Denis inquyre
diligent! ie in thair visitatioun of ilk parochc kirk, gif

ony besmittit with lipper." Acts Ja. I. 1527, c. 118.

Kd. 1566.

A.-S. smit-an, Su.-G. *mitl-a, Belg. amett-en, Dolluerc,

inqoinare. The original idea is to besmear, Mocs.-G.
bUrnait, inunxit. Su.-G. amitt-a, also signifies to in-

fect. Hence smittosam, contagious, A. -8. smitting, id.

Smit, Smyt, Smytk, s. 1. A stain literally

used.

Thair men also mon be bot smyt or smoit
Bannatyne Puems, p. 142.

Smaill sweit smaragde, smelling but smit of sroot-.

Ibid., p. 202.

2. A stain, in a moral sense.

Bot qubat at sal be put in write

Of falsbeid sail bere nakyn s/ityte.

Wyntown, ix. 20. 54.

A.-S. smilta, Belg. smette, macula. V. Smot.

Switch, *. 1. A stain, a speck, Clydes.,

Ettr. For.

2. Used also in a moral sense, a slur ; ibid.

From the same origin with Smit, or immediately
from Su.-G. smuts-a, contaminare.

Smittin', adj. Same with Smittle, Aberd.

Smittle, adj. Infectious, contagious, S.

;

smittin, AHerd.

lite covetous infatuation
" Was smittle out o'er all the nation.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 331.

Belg. smetltlick, id. A. Bor. smittlrish.

When Monseir gaid vnto his mess,
Into ane gallerie neir besyde,

Thair wald this halie bischope byde,
Sayiug, forsuith, it was not smittel.

Leg. Bp. SL Androis, Poems Sixteenth Cent., p. 333.

•* To smittle, to infect
;
" Ray.

Smittlexess, s. Infectiousness, S.

Smittral, adj. Same with Smittle, Fife.

SMITCHCOCK, b. A grilled or broiled

chicken, Aberd.
From Germ, schmitz-en, to soil or smut, q. a cock

discoloured with the smoke in broiling; unless it be
from Teut. smelt-en, *met*ch-en, to feast, epulari,

b'gurire, Kilian. It may, however, be a ludicrous
designation, as containing a play on the Germ, word
smutzcoch, a paltry or dirty cook.

• SMITH, 8. A blacksmith, S.
" About this time he came to Garfield, in the parish

of Mauchlin, to the House of Matthew Hog, a smith to

his trade." Walker's Peden, p. 67,

To SMIT TIIOUxMS. To form a contract by
each party wetting the fore-part of his

thumb with the point of his tongue, and
then smitingov pressing the thumbs together,

which confirms the bargain. " Weet (i.e.,

wet) thumbs" is also used S.

Suit-thumbs, s. An ancient pledge for the

fulfilment of a bargain, ibid.

Thin is obviously the same with Tiumb-uckino, q.

v. Smit is not to lie viewed, 1 apprehend, as synon.
with E. smite, q. strike hands ; but to be traced to

Su.-G. ttmitt-a, Isl. *met>a, Moes-G. smait-an, illinere ;

q. anoint or besmear thumbs.
To this expression another is added ; " Now, keep

your day, or I'll dran a bane in the will," i.e., drop a
bone in the well. When the person, who gave his

right hand as pledging himself for the fulfilment of his

pactiou, failed to do so ; ho who was disappointed, took
a bone, and having .spit upon it in token of his giving

over the other party to all the direful consequences ol

breach of faith, dropt the bone into the deepest draw-
well in the neighbourhood, there to remain and rot.

As this bone decayed, it was superstitioualy believed

that the hand pledged would, m similar gradation,

shrink, and decay, and ultimately drop off.

[Another form of thuinl>-ple<l^ing is still used, in

which the pledger simply presents the thumb of the
right hand and says "There's my thoum, Til ne'er

beguile ye."]

SMLEFANGEK, s. [Emit, for Smel-fanger,

fry-catcher, Orkn. Dan. amide, small

thing; fange, to catch. V. Smill.]

Avis anate domestica minor, piscibns victitans.

Smle/anqer dicta est, dorso nigricante. .SiM>. Scot.,

p. 22.

Like Holland's description of the Scarth :

—The Scarth a fysh-fangar.
And that a perfy te.

Houlate, L 14.

SMOCII, (gutt.), *. The stifling smoke that

comes from the burning of wet rotten wood,

especially when newly put on the fire, Roxb.

To Smocii, r. w. To burn and smoke like

wood of this description, ibid.

From the guttural pronunciation, this term would
seem to retain the sound of Dan. smoeg-er, to smoke.

To SMOCIIEK, (gutt.), r. n. To breathe

with difficulty ; as, " Smocherin wi' the

cauld," having a great struggle in breath-

ing in consequence of a severe cold, Aberd.

;

synon. Smore, S.

Perhaps merely a change of Smove by the insertion

of the guttural.

[SMOD, Smud, s. A dirty speck or mark,

Shetl. Dan. smuds, Sw. smuts, id. ; E.

smutJ]

SMOGHI E, (gutt.), adj. Close, implying the

idea both of mist and of sultriness, Fife.

This seems originally the same with E. Mohy, Muggy.
Isl. mugga, acr succidus et nubilo humidus ; G. Andr. (

p. 181.

[SMOILTEK, Smuilter, s. Things that

are small of their kind, a collection of small

things, Shetl. Dan. smule, a small piece or

fragment.]

[SMOIRD, part. pa. Smothered, Lyndsav,
Thrie Estatis, 1. 3224.]

SMOIT, s. Expl. as denoting one who talks

obscenely, Gall. Encycl. ; evidently allied

to E. smutty.
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[SMOITY, 9. A woollen night-cap, SlictL]

SMOKE, s. A beautiful figure used, in

some Northern counties^ to denote au in-

habited house, S.

"In 1680,—so many families perished for want,

thai, for 6 miles in a well inhabited extent, within the

year there was not a smoke remaining." P. Dutbil,

Moray*. Invern. Statist. Ace., iv. 310.

The idiom, is Gael, but it is also used in Su.-G.

Rotk not only denotes smoke, but a dwelling. Notat

domicilium, focum : unde betala fori' hxcarie roek, pro

quavis doino vel fain ilia vectigal pendere ; Ihre.

SMOLT, Smout, adj. Fair, clear, mild, ap-

plied to the weather.

Mirrie martinis, think notlang

;

The wedder is fair and smoit.

PeblU to the Play, st 6.

8rne gyf bryclit Titan list to schaw lib face,—

Makand the heuinnys fare, clere and scheue,

The weddir smout, the fyrmament serene.—
I)oug. Virgil, 4/2, 28.

A.-S. smalt, sercnua, placid us ; $molt tcedtr. Teuk

tmoel weder, aura tepid a. Belg. smout, blandus.

SMOLT, Smelt, Smolte, s. 1. The term

used to denote the fry of salmon, S. smovt.

" Hia Grace— ratifies and aj.prieves the former actes

laid for punishing of slayers of read fish, smoltes, and

fne of all fishes in forbidden time." Acts James \ I.,

•' They [salmon fry] are called samlets, and some-

times smelts, but are generally known among our

country people by the name of salmon smout*. Dr.

Walker, Prize Essays Highland Society for S., u. 351.

la not this learned naturalist mistaken iu applying to

them the name samlet, which properly denotes a dis-

tinct species ? V. Far.

Perhaps from [Dan. smufc, Sw. mwla, a small thing,

a crumb], because of the smallness of their size.

2. Metaph. used to denote a child, S.

To SMOO, v. n. To smile in a placid or be-

nignant maimer, Fife ; Sinue
9
Loth.

Smoo, i. A smile of this description, ibid.

The idea is not very distant from that of Germ.

Khmeiektn, blandiri ; Dan. smy-er, id. V. Smuk.

[SMOOCHTEK, *. and v. V. Smeuchter.]

To SMOOK, Smuik, v. a. To suffocate by

means of sulphur ; a term applied to the

barbarous mode of destroying bees in order

to gain their honey ; or, as it is expressed,

to put them doun, Teviotd. V. Smeek.

Tent. smoock-en, smuyck-en, fumare ; Germ. s^-hint tick-

em, fumo necare, Wachter.

[To SMOOK, r. a. and n. 1. To put away,

to hide, to conceal, West of S.

2. To fit or draw on, as a glove or stocking,

Shctl.]

3. To smook about, to go about clandestinely,

seeking to pilfer any thing that is exposed,

S.

Smookie, adj. Pilfering, addicted to petty

thieving, ibid.

[Smookit, adj. Sly, cunning, artful, Shetl.]

Su.-G. smug a, sensim penetrans, reptando se pene-

trare ; Isl. smjuga, penetrarc, repcre ; furtini perrep-

tare • Verel. Ind. : smuga, rinia, a chink, a place

which can be eutered by creeping. A.-S. **«il'«"*

exactly corresponds ; "serpcre, to^ creep by httle and

little/ Somner. Belg. smuygen, "to do underhand,

Sewel . Hence E. smuggle. Ihre views *maa, little, as

tue origin ; Wachter prefers Isl. miuk, huimlis, or myg-

ia, humiliare.

To SMOOL, Smyle, v. a. To secure by

underhand means, to filch, Ettr. For.

A.-S. smeal, subtilis ; or a dimiii. from smug an, aer-

oere. reptare, whence smygeta, rabbits. Belt;, smuyj-

£, to smoke hiddenly, is used in a sense nearly allied.

riaarsmeult ieU quaads ; Them's a contriving under-

hand of some evil design ; SewcL

To SMOOST, v. n. To burn gradually away,

without blazing, Roxb. V. Smuist.

[To SMOOT, t;. a. To hide stealthily, Shetl.

V. Smook.]

[S3IOOTE1UN, SMOUTERIN, part. adj. Con-

cealing a thing in order to gain some private

end, ibid.]

SMOOTRIKIN, adj. Tiny and active; a

fondling epithet.

My littie wee stnootrikin mous.
J Old Sony.

[Used also as a *., a puny person or animal, Banff*.]

[SMORA, s. Clover, Shetl. Dan. $mor,

butter: probably because clover enriches

the milk of cows fed on it.]

To SMORE, Smure, Smoir, r. a. 1. To

smother, to suffocate with smoke, S. Smoar,

Westmorel. ; smoore, Lancash.

"He was sae browden'd upon't [bis pipe], that he

was like to smore us a' in the coach wi* the very ewder

oV Journal from London, p. 21.

O E id. "I smore, I strangle one, or stop his

brethe. Je suffoquc. I was almoste smorul m my

Jbedde to nyght." Palsgr. B. iii. F. 365, a.

2. To suffocate, to choke, to suppress.

••The carcfulnes of this world, and the desaitfulncs

of riches, smori* the word that it beris na frute. Abp.

Hamiltoun's Catcchismc, 1532, tol. <2, b. By this

term he renders sufocat in the Vulgate.

3. To extinguish. Smure the candle, put it

out, Aberd.

4. To conceal, to hide, S.

1 sal help to snw/e your fait, lejf brother.

Doug. Virytt, ProL 272, 37.

Therefoir gif thou ban ene, behald

How they .aidW, thy faiue.^^^ ^ ^
5. Applied to the prevention of legal prosecu-

tion or punishment. To smoir the law.

—"That thay sail tak na bud nor money for judg-

ment to be done, or not to be done, throw the quhilk
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4k* law may be smoirit, or justice remane unexecuted
Balfour's Pract., p. 547, 648.

A.-S. amor-an, Teut. tmoor-en, suflbcarc, extinguere.

To Smore, Smure, v. n. To suffocate. 1
wa$ like to emore : I was in danger of being
suffocated, S.

He suld haue place amangis the laif,

That his hie honour suld not smure,
Considering what he did indure.

Lyndsa/s Squyer Meldrum, 1594, A. it b.

[Smqre, Smure, Smoir, s. 1. A stifling

smoke or atmosphere, Loth., Clydes.,

Banffs.

2. Snow falling or drifting in a close stifling

manner, ibid.

3. A close drizzling mist : clouds of mist or

of dost iii motion, ibid.]

4. A emore of rain y close small rain, with-
out wind, Fife ; the same with Smurr, q. v.

Heme,

Smorie, adj. A emorie day, a day distin-

guished by close small rain without wind,

a close atmosphere, Fife.

Smord thow. V. Thow.

SMOT, Smote, Smoit, s. 1. A stain, in a
general sense, synon. emad, S. B.

Thair men also mon be bot smyt or smoit.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 142.

**Smstt\ corruption occasioned by mildew';" Lord
Hailes. But this sense seems too much limited, as the
term is here used. The phrase appears to have been
proverbial, denoting pollution of any kind.

2. Apparently, the mouldiness which gathers
od what is kept in a damp place. V. omit, 8.

3. The distinguishing mark put on sheep, by
means of ruddle or otherwise, S. A.

4. A certain number of sheep marked in one
way is called a emot.

5. Moral pollution; a stain affecting the
character.
—"Our aouerane Lord, and his noble progenitouris

kingis of Scotland, & liegis of the samin, has bene first

erat the leist with the first that euire acceptit the
aistin faith, and bene maist obedient sonnis to oure
haly faderis the papis of Rome, and the auctorite
apostolik, without ony mauere of smot, violaciaune, or
defectioune," Ac. Acts Ja. V. 1535, Ed. 1814, p. 335.
"We maist humelie and erncstlie beseikis thy

Majestic—to luke in the mirrour underwryttin set up
be the finger of God,—quhairin every stait may sec his
wmotr . Winyet's First Tractat, Keith's Hist. App.
*».

Lancash. " smit, smut, a black spot
; " Gl.

Su.-G. smuts, Germ, schmutz, macula, sorcles. V.
8mad.

To Smot, Smott, r. a. 1. To stain, in

whatever way.
Behald thame smoit it quite

Of his rede blude, and ham) s theron out smyte.
Doug. Virgil, 141, 23.

——-Luvaris xuld be lei 11 and trew ;

And ladeis suld all thingis eschew,
That ma thair honor smot.

Scott, Chron. & P., iii. 154.

2. To mark with ruddle, tar, &c, S. V.
Smad, v.

Smottrit, part. pa. Besmeared.
His smottrit habit ouer his schulderis lidder,

Hang peuagely knyt with ane knot togidder.

Doug. Virgil, 173, 47.

Sordidus, Virg. V. Besmottrit.

SMOUPSIE, 8. A stripling, a youth, one
not fully grown, S. B.

To SMOUSTER, v. n. To eat clandestine-

ly, Fife.

Germ, smauss-en, compotare ; or Teut. smuyster-en,
given as synon. with ameer-en, which signifies pri-

marily to anoint, and secondarily to play the glutton,

q. to grease the entrails.

SMOUT, adj. Fair, clear, mild ; applied to

the weather. V. Smolt.

SMOUT, s. 1. The fry of salmon. V.
Smolt, *.

2. A small trout of the speckled kind, Fife.

3. Any creature small in size, often used for

a diminutive person, S.

[SMOUTERIN, part. adj. V. under Smoot.]

To SMOUTTER, v. n. To eat often,

although little at a time, S. B.

Su.-G. smutt-a, pitissare, to taste by little and little.

Dure derives the v. from smaa, parvus; "for what,"
says he, "is it to sip, but by small though frequent
tastings to prolong the pleasures of the appetite ?

H

[SMUCK, s. 1. A woollen shoe, made of

several folds of cloth quilted together,

Shetl.

2. A contemptible person, ibid.; smuygart,

Banffs.]

SMUDDOCH, 8.
u A bad burning fire-

more smoke than blaze
;
" Gall. Enc. Gael.

smud, vapour, smoke ; smuid-am, to smoke.

[SMUE, 8. Thick, stifling smoke; close,

drizzling rain, Banffs.]

[To Smite, v. «. To smoke; to drizzle, ibid.]

[Smueie, adj. Close and drizzling, ibid.]

To SMUE, Smudge, Smugg, v. a. and n.

[1. To squeeze through a narrow place,

Shetl.

2. To strip off, to pull off, ibid.

3. To slip away stealthily, ibid.]

4. To laugh in one's sleeve, to laugh in a

clandestine way, Loth. Dumf. Roxb.
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Scowderdoupe cam to our dwallin,'

And, wi' serious smxulgin* leuk,

Spler'd at Aunty, pin the Callan
Wanted either cleps or crook.

Remains of NUhsdale Song, p. 104.

Then with new keenness wad they caper,

He sliely stnmlg'd to see them vaper,

And, if some efakit girl should snapper,
He d gi* a wink, &c.

Poetical Museum, p. 61.

It is frequently conjoined with the v. to Lauch. It

is understood as often used to denote an attempt to

suppress risibility ; or at least to guard it from the
observation of others, Kttr. For.

"Na, ye needna smudge and laugh at me now,
Janet; for its true.** Blackw. Mag., Mar. 1823, p.
312,
To •• smudge, to try to suppress smiles, or laugh-

ing ; " Gall Enc.

Smudge, Smug, *. A suppressed laugh,

Loth., Roxb., Clydes. * often " a smudge o'

ai laugh."

Germ, schmuts-en, subridere, blande etplacideridere.

Wachter seeks a Gr. origin ; fxciSiafa, id. But it is

undoubtedly allied to Su.-G. smy*tr-fi, renidere,

subridere. The radical term seems to bo mys-a, id.

To SMUG, v. n. ExpL u to toy amorously ;

to embrace, as if smuggling enjoyment ;

"

Picken's Gl., Ayrs.
Well cuddle baith amang the fug,

An*, while we hug, an' kiss, an smug,
I'll haud thee firm by ilka lug,

An* ca* thee my ain Davy.
Pickets Poems, i 176.

A.-S. smug-an, serpere, "to creep by little and
little

; " IsL smiug-a, id. Sa.-G. smyga, sensim pene-
trare, reptando se insinuare. Ihre views the E. term
smuggle as allied.

Smugly, adj. " Amorous, sly, being at the

same time well dressed
;

w
Sibb. Gl.

He refers to Teut. smeeckelich, blandus. • From the
latter idea, however, it might seem allied to Su.-G.
smyck-a, ornare, Belg. smuyck-en, Germ, schmucl'-en;

8u.rO. smuch, Alem. smug, Isl. smocl-r, pulcher,

elegans, £. smug.

[SMUGGAR, Smuggart, s. 1. An eel,

Shetl.

2. A little person with a disagreeable temper,

Banffs. V. Smue, v.]

To SMUIL, v. n. To sneak ; to smuil awa\
to sneak away, Loth.

Isl. smiug-a, Su.-G. smyg-a, to sneak into corners,

Seren. ; A.-S. smig-an, serpere, whence smygela, cuni-
culi.

[SMUILTER, s. V. Smoilter.]

[Smuiltie, *. A lot of odds and ends or

small things ; also, the rabble, Shetl.

Dan. smaa, little, small, mean.]

[SMUIN, part. adj. Sly, sneaking, Orkn.
V. Smue.]

To SMUIST, Smoost, v. n. 1. To be in a
smouldering state ; as, " to smuist and
burn," Clydes., Ettr. For.

For, if they raise the taxes higher,

They'll set aluot that suwottui' fire.

Hogg's Scot. Pastorals, p. 16.

2. To emit smoke ;
u SmuUted, smoked ;

n

Gall. Enc.

Ir. smuid-im, to smoke.

Smuist, Smogst, 8. 1. The act of burning

in this way, Roxb.

2. A smouldering smell, Clydes.

3. It gives the idea of a smell that threatens

Suffocation, as of smoke in a kiln, of sul-

phur, &c, Roxb.

4. Also applied to smoke ;
'• Smuist, disagree-

able smoke
;
" Gall. Enc.

This must be radically the same with Smush, s. 1.

Fife, and Smudge, A. Bor. Ir. Gael, smnid, vapour,

smoke.

To Smuister, r. a. To smother; applied to

air, Clydes.

Nae sun shines there, the mochie air

Wi' smuisteran' rowks stinks vyld.

Ballad, Edin. Mag., Oct 1818, p. 328.

Undoubtedly a derivative from Smttiit.

To SMUKE, Smuik, r. a. and n. To smoke,

Roxb. ; as, " to smuik bees/' V. S.MOOK, v.

Smuke, 8. Smoke, ibid.

[SMULE, Smuil, Smill, s. The small

pieces, fragments, leavings; state of dis-

integration ; tn smill, in pieces, Shetl.

Dan. smule, a small particle.]

[To Smule, Smuil, Smill, t?. w. 1. To
crumble, fall in pieces, Clydes., Orkn.

2. To slip through one's fingers, to slip away,

ibid.

3. To smuil aiea\ to sneak away, to slip away

stealthily, Loth.]

4. To smule in, to use wheedling or cajoling

means. One who curries favour with

another, is said to smule in in him, S.

Smulachix, adj. Puny, looking poorly, S. B.

Perhaps from Su.-G. smofa, a crumb, the smallest

part of any thing, Dan. smule, Isl. mole, id. from mol-a,

contundere, contringere ; whence our mulin, a crumb.

Gael, smeilag, however, is expl. **a pale puny female."

To mule in with one, S. is to bo in a state of intimacy,

literally, to crumble into the same dish with one. As

Su.-G. smul-a, signifies to crumble, the phrase might

seem originally the same. Wideg. renders Sw. smil-a,

to curry Favour; to fawn, to cringe. Germ, schmeichl-en,

bland iri, blande dictis mulccrc. Mit smehlieheu, blan-

dum, Willerara ; ersmiel-en, blandiri.

To SMULT, v. a. To crop very short ; as,

«« to smult a tree," to cut off the branches

above the cleft; "to smult the head of a

bairn," to cut its hair too close, Ayrs.

Su.-G. smol-a, comminuere ; *mola, smula, pars rei

minima. This has been viewed as formed from smo.
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parvus, anil mola, fragmentum, q. what remains after

grinding. I can scarcely view smttlt as allied to 0. Fr.

esmoula-re, to whet, to make sharp.

SMUKACIIIX, s. A stolen kiss, Fife. V.
Smikikix.

[6MURACK and SMURAGII. V. uudcr
Smuke.]

To SMUHE, r. a. To smother. V. Smore.

Smukack, Smuragh, $. [1. A slight smoke,

a puff o* reek, Ayrs.]

2. A slight drizzle, a summer shower of rain,

_ Mearus; a dimin. from Smurr, q. v.

3. Peat dust, S.

At first view this might seem formed from Teut.
smeuren, *moor~en, to smoke, to emit vapour ; whence
smoor, nmoke, vapour. But it seems more immediately
allied to the Celtic. For lr. smnr, smurach, are expf.

"dust, dross ;" O'Reilly. The Teut. and Celt, terms
seem, however, to be radically the same.

Smurr, s. A drizzling rain, Ayrs.
•• Smurr, light rain, rather heavier than dew ;

" Gall.

Enc
This term is equivalent to Dagg, denoting such rain

as scarcely exceeds mist Used also Perths. and Ren-
frews.

It's Smurrin, v. impers. It rains slightly,

Ayrs., Renfr.

Teut. smoor, fumus, vapor ; smoor-tn, vaporare.

[To SX1URL, v. n. 1. To eat little and
slowly ; to nibble in secret, Banffs.

2. To waste imperceptibly, ibid.]

[Smurlin. 1. As an adj., fond of dainties ;

given to eating in secret, ibid.

2. As a «., the act of eating or nibbling in

secret; the act of wasting imperceptibly,

ibid.]

SMURLIN, s. A species of shell-fish, Shet-

land.

••The smwrVm or tmuthli* is the Mya truncata,

remarkable for a shrivelled leathery process at one
and.'

1 NeiU's Tour, p. 93.

[SMURR, 9. A drizzling rain, Ayrs. V.
under Smure.]

To SMURTLE, r. n. To smirk. V. Smirtle.

SMUSH, *. 1. A disagreeable sulphurous

smell, occasioned by smoke and dust, Fife.

Smudije, a suffocating smell, A. Bor. Gl.

Grose.

2. Dirt, filth, Aberd.
Yer face is barked o'er wi* smn*h ;

Gae wash yersel, an' get a brash.
W. Bcatties Tales, p. 5.

[Smusii, Smushy, adj. Dirty, foul, stinking.]

Smushaoii, *. A suffocating smell arising

from a smothered fire, Aug. ; same with
Smush. Stushach, synon.

It nearly resembles Germ, schmutz, Su.-G. smuts,
aordes, tilth, schmutz-en, to defile. If this be the origin,

there is merely a transition from external pollution to
what is offensive to the olfactory nerves.

To SMUSII, v. a. and ?i. 1. To bruise, to

reduce to small particles, to grind to powder,
Roxb. ; synon. with Smash, q. v.

2. To eat bit by bit and secretly anything got

in an improper manner, S.

[3. To waste or decay slowly, Banffs., Clydes.]

Although this mi-ht seem originally the same with
Smash, it more nearly resembles Gael, smuai*, broken
in shivers; [but the term is prob. of Seaml. origin,

and allied to Sw. dial. *mfi*kr, from smakse, to smack.
V. under Smash, Skeat's Ktyin. Diet]

Smusii, s. [1. A bruised, broken, or crumbled
state.] Gane to smushy reduced to a friable

or crumbled state, like potatoes too much
boiled, &c, Roxb.

2. A slight drizzling rain, Ayrs.

This is evidently of Dan. origin ; smusk-er, " to

drizzle, to fall in small and slow drops ; smusk, thin

•mall rain ;- Wolff.

[3. Fragments, leavings, a lot of scraps,

Ayrs.]

Smusii, adj. [Broken, fragmentary; hence,

left, Ayrs., Perths.]
44 He seeth him gaping for lyfe lyke a hungry dogge

gaping for a smush bone." Z. Boyd's Balme of Gilead,

p. 107.

[Smusiiach, #. Anything small, or broken

into small pieces, Banffs.

2. Applied to a dainty, spruce person of small

stature, ibid.]

[Smushlach, s. Same with Smush, 8. 1 and

3, Perths.]

[Smusiile, s. 1. A lot of tit bits ; a dainty

meal or mouthful ; applied to any nice thing

eaten in secret, also, to the act of eating in

secret, Perths., Banffs.

2. Applied to one who is fond of dainties, or

who nibbles in secret, Banffs.]

To Smusiile, v. n. [1. Same with Smush, s.

2 and 3, ibid.]

2. To drizzle, Ayrs.

Obviously a diminutive from Smush, s., drizzling

rain, q. v.

SMUSTER, s. A large cluster of things,

Fife; synon. Muther.

SMUTCHACK, *. A term for a child

;

apparently synon. with Smatchet, Aberd.
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An', Tibby, bring him ben some meat.
Ye senseless smulchack.

IF. Beattie's Tales, p. 4.

Allied perhaps to Su.-G. smuts-a, inquinare, q.
"dirty little creature

"

SMY, 8. [A mean person.] "Pitiful fellow,"

Pinkerton.

—The smy on me smirks with his sinaik smollat.
Dunbar, AlaUland Poems, p. 48.

Thou subteil *my
Suhat wenis thow to degraid my hie estait,

e to decline as judge, curst creature ?

Police of Honour, i. 64.

The lown may lick his vomit, and deny
His shameless sawsse, like Satin slavish smy ;
Whase manners with his mismade members' here
Doth correspond, as plainly doth appeir.

Polwad
t
WidsunTs Coll., HI 23.

Su.-G. smyg-a, reptando se iirsinuare. Germ, Schmied-
en, to creep ; also, to humble one's self, to pre-
sent an humble petition. Dan. smy-er, to fawn, to
flatter ; 1st smiuy-a, to insinuate gradually by artful
means. Ihre views stnaa, parvus, as the origin ; sese
exiguum veluti facere.

[SMYTiLEACII, s. A gun, fowling-piece,
Shetl.]

To SMYSLE. r. a. To sear, Upp. CIvdes.
V. Smkroh.

ll

Allied perhaps to Isl. smia/ls-a, fabrefacio, as refer-

"

ring to the work of the smithy ; or a diminutive, from
Su.-G. smuts-a, orGerm, schmitz-en, pollucre, imjuinare.

(To SMYSTEK, v. /,. To be idle or idling,

to work in a lazy, listless, dreaming manner;
also, to talk or laugh to one's self, as in a
day dream, Clydes., Banffs.]

[Smyster, s. 1. An idle, listless, or dreamy-
state, ibid.

2. The act of working in such a state, ibid.

3. A person given to idling or listlessness, or
one who is listless iu work, ibid.]

Smysterix', part. adj. [Idling, dreaming,
working listlessly.] To sit 8mystevin\ to

sit beside the fire, brooding over it idly or
triflingly, Clydes. "What are ye sittin'

smysterin at?" Smuisterin\ Roxfi.

[Prob. allied to Sw. smyya, to sneak, to slink.]

[Smytcii, Smytciiek, *. V. under Smyte.]

SMYTE, s. 1. A small bit, a particle, a jot,

a grain, Moray, S.

[2. A puny, insignificant person, CIvdes.,
Banffs.]

Hence Smytrie, q. v. Smalt is the neut. of the Isl.
adj. signifying small. Germ *chmitzh&* been referred
to, by an ingenious correspondent, as signifying a cut
or portion. But this must surely be an error for schnitz.

Smytcii, Smytciiek, s. A little impudent
person; a contemptuous name for a child,

S.; synon. Smatcher, Smatchet.

** I ken vera well that ye dinna like to hae sic a wee
smytch o' a partner as me." Sir A. Wylio, ii. 108.
"Did I think, when I used to send the impudent

smytcher, wi* my haining o' twa three pounds to the
bank, that he was contriving to commit sic a highway
robbery on me at last?" The Entail, iii. 100. V.
Smatchet.

Su.-G. smaket signifies contemptus.

Smytuie, [Smytral, Smyteual], 8. A
numerous collection of small individuals,

Ayrs.

Himself, a wife, he thus sustains,

A smytri* o* wee duddie weans,
An' nought but his han' darg, to keep
Them right and tight in thak an' raj*.-.

Bums, Hi. 4.

Nearly allied to xnvxtters, aud from the same source.

[Smytim, Smytem, 8. A small hole wrought
in a sail for a reef-point, Shetl.]

[To Sxaaii, p. a. To catch, siezc ; to snaar a
tide, to catch a tide at a particular stage of
it, Shetl., Goth.; snava, to pass quickly,
run fast.]

[Sxaar, *. 1. The turn of the tide, the slack
between the ebb and flood, ibid.

2. The loop of cord forming the fulcrum of a
bismar, which is shifted along the graduated
lever in the process of weighing, ibid.

3. A snare, a noose, a gin, ibid.]

[Snaara-pix, s. A primitive contrivance for

catching fish before hooks were introduced
into Shetl.

[The snaara-pin consisted of a wooden pin attached
to the line with the bait on it. When the fish swal-
lowed the bait, the pin came across its mouth, and the
line was pulled smartly. Dan. snare, a noose, a gin.]

SNAB, *. 1. The projecting part of a rock

or hill, a rough point ; a term used both in

the North aud South of S.

*' There is a tradition universally prevalent through
this part of the country that formerly the river Tay
occupied a very different bed from what it does at
present ;—that at the Snalts of Drimraie, it sent off a
portion of its waters, which entered this parish between
the hills of Forgan and Dron." P. Longforgan, Perths.
Statist. Ace, xix. 554.

Then knees an
1
elbows like a crab,

Spraul up yoursel you dizzy snab.

A, Scott's Poems, 1811, p. 122.

2. The bank, rock, or hill itself, which projects.

This has beeti defined, I believe very accurately;
14 the brow of the steep ascent."
Perhaps from Bjlg. mabbe, tmebbe, a beak or snout,

Isl. tnojtpa, id. ; just as Su.-G. nabb, a promoutury,
is from nacbb, a beak.

SXAB, 8. 1. A cant term for a shoemaker's

or cobbler's boy, S. A. 8nob> S.B. allied per-

haps to Teut. 8nij>p-en, to cut.
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2. A cant term for a shoemaker, S.

To flame as an autnor oar anah was sae Wnt,
He ne'er blittn'd a stytne till be gAt it in prent.

Pickets Poena, ii. 132.

SNACHEL, (gutt.), s. The same with Snag-

gerel, q. v., Dumfr. V. Snauchle, t.

sense 2.

SNACK, adj. 1. Clever, alert, quick in

action. Be snack, be quick, do not lose

time, S.

In grit affairs ye had not hein sae snack,
About the ruleing of the common-weiL

. temple, Evergreen, i. 77.

•• Ye re very snack, i.e., very nimble, ready, quick,

Scot" Rudd. vo. Snek.

By this time Lindy is right well shot out ;—
Nae bursen bailch, nae wandought or misgrown.
And snack, and plump, and like an apple round.

Ross** Hetenore, p. IS.

Snack is evidently opposed to bursen bailch, q. one
who is so lusty as to be unfit for exertion.

The term is radically the same with Isl. snogg,

celer, citus ; whence snogge, cito. This seems formed
from snu-a, verti, which Ihre views as including

the idea of celerity, and as allied to A.-S. snudc, celeri-

ter, snell, citus ; Moil. Sax. sneidig, celer, Isl. snudur,

tnoltr, id. Sw. sno, cito auferre, snugg-a, clanculum
subducere, snafw-a, praepropere eundo titubare, &c.
V. Ihre, vo. Snabb.

2. Acute, quick of apprehension, S.

The knack I learned frae an auld aunty,
The snackest of a' my kiu.

Ramsa/s Poems, ii. 288.

3. [Clever] ; applied to the product of genius,

but improperly.

These keep my fancy on the wing,
Something that's blyth and snack to sing,

And smooth the runkled brow.
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 452.

[Snack, *. A person of keen, active disposi-

tion; a close-nsted person in bargaining, S.

Snackit is also used.]

Sxackie, adj. [Expert in bargaining.] "Full
of tricks and quirks/'

This seems to be nearly peculiar to Moray.

Tarn Tod was an ald-farran birkie,

Weel versed i' the gawds o' the sex ;

81ee, snackie, and wilie, and quirkie,

And famous for pliskies ana tricks.

Jamieson's Pojnd. Ball., i. 297.

This seems merely a dimin. from Snack.

Snackly, adv. 1. Cleverly, adroitly, S.

2. With intelligence, S.

How snackly cou'd he gi*e a fool reproof,

E'en wi* a canty tale he'd tell afT loof !

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 14.

Snackus, s. A fiHp, Mearns.
Probably from the same origin with Snack, q. v., as

denoting what is done with celerity : or as Dan.
knepper signifies both to crack, and to fillip, perhaps
from knaekk-er, Teut. knaek-en, to crack, with the
sibilation prefixed, as expressive of the sharp noise

made by a fillip.

To SNACK, v. n. "To snap or bite sud-

denly, as a dog/* GI. Sibb. V. Snak.

Snack, s. A morsel swallowed hastily, a

slight repast, S. Provine. E.
Ramsay speaks of them

—

that drink and dinna pay,
But tak' a smtck and run away.

Poems, i. 802.

44 And so, my young friend, we'll have a snack here

at the Hawes, which is a very deceut sort of a place."

Antiquary, i. 21.

[SNACLET, adj. Light coloured in body,

with a white face ; applied to sheep, Shetl.]

[To SNAF, v. n. To sniff in a noisy, surly,

or angry manner, like a vicious dog ; also,

to find fault in surly manner, Clydes.

Intermediate between sniff and snuff. V. under
Snap in Skeat's Etym. Diet.

To SNAG, r. a. To cut off branches with an

axe or bill, Dumfr. V. Sneck, Sxeo, v.

Snag, s. 1. A branch or broken bough of a

tree, S. ; aik-snag, an oak bough.

For even Roy, the chieftain's man,
Who wins within the hazv glen,- •

Well mounted on his wall-eyed mare,

As lantern as the lankest hare,

Without a lash, without a snag,

Or even saddle on the naj?,

Both rock and <lallop gallops o'er

To meet the mourners gone before.

Train's Mountain Muse, p. 65, 66.

"He'll glowr at an auld warld bark it aik-anag as if

it were a queez-maddam in full bearing." Rob Roy,

ii. 158. V. Barkit.

[2. A tit-bit, a dainty, a small piece cut off,

Banffs.

3. Snags, shares, equal cuts; uietaph., fair

play, Clydes.]

Snaggerel, *. A puny contemptible bant-

ling ; synon. Snackel, Dumfr. ; a dimin. from

Snag, a broken branch. V. Snaciiel.

Snagger-Sxee, s.
li A large knife, first

introduced from Germany ;" Gall. Enc.

The first part of the word must be from S. sneg, to

cut ; and snee, from Teut. snyite, or snede, ncies cultris,

Belg. snee; q. "a knife with a sharp edge." This

term may be viewed as allied to E. Snick and snee,

" a combat with knives."

To SNAG, v. a. and n. 1. To snarl, to banter,

Fife.

Teut. snack-en, latrare, gannire, garrire. Isl.

snecke, ringere, to grin, to shew the teeth, as a dog
doth.

2. To chide in a taunting way, to reprehend

both with severity and scorn, Ang.

[Snag, #. A growl, snarl, taunt, gibe ; also,

a snap, Clydes.]
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To Snagger, v. n. 1. To snarl, or grin like

a dog
;

[to attempt to bite, Banff's.]

[2. To snore with a harsh, gruutiug sound,

Banffs.]

[Snagger, s. 1. A snarl, an attempt to bite,

a snap, Banffs.

2. A grunting snore ; also, the act of snoring,

ibid!]

Snaogin, *.
u Biting, raillery."

Sic hablin' an' gablin',

Ye never heard nor 8aw ;

Sic anaggin an' braggin',

An' randy-beggar-jaw.
A. Douglases Potitis, p. 121.

Sw. snackare. Germ, schnak, gerro, a droll, a buffoon

;

schmak-en, jocularia loqui.

Snaggy, adj. Sarcastical, Fife., used as an
adv.; [snappish, Clydes.]

Quo* Maggy fell snaggy,
*' Ye lie, you loun, an' joke."

A. Douglass Poems, p. 130.

Snaggy, testy, peevish, A. Bor. GL. Grose.

SNAIG, s. 1. An old flash word, used to

denote the obtaining of money, whether by
fair or by foul means, as by cheating or
stealing, Fife.

2. A worthless fellow, ibid.

In came a snaig she lo'ed na weil

For bis disloyal clavers,

Wha aft wad scan" at priest and dVU,
An' ca't a' aold wives' havers.

MS. Poem.

8u.-G. snack-a, nu^ari ; Teut. snigghe, a snail ; or
perhaps allied to £. sneak, v., q. a sueak or sneaking

[To SNAIK, v. n. 1. To sneak, in walking,

working, or speaking, S. E. sneak.

2. To walk or work in an indolent maimer,

s.]

[Sxaik, Snaiker, b. An indolent person, S.]

[Snaikix. 1. As a #., the act of sneaking;

walking or working indolently, S.

2. As an adj., given to sueaking; slow, in-

dolent, S.]

SNAK, 8. [1. Same with Snack, q. v.

2. A small portion, a tit-bit ; also, a person

of small stature, a wee bodle, S.]

3. The gnashing of a dog's teeth together,

when he aims at his prey, S.

Bot than the swypi»er tuskaud hound assayis

And neris fast, ay redily hvm to hynt,

—

Wyth hys wyde chaftU at hyra makis ane nnak.
Doug. Virgil, 439, 33.

*' Belg. snack, a gasp ; or rather, q. d. a snatch, or
aim to snatch ; " Rudd. Teut. snack-en, captare,
captitare, biauti ore captare, Kilian. Isl. snogg, celer,

citus.

VOL. IV.

[4. Snaks, same with snags, shares, halves, i.e.,

equal division of the* spoil; as, "I'll gae
snaks wi* ye," Clydes.]

To SNAM, r. n. " To snap at any thing

greedily ;" Gall. Enc.

Moes. -G. siiitim-jdiCproperare, snium-jando, vclociter.

Alem. snuimor, celerius, Is!, snemma, cito. Prob. from
Goth. sno, snn-o, properare. 8w. sno, sno act tig, cito

auferre.

To SNANG, v. n. To twang f

"The runt [of a scythe] must be siccartl in the den,

that the blade may have a suanging sound ;" Gall. Enc.,

to. Sncd.

•To SNAP, v. a. and n. [1. To make a

sudden bite, to gnash the teeth, S.

2. To catch, seize, lay hold of suddenly

;

hence, to seize an opportunity, to attempt,

to try, S.]

If some auld swinger snap to speak
Of pink-ey'd queans, he gives a .squeek.

A. SicoTs Poem*, p. 22.

3. To snap up, [to seize and carry off] ; also,

to eat hastily, to devour, S.; as, "lie snapt

up his parritch."

"The peonlo carried all out of his way ; stragglers

were snapped up ; the hills made many both horse and
man sicken and die." Baillic's Lett., ii. 362.

[Sw. tnappa, to snatch, snap.]

Belg. snapp-en, to catch hastily, to seize with
violence ; op snappen, to devour.

Snap, adj. 1. Quick, smart, eager to find

fault ; [short-tempered, surly], S.

But a Iang trypall there was snap,

Cam on him wi* u bend,
Gart him, ere ever he wbt, cry clap

Upon his nether end,
An' there he lay.

Christinas Bating, Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 126.

[2. Brittle, short-grained, crisp, West of S.]

Snap, s. [1. A sudden bite, grip, or seizure

of any kind, S.]

2. [Instant, clap] ; in a snap, in a moment,
immediately, S. B.

3. A small brittle cake of gingerbread, S.: so

called from its being crisp or easily snapped,

•• Snap, a little cake ;" Gall. Kncycl.
•• I might shut up house—if it was the thing 1 lived

be—me, that has seen a' our gentle-folks bairns, and
gien them snaps and sugar-biscuit maist of them wi*

my ain hand." St. Ronan, i. 48.

[4. A small piece of anything eatable, Clydes-,

Banffs.]

And now the fead is soften'd, and alang

They inarch, aud mix themsell* amang the thrang.

The face of things is alter'd in a snap.
Rosss Uelcnore, p. 123.

V. the v.

Belg. met em *n«p, in a moment ; in a crack, synoo.
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Snap Dyke, a. A species of inclosure, S. ()•

"A kind of stone fence, called Snap-dykf*, peculiar

to Carrick and the north parte of Galloway, is admir-
ably fitted for sheep parks ; being from 4 to 6 feet in

height, strong and nruily locketl together at the top."

P. Kirkmichael, Ayr*. Stat. Ace, vi. 104.

Tent, man, interceptio, snapp-en, intercipere ; q. a
fence that cheek* the sheep.

Snap-oux, s. Apparently a gun or fire-

lock that snaps, as opposed to one with a

matchlock.

"Their foote men haveing *nap gnnnes and suordis

•all have the pay of foote souldiers." Acts Cha. I., Ed.
1814, VL 65. V. Snap-work.

Snap-iiauxce, s. A firelock ; the same with

Snapgun.
"

* Let roe see those pistols.' ' Ye are not so onwise
as to meddle with such snap-haunces, Baby Charles,'

amid James.'* Nigel, ii. 93.

O. E. " snap-haunce, a firelock, a gun that strikes

fire without a match ; " Phillips. This is from Belg.

smapkaan, id. q. a cock that snaps.

Snap-work, Snapwark, s. A firelock.

Bat those who were their chief commanders—
Were right well mounted of their gear ;—
With dark, and snap-work, and snuff-mill,

A bagg which they with onions filL

CleXandTs Poems, p. 12.

Some were chasing hens and cocks.
Some were loosing horse from yocks,

Some with snap-warks. Home with bowes,
Were charging reer* of toons and ewes.

Ibid., 84.

Snapey, ado. Hastily, quickly, S. B.

n. 1. To stumble, to

he's ca'd hame, thev shot him in before
la a black hole, and snaply lock'd the door.

Ross's Helenore, p. 47.

Uka morning by the screak o' day,
They're set to wark, snd snaply ca'd away.

Ibid., p. 51.

Teal snap, raptus. Y. Snap up.

Snapper, Snappert, adj. Tart, hasty. A
snappert answer, a tart reply, S. B.
Smaimr also denotes a person who is foolish and

mtpodent ; who makes no account of what he says.
Tent, snapper, garrulus, loquax.

To Snapper, v.

trip slightly, S.
"A horse with four feet may snapper by a time

;

"

8. Pror. Kelly, p. 26.

It had been used in the same sense in O.E. "I
smapper as a horse dothe that tryppeth. Je trippette.

My horse dyd nat stumble, he dyd but snapper a lytelL"

2. To err in conduct, to get into a scrape, S.

Keidful it is thairfoir to gang warlie.
That rakleslie thow snapper nocht nor slyd.

—

He reulis weil that weil in court can guide.
Maitland Poems, p. 277.

Snapper, s. 1. A stumble, S.

2. A failure as to moral conduct, S.
•• Quhat is thy parte in thir slippes and snapper* ?—Sleepenot there quhere thou hes fallen." Brace's

Eleven Serm., O. 8. a.

•• I am not like these sinners which but trip and
stumble, and rise again after a *nap/#r, my fall is with
my full weight." Z. Boyd's Last Battvll, p. 100.

3. A perplexity, an entanglement, a snare, S.
— '* That body's mud ! He'll lead us into some ill-

fanr'd snapper. Diuna bo ower rash, callans. Just
look afore ye." Perils of Man, ii. 42.

Q such a situation as one is often brought iuto in

consequence of tripping.

4. ** An unforeseen accident ; a misfortune
;"

Gall. Encycl.

Snappoi's, adj. Hasty iu temper, testy, S.

the same with £. snappish.

Sxappy, adj. Keen iu business, disposed

to take the advantage of another, Aug.

Snapsy, adj. Tart, surly, S. B. snappish, E.

The snaps}/ karles grain in ease

;

Thoy sleep and eat when e'er they please.

. A. NicoVs Poems, p. 22.

SNARE, adj. Prudent and diligent ; as, " a

snare wife," a good housewife, one who
manages her family well, Dumfr.
Perhaps this ought to be viewed as another suuse of

Ssmrre, S. B., tart, severe ; as it seems to claim the

same origin.

(To SNARK, v. n. 1. To make a snoring

noise, Shetl.

2. To fret, grumble, or find fault with one,

Ayrs.

Sw. swarka, to snore.]

SNARRE, adj. 1. Tart, severe. A snarre

mistress, a mistress who is severe to her

servants, S. B.

2. Rigid, firm to the grasp ; as, snarre corn,

grain that feels firm and hard, when press-

ed in the hand, S. B.

3. Applied to one who is so sharp in his deal-

ings as to indicate a disposition to overreach

others, Ayrs. ; written Snaur.

This term, in the first sense, seems to have a very
extensive affinity. Isl. snar, celox, acer ; whence
smara, celeriter aufcrre ; merra, snaera, fight, snaer-

wssz, I fight, Snerrir, or Snorri, a man's name denoting
one addicted to fighting, Gunnlaug. S. Snarrllnd-r,

sharp-witted ; Su.-G. guar, quick ; Bclg. snar, snap-

pish, snarling ; Teut. snarr-en, jurgare, fremcre.

Sxar-gab, s. Acrimonious prating, abusive

language ; or, as some understand it, rather

the mouth from which it is emitted ; as,

" Haud your snar-gab" Lanarks. ; (synou.

Snashgab,) from Snarre, tart, severe.

To SNASH, v. n. To talk saucily, to bandy
insolent language, S. V. Smsty.
Tnis may be allied to Su.-G. snacl-a, nugari, to

talk in a trifling manner, q. *nack*-a ; snack, nugae,
frivolous discourse.
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Snash, $. " Abuse, Billingsgate," Gl. Burns

;

pert or snarling language.

I've DOtk'd, ou our Laird'* court-day,

An' mony a time my heart's been wac,

Poor tenant bodies, want o' canh,

How tbey maun thole a factor's snash,

Hell stamp an' threaten, curse an' swear,

Hell apprehend them, poind their gear.

Burns, iii. 6.

Snash, adj. Pert, saucy, S.

The tane crys, " Gie rae't, mind I brought the cash;"

The titbcr says, " I'll hae't," aud that right snash.

Morison's Pvems, p. 189.

It is here used aa an ad*.

Snash-gab, ». 1. Prating, petulant talk-

ing, S.

2. A prattling forward boy or girl, S.; called

also Noshgabj and by inversion Gabna&h.

Snasiiteh, a. Trifles, Ayrs.

Teat, moester, the green bark covering the shell of a

nut, a husk ; perhaps rather from Snash, v.

SXASTRY, 8. " Low chat ;
* Gall. Encycl.

SNATCH, s. A hasty repast, S.

"Our kind host and hostess would not let us go
without taking a snatch, as they called it ; which was
in truth a very good dinner." Boswell's Journ., p.

826. V. Snack, *.

To SNAUCHLE, (gutt), v. n. To walk in

a slow and lingering mode, to saunter,

Lanarks.

Snauchle, 8. 1. A term used to denote one

of a weak habit of body, ibid.

hit snigifl denotes a snail ; Dan. snegel, A.-S. snaegl,

id., deduced from snic-an, to creep, whence E. to Sneak.

2. A dwarf ; synon. Nauchle, ibid., Dumfr.

SNAW, 8. Snow, S. snauw, S. B. A. Bor. id.

The red that's on my true love's cheik,

Is like blood drops on the snaw.
Minstrelsy Border, ii. 7.

Y. 8ntf.

The ground fadit, and fauch wox al the feildis,

llountane toppis slekit with snaw ouer heildis.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 200, 43.

V. SNTP, V.

A.-S. snaw, Moes.-G. snaiws, Belg. sneeutc. Hence,

To Snaw, v. n. To snow, S. ;
pron. q. Snauic,

S. B. " Snaw, to snow ;
" Gl. Picken.

This is properly used as an impersonal v.

;

Jt
f

8 snawin.

Snaw-bird, 8. The same with Snaw-fowl.
** Snaw-burds, birds which visit us in winter

;
" Gall.

Encycl.

Snaw-brack, 8. " A thaw, which frequently

raises rivers, and does great damage ;
" Gall.

Encycl.

Snaw-Brue, Snaw-Bru, Snaw-Broo, s.

Snow in a dissolved state, S.

"Snawbroe, melted snow ;" Gall. Enc. V. Bree.

"Fishermen observe, and I think justly, that
they [salmon] do not like to leave the estuaries or
Booths of rivers, uutil the melted snow («naw bru) is

oat of the water." Prize Essays, Highland Society of

8., ii.400.

In ssony a torrent down the snaw-broo rowes.
Bums, iiL 66.

This in Norw. is denominated sole-brae, i.e., snow
melted by the heat of the sun : from sole, the *un, and
brue-t, to melt Can this be the origin of our Brue.

& B. Bree, q. what is dissolved ? Or shall we prefer

that given under Bree. from Germ, braw-en, Sec, to
bod.

Snaw-flaigii, Snaw-fleck, 8. The same
with Snoic-jlake, the Suow-bunting, Aberd.

The sua wis scantly beetle-height,

An' snau+Jtaighs teuk their hamewanl flight.

Tarras's Poems, p. 51.

V. Sxow-flake.

Snaw-Fowl, 8. The Snow-bunting, ShctL

"Kmberiza Nivalis. (Lin. syst.) Snaw-Fotol, Snow-
Bunting; or Snow-Flake." Edmonstonc's ZetL, ii. 2l8.

Norw. snetfugl, id.

Snaw-Powther, 8. "Fine snow;n GaU.
Enc.

Snaw-Wride, 8. V. Wreath.

Snawie, adj. Snowy, S.

—Thy xameie bosom sun-ward spread,
Thou lifts thy unassuming head.

Burns, iii. 202.

SNAWDOUNE HARKAT, Sxowdoun
Herald. u Alexr

. Guthre Siiawilouue

Harrat" Aberd. Reg., A. 1545.

" The heralds, being six in number, have their pre-

cedency according to the dates of their creations.

Their names of addition are altogether local, and are

very ancient Snowdown is named from Snowdown
castle in the shire of Ross, and the residence of our
ancient Scots kings. Albany is named from the whole
realm, which, by the ancients, was called Alba, and
by our Highlanders

—

Albanach. This herald was in

use mostly to attend upon the Dukes of Albany.
Boss herald, so named from the county of Ross, which
was of old an appendage of the Crown. Kotfvxiy has

his name and title from the castle of Rothsay, or Kosay,

an ancient residence of our Scots kings in the isle of

Bute. Marchmont derives his title from the castle of

Marchmoat, so named in our ancient histories, now
called Roxburgh castle. Hay herald has his denomi-
nation from au island in the west seas.

"As for pursuivants, they are also for most part

locally denominated (Unicorn only excepted) vis.

Carrick, Kintyre, Ormond, and Bute." Nisbets He-
raldry, P. iii., p. 166.

The orthography differs, in some instances, in our

records. Jacobus, Ac. dilectis nostris Leoni regi ar-

moruni, Hay, Albanie, Ross, Rothesay, Snnwlnun,
Merchemoud, heraldcs ;—Ormond, Bute, Unicorn,

Carrick, signiferis. Act. Ja. VI., 1581, vol. iii. 207-

"Snawdon [Barb., p. 70,]—a part of the castle of

Kildrummy, probably appropriated to the knightly

ceremonies grafted on the legends of K. Arthur's round

table, and apparently the same which is now called

the Snaw tonrr. There was also a Snaicdown in Strive-

line ; and there arc many triaccs of the same name in

various parts of Scotland. D. Macphci sou's Geogr.

Hlustr.
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The Dassage, to which this ingcuious writer refers,
it the following

:

—And intill schort tyme lias done,
Thst sll s quartir off Snaicdoun,
Rycht till the erd thai tunimyllyt douii.

The Bruce, p. 70, Ed. 1820.

At Snawdoun was either a part of the castle of
Kildrammy, or in its immediate vicinity, it has been
improperly placed in Ross ; for Kildrummy was in the
Oarioch.

To SNEAR, v. n. 1. To emit a hissing
sound, Clydes.

8yne a snearin snake she twiu'd round his arm,
An' owr his bosom *Lide.

Jfarg o' Craignethan, Ed. Mag., July 1819.

2. It is also expl. to snort, Ayrs. V. Sneer.

To SNECK, Snick, Sneg, v. a. 1. To cut
withasuddcn stroke of a sharpinstruments.

Some aft, their leeful lane.
Bring to the warld the luckless weau,
And sneg its infant thrapple.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 860.

"Do the folk think I hae another thrapple in my
pouch after John Hielandman's sneckit this one wi' his
joctaleg!" Rob. Roy, iil 140.

2. (To cut off, to terminate, to cut short];
to sneg off at the web's end, to cut off one's

hopes, S. ; in allusion perhaps to the cutting
of a web out of the loom.

Kind Jove has plsy'd a jmrcnt's part,
Wha did this prize to Pallas send,
While we're sneg'd off at the web's end.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 465.

Tent, snoeck-en, Germ, scnneck-en, scindere. Wacbter
mentions ss synon. A.-S. threosnaerce, trisulcus ; IsL
mauag klaede, Testes laceratae. Hence perhaps the
EL phrase, to go snacks, to have a share or portion, from
the idea of the article being previously divided by
cutting.

[3. To cut into, to make incisions, to indent,
to scollop ; as, " She sneckit it wi' the shears
a* roun*^ Clydes.]

[4. To set or fix into an incision for the pur-
pose of shutting or keeping- closed; as, to

meek the lid o* a box, to sneck the door

;

Hence, to shut, shut up], to secure by a
latch or bolt, S.
" To snick the door; to latch, or shit, the door;"

Sir J. Sinclair's Observ., p. 19.

Sae out she slips, and snecks the door behin'.

Ross's Uelenore, p. 42.

"'The secrets of- grit folk/ said Ochiltree within
himsel, 4 are justlike the wild beasts that are shut up
in cages. Keep them hard and fast sncckcd up, and it's
a rery weel or better—but ancs let them out, they will
tarn and rend you. 1 " Antiquary, ii. 334.

5. [To close, fill up, or stop an incision or gap];
— to sneck wf lime, to make indentationsas, w sneck wi
in a wall, filling the blanks with lime ; or,
in building, to insert a small quantity be-
tween the stones in the outer side, Aberd.
aynou. to teeth with lime

9 S. V. Stob-
THACK1T.

Sneck, Snick, Sxeo, s. 1. A cut suddenly
given, a small incision or notch, S.

Oin we the gaily guide na now with can,
Tinay chance to gee's a sneck into the hand.

Ross's Uclcnort, p. 89.

Sneck is often used to dcuote a stroke of the scis-
sors, 8.
" I give your honour leave to hang Shcmus, if there's

a pair of sheers in the Highlands that has a Itaulder
sneck than hers ain at the—shape of the trews."
Waverley, ii. 273.

2. The latch of a door, S. Provinc. E. de-
nominated perhaps from the notch by which
it is fastened.

The door's wide open, nae sneck ye hae to draw.
Rosss Helenore, p. 77.

—Click ! the string the snick did draw :

And jee ! the door gaed to the wa\
* Burns, iii. 101.

Swith, sneck and bar and bowt she drew.
Jamieson's Popular Ball., \. 234.

JWi* the door hauflins up, an' the sneck in his ban',
He faintly enquired—wad they lodge a puir man /

A. Laing.]
This word has also been used in O. E. as synon. with

Latch. 4< Latche or snekke. Pessulum. Clitorium.

"

Afterwards, "Snek or latche. Clitorium. Pessulum."
Prompt. Parv. "Pessnlom, dicitur sera lignea qua
hostium pellitur cum seratur. Dicitur a petto, pcllia.
Anglice, a lyteke, a latche, or a snecke, or a barre of a
dore." Ort. Vocab.
" Lache, or snecke of a dore, Fr. locquct." Palser..

B. iil F. 43, b.
* 6 *

3. Also used for a small bolt.

4. A portion of a wall built with single stones,
or stones which go from side to side, Gallo-
way.
"Besides the improvement of locked tops, he (John

Macadam of Craigenguillen) invented also snecks or
hudds, It., spaces built single at short intervals, a very
useful contrivance, for if any accident happen to a part
of the dyke, these snecks prevent the evil from spread-
ingfar.* Agr. Surv. Gall., p. 86. V. Through-band.

Sneck-drawer, Sxick-drawer, s. A n mild
sneck-drawer, one who, from long experience,
has acquired a great degree of facility in ac-
complishing any artful purpose, S.

And mony s lie was there,

—

Whan the tittliu aid snick-dancers fell to,
And they wi* the creature were flush.

Jamieson's PopiUar Ball., i. 295.

"A sly, cunning person, that can remove locks and
bolts, and raise latches, without being heard ;" Gl. ibid.
"'And so gudeman,' said she,— • ye hae had that

auld sntckdrawer, Keelivin, wi' you ?
' " The Entail.

ii. 22.

The allusion is evidently to the practice of one who
makes way for himself into any place that is shut up
and secured, by forcing the bolt.

It has been observed, that S. jmwky corresponds to
Lat. astutuA, q. arte tutus, Fest , and that the stronger
terra callidus, may be fitly rendered, an auld sneck-
drawer.

SNECK-DRAWix,adf/. Crafty, trick-contriving,

Then you, ye auld snick-drawing dog !

Ye came to Paradise incog.

Burns, iii 74.
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" I am sure I aye took your part when folk misca'd

ye, and said ye were this, that, and the other thing,

and little better than an auld meek-drawing loon, Mr.
Bindlooae." St. Ronan, ii. 24.

Sneckeu, «. - A sharper, Roxb.

[Sneck-pin, s. The pin or latch of a sneck, S.]

To Sneck-pin, r. a. To put in small

stones between the larger ones in a wall,

and to daub the seams with lime, S. B.,

Aberd. ; synon. Snecl; r. sense 3.

"The walls of these houses shall be built of stone
and lime, or stone and mortar, outer course laid and
sneck-pincd with lime." Agr. Surv. Aberd., p. 199.

To SNED, v. a. 1. To cut, to prune ; ap-

plied especially to trees, shrubs, <fcc, S.

snath, S. Bor., id. Rudd. vo. Smith.
I hae a wife and twa wee laddies,—
But I'll sned besoms—thraw saugh woodies,

Before they want
Burns, it 271.

" If it be a forest, he [the donatar] cannot otherwise
ent it than the heritor *as in use to do, or for the use
of the ground, to repair tenants' houses, &c. or to sued
them. Fount. Doc. Suppl., iii. 286.

2. To lop off, in a general sense, S.

Clap in hi* walie nieve a blade,

He'll mak it whistle.

An' legs, an* arms, an' heads will sacJ,
Like taps o* throsle.

Burns, iii. 220.

3. To hew or polish stones with a chisel, S.

4. To remove excrescences ; used in a moral
sense.

11 It is good that God snedde the vnfruitfull and rot-

ten branches of our life." Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p.
218.

" We wrote a free admonition to the Parliament, of
their jealousies and divisions ; which, although it took
not away the root, yet did it *nrd many of the branches
of-the evils complained of. " BailhVs Lett., ii. 94.

5. To emasculate, S. Teut. snijd-en, castrare,

evirare.

[6. To fit a shaft in a scythe, S. V.
Sned, *.]

One sense of Teut. *nytl-en is nearly allied to this

;

calpere, caelare ; and snydc, also *nedet denotes the
edge of a knife.

The primary sense of this very v., as given by Kilian,
is, to prune

; putare, sccarc. This corresponds to the
sense of Germ, achiuid-en, A.-S. Franc. Alem. wid-an,
Belg. snyd-en. Gl. Keron. afnumid-an, amputare.
Isl. eg siitid, seco. Hence, Snod, q. v.

Sned, 8. 1.- A branch pruned off, Lanarks.

2. Scythe-sned, the shaft or pole of a scythe,

S.

"Sned, the long pole a scythe is fitted into, for the
purpose of mowing with it ;" Gall. Enc.

"Snathe, the handle of a scythe. South." Grose.
V. SlTHE-SNED.

Snedder, s. A prnner, one who lops off

branches, ibid.

Sxeddixs, *. pi. The primings, or twigs,

lopped off from trees, S.

Germ, abgeachittnene, id. Teut tneifc, Belg. weed,

a cut, a slice.

Sned-kail, s. Coleworts or cabbages, the old

stalks of which, after they have begun to

sprout, are cut off and left in the earth for

future product. The cutting is supposed

to preveut their going to seed, S. B.

Isl. smdkael, brassica praescissilis, Dan. sni&ael, id.

SNED, Sxeed, 8. 1. The link of hair to

which a hook is tied, that is -fastened to a

cord-line, or set line. Snood, synon.

[2. The piece of twine that fastens a cork-

float to the head-back of a herring net,

Banffs.]

[To Sned, v. a. To fit a link of hair to a

fishing-hook, S. ; also, to fasten a cork-float

to a herring net, Banffs.

Isl. s/iMcr, to turn, twist; Dan. snoe, Sw. s*o, to

twist, twiue ; E. suood.}

[To SNEEG, v. n. To neigh, ShetL; to snirt,

snigger, Clydes. ; sneeger is also used.]

To SNEEL, v. n. [t. To be lazy; to do

anything in a lazy, trifling manner, Banffs.]

2. To snivel, to speak through the nose, Gall.

Encycl.

[Sxeel, *. 1. The act of doing anything

lazily, Banffs.

2. A person of indolent habits, ibid.]

[Sneelix, adj. Indolent, lazy, loitering; also,

snivelling, ibid.]

SNEEP, t. The glitter of a white colour.

V. Snip.

To SNEER, v. w. 1. To inhale by the nostrils,

Fife.

2. To snort, snore, Ayrs.

3. To hiss; the term used in Clydes. to

denote the hissing of the adder. V. Sxear.

[Isl. hnerra, to sneeze, hnerri, a sneeze.]

Under the E. r. Snetr, Seren. mentions as the pro-

bable root, Goth, tfnirre (*nerri, Verel.) sternutatio.

The act of sneezing, indeed, approaches very near to

that referred to in sense 2. This r. gives us the original

sense of E. sneer, as signifying, to show contempt.
As signifying to hiss, it might seem allied to Su.-G.

morr-a, susurrare ; Teut. snarr-en, frcinere, strepcre,

murmurare.

Sneer, s. 1. The act of inhalation or inspira-

tion by the nostrils, Fife.

2. A snort, S. V. Niciiek, *.

3. The act of a horse, when colded, in throw-

ing the mucus from his nostrils, S.
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4. The hiss of an adder, Clydes.

SNEESIIIN, Sneezin, 9. t. The vulgar

name fur snuff, S.
—"Whence the S. sneezing, or snuff, because it

makes one to sneeze ; " Rudd. vo. JfeU.
—A mill of good sneezing to prie.

RUson's 3. Songs, I 21Z

It was early called sneesing jtonder.

"The wyne pynt and Tobacco pype, with sneesing

ponder prouoking aneuell, were his heartes delight.

His life hath beene a stumbling blocke vnto manie."
Z. Boyd's Last Battel], p. 1195.

3. A pinch of snuff ; S.
—Or else they are not worth s snisken.

MesUm's Poems, p. 25.

Sneeshin-IIorn, *. A horn used for holding

snuff; synon. a Snuff-mill, S.

Lancash. " sneeze-horn, a snuff-box made of the tip

of a horn ;" T. Bobbins.

Sneeshinie, adj. Snuffy, S.B.

In Ir. and Oael. snaoisin signifies snuff. But it has
undoubtedly been borrowed from the 8. or E., as

there is no correspondent term in C.B., nor any verb
in Celt, resembling Sneeze.

The Sw. name for snuff has a similar origin ; snus,

from snegs-a, to sneeze. Hence snusdosa, a snuff- box.

Sneeshin-mill," Snishin-box, 8. A snuff-

box, S. Shirr. GL
And there his sneezingmilne snd box lyes.

ColviTs Mock Poem, ii. 9.

The luntin pipe, an* sneeshin mill,

Are handed round wi' right guid will
Burns, iii 7.

His fishing-wand, his snishin box,

A fowling-piece to shoot niuir-cocks,

—

This was his game.
Forbes's Dominie Depos'd, p. 20.

Galled a mill: because, being anciently of a cylin-

drical form, it was not only used for holding the snuff,

but the tobacco, after being dried at the fire, was
bruised or ground in it. V. preceding word.

[Sneeshin-pen, 8. A small spoon or quill used

in taking snuff, S.; hence, a pen-fu
9
o 8tmff^\

To SNEEST, Sneyst, v. n. To treat con-

temptuously by word or action. He 8ney8tit

at it, Loth. V. Snisty.
Ne'er let her slights thy eourage spill.

Nor gie a sab, although she snerst

;

She's sairest paid that gets her will.

Herd's Coll., ii. 45.

Isl. snessa is expl. by Haldorson, irritare, contemp-

tim tractare.

Sneest, *. uAn air of disdain;" Gl. Herd.

Impertinence, Ettr. For.

This seems the same with Sneist, q. v.

[To SNEET, Sneeter, v. n. To loiter, to be

lazy ; to do any thing in a lazy, sleepy, or

stupid manner, Banffs.]

£Sneet, Sneeter, *. 1 . The act of loitering,

lazying,~or of doing any thing in a lazy or

stupid manner, ibid.

2. A person of a lazy, trifling, or stupid dis-

position, ibid.]

[Sneetin, Sneeterin, adj. Indolent, awk-
ward, stupid, ibid.

Evidently allied to E. sneak, 8. snail, q. v.]

[SNEEVE, Snee, Snae, v. a. and n. To
cut with a sharp instrument, Shetl. Goth.
sneida, id.]

[SNEEVELACK, *. A snuff-box, Shetl.

Sw. and Dan. snabel, beak, snout, proboscis.]

To SNEG, v. a. 1. To cut. V. Sneck.

2. To interrupt, to check, &c, Gall. Enc.
This seems to be the same with Snag, Ang.

3. To invite a broil, ibid. This appears to

correspond with Snag, as signifying to snarl,

to banter.

Sxeg, *. A low term for gain, Fife ; ap-

parently parallel to the E. phrase, to go
snacks, to get a share, or half.

Allied to the v. Sneck, Sneg, to cut, q. v.

SNEILL, *. An indolent inactive person,

Aberd.; perhaps merely the northern pron.

of SnooL [V. Sneel.]

To SNEIR. [Prob., to speed, waft, or steer.]

This veir bavth blythnes and abundance bringis,

Naveis of schippis outthrocht the sea to sneir

With riches raymentis, and all royall thingis.

Bannatgne Pvems, p. 200, st 24.

••Probably an error in MS. for si-fir, steer," Note,
ibid. But it may very naturally signify, to move
swiftly ; IsL snar-a, celeritcrauferre, snar, celet, citus.

V. Sneer, v.

SNEIRLY, adv. In derision.

Seueirly, not sneirlu,

To you I make it plain.

BureTs Pilg., Watson's Coll., it 31.

Le., I tell you this seriously, not in derision or in a
sneer.

SNEIST, 8. A gibe, a taunt, Loth. ; synon.,

snipe.

I ca.-ena by their base ill names,
Their sneists an* sneers, an fv-for-shames.

Jo. Hogg's Poems, p. 48.

SneistY, adj. Sneering, Loth. V. Snisty.

SNEITH, adj. Smooth, polished ;
[comely].

Not snexth, metaph. applied to language

that is tart and somewhat acrimonious, S.

This put the dame in perfect wrath,

Her words they wereua sneilh.

A. Scott's Poems, p. 16.

This prince himself, fra that he did liehald

The snaw quhite visage of this Pallas bakl,

—

And eik the gapand dedely wound has sene,

Maid by the si>eris licde Kutuliane,

I bis sneith, and fare slekit brcist bane,
s ene thus plenit.

Doug. Virgil, 860, 65.

Amyd I

With tens bristand from hys ene thus plenit.
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Isl. snig-ug is rendered elogans, Haldorson. But
Sneith seems to be merely a variety of A. Bor. Snathe,
which signifies " to prune trees ; to cut off thelwughs
of ash or other timber trees, of which the wood is

used, *a prune is of fruit-trees ;" Grose. Isl. sneid-a,

•scare. V. Svkd. Perhaps this is the proper meaning
of Sntith, as used by O. Douglas.

SNELL, adj. 1. Keen, sharp, severe ; as a
snell strait, S. It is used in this sense

adverbially by Blind Harry.
This man went doun, and sodanlye he saw.
As to hvs sycht, dede had him swappyt snell

;

8yn said to thaim, lie has payit at ne aw.
Wallace, ii. 249, MS.

It often denotes bodily pain. Thus the adj. is used
for the adv.

Now Bruntie's ee's tied in a clout,

I wat he faa't right snell.

Cock's Simple Strains, p. 137.

3. Sharp, piercing ; applied to the temperature
of the air, S.

The schote I closit, and drew inwart in hy,
Cheuerand for cald, the sowomi was sa snell,

8chupe with hait flambis to steiue the fresing fell.

Dong. Virgil, Prol. 202, 34.

Thus .we still say, A snell day, a sneil blast, a snell

wmd,$.
Its better to sit stilt than rise and fa*

:

On Tintoe tap the snellest drift-showers bkw.
Fall* of Clyde,?. 174.

3. Severe, sarcastic ; transferred to language.

A snell body, one who is tart in conversa-

tion : A snell answer; &c.
Sir David's satyres help'd our nation
To carry on the Reformation ;

And gave the scarlet whore a box
Mair snell than all the pelts of Knox.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 442.

Wha coming gatewards to me do I see,

But this snell lass, that came the day with me ?

Ross's Helenort, p. 88.

4. Firm, determined, S.

—That in ilk action, wise and snell,

You may shaw manly fire.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 49.

5. Acute ; used in relation to mind, S.

Europe had nane mair snack or snell

At verse or prose.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 831.

—Fu' o' good nature, sharp and snell witha*.

Boss's Helenort, p. 16.

In O.E. it signifies, keen, sharp.

He hasted him to the Swin with sergantes snell,

To mete with the Normandes that fals war and fell.

Minot's Poems, p. 19.

6. Applied to losses in trade, S.

"It may be a dead loss !—whate'er ane o' your
Lombard-street goldsmiths may say to it, its a */W/ane
in the Sautmarket o' Glasgow. llob Roy, ii. 239.

A.-S. Alem. Su.-O. Peut. snell, Isl. snia/l-ur.

Germ, schncll, celer, acer, alacer, expeditus : Ital.

snell-o. The Isl. word is also expl. aniiuis acer ; and
Su.-G. snell is rendered ingeniosus ; Ihre, vo. Snilte.

Snellich, quickly, occurs in a satire written soon after
the Conquest, ap. Hickos. V. Warton's Hist. E. Poet.,
i. 11. He calls it a Gallo-Frankish word.
The primary sense is celer; and in this sense it occurs

in Launfal.

And when the day was ycome,
That the juste* were yn ynoiue,
They ryde out also snell.

Ritson tsE.M.R.,L 188.

Ihre derives it from Isl. snu-a, to make haste. V.
Snack, adj.

[Snell, ado. Very, exceedingly, Slictl.]

Chaucer uses it as an adv. in its original sense ;

quickly.

The burgeyse sat hym somewhat nere,

And preyd hym, of his gentilnes, his name for to tell.

His contrey, and his lynnage ; and he answer'd snell;

Berinus I am ynamid.
And all was doon to bring him yn, as ye shul her snel.

History of Beryn, Urry, p. 60S.

Snelly, adv. 1. Sharply, severely, S.

How was the billy pleas'd ?

Nae well, 1 wad, to l>e sae snelly us*d.

Shirrefs Poems, p. 35.

2. Keenly ; applied to the weather, S.

Not Boreas, that sae snelly blows,
Dare here pap in bis angry nose.

Fergusson's Poems, it $&,

To SNERE, Sneer, v. a. To snore, to breathe

forth, Rudd. V. Sneer.
ly ai _

With twa sterne stedis therin yokit yfere,

Ane rial chare richely array it he sent,
"

i ro" " /
Cummyn of the kynd of heuinlye hors were.
At thare neis thyrles the fyre fast snering out

Doug. Virgil, 215, 32.

Sneer, *.

NlCIIER.
The act of snorting, S. V.

SNET, Barbour, xiii. 32. Leg. Suet, q. v.

[SNEUKIT, adj. 1. Plausible, insidious,

artful, Shetl.

2. Ill-sneukit, cross-grained, ill-natured, ibid.

Dan. snu, artful ; snige, to sneak.]

[SNEUT, Sneuter, s. and v. Same with

Sneet, Sneeter.]

SNEYCHT, part. adj. Apparently smoothed.

"To by thair hyddis roche or sntycht."

Aberd. Reg., A. 1541, V. 17, i.e., "To buy

their skins, whether rough or smooth."

Isl. snoegg-r, snegg-ri, Su.-G. snygg, glaber, depilis

VereL renders snogg-r, Pilis brevibus et curtis. Sw.
snygg-a, to dress, to clean, Wideg.

[SNEYD, s. A horse with a white nose,

Shetl. Sw. smyte, a snout.]

To SNEYSTER, v. a. To sear, to scorch,

Ayrs. ; Synou. Seaum.

[SNIAAG, 8. Very small or insignificant

things, Shetl.

Allied to Dan. sniksnak, Sw. snicksnack, nonsense,

fiddle-faddle.]

To SNIAUVE, v. ?i. To snow, Buchan. V.

the letter W.
To SNIB, r. a. and n. [1. To cut clean and

quickly ; hence, to separate, cut short,
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bring to an end, make an end of, S. ; synon.

stuck, snick, q. v.

2. To cut into, cut out of; to geld or castrate,

synon. to lib, S. ; also, to shape or point,

•s, to snib a pen, Clydes.

3. To set or fix in an incision, for the purpose

of shutting or fastening ; as, to snib a door,

S.

4. To check, arrest, hinder; hence, to find

fault with, to rebuke, humble, S.]

When hee was borne, iiane did hini snib

To lye right law intil ane cribe.

Poena of the Sixteenth Century, p. 71.

Given in Gloss, as not understo«>d. But it is merely

tbe E. r. used in the sense of check. •• No one, to pre-

vent him from lying in a manger, objected to this as

inconsistent with his glory.
H

To Sxib a candle. To snuff it, Loth.

Either as allied to E. snib, Su.-G. snubba, from

maM, nasus, rostrum ; q. take the nib from it ; or to

tmafp-a, emnngere, de candela ; which Itire derives

from Belg. schneppe, the nostrils, as containing an

allusion to the wiping of the nose.

To Snib a door. To fasten it with a small

bolt, S. synon. Slot.

Perhaps an oblique use of E. and 8. snib, q. to put a

elect on it, to prevent it from being opened.

[To Snib a pen. To make or mend a quill-

pen, to point it, S.]

Snib, *. 1. A cut; a smart stroke; GL
Tarras, Buchan.

2. [A button, Shetl. ; a hook or catch ;] a

small bolt for fastening a door, S.

This is quite different from the Sued; which, in a

lock el the wooden fashion, ia the substitute for a

latch, and is turned round by the handle of the lock ;

whereas the snib is the small bolt placed under the

latch, and fastening the door so that it cannot be

1 from without.

[Sxibbert, *. A person of sharp, hard

features, and weak spirit, Banffs.]

[To Sxibbert, v. n. To loiter in work, to

hinder it by one's weakness or laziness,

ibid]

[Sxibbit, adj. Curtailed of its proper pro-

portions, Clydes., Shetl.]

Snibbit, Snibble, Snibbelt, s. A small

piece of wood at one end of a rope, which

goes into an eye at the other end, for fasten-

ing it ; used for retaining a tether, Roxb.
" Snibble, a small piece of wood put through the end

of a rope, so that it may be fixed into an eye in the

other end." Gall. Enc.

Perhaps from S. Snib, to fasten, or Teut. snebbe, a

beak, and bit, yhe-bit ; because it acts as a check or bit

to the animal that wears it.

Sniblich, (gutt.), *.. A sort of collar made
of plaited rushes, by which in former times

a cow was bound to the stake, Roxb. V.
Baikie.
This is probably allied to Teut. mebtl, Dan. snabel,

Germ, sehnabel, a beak, transferred to the nose; as

perhaps originally denoting some kind of bridle or

oranJts.

To SNICHER (gutt.), v. n. To titter, to

laugh in one's sleeve; also pron. as in E.

snicker, Aberd.

(To SXIER, v. n. To cut, Shetl. V.
Sneeve.]

[To SNIET, v. n. To blow the nose, Shetl.

Isl. snita, Dan. snyde, id.]

[Snietin the nase. Blowing the nose, ibid.]

To SNIFFLE, v. n. To trifle, to be slow in

motion or action, S. Snijflin, trifling, S.

snajfiin, sauntering, Cumb.
Belg. sn+ftlen, Dan. mubb-er, Su.-G. snafw-a, to

A trifler, a driveller,

hesitate.

Sniffleu, Sniffle, s.

Lanarks.

SNIFFLES, *. pi. That difficulty of breath-

ing through the nostrils, which is caused

by cold in the head, Selkirks. ; synon.

Snifters.

Teut. snoffel-en, snitfel-tn, naribus spirare.

SNIFTER, *. 1. A severe blast, as including

the idea of its being in one's face, S.

—Wi' weet and wind sae tyte into my teeth -

I gat na sic a teazle this seven year,

And ye maun gie your answer lust perqueer

;

I maun na ilka day be coming here

To get sic snifters : courting* nae a jest,

Another day like this'll be my priot.

Ross's Helenore, p. 88.

V. Taissle.

[2. A snort, the act of snorting, Banff's.]

Isl. snaefur, austcrus. This word is used in the

same sense witb ours. De ventis etiam dicunt snae-

furi vedur, impetuosus ventus, 01. Lex. Run.

3. Any sudden [stroke, blow, difficulty], or

reverse of fortune ; as, a defeat in battle,

or pursuit in consequence of it, S.

But, Monseer, ye'd better no corae here awa,

Lest ye meet with a snifter ye'll no like ava.

Jo. Hogg's Poems, p. 112.

4. A cutting repartee, S. B. V. Snisty.

5. Metaph. used like ITeesie, to denote the

effect of a strong purgative potion, S.B.

To Snifter, v. n. To draw up the breath

frequently and audibly by the nose ; to sniff,

S. ; as generally implying that it is stopped

by mucus, or from cold ;
[also, to snort,

snore, Banffs.]
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" To snifter, to snuff at the nose ; Laneash." T.

Bobbins.
"Haith, an* I'm sair haddin to my wark ! Cardinal

an* captain, principal and prior,, poor student and col-

laae-beathel, a* now i* their beds, sniflerin', snocheriu',

an* ikepin* like taps," ftc. Cardinal Reaton, p. 89.

Gin I can snifter thro* nutnduugus,
Wi* booti and belt on,

I hope to see you at St. Mango's,
Atween snd Beltan.

/tammy's Poems, ii. 342.

Su.-.G s*ffd-a, id. anhelitutn per nares crebro re-

dncere.

•Snifters, 8. pi. A stoppage of the nostrils

from cold, which occasions frequent sniff-

ing, S.

[To SNIGGER, r. n. To nicher, neigh;

also, to giggle, Shetl.]

[Snigger, 9. A suppressed laugh, a snort, a

giggle, ibid.]

[Sxiggin, part. pr. Weighing ;
giggling

;

also, the act of so doing, ibid.]

SNIGGERT, s. One who is chargeable

with guileful malversation, Ayrs.

It may be allied to Isl. snik-ia, parasitari ; or Su.-G.

snvggct, clanculum subducere ; or A.-S. swic an, re-

per*, E. to sneak. V. Art, Ard, term.

[SNIOG, *. The shoulder or slope of a hill,

Shetl. Norse, 8tieveg, id.]

To SNIP, v. n. To stumble slightly, Loth.

This tenn seems to be used iu a less forcible

sense than Snapper, q.v.

SNIP, Sneep, s. 1. The glitter or dazzling

of a white colour, such as snow, Gall.

Encycl.

2. A white streak or stripe running down the

face of a horse, Aug.
"Stolen—a brown conp-hunded, [qu. crop-hurdicd !]

•witch-tailed horse with a snip in his forehead."

Aberd. Journal, Dec. 27th, 1820. V. SNirPiT.

Snip, Sneep, Sneep-white, adj. Possessing

a pure or bright white colour, South and

West of S.

Our guidwife coft a snip white coat

Wi* monie a weel hained butter-groat

;

But it's a wadset i' the town. *

Remains of Sitlwlale Song, p. 00.

The twasome pied down on the cauld sneep snnw,

Wi* the sorry nauf stritfcu'd e'e.

Hall. Encycl.
, p. 412.

Gurly norlan' blasts wad blaw,

And swurl in sneep white wrides the snaw.
Ibid., p. 352.

Snippit, adj. A snipirit horse, one that

has a streak or stripe of white running

down its face, S.B.

To SNIPE, v. a. To check, to reprimand,

to snib, Aberd. ; nearly the same with the

E. v. in another form, to Sneujh properly

VOL. IV.

traced by Mr. Todd to Isl. $neip-a, con-

tumclia afficere.

Snipe, «. A rub, a sarcasm, Loth.

Isl. sneipn, contumclia, convitiutn ; sneip-a, contu-

melia afficere, Su.-G. sny/b-a, verbis increparc.

[Snippekit, adj. Sharp, thin, peaked up,

Shetl.]

Snippert, Snippy, adj. Tart in language or

mode of speaking, S.

[Sxippeut, adj. A very small piece, a crumb,

Banff*.]

Snippy, #. One who, in cutting with the

scissors, gives too short measure, Aug.

Tent, snipp-en, secare.

SNIP1E-NEBBIT, adj. Having a uose re-

sembling a 8uwe*8 neb or bill, which is long,

and sharp, aud slightly bent, Roxb.

SNIPPII.TIX', j>a/*.a<//. Snooking, smelling.

•• Poor shilly shally shurf !—You haud a pleueh !

ye maun cat a bowe o* meat an* lick a peck o' ashes

fint d—l hact e'er I saw ye glide for yet, but rinnin

tnippiHin' after the bits ofc wenches." Hogg's Tales,

i. 5. «.

Perhaps smelling like a dog, S. Snooking. Dan.

Tcut. smabel, a beak, a snout ; Belg. snnffel-en, to

search.

SNIPPIT, adj. [1. Scant, scanty; hence

niggardly, S.

2. Snub ;] as, a 8nippit niz, a snub nose,

Ang.
Isl. snoppa, rostrum ; Su.-G. snibb, quicquid in acu-

men desinit ; or aUicd to K snub, a jag, a snag.

[SNIPPOCK, s. A snipe, (Si-olopa.c g<*Uin-

ago), Shetl., Dan. 8neppe, Sw. 8nCippa, id.]

To SNIRK, v. n. To draw up the nose

hastily, as an expression of contempt or

displeasure, S.

" Snirk, to give the nose a smart draw up with the

membranes of itself ;" Gall Encycl.

This is undoubtedly allied to Teut. *uorck-en, Su.-G.

snarl a, Dan. snork-er, to snore, to rout.
^
In 0. E.

juiorle was used in the same sense. But Snirk is more

closely conuectcd with some terms, from a common
origin, which arc used with a variation of the sense,

as more immediately expressing the action of the mnn-

brane*. These are Isl. snerl-ia, denoting a grin or

distortion of the mouth, ringi, os distorqucre ; and

Su.G. snork-a, which has a different signification from

the cognate snarka. Ihre explains the latter, naribos

follicare, stertere ; but of snark-a he says ; Apod
nos de fremitu minas spirantis tantum adhibetur, unde

dicimus mnl snork och pork, per minas et ronchos ; vo.

Snarltt.

[Snirkam, Snirkum, s. A name given to

strong liquor ; liter., mouth-Ucister, Shetl.]

To SNIRL, r. n. 1. To sneeze, Roxb.

2. To laugh in an involuntary and suppressed

way ; syuon. with Snirt. This is the more

general sense, ibid.

R 2
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'• Snurle*, nostrils, North." Grose.

In both senses the won! must be viewed as having a
common origin with Shirk, Snirt, and Snorl\ It must
be undoubtedly the same with Isl. snoerl, ronchus,

gutturis stridor ; snoerl-a, ducere ronchoe ; 2. cxtrc-

mim vocem laesi gutturis emitters ; Haldorson. The
v. is probably from Goth, snirre, sternutatio, to which

Sereoius traces K. Sneer.

To SNIRT, v.n. 1. To breathe sharply, in

a jerking sort of way, through the nostrils,

Roxb. Dumfr.
8he geeks as rif I meant her ill,

When she gtaiks naughty in her braws ;

Now let her snirt and fyke her fill, &c
Herd's Coll., U. 45.

When weasels snirtit free the dykes,

Or fumerts frae the braes an' sykes,

He cock'd his tail, and geed his head ;

0* scores o
v them he wan the dead.

Hogg's Scot. Pastorals, p. 22.

V. Snirt, #.

8. To breathe strongly through the nostrils,

as expressive of displeasure or indignation,

Loth.

3. To burst out into a laugh, notwithstand-

ing one's attempts to suppress it, S.

This might seem to be a frequentative from the E. v.

Sneer, the immediate origin of which is obscure.

Snirt, t. A suppressed laugh, issuing with a

snorting noise from the nostrils, ibid.

A smile, it has been observed, is in the lips

;

whereas a snirt, proceeds from the nose.

Snicker or Snigger, v. E., expresses the same idea.

8neri, North, is expl. " an ineffectual effort co stifle a
laugh,

H Grose ; and perhaps this explanation gives the

proper idea. Under the h. to Sneer, Serenius refers to

Goth, snirre, sternutatio.

SNIRT, *. An insignificant. diminutive per-

son ; generally applied to children, Clydes.

;

[snity Shetl., q. v.J

Su.-G. inert, gracilis ; IsL snirt, comptus, nitidus.

SNISH,*. Snuff, Gl. Shirr. V. Sneeshin.

"Snvsh or sneezing povrdtr

;

n Kersey. [Sw. anus,

id.]

SNISTER, s. A severe blast in the face,

Ang. ; synon. snifter. V. Snisty.

It is pronounced Sneyster, Fife ; and expl. as pro-

perly denoting a severe blast, in a cold day, which
makes the nose to run ; whereas Snifter is, in that

oounty, always applied to a storm of snow, when it

is drifted. It has been supposed, that as a sneyster

makes the mucus to flow from the nose, by a snifter

such a blast is denoted as stops the nostrils. The
©*e is viewed as expressive of a similar effect with
meeting ; the other, with sniffing.

SNISTY, adj. Saucy in language or de-

meanour. A snisty answer, an uncivil reply,

given with an air of haughtiness or scorn,

S.B.
From Su.-G. snots a, Isl. *nef*>a, to chide with

severity ; unless it be rather allied to Su.-G. snyfkt-a,

to draw the breath frequently through the nose, to

aniflT, which is often an expression of contempt.

It is observable, indeed, that many of the terms
denoting displeasure, are borrowed from the nose. E.
and S. snih, snuh, Su.-G. snubba, from nabb, S. neb, the
nose; Isl. snaef-ur, austere, from n'f, nasus ; Su.-G.
snaes-a, to chide, from nana ; Germ. anschnautz-en, to
snub, to grumble, from schnoutze, the beak ; S. snifter,

a cutting repartee. This analogy mav be remarked in

the same term, as denoting a severe blast, especially in

relation to one whoseface is exposed to it. This also
may be from Isl. ne/, nasus.

Ihre, vo. Snaesa, makes a curious conjecture as to
the reason of this derivation. This has been mentioned
under Sxash, v. Ho adds another, which has greater
probability ; that birds express displeasure by pecking
with their beaks.

To SNITE, v. a. This is used, not only like

the v. in E., in relation to the nose, hut also

as to a caudle, S. Suite (he candle, snuff it.

Su.-G. snyt-a, emungere ; snyta Unset, emungere
lucernam ; Germ, das licht schnent-zen, id. A.-S. v«n~
deUnytels, emunctorium.

[Snite, Snit, *. Any thing small or in-

significant ; generally applied contemp-
tuously to diminutive persons, Shetl. V.
Snoit.]

• To SNIVEL, v. n. 1. To breathe hard
through the nose, S.

2. To speak through the nose, S. A. Bor.

;

used in the same sense with E. to Snuffle.

Taut, snoffel-en, snuffel-en, naribua spirare

To SNOOKER, v. n. To snort, to breathe
high through the nostrils, S. ; properly, to
throw out the breath, or respire violently.

And aye nuhan the caryl gave a vowle,
Or snnekerit with belsche and braye,

TVn all the rokH play it clatter agnyne,
And uicherit for mylis away.

Orousome Caryl, Blackw. Mag., Jan. 1825, p. 79.

" It may signify, smells or snuffs, by sucking in
the breath at the nose ; which Scot, also we call

snotiering, or snokering." Rudd. vo. SnoJcis.

Syne thrice he shook his fearsum bonk,
And thrice he snockerit loud.

Minstrelsy Bonier, iii. 358.

Dan. snorck-er, Belg. snork-en, id.

Snocker, s. A snort ; also, the act of snort-

ing, S.

Snookers, s. ^>/. A stoppage of the nostrils

from cold ; in consequence of which one
cannot breathe through them, or cannot do
so without making a snorting noise, S.

;

synon. Snifters.

SNOD, adj. 1. Lopped, pruned, having all

excrescences removed, S.

Ou stake and ryce he knits the crooked vines,

And snotldes their bowes.
Hiulson's Judith, p. 53.

Syne charpit all thare cahillis vp beliuc,

His awin hede warpit with ane snod oliue.

Doug. Virgil, 153, 53.

A piece of wood is said to be snod, when it is smoothed.
This is merely the part. pa. of the r. Sned, q* v.
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2. Neat; as applied to the appearance or shape.

And tnod and sleikit worth tblr heist Is skinnis.

Itoug. Virgil, ProL, 402, 26.

A black-a-vic\l, *nocf, dapper fellow.

Ramsay's Poem. ii. 861

V. Black-a-vic'd.

Trim, neat, S. ; synon. trig.3
His coat was made of bodden gray,

Hi* bannet blue, and braid that day :

His plaiding hose were snotl uu«l dean.

R. Galloway's Poems
, p. 131.

—A person is said to be *nod, when plainly, but neatly,

dressed ; simplex munditiis, Hor. To mod one's self

up, id.

A. Bor. tnod, neat, handsome ; Ray, Marshall

4. Transferred to literary compositions.

Your tnod remark*, and pointed stile,

Wou'd gar a dorty botly smile.

R. G'nlloicay's Poans, p. 163.

Su.-G. snoetl, Isl. *wut<l-ur, naked, tare, would al-

most seem to have the same origin. Hence,

To Snod, Snodde, r. a. 1. To prune, to

lop, S. ;
[to castnite, Banffc.]

2. To pnt in order, S.

Ye saw yoursel how weel his mailin thrave,

Ay better fatigh'd an* s.nodit than the lave.

Fergusson's Poeuis, ii. 7.

Snoddie, s. A neatly dressed person : almost

invariably applied to a female, Clydes.

Snodly, adv. Neatly, trimly, S.
M Mrs. M'Coul was—in the weeds of a widow, with

a clean cambric handkerchief very snodly priiied over

her breast." R. Uilhaize, iii. KM.

Lang winnow't she, an* fast, I wyte,

An' snodly clean't the stuff,

SNODDIE, s. A thick cake or bannock

baked among hot ashes, Orkn.

IsL tnad, cibns, food, snaed-a, cibum capere, snaed-

ing-r, epalae ; tnaeda, prandium, Olav. Lex. Run. The
terra seems, in modern times, to have been transferred

from its general sense, as denoting any kind of food, to

one species of it. Ir. snath-aim, to sup.

SNODDIE, *. An ignorant stupid fellow,

a ninny, Roxb.
Teut. tnoode, vilis, turpis ; Germ, svhnod, tchnoede,

anas, despicatns. Wachter views it as the same with

Isl. snaud-ur, nudus, egenus.

To SNODGE, v. n. To walk deliberately,

Roxb.
Dan. tnige tig,

M to sneak, to slink, to creep, to tread

easily, to go softly," Wolff. Sw. tnuyg-a, clanculum

•nbducere ; Ihre, vo. Snabb. E. Stttak; ami Smudge,

perhaps acknowledge a common fountain.

To SNOG, v. a. To jeer, to taunt, to gibe,

to flout, Aberd.
This nearly resembles Isl. snugg-a, increpare. V.

Snao, v.

[SNOG, adj. Snug, Mearns.]

SNOICK, adj. 1. In a virgin-state ; applied

to young women, as expressive of their sup-

posed purity ; South of S.

2. Used by sailors to denote what is water-

tight, ibid.

The most pi ol table origin seems to be Su.-G. tnygu,

concinnus, elegans. En snygg piga, a neat girl. Old

Dan. snog occurs in the same sense. It is viewed as

an oblique sense of Isl. *no*gg-r, depilis, smooth, not

hairy ;
perhaps from a common origin with Teut

tnoech-tn, acindere, as primarily applied to the hair

when cut short. Gael tnoighte, hewn, chipped, cor-

responds ; signifying also, pleasant, decent ; from

snotgh-am, to new, to chip.

To SNOIF, v. a. To twist. To snoif the

spindyl, to whirl or turn it round in spinning.

And eik liir pure damesellis, as sche may,
Naithly exerci*. for to wirk the lyne.

To snoif the spiudyl, aud lang thredes twyne.
Dong. Ii/yiY, 256, 52.

Su.-G. swo, contorquere ; to twist, to twine. Gael.

tniomh-am, pron. smov-atn, to spin, to twist, is evi-

dently from a com-non root. Hence beansniomk, a

spinster, q. a spinning woman. V. Sxoove.

[SNOILTIT, adj. Abruptly cut short, trun-

cated, Shetl.]

SNOIT, s. A young conceited person who

speaks little, S.

Allied to Isl. snot, foemina lepida, sapieua ; *notr,

sapiens, also vafer, Haldorson? G. Andr. gives the

additional sense of modestus, which perhaps more

nearly approaches the interpretation of Suoit ; and

tnotra, mulier a compositis moribus. We must view

A.-S. mtot-er, snyt-er, wise, prudent, as the same word.

Its most ancient form is iti Mocd.-G. tnutra, sapiens.

SNOIT, 8. The mucus that comes from the

nose.
This term is used for some disorder, perhaps a run-

ning of the nose.

The Snuffe and the Snoit, &c.

Montgomery, Watson's Coll., iii- 18.

V. Clkikh.

A.-S. sno'e, yr-snole, "a rheum falling down into the

noae," Somner. Teut. snot, id. Snitfe and snoit seem

synon.

To Snoit, v. a. To blow one's nose with

the finger and thumb instead of a hand-

kerchief, S. ; Johns, gives Suite,
J.,

as

simply signifying " to blow the uose."

A.-S. snyl-an, emungere.

To Snoitek, v. it. To breathe high through

the nose. He 8 ay snoiterin and sleepin,

Ang. ; a phrase used of an old or infirat

person, who begins to dote. V. Snotter.

[Snoiteky, Sxoitry, Snoity, adj. Breath-

ing through mucus, breathingloudlythrough

the nose, S.]

[Snoity, adj. Foul with mucus, S.]

To SNOKE, Snook, Snowk, r. w. 1. To

smell at objects like a dog, S.

Bot sche at the last with lanp fard fare and welc

Crepis auiang the veschell and coupis all.

The drink, and oik the ofTeraudis grete and small,

Snoh's and 1 ik i s. :

—

D»ng. Virgil, 13), 28.
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••Wonderful were the preservations of the perse-

cuted about this time. The soldier*--would have gone
by the mouths of the caves and dens in which they

were lurking, and the dogs would snook and smell

about the stones under which they were hid, snd yet

they remained undiscovered.*' Wodrow, ii. 449.

Nae doubt but tliey were fain o' ither,—
Wi* social no«« whyles snnfTd and snowkit,

Whvles mice an' wotulieworts they howkit
Bnms, UL8. '

Lancash. "to snook, to smell;" Gl. Yorks. "Snooac,

to smell in a snuffing manner, as a bound ;
" Mar-

shall. "Snoke, to smell, to pry about curiously, to

look closely at any thing
;
" Brocket.

3. To go about from place to place, prying

into every corner, S. ; a term applied to

those who manifest a jealous curiosity.

Not, as Sibb. says, from Teut. snntt-en, to snuff"; but
from Su.-G. snok-a, which conveys the very idea ex-

pressed by ' this word as metaph. used ; insidiose

scrutari, Ihre. Snoka efter en, to dog one, Seren.

Hence, Ihre remarks, the lowest sort of custom-house-

officers, who are still prying into the repositories of

passengers, are contemptuously called Tutl-snokar,

from the v., conjoined with tull, custom, duty.

Snoker, 8. 1. One who smells at objects

like a dog, S.

8. Often used in a very bad sense, as denot-

ing a rake, Roxb. •

See what has been said above as to the use of

this noon in its compound form, Tullsnoker, a low
custom-house officer, who is still snoking about to see

if he can lay hold on any thing on which tribute or toll

may be exacted.

[To Snoker, v. n. To breathe loud and
rapidly through the nose ; to snifter ; part,

pr. snoterin, is used also as a s. and as an

adj., S. V. Sxocker.]

SNOOD, Snoid, Snude, *. 1. A short hair-

line, to which a fishing-hook is tied, S.

••The quantity of line found sufficient for a man to

manage at sea and shore, contains 36 scores, 720 hooks,

(in summer a few more), one yard distant from each

other, on snoods of horse hair, value 15e." P. Nigg,

Aberd. Statist. Ace., vii. 201. V. Flauchtbred.
Su.-G. snod, a small rope, funiculus, Ihre ; Isl.

snaede, id. Perhaps from Su.-G. sno, to twist, to

twine ; snodt, twisted ; as, snodt garn, twisted yarn.

2. A head-band, a fillet or ribbon with which

the hair of a woman's head is bound up, S.

•• The single women wear only a ribband round about
their head, which they call a snood." Pennant's Tour
in a, 1769, p. 212.

To Sxood, Sxude, Sxaid, v. a. [1. To tie

the snood or hair line on a fishing-hook, S.]

3. To bind up the hair with a fillet, S.

••At home they [the young women] went bare-

beaded, with their hair wooded back on the crown
of their head, with a woollen string, in the form of a
garter." P. Tongland, Kirkcudb. Statist. Ace., ix. 325.

The prep, up is most commonly added.
•• The elder maid-servant wore a good stuff town

—

the younger snooded vp her hair," &c. St. Ronan,
m. 19.

THer cockernony snoothd up fii' sleek

Her haffet-lockn hang waving on her cheek.
Ramsay's (finite 8hephad, Act I. a. 1.]

C. B. ysnodenu, to fillet, to bind with a lace or rib-

band.

To Tyne ones Sxude. A phrase applied to

a young woman who has lost her virginity, S.

Coming through the nmir, my dearie,

The lassie lost her silken an mte.

That cost her mony s hlirt and bleirie.

Old ihiig, Coming through the Mini; <£«c.

"Asnude, vittaj Korthutnb." Ray, p. 149. This
word had been also known to the Celts. C.B.

Cxlen, "a fillet, band, ribband or lace; a head-
d, a hair-lace ; " Owen. Corn, snod, id. Lhuyd,

Pryce. Perhaps Ir. Gael, snath, thread, line, and Ir.

snadm, a band, a braid, are allied.

The snood, or ribband with which a Scottish lass

braided her hair, had an emblematical signification,

and was applied to her maiden character. It was
exchanged for the curch, tog, or coif, when she passed,

by marriage, into the matronal state. But if the dam-
sel was so unfortunate as to lose pretensions to the
name of maiden, without gaining a right to that of
matron, she was neither permitted to use the snood,

nor advanced to the graver dignity of the curch. In
old Scottish songs, there occur, many sly allusions to
such misfortune, as in the words quoted above

It is singular that the ancient Komans had the
same figure. Mitram solvere, metaphorice significa-

bat cum virgine concumbcrc. For, with the Greeks,
the mitra anciently denoted a ribbon, or fillet. Mont-
faucon. L'antiquite explicate, T. iii. p. 44. In some
parts of the country, it is said, where the snude was
commonly worn by young women, if any one dared to
assume it, who was known to have made a/hhx pas, it

would have been torn from her head with imliguation.

SNOOFMADRUNE, *. A lazy or inactive

person, Fife.

Perhaps from the S. v. Snoove, and E. Drone.

To SNOOK, r. n. To smell at. V. Snoke.

To SXOOL, r. a. To subjugate or govern

by authority, to keep under by tyrannical

means ; pron. snule, S.

Our dotard dads, snooTd wi' their wives,

To girn and scart out wretched lives.

Ramsay's Ptrms, L 357.

Dan. snovl-er, to snub, to snuffle at, to give a tart or
crabbed answer, might seem the origin. But this is

only the v. signifying to speak through the nose, used
metaph.

To Sxool, v.n. 1. To submit tamely, S.

Is there a whim-inspired fool,

Owre blste to seek, owre proud to snoot t

Let him draw near.

Burns, iii. 344.

Never snoot beneath the frown
Of ony selfish rognie.

TannahilVs Poems, p. 174.

2. To act in a mean and spiritless manner, in

whatever respect, S. O.
" Sackless callant !

—

snooting amang rags and ram
horns, with a horde of deavi'ng gypsies." Blackw.

Mag., Juue 1820, p. 281.

To Gae about Snoolin. To go from place

to place, with an abject and depressed

appearance, S.
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Snool, s. Que who meanly subject* himself

to the authority of another; "one whoso

spirit is broken by oppressive slavery ;" Gl.

Burns.

Thus a henpecked husband is said to be o mere mule.

•« Ye'U wind a pirn ! ye silly snot*.

Was worth ye're drunken saul ;

*

Quoth she, and lap out o'er a stool,

And caught him by the spaul.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 277.

How shall I be sad when a husband I hae,

That htm better sense than ony o' thae

Sour, weak, silly fellows, that study, Ukc fools,

To sink their ain joy, and make tlieir wives shooIsJ

Ibid., ii. 80.

To SNOOVE, (proii. *nuve) 9 v. n. 1. To
move smoothly and constantly.

A boy's top is said to an tire, when it whirls round

with great velocity, preserving at the same time an

equal motion, S. ; to spin, synon. V. Sxoif.

2. To walk with an equal and steady course, S.

The steyest brae, thou wad hae fac't it

;

Thou never lap, ami steu't and breastit.

Then stood to blaw

;

But just thy step a wee thing hastit,

Thoa snooo't awa.
Bunts, lit 144.

3. To snttve awa\ to withdraw one's self in a

clandestine sort of way, to sneak off, S.

4. To walk with the head bent downwards

towards the earth ; to walk carelessly or in

a slovenly manner, Koxb. ; to walk with-

out any certain object, with the hands

hanging down towards the ground, Clydes.

Moes.-G. sniie-a, ire, venire. Su.-G. sno implies the

idea of celerity, celeritate uti inter agendum vel

eundnm ; mo sig, festinare, Ihre. It is also used in

sense 3. Han snoddesig undun ; He withdrew himself

clandestinely. Isl. smt-a admits a signification allied

to this ; to turn back ; revert i, terga dare. Hire ; snua

aptur, retroverti, G. Andr. vo. Ajttan ; snu-asl aflotta,

in fungam verti. Perhaps Su.-G. snop-a is allied ; ro

infecta, cum pudorc abire. Junius mentions Ir. Mnoimh-

am, nere, torquerc, which corresponds to sense 1. V.

8*ack, and Snoif.

To SNOOZE, v. ii. To sleep, S.

Allied probably to Tent. smnjv-en, Su.-G. snyfsta,

naribus spirare, from the high breathing in sleep.

To SNORK, v. it. 1. To snort, Roxb., Dumfr.

The ducks they whackit, the dogs they howled,

The herons they shriekit mo>t piteouslie,

The horses they snorkit for miles around,

While the priest an' the pedlar together niicht be.

Hogg's Mountain Bard, p. 20.

2. A person is said to snorl\ when ho

attempts to clear away any huskiness in the

throat, Dumfr. According to this inter-

pretation, it is used as synon. with Ilaicgh,

E. to hawk.
This is obviously the same with Dan. snorck-er,

Belg. snorker, to snore, to snort ; Germ, schnarch-en,

to snore ; Su.-G. snarka, to snort.

Snork, s. "The snort of an affrighted

horse ;

w
Gall. Enc.

SNORL, ». A snare, a difficulty, a scrape,

S.B.

Probably a dimin. from Su.-G. snoere, Teut snoer,

funis, chorda ; q. a gin.

SNORT of Thread. A hank of entangled

thread, Abercl. ; Isl. snurda, ruga, also

inaequalitas ; murd-a, signifies to ravel.

The root seems to be sntir, Dan. snor, a line,

a thread. V. Snuul, v.

[SNORY-BANE, Sxokick, *. The leg-bone

of a pig with a double string attached to

the middle, leaving two ends, which when

drawn produces a droning sound, Shctl.

Dan. snor, a string, snurre
y
to drone, mur-

mur.]

SNOSII, Snush, adj. Fat and contented

;

applied to a thriving chubby child, Dumfr.

Ir. snasach is neat, elegant; and S\v. mask, "any

thing that is sweet and delicious ;" Wideg. Hut the

original term is most prol>ably Dan. snod*k, "pleasant,

merry, jocund," &c. Wolff.

• SNOT, Sxottie, *. [1. A foul-nosed

person ; also, a person of slovenly, dirty

habits, S.]

2. A dunce, a booby, a dolt, Roxb. ; synon.

Didbert.

A.-S. snote, Teut. snot, mucus ; whence E. snotty-

nosed, applied to a sloven. But V. Sxoddis.

To Snotter, v. w. 1 . To breathe through an

obstruction in the nostrils. Rudd. vo.

Snokis.

When thou shouldst be kind,

Thou turns sleepy and blind,

And snotters and snores far frae me.

Sleepy Body, Herd's Coil., u. 98.

•• Ou, 'deed my Leddy, he's just quite »iNy*wi£«'~7,

he just lies there mottering awa\ pointing to the bed.

Inheritance, ii. 319.

Close by the fire his easy chair too stands,

In which all day he snotters, nods, and yawns.
Ramsay's Poems, l. 96.

V. Snocker.

2. To snotter, to blubber, S.

" To snotter and sniref, to blubber and snuffle ;" Gl.

Antiq. " To snotter, to sob or cry ; North." Grose.

3. To snotter and laugh, to snicker and laugh

in a good-natured way, Fife.

Snotter, s. 1. The snot that hangs from

a child's nose, S.

"Snotter*, snots ; the mucous, viscous matter of the

nose ;" Gall. Euc.

2. " The. proboscis of a turkey-cock ;" Gl.

Antiq., S.
•• Snoteruob, the red part of a turkey's head. North.

1*

Grose. This corresponds with the S. designation

Bubblie-jock.

3. A snickering laugh, Fife.
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4. Metaph. used to denote any thing that has

no weight or value.

Hence I inferr, through I'm no plotter,

No help nor gloss can weigh a snotter.

CiflaniTs Putins, p. 109.

Teat. snot, defluxio capitis and nares ; Fland. snotter,

motteringe, rheuma, catarrhus, Kilian.

Snotter-box, *. "A cant term for the

nose ;" Gl. Shirr., Aberd.

Snottek-cap, $. A dull, stupid, boorish

fellow, Roxb.

A combination, like many of our national terms,

strongly expressive of contempt ; q. a cap or bowl,

filled only with snotter, or the mucus proceeding from
the nose.

• SNOUT, *. 1. Used metaph. for im-

pudence.
Now wae and wouder on your snout

Wad ye hae bonny Nansy ?

Wad ye compare yoursell to me,

A docken to a tansy ?

Scorn/u' Nansy, Herd's Coll., ii. 80.

In allusion, perhaps, to a sow pushing forward its

snout into a place where it has no right to come.

2. This term had been formerly used in S. to

denote the stem of a ship.

'• Rostra, the snout of a ship." Wedderb. Voc. , p. 22.

Tent, snuyte, rostrum, rostra ; pars navis primore iu

prora exporrectior et acutior ; Kilian.

SNOUTHIE, adj. Drizzly, dark, and rainy,

Tweedd.
Perhaps originally applied to sleety weather, and

allied to Isl. snyf-a, to snow, pret. Snyde, or Gael.

sneachda, snowy. Snidhe, however, in the language

last mentioned, signifies drops of rain through the roof

of a house. Snittn-am, to drop, distil ; and snotlhach,

ap, moisture.

SNOW-FLAKE, Snow - flight, Snow-
POWL, *. The Snow-bunting, S. Orkn.

;

Emberiza nivalis, Linn.

"The migratory birds are—the swallow, mountain-

finch, or snow-Jake, and sometimes the Bohemian
chatterer.'* P. Dingwall, Ross, Statist. Ace. iii. 6.

Snow-fight, P. Hamilton, Lanarks. ibid. ii. 210.

"Snout-fowl,— Snow-bunting.—It is the snee-fugl of

Norway." Neill's Tour, p. 204.

8w. snosparf, q. snow-sparrow ; Isl. snte-kok.

To SNOWK, v. n. To smell about, Clydes.

Ettr. For.

This is merely a variety of Snokb, q.v.

Snowk, s. A smell ; used in a ludicrous way,

ib.

[SNUAIN, Snuan, *. A sea-weed, Orkn.]

SNUBBERT, s. 1. A loose knot or lump,

Ab.

2. The nose, in contempt ; the snout, ibid.

The latter seems to be the primary sense ; O. Teut.

snabbt, Fris. snebbe, rostrum avis.

SNUD, Snude, ». A line; a fillet. V.
Snood, 8.

SNUFFE, Snuff, *. 1. A disorder in the

nostrils.

The Snuffr and the Snolt, &c
Muntynnerie, Watson's Co//., iii. 13.

V. Clkiks.

Most probably a superabundant discharge of mucus ;

Teut snof, snt{f, rheuma, defluxio capitis ad nares,

Kilian ; to which A.-S. snofel, defiued precisely in this

manner by Somner, is allied.

[2. A short, quick breath through the nos-

trils, an expression of sulky displeasure or

contempt ; as, " It's jist a snuff or a growl

at everything," Clydes.]

(To Snuff, v. n. To express displeasure or

contempt by a short, quick breath through

the nostrils, ibid.]

SnTjFFIE, adj. Sulky, displeased; often

Srwffie-lile, Clydes.

Snuffilie, adv. In a sulky manner, ibid.

Snlffiness, 8. Sulkiness, ibid.

The idea expressed by these terms seems to be

borrowed from the powerful use of the nostrils,

when one's anger is excited. Thus Germ. *chnauj-tn,

or schnaub-en, primarily signifies, per nares spirare,

and secondarily, fremere. V. Wachter. Teut. snuff-

en, snof-fn, naribus spirare, folium more reciproco

8piritu nares agitare.

To SNUG, i?. a. 1. To strike, to push ; ap-

Elied to an ox or cow that strikes with the

orn, or pushes with the head, Ang.

2. To chide, to reprimand with severity, Ang.

The latter is perhaps the primary sense ; from Isl.

smaeggia, duria et asperis verbis aliquem excipcre,

Verel.

Snug, *. A stroke, a push, Ang.

[Snugamulya, s. and adv. A complete

smash; broken in pieces, Shetl. V.
Smill.]

Snugs, s. pi. Small branches lopped off

from a tree, S.B. V. Sneck, Sneg, r.

SNUIFIE, adj. Sheepish, awkward, Ber-

wicks.

111. snaef-ur, ansterus ; or from snufb-a, castigo

acritcr, q. one who is depressed by continual snubbing.

[To SNUILT, v. a. To shorten, stunt, Shctl.]

[Snuilt, s. A thick stump, ibid.]

[Snuiltit, adj. Stumpy, stunted, ibid.]

To SNUIST, v. n. To sniff, S.

•• An* what—are ye aye doin* hniuslin' an' anulstin*

wi' the nose o' ye i' the yird, like a brute beast, every

ither day, can ye tell me ?" St. Patrick, ii. 2G6.

Su.-G. snyfst-a, anhelitiun per nares crcbro redu-

cere ; Dan. sntis-er, odorari.
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To Snlistku, or Snuittbu, it. m To laugh

in a suppressed or clandestine way, through

the nostrils, Fife. V. Snottek/ r.

This term has obviously the same common origin witlr

8m{/ter, Snider, Sni*ty, 4c., q.v.

Snxjister, Snuittek, *. A laugh of this

description, ibid.

To SNUIT (like Or. v.), v. >u To move in a

careless, inactive manner, conjoined with

the appearance of stupor; as, "He was
gaun snttittin doun the street," a He cam
muittin in ;" Fife.

The original idea may be that of one trudging along,

with his snout pushed out, which is often the gait

of a lubberly fellow ; Tout, snuyte, nasus, proboscis.

Or it may be borrowed from the habits of a dog, that

range* about snokimj, or smelling out objects ; lal.

tnudd, exploratio canina, snudd-a, canum more
explorare*

SNUITTIT, part, adj. Having the foolish

and glimmering look of one who is half-

drunk, Loth.

This may be allied to Dan. wotted, snotty, or to
mudded, snouted, beaked, pointed, Wolff; because
of the singular change produced on the features by
intoxicating liquor.

SNUK, Sxuke, Snwk, a. A small cape or

promontory. [V. Nuk, Nuke.]
Befor the est roll ferdlv ftirth thai fle

Till Dwnottar, a sunk within the se

;

Na ferrar thai micht wyn out off the laud.

Wallace, viL 1043, MS.
Swat, Perth Ed. Former cditoru, not understanding

the term, have substituted strength.

The same word is used in The Bruce.

To Scotland went he than in hy,
And all the land gan occupy :

Sa hale that bath ca*tell and toune
War in till bin posse**ione,
ftm Weik anent Orkenay,
To Mullyr snick in Gallawny.

Barbour, i, 183, MS.
Andgiff he seis we land may ta.

On Turnbery* Snukc he may
Mak a fyr, on a certane day,
That mak takynnyng till ws, that we
May thar arywe iii sawfte.

Ibid., iv. 556, MS.

In Edit. Pink. Turnberys /nuke, from an error of the
copyist, who read (long) / for /. Turnheryscnuk'.
Edit. 1620.

Isl. nuk-r, vulgo hnuk-r, signifies a little mountain,
a higher kind of rock, G. Amir. The s may have l>een
prefixed, as in many words of Goth, origin. Tout.
snoeck*, nasutulus, q. a little nose. I need scarcely
observe, that »e*», synon with snuke, has a common
origin. 1st snokur, is rendered exporrectus scopus,
G. Amir. ; q. a mark stretched out.

In Bleau's Map of Lindisfamc or Holy Island, the
isthmus which projects toward the mainland is de-
signed •• The Sneiele or Conny-icamn. n

To SNUKKLE, v. n. To run into knots, as

a hard-twisted thread, Ettr. For. ; im-
mediately allied to Isl. snerk-ia, ringi, sneri.

iur9 s. pi. rugae, and snorh'nn, rugosus.

To SXURL, r. a. and w. 1. "To ruffle or

wrinkle;
9
* Gl. Kams.
Northern blasts the ocean snurl.

And gars the heights and how* look gurl.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 349.

2. To be entangled, ravelled; applied to

thread, ropes, &c.f Roxb. E. to snarl.

•' Snaryn, or snarlyn. IHaqtico." Prompt. Parv.,
• • Thread which is ovcrtwisted, and runs into kinks,

is said to run into snock*narl*. North." Grose.

Isl. snnrd-a is used precisely in the same sense. V.
Snort of Thread.

Snuklie, adj. Knotty, S. B.

Perhaps allied to Su.-G. snoere, Teut. snoer, a cord.

[To SXURT, p. n. To snort, Shetl.]

[Snuht, 9. Snot from the nose, ibid.

Goth. snerrtt, Dan. snore, to blow through the nose ;

Goth, tnerri, a sneezing.]

(To SNUSH, v. n. To sniff at with a snort-

ing or snoring sound, Shetl. Dan. snu*e9
id.]

Snusii, b. 1. Snuff, a term still used by old

people, Aherd. ; also Sneeth.

Bebauh'd with soot, and tuttsJt and buhblings,

Her grandchild found these following scribl •lings.

Me*t<>n's I'ueins, p. 82.

[2. A wooden instrument armed with spikes,

which is fastened on the head of a calf to

prevent the mother from suckling it, Shetl.]

SNUSH, adj. Fat and contented. V. Sxosh.

To SNUVE, v. n. V. Snoove.

(To SN Y, v. a. To cut, to sever, Shetl. Du.

8ny-den
}
id.]

To SNYP, r. a. and n. To nip.

Dvra skyis oft furth warptt fereful leuin,

Flaggis of fyre and mony felloun flaw,

Scharp soppb of sleit, and of the snypuand snaw.
Doug. Virgil, 200, 55.

Belg. snipp-en can koude, to nip with cold. Teut.

tnepp-en, urcre frigore, sneppen tie wind, aura gelidus.

SNYPE, *. 1. A smart blow; [metaph.,

misfortune, loss, Aherd., Banffs.]

But Tammy Nome thought nac sin

To come o'er him wi* a snype,

Levell'd his nose flat wi* his chin. —
Christmas Ba'ing, Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 124.

2. A fillip, Roxb.

[3. A cheat, a fraudulent person, Clydes.

Banffs.]

To Sxyi'E, v. a. 1. To give a smart stroke or

blow ; [metaph., to bring loss upon a per-

son] ; as, " I think I've snypit ye," Aberd.

Banffs.

2. To fillip, Roxb.

[3. To cheat, defraud, Banffs.]
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SNYST, ». Perhaps the same with Sneest.

" Ye wad—blaw i* the lug o' Sathan,—an* haud him

op in snyst* an' hiisles till the maw o
f

him*a as fu's a

cout amang clover." Saint Patrick, ii. 191.

Does this signify Uunts ? V. Sneest, Sseyst.

SNYTE, *. A smart blow, Ettr. For.

IsL miJ-a, secare.

To SNYTE, Snyter, v. n. To walk feebly,

Abcrd., Banffs.

He's friendly an' kindly,"

To chesr a csrking hour

;

Whan dytin, an' snytin,

A word frae him's a cure.

Tarras*s Poeins, p. 109.

••Walking crazily ;

n
Gl. ibid., p. 67.

[SnyU and Snyter with their derivatives have the

same meanings as Sneut and Sneuter, but imply greater

•tnpidity, and more impatience.]

SNYTH, 8. The Coot, Fulica atra, Linn.

••The Coot, {fulica atra, Lin. Syst.), which we
call the Snyth, remains with us the whole year, and is

found in several places." Barry's Orkn., p. 300.

It most probably receives this name from its bare or

bald head, (Su -G. snord, IsL snaud-ur, inidus), in the

same manner as, on this account, it is called, JSw. blaes-

klaeka, from Maes, wh te, blaesa, white forehead;

Germ, weissblaessig toasserkuhn, q. the white-fore-

headed water-hen ; S. betd kyte, i.e., bald coot.

To SO, v. a. To smooth the water by oily

substances, in order to facilitate the raising

of the small fishes to the surface, Shetl.

I see no affinity, nuless perhaps to Su.-G. soefwa,

to luU asleep, or Isl. wo-a, extenuarc, G. Andr. ; di»

minuere, Vercl. Haldorson gives noy-a, sd-a, as sig-

nifying, pecuniam profundere, projicere.

SOAKIE, adj. Plump, in full habit, Loth.

The pron. of Clyde*, is Sukie or Sookie. •• A sookie

lassie,
w a plump sweet girl. That of Roxb. is Sookie.

•' A sookie lassie," a weighty female child, Roxb.

Soakib, *. A ludicrous designation for a

lusty female, Loth.

Perhaps from E. *oak, A. -8. soc-ian, to macerate

;

or allied to C.B. soffit, a swaggy female, from soeg-i,

to puff up with moisture. The sound given to the culj.

in Clydee. rentiers it probable that it is an ancient

Strathclyde term.

SOAM. u Herrvuj 8oam y
the fat of herrings.

Young girls throw this against a wall ; and

if it adheres to it in an upright manner,

—

the husband they will get will also be so

;

if crooked, he will be crooked." Gall. Enc.

This is originally the same with K. seam, lard? C.B.

saim, grease.

SOAM, s. The rope or chain by which a

plough is drawn. V. Sowme.

SOAPElt, *. A soap-boiler, Aberd.

This may have been borrowed from O.E. "Sopar,

marcbaunt or chapman. Saponarius." Prompt. Parv.

Soapekie, 8 .A place where soap is made, S.

•• Here [in BcrvieJ is also a *oaper!e" Agr. Surv.

Kincard., p. 411.

• To SOB, v. it. Applied to the palpitating

motion of green wood, or of any moist body,

in the fire, S. Perhaps it also includes the

sound emitted.

Birk will burn, if it was burn-drawn,
Saogb will sob if it was aommer-sawn.

& Prov. Kelly, p. 76.

Le., Birch will burn although dragged through a
rivulet : but the willow will heave iu the fire, although

it has all the benefit of summer-drought.

It is also applied to the burning of nuts.

Nell had the fause-house in her ruin'.

She pits hersel an' Rob in ;

In loving bleeze they sweetly join,

Till white in ase they're soobin.

Burns, lit 129.

SOB, 8. A gale of wind, a land-storm, S. B.

V. Summer-sob.

SOBIR, Sobyr, Sober, adj. 1. Poor,

mean, S.

From distructioun delyuer and out scrape

The sobir trumpis, and meyue graith of Trovanis.
Doug. Virgil, 150, 55.

•• Oftimes we fynd innocent pepyll and passingeris

murdryst l»e the theuis for sobir gcir in thair vaiage."

Bellend. Cron., B. xiil, c. 4. Ob pauculam rem.

Boeth.

Thyself appleis with sobir rent.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 186.

Thus sootr diet denotes mean fare.

** By the present system, it requires the utmost

exertion of his industry, and an almost uninterrupted

succession of crops, to pay his rent and servants, and

afford a maintenance, very sober indeed, to his family."

P. Killearnan, Ross, Statist. Ace, xvii. 343.

[Fr. sobre, "sober," Cotgr. ; Lat. sobriu*, id.]

2. Applied to money, it denotes what is low

in price.

And l*e Ju Las that f;*.N • trutour,

That Lainlte for W*r summe was sanld.

Poems of the Sixteenth Ceitunj, p. 41.

We read of "*obirar prices ;

n Abcrd. Keg., A. 1551,

V. 21.

3. Little, small, S.

••If he had not respect to himselfc & his Christ, if

we tooke neuer so great paincs, we would find but a

sober success." Rollocke on the Passion, p. 482, id. 483.

Sobre is used in this sense by an O.K. writer.

"But, heraulde, say to the Gouernour,—that we-
ar here now but with a sobre cumpanic, & they a

greate number, & yf they will mete vs in fcldc they

ahalbe satisfied with fightynge ynough." Patten's

Expedicion D. of Somerset, p. 50.

It is expl. however, on the margin, as a S. word.
•• Sober is the proper terme whearby the Scottes

doo signifie smal, litle, easy, or slender.
'

4. Weak, feeble.

Allace ! so «©Wr is the micht
Of wemen for to niak deltait,

Incontrair menis subtell slicht,

Quhilk ar fultillit with dissait

Bannatyne Poemi, p. 156.

5. Ailing, in a poor state of health, S.

Very sober, ailing a good deal.

6. Sometimes used as denoting a moderate

state of health, S.
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7. Denoting any thing not good of its kind ;

or applied to a person who does not merit

commendation, 8.

A sober servant, a very indifferent one.

This is evidently the K. word, although used in a

variety of peculiar senses.

To Sober, Sobyr, v. a. and n. I. To compose,

to keep under, S.

Bathe ire and luff hiui set in till a rage
;

Bot uocht for thi he aoberyt his curage.

Wallace, v. 682, MS.

SobyrU, Edit. Perth.

2. To become less boisterous, to grow more

calm, Aberd.

Sobebly, adv. Sparingly, frugally, S.

Sobeiwides, s. " A creature of sober habits ;

"

Gall. Encycl.

SOC, Sock, Sok, ». The right of a baron

to hold a court within his own domains, S.

V. Sak.

Soccoman, Sock man, s. 1. One who holds

lands by soccagc, or on condition of

performing certain inferior services in

husbandry ; E. socman.

"Gif ane man deceissis, leaucand behind him moe
tonnes nor ane, ane distinction is to be observed,

quhither the father was ane Kniclit, haucaud lands

balden be knichts service,—or ane Socco-tnan." Reg.

Maj. B. ii., c. 27, s. 1.

2. A tenant of a particular district, subjected

by his lease to certain restrictions, and

bound to perforin certain services, Aberd.

•*The parish is accommodated with seven corn-milk,

to some one of which the tenants of a certain district,

called the sockcom, or *ockmen, or tucken, arc astricted."

P. Turriff, Aberd. Statist. Ace, xvii. 407.

A.-S. soc, jurisdictio. V. Sak.

To SOCHER (gutt.), r. n. To make much
of one's self, to be careful of one's, health

to an extreme, particularly by the use of

warm potions, palatable draughts, &c. S.

SocnER, adj. Lazy, effeminate, inactive from

delicate living, North of S.

SOCI1T, pret. and part. pa. [1. Sought, i.e.,

went, Barbour, vi. 625 ; attacked, xii. 390.]

2. Exhausted, wasted, drained, S.

Thai landi* ar with stouth sa a-.cht,

To extreme povertie ar brocht,

Thai wicked schrow is,

Han laid the plowis,

That nane, or few, is

That ar left ocht.

Aganis the Thievis of Liddhdail, Maitl. Poems, \\ 332.

One is said to be nair socht, who is much wasted by
debauchery, by disease, or by searching medicines.

SOCK, Sok, *. A ploughshare, S. A. Bor.

I saw Dwke Sanger tlwir, with mony a knok
Six hundreth men slew with ane plenchis *U\

Police of Iloiwac, iii. tJC.

VOL. IV.

Peace to the husltandmun ami a' hit tribe,

Whane care fells a* our wants frae year to year!
Lang may his sock aud couter turn the gleyb !

Anil bauks o* com bend down wi' laded ear !

FerywtsoiCa Poems, it 59.

Fr. soe, id. vomer. This has been derived from Lat.

buIc-uh, a furrow, because this is the effect of the

former. In Diet. Trev., however, it is said that soe is

an old Celt, word, which has passed into Fr. from the

Bas Brctagne.
O.E. socle, id. "Sovtc of a plough, [Fr.] soc de la

cherue ;" Palsgr. B. iii. F. 65, a.

Sock-manduill, *. A fac simile of a plough-

head cast in metal, S.

Since the introduction of metal heads to plough*,

in place of wooden ones, commonly called thet/t* or

sheath*, it has been found necessary, for the better

fitting on of the nock, to have such a cast of the head
lodged with the smith, as to prevent the inconvenicuce

of having to send the plough itself to the smitliy when
a new sock is required.

[To SOCK, v. n. To sink, to sink in ; part,

pa. socked, sunk, Shetl. Sw. soka, to seek

for or after ; Goth. saukca> to sink.]

SOCKIN-HOUR, *. The portion of time between

daylight and candle-light
;

[also, time for

ceasing work, resting time, S. V. Soke, t?.]

Denoting that short space which servants had a

right to claim as a relaxation from labour? This is

also called Gloamin-shot. Or, as it seems from time

immemorial, both in town and country, to have been

the season especially chosen for meeting together for

a little gossip.

[Sockin-o'-tiie-tide. The last of a 'tide,

either of the ebb or of the flood, Shetl.]

SOCY, *. " A person who walks with d

manly air ;" Gall. Encycl.

Su.-G. stcats-a, to walk loftily. V. Swash.

SOD, adj. 1. Finn, steady. To lay sod, to

make secure ; to lie sod, to lie secure, or on

a solid foundation, S.y

2. As applied to the mind or conduct, synou.

with Douve and Canny, ibid.

This seems to be merely a provincial variety of

Snd, q. v.

SOD, *. 1. A species of earthen fuel, used

for the back of a fire on the hearth, S.

The word is used in Yorks. in the same sense ; and

is properly distinguished by Thoresby from a turf,

although Dr. Johns, explains the E. term by this.

*• A turf is thin and round or oval, taken from the

surface of the earth ; a sod thick and square, or oblong

mostly." Ray's Lett , p. 337.

It denotes a turf much thicker and weightier than

what is called a Divet.

2. Used to signify, a heavy person, or any

dead weight, Roxb.

Sod, adj. " Singular, odd, unaccountable,

strange ;

w Gl. Surv. Moray.

[Soddie, s. A seat of sods or turf in cot-

tars' houses, Shetl.]

S2
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8odick, 9. A <J"H, clumsy, heavy woman,
Shetl. S. Sou die, *.

Isl. sodi, homo sordidus ; sod-az, sordere.

[Sod-like, Sod-leukin, adj. Heavy, odd,

strange looking, Banffs.]

SOD, s. A species of bread, Ayrs.
Thick nevelt scones, heer meal, or pease,—
1M rather hae, an*, gin ye please

A butter ***/,

Than a* their fine blaw-flums o' teas,

That grow abroad.
Picten's Poems, 1788, p. 63.

1st and Su.-G. sod denotes pottage, jus, jusculum,

from siud-a, coquere.

SODDIS, Sodds, s. pi. A sort of saddle

used by the lower classes in the country,

made ofcloth stuffed, S. ; syuon. so/ds, sunfo.

For thai, that had gude hore and geir,

Hes skantlie now ane crukit meir :

And for fhair sadils thai have soddis.

Maitland Poems, p. 322.

Next, like Don Quixot, some suppose,

He had a lady Del to Bose,

Who never budged from his side.

Upon a pair of sodds astride.

ColviTs Mod Poem, i. 17.

The generality of farmers, little more than half a
century ago, used sodds for riding. Many of the

pendiclers, who keep only one horse, still have no
better equipage.
They were also used, in some of the south-

ern counties at least, for supporting the loads on the

backs of horses.

Allied perhaps to A.-S. seod, pL seodas, a sack,

satchel, or budget
"A. Bor. sods, a canvas pack-saddle stuffed with

straw ;" Grose.

[SODGER, Sodiolk, *. A soldier, S.]

(To Sodoer, v. w. Applied to turnips when
the leaves become red, and the plant ceases

to grow, Banff's.]

To Sodoerize, v. w. To act as soldiers,

to be drilled, Dumfr.

The fouk were in a perfect fever-
Marching wi' drums and fifes for ever,

A* sodgerxzing.

Maine's SOler Gun, p. 11.

This is a local and a cant sort of term. Sodgering is

used in the same sense in other counties.

Sodger-thee'd, part. adj. Having little or

no money in one*s pocket ; q. having the

thigh of a soldier.

SODIOUR, s. [V. Sodger.]

SODROUN, Sudroun, Sothroun, «. 1.

Used as a collective name, equivalent to

Englishmen.
He saw the Sothroun multipliand mayr,
And to hym self oft wald he mak his mayne.

Wallace, i. 188, M&

2. The English language, as distinguished

from the Scottish.

Forsoith I set my l>e*y pane
(As that I couth) to make it brade and plane,

Kepniid nn W*>#ioi, l>ot oure awin latigage,

And spek as I leroed «|ulieu I wen uiie page :

Na yit so clene all sudnmn I refuse,

Hot sum worde I pronunce as nychl>oure dois.

Doug. Virgil, Pret 5. 5. 7.

It is merely southern, A.-S. sutherne, Su.-G. soedcr,

Isl. sudur.

Sodroun, Sothroun, adj. Of or belonging

to England, S.

Full gret frendschipe thai fand

With Sothroun folk : for scho was of Ingland.

Wallace, B. I. v. 284.

[SOE, s. Limpets, or other shell-fish, crushed

and scattered in the sea to collect fish, Shetl.

Isl. soay to scatter.]

• SOFT, adj. 1. Wet, rainy ; a soft day, a

rainy day, South of S., Loth.

Junius traces A.-S. and E. soft to Su.-G. saft, succus.

This use of the term in S. corresponds with his deduc-

tion.

[2. Kindly, benign, Barbour, iv. 697.]

To Soft, v. a. To assuage.

'•Thay micht—be participant in all ricbeia and

fcliciteis—providing so thay wald*o# the indignacioun

of thair mindis." Bellenden's T. Livius, p. 19.

Mollirent, Lat.

To SOILYE, v. a. To solve, to resolve.

" To mihjie this questioun, ane law was promulgat

in comites, centuriat, quhatsumevir consultacioun wes
maid be the tribunis of small pepil, the samin sail have

strenth of ane law." Bellend. T. Liv., p. 284.

From Lat. solv-ert, or O. Fr. *o!er, used in the same
sense ; as assoif-er is from absotv-ere.

SOILYIE, s. Soil. V. Sulye.

SOIND, s. A court of law, Shetl. V.

Shynd.

[SoiND-BILL, *. V. SnUNDBILL.]

To SOIORNE, Soiourne, v. a. and n. [1.

To dwell, stay, remain, Barbour, iii. 323.]

2. To quarter, to lodge forcibly.

This is merely the term Sorn in its more primitive

form. The old Fr. v. was also used actively. Mct-

tre des chevaux, a I'ecurie pour les rafraichir et les

faire reposer ; Roquefort.
•• The Parliament statutis, and the King forbiddis :

that na companies pass in the countrie, to ly vpone

ony the Kingis ieigis : or thig or soiorne hora outber

on kirkmen or husbandis of the land." Acts James I.,

1424, c. 7, Edit. 1566.

[Soiorne, 8. Sojourn, dwelling, Barbour

ix. 369.]

[Soiornyng, s. Dwelling, delay, Ibid. i. 76.]

To SOIR, v. n. To complain.

—He that cryis most k roris,

Ourthrawin, schent, k most soiris.

ColUlbU Sow, F. i. v. 140.

Su.-G. soer-ja, dolere.

SOIT, Soyt, 8. 1. An assize.

**Gif ane man mutilats ane other, or wounds, or

beates him, bo forthocht fclonie : and the partie grieved
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persewes him before ane judge, either be *oyt (be an
assise) or be complaint ; sic forme and .order of proces

salbe ledde,—as is ordained againa ane manslayer."
8Ut. Rob. II. c. 11,8. 1.

2. Attendance on an overlord by his vassals,

in the court held by him.
" He quha is oblished to giue soyte in the courte of

his over-lord, suld doc the gamin, conforme to the
tenour of his infeftment, and na vther-waies." Skene,
Verb. Sign. vo. Sok. L.B. seeta, stela rurriae ; Fr.

suite, i.e., sequela.

SoYTOUR, Soyter, s. 1. Any person appear-

ing fa a court of law, as the vassalof another.

"The soytes suld lie first called, with their lords
and maisters ; for albeit the soytouris compeir, never*
theless their lords and maisters, likewaies are oblished
to compeir, and to giue presence to the I notice, in his

air." Skene, Crimes, Tit. ix., c. 28.

2. A person employed by another to manage
his business in court, and regularly admitted
by the court as an agent.

"Ilk soytour, before he is admitted and receaved be
the judge, should be examiuat in thrie courts, gif he
can make recorde of the court," &c. Quon. Attach.,
c. 36, a. 3.

3. Sometimes equivalent to Dempster, because

it was part of the office of a Suitar to pro-

nounce the judgment of court.
44 The suitar, or dempstar of court sould sweir, that

he sail mak leill and trew record in that court, and sail

E'f
and pronounce lauchful and trew dome, efter the

sawlege gevin to him be God." Balfour's Pract., p.

27$.
**Bot gif ane dome pronunced, and againe-said in

the schiref court, is falsified before the Justitiar in his

court ; ilke soytour before the Schiref, pronouncers of

the said dome, sail be vnlawed before the Justitiar in

ten poundes." Quon. Attach., c. 13, § 8.

The terms are sometimes conjoined in old acts.

"That the dome gevin in the schirref court of

Drumfress—be the mouthe of Nichole Thomsone
demprtare & soytoure of the said court—was weile

gevin & evil again callit." Acts Ja, III., A. 1469, Ed.
1814, p. 94.

L.-B. sectator is used in the second sense ; Secta-

tores litium ; negotiorum forensium Sectatore* ; Du
Canee. Skene expl. it in sense first.

M Hee quha is

inleft with sok (quhilk now we call soyte, from the
Frenche worde suite, i.e., sequela) hes power and
libertie to halde courtes ;—in the quhilk courtes
homines stti, or his vassales, suld giue soyte, and senile

for them ane quha is called soytor, or aectator, a se-

quendo, because hee suld follow the courtc, in the
quhilk hee suld appearc." Vo. Sok. This denomina-
tion seems rather to have been given from his follow-
ing or pursuing the caune in court.

It seems nearly allied to Su.-G. soeka, quaercre,
metaph. used to denote violent invasion ; whence hrm-
soeka, our haimsucken, and Isl. atsokn, impetus bellicus.

SOITH,*. Truth.
King Prianius son made answere ; Soith is it,

Na thing, my dcre frende, did thou preterm vt.

Dong. Virgil, 181, 47.

For thoch scho spayit the soith, and maul na honrd,
Qnhat euer scho said, Troianis trowit not auc wounL

Ibid., 47, 6.

A.-S. soth, Veritas.

SoiTHFAST, adj.

FAST.

True, certain. V. Suth-

To SOKE, v. n. * To slacken/' Pink.
Ryse, freoch Delyte, lat nocht this mater soke.

King Hart, i 20i

Let it not rest, or be delayed. It may be only a
metaph. use of E. *oak, because things are said to soak,

when allowed to remain a considerable time in a moist
state. Or perhaps fxom Tcut. sicijck-en, to subside, to
fall.

• SOLACE, *. Sport, recreation.

Or with loud cry folowand the chace
Efter the fomy bare, in thare solace.

Doug. Virgil, 23, 10.

Solacious, Solacius, s. Cheerful, gay.

In cumpany solacious

He was ; and tharwith amorous.
Barbour, z. 290, MS.

i.e., he was a cheerful and loving companion. For
amorous seems simply to signify affectionate ; as it

immediately follows ;

And gud knychtis he lujfyt ay.

SOLAND, Soland Goose, s. The Gannet,

Pelecanus Bassanus, Linn. ; S. pron. solan.

It receives its trivial name from the Bats isle, where
it incubates every year, as it does also on Ailsa rock.

Syne all the lentren but les, and the Iang rede,

And als in the advent,
The Soland stewart was sent

;

For he coud fra the firmament
Fang the fische deUL

Boulale, itL 5.

"In it ar incredible noumer of soland get*, nocht

vnlik to thir fowlis that Plineus callis *e>- ernis."

BeUend. Descr. Alb., c. 9.

Martin observes, that "some derive the name of

this bird from the Irish word Soul er, corrupted

and adapted to the Scottish language ;" as denoting

its remarkable power of vision, in spying its prey

from a great distance. Voyage to St Kilda, p. 27.

This species of goose, according to Shaw, is iu Gael,

called Suilaire.

Sibb. derives the name "from Sw. solande, ling-

ering, loitering, sottish ; part of the verb wla, pro-

crastinare." There is, however, a binl that breeds in

the Feroe islands, which is called Sula, and which may
be the same with this. V. Encyclop. Britann. vo.

Peliatnus.

According to Pennant, this is the same bird which

the Norw. call Snl*>, llav-Sul. He also views it as the

Sula of Clusius, in his Exot. ; Zool., p. 612.
" Gannets—breed chiefly on the Stack of Snlis-

kerry. Sule is the Norwegiau name for a gannet, and

skerry means rock. " Neill's Tour, p. 199, 200.

To SOLD, v. a. To solder.

" It is ordanit, that the said gold or siluer salbe

ressaifit be all his licgis, sa that it keip all the wecht,

and be gudc trew mcttell, suppois it be with crak or

flaw, or soldit." Acts Ja. IV.. 1489, c. 34. Edit. 1566.

In Edit. 1814, soudd'U, p. 222.

Fr. soud-er, Ital. sold-are* Arm. sout-er, id. from

Lat solid-are.

SOLD, s. 1 u A weight, ingot, Scot. 8owa\

as a 80wd of money, i.e., a great sum,"

Rudcl.

With ane grete sold of gold fey Priamus
Secretly vuiquhile send this Polidorus,
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Qahilk wm hi* noo, to Poljmnestor king
Of Trace, to keip and haue in nurisaing.

Doug, Virgil, 68, 41.

2. Money in general.

O der Wallace, wmouhill wat stark and star,

Thow most o neide m presoune till eudur.

Thi worthi kyn may nocht the saiff for sold.

Wallace, it 208, MS.

According to Rudd., from Teat, sold, soud, Fr.

fotrft, stipendium, nierces ; L.B. sold-un, •old-urn,

from «o/m/-im, the chief gold coin used in the Koman
empire. Hence Fr. molwtt, E. toldifr, i.e., one who
serves for pay, miles stipend iarius. It may be observed,

however, that A.-S. neotl signifies not only a sack, hut
a box, a parse. Hence cyninga «eodt the royal treasury.

Se.-G. Miff/, siod, Isl. aiodur, crumena, pera, mar-
«opium ; 01. Lex. Uuu.
Aa IsL soel denotes a pension, a gift, pi. *oel-ur,

from Su.-G. tael-ia, to deliver, to pay, Ihre sapposes
that Lat. aalaria, used to signify tne stipend both of

magistrates and soldiers, has been borrowed by the
Romans from the Scythians, to whom they were in-

debted for a variety of other military terms.

SOLDATISTA, s. Soldiery: Ital. soldo-

tesca, solcLilOy L. B. soldates
y
a soldier.

"Desires that in testimony of their bonaccord with
the soldatista that had come so far a march for their

safeties, —they may be pleased out of their accustomed
generosity and present thankfulness to the aoldatista

for keeping good order, and eschewing of plundering,

to provide for them 1200 pairs of shoes," «fcc. Spald-

ing, i. 215.

SOLE, s. A potatoc basket, Liddesdale ;

pronounced like E. soul.

Flandr. mule, sttete, suyle, situla ; modiolus ; a
•jacket ; also, a small bushel or corn measure.

[SOLE-BUIRD, s. The plank next the

hassins in a boat ; the one adjoining is

called the upper sole-buirdy Shetl. Dan.
*aaley sole or bottom.]

Solefleuk, s. The sole, a sea-fish, Dunifr.

•'By this means they catch fleuks, solejteuk*, tur-

bets, and severall other fish." Symson's Descr. Gall.,

p. 43,

Sole-tree, Soal-tree, s. A large beam
reaching from the one wall of a cow-
house to the other, into which the under
end of each stake or post is mortised ; and
which, resting on the ground, forms the

crib or manger, Teviotdale ; q. forming the

sole.

SOLE-CLOUT, *. A thick plate of cast

metal attached to that part of the plough
which runs on the ground, for saving the

wooden heel from being worn, Roxb.
" O, to see the sock, and the heel, and the sole-clout

of a real steady Scottish pleugh, with a chicld like a
Samson between the stilts, laving a weight on them
would keep down a mountain. Th

A.-S. «n< denotes a plough.

Sole-shoe, Sole-siiue, 8.

Sole-clout, Clvdes.

rhc Pirate, ii. 28.

1. Same with

2. A piece of iron fitted on the head of a

plough, i.e., the part on which the sock or

share is fixed. The two pieces of iron below

the sock are called plaiting*, Fife.

Su.-G. slo denotes whatever strengthens the extre-

mity of any thing; ofteu applied to points of iron.

[SOLICIT, adj. V. under Solist.]

* SOLID, Solide, adj. Sane, in full

possession of one's mental faculties ; used

in a negative form, as, " He's no verv
solid" He is not quite sound in his mind, S.
" Bot the said erle and the said maistres Agnes con-

tiuewing a certane sttficc togidder, scho tuk occasioun
be his iiifirmitic and waik judgement, he being than
nocht so solide as wes nccessair for the weill of his

estait, to invent and devysc mony fraudful niearns in

the hurte and prejudice of the airis and successouris of
the first manage, in thair succcsaioun to the said erle-

dome of Knoll," &c. Acts Ja. VI., 1606, Ed. 1814,

p. 317.

SOLIST, adj. Careful, anxious, eager. Lat.

solicit-us.

*• Riche kyng Amphion was verray nolist to keip his

seheip, and at enyn quhen thai past to there faldis,

acheip cottis and ludgens, he playt befor them on his

harpe." Compi. S., p. 67.
• " Be not »oli*t for any thing, but in euery thing let

thy requests be showen forth to God." Kollock on
2Thes., p. 114.

To Solist, v. a. To solicit, to persuade,

Doug.

Solistake, s. A solicitor, an agent in a

court of law.

"His hems hes bene ureitlie hurt iu tynies

bygane be jugeis, haith spirituail and temporall, quha
hes not bene allanerlie jugeis, bot plane #oli*tari*t

partiall counsallouris, as^istaris and part takaris with
sum of the parte is, and he < tane grcit geir and proffeit."

Acts Ja. V., 1540, c. 84, Edit. 1566.

Solistatioux, c. Legal prosecution, manage-
ment in courts of law.

"That the alderman, bailyeis, &c. of Abirdene sail

content and pay to Schir Johne Ruthirfurd of Terlane
knycht the soutnc of fiftj mcrkis—ancht to him be the
said alderman, &c. for *oli*tatio»n of thar errand is the

tyme he wes alderman of the said tounc." Act. Dora.

Cone, A. 1492, p. 250.

Solutatioun of thar crrandis, i.e., "legal manage-
ment of their business."

Hence L. B. notlicUator, qui causas alienas apud
Jurisconsultos solicitat, id est, exponit, proinovet, sub-
aequitur ; Du Cange.

Sollicit, Solicit, adj. Solicitous.

"The common brute is, that the Frenche have in

hand sume hastie and suine grcate enterprise, and the
rumor lacketh not appearance, for they have shipped
much ordinance, ana arc not vcrie soltirit to rcenfort

the ruptures and daylie decayes of Lythe." Knox's
Lett., Sadler's Papers, i. 6C2.
" Being cairfull and «olic'U for renewing, atren thing,

and confirming the antient alliance bctuix the king.

domes," &c. Acts. Cha. I., Ed. 1814, VI. 60. V.
SOLIST.
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[SOLOMON'S-AVON (Even). November
3rd ; a superstition of ill-omen connected

with this day, Shetl.]

SOLUTE, adj. General, not close, declama-

tory, Lat. solutus.

—•• Yoo floor it to fall on some, whom you mind to
hit right or wrong, in a solute and lax discourse,

substitute instead of argument." M'Ward's Con-
tending*, p. 177.

SOLUTIOUNE, *. Payment ; Fr. solution.

—"Anent the recupcratioune and optcning of an-
Dnalo rentisin burghe, in fait of Hotutlouue and payment
of the annualis to the lardis, awnaris, and prourietaris
of the said annualez,"'&c. Acta Ja. IV., 1489, Ed.
1814, p. 222.

"The strength of the presumption—was totally
elided by proving a positive way—now the right came
into the debtor's hands ; it neither being by notation,

nor other transaction, importing the consent of the
creditor thereto." Fount. Dec. Suppl., iii. 280.

[Solve, *. That member of college that ex-

acts the fines, Aberd.. Lat. solve, nay.]

Solvexdi, adj. 1. Sufficient to pay one's

debts, solvent, Ang. Lat. Solvend-us. Sol-

vendo is also used, Aberd.

2. Worthy of trust, to be depended on,

Aberd.; changed to Sevendle or Seuennil;

Roxb.

3. Finn, strong ; denoting sufficiency for the
purpose to which any tiling is applied ; as,

"That dore's no very solvendie" Ang.,
Aberd.
Soivendier in the comparative, and *otrendi'*t, are

used, Aberd.

Solvendiness, *. A state of trust-worthi-

ness, ib.

Solyeino, *. The act of solving.

Than to hi* lords cum is this nobil king,
Desyrand for to wit the aolt/eing

Of this questioun, this problesme, and this »lout
Prieata o/PeUia, S. P. R., i. 11.

SOME.
under Sum.

Some, adv. 1. In some degree, somewhat
as, " I'm some hurt." S.

A termination of adjectives. V^

-The sun was set,

An' fields wi' falling dew aome wet.

Piper of Peebles, p. 9.

2. And some, a phrase denoting pre-eminence
above that which has been mentioned before.

May we not think our pains well wairM,
When our young Nory's gotten a laird ?

Jean says, I thought ay gueed of her wad come,
For she was with the foremost up and sow.

Ross'a Helenore, p. 117, 3d Edit.

This language has been thus expl. to me by an
intelligent correspondent in Aberdeenshire.
"Wr the foremost up [i.e., up with the foremost] and

some, is a common phrase, which means, ' Equal to the
beat of them, and a good deal more than equal ; not

merely equal, but superior' to others in any respect.

Thns, also, * She's as bonny as you, and aome / she is

as pretty as you arc, and much more so.
—

* He'll sing

wi her, ami some ; He sings as well as she does, ana

a great deal better."

The use of this term, as signifying somewhat, cor-

responds nearly with the use of Aloes. -U. and A.-S. sum,

signifying aliquid, aliquant um. But, and sow* is

evidently an elliptical phrase, denoting somewhat in

additiou to what has been said before.

[SOME-DELE, SOMDEILL, adv. V. SUMDELL.]

Someoate, adv. Somehow, in some way, S.

[Some-tcay is now more common.]
" To speak truth, and shame the de'il, though El-

shie's a real honest fallow, yet Aomeyate I would rather

take daylight wi' me when 1 gang to visit him." Tales

of my Landlord, i. 101.

SOMMAIt, adj. Summary ; Fr. sommaire.

"To tak aommar tryall and cognition of the offence."

Acts Cha. I., Ed. 1814, vol. V. 238.

SON, Sone, s. The sun.

And in the lift tua sonnt/s schinnand clere,

The ciete of Thebes can double to him appere.

Doug. Virgil, 116, 23.

Germ, aonne, Belg. son, sol ; hence used by ancient

writers as denoting the Supreme Being, from the

worship given to the sun. V. Wachtcr.

Soxday, *. The old orthography of Sunday.
" That sick persones be present the next Sonday for

sermone befotrnone, in the place to be apoiutcd to

thame to accept that charge." Election, Ac. of Su-

perintendents, Knox's Hist., p. 268.

Siiwlay more nearly resembles the A.-S. Sttnnadaeg,

Solisdics; Sondag.—Teut Son-dagh, Su.-G. Soendag,

id. Ihre observes, however, that anciently it was

Sundag. He views the word Sun or Sonne, as formed

from Sol, by a change of the letter / into n. Vo. Sol.

SONE Pleucht. A ploughgate or division

of land exposed to the solar rays. " The
haill sone pleucht" &c. Aberd. Keg., Cent.

16.

Soxie Half. That part or division of lands

which lies to the south, or is exposed to the

sun; Sunny side, synon. This is opposed

to the Schaddow half, or the division that

lies away from the sun, S.

"Conferrals—the schaddow half of the tmiu and
landis of Drumdurrocht ;—all and haill the schaddow
quarter of the son if half landis of Eistcr Creuchie ;

—

the quarter of the sonte half landis of Creichnaleid,"

Ac. Acts Ja. VI., 15SJ, Ed. 1814, p. 372.

SON-AFORE-TIIE-FATHER, s. Com-
mon Coltsfoot, Tussilago farfara, Linn.,

S. Called in botanical Latin, Filius-ante-

pater.

[SONCE, s. Property. V. Sons.]

[SONE, adv. Soon, Lyndsay, Sq. Meldruiu,

1. 1484.]

SONELIE, adj. Filial.

" We, movit of aonelie lufe aucht to our derrest mo-
dere the quen* ; And attour of equitc having consi

-
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deracioune how A»-cbil>aUl crle of Angus ben wrang-
uialie takiu up the urcilU and proffettis of diuers* biro
L, and landis sene the sentence of diuor&s lede Iwtuix
tharue ; Ami diuerss vthtm actouuis quhilkis our said
derreat modem hes and may hatie incontraro the Raid
Erie, alss wclo before the said diuoras aa senesyue ;

Tbarefore we jgrant and will—that all actiounis and
rychtis quhilkis our aaid derrest modere hes just title

to, and mycht recuuer apoune the aaid Erie be justice,

geif he war nocht forfaltit, be execute and reseruit to
Eire in hia forfaltour." Acta Ja. V., 1528, Ed. 1814,

p. 327.
The same beautiful epithet remains in Sw. sonlig,

and Dan. soem/ig, id.

To SONK, Sunk, r. n. Apparently, to drivel,

to loiter; or to be in a low or dejected state.

There's no glee to give delight,

And ward frae spleen the langsotue night.

For which they'll now have nae relief,

But sonk at name, and deck mischief.

Ramsay's Poem*, i Life xlto.

If not from E. sink, Su.-G. x'utnk-a, q. depressed ;

perhapa allied to sinl-a, retardarc ; nlnka niyt tempus
terere. Ei laenger mettle* ; Diutiua non tardate ;

Hist. Alex. Magn. ap. Ihrc Ial. se'mk-a, id. from sen,

tardus, serua.

[To Sonker, v. n. To simmer, to boil sltghtlv,

Shetl.]

SONK, *. 1. A seat of that form and
quality that it may be used as a couch.

Thus Doug, uses the term aa corresponding to torus

m Virg., to denote that kind of couches on which the
ancienta reclined during their meals.

Syne eftir endlangU the say coisti* bray,

Vp sonkis set and de*is did array,

To meit we satt with haboundance of chere.

Firyi/,75, 12L .

This seems the primary sense ; not only from the
use of the word by this venerable writer, but from its

affinity to A.-S. mmg, Su.-G. meng, *iang, IsL maty,
seng ; a bed, a couch; also, a pillow. G. Andr.,
renders the IsL word by culcitra. Both Lye, (Add.
Jun. Etym.), and Ihre have remarked the affinity

between these terms and S. sonk.

2. A green turf, or seat made of it, S.

Tbo no the grane Aceste with wordes chvde
EnteUus, aat on the grene sonk hira besyUe.

Doug. Virgil, 140, 31.

The term has moat probably come to be applied to a
green turf, or grassy seat, because of its softness, and
consequent fitness for being used as a couch or place of

rest. This idea receives confirmation from the follow-

ing passage :—
Eneas and vtheris chiflanis glorius—
Vnder the hranachb of ane semelie tre

Gan lenyng Joan, and rent thare body is fre

:

And to thare dinmire did tharue at addres
On grene herbis, and sonkis of soft gres.

1bid., 20$, 40.

Gang in and aeat ve on the sunks a* round,
Andye'se be sair d with plenty in a stoun.

Ross's Uelenore, p. 221.

3. aA wreath of straw, used as a cushion, or

a load saddle," Gl. Evergreen.

Godacroft has preserved part of a satyrical rhyme, on
the defeat of Arpyle by the Kerrs, A. 1523, in which
the term occurs in this sense :

—

The Earle of Argyle i* ltonml to ride

From the bonier of Ivlge-huckHn bray,

And all bis Habergeons him beside;

Each man upon a sank* of Htray.

—

They made their vow that they would «lay, &c
Hist. Doug.

, p. 260l

This name, in the pi., is still given to the cushion,
or substitute for a saddle, used by some of the lower
classes in S.

"Towards the beginning of November this year, a
party of soldiers apprehended alx>ut twelve persons in

that parish, most or them merely for not keeping the
church, and carried them prisoners' to Hamilton.—To
morrow being to be carried in to Edinburgh, some
horses were provided for them, and a guard of dragoons.
The horses had all sunk* laid on them when brought

;

but the commander, Boushaw, caused remove them,
and two men were put upon each of the dragoons* lean
horse.*, without any thing under them ; yea, the men
were first tied one to another by their arms, and then
had their legs twisted with cords, cross the horses'

belly, so hard, that their ancles were galled to the
effusion of their bloo<l," &c. Wodrow, ii. 301.

The whole passage would deserve to be transcribed,

to give a taste of the tender mercies of that period.

Saeccing being the term which occurs in the A.-S.
version, Mark vi. 55. for a couch, Ihre thinks that
Su.-G. saeng may be traced to this as its origin. Here
he seems mistaken. But he subjoins an observation,
which may assist us in discovering the reason of this

name being giving to the sort of saddle used by the
poor in this country :

—

"The ancients had for their beds, or cushions and
Sillows, sacks stuffed with straw.*' This is just the
escription of that kind of saddle now called tonka,

synon. noddi*. It is a piece of strong sacking cloth,

stuffed with straw, wool, or some substance of this

kind.
We find the Dan. term seng applied exactly in the

same manner ; slraaseng, •• a pad of straw ;" Wolff.

SonK IE, s. " A man like a sonk, or a sackfull

of straw ;" Gall. Enc.

[SONKYN, part. pa. Sunken, Barbour, iii.

417.]

[SONNET, s,

Banffs.]

SONONDAY, Soxouxday, 8. Sunday, the

first day of the week.

The folk apon the Sonounday
Held to Saynct Bridis kyrk thair way.

Barbour, v. 835, MS.
Sermoun day, Pink. Edit.

A.-S. sunnan-daeg, Dies Sol is, sunnan being the gen it.

of sunna, the sun.

SONS, Sonce, s. 1. Prosperity, felicity,

Loth. Sonce fa* me, "May prosperity

betide me !" Still used in Banffs., Fife,

and Ayrs.
Sonce fa' yon an* your souple gabs,

For at your trade ye're surely dabs.

Taylor's S. Poems, p. 98.

Stmse/a' yer open, honest heart,

Whar double guile ne'er hauntit

!

Pickets Poems, 1788, p. 157.

To sonce and seil, solace and joy,

God and Sainct Jeil heir you couvoy.
Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 44.

Sonce fa' me, witty, Wanton Willy,

Gin blyth I was na as a filly

Jiauisay's Plains, ii. 323.

2. It seems to be used, as Mr. Ellis conjec-

tures, in that old Ballad on the death of

Nonsensical talk or writing,
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Alexander III., preserved by Wyntown, as

signifying abundance.
Quhen Alrsandyr oare kyng wes dede,
That Scotland led in luwe and U>,

Away wes sons of ale and brede.

Of wyne and wax, ofgamyn and gle.

Wyntown, vii. 10, 527.

Prob. allied to Gael. Ir. sonas, prosperity, happiness

;

Ir. sonos, chance, fortune ; sona, prosperous, blessed,

happy ; sonsa, in favour, Bullet. Teut. *an*e
t augmen-

torn, prosperity, seems radically the same. Kiliati

refers to aeghe, salus, eanitas, vigor, as syuon.

Sonsy, Sonse, adj. 1. Lucky, fortunate,

happy, (canny, synon.) as opposed to what
is accounted ominous or ill-boding, S.B.

This seems to be the primary sense, as it is the only
one in which the term is used by our old writers.

Gif thow be gude, or erill, I cannot tell

;

Thay ar not sonsy that so dois ruse tliatuu scIL

Lynd*ay,S. P. R.,\l 15.

"This spirit they called Brownie in our language,
who appeared like a rough-man : yea, some were so
blinded, as to beleeue that their house was all the
lousier, as they called it, that such spirits resorted

there." K. James's Daemonologie, p. 127.

It is a good old sonsie saving,

That little wit makes meikle straying.

CUland's Poems, p. 105.

" It's no sonsie to meet a bare foot in the morning ;

"

8. Prov. Kelly, Introd.
" Better be sonsy than soon up ;

" Ramsay's Prov.,

p. 19.
" Three is ay sonsy ; " ibid., p. 73.
" To gyue thame the more esperance of permanent

k sonse weird, he send with thame the fatale chiar of
marbyll." Bellend. Cron., Fol. 5, b. Perhaps q.

sonse*.

" 0*er halty [holy] was hanged; but rough and sonsie
wan away ; S. Prov. ; spoken against too precise

people." Kelly, p. 271.

2. Good-humoured, well-conditioned, manage-
able ; applied both to man and beast, S.

A sonsie horse, one that is peaceable. V. Do.vsle.

Sonne, and cantie, and gawsie,
But eelist or flaw was she.

Jamieson's Popular Ball., i. 294.

Sonsie lad seems equivalent to goodfellow.

But mark wi* me, my sonsie lad,

Tis fame we woo.
JL Galloway's Poems, p. 157.

A. Bor. **Soncy, or sonsy, pleasant, agreeable, en-
gaging, as applied to a person a looks ;" Gl. Brocket.

3. u Having sweet engaging looks
;

" Gl.

Burns.
He was a gash an' faithful tyke,
As ever lap a sheugh or dyke.
His honest, sonsie, baws'nt face

Ay gat him friends in ilka place.

Bums, iil 3.

4. Plump, thriving, en bon point; as, a sonsie

bairn, S. ; A. Bor., id.

But I've twa sonsy lasses, young and fair,

Plurap, ripe for men : I wish ye roti'd foresee

8ic fortunes for them might bring joy to me.
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 124.

•* Would ony Christian body even yon bit object to

a bonny sonsy weel-faured young woman like Miss
Catline?" Reg. Dalton, iii. 119.

5. [Plentiful, abundant.]
" Better rough and «<>jmiV, than bare and donsie ;"

8. Prov., Kelly, p. 68. V. Don.sit, and Son*.

To SONYIE, Sunyie, p. ii. 1. To care, to

regard.

Qnhen I to him ane ballat bare
He sonyeit not, nor said me nay.

Stewart, Bannatyne Poems, p. 151.

ie., He gave himself no concern about it, although he
did not give me a flat denial.

Welcum therfor abnfe all levand leyd,

Withe us to live, and to make reciifence,

Quhilk never sail swuye for thi saik to bleid.

Ballade, A. 150S, S. P. Repr., iii. 137.

2. To be anxious or uneasy, as implying a

fearful apprehension of the future.

Than graithit thai thaini till harnes hastely
;

Thar sonyeit nana of that gud chewalrye.
Wallace, iii 110, MS.

i.e., They were not dismayed at the approach of the
enemy. In Perth Edit, erroneously fenze'U ; but
rightly in Edit. 1648, souyted.

3. To be diligent, to be at pains.

Richt sa thai think that prelats suld nocht sunyie
Be way of deid defend thair patrinionie.

Lyndsay, S. P. Repr., It 248.

4. Sometimes it implies the idea of hesitation

or demur, as the consequence of anxious

thought.

"Quhy sonye ye, maist vailyeant campiouis? quhv
pas ye nocht forthwart with gret spreit ?" Bellend.

Cron. B. xi. c. 15. Quid slatis f Boeth.
Fr. soign-er, to care ; also, to be diligent about any

thing.

Sonyiie, Soxvie, Sunye, s. 1. Care, re-

gard, concern.

A hunt) n staff in till his hand he bar,

Thsrwith he smat on Willyham Wallace thair

;

Bot for his tre litill sonyhe he maid,
Bot be the coler claucht him with outyn baid.

Wallace, ii. 91, MS.

2. Anxiety, pains, industry.

Yet, wanshapen shit, thou shupe such a sunyie,

, iii &

Excuse ; improperly printed

As proud as you prunyie, your pens shal be plucked.

Montgomerie, Watson's Coll., i"

Fr. soing, care, diligence.

SONYIE, S.

Sonzie.

Of all my realme ve ar the rewl and rod.

It that ye dome think it sould be done ;

Quhen that ye shrink I have one sunyie sone.

PriestsofPeblis,p.7.

"But I knew, your last sonyie and shift will be,

that they admittctl, yea invited, field-preachers and

non-indulged to preach in the pulpits." M*Ward's
Contendings, p. 93.

"I may here be put in mind, that it was with this

sonyie the cause was betrayed by us." Ibid., p. 273.

Abbreviated from Essonyie, q. v. This is errone-

ously expl. in Gl. ibid. " sonnet, or cant."

To SOO, r. «. To smart. V. Sow, r.

To SOOCH, (gutt.) v. n. To swill, [to

keep in a state of intoxication] ; to swallow
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drink in large draughts, [to drink off at

once], S.

It seems originally the same with K. sirlj, which, as

Lye (Add. Jun.) supposes, may be derived either from

1st. siug-a, sorlieo, or as nearly of the same signification

with swill, Jrom A.-S. swiltj-Qn. Seren. prefers the

former etymon.

Soocil, 9. A copious draught of any kind of

liquor, S.

[SOOD. Should, Shetl.; as, «Foo, sood I

ken,*' how should I know.]

[SOOD, s. The south, ibid. Dan. and Sw.

*yd% id.]

To SOOCH, Soooh, r. n. To emit a

whizzing sound. V. Soucil, v.

To SOOK, v. a. 1 . To suck, S. V. Souk, v.

2. To dry up moisture, as a breeze of wind.

does, Shetl.]

[Sook, s. Drought in the atmosphere, ibid.]

Sooker, s. A horseleech, Loth. ; from the v.

Sook, to suck, S.

The name is similar in Iceland. Blodsuga, san-

guisu^a, from *yg, *amj, suga, sugere ; G. Andr.

Tent. suyyher, Bclg. bloedznyyer, id.

Sookers,*.^/. An instrument used by chil-

dren for suction and noise, S.

••At each word, his tongue came away from the

loenm-teoens of his p date with a bang, like a piece of

wet leather from a stone, called, by onr Scottish chil-

dren, Bookers, we forget the English name." Blackw.

Mag., Sept. 1819, p. 709.

Sookin' Tuukev. A vulgar name for a fool

or ninny, Roxb.

Applied, perhaps, to the person described, from the

absurdity of the idea ; as Shakespeare uses the phrase,

••a sucking dove," in a similar sense.

••But I will aggravate my will so, that I will roar

you as gently as any sucking dove ; 1 will roar you an*

'twere any nightingale." Midsuni. Night's Dream.

[Sookit, adj. Applied to fish when drying,

Shetl.]

[SOOLACK, 8. A reel for a hand-line,

Shetl.]

SOOLEEN, 8. The sun, Sheth

Moe^.-O. muit, Su.-O. sol, Dan. *W. Norw. sole, Isl.

sol, or soot, Sw. sool, which Haldor&ou renders by Dan.

solen, id. ; whence immediately the Shetl. term.

To SOOM, r. w. To swim. This form gives

the invariable S9und of the word, S.

* SOON, Soxe, adj. Near ; the soonest gait,

the nearest road. Soon is pron. like the

Gr. v.

£SOOND, s. The air-bladder of a fish,

Shetl. V. Sounds.]

To SOOP, v. a.

%
To sweep, S.

•• *The schoolmaster's wife and daughter*,' she said,

1 were now sae saucy as to pretend that they cou'd na

sit down in comfort in a house that was na' cleau

sooprt.'" Cottagers of Glenhurnie, p. 393.

Soui'-THE-CAt sey, «. A scrub, one who

would do the meanest thing for money, Fife.

Sooper, *. A bunch of feathers for sweep-

ing; Gall. Enc. Sw. sopare, a sweeper.

Soopino, s. The act of sweeping, S.

••A wheen cork-headed, barmy-brained jjowks ! that

wuuna let pair folk sac mtickle as die in quiet, wi'

their sossings and their tooping*." St. Konau, iii. 164.

[To SOOPLE, r. a. To make pliant; to

sock, to wash, to beat severely, Banffs.

;

sapple, Clydes.]

[SOOPLE, *. A soaking, a washing, ibid.]

[SOOK, adj. Sour. V. Souk.]

SOORLONG, s. A noted liar, Shetl.

The last syllable is evidently from Dan. togn, a lie,

ur cmitr. from logner, a liar. The tirst may be from

Su.-O. swaar, gravis, sicaara, valde, used intensively,

q. a great liar, a very liar ; or from soar, an oath, q.

one who has perjured himself, or who has been proved

a liar by the deposition of witnesses.

To SOOSII, r. a. 1. To beat, to flog, Ayrs.

Often " to soosh and skreenge."

2. To tease one with taunting or upbraiding

language, ibid.

[Soosh, 8. A heavy blow, Clydes., Banffs.]

SOOSIIIN', s. 1. A beating, Ayrs.

2. Abusive language, ibid.

Most probably corr. from the E. v. to Switch.

[SOOSTILEG, adv. Alternately, hy turns,

Shetl.]

[SOOTER, *. and v. V. Soutak.]

SOOTH, adj. True, S.

••A south bourd is no board;" S. Prov.; spoken

when people reflect too satirically upon the real vices,

foUies, and miscarriages, of their neighbours ;
Kelly,

"It is a sooth dream that is seen waking;" Fer-

guson's S. Prov., p. 20.
. „

•« There are mony sooth words spoken in bourdmg.

Ibid., p. 30.

Soothfow, adj. Honest, worthy of trust.

A sooth/oio servant, one who is not an eye-

servant, Loth. V. SUTI1FAST.

SOOTIE, *. " An old term for the devil
;"

Aberd., Gl. Shirrcfs; evidently from E. soot.

I Sootpillies, s. [Great-Cat's-tail (Typha

' latifolia).]
U A moss plant which grows

I on a thick stalk, like a willow-wand.
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The head is about half a foot long, and of

a iootie colour;" Gall. Enc.

Sooty-skon, s. A cake baked with soot

to be eaten on Fasterns-e'en, S.B.

A more correct account of this singular custom has
been communicated by a friend on whose accuracy I

. can depend.
In toe shires of Mcarns and Aberdeen, among the

many superstitious ceremonies that are performed on
/(ufem'i-en, by the younger peoplo of both sexes,

that of the sooty-scone holds a distinguished place.

It is the usual custom on that evening to make stair*

seomes, which are comjioscd of milk, meal, (or flour).

and eggs beaten up and sweetened with sugar, mixed
to a thin consistence. When a sufficient quantity
of stairscomes is prepared, (which are made more
for a treat than for any magical virtue they are
considered to possess), as much of the sutatance is

left,—into which a quantity of soot is stirred, and
a marriage ring is put,—as will make a large and
thick scone, which is called the sooty-scone, and in

which all the magic is believed to consist.—She, who
prepares the sooty-scone, must keep a strict silence

whilst it is baking, for if she speak, all its virtues are

lost ; and when it is baked, it is divided into as many
portions as there are unmarried guests, each of whom,
blind-folded, draws a part. The person who is so
fortunate as to draw tire piece containing the ring,

is assured of being tlie first married of the company ;

and to know who their intended partner will be, the

C'ece of cake is dreamt on, i.e., placed under the pil-

w in the left foot stocking, and whatsoever person
is dreamt of, he or she is viewed as the future hus-
band or wife of the dreamer. This power of looking
into futurity, however, is not confined to the person
who obtained the ring, but, by the mystical virtues of
the sooty-scon, is alike equal to all who partook of it

;

the ring only conferring the privilege of being the first
married of the company.

SOP, *. A slight meal, a hasty refreshment;

[also, a sup, a small quantity], S.
The Scottis men, qahen it wes day,
Thsir mes devotly gert thai say.

Syne tuk a top; and maid thairu yar.

Barbour, xii. 409, MS.

Mr. Pinkerton conjectures that this slight meal
might be "of Scotish pottage, oatmeal and water
boded." Ibid.. N.
This most probably refers to sorbite food, what is

vulgarly called spoon-meat, S. One is said, in relation
to this, to tak a soup, [i.e., a small quantity], a very
•light repast. V. Sour.

SOP, s. Juice, moisture.

8jprmgand herbis, eftir the cours of the mone,
War socht, and with bra*in hukis cuttit sone,
To get thare mylky sop and vennom blak.

Doug. Virgil, \\\ 9.

Tent, sop, liquamcn, liquor ; Isl. sope, haustus.

[To Sop, v. a. and n. To steep, to soak;
part. pa. sopit, Lyndsay, The Dreme, 1.

998.]

SOP, Sope, *. 1. A crowd, group; pi. soppis.

Then thai withdrew thaim halely ;

Bot that wes not full cowartly,
For samyn in till a sop held thai.

Barbow, iii. 47, MS.
Sa did that all that euir wes thar ;

Syne in a sop assemblyt ar.

I trow thai war thre humlcr ner.

Ibut, vii. 567, MS.

VOL. IV.

2. Any body, consisting of a variety of part*
or particles conjoined, as £. cloud is mctaph.
used ; as, a sope of mist, Doug. Virgil, 25,
42, a dusty sope, 264, 15 ; also, 274, 47.

Be this the Troianis in thare new ciete

Ane dunty sop nprisand ^an do se,

Full thik of stoure vpthnngand in the are.

Isl. sopor, ball, pila, Vercl. Rudd. expl. top by glo-
bus. Isl. sop-a, to scrape or rake together; sopa
til um fefauny, commcatuni utidecunquo corradere.
Su.-G. stcaef-ia, denotes a train or retinue.

To SOPE, Soup, t?. «. To become weary,

to droop, to faint ; sopit, soicpit, fatigued,

exhausted.

Sum dele or than walxis dolf this syre,

Seing his hors begyn to sope and tyre.

Doug. Virgil, 433, ».
So was I sopit and overset.

CKerric and Slat.

And for no sair,

Nor sorrow, can I soup.

Maitland Poems, p. 264.

Moes.-G. sicaif, cessavit ; A.-S. stcaef-ian, to fail,

deficerc ; Belg. suf-en, to dote, to mope, suf, doting,

pensive, versttjf-en, to pine away with heaviness of

mind ; Su.-G. foer-soffad, stupid, soe/w-a, sopire ; Mod.
Sax. versuffen, to be stupified.

Sopite, part, pa. Set at rest, S.
44 We are in dancer to be destroyed by Popish

adversaries j let our differences amount ourselves be
sopite, and smothered." M*Ward's Coutend., p. 232.

Sopitixo, 8. Setting at rest, quashing; a

forensic term, S.
44 What could a woman desire in a match, more tbaa

the sopiting of a very dangerous claim, and alliance of

a son-in-law, noble, brave, well-gifted, aud highly
connected !" Bride of Lanimcrmoor, ii. 83.

Lat. sop-ire, (topit-um), to set at rest.

SOPHAM, Sophine. s. A sophism, Fr. so-

phime.
Wodstok him schawit mony suttell cace.

Wallace he herd the sophammis euire deill.

Wallace, viii. 1509, MS.

I farly quhar sic sophine thou hes fund,
That with my awin band thou he* me burnt

Priests o/Peblis, S. P. Repr., I 36.

SOPPES DE MAYN. [V. Sop.]
Thre s»ppes de mayn.
Thai brought to Schir Gawayn,
For to con fort his lirayn.

Sir Uawan and Sir Gal., it 11.

This seems to have been three sops of some favourite
cordial ; denominated perhaps from the idea of its

strength or powerful effects. • V. Mane.

SORDES, s. Filth, S.B. V. Suddill, adj.

"It ought and should be found and declared that
the said Alexander Fraser, or any person deriving right
from him, have no right or title, by means of any
operations or manufactures on the banks of the river,

to throw or convey into the said river, corrupted water,
the filth, sordes, dregs, or refuse of a distillery or
manufactory, or any other substance of a nauseous
quality." State, Leslie of Powis r. Fraser of Fraser-
field, p. 36.

Lat. sortie*, id. This term might be introduced by
the monks or clergy in their charters. Isl. saur, how-

T2
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ever, signifies filth, and saunl-a, to defile ; Verel. Ind.,

p. 217. Thus the Lat. word might itself have a Gothic
origin. The term is also used in E.

SORD, 8. A cross bar in a Lxagat or re-

clining gate. u The long bar which crosses

the others obliquely is the sard;" Gall.

Enc, p. 316.

SORDANE, adj. Prob., secret.

—Thai sold ezemple tak of hir sordane teiching.

Dunbar, Afaitland Poems, p. 63.

This might be understood of secret instruction ; Fr.

a la sourdine, privately. But it is sovrane, in Edit.

1606.

SORDID, pret. [Errat. for Fordid, did for,

spoilt, destroyed.]

Syne tuk he salt, an Ic hard tell,

And ded horss, and sordid the well.

Barbour, v. 412, MS.

SORE, adj. "A sorrel or reddish colour,"

Rudd.
Eons the stede, with ruby haramys rede,

Abufe the seyia liftis furth his hede,

Of culloare sore, and sum dele broune as bery.

Doug. Virgil, 399, 82L

Fr. saure, sub-rufus, Gl. Sibb.

"That Patrio Lyone sail restore to Alexr Scot a

sore bono, price x lb. spuilyeit and takin be the said

Patric out of the landis of Balran," Ac. Act. Dom.
Cone. A. 1488, p. 116.

Sorit, adj. Of a sorrel colour ; as, " a sorit

horse," Clydes.

Fr. sture, of a sorrel colour, saurir to turn into a
sorrel colour. This is traced to Lat. sal-ire, to salt

;

Diet. Trer.

SORING, part. pr. Bewailing.

I in my mynd sarins did panes,
Deploring, and soring,

Thair ignorant estaita.

BureVs Pilg., Watson's CoU., ii. 46.

A.-S. sorg-ian, lugere, tristare.

To SORN, Sorne, v.n. 1. To obtrude one's

self on another for bed and board, S.

" Whenever a chieftain had a mind to revel, he came
down among the tenants with his followers, by way of

contempt, called in the lowlands giliwitfitts, and lived

on free quarters ; so that ever since, when a person ob-

trudes himself upon another, stays at his house, and
hangs upon him for bed and board, he is said to sorn

or be a sorner." Macbean, Johns. Diet., vo. Sorelion.

8. Used, in an improper sense, to denote the

depredations made by an invading army.
All things perplexed were, the Baliol proud,
With English forces both by land and Rood
In Scotland came, arrived at Kinghorne,
And through the country mightily did some.

Muse's Threnodie, p. 96L

Sibb. properly enough refers to Fr. sejourn-er,

oommoran. For the S. word is merely the E. one,

according to the old mode of writing it. It would ap-

pear that the/ was sounded as t.

For thoucht me tharfor worth it dey,

I mon soiourne, quhar euyr it be.

Barbour, iii. 823, Ma

Wallace than said, We will not soiornc her.

Wallace, iii. 79, Ma
It is also used actively, with respect to the practice

of soming.
The only hesitation I have, as to the etymon given

above, arises from the use of the word Sorehon (also
written Sorehen) in Ireland, which is viewed by Dr.
Johnson as the same with our Sorn.
" They—take and exact upon them, as upon their

first demeasnes all those kinde of services, yea and
the very wilde exactions, Coign ie, Livery, Sorehon, and
such like, by which they pole and utterly undoe the
poore tennants and freeholders unto them. " Spencer's
State of Ireland, Works, viii. 4S5.

Sorohen is said, by Sir James Ware, to bo " a tax
imposed four times a year on all Frauk-Tennants, or
such who held lands descendible to their heirs, for the
maintenance, entertainment and pay of "the Lord's
horsemen and foot soldiers. I take the name," he
adds, "to come from the word Srone, which was a
measure of oat-meal containing three pottles, and that
SoroAen was a charge of a certain quantity of oat-meal
for the maintenance of so many Ualloglasnes as were
stipulated for between landlord and tenant, three
pottles for each head, and that scldomer or oftener
according to the terms of the tenure." Antiq. of Ire-
land, i. 14.

Besides the Sorohen, the Irish lords, at least in the
time of Elizabeth, subjected their tenants to a pretty
severe visitation which they called Coshering. Fyues
Moryson gives a strange account of their maimers, iii

a passage in which he mentions this custom.
They •• sleepe," he says, •• vnder the canopy of

heauen, or in a poore house of clay, or in a cabbin
made of the boughs of trees, and couered with turfle,

for such are the dwellings of the very Lords among
them. And in such places, they mako a fier in the
middest of the roume ; and round about it they sleepe
pon the ground, without straw or other thing vnder
them, lying all in a circle round about the fier, with
their feete towards it. And their bodies being naked,
they couer their heads and vpper parts with their
mantels, which they first make very wet, steeping
them in water of purpose, for they finde that when
their bodies haue once warmed the wet mantels, the
amoake of them keepes their bodies in temperate hcate
all the night following. And this manner of lodging,
not ooely the meere Irish Lords, and their followers
vae, bat euen some of the English Irish Lords and their
followers, when after the old but tyranicall and
prohibited manner vulgarly called Coshering, they goe
(as it were) on progresse, to liue vpon their tenants, til

they haue consumed al the victuals that the poore men
haue or can get." Itinerary, P. III., p. 164.

Sorxare, Sorner, s. One who takes free

quarters, S.
44 Quhair ever sornari* be ouertane in tyme to cum,

that thay be deliuerit to the Kingis Schiretfis, and that
furthwith the Kingis justice do law vpone thame as
vpone a thief or reuar. Acts James II., 1455, c. 49,
Edit 1566. V. the v.

This severe act was put in force, about fifty or
sixty years ago, upon two brothers of the name of
M'Farlane, who were executed at Forfar ; if I re-

member right, by the sentence of the sheriff. They
were habit and repute notorious thieves ; but no-
thing could be proved against them. The cruel ex-
pedient was therefore fallen upon, of trying and
condemning them on the Somare Act. They broke
prison, and escaped, a day or two before that ap-
pointed for execution ; but, the country being raised,

they were captured in the entry to the Highlands,
making erowale in their bonnets at the side of a brook ;

carried back, and executed.
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Sorning, s. The act of exacting free lodg-

ings, S. <c Sorning, spuiiging, and playiug

the unwelcome guest ;

w
Gl. Antiq.

SORNE, part. pa. Sworn, Aberd. Reg.

To SORPLE, v. a. To scrub with soap and

water, Roxb.

Tent schraejel-en, corradere ; or Su.-G. sorp-a, to

moisten.

Sorplins, *. pi. Soap-suds ;, or the liouid in

which clothes have been washed, ibid.

•SORROW, *. 1. A term vulgarly used

in imprecations, or strong asseverations, S.

Alace, the porter is foryett,

Bat sorrow mair the men mycht gett.

Legend Bp. SL Androis, Poems Sixteenth Cent., p. 384.

"No," GL But this is by no means a simple

negative. It is often used, although by some per-

haps ignorantly, yet in the same unlawful way as

JSent, ie., fiend, de'ill, Ac, when meant to express a
strong negation ; and, in imprecation, like, E. pox,

plague, deuce, Ac. The term would seem indeed some-
times to denote a personification ; as the vulgar speak

of the muckle Sorrow, in the same manner as they
speak of the devil.
" The torrow tak him, and a' his crew o' rotten

Bishops thegither." Tenant's Card. Beaton, p. 25.

[2. Applied also to a troublesome child, S.]

Muckle Sorrow. The devil, S.

—An' rogues o' Jews, they are nae arrow
Wi' tricks ru* sly,

Wad pest the very muckle sorroxo

To trock or buy.
D. Anderson's Poems, p. 116.

SORROW-RAPE, s. A rope or strap slung

across the shoulders of persons carrying a

handbarrow, and attached to the steels or

trams of it, to relieve the arms of those who
carry the load, Teviotd.

[A.-S. sweora, sxcira, sword], swura, the neck, be-

cause it is hung near it

To SORT, v. n. To depart, to go forth ; Fr.

sort-ir.

" At efter none there sortit out of the town the lordis

Hereis, Lochinwar, and Fernihurst, at the wast port
about 200 hors," Ac. Bannatyne's Journal, p. 155.

"They of Edinburgh come furth hors and fute ;—and
they of Leyth also sorted," Ac. Ibid., p. 248.

"They sorted from Hamilton upon the 13th day of
May, to pass toward Dunbarton." Keiths Hist,
p. 477.

* SORT, s. A term applied to persons or
things, when the number is rather small,

Roxb., Berwicks. S. Wheen seems nearly
synon. ; as, " Was there mony fouk at the
lurk the day?" "Ou, there was a' sort at

it;"S.A.
"Sort, a lot, a parcel, or number;" A. Bor., Gl.

Brocket It has, however, no immediate connexion
with Fr. sort, as signifying a lot ; but is perhaps allied
to L. B. sort-urn, denoting a measure of land, q. a por- ~. ~

tion.
I

176.

• To SORT, v. a. and n. 1. To supply or
furnish to one's satisfaction, to fit, to suit

;

as, " I can sort ye wi' a knife, now," I can
now supply you with a knife to your mind

;

* That knife '11 sort ye ;
" That knife will

please you ; " Sort yoursel," Take what, or
whichsoever you please, S. ; [also, to satisfy

the female with the male, Banff*.]

This is nsed in the sense of O. E. Assort. Fr.
assort'ir, to suit, to furnish, &c. Sortir also signifies
" to assort, to furnish or fit with ; " Cotgr.

2. To agree, to come to a bargain ; [to live in

harmony], S.
" He's the easiest merchant ever the people of God

oked with ; if ye be pleased with the wares, what of
his graces makes best for you, he and ye will soon sort
on the price." Walker's Peden, p. 56.

3. To chastise, to correct by stripes, S. ; q.
to put one to sorts.

"May neer be in my fingers, if I dinna sort ye
baith for it." Monastery, i. 140.

Sorting, *. Correction, punishment, whether
with the hand or the tongue, S. [Sorts is

also used, Clydes.]
" See if I dinna gie a proper sorting to yon twa silly

jauds, that gar'd me mak a bogle of you, and a fale of
mysell—Ghaists ! my certie, I sail ghaist them." St
Ronan, iii. 34.

Sorts, s.pl. 1. Thais your sortsJ an excla-
mation nsed when one is highly pleased
with an action or thing, Aberd.

[2. Payment, reward, retribution, S.

SORY. Wallace, iv. 671, Edit. Perth.
The sory sone raiss, the bauld Loran was dede. Leg.

scry, (clamor), as in MS.

SOSH, adj. 1. Addicted to company and to

the bottle. A sosh companion, expl.
u social and sappy," South of S.

Abbreviated from Lat. eoc-bts, and equivalent to E.
social ; or allied to Germ. *aus, noise, especially that
of drinkers.

2. Frank, convertible, free, Loth.; canny,

sober, quiet, cheerful, S.

3. Snug, comfortable ; as applied to the ex-

ternal situation ; synon. Cosh ; Ayrs. Gl.

Surv. Ayrs., p. 693.

4. Lazy, indolent, Lauarks., Ayrs.; plump,
broadfaced, Loth.

In the latter sense it seems nearly allied to S.

Swash, "of a full habit," q. v. The latter term also

signifies fuddled, swollen with drink.

Sosiierie, s. Social intercourse, Ayrs.
"The next witness was Mr Mordccai Saxbeere,

prescs and founder of that renowned focus of soshcrie,

the yarn-club, which held its periodical libations in

the buxom widow Sheid's tavern." The Entail, u.
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•• The persecutions which from that day the monks

waged, in their conclaves of sloth and sosherk, against

the children of the town,—only served to make their

young spirits burn fiercer." R. Gilhaize, 1. 9.

BOSS, s. 1. A mixture of incongruous kinds

of food, or any heterogeneous mass, S. " a

mucky puddle," A. Bor. Ray.

Teat, saus*e, condimentnm, w«w-«i, condire, the

idea being borrowed from the variety of ingredients

Often mingled in sauces.

O. E. M So*, hoondis mete. Cantabmm. Prompt.

Farv. This is expl. " branne of come, for honndes ;

'

Ort. Vocab. Hence perhaps A. Bor. soss,
M to lap

like a dog ;" Gl. Brocket.

[2. A state of wet, dirt, and disorder ; applied

to children's clothes, Aberd., Banffs., Clydes.

3. A state of being drenched with water,

ShetL]

To Soss, v. a. and n. 1. To mix in a strange

manner ; or, v. n. to make use of incongruous

aliments or medicines mixed together, S.

V. the s.

[2. To work in a dirty, disorderly manner,

Banffs.

8. To nurse over-tenderly ; used in contempt,

ibid.

4. To live in idleness, ibid.]

[Sossin, Sossixg, s. The act of mixing up

in an incongruous war, S. ;
[used also in s.

2, 3, and 4 of v., Banffs.]

"A wheen cork-headed, barmy-brained gowks!

that wunna let puir folk sa muckle as die in quiet, wi

thair sowings and their soopings." St. Ronan, iii. 164.

[SOSSIN, adj. Dirty, unskilful, lazy, Banffs.]

Soss-Poke, *. A low word used to denote

the stomach, Fife. V. Soss, s. 1.

SOSS, s. Properly, the flat sound caused

by a heavy but soft body, when it comes

hastily to the ground, or squats down, S.

And wi* a soss aboon the claiths,

Ilk ane their gifts down flang.
t

Ramsay s Poems, h 271.

—Providence oft gets into one scale,

TY> keep the proper poise ; when easfu' bliss

Into the other Bosses, overpond'rons.
Davidson's Seasons, p. 100.

"Soss, a beary, clnmsy, fall ; the sound caused by

the act of falling ;

M A. Bor., Gl. Brocket.

This intelligent writer has thrown out the most pro-

bable conjecture I have yet met with concerning the

origin of E. souse, of which he is disposed to consider this

term as a vatiation,—that it is from O. Fr. sus, above

or upon, of which dessus is in part compounded. We
may perhaps need to go no farther than Ir. and Gael,

sjos, down, downwards.

To Soss, v. n. To fall down as a dead

weight, to come to the ground as it were

all in a piece, S.

SOT, 8. A fool, S.

"The Scots use sot, as the French do un sot, not for

a tippler, but a fool." Sir J. Sinclair's Observ., p. 128.

SOTHROWN, s. A collective term used

to denote Englishmen. V. Sodroux.

To SOTTER, v. a. and n. 1. To boil or cook

slowly, to simmer, S., evidently a deriv.

from A.-S. seoth-an, Su.-G. siud-a, Isl.

siod-a, to boil.

Sotter, sotter, my wee pan,

To the spirit gin ye can.

When the scum turns blue,

And the blood bells through,

There's something aueath that will change the man.
Perils of Man, ii. 44.

44 Sotter, to make a noise in boiling, as any thick

substance does. North." Grose.

2. To burn slightly; as, to sotter the fingers

by touching hot embers, S.

3. To scorch any part of the body, or any

fleshy substance before the fire, S.

•• The trees of the wood were blasted, and burnt, on

which were stuck the Mattered legs and thighs of the

woman ;- *nd on the top of a fir-trce, skathed almost

to charcoal, was stuck the ghastly head." Edin. Mag.,

July 1809, p. 19.

[4. To bubble, sputter, or crackle, as in boil-

ing, roasting, frying, &c. ; applied also to

the sounds made when one is working in

wet clay, mud, &c, S.

5. Same with Soss, s. 2, 3, and 4, Banffs.]

Sotter, *. 1. The act of boiling, [roasting,

or frying] slowly, S.

2. The sputtering or bubbling noise of any

semi-liquid substance, when boiling.

3. The bubbling, crackling, or sputtering

noise made by any thing in boiling or cook-

ing, S.

[4. A slight scorch or burn, S. ; also, a fes-

tering sore, any disgusting mass, Banffs.

5. Dirty, disorderly work ; also, a person who

does such work, ibid.

6. The act of over-nursing or idling, ibid.]

[Sotterix, part. pr. Used also as a *., and

as an adj. in each sense of the t?.]

SOTTER, s. An indefinite number of in-

sects, or other small animals, collected

together ; as,
u a great sotter" Roxb.

Isl. siot, multitudo, sveit, satellitium ; Su.-G. siret,

conglobatio. comitatus ; A.-S. sweot, turba, multitudo.

In pi. Isl. sreitar, comites, sveitar hofdimjiar, majorum

ordinura ductorcs ; Verel. Ind. Ihre views the term

as of foreign origin, and most probably from Fr. suite,

a retinue.
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To Sotter, v. w. To cluster closely, as the

small-pox, or any cutaneous eruption, Roxb.

A' sottrrin is a phrase very commonly used in this

sense ; q. "all in a cluster.*'

To SOTTER, v. a. Expl. " to saturate
;"

Gall. Encycl.

To SOTTLE, r. n. A term expressive of

the sound emitted by any soft substance,

as porridge, broth, &c, when boiling, Ayrs.

From the same origin with Sotter, v.

To SOUCH, Soogh, Swouch, (pron. sooch

futt.) v. n. 1. To emit a* rushing or whist-

ng sound. It properly denotes those low

melancholy tones of the wind, which precede

and prognosticate raiu, S.

The wattir lynny* rowtis, and euery lynd,

Quhislit and brayit of the souchand wyncL
Doug. Virgil, 201, 24

Yprax.it him he ha* aiuyd the place,

Als big as Athon, the hie niont in Trace,—
Or than the fader of hillis in Italy,

Clepit mont Apenninus, quhen that he
Dots swoick or oray with roky miltyunis hie.

Ibid., 437, 7.

See the royal Bowmen strive,

Wha far the feather'd arrows drive.

All toogking thro* the sky.
Ramsay's Works, i. 123.

2. To breathe long as one does in sleep, S.

also sauf, q. v.

Syne down on a green bawk, I trow,

I took a nap,

And soucht a' night balillilow.

As sound*! a tap.

Ramsay's Works, i. 219.

Jhone keikit np at screik o' day,

And fand her soicckand sound.
Jamieson's Popul. Bail., I 285.

I hear your mither touch and snore.

Ibid., ii. 338.

To Socch, Sough, r. a. To con over a tune.

S. A. synon. sou/.

1, 'mang many merry fouk,

Can draw my fiddle frae the pock,
An' sough a tune, an* crack a' jock.

Rev. J. SicoV* Poems, ii. 133.

A.-S. streg-an, swog-an, sonare, tinnire ; part. pr.

swogend, 8. touchand. This word is often used to
denote the noise made by the wind. Sweylh* wind,
cum strepitu irruit ventus ; S. the wind souch't. It
denotes the noise which is made when the ears ring.

It thone sweg, on earum har/de ; sonum in auribus
habui ; Lye. S. I had a soughing in my lug*. It also
signifies the sound of trees moved by the wind. Tha
tnidubeamas sicegdon ; sylvae arbores sonuerunt; S.
ike trees were souchin. -

The word, as it occurs in Prophecia Thome de Ersel-
dottn, retains more of its A.-S. form.

Ther the space of dayes thre

He herd the streghynge of the flo«le.

MS, LinoIn. Jamicsons Pop. Balt.,iL 19.

He herde but sicowyng of a flode.

MS Cotton. Minstrelsy Border, ii. 278.

To Souoh out, v. a. To utter in a whining
tone, S.
"See to him wi' his badge, "-they said ; **he hears

one of the king's Presbyterian, chaplains tough out a

sermon on the morning of every birth-day, and now he
would pass himsel' for ane o' the Episcopal church."

Antiquary, ii. 309.

Souch, Souoh, Sowcii, Suoh, Swoucii, *.

1. A rushing or whistling sound, S. ; Sough

o' the sea, " the sound of the sea,—as the

sea begins to sneak before the sky. When
the sea thus doth growl, farewell to fair

weather for a while ;" Gall. Enc.

Ilk sovxk of wyud, and enery quhisper now,

And alkin sterage affrayit, and carn.it Rrt>*.

Doug. Virgil, 63, o.

November chill blaws loud wi' angry sugh ;

The short'ning winter day is near a close.

Burns, iu. 174.

Ane sound or su*>uch I lia«l thare at the last,

Lyke quhen the tire be lellouu wyndis blast,

Is driuen amyd the flat of cornes rank,

Or auhen the borne on spait hurlis down the bank.
H

Dong. Virgil, 49, 14.

2. The sound emitted by one during profound

sleep ; also, a deep sigh, S.

Ouer all the landis war at rest Ukane,

The profound swouch of slei>e had thaiue onertanc.

Doug. Virgil, 240, b. 80.

I saw the battle sair and touch,

And reekln-red ran niony a shengh,

My heart for fear gae sough for souoh.

Bums, iv. 862.

3. A cant or whining mode of speaking, especi-

ally in preaching or praying. S. AM
soogh. .When a person or thing retaius

the same character, temper, or mode, with-

out variation, it is said,—//?, or It, has aye

the auld soogh yet, S.

Give them the souck, they can dispense

With either scant or want of sense.

Meston's Poems, p. 15.

"The sough, as it is called, the whine, is unmanly,

and much beneath the dignity of their subject I

have heard of one minister, so great a proficient in this

sough, and his notes so remarkably flat and productive

of horror, that a master of music set them to his

fiddle ; and the wag used to say, that in the most

jovial company, after he had played his tune but once

over, there was no more mirth among them all the rest

of that evening, than if they were just come out of the

cave of Triphonius [r. Trophonius. ]" Burt's Letters,

"Sough,—the chaunt or recitative peculiar to the

old Presbyterians in Scotland, and to certain extra-

religious casts in all countries ;" GL Antiq.

4. A flying report, a vague rumour, S.

•• I dread that the sough that gaed through o* his

having deserted, had some truth in't." Cottagers of

Glenburnie, p. 266.

"Sough—any rumour that engages general atten-

tion ;

H GL Surv. Moray.
"I hae heard a sough," said Annie Winnie, "as if

Lady Ashton was nae canny body. " Bride of Lammer-

moor, iii. 97.
•• Little Scott, (who may truly bo called sharp-eared

rumour, sh*' has at least as many tongues,) has already

sent a sugh through the gudc town, that Angus wears

her chains." Saxon and Gael., i. 83.

5. Keep a calm souch, he silent, S. A.-S. swig,

silentium. V. the r.
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"Thir kittle times will drive the wisest o* us daft,"

aid Neil Blane, the prudent host of the Howff, " but

I'se aye keep a cairn sough" Tales of my Landlord,

iii 147.
M Hout tout, man !

n answered Jasper, "keep a calm

tough; better to fleech a fool than fight with him."

Monastery, ii. 38.

•'Mind the Clachan of Aberfoil.—But keep a calm

sough till we meet again." Rob Roy, ii. 261.

Bobbin sat still, and keep'd a calm sough,

Than happ'd out whan he was fii'.™
Gall. Encycl., p. 413.

Chaucer used swough for sound, noise, from A.-S.

steep, steege, sonus, clangor; strepitus flammarum.
Hence swege denotes any kind of musical instrument,

as a trumpet, an organ.

Souch, adj. Silent, quiet, tranquil, S. To

keep touch, to be silent. He grew quite souch ;

he became entirely calm, so as to make no

disturbance.

Alem. suuig-en, Germ, schweig-en, to be silent, still

or quiet j A. -8. swig-on, swug-an, swo-ian, suwig-an, id-

Ne sumgu thu; Be not silent. Belg. zwyg, silent*

twygt, silence, verzwygen, to conceal ; Sw. swyghU
hush, Gr. *iXcfr, silere.

[Souchin, Sounhin. 1. As a «., used in

each sense of the v.
f
S.

2. As an adj., sounding, in each sense of Souch,

«., S.]

SOUCH, fret. v. [Errat. for Soucht, sought,

searched.]

Thsir gndis halff thai lesyt all ;

And souch the houss euirilkane.

Barbour, x. 759, MS.

[This passage is rery corrupt : lesyt should be sessii ;

touch should be soucht ; and house, housis. See Skeat's

Ed., p. 254.]

SOUCHT, pret. Attacked in a hostile man-
ner, assailed by arms.

Had thai bene warnyt wele, I wate,

Thai suld haiff sauld thare dedis der ;

For thai war eud men ; and thai wer
Fer ma than thai war that thaim soucht.

Bot thai war scalyt that thai moucht
On na manor assemblyt be.

Barbour, xvii. 117, MS.

This is a Su.-G. idiom. Soek-a, Ihre observes,

usurpatur de voilenta invasione. Na soekir man hem
iUannan; Si quia in alterius aedes impetum fecerit.

This he views as the origin of Uemnoekn, our Hame-
sucken. For hemsoek-a properly signifies, to invade

the house of another with violence. He also derives

ransak-a, to ransack, from ran, a house, and saek-a.

Isl adsoka, attoka, a warlike assault; sokn itself

signifying a battle, praelium ; G. Andr.

SOUCYE, s. The old name in S. for the

herb helytropium. V. Appin.

SOUD, *. A quantity.
" The tradesmen are paid for the piece, or with a

certain sum or auantitv of victual annually agreed on,

called soud.** P. Daviot, Moray, Statist. Ace, xiv.

74, N. V.Sold.

To SOUDER, v. a. and n. 1. To solder ; S.

Souther.

Tent, souder-en, ferruminare, consolidare metalla.

2. To unite, to combine, S.

Look laughing frae thy skr, and with thy heat,

Temper the scatter'*! clouds, and souder all

Into the perfect year. Davidson's Seasons, p. 8.

" Others also, with whom we must likewise souder,

have been encouraged to repeat, and rush upon the

same disloyal practices." M*Ward, p. 4.

3. To make up a variance, or to unite those

who have been alienated, S.

" You will roll all this hereby over upon the party

opposing the indulgence, and the course you take to

souder us into a sameness with them." M *Ward's Con-

tend., p. 222.

Souderino, e. An act of union.
44 This healing and union must have stretched the

length of a soudering with these men, who have really,

and upon the matter, settled the usurper of the great

all he hath, in his height of wickedness, and heat of

violence, robbed from the anointed of God." M 'Ward,

p. 4.

SOUDIE, Soudy, s. 1. A gross heavy per-

son, one who is big and clumsy ; a term

generally used as to women, S.

2. A dirty woman, partaking much of the

nature of a sow, Gall. Enc. V. Sodick.

3. A heterogeneous mixture, a hodge-podge.

Where will ye see such, or find such a soudy t

Bannosks of bearmeal, cakes of croudy.
Jacobite Relics, I 20.

Perhaps allied to Su.-G. sod, soui, an animal, any

individual of the large kind of cattle; sometimes, a

sow.
This word is perhaps part of that term used,

Evergreen, ii. 20. Sowdy-mouxly. The latter part

may be merely alliterative; or from Teut moede,

muede, wearied
1

, fatigued ; [or, mowdie, a mole.]

Soudly, adj. Soiled, dirty.

A roussat goun of hir awn scho him gaif

Apon his weyd, at conTyt all the lavff,

A soudlw courr-he oar bed and nek leit fall.9
Wallace, I 241, MS.

In Edit. 1&48, saddled, synon. V. Suddlk.

SOUDLAND, 8. One who comes from the

south country, S. B.

SOUDOUN LAND. The land of the Soldan

or Sultan.

Se ye not quha is cmn now,

A sargeand oat of Soudoun land.

Bannatyne Poeins, p. 173.

To SOUF, Souff, v. n. 1. To slumber, to

sleep in a disturbed manner, S. B.

Su.-G. sofuha, Isl. sof-a, Dan. sov-er, A.-S. swef-an,

id. Geswe/'od, consopitus, laid asleep ; Isl. sof-r, sleep.

Junius thinks that the v. may be traced to Moes.-G.

moaif, cessavit. Lat sop-ire, to set at rest or asleep,

seems to have had the same origin. Belg. suff-en, to

dote. V. Suoufe.

2. To breathe high in sleep ;
properly, as the

effect of disease, S. B.

I sheuk myser, an' souft to fleg the fear

;

But yet my heart foretaul some sorrow near.

Tarras's Poems, p. 116.

i.e., "whistled to fright fear away.
w

This is the more common sense.
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8. To whistle in a low tone ; also, to sing, S.

I sigh at hame, a-fieM am dowie too,

To tow/% tune I'll never crook my moo,
, Feryutfon't Poena, it 1.

May virtue glad baith you an' me.
To to*/our sang still nierrilie,

While yet we may.
A. Scott's Poems, 1811, p. 117.

4. a To con over a tune on an instrument."
Thus I
BangM up my blyth auld-fa*hion'd whistle,

To tow/ye o'er a short epistle.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 860.

Souf, Souff, s. 1. A slumber, a disturbed
sleep, S. B.

2* High breathing in sleep, especially that of

a sick person ; expressive of the sound
.emitted, S.B.

8. "Low whistle/' Shirr. Gl.

4. Corresponding to E. strain ; as, we'll hear

his sovffy we will learn what strain he is on,

what humour he is in, what terms he has

to propose, S.

To SOUFF, v.a. "To quaff ;

M
Gl. Surv.

Moray.
It seems the same with Teut. toeff-en, toff-en, sor-

bere, sorbillare, Su.-G. tup-a, also signifying to quaff.

[Souff, *. A draught, Banffs.]

To SOUFF, v. n. To strike. One stone is

said to souff on another, when dashed upon
it, S.B.
Tent, sweep**, flagellare.

Souff, Sowff, *. A stroke, S.B.
He jee'd na out o' that an inch,

Afore a menseless man
Came a' at anes athort his hinch
A sowff, and cart him prann

His bum that day.
Christmas Ba'ing, Skinner's Misc. Poet, p. 129.

8u.-G. twepa, Isl. evepa, scutica, a scourge ; sveip-a,

percutere.

Sotjflet, *. "A stroke, a blow;" Buchan.
Fr. soufflet, "a box, cuffe, or whirret on
the ear ;" Cotgr.

SOUFFLE, Souff, *. A stupid, silly per-

son, a lazy, idle, drunken fellow, Mearns.

Teut. tuff-en, delirare, hallucinare ; Isl. swtifl-a,

agitare; gyrare.

SOUFT, part. pa. Exhausted, Loth., Border.

This seems merely a corr. of the ancient part. Sopit.

V. Sope, v.

SOUGH, s. A stroke, a blow; [also, the

sound made by it, S.]

This may be a variety of Soi{ff, q.v.

To SOUGH, v. ii. To emit a rushing sound,

&c V. Sotjch.

To SOUK, Sook, v.a. 1. To suck, S. ; as

a sookin bairn, a sucking child ; pron. as oo

inE.

2. Figuratively used, to denote the power of

wheedling or flatter)', in the old S. Prov.

;

u He has a tongue in his head that could

90uk the laverocks out of the lift."

This evidently refers to the vulgar opinion, that
some serpents have such a fascinating influence in

their eye, or so powerful a suction in their breath,

that, if a bird pass over them, they can arrest it in its

flight, and make it drop down into their jaws.

"To come now unto the Basiliake, says Pliny.
" whom all other serpents doe flie from and are afraid

of ; albeit he killeth them with his very breath and
smell that posst th from him ; yea, and (by report) if

he do but set his eye on a man, it is enough to take
away his life." Hist. B. xxix. c. 4.

Jerome, on Isa, xiv. 29, " Out of the serpent's root
shall come forth a cockatrice, and his fruit shall be a
fiery flying serpent," renders the.words ; "From the
root of the serpent shall spring forth a prince, and his

seed shall tuck up the bird. . tor he accommodates the
words to the history of the basilisk, as given by
Solinus :

" It even corrupts the air, so that no bird
can pass over it with impunity, as it is infected with
its pestiferous breath."

Isidorus gives a similar account : " At the sight of
it no bird on the wing can pass over it uninjured ; for,

although at a distance, consumed by its breath it is

devoured." Alkazuin, an Arabian writer, says : "If
a bird flics above it, it falls down upon it." V.
Bochart, Hierozoic. L. iii. c. 10.

"The basilisk/' says Vitringa, "is a noxious kind
of serpent, which kills other living creatures, not by
its bite, but by its hissing and breath." In loc.

Soukit, part. adj. Fatigued, exhausted, Fife.

Tent, swac, infirmus, enervus, languidus ; ticack-en,

debilitare, deficere ; Dan. swakk-er, to waste.

SOUKKYR, Succur, 9. Sugar; Aberd.
Reg.

SOUKS, 9. pi. The name given to the flower

of red clover, S. also suefcies, from being

sucked by children because of their sweet-

ness.

" His mete was hony souket, and bony of the wode,"
Wiclif, Matt. iii.

SOULE, Sole, 9. A swivel, GL Sibb. V.
Culpit.

SOUM, Sowme, 9. A term expressing the

relative proportion of cattle or sheep to

pasture, or vice versa, S.

1. A 9oum of sheep9 five sheep ; or in other

places, ten.

" There are 36 freeholders in the burgh, whose free-

holds at present are reckoned, at an average, at 50a.

yearly, with a privilege of pasturage for 72 south* of
sheep upon the common, 5 sheep being reckoned to the

toum." P. Monk ton, Ayrs. Statist. Ace., xii. 396.
" One cow makes a toum, a horse two ; ten sheep

(and in some places fewer) are considered as a toum.
P. Saddel, Arcyles. Ibid. p. 477. N.

It appears that this denomination has been formerly

lower, as to the number of sheep.
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"If the tenant is to hire his grazing in the hills, he

takes it by soirme*. A soumt is as much grass as will

maintain four sheep ; eight sheep are equal to a cow
and a half, or forty goats.—Tho reason of this dispro-

portion between the goats and sheep is, that after the

•beep eat the pasture bare, the herbs, as thyme, Ac.

that are left behind, are of little or no value, except

for the browsing of goats." Letters from a Gentleman

in the North of S., 11. 155.

2. A sown of grass, as much as will pasture

one cow, or five sheep, S.

"It is statute and ordeined, that in all tyme comming,
there be designed to the Minister serving at the cure

of sik Kirks where there is na arrable land adjacent

thereto, foure sowmts grasse for ilk aiker of the saids

foure aiker of gleib land, extending in the haill to

sextene sowmes, for the saids foure aikers." Acts

James VI. 1606, c 7. Murray.
"The glebe—is supposed to be legal as to extent,

with 4 soums gnu*, in common with the cattle of the

farm." P. Kilmartin, Argyles. Statist. Ace. viii. 104.

8w. sum is equivalent to tat, number. V. towme,

amber ; as this is evidently the same word used as

also denoting quantity.

To SOUM land, to calculate and fix what

number of cattle or sheep it can properly

support, S.
M Where there are several small tenants upon one

farm, the farm is (what they call) soumed ; which
means, that the number of cattle it can properly main-

tain or pasture, is ascertained, that none of the tenants

may exceed his just proportion, nor over-stock his

farm." P. Balqnhidder, Perths. Statist Ace., vi 93.

To Soum and Roum. [To pasture and fodder.]

M It seems probable, that the land outfield, in many
pliam, was occupied in common, each proprietor or

tenant, in a certain district, parish, or estate having

been thereby entitled to soum or pasture on the out-

field land in summer, in proportion to the number and
kinds of cattle he was thus able to roum or fodder in

winter, by means of his share of infield land." P. Bed-

rale, Roxburgh, Statist. Ace., xr. 473, X.
"The action by which these proportions are to be

ascertained is called an action ofsotrming and rowming,

two old words denoting the form of law by which the

number of cattle that each proprietor may put on the

common is fixed, according to the different kinds of

cattle that are to pasture upon it" Erak. Inst. B. it

Tit. ix, tec. 15.

Stair does not expl. the v. to Roum, as regarding the

ability of foddering the cattle in winter, by means of

bifida, according to the view given in the quotation

from the Stat. Ace ; but as expressive of the relative

be el each rowm or farm, to which the right of pas-

turing is annexed. "Where divers heritors have a

common pasturage in one commontie, no part whereof

is ever plowed, the said common pasturage may be

Sowmed and Ronmed, that all the soums the whole

commontie can hold, may be determined and propor-

tioned to each roum having the common pasturage,

according to the holding of that roum. n Decisions,

Jan. 23/1679, Dunlop.

To twin, to find place for. V. Rowme, v.

To SOUM, v. a. To surmise, Aberd.

To SOUME, r. ?i. To swim ; pron. q. Soom,

S. ;
[part- pr. sottmand, swimming.]

" Mony of thame culd nocht sonme, and war sa hevy
chargit with thare harnes and habirjonis of maleyeis,

that thay sank doun and pcrist in tho depo bullerand

stremes/' Bellend. T. Liv., p. 451. V. Soom.

SOUME, *. A load. V. Sowme.

SOUMS, s. pi. The sounds of the cod dried

for food, Shetland. V. Sounds.

SOUN, s. Son. " His soun $ apperand air;"

Aberd. Reg.

SOUN\ Sound, adj. 1. Smooth, level, [un-

broken] ; a soun
9
road, a smooth road ; a

soun stane, a smooth stone, &c, S. Soun'

is pron. like E. soon.

This seems merely an arbitrary use of E. Sound, adj.

[2. Without any flaw, defect, or disease ;
per-

fect; as, hale an* soun
9

, as soun
9

s a bell,

Clydes.]

To Sound, v. a. and h. 1. To spin a top,

Aberd.

2. To spin as a top, ibid.

[As sound as a tap is a common phrase applied to a

person in a deep sleep, Clydes.]

3. To swoon, S.
—" The said Thomas, with his whinger, gave him

again two great wounds, and left him sounding in his

blood." Justiciary Record, Sharpe's Prcf. to Law's

Memorialls, lix.

Sound, *. A swoon, a faint, Loth.

[A.-S. swdgan, to move or sweep along noisily ; allied

to the base swag, to sway. V. under Swoon, Prof.

Skeat's Etym. Diet.]

SOUNDS (of a fish), s. pi. The swimming

bladder, S. ;
[soonds, Shetl.]

" The greatest part of the cod's sounds, in this parish,

are pennitted to remain and rot on the sea beach, or

are cast into the dunghill, though the use and value of

them as an article offood and delicacy at table have

been known here for many years." P. Peterhead,

Aberd. Statist. Ace, xvi. 549.

Isl. sund, natatio.

[SOUNE, adv. Soon, Barbour, i. 566.]

To SOUNYE, v. n. To concern one's self

about, to take interest in.

Ladeis will not sounye

With waistit wowbattis rottin,

Bot proudly thay will prounye,

Quhair geir is to be eottin. «,«..., .-
Bantu JfS. Chron., S. P. hi 147.

V. Sonye, v.

To SOUP, Soop, v. a. To sweep, S.

Quhair eucr thay go it may be sene,

How kirk and calsay thay soup clene.

Lyndsa/s Warkis, 1592.

Contemptioun of Syde Taillis, p. 307.

Su.-O. sopa, id.

[Soup-the-causey, s. A scrub, one who

does the meanest kind of work, S.]

SOUP, Sup, s. 1. A spoonful, a small

quantity of any food that requires the use
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of a spoon ; also, a small draught, or mouth-
ful ofany liquid, S. sup, £.

Thai twa, out of ane scoprr. stoop,

Thai drank thre quartis soup and soup.

DunbarhMaxUand Poems, p. 114.

—" Ye may gang your ways to bed, and leave ns to

our mmp wine and our ain crack*." St Johnstoun, i.

96.

2. A considerable quantity of drink, or of any
liquid food ; as, a soup milk, a soup broth, a
$oup drink, a considerable quantity of any
intoxicating liquor, S.

Wae worth that weary sup o* driuk
He lik'd so weel,

He drank it a', left not a clink.

His throat to sweet
Forties's Dominie Deposed, p. 27.

Here it ia printed like the £. word.

" I wish you had drank water, when you drank
that soup drink ;" S. Frov., •• Spoken when people say
something out of the way, upon a jocose supposition

that they are drunk, or they would not say so; Kelly,

p. 179.
" I dare say he wad gar them keep hands aff me

—

and he wad gar them gie me my soup parrid^e and bit

meat." Antiquary, i. 261.

3. A bite and a soup, slender support both as

to meat and drink, S.

"Ye manna speak o' the young gentleman hand-
ing the pleugh ; there's poor distressed whigs enow
about the country will be clad to do that for a bite

and a soup—it sets them tar better than the like o'

him." Tales of my Landlord, ii. 138.
•• Yon are as white as a loan soup," S. Prov. ;

" spoken to flatterers who speak you fair, whom the
Soots call White Folk:* Kelly, p. 371. Loan soup is

expi., ** Milk given to strangers when they come where
they are a milking," N. ibid.

lal. sope, a draught, saup, pottage or any spoon-meat ;

spft% as much of this kind of food as the mouth receives

at once. E. sup is used as in sense 2. But we extend
the signification. For notwithstanding the general
prejudice, which prevails among our southern neigh-
Lours as to the poverty of our country, we have, in

the use of food, a greater variety of gratification than
themselves. They eat all, or drink all ; whereas we
not only eat and drink, but sup.

[ToSOUP,r.n. To soak, drench. V.Sowp.]

To SOUP, v. n. " To sob, to weep with con-

vulsive heaves ; " 61. Lynds.
This retains a good deal of the form of A.-S. siof-ian,

dolere, lugere. Wachter views Alcm. sufl-en, ^emcre,
as a frequentative from this, remarking the afhnity of
Heb. saphad, planxit, iuxit.

Soupand, part. pr. Sobbing, or groaning,

complaining.

The tane to the tother cold coraplaine ;

Sichand, and soupand, can scho say,
• This lang Lentrune hes maid me lene.

*

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 113.

A.-S. seof-ian, lugere, ingemisccre, queri.

To SOUP, v. it. To become weary. V. Sope.

SOUPIE, s. A sling, Teviotd. Isl. sicif,

a* vibratio ; Su.-6. stcaefio-a, in aura librari.

VOL. IV.

SOUPLE, adj. 1. Flexible, as E. Supple, S.

"Souple, swack. pliant, yielding readily, possessing

great agility ;" OL Shirr.

2. u Conning ;" ibid. S.

This is written and pron. precisely as Fr. souple, id.

Souple, s. 1. The lower part of a flail,

which strikes the grain ; the upper being

called the haudstaff, S.

The hollin souples, that were sae snell,

His back they loundcrt, mell for melL
Jamieson's Popular Ball., ii. 238.

In stack-yards some
Industriously pick up the scatter'd ears

That frae the swingia supple spread afar.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 1431

2. A stout piece of wood, used as a cudgel,

Sooth of S.

"If you and I were at the VVithershina Latch wi'

Oka ane a gude oak souple in nis hand, we wald not
turn back.'* Manncring, ii. 51.

"Get awa hame, for if I tak my souple t'ye, 111 gar
ye find the road faster than ye wad like." Bride of

Lammermoor, iii. 97.

Probably from Fr. souple, E. supple, because of

its flexibility ; if not rather from Isl. swipa, Su.-Q.
swep-n, a scourge, scutica, flagrum ; from the idea of

j ; as thrash is used metaph. to denote beating

with a scourge or otherwise. This in Su. -G. is called

siagmal and drapwal.

Souple-Tam. A child's toy, which, being

polled by a string, shakes and seems to

dance, S.

• SOUR, Soure, Soor, adj. L Used in the

sense of bitter, pungent, S.

" It is a soure reek, where the good wife dings the

mooA man,** S. Prov. "A man—coming out of his

bouse with tears on his checks, was ask'd the occasion

;

he said, * There was a soure reek in the house.'—Upon
enquiry it was found that his wife had beaten him."
Kelly, p. 186.

Soure is expl. " bitter," N. Ibid.

2. Cold and wet ; applied to soil, S.
" The term sour is, in Scotland, usually applied to a

cold and wet soil ; and conveys the idea of viscidity,

which, in some cases, is a concomitant of fermentation.**

Ure's Hist, of Rutherglen, p. 180.

3. Used as a *., denoting any thing acid in

a metaph. sense.

" My Master will put in mercy and truth in all his

dispensations towards me, and then those will sweeten
all my soures." Mich. Bruce's Lectures, p. 45.

[Sour Bread, s. A kind of oaten cakes

baked of sonr leaven at Christmas, Banffs.]

Sour Cakes. A kind of cakes baked in

the burgh of Rutherglen for St. Luke's

Fair. This began on the 3rd Monday of

October, O. S.

"Another ancient custom, for the observance of

which Rutherglen has been long famous, is the baking

of sour cakes. Some peculiar circumstances, attending

the operation, render an account of tho manner in

which it is doue, not altogether unnecessary. About

V 2
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eight or ten days before St. Luke's fair, (for they are

baked at no other time of the year), a certain quantity

of oat-meal is made into dough, with warm water, ana
laid up in a vessel to ferment Being brought to a
proper degree of fermentation'and consistency, it is

lolled up into balls, proportionable to the intended

largeness of the cakes. With the dough is commonly
mixed a small quantity of sugar, ana a little anise

seed, or cinnamon. The baking is executed by women
only, and they seldom begin their work till after sun-

set, and a night or two before the fair.

" A large space of the house, chosen for the purpose,

is marked out by a line drawn upon it ; the area within

is considered as consecrated ground, and is not, by any

of the bystanders, to be touched with impunity. A
transgression incurs a small fine, which is always laid

out on drink for the use of the company. This hal-

lowed spot is occupied by six or eight women, all of

whom, except the toaster, scat themselves on the

ground, in a circular figure, having their feet turned

towards the fire. Each of them is provided with

a bake-board, about two feet square, which they

hold on their kneea. The woman who toasts the

cakes, which is done on a girdle sunpended over

the fire, is called the queen or bride, and the

rest are called her maidens. These are distin-

guished from one snother by names given them
tor the occasion. She who sits next the fire, towards

the East, is called the Todler ; her companion on the

left hand is called the Hodler;* and the rest have

arbitrary names given them by the bride, as Mrs.

baker, best and worst maids, &c. The operation is

begun by the todler, who takes a ball of the dough,

forms it into a small cake, and then casts it on the

hake-board of the hodler, who beats it out a little

thinner. This being done, she on her turn throws it

on the board of her neighbour ; and thus it goes round

from east to west, in the direction of the course of the

son, until it comes to the toaster, by which time it is

as thin and smooth as a sheet of paper. The first that

is cast on the girdle is usually named as a gift to some
well known cuckold, from a superstitious opinion, that

thereby the rest will be preserved from mischance.

Sometimes the cake is so thin as to be carried, by the

current of the air, up into the chimney.
" As the baking is wholly performed by the hand,

a great deal of noise is the consequence. The beats,

however, are not irregular, nor destitute of an a-

greeable harmony, especially when they are accom-

panied with vocal music, which is frequently the

ease. Great dexterity is necessary, not only to beat

out the'eakes, with no other instrument than the hand,

so that no part of them shall be thicker than another

;

hut especially to cast them from one board to another,

without ruffling or breaking them. The toasting

requires considerable skill; for which reason the

most experienced person in the company is chosen

for that part of the work. One cake is sent

round in quick succession to another, so that none of

the company is suffered to be idle. The whole is a

scene of activity, mirth, and diversion; and might

afford an excellent subject for a picture.

"As there is no account, even by tradition itself,

eoncerningthe origin of this custom, it most be very

ancient. The bread thus baked was, doubtless, never

intended for common use. It is not easy to conceive

why mankind, especially in a rude age, would strictly

observe so many ceremonies, sud be at so great pains

in making a cake, which, when folded together, makes

hut a scanty mouthful. Besides, it is always given

away in presents to strangers, who frequent the fair.

The custom seems to have been originally derived from

Paganism, and to contain not a few of the sacred rites

peculiar to that impure religion : as the leavened dough,

and the mixing it with sugarand spices, the consecrated

ground, Ac., Sc. But the particular deity, for whose

honour these cakes were at first made, is not, perhaps,

easy to determine. Probably it was no other than the

one known in Scripture, Jcr. vii. 18, by the name of

the 'queen of heaven,' and to whom cakes were like-

wise kneaded by women." Ure's Hist, of Ruthcrglen,

p. M—97.
* "These names are descriptive of the manner in

which the women so called perform their part of the

work. To Todlt is to walk or move slowly like a
child. To llodle is to move or walk more quickly."

Soor-Doock, *, Buttermilk, Loth.
I can form no idea of the origin of doock, unless it

be allied to Su.-G. daegg-ia, to give milk.

[Sour-Faced, adj. Of a sulky counten-

ance, S.]

[Soor Fish. Fish kept till they have

acquired a game flavour, Shetl.]

Sour Garss. Sedge grass, a species of

Carex, Lanarks., Ayrs. V. Blue-grass.

Sour-Kit, *. A dish of coagulated cream, S.
•'—Thai maid grit cheir of euyrie sort of mylk

bayth of ky mylk & youe mylk, sueit mylk and sour

mylk, cordis, and quhaye, sourkittis" Compl. S., p.

66.
" Kit, cap, and can," as Dr. Leyden observes, •• is a

phrase used to express all kinds of meat and drink," S.

He defines kU, which is indeed a term also used in E.,
€,a small kind of wooden vessel hooped and staved.

A cap" he adds, "is turned out of one piece of wood.

Can is a wooden decanter." GL Compl., p. 373.

Sour Laxd, *. Land which, when left

un tilled, either becomes swardless from too

much moisture, or produces nothing but

sedge-grasses and other worthless aquatic

plants, S. O.
"Lime sometimes contains a portion of magnesia,

which is unfavourable to vegetation. Lime of that

kind ought to be applied to damp, or what is denomin-

ated in the county of Ayr, sour laml ; as the acid in

the soil will convert the magnesia into Epsom salt,

which, in small quantities, is not injurious to vegeta-

tion." Agr. Surv. Ayrs., p. 329, 330.

Sour Milk, #. Buttermilk, S. A. Bor.

8w. sur tnioeik, id., Wideg.
" These vats—you ought to keep full of butter-milk,

or sour milk, as it is commonly called." Maxwell's

Sel. Trans., p. 347.
. . „ ,

In Sw. a man who sells buttermilk is called a sur

mioeUxkaerll; VereL Ind. vo. Skyrker.

Sour-Mou'd, adj. Having a sulky look,

q. a sour mouth
y
Aberd. Tout, suer-muyl,

homo tetricus, acerbum os.

Sourock, Sourak, Sourack, s. Sorrel, S.

«• Rumex acetosa. The Soicruck, Scot." Lightfoot,

" Rumex acetosella. Sheep's Soioruck. Sc. Aust."

Lightfoot, Ibid.
•• I sau vfrmet, that vas gude for ane febil stomoc, &

sourakkis, that vas gude for the blac gulset." Compl.

S., p. 104.

Germ, saurach, Sw. ttyra, Teut. suerick.

"Acetosa, sowroeks." Wedderb. Vocab., p. 18.

" • Gang the gait thysel, Girzy Hypel—and no fash

me with thy clishmaclavers.' *Heh, gudeman I
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bat ye hae been eating sourrocks instead o' Iangkail.'
"

The Entail, i. 205.

A very expressive proverbial phrase, commonly ap-
plied, as would seem, in the West of S., to those who
are in a bad humour.
In O. E. this was denominated Sowre dokke ; " Sovort

doH* herbe. Surella. Aeedula. Solatium." Prompt.
Parr.

Sour Skon, #. A thin cake baked of oat-

meal steeped in water till it become sour;

more especially used at Yule, Moray.

SOURCEANCE, s. Cessation.

"A desyre of sourtciincc of amies may be had on
both sydes, so the same may be beneficiall to the
kingis partie.

M Bannatyne's Journal, p. 233.

Fr. surceamee, snrsehnct, "a sur-ceasing or giving
over ; a pause, intermission, delay ;*' Cotgr.

SOURD, *. Sword, Aberd. Reg.

To SOURSE, v. u. To rise.

Eaer the sarer this erne strenis his grip,

And with his bowand bcik rent is peuously,
Samyn with his wyngis soursand in the sky.

Doug. Virgil, 392, 13.

Lat. surg-o, —exa, id.

SOUSE, 8. A French sol, E. sous.

He counted us not worth a souse.

BallU, Reidsquair, Evergreen, if. 225.

O. Fr. solz, id. Thierry.

The origin of Fr. solz, sous, is Lat. solidus, a Roman
brass coin, containing twelve small pieces. This ap-
pears from the form which the term assumes, in its in-

termediate state, in ItaL soldo, the denomination for

the same coin.

SOUST FEET. Cow-heel, S.

Bat a' their sen were chiefly fixt,

Upo* soustfeeL
Shirrefs' Poems, p. 210.

Originally the same with E. souse, v.

SOUT, 9. The start or bounce of a plough
when it meets with a stone, Galloway ; Fr.

sault, saut, a leap, bound, skip.

SOUTAR, Souter, s. A shoemaker, [a

cobbler], one who makes brogues or shoes

of horse-leather, Ang.
Tone are souiars that thou seis,

KneUand full lawly on thair kneis.

Evergreen, i. 118.

In the South of S., as in Selkirks., the term is used
to distinguish one who makes what are called outsteek

or stnglesoTd shoes.

"A singular custom is observed at conferring the
freedom ofthe burgh of Selkirks. Four or five bristles,

such as are used by shoemakers, are attached to the
seal of the burgess ticket These the new-made
burgees must dip in bis wine, in token of respect for

the "Souter* of Selkirk.** This ceremony is on no
account dispensed with. The ancient and received

tradition affirms, that the souters of Selkirk distin-

guished themselves in the battle of Flodden, eighty in

Dumber, and, headed by their town clerk, they joined

their monarch on his entrance into England. James,
pleased with the appearance of this gallant troop,

knighted the leader, William Brydone, upon the field

of battle, from which few of the men of Selkirk were
destined to return. They distinguished themselves in

the conflict, and wero almost all slain. The few sur-
vivors, on their return home, found, by the side of
Ladywood Edge, the corpso of a female, wife to one of
their fellow comrades, with a child sucking at her
breast. * In memory of this latter event,* continues
the tradition, ' the present arms of the burgh bear a
female holding a child in her arms, and seated on a
sarcophagus, decorated with the Scottish lion.'" Caled.
Merc. Nov. 1824.

A. -S. sutere, Isl. sutar, Lat. sutor, from stt~o, to sew
or stitch.

To Soutar, Souter, v. a. [I. To botch, to

spoil ; as in mending any thing, BanfFs.

2. To beggar or completely defeat one in

play, so that he can't move, S.]

"We say a card-player is souter'd, when he loses

all;" Gall. Encycl.

Soutek's Brandy. A cant phrase for Butter-
milk, Aberd. V. Clod.

Souter-Clod, Souter\s-Clod, s. A kind
of coarse black bread used in some
parts of Fife. V. Clod.

Soutrie, s. A miscooked liquid dish,

Upp. Lanarks.

SOUTH, s. A whistling sound.
The soft south of the 'wyre, and sound of the stremes,
The sweit savour of the swairdc, and singing of fewlis,

Might confort any creature of the kvn of Adam.
Dunbar, Mailland Poems, p. 64.

V. Souch, and Sowth.

[SOUTHALUE, s. The southern part of

Scotland ; the part of the country south of

the Forth, Accts. L. H. Treas., I. 43, 48,

50, Dickson.]

Southland, adj. Of or belonging to

the south, southern, S. Soutldand men,

inhabitants of the South of Scotland.
—"Further, that the marquis might well defend

himself, seeing there was an army coming out of

England, with the earls of Montrose, Crawford, and
Nithsdale, and whilk would give the southland men
enough ado, and stop their coming here." Spalding,

ii. 167.

A.-S. suth land, australis regio, Gen. 24, 6*2.

To SOUTHER, v. a. To solder, S. V.

Souder.

SOUTHRON, Sotiieuox, Soudrox, s. A
contemptuous designation for an English-

man, anciently used in S. a corr. of SoutJiern.

" Thir landis are mine !
" the Outlaw said

;

" 1 ken nae king in Christentie ;

Frae Sondron 1 this forcste wan,
When the king nor his knightis were not to see."

Minstrelsy Border, i. 11.

V. Sodroun.

To SOUTT, v. n. To sob, S. B.

Teut. suchl-en, saspirare, gemcre, ducere suspiria.

Perhaps A.-S. siccet-an, id., and sogctha, palpiUtio

cordis, are radically allied.
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[To SOVE, v. a. To stun, to stupify by a
blow ; part. pa. sovd

y
deprived of sensation,

Shetl. Dan. sove, Sw, sofva, to sleep.]

SOVER, Souir, adj. Safe, sure.

That mII thou stand in no degrf
Server forout perplexitie.

Bannaiyns Poems, p. 188.

Fr. seur, secure.

" And the yeman that is nane archere, na can nocht
deyll with a bow, aall haif agnde souir hat for hia hede,

k a donblat of fence, with suerde," Ac. Pari. Ja. I.

A. 1429, Acta Ed. 1814, p. 18, c 12, i.e., as before

mentioned, " ane yrn hat.

Soverance, Souerance, s. 1. Assurance.
* Sotheronn manrell'd gift* it snld be Wallace,
Without soueranee come to persew that place.

Wallace, viif 498, MS.

Le., without being assured of support, as he had only
a handful of men with him.

2. Safe conduct.

The consaill sone condeyt gaiff him till,

Agayn he past with soueranee till his King.
Ibid,, Ter. 1498, M&

Sovertie, 8. Surety ; Vpon sovertie, on se-

curity.

"The Duckis sone—tuike—some travellouris,

—

whome they late depart vjton sovertie to enter agane at

their calling." Bannatyne's Transact., p. 129.

SOVERANIS, s. "Difference of degree,"

Pink.
For, tho 1 say it myself, the sovcranis wes meikle
Betwix his bastarde blade, and my birth nobilL .

Dunbar, Afaittand Poems, p. 56.

According to Ed. 1508, severanis ; O. Fr. sevrer, to

separate.

SOW, 8. A military engine anciently used

in sieges.

Of gret testis a sow thai maid,
That stalwart heildyne aboyn it had.
With annyt men inew tharui,

And instramentis for to myne.
Barbour, xvii. 597, MS.

Mr. Pinkerton, in his Notes on K. Hart, p. 377,
says : " They shattered the walls with sows or bat-

tering rams.—The sows were arietes.
n

In his note on
this passage of The Bruce, he throws out a different

idea ; " A sow was a military engine resembling the
Ustudo of the Remans." But neither of these descrip-

tions is accurate. It is erident that the sow was not
a battering ram. For it was not employed for batter-

ing down walls, but for covering those who were em-
ployed to undermine them. Hence, Barbour says, it

Lad stalwart heildyne, or covering above.
8uch is the account given by William of Malmes-

bury, Hist. L. iv. Unum fuit machinamentum, auod
noetri 8uem, veteres Vineam vocant, quod machina
leribus tignis colligata, tecto, tabulis, cratibusque
contexto, Uteribus crudis coriis communitis, protegit
in se subsidentes, qui quasi more sum ad murorum
uffodienda penetrant fundament*. He here assigns
as likely a reason for the name as we can find. It

was thus denominated, because it protected those who
sat in it, who after the manner of a swine, dug under
the walls. This account exactly corresponds with
that given by Barbour in the passage quoted. The
armed men, which it contained, were employed for

the purpose of mining. Other authors are quoted by

Du Cange, who give the same description of the instru-

ment, and the same origin of the name.
The word is used in this sense by R. Glouc, p. 410.

A gyn, that me clupeth soi*e, hii made ek wel strong,

Muche folc inne vor to be, bothe wyde & long.

This agrees with the account given by William of
Malmesbury. No notice is taken of this term in the
OL to R. Glouc.
Fordun calls the sow, ingentem testudinem, a large

testudo or tortoise ; Scotichron. L. xiii. c. 40. But he
uses the term improperly. For the sow differs also
from the testudo. For this although distinguished by
Vegetius from the Aries, and different in its con-
struction, was also meant for battering down walls.

According to him, it received this name, because it

resembled the tortoise : and as this animal now draws
back its head, and then pushes it forward, this instru-

ment was so contrived, that the beam, intended for

battering, was sometimes drawn back, and sometimes
thrust forward that it might strike with the greater
force. Testudo autem a similitudine verae testudinis
ocabulum sumsit, quia sicut ilia modo reducit, modo
praefert caput, ita machinamentum interdum reducit
trabem, interdum exerit, ut fortius caedat. De Re
Militar. Lib. iv. cap. 14.

As William of Malmesbury says, that the sow was
the same instrument which the ancients called Vinca,

he describes it almost in the same words which are
used by Vegetius concerning the latter. E licnis

levioribus machina collimator, alta pedibus octo, Tata
pedibus septem, longa pedibus sexdecun. Hujus tectum
munitione duplici, tabulatis, cratibusque contcxitur.

—

Istae, cum piures factae fuerint, junguntur in ordinem,
sub quibus subsidentes tuti ad subruenda murorum
penetrant fundamenta.- Dc Re Mil. lib. iv. cap. 15.

It seems to have been called rinea, from the resemblance
which a number of these joined together bore to a
vineyard. This machine was also in Latin denominated
scrofa, scropha. V. Du Cange. The French gave it

the name oi truie, truye, (Du Cange, vo. Troia,) which,
according to Cotgr. signifies, "asow; also, a warlike
engine used in old times for the beating down of walls."

This last word had still the same meaning. For
Pomponins Sabinus observes on the Aencid, that a sow
is in Latin called Troia. Hence Teut. truye; sus,

scropha, troia apud veteres : ita Troiani Troiam, id

est, scropham, in sua moneta dicuntur habuisse expres-
sam ; Kilian.

On this head the learned Camden observes ; "As
the ancient Romans had their Crates, Vineae, Pltttei,

and such like to make their approaches ; so had the
English in this age their Cat-house and Sow for the
same purpose. This Cat-house, answerable to the
Coitus mentioned by Veeetius, was used in the siege

of Bedford Castle, in the time of King Henry the
Third. The Sow is yet usual in Ireland, and was in

the time of Kins Edward the Third used at the siege

of Dunbar, which when tho Countess, who defended
the castle, saw, she said merrily, That unless the Eng-
lishmen kept their sow the better, she would make her
to cast her pigs." Remains, p. 266, 267.

The history of this engine supplies us indeed with a
sample of the wit that prevailed among our warlike
ancestors. At the siege referred to by Camden, where
the Countess, commonly called Blacl Agnc*, displayed
such undaunted courage in defending the castle, when
the Earl of Salisbury Drought up the sow, with many
armed men and warlike instruments within it, to batter
the walls ; she cried to him ;

O Montagow, Montatjow,
Be war, for ferry sail thi sow.

And her prediction was not false. For immediately
she caused a huge stone to be thrown sloft from a
machine ingeniously constructed within the castle,

which, falling from a great height on the sow, shattered

it to pieces, and so stupified many of those that were
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within, that with difficulty they escaped with their

lives. Fordun, Scotichron. L. xiii. c. 39. But it would
seem that this witticism of the Black Countess, like

many smart sayings of later times, was not original.

8he had most probably heard of its being used at the
siege of Berwick, in the reign of It. Bruce. For
Barbour, when giving an account of the tow prepar'd
by the English, says ;

Thai pressyt the tow towart the wall

;

And has hyr set tharto gentillv.

The gynour than gcrt bend in by
The gyne, and wappyt oat the stane,

That ewyn towart the lyft is gane,
And with ffret wecht syne duschit doun
Rycht be toe wall, in a randoun ;

And hyt the tow in sic tnaner,

That it that wes the mast sower,
And starkast for to stynt a strak,

In sundre with that dusche it brak.
The men than owt in full gret by.
And on the wallix thai gan cry,

That thair tow wes feryt thar.

Barbour, zviL 688, MS.

The tow is distinguished both from our awblastert,

and from the battering ram, in an elegant Norwegian
work, believed to have been written in the 12th century.
"If the awblastert cannot overturn or strike a wall,
it is necessary to bring on these machines ; a Ram
having its front covered with iron, the force of which
walls can seldom resist : but if the walls are not over-
thrown, tha ma Graf.*uin til thcjsarur velar leida ; you
may bring forward the Sow. Spec Regal., p. 410—
412. The awblaster or catanuUa, is called IsL. val-

slaungur, from vat, Su.-G. tea/, apparatus be1lieus, and
tiaenga, jactare, q. the weapon-thrower. The Ram is

denominated vedur, or the wedder; and the name
qraf-suin seems literally to signify the digging tow,
from its use already mentioned, as meant to cover
those who dug under the wall : from graf-a, fodio,
whence E. grave.

Grose thinks that "it derived its name from the
soldiers under it lying close together, like pigs under
a tow"—"Two machines, the one called the boar, the
Other the tow, were employed by the parliamentarians
in the siege of Corse castle, Dorsetshire.'' Milit.
Antiq., p. 387, 388.

I may add, that Gael mue, which signifies a tow, is

alsoexpl., "an instrument of war, whereby besiegers
were secured in approaching a wall, like the pluteus of
the Romans, covered over with twigs, hair-cloth, raw
hides, and moving on three wheels ;

" Shaw. This
writer does not seem to have observed, that the instru-
ment referred to was in E. denominated a tow.

Sir W. Scott has justly remarked that the memory
of the toxo is preserved in Scotland •• in the sports of
children." They—"play at a game, with cherry
tones, placing a small heap on the ground, which they
term a towie, endeavouring to hit it, by throwing single
cherry-stones, as the tow was formerly battered from
the walls of the besieged fortress. My companions,
at the High School of Edinburgh, will remember what
was meant by hcrrying a towie.*' Minstrelsy Border,
mil. 28.

This is one proof, among many, that we have had
' occasion to mention, of ancient customs, of which even

the memory is lost among adults, being retained, or
alluded to, in the sports ofchildren.

SOW, Sow-in-the-kirk, s. A game played
by young people in Lothian, in which a
pretty large hole is made in the ground,
surrounded by smaller ones according to the
number of the company, every one of whom
has a shintie. The middle hole is called

the Kirk. He who takes the lead in the I

game, is designed the Sow-driver. His
object is to drive a small piece of wood or

bone, called the Sow, into the large hole or

kirk, while that of his opponents, every one
of whom keeps his shintie in one of the

smaller holes, is to frustrate his exertions,

by driving back the sow. If he succeeds,

either in knocking it into . the kirk, or in

clapping his shintie into one of the small

holes, while one of his antagonists is in the

act of striking back the sow, he is released

from the drudgery of being driver. In the

latter case, the person whose vacancy he

has occupied, takes the servile station which
he formerly held. [V. Kirk the Gussie.]

This is said to be the same game with Church and
Mice, Fife.

SOW, Hay-Sow, *. A large stack of hay
erected in an oblong form, S. ;

pron. boo.

"In Scotland a long hay-stack is termed a tow;
probably from a traditionary remembrance of the war*
hke engine, which went under that name ; hence we
may have a distinct notion of the figure of that engine."

Annals Scot., ii. 89.

The term is allied perhaps to Teut. toeuw, toye,

which signifies the ground on which a heap or pile of

any kind is erected ; gleba qua agger conncitur,

Kilian. Hence,

To Sow, Soo, v. a. To stack, S.

SOW, s. 1. A term applied to one who
makes a very dirty appearance, S. B.
Perhaps a figurative sense of the E. term. Teut '

touwe, toye, however, signifies a common shore.

A. Bor. " tow, an inelegant female, a dirty wench ;"

Gl. Brocket.
In senses second and third, it is perhaps originally

the same with Belg. tiouw, a troublesome work or
business ; Sewel. In the first, it might seem akin to

Isl. tog, effluvium lacus, or C.B. tog, wallowing. Dan.
toe, a sow, however, is allied. En tkiden toe, "a nasty,

greasy, stinking jade ;" Wolff. Skiden corresponds to

S. Shitten, q. v.

2. Any thing in a state of disorder ; as, a

ravelled sow, something that cannot be easily

extricated, S. B.

3. A great cluster of objects, properly in a

disordered state, S.

To SOW, Soo, v. a. To pierce, to gall;

applied to the act of pouring in arrows

upon an enemy.
And than that suld schut hardely

Anixing thair fayis, and tow thaira sar
Quhill that he throw thaim passyt war.

Barbour, xvi. 391, MS.

The sense is changed in Edit. 1620, p. 303. SaUe
them sar, i.e., assail.

Sow tar, or tare, seems to have been a common
phrase ; as it is also used by Wyntowu, viii. 40, 174,

but apparently in a neat, sense.

It occurs in O.E. as synon. with tmert.

When he sailed in the Swin it soiccd him tare ;
Sare it thara tmertedJLhAt ferd out of France.

MinoVs Poems, p. 18.
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To Sow, Soo, v. n. To smart, tingle, to feel

acute or tingling pain, S. gell synon.

Qnhen he a qwhile had prekyd thare,

And sum of tharoe had gert so%o sore,

He to the batUy lis rade agayne.
Wyntoum, nt sap.

It occurs in the same sense in Maitlond Poems, p.

SOI.

8cho gars me murne, I bid nocht seyn,

And with sair straiks scho gars me sow.

It properly denotes a continued smart or acute pain,

as distinguished from Ooup, which respects the pain

occasioned by the beating of a pulse connected with a

suppuration or sure.

The term is most nearly allied to Dan. swi-er, to

mart, swie, a smart. V. Swce, r. 2.

Allied perhaps to A.-S. se-on, eflFervescere ; Tent.

soye, soeuwe, fervor ; or Sw. smd-a, to smart ; Saret-

swider, the sore smarts, Wideg. Hence,

Sowing, Sooin, s. The act, or effect, of

piercing or galling, S. sooin, tingling pain.

And thai, that at the fyrst meting,

Feld off the speris sa sar sowing,

Wandyst, and wald haiff bene away.'
Barbour, xvi. C2& MS.

SOW-BACK, s. A cap or head-dress worn

by old women, Aug. V. Frowdie, 2.

SOW-BROCK, s. The badger, Fife.

By the Swedes this animal is denominated graef-

swin, q. "the swine that digs or burrows in^the

ground."

SOWCE, «. "Flummery; such as brose,

sowens, or oat-meal pottage;" Gl. Sibb.,

• Roxb., Berw. [V. Soss.]

What meat sail we set them before ?

To Jock service loud can they cry ;

Bene them with sowce and sodden corn,

Till a' their wyms do stand awry.

Country Wedding, Nerd's Coll., ii. 90.

SOWCHT, s. The South, Aberd. Reg.

SOW-DAY, s. The name riven to the 17th

of December, in Sandwick, Orkney, from

the custom of killing a sow in every family

on that day. V. Yule, § III.

"In a part of the parish of Sandwick, every family

that has a herd of swine, kills a sow on the 17th day

of December, and thence it is called Sowday. There

is no tradition as to the origin of this practice." Stat.

Ace, xri.460. V. Yule, sec. ii. col. 2.

There seems to be no reason to doubt, that this

custom is a relique of pagan superstition. We learn

from Rndbeck, that the ancient Goths were wont to

sacrifice a boar-pig to the suu at the new moon. This,

he says, was only made of meal ; as Cato, de Re
Rustics, mentions the dedication of a boar-pig of silver

or of gold to Ceres. V. Atlant., ii. 545, 546. The
sacrifice of the sow. or pig, according to Verelius, was

Bade in the feast of Yule. He asserts, also, that a

real pig was sacrificed, besides the one of bread."

Notes to Hervarar Saea, p. 130.

The reason assigned for this honour being given to

so foul an animal, is said to be, that whereas other

nations viewed the chariot of the sun as drawn by
horses, the Scandinavians yoked a boar-pig to it, under

the name of Guilt nbuste, i.e.,
M golden bristles

;"

affirming that Frey, or the sun, had given to the yonng

boar a swifter motion than to horses, and that he dis-

pelled the darkness by the rays which darted forth

from his bristles. V. Keysler, Antiq., p. 158.

SOWDEN, s. The South, Shetl.; Tsl. sud-r,

Su.-G. soed-r; Dan. sud, syden, also, soenden,

id.

[SOWDIAN, 8. A tall stout person ; also,

a native of the south, Shetl.]

SOWE, *. A winding-sheet.
" In some short time thereafter, the same girl died

of a fever, and as there was no linen in the mace but

what was unbleached, it was made use of for her some,

which answered the representation exhibited to her

mistress and the declarant." Treatise, Second Sight,

p. 18.

This refers to a phrase preceding ;—"a shroud of a

darkish colour."

SOWEN, 8. That kind of paste employed

by weavers for stiffening their yarn in

working, S.

Wha cares for a* their creeshy duds,

And a' Kilmarnock sowen suds ?

Jacobite Relics, i. 122.

Hence the low contemptuous term used for a weaver,

Ang. Sowenie-mug, in allusion to the pot which contains

their paste.

A.-S. seawe, "glew, paste, a clammy matter;

Somner. Belg. sogh.

Sowens, 8. pL Flummery, made of the

dust of oatmeal remaining among the seeds,

steeped and soured, S. ; sowings, sewings, id.

A.Bor.
The diet of the labouring people here—is—soicens,

(that is, a kind of flummery, made of oat-meal some*

what soured), with milk or beer, to dinner." P. Spey.

mouth, Moray Statist. Ace, xiv. 401. [Sometimes, for

want of milk or beer, raw-soicens is used ; this is

called stippin* sowens wV sowens, MearnsJ
In Gael, suan signifies raw sowens or flummery. V.

8owen.
"Mucilago furfuracea, sowens" Wedderburns

Vocab., V. 15.

Sowen-Boat, 8. A small barrel used for pre-

paring flummery, S.

She has eaten up a' the bit cheese ;

O' the bannocks she's no left a mote ;

She has dung the hen aft" her eggs ;

And she's drown'd in the sowin-boat.

Herd's ColL, ii. 214.

Sowen-bowie, s. 1. A vessel in which

flummery is made, Ang.

2. DeiCs Sowen-bowie, the name of a play

among children, ibid.

Sowen-kit, s. The same with Sowen-tub, S.

She's dung down the bit skate on the brace,

And 'tis fa'en in the sowen-kit ;

Tis out o' the soiccn-kit,

And tis into the maister-can.
HeroVs Coll, ii. 139.

Sowen-mug, s. A dish for holding sowens

when made ready.
My daddy left me gear enough,—
An auld patt, that wants the lug,

A spurtle and a sowen-aiug.

Willie Winkic's Testament, HcrcVs Coll., u. 143.
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Sowen-Seeds, s. pL V. Seidis.

Sowen-tub, s. A tub or cask in which

sowens are prepared before being cooked,

S.O.
" Ob larger farms, another apartment, of nearly the

an* dimensions, and which entered through the

hunt, was called the spencc, in which were stored the

Mai-chest, [r. mcal-kist] soicentub, some beds, a cask
into which the urine was collected, known by the name
of the wash-tub, spinning-wheels and reel, when not

used, and the good-wife's press, if she had one." Agr.
8urr. Ayis., p. 114.

"Sweentub? Clyde*.

Sowexs-Porridoe, s. A dish of pottage,

made of skrint or cold soicens, by mixing

meal with the sowens, while on the fire,

Ang.

Bleared Sowens. Sowens that are made
too thin, S.

Sowino-brod, 8. The board employed by
weavers for laying their sowen, or dressing,

on the web, S. V. Sowex.
He at the somng-brod was bred,

An' wrought guue serge an' tyken.

A. Wilson's Poems, 1790, p. 199.

[SOWER, 8. Errat. for Summer, a great

beam ; the mast summer, the chief or

strongest beam, Barbour, xvii. 696. V.
Skeat's Ed., p. 603.]

SOWER-BREAD, 8. Expl. «a flitch of

bacon;
99 Dumfr.

KiUaa expL sewghen-brood, cyclamen, panis porcinus,

rapwn porcinum. This is the herb called in E. sow-
bread, in 8w. swln-broed. The name has been, in

t fonner age, ludicrously transferred to bacon.

Assured, having noSOWERIT, part. pa.

dread.

The hardy Scottis, that wald na langar duell,

8et on the laiff with strakis sad and sar,

Off thaim thar our, as than smcerit thai war.
Wallace, viL 1187, MS.

Le,, They knew that they had nothing to fear from
those who were on the other side of the river.

SOWFF, 8. A stroke, a blow, Aberd. V.
SOUFP.

[SOWING, Sooin, 8. Tingling pain, S.;

pricking with spear-points, Barbour, xvi.

628. V. Sow, *.]

To SOWK, v. a. To drench, Ettr. For. ; the

same with E. soak. Isl. soeck-va, demergi.

SOW-KILLy 8. A kiln dug out of the earth,

in which lime is burnt, Fife.

SOW-LIBBER, s. A sow-gelder. V. Lib,
v.

SOWLIS, pi. Swivels. V. Culpit.

SOWLLIT,/>rrf. v. [Swelled; disfigured.]

Ane poysonit woll to drink, qulint doclit It f

Infekit watter smellit thamo, cheik and chin.

Sege Edinb. CasUl, Poems Sixteenth Cent, p. 290.

•• Swelled," 01. ; perhaps rather "sullied," q. dis-

figured, as Suit (q. v.) signifies.

SOWLPIT, part. pa. Drenched. V.Sowp.

SOWLOCIIING, part. pr. « Wallowing in

mire like a sow;" Gall. Enc. Probably

referring to " the sow loch or puddle ?

"

To SOWME, v. n. To swim, S. used metaph.
Gif I had weyit my gravitie and age,

—

I had not sotcmit in sik unkyndlic rage,

For to disgrace mine honour and esUit
Philotus, 8. P.R., HI 60.

SOWME, 8. 1. Number, E. sum, applied to

men.
Of hys folk war mony slaync,

That in that place nere samyn lay,

(The sowmc of thame I can noucht say).

Wuutown, ix. 2. M.
It is used in the same sense, Barbour, xvii. 67.

2. A load, that which is laid on a horse.

The horss thai tuk for awentur mycht befall,

Laid on thar soiome, syne furth the way couth call.

Thar tyryt sowmir so left tliai in to playne.
Wallace, iv. 52, BIS.

*' For ane horse soicme of the said fish, or dry hering,

at the furtli-passing, 1 ob." Balfour's Practicks,

Custumis, p. 87.

A.-S. seom, Fr. somme, onus, sarcina. Su.-G. some,
not only denotes a burden, but, by a very natural tran-

sition, a pack-saddle, or that on which a horseload is

borne. As the A.-S. word is also written seam, the
origin is undoubtedly sem-an, sym-an, onerare.
St/math eowre assan ; Load your asses ; Gen. xlv. 17.

Sowmir, s. A sumpter-horse. V. Sowme,
8.2.

Fr. sommier, Ital. somaro, E. a sum/tfer-horse.

SOWME, Soyme, Sowmp, 8. 1. The rope

or chain that passes between the horses

or oxen, by which the plough is drawn, S.,

pron. soam.

Al instruments of plcnch graith irnit and stclit,

As culturis, sokkys. and the sowmes grete

With sythis and al nukis that scheris quhete,
War thidder brocht, and tholis tempyr new.

Doug. Virgil, 230, 28.

It has been also applied to the traces used for
dragging ordnance.

•* Item, twa hundreth soiemes of cordis for drawing
of artailyearie." Inventories, A. 1566, p. 169.

But wi' his sword he cut the foremost's soam
In two ; and drove baith pleughs and pieughmen home.

"Soam means the iron links which fasten a yoke of

oxen to the plough." Minstrelsy Border, I. Introd.,
Ixxix. N.

2. The rope by which hay is fastened on a
cart.

• Than hastely
He suld stryk with the ax in twa
The soyme ; and than, in hy suld tha,

That war with in the wayue, cum out.

Barbour, x. 180, M&
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Foot-Soam, 8. An iron chain of eight or ten

feet long, extending from the muzzle of tho

plough, and fixed to the yoke of the oxen

next the plough, Loth., Roxb.

Fbock-Soam, *. A chain fixed to the yoke

of the hindermost oxen, and reaching to

that of the oxen before them, Loth., Roxb

.

8a. -O. soent, any thing which conjoins two bodies.

Proprie noUt commissuram, tcI id, quod duo corpora

eonjangit. It also signifies a naiL Hence soema, to

connect. Allied to these are Isl. saumr, a nail, saum-a,

eoojungere; Fr. sommiers, pieces of timber fitted to

each other.

SOWMONDS, 8. A summons, LL. pass.

' —" And in special the sowmomU of Falkland coal-

heughes and offices," &c Stewart's Ind. to Scots

Acta, p. 10.

Fr. semomee, id., semond-re, to summon.

SOWMPES, *.;>*. [Traces. V. Sowmb.]
" Sex scoir tnelf soumpes for drawing of cannonis,

me cnlreringis, and battardis. Ane greit part of the

aidissoiempfesof na service, thairfoir must beprovid-

it of ntheris new." Inventories, A. 1578, p. 256.

[SOWNE, 8. A sound, a loud cry, Barbour,

MIL]
SOWNIS, 8. [Bran; seeds for making

sowens.]
—"Actis maid anent the pryceis of sovmis and

engfiahe beir to be putt to executione." Acts Cha. I.,

Ed. 1814, vol V. 182.

Aa conjoined with beir or barley, this may denote

bran ; Fr. son, id.

SOWP, 8. [A quantity of any liquid; a

sapple, a graith, q. v.]

•• When washing, she gives the clothes her^r** sowp,

and then again her second sowp ; which means, first

and aecond washes ;" Gall. Enc.

To Sowp, v. a. 1. To soak, to drench, to

moisten ; sowpit, drenched, S.

Be than the sold Menet oucr schipburd slyde,

Heny. and .11 by. weide«^* «*£
133>n

2. Metaph. in reference to grief.

-Some ane selkouth scge I saw to my sjrcht,

I hard a peteotw sppeill, with a pure mane,

SawipU in sorrow, that sadly could say,
^

«• Woes me wreche in this warld wdsumjjr^jj ^ L

3. One is said to be sowpit, S. who is much

emaciated.

Tent, sopp*** intingere ; A.-S. sip*, maccrare ; syp,

watering, moistening.

[SOWPH. V.Souff.]

SOWRCHARGIS, 8. Additional charge.

Thai had a felloun eftremess ;

ThatswwicAaiywtochargandwes.
The Bruce, xi. 458, Ed. 1820.

••That additional charge was too costly." Fr. and

S. surcharge.

SOWS-COACH, 8. The game called in E.

Hot Cockles, Loth.

SOWSE, 8. 1. " A swinging heavy blow ;

n

Gall. Enc. E. souse. V . Soss, s.

2. " Sometimes a load ; " ibid.

SOW-SILLER, *. Hush-money ; the lowest

kind of secret service money, S.

Most probably q. Sough-siller, from A.-S. sing,

ailentium, and seol/er, argentum, q. silence-money, a.

Sotteh, (q. v.) still signifies sileucc.

SOW'S-MOU, s. A piece of paper rolled

upon the hand, and twisted at one end,

[to hold groceries, &c], Aberd.

SOWSSEIS, s. pi. " To laubour at the

8<no88ei8 of this towne ;

w Aberd. Reg.,

Cent. 16.

Prob., an error for Fowsseis, ditches. It may, how-

erer, relate to the cares or concerns of the good town,

from Fr. soucie.

[SOWSTER, a. A sempstress, Clydes.]

SOWT, 8. An assault in war.

Schir Harie Leis wes present at that charge :—

Cotton and Dyar saw the smct at large.

Sege Edinburgh Cartel, Voenis Sixteenth Cent., p. 191.

It is also written Sawt. V. Salt, s.

To SOWTH, v. n. " To try over a tune with

a low whistle," Gl. Burns.

On braes when we please, then,

We'll sit and sowth a tune

;

Syne rhyme till't, we'll time tillt,

And sing't when we hae done.
Bums, Hi. 157.

It is evidently the same with Souch and Sou/, sense 3.

[To SOWTHER, Souther, r. a. To solder,

SOY, 8. Silk. Fr. soye, id.

His stockings were of silken soy,

Wi' garters hanging doune.

Qilderoy, Rilson's 3. Songs, il 24.

It would seem that the phrase, silken soy, is still

preserved, Dumfr.

E'en little maids, wi» meikle joy,

Flow'r lawn and gauze ;

Or clip, wi* care, the silken soy

For ladies' braws.
Mayne's Olasgoio, p. 10.

SOYME, s. A rope. V. Sowme.

[SOYN, adv. Soon, Barbour, iv. 126.]

To SOYNDA, v. a. To see, Shetl.

This may seem immediately derived from Dan. syn-e,

to appear, or from Su.-G. syn, Isl. sion, the power of

vision.

Soyndeck, Soyxdick, s. The eye, Shetl.

SOYNE, s. A son ; Aberd. Reg.

[SOYTOUR, Soyter, Suiter, s. A person

appearing in a court of law, as the vassal of

another. V. under Soit.]
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SPAAD, 5. A spade, Aberd. Dan. spaad,

A.-S. spad, id.

[SPAARL, #. The rectum intestinum, ShetL]

SPACE, 8. Kind, species. Fr. espece, id.

"Considering the greit skayth and inconvenient
qnhilk his Maiestie

—

bustenis—throw the divcraitie

and chuis of sindry space of money current, Ac. Pro-
ceed!nst as weill appearis, of a certane presumptioun
and libcrtie ascryvit be sum particular nersonis in

ressauins and geving forth at all tymes all sjtaces of

gold ana siluer, vpoun sic heich pryces as may best

tend to their awin commodities" Ac. Acts Jas. VL
1501, Ed. 1814, p. 526.

To SPACE, Spacer, Spaceir, v. a. and n.

1. To measure by paces, S.

2. To pace, to stride, as one does when the

mind is deeply engaged.
" The said Mr. George [ Wisheart ] $pacit upe

and down behind the hio alter mair than half an
hour, his Terie countenance and visage dcclarit the
greif and alteratkmn of his mind." Knox's Hist. p.

48, (erron. 52.)

[3. To keep walking up and down.]

"Of this sort I did spaceir vp and dounc but sleipe,

the moist part of the myrk nycht." Compl. $., p. 58.

Lat. spatior, Belg. spacier-tn, id. Ital. spacciare, to

walk very fast.

Space, s. A pace, a step including three

feet, S.B.
" The biggest leauwa there for felling that does not

exceed one space and one half in breadth from the
declivity of tne brae to the margin of the water ; but
they extend several paces in length along the margin
of it." State, Leslie of Powis, Ac, p. 102.

[SPAE, S. V. Spair.]

To SPAE, Spay, v. n. 1. To foretell, to

divine, to foretoken, S.

For tboch scho spavit the soith, and maid na bourd,
Quhat euer scho said, TroianU trowit not sue wourd.

Doug. Virgil, 47, 6.

He may, if wyly, sjpae a fortune right
Shtrrefs Poems, p. 122.

The Harpie Celeno
Spais vnto vs sne fereful takfn of wo.

Doug. Virgil, 80, W.

"This woman, if she be a witch, being; the Fowde's
friend and near kinswoman, it will be ill ta'en if we
haena our fortunes spaed like a' the rest of them."
The Pirate, ii 182.

2. To bode, to forebode.

"Svae well, and hae well;" Ramsay's S. Prow, p.

63. Kelly expl. it by "Eng. //o/x? weft and have tcell.

That is, hope and expect good things, and it will fall

out accordingly." P. 290.

My ingenious namesake is entirely mistaken, in

asserting that spell "is the real word, which,. in Scot-

land, has now taken the form of #pac" Popul. Ball.,

ii. 27, N. He also expl. *pac-man t>y spell-man ; Ibid.,

i. 235. It is perfectly obvious, that these are from
different origins. The words allied to spell, in various

dialects, all simply signified, to declare, to narrate,

without the slightest reference to prophecy. But sjxic

is evidently the same with Isl. ek spae, 1 foretell, Dan.
spaa-er, to foretell. Alem. spaeh-cn, when applied to

VOI- IV.

the mind, primarily signifies to consider; then, to
investigate ; and last of all, to diviue. V. Wochter.
As the word originally means, to see with the bodily
eye, he views this as the radical idea ; referring, in
confirmation of his opinion, to the scriptural designa-
tion of seer as given to a prophet, because he sees

future events, in dreams and visions, as in a.mirror.
Hence the Voluspa, an ancient work containing the

Scandinavian mythology, received its name ; from cola,

art, and spa, a poem or speech ; or, according to others,

Vola, Sibylla, and spa, vaticinium. Hence also Alem.
spaeher, Isl. sjxik-r, Su.-G. spak, a wise man ; the
name originating from a supposed knowledge of future
events.

Spae-Book, s. A book of necromancy.
The black spae-hook from his breast he took,

Impressed with many a warlock spell

;

And the book it was wrote by Michael Scott,

Who held in awe the fiends of hell.

Minstrelsy Bonier, ii. 374.

Spae-Craft, «. The act of foretelling, S.

Suthe I forsie, if spae-craft had,
Frae hethir-muirs sail ryse a lad,

Aftir twa centries pas, sail he
Revive our fame and meniorie.

Ramsay, Evergreen, i. 135.

If spae-craft had, i.e., if it hold.

Spaer, s. A fortune-teller, S.
•• Poor Kate Marshall—no sac low as to make verses,

but a seller o* horn spoons, and a s/xitr o' poor folks

fortunes." Blackw. Mag., May 1S20, p. 161.

Spaeixg, s. Act of prophesying.
" When king James is dead ye'll wear the crown

;

but I wish ye meikle gude o't, for ye liave na pay't me
yet for that grand spacing." Spacwifc, i. 280.

Spae-Wark, s. Prognostication, S.
—"There was some spae-wark gzed on—I aye heard

that ; but as for his vanishing. 111eld the stirrup my-
sell when he gaed away, and he gied me a round half-

crown." Guy Mannering, i. 185.

Spaeman, Spayman, Spaman, s. 1. A
prophet, a diviner, a soothsayer.

The ferefull spaytnen thcrof prognosticate

Schrewit chancis to betide, and bad estate.

Doug Virgil, 145. 14.

"The spaymen said, thir prodigies signifyit gret

dammage apperyng to Romania." Bellend. Cron., FoL
40, a.

Hcnrysone says, that Theseus

—Quhill he lyvit sett his entencion

To fynd the craft of divinacioun,

And lent it unto the spamen all,

To tell before sik thingis as wald fall

;

Quhat lyfe, quhat dede, quhat destyny and werde
Previdit were to ewery man in enle.

Traitie of Orpheus Kyng, MoralHas, Edin. 1508.

2. Iii vulgar language, a male fortune-teller,

S. Thus it is expl. by Kelly, p. 125.

Isl. spamadr ; Dan. spaamand, vates.

Spaewife, Spaywife, s. A female fortune-

teller, S.

—An* spac-wives fenying to be dumb.
Fergusson's Pomis.

V. Land-louper.
" Many remembered that Annaple Bailyou wandered

through the country as a beggar and fortune-teller, or

spac-wifc." Heart M. Loth., iv. 313.

Wa
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This corresponds to Isl. sjKikona, Sw. tjKUfjwinna,

Dan. tpaakone, q. a *jxty-quean.

SPAIG, Spaeo, s. 1. A skeleton, Clydes.

Tent, tpoocke, apofce, Su.-G. spol\ spectrum, phan-

tasma ; supposed to be formed from I»l. pule, diaboli-

cum phantasma.

2. A tall, lank person ; also Spaigin ; Upp.
Lanarks.

[Spatgie, Spaeoie, 8. Tired feeling in the

legs from walking, Shetl.]

Svaigis expl. by Mactaggart, "A person with long

ill-shaped legs." Thus the sense of the word in

Galloway may be viewed as the same.

Gael, and Ir. tpnig, " a lame leg," Shaw. C. B.

yspai'j, armi, brachia. Boxhorn gives it in the form of

u*payau.

SPAIK, Spake, 8. 1. The spoke of a

wheel, S.; [spyancl, Aberd.]

On nulielis spalis speldit vtheris hing.

Doug. Virgil, 186, 14.

•• It is the best spate in your wheel ;" Ramsay's S.

Prov. t p. 47.

2. A bar (or lever) of wood.

"That na merchandis gudis be renin nor spilt with

Tnressonabill stollin as with *paki*." Acts, Ja. III.,

1466, c. 17, Ed. 1566, i.e., as being driven close

together by means of wooden levers.

Tent, ipeecke, spatcte, vectis ; also radius rotac.

3- The wooden bars, on which a dead body is

carried to the grave, are called spaifo, S.

•'The marquis son Adam was at his head,—the earl

of Murray on the right $pail\—Sir Robert Gordon on
the fourth sjxiil." Spalding's Troubles, i. 53.

This is sometimes called a Ilandspaik.

V When our friends gathered the heads, hands, and
other parts of our Martyrs' bodies, off public Ports, to

the lUagdalene-Chapple, the Magistrates threatened

them ; and Presbyterian Ministers, who had accepted

the Duke of York's Popish Toleration, and who were

then ministers in the meeting-houses of Edinburgh,

such as Mr. D. W. and H. K. frown'd upon them, say-

ing, * Will ye never be quiet?' And for that, friends

would not suffer them to put their hands to a hand-

$paik, tho* they offered.* Walker's Remark. Passages,

p. 140.
•• If at a funeral one at the hand-spake* misses his

foot, and falls beneath the bier, he will soon be in a
coffin himself." Gall. Encycl. vo. FreeU.

4» [Metaph. applied to classes, professions,

<fcc]

I dreid ye spaik* of Spiritualitie

8all rew that ever I came in this cuntrie.

Lyndsay, & P. &, il 207.

The term is still used in a similar sense. One who
has been hurtful to another by his company or counsel,

is said to have been an ill spaik to him ;
perhaps as

pretending to give support, in allusion to tne bar of a
wheel, or as we speak of a limb of the church, law, Ac.

As, however, it is perhaps as frequently pron. */>oLf
f

there may possibly be an allusion to one's being

haunted by an evil spirit; Teut. apoock, a ghost, a
hobgoblin.

SPAIL, 8. Gawan and Gol. iii., 26. V.
Spale.

[SPAIL, *. 1. Amount, quantity, extent;

as, a $pail o' wark, Banff's. ; E. spell.

2. The act of urging with energy and speed,

ibid.]

[To Spail, r. n. To walk or work with
energy and speed, ibid.]

To SPAIN, Spane, Spean, v. a. To wean,

S. To spane a child, to wean it, A. Bor.
" Upon the said shore towards the west, lyes Elian-

Nanaun, that is the Lambes lie, wherein all the lambcs
of that end of the country uses to be fed, and *pained
fra the yowis." Monroe s lies, p. 38.

Germ. *pen-en 9 Bclg. *peen-ent id. abducere lac,

ahlactare ; Een kind tpecnen, to wean a child ; Isl.

$pen-a, admoveo ubcri ; from Teut. *peen
% Germ, npene,

Isl. *pena, nine, a teat, the nipple.

Spattna, I am informed, in Gael, signifies to wean ;

bnt it is most probably of Gothic origin. Hence,

Spainixg, *. The act of weaning; also, the
time when a child has been weaned, S.

O. E. "Spanywje or wenynge of children. Ab-
lactactio.—Spanyn or wanyn chylder. Ablacto."
Prompt. Parv.

Spainixg-Brasii, s. That disorder with

which children are often affected, in cou-

sequence of being weaned, S.

SPAINYIE, 8. A .West Indian cane used
for the reeds of bagpipes, hautboys, and
other wind instruments. Weavers* reeds are

also made of it ; Aberd., Lanarks.

Named, prob., from its being brought at first from
the Spanish (8. Sjxtintjie) West India islands. Teut
spangne, however, signifies lamina. Thus the name
might refer to the thinness of the wood used for the
purposes mentioned above.

Spainyie-Flees. Spanish flies, cantharides,

S. V. Spaixyie.

[Spainyie-Flee-Plaister. A fly-blister;

cantharides plaster, S.]

[SPAIR, Spare, *. The opening in a gown,
petticoat, skirt, &c, S. ; pron. spae. in

Clydes.]

To SPAIRGE, v. a. 1. To dash; as, to

gpairge water, S.

2. To bespatter by dashing any liquid, S.

3. Metaph. to sully by reproach, S.

An* WiWa a true guid fallow's get,

A name not envy tpnirgrs.

Burnt, iii. 95.

4. To cast a wall with lime.

"A pairt of the house at Lundy was pountcd
[pointea] by David Brounc, sclater.—Att this time
also, the forepairt of the house was tjKiryrd, with the

tower-head." Lamont's Diary, p. 156.

Fr. a*prrg-er, to besprinkle / whence aspergis, a holy

water stick or sprinkle. Lat. spargo, atperg-o.
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Spairoe, «. 1. A sprinkling; or the liquid

that is sprinkled or squirted, S.

2. A dash of contumely, S.

SPAIT, SrATE, Speat, a. LA flood, an

inundation, S.

—The burne on *pait hnrli* floun the bank,

Vthlr throw ane wattir brek, or sjtait of Hude,

Ryfand vp rede erd, as it war wod.
• Doug. Virgil, 49, 17.

I now behald, and Tybris the grete flude

For grete haboundance of blude on spate woz rede.

Ibid. 165, 47.

Wyntown applies the term to the universal deluge.

In this chapiter© rede, and se

The arke and the spate of Noe.
Cron. i. Ruhr. c. S.

Mr. Macpherson is certainly right in his conjecture,

that spate vii. 5. 171, should be read as x/xit (spot).

8ense cannot otherwise be made of the passage. For
the shallowness of the river must have been removed
by a spate.

The term occurs in a mode of expression analogous
to the E. one, a flood of tears.

And doun the water wi' speed slie rins,

While tears in spaits fa* last frae her e'e.

Minstrelsy Bonier, I 174.

It is also written Speat.

—"Through a great spent of the water of Dee,

occasioned by the extraordinary rain, thir haill four

ships brake loose," &c. Spalding, i. 59, 60.

2. A great fall of rain ;
" a spait o' rain."

"Spall, spate, a torrent of rain ;" Gl. Sibb. Mod.
Sax. speyte, sipho, siphon.

A. Bor. "spait, or spyet, a great fall of rain," also
" a torrent ;

w GL Brocket.

3. Metaph. used for any thing that hurries

men away like a flood.

God proves them, who transported with this spait

e

Of madnesse, basely doe crouch down tiefore

The craftsmans worke, which ou^ht to have no more
Respect, than as much mettell, timber, stone,

Appointed tor the basest use, or none.
Morc's True Crucifixe, p. 91.

"Ye know that youth is a folly, and I acknowledge
that in my younger years I was much carried down
with the sixat of it." Hackatoun of Rathillet, Cloud
of Witn.

4. Also used metaph. for fluency of speech, S.

"Eodem sensu—Cic. dixit, Jlumen htgenii ; Juvenal,
uweniifons; nos, a speat of language.'* Rudd. vo.

Flum.
[Sw. speta, to distend, spread out. ]

Gael, speid, "a great river-flood ;*' Shaw. But
prob. it has been borrowed from the low country.

[To SPAIVE, Speave, v. a. and n. V.
Spave.]

[SPAIVER, s. V. under Spare, *., s. 2.]
*

SPALD, Spauld, Spawl, *. 1. The
shoulder. Hence S. the spnle-bane, the

shoulder-blade.

The remanent of the rowans euery wicht,
In popill tre bratichis dycht at i>oynt,

With spaldis nakit schene of oilo anoint,

Atiouii thare aete* and coUtis al atany*
Thare placi* hint, arrnyit for the nanys.

Doug. Virgil, 132, 3.

Nudatosque humero*—Virg. v. 135.

Thou puts the spaveu iu the ferder spauld,
That useth in the hinder-hogh to he.

Polwart, Watson's Coll., iii. 2S.

2. Any joint or member; [pi. spates, long

bare legs.]

Sura vthir perordour caldrouis gan vpset,—
Vnder the speti* swakkis the roste in threte,

The raw sptddis ordanit for the mulde mete.
Doug. Virgil, 130, 47.

Viscera torrent. Virg. v. 103.

Syne soon and safe, baith lith and sjtaul.

Bring haiue the tae hatT o' my soul.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 201.

Thus we vulgarly speak of lang spauls, 8. strictly

referring to the limbs.

Fr. e*jtaule, C. B. ysjtold*; the shoulder. L. B. sptdl-a,

annus, quasi lamella humeri. Ihre views Vr. esfxtule

as radically allied to Su.-G. spiaell, segmentum. It

sometimes denotes a small portiou of ground ; segmen-
tum vel portiuncula agri, a corpore suo separati ; from
spiatl-a, dividers.

44 Reading the speal or spule bane" of a leg of mutton
well scraped, as Sibb. observes, was •* anciently a com-
mon mode of divination." It most generally prevailed

in the Highlands, and it is not yet extinct. After the
bone is thoroughly scraped, they hold it between them
and the light ; and looking through it, pretend to have
a representation of future events, as of the arrival

of strangers, battles, 4c. This species of divination
the Highlanders call Sleinanachd. V. Pennant's Tour
in S., 1769, p. 198.

It is understood, that this must be the bone of a
sheep newly killed. One special object of intelligence

is the future state of one's flocks and herds, Clydes.
It is singular, that this childish superstition should

be obsencd in Afghanistan, a country with which
Scotland never had the slightest connexion. V.
Elphinstone's Travels in Cabin.

Black Spauld, a disease of cattle, S. synon.

Quarter-ill, q. v.

'* Mr. J. Hog says,—that it [the sickness] is the
same disease with the Black Spauld, which prevails

among the young cattle in the West of Scotland, when
the grasses fail, and they begin to feed on fodder and
dry herbage." Prize Essays Highl. Soc. S.

[To Spald, Spauld, v. a. To split, lay opcu;

a spaldin knife, one used for splitting fish,S.]

[To Sfaldek, r. a. and w. V. Speldeil]

Spalding, s. A small fish split and dried, S.

And there will be partan* aud buckies,

And whytens and spaldiugs enew.
Blythsoutc Bridal, Herd's Coll., ii. 25.

V. Spkldixg.

SPALE, Spail, Speal, *. 1. A lath or thin

plank used in wooden houses for filling up

the interstices betwixt the beams, S. B.
Allied to Su.-G. sjriarff, segmentum, lamina; from

spiafa, to cleave, whence Teut. spatt-en, has been
formed, and Dan. */xt//-er, id.

2. A splinter or chip, also, a shaving of wood.

S. Spates, spalls, chips, A. Bor.
Sum «tikkit throw the eoist with the .ytalis of tre

Layjraspand.— Doi'g. Virgit, 2S 40.

V. SrAiL.
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"He that hews above his bead, may have the *jxra/

fall in bis eye;" S. Prov. "He thai aims at things

above his power, may be ruined by his project."

Keiljr, p. 1&.
It is thus expressed in D. Ferguson's Prov.—

He that hews over hie,

The spail will fall into his eye.

It occurs in another S. Prov. ;
" He is not the best

wright that hews maist speals." Ibid., p. 14.

It is sometimes applied to metallic substances, as

denoting the splinters which fly from them, when
struck.

The spalis, and the sparkis, spedely out sprang.
Oawan and Got., ii. 25.

8chir Wawine, wourthy in wail,

Half ane span at ane spail.

Quhare his harues wes hail,

He hewit attanis.

ibid., m as.

Kxpl, •• blow." Gl. Sw. spiaefa, a splinter.

Spells O.E. is used for splinters.

There men might see spears fly in spells.

And tall men tumbling on the soil.

Battle Hodden, st 91.

Fr. spoffa denotes the shavings of wood.

Spale-Horx't, adj. Having the horns thin

and broad, Clydes.

Su.-G. spiaell, lamina. V. Spalk, s.

SPALEN, Man of spalen. [Prob., defender,

second.]
•• Mar becomes 'man of spalen, duelling, and revenew'

to Murdac, excepting allegiance to the king." Nov.
1420 ; Sir Ja* Balfour's Papers, MSS. Harl. Pinker-
ton's Hist. Scot., i. 102, V.

Prob., "man of defence" from L. B. spalion, a
kind of gallery, woven with twigs in the form of a
roof, and made so solid as to repel every weapon that

tails on it. V. Du Cange. Thus, " man of spalen and
duelling," would denote one bound both to shield his

superior, and to fight for him.

To SPALLER, v. n. To sprawl, Berwicks.

Su.-G. sprall-a, id. Perhaps by transposition.

SPALLIEL, 5. A disease of cattle, Lanarks.
*• The Spalliel, in young cattle, is sometimes cured

by opening a communication between two incisions

made, one on each side of the part affected, and filling

it up with a mixture of black soap, salt-petre, and
bruised garlic." Ure's Hist. Kutlierglen, p. 191.

Qu. if the same with the Black spauld, q. Spaul-illl

To SPAN, v. a. To put horses before a wag-
on or any sort of carriage ; a Belg. term,

ewel.

—M We made a bridge of our small cannon with
their carriage, being placed two and two alongst the
river at an eouall distance of eight foote asunder,

where we layd over deales betwixt the cannon pass-

ing over our own infantry alongst the bridge; which
being passed, and the deales taken off, the horses
spanned before the cannon, led them away before the
•rary.

w Monro's Exped. P. II., p. 176.

SPAN, Spaxn, *. A dry measure in Orkney,
"Southweidfuird iij d. terre uthale land an1 in but-

terscat j span."—"In butter scat uther half span.*'

Rental! Book of Orkney, p. 4. A. 1502.

**Tankarnes xij d. terre uthall land an* in butter

•cat zj spann.—& it suld be j leisp. [leispund] upoun

ilk spanf becaus it payis nather malt scat nor butter
scat we ken nocht quhy." Ibid., p. 6. V. Lesh puxd.

Su.-G. »pann, mensura aridomm, contineiis dimidi-

am tonnae partem. In Scania the term signifies a pail

in which water is carried ; Dan. spana, a pail or

bucket.

To SPAN, v. a. To grasp. V. Spayn.

To SPANG, v. n. 1. To leap with elastic

force, to spring, S.; spang o'er, overleap, S.

Sum presis thik the wyld fyre in to slyng.

The arrowis flaw spangandtr* euery stryng.

Doug. Virgil, 318, 17.

Fan I came to him, wi' sad wound
He had nae maughts to gang

;

But fan he saw that he was safe,

Right aonple cou'd he spang.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 9.

But when they spang o'er reason's fence,

We smart for't at our ain expence.
Ramsay's Poems, it 386.

" To spang one's gates, is to make haste ; " Clav.

Yorks. This must be traced to the same origin.

A. Bor. "S/nng, to leap with elastic force, to

spring ; " Gl. Brocket.

2. In an active sense, to cause to spring.

—Hys swyft stedis hums, quhare thay went,
Spangit vp the bludy sparkis ouer the bent.

Doug. Virgil, 421, 15.

Rudd. derives this word from span, or Ital. spina-

ere, violenter impellere. But he has not observed,

that Isl. spenn-a, Germ, s^tann-en, signify, to ex-

tend ; spannende, elasticity ; spangen, the clasps of

a book, because they extend from one Hide of it to

another. The latter is nearly allied to the most
common use of the S. won!, a definite intermediate

space being generally mentioned in connexion with
it ; as, He spang'd oer the burn ; he leaped from one
side of the rivulet to the other, i.e., he included the
rivulet within his leap. Wachter derives spanne, a
span, in measurement, from the r.

To Spang, v. a. 1. To grasp with both hands

. put together, to enclose, S. V. Spayn,
Span, v., id.

[2. To span, to measure by spanning, Clydes.]

Spang, s. 1. The act of springing with

elastic force ; a leap, S.

And nethetes to schute he was begun,

And threw ane arrow in the are on hycht,—
That lousit of the takill with ane spang.

Doug. Virgil, 145, 10.

2. [A smart blow, Clydes.] «' Scot, also we
use the word for a fillip, Rudd. V. the v.

3. The act of grasping with both hands ; [a

grasp, a span, S.]

Spangie, 8. 1. A game played by boys with

. marbles or halfpence. A marble or half-

penny is struck against the wall. If the

second player can bring his so near that of

his antagonist, as to include both within a

span, he claims both as his. [Spatonie,

Banffs.]

This in E. is called Boss out, or Boss and Span. V.
Strutt's Sports, p. 287. Perhaps the E. game span-

m
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counter, or span-farthing, was originally the same,
although described differently. V. Johns. Diet.

2. " An animal fond of leaping ;
" Gall. Enc.

Spanoie-hewit, 8. V. under Yeldring.

Spang-tade, 8. A cruel sport among chil-

dren, Gall. ; Spangie-hevoit, synou.
u Spang-tade, a deadly trick played on the poor

toad : a small board is laid over a stone, on the one
and of which is put the reptile ; the other end is then
struck by a hard blow, which drives the toad into the

air, and when it falls it is generally quite dead."
OalL Enc.
Mr. Brocket gives an account of a similar barbarous

port in the north of E. ; Gl. vo. Spanghew.

To Spanhew, v. a. To place any thing

on one end of a board, the middle of which
rests on a wall, and strike the other eud
with something heavy, so as to make it

start suddenly up, and fling what is upon
it violently aloft, Ettr. For. V. Spangie-
HEWIT.

SPANGIS, 8. pi Spangles.

—And on bir hede a chaplet fresch of hewe,
Of plumys part it rede, and quhite, and blewe :

Full of quaking spangis brycht a* gold
Kingr» Qnair, ii. 27, 28.

Teat spanghe, Isl. spaung, lamina. Germ, sponge,

a bracelet or locket.

SPANG-NEW, adj. Applied to "anything

Juite new; spang-jire-new, the same."

rail. Enc.
*•Spang-new, quite new. North.*' Grose.
This appears to exhibit a more ancient form of the

term than E. Span-new. V. under Split-new.

[SPANHEW. V. under Spang, v.]

• To SPANK, v.n. 1. To move with quick-

ness and elasticity, to take long steps with
apparent agility ; to spank aff, to set off in

this manner. A spanking horse, one that
moves in this manner, S.

" Will you see how they're spankin' along the side
©' that green upwith ?" Saint Patrick, ii. 91.

I cockit you upo' my brow,
An' tpankit aff.

Tarras's Poems, p. 38.

C. B. ysponc-iaw, to bound sharply.

It seems to be a frcouentative from Spang, v. q. v. or
allied to IsL spinka, decursitare.

2. u To sparkle or shine. Teut. spange, lami-

na;" Sibb. Gl.

[Spank, s. A leap, bound ; also, a smart
blow, Clydes.]

Spanker, Spank ie, *. 1. One who walks
in a quick and elastic way ; also, a fleet

horse, S.

•'I was bred a horse-couper, Sir ; and if I might live

to see you at Whttson-tryst, or at Stagshawbank, or
the winter fair at Hawick, and ye wanted a *rmnk<r
that would lead the field, 1'se be caution I woula serve !

ye easy, for Jamie Jinkcr was ne'er the lad to impose
on a gentleman." Waverlty, ii. 245, 246.

Mr. Todd has adopted this as a word used in the

north of E., properly rendering it, "A person who
takes long steps with agility."

2. a Spanker, a tall well-made woman ;

w
Gall.

Enc.

3. Spankers, long and thin legs, S. V. the r.

Spankekino, Spanking, adj. Nimble, agile.

A "spankering hizzie, a tall, nimble girl
;"

Encycl. Gall.

Spanky, adj. 1. Sprightly, frisking, S.

The spanky heifers, breathing balmy round,

Egg on their fury, and their rage provoke.
Davidsons Seasons, p. 45.

2. Dashing, gaudy, S.

Up cam twa simnhf countra lairds

upo their fillie* mouuted.
Ibid., p. 7&

SPANKER-NEW, adj. Quite new, never

before used, Teviotd. ; evidently from a

common source with Spang-netc.

SPANYIE, s. Spain.
" Basilides and Martialis bischopis of Spanyie being

deposed, maid thair appcllatione to Stephanus than

bischop of Rome, and desyrit to be restored be him."

Nicoi Burne, F. 86, b.

Spanye, adj. Spanish, of or belonging to

Spain, S. V. SPArNYiE.
" Item, twa spanye cloikis o

braid pasment ot gold. and silvir.'

"Item, twa spanye cloikis of blak^freis with ane

at ot t

1539, p. 38.

Inventories, A.

That is, cloaks or mantles made after the Spanish

fashion. The term is still used.

Spanyeart, *. A spaniel.

The cur or mastis he haid is at amide auale,

And culyets spanyeartis, to chace partrik or quale.

Doug. Virgil, 272, 2.

This has the same origin with the E. designation ;

as the dog is originally of Spanish breed. V . Jan.

Etym.

To SPANYS, v. ii. To blow fully, applied

to a flower.

I seek the sawoure of that ros,

That spanysyst spredys, and evyre spryngis

In plesans of the Kyng of Kyngts.
Wyntown, t ProL 127.

Chauc. spannishing, Fr. espanouhsement, the full

blow of a flower, Tyrwhitt. Ihre views the Fr. v.

espanouir as allied to Su.-G. spann-a, to extend.

•To SPAR, Sper, t?. a. To shut, to fasten a

door, by means of a bar of wood called a

bolt, S. [A.-S. «/>aman, id.]

O. E. Spcryn or shyttyn, claudo.

—

Speryn or closyn

within. Includo.

—

Speryn or shcttyn with lokkys.

Sero. Obsero." Prompt. Parv. Hence '• Sjxrell or

closell in shettinge. Firmaculum." Ibid.

A-Spar, A-Spar-waies, adv. In a state of

opposition, against, S. B. To set one's foot

a-spar, to oppose any thing, S. B.
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Quo' Jeany, I think, 'omaii, ye're in the right

;

8*t your feet ay a spar to the spinning o't
Song, Ross's HeUnore, p. 135.

"He that would stand to tho end, mast haue hit
feete set a *par-waie*t he must not stand on a slippery
piece, nor on one foote only, but he must haue a Hurc
mend, and must staud on both his feete, and eucry
Toot most haue the own ground-stone to stand on, and
the first ground is the gospell of Jesus Christ" Bol-
lock oo 2 Thes., p. 115.

Perhaps from Germ. ye*\wrre, straddling j or from
E. spar, to close, to shut, because denoting opposi-
tion ; a. using one's foot as a sp*ir, or bar, in the way
el another.

SPARE, *. 1. An opening in a gown or

petticoat.

"That parte of weemens claiths, sik as of their
gowne, or petticot, quhilk under the belt, and before
is open, commonly is called the spare." Skene, Verb.
8ign. to. Bastardus.

Allied to Su.-O. sparr-a % to open, to expand ; Teut.
#prr-ea.

2. The slit or opening, formerly used in the

forepart of breeches, S. spaioer, S. B.

O. K. "Spcyrt of a garment. Cluniculum. Manu-
bios*. Manulia." Prompt. Parv. Cluniculum is

ezpL " a spayrt of a woman's kyrtcll
;
" Ort. Vocab.

SPARE, adj. 1. " Barreu," Gl.

The tothir drew hym on dreigh in derne to the dure ;

Hyit hym hard thron the hall to his h.iiknay,

And sped hym on spedely, on the spare mure.
Oawan and Ool., i. 9.

It might, however, signify wide, extensive ; from
Germ. spar-en, extenders, whence sjkimccU, late

2. This term is still used to denote what is

lean or meagre.
A mim mou'd maiden jimp an' spare,

Mistook a fit for a' her care.

Morison's Poem*, p. 25.

To SPARGE, r. a. To dash, &c. V.
Spaisoe.

To Sparoeox, v. a. To plaister. .

M Bot the prophetis of it spargeonit thaim with un-
' teeoperit morter, Being vaniteis, and propheciing lcis

smto thaim, sayand, The Lord hes said this, quhen
the Lord hes not spokin." Winyet's First Tractat.

Keith's Hist., p. 209, App. Plaister'd, or did over.

Marg.
Perhaps formed from Fr. aspersion, or Ital. asi>ershne.

This . had tho form of Sparget in O. E. "Spar-
getyn or peinctyne. Gipso. Limo." Prompt. Parv.
"8paryett'mge of wallis, Litura." Ibid.

SPARGINER, Sparoiter, s. A plasterer.

"Oontcaning the priviledges—of—taking in wndcr
thair libertie the haill friemen of mason is, boweris,

eowparia, glassinwrychtis, stockcris of gunnes, sjxtr-

ginerU, painteris, Ac, in the—burgh of the Cannogait."
Acts Cha. L, Ed. 1814, V. 651.

*• SPARK, *. 1. [A spark in the hause, used

metaph. for a thirst, desire, or liking for

strong drink, S.]

It is used in this sense in the S. Prov., "The smith
has ay a spark in his haisc [r hawse]." • Kelly, p. 334 ;

a mode of accounting for want of sobriety from the
nature of a man's occupation.

Of a woman addicted to intemperance it is said,

"She's the smith's dochtor, she has a spark in her
throat

;
" Loth.

Hence the phrase, applied to a smith, to synd the

spark that's in his haunt.

That ye may ne'er be scant o* brass,

To synd the spark that's i' yer hau.se

;

That, as ye blaw your smithy fire,

Apollo may your wit inspire, Ac.
O. TumbutCs Pott. Etsays, p. 190.

2. A char spark on the wick of a candle is

supposed to signify the speedy arrival of

a letter to the person to whom it points,

Teviotd.

Sparks from the fire are viewed as foreboding a
vexatious controversy to the person on whom they
alight. They are called sharp word*, Teviotd.

3. A very small diamond, ruby, or other

frecious stone is called a spark* whether
rom its shining quality, or from its minute-

ness, seems doubtful, 8.
*• Ane litle targett on his Majesties bonatt that was

sent to him be the Queue of England, sett with litle

diamantis and sparLis of rubyis." Inventories, A.
15M, p. 315.

4. A spirt, a jet ; as, u a spark o' dirt ;" also,

the spot on clothes produced by mud, <fcc, S.

5. A small particle of any thing, S. ; applied

also to liquids of any kind, S.

'It occurs in this sense in a poem more than two
centuries old.

And syne he het the milk our het,

And sorrow a spark of it would yyrne.
Bannatyne Poems, p. 217, st 9.

Hence, probably, A. Bor. * Sparkey or sparkled,

spotted, sprinkled : a sparkey cow. He sparkled the
water all over me." Grose.

[Allied to sjxirge, to scatter ; but the primary sense

is obtained from the crackling of a fire-brand, which
throws out sparks; 1st spraka, Dan. spray, to crackle;

hence, to scatter, to throw about. Then, sparks being

small portions of the thing burning gives the secondary
sense of a particle, a snot, a speck ; for a spark very
soon becomes a speck of dust. This sense is common
in 8. ; for we have a spark o' fire, a spark o' dirt, a
spark o' drink, a spark o' sense ; and it exists in E.

in * a spark of courage ']

To Spark, v. a. and w. 1. To bespatter, S.

So large feild his gousty body tuke,

That ier on hrede ouer spred was al the plane,

His armour sparkit with his blude and brane.

Doug. Virg., 305, 13.

He also uses it with the prefix.

—The slayne bodyis away with thame did cary

—

With bliule bysjnrkit vissage, hede. and hals.

Ibid., 223, 1.

2. To soil by throwing up small spots of mire;

as, ** You're sparkin a' your white stock-

ings/* S.

3. To scatter thinly ; often applied to seeds,

as, "Shall I spark in some of thai grass

seeds ?" Moray.
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The r. teems to have had the same signification in
0. E. "Sparkyn. Dispergo." Prompt. Parv.

York*. M
to s/tarklc away, to disperse, spend, waste/'

•applies as with a dimin. from this v. V. Ray's
Lett., p. 337. O. E. " Sparkelingv abrodc. Disper-
«o.M Prompt. Parv.
Perhaps we discover a vestige of the origin of this r.

in Isl. spreka, macula. Lat. *parg-ere has undoubtedly
had a common origin. Shall we view the term as hav-
ing any affinity to Sw. spark a, to kick, q. to throw up
the mad ?

It's Sparkix, v. wipers. It rains slightly,

S. ; synon. with It's spitterin.

[Sparkit, part. adj. Bespattered, spotted, S.]

Sparkle, s. A spark.
•' We doe often feele the sjtarkffM of the fire upon

our own bodies." Exhortation, Kirks of Christ in S.
to their Sister Kirk in Edinburgh, 1624, p. 1.

Sparklit, part. adj. Speckled, S.; sparkled,
A. Bor. id. V. Spukokled.

SPARLING, Spiulixg, s. A smelt, S. A.
Bor. It is sometimes called spurting, E.
Salmo eperlanus, Linn.
"The smelt or spaHint/, * very rare fish, is also

found in the Cree. It is found only in one other river
in Scotland, viz. the Forth at Stirling." P. Minnicaff,
Kirkcudb. Statist. Ace., vii. 54.

"Spirinchus Schoufeldii, Eperlanus Kondclctii,
Nostratibus a Spirting, Anglis a Smelt." Sibb. Fife.
p. 125.

••They have a very particular scent, from whence
is derived one of their English names Snwlt, i.e., smell
it. That of Sparling, which is used in Wales, and the
North of England, is taken from the French Etxrlan."
Penn. ZooL, hi. 265.
The etymon here given of smelt seems fanciful. Fur

its A.-S. name is the same. Seren. derives it from
Su.-G. smaa, smal, parvus, exilis. The Germ, name
is spkring, spierlwg ; Lat. eperlan-tts.

[SPARLS, *. pi. The coarse parts of beef
sewed up in one of the intestines, a
sausage, Shetl.]

To SPARPALL, Sparpell, Speuple, v. a.
To disperse, to scatter.

The thikest sop or rout of all the nrei«,
Tbare as maist tary was, or he wald ceis,
This Lausua all to sparitellit and inuadi*.

Doug. Virgil, 331, 45.

—He his lyfe baa spe.-plit in the are.

Ibid. 386, 23.

V. also Acts Ja. VX 1587, c. 100, Skene,
Ft. esparpill-er, id. Wicklif uses d'ut^rptid, dis-

parpoilid, in the same sense.
M If an hous be disparpo'did on it self thilke house

mai not stonde." Mark lii.

SitarpU here and there, Segrego, sejungo, spargo:
Huloct. V. Sperfle.

SPARROW-BLASTET, part. pa.

"*Eh ! Megstv me ! I'm *parrow-hla*ttt !
' exclaim-

ed the Leddy,— lifting up both her hands and eyes in
wonderment." The Entail, iii. 25.

SPARROW-DRIFT, s. The smallest kind
of shot, used in shooting small birds, Roxb.

;

q.
u what men let diivc at spanvws"

SPARROW-GRASS, s. A plant; the com-
mon corruption of the proper name aspara-

gus, S.

To SPARS, v. a. To spread, to propagate.
—"Amongis quhomo was Johnno Roger, a Black

Frier, god lie, leirnit, and ane that fruitfullie preichit

Christ Jesus, to the comfort of mony in Angus and
Mearnis, quhomo that blood io man [Cardinal Beaton J

had causit murther in the ground of the Sey Tour of

St. Androis, and then causit to cast him over the craige,

sparsing a fals bruit, that the said Johnnc, sciking to

flie, had hrokin his awin craige." Knox's Hist., p. 40,

Lat. *parg-o, spars-urn, id.

Spars, Sparse, adj. Widely spread; as,

" Sparse writing " is wide open writing,

occupying a large space, S. V. the r.

To SPARTLE, r. n. I. To move with

velocity and inconstancy, S.B. V. Sprix-
K1L.

Ducks s naddock-hunting scour the hog,
And poWneads spartle iu the oozy slosh.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 12L

2. To leap, spring ; to splutter, kick, Gall.

On the bank
The yellow captive's flung, a spartlin sight

Ibid., p. 30.

"Spartle, to kick with the feet, to paw;" Mac-
taffgart.

Tent, spertel-en, agitare sive mortare manus pedes-
que ; et palpitare ; Bclg. sparttl-en, •• to shake one's

leggs to and fro, to kick to and fro," Sewel ; Su.-G.
sprattl-a, palpitare, Hire ; to sprawl, Seren.

SPARWORT, *. Cloth for covering spars.

"Item, for4e!ne and ane halve of tartane, for a
sparwort aboun his [my Lorde Prince's] cred ill, price

elnelOs. 2 5 0." Borthwick's Brit. Antiq., p. 142.

This evidently means cloth for covering the spars of

a cradle. There is probably an error in orthography.
— Wort may be corr. from Teut. waerde, a guard, or

Su.-G. ward (pron. word) a hedge. It seems to be
formed like coa-tcare, i.e., that which wards or covers

a pillow.

SPASII, *. The foot, S. B.

But wauk'nin, than my spa*h I lifted,

Frae place to place for him 1 sifted.

Taylor's Poems, p. 181.

SPAT, s. Spot, place, S.

Far up in the air, abitne their heads,

A spat in the lift sae blue,

The lsvoric chirlit his cantie sans.

Ballad, Edin. Mag., Oct. 1818, p. 3*27.

Spatcii, s. A large spot; a patch or

plaister, S.; same with E. patch.

SPATE, *. A flood, an inundation. V.
Spait.

Spattle, *. Apparently, a slight inunda-
tion, q. a little spait, Dunifr.
••The coal or dam of Bankend Mill pens tho water 5

feet 6 inches ; consequently, if this were removed, and
the channel above widened and deepened, and the loops
cut off when necessary, the water might be reduced in

dry seasons 4 fevt within bank, which Mould render
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the meadows more firm and dry, and carry off small
spaltles of rain, without damaging tho crops." Agr.
Suit. Dumfr., p. 496.

SPATHIE, «. A spotted river-trout, Pertlis.,

Kinross; S. spat, Teut. spotte, macula,

spott-en, aspergere maculis.

SPATRILS, 8. 1. Gaiters, or spatterdashes,

Roxb.

2. Applied to the notes used in music, ibid.

Thy flats, and sharps, and rests, and nat'rals,

Wi figures, dots, and mystic spatrUs,

Tho' some fa* tight their bow o'er a' trail*,

And hit them fair,

I ken the notes wi' tails and nae tails,

Bat little mair.

A. ScoU's Poems, To his Fitldle, p. 22.

SPATS, s. pi. 1. Abbrev. of the E. spatter-

dashes, S.

2. Black spats, a cant term for irons on the

legs, Ang.
"Gin he hidna the black spats on, I aid apen the

door a wee thing cannier." St. Kathleen, iv. ui.

SPATTILL, *. Spittle.

" Oyle, salt, spattill, and sic lyke in baptisme ar bot
mennis inuentiounis." Acts Mary, 1560, £d. 1814,.p.

633.

A. -8. spathl, spoil, saliva, sputum ; spad-an, spuere,

spati-ian, pitissare.

[SPATTLE, *. Dimin. of spate, q. v.]

To SPAVE, Spaive, Speave, v. a. and n.

To spay, Galloway; applied, like the E.

term, only to female animals, as queys, or

she-pigs.

'When cut* or spared, they then with us obtain
name of heifers." P. Tw

Statist. Acc.v xv. 85.

the name of heifers." P. Twyneholm, Kirkcudb.

A. Bor. speave, id. E. spay, Lat. spad-o, Gael spoth-

2. To bear the operation of spaying, Gall.

"A young cow with calf, that is to say, an open
quey, will not speave ; neither will a cow that has had
a calf, nor twin female calves.*' Gall. Eucycl., p. 432.

Spaver, Spaiver, *. 1. One who spays

animals, S.
" Spaivers, persons who spaive cattle

; " Gall. Enc

[2. The flap or opening of trousers, S.]

SPAUL, s. 1. A limb. V. Spald.

2. A feeble stretching of the limbs, Clydes.

To Spaul, v. n. To push out the limbs

feebly, as a dying animal. V. Speld.

Spawldrochie, adj. " Long-legged ;
" Gall.

Encycl.
A wee taet o' cool was no to be seen,

Nor ane spamdrochy lang-legged flea.

Ibid., p. 412.

To SPAYN, Span, v. a. To grasp.

—Newys that stalwart war and squar,
That wont to spayn gret speris war,

8wa spaynyt aris, that men inyeht He

FuU oft the hyde love on the tre.

Barbour, lit 682, MS.

Le., grasped oars. Doug, uses it in the same sense ;

q. to inclose in the span.

* To SPEAK. 1. To speak in, to make a
short call for one in passing; as, "I spak
in, and saw them, as I cam by," S.

[2. To Speak to, to rebuke, chastise ; as, u My
lad, Fll speak to ye for that," Clydes.]

3. To speak tc? or icith, to meet in a hostile

manner, to give battle to.

" Montrose—considered, that if he suffered himself
to be attacked both before aud behind, he might run a
risque; therefore, instead of marching forward, he
turned about, and went to sjteak with Argyle." Guthry's
Mem., p. 178.

This Dears some resemblance to the Hebrew idiom,
when those who met with a hostile intention were said
to " look one another in the face," 2 Kings xiv. 8, 11.

4. Speak, equivalent to attend, hearken; q.
• give me speech with you, S.

Speak-a-Word-Room, *. A parlour, S.

Spearable, adj. Affable, courteous, S.

SPEAL, Spel, *. Play, game, S.A.
Then tye your crampets, Glenbuck cries,

Prepare ye for the speaL—
Davidson's Seasons, p. 163.

V. BONSPEL.

SPEANLIE, adv. [Openly, boldly.]

The Paip wyislie, I wis, of wirschin the well,

Gswe him his braid bennesoun, and baldlie him bade,
That he suld speanlie speik, and span* nocht to spell.

Uoulate, i.3, MS.

Germ, spaun-tn, span-en, Su.-G. spann-a, to extend.

The term speanle occurs ibid. st. 11.

Syne belyve send the lettres into sere landis,

With the Swallow so swift in sptanlc expremit,

Here it may signify Spanish, as denoting that the
letters were expressed or written in that language

;

from Fr. espagnole, id.

SPEARMINT, Spearmext,*. Peppermint,

S.

SPEAT, *. A flood. V. Spait.

[SPEAVIE, *. The spavin, Shetl.]

SPECIALL, *. A particular or principle

person.

"Montrose—goes to Birkenbog, a main covenanter,
where he and some specialts were quartered." Spald-
ing, ii. 301.

Specialitie, Specialte', s. Favour, par-

tiality.

"Our souerane lord sail with theauise of his counsall

see, and limmit to the parteis contendand a competent
Juge quhilk sail minister justice to all partem but
specialitie." Acts Ja. IV., 1493, IV. 233.

L.B. specialit-as, ami tie particuliere ; Du Cange.
Fr. speciality, particular expression.

SPECK, *. Blubber; the fat of whales, S.
Su.-G. spaek, id. arvina, lardum ; A.-S. spio, "lar-

dum, bacon," Somner ; Teut. speck, id. ; Belg. walvisch-
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spei, blubber ; IsL s/h*, pingueda vel lardum balcna-

mm ; VcreL

SPECKS, Spects, n. pi. Vulgar ab-

brev. of Spectacles.

When ilka ane took it, an' ilka ane lookit,

An' ilka aue ca'd it a comical bane ;

To the miller it goes, wha, wi' specU on his nose,

To hae an' to view it was wonderous fain.

Hogg's Mountain, Bard, p. 22.

SPECTACLES (of a fowl), *. pi. The
merry thought, S. V. Bkil.

Every one is acquainted with the playful use of the

merry-thought among young people, under the pre-

tence of learning, by the share that falls to each of

those who break it between them, which of the two
shall be first married. This is a vestige of an ancient

mode of divination, practised by the Scandinavians.

Rudbeck informs us that the Earth was worshipped

by having geese sacrificed to her ; and that the ancient

northern nations were wont, in the beginning of winter,

not only to sacrifice the goose, but by means of the

cartilaginous substance ou its breast, to divine whether
they were to have a severe or a mild winter ; "which
species of divination,** he adds, " although without any
mixture of superstition, is notwithstanding still most
vainly followed by the vulvar of our country." Atlant.,

iL54&

[SPEDDART, *. V. Speedaut.]

SPEDDIS, *. pi. Spades.

"Item, certane mold speildi* nocht scbod." In-

ventories, A. 1366, p. 170.

SPEDE, *. and v. Speed, to speed. To cum
spede, to have success. To specie hand, to

make haste, to dispatch.

To spede hand, to make haste, to dispatch.

1 sail the lerne in quhat wourdis, qtihat way
Thou may cum spette, and haue the hale ouerhand,
Twiching this instant mater now nt hand.

Doug. Virgil, 241, 22.

The Rutulianis all fall glaid and gay—
8yne sped thare hand, ami made thame for the fycht.

Doug. Virgil, 417, 24.

Sjxid hand, man, with thy clitter clattar.

Lyndsay, 8. /*. Repr., it 187.

A.-S. sptd, Belg. *poed, [haste], expedition. Seren.

derives it from Goth. spo sig, festinare.

To aim spede, to have success, S.

Spedlin, s. Applied to a child beginning to

walk, Dumfr.
[Dimin. of speedy, which is the name given when the

chdd can run alone ; *j#ctly is prob. a contr. for speedy9

fit, which is also used.]

SPEEDART, Speedakd, Speddart, s. A
spider; speddart, a tough old creature, tight

as a wire ; Gall. Encycl.
The wasp, the speedard, and the ged

Are greedy curses. Qall. Enc.

Teut. spieder, be-spieder, speculator?

To SPEEL, v. it. [1. To climb. V. Spele.]

2. To sport, play, take amusement, S.

Teut. speel-en, sjtel-en. Germ, spil-en, ludere. These
verbs are applied to every species of sport, to running,
hunting, dice, Ac.

VOL. IV.

[SPEEN, s. A spoon, Aberd., Banffs.]

SPEEN-DKIFT, Spindrift,*.' 1. Driving
snow, Aberd. ; spray, [spume of the sea, S.J
Ayrs., Gall.

** At the last—came up twa three swankics riding at

the hand-gallop, garring the dubs flee al>out them like

speen-dri/t." Journal from London, p. 5.
" A tempestuous showre and drow—carryed us back

almost to the May, with such a how wa, [hollow wave]
and spin dr{/l, that the boat being open he looked for

great danger, if the stormy showrc had continued."
Melvill's MS., p. 113.

"The thought of his children—scattered these sub-

siding feelings like the blast that brushes the waves of

the ocean into spindrift.
n The Entail, ii. 9.

" Spindrift, the spume of the sea ; the spray ;" GalL
Encycl.

It is probably allied to C.B. yspone, "a jerk, a jet,

a spirt
;
" Owen.

[S]*cendrifl is just spoondrift as pron. in the N.E.
counties of S., and spindrift, as pron. in the W. and
S. counties.]

To SPEER, v. a. and n. To inquire. V.
Speue.

[To SPEER, v. a. To spirt or squirt as with

a syringe, Aberd.]

Speek-Wundit, part. pa. Quite over-

come with exertion, so as to be out of breath,

Loth., Fife.

Perhaps q. spire-winded, as originally applied to one
who is nearly choked by the spire or spray. V. Spire,
also Spikewind.

SPEERE, *. Expl. " a hole in the wall of a
house through which the family received

and auswered the enquiries of strangers,

without being under the necessity of

opening the door or window;" Gl. Rits.

And when he came to John o* the Scales,

Up at the spetre then looked he ;

There sate three lonLs at the lordes end,
Were drinking of the wine so free.

Ritsons 8. Songs, ii. 136.

From the use of this aperture, the term might seem
derived from the v. spere, sjteer, to iuquirc. What-
ever be the origin, it is apparently the same with
Spike, q. v.

SPEG, s. A pin or peg of wood, Loth.

Dan. spiger, a nail; A.-S. spicyng, Su.-G. spik, id.;

sperl-a, acuminare.

SPEICE, ». Pride.

In niekle sjteice is part of vanity.

Dunbar, Bannalync Poems, p. 96.

• f Thus a spicy man is still used for one self-conceited

and proud," Lord Hailes. The metaph. is evidently
founded on the stimulating effects of strong spices.

SPEIDFUL, adj. Proper, expedient.

Gift" that it speidfull be,

I will send a man in Carrik,
To spy and spcir our kynrik.

Barbour, ir. 551, MS.

Him thoct nocht sjtcidfwll for till far,

Till assaile him in to the hycht.
Ibid. v. 436. Mi

X2
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" It it sene npeidfull, that cif ony schipman of .Scot-

land pasftis with letters of the Kingis Depute in Ire-

land, that he rcssaue na man into his schip to bring
with him to the realmo of Scotland, hot gif that man
haae ane letter or certanetie of the Lord of that land,

qnhair he schippis, for quhat cause he eummis in this

realme." Acts Ja. I., 1525, c 69, Ed. 1566. V. Sped*.

SPEIK,*. Speech. V. Spek.

SPEIKINTARE, s. A bird, supposed to be

the Sea Swallow, Sterna hirondo, Linu.

Perhaps a corn of its vulgar name Pic-
TARME, q. v.

—" There is moss and green plots, in which ducka,
teals, and speikhdares, (which last are like sea-gulls,

bat of a smaller size), hatch their young." P. Fearn,
Boss Statist. Ace., iv. 2*9.

To SPEIL, v. n. To climb. V. Spele.

SPEIL, *. Play, game, S. V. Bonspel.

[SPEINTY, *. . A spent or spawned fish,

Banffs.]

SPEIR, Speirixs. V. under Spere, Speir.

SPEK, Speik, *. Speech, discourse.

To this spek all assentyt ar.

Barbour, W. 564, MS.
His spek discomfort Tit] thaim swa.
That thai had left all tnair wyage,
Na war a knycht off gret curate,—
That thaim comfort with all his mycht

/out, v. 206, MS.

Thoch he was fule in habit, in al feiris,

Ane wyser speik thay hard nevir with thair eiris.

Priests o/Peblis, S. P. R., i. 24.

A.-S. spate, id.

To SPELD, v. a. To spread out, to expand.

And as he blent besyde hym on the bent,

He saw speldit a wondir wofall wicht,
•

Nsflit full fast, and Theseus he hicht.

Benrysone's Traitie of Orpheus Kyng, Edit. 1508.

•• Scot.—they say, He spelded himself on the ice ;

and, a spelded herring ;" Rudd.
Germ, spell-en, spalt-en, to cleave, to divide ; from

8u.-G. spial-a, id. Gael, spealt-a, to split.

To Spelder, v. a. 1. To split, to spread

open ; as, to spelder a fish, to open it up for

being dried.

2. To toss the legs awkwardly in running.

3. To rack the limbs in striding, S.

[Spelder, *. A fall backwards, as on ice, in

which the body is spread out, Clydes.]

Spelding, Speldin, Spelden, Speldrin, s.

A split haddock, or other small fish, dried

in the sun, S.

And their will be partons and buckies,
Speldens and haddocks anew.

Ritson'sS. Songs', L 211.

8with hame, and feast upon a spelding.

Ramsay'$ Poems, ii. 574.

•• 8pelding$,—fish (generally whittings) salted and
dried in a particular manner, "being dipped in the sea,

and dried in*the sun, and cat by the Scots by way of
a relish.—My friend, General Campbell, Governor of

Madras, tells mo that tlicy make speldinas in the East
Indies, particularly at Bombay, where they call them
Bombaloes." Boswell's Journ., p. 50.

To SPELE, Speil, v. a. and n. To climb, to

clamber, S.

—Thai prels fast ouer the ruf to spele,

Couerit with scheildes agane the dartis fele.

Doug. Virgil, 53, 52.

Bring bidder dartis, sped apoun the wall.

Ibid. 274, 55.

[SPELING, s. V. under Spell.]

To SPELK, v. a. To splint, to support by
splinters, S.

" Ho is content ye lay broken arms and legs on his
knee, that ho may speik them." Rutherford's Lett., P.
i ep. 15.

44 Many broken legs since Adam's days hath he
spelked." Ibid. ep. 103.

A.-S. epefc-ean, Teut. spalck-en, Su.-G. spiaclk-a, to
apply splints to broken limbs ; A.-S. spek, Teut.
spalcke, a splint used for this purpose. A. Bor. speik*,

small sticks to fix on thatch with ; also, splinters.

Spelk, s. A splint of wood applied to a
fracture ; also, a splinter of iron, S.

Ray gives Spelk as a Yorks. word, signifying, "a
wooden splinter tied on to keep a broken bone from
bending or unsetting again." Lett., p. 338.

"Spelks. sharp—splinters of iron, starting off from
the mass it belongs to

;
" Gall. Encycl.

Spelked, part. adj. A term applied to

ragged wood, ibid.

SPELL, Spelle, *. Speech, narrative, his-

tory.

The geaunt gerd that spelle,

For thi him was full wo.
Sir Tristrem, p. 162.

Quhat I have mysdone in my spelle

Ymago mundi kane welle telle.

Wynimcn, I 13. 79.

[A.-S. spelt], a speech, a discourse ; a history ; hence,
[godspelI\, the gospel.

To Spell, v. a. and n. 1. To tell, inform, nar-

rate, discourse, instruct, S.

If thu wil spell, or talys telle,

Thomas, thu shal never make lye :

Wher so ever thou goo, to frith, or felle,

I pray the apake never non ille of roe.

True Thomas, Jamieson's Popul. Ball. ii. 27.

It sail be done as ye deme, drede ye rycht nocht

;

1 consent in this cais to your counsell.

Sen myself for your sake bidder hes socht.

Ye sail be specialye sped, or I mair spell. .

Hoviate, Hi. 19, MS.
V. Speanlie.

A.-S. spell-ian, Moes-G. spill an, Su.-G. Jul. spial-a,

loqui, narrare.

2. To asseverate falsely, Roxb.
Allied perhaps to Teut. sj>el-en, ludcro, q. to amuse

one's self by false representation, in order to laugh at
another's credulity.

Spelling, Speling, s. Instruction.

These arn the graceful giftes of the Holy Goste,
That enspires iche sprete, witlioute speling.

Sir Gateau and Sir Gal., i. 20.
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[To SPELSH, v. a. and w. 1. To dash,

splash, bespatter, in or with any soft or

liquid substance, Banff's.

2. To walk through or fall into mud or water,

ibid.]

[Spelhh, «. 1. A dash or plash of mud,
water, &c, ibid.

*2. A fall into mud, water, &c , ibid.; also the

noise made by it, ibid.]

[SPENCE,*. V. Spens.]

[SPENCIE, 8. The stormy petrel, Shetl.]

To SPEND, v. n. 1. To spring; to gallop,

Loth.; spang, stend, synon.

[2. To stretch out, strive or strain for, weary.]

Robene, that warld is quite away,
And quyt brocht till ane end ;—

For of my pane thou maide a play,
And all in rane I spend :

Aa thou has done, aa sail I say,

Murne on, I think to mend.
Bann. Poems, p. 101, Robene and Makyne.

Spend, s. A spring, a bound, an elastic

motion, S.

Ban. spaend-er, to extend, to strain, to spread, to
stretch oat; A.-S. spann-an, intendere, extendere.

SPENDKIFE, adj. Prodigal, extravagant,

Clydes.

Spendrife, *. A spendthrift, ibid.

From Spend v., and Rife, abundant

To SPENN, v. a. To button, or to lace one's

clothes ; as, to apenn the waistcoat, to button
it, Fife.

Germ, sponge, a clasp or hook, fibula. 1st. spenna,
bulla ; also, fibula metallica. The original idea is pro-
bably found in Teut. sjiunn-en, to stretch, as in Belg.
Set touw spant niet geneog, " The cord is not stretched
stiff enough ;" Sewcl. Su.-G. sjxtenn-a, coustringcre,
fibula counectere ; Ihre. A. -8. sjxinn-en, id. The use
of this term was most probably introduced before that
of buttons, when hooks were employed for the same
purpose ; or cords, or pins, which are still used by
some old or penurious people for fastening their feckets
or under waistcoats.

SPENS, Spence, s. 1. A larder, the place

where provisions are kept, S. A. Bor.
Thair herboury wan taue,

Intill a spence, wher vittell was plenty,
Baith cheis and butter on lang skelfs ri< ht hie.

Menrysone, Evergreen, i. 149.

Fr. despence, id. Skinner gives this as an E. word ;

and it is used by Chaucer in sense 1.

O.E. "Spence. Celarium. Promptuarium." T/ompt.
Panr.

2. The interior apartment of a country-house,

although not appropriated as a larder ; ben-

house, synon. It bears this sense, Lanarks.
"They groped their way to tho spent, or inner

apartment, which was nearly of the same size as the
kitchen." Cottagers of Glcnburnie, p. 153.

3. The place where the family sit and cat, S. B.

••The spcuce, or dispenmry, in which the family sit

and eat, is commonly of the length of the distance

between the gable-end, ou the partition-wall against

which the 6re burns, and the nrst couple, at which
commences the partition called tho halla*, which
divides the fire-place from the door.** Gl. Jamieaon'a
PopuL Ball. ro. Spire.

Spens, Spensak, Spexseue, *. The steward,

the clerk of a kitchen.

The spent came on them with ken in his hand.
Uenrysone, Evergreen, i 150L

The spensar had nae laisar lang to byde.
Ibid., st. 81.

Bot prewaly owt of the thrang
Wvtn slycht he gat ; and the Spensere
A lafe hym gawe til hys supers.

Wytdwn, vL 18. 141.

Abbrev. from Fr. despensier.

Spexse-Door, 8. The door between the

kitchen and the spense, or apartment which

enters from the kitchen, S. O.

SPENTACLES, Spenctacles, *. pi. The
vulgar name of Spectacle*, S.

It occurs in the followiug passage, though with an

unnatural orthography

—

Tis said the court of Antiquarians
Has split on some great point o' variuuee,

For ym has got, in gouden box,
The spenctacles of auld John Knox, fee.

TannahilTs Poems.

I got my staff, put on my bonnet braid ;—
A saxpence too, to let me in bedeen.
And thir auld spentar/en to help my een.

A. Wilson's Poems, 1816, p. 89.

[SPEOCHAN, Speuchan, 8. A tobacco-

pouch, Clydes., Shetl. Gael. 8pleuchan
9
Id.]

[SPEOLK, s. A splint. Shetl. V. Spelk.]

To SPERE, Speir, Spyre, v. a. and n. 1. To

j

trace or search out, applied to a way.
i Off ranys a leddre to rue mad I

;

And tuar with our the wall slaid I.

A strayt roid, that I spent had,
In till the crage. syne doan I went.

Barbour, z. 659, US.

Sometimes the prep, to is joined.

How now, Panthus, quhat tything do ye bring ?

In quhat estate is sanctuarie, and haly geir f

To quhilk vthir fortre* sail we sixre t

Ihmg. Virgil, 49, 65.

Quam prendtmus arcem ? Virg.

This is very nearly allied to the original sense of

the v. A.-S. spyr-ian, "investigare,- explorare; to

search out by the track or trace; Lane, to spirit

;

n

Somner.

In this sense spire is used by R. Brunne, p. 112.

In Huntincrtonschire the kyng in that forest

A moneth lay, to spire for wod k wilde bests.

2. To investigate, to make diligent inquiry,

to use all means of discovery.

And quhen he hard sa blaw and cry,
He had wondir quhat it mycht be

;

And on sic maner spyryt he,

That knew that it wes the king.

Barbour, iii. 486.

In Edit. 1620. spyed. But spyryt is the reading

of MS.
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" To try, search, and speir out all excommunicates,
practisand and uthcrs Papists quhatsumcvcr within
oore boundis and schyrei quhair we keep resilience."

Band of Maintenance, Collect, of Confessions, ii. 111.

Spirt is also used in this sense by R. Brunne, p 327.

He spired as he rode, who did suilk treapas,

Brak his pes with dedc, tille he Li Scotlond was.

It is used by Chaucer also in the same sense, in Sir
Tbopas, v. 13733, Ury s Edit.

3* To ask, to inquire, S.

. My fsder exhortis vs to turn Again our fludis

To Delos, and Appollois ansueie spere.

Doug. Virgil, 72, 19.

Abp. Hamiltoun uses this word, in a passage in which
he finds an easy way of avoiding the force of a pretty
strong objection to the invocation of departed saints.

"And quhairto will thou, O cbristin man, be sa
curious, as to speir gif the Sanctis of heuin kennis our

riyars or na? Put away that vaine curiositie,

beleif as the haly catholyk kirk of God bcleitfis,

qunilk, as S. Paule sais, is the house of God, the
fundament and pillar of veritie." Catechisme, Fol.

197. b.

Speir at is commonly used in this sense, S.

Of this progeny gyf yhe will mare,
Yhe spere at othir forthirmare.

Wyntown, viii. 7. 96.

It is also used actively.

"Mony ane shears the gate thry ken fu* well;"
Ferguson's S. Prov., p. 25.

[A piper met her gaun to Fife,

And speer'd her what they ca'd her.

So9tg, Maggie Lauder.]

A.-S. spur-ian also signifies to inquire ; Isl. spyr-ia,

id. It has the same form in which our v. is frequently
used ; Ad spuria han ad, Mark, iz. 32. To speir at

Am. 0ict. Run. Jon. spuruU, avidus quaerendi.
We also say to speir after, S. to inquire for ; A.-S.

spfrian aefter ; A. Bor. to sparre, speir, or spurre.

8pyrre aftyr occurs in a poem viewed by Sibb. as of
Scottish, "or at least of North country, extraction."

And yf he spyrre aftyr me,
Say, thou sawe me wyth non eye.

Chron. S.P.,1 147.

To spierfor, is used in the same sense, especially as
denoting an inquiry concerning one's welfare.

When ye gae hame to my sister,

Shell speerfor her brother John :

—

Tell say, ye left him in Kirland fair,

The green grass growin aboon.
Jamieson's Popular Ball., i. 62.

I spier*dfor my cousin, fu* coutby and sweet,
Uin she had recover'd her hearin.

V. Spcke.
Burnt, iv. 250.

4. To scrutinize any article ; as to investigate

any legal deed, by applying it in the way
of comparison with matters of fact libelled.

"Becans thair is mony diuerss statutis, ouhilkis hes
in the end of thame the pane of dittay, and hes nocht
bene in tyme bigane cleirlie speirit, at the inditmentis
taking as they souId hauc bene,—that the clerk of the
Justiciary tak furth of the kingis statutis all thay
statutis that hes pane of dittay in the end, and mak the
samin be inquyrtt at the dittay taking upounc euery
nonet " Acts Ja. IV., 1493, Edit. 1814, p. 234.

Inquyrit is evidently used as explaining the sense of

5. To speer the price <? a young woman, to ask
her in marriage, S.

44 My word, but yeYe weel afF to be married in your
teens. I was past thirty before man *peer't my price."
The Entail, ii. 2GS.

This low phrase evidently contains an allusion to
pricing at a lair or market.

6. To Speir about, to make inquiry concern-
ing ; often as indicating interest, anxiety,

or affection, S.

Even Irish Teague, ayont Belfast,

Wadna care to speir about her ;

And swears, till he Kail breathe his last,

He'll never happy be without her.
Lizzy Liberty, Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 150.

"Speryn or askyn after a thyng.—Sciscfror. Per-
ennctor. Inquiro. Prompt. Parv.

Palsgrave mentions this word. "I sptre, 1 aske. Je
demande. This terme is—far northemc, and nat vayd
in comroyn speche." B. iii. F. 368, b.

Ray expl. A. Bor. to sparre, speir or spurre, *' to ask,
enquire ; cry at the market/' Coll., p. 67.

Spere, Speer, Speir, s. 1. Inquiry, Ayrs.
—"There was a mat assemblage of friends, and a

wonderful speer and talk about what we had all seen
that day at the coronation." The Steam-Boat, p. 257.

[2. Applied to a person who is continually
asking questions, Clydes.]

3. A small hole in the wall of a house. V.
Speere and Spire, *.

Speirixgs, Speirins, Speriks, Speerings,
$.pL 1. Inquiry, interrogation, investiga-

tion ; used with the addition of different

prepositions, as after, at, and of, S.
44 But ony other father, but bis honour himsel, wad

have had speirings made after the poor lad.'* The
Pirate, ii. 266.

This word is used in a singular connexion in Loth.
PUjting a speirins at him, i.e., *' I will inquire at him ;

"

It seems, however, to include the idea, that the ques-
tion is put, only passingly, either in fact, or in appear-
ance.

2. Prying inspection of conduct, Fife.

As doun the lang lone I gaed wi* my laddie,

As donn by the bum whar blames the birk tree.

Whan far frae the speirins o' inanun ie or daddie,
! how coutby the words he spake unto me.

MS. Poem.

3. Intelligence, tidings, South of S.

"Here's been the puir lass, Caxon's daughter, seek-

ing comfort, and has gotten unco little— there's been
nae speerings o' Taffril's gun-brig since the last gale."

Antiquary, iii. 185.
•• 'Did Dousterswivel know any thing about the con-

cealment of the chest of bullion ? '
—

* He, the ill-fa'ard

loon
!

' answered Kdie ; ' them wad hae been little

speerings c't had Dustansnivel keu'd it was there— it

wad hae been butter in the black dog's hause.' " Ibid.,

iii. 102.
44 4 There is some news,' said mine host of the Candle-

stick,

—

4 and if it please my Creator, I will forthwith
obtain sjieerings thereof.'" Waverley, ii. 119.

4*How do ye ken but we may can pick up some
speerings of your valise, if ye will be amenable to gude
counsel?" Rob Roy, i. 202.

[Speuit, pret. Enquired, Barbour, iv. 467 ;

tperit at, asked of, v. 39 ; as part. pa. in x.
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559, meaning found out, prob. a var. read,

for spyit.~\

Spekyxo, a. Information in consequence of
inquiry.

Tharfor he thocht to wyrk with slycht

;

And lay still in the castell than,
Till he got sperynq that a man
Off Carrik, that wea sley and wycht.—
Wen to the King Robert niaist priue.

Barbour, v. 490.

Tent speuringhe, indagatio, investigatio.

SPERE, Speir, *. 1. A sphere; [space,

region, circle.]

Jupiter from his hie spere adoun
Blent on the saleryfe seyis, and erth tharby.

Doug. Virgil, 20, 5.

[We behuflit to passe the way full evin,
Up throuch the Speris of the Plaitetis sevin.

Lyndsay, The Dreme, L 386.

According to the system accepted in Lyndsay 's day,
the stellar world was divided into—I. The Primum
Mobile, or first motion. II. The Cristalline Heaven,
in which were placed the fixed stare. III. The twelve
signs of the Zodiac. IV. The spheres or circles of the
planets in the following order, viz., Saturn, Jupiter,
Mars, Sol, Venus, Mercury, and lastly the Moon, which
was said to occupy the centre of universal Nature. V.
Warton'a Hist, of Eng. Poetry.]

Bellend, also speaks of "the speir of the moon,"
Descr. Alb., c 1.

L. B. spacr-a, Lat sphaer-a,

[SPERE-SILUER, s. A military tax ; called

also, the tax of spears. Accts. L. H. Treas.,

i. 312, 324, Dickson.]

To SPERFLE, r. a. To squander money,
goods, &c, for no valuable purpose, Loth.,
Ayrs. V. Sparpall.

SPERK HALK, *. A sparrow hawk.
Sperk halkis, that solely will compas the cost,
Wer kene knychtis of kynd, elene of maneiris.

HoxdaU, ii. 2.

A.-S. spaer-hafoc, id.

[SPER-LYNTH, ,. pi. Spear-lengths, Bar-
bour, xvii. 572.]

To SPERPLE, v. a. To scatter, to disperse

;

S. sperfle. V. Sparpall.

[To SPERR, v. a. To stride, to stretch out
in walking, Shetl.]

SPERTHE, s. A battle-axe.

At his saddle-gerthe was a good steel sjjetthe,

Full ten pounds weight and more.
Minstrelsy Border, ii. 337.

Sparth, accuris, Prompt. Sccurim, i. Sparthe, in
manu quasi pro baculo bajulant, qua sibi confidentes
praeoccupant. Otterbourne Chron. Angl., p. 16.

Brompton says, that the Norwegians carried the use
of that kind of axe, which in E. is called tparth, into
Ireland. Ap. Du Cange.
O. E. "Sparthe. Bipennia." Prompt. Parv.

[SPERYT, pret. Sparred up, fastened, Bar-
bour, iv. 14. V. Spar.]

SPES, *. Species ; synon. with Kynd.
"Onr soucrane lord—declarts all sic factis and

deidis—to be aue express *pe* and kynd of dilapida-
tioun.r Acta Ja. VI., 1604, Edit 1814, p. 324. V.
Space.

SPETIT, part. pa. "Pierced, as with a
spitt," Rudd.

Syne ane Halys vnto the corpis dede
In company he eiket in that Atedc,

And Phegeas doun brittynnys in the feikl,

Spetit throw out the body anil the scheild.

Dotty. Virgil, 305, 39.

Su.-G. spelt, any thing sharp-pointed ; whence
spiuls, a spear, a lance. Thus sjtctit properly signifies

pierced, with a sharp instrument, without restriction to
one of any particular description. Teut. spet-en, fodi-
care.

SPEUG, 8. 1. A tall meagre person, Clydes.

;

synon. Spaig.

2. A sparrow, ibid.

Su.-G. *pok, spockc, Germ. spuk, Belg. spook, a spec-
tre. This has probably been formed, (according to the
Goth, mode, by prefixing a) from Jsl. puke, daemon.
V. Puck uary.

Speugle, s. An object that is extremely
slender ; a diminutive from the preceding,

ibid.

Thia corresponds with Fris. spoochsel, and Sw.
spoekelse, id.

SPEWEN,*. Spavin.

This is certainly the meaning of the term in the fol-

lowing verse :

—

Bock-blood, and Benshaw, spetcen in the spald.
Montgomerte, Watson's Coll., iii. 13.

i.c, Spavin in the shoulder. V. Cleiks.

[SPIAE, *. Mockery, derision, ridicule,

Shetl.]

[SPIALL, 8. A tall, slender person, ibid.]

* SPICE, 8. 1. This term is appropriated to

pepper, S.

The y ungest sister to her butrie hyed,
And brocht furth nuts and peis insteid of spyce.

Benrysone, Evergreen, i. 146L

Here, however, it may denote spiceries in general.—M It is now perceived, by the leaves and sheets of
that book [the Scots Common-Prayer Book] which are
given out athort the shops of Edinburgh, to cover spice
and tobacco, one edition at leant was destroyed."
BailhVs Lett., i. 14.

2. Metaph. applied to pride, S. V. Speice.

3. A blow, a thwack, Aberd.

To Spice, v. a. To beat, to thwack, ibid.

Most proliably a figurative use of the E. v., in the
same manner in which to Pepjter is used.

Spice-Box, Spice-Bust, *. A pepper-box, S.

Spicy, adj. Proud; testy, S.; [neat, tidy,

Clydes., Banffs.]

"It wes allegit—at [that] the dosane of siluer sponis,
ailuer salt-fat & *picc bust wer the Abbot of Melross, t
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. laid in wed to the said rmquhile Alexr
. be the said abbot

for the tyme." Act. Dom. Cone., A. 1489, p. 131.

V. Bcisx.

[SPIEKEK, *. A large nail, Shetl. Norse,

spikar, id.]

[SP1K, *. Whale's blubber, fat of animals,

ibid.]

[SPILE-TREE, $. A small pole on which
fishermen hang their lines when cleaning the

hooks. The supports are called shears,

Banffs.]

SPILGIE, adj. Long and slender, Ang. Also

used as a *., a tall meagre persou ; a lang

spilgie. Long limbs are called spilgies.

Allied perhape to Teat. spil, a spindle, aa nearly of
the aame aenae with spindle-shanked; spill en, at-

tennare ; or Su.-O. spial-a, spialk-a, to divide, from
spiaeU, lamina; q. something which, from its mea-
greness, seems to be only the half of what it ought
to be.

To SPELK, v. a. To shell pease, to take

green pease out of the pod, Aberd., Moray.
In Moray at least, Pilk is used as synon. with Spill:.

Spilkins, s. pL Split pease, ibid.

Gael spealg~amt to split, spealgach, splinters.

[To SPILK, v. a. To beat sharply, Banffs.

;

synon. $panl\]

[Spilk, s. A sharp blow, a slap, ibid.

Allied to E. spill, in the sense to fret or gall.]

[SPILT, adj. Grossly fat, bloated, impure,

Shetl.]

SPINK, s. 1. The Maiden pink, S. Dian-
thus deltoides, Linn.

S. Often used to denote pinks in general, S.

Countless spinks an' daudes Kpringin,

Gaily deckt ilk vale an' hill.

A. Douglas's Poems, p. 99.

SPINKIE, s. A dram, a glass of ardent

spirits, Fife.

SPINKIE, adj. Slender, and at the same
time active, Fife.

Sn.-G. spimkog, id. gracilis ; Ihre. Some derive the
word from spinde, a spider.

[SPINNEL, Spinnle, Spynle, s. Spindle

;

metauh. applied to any thing very slender,

or tall and thin, S.]

To Spinnle, v. it. To shoot out. " Grain
is said to be spinnling, when it is shooting

;"

Gall. Encycl.

This v. mar be a derivative from Tent. spen-en,

deflorescere, floribus amissis frnctus formam primam
prodncere. Dicitur de arboribus, fruticibus, &c. Fr.
tspen-ir, espem-ir, aperire florem ; Kilian. The root is

probably Lat. cxpamd-tre, to spread out. V. Splsly.

Spixnle, Spinly, adj. Tall and slender, S.
•* Where it is firm it produces good hay ; but where

it is not so, but continues as quagmire, it is all fog at

top, with a short spinly thin grass." Maxwell's Sel.

Trans., p. 80. V. Spinnle, v.

Perhaps q. Spindly, from E. Spindle.

SPINNIN-JENNY, Spin-Mary, s. The
long-legged fly which is said to be produced

from the grub, Fife. In other places it is

called Spinnin Maggie.

Perhaps it is named from its resembling, in the

length of its legs, the garden spider, in E. and 8. called

Spinner.

SPINTIE, adj. Lean, thin, lank, Loth.
This seems originally the same with the preceding.

[SPIOLK, *. A splint, Shetl. V. Spelk.]

[To Spiolk, v. a. To bind with splints, ibid.]

[Spiolkin, *. A piltack roasted with the

liver inside of it, ibid.]

# SPIRE, *. 1. A small tapering tree, com-
monly of the fir kind, of a size fit for paling,

Moray.
Norw. spire, a long small tree, Hallager. E. spire

is used to denote M any thing growing up taper." It
is not improbable that E. spur is originally the same
with our spire; as Su.-G. spira denotes a long but
thin piece of wood ; and the word of the same form in
Isl. is rendered, tigillum, ramale.

2. The lower part of a couple or rafter, Koxb.

3. "The spire in a cottage, is properly the

stem or leg of an earth-Jast couple, reaching
from the floor to the top of the wall,

partly inserted in, and partly standing out
of^ the wait," Gl. Jamieson's Popular Ball.

4. A wall between the fire and the door, with
a seat on it, S. B. ; Kalian, synon.

Lancash. *'spetr, a shelter in a house made be*
tween the door and fire, to keep the wind off." T.
Bobbins. O.K. "Spere or skue. Ventifuga." Prompt
Parr.

Fas no seek near the fire :

Let me but rest my weary banes,
Behind backs at the spire.

Sang, Hosisllelenore, p. 142.

'* From the circumstance of the partition beginning
at the couple-leg, or spire, the name nas been transferr-

ed from the wooden post-—that supports the pillar, and
commences the partition, to the partition itself." Gl.
Popular Ball., nbi sup.
This is also called the spire tea*. This word in

Cbesh. signifies, the chimney-poat, Ilay. C. B. yspyr,
id. Chaucer uses spire for a stake.

A different etymon has been given, from Spere, to
inquire. V. Spere, s.

Spihie, adj. Slender, slim, Dumf. ; synon.

Spirley, q.v.

SPIRE, s. Spray, Sea-spire, the spray of the
sea, Renfr.

Allied perhaps to Su.-G. *pyor, vomitui, q. what the
sea casts up, from spy, vomeie.
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To SPIRE, v. a. To wither, or cause to

fade.

Thus heat, or a strong wind, is said to spirt the

grass. Loth. Hence,

Spirewind, Spearwind, Spellwixd, *.

Defined, u a violent gust of passion, a gust

of rage," Fife.

Spiry, adj. Warm, parching.

It is said to be a spiry day, when the drought is very

strong, Loth.

SPIRITY, adj. Lively, full of life, spirited,

S.
" He was of a spirity disposition, and both eydent

and eager in whatsoever he undertook." R. Gilhaize,

ii. 102.

To SPIRL, r. n. To run about in a light

lively way, Ettr. For.

O. Fr. esporl-er signifies to acknowledge, as a vassal

the services one owes to a superior. This generally

included a good deal of "running about," but often

without lightness of heart. Allied perhaps to Spirell,

adj.

SPIRLIE, Spirley, adj. Slender, slim,

(gracilis), S. ; Spirie synon.

TirM out with many turnings to the flood

He lays his redden'd side, and gaspin* die*.

Syne round him flock, in troops, the spirley race,

And minnows frisk, now that their foe is dead,

And caper for the kingdom of the pool.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 82.

Tent, spier is sura, the calf of the leg. But it may
be q. spir-lik, from Isl. spir, a lath, or Dan. spire, a

sprootor slip, "resembling a lath or slip." But see

Spirik.

Spirlie, *. A slender person; often, "a
lang spirlie," S.

Spirlie-leggit, adj. Having thin legs,

Roxb.

SPIRLING, s. 1. A smelt. V. Sparling.

Roquefort mentions O.Fr. sparallon, sorte de poisson

de mer.

2. Expl. as signifying a small burn-trout. Gall.

Encycl.

SPIRLING, *. Contention, a broil, Perths.

allied perhaps to Genn. sperr-en, to oppose,

to resist.

SPIRRAN, *. Expl. "an old female of the

nature of a spider ;" Gall. Encycl.

Gael. #pairn-am, to wrestle; q. of a contentious

humour?

To SPIT, v. n. 1. To rain slightly, and not

closely, S.

"I think its spitting already."—"A common ex-

pression in Scotland to signify slight rain." Marriage,

l 71. N.

[2. To be extremely angry with a person ; as,

" He was just spittin like a will-cat," Clydcs.

]

[Spit, *. 1. A slight shower, S.

2. An angry disputation, Clydes.

3. A person of small stature and hot temper

;

spitten is also used, Banffs.]

Spither, *. Spume, foam, S.

Let poor folk write to ane an ither,

The wsy they learn'd it frae their mither,

Or some aula aunt's loquacious switber,—

Wha valu'd not your college spither

A riginarie.

Ruickbie's Way-side Cottager, p. 189.

Isl. spiatr, insolens progressus; Dan. spotte-ord,

mocking language.

Spitter, s. 1. A very slight shower ;

whence the imp. v. It's spitterin, i.e., a

few drops of rain are falling, S. from spit9

spuere.

2. In pi. snow in small particles, which are

forcibly driven by the wind, S. .

Now harvest done, the i»ainfu' plough

Maun thro' the yird its ta>k renew.

While ploughmen swains, a hardy crew,

Ne'er stand aghast,

Tho* winter snell the spitters strew

In angry blast.

A. Scott's Poems, p. 38.

The snell frost-win' made nebs an' ecn

To rin right sair ;

An* snaw in spitters aft was dreen *

Amang the sir.

T. Scott's Poems, p. 823.

• Dreen, driven.

Spittery, adj. Denoting what spurts or flies

out irregularly without connexion of

parts, S. A.
The blately rain*, or chilling spitCry snaws

Are wafted on the gelid angry breeze.

A. ScoWs Poems, p. 25.

It is applied also to flame, expressive of the spurt-

ing action of the heat, according to the nature of the

fuel, ibid.

Yet patient still, I'll brook auld age,

And do the best 1 dow,
To raise your ingle's friendly rage.

And cheer the spitterie low.

A. Scott's Poems, p. 146.

* To SPIT. [1. To spit at a bargain, to con-

firm it.]

It is a common practice among children, when a

bargain has been made, for each party to spit on the

ground. This is accounted a very solemn contirmation

of the agreement.

The form is perhaps varied in other parts of the

country. The following passage alludes to a similar

mode of ratifying a pecuniary bargain, by spitting on

the piece of money given as au arfes or earnest-penny.
41 When the friar had talked some time with that

man, he took out a small piece of money, and spit

upon it, and then gave it to the skipper, by which

Ralph Hanslap guessed they had made a 6an/<im; the

delivery of the money, and the ceremony with which

it was accompanied, indicating that it was the cement

of a compact, and a token of the friar's hope and ejacu-

lation that it might prove prosperous to them both/'

Rothelan, i. 02.

Although Pliny does not appear to have been ac-

quainted with this use of saliva, he Was no stranger to

its virtue in giving efficacy to a medicine.
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"To fortifio the operation of any medicines/* he
aaya, ** the manner is to pronounce withall a charm or

exorcisme three times over, and to spit upon the ground
as often ; and so we doubt not hut it will doe the cure

and not faile." Nat. Hist., B. xxviii. c. 4.

In some parts of S. when a bargain has been made,
each of the parties spits upon his hand, saying, that

this is "for luck."
Brand has given an account of a similar custom.
'• The boys in the north of E. have a custom amongst

themselves, of spitting their faith, (or as they call it in

the northern dialect * their saul, i.e., soul,) when re-

Suired to make asseverations in matters which they
link of consequence. In combinations of the colliers,

Ac., about Newcastle upon Tyne, for the puqtose of

raising their wages, they are said to spit upon a stone
together by way of cementing their confederacy. Hence
the popular saying, when persons are of the same party,
or agree in sentiments, that * they apit upon the same
stone.' Fish-women generally spit upon their hansel,

ie., the first money they take, for good luck. Grose
mentions this as a common practice among the lower
class of hucksters, pedlars," &c. Pop. Antiq., ii. 571.

It was an ancient and generally received idea among
the heathen, that spittle was a specific against every
species of fascination. Hence the language of Theoc-
ritus—

Thrice on my breast I spit to guard me safe

From fascinating charms.
Idyll, xx. v. 11.

It was probably in deference to this deeply-rooted
superstition, that the church of Rome introduced
the use of spittle in baptism. This has indeed been
expressly asserted. "This custom of nurses lus-

trating the children' by spittle, was one of the
ceremonies used on the Die* Nominalis, the day the
child was named : so that there can be no doubt of the
Papists deriving this custom from the heathen nurses
and grand-mothers. M Seward, Couform. between
Popery and Paganism, p. 54, Brand, ii. 570.

£2. To spit on one
9
8 buttons, to proclaim him a

coward and poltroon.]

Among boys, in the west of Scotland, he who has
£iven another what is called the Coucher'* blow, follows
it up by spitting in his own hand, and then rubbing his
spittle on the buttons of his antagonist's coat. This is

understood as a complete placarding of him for a
coward and poltroon.
The act of "spitting in the face " of another, or as

some render the expression, "on the ground before
him," was in a very early period, meant to intimate the
greatest contempt imaginable, Deut. xxv. 9. Why
this act of contumely was transferred to the buttons,
is not easy to say. Shall we suppose that it was viewed
as equivalent to disgracing one s armorial bearings ; as
the crest might be engraved on the buttons of those
who had a right to bear arms ?

£3. To spit and gie ouer, to own defeat.

"Man,jist *pit and tjie ouer" is a vulgar mode of
expressing that all one's efforts to accomplish an object
will prove inadequate.]
" If the reader—feels he has enough of the subject,

he has nothing to do but shut the book, and (to use a
Tery expressive juvenile term) *pit and gPe ottre."

Blackw. Mag., Ang., 1821, p. 25.
Perhaps the following verse conveys the same idea

—

Spit in your hand, and to your other proofe*.
The Troublesome R«iyne of King John.

Spitten, Spittix, s. [1. A spittle, West of

s.]

2. A puny mischievous creature, Aberd.

SPITALL, Barbour, ii. 420. Leg. pitall, as

in MS. V. Pettail.

A designation for a horse,SPITTIE, s.

Clydes.

L.B. *pad-at HjKid-o, equus castratus ; sjtad-are, cas-

trare. The root may be traced in C. B. disjKidd- u, to cas-

trate, (dis being the privative prefix), Ir. Gael. */*oM-

am, id., spitt, an eunuch. Hence «}>ad-an, castrare,

Leg. Salic. Tit. 41. V. Spave, i\

SPITTINGS, s. pi. Spittle, S. B. Dan.
$pitten

y a spitting.

To SPLAE, Splay, v. a. After two pieces

of cloth have been rnn up in a seam, to sew
down the edges somewhat in the form of a

hem, S.
" I declare," said she to her cronie, Matty Marshall,

'* if I'm no driven doited with back-stit:hin«% «playbuj
%

fause hems, and cross gores." Petticoat Talcs, i. 291.

Splae, Splay, s. The hem thus made, S.

Splae-seam, Dutch-Splay, *. What in E. is

called a hem-seam, one side onlybeing sewed
down, S.

Prob., corr. from Fr. e*ploy-ert to spread out ; or
esiMul-er, to support, to strengthen, to form a buttress

;

as the operation is meant, not merely for ornament,
but for strengthening what is sewed.

To SPLAIRGE, v. a. 1. To bespatter, to be-

daub, Fife, Ettr. For., Clydes.; the same
with Spairge ; also to besprinkle, Clydes.

SPLASH-FLUKE, *. The plaice, a fish,

Pleuronectes Platessa, Linn., Banffs. This
seems to be merely a corr. of the common
name.

To SPLATCH, v. a. To bedaub, to splash,

S. corr. from the E. word, or from Teut.

plets-en, manu quatere.

Splatch, s. I. A splatch o* dirt, a clot of

mud throwti up in walking or otherwise, S.

Splatchin is used as well as splatch, in this sense,

Aberd.

2. Any thing so broad or full as to exhibit an

awkward or clumsy appearance; as, "What
a great splatch of a seal there's on that

letter!"

To SPLATTER, v. n. To make a noise

among water, S.; [to walk or run noisily,

Banffs.]

[Splatter, s. The act of making such a

noise ; also, the noise so made, S. Used
also as an adv.]

Splatter-Dash, s. An uproar, a splutter,

Ettr. For.

SPLAY, s. 1. A souabble ; as, " There was a

great splay in the fair;" Koxb. Gael.

spleadh, exploit.
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[2. A splay-up, a great display of any kind,

Banffs.]

SPLAY, Splae, s. A stroko ; as, " She hat

[did hit] him a splae o'er the fingers for his

behaviour," Koxh.
8a.-G. ptagy-a, percutere, Lat. playa, ictus.

To SPLAY, v. a. To flay ; as, « He has

•played the skin off his leg," Selkirk.

Perhaps from Isl. Jtaa, Su.-G. jtaga, whence the E.
term.

SPLECIIRIE, s. Furniture of any kind;
but most generally used to denote the

clothes and furniture provided by a woman,
in her single state, or brought by her to the

house of her husband, when married, S.

It is also used for the executory of a defunct person,
or the movable goods in his house left by him to his
heirs, S.

This is perhaps merely a corr. of Lat. supelltx, or
supellectitia, the terms used by civilians to denote all

the household-goods which are daily used by a family.
V. Alcxand. ab ^Alexand. Genial. Dies, lib. i. c. 19.

To SPLEET, v. a. and n. To split. This is

the general pronunciation in [Banff

s

n
Orkn., and Shetl. Spleeter, oue who splits

fish.]

*| At all times it is highly dangerous, for any not ex-
perienced in these seas, to pass through between the
isles, tho* with small boats, because of the many blind
rockslying there, upon which sometimes the inhabitants
do apleett what through some mistake, inadvertency,
darkness of the night, or otherwise." Brand's Orkney,
p. 25.

SPLENDIS, *. pi. Armour for the legs.

" Ane pair of splendis, sella t, gorget," &c.
Aberd. Reg., V. 16. V. Splettis.

SPLENDRIS, s. pi. Splinters.

Thair speris in aplendris sprent.
On scheldis schonkit and schent.

Oawan and OaI.
t ii 14.

Speris full sons all into splenrfrya sprang.

Wallace, ix. 918, M&
Belg. splentera, Dan. apUnde, Su.-O. a^lnta, id.

splint-a, Dan. splint-ert to splinter ; from 1st splil-a, to
tear.

To SPLENNER, v. n. To stride, Gall.;

softened perhaps from Teut. splinter-en,

secare in assulas ; or from the same origin

with Splendris.

SPLENTS, Splextis, *. pf. [1. Splints,

armour or plate for arms or legs.] Leg-
splents, a sort of inferior greaves, or armour
for tho legs; so called from their being

applied as splints.
M—Vthers simpillar of x pund of rent, or fyftic

pundis in gud is, hauc bat. gorget,—brcist plate, pans,

and leg amentia at ihe lci*t, or gif him 1>k is better."

These were in like manner used for the arms.
" A defence for the arms, called aplinfa, constituted

part of the suit denominated an alinainc ryvett."

VOL. IV.

Grose's Milit. Antiq., ii. 252, 253. Exnt. " harness or
armour for tho arms ;" Philips's New World of Words.

2. As applied to a gown, loose or hanging
sleeves, or loose cloth used instead of sleeves

sometimes called tags.
44 Ane uthir schapiu unmaid lang taillit gowne of

reid armosic tafTetie, with tua aplentU wantand bodies

and slevis." Inventories, A. 1573, p. 222.

SPLEUCHAN, Speochax, *. "Gael, a

tobacco-pouch

;

w
Gl. Sibb. S.; also, a ludic-

rous name for a fob.

"But I was saying there's some siller in this

aptenchan that's like the Captain's ain, for we've aye
counted it such, baith Ailic and me." Guy Mannering,
in. 223.

Ilk ehiel screwM up his dogskin apleuchan,
An* aft* did rin.*

Davidson's Seasons, p. 36.

"Below my bed—you will find the pouch of the late

Lord Charles, this present man's uncle, which I made
into a *p!euchoH to hold tobacco, and there you will

get ten gold pieces, besides crowus and Saxon shillings."

Saxon and Gael, ii. 2.

"He hastened, not without a curse upon the in-

tricacies of a Saxon breeches pocket, or aph.tchan, as

he called it, to deposit the treasure in his fob.**

Waverley, ii. 103.

(To SPLEUT, v. n. 1. To gush, dash, or fall

suddenly or intermittently, or with a splut-

tering noise, Banffs., Clydes.

2. To fall flat into any liquid ; also, to walk in

"a plashing maimer, ibid.]

[Spleut, s. 1. A gush, dash, or fall of any

liquid ; the liquid so shed ; also the noise

made by it, ibid.

2. The act of shedding any liquid in a sudden

or careless manner, ibid.

3. Weak, watery drink of any kind, ibid.]

[Spleuter, s. and v. Same with E. splutter,

ibid.]

[Spleuterie, Spleutrie, s. Weak, watery

food ; a wet, dirty mess ; rainy weather,

ibid.

[SPLIET, SPLIXDER. Spliet-new, splinder-

neic, bran-new, never used, Shetl.]

To SPLINDER, Splixner, r. «. To be

shivered, to splinter, S.B.; [lience, splinner,

a fragment.]

—Thrawn trees do always splinJer,

Best with a wedge of their own timber.
Jleston'a Poems, p. 217.

V. Splendris.

SPLINKEY, adj. Tall and lank, Ayrs.

Perhaps corrupted from Spinl'ie, q. v.
44 His strides—were as stiff and as long as a aplinkty

laddie's stalking on stilts." Sir A. Wylie, iii. 82.

[SPLINNER, *. Speed, force ; used also as

an adj., BanfFs.]

Y2
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SPLIT, 8. A term used by weavers, equiva-
lent to E. Dent, and properly denoting one
thread in plain linen work, S.
M What the Scotch weavers term a SjJit, the English

term a Dent." Peddie's Weaver and Warper's Assist-
ant, p. 152.

SPLIT-NEW, adj. A term applied to what
has never been used or worn, S. span-new,
spick and span, E.

"In a word, they had, as it were. &*p!U-new syateme
of government, to temper and establish." Account
Persecution of the [Episcopalian] Church in Scotland,
p. 32.

Germ. tptitter-neu, id. q. as new as a *plinter or
chip from the block. The Germ, term, of the com-
position of which there can bo no reasonable doubt,
although not observed by the learned Ihre. affords a
strong collateral confirmation of the etymon which
he has given of E. span-new, and its Su.-G. synon.
sning spaangande ny, Isl. spanoxa, span ny-r. He
deduces them all from Su.-G. itpinga, assu la, segmentum
ligni tenuius, from spaan, id. V. Spox. Thus split,

and span, equally denote a splinter or chip.
Lye (Addit. to Jun. Etym.) traces spick to spile, a

nail. Johnson adopts the idea. But it rests on the
correlative idea, that span is from Germ, upann-cn, to
extend ; both being supposed to refer to the work of a
fuller, in stretching cloth on the teuter-hooks. Per-
haps spick and span may be a corr. of the Su.-G.
reduplication, sping spaangande.

To SPLOIT, v. n. To spout, to squirt;

also, to splash, Gall. [V. Splent.]
—Right o'er the steep he leans,

When his well-plenish'd king-hood voiding needs,
And, spiriting, strikes the stane his grany hit,

Wi' pistol screed, shot frae his gorlin cloup.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 3, 4.

Perhaps from Lat. exphd-ere, to drive out violently.

"A little liquid filth;" Gall.Sploit, 8.

Enc.

SPLORE, s. " A frolic, a noise, a riot ;" Gl.

Burns ; also, a quarrel ending in blows, S.

Lament him, a* ye rantin core,

Wha dearly like a randoiusplore,

Nae mair he'll join the merry roar.

Burns, iii. 215.

"He's a camsteary chield, and fasheous about
marches, and we've had some bits of splores thegither.

"

Guy Mannering, iii. 224.
" Quarrels ending in fisty-cuffs ; " Gl. Antiquary.
Perhaps from Itai. enplor-are, to explore, q. the act

of exploring, or a party engaged in searching out some-
thing for sport. It seems nearly synon. with Ploy, q. v.

To Splore, v. 9i. To show off, to make a

great show, Upp. Clydes.

SPLOY, «• A frolic, Renfr. ; synon. Ploy.

Nae mair we meet aneath the hill,

—

The harmless funnie joke to tell,

Or the queer sploys,

That night's mirk blanket doth conceal
Frae ither boys.

T. Scott's Poems, p. 816.

Whatever may be viewed as the origin of Ploy, the

word in this form seems to claim affinity to O. Fr.

esplois, an exploit ; tsploye, displayed.

To SPLUNG, v. a. 1. To carry off any thing
clandestinely, to filch, Upp. Clydes.

This seems merely a variety of Spung, 9.

[2. To stride along with a swinging, stealthy

gait, Banffs.]

[Spluno, *. A person of mean, disagreeable

disposition, ibia.]

To SPLUNT, v. n. "To court," S. A.; to

court, or make love, under night. " To go

Ortpluntin* id., Koxb.
The lovers coniin there to splunt.

Rev. J. NicoTs Poems, ii. 9.

Splunting, s. " Running after girls under-
night ;" Gall. Enc.

To SPLUTE, v. n. To exaggerate in narra-

tion ; synon. to Flaxc, Clydes.

O. Fr. e*ploit-er, to execute, to perform ; q. to boast
of one's exploits.

To SPO, Spoe, v. n. To foretell, Shetl.

The same with Spae, q. v. The term as used in
Shetl. preserves the Su.-G. sound of «/*>, vaticinari.

To SPOATCH, Spoacii, Spotcii, t;. n. To
poach ; also, to lounge or spunge about foi

a meal, a glass of spirits, &c, 25.

Their names were Mavis, Snap, an' Garrow,
For spoatching tricks had few their marrow.

The Dogs, A. Scott's Poems, p. 52.

Allied perhaps to Teut. spijse, cibus, epulum; or
rather from E. Poach, with s prefixed.

Spoacher, *. A poacher; also, one who
spunges about for food, &c. [Synon.,

serner.']

SPODLIN, *. A child learning to walk,

Dumfr. V. Spedlin.

SPOIG, *. A paw ; ludicrously for the hand.

Gael, snag, a paw ; spogach, haying paws, or clumsy
feet and legs.

see you not her ponny progues,

—

Her twa short hose, and her twa spoigs,

And a shoulder-pelt apeen, Mattarn ?

Herd's Coll., ii. 161.

To SPOILYIE, v. a. To plunder, to despoil.

"The barons resolving to go to Durris, and spoilyie

what was left, rendered the keys back to the town of
Aberdeen, and upon Monday the 20th of May they
rode out about the number foresaid." Spalding s

Troubles, i. 153, 154. V. Spulye.

SPON, *. Shavings of wood.
Tristrem was in toun ;

In boure Ysonde was don ;

Bi water he sent adoun
Light linden span.

Sir Tristan, p. 115.

Le., chips or shavings of the linden tree.

A.-S. spon, assula, "a chip or splenter of wood ;"

Somner. Teut. spaen, Germ, span, Su.-G. spaan,
(pron. spon), Isl. spann, id.

(To SPONG, v. n. To stride or take long

steps, Shetl. V. Spano.]
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SPONK, *. Spark of fire, &c. V. Spunk.

SPONNYS, pi. Spoons; Aborcl. Reg.,

Cent. 16.

SPONSEFIP, adj. The same with Sponsible.
"Could ye no fiu* anitbcr gate tae the 111 Pairt nor

harlin iwi'ti/^on^/u' man frae his name and haudin'?"
Saint Patrick, ii. 190.

[SPONSHES, *. pi. The nostrils and the
passage from them to the throat, Shetl.]

SPONSIBLE, adj. 1. Capable of being ad-
mitted as a surety, or of discharging an
obligation, S. like E. responsible.
M Mr. Archer, his wife, and five small children, the

eldest not ten years of age, were carried to Kirkcaldy
prison. Next day, the provost of the town hearing of
this severity, liberate the mother and the infants ; yet
not till caution was found, by two s/tonsiMe persons,
she should present herself to the sheriff when called,
under the penalty of 2000 merks." Wodrows Hist.,
ii.281

.

•'There will be no question of very pretty damages,—very sweet damages. I dare say the proprietors are
very sponsible folk. Reg. Dalton, i. 200.

2. Respectable, becoming one's station, S.

"For the honour of the family it's but natural I
should wish to keep up a sponsible appearance." Saxon
and Gael, ii. 193.

Lat. *po*d-eot spons-um, to undertake, to be surety,
for another ; whence sponsor, a surety.

SPOONGE, 8. 1. A low sneaking fellow;
one who employs any means, however despic-
able, for getting his belly filled, Koxb.;
synon. Slounge.

2. A wandering dog is often called a spoonge
9

because he prowls about for his food, ibid.

3. This term is also applied to a person who
is disposed to filch, ibid.

To Spoonoe, v. n. To go about in a sneak-
ing or prowling way, so as to excite suspi-

cion; as, "There he's gauin spoongin
about ;

w
ibid.

This may be viewed as the same with the E. v. to
Spunge, "to bans on others for maintenance." There
can be no doubt tnat this is from the idea of a sponge
licking up every liquid to which it is applied.

[To SPOOT, v. a. and n. To spout, squirt,

&c; E. spout.']

[Spoot, *. A spout, a flow, &c; same as E.
spout ; also, a squirt, a syringe ; in last sense
spooter is also used, West of S.]

[SPOOT, s. Bad drink ; ill-cooked liquid

food, Banff's.]

Spootragii, *. Drink of any kind, Loth.
Gael, spnt, a word of contempt for bad drink.

SPORDEK1NE, *.

•' Yow shall desyre that—sufficient store of poul-
der, spades, showles, pick axes, &c, be sent to Ca-

rict fergus : and that a reserve of sftortlerine* be laysd
wp in store." Acts Cha. I., Ed. 1814, VI. 16.

SPORNE, part. pa.
wanted, Moray.

V. to Spare. Spared,

Spoern, or spoemttn, is u»ed as a derivative from the
eoguate Isl. v. sjxir-a, parcere, iu the sense of parci-

To SPORNE, v. n. To stumble.

Oft in Romans I reid,

"Airly spornt, lait speid."
Oawan and Got., iii. 18.

Chaucer uses the term, as siguifyiug to strike the
foot against any thing

—

The miller sporned at a ston,
And doun he fell backward.

Reoes T., v. 4279.

A.-S. spornaji, primarily to kick, to wince, whence
E. spurn ; and secondarily, to stumble at, or hit against
Su. -G. spiern-a, Isl. spirn-a, to kick. Ihre gives sporre,
a spur, as the root.

SPORRAN, *. The leathern pouch, or large
!>urse worn by Highlanders in full dress be-
ore, S. Gael. sporan f sparon, id.

"I keep neither suaw nor dollars in my *i>orran.
n

Rob Roy, ii. 207.
44 4 Bring me my sporran."—The person he addressed

—brought—a large leathern pouch, such as Highlanders
of rank wear before them, when in lull dress, made of
the skin of the sea otter, richly garnished with silver
ornaments and studs." Ibid. iii. 209.

SPOURTLIT, part pa. Speckled, spotted.
V. Sprutillit.

To SPOUSE, v. a. Expl. as signifying, "to
put out one's fortune to -nurse."

44 Your old companion, Charlie—perished the pack,
and they hae spoused his fortune and gone to Indy."
Sir A. Wylie, iii. 193.

Spousing, part. adj. Of or belonging to a
bride ; [espousing, bridal.]

44 Cestus—cingulum sponsao nubentis, a spousixg
girdle." Despaut. Gram. D. 5, b.

SPOUT, Spoot, s. The Sheath, or Razor-
fish, S. ; Solen vagina, Linn.

44 Solen, the sheath, or razor-fish ; our fishers call
them spouts." Sibb. Fife, p. 135.

44 The razor, (solen, Lin. Syst.), or, as we call it, the
spout-JUh, is also found in sandy places." Barry's

* SPOUT, *. A sort of boggy spring in

ground, S.
44 The land abounds with bora and springs, or what

husbandmen call spouts" P. Lunan, Forfar*. Statist
Ace., i. 443.

Spoutv, *. Springy, marshy, S.
44 Where the soil was snouty, at the skirts of the

hills, covered drains have been made ; but in the clay
land drains are all open." P. Lecropt, Perth*. StirL
Statist. Ace, xvii. 48.— 44 As the rebels—were coming along westwards
under a spouty bank, that run along the field, one of
the squadrons tvere posted below in order to stop them."
Lord Loudon's Ace', of the Battle of Preston. Sir John
Cope's Trial, p. 139.
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Spoutiness, 8. State of having many boggy
springs ; applied to land, S.

"This tpoutincAA, independent [r. independently] of

•very other consideration, demonstrates the great ex-

tent of till in the county of Inverness.
n Agr. Surv.

Invent., p. 26.

SPOUTIE, adj. Vain, foppish, Clydes.

Apparently from E. spout ; q. one who squirts forth

his folly. Isl. spiat-ra, . however, signifies, iusoleuter

progredi. •

8POUTROCII, *. Weak, thin drink, Gall.;

a derivative from Gael. sput$
u hog wash, a

word of contempt for bad drink," Shaw.
In Ir., spliutrach signifies " bad beer,"

O'Reilly.

SPOUT-WHALE, *. A name given to the

porpoise.

'* There are likewise a great number of little whales,

which Bweem through these isles, which they call

Spout-whales or Pellacks," Ac. Brand's Orkney, p. 48.

The name has evidently originated from their eject-

ing water from their heads. V. Pellack.

[SPOWNGE, *. A brush, Accts. L. H.
Treas., i. 360, Dickson.]

SPOYN, Spoyne, *. A spoon.

His fostvr modyr lowed liim our the Iaiff.

Did mylk to warme, his luTgifF scho mycht saifF

;

And .with a tpoyn gret kyndues to him kyth. •

Wallace, ii 271, MS.
Spayn erroneously, Perth Edit.

[SPRACHLE, t. and v. Sprawl. V.
Sprattle.]

8PRACK, adj. Lively, animated, S.A.
—"The lad can sometimes be as dowff as a sexa-

genary like myself. If your Royal Highness had seen

him dreaming and dozing about the banks of Tullv-

Vcolan like an hypochondriac person,—you would
wonder where he hath sae suddenly acquired all this

fine Bpraci festivity and jocularity.
n Waverley, ii.

314. 315.

Isl. $praei-r, fortis, strenuus, whence spralafeggr,

levipes, light of foot ; Haldorson.
Swag is put in the mouth of a Welsh parson by

8hakespeare

:

" *He is a better scholar than I thought he was.'

Eva. *He is a good sprag memory/" Merry Wives
of Windsor, A. iv. S. 1.

On this term Steevens observes :

" I am told that this word is still used by the com-
mon people in the neighbourhood of Bath, where it

signifies ready, alert, sprightly, and is pronounced as if

it was written

—

spraei."

A. Bor. ''sjn-ag, lively, active;" Grose.

To SPRACKLE, v. n. To clamber, S. V.
Sprattle.

{To SPRAG, v. w. To boast, brag, swagger,

Shet. Sw. sprdita, to strut.]

[Spkagg, s. A boaster, braggart, ibid.]

SPRAICH, SpRACn, SpREicn, s. 1. A cry,

a shriek ; the noise made by a child, when
weeping, S.B.

Before him cachand ane grete flicht or oist

Of foulis, that did haut endlang the coUt,
Quhilkis on thare wynjjis sore, dredand his wraik,

Skryminis here and thare with money spreich and craik.

Doug. Virgil, 417, 1.

Anone thay hard sere vocis lamentabill.

Orete walyng, quhimperiug, and aprachis mherahill.
Ibid. 178, 41.

A.-S. spraec, Belg. »praeck, speech, discourse, Germ.
sprechen, Su.-G. spraek-a, to speak, to converse.

2. A collection, a multitude ; the term being

used obliquely, from the idea of the noise

made.
A kpraich of bairns, a great number of children, Aug.

To Spraicii, v. n. To cry, [scream, wail],

lament, S.

[Spraiciiix, *. Screaming, a continual

shriek, Clydes., Banff's.]

To SPRAICKLE, v. u. To clamber, S.

"Wad ye have naebody spraiclle up the brae but
yoursell, Geordie ? '* Nigel, ii. 213.

Isl. sprikl-a, membra coucutere ; sprikl, concussio
membrorum. V. Sprattle.

SPRAIGIIEUIE, Spreagherie, Sprkcii-

ERY, *. Moveables of rather an inferior

kind, such, especially, as may have been col-

lected in the way of depredation, S.

"They lay bye quiet enough, saving some spreagherie

in the Lowlands, whilk is their use and wont, and
some cutting o' thrapples amang themselves, that nae
civilized body kens or cares ony thing anent." Rob
Roy, ii. 290.

"I grant most of your folks left the Highlands,
expedited as it were, and free from the incumbrance
of baggage, but it is unspeakable the quantity of use-

less uprechery which they had collected on their march.
I saw one fellow of yours—\wth a pier-glass on Jiia

back." Waverley, ii. 283.
" Spraegfurie, cattle-lifting; prey-driving;" Gl.

Antiq. V. Spreitq.

SPRAIN, Spraixg, Sprayxg, «. 1. A long

stripe or streak, used in relation to streaks

of different colours, S.

Up has scho pullit Dictam, the herbe swete,

Of leuis rank, rypit, and woundcr sare,

Wyth sproatis, spraingi*, and vanys ouer al quhare.
Doug. Virgil, 424, 2a

The twynkling stremouris of the orient

Sched purpour sprayngit with gold and asure ment
Ibid., ProL 399, 27.

" There was seen in Scotland, a great blazing star,

representing the shape of a crab or cancer, having long

spraing* spreading from it." Spalding's Troubles, i. 41.

In Gl. expl. "rays." But this does not exactly

express the meaning.

2. Expl. as denoting a tint; "Sprainys, tints,

shades of colour ;
' Gl. Picken.

I hesitate, however, whether this be not rather an
imaginary sense, suggested by the application of this

term to the variegations of colour.

A.-S. spraeng-an, to sprinkle, Teut. sprengen, id.

;

also, variare, variegare ; Su.-G. spreng-a, conspcrgere,

whence Ihre derives uprengd, variegatus, maculis con-

spersus. Alcui. kispranct, aspcrsus, variegatus. Hence
also O.E. sprene, spreyne, conspergere ! sprant, sprent,
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sprtyned, conspersus. V. Lye, Addit. Jun. Etym. vo.
|

Sprene. Also vo. Sprinkle, it la observed that Bclg.

sprenkel-en aignifiea variegare ; and Dan. sprmclletl,

gnttatua, variegatus.

[To Spraino, v. a. To streak, tint, Banffs.]

Spraino'd, Spraixoit, part. adj. Striped,

streaked, S. V. the *.

"I had nae mair claiae but a spraing'd faikie."

Journal from London, p. 8.

•• From the said Evir Campbell, out of the lands ol

Bellochchyle, in Dunoon parochc,—2 pair blankets, 1

pair sheets, 2 pair spminged playds, 20 lib. Acct.

of the Depredations committed on the Clan Campbell,

"One of the Ministers told me, that one bird fre-

quented his house about that time [before the late

dearth] for a quarter of an year, which was of a black,

white, red, and green colour : as also he saw another,

all stripped or nprainged on the back, which birds

were beautiful to behold." Brand's Orkney, p. 54, 55.

••A claith of estait of claith of gold, damaskit,

tprainyU with reid equalie in breadis of claith of fcold

and crammosin satine, furnissit with ruif and taill, thre

pandis all frenyeit with threidis of gold, and reid

•ilk." Inventories, A. 1561, p. 123.

• Dan. sprengt, variegated ; a secondary sense of the

verb as signifying to sprinkle ; sprtngt cokur, a mixt

colour.

To SPRAINT, v. n. Expl. "to run for-

ward," Ol. Tarras; perhaps rather, to

spring forward, or move with elasticity,

IJuchan.

I'm blythe to see a rantiu spree,

And fain wad thro* ye totter

;

But I'm content to see ye spraint,

Right free o* dool an* care ay.

Tarras's Poems, p. 73.

Formed fromSpr«i<, the old pret or part. pa. of the

t. to Spring.

rSPRAITH, *. 1. Spoil, booty, Barbour, v.

"
118. Herd's Edit.

2. A large number, a quantity, Banffs. V.

Spraiohekie]

(To SPRALLICII, v. n. To sprawl ; also, to

shriek; part. pr. tpraUickin, Banffs. V.

Sprauchle.]

[Sprallich, s. A sprawl ; a shriek ; also,

the act of sprawling, ibid.]

To SPRANGLE, v. n. To struggle; in-

eluding the idea of making a spring to get

away, Roxb.

A dimin. from Dan. spraeng-er, Isl. spreng-a, Su.-G.

tpring-a, Ac. salirc, dirumpere.

SPRAT, Spreat, Sprett, Sprit, Sprot, s.

A coarse kind of reedy grass, that grows on
• marshy ground, S. ;

jointed-leaved rush.

"Juncus articulatus. — Sprett. Scot. Aust."

Lightfoot, p. 1131. This name is common in S.

••That species of gra«w, which grows on marshy
ground, commonly called spratt, is much used for

fodder. It is somewhat remarkable, that the land

where it grows, though not subject to be overflowed

with water, bears annual cropping, without being

manured or pastured, except in the latter end of the

year." P. Kirkpatrick-Juxta, Dumfr. Statist. Ace., ir.

fi!8

"On part of it growa a coarse kind of crass call-

ed sprett, which is cut by the fanners for hay. P.

New Luce, Wigtons. ibid. xiii. 583.

••The flors [were] laid with green scharets and

spreats, medwarta and flowers, that no man knew

whereon he yeid, but as he had been in a garden.

Pitscottie, p. 14C. ^ .

They are called sprotest Ang. Shirr, wntea spnt.

Perhapa from A.-S. sprauta, s^ote, aurculus vir-

gultum, a twig ; or rather, Isl. *proti, a reed which

occurs in the comp. term gunn-sproti, arundo bellica,

Ol. Ountilaug. 8.

Isl. reirsproti, arundo, given by VereL as tynon.

with Raus.

SPRITTY, adj. Full of sprats or sprits, S.

Spritty knowes wad rair'd and risketr
Burns, ui. 143.

To SPEATTLE, v. n. To scramble, to sprawl,

There ye may creep, and sprawl, and sprattle,

Wl* ither kindred, jumpin cattle. «*»Bums, In. 229.

Why soud they then attempt to sprattle,

In doggret rhvme ?

/fcr. J. SicoVs Poems, L 190.

Sprackle is used in the same sense.

Sae far I sprackUd up the brae.

I dinner'd wi' a lord.

Bums, L 138.

8w. sprattl-a, to sprawl ; Seren. Teut. •&******.

agitare sive niotare manus pedesque, seems to have had

a common origin ; in Bclg. spartel-en.

Sprattle, s. A scramble, a struggle, a

sprawl, S.
•• We will suppose that any friend like yourself were

in the deepest hole of the North, and making a

sprattle for your life." Redgauntlet, 11. 273.

SPRAUCH,*. A sparrow, Loth. V.Spruo.

To SPRAUCHLE, Spraugiile (gutt.), v. n.

1. To climb with difficulty, Renfr. The

same with Sprackle.

•• Wi that I spraughted up amang the rokes wi* a the

birr 1 had." Saint Patrick, i. 168.

2. To force one's way through underwood, or

any similar obstruction, Ayrs.

3. To sprawl, S. ; synou. Spreul, Upp. Clydes.

«• Sometimes when they wad spravghle away, then I

stick firm and fast mysel\ an* the mair I fight to get

out, I gang ay the deeper." Blackw. Mag., Mar.

1823, p. 312.

Ane bawdrons wha had kitlins under a bed,

Whan she heard Robbin's sang,

Came sprauchlin in a hurry out,,aui« #|/ri»«i.ni»>t ... •• ....••j ~_-?

And at a Willie Wagtail did snang
OalL £

Isl. sprikl-a, membra concutere.

)nevcl.
t p. 413.

To SPREAD bread. To make bread and

butter, S.

SPRECIIERIE, s. V. Spraigiierie.
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[To SPRECKLE, v. a. and n. To speckle,

to become speckled, S.]

[Spreckle, 8. A speckle.]

Spreckl'd, Speckly, adj. Speckled, S.

Alan ! it's no thy neebor sweet,

The bonnie lark, companion meet

)

Bending thee 'mang tne dewy weet

!

Wi' sprecWd breast
Burnt, IIL 201.

The blackbird, now, with golden bill,

Syrophonious plies his wood-note sweet

;

The spreckly mavis, lilting shrill.

To glad the groves her strains repeat.

A. Scot8 Poems, p. 135.
• V. Spreckl'd.

The spreckTd mavis greets your ear.

Fergusson's Poems, U. 92.

So.-O. sprechlot, id.

SPREE, *. 1. Innocent merriment, S.

"Spree, sport, merriment, a frolic ;" GL Brocket.
"John Blower, honest man, as sailors are aye for

some spree or another, wad take me ance to see ane
Mrs. Siddons—I thought we should hae been crushed
to death before we gat in." St. Ronan, ii. 164.

Tho* age now gars me hotter,

Fra birth to see a rantin spree,

And fain wad thro' ye totter.

Tartars Poems, p. 78.

2. Disorderly or riotous mirth, an uproar;

[a drunken frolic], S.
—" He was in no spirit to enjoy her jocosity about

. Bailie Pollock's spree, as he told her that he had come
far, and had far to go." R. Gilhaize, i. 134.

Confusion boils—no getting out,
Bnt as a spree

In country fairs we're kuock't about,
An box our way.

D. Anderson's Poems, p, 118.

—A laud ay gien to ramblin ;

In kicking up some worthless shree,

O* dancln', drinkin', gamblin

.

Ibid., p. 121.

It. and Gael, sprt denotes "a apark, flash of fire

;

animation, spirit;" O'Reilly.

Ft. esprit, spirit, vivacity, smartness of humour.

[To Spree, v. n. To frolic, to join in noisy

or drunken mirth, Clydes.]

SPREE, adj. Trim, gaudy, S.B.; a term
exactly corresponding to E. spruce. Sprey,

id. Exm.
Syne harae they gang fu* hearty,

To busk themsels fu trig an* spree;

For raggit they're ana dirty.—
A. Douglas's Poems, p. 144.

Twa lads at Clauchendoly bide,

Wha I loe weel, they're oaith sae spree.

Gall. Encycl, p. 411.

It may be deduced from the origin given by Seren.
to E. spruce, and with more verisimilitude. Sw. spraeg,

formosus. Spraekt et spraeg, clams et splendcns (de
psnnis).

Junius derives spruce from A.-S: sprytt-an, Belg.

tpruyUtn, germinare, pullulare, a. bene pasti ac validi,

tpruze and Iuntie young fellows. But this is a deviation
from the drens, to the bodily habit of the wearer.

[To SPREIT, v. n. To scamper, to run
rapidly, Shetl. Sw. spritta, to start, startle.]

SPREITII, Spketii, Spraitii, Spreath,
Spreich, *. Prey, booty, plunder.

Stude tho
Phenix and dour VlixeM, wardani.s tway,
For to obserue and keip the sprtith or pray.
Togidder in ane hei>e was padderit precius gere,

Riches of Troy, and vthir jowellis sere,

Reft from all partU.

-Swne eftyr thai

Doug. Virgil, 64, 12.

Held downwart in-to the town thare way,
And tuke thare sjneth and presoneris.

Of that spreth inony war richyd thare.

Wyntoum, viiL 42. 51. 57.

" A partv of the Camerons bad come down to carry
a spreath of cattle, as it was called, from Moray." P.

Aberncthy, Moray, Statist. Ace, xiii. 149. N.
Spraitli occurs, Barbour, v. 118, Edit. 1629, instead

of reff, in MS.
We come not bidder with drawin swerde in handis,
To spulye templis, or richis of Libia, *

Nor oy "the coist na spreich to drive away.
Doug. Virgil, 29, 8&

Rudd. gives spreith, as S., observing, that it ia

probably the same originally with E. prey
% Fr. proye,

Arm. preitlh, all from Lat. praetla, with the sihilation

prefixed. Perhape immediately from Ir. and Gael.

spre, spreidh, cattle. V. Splechrie.

To Spreith, Spreth, v. a. To take a prey,

to plunder.

Thai folk ware all that mycht sprethand ;

Thai made all thairis that thai fand.

Wyntoum, viii. 42. 55.

To SPREND, Sprext, v. n. To dart for-

ward with a spring, or sudden motion, S.

Sprerit is probably the pret. and part. pa. of this

verb, which seems to have been formed from a part

of the A.-S. v., or from its Su.-G. form, in the pret,
Sprang'd.

Dan. spraingt, or sprengt, is the part. pa. of spreng-er,

to spring. V. Spraint, v.

Sprent, pret. 1. Did spring, leaped, started.

As quha vnwar tred on ane rotich serpent

Ligand in the bus, and for fere bakwart sprent,)

Seand hir reddy to stang.

Doug. Virgil, 51, 47.

2. Did run, darted forth.

Sprent thai samyn In till a ling.

Barbour, ziL 49, Ma
And netheles fast eftir hir forth sprent

Enee, perplcxit of hir sory case.

Doug. Virgil, 180, 29.

3. To rise up, to ascend.

Redolent odour vp from the nitis sprent.

Jbid., Prol. 401. 37.

A.-S. spring-an, Teut. spreng-en, to spring.

Thair speris in splendris sprent.

Qaumn and Ool., il 24.

Sprent, *. 1. A spring, a leap.

Bot the serpent woundit and all to schent
Ylowpit thrawis and writhis with mony ane sprent.

Doug. Virgil, 392, 7.

2. " Scot, we use the word sprent, for the

spring, or elastic force of any thing;"
Kudd.; also, any elastic body.

The buck sprent of a clasping knife, is that spring

which rises up in the back part of the knife when it is

opened, S. Hence,
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8. Metaph. The back-bone is called the

bacl-sprent, as producing the elastic motion

of the body, S.

4. The clasp of iron that fastens down the

lid of a chest or trunk, entering an aperture

through which the lock passes, S.
M In December this year a key and sprent band were

added to the Locksmith's essay." Transact. Antiq.

8oc Edio., p. 174. V. Stent, s. 2.

This is evidently the same with Su.-G. sprint, a bolt,

bar, or any thing that shuts in, to prevent separation.

Dire mentions splint as the same ; and expl. it as pro-

perly denoting the nail which joins the axle of a car-

riage to the beam.

SPRENT, part. pa. Sprinkled.

Annas, I grant to the. sen the dice is

Of my sory husband Sycheus, but leis,

Qohare that our hous with broderis deid was sprent

;

Oalie this man has moued mine entent.
Doug-. Virgil, 100, 3.

Chancer, spreint, id. from A.-S. spreng-an, Tent.

sprtng-en, spargere.

A. Bor. "sprent, bespattered, splashed with dirt
;"

OL Brocket.

SPRENT, *. An opening.
M For Loaf-Bread. Take half a peck of good fresh

flour, and lay it on a table, make a sj>rent or hole in

the middle to hold the water," &c. Collection of

Receipts, &c p. I.

It seems allied to Su.-G. spraeng-a, diffindere, pret.

spraengd. V. Sprent, pret.

SPRET, Sprett, *. Jointed-leaved rush. V.
Sprit.

[To SPRET-UP, v. a. To unstitch, untwist,

Shetl. V. Spreit.]

SPRETE, *. Spirit.

Him bereft was in the place richt thare

Bayth voce and sprete of lyffe.

Doug. Virgil, 828, 6.

Spretit, Sprety, adj. Spirited, inspired,

sprightly, S.

"This rictorie was sa plesand to all the army of

Scottis, that every man was spretit with new curage."
Bellend. Cron., B. xiv., c. 10.

Fnl eith it is for til assale and se,

Quhat may our sprety force in the inelle.

Doug. Virgil, 376, 23.

To SPREUL, Sprewl, v. n. To sprawl,

scramble, struggle, Roxb.
Doun duschit the beist dede on the land can Iy,

Spreuland and flychterand in the dede thrawis.

Doug. Virgil, 148, 51.

Spreul, Sprewl, *. 1. A struggle, ibid.

2. One, who is not to be overcome with diffi-

culties, who makes a hard struggle, is in

Clydes. said to be "an unco sprawl of a

body." It also implies the idea that the

person is of a diminutive size.

To SPRIKKLE, v. n. To flounce, to flounder

about, Shetl.

This is nearly allied to Sj>rauchte ; and obviously

the same with Isl. sprikl-a, membra coocutere; whence
sprikl, concussio membrorum.

• SPRING, Spryno, €. . 1. A quick and

cheerful tune on a musical instrument, S.

Orpheus mycht reduce agane, I gess,

From hell his spou.sU goist with his sueit stringis,

Playand on his harp of Trace sa plesand springis.

Doug. Virgil, 167, 6.

Than playit I twenty springs perqueir.

_

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1502, p. 268.

Hence the proverb, "Auld swings gie nac price;"

Ramsay's S. Frov., p. 17.

Thus denominated, either from its exhilarating in-

fluence, or because it is customary to dance to a tune

of this description ; Germ. spring-en, salirc, saltare.

Spring is used in the same sense by Beaumont and

Fletcher.
" What new songs and what geers?"—
" Enough ; I'll tell ye,—

•

—We will meet him,
And strike him such new springs, and
8uch free welcomes,

Shall make him scorn an empire."—
The Prophetess, p. 2098.

2. The music of birds.

—Frae the spriss the sylvan cmire

War liftan up tneir early spring:

Pieken's Poems, 1788, p. 17.

SPEINGALD, Springel, *. A youth or

stripling.

Seis thou yone lusty spriagald or yonkere,

That lenys hym apoun his hedeles spere.

Doug. Virgil, 192, 30.

" We should have a care ever to grow in this lyfe :

for so long as we liue, we are either children, or at the

farthest we are springeis (to vse that word)." Rollock

on 2 Thcs., p. 6.

By this time it would seem the term was becoming

obsolete. Springle, however, is still used by some old

people in Angus, in the same sense ; also springlin or

sprmgling. obviously a dimin. from the other.

Springall, adj. Belonging to the state of

adolescence.
" At that time it was a pitie to sic sa weill a brought

p prince, till his bernhead was past, to be sa miserablie

corrupted in the entress of his springall age." J. Mel-

ville's Diary, Life of A. Melville, i. 265.

Chaucer, springotd, Spenser, springal ; from spring,

germinare, q. viri germen vel surculus; Lye Addit.

Jun. Etym.

SPRINGALD, Spryxgald, s. 1. An
ancient warlike engine, supposed to have

resembled the cross-bow in its construction,

used for shooting long arrows, pieces of

iron, &c.
He gert engynys, and cranys, ma,
And purwayit gret fyr aUua ;

Spryngatdis, and schot, on ser ntaneris,

That to defend castell afferis,

He purwayit in till full gret wane.
Barbour, xvii. 247.

This, in Edit. 1620, is altered tofyre-galdes.

Hence sjvryngald gaynyht, the shot of a large cross*

bow.

Willaroe of Dowglas thare wes syne
Wyth a spryngald gaynyht the the.

Wyntoum, viii. 87, 59.
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This, in Scotichron. ii. 331, is telo allMtlaslri Gods-
croft, when giving an account of the same fact, says :

••He returned to the siege of .Saint Johnstoun, where
(as he was ever forward) he was hurt in the leg with
the shot of a crosboic going to the Sealade." Hist.
l>oogL, p. 72.

2. Improperly used, as denoting the materials

thrown from this engine.

8tany8 aud spryngntdis thai cast out so fast,

And gaddys of irne, maid mony goym agasL
Wallace, viii. 776, Ma

In Edit 1748, it is changed to, •• Stones of fprink-
Mold:"

Fr. espringatte, "an ancient engin of warre,
whereout stones, pieces of iron, and great arrowes
were shot at the walls of a beleagured towne, and the
defenders thereof;" Cotgr.— Froisart, Vol. i., cap.

' 144. Et fit le chastel asscoir droit sur le villc, du coste
do la mer, et le fit bien pourvoir de Pringalles, do bom-
hardes, d'arcs et d autrcs instrnraens. Ubi legcndum
Espringalles, nt cap. seq. et 101. On Cange. L. B.
svringald-us. Charta Edw. II., Reg. An. 1325, ap.
Ryraer. Tom. iv„ p. 140. Victualium, ingeniorum,
springaldorum, et aharum rerum nostrarmn, ftc. P.
142. S^ringaltlos, balistas, arcus, sagittas, ingenia, et
alias hnjusmodi armatures, pro munitions castrorum et
Tillarum.

• Springolds is used in the same sense by Chaucer,
Rom. Rose, v. 4191.
The origin is uncertain. It seems to have been

written, in a more early period, springardus, sprin-

garda. V. Du Cange, to. Springarda. This learned
writer, in eiplaining the word Musehetta, says : Ut a
falconibus renaticis machinas tormentarias Falcone* et
fhlconia appellarunt; ita et muschetns, quo nomine
dicuntur sparvarii masculi, vulgo, moueheU: Gennanis
rero Sprintz, unde Springalles, et Espringales, ejusmodi
machinae, quibus emitti muschetas, mnuit Guignevilla.

Grose has observed, to the same purpose, that "the
tspringal was calculated for throwing large darts, called

mmckeUae ; sometimes, instead of feathers, winged with
brass ; these darts were also called viretons, from their

whirling about in the air.
1
' Milit. Antiq., i. 382.

The idea mentioned by Du Cange, is at least highly
probable ; that, as tome kinds of artillery were called

Iblcons, from the birds of prey of this name, that of
Muscketta was borrowed from the Fr. designation of the
Sparrow-hawk; and here perhaps ire have the origin of

theE. term musket, as denoting one species of fire arms.
At first it denoted what was thrown from an engine ;

and by a common metonymy, the term may have been
transferred from the effect to the cause. We have a
similar chance in the use of the very term under con-
sideration : for we have seen that spryngalda is some-
times used to denote the materials thrown from the
engine of this name.

It aeems most probable, that the sjtryngald was
named from its elastic force, as throwing out
missile weapons with a spring; especially as Germ.
tpreng-en, a v. formed from spring-en, saltare, is used
in relation to military operations, signifying, to spring
a mine, to blow up, pulvere pyrio evertere.

[Springers, *. pi. Trouts ; so called from
their leaping, Shetl.]

To SPRINKIL, Sprynkil, v. n. To move
with velocity and unsteadiness, or in an
undulatory way.

AI thocht scho wreil and sprynkil, bend and skip,
*" *" *" ™ lis his g

'

Doug.
Boer the ssrer this Erne strenis his grip.

Virgil, 902, 10.

This refers to the motions of a serpent.

For to behald it was ane glore to se,

Th« siluer scalit fyschU on the grete,

Ouer thowrt clere stremes spttnkilland for the bete.

Ibid., 400, 6.

Rudd. expl. sprinkiltand, "gliding swiftly with
remuloua "

...... —

spariling.'

Deriv. from Teut. sjtrenghen, salire.

SPRIT, Spret, *. Joint-leaved rush, S.

tremulous motion of their tails ; Scot Bor. call it

glidi

Us ;

'The ground is, for the most imrt. covered with
>f which t"

ay." Kssays High]
"Sprit, a tough-rooted plant, something like rushes;

1 '

sprit, of the smaller sort of which they make what
the " ' *

~
bey call bog hay." Essays Highl. Soc., iii. 4C9.

"Sprit, a tough-rooted plant, some
GI. Shirr. V. Srn.vT, Spreat, Ac.

Spiutiiy. Spritty, adj. Full of sprats or

sprits, spritty, S.

"The poor affectionate creature went straight to

his dead master ; who was lying in a little green
sprithy hollow, not above a musket-shot from the peat
stack." Blackw. Mag., Mar. 1823, p. 319. V. Sprat.

SPRIT-NEW, adj. Entirely new, S. span-

new, E.

Perhaps corr. from Split-new, q. v.

(To SPRIT, Spritt, v. m. To leap, to run
off quickly, Shetl. V. Spreith.]

SPRITTL'T, part. pa. Speckled, S. V.
Sprutillit.

[SPROAX, s. V. Sprone.]

[SPROG, Sprauoe, s. A long, lean, clumsy
finger, toe, hand, or foot.]

To SPROG, Sproag, v. n. To court or make
love under the covert of night, Gall.

••Gill-ronnies,—haunts of poets, and people a sproy-

ing;" Gall. Enc, p. 228.

A. -S. spreor.-an, looui ; Teut. sproke, verbum, sen-

tentia; Su. -G. sprok, lingua ; colloquium. Isl. sprog-r,

apertura, fenestra.

Sprogoix, Sproaging, s. Courtship under
the shade of night, Gall.

" Splunting, the same with sproaging, running after

girls under night
;
" Gall. Enc.

SPRONE, Sproax, s. Dung, Shetl. Isl.

spraen-a, scaturire ?

[To Sprone, v. n. To eject liquid excrement

;

applied to birds, ibid.]

[Sproxins, *. pi. The excrement of birds,

ibid.]

SPROO, *. A disease affecting the mouths
of very young children, Loth.

Teut. sprouice, aphthae. The Teut. word also de-

notes the pip in hens.

To SPROOZLE, v. w. « To struggle ; some-
times Stroozle ;

n
Gall. Enc.

Germ, spreiss-en, niti, resistere cum nisu, Wachter

;

sprutzel-n, to splutter. Stroozle might seem allied to

strotz-en, turgere, strttss-tn, effcrrc so, or streit-en, Su. -G.

strid-a, certare.
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To SPROSE, v. n. 1. To make a great

shew, to have an ostentatious appearance, S.

This is evidently allied.to E. spruce. V. Spree.

8. To commend one's self ostentatiously, and
at the expense of truth ; also used as a re-

flective v. To sprose one*a self, Ayrs., Fife.

8. Hence, it signifies to magnify in narration,

to lie from ostentation, Fife.

Sprose, $. 1. Ostentatious appearance, S. O.
" So without making any sprose about enticing hiui

to Paisley,—let as many of us as can bear the cost gang
intil Erabro*, and join the welcome in a national lnau-

ner.
w Blackw. Mag., Sept. 1822, p. 313.

8. A bravado, a brag, ibid.

"Others—vied in their sprose of patriotism, and
bragging—of what—in the hour of trial, they would
be seen to do." The Provost, p. 167.
" Sprose, a brag ;" GL Pickeu.

SPROSIE, adj. Ostentatious in language

;

much given to self-commendation, Loth.

SPBOT, *. 1. A kind of grass. V. Spratt.

8. Refuse of plants gathered for fuel, S.

The word, as thus used, agrees more closely with the
northern term, mentioned under Sprat, than Sprot it-

self does.

[3. Bits of branches blown from trees during
high win^s are called eprots, S.]

4. A chip of wood, flying from the tool of a
carpenter, ibid.

A.-S. sproUj a sprig or sprout ; Isl. sproti, virga,

bacnlus.

Sprotten, adj. Made of eprots, Aberd.

SPRUCE, s The name given to Prussia, by
our old writers.

" The first dutie discharged in the Sweden's service

of oar expedition by water from Pillo in Spruce vnto
the coast of Pomerne [Pomerania] at Rougenvalde."
Monro's Exped., P. II., p. 3.

Sprusse, adj. Of or belonging to Prussia.

"Ilk pack is als great als halfe ane sek of wooll
skinnes, and conteinis in weicht threttie sex Sprusse
stanes. Ilk Sprusse stane conteinis twentie aucht
pound Trois weicht." Skene Verb. Sign. vo. Serplaith.

[SPRUD, *. A spud for removing limpets

from rocks, Mearns.]

SPRUG, *. "A sparrow ;" GL Antiquary,

South of S.; [speug, Clydes.]
—"John Wilson was a blustering fellow, without

the heart of a sprug." Guy Mannering, i. 187.

Relg. spruuw, a thrush; Teut. spreeuice, sturnus,

Kilian ; a starling.

To SPRUNT, v. n. To run among the

stacks after the girls at night, Roxb.

;

synon. Splunt.

Spruxtin', Spluntix, *. The act of running
as above described, ibid.

VOL. IV.

Fr. s'espreind-re, "to take, seise, catch hold;**

Cotgr. O. Fr. esjtrend-re, surprendre, saisir, embraser,
seduire ; whence, amour esprent, Roman, de la Rose

;

Roquefort.
Spntmmy denotes "a male sweetheart, Gloucest."

Grose.

SPRUSH, adj. Spruce, S.

He is sae nice, and ay maun be sae sprush,

That he ran hanie to gi'e his claes a brush.

Shirrefs Poems, p. 162.

[Sprush, *. A decking, a setting in order,

Clydes.]

[To Sprush, Sprush u/>, v. a. To deck, to

set in order
; part. pr. sprushin, used also as

a «., ibid.]

SPRUTILL, 8. A speckle; used by Spenser
in the same sense.

Of flekkit spruttiltis all hir bak schone.
Doug. Virgil, 138, 19.

Sprutillit, Spourtlit,part. pa. Speckled,

S. 8pirittilt.

Bot thav about him lowpit in wympillia threw,
And twis circulit his myddill round al>out,

And twys faldit thare sprutillU skynnis but dout
Doug. Virgil, 46, 4.

—Circe his spous sniate with ane golden wand.
And in ane byrd him turnit fute and hand,
Wyth spourtlit wyngis, clepit ane specht wyth us.

Ibid. 211, 46.

From Tent sproetel, lenigo, a freckle: or Hand.
sprwettUen, spargere, dispergere ; according to the idea

remarked in the formation of the synon. term Sprayng,
q.v.

[SPRYAUCH, *. and v. Same with Spraich,

but implying a deeper sound, Banffs.J

SPUDYOCII, *. 1. Any sputtering produced

by ignition, Clydes.

2. A small quantity of moistened gunpowder
in form of a pyramid, to be ignited at the

top ; Peeoy> synon. ibid.

3. One who speaks or acts with rapidity

;

including the idea of diminutive size, ibid.

Germ, sput-am, to spout, Su.-G. spott-ar spuere,

spoil, sputum.

SPUG, Speug, s. A sparrow, Clydes.

SPULE, Spool, *. A weaver's shuttle, S.

—A reckless coof

O* prentice wabstcr lad, who breaks his spool,

And wastes the waft upo' a mis-rid pirn.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 10.

Spule-fittit, adj. Splay-footed ; having

the foot turned outwards—i.e., twisted out

like a weaver's spool.

Spool is used in E. for the reed on which the yarn is

winded, and which is inserted in the shuttle.

Su.-G. spok, Isl. L.B. Itat. spola, Bclg. schiet-spoel,

Ir. spol, Fr. tspauUe, Ital. espolin, a shuttle. Germ.
spule is synon. with the E. word.

[SPULE, 8. A thin flat piece of wood, Loth.;

spail, Clydes.]

Zi
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[Spule-Thak, *. Shingle roofing, Accts. L.
H. Trcas., i. 307.]

SPULE-BANE, s. The shoulder-bone, S.

V. Spald.

[To SPULP, v. n. To collect and retail

scandal, Teviot.]

Spulper, Spulpir, t. One who acts as a

busy-body, an eavesdropper, Teviotd.

Spulpin, adj. Habituated to this practice ;

as, " He's a spulpin rascal," ibid.

This term has roost probably been imported from
Ireland, as being the same with spalpeen, a term of

contempt often put in the mouths of the natives. Ir.

spailpin, a mean fellow, a rascal; also, a common
labourer; O'Reilly. It is apparently from spailp,

notable, also signifying pride, self-conceit.

SPULT, f. " Ane spult of leyd " [prob. a
.bar or cast of lead], Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

To SPULYE, Spulyie, v. a. To spoil, to

lay waste ; to carry off a prey, S.

Bot euer in ane yit stil persewis sche
The dede banis, and cauld assis to spulye
Of silly Troy, quhilk is to rewyne brockt

Doug. Virgil, 154, 26.

"That Malcolms Dungalsone sail—pay—xxxij oxin
k ky, ftc. spuilyeit k takm be the said Malcome & his

oomplicis." Act Audit., or Dom. Cone.
Fr. spol-ir, Lat. spol-iare.

Spulye, Spulyie, Spuilyie, s. 1. Spoil,

booty, S.

And huge honour and land ye sail of this

Report, and richt large spulye here away.
Doug. Virgil, 102, 55.

2. u The taking away or intermeddling with
moveable goods in the possession of another,

without either the consent of that other, or

the order of Law;" Ersk. Instit., B. iii.,

T. 7, § 17. A forensic term, S.
" In actiounis of spttilyie, the defendar sould not be

heard, alledgeand, be way of exceptioun, that the
persewar spuilyeit the samin gudis fra him befoir the
time of committing of the alledgit spuilyie done be him
aganis the persewar." A. 1542, Balfour's Pract.,

p. 475.

Spulyear, *. A depredator, spoiler.

—"Quhether gif the persoun spulyeit and hereit,

hes just actioun to Dersew sic Scottismen tpulyearis,

for restorance of thair gutlis agane, and satisfaction

n

for the dampnageis done to thame, or not ?" Ace. Mar.
1551, c. 13, Ed. 1566.

Spulyiement, 8. Spoil.

" Muckle need have we to hasten—else small, small
will our share of the spulyiement be." Blackw. Mag.,
Aug., 1820, p. 508.

"

[To SPUND, SPUNDOi v. n. To run quickly,

Shetl.] ^ *

To Spunder, v. n. To gallop, Orkn.
Radically the same with S. Spynner, q. v. Dan.

spaend-e, signifies to strain, to exert to the utmost.

SPUNE, *. A spoon, S.

"He'll either mak a tpune, or spoil a horn," a S.

Prov., applied to an enterprising person, to intimate

that he will either have a signal measure of success, or

completely ruin himself.

"Mr. Osbaldistone is a good honest gentleman ; but

I aye said he was and o' them wad make a spune or

spoil a Aom." Rob Roy, ii. 195.

A phrase borrowed from the honourable profession

of the homers or tinkers.

Spune-hale, adj. In such health as to be

quite able to take one's usual diet, Fife

;

synon. Parritch-hale, Cutty-free.

SPUNE-DRIFT, s. V. Speex-drift.

SPUNG, s. 1. A purse ; properly, one which

closes with a spriug, S.

In this sense Lord Hailes is inclined to understand
the word as used, Bannatyno Poems, p. 160.

Ane pepper-polk maid of a ]>edell,

Ane spounge, aoe spindill wantand ane nok.

V. Note, p. 294.

Wickedly they bid us draw
Our sillar spungs.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 307.

2. A fob, or breeches' pocket, S.

This man may beet the poet bare and clung,

That rarely has a shilling in his spung.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 853.

•• In Scotland the word spung is still used for afob."
Bannatyne Poems, Note, p. 294.

This is radically a very ancient word ; being evidently
from Moes-G. pugg, apparently pron. like A.-S. Su.-O.
pung, a purse, a pouch. Purses of old were generally
worn before ; as the watch-pocket is in our time.

To Spuno, v. a. To pick one's pocket, S.

Another set of deeper dye,
Will try your purse to catch ;

And, if you be not very sly,

Theyll spung you o* your watch.
R. Galloway's Poems, p. 94.

SPUNGE, t. The putrid moisture, resem-

bling saliva, which issues from the mouth,
nostrils, eyes, ears, &c. after death, South
of S. ; synon. Dive, S. B.

What is in India called Mummy, an article of trade,

is composed of this substance, combined with frank-

incense, spikenard, &c. and used as a perfume. V.
Raffles' Hist of Java.
To this Shakspeare seems to allude in a passage

quoted by Dr. Johns., but not understood by him.

This work
Was dy'd in mummy, which the skilful

Conserv'd of niaideus' hearts.

Othello.

It occurs in another passage ;

What a mountain of mummy I will become.
Merry Wives of Windsor.

To Spuxge, v. n. To emit this moisture,

ibid.

[SPUNG IT, adj. Mottled; as, "a spungit

cow," Shetl. Goth, spang, Isl. spoung, a

spangle.]

SPUNK, Spunke, Sponk, s. 1. A spark of

fire, or small portion of ignited matter, S.
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Of the fain fire of pnrgatorie,

It oocbt left in ene sponke.

Spec Godly Sangs, p. 17.

*' The coolness of the good old General, and diligence

of the preachers, did shortly cast water on this sjntnk,

beginning most nntimeously to smoke." Baillie's

Lett, i. 210.
Sibb. derives it from Sw. spinga, tegmentum ligni

tannins. But its origin is nndoubte«lly Tcut. vonck,

id. scintilla, strictura ; Kilian. Germ, funck, funk,
scintilla, igniculus, Wachter; from Moes.-G. /on, fire.

Ir. and Gael, sponc signify tinder or touch-wood

;

O'Reilly ; M'Donald ; Shaw.

2. A very small fire is called a spunk of fire,

S. 01. Sibb.

Well light a spunk, and, ev'ry skin,

Well rin them aff in fusion

Like oil, some day.
Burn*, iiL 67.

I see thee shiverin, wrinklet, auld,

Coor owre a spunk that dies wi* cauld.

Rev, J. NicoVs Poems, i 18.

Funke had the same meaning in O. E. ,•• Funke or

rytell fyre. Igniculus." Prompt. Parv. A. Bor.

"spunk, a spark, a small fire ;" Gl. Brocket.

8. A match, a bit of wood, the ends of which
are dipt in sulphur, S. Gl. Sibb. Tinder,

GL Shirr.

The spunks tint with brimstone he gropt for,

In order to light him a candle.

He imagin'd his fish was the fire.

Bat yet not a spunk could he kindle.

0. Wilson's Coll. of Songs, p. 52.

" Sponk, a word in Edinburgh which denotes a
match, or any thing dipt in sulphur that takes fire

:

as, Any sponks will ye tray f " Johns.
This is the only sense in which it is allied to the E.

term spunk, expl. "rotten wood, touch-wood ; " Johns.
Tout voncke, any thing which easily catches fire

;

vonckehout, a match, q. spark-wood.

4. Life, spirit, vivacity. One is said to have
a great deal of spunky who possesses much
liveliness, S., A. Bor. id.

"He shewed muckle mair spunk, too, than I thought
had been in him—I thought he wad hae sent cauld iron
through the vagabond." Antiquary, ii. 169.

The term is used indeed in a variety of senses, the
same as those in which E. spirit occurs. It denotes
activity, mettle; sometimes, laudable elevation of
spirit, as opposed to meanness ; also, quickness of
temper, that sort of irritability which will not brook
an insult, S.

5. A mere spunk, a lively creature ; applied to

one who has more spirit than bodily strength,

or appearance of it, S.

6. A small portion, like a spark hid among
ashes. Thus we say of a dying person,
" He has the spunk of life, and that is all," S.

And loe, while ev'n his lifes last spunke is spent,

The temples vaile Ls to the bottom? rent,

Mart's True Crucifixe, p. 66.

And gif this Sait of Senetours gang doun,
The spunk ofjustice in this recioun,

I wait not how this realme sail rew lit be.

Maitland Poems, p. 336.

" That sworne encmie of Christ Jesus, and unto all

in quhome ony spunk of knawlegt appeirit, had about

that same tyme in prisoun divers.
n Knox's Hist, p.

40.
" If woe haue na other knawledgc, but the knaw-

ledge quhilk we haue by nature, & be the light and
tpoonkes that are left in nature, our conscience will
answere na farder, but to that knowledge." Bruce'a
8erm. on the Sacr., 1590, Siijn. N. 8, a.

•• As there are some sptuil-es of light left in nature,
sa there is an conscience left in it." Ibid. X. 8, b.
" I dare not say, but all this time Peter caried a

good heart towards his Lord, & a spunke of faith k a
spunke of louo in the heart, albeit his faith and lone
were choked ;—& this little spunke of louc in the man
was smothered.H Rollock on tho Passion, p. 41.

7. A very slender ground or occasion.

"Be this slauchter thir two pcpyll that was so lang
confident to^idder fra the tyme of Fergus the first

kyng of Scottis to thir dayis ay risyng vndcr ane blude,
amite and kyndnes, crew in maist hatrent, aganis
otheris for ane uponk of small occasioun of vnkindnea,
throw quhilk nane of thame apperit to ceis fra vter
exterrainiouu of other." Belleutl. Crou. B. vi. c. 6.

Nulla, aut levi admodum occasione ; Boeth.

To Spunk out, r. n. To be gradually brough
to light, S.

*' By and by it spunk'U out that the king had been
shot at, with a treasonable gun, that went off without
powther." The Steam-boat, p. 218.

"Yell oblige me by keeping your finger on your
mouth, for it might be detnmental if ony thing were
to spunk out." Sir A. Wylie, ii. 52.

This phrase is used as to any thine kept secret for a
time, which at length comes to be Known, as it were
insensibly, by whispers or insinuations. It contains
an obvious allusion to a spark, at first hid among ashes
which, being fanned by the air, begins to shew itself.

Teut. tonek-eu, scintillare.

Spunkie, *. 1. A small fire, S,

But by the social cantie hearth,
The cottage spunkie bleezing forth,

Where bairnies chant wi' glee and mirth
About the fire,

Pre gi'en these ora verses birth,

At your desire.

A. ScotCs Poems, p. 41.

2. The name vulgarly given to Will 7 the wisp,

or an ignis fatuus, S., evidently from its

luminous appearance.

That hards are second-sighted is nae ioke,
And ken the lingo of the spiritual folk ;

Fays, Spunkits, Kelpies, a , they can explain them.
Bums, iiL 63.

An' aft vonr moss-traversing Smtnkies,
Decoy the wight that late an' drunk is.

Ibid., p. 7S.

3. Metaph. an erroneous teacher, who mis-

leads souls by false doctrine.
—"And of late, some Willies with the Wisps, or

Spttnkies of Wildfire, seem mostly in boguish myrish
ground, in louring, foulsom, unwholsom weather, via.

An unhappy woful Professor Simpson, striking at the
doctrine or foundation of our christian reliihon, re-

viving old condemned errors," Ac. Walker's Remark.
Passages, p. £4.

4. A lively young fellow, S.

An' frae his bow, the shafts, fu* snack,
Pierc'd mouie a spunkie s liver.

Rev. J. SicoTs Poems, i. 14a
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5. One of an irritable temper, Ayrs.

"I didna think your Lordship was sic a spunkie,—
jell no mend your broken nest, my Lord, by dabbing
at it." Sir. A. Wylie, i. 258.

Spunkie, adj. 1. Applied to a place sup-

posed to be haunted, from the frequent

appearance of the ignis fatuus, Renfrews.
I looked by the whinny knows,

I looked by the fin sae green ;

I looked owre the spunkie-hotce,

An' ay I thought ye would hs'e been,
TannahOTs Poems, p. 161, 162.

8. Mettlesome, possessing spirit and activity,

S. A. Bor. " spunky, spirited."

3. Fiery, irritable, Ayrs.
• " He sometimes was seen, being of a spunky temper,

grinding the teeth of vexation." Annals of the Parish,

p. 342.

"The spunky nature of Mr. Hirple was certainly

rery disagreeable often to most of the council ;—but
then it was only a sort of flash." The Provost, p. 192.—-—Erakine, a spunkie Norland billie.

Bums, iil 23.

[SPUR, Spurd, Spuro, Spuo, Spruo, s.

1. A sparrow, Banff's., Clydes., Aberd.

8. A person of small stature and lively dis-

position, Banffs.]

[Spur-faano, *. 1. A person of sour, dogged,

disposition, ibid.

2. The smallest particle, ibid.]

[Spur-hawk, *. 1. A sparrow-hawk, Loth.

;

Falco nisus, Linn.

8. A nimble, lively person of small stature,

Banffs.]

To SPUR, v. n. To scrape, as a hen or cock

on a dunghill, Teviotd.

A.-S. spur-ian, Alem. and Germ, spur-en, Belg. spenr-

ea, Sa.-O. spoer-ja, auaerere, investigate, as denotingthe
act of a fowl when in quest of food.

SPUR-BAUK, *. A cross-beam in the roof

of a house, Moray, Aberd.

Germ, sparr, a rafter, and balken, a beam, q. rafter-

beam, or the beam joining the rafter. Dan. sparre-

bielker, contignationes supremae domuum. V. Bauk,
i 1.

[SPURD, *. 1. A sparrow. V. Spur.

2. The lobe of a fish's tail, Shetl.]

SPURDIE, *. Any thin object that is near-

ly worn out, S. B.

Sn.-0. spord, Isl. spordur, the extremity ; or rather

spiaur, a worn out garment ; detrita vestis ; G. Andr.,

p. 221.

To SPURE, v. a. [To inquire, seek, find.]

Ane fare bricht sterne, rynnand with hemes clere,

Quhilk on the top of oar lugeing, but were,
First saw we licht, syne schynand went away,
And hid it in the forest of Ida,

Merkand the way quhidder that we suld spurt.

Doug. Virgil, 62, 10.

A.-S. spur-ian, spyr-ian, investigaro, explorare.
Signantcmque vias, v irg. Nolit ille ullam semitam
nnquam relinqucre. V. Spkre.

SvvKE
f
pret. of the v. Spere, Speir. Asked,

inquired ; as, u He never spure after me ;

"

"I spurs at his wife if he was alive," Loth.

[Spurt-up, found, or discovered after inquiry, Shctl.

Dan. spare, to trace.]

[Spurins, s. pL Tidings, tracings of what
has been sought for, Shetl.]

[SPURE-CLOUT, *. A piece of cloth on
the inner sole of a rivlin, Shetl.]

[SPURG, Spurgie, s. A sparrow, Aberd.
V. Spruo.]

SPURGYT, pret. Sprung, spread itself.

Fra a Sotheronne he sraat off the rycht hand.—
Than fra the stowmi>e the blud out spurgyt fast,

In Wallace face aboundandlyc can out aist.

Wallace, vi. 164, MS.

This seems from the same source with S. Sparge
q. v.

SPUR-HAWK, 8. The sparrow-hawk, Loth.

Falco nisus, Linn. [Spurrie~how
t
Shetl.]

Spurre-hoeg, Brunnich ; Dan. spurve-hoeg, id.

SPURIS, *. pi. Errat. for speris, spears,

[Barbour, iii. 315, Jamieson's Ed.]

SPURKLE,*. Asortofspattle. "Scutching

spurkle, a stick to beat flax." " Thacking

spurtle, a broad-mouth'd stick for thatching

with ;" Gall. Enc, p. 424, 445.

IsL sprek signifies ramentum Iigni, and Su.-G.
spraeek-a, di flinders . But perhaps Spurkle is merely a
variety of Spurtle, q. v.

To SPURL, v. n. To sprawl, Ettr. For.

This seems a transposition from the E. v., or Sw.
sprall-a, apparently misprinted Srralla, Seren. vo.

Sprax

A particle, an atom,

Sprawl.

SPURMUICK, 8.

Aberd.
The first syllable may be allied to IsL spar, vestigium,

q. a trace.

SPURTILL, Spurtle, s. 1. A wooden or

iron spattle, for turning bread, is called a

spirlle, Ang.a bread spaad, i.e., spade, Aberd.

Ane spuriill braid, and ane elwand.
Bannatyne Poems, p. 159.

•• Flat iron for turning cakes," Lord Hailes, Note, p.

292. The epithet braul confirms this definition.

Perhaps it is used in the same sense in the following

passage

—

" For the priest, said he, whose dewtie and office it

is to pray for the pepill, stand is up one Sonday, and
cryis, * Ane hes tint a spuriill ; thair is a flaill stoun

beyoind the burne ; the Gudwyif of the uthcr syid of

the gait hes tint a home spone ; Godis malesoun and
myne I give to thame that knawis of this geir, and
restoiris it not." Knox's Hist., p. 14.

The Eng. Editor, not understanding the term, has

substituted spindle, Ed. 1644, p. 17.
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8. A cylindrical stick with which pottage,

broth, &c. are stirred, when boiling, S. a

theevily S.B.
It'f bat a porridge spurtU, •

My minnie sent to me.
RUson's S. Songs, I 234.

Apparently from A.-S. sprytle, assula, a splinter or

slice of wood. Thit properly applies to the term in

sense 1, which seems the original one. Sibb., however,

refers to Teut. spatet, spatula.

SPURTLIT, part. adj. Speckled, of various

colours, Roxb.; the same with Sprutillit, q. v.

SPUR-WHANG, *. The strap or thong with

which a spur is fastened, Ettr. For.

"What think ye of yourself in spoiling the country

of horse and arms, sir ? Sir, I had not the worth of a

spur-whang of ony man's, but was mounted of horse

and arms of my own." Exam. Ja. Nicol, Cloud of

witnesses.

SPY-ANN, *. The "game of Hide-and-

Seek," Gall.

"When those are found who are hid, the finder

cries Spyann ; and if the one discovered can catch the

discoverer, he has a ride upon his back to the dools."

Gall. Encycl.
C. B. yspi-o, speculari, yspitnddyn, speculator. Spy*

ann nearly resembles Fr. espion, a spy, q. the person

employed in this game to find out those who are

concealed. V. Ho-spy.

[Spyar, Spyour, *. A spy or scout, Accts.

L. H. Treas. I. 173, 305, Dickson.]

SPYLE, «. A stake, a palisade.

Eschame ve not, Phrigiaois, that twyis tak is,

To be incfusit amyd ane laid of stakis f

And be sssegeit agane sa oft syis,

Wyth akin spylis and dykis on sic wvs ?

Doug. Virgil, 298, 63.

Sibb. views this as a variation of pile. But it seems

to be the same with Spate, spail, q. v. From Su.-G.

spicule, lamina lignea, Ihre deduces L. B. spalliera, Fr.

espalier, the Lath to which a vine is fixed.

[Spyle-Tree, *. V. Spile-Tree.]

To SPYN, v. n. To run, to glide, S.

Vnder thy gard to schip we vs address,

Ouer spynnand many swelland seyis salt

Doug. Virgil, 72, 46.

" By a metaphor taken from spinning, as ewepit k
rails/9 Rudd. Spin, E. and S., is indeed used with
respect to velocity of motion. But it denotes that

which is of a rotatory kind.

To Spynner, V. II.

S." Rudd.
Ane vthir part syne younder mycht thou se

The heirdys of hartis wyth thare hedis Tue

Ouer spynnerand wyth swyfl cours the plane vale.

Doug. Virgil, 105, 14.

The term, as commonly used, signifies to ascend in a

spiral form, 8. B. It therefore seems formed from
spin, the idea being borrowed from the motion of the

distaff.

SPYNDILL, adj. Thin, slender.

And to the rude scho maid ane vow,
" For I sail hit thy spyndill schyn."

Maitland Poems, p. 201.

q. resembling a spindle, like E. spindle-shanked.

" To run or fly swiftly,

SPYNDLE, Spindle, *. A certain quantity

of yarn, including four hanks; each hank con-

sisting of six heers, each heer of two cuts,

each cut of 120 threads, the legal length of

the thread being the circumference of the

reel, S. pron. q. spynle.

"The spinners are paid at the rate of 1*. per spyndle,

and the scents or factors employed to give out the flax,

and take m the yarn, have 2<f. per sjyndle for their

trouble." P. Thurso, Caithn. Statist. Ace., xx. 517.
" It is a common and an easy task, for one of these

two-handed females, to spin three sjnndles in the week ;

which, at the rate of 1*. &/. the spindle, comes to 3*.

9rf." P. Ecclesgreig, Kincard. Ibid., xi. 114.

Arthur Young uses the term */*anglt apparently in

the same sense ; as including four hanks, which is the

quantity contained in the Scottish spymlle.
•• The 8 lb. will spin into 20 dozen of yarn, or 20

hanks or 5 spangles fit for a ten hundred cloth." Tour

in Ireland, i, 135.

This is most frequently spelled, as if it were the

same with spindle. But although both arc formed

from the v. Spin, they seem quite different. Spyndle

is perhaps q. spin-del, from A.-S. apinn-an, and del,

pars, portio, q. a certain jwrtion of labour in spinning.

SPYNIST, part. pa. [Expanded, blown.]

Off ferliful fyne favour war thair faces meik,

All full of flurist fairheid, as flouris in June,—
New upspred upon spray as new spynist rose.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 45.

"Spynist (rose), prickly. Fr. spineux" GL Sibb.

But it seems to signify, fully spread, q. spanyst. V.

Spanys.

[SPYOG, s. A haud, a foot, a limb, BanfFs.]

[SPYRIT, pret. Enquired, Barbour, III. 486.]

[SPYUNG, s. and v. Same with Spluno,

q. v., ibid.]

SQUABASII, s. A splutter, S.O.
" As for a squabash when he does kick, wha's to mak

it?" The Steam-boat, p. 293.

SQUACH, Squagh, (gutt.), *. Expl. "the

noise a hare makes when a killing ;" Gall.

Enc.
—Gi'eng the hearty scraigh and sauagh
While trie fumart hang by him fu stout.

Ibid., p. 1781

Corr. perhaps from E. squeal: ; Su.-G. squael-a, in-

condite vociferare. V. Squaigh, v.

* SQUAD, s. " A company of armed men,''

E. Besides this sense, it is used in S. with

greater latitude, as denoting a band, or

company of any description.

Abuse o' magistrates might weel be sparM !

To liken them to your auld-warld squad,

I must needs say, comparisons are odd.
Burns, iii. 58.

•' Squad, a crew, a party ;" Gl. ibid.

Fr. escduade, "the traiue, or followers of a captaine,

or leader ;" Cotgr.

SQUAD, Squade, s. 1. A squadron of

armed men, S.

"The same day, July 31st, the council order out a
squade of the guards to bring in Mr. William Weir,
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indulged Minister at West-caldcr, Prisoner, to the
Tolbooth of Edinburgh." Wodrow'a Hist., i. 360.

8. A party, a considerable number of men
convened for whatever purpose, S.

Test, ghe-swade, cohors, turma, agmen ; Kilian.

To SQUAIGII, (gutt.), v. n. 1. To scream,
used ironically, Ettr. For.

8. To cry as a duck or hen, Upp. Clydes.
Elsewhere, as in K. auach. Perhaps the term thus

appears most in its primitive form, as allied to C. B.
gmck-iaw, to squeak.

Squaich, Squaigii, *. A scream, ibid. V.
Squach.

[Squaichin, Squaghin, s. Screaming; a
kind or continual scream, Clydes.]

To SQUALLOCH (gutt.), v. n. To scream,
Buchan, merely a variety of Skelloch, q. v.

Ye witches, warlocks, fairies, fien's,

That squaUoeh owre the mnrky greens,

—

Sing out yir hellish unkent teens ;

Yir en'my's dead.
Tarras*s Poems, p. 142.

[Sqdalloch, *. A loud cry ; also, a noisy,

loud-voiced person, Banffs.]

[Squallochin. 1. As a «., screaming ; the
act of screaming, ibid.

8. As an adj^ noisy, loud-voiced, ibid.]

SQUARE-MAN, *. A carpenter, Dumfr.
"By the municipal constitution of Dumfries, the

craftsmen—are dividedintoseven corporations ; namely,
the hammer-men, or blacksmiths, the square-men, or
carpenters," &c Mayne's Siller Gun, p. 106.

The squarsmen follow'd i' the raw,
And syne the weavers.

Ibid., p. 22.

SQUARE-WRICHT, 8. A joiner who
works in the finer kinds of furniture,

Lanarks.

Perhaps one who does every thing by square and
rule, as contrasted with one whose coarser work does
not require such accuracy. V. Wright, #•

SQUARTE, adj. "Those that are squarte

or brused by falling from above," &c. MS.
Book of Surgery. Communicated by C.
Kirkpatrick Sharpe.

It seems to signify, thrown out, or thrown to some
distance ; O. Fr. esquart-er, escari-er, to scatter. Es-
carte, " thrown abroad ;" Cotgr.

To SQUASH, v. n. To plash, to dash as

water, Lanarks.

Squash, *. 1. The act of plashing, ibid.

3. A dash of water, ibid.

Probably the same with E. Swash; from O. Fr.
etqmacker, ecraser, briser, caaser, Ac. Roquef. Cotgr.
renders escraser, "squash downe," and casser, "quash
asunder.''

To SQUAT, v. a. To strike with the open
hand, especially on the breech, Upp.
Clydes. ; synon. Skelp.

Squats, *. pL Strokes of this description,

ibid. Scot8
9
Mearas.

Ital. scuot-ere, to shake, toss, or jolt ; or perhaps
rather from the flatness of the stroke.

To SQUATTER, v. n. To squander, to act

with profusion, Renfr.; Su.-G. 8quaetlr-a,

dissipare.

To SQUATTER, v. n. To flutter in water,

as a wild duck, &c, S. V. Swatter.

ToSQUATTLE, v. n. "To sprawl," Gl.

Burns.
Swith, in some beggar's haffet squattle ;
There ye niay creep, and sprawl, and sprattle,

Wi* ither kiudred, jumpin cattle.

Burns, iii. 229.

Perhaps it rather signifies, to lie squat, as formed
from the E. adj.

Su.-G. squaett-a, liquida effundere.

SQUAW-HOLE, *. A broad shallow pond,

generally implying the idea of dirtiness,

Upp. Clydes. V. Quaw.

SQUEEF, s. A mean, disreputable fellow,

one who is shabby in appearance, and
worthless in conduct, Dumfr., Roxb.; SJcype

synon.

The same perhaps with E. Squab, adj. '* awkwardly
bulky," Johns. Sw. squab, corpus molle, ct pingue,
squabba, obesula, a fat clumsy woman ; from Isl.

quappa, id., with the sibilation prefixed. Or shall we
trace it to Fr. esquive, shunned, eschewed, q. one
whose company is avoided ?

Squeef, is expl. " a blackguard ; oue who rails

against women, and yet is fain to seduce them." Gall.

Enc.

SQUEEL, s. School, Aberd.
But there was ae back o' a chiel,

I think, had been at dancing squul.
W. Seattle's Tales, p. 10.

2. A great number of people, ibid. V. Skule.

[To Squeel, v. a. To school, educate,

Banffs. ; part. pr. squeelin, as a *., schooling,

education, ibid.]

SQUEEM, *. The motion of a fish as

observed by its effect on the surface of the

water, including the idea of the shadow
made by the fish, Ayrs.

This, I apprehend, is merely a provincial variety of
Skime (Lanarks.), the gleam of reflected light;
especially as the shadow is produced by reflection

from the water.

[To SQUEETER, v. a. and n. To scatter

;

to work in a slovenly, unskilful manner,
Banffs. ; part. pr. 8queeterin, used also as an
adj^ ibid.]
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[Squeeter, Squeeteueu, 8. A confused,

mixed-up mass ; also, a careless or unskilful

worker, ibid.]

[SQUERE, Sqwear, *. An esquire, Mearns,
Aberd.]

SQUESHON, *. A scutcheon. Fr. escusson,

id.

Greit squechanis on hicht,

Anamalit and weil dicht,

Reulit at all richt

Endlang the hall.

Rauf CoUyear, C. uj. b.

To SQUIBE, v.n. A top is said to squibe,

when it runs off to the side, when it ceases

to spin, Upp. Clydes. ; Isi. skeif-r, obliquus,

curvus.

To SQUILE, v. n. The same with the E. v.

to Squeal, which is so pron. in Aberd.,

Banns., &c. u Squile, to screach ," Gl.
Tarr.

Squile, t. The act of squealing, S. B.
Thae phantoms, imps, an' spectres wil'

That peat our ha's wi frightfu* squile,—
Thon aee'st an' hear'st their unkent style

And waukrife tricks.

Tarras's Poems, p. 41.

SQUINACIE, *. The quinsey.

••These he will aet down as squinacie, crowels, or
boils," Z. Boyd's Balme of Gilead, p. 70.

0. E. squinancy, squynsy; Fr. esquinance, id.

SQUINTIE, *. A kind of cap worn by
women, Upp. Clydes. ; synon. Create, q. v.

SQUIRBILE, Squrbuile, adj. Ingenious.

Seven foot of ground, clay-flour, clay-wall,

Serve both for chamber, and for hall

To Master Mill, whose squrbuile brain
Could ten Escurialls well containe.

••A French word adopted into the old Scottish
language, and used in the northern counties to sign i fie

an ingenuous artist who understands every science."

Cant's Hist. Perth, i. 138, N.
I know not what term is referred to, if it be not

escarbillat, fantastical, humorous.

To SQUIRR, v. a.
u To skim a thin stone

along the water ;" Gall. Enc. ; synon. Skiff.

Prob. a corr. of the v. to Whir.

To SQUISHE, v. a. To keep down.
Suppois I war ane aid yaid aver,

8chott furth our cleuchs to sauishe the clevir,

—

I wald at Youl be nous it and staid.

Dunbar', Maitland Poems, p. 114.

This seems synon. with E. squash, q. to keep down
tbe clover by cropping it. Squash is from the same
fountain with quash; A.-S. cwys-an, to press.

To SQUISS, v. a. To beat up. A squissed

egg, apparently, one that is beaten up, as

for a pudding.
•' My heart within me is so tossed to and fro, that

it is come like a squissed egge, whose yolkc is mingled
with its white." Z. Boyd^s Last Battcll, p. 701.

Fr. escouttM'e, shaken, escousse, a shaking, from
escourre, to beat, to shake. Or, according to last part

of the preceding etymon.

[SQUYARIS, *. pi. Squires, Barbour, xvi.

80; squyary, a company of esquires, xx.

320.]

SRAL, e. Perhaps an error in copying.

Stones of sral they strenkel-and strewe.

Sir Oawan and Sir Oak t 11 20.

STA', pret. Stole ; for stall.

A rillain cam when I was sleeping,

Sta' my swie, horn an' a'.

Skinner's Misc. Poet, p. 145.

V. Staw.

[STAA, *. and v. V. Staw.]

[Staad, part. pa. Surfeited, Clydes., Shetl.]

[Staad-Wi. To be averse to anything,

chiefly food, ibid.]

STAB, *. 1. A palisade, a stake, S. V. Stob.
Whyles 'gainst the footpath stabs he thumped,
Whyles o?er the coots in holes he plumped.

TannahiWs Poems, p. 126.

[2. A stool, a small bench, Shetl.]

[To Stab, v. a. To fix stakes in the ground

;

hence, to enclose with stakes, Clydes.]

Stab and Stow, adv. Completely, entirely

;

synon. stick and stow, S.

The hostler then, without further delay,

Directed Wallace where the Southron lay ;

Who set their lodgings all in a fair low
About their ears, and burnt them stab and stow.

Hamilton's Wallace, p. 259.

Stab is used in the sense of stake, as ezpl. above.

Stow may bo synon. with Isl. stoo, Su.-G. sto, A.-S.

Slow, a place, a mansion ; from Sn.-G. staa, stare.

Thus, the phrase stab and stow may signify, not merely

the burning of the stales used in erecting a house, but

the total destruction of the mansion or place itself.

Stab-Callant, s. A short thick fellow,

Roxb.

Stab-Gaud, *. A set line, a line for catch-

ing fish, fixed to a small stake of wood,

flushed into the bank to preserve the line

rom being carried off, Lanarks.

From stab, a stake, and gad, pron. gaud, a fishing-rod

;

q. a stake-rod.

[Stablin, adj. Half-grown, stout for one's

age, Shetl.; hence, stablm-cod, a thick, fat

cod-fish, ibid.]

(To STABILL, v. a. To establish, secure,

Barbour, xix. 138.]

[Stabilly, adv. Stably, firmly, ibid., .xiii.

635.]

[Stablist, pret. Secured, ibid., x. 303.]

•STABLE, s. 1. « That part of a marsh, in

which, if a horse is foundered, he is said to
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be stabled for the night ;" Gl. Antiquary,

South of S.

2. a Seems station, where the hunters placed

themselves, to kill the animals, which were

driven in by the attendants ;" Gl. Wynt.
The stable, and the setis sete,

Hym-self wrth bow, and wyth werslete,

Fra slalt til nyll, oure holme and hycht,

He trawalyd all day.
Wyntoum, tL 16, 15.

Stablestand, i.e., itabilis statio, vel potius start* in

stabulo ; hoc eat, in loco ad itationem composito.

Spelm. Gl. in vo.

"Stable stande is, when a man is found in any
forreat at his standing, with a crosse bowe bent, ready

to shoote at any deere, or, with a lone bow, or els,

standing close by a tree with greyhounds in his lease,

ready to let slip, this is called by the auncient Forresters

Stable stand" Manwood's Forrest Laws, ch. 18, s. 9.

Stabler, *. A stable-keeper, S.

L.B. stabular-ius, qui stabularum vel equorum

—

curamhabet; idem qui caupo, Gal. hdtelher. DuCange.

[STACK, *. [An insulated rock of a colum-

nar shape, ShetU Orkn., Caithn. Sw.
stacky Dan. stak, id.]

"Near Freswick castle the cliffs are very lofty.

The strata that compose them lie quite horizontally in

such thin and regular layers, and so often intersected

by fissures, as to appear like masonry. Beneath are

great insulated columns, called hers Stacks, composed

of the same sort of natural masonry as the cliffs."

Pennant's Tour in S., 1769, p. 196.

" Near Wick is the creek of Staxieoe, deriving its

name from a pyramidal rock, commonly called here a

stack, formed in the mouth of a creek." P. Wick,

Statist. Ace, x. 5.

In ShetL stack is Exp. " a high rock detached." Also,

"a precipitous rock rising out of the sea." The Pirate,

n. 142.

This word is used in the same sense, Orkn.
•« At a little distance from Papa Stour, lyes a rock

encompassed with the sea called Frau-a-Stack, which

is a Danish word, and signifieth, our Lady's Bock"
Brand's Orkn., p. 109.

Teut. stacck, columns. Isl. staksteinar, prommentes

lapides ; O. Andr. Gael, stuaic, seems used nearly in

the same sense ; "a little hill or round promontory,"

Shaw.

To STACKER, Stakker, Stacher, v. n.

To stagger. It is now pron. in the last

mode, ST
Thair stedis stakkerit in the stour, and stude

stummerand.
Oawan and Got., ii. 25.

Quhat stakren stait was this to me,

To be in sic obscuritie f

Burets Pilg. t
Watson's Coll., ii. 84.

Then cam in the maister Alniaser,

Ane homelty-jomelty juffler,

Lyke a stirk stackarand in the ry.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 94. •

It is also written stockar.

He stockerit lyke ane strummal aver.

Ibid.

Thus this dronken wight

Among his dronkards tippled till midnight

:

Then each of them, with stackring steps out-went,

And groping hands, retyring to his lent
* * *

Hudson's Judith, p. 78.

I stacher'd whrles, but yet took tent ay
To free tho ditches.

Bums, ill. 41.

It appears from Palsgrave, that the same orthography
was occasionally used in O.K. "I ntakker, Je chan-

cclle,-declared in / stagger." B. iii. F. 371, b.

STACKET, s. A term used to denote the

palisades which sometimes surround a town.

—" He quit the skonse and retired to the towne, and

enters the port before us, shutting us out ;—we brake

downe the stacket, and the towne not walled, wo en-

tered the broade side, and follow the enemy to the

market-place." Monro's Exncd., P. 1, p. 51.

Dan. stakkct, a palisade.—Hence,

To Stacket, v. a. To palisade.

—"We did worke all of us night and day, till we
had stacketed the wall, about the height of a man above

the parapet." Ibid., P. II. p. 8.

[STAD, part, pa. Beset, hard pressed, placed

in peril, Barbour, iii. 363.]

STADDLE, s. A frame on which a stack is

built, Berwicks.
" Placing the ricks on daddies, or frames, with feet

which cannot be scaled, would be an excellent defence,

[against the depredations of rata and mice,] and would

probably be fuuy compensated for, with profit, in the

course of a lease of 19 years." Agr. Surv. Berw., p.

498. Stassel, Stathell, id.

STADGE, *. A pet, a fit of ill-humour,

Clydes.

Isl. stygg-r, iratus, stygg-ia, offendere, irritare, stygd,

offensa.

[STAEN-LOPPEN, part. adj. Bruised,

crushed, as between stones, Shetl.]

STAFF. To Set up one's Staff, to take up

one's residence in a place, Roxb.

This phrase may have some relation to the A.-S.

term, eaulf- or etkei-staef, familiae sustentaculum.

The term also denotes a crozier. Hence the Isl.

phrase, sta/oc stole, pedum et cathedra episcopi, qui-

bus officium ejus designatur ; Verel.

Staff and Baton. A symbol of the re-

signation of property or feudal right into

the hands of another, according to the laws

of S.
•• The proper symbols of resignation are staff and

baton; but a pen has, by immemorial custom, been

made use of to represent that symbol in the act of re-

signation.—By an act of sederunt [1 lth Feb., 1708],

the use of any symbol in resignation other than staff

and baton, is prohibited under the sanction of nullity."

Erskine'slnst, p. 2S7.

This custom anciently prevailed in England. Si

antem nullum sit ibi acdincium, hat ei seysina secun-

dum quod vulgariter dicitur, per furtim et per bacu-

flint, et sufficit sola pedis positio cum possedendi aflfec-

tuex voluntate donatoris. Braeton. lib. ii. c 18.

num. 2.
. .

The same custom was in force with the ancient

Swedes. Emtkmem autem praeviis solcmnibus lege

requisitis ezcipiabat traditio rei mobilis de manu in

manum, aut translatio rei immobilis ejusve posses-

sions per festucam aut tactum baculorum, dum duo-

decim in judicio territoriali, apprchendendo scipionem
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ft dimitieodo finnabant rei venditao alienationem.

Loccen. Antiq., Sueo-Ooth. Lib. ii. c. 16.

This deed was expressed by a variety of phrases in

the language of the country ; as, korpa ntedh faxtuin,

i.e., to buy with confirmation. Fasta dictitur illus ac-

tus, forensis, quo emtori plcniariae rei venditae pos-

sessio adjudicatur, postquam certo, et in Lege tlefinito,

tempore contractus hie publice annuntiatus est ; Hire.

The term seems derived from fast, firm ; though Ihre,

viewing the word as exotic, seems to prefer fcntuca,

because the seller put a rod into the bohom of the pur-

chaser. In the same sense it was said, Qifxca vppo
godz och gorda staffl och skiael ; "to give up ^oods
(moevabtes) and landed property by staff and judg-

ment :" also, Saelia medh staffl och skioell, "to deliver

with staffand judgment." The signification seems to

be, to deliver in a judicial manner by means of a staff.

They also said, Skina medh bit och kajla, •• to divide

by the lot and rod," as in the laws of Upland. V.
Loccen. ubi sup. Ihre, vo. Kajte, expl. this phrase :

Tactu bacilli etsortitione hcreditatem dividerc.

The Icelanders used the same phrase, Med lutt oc

baffa, sorte et bacillo. It is to be observed, however,
that this phrase, as employed both by the Swedes and
by the Icelanders, as conjoined with the lot, rather

respected the division of an inheritance among coheirs,

than the confirmation of a judicial disposition. The
people last mentioned had another expression, which
is more nearly allied to the act of resignation by staff

and baton,—Kasta egtharfyri laga knejti ; In hujus rei

fidem hie in judicio baculum projicio. The custom
was used, as Verelius informs us, when a proprietor

wished to prohibit any invasion of his goods or other
possessions. After pronouncing the formula of inter-

diction, in the place of judgment, he threw down a
rod as a symbol of this prohibition. V. Ind. vo. Kajte,

In Fr. this is denominated JAvrementde Fust et Ttrre.

The use of the baton or rod appears in the Annal.
Francor. A. 787.' Reddidit ei cum baculo ipsum
patrium. This was frequently of oak. Reinvestierunt
baculo quercino ; Tabul. Causar. A. 1140.

In Law Latin, Investitura per Baculum ; also, Per
Fustem offerre, tradere, investire ;—Per Festucam ;

—
Per Vxrgam, &c. V. Du Cange, vo. Investitura.

This custom undoubtedly claims great antiquity. In
every age, and among every people, as the very
learned Spelman observes, according to the testimony
of the most ancient writers, the rod has been the
symbol of authority and dominion ; and the delivery of

this was an acknowledgement of the transference of

this power along with the property. Among the
ancient Romans the Praetor was wont to manumit by
laying a rod across the head of the slave whom he
emancipated. V. Spelm. vo. Fistuca, and Du Cange,
ut sup. col. 1521.

Staff and Burdon. To be at the Staff
and the Burdon with one, to quarrel, or

come to an open rupture, with one, Roxb.
This phrase is supposed to include the idea, that

one fights with a common staff, and the other with a
burdon. V. Burdon.

Staff and Stixo. V. under Sting,
Steino, a pole, &c.

[Staffing, *. Thrusting, Barbour, xvii. 785,

Skeat's Ed.]

[Staff-Slyno, 8. A sling furnished with

a stout staff, Barbour, xvii. 344.]

Staff-Suerd, *. A sword more proper for

thrusting, than for cutting down.

vol. rv.

Wyth a staff suerd Boyd stekit him that tvde.
Wallace, iii. 17S. Ma

Schir Jhone the Grayme, with a staff suerd of steill

His brycht byrneis he persyt euirilk deilL

lbid. t vL 734, MS.

In Perth and other edit, in both places stiff suerd.
To this the MS. corresponds in the following passage

:

With a styff suerd to dede he has him dycht
Ibid. ix. 1646.

Teut. staf-stoecnl, sica, dolon ; perhaps from O.
Teut stav-en, to stab.

Staffy-Nevel, s.
u Staff in hand," QL

cudgelling, S.B.
Hi* cousin was a bierdly swank,
A derf young man, hecht Rob

;

To mell wi* twa lie wad na mank
At staffy-nerel job.

Christmas lining, Skinner's Afisc. Poet., p. 128.

Here it is used as if an adj.

A*s nevet signifies a blow with the fist, staffy-necH

seems properly to denote a blow, or the act of striking,

with a staffor cudgel. V. Sevel under Neive.

STAFFAGE, Staffish, Staffisch, adj. 1.

Obdurate, obstinate; applied to ahorse that

throws his rider.

Thymetes, ane man of full grete fors.

Casting from his staffage, skeich, and hede Strang hots.

Doug. Virgil, 422, 18.

Equus sternax, Virg.
Rudd. derives it from Ital, staffeg-iart, to be dis-

mounted, or lose the stirrup, from staffa, a stirrup;

Sibb. from Teut stief, rigidus, durus, stief-hals, ob-

stinatus.

It seems the same with S. B. Stivage, q. v.

2. Dry in the mouth, or not easily swallowed,

like pease-meal bannocks ; Gl. Sibb.

STAG, f. A young horse ; the same with

Staig, q. v.

•To STAGE, y. a. To accuse, although there

be no formal trial ; the prep, with being sub-

joined.

" Keppermtnsboo accused him of perjury. He was
also staged with bribery, for taking 14,000 mcrks fra

the taxmen of the excise of Lowthen, in procuring them
the tack, August 16S2." Fonntainh. Diary, MS.
Law's Memor., p. 234. 23G, N.

Not only is the propinquity of blood fully proven,

—but the Lords have found it so, and to quarrel it is

to stage the Lords tcith iniquity in finding that proven
which was not proven." Fount. Dec. SuppL iv. 876.

To STAGE about, v. n. To saunter, to walk

about, rather in a stately or prancing man-
ner, Fife ; perhaps q. to walk on the 8tage.

V. Dock, v. n.

STAGE, *. A step; especially applied to

the corbels at the gable-ends of old houses.

Towns, turettis, kirnalis, and pynnakillis hie

Of kirkis, ca*tellis, and ilk faire ciete

Stude payntit, euery fane, pbioll ami stage
Apoun the plane grouud, by tkare awin vmbrage.

Doug. Virgil, Prol. 400. 21.

Rudd. derives it from Fr. estage. a storey of a house.

But perhaps we ought to refer to Germ, steg, Isl. stigi,

gradua, scala ; eteig-en, ascendere.

A3
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STAGGERIN' BOB. The veal of a newly
dropt calf, or the animal in whole, Teviotu.

When cut oat of the mother, it is called

slunk, ibid. V. Slink.
" Staggering Bob, with his yellowpump*. A calf juit

dropped, and unable to stand, killed for veal in Scot-

land ; the hoofs of a young calf are yellow." Class.

Diet.

STAQGIE, adj. A term applied to grain

when it grows thin, Gall. V. Stoo, *.,

and Stuggy.

STAGGRELL, *. " A person who staggers

in walking;" Gall. Enc; formed like Gang-
reL

To STAGHER (gutt.), v. n. To stagger, S.

V. Stacker.

STAID, Stade, *. A furlong.

The quene ane sepulture echo maid,
Quhair echo king Ninus bodie laid :

Of curious craftie wark and wicht,
The quhilk had staidis nine of hicht.—
For aucht staidis ane myle thow talc

Lyndsatf* Warkis. 1592, p. 81.

Stade, Edit 1670.
Fr. stade, Lat. sUul-iuin.

8taige is synon. in the description of Nineveh, when
H is said that the walls were,

Four hundreth staiyis and four scow,
In circuits hut mya or moir.

Ibid., p. 77.

This is staidis, p. 82.

STAIG, Stag, «. 1. A horse of one, two,

or three years old. The term is more

Senerallv applied to one that has not been

roken for riding, nor employed in working,

S.

"Gif horses are found in the forest, after inhibition

;

it is lesom to the Forester, for the first time, to tak
ane fole of ane yeare auld ; for the second time, ane
staig of twa yeare auld ; for the third time, ane staig

of three yeare auld." Forrest Lawea, c 8. Pullum,
Lat. copy.

And undcrnicht quhyles thou stall slain and stirks.

Kennedy, Evergreen, ii. 70.

" There are few horses bred in these parishes, or in

any part of Orkney, most of them being brought from
Caithness and Strathnaver, when a year old, and are

then called ataigs.
ft

P. St. Andrews. Orkn. Statist.

Ace., xx. 264.

"The lordis—assignis to Schir Andro Drommond
Ticar of Muthil—to pruf that James of M'ray spulyet

and tnk fra him of his avne nropre gudia xij stokit

-meris and a stag of a yere aula w1 thar profitis of xiij

yeris_bigane." Act Audit. A. 1478, p. 74.

We learn from Haldorson, that Is), stegg-r denotes a
male fox, and indeed the male of almost all wild beasts;
Vnines mas ; item, mas plurium ferarum.
We have another proof of the ancient application of

this term, perhaps in a general sense, to the male of
animals. A. Bor. steg denotes a gander ; Grose.
M A. Bor. stag, a colt or filly ;

n
GI. Grose.

2. A stallion ; a riding horse. S.

And flka bull has got iti cow,
And staggis all their meiris.

Jamiestm's Popular Ball, i. 286.

For taking, as the cuntome was, a staig

At Midautumer, said Gall, Mou.sicr, you vaig.

Muse* Th renodit, p. 93.

Some lackward raid onbrodsows, and some black-bitches,
Some instead of a staig, over a stark monk straid.

Montgomerie, Watson's Coll., Hi. 17.

3. Metaph. applied to young courtiers.

There some old horse turn'd out of stable,

When young dames are at Council Table.
The fate of some were once dandillies,

Might teach the younger stays and fillies,

Not for to trample poor cart-horse.

Cleland's Poems, p. 76.

As S. staig always denotes the male, in distinction

from a filly, Ial. stegge, signifies the male of birds, as
of geese aud ducks. V. G. Andr., p. 223, 224.

To STAIG, Staug, Staik, v. n. 1. To stalk

where one should not be found.

[2. To walk with a slow, stately step, ibid.,

Banff's.]

Isl. stag-a, tendere, extendcre ; also, saepius iterare;

Haldorson.

[Staig, Staik, Staikin, «. A slow, stately-

step; also the act of walking with such

step, ibid.]

To STAIK, v. a. To accommodate, to supply

with, or be sufficient for, in whatever way,

S. sometimes, to settle, to fix.

For thai will waist mair under-hand,
Nor us weil staik may.

Maitland Poems, p. 189.

"That thay that ar appointit, or to be apoointit to

seme and minister at ony kirk within this rcalrae, haue
the principall mans of the Persoun or Vicar, or samckill
thairof as salbe fundin sufficient for tttaiking of thame."
Acts Mar. 1563, c. 7, Edit. 1566.

"That will stake us, i.e., be sufficient for us," Rudd.

He's well staikit there-ben,

That will neither borrow nor len.

Ferguson's S. Prov., p. 16.

When hs that sermone celebrat,

He had a worde accustomat

;

*' The propheit meinis this, gif ye mark it."

Auld Captane Kirkburne to nim harkit

;

Perceaving weill St. Amlrois vaikit

:

And syne now sone the knave was staikit,

To all men levand he compleinis

;

•' I watt now what the propheit meinis."

Legend Bp. St. Andmis, Poems Sixteenth Cent., p. 314.

"Settled." Gl.
Teut steck-en, figere.

It is sometimes used as a v. n. with the prep, for.

To Londoun Lourie tuke the $eat,

With traine mycht staik for his estait,

His wantono vicare on a meir,

Twa vther fellowis to turse his gcir.

Leg. Bp. St. Andr., Poems Sixteenth Cent., p. 329.

STAILL, s. V. Stale.

STAINYELL, s. The wagtail.

The Stainyell, ami the Scliakcrstnne,

Behind the laue wer left alane

With waiting on thair niarows.

BureCs Pilg., Watson's Coll., ii. 28.

This name seems formed from A.-S. stan-gillan, the

pelican. But how is it classed with the Stone-chatter?

V. Staxchell.
Dan. ttengitp, id. Motacilla, aenanthe vitiflora ;

Haldorson. Wolff, however, renders tteengilp, stone-

plover.
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To STAIRGE doun, or away, v. n. To walk

very magisterially, to prance, Roxb.

STAIT, *. Obeisance, acknowledgment. To

gif stait, to make obeisance ; by a transition,

as Mr. Pinkerton observes, from the passive

to the active sense.

And ay the freyr couth tont,

Qohen that he came ocht neir the almcrye.—
Bche saw him gif the almerie sic ane stait ;

Ontill herself scbo said, " Full weUl I wait,
" He knaws full Weill that I have in my thochf

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 78.

Stait and Sesino. [Charter and possessions.]

•• In the accioune—perscwit be Richard Quhitelaw—
aganis Johne lord Hay of Yestcr for to infeft the said

Richard horetablely be charter and sesing in due

forme in alas mekle of the landia of Morehanie—as the

ferd parte of the quarter of the landia of Lynplun ex-

tendi! to, becaus the said Johne hasgevin stait & sesing

of the saidis landia of Linplun to William Hay of

Tallo." Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1490, p. 155.

• "The vassal, by himself, or his attorney, takes

instrument in the hand of the notary, before witnesses,

that he bath received state and seisin of the lands in

due form." Ersk. Inst., B. ii., T. 3, § 25.

It is sometimes otherwise expressed—* 4 Baith clamit

to haf state <fc potscssioune of the saidis landis." Act.

Dom. Cone, A. 1490, p. 184.

These three terms are sometimes conjoined.
•• In the accioune—aganis George, lord Dirltoun for

the wrangwis deferring & halding fra the said Elene of

the state, sesing, <£ i>ossessioun in lifrent of the landis &
barony of Halyburtoune," &c. Ibid. p. 193.

The term state is in some instances used singly.

"The said Schir James oblisis him to kepe that thai

sail nocht be vsit to the proffit of the said Christiane,

na sail na state be gevin to hir be the said lettre of

bailyery—of the franktennement of the saidis landis,"

&c. Ibid. p. 194.

To STAIVE, Staiver, Staver, v. n. 1. To
go about with an unstable and tottering

motion; to stagger; to walk as one in a

reverie, S.

To ilka kirn he takes his rout.

And gangs just slavering about
In quest o' prey. Fanner** Ha', st 32.

"So out I staters, for rest I couldna within."

Blackw. Mag. Nov. 1820, p. 203.

"I was lying taavin an* wamlin—like—a stirkie

that had stave?d into a well-eye." Journal from
London, p. 4.

[2. To saunter or idle about, Clydes., Banffs.]

Staivell is used in the same sense, Loth.

Germ, staub-ern, is used to denote the ranging of a
dog through the fields.

Staivelt, *. A stupid person, Roxb.

Perhaps one who goes about staggering, from the v.

to Stevel, q. v.

[Staiver, s. A saunter; a person of a

sauntering, easy-going disposition, ibid.]

[Staiveral, 8. A sauntering or stupid per-

son, ibid.]

[Staiverin, *. The act of sauntering or

loitering, ibid.]

To STAIVE, v. a. 1. To sprain; as, "to
itaive the thoum," i. e., thumb, Clydes.

Perhaps q. to render stiff; Teut. stijven, rigere,

rigescere.

2. To consolidate iron instruments, by striking

them perpendicularly upon the anvil, when
they are naif cooled, ibid.

Staive, 8. A sprain, [a severe blow], ibid.

STAKE and RISE. V. Rise.

STAKIT-AND-STED. Staked out and

built. "Or [i.e., before] the towne was

stakit & 8Ud? Aberd. Reg. V. 16, 551,

573.

Su.-G. stak-a ut, determinare. Sted may be from

O.Teut sted-en, sistere ; stabilire, constituere.

To STAKKER, v. n. V. Stacker.

STALE, Staill, Stall, Steil, Stell, *.

[1. Position; a fixed positiou; a station.]

—And ordaynt that the maist party

Off thair men suld gang sarraly

With thair lordis, and hald stale ;

And the remanand suld all hale

Skaill throw the towu, and tak or sla

The men that thai uiycht our U.
Barbour, xriL 97, MS.

Hald a staill. Edit. 1620.

2. The foundation on which a rick or stack

is placed ; the under part of a stack, S.

3. A place of confinement, a prison.

Thou hast fund in stale

This mony day withoutin werdis wele,

And wantis now thy veray hertis hole.

King's Quair, v. 1&

4. A body of armed men stationed in a particu-

lar place, or in ambush.
Thorn Halyday in wer was full besye :

A buschement saw that cruell was to ken,

Twa hundreth haill off weill gerit Inglissmen.

Wncle, he said, our power is to smaw.
Off this playne feild 1 consatU yow to draw :

To few we ar agayne yon fellone staill.

Wallace, v. S09, Ma
Bot quha sa list towart that stede to draw,

It is ane stolling place, and sobir herbry,

Quhare oft in stad or enbuscliraent may ly,

Quhidder men list the l>argaiie to abyue,

Owthir on the riclit hand or on the left side ;

Or on the hicht debate thaitie for the nanys.
Doug. Virgil, 382. 37.

5. Any ward or division of an army, in battle

array ;
[also, a band of hunters.]

To seik Wallace thai went all furth in feyr

;

A thousand men weill garnest for the wer,
Towart the woode ryent awfull in affer,

To Schortwode Schaw, aud set it all about,
Wytht v staillis that stalwart was and stout ; )

The sext thai maid a fellone range to leid.

Wallace, iv. 530, MS.

Dvring this quhile the Troyane power all

Approchis fast towart the cictc wall

;

The Tuskane dukis and hors men routis alhale

Arrayit in batall, euery warde and state.

Dsug. Virgil, 335, 32.
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Off hit best men iiii thousand thar was dede,
Or he couth fynd to tie and leiff that stede ;

xx thousand with him fled in a stailf.

The 8cottis gat horss, and foliowit that battaii
Wallace, vi. 596, Ma

" At last qnheti he [David I.] was cumyn throw the
ill that lyis to the gret eist fra the said castcll, quhare
aow lyis the cannongait, the stai/t past throw the wod
with sic noyis & din of rachis and bugillis, that all the
bestis wer rasit fra thair dennys." Bellend. Cron. B.
xii. c 16.

6. The centre, or main body, of an army, as

distinguished from the wings.
" Oar Scottish men placed themselves very craftily.

For George Earl of Ormond was in the steill himself,

and the Laird of Craigie Wallace, a noble knight of
sovereign manhood, was upon the right wing ; the Lord
Maxwell and the Laird of Johustouti on the left wing."
Pitscottie, p. 30.
" The Scottish army assembled upon the west side

of Esk, above Musselburgh, and were mustered to
the number of forty thousand men, whereof ten thou-
sand were in the vanguard under the Earl of Angus;
other ten thousand were in the rear with the Earl of

HuDtly. The Governor himself commanded the Steil

or Battle, wherein were twenty thousand men." Ibid.

p^lftJ.
" Against them a number went out of Maxwell's

army, who, encountring with a great company, were
beaten and chased back to the stall or main host, which
by their breaking in was wholly disordered." Spots-
wod, p. 401.
Hence,

7. In stale, in battle array.

—Kyng Pentheus, in his wod rage dotand,
Thocht he beheld grete routis stand in stale

Of the Eumenides, furies infemale.
Doug. Virgil, 116, 21.

The chiftanis all joned with hale poweris,
And hendmest wardis swarmed all yferis ;

8o thik in stale all merrit wox the ront,

Vneis mycht ony turne his hand about
Ibid. 831, 63.

Stale Fishing, *. The act of fishing by.

means of what is called a stell-net, S.

"The herrings are the only fish caught in this coast,

except a few salmon caught at Stalefishing, and some
eodoies, of a very small size, in the summer months."
P. Kilmuir, W. Ross, Statist Ace. xii. 270. V.
Stxix-net.

Stale-sheaf, s. A sheaf which has been
employed in the bottom of a stack, S.

To Stale a stack. To set the sheaves forming
the bottom or foundation, in their proper

order, S.

"The stacks are generally staled (founded) on a layer

of furze, thorns," Ac. Agr. Surv. M. Loth., p. 94.

[A.-S. steal, Fr. estal, E. stall; Su.-G. staella, to
plant, to station.]

STALF-HIRDIT, part. pa. Applied to a

flock or herd under the care of a shepherd ;

q. herded by a staff.

"Gif it sail happin the cattel or scheip of the ane
realnie to be staff-nirdit, or to remane depasturing upon
the ground of the opposite roalme, be the space of sax
boors in ane day, it sail be lauchful to the awner of
the ground sa depasturit,—for to tak and apprehend
the said cattel or scheip, as foirfaltit and lost, to his

:t., p. 612
The term staff-herding is used in the E. law. It "is

a right to follow cattle within a forest : and where
persons claim common in anv forest, it must be inquired

by the ministers whether they use staff-herding, for it

is not allowable of common right; because by that

means the deer, which would otherwise come and feed

with the cattle, are frighted away, and the keeper or

follower will drive the cattle into the best grounds, so

that the deer shall only have their leaving." Jacob's

Law Diet in vo.

STALKAR, Stalker, s. 1. A huntsman.

Ouer all the ciete enrageit scho here and tharc

Wandris, as ane stirkin hvnd, quham the stalkar,

Or scho persaif, from fer betis with his flaine

Amyd the woddis of Crete.

Doug. Virgil, 102, 6.

2. More commonly, one who ranges, illegally

killing deer.

"The Justice Clerk sail inquyre of Stalkaris, that

slayis deir.—And alssone as ony stalkar may be c/muict

of slauchter of deir, he sail pay to the king XL. s. And
the haldcrs and mantenaris of thame sail pay ten

pundis." Acts Ja. I., 1524, c. 39, Ed. 1566.

Ye lyke twa stalkers steils in cocks and hens.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. f»5.

A.-S. staelc-an signifies, pedetentim ire. But the

term seems immediately formed from E. stalk, "to
walk behind a stalking horse or cover."

The following description of a stalking horse may
perhaps be acceptable to some readers :

—

"Tne stalking horse was a horse originally train-

ed for the purpose, and covered with trappings, so

as to conceal the sportsman from the came he in-

tended to shoot at. It was particularly useful to

the archer, by affording him an opportunity of ap-

proaching the birds unseen by them, so near that his

arrows might easily reach them ; but as this method
was frequently inconvenient, and often impracti-

cable, the fowler had recourse to art, and caused a
canvass figure to be stuffed, and painted like an
horse grazing, but sufficiently light, that it might be
moved at pleasure with one hand. These deceptions

were also made in the form of oxen, cows and stags,

either for variety or for conveniency sake. In tne

inventories of the wardrobe belonging to King Henry
VIII. we frequently find the allowance of certain

quantities of stuff, for the purpose of making " stalking

coats and stalking hose for the use of his majesty.

Harleian MS. ap. Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 29.

V. BOGSTALKER.

STALL, s. V. Stale.

STALL, pret. v. Stole.

My traisty swerd fra vender my hede away
Stall scho, and in the place brocht Menelay.

Doug. Virgil, 182, 25.

* STALL, Sta\ s. The manger, as well as

the stall, of a horse, S.

Stallanger, Stallengeu, s. 1. A foreign

merchant, who sets up a stall in a burgh for

the sale of his goods during a fair or market.

"Ilk stallenger sail cither agree with the Provest of

the burgh, in the best forme as he may, or else ilk

merest day sail pay to him ane halfcpennie." Skene,

Verb. Si^n. vo. Stallangiatores. L. B. stal-langiar-ius

is also U6ed,»Iter Camcrar. c. 39. s. 63.
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1. A person, not a freem.au, who, for a small

consideration to Ills corporation, is allowed

to carrr on business for one year, S.

**GnM be beta sufficient of his craft, and not ofpower

Stallarie, «. The prebend or stall of a dig-

nified clergyman.
—"With—riijht of patronage of all benefices,

chaplanreis, and stallareis, founded and lyand within
the boandis of Orknay and Zetland/' &c. Acts Ja.
VI. U12, Ed. 1814, p. 481.

Stallkxge, s. The duty paid to the magis-

trates of a burgh, for liberty to erect a stall

during a market.

"In the anld forme of customes, it is called the
stalkmge of tbe merest." Ibid.

UB. staUag-ium Praestatio pro stallls seu jure ea
bebeadi in fori*, mercatis, eb nundinis. Anglis, usur-
patnr, proQuietum esse dequadam consuetudine exacts
propUtaecapta, vel assignata in nundinis, et mercatis ;

D« Cange.

Stalxjxgeu Sylver. Money payable for

the privilege of erecting a stall in a market.

"To pound all vnfremen for thair stallinger sylvtr.'"

AbenL Keg. A. 1598.

Starlit, part. pa. Set, placed.

Wele maistow be a wretchit man callit,

Tkat wantis the confort that suld thy hert glade,
And has all thing within thy- hert stallit,

That may thy youth oppressen or defade.

King's Quair, v. 19.

V. Btkll, v.

STALLYOCH, s. " A thick stalk of grain

standing by itself ;" Gall. Enc; from A.-S.

stele, a stalk, or staelc, a column.

STALWART, adj. 1. Brave, courageous.

It seems to admit this sense in the following passage

:

And now Amycus harme completes he,

Now him allone the cruell fate of Liens,

Now Strang Gyane, now stalwart Cloanthus.
Doug. Virgil, 19, 52.

—Fortemque Oysne, fortemque Cloanthum.
Virg.

Tbe only difficulty as to this sense is that fortem, as
applied to Gyas, is rendered Strang.

According to tbe learned Hickcs, either from A.-S.

stal-Jerktk, cbalbei animi homo, sive fortis ; or stathol-

ftrhtk, stabilis et firmi animi vir ; or stolt-ferhth, mag.

Perhaps tbe word might have its origin from A.-S.
siaelwort, staklwyrth, captu dignus, ejus estimationis ut
operas pretium sit surripere ; from stad-an, to carry off

clandestinely, and weorih, worth. Thus the Sax. Chron.
speaks ofstalwart ships. They brought to London, lha

tkttkaer staet-wyHhc wacron, i.e., those ships that were
worth carrying off.

2. Strong, powerful, [enduring.]

This wourthy stalwart Hercules,

That on this wise had Cacus set in pres,

—

Eftir al kynd of wappinnls can do cry.

Doug. Virgil, 249, 45.

With wspynnvs stalwart of stele

Thai dang apon, with all thair mycht, .

Barbour, xiii. 14, MS. «

Ful lichtlie vp he hynt his stalwart spere.

Doug. Virgil, 409, 58.

We the beseik that schaw also thou wald
To vh irkit sum strenth and stalwart hald.

ibid. 70. ia
Moenia, Virg.

4. Hard
9
severe ; violent, stormy.

He fand thare stahoart barganyng.
Nevyretheles thare duelt he,

And oft in gret perplexyte.
IFyn/otm, viil 38. 194.

I met dame Flora in dull weed dismiiscd ;

Which, into May, was dulce and delectable,

With stuhcart storms her sweetness was surprised

;

Her heavenly hues were turned into sable.

Lyndsay's Itrcatn, Ellis, Sjxc. ii. 24.

The word occurs in O.E., either in the first or secoud
sense.

For Godes loue, staleworthe men, srmeth yow faste.

R. Olouc., p. 18.

The kyng adde by hys vorste wyf one stalwarde sone,

That, vor his staiwanlhed, longe worth in mone.
ibid. p. 293.

Stalwautly, adv. Bravely, courageously.

Owtakyn thair mony barownys
And knychtis that of gret rcnowne is,

Come, with thair men, full stalicartly.

Barbour, xi 234, MS.

Oure king and his men held the felde

Stalworthly, with spere and schelde.

Minot'$ Foetus, p. 15.

To STAM, t7. n. To strike down the feet

with violence in walking, S.

"To gang stammin\ to walk forward in a furious

manner; Ettr. For.

The term most nearly allied seems to be Isl. stam-r,

reses, remissus, q. headlong. This is most probably

nothing more than a secondary sense of the word, as

signifying balbutiens ; Dan. stammende, stammering;
because stuttering and stammering frequently proceeds

from carelessness or impetuosity. The last part of

Ram-stam indicates the same origin. Su.-O. staemm-a,

however, signifies tendere, cursum dirigere.

Stamfish,Stamphish,«c(;. 1. Strong,robust,

coarse, Koxb.

In this sense it might seem allied to Isl. stam-r,

rigidus, or Su.-G.l stammc, truncus, q. strong or stiff

as the trunk of a tree. Stump id. is a derivative from

stamme.

2. Unruly, unmanageable, W. Loth. ; from

Teut. stamp-en, to kick, or perhaps originally

the same with Stumfish, q.v.

[STAMMACK, *. Stomach, Gall.]

Stammager, Stammacker, s. "A busk, a

slip of stay-wood used by females," S.

;

Gall. Enc. ; corr. from E. stomacher.

Stammagust, s. A disgust at any kind of

food, S. B.

The first part of the word is evidently from stomach,

8. stammack, often pron. q. stamma. May gust be

traced to Fr. goust, a taste, asjit is common S. to speak

of an ill gust ?

STAMMAREEN, s. The sternmost seat in

a boat, where the helmsman sits, Shetl.
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8a.-O. stamm denotes either the fore or back part of

a vessel ; framstamm, the prow, backstamm, the stern.

The terminationmaybe from ren, limes, q. the boundary
of the stern.

To STAMMER, Staumer, v. n. To stagger,

stumble, S.

"The horse stasmtmert ; ° Sir J. Sinclair's Observ.,

p. 04.

IsL stumr-a, collabi ; stumnt yfer, Verel.

"My guide's pony began to stammer under his

burden, that is, in rulgar Scotch, to stumble, which
threw all my baggage in disorder." Carr's Caledonian
Sketches, p. 473.

Stammekal, Staumeral, s. 1. One who
faulters in speech, Ayrs.

[2. An awkward, blundering fellow, ibid.]

[Stammerix, Staumerin, adj. Awkward,
blundering ; rude, noisy, ibid.]

STAMMEREL, s. Friable stone, S. B.

STAMMERERS, s.pl Detached pieces of

limestone, Renfr., Lanarks.

"Besides the regular strata, a great number of

detached pieces called stammerers, are, in many places

of the parish, imbedded in clay." Ure's Hist. Ruther-
glen, p. 259, q. staggerers.

To STAMMLE, Stample, v. n. l.To totter,

[to stumble, S.]

"When Andrew Pistolfoot used to come stamplin in

to court me i' the dark, I wad hae cried,— ' Get away
wi' ye 1 bowledlike shurf !'" Brownie of Bodsbeck, ii.

228.

2. To stumble into a place accidentally, or

into which one ought not to have gone; as,

" I ttammlit in upon them when they were
courtm*," S.

Perhaps merely a corruption of the E. r. Su.-G.
stombl-a, has the same meaning.

STAMMYNG, adj. Of or belonging to

taminy.
" Ane pair of brwn stammyng breikis pesmentit with

gold.—Twa pair stammyng schankis [hose]." Aberd.
Beg. A. 1560, V. 24. V. Stemming.

STAMP, s. A trap ; as, a rotten stamp, a

trap for rats ; a fowmart stamp, a trap for

. catching polecats, S.

—Mony a trap, an' stamp, an* snare,

They has then* prey to catch in.

Pieken's Poems, 1788, p. 63.

Man sets the stamp ; but we can tell

He's aften tanry-nann'd himsel !— Ibid. L 65.

8a. -G. stampa, also stappa, Dan. stomp, id. Ihre
derires the Su.-G. term from stamp-a, to stamp or
tread, because it is by treading on the snare that the
animal is caught.

_
In the same manner Su.-O. falla,

8. /aw, a trap, receives its name from something falling,

'so as to confine or catch the prey.

STAMP, s. The cramp; and metaph., stamp
in their stomachs is used for a qualm of con-

science, remorse.

—"There was many noblemen of both kingdoms
that were not on this course, nor privy to tho same,
while about this council-day, this clandestine band
began to break out and be divulged, whilk- took some
stamp in their stomacks, thinking they were not tied

to this privy covenant, and would rather follow the
king nor the chief leaders of this covenant." Spald-
ing's Troubles, ii. 15.

Perhaps stop, demur, Belg. Fris. stemp-en, sistcre ;

or struggle, qualm, Isl. stymp, lucta levis.

STAMP-COIL, *. A small rick of hay,

Dumfr.
The hay is first collected into small heaps called coils

or coles ; then of a number of these combined a larger

heap is formed, as much perhaps as would be a cart-

loan. These are called stamp-coles, and are erected in

the field. When brought to the barn-yard, it is formed
into stacks. The name of stamp-cole has most probably
originated from the operation of stamping or tramping
the hay into a compact state. *

(To STAMPLE, t;. n. V. Stammlb.]

(To STAM-RAM, v. n. Togo into anything

heedlessly ; to walk with uoiso and rudeness,

s.]

[Stam-RaM. 1. As a *., rude, noisy walking;

also a rude, noisy person, Clydes., Banffs.]

2. As an adv^ rudely and noisily, ibid.]

[STAN^ s. and v. V. Stand.]

[Stan'-By, *. A reserve, reservation, Banffs.]

[Stan'-oVPipes, *. The bagpipes, ibid. V.
under Stand.]

Stance, s. 1. A site, a station, an area for

building, S.

Thence to the top of Law-Tay did we hye,

And from the aim mountains lookinp down,
Beheld the stance and figure of our town.

Muses Threnodie, p. 152.

* He very judiciously remarked, that every roan's

house was built upon a rock, meaning that every man
had a dry gravellish stance whereon to found his house."

P. Cromdale, Moray, Statist Ace, viii. 253.

"To he Feued,—the unfeued stances on the east

side of Saxe-Cobourg Place, and the west sides fronting

St Cuthbert's Chapel," &c. Caled. Merc. Feb. 10,

1825.

2. A pause, a stop, S.

But here my fancie's at a stance ;

Are we to have a war with France ?

CUland's Poems, p. 11.

To put to a stance, to stop, to suspend.

Their sad misfortunes, and unlucky chance,

—Had put their measure* to a stance.

Hamilton's Wallace, p. 167.

The term is Fr. evidently from Lat. sto, stare, to

stand.

Stanc'd, part. pa. Stationed.

For he ne'er advancM
From the place he was stane'd,

Tfll no more to do there at a', man.
Ritson's S. Songs, it 66.

To STANCHE, Stench, v. a. To assuage,

to pacify.
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stanehe your wraith for schanie, or al is lorne.

Doug. Virgil, 420, 8.

Fr. estanch-er, id.

Stanch-Girss, Stencu-girss, $. Perhaps
Yarrow or Millfoil, Achillea Millefolium,

Linn.
But a' the washing wail na stench the bleed,

On haste then Nory for the stttnch-gim yeed ;

For thae auld warld (bulks boil wondrous cairn

Of herbs that were baith good for beuit and man.
Ross's llelmore, p. 15.

Stench-girss, Ed. 1st.

In tome places of Sweden, Sttngrars. When bruised,

it is applied by the peasantry for closing wounds. V.
Lightfoot, p. 497.

STANCHELL, *. A kind of hawk.
The tarsall eoif him tug for tug,

A stancAeft hang in ilka lug.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 21.

Thair wes the herraldis foe the hobby but fable ;

Stanchellis, Steropis, scrycht to thair sterne lordis.

Uoulate, Hi. 2.

This' seems to be the Kestrel, falco tinnunculus,
Linn., the'Steingal of Turner, the Stannel, Stonegall, of

Willonghby.
It is the same species, which in Ang. is called

Willie-whip-1he-trin<l, from the action of its wings
on the air. For Pennant observes concerning the kes-

trel : "This is the hawk that we so frequently see in

the air fixed in one place, and as it were fanning it

with its wings ; at which time it is watching for its

prey." For the same reason it seems to be called

in Germ. Windicachl, Wannentceher, and by WiHough

-

by Windhover. V. Penn. Zoo!., p. 195, 196. V.
WIXDCUFFER.
The origin of the name is uncertain. It seems the

tame with StainyeU, q. v.

STAND, s. 1. The goal, the starting-post.

Richt swiftly on thare rasis can thay rak,

The stand thay leif, and flaw furth with ane crak,

As wyndis blast, ettland to the renkis end.

Doug. Virgil, 138, 17.

Tent, stand, static

2. A stall ; also, the goods there exposed to

sale, S.

" Stand—what is placed in such a situation, as cattle,

goods," &c. Gl. Sibb.

3. A barrel set on end for containing water,

or salted meat, S. ; as, a waert stand, a
beef-stand.

Sibb. refers to Gael, stannadh, a tub.—"And for the spoliatioun, taking, withhalding

—

of—twa caldrounys, xviij pece of pewdcr weschalc,
xiiij *fanrfi«&barelH8,"&c. Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1492,

p. 243.

••The air sail haue—ane baik-stule, ane flesch fat,

anemekle pype, ane brcid basket, ane musking-fat, ane
great stand, ane tub," &c. Balf. p. 235.

This must be viewed as the same with A.-S. stand,

Teut stande, a vat, a large tub ; labrum, alveus sta-

tarius, orca, cadus. Hence,

4. An assortment, consisting of various arti-

cles necessary to make up a complete set in

any respect ; as, a stand of armour, a ttand

of claise, &c.
•* The lordis decretis—that James of Kuthcrforde of

that ilk sal restore & deliuer again to Adam of Pringil

, tho coninleite stand of names, quhilk he borouit &
resauit Ira the said Adam, as was prufit before the

lordis." Act. Audit., A. 1471, p. 1'2.

"That eucrie barroun bo lyikwyis annit—and fur-

nist with ane comuleit stand of the foirsaid armour for

euerie fyftcue chaldcr of wictuall that he may spend."

Acta Ja. VI. 1596. Ed. 1814, p. 169.

This word occurs in an old inventory of the vestments
of St. Machar in Aberdeen, A. 1559.

" Item, a stand of brown silk and cloath of gold with
stoles, albs, fawnous and paruta conform. Item, a
stand of charbuklc with stoles," &c. Hay's Scotia

Sacra, p. 169.

Here it signifies a full dress, perhaps a robe.
" Proclamation was made at the cross of Aberdeen,

commanding both Newtown and Oldtown to furnish

out to General Lesly's army, and to ilk soldier thereof

their share of a stand of gray cloaths, two shirts, and
two pair of shoes, under the pain of plundering."
Spalding's Troubles, i. 289.

5. To have stand, to continue, to remain.

"Be this way, nocht onlie micht the small pepill

rejose sum parte of new landis,—bot als the cicte

micht have rtand in pece and concorde." Bellend. T.

Liv., p. 307. In concordia fere, Lat.

Standfull, s. A tubfull of any thing, S.

Infekit watter sowllit thame, cheik and chin ;

Persauing that, sorrow mair thay socht it,

Bot keepit stand/ntis at the sklatis thairin.

Sege Ktlinburgh Castel, Poems 10th CenL, p. 290.

* To Stand, Stand one, r. a. and w. To cost

;

as, It stood me a groat, it cost fourpence, S.
—"1&49, Sep.—The towre-head of the house of

Lundie in Fvfe, was covered with leade : the repairing

thereof stood above 500 nierks Scots money. " Lamont s

Diary, p. 11.

To Stand at, v. w. To feel such disgust at

any food, as not to be able to taste of, or to

swallow it ; as, u I ne'er saw sic a soss ; my
stammak stude at it," S. ; synon. Scunner,

Ug.

Dan. opstoed som mavens, " the rising or wambling of

the stamach ;" Wolff.

To Stand our, or o'er, v. w. 1. To remain

unpaid, or undetermined, S.

2. To go on without adjournment ; used in

relation to a court.

" That this present parliament proceid and stand our

without ony contiiiuacioune, sa lang as plcsis the kingis

grace," &c. Acts Ja. V. 1539, Ed. 1814, n. 353.

The phrase is obviously synon. with the preceding

term, proceid. According to the E. idiom, the language

would suggest an idea directly the reverse ; especially

as continuacioune would be viewed as denoting progress

instead of prorogation.

To Stand up, v. n. 1. To hesitate, to

stickle, to be irresolute, Roxb.

2. To trifle, to spend time idly, ibid.

To Stand yon, or yont, v. n. To stand

aside, to get out of the way, S.

Claymores, that, erst, at Prestonpans,
Gart foes stand yon.
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Were quiv'ring in the feckless hands
0' mony • drone.

Mayne's Siller Ount p. Id.

[Standand, part. pr. Standing, Barbour, vi.

77.]

Standand-Stane. The name commonly
given to any stone obelisk, whether in a
rude or ornamented state, S.

—"And sua ascendand the markat-gate, and throw
the funle of Ardingrantane til it cum til a litil slak
and standand stanys, northwest upon the Carnameik."
Beg. Aberd.

Sax years and something mair are gane,
Since I cam to the stunning stone.

Gall Encycl., p. 340.

[Standartis, s. pi. Standards, Barbour, xi.

465.]

Standast, adj. [Errat. for Standfast]
"A almery ; a standast burd with tressis. " Aberd.

Res., V. 16. Perhaps a board which *tood upright,
ana was converted into a table by tressles being placed
under it ; a fashion very common in olden times.
Teut. standastigh signifies stabilis.

Stand Bed, Standand Bud, Standing Bed.
A bed with posts, as distinguished from one
that might be folded up.

"Item, ane stand bed" Invent A. 1566, p. 173.
" Item, in the chalmer of deis ane stand bed of eist-

land tymmer with ruf and pannel of the same." Ibid.

p. 301.—" For the w*haldin fra him of a hors & harnes,
price XL merkis, a stand bed, a pot, a caldroune, & cer-

tane vtheris gudis of areschip, Ac. Act. Audit., A.
1489, p. 132.

The phrase appears in the form of standand bed,

Aberd. Keg. "Ane trein standand bed of fyr." A.
1541, V. 17. This is a singular tautology.

•• Item, taken by the said MciIvorie from Allan Mac-
lauchlan, in the change-house of Calintrave, 20 merks
worth of household plenishing, and ane etanding bed.

n

Depredations in Argyll in 168o.

Stand Burde. A standing table, as opposed
to a folding one.
M Item, in the hall [at Dunbarton Castle] thre stand

burdis sett on brandens with their furmes, with ane
irne chimnay." Inventories, A 1570, p. 301.

Standford, 8. An opprobrious designation,

of uncertain meaning.
—Foryeing the feris of ane lord,

And he ane strumbell, and standford.
Dunbar, Ataittand Poems, p. 111.

Perhaps q. one of so mean extract, that he must
stand at a distance in the presence of men of rank

;

A.-S. stand-an feoran, stare procul.

Stand-Harnes. [Prob., armour of mail.]

•• The wholl number of the Scottis armie arose to
the number of thricscoir thousand men, quhairof thair
was twentie thousand in stand harnes, and twentie
thousand in jack and spear, and twentie thousand
with bowis, and habershones, and two handit swordis."

Pitscottie's Cron., p. 398. Not in Ed. 1728, p. 173.

Prob., armour of mail, as contrasted with that which
was made of rings ?

[Standin-Bands, *. pi. The tethers by which
cows are bound to the vaigle or stall-peg,

Shctl.]

STANE, Stan, *. 1. A stone, S. steen, S.B.
Sum straik with slings ; sum godderit stanis ;

Sam fled and weil escheuit.

Chr. Kirk, st 15.

[2. A measure of weight=16 lb., S.

3. The stone (disease) ; schorn of the stane,

cut for gravel, Accts. L. H. Treas., I. 305,
Dickson.

4. On the stane, on the tombstone or altar,

where special payments had to be made.
Daring the middle ages it was customary to make

formal payment on tombstones or altars in churches ;

and in obligations, such a place of payment was often
expressly specified. In the following extract this cub-
torn is referred to.

•' Item, the xvij day of Maij, [1497], giffin to the
King himself apon the stane in Striuelin, quhen he pas-

sit to D., iij vnicornis, iiij Freuch crovuis, and thre
Scottis crovnis ; summa vij lib. x s." Accts, L. H.
Treas., i. 336, Dickson.]
Moes-G. stains, A.-S. stan, Su.-G. sten, ane. stain, id.

The S.B. prim, corresponds more to A lorn. Isl. stein,

Belg. stecn*

Stane-Bark, j. Liverwort, Roxb.
Prob., it originally meant some species of Saxifrage,

as it so closely corresponds with Teut. steen-breke, and
Su.-G. stenbraecka, ia.

Stane-Biter, *. The cat-fish, Shetl.

" Anarchichas Lupus, (Lin. Svst.) Stanebiter, (Stcen*

bider of Pontoppidan) Sea-wolf, Cat-fish." Edmon-
stone's Zetl., ii. 307.
Pontoppidan observes, that it is "so called, because

'tis said it can bite pebblestone* to pieces with its ex-

cessive sharp-teeth." Nat. Hist. Norw. P. ii. p. 151.

Stanecast, *. The distance to which a stone

may be thrown, S.

Stane-chaker, Stone-checker, *. 1. The
stone-chatter, S. Moticilla rubicola, Linn.

The " Stonechecker arrives about the first of May.;
disappears about the middle of August." P. Campsie,
Stirlings. Statist. Ace. xv. 326.
" This bird is much detested in the country, because

it is said to be hatched by the toad. ' The tade clocks,

the stane-chaeker's eggs' is the phrase ; which may be
partly true, as the toad is often found in its nest." Gall.

Encycl

2. The Wheat-ear, Moticilla oenanthe, Linn.,

S. ; the Chach or Check of Orkn.
" The Wheat-ear is generally known in Scotland by

the appropriate name of Stane-chocker" Fleming s

Tour in Arran.
It seems to have borrowed the northern name of the

Motacilla oenanthe or Wheat ear; Sw. stensquette,

Norw. steen squette, Germ, steinschwaker. The form of

the word refers us to Sw. stj[uaett-a, to squirt. But
perhaps the name was formed from tqnaltra, to chat,

to chatter. V. Ciiack, Check, s. and Sciiakerstaxe.

Stane-clod, *. A stone-cast, Roxb.
" Tarn wad never come within a stane-clod o* him.'*

Wint. Ev. Tales, ii. 199.
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From dane, and clod as signifying to cast or throw,

proporly applied to lumps of earth or hardened mire.

Stane-dead, adj. Quite dead, having no

symptoms of animation, S.

Dan. steen-doed, exanimis, TeuLdcen-deed, emortuus,

atqae rigidus instar lapidis.

Stai^e-dUMB, adj. Totally silent, Roxb.

Wark gaes far lighter endways when
We joke away or haver, than
To sit stane-aumb. Jo. Hogg** Poems, p. 72.

Stanedunder, s. A cant term for an ex-

plosion of fire-arms ; liter., the thundering

noise made by a heap of stones falling to

the ground, Clyde6.

Stanegraze, s. " A bruise from a stone

;

n

Gall. Encycl.

[Stane-pecker, s. The stone-chatter, Shetl.]

Stane of Pillar. V. Pillar.

Staneraw, Steinraw, s. Rock-liverwort, S.

The term deinraw is appropriated S.B and Orkn. to

the Lichen Saxatilis, Linn.
" In some places it is covered with lichen saxatillis,

—throughout the north of Scotland called Steinraw"
NeilTs Tour, p. 50.

•• Lichen saxatilis. Grey blue pitted Lichen, Anglis.

Staneraw, IScoti* australibus." Lightfoot, p. 816.

From A.-S. stan, or Isl. dein, stone, ami rawe, hair,

q. the hair of stones ; or Belg. ruyg, mossy.

[Staner-Bed, Staner-Steps. V. under

Stanner.]

Stannerie, adj. Gravelly. V. Stannery.

[Staners, s. pi. V. Staxners.]

Stane-Still, adj. or adv. Totally without

motion, S.

Tradition tells of an old minister in our own country,

not of the brightest parts it may be supposed, who, m
discoursing from some text in which the word Follow
occurred, informed his audience, that he would speak
of four different kiods of followers. " First," said he,
"my friends, there are followers abint ; secondly,

there are followers before ; thirdly, there are followers

cheekie for chow, and sidie for sidie ; and last of aw,
there are followers that stand dane-dill."

Stone-dill has not been viewed as an E. word, al-

though it has undoubtedly a better claim than many
others that have been introduced as composite terms.

The phraseology is used by Shakespeare and Pope.

Stanewark, *. Building of stone, masonry,

S.

"Siccan a sousty lump o' black pended daneicark's

no in a' Crail parish ! " Tennant's Card. Beaton, p.
113.

Stane-Wod, adj. Stark mad, Clydes.

Hence it has been remarked, that dane is used as an
exaggerating term, or one giving additional force to
that with which it is conjoined.
This would appear, indeed, not only from Stane*

wod, but from Stane-dead, and even from Stane-
blind.

VOL IV.

To STANG, v. a. and n. To sting ; to thrill

with acute pain. My teeth's stangin, a
phrase used with respect to the tooth-ache,

As quha vnwar tred on ane rouch serpent,

Ligand in the bus, and for fere hackwart sprent,

Seand hir reddy to stang, and to infeik.

Doug. Virgil, 61, 48.

8w. staang-a, to gore with horns, seems radically the
same, as derived from ding-a, to prick. Isl. danga is

rendered not only impeto, but, pungo, transpungo, Q.
Andr., p. 223.

Stano, s. 1. A sting, the act of stinging, S.

2. The sting of a bee, serpent, &c, the instru-

ment of stinging, S.

First sthir serpent lanirit like sue ring,

And with thare cruel! bit, And dangis fell.

Of tendir membris tuke mouy sory tnorselL

Doug. Virgil, 45, 5&

3. An acute pain ; as, a stang of the toothache,

stound, synon.

The lady was leech, and had skil.

And spared not, but laid him till,

Both for the stana, and for the stound,
And also for his bloody wound.

Sir Egeir, p. 26.

4. The beard of grain, S.B. synon. Awn% q. v.

STANG, *. "A long pole or piece of wood,

like the staff of a carriage," GI. Sibb. S.

A. Bor.
" • Ye strake ower hard, Steenie,—I doubt ye foun-

dered the chield. ' ' Ne'er a bit,' said Steenie, laughing

;

he has bra broad shouthers, and I just took the meas-
ure o' them wi* the dang.* " Antiquary, ii. 293.

Isl. dating, Su.-G. daang, Alem. Dan. dang, Belg.

dange, A.-S. daeng, deng, dung, Ital. danga, C.8.

fdang, id. These terms have been generally traced to

Su.-G. ding-a, MoeaG. sling~an, pungere, ferire, as

originally denoting a sharp-pointed pole (contus).

To Ride the Stang. The man who beats his

wife, is sometimes set astride on a long pole,

which is borne on the shoulders of others.

In this manner he is carried about from
place to place.

Grose mentions the same custom as remaining in

Yorkshire ; where the woman who beats her husband,
is also punished in the same way. Prov. GL in vo.

It is also mentioned by Brand.
" There is a vulgar custom in the North, called

riding the stang, when one in derision is made to ride

on a pole, for his neighbour's wife's fault. This word
Stang, says Ray, is still used in some colleges in the

University of Cambridge, to dang scholars in Christ-

mas time, being to cause them to ride on a colt-staff,

or pole, for missing of chapel." Popular Antiq., p.

409, 410.

This, as Callander observes, "they call riding iMe

dang," and "is a mark of the highest infamy.—The
person," he subjoins, "who has been thus treated,

seldom recovers his honour in the opinion of his neigh-
bours. When they cannot lay hold of the culprit him-
self, they put some young fellow on the stang, or pole
who proclaims that it is not on his own account that
he is thus treated, but on that of another jwrson whom
he names." Anc. Scot Poems, p. 154, 155.

In various counties, the man who had debauched bis

B3
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neighbour's wife, was formerly forced to ride the stang

;

but very frequently, another wmt substituted, who wsa
aid to ride the stang on such • person.

They frae a bain a kabar raught,
Am mounted wi' a bang,

Betwixt twa's shoulders, and sat straught
Upon't, and rode the stang

On her that day.
Ramsay's Poems, L'278.

Oh you Til ride the stang.

R. Galloway?s Poems, p. 12.

Also a husband, who was notoriously under the
dominion of his wife, was sometimes subjected to the
same ignominious treatment.

Like hen-peck'd husband, riding the stang,
He by the mane, and tail, and knees hang,
Attended with a mighty noise
Of whores, and knaves, and fools, and boys.

Afeston's Poems, p. 147.

' Here we have evidently tho remains of a very ancient
custom. The Goths were wont to erect, what they
called Sidstaeng, or the pole of infamy, with the most
dire imprecations against the person who was thought
to deserve this punishment ; Isl. n'uhtong. He, who
was subjected to this dishonour, was called Niding, to
which the E. word infamous most nearly corresponds

;

lor he could not make oath in any cause. The cele-

brated Islandic bard, Egill Skallagrim, having per-
formed this tremendous ceremony at the expense of

Eric Bloddox, King of Norway, who, as he supposed,
bad highly injured him ; Eric soon after became hated
by all, and was obliged to fly from his dominions. V.
OL Lex. Run. vo. jS'ijd. The form of imprecation is

quoted by Callander, ut sup.

To Stang, v. a. To subject a person for some
misdemeanour to the punishment of the

stang, by carrying him on a pole, S.B.
M This word is still used in some colleges in the uni-

vursitT of Cambridge ; to stang scholars, in Christmas-
time, being to cause them to ride on a colt staff, or pole,

for missing of chapel." Gl. Grose.
" School boys are stanged by the other scholars, for

breaking, what they call, the rules or orders of the
school'^ Brockett'e Gl. North Country Words, p. 205.

Stang of the trump. A proverbial phrase, used
to denote one who is preferred to others

viewed collectively ; as the best member of

a family, the most judicious or agreeable

person in a company, S. B. synon. tongue of
the trump, S.

It is apparently borrowed from the small instrument
called a trumn or Jew's harp ; of which the spring,

that causes the sound, seem formerly to have bceu
denominated the stang.

Stang, or Sting, *. The shorter pipe-fish,

syngnathus acus, Linn.
M Acus vulgaris Oppiani, the Horn-fish or Needle-

tab;" Sibb. Fife, p. 127. "Our fishers call it the
Stang or Sting ;" Note, ibid.

In Sw. it has a similar designation ; Kantnaal, the
border pin or needle.

Stangril, b. An instrument for pushing in

the straw in thatching, synon. etobspade,

Ang. also Sting, q. v.

STANGILLANE, 9. The name of some
saint anciently honoured in S. u Sanct
Stangillaiies day ;" Aberd. Reg. V. 16.

There is no name that has any resemblance save Oil-

lenus, mentioned as one of the companions of Columba,
Camerar. De Scot. Fortit., p. 159. This might be corr.

from Sanct Oillan, like Tanton from Sanct Antony.
Smith, however, writes the name Orellan, Life of

Columba, p. 159.

STANIRAW, adj. A term used to denote

the colour produced by dying with Rock-

liverwort, in Ettr. For. called Stanieraw.
" He took the clothes and the shoes in one hand, the

lamp in the other, and the stauiraw stockings and red
carters, in his hurry, he took in his teeth. ' Hogg's
Wint. Talcs, i. 316. V. Stane-raw and Stane-bakk.

STANK, s. 1. A pool or pond, [a ditch], S.

Thay boundis, coistU, ami the chief cieto,

Diners spyes send furth to serche and sc,

And fand ane stank that flowit from an well,

Qnhilk Numicus was hait.

Doug. Virgil, 210, 15.

Rudd. derives it from Lat. stagn-um, L.8. stangn-um.
Su.-G. staang, Arm. s/anc, Gael, slang, Fr. estang, Ital.

stanga. A.-S. static, pluvicinatio, seems allied.

It is used to denote a fish-pond.
" All thay that brekis—stankis, and takis or stcilis

furth of the samin—pykis, fische—salbe callit and
punist thairfoir, as for thift at particular diettis."

Acts Ja. V. 1535, c. 13, Edit. 1566.

Utagne is synon. in O.E.

They gatte eche tlaye, with nettes k other wile,

The tishe in stagnes and waters suftlciance.

Hardyng's Chron., Fol. 8, b.

2. The ditch of a fortified town,
Into this toune, the quhilk is callt Berwik,
Apon the se, it is na uther lyk.

For it is wall it weill about with stone,

And dowbil stankis cassin mony on !

Dunbar, Staitland Poems, p. 65.

[3. Stank of a byre^ a ditch in rear of the

cattle in which the excrement, &c, is caught
and retained, Shetl.]

(To Stank, v. a. To drain by means of open
ditches ; as, to stank land* ibid.]

Stanked, part.pa. Surrouuded with a ditch.

•• Sir William Forbes of Craigievar at his own hand
takes in the place of Kemnay, frae the widow lady
thereof, plants some soldiers therein, being stanked

about, and of good defence. " Spald. ii. 295.

Stank-Hex, *. A species of water fowl

that breeds about stanks or ponds, Ettr.

For. ; supposed to be the Common Water-
Hen, Fulica Chloropus, Linn.

Stank-Lochen, *. A stagnant lake.

•• Stank-lochens, dead lakes covered with grass;"
Gall. Enc. V. Lochan.

To STANK, v. n. To have long intervals in

respiration, to gasp for breath, to be threat-

ened with suffocation, S.B.

Isl. Su.-G. stank-a, to pant for breath, to fetch the
breath from the bottom of the breast, as persons in

sickness use to do, Vcrel. ; a frequentative from Maen-

a, sten-a, Germ, sten-en, suspirare ; to breathe, to sigh.

In Ettr. For. it signifies to pant. A.Bor. "Stank,

to sigh, to moan, to gasp for breath ;" Gl. Brockett.
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To STANK, v. n. To thrill with pain. V.
under Stang, «. 2.

To STANK, v. a. To fill, to satisfy, to sate

with food, Abcrd.

Allied to 8u.-G. staeng-a, claudere, q. to shut up the
stomach by repletion ; or a frequentative from stinn, also

stmd, distentut, in flatus. Mayer aerstinn, venter inflatus

eat; Ihre. Warn stind torn en korf, to be as full

crammed as a pudding; Wideg. Stinn of mat eller

driek-a, sated with meat or driuk ; Seren.

[Stank, *. A surfeit, Banffs.]

STANNERS, Stannirs, Stanryis, s.pl. Tlie

small stones and gravel on the margin of a
river or lake, or forming the sea-beach;

applied also to those within the channel of

a river, which are occasionally dry, S.B.

Even when the gravel is mingled with larger stones,

the term is applied in common to both.

"I socht neir to the see syde. Than vndir ane
hingand bench, I herd mony Imrlis of stannirs & stan is

that tumlit doune vitht the land rusche, ouhilk maid
ane felloune sound, throcht virkyng of the suell&nd
vallis of the brym tcye." Coinpl. S., p. 61.

The new collour alichting all the landU,
Forgmne the stanryU schene and beriall stundis.

Doug. Virgil, 400, 10.

"Dugar— hastily takes both the ferryboats, and
carries over his men to the staners whilk is in the midst
of the water of Spey." Spalding's Troubles, i. 19S.

"Interrogated, Whether, when they fish upon the
south side of the Allochy Inch, they do not draw their

nets in general upon the stunners, and not on the grass

-

grounds? depones, That at low water the net comes
ashore on the stanners, and at high water on the grass."
State, Leslie of Powis, &c, 1805, p. 94.
" The whole of the poles are fixed on Manner*, flooded

over at the lowest tides." Ibid. p. 109.

RudcL views it as perhaps q. standi rn, i.e., standing
or lying within the current, or from stane, stone, q. a
collection of stones. But the term is purely Su.-G.
Stenoer, gravel ; glares, locus scrupulosus, Ihre ; conip.
of stem, a stone, and oer, gravel, literally gravel-stones.

Ihre remarks, that oer was anciently written eir,

which forms the last syllable of our word ; and aur,
which also denotes stones thrown into the water for

making a ford. Teut. oerer, litus, ripa, seems to have
a common origin. This nearly corresponds to Isl. tyre,

as defined- by G. Andr., p. CO. Ora campi vel ri'pae

plana et sabulpsa.

Basnage, in his History of the Jews, during the
fourth century, says, that they were dismissed from
the city of Constantinople, and that a place was
given them "in the Stmor, that is, in the space
that was left void betwixt the city and the sea." He
adds, that here they remained in the year 1204, when
the Crusaders went into the Holy Land ; and quotes
Harduin, as >aying that they •' lived in a place called
Stanor;" V*. vi. c. 14.

As it is evident that this is not a Gr. word, there
seems to.be little reason to doubt that it is Gothic.
Not only is this the very term by which a Scandina-
vian, or any native of the N. of Scotland, would
describe such a situation ; but we learn from Hire, that
it is very ancient. We are not less certain, that the
language of the Thracian Bosphorus, where this

designation occurred, was Gothic ; as that of Crim
Tartary still is, according to Busbequius and other
writers.

Norw. steinnr is used precisely in the same sense

;

being cxpl. in Dan. sand og stent sum inch ; i.e., " sand
and stones together ;

" Hallager. Dan. oer, id. ; IsL
*ra\ saxtum.

Stanner-hed, s. A bed of gravel, S.B.

[Stanner-Steps, *. pL Stepping-stones

placed across the bed of a stream, Ayrs.]

Stannerv, Stanerie, aifj. Gravelly, S.

The beriall stremis rinnand ouir stanerie greis,

Maid sober noyis.

Police of Honour, iL 42. Eilit 1579.

"Depones, That at low water the said dike is- dry :

That it lies towards the river, aud then turns up by
the margin of it, and it lies upon a *tannerg and sandy
bed." State, Leslie of Powis, 4c. 1S0«">, p. 109.

"One meets with boggy, stanner*/, croft, and clay
grounds, almost in every farm." P. Campsie, Stirling*.

Statist. Ace., xv. 316.

STANNIX GRAITH. V. Gain Gear.

[STAN'-O'-PIPES. The bagpipes. V. tinder

Stand.]

STAXXYEL, 8. A stallion, Roxb.

Perhaps from A.-S. stan, testiculus, and gat, lascivus.

STANSSOUR, *. An iron bar for defending

a window, S, stenchin ; A. Bor. slansion.

Out off wyndowis stanssonri* all thai drew,

Full gret lrn wark in to the wattir threw.
Wallace, xv. 507, MS.

" They brake down beds, boards, cap ambries, glass

windows, took out the iron stenchens," Ac. Spalding's

Troubles, i. 157.

Fr. eslanron, a prop.

STANT, 8. A task, a stint. V. Stent, b.

To STANT, v. n. To stand, to be situated.

The houssis of famell, or the nohyl stede

Of thy kynrent stant vuder mout Ida.

Doug. Virgil, 430, 13.

Now grave I stant in Naplis the ciete.

ibid, m, ».

Sometimes it is used for standeth, as in Chaucer :

It stant not with the an thou waM, perchance.
King's Quair, V. 1«.

STAP, Steppe, 8. A stave, S.

Ftt tak a stap out of your coag ; S. Prov. ; 1 will put

you on shorter allowance.

"That the steppes of the said firlot, be of the auld

proportion, in thickness of baith the buirdes, ane inche

& ane halfe." Acts. Ja. VI. 1587, c. 114.

Su.-G. staaf, id.

A. Bor. "Stap, the stave of a tub ; " GL Brocket.

To Fa' a' Staps. To become extremely

debilitated, q. to fall to pieces, like a vessel

made of staves, S.

To STAP, t». n. To step, to move slowly, S.

" But lat's now stap inby to the house, an' rest our-

sell's." Tennant's Card. Beaton, p. 174.

To Stap fordward. To advance.
" So schortlie they concludit, and bad him stapford-

ward to bis awin richt, and not be stopped with no
priest to reive him of his authoritic. Pitscottie's

Cron., p. 413.
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Stappin-Stane, a. A stepping-stone. To
stand on stepping-stanes, to hesitate, especi-

ally on trifling grounds, S.

To STAP, v. a. 1. To stop, to obstruct, S.

2. To thrust, to insert, S.

8. To cram, to stuff, S.

Then 111 bang out my bfggar dish,

And stap it fou o' meal.
Song, Ross's Helenore, p. 143.—— The meal kist wan bienly stappit.

K. Galloway's Poems, p. 10.
'

[4. To hash, to mix together, Shetl.]

Su.-G. stopp-a, obturare ; metaph. farcire.

IsL stapp~at farcire ; Dan. stopp-e ; Belg. stopp-en,

io stuffy to cram.

[Stap, s. A dish composed of the liver and
soft parts of tire heaa of a fish ; tit stap, in

a crushed state, ShetL]

Stapalis, s. pi. Fastenings. [V. Stapple.]
Throw the atuf with the straik, stapalis and 8tan is,

He bewit attanis.

Oawanand Ool., hi. 26.

Tent, stapel-en, stabilire; allied, perhaps, to A.-S.
stapul, stipes, a log set fast in the ground. Here it

denotes the nails of the helmet. Stapali* and stanis,

both the fastenings and the precious stones.

Stappack, 8. Drammach, or meal mixed
with cold water, Loth.
"About break of day, on the 11th, the wind rising,

thej hoisted sail ; now, being short of food, made
drammack [stappack) with salt water mixed with meal,
of which the Prince eat heartily." Ascanius, p. 136.

Stappil, Staple, 8. The stopper of any
thing ; as, the stappil of a mill, the stopper

of a horn for holding snuff, S.
8w. stopp, id. Belg. stopsel, E. stopple.

Stappin, s. The stuffing prepared for filling

fish heads, Aberd.

Isl. stappa, cramming, stuffing, minntal ; Sw.
stoppning.

Stappit Heads. The same with Crappit

Heads, ibid.

Stapple, Staple, Stapplick, s. [1. A
stopper ; a catch or fastening for a bar or

bolt, Clydes.]

2. A small quantity of thatch, made up in a

particular form, S. O.
"Stopples, thatch made in handfuls, for thatching;"

Gall. Enc. Teut stapel, caulis, stipes ; stapel-en,

stabilire, firmare.

3. The shank or stalk of a tobacco-pipe, Roxb.,

Ettr. For. ; Pipe stapple, synon.

[* STAR, s. A speck upon the eye ; a

cataract, Shetl. Sw. starr, Dan. sta&r, id.]

STARE, adj. Stiff, rough. [V.Starr.]
Bot at the last out oner the flude yit than
8auftie sche brocht bayth prophetes and man,

And mrth thame set amvde the foule glare,

Among the fauth rispis harsh and atere.

Dong. Virgil, 178, 17.

Synon. with Sn.-G. Germ, starr, rigid us, durus. The
Carex in Su.-G. is denominated storr, Isl. staer, quum
herba sit pernuam rigida ; Ihre. Starr korn% barley,
either, says Inre, because it abounds with awns, or as
distinguished from softer grain, and especially from

STARF, pret. v. Died. V. Sterue.

STARGAND, adj. Perhaps err. for sterand,

q.v.
Gawyn was gaily grathed iu grene,

On a stargand stede that strikes on stray.

Sir Oawan and Sir UaL, ii. 14.

STARGLINT, s. A shot star, Pertlis.

Japiter complacent louts

From its sphere ; the starglxnt shoots.

Donald and Flora, p. 188.

Q. the glance of a star. V. Glext, v.

•STARK, adj. [Strong],potent, intoxicating;

as applied to liquors, S. u Stark, mychty
wynis, & small wynis." Aberd. Reg.,

Cent. 16. [Comp. starkar, superI. starkestJ]

Stark occurs in a singular connexion in the same
record. " Calland hir comraond stark thief, & sayand
that scho smorit hir avin barne windir hir hipis, with
diuerss wthir evill wordis." Aberd. Reg., V. 15, A.
1535. This seems equivalent to arrant ; as in the E.
phrase, "an arrant rogue;" or to Dan. staerk, as
signifying great.

[A.-S. stearc, Isl. sterkr, strong.]

Sw. stark is used in the same sense. Starkt vin,

strong wine, wine of a good body. Starka drycker,

strong liquors. The term in Dan. is also given as
synon. with maegtig, mighty. Staerk tiler maegtig,
strong, &a, Wolff.

To Stauk, I?, a. To strengthen.

And Jhon Wallang was than schyrreff off Fyff,

Till Wallace past, starkyt him in that stryff.

Wallace, xi 892, Ma
Sw. staerk-a, Tent, starck-en, to strengthen, to con*

firm, to fortify.

[Starkly, adv. Strongly, Barbour, xiii. 372,

MS.]

STARN, Sterne, s. 1. A star, S.B.— Fyr all cler

Sone throw the thak burd gan apper
Fyrst as a sterne, syne as a mone.
And weill bradder thareftir sone.

Barbour, iv. 127, MS.

Lanterns, lade sterne, myrrour, and A per se.

Doug. Virgil, Pref. 3, 11.

Stern, id. O.E. Minot, p. 10.

Sum lay stareand on the sternes.

Moes.-Q. stairno, Isl. stiorna, Svi.*Q.stierna, Precop.

stern, Dan. stierne, id.

2. A single grain, a particle.

No a starn meal, not a particle of meal, S. It is

sometimes applied to liquids.

"Nocht twa mylis fra Edinburgh is ane fontane
dedicat to Sanct Katrine, quhair sternis of oulie [oil]

springis ithandlie with sic aboundance, that- howbeit
the aamyn be gaderit away, it springis incontinent with
gret aboundance. 1 ' Bellcnd. Descr. Alb., c. 10.

This term is not now applied to liquids.
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8. A small quantity of any thing, S.

A little starnie, a rery small quantity, 01. Shirr.

4. The outermost point of a needle, S.B.

It teems to be merely the term, denoting a star, used
metaph., to signify any thing that is very small.

Sterne issvnon. A. Bor. " Have you a shilling in your
pocket? Answ. Sham a stem*, i.e., not one." Lambe's
Motes, Battle of Floddoo, p. 70.

Starnie, s. 1. A little star, S.

2. A very small quantity of any thing; as,
u a starnie o* meal," "a starnie o

9
saut,"

S. B. It' is not used of liquids.

Starn-lioht, Stern-light, s. 1. The light

of the stars, S.

2. Metaph. used to denote the flash of light

seen in darkness, wheu the eye receives a

slight stroke, S.

Hence the phrase, " Put your tinker in your ee, and
yell see stern-liyht /' an absurd answer given to one
who complains that it is dark.

Starny, Sterny, adj. Starry, S.

A stamy niekt, a clear night, in which the stars are
visible.

STARNOTING, part. pr. Sneezing.

RadoUng, starnoting.

As wearie men trill do.

Burets Pilyr., Watson's Coll., it 34.

Lat. sternut-are ; whence Fr. esternu-er, id.

STARR, 9. Carex caespitosa, Linn.

"Turfy-pink leav'd Carex. Anglis. Starr. Scotis.

Perhaps a corruption of sture. signifying rough or
harsh?' Lightfoot, p. 560.

But Lightfoot had not observed, that in Sw. starr is

the generic name for Carex, and is found in composition
in the names of all the different species ; as Sif starr,

C. dioica, Lopp-starr, C. pulicaris, Afyr-starr, C.
nliginosa, Mar-starr, C. leporina, Barf starr, C. vul-
pina, Titf-starr, C. cespitosa, &c. Flor. Succ. No.
833—855. Starr signifies a sedge, [V. under Stare.]

START, ». 1. An upright post morticed
into the shafts of a cart, and into which the

boards of the side are nailed, Lanarks.

2. In pln the pieces of wood which support

the aw8 of a mill-wheel, Mearns.
Most probably allied to A.-S. staert, abort, stert,

cauda; whence, according to Lye, A. Bor. start, "a
long handle of any thing.

• START, a. A moment ; as, " Ye maunna
bide a start" You must be back immediately.

In a start, in a moment, S.

This was Styrt in O. E. " Styrt or lytell while.

Momentum." Prompt. Parv. Mr. Todd has remarked
that the v. to Start, was anciently Stert. But Styrt

was still more ancient •• Stirtyn. Salio. Stirtyn,

sodeynly in [on] an enemy or make a brevde or a saute
on a man. Insilio. Irruo.

—

Styrt or skyp. Saltus."
Ibid.

• To STARTLE, v. w. 1. To run wildly

about, as cows do in hot weather, S. ; as,

" I saw the foolish auld brute, wp her tail

o* her riggin startling as fast as ony o* thcm.w

It is to bo remarked, that this sense of the word,
which most probably is the primary one. either does
not occur in the E. language, or is overlooked by
lexicographers.

2. To be in a mighty bustle, S.

'It will be a hot [net] day that mill make you
startle,** S. Prov. ; spoken to settled, sober, grave peo-

ple, who are not easily moved. Kelly, p. 214.

He expl. Startle, " Run as cattel does when sting'd

by wasps." N., ibid.

Another Prov. is used, containing the same allusion

;

•*An I were to startle as aften as ye cry Bizz, my tail

wou'd never be aff my riggin," Loth. This refers to

the practice of mischievous boys, who often cry Bizz,

as imitating the sound of the wasp or gadfly, that they
may set the cattle a running.

StARTLE-<V-ST0VIE, JoCK-AN-StaRTLE-O*-
Stovie. The exhalations seen to rise from

the ground, with an undulating motion, in

a warm sunny day, Ettr. For. ; synon.'AiJer

and Suminer-couts.

STARTY, adj. Apt to start, skittish; as,

u a starty horse," S. B.

STASHIE, Stishie, *. 1. Uproar, commo-
tion, disturbance, a quarrel, Aberd., Banffs.

[2. A frolic, a banter, Banffs., Perths.]

Perhaps it has originated from O. Fr. estate, an ex-

tacy of passion.

[To Stashie, STisniE, v. n. To engage in

any kind of frolic or banter, ibid. ; part. pr.

stashiem, stishiein, used also as a *.]

STASSEL, Stathel, s. 1. The props or

supporters used for stacks of grain, to keep

them from touching the ground, that they

may be out of the reach of vermin, are

called stassels or stathels
9
S.B.

2. The stathel of a stack, the corn which lies

undermost, and supports the rest, S. B.

;

staddle, A. Bor.

[3. A small stack or rick temporarily built,

Banffs., Perths. ; called a staidel.']

Stassat most nearly resembles Belg. stutsel, a sup-

port ; stathel, A.-S. stathel, stathol, a foundation ; IsL

studrtlL, basis, columns. V. Stut, v. and s.

[To Stassel, Stathel, v. a. To build small

temporary stacks, ibid.]

[STAT, s. Position, estate, condition, Bar-

bour, x. 264, vii. 128.]

STATE and SESIXG. V. under Stait.

STATERIT. Gawan and Gol., iii. 22.

The knight staterit with the straik, all stonayt in stooxuL

Leg. stakerit, as in Edit. 1508. V. Stacker.
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STA'-TUEE, *. The stake, in u cow-house,
to which an ox or cow is bound, i.e., the
stall-tree, Mearns.

To STATUTE, v. a. To ordain. This v.

unknown in E., is every where used in our
legal deeds, S. Statute, part, pa., ordained.

. "It is thocht that this srtikle is warray necessar to
be prouidit : and tharefor statutis and ordanis," &c.
Acts Ja. V., 1540, Ed. 1814, p. 3G3.

"It is statute and ordamt that euery eric, lord,
baroune, lard, or vtheris cumand to the said is wapin-
schawingis, geif the names of the personis that sail cum
with thame thareto in bill to the schireff," &c. Ibid.

[To STAUL, v. n. To squint, Banffs.]

[Staul, 8. A squint, ibid.]

[To STAUMER, Stawmer, v. n. 1. To
stammer, stutter ; blunder, Clydes.

2. To walk with a heavy, awkward, unsteady
step, to stumble, ibid., Banffs.]

[Staumer, Stawmer, *. V. Stammer.]

[Staumerin, Stawmrin, adj. Rude, noisy,

blundering, awkward, ibid.]

Staumrel, Stawmral, adj. Half-witted,
[blundering.]

Nae langer thrifty citizens, an' douce,
Meet owns a pint, or in the council-house

;

But staumrel, corky-headed, graceless gentry.
The berryroent and ruin of the country.

Burns, iii. 68.

In 01. it is also expl., as a *., "a blockhead ;

"

according to Sibb., ** one who is incapable of express-
ing his meaning," q. a stammerer. V. Stummer.

[STAUN, v. and *. Stand, q. v.]

STAUP, Stawp, s. A stave, Ettr. For.
"Gin I had the heffing o' them, I sude talc a staup

oat ©* their bkkers" Perils of Man, i. 55. V. Stap,
Stkppx.

To STAUP, Stawp, v. n. 1. To take long
awkward steps, Roxb.

2. To walk as a person does in darkness, when
uncertain where he is going to place his

feet, Ettr. For.

"I stauplt, and gavit about quhille I grewe per-
itlye donnarit" YYint. Ev. Tales, ii. 41.
" To Staup, to lift the feet high, and tread heavily

in walking ; North." Grose.

Staup, 8. 1. A long awkward step, Roxb.

2. A tall awkward person ; as, " Haud aff me,
ye muckle lang 8taup" ibid.

A.-S. Tent, stap, gradus, passus. Stap is the vulgar
pronunciation of Step.

Staupin', part pr. 1. Stalking awkwardly,
ibid.

2. Awkwardly tall, ibid.

To STAVE, r. a. and n. 1. To push, [thrust],

drive, [sprain], S.
" An it wadna be a gnde turn tae drouk their lugs

in a sowp o't, gif it war'na for misguiglin' the drop
sude drink it the puir lads wad be blythe o\ it ha'e
been a' night stavin* at ane anither, and struislin' i' the
dark." Saint Patrick, iii. 265.

[2. To walk in a rude, awkward manner, S.]

Perhaps from Teut. stave, bacnlus.

Stave, 8. A push, a dash, [a sprain], S.
" Our bit curragh's no that rackle sin it got a stave

on the Partan-rock." Saint Patrick, i. 220.

To Stavel, v. «. To stumble, S.

Su. -G. stapl-a, Germ, steppel-n, used precisely in the
same sense with our term ; titubare, cespitare. This
Ihre views as a frequentative from A.-S. trtap-an, [r.

staepp-an] incedere.

A. Bor. " travelling, wandering about in an unsteady
or uncertain manner; as in the dark—stumbling.
Gl. Brockett. Grose writes it Stevelhig.

To Staver; v. n. [1. To totter, S.] V.
Staive.

" As I diflna like to come hame wi' my errant half
dune, I staveretl awa doun by the muckle brig, to see
gin I cudna catch a glimpse o' him as he passed on the
tap o* the coach/' St Kathleen, iv. 142.

2. To saunter, [to walk listlessly], S.

Staverall, 8. [A blundering], foolish per-
son f Gall., Clydes.

ToSTAW, v.a. To surfeit, S.
Is there that o'er his French ragout,
Or olio that mad state a sow,
Looks down wi' sneering, scornfu' view,

On sic a diuner !

Burns, iii. 219.

Weel staufd wi' them, hell never spear
The price o' being fu\

Fergusson's /'otitis, ii. 52.

To stall one, to give one a surfeit, An stalCd, I am
surfeited. Northumb. Lincolns. "Staud, cloyed,
saturated f Gl. Brockett.

Probably from Belg. staan, Su.-G. staa, to stand,
metaph. used. We have an example of a similar use
of the Belg. v. llet tegen me slant ; I am disgusted
at it, I have an aversion at it. In like manner it is

said, S., My heart stands at it, i.e., It is disgustful to
my stomach.

Staw, 8. " A surfeit, disrelish ;" Sir J. Sin-
clair's Observ., p. 129, S.

STAW, pret. v. Stole, S.

He staw fra thaira as prinale as he may.
Wallace, vi. 296, MS. Doug. id.

"Notheless he sail mak restitution of the gudis, or
of als mekill, to thame quhom fra he reft or slaw the
amin." Balfour's Pract., p. 546.

It seems merely corr. from stall, the old pret. of
steal, stele; formed from the common mode of pro-
nunciation in S., which converts U into w.

STAW, 8. Stall in a stable, S.
Gryt court hors puts me fra the staw,
To fang the fog be firthe and faUL

Dunbar, Aiaitland Poems, p. 112.
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[To STAWMEli, v. h. V. Stammer, Stau-
MER.]

STAWN, s. A stall in a market, Dumfr.,

Clydes.

To furnish weapons for the fray,

Craems, tents, and stawns were swept away.
MaynSs SiUer (tun, p. 75.

V. Stand, t.

STAY, Stey, adj. 1. Steep, difficult of

ascent, S.

The dale wes strekyt weill, Ik hycht

;

On athyr sid thar wes ane hycht

;

And till the watre doune sum deill slay.

Barbour, xix. 819, MS.

Ane port thare is, quham the est fludis has

In manere of ane bow maid boule or bay,

With rochis set forgane the streme full stay.

Doug, Virgil, 86, 22.

"We say Scot., a stay brae, i.e., a high bank of

difficult ascent," Rudd.

In cart or car thou never reestit

:

The sleyest brae thou wad hae fac't it

Burn*, iii. 144.

Teut. steygh, steegh, acclivus, leviter ascendent

cam acumine, praeceps ; Moes.-G. staig*, A.-S. stige,

stie, Dan. stie, Su.-G. $tig, Teut *teghe, stijghe,

Germ, steg, aemita, a footpath ; A.-S. sley, a bank,

OL Aelfric.

2. Lofty, haughty; metaph. applied to de-

meanour.
Be ye humane, our huraill thai will hald you.

Oif ye beir strange, thai yow e»teme owr stay :

And trows It is ye, or els sum he* it tald you.

MaUtand Poem, p. 158.

Tent steegh is rendered pertinax, obstinatus. But
it it probably abbreviated from Medigh, of which it is

given by Kilian at the synonyme.

To STAY, v. n. To lodge, \p dwell, to re-

side, S.

"I was told that I must go down the street, and on
the north side, over against such a place, turn down
such a Wynde ; and, on the west side of the Wynde,
enquire for such a Launde (or building) where the

Gentleman stayd, at the thrid stair, that is, three

stories high." Letters from a Gentleman in the North
ofS.,i. 25.

STAY-BAND, *. 1. In a door formed of

planks reaching in one piece from the top

to the bottom, the planks stretching across

to fasten the upright ones are called the

stay-bands, S.

2. A narrow band of linen brought through

the tie of an infant's cap, and fastened to its

frock, to prevent the head from being

thrown too far back, S.

STEAD, Steading, Steddyxg, s. 1. "Stead,

Scot., is commonly taken for the foundation

or ground on which a house or such like

stands ; or the tract or impression made in

the earth, and appearing when they are

taken away ;" Rudd. V. Stede.

2. A farm house and offices, S.

"The farms were small, and the miserable steading*

(the old phrase for a farm-house and offices) denoted

the poverty of the tenants." P. Alloa, Clackmann.

Statist. Ace, viii. 603, N. mn
"I am exilit fra my takkis and fra my steddynyw.

Compl. S. p. 101. _ A _ .

"And then what wad a' the country about do for

want o* auld Edie Ochiltree, that brings newt and

conntry cracks frae ae farm-steading to another?

Antiquary, i. 263.

3. Improperly used for a farm itself.

I think na wyis man will deny
But it wer better veraly

Ane staling for to laiitour Weill,

And in dew sesoun it to teill,

Than for to spill all ten atuuU,

Quhilk he may not gyde by na meanfc
Dudl. Clerk and Courteous p. 22.

Moes.-G. dad*, statlis, A.-S. sled, stede, locus, situs

;

Fotc-stetle, popult statio, habitatio. Moes-G. *rW*also

denotes a mansion ; Su.-G. stad, id. also urbs.

• 4. To Mak Stead, to be of use, S. B. It

seems equivalent to the E. phrase, to stand

in stead.

Steaoablk, adj. Of any avail, q. standing

tn stead.

"Except they had been assured that he who
rote was God, the Sonne of God,—the knowledge of

his resurrection had not been xteadable to salvation."

Bollock on the Passion, p. 490.
" Neither was he stemfable to the faithful that heard

him by his viuc voice onely in his life preaching, but

also his workes yet teaches the posteritie." Ep. Dctlic.

(H. Charteris) to Rollock on Thessal.

To STEAK, Stekk, r. a. To shut, to close.

V. Steik, v., 2.

STEAK-RAID, Stike-raide, s. A collop

of the foray ; or portion of the live stock

taken in a predatory incursion, which was

supposed to belong to any proprietor through

whose lands the prey was driven, S.

" Macintosh, (A. 14W), then residing in the island

of Moy, sent to ask a Stike Raide, or Stike Criech, i.e.,

a Road Collup ; a custom among the Highlanders, that

when a party drove any spoil of cattle through a Gentle-

man't land, they should give him part of the tpoiL"

Shaw's Moray, p. 219.

"This kind sister of mine would persuade you,—

that I take what the people of old used to call a Meak-

raid, that is *a collop of the foray,' or in plainer words,

a portion of the robber's booty, paid by him to the

laird, or chief, through whose grounds he drove bis

prey." Waverley, i. 256.

Staoig is given as Gael, for a steak. But the word

has undoubtedly been borrowed from Su.-G. stek, IsL

steik, id. ; from #teik-ia, to roast. Perhaps raide signi-

fies inroad, hostile expedition, q. the steak due on a

raid. Criech seems to be the same with GaeL creach,

plunder ; thus Stike Criech must signify, " a steak as a

tithe of the plunder.
w This term I suspect is also

originally Gothic. V. Creach.

STEAL, s. 1. A theft, Aberd.

2. The thing stolen, ibid.

This is more fully expressed in A. -S. staet thing,

furtiva res, fortum. Su.-G. stoeld, Itl. stuld-r, Dan.

stieten, a robbery, a theft.
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Steal-Wads or Steal-Bonnets. A game
plaved by two parties equal in number
or in strength, who lay down as many hats

or bonnets at one end of a field as have been
deposited at the other. They, who can steal

or reave most to their side till the whole are

carried off, gain the game ; Teviotdale.

This is the same with Wadd*. V. Wad.

STEAL, *. " Steals, the shafts of a barrow,
as if stays;" Gl. Surv. Moray.
The word is not, however, from stay, but the same

with Belg. steel, a helve, a handle ; Teut. Steele, scapus,
stipes, scapulas, manubrium ; Kilian.

To STECH, Stegu, (gutt.), v. a. and n. 1.

To fill, to cram, S. ; as, to stegh the guts ;

A. Bor. stie, anc. stigh, id. Ray.
Frae morn to e'en it's nought bat toiling,

At baking, roasting, frying, boiling ;

An' tbo' the sentry first are stech in,

Tet ev*n the ha' folk fill their pechan
Wi' sauce, ragouts, and sicklike trashtrie.

Bums, iii. 4.

His father stcght his fortune in his warae,
And left his heir nought bnt a gentle name.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 136.

Come see, ye hash, how sair I sweat
To stegh your guts, ye sot

Watty and Madge, Herd's ColL, 0. 199.

It is sometimes used in a neut. sense, as signifying

stick-en, farcire, saginare turundis ; also,

o gormandize, to gorge.
Allied to stick-en, farcire, sagir

aggerare, cumulare ; and to 0. Teut. staeck-cn, stipare,

to stall; to cram, from staeck, stipes.

%• To have on a great quantity of body-

clothes ; also, to confine one's self in a very

warm room, S. B.
Germ, stick-en, snffocare, seems allied.

3. To stech in bed, to indulge sloth in bed, to

please one's self with the heat, so as to be

unwilling to rise, S. B.

To Stech, Stegh (gutt.), v. n. 1. To puff,

to be out of wind, to blow hard, as when one

goes up hill, Roxb.; Pech synon.

t. uTo groan when overcharged with food

;

n

Gl. Surv. Ayrs., p. 693.

Allied to Teut. stick-en, strangulare, suffocare? 0.

Tent, steygh-en signifies stagnare.

Stech, s. 1. A heap, or crowd ; conveying

the idea of many thronged in little room;

as, a stech of bairns> a number of children

crowded together, S. B.

3. A confused mass ; as, a stech of claise, a

great quantity of clothes, S. B.; stechrie, id.

3. It also frequently conveys the idea of heat,

as naturally connected with that of a

crowd, S. B.

Stechie (gutt.), adj. 1. Stiff in the joints ;

including the idea of laziness, Fife.

Teat steegh, pertinax, obstinatug.

2. One who docs nothing but stegh or cram his

belly, ibid.

To STED, Stede, v. a. 1. To place, to

situate ; part. pa. stad
;

[also sted
9
beset.]

Succour Scotland and remede
That stad is in perplexte.

Wyntown, rii. 10. 634.

2. To establish.

-Thir brethir tlire

Had stedede thame in thare cuntre,

And in-tyl quiete and pes
Ukane in bis regnand wes.

Wyntown, iii. 3. 36.

Su.-O. stad-ya, id. Lat. stat-uere*

3. To furnish, to supply. " Everilk man to

sted his own caraigis;" Aberd. Reg. Cent. 16.

To Steddy, v. a. To make steady, to pre-

serve from moving, S.

This v. was anciently used in E. "I stedye, I sattel

or set faste a thing ;" Palsgr. B. iii. F. 373, a.

Steddyng, 5. A farm house and offices. V.
Stead.

Stede, Steid, s. 1. Place, as E. stead.

—•• Then aucht the Clerk to title the court, makand
mentioun of the day, yeir and steid, quhan and quhair

the court is haldin." Balfour's Pract., p. 38.

Stead is used in this sense by Spenser.

[2. A stithy, an anvil, Accts. L. H. Treas., I.

250, Dickson.]

3. Fut stede, a footstep.

The pray half etin behynd thame lat thay ly,

With fate stedCs vile and laithlie to se.

Doug. Virgil, 75, 53.

i.e., the place where the/oof has been set. V. Stead.

[To STEED, v. a. To found, to lay a

foundation, Shetl. V. Sted.]

[To STEEDGE, v. n. To walk with a slow

and heavy step, Banffs.]

[Steedge, s. 1. The act of walking so, ibid.

2. A person of great size, and of dull heavy

disposition, ibid.]

[Steedyin, adj. Having a habit of walking

with long, heavy steps, ibid.]

To STEEK, v. n. To push, to butt, as a cow

with its horns, Teviotd. ; synon. Punce.

Teut. stek-en, pungere, lancinare.

STEEK, *. A stitch. V. Steik.

To STEEK, v. a. To shut. V. Steik.

STEEL, *. 1. A wooded cleugh or precipice

;

but applied to one of greater extent than

Slain, Roxb.

2. The lower part of a ridge projecting from

a hill, where the ground declines on each

side, Liddesdale. It is generally under-
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stood as including the idea of the remains

of old shealings.

Ial. steyl-ur, Dan. steile, via praerupta ; IsI. stal also

signifies praeruptu in quid, and stalberg, praecipitium

rupis. Teut. steyle plaetse, praccipitium. But as this

word is radically the same with Stell, adj., I shall

sabjoin some other kindred words uuder that term.

STEEL, 8. The handle of any thing ; as, of

a hand-barrow, &c, Roxb. Stele, E. V.
Steal.

STEEL, Finoer-Steel, s. A covering for

a cut or sore finger, Roxb., Aug. V. Thum-
8TE1L.

STEEL, s. Stool. Aberd. To icon the steel,

to be entitled to the stool of repentance, ibid.

—No to parsons be s tell-tale,
*

Upon chaps that's toon the steel.

Tarras's Poems, p. 58.

STEELBOW GOODS. Those goods on a

farm, which may not be carried off by a re-

moving tenant, as being the property of the

landlord, S.

"Till towards the beginning of this century, land-
lords, the better to enable their tenants to cultivate

and sow their farms, frequently delivered to them, at
their entry, corns, straw, cattle, or instruments of till-

age, which got the name of strclbow goods, under con-
dition that the like, in quantity and quality, should
be redelivered by the tenants, at the expiration of the
lease." Erskine's Instit. B. ii. T. 6. s. 12.

••The stocking in Sanday, belonging to the pro.
prietor, is called steelbow." P. Cross, Orkney, Statist.

Ace, vii. 472.

This custom is referred to by Schilter, Gloss., vo.

Slal, chalybs. Stahline brieves, he says, are denomin-
ated from the matter which they respect, such as
stahline viehe, or otherwise E'utern vifh, [literally stteI or
iron cattle, S./e or fee.] Such a brief, he adcls, "is a
convention or bargain, by which he who receives a
thing from another is bound to restore it, although
it has perished by violent means." He cites a variety
of writers on jurisprudence ; but, in his usual manner,
is indefinite and obscure.
Wachter is more distinct, and throws considerable

light on the subject, by what he advances on the
Germ, term Eisern, ferreus. From him we learn that
this word, in a forensic sense, means inviolable.

An eisern brief, he says, signifies "letters of proro-
gation, which give security to a debtor, that he shall

not be incarcerated for five years, or be compelled
to payment by his creditors. E'utern riVA,—animals
substituted in place of those that have died, if a ten-
ant changes his place of residence. The reason of the
phraseology is, that the animals belonging to farms
are viewed as immortal, and die to the tenant, not to
the proprietor who placed them there.— All from the
nature of iron, which, while by its hardness it resists

the touch and corruption, is a symbol of things inrio-

table and immortal. Hence the same figure was used
by the Latins, Ferreajura, i.e., perpetual and inviolable

rights; Virgil, Georg. ii. 601." Thus the metaphori-
cal phrase would literally signify, "unperishablc goods."
One mode of contract, to be found in tho Code

Napoleon, seems to resemble the Sterlbow. •• What is

called the Cheptel de Per, or Cheptel of Iron, is that by
which the proprietor of a farm lets it on condition that,

at the expiration of the lease, the farmer shall leave

VOL. IV.

cattle of an equal value to those which ho has received."
Pinkerton's Recollections of Paris, ii. 2i2-3.

The Fr. term cheptel is from L. B. capitate, denoting
a stock of cattle ; for the word rattle, is traced to this.

V. Du Cange. This seems to bo an ancient custom,
perhaps introduced into France by the Normans. The
term ftr might seem a translation of the first syllable

in steel-bow. I mention this fact, as it may be a clue

to some other writer, more conversant with law, for

discovering, by analogy, the origin of the designation.

No light can be borrowed from Du Cinge.
From the termination, it is most probable that the

word has been imported from Dcnm irk, through the

Shetland or Orkney islands ; for we fiud a word of

similar formation, though different in signification,

still used in Denmark. This is *terboc (Woltf), ©t

rather stervboe, as given by Baden; rendered by
the former •* the estate after a dead man ;" by the

latter, haereditas, bona relicta. It is evidently from
sterv-e, to die, and boe, the same with Su.-G. bo, supel-

lex, Isl. bu, res fainiliaris, pecora, &c. Thus rtaet-btt,

may be viewed as strictly analogous to Germ. xOc/i/ine

rich.

The same law had extended to Denmark, and even
to Iceland, For Haldorson renders IsL kugVldi, pecu-

des ferreae, and also by Dan. iernfae, i.e., iron cattle.

This term, which appears to be very anciuit, may
be deduced from Teut. stdl-en, Su.-G. staell-a, to place,

and Teut. home, a field, q. goo*!-* p'a '*l on *f*rm, or

attached to it; or A. -8. utael, Su.-«i. tfael, locus, and
bo, supellex ; q. the stocking of a place or farm. Bo is

used iu a very extensive sense, ai denoting a farm

;

furniture of any kind ; also, cattle ; from bo, bo a, to

prepare, to provide. This word, as still used in Orkney,
is most probably of Sc tudinavian origin. It may be

merely an inversion of Sw. bo-staelle, a residence,

domicilium.

STEELRIFE, adj. [Overbearing.]

" If I likit to take counsel of that which exists only

in my own mind, is the rackle hand o* steelrif* power
to make a handle o' that to grind the very hearts of the

jnst and the good ?" Brownie of Bodsbeck, i. 211.

A.-S. stael-an, furari, and rtjfe, abuudans, or perhaps

reaf, spolia.

STEEX, s. A spring, bound, Aberd. ; Slend,

S.

Wi' steens fu lang, up-stairs they sprang.

D. Anderson's Poems, p. 123.

STEEP-GRASS, s. Buttcrwort, S.

•• Pinguicuta vulgaris. Moan. Gaulis. Steep-grau,

Earnbvj-groA*. Scotis austral. The Lowlandera
believe that the leaves of this plant eaten by cow»
induce a mpincss in the milk. Probably there may be

some foundation for this oninion, considering the known
effects of this plant when put into warm milk."

Lightfoot, p. 1131.

"The inhabitants of Lapland, and the North of

Sweden, give to milk the consistence of cream, by
pouring it, warm from the cow, upon the leaves of

this plant, and then instantly straining it, and laying

it aside for two or three days, till it acquires a degree

of acidity. This milk they arc extremely fond of."

Ibid., p. 76, 77. V. Sheep-rot.

STEEPIL, s.

Eitr. For.

The staple or bolt of a hinge;

* [STEEPLE, *. A pile ; as, a steeple <? fi*K
a pile of partially dried fish, Shetl.J

C 3
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To STEER, Steik, v. a. 1. To touch, to

riieddie with, so as to injure ; as, I winna
steer you, I will not meddle with, or injure

you in any way, S.
•• Angus Macdonald, returning out of Ireland did not

Stir the pledges [hostages], who were innocent of what
was doue to hit lands in his absence." Conflicts of the
Clan*, p. 35.

This, it appears, was the O. E. pronunciation. " I
stetre, I remoue a thyn^j.—No man strere nothyng
here tyll I come agayne." Palsgr. B. iii., F. 373, b.

2. To give ground a slight ploughing, S.

"The in-field land is generally all stirred after

harvest, and the dunged third part is again ploughed
in spring, and sown with bear about the beginning of

May." P. Alford, Aberd. Statist. Ace , xv. 452.

But yet I ken ray master dear
Will miss me warst ava

!

The turnip land it's a' to steer.

An' monnie he's to saw.

A. Scott's Poena, p. 61, 62.

& To give ground a middle furrow; to plough
a second time, when it k to be ploughed
thrice, S.

A.-S. styr-ian, to stir, to move. V. Stere, r.

[4. To stir; as in cooking food; steer the

parritch, S.

5. To guide, govern, keep in order. V, Stere.
Scho hard him, and scho hard him not,

Bot stoutly steirid the stottis about
Wife of Auchtertnuchty, st. 13.]

6. To steir vp, to excite, to stimulate.
—" To give ordour to the seoerall ministeris with in

the presbittries to strir up the peopill of thair particular
parosches—to extend thair liberalise tbairto. Acta
Cha. L, Ed. 1814, V. 579.

Steer, *. Disturbance, commotion, S. Stir,

E.
—That may help perhaps to qnench the ire,

That glows 'mang the Sevitians, like a fire :

For up they'll be upon a wond'rous steer ;

And giieed s the hap we hae your honour here.

Ross's Ueienore, p. 110.

V. Stkrc

Steer-Pin, *. A pin iu the stilt of the old

Orkney plough.

Steer-Tree, *. The stilt or handle of a

plough into which the beam is inserted. It

steers or regulates the plough in its motion,

Lanarks.

[Steeracii, s.

food, Banff's.

1. A quantity of ill-cooked

8.. State of disorder; also, disorderly work,
manner, or conduct ; a disorderly company,
ibid.]

[To Stkerach, r. a. and n. To act, work, or
walk in a dirty, disorderly manner, ibid.]

[Steerachin, part, pr* Used also as a *., and
as an adj. V. Steeracii.]

Steerir, Steeuv, *. 1. Disturbance, bustle,

tumult ; a diminutive from Steer, South of

S.; steerie-fyke, Fife, Perths.

But when the bedding came at e'en,

Wow, but the house was in a steery,

The bride was frighted sair for fear,

That I wad take awa' her deary.

Herd's Coll., ii. 217.

"Indeed, brother, amang a* the steery, Mary wadna
be guided by me - she set away to the Halket -Craig-
head—I wonder ye didna sec her." Antiquary, i. 188.

"Steery, quandary;" Gl. Antiq.

2. A tumultuous assembly, Uoxb.

3. A mixture, ibid. V. Steer, and Stere.

Steekixo-Fur, s. A slight ploughing, S.
•• In the spring give a steeriny-fitr as it is called ;

then the seed-fur ; then sow barley or bear, with
grass-seeds." Maxwells Sel. Trans., p. 83.

So called from its effect in exciting the principle

of vegetation.

[STEET, s. A shoar for a boat, Mcarns.]

STEETH, *. The bottom, the foundation,

Orkn. [V. Stede, Steed.]

Isl. stytta, fulcrum, |>edamen, Su.-G. stod, id. It

teems nearly allied to Stvthe, q. v.

[Steetiie-Stane, s. A stone attached to

the buoy-rope to serve as an anchor to the

haaf-lines, Shetl.]

STEEVE, Stieve, Stive, adj. 1. Firm,

stiff, strong ; as, A steeve grup, a firm hold.

Had stieve, hold firmly, S.

2. Applied to trade ; a steeve bargain, S.

3. Finn, compacted ; as applied to the frame

of an animal ; also, stout, strong, S.

8ax sounle hempies, stive an' stark,

Frae ilk aide forat stendit.

Rev. J. Sicofs Poems, il 15.

Thou ance was i' the foremost rank,

A filly buirdly, steeve, an* swank,
An' set weel down a shapely shank.

Burns, iii. 141.

4. Steady, strict in adherence to principle

;

applied to the mind, S. a He's a steeve ane

that."

5. Trusty ; as, a steeve friend\ S.

It seems to be in this sense of trusty, that stieve

occurs in an imitation of Horace, in the translation of

Lat. acer.

A fiery etter-cap, a fractious chiel ;

As hot as ginger, and as stieve as steel.

Robertson of Struan's Poems.

6. Sometimes used for obstinate.

A sleeve carle, an inflexible man, S.

Germ, tteif, firm, stable; A.-S. stife, inflexible. Dan.
stir, stiff, hard, not flexible ; stiv-e, Teut. styu-en, fir-

mare.

To Steeve, Steive, t\ a. To stuff or cram ;

[to pack firm and full, S.]

It is used in the proverbial phrase, " Steeving hads
oat storming;" addressed to those who are about to
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expose themselves to bsd weather, as an excitement

to them to eat and drink freely.

•• I am even like a sojourner with his knapsack on

his back. It may be 1 come to a uood house long syne,

and I stkved the knapsack well: now I am going

through a long muir where there is nothing to bo

gotten, and I tak down the knapsack, and I tek a 20

ears old experience,— and I will tit down and take a

meal ol meat of it" M. Bruce** Soul Confirmation,

p. 20.

Stbevelie, Stievelie, adv. Firmly, S.

TUl life's short blink 1* dune,

Still stievelie may ye fill your shoon.

Jtev, J. Sicol's Poems, i. 10S.

STEG, s. A gander, the male goose, Gall.

Ye come, led by your chosen king,

Some champion steg wha heads your string.

Gall. Enc, p. 440.

It has been observed, vo. Staig, that Isl. *<w sig-

nifies the male of birds, as of gwe and ducks. Vol it-

crum mas, utpote anatum et anscrum ; G. Amir.

Hablorson extends the use of the term to quadrupeds.

Vulpes mas ; item mas plurium ferarum. I observe

no vestige of this term in A.-S. or in any other dialect.

To Steo, r. «. To stalk, Gall.

It is expl. by Mactaggart, " to walk like a SUg"
"When this laird [Cool] left the world, his gha'tst

was seen by many stegging about the estate like a thing

in trouble, to the terror of the people about." Gall.

Euc., p. 111.

[STEGGIE, *. A sharp pain in the back ; a

sprain, Shetl.]

To STEGH, v. a. To cram. V. Stech, v.

STEID, 8. A place. V. Stede.

To Steid, v. a. To provide, to supply.

- Nor 8teidt8 thame self," used as to " bying

of mair malt " &c. Aberd. Reg., V. 16.

This is nesrly the same with the first sense of the E.

. to Stead, • to help, to advantage," &c. The v. has

been derived from the s., as denoting place. But sted-

en is an O. Tent. v. signifying, atabilire, confirmare,

constitnere.

STEIDDI8, 8. pi. States, applied to those

in the Netherlands.

Swsdrik. Denmark, snd Norraway,

Nor in the Steitldis I dar uocht ga.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 176.

Tent, stad, stede, urbs; hence stad-houdcr, stede-

kouder, prorex, legatus.

STEIDIIALDER, *. " Steidhalderis to the

justeis generalis of our souerane lord;"

Aberd. Keg., Cent. 16.

Perhaps persons who acted as deputies for the Jus-

tices General ; from *teil, place, aud hald, to hold.

Tent. stail'hoHder, legatus vicarius ; vice et loco altcnus

substitutus.

To STEIGH (gutt.), v. n. To groan or pant

from violent exertion, Roxb. V. Stecii.

Steigh, *. A stifled groan, as if from one in

distress, or bearing a heavier load than he

can well carry, Koxb. ; synon. PeigTt, S.

Pegh.

To STEIGH (gutt.), ». "- To look big, Koxb.

Ye Hour mou'd fo'k, pang'd fu* o* prone,

— Nae doubt ye'll steigh and cock your none,

An nay an' think,

That now ilk tool maun spew a dose

O' random clink.

HaickbU's Way-side Cottager, p. 182.

Tent, steygh-en, elcvare, in altum tollere.

To STEIK, Steke, c. a. 1. To pierce with

a sharp-pointed instrument, to stab; E.

stick.

The kingia men sa worthy war,

That with aperis, that scharnly itchar,

Thai strkyt meu, ami stedis faith,

Till rede blude ran off woundis raith.

Barbour, viii. 321, M&

2. To stitch, to sew with a needle, S.

His riche arrey did ouer his achuMeris hyng,

Bet on ane purpour claith of Tyre glitteryug,

Fetusly stekit with piruyt goldin tluedU.
Doug. Virgil, 103, 51.

V. Begaikies.
m m

Moes.-G. stiggan, A.-S. stic-an, sttc-nn, Tent, diet-

en. Germ, stech-en, Su.-G. stick a, pungcre.

3. To fix, to fasten.

Forgane thayra eik at the entre in by,

The goldin braiiche he skkis vp tare and wele.

iJvi'g. Virgd, 1S7, 13.

The proper signification undoubtedly is, to fix on, or

by means of, a sharp instrument. Thus it occurs as a

v. w. . ,

Ful dolorously thay se

The twa hedis stekand ou the *peris.

iOUt., IvO, Si.

Thus A.-S. stic-ian on, signifies, inhaercre ; Germ.

steck-tn, Teut ntickat, figere.

4. To shut, to close, S. A. Bor.

Aue humlroth entres had it large and wyde,

Ane huudreth durrU thareon sttkit cloce.

Doug. I irgd, 164, 4.

44 Tavernes sould be sttibtd at nine hourcs, and na

person suld bo found therein. Skeue's Acts, Index,

vo. Tartrne*.

It is also used as a p. n.

44When ae door sleeks auithcr opens ; Kamsay a 3.

Prow, p. 76. [v. s. 6.]
4 * We say, Scot, to steek the door ; He sleeked hu

eyne; A sleeked neive ;" Rudd.

It is also written steak.
m

44 Wo be vnto you Scnbcs and 1'hansees hipocntea,

for ye steak the kingdom of heaven »»efore men/' Rea-

soning betuix Crosraguull and J. Knox, A. in. b.

This word occurs in a very emphatical f^rem,
44 Steik the stable dore when the steid s stown, S.

This, which is incorrectly printed in the Scottish

Proverbs, is thus explained ;
" Spoken wheu i»copIe

shew that care and concern after the loss of a tlung,

which had »»een better laid out before." Kelly, p. '286.

Rudd. refers to Teut. stick en, figere. bibb., mm
properly, mentions stek-en, [steck-cn], claudere ligneis

clavis ; Kilian. This is evidently from sttck% synon.

with slotel, a bolt ; q. to shut by means of a wooden

bar.

5. To stop, to choke up ; as referring to the

course of a stream.

And Bannok burn, betuix the brays,

Otf men, off horss, swa stekyt wais,

That, apon drowuyt hor.ss, and men,

Men mycht pass dry out our it then.

Barbour, atiu. 333, MS.
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Stocked is used by Chaucer for confined. This seems
to correspond to Belg. ge-stoken. Gower uses Hoke.

For if thou woldest take kepc,
And wysely couthest ward and kepe
Thyne eye and eare, as I haue spoke.
Than haddest thou the gates stoke
Fro such foly. —

Con/. Am., Fol. 10, b.

Stoien, part, and dak, pret. occur in Ywatne.
Ala he was stoken in that stall.

He hard byhind him, in a wall,
A dor opend fair aud wele.
And tharout come a damysel,
Efter hir the dor sho stale

Ver. 695, 697. RUmm's K. M. R., i. SO.

Gower also uses vnstoken in the sense of opened.
Speaking of the avaricious person, he says ;

Thus whan he hath his cofer token,
It shall not after ben vnstoken.
But whan hym lyst to haue a syght
Of golde, howe that it shyneth bright.

Con/. Am., FoL 83, b.

6. Used in a neuter form ; as, u a
f
thing

that opens and steels" i.e., every thing
without exception, S.

Thus it is said to a person who is viewed as pos-
sessing much knowledge ;

" Aye, yell can tell me ; ye
ken s that opens and sleek*."

7. To steik the gab, to shut the mouth, to

be silent, S.; a low phrase.

But valtie billies, steel your gab,
An' fore we fidge let's hae the scab.

Tarrais Poems, p. 2L

Steik, Steek, Styk, *. 1. A stitch, or the
act of stitching with a needle, S.

Then up and gat her seren sisters,

And sewed to her a kell

;

And every steek that they pat in,

Sew'd to a silver bell.

Oay Goss Hawk, Minstrelsy Border, ii. 12.

Still making tight, wi' tither steek,

The tither hole, the tither eik,

To bang the birr o' winter's anger,
And had the hurdies ont o' langer.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 89.

"For want of a steek, the shoe may be tint;"
Ramsay's S. Prov., p. 26.

The best that sewes her ain styk,

Takes hot four penys in a wile
Twaine, v. 8053. RUsohm E. JI. B., I 128.

2. The threads in sewed or netted work ; im-
properly used.

He draws a bonie silken purse,
As lane's my tail, whare, thro' the steeks,

The yellow letter'd Oeordie keeks.
Burns, iii. 4.

3. A small portion of work, S.
8a did our Lord the re^robat ay mark,
As members of sedition and stryf.

That maisters of ane evil steik of wark
Sould ay detest the godlie upricht lyf.

N. Bume, Chron. 8. P., iii. 452.

4. To the steefo, completely, entirely.

He brags he'll tak baith hill an* howe,
An' to the itecks us plunder.

A. Douglas's Poems, p. 10.

Steik-axd-Hide, s. The play of Hide-and-
$eek, in which one or more shut their eyes,

while the rest hide themselves, Abcrd.

[Steikeks, s. pi. Shoe-ties, Gall.]

Steiking-Silk, s. Sewing silk.

" 2 lb wg« of fyne steiking-sllk, £12 : 16 : 0." Chal-
mer's Mary, i. 285, N.

Belg. stikk-en,to stitch, Su.-G. utick-a, to sew.

STEIKIT, part, pa. 1. Stitched.

" Item, twa doublettisof canves of silk, steikit, geitit,

and buttouit with the self." Inventories, A. 1542, p.

92.

[2. Shut, closed, barred, Clydes.]

To STEIK, v. a. To accommodate ; used for

Staik. "Bying of hydis, &c., mair nor

steikis thame.selffis ;" Aherd. Ueg.

STEIK, *. 1. A piece of any thing, as of cloth.

"That in euerie burgh, thair be ane qualifeit man
ebosin, to seill all claith, and sail haue for hia lautauris

of ilk steik seilling xii. </.'* Acts Ja. V., 1540, c. 93,
Ed. 1566.

This seems the origin of what is now called stamping
cloth.

[2. A fragment, small piece, bit ;
u She has

pa left a 8teik o
f
the claith/* Clydes.]

A.-S. sticce, btycee, a part or piece. This might be
traced to Su.-G. staeek-a, decurtare.

STEIKIS, s. pi. Small Anglo-Saxon coins.

Sam gat thair handfiill of thir half raerk steikis

Will haue ua mair within ane yeir nor we.
Poems Sixteenth Century, p. 294.

This word has been handed down from the Anglo-
Saxons. It is undoubtedly an improper application

of stye, stuca, styca, which denoted a small brass coin,

in value about half a farthing. This is derived from
stirke, a fraction, a small part, as being their lowest
denomination of money. Su.-G. styckc, pars, frustum ;

also raoneta minute ; rundatyckc, a penny. V. Stick-
amstam.

STEIL, s. "Handle. Steils of a barrow,

or plough, the handles. Teut. steel, caudex,

scapus ;" Gl. Sibb.

STEILBONET, 8. A kind of helmet.

"That all vthers oursoucranc lordis liegis, gentil-

men vnlandit and yemen, haue jakis of plate, halkrikis,

splcntis, sellade, or steilbonet, with pesane or gorget."

Acta Ja. V., 1540, c. 57, Edit. 1566.

•'This deponent abode half an hour or thereby,

locked his allaiic, having his secret, plate-sleeves,

sword, and whinger with him, and wanting his steel-

bonnet." Cromarty's Cowrie's Conspiracy, p. 49.

Isl. stafhu/a has the same signification ; from stat,

steel, and hu/a, hat. The ancient Goths and Swedes
also called this piece of armour iaruhutt, i.e., an iron

hat ; in like manner, katilhatt, q. kettle-hat, when
made of brass. Priscis Goth is et Suconibus Galea
Iarnhatt vel Katilhatt, dicebatur, quod essct ea ferro
aut aere, capiti tuendo aptata. Loccenij Antiq. Sueo-G.
Lib. iii. c. 2. p. 1 19. Our tenn seems to be a transla-

tion of Fr. chapelle de /tr% which, Father Daniel says*,

was "a light helmet, without visor or gorget, like

those since called bacincts." Grose's Milit. Antiq.,
ii. 241, 242.

STEILD, part. pa. Set, Wallace, viL 868.

V. Stell.
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STEILLMIKROUK. A looking-glass made

of steel.

"Item, ane steill mirrour set in silver within ane

grave caisc of velvott." Inventories, A. 1542, p. 63.

This shews that metallic mirrors were used in Scot-

land so late as the reign of James V. Indeed, A. 1578,

mention is made of •
' ane fair steill glass, " as part of the

royal furniture, also of "ane uther les [less or smaller],

•chawing mouy faces in the visic." Ibid. p. 237.

The latter must undoubtedly have beca a multiplying

mirror.

STEIN, s. A stone, S.B. V. Stake.

STEIN-BITER, s. A fish, Orkney; per-

haps the lump, Cycloptcrus Lnmpus, Linn.

"Two of the best kinds of fish we have are the

tusk and the akin -biter, but these are seldom caught.'

P. Birsay, Orkn. Statist. Ace ., xiv. 314.

The Swedish name of the lump is Stenbit. It seems

to be so named because it adheres very strongly to

the rocks ; q. biting the stones. The Wolf fish, Anar-

chicas Lupus, Linn, is called the Steen-bidtr, Pontoppi-

dan's Norway.

STEING, *. A pole. V. Sting.

STEINRAW, s. Rock Liverwort. V.

Staneraw.

STEIR, adj. Stout, strong.

And efter that, within a twentie yeir,

His scne gat up ane stelwart man, and steir.

Priests o/PeUis, & P. Repr., iii. 10.

Su.-G. starr, rigidus ; lsl. staer-a, sese obfirmare.

To STEIR, v. a. [1. To steer, guide],

govern ; also, r. n. to stir. V. Stere.

2. To steir one s tail, to bestir one's self, or,

at any rate, to make advances towards ex-

ertion.

••He was assured, that the Qucne had danced ex-

cessively till after midnycht, becaus that scho had

receaved letters, that persecutioun was begun agane in

France, and that her uncles were beginning to steir

their taills, and to truble the hole realrne of France."

Knox's Hist., p. 308.
.

An expressive metaphor ; as the design of the tiger,

cat, &c, before springing on its prey, is indicated by

the wagging of its tail.

3. To steir the tyrne, to lay hold on the

opportunity, q. to lose no time in fulfilling

what one has in view.
•• Inglismen, — sieinc this divisioun among the

nobilitie of Scotland, they steired thair tyme." Pits-

cottie's Cron., p. 431.

Perhaps from Steer, Steir, to stir; But one sense of

A.-S. stlr-an, is corripere ; q., "snatched" or "laid

hold of the proper season."

[Steir, *. Stir, commotion, &c. ; on steir,

astir, Barbour, vii. 344. V. Steek.]

STEIT, pret. v. Sir Tristrem, p. 172. V.

Stoit.

[To STEKE, v. a. and n. To shut, &c. V.

Steik.]

[Stekand, part. pr. Stabbing, part. pa.

$tekitt stabbed, Barbour, xiii. 70, x. 684.]

Stekill, s. 1. A latch for fastening a

door.

Allace, quod scho, quhat sail I do ?

And oure doure hes na stekill.
,

Pcblis to the Play, st 22.

2. Vulgarly used for the trigger of a musket,

S-

*• If the shot went off, the presumption is, that the

off-going of the shot might have been occas.oned by the

stickle [trigger) its being ruffled or touched by the

panncVs shoulder, or some part of his death* ;
and so

the shot not necessarily aseribable to the panncls

alledged designedly firing at the defunct. Maclaunn s

^S^rft^Teut. steht, Belg. afrrW. .aculeus.

stimulus, from stek-en, Su.-G. sticka, puugere ;
also,

figere.

To STELL, Steil, Stile, r. a. 1. To place,

to set ; to plant, to mount.

Off liewyn temyr in haist he gert thaim tak

Syllys off ayk, and s stark barren mak,

At a foyr frount, fast in the forest syd,

A full gret strenth, nnhar thai purest to bid.

SUllyt thaini fast till treU that growand was
*

II allace, ix. 831, MS.

The Lord Cambel syne hynt it by the har,

Heich in Cragnior he maid it for to stand,

Steild on a stayne for honour off Jrland.
Ibtd. vil 868, MS.

This, in editions, is changed to still.

To stile or stell cannons, to plant them. .....
"The earl Marischal at Stonehaven had^ stdetl his

cartows and ordnance just in their f..ccs.
,,—"They

stiled cannons on ilk ane of their mounts for pursuit of

the castell." Spalding's Troubles, i. 172. 215.

They stelFd their cannous on the height,

And showYd their shot down in the how
Minstrelsy Border, ul 223.

" The batteric was laid to the castle, and [it was]

blaidit partlic—with the cannones that war *t*>t/ed vpon

the steiple headis." Pitscottic's Cron., p. 490.

2. To set, to point, to fix ; as, To stell a gun,

to point it, to take aim ; Hi* een tear stelFd

in hi* head, his eyes were fixed, he did not

move them ; Loth.

3. To fix, to make firm or stable. "Stell your

feet, fix your feet so as not to fall " (Gall.

Enc), or rather not to be in danger of

falling.

4. To put ; used in a forensic sense.

Stelling to the home, putting to the horn, declaring

one a rebel.

"The maist part of all billis, warrants, and cnargjs,

hes ben delivent and directit to officiaris of arms quba

hes execut thame, quhilk hes not only bein very hurt-

full and prejudicial to all his Majesty s leigis, in draw-

ing in question diverse and sundric of the chargis and

executions maid be the said officiaris of arms, and by

stelling of sundric persouns to the home maist pnvelie

and wranguslie ; bot also, and to our particular inter-

est." Act Sederunt, 9th Nov. 1596.

Belg. stell-en, Su.-G. slaell-a, to place, to put.
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Stell, Still, Stoll, *. 1. "A pi-op, a
support. The stell o' the stack, the stick

which props the stack;" Gall. Eucvcl.
Teat, stell en, saggcrere, suppcditare.

2. Stells, the indentations made in ice for

keeping the feet steady in curling, Dumfr.;
synon. Hacks.

3. A covert, a shelter ; a small enclosure for

sheep or cattle, S.

"The stock land has been much improved of
late, by draining the wet and marshy grounds ; by
planting clumps of firs, for sttlls to shelter the flocks
in storms; and by inclosing some part of the lands
contiguous to the farm houses, fur hay to the sheep
in' severe winters and springs." P. Oxnam, Roxburghs.
Statist Ace, xi. 326.

Truth maun own that monie a tod,

—

In fauld or stell nae lainlrie worried,
Then aft*, leg-bail, directlie hurried.

Rev. J. McoTs Poems, ii. 90.

This enclosure is meant for sheep, especially during
the nights of winter, generally of a circular form,
smaller in size, but with higher walls than a fold, S. A.
They now begin to cover them for greater warmth.
Sometimes the composite word shelter-stell, is used ;

denoting either an enclosure of stone, or a small plant-
ing. A sorting-dell is one into which sheep are driven
for being separated from each other. It is generally

I constructed so as to contain some interior divisions.
Sicamb. stelle, locus tutus, Kilian.

4. A deep pool, in a river, where salmon lie,

and nets for catching them are placed.

Aid stell, a place appropriated of old for

salmon-fishing.

" Anent the fisching of the aid stell in the water of
Tweide, clamyt be the abbot & conuent of Dunferme-
lyne, the lordis ordanis that knaulage be takin be ane
inqnisicioune of the best & wirthicst, th it best knawis
whether the said abbot & convent suld, be resoune of

thair aid charteris & infeftitnentis, haue the hale

fisching of the old tUell, or bot a [i.e., one] dracht in the
water callit the aid stell" Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1478,

p. 24.
" Lethem standing infeft in a part of the barony and

abbacy of Kinross with five dell salmon fishings in the
river of Findhorn ;—the said Sir James has much dam-
nified and impaired his fishings, by building a new town
near to the said stell*, which arc deep pon Is, pools, and
ditches in the river, where the salmon hauuting are

taken in nets spread beneath them." Fount. Dec.
Suppl., iv. 66X). V. Stbll-net.

Stell-net, Still-net, s. A net stretched

out by stakes into, and sometimes quite

across, the channel of a river, S. This net

is much used in Solway Frith. The fishes

are caught in it by the neck.

"A still net has been tried on the lake with some
success, bnt not enough to defray the expence of

attendance." P. Strachur, Argylcs. Statist. Ace,
iv. 557.

This is called *tett>ji*hiny.

"There is belonging to the public good of Dingwall,

a stell salmon fishery on Conan, or a fishery on that

part of the river into which the sea flows." P. Ding-
wall, Ross, Statist. Ace, iii. 4.

" Cullodcn has on his prc>|>erty what is called a vtell-

tithing." P. Petty, Invern. Ibid., p. 29.
It is also written Slale-jithiny, q. v. From Teut.

stell-en, Su.-G. *taetl-a, to place, the nets being fixed
by means of stakes. L. B. estetlu*. pali in fluvio fixi

ad sustinendum rete eisdem annexum in pixcium
capturam.—Estalaria, id. Fr. estellier & estaUe ;
Carpentier, Suppl., Du Cange.

This is also called a Stent-net, S. B. as being extended
and fixed by stakes.

Stell-Shot, 8. A shot taken by one who
rests his gun on some object for greater

accuracy of aim, S.

STELL, adj. Steep, Stirlings.

Dan. steil, steep, en tfteil Z7////W, a steep rock, steil-

heid, steepness ; A.-S. styll, scansio, styl-un, scandere,
whence, says Lye, our style, scansile ; Su.-G. Mel, prac-
ruptus; A lcm. and Germ, stell, id. ; Tent. #t<yl, prac-
ceps, steyl'en, erigere, elcvare.

To STELL, v. a. To distil.

"As it apperis the victuall salbe skatit this pre-

sent yeir ; and vnderstanding that thair is ane greit

quautitic of malt consuin it in the haill partis of this

realme be making of aquauitie, quhilk is ane greit

occasioun of the derth within the samiii ;—That na
maner of pcrsoiie within burghe or laud, nor vtheris

quhatsumeuir, mak, brew, nor stell ony aquauitie fra

the first, day of December approcheand quhill the first

day of October," &c. Acts Ja. VI., 1579, Ed. 1814

p. 174.

Stell, *. A still, S.

Stellar, *. A distiller.

"That na maner of p**rsone [as above]—vndir the
pane of confiscatioun of the said anuavitie, and broking
of the haill lowmes of the matcaris, brewaris ana
stel arts thairof." Ibid.

To Still is used as E. v. by abbreviation from Distil.

STELLAGE, s.

market is held.

"The two merk lands of Cloan & Corneat, compre-
hending the Stellaye, & Croft of land with the yard &
pertinents lying near the Church of Penningham ; and
all and whole another Stellaye, & another piece of

ground," &c. Earl of Galloway's Title Deeds.
From L. B. *tallay-iumt the money paid for a stall,

used in an oblique sense. Stallage, in the E. law,

denotes either the right of erecting stalls in fairs, or
the price paid for it.

STELLFITCH, SrELLvrrcii, adj. Dry,
coarse ; applied to flax or grain that grows
very rank, Fife.

Teut. stael, stele, caulis, stipes herbac, whence the
E. synon. stalk.

STELLIFYIT, part. pa. Converted into a

star ; Lat. stella and jro.

Venus clere, of goddis steUifyit,

To qtihom I yelde homage and sacrifice.

Fro this day forth your grace l>e niagnifyit

!

Kings (Juair, ii. 33.

STELLIONATE, *. A forensic term ap-

plied to crimes of fraud, which are not

specified in our common law.
'• Stellionate, from stellio, a serpent of the most

crafty kind, Plin. Hist. Nat. L. 30, c. 10, is a term

The ground on which a
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used in the Roman law, to denote all such crimes,

where fraud or craft is an ingredient, as have no so-
cial name to distinguish tliem by. It is chiefly ap-

plied, both by the Komaii law and that of Scotland,

to conveyances of the same right granted by the

ntrivtor to different dUponees. ' Krsk. Inst. B. iv.

, sec 70.

"There is not a bea*t again," says Pliny, "more
spightfull to mankind, and envious of our commnditie,
insomuch as the word Strllio is grownc to be a re-

proachfull tenne among us.*' Holland has this marginal
note; *' Stellionatus crime, as much as couseuage, or
oonycatching."

[STELLS, *. pi V; under Stell.]

STEM, a. The utmost extent of any thing.

One is said to be at one's stem in a journey,

when it is not meant to go any further,

Loth.

A.-S. stemme, the fixing of time and place, the an-
nouncing of anything as to be done at a certain time ;

Su.-G. staemm-o, *taemn~a, to fix a day ; Staemma en
tUsig, to charge one against a particular day. Hence
Jatstnndastaemma, the day appointed for the celebra-

tion of nuptials.

[STEMMAND,parf. pr. Steering in one direc-

tion, holding a straight course, Barbour, v.

25, Skeat's Ed. Dan. stemme% to attune.]

STEM, *. The name given in Caithn. to a

sort of enclosure made with stones on the

aide of a river, into which salmon are driven.
•• So they bring down the net softly and warily to

the mouth of an enclosure, which they call a Stem, into

which the fishes are driven, where the fishers, standing
with this larger net, others take a lesser net, and going
therewith into the Stem, catch the fishes so enclosed,

that scarce one can escape ; for up the water they
cannot run, because of the larger net, and neither down
can they so, because of the Stem, or stones laid together
in form of a wall.

1
* Brand's Orkn.. p. 151.

This is evidently a word of Northern origin. As
Su.-G. IsL staemma signifies, in general, to stop the
motion of any thing in a fluid state, it has been origin-

ally used in regard to water. Thus it is applied to the
obstruction of the water of a mill. Xu staemis vt the

Jnarn ; Si obstruatur aquae molendini, Leg. Sueth. ap.

hre.

Isl. staemma vatn, to stop the course of water by
works for the use of mills and fishponds. Hence,
•ays Verelius, staemna, piscina, a fishpond. He expi.
it by Sw. JUhdam, as its synonyme.

To STEM, v. a. To stanch, used rather dif-

ferently from the v. in E. ; as, to stem blude%

S.
Su.-G. staemma btoden, to stanch blood.

STEMIXG, Stemyxg, *. The cloth now
called tamine or taininy.

•' Item, ane pair [of hois] of quhite stemyng cuttit out
on quhite taffatis." Inventories, A. 1539, p. 45.

'* Item, ane dule gowne of furring and the body of
stemung.—Item, ane cloik of blak iteming garnisit on
the foirbreist with jeunettis, and the bore! of the same
and nathing in the rest." Ibid., A. 1561, p. 130-31.

Fr. estamine, Teut. stomyne, Ital. stamagna, L. B.
staminea, id.

Perhsps the cloth, which now bears this name, was
originally of goat's hair. For Kilian expl. ttttmijne,

eilicium : and as O. Fr. entain is synon. with e*tam,
Cotgr. gives the phrase, Bone tVtttain as dei oting

•'the great-l»c*rdetf, and long-horned wild goat, ll>ex.

Worsted, however, must have been early substituted.

For Du Cange gives a variety of authorities for the

term in this sense. Even so early as the sixth century,

in the life of Odilo, we find the expression, Lanca
veste quam vulgo stuminiam vocant, &c. In Diet
Trev., mention is made of silk tamina. It seems to

have received its name from O. Fr. estaim. Mod. Fr.

etaim, which Cotgr. defines, "fine woollen (or lumen)
yaroe, thread, or woofe." Both this word, and estam*

i*e
9
the Fr. term for our tmiming, are deduced from

Let. stamen, flax prepared for spinning ; thread ; also

cloth in the loom. L. B. staminm, expl. by Du Cange
as the same with Fr. estamine, whence h. taming, S.

temming.

STEMl'LE, s. A plug ; a term used by the

miners in Leadhills, which seems merely a

corr. of StappU) id. q. v.

(To STEtf, r. n. To stride, bound, CFydes.,

Banff's. V. Stexd.]

[STENCH, adj. Strong, finn, true, Banffs.;

E. stanch.']

To STENCH, r. a. 1. To stop, stay, or

call off a dog from pursuing cattle or sheep,

Dunifr. \

This is merely E. Stanch used in a peculiar sense.

The immediate origin is Fr. estaneher, to ttofj- This
seems to have been formed from Ital. stagn-\re, id.

Stiernhelin refers to old Goth. Magna, collibeie, \»s rNr£

radical term.

2. To satisfy with food, Clydcs., Banffs. The
E. r. is sometimes written Stench. This is

obviously the same t\, used as signifying

that the craving of the stomach is stopped.

[Stexcii, s. Satisfaction ; a surfeit, Banffs.]

STENCHEL, Stanciiel, Stexchex, *. An
iron bar for a window, Ettr. For., Loth. [V.

Staxssouic]
"Stnnchel*, stanchions, iron bars for securing a

window;" GL Antiq.

To STEND, Stex, v. n. 1. To leap, to

spring, to move with clastic force, S.

Things have taken sic a turn
Will gar our vile oppressors stend like flaes,

And skulk in hidlings on the hether braes.

Ramsay's Poems, ii 8S.

" To stend, in common use, signifies to stride," Gl.

CompL, p. 374. But this does not accurately express

the idea.

2. Metaph. to rise to elevation; applied to

the mind.
Whase fancy can sac tow'ring stend.

Thy merits a' to trace ?

Ramsay's Works, I 119.

Fr. estend-re, Ital. stend-ert, to extend. Lat. extend-

ere,

Stexd, Stex, *. 1. A leap, a spring, [a

stride], S.

Bot fra the hor* on fer did him espye
Sa grym of chere stalkand sa bustuously,

s
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For fere they utert abak, and furth can swak
The duke Nipheus wyde ai>oun his bak.
And brak away with the carte to the *cnore,

With siendis felL and mony bray and snore.

Doug. Virgil, 838, 31.

It is sometimes writteu Sten, as it is generally pro-
nounced.

Ane taken a sten across the foggy fur,

Wi* reckless force.—
Davidson's Seasons, p. 25.

2. Sometimes; a long step or stride, a leap on
one foot, S. Ruari.

[Stexdin, Stennin, adj. Bounding, striding;

energetic in walking, Clydes.]

Stendlixg, Stennin, *. The act of leaning

or springing with great force ; [taking long

strides, S.]

" It raa ane celest recreation to behald ther lycht
lopene, galmonnding, stendling bakuart & forduart."
Compl. 8., p. 102.

STENDIJRIS, s. pi. Standards.
•' Four stenderis of fedderis for the toppis of beddis.'*

Inventories, A. 1578, p. 238.

[To STENGLE, v. a. To enclose, to close

in, Shetl.]

[STENGY, Staino, *. The mast of a boat,

Shetl. Dan. and Su.-G. sLing, a pole.]

•3TENLOCII, Stenlock, *. An overgrown
seath or coal-fish, Dunbartons., West. IsL
" They [the inhabitants of Islay] catch a number of

stenlock, commonly called pichtich mdr, i.e., great
lathe [r. seath] fish, off the point of the Rinns of Islay,
where the stream is very violent ; and they frequently
ran over with cargoes of them to the opposite coast of
Ireland, and sell them under the name of wild salmon,
braddan%/akh.

n
Agr. Suit, of the Hcbrid., p. 631.

STENNERS, s.pl. Gravel or small stones
on the margin of a river, Ayrs., Clydes.
V. Stanners.

To STENNIS, v. a. To sprain, East Loth.

Stennis, s. A sprain, E. and M. Loth.
Most probably from A.-S. stun-ian, irapingere, al-

lidere, obtnndcre, wheuce E. to Stun; as primarily
denoting the shock produced by striking against a
stone or other hard substance. Isl. ntbm-r, however,
signifies sti(£ non facile flexilis ; and stinn-az, obdur-
escere; O. Andr., Haldorson. It seems exactly sy-
non. with the term used in the north of S. to Stungle,
signifying to sprain slightly.

STENNYNG, Stexixo, s. A species of
fiue woollen cloth anciently worn in Scot-
land.

" 28 August 1561, the Provest, Baillics, and Coun.
ale,—ordania Louke Wilsoun Thesaurer to deliver to
•very one of the twelfe servanda,—als raekle blak stenn-
yng, as will be every ane of thamc ane pair of hoisc,
and every ane of them a black bonct again the tyme
of the Trioraphe." Regist. Counc. Edin., Keith's
Hist., p 189.

This is perhaps only a variety of Stcming, q. v. We
find not only Fr. estaim, but estain used for fine wooll-

en cloth ; Cotgr., Roquefort ; and L. B. stanum, which
Du Cange expF. by Fr. tstamine.

(To STENSII, v. a. and n. To stop, desist,

Shetl. V. Stench.]

To STENT, Stint, v. a. 1. To stretch, to

extend, to straiten. A cord is said to be

sttntit, when straitened; stent, at full

stretch, S.

HU ost all tbar arestyt he,

And gert a tent sone slentit be
;

And gert hyr gang in hastily.

Barbour, xvi. 282, M.S.

On athvr halff the watre of Wer
Gert stent thair pailyownyn, als ner

As tbar befor stentut war thai
Ibid. xix. 515, MS.

2. To restrain, to confine, S.

Never did he stent

Us in our thriving with a racket rent
Ramsay's Poems, il 90.

3. To erect ; improperly, in allusion to the

mode of erecting a tent.

—Than to his freynd the scrnice funeral

With obseqnies to do for corpis absent,

And in my mernour vp ane tombe to stent.

Doug. Viryil, 282, 43.

It is certainly allied to Fr. estend-re, Ital. staid-

ere, from Lat. extend-ere, as Rudd. observes. But
it deserves to be remarked that Su.-G. siinn a is used
in a similar sense ; slinna seget, the sail when ex-

tended by the force of the wind ; from stinn, rigidus,

robustus, Ihre. Hence,

Stent, Stentit, adj. Stretched out to the

utmost, fully extended, S.

Ned Shuter, wi' his crabtree keut,

Fell'd down for Leezy drew,
Until her apron was sae stent.

The strings in target* flew.—
Davidson's Seasons, p. 120.

Stent-net, *. A net stretched out and fish-

ed by means of stakes or otherwise, S.B.
—"That he had no instructions whatever to mark

any thing upon the plan that did not appear evident

on the ground, except as to the place where a stent-net

was said to have been fixed, a cruive-dike once placed,

and such other things as are engrossed in the letter

produced." State, Leslie of Powis, v. Frascr of

Fraserheld, p. 39.

"No nets can be counted stent-nets, unless they cross

the water." Ibid. p. 78.

To STENT, v. n. To stop, to cease, S. the

same with the E. v. a. stint.

I the require suffir me to assay

With my retinew and thir handis tway
The first dangere in batal, or I stent.

Doug. Virgil, 381, 38.

I wan the vogue, I Rhaesus fell'd

An' his knabbs in his tent

;

Syne took his coach, an' milk-white staigs,

Ere ever I wad stent.

Pottos in the BucJtan Dialect, p. 25.

O. Sw. stynt-a, Isl. stunt-a, abbreviare ; West-Goth.
stynta up, religare.

To STENT, v. a. 1. To assess, to tax at a

certain rate, S.
•• Then they began to stent the King's lieges within

the shire of Angus. Southesk asked by what authority
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they were thus denting the King's lieges?" Spald-

ing's Troubles, i. 105.

"And then, be the gude discretions of the

taidis ProTests, Ac. to taxe and stent the haille in-

habitantes within the Parochin—to sik ouklie charge

and contribution, as sail be thocht expedient and

sufficient to susteine the saidis pure peopill." Acts Ja.

VI. f Pari. 6. c. 74. Murray.
From L.B. extend-ere, aestimarc, appretiaro ; a term

common in the E. law. Fr. e*tend-re, id. Par mesines

lee Jurours soient lee terres estendues a la very valuee.

Du Cango, to Extendere. V. the s.

Stent, Stant, *. 1. A valuation of propertyerty,

x, S.in order to taxation; also, taxation, a tax

"Becaus his rentis and treasour wes nocht sufficient

to sustene the samyu (as he vsit) he desyrit anc general

stent to be tane throw the realme of ilk person efter his

faculte." Bellend. Cron., B. v. c. 6. Petiit ctnsum agi,

Boeth.
L.B. extent-a, aestimatio. O.E. and S. extent. V.

Cowel. Hence the juridical phra*e, Lands ofold extent.

'•The rcntall & valour of lands hes bin taxed and

liquidat to anc certaine sum of silver, conforrae to the

profites and dewtiea, quhilk the Units paid at that

time [about the year 1280], quhilk is called the auld &
first extent.—Ane vther taxation and extent was maid

in the time of peace, as the former extent, conforme to

the profitesaugmented ;—quhilk therefore is called the

new or second extent" Skene, Verb. Sign. vo. Extent.

V. also Erskine's Instit, B. ii. T. 5. s. 31.

Thus stent is merely the corr. of extent.

"The nobill Gladas (that recoverit his realme)

desyrit neuir stent of thaym for na maner of chargis

that he susteuit aganis his ennymes ; knawyng weil

how odius it was to the pepvl to seik ony new exac-

tion** ou thaym." Bellend. ubi sup.

"Stent, the tax, or proportion of it, payable by a

Burgh or Incorporation, S. Rudd. It is also used to

denote the proportion paid by individuals.

••When necessary, they voluntarily assess themselves

in such sums as the support of the poor requires,

thereby wisely preventing a general stent." P. Irvine,

Ayrs. Statist. Ace/, vii. 179.

The term had been used in the same sense in O. E.

"Sttnte. Taxacio. Stentytl. Taxatus." Prompt. Parv.

2. A task, S. itinty E.

" Scot, stent, i.e., a piece of work to be performed

in a determined time," Rudd.

The fassioun how this stant to do maist habill

Herk at schort wordis, that point I sail you say.

Doug. Virgil, 103, 43.

Their stent was mair than they cou'd well make out
And whan they fail'd, their backs they soundly rout.

Host's ildenort, p. 49.

It seems questionable, whether the word in this

sense, is not rather allied to Su.-G. stynt-a. V.

Stknt, v. n.

3. The aperture for receiving a bar or bolt.

A loklate bar was drawyn ourthourth the dur,

Bot thai mycht nocht it brek out of the waw.
Wallace was grewyt quhen he sic tary saw.

Sumpart amowet, wraithly till it he went,

Be fores off handis lie mist out of the stent;

Thre yerde off breide aks off the wall puld out
Wallace, iv. 238, MS.

This perhaps signifies the aperture in the wall, which
received or conjined the bar. But Editions read,

By force ef head it raised out of the sprent.

V. Sfrkst.

VOL. IV.

Stenter, Stentour, i. The same with

Stentmaster.
—"It wes ansuerit that this conuentioun had no

pouer nor auctoritie to mak ony suche impositions,

nor to nominat stentourin to that effect ; and that it

wes aganis his Majesties command—to raise ony
taxatioun, bot onlie to vrgcavoluntair coutributioun.

Acts Ja. VI., 16*21, Ed. 1814, p. 590.

Stentmaster, *. The person appointed to

fix the quota of any kind of duty payable

by the inhabitants of a town or parish, S.

"To the end these impositions, warranted by public

authority, may be equally laid on, the Lords declare,

that they will from time to time nominat one advocat,

and one wrytcr to the signet, for each quarter of the

town, to meet with the &tentma«ters, who shall be

appointed by the Magistrates." Act Sederunt, 23

Feb., 1687.

This term is analogous to L. B. Extensor, aestimator

publicus, cujus munus est res haereditarias inter

comparticipes acstimare et parti ri ; Du Cange.

Stent-roll, *. The cess-roll, S.

"At the end of the ycir, that the taxation and

stent-roll may be alwayes maid of new." Acta Ja.

VI., 1579, c. 74, Murray.

To STENYE, v. a. To sting. " Conscience

stenyies if he steil
;
" Gl. Sibb.

STEP-BAIRN, s. A step-child, S.

"My father's making a step-bairn o* me, mother,

and has gi'eu Charlie a* the outcome frae the till."

The Entail, i. 240.

STEP IN AGE. Advanced in years.

This aid hasard caryis ouer fludis hote

Spretis and figuris in his irne hewit bote,

All thocht he eildit was, or step in age,

Als fery and als swipper as ant* page.

Dot*j. Virgil, 173, 53.

This phrase may be analogous to what we now

use, pant his grand climacteric. For as the E. word,

originally refers to the ascent of a ladder, from Gr.

K\maKT7jp, scalae gradus, secondarily, annus tmnsilts

;

Teut. stap is rendered climacter, scalae, (Kilian), as

synon. with s/wrte, leder-sporte. Hence Germ, stapf-

en, stapp-en, scandere, ascendere.

STEPPE, $. A stave. V. Stap.

STER, Stare. The termination of various

names of trades, as Baxster, Webster, &c
V. Broustare.
This termination in Germ, also forms one «. from

another ; as Schuster, a shoemaker, from schu, a shoe,

hamster, a field-mouse, from hamm, ager. V. Wach-
ter, ProL Sect. 6. In like manner, our term bangster

is formed from bang, malMer from malt, &c.

Somner derives this termination from A.-S. slfor-

en, regerc, guberuare ; as denoting power, or the

authority of a master over others. V. Lex. Sax. to.

Steoran.

STER. A termination of many names of

places in Caithness.
" The names of places here seem to be either Danish,

Icelandic, or Norwegian. Many of them end in ster, a

contraction of stader, (that is to say, a stead of houses,

a station or habitation.) Thus UlbMtr, pror»erly Wsjf-

ster, either from its being of old a place infested with

D 3
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wolpu, or from a person called Wolf—having possessed
it" P. Wick, Statist Ace., x. 39.
" 8ter, which signifies an estate, is the terminating

aylUble of an immense number of the names of places
in Caithness and elsewhere.—Brabster is the estate or
possession of Brab." P. Canisbay, Ibid., viii. 162,

163, N.
•'Many names of places—terminate in seter, which

implies a dwelling or place of resort ; thus Brinna-
seter,—corrupted from Brindaseter, the dwelling of

Brinda. A considerable number end in ster and bitter,

as Swaraster, Muraster, Symbister, FtadabUter, Kirka-
bUter. It is probable, however, that the names at
present supposed to end in ster, are abbreviations from
seter. It is true, that many of the places which at
present retain the termination of Meter, are such as are
situated near commons, and may therefore be supposed
to have been more recently cultivated ; while most of

the places, whose nsmes end in tier are on the sea-

coast, and exhibit marks of a more ancient origin.

Both, however, imply settlement or dwelling-places."
Zetland Isl., i. 137.

•
'* In the ancient Shetland language, the green pas-

turage attached to a dwelling was named a Setter or
Beater." Hibbart's Shetl. Isl., p. 427, N.

Isl. staer, 8o.-G. starr, denote long grass ; Isl. stord,

8w. §tart gramen, locus gramine consitus, Verel. ; q. a
fit place for residence.

STER, Stere, s. The helm. V. Stere, v. 1.

[STERAP, s. A stirrup ; pi. sterapis, Bar-
boar, iii. 118, xii. 51. A.-S. stirup.']

STERDE, Sterdy, adj. Strong, stout, E.

sturdy.

The tuelf mskis sue end of all the were but dout,

Throw the slauchter of Turnus sterde and stout
Doug. Virgil, 12, 52.

Isl. styrd, rigidus.

To STERE, Ster, Steer, Steir, v. a. and n.

1. To stir, S. steer.

Quha standi* welle, he sold nocht stere.

Wyntoum, viii 40. 24.

Steir nocht, binder, bot bald us still,

Till we half hard quhat be his will
* Lyndsay, S.P.R., iL 118.

Bst 1st did Ajax a' this time ?

E'en he like idle tike

;

He steert na' sin 8igeia's hill,

Bat slipt ahint the dyke.
Poem* t* the Buchan Dialect, p. 22.

2. To govern, to rule.

This mychty gsy Lyoun,
May signify a prince or emperour

—

Qubilk sold be walkryfe, gyd, and govirnour
Of his peple, and takis na lawbour
To rewll, nor steir the land, nor justice keip.

Benrysone, Bannatyn* Poems, p. 129.

A.-S. stcor~an, styr-Uin, Teut. stier-en, Su.-G. styr-a,

id. Hofwa styrelsen of et land, to govern the state.

Hence of styrig, who cannot be managed. Moes. -G.

IAbands ustiurfba, vivens lascive, Lnk. 15. 13.

Stere, Ster, Steer, Steir, Sterage,
Sterino, s. 1. Stir, motion, commotion,

S.

On stere, in a state of commotion, astir, S. asteer.

Bot principally the fey vnsilly Dido- -

Micht not refrane, nor satisfy hir consate,

Bot ardentlie behaldis al oh stere.

Doug. Virgil, 85, 63.

Ilk sowch of wynd, and euery whisper now,
And alkin sterage aflrayit, and causit grow.

Doug. Virgil, 63, 7.

Awounrierit of this sterage, and the preis,

Say me, virgins, sayd Enee, or tliou ceis,

Quhat men is sic confluence on this wattir syde ?

Doug. Virgil, 174, 24.

2. Government, management, direction.

8turtin study has the stere dystroyand our sport
Doug. Virgil, 238. a, 21.

Thir twa the land had in stering.

Barbour, ix. 510, MS.

3. The helm.

Thir takvll, ayris, and thar ster,

Thai hude all on the samyn "maner.

Barbour, iv. 374, Ma
Himself as skippare hynt the stere on hand.

Doug. Virgil, 133, 23.

A.-S. steor, Su.-G. sfyre, Alem. stiur-a, Isl. stiorn,

id. ffubernaculum navis ; hence E. ntern, the back part
of the ship where the helm is fixed.

Sterand, part.pr. 1. Active, stirring, lively,

mettlesome.

Apoun sue sterand stede of Trace he sat.

Doug. Virgil, 275, 27.

[2. Steering, Barbour, v. 25, MS.]

[STERIS, Sterxis, s. pi. Stars, Barbour,

iv. 675, 711. Isl. stjartia, Dan. stiertte, a

star.]

STERK, adj. Strong, hardy, E. and S. stark.

Schyr Edunard callyt off Carnauerane,
—Wes the sterkast man off ane,

That men myebt [sel in ony cuntre.

harbour, iv. 72, MS.

IsL sterk-ur. Franc, stare, Germ, stark, validus,

robustus.
I take notice of the word, merely to observe that

this does not seem the primary meaning. The only
sense of A.-S. stearc, stere, is rigid, hard, severe.

Wachter gives this as also the primary sense of the

Germ, word ; which, after Stiler, he with the highest

probability deduces from starr-en, rigere, indurare, q.

starrig. it may be added that Moes.-G. staurknith,

areacit, drieth up, Mark ix. 18, seems to have the same
origin. V. Stark, above. It retains this sense in R.
Glouc. Chron., p. 393. When it is said that Robert
Courthose had to pledge Normandy to his brother

William Rufus, for the loan of an hundred thousand
marks ; the author speaks of the terms as hard—

And borwede of hym thervppe an hondred thousand marc,

To wend wyth to the holy fond, k that was somdel stare.

••Hard, severe," Gl.

STERK, *. A bullock. V. Stirk.

STERLING, *. The name of a river-fish,

Aberd. V. Dowbreck.

STERMAN-FEE, *. The wages of a steers-

man. "To pay vij sh. of stermanfee
;"

Aberd. Reg. Cent. 16.

STERN, Sterne, s. A star; also, a grain.

V. Starn.

Stern o' the ee. The pupil of the eye,

Ettr. For.
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This is a Tent, idiom. Sterrt der ooghe, pupilia,

aoies oculi. It certainly conveys a more natural idea

than Su.-G. oegensten, id.—quasi diceres lapillum oculi,

the small atone of the eye. Ihre conjectures with great

probability thst the Su. -G. term was formerly oegnas-

kn, quasi lucidum oculi. This would exactly corres-

pond with another Scottish designation of this most
delicate and useful part of our frame, the Sheen o' the

JSe, 8.B., q. v.

[Sternie, adj. Starry, Lyndsav, Test. Sq.

Meldrum, 1. 1784.]

Sternyt, part, adj. Starred, starry.

—The rwyft God of slepe gan slyde

Furth of the sternyt heuyn by nychtis tyde.

Doug. Virgil, 156, 30.

To STERT, v. n. To start, [to startle], S. B.
This is one of the old forms of the E. v.

Stert, pret. started.

Frae this was sayd, from the hie sets he stert.—
Ibid., 262, 10.

Stert, s. A leap, a spring; [a surprise], S.

In the gap
With baisty ttert amyd the fyre he lap.

Jink, 250, 11.

V. Start, $.

Stertlin, Stertling, adj. 1. A term
used to denote the restlessness of cattle

from the bite of the cleg or gad-fly, " Ma
kye are aw stertlin the day, that I carina

keep them i' the park ;
" S.

2. Applied to females who have not lost hopes

of the connubial state; as, "She has na gi'en

owre her stertlin fits yet, the great gowk she

is!" S.

Stertlin, s. Applied to cattle and to females

as above ;
" She may gie owre her stertlin;

for she'll die the death of Jinkam's [Jen-

kin's] hen."

To STERUE, Stert, v. n. To die ; pret.

star/.

Hot sail I desyr hyr frendschip to reserue,

Fra this day furth than euir befor did I,

In fer off wer, quhethir I leiff or sterue.

Wallace, vi. 40, MS
Araydwart the melle

Reddy to stcrfhvs hors furth steris he.

Doug. Virgil, 891, 36.

I lufe that flour abufe all other thing,

And wold bene he, that to Mr worshipping
Mycht ought availe, be him that star/ on rude,

And nowthir spare for trauaile.lyf, nor gude.

King's Quair, iv. 16.

Chancer, id. Belg. sterv-en, Germ, sterf-cn, id.

To Stekuen, v. a. To kill.

Forgiue all this, and schapith remedye,
To sauen me of your beuigne grace,

Or do me steruen forthwith iu this nlae<\

King's Quair, iii. 29.

A.-S. steorf-an, Germ, sterb-en, occidere, interficere.

facere ut moriatur ; A.-S. steorfa, caedes.

STEUCH (gutt.), s. Same with Stew, q. v.;

but generally applied to a foul smell or

stench, Clydes.]

(To Steuch, v. n. To cause a stench, to

smell foul, ibid.]

STEUEN, s. Expl. "hour, or time;*

No say nought what thou ses,

Bot hold astow art hende,
And hele

;

Lay it al under hende,
To stuen gif thai it stele.

Sir Tristrem, p. 170.

The term seems properly to signify judgment, judi-

cial trial, aa synon. with Sttwyn. Tims the meaning of

the phrase is, "If thev place it in judgment,'* Le. t if

they make any judicial or strict inquiry. In like man-
ner, the phrase used both by S. and E. writers, unset

stevin, denotes a time not fixed, in allusion to the de-

termination of a dag of law, or of trial.

Quhen cup is full, then hold it evin
;

For man may meit at unset stevin,

Thocht mountain* never mcits.

Montgomery, MS Chmn, & P., iii. 501

We may chance to meete with Robin Hood.
Here at some unsett steven.

Percy's Reliques, i. 70.

V. Stewyn.

STEUG, Stewg, s. 1. A thorn, a prickle,

or any thing sharp-pointed, S. B. synon.

stob, sprig. .

This seems the primary sense ; in which it is allied

to Germ, stick, punctum, ictus ; eteeh-en, A.-S. stic-an,

puugere, cuspide fodere, confodere ; as Wachter
observes of the v. ; Incipit a puncto, et desinit in

Tulnere.

2. A rusty dart, Aberd. ; [a spike, Ayrs.]

This doughty lad he was resolv'd

Wi' me his fate to try,

Wi* poison'd stewg* o* Hercules ;

But 'las ! his bleed wis fey.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 4

[3. A stab, a prick ; as, " He gae me a steug

wi* a roosty nail," Ayrs.]

4. Obliquely, a hasty stitch with a needle, a

slight and coarse sewing, S. B.

The idea evidently suggested is, that this sense has

originated from the use ot a coarse instrument in place

of a needle ; as small pins of wood were formerly used,

instead of buttons, for fastening an undcr-waist-cont.

Hence,

To Stetjg, v. a. [1. To stab, to prick, Ayrs,]

2. To stitch, to sew slightly and coarsely,

S. B.

[STEUIN, s. and v. V. Stevex.]

STEUIN, Steven, *. 1. The voice.

—Streckand vp my hnndis towart heuin,

My orison I made with deuote steitin.

Doug. Virgil, 73,36.

Oft by Sibyllis sawis he tonys his steuin.

Ibid., Prol., 159, 29l

The word is still used in this sense, S. B.

Quo* Jean, My steven. Sir, is blunted sair,

And singing frae me frighted an" with care.

Boss's Uelcnort, p. 117.

2. Sound, a note.

The Clamour of the men and trumpis strvin

Gan springing vp on hicht vnto the heuin.
Doug. Virgil, 367, 41.
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The Stirling changes diuers steuyunys Dyne.
lb%d., 403, S3.

Btewon. a load noise, A. Bor., Oroee.
Moee.-G. etifoia, A.-S. stejne, stefen, vox.

[STEUT, s. 1. Anything long and pointed,

or large and sharp edged, Banffs.

2. A big stupid person, ibid.

Steutal is another and more common form ; bat as a
«., it is the intensive form of Stcut.]

(To Steut, v. n. To go about in a silly or

stupid manner, ibid.]

8TEVEL, adj. Firm, substantial, not flum-

mery ; as, u stevel brose ;" Perths.

To STEVEL, v. n. To stagger into a place

into which one ought not to go ; to walk as

one who at every step is on the point of

stumbling, Roxb. Loth. V. Stavie.
M At the launge, I steveUU backe, and lowten downe,

set mai nebb to ane gell in the dor." Hogg's Winter
Tales, ii. 41. V. Statve.

Steven, Steuix, s. The stem or prow of a

hip.
The Troiania frakkis oner the (hide,—

Than steuynnys stowTand fast throw the salt lame.

Doug. VirgU, 14, 14.

••Prom, the steven of the ship, or the fore-castle."

Wedderb. Vocab., p. 22.

Radd. mentions S. steven as synon. with Belg.

sfeven, rostram navis, sieve, prora. Without sufficient

reason he Tiews this and the preceding #. as originally

the same. IsL sto/n signifies caudex, stipes, stirps;

and stafk, prora ; which Seren. deduces from stofna,

JDohoari ' A.-S. stefn, also signifies prora. Ihre views
IsL staf, tabula, asser, as the origin ; to. Stamm.

To Steven, Steuin, v. a. To direct the

coarse of a ship towards a certain point, by
turning the prow towards it; proras sen

rostrum obvertere, Rudd.
To tarn there coarse he gen his feris commend,
And steuin there schippis to the samin land.

Doug. Virgil, 206, 87.

IsL ste/n-a, proram aliquo dirigere; Ihre, to.

/Staemma, p. 757.

STEW, Stewe, Steuch, $. 1. Vapour, S.

On athir half thai war sa stad.

For the rycht gret heyt that thai had.
For fechtyn, and for sonnys het,

That all toair fleache of swate wes wate.

And sic a stew miss out of thafm then,

Off aneding bath of bores and men,
And oil powdyr; that sic myrknes
In till the ayr abowyne thaim wes,

That it wes wondre for to se.

Barbour, at 614, MS.

2. Smoke, S.

All Secill trymblys quaking with ene rerd,

And ouglie stew ouerquheliuys heuin and erd.

Doug. Virgil, 88, 4.

——The henynni* hie did waxin dirk,
Inaoltiit with the reky stewis mirk.

Ibid., 867, 82L

"They take the auMe man Walter Mill, and cruellie

Mat him : althocht fra that fyre rais aic ane stewe.

aahilk did etraik such sturt to thair stomakis, that
bey rewit it ever efter." H. Charteris* Prof. Lyndsay's

Warkis, 1502, A. 4, a.

[3. A foul smell, a stench, Clydes.; &teuch is

also used.]

4. Dust; [spray; synon., stour.]

Bot thys Eneas, full bald vnder scheild,

With all hi* oi.st driuis throw the plane feild

;

And with him swyftly bryngis ouer the bent
Ane rout cole blak of the stew quhare he went

Doug. Virgil 426, 6.

Stew is thus expl. by Grose, "when the air ie full of
duet, emoke or steam," A. Bor.
" Stue, dust raised and making an offensive smell in

an apartment ; the dust drifted by the wind on the
highway ;" UL Surv. Moray.
The first branch of this definition more properly

belongs to sense 1.

Whan drift out owre the hillocks blew,

Or roads wU <lank, wi' blinnin stew,—
I—spankit aft

Tarras's Poems, p. 88.

5. Metapli., battle, fight
;

[also, state of com-
motion, anxiety, heat, &c.], S.

Rndd. derives the word immediately from Belg.

stof, pulvis, pulvisculus. It seems more nearly allied

to IsL styfa, vapor in vaporariis non defumatis ; O.
Andr. Rudd. properly mentions E. stew, Fr. estuve,

Ital. stufa, hypocaustum, os cognates ; also Hisp. tu/o,

vapor calidus et densus qualis e balneis halat.

Mill-stew, «. The dust which flies about a

mill, S. Germ, muhhtaub.

Stewatt, s. 1. uA person in a state of violent

perspiration ; from Stew, vapour," Gl. Sibb.

V. Stuvat.

[2. A stinker, a brothel haunter, Lyndsay,
Thrie Estaitis, I. 2490.]

To STEW, Stew on, v. n. To rain slightly,

to drizzle, Aberd.

This v. seems to have been formed from Stew, q. v.

as formerly signifying vapour ; q. a rain so thin that it

resembles a vapour.

STEWART, Steward, s. 1. " In the strict

sense,—a magistrate appointed by the king

over special lands belonging to himself,

having the same proper jurisdiction with

that of a regality ;" Ersk.

"Quharsoeuer he happynis to be takyn, that schir-

ref, stewart or balye of the regalite sal sende him to the
schirref of the next schirrefdome or his balyeis," Ac
Acts Ja. I., A. 1432, Ed. 1814, p. 21.

2. The deputy of a lord of regality.

"And gif he happynis to fle in the regalite oute of

the rialte, the schirref sal certify the lorde of the re-

Slite, or his stewart or balye, tho quhilk sal persew
e trespassour in lik maner as the schirref sal as is

beforsaid." Acts Ja. 1, A. 1432, Ed. 1814, p. 21.
" The lord of regality might appoint deputies, called

stewards, or bailies, not only during pleasure or for life,

but heritable, who had, by that deputation, all the
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, J incident to the jurisdiction made over in jrr-

rt**m to themselves and their heirs.*' Ersk. Inst. B.

T.4,17.

8, Steward of Scotland, a chief officer of the

crown.

"We may here take occasion, from the identity of

the name, to add a few words concerning the office of

Steward ofScotland. This officer was in ancient times

of the highest dignity and trust ; for he had not only
the administration of the crown revenues, but the
chief oversight of all the affairs of the household, and
the privilege of the first place in the army, next to the

king, in the day of battle. Some antiquaries affirm

that he had the hereditary guardianship of the king-

dom in the sovereign's absence ; for which reason he
was calh-d steward, or sttdtward, from tccirrf, guardian*

chip, and tied, vice, or place. From this the royal

boose of Stuart took its sirname ; but the office was
soak on their advancement to the crown, and has
never since been revived." Ersk. ibid., § 10.

This distinguished officer is by our writers generally

denominated "high Stewart," or *• steward." V.
Crawford's Hist. Fain, of Stewart, p. 4. 6. 9. Pinker-

ton's Hist., u &
If. Casaabon deduces the 'term from A.-S. stow, lo-

ess, and ward, enstos, a locornm custodia. But A.-S.
stiward signifies dispensator, economus ; Isl. stirard-r,

from Mia, opus, and vardur, custos, q. pracfectus

Stkwartrie, 8. 1. A jurisdiction over a

certain extent of territory, nearly the same
with that of a Regality, S.

••For the future, no sheriffship or stewartry (i.e., no
high sheriffship or high stewartry) is to be granted,

cither heritably, or for life, or for any term exceeding

one year." Ersk. Inst, B. i. T. 4, § 11.

2. The territory over which the jurisdiction

extends, S.

•Where landsi were expressly erected by the king
', the jurisdiction annexed to them

must, without doubt, have been equal to a regality,

whatever the former jurisdiction had been. Most

into a stewartry,

fcdo

mer ju

stcwartries consisted of small parcels of land, which
were only parts of a county, as Strathera, Menteith,
Jtc ; but the stewttrtry of Kirkcudbright, and that of

• Orkney and Zetland, make counties by themselves,

and therefore send each of them a representative to

Parliament" Ersk. ibid., § 10.

STEWLE, s. The foundation of a rick or

haystack, Ettr. For. ; from A.-S. stol, Alem.
$tul

f Teut. stoely sedes; or softened from

A.-S. statholj fundamentum, basis.

[STEWRN, Stewrnin, #. A small quantity,

a pinch, Banff's. V. Stourin.]

[To Stewrn, v. a. To sprinkle, ibid.]

STEWYN, *. Judgment, doom.
Vengeance off this throuch out that kyurik yeid,

Grantyt wes fra God in the gret hewyn,
8a ordand he that law suld be thair stneyn.

To falss Saxonis, for thair fell jugement,

Thar wykkydnes our all the land is weut.
Wallace, vU. 232, 5J5.

The Minstrel here relates the story concerning the

hanging of the Scottish Barons at Ayr. The sense is ;

•' It was the will of God, that they should be judged
according to their own law, or their mode of dispensing

law to others." The signification of steiryn is deter-

mined by the expression in the following line, " thair

fell jugement"
lsl. stefna, denotes a fixed time, statutum tempos,

Ihre. This is the precise sense of E. steven, as given

by Lye ; Add. Jun. Etym. vo. Stevin, vox. The IsL

term also signifies a meeting, convention ; G. Andr.

At times it denotes, in a general sense, a meeting for

whatever purpose.
Sometimes it signifies a more solemn meeting, that

which in Lat. is denominated comitia. Euer heidnu

menn ho/do tha atefna /olmtnna, oc toko that rad at

6/0/0 twtim monnom or hurtrioni fiordungi ; In the mean
time the heathen, having held a full meeting, took

counsel that they would sacrifice two men for every

province. Kristnis., p. 92.

It also denotes an action at law, dica, O. Andr.

Af thici /tit stefnan ; Lis sopita est, Kristnis., p. 96.

Eg stefne, dicam indico, dicam scribo, accerso.

Moes.-O. stau-an, stoi-an, signify to jud^e ; Raihtaha

stauides, Thou hast judged right, Luke vii. 34. Hence

staua, a judge, staua*tol, a judgment-seat, and andas»

taua, an adversary, one who appears against another in

judgment.
The A.-S. word denoting a fixed time, is stemne, to

which Su.-G. staemma corresponds ; diem definire, in

jus vocare. Hire views this word as analogous to IsL

stefna. V. Steuen.

STEY,adj. Steep. V. Stay.

[STEYAG, *. An enclosure for geese,

ShetL]

[To STEYB, v. a. To govern, Barbour, i.

38. V. Stere.]

STIBBLE, a. Stubble, S.

"Shod i* the craddle, and barefoot on the stibbte;*
9

Ferguson's S. Prov., d. 28, "spoken of those who ara

tenderly used in their infancy, and after meet with

harsher treatment." Kelly, p. 289.

Stibble-rig, 8. The reaper in harvest who

takes the lead, S. ; harvest-lord, E.

But Stihhle-rig gat time to rue

That he sae laid about it

;

Tween punch an* ream a tulyie grew,

An' ftercelie was disputit.

Rev. J. SieoTs Poems, ii. 155.

Stibblart, adj. Well-grown, plump, Aberd.

A slibblart gnrk wi* phix o' yellow,

In youthit's sappy bu«L
Christmas Ra'ing, Ed. 1805,

Perhaps q. fattened on the ntubble.

I kent him just a stilMart lown
Without a shoe. Sliirrefa Poems, p. 239.

Stibbler, *. 1. One on the harvest-field,

who goes from one ridge to another, cutting

and gathering the handfuls that are left

bv the reapers in going regularly forward,

8.

Not the lone 'tending stibler, at his call,

Not husbandman in drought when rain descends ;—
E'er knew such pleasure as this joyful swain.

Ramsay's Poems, I 212.

2. A ludicrous name frequently given to a

Probationer, as having no settled charge, S.

" What—are ye feared for, wi' your French gibberish,

that would make a dog sick ? Listen, ye stickit stibbler,
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to what I tell, ye. Or ye sail rue it whiles there's a lim
©* ye hings to anither." Guy Mannoring, iii. 127.

The name Stibbler has been applied to probationers,

because of their supposed resemblance ; as having no
fixed station, but going from one place to another, to

supply where there is necessity.

3. A horse turned out, after the harvest is

gathered in, to feed on the stubble, S.

A custom formerly prevailed in S. t and has not

entirely gone into desuetude in some places, of turn-

ing out horses loose, to feed among the stubble,

after harvest. These horses are denominated stib-

biers. In former times it was reckoned allowable

for a person to take one of them, and ride him for

a few miles, without asking the leave of the owner,

or paying any hire. Hence, it is said, a Preacher

received this designation, as he might be employed by

any minister who needed his assistance ; and, little to

the credit of these times, the slightest consideration for

his services was rarely accounted necessary.

Stibbleut, *. A young fellow, a stripling,

Aberth
My breath begins to fail ;—

1 was a stibblert st the flail

Afore Culloden.
IT. Beanie's Tales, p. 13.

V. Stibblaxt.

To Stibblewik, v. a. Applied to a ridge of

corn cut down before another, between it

and the standing corn, Roxb.

Perhaps q. to win or dry, on the stibble. V. Stibble.

Stibbly, adj. Covered with stubble, S.

—O'er the stibbly plain that niblin rooks

In numbers spread, s sable multitude.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 130.

To STICHLE (gutt.), r. n. To rustle, to

cause a rustling sound, S. Fissle, synon.

Hence stirhKmg, the act of rustling. Pinkerton im-

properly renders it chirping, Gl. S. P. R.

The stickling of a mouse out of presence

Had bene to me mair ugsome than the helL
Police of Honour, i 20.

Ithers dose.

While, stichlan, whistles through their nose

Row*t in the arms o* saft repose,

The eldritch snore.

Picked* Poems, 1788; p. 166.

•• Stichlin', emitting a sound like that of snoring ;

"

OL . This must refer to the sound caused by the

motion of the snot in the nostrils.

STICHLES, 9. pi The hot embers of the

fuel of a kiln, whether of peat or wood,

Meams.

STICHLIE, adj. Filled with fibres. *A
stichlie peat," a peat having large vegetable

roots interspersed through it, Mearns.

The same with Stid'lie, q. v.

To STICK, v. a. 1. [To stop], not to be able

to go on with; as, " Puir lad, the first time

he tried to preach, he stickit his sermon," S.

The term is applied to composition, S.

Thy verses nice as ever nicket,

Made me as canty as a cricket

;

I ergh to reply, lest I slick it.

Hamilton, Ramsay's Poems, ii 334.

" To stkk any thing ; to spoil any thing in the exe-

cution." Sir J. Sinclair's OWscrv., p. 25.
"A speech is sticket when the speaker is unable to pro-

cecd;" Gall. Em.

2. To bungle, to botch. A stickit coat, a coat

so made as not to fit the wearer, S.

Apparently allied to Germ, stock-en, impedire,

impeohnentum objicere.

To Stick, v. n. Let that flee stick in the \ca\

Give yourself no trouble about that business,

S. Prov.

'"Oehon, that I should ever be concerned in aiding

and abetting an escape frae justice ! it will be a shame
and disgrace to me and mine for ever.' 'Hout tout,

man, let thatjlee stick in the ira',' answered his kinsman,
• when the dirt's dry it will rub out.' " Rob Roy, ii.

218w
Alluding, apparently, to a fly sticking in the fresh

paint, or plaster, of a wall.

Stick, $. [1. A stand-still, a stop, a break-

down ; also, the act of stopping or breaking

down, Clydes.

2. A bungle, a botch, ibid.]

3. A temporary obstacle, or impediment.

"This mistrust will be a grief and a stick, but hardly

a total and final stop." Baillie's Lett., ii. 190.

Q. something that causes to stop. V. Steik, v. 2.

Stickit, part. pa. Denoting the relinquish-

ment of any line of life from want of means

or ability to go on with it, or in consequence

of any other impediment, S.

Dominie Sampson is called "a stickit stibbler," be-

cause he gave up the work of a Probationer, after

having received license. V. Stibbler.

It has been asserted, that, in the French trans-

lation of this work, the phrase stickit stibbler is ren-

dered pasteur assassini ; as if the translator had un-

derstood stickit as here equivalent to E. stabbed. This

has afforded many a hearty laugh at the expense of

the French, in regard to their ability to explain the

language of that nation which was once so closely

allied to them. But it is not so, at least in the edition

of 1822. There may have been an earlier edition

(as this is seven years posterior to the publication

of the work in Britain), or perhaps a different trans-

lation, in which some such error had a place. But

here the passage stands thus ; Avez-vous pour, grand

movie*? This indeed is far enough from giving the

sense; besides that the question, Avez-vous peur, has

nothing corresponding with it in the original.

(To STICK, r. a. To prop.] To *tick pease,

to prop them by inserting sticks between the

rows, S.

[Stick, s. 1. A perch.] To fa
9

off the

sticks, to die; a phrase borrowed from a bird

when it drops down in its cage, Fife.

[2. A stake.] Stick and stowe, an adverbial

phrase equivalent to, completely, altogether,

But new-light herds gat sic s cowe,

Folk thought them ruin'd stick-an-stoxce.

Burns, iii 225.
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Ifair sports than these there were a few,
Which, gin I ga'e you stick an* stoic,

t

Wad Uk o'er meikle time e'enow.
Shirrefs Poems, p. 214.

. V. Stab and Stow.

3. Gane a
9
to sticks and staves, gone to wreck

or ruin; become bankrupt, &c. ; borrowed
from the state of a tub, when the hoops lose

their hold, S.
" I think the story was, that alio had been crossed

in love with some gentleman, and that she married a
Highland drover, or tacksman, I can't tell which, and
they went all to stick* and staves" Inheritance, i. 95.

STICKAMSTAM, Stickumstam, s. An
ideal denomination of 'money of the smallest

kind; half a penny Scots, or the twenty-
fourth part of an English penny. Its no
worth a stiekamstam; a phrase used in W.
Loth, to denote any thing of no value.

A.-S. stlcce signifies a part, a fraction, something
broken off. Hence the adverb to attecum, in frusta,

frustatitn, membratim ; and also the term stica, styca,

used to denote a brass coin which was current
among the A. -Saxons. It was thus denominated, as
being the smallest money in use among them, for it is

viewed as only equivalent to half a farthing. Thus,
where mite occurs in our version, the term used in the
A.-S. is stycas, Mark 12. 42. Tweytn stycas, that is,

feorthung peninges.

STICKE, i. A piece, as of cloth.

" Stiches of silk great and small peces all mesourit
with a Scottis elnwand." Inventories, A. 1561, p. 267.
V. Steik.

STICKIE-FINGERED, adj. Thievishly dis-

posed ; applied to one to whose fingers the

property of others is apt to adhere, Roxb.

;

Tarry-fingered synon., also Pickie-fitigered.

[STICKIN, part.vr. Stabbing, killing ; used
also as an adj.9 S. ; stickin -piece, that part of

the neck of an animal in which the butcher
plunges the knife, Shetl.]

STICKIT, part. pa. Embroidered.
"Item, ane covering of blew taffetie stickit." In-

ventories, A. 1561, p. 140.

This article has a remarkable marginal note, which
occurs more than once in this curious collection ;

'• In
1567 wes tynt in the K. [King's] lodging." This refers

to the shocking fate of Henry Darnly, in the house
called Kirk of Field. V. Stikkit.

STICKLE,*. " Bustle ;" Ayrs. (71. Surv.,

p. 693.

Perhaps from Tcut. stick-en, aggerare, cumulare ; or
softened from stkk-vol, refertus, turgidus. Ial. stiak,

motus, tumultus ; stiak-a, dcturbare.

STICKLE, s. 1. The trigger of a gun or

pistol, S. V. Stekill.

2. The cabirs or spars placed from one side

of a kiln to another, for supporting the
hair-cloth, or straw, on which the grain is

laid, are called stickles, S.B.

"An old man,—near Elgin—hod been drying corn
on one of- the old fashioned kilns, in which stickles and
hair cloth are used in place of brick or metal ; and
having gone upon these to turn tho corn, while the
fire was going, the stickles cave way, and he was pre-

cipitated to the bottom, where ho was in an instant

suffocated aud burnt to death." Edin. Ev. Cour. Dec
28, 1820.

Tcut. steghel, fulcrum ; stekel, staeckel, stickel, acu-

leus, stimulus, from stick-en, pungcre, figere ; or Ial.

stickitl, tomus, truncus.

Stickly, adj. A term applied to soil which
is intermixed with stems of trees, Banff's.

" The third is called a stickly moss, because it is all

mixed with crops of trees, which, in old time, had
grown iu that ground, or have been accidentally carried

into it." Surv. Bands., App. p. 77.

Because they stick or impede one's labour.

[STICKS. V. under Stick.]

STIEVE, adj. Firm, &c. V. Steeve.

To Stieve, r. a. To cram, to stuff. V.
Steeve.

[Stievelie, adv. Firmly, S. V. under
Steeve.]

STIFE, Stoif, s. A close sulphureous smell,

particularly that arising from the burning

of drossy coals, Tweeda. In Dumfr. it is

expl. " the smell of a chimney without fire,

or that which is caused by the smoke of an

adjoining vent."

O.Fr. etiouff-er, to stifle, to suffocate.

STIFF-BACK, s. A kind of game, Clydes.

;

the same with Sweir- Tree, q. v.

STIFFEN, Stiffexin, Stiffing, s. The
name by which starch is vulgarly called,

because linens, &c. are stiffened by it, S.

The E. name has a similar origin.

•• Smalts or blew stiffing, the pound—x s." Rates,

A. 1611.

Stiffen is still used in Angus.

—Brawest lasses ns'd nae lawn.—Stiffen wasna sought, nor blew
To mutches.— Piper of Peebles, p. 6L

The same analogy is found in some of the northern

tongues. Isl. stiveUi, Dan. stiedse, Belg. styffel, id.,

amylum.

[To Stiffen, v. a. To starch clothes, S.]

STIFFT, s. A duchy, Germ.
" He ordained and left the Duke of Anhalt as Stat-

boulder ; not only over the towne, but also over the
whole sliffl of Magdeburg." Monro's Exp., P. II.,

p. 26.

The term originally and properly signifies a bishopric
Its primary form was sticht, from stichten, struere,

aediheare. Ludwig observes, that this term was used
to 'denote the duchy of Bremen, Ferden, Magdtburg.
&c, "which formerly were bishopricks, but in the
time of reformation were secularised."

STIGrGY, s. A stile, or passage over a wall,

Shetl.
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Norw. stigt a stair; Isl. stlg, Su.-G. steg, cradua, a
flight of atens, from stig-a, to climb, to ascend. Stiggu
baa thus a similar origin with E. Stile, which although
differently funned, is from A.-S. stigel, id., the root
being stig-an, aacendere ; Moes.-G. steig-an, id.

STIGUL, s. A clownish fellow, Aberd.
Ial. stygg-r, taper, difficilia ; 2, ferns ; stygg-'a, of-

fendere, irritare, styggilrg-r, immittH, austerus ; Su.-G.
stygg, teter, deform is. Proprie notat odiosum, invisum

;

Dmn. stygg, ogly, deformed, disagreeable ; Wolff.

STIKE, Stikke, *. A piece
; pi. stikkis.

•• Item, vii stikkis of t ipessarie of antik werk, of the
the histories of Venus, Pallas, Hercules, Mara, Bachus,
and the moder of the Erd." Inv. A., 1539, p. 51.

"Item, vii stikkis of the historic of Jason that wan
the golden fleys." Ibid.
Tent stick, frustum.

Stike Raide. A raid collop. V. Steak
RAID.

ST1KKIT, part. pa. Embroidered.
"Item, twa stikkti mattis to the sarayne bed, with

ane bowstar, and ane cod, with ane stikkit holland
claith, and ane acheit of fustiane." Ibid., p. 45.

^
Teut. stick-en, pingere, acu plumare. tlyeur. i. notis

signare, aut picturatis signis ornarc ; stick-Merck, opus
plumarium, acu pictum. Su.-G. stick-a, acu pingere :

En sticka klaedning, vestia acu picta. V. Stuk, v.

STILCH, s. "A young, fat, unwieldy man ;"

Gall. Enc. ; perhaps q. Stillish, from E.
Still, adj.

To STILE, v. a. To place, to set. To stile

cannons, to plant them. V. Stell, v.

STILE, Style, s. A sparred gate, S. an
oblique use of the E. word.
It aeema to signify a gate, in the following passage

—

Bat wae to that unlucky night

!

I'm like to brake my heart

!

That night Achilles kept the style.

An* died by Paris' dart
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 28.

# STILL, adj. This term in S. often com-
bines the ideas of taciturnity, reservedness,
and some degree of moroseness ; as, He's a
still, dour chield.

To Still, v. n. To cease, to be at rest, S.
They've gotten a geet that stills no night nor day.

Boss's Uelenore, p. 19.
Tent. Gtrm.stillen, aiatere.

Still-Stand, s. A truce.

"Pledges delivered hinc inde, a still-stand or ces-
sation of armea was concluded on by both parties, for
a fortnight's time." Monro's Expcd., P. I., p. 74.M Here we see the use of treaty, and still-stand (or
truce) ordained of policy, that every man may presse
to winne his owne aymes." Ibid., p. 76.

Dan. stilstand, Sw. stillstandc, id. Another term, of
similar combination, is uaed in the aamo sense in Sw.
This is \capn hwila, q. the rest of weapons.

[Still of the Tide. The interval between ebb
and flow, Shetl.]

STILL, ado. Still and on, without intermis-
sion, S.

STILLATOUR, s. An alembic, a vessel for
distillation.

"That Robert of Crechtoune sail restore—to Robert
Broiss of Arth—ane chandelare price ij s., thre pottis
price of thaim all iii li. t ane stillatour price xiij s. hij d."
Act. Dom. Cone, A, 1491, p. 195.

E. stUUUory, id. ; Fr. stillatoire, distilling.

To STILP, [Stilpart, Stilper], v. n. 1. To
stalk, to take long steps, [lifting the feet
high],S.B.

L
*

•' I did na care to stilp upo* my queets, far fear o*
the briganers." Journal from Loudon, p. 6.
Germ, stolp-tm, caespitare.
[Stilper is properly a frequentative of Stilp, and

Stilpart is a stronger form implying noise or awkward-
neaa in the action. ]

Perhaps from Ial. staul-a, to walk step for atep after
one. G. Andr., defining stelpa, novitia puella, says,
a staule, quasi staulpa, quae scilicet nondum didicit
moderare gressus.

2. To go on crutches, S.B.

Stilper, *. 1. A stalker; or one who has
long legs, S.B.

2. Stilpers, pi. crutches; also, two long poles,

with notches for supporting the feet, by
meaus of which one crosses a river dry-shod.
S.B.

[3. Awkward walking, a long striding walk,
Banffs.]

Su.-G. stolpe, a prop, a support, a pillar.

To STILT, v.n. 1. To go on crutches, S.

2. To halt, to cripple, S.

It is sometimes used metaph. in this sense

—

My spaviet Pegasus will limp,
Till ance he's fairly het

;

And then he'll hilcb, and stilt, and jimp,
And rin an unco fit

Burns, lit 160.

3. To cross a river on poles, or stilpers, S. To
stilt the water, Roxb.

••These stilts were two branches of a tree, of a
proper strength, with a cleft or small branch pre-
served in each, of a sufficient wideness to receive a
person's foot, about 18 or 20 inches from the root end;
upon which the person being mounted, with a foot on
each cleft—and the top or small end of the stilt in each
hand, they stalked through the river at the fords.

This they called stilting." Stat. Ace, xv. 157.

Su.-G. stylt-a, grallis incedere ; prob., from stol,

fulcrum, that upon which any thing rests.

[Stilt, s. A crutch, a prop, a pole]. Stilt

of a plough, the plough-tail, or handle of

a plough, S.

"Their ploughs are little and light, having only one
stilt." Brand's Orkney, p. 155.

"Aratrum, a plough.—Stiva, the stiltt" Wedder-
burn's Vocab., p. 13.
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Stilts, *. pi. [Crutches]; also, poles used

for crossing a river.

•- It is unequally divided by the river [Don], which

the people commonly pass upon stilt*; which are poles

or stakes about 6 feet in length, with a step ou one

aide, on which the passenger, raised about 2 feet from

the ground, resting them against his sides and arm-

pits, and moving them forward by each hand, totters

through." P. Kildrumray, Abcrd. Statist Ace., xviii.

In the South of S. stilts of this description are often

made of polished wood ; the supports being properly

fixed in, and the whole neatly painted. Where a river

is to be crossed, it is common for persons, going to

church, to carry them from home on their shoulders.

STIMIKET, pret. r. Bclclied.

How masterlyk about yeid he

!

He tiimiket lyk a tvk, sum saed.

A mirrear dance micht na man see.

Dunbar, UaitUtnd Poems, p. 96.

q. stomached, from stomach.

[STIMMA, s. Strength, power, ability,

Shetl.]

To SUMMER, r. n. To go about in a con-

fused manner, S.B., perhaps the same with

Stammer, or a deriv. from Styme, v., q. v.

STIMPART, s. 1. "The eighth part of a

Winchester bushel," Gl. Burns.

A heapit stimpart. Ill reserve ane
laid by for you.

Burns, iii. 144.

[2. A stimpart of meal was the fourth part of a

peck ; synon. forpet, lippie, Ayrs.

3. A stimpart of land was as much as would

yield the fourth part of a peck of flax-seed,

ibid.

4. A stimpart shearer was the rating of a

young person who could do only half of the

usual work, i.e., a fourth part of a ridge

;

a shearers work being half a ridge. Synon.

slibbler, ibid.]

STING, Steing, s. 1. A pole, S.

Wallas that steing tuk wp in till his hand.
Wallace, ii. 41, MS.

In ver. 33, fasteing occurs, Perth Ed. In MS. it is

sasteing. But the term is still unintelligible.

And als be wss a sport he tuk in band ;

He bar a sasteing in a boustous poillc
;

On his braid bak of ony wald he thoille,

Bot for a grot, als fast as he invent draw.

It is evident that the sasteing denotes the same in-

strument afterwards simply called a steing.

Sum straik with stings; sum gadderit stanis,

8um fled and weil escheuit.

Chr. Kirk, st. 15. Chron. S. P., ii 363.

Then forth came Duncan on the morrow,
As he had been to ride on stnnn*

With a long sting, which he did borrow,

To chase the meir away.
Watson's Coll., L 43.

L. onforrow.

"As Scottish say signifies a water-bucket, this may
refer to the pole used for carrying it. The following

VOL. IV.

definition might seem to throw light on this singular

term. • So, or sua, a tub with two ears to carry on a

stang' Ray's ColL of North Country Words. The

term was most probably pronounced sag-string ; as a,

in our old writers, must often have beeu wounded ai.
n

The Bruce, and Wallace, ii. 365.

A.-S. stgng, steng, sudes, vectis, clava; probably from

sting-an, puiigere, because commonly sharp-poiuted, and

as Rudd. observes, "frequently made use of for goads

and water-poles." Isl. stawja, Su.-G. staeng, fiwtis,

pertica.

2. Used to denote a pike or spear.

Mezentius the gryni, apoun ane spere,

heich sting or stoure of the fir tre,

The blak fyre blesu of reik inswakkis he.

Doug. Virgil, 295, 43.

And dang thame doun with pikkis and poyntit stiagis.

Ibid. I *20.

Thair was na sic bataill

:

Bot thair wes daylie skirmishing,

Quhair men of arniis brak nionie sting.

Lyndsa/s Spger Mrldrum, 15^4, A. iv. b.

He stall away thair stings baith clair.

Quhair is my sjteir, says Syni the knicht
Evergreen, ii. 177.

IsL slang, steing, hasta.

3. A instrument for thatching, S.

Hence, or from dang, is formed Stangrit, id. <j. .
"The roof is first covered with divots—laid on,

overlapping like slate,' with that end only exposed

which hath received a knead or glassing by the first

entry of the paring spade ; when after standing one

year, the thatch, in small handfuls, twisted together

at top, is thrust into holes previously made obliquely

upwards in the divots by an iron-shod, dovetailed-

pointed hand instrument, called a ."ting, bv which l*oth

operations aro performed in alternation. * Notes to

Pennecuik's Descr. Tweedd., p. 88.

4. The mast of a vessel, Shetl. Su.-G. staang,

is used in the same sense; stor-staangen,

the main top-mast, &c.

5. The pole used for shoving a boat from the

beach, &c, S.

To Sting, v. a. 1. [To push, thrust]; as, to

sting a boat, to push it forward, or across

a river by means of a pole, S. A., Perths.

2. To thatch, to fix on thatch by means of a

sting, S.

Sting and Lino. 1. [Lit. pole and rope]

;

the use of a pole and a rope, as in the man-

agement of horses and cattle.

Then did she halt lang in despair,

Withdraw her to a place, even where

She thought there should be least repair,

And that nane should come near her.

—By sting and ling they did up-bang her,

And bare her down between them
To Duncan's burn, and there, but dread,

They left her, ami came hanie good speed.

Mare of Collingtoun, Watson's Coll., i. 48.

Le., They forced her to rise by using both a pole and

a rope.

2. To carry sting and ling, to carry with a

long pole, resting on the shoulders of two

persons ; as dray-men carry a barrel of beer,

S.

E 3
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" On Tuysday the tent of Apryle, the heid of wit
the SecreUre landit in the nyght at Leyth whare he
remaned till the tuorne, and was borne up with sex

workmen with sting and liny, and Mr. Robert MaiUand
haulding op hie heid ; and when they had put him in

at the castell yeat, ilk ane of the workmen gat iii ah.

which they receavit grudginglie, hoping to have gottin

mair for their labouns." Bannat. Journal, p. 130.

3. To carry offsting and ling, to do so entirely*

wholly, S. Gl. Sibb. ; also, by force, S.

As sting denotes a pole, ling has been supposed to

signify quick motion ; or as expressing the relative

sitaAtion of the bearer, as they move in a lint, the one
following the other. V. Lino.
" I was at my mother to get her awa' Minn and ling

or the red-coat* cam up ; but I might as wcel hae tried

to drive our auld fore-a-hand ox without the goad."
-Tales of my Landlord, iii. 10.

44 There was little fear of his coming there without
Sir Arthur—he had gotten a sair gliff the night afore,

and never intended to look near the place again, un-
less he had been brought there sting and ling" An-
tiquary, iii. 32*2.

•• Sting and ling," is expl. *• vi et armis ;
n
Gl. Antiq.

Staff-AND-STINO. Topay icith staffand sting,

to beat severely, to give a complete cudgel-

ling.

It occurs in a remarkable passage, in a very bold
and honest address of Ninian Winyet to the nobility

of Scotland.
"And sua ye nobilis specialie, and youris but

progenitouris, blyndit be cacnall affectioun of youris

Mbeia, brether or other freindis, or be avarice, hes
destroyit the trew religioun and triumphand kingdoms
of Christe, sa fer as ye mycht ; putting in the place

of godly ministeris, and trew successooris of the
Apostolis, dumb doggis ; quha for the maist part in

extreme dainger of thair Maisteris house the kirke

of Christe, quhuir ennimeis ar without and within,

dar nocht only nocht barke, bot maist schamefullie

payit with staff and sting, dar nother quhryne nore
quhyoge." First Tractat, Keith's Hist App. p. 206.

Stinger, s. A mender of thatched roofs

;

so called, because he uses a sting or short

pointed stick in doing his work, S.

Stingd** Spurtle. An instrument used in

thatching, for pushing in the straw, Clydes.

V. Sting, t>., and Spurtle.

Stingisdynt, s. " Ane dint or straike with

ane sting or batton; in Latine, Fustigatio;**

Skene, Verb. Sign., in vo.

"Within bourgh, bloudwit, stingisdynt, marchett,
herreyeld, nor other like things—aould not be heard."
Borrow Lawes, c. 19.

STINGE, adj. 1. Stiff, austere, rigid, forbid-

ding, Aberd.

2. Hard, difficult, ibid.

This may be allied to Su.-G. stinn, rigidus, robustus :

IsL ttinn-r, non facile flexilis; stinn-az, obdurescere.
G. Andr. renders stinn-r, rigidus, firmus.

STINK, Stinkard, Stinker, *. A prisoner

in the play of English and Scots, S.

"The person.—seized in his attempt to rob the
camp, was mads a prisoner, and conducted to the

enemy's station, where he remained under the deno-
mination of stinkard till relieved by one of the same
side, or by a general exchange of prisoners." Blackw.
Mag., Ang. 1821, p. 35.

Tent, diitrkntrd, homo foetidus ; from the disgrace
attached to his captivity.

[To Stink, u. a. To capture prisoners in the

game, S.J

Stixkin, adj. Saucy, manifesting much
hauteur in one's looks, S.

This term always suggests, to a Scotchman, the idea

of one looking at another, with such. a disagreeable ex-

pression of countenance as if he felt the smell of some
very ofcimire object immediately under his nose.

Stinking Davies. The name of the Stinking

treed or Ragwort, Fife. Stinking Willies,

id. Moray.

Stinking III. A disease of sheep, S.

"On opening the bodv, it contains a strong sul-

phureous smell, characteristic of the disease ; hence it

is called the stinking ill ; and the stomach and bowels
are prodigiously distended with air, having the same
intolerable foctor." Ess. Highl. Soc., iii. 364.

Stinking-Weed, s. Common Bagwort.
"Senecio Jacobaea, Bnalan Gaulis. The stinking

Kttd, Scot, aust." Lightfoot, p. 1132.

STINKLE, s. The stone-chatter, Shctl.

"Motacilla Rubicola, (Liu. syst.) Stane-chaker,
Stinkle, stone-chat." Edmonstone's Zctl., ii. 263.

STINNELL, s. Sting, or perhaps thrilling

pain.

"Thereftir hir Majestic recommendit unto thame
the stait of the religioun within this realmc, praying
tham cfFecteouslie to truble nor press na man in his

consciens that professit the catholic religioun, ag-

greging meikle the prik and stinnell of consciens,

quhilk is ane sair mater to prcase ; with hir awin de-

terminationn is to die constant in the catholic religioun."

Lett. B. of Ross to Ahp. of Glasgow ; Keith^ Hist.

App. p. 134.

A aitnin. from Sting, q. stingef ; or an error for

sthnule, a Fr. term, signifying a goad, prick, or sting.

It mav indeed be of the same origin with the v. to

Stungfe, q.v.

To STINT, Stynt, v. n. To stop.

He saw per ordoure al the sege of Troy.—
He styntis, and wepand sayd Achates tyll, Ac.

Doug. Virgil, 27, 20.

Stynt, pret stopped.

"Slyntyn. Pauso. Subsisto. Desisto.

—

Styntinge

orsesinge. Pausacio. Deaistencia," Prompt. Parv.

Right styth stuffit in stein thai stotit na stynt.

Oawan and Got., iii 8.

0. E., id. Thus it is used, Hocclcve, p. 41.

He styntith never, till his purs be bare.

To STIR, v. a. 1. To plough slightly. V.
Steer.

2. To injure. V. Steer, v.

STIRK, Sterk, s. 1. A bullock or heifer

between one and two years old, S. A stot

is a bullock about three years old ; the name
being generally changed from stirk to stot,
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about the time of its being fit to be yoked
in the plough.

"There was ay some water where the stirk drowned ;"

ie., "there was certainly some occasion for so much
talk, rumour, and suspicion." Kelly, p. 309.

Ys half our oxin reft and slane,

Bryttnyt oar sterkis, and young beistin mony ane.

Doug. Virgil, 76, 6.

The stirkis for the sacrifyce per case
War newly hrytuit Ibid., 138, 36.

Jok that wes wont to keip the stirkis,

Can now draw htm an cleik of kirkis.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 66.

Stirk is the mod. pron.
"Commonly Scot. Bor. they distinguish between

sthrk and steer, the first being younger, and either male
or female, the other some older, and only male ;

"

Rudd.

2. [A coarse, stout, stupid or ignorant fellow.]

For me I took them a* for stirks—
That loo'd na money.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 307.

A stalwart stirk in tartan claise,

8ware mony a sturdy aitli.

Skinner's Christm. Bawing, st 16.

Stirkie, *. A little stirk, S. B.

Stirkie*8-Sta, Stirk's-Sta, s. 1. Tlie place

in a cow-house appropriated to a voung
stirk, S.B.

2. To be put in the stirkie^s sta, a phrase

applied to a young child who receives less

attention than formerly, from its mother
having brought forth another child; an
allusion to the removal of a stirk from its

dam, S. B.

A.-S. styrc, styrie, juvencus, juvenca. Hence E.
shtrk, a young ox or heifer ; *tyrkr, Laneash. Somn.
styrie, styrc, is undoubtedly a diniin. from A.-S. styre,

stcor, Moes.-G. stiurs, Alem. slier, a steer. The more
ancient form of the latter is supposed to be Su.-G.
tiur, Isl. tyr, C. B. tor-us, (Lat. taitr-us), from tar-o,

tar-; ferire, percutere. V. Scren. vo. Steer. V. also

the letter K. Hence,

To Stirk, v. ?i. To be with calf, S.B.

STIRKIN, part. pa. Wounded, stricken.

Oner all the ciete enrageit scho here and thare
Wandris, as ane stirkin hynd, quham the stalkar,

Or scho persaif, from fer betis with his flaine.

Doug. Virgil, 102, 6.

"The king wes stirkin haistelie with na les fere than
hevy thocht." Bellend. T. Liv., p. 97.

"The Felischis war effrayit,—specially be remem-
brance of the last batall stirkin be Romania aganis
thame." . Ibid., p. 342.

STIRLIN, *. The denomination of a silver

coin, apparently ascribed to David I. of

Scotland.

"The stirlin in the time of the said King David,
did wey thrcttie twa graines of glide and round
quhcat : Hot now it is othcrwaics, be reason of the
minoration of the money." Stat. Rob. III., c. 22. s.

6. Lat. copy, Stertingus.

This is expL by Du Cange,—pro monetae specie,

quam denarium Stcrlingum vocabant. He quotes
Matt. Paris, An. 1247, as using the term in a similar

sense. Praccepit Dominus Rex—ut quicutMjuc deinde
Esteriingus in regno suo pondere non legalist invenire-
tur, statim funderetur ; vo E*tertingu*-'

The tenn starlinges, as used by Chaucor, is expL
" pence of sterling money ; " Tyrwhitt.
The name has evidently originated from the term

sterling or stirlin, as denoting the quality of the money.
Thus it is also used as an adj.

" It is statute, that the kings money, that is Mri'm
money, sail not be caried furth of the realme." Stat
David II., c. 37.

STIRLING, Stirlene, Sterlix, s. The
stare or starling, a bird, S. Sturnus vul-

garis, Linn.

"The garrulling of the stirlene gart tho sparrow
cheip." Compl. 8., p. 60.

"The Sterlins% or stares are as numerous (in Sanda)

I judge, as the sparrows are with us." Brand's Ork-
ney, p. 37.

"Sturnus, a Stirling." Wedderburn'a Vocab., p. 15.

1 think ane greit derisioun ;

To heir Nunnis, and Sisteris, nycht and day,
Singand and sayand psalm ia and ori>oun ;

Nocht vnderstanding quhat thay sing or say,
Bot like ane Stirling, and ane popingay,
Quhilk leirnit ar to speik be lang vsage.

Lyndsay's Warku, 1592, p. 17.

Teut. sterlinck, sturnus, from sterre, id.

(To STIRN, v. n. To congeal with cold,

Shetl. V. Sturkbn.]

STIRRAH, Stirra, *. 1. A stout boy, S.

An honest neiper man, Ralph was his name,

—

A dainty stirrah had twa years out-gane.
Ross's lleUnore, p. 13.

Here they dwalt, till Cain an' Abel
Twa fine stirrahs, blest their boar.

A. ScotCs Poems, 1818, p. 177.

It would seem to be occasionally used in the sense
of E. stripling.

A sliifrth, at the age fifteen,

I had the Gentle Shepherd seen,

The boast o' Allan a pen. Ibid., p. 3L

2. A term of contempt, apparently corrupted
from Sirrah, S.
" • Where are ye gaun V * I'm gaun to Monkbarns.*

4 Stirra, this is no the road though.' " Antiquary, i.

33.

3. A young fellow.

If ony mettPd stirrah green
For favour frae a lady's een,
He inauna care for bein' seen

Before he sheath
His body in a scabbard clean

O* gude braid claith.

Fergusson's Poems, iL 22.

STIRRING, Stirring-Furrow, s. A si iglit

ploughing, S.

"In the spring, a eood harrowing, and a second
ploughing, before theylay on their duug ; and then the
seed furrow, or Stirring, as they call it." Maxwell's
Sel. Trans., p. 217.
" What is called the stirring-farrow is taken across.**

Surv. Banffs., p. 147.

The general, if not the invariable, pronunciation
among those who retain their ancient language, it
steering. Thus Maxwell has himself given it elsewhere.
V. Steering-Fcr.
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STIRRUP-DRAM, Stirrup-Cup, s. A
glass of ardent spirits, or draught of ale,

given by the landlord of an inn to his guest

when about to depart, S~
"'Tib Mumps will be out wi' tho stirru/hdram in

agiiffing.' In a moment after. Tib, the landlady,

3>peared with her stirrup cup, which was taken off."

ay Mannering, ii. 18, 19.

# STITCH, s. A furrow or drill, as of tur-

nips, potatoes, &c, Dumfr.
Johns, seems to be right in viewing the word as used

in this sense by Chapman.
Many men at plow he made, snd dravo earth here and

there,

And turo'd up stitches orderly.

Iliad.

Perhaps originally the same with A.-S. sticce, "frus-
tum, a portion or piece," Somner ; Belg. stick, id.

To STITE affy v. n. 1. To stumble, so as to

go to one side, S. A.
••It is adeep clench, wi' a sma' sheep rodding through

the linn not a foot wide ; and if ye war to stitt off that,

ye wad gang to the boddom of the linn wir a flaip."

Brownie of Bodabeck, L 134.

2. To move about in a stiff and unsteady way,
S. V. Stoit, v.

STITH, Stytu, adj. 1. Firm, steady, S.
Als thai haid

A lord that sua swete wes, and deboner,

—

And in bataill mi styth to stand,

—

That thai bad gret causs blyth to be.

Barbour, viii. 384, Ma
And athir gan contrare vthir stith stand,
With fingeris last fakand thare mace io hand.

Doug. Virgil, 141, 51.

2. Strong ; applied to inanimate objects.

He made
A styth castell, and thare he hade •

Oft and mekyl his duellyng.

Wyntowu, vii. 7, 8. Also Ibid., x. 108.

Barbour, ir. 10L

3. Stiff, in consequence of being stretched;

applied to a rope, Upp. Cfydes.

4. Dead; properly, having the stiffness of

death. Sheet stt/t/i, shot dead, Aberd.
" For, thinks I, an' the horses tak a brattle now,

they may come to lay up my mittens, an' ding me yavil

an' as styth as gin I had been elf-shot." Journal from
London, p. 4.

Up-by the lamhie's lying yonder styth ;
But maksns, that it's no yoursel I'm blyth.

Ross's Helenore, p. 15.

A.-S. stith, styth, durus, rigidus, severus. Sttthe,

however, signifies, stabilis, firmus.

Stithill, adv. [Stoutly, eagerly.]

Mony sege our the sey to the cite socht,
Bchipmen our the streme thai stithill full stranght.
With alkin wappyns I wys that wes for were wroght

Oawan and Gal.,\ 12.

Mr. Pinkerton views this as a r., rendering it, in-

terrogatively, steer. But it seems rather an adj. or
adv., from A.-S. stithlie, durus, or stithlke, severe,

strenue. Thus strattcht must be the v. "Mariners
stretched full firmly," or perhaps, "sternly, over the

[Stithly, adv. Severely, firmly, Barbour,
x. 326, xii. 381.]

STIVE, adj. Firm. V. Steive.

Stivaoe, adj. " Stout, fit for work ;" Gl.

Shirr. V. Staffaoe.

[To Stiven, Stivven, v. n. To congeal,

stiffen, to coagulate, Shetl. Dutch, stiven,

id.]

Stiveron, *. " Any very fat food, such as

that of a haggis;" Gall. Enc.

Stivet, 9. 1. A short stout-made man,
Roxb.

2. A stubborn, self-willed person, ibid., Ettr.

For.

In this sense it might seem to be merely the Dan.
part, stivet, retained, which signifies "starched, stif-

fened." Stiv, "hard, not flexible," Wolf.

Stivey, Steevie, $. A great "quantity of

thick food ; as, " a stivet/ of parntch," Fife.

Germ. st\fee, stiffness, Teut. styv-en, firmare.

To STOAN, v. «. To give out suckers or

stems from the root ; applied to herbs and
trees, Upp. Lanarks. Stool, synon.

Stoan, *. A quantity of suckers springing

from the same root, ibid.

Isi. stofn, caudex, stipes, stirps, a stem or stalk

;

stipes cum radicibus, Verel. Teut. steune columen,
and steun-en, ston-tn, niti, fulcire, seem to have a com-
mon origin.

STOB, s. 1. The stump of a tree.

-Sum wer fletanri on the land :

Quhailis and nionstouris of the scis,

Stickit on stobbis amang the treis.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 43.

2. A palisade, a stake driven into the ground,

for forming a fence, S. ; more commonly,
stab.

Sum of Eneas feris liesely

Flatis to plet thaym preissis by and by,
And of smal wikkeris for to beild vp ane bere,

Of sowpill wandis, and of brounys sere,

Bound with the syouus, or the twistis slo

Of smal rammel, and stobbis of akin tre.

Doug. Virgil, 862, 9.

Yimen, however, is the only term used by Virg.

•' The different articles made from these woods are

sold at the following prices on the spot : Stobs% at 4*.

the hundred, four feet long." P. Cainpsic, Sterlings.

Statist. Ace, xv. 321.

3. A pole, it stake.

"He was taken and beaded, and his right band
set upon a stob in the same place where he was slain."

Spalding's Troubles, i. 53.

A.-S. steb, stubb, Belg. stobbe, Su.-G. Mod. Sax.

stubbe, stipes, truncus. Dan. stub, "a stump, a stock,

a stem or stalk;" Wolff.
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4. The stump of a rainbow, or that part which
seems to rest on the horizon, when no more
of it is seen, S.

This, by seamen, is viewed as a prognostic of an
approaching storm, and is called a dogg. [Called also

a weather-yaw.]
8a.-O. stubb, which denotes a part of any thing

broken off from the rest : Notat rem quamvis mino-
rem a soo continuo abruptam ; stubbig, mutilus, bre-
vis, Ihre ; (E. stubbed). Dan. stuv, a remnant, an end.

5. A coarse nail, Ettr. For.

6. A prickle, or a very small splinter of wood,
fixed in any part of the body, S.

In this sense it is also used metaph., as denoting
something that mars peace of mind.
"Ye bad no need to be bare-footed among the

thorns of this apostate generation, lest a atob stick up
in your foot, and cause you to halt all your days.
Rutherford's Lett., P. i. ep. 79.

7. The puncture made by the means of a
prickle, S.

Germ, stupf, stipp, punctum, stupf-en, stipp-en,
pungere.

To Stob, v. a. 1. To pierce with a pointed
instrument, S. ; synon. job.

This is used, like E. Stab, for piercing with a sword:
Then Baanah and Rechab did conspire
To slay Ishbosbeth for to winne a hire ;

These bloody men him stolibed on liis bed!
And after that with haste to Hebron fled, &c

Z. Boyd's Oanlen ofZion, p. 164.

2. To point with iron, S.
Thay maid them burdowns nocht to bow,
Twa bewis of the birk ;

Weil stobbit with steil. I trow,
To stile into the mirk.

Symmye and his Bruder, Chron. &P.,L 360.

[3. To dress a stack of oats, wheat, &c, by
pushing in the ends of the sheaves with a
pitch-fork, Banff's.

4. To uncover a peat-bank, by cutting off the
rough surface, ibid.]

Stob and Staik. To hald Stob and Staik in

any place, to have one's permanent residence

there, to be domiciliated.
" All burgee that vsis byine & selling of merchan-

dreis to enm & duell within the burcht, & hald thair
stob and staik within the same within 40 dayis nyxt
heireftir." Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16. V. Stab and Stow.

[Stobbans, *. pL The broken pieces of straw
left after thrashing, Banffs.]

Stob-feathers, s. pL The short unfledged

feathers which remain on a fowl after it

has been plucked ; applied also to those

which appear first on a young bird, S.

Hence, a bird is said to be stobbtd, or stob-feathered.

The origin is stob, a stump, from the shortness of
the feathers.

A. Bor. " Stob-feathcr*, the short unfledged feathers
that remain on a fowl after it has been plucked ; " GL
Brocket.

[To Stub-feather, r. a. To provide for, S.]

The term is used metatm. Of a young couple, who
have little provision or furniture, it is said ; They're

not stob-feather\l yet, 8.B.

Stop-Spade, *. An instrument for pushing

in the straw in thatching, Angus ; synon.

Stangril and Sting.

[To Stob-thack, r. a. To thatch roofs by

driving in the straw with a stob, sting, or

stake, S.B.

The work thus performed is called stob-thacking

or 'thatching ; and the workman, a stob-thacker.

"Stab-thatching is now become pretty general, and,

when well executed, makes a warm and durable roof."

P. New Deer, Aberd. Statist. Ace., ix. 187, 18&

Stob-tiiackit,Stob-tiiatcued,<k(/. Thatch-

ed in the manner described above, S.

''Farmhouses and cottages.—Within these five

years, a very few of them have been stott-thatched, or

covered with a deep coat of straw,—and snecked or

harled with lime." P. Keith-Hail, Aberd. Statist

Ace., ii. 534.

"The ha\ or dwelling-house, is what they term

stob-thatched ; that is, the rafters are laid far distant

from each other, on the coupling, and these rafters

are then covered with shrubs, generally broom, laid

to cross the rafters at right angles ; over this is placed

a complete covering of divots (turf), which is again

covered with straw, bound up in large handfuls, one

end of which is poshed between the divots ; thin is

placed so thick as to form a covering from four to about

eight inches deep, and, after being smoothly cut on the

surface, forms a warm, neat, and durable roof."

Edin. Mag., Aug. 1818, p. 1*27.

[Stoby, Stoiuue, *. A trustworthy uerson,

one who will stand by a friend, Shett.]

To STOCK, v. a. 1. To branch out into various

shoots immediately above ground, applied

to grasses, grains, or flowers, S.

Thus, grass is said to stock, when it forms such a

stool as to 611 the ground, and to cover the blank

paces. O.Teut. stock-en, concrescere, conglobari, den-

sari ; Kilian,

[2. To amass money, to store past, Banff*.]

[Stock, *. A full grown, well built person

;

as, u He's a braw stock o' a chiel,
w

Banffs.,

Clydes.]

Stocking, *. The act of sending forth various

stems, S.

'* When it hath b'en till the seed begin to rot, cross

harrow it, and so let it ly till the time of stocking.**—
" Stocking, when more than one stem shoots frwui th

seed." Surv. Banff's. App., p. 42.

[Stock it, adj. Amassed, hoarded, accumu-

lated, Banffs.]

To STOCK, v. n. To become stiff, to be

benumbed, S.

Germ, stock-en, to be stopped or obstructed ; Su.-G.

stock-a, to haiden, to condense. Blotlet stockarsig, the

blood congeals. In the same manner we say that one
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Hard, stubborn in disposition,

Mocks, or that the limbs Mock, from cold or want of
exercise, S. Hence,

Stock, *. 1. One whose joints are stiffened by
age or disease ; an auld slock, icl, S.

Belg. stok-oud, very ancient, decrepid.

2. The hardened stalk or stem of a plant.

A hail-Hock, the item of colewort, S.

Thro' the kail,

Their stocks maun a' be sought ance.

Burns, ilL 126.

Sa.-O. kaalstock, id., from kaal, brassica, and stock,

caulis.

Stocket, part. pa. Trimmed ; or per-

haps stiffened.

"Deponis, that my lord his maister came to his
chalmer about 12 hours at evin,—and chingit his hots
and doublet, viz. ane pair of hoias stockH with black
welvet, pasementit with silver," &c. Anderson's Coll.,

•

ii 174.

Teut stock-en, 6rroare, stabilirc.

[Stockit, adj.

Banffs.]

STOCK, Bed-Stock, *. The fore-part of a
bed.

*' Hezekiah turned his back© to the stock*, and
his face to the wall, that he might conferre with his

God." Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 71. Btd-stocke,
ibid., p. 65.

1 winna lie in your bed,
Either at stock or wa*.

Jamieson's Popular Ball., ii. 159.

Weel brook ye o' your brown brown bride,
'Between yon and the stock. Ibid., i. 31.

Su. O. stock, id., sponda, vel pars lecti anterior.

STOCK and BROCK. The whole of one's

property, including what is properly called

Stock
y
and that which consists of single or

detached articles, or such as are not entire,

S. V. Brok.

Stock and Horn. A toast commonly
given by farmers; including sheep-stock

and horned cattle, Roxb. A synon. toast

is,
u Com, Horn, Wool, and Yarn."

Stocking, *. The cattle, implements of

husbandry, &c, on a farm, in contradistinc-

tion from the crop, S. u Stock, live stock
;

"

Yorks., Marsh.

STOCK-DUCK, s. The Mallard, a bird,

Orkney.
"The Mallard, (anas botchas, Lin. Syst.), our

stock-duck, it a pretty numerous species, which builds
in marshes, meadows, and holms, through all the Isl-

ands." Barry's Orkney, p. 301.
Germ, stock-ent, Kramer, p. 341. Norv. stok-and,

Penn. Zoo]., p. 591. Dan. id. The name is the same,
and or ent signifying duck. The meaning of stock, as
thus applied, I do not know. As it denotes a stick,

Also, the trunk ofa tree, can this signify the tree-duck?
it being " known sometimes to lay the eggs in a high
tree, in a deserted magpie's or crow's nest ;" EncycL
Britann. vo. Anas, N°. 32.

STOCK and HORN. A musical instrument

anciently used in S.

When I liegin to tune my stock and horn,

With a' her face she shaws a caulrife ncorn.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 68.

Ritson describes it as "a reed or whistle, with a horn
fixed to it by the smaller end." V. Corne pipe.

But it is more particularly described by Burns.
•* It is composed of three parts ; the stock, which

Is the hinder thigh-bono of a sheep, such as you see

in a mutton-ham ; the horn, which is a common
Highland cow's horn, cut off at the smaller end, un-
til the aperture be large enough to admit the stock
to be pushed up through the horn, until it be held

by the thicker end of the thigh-bone : and lastly, an
oaten recti, exactly cut and notched like that which *

you see every shepherd boy has, when the com stems
are men and full-grown. The reed is not made fast

in the bone, but is held by the lips, and plays loose

in the smaller end of the stock ; while the stock, with
the horn hanging on its larger end, is held by the hands
in playing. The stock ha* six or seven ventiges on the
upper side, and one back-veutige, like the common
flute, [or whistle]. This of mine was made by a man
from the braes of Athole, and is exactly what the shep-

herds wont to use in that country." Burn's Works,
iv. 209, N°. 64.

"The common flute is an improvement on the
original gennine Scottish pastoral pipe, consisting of a
cow's horn, a bower-tree stork, from <toc, in Gaelic, a
pipe, called the Stock-in-horn, with stops in the middle,

and an oaten reed at the smaller end for the mouth
piece." Notes to Pennecuik's Descr. Tweedd., p. 96.

There is no evidence, however, that in Gael, stoc

ever signified a pine. The sense given is, ," a sounding
horn, a trumpet ; Shaw. It is the same in the parent

Irish, as given by Obrien and Lhuyd.
There seems to be no reason to doubt, that it is

the same instrument which is described as used in

Ireland. "The Stoic, Stoc, Buabal, Beann and Ad-
harc, were different names for the same instrument,

and were only the common Bugle Horn, with a wooden
mouth-piece, still used by the common people. The
horns of animals were most probably the first attempt
at musical instruments, and used in common by all the

barbarous nations of ancient Europe." Beauford ; V.
Ledwich's Antiq. Ireland, p. 247.

STOCK-HOKN E, *. A horn anciently used

by foresters in S.
" Ane stock home—commonly is maid of timmer and

wood, or tree, with circles and girds of the same, quhilk
is vet vsed in the Hie-landes and lies of this realme ;

quhairof I haue scene the like in the cuntric of Hel-
vetia, in the ycir of God 1568, amangst the Zuitzers."

Skene, Verb. Sign., vo. Mcuetum.
Ane utocke home, ex Lib. Sconcnsi, species et forma

cornu lignei quod si in flatur magnum et raucum edit

sonum. Leg. Forest, c. 2, N.

STOCK-OWL, s.

V. Katogle.
The eagle owl, Orkn.

STOCK-STOKM, s. Snow continuing to lie

on the ground, Aberd. V. Storm.
I know not, whether we ought to view, as allied to

this, the Su.-G. phrase, en stickande storm, saeva tem-
pestas, and Isl. stakastortnur, id.

[STOCK-STOVE, s. The wood for a roof

and partition of a small house, brought from

Norway in former times ready made, Shctl.J
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[STOCK-WHAAP, «. The large curlew,

Scolopax arquata, Shell.]

STOCKERIT,/>r<*. Staggered. V.Stacker.

STOCKIE, *. A piece of cheese, or a bit of

fish, between two pieces of bread, Fife.

STODGE, *. A pet, Ayi-s. V. Stadoe.

Stodoie, adj. Under the influence of a pet-

tish or sulky humour, ibid.

STOER-MACKREL, s. The tunny fish,

S. ; Scomber Thunnus, Linn.

••Thunnus, nostratibus, the Stoer-Mackret." Sibb.

Scot., P. iii., p. 23.

Perhaps from Sw. stor, great, large, and makrUl,

mackerell.

To STOG, r. a. 1. A term used in turning,

chipping, or planing wood, when the tool

goes too deep, Berwicks. V. Stok.

2. To push a stick down through the soil,

in order to ascertain the distance of the

till from the surface, Ettr. For.

3. To search a pool or marsh, by pushing down
a pole at intervals, ibid.

Fr. estoqu-er, to thurst or stab.

To Stoo, v. n. 1. To plant the feet slowly

»nd cautiously in walking, as aged or in-

firm persons do, ibid.

2. To walk heedlessly on with a heavy,

sturdy step, Ettr. For. Gall.

••I slings aye on wi* a gay lane step—stogs aye

through cleuch and gill." Brownie of Bodsbeck, i. 38.

How angry did he notch and stog,

And croak about

!

Gall. Encyd., p. 898.

Isl. stig, gradus, via ; stig-a, gradi ; stiga rumt, ac-

oelerare pedes ; or stoeck-va, salire ; steg, passus, gradus.

Stoo, 9. 1. Any pointed instrument; as,

*A great stog o* a needle,'' or " o' a preen,"

s.

2. A prickle, or a small splinter of wood, fixed

in the flesh, S. V. Stok, Stoo Sword.

3. One with a stupid kind of gait, Gall.

STOG SWORD. V. Stok.

STOG, s. Applied in reaping to the stubble

which is left too high, or to an inequality

thus produced, S.

Isl. sfygg-r, asper, may also be viewed as a cognate
term. V. Stugcy.

To Stoo, Stuo, v. a. To cut down grain,

leaving some of the stubble too high, from
not holding the hook horizontally, Loth.;
pron. Stug, Ettr. For.

Stoooie, adj. 1. Rough in a general sense,

Upp. Clydes.

2. As applied to cloth, it denotes that it is

both coarse and rough, ibid.

This nearly resembles Stuggy, q. v.

To STOICII, v. a. To fill with bad or suffo-

cating air; as, "The house is stoicht wi*

reek, i.e., filled with smoke, Lanarks.

Stoich, *. Air of this description ; as, "There's

a stoich o
9
reek in the house," ibid.

This seems nearly allied to Stectt, Strgh, r. and #. and

in fact seems to have a closer affinity to Germ. Mick-en,

•uffocari.

Stoiciiert, part. adj. 1. [Suffocated ; over-

powered by suffocating air, stench, fumes

of sulphur, &c, Clydes.]

2. Overloaded with clothes; as, "She's a

stoichtrt quean ," or, " He's stoichert up like

a Dutchman," Ayrs.

This resembles A. Bor. " Stacker ; when the air in a

house is filled with steam and smoke ;" Grose.

3. Overpowered with fatigue, Renfr.

This may be allied to Stech, Strgh, v. But V. Stoich.

STOIFF, s. A stove.

"His maiestie haifand consideratioun of the guidwill

and skilful dispositioun of the said Eustatius to excogi-

tat sum ma inventiounia,—speciallie beane new inven-

tioun fund out be him of ane forme of ftotf quhilk he

hes takin vpouu him to mak mair profiUbill and com-

modious." Acts Ja. VI., 1599, Ed. 1814, p. lJ>7. V.

Stow.

STOIP,5. A measure of liquids. Y; Stoup.

[STOIND, s. A long time ; used ironically,

Shetl. E. stound."]

To STOIT, Stot, Stoiter, Stoitte, v. n.

1. To walk in a staggering way, to totter, S.

What comes ?-«-an auld, beld carle,

Just stoitin to the ither warl
As fast's he can.

Rev. /. NicoCs Poewu, U. 6L

Hame he stoiter'd fu' as Bacchus,
Ilka night gaed o'er his head.

Train's Poetical Reveries, p. W.
*• Sawners Carson, dinna be surprised gin I take the

land iuto my ain hands next Whitsuntide. I could

stoiter at the plough-eud yet." M. Lyndsay, p. 261.

••0. E. ttotyn or stameryn. Titubo. Blatero. Bal-

bucio. Blateo.—Stotar. Tituballus. Blcssus. Stot-

ingc. Titubatus. Balbutacio." Prompt. Pan*.

Lancash. "stawtcrt, reeled ;

M
01. " Stater or fWre,

North." Grose.

2. To stumble on any object, S.

Sho stottis at strais, syn stumbillis not at stania.

Afontgomerie MS. Chron. S. P., iii. 499.

Ste'U has anciently been used in the same sense.

As Ganhardin steit oway,
His heued he brae tho,

As he fleighe.

Sir TristreM, p. 172, st 62.
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Wi' writing I'm sae bliert and doited,

That when I mite, in troth I sioiled.

Ramsay's Poems, 11. 836.

3. Used metaph., as denoting the staggering

state of public affairs.

He can lend the stoitering state a lift,

Wi1 gowd in gowpins as a grassum gift.*
FergussoWs Poems, ii. 86L

4. To skip about, to move with elasticity, S. O.
"What signifies a whecn tntors and laddies caun

stoiting about wi' gowns and square trenchers T* Reg.
Dalton, iii. 212.

So.-6. stoet-a, allidere, ofiendere. Stoeta sin fot
emtst stenen, to strike one's foot against a stone, lsl.

stnut-a, stegt-a. Tent, st&yt-en, impingere ; Dan. stoed,

offendiculum ; Teut. stoot-steen, lapis offensionis.

Wachter derives Germ, stotter-n, balbutire, from stot-

en, impingere.

STOIT, «. [1. A stagger, stumble ; also, a

rode, blundering person, Clydes.]

2. A springing motion in walking, S. V.
Stot, 8.

[3. The proper movemeut of the hand in

using a tool, the proper method or manner
of working ; as, to ie hae na got the stoit o't

yet," Clydes. ; synon., hilt, cast.]

4. To loose or tyne tlie stoit, to lose the proper

line of conduct, S.

Stoiter, Stoitle, s. The act of staggering,

S.

To Stoitle o'er, r. n. To fall over in an
easy way, in consequence of infirmity. It

implies that the person is not hurt ; Loth.

A dimin. from Stoit, r., as denoting that the fall is

occasioned by the tottering and unequal motion of age
or imbecility.

[Stoitlin, Stoitrix, part adj. Having a

staggering, unsteady gait, like an old man
or a drank person, Clydes.]

£STOK, 8. 1. The stock, as of an anchor,

a gun, &c, Accts. L. H. Treas., i. 289,
323, Dickson.

8. The form, set, or mould, according to, or

in, which a thing is made ; as, the shoeing-

stock and the bending-stock for tires of

wheels, ibid., i. 296.]

ToSTOK, v.a. To thrust.

For so Eneas stokkis his stiff brood
Throw out the youngkere hard vp tyl his hand.

Doug. Virgil, 349, 14.

The swerd wichtly stokkit or than was glade
Throw ont his coist

Ibid., 291, 52.

This v. seems formed from tbe part. pa. of Uik;
stokyn, pierced, stabbed.

Orekis insprent, the formest haue thay stokyn,
And slane with swerdes.

Ibid., 65, 29.

EL stock, which is nearly allied, denotes a thrust, a
stoccado. V. the s. and Stuq.

Stok, Stok Swerd, Stoo Swoud, *. "A
stiff or strong sword," Uudd. ; but, as Sibb.

observes, rather " a long small sword."

This Auetitinus followis in tltir weris,

Bure in thare handis lunce, staillin und burrel aperis ;

—

With round stok swerdis t'nucht they in niello,

With poyutali* or with stokkis Sabellyue.
Doty. Virgil, 231, 51, 62.

The term properly denotes a sword formed rather

for thrusting than for striking down.
"Thay had stok swerdi* quhoin na armour may

resist.
n

Bellend. Cron., B. x. c. 1G. Hostcm puncthn
magis quain car«im petere assueti essent, commoda
brevitate mucronibus munimentum oinne rupturis.

Boeth.
This is also written sfoge, slog.

" And so he straik him twyss or thryss throw with
a stog sword." Knox's Hist., p. 65. A stoq sweard,

MS. i.

"He strikes twice or thrice throw with a stog

sword: 9 Watson's Histor. Collect., p. 69.

[Fr. estoquer, to thrust.]

[Stoking, #. Thrusting, Barbour, xvii. 785.]

STOKER, part. pa. Shut up, inclosed. V.
Steik, v.

STOKIT MERIS. Apparently breeding

mares, or such as are with foal ; also Stokkit.

—" To prof that James of Mrray spulyet and tuk fra

him—xij stokit merit and a stag of a yere auld," &c.

Act. Audit., p. 74. V. Stag.— •• Anent the produccioun of certane vitnes, tuich-

ing the spoliationn of xij stokkit meris, a stag, and iij**

of hoggis," &c. Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1479, p. 32.

Mention is made of " a stokkit mere and hir folow-

are." Ibid., A. 1490, p. 146 ; i.e., her foal

Sioekin Mare is a phrase still used in- Fife for a brood
mare, i.e., one kept for increasing the stock of horses.

Teut. stock, genus, progenies ; or stock-en, conglobari,

densari.

STOLE, Stowl, s. [1. A throne ; liter., a

stool, Barbour, ii. 151. A.-S. stolJ]

2. A stalk,' a shoot, S.

"A single stole of corn growing in a dunghill, has

plenty of air, light, and heat ; but it becomes rank by
excess of manure, and rots instead of ripening." Ess.

Highl. Soc., iii. 476.

Stowl or Stoic, a scion from a root. Thin-sown corn

on good land is said to spread by stotcling ;" Gall. Enc.
" E. stool, a shoot from the trunk of a tree ;" Todd.
Su.-G. stot, basis, fulcrum.

To STOLL, v. a. To place in safety, or in

an ambush.
Bot quha sa list towart that stede to draw,
It is ane stalling place, and sobir hcrbry,

Quhare oft in stall or embuschment may ly,

Quhidder men list the bargane to abyde,

Owthir on the richt hand or on the left side.

Doug. Virgil, 3S2, 86.

Bodd. derives the term from Fr. estal, locus ibi quid-

piam reponitur Teut. stolfe denotes a mine, q. a secret

place under ground, from atoll-en, fulcire. Perhaps
sietl-en, ponere, is the radical word.

StoUing, stollin, is used for the stowing of a cargo on
shipboard.
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"That na merchandis gudiu be reuiu nor spilt with

vnressonabill stollin, as with spakiB." Acts Ja. III.,

1466, o. 17, Edit. 1566.

This, however, may be rather from O. Teut. stouw-en,

acervare, accumulare, cogere.

Stoll, $. A place of safety, GI. Sibb. V.

the v. and Stell, «.

Stollin, 9. The act of stowing, or pack-

ing goods on shipboard.

"And at na merchandis gudis be revin nor spilt

[torn or spoiled] be vnresonable *tollin as with spakis,"

4c. Parr Ja. III., A. 1467, Acts, Ed. 1814, p. 87.

In our old MSS. It is often used for w,

[STOLM, s. A branch, shoot, scion; to

gather a stobn
9

to be with young, Shetl.

V. Stoll.]

STOLTUM, Stolum, *. LA good cut or

slice, as of bread and cheese, Roxb. ; synon.

Stow, WJiana.

2. A large piece of any thing broken off

another piece.

3. A supply, a store, Ettr. For. In this sense

it approximates to C. B. ystal, a stock or

produce, y*tal-u
}
to form a stock.

4. As much ink as a pen takes up, S.

Teut nolle, frustum.

STOMATICK, *. A medicine supposed to

be good for the stomach, S. ; Stomachick, E.

The word has undoubtedly received this form in S.

euphoniae causa.

"Plaisters, of Bay-berries, Stomaticks." St. Ger-
main's Royal Physician, p. 57.

It is also written Stomathick,

"Some medicaments—such as are proper to the
breast, are called Pectoral,—to the lungs Pulmonkks,
—to the stomach, Stomathick*," &c. Ibid., p. 48.

STOMOK* *. That part of female dress

called a Stomacher.

"Item, fra Will, of Kerkettil, and deliveret to

Caldwell the samyne tyme, ane elne of satyne, for

stomoks to the Quene - - - - 1 10 0."

Ace1
. A. 1474, Borthwick's Brit. Antiq., p. 140.

"Item, in the same box, a slomok & on it set a
hert all of precious stanis & perle." Inventories, A.

1488, p. 5.

STOMGK, 8. A shred, a piece of cloth, a

fragment.
Frae claith weil can thou cleik a clout,

Of stomoks stown, baith red and blew,
A bag fou anes thou bore about

Steicart, Evergreen , i 120.

Allied perhaps to Su.-G. Germ. slump, a segment, a
fragment ; stumpig, mutilated ; from stu/w-a, amputare.

To STONAY, Stunay, v. a. 1. To astonish.

-For to stonay the chasseris,

That Alysauder to erth he bar.

Barbour, hi. 82, M&
Thair wes nane auentur that mocht
Siunay hys hart, na per him let

To do the thing that he wes on set.

Jbid., I 299, Ma
VOL. IV.

?• To be afraid of, to be dismayed at the ap-

pearance of.

—He na stonayit, for owtyn wer.
That folk, that well ten thousaua wer,
With fyfty armyt men, but ma.

The Bruce, xi. 495, Edit 1820.

" Although he had no more than fifty with him, he

was not overpowered with terror at the sight of tea

thousand foes." Some editions exclude the negative,

the idiom not having been attended to.

STONE. To Go to the Stones, to go to

church, Highlands of S. For the origin of

this phraseology, V. Claciian.

Stone-Bag, *. A dry skin filled with stones,

used for driving away strange beasts from

flocks or pastures.

••Henry Piercie Earlc of Northumberland—being
come unawares into Scotland with seven thousand

men, was driven away by the boorcs and herds, by

the helpe of stone-bat/yen, as they are called to this day

in our Highlands of Scotland, being used by the inhabi-

tants to fright wolves, and to chase deere and other

beasts from their grazincs : the instrument is made of

dry skinnes made round like a globe, with small stones

in it that make a noise, as they did necre the English

camps, that their horses broke loose through the fields,

where after long flying they were taken by the boores

of the country." Monro's Exped., P. I. p. 71.

When the worthy Colonel speaks of wolves as being

driven away in his time, he is undoubtedly mistaken ;

as I believe we have no certain account of any in this

country later than the reign of James V.

Stone Celt. V. Celt.

Stone-Checker, *. A bird. V. Stane-

chaker.

Stone-Fish, *. The spotted Blenny, S.;

Blennins Gunnellus, Linn.

"Gnnnellus Cornubiensium, the Butter-fish of the

English ; our fishers call it the Stone-fish." Sibb.

Fife, p. 121.

Probably denominated from its being found lying

under stones. V. Penn. Zool., p. 171.

Stone-Raw, *. Rock Livewort.

••Like the fell elfen of the Saxons, the usual dress

of the fairies is green ; though, on the moors, they

have been sometimes observed in heath-brown, or in

weeds dyed with the stone-raw, or lichen." M iustrelsy

Bonier, ii. 226.

Here the term has an E. orthography. V. Sta3»-

raw.

Stonern, adj. Of or belonging to stone.

•• The southern and northern parts of Leith arc con-

joined by a handsome stonern bridge of three arches.

—

The quay—is strongly fenced with an ashler stonern

wall." Alaitland's Hist, of Edin., p. 487.

Germ, steinene, also steinetn, id. Hodie rfeiaera,

says Wachter.

STONKERD, Stonkard, Stonkart, adj.

Silent, and at the same time sullen ; obstin-

ate ; S. stutikart.

And ken them well whase fair behariour

Deserve reward and royal favour,

As bke you do, these slonkeirl fellows,

Wha merit naithtng but the gallows.

Ramsay*$ Works, Life, xlii.

F3
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••A sight o* yon is gude for isir een, my Leddy, I

was speerin' for you at my Lord, hut he is sac stunkartl

and paughty ; bit—1'se ne'er bode myself on the best
nan that e'er wore breeks." Saxon and Gael, i. 77.

1st stygg-r, conveys nearly the same idea ; indomitus,
inaolens, non mansuetus, O. Andr. ; Su.-G. stygj,

odiosus, invisus ; Belg. xtug, surly.

ToSTOO,r. a. To crop. V. Stow.

[Stood, «. A mark; half the ear cut off

across, ShetL]

[Stooins, *. pL V. Stowins.]

STOOK, Stouk, *. A rick or shock of com,
consisting of twelve sheaves, S. A.Bor.

.
" As a proof of the productive crop we have had this

harvest, 17 stooks of wheat, in a farm at Woodhall,

have produced 1 1 1 bolls excellent grain." Edin. Even.
Courant, Oct 13, 1803.

Germ, dock, tectum, from Heck-en, tegere, q. a
quantity of sheaves covered, for resisting rain; or
Teat. stock, meta, aheap, hoy-stock, meta foeni, Kilian ;

q. a stook of hay.

To Stook, v. a. and n. 1. To put corn into

shocks, S.
When corn is ripe, and fit for the shearing.

The joys of the harvest we jointly shall see ;—
And when 'tis a' cut, 111 stook it with pleasure,
And fit it for mill, or fit it for measure.

JL QalUncafs Poem*, p. 199.

"The fruitis of the samin benefice beand separate fra

the ground, he scheiring, stouking or stakkiog theirof,

the samin, efter his deceis, aucht and soulcf pertene
to the executouria." Balfour's Pract., p. 220. V.
Shkar, v.

[2. To bulk in ttook ; as, 4i The corn's no
stoohin weel the year,* Clydes., Loth.,

Banffs.]

Stooker, $. One whose province it is to put
corn into shocks on the field, S. O.
—" Finding my back stiff in the stooping, I was a

stooter and a bandster on the corn-rigs." Lights and
{Shadows, p. 214.

[Stookie-Sunday. The Sunday in harvest

on which the greatest number of stooks are

to he seen. From this date, and until

winter is past, there is only one diet of

Divine service in the churches of rural

districts, S.]

Stook-Ways, adv. After the manner in

which shocks of corn are set up, S.
*' If rain falls between the pulling and rippling, the

lint is tied and set up stool'-ways, with the seed-end
downward, to save the seed and bows from the rain."

Maxwell's Sel. Trans., p. 328.

STOOK, *. 1. A sort of wedge anciently used
in sinking coal-pits in S.

•' The mode then practised in sinking through hard
strata, was by a set of tools termed stook and coil, or
Hook and feathers.—A bore-hole, of from two to three
inches diameter, was put down several feet, by means
of a steel augur ; two long slips of iron, named the
feathers* were* placed down each side of the hole, and

betwixt these a long tapering wedge, termed the stook,

was inserted ; this wedge was driven down with pon-
derous hammers, till the rock was wrenched asunder."
Bald's Coal-trade of S., p. 12.

[2. A shoulder strap, Shetl.]

Stook may be allied to Germ, stocke, a stake, a peg;
or stick-en, pungere. Coil, I am convinced, used as
synon. with feather, is merely Germ, keil, Teut. kiel,

lsl. Su.-G. kit, a wedge.

STOOKS, Stuos, 8. pi. Small horns ; often
straight, and pointed irregularly, hut for

the most part backwards, like those of a
goat, Moray.

Stook ie, s. The name given to a bullock

that has horns of this kind, ibid.

Stookit, part. adj. Having such horns, ibid.

[Syn., buckit.']

It may be from A.-S. stoc, caudex, truncus ; or Teut.
stuck, fragmen, segmen, segtnentum, par** ; as these
horns are so much shorter than others.

STOOL. To draw in ones stool, a phrase

used of one who marries a widow, or a
female who has a furnished house. " lie

has naething to do but draw in his stool and
sit doun" S. A.

STOOL-BENT, s. Moss-rush, S.

"Juncus squarrosus. Stool-Bent. Scot, aust."
Lightfoot, p. 1131.

To STOOM, v. n. To frown, generally con-
nected with gloom ; as, to gloom and stoom,

S. B.
8u.-G. stumm, Belg. stum. Germ, stom, dumb ; q. to

look sour and with sullen taciturnity.

[STOON, Stoun, s. and t;. Same with
Stound, q.v.. Clydes., Banffs.]

[STOON, Stoun, s. A moment, an instant.

V. Stound.]

STOOP, Stoupe, Stup, *. 1. A post

fastened in the earth, as that on race

ground, S. A. Bor.
Whan mark'd the ground, whan plac'd the stoop,

They made a proclamation.
That sic as for the prize had hope,
Sond talc the middle station.

Rev. J. NicoTs Poems, ii. 15.

2. A prop, a support, S. ; pron. stoop.

"Uif thair be ony stoupi-t set under stain's, stoppand
the King's calsay, or yit the channel." Chalm. Air,

Balfour's Pract., p. 587.

3. Metaph., a supporter, one who stands by,

or maintains another, S.
" Lethingtoun and the Maister of Maxwell wer that

nicht the two stonpes of hir chair." Knox's Hist.,

p. 343.

"Since he heard of RatclifF prisoned, and Went-
ford's death, his two stoops, his heart is a little fallen."

Baillie's Lett., i. 226.
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Dalhousie, of an auH descent,

My chief, my stoujs, and ornament.--
*

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 867.

8u.-0. Jto//K, column*, fulcrum.

4. It is used in a ludicrous sense in relation

to the limbs of an animal. Thus, in

describing a lean worn-out horse, he is said

to consist of " four stoups and an o'ertree
."

Loth.

Stoop and Roop. V. Stoup and Roup.

Stoop-bed, a. A bed with posts, S.

Four-stoopit-bed, s. A four-posted bed,

S. V. Stoop, Stoupe.

Stoops of a bed. The bed-posts or pillars, S.

•• Item, ane bed of broderie on black aatine dividit in

bandes, furnissit with ruif and heade pece, with aevin

pandee, and thro under pandcs, and four covenngia for

the stotcppis." Inventories, A. 1561, p. 124.

STOOR, adj. Strong; austere, &c. V.

Sture.

To STOOR, v. a. and n. 1. To move swiftly.

V. Stoub, v.

[2. To pour out, to gush]. "To pour leisurely

out of any vessel held high ;" Gl. Surv.

Moray. Often to Stoor up liquor.

Allied to Tout sloor-tn, turbare ; irritarc ; q. to

raise the froth.

[Stoor, «. A stiff breeze, a strong gale,

Shetl.]

[Stoor, adv. I. In a gush, swiftly, Banffs.

2. Avast, get away, Aberd.]

[Stooradrink, Stooram, s. A mixture of

oatmeal and water or swats stirred together,

Shetl.]

[Stoordie, 8. Liter., speedy-foot, a name

S'ven to a dog; used also as an inter].,

anffs.]

[STOOS, 8. pi Green points of land, Shetl.]

To STOOT, v. n. To stutter. V. Stute.

To STOOTH, v. a. To lath and plaster a

wall, Ettr. For., Ayrs.

Stoothino, *. Lathing and plastering, ibid.

In A. Bor. the same term appears slightly changed :

•• Stcalhing, a partition of lath and plaister. North.'

Grose ; Yorks. Marshall.

A.-8. stuthe, palus, a pale or stake ; destina, fulcrum,

an upholder, a supporter, Ac. ; Somner. Teut. stutte,

id., stutten, fulcire : 1st atuild-r, suffultus.

STOOTHED, part. adj. Apparently, studd-

ed.
•' Balteus tcI balteum, a sword belt or toothed belt."

Deapaut Oram., D. 11, b.

To STOP to, v. a. To cram, to stuff.

.
** If he lines and eates his meate by his worke, he

lines in rule and keeps a good order ; but when he

stops to his meate and hes not done a good turne for it,

he is out of rule.'* Rollock on 2 Thes., p. 145.

•* When thou hast beene an idle vagatound, and hes

done no good, and yet stops to thy diuner,—that is vn-

lawful eating : for the Lord sayes to theo that is an

idle bodie, touch not, nor handle not." Ibid., p. 146.

Teut. toe-stopp-en, obstipare, obturare ; Dan. stopp-e%

Sw. stopp at to stuff, to cram. In the same sense it is

now vulgarly said, To stap in, S.

STOP, *. A stave.

—••The same to be brint be the toune irne and cow.

paris irne on baith the endis, and vpoun the stop beside

the bung." Acts Ja. VI., 1584, Ed. 1814, p. 302. It

is steppe, Edit Skene. V. Stap.

STOP COMPTOUR. A board or bench for

holding stoups, S.

"That William Halkerstoune—has done wrang in

the withhaldin fra Johue of the Knolles—a wayr

almery, a pending of the hall, a stop comptour, a gret

pot, A a half galloun stop." Act. Dora. Conc. v A. 14S0,

We still use the term Counter for a lung desk or

kind of table, in a shop, containing drawers. This

phrase might signify a board or bench for holding

stoups or vessels for measuring liquids.

STOPPED, adj. Apparently used for stupid.

•• So the aoule becommes drunken and stopped, an

auaritioua bodie a dotting bodie, a man set on plea-

sures a dotting bodie." Rollock on 1 Thes., p. 231.

[STOPPIT, part. pa. Stopped, Barbour, viii.

60.]

STOR, adj. Rough, severe. V. Stcjre.

STORE, *. Applied to sheep or cattle;

hence, a store farm, a farm principally con-

sisting of a walk for sheep, S.

Storare, Stokour, s. An overseer, one

who has the charge of flocks.

Welcum, stoixtre of al kynd bestial

Doug. Virgil, 403, 48.

Tyrrheus thare fader was hie maister and gyde

Of steddis, Hokkis, bowis, and hirdis wyde,

As storour to the kinge, did kepe and yyra.

JbuL 224, 27.

Storemaster, s. The tenant of a sheep-

fann, S.
•• Few stortmasters in Lammer-mnir breed as many

sheep as keep up their stock." Agr. Surv. E. loth.,

p. 193.

[To STORE-THE-KIN. To keep up the

stock, to live ; as,
u He's unco ill ; he winna

store the kin lang," Banffs.]

STOREY-WORM, s. A slug, Shetl.

"A cold north wind prevails in the month of

May,—and in wet and moorish ground gives birth to

the slug, or what is here called the storey worm, which

wholly destroys the grain." P. Walls, Stat. Ace xx.

116.

This might be q. " the large worm," from IsL stor,

magnus, and orm, vermis. But perhaps it ia merely a

variety of Torrie-wormt
q.v.
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STORG,«. «A large pin;" Gall. Enc;
com perhaps from Stog, *., q.v., if not from
Gael. sturrig, a pinnacle.

Storging, $. " The noise a pin makes, rush-

ing into [the] flesh ;" ibid.

• STOKM, *. Snow, Aberd.
This use of the terra is pretty general in S.
" Great frosts and snows in this oat seed-time, no

ploughs going, and little seed sowing, so vehement
was the storm" Spalding's Troubles, i. 216.
When snow continues on the ground, it is called

a lying storm ; also, a Stock-ntorm, q.v.
14
1 got into the lower country ; and then there fell

a very great storm (as they call it), for by the word
storm they only mean snow." Burt's Letters, ii. 67.

"Storm, a fall of snow ;" Yorks. Marshall.
This is evidently the sense in which the term is used

in the following act of Parliament :

—

" That quhatsnmeuir persone or personis—slayis ony
of his hienes deir, strayand in tyme ol+tormes to barne

—

ardia, or vther partis maist ewest, seikand thair fude

;

Or beis fund tryit to haue schot with hagbute in the
winter nicht, within ony of the foirsaidis woddis or
parkis ;—thair haill guidis and gcir salbe escheit and
inbrocht to his hienes vse, and thair personis pvnist at
his hienes will." Acts Ja. VI., 1593, Ed. 1814, p. 67.

Feeding-Storm, *. Snow, lying on the

ground, which, instead of dissolving, is in-

creased by a further fall, S.

Storming, *. The operation of tempestuous
weather.

It is used in the proverbial phrase, " Stnffin' bauds
out stormin' /' Le., a well-filled belly is the best anti-

dote to the effects of a severe blast, Roxb.

Storm-Stead, Storm-Staid, adj. Stopped
in a journey, by reason of a storm, and under
a necessity of keeping a place of shelter, till

it be over, S.

This might seem q. storm-bestead. But Spalding's

orthography directs to the v. stay; stayed, Le., stopp-

ed.

"Saturday he came to Fettercairn,—where he was
storm-staid.—He is storm-staid while the tenth of Feb-
ruary." Troubles in 8., I 41.

Storm-Window, s. A window raised from
the roof, and slated above and on each side,

S.; anciently storme-urindoik. "Thebigging
of the storme-urindoik ;" Aberd. Reg., Cent.

16.

[STORM, s. A corr. of storum; same with

Stolum, q. v., Banffs.]

• STORY, s. A softer term for a falsehood,

a lie; as, You tell a story, S. evidently

borrowed from the fabulous character of

most of those narrations commonly called

stories or story-books.

Story-teller, s: A softer name for a
• liar, S. ; nearly synon. with E. Romancer. -

STOT, *. 1. A young bull or ox ;
properly,

one that is three years old, S.

Mare nedeful now it wsrf
- but langare tary

Souin young stottis, that yoik bare neuir nane,

Brocht from the bowe, in offeraud brittin illcane.

Doug. Virgil, 163, 47.

"The general run of stots and queys, reared here,

from three to four years old, seldom fetch above 20s.

or 40*., according to their size and shape." P. Wat-
tin, Caithn. Statist. Ace, xi 270.

O. E. "Statte [Fr.] boueau ;" Palsgr. B., iii. F. 67,

b.

2. The term is often used for a bull of any
age, S. B. ; but it more generally denotes

one that has been castrated, S.

The term is used 0. E.

And Grace gaue Pierce of his goodnes four stottts,

All that by* oxen eried, they to harrowe it after

;

One hyght Austen, and Ambrose an other,

Gregory the greate clarke, and Jerome the good.

P. Ploughman, rot 108, a.

Skinner ex pi. stot, *' a young bora." This vs.

most probably the sense in Chaucer, from A.-S. atari,

a stallion. Germ, stittte is rendered a filly- fole, Arnold's
Diet. Tyrwhitt justly observes, that " the passage
which Du Cange, in to. Stottus, has quoted from
Maddox, Form. Angl., p. 427, to shew that stottus

signifies E4UUS admissarius, proves rather that it

signifies a bullock. John de Nevill leaves to his eldest

son several specific legacies, et etiam cc. vaccas pro
stauro, cc stotton et stirkes, MM bideutea, &c. Stirke is

the Saxon name for a heifer, so that there can be little

doubt that cc stottos et stirkes should be rendered cc
bullocks and heifers." Note, ver. 617. A.-Bor. stot, a
young bullock or steer.

Su.-G. stut, juvencus ; Dan. stud, a bull, an ox, ung
stud, a bullock. Ihre deduces the term from stoet-a,

ferire, q. one that strikes with the horn. Germ, stossig

thier, bos cornupeta. V. Nolt.

To Stot, v. n. To take the bull, SJ8.

Stot's-Milk, s. Unboiled flummery, La-
narks. ; ludicrously so named because it is

a substitute for milk, when it is scarce.

To STOT, v. a. and n. 1 . To strike any elastic

body on the ground, to cause it to rebound

;

as, to stot a ball, S.

2. To rebound from the ground; used with re-

spect to any elastic body, as a hand-ball, S.

But whan he has't maist up, down wi* a dird

Back stots the stane, and yarks upo' the ytrd.

Homer's Sisyphus Paraphrased.

3. To bounce in walking, to raise the body

at every step, S.

4. To stumble, [to stagger ; also, to stutter.]

V. Stoit.

5. To hinder, to stop.

Quhen that the Lord of Lome saw
His men stand off him ane sik aw.
That thai durst nocht folow the chase,

Rycht angry in his hart he was

;

And for wondyr that he suld swa
Stot thaim, him ane but ma.
He said, " Me think, Marthokys son,
•• Rycht as Golmakmorn was wone,
" To haiff fra hvni all his mengne

;

" Rycht swa all his fra ws has lie."

Barbour, iii. 66, MS.

It may be allied to Belg. stuyt-en, vertere, avertere,

impedire ; Kilian.
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6. To stop, to cease.

Thalr lufly lances thai loissit, and lichtit on the land.

Right styth stuffit in steill thai stotit na stynt

;

Bot buskit to battaile, with blrne and brand.

Oatoan and Ool. t
UL 8.

Mr. Pinkerton expl. it daggered. V. Stoit. But

that this cannot be the tense, is evident from the use

of the same term afterwards.

Schlr Oviles. Schir Iwell, in liandis war hynt,

And to the lufly castell war led in ane lyng.

Thairwith the stalwartU in stour can stottn and stmt

:

And baith Schir Agalus and Schir Hew was led to the

Kyng. Ibtd
-
8t 10*

It is here corrected from Edit. 1508. Mr. Pinkerton

reads statin. Stot is thus synon. with stynt ; and the

phrase"redundant, which is very common with our old

writers. , .

Belg. stuyten, to bounce, wferstuyt-en, to rebound

;

Sw. stuls-a, ttatUa, v. n. to rebound, stoet-a tilbaka, v.

a. id. Starter ojsteme; si subsiliat a lapide ; Hire, vo.

Sluts, i.e., gif it *tot* offa stane, S. The primary sense

of stoet-a is, tundcre, percutere ; Moee-G. station, Isl.

tteyta, Alem. stozzen, Germ. *tos* en, id. Isl. atant-a

impingere. So. -G. stoet, ictus, pulsus ; stuts, repercussio.

Stot, *. 1. A rebound, the act of rebounding,

s.
«•We see here, how easie it is for a victorious armie,

that is once master of the field, to take in frontier

garrisons, while as they are possessed mstantlie with

a panicke feare, especially l»cing taken at the slot oj

rebound, before they have time to disgest their feare.

Monro's Exped. P. II., p. H8.

2. A bounce or spring, in walking, any sudden

motion, S.

8. A leap, or quick motion, in dancing, S.

Weel dane'd Eppie and Jennie !

He that tynes a stot o' the spring.

Shall pay the piper a penny. ^
The Country Wedding, Herd:* CoU.. ii. M.

••I find it difficult to keep all stots with Christ.
"

Rutherford's Lett. P. i. ep. 71.

[4. A stumble, stagger; a stutter, Clydes.

5. A hinderance, obstruction ; a stand still,

ibid.]

[Stot, adv. With a rebound ; also, with a

tottering step, Banffs.]

Stotit, Gawan and Gol. iii. 3. V. v.

To Stotter, t;. n. To stagger, to stumble,

to be ready to fall, Ettr. For. V. Stoit,

Stoiter.

[Stottin, part.pr. Used also as a *. and as

an adj. in each sense of the v.
y
Clydes.]

[To STOUFF, v. it. To walk with a lazy,

heavy step, Banffs.; used also as a s. and an

adv., ibid.]

STOUND, Stoox, Stoun, *. A small

portion of time, a moment. A. Bor. id.

Anchises son tho atentis ane litill ttound,

And bayth hys futesteppis fixit on the ground.

Doug. Virgil, 174, M.

The self ttound amyd the preU fute hote

Lucagus enteris into his chariotc. lout. Soo, oz.

A.-S. 8u.-G. 1*1. Teut. stund, temputs hora, spatium,

momentum; Su.-G. *kam stund, a short time; Belg.

terstand, immediately.

To STOUND, Stoox, Stoun,*. w. To ache,

to have the sensation of acute pain, S.—Tharewyth all the liirnya of his goiat

He rypit wvth the swerd amyd his coist,

So tyl bya hart utoundi* the prvk of deith :

He welti* ouer, and yaldis vp the hreith.

Doug. Virgil, 339,89.

A. Bor. It stounds, dolet ; IsL styn, doleo, stunde,

dolui.

Stound, Stoox, Stoun, *. 1 . An acute pain,

affecting one at intervals ; as, a 8tound of

the on beast, or toothache, S.B.

2. Applied to the mind, denoting any thing

that causes a smarting pain ; as, a ttound of

luve% S. i.e., of love.

The fader of goddis and men
Inducis and commouia to the melle

Tarchou of Tuakania principal lord and syre,

In braithful stoundis raait brym aa fyre.

Doug. Virgil, 890, 55.

Stound*, sorrows, damps, Skinner. Chaucer uses

ttound ill in the same sense.

She ne male staunche my stound ill.

Rom. Rose, ver. 4472. Urry.

STOUP, Stoip, t. 1. A deep and narrow

vessel for holding liquids, a.flagon, S. stoop,

E.
•* O 1 but they be brave Divines, forsooth, and fit to

be ministers, that will call one in the paroch an honest

man, if he keep him and the pint-stoop well, whereas

he will be as graceless a wretch as in all the paroch

again." \V. Guthrie's Serm., p. 4.

This is also written Stop. V. Stop comptoub.

Freyr Robert aaid, •• Dame, fill ane stoip of aile,

•« That we may drink, for I am very drv"

With that the gudewyf walkit furth in hy.

8che fild ane stoip, and brought in cheia and breid.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 67.

The term is frequently used to denote a vessel used

as a measure, of indefinite size ; as, a pint-Moup, a

Teasel made of pewter, that contains two quarts; a

mutchkin-stoup, a vesael containing half a pint English,

A.-S. stoppa, a pot or flagon for wine, Somner ; Belg.

stoop, poculum majus, cantharus ; Teut. stoop, urna.

Su.-G. stop, mensura liquidorum.

2. A pitcher or bucket used for carrying

water, narrower at the top than at the bot-

tom, for securing the iron-hoops. This is

denominated a water-ttoup, S.

The name water-sloup is also given, at Leith, to the

common periwinkle, Turbo terebra, Linn.

••It is said that their sister with a timber stoup slew

ane called Mercer, wife to Alexander Dumbar of

Braks, who was at the slaughter of her brethren, and

she and they were all buried together in the kirk of

Alves." Spalding's Troubles, i. 53.

Stoupfull, t. As much as fills the vessel

called a Stoup, of whatever size, S.

— •« Second, for making a stoupfull of poisoned afll

for performance of your devillish malise, wherewith ye

kUled sundry." Pref. Law's Memor., xxviii.
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&TOXJP, adj. Stupid, AbcrcL V. Stupe.

STOUP and ROUP, adv. Completely, en-
tirely, S.

"Nm mair about it," quoth the miller,
The fowl looks well, and we'll fa' till her.
•*8a« beV* says James ; and in a doup,
They snapt her up baith stoup and roup.

Ramsay** Poems, it 527.
La., flump and rump.

•••But the stocking, Hobbie!* said John Elliot;
•we're utterly ruined.—We areruined stoop and roop.'"
Tales of my Landlord, 1. 196.

—"The marquis of Tweeddale and lord Belhaven,
with the militia and volunteers of Lothian, Ac. made
altogether an army which might have eaten up old
Borfum and his Highlanders stoop and roop.** Ja-
cobite Relics, ii. 264.
This orthography gives the true pronunciation, S.
It is singular that the very same mode of expression

should be common in Lancash. "Steawp on reawp,
all, every part :" Gl.

*
'• I creemt Nip neaw on them o Lunshun, boh Turn

took care oth' tother, steaicp on rtairp ; for I eet like
a Yorshar-mon, en cleeart th' stoo." T. Bobbin's
Works, p. 37.

On is used for and.

STOUPE, $. A prop. V. Stoop.

STOUR, Stoure, Stowr, Sture, s. 1. The
agitation of any body, the parts of which
are easily separable from each other.

8am prathis tharae on fate to go in feild,
8am nie montit on bore bak vnder scheild,
The dusty pouder vpdriuand with ane stoure.

Doug. Virgil, 230, 6.

t. Dust in a state of motion, S. pron. stoor.

And the stout stedis with there huffis sound,
With swift renkis dynlit the dousty ground

:

The blak stoure of pouder in ane stew,
Us thik as myst towart the wallis threw.

Doug, Virgil, 897, 19.

Stour of powder vp strekis in the are.

Ibid. 426, 80.
Yestreen I met you on the moor,
Ye spak na, but gaed by like stoure.

Burns, iv. 286.

The term is also used, but improperly, with respect
to dust that is laid, S.

^
My books like useless lumber ly,
Thick cover'd owre wi' stour, man.

A. Douglas's Poems, p. 41.

3. A gosh of water ; also, the spray driven,

. in consequence of the agitation of a body
of water ; or, as Rudd. expresses it, " water
flying like dust."

Besely our folkis gan to pingil and strife,

Swepand the flude with lang routhis belife,
And vp thai welt the stoure of fomy see.

Doug. Virgil, 77, 34.

Hir bowkit bysyme, that hellis belth
The large fludis suppis thris in ane swelth,
And vthir quhilis spoutis in the are agane,
Driuand the stoure to the sternes as it war rane.

Ibid. 82, 18.

Bast or water is called stour, merely from
Ha agitated state; Tent, stoor-en, turbare, pertur-
bare; lutum aut vadum commovere ; Kilian. This
derivation is confirmed by the use of up*tourand as an
epithet conjoined with dust.

Younder mycht thou se
The heirdys of hartis wyth thare hedis hie
Ouer spynnerand wyth swyft cours the plane vale,
The hepe of dust upstourand at thare tale.

Doug. Virgil, 105, 15.

4. Metaph., trouble, vexation. To raUe a
stoury to cause disturbance, S.

Yon hobbleshow is like some stour to raise

:

What think ye o't ? for, as we use to say,
The web seems now all to be made of wae.

Ross's Helenore, p. 89.

5. Battle, fight, conflict.

Faroows Lordis and Borownys,
Fled to the castelle owt of the stoicr.

Wyntown, viii. 11. 157.

The best, and the worthiest,
That wilfull war to wyn honour,
Plunpyt in the stalwart stour.
And rowtis ruyd about thaim dang.

Barbour, ii. 855, MS.
It is still used in this sense, S.

There Scotia'e sons most firmly stood,
Maiutain'd an' gain'd the stour, man.

A. Douglas's Poems, p. 11.

It occurs in this sense in O. E.

Out of the stoure that stode tuo men askaped ware
Of 8ir Haralde's blode, Eadwyn k Morkare.

R. Brunne, p. 71.

1st styr, Dan. styri. pugna, praelium ; O. Fr. estour,

a fight, a combat. Rudd. views A.-S. styr-ian, stcor-
an, turbare, as the root.

6. Perilous situation, hardship, conflict, severe

brush, S.

And I trast yhe wald nocht set till assaill,

For your worsehipe, to do me dyshonour,
And I a maid, and standis in monv stour,
Fra Inglissnien to saiff my womanheid,
And cost ha* maid to kepe me fra thar dreid.

Wallace, v. 890, M&
Ye are informed what a sture
Innes got at Lilsly Mure ;

And Sharp's lifeguard, how they in Fife
Were in toe hazard of their life.

CUlancCs Poems, p. 21.

7. Force, violence ; a paroxysm of rage.

••Thocht thai [the soland geese] have ane fisch in
thair mouth abone the seis quhair thai flc, yit gif thai
se ane vthir bettir, thay let the first fall, & doukis with
ane fellon stoure (magno impctu, Boeth.) in the see, &
bringis haistelie vp the fische that thay last saw."
Bellend. Descr. Alb., c. 9.

Scho quham thou knawis within hir breist full hate
Sorowull vengeance corapassis and dissate,
And certanely detennyt for to dei
In diiiers stouris of ire brandissis sche.

Doug. Virgil, 119, 52.
Vario irarum aestu, Virg.

8. Severe reproof ; as, u I wadna stand your
stour" S. B.

Our lads and ye'll about it pluck a craw,
For forty groats I wadna stand your stour,

Ross's I/elenore, p. 83.

Alb'ed to A.-S. steore, reproof, correction, chastise-
ment ; from steor-an, to reprove, to correct.

9. A fright, Dumfr. q. a state of perturba-
tion.

It is evident that this word, in all its senses, may bo
traced to Belg. stoor-en, Teut. stoer-en, A.-S. styr-an,
turbare, movere, E. to stir. A.-S. steor-an, to reprove,
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to correct, has been viewed as a different r. from atyr-

an. Bat the latter also signifies, to irritate. Steor-an,

in its primary sense, gubernare, is the very same with

mtgr-an, movere. For nteor-an, like Su.-G. atgr-a,

Mesne originally to have been applied to the govern-

ment of the helm, or steering of a ship.

To Throw Stour in one's Een. To blind one,

to impose upon one by false appearances, S.

••He proposed—that they should take a stroll

through the town ; and my grandfather being eager to

throw stour in his eye*, was readily consenting thereto."

R. Gilhaize, L 160.

To Stour, Stowre, Stoor, v. n. 1. To rise

in foaut or spray. To *toor, to rise up in

clouds, as smoke, dust, &c. A. Bor.

The salt fame stouris from the fard thay hald.

Doug. Virgil, 45, «.

Fit sonitus, spumante, sale, Virg.

2. To move swiftly, " making the dust or

water fly about ;

w ^Rudd. S.

It was aoe glore to se

The silaer scalit fyschis on the (pete,
.

Ouer thowrt clere stremes sprinkilland for the hete,

With fyneys schinand broun as synonare,

And chesal talis, stourand here and tnare.

Doug, Virgd, Prot 400. 8.

V. Stkurt, «. 2.

I dipt my page, and stoor*d to Leith,

To try my credit at the wine.

Watson's Coll., I 14.

Stoor, avast, get away, 8. V. Stour, #. 2.

3. To gush, [to drive in spray, S.]

To Stour about, v. n. To move quickly from

place to place ; implying the idea of great

activity, and often oft restlessness of mind,

in consequence of which a person cannot

keep in one place, S.

*• • Na, na, ye needua stour about that gate ; 111 no

be violented by the force o* man into any measure of

the kind.' Duplessis walked with increasing agitation

i the rooi Tournay, p. 285.

To move off quickly,

np and down

To Stour aff> v. n.

Clydes.

Stourie, adj. Dusty, S.

••He did grievously—cry, because we preferred

listening to the gospel melody of Mr. Swinton under a

tree ;—as if it was nae a more glorious thing to worship

God—beneath the canopy of all the heavens, than to

bow the head in the fetters of episcopal bondage be-

low the atoury rafters of an auld Digging, such as our

kirk was, a perfect howf of cloks and spiders." R.

Gilhaize, ii. 191.

E'en drudgery himsel looks gav,

While sweatin' he the cart doth ca',

Or atow'ry biggeth up the wa\
Taylor** S. Poems, p. 147.

Stourin', *. A slight sprinkling of any

powdery substance ; as, M a stourin o
9
meal,"

Clydes.

STOUR, adj. 1. Tall, large, great, stout,

Shetl. V. Sture, sense 3.

2. Austere, stern. V. Sture.

Stour-Looking, adj. Having the appear-

ance of sternness or austerity, S.

••Take notice, Jenny, of that dour, dour-looking

carle that sits by the cheek <>' the ingle, and turns hia

back on a' men. He looks like ane o' the hill-folk,

for I saw him start awee when he saw the red coats,

and I jalouse he wad hae like to hac ridden bye, but

his horse (it's a gude gelding) was'ower sair travailed ;

he behoved to stop whether he wad or no." Tales of

my Landlord, ii. 70.
•• Stour-looking, gruff-looking ;

n GL Autiq.

Stourxe, adj. Stern ; used as a s.

In stele he was staffed that stourne uopon stede.

Sir Gateau and Sir Gal., ii. 5.

A.-S. atyrne, id. Tent ntutr, torvus.

Stourxnss, s. Largeness, bigness, ibid.

STOUR, Stoure, «. A stake, a long pole,

Dumfr.

Mezentius the grym, aponn ane spere,

Or heich sting or stoure of the nr tre,

The blak fyre blesis of reik inswakkis he.

Doug. Virgil, 295, 43.

•• Another method is called pock netfishing. Thi* is

performed by fixing stakes or atoura (as they are called)

in the sand, either in the channel of the river, or in the

sand which is dry at low water. These atoura are fixed

in a line, across tho tide-way, at the distance of 46

inches from each other, al*>ut three feet high above the

sand, and between every two of these atoura is fixed a

pock-net, tied by a-rojie to the top of each stour" P.

Dornock, Dumfr. Statist. Ace, ii. 16.

[Stourie, adj. Long and slender, BanfTs.]

Su.-G. Dan. *toer, anciently ataur, id. vallus, pains.

Isl. staur, fulcrum sepimenti ; Su.-G. atorr-maal, in-

sterstitiutn inter paria perticarum, quae sepem sustin-

ent, Ihre. Hence ateor-a, to prop up with sticks or

poles, Wideg.

To STOURE, v. a. [To manage, oversee.]

*• Item, a marshal! to be chosen, to take onlre for

the watche and atourage, and to give the watcbe-

woorde to suche as shall watch and stoure tor the tvme,

and to give nichtlie the watche-woorde unto the lords

?>verners." Orders for the Scottish Troops, Sadler's

apers, i. 540.

This may perhaps signify, to have the coinmind, to

govern. Teut. atuer-en, atuyr-en, regere, dirigere.

Stouraoe, x. Apparently the direction or

management. V. the v.

STOUR-MACKEREL, s. Expl. as denot-

ing the Scad, on the Firth of Forth.

"Scomber Trachurus. Scad, Horse-mackerel, or

atour-mockerel, is said sometimes to have been found

in the Firth ; but I have not uiet with it." Neill's

List of Fishes, p. 15.

Sibbald makes this to be the Tunny. V. -Stoir-

MAC&REL.

STOURREEN, Stourum, Stoorum, $. A
warm drink, Shetl. ; Brochan, q. v., Aberd.

A. Bor. atoorey denotes "a mixture of warm beer

and oatmeal with sugar ;" GL Brocket.

Su.-O. atotr-a, or Teut. stoer-en, turbare ? V. Sir*-

ocu.
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STOUSHIE, Stoussie, adj. Squat; strong

and healthy ; prob., corr. from stout, S.

Used also as a $.

Germ, stutz-en, to support; q., one who it able to
bear some pressure.

To STOUTER, Stottek, v. n. To stumble,

to trip in walking, Fife.

Evidently the same with E. Stutter, as applied to
speech ; from Teut. stuyt-en, to stop.

STOUTH, «. 1. Theft, S.
" Erie Thomas (seand how difficyl it was to brine

thaym fra stouth that hes bene hantit thairwith) held
ay with hym ane gard of bodin men." Bellend. Cron.,
B. XV., c. 1.

2. Stealthy clandestine transaction.

8um rownys till his fallow thaym betwene.
His mery Mouth and pastyme fait yestrene.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 402, 52.

8u.-G. stoeld, id. furtum, from stiael-a, furari.

Stouthreif, *. Theft accompanied with
violence; robbery.

"Because the cryme of thift and stouthreif, is sa
eommounlie vsit amang the kingis liegio, and for
stanching of the samin, It is statute, &c" Acts James
V. f 1515, c. 2. Ed. 1566. .

Although thift and stouth reifare meutioned as if they
were the same cryme, they are evidently distinguished
in what follows in the act, by the expression thief or
rt\far. They are also distinguished, Acts James VI.,
1587, c. 50, Skene.
••Robbery is truly a species of theft for both

are committed on the property of another, and
with the same new of getting gain ; but robbery is

aggravated by the violence with which it is attend

-

fd. It is in our old statutes called riff, 1477, c. 78,
or stouthrief, 1515, c. 2, from stouth, or stealth, and
He/, the carrying off by force ; and it is in all cases
punished capitally." Erskiue's Inst, B. i\\, Tit. 4. s.

The same word is still vulgarly pron. stouthrie, S.
But it merely denotes theft.

STOUTH and ROUTH. Plenty, abund-
ance, S.

•'It's easy for your honour and the like of you gentle
folks, to say sae, that hae stouth and routh % and fire and
fending, and meat and claith, and sit dry and canny by
the fire-side." Antiquary, i. 253.

Teut. stouw-en, acervare, accumulare ?

Stouthrie, *. Provision, furniture, synon.

with Splechrie, Fife.

STOUTLYNYS, adv. [A misreading for

Frontlyny*, in front, face to face.]

For thai that hardy war and wycht,
And sUmtlynys with thair fayis gan fycht,
Pressyt thaim fonnast for to be.

Barbour, xvi 174, Ma
[See note in Prof. Skeat*s Ed., p. 780.]

[
# STOUTNESS, s. Stubbornness, Barbour,

vii. 356.]

To STOVE, v. a. To stew, S.

Ye may well ken, goodman,
Tour feast conies frae the pottage-pan

;

The $tnv\l or roasted we afford

Are aft great strangers on our board.
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 525.

Germ, stov-en, Su.-G. stufw-a, id.

Stove, Stole, *. 1. A vapour, an exhalation.

Mysty vapoare vpsprineand swete as sence,

In smoky soppis of donk dewis wak,
With hailsum stouxs ouerheildand the slalc

Doug. Virgil, 399, 51.

This is evidently the same with Stew, q. v.

[2. A stove <f sickness, a fit of illness accom-

panied with heat, Aberd.]

To STOW, Stowe, v. a. To crop, to lop, to

cut off, S. A. Bor. Pron. stoo.

Vegetables are said to be *tow\l, when the tender

blades or sprouts arc nipped off.

The hair is said to be stow\l, when it is cropped or

cut short, ril stow the tugs out of your head, I will

crop your ears.

Thare he beheld ane cruell maglit face,

His visage menyete, and baith his handis, allace !

His halfettis spulyeit, of stuwit his eris tuay,

By schaniefull wonnd his neis cuttit away.
Doug. Virgil, 181, 23.

After their yokin, I wat weel

They'll stoo the kebbuck to the heel.

Fergusson's Poems, it 46.

Quhae—niaid you a gentillman wald not stow

yourluggis ! Lyndsay, 8. P. R., ii. 61.

Sae, as ye stow the stunted tree,

That puddock-stool, my pedigree,

A branch of laurel ye may eik.

Poems, Engl., Sodch, and Latin, p. 109.

" Rob—protested—that if ever any body should

affront his kinsman, an' he would but let him ken, he

would stow the lugs out of his head, were he the best

man in Glasgow.
M Rob Roy, iii. 252.

This is purely Su.-S. stufw-a, styfic-a, signifying,

amputare. Warder sty/l af hanni naesaer tiler oerum ;

Si nares aut etiam anres ills amputantur. Leg.

Suderm. ap. Ihre. Styfwa oeronen paa en haeAt

;

aures equo decurtare ; to stoo a horse's lugs, S. Mod.
Sax. stuv-en, ofstuv-en, id. This is the origin of Su.-G.

stubb, E. stub, •• a thick short stock left when the rest

is cut off." V. Stob. Hence also E. stuWe ; and,

Stow, $. A cut or slice, pron. stoo ; S. B.,

Roxb., the same with Stoltum ; from Stow,

v. to crop, to lop.

•• Stou, a large cut or piece ;

w GL Shirr.

Stowkit, *. A shock of corn ; the sams

with Stook, Aberd. Reg.

Stowtns, *. pi. The tender blades or sprouts

nipt from a plant of colewart or any other

vegetable, S.

O* meals ait-parritch was the best,

Or stovfins, e en right noorly drest.

Picken's Potim, 1788, p. C3.

STOW, inter}. Hush, silence, Orkn.

Perhaps from Su.-G. sto, Isl. staa, to stand ; q. stop,

cease.

STOW, #. A stove. PL stoicis, stoves.

—"Fewall—is alreddie brocht to ane grit decay

within the boundis of this realme be the excessive

spending and consumptioun thairof for laik of the
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formes of killis, stowis, and furnessis efteriiicntionate."

Acts Ja. VI., 1598, Kd. 1814, p. 187.

8u.-G. stufica, anc. sluw, A.S. stofa, hypocaustum.

STOWEN, *. A gluttonous fellow; as,

•4 He's a great $toxcen for bis guts," Teviotd.

It would seem to be properly a part., q. stowand,

stotrend; 0. Tetit. stouw-en, acervarc, accumulate,

cogere ; Dan. stuver9 to stow, stuvcr, a stower.

STOWLIXS, adv. Clandestinely, q. by theft,

from stouth, stealth, S. Stowenlins, S. A.

A' his aim at putting, jump, or play,

Is frae the rest to bear the gree away ;

And ulifwtin* teetiu' wi* a wishfu* ee,

Gin she he loves his manly feats does see.

Morison's Poans, p. 164, 185.

Stowenlins, whan thou was na thinkin,

I'd been wi* bourne lasses jinkin.

Rev. J. NicoTs Poems, i. 53.

* —Tho' we stoiclhts eat, yet man
At theft an' robbing is na shau.

Picken's Poe»\s, L 67.

This differs from Stowlin*, merely in being formed

from the part. pa. Stowtt, stolen, while the other is

from the noun, q. Stoirthints.

STOWN, Stowix, part. pa. Stolen, from

which word it is softened.

••Oft tymes geir tynt or stowin, is gettin agane

he coungerars. Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme,

FoL 16. b. V. Stomok.

STOWP, *. A post, as that of a bed ; the

same with Stoop.

••Item, anc bed of yallow dames—and foure cover;

ingia for the stowppi*, all freinyeit with yallow silk.

Inventories, A. 1562, p. 154.

[STOWPAND, part. pr. Stooping, Barbour,

viii. 297.]

[STOWTAR, adj. Stouter, sturdier, Bar-

bour, xiv. 2.]

[To STOY, v. ii. To walk leisurely, to

saunter ;
part, pr., stoyin, used also as a *.,

Banffs.]

[Stoy, s. A leisurely walk, a saunter, ibid.]

STOYLE, *. A long vest, reaching to the

ancles ; E. Stole.

•• Item, ane chesabill of purpowr velvot ; with the

stoyle and fannowne orphis," Ac. Inventories, A.

1M2, p. 58.

Fr. stole, Lat stola, id.

STRA, Strae, Stray, *. 1. A straw, S.

With hir cours na rede nor tendir stray

Was harmyt oucht, nor hurt by any way.

Doug. Virgil, 237, b. 26.

2. Metaph., a thing of no value.

Stra for thys ignorant Watering iuiperlite.

Doug. Virgil, Pref. 3, oo.

A.-S. stre, Su.-G. straa, A. Bor. streea, id.

3. To draw a strae be/ore ane, to attempt to

deceive one, S.

Pm our auld a cat to draw a strae before, Prov. S.

;

or as given by Ferguson, p. 21. "It is ill to draw a

VOL. IV.

strae before an anld cat." Signifying that one has too

much experience to Ihj easily deceived.
•* Morton was too old a cat, to draw such a straw be-

fore him, or to propound any thing tending that way

;

wherefore their best was to make him away, that so

the plot might goo on." Hume's Hist. Doug., p. 347.

Tue phraseology is also inverted.

"The Earto of Angus, though he were no very old

cat,—yet was he too wane and circumspect to be

drawne by a straw." Ibid., p. 228.

This proverb is undoubtedly very ancient, ami must

have been transmitted from our Gothic ancestors.

The very same occurs in Su.-G. Thet atr «<«<<irf. at

draqa straa, for gamfa kattor, i.e., It is diflicult to

deceive an old cat. Drnga *traa foer rn, to deceive

;

It is vulgarly believed that those who have the

power of that species of fascination called catting

glaumrr, often employ a straw, making it appear as large

"Thewieemi to be a vesticc of the magical use of

straw* in incantation in SempVs Legend. \ . &trea>e.

Principal Baillie has a phrase, now olisoletc, which

most probibiy contains a similar allusion.

"It seems Digby and Langdale intended to have

kept Montrose's parliament at Glasgow, but-God fcud

a straw in their icag. In their route, Digby s coach

was taken, and sundry of his writs. "—Letters, u. 166.

4. To bind or tie trith a strae. When one is so

overcome with laughter, as to have no power

over himself, it is commonly said, Ye -might

hae bund him w% a strae, S.

" No sta-'p play could have produced such an effect

;

—every member of the Synod might have been tttd

xvith a straw, they were s > overcome with this new de-

vice of that endless woman, when bent on provocation.

Annals of the Parish, p. 137.

Strae-Dead, adj. Used in the sense of,

quite dead, S.

•« And gin ye dinna haste ye, doakter, I'm in a

dridder it may bo strae dead afore ye come on till t.

Glenfergus, ii. 21.

Strak-Devtii, *. [Natural death.] A fair

8trae-d*ath,a natural death on ones bed, as

opposed to a violent or an accidental one, b.

For a' the claith that we ha'e worn,

Frae her and her's sae often shorn,

The loss o' her we cou'd hae born,

Had fair strae^leath tAiie her awa.
Skinner's Mis. CoL

This term alludes to the simplo manners of our fore-

fathers, who slept on stmw. Hence the phraseology

retained, S. B.

Sick, «ick she grows, a* ever lag on straw,

And near gae up the ghost t-^tt-*"^ ^
Isl. stradaudi, mors scnectute decrepiti ; Dan. straa-

"t» entirely a Goth, idiom. Su. -G. straadoe, id.,

from straa, straw, and doe, to die. Isl. *trada«ds.

mors scnectute decrepiti ; Dan. straa
;
doed, u\

The warlike Goths reckoned this kind of death dis-

graceful They therefore denominated it KeHhiga

daude, i.e., the death of old women, S. earths' rfo/r ;

Kcysler. Antiq. Septcnt., p. 145. V. Ger.

According to an entertaining English wnter, some of

the Highlanders carry this still farther, accounting it

more honourable to die even by a halter. He tell-, ol

a woman who, being interrogated as to the characters

of three husbands she had had, "said, the two hr*t

G3
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were honest men, and Yery careful of their family ; for

they both died for the Law. That in, were hang'd for

theft Well, but as to the last? *Hout !' says she,

• 'a fultby peast ! He dy'd at home, like an auM dug,

ea a puckle o* strae.' ** Burt's Letters, ii. 232, 233.

An account of the Highland manners, nearly re-

sembling this, may be found in Waverley, L 272. It

ooncludes with these words :

••
* You hope such a death for your friend, Evan ?

*

— • And that I do eVn ; would you have me wish him
to die on a bundle of wet straw in yon den of his, like

a mangy tyke?"'

[Strae-draivx, adj. Marked on the ear by

a thin slice being cut ont from top to bot-

tom, Shetl.]

Straeix, adj. Of or belonging to straw, S.
' A straein raip, a rope made of straw ; A.-S.

stratcene, id.

STRAA. To Say Straa to one. To find

fault with one, to lay any thing to one's

charge. Naebody dare say Straa to him.

Probably allied to Teut. and Germ, strafe, Dan.
straf, poena, supplicium ; animadversio, correptio.

Alem. straf, strof, punitus ; Su.-O. straff-a, Dan.

straff-e, punire. Dan. strafe pratdiken, an invective.

Synon., "Naebody can say Bo to his blanket," 8.

Prov. It nearly resembles the Su.-G. phrase, lag Ian
ej straffa honom, Ego ipsum criminis aceusare non
possum ; Ihre, vo. Strafa,

STRABBLE, Strab, *. 1 . Any thing hang-

ing loose and awkwardly, or trailed on the

ground ; a shred, a tatter, S. B.

[2. A long withered stalk of grass, &c. ; a

piece of straw, Banff*.]

Yer head's just like s heather-bush
Wi' strab* and straes.

IK. BeattVs Tales, p. 5.

Teut strobbe signifies frutex. But strabs would
seem to be merely a provincial variety of straps, which
occurs in a similar connexion, •• Straps and straes.

1'

V. Straps.

[To Strabble, v. n. To hang in tatters, ibid.]

[Strabblie, adj. Full of shreds or long

fibres, Ibid.]

STRABUSH, *. Tumult, uproar, S. allied

perhaps to Su.-O. rabbits, tumultus, qualis

esse solet hostium diripientium.

Strabash is the pronunciation of Fife.
" But haena we been weel awa frae this town this

mornin* an' yesterday ? Siccan a strabash as has been
in*t syn we left it !** Tennant's Card. Beaton, p. 171.

"Perhaps rather from Dan. strabas, pain, trouble,

toil, labour;" Wolff.

STRACK, adj. Strict, S. B. A.-S. strae
}

upright, strict, severe. V. Strak.

STRACUMMAGE, *. The same with stra-

bush, Fife.

STRADDLE, $. Tlie small saddle, or fur-

niture, put on the back of a carriage-horse,

for supporting the shafts of the carriage,

Sutherl. Car-saddle, synon.

Prob , so named from its bestriding the horse.

STKAE, s. Straw. V. Still

[STRAFF, s. A strait, a difficulty, Shetl.

Dan. and Sw. straff, penalty, punishment.]

STRAG, *. " A thin-growing crop, the

stalks straggling ;" Gall. Euc.

A -S. Mraeg-an, to scatter.

STRAGGER, *. A straggler, Ettr. For.

I know not whether this »houM Ire viewed as an
abbrev. of Stravaigrr, or as allied to Isl. strakitr, adb-

lescens cursor ; *trok-a, cursitare.

STRAICIEK, .*. A stroke.

"Yong Octouian lamentit hauyly the slauchtir of

his fader adoptiue Cesar, that gat xxii. atraiciekh vitht

pen knyuis in the capitol." Coin pi. of S., p. 38, 39.

Dr. Lcydeu refers to A.-S. straician. to stroak. He
must have meant strac-an, id. But the nense (demul-

cere), is rather adverse to the id< a here expressed, It

is probable tliat the word had been written straiki*, or

strairkh, i.e., strokes or blows.

STRAICT, Stuayte, *. A narrow pass.

And at Roslyne at the last,

Thnre iu the Straidis, thai tuk down,
And steut) t teat and pawillown.

Wyntawn, viii. 16. 89.

[STRAIF, fret. Strove. Barbour, vi. 1 85.]

STRAIFFIN, s. The thin filmy substance

made of the secundine of a cow, used for

covering the mouths of bottles, &c. Sutherl.

STRAIGHT, s. A straight line, S.
•• That the distance from opposite the angle of the

ford dyke to the Coffin-stone on the Seaton side, tak-

ing the straight, and leaving the small angles and turns

of the banks unnoticed, ia about 20G0 feet." State,

Fraser of Fraserfield, 1805, p. 186. V. Stuaucut.

To Straight, v. a. To lay out a dead
body, S. O.; synon. Streit, S. B., and
Straughten.

••Meg—got the body straifjfUed in a wonderful
decent manner, with a plate of earth and salt placed

noon it—an admonitory typo of mortality and eternal

life, that has ill-adviscdly gone out of fashion.**

Annals of the Parish, p. 220.

To STRAIK, Strayk, v. a. 1. To stroke,

to rub gently with the hand, S.

With Venus hen wyffi*, qnhat wyse may I flyte ?

schis hedes thaire to plcis.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 96, 54.

That straykis thir wenschis hedes thaire to plcis.

A.-S. strac-am, Germ, streich-en, Su.-O. stryk-a,

molliter fricare.

O. E. Stryke was used in all these senses. 1. "I
stryke ones heed as we do a chyldes whan he dothe
well : Je applanie. My father snyeth I am a good
tonne ; he dyd stryke my heed because I had eontied
my lesson without the booke." 2. •• I stryke a thyng
with hony, I lay hony a brodc vpon it : Je emmielle.

I hade as lefe stryke my breed with butter as with
hony.** 3. "I stryke, I make smothc. Stryke

ouer this paper: Aplanissez ce papier.** Palsgr., B.

Hi., F. 376, b. 377, a.
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2. To anoint with any unctuous substance, S.

Su.-G. stryk a up haret mrd jtomada, to rub up the

hair with pomatum, S. To straik bread, to nut butter

on it; stryka smoer pa broed, id. Wideg. Sw. strgta

ut tt ptaaster, to spread a plaister.

3. To render even, as in measuring grain in a

bushel or firlot, when a straight piece of

wood, or roller, is drawn across the top of

the measure, S.

O. E. " Strehjn or make pleync by mesure as bus-

shell or other lyke. Hostior. Hostio." Prompt. Parv.

Sn.-G. strgk-a has the same application, to smooth

a measure of corn by the stritchcL Hence struket

moat, i.e., straiked measure, is opposed to rogadt ntaal,

mensurae cumulatac ; Ihre, vo. Stryka.

To Straik tails with one. To make an

exchange of goods of any kind, where one

article is given for another without hoot on

either side ; Fife.

[When two cats meet on friendly terms, they ex-

change greetings and rub tails.]

Straik, *. 1. The act of stroking, S. Germ.

itreech, id.

••And for eschewing of fraud, hesthoucht expedient

that all victual salbe measured l>e idrait." Acts James

VI. 1587, c. 114. Skene. This is called straiked

measure* as opposed to heajted.

2. A piece of hard wood, with straight edges,

used for stroking off all that is above the

legal measure of grain, salt, &c, in the

vessel used for measurement, S.

This in our Acts is denominated King-strait; because

fastened by a ring to an iron bar, which, according to

the enactment, should cross the vessel.

"That the s*id cowpar cause the ring-strait of the

•aid firlot passe from the one end of the said over iron

barre to the other." Acts Ja. VI., 1618, iv. 5SC.

3. The quantity of grain that is stroked or

rubbed off from the top of the bushel, in

the act of measurement, S.

In this sense, it would appear, the term is used in

the following passage

;

••The bern preferred home-brewed ale to Scotch

twopenny, and never quitted ho'd of the tankard with

so much reluctance, as when there had been, by some

manoeuvre of Jasper's own device, a double straik of

malt allowed to the brewing." The Pirate, i. 72.

O. E. "Strrk* of a mesure. Hostorium. Hostio-

rium." Prompt. Parv.

4. The act of anointing, S.

Straikeu, *. That with which corn is

stroked, for levelling it with the bushel, S.

Strickle, Stritchel, E.

[To STRAIK, v. a. To strike] To strait

hands, to join hands.

The bridal-day it came to pass ;
—

This winsome coii|»le strateti hands.

Mess John ty'd up the marriage-bands.

Mairland Willie, Herd's Cull., ii. 76.

The ancient G«-ths had a similar mode of confirming

bargains, to express which they used a term synon.

with Strike. This is slaa, ferire, percuterc. Ex con-

suetudino vctcrum, qui contractus suos complosione
dextrarum manuum nrmaliant, usurpatur in signifies^

tioue pacisceudi. Hiuc staa nig tU.'sammaus, in socio-

tatem concedere. Ihre, vo. Slaa, col. 656.

Stkaik, pret. v. Struck.

Thus wourthit Schir Gawyne wraith and wepand,
And straik to that stern knight, but ony stynt

Gawan and Got., iii. 28.

Straik, Stuake, *. 1. A stroke, a blo\vf

S.
Bot wyth his diuinaciou nor augury
The straik of deith ne couth he uot put by.

Doug. Virgil, 2S7, 28.

"I sail visit and punia thair wyckednes with a

wand, and thair synnis with straikis." Ahp. Haniil-

toun's Catechisine, 1552, Fol. 28, a.

2. Metaph. used as signifying remorse.

•• Therefore knawledge must go before the straik of

the conscience. Thy hart can neuer feele that to be

euill, quhtlk thy mvnde knawis not to be cuili**

Brace's Serm. on the Sacr., N. 8, a.

Germ, streich, Sw. streek, ictus.

3. An engagement in the field of battle.

At the first straik with thaini he had nocht beyne

;

With him he led a thousand weill Ivseyne.

Wallace, vu 684, MS.

From the idea of striking a battle.

4. Coinage, the act of striking money.
" As anentis the monev, it is referrit to the act s

maid of bcf«»ir Ik? the xxiiii persounis chosiu thairto,

baith for the hamc bringing of the bulyeon bo the

merchandis, and of the n**w straik to be maid." AcU
James II., 1449, c. 30 Edit. 1566.

5. The sound of the clock, like E. Stroke.

•• That na man in burghc lie fundyn in tauernys at

wyne, aile, or heir, efter tho straik of ix houris, and

the bell that sidbe rongyn in the said burghc," Ac,

Pari. Ja. I., A. 1436, Acts Ed. 1814, p. 24.

Redihxg-Stkaik, s. V. under Red, Redd,

v. To clear.

STRAIK, *. [I. A streak, a Hue, a longi-

tudinal mark, S.]

2. A tract, an extent of country, S.B.

3. Ground travelled over. A lang straik, a

long excursion on foot, S.B.

4. An excursion, tlte act of travelling over a

considerable tract, S.
44 Awed, we've haen a fine straik, and are now safe

hame ajjen." Tennant's C. Beaton, p. 171.

5. Upo
f

straik, in motion, in a state of

activity, S.B.

A.-S. strica, strict, tractus, linca, directio, from

stric-an, ire, proficisci, cursuin tcnere. V. Stkaucht, a.

To Stiiaik, v. ii. To take an excursion, Fife.

" We'd better dip awa* soon to our beds the night,

that we miy rise wi' the day daw, if we're to -trait

down to the coast." Tennant's Card. Beaton, p. 28.

STRAIKEN, «<#. Linen cloth made of coarse

flax, and worn for shirts by working people

;

generally pron. streekin, S.O. Isl. strigi,

textura cannahina.
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At that time men cou'd gang to market,
Wi' plaiding boso, ami at ratten sarket.

JL UaHovxiy'i I'ocms, p. 111.

V. Oaso, adj.

STRAIT BIELDS, *. Shelter. V. Beild.

To STRAIT, v. a. To straighten, to tighten,

Aberd.
O. Fr. Uret, sfreit, droit, resent, ctroit ; Lat. string-

ere, Mrict-us.

Straitit, part. pa. Constrained.

"Ami incaice thair aonea efter thair depairture out of

the cuntrey sail hant the exercises of contrarie reli-

. gkron—that thair parentis—salbe straitit to find caution

actit in the builds of secrite counsale vndir suche panes

assail be modifeit." Acts Ja. VI., 1000, Edit. 1814,
'

p. 406. Ft. estroiet, id.

[Straitie, *. The shank of the leg, ShetL]

STRAITIS, *. pi. "A kind of coarse woollen

cloth, or kersey ;" Gl. Sibb.

Thair glnves wer of the raffel richt,

Thair schone wer of the straitis.

Chr. Kirk, st 2.

Sibb. seems justly to reject the common idea that

this means Morocco leather, or that which was brought

"from the Strait* of Gibraltar." For this woollen

staff is mentioned in several O.E. Acts of Pari, as An.
18. Hen. 2., 4. Edw. 4. c. 1. and 1 Rich. 3. c. 8.

STRAK, adv. Straight, in a straight line.

And quhen [that] Jhon off Lorn saw
The hand [so hard] eftre him draw,
And folow atrak eftre thai twa,

He knew the King we* ane off tha.

Barbour, vi. 687, MS.

A.-S. $trae, right, direct ; Alem. straek, id. Su.-U.

. stracks, a straight road ; 1st. Gangu atrak til Jerusalem,

They go straight to Jerusalem.

STRAK, Strake, pret. Struck ; perhaps

more properly straek, S. •

"For my own pleasure, as the man stroke his wife;"

8. Prov. ; *• a foolish answer to them who ask you why
you do inch a thing." Kelly, p. 108.

[Strak, t. A stroke, Barbour, v. 643,

Camb. MS.]

[STRAM, adj. Rough, rude, noisy, Aberd. ;

used also as a *., applied to a person,

Banffs.]

[To Stram, v. n. To walk with rude, noisy

steps, to jostle, ibid.]

Stramasii, 8. Disturbance, disorder, broil,

Loth, synon. strabush, S. ; also Straemash,

Ayrs.
"Others think she will raise sick a stramash, that

abe will send the whole government in to the air,

like peelings of ingons, by a gunpoother plot." Ayrs.

Legatees.

"T the middle o* the strama*h, ye'll no hinner

Bryan to gang owre the burn an' couk about through

the busses like a whitret" Saint Patrick, i. 169.
" Lucky, here, has just been telling me that there's

like to be a straemash among the Reformers." R.

GUhaize, i. 153.

Ital. stramasz-are, to fling, cast, beat, or strike down
with force.

Fr. tstramacon, a blow, a cuff. Hence perhaps our
term a little varied, may have been used to denote a
broil in which persous come to blows. A. Bor. to stra-

mash, to crack or break irreparably, A. Bor.

To Stramp, v. n. To tread, to trample, S.

Sa Christ is signifyit the stane,

Quhais monarchic sail neuor be gane ;

tor vnder his domiuioun,
All princia Haliie atrampit doun.

Lyndaug'a Warkia, 1592, p. 108.

"Thou art over peart, Lown, to stramp on mv foot

;

were thou out of the King's presence, I should take
thvu on the mouth." Pitscottie, p. 98

Our trechour Peirs thair tyrrans treit,

Quha iyb them, and thair substance eit,

And on thair honour statinp.

Vision, st. 8, Evergreen, \. 216.

" Stramp, to tread upon, to trample ;" Gl. Brockett.

Germ. stramj>/-en, id. used by Luther, iu his

version, Job xxxix. 24.

Stramp, s. Tlie act of trampling, S.

"But the stramp of Mr. Patrick Lindesay was so

sad on his brother's foot, who had a sore toe, that the

pain thereof was very dolorous." Pitscottie, Fol. Edit,

p. 98.

Stram per, *. A tramper, one who tramples,

Teviotd.

Stramulleugh, adj. " Cross, ill-natured,

sour;" S.O., Gl. Picken.

Ir. mollach is ragged, rough, shaggy.

Stramulliox, *. 1. A term used to denote

a strong masculine woman, Fife.

[Lit. a stram hullion, a rough, strong serving-wench.

V. Hullion.]

2. A fit of ill humour, a display of pettishness,

Clydes. ; sometimes Sramullion, S.B.

Stramulyert, part. adj. Confouuded, panic-

struck, Angus.
Wi' niony a sigh and dolefu' grane,

John gaz d stramulyert on the sceue :

Dim wax'd the lustre o' his ee,

He guess'd the weird he had to dree.

Beattie'a John o' Arnha', p. 64.

Stram-yulloch, *. A battle, a broil;

given as syuon.* with Stramash, Gall. Enc,

p. 439.

Tulloch might seem to be corr. from Yelloch, as

referring to the noise made in such an uproar. But

this must certainly be viewed as merely a variety of

Stramulleugh.

STKAMMEL, *. A cant word for straw

;

Strommel. Grose's Class. Diet. O. Fr.

estramier, id.

" Yes, you arc a* altered—you'll eat the goodmau's

meat, drink his drink, sleep on the strammel in his

barn, and break his house and cut his throat for his

pains." Guy Mannering, ii. 98.

This might originally denote the broken straw ;

Dan. strimmel, a shred.

STRAND, *. 1. A small brook, a rivulet.

On salt streroes wolk Dorida and Thetis

By rynnand strandis, Nymphes and Naiades.

. Doug. Virgil, Prol. 402, 28.
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2. A gutter, a passage1

! for water, S.

Wallace and bis tbni wyst off no ramoid

Boi eauld wattir tliat rau throit owt a strand ;

la that lttgeyng n.me othir fuel thai famL^'^
Wallace, xi. 443, MS.

This sense, in which the term is still commonly used,

as well as the former, is a deviation from that of all the

other Northern dialects ; in which it eignities, as in E.,

the shore, the margin of the s«a, or any water.

"Strami, a kennel, or occasional rill, caused by fall-

ing rain ; which, when heavy, makes the strawls run ;"

York*., Marshall.

STRANG, adj. 1. Strong, powerful.

Away, away, thou traitor strung !

Out o' my »ight soou may'st thou be !

I grantit nevir a traitor's life.

And now I'll not begin with thee.

Minstrelsy Border, i. 64.

Strange* id. is used by Blind Harry.

Sohir Amar Wallange, a falss traytour strange.

In Bothwell duelt, ami thar was thaim amance.
Wallace, iil 261, 314.

A.-S. Strang, Alem. streng, robustns.

2. Harsh to the taste, bitter, S.B.

Germ, streng, id. .Isl. straung, asper, durus, rigidus.

Su.-G. magstark is used in the same seuse.

Strang, b. Human urine long kept, and

smelling strongly; otherwise called Stale

Master, Aberd. ; Gall., Dumfr.
.He niest fell in wi* Mango's wig,

Au' Lowrie's sneeshin mill

;

See stappit baith in Kittie's pig.

An* steepit them right weel

Mang Strang that night
Jam. Cocks Simple Strains, p. 137.

"Strang, old urine,—used in washing ;

w
Gall. Enc.

This seems merely an ellipsis, q. "strong urine."

V. Stkaxo, adj.

Strang Pig. The earthen vessel in which

urine is preserved as a lye, S.O.

"Strang, old urine, kept in the Strang pig,
9* &c.

Gall Enc.

To STRANGE, v. n. To wonder, S.

I strange to hear you speak in sic a stile.

Shirrefs* Poems, p. 164.

[Strange-like, adj. Having an old look, S.]

To STRAP, r. n. To be hanged, S.

But the thief maun strap, and the hawk conic hame.
Jacobite Relics, L 97.

From E. Strap, a long stripe of cloth or leather.

It is also used as an active v.

'* Weel I wot its a crime baith by the law of God
and man, and moiiy a pretty man has been strapped
for it" St Ronan, it 26.

Strapis, *. pi.

Tua leathering bojwes he ties bought

;

Thay will not brek, albeit they fall

:

" Thir stranis of trie destroyis us all,

"Thay brek so monv, I may nocht byde it."

Legend Bp. St. Androis, p. 338.

Stranis seems merely the E. term denoting long slips

of cloth or leather ; applied either to the panniers in
which earthen jars were carried in travelling, or to the
staves of which barrels are made.

Strap-oil, a. The application of the shoe-

maker's strap as the instrument of druhhing.

The operation is sometimes called anointing,

Roxh. ; synon. Hazel-oil, from the use of a

twig of hazel for the same purpose, S.

Strapping, Strappan, part. adj. Tall;

generally including the idea of handsome-

ness, S.
—"Raudolph, the English minister, proposed to

hire a band of strapping Elliots, to find Home business

at home, in looking after his corn and cattle.** Keith

ap. Minstrelsy Border, i. xxxv.

Wi' kiudly welcome Jenny brings hiiu ben,

kstraopan youth ; he taken the mother's' eye ;

Blythe Jenny sees the visit's no ill ta'en ;

The father cracks of horses, pleughs, and kye.

Burns, iil. 176.

Straps, *. pi. Ends of thread from the

dish-clout, sometimes found in victuals,

Kinross. l

A man who found a mouse among his porridge, said

to his landlady

;

On stra/tx and stracs we iiiauii convitlier ;

But I dinu.i like motes that look till itlier.

Teut strepe, stria, atriga, linea.

[STKAT, adj. Narrow, Barliour, vi. 302;
comp. sfrater, super, stratest.']

[Strate, *. A narrow pass, Barbour, iv.

458.]

[Stratlv, adc. Closelv, straitlv, Ibid., vii.

216.]

[Stratxes, *. Narrowness, Ibid., xii. 430.]

STRATH, *. A valley of considerable size,

through which a river runs, S. It forms the

initial syllable of a great many names of dis-

tricts in S.

" In this district there is a considerable strath, i. e.,

Talley, or level land between hills.'* P. Kiltcarn,

Ross. Statist. Ace. i. 360.

«« A strath is a flat place of arable land, lying along

the side or sides of some capital river, between the

water and the feet of the hills ; and keeps its name till

the river comes to be confined to a narrow space, by

stony moors, rocks, or windings among the mountains.**

Burt's Letters, ii. 16.

C.B. y*trad, "a flat, a vale, a bottom or valley,

formed by the course of a river. It forms the name of

many places in Wales, as Ystrad IV, Ystrad 7Vcyft

and the like ;" Owen.
Gael srath, a country confined by hills on two sides

of a river.

Strathspey, *. 1. A dance in which two

persons are engaged, otherwise called a Uca-

siim dance, S.

[2. A lively tune adapted to such a dance, S.]

Named from the country of Strathspey in S., probably

as having been first used there.

STRAUCHT, adj. Straight, direct. The

straucht road, the direct way, S.

A.-S. straect, Germ, streck, rectus.
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This, ought to bo viewed as originally tho part. pa.

of A. -8. drere at, and other (loth, verbs, signifying
to stretch. For a draight line gives us tho idea of that
which is $fretched out between two points.

Straucht, 8. 1. A straight line, S.B.

2. A district, S. B. Straik, synon. q. v.

Straucht, Strawciit, adv. 1. Straight, in

a fttraight line, S.

This Malolme enteryd in Scotland,
And past oore Forth, doun strawcht to Tsy.

WynUncn, vi. 18, 357, MS.

2. Directly, immediately.

And draught vnto the presence sodeynly
Off dame Minerne, the pacient goddesse,

Gude Hope my gyde led pie reilily.

King** Quair, iv. 3.

Germ. Belg. stracl; cito ; Dan. strax, id.

To STRAUCnT, v. a. 1. To make straight,

to .stretch; pret. straucht, straaghtit, S.

Baith hys handis joyfuly furth straucht he than.

Doug, Virgil, 189, 17.

"I hae never heard o' ane that sleepit the night afore
trial, but of niony a ane that sleepit as sound as a tap
the night before their necks were draughted." Heart
M. Loth. ii. 311.

Straucht is also used for the part, pa., from dreik; as
raucht, from rcit.

2. To stretch a corpse on what is called the

Dead-deal, S. ; syuon. Streik
y
S.B.

"She—gathered his brains, and tied up his head,
and draughted his body, and covered him with her
?lai<l, and sat down and wept over him." Walker's
eden, p. 43.—"Hand of woman or of man either, will never

draught him -dead deal will never be laid till his
back." Brido of Lammermoor, ii. 231.

*' Let us do what is needfu* ;—for if the dead corpse
banns draughted, it will girn and thraw, and that will

fear the best of us." Ibid. p. 233.

To STRAUGnTEX, v. a. To stretch out;
used to denote the act of laying out a
corpse, Dumfr. ; synon. Streik, Straight, and
Straucht.
— '• She'll make a gruesome and unsonsie corse. It

will be a deft hand that can draughten her." Blackw.
Mag., Aug., 1820, 513.

*' If red wiue can cheer ye. e'en sigh and souk away,
and leave me to draughtm this crooked bouk." Ibid.,

Sept., 1820, p. 652.

To STRAVAIG, v. n. To stroll, to wander;
to go about idly, S.

—Pith, that heljM them to stravaig
Owr ilka cleugh an' ilka craig.

ferpusson's Poems, ii 106.

" To vaig, is in common use as well as dravaig.**

Gl. Compl. vo. Vagit, p. 379.
Ital. drarag-are, from Lat. extracag-are, to wander

abroad ; whence also Fr. extravaguer, id.

[Stravaio, s. An aimless walk or stroll;

also, the act of wandering about idly,

Clydes., Banff*.]

Stravaiukr, *. 1. One who wanders about
idly, a stroller, S. Straycayger, Stracattger.

** Here are twa anco landloupers cumin dirdin down
the hill—tho tane o' them a heech knock-kneed
dravaUjer wi' the brceks on, and the tithcr, ane o' the
women—folk, as roun's she's lang, in a green Joseph,
and a tappen o' feathers on her pow." Blackw. Mag.,
Sept., 1819, p. 709.

44
it is hard to be eaten out o* house an' hald wi*

sorners and dravatgtr* this gate." Perils of Man, iii.

321.
" I turn't at the lin, jcalousing that ye wad be a'

hame afore me, an' saebins ye warna, mayl>e some hill

drarauger wad hae »een or hard tell o ye." Saint
Patrick, i. 166.

2. One who leaves his former religious con-

nexion, S.

"Nor was there wanting edifying monuments of
resignation even among the drayvagytrs." Annals of
the Pariah, p. 392.

Stravaigino, *. The act or practice of

strolling, S.

A. Bor. Straraiging, strolling about ; generally in a
bad sense ; Gl. Brockett.

STRAVALD, $. A foreign measure.
" Ane thousand brasill makis the tun. Item, Sax

hundreth draratdiu ane tun." Balfour's Praci, p. 88.

STRAWN, e. A gutter, West of S.

Ay the king of storms was foamin,

The doors did line, ltini-pi^s down tund'd ;

ish d hig,- tlie synks loud ruml'd.The drowns gu>

V. Strand.

TannahUVs Poems, p. 126*.

STRAWN, #. A strawn of beads, a string of

beads, Mearns.
Teut. drent is synon. with driughe ; E. dring.

STRAY. On stray, astray.

The stedis stakerit in the stour, for stroking on stray.

Oatcan and Ool., iii. 21.

Perhaps this is equivalent to astray, like on hrede,

Ac., q. "staggered aside in consequence of the violence

of the strokes."

STREAII, s. A term used to denote the

mode of drinking formerly observed in the

Western Islands.
M The manner of drinking used by the chief men of

the isles, is called in their language Stnah, i.e., "a
Bound ;" for the company sat in a circle, the cup-bearer
filled the drink ronud to them, and all was drunk out,

whatever the liquor Mas, whether strong or weak.
They continued drinking sometimes twenty-four,

sometimes forty-eight hours. It was reckon'd a piece

of manhood to drink until they became drunk, and
there were two men with a barrow attending punctually

on such occasions. They stood at the do«»r until some
became drunk, and they carry'd them upon the barron
to bed, and returned again to their post as long as any

. continued fresh, and so carryed off the u hole company
one by one as they become drunk. Several of my
acquaintance have been witnesses to this custom of

drinking ; but it is now abolished." Martin's West.
Isl., p. 106.

Gael, sreath it by Shaw rendered, " a row, rank,"

&c.
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To STREAMER, p. a. To streak, to coyer

with straggling flashes of light, resembling

the aurora ftoreali* 9 S. A.
" In the solemn gloom of the evening, after the last

rays—ha<l disappeared, and again in the morning before

they began to dreamer the east, the song of praise was
sung to that B?ing, under whose fatherly chastisement
thev were patiently suffering." Bro* uie of Bodsbeck,
i. 21.

STREAPE, 8. A small rill. V. Stripe.

STREASE, *. pL Prob. for ntraics.

—Raining the devill with invocationes,

With herhis, stanfc, buiki"*, and 1k;11Lh,—
Palme croces. and knottis of *t tease.

Legend lip. St. Andrvis, Poeins SUUcntli Cent., p. 818.

STREAUW, s. Straw, Ettr.For.

STREAW, Strow, s. The shrew mouse,

Gall.

Wi' hungry maw he scoors frae knowe to knowe,
In hopes of food in mowdy, mouse, or st state.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 4.

She nyarr'd when she gat him as he bad been a mouse,
Or some lang-snouted, cheaping str^ie.

Gall. Eneycl., p. 143.

[STRECOUR, *. A dog for the chase;

lit. a runner, Barbour, vi. 487. A.-S.

BtricuH, to continue a course.]

To STREEK doicn. To lie down flat. V.
Streik.

To STREEL, v. m. To urinate forcibly,

Fife ; synou. Sfritle, q. v.

STREEN. The streen, the evening of yester-

day. V. Streix.

STREENGE, *. A stroke, Fife; a variety of

Skreenge ; or from Lat. sti ing-ere, to strike.

[To Stkeexoe, r. o. To beat, scourge, ib.]

STREICII, adj. Stiff and affected in speak-

ing.
And be I ornate in my speicbe,

Than Toway sayis, I am sa streich,

I »i»eik not lyk thair hous menyie.
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 63.

Perhaps from A.-S. straec, strict ; or rather Fr.
estreci, straitened, contracted, made short.

To STREIK, Streek, v. a. 1. To stretch, S.

To Streek, expandere ; Northumb., Ray ; to stretch

out the limbs ; Thorcsby.

Ilk prond o* what he's done,
Now homeward turns, ami oer the burn brae
Streeks out his weary tihank* and laps his fill.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 28.

2. To lav out a dead bodv, S. A. Bor.

The waxen lights were burning bright,

And fair Annie streeht there.

Jamieson's Popul. Bait., i. 32.

" I find in Durant a pretty exact account of some of
the ceremonies used at present in what we call laying

out or streeking in the North. — A *t reeking-hoard is

that on which they stretch out and compose the limbs
of the dead body." Brand's Popular Antiquities, p.
23.

3. To engage in any work, the noun added
determining the nature of the work, S. B.

Ae day last week, I mind it weel,
8he happ'd by chance to stretk the irheeL

Morison's Poems, p. 100.

Le., to spin.

When cogs are skim*d, an' eirn streekit.

The yellow drops fast in are steekit

7W..PC 111.

Oae streek the rake, or to the house and *pin ;

Who eats a breakfast, should a breakfast win.

Ibid., p. ML

[4. To streik the plew
y

to draw the first fur-

row after harvest, Aberd., Banffs.

This was done with great ceremony : the whole
household attending. Bread, chceae, and home-brew-
ed ale were partaken of by all present ; and a piece of

bread and cheese was thrown over the field or put into

the pleugb, as an offering to the birds. See Gl. Banffs.]

A.-S. strtcc-aii, expandere, Germ, streek-en.

To Streik, Streek, r. n. 1. To extend.

Fra thine strekis the way profound anone
Depe vnto htllis flude of Acherone.

Doug. Virgil, 173, 35.

2. To go quickly, S. B.
O'er hill and dale with fury she did dreel

;

A' road* to her were good ami bad alike,

Kane o*t she wyl'd, but forward on did streek.

Ross's HHenore, p. 56.

A.-S. stric-an, to go, to proceed ; Isl. strink-a, Su.-G.

stryk-a, currere, vagari. Isl. striate a brantt, aufu^ere,

q to striek abroad. Su.-G. stryka ami-ring i tantUt, to

ramble about the country, Wideg. Germ, streich-en,

Teut stryck-en, tendere, profisisci.

3. To streik doun, to lie down flat, to stretch

one's self at full length, S.

A Jacobite virago, who had filled the stool of re-

pentance, is introduced as saving; ** Vengeance on the

black face o't ! Moiiy an h«»nc*ter woman's been set

U|K>n it than streek* doon beside ony whig in the coun-

try.
M Waverley, ii. 122.

STREIK, Streek, *. 1. A handful of flax;

also, a small bundle of flax into which

flax dressers roll what they have already

dressed, Lanarks.

O. E. •• Streke of flax. Limpulus.'* Prompt. Parr.

2. Extent, S. V. Straik, Upo StraiL

3. The longitudinal direction of a stratum of

coal in a mine, or a district of country.
M At Proaton Grange these coals are found dipping

to the N.W.—all which is a course, which iu street

lyes near to S.W. and N.W., and will be in length

about eight miles." Sinclair's Hydrost. Misc. Ob*., p.

26S.
•• The longitude is nothing else thao what is term-

ed by the coal-hewer*, the streek. For if you imagine
a line along the extreme |*>ints of the rite or cropp of

the coal, that is properly the streek of the coal." Ibid,

p. 273.

4. Opinion ; as, "Tak your aiu Streik" i.e.,

take your own way, Clydes.

It has aUo been expl. "chance ;" tj.
M Let him take

his chance." Ibid.

This phrase, however, seems merely equivalent to
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" Let him take his course," or "go to his stretch," q.
"go all the length of his tether."

5. Speed, expedition. To mak little streik, to

make small progress, S. B.

6. Exertion in whatever way, S. B.
Contrive na we, your shacklebanes
Will mak but little streik.

Poems in the Buehan Dialect, p. 86.-

7. Bustle, tumultuous noise, disturbance. It

is said, that there is a michty streik in the

house, when people are buzzing up and down
in a confused way. To raise a streik, to

make much ado, to make great noise or

. disturbance, S. B. V. the preceding v.

[Streikrr, Streeker, s. A very tall per-

son, Clydes., Banffs.J

Streikin*, part. adj. Tall and agile ; as, " a

streiken hizscie," a tall, tight, active girl,

Teviotd.

Streikixg-Buri>, Stretchixg-Burd, 8.

The board ou which a dead body is stretched,

before the animal heat is gone, S. A. V.

Streik, v. a.

STREIN, Stkeen, *. The strein, yester-

night, S.

The streen to chamber I him 1*1

;

This night Gray Steel hath made his bed.

Sir Egeir, p. 53.

Y. Mirliooes.
Corr., as would seem, from Yhdrene, q. v.

To STREIND, Streend, r. a. To sprain,

Roxb., Berwicks.

Streind, Streend, *. A sprain, ibid.

This must be merely a slight deviation from E.

Strain, or Fr. tstreind-rt, id. estrtinte, a sprain. V.
Stetkd.

STREIPILLIS, s. pi. Apparently, stirrups.

" Ane sadill with streipillis ;" Aberd. Reg.

Cent. 16.

A dimiu. from the K. word, or from Isl. stigreip,

A.-S. stiga-rap, a rope for ascending ; unless it might

be viewed as a corr. of what Kilian calls the vulgar or

L. Bw name, ttrepa setlae.

To STREK, Streke, Stryke, v. n. To ex-

tend; [strekit, stretched,Barbour, xviii.130.]

—"This statute sal nocht strele to bordouraris

duelland ou the marches hot for thift to be done eftir

the making of this statute." ParL Ja. I., A. 1436,

Acts Bd. 1814, p. 23. Stryte, Ed. 15C6. V. Streik.

To STREK A BORGII. V. BORCII, BOROH, *.

Strek, adj. Tight, strait. E. strict is used

in this sense.

For gif ye hauld your sale onir strek,

Thair may cum bubbis ye not suspek.

Schaw, Jiaitland Poems, p. 133.

Germ, strark, tenaus, internals; from streck-en,

tendere, intendere. Belg. strikk-en, to tie, strikk, a
knot ; Su.-G. strrk, a rope, funis.

[STREKYT, part. pa. Stricken, i.e., fought,

Barbour, xiii. 152.]

[STREMAND, part. pr. Streaming, Bar-
bour, xii. ob'O.]-

Stremouris, s. pi. [The streaming light of

sunrise.]

The twynkling stremouris of the orient

Sched purjiour sprayngis witli gold and asure ment,

Persand the sable hamikin noctnrnall.

Bet doua the skyes cloudy niantil wall.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 399, 26.

The description quoted docs not apply to the Aurora
Boreali* ; and the poet has previously said ;

Nvctiinene aflrayit of the licht,

Weut vnder couert, for gone teas the nycht.

STRENEW1TE', s. Fortitude, stoutness.

B in thi name betakni.s batalrus ;—
W valycantnes ; S for strtneiciU.

Ballad, S. P. R. t iii. 140.

From Lat. strenuit-as.

STRENIE, adj. Lazy, sluggish, Kinross;

given as synon. with Stechie ; apparently q.

bound, from O.Fr. estren-er, contraindre,

comprimer ; Roquefort.

To STRENKEL. V. Strixkil.

To STREXTH, v. a. To strengthen.

"Forthir to strenth his manheid with moro crafty

slycht, he maid deip fowseis in the place quharc the

battall wes set, and dang in staikis with scharp pointis

rysing vp, couerit with scherrettis." Bellend. Cron.,

B. xiv., c. 10.

This word is used by Palsgr. M I strength; Je ren-

force.—Thyse be greatly strengthyd syns I knewe them
first." B. iii. F. 376, b.

[STRENTH, *. Strength; a stronghold,

Lyndsay, Exper. and Court., 1. 1723; Bar-

bour, iv. 458.]

Strenthie, adj. Strong, powerful.
—"That we can nocht perccaue, quhat difference

thair be betuix the simple and strenthie defence of ane

iust caus, and the craftic coloring of ane lesing." J.

Tyrie's Refutation, Pref. 2.

"This adversite, cum to the ciete, maid the accioun

of tribunis mair ntrenthy than afore." Bellend. T. Liv.,

p. 383. Vires adjecit, Lat.

Strextiiit, part. pa. Corroborated, sup-

ported, strengthened.
41 This I eik—that gif ony thing negligentlic, and

nocht sufficicntlio strenth'd be set furth in this werk,

it sultl be impute to my haist and fervour, and to

nane uther injustlic." N. Wynyet's Fourscoir thre

Quest., Keith's Hist., App., p. 221.

Strentuly, adv. By force, by main strength.

The tothyr that makys ws eggyng,

Is that thai our possessioune

Haldis strcnthly, agayne resoun.

Barbour, iv. Ml, MS.
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To STRENYIE, v. a.

sprain.

1. To strain, to

—Balth hir tendir hamle*

War strenveit sairly boundin hard with handes.

Doug. Virgil, 52, 36.

2. To constrain.

-We for our lyvis,

And for onr childre, and for our wywis,

And for our fredome, and for our land,

As strenyeit In to tataill for to stand
Barbour, xtt. 248, MS.

[0. Fr. straindre\ Lat. string-ere.

3. To distrain.

— *• The lordis auditoris—decretis—the said Jobne,

Walter, k Johne, to pay the said soume of fourty

pundis to the said Schir Richert, ft lettres be wnttin

to strent/e thare land is ft gudis tharfor.'* Act. Audit.,

A. 1476. p. 43.

Strenyeabill, adj. 1. Used to denote one

who is possessed of so much property, that

he can relieve his bail by being restrained.

*' Ilk frie man may he hor^h for himselfe in court, or

outwith court, for his awin vnlaw, or other small

things ; iwa he be responsall and strenyeabill to the

judge." Quon. Attach., c. 37.

Contr. from d'ustrenyie, Lat. distring-o.

2. Applied to goods that may be distrained ;

synon. PoyndabilL
•• To remaine in ward quhill he schaw gayr strenyea-

bill," &c Aberd. Reg., A. 1541, V. 17. Oayr, i.e.,

substance, goods, S. gear or geir.

STRESS, #. 1. An ancient mode of taking

up indictments for the Circuit courts.

"This method of taking up of dittay or indictments

is substituted—in place of the old one by the stress,

(traMis) and porteous rolls mentioned in 1487, c. 99."

Erskine's Instit., B. iv., T. 4, s. 86, Acts Ja. II., c.

86, Ed. 1566.

This learned writer seems to view stress as a corr. of

Traistis, q. v.

2. Distress, the act of distraining.

*' Of the taking of strews be the Constahill." Acts

Ja. II., 1457, c. 86, Tit. Edit., 1566. This in the act

itself is called distrcssis.

•• In the actioun—persewit be the bailyeis—of Ran-

frew agauis Johnne of Quhitefurd bailye to the abbot

of Pastlay for the wrangwis s]M>liatioun & takin fra

thaim of certane poyndis ft strestis fra the officiaris of

the said bur>;h of Ranfrcw," &c. Act. Audit., A.

1491. p. 162.

"The baillies chargit thair officiaris to pas ft tak a

tires wurtht xvj sh." Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

To STRESS, v. a. 1. To incommode, to put

to inconvenience. It often denotes the

overstraining effect of excessive labour or

exertion, S.

It is used in an emnhatical S. I'rov , meant to ridi-

cule those who complain of great fatigue, when they

have scarcely had any thing to do, or at least have done

nothing that deserves the name of work. •* Ye're sair

stre*t 8tringiV ingans ; " i.e., forming a rope of onions.

The origin is probably 0. Fr. straind-re, mettre a

l'ltroit, Lat. *trangert ; as Fraunces gives O.E.^

Streynyn as synon. with "gretly stresscn. Distringo."

VOL. IV.

STRESTELY, adv. Prob., emit for Tres-

ttly, faithfully.

Thar duelt a Wallas welcuimnyt him full Weill,

Thocht lnglitt«men thar of had litill feille.

Bathe meite ami drynk at his will he had thar.

In Laglyne wode, qnhen that he maid repay r,

This Oentill man wo.<* full oft his re«ett

;

With stuff of housbald strestely he thaim bett
Wallace, it. IS, MS.

In GL Perth Edit, this is expl./Wty. But it rather

signifies, with difficulty, because of the danger of

discovery by the English ; from Fr. e*trect% rntroi***,

pinched, straitened. He did it, ** we would say, S.

with a stress.

This may be an errat. from Trcstely, faithfully. V.

Traist ; as the idea of difficulty in providing Wallace

is not suggested by the connexion.

[STRET, adj. 1 . Strait, narrow ; also, steep

;

as, a stret brae.

2. In want of; as, stret o
9
siller, ibid.]

[To Stret, v. a. To take a good, hearty

meal, ibid.

Evidently the local pron. of Strait, q. v.]

[Stretin, Stretan, *. 1. The act of tighten-

ing ; also, of taking a hearty meal, ibid.

2. A hearty meal, ibid.]

To STRETCH, v. n. To walk majestically;

used in ridicule, Ettr. For. ; q. to expand

one's self.

STRIAK, *. Sound, [tuck.] Strict of the

sweschy sound of the [drum]. V. Streik,

s. and Swesch.

STRIBBED, part. pa. "Milked neatly;"

Gall. Encyc. V. Strip, v.
m

To STRICK. To strick lint, to tie up flax in

small handfuls, in preparing it for being

milled, S. B. [V. Streik.]

Strick, *. A handful of flax knit at the

end, in order to its being milled, S. B.

Strike, Cliauc. id.

Bot siuoth it heng, as doth a strike of flax.

ProL Cant. Tales, ver. 67a

••After you have beat it for some time, open the

strike, turn the inward part of it outward, and beat it

again,—until yon think it sufficiently wrought." Mai-

well's Sel. Trans., p. 336.

But snioth it heng, as doth a strike of flax.

Chaucer, PrvL v. 674.

"Struke. of flaxe, [Fr.] poupce de filace;
n

Palagr.

B. iii. F. 68, a
•* Streke of flax. Lumpulus." Prompt. Parv.

STRICK, Strict, adj. Rapid. 77* streams

very strict, S., it runs rapidly.

" That the said dike is for the benefit of the Ford-

shot, and without it the Ford-shot would be good for

little, as it stems and calms the water where the shot

is felled, while otherwise it would be a strict current."

State, Leslie of Powis, v. Fraser of Fraserfield, p. 60.

It also occurs in a metaph. sense.

H 3
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Fornish him with •trength, whereby he may row
•gainst the stricter streams of all temptations, till hce
«mne into the hauen of the heauens, the sole and safe
karbene of saluation." Z. Boyd's Last Battel!,
p. 1076.

*

8w. straahe, streke, the main current of a river,
s*jd*tream ; Wideg.

Strick, 8. Strict o' the watter, the most
rapid part of any stream, S. O. V. Strict,
m&j.

(To STRICK, v. a. To make barley, Banffs.]

[STRICKEN, part. pa. V. under Strike.]

STRIDE, $. The same with Cleaving, Ayrs.
I'm new come frae Dumbarton-side,
Whar I had gane to travel

;

An* am as sair about the stride,
As gin I had the gravel.

Picken's Poem*, 1788, p. 176.

Strtoeleg, Stridelegs, Stridelingis, adv.
Astride, astraddle. To ride stridelegs, to
ride astride as a man does on horseback;
as opposed to riding sidelegs, which denotes
the female mode, S.

—Stride-leys, on a bougar-stake,
8at Cupid, wild an' clever.

Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, I 148.
Auld Willie Dillie, wer he on lyue,
My life fnl weill he culd discryue ;How as ane chapman beiri* his pack,
I bare thy Grace vpon my back.
And turn times strydlingis on my nek,
Dansand with mony bend and bek.

V. L.XOIS, tern..
***** ""*** l™> *»

To Striddle, v. n. To straddle, S.
From E. stride, or Dan. strelt-a, pedibus divaricare

. . fv
1^""itsnae pleugh of the flesh that the bon-

me lad bairn—shall e'er striddle between the stilts o*
"

The Pirate, L.69.

Here'* kye that gie twall pints a-day
;

Thair udders gar them striddle.

A. Scott's Poems, p. 65.

Dan. stritt-e, id., A.-S. straed-an, strid-an, spargere,
dispergere.

STRIFE RIGS. "Debateable ground,
patches of land common to all ;" Gall. Enc

STRIFFAN,*. « Film, thin skin. Striffan
o* an eggf that white film inside an es<r-
•hell;* Gall. Enc.

*°

IsL strope signifies the yolk of an egg, liquor ovi
Bat Striffan is perhaps rather allied to stry, res rare-
factae ; O. Andr.

&tkiyfes'd, part. pa. Covered with a film,
Gall.

Tfcs twasome pied down on the cauld sneep snaw,wY the sorry hauf striffen'd e'e.

OalL Enc, p. 412.

STRIFFIN, ,. Starch, Shetl.
The letter r seems inserted by corruption. It pro-

bably was originally like S. Stiffen.

To STRIFFLE, v. n. To move in a fiddling
or ihuffling sort of way ; often applied to

one who wishes to appear as a person of
importance, Ettr. For.
" I strijtit till thilke samen plosse as gypelye as I

colde." Hogg's Wint. Tales, U: 42.
*

Strifflb, 8. Motion of this description,
ibid.

Flandr. strobbel-en, strubbel-en, cespitare, titubare,
vacillare gressu.

STRIKE, *. A handful of flax. V. Strick.

• To STRIKE, Stryke. To strike a battle
or field, to fight.

That Jhon gat Edwarde,
That come in-til Scotland syne.
And strak the battaile of Duplyno.

Wyntown, viii. fl. 278.

"We find in our Erische Cronickelis, that Coelus
King of Norroway commandit his nobils to take his
bodey and burey it in Colni-kill, if it chancit him to
die in the ilea ; but he was so discomtitit, that ther
remained not so maney of his armey as wald burey him
ther; therfor he was eirded in Kyle, after ho stroke
ane /eld against the Scotts, and was vanquisht be
thara." Monroe's Descr. W. lies, p. 20.
This corresponds to Su.-G. slay, as primarily signi-

fying a stroke, in a secondary sense a battle.

Striken, Stricken, part. pa. Stricken ; as
referring to a field of battle.

" The battle was stricken in the year of God 1445 "

Pitscottie, Ed. 1768, p. 38.
"The field was stryken at Langside." Anderson's

Coll, u. 277.

[Strikix-teck. Cutting heather with a
short scythe, Shetl.]

To STRING, v. a. and w. 1. To hang by the
neck, S.

Tho' by the neck she should be strung,
She'll no desert

Bums, iii. 25.

2. To be hanged, S. also used in cant E.—" My accusations—are so well founded, that was
there (as we say in Scotland) a right sitting Sheriff, I
would not doubt to see some Gentlemen strina "

Carnwath's Pref., ix.
*

3. To string, to string awa, to move off in a
line, Gall.

And ay she cries, " Hurlie Hawkie,
String awa my crummies, to the milking loan,—
String, string awa name,—

—

Old Song, OaU. Enc., p. 257.

A.-S. string, linea, String, s. is used in the same sense
with E. Row ; as, "a siring of wull geese."

[Strino-of-tide, s. A rapid tideway, Shetl.]

STRINGIE, (g soft), adj. Stiff, affected,
Loth. corr. perhaps from E. stingy.

STRINGS, *. pi. An inflammation of the
intestines of calves, Roxb.

•* Calves, during the first three or four weeks, are
sometimes seized with an inflammation in the intestines,
provincially called liver-crook, or strings.

1 * Aer. Surv.
of Roxb., p. 149.
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To STRINKIL, Strenkel, v. a. 1. To
sprinkle, S.

—And with thare bludiit schede, a* was the gi*e,

TIm funeral flamb strinkill in socrifyce.

Doug. Virgil, 362, 53.

2. To scatter, to strew, S.

of tral they strenkel, and strewe.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal., it 20.

"Plow the ground again ; and in May, or June at

farthest, (chose moist weather) cause your gardener

strmkU turnip-seed upon it." Maxwell's Sel. Trans., p.

2S0l

"It would much increase the fermentation, if the

s of barley, or any other quick-growing vegetable,

> strinkled, or strewed thin, on the midding. " Ibid.

p* 96.

8ibb. iews this as a variation of sprinkle. Prob.

allied to Teut strektUn, leviter tangere. V. Sprayno.

Strinklino, Strinklino, *. A small portion

of any thing, q. a scanty dispersion, S.

Strwklin, a small quantity, Shetl.

•• If you bestow upon it a stringing of any dung, or

of the midding directed, the advantage will be consider-

able." Maxwell's Sel. Trans., p. 55.

O. E. "Sprenkelynge or St renlel'ynge. Aspercio.

Cbnapercio." Prompt. Parv. Fraunces also gives the

a. " Sprenklyn or Strenhlyn. Aspergo. Conspergo.

Bhtm&ed or Sprenkled. Aspersus. Ibid.

[To STRINN, v. n. To flow in a thin, nar-

row stream, Banffs. Dimin. of Strone, q. v.]

Strinn, *. 1. Water in motion, smaller in

extent than what is called a Strype, Banffs.

2. The run from any liquid that is spilled, as

water on a table, ibid.

This is obviously the same with Strynd, s. 2. The
origin is certainly IsL strind, stria, a groove, furrow,

or fatter. Haldorson expl. it by Dan. stribe and strim-

met, both signifying a stripe.

[3. A strinn <f the pipe, a short smoke, Banffs.]

[Strinnlb, s. A very small stream, a runnel,

Banffs.]

[To Strinnle, v. n. To flow in a small

stream, ibid.]

•STRIP, Strype, Streape, *. 1. A long

narrow plantation, or belt of trees, Roxb.

S. A small rill, S.

" In this ile of Mula is ane cleir fontane two mylis

fra the see. Fra this fontane discendis ane litil borne,

or strip rynnand ful of rounis to the seis. Thir

lis ar round & quhit schynand like perle full of

thik humour : and within two houris eftir that thay

oome to see thay grow in gret coclcs." Bellend. Desc.

Alb., c 13.
•• Out of this well runs ther ane little strype down-

with to the sea." Monroe's lies, p. 31.
M This brooke Cedron—was a little streape that ran

when it was raine, but in time of drought it wasdrie. M

Rollocke on the Passion, p. 3.

A strype is distinguished from a burn. *' When the

£sh ascend forth of the said Loch, to the waters, bumes
and strype* that fall in the same to spawn therein,

there is great slauchter and destruction of them com-

mitted by the country people about " Acts Charles 1.,

1633, o. 29.

The gradation seems to be ; watter, a river, bum, a
brook, bumie, a small brook, stripe, a rill of the smal-

lest kind, synon. site.

E. strip, used in a peculiar sense ; as denoting a

very narrow gully or passage for water T

Stripie, Strypie, *. A very small rill,

S.B.
8ee gin you'll win unto this strypie here,

And wash your face and brow with water clear.

Ross's Uctenore, p. In.

This is still carrying the gradation a step farther

than as it appears under Strype.

Strippit, part. ^ fj. Striped, S.

•To STRIP, Stripe, v.a. and n. 1. To cleanse

by drawing between the finger and thumb
compressed, Ettr. For. ; apparently only a

variety of the E. v. to Strip.

2. To draw the after-milkiugs .of cows, S. A.

Bor. This in Galloway is pron. Strib.

Strippinos, *. pi. The last milk taken from

the cow; evidently from the pressure in

forcing out the milk, Roxb.
" Stribbings, (corr.) "the last milk that can be

drawn out of the udder ;" Gall. Enc.

Strippings, after-milkincs, stroking*, North."

•se ; incorporated by Mr. Todd.
Haldorson gives IsL rtrefta as synon. with f/tir-

Lings,

Grose ; incorporated by Mr. Todd.
ion jriv

hreita, lactis ultima emunctio.

[Strippit, part. adj. Clean milked, S.]

STRITCHIE, adj. Lazy, sluggish, Kinross

;

given as synon. with Stechie and Strenie.

STRIUELING MONEY. V. Sterling.

STRIVEN, part. adj. On bad terms, not in

a state of friendship, Aberd. O.Fr. ettricer,

debattre.

[STRO, s. Straw, Orkn. V. Stra.]

To STRODD, Strodge, Strowd, v. n. 1.

To stride along, to strut, Ettr. For.

" Whae ever coups the lave, we let him try his hand

at the courtin* for a wey, an* the rest maun juosttfrwW

their ways." Hogg's Wint. Tales, i. 2S2.
" Hae ye tint your shoon, that ye maun strodge in

about i' your boots ?" Ibid., p. 241.

2. To walk fast without speaking, Roxb,

Germ, stross-en, strotz-en, to strut.

Strods, Stroud, *. A pet, a fit of ill-

humour, Roxb.

Isl. striug signifies animus insensus, also fastus.

[STRODIE, Strotuie, *. 1. A narrow

strip, as of a gown or garment, Shetl.

2. An avenue between parallel dvkes or walls,

ibid.

Dan. stride, Sw. strat, a strip, a street.]
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[STROINT, s. A short or narrow garment,

Shell.]

STROKOUR,*. A flatterer.

Stutfets, slroknun, and stafische strmuraels,

Vyld luuchbiilds, haggarbalds. and huniniels.

Dumb. Compl. Maitland Poems, p. 109.

Isl. striuk-a, to stroke, metaph. to flatter.

To STROMMEL, v. n. "To stumble," Gl.

Sibb. V. Strummal.

STRONACHIE, $. A stickleback, or ban-

•tickle, S. Gasterosteus spinachia, Linn.

V. Heckleback.

STRONE, *. A hill that terminates a range,

the end of a ridge, Stirlings.

Bold Tushilaw, o'er strone and steep,

Pursues the doe and dusky deer

;

The abbot lies in dungeon deep,

The maidens wail, the matrons fear.

The Queen's Wake, p. 213,

Gael. *ron, the nose, a promontory ; radically the

with C. B. trwyn, a point, a snout, a nose.

To STRONE, Stroan, v. m. "To spout

- forth as a water pipe," GL Sibb. ; also, to

urine, synon. strvle.

Nae tawted tyke, tho' e'er sae duddie,

Bnt he wad stent, as glad to see him,

And stroanH on stanes, an' hillocks wi' him.
Burns, ill 2.

IaL ttrtingr, cataracta flnvii fluxus fortior, G. Andr.

;

or stroningum, sparsim, VereL

Strone, *. The act of urinating copiously, S.

Dan. stroening, spreading, strewing, sprinkling. It is

angular, that Fr. cMrxm signifies evacuation of another

kind ; merda, stereos. V. Cotgr.

[STRONGE, adj. Rank, harsh to the taste,

ShetL; E. strong.']

STRONTLY, adv. Strictly. Laws are said

to be strontly led, i.e., rigidly observed on

domysday.
I pray to Jesu Chryst verrey

Tor us his bind that bled,

To be our help on domysday,
Quhair lawis ar strontly led.

Bludy Serk, 8. P. R.,tiL 194.

This may be a derivative from strtng, strictus, ri-

gidus ; or perhaps rather abbrev. and coir, from Fr.

vtreinct, tstreinU id. V. Strunty.

STROOD, *. A worn-out shoe. u Stroods,

very old shoes f Gall. Enc. ; q. what is

wasted, from Gael. stroidh-am> to waste.

STROOSHIE, Stroussie, *. A squabble,

a hurly-burly, Roxb.

O. Fr. eatruss-er, given as synon. with Battre, to beat.

STROOT, adj. Stuffed full; drunk. V.

Strute.

To STROOZLE, v. n. To struggle, Gall. V.

Sfroozle and Struissle, v.
f
also Strus-

8BL, 8.

STROP, Stroap, 8. Treacle, Aug.

Belg. stroop, id.

STROTHIE, Strodie, s. An avenue betwixt

two parallel dikes or walls. ShetL

Dan. straed, a lane, a narrow street.

[STROUD, *. \. A stroud o
f

claes, a suit of

clothes, ShetL

2. In pi., strouds, the shrouds of a boat, ibid.]

STROUL, *. Any stringy substance found

among sorbile food ; as, a lang stroll amang
tlie parritch, Fife.

Stroil, •• a denomination for the long roots of weeds
and grass in grounds not properly cultivated," Exin.

Grose. Isl. strial, raritas, strial-ast, rarus ferri. Dan.

straal, radius rarus. Gael, straeoilam, to draw after.

STROUNGE, Stroonge, Strong

e

9 adj. 1.

Harsh, " especially to the taste, as a sloe,"

GL Sibb. S. [Strounge bitters, Aberd.]

2. Surly, morose, S.

It often iu-*lud ;s the He i of a forbidding aspect ; al-

though Strunjc like is frequently used in this sense.

To Strounge, v. n. To take the pet, Roxb.

V. the adj.

Isl. ttriugr, denotes a sort of sorbile food, that is

unpleasant to the taste ; also, asper. Oefa ttrittgfra

ser ; Aspera verba evomere, gravibus convitiis uti ;

GL Landnamab. O. Fr. truang-er, is synon. with

gourmand er ; Male habere, indignum in modum
excipere ; Diet. Trev.

STROUP, Stroop, 8. The spout of a pump,

tea-kettle, tea-pot, &c. S.

[Stroupie, *. A tea-pot, Clydes., ShetL]

Su.-G. strupe, Isl. strup, guttur ; q. throat of a

kettle, Ac.

Dan. strube, a throat, a gorge, a gullet.

STROUTH, *. Force, violence, Aberd.

To Strouth, v. a. To compel, to use violent

measures with, ibid.

This might seem allied to A.-S. ttrith, Su.-G. and

Isl. strut, certamen, pugna ; as originally denoting the

violence exercised in warfare. A.-S. gettrod signifies

confiscation, and gestrotlen, confiscated. But perhaps

we should prefer strud-an, spoliare, vastars, diripere.

STROW, *. A shrew-mouse, Dumfr., Gall.

V. Streaw.

STROW, (pron. stroo) y
s. 1. A fit of ill

humour, a tiff, Ang. ;
[strowd, Bauffs.]

2. A quarrel, a state of variance, a scramble,

S.

••I ken the faces o* them weel—they canna leave

a fair without some strow, an* they're making thee

thair mark the neyght." Hogg's Winter Tales. 1. 267.

In some parts of Sweden, lure informs us, they still

use stru to denote hatred or envy.
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3. Bustle, disturbance, South <»f S.

What needs tic phii 'bout lover* Milling,

Their languishing in tears are crying
J

While a* the sttfut'i 'bout naetlnng else

Bnt He*h an' blude junt like themaells T

'

But my affection!* firmer settle,

Sublime on gond, the king o* metal

A. Scot?9 Poeuu, p. 11».

Phiz, improperly used instead of fzz, signifies fuss.

#roic is evidently meant as synonymous.

[4. A short illness, Banffs.]

Sax. ttruw, signifies asper, viewed by Ihrc as synon.

with Su.-G. 9tratf% id. ; also used in a moral sense, rte

bomine moroso et austero. Isl **riwj-r.animus in-

•casus ; fastus. O. Fr. tMrotM, fracas, bruit eclatant.

Strow has formerly been used as an adj. Daft

folk's no wise tf#w.
M

S. Prov., i.e., not hard to be dealt

with; "spoken when people .dvise what » not pru-

dent, or promise what is not reasonable ;
Kelly, p. oJ.

The origin undoubtedly is Su.-G. drug, snnultas.

Strowbill, Struble, adj. Troublesome;

("stubborn].

The red colour, quha graithly wnderstud,

Betaknes all to gret lmttaill and bind ;

I'be greyn, curage, that thon art now amang,

In stmihbUl wer thou «dl coiiteyne »» llJanS- Xfa
Wallace, vii. 138, MS.

To Struble, v. a. - To trouble, to vex.

"He haid wtrajusly mispcrsonit & utraWU him, call-

and him bursone.* &c. Aberd. Reg. Cent. 16.

" Wnder the pane of standing m the goyffis, qunUl

thai that scbo Mrnidi* mak request for hir. Ibid.

Strublens, s. Disturbance; still sometimes

used, Al>erd.
" Strublen* quhilk he deyd in malyce & iyr." Aberd.

Reg. A. 1535, V. 15. „
*
F»r the tdrtdden* of him & braking of hia elwand.

The O.K. form nearly resembles this. " Sturlxlyn or

troblyn. Turbo. Perturbo.—Sturblar or troviblar.

Turbator. Perturbator. Stnrfdinge, or troublynge.

Turbacio. Perturbac*©." Prompt. Parv.

STROWD, *. A senseless silly song, S.B.

Isl. *tradt
firtd-Oi futuere obscoennm.

[To Strowd, r. a. To sing in a stupid, bad

manner, Banffs.]

To STKOY, r. a. To destroy.

Mekyl of France oure-rad he than.

Ande gret *kaith did in all the land.

Nakyn thin* of froyt sparand,

Abbayx, and many solempne place,

That strowit, but recoverance, wace.
Wyntown, viu. 45, 26.

It was used also in E.

Lincolne & Lyneseie thei st<veid & wasted.

R. Brunne, p. 42.

Ital. strugg-ere, id. corr. from Lat. de*tru-ere.

STRUBBA, $. Milk in a certain state,

Shetl.

Can this have any connexion with Isl. tirope, liquor

ovi, vitelus sivc vitellium maturum ?

STRUCKEN, [part. pa. Stricken, struck,]

To be strucken up, to be metamorphosed into

stone; a transformation believed to have

been frequently effected by the power of

evil spirits, Aberd.

STRUCKLE, s. A pet, a fit of ill-humour,

Mearns.
This might seem to be a dimin. from Su.-G. ttrug,

aimultas, or from its cognate, S. Strow, q. t.

To STRUD, v. a. 1. To pull hard, to tug,

Shetl. -

[2. To run rapidly, as a fish when hooked,

ibid.]

[Struddix-ON. Pulling hard against some-

thing that resists, ibid.]

Isl. sfiTH-a, niti ; strit-a, laborare ; Su.-G. trid-a,

certare.

To STRUISSLE, Struisle, Strussle, v. a.

To struggle, W. Loth.

,
-" An it wadna be a gnde turn tae drouk^thairJugs

in a sowp o't gif it war'na for misgrughn the drap dnii*

it the pmr laSs wad be blythe o' it, hae been a m$ht

stavin' at ane anither, and «/*««ViV i' the dark. Samt

Patrick, iii. 'ioo.

Strtjissle, *. A struggle, W. Loth.

"•It's a wicked struggle that ye ^. the
ftll

•#iW, say ye, frien'/ reulicd the nunter m a broad

Caledonian accent.-* the vile brute h*I maist * art

me, but I ttou 1 hae giVn him what he 11 no cast tne

call [cold] oV" Saint Patrick, i. 67.

Allied per«*I* to Alem '
rfrB,wi

!
certamen, pugna,

(Wachter)Toriginally the same with the g*™™* <;?£
term *trul. 1*1. tridsvotl! s gn.fies arena, ^J»»
of combat. The termination indicates a Goth, origin

To STRULE, v.n. 1. To urine, S.

2. It occasionally signifies, in a general sense,

to pour water from one vessel to another,

to emit any liquid in a stream, S. *W
Fife.

Mod. Sax. Fris. Sieamb. strugll-en, *trvtU», *>*#-

en, reddere urinam, mejere ; Sw. strd-a, to stream out,

to gush out ; Wideg.

STRUM, s. A pettish humour, S.B. syuon.

strow, strong strunt.

Su.-G. drug, stru, is probably the radical term. V.

Strow j
•• Sol see ye're just the auld man, Archie,—ay ready

to tak the *trum<, an' ye dinna get a' thiug ye re am

way." Marriage, ii. 134.

Strum, adj. Pettish, sullen, S.B.

Strummy is used in the same sense, Aberd.

Haldorson expl. Isl. gtrtmbin not only difficilis, but

superbus.

To Strum, v. n. To be in a pettish hnmour,

Buchan.
Sinkin wi' care we aften fag.

Struuimin* about a gill we re lag,

Syne drowsy hum.
Tarras * Poeau, p. 132.

•• Stemming, glooming, looking sour ;
" Gl.

Perhaps it merits observation that Isl. itrtmb-c*

signifies, dry, astringent, difficult ; spissu?, stypticua,

difficilis ; G. Andr.
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STRUM, *. The Hrst draught of the bow
over the fiddle strings, S.

Dirdum, Drnni,
Three threads and.a thrum.

Cats Song, Gall Bnc
Tent, stroom, strom, tractus.

To Strum, v. n. To play coarsely on a

musical instrument, S. Thrum, E.

Strumming, *. 1. A loud murmuring noise,

Ettr. For.

2. A thrilling sensation, sometimes implying

giddiness, Ettr. For.
" It was on the hill of Hawthornside where I first

aw the face o* an enemy; and 111 never forget sic

o^ueer strumming* aa I had within me." Perils of Man,
' u. 234.

3. A confusion, ibid.

Tent, stram, strigosus, rigidus; stramme letlen,

membra rigida.

STRUMMAL, Strummel, Strummil, adj.

Stumbling.
He stockerit lyke ane strummed aver.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 94.

My strummU stirk yit new to spaoe.

Clerk, Evergreen, ii. 21, st 8.

Tent, striemel-en, vacillare, cespitare, nntare gressu.
8trompcU*n is used in the same aense : Isl. stamr-a, id.

A stumralhorse, is a phrase still used S. to denote one
that is habituated to stumbling.

Strummel, Strumbell, *. A person so

feeble that he cannot walk without
stumbling.

Stuffets, strokenrs, and stafische strmnmeU.
Dunb. Compl. Maitland Poems, p. 109.

Le., old men, who are under the necessity of leaning

on a staff, for supporting them in walking. Strumbell,

ibid. p. 111. V. Forybino.

STRUMMEL, #. The remainder of tobacco,

mixed with dross, left in the bottom of a

pipe, Peebles-shire, Roxb.
Dan. strimmel, Isl. strimill, a shred ?

[To STRUNG, Struxk, v. n. To be sulky

or sullen, to sulk, Clydes. V. Strunt.]

[Strung, *. A sulky fit ; pi. strung*, the

sulks, ibid.]

Strunoie, adj. Sulky, quarrelsome, Ayrs.;

the same with Strounge, sense 2.

To STRUNT, v.n. 1. To walk sturdily, S.

I eanna say bat ye strunt rarely,

Owre cause and lace.

Bums, lit 228.

It is applied to a rutting cow, when she runs off to

the male, Galloway.
•• Upo* the hill,- the callan cries,

"She cock'd her gaucy rant

;

An* to Strathfallan green Burn-brae
Fu' nimbly she did strunt.**

Davulson's Seasons, p. 60.

2. To walk with state, to strut, S.

The wooer strunted up the house ;

And tow ! but he was wond'rous crouse.

Old Song.

Strunt, *. Spirituous liquor of any

kind, Gl. Burns, S. O.
8yue, wi* a social glass o* strunt,

They parted aff careerin

Fu' blythe that night
Burns, iU. 139.

Strunting, partpr. [Swaggering, bouncing,

Clydes.]

High were their hopes for food and cash,

And drink to keep them strunting.
Gall. EneycL, p. 268.

V. Strute, adj.

To STRUNT, v. a. To affront; as, "He
strunted the puir lass," he affronted the

poor girl, Teviotdale.

O. Fr. eMront-oUr, attaquer, injurier. Estrouen sig-

nines, stercus humanuin.

[STRUNT, *. The contents of a close-

stool, Shetl.]

STRUNT, *. 1. A pet, a sullen fit; [also,

a pettish person]. " To tak the strunt, to be

petted or out of humour," Gl. Rams.
Wow, man, that's unco sad !—Is that ye'r jo

Has ta'en the strunt t

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 4.

It may be radically the same with its synon. Strum,

q. v. ; or the adj. from which Stronthj is formed.

The way o' lovers—a' their soul will dunt,

Gift" ony wayward lassta tak the strunt.

Donald and Flora, p. 49.

A. Bor. "Strunt, a sullen fit ;" GL Brockett.

[2. Any thing short and narrow, Banffs.]

Struntit, part. adj. Under the influence of

a pettish humour, Roxb.

Strunty, adj. 1. Short, contracted; as,

a strunty gown, Ang.

2. Applied to the temper; pettish, out of

humour, S. as Short is used in the same

sense.

Fr. estreint, straitened, pinched, shrunk up.

STRUNTAIN, *. A species of tape made

of wheelin or coarse worsted, about an inch

broad.
•• Before this period, the only manufacture was what

is called Stow struntain, made of the coarsest wool, and

wrought by the women on a loom like a bed heck." P.

Stow, M. toth. Statist. Ace, vii. 138.

Sw. strunt, trash, any thing worthless, refuse, Wideg.

This corresponds to the quality of the wool.

STRUSII, Strusiian, *. 1. A disturbance,

a tumult, Roxb. V. Strooshie and

STRU8SEL.

[2. A state of disorder, Banffs.]

[Strusiial, Strushly, adj. 1. Untidy, dis-

orderly, Banffs.]

[2. To go about in an untidy state, ibid.]
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Stkussel, «. A brawl, a squabble, Clydes.

O. Fr. estrois, fracas, bruit eclatant ; or estmser,

battre, etriller, frotter; Rouuefort. C. B. ystrin,

pagna, coateutio ; Boxhora. V. Stkuissli, v.

STRUTE, Stroot, adj. 1. " Stuffed full,-

Gl. Rams., S.

The cat offthair hands, quoth he,

That cramd your kytes sae strute ye*trein.

Wife of Aucktermuchty, Herd's ColL, u. 129.

O. Fr. stroke signifies strait, shut up, closed ; etroit,

resserre' ; Roquefort. This is nearly allied to the sense

of the term, as signifying stuffed or crammed.

2. Drunken, S.

When lying bed-fast sick and sair,

To parish priest he promisU fair,

He ne'er wad drink fou ony nuiir :

But. hale and tight.

He prov'd the auld man to a hair,

StruU ilka night
Ramsay's Poems, i. 287.

3. Metaph. vain-glorious.

E. strut, O. E. strout, to swell, to protuberate ;
prae

snperbia cristas erigcre, Ac., Jun. Etym. Germ.

strotz en, turgerc. The term primarily respects what

is turgid in a literal sense.

Strute, Struit, «. Stubbornness, ob-

stinacy, Fife ; synon. Dourness. V. Strunt
and Strow, *.

To STRY, v. a.
u To strive, to oppose,"

Pink.

May no man stru him with strength, while his

whele stondes.
Sir Oawan and Sir Gall, L 21.

Perhaps for tryt the alliteration being preserved ; or

stroy, destroy.

[To STRYK, v. a. To strike, Barbour, x.

179.]

To STRYKE, r. n. To extend. V. Streke.

STRYNCHT, *. Strength. " Sic stryncht,

fors & effect ;" Aberd. Reg. A. 1545.

STRYND, Streixd, Stryne, s. 1. Kin-

dred, race, offspring.

It sufFycvt well than. Man-kynd,
Anys suld cum of Adamys strynd.

Wyntovm, t. 12, 1299.

Here was the noble kyn and anciant strynd.

The niaist douchty lynnage sprang ht kynd
Fra king Teucer

Doug. Virgil, 187, 39.

Chanc. strene, E. strain, id. A.-S. strynd, stirps,

genus, from streon-aiL, strin-an, gignere.

2. A particular cast, disposition, or quality of

any person, who in this respect is said to

resemble another. It is generally used as

to those related by blood, S.

I've spoken to a frien* of mine,
*

^-Gin he cou'd sometimes wi' you dine,—
And do't he will, I ken his stryne,

As far's he can.

Skinner'* Misc. Poet, p. 175.

.Commentators on Shakespeare have puzzled them-

selves in attempting to explain the phrase ;
" Unless he

know some strain in mc, that I know not myself,*' Ac.

Merry Wives. Some read stain ; others explain it
M wrench." But it is ohviously the same with S.

Strynd, also written Strain. It belongs to the sense

given of Strain by Dr. John*., •• hereditary deposition."

O. Fr. entrain?, race, origin, extraction, seems to

acknowledge a Goth, source, though traced by Ro-
quefort to Lat. extradio. But it has still more resem-

blance of C.Bw yttrain, a tril>e, a breed.
•* Scot the word *trynd or strain is metaph. used for

the resemblance of the features of the body. As we
say, He has a strynd or drain of his grandfather, i.e.,

resembles him ;" Rudd.
It is also said, He takes a streind o/such an one.

STRYND, 9.

of water.

Expl. stream, rivulet, spring

Apollo chargit vs to speide bedene
To Tyber nowand in the He Tyrrhene,
And to the ftintane and the stryndis clere

Of Numicus the hallowit fresche riuere.

Doug. Virgil, 214, L
Vada sacra Kumici, Virg.
Strynde occurs in old deeds, as denoting the course

of a rill
•* And fra thence descend and to the Harewellys,

and swa down the strynde of that wellis til it enter in a

burne," &c. Merches of Bischup Byrunes, 1437, Chart.

Aberd. F. 14.

—"And sua descendand lynaly [in a straight line}

fra the Quliytstaue to the strynd of Sanct Huchonys
well," Ac. Chart. Aberbroth. F. 80.

It properly denotes the shallow places nigh the source

of a river, which may be easily waded. This is pro-

bably the same with K. strand.

To STRYNE, v. a. To strain or sprain.

"Strynd legs, sprained legs;" Gall. Etic.

V. Streind, v.

STRYNTIIT, *. Strength ; Aberd. Reg. A.

1538.

[Strynthit, part. pa. Strengthened, Bar-

bour, xvii. 331.]

[STRYPAL, *. A tall, slender person;

any thing long and flexible, Banff's.]

[To Strypal, v. n. 1. To hang in loose

folds or tatters, Banff's.

2. To walk with long, unsteady step, ibid.]

[STRYPIE, *. A very small rill, Angus.

V. Strip, *.]

STUBIE, *. A large bucket or pitcher,

narrower at top than at bottom, with an iron

handle, used for carrying water, Dumfr.

This seems.to have a common origin with Stoup.

STUBBLIN', adj. Short and stoutly made;

as, '* He's a little atubblin fellow," Roxb.

Viewed as derived from E. Stubble ; ltd. stobl^aley-r

has the same signification ; firm us, crasaus, (Haldor-

son), from stobbi, stubbi, Su.-G. stubb, tntneus.

STUCHIN (gutt.), Stuckin, s. A stake,

generally burnt at the lower part, driven

into the ground for supporting a paling,

or a sheep-net, Roxb., Teviotd. In Ettr.

For. Stuggen.
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A.-S. stoc, Su.-G. Much, stipes, trabs. This word,
however, in form resembles A.-S. stacunge, staking,

fixing with stakes, and Mocs.-O. stakein*. in hleithro-

ttaknns, the term used for tabernacles, Jon, 7. 2. q.

leather staking*.

[STUCKIE, a. A thick codlin, Shetl.]

[ToSTUDDIE, v. a. and n. To steady,

stand firm, Clydes.]

Studine, Studpen, pret. Stood t S.
M Provyding alwayis, that the saidis airis—beis fund

not to have studine against the mantenancc of religion,

lawis, and liberties of kirk and kingdome," Ac. Acta
Cha. I., V. 308. Studden, VI. 64.

Study, Stuthy, Styddy, *. An anvil, a
smith's forge ; stxddie, S., 8tuddie

y S. B.
The huge cone, and all the mont wythin,
For straik of studyis, gan resound and din.

Doug. Virgil, 258, 21.

Flue of the gretest aud maist chief cieteis,

Thare wappinis to renew in all degrcis,

Set vp forgeis and stele styddyis syne.
Ibid. 230, 16.

•'Item, thre iron studdis, and ane crude studied
Inventories, A. 1566, p. 168.

E. stithy, from A.-S. stith, strong. Isl. *tedia, incus.
Stedia^ however, is derived from Su.-G. *t*l-ia, to prop,
to make firm, as denoting any thing on which another
solidly rt»sts. V. Gl. Kristnisag.

Stjfth is used by Chaucer in the same sense with E.
stUhy.

The smith
That forgeth sharpe swerdes on his styth.

KnighUs T., ver. 2028.

STUE, 8. Dust,S.B. V. Stew.

[STUF, Stuff, adj. Stuff, Shetl.]

[Stuffen, 8. A vulgar term for starch, ibid.]

To STUFF, r. a. 1. To supply, to furnish,

to provide.

Qnhill f had ony thing to spend,
Ami stuffU weill with warldis wrak,
Amang my freinds I wes weill kend.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 184.

Le., " amply supplied with the trash of this world.*'

Ft. estoff-er, etoff-er. id. from Teut. Germ. *toff,

apparatus, Wachter. Teut. *toffe, materies.

2. To supply with men ; referring to warfare.

Hay, hav, go to, than cry thay with ane schout,

And with ane huse brute Troianis at schort

Thare wallis stuffit, and closit euerv port.

Doug. Virgil, 275, 4.

It is also applied to the field of battle

—

—Vmbro eik. the stalwart chiftane rude,--
Tbe bargane stuffis, relevan«l in agaue.

Ibid. 887, 18.

Hence, the phrase so common in Wallace, to duff the

thass, to furnish men necessary for giving chace to a
Hying enemy.

The Sotheron fled, and left thaim in that place.

Horss thai ran to stuff the chasi gtid spede.

Wallace, v. 935, M&
- Fr. Bien garnir et estoffer les villes de frontiere. Teut.

stoffer-en, munirc.

Suff, *. 1. " Corn or pulse of any kind," S.

Gl. Burns, q. provision for sustenance.

The Miniuer had been cauld an' wat,
An* stuff wan unco green.

Burns, Hi. 132.

It denotes grain in whatever state ; whether as

growing, cut down, in the barn, or in the mill.

Lang wiunowit she, an* fast, I wyte,
An* snodly clean't the stuff.

Tarras's Poems, p. 67.

2. This term is used in a singular mode of ex-

pression. It is said of one, who will not

yield in reasoning, or in fighting, u He is

good stuff, or, a piece of good stuff" S.

This is undoubtedly a Fr. idiom. Chevaliers de bonne
estoffe. Knights well armed, and well managing their

arms ; Cotgr.

3. The men placed in a garrison for its defence.

The wardane than fra Perth is gane,

To Stryvelyne wyth of his ost ilkane,

That castelle till assoge stowtlv,

That than Schyre Thomas of Kukby
Held wyth othyr worthy men,
That of the stuff war wyth hyni then.

Wyntown, viii. 37. 138.

4. A relief, or reserve in the field of battle.

The hardy Bruce ane ost abandownyt,
xx thowsand he rewllyt be force and wit.

Wpon the Scottis his men for to reskew,

Serwvt thai war with gud aperis euew :

And Byschop Beik a stuff till him to be.

Wallace, x. 321, Ma

STUFFre, adj. 1. Stout and firm, Loth.,

Clydes. ; as, " He's a 8tuffle chield," a firm

fellow.

2. Mettlesome ; a term applied to one who
will not easily give up in a fray ; Fife.

It being said, in a similar sense, that one has stuff in

him, or is good stuff; this might seem to have given

rise to the adj.

O. Fr. stoffey, qui est bien garni, a qui rien ne
manque ; Roquefort.

Stuffilie, adv.

Clydes.

Stuffiness, *.

fatigue, ib.

Stuffing, a. A name given to the disease

commonly denominated Croup, S. O.

To STUFF, v. n. To lose wind, to become

stifled from great exertion.

At the Blackfurd thar Wallace doune can licht

;

His horss stuffyt, for the way was depe and Iang

;

A large gret myile wichtly on fute couth gang.
Wallace, v. 285, MS.

O. Fr. estouff-er, " to stifle, smother, choake, whir-

ken, suffocate, stop the breath ;" Cotgr.

• STUFF, *. Dust, Aug.
Teut. stuyvt, stof, pulvis.

STUFFET, s. Prob., a lackey, a courier.

Stuffets, strokours, and staftache strommels.
Dunb. Compl. Maitland Poems, p. 94.

Mak your abbotis of richt religious men,
Quhilk to the pepill Christis law can ken :

Toughly, perseveringly,

Ability to endure much
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Bot not to rebaldis new cum from the roUt,

Nor of ane stuffet stollin out of aue stabil,

The quhilk Into the ncule maid neuer na coist

Lyndaay's Warkis, 1592, p. 286.

Prob., eorr. from Fr. estaj/itr, id. or edafete, Ital.

Mafttta, a courier.

To STUG, v. a. 1. To stab, to prick with a

sword.

"They Hugged all the beds with their swords, and

threatned to rost the children in the fire, and forced

one of them to run from the house with nothing on him

but his shirt, about a half a mile in [a] dark night."

Wodrow's Hist., ii. 173. V. Stok, e.

2. To jag. One who is jagpd by long

stubble is said to be stuggit, Fife, Mearns.

To Stug, v. n. To shear unequally, so as to

leave part of the stubble higher than the

rest, Fife, Mearns.

Stuo, s. 1. A thorn, or prickle; as, "I've

gotten a stug V my fit," I have got a thorn

in my foot, Lanarks. V. Stoo.

2. Any clumsy sharp-pointed thing, as a large

needle is called ** a stug of a needle," Ang.,

Fife.

. 3. Applied to short irregular horns, generally

bent backwards. As used in this sense,

frequently pronounced Stook, S. B.

4. A piece of decayed tree standing out of the

ground, S. B.

5. A masculine woman ; applied to one who
is stout and raw-boned, Fife.

6. In pi. Stug*, stubble of an unequal length,

caused by carelessness in the mode of

cutting down grain, Mearns. A.-S. stoc9

Su.-G. stock, stipes ; stock-a, indurare.

Stuggex, s. 1. A post or stake. V.
Stuchin.
Belg. slug, surly, resty, heady ; stughtyd, surliness.

2. An obstinate person, Ettr. For.

Stuooy, adj. 1. Stubble is said to be stuggy,

when it is of unequal length, in consequence

of carelessness in cutting down the corn.

Germ, ttwle, pars a toto separata; or Su.-G. stygg.

teter, deformis.

[2. A comb is said to be stuggy, when some of

its teeth are broken, and it therefore rugs

the hair, Clydes.]

STUGHIE, s. Something that fills very

much, as food that soon fills the stomach,

Loth. Hence,

Stughrie, *. Great repletion, Loth. V.

Stech, v.

VOL. IV.

Stuiit, *. The permanent stock on a farm,

equivalent to Steelbow Goods.

Et tunc quilibcthusbanduscepit cum terra sua §tuht,

scilicet duos boves, unum cquum, tres ecldras avenae,

sex hollas ordei, et trcs hollas frumenti. Et posttno-

dum quaudo abbas Rieardus mutavit ilium servitium

in argentum, reddidcruut sursum suum *tuht, et dedit

quilibet pro terra sua per annum xviii. solidos.

Cartular. Kelso, seculi xiii.

Gael MutK expL by Shaw, "stuff, matter or sub-

stance, corn." Such transpositions of a letter are by

no means uncommon in ancient MSS.

[STUIND, Stoind, s,

Shetl. V. Stound.]
A while, a time,

A fit of ill-temper, sulks,[Stuit, Stoit, s

Shetl.]

[STULE, pret. Stole, Shetl.]

STULE of EYSE. A night-stool, i.e., stool

of ease.
" Item, ane canapy of grene dammas, frenycit with

gold and silk, to ane slide of ey*c. Item, ane canapy

of reid dammas to ane stale of eysc." Inventories, A.

1539, p. 47.

STULT, adj. Having the appearance of intre-

pidity, or perhaps of haughtiness.

Wallace and his than til aray he yeid.

With x thousand off donchty men in deid.

Quha couth behald thair awfull lordly wult,

So weill beseyn, so forthwart, stern and stult,

Sa gad chyftanys, as with sa few thar beyn.

Without a King, was neuir in Scotland s*> n.

Wallace, x. #8, Mh.

This may indeed be merely mrtri catua for stoat,

which is the reading of Edit. 1C48. It must be^ ob-

served, however, that Su.-G. stolt, Isl. stoftt-ur, have

the sense of magnificua, fastuosns ; Teut. sto'fe, super-

bus. This has a strict analogy with the phrase, a*/*'/

lordly tcult. The Su.-G. word also signifies what w
excellent in its kind.

STUMFISH, adj. Strong, coarse, rank;

applied to grain when growing, Tweedd.

Germ, staemmig, robustus, a term derived, according

to Wachter, from stamm, stirps, as exprewng the

quality of the trunk of a tree: stain/'/, Hunt, as

denoting a trunk wanting the top or point.

To STUMMER, v. n. To stumble, A. Bor.

Thair stedis stakkerit in the stour, and *tude *#aw-

merand. Gatran and G<*., 11, »
He slaid and stummerit on the sliddry ground.

And fell at erd grufelingi^ amid the fen.

Doug. Vtrgd, 138, 41.

•*Hes not mony throw inlake of techement, in mad

ignorance misknawin thair deuty, quhilk we all aucht

to our Lord God, and sua in thair pcrfitt belief hes

sairlie stummeritr Ninian Winycfs First Tractate,

Keith's Hist. App., p. 205.

Isl. slumr-a, cespitare.

* STUMP, *. 1. A ludicrous term for the

leg; as, " Yc'd better betake yoursel to

your stumps? S. B.

A. Bor. Stumju, legs. "Stir your dumps." GL

Teiit. stumpe does not merely denote a mutilated

member, but is rendered, junctura manus, vertebra

I 3
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mantis ; to that the phrase may have been originally
equivalent to " Move your joint*."

[2. A short thick-set person, S.]

3. A stupid fellow, a blockhead, a dunder-
head; as, "The lad was aye a perfect

stump" S.

A. Bor. "Stump, a heavy* thick-headed fellow;"
GL Brockets

To STU3IP, «. n. 1. To go on one leg; to

halt, S.

Tent, ttompe, mutilatum membruin. Hence stompen,
hebetare.

2. To walk about stoutly ; at times implying

. the idea of heaviness, clumsiness, or stiff-

ness in motion, S.

An* siurnvan on his ploughruau shanks,
He in the parlour natnmer'd.

Burnt, i. 139.

Bent on their toil, the mowers frae their cots
Stump lustily, an* o'er the flushing mead.
Wide spreading, stretch the long keen-biting scythe.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 60.

[Stumper, Stumpart, s. 1. A person of
awkward, stupid, or stamping gait, Clydes.

2. The act of walking thus, ibid.]

[To Stumper, Stumpart, v. n. To walk
with a stamping, or hobbling step, ibid.]

[Stumperin, Stumpartin, adj. Stamping,
hobbling, awkward, ibid.]

Stumpie, Stumpy, adj. 1. Squat, short on
the legs, S.

"I was in the House of Lords when her Majesty
came down for the last time, and saw her handed up
the stair by the usher of the black-rod, a little *tumpy
man, wonderful particular about the rules of the
house." Ayrs. Legatees, p. 273.

•' This Mr. Peevie was, in his person, a stumpy man,
well advanced in years.** The Provost, p. 318.

"Stumpie, stout, thick ;** GL Picken.

2. Mutilated ; used also as a *. for any thing

of this description, as a limb which has

undergone amputation, S.

Sn.-G. stumpig, curtus, mutilatus ; Ihre, vo. Stufica.

Stumpie, j. 1. A short, thick, and stiffly-

formed person, S.
•• The persons of the Misses Lumgaire were not at

all to their own satisfaction,—they were too short

—

Yon may dress as you please ; these upstart stumpies,
the Lumgaires, and their manoeuvring mother, are

Gldetermined to secure the coronet.

92. 142.

Jlenfergus, iii.

[2. A bottle, Shetl.]

Stumpish, adj. Blockish, Ettr. For., Roxb.

To Stumple, v. n. To walk with a stiff and
hobbling motion, South of S., Renfr.

8yne an* In a fury he stumjtted,

Wi' bullets an1 pouther an
1

gun ;

At's curpin. ould Janet she hutupled
Awo to the next neighbouring town.

A. Scott's Poems, p. 192.

A frequentative from the v. to Stump, q. v. Germ.
stumpel-n, as well as humpet-n, signifies to bungle, to
huddle. Tho former is also rendered, to mutilate ;

Su.-G. stymp-a, mutilare.

[STUMPSED, Stumst, part. adj. Stupified

with astonishment, Shetl. Sw. stum, dumb,
speechless.]

ToSTUNAY, v. a. To confound. V.
Stonay.

STUNCII, s.
u A lump of food, such as of

beef and bread ;" Gall. Enc.

Perhaps from Teut. stuck, Germ, stuck, frustum,
fragmen, with the insertion of the letter n.

[STUND, *. A sudden, sharp pain, S. V.
Stound.]

To STUNGLE, v. a. Slightly to sprain any
joint or limb. Fvt stungled my kute, I have
sprained my ancle, S. B.

Perhaps a dimin. from E. stun, or Fr. estonn-er.

STUNK, *. The stake put in by boys in a
game ; especially in that of taw. It is com-
monly said, " Hae ye put in your stunk ?

"

or " I'll at least get my ain stunk" i.e., I
will receive back all that I staked, Loth.

Prob., a remnant of A.-S. on-stinc, on- sting, census,
exactio, tributum, an impost ; Somner. Lye derives
it from sting-an, immittere se in ; explaining the s.

Jus, ei pertinens qui sese immisit in fundum.

[STUNK, *. A groan, a pant, Sliet.]

[To Stunk, v. n. To pant, to make a pant-

ing noise, as when out of breath, ibid.

Sw. danka, to pant, to puff.]

[To STUNK, v. n. To be silent or sullen, to

sulk, Aberd.]

Stunkard, adj. Sullen. V. Stonkerd.
Germ, stenker, litigator. Wachter derives this from

Dan. sting-en, to strike with the horn ; stanger, an
animal that strikes in this manner.

Stunkel, s. A fit of ill-humour or pettish-

Mearns ; synon. Dorts.

In Angus, it is more generally used in the pL
Stunkets, and rather includes the idea of sullenness.

Stunks, 8. pL The Stunts, pet, a fit of

sullen humour, Aberd.

Stunkus, s. A stubborn girl, Roxb., Sel-

kirks. V. Stonkerd.

STUNNER, s. [1. An extraordinary per-

son or thing, Clydes.] "A big foolish

man, S. Stunner o' a gowk, a mighty
fool;" Gall. Enc.

[2. Anything very large, beautiful, or wonder-
ful, Banff's., Perths., Clydes.]
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-S. sfunian, obstupefacere ; whence apparently
', atultua, stoUdus. Fr. tstonn-er has undoubtedly

A
stunt,

m common origin.

STUPE, *. A foolish person, S.B.

Tent, stuype, deliquium, defectio anirai.

STUPPIE, s. « A wooden vessel for carry-

ing water," S. O., Gl. Picken ; a dimin.

from Stoup, q. v.

STURDY, %. 1. A vertigo, a disease to which
black cattle when young, as well as sheep

are subject. A bag of water gathers in the

front between the horns, which, producing

giddiness, makes them run round about, S.

"The principal diseases in sheep are— 5th, the
sturdy, or water in the head. The scull grows soft

abore where the water is lodged ; and they are some-
times cured by a trepan performed by a herd's knife.

"

P. Linton, Tweedd. Statist Ace, i. 138.

"The Sturdy—When the forehead feels soft, a
knife is inserted : both skin and bone are raised up,

and the breath of the animal is stopped, till a small
globule of fluid matter issues at the orifice." Prizo

Essays HighL Soc. 8., ii. 208.

2. The name given to a sheep affected with

this disease, South of S.

••When I was a youth, I was engaged for many
years in herding a large parcel of Iambs, whose bleat-

ing brought all the rfurdies of the neighbourhood to
them." Essays flighl. Soc., iii. 402.
The immediate origin is most probably O. Fr. es-

tourdi, dizzy-headed ; estourtl-er, to make giddy, or
dizzie in the head, Cotgr. This, however, may be
radically allied to Belg. door-en, to trouble, to disturb,

or Su.-G. stort-a, to fall or rush headlong.

3. A plant that grows amongst com, which,

when eaten, causes giddiness and torpidity,

Gall. Enc.
Supposed to be either Darnel, Lolium temulentum,

or Field Brome grass, Bromus secalinus, denominated
Sleepies, S. The same narcotic quality is ascribed to

both these plants.

This must be called Sturdy from its stupifying power.
For the same reason Darnel is, by the peasantry in

tome parts of Ayrs., denominated Doit.

4. " Steer my sturdy" trouble my head, GL
AbercL

What tho* some sage of holy quorum
8bould lightlie me for Tillvgorum,
111 nersr steer my sturdy for him

Whae'er he be,

As lang's I ken to keep decorum
As well as he.

Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 184.

Fr. estourdie, dullness, sottishness ; q. " bestir my-
self, shake off my stupor."

Sturdied, /xjW. adj. Affected with the dis-

ease called the Sturdy, ibid.

" I catched every sturdied sheep that I could lay my
hands on, and prol>ed them up through the brain and
the nostrils with one of my wires." Ibid., p. 402. j

[STURE, «. A sturgeon, Accts. L. H. Treas.,

i. 278, Dickson.]

STURE, Stuu, Stoor, adj. 1. Strong,

hardy, robust, S.

He wes a stout carls and a sture;
And off hiiuselff dour, and hardy.

Barbour, x. 158, MS.

O der Wallace, wnujnhill was stark aud stur
t

Thow most o neide in presoune till endur.
Wallace, iL 206, M&

The tothir of limmis bygger Jc corps mare sture is.

Doug. Virgil, 142, 11.

In his hand the self tyme had he
Ane bustuous apere percais baith stiff and sture. .

Ibid. 333, 39.

2. Rough in manner, austere, S.

He lighted at lord Dune's door,
And there lie knocked, most manfullis

;

And nn ami spake lord Durie, sae stoor,
44 What tiding*, thou stalward groom, to me ?

"

Minstrelsy Border, iii. 115.

In O. E., Stoore has been used in the same sense.
" Grym or stoore, Austcrus. Grymnesse' or stoore-

nesse." Austeritas. Prompt. Parv.

3. Rough, hoarse. A sture voce, a harsh voice,

Gl. Shirr., S.

A.-S. Su.-G. stor, anc. stur, ingens, magnua, Isl. stor,

stoer. Lapp, stuorra, id. Isl. stynlr, rigidus, asper, is

also, like the S. term, used to denote a harsh voice.

Germ, storr, asper, rigidus.

Stor, store, is used in a sense nearly akin, Ywaine
and Gawin.

The king and his men ilkane
Wend tnarwith to have bene slane

;

So blew it stor with slete and rayn.

B. M. Rom., i. 55.

Ritson renders it " loud, blustering ;" rather, severe,

keen, rough. For it is elsewhere said ;

The store windes blew ful lornt.

So kene come never are of clowd.
IbiiL p. 1«.

To Stitre at
y
v. n. To be in ill humour with.

" This pryor—also shew how bischope Forman had
—caused the governour to sture at him, quhilk caused

the bischope to give over manie benefices," Ac. Pit*-

cottie's Cron., p. 296.

There seems to be an error in what follows this.

The reading of Ed. 1728, is preferable ;
4 * caused the

Duke to thraw with him, till he [the prior, not the

bischope] gave over certain benefices to the Duke," &c.
p. 125l

Either from the adj. Sture, in sense 2, signifying

rough in manner, austere ; or from Teut. door-en,

irritare, exacerbare.

STURE, jr. 1. A penny, Shetl. ; pi. staris-

" The waring of xxij sturis" Aberd. Reg.

:

probably stivers.

[2. lie wants a sture o
9
the doit, a term applied

to the contents of the head as well as the

pocket, ibid.

A sture o* the doit is evidently another form of o
jxnny o* Me sJtillin, which is still used. Sturt, a stiver,

from Dan. styctr, Belg. stuiver.]

To STURKEN, v. n. [1. To stiffen, con-

geal, coagulate, Shetl.]
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2* To become stout after an illness
; generally

applied to females recovering from child-
birth, Roxb.
To Sturken, A. Bor. is "to grow, to thrive ;" Grose.

Sturken, part, adji Congealed, coagulated,
Shetl.

A. Bor. •' Storken, to congeal or coagulate like melted
wax ; Sturken, id. ; Grose. Mr. Brockett expl. it •• to
cool, to stiffen.

n

IsL storkn-a, congelare, rigescere, storkinn, congela*
tus, storknun, coagufatio; Dan. sioerkn-er, to coagulate,
to congeal, stoerknet, coagulated, stoerkning, a coagula-
tion, a congelation. Ulphilas uses Moes.-G. ga-staurk-
nith, in the sense of arescit, Mark 9, 18.

STURNE, *. Trouble, vexation, disquietude.

This word occurs in one of the rubrics in Barbour's
Brace, Edit. 1620, p. 201, although not in MS.

How Sir Edward withoutten sturrn,

Vndertook the battell of Bannockburn.

STURNILL, *. "An ill tarn; a backset
"

Gall. Enc. ; apparently a corruption and
inversion of ill turn.

STUROCH, *. Meal and milk, or meal and
water stirred together; Perths. Crowdie,

synon. Teut. stoor-eny to stir. V.Stourum.

To STURT, v. a. To vex, to trouble, S.

Insacit of haitrant I rest in pece,

That was ss bald afore, and neuer wald ceis,

Qnhen thay ware chasit of thare natyfe land,

To sturt them on the streme fra hand to hand
Doug. Virgil, 216, 28.

But human bodies ar sic fools,

For a* their colleges and schools,

That when nae real ills perplex them,
They mak enough themsels to vex them,
An' ay the less thay hae to start them,
In like proportion less will hurt them.w

Burns, iii. 9. 10.

To Stubt, v. n. To startle, to be afraid, S-
He marches thro' amang the stalks,

Tho' he was something sturtin ;

The graip he for a harrow taks,

An' hurls't at his curpin.
Bums, iii. 133.

Belc. stoor*tn, to move, to trouble, whence stoorenis,

disturbance.

8u.-G. stoert-a, praecipitem agere, deturbare ; stoer*

ta en iolyeka, aliquem in infortunium praecipitem dare.

This Ihre properly derives from the obsolete v. stoer-a,

synon. with A.-S. styr-ian, mover© ; Germ, sturz-en,

praecipitare, deturbare. For to sturt is, greatly to stir

one.

Sturt, *. 1. Trouble, disturbance, vexation,

S.B.
• Dolorus my lyfe I led in sturt and pane,
' Heuely wittand my innocent frende thus slane.

Doug. VirgU, 41,86.

Suffer me swelt, and end this cruell lyfle,

Quhill doutsum is yet ail syc sturt and strifie.

Ibid. 263, 40.

2. Wrath, indignation, heat of temper, S. B.
Ane bent ane bow, sic sturt couth steir him,
Grit skayth war to haif skard him.

Chr. Kirk, it 8.

"A pund of patience is worth a stane of sturt ; " 8.
Prov.

"Sturt pays no debt;" S. Prov.; "spoken with
resentment, to them who storms when we crave of
them their just debts." Kelly, p. 292.
Dan. stint, styrt, strife, is prooably allied.

[Sturten, adj. Of a sour disposition, Banffs.]

[Sturtino, *• Shrinking, budging, Barbour,
vii. 545.

This word may be read sturting or stinting, as it stands
in the MS. Prof. Skeat prefers the latter, because the
Cambridge MS. reads stynting.]

Sturtsumnes, s. Crossness of temper,

Maitland Poems.

Sturtv, adj. Causing trouble, S. B.
The lave their thumbs did blvthly knack

To see the sturty strife.

Skinner's Christmas Ba'ing, st 28.

In Ed. 1809, changed to stalwart.

STUSIIAOH, s. A suffocating smell arising

from a smothered fire, Strathmore. Smus-
hachy synon.

The origin is probably Su.-G. stufw-a, Bclg. sloof.

Germ, stitrte, (whence the diminutives stiibchen, sthf*

chen) a stew ; because of the oppressive quality of the
air.

To STUT, Stute, Stoot, v. n. To stutter,

Roxb., Ettr. For.

"The factor has behaved very ill about it, the
muckle ntootin gowk !" Wint. Ev. Tales, ii. 197.

A. Bor. "Stut, to stutter. An old word still in

general use ;" Gl. Brockett. V. Stut, Gl. Nares.
This differs from E. to Stut, only in pronunciation.

Sw. stoet-a, id. balbutire. Our v. to Slot, to rebound,
indicates a common origin ; Teut. stoot-en, impingcre.
The S. verbs, Stoit, Stot, and Stute, seem all reducible
to one primary idea, that of striking against some
object.

Stuter, s. A stutterer, Roxb.

To STUT, v. a. To prop, to support, with
stakes or pillars, S.; steet, Aberd.
" In the north of Scotland, to steel still signifies to

prop, and a steet, a prop." Jamieson's Popular Ball.,

u. 227, N.
Isl. styd-ia, stod-a, Germ, stuss-en, id. Stuttit, S.

supported ; Isl. stodad-r, id.

Stut, s. A prop, a support, S. ; stud, E. a
post, a stake.

Belg. stut, A.-S. studu, stuthe, Isl. stud, Su.-G. stod,

fulcrum.

STUTHERIE, s. A confused mass, S. B.

V. Stouthkie, s. 2.

STUTHIS, Stuythtis, s. pi. Studs, orna-
mental knobs.
" Item, twa swerdis of honour, with twa beltis ; the

auld belt wantand foure stuthis." Inventories, A.
1539, p. 49.

"Item, ane harnessing of yallow velvett, grene vel-

vett, and purpour velvett, with Uuthis and bukkillis

all ourgilt with gold." Ibid., p. 53.
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•• Aue siluer belt continand xxix haill stuythtis with

beid 4 pendes of siluer." Aberd. Keg., Cent. 16.

This is undoubtedly the tamo with E. Stud, an or-

namental knob or nail ; A.-S. stuthe, destina, fulcrum,

falcimentum; Somner."

STUVAT, Stewat, *. "A person in a state

of violent perspiration ;" Gl. Sibb.

Howbeid I se tby skap skyre skoird,

Thou art ane stuvat I staud foird.

2rf. Serf. Put in your leggis into Uic stocks,

For ye had never ane meiter hois.

Thir stewats stink as thay war broks.

tyndsay, S. P.R.,\L 221.

O. Pr. estuv-er, "to stue, soake, bathe.; ledum, to

sweat in a hothouse ;" Cotgr. estuvinte, baignour. ItaL

stufat-o, stewed.

STY, 9. A strait ascent.

Tristrem on a day,

Tok Hodain wel erly ;

A best he tok to pray,

Bi a dern sty.

Sir Tristrem, p. 151.

8u.-G. sto, locus. The term mav, however, signify

a path, a strait ascent; Su.-G. Isl. stig, A.-S. stiga,

Moea-G. staiga, Germ, sttg, seinita.

O.E. "Sty, by path. Orbita. Semita. Callis."

Prompt. Parr.

[STYCHIE, *. An unseemly mass; con-

fusion, disorder, BanfFs.]

[To STYCHLE; v. a. and n. To stifle,

suffocate ; to cause suffocation ; to be in a

state of suffocation ; Clydes., Aberd.,

Banff's.]

[Styciile, t. A close, suffocating atmos-

phere ; also, whatever causes it, ibid.]

[Stychly, adj. Close, foul, suffocating,

ibid.

Sw. stygg, foul, nasty.]

[STYCHT, s. Fixed position, firm place,

Barbour, iii. 658.]

To STYE, v. a. To climb.

From thence, with curious mind my standerds styes

The hill, where sunne is seen to set and ryes.

Hudson's Judith, p. 74.

Moes.-G. steig-an, A.-S. Alem. stig-an, Sil-G. stig-a,

Germ, steig-tn, id. adscendere.

This occurs in Palsgr. "I stye, I assende or I go
vpwarde ; Je monte. A farre northerne terme." B.
iii F. 374, b.

It also occurs in Wiclifs Wicket, in relation to our
8arioar's ascension.

"And so we must beleue that hee was very God and
ery man together, and that hee styed vp very God and
very man to heaven, and that he shal bee there till he

> to deme the world." P. 15.

STYEN, «. A tumor on the eye-lid, S. B.
%,E.
" For a recipe to the soreness of eyes called the styrn,

its ordinar to cause them stale in such and such parts,

whereby they imagine the effect will follow." Law's
Memor., Pref. lv.

The origin may be A.-S. stig-an, ascendere; Teut.
stijgh-en, elevare ; because it swells or rises on the

eye-lid. Lat. hordeolum is defined, " a little swelling

in the eye-lids like a barley-corn." It appears that it

had received its Lat. name from its resemblance to a

grain of (hordeum) barley.

In the South of S. it was reckoned to be a sovereign

remedv for this disorder, to rub the part affected with

the tail of a cat.

STYK, a. A stitch, y. Steik, 8.

To STYLE, v. a. To give a person, in

speaking or writing, the title that belongs

to his rank, S.

Stylit, part. ]ja. Honoured.
Howbeid that I Ung tyrae hen bene exylit,

I trest in God my name sowld yit be stylit.

Lyndsay, SP.it, ii 49.

From style, a title or appellation, a term frequently

used in S. for a title of honour, as that belonging to a

nobleman.

Styme, *. 1. A particle, a whit, the faint-

est form of any object, like E. Glimpse, as

signifying the exhibition of a faint resem-

blance, 8.
•• / don't see a slime of it, Le., a glimpse of it ;

w
A.

Bor. Grose.
Styme seems properly to signify a particle, a whit.

The Fr. phrase, Je n'y voi* gottfte, I see it not a whit,

is somewhat analogous ; literally, a drop.

Iu underneath the tlowr,

The lurking serpent lyes ;

Suppose thou seis her not a styme,

TUl that scho stings thy fute.

CherKie and Sltte, st 4<X

Thou lichtlies all trew properties

Of Luve express ;

And marks quhen neir a styme thou seis.

And hits begess.

Scott, Evergreen. I 113, st 4.

2. The slightest degree perceptible or imagin-

able ; as, " I couldna see a styme," S.

For dust that day
Mycht na man se ane styme,

To red thame.
Peblis to the Play, st 15.

3. A glimpse, a transitory glance ; as, "There's

no a styme o
9

liclit here," S. This sense it

seems to require in the following passage:

—

I gae him bread and ale to drink,

And ne'er a blythe styme wad he Mink
Until his wanie was fou.— Herd's ColL ii. 150.

4. A moment, Ayrs.

To flame as an author our snab was sae bent,

He ne'er bliun'd a styme till he gat it in prent
Picken's Poems, ii. 131

•' He did not cease for a moment."

5. Styme is also defiued, "a disease of the eye ;

w

Gl. Surv. Moray.
Su.-G stomm denotes the elementary' principle of any

thing ; elementum alicujus rei, et prima adurnbratio.

Stvmelse, species unde quid concludere queamus, ant
subodorare; Ihre. C.B. ytstum, form, figure, species.

To STYME, v.n. 1. To open the eyes par-

tially, to look as one does whose vision is

indistinct, S. B. to blink, synon.
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2. It also denotes the awkward motions of

one who does not see well. Hence a per-

son of this description is vulgarly called a
blind stymie, S. B.
A. Bor. sthncy, dim-sighted, Grose.

Stymel, t. A name of reproach given to one
who does not perceive ouickly what another
wishes him to see, Clyaes.

This is evidently the same with Stymie, S. B. V.
Sttmb, v.; also Stymk, *., in sense 2.

To STYNT, v. n. To stop.

He ssw per ordoure si the sege of Troy. —
He ttyntis, and wepand sayd Achates tyll, &c.

Doug. Virgil, 27, 20.

Stynl, prei. stopped. •• Styntyn. Pauso. Subsisto.

Desisto.

—

Styntinge or .sesinge. Pausacio. Desis-

tencia." Prompt. Parr.

Right styth stuffit in steill thai stotit na itynt.

Oawan and Got., iii 3.

O. E. id. Thus it is used, Hoccleve, p. 41.

He stynlUk never, till his purs be bare.

STYPE, *• [Prob. an errat. for Slype, q. v.]

"The way of rectare and carriage of the barrels of

ale into the town being altered ; which was by
horses, on each side of which a four-gallon barrel 1 was
pot ; now the way of importing ale is upon sleds

and slypes, whereon the brewers pat two nine-gallon

trees, which is more than double what of old they im-
ported on the horse's back." Fount. Dec. Suppl. iv.

V. Slif, Slit, a kind of draught carriage.

STYTE, 9. 1. u Absurd prating, nonsense
;"

GL Surv. Moray ; Aberd., Mearns ; Buff,

synon.

2. Applied to a person who talks in a foolish

way.
As M—y M—d steerM the sow'ns,

An* keepin constant chattin

Up, glsekit style, atween the loons,

tier pat it got a santin.

/>. Anderson's Poems, p. 77, Ab. 1813.

Perhaps allied to Teut. stuyt-en, to boast ; jactare,

ostentare, magnifies dc so loqui ; stnyter, thraso, gran-

diloquas. Thus Isl. steyt-a, allidere, is the original term.

For steyt-r, allisio, is used, according to G. Andr., in

the sense of boasting ;—pro jactura ; p. 223.

[To STYTE, v. n. To stagger, rebound,

*tot, Clydes. V. Stoit.]

[Stvte, *. A stagger, rebound, ibid.]

[To Sttteb, v. n. To totter, stumble, ibid.]

[Styterin, adj. and adv. Staggering, totter-

ing, ibid.]

[STYTH, adj. Strong. V. Stitii.]

STYTHE, s. Place, station.

Oat of my stilhe I winna rise,

(And it is not for the awe of thee),

Till Kempion, the kiugis son,

Com to the crag, and thrice kiss me.
Kempion, Minstrelsy Border, p. 15.

A. -8. styde, locus. This would seem to have been
also written »tt/lh. For we find slyth-fhest synon. with
sted-faeste, which signifies, loco fixus, stabilis.

[SU, pron. She, Shetl.]

SUA, Suawe, Sway, conj. adv. So. V.
SWA.

For the suetand suawe suartly hem suelles.

Sir Oatcin and Sir Qal., i. 7.

Bot he moucht nocht ammonyss sicay,

That ony for him wald torne agaue.
Barbour, viii. 348, MS.

V. 8a.

[Suaoat, adv. So, in such wise, Barbour,
iv. 307.]

SUADENE BUIRDIS. Swedish boards.
" Tymmer skowis, Suadene buirdis, guirdstingis and

boddummis." Aberd. Reg., 1543, V. 18.

This is obviously the same with that article- men-
tioned in our old Book of Rates ;

•• Boords called

Swaden boards, the hundreth, XL 1." A. 1611.

To SUALTER, Swalter, v. n. To movo
with a plashing noise in water.

Than Rany of the Reidhewch

—

Licht lap at a lvu ;

He fclyeit and he fell in

;

And Hoge was sa haisty

That he sualterit him by.

Colkelbie Sow, F. L, v. 228.

The same with Swatter, v., q. t.

SUASCIIE, ». A drum.
"Ordanis the provest of Edinburc to tax the re-

manent of the haill burrowis as use is ; provyding
alwayis that it sail nocht be an tabroun or sttasche to

gang throw ony burc for sutting of men to the rest of

the ansaingyies unto the xx day of December
nixtocum be bypast." Sed 1

. Cone, A. 1552, Keith's
Hist. App., p. 67. V. Swesch.

[E. swash, to strike with force, to clatter ; Sw.
svassa, to speak or write bombast. O. Fr. caisse,

quaisse, a drum, Cotgr.

This term in its various forms Jamieson rendered a
trumpet, a meaning which even the quotations show to

be wrong. The suasch or stretch was the drum, and
the tabroun, taburn, or labour, was the small drum
beaten with one stick, and generally used as an accom-
paniment to the pipe. V. under Swesch.]

SUBBASMONT, 3. The lower pane of a

bed.

"Item, four grete beddis, viz. ane of grene, with
standartis covent with grene velvett. the rufe of grene

velvett, with the heid frcnyeit with grene silk and
gold, thre curtincis of grene dammas frenyeit with
grene silk and gold, with ane subbasmont of grene vel-

vett frenyeit of the samyne sort." Inventories, A.
1539, p. 45.

Fr. *oubas*ement de lid, "the bases of a bed; that

which hangs down to the ground at the sides, and feet

of some stately bed ;" Cotgr.

SUBCHETT, Surditt, *. One who is sub-

ject to another,

Defy the warld, feynytit and fals,

With gall in hart, and hunyt hals.

Quha maist it servis sail sonast repent

:

Of quhais subchetts sour is the sals.

Dunbar, Maitland Poans, p. 122.

" It was also ane odious thyn* to ane kyng to fecht

aganis his subdittis." Bcllend; Cron., Fol. 19, a.
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The former is immediately allied to Fr. soubject,

0. E. subgette. Gower, Lat. subject-us : the latter to

smMiMm. By writers of the dark ages, subtldt is often

used as equivalent to casalli. V. Du Cango.

SUBDANE, adj. Sudden.
•• I began nocht littill to mcrvcl at sa haisty and sa

subdane a wolter of this warlde, in sa mony grete

materis, and apecialie of the subdane change of sum

cunning clerkis, of the silence and fleitnes of uthens,

and of the maist arrogant prcsumptioun approvin

specialie in the ignorant." . N. Winyctfs Fourscoir

Thre Questionis, Keith, App., 218.

0. Fr. $oubtlainf id.

[SUBDIT, SUBDITT, 8. V. SUBCIIETT.]

SUBERBYLIS, a. pi. Suburbs.
•• Aboue mony othir his vailyeant dedis, he brint

the subtrbyllis of Carlele, hauand hot two seruandis

in his cumpany." Bellend. Cron. B. xvi. c. 5. Lat.

suburbani.

To SUBFEU, v. a. V. Fev , v.

SUBITE, adj. Sudden; Fr. 8itbitrite
9
Lat.

8ubit-tt8.

•• In phlebotomy or other manual operations,—the

acts are nubile or transient." Fountainh. Suppl.,

Dec., p. 282.

SUBJECT, s. Property, estate whether

heritable or moveable, S.

••A relict, who has the care of a rich minor, and is

left a good subject herself, has business enough in this

wicked world." Saxon and Gael, i. 75.

SUBMISSE, adj. Submissive ; O. Fr. soub-

mis.
••He—gives him his bond of service, (or manreid),

and that in ample forme, and submisse terms." Hume's
Hist. Doug., p. 214.

SUBPAND, 8. An under curtain for the

lower part of a bed ; synon. Subbasmont.
" Ane auld bed of blak dames, with the ruif and

rdes, and twa subpandis, ane for the syde, ane uther

the feit." Inventories, A. 1578, p. 210. V. Paxd.

To SUBSCRIVE, v. a. To subscribe ; the

vulgar pronunciation, S.

" I see gentlemen of girt worth among the C—a my
accusers, wha are said to have subscrived or presented
monv of those addresses." Speech for D—sse of

Arnutown, p. 6.

* To SUBSIST, v. n. To stop, to cease, to

desist.
" Here, at this time, I shall subnet, since I will have

occasion tospeak to this matter afterward." M 'Ward's
Contend., p. 41.

"So I might here subsist. But for a further and
more full declaration of my mind, in this matter—

I

hall append—these few things." Ibid., p. 227.
Lat subsist-cre, to stop, to stand still.

SUBSTAKCIOUS, Substaxtious, adj. 1.

Powerful, possessing ability.

2. Substantial, as opposed to what is slight or

insufficient.

" To gar byg an substantious dyk ;" Aberd. Reg.,

A. 1541, V. 17.

"That—all the feucible persons—shall provide

themselves with—ammunition, arms, and other war*

like provisions of all sorts, in the most substantious

manner, for horse and foot." Spalding, ii. 101.

It seems to occur in both senses in the following Act,

A. 1561. „_«,.
"That letters be direct to charge all the Erics,

Lordis, &c—that thai with thair rfttOstoMCioiwhousaldis,

weill bodin in feir of weir, in thair maist tubstancioHS

maner, meit James Commendatour of Saintandrois,

&c. Keith's Hist., p. 198.

3. Effectual.

«« The Lord Governour and Lordis of secret Counsall,

mod the maist pairt of the haill nobellis of this rcalme

—hes for substantious resistance,—willinglie of thair

awin courage, oflcrit thameseltis reddie to defend thair

awin auld liberties with thair bodies and substance ;

and to win the haill nobilitie thairupoun," &c. Sed1
.

Counc, A. 1549, Keith's Hist. App., p. 58.
•' Fr. *ub*tantieux,-eu*e, substantial, stuifie

;
' Cotgr.

Substantiouslie, adv. Effectually.

—"To the effect the saids vnlauchfull meitingis—

may be sub*tantiou*fie supprcssit, Ordains the haill

inhabitants of the saidis burrowes at all occasion**

to reddelie assist and concur with the magistratis and

officiaris thairof for satling of the saidis tumultis 4

trnblances. and pvnischeing of the authoris and mo-

vearis thaimf." Acts Ja. VI., 160G, Ed. 1814, p. 288.

SukUautiuslie, Aberd. Reg.

[SUBTILITE, 8. Crafty work, fine work-

manship, Barbour, xx. 306.]

SUCCALEGS, 8. pi. Stockings without

feet, Shetl.

Isl. sork-r, soccus, caliga, and leggr, Su.-G. laeg,

tibia, crus ; or perhaps from swika, fraus, q. legs that

deceive, as having no feet. Sicikull, deccitfuL

SUCCRE, Succur, Succure, 8. Sugar, S.

sucker.
" At that tyme straynge cuntreis var nocht socht

to get spicis, eirbis, drogis, gummis, & succur for to

mak exquisit electuars to prouoke the pepil til ane

disordinat appetit/* Com pi. S., p. 227.

Seropys, sewane, sueeurt, and synamone.
Doug. Virgil, 401, 40.

"Poyson, confected with sucre, is moste piercing

and deadlier Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 958.

Burns writes sucker, iii. 14.

Fr. sucre, Dan. sucker, Teut. aider.

To SUCCRE, v. a. To sweeten with sugar, S.

"All fleshlie pleasures arc both vain and vile.—

Beware* of such succred poyson." Z. Boyd's Last

Battell, p. 950. V. Sikekt.

[Succre-ali, *. Liquorice. V. Suoarallie.]

Succre-saps, s. pi. A sort of pap sweetened

with sugar, S.

The term occurs in a foolish song, entitled The Wren,

or, Lennox's Lore to Blantyre ; in which the characters

must certainly be viewed as allegorical.

—In came Robin Red-brvast,

Wi* succar-saps and wyne. —
Now, maiden, will yon taste of this ?

It's succar-sans and wyne.
Herd's Co//., it 210.
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[SUCCUDERUS, Succudrously. V.
SUCKUDRT.]

[SUCK, 8. 1 . A wet state of the ground that

one may sink in, Shetl.

2. Loose straw, rubbish, Orkn.]

[Sucky, adj. Untidy, ibid.]

(To SUCK, v.^a. - To exhaust; applied to

land, Banff's.]

[Sucky, *. Clover, S. V. Suckies.]

SUCKEN, t. 1. The territory subjected to a

certain jurisdiction, Orkn., Shetl.

" Budten, a Raillery, so much ground as is under the

Bailives jurisdiction/' MS. Expl. of Noriah Words.
[Sir. socken, a parish.]

2. The jurisdiction attached to a mill ; or that

extent of ground, the tenants of which are

bound to bring their grain thither, S.

"The astricted lands are called the thirl, or the
sveken; and the persons subjected to the astriction

et the name of suckencrs. Hence the duties payable

by those who come voluntarily to the mill, are called

out-sucken, or out-town multures ; and those that are

due by tenants within the sucken, in-town or insucken

multures." Erskine's Instit, B. ii. T. 9. s. 20.

3. Vulgarly used to denote the dues paid at

a mill, S. ; shuck-en, Moray.
Her daddie, a cannie auld carl,

Had shucken and mooter a fouth.

Jamieson's Popular Ball, L 294.

—"And sex bollis of moulter or suckin quhilkis

pertetnet to the Carmelite freires of the said burcht."

Acts Cha. L, Ed. 1814, V. 657.

This term is used in both senses in the North of E.

V. OL Brockets

4. The subjection due by tenants bound to

a certain mill.

•• He com nocht to grynd his quhyt in thair mill as

be that aucht suckyn tbareto." Aben). Reg., V. 16.

A.-S. scent, prmlegium, immunitas ; soc, jurisdictio,

Somoer. Su.-O. sokn, id. exactio, jurisdictio ; o/sokn,

nimia exactio ; Isl. y/irsokn, jus summum ; Ihre. The
origin is soek-a, quaerere, to seek ; in an oblique sense,

exigere, to exact.

Sucken, adj. 1. Legally astricted; bound

to have corn ground at a certaiu mill is

sucien to it, S.

2. Used for bound in relation to any* trades-

man, shopkeeper, &c. "We're no sucken

to ane by anither," S.

Suckener, *. One who is bound to grind his

grain at a certain mill, S.

[SUCKENS, J. A small grapple used in

searching for lost lines, Banffs.J

SUCKIES, Suckie-soos, *. pi. The flowers

of clover, S.

The flocks an' herds are spreadm' seen.

The fragrant suckies niupin'.

A. Douglas's Poems, p. 21.

V. Souks.

The term is sometimes used, in the singular, as

equivalent to clover.

"You may try sowing part of the big red clover

and part of the white and yellow sucky with the rye-

grass." Maxwell's SeL Trans., p. 49.

SUCKUDRY, Sukudry, Sucquedry, «.

Presumption.
And quhen he hard Schyr Philip say

That Scottis men had set a day
To fecht ; and that sic space he had
To purway him ; he wes richt glaid.

Anu said, it wes gret sukudry
That set thaim apon sic foly.

Barbour, xl. 11, MS.

And for sic sitcqitedry vndertakin now,
His awne mischief, wele wourthy till allow

He fundin has.
Doug. Virgil, 467, 47.

Gower expL it, in one of his Lat. rubrics, by pre-

sumpcio.
His loquitur de tercia specie superbie, que presumpeio

dicitur.

Surquedrye is thylke vice

Of pryde, which the third office

Hath in his court, and will not knowe
The trowth, till it ouerthrowe
Upon his fortune and his grace.

Con/. Am. Fol. 18, a.

From obsol. Fr. snreuidre, from sur, super, and
cuid-cr, agitare, imaginari, Rudd. Surcuyae'e, vain,

Rom. de la Rose.

Succuderus, adj. Presumptuous.

Ye Sarazeins ar succuderus and self will it ay.

Bauf Coilyear, D. itf. a.

Succudrously, adv. Arrogantly.

Than said the Sarazine to Schir Rauf succudrously,

1 haue na lyking to lyfe to lat the with lufe.—
Bauf Coilyear, D. ij. a.

V. SUCKITDRT.

[SUD, Sood, s. and adj. South, Shetl. Dan.
8ud

y
id.]

[SUDDAIN, Suddand, adj. Sudden.]

Suddainty, 8. 1. Suddenness, S.

"This is a wonderful change in sik a suddainty.u

Brace's Eleven Serm. D. 2. b.

"Spokin in suddanty, int he first motioune of yre ;"

Aberd. Reg.

2. Accidental homicide is called "slauchter

of 8uddantie? as opposed to what is "of
forethoucht felonie."

"Greit slauchter—hes bene rychtcommoun amangit
the Kingis licgis now of late, baith of forethocht

fellony and of suddantie." Acts Ja. III., 14G9, c 43.

Edit. 1566, c. 35. Skene.
Sometimes this term is used by itself elliptically

to denote sudden slaughter; as opposed to inten-

tional homicide.
"And gif it be fundin forthocht felony, tobe punist

eftir the kingis lawis. And rif it be fundin suddante,

tobe restorit again to the fredome & immunite of haly
kirk and girth."' Acts Ja. III., A. 1469, Ed. 1814, p.

96.

3. Mishap, harm, mischief, Aberd.
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[Suddandly, adv. Suddenly, Barbour, vi.

11.]

SUDDARDE, Suddart, *. A soldier.

4'The baill cuntrey being vnder the proclamatioun,

sum wer liccntiat to byd at home, be ressouu of thair

compositiounis bestowit vpone payment of the suddar*

dw, quhairof thair wer iiij
c horsmen and vjc futemen."

Belhaven MS., Mem. Ja. VI., fol. 67.
" lnquirit, gif this deponar, at my lord Bothwells

desyre, socht ane fvne hint of any of the snddarti*

:

and answerit, that he did the same, and gat a piece of

fine lunt of half a faddome, or thareby, fra ane of the

tuddnrtis,- and deliverit to John Hepbume of Boltoune

upon Saturday before the kingis slaughter." Ander-

son's Coll., ii. 170.

O. Fr. soudart, soldat ; L. B. soldit-ua ; Roquefort.

The term in L. B. alno assumes the form of solldar-ius,

soldar-ius, soldaer-ius, Sec, from solid-um, sold-um,

pay, denominated from the money paid to a soldier.

SUDDILL, adj. [Filthy, defiled.]

—The suddUt sow of the sord.

—

Colketbie Sow, F. i t. 171.

Isl. saur, sordes, impuritas, stercus ; VcreL

A piece of" dress much worn,[Suddil, *.

Banffs.]

To Suddil, Suddle, v. a. To sully, to

defile, S.

In the dusty pouder here and thare

Suddill and fule his crispe and vallow hare.

Doug. Virgil, 410, L
Allied to Teut. sodel-en, Germ, smlel-n, inquinare,

polluere. Wachter views this as formed from snl-en,

id. d being inserted. Moes.-G. saul-jan, A.-S. tyl-ian,

Franc, salon.

SUDEREYS, s. pi. A name given to some
of the Hebudae ; [Southern Isles.]

" The title of these prelates, during the conjunction

of Man and Sodor, had been universally mistaken, till

the explications of that most ingenious writer, Dr.
Macpherson : it is always supposed to have been
derived from Sodor, an imaginary town either in Man
or in Iona: whose derivation was taken from the
Greek Soter, or Saviour. During the time that the
Norwegians were in possession of the isles, they divided
them into two parts : the northern, which comprehended
all that lay to the North of the point of A rdnamurehan,
and were called the Norderey*, from Norder, North,
and eg, an island. And the Sudereys took in those
that lay to the South of that promontory.** Pennant's
Voyage, Hebr., p. 294.

The propriety of this etymon appears beyond a
doubt from the following passage :

—

Logmadr het son Gudraudur Sudreyia honongs

;

Logmadr var settr til landvarnar i Nordrey-om. "The
son of Gudraud, king of the Sudereys, was called

Logmadr, [or Layman, a. Law-man], He was set

over the Nordereys, that ne might protect the lands."

Snorr. Sturles. ap. Johns. Antiq. Celt. Scand., p. 233.

SUDGE, adj. Subject to, Shctl.

This term is not of northern origin ; but is probably
a corr. of Fr. sujet.

[To SUDGEORN, Sudjorxe, Sudiorxe,
v. n. To sojourn, delay, abide, Lyndsay,
Exper.and Court., 1. 1487,Barbour, xvi. 47.]

vou rv.

[SUDGEOKXE, SUDIOKNE, SUDOEORXING,
SUDIORXYXG, *. Sojourn, delay, sojourn-

ing, Lyndsay, The Dreme, 1. 359, Barbour,

xx. 359.]

SUDROUN, $. The English language. V.

SODROUX.

[SUEFIN, Suevex, s. A dream, slumber.

V. Sweuix.]

[Suevxixg, Suexyxg, *. Dreaming.]

SUEFIS, Swefis, 8. pi. Suevi or Swevians.

—IIow the Eiupriour dois dance

dbieSow, F. i,v. 368.
Sue/is in Suavia syne.

Colkell

In a MS. copy, Surf*. Su.-G. swaefwja signifies

comitatus; soe/w-a, A.-S. *uxf-ian, sopire ; sue/en^

somnium. But the meaning seems to be, that the

Emperor danced to a tunc denominated "the Swevi,"

or " Sweviana in Suabia." A.-S. Swefas, Suevi.

SUELLIEG, *. Expl. "heat, a burning

fever."

"Lev. xxvL Moyscs sais, be the spreit of Gode,

gyf ye obeye nocht my command, I sal visee yoa
vitht dreddour, vitht fyir, ande vitht suellieg. " CompL
S., p. 37.

Derived from A.-S. swael-an, to kindle, burn ; GL
Compl.

[SUELT, pret. Died, Barbour, iv. 311,

A.-S. sweltan, to die, perish.]

SUERD, Swerd, *. A sword.

Wapynnys he bur, outhir, gud suerd or knyff,

For he with thaim hapnyt richt offt in stryff.

Wallace, I 193, MS.

Battellis, armouris, sioerdis, speris andVheildis,
I sal do saw and strow ouer al the feildis.

Doug. Virgil, 227, •.

Suerd, id. R. Glouc.
Su.-G. Bclg. swacrd, Isl. Dan. swerd, Alem. suuert,

• A.-S. siceord, gwurd, id.

SUESCHE, Suescuer. V. under Swesch.

SUET, Swete, 8. Life ; [life-blood.]

Sum held on loft ; sum tynt the suet.

A Iang quhill thus fechtand thai war.
Barbour, xiii 32, M&

Suet, Pink. Edit.

It is na wondre thoucht I gret

;

I se fele her loss} t the suet %

The flour of all North Irland.

Ibid., xvi 232, Ma
The valyoand Hcctour loist the swete

On Achilles spere.

Doug. Virgil, 16, 13

Both Junius and Rudd. view this as an adj., signify-

ing sweet, and think that the term life must be sup-

plied. Sibb. has justly rendered swete, life ; referring

to A. -S. swat, sanguis.

This is a Gothic idiom. We learn from Ihre, that

Su.-G. stcett properly denotes humour, moisture, bat

that the term has been restricted by use to two princi-

pal humours of the body. It not only signifies sweat,

but also blood. The latter sense, he says, anciently

prevuiled throughout the (forth. In this sense it is

still used in Upland ; as is sueit in Iceland.

K 3
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• To SUFFER, v. n. To delay.

It is said of Wallace, after he received an invitation,

while in France, to return to his country, and take the
crown;

The wyrt he gat. hot yeit suffer he wald,
For pet falsheid that part hym dyd off aid.

Mekill dolour it did hioi in his rarnd.
Off thar mysfayr, for trevr he was and kynd.
He thocht to tak amendis off that wrung

;

He ansuered nocht, hot in his wer furth rang.

Wallace, x. 1057, Ma
A Fr. idiom ; Se souffr-irde, to forbear the doing of.

The r. Thole is used in a similar sense, q. v.

Suffer, adj. Patient in bearing injurious

treatment.

8yne he gart lousa him off thai bandis new,
And said, he was baith suffer, wyss and trew.

Wallace, ri. 481, MS.

It is changed to sober, Edit. 1648.

SUFFISANCE, s. Sufficiency; Fr.

-Quhat hare T gilt to faille

My fredome in this warM, and my plcsance,

Sen every wight has thereof suffsance t

King's Quair, ii 7.

[Suffisand, Sufficyand, part. pr. Suffi-

cient, Barbour, n 3G8.]

SUFFRAGE, Sufferage, *. A prayer for

the dead. It is more generally useci in the

PLM Oure souerane lord—having—pervsit and con-
ndderit the charter—grantit—to the puir memberis of
Jesus Christ—resident within the burgh of Perth, off

—all and sindrie annuelrentis, &c., to quhatsumeuir
kirk, chappell, college, alter, monasterie, prebendarie,
place, or benefice without the said burgh, for quhat*
snmeoir caus or occasioun, and specialbe for celebra-

tioun of suffragis:—hes ratifijt," Ac. Acts Ja. VX,
1502, Ed. 1814, p. 581.

"The said chaplain, every year, once in the year,

lor the said Michael and Jonet, sail make suffrages,

which is, / am pleased, and direct me, O Lord, icith

an Mess of Rest, being naked, he clothed me; with
two wax candles burning on the altar. To the
whilk suffrages and mess, he shall cause ring the.

Chappell bell the space of ane quarter of ane nour,

and that all the foresaid poor, ana others that shall be
thereintill, shall be present at the foresaid mess with
their habites, requesting all these that shall come in to
hear the said mess to pray for the said souls." A.
1545, Blue Blanket, p. 40.

This term occurs in a still more singular connexion,

in the Petition of the Surgeons and Barbers of Edin-
burgh (who then formed one corporation) to the Lord
ProTost and Council. As they ask that a subject may
be given to them annually for dissection, thev bind
themselves to a species of service, from which, in this

form at least, as good Protestants, they must find

themselves now happily relieved.—" That we may haue anes in the year ane condem-
pait man after he be dead, to maik Anatamia of,

wherthrew we may haue experience ilk ane to instruct

others, and we shall do sufferage for the saul." A.
1505, Blue Blanket, p. 55.

L. B. suffragia, orationes, quibus Dei Sanctorum
sjuffragia, sen auxilia imploramus.—Appellantur etiam
Orationes, quae pro defunctis dicuntur, quod pro iis

Sanctorum sufragia invocentur. Donentur—15 librae

annuae pro Missis, SuffragUs, et obi tibus habendis,

—

. pro animabus dictorum Ducis, Comitis, Ac. Chart.

Henr. Reg. Angl., A. 1457, Du Cange. Sufralges,

prieret pour le morts ; Roquefort.

SUFRON, 8. Sufferance, forbearance.

Thy cud, thy claithis, thy coist, cumin nocht of th6,

Bot of the frutt of the era, and God's sufron.

Houlate, ill 27.

From Fr. sovfr-ir, to suffer, to forbear.

SUGARALLIE, «. The vulgar name for

sugar of liquorice, S.

To SUGG, v. n. To move heavily, as a

corpulent person docs ; to movo somewhat
in a rocking manner, S. ; [shug, Clydes.]

The same with O. E. Swagge. " I sicagge, as a fatte

?arson's belly stoaggeth as he goth : Je assouage."
alsOT., B. iii., F. 3S0, b. Perhaps this O. Fr. v. by

which Swagge is rendered, has a Goth, origin.

SUGGAN, *. «<A thick coverlet;" Gall.

Enc.

SUGGIE, adj. "Moist mggU Ian', wet
land ;" Gall. Enc. [V. Suck.]

C. B. sug, juice, sap, sug-aw, to imbibe, to fill with
juice ; Ial. soegg-r, humidus. E. Soak claims a common
origin.

SUGGIE, s. 1. A young sow, S.B.

2. A person who is fat, S.B.

A.-S. suga, Su.-G. sugga, denote a sow, but one
that has had pigs.

To SUGGYRE, v. a. To suggest.
•' The waies of the deutll that he suggyres to false

teachers to deceiue men by are infinite." Bollock on
2 Thes., p. 52.

Lat. sugger-ere, Fr. sugger-er, id.

SUGH, 8. A rustling or whistling sound.

V. Sough, 8.

SU1LYE, Sulye, s. The same with Sulye,

soil.—"And alas apoun the postponing—to by fiftj a
marksworth of land liand in competent place and glide

suilye." Act Dom. Cone, A. 1488, p. 112.
" Ground and sulye of the samyn lands.*' Acts Ja.

III., V. II., p. 161.

To SUIT, v. a. Properly, to sue for ; a juri-

dical term ; used also, as signifying, to per-

sist in soliciting.

" Hast thou this strength giuen thee to perseuere in

suiting any thing? thou may be assured he heareth."

Bruce's Eleven Serin. V. 7, a. V. Soyt.

SlJITAR Of Court. V. SOYTOUR.

SUITH, adj. Credihle, honest, worthy of

belief.
For I half aft hard suith men say,

—

That Fortune helps the hardy ay.

C'herrie and Slae, st. 27.

A.-S. soth, true ; Chaucer, id. sothe, R. Glouc. V.
Soith.

SUKERT, adj. Sweet, sugared ; used me-
taph. for fondled, caressed.

Birdis—ilk yeir, with new ioy, joyis ane maik ;

—

And lattis thair sukert fevris file quhair thai pleis.

Dunbar, Maitiand Poems, p. 47.

V. StJCCRE.
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[Sukkraburd, *. A term of endearment

applied to a child, Shetl.]

[SUKKEN, part. pa. Sunk, sunken, Shetl.]

SUKUDRY, *. V. Suckudry.

[SUL, s. 1. The sun, the heat or influence

of the sun, Shetl. Goth., Su.-G., Lat. sol.

2. The basking shark, Squalus maximus, ibid.]

[SULD, pret. Should, Barbour, i. 3. V.

Sal.]

SULDEART, 8. Soldier ; Fr. souldart.

" Repetit tbc notoriety of the dcid, the depositiones,

viz., Patrik Stewart, Alexander Guithric sutdeart,

Wiliiame Broune also sutdeart," &c. Acts Ja. VI.,

1681, Ed. 18H, p. 207. V. Scddarde.

To SULE, v. a. To soil, to suly. V. Sud-

DIL.

Suixioe, Sulye, Soilyie, 3. Soil, ground,

country ; Lat. sol-um. V. Suilye.

"So the earth, dirt, and sullige, conveyed by the

water, mutt hare remained among the fallen wood,

and such a stagnation is the very mother of moss."

Maxwell's Sel. Trans., p. 65.

This has been evidently borrowed from the Fr. -

"Solage, soyle, or good ground ;'* Cotgr.

The sulye spred hir brade bosom on brede.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 400, 24.

Suleye, Ibid., 369, 51.

"Gif any beast, horse, oxe, or kow, or other cattell

be fonnden within the lordship, and the soilyie of any

man," ke. Baron Courts, c. 65, s. 1.

SULE, s. A ring with a swivel, S. B.

Seren. derives the E. word from Isl. siceif, volva,

instramentum quo aliquid cireumrotatur ; stveiji-a,

Tolutare. Su.-G. soelia, however, denotes a ring into

which a thong is put ; Isl. sylgia, which, because of its

rotundity, G. Anar. derives from sole, the sun ; others

from Fenn. suUien, to close.

SULE, s. [Prob. an errat. for Scule, a

school.]

I sail degrad the graceless of thy greis.

Scald thee for skorn, and scor thee af thy side.

Kennedy, Evergreen, ii. 68, st. 19.

This, I apprehend, should be scule, as in Edit 1508.

Scaile the for scorne, and schcre the af thy scule.

q., delete thy name from the list of thy school This

corresponds with the preceding idea, of stripping him
of his literary degrees.

SULFITCH, adj. Suffocating; applied to

smell, Ang* ; corr., perhaps, from sulphurous.

To SULK it. To be in a sullen humour.

Our admirall, though tide and wind say nay,

He*ll row and work, and sulk it all the way.
£. Argyle, Law's Memorialise p. 213.

This evidently refers to James Duke of York. We
sometimes use the term sulks, in the sulks, S. in the

same sense.

SULLIGE, $. Soil. [V. under Sule, v.]

[SULP, *. A wet state of ground, a marsh,

Shetl.]

[To Suli% v. a. To bring cut grass from a

swampy meadow, ibid.]

[SULYE, 8. Soil. V. under Sule, v.]

SULYEART, adj. Clear, bright, glittering.

And Insty Flora did hir bloraes spredo

Under the fete of Phebus suli/rart stede.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 400, 14.

Ir. soilier, splendens, rutilus ; soilierachd, splendor,

fulgor.

SUM. A termination of adjectives,frequently

occurring in S.; it is used in three senses.

1. It denotes conjunction ; as, thretsunt, three

together, [or in all, altogether.]

"It is nocht possibil to gar thremm keip consel,

and speciale in causis of trason.** Compl. S., p. 205.

"There were three of them set upon him,—

I

brought the twosome—but wha was the third?*' Gay
Mannering, iii. 299, 300.

The twosome sat curroud thegither, ke,

^i. Scott's Poems, p. 46.

This signifies " two in company.
**

It is also used in this sense in Lanarks., and carried

on through all the numbers ; as, twasum, saxsum, ten*

sum, twentysum, threttisum, jfortisum, hundersum. Isl

soman, simul, una collectio, has precisely the same

sense.

Thrtsum occurs in the same sense in The Bruce.

Jamys of Dowglas, at the last,

Fand a lit'dl sonkyn bate,

And to the land it drew fut hate.

Bot it aa litill wes, that it

Mycht our the wattir bot thrtsum flyt
3

Barbour, iii. 420, MS.

He also uses twasum and fyvesum in a similar sig-

nification.

That wes in an ewill plass,

That sa strayt and sa narow was.

That twasum samyn mvcht nocht rid

In sum place off the hillis sid.

Barbour, x, 19, M&
Samyn here is redundant ; the idea being conveyed

by the termination of the preceding word.

Dr. Leyden, in his Gl., refers to Su.-G. Mm/a and

soma (Leg. saem-ia, saem-a) consenting " Hence,** he

adds, "the termination sam expresses union or agree-

ment ; as hedersam, consistent with honesty ; xcarsam,

consistent with prudence ; fraendmemia, jus consan-

guinitatis, magsaemia, jus affinitatis.'* Su.-G. sam,

whence saem-ia, sacm-a, signifies, plurium unitas.

Twasum is used Caithn. for two acting together.

Thus, a sick person is said to bo lifted by ticasum.

Threesum, generally through S., denotes the union of

three, in a particular kiud of dance, called a Uireesum

reel.

2. It signifies similitude, S.

This is the proper idea, when it seems to be used, in

a gcueral way, as denoting quality. It is commonly

affixed to a s., and forms an adj., expressing a property

analogous to the idea conveyed by the s. ; as, luftum,

amiable, hairUum, cheerful, tcinsum, id. jucundus,

gaudio similis.

Su.-G. sam, mentioned above, also bears this

sense. Hire renders fridsum, pacifico similis.* Som
is used in the same way. Thus also, according to

Wachter, sam occurs in Germ.
Wachter has observed that lich is synon. with sam ;
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as, friedsam and friedliek, used in the sense of pacific ;
Prolog, sect. 6. in vo. This is confirmed by our use
of katrtsum and hairtlie, as conveying the very same
idea.

3. In some degree, [somewhat, rather], S.

Both Ihre and Wachter view A.-S. sum, as perfectly

synon. with Su.-O. and Germ. saw. Now, Lye ob-
serves that the term sum, in certain A. -S. words, has
its origin from the pronoun sum, aliquid, aliquantum.
There are iudeed various words, both in A.-S. and S.,

in which it seems most naturally to bear this significa-

tion ; as A. -8. lang-sum, diuturnus aliquantum, long
in some degree, S. id.; foicsum, applied to things that
are morefull than what is necessary ; as to a piece of
dress that has rather a clumsy appearance, from its

being made too large.

SUM. As an adj.
f
some ; used distributively,

denoting first the one, then the other.

"Betwix Clid and Lennox lyis the baronio of
Renfrew, in the quhilk ar twa lochia, namyt Quhyn-
sooth and Leboth, sum. xx. and sum. xii. mylis of

tenth." Belleud. Descr. Alb. c. 7. Unus and alter

are the correspondent terms used by Boeee.
This is an A. -3. idiom. Sum waes bescoren preoste,

sum waes laeicedc ; Hie erat attonsus clericus. Hit erat

laicns ; Bede ap. Lye. Moes-G. sums and suma also

signify unus, a, urn. V. Hickes Gramm. A.-S. and
IsW-G. p. 36.

2. As an adv^ in some degree ; as, " That
pin's sum muckle," i.e., somewhat large,

S. B. V. Some.

SUMDELL, SUMDEILL, Su31DELE, adv. 1.

Somewhat, in some degree.

And he, that hard sa snridanly

Sic noyis, samdele affrayit was.

Barbour, vL 22L MS.

8. Used as respecting quantity or number.
Bot thai the chansell sturdily
Held, and thaim defendvt wele,

Till off thair men war sfayne sumdelL
Barbour, v. 858, MS.

It occurs in sense 1, O.E.

Oorinens was tho somdel wroth, ys'axe on hey he drow.
it Olouc, p. 17.

Bat she was sumdele deaf, and that was skaith.

Chaucer, Prol. W. Bathes T.

A.-S. sum daele, aliqua parte, partim.

[Scjmkyn. Of some kind, Barbour, x. 519.
V. Alkyn, Naktn.]

Sumpairt, adv. Somewhat.
"Astomyauin ansoeris, albeit I haue retenit the

substance of thame, yit findand greitar commoditie of
boikes heir nor in Scotland, I haue sumpairt amplifeit
and enlargeit thame, to accommodat my self to the
capacitie off the raid people, quha could not be abil to
comprehend sua vechtie materia in sua feu vordis, as I
vas constrainit to vse in my conference.** Nicol Burne's
Disputation, To the Christ. Reidar.

SUMLEYR, s. An officer who had charge
of the royal household stuff.

"William Grysse sumleyr to our souerane lord &
ladie^the king & quenis maiesteis.*' Aberd. Reg. A.
1665.

Cotgr. renders Fr. sommeiller, a butler. But it

teems to denote an officer who had the charge of the

royal household -stu ff ; L.B. Summularius. Du Cange
expl. Somarii as signifying butlers ; but remarks that
there were different officers who bore this name.
Occtirrunt varii summularii, nempc summularii map-
parum, scancionariae, camcrae denariorum, fruotuarior-

ura, Capellae, Ac. He also mentions the Sumelarius
coquinae ; referring to tho Lib. Niger Scaccarii ; and
the Somalerius, who had charge of tho burden of the
pack-horse.

SUMMER, adj. Summary; Fr. sommavre.
—" (irantis full power—to consult, conclude, and

put in wreatc [writing] all sick good ordoure, &c. cjuhair-

by gt»o»le and summer justice may be done—to all his

hienes liegis without long delayes and extraordincr ex-
penssis." Acts Ja. VL, 1617, Ed. 1814, p. 550.

[SUMMER, *. The principal beam in a
wooden building, Barbour, xvii. 69G.]

SUMMER, Swmmer, s. A sumpter horse.

And nocht for thi all that thai wer
Come weill out our it, hale and fer ;

And tynt bot litill off thair ger,

Bot gifT it war ony summer,
That in the moss was left Hand.

Barbour, xix. 746, MS.
O. Flandr. Fr. sommier, id.

That the term properly denoted a beast of burden,
appears from the signification of the synon. *ommicr,
in Old Flemish, jumentum clitellarium, sarcinarium

;

Kilian. Also, Teut. som-beeste, id. som-peerd, equus
clitellarius. The origin is somme, onus, sarcina. A.-S.
seam, seam, id. whence sem-an, sym-an, onerarc. V.
Sowmb, s. 2.

To SUMMER, v. a. To^ feed cattle, &c.,

during summer, S.
" It occurs very seldom that cattle are fed on the

same ground for twelve successive months, or summer-
ed where they have been wintered." Agr. Surv. Dun-
bart., p. 211. V. Simmer.

SUMMER-BLINK, Simmer-Blink, s. A
transient gleam of sunshine, S. ; used also

metaph.
•• Yet I am in this hot summer-blink, with tho tear

inmy eye." Rutherford's Lett. P. L ep. 86. V. Blenk.

Sujimer-Cauts, Summer-Couts, Simmer-
Couts, s.pL 1. The name given to the

exhalations seen to ascend from the ground
in a warm day, S.B. Landtide, synon. B.

And she is like to sconfice wi' the heat

:

The summer-couts were trembling here and there.

Ross s ilelenore, p. 27.

• Het, het was the day,

The simmer-couts were dancing brae frae brae.

Ibid. p. 87.

In second Edit. 1788, it is also summer-cauls, p. 28,

and summer-cauls, in the first Edit, A. 1768, p. 21 and
82. But in Edit, second and third, cauU or coutn alone

occurs. We must then view cauls as an errat. in the
first edition ; especially as I have before me the second,

corrected for the press in the autograph of the late

learned Dr. Beattie of Aberdeen (who was the early

friend of Ross) ; and he has given no intimation that
couts is not tho proper sound. V. Ouder.

2. The gnats which dance in clusters on a

summer evening, Lanarks.; pron. simmer-

couts.
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8. In sing. A lively little young fellow, synon.

with E. Griff; "He s a perfect simmer cout,

Lanarks.
Perhaps q. summer-colts, in allusion to the undul-

ating motion of these vapours, which may have been

thought to resemble the frisking of young borses.

These are called king's weather, Loth. In the South

of S. it is pron. king's toethers ; and it has been sup-

posed to refer to the gay and unsteady motion of

wedders, analogous to the other designation of routs.

[Summer-Cloks, *. pi. The sunbeams

dancing in the atmosphere during a fine

summer day, Shetl.]

Summer-Flaws, s. pi. Used as synon. with

Summer-coutSy Angus.

Summer-Growtfi, *. V. Sea-growth.

Summer-Haar, *. A slight breeze from the

cast, which often rises after the sun has

Jassed the meridian. It receives* this name

rom the fishers of Newhaven, though not

accompanied with any fog.

Summer-Sob, s. A summer-storm, Ang.
- Yon summer-sob is out

;

lull •u/r»rr*cf -a\nr w w»«. ,

This night bodes well, spy, 'oiuan, round about,

The morn will better prove.
Ross's Bdenore, p. 75.

In Aberd. the term is used to denote frequent slight

rains in summer, commonly in May.

Gael siob-am, to blow ; siobun, drift, blast.

Perhaps in allusion to the sobbing of a child m bad

humour, who is soon pacified ; or allied to Teut. seoff-

«n, flare.

Summer-Tree, *. Apparently, a maypole.

V. Skafrie.

SUMMYN, adj. Some.

All and summyn, all and every one.

Or list apprufe thay pepilt all and summyn
To ffiddir myddill, or jone in lyig or band.

e
Doug. Virgil, 103, 35.

A.-S. snmne signifies, aliquot. It is properly the

accus. of sum, aliquis. Sumon is also used as the

ablat. pL

SUMP, *. A sudden and heavy fall of rain,

S. A.; synon. Plump.

"Aye ! aye ! we shall have a thick and heavy hoar

frost, or a sounding tump o' rain, I wotnae whilk."

Blackw. Mag., Nov. 1820, p. 146.

Of thunder July speaks, and sumps of rain ;

And August winds uproot the growing grain.

Ibid., Jan. 1821, p. 428.

•« Sump, a great fall of rain ;'* Gall. Enc.

Can this be viewed as allied to Su.-G. sump, palus, a

marsh, E. swamp f

Sumped, part. adj. Wet, drenched.

But now with the dead I must lay down my head,

On this bluid sumped field—Waterloo.
Gall. Encyd.,?. 44Z

SUMP, s. The pit of a mine.

••A shaft, or sump, as the miners term it, was made,

to the depth of several fathoms, immediately below

the bottom of the waste, from whence the rich mass of

ore, above-mentioned, had been taken, and a drift car-

ried on, in the direction <»f the silver vein, upon that

leveL" P. Alva, Stirl. Statist. Ace. xviii. 142.

[SUMPAIRT, adv. V. under Sum, adj.]

SUMPH, «. 1. A blockhead, a soft, blunt

fellow, S.
•• Better thole a grumph than a sumph" Ramsay's

S. Prov., p. 20.

The finish'd mind, in all its movements bright,

Surveys the self-made sumph in proper light,

Allows for native weakness, but disdains

Him who the character with labour gains.

Ramsay's Poems, L OT.

[2. A sour, sulky fellow, Clydes.]

Callander derives this from Su.-G. stamm, balbutiens

stuttering ; MS. Notes on Ihre. (in vo).

Perhaps it is rather allied to Germ, sumpf, Tent.

sompe, a marsh ; or Su.-G. stcamp, a spunge, also,

a mushroom, q. fungosus homo ; as, a Jozy chtekl^n.

Ihre, ro. Sicamp, refers to Gr. trofipos, sP"ngy-
'Tca7

sompe is sceptrum morionis. It may be observed,

however, that if we suppose m to have been inserted,

the word would be literally analogous to Teut. *»£*»*

delirare, desipere, hallucinari ; *uf, dcliros. Thus

there would be no occasion for having recourse to a

figurative origin.

To* Sumph, v. n. 1. To dote, to be in a state

of stupor.

I will affirm they're skant of wit,

Who in a supream court like that,

Win sumph and vote they wot not what
demand's Poems, p. Ill

[2. To go about in a sulky humour, Clydes.]

[Sumphik. 1. As an adj., sulky, grumbling,

ibid., Banffs.

2. As a «., the act of sulking or grumbling,

ibid.]

SUMPHisn, adj. Stupid, blockish, S.; [salky,

Clydes.]

The sumph ish mob, of penetration shawl,

May gape and ferly at your cunning saul,

And make ye fancy that there is desert

In thus employing a* your sneaking art
RamsayU Poems, u 349.

SUMPHION, s. "A musical instrument;

same perhaps with O. Engl, symphonic

which seems to have been a kind of tabour

or drum " Gl. Sibb.

SUNDAY'S CLAISE. Dress for going to

church in, S. corresponding to Su.-G.

kyrliollacdhe, i.e., kirh-claise.

Here country John in bannet blue,

An' eke his Sunday's Claes on.

—

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 26.

[Sunday Sark. Among the poorest classes

it means a clean shirt ; but among the more

f.rovident, a shirt of finer texture reserved

or Sabbath wear, Ayrs.

Ill get my Sunday sark on.

Burns, Holy Fair, a *]
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SUN-DOWN, s. Sunset, South of S.

— •• And sitting there birling—wi' a scaff and raff o

the water-tide, till sundown, and then coming harae

and crying for ale, as if ye were maister and mair."

Tales of my Landlord, ii. 114.

This word is used in the United States of America.
" Daylight ! do but hear the silly child !—Tis but

just sundown." Lionel Lincoln, i. 41.

Sux-Fi.su, *. The basking sharL, S. Squalus

maximus, Linn. V. Sail-fish.

Suxny-Side. Land having a southern ex-

posure, S. V. Sonie Half.
This phrase is still very common in law-deeds. In

the Lat. of our writs it is denominated, Pars Solaris.

[Sun-Sittex, adj. Applied to eggs injured

by the heat of the sun, Shetl.]

[SUNE, adv. Soon, S. A.-S. *6na, id.]

To SUNQLE Lint, v. a. To separate flax

from the core ; the pron. of Swingle, S. B.

—lint was beaten wi' the mell.

And ilkane sungled to themselL
Piper of Peebles, p. 6.

V. Swingle.

[SUNIE, j. A term of reproach, Shetl.]
*

SUNK, s. A seat of turf, Ross, Helenore,

p. 141.

[Sunk-Dyke, s. A dyke built of stone or

sods on the one side, and built with earth

on the other, Banffs.]

Sunk-Pocks, s. pi. The bags tied to the

Sunk* or Sod8 on the back of a tinker's

ass, in which the goods, baggage, and
children are carried, 5. V. Sonk, *.

Sunkie, 8.
U A low stool;" Gl. Antiq.,

South of S. ; a dimin. from Sunk.
" Mony a day hae I wrought my stocking, and sat

on my sunkie under that saugh." Guy Mann., ii. 18.

It is frequently used to denote such a stool as a
dairy-maid uses when milking her cows.

It seems originally to have signified a seat of turf or

straw. V. Sons.

Sunks, 8. pi. A sort of saddle made of

cloth, and stuffed with straw, on which two
persons can sit at once ; synon. Sods, S.

V. SODDIS.
It may be added that A. Bor. sunk has the same

meaning ; " a canvas pack-saddle stuffed with straw ;"

GL Grose.

SUNKAN, part. adj. "Sullen, sour, ill-

natured ;
" Gl. Picken. This seems merely

Sunken, the old participle of the v. to Sink,

q. dejected in spirit.

SUNKET, *. A lazy person, Roxb., S.

A.-S. sweng, desidiosus, from stcenc-an, fatigare,

stcenced, swencie, fatigatus.

SUNKETS, *. pi. Provision of whatever

kind; a term used indefinitely, S.

Lay sunkets up for a sair lee.

Ramsay's Poems, t 298.

It fa often applied to food.

He was weel likit hy ilka tody,

And they gae him sunkets to rak lus wame.
Jamieson's Popular Ball., i. 801.

We are told of an English gentleman who, hungry

mod weary, alighted in the evening at some petty inn

in the South of S., the appearance of which had no

great promise. "Good woman," said he to the land-

lady, "can I have any thing for my horse!" "Ou
aye," she replied, " he'll get sunkets." Although he

did not understand the meaning of the term, he natur-

ally enough concluded that this must be the food com-

monly given to horses in that part of the country. In

a little, urged by his personal wants, he proposed

another question ;
" Good woman, can I have any

thing for myself?" His astonishment may well be

imagined, when he received the very same answer:

" Ou aye, ye'se got sunkets."

This is also used in the singular.

"A kindlie night for—earning a meltith for to-

morrow's stmlrf.u—"Hame he never came without a

kind kiss and sunktt for me." Blackw. Mag., May,

1820, 158, 159.

Supposed to be a corr. of E. somewhat ; as, What

shall I get to tat? You'll get sunkets. In Suffolk, suncate

signifies a dainty, Grose.

Sunket-time, 8. Meal-time, the time of

taking a repast, Dumfr.

—"A green petticoat—cam to my hand at sunkit-

time on the sunny-side o* a thorn bush." Ibid., Dec,

1820, p. 321.

To SUNYE, v. a. To care. Sunye, 8. Care.

V. Soxyie.

SUNYIE, Sunzie, 8. An excuse. Ye mak

ayt eae mony sunt/ie8
}
you have always so

many excuses, Roxb. Evidently an abbre-

viation of the old law term Essonyie, q. v.

To SUOUFE, v. n. To slumber.

Than softlie did 1 suou/e and sleep,

Howbeid my bed wes hard.

Burets Pilgr., Watson's Coll., ii. 34.

This is the same with soi{f, q. v.

SUP, 8. A small quantity of any liquid or

sorbile substance ; as, " a sup water ;" "a
8up porridge," &c, Aberd. V. Sour, 8.

sense 3.

To SUP, v. a. To take such food as broth or

porridge with a spoon, S.

"They—dish up this dung of hell, and set it as

manna before such as they would make disciples, to bo

supped up and swallowed down," Ac. Rutherford's

Lett. Postscript.

The term occurs in a S. Prov. which emphatically

expresses the danger which attends sinful compliances

;

"He would need a lang spoon that sups wi* the deill."

Su.-G. sup-a, sorbere, sorbiliare. Sw. supanmat is

expressly rendered by Widegren, "spoon-meat."

A.-S. sup-an, Teut. suyp-en, scep-en, id.
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To SUPEREXPEXD, v. a. To overrun in

disbursement ; or to run in arrears.
—"His hienea thesaurarie it of the self becnm

Ynabill to discharge the btmling qnhilk prescntlie it

vnderlyis, quhairtLrow not onlie is the said office in

the yeirlie comptis thaimf excessivelio tuperexpemlit,

bot thair majesties seruice lyikyis greitlie hinderit/'
Ac. Acts Ja. VI., 1598, Ed. 1814, p. 180.

To SUPEREXPONE, v. a. To expend, or

lay out, over and aliove.

"Anent the—caoss persewtt be Schir Johne Ru-
thirfurde of Tarlane knycht aganis the aldermen,
bailyeia k commite of Abirdene, for the wrangwis de-

tention and withhalding fra him of the soumc of fiftj

merkis,—the qnhilk soume he supertrjionit mare than
the commoune gudis of the said tonne extendit to the
last yens, quhene he was alderman of the said tonne/'
4c. Act. Bom. Cone, A. 1491, p. 230.

Formed from Lat. super, and expon-ere used in a
literal sense, not warranted by classical authority.

.

SUPERFLEW, adj. Superfluous ; Fr. *u-

perjlu, -iir, id.

•' To the fyne that na man of his realms, be occasion
of sleuth, sail vse reiflis on the cuntrc, he send all

SMperflew pepyl to be wageouris to the Brytouia."
Bellcnd. Cron., Fol. 63, b.

•SUPERINTENDENT, s. An office-

bearer in the Church of Scotland, who, for

some time after the Reformation, when
there was a scarcity of fixed pastors, was
appointed to oversee a particular province,

to preach the word, plant churches, ordain

elders, and to take cognisance of the

doctrine and life of ministers, and of the

manners of the people ; being himself sub-

ject to the pastors and ciders of the said

province.

"We have thought good to signifie to your Ho-
nours—how m*uy sujyerintemfents wethinko necessarie,

with their bounds, office, the manner of their election,

and the causes that may deserve deposition from that
charge.—We have thought it a thing most expedient
at this time, that from the whole number of godly and
learned men, now presently in this realm, be selected
ten or twelve (for in so many provinces we have
divided the whole), to whom charge and commamlemcnt
should be given to plant and erect kirkes, to set
order, and appoint ministers as the former order
prescribes," Ac. First Buik of Discipline, c. 6.

Supekintendentrie, s. Tlic province or
district in which a superintendent exercised

his office.

" Maister Robert Pontt commissioner of the super-
bUendentrie of Murray, was presented to the personage
and vicarage of the parish kirk of Burnie, in the diocie

• of Murray—Jan. 13, 1567." Reg. Present Life of
Melville, i. 280, N.
This termination rie, as in Bishopry, is from A.-S.

rice, jurisdictio.

SUPERSAULT, «. The somersault, or

somerset ; Catmaw, svnon.
" His head going down, he loups the supersauU, and

bis buttocks light hard beside me, with all his four
feet to the lift/' Melville MS. Mem., p. 184.

Fr. soubresauU, id.

ibid. p. 84.

To SUPIR, Sypyu, v. n. To sigh.

My spruit supirs and sichs maUt sair,

Quhen I renient me euer mair.

Burets PUgr., Watson's Coll, U. 48.

Svpyring, qohils wyring
sly tender bodie to.

Fr. souspir-er, soupir-er, id.

SUPPABLE, adj. What may be supped

;

as, " Thai kail ar sae. saut, they're uo

tuppable" S.

[Suppin, part. adj. To he supped, that must

be supped ; as, «tf£j?in-so\vens, S.]

SUPPE, r. a. Errat. for suppedite, supply,

maintain.

"And ordinis our sourane lordis lettrez to be direct

to kepe A suppe the said Johno yongare tharintill."

Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1489, p. 136.

It seems probable that this is an errat. for suppedite,

i.e., supply, or maintain ; especially as the occurs

twice, miswritten in the first instance for dite.

To SUPPEDIT, r. a. To supply ; Lat. sup-

pedit~o.

" Bot yit no man suld [decist fra ane gude purpose

quhou bcit that detractione bo armit vitht inuy reddv

to suppedit A tyl impung ane verteo' verk." CompL
8., p. 18, 19.

[SUPPLE, Supplie, *. Support, reinforce-

ment, Barbour, xiii. 225 (rubric) Camb.,

MS.]

To SUPPLIE, v. a. To supplicate; Fr.

suppli-er.

"The said Mr. Robert [Montgomerie]—hes maisi

humblie suppliit to tak consideratioun of his petious

complaint, " Ac. Acts Ja. VI., 1584, Ed. 1814, p. 212.

[Supplicant, s. A person in great distress,

one who is an object of pity, Banffs.]

SUPPOIS, Suppose, conj. Although, S.

Eurill fas said is) has this iooell hint,

About his sydis it brasin, or he styut

;

Bot all for nocht, suppois the gold dyd glete.

Doug. vtrgii, 2S9, 13L

"In the year 1788 I saw the same use of Sup/utse

for Though, in a letter written by a Scotch officer at

Guernsey, to my most lamented and dear friend, the

late Lieutenant General James Murray.

—

"I feel exceedingly for Lord W. M., suppose I bars
not the honour of being personally acquainted with
him."

*'I believe that the use of this word Suppose for

Though is still common in Scotland." Tooke's Divers.

Purley, i. 188.

SUPPOIST, Suppost, «. 1. A supporter,

an abettor.

"Save your persone by wisdome, strenthen your-

self againis force, and the Almychtie God assist yow
in bothe ane and the uther, and oppin your evis,

understanding, to sic and perccave the craft of Satban
and his svppoutth" Lett D. of Chatelherault, Knox s

Hist., p. 171.

Fr. tuppost, a deputy, one that is put in the room of

another. Hcnco the phrase, Un suppost de dhbU, a

limme of the devil, Cotgr.
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2. A scholar in a college.

"In tho first Colledgc, which is the entry of

the University, there be four clauses or sieges ; the

first to the new Supports, shall be only of Dialeetick."

—First Buik of Discipline, c. 7, 1 7, id. Spotswood,

p. 447.
L. B. supposition, id. V. Du Cange.

SXJPi*OV4lLLER,«. A supporter. "Lele
helps, consanu™, aupponaillera & fur-
therers;" Chart, at Panmure, A. 1391,
Aberd. Reg.

To SUPPONE, v. a. and n. To suppose ;

to expect, to hope. Lat. auppon-ere.

"Wpoun the morne, the chancellour happened
better nor any man supponed.n Pitscottie's Cron., p.

" Daylie amitie and freindschip increased,—that all

men supported the samo to endure for evir vnbrokin."
Pitscottie's Cron., i. 15.

Supponand, part. pr. as a conj. Supposing,
although.

"The said contracte oblissis the merchandis—to
cum with thar schippis and gudis to the havin and
port of Middelbnrgh, vnder the pane of tynsall of thar
schippis and all thar gudis, supponaud be storme of
wedire, or truble of weiremen, the saidis schippis be
aventure may he drevin or chasit to ythir portis."
ActsJa. V., 1526, Ed. 1814, p. 314.

To SUPPOSE, i?. a. To put any thing into

the place belonging to another, in a sup-
positious manner.
. "As to the history of the Church, ascribed commonly
to him [Knox], the same was not his work, but his
name supposed to gain it credit" Spotswood, p. 287.

Fr. suppos-er, to suborn, to forge.

[Suppose, imper. as a conj. Although. V.
Suppois.]

SUPPOWALL, Suppowale, *. Support.
He wyst rycht weill,with owtyn wer,
That thai rycht ner suppotcallhsA.

Barbour, xvi. Ill, Ma
Mr. Macpheraon refers to O. Fr. apuyal.

To Suppowell, v. a. To support.
" Fore mv service in maner as I hase before writyn,

that yhe will vouchesauf tyll help me, and sunpouxlt
me tyll ffete amendes of the wrangs and the dcfowle
that ys done me." Lett. Geo. Dunbar E. of March to
Hen. IV., A. 1400. Pinkerton's Hist Scot, i. 449.

To SUPPRISE, v. a. To suppress, to bear
down.

Supprisct with a surget, he beris hit in sable.

Sir Oawan and Sir Gal, i. 24.

Suppriss, 8. Oppression, violence.

Our all the toune rewlyng in thair awne wiss,

Till mony Scot thai did mil gret suppriss.

WaQace, ii 26, Ma
O. Fr. souspris is rendered, impot extraordinaire

;

Gl. Roquefort But both this and the v. may be from
Fr. supprim-er> to suppress ; part sttppris.

[To SUPPRISE, Suppriss, v. a. To sur-

prise ; part. pa. auppruit, taken unawares,
IJarbour,. vi. 37, xviii. 426.]

SUPRASCRYVED, part.pa. superscribed.

—" Together with ane warrand suprascryved be our
said soveraine lord," &c. Acts Cha. I., Ed. 1814, V.
577.

[SURCHARGE, 8. Additional load, Bar-
bour, xvi. 458, Camb. MS. ; Edin. MS. has
aoiorcharge.]

SURCOAT, *. An under-waistcoat, S.

ThU is sntirely different from the signification of the
term in K.

In the days they call'd yore, gin auld fouks had but won
To a surcoat hough-side for the winning o't,

Of coat raips well cut by the cast of their bun,
They never sought mair of the spinning o't

Song, Boss's Helenore, p. 137.

Sarhet seems used in the same sense. V. Gash, adj.

It is a word of ancient use, and originally the same
with the E. term. Knyghton mentions sorcotium, A.
1206. Sibi fecit vestcs, tunicam, sorcotium, et manteli-

ana. Vestif species, says Du Cange, Italis soredtta,
Gal. sarcot, vel surcot, itad ieta forte quod Cotto
superadderetur. Also in L. B. surcot-ium, surchot-us,
syrcotum.

Verelius, however, claims this as a northern term

;

deducing the Ital. name from Isl. syrkotfodr, pcllis
tunicae extcriori nobilium superinducta. Inde Ital.
Soreotto : Tunica exterior, quae coltue, super inducitur.
V. Aug. Ferr. (i.e., Ferrarius), in Cotta.
He views the term as compounded of Syr or Sir,

dominus, cotta, tunica, and jod-r, vagina; q. "the
case "or " covering thrown over the coat of a noble-
man." This, it appears, was anciently some kind of
akin. V. Ind. Scytho-Scand., p. 251.

SURFET, adj. 1. Extravagant, immoderately
higli in price.

"Be that way thay mycht eschew sur/et expensis,
hauand decision of thair actionis with esy proccs be
thair superior." Bellend. Cron., B. xiii. c. 5.

2. Superabundant, extraordinary.

"The Inglismen has hade this somer bygane, and
traistis to naif this somer to cum, sur/et coist and
travelL" Acts Ja. IL, A. 1456, Ed. 1814, p. 45.

3. Oppressive in operation.

" The pepill—war movit aganis him—for the surfttt
spending of thare laubouris, ithandlie in his erandis
and biggingis." Bellend. T. Li v., p. 99.

4. Excessive in any respect ; as, in regard to

violence or severity.

" The earle of Douglas spcciall freindis,—being wext
and irked so long be frequent hirschipis, and surfeit
roadis [inroads],—gave counsell to thair chcifo to leive
and desist from his seditious disobedience." Pitscottie's
Cron., p. 111.

From Fr. surfaire, to overprize, to hold at an over-
dear rate, Cotgr.

[SURGENARE, Surriginare, a. A sur-
geon.]

" Ratifijs—the yerlie fee and pensioune grantit &
gevin be oure souerane lorde to his seruande George
Leithe his surriginare of his casualitie for all the dais
of his life." Acts Ja. V., 1526, Ed. 1814, p. 320.

[O. Fr. surgien, contr. of chirurgien.]
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Suroknary, 8. The profession of a surgeon.

••We consent and grant the samen to the forsaids

crafts of turoenary and Barbara, and to their aucccs-

tors." Seal of Cauae, Edin. A. 1505, p. 59.

SURGET, 8. [An upstart, a rebel ; Fr.

$urgir, L. surgere; or, more probably an

errat. for sujet, a subject.]

Thel shullen dye on a day, the doughty bvdeoe ;

Suppriset with a surget, he bens hit in sable,

With a sauter engrcled, of silver full fhene.

Sir Oaxoan ami Sir Gal., i. 24.

This aeema to denote aome emblem in heraldry.

The phraae. supprUet with a surget, may refer to

the celebrated Arthur's being suppressed by the infi-

delity of Guencvir his wife, who joined with hia nephew

Mordred, by whom ahe waa debauched. O. Fr. surget,

iurdite, femme debauchee.

• SURLY, adj. Rough, boisterous, stormy, S.

Thia appears to be merely a figurative use of the E.

word, not supported by other kindred dialects.

SURNOWME, Surnowne, s. Surname;

Fr. surnom.
Abowte that tyde swue it wes tald,

That Roxburgh suM be gyvyn til hald

Til a mychty gret Barowne,

That of Graystok had sumoione.
Wyntown, ix. S. 40.

SURPECLAITIIE, s. A surplice.

"If surveclailhes, cornett cap and tippett hes bein

badges of idolaters in the verie act of their idolatrie,

qnhat hea the preacher of chriatian libertic, and the

oppin rebuker of all supcrstitioun to doe with the dregs

of that Romish beaat
!
" Gen. Aasembly, A. 1566,

Keith's Hiat., p. 565.

Fr. surplU, from L. B. sui>erpellic-ium, id. But
surpeclaithe has been formed, as if cfaithe or cloth con-

stituted the latter part of the word ; as in Bclg. it is

denominated koorlleed, from boor, a quire, q. a quire-

cloth.

SURPLES, 8. Apparently the same as E.

Surplice ; as Chaucer writes surplis.

•• Item, the surples of the robe rial " Regalia Scotiae,

p. 11.

• To SURPRISE, v. n. To be surprised, to

wonder, Aberd.

SURRIGIXARE, 8. Y. Surgexarte.

SURS, *. A hasty rising, or flight upwards.

He semyt porturit pantand for the liete,

Quham with ane surs swiftly Jouii squyare

Claucht in hys clewis, and bare vp in the are.

Doug. Virgil , 136, 12.

Sursante, rising, ia naed by R. Brunne, p. 337.

Sursante he tham mette, ala thci fro kirke cam.

From Lat. surg-o, surc-um, to rise. V. Soitrse.

To SUSH, v. a. To beat, to flog, Ayrs.

Perhaps originally the aame with Swtis*, to beat up,

q. . ; or corrupted from the E. v. to Sirilcji.

SUSH, Susiiin, 8. A rushing sound, applied

to the wind, S.

Dan. vindens susen, fremitus venti prorucntis

;

Haldoraon, vo. Thytr. Suuser, to murmur, to buz, to

hiss, to whistle ; suusen, suusuing, a munnur, a buzzing

VOL. IV.

or humming noise. Teut. snys-en, aibilarc ; suysinghe,

levis aura, aummiaanm murmur. Gael. riusau, a hum-

ming or buzzing noiae.

To SUSHIE, v. n. To shrink, W. Loth.

Apparently from the aame source with Sussy, q. .
Fr. soucier, •' to infect witli carke," Cotgr.

SUSKIT, adj. Much worn, threadbare; a

term applied to clothes, S. B.

SUSPEK, part. adj. Suspected. " Ony sum-

pek place" any suspected place; Aberd.

Reg.

SUSSIE, Sussy, 8. 1. Care, anxiety, trouble,

. S.

Quhat sussy, cure, and strange yma^rning ?

' Doug, Virgil, ProL w, 53.

•• My Lord of Angus took little sussie at the same,

but guided and ruled the King as he pleased." Pit-

scottie, p. 133.

2. Hesitation, Gl. Ross.

But an* my new rock were anes cutted an* dry,

111 a' Maggie's care an' her cantraps defy,

Ross's Rock and Wee Piclde Tow.

An' but ony sussie the spinning 1 11 try,

An' ye's a* hear o' the beginning o't

Fr. souci, id. which Menage, with great probability,

derives from Lat. solicitum. Arm. sourci, and Su.-G.

III. syssla, cura, have some resemblance.

To Sussie, Sussy. 1. As a v. a., to trouble;

Iwadna sussie mysell, I would not put myself

to the trouble, Aberd.

2. As a v. n.y
to be careful, to care.

Thay sussy nocht for schame.

Nor castis nocht quhat cumis syne.

Scott, Chron. A P. ul 146.

Bakbytars ay be brutis will blaspheme you.—

And, walde ye ward yow upe betwene tua wais,

Yit so ye sail not frome thair sayings save yow.

Bot, gif thai see ye sussie of thair sais,

Blasoue thai will, how ever ye behave yow.
Maitland Poems, p. 157.

The v., bearing thia sense, if not still retained, was in

use not long ago in Loth.
" Scot. Bor. say, / sutsy not, i.e., I care not. Rudd.

Sussie, adj. Careful, attentive to.

[SUSSLIN, *. A small Danish coin once

current in Shetland.]

[SUSSNIN, s. The smallest quantity,

Banffs.]

SUSTER, s. Sister, Aberd. Reg. A.-S.

$wu8ter
9
Teui.8U8ter9

Moes.-G . suistar, Alem.

suester, Su.-G. syster, id. (y pron. ti.)

SUTE, adj. Sweet, pleasant ; Wyntown.

Sw. Bclg. soct, id.

SUTE, s. A company of hunters.

Quhen that the range and the fade on brede

Dynnys throw the erauis, sercheing the woddis wyd,

And sutis set the glen, ou euery syde,

I sail apoun thame ane myrk schoure doun skate.

Doug. Virgil, 103, 5i.

L3
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Fr. suite, a chace, pursuit ; the train of a great

person; Su.-G. swet, comitatus, Isl. sweit, millturn

coagregatio.

8UTE, a. Perspiration, sweat.

•'Ala tone as his goune wes dicht fra sute and duste,

•f Dower he ciothit him tharewith." Bellend. T. Liv.,

p. »4. Lat. sudore. Isl. sue it, id.

SUTE HATE, Barbour, xiii. 454, Edit. Pink.

[Errat. for Fute Hate, q. v.]

[SUTELL, adj. Subtle, Barbour, xix. 32.]

[Sutelte, «. Subtle device, Ibid., i. 177.]

SUTH, s. Truth, verity, E. 8ooth.

And, giff I the suth sail say,

He wes fulfillit off bounte
Barbour, yii. 694, Ed. 1820.

A.-S. soth, Veritas.

[Suth, adj. True, Barbour, i. 9, 5, 609.]

Suthfast, adj. True, [abiding.]

Than suld storys that suthfast wer,
And thai war said on gud maner,
Hawe doublll pleasance in heryng.

Barbour, I 3, MS.

Q.E. "Sothfast. Ver*x.—Sotheness or Sothefastnesse.

Veritas. Veracitaa." Prompt. Parv. A.-S. soth/aest,

id.

[Suthfastly, adi\ Truly, Barbour, iv. 328.]

Suthfastnes, 8. Truth.

The fyrst plesance is the carping,

And the tothir the suthfastnes,

That schawys the thing rycht as it wes.
Barbour, L 7, Ma

Chancer, sothfastness, id.

[Suthly, adv. Truly, verily, Barbour, vi.

32.]

SUTHROUN, 8. A collective term for those

who belong to the English nation.

For suthroun ar full sutaille euirilk man.
Wallace, I 27&

V. Sodboun.

[SUTSHKEN, a. A near relative ; also, all

the brothers and sisters of a family, Shetl.

Sw. syskon, id.]

8UTTEN on, part. adj. Stunted in growth,

Ettr. For. A.-S. on-*itt-an, insidere, incum-

bers ; q. having sat down so as to make no

further progress.

SUten is often used by itself in the same sense;

SsUem4ike, having the appearance of being stunted

;

mad I think also kitten-down, 8.

[SUTTIE-RONAMUS, 8. A dirty, sooty-

looking woman, Shetl.]

SUWEN, 3 pi. v. Attend, wait on.

With solas thei aemble, the prnddest in palle,

And suwen to the soveraine, within schaghes schene.

Sir Oawan ana Sir Gal., i. 6.

Fr. sut9»re, to follow, 3 p. pi. suivent.

SWA, Sway, conj. adv. So. V. Sa, Sua, Als.

Swaoat, Swaoatis, adv. So, in such wise.

He reskewyt all the tiearis,

And styntyt swagat the chassaris,

That nane durst owt off batall chass.

Barbour, lit 52. Ma
From A.-S. swa so, and gat a way.

[SWAAK, adj. Too high, top heavy, heavy,

Shetl. Dan. svoer, heavy.]

[SWAAK, 8. Darkness ; as, a The swaar o'

the dim," the middle of the night, Shetl.

Dan. 8vart9
dark, black.]

SWAB, 8. The husk of the pea ;
pease swabs,

Dumfr. V. Swap, Swaup, Whaup.
This must be an old E. word, as Phillips explains it

" a bean-cod." O. Teut. schabbe, operculum.

SWAB, 8. - A loose idle fellow. "A drucken
8toab

n
is a phrase very common, lloxb.

Su.-G. and E. swab, (a mop for cleaning floors,) used
metaphorically ; q. one who sucks up liquor like a
mop ; synon. with Spunge, Sand-bed, ic.

[To Swab, v. n. To go about in a loose,

idle manner, BanfFs.]

SWABIE, s. The Great black and white

Gull, Shetl. Swartback synon.

"Larus Marinus (Lin. syst.) Sioabie, Bawnie, Swart"
back, Great black and white Gull." Edmonston's
ZetL, ii. 256.

"The water-fowl took to wing in eddying and
confused wheel, answering the echoes with a thousand
varying screams, from the deep note of the swabie or

swartback, to the querulous cry of the tirracke and
kitteiwake." The Pirate, i. 227.

Probably a fondling sort of term from Swartback.

SWABBLE, *. A supple rod ; also, a tall

thin person, one who is not thick in propor-

tion to his height, Ettr. For., Upp. Clydes.

"I heard Davie o' Craik saying to his brother,
* Take care o' that lang swabble Charlie, and keep by
his side.'" Perils of Man, ii. 243.

To Swable, Swabble, v. a. "To beat

with a long stick ;" Gl. Sibb., Roxb., S.O.

Swablin, part. pr.

Here some resort the night before,

Where sheep, pent up, are bleetin ;

And herds exert their muirland lore,

Wi' swablin.' sticks a' sweat in*.

St. BoswdVs Fair, A. Scott's Poems, p. 54.

In Tweedd. Swabble is understood as strictly sig-

nifying to beat with a supple stick. It is also ezpL

"to beat with a leathern belt/' Koxb.

Swabblin', 8. " A gude swabbliri," a hearty

drubbing, ibid.

Swabblin'-stick. A cudgel, ibid.

Dan. swoebe, a whip, a scourge ; Teut. •weepe id.

;

$weep*n, flagellare; A.-S. swtbb-an, yerrere, flagellare,

Benson. Su.-G. swaefw-a, motitari, librari ; Germ.
schweb-en, id.

SWACK, adj. 1. Limber, pliant, S.

"8. swack, Le., supple, flexible ;" Rudd. vo. Swik

Twill mak ye supple, swack, and young.
Ferguson's Poems, u. 4c
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n
\

She was swift and ftouple like a rae ;

Snack like an eel, and calour like a trout

;

And she become a fairly round about
Boss's Helenore, p. 16.

V. Qavcu.

2. Clever, active, nimble, S.B.

It seems to be used in this sense in Ross's Helenore,
First Edit, p. 10.

Her cherry cheeks you might bleed with a strae,

8yae she was swok an* souple like a rae.

3. Weak, not stout ; as a slight bar of iron,

or piece of wood, Loth.

This is merely a slight obliquity from the primary
•esse. An object is said to be weak, from this idea

being suggested by its flexibility.

Teat, swack, wack, lentus, quod facile flectitur, flex-

flis. As wack is synon. with sicack, it seems the radi-

cal term ; A.-S. wac, lentus, flexibilis ; Su.-G. Germ.
wig, alacer, agilis, Isl. vig-ur, id. Isl. siceigia, incurvare,

andTent, snack-en, vibrare, are probably from this root.

Swack, *. [1. A stroke or blow with any-

thing pliant ; also, the sound made by it,

Clydes.]

2. A gust, a severe blast; as, a swack of
wind, Ettr. For.

This is distinguished from a Sob, which denotes a
lower gust, or a blast that is less severe than a Swack,
ibid. It may be allied to Teut. swack-en, vibrare, or

IsL swaek-a, mquietus esse, sicack, turba, motus. A.-S.

sweg-an, signifies intouare, "to thunder, to make a
rambling noise ;" Somner.

To Swack, v. a. and n. [1. To beat with
anything pliant, to thrash, Clydes.]

2. To blow suddenly and severely, S.

To Swacken, v. a. and n. 1. To make
supple or pliant ; also, to become so,

AbenL, Meams.
WT that her joints began to ticaclcn,

Awa' she scour'd like only maukin.
Beattie's John o* Arnha, p. 28.

[2. To beat or thrash with great severity,

Banff's.]

Tent, twack-en, debilitare, et debilitari. V. the adj.

Swackixg, adj. Clever, active, Dumfr.
V. Swack, adj.

SWACK, 8. 1. A large quantity, a collection

(congeries), a share, S. V. Sweo.
—There baith man, and wife, and wean.
Are stesh'd while they dow stand their lane,

For a' the langboard now does grane
Wi* swacks o* kale. The liar at Rig, st 137.

2. A large draught of liquor, Banffs. synon.
SuxmgtTy Scoup, Waucht, Sweig.

Swack, adj. Abundant, S.

"Swack, plenty and good ;" Gall. Enc.

To Swack, v. a. To drink deep, or with
haste ; to drink greedily, to swill, Ayrs.

—Ithers lend an unco haun
At swackin' owre the liquid brawn.

Picken's Poems, 1788, p. 15.

" Swack, to drink deep, or with haste ;" Gl. Picken.
E. swig, id. Isl. siug-a, sorbere ; Su.-G. svg-a,

sngere. Brawn, in this passage, must be meant for

brown, as applied to ale.

Swackixg, adj. Of a large size, S.

"Swacktng nout, fat large animals ;" GalL Enc.

SWAD, a. A soldier, a cant term, S.

—True it is that they may mell yen,

Or for a swad* or sailor sell you,
In time o' weir.

Taylor's & Poems, p. 170.

•"Asoldier,"N.
"Suxul, or stoadkin, a soldier. CanL" Grose's

Class. Diet.

SWADGE. V. Swage.

SWADRIK, ». Sweden.
Swadrik, Denmark, and Norraway,
Nor in the Steiddis I dar nocht ga.

Inttri. Droichis, Bannatyne Poems, p. 176.

Sw. Swerike, contr. from Sicca rike, i.e., the kingdom
of the Sujonea. V. Swiar, Hire.

SWAG, a. A large draught of any liquid, S.

This is evidently from the same origin with the E. t.

to Swig, "to drink by large draughts." V. Swack, e.

SWAG, a. 1. Motion, Roxb., Gall.

2. Inclination from the perpendicular, S.

3. It sometimes denotes a leaning to ; as, "a
swag in politics,

99
S.

4. A festoon, used for an ornament to beds,

&c, Loth. ; q. what hangs loose, as allied

to Teut. swack, flexilis.

To Swag, v. n. To move backwards and for-

wards, ibid.

" Swag, to swing ; stcagging, swinging ; " GalL Enc
IsL swak, fluctus lenis ; swakar ad, ingruit ; G. Andr.

Swack, turba, motus, swack-a, inquictus esae ; Haldor-

son. Sug-ur, acstus maris, mare aestnana, G. Andr.

To Swagger, v. n. To stagger, to feel

as if intoxicated, Moray. It is not known
in the sense given in E.

Teut. swock-en, ribrare ; IsL siccig-ia, flectere, cox-

Tare.

Swaggie, 8. The act of swinging, or the

game of Meritot in E., Roxb.

"At swaggie, waggie, or shouggie-shou." Urquhart's
Rabelais, B. I., p. 96.

rSWAGAT, adv. So. V. under Swa.]

To SWAGE, Swadge, v. a. To quiet, to

still ; to retain.

The fierceling* race her did so hetly cadge,
Her stanimack cud na sic raw vittals swage.

Ross's Helcnort, p. 56.

Apparently abbreriated from E. Assuage.

SWAGERS, s. pi. Men married to sisters,

Shetl.

Moes.-G. suaihro* A.-S. sweger, Alem. #ireAitr,Sa.-G.

swoger, swaer, Ac. socer, properly a father in law.

But it appears to have been afterwards used with

greater latitude.
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SWAIF, v.

Receive, and swaif, and half, iugraif it here.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 201.

" Probably kiss, receive cordially," Lord Hailes. It
may rather signify, •• ponder this bill or poem; which
I have written for your use;" Sa.-G. sicaefw-a, Isl.

$wt\f-a, to be poised (librari) ; also, to hover, to fluctu-
ate. But the first sense is preferable.

SWAIF, Suaif, 9. A kiss.

Adew the fragrant balmie suaift
And lamp of ladies lustiest

!

My faithful hairt scho sail it naif,

To byd with hir it luvis best
Scott, Chron. & P., Hi. 167.

SWAILSH, s. A part of a mountain that
slopes much, or any part ou the face of a
hill which is not so steep as the rest, Ettr.
For.

It seems very doubtful if it be allied toSu.-G. stcalg,
IsL swtlgur, abyssus, barathrum. I would rather
Tiew it as comp. of Isl. swin, curvatura, or sweig-ia,
Dan. fwtue, curvare, and hah, collurn (a term used by
itself in S. to denote a defile, or narrow passage be-
tween hills); q. sweighaU or swejhals, "the bending
nock of a mountain." It may be added, that Isl. stvade
also swnda, is thus defined by Haldorson ; Continui
rupisdeclivitas.
This seems to correspond with the term Corrie, used

in that part of the country that was under the dominion
of the Celts.

SWAINE, s. The country of Sweden.
" And becans the souldiours of baith pairties hade

Da farder actioun at hame, the capitancs receauit thair
bands haill, and sowme of thaime past in Swaine, some
in Flaunderis, quhair they behavit themselues vali-
auntlv." Hist James the Sext, p. 237.
This designation of the country corresponds with

that given it by the Swedes themselves. They call it

. 8wea and Stria, and an inhabitant Sweusk. Isl. Suia
9 Kongver, rex Sueciae. In A.-S. the Swedas are
generally denominated Sneon, and their country Sueon-
land. As the Swedish territories were by ancient
writers called Suithiod, q. the people, or kingdom, of
the Sniones ; Ihre supposes that, from this designation,
the Greeks formed the name of Scythia.

SWAIP, adj. Slanting, Ettr. For.
IsL sweip-a, involvere, ftnW, subito se vertere.

This word, however, seems of the same family with.
8wtpe, v., q. T.

SWAIPELT, 8. A piece of wood like the
head of a crosier put loosely round the fet-

lock joint of the foreleg of a horse, when
turned out to graze, in order to impede his

progress, Koxb.
Perhaps from Swipe, v., to strike in a semicircular

mode ; unless we could view it q. sway-pelt, what gives
%pelt or blow from its swinging motion.

SWAISH, Swesh, adj. A term applied to

the face, implying fullness, with tire idea
of suavity and benignity, South of S.
This, at first view, from its including the idea of

fullness, might seem to be the same with Swash, q. v.
But, from what is considered as the predominant idea,
I imagine that it should be traced to A.-S. swaes, swes,
" suavis, blandus, comis ; pleasing, sweet, delectable,

alluring, courteous," (Somncr); swaeslice, blande,
benigne ; a*ne*nes, benignitas, Lye ; Alem. trios, suazzi,
dulcis, suavis.

SWAITS, *. New ale or wort, S. swats.

Now drink tbay milk and smut* in staid of till,

And glaitl to get peis breid and wattir cailL

Lament L. Scot,, F. 5. b.

8he ne'er gae in a lawin fause,

Nor kept dow'd tip within Iter waws,
But reaming stoats.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 229.
A.-& swate ale, beer.

To SWAK, Swake, v. a. 1. To throw, to
cast with force. [Auother form of Swap.]

The entrellis eik fer in the fludes brake
In your reuerence I sail flyng and strake.

Doug. Virgil, 135, 80.

Ntnir sa swiftlie quhidderaad the stane flaw,
SwakUi from the ingyne vnto the wall

Ibid. 446, 47.

2. To strike, S.

Prob,, allied to Teut. sicack-en, vibrare ; as persons
are wont to poise, and sometimes to brandish, a missile
weapon, before it is thrown.

Teut. swick denotes a lash, to which sense 2 agrees,
from swkk-en, synon. with swack-en, vibrare ; Su.-G.
sweg, which has the same signification, is deduced from
IsL swtig-ia.

Swak, Swake, 8. 1. A throw, Rudd.

2. A stroke
; properly a hasty and smart blow.

That man hald fast his awyn swerd
In-til his neve, and wv thrawand
He pressit bym, noucht agayue standand
That he wes pressit to the erd,
And wyth a stroke thare of his swerd
Khrow] the sterap lethir and the bute

ire ply or four, a-bove the fute
He straik the Lyndesay to the bane.

WynUncn, ix. 14, 66.

•• Blow with a sudden turn ; Isl. sueig-r, bend, curve."
GL Wynt.

3. A violent dash, as that of waves.
Hie as ane hill the jaw of the watter brak,
And in ane bepe come on them with a swak.

Doug. Virgil, 16, 25.

4. Metaph. a little while.

He had slummerit bot an steak,
Quhen the fvrst silence of the quyet nvcht
His mvddell cours and cyrkyl run had rycht,
Pronokyng folk of the fyrst slepe awaik.

Doug. VirgU, 256. 88.

"So Scot, we say, ril be with you with a rap, and
with a clap [more, commonly in a rap, 4c] anJ Scot.
Bor. in a wearing: and so our author uses frequently
the word throw;'* Rudd.

To Swak atcay, v. n. To decay, to consume,
to waste.

Yet deid sail tak him be the bak,
And gar him cry, AUsee (

Than sail be swak away with lak.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 182, st. 2.

Lord Hailes thinks that there is an "allusion to
the oscillatory motion, remarkable when great loads
are carried on men's shoulders. " But as the person is

described as in the hands of Deid or Death, the lang-
uage docs not seem expressive of motion, but to decay.
Dan. sicackk-er, to waste ; Teut. sicack-en, Germ.
schwach-en, to become weak, to fail; Teut. sioack,

feeble, languid, enervated.
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SWAK, *. Wallace, vii. 1043, Edit. Perth.

V. Snuk.

SWALD, Swale, part. pa. Swelled ; fat,

plump, S.

"It is a warld's pity to see how these rings are

pinching the puir creature's swald fingers." The
Private, i. 178.

To feding and to dant thare sleyk sicales tedis,

Thar han it, quhil thay leuit here on lyfTe,

Doug. Virgil, 187, 54.

It is also used by Chaucer.

To SWALL, Swally, v. a. To devour, to

swallow.

Sum swallis suan, sum stoallis duik,

And I stand fastand in a nuik,

Quhil the effec of all thay fang thame.
Dunbar, MaiHand Poems, p. 104.

"The deuil our ennymve—gangis about lyk ane
ramping lyon seikand quhom he may deuoir and
swally* Abp. Hamiltoun's Catcchisme, Fol. 159, a.

Su.-G. swaelg-a, A.-S. steelg-an, Teut. swetgh-en, id.

• SWALLOW, *. Iii Teviotd., this harmless

and almost domestic bird is reckoned un-

cannie, and supposed to have a drap o' the

deiCs bluid. It is also believed that if

young swallows be deprived of their eyes,

they will soon have them restored, for " the

de'il is kind to his ain," Teviotd.

SWALME, a. A tumor, an excrescence.

I sail the venum avoyd with ane vent large
;

And me assuage of that swalme, that suellit was grcit
Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 50.

A.-S. steam, Teut. sicamme, Germ, schioam, tuber,

fungus ; Moes-O. ttwamms, spongia.

SWAM, *. A large quantity ; as " a swam o
f

claise," a great assortment of clothes, Up.
Clydes.

Corr. perhaps from Teut somme, L.B. sauma, onus,
sarcina.

[SWAM, *. A swoon or faint, Shetl. Dan.
tvaa, feeble.]

[SWAMBLE, s. Disagreement; a wordy
quarrel, Shetl.]

SWAMP, adj. 1. Thin, not gross, slender, S.

2. Not swelled, S. Lincolns. svnon. clung.

Swamp is opposed to hoven. I'he belly is

said to be swamp, after long fasting.

" An animal is said to be swamped, when it seems
clung, or ctinket, or thin in the belly ;" Gall. Enc.
Swamp, slender. Gl. Picken. [Swank, Ayrs.]

Swampie, adj. A tall thin fellow, Dumfr.
Allied perhaps to Su.-G. sivang-er, Isl. swang-r,

hungry ; esuriens, qui vacua ilia habct, Ihre. Sweingd,
fames.

•SWAMPED,part. adj. Metaph., imprisoned;

a gypsy word, S. A.

SWANDER, Swaundeu, 8. An apoplectic

giddiuess, which seizes one on any sudden

emergency or surprise, Fife.

To Swander, Swaunder, v. n. 1. To fall

into a wavering or insensible state, ibid.

2. To want resolution or determination, ibid.

Su.-G. stcind-a, swinn-a, anciently foernwattul-a,

deticere, tabesccre, eranescere ; whence foer*wander,

tabescit; A.-S. swind-an, tabescc-re ; Germ. *ehwtincrn,

diminuero, facer© ut deficiat, nchwind-en, to pine, to

languish, E. swoon is obviously from a common origin.

Goth, man, denoting defect, is viewed as the root.

SWANE, Swayn, s. 1. A young man, as E.

swain.

2. A man of inferior rank, [a peasant.]

Sweyngeouris and skuryvagis, swankys and swanys.

Gems na cure to cun craft.

Doug. Virgil, 238. q. 21

A.-S. swan,'0. Dan. IsL stceht, Su.-G. siren, Juvenis

;

servus.

SWANGE, 8. Prob., the groin.

The swerd swapped on his stcange, and on the mayle slik.

Sir Qawin and Sir Gal., u. 22.

Perhaps the groin ; Su.-G. sicange, ilia. V. Ihre vo.

Swanger: or some part of the annour that moved round

;

Germ.*cAtr«iii//,motu8rotantis,Su.-G.«rawi«/-a,motitare.

SWANK, adj. 1. Thin, slender. It par-

ticularly denotes one who is thin in the belly,

as opposed to a corpulent person, S.

2. It often conveys the idea of limber, pliant,

agile, S.

In this sense Fergusson speaks of fallows,

Mair hardy, sou pie, steeve, an' swank,
Than ever stood on Tammy's shank.

Poems, ii. 78.

"Sleeve and stcank, firm and agile,
1
' GI. Morisou's

Poems. Hence,
It is improperly expL "stately, jolly," Gl. Burns.

Thou ance was i' the foremost rank,
A filly buirdly, steeve and swank.

Burns, iii. 141.

Dan. swang, lean, meagre, thin ; also, hungry. V.
Swamp. Genii, schwank, agilis, mobili*, quou dicitor
de gracili et macilento, quia caeteris alacrius movetur,
Wachter ; from sweng-en, to move quickly, whence
schwank-en, motitare. The words of this form may be
all traced to Swack. This seems to suggest the most
natural etymon of Stcanky, s. q. v.

Swank, Swanky, s. A clever or active
young fellow, S.

His cousin was a bierly swank,
A derf young man, hecht Rob.—

Christmas Ba'ing, Skinner's Misc. Poet, p., 128.

Doug, uses the term. V. Swane.
Like bumbees bizzing fr.ie a bike,
Whau hirds their riggings tirr

;

The sicankies lap thnruiire and syke,
Wow as their heads did birr

!

Skinner*s Miscellaneous Poetry, p. 123.

A. Bor. •• Swanky, a strapping young country-man ;"

Gl. Brockett.
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Swanking, part. adj.

of S.

Supple, active, South

" I lived on hia land when I was a swanking young
ehield, and could hae blaun the trumpet wi' ony body,

for I had wind eneugh then." Bride of Lammermoor,
ii. 244.

Swanky, adj. 1. [Lean, lank, hungry.]

Sweir swapit, swanky swvnt, kepar ay for swats.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 64, st 11.

It may signify empty, hungry ; aa Kennedy is com-
pared to a sow still seeking to catch wort. V. Swamp
and Swank.

2. Swanky is applied to a person who is tall,

but not fillea up ; lank, Fife.

SWANKYN, part. pa. [Swelled, hoved up.]

—The halkit hoglyn
Snelly snattis awankyn.

CoUulbie Suw, F. L t. 166.

Read suaitis for anattii, q. •• keenly labouring at new
ale." V. Swats. Sioankun may be from A. -S. swaenc-

an, laborare, exercere. Isl. swinkad-r, however, sig-

nifies, •• filled like a swine."

To SWANKLE, v. n. A term used to ex-

press the sound emitted from a vessel, when
the liquid which it contains is shaken,

Shetl. ; apparently synon. with S. Clunk.

Tent. swanckeUen, nuture, vacilJare ; a frequentative

from swanck-en, vibrare, quatere ; fluctuare. Su.-O.

twang, motus, swaeng-a, vibrare.

To SWAP, v. a. To exchange, S.

[This term occurs in O. E. in various dialects. V.

flalliwell's Diet.] Dryden uses *wop, id. The learned

and ingenious Callander, in his MS. notes on Ihre, views

it as allied toSu.-G. omswep, ambages, a term also used

in Germ., traduced from A.-S. ymb-swape, id. turnings

and compassings, Somner ; from ymb-swipan, circumire

;

as denoting the circumvention often used in bartering

commodities.
There is a passage in Orkneyinga Saga, ap. Johns.

Antiq. Celto-Scand., which, as it refers to a very

ancient custom among those who wished to cement

their friendship, a custom which stiU prevails when
friends are about to part for a long time, seems also to

point out the origin of this word. Their Qilla-Kristr

pc Kali skiptoz gio/um vid at skilnadi, oc het huor oM-

rum nnntt vinattu fultkominne huar um fundi theirra

baeri $aman. Gilchrist and Kali swaupit gifts when
they were about to separate (skail) from each other,

mutually promising entire friendship wheresoever they

should afterwards meet together. - P. 253.

Instead of IsL skipta, in Su.-O. it is skifl-a, (mu-

tare). E. shift is more immediately allied. But it is

not improbable, that this is also the origin of swap.
" I wad be content to swap the garment for the value

in feathers, or sea otters* skins, or any kind of peltrie."

The Pirate, I 218.

Swap, s. A barter, an exchange, S.

" For the pouther, I e'en changed it with the skip-

kers o* Dutch luggers and French vessels, for gin and

brandy,—a gude swap too, between what cheercth the

aoul of man and that which dingeth it clean out of the

body." Bride of Lammermoor, ii. 294.

To SWAP, v. a. 1. To draw, with the prep.

out.
And thai that held on horss in by
Swappyt owt swerdys sturdyly.**'

Barbour, ii. 863, Ma

[2. To roll tightly round, to gird ; as, " Noo
swap the string hard, au' the splice '11 haud,"

Clydes., Banffs.]

3. To throw with violence.

In hy he gert draw the cleket,

And smertly swappyt out a stane.

Barbour, xvii. 675, MS.

Schir Philip of his desynes
Ourcome : and persawit he wes
Tane, and led suagat with twa :

The tane he sxcappyt sone him fra,

And syne the totnyr in gret hy ;

And drew the suerd deliuerly.

Ibid., xviii. 186, MS.

4. To strike.

This man went doun, and sodanlye he saw,

As to his sycht, dede had him swappyt sncll

;

Syn said to thaim, He has payit at he aw.
Wallace, it 249, MS.

The term in this sense, occurs in Palsgrave. "I
swappe, I stryke ; Je frappe. He swapped mo on the

ahoufder with his hande. B. Hi. F. 381, a.

Teut. sweep-en, flageUare.

Tent, noipa, [sveipa, $vipa] t
raptare ; tioerda swipan,

ibratia gladiomm, i.e., the swapping out of swords

;

Landnamab., p. 409.

Swap, s. A sudden stroke.

With a twap of aswerde that swathel him swykes.
Sir Oawan and Sir OaL, ii 10.

Wap is the modern term, q. v.

This term is still used as denoting a slap, Ettr. For.,

Roxb.
" Whan a thine comes on ye that gato, that's a

dadd.—Then a pailc, that's a swapp, or a skelp like."

Brownie of Bodsbeck, i. 135.
" Pell-mell, swap for swap, was a* that they countit

on." Perils of man, ii. 243.

[Swaf-Tiiak, 8. Thin boards of wood firmly

fastened over a thatched roof, as a girding

for the thatch.
• Item, to the sawaris, for swap-thak sawing to the

aamyn hous [i.e., the werk hous in Edinburgh Castle],

xxx s." Accts. L. H. Treas., i. 310, Dickson.]

SWAP, Swaup, *. 1. The cast, mould, or

lineaments of the countenance ; as, the

swaup of his face, the general cast of his

face, S.
M She is a weel-farr'd settin lass your dochter, very

like her mither, but yet a great swap o' auld uncle

Binky." Saxon and Gael, i. 163.

Isl. swip-r, vultus, swipad-r, vultu similis ; Haldor-

son.

Isl. swip-ur, umbra aiicujus rei vel imago apparens ;

Verel.

2. The husk, [shell or pod] of the pea, while

in a flat state, before the pease are formed,

S. ; [syn. shanp.]

3. Applied to peas in the pod, while in an

immature state, S.

[4. Sicappis, withered grass or herbage ; mere

husks.]
Brayis bair, raif rochis like to fall.

Quhairon na eers nor herbis wer visibill,

Bot swappis Mint with blastis boriall.

Police ofHonour, I 2.
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To Swap, Swaup, v. n. 1. [To form, set, or

shape]; applied to peas and otherleguminous

herbs, when they begin to send forth pods,

S.—" Sow it with pease, which, beginning to stoop, or

to hart pods, plow down, and cover under the far

;

and let it ly in this condition all winter." Maxwell's
8eL Trans., p. 13. V. Siiaup.

2. Metaph. applied to young growing animals

of every description, S.

Swapit, adj. [Formed, inclined : by nature

or instinct.] Sweir-swapit, lazy-moulded,

[i.en born-lazy ; syn. deidsweir.']

- Sweir swapit, swanky swyne, kepar ay for swats.

Dunbar, Evergreen, U..54.

[SWAPPIS. V.Swap,s. *J
SWAPPYT, part. pa. Rolled or huddled to-

gether.

In thair brawnys sone slaid the slcuthfull sleip,

Throuch full gluttre in'swarff smippyt lik swyn.
Wallace, tu. 349, Ma

IsL sweip-at Su.-G. swep-a t involvere.

SWAR, s. A snare.

Wallang, he said, he forthwart in this caos,

In sic a swar we couth nocht get Wallace,
Tak hym or sla ; I promess the be my lvff,

That King Edwart sail mak the Erll of Fytt,

Wallace, u. 878, MS.

Be he entrit, hys hed was in the swar,
Tytt to the bawk hangyt to ded rycht thar.

Ibid. viL 211, Ma
Ye wald ws blynd, sen Scottis ar so nyss ;

Syn pleasand wordis off yow and ladyis fayr,

As ouha suld dryff the byrdis till a swar,
With the small pype, for it most fresche will call.

ibid. viii. 1419, MS.

In the last two places erroneously snar. Edit. Perth ;
In older Edit, snare.

A.-S. syrw-an, tojay snares, and syrwa, a snare, are
evidently allied. But the term, used by the Minstrel,
is more immediately connected with Moes.-U. swer-an,
insidiari ; So Herodianai sicor imma ; Herodias laid

snares for him, Mark vi. 19. The word in the A. -S.

Torsion is syriode.

[SWAR, pret. Swore, Barbour, i. 165.]

SWARCH, Swaroii, (gutt), $. . A rabble-

ment, a tumultuous assembly, S. B.
swargh o* gladsome neibour fock,

That glomin did forgather
bout the. town, to sport, an' joke,
An' rant wi' ane anither, &a

Tarras's Peons, p. 63.
u Swargh, a convention of individuals ; " Ol. ibid.

0. Teut. stcarcke, swercke, nubes, perhaps like E.
cloud, as signifying a crowd, a multitude.

It would seem that Swarrach (q. v.) is allied.

SWARE, Swire, Swyre, s. 1. The neck.

The formest, clepit Diope
In ferme wedlock I sail conione to the
For thi reward, that lilly quhite of swart
With the for to reraane for enennare.

Doug. Virgil, 15, 2L
With Thomlyn Wayr Wallace hym selffhas met,
A felloun strak sadly apon him set,

Throcht hede and swyr all throuch the cost him claifl.

WaUace, ix. 1334, Ma

Swert, Gower, and Kyng of Tars ; swyre, Chaucer
id.

2. A hollow or declination of a mountain or

hill, near the summit, corr. $quair, S.

The soft south of the swyre, and sound of the stremes,

Micht confort any creature of the kyn of Adam.
Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 64.

Mr. Pinkerton renders it hill. But this does not

express the sense.

"This folkis ar in likyng at thare willis,

Thisfland inhabitis vale, mont, and swyre.

Doug. Virgil, 259, 31

Lo, thare the rais rynnyng swift as fyre,

Dreuin from the hichtis brekis out of the swyre.
Ibid. 105, 1L

The prince Enee with al his men
Has enterit in, and passit throw the glen,

And ouer the swyre schawis vp at hU hand ;

Eschape the derne wod, and wyn the euin land.

iWtf.398.a6.
Jugum, Virg.

Hence the designation, the Reid-squair Raid.

At the Reid-Squair the Tryst was set.

But yit, for all his cracking crouse,

Ho rewd the Raid of the Reid-squyre.
Evergreen, ii. 224. 221

Godscroft writes Red Swire, Hist. Doug., p. 339.

"Sir John Forrester warden of the English side,

and Sir John Carmichael of the Scottish, meeting
at a place called the Red Stcyre for redressing some
wrongs that had been committed, it fell out that a Bill

(so they used to speak) was filed upon an Englishman,
for which Carmichael, according to the law of the

borders, required him to be delivered till satisfaction

was made." Spotswood, p. 274.

3. It is used, in a looser sense, to signify the

most level spot between two hills. Loth. " a

steep pass between two mountains," GL.

Sibb.

In winter wedderis baith in wind and rane,

Sum tyme with seiknes sa ourset with pane,

He raid throw montanes, many mose and myre.
In frost and snaw, cjuhen all the folkis ar fane

With double bonattis for to hap thair brane,

Then wes he worsland our ane wondie swyre.

Sege Edinb. Castel, Poems Sixteenth Cent., p. 299.

i.e. , wrestling through a windy defile among moon-
tains.

A.-S. sweor, originally denotes a pillar ; hence,

according to Lye, transferred to the neck. Isl. stcyr,

however, simply signifies the neck. Our term, in its

secondary senses, is confined to the South of S.

To SWARF, SwARTn, v. n. 1. To faint, to

swoon, S. 8warth
9
Ang.

Al pale and bludeles suxtrfis scho rycht thare,

And in the deith closis hir cauld ene.

Doug. Virgil, 394, 51.

She grew tabetless, and swar/t therewith.

Ross*s Hdenote, p. 2&

2. To abate, to become languid ; applied to

inanimate objects.

Mony abade the ebbing of the sand,
Quhill the swarffard wallis abak dyd draw.

Douq. Virgil, 325, 45.

Rocursus tanguentis pclagi, Virg.

Rudd. Tery naturally supposes that it should bo
read swarfana wallis, i.e., failing, retiring waves.
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3. As a v. a., to stupify, Gall.

"The scene dumfoander'd tho wretch, and stcarfd
him so that he could not utter a word." Gall. Euc,
p, 325.

Prob. from Belg. *wtrv-ch, errare, ragari, whence E.
swerve. Our v. may have the same respect to *werv-en,
as doWd to dicaal-en, errare ; denoting stupor of mind.
Perhaps the original idea is retained in Su. -&.*icocrfw-at

tornan, in gyrum agitari ; as a person, when seized
with a swoon, often feels a kind of vertigo. Scren.
derives the Sw. term from Moea.-G. hturb-an, ire,

praeterire, transire.

Swarff, Sweep, e. 1. Stupor, insensibility.

Off ayle and wyne yneucb chosync haiff thai

:

As bestly folk tuk off thaim selff no keip,
In thair brawnys sone slaid the sleutb full sleip,

Throuch full gluttre in *icar/f swanpytlik swyn,
Thar chyftayne than was grct Baclius off wyn.

Wallace, vii. 34*, Ma
2* A fainting-fit, a swoon ; sicarth, Ang.

TTie Stoerf, and the Sweiting, with Sounding to swelt.

Montyomerie, Watson's Coll., iii.
'

'

V. Fetk.
14.

But, Gentlemen, I crave your pardon,
A swerf of love my heart is hard on.

Cleland's Poems, p. 33.

V. the v.

—" I can tell you this. Sirs, since my trouble be-
gan, many a fainting-fit has come over my heart ; but
no sooner began a sicarf or a dwam to go over my
heart, but he answered me with strength in my soul.

Mich. Brace's Lectures, p. 68.

3. Faintness, dejection of spirit.

"Word came in the morning that a swr/e had over-
gone the lordis hairtea," &c. Belhaven MS., Hist. Ja.
VI, Fol. 42.

SWARFE, 8. The surface.
•' Wee may not settle vpon the swarfe of the heart,

but the heart must be pricked with many interroga-

tions, it must be lanced deipely." Rollocke on the
Passion, p. 501.

[SWARFISII, *. The spotted blenny, Shetl.

Dan. swartfisk.']

SWARGH, 8. V. Swarcii, Swaroh.

[SWARRA, 8. 1. Thick soft worsted for

underclothing, Shetl.

2. A knitted woollen under-jacket, ibid.]

SWARRACH, Swarrig, *. A large un-

seemly heap, Aug., Shetl. It often implies

the idea of disorder. V. Swarch.
Allied perhaps to Su.-G. swaer, gravis.

(To Swabrach, Swarrich, v. n. To crowd

closely and in confusion; part, yr.swarrichin,

used also as a *.]

[SWART, Swarter, adj. Black, Shetl.

Dan. and Sw„ scart.]

Swartatee, interj. Black time, an ill hour,

Shetl. Also expl. il expressing contempt

or surprise."

From Su.-G. Isl. stcart, black, and lid, time ; or
perchance q. swart to ye, " black be your fate V*

Swartback, j. The Great Black and White
Gull., Orkn.
"The Great Black and White Gull, (fonts marimts,

Lin. Syst.) our black-backed mew, or as it is sometimes
called tnoariback, is the largest of the gull kind in our
seas." Barry '8 Orkney, p. 304.

Norv. swaribag, id. V. Penn. Zool., p. 628.

Swartrytter, 8. [Lit., black-horseman] ;

one belonging to the German cavalry.

'* He changeit his apparel I, becaiis he wald 1ms vn-

knawin of sic as met him : and put on aue lose clokc,

sic as the Sicartrytters weir, and sa ycid fordwart
throw the watehe to execut his intendit traitorous

fact." Buchanan's Detect, B. ii. 6. Penulain laxior-

em, qualis Gtrmanorum equitis est, superinduit. Lat.

Stcerte ruyters, according to Kilian, are, milites nigri,

formerly in lower Germany. "Their earoicuts," he
savs, "as well as their spears, were black. They
called themselves devils, to infuse terror into the minds
of those against whom they were sent ; and to many
indeed, according to their name, they brought destruc-

tion, till at length they were waited by frequent wars.
w

This term is illustrated by what Fynes Moryson has

said.
•* At this day the horsemen of Germany are vulgarly

called Schicartz-Reytern, that is blacke horsemen, not

onely because they weare blacke apparrell, but also for

that most of them haue blacke horses, and make their

handsand faces blackeby dressing them and by blacking

their bootes, wherein they are curious ; or else because

custome hath made blacknesse an ornament to them ;

or else because they thiuke this colour to make them
most terrible to their enemies." Itinerary, Fart III.

B. iv. c. 3, p. 197.

Kilian refers to And. Altham and B. Rhenanus, as

his authorities. I need scarcely add, that the word is

formed from Teut. swert, black, and ntyter, a horse-

man.

SWARTH, s. Sward, Ettr. For.

The groans are heard on the mountain sicarth,

There is blood in heaven and blood on earth.

Brownie of Bjdsbeck, i. 292.

SWARTH, v. and 8. V. Swarf, v. and s.

SWARTH, 8. In 8\carth o\ in exchange for,

Rox.
Prob. a corr. of A.-S. wearth, Su.-G. warrd, &c.

worth, price, value, with the sibilation prefixed.

To SWARVE, v. n. To incline to one side,

E. Swerve.
•* I had the ill luck to hit his jaud o* a beast on the

nose with my hat, and scaur the creature, and she

swarved aside, and the king that sits na iniokle better

than a draff-poke on the saddle, was like to have got-

ten a clean coup." Nigel, i. 74.

"By the grace of Mercy the horse sicarvid round,

and I fell affat the tae side as the ball whistled by at

the tither." Bride of Lammermoor, ii. 248.

Teut. ewerv-en, deerrare, divagari ; fluctuare.

SWARYN, s. V. Syvewarm.

SWASH, *. £1* A severe blow, dash, or

fall, Clydes., Banffs.

2. The noise made by it, ibid.] " The noise

which one makes falling upon the ground;"

Rudd. vo. Squat
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It k used to denote the noise made by a salmon,
he leapt at the fly.

Forthwith amain he plunges on his prey,
Wi* eaeer swash ; the lucky moment watch,
Aa' in his gills engorge the barbed death.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 31, 32.

Tbe R t. Swash is explained, "to make a great

E. squat, used as signifying a sudden fall, has been
deduced from Ital. quatt-are, chiatt-are, acquafta re,

atuni desidere. Seren. mentions Su.-G. sqtiaeU-a,

bqnidnm excrementum ejaculare, as the probable

[3. A blast of wind ; a dash of water or of a

wave ; also, the noise made by it, Clydes.]

[To Swash, v. a. and n. To beat severely

;

to clash violently, ibid.; part. pr. swashin,

used also as a * ; a severe beating, ibid.]

To SWASH, v. n. 1. To swell, to be turgid.
—" Who, in a word, in hijjht of stomacke, ruffling

4 swashing, did tread vpon God's turtles, accounting
them the most rile otf-seourings of the earth." Z.
Bovd's Last Battell, p. 673.

It is probable that this is the same v. which occurs
in Shakspeare, when he speaks of the affectation of
Talour.

Well have a swashing and a martial outside,
As many other mannish cowards have.
That do outface it with their semblances.

As You Like lY.

Su.-G. swassa denotes the swelling of language, a
bombast style ; also, to walk loftily : whence it is

probable, that it was formerly used literally to signify
any thing swollen or inflated.

[2. To walk with a haughty, boastful air,

Banffs.

3. To boast, to bounce, ibid.]

Swash, #. [1. Ostentation, display, Clydes.

2. A vapouring dandy, Banffs.]

3. A person of a broad make, or of a corpu-
lent habit, S.

•' • And so these are the eyes of the world I
*—pretty

eyes they are, to be sure, to drive a man out of his ain
house I The tane a puir silly spendthrift, the t'ithcr

a great gormandizing sicash, ami the third—but how
comes the world to have but three eyes ?—can you no
mak out a fourth ? " Inheritance, i. 200.

4. A large quantity viewed collectively ; as,

a swash of siller, a large sum of money, S.
It is often applied to meat or drink, Berwicks.

Swash, Swashy, adj. [1. Gaudy, showy,
ostentatious, Banffs.]

2. Of a broad make ; or, of a full habit, S. B.
"squat," Gl. Shirr.

3. It is also rendered fuddled, ibid. €i swollen
with drink," Gl. Rams.

Foo closs we us'cl to drink and rant,
Until we baith did glow'r and gaunt,—

Right sicash I true.

Ramsay's Poems, £.218.

[Swasher, s. A tall, dashing, ostentatious
person ; anything large and attractive,

Clydes., Banffs.]

VOL. IV.

SWASH, 8. [A drum ; swasher, swathman,
a drummer.] u He convenand the wache-
men be the sound of his swash throw the

towne ;
" Aberd. Reg., V. 24. V. Swesch.

[SWAT, s. Sweat, Barbour, xi. 613.]

SWATCH, a. 1. A pattern, generally of

cloth, S. Swache, A. Bor. "a tally, that

which is fixed to cloth sent to dye, of which
the owner keeps the other part ;" Ray.
"A swatch (from swath) ; a pattern, or piece for a

sample." Sir J. Sinclair's Observ., p. 161.

Sir W. Scott remarks :

"The original use identifies sicatch with patch.

Thus Tusser

:

One spreadeth those bands, so in order to lie,

As barly (in swatches) may fill it thereby."

This idea seems to acquire probability from the

previous use of the word Datlops.

Of barly the longest, and greenest ye find,
*

Leave standing by dollops, til time ye do bind.

Five Hundred Points, p. 99.

For dattop*, according to Kersey, is " a word used

in some places for patches, or corners of grass, or

weeds amidst the corn." But as I have met with
swatch in no other £. work, I hesitate whether this be

not an erratum for swathes.

2. A specimen of whatever kind, S.

"This is but a short sicatch of the unprecedented
force, violence, and heavy oppression of Ministers, in

their ministerial and judicative capacity." Wodrow,
i 41.
" Mr. William Carstares put in her [Queen Mary's]

hand one of that compendious treatise of Mr. William
Guthry's, The Trial of a Saving Interest in Christ.

Sometime thereafter he enquired how she pleased the

little swatch of Scots Presbyterian writings? She
said, she admired it, and should never part with it

while she lived." Walker's Remarkable Passages, p.

88.

3. Metaph. a mark. An ill swatch of him, a

bad mark of one's character, S.

[To SWATCH, v. a. 1. To equal ; to select,

supply, or make, anything exactly to

pattern ; as, to swatch worsted, to select or

supply worsted of a given shade and

quality, S.

2. To tak the swatch o\ to take the measure

of, hence, to estimate ; to work so as to

equal, hence, to mar or to defeat one's

plan, Clydes.; in Banffs. this phrase means

the strongest negation, Gl. Banffs.]

SWATHEL, s. A strong man.
With a swap of a swenle that swathd him swykes.

Sir Oawan ami Sir Oat., ii 16L

A. -S. swithlic, ingena, vehemens ; swith, potens,

fortis.

SWATS, s. pi. 1. New ale, S. V. Swaits.

2. The thin part of sowens or flummery, Shetl.

Isl. swade, lubrices.

M 3
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To SWATTER, Squatter, v. n. 1. To
move quickly in any fluid substance; gener-

ally including the idea of an undulatory

motion, as that of an eel in the water, S.

The water stank, the field wa* odious, • "\^

Quhair dragonis, leasertis, askis, edderis swatterit. V»

Police 0/ Honour, L 25.

8ome by their fall were fixed on their spears,

8ome swat'ring in the floud the streame down bears.

Muse's Threnodie, p. 112.

Btrdis with mony piteous pew
Efleritlie in the air thay flew,

8a lang as thay hail strenth to flee

;

Syne swatterit doun into the see.

Lyndsa/s Warkis, 1592, p. 41.

Barns writes squatter, Ayrs.

Awa ye squatter'd like a drake,
On whistling wings.

Works, iii. 72.

2. To move quickly in an awkward manner

;

used improperly,

I shall remove, I yon assure,

Tho, I were nere so weak and poor,
And seek my meat throw Curry moor,

' As last as I can swatter.

Watson's Coll.,L 43.̂

3. Expl. as signifying, in Galloway, " to swim
close together in the water like young
ducks

;

n
Mactaggart.

" To Swatter, to spill or throw about water, aa
geese and ducks do, in drinking and feeding ; " Yorks.

Teat, moadder-tn, profnndere, turbare aquas, flue-

tuare. Perhaps Su.-G. squaett-a, liouida effundere,
and sqwaettr-a, spargere, dissipare, have a common
origin.

Swatter, *. A large collection, especially

of small objects ; as, a swatter of bairns-, a
a great number of children, Loth., Ayrs.
This may allude to the uneoual motion of a crowd,

and thus be allied to the v. Kilian expl. Teut. stead-
der-en as also signifying, strepere.

[To Swattlb, v. a. and n. To swallow
greedily ; implying also the gurgling sound
made in so doing, Clydes.]

Swattle, *. 1. The act of swallowing with
avidity, Stirlings.

[2. Thin soup, or any liquid of which one can
swallow a considerable quantity, Shetl.,

Clydes. V. Swittle.]

To SWATTLE, v. a. To beat soundly with
a stick or wand, Aberd. ; Swaddle, E. to

beat, to cudgel.

Swattlin, s. A drubbing, ibid.

Prob. this is a very ancient word. For it may be
a dimin. from Isl. swada, cutem laedere ; sicada, vul-
oascalum cutis laesae ; stcoedn-sar, id. Or we may
trace it to Isl. swida, which Haldorson renders by
Framea, armorum quotldam genus, a sort of partizan
or halbert ; bat Verelius, by Clava, a club ; adding
Sw. klnbba and swedia as synonymes.

SWATTROCII, s. "Strong soup, excel-

lent food;" Gall. Enc.
Corr. perhaps from Gael, suthbrith', decoction ; suth,

juice ; C. B. sudtl, id. ; swtrach, dregs.

SWAUGER, (g hard.) A large draught,
Banffs.; synon. Scoup, Swack, Waucht ; S.
and E. Swig.

—Than we took a stcauger
0* whiskie we had smuggling brewn,

Outwitting o* the gauger.
Taylor's 8. Poems, p. 143.

Isl. siug-a, Su.-G. sug-a, sugere, E. to swig.

[SWAUGER, s. and v. Stagger, Banffs.

V. Swagger.]

SWAUKIN, part. Hesitating. V. Hauk-
IN and Swaukin.

To SWAUL, v. n. To increase in bulk, to
swell, Gall. Swall is the common pron. of
S.

At my sin ingle than my spawls I cud beek,
Whan that stoauTd the wridy snaw.

Song, Gall. Encycl, p. 411.

The wun it will shift, and the deep it will stcatd.

The facm it will flee, and the broyliment will brawl.
Ibid. p. 212.

Swaul, s. " A large swell
; " ibid.

Swaultie, s.
u A fat animal ;

" ibid.; q.
one that is swollen.

To SWAUNDER, v. n. To become giddy,
&c, Fife. V. Swander, v. and *.

To SWAUP, v. a. Applied to a mother or
nurse, who puts a spoonful of meat first

into her own mouth, in order to cool, soften,
and bring it to the point of the spoon, be-
fore she gives it to her child, S.

To SWAVER, v. n. To walk feebly, as one
who is fatigued, S.B. a walked wearily," Gl.
Ross.

By the help of an suld standin* stane,
To which she did her weary body lean,

She wins to foot, and swavering makes to gang.
Ross's Helenore, First Ed., p. 20

[Swaver, s. A stagger, Banffs.; synon.
stoiterJ]

Tent, sweyven, vagari, vacillare, fluctuare, nutare ;
sweyver, vagus.

To SWAW, v. a. 1. To produce waves, to
ruffle the surface of water.

2. To cause a motion in the water ; applied
to that produced by the swift motion of
fishes, ib.

Swaw, *. 1. A wave, S.

2. The slight undulation in water, caused by
a fish swimming near the surface; also,

that caused by any body thrown in the
water, ibid. Aiter, denotes a feebler un-
dulation.
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Swawin o' the Water. The rolling of a body of

water under the impression of the wind,
ibid.

Tent. atoeyv-en, vagare, fluctuare; Germ. achtcelff-en,

id. ; Dan. awaev-e, to wave, to move. Isl. avifa, ferri,

moveri ; Su.-G. awaefw-a, motitnri, fluctuare. An
ancient term •till used in Isl. and Su.-G. in relation to
the water ; as in the Isl. phrase, s£j/m aeei/ingr, navis
anchorae alligatae, et ventis impulsae circumactio

;

ave\f, navis velis et remis concitatae remora ; VereL

To SWAY, Swey, v. n. (pron. swey). 1. To
incline to one side, S.

—Thir towns thou seis doun fall and sway,
And stane fra stane doun bet, and reik vpryse.

Doug. Virgil, 69, 1&
Growing corn, or grass, is said to be atoayed, when

wind-waved, S. .

"For the heart, pleasing that device, in so far
awayeth to it." Guthrie's Trial, p. 1 16.

Allied to Isl. aweig-ia, Su. -G. swig-a, inclinarc, flectere.

2. To move backwards and forwards on a seat

or pillow, suspended by a rope fastened at

both ends to the branch of a tree, or any
similar support, S. swey, A.Bor. id. swing, E.
A. Bor. "Sweigh, to play at see-saw, or titter-totter."

Grose. " To Stray (pron. atoey), to ride upon a plank
or pole, moving on a fulcrum, as children are wont."
Yorks., Marshall

Sway, s. 1. A moveable instrument of iron,

of a rectangular form, fastened to one of the

J'ambs of a chimney, on which pots and
ettles are suspended over the fire. [£.

crane.']

2. A swing, or rope fastened for the purpose
of swinging. V. the v.

In the awey-awaw, in a state of hesitation or uncer-
tainty, Loth. Synon. In the Wey~bauka, q. moving
backwards and forwards.

[SWAY,a<fr. So, Barbour, iv. 571. V.Swa.]

To SWAYL, v. a. To swaddle, S. B. sweal,

S. V. Swill.
A.-S. sxcaethil, stcethil, fascia, from stced-an, vincire.

SWAYWEYIS, adv. Likewise ; Acts Ja. I.

To SWEAL, Sweel, v. a. and n. 1. To
whirl, to turn round with rapidity, S.;

synon. Swirl.

2. To swaddle, [swathe, wind round], S. V.
Swill.

[3. To rinse a pail or tub; also, to rinse

clothes after they have been washed,
Clydes.]

Sweal, Sweel, *. 1. The act of turning
round with rapidity; often applied to the
quick motion of a fish with its tail, ibid.

[2. The act of swathing or swaddling ; also,

as much cloth as will go round one*s body,

&c, Clvdes.

3. The act of rinsing a vessel, a piece of

cloth, &c.f ibid.]

1st ave{/t-a, agitare ; circumagere, gyrare ; as,

aveijfn averdi, gladinm rotare, q. '* to sweal a sword.

"

8trr\fla, agitatio, gyratio ; Haldorson.

To SWEAL, v. a. and n. To melt away
hastily ; also, to carry a candle so carelessly

as to* make it blaze away ; as,
tl Ye're

swealin a* the candle," S.

" Dinna let the candle atceal.
n

Tales of my Land-
lord, 1st Series, i. 104.

•• Sweat ; to waste away, as a candle blown upon by
the wind ; " Yorks., Marshall.

Stvall or 8wail is the E. orthography of this old word.

V. Todd.

To SWEAP, v. a. To scourge, S. Rudd.
vo. Sicipper.

IaL saiipa, a scourge.

Sweap, s. A stroke or blow, Banffs.

This must be merely a variety of Stripe, q. v.

SWECH, *. [A drum.] "Passing throw

the toun with ane swech;" Aberd. Reg.

V. 25. [V. Swesch.]

SWECHAN (gutt.), part. pr. Sounding;

applied to the noise made by water, while

the v. Sough is used of the wind, Lanarks.

The cowdlan bells on the weelan flnde

Are the ships whilk we sail in ;

Alike acartfree on the pule are we,
And in the awechan lin.

Marmaiden of Clyde, Edin. Mag., May 18201

A.-S. neeg-an, sonare.

Sweciiyxge, s. A rushing sound, as that of

water falling over a precipice : or a hollow

whistling sound, as that made by the wind,

South of S.

SWECHT, s. 1. The force of a body in

motion.

Bot thys ilk Latyue, knawand thare malyse^
Resystis vninotiyt as ane roik of the seis,

Quham with grete brute of wattir smyte we se,

Hyniself sustenis by his huge wecht,

Fra walli* fol in al thare bir and stcecht,

Jawpyng about his skyrtis with mony ane bray.

Doug. Virgi!,22&;U.

Mole, tenet, Virg.

For as thay ran abak, and can thame schape
For tUl withdraw towart the tothir side,—
Than with thare awechtia, as thay rele and lew.

The birnand towris doun rollis with ane rusciie.

Ibid., 296, 83.

Pondua, Virg.

2. A multitude, a great number or quantity,

Berwicks.; synon. Swack, Sweg, q. v.

Rudd. renders this "burden, weight, force, "viewing

it as probably nothing else but the E. tctiyht, with a

prefixed. But it is more probably allied to Su.-G.

awigt-a, vacillarc, ut solent loco cessura ; from IsL

atceig-ia, incurvare. Thus atcecht is a a. from the same

origin with sway, swey, to incline to a side.
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SWEDGE, s. An iron chisel with a bevelled

edge, used for making the groove round

the shoe of a horse, Roxb.

Isl. ttoeig-ia, flectere, carvare, tweigia, curvatura,

flectio. This Haldorson expl. by Dan. swejning, a

chamfering, a slope or sloping.

To Swedoe, v. a. To make a groove in a

horse-shoe for receiving the nails, Roxb.

This is done by such a chisel as that above

described.

To SWEE, Swey, v. a. and n. 1. To incline

or swing to one side ; to cause to incline so,

S.
** Bairns, $tcee that bouking o' claes aff the fire ;

Sell burn't i* the boiling." Perils of Man, i. GO. V.
way, Swey, v.

2. To move backwards and forwards, as a tree,

from the action of the wind ; to swing, or

cause anything to swing so, S.
•• • Why didn't you hinder these boys from sweein'

the gate off its hinges?' 'Me hinder boys from
sweein' gates, Mr. Gawflaw !

'
" Marriage, ii. 99.

3. To be irresolute, S. V. Sway, Swey.

To Swee aff, v. a. To give a slanting direc-

tion, as to a stroke, S. A.
•• Instead of sweein* affmy downcome wi' his sword,

he held up his sword-arm to save his head." Brownie
ofBodsbeck, i. 42.

Swee, *. 1. An inclination to one side, S.

"Ye ken, the wind very often taks a swee away
round to the east i' the night-time, whan the wathers
gude i' the harst months." Brownie of Bodsbeck, i.

139.

IsL tvtigia, curvatura, flectio.

2 . Used in a moral sense, as transferred to

the mind, S.
'• I'm nae fear*t for ony imprudence, lassie ; and I'm

nae fear't you do aught that's wrang ; but its your

mind that fm sad for ; they'll gie't a wrang swee, thae

chaps." Hogg's Winter Tales, i. 253.

3. A chimney crane, for suspending a pot

over the fire, S. V. Sway, a. also Kirn-
Swee.

4. A line of grass cut down by the mower,

S., Swath, E.

Swee-Sway, adj. In a state of suspense or

hesitation, halting between two opinions,

W. Loth.

Allied to E. Seesaw, a term expressive of motion

from one side to another.

Swey, *. V. Sway.

To SWEE, v. a. and n. 1. To smart with pain,

Orkn.; synon. Gell, Sow, S.

2. To singe, ibid.

Ban. swii-e, to smart, swie, a smart; Isl. gv\d-a,

Su.-G. swida, dolere, angi. Isl. svida signifies both to

singe and to smart, in Dan. the v. having both senses,
has the same form. A.-S. se-on, effervescere, evidently
claims alKuity. S. Sow, pronounced Soo, is undoubtedly
the same with Swee.
Some have traced S. Scowder, commonly pron.

Scouther, to Isl. tvida, Su.-G. *w?da. The Orkn. term
retains the more simple form of Dan. swi-e.

[Sweed, adj. Singed ; as, a sweed head, i.e.,

of a sheep, ibid.]

[Sweein, adj. Singeing ; smarting with pain,

ibid.]

[To SWEEG, v. n. To drift slowly, to loose

ground, to settle to leeward, Shetl. Dan.
svxgte, id.]

[Sweegin, s. Applied to any liquid oozing

from a cask or tub, ibid.]

SWEEK, 5. The art of doing any thing

properly. When one cannot accomplish
what he attempts, it is said, lie has nae the

sweek o't, S. B.
It is probably the same with Su.-G. swik, swek, dolus,

insidiae. V. Swak, and Swik, «.

To SWEEL, Sweal, v.a. andn. V.Sweal.

Sweeler, 8. A bandage, that which sweets

or winds round, Kinross. V. Swill, v.

To SWEEL, v. a. To swallow or drink copi-

ously, S. Swill, E.

I never money sooner got

—

Then to get clear

Of it, I sweeVd it down my throat

In ale or beer.

Dominie Deposed, p. 26.

Csuld whiskv-punch, and ale, nut-brown,
He gait nertvxcl,

Till, dizzy, a* the warld ran round.
As in s reel. Maytie's Siller Oun, p. 64.

A.-S. swilg-an, swylg-an, swelg-an, to swallow, to

swill Dr. Johns, views the corresponding E. v. as the

same with Swill, to wash, to drench. But according to

A.-S. lexicons, they seem to claim distinct origins.

[Sweel, *. A large draught, a large quantity

of any liquid, Clydes.]

[SWEEM, s. A state of great wetness;

sweemin, drenched, Banffs.]

[SWEEP, *. The piece of rope by which the

sinking-stone is tied to a herring-net,

Banffs.]

[Sweep-stane, *. The stone used for sinking

a herring net, ibid.]

SWEEPIE, s. A chimuey sweeper, Aberd.

SWEER, Sweert, adj. Slow. V. Sweir.

ToSWEESII,v.a. To beat, S. V.Squishe.

SWEET-MILK CHEESE. Cheese made of

milk without the cream being skimmed off,

Dunlop cheese, S,
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"Steffi-milk cheese, i.e., cheese made of the whole

milk without abstracting the cream, is not made for

ale in this county 5 but only for private family use.

Agr. Surv. Perth*., p. 83.

Sweet-milker, a. The day on which,

in a farm house, cheese is made ; Gall. Enc,

p. 443.

SWEETIES, 8. pi. The term vulgarly used

for sweetmeats or confections, S.

"Stctetys, sweetmeats, confectionary.
n

Sir J. Sin-

clair's Observ., p. 151.

—Snuff-boxes, sword-knots, canes, and washes,

And sweeties to bestow on lasses.

Ramsay's Poem*, u. 547.

Sweetie-bun, Sweetie-scox, Sweetie-

laif, 8. A cake baked with sweetmeats,

or with raisins, S.

—The bride's sweetie bun, and good liquor,

Wi'gawtin and jeeruVgaed down.
Jatnieson's Popul. Bail, i. 296.

Sweetie-Man, *. A confectioner ; a man
who sells confections, or sweet-meats at a

fair, S.

"The sweety-men, or confectioners, take up their

station here, and reap a rich harvest." Agr. Surv.

Kincard., p. 406.

Sweetie-Wife, a. A female who sells sweet-

meats, S.

"A long rank of sweety-wives and their stands,

covered with the wonted dainties of the occasion, oc-

cupied the sunny-side of the High-street.
n The Pro-

vost, p. 136.

The swetty-wife awaits with apron'd hands.

And broad before, an empty pouch expands.

Village Fair, Blackw. May. Jan. 1821, p. 423.

SWEG, Sweio, Swig, s. 1. A quantity, a

considerable number, Loth.

Franc, tmeig, pecus, grex ; Alcm. sviga, armentum

;

Germ, schweigen, praedia pecuaria.

2. A large draught of liquor, S. This is

merely E. Swig.

SWEIG, Sweeg, 8. A very bad candle,

Roxb. Synon. Water-wader^ q. v.

renominated perhaps from its limber form ; Isl.

tweig-r, a twig, sweig-ia, to bend. If from the faint,

ness of the light it gives, allied perhaps to Dan., Su.-G-

swag, weak, feeble, faint.

SWEIL, s. 1. A swivel, or ring containing

one ; also Sowle, S. A. and O. ; synon. Sule,

S. B. [Isl. 8veijla.]

" She went in to the miller's house, and asked for

the siceil of a tether.—John Smith.—as he rode by the

mill of Rachean, asked if his wife had been there seek-

ing a sweil.
n History of the horrid and unnatural mur-

ders, by J. Smith, Edin. 1727, p. 4. V. Sule.

2. Any thing, that has a circular motion,

Gall. Enc.

To Sweill, v. ft. To move in a circular way,

Gall.

The dark brown lap, o' some big hill

He centers, then around will neeill.

Gall. Encyel., p. 399.

SWEIR, SWERE, SWEER, SWEAR, adj. 1.

Lazy, indolent, S.

Mony sweir bumbard helly-huddroun,

Mony slute daw, and slepy duddroun,

Him servit ay with sounyie.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 29.

Lord Hailes says ;
" In modern language, the conse-

quence only is used; for *tceir means unwilling;"

Note, p. 237. But I know not how the learned writer

could assert this, as the word is still commonly used

in the sense of lazy.

Not sirere, hot in his dedis diligent, *"7

Palynurus furth of his couche vpsprent
Doug. Virgil, 85, 36.

Quharfor bene nobillis to fallow prowes sirere t

Ibul, ProL 354, 8.

Hence the name given to a lazy girl, Ketty Suxerocl,

as in the S. Prov. ;

Ketty Sweerock frae wliare she sate,

Cries, Reik me this, and reik me that.

Ramsay's & Prov., p. 43.

•• Work for nought makes fowk dead *wrar f* Ibid.

"

This term is, I think, most generally in the west of

S. pron. Sweert.

A.-S. straer, swtre, piger, deses. Steer thegn, piger

eervus, Matt, xxv. 26. But the primary sense of the

A.-S. term is, heavy ; corresponding to Su.-G. straer,

Alem. ntuar, gravis.

2. Reluctant, unwilling, S. V. sense 1. To
do a thing with 8weir will, to do it

reluctantly.

Yet «c*er were they to rake their een,

Sic dizzy heads had they.
Ramsay's Poems, L 271.

Unyoke thee, man, an* binna swear

To ding a hole in ill-hain'd gear 1

thick that eild, wi' wyly fit,

Is wearing nearer bit by bit

!

Fergvsson's Poems, ii. 106.

3. In the western counties, it is often used

in the sense of niggardly ; as denoting one

who is unwilling to part with any thiug

that is his property. Hence,

Dead-sweir, adj. Extremely lazy, S.

"Deferred hopes need not to make me dead-swier

(as we use to say)." Rutherford's Lett., P. i. ep. 199.

Sweir-drauchts, *. pi. The same with

Sweir-tree. The amusement is conducted

in Tweeddale by the persons grasping each

others' hands, without using a stick.

Sweir-drawn, part. pa. To be Sneer-drawn,

to hesitate or be reluctant about any thing,

Roxb.
Perhaps originally the part. pr.*t q. Sweir-drawi* 9

ke Drench o* arawin.like.

SWEIR-JINNY, SWEIR-KlTTY, 8.

ment for winding yarn, S.

An instru-
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80 called from its affording an easier mode of work-
iaff than had formerly been known ; from sweir,

ltd KHtv, a contemptuous term for a woman. There
» probably an allusion to the nickname given, in the
& Prov., to a lazy girl. V. Swkir, sense 1.

Sweir man's lade, Sweir man's lift. The
undue load, taken on by a lazy person, in

order to avoid a repetition of travel, S.

More than he can accomplish, S.

Sweirnes, s. Laziness, S.
8yne Siceirnes, at the secound bidding,
Com lvk a sow out of a niidding

;

Full slepy wes his gruuyie.
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 29.

"Pride and swterness take meikle uphadding;"
Ferguson's S. Prov., p. 27.

Ala in the out Ylls, and Argyle,
Unthrift, sweirnes, falset, pouertie ami stryfe,

Pat Policie In danger of his life.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 255.

—"In this cais it sould be diligentlie eschewit, that

it be not verifyit that is said inane commoun proverb,
viz., 'He that for swtarnes *nd cauld wald not work in

winter, sail thairfoir beg in the sommor time, and yit

nathing sail be gevin unto him.'" Balfour's Pract, p.
636.

Sweirta, Sweirtie, s. Laziness, sloth,

Aherd.; formed like Party e, Dainta, &c.
How gat ye pith your bitter spleen to break,

I marvel much that siceerta lute ye speak.
W. Seattle'* Tales, p. 49.

Sweir-tree, s. 1. A species of diversion.

Two persons, seated on the ground, having

a stick between them, each lays hold of it

with both hands, and tries who shall first

draw the other up. This stick is called the

nodr-tree, Fife, q. lazy tree.

V. etymon, of Dainty, adj.

And nane o* them can ither beat,

At putting-stane and doure siceartree.

Gall. Encycl, p. 412.

2. The stick used in the amusement of draw-

ing the Sweirtree, South of S.

3. A Sweir Kitty
f q. v. Teviotd.

SWEIRNE, part. pa. Sworn, Aberd. Reg.

SWEIS, *. pi. Apparently cranes, or instru-

ments of this description.

"Item, fyve sweis of tymmer." Inventories, A.

1566, p. 170. V. Swey and Swee.

SWELCHIE, 8. A seal, Brand, p. 143. V.
Selch.

SWELCHIE, 8. A whirlpool, Orkn. V.

Swelth, 8.

SWELL, *. A bog, S. B. V. Swelth.

To SWELT, Swelly, v. a. To swallow,

[to suck in greedily], S.

Hot rather I desyre baith cors and sprete

Of me that the erth sioelly law adoun.
Doug. Virgil, 100, 9.

A.-S. swelg-an, Teut. stcelgh-en, Su.-G. 8tcaei-ja9

V. Swall.

Swelth, adj. Gluttonous, voracious.

Thou swelth deuourare of tyme vnrecouerabill,

O lust infernale, furnes inextinguibill.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 98, 6.

Swelgelh and swylgth occur as the 3 p. sing. pres.

A. -8. v. devorat, q. that which aumttoweth.

Swelth, 8. A gulf, a whirlpool.

Fra swelth of Silla and dirk Caribdis bandis,

I mene from hell sauf al go not to wraik.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 66, 54.

Quhat proffitit me certis that soukand sand,

Or vit Scvlla the swelth is ay routand.
'

. Ibid. 216, 34.

Swelchie is still used in this sense, Orkn.

••On the north side of this isle is a part of Pight-

land- Firth, cail'd the Swelchie of Stroma,—very danger-

ons to seamen." Wallace's Orkney, p. 5.

•• Did we credit the talcs of former times, wells and

modehies, gulphs and whirlpools, arc constantly sur-

rounding this island, like so many gaping monsters,

more hideously formidable than evcu Scylla or

Charybdis." Barry's Orkney, p. 44.

Swell, in modern S.B., is used in a sense very nearly

allied, as synon. with bog.

—••He knows the place called the Waggle, between

which and the water [river] there was abog or swell

that beasts would have laired in." State, Leslie of

Powis, A. 1805, p. 74.
.

Su.-G. Swafg, which, like Teut. swefgh, primarily

signifies the throat, (guttur, fauces), is used, in a

secondary sense, for an abyss or gulf.

To SWELT, v. n. 1. To die.

At Jerusalem trowyt he
Orawyn in the Burch to be ;

The quhethyr at Burch in to the Sand
He swell rycht in his awn land.

Barbour, iv. 311, MS.

A.-S. swealt-an, swelt-an, Moes-G. stoiU-an, mori

;

8u.-G. swaelt-a, to perish by hunger. Callander. MS.
Note in to., mentions •• Scot to sicalt, to die." I have

not heard the word used in this sense.

2. To feel something like suffocation, especially

in consequence of heat, S., nearly allied to

E. 8toelter.
Het, het was the day ;—

With frut and heat, I just was like to swelt,

And in a very blob of sweat to melt.

Ross's Jlelenore, p. 87.

"Swelt, suffocated, choked to death," Gl. Shirr.

O.FUndr. swelt-en, deficere, languescerc, fatiscere.

This ought to be made a distinct v. from the pre-

ceding ; and deduced from Isl. swael-a, swaelt, suffo-

care. Swat la, as a noun, is rendered, fumus vehemens

et acer. This seems to be the origin of E. Swelter ,

nearly allied in signification to the S. verb.

" To mcelt, deficere, to sownd ;" Northumb. Ray.

[Sweltin-Cod, 8. A very poor cod-fish,

Shetl]

[SWELTH, *. and adj. V. under Swelt.]

SWENGEOUR, *. V. Sweyngeour.

SWENYNG, *. Dreaming. V. Sweuin.

SWERD, 8. A sword. V. Suerd.

SWERF, 8. A fainting fit,
#
a swoon. V

Swarf.
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SWERTHBAK, *. The great Black and
White Gull. [V. Swartback.]

The Ooull was a garoitar,

The Swerthbak a scellarar. .

Boulate,L 14.

This in Orkn. is still called Swartback, q. v. Thus
H appears that it formerly had the same name in S.

unices this should be the Lesser Guillemot ; Isl.

swartbak-ur ; denominated from the blackness of its

back. V. Pennant's Zool., p. 520.

SWESCH, Swascii, *. [A drum.]

"All the Gild brether sail convene, and compeir
after they heare the striak of the «m%*a." Stat. Gild,

c 14.

Ane thousand hakbuttis gar schute al at anis

With swescke, talburnis, and trurapetti* awfullic.

Lyndsay, Sq. Afeldntm, 1. 1178.

[Dr. Jamieson rendered this term as meaning a trum-
pet ; but that it means a drum is evident from the
extracts themselves. And Dr. Laing, in his note on
the passage from Lyndsay, alludes to this mistake of

Jamieson, and corrects it. Besides, in the book of Bon
Accord, edited by Dr. Joseph Robertson, several ex-

tracts from the Council Register of Aberdeen arc given,

in which the terms sweth and tweshman occur, and are

rendered by drum and drummer ; and in Knox's His-

tonr, vol. ii., p. 496, we are told—"the swash, tabron,

and drams, were stricken or beaten." And that the
swesck or steam-h was a kind of drum is put beyond
doubt by the following extracts from the Register of

the Canongate :
—"Item the tent October, 1576, gevin

for an swathe to our moustiris, iiii li ; " and, " Item
lor twa stickis to the netache, vj d.

For etym. kc. V. under Swasch.]

SWESCHER, SUESCIIER,
[A drummer.]
"The oommoun nuescher ;" Abcrd. Reg. Cent 16.

"Commoon tabernar and *wescher ;" ibid.

["Andrew Inglis, sweschman, the soum of five

ponds." Aherd. Council Reg., vol. xliv., p. 653.]

SWEUIN, SWEVING, SWEVYNYNG, SWEX-
YNG, *. . A dream, the act of dreaming.

The figure fled as licht wynd or the sonne heme,
Or maist likly ane wauerand stceuin or dreme.

Doug. Virgil, 65, 15.

—8um tyme in our sweving we tak kepe.
Ibid. 446, 11.

I slaid on ane swevynyng, alomerand ane lite.

Ibid. ProL 238, a. 8.

A swenyng swvth did me assaile

Of sonis of Sathan is sei<l

Dunbar, Bannatyne Puems, p. 19.

The latter is merely a contr. O.E. strcven, A.-S.
swef-en, id. from stvaef-ian, to sleep ; Dan. sorer, id.

whence soven, sleep ; Isl. sueffn, id. from sof-a, dormire.

That Sueuin has also been formerly used as a v.,

appears from its part, sweyning.

Than come Dame Dremvn^, all clad in black sabill,

With sweyning Nvmphis, in cullouris variabilL

Dial. Honour, Oude Fame, Ac. p. 1.

SWEY, #. A long crow for raising stones,

. Ang. as punch denotes a smaller one.

Probably from Isl. streig-ia, inclinarc, q. to move
the stones from their place. V. Sway, r.

[SWEYN, s. A proper name, Shetl.]

SWEYNGEOUR, Swyngeour, Swinger,
9. Expl. u a fellow, a scoundrel ; sxceir

[SWESCHMAN,] 9.

8ictHgeouri8, lazy fellows. A variety of *icin-

ker, a labourer, as in O. E., Chaucer.** GL
Lyuds.
In Shetl. this word is expl. "a rogue."
"Wherefore shines the sunne, but that thou mightest

walke T The sunne is not giucn thee to slecne : he is

but a stringer, but a lubbar, that will lye idle in the

day light, and the sunne shall witnes against him in

that day ; much more that heaucnly light, that sunne

of righteousnessc shines he for nothing?*' Rollock on
Coloss., p. 20.

Sweyngeouris, and skuryvagis, swankys and swanys,
Geuis na cure to cun craft.

Doug. Virgil. ProL 238, b. 23.

Ane swyngeour cofle, amangi* the wyvis.
In land-wart dwell Lh with subteill uienis,

Eiponand thanie auld Sanctis lyvis.

And sanis tbanie with deid nieunis banis.

Bannatynt Poems, p. 170.

Lord Hailcs renders this "a rascally wencher."
Were this the sense, it might be allied to Dan.
suxutgr-er, gignere, which is probably from strange,

ilia. Rudd. expl. it "scoundrel, rascal ;" but gives no
probable etymon. Lye renders it desidiosus, iners,

piger ; Add. Jun. Etym. This sense is more probable;

A. -8. sweng. *wong, lazy, *wongorn**, torpor. In Edin.

Review, Oct. 1803, it is observed, however, that the

term "means ouly a strong man, or as the vulgar

still say, a swingeing fellow, from Mocs.-G. swintheins,

potentia, or swtrtth, validus, robustus, as in Ulph.,

Gatuyida nrinthcin, fecit potentiam." P. 206.

[SWEYNT, 8. A quick, active movement,
Shetl.]

SWICK, adj. Clear of any thing, Banffs.

Perhaps allied to So.-G. sicig-a, loco cedere, IsL

sweig-ia
t flectere ; like S. Jouk.

[Swick, 8. Good opinion, approbation ; art,

ability, Banffs. Same with Sweek; q. v.]

To SWICK, v. a. 1. To deceive, to illude,

Fife. 2. To blame, to censure, Ang.
A.-S. swk-an, decipere ; also, offendere. V. the s.

Swick, Swyk, 8. 1. Fraud, deceit, S.B.

Bot he gat that Archebyschapryk
Noucht wyth lawtd bot wytht steyk.

Wyntmcn, vii. 8. 38.

Su.-G. strik, ane. strict, Dan. rnrig, id.

2. A trick, of whatever kind ; as, '* He played

them a stcici," Fife.

3. Blame, fault, criminality. / had nae

8\cick oty I had no blameableness in the

matter, S. B.

A.-S. swica, swic, oflensa, offendiculum.

4. A deceiver, Fife.

A.-S. strice, swica, proditor, deceptor, seductor.

Swickv, adj. 1. Guileful, deceitful, Aug.

2. Tricky, roguish; applied to one who is

given to innocent sport, Ang. V. SwiK.

To SWIDDER, v. a. and n. 1. To cause to

be in doubt, to subject to apprehension,

to shake one's resolution.
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Than oo the wall ane garritour-1 considder,
Proelaimand loude that did thair hartis swidder ;
•* Oat on all falsheid the mother of euerie vice,
M Away in*y, and birnand coaetice."

Police ofHonour, III 65.

V. w. m.

8. To doubt, to hesitate, prom swither, S.

8ae there's nae time to swidtlcr 'bout the thing.

Boss's Helenore, p. 93.

Then fate for fate they went togidder,
Bat oft she fell, the gate was alidder ;

Yet where to take her he did stoulder,

While at the last he would.
Watson's Coll, I 41.

Mr hair began to rise on end,
My knees amat fast on ane anither,

My nesh crap closer to my skin,

And e'en my heart began to stoither.

Duff's Poems, p. 116.

What gars ye switker t I'ze hand my whisht.
Deserted Daughter.

Sn.-G. swa+fw-a, motitari ; fluctuarc. Sioaefwa mellan

kopp oek fruktan, inter spsm ct metum fluctuare ; qu.

to switker betwixt hope and fricht.

Qerm. sehweb-en, to flit or float with little motion, to

hover ; the word is used by Luther, Gen. i. 2. " The
Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters." He
subjoins; ** Sckweid-en, or Schwaed~en, is thought by
Adalung to be from the same root."

Prob. allied to A.-S. swaelher, which of the two,

contr. from swa hwaether* But as it occurs in the
Police of Honour, perhaps it may rather be allied to

Germ, sckutter-n, concutere, concutL For Doug, evi-

dently uses it to denote a mental concussion. The
Germ. v. is a frequent, from sehutt-en, Teut. schudd-en,

id. Su.-G. shtdrt-a. Hence E. shudder. " S wittier is

expL trembling," GL Morison's Poems.

SwiDDER, SwiDDERIXG, SwiTllER, 8.

hesitation.

Doubt,

i that ye, withoutten switker,

To visit me are come down hither,

Be birth, and let us drink together,

For mourning will not mack it.

Watson's Coil, i. 66.

—I think me mair than blist

To find sk famous four
Besyde me, to gyde me,

—

Con«kldering the swiddering
Ye Cand me first into.

Cherrie and Sloe, st 72.

Baith wit and will in her together strive,

And she's in switker how she shall behave.
Ross's Helenore, p. 25.

• While standing in a switker at the corner of the
iOckweQ, a cart came up from the bridge, driven by
stripling." R. Gilhaize, iii. 187.—I was in a swither,

Tween this ane and tither.

Jamieson's Popul. Ball., ii. 335.

Swidders, Aberd. id.

An* as we're cousins, there's nae scouth
To be in onv swidders ;

I only seek what is my due
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 4.

SWIFF, $. 1. Rotatory motion, or the

sound produced by it ; as, the swiff of a
mill, Loth.

2. Any quick motion, producing a whiffing

sound ; as, /* past by me wi a swiff, Fife.

V. Swift.

3. A sound of this description, ibid. Synon.
Souch, s.

IsL swef-ast, Su.-G. swaefio-a, circumagcre, motitari.

Swiff of Sleep, s. A disturbed sleep, ibid,

V. Souf, v. and s. IsL swaef-a, sopire.

To Swiff, v. n. A term used to denote the

hollow melancholy sound made by the

wind, Roxb., Berwicks. Synon. South, v.

To Swiff asleep, v. n. A phrase used to

denote that short interval of sleep enjoyed
by those who are restless from fatigue or

disease, South of S. Hence,

To Swiff awa, v. n. To faint, to swoon,

S. A. ,

" Whan she had read it, I thought she was caun to
swiff aioa\ for she turned as white in the. gills as a
haddock that's new taen out o' a cod's mou." St
Johnstoun, ii. 201. Swuff, id., Ettr. For.

SWIFT, *. A reeling machine used by
weavers, S.

Isl. sveif, volva, instrumentum quo aliquid circum-
rotatur, ansa rotatilis, verticillum. V. Swiff.

[To Swift, v. a. To reef, to reduce ; as,

swift the sail, Shetl.]

To SWIG, v. n. 1. To wag, to move from side

to side, to walk with a rocking sort of

motion, S. B. "To turn suddenly," S. A.
He through the glen gaed canty swiggiu,

As trim's a bead.
Tarras's Poems, p. 141.

[2. To walk or work with energy, Banffs.]

IsL sweigda, fleeter©; Su.-G. swig-a, loco cedere.

Ihre seems to view this and waeg-a, to have an incon-

stant motion, K. to Wag, as originally the same; and
the idea has every appearance of being well founded.

Swig, s. 1. The act of turning suddenly. V.
GL Compl. vo. Suak.

[2. Art, manner ; skill, ability, Clydes.,

Banffs. V. Sweek.]

To SWIK, v. a. "To soften, assuage,

allay ;" Kudd. Sibb. ; to deceive.

And sum tyme wald scho Ascaneus the page,

Caucht in the fygure of his faderis vruage,

And in hir bosum brace, gyf scho tharfoy

The luf vntellibyl mycht swik or satify.

Doug. Vtrgil, 102, 38.

Swik here undoubtedly signifies to deceive, used
metaph., from A. -8. swic-an, id. in its primary sense.

For it is the v. corresponding to fallere in the original

Swikful, adj. Deceitful, Wyntown.

Swikfully, adv. Deceitfully.

Bot a fals traytoure cald Godwyne
This Ethelrede betraysyd syne,

And hym raurtherysyd sicykfulhj.

Wyntown, vi. 15. 85.

SWIL, *. The swivel of a tedder, Shetl.

V. Sule and Sweil.
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SWILK, Suilk, adj. Such.

With swiik wordi* thai maid thair mayn.
Barbour, xx. 277, MS.

" Ilk mane as wil nocht nay

—

suilk maner of dcttia

throu obligacionis Ac. in the mono that now.rynis,

that thai sal pay it in the money at rynnis fra that

day furth." Acta Ja. II., A. 1541, Ed. 1814, p. 41.

A.-S. swile, stryle, tab's. 8. sic, sib, is evidently corr.

from this, as the A.-S. word ia coutr. from >Iocs-G.

swaleUt, id. from lira, so, and leik, like, (similis).

To SWILL, v. a. To swaddle, S. siceal, sxcayl.

How that gaist had been gotten, to guess they liegan
;

Well swiWd in a swins skin ami smcir'd o're with suit.

Montgomcrie, Watson's Coll., iii 13.

Attour, I hae a ribbon twa ell lang,

Aa broad's my loof, and nae a thrum o't wrang.
Gin it hae mony marrows, I'm beguil'd,

Twm never out of fanld syn she was sicat/Fd.

Ross's Ueleuore, p. 114.

Isl. swelU, strictus.

SWILL, *. Prob., a duty, for which money
was taken.

"Thre sh. for sax huikis in hervest, xiiij d. for ilk

swill of viij pnltre." Aberd. Reg. Cent. 1C.

This term relates perhaps to a duty for which money
was taken in exchange. The cain due for each plough-

Site might be eight fowls. A.-S. sul denotes a plough.

ence, 0. E. " Stcoling or Satiny of land, as much aa

one plough can till in a year ;" Kersey. L. B. sioollynga,

swuhnga, sttlinga, id. V. Spelman.

SWINE. The swine's gane througKt
y a pro-

verbial phrase used in relation to marriage,

when something untoward has taken place

which breaks it off, S.

" 'The swine's gone through it;' spoken when an
intended marriage is gone back ; out of a superstitious

conceit that, if a swine come between a man and his

mistress, they will never be married." S. Prov., p.

330, Kelly.
'• You should sift James's tender passion ;—and if

it's within the compass o' a possibility, get the swine

driven throvgh't, or it may work us a' muckle dule."

The Entail, ii. 285.

The idea was carried so far, that when a swine
followed a marriage-party, it was reckoned an indubi-

table presage that the connexion would be unfortunate.

Grose mentions the same superstition as prevalent
in E. with still greater latitude of application. "If
going on a journey on business, a sow cross the road,

yon will probably meet with a disappointment, if not
a bodily accident, before you return home. To avert

this vou must endeavour to prevent her crossing you

;

and if that cannot be done, you must ride round on
fresh ground. If the sow is attended with her litter

of pigs, it is lucky, and denotes a successful journey.
~>pular Superstit., p. 45. Suppl. to Prow Gloss.

The reason why this intervention of this animal has
been supposed so unlucky, and particularly as to mar-
riage, is nowhere assigned ; but it might originate from
the generally received idea that it is an unclean animal.

Certain it is, however, that among ancient nations the
swine was sacrificed at the celebration of nuptials ;

particularly by the Etrurians, the early Latins, and the
Greeks in Italy. Instead of its being said of an
intended marriage that "the swine had gone through
it," when it failed after all the necessary preparations
had been made, and among others the act of sacrificing

a hog, the disappointed bridegroom is represented as
thus expressing his losses

;

Periit quidem sus, et talentum, et nuptiae.

VOL. IV.

" I have lost my swine, my money, and my nup-

tials." Pierii Hieroglvgph. Lib. 9. fol. 69, b.

It may be remarked in general, however, that most
of the quadrupeds, and birds of evil omen, arc such as

were pronounced unclean by the Mosaic law. Besides

the swine, the hare was deemed unlucky, particularly

if it crossed a traveller's road ; and among birds, the

kite, the raven, the owl, the heron, the bat, &c. were

accounted prognosticators of evil. Compare Lev. xi.

6 7. 14. 19. with Brand's Popul. Autiq. iL, 510. 518-

537.

Swixe-arxot, *. The same with Sicines

MosscortSy Banffs.
•• Swine-arnot it clown's allheal, Stachys palustris."

Surv. Banffs. App. p. 38.

SwiNE-FlSH, *. The wolf-fish, Orkn.

"The Wolf-fish, {anarhkhas lupus, Lin. Syst.)

here the swine-fish, an ugly animal, is often found in

our seas." Barry's Oiku., p. 294.

Swixe's-Arxuts. Tall Oat-grass with tuber-

ous roots ; Avena elatior, Linn. S.

Swixe's-Mosscorts. Clown's all-heal, an

herb, S. Stachys palustris, Linn. The
Sw. name is Sicinfoiyl, from swin, swine,

and kngl, knoel, a bump, a knob.

[Swixe's-Murricks. Same with Sicine's-

Arnuts, Shell.]

Swixe's-saim, $. Hog's lard, S.

Seam signifies lard, E.

SWING, s. A stroke, a blow; Barbour.

A.-S. id.

[SWINGE, *. A heavy, swinging gait, Banffs.

used also as an adv.

To Swixoe, v. n. To walk with a heavy,

swinging gait, ibid.]

To SWINGLE Kit*. To separate flax from

the pith or stalk onwhich it grows by beating

it, S. pron. aungle. A. Bor. to swingle, to

rough-dress flax ; Gl. Grose. [V. Scutcel]

While hemp and lint grow tap to lift,

And maids and matrons mingle,

May social glee set dunts adrift,

When lint they list to swingle.

A. Scott's Poems, p. 18.

The poem, whence this example is given, which

possesses a considerable degree of humour, is entituled

1lie Swingling of the Lint.

A.-S. swing "flagellum, a whip or scourge. Item,

•cutula ; a swingle staffe or bat to beat flax." Swingle,

in pi. swingla, "verbera, strokes, stripes, lashes.

Item, flagella, scutulae ; swingells, flailes, staves or

bats to beat flax, or thresh corn." Somner.

Swixgle-tree, *. The stock over which

flax is scutched, Dumfr. ; synon. Sicingling-

stock.

Swixole-waxd, *. The instrument with

which flax is swingkd, S. B.

N 3
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Swinoler, s. The instrument used for beat-

ing flax, Dumfr.

Swinolinq-hand, *. A wooden lath or

sword for dressing flax, Roxb. ; synon. with

Swingle-wand.

Swinoling-stock, *. An upright board,

about three feet in height, morticed into a

foot or stock, over which flux is held while

it is beaten by the svringling-hand, ibid.

Swing-lint, b. An instrument used for

breaking flax, Roxb.
I find it written swinglind, perhaps erroneously.

Thoy laid sae fast qik>' the board*,
The swinglinds gaed like horsemen's swords.

Jo. Hogg's Poems, p. 72.

Teat swinghe, id. bacnlns linarius.
-

Teat, swinghel-en het vlas, id. Mollire Iinum flagcllo,

contendere Iinum, Kilian; from swinyh-en, Su.-G.
swaeng-a, vibrare, quatere, or A.-S. swing an, flagellare,

caedere.

SWINGLE-TREES, *. pi. The moveable
pieces of wood put before a plough or har-

row, to which the traces are fastened ;
pron.

sungle-tree, S.

"Swingle-trees, are crooked pieces of wood, to which
the horses traces are made fast behind the horses."
Clar. Yorks.

"Sometimes the breast-woddies, an' sometimes the
theets brak, and the swingle-trees flew in flinders, as gin
they had been as freagh as kail-castacks." Journal
from London, p. 5.

Teat, swinghel-en, to ribrate, to move backwards and
forwards.

To SWINK, Swtnk, v. n. To labour.

His seirand, or himself, may nocbt be spard,

To swynk or sweit, withouttin meit or wage.
Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 120.

" I swynke, I busye, I trauayle my selfe.- I am but
a fole to swynke for other men." Palsgr. B. iii. F. 381, b.

A. Bor. "Swinked, oppressed, vexed, fatigued;"
OL Brockets

A.-S. swinc-an, laborare, fatigare. O. E. swinke.

Great loubies and long, that loth were to strinke

Clothed hem in copes, to be knowen from other

;

And shopen hem hermets, her ease to have.

P. Ploughman, Pass. 1.

Swink, $. Labour ; Chauc. swinke.

Ever as thai com newe,
He on ogain hem thre ;

Gret swink.
Sir Tristrem, p. 97.

[To SWINT, v. n. To squint, ShetL]

To SWIPE, v. n. 1. To move circularly,

Lanarks.

2. To give a stroke in a semicircular or ellip-

tical form, as when one uses a scythe in

cutting down grass, S.

IsL swip-a, signifies vibrare, to brandish, to move
backwards and forwards. The term seems to include
the idea of the celerity of action or motion, being also

rendered celcrare. Sttrijt-r, has the sense of vortex,
apparently from the whirling motion. Perhaps the
word may be traced to stcrif, ansa rotatilis, verticillus,

instrumentum quo aliquid circumrotatur ; or to swef-
asl, Su.-G. straefio-a, circumagi. It is probable that
the E. v. to Sweep, as including great affinity of sense,

has a common origin both with Swt/pe, S. and with
these northern terms. The S. word may, however, be
allied to Isl. swipa, flagellare, sweip-a, percutcre.
Thorgil* seeijwdi sirininttm ; Thorgils puurum flagclla-

vit. Mttna their Oizor yeirttm sreipa, Gizorem non
pcrcutien* frameis ; Haldorsou. These terms all seem
primarly to express the idea of a quick, smart stroke,

irom svipa, cito agere.

Swipe, Swype, *.

Lanarks.

1. A circular motion,

2. A stroke fetched by a circular motion,

ibid., Aberd.
Syne Francie Winsy steppit in,

A sauchin slavery slype,

Ran forrat wi* a furious din,

And drew a swinging swype.
Christmas Ba'ing, Skinners Aluc. Poet., p. 124.

Swipper, Swippert, adj.

nimble.

1. Quick, swift,

AH thoclit he eildet was, or step in age,

A Is fery and als swijtper as ane page.
Doug. Virgil, 173, 54.

Bot than tbe swypper tuskand hound assayis
And neris fast, ay redely hyra to hynt.

Ibid. 439, 29.

A. Bor. "Swipper, nimble, quick ; Ray ; Brockett.
This is also O.E. "Swypir or delyuir. Angilis."

Prompt. Parv.

2. Sudden, hasty, tart. One is said to speak
swippert-like, when he speaks hastily, as if

in ill-humour, S.

In rinning aff lay my relief I thought

;

But of my claise he took a swippert clausht.
/toss's HeTenore, p. 88.

Swippertly, Swippirlie, adv. Swiftly.

Turnus the chiftane on the tothir syde,
Come to the cietc, or that ony wist,

Furth rteand swippirlie, as that him best list.

Doug. Virgil, 275, 24.

Then stcippertly started up a carl
Jamieson's Popid. Ball., i. 303.

[SWIRD-DANCE. A dramatic martial
dance performed by seven men in armour,,

representing the seven champions ofEurope,
Shetl.]

To SWIRK, v. n. To spring, to set off with
velocity.

Full craftely conjurit scho the Yarrow,
Quhilk ilid forth swirk as swift as ony arrow.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 4.

Allied perhaps to E. Jerk, or Belg. schrikl-en, to
tart ; whence probably the E. word.

To SWIRL, v. a. and n. 1. To whirl like a
vortex ; to carry off as by a whirl-wind, S.

—Fearfu' winds loud gurl'd,

And niony a luni dang down, an' stack
Heigh i' the air up sicirCd.

A. Wilson's Poems, 1708, p. 61.
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•• The trees—waved and soughed, and some wither-

ed leaves were swirled round and round as if by the

windL" Marriage, ii. 33.—"He forgot, in harkening to the cheerful prattle

of the Garnock waters, as they swirled among the

peebles by the road side, the pageantries of that

mere bodily worship which had worked on the ignor-

ance of the world to raise such costly monuments
of the long-suffering patience of heaven." R. Gilhaize,

L 160.

2. To be seized with giddiness, Ettr. For.
•* Well never mair scar at the poolly-woolly of the

whaup, nor swirl at the gelloch of the era." Brownie
of Bodsbeck, ii. 288.

3. Used to denote the motion of a ship in

sailing ; but improperly.

—Wha—in a tight Thessalian bark
To Colchos* harbour swirVd.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 3.

Su.-G. surr-a, stcarfw-a, Isl. /wirr-o, Belg. stoier-

en, to be hurried round. Swarfw-a ami swirr-a are

originally the same with htcerfw-a, s being prefixed.

Hence hwer/l-a, to be carried round, wattn hwirfel, a
whirlpool, «c.

Swirl, *. 1. A whirling motion of a fluid

body, S.

The swelland swirl vphesit vs to heuin.

Syne with the wall swak vs agane doun euin,

As it apperit, vnder the sey to hell.

Dong. Virgil. 87, 24.

2. A whirling motion of any kind, as that

caused by the operation of the wind, S.

"The leaves are withering fast on the trees, but
hell never see the Martinmas wind gar them dance
in swirls like the fairy rings.

1
' Bride of Lam., iii. 06.

It often signifies an eddy ; applied to water, to wind,

to driving snow, S. V. the v.

3. The vestiges left of a motion of this kind.
u Swirl—the remaining appearance of such

a motion ;" Gl. Sibb., S.

4. A twist or contortion in the grain of wood,

S.

$. The same with Coiclick, a tuft of hair on

the head which brushes up, &c, Clydes.

Swirlie, adj. 1. Full of twists, contorted
;

full of knots, knaggy, synon. S- ; q. as de-

noting the circumvolutions of wood, the

veins of which are circular.

He taks a swirlie, auld moss-oak,
For some black, grousome carlin.

Bums, iii 186.

2. Entangled; applied to grass that lies in

various positions, so that it cannot be easily

cut by the scythe, S.

3. Inconstant, ever in a state of rotation,

Roxb.
But whan the glass is fillin*.

Then, swirly fortune, frown and fight

;

Their joys are past your killin*.

Jtuickbie's Wayside Cottager, p. 187.

Swirling, *. Giddiness, vertigo, S.

Swirlon, Swiklin, adj. Distorted, S.O.

;

applied to the human body, West of S.

Auld, swirlon, slaethorn, cani«heugh. crooked wight,

Gae wa', an* ne'er again come in my »ighL
TannahUTs Poems, p. 29.

[SWISK, *. A whisk, a small broom, Shetl.

Dan. viskj id.]

SWITH, Swyth, Swyith, adv. Quickly;

ah swythf as soon.

For hunger wod he gapis with throttis thre,

Swyth swelliand that morsel raucht had sche.

Doug. Virgil, 178, 27.

Als stoith as the Rutulianis did se

The yet opin, thay ruschit to the entre.

Ibid. 902, 82.

Chaucer, aswith.

Swith ii also used as a sign of the superlative, like

Lat valde, E. very. Sometimes it signifies vehexnen-

ter ; from stcith, valens, potens, fortis.
•• Scot, we aay, Swith away, i.e., be gone quickly,"

Rudd.
Sibylla cryis, that prophetes diuyne,
Al ye that bene prophane, away, away,
Swyth outwith, al tha sanctuary hy you, hay.

Duug. Virgil, 172, 15.

Swyth man ! fling a' your sleepy springs awa*.

Fergusson s Poems, ii. 1
Swith frae my sight, nor lat me see you mair.

Shirrefs* Poems, p. 02.

Swithnes, *. Swiftness, velocity.

" Efter dcith ofCanute succedit his son Herald, namit
for his gret swithies Hairfut, ouhilk rciosit the croun
of Ingland twa yeris." Belleni Cron. B. xii. c 8. A
pedum vclocitate, Boeth.

To SWITHER, v. n. To hesitate. Swither,
*. Hesitation, confusion. V. Swidder, r.

and s.

To SWITHER, v. n. 1. To swagger, Roxb.

2* To talk or act as assuming a claim of

superior dignity or merit, as E. swagger is

used ; to hector, South of S.

3. To exert one's self to the utmost, Roxb.
To wark they fell, what they could swither.

The lint flew fast frae ane anither, &c
Swingling of the Lint, Jo. Hogg's Poems, p. 71.

4. As a v. a., to make to fall, to throw over,

Tweeddale.

Swither, *. 1. A severe brush, like one who
is made to swagger, or becomes giddy from

his situation, ibid.

O sweet is Hymen, nuptial tether,

—

Where lovers leal, wi* ane anither,

Stand clear o' dool

;

Nor wi* the kirk ere risk a swither,
On cuttie stool.

On Mati imony, A. Scott's Poems, p. 4X

2. A trial of strength ; applied to mental or

lingual exertion, ibid.

Then we'll at crambo hae a sicither.

In hamespun dress.
Let poor folk write to ane anither,
The way they learu'd it frae their mitber.
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Or some auld aunt's loquacious surithtr

O* wit and glee.

RuickbWi Wayside Cottagertj>. 184, 189.

3. The act of throwing down, or over, ibid.

Allied perhaps A. -S. swtth-ian, praevalere, praepoUere,
"to prevail, to ovcroway, to surmount ;" from twith,

potis, able, good. Sioithor, swithre, in comparative,
potior, more able. Stcithran hand, (q. d. potior manus),
the right hand ; Somner. Teut. swttdder-en, however,
signifies strepcre, to make a noise.

To SWITHER, v. n. To whiz.
" With such an unwonted force did ho fly forward,

—that the staff which he carried above his shoulder,
came by me with a $w'Uheriug noise like that made by
a black-cock on the wing at full flight." Hogg's Win-
ter Tales, i. 240.
Perhaps radically the same with Quhiddir, Quhilher,

to whiz, with the sibilation substituted for the guttural
sound.

[SWITTER, *. A state of entanglement or

confusion ; work done in such a state ; also,

one who works so, Banff's.]

fTo Switter, v. n. To work in confusion, or

in a confused manlier, ibid.

Prob., another form of Swither.]

[SWITTLE, *. Thin liquid, as soup, &c,
Shetl.]

[SWIWLE, *. A strong blast ; as, a sicivvU

o* icind, Shetl.]

[To SWIZ, v. n. To whiz, buss, Shetl.]

[Swiz, *. A whizzing sound, ibid.]

[SWKEN, *. Prob., part of a pump, Accts.

L. H. Treas., i. 253, Dickson. Du. zuigen.']

SWOFTLY, adv. Swiftly, Aberd. Reg.
A. 1535, V. 15.

To SWOICH, Swough, v. n. To emit a
rushing or whistling sound. V. Sough, v.

fSWOIR, Swour, pret. Swore, Lyndsay,
Sq. Meldrum, 1. 1103.]

[SWOMAXD, part. pr. Swimming, Lynd-
say, Exper. and Court., 1. 1450.]

SWONCHAND, part . pr. [Dashing, sway-
ing, heaving ; gliding along.]

Tit induring the day, to that dere drew
8wannis txoonchand full swyith, sweitest of sware.

BoulaU,l. 14.

''Swimming," Gl. Pink. But this is too gene-
ral. The term may either signify, vibrating, Germ.
sweneh-en, mot itare, whence twanch-vederen, pen-
nae remigea, Kilian ; or it may denote the stateli-

i of the motion of this beautiful fowl, as allied to
Dan. mcink-er, to strut, to have a proud gait.

[This term occurs repeatedly in Morte Arthur and in

the Troy Book, but almost always in connection with
waves or with water in motion.]

SWOND, s. A faint, a swoon ; [swonandy

swooning, Barbour, xvii. 648.]

•• It list up one of its hellish claws, and struck the
mother on the left side of the head with such violence
that she immediately fell into a atrond for a consider-
able time." Relation of a Hellish Monster, A. 1709,—
Law's Memor., p. 245, N.

SWOOX, *. Com is said to be in the swoon,
when*, although the strength of the seed is

exhausted, the plant has not fairly struck
root, S. B. In this intermediate sort of
state, the blade appears sickly and faded.

A.-8. awinn-an, deficere, to decay.

SWORD-DOLLAR. A large silver coin of
James VI. of S. V. James Ryall.

SWORDICK. s. The Spotted Blenny, Ork-
ney.

"The Spotted Blenny {blennius gunrellus, Lin.
Syst.), which, from the form of its body, has here
got the name of sioordick, is found under stones
among the sea-weed, both at low-water mark and
above it." Barry's Orkney, p. 292.

SWORDSLIPERS, *. pi. Sword-cutlers,
Gl. Knox's Hist.

This was anciently written Sioerd slyper. Thus, in
the records of the burgh of Ayr, "John Wallace swerd-
t/yper " is mentioned as one of the deacons of crafts,
about the year 15S3.

Teut. dijp, aerugo ferri ; slijp-en, acuere, exterere
aciem ferri, atterere gladium coti ; $lgp-stcen, cos

;

Belg. slyper, a whetter; Germ, schleif-en, to whet;
9chleif-ert a grinder, &c. Su.-G. atip-a, acuere. C. B.
ydip-anu, polire, Wf-o, acuere. Thus it appears that
the term has been generally diffused.

SWORL, Sworil, s. 1. A whirling motion,
swirl, synon.

Bot lo ane tioorl of fyre blesis vp thraw,
Lemand towart the lift the namb he saw.

Doug. Virgil, 435. 38.

[2. A swivel, Lyndsay, Compl. of Bagsche, 1.

203.]

V. Swirl, *.

SWOURN, Wallace, vi. 575. Perth. Ed.
Read, Smoryt, as in MS. i.e., smothered.

Palyone rapys thai cuttyt in to sowndyr,
Borne to the ground, and niony smoryt owndir.

SWOW, 8. The dull and heavy sound pro-
duced by the regurgitations of the dashing
waves of a river in a flood, or of the sea in
a storm ; Clydes.

I' the mirk in a stound, wi* rairin' sound,
Aspait the river rase

;

An' wi' swash and stcow, the angry jow
Cam lashan' down the braes.

Mann, qf Clyde, £tiin. Mag., May, 1820, p. 423, 452.

A.-S. txcoeg, sonus, boi.ibus : fragor ; a variation of
sweg, id. Sicog-an, is also used for sweg-an, sonare,
cum sonitu irruere. Sicow is thus originally the same
with Souch, q. v., and with O. E. Swough, sound, noise,
used by Chaucer.

To Swow, v. n. To emit such a sound,
ibid. Edin. Mag. ut sup.
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To SWOWM, Swome, v. n. To swim.

••And tho convoyar of thaim toll ice & consydder

gif thar bo ony fischo sicowmand thar for the tym."

Aberd. Reg. A. 1538.

To SWUFF, v. n. 1. To breathe high in

sleep, Ettr. For. ; pron. Swoof.
•• I was—keeping a good look out a* round about,

and Will ho was twuffiny and sleeping." Perils of

Man, ii. 256.

A.-S. ttvef-ian, sopire; stce/od, "fast or sound

asleep," Somner.

2. To whistle on a low key, or under the

breath, ibid. V. Sour, o.

3. To move past in a whizzing way, Ettr. For.

Swuff, Swoof, s. The act of whizzing,

ibid.

Probably from A.-S. *wif>an, circumrotari ; a rota-

tory motion often producing a whizzing sound.

[SWY, 8. A swing, Shetl. ; the local pron.

of 8ioayy swee, q. v.J

[To Swy, v. a. and n. To swing, ibid.]

SWYCHT, adj. [Errat. for Wycht, stout,

q.v.]

And for thair is na horss in this land

Swa twycht, na yeit sa weill at hand,

Tak him as off thine awyne hewid,

As I had gevyn thairto na reid.

Barbour, ii. 126, MS.

STVTK, *. Fraud, deceit. V. Swick.

To SWYKE, v. a. To cause to stumble, to

bring to the ground.

With a swap of a swerde that swathel him swyl-es,

He stroke of the stede-hecle, streite there he stode.

The fairs fole fondred, and fel to the grounde.
Sir Oawan and Sir Oal., ii 16.

A.-S. twic-an, facere ut offendat.

[SWYLE, 8. A bog, Banffs. ; swylie, boggy.]

[SWYLK, pron. Such, Barbour, i. 85.]

[SWYNG, 8. A swinging blow; also, a

swing, Barbour, xv. 188, xvii. 574.]

Swyngyt, Barbour, viii. 307. Ed. Pink.

For thai that fyrst asseiublyt wer,

Sxoyngyt, and faucht full sturdely.

But in MS. it is ficyngyt, i.e., foincd, pushed ; as in

Edit. 1620, fonyeed. Foin is from O. Fr. foine, a
word. V. Diet. Trcv.

[SWYNGEOUR, 8. V. Sweyxgeour.

[SWYPE, 8. and v. Same with Swig, q. v.,

Banffs.]

SWYPES, 8. pi. Brisk small beer.

" The twopenny is undeniable ; but it is small

ill twyjKt—

i

jave J

i. 313.

i\cyi>ts—small gwy}*9—more of hop than malt—with
your leave I'll try your black bottle." Redgauntlet,

This term might originate from C. B. stcyf^ spuma,
cremor, (Davies, Boxhorn ;) or, according to Owen,
swyv, yest ; q. beer that carries a good deal of foam,

"a rtemm* bicker," S. Or, it might be traced to

A.-S. swip-an, Isl. §wip-a, cito, agere, agitare; to

which Germ. *chtcip\ cito, is obviously allied.

SWYRE, *. The neck ; also, a declination

in a hill, &c. V. Sware.

SWYTII, *. Used for Suth, E. Sooth, truth.

Bot to sa srayth, thai fled nocht all.

Barbour, R 7, 902, Ed. 182a

To •' say the truth." This might, however, be s

mistake of the copier, casually giving tho orthography

of the adv. which signifies quickly.

SWYTHIN, adj. Swedish; or, from Sweden.

"Ane hundreth Sicythin buirdis of port-

age;" Aberd. Reg., A. 1541, V. 17.

This seems equivalent to the language of our old

Book of Rates ;
" Sicaden boords, the hundreth," 4c.

A. 1611.

[SYB9 adj. Akin, Barbour, xiii. 511. V.Sib.]

[SYCHT, *. and v. V. Sicht.]

[SYCHT, 8. Errat. for Fycht, fight, Bar-

bour, ii. 388, MS.]

SYCHTIS, 8. pi. [The front parts of a

gown, coat, &c. V. Forbreist.]

"Item, anc schort gown of sad cramasy velvott,

lynit with quhyt taftateis, the ^cktU with quhyt

letuis." Invent. A. 1542, p. 100, 101. V\ Foirsycht.

[SYDE, adj. Wide. V. Side.]

SYDESMAN, 8. One who takes part with

another, an abettor.

" Be it kend, &c, me, Thomas of Killpatrick, laird

of Closseburne, and smietman to anc honourable lord,

John Lord Somervill, for all the dayes of my life;

and obleidges and binds me to the said lord, be the

faith of my body," &c. Memorie of the Somervilb, i.

2S4.
Sytle, as conjoined with man, is evidently used in

the sense of Teut. sijiU, pars, factio.

SYDIS, *. pi. Cuts of flesh, Doiig. VirgiL

V. SCHIDE.

[SYDLINGIS, adv. V. Sidelins.]

[SYE, Syer, 8. A sieve or strainer for milk,

Clydes. ; syer, Shetl.]

SYE, 8. The sea.

To Acheron reuin down that hellis sye. —
Doug. Virgil, 227, 41

SYE, 8. A seath or coalfish.

"The fishes commonly caught on the coast are—

lythe, *ye.—Sye* under one year old are called cuddies.**

P. Portree, Invern. Statist. Ace, xvi. 149. V. Seaih.

SYES, 8. pi. The herb called in E. chives,

or cives, S. Allium Schoenoprasum, Linn.

Fr. tive, cive. O.E. "Cyues, herbc" Prompt. Parr.

SYFF, 8. A sieve. In S. it is generally

pron. q. siv.

Que quidem Cana do frumento, super fundum

dictarum terrarura crescenti bene, et sufficienter
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cum cribro et tiretantro, rulgariter loouendo syffand
ridyl, cribrasato, mundato, et debite depurato, prout

et quemadmodum frumentum quod dcfertur communi
foro vendendum, jwcparatur et mundatur Abbati et

oonventai predictis. Kegist. Scon., p. 92. MacfarL

M8.
O. E. sj/e, A.-S. stfe, Alem. sef, Belg. s\f, id.

To SYILL, v. a. To ceil. V. Sile, v.

SYIS, Syiss, Syss, Seis, *. pi Times;

generally used in composition, as felt syis
f

oft syss.

80 thik with strakis this campioun maist Strang

With athir hand /tie syis at Dares dang.
Doug. Virgil, 143, 14.

Lo how hardyment tane sa sudandly,

And drewyn to the end scharply,

May ger ojtsyss unliklv thingis

Cam to rycht layr and gud endingis.

Barbour, ix. 634, Ma
Wyntown uaesfyoe syisJot five times.

And the leit syde lang sail thou but dout

Cirkill and aaue mony seis about
Doug. Virgil, 81, 65.

V. Syith.

SYISS, Syse, 9. Sice, the number of sic at

dice ; from Fr. six.

Sam tynis syiss, and winnis bnt ess.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 164.

"Thus Chancer, Monk's Tale, 1. 687. 'Sice fortune

it tooraed to an ace.' *' Lord Hailes, p. 295. Note.

Hence to sett apomn syse, to set on a throw at dice,

to play at dice in general.

Sum ledis langis on the land, for luf or for lak,

To sembyl with thare chaftis, and sett apoun syse.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 238, b. 14.

SYISSTRIE, 9. [Lit. the measure-stick;

the measure for the boll or barrel^]

•• To apply to the vse of the said brucht with the
* syiss boll and syissfrie." Acts Cha. I., at sup., p. 627.

SYTTH, Syth, 9. Times ; feil syith, many
times.

Set IfeU syilk sic tws monethis in fere

Wrats neon* ane wourd, nor micht the volume stere.

Doug. Virgil, 484, 19.

Fullfete syth, and wtillfele syth, a great many times,

very often.

Nocht for Mfullfele syth.

Thai had full gret defaut off mete.
Barbntr, hi. 470. MS.

Mr. Pinkerton expl. syth, easy ; in reference perhaps

to the following passage—

And saw it wes not syth to ta

The toon, annul sik defens wes mod.
Barbour, xviL 454.

Bat here Hb eyth, ia MS. A.-S. sithe, Moes.-G.

mnlha, rices, used in composition. Ttcaimsintham,

twice ; sAansimtkam, seven times.

SYKARIS. R. synkaris, i.e., his who sinks

or cuts.—•• He geTand to the kingis grace fre of ilk punde

of cunyeit money xx schillingis, except the wardanis

fe, the sayaris fe, and the syhiri* of the irnis fee," &c.

Acts Ja. V., 1526% Ed. 1814, p. 317. V. Sayar.

[SYKES, Stkis, s. pi. Trenches; rills,

Barbour, xi. 300, xix. 742. Isl. s(k, a

trench.]

SYKKIS, *. pi. Perhaps sacks.

" To deliuer ij sal
d treis [barrels for holding salmon]

and ij syhkis within xv dais." Aberd. Reg. V. 16, p.

377.

To SYLE, v. a. 1. To deceive, to circum-

vent.

Dissimulance was bissie me to syle,

And Fair Calling did oft upon me smyle.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 16.

" Surround, encompass ;" Lord Hailes. But the

character, in the personification, fixes the meaning as

given above.

• Certis, we wemen
We set us all fra the sichte to syle men of treuth :

We dule for na evil deidis sa it be device balden.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 16.

Thus subtellie the king was sylit, .

And all the pepill wer begylit
Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 64.

•• Choose ye this day, whether with humbled Esther

you will wisely resolve to prove constant,—or if you
will—like Peter overwhelmed with fear, adventure to

seik your comforte and quietuesse in the sway of time,

as though the Lord could be syled, as Absalom was
with Chusaye's policie." Epistle of a Christian

Brother, A. 1624, p. 5.

Allied to A.-S. syl-an, to betray. Isl. *el4a, Su.-G.

salc-ia, to deliver into the hands of another.

2. Elsewhere it may be rendered, betray.

Sen that Igobegyld
With ane that faythe has syld.

Murning Alauiin, Maitland Poems, p. 205.

i.e., delivered up faith, acted a false and treacherous

part.

SYLERIN, Syling, s. The ceiling.

"Yow may sie, in the cathedrall church of Aber-

dein, the noblemen of Scotland ranked in order vpon
the sylerin of the rooff of the bodie of the church, wher
the Earle of Southerland is placed before Crawfoord.'

Gordon's Hist. Earls of Sutherl., p. 55.

"The olde syling that was once fast joyned

together with nailes will begin to cling, and then to

gape," &c Z. Boyd's Last Battcll, p. 612.

This has some resemblance of Teut. solderinghe,

Belg. zoldering, the ceiling.

To SYLL, v. a. To cover. V. Sile, id.

Syxour, *. [Canopy], Gawan and GoL, 66.

V. Deir.
[Selure occurs in Green Kut, 1. 76, and selourt in

Awnt Arth., 326.]

SYLL, *. A seat of dignity.

Had never [ever] leld of this land, that had been levand,

Maid ony feutd before, freik, to fulfil,

I suld sickirly myself be consentand,

And seik to your soverane, seymly on syll.

Gawan and Gol., iL 10.

Than Schir Gologras the gay, in gudly maneir,

Said to thai segis, semely on syll,

How wourschipful Wayane had wonnin him on weir.

Ibid., iv. 16.

A. -8. sylla,
tl

sella, a seat, a chaire, a bench;"

Somner. Syll, as applied to Arthur, may denote his

throne ; as respecting his nobles, the honourable seats

provided for them ; seymly on syll, the dignified ap-

pearance made both by the king and his lords.
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To SYLLAB, v. a. To divide into syllables,

S.
C. B. siflebu, to syllabyze, to form the elements of

speech.

[SYMER, 8. Summer. V. Simmer.]

SYMION-BRODIE, s. Expl. "a toy for

children ; a cross stick ;" Gall. Encycl.

If the name has not been originally that of a trades-

man who made such toys, the latter part of the word
may bo from Brod, a board. Teut. simmen signifies

camoui or crooked.

[SYMONET. A mistake iif Edin. MS. for

Symon het, called Simon, Barbour, ix. 10.]

[SYMPILL, adj. Low-born; "inoffensive.

V. Simpill.]

Stmpylly, adv. Poorly, meanly, in low and

straitened circumstances.

to Paryss can he ga
r full sympylly.

Barbour, L 831, Ma
And levyt thar

[SYN, adv. V. Syne.]

[SYND, v. and *. V. Sind.]

[Syndings, 8. pi. Slops; properly rinsings,

S.]

SYND, 8. Aspect, appearance.

Quhair boun ye to. my friend, ache safe,

Astonishtly me think ye gais,

Tell me quhat mouis vour mynd.
Gif ye gang wrang, I sail ye gyde,
Apearandly thou wander&t wyde,

I se weill be your synd.
Burets Pilg., Watson's CoU., ii. 37.

Su.-G. syn, fades, A.-S. onsien, onsyne, vultus,

aspectus.

[SYNDIR, Syndri, adj. Sundry, various;

separate, Barbour, v. 106, ix. 441.

Syndrely, adv. Asunder, separately, Ibid.,

xii. 138.

Syndrynes, 8. State of separation. V.
under Sinder.]

SYNE, Synde, Syn, adv. 1. Afterwards,

since, S.

Thai wele sone gat of thair bed
A knaw child, throw our Lordis grace,

That eftre hys gud eldfadyr wes
Callyt Robert ; and syne wes king.

Barbour, xiiL 695, MS.
Ane clene sacrifice and oflerandis made I syne,

Into the fyris yettand sence and wyne.
Doug. Virgil, 78, 27.

It occurs in the same sense O.E.

Rowen drank, as her list,

And gave the king : sine him kist
JL Brunne. V. Ellis, Spec., i. 118.

The spirit said, Think on the rich man,
Quhilk all tyme in his lnstis ran,

Body and saull he loissit than.
And synde was buryit into hell.

As Jesus Christ hes said him sell.

Poems Sixteenth Cent., p. 25, 26.

Synde corresponds with Teut. sind.

2. Late, as contradistinguished from soon.

•• What I know I shall ever give you an account of

soon or syne." Baillie's Lett., i. 355.

Le., soouer or later.

Each rogue, altho' with Nick he should combine,

Shall be discovered either soon or s>tne.

Hamilton » Wallace, p. 318.

Notwithstanding the similarity of A.-S. same, seg-

nis, tardus, to saene, nimis Begins, too slow ; this roust

certainly be viewed as originally the same with *w.

prep. For this, as equivalent to E. since, merely de-

notes the time that has elapsed after some date or event

referred to. Teut sind, Germ, sint, post, postea.

Wachter gives sint as synon. with stit, which he deduces

from A. -8. sith-ian, ire, venire, rendering it, transitu*

in aliud teinpus. A. -8. sith, as signifying time, might

indeed have this origin ; Su.-G. sen signifies both post

and sero. V. Sen.
Our phrase sen syne may be viewed as a tautology

consisting of two words radically the same, and, in

fact, including no other idea than what is conveyed by

sen ; although the latter preserves more of the form of

A.-S. sith-than, {after then), being immediately contr.

from sythyn. Or, it may be considered as compounded

of sen, conj. since, ami the adv. syne, in the sense of

then, q. since, after-then, or after that time. Still,

however, it is tautological

Syne, in the phrase lang syne, and auld lang syne, is

used as if it were as. To a native of this country, it

is very expressive ; and conveys a soothing idea to the

mind, as recalling "the memory of joys that are past.

Should auld acquaintance be forgot,

And days o' tang syne ?

—We'll tak a cup o* kindness yet,

For auld lang syne. Burns* iv. 123.

Syne, conj. Since, seeing, S.

Bot Lordys, gywe your curtesy,

Syne that I set my besynes

Tyl al yhoure plesans generaly,
WynUncn, i ProL 52.

Barbour uses sen in this sense.

SYNETEEX, adj. Seventeen, S. B.

SYNING-GLASS, 8. A looking-glass or

mirror, Roxb.

Su.-O. syn, inlpectio, syn-a, inspicere ; 111. synsz,

videre ; Dan. syn-cr9 id., syiie, a view, a sight.

SYNLE, adv. Seldom, S.B. V. Seixdle.

[SYNXYS, 8. pi. Sins, Barbour, xx. 1*0.]

SYNOPARE, Synopeir, *. Cinnabar.

Doug. Virgil, 400, 7.

SYOUR, i. Apparently a scion, a tender

shoot.

"The designation of the person performer, is by

twoo titles. 1. That lion of the tribe of Juda, 2. That

root or syour of Dauid.—Hce is the root or syour of

Dauid, by Juda and Dauid to shew the true Messias

promised of their seed." Forbes on Revel., p. 2T
'

[To SYPE, v. ji. 1. To ooze, to drip, S. V.

Sipe.]

2. To sip or drain up, to wipe, Clydes., Shetl.]

Sypins, *. pi. The liquor that has oozed from

an insufficient cask, S.
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[SYPER, s.

and Court., 1. 712'
A cypress, Lyndsay, Exper.

SYPLE, *. " A saucy, bi£?bellied person ;

"

Gall.Enc.
Belg. sepel-en, signifies to drop ; Tcut. aijffel-en, to

whittle ; fsl. awtifl-o, to be wheeled about. But as the
definition includes ideas so little connected, it is scarcely
possible to form any probable conjecture as to the
origin. C. B. sypiawl might seem to correspond with-
ihe '-"— iA— -- -•* -• -~ -'* "- r
the latter idea, as it signifies

together," from syp-iaw, acervare.
'tending to heap

To SYPYRE, Supir, v. n. To sigh.

Than softlie did I suoufe and sleep,
Supyring, guhtls wyrlng
My tender body to.

BurcTs Pilgr., WaUon't Coll., ii. 81
My spreit supirt and sichs maist sair.

„ „ Burd, ibid., ii 48.

Ft. aouspir-tr, Lat. suspir-are, id.

[SYR,*. Sire, lord, Barbour, i. 283.]

SYRE, 8. A title of honour. V. Schir.

SYRE, $. A sewer, S. ayver, sometimes pron,
as syre.

He and I lap o're many a tyre.

WaU
V. Styeb.

SYSE, Syss-bolle, *.

some harbours.

also*'* Coll, L 12.

A duty exacted at

"Tolles, customes, syse holies, port harberie, office of
water bailliarie," Ac. Acts Cha. I., Ed. 1814, Vol.

Perhaps from Teut. assijsc, vectigal ; q. assisc-boU,
or "boll paid as duty." L. B. itis-a, Hisp. aU-a,
tribntum.

SYSE, 8. Six at dice. V. Syiss.

[SYSTERNE, *. A cistern, Lyndsay,
Exper. and Court., 1. 4945.]

[SYTE, *. Grief, sorrow, Lyndsay, The
Dreme, L 333.]

SYTII, s. pi. Times. V. Syith.

[SYTH, Sytiiexs, Sittens, conj. Although,
since, seeing, S. V. Sith.]

[Sythyn, adv. Afterwards, Barbour, ii. 85.]

To SYTHE, v. a. To strain any liquid, La-
narks. Sey, Sile, synon. ; from the same
origin as Sey, q. v.

SYTHOLL, *. An instrument of music. V.
Citholis.

[SYV, Siv,*. A sieve, S.]

[SYVER, 8. A covered drain. V. Siveb.]

SYVEWARM, 8. [Errat. for Fyswarin, a
corr. of Fitz-Warren.]

The Syreicarin wes takyn thar.
Bot sa rad wes Richard of Clar,
That he fled to the south countre.

Barbour, xv. 75, MS.
"Editions read, 'The Sicaryn.' I cannot interpret

either." Piuk. N. The Edin. Edit., 1658, reads syve-
waryne.
[This mistake of the Edin. MS. is corrected by the

Cambridco MS. which has Jiziraryne, the vulgar pron.
of Fitz-Warren. As this reading makes the passage
clear, Dr. Jamieson's elaborate note, which was founded
on a mistaken interpretation, has been deleted. V.
Prof. Skeat's Edit of Barbour, p. 594.]

SYWEILL, adj. For civil ; apparently used
in the sense of reasonable.
" A syictill mendis ;" Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

To SYZZIE, v. a. * To shake. He never
syzzied me, he never shook me ;" Gall.
Encycl.

Allied perhaps to IsL svd-a, actito, factito ; or to
Teut. $uys-ent murmurare, Su.-G. aus-a, id., the wind,
whose action these terms respect, being often the
cause of shaking. Or shall we view it as corr. from
C. B. ysgyd-w, ytgwyd-w, to shake, ysgyt-iaw, to shake
violently ?
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T.

TA, art. The, Dumfr. ; Te, [West of S.]

Most probably this is merely a provincial corruption.

It must oe observed, however, that by Norman-Saxon
writers te is used as the article in all the cases ; as t*

king, rex, the king ; te eort, comes, the earl, &c V.
Lye in vo.

TA, adj. One; used after the; [as, the ta—
thet a, the one.]

Thusgat, throw dowbill wndyrstanding,
That Dargane come till sic ending,
That the ta part dissawyt was.

BarUmr, iv. 806, MS
The* Quene hir self fast by the altare standi*,

Haldand the melder iu hyrdeuote handis,

Hyr ta rate bare

Dmtff. Virgil, 118, 15.

[TA, Ti, To ; the sign of the inf. ; as, ta

gang, to go; also, as aprep^ as, ''gang ta the

toun"; and as an ado., as, " put ta the

door," i.e., shut the door, West of S.,

Shetl.]

Ta and Fra. To and from, on this and on
that side.

Bot the slouth hand maid styntyn thar

;

And waweryt lang tyme ta andfra;
That he na certane gate couth ga.

Barbour, vil 41, MS.

To TA, v. a. To take. The v. frequently oc-

curs in this form, even when it is not used
metri causa.

His men he dressyt, thaim agane.
And gert thaim stoutly ta the playn.

Barbour, xiv. 263, MS.

To, Edit. Pink., take, Edit. 1620.

—We may nocht eschew the fycht,
Bot gif we fouly ta the flycht

ibid, xv. 350, MS.
V. also xviii. 238.

TAA, e. A thread ; [a tough fibre or fila-

ment, a fibrous root], Shetl.; Isl. taef filum;

Dan. tave, a filament, a string.

[Taaie, ad}. Fibrous, full of fibres, ibid.]

[TAAND, s.

peat, Shetl

tamdeJ]

TAANLE, 8. V. Tawnle.

[To TAAT, Taut, v. a. and n. To mat, to

entangle, Clydes., Shetl.]

[Taat, Taut, *. A mat ; matting; pi. tauts,

thick, coarse worsted for making, rues,

Shetl.]
** fe

VOL. IV.

A brand of fire, a burning
Sw. tiinda, to kindle, Dan.

[Taatit, TAUTIT, adj. Matted; as, taatit

hair, S.; also, made of taats or tufts. V.

Taat, *.]

[TAATIE, e. A potatoc, Clydes., Shetl.

In Shetland the pit dug in the field to preserve

potatoes from the frost is called a Taatie-hock ; and

the bunker or corner in a house where the potatoes are

kept is a Taatie-hro. V. Gl.]

To TAAVE, Tyaave, v. a. and n. 1. To

make any thing tough by working it with

the hands, Morav, Banffs. pron. q. Tyaave.

V. Taw.

[2. To tease out, as oakum ; also, to caulk or

close a rent by stuffing ; part. pr. fcrarin,

Shetl.]

3. To touse, to tumble, to wrestle in sport,

Gl. Surv. Moray ; as, " I saw them tyaavin

and wrestlm* thegither."

This sense corresponds with an idea suggested by an

acute correspondent in Moray, that Tyauce of the

north is the same with 0. E. Tew, to lug, or pall

;

Bailey. It seems to have still more affinity to A. fior.

•• Teave, to paw and sprawl about with the aims and

legs ; " Grose. The pronunciation of Yorks. must be

nearly, if not entirely, the same ; for Marshall gives

the term in this form: •'. To Tetav, to paw and sprawl,"

&c. Pro*. Yorks.
• In seme 3. it nearly resembles that of Lincoln*.

Tact, as given by Grose. "Sick people are said to

tave with their hands when they catch at any thing,

or wave with their hands when they want the use of

reason." This must certainly be viewed as only a

variety of A. Bor. Teave. V. Taavin.

4. To ravel, Moray. \Tyaven-skate, skate re-

duced to filaments, Sleartis.]

This v., in its primary sense, would seem to claim

affinity with Dan. tave, a filament, a string ; tavtd,

stringy ; q. to draw out into strings. Baden renders

tave, stupa, tow, hards, ockham.

Tyaave, s. [Palaver, bustle, trouble], diffi-

culty, pinch ; as, to do any thing icith a tya-

ave, 1 have a great tyaave, I have much diffi-

culty ; applied to means of subsistence, &c.

Banff's., Shetl.

Taave-taes, s. pi. The name giveu to

pit-fir, used in Moray and the neighbouring

comities, for making ropes, being split iuto

fibres and twisted. Denominated from its

toughness, taes, toes.

The term, as thus used, has considerable appearance

of affinity to Fr. tuyan, a reed, alao, a stalk. Palsgr.

expl. tyav, tuyuv, "the dric stalke of humlocke? or

burres ;" B. iii. F. 43, a. Westniorel. taas, wood split

thin to make baskets of.

03
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Taavi*, Tawin, *. Wrestling, tumbling,
Aberd. V. v.

" By this time the gutters was coming in at the coach-
door galore, an' I was lvim^ taavin an* wainlin ander
lucky-minny like a sturdie ho<rgic that has fa'eu into a
peat-pot. w Journal from London, p. 3. 4. V. Vogie.
WestmoreL taavin or tea tin, kicking (01.), is perhaps

originally the same.

^
Tent, touw-en, agitare, subigere, Su.-G. tag~\ to

rtraggle* A.-S. taio-ian, to beat •

TABBERN, Tabern, ,. A kind of drum.
—"When they cam nere the towne, hard the com-

mon bell and tabbern, and withal reteirit so fierslie as
man persuyng, while they lost sumins weapins by the
waye." Lett. Jo. Wood, Sadler's Papers, i. 618. V.
Talbroxk.

Taberxer, 8. [A drummer.] "Commoun
tabernar and swescher ;

" Aberd. Reg.
"Whissels for Taberners, the dozen xxiiii s.

w

Bates, A. 1611.
fin 1574, the Town Council of Aberdeen ordered

Jojhn Cowper, their Swesher, to play on the Alinany
Qunissil, with a servant playing on the tabourine. E.
pipe and tabour.]

TABBET. To Tak Tablet, to take an oppor-
tunity of having any advantage that may
come in one's wayj Ayrs.
— ••Ill tak tabbit wi* you anither time." Edm. Mag.,

April 1821, p. 352.
Ft. tabttt-er, to butt or push ; to trouble, to molest

;

tabnt) trouble, disquiet. Roquefort renders the verb,
Quereller avec chaleur.

TABBIT, adi. Tabbit mutch, "a cap with
corners folded up," GI.

Her mither ware a tabbit mutch,
Her father was an honest dyker,

She's a black-eyed wanton witch.
Ye winna shaw me mony like her.

Lizzy Liberty, Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 1561

Prob. allied to Isl. tepp-a, Su.-G. tappa, cohibere ; q.
"having the lappets confined," or " tucked up."

TABEAN BIRBEN. [Prob., made of Ta-
bian ivory.]

And wha will karao thy bonny head
With a Tabean birben kame ?

And wha will be niy baini'* father,

Till love Gregory come haine ?

—Blysell will kame his bonny head
With a Tabean birben kame

;

Mrsell will be the bairn's father
Till lore Gregory come hame.

UrbanCs Scots Songs, B. L p. 1&
V. also Herd's Coll., i. 149, 150.

The first word seems to denote the place where these
combs were made. Fr. Tabian denotes of, or belonging
to Tabia in Italy.

Prob., birben is a com of evonrbanet the term used by
Gawin Douglas for ivory ? If so, Tabean birben lame
must denote "an ivory comb made at Tabia."

TABELLION, Tabellioux, *. A scrivener,

a notary ; a word introduced into our laws
from Lat. tabellio, id.

" It is thocht expedient—that his hicnes may mak
notaris k tabellionts, quhais instruments sal haue ful
faith in all contractis ciuile within the realme." ParL
Ja. III., A. 1469, Acts Ed. 1814, p. 95. Tabelliounis,
Edit 1566.

•TABEKNACLE, s. To keep up the taber-

nacle. 1. To continue in a full habit of
• body, not to lose flesh ; as, *' For a* the sair

wark he speaks about, lie ay keeps up the

tabernacle"

2. To use means for keeping in full habit, S.
This is a common but low phraseology, which, prob.,

has originated from the figurative use of the word, in
our version, as signifying the body, 2 Cor. v. 1., 2 Pet.
i. 13.

[TABEKNER, s. V. under Tabbern.]

TABETS, Tebbits, *. Bodily sensation,
feeling. My Jingers lost the tebbits, i.e.,

they became quite benumbed, so that I had
no feeling, S. B.; pron. Taipit or Teppit

f

Fife, Loth.

C. B. tgb-io, tijb-yyw, are expl. sentio, I feci—
Lbuyd; but seem properly to apply to the mind,
existiiuarc, putare, opinari ; Davies.

Tabetless, Tapetless, Tebbitless, adj.

1. Not as expl. by Shirr, and Sibb., u with-
out strength," but destitute of sensation,

benumbed, 8. B. Teppitless, Fife, Loth.
But toll and heat so overpowr'd her pith,
That she grew tabetless aud swarl't therewith.

Ross* Uelenore, p. 25.

2. u Heedless, foolish/' Gl. Bums, S. O.
The tapetless ranifeezl'd hizzie.

She's satt at best, and something lazy.

Burns, iii. 213.

This is undoubtedly the same word.

TABILLIS, s. pi. Boards for playiug
draughts or chess.

"Item, ane pair of tabtlfis of silvir, ourgilt with
gold, indentit with jasp and cristallyne, with table men
and chess men of jasp and cristallyne." Inventories,
A. 1539, p. 49. .

It seems very doubtful, indeed, if the term tables
was aver commonly applied to draughts. Phillips
confines it to dice and chess. While Germ, taefet is a
very ancient word, in its general sense corresponding
with Lat. tabula, it had been very early applied both
to dice and chess. Thus A.-S. taefel signifies a die,
and also the game of chess ; and taefel~mon, a chess
man ; taeji-ian, ** to play at dice or tables ;" Soinncr.
Su.-O. tafwel also siguities a die, (Isl. tafl, id.) while
tkqflafwel, changed from skaehtafwel, denotes a chess-
board ; from schach, a Persic word, signifying a king,
retained in modern Shah, and also in Arab. Sheik;
taejta, tessera ludere, Isl. tejla, id. Thorbiorn sat a
taefii ; Thorbcrnua aleae vacavit ; Gretla, c. 64.

TABIN, *. A sort of waved silk, E. Tabby ;

Ital. tabin-o.

•• Tabins of silke, the ellc v. 1. " Rates, A. 1611
In Edit. 1670, Tabies is substituted, p. 58.

TABLE, Tables. 1. The name given to
the permanent council held at Edinburgh
for managing the affairs of the Covenanters
during the reign of Charles I.

" Montrose answered, their warrant was from the
table (for so were their councils in Edinburgh now call-
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ed) requiring him also and them that were present to
number their men, and have them armed, and in

readiness to assist the table." Spalding, i. 105.
" The marquis procures a safe-conduct or pasts from

the table* to his son Ludowick (who then was at Strath-
bougie) to come to him wherever he was." Ibid. i. 299.
This council had received its name from a

grttn table at which the members sat. Spalding some-
times designs it in these very terms.

Another reason has been given thus :

"As each rank consnlted by themselves, they were
called the Tables." Bower's Hist. Univ. Edin., i. 184-5.

[2. The table spread for the Sacrament of

the Supper ; the Communion, S.]

Table-Seat, a. A square seat in a church
S. ; apparently so named from the table

in the middle, round which those who occupy
it are seated.

Tablet, Tabillet, s. A small enclosure

for holding reliques.

"Targattis, tabilUtttA, and hingaris with braislcttis,

in the said Henryes keiping."— •• Item, ane tablet with
ane floure delice of dyamonttis with thrie uther dya-
monttis and rubie.—Item, ane tablet with the image of
oar lady." Inventories, A. 1552, p. 65.
Do Cange gives LB. tabulet-a as denoting a small

square box for 'holding the pix ; and tabubt-us, for one
in which reliques were kept. He describes them as
adorned with precious stones, aud one as having a
Camaheu, apparently a Cameo.

Tablet, Tablit a face. Synon. Fast,
Fassit, q. v. -

"Tna grit diamantis, ane tabled, k ane nther tablet
afate. And a quheit sapheir tablit a face.

11
Inven-

tories, A. 1578, p. 265.

In the parallel inventory, it is tallie a face, p. 291.
Ce lapidaire scait fort bien tail/er les diamans en

focettes, en tables, an cadran. Diet. Trev. vo. Tailler.
Facette, petite face. Latus, anrjuht*. Lcs lunettes qni
moltiplient les objets sont fattes do verrcs tallies a
faeettes. Les diamans so taillent a facettes, on en
tables ^-Facetfer, 1. Terme de Diamantaire, tailler a
facette. Scalpere in varia tatera.

This is certainly the same with Fast, Fassit, q. v.
Fr. facette', cat in angles.

TABOURS, *. pi. A beating, a drubbings
Upp. Clydes.

The v. to Tabour occurs once in our translation, in
regard to smiting the breast, in token of great sorrow.
But I scarcely think that it is used, as in S., as signi-
fying to drub. V. Toober.

TABRAGH, *. A term applied to animal
food, that is nearly in the state of carrion,

Fife ; perhaps corr. from Cabroch, q. v.

TABURNE,*. A tabour. V. Robin-hood.

ToTAOH, Tatch, v. a. To arrest, to attach.

As he thus raid in gret angvr and teyno,
Off Inglissmen thar folowcd him fyfteyii,

Wicht, wallyt men, that towart him couth draw,
With a maser, to tach hym to the law.

Wallace, vil 304, MS.
Tack, Edit. Perth ; teach, Edit. 1648, 1673.
"Those men,— being challangcd of sacrilegious

guiltincs, will offer themselves no otherwayes to
tryall, then, as if a cunning and long covered thiefe

tatehed with innumerable fanges, and having all his

houses stuffed with stolen wares, yet should partly
protest, that in so farre as he had bene once honest,

and of all men accounted so: hee ought therefore

to be reputed so still, notwithstanding of any thing

fonnd by him, except it may bee cleared, what hour
of his lyfe he did first begin to steale, in what place,

and from what persounes. Forbes'* Discovcrie of Fer-

vors Deceit, p. 6.

This is also O.K. •• Tach~yn or arrestyn. Arrctto.—
Tachinge or arreatinge. Arestacio." Prompt. Parv.

Most probably abbrev. from Fr. attach- er ; L. R.

attach-iart, which, according to Hiekes, primarily

signifies, to seize by the hands of lictors or officers.

TACI1T, adj. Tight, teusc, close, S. B. Sw.

tact) id.

[To TACK, r. a. 1. To take, to lease. V.

Tak.

2. To hold, fasten, fix ; to fix by menus of

small nails, S.]

Tack, Tacke, Tak, Takk, a. 1. The act

of taking; particularly used to denote

violent seizure.

—"Certanc gcntilmen—hes vsit to tak Caupis, of

the quhilk tak thair, and exactioun thairof, our so-

uerane Lord, and his thre estati* knew na perfite nor

resonabill cause." Acts Ja. IV, 1489, c 35, Edit

1566. Tacke, Edit. Murray, c. 18.

2. The act of catching fishes; [also, the

quantity or number caught]; as, a gude

tack, success in catching, S.

"He [the King] suld haue of euery boate, that

passis to the draue and slayis herring, an thousand
nerring of ilk tack that halds, viz., of the lambmes
tack, of the winter tack, and of the Lentron tack.

n

Skene, Verb. Sign., ro. Assixa.
" This ile hath alsa salt water loehes, to wit, Ear,

ane little small loche with guid take of herringes.—
Then is Lochfync, quherein ther is a guid take of

herringes." Monroe's lies, p. 18.

Isl. tek-ia, captura, G. Andr.

3. A slight hold or fastening
; [also, that

which holds or fastens]. It /tings by a tack,

It has a very slight hold, S., from the E. r.

tack.

4. The lease of a house or farm ; also, posses-

sion, S.
—" Suppois the Lordis sell or annaly that land or

landis, the takaris sail remainc with thair takki*, vnto

the ischie of thair termis, quhais handis that euer thay

landis cum to, for siclyke inaill, as thay tuik tbame
for." Acts Ja. II., 1449, c. 17, Ed. 1566. Tach,
Skene.

Tacket, Tack, s. A small broad-headeil

nail, S.
—Johny cobbles up his shoe
\YT tackets largo and lnng.

liorison'a Poems, p. 47.

V. Clamp, s.

The idea of lamj is not quite correspondent.
Evidently a dcriv. from £. tack, id., [GaeL tacaU,

a tack, Breton tack, a nail.]

Whiskey-tack et, s. A pimple, supposed to

proceed from intemperance, S.
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{To Tacket, v. a. To drive tackets into
boots or shoes ; to fasten with tackets, S.]

[Tacketie, Tacketit, adj. Filled with
tackets, S.]

[Tackie, *. The name of a game in which
one is appointed to pursue and catch the
others; generally played in a stack-yard.
The pursuer is also called a tackie, Banffs.]

(Tackix, s. A state of excitement, Clydes.,
Shell.]

Tackit. Tongue-tackit, adj. 1. Having
the tongue fastened by a small film, which
must sometimes be cut in infants, to enable
them to suck, S.

2. Tongue-tied, either as signifying silence, or
an impediment iu speech, S. He teas na
tongue-tackit with them, i.e., he spoke freely.

[Tackne, a. An old ridiculous person, Shetl.]

Tacksman, *. 1 . One who holds a lease from
.another, S.
" An assignation by the tenant without the landlords

consent, though it infers no forfeiture of the right of
tack itself against the tacksman, can transmit no right
from him to the assignee." Erskine's Instit., B. ii., T.
6, a. 31.—"To direct forth lettres in his hienes name and
auctoritie, chargeing all Takkismen of the teyndis and
londis -to compeir befoir tbaim," &c. Acts Ja. VI.,
1592, Ed. 1814, p. 553.

2. In the Highlands, used in a peculiar sense,

as denoting a tenant of a higher class.

" In this country, when a man takes a lease of a
whole farm, and pays L.50 sterling, or upwards, of
yearly rent, he is called a tacksman ; when two ormore
join about a farm, and each of them pays a sum less

than L.50, they are called tenants." P. Lochgoil-head,
Argyles. Statist. Ace.,, iii. 186, N.
"By tacksmen is understood such as lease one or

more farms ; and by tenants, such as rent only an half,

a fourth, or an eighth of a farm." P. S. Knapdale,
Argyles. Statist Ace, xix. 323, N.

TACKLE, s. An arrow, S.B. V. Takyll.

[TADE, $. A toad, S. V. Taid.]

Sheep-tade, *. The sheep-louse, the tick,

Gall. ; synon. Ked.
M Sheep-tade or sheep-tick, an insect which feeds on

the blood of sheep ;" Gall. Encycl.

TAE, adj. One, S.
•• Yell—only hae to carry the tae end o* the hand-

barrow to the water." Brownie of Bodsbeck, ii. 161.
A. Bor. Tea the one ; as, "tea hand, the one hand,

North." Grose. V. Ta, aaj.

TAE, $. 1. The toe, S. A. Bor.

2. The prong of a fork, leister, &c.
A. -8. Isl. la, Dan. tea, Su.-G. tea, (pron. to), id.

3. Applied to the branch of a drain, Aberd.
•• Where several branches meet, near the head of a

principal drain, which are provincially named its toes

or toes, (from some resemblance to the letter T), these
branches generally enter it at an obtuse ancle." Airr.
Sunr. Aberd. p. 42.

*

Isl. tae, stirps, ramus ; also expl. by Dan. gren, i.e.,

a branch.

[Tae'd, Tae't, adj. Toed
; pronged, S.]

Three-Tae'd, adj. Having three prongs, S.
An awfu' scythe, out owrc ae shouther,

Clear-dangling hang

;

A three-tae'd leister on the ither
Lay, Urge anil lang.

Bums' Work*, iii. 42.

Tae's-lexgth, *. Used to denote the shortest
distance conceivable, S. ; [tae~breedth

9 tae-

breeUt, is also used, Clydes., Banffs.]
" Am I no g;mn to the ploy, then !'— ' And what for

should ye! to dance a' night, I'sc warrant, and no to
be fit to walk your tae?*denyth the morn, and we have
ten Scots miles afore us?* " Kedgauntlet, L 216.

TAE, Ta, Ti, prep. To; written iu this

manner to express the pronunciation, S. O.
"Yell soon see the want of education whan ye gang

tae the uncos." Writer's Clerk, i. 12*2.

Teut. te, id. ; ad, a, in.

To TAEN, v. a. To lay hands on the head
of one who is caught in a game, Gall.

•* One has to run with hands locked, and taen the
others ;" Gall. Encycl., p. 349.

Taexino, e. The act above described, ibid.

"When schoolboys catch one another in their
games, they lay their hands on the heads of the one
[those] caught ; this ceremony is termed taen inj or
taking."—"After a runner is taeml, he is not allowed
to run any more in that game." Ibid. p. 443.
This v. seems to be merely a barbarism, formed from

- the abbreviated pret. or part. pa. of the v. to Take, as
being a term frequently used in the sports of children.

TA'EN about, part. pa. V. Tane.
[TAET, 8. A small quantity, a tuft, West

of S.; a nap or soft lump, Shetl. V. Tate.]

TAFF-DYKE, s. « A fence made of turf
;

"

Gall. Encycl.

Ae day he ramM his han* in a fnmart hole,
The hole was i* the auld tajf-dyke.

Ibid. p. 176.

Allied perhaps to C. B. tutcarch, a turf, comp. of
tjfev, that which overspreads, and arch, uppermost
The term taff, however, may not respect the material
of which the dyke is formed, but its use as a fence
against the irruption of cattle ; Isl. tef-ia, Su. -G. tofjw*
a, impedire.

TAFFEREL, adj. 1. Thoughtless, giddy,
Ettr. For.

•• Bessy Chiaholm—Hch ! Are ye therein ? May
Chisholm—w here's your titty? Poor tafferel ruined
tawpies ? " Perils of Man, iii. 202.

2. It sometimes signifies ill-dressed, ibid.

Probably from Dan. taabe, a fool; or perhaps q.
taivret, from S. Taicer, to wander.

TAFFIE, 8. Treacle mixed with flour, and
boiled till it acquire consistency ; a sweet-
meat eaten ouly on Hallowe'en, Dumfr.
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" A. Bor. tnfy, a tort of candy made of treacle ;

M

01. Brockett ^ , M
From the viscosity of this stuff, shall we suppose

that the term is allied to Dan. tow, a string, a filament,

tared, stringy ?

TAFFIL, Taifle, s. A table. Now it

generally denotes one of a small size, S. B.

— •• There was a four-nooked taffil in manner of an

altar, standing within the kirk, having standing there-

upon two books, at least resembling clasped books,

called blind boot*," &c Spalding's Troubles, 1. 23.

"Then the Earl of Enrol sat down in a chair,—

at a four-nooked taffil set about the fore face of the

parliament, and covered with green cloth." Ibid., p.

Germ, tafel. Su.-G. tafia, tabula cujuscunque ge-

neris ; *tr\flaffa, tabula scriptoria. Hence, as would

seem, A.-S. taejt, a die, because tables were used in

playing at dice; Sn.-G. taftcelbord, a dice-table,

tabula aleatoria, latfta, to play at dice ; fl-af-tafuxl,

chess.

To TAFFLE, v. a. To tire, to wear out

;

'
Tqffled, exhausted with fatigue, Fife.

Su.-G. taejl-a, signifies certare. But this is a se-

condary use of the verb as referring to playing at the

tables, or at dice. Our term may have originally de-

noted the fatigue and lassitude of mind proceeding

from delay and disappointment; as allied to Isl. trfi-a,

morari, also impedire.

TAFT, Taftan, s. A messuage or dwelling-

house and ground for household uses, S. B.

'•He—scrapt upo* paper at the dissolments an|

tenements o* the tajlens, an' bad pit to my name."

H. Blyd's Contract, p. 5.
.

This term seems radically the same with h. toft%

L. B. to/turn.

TAFTEIS, *. Taffeta. Fr. taffetas, id.

•• James Lord Torphechin grantit that he had ane

rufe of ane reid bed of crammasc velvet, freinyeit with

gold and lynit with reid tafteis." Inventories, A. 1573,

p. 189.

To TAG, v. a. To tie, to bind, S.

Formed perhaps from A.-S. tiff an, vincirc (Benson,)

or Isl. tey>ia, teig-a, distrahere, distendere. [Sw. taga,

to grasp. V. Tack.]

Tag, Tagg, *. 1. The latchet of a shoe ; any

thing used for tying, S.

"2. Any thing tied or attached ; also, the end,
"'

tip, tail; as, u That's a gude tag, as the coo

said o' its tail," Clydes.]

"Gif ony persoun calls and persewis ane uther for

improbatioun of ony evident, be resoun that the seill

appendit thairto is false and feinyeit, l»ecause the

samin is dividit and brokin, the ane part fra the uther,

for altering of the tag quhairby the samen is hungin,"

&c. Balfour's Pract, p. 382.

3. Any little object hanging loosely from a

larger one; as, "There's a tag o' clay hingin*

at your coat," S. O. It is always applied to

something disagreeable and dirty.

4. The white hair on the point of the tail of a

cow or stot
f
Moray.

5. A disease in sheep, Loth.

"A disease,—affecting the tail, has been denomi-

nated Tag. It consists of scabs and sores, situated on

the under side of the tail, arising, in warm weather,

from its being fouled in purging." Essays HighL Soc.,

iii. 434.

6. A long and thin slice of any thing ; as, a

tag of *kate> i.e., a slice of skate hung up to

be dried in the sun, S.

7. Trumpery, trifliug articles.

Thus quhan thay had reddit the raggis.

To rounie tliay wer inspvrit

;

Tnk up thair taipit, and all thair taggis,

Fure furth ait thav war fyrit.

Sgmmy* and Jits BrmUr, Ckron. & P., I 360.

Perhaps it may denote shreds of parchment on which

pardons or indulgences were written. Tiie language

seems borrowed from a tailor's board.

[8. Fagging, troublesome labour, Shctl.]

Taggie, t. A cow which has the point of the

tail white, S.O., Moray.

Taggit, Tagged, part. adj. Applied to

cattle that have the lower end or point of

the tail white, Loth., Roxb., Moray, Ayr*.

;

synon. with Taigit. V. Taigik.
M Tna ky, the ane thairof blak cut-hornit, the vther

bronn taggit.'* Aberd. Reg. Cent 16.

Her little tail wi* white was taggit,

Which often she in kindness waggit
Ruickbie's Wag-side Cottager, p. 178.

" If the lower part of her tail was white, she waa

said to be tagged/ Agr. Surv. Ayrs., p. 425.

The terms Tag, Taggie, Taigie, and Taggit, seem to

have no respect to the distinguishing colour, but have

originated from the part of the animal thus marked

Le., the extremity or point of the tail; Su.-G. and

Dan. tagg, Isl. tagg -r, cuspis, aculens.

It is a curious circumstance, indeed, that the very

word tail has had its origin from one denoting hair.

For this is the sense of Mocs.-G. tagl. Hence Junius

has observed ; Islandis tagl est cauda equina ; dubio

procul ob densitatem pilorum. Atque adto ab hoc

iptotagt [in Moe3.-G.] ob eandem quoquc causam cauda

Angloaaxouibus xlicta est taegl. Goth. Gl. p. 328.

Taggit, part. pa. [1. Fastened ; confined,

imprisoned.]

This rich man, be he had heard this tail,

Ful sad in mynd he wox baith wan and pail.

Ami to himselfe he said, sickand ful sair,

Allaee how now ! this is ane hasty fair.

And I cum thair. ray tail it will l»e taggit

,

For I am red that my count be ovir ra^it.

trust* of Pettis, S. P. It, L 38.

" Pulled," Pink. But it seems to be the same term,

which in E. is sometimes used as equivalent to tachd\

The phrase certainly signifies, " I shall be confined,"

or "imprisoned." There may be an allusion to a

custom which still prevails in fairs or markets. Young

people sometimes amuse themselves by stitching to-

gether the clothes of those who are standing close to

each other ; so that when they wish to go away, they

find themselves confined. This they call tagging their

tails, S. B. Hence the phrase may have come to denote

the act of depriving one of liberty by imprisonment.

V. OVER KAOCIIT.

[2. Oppressed with work, exhausted, Banff's.]
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To TAG, v. n. To wane, applied to the
moon ; as u The mune's taggin\" she is on
the wane, Peeblesshire.

This might seem to be mi elliptical use of a northern
phrase ; Sw. Maenen tager of, the moon decreases,
from the v. aj'tag a, or tag-a af, to wane.

* TAG and RAG. This E. phrase is used
as denoting the whole of any thing, every
bit of it ; as equivalent to Stoup and Roup,
Aberd.

TAGEATIS, *. pi. Prob., cups.
"That Robert of Crcchtoun sail restore, content, &

pay, to Robert Broiss of Arth—twa blankatis price
viij s., twa tageatis, price of the pece x s. f thre baana-
tia/'&c. Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1591, p. 195.
This seems to signify cups ; corr. from Fr. *a#-

*£let a little cup ; a dimin. from fa-'**, a bowl or cup.
It con6rms this view, that they are conjoined with
basnatis, or small basons.

TAGGLIT, adj. Harassed with any thing;
incumbered, drudged, S. B., most probably
originally the same with Taigled. V.
Taiole.

TAGHAIRM, *. A mode of divination for-
merly used by the Highlanders.

Ijwt erening-tide
Brian an augury hath tried,
Of that dread kind which must not be
Unlets in dread extremity,
The Taghairm, called ; by which, afar,
Our sires foresaw the events of war.

Lady of tht Lake, p. 116.
" A person was wrapped up in the skin of a newly

•lain bullock, and deposited beside a water-fall, or at
the bottom of a precipice, or in some other strange,
wild, and unusual situation, where the scenery around
him suggested nothing but objects of horror. In this
situation he revolved in his mind the question proposed,
and whatever was impressed upon him by his exalted
imagination, passed for the inspiration of the disem-
bodied spirits, who haunt their desolate recesses."
Ibid. Note, p. lxv.

GaeL taghairm, •' a sort of divination ;" Shaw.
O'Reilly expl. Ir. taghairm, (overlooked by O'Brien)
in the same terms ; adding, '• echo." The very design
of this heathenish rite was to invocate the spirits of
the dead. According to one form of it, the companions
of the inquirer, whom they held by the legs and arms,
cried ; "Let his invisible friends appear from all quar-
ters, and let them relieve him by giving an answer to
our present demands." V. Martin's Western Isles,

p. 110, *c. ; also Pennant's Voyage to the Hebrides,
li. 360.

adj. Stretched out,TAGHT, Tacht, part.

tightened, S.

Ev'ry art'ry, nerve and sinnen.
Were flcrew'd in concert, flat and sharp,
To whistle like the Aeolian harp,
Ilk tendon, taght like thairm, was lacM ;

Twa wounds seetnM sound holes, on his breast.

Seattle's John o* Amha\ p. 55.

This seems properly the old part, pa.' of the v. to
Tie, or that of A.-S. ti-an, vincire. V. Tight.

TAID, Ted, s. 1. A toad, S. A.-S. tade.

Hunger and thrist, in steed of meit and drink,
And for thair clathing taidis and sconrionis.

Lynasay's Drone.

He conjoins toads with scorpions, perhaps because
the vulgar view the toad as a poisonous animal.

2. Transferred. to a person, as expressive of
dislike, aversion, or disgust, S.

Johnny Bull is wooing at her,

Courting her, but canna get her,

Filthy ted she'll never wed, ai lang's sae motiy's
wooing at her.

Lizzy LUxrty, Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 129.

Toad E. has the same metaph. use, though very
frequently applied in good humour.

3. A term of fondness for a child, both in the
north and south of S.

Taidie, Tkddie, *. The diminutive from
Taidj used as iu sense 3, S.B. ; Roxb.
It is singular how much habit can reconcile the mind

to the most absurd metapliors or the most incongruous
combinations ! This term, from being originally used
as expressive of disgust or contempt, has at length, by
a strange transition, become a fondling denomination.
Thus, 8.B., a handsome child is called a bonnie teddie,

or little toad ; an amiable one, a sweet teddie ; a dar-
ling, a dear teddie, Ac.

Taid-Stule, *. A mushroom, S. B., synon.

Paddock-stool.

In O. E. it was not named the seat, but the covering
of the toad. " Mussherou fofys Aa/l. Boletum. Fun-
gus." Prompt. Parr. Tode is expl. Bufo ; ibid.

To TAID, v. a. To manure land by the drop-
pings from cattle, either in pasturing or
folding, Fife. V. Tatii.

TAIDREL, *. A puny feeble creature.

Let never this undought of ill-doir." irk,

But ay Myth to begin all barret and bail

:

Of all bless let it be as bair as the birk,

That tittot the taidrcl maj»tell an ill tail.

Let no vice in this warld in this wanthrift be wanted.
Polw. & Montgom. Watson's Coil., iii. 19.

A dimin. from A.-S. tedre, tyddre, toner, fragilia,

imbecillia.

TAIFFINGOWN, *. " Ane pair of taiffin-

gownis ;
n
Aberd. Reg., Ceut. 16. It is also

spelled Taffyngownis.

Perhaps a corr. of Tabin, a species of silk formerly
imported into S. V. Tabin.

TAIGIE, Teaoie, Tyoie, *. A designation

given to a cow which has some white hairs

in her tail. On this account she is also said

to be taigit, Fife. V. Taooie.
An* whare was Rob an* Peggy,
For a* the search they had,

Bufi* the byre 'side Teagic,

Like lovin* loss on' lad.

A. Douglas's Poems, p. 124.

To TAIGLE, v. a. and >i. I. To detain, to

hinder, S.
•• cWhattoi(7/«f yesae lang, Peggy/asked her mother.

' Did you no hear Hawky making a routing enough to
deave a body ? '

" Petticoat Tales, i. 269.
'• Many a bitter ban, my grandfather said, they cave

him for taigfingt\ivm so long, wheu wind aud tide both
served." R. Uilhaize, i. 19.
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[2. To take up one's time or attention ; to

weary or fatigue, Clydes.] Taiglit must

signify tired, wearied, in the following

passage.

—•'As Duinhe'-wassal was a wee taiglit, Donald

could, tat is, might—would—should send ta curragh."

Waverley, i. 240.

3. To tarry, to delay, to procrastinate.^ "Now,
dinna taigle."—" I winna taigle? S.

Poor Towser nhook his sides a* drai^l'd.

An'i master grudg'd that he had taujl'a.

TannahilVs Poems, p. 128.

"Do ye think Mr. Keelivin has nothing mair to do

than to wait for us, while yeVe talking profanity, and

taigling at this gait ?" The Entail, i. 185.

'•The shearers qnat rather suner that nicht nor

usual; an* my brithcr an' I taiglit a while ahin\"

Edin. Mag. Sept 1818, p. 155.

Allied to Sw. taaglig, slow of motion, Wideg.

togelig, lentus, Ihre. This the latter derives from A. -3.

tohlice, lentus, lente, from toh, tenax, lentus, from

Su.-G. tog-a, ducere. The pret. is togh.

[Taiole, Taiolin, s. Hinderance, delay;

also, whatever causes it, Clydes.]

Taiolesum, adj. What retains or retards

;

as, " a taiglesum road," a road which is so

deep, or so hilly, that one makes little pro-

gress, S.

TAIKIN, a. A token, S. B.
Saxteen year after, he was at

A braithel, where the broth was fat

;

In ancient times a taiken sure,

The bridegroom was na reckon'd poor.

Piper of Peebles, p. 14.

Taiknino, *. A signal. V. Takynnyng.

TAIKNE, Tackxe, «. An old ridiculous

person, Shetl.

Isl. taeki, instruraenta magica ; or from Su. -G. tok,

fatuus, tok-as, ineptire ; unless it be merely tekn, pro-

digium.

TAIL, Tale, *. Account, estimation.

Thai send to Perth for wyn aude ale,

Ami drank, and playid, and made na tale

Of thare fays, that lay thame by.

Wyntown, viii. 26, 80.

Of me altyme thow gave but lytil tail

;

Na of me wald have dant nor dail.

Priests of Pcblis, S. P. IL, I 43.

i.e., "Thou madest little account of me."
Su.-G. tael-ia, A.-S. tel-an, to reckon ; to esteem.

* TAIL, *. 1. The termination of any
particular portion of time; as, "the tail

o' har'st," the end of harvest, S.
•• TaU of May, end of May ; " GL Shirr.

2. The retinue of a chieftain, Highlands of S.
*

"•Ah l if you Saxon Duinhc-wassal (English gentle-

man) saw but the chief himself with his fail on !' * With
his tail on ? ' echoed Edward in some surprise. * Yes

—

that is, with his usual followers, when he visits those

of the same rank.' " Waverley, i. 238.

3. He 8 gotten his tail in the well now, a

proverbial phrase used to denote that one

has got one's self entangled in some un-

pleasant business, affecting either character

or interest, S.

It undoubtedly refers to some animal that, although

anxious to keen itself dry in making a leap after its

prey, gets itself wetted.

[4. Tails, the extremity of a gowu or petti-

coat, S.]

Tail-Boaud, *. The door or hint-end of

a close cart, S. ;
[syn. back-door.]

[Tail-Net, s. The herring net farthest from

the boat, S.]

To TAILE, r. a. [To agree with, to cove-

nant, to bind ; him taile, bind himself.]

And a rycht gret oat gadrit he.

And gert his schtppis oe the sc

Cum, with gret ioysouu of wittaill.

For at that tyme he wald him taile

To distroy wp sa dene the land,

That naue suld leve tharin lewand.
Harbour, xviii. 23$, MS.

In Edit. 1620, it is rendered without regard to the

MS.
For at that time hee thought all haill, &c.

P. 860.

[Isl. tal, a talk, speech, account ; hence, a bargain.

V. 01. Skeafs Barbour.]

Taile, Tailye, Tailvie, Taillie, Tayl-
yhe', *. 1. Covenant, agreement, synon.

with conand.

And quhen this conand thus wesjuaid,
8chir Philip in till Ingland raid

;

And tauld the King all haile hw tale,

How he a zii nioneth all hale

Had (as it wryttyn wes in thair taileJ,
To reskew Strewillyue with bataill.

Barbour, xi 5, MS.
Edit 1620, tailzie.

For bayth thai ware be certane taylyh*

Oblyat to do thare that deide, sawf faylybe.
Wyntown, ix. 11. 1&

" Bond, indenture, so called because duplicates are

made, which have indenting*, Fr. tallies, answering to

each other ;" Gl. Wynt

2. An entail ; merely a secondary- sense of the

term, as denoting a covenant or bond, S.

And at this tailye suld lelyly

Be haldyn all the Lordis swar,

And it with selys atfermyt thar.

Barbour, xx. 135, M&
This respects the entail of the crown on his daughter

Marjory, and her heirs, failing his son David.

This worthy Prince, according to the taillie

Made by King Robert, when heirs male should faillie, —
Into these land* he did himself iuvest

Muse's Threnodie, p. SS.

" Eutails were unknown in Scotland till the seven-

teenth century ; a deed of taillie merely regulating the

manner of succession, and commonly altering it from

heirs general to heirs male.—Craig, Mho wrote about

the year 1000, knew nothing of entails in the modern
sense. It was in the reigu of Charles II. that they be-

gan to be frequent in Scotland." Piukerton's Hist
Scot., i. 307-8.

O. Fr. taillier is used in this sense, in an instrument

quoted by Du Cange, and bearing date A. 1406, vo.

Talliare.
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To Tailye, Tailze, Tailie, v. a. 1. To
bind an agreement by a bond or indenture.

For had the Talbot, a* taylyd was,
Justyd, he had swelt in-to that plaa*

V.v.149.
W»ntoc»,»iU.S5

) l».

2. To entail, S.

"Of King Fergus orison to his nobillis, and how the
croun of Scotland was tailyet to hym and his succes-
souris." Bellend. Croii. Fol. 8, b. Kubr.
"The lands that were not tallied, fell in heritage to

* sister of the said William, viz. the lands of Galloway."
Pitscottie, p. 18.

L.B. tallrare, in re feudali, idem est qnod ad quam-
dam certitudinem ponere, vel ad quoddam certum
haereditamentum limitare ; Du Cange.

TAILE, s. A tax. [paid by an heir on his

succession] ; Fr. tailie.

—Giff ony cleys in this bataille.

Hi* ayr, but ward, releff, or taile,

On the fyrat day sail weld.
Barbour, xii. 820. MS.

TAIL-ILL, *. A disease of cows, an inflam-

mation of the tail, cured by letting blood in

the part affected, Loth.
•• TailUl, a distemper common with cows. The tail

Is sometimes cut quite away, ere a cure be effected
;

"

GalL Enc.

Tail-Slip, a. A disease affecting cows,

Lanarks.
—"The tail-slip, a disease which cold sometimes

brines upon cows,—first appears in the end of the tail,

by affecting it in such a manner, that it seems soft to

the touch. As the disease proceeds upwards, every
joint has the appearance of being dislocated." Ure's
Hist Rutherglen, p. 191.

The last syllable may have the same meaning with
Teut. slijp, crena, incisura ; as the means of cure is, by
making, "a deep incision, with a sharp knife, the whole
length of the part affected." Ibid.

Tail-Worm, *. A disease affecting the

tails of cattle, S. B.
•• The tail-worm is also cured by cutting off a few

inches of the tail, which bleeds pretty freely." Agr.
8urv. Aberd., p. 491.

TAILLES, *. pi. [Prob. pendicles.]

—•' AH and haill the- lamlcs and baronie of Glasgow
castle and citie, burght and rcgalitie of Glasgow, with
all landis, boundis, and tencmentis, housis, biggin^is,

orchard is, yairdis, taillt*, killcs, barncs, brewhoussis,"

kc. Acts Cha. I.. Ed. 1814, V. 597.

This cannot well admit of the sense of taxes, from
Fr. tailie. But the same Fr. term is given by Du
Cange, when illustrating its synon. L. R tall-ia, as

signifying, Territorium urbis.

TAIL-MEAL, s. An inferior species of meal,

made of the tails or points of the grains.

As these are first broken off in milling, they

are separated from the body or middle part,

which is always the best, Ayrs.

TAIL-RACE, *. V. Race.

TAIL-TYNT. 1. To Ride Tail-tynt, to stake

one horse against another in a race, so that

the losing horse is lost to his owner, or as it

were tines his tail by being behind ; Fife.

2. To Play Tail-tynt, to make a fair exchange,

ibid. To Straik Tailsf
synon.

TAILWIND, *. To S/iear wi a Tailwind, to

reap or cut the grain, not straight across the

ridge, but diagonally, Loth. V. Bandwind.
tails of cattle, S. B.

[TAILYE, Tailze, v. and *. V. under
Taile, t\]

To TAILYEVE, v. n. "To reel, shake, jog

from one side to another;" Rudd.
Quhen prince Enee persaujt by his race,

How that the schip did rok and tailyeri,

For lak of aue gude stemman on the see

;

Himself has than sone hynt the ruder in hand.
Doug, Virgil, 157, 30.

[To TAILYIE, Tailzee, t\ n. To tally, to

keep account of, Accts. L. H. Treas., I.

351, Dickson.]

Tailyie, Tailzie, Tailzee, s. [1. A tally ;

a tale ; the gret tailzie, the long hundred of

six score ; the schort tailzie, the hundred of

five score, Accts. L. II. Treas., I. 361,
Dickson.]

2. [A cut, a portion.] A tailyie of beef, as

much as is cut off to be roasted or boiled at

one time, S.

His feri* has this pray ressauit raith,

And to thare meat addressis it for to graith
;

Hynt of the hydis, made the boukis bare,

Rent furth the entrellis, sum into tailyds schare.

Doug. Virgil, 19, 34.

—On every dish that cuikraen can divyue,

Mutton© and beif cut out in telyeis grit,

Ane Erles fair thus can they couiitertitt

Henrysone, Evergreen, i. 149, st. 16.

Fr. taill-er, Su.-G. tael-ia, I si. tel-ya, to cut.

To this must be allie<l O. E. •• Telw-en, or twytyn.
Abesco. Reseco." Prompt. Parv. •• Ttwinge, or

theytinge," is expl. "Scissulatus." But this is

evidently an errat. for Teftciitye.

[Tailzour, s. A tailor, Accts. L. H.
Treas., I. 24, Dickson. O. Fr. tailleour.']

TAINCIIELL, s. [A mode of hunting
deer. V. TixciiillT]

" Syxteen myle north\rard from the ile of Coll, lyes

ane ile callit Konin ile, of sixteen inylc lang and six in

bredthe in the narrowest, ane forest of heigh mountains,
and abundance of litle dcir in it, quhilk deir will never
be slaine dounwith, but the principal saitts [snares]

man be in the height of the hill, because the deir will

be callit upwart ay be the Tainchell, or without tynchti

they will pass upwart perforce." Monroe's lies, p. 23.
" All the deire of the west pairt of that forrest will

be callit [driven] be tainchets to that narrow entrey,

and the next day callit west againe, be tainches* throw
the said narrow eutrcs, and infinite deir slaine there."

Ibid. p. 7.
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x [Tainch&ur is evidently a corr. of tainchel* : a oorr.

very prevalent amoug Highlanders.]

TAING, Tyaxg, Tang, *. 1. That part of an
iron instrument which is driven into the

handle ; as, ** the fat/10 o* a graip," " the

taing o* a fow
?

H
or pitch-fork, &c, Aberd.

;

Tang, Clydes., id.

2. The prong of a fork, &c. ibid. V. Tano, «.

Isl tange is used in this very sense. Dens seu Cauda
cultri, quo manubrio inditur, seu jungitur intus. G.
Andr.

3. A tongue of land, Shetl.

" A taing is a narrow piece of land projecting into
the sea, and ia always bordered by a flat shore. It
appears to have been derived cither from a similarity

to the law-ting^, or from having been actually the site

of a circuit-court" Edmonston's Zetl. Isl. i. 139, 140.
- Norw. Tange, en pynt of Ian(let, et nacss ; i.e., "a
point of land, a ness " or promontory ; Hallager. IsL
tange, isthmus, G. Andr. Tangi angustum, terra angus-
ta in mare procarena, q. Tunga, lingvula ; VereL Ind.
Tangi tingula, vel Iintfva terrae, in mare se exserens,
promontorium ; Ilaldorson.

To TAINT, Tayxt, v. a. 1. To couvict in

course of law.

That schepe, he *ayd, that he stall noucht
And thare-til for to swere an athe.

He sayd, that he wald noucht be lathe.

Bot sone he worthyd rede for scharue,

The schepe there bletyd in hys wame.
8wa was he tauntml schanifully,

And at Saynt Serf askyd mercy.
Wyntoum, v. 12. 1232.

" f. attainted,"OL It properly signifies, convicted ;

corresponding to Fr. attaint, L.B. attaint-us, attainct-us,

eriminis conrictns. Attaineta, att'mcta, convictio in

actione criminali, aut manifestus cujnslibet eriminis

reatns ; Du Cange.

2. Legally to prove ; applied to a thing.

" And qnhair it be taintit that thay [ruikis] big, and
the birdis be flow in, and the nest be fundin in the treis

at Beltane, the treis sail be foirfaltit to the King."
Acts Ja. I. 1424, c. 21, Ed. 1566.

In this sense Skene uses attainted.
" And gif it be otherwaies attainted (or proven), ho

qnha is essonyied, and his pledges, salbe amerciat for

his noncompearance." I. Stat. Rob. I. c. 6. s. 3.

Attayntum, Lat.

Taint, *. Proof, conviction.

" That within the burrowis throwout the realme na
liggis nor bandis be maid.—And gif ony dois in the
oontrare, and knawlege and taint may be gottin thairof,

thair gudis, that ar fundin giltie thairin to be confiskit

to the King, and thair lyffis at the kingis will." Acts
Ja. II. 1470, c. 88, Edit. 1506.

"For gif the assisors sail happin to be convict as
mensworne in the court, by ane taynt, that is, be pro-
habation of twentie foure loyal 1 men ;—they sail tine
and forfalt all thair cattell." Reg. Mai. B. i. c. 14. s.

2.3.
"Attaint or Taynt, is ealled the deliverance or pro-

bation of 24 leil men, the quhilk may be called an great
assise." Skene, Verb. Sign, vo. Attaynt.

This seems the same with S.B. tint, commonly used
in the phrase tint nor tryat, with respect to any thing
about which there is no information.

OU IV.

8ae salr for Norv she was now in pain ;

And Colin too, for he had caue to try

Gin he the lassie thro' the hills might spy

;

But tint nor trial, she had gotten nane,

Of her that tint, or him that last wan gane.
Ross's Uelenotr, p. 44.

This term occurs in a very old Latin writ.

—Asserens quod summa excedens quinquaginta
solidos, debet probari per taynt probationem et non
aliara. MS. Reg. Burg. Abertl. A. 1399, Vol. I.

Taynt probation denotes the evidence of twenty-five

leil mem.

Taintour, Tayntocr, s. One who brings

legal evidence against another for conviction

of some crime.

"That na man haf out of the realme gold bulycone

or stluer vnder the payn of escheite thareof, the tane

half to the king & the tothir half to the tayntour & the

takar." Pari. Ja. II. A. 14ol, Acta Ed. 1814, p. 4a
Taintour, Edit. 15G0. V. Taynt, v.

TAIP, *. A piece of tapestry.

" Item, ane meikle taip of Turque. Item, vii stikkis

of tapessarie," &c. Inventories, A. 1539, p. 51.

This is obviously the same with what is previously

mentioned, •• four grete pece of the lapis of Turque,—
fiftene title tapis of Turque," p. 50.

Fr. tapis, tapestry, hangings.

To TAIR, r. n. To cry as an ass.

" Than the suyne began to qnhryno quhen thai herd

the asse tair." Compl. S., p. 59.

Said to be " an imitative word," Gl. But it is evi-

dently the same with Teut tier-en, intentiore voce

clamare, vociferari.

TAIRD, Terd, 9. 1. A term expressive of

great contempt, applied both to mau and
beast, W. Loth. Expl. a " slovenly hash,"

Lanarks.

Gael tair, contempt, taireachd, id. ; also low lift,

baseness ; tairad, baseness, Shaw.
As an old cow is called "ane aold laird," it might

perhaps originally signify meagreness ; from Su.-G.

taer-a, or A.-S. taer-an ; Teut. teer-tn, ter-en, to grow
lean, to consume.

2. A gibe, a taunt, a sarcasm ; as, u He cast

a taird i' my teeth," Loth.; synon. SneisL

[TAIRENSIE, jr. A fury; violent behaviour,

Shetl. V. Tair, v.]

ToTAIRGE, v. a. To rate severely. [Tairgm,

a scolding, Clydes.] V. Targe.

[TAIS, v. a. Takes, Barbour, ii. 146.]

To TAIS, v. a. To poise, to adjust ;
pret

tasit.

Ane bustuoos schaft with that he grippit has,

And incontrare his aduersaris can tats.

Doug. Virgil, 327, 3fc

He taisyt the wvr, and leit it (ley,

And hyt the fadyr in the ey.

Barbour, v. 623, Ma
Than Turnus smitin full of fellony,

Ane bustuous lance, with grundin hede full keoe,

That lang quhile taist he in propir tene,
Lete girtf at l'allas.

Doug. Virgil, 334, 11.

[O. Fr. User, toiser, from Lat. tensus, outstretched.]

P3
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TAIS, Tas, Tasse, *. A bowl, or cup, S. tass.

He merely ressauls the remanent tais,

All out he drank, and quheliuit the gold on his face.

Doug. Virgil, 36, 48.

This term occnra in a passage which contains a
curioms account of the minutiae of politeness in the
reign of James V.

*' At that tyme ther vas no ceremonial reuerens nor
atait, qnha said pas befor or bchynd, furtht or in at
the dur, nor yit quha suld haue the dignite to vasche
ther handis fyrst in the lasime, nor yit qnha suld
ait donne fyrst at the tabil. At that tymc the pepil
ar aa reddy to drynk vattir in ther bonet, or in the
palmis of ther hand is, as in ane glas, or in ano tasse of
aflnyr.- CompL S. p. 226.

Concluding this, we toome a tas of wyne.

Legend Bp. SI. Androis, Poems 167A Cent. ii. 303.

Ramsay uses it as signifying "a little dram-cup,"
Ql

Haste Ye, gae
And fill him up a toss of nsquebae.

Poems, ii 122.

Toss is still used in the South of 8.

"And now, Laird, will ye no order me a toss o'

brandy ? " Gny Mannering* i. 38.

Ft. tast; Arm.. tast tan; Biscay, taza ; Arab. tas,

Pen. Turk, tasse ; Alem. tasse, Ital. tazza, Hisp. taca,
id. Hence,

.F «l »

Tassie, *. A cup or vessel, S.O.
Go fetch me a cup o' wine,
And fill it in a silver tassie.

Burns, ii. 200.

Rut here's my Jean's health i* the siller-lipped tassie I

i a' e'er I part wi* my lassie.

Remains of Nithsdale Song, p. 94.

Ill part wi' them i

We learn from Pallas that tas is the Tartarian name
for a cop. Travels, iv. 98.

TAISCH, s. The voice of a person about to

die, Gael.; also improperly written Task,

q.v.

"Some women—said to him, they had heard two
fosse**, that is, two voices of persons about to die ;

and what was remarkable, one of them was an English
taiseh, which they never heard before." BoswelTa
Journal, p. 150.

To TAISSLE, v. a. [1. To vex, irritate,

Banffs.]

2. To examine with such strictness as to

puzzle or perplex the respondent ; as, " He
taisslit me sae wi9

his questions, that I didna

ken what to say," S.

A.-S. tys-ia*, exasperare "to vexe, to tease;"
8omner.

[3. To toss, disorder, Banffs.]

4. Applied to the action of the wind when
boisterous ; as, " I was sair taisslit wf the

wind," S. ; [syn. tousled]

[5. To mix, confuse, jumble; with prep.

among or tn, to handle overmuch, Clydes.,

Banffs.]

Taissle, Teazle, s. [1. The act of vexing
or teasing, Banffs.

2. A puzzle ; the act of puzzling, S.

3. A state of disorder; the act of disordering.
Banffs.]

4. Overmuch handling; followed by prep.
among or in, Clydes., Banffs.
Taislin is also used in the same souse.

5. The effect of a boisterous wiud, when the
clothes are disordered, and one is scarcely
able to keep one's road, S.

I—haikt her roughly, and began to say,
I'd got a lump of my ain death this day

;

WV weet and wind *ae tyte into my teeth,
That it was like to cut my very breath.
Gin this be courting, well I wut 'tis clear,
I gat na sic a teazle this seven year.

Ross's Ilelcnvre, p. 38.

The word is pron. taisslt.

6. A severe brush of any kind, S. This is

called a sair taissle ; also written tassell,

tassie, and teasle. [Syn., limseL']

"It is some comfort, when one has had a*a/V faW/,—that it is in a fair lady's service, or in the service of
a gentleman whilk has a fair Jtddy, whilk is the same
thing." Heart M. Loth., iv. 346.

Though Conscience' gab we try to steek,
It gi'es ane whiles a tassie.

A. Wilson's Poems, 1790, p. 88.

The idea might seem borrowed from A.-S taesl, car-
dnua fullonuin, or fuller's thistle, £. teasel, a kind of
thistle used in raising the nap upon woollen cloth

;

from taes-an, to tease.

Taissle might seem to bo the same with tnssel,

used in the sense of struggle, N. and 8. of E. (Grose
Pror. GL) adopted by P. Pindar. But tasstl is synon.
with S. Tousle, q. v. which is still used as if quite a
different word from taissle. Whether tussel be related
to Germ, tuseln, tundere, percutere, is doubtful.

To TAIST, v. «. To grope ; used to express
the action of one groping before him with
his spear, while wading through a deep
trench filled with water.

Arsyit weill in all his ger,

8chot on the dyik, and with his sper
Taistut, till he*lt our woud :

Bot till his throt the watyr stud. . .

Barbour, Ix. 388, MS.
Eridently synon. with Belg. last-en,togrope, tohandle,

to feel; Germ, id., also antast-en; Su.-G. tast-a,
antast-a, id. ItaL last-are, Fr. tatter, lat-er, used in
the same sense, are clearly of Goth, origin. Wachter
derirea the Germ. v. from tasche, Su.-G. tasse, the paw
of an animal, which originally signified the hand.
Germ, tasche still denotes a clumsy fist. Teut. met den
tastgaem, praetentare iter manibus autpedibus ; Kilian.

It confirms this derivation, that Teut. letse, false, is

rendered, palma pedis feri animalis ; and tels-en, palma
tangere.

Seren. assigns the same origin to the E. r. to
taste.

^
It seems undeniable, indeed, that this v., aa

used in E., has been transferred from one orguu to
another; as originally respecting the sense of touch.
Thus indeed the EL v. was anciently used.

Al they were ruhardi, that houed on horse or stode
To tonche.or to taste him. or taken downe of rode,
Bat lays blinde bachiler bare him thronghe the hert.

/\ Ploughman, Fol. 98, a.

p rede thee let thin hond uixm it falle,

And lasts it wel, and ston thou shalt it finde.

Chaucer, C. T. 15970.]
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Taist, «. A sample; fa smaH portion.]

*And send one taist of the wyne to the

yerll of Rothes ;

M Abcrd. Reg., Cent. 16.

TAISTE,«. The black Guillemot. V. Tyste.

TAISTRILL, Tystrill, *. A gawkish,

dirty, thowle$s sort of woman; often

applied to a girl who from carelessness tears

her clothes, Roxb.

Probably from Dan. too**, a silly man or woman, a

booby, a looby, taavxd, foolish, simple. If the last

part of the word is not the mark of a diminutive, it

may be traced to ryll-er, to roam, to ramble ; q. " one

who rambles about in an idle and foolish way."

TtutrM is understood in a different sense in the

north of E., being defined by Grose, "a cunning

rogue;" Ta'ulreU, by Marshall, •• a rascal
;
" Yorks.

[TAISYT, Tasyt, pret. V. Tais.]

TAIT, Tyte, adj. "Neat, tight/' Rudd.

Warton, Hist. E. P.

In lesaris and on lsyis Ittill lamroes

Full tait and trig socht bletand to thare damme*.
Doug. Virgil, 402. 24.

bout her parpis,'but fere, as thare modyr,

The twa twynnys smal men childer ying,

Sportand ful /*« Igan do wrabil and wrana
Ibid. JWo. L

Frae fate to fate he kest her to and frae,

Quhyls up, quhvb down sis tait as ony kid.

Htnrgsone, Evergreen, i. 152. rt. 25.

It is descriptive of the cruel sport which a cat

makes with a mouse, and of her playful motions,

before she kills it. The most natural sense is gay
' frisky, lively, playful ; and th • idea seems borrowedfrom

the young of animals; 1st te'd-r, pullusanimalis, hamul-

us ; as, a young fawn, a kid, G. Andr. ; teit-ur, juven-

eus, vel equulus exultant, expl. by VereL merry and

lively as a foal

It seems to signify nimble, active, in the following

passage.

Sa mony estate, for commoun well aa quhene,

Owre sll the gait, sa mony thevia sa tait,

Within this land was new hard nor sene.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 43.

TAIT, «. A small portion. V. Tate.

(To Tait, v. a. To pluck, pulU or divide in

small quantities, West of S.]

To TAIVER, t>.w. 1. To wander. Tauren,

Le., taivering. V. Dauren.
This might be viewed as akin to Isl. tavf, mora,

genit. tafar; tef-ki, morari, moram facore ; G. Andr.,

p. 234.

2. To talk idly and foolishly, S.; synon.

Haiver.

3. To Ulk in an incoherent manner, like one

delirious, S.

This may be merely a metaph. signification of the

same *., as applied to the mind. In the same sense

one is said to waver, when incoherent in ideas and die-

Allied perhaps to Teut. toover-en, Alem. touber-en,

toufer-en, fascinare, incantare ; which Lye deduces

from Teut doov-en, Alem. tob-on, dob-en, inaanire,

delirare : as magical arts seem to derive their name,

either from the vain ravings of those who use them, or

from the stupor produced in the ignorant. O. E. torn

is also used in the sense of delirare. V. Jun. Etym.
IsL tofr-a, incantare, tofrad-r, incautatus.

Taiversum, adj. Tiresome, fatiguing, S.

Taivert, part adj. 1. Much fatigued ; in a

state of lassitude, in consequence of hard

work, or of a long journey, o. FortaicerU

synon. V. the r.

2. Stupid, confused, senseless, S. O.
•* I wouldna trust the hair o' a doc to the judgment

©' xMat-tarerl bodie, Gibbic Omit, that gart me pay

nine pounds seven shillings and saxpence too for the

parchment." The Entail, i. 145.

" Tavert, foolish, half-witted ;" GL Picken.

3. Stupified with intoxicating liquor, Ayrs.
•*Ye wouldna hae me surely, Mr. Nettle, to sit till

I'm tavert ?—l tin* the wine rinnin in my head already."

Sir A. Wylie, i. 2S3'

4. Overboiled, Ettr. For., Twecdd.

Taiveks, *. pi. Tatters; as, boiled to

taivers, Fife.
*' They don't know how to cook yonder—they have

no gout—they boil the meat to takers, and mak sauce

o' the brute to other dishes.*' The Steam-Boat, p.

288.

To TAK, t?. a. To take, to lease, S. ; also, to

give ; as, a
I'll tak you a blow ; " " I'll tak

you ouer the head w? my rung," S.

Teut. tack-en, signifies to strike ; percutere, laedere,

Kilian.

[To Tak aboot, v. a. To nurse, take care of,

gather in, BanfFs.]

[To Tak aff, v. a. To mock, befool, S.]

To Tak apon% v. a. To conduct one's self, to

act a part.

Wallace so weiU apon him tuk that tide.

Throw the gret preyss he maid a way full wide.

Wallace, v. 43, MS.

To Tak back one's word. To recall one's

promise, to break an engagement, S.

(To Tak doon, v. a. To reduce, emaciate ; to

humble, make bankrupt, Clydes., BanfFs.]

To Tak the fute, v. n. To walk out ; a term

used of a child when begiuning to walk, S.

To Tak the gait, v. n. To set off on a jour-

ney, S.

To Tak tw, v. a. and n. 1. Applied to a road,

equivalent to cutting the road, or getting

quickly over it, S.

An* thought that night to their tryst's end to win.

Right cheerfully the road thev did tak in.

Boss's Helenore, First Edit, p. 7*

2. To get up with, to overtake, Aberd.

In this sense Sw. tag-a up is used.
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3. To be in a leaky state, to receive water, S.

He Uttis his scheip tak in at loif ami lie.

Leg. Bp. St. Androis, p. 807.

It is alio used actively in the same sense ; as,

"That boat taks in water, *' 8.

4. To meet; as, "The kirk taks in at twal

o'clock," the church meets at twelve,

Lanarks.

To Tak in about, v. a. To bring one into

a state of subjection or under proper man-
agement, S.

It would seem to be borrowed from the domestication
of an animal formerly allowed to go at large, or from
the breaking in of one that has been unmanageable. It

may, however, be borrowed from warfare ; as E. to

Take in, and Sw. intag-a, signify to take a town.

To Tak in hand, v. a. To make prisoner.

This Schyr Jhone in till plajm melle,

Throw sowerane hardiraent that felle.

Wencussyt thaim sturdely ilkan,

And Schyr Androw in hand has tane.

Barbour, xvi. 518, MS.

To Tak in one's ain hand. To use freedom

with, not to be on ceremony with, to make
free with ; applied both in relation to per-

sons and things, S.
"How will ye answer for this morning's work ?

' He
•aid, *To man I can be answerable : and for God I wil
take him in my own hand.

' " Walker's Peden, p. 48.

To Tak in o'er, v. a. Metaph., to take to

task, S.

[To Tak in wt, v. n. To become intimate

with, to associate with, Clydes.]

[To Tak kept. To take heed, Barbour,

xvii. 61.]

To Tak o
f
or of, v. n. To resemble ; as, u He

disna tak o' his father, who was a gude
worthy man,** S.

To Tak on, v. a. and w. 1. To buy on credit,

to buy to account, S.

Perhaps an ellipsis for, to take on trust ; Sw. taga
paa credit.

—"To the Right Hon * the Lieutenant Colonel,

Ac., of the Earl of Angus's Regiment.—The hum-
ble proposals of some honest people in the western
•hires, to whom it is offered to tale on in, aud make up
that Regiment." Society Contending*, p. 394.

2. Applied to cattle when they are fattening

well ; as, " Thai stots are fast takin on" S.

3. To begin to get fuddled, S.

4. To enlist as a soldier.
44The drum Went through both Aberdeens, desiring

all gentlemen and soldiers that was willing to serve in

defence of our religion,—that they should come to the
Laird of Drum younger, and receire good pay ; where-
upon diyers daily took on.*

9
Spalding, ii. 165.

To Tak on hand, v. n. 1. To assume an air

of importance, to affect state.

Sum part off thaim was in to IrianJ borne,
That Makfadyan had exilde furth befome

;

King Eduuardis man he was suorn of Iupland,
Off rycht law hyrth, supposs he tuk on hand.

Wallace, iv. 1S4, MS.

2. To undertake, to engage iu any enterprise.

And quhen the King of Ingland
Saw the Scott is oa tuk on hand,
Takand the hiird feylil opynly,
And apon fnte, he had ferly

;

And said, "Quhat ! will yone Scottis fycht \
"

•' Ya sekyrly 1
M

said a knycht,-
44

It is the mast ferlyfull syeht
That euyre 1 saw, quhen tor to fycht
The Scottis men has tane on hand,
Agayne the mycht of Inglaud,
In plane hard feild, to gift" bataiL"

Barbour, xii. 446. 455, MS.

[3. To assert, declare, Barbour, ii. 20.]

O.E. •' Tak-yn on honde. Mauucapio." Pr. Parr.

To Tak one's self to do any thing. To
pledge one's self. " He tuik him to preif,"

he engaged himself to prove ; Aberd. lleg.

To Tak ones sell, v. a. 1. To bethink one's

self, to recollect one's self, to recollect some-
thing which induces a change of conduct, S.
It often includes the idea of suddenness.

When hunger now was slaked a little wee,
She taks hcrsdl and an" again she'll be :

Shamefu' she was, and bkeigh like ony hare,
Nor cou'd she think of sitting langer there

;

Weening that ane sae hraw and gentle-like,
For nae gueed ends was making sic a fike„

Ross's Uelenore, p. 30.

2. To correct one's language in the act of
uttering it, to recall what one has begun to
say, S.

To Tak one's word again. To recal what one
has said, S.

Though it may be viewed as synon. with the phrase,
to Tak back one's Word, it is used rather more gener-
ally ; and does not necessarily imply breach of promise.

• It is often ludicrously applied to a north country, or
Aberdeen's man, as if he claimed a right to recall his

Eromise. If a natire of the north of 3. retracts what
e has formerly said as to something trivial, as, for

example, in eating of a dish which he has at first

declined, it is common to remark iu a jocular way

;

** You're a north country man, you may tak your word
again."

This, however, has been explained in a more fa-

vourable way. The Aberdeen's men, it is said, were
so faithful to their word, that, before bills or bonds
were much known, when a purchase was made by one
of them, he gave his word that the price should be
paid on a flay fixed. When the day appointed came,
the Aberdeen's man paid his money, and took his word
again, i.e., [asked no receipt.]

Sw. tag-a igen sina ord, to call back one's words ;

Wideg. The phrase, tag-a sina ord tilbaka, is used in
the same sense, analogous to the other mode of ex-
pression in S.

For some other senses of the v., which usually occur
in the form of the part, pa., V. Tane.

To Tak out. V. Ta'en out.
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To Tak to or til one. To apply a reflection or

censure to one's self, evcu when it has no

direct application, S.

To Tak up, v. a. 1. To comprehend, to under-

stand, to apprehend the meaning of, S.

•' He's a clever lad ; yon may learn him ony thing,

be tak$ you up in a moment.**— ** I gied him several

hint*, but he coudua, or woudna, tuk me w^."—"He
tak* up a thing before ye have half said it."

"We come now to speak of some more clear and
sure mark, by which men may take up their gracious

state and interest in Christ." Guthrie's Trial, p. 103.

"A man taking up himself so, cannot but lothe him-
self for his abominations." Ibid. p. 183.

2. To raise a tunc, applied especially to psal-

mody; a*, u IIe title up the psalm in the kirk,"

he acted as precentor, [or letter-gae], S.

Sw. tag-a up en psalm, to raise a psalm.

To Tak up wf, v. n. To associate with, to

get into habits of intimacy, S.

This is nearly allied to E. to Take up with, ex pi. by
Johns., "to lodge, to dwell."

To Tak vpone hand, v. n. To presume, to

dare.
" That nane of our souerane Lydvis (sic) liegis sould

tak vpone hand to schute with half bag, culuering, or

pistolate, at deir, ra, wylde beistis, or wylde foulis,

vnder the pane of deid, &c. Acts Mary, 1551, Ed.

1814, p. 483.

"That nane—byaris of sic wynis and haueris of

tauernis tak vpone hand to huird or hyde ony sic wynis
coft be thame in thair housis and priuie placis," 4c.

Ibid.

To Tak with, or w?, v. a. and n. 1. To allow,

to admit ; as, " I was not drunk ; I'll no tak

wC that," S.

2. To own, to acknowledge for one's own ; as

" Nabody's taen tn that buke yet," S.B.

3. To brook, to relish, to be pleased with,

&c, the sense depending on the use of an
adv. expressing either satisfaction or dis-

like, conjoined with the r., S.
" How does the laddie like the wark ? " " Indeed

he had been a dawtit bairn at hame, and he tak* unco
ill wi'L"—" He took very ill wi't at first ; but he's be-

ginning to tak better toft now."
To Take with is used in E., as signifying "to

please
;
" Johns. ; the thing being said to take with

the person. According to the 8. idiom, the idea is

inverted.

4. [To be pleased or satisfied with, S.]; as,

I didna tak wT him.

5. To kindle; used with respect to fuel of

any kind, when it catches fire, S.
" what a sight it was to me, the kill took low, and

the mill likewise took viV, and baith gied just as ye
would say a crakle, ami nothing was left but the bare
wa's and the steading." Steam-boat, p. 347.

6. To begin to sprout, or to take root. It is

said that corn has not tane iff, when it has

not sprung up ; a tree is said to be begin-

ning to tak wC, when it begins to take root, S.

7. To begin to thrive, after a temporary
decay, S.

The phraseology seems elliptical ; as the exDrcasion,

to Tak wC the Orund, is sometimes used instead of it, S.

8. To give the first indication of having the

power of suction. It is said that a pump
is going to tak wC, when it is judged by the

sound, «&c, that it is on the point of begin-

ning to draw up water, S.

Tak, Take, *. [1. A lease, &c. V. Tack.]

2. Condition of mind ; as it is said of a per-

son, when in a violent passion, " He's in au
unco take the day," Koxb. ; nearly resem-

bling the use of £. Taking.

[Takar, *. A taker, capturer, Accts. L. H.
Treas., i. 83, Dickson.]

Tak-baxket^, 8. A game in which wads
or pledges are deposited on both sides,

which are generally bonnets ; and the gain-

ing party is that which carries off, one

by one, all the wads belonging to that

opposed to it, Kinross.

Takie, adj. Lasting; applied to victuals,

Clydes.

Tak-in, Take-in, *. A cheat, a deceiver, S.

His goodness ay I never doubt,
He's nae take-in, the kill-man.

QalL Bncyd., p. 293.

Takin, 8. A pinch ; as, a takin o
9

snuff, q.

as much as one takes at once, Aberd.

[Takin up, part. pr. Preparing ; as, takin-

up fish, preparing them for curing or cook-

ing, Shetl.]

Tak-up, Take-up, a. The name given to

a tuck in female dress, Dumfr., Gall.

The form of the term is also inverted. V. Is-tack.
Dr. Johns, says of the E. v. to Take in, as signifying

to cheat, that it is "a low vulgar phrase." But it is a
Dan. idiom, and probably very ancient. Tage ind, to

inveigle, to draw in, to deceive ; generally as implying
the use of fair words.

TAKET, s. A small flat-headed nail, S.

••Cork tafote of yron, the thousand xl s.
M

Rates,

A. 1611. V. Tacket.

TAKIN, Takex, s. A token, a mark, a sign,

S. pron. taikin.

Amanj* the Orekis mydlit than went we,
Not with our awiu takin or deite.

Doug. Viryil, 25, SO.

To the mair mcen taikin, a phrase commonly wed,
S. B., when one wishes to give a special mark of anv
thing that is described. Ateen may be the same with

A.-S. maene, Alem. meen, Su.-G. men, common, public;
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q. to give an obvious mark, or one that may be
observed by all.

Moes.G. taikns, A.-S. tacn, Isl. faAN, teiXw, Su.-G.
tekn, Belg. teycken, Germ. z*tcA/i, id.

To Takin, i7. -a. To mark, to distinguish.

" And quhair thair is na goldsraythtis, bot ane in a
towne, he sail schaw that wark tal'mnit with his awin
mark to the officiaris of the towne." Acts Ja II
1457, c. 73, Edit. 15C6.

-———Thou takinn.it has as wourthely
With signe tropheal the feild

Doug. Virgil, 876, 20.

Moea.-G. taiknjan. A.-S. taecan, ostendere, mon-
strare; Su.-G. tekn-a, A.-S. tacn-ian, Isl. teikna,
signare, notare.

A.-S. taecan, whence E. teach, has been deduced
from Sw. ft, 1st ti-a, monstrare. Stiernh. derives
it from Moes.-G. atautj-ian, ostendere, comp. of at

,

ad, and auyo, oculus, q. to exhibit any thing to the eye.

Takinnar, Takynxar, s. A portent, a per-
son or thing that portends or prognosticates.

The dreidfull portis sail be sehet but faill
Of Janus tempill, the takynnar of battell.

Doug. Virgil, 22, 7.

Thay delfand fand the takynnar of Cartage,
Ane mekill hors heid that was, I wene.

Ibid., 26, 49.

Takynnyng, Taikning, s. [Sign; signal.]
On Turnberys snnfce he may
Mak a fyr, on a certaoe day,
That mak takynnyng till ws, that we
May thar arywe in sawfte.

Barbour, ir. 658, MS.
"Taikning*, are given to forewarn people of the

approach of the enemy. " Diet. Feud. Law.

TAKYLL, Tackle, *. An arrow.
Quhirrand smertly furth flew the taknU tyte.

Doug. Virgil, 800, 20.
Ane haistie hensonr, callit Harie,
Quha was an archer heynd,

Tilt up ane tackle withouten tary.
Chr. Kirk, st. 10. Chron. S.P., it 362.

Takil, Chaucer, tacle, Gower, id. Rudd. derives
this from C. B. tacel, sagitta. Bullet mentions Celt.
toeWii, orner, taeclau, ornemens. From tacel comes
O. Fr. tacit, a shaft or bolt, the feathers of which are

"^..T**
6^ bat 8lucd on - From the a*"1* source is

taktllisi Doug, the tackling of a ship.
Chancer uses the word in the same sense.

Wei coude he dresse his takel yemanly.
ProL, v. 106.

TALBART, Talbert, Tavart, *. A loose
upper garment, without sleeves.

Cled in his nuris talbart glad and gay,
Romulus sail the pepill ressaue ami weild.

Doug. Virgil, 21, 28.

Vnlike the kukkow to the philomene
;

Thaire tatartia are not bothe maid of aray.
King** Quair, Hi. 37.

Chanc. tabard, Fr. tabarre, Ital. tabarro, C.B. tabar,
Ir. tavairt, chlamys, a long coat, a robe, Teut tabbaerd,
penula.

TALBRONE, Talberoxe, «. A kind of
drum.
"That nane of our Souerane Ladyis liegia—cleith

thame selfis with wappinnis, or mak sound of trumpet

or talberone, or vsc culueringis," &c. Acts Marv
1563, c. 19, Edit. 1566.

Jf

0. E. taburn, id., Minot, p. 45.

Thai sailed furth in the Swin,
In a somen tyde,

With trouipes and taburns,
And mekill other pride.

Fr. tabourin, a small drum.

[TALD, part. pa. Told, counted, S.]

• TALE, *. Account, estimation. JJ? his
tale, H7 your tale, &c, arc nearly synon.
with E. Forsooth, and are always meant to
intimate derision, contempt, or some degree
of disbelief; as, "He's gaun to tak a^big
fann, w! his tale" "Puir silly tawpie, she's
gaun to get a gryte laird, ic{ her tale" &c.
V. Tail.
It resembles another contemptuous phrase, "Set

iiw, her, or you np ! " The resolution of the express-
ion apparently is, •• according to his tale" or •• ac-

hi

sioni

count of the matter." A.-S. with is sometimes used in
the same sense. With gecynde. Secundum naturam,
according to nature.

Tale-piet, s. A term much used by child-
ren, to denote a tell-tale, a talebearer, S.

•• If I had not held you as so old an acquaintance,
this should have gone to my lady's ears, though I
should have been called pick-thank and tale-pyet formy nains." The Abbot, i. 139, 140. •

"Never mind me, sir—I am no lale-pyet ; but there
are mair een in the world than mine." Antiq., i. 82.

^

•• It's a wonder to me—that the Laird maks a fool
o' himscl, believing a* the clashes that gowks carry
through the country.—I'll lay my lngs,—that, be-
fore a week gang ower, I'll find out what this talepyet
is." Petticoat Tales, i. 237.
" Teylpeyat, or Telpic, a tell tale

; (perhaps as the
pie or magpie) one who divulges secrets : spoken chiefly
of children ;" Yorks., Marshall.

*

Perhaps from the similarity of a tattler to the mag-
pie, S. piet, that is always chattering; as for the same
reason this bird received from the Romans the name of
garrulus.

Talesman, s. The person who gives any
piece of news, S.

Well, man, your father's dead. Aunt, gar me trow,
Reply'd the squire, wha tauld sic news to you ?

Baith tale and tales-man I to you sail tell.

Ross'* Uelenore, p. 34.

When one doubts, or seems to doubt, as to the truth
of any story, it is common to say, ••

I'll gie ye baith
tale and talesman,* 1

8.

TALENT, *. Desire, inclination, purpose.
Quhen thai war boune, to saile, thai went,
The wynd was wele to thair tatent ;

Thai raysyt saile, and furth thai far.

Barbour, Hi. 694, MS.
First Prynce Massicus cunnuys wyth his rout,—
Ane thousand stout men of hye talent
Under him leding, for the batal boun.

Doug. Virgil, 319, 54.

O. Fr. talent, Hisp. ItaL talent-o, L. B. talent-urn,
animi decretum, voluntas, desiderium, cupiditas.
Hence Fr. entalant-c', qui aliquid agere cupit. To this
is opposed maltalent, mala voluntas. V. Du Cange.
O. E. talent, lust, Palsgraue.
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TALEU, 8. State, condition. In better taler,

in better condition, S. B.

It is pron. Talor and Tolor in Fife. Any thing is

said to be in gude tahr, when in a proper state for the

purpose in view ; ad water when heated to a sufficient

degree for washing, &c
O. Ft. taillier, state, condition. E*p6e a kant taillier ;

sabre ; Roquefort.

TALLIATION, s. Adjustment of one tiling

to another, a tally.

— •• Your ellwand would hae been a jimp measure to

the sauvcndie o' his books and Latin tatfiations.'* The

Entail, i. 273.

L.B. taWudio, mensurarum adacquatio; Du Cange.

Cut in angles; applied

V. Tablit a face.
TALLIE AFACE.

to precious stones

TALLIWAP, a. A stroke or blow, Perths.

First Donald king o' Scots the root o* a\—
Then Dugald gritlegged general o* the north ;

Wha gave the Spaniard* such a talliwap.

Donald and Flora* p. 61.

The last part of the word seems to be S. tra#>, a smart

Wow. Dan. talie signifies a small rope, or the tackles

of a ship.

TALLOUN, Talla, *. Tallow.

"Na tattoun sould be had furth of the realme,

for the eschewing of dcrth of the samin." Acts Ja.

V. 1540, c. 105., Edit. 1566.

To Tallon, v. a. To cover with tallow or

pitch, or with a mixture of both ; to caulk.

Now fletis the meikle hulk with tallomt keile.

Doug. Virgil, 113, 43.

The talloned burdis kest sne pikky low.

Ibid. 276, 32.

Tallow-Leaf, 8. "That leaf of fat which

envelopes the inwards of animals," the caul

or omentum, Gall.

Apparently from its resemblance of a leaf in its

fibrous formation.

•'When an ox or a sheep has a gude tallow-leaf, it is

considered to have/Wf tree?, and to be deep on the rib."

Gall. Enc.

(Tallow't, Tallowyt, part. adj. Smeared

with tallow, S.]

TALTIE, *. A wig, Aug., most probably a

cant term.

It may, however, be q. a covering for the head ; Isl.

tiald, Dan. teltt a tent.

(TAM, 8. Thomas, Clydes.; dimin. Tammie.]

Tam-OVTae-End, 8. A ludicrous desig-

nation for the largest kind of pudding. Gall.

" Tatn-o'-tae-end, the prince of the pudding tribe.

It hath but one open end, hence the name Tarn of the

one end ;" Gall. Enc.

Tam-Taigle, 8. A rope by which the hin-

der leg of a horse or cow is tied to the fore

leg, to prevent straying, Upp. Clydes. V.
Taigle.

[Tam-Tuam. Fast and loose, Banffs.]

Tam-Trot, *. A cant term for what is com-

monly called London-candy* Roxb.

Tammie-Ciieekie, it. The Puffin, Alca arc-

tica, Linn., Mearns; supposed to be thus

named from its broad bill.

Tammie Harper. The crab called Can-

cer araneus, Linn. Newhaven. This seems

the same with that mentioned by Sir R.

Sibbald. Cancer varius Gesncri, the liar-

per Crab. Fife, p. 132.

Tammie-Norie, *. 1. The Puffin. Alca arc-

tica, Linn., Orkn., Bass. V. NoRlE and

Tommy noddie.

2. The Razor-bill, Alca torda, Linn., Mearns.

TAMMACIILESS, adj. 1. Applied* to a

child that does not eat with appetite, Fife.

2. Tasteless, insipid, ibid.

This seems to be merely q. stamochfess ; stamoch

being the vulgar pronunciation of Stomarh, S.

TAMMElST,/>rrf. r. Apparently an en at.

for rammeist, as rent is for tent.

Sik a mirthless musick thir miustrels did make,

While ky cast caprels behind with their heels.

Little rent to their tyme the town let them take,

But ay tainmtist redwood, and ravel'd in their reels.

Montgotnerie, Watson's ColL, iii. 22.

i.e., went about ravening. V. Rammis.

To TAMMIL, t?. w. 1. To scatter from care-

lessness, Loth.

2. To scatter or strew from design ; as money

amongst a crowd, as candidates often do at

an election, Roxb.

TAMMOCK, Tommack, 8. A hillock, GalL

Meanwhile twa herds upo' the sunny brae

Forgathering, straught down on tauimoeAs clap

Their nether ends, and talk their uncos o'er.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 6.

" Tommacts, little hillocks f GalL Enc. Perhaps

from Gael, tomag, a tuft ; Ir. torn, a small heap, torn

ttangain, an ant-hill, toman, a hillock, tonnach, a mound.

C.B. fowl and tomen, id. ; tomairg, having a heap.

[TAMTALLAN. To ding Tamtallan, to sur-

pass all bounds, Banffs. Prob. a corr. of

Tantallan.]

TAM-TARY, Tamtarkie. [The state of

being hindered or kept hanging on.] u To

hold one in tam-tary9 to vex or disquiet him,"

S. Rudd. vo. Tary.

It is probable, however, that this might be originally

a military term, signifying that men were still kept, as

we now say, on the alert ; from Fr. tantarare, mot
imaginee pour representor un certain son de trompette.

Tnbae sontts qukfam. Diet. Trev.
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TAMTEEN, *. A corr. pronunciation of
Tontine, as Hottle of Hotel.

"They maun hae a hottle ;—but they shall seo that
Luckie Dods can hottle on an lang as the beat of them
—ay, though they bad made a TanUeen of it" St.
Bonan, I 22.

TANDLE, s. A bonefire, S. O.
Thae fards o' silk, brouglit owre the seas,

—

Had I our dochters at a candle,
They'd mok a been an' rownan taudle.

Picken's Poems, 1788, p. 02.
V. Tawnl*.

TANE, Tayne. One, when the precedes.
And thay war clepit, the tane Catillus,
The tother Coras, strung and curagius.

Doug. Virgil, 232, 13.

The tayne of thaim anon the heid he gaitf,

The rousty blaid to the schulderis him claiff.

Wallace, it 403, MS.
Too*, O. E., id.

"Either he achal hate the toon and love the tether."
Wiclif, Matt. vi.

This word ia not only used as a *., but often in our
old Acts aa a proper adjective.—"And a nothir of the date of the xii day of
August—of the tane half of the aamyne landis of
Nethirsannak." Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1489, p. 133.
It occurs twice in the same Act.
" The one oftwo. Tane ia a rapid pronunciation of

taane ;" GL VVynt. Rudd. views the word as formed
from ane with t prefixed, as the Fr. put t before it,

when the foregoing v. terminates in a vowel. But the
tone, the tother, seem to have been originally that ane,
that other. A similar form at least existed in O. E.

Heo nomen here conseil, k the folk of this lond radde,
That heo bi twene this lond k Scotlond schulde a wal rere,
Strong and heyg on eche * v<le> ther no water nere,
From that on se to that other, that were hem bi twene.

R. Glouc., p. 9a
V. Ta.

Ta^ehalf. One half.

— "Als thre lettrez,—ane of the tak of the landis
of Kennay the tanehaf, as Curatour to the said Gelis,
and the tother haf£ be ressone of the said Elizabeth
porcionare, ladiis of Kennay," &c. Act. Dom. Cone.
A. 1492, p. 292.

TANE, part. pa. Taken, S.

Bot quhen she saw how Prismas has tane
Hia armour so, as thoucht he had bene yiog

:

Quhat fnliche thocht, my wretch it spous and Kinge,
afonis the now sic wappynnis for to weild ?

—Quod ache. Doug. Virgil, 56, 24.

Tane about. Weel tden about, kindly received

and hospitably entertained, made welcome
and well cared for, Ang.

Neist he persuades to gang with him all night,
Where I sud be well ta'en about and right.

Ross's UeUnore, p. 88.

8w. toga Tad emot, to receive kindly, to give a good
reception.

Tane-awa, s. 1. A decayed child, S.

The name seems to have been formed from the vulgar
belief, that the fairies used formerly to carry off, or
take away, healthy children, and leave poor puny
creatures in their room. V. Fare-folkis.
The Romans had an idea somewhat similar, with

respect to certain birds of night, particularly screech-
owls; but, according to Ovid, it was doubtful who- '

ther they were really birds, or merely assumed this
form from the power of witchcraft.

Oat of their cradle* lialies they steal away,
And make defenceless innocents their prey.

—

Whether true binU they were, or had that form
From seme old ugly witches potent charm.—

Fasti, B. vi. Massey's Transl., p. 803.

They believed, however, that these birds sucked the
blood of the infants whom they carried off.

2. A child that exhibits such unnatural symp-
toms, as to suggest the idea that it has been
snbstitoted by the fairies, in the room of the
mother's birth, S.

In the ase of the term there ia an evident metonymy ;

fur it is applied to the substitute of the genuiuc child
apposed to have been tttten aim//.

** Really, gudeman, I begiu to hae a notion that he's
aa anld Espeth Freet, the midwife, ance said to mc, a
ta'emmm ; and I would be nane surprised, that whoever
lives to see him dee, will find in the bed a benweed or
a windlestrae, instead o' a Christian corpse. " The En-
tail n.3*.
This in E. is called a Changefituj. It is singular, that

there should be tho same double use of the K. term aa
of that ased in S., the child carried away being some-
times termed cJiangeting. V. a satisfactory proof of
this in Archdeacon Nare's Glossary, in vo.

This terns may be more fully illustrated by an ex-
tract from a very ingenious and entertaining disser-
tation on this subject ; from which it appears that the
creed of superstition, as to elvish power, was carried
still farther than has been already mentioned.
"The most formidable attribute of the elves, was

their practice of carrying away, and exchanging chil-
dren ; and that of stcaJiug human souls from their
bodies. * A persuasion prevails among the ignorant/
says the author of a MS. history of Moray, * that, in a
consumptive disease, the fairies steal away the soul, and
pat the sosd of a fairy in the room of it/" This belief
prevails chiefly along the eastern coast of Scotland,
whuc a practice, apparently of druidical origin, is used
to avert the danger. In the increase of the March
moon, withes of oak and ivy are cut. and twisted into
wreaths or circles, which they preserve till next March.
After that period, when persons are consumptive, or
children hectic, they cause them to pass thrice through
these circles. In other cases the cure was more rough,
and at least as dangerous as the disease, as will appear
from the following extract.

"There is one thing remarkable in the parish of
Saddie (in Inverness-shire), which I think proper to
«**»*£«-> There ib a small hill N. W. from the church,

called Therdy Hill, or Hill of Therdie, as
i it ; on the top of which there is a we11,

which I had the curiosity to view, because of tho
several reports concerning it. When children happen
to be sick, and languish lone in their malady, so that
they [are] almost turned skeletons, the common people
imagine they are taken away, (at least the substance),
by spirits, called fairie*, and the shadow left with
them ; so at a particular season in summer, they leavo
them all night, themselves watching at a distance,
near this well, and this they imagine will either end or
memo* tkem ; they say many more do recover than do
not." Maefarlane's MSS. Minstrelsy Border, ii. 230.
231.
The mode of cure in Orkney is, if possible, still more

bariaroaa. A declining child, who is thence supposed
to have been subjected to elvish influence, is hung up
in the chimney for some time, over the fire, by the
crook. This is supposed to drive away the Jairy part
from it. This idea strongly resembles that mentioned
above, in the quotation from the MS. History of Moray

;

A be viewed as another relique of heathenish
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worship, particularly of that of Moloch, or Saturn, the
Thor of tne northern nations. There were, it would
seem, two ways in which the worshippers of Moloch
made their children to pass through the fire to him.
One was, by actually consuming them, which, they be-
lieved, would ensure the preservation of all the rest of
their children, and their own prosperity during life.

Their other method was, to make the person pass be-
tween two files, for a sigu of consecration. The person
who thus dedicated his son, delivered him into the
hands of the priests, who had the charge of the fires.

They gave kick the son iuto the hands of the father

;

who himself, bavins; thus obtained permission of the
priests, was to lead his son through the flames. Mai-
monides de Idolstr. V. Ainsworth on Lev., xviii. 21.
' We may olwerve the striking similarity between this
and a druidical rite, mentioned vo. Rki.tane, according
to which there was a consecration by fire.

If the fairies carried off a child, leaving one of their
own imps in its place, tradition says that they anxiously
waited to sec if the bereaved mother would suckle their
elvish brood. If she did, her own was irrecoverably
lost to her. If she treated it with scorn, refusing to
do the duty of a mother, they were forced to restoro
her own child.

Ross has particularized some of the rites, used at
child-birth, as preventives of this calamity.

Then the first hippeQ to the green was flung,

And unko' wonIs thereat baith said an* sung.
A burning coal with the hett tangs was ta'en

Frae oat the ingle mid*, well brunt an* clean ;

And thro' the corsy-bellr letten fa',

For fear the wOan should l>e ta'en aira.

Ifelenore, First Edit., p. 6.

Pennant mentious the same superstition as prevalent
in Perthshire.

" The notion of second-sight," he says, " still pre-
vails in a few places ; as does the belief of Fairies ; ami
children are watched till the christening is over, lest

they should be stole, or changed." Tour in S. 1769, p.

115.
'* But the power of the fairies was not confined to

nnchristened children alone ; it was sup^iosed frequently
to extend to full grown persons, especially such as, in
an unlucky hour, were devoted to tlte devil by the
execration of parents, and of masters ; or those who
were found asleep under a rock, or on a green hill, be-
longing to the fairies, after sunset ; or finally, to those
who unwarily joined their orgies." Minstrelsy ub. sup.

p. 235.

It is singular, that the Rabbinical writers give an
account of the danger to be feared from a she-devil,

which* has considerable resemblance. She, however,
does not exchange, but actually destroys, children.

••This Shee-Divel they call by the name of Lilith.

It is taken from the Night, for so the word signifieth

first. And it will bee somthing to you when you
remember your self of that ordinarie superstition of
the old wives, who dare not intrust a chifde in a cra-
dle by it self alone without a candle. You must not
think those people kuow what they do, and yet you
may perceive their sillie waie* to derive from an ori-

ginal much Wttcr, and more considerable then can bee
guessed at from their prone and uninstructed waie of
performance.** Gregone's Kpiscopus Puerorum. p. 97.
He ascribes the superstitious idea to a misinterpre-

tation of Job i. 15, And the Sabean* fell upon them,
&c, which is explained in the C'haldee Paraphrase,
Lilith the Queen of Smaryud came, &c. This Lilith, in
the Gloss. Talmud., is said to be "a kindc of shee-
divel which killed children." To defend pregnant
women from the power of this adversary, they observe
certain enchantments with great solemnity.
" When the great bclli'd woman's time is com, the

father of the familie, or for want of him, som hotie man
or other (for this is required too) is desired to com to

VOL. IV.

the room where the woman is to lie in ; and theu and
there hee is to draw a circle on the several walls of

that place, and upon the doors, lioth within and with-
out, and moreover also about the bed, &c, Aud he is

to inscribe these words, Adam, CVutniA, Chut4t Lilith.

—And so the child is thought to bee sufficiently de-

fended." Ibid., p. 97, 98.

The ridiculous supcrstitiou, which has crept in from
the corruption of Christianity, that children are pecu-

liarly exposed to danger from evil spirits, before being

baptised, would almost seem to have been borrowed
from that of the Jews, with respect to Lilith ; who,
according to their traditions, is made to say, '* 1 have
power over the male children from the day they are

horn until the eight day," i.e., the time of their cir-

cumcision. StehlhVs Traditions, i. 111.

It may he added, that, as Grcg««rie mentions it as

the superstitious idea in England, that, if a child be

left alone in a cradle, a caudle should be lighted in

the room ; the superstition which prevails with some in

S., is not less absurd. They use the Bible as a charm,
by laying it in the head of the cradle, in order to pre-

serve the infant from the power of evil spirits and
• witches.

In England, the term Changeling is used in the same
sense with our Tane-aica.

There in the stocks of trjes, white faies doe dwell,

And span-long elves, that dance about a pool !

With each a little changeling in their amies !

Ben Jonson's Srul Shepherd.

Tane doun. 1. Emaciated or enfeebled in

consequence of disease ; as, " He's sair tone

doun wi' that host," S.

2. Reduced in temporal circumstances, S.B.

[3. Snubbed, humbled, degraded, Clydes.]

Tane out. Weel tane out, receiving much
attention, S. This must Ikj viewed as

primarily denoting the attention paid to oue

in the way of frequent invitations.

[Tane m one. Pleased, satisfied, Clydes.

For other meanings V. Tak icC]

TANG, adj. Straight, tight ; Pang, synon.,

Ettr. For. ; to be traced perhaps to Dan.

twungen, constrained, pressed, the part. pa.

of ticing-e, to press ; or rather to ticang,

constraint, coaction, a pressing.

TANG, *. 1. The prong of a fork, &c. V.

Taing.
A. Bor. " Tang, a pike. Tang also signi6es a sting.

North." Grose.

2. A piece of iron used for fencing any thing

else, S.A.

This seems to be formed from teing-ia
t
constringere

;

whence tehigd, eopnlatio. affinitas, tringtl% ligament*,

tenginy, junctura, compages; Verel., Haldorsoo.

[Tangls s. pi. V. Tangs.]

Tang it, part. pa. Fenced with iron, having

a rim of iron.

"Item, sex pair of brasin calmes [moulds] tamjH

with imc, serving for battertis, moyanis, falconis, and

cutthrotis." Inventor., A. 1566, p. 169. V. Taxcs.

Q3
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Tangs, Tangis, a. pi. Tongs, S.

The wyff. that he had in his innjs,
That with the tang* waed birs his schynnis,
I wald scho droont war in a darn.
He is no dog ; he is a lam.
Dunbar upon James Duig, Jiaitiand Poem*, p. 92.

M Yon fand that whar the Highlaodman land the
<ow|ff*.

w
S. Prov.

This U given by Kelly in an K. form, and expl.

thns: " Allighlandnian being challenged for stealing

* pair of tongs, said be found theni ; and being asked
where ? He said, Hani by the fireside. Spoken when
boys have picked np aontetbing, and pretend they
found it." 1\ 383,381.

Taings, or Tyangs, as the term is pron. in Aberd.,
h often used aa if it were a noun singular; as, "a
taint/*," i.e , a pair of tonga. This has evidently been
the ancient idiom.—"Twa axis, a wowmill, a borell price xl d., v
hnkis, a tangis price xl d." Act Dom. Cone. , A. 1469,

p. 132. V. Tangs.
A.-S. tang, Isl. tanng, Belg. taught, forceps. Junius

views Goth, teing-ia, colligere, as the root.

TANG, .«. A name given to the larger fuci

in general, particularly to the F. digitatus

and sacchariuus, Ork. Shetl.
—"The sea-oak, (Fucus resiculosos, Lin.) which we

denominate black tang, and which crows next to the
former, nearly at the lowest ebb. P. Shapiosay,
Statist. Ace., xvii. 233.

"The common sea weed, here called tang, is pretty
generally and successfully used aa a manure for the
tends." P. Delting, Zetl. Statist. Ace., i. 390.

Sn.-G. tang* IsL tkang, id. Shall we view these
words as allied to IsL teng-ia, jungere ?

(Tang-Bow, *. The round hollow growth
on tang, Shetl.]

Tang-Fish, «. A name given to the seal,

Shetl.

"Phoca Vitulina, (Lin. Syst) Selkie, Seal, Common
Seal—Seals are seen in considerable numbers near all

the flat shores on the coast of Zetland, and are vulgar-

ly known by the name of tang-fsk" E<1moristone's

Zetl.. ii. 292.
" Nearer the island, there were many of the smaller

seals, or Tang-fish, so named from being supposed to

live among the Tang, or larger fuci that grow near the

shore," Hibbert's Shetl. Isl, p. 386.

Tanoie, *. A sea-spirit, which, according

to the popular belief in Orkuey, sometimes

assumes the appearance of a small horse, at

other times that of a« old man.
The name is supposed to originate from Tang, sea-

weed. The description seems nearly to correspond to

that of Kelpie, q. v.

Tangie, 1 am informed, is the same with the Sea-

Trow. This imaginary being is supposed to have his

origin from the luminous appearance of the tangle,

When it is tossed by the sea.

[Tang-Sparrow, «. The rock or shore

pipit, Shetl.]

Tano-Wiiaup, s. The whimbrel, Orkn.
Scolopax phoeopus, Linn.

TANGHAL, *. A bag, a satchel. V.
Toiohal.

TANGLE, 8. An icicle, S.

IsL tlingnll, an icicle ; whence dingl-a, to hang and
move as a loose icicle ; pendere et motari veluti pen-
dulae stiriae ; G. Amir. vo. Iseschokull. E. to dangle.

" Stiria, a tangle of yce." Wcdderb. Vocab., p. 34.

TANGLE, s. 1 . The same with Tang. This
name is also given to the stem or stalk of

the larger /iici, S.

"The Alga Marina, or sea-Tangle, as some call it,

Sea- Wart, is a rod alxjut four, six, eight or ten feet

long; having at the end a blade, commonly slit into
seven or eight pieces, and alxnit a foot ami half in

length. It grows on stone, the blade in eat by the
vulgar natives.'* Martin's Western Islands, p. 149.

This seems formed from thanngull, the pi. of Isl.

thaung, alga.

2. Used metaph. to denote a person, who al-

though tall, is lank, S.B.

Well behad a wee,
She's but a tangle, tho' shot out she he.

Ross's Helenore, p. 21.

Isl. tmgla, skeleton, 2. animal macie confectum.
" Tangle—applied contemptuously to any long

dangling person or thing ; " Gl. Antiq.

Tangle, adj. 1. Tall and feeble, not well

knit in the joints ; as, " a lung tangle lad,"

Fife, Ettr. For.

2. Applied to one when relaxed in conse-

quence of fatigue, or when so much
wearied as scarcely to be able to stand up,

Ettr. For.

Tangleness, *. Indecision, fluctuation, or

pliability of opinion ; from the looseness of

tangle, (a sea weed.)

Donald's the callan that brooks nae tangleness ;

Whigging, and prigging, and a' newfangleness,

They maun be gane ; he wiuna be baukit, man.
Jacobite Relics, i. 102.

Tangle-wise, adj. Long and slender, Clydes.

(TANGS, Tangis, 8. pi. Tongs. V. under
Tang.]

[TANKER, 8. Applied to anything very

large and ugly, BanfFs.]

TANMERACK, *.
. A bird, Perth*. [Prob.

an errat., or a corr. of Tarmecan for Ptar-

migan.]
** Here also is the Tanmerach, a fowl of the size of a

dove, which always inhabits the tops of the highest

mountains." Trans. Antiq. Soc. Scotl., ii. 70.

TANNE, Tannv, adj. Tawney.
"Item, ane peee of tanne satenc of remancs." In*

ventories, A. 1516*", p. 25.
" Item, ane paire of tanng velvctt cuttit out on va-

riant taffatiis." Ibid. p. 44.

Tannies, 8. pi. [Prob. cloth or furs of a

tawny or reddish brown colour.]
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" That James Dury will restore—to David Quhithcd

barges of Edinburgh, —thro mantillis of bauis,—thre

cuachingia price xlij s. t j
c hemp price v li. vnj s., half

ane hundreth fannies price ij ,

M
Ac. Act. Dom.

Cone, A. 1491, p. 190. m
[In Accts. L. H. Treas. Tanny or Tannee invent-

edly mentioned as a kind of cloth. Thus, A. D. 1497,

in Vol. I. p. ^43, "Item, . . . for iij elne and

ane half of Rowane tannee to the Dnches of \ork, to

be hir ane see goune," 4c. But from the number of

tannies given in the extract above, we may conclude

that furs are meant.]

TANNER, s. 1. That part ofa frame of wood,

which is fitted for going into a mortice, S.

;

[E. tenon.']

8u.-G. tan, tanor, a tendon ; q. that which binds or

unites. Ial. thinnor, lignum cui arcus incurvatus

insertus est, et quod eum tensum retiuet et sustmet

;

Verel.

2. Tanners, pi. The small roots of trees,

Loth.; synon. tapouns.

In this sense it seems more nearly allied to Isl.

tamnari, assulae ; laths, chips, splinters; or tein Sw.

teen, surculus; Moes.-G. tain*, virga, virgula ; Belg.

^teen-en, vimins,

TANNERIE, s. A tan-work, S. Fr. id.

(To TANT, v. n. To sicken from eating dis-

- agreeable food, Shetl.; perhaps a corr..of

S.fant, to faint.]

TANTERLICK, s. A severe stroke, Fife.

It is also used in Ayrs.

This term is probably allied to E. Tenter. Hence

the E. phrase, to set one upon the tenters. Tantertick

may denote a rough stroke, such as that which is given

to cloth when it is extended on the tenter-hooks. In a

similar sense, one in a state of painful anxiety is said

to be piti upon, or to come Uirough, the heckle-pins, S.

TANTONIE BELL. Prob. St. Anthony's

bell.
He had to sell the Tantonie bell,

And pardons therein was.

Spec Godly Sangs, p. 6.

•«8t. Anthony's bell, hung about the necks of

animals," Lord Hailes.

Fr. tantan, " the bell that hangs about the neck of

a cow,
H &c, Cotgr. It seems very doubtful, however,

if this has any relation to St. Anthony. It seems

rather from Fr. tintoner, tintouin-er, to resound

;

whence perhaps f*M0/an<7, a term often used by children

to denote the sound made by the ringing of a bell.

The origin is Lat. tinthm~o,-aret
to ring; whence

titUinnabulum, a little bell. C. B. tant, the chord of a

musical instrument.

It is possible, however, that the term refers to St.

Anthony. For Tanton Fair signifies
M St. Anthony's

Fair."
Archdeacon Nares has given a curious proof oi a

similar elision, in pointing out the origin of the E. adj.

Tawdry. This, he says, is a vulgar corruption of St.

Audrey, or St. Ethelreda. It implies that the things

denominated tatcttry, "had been bought at the fair of

St Audry, where gay toys of all sorts were sold."

This fair was held in the isle of Ely.

TANTRUMS, «. pi. High airs, statcliness.

In his tantrums, on the high ropes, S.

Cant E.

—I thought where your tantrums wad end.

JamiesinCs Popul. Ball., I 299.

V. HOHTA.
% t

.

Fr. tantran, a nick-nack ; Oerm. tand, vanity.

[TANYIE-MAW, *. A small species of the

sea-gull, Shetl.; perhaps tangie-matr, from

its frequenting the sea-shore. V. Tano.]

TAP, s. 1. The top of any thing, S.

The tap o* ilka tow> and tree

Like siller gleam[s].

G. Turnbull's Poet Essays* p. 196.

2. The head, S.

3. The tuft on the head of some fowls, S.

Hence the phrase, tappit hen.

4. A top used by boys in play, S.

The shape or fashion of hU head

Was like a con or pyramid ;

Or like the hottom of a tap.

ColviVs Mock Poem, l 8.

5. A tap o* lint, "Such a quantity of flax as

spinsters put upon the distaff is called a

Unt-tap? Gl. Shirr., S.

(J. A tap o tow, the same with a tap o Unt;

also, metaph., a very irritable person, Ayrs.

" Tap o* Tow, head of flax ; " Gall. Enc.
M • Here's a tap o* tow,

9 exclaimed the Leddy
;

All

and awa wi* you to your mother at Camrachle. En-

tail ii 274.

—"No sooner did she behold his face, but. like a

tap oftow, she kindled upon both him and Kate, and

ordered them out of her sight" Annals of the Parish,

*" " I thought him one of the blythcst bodies I had ever

seen, aud had no notion that he was such a tap of tow,

as in the sequel he proved himself." Ann. Par., p.

229.
u Tap o* tow,—a quick-tempered person, like flax,

easily kindled
;
" Gall Enc

Never Aff one's Tap. [Always finding

fault with one] ; as, " She's never aff his

tap," S.; apparently borrowed from the

mode in which dunghill fowls carry on

their broils.

To Be on ONE'S Tap. 1. To assault, literally ;

especially by flying at one's head, or attempt-

ing to get hold of the hair, S.

2. Metaph. to attack in the language of sharp

reprehension or abuse, S.

To Tak ONE'S Tap in one's Lap, and set af.

1. To turse up one's baggage, and be gone,

Teviotd., Loth.; borrowed from the practice

of women accustomed to spin from a rock,

who often carried their work with them to

the house of some neighbour. An indi-

vidual when about to depart, was wont to

wrap up, in her apron, the flax or lint-top at

which she was spinning, together with her

distaff.
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" And does your Honour think—that will do as wcel
as I were to take my tap in my lap, and slip my ways
hamo again on my ain errand ? " Heart M. Loth., iv.

9.

2. (To set off in haste] ; as, '« She took her

tap in her lap" she went off in a great

hurry, Ettr. lor. ; [syn. " she took hir jit in

hir han\" Ayrs.]

Tap-Coat, s. A great coat, one that goes

uppermost, q. on the top of others, Dumfr.
41 He was—weel arrayed ; for he had twa tap coats

and a plaid on." Blackw. Mag., Jan. 1821, p. 40G.

Tap-Knot, *. A knot or bunch of ribbons,

worn as an ornament in a woman's cap or

bonnet, S.

And our bride's maidens wer na few,
Wi* tap knots, lug-knots, a* in blew.

Muirland Willie, Herd's ColL, il 76.

Tap-Pickle, s. 1. The uppermost grain

in a stalk of oats, S.

Green-coated fairies, fi<lgin' fain,

Jump the solitary glen,

Or drive the ceaseless clacking mill,

On the distant sounding hill,

Orunding their tap-pickle melder.
Donald and Flora, p. 190.

2. It is used by Burns rather in an indelicate

sense.

Tap, Tail, nor Mane. This phrase is used
concerning an unintelligible account of any
thing ;

u I dinna ken tap, tail, nor inane o't,"

S.
" He rambled through the whole 58th chapter of

Isaiah ; but his sermonliad neither top, tail, nor mane*
be bad not one material sentence.** Walkers Passa-
ges, p. 82.

It seems to have been borrowed from the different

external marks by which a man knows his own horse

. or cow, by the head, mane, and tail. To some, how*
ever, it may seem that the second term should be
written main, as denoting the body or main part.

Tap, adj. Excellent. V. Top.

Tapee, 8. 1. The name given a few years

ago to the forepart of the hair when put up
with pins, S.

2. A small cushion of hair worn by old

women, in what is called the open of the

head, for keeping up their hair, Ayrs.

Ft. tonpet, Isl. topp-r, crista, vertex vel crines

capitis.

Taper-tail, adv. Topsy-turvy, South of S.

;

[syn. tapsalterieJ]

Fowk canna sye get just what they wad hae,
Yet d'ye na think that's ae great luck however ?

For war't the contrair but for ha'f a day.
The war! wad a' gang taper-tail thcgither.

T. ScoWs Poems, p. 365.

Apparently q. tap, i.e., top, o'er tail.

Tappenie. A term used in calling a hen,

Gall

" Ye ken the cry of the Galloway dames to their

stray hens when the Gypsies light their fires i' the
woods, • Chuckie, chuckle, lupfH-unie,* say I may—our
new come neighbours like feathered flesh ouer weel."
Blackw. Mag., May 1830, p. 163.

Apparently a corr. of tap-hennie, q. tappit-hen.

(Tappin, s. A tuft, a crest, S. O.]

[TAPPIT, Tappity, adj. Crested; as, a tap-

pit -hen, q. v., S.]

Tapsalteeuie, Tapsie-Teekie, adv. Topsy-
turvy, Ayrs.

But gie me a canny hour at ecu,

My arms about my dearie, O ;

An' warly cares, an' warly men,
May a' gae tapsaltecrie, !

Burns, Hi. 283.

Tapsie-teerU is the pron. in Roxb.

Prob., the origin of Topsy-turvy, is, as given by Skiu-
ner, Tb/w in turcs, vertices seu capita in cespite. But
although the term ethelturj, ovtyrf, occurs in A.-S. iu the
sense of patriuiu solum ; it does not appear that either

A.-S. tyrf, or E. turf, has been commonly used as de-
noting the ground or soil. Perhaps the latter part of the
word is connected with Teut. tltraers. Franc, dernh,

A.-S. thweor, Isl. thictr, Su.-G. ttcaer, Dan. ttcer,

oblique, awry, across. Dwarsicey, in Belg. still denotes
a cross way, Dan. hcervrj, id. Thus the phrase might
originally be, q. toj»s ttcervej, or to/M-al-ttcrrrej, •* the
heads all the wrong way," turned upside dowu.

TAP, e. To sell by Tap, understood as sig-

nifying to sell by auction or outcry.

'* Item, that na commouu cremaris of the toune wse
to sell be tap ony hainmerinaus work, nor regrait it

agane till wther mens wse." Seill of Caus, Ediu. 2
May, 1483, MS.

Perhaps it rather signifies to sell by retail ; Teut.
tapp-en, minutatim venderc, cauponari.

It occurs, perhaps in a similar sense, in the follow*

ing passage:
*'Wyttalis that cumis to this burgh other be see or

land, quhilk bcis tappit with the land mett, pay the

duety of the band bell." Aberd. Reg., V. 16.

To TAPE, v. a. To make any thing, although

little, go a great way, to use sparingly, S.

synon. hain.

Then let us grip our bliss mair sicker,

And tape our heal and sprightly liquor,

Which sober tane, maks wit the quicker,

And sense mair keen.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 378.

Erroneously printed tap, which suggests an idea

almost directly the reverse.
*' Ye sail hae a' my skill and knowledge to gar the

siller gang far—I'll tape it out weel—I ken how to gar
the birkies tak short fees, and be glad o' them too."

Heart M. Loth., i. 328.

Isl. eg teppe, obstruo, obturo ; tejft-r, colli bitus, shut
up, restrained ; tepping, restraint ; G. Audr., p. 248.

Su.-G. taepp-a, to shut, to stop up, to fill up blanks in

a hedge ; taepjni, a field hedged on all sides. This
etymon receives confirmation from the similar use of

hain, which originally signifies, to hedge in, to inclose

by a hedge.

TAPEIS, 8. Tapestry ; Fr. tapis.

—Thy beddis soft, and tajteis fair,

Thy treitting, and gud cheir ;
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Gif I the tretith wahl now declair,

I wait thow be* no peir.

Maitland Poems, p. 257.

Chancer uses tap'ner, for a maker of tapestry.

Tapessarik, b. Tapestry ; Fr. tapisserie.

" Item, five pece of fyno tapessarie of the historie of

Tobio garnest. Inventories, A. 1539, p. 50.

Tapettis, *. pl* Tapestry.

Amang proude taoetlit ami michtv Hall apparall,

Hir place sche tuke, as was the gi*e that tyde.

Doug. Virgil, 85, 22.

Teat, tajnjt, Lat. M/W«.

TAPETLESS, wlj. Heedless, foolish. V.
under Tabets.

TAPISHT, part. pa. In a lurking state.

The hart, the hind, the fallow deare,

Are tapisht at their rest

A. Hume, Chron. S. P., iii 888.

Apparently from Fr. tap-ir, to hide, to keep close

;

tapis-ant, hiding one's self ; lurking, squatting.

TAPLOCH, Tawplocii, s. "A giddy-

brained girl," given as the same with Taw-
pie, Gall. Enc. Dan. taabelig, foolish. V.
Taupie.

TAPONE-STAFF, *. The stave, in a bar-

rel, in which the bung-hole is.

"That no barrel l>e sooner made and blotcn, but the

Coopers Birn be set thereon, on the tapone-staffthereof,

in testimony of the sufficiency of the tree." Acta
Char. II., 1661, c. 33.

It seems doubtful whether it has received this name
from the cork, or plug that is used for filling the bung-
hole. This by coopers is called the tap, S. Perhaps
originally the tapping-staff, i.e., the stave in which the
orifice is made for drawing off liquor.

The term blotcn refers to the mode of trying whether
a cask be tight. A little water is put into it Then,
the head being fixed on, a small hole is bored, by
means of which the vessel is filled with as much air as

it can contain. The effect is, that, if there be the
least chink, the force of air makes the water bubble
through it.

TAPOUN, *. A ramification, or long fibre

at the root of a plant of a tree, S. B.

I have met with it in print, only as used metaph.,
with respect to Bishops.
" All nere, praised be God, goes according to our

prayers, if we would be quit of bishops ; about them
we are all in perplexity. We trust God will put them
down ; but the difficulty to get all the tapoun* of their

roots pulled up, is yet insuperable by the arm of man.*'

Baillie's Lett., i. 241.

Perhaps from Dan. tap, a hollow tube ; or Be?g.

tapp-en, to draw out, as these fibres extend themselves
to far.

TAPPIE-TOUKIE, *. 1. Any thing raised

very high to a point, S.; synon. with Tap-
pitoorie, Tappie-tourock; Ayrs.

"There was, as Tibby described it, a tappie4ourie

of hens in the mid<Ue, a hundred weight of black
puddings graced one corner, and an enormous ham
another/' Petticoat Tales, i. 337.

2. The plug of paste which fills the opening

in the top of a pie, ibid.

•*If I were iu your place.— I would gie him the
t*ppf49*rock o* the pye, and the best leg o* the fat

ken." Sir A. Wylie, iii. 151.

TAPPIE-TOUSIE, $. A sort of play among
children, S.
In this sport, one taking hold of another by the

forelock of his hair, says to him

—

•* Tappie Tappie tonsCc, will ye be nay matt ?•*

If the other answers in the affirmative, the first

says—
•' Come to me then, couie to me then ;

"

citing hisa a smart pull towards him by the lock which
he holds in his hamf. If the one, who is asked, answers
in the negative, the other gives him a push backward,
aaymg-

"Gae frae me then, gae frae me then."

The literal meaning of the terms is obvious. The
person asked is called Tappie~tmt»k, q. iliahevelhtl

bead, from Tap, and Ton*ie, q. v. It may be observed,

however, that Su.-G. tap, signifies a lock or tuft of

hair. Jiaertapp, floccus capillorum ; Hire, p. 857.

Bat the thing that principally deserves our attention,

is the meaning of this play. Like some other childish

ports, it evidently retains a singular vestige of very
ancient manners. It indeed represents the mode in

which one received another as his landman.
"The thride kind of uativitie, or Itmida^e, is, quhcu

ane trie man, to the end he may haue the iitciiteiiiance

of ane great ami potent man, randers himselfe to be his

bond-man, iu his court, for the hitire of hU Jurth<-ad ;

and gif he thereafter withdrawes himselfe, and flees

away fra his maister, or denyes to him his uativitie

:

his maister may prone him to l>e his bond-man, be ane
assise, before the Justice ; challengand him, that he*

tie ane day, sic ane yeare, compcircd in his court, and
there yeilded himselfe to him to be his slaue and bond-
man. And quhen any man is adjudged and decerned

to be a natiue or bond-man to any maister ; the maister

may take him he the none, and reduce him to his former
slaverie." Quon. Attach., c. 56, s. 7.

This form, of rendering one's self by the hair of

the head, seems to have had a monkish origin. The
heathenish rite of consecrating the hair, or shaving the

head, was early adopted among Christians, either as an

act of pretended devotion, or when a person dedicated

himself to some particular saint, or entered into any
religions order. Hence it seems to have been adopted
as a civil token of servitude. Thus those, who entered

into the monastic life, were said capillon /tonere, and
per capillo* *e tradcre. In the fifth century, Clovis

committed himself to St Gevmer by the hair of his

head; Vit. S. Germer, ap. Carpentier, vo. CapiHi.

Those, who thus devoted themselves, were called the

servant* of God, or of any particular saint.

This then being used as a symbol of servitude, we
perceive the reason why it came to be viewed as so

great an indignity to be laid hold of by the hair. He,

who did so, claimed the person as his property.

Therefore, to seise, or to drag one by the hair, eumpre-

hemtert, or trahere per capiltos, was accounted an offence

equal to that of charging another with falsehood, and
even with striking him. The offender, according to

the Frisic laws, was fined in two shillings ; according

to those of Burgundy, also iu two ; but if both hands

were employed, in four. Leg. Ftis., ap. Lindenhrog ,

Tit. 22, s. (H. Leg. Burgund., Tit. 5, s. 4. According

to the laws of Saxony, the fine amounted to an hundred
and twenty shilling*; Leg. Sax., can. l t s. 7, ibid.

Some other statutes made it punishable by death ; Du
Cange, col. 243. V. Husbamk

It has been seen, that the custom of laying hold of

the forelock most probably originated from a rite

early introduced into the Christian Church, of persons

devoting themselves to God, or to some saint, by the
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hair of the head. It, therefore, seemed worthy of
inquiry, if antiquity afforded any vestige to the harsh
mode of treating those, in this sport, who wish to
retain their liberty. It was thought moat likely
that something analogous might be found in the mode
of manumitting a bondman among the ancient Romans.
We find, accordingly, that the first thing the master
did, in granting manumission, was to whirl his servant
around, in gyrum tervum ayere. This custom is referred
to by Persius.

Heu sterile* red quibus una Quiriteni
Virtigo facit SaL v. 75.

Verterit banc dorainns, momento turbinis exit
Marcus Dams, fad. 78.

Seneca also mentions the same custom, Ed. 8, and
Quinctilian, DecL 312. The reason assigned for this
gyration is, that thus the person manumitted was
symbolically declared to be at liberty to go whatever
way he pleased. Besides this, in the act of turning bis
servant round, the master gave him a stroke on the
face with his hand. Inter verteudum a/aim faclem
ipsius peroutiebat Dominus. Cornut. ad Pers. loc.
«t. and Isidor. ix. 4. The consul and poet Claudian
speaks of this stroke as given on the forehead.—Pulsata fronte recedit. iv. 6. 11.
In the push given, in the childish sport of our

country, to him who refuses to become the vassal of
another, there is an obvious relique of this Roman rite
in manumission. V. Pitisc. Lex. vo. ManumUnio.

TAPPILOORIE, a. Any thing raised high
on a slight or tottering foundation, S.

[Evidently a corr. of topple o'er, i.c, a thing likely
to topple over.]

TAPPIN, *. 1. A tuft, as that on the crown
of a bonnet, S.O.

Mr father's.thrown his bonnet in the pot I

—Nought o't but the tappin's to be seen.

Falls of Clyde, p. 108.

Probably a dimin. from tap, the top.

8. The bniwh of feathers on the head of a
cock or hen, Dumfr.

3. ExpL "head," ibid.

Drink maks the auldent swack and strappen ;

Oars care forget the ill* that happen—
The blate look spruce —

And e'en the thowless cock their tappin
And craw fu* crouse.

Mayne'i Siller Gun, p. 16.

It seems to be transferred to the head from the tuft
of a cock.

TAPPIT, Taitint, part. adj. Crested, S.
The latter perhaps properly belongs to the
south of S.

TAPPIT HEX. 1. A hen with a tuft of
feathers on her head, S.

2. A cant phrase, denoting a tin measure con-
taining a quart, so called from the knob on
the lid, as being supposed to resemble a
crested hen. V. Gl. Sibb.

V. Dtbble.

WeeUhe Wd a Hawick gill,

n't hen.
itson's & Songs, i. 26S.

And leugh to see a tappit hen.
Hit ' "

3. It has been expl. as still of a larger size.

"Their hostess—appeared with a huge pewter
measuring pot, containing at least three English quarts,
familiarly denominated a Tappithen." Waverley, i.

148.

4. This term denoted a large bottle of claret,

holding three Magnums or Scots pints,

Aberd.

TAP-ROOTED, adj. Deep-rooted, having
one strong stem-like root.

"Clover—being a tap or deep rooted plant, it draws
the greatest part of its nourishment from parts of the
earth far below the reach of the plough or the horizon-
tal roots of the barley." MaxweVs Scl. Trans.

, p. 205.
" The longer and stronger both be, the better will

the ground be covered and rotted, and the less demand
will this tap rootfd plant make upon that part of the
earth where the horizontal roots of grain pasture for
their food." Ibid. 211.
Tap seems used as denoting the surface of the soil,

as if synon. with Crap, q. .v. But the sense is ren-
dered obscure, tap-rooted beinggiven as if it were synon.
with <fcf/>-roottMt.

TAP-SWARM, *. 1. The first swarm which •

a hive of bees casts off, S.

2. Applied metaphorically to a body of people
leaving their former connexion.
M Mrs. Buchan'a squad, the tapaiearm of the Relief,

after traversing Nithsdale and Galloway, in search of
the New Jerusalem, have returned, to their former
abodes and occupations.'* Agr. Surv. Ayrs., p. 163.

TAPTEE, A state of eager desire. " What a
tap-tee he is in P How eager he is ! Lanarks.
IsL taept-a, digitis pedum aegre insisti. Perhaps it

is merely a corruption of S. tiptoe, q. " standing on
tiptoe," in a state of eager expectation.

TAPSMAN, *. A servant who has the
principal charge, other servants being sub-
jected to his orders ; as, u the tapsman of a
drove," Dumfr.

TAPTHRAWN, adj. Perverse, obstinate,

S. q. having the to/?, i.e., top or head dis-

torted ; or in allusion to the hair of the
head lying in an awkward and unnatural
manner, S.

TAPTOO, $. 1. A gaudy ornament on the
head, Ayrs.

2. To Put one into a Taptoo, to excite one's

wrath, to produce violent passion, ibid.

This, in sense 2. at least, may be merely a corr. of
the phrase Tap o' Tow, a top of tow, q. v. It is, how-
ever, also pronounced Tij>too. V. Taptee.

TAP-TREE, *. A solid and rounded piece •

of wood, resembling the shank of a besom,
put into the bung-hole of a masking-vat or
cask, formerly used for drawing off the
liquor ; q. " that by which the tree or bar-

rel is tapped? or from tap, a faucet.
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" Put a cork or dottle in the under end ;—or you
may make use of a tap-tret, and then you need not a
cork. Let the water stand four hours upon the ashes ;

then take out your cork, or tap-tree, and have a tub
below to receive the lee that comes off/' Maxwell's
8eL Trans., p. 284.

•To TAR, v. a. 1. To besmear with tar. This

v. is often used metaph. in the phrase, "A*
tarr'd wi* ae stick," all of the same kidney,

or all characterised by the same spirit, &c.,

S.
—"If yon woman ye ca'd sister and you were ae

parent's bairns, I was thinking ye might aiblius be
tarr'il wi* ae stick." St. Johnstoun, ii. 200.

The allusion is to the bit of wood used as a brush
for putting the tar-mark on sheep.

[2. To tar the tinyers to do a thing, to have the

greatest difficulty in doin^ a thing; also,

to be very unwilling to do it
;

generally

said regarding wet, dirty work, West of S.,

Banffs.]

Tar-Huist, s. The box in which the tar

is kept with which sheep are marked,
Koxb., Tweedd. V. Buist.

To TAB, v. n. [Prob., to twitch, to pull

about : to tig and tar, to tousle, to pat and
pull about.]

To tar and ti£, syn grace to thig,

That is a pityous preis.

Therfore bewar, hald the on far,

8ie chafwair for to pry* :

To tig and tar, then get the war,
It is ill merchandyse.

Balnerii, Evtrgreett, ii. 199.

I know not if this word bears a sense allied to Isl.

tacr-a, donare, sumpturn facere ; Su.-G. id. alere,
nutrire ; Tout teer-tn, victitari ; epulari.

TABANS, s. pi. " Expl. children who have
died before baptism ;" Gl. Sibb.
" The little spectres called Taraiu, or the souls of

unbaptised infants, were often seen flitting among the
woods and secret places, bewailing in soft voices their
hard fate." Pennanta Tour in S. t 1769, p. 157.

Gael, taran, the ghost of an unbaptised child, Shaw.

TABDIE, Tairdie, adj. Peevish, ill-humour-

ed, sulky and sarcastical, Kinross.

We might view this as originally the same with
Teat, taertigh, sour, A.-S. teart, id. ; did not the term
give some indication of affinity to Taird, a gibe, q. v.

TABETATHEBS, s. pi. What is torn to

shreds ; as, " Tain got naething for his fech-
tiu\ but his coat into taretathers" Teviotd.

;

i.e., torn, from tear, and tatters.

TARGAT, Teuget,*. [1. A pendant, tas-

sel, ornamental drop.]

"Item, ane hingar maid lyke ane *M* with four
dyamonttis, and ane gryt pcrle."- •• Item, ane richc
targatt, with thre naikit images, sett all full of dya-
monttis." Inventories, A. 1542, p. 65.

Being conjoined with a hingar or hangar, it might
seem to respect the royal armoury, meant rather for

ornament than for use. But aftorwards it appears that
the fargat was a sort of ornamental blazon worn in the

royal bonnet or hat.
" Item, ane bonnet of velvot with ane targat set with

ane gryt tabid dvamont, tone [ton I plain dyamonttis in

aettis of gold, xviii settis of perle, &c Ibid. p. G7, 68.
" Item, ane targatt of gold with the ymage of our

lady, entimat to viii crownis of wecht." Ibid. A. 1516,

p. 27.
" Item, ane bonnet of blak velvott with ane tergal of

the nntrinadin, hir taill of dyamouttii*," *°- N**l»

p. 68.

There hang nine tarqat* at Job ilie's hat.

And ilk ane worth three huudred pouinL
Johnnie Armstrong, Minstrdsy Border, L 63.

2. A tatter, a shred, S.

Hale interest for my fund can scantly now
deed a* my callantV backs, and staj» their moa' :^—
Their duds in target* flaff tino' their backs.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 87.

V. CODROCII.

3. Targets of skate, long slices of this fish

dried, Aug. svuou. tags.

Sw. targad, torn ; Isl. targar, ramenta, chips. But
the immediate origin is Su.-U. targ-a, minutis ictibus

dissciudere, to split by a repetition of light strokes ; a
frequentative from taer-a, terere. V. Ihre, vo. Sargn.

Hence applied to denote a tassel. V. Targat s. 2.

To Takoat, Taroatt, r. a. To ornament,

to border with tassels.

" All things mislyked the precheors ; they spack
baldly against the targatting of tliair tail Is, ami against

the rvst of thair vanity ; quhilk they affirmed sould

provock God's vengeance, not only against those fo'isch

wemen, bot against the hole realme." Knox's Hist,

p. 330.
" Bot fie upon that knave Death, that will come

quhidder we will or not ; and quhen he hes laid on his

areist, the foull wormes will be busie with this flesch,

be it nevir so fair and so tender : and the silly saull, I

fear, sail be so feabill, that it can ny ther cary with it

gold, camisching, targating, pearll, nor precious

stones.
s

Ibid., p. 334.

To TARGE, Tairoe, i\ a. 1. To beat, to

strike, Pert lis.

A.-S. thrntc-an, "percutere, tundere, flagenarc ver-

bcrare ; to strike, to knock, to beat, to thump ;
**

Soruner. Teut. derach-en, Su.-G. tro**k a, id.

2. To keep in order, or under discipline, used

metaph., S.

"Callum Bee—took this opportunity of discharging

the obligation, oy mounting guanl over the hereditary

tailor of Slioch nan Ivor; and, as he expressed him-

self, targrtl him tightly till the finishing of the job."

Waverley, ii. 2S6.

3. To rate severely, to reprehend sharply,

Roxb.

4. To cross-question, to examine accurately,

Loth.
—• Now thinkin yo might be black-Jit, or her secre-

tar*, I was just wissin' o a' things to sec ye a wee
gliflT, that I micht targe ye." Saxon and Gael, i. 161,

163.
[I on the questions targe them tightly.

Burns, The Inventory, iv. 371

J
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Tairgix, *. Severe examination or reprehen-
sion : as, "Til gie him a tairgin? Roxb.

•TARGE, *. Metaph. used in the sense of
protection or defence.

"Totheifand reaver he was sicker targe, and by
e
.2T'

I!^*ry * P,ain enemy *> good men." Pitscottie,
p. 43, Edit. 1768.

*

TARGED, part. adj. Shabby in appearance,
tattered, Clydes.

"

TARICROCKE, Taricuooke, s. A pitch-
fork, ShetL
Isl. terre, porrigos, and krol; uncinus, q. to extend by

meana of an instrument hooked at the end. [The
Shett. pitchfork to called has the prongs at right
angles with the shaft, and is used for gathering and
spreading sea-weed as manure. V. 01. ShetL J

[TARLE, 9. A small weak animal ; a little
weak or lazv person, Banffs.]

[To TARLE, v. n. To be lazy, to work in a
lazy or slovenly manner ; also, to be weak
through illness, ibid. Tarloch is also used.]

Tarloch, Tarlooh, adj. 1. Weak, peevish;
grumbling, Ayrs.
These senses are given in Gl. Surv. Ayrs., p. 69a

2. Slow at meat, loathing, squeamish, S.

3. Stormy; as, "a tarlogh day," a rough
stormy day, Liulithg.

OaeL dorUighlighie, ungovernable.

Tarloch, Tarlooh, s. 1. [Anything small,
weak, or worthless, Ayrs., Banffs.] ; applied
to a silly, inactive girl, Aberd.
C. B. torll-a signifies a slattern.

2. A sturdy brawling woman, generally giving
the idea of a female tatterdemalion. It also
includes that of filth.

It is commonly applied to beggars and the lowest
people.

I charge the jit as I have ellis,

Be balie relickis, heidis and bellis,
Be ermeitb that in desertis dwelli.%
Be limitoris and tarloch it.

Philotus, &/>./?., «L 47.

It is perhaps synon. with limitoris, with which it is
conjoined ; and may have some connexion with Ir. and
Gael, tarlodhiam, pron. gutturally, to collect, to bring

. together, to lay hold on.

TAR-LEATHER, #. V. Mid-cupple.

TARLIES, s. Lattice of a window, S.
tirb*$i Fr. treillis.

•• Upoun the pavement of the said gallerie he laid a
tedder bed, and upoun the windowes he affixt blak
claithes, that his shaddow should not be seen, nor his
feit hard f|uhen he wcut to and fro, and cuttit ane
small hole in the tarlirs, quhairby he might visie with
his hagbute." Historie of K. James Sext, p. 75.

TARN, *. A mountain lake, S.
Each after each they glanced to sight.
As stars arise upon the night.

They gleamed on many a dusky tarn,
Haunted by the louely earn.

Lay of the Last Minstrel, p. 05.
•• Tarn, a mountain lake ;" N, ibid.

Dr. Johns, has given this word as meaning "a
pool." Grose defines A. Bor. "tarn, a lake or mere
pool." North.

It is ofGoth, origin ; Isl. thru, pi. tiarnir, stagnum,
palus, Sw. tiaerna synon. with moras ; Vend. ; tiaurn,
Iacus, stagnum, lacuna ; G. Andr., p. 238. Sw. tiaern,
** a pool, standing water ;" Wideg.

To TARRAGAT, v. a. To question, S,;
evidently abbreviated from E. Interrogate.

[Tarraoatin, $. Strict examination ; also,

the act of examining strictly, S.]

TARRAN, s. A peevish ill-humoured person,
Roxb. ; a variety of Txrran.

TARRIE,-*. "A terrier-dog;" Gl. Picken,
Ayrs. Renfr. ; probably borrowed from the
Fr. mode of pronouncing the latter part of
the name of this species. Chien terrier, q.
terrij. [It is used also as an adj., as, a
tarrie dog.]

As we had naught but wearin' graitk,
We clamb the braes like tarries.

Picien's Poems, 1788, p. 177.

To TARROW, v, n. 1. To delay.

This* semple counsale, hrudir, tak at me ;

And it to cun perqueir t>e nocht thou tarrow,
Bettir but stryfe to leif allone in lc,

Than to be machit with a wicket marrow.
Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 122.

The S. Prov. seems used in this sense ; "Be still

taking and farrowing ; take what you can get, though
not all that is due ;" Kelly, p. 63, i.e., take what is
offered, and allow time for what remains. Also, that,
••Lang (arrowing takes all the thank away ;" Fergu-
son's S. Prov., p. 23.

2. To haggle, to hesitate in a bargain.
He that wes wont to beir the Iarrowis,

Betwixt the baik-bous and the brew-hous,
On twenty shilling now he tnriotois,

To ryd the he gait by the piewis.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 144.

Le., he hesitates as to the sufficiency of the sum.
Tarrow is still sometimes used as signifying that one

murmurs at one's allowance of food, Ac, S.

[An* I hae seen their coggie fou,

That yet hae tarrow't at it.

Uterus, Hi. 98. ]

3. To feel reluctance, [to be displeased; to
grumble.]

But she's ss weak as very water crown,
And tarrvws at the broust that sue had brown.

Ross's Ilelenore, p. 60.

Nane of us cud find a marrow,
So sadly forfairn were we

;

Fouk sud no at any thing tarrow,
Whose chance looked naetbing to be.

&mg, Ibid., p. 150.
M To loath, to refuse," Gl. Ross. This is perhaps

more strongly expressed than the term admits. Chil-
dren are said to tarrow at their meat, when they delay
taking it, especially from some pettish humour, or do
it so slowly that it would seem they felt some degree
of reluctance. It is rendered, •• take net," Gl. Ritson.

••A tarrowing bairn was never fat:" S. Prov.,
Kelly, p. 13.
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"He tarrowt early that tarrows on his kail ;" S.

Prov. "The Scots, for their first dish have broth
(which they call kail) and their flesh-meat, boil'd or

roasted, after. Spoken when men complain before

they see the utmost that they will yet;" Kelly, p. 135.

Tarrie and tarrow are used in this sense as synon.

Bat yell repent ye, if bis love grow cauld ;

—

Like dawted wean that tarries at its meat,
That for some feckless whim will orp and greet—
The dawted bairn thus takes the pet,

Nor eats too' hunger crave,

Whimpers and tarrow* at its meat.
Ramsay's Poems, it 76, 77.

" To refuse what we love, from a cross humour ;

M

01. ibid.

The prep, of had formerly been used instead of at.

"I am sure it is sin to tarrow of Christ's good
meat." Rutherford's Lett., P. i. ep. 19.

4. To complain ; 7 darena tarrow, I dare not

complain ; Clydes.

5. [To be sick and weakly] ; applied also to

springing corn turned sickly ana not advanc-

ing, Banffs., Gl. Surv. Moray.
Perhaps from A.-S. teor*ian, ateor-ian, geteor-ian,

to fail, to tarry, to desist or give over. Celt, tario, to

tarry, Bullet.

•TARRY, adj. 1. Of or belonging to tor,

S. ; as in £.

2. Applied to those whose hands resemble tar

in its adhesive power, light-fingered, S.

"The gipsies hae tarry fingers, and ye would need
an ee in your neck to watch them." Sir A. Wylie, ii

158.

Tarrt-Breeks, *. "A sailor;" S., Gl. Burns

;

a low word. It is frequently used in a pro-

verbial phrase, intimating tnat those of the

same profession should be exempted from
expense by their brethren.

—Tarry-breeks should ay go free.

Dominie Deposed, p. 43.

TARRY-FINGERED, Tarry-Handit, adj.

Dishonest, disposed to carry off by stealth,

S. from tarry, of or belonging to tar, be-

cause of its adhesive quality.

Man sets the stamp ; but we can tell

He's aften taury-hami'd hi nisei.

Picken's Poems, i. 65.

" Taury-haun'd, addicted to pilfering ;" Gl. ibid.

TARSIE-VERSIE, adj. A term applied to

walking backwards, Roxb.
Ft. tergiverser, to flinch, to shrink back.

TARTAN, Tartane, *. Woollen cloth or

silk, checkered, or cross-barred with threads

of various colours, S.

Syne scbnpe thame up, to lowp owr leiss,

Twa tabartis of the tartane ;
'

Thay comptit nocht quhat thair clowtis wes.

—

Quhan sew it thaim on, in certain.

Symmye it' his Bruder, Chron. Sc. Poetry, L 360.

It would seem, that the ancient Gauls were much
attached to parti-coloured garments ; and, as their
posterity of the lower classes still do, deemed the

VOL. IV.

dress honourable iu proportion to the variety of colours.
This appears from an old law mentioned by Ohalloran ;

although we mast be allowed to entertain some doubts
with respect to the era affixed to it
"The respect paid to letters, in Ireland, extended

to Us professors, who were held, in rank and estimation,

next to the blood royal ; as appears by a sumptuary
law passed—about the year of the world 3050, which
allows to Ollamhs, or Doctors in different sciences, but
one colour less in their garments than to the princes,

vit. six ; the knights and prime nobility being allowed
but five ; the Bcatachs, or keepers of constant open
house for all strangers, four ; military subalterns,

three ; soldiers, two ; and artizans and plebeians, one.

This custom of many coloured garments, we find to be
extremely ancient : thus we read in Genesis, * Now
Israel loved Joseph more than all his children, because
he was the son of his old age, and he made him a coat

ofmany colours."
1 Introd, to Hist, and Antiq. of IreL,

p. 19, 20.

It would seem, that the bars or stripes of for, by
which the parliamentary robes of peers are still marked,
as distinguishing their rank, is a vestige of this ancient
custom.
The earliest mention made of tartan, a* far as I have

observed, is in the reign of James III. in the Ace1
, of

John Bishop of Glasgow, Treasurer of the king, A.
1474.
" Item, fra Will, of Rend, 7 Maii, and deliverit to

Caldwell, halve ane elne of double tartan, to lyne ruling

collhrs to the Queen, price - - - 8 0.

Borthwick's Brit. Antiq., p. 139.

It was also used " for my Lorde Prince,"

" For 4 elne and ane halve of tartane, for a sparwort
aboun his credill, price elne 10s. - - - 2 5—" Ane elne and ane half of blew tartane, to lyne

his gowne of a clath of gold. - • • 1 10 ft"

Ibid!, p. 142, 143.

From its being called blew, it appears probable that
the term was not then appropriated to variegated stuffs.

Lord Hailes seems disposed to givo the use of tartan

a very early origin in our country. Having quoted the

Acta Sanctorum, in proof that our cood Queen Margaret
used her influence to get the inhabitants of 8. to wear
garments cum diversis coloribus, he adds ;

" That party-

coloured stuff couloured tartan, which has been long a
favourite with us, was perhaps introduced into Scot-

land by Margaret." Annals, I. p. 37, N. A. 1093.
Tartan is worn both by men and women in the

Highlands, for that piece of dress called the Plaid. In
Angus, and some otner Lowland counties, where it is

not worn by men, women of the lower, and some even
of the middle ranks, still wear a large veil of this stuff,

rather of a thin texture, as a covering for the head and
shoulders. The Philibeg also, or Silt, worn by the
Highlanders instead of breeches, is generally of Tartan.
Notwithstanding the zeal of Ramsay, in ascribing

the highest antiquity to the Plaid under this name, (V

.

his poem entitled Tartana, or the Plaid) ; there is no
evidence that this word was anciently used in Scotland.

It is not Gaelic or Irish. It seems to have been
imported, with the manufacture itself from France or

Germany. Fr. tiretaine signifies linsey-woolsey, or a
kind of it worn by the peasants in France. Teat
tiereteyn, id. vestis lino et tana confecta, pannus
linolanous, vulgo linistima, linostcma, burellum; Kilian.

Bullet mentions Arm. tyrtena as of the same moaning
with Ft. tiretaine, which he calls a species of dragnet,

our drugget. L. B. tiretanus occurs in the same sense

in ancient MSS. This, according to Du Cange, is

pannus Una filoque textus. He quotes the Chartulary
of Corbilum, or Nantes, as containing the following

article. Item ung fardeaulx de Tiretaine vers doit 11

sols ob. These linscy-wolscy cloths were most probably
particoloured. But although this should not have

R 3
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been the cue, the word, originally liquifying cloth of

different materials, when it passed into another country,
might, by a natural transition, be used to denote such
cloths as contained different colours. Or, although tho

stuff first used in Scotland, under the name of Tartan,

might be merely the Tirttaint of the continent ; when
the natives of this country imitated the foreign fabric,

they might reckon it an improvement to checker the

cloth with the most glaring colour*. Tirttaint is thus
described by Thierry, Le Frere's edition, 1573. De la

Tiretaine, Picard da ttlon, Coenomanis, Du Btinge,

Northman. The passage, I suppose, should have been
printed thus. Dt la Tirttaint, Picard Du Ttlon,

Coenomanis ; Du Btinge, Northman. ; as intimating

that this cloth was called Tirttaint in Picardy, Ttlon,

in Maine, and Btiugt in Normandy.
GaeL bratc is the term used to denote what is

particoloured. What we call a tartan vlatd is Gael.

Ireacan, Perhaps Gallia Braccata may nave received

its designation from the circumstance of a \ ?xticoloured

dress being worn by its inhabitants, rather than from
that of their wearing breeches.

Tartan, adj. Of or belonging to tartan, S.

I to see his tartan trouze,

• Bonnet blue, and laigh-heel'd shoes 1

RUsoWs 8. Songs, il 107.

TARTAN-PURRY, $. "A sort of pudding
made of red colewort chopped small, and
mixed with oatmeal ;" 61. Shirr. Aberd.,

p. 37. [Tart-and-Purrie.]

1 would have gi'en my half year's fee,

Had Maggy then been jesting me,
And tartan-purry, meal and bree,

Or butt'ry brose.

Been kilting up her petticoats

Aboon her hose.

Forbes's Dominie Deposed, p. 85.

V. PURBV.

The last part of the word is evidently Tent, porreye,

pmrrtye, jus sive cremor pisorum ; Fr. puree, sap,

juice, La puree de pois, pease pottage or the liquor of

pease. Perhaps the term tartan is prefixed, because

. the eoleworts used are parti-coloured. It may, how*
ever, be softened from Teut. taerte-panne, testum, q.

soup made in an earthen pot.

[Tart-and-Purrie, porridge made with the water in

which cabbage has been boiled," Gl. Orkn. and Shetl.]

A literary friend has suggested, that it may be from
Fr. (arte en puree. The French use the phrase, tarts en

pamme, to denote a tart made with apples. But
whether the other phrase is used for one made with
pease pottage, I cannot say.

TARTAR, s. Apparently used in the same
sense with tartan, as denoting chequered

cloth.'

•• Item, a covering of variand purpir tartar, browdin
[embroidered] with thrissillis & a unicorne." Inven-
tories, A. 1488, p. 11.

O. Fr. tartahre, however, is expl. Sorte d'ltoffe de
Tartaric ; Roquefort.

To TARTLE at one, v. n. 1. To view a per-

son or thing with hesitation as not recognis-

ing the object with certainty, Loth. Perths.
•*/ tartled at him," I could not with
certainty recognise him.

2. To boggle, as a horse does. Loth.

3. To hesitate as to a bargain.

"A toom purse makes Startling merchant :" Ram-
say's S. Prov., p. 17. .

4. To hesitate from scrupulosity; denoting

an act of the mind.
Some gentleman, that's apt to startle,

Some seem two sentences to tartle,—

Contained in this ancient deed.
ClelanoTs Poems, p. 86.

Perhaps the second line was written, Seem at two
sentences, &c. ; as the repetition of some mars the

sense.
Thir Gentlemen have weasands nsrrow,
That makes them tartle, flinch, and tarrow.

A medicine I will prescrive,

And paun my thrapple it shall thrive.

Send them a while to other nations,

Whence their veins may have dilatations.

When they return, they'll you request

To have the favour of the Tut.
Ibid., p. 104.

Formed from Ital. tartagl-iare, to stutter, to stammer,
used obliquely. The term may have been imported by
some of our early travellers, who had seen the exhibi-

tion of the Commedie delCarte, so long a favourite

with the Italians, one of the standing characters of

which was named Tartaglia, as representing a stutterer.

V. Baretti's Account of Italy, i. 172. 175.

To Tartle, v. a. To recognise, to observe

;

as, " He never tartled me," Koxb.

Tartle, «. The act of hesitation in the re-

cognition of a person or thing, Loth.

TARTUFFISH, adj. Sour, sullen, stubborn,

Renfrews.

To TARVEAL, v. a. 1. To fatigue, S. B.
The never a rag well be seeking o't

;

Gin ye anes begin, yell tarveaVs night and day,
Sae 'tis vain ony mair to be .shaking o't.

Song, Ross's JltUnore, p. 134.

2. To plague, to vex ; Gl. Sibb.

This seems merely a corr. of Fr. travaill-er, to labour;
to vex, to trouble; Ital. travagliare. This Verel.

deduces from Isl. thrael-a, Sw. traal-a, duro labore
exerceri, p. 264. Isl. taarfelle, however, signifies

illachrymor, 6. Andr. to lament, bewail.

It is not improbable that this is originally the same
with Tor/te

t
v. it., to pine away, and therefore that it

should be traced to the same source.

Tarveal, adj. Ill-natured, fretful, S.B.

"The vile tarveal sleeth o' a coachman began to
yark the peer beasts sae, that you wou'd hae beard the
sough o' ilka thudd afore it came down." Journal
from London, p. 5.

TARY, s. Delay.
The thickest sop or rout of all the preis,

There as niaist tary was, or he wald ceis,

This Lausus all to sparpellit and inttadis.

Doug. Virgil, S31, 44.

"The caus of his tary behind." Aberd. Reg. A.
1W8, V. 20.

Tarysuji, adj. Slow, lingering.

Almvchty Juno hauand reuth by this

Of hir lang sorow, and tarysum dede, I wys,
Hir maide Iris from the heuin has send
The thrawand saul to lous.

Doug. Virgil, 124, 32.
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|TARY,TARYB,j.ancU. V. under Tar, v.]

To Tary, Tarye, v. a. 1. To distress, to

persecute.

In Twlybothy ane il spyryte

<• A Crystyn man that tyme taryit.

Of that spyryte he wcs then

Delyreryd thronch that haly man.
1

Wyntoum, T. 12, 121L

8u.-G. targ-a, lacerare.

Tart, Tarye, *. Vexation, trouble.

For folye is to mary,

Fra tyme that bayth thair strenth and nature fslis,

And talc ane wyf to bring thameself in tarye.

Maitland Poems, p. 514,

2. To impede, to hold back, to keep at bay ;

[also, to bear, to endure.]

••When they aaw the febilncs of thare cod, for one

take him be the heillis, antl daddinc hi* heid to the

calaay, left Dagoun without heid or hand is, and said,

••Ft aponn the, thow young Sanct Gcile, thy father

wald have tarytd four sucbe. Knox's Hist, p. 95.

TASCAL MONEY. The money formerly

given in the Highlands to those who should

discover cattle that had been driven off, and

make known the spoilers.

"Besides tracking the cows,—there was another

means whereby to recover them ; which was, by send-

ing persons into the country suspected, and by them
offering a reward, (which they call Tascal Money) to

any one who should discover the cattle, and those who
stole them." Burt's Letters, it. 243.

Perhaps from Gael, taisceatt-am, to view, observe,

reconnoitre ; Shaw.

[To TASE, v. a. V.Tais.]

To TASH, v. a. and n. 1. To soil, to tarnish!

to injure, S. Fr. tack-er, id.

But now they're threadbare worn,

They're tasked like, and sair t

And clouted sair on ilka knee.
They're tasked like, and sair torn,

"tnee.

Mtson's & Songs, I 214.

2. Often used to denote the injury done to

character by evil-speaking, S.

3. To upbraid, S.B.

4. To fatigue ; as, to tash dogs, to weary them

out in hunting, Koxb.

To Tash about, v. a. To throw any thing

carelessly about, so as to injure it, Aberd.

Tash, Tache, Tashin, s. 1. A stain, a

blemish, S. Tache, Chaucer, a blot, Fr. id.

2. A stain in a metaph. sense ; disgrace, an

affront, S.

"Mr. Hog was one from whom the greatest op-

position to Prelacy was expected, and therefore a tash

must be put on him at this Synod." Wodrow, L 41.

TASK, s. The angel or spirit of any person,

Ross-shire.

"The ghosts of the dying, called tasks, are said to

be heard, their cry being a repetition of the moans of

the sick.—The corps follow the tract led by the tasks

to the place of interment ; and the early or lata com*

pletion of the prediction is made to depend on the

period of the night at which the task is heard." Statist

Ace., iii. 380.

OaeL taise, dead bodies, ghosts ; Shaw.

TASKER, Taskar, s. [A thresher] ; also,

a labourer who receives his wages in kind,

according to the quantity of work he per-

forms, who has a fee for a certain task,

Loth.

[A.-S. Tkerscan, to thresh ; and tasker is a corr. of

tarsker or thersker.]
" The tasters are those who are employed in thresh-

ing out the corn ; and they receive one boll of avery

25, or the tweuty-fifth part for their labour ; and this

has been their fixed and stated wages, as far back ai

can be remembered." P. Whittingham, E. Loth.

Statist. Ace., ii. 353.

This word has been long used in our country.
" Gif athcr of the saidis parties sail happin to sum-

mound ony sic persounis aUed^it complices, anil sped-

allie puir and miaerabiU pereouuis, sic as plewmen,

fischaris, taskaris, cottaris, or uther puir laboraris of

the ground, and will not accuse thame thairefter ;—
the partie—sail refound, content and pay to ilk persoun

that beis clengit, his expensis," &c. A. 15:15, Balfour's

Pract, p. 307.

"He that is tasker in ony man's barn, ressaring

. profit fra him thairfoir, may not be witness in hit

cause." Ibid. p. 377.

"The reaper orschearer cutteth it doune.—The
tasker, or the foot of the ox treadeth it out." Reason-

ing betuix Crosraguell and J. Knox, Prol. ii. b.

Andro Hart, has tasker in his edition of Bruce, where

thresscher occurs in the [Edin.] MS.

Then sould he come with his two men,
Before that folke sould not him ken.

He sould a mantle haue old and bare,

And a flaile, as he a tasker were.
Bruce, p. 91

But he has made nonsense of the passage, by read-

ing before that folke, &c. instead of,

Bat, for that men suld nocht him ken,

He suld a mantill haiff, &c.—

and by putting a full point after ken.

[The Camb. MS. has taskar in this passage (Barbour,

t. 318). V. Prof. Skeat's Edit.]
•• Tasker, a thresher. Norf." Grose.

TASKIT,
hard worl

rt. adj. Much fatigued with

S.; [syn. forjeskit.']

Taskit-like, adj. Having the appearance

of being greatly fatigued, S. B.

Right baugh, believe it as ye will,

Leaks Scotland, taskit-like, an' dull, Jcc.

Tarras's Poems, p. 133.

TASS, Tasse, Tassie, s. A cup or goblet

V. Tats.

TASSEL. Sair Tassel. V. Taissle.

TASSES, *. pi [An errat. for Tassee, a

clasp, a fibula.]

Hon in the mantel!, that sittis at thi mete,

In pal pured to pay, prodly pight.

The tosses were of topas, that were thereto right.

Sir Oaican and Sir CfaL, ii. 1
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"Cuds," Pink. V. Tafs. [But this is a mistake.

80 also is hags or purses which Dr. Jamieson suggested.

Tosses is an errat. for Tassee, a clasp, a tibula ; and
the line should run thus ;

—

The tassee was of topas, that ther to was tighte.

Tent. taUe, a buckle. V. Tees.]

[To TASTE, v. a. To test, to try, Barbour,

ix. 388. Mid. E. fatten, taste, id.]

TASTER, 8. [A species of sea-fowl.]

Aris marina Taster dicta. Sibb. Scot., p. 22.

It is uncertain what bird is meant ; not the Tyste

surely, because the author mentions this a few lines

below.

TASTIE, adj. 1. Having an agreeable relish,

palatable, S.

—Fisher lads gang out wi* lights,

An* horrid liesters,

To gust the gab of gentler wights
Wi' tasty roisters.

A. Scott's Poems, 1811, p. 6.

2. Displaying taste; as applied to dress, &c., S.

TATCH, 8. A fringe; a shoulder-knot,

Ettr. For., Tweedd. ; Fr. attache, " a thing

fastened on, or tyed unto, another thing
;

"

Cotgr.

To TATCH, v. a. To drive a nail so far only

as to give it a slight hold, Aberd.

To Tatch in, v. a. To fix slightly by a nail, ib.

To Tatch thegither, v. a. To join together in

a slight manner, by tatching in a nail, as car-

penters do, to try their work, ibid.

These are viewed as the original and proper senses

of the r. ; but it is sometimes used with greater lati-

tude.

Prob. from Tache, the ancient form of E. Tack, a nail

with a round head, orTeut taetse, id. clavus umbellatua.

TATE, Tait, Teat, Tatte, 8. A small

portion of any thing ; as a tate of woo, of
tint ; i.e., of wool, of flax, S.

-Fleas skip to the tate of woo,
Whilk alee Tod Lowrie bads without his moo.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 143.

An* tent them daily, e'en and morn,
Wi' Uats o' hay, an* rips o' corn.

Burns, Hi. 79.

It is applied to hair, as equivalent to lock, S.

Her hair in tait* hung down upon her brow.
Ross's Helenore, p. 28.

—Apoun his chin feill chanos haris gray,

Liart felterit talis, with birnand ene rede.

Doug. Virgil, 173, 45.

It is used by Skene as denoting a portion, or part
divided from another.
" Like as ane forke hes twa graines, this precept hes

ane alternatiue command of twa partes.

—

Itaque hoc
praeceptum est furcatum,—quhilk is divided in twa
tails or parts." De Verb. Sign. vo. Furche.
The following is given as a prognostic of approaching

bad weather, according to the hereditary creed of the
peasantry, in Galloway.

Unto her hovel, dropping through, the sow,
Presagefu' o* the blast, tne strae in tatcs

Right carefully collects.—
Davidson's Seasons, p. 143.

Haldorsoai pves Ial. taeta as signifying, 1. Lanugo,
the down which is on herbs ; and 2. Minimum mud,
sywosL with Dan. trnule, a crumb. But Tate, or Tait,

especially as it denotes a small portion of wool, may
have bad its origin from the Ial. v. tae, ta, explicare,

which is used in a sense nearly connected ; tae-a ull,

carpers lanasn, to pluck, draw out, to tease wool

;

DasV, tae-er, **to pick wool." Thusa tait might
iiiisMiflj aigsufy, a amall quantity of wool plucked
man taw amsnal, or drawn out. A.-S. fe-on,as well

as Moes»-G. tiuh-an, trahere, seems to claim a common
sonree with tae-a, and Sil-G. ti-a, explicare.

Bibb, defines it "lock of hair or wool, commonly
matted;* deriving it from A.-S. getead, connexua,
nmtaa. But the term does not necessarily include this

ids* ; as appears from the use of the epithet felterit

by the Bishop of Dunkeld. Su.-G. taatte, hodie sig-

nifies! pensnas, vel quantum fuso simul itnponitur,

Em Bn-taatte, portio bni. Fenn. tutti, Ihre. Sw. tott.

Utte, amanipaloa lini aut lanae, ab IsL toe, Sw. to, tod,

tasufieram, tomentum ; Seren. Thus it seems probable,

that this word has had its origin from the pastoral life

of our ancestors ; when their ideas were greatly con-
fined to their flocks, and many of their terms borrowed
from these. V. Fe.

Tatei/xtk, *. A small lock of hair, wool, &c.
matted together, Clydes.

TATH, Taith, Tathixo, s. 1. The dung
of black cattle, S. taid, Ang.

"There is a tradition that a priest lived here, who
had a right to every seventh acre of Ladifron, and to
the taikuHf (dung as left on the ground) every seventh
night." P. Monimail, Fife, Statist Ace, it 204.

IsL tad, dang, manure ; also tadfall, id. q. the
faffing of the tail.

2. "The luxuriant grass which rises in tufts

where the dung of cattle has been deposited,"

Gi. Sibb. A tuft of such grass is called a
tath, S. ; [svn. gosh.']

,4 AD grasses, which are remarkably rank and
laxuriaat, are called tath, by the stock farmers, who
distinguish two kinds of it ; water tath, proceeding
from excess of moisture, and nolt tath, the produce of

due." Essays Highl. Soc, iii. 468.
4, ln the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk," says

Jacob, " the lords of manors claimed the privilege of

having their tenants' flocks of sheep brought at night

ri their own demesne lands, there to be folded for

improvement of the ground : which liberty was
called by the name of Tatft."

To this source must we trace the A.Bor. term,
Tatky-grass, expl. by the intelligent Mr. Brocket,
"short grass that has no seed, refuse grass.

n
It has

bo connexion with the phrase tufty grass. Grose has
given TeatkeiA signifying " the dung of cattle, North."
Both the v. and verbal noun occur in O.E. •• Tathyn

londe. Sterooro. Stercoriso.— Tathinge of londe.
Stercorizaeio. Ruderacio." Prompt Parv.

IsL tatta expresses the very same idea : Focnum,
lartaminis beneficio proveniena ; G. Andr., p. 234.

The term tath had been anciently used in some parts
of E. as Suffolk, Norfolk, &c. Dominicum hoc privi-

leginm faldam tiberam vocant forenses : Tenentium
servitntem, Sectamfahlat : stercorationem, Iceni Tath.

Spelaean, to. Falda.
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To Tatii, v. a. and it. 1. To dung ; applied

to black cattle only, S. taidt Ang.

IbL ted-ia, stercorare ; also, lactare.

Maxwell uses the term with greater latitude, as

applicable to horses.—"The dung of horses is not proper for sandy

grounds, being too hot, as may be observed from the

grounds they tathe upon in summer ; where in place of

throwing up a fresh tender grass, as it does on clajr

Strands, it commonly burns up all under and about it.

'

1. Trans., p. 123.

2. To manure a field by laying cattle on it, S.

"It has—been in pasture these twelve years.—It is

well tathed" Maxw. ut -up., p. 28.

"The outfield was kept five years in natural grass ;

and, after being tathed by the farmers cattle, who were

folded or penned in it, during the summer, it bore 5

successive crops of oats." P. Keith-Hall, Aberd.

Statist Ace., li. 533.

Tath-Fauld, Tath-Faud, s. A fold in

which cattle arc shut up during night, to

manure the ground with their dung, S.

Tathing, s. The act of manuring a field, by
making the cattle lie on it, S.

"After a tathing,'by allowing to lie upon the field at

night, and after milking at noon, two or three crops of

oats are taken." P. Kilchrenan, Argyles. Statist.

Ace., vi. 268.

Tatht, *. The same with Tath, the dung
of black cattle.

"The saidis personis sail content & pay—for the

wanting of the tatht & fulye of the said nolt & scheip."

Aet Dom. Cone, A. 1492, p. 289.

TATHIL, 8. A table, Fife ; apparently

corn from Tajfil, q. v.

TATHIS, 8. pi. Gawan and Gol., iii. 21.

Thai gird on tua grete horse, on grand quhil thai

grane;
The trow helmys, and traist, in tathis thai ta.

As it corresponds to the following line,

Thair speris in the feild injtendris gart ga ;

it may signify splinters, very small segments : Isl.

taet-a, lacerare, Ut-rt
toet-r, shreds, tatters.

TATSHIE, adj. Dressed in a slovenly man-
ner, Roxb.; allied perhaps to Isl. tet-ur9 a

torn garment, lacera vestis, and taet-af

lacerare; Haldorson.

[To TATTER, v. a. To tear, to rend, S.]

Tatter-Wallops, *. pi. Tatters, rags in a

fluttering state, S. .

[To Tatter-Wallop, v. n. To hang in rags,

Banffs.]

Tattrel, *. A rag, Roxbr.

The wind gars a* thy tattrels wallop,

An' now an' then thou's ay to haul up,

Wi' tenty care.

A. Scott's Poems, p. 105, 106.

A diminutive either from E. tatter, or from Isl. tetr,

Goth, totrar, id.

TATTY, Taty, Tawty, Tattit, Tawted,
adj. 1. Matted, disordered by being twisted,

or as it were baked together ; a term often

applied to the hair, when it has been long

uncombed, S.

"The hair of thaym is lane and tattit, nothir like

the woll of scheip nor gait." Bellend. Descr. Alb., c. 13.

Nae tawted tyke, tho' e'er sae duddie,

But he wad stan't, as glad to see him.
^

Thb ilk Strang Aventyne,

Walk is on fute, his body wymplit in

Ane felloun bustuou* and grete lyoun skyn,

Terribil and rouch with lokkcrand tatty bans.

Doug. VtrgU, 232, 2.

"The hare of his berde wes lang and taty, and^the

hare of his hede maid his face elragc and wilde.

Bellend. T. Liv., p. 140. Promissa barba, Lat.

It is most probable that the adj. should be viewed

as formed from Tate, Tait, &c, used to denote a lock

of hair, a small portion of wool, &c Isl. taeta, lanugo.

2. Rough and shaggy, without convcying^the

idea of being matted ; as, " a tatty dog, b.

Perhaps rather allied to Ial. tctaU-a, to tease wool

V. Seren. vo. Teaze.

TAUCII (gutt.), 8. A term used to denote

the threads of large ropes, Clydes.

IsL tang, fibra; funis; Su.-G. toga, trahere.

TAUCH, Taucht, Tauoh, Taulch,

Tawcht, *. Tallow, S.

—"Friely forgives him—for the transporting—furth

of this realme, at sundry times, tallow, moltenitow«.

or other forbidden goods," 4c. Martine s Reliq., V.

•• It is ordanit that na taulch be had out of the realme,

ruder the pane of escheit of it to the kmg." Acts Ja.

I. 1424, c. 35, Edit 1566.
t
.. .

This is properly the name given to the article oy

tradesmen, before it is melted. After this operation it

receives the name of tallow, S.

"Resolved, 1st, That anciently, when Tangh, or

Rough Fat, was sold by Tron weight, it was then of

very little value in proportion to its worth now.—*diy.

That the standard weight for seUing the carcases of

Black Cattle and Sheep by is Dutch ; and Taugh was

sold by Tron weight, merely to make allowance for tne

garbage or refuse, which was unavoidably mixed
i

witn

it inslaughtering the cattle and sheep." Edin. Even.

Courant, Oct. 5, 1805. ,,.,_«. , r^k
It is written touch, in a foolish Envoy of Dun*

Everg. ii. 60, st 25.

Belg. talgh, Su.-G. Germ, talg, IsL Dan. <©», id.

Tauchey, adj. Greasy, clammy, S.

Tauchey-Faced, adj. Greasy-faced, Clydes.

TAUCHT, pret. v. Gave, delivered, com-

mitted.

He taucht him siluer to dispend,

And syne gain" him gud day.

And bad him pass furth on his way.
Barbour, ii. 130, MS.

Bonnok on this wise, with his wayne,

The pele tuk, and the men has slayne.

Syne taucht it till the King in hy,

That him rewardyt worthely.
Ibid., x. 253, MS.
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TAUDY, Towdy, 8. A term used to denote
a child, Aberd. Tedie, Todie, Ang.
Hence taudy fee, Forb. the fine paid for having

a child in bastardy, and for avoiding a public profession
of repentance ; in tome places called the cuttie-stool-

But yet nor kirk nor consterie,

Quo' they, can ask the taudy U
For tarry-breeks should ay go free,

Fortes'* Dominie Depos'd, p. 43.

Towdy, however, also signifies, podex ; as in Gi.
Everg.

TAUIK, *. Conversation, talk ; Aberd. Reg.

TAULCH.Tauoii,*. Tallow, S. V.Tauch.

[TAULD, Tald, pret. Told, S.]

TAUPIE, Tawpie, 8. A foolish woman;
generally as implying the idea of inaction

and slovenliness, S. V. Smebrless.
M Pottage," quoth Hab, " ye senseless tawpie I

••Think ye this youth's a gilly-gawpy ?"—
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 525.

••She formally rebuked Eppie for an idle taupie, for
not carrying the gentleman's things to his room.** St.
Ronan, l. 40.

"It's to be a mortification for thae miserable, unfor-
tunate men, that are married to taupie* and haverels
that spend a' their substance for them/' Inheritance,
Hi. 29.

8u.-G. tapig, simple, silly, foolish. Germ, tapp-en,
to fumble, tappiwh, clumsy.

Perhaps we nave the word in a more primitive form
in Dan. taabe, a fool, a sot, a tony, a simpleton

;

whence the compound taabegaas, a foolish, silly, ad-
dle-headed woman ; Wolff. Taabtlig, stolidus, stul-

tus ; taabeligen, incaute, stolide, stulte ; taabelighed,

stultitia, simplicitas ; Baden.
The latter part of Hobby-tnhby may claim the same

origin ; as the word has a similar signification.

Taupiet, part. adj. -Foolish, S.

Tawpy, adj. Foolish and slovenly, S.
•• *Oh Jean, Jean,' said he, in what was meant for a

whisper, ' what sort of a niger will my Lord think me,
eomin' to his table wi' my tawpy dochter in her auld
gown.' " Saxon and Gael, i. 46.

*• Poor genty Bell !—I doubt—she's our thin-skinned
to thole long the needles and prins of Miss Mally
Trimming's short temper, and what's far waur, the
tawpy taunts of her pndefu' customers." The Entail,

i. 123, 124.

[To TAUTHER, Tautiiereeze, v. a. To
abusebydragginghitherand thither, Banffs.]

[Tauther, Tautherin, 8. Abuse, or the act

of abusing as above, ibid.]

TAVART, 8. A short coat, made without
sleeves. V. Talbart.

TAVERNRY, 8. Expenses in a tavern.

••Some set caution to remove from the town, after

they had counted and reckoned for their tave.rnry."

Spalding, i. 320.

To TAW, Tawex, v. a. and n. 1. To pull, to

lay hold of, to tumble about ; 61. Sibb.

To spoil by frequent handling, Berwicks.

—Ilka coof wha yet has tried it,

Has looa'd the knots that sicker tied it,

An' held it right

:

They've tawen't sae, till now they've made it

An unco sight.

Cocts Simple Strains, p. 89.

2. To suck greedily and with continuance;
as a hungry child at the breast, Roxb.
Allied perhaps to Isl. teig-r, a draught, haustus,

amvstis,

—

teig-a, haurire ; or Su.-G. tog-a, O. Teut.
toghen, to draw.

3. To make tough by kneading ; as, Be sure

you taw the leaven voeel ; also, to work like

mortar, either with the hand or with an in-

strument, Ang.
Teut. touw-en, depsere.

Taw (nron. Tyauxo\ Tawax, *. 1. Difficulty,

much ado, Aberd.

2. Hesitation, reluctance, ibid. To do any
thing with a tawan, to do it reluctantly, Ang.
Hence the Prov. phrase ; "He callit me sometimes

Provoat, and sometimes mu Lovd ; but it was ay with
a taioan." Perhaps allied to the last v. or Su.-G.
tog-a, toi-a, togn-a, Isl. teig-ia, Moes-G. tiuh-an, to
draw ; if not to Isl. tai{f, mora, tef-ia, morari.

TAWBERN, Tawburn, *. The tabour or

tabret.

The quhissil renderis soundis sere.

With tympanys. tawbemis, ye war wount to here.

Doug. Virgil, 299, 41
Tawbunys, MS.
V. Talbrone.

TAWCHT, s. Tallow. " Scheip tawcht &
nolt tawcht, Tawcht candill. Aberd.
Reg., V. 21. V. Tauch.

TAWEAL, *. "Fatigue; perhaps from
travail;*

9

Gl. Shirr., also GI. Sibb.

This word is prob. an errat. for Tarweal, V. Tab-
veal, v.

[ToTAWEN. V.Taw,*.]

TAWEROINE, s. A tavern, Aberd. Reg.,

A. 1543, V. 18.

TAWIE, adj. Tame, tractable ; " that allows

itself peaceably to be handled ; spoken of a
horse or cow ;" Gl. Burns.

Ye ne'er was donsie,

But hamely, tawie, quiet, an' cannie.

Burns, iii. 141.

— Tho' hauld whan at hame,
He fand, whan afiel' he was tawie an' tame.

Pickax's Poems, it 134.

Allied perhaps to Isl. taeg-ia*t, Su.-G. taag-ast trahi,

tog-a, tranere, ducere ; q. allowing itself to be led ; or
teg-ia, Isl. tey-a, allicere, as being easily enticed or
prevailed with.

TAWIS, Tawes, Taws, *. 1. A whip, a
lash. [Taw, the point of a whip, S.]

As sum tyme sclentis the round top of the tre,

Hit with the twynit quhip dois quhirle we se,
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Quharu cbildcr driuis bUsr at thare play
About the cloia and vode halli* al day ;

Bche amytin with the tateis doia rebound,
And rynuyt about about in cirkil round.

Doug. Virgil, 220, 7.

Rudd. derives it from E. taw, A.-S. taw-ian, coria
snbigere, Belg. ton-urn. But it is more allied to Ial.

taug, <a(7, ?imen, lorum, juucus. It is evideutly a pi.

a. q. tojyts. Taw is still used in the sing, for the point
of a whip.

2. The ferula used by a schoolmaster, S. tawsc.

- - Syne be content to <juite the cause,

And in thy teeth bring me the tawes,
With becks my bidding to abide.

Montgomerie, Watson's Colt., iii. 3.

"Never use the taws when a gloom can do the
torn ;" Ramsay's S. Prov., p. 57.

3. Metaph. the instrument of correction, of

whatever kind, S.

—Now its tell'd him that the taws
Was handled by revengefu' Madge.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 179.

•* If we shall confederate with these, and give them
places of trust and office with us, whom he has so emi-
nently appeared against, we cannot expect but he will

whip us with taws of our own making, since we will

not follow his method." Society Contending, p. 71.
Ir. and Gael, tas, a whip, scourge, ferula ; but there

is no similar word in C. B. Fers. taasia, taasian, a
lash or thong. [A.-S. tawian, to scourge.]

To Taws, Taz, v. a. "To whip, scourge, be-

labour;" GL Shirr., S. B.

TAWM, 8. A fit of rage ; a cross or sullen

humour, especially as including the idea,

that one cannot be managed, when under
its influence, S.

Lancash. "wetter tawms, sick fits, water qualms ;"
Bobbins.

Osel. taom, a fit of sickness, madness, or passion

;

taomach, subject to fits ; A. Bor. to tamm, signifies to
swoon ; Grose.

TAWNEY, *. The vulgar name for a mul-
atto, S. ; obviously from the complexion.

TAWNLE, Taaxle, *. 1. A large fire,

kindled at night about Midsummer, especi-

ally at the time of Beltein, S. O. synon.

bleize, bane/ire.

" The custom of kindling large fires or Tannics, at
Midsummer, was formerly common in Scotland, as in

other countries, and to this day is continued all along
the strath of Clyde. On some nights a dozen or more
of them may be seen at one view. They are mostly
kindled on rising ground, that they may be seen at a
greater distance." Gl. Sibb. vo. TaanU.

a
"An ancient practice still continues in this pa-

rish and neighbourhood, of kindling a large fire, or
tawnle as it is usually termed, of wood, upon some
eminence, and making merry around it, upon the
eve of the Wednesday of Afarymass fair in Irvine.

As most fair days in this country were formerly Popish
holy days, and their eves were usually spent in
religious ceremonies and diversions, it has been sup-
posed, that taxcnle* were first lighted up by our catholic
lathers, though some derive their origin from the
druidical times." P. Dundonald, Ayr*. Statist. Ace.;
vii. 622.

"To this day the custom of making great fires,

Taanles, or Bl'aze*, about the beginning of summer, or

Belten time, as it is commonly expressed, is continued

all along the strath of Clyde. On some nights a dozen

or more of these fires may be seen at one view. They
are mostly kindled on rising ground, that they may be

seen at a greater distance. They are not, however,

attended now with any superstitious rite ; but only in

compliance with an old custom, the original meaning

of which is not generally known by the commonality.

Ure's Rutherg., p. 100, N.

2. Used to denote a large fire in general,

Renfr.
Now lasses start, their fires to kiale,

An' load the chimlv wi' a 'ante

O' bleeziu coals and cin'ers.

A. Wilson's Poems, 1790, p. 81.

Su.-G. taeml-a, Moes.-G. tand-ian, A.-S. tend-on,

tgn-an, to kindle ; GaeL teine, a fire. It has been

conjectured, that taanle might be merely Beltein

inverted, q. Tein-bet. According to the system of the

Welsh kingdom of Stratcluyd, we might suppose that

the aucient Britons had left this word in the West of

S. from C. B. taidhuyth, incendium, a burniug flame,

Lhu \ d ; also, rogus, Davies. Tanial, to set on fire,

tanliwyth, a ^reat blazing fire : tanlli, a fire glow ; Owen.
Ir. teintal signifies touchwood, igniarium. V. Bel-

tein.

TAWPY, Tawpa, s. A foolish woinau. V.

Taupie.

TAWRDS, 8. The ferula, Aberd.

This might seem to be a singular variety or corr. of

Tattis, Taints, id. But most probably it has a different

origin. ForC. B. tar-o, tar-aw, signifies fcrire, percut-

ere, Boxhorn ; to strike, to hit, tarawd, impulsion.

TAWSY, 8. A cup or bowl. Siller tavc$y,

silver bowl, Evergreen, ii. 20. V. Tais.

[To TAWT, Taut, v. a. To dash or drag to

the ground ; to abuse by dashing or drag-

ging, Banffs.]

[Tawt, Taut, 8. A sudden aud heavy dash;

also, abuse by dragging about, ibid.]

[Tawtit, adj. Dashed or dragged about,

ibid.]

TAWTIE, adj. Shaggy.
He had an ill-faur't tawtie face.

Towser, TannahUVs Poems, p. 121.

V. Tatty.

TAWTIE, Tatie, *. The vulgar name for

a potatoe, S. u Tawties, potatoes

;

n GL
Picken. " Tatee, a potatoe

;
" Gl. Brockett.

" I like spades better ; they're handier for ony kind

o* work, haud awa' frae mucking a byre or holling

tatie*." Redmond, ii. 126.

Tawtie-Bogle, *. A scare-crow, S.

TAXATIVE, adj. Having the power of de-

duction from the force 01 an argument, or

plea, as enfeebling it.

" Wheie it allows them to work in such and tuck

work, which fell not naturally and properly under the

subject-matter of their own occupation, the same u *>
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far from being taxative, that it is demonstrative and in

their favours, and is an evident ampliation—of their

liberty," Ac. Fount Dec. Suppl., iii. 67.

TAXATOUR, *. An assessor, one who ap-

portions a tax according to the supposed

ability of individuals.
M That ilk bischop in ilk denry of his diocise gar his

official and his dene summonde all the tenandis and
frehaldaris befor him, and cheiss taxatourin," &c. Pari.

Ja. I., A. 1424, Acts Ed. 1814, p. 5.

L. B. taxator, qui taxam imponit pro uniuscujusque
facilitate ; Du Cange.

TAXED-WARD, Taxt-ward,*. A forensic

term, denoting the wardship of a minor, in

which a limited sum is accepted in lieu of

the whole casualties.

"The casualty of ward entitled the superior, dur-
ing the heir's minority, to the whole profits of the
ward-fee which formerly arose to the deceased vassal,

either from the natural product of the ground, or from
the rent payable by tenants.—But if the ward was tax-

ed, the minor retained the possession, and the superior
bad nothing to demand but the yearly taxed duty."
Ersk. Inst., B. ii. T. 5, § 5.
" That oart of the lands holding black or simple-

ward, ana part taxed-ward, the Lords put eighteen
years as the value of the simple-ward, and twenty for

the taxed." Fount Dec. Suppl., iv. 788.
" Taxt-ward, is when the superior, instead of the

mails and duties due to him in ward-holding, is content
to accept aliquid quota, or annual prestation." Diet.

Feud. Law.

TAXT, 8. A tax, an impost.
" To sett the said taxt equalie,

t
euery man efter his

substance k faculty," Ac. Aberd. Reg. V. 16.

The word occurs in this odd form very frequently

in our old acts. It appears as early as the reign of

James IV.
"That lettrez incontinent be writtin to thaim to

raise, bryng in, and pay the said taxt to a schort day,"
*c. Acts Ja. IV., A. 1489, Ed. 18U. p. 218.

Probably formed in this manner, as an abbrev. of

taxat-io.

TAY, Tae, 8. A toe, S.

-In fere

Followit Elymus, qnham to held euer nere,

Diores, quhidderand at his bak fute hate.

His tayis choppand on his hele all the gate.

Doug. Virgil, 188, 27.

Ttp-tais, tip-toes, Ibid.,. 305, 2.

A.-S. fa, Germ, zehe, Belg. teen.

To TAY, v. a. Perhaps, to lead ; A.-S. te-on9

ducere.
" April 1683, at the Lares, in the west of Scotland,

a man at his plough knocks down his servant man,
toying his horse." Law's Memorialls, p. 245.

[TAYNE, part. pa. Taken, Barbour, iv. 51.

V. Tane.]

[To TAYNT, v. a. To convict in course of

law. V. Taint.]

[Tayntour, *. One who brings legal evi-

dence against another for conviction of

some crime. V. under Taint.]

To TAZ, v. a. To whip, S. V. under Tawis.

TAZIE, s. A romping foolish girl, Roxb.
Hailick, synon.

Had Cupid ne'er a dart to spare
That day, on you?

Sore, if he did. ye'el no be laxy,

For poets are In love right crazy,

An' up Parnassus, wi' a taxie,

Yell leg, an' lean.

A. ScotVs Poems, p. 183.

Dan. taasse, a woman ; taass-e, to play the fool

[TCHEIR, Tchyre, *. A chair, Lyndsay,
Thrie Estatis, 1. 1959.]

TCHICK, inter). 1. A sound produced by
the pressure of the tongue on the roof of

the mouth, used for quickening a dull

horse, S.

2. An expression of surprise or of contempt, S.
—"Summing up the whole with a provoking wink,

and such an mterjectional tchick as men quicken a
duU horse with, Petit-Andre drew oft to the other
side of the path, and left the youth to digest the taunts
he had treated him with, as his proud Scotch stomach
best might." Q. Durward, ii. 92.

[To TE, v. a. To tie, Barbour, xv. 282.
A.-S. tigan

f
tigian."]

TEAGIE, 8. A name given to a cow.
V. Taioie.

TEAK,*. An otter, Shetl.

Isl. Su.-G. tik, canicula. The name of a small dog
may have been transferred to this animal which so
nearly resembles it.

A tea-urn or vase, S.TEA-KITCHEN, 8.

V. KlTCHEX.

To TEAL, Till, v. a. To entice, to wheedle,

to inveigle by flattery; generally, to teal on,

or to teal up, Ang.
With Penny may men wemen till,

Be thai neuer so strange of will,

So oft may it be sene ;

Lang with him will thai noght chide.

Sir Penny, Citron. S. P.,L 140, st. 5.

It also occurs in the Old Legend of King Estmere.

Nowe stay thy harpe, thou proud harper,
Nowe stay thy harpe, 1 say ;

.For an thou playest as thou oeginnest,

Thoult till my bride away.
Perqfs Reliques, i 59.

Su.-G. tael-ja, pellicere, decipcre ; Isl. tael-a, de-

cipere, circumvenire, synon. with Sw. beswik-a, Verel.

Hence taeld-ur, deceptus, circumventus. Miok taeldr

oc simklnn, id.

Tulle, to allure, used by Chaucer, is radically the
same.

With empty hand, men may na haukes tulle.

Reves T. v. 4182.

It also occurs in the form of Tole.

No goblin, woodgod, Fairy, Elfe, or Fiend,

Satyre or other power that haunts the groves,

Shall hurt my body, or by vain illusion

Draw me to wander after idle fires.

Or voices calling me in dead of night,

To make me follow and so tole me on
Through mire and standing pools to find my ruin.

Beaumont's Faith/id Shepherdess, p. 792.
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It seems to be the same word which R. Branne uses

m a neat sense, p. 128.

In die manere cause he sought the right in skills,

To gile no to fraude wild he neuer title.

Junius views this as allied to A.-S. bet'dldon, used by
King Alfred, in rendering the phrase, introductus est,

Bed. iv. 26. Add. Jun. Etym. But this etymon is

doubtful.

Teal, Teil, *. "A busy-body; a mean
fellow ;" Gl. Tarr., Buchan.

- An' honest heart an' conscience leal

Will langer stan' the test.

Than ony peevish near-gaun teal

Wi* a' his girnel's grist.

Tarras's Poems, p. 85.

As denoting a busy-body, it seems connected with
Su.-G. ta*lt dolus ; Isl. taal, dolus malus, item fu-

ens, res fucata ; Germ. tei!
t
fraus, fallacia, teil-en, fal-

len. We may add C.B. twyll, dolus, fraus ; Boxhorn.

Tealer, *. Or, a tealer on, one who entices,

Ang.

(Tealy, Teelie, adj. Encouraging, enticing,

Shetl.]

# To TEAR, v. n. To labour stoutly, to work
forcibly, Aberd.

Teabin*, part. adj. Active, energetic; as,

a a tearin worker," a " tearin* throwgain

fallow," Roxb.

This may be merely an oblique application of the

E. v. to Tear, as denoting activity approaching to vio-

lence. But perhaps it is allied to Teut. tier-en, tu-

multnari, perturbare. O. Andr., however, expl. 1st

eg terre, exccrto.

TEASICK, *. A consumption, Montgomerie,
V. Feyk. E. Phthysick, id. Gr. <f>eunt.

TEAZ, 8. The prdp on which a golf-ball is

placed when first struck off; synon. Tee.

Teaz is most probably S. B., perhaps ori-

ginally the plural of Tee.

"Baculus, Pila clavaria, a goulfe-ball.—Statumen,
ike Teaz.* Wedderb. Vocab., p. 37, 38.

To Teaz, v. a. To prop a golf-ball.

"Statumina pilam arena, Teaz your ball on the
sand.'* Ibid.

In this curious Vocabulary, which contains many
antiquated words, are some others scarcely to be met
with elsewhere, under the same article, {Baculus,) as
applicable to this game : Goat, fovea ; Goated, immissa
in foveam ; Buncard-club, baculus ferreus ; Wippen,
bacilli filum.

To TEAZLE, v. a. To teaze, to vex, Loth.

TEAZLE, *. A severe brush. V. Taissle.

TEBBITS, 8. pi. Sensation. V. Tabbets.

TECET, $. A ticket. "To subscrif a tecet"

Aberd. Reg.

TECHEMENT, *. Instruction.
—" Be the mercyfull providence of the Almychtie,
—tbair wes sumtyme submittit to my techemmt (albeit

my eruditioun wes small) humaue childer of happy

VOL* IV.

ingynis, raair able to leir than I wes of to tecbe."
Ninian Winyet's Third Tractat, Keith's Hist. App., p.
213, 214.

TEDD, adj. Ravelled, entangled, S. B.
Su.-G. tudd-a, intricare.

TEDDER, Tether, 8. A rope with which a
horse is tied at. pasture, E.

I mention this E. word merely in reference to a com-
mon S. Pro*. " He wants only a hair to make a tetlder

o'
; " applied witli respect to those who seek for some

ground of complaint or accusation, and fix on any thing

however trivial.

"Since that national defection of taking that bundle

of unhappy oaths,—the swearers have sought but a hair

to make a tether of, against that small handful of non-

swearers." Walker's Remark. Passages, p. 63.

Johns, mentions Dutch [properly Fris. J
tudder, Isl.

tindt, id. The latter

itch [proper]

is probably au error of the pre*9

for tiudr. In Su.-G. it is tinder. Lye gives Ir. t*ad, a
rope, as the origin ; Ihre adds C. B. tklaw, dida, to

bind, whence, he says, E. tie. Sercnius refers also to

Sw. taat, funiculus. It is obvious, that here the radi-

cal idea is that of tying or binding.

As we call the stake to which the rope is tied, the

tether-stale, this exactly corresponds to Su.-G. tiuder*

stake, pains, cui vinculum annectitur, Ihre.

To Tedder, Tether, v. a. 1. To bind by a

stake at pasture, S. I have not met with

any example of the use of the v. in E.

Isl. tiodr-a, Su.-G. tiudr-a, pecus hoc modo alligare.

2. To be entangled in an argument.

"Heir Johne Knox, be his awin sentence agania

utheris, is fast tedderit in the girn." N. Winyet's
Questionis, Keith's Hist. App., p. 233.

TEDISUM, adj. Tedious, S. B. Teid$orM>

Roxb.
•"It was an unco pleasant show,' said the good

natured Mrs. Blower, * only it was a pity it was sae

tedhusome.* " St. Ronan, i. 23S.

A corr. from E. Tedious, but allied to Teut. tijd, A. -8.

tid, tempos, and the affix sum, as applicable to what
requires time.

TEE, 8. 1. A mark set up in playing at

coits, pennystane, &c, S. B.

IsL ti-a, demonstrate, q. as pointing out the place

;

Teut. t\jyh-en, indicare.

2. The nodule of earth, from which a ball is

struck off at the hole ; a term in golfing, S.

Driving their baws frae whins or tee.

There's no nae gowfer to be seen.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 20&

V. Gorr, a Poem, p. 32.

3. The mark made in the ice, in the amuse-

ment of curling, towards which the stones

are pushed, S. Syn. Cock, q. v. This is

generally a cross surrounded by a circle.

Clim o' the Cleugh on seeing that,

Sten'd forth an* frae his knee
A slow shot drew, wi* muckle care,

Which settled on the tee.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 167.

S3
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4. To a Ue, to a tittle, exactly, S.

William M'Nish, a taylor »lee—
Took but ae vixzy wi' nis eie ;

The ballet flies

Clean thro' the target to a tee,

And woos the prize.

Maine's Siller Gun, p. 52.

11 we understand it aa given above, it aeema to claim

connexion with S. Tee, a mark. Thus, to a tee, would
signify, "reaching the mark." V. Tee, Diet. This is

the same with A.-Bor. Tiv>a-Tee, Mjust the thing/' Gl.

Brockett ; for he expl. tiv as signifying to. V. also

Grose.
In Loth, it is also called the Tozee. This is most

probably from Tent, toesie-n, prospicere, capessere

oculia, cavers, q. the object which the player steadily

kssps in his eye, the mark. Hence toe-sicht, observatio,

cautio. The Belg. orthography retains a still nearer
resemblance , toe-zie-n, to nave regard to, to take heed.

This may be viewed as confirming what has formerly
been said, as to the probability of our having borrowed
this game from the Low Countries. V. Curuko and
Teas.

To Tee, v. a. [To set or place in position.]

To Ue a ball) to raise it a little on a nodule of

earth, at the same time giving it the proper

direction, S.

"That's s tet'd ha' ;
w Ramsay's S. Prov. p. **.

"All that is managed for ye like a teed ball., (my
father sometimes draws his similies from his own
favourite game of golf.)" Redgauntlet, L 302.

[TEE, #. PL tees, teis, iron holdfasts, in shape
like the letter T, suspended from a horse's

collar for attachment to the shafts of a

vehicle, or for connecting the bit and bridle;

also, the ropes by which a sailyard is sus-

pended, 61. Accts. L. H. Treas., I. Dick-
son.]

(TEE,*. The thigh, Shetl]

TEE, adv. Too, also. Aberd., Cumb.
[Tee-name, #• A name added to a person's

surname, Banffs.]

To TEEDLE, v. n. To sing without words,

to hum a tune, 6all.

" Tetdtmg, singing a tone without accompanying it

with the words ', Gall. Enc, p. 444.

Ye's no be bidden work a turn,

At ony time to spin, Matam.
Bat rock yonr weeane in a scull

And teedle Heelan sing, Matam.
Old Edit, of Had awafrae me Donald.

This may have been originally the same with E.
TweedU, to handle lightly, applied to fiddling. It is

only a variety of Deedle, q. v.

TEEDY, adj. Peevish, cross-humoured, Berw.

1st. teitstr, signifies torvus et minax ; G. Andr. But
perhaps the S. term is formed from Tid, as denoting a
gust of passion or ill humour.

(TEELIE, adj. Enticing. V. under Teal.]

To TEEM, v. a. and n. 1. To pour out, S. B.,

Ayrs.
—Flowers in plenty crown'd ilk burn that teems

Its sfller dribble wimplin* thro* the fields.

Picken's Poems, iii. 57.

2. To rain heavily, Dumfr.
It is to be observed, however, that in Ettr. For.

and Tweedd. Teem and Tume are used in different

senses. To Teem signifies to pour, to pour out ; to

Toom, or' Tume, to empty. Teem is used in Annan-
dale, as signifying to empty by pouring. There,
"teeming and raining" is a common expression. In
the same manner Teem and Toom or Tuam, are distin-

guished. A. Bor. Teem, to pour out of one vessel into
another ; as, •• Teem out the tea, ninny." Toom de-
notes what is empty, as,

M a toom purse,"—"a tuam
cart ;

M GL Brockett.

[3. To teem on, to do any thing with great

energy ; also to beat severely, Banffs.]

[Teem, *. 1. A heavy or long continued
fall of rain, Clydes.

2. A teem on, a severe beating, Banffs.]

TEEMS, s. A fine sieve, used for sifting or

dressing flour for pastry, &c, Roxb.
" Temse, a small sieve ; from the French tamise,

Ital. tamiso. Whence comes the word tamiae-bread

;

Le., bread, the meal of which has been made fine by
temsing or sifting out the bran. North. '' Grose.

Ft. tamise denotes a searce, bolter, or strainer ; to-

mM, searced or boulted. Teut. terns, temst, cribrum,
L.B. tamig-imm ; Mod. Sax. teemUs. Menage deduces
the Fr. word from Arm. tamOes, id.

[TEEN, *. A tune ; so pron. in Aberd.
Banffs., &c]

TEEN. Used as if it signified evening, S.

Wow, Jamie ! man, but I'd be keen
Wi' canty lads like you, a wheen,
To spen' a winter Fursday teen.

Ptcken's Poems, 1788, p. 98.

This, however, cannot be properly viewed as a word.
For it is merely the abbreviation of at e'en, i.e., '* iu

the evening." Thus Fursday teen is merely * *Thursday
atevtn.

n

The 'teen. This evening, S.
—" But thinks I, chaps, ye're aff your eggs for ance,

if ye ettle to come on us the 'teen at unawares. " Saint
'atrick, i. 168.ft

To TEEN, v. a. To provoke. V. Teyne.

TEENGE, *. A colic iu horses, S. perhaps

corr. from E. twinge.

TEEP, e. A rani; the northern pron. of Tup.

TEEPIT, part. pa. Stinted in allowances,

Lanarks. ; evidently the same with Taipit.

V.Tape.

TEEPLE, s. A slight touch or stroke, Aberd.

To Teeple, r. a. To touch, or to strike
t

lightly, ib.

This may be a dimin. from the E. v. to Tip, id.

Seren. and Wideg. give Sw. tipp-a as used in the same
sense, ieviter tangere ; "to tap, to tip," to strike

gently, to touch lightly.

TEERIBUS and TEERIODIN. The war-

cry of the town of Hawick. This, accordin

to tradition, was that of the band whic
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went from Hawick to the battle of Flodden;

and it is still shouted by the inhabitants of

the borough, when they annually ride the

marches.

This phrase Is of high antiquity. Prob., it

baa been retained from the age of the Saxons,

or borrowed from the Danes of the neighbouring
districts of Northumberland, who have left many
words on the border. A.-S. Tyr, lal. and Dan. Tir,

denotes one of the deities of the Goths ; according to

some, the son of Odin. The first word might make
tolerably cood A.-S. ; Tyr haebbe us, " May Tyr have
us in his keeping !" The other seems to conjoin the
names of Tyr ana Odin, as supplicating their conjunct
aid.

TEES, s.pl. [Fastenings, buckles. V.Tee.]
The tee* of the sadle down yeed,

Or else he had born down his steed.

Sir Eyeir, p. 46\

It seems uncertain, whether this be the same with
tti», Doug, strings, cords ; or allied to Teut. tatse, a
buckle. The former is more probable.

TEES. This is mentioned among a list of

articles used in incantation.

—Palme crocis, and knottis of strease,

The paring of a preislis auld tee*.

Legend Bp. SL Andrei*, Poem* 16ta Cent, p. 318.

Perhaps for tars, toes, Le., the nails or corns on his

toes. ; as ttrctue for $traet9 straws.

TEESIE, *. A gust of passion, Fife.

[TEESIT, *. The line first shot from a
herring boat ; also, the man whose line is

first shot, Banffs.]

[TEET, $. The smallest sound or word,
ibid.]

To TEET, v. n. To peer, to peep out. V.
Tetb.

Teet, 8. A stolen glance, S. ; Keek synon.
** I saw Eppie stealin' a teet at him, an' tryin' to hod

the blink that bruindit in her e'e." Campbell, i. 331.

Teet-bo, 8. Bo-peep, S. 01. Shirr, synon.

Keek-bo. V. under Tete.

• TEETH, $. The fragment of a rainbow ap-

Staring on the horizon ; when seen in the

orth or East, viewed as indicating bad
weather, Banffs., Aberd.
This is also denominated an angry teeth.

It is supposed that this is merely E. tooth provincially

pronounced. Isl. tet-r, however, denotes any thing
very small, a remnant, that which is rent ; and taet-a

signifies dilanire, lacerare. It may be added, that be-

cause of its broken appearance it is elsewhere called a
Stump.

To Teetii, Teethe, v. a. and n. [1. To
face, to venture, S. ; to teeth out, to venture

out of doors, Banffs.]

2. To teeth with lime, to build a wall, either dry
or with clay in the inside, using a little lime

between the layers of stones towards the

outside, S. q. to indent.

"The fences are partly stone walla teethed with lime,

partly ditches with thorn hedges on the top." P.

Cantock, Fife, Statist. Ace, xL 482.

3. To teethe upon, to make an impression

upon, Aberd. ; most probably from the use

of the teeth in fastening on food.

[TeetiiinVBannock, *. An oatmeal cake

specially made for a child beginning to

teeth, Banffs.]

Teethkife, adj. Palatable," Teviotdale.

Moufrachty synon. Angus ; Tootlisome, E.

Compounded like S. Salerife, Waulrtfe, &c, but

rather improperly, because rife denotes frequency or

abundance, A.-S. ryf, frequens.

Teethy, Teethie, adj. Crabbed, ill-natured,

S. A. Bor. A teethy answer, a tart reply.

The term conveys the same idea as when it is said

that a man shews his teeth.

TEETICK, s. The Tit-lark, Shetl.

" Alauda Pratensis, (Lin. syst) Teetkk, Tit-lark.—
This bird builds its nest in holes and shelves of rocks.'

Edmonstone*s Zetl., ii. 236.

Teut. niite and tijtken denote any small bird ; IsL

tita, fringifla montana.

TEETLE, *. The old mode of pronouncing

the E. word Title, S., i.e., right.

"I hae brought the teetle* o' the property in my
pouch." The Entail, 1. 145.

[TEEVERIE, *. Theft, Shetl.]

TEEVOO, 8. A male flirt, Gall. Enc.

TEEWHOAP, 8. The Lapwing, Orkn.
"The Teewhoap, {tringa vanellu*, Lin. Svst) which,

from the sound it utters, has the name of the tecurhoap

here, comes early in the spring." Harry's Orkney, p.

307. V. Peewetp and Tuquheit.

TEHEE, s. A loud laugh. He got up with

a tehee, S.

It is frequently used as an interj., expressive of loud
laughter.

Te hee, quoth Jennie, teet, I see you.
WaUon* ColL, iii 47.

Tarn got the wyte, and I gae the tehee.

Ross'* Helenore, p. 64.

Either from the sound ; or allied to Su.-G. Ai-o, lu-

dere, IsL ridere.

Ti-he is used as a v. in O. E.

"And the wenches they do see geere and ti-he at

him—well, should they doe so much to me, Hd for-

sweare them all." Ben Jonson's Works, i. 13.

To Tehee, v. n. To laugh in a suppressed

way, Ayrs. Synon. to Tiyher.

"The goaf was tee-heeing, the fool was at bis mer-
riment ;" Gall. Enc.

The mingled scene was weel worth seeing
;

Big banetires here—there, boys te-heeiny.

Maytit's Siller Gun, p. 96.

"Tet-heting—Giggling," Gl. ibid.

Tehee, as a «., is used in like manner to denote a
suppressed laugh, Ayr*.
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[TEICHEOUR, «. A teacher, instructor,

Lyndsay. Tlirie Estaitis, 1. 3889.]

Teichement, s. Instruction, Aberd. Reg.
V. Teciiement.

To TEICHEK, Ticher, (gutt.) 1. To distil

almost imperceptibly. When the skin is

slightly cut, it is said to teicher and bluid,

when the quantityof blood effused is scarcely

sufficient to form a drop, South of S.

2. Used to express the appearance of a fretted

sore, Roxb.

O.T. tijgh-en, indicare.—Hence,

Teicher, *. A very small drop.

At every pylis poynt and cornea croppia
The teicheris stude, as lemand beriafl tlroppis,

And on the halesum berbb, clene but wedis,
Like cristall knoppis or small siluer bedis.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 449, SO.

"Drops of dow, f. a Pr. tacher, to spot ; tacheture, a
spot, speckle or mark." Rudd.

It seems rather to signify dots, small spots; in
which sense S. ticker is still used, a dimin. from Tick,
id. q. .

TEIDSOME, adj. Tedious. V. Tedisum.

TEIGHT, part. pa. Fatigued, Lanarks.
Ial. Ug-ia, signi6es distendere ; at tegia raeduna, to

lengthen or draw oat a discourse so as to make it

tiresome.

TEIL, «. A busy-body, a mean fellow, S. B.
Evidently from the same source with Teal, Till, to

wheedle. V. Tkal, s.

To TEIL, v. a. To cultivate the soil, S., to

till, E.

"We—be the tennor hereofgrantis and gevis license

to thame and thair successors to ryfe out breke and
Uil yeirlie ane thousand acres of thair common landis

of our said burgh." Chart Ja. V. to the Burgh of
Selkirk, ap. Minstrelsy Border, i. 264.
As Mr. Tooke has derived the E. v. from A.-S. tiU

ion, to raise, to lift up ; observing, that " to tilt the
ground is, to raise it, to turn it up," (Divers. Purley,
u. 69.) one might suppose that this derivation were
greatly confirmed by the synon. expressions, ryfe out
and breke, here used. But unfortunately, there is no
evidence that the A.-S. v. was ever used in this sense.

It signifies to prepare, to procure ; to labour, to cul-

tivate ; to toil ; to compute, to assign. V. Lye and
8omner. Ial. till-a indeed signifies to lift up ; attoll-

ere, leviter, figere. But I do not find that it is ever
used to denote the cultivation of the soil. Nor docs
Tent, till-en, tollere, admit of this sense.

TEINI>, Teynd, Tend, #. 1. Tithe, S.; pi.

teindis.

— •• That the ministeris and reidaris aucht and suld
pay no teynd for thair gleibis and kirklandis," Ac.
Acts Ja. VI., 1621, Ed. 1814, p. 612.

•• That na man let thaim to sett thair landis, and
teindis, vnder the pane that may follow be spiritual

law or tetnporall." Acts Ja. 1. 1424, c. 1, Edit. 1566.

Fra the Kyrk the tendis then
He reft wyth mycht, and gawe his men.

Wyntovm, iv. 1 17.

Moes.-G. taihund,- the tenth part, (whence taihun-

dondai, tithes), Su.-G. Hemic, anc. tiund, Hclg. teind,

id. Hence IsL tiunda, Sw. tind-a, tiend-a, Belg. tiend*

en, decimare.

2. The tenth time.

For ony trety may tyd I tell the the teynd,

I will noght turn myn entent, for all this world brerd.

Oawan and Ool., iv. 7.

Perhaps, "I tell thee for the tenth time ;

n
or, "I

tell thee the enquirer;" A.-S. teond, a demandant;
also, an accuser.

To Teind, Teynd, v. a. To tithe, S.

The hirdis teindity\\ the corne.

Spec. Godly Sangs, p. 19.

V. also Acta Ja, VL, 1579, c. 73.

"That all pcrsonis havand title or takkis to ony
teyndschaves, &c. sail pass or send and caus teynd the
saidis coirnis ay, as the same is rady, within aucht
dayis efter the shcring thairof." Acts Ja. VI., 1579,

Ed. 1814, p. 139.

Teindfree,Teyxdfrie, adj. Exemptedfrom
paying tithes, S.
" Act declairing summes Orassc, gevin to the Minis-

teris for thair glebis, to be teynd/ric." Acts Ja. VI.,

1621, Edit. 1814, p. 612, Tit.

Teind-Master, a. One who has a legal right

to lift tithes.
44 Ternd-masters, are these who have right to Teind*.'*

Diet. Feud. Law.

Teind-Sheaf, s. A sheaf, payable as tithe, S.
—** Teind-schavU, and utheris teindis, frutis, rentis,

proventis," Ac. Sed«. Counc. A. 1562-3. V. Telismex.

Teind-Wheat, 8. Wheat received as tithe, S.

•• Item, money of teinds, 241 I. 6*.. 8c/. Ttind-wheat9

11. b. Bear, 14 c. 6, b. Meal, 25 c. 5, b." List of
Bishopricks, Keith's Hist. A pp., p. 181.—*' The tcind-sJieaves and vicarage thairof demittit in

favours of the said Thomas Fraser of Strechin." Acts
Cha. I., Ed. 1814, vol. V., »53.

To TEiND, Tynde, Tike, v. a. To kindle,

S.
44 Candle-frrning, candle-lighting; Westmorel. To

teen and doubt the candle, to light and put out the
candle ;" Gl. Grose.

** Ne me UnuiUh not a lanterne, and puttith it undir
a bushel." Wiclif, Matt. v.

A.-S. tend an, tyn-an, Moes.-G. land-jan, inland-janf

So.-G. taend-a. IsI. tendr-a, acceudere. Wachter
traces the Goth, terms to Celt tan, fire, Gael, teyn, Ir.

tinning : and undoubtedly the affinity is very obvious.

He observes, that to the same family belong (under,

tinder, Ial. tin, tinna, a flint, tindr-a, to emit sparks
tinn~a, to shine forth, tungl, a star, the moon, Germ.
tannen baum, the pine, q. a tree which easily catches
fire; and A.-S. tender, tyndre, Ial. tundur, E. tinder,

q. something that kindles easily. V. Beltein.

Teind, Tynd, Tine, 8. 1. A spark of fire,

S.B.

2. A spark at the side of the wick of a candle,

synon. spender, waster. There 8 a teind at

the candle; i.e., It is about to run down,
S.B. V.ther.
O.E. teend, id.
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TEIR, adj. Tiresome, fatiguing, S.

It war teir for to tel treuly in tail

To ony wy in thi» warUl wourthy, I wise,

With revaling and revay, all the oulke hale.

Gawan and GoL, iv. 27.

Su.-G. taer-a, consumere ; A.-S. teor-km, tfr-iait, to

tire. V. Terk.

Teirfull, adj. Fatiguing.

As thai walkit be the syde of ane fair well,

Throu the schynyng of the son ane cietc thai se,

With torris, and turatis, Uirfnll to tell,

Bigly batollit about with wallis sa he.

Oawan and GoL, L 4.

TEIS, *. pi. Ropes, by which the yards of a

ship hang.

Than all samyn, wyth handys feit and kneis

Did beis thare sale, and crossit doun thare teit.

Doug. Virgil, 156, 11

From the same origin with E. tie.

— •• Defalkand to the said Laurence in the payment

of the said Bourne alss-mekle as the eftir fallis of the

ieis of the schip, callit the Katrine, is profit of avale."

Act Audit., A. 1488, p. 113.

TEIST, v. A handful, Aberd.

Prob. allied to Su.-G. taM-a, attrectare, apprchendere,

q. as much as one can grasp or lay hold of ? Wachter

observes that Genu, tette, anciently signified the palm

of the hand. Belg. ta*t, a gripe, a catch, ta*t-cnt to

handle, aan ta*t-en, to take hold of a thing ; SeweL

[To TELDE, v. a. To build, erect; pret.

teldet, set up; part. pa. teldede, roofed,

covered in. N. Tyld.]

[Telde, *. A mansion, habitation. V.

Tyld.]

To TELE, v. a. To cultivate, E. to till.

(Quhen aeid wantis than men of teling tyris

;

Than cumis ane, findis it waist lyand :

YokU his pleuch ; telis at his awin hand.
MaiOand Poems, p. 315.-

Teleland, 8. Arable land; q. that which

has been tilled.

—•• And fra thenee merkand nor-west our a moss to

the nerrast teleland of Ardgrane," &c Merches of Bp.

Brynnes, 1437, Chart. Aberd. F. 14, M'FarL MSS.

Telisman, s. A husbandman, a fanner.

—"Ordania letteris to be direct to her Hienesses

officiaris—chargeing thame to—command—all and sin-

drie parochinaris, takkismen, ttlismen, fewaris, renta-

laris, possessouris, and utheris intromettouris with

quhatsumevir teind-schavis, Ac.—that nane of thame

tak upoun hand to answer, intend or obey to ony

beneficit m«n, thair chalmerlanis,— to the uplifting of

thesaidsfrutis/'&c. Sed*. Counc A. 1561-2. Keith's

Hist. App., p. 179.

They are distinguished from those that are merely

lessees, and also from feuars. From A.-S. titia, "»sn-
cola, colonus, a husbandman, a tiller of the ground ;*•

from tilian, tilig-an, tilig-ean, elaborare terrain, arare.

Tusser uses Tilman for an husbandman. V. Johns.

Tylleman, Hulceti Abcedar.

[•To TELL, v. a. To speak ; tell on, speak

out, Lyndsay, Thrie Estaitis, 1. 2158.]

Tellin', *. [Advice, instruction, reproof.]

To Tak Tellin
9
. 1. To need to be frequent-

ly reminded of what ought to be done ; as,

44 She's a clever servant in a house, but she

tak8 tellin;
9

S.

2. To listen to advice, admonition, or warn-

ing ; as, " He wadna tak tellin" he would

not-be advised, S. A.

Tellin*, adj. Well or good for, beneficial

to; as, "It was tellin
9 him that he did as

ye did ;

w u It had been muckle tellin
9

ye

that ye had bidden at hame ;" i.e., it was,

or it "had been, to his or your advantage,

&c, S.
•• Raymondsholm is blithe aneuch for me, and it

wad hae been tellinu some that are now safe frae skaith

gin it had never been blither." Corspatrick, li. 8.

[This idiom represents the impers. form of the v.

tell with the meaning to take effect, to produce the

desired or the best result ; as in the remark regarding

a piece of good writing, " Every line tells" It tconld

be tellin him, •/, etc., eta, i.e., it would produce the

best result for him, if, etc., etc.] A.-S. teala, taela,

and tela signify, bene, recte, probe. Taela dun,

benefacere; "to do good unto, to benefit; tenia

beott, bene esse ; teala micelfaec, bene Iongum tcmpus;

tela micle hand/ulle, a good, great, or largo hand-

full," Somner. This term is also used as a #. tt»

sense of Lat. bonum. V. Benson. It may indeed be

viewed as an adj. in the following phrase ;
•• They

sbaU lay hands on the sick, and ktom bith teala, and

they shall recover," or "be well;" Mar. 16. 18.

Hence, unteala male, as in Job. 18. 23.

TELLYEVIE, 8. A violent or perverse

humour.
Scho will sail all the winter nicht,

And nevir tak a tellyerie.

Setnple, Evergreen, I 67.

Apparently the same with S. tirrieie, <\. v. or perhaps

from Fr. taluer, to slope, to take an oblique direction.

TELYIE, 8. A piece of butcher meat. V.

Tailyie.

[TEMBA, 8. The moment, exact time ;
to

be upon temba, to be on the alert, Shetl.

Dan. and Sw. tempo, movement.]

To TEME, v. a. To empty. V. Teym.

TEMED, pret. Enticed, wiled.

For drede thai wald him slo,

He temed him to the king. 4A
Sir Tristrem, p. 29, st 40.

••Perhaps from Sax. Tetned, or Getemetl. Mansne-

factus, domitus. Tamed." 01.

Mr. Scott is certainly right The idea is, to en-

tice forward. For the Goth, words, allied to K.

tame, imply not only the use of force, "but occasion-

ally of gentle and persuasive means. 1st ttm-ta, as-

snefaccre.

TEMERARITE, Temeraritie, 8. Rash-

ness in judgment.

••Gif it be fundin that the first assise acqwite the

trespassour be temerarite,—bo mony as bcis conuict of

that temerarite to be punist eftir the forme of the auM

law contenit in the buk of Regiam Maiestatem." Acts

Ja. III., 1475, Ed. 1814, p. 112. Ttmerartiie, Ed. 1566.

From Ft. tamerairt, rash.
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TEMMING, s. A kind of woollen cloth. V.
Timmino.

TEMPER-PIN, $. 1. The wooden pin used

for tempering or regulating the motion of a

spinning wheel, S.

My spinning-wheel is auld and stiff,—

To keep the temper pin in tiff,

Employs aft my hand. Sir.

JKtem's & Songs, i. 178.

[2. Applied to one's temper or disposition ; as,

" She's lost her temper-pin? she has fallen

into a sulky or angry mood, Clydcs., Banffs.]

[TEMPERALL, a. A temporal ;
u a coate-

armour," Cotgr. O. Fr. temporalle.

And syne hing up above my sepulture—

;

My baner. basnet, with my tetn/trrall,

As bene tne use of feistis funeralL
Lyndtay, Sq. AleJdrum, L 1789.]

TEMPLARIE, *. A foundation originally

belonging to the Knights Templars; also

called Temple Lands, S.
" His hienes can nocbt vnderstand qnbat conras to

follow oat auent the premisses— without bis Maiestie
—haue the sicht of the rentaillis of all bischoiprikis,

Abbacies, priorijs, provestries, personages, vicarages,

alterages, chaiplannes, temptariet, and vtneris benefices,

and of all masondewis and hospital!is within this

realme—and of all infeftmentis—anent quhatsoraeuir
kirklandis, tempUlandis," Ac. Acts Ja. VI., 1592, Ed.
1814, p. 5*4.

TENANT-STED,a#. Occupied by a tenant.

"Kerse being broken, the rest of the roams were
Hing waste, and this was only tenant-tied; and as
terse himself was personally liable, so must his tenant
be." Fount. Dec. Suppl., iv. 793.

The latter part of tne word may be traced either to

A.-S. tted, locus, or to Teut. ttaed-en, in statu collocare.

TENCHES, Texciiis, s. pL Taunts, re-

proaches; S. fly ting.

The rial stile, clepit Heroicall,

Full of wourschip and nobilnes oner all,

8ald be com pilit. but Unchis or vode wourde,
Kepand honest wise sportui, quhare euer thay boards,
All loos Ungage and Uchtnes lattandbe

;

Obseruand bewtie, sentence, and grauite.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 271, JL
•• Fr. tenc-er, tanc-er, tant-er, to chide, scold, taunt

;

ianton, a chiding, scolding, brawling with ; " RudcL
Tencerette, crumbling, Rom. de la Rose.
Tance and tence are also used in O. Fr. in the sense

of querelle, debat. Diet. Trcv. Tanton was applied also
to a species of verse, in which poets seem to have car-

lied on a sort of scolding-match.
"The evidences of the poetical talent, which had

hitherto occurred in France, consisted of romances,
tales and love-songs, tmtont, or pleas in verse, and
sirventes, or the overflowings of a satirical humour."
Godwin's Life of Chaucer, i. 351.
He here speaks of the period preceding the age of

Loris, who wrote the Roman de la Rose.
*

^
Teuton, Vieux terme de Poesie Francoise, qui s'est

dit de certains ouvrages des Trouveres ou Troubadours
—lis contenoient des disputes d'amours, le»quelles

etoient jupecs par des Seigneurs et Dames qui s'assem-
bloient a Pierrefeu et a Romans, dont les resolutions
s'appelloient Amttt <f Amour*. On trouve encore de
iolis Tensons dans lea vieux Poetea Provenceaux.
Diet. Trev.

poet
nave

The Fr. tenton moit probably first suggested to our
nets that singular species of writing to which they
ave given the designation of Flyting; as. The Flyting

of Dunbar ami Kennedy, Evergreen, ii. 47. The Fitt-
ing of Policart and Montgomery, Watson's Coll., lii.

It even descended so far as to assume the title of The
Somtar and Tailyior't Flyting, Evergreen, i. 190, st. 1.

V. also Contents of the Vol.
Fr. tenton had its origin from L.B. intentio, a con-

troversy. V. Intkkt.

TEND, adj. The tenth.

The tend of this Gregore
The second, quhsm of yhe herd befor,

The nvnd of tnis curst Emperowre
Leo, tnat lywyd in fala erroiire,

Oure the Scottis the Kyng Ewan,
Wyth the Peychtis, regnyd than,
In-tU the kynryk.of Scotland.

Wyntown, vi 1. 3.

V. Teixd.

To aim at ; to intend,To TEND, *. a. and n.

S. V. Tent.
"His Grace tendit on na sort, to moue or do ony

thing, bot that he may justlie be the auise of the thro
Estatis." Acts James V. 1535, c 38, Edit. 1566.

" Ane grete pairt of thame, thaire folkis and frenn-

dis, tending to convoy his grace to Edinburgh,—Waltir
Scott of Branxhame knycht, with ane greite multitude
of brokiu mene, lychtit in his hienes gaite, arayit in

forme of batale, tending to haue put handis in his per-

sonnel Ac. Acts Ja. V., 1526, Ed. 1814, p. 312.

"My lordis of consale, this is the answere that I
Archibalde erle of Anguss makis to the quenis grace.

In the first, quhar scno desiris surtie of me of Dode-
lie harme. My lordis, I traist it is nocht vnknawin
to all your L that I neuir as yit did hire grace ony
harme in hire persoune nor neuer tendit to do." Acts
Ja. V., 1525, Ed. 1814. p. 293.—"Quhilk infeftment we tend, Godwilling, at our
next parliament to renew." Ibid., 1592, p. 620.

It may, however, be understood as signifying "at-
tempt; from Fr. tendre, "to indeavour, goe about.
labour to get or come by ;" Cotgr.
* Fr. tawf-re, id.

TENDALE KNYFF. Some kind of knife.
—"Twa beltis, a tmdale Inyff, a horss came [comb],

k byrnyng irne," Ac. Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1492; p.
282.

Probably a local designation. Shall we suppose that
knives, celebrated for their temper, had been formerly

made somewhere in the dale or valley of Tyne in Eng-
land ? It might, however, be the maker's name, like

Jockteleg.

• TENDER, adj. 1. Delicate, weakly, ailing,

S.

"Mr. Henderson is much tenderer than he wont."
Baillie's Lett, it 139.

"As, Pope was a tenderman.—By delicate, the Scots

meanWdt/y, and the English beautiful or pleating. These
senses of the wr.rds, tender and delicate, the Scots seem
to have taken from the French, who make use of delicai

in the same sense as foible, weak or feeble ; and tendre

for doudlet, unable to bear any hardship." Sir. J.

Sinclair's Oliserv., p. 108, 109.

"The haill other bishops, except the* archbishop of

Glasgow, who was old and tender, keeping his bed, and
Mr. John Abernethy, bishop of Caithness, and tho
bishop of Dunkcld, who had disclaimed episcopacy,

—

were forced to flee into England for their safety and
protection." Spalding, i. 130.

Ft. tendre, " nice, nesh, puling, delicate ; " Cotgr.
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2* Circumspect, avoiding all appearance of

evil, S. ; having a scrupulous mind, S.

" I never was a separatist, nor for quarrelling with

fender souls about mint, cummin, or other the leaser

tithe*/' Heart M. Loth., ii. 178.

3. Dear, beloved.
—" His hienes has diuers tvmez writtin & maid sup-

plicacioun both to our haly luler k his predecessouris

for the promocioun of his tendir clerk k consalour mais-

ter Alex. Inglis, dene A elect of tho bischoprik of Dun-
held to the bischopric of the samyn," Ac. Acts Ja.

HI., 1485, Ed. 1814, p. 171.
.

Fr. tendre is often used to denote warmth of friend-

ship. As a s. it signifies love, a tenderness for one.

4. Nearly related.

•• The king of Ingland, thinkand he had no man so

sib or tender to him as the king of Scotland his sister

•one, Ac, tbairfoir he desired etfectuouslie to speak

with the king of Scotland." PiUcottie's Chron., p. 381.

This seems an ellipsis for Tender of Blade, q. v.

Tendir of Blude. Nearly related, standing

in near consanguinity.
•• In the mene tyme scho prayis hir said guid Sister

to consider how mo 1erstlie hir Msjcstie ties usit hir

self in a cais quhairin for mony respectis scho had guid

occasioun to naif medlit mair ernestlic, that is in the

cais of hir modir in law the Lady Margaret Countes of

Lennox, being alswa sa tendir of blude to hir Majestie,

qnhome beimj inducit be hir exeinpill, scho doi-« maist

erucstlie and effectuouslie requeist hir guid Sister to

relief furth of captivitie, as alswa to restoir hir to hir

landis, possessionis, libertie and formar favour. " Answ.

Q. Mary to Mr. Thornworth, Keith's Hist. App. p. 103.

"Lodovick, Duke of Lenuox—came to Scotland af-

ter the death of his father,—being then of the age of

nyne yeirs ; whom king James reccaved glaidlie and
honorablie, as one who was so tender of kinred and
blood to him." Gordon's Hist Earls of Sutherl., p. 125.

An oblique sense, founded on the use of Fr. tendre,

as denoting that tenderness of affection which subsists

between friends, and ought to be extended to those

connected by blood.

To Tender, v. a. To make delicate, Roxb.

"The quality of the food in the autumnal quarter

has a more immediate influence in tendering their con-

stitution, than at any other period." Ess. Highl. Soc. t

iii 497.

Tenderly, adj. Having the warm regard

of kindred.
M Knawing the proximitie of blude standand betuix

ts, our said Sone, and our derrest brother James Erie

of Murray ;—And hauand experience of the naturall
- aflectioon and tenderly lufe he hes in all tymes borne,"

fte. Acts Ja. VI., 1567, Ed. 1814, p. 13.

Tenderness, *. Scrupulosity in religious

matters, S.

••Mysell am not clear to trinquet and traffic wi'

courts o* justice, as they are now constituted ; I have

a tenderness and scruple in my mind anent them."
Heart M. Loth., ii. 166.

TENE, TEYNE, s. 1. Anger, rage, S.

And qnheo the King his folk has sene

Begyn to faile, for propyT tene,

Hys assenjhe gan he cry,

And in the stour sa hanlyly
Be ruschyt, that all the semble *chuk.

Barbour, 1L 377, MS.

Now sail tbou «le, and with that word in ttne%

The auld trymblyng towart the altare he drew.
That in the hate blude of his sou sched new
Founderit

Doug. FtrptZ, 67,2L

2. Sorrow, vexation, S.
" Cess, men,H he said, " this is a butlass payne

;

•• We can nocht now chewyss hir lyff sgayne/*
Wness a word he mycht bryng out for teyne ;

The bailfull ten byrst braithly fra liys eyne.
Wallace, vL 208, MS.

Thus it is used by R. Brunne, p. 37.

Thst was all forwondred, for his dede com tene.

It occurs so late as the time of Sbakspeare. Thus in

his Richard III.

Eighty odd years of sorrow have I seen,

And each hour's joy wreck'd with a week of teen.

A.*S. teon, trona, injuria, irritatio. Tene is used by
Chaucer and tiower in the sense of grief.

Tene, Teyne, adj. Mad with rage ; teen9

angry, A. Bor.

Towart the burd he bowned as he war teyne.

Wallace, ii. 835, M&
Than wox I tene, that I tuke to sic ane trumiri* tent

Doug. Virgil, ProL 239. b. 23.

To Tene, Teyne, Teen, v. a. To vex, to

fret, to irritate.

"The Kingis Grace, James the Fift, being on ane

certane time accompanyit with ane—greit menye of

Bischoppis, Abbottis, k Pre atis standing about, he

Suicklie and prettilie inuentit ane prettie trik to teyne

sen*." H. Charteris* Pref. to Lyndoay's Warkis, A.

ii. 6.

The holy headband seems not to attyre
The head of him who in his furious yre,

Preferrs the pain of those, that have him teend,

Before the health and safety of one freend.

Hudson's Judith, p. 34.

" Fair gentle cummer," than said scho,
" All is to tene him that I do."

Dunbar, Alaitland Poems, p. 114.

This r. occurs in O. E. •• Ten-yn, wrothyn, or ert-

yn. Irrito." Prompt. Parv. The s. is thus given;
*• Tene or disese, Angustia."
A.-8. teon-an, Belg. ten-en, teen-en, tan-en, irritare,

Gr. rtur-es-Bai, id.

Tenefull, Teynfull, adj. Wrathful.
Cum teyiifull tyrannis trimling with your trayne.
Adhortatiottn to all Estates, Lyndsay's Warkis, 1591

Tene-Waryit, part. adj. a Oppressed

with affliction ;" Gl. Sibb. V. Teyne, $.

TENEMENT, s. 1. A house ; often denot-

ing a building which includes several

separate dwellings; as a tenement of houses,

S. L.B. tenement-umf Rudd.
•• Anent the—accioune movit betuix Johne Bully

—

on the ta part k Isal>ell Bully—on the tother part for

brekin vp of durris k lokis of a tenutment lyand in

Leithe wynde, & for wranewiss occupacioun of the said

tennement, & occupiit be the said Isabell on the behalf

of hir dochtir," Ac. Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1479, p. 42.

2. A building which includes several separate

dwellings ; as, a tenement of houses, S.

It seems to be used in this sense in the following

passage, where mention is made of males and tennandis

in the plural.
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The •ccioun—tuichinic aland & tenement Hand in
the burgh of kbnburgh—is it to bo decidit, determit,
* finaly endit be the halo body of tho parliament.—
And ordams that the malis of the said land & tennandU

VT??* * t̂bai did of before." Act Dom. Cone, A.
1479, d. 43.

—"That he sail put his said sone in the fee of the
remanent of all the said land & tennement, bath bale
land & foreland." Ibid. A. 1491, p. 200.

TENENDAS. "That clause of a charter*
which expresses what way and manner the
lands are to be holden of the superior

;"

Diet. Feud. Law.

TEN-HOURS, s.

Hours.
Ten o'clock, S. V.

Ten-hours-bite, s. "A slight feed to the
horses while in the yoke in the forenoon,"
S. O. Gl. Burns

; [also called ten-hours.]

TEXNANDRIE, Tenantry, s. 1. The te-
nants on an estate, or those who pay rent,
viewed collectively, S.
' "Oar sonerane lord hes—gevin to Schir Robert
Carncorsa-the warde and manage of the Erie of
Casnlis, the componitiounis of the tenandriis of Ancuss "

Ac Acts Ja, V., 1528, Ed. 1814, p. 328.

2. The possessions held by tenants.—" Adnocatjonne and donatioune of kirkis, tenentis,
tenandrtj*, particulis, pendiculis, annexis, connexis, and
pertinentis tharof." Acts Ja. V., 1540, Ed. 1814, p.

Dn Cange gives the term, occuring in the phrase,
Com Unandriis et libere tenentibus, (Stat Rob. III. c.
4. § 3.) as Tenantlriu*, in the moninative. I rather
apposed that it is Tenandria ; as the word appears in
a Charter of William Justice General of England,
quoted by Skene, Verb. Sign., where it signifies a
Tillage.

Dn Cange also thinks that Tenanceriis should be read,
instead of Tenandriis, from Fr. tenancier, tenens. But
he has himself given another L.B. terra which it far
more nearly resembles. This is Tenentiarius, which
he explains as synon. with Tenemtntarius ; idem qui
tenens, manceps, feudatarius. Were not the word of
Lat. origin, the termination might be viewed as having
*u "•" ":"*"~ ~~J "" radically the same, with Bie,andthe _ _

Ry, q. r

[TENOR, 9. The cross bar between the legs
of a chair, Shetl.]

To TENT, v. a. To stretch out, to extend.
The army al thay mycht se at ane sycht,
Wyth tentis tentit ttrekand to the plane.

Doug. Virgil, 264, 50.

Fr. tend-re, to extend ; Lat. tend-ere, to pitch a tent.

TENT, s. Care, notice, attention. 1 . To tak
tent, to take care, to be attentive, S.

The Lord off Douglas alsna,
With thair tnengue, gud tent sold la.
Quhill off thaim had of help myster.
And help with thaim that with hym wer.

Barbour, xi. 451, M&
Dawnus son Turnus, in the nynte tak tent,
Segeis new Troye, Eneas tho absent

Doug. Virgil ; Contentes, 12. 45.

The pt. is sometimes used.

The prince Eneas on this wyse allane
The fattis of goddis, and rasis mony ane
Rebelling schew, and sundry strange ventis,
The Quene and all the Tyrianis talcand tentis.

• Doug. Virgil, 02, 44.

The phrase corresponds to Fr. /aire attention.
•• A story is told of an English Lady, who consulted

a physician from Scotland, and being desired by him
to tak tent, understood that tent ir//ie,was prescribed
her, which she took accordingly. It is not said what
was theconsequence of the mistaken prescription ; butas
that species or wine is far from being a specific for every
disorder, this is a phrase, which, by the faculty at least,
ought to be carefully avoided." Sir J. Sinclair's Observ.,
p. 19.

[During the prevalence of influenza in a certaiu dis-
trict of England, the local Doctor, a Scotchman,
directed his patients "just to tak broch an* lent,*' and
the prescription proved highly satisfactory.]

2. To tak tent to, to take care of, to exercise
concern about a person or thing, S.

To say the salines fast she bigan,
And toke no tent unto no man.

Yuxtine, ver. 890. E. M. R,
Remane I here, I am hot perischit,
For thair is few to me that talis tent,
That garris me ga sa raggit, reuin, and rent

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 254.

R. Brunne uses a similar phrase, p. 220.

I rede thou gyue gode tent, & chastise thara sone.
For tham ye may be schent, for vengeance is

granted bone.

This phrase occurs in B. Jonson's Sad Shepherd, as
belonging to the North of E.

See, yee tak tent to this, and ken your mother.

3. To tak tent of, to beware of, to be on one's

guard against, S.

I redd yon, good folks, tak tent of me.
Herd1

* Collection, it 29.

To Tent, v. «. To attend, to observe atten-
tively, generally with the prep to.

Spynagros than spekis ; said, Lordingis in le,

I rede you tent treuly to my teching.

Oawan and Ool., it 8.

It is sometimes used without the prep.

These lurdanes came just in my sight,
As I was tenting Chloe.

Ramsay** Works, i. 119.

Abbrev. from Fr. attend-re, or Lat. attend ere.

Tent, how the Caledonians, lang supine.
Begin, mair wise, to open baith their een.

Ramsay's Poems, L 50.

Palsgrave gives this phrase ; "I tente to my busy-
nesse, I take hede to the thingea I have in hande ;

"

B. iii. F. 388, a.

To Tent, v. a. 1. To observe, to remark, S.
The neighbours a' tent this as well as I.

Ramsay's Poems, 11 75.

Think ye, are we less blest than they,
Wha scarcely tent us in their way,
As hardly worth their while ?

Burns, iii. 157.

2. To regard, to put a value on, S.
And nane her smiles will tent,

Soon as her face looks said.

Ramsay's Poems, li. 76.

A. Bor. to tent, i.e., to tend, or look to ; Ray.
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3. To watch over, to take particular care of,

S.; to Tend, E.
To Nory bem aye a tenty beeld ;

Wad help her op, whau nhe wad chance to. fa';

—

And be as tenty to bear off all barms,
A* ertr ben upo' the midden bead
Wad tent her chackins frae the greedy glaid.

Ross's Uelenore, p. 13, 14.

It ii used, as v. n., to denote the care of a flock.

When they were able now to herd the ewes,—
They yee'd together thro* the height* and hows

;

Whileouis they tented, and sometimes they play'd.

Ibid. p. 14.

Test, adj. 1. Watchful, attentive, Galloway.

Weel kilted, frae a breckan buss

Up started Rosy Dongan,
As tent as if she had been a puss,

An' ilk yaul chiel a grewhun*.
Davidson's Seasons, p. 90.

2. Intent, keen, Galloway.

Up cam Tarn TeU an' Sutor Sam,
High cap'ring frae the veiiual,

As tent upo' the aftergame,

As bounds loos'd frae a kennel
Ibid. p. 77.

Tentie, Tknty, adj. 1. Attentive, S. Fr.

attcntif.

Be wyse, and tentie, in thv governimr.
AIaitland roans, p. 276.

2. Cautious, careful, S.

To Nory he was aye a tenty beeld, be.
Ross's Uelenore, p. 13, 14.

V. Test, r. a.

—Triumphant our the ground,
They bore him tenty.

Mayne's Siller'Oun, p. 53.

Here the adj. seems to be used adverbially.

Tentily, adv. Carefully, S.

Back with the haleseme girss in haste she by'd,

And ten tity unto the sair apply'd.

Ross's Helenore, p. 15, 16.

[Tentiuely, adv. Attentively, Barbour, i.

613, Herd's Edit.]

Tentless, adj. Inattentive, heedless, S.

ITl wander on. with tentless heed,

How never-halting moments speed,

TiU fate shall snap the brittle thread.

Burns, iii. 87.

• TENT, s. A 3quare pulpit of wood, erected

in the fields, and supported by four posts,

which rest on the ground, rising three or

four feet from it ; with a trap leading up
to the door, and a projection in front, which
is meant to protect the speaker from the

sun and rain, as well as to serve for a sound-
ing-board, S.

Tent-preaching has been lone in use in S., occasionally

at least from the year 1630. V. Livingston's Life, 4to,

1727, p. 9. It may have been used in an earlier a^e ;

but it became customary, in consequence of the multi-
tudes, who assembled from d liferent and often remote
places, to attend the dispensation of the Supper, all of
whom it was impossible toaccommodate within doors. A
still more severe necessityconfirmed the practice ; when,
during the tyranny of Charles II. and his brother

VOL. IV.

James, the churches were shut against all who would
not comply with episconacy, or make such concessions
as appeared to them to involve an acknowledgment of

the king's supremacy in all matters ecclesiastical, as
well as civil.

We need scarcely wonder, then, that Scottish
Presbyterians, especially those residing in the country,
should still feel some decree of partiality to tent-

preaching. The practice is now, mdeed, almost en-

tirely disused about cities and towns; but it is still

retained in* many country parishes, on the Lord's day
at least, where no church would suffice to accommodate
all who attend divine service.

That such meetings have been by many abused,
especially since the morals of our country have become
more relaxed, cannot well be doubted. But the poem
in which the term is used

—

(But, Hark ! the tent has chang'd its voice, Ace.

Burns, iii S3.)

is by no means to be viewed as a just picture of the

deportment of the great l»ody of the Scots on such
occasions. Great as is the force of genius it dis-

plays, it must be evident that the chief design of the

writer was to hold up all such meetings to ridicule :

and, perhaps, it may be justly affirmed, that this and
some other poems, written iu a similar spirit by the

same infatuated author, have done as much to release

the minds of many of his countrymen, of the lower
classes especially, from all the ties of religion, as any
thing that ever proceeded from the unhallowed pen of

Tom Paine. He evidently confines all the attendants
at the Holy Fair to three classes ; the votaries of Fan,

of Superstition, and of Hypocrhy. He avows himself

as belonging to the first ; as attending on the mo>t
solemn ordinance of our holy religion for no other pur-

pose but sport. The rest of the assembly consisted, in

Lis charitable judgment, solely of those who, if not ar-

rant hypocrites, were under the dominion of gross Sn/*r-

stition. Can we believe that the same man penned
this, and the beautiful poem entitled, The Cottars
Saturday Xigkt ?

TEI'ATE, s. Some pieces of dress anciently

wont by men ; obviously the same with E.

Tippet.

" And alsua the said William sale restor to the

[said] Bob* his belt, his knyf, his hate, [i.e , hat], and
his tctiate, that he spulyit fra him, as was clcrly previt

before the said lordis." Act Dom. Cone, A. 14,8, p.

16.

The person spoken of might be a religious man

;

as a long scarf worn by Doctors of Divinity, and the

chaplains of noblemen, over their gowns, was called a

tippet. V. Phillips. In L. B. this was denominated
EpUoyinm, also Tipett~vm. Hence, in the Council of

London, A. 1342, it is mentioned as one of the abuses

in the dress of the clergy ; Ac caput ii cum tiitcttis mime
longitudinis. Du Cange views this as the same with

Fr. tonpi*t, apex, qui capitio imminet. As, however,

the captitium denoted not only a large cap or hood, but

a sort of cloak, this idea is doubtful. In some
instances the tippet was worn on the head, even by

laymen. Thus Chaucer describes his Reve

;

On holy dayes beforne hire wold he to
With his tinet ybounde about his hed.

Reve's Tale, r. 8951.

Lye defines the A.-S. word in a very indefinite man-
ner ; taepftrt, vestimentum superius quoddam. Aelfnc
renders iipla^ by the A.-S. phrase an hmlf hmk
tatp/tet, p. 60. Shall we suppose that the term was
borrowed from titpeta, tajjestry, as being a niece of

ornamental dress, and perhaps originally sewed ?

Fraunccs expl. O. E. Typet, by Oripipium. Prompt.
Parv. Du Cange renders the latter Eponiis,—longa

T 3
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fascia, Tel cauda caputii. It would seem to have been
a hood, with a sort of skirt hanging over the shoulders,
pointed at the top, and tasselled somewhat like a fool's

cap.

TEPPIT, s. Feeling, sensation, Fife.

Tbppitless, adj. 1. Insensible, benumbed
so that no impression can be made, ibid.

2. Applied to the mind; as, "The laddie's

gane teppitless ;" Loth. V. Tabets.
TER, s. Tar. O.E. " Tere. Pisargra.

Colofonia

—

Terryn with terr. Colofoniso,

Pisaigro." Prompt. Parv.
And pyk, and ter, ah haiff thai tane

;

And Iynt, and herdis, snd brynstane.
Barbour, xvii. 611. MS.

Tent, terre, Su.-G. tiaera, A.-S. tare, id. The origin,

according to Scrcu., in Sw. toere, lyre, taeda; lignum
pinnue, ex quo hoc liquamen coquitur.

TERCE, 8. ** A liferent competent by law
to widows who have not accepted of a special

provision, of the t/iird of the heritable sub-

jects in which their husbands died infeft."

Erskine's Instit.B. 2. Tit. 9. s. 44. Lat.

tert-ia, Fr. tier8.

The widow is hence styled the tercer, ibid.

Tercer, Tiercer, *. A widow who is legally

entitled to the third part of her deceased
husband's property ; a term still commonly
used in our courts of law, S.

14 The Schiref of the schire—aucht and sould divide
equallie the tierce of the aaidis landis fra the twa part
thairof ; that is to say. ane rig to the Lady fiercer, and
twa riggis to the snperiour, or bis donatour," Ac.
Balfour's Practicks, p. 108.

TERCIAN, 8. A cask. " Twa wyne terci-

aiii», price viij s.
w Aberd. Reg., V. 16.

V. Tertiam.

TERE.
Eschames of our sleuth and cowardise,
8eand thir gentilis and thir paganis auld
Ensew virtue, and eschew euery vice,

And for sa schorte renowne warren so bald,

To sustene were and pants Urt rntald.

Doug. Virgil, Prol. 858, 8.

M To bear, undergo, to digest,
w Rudd. Sibb. views

it as the same with deir, injury. Perhaps it may be
Tiewed as an adj., allied to, or the same with Teir,

q. r.

It may be observed, that Is!, tor denotes difficulty

in accomplishing any thing. Tor/aera, a difficult way

;

torkacttd, bard to be known.
It is not improbable that tere may denote expence ;

thus tere vntatd would signify, unspeakable expence.
Tent, teer, sumptus.

TERE, adj. Tender, delicate.

In describing the dresses of the courtiers of Venus,
the poet mentions

—

Batine figures champit with flouris and bewia,

Damisfluere tere pyle. quhairon thair lyis

Peirle, Orphany qahilk euerie stait renewis.
Police of Honovr, L 46.

This seems to mean the tender or delicate pile of
flowered damask ; Teut. tere, tener, delicatus.

[TEREPOILE, Tkkpoile, adj. Applied to

velvet of a superior quality ; prob. the kind
known as velvet upon velvet, in which the

pattern was formed by pile upon pile.

•• Item, the xx" da Januar [1488], v elnc A a half of
terepoile veltuis, for a half lang gowne to the King,
price of the cine iij li. xs., Ac. Accts. L. H. Treas.,

l. 135, Dickson.]

TERGAT, 8. A blazon. V. Taroat.

[TERIS, 8. pi Tears, Barbour, iii. 348.]

TERLISS, m. A lattice or grate, S. V.
* TlRLESS.

Terlyst, Tirllyst, part. pa. Grated,
lat iced.

A fell lyotin the King has cert be brocht
Within a barrace, for gret harm that lie wrocht,
Terlyst in yro, na mar power him gain"

;

Off wodness he excedyt all the lain.

WaltaeefiL 197, MS.
Ferlytt, Edit Perth.

The full mone wyth lieames brycht,
In throw the tidiest wyndo schane by nycht

Doug. Virgil, 72, 37.

Fr. treilli*, a grated frame ; treill-er, to grate or
lattice, to compass or hold in with cross bars or latticed

frames; Cotgr.

TERMAGANT, 8.

. Sibb.

The Ptarmigan, GL

TERMIN. " It will last termin life," it will

last for ever, Loth. ; O. Fr. tennine
}
terme,

temps.

TERNE, Terned, adj. Fierce, wrathful,

choleric.

Thoch ye be kene, and inconstant, and cruel in mynd ;

Thoch ye as tygari* be terne, be tretabil in luif.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 54.

"The moderator, a most grave and wise man, yet
naturally bomewhat temed, took me up a little accurate-
ly, shewing I might draw the question so strait a* I

pleased, yet he had not stated it so." Baillie's Lett.,

L 134.

Belg. toornig, wrathful, toom, anger, Su.-Q./oerforn-a,
to irritate.

TERNYTE', Tarntv, 8. Corr. of Trinity.

Til the Fest of the Terynti
Hegrawntyd thame trewyd for to be.

Wyntown, vii. 8. 99.

^
Hence th .• corr. Tandy Market, Ang. the name still

S'ven to a fair held at Brechin, at the time when this

ast was celebrated during Popery. [This corr. pre-
vails in E. of Perths., Forfar, Mearns & Abcrd.]

[TERREM, 8. A long small gut of the

sheep, with which the posh is strung : bands
for a spinning wheel are made from it,Shetl.;

S. thairm, Isl. tficermr.

TERRETOR, s. Territory, Aberd. Reg.

[TERRIE, 8. A kind of loft or shelf in the
roof of a house, Shetl.]

TERSAILL, 8. The third part of a pipe, a

tierce. " Tersaill of wyne ;" Aberd. Reg.,

Cent. 16. Fr. Urciere, id.
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TERSE, 9. A debate, a dispute, S.B.

To Terse, v. n. To debate, to contend, S.B.

Allied perhaps to Teat toH-en t trots-en, irritare,

instigare, provocare verbis ferocious.

TERSEL, s. Prob., husband.

Fool Flirdon, Wsnsucked Ter*ei of & Tsde,
Thy meiter mismade bath lousily lucked.

Montgomery, Watsun's tUL t iii. 6.

It nay perhaps signify brood, as a deriv. from A.-S.

tears. Teat. teers, memhrum virile.

It has been suggested that as the male of a falcon is

called a Tersel, tersel ofa tade may be q. the husband
of a toad.

TERTIAM, a. A cask containing the third

part of a butt or pipe of wine ; E. terce.

"Twa yneferfmm**." Aberd. Reg., A. 1538, V. 16.

The term might seem borrowed from the use of it in

our old Lat. institutes. Non habcnC mensuras, videli-

cet, quartam, pintam, tertiam, Ac. Iter. Camerar. c
10. §5.

[• Tertian, #. A student of third session, S.

Lat. tertianu8y tertiiu, the third.]

To TERTLE, v. a. To take notice of; as,
44 He never tertled me," he took no notice of

me, Roxb. V. Tartlb.

TESLETTIS, 8. pi. Armour for covering

the thighs.

" That euerie erle be armit and furnist with corslet

of pruif, heid peaces, vanbraces, teslettis, aud anc
Spanische pik." Acts Ja. VI., 1598, Ed. 1814, p. 169.

*' Taces or Taste*, an armour for tho thighs ;

"

Phillips. The Corselet, Grose informs os, when said

to be "furnished or complete, included the head -piece
and*gorgett, the back and breast, with skirts of iron

called taste* or taA.nets covering the thighs, as may be
seen in the figures representing the exercise of the
pike.— Tassets, or skirts, hooked on to the front of the
cuirass, were—used by the infantry." Ancient Ar-
mour, p. 251. 253.

Teslet may be viewed as either a diminutive from
to**, or as an error for tesset. Fr. Tassetes de Corcelet,

partie d'une armure depuis la ceinture jusqu' aux gen-
oux ; Roquefort 61. Rom. Tassette, •• the skirt of a
garment, and the tasse of an armour, in which sense it

is commonally used plurally ; " Cotgr.

TESMENT, 8. I. A latter will, S.B.; corr.

from Testament. To mak ones tesment in

a raip
f

(i.e., a rope,) to be hanged.
To think to lead tuy life wi' sic an ape,

I*d rather mak my tesment in a raip.

Hots'$ helenore, p. 86.

2. The thing bequeathed! a legacy, Aberd.

[To Tesment, r. a. To leave by will, Banff's.]

To TEST, v. a. To put to trial, Ayrs.
** I do not think that honest folks in a far off coun-

try parish should—meddle with the things that per-
tain to government, the more especially, as it is well
known, that there is as much falsehood as truth in
newspapers, and they have not the means of tertiny the
statements." Blackw. Mag., Sept 1820, p. 591.

TESTAMENT,*. Apparently another name
. for the S. coin called a Testoon.

"Grantts coramisaioun to the said counseU or the
maist part of tbame to tak ordour how the xxx, xx,
and x s. peceis, with the testamentis, be haldin within
the realme, and not transportit furth thaironV' Acts
Ja. VL, 1578, Ed. 1814, p. 108.

TESTANE, 8. Apparently the same with

Testoon, q. v.

•• Ordanis the Inglis testane to haue ©ours heireftir

within this realme vpoun the pryce of viij a." Acts
Ja. VL, 1592, Ed. 1814, p. 527.

•• Ane testane worth v sb." Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

TESTEFIE, 8. A testimony.

••That hettiix and the said day—they may ather be

thameselffis or vtheris—produce sic teste/eis of thair

antiquiteis as may informe the saidis commtssionaris."

Acts Ja. VI., 1600, Ed. 1814, p. 246.

Testtficate, 8. 1. A certificate of character

in writing, in consequence of which a

person has liberty to pass from one place to

another.

•'The said commissioners are hereby ordained to

deliver to every such person a testijtcate ;—which to*

tifcate is to servo as a free pass to all who have the

same," Ac. Crookshank's Hist, ii. 236.

2. The attestation given by a Kirk-Session,

of the moral character of a church-member,
when about to leave the district, S. This

is also called a Testimonial, which is the

term used in the Acts of the Church.

TESTIT, part. adj. Testamentary, given bv

will.

—" He allegeit it wes testit gudis, & he intromettit

tbarwith as executour." Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1494,

p. 208.

TESTOON, Testone, *. A Scottish silver

coin, varying in value.
•• There is no mention of these coins in the Scot-

tish statutes before the beginning of James VI. s
time, which the French and English call Ustoons

for their having the king's head stamped on them;
but Nicolson is of opinion that their name was com-
mon enough in the time of queen Mary, mother of

James VI. Certainly Fr. Blancins expressly calls

some of the coins of Francis II. of France, and Mary
of Scotland, his wife, testoons. Their value in England
was always the same as shillings, but among the Scots,

at first they were five shillings, and then raised to a

higher value.*' Introd. to Anderson's Diplom., p. 131.

The silver coin, weighing about 92 grains Troy, with

Mary's Head, 1562, is generally denominated her te*to»n.

V. Uardounel's Nurnism., p. 99. O. Fr. teste, a head.

Teston. Capitatus nnmmu*. On les appelliot testons a

cause de la tcte du Roi, qui y etoit representee. Diet.

Trev.
The term had been so common as to give birth to a

Proverb.
*' You will never make a Mark of your Teston bv

that bargain."—"The bargain is so bad that you will

not gain by it." Kelly, y. 384.
It would appear that Kelly here gives the vuk-ar

pronunciation, as authorised by ancient use. V. Tes-
taxb. Ho explains Teston **a groat." ThisProv. re-

sembles another ;
•• You'll never mak your Plack a

Bawbee by that," S.
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TESTOR, $. The cover of a bed, E. Tester.

"Where's the—beds of state, twilts, pands ami ten-

tors, napery and broidcred work ?
n Bride of Lammer-

moor, ii. 296.

O. Fr. teetiere, any kind of head-piece, from teste,

now feYe, the head. L. B. tester-ium, Udr-um, and
testur-a, lecti aupernum tegmen ; Du Can^e.

To TETE, Teet, v. a. 1. To send forth as if

by stealth ; to cause to peep out.

The rob knoppis, tetand forth fharehede
Gan chyd, and kyth thare vemale lippis red.

Doug. Virgil, P"* 401. IS.

2. As a v. n., to peep out, to look in a sly or

prying way ; often as implying the idea that

this is done clandestinely, S. pron. teet

;

synon. leik.

" They say Scot. He is teeting out at the window,
"i.e., he steals a glance or hasty riew through the
window ;" Rudd.

But T can teet, an* hitch about,
And melt them ere they wit.

Poems in the Buehan Dialect, p. 86.

Toott is used in the same sense by Patten.— •• I harde the Erll hymself say, that he neuer sent
the same to my Lordes Grace, bnt George Douglas in
his name : and this by him deuised, not so specially

lor ony challenge sake, as for that the messenger
should mayntein by mouth his talke to my Lordes
Grace, whyle his eye wear rolling to toots 6 prie vpon
the state of our campe, & whytber we wear pakkynge
or no (as indeede the fellowe had a very flood counten-
ance to make a spie ) " Somerset's Expedicion, p. 53.

Toten is used by a very old E. writer, as signifying

to spy.

Whow myght thou in thy brothers eighe a bare mote loken,
And in thyn owen eighe Bought a beme toten t

Peres Ploughmanes Crtde, R. uj. b.

O. E. "Totehyl bye place of lokynge. Consptcillnm.n

The same term also denoted a theatre. " Totehgll.

Specula. Ampheteatrum. Teatrum." Prompt. Parv.
•• Towtynge hoofe to loke out at in a walle or wyn-

dowe. Gonspicilium. Scopelon." Hnloet.
8u.-G. titt-a, inspicere. Ihre explains this word

almost in the same terms with Rudd. Per tran-

ennam veluti videre, ud solent enriosi ant post
tegmina latentes. This idea of "lurking behind
a covert,

n very frequently enters into the sense in
which we nse our S. term. There had undoubtedly
been a cognate word in O.E., as Skinner renders toteth,

looketh; supposing that it is allied to Lat. tue-or,

tui-tus. Ihre adopts the idea as to titt-a. Hence,

Teet-bo, e. 1. Bo-peep, S.

But she maun e'en be glad to look,

An' play teet-bo frae nook to nook.
FergussoWs Poems, iL 113L

2. Used metaph. to denote inconstancy, or

infidelity.

By teet-bo friend*, an* nse a few,
I've rough been guidiL

Morison's Poems, p» 95.

TETH, $. Temper, disposition. IU-teeOCd,

ill-humoured, having a bad temper, Fife.

Allied perhaps to. A.-S. tyht, tnstructio, teting, dis-
dplina, or Isl. tidt indeclin. Afkrer titt mm ; huic rei

studes ; VereL

[To TETHER, Tedder, v. a. To unite,

marry; as, tether'd to a tawpie, Clydes.;
also, to fasten, to moor, Aberd.

Wi* atry face he ey'd
The Trojan shore, an' a' the barks,
That tedder'd fast did ly

Alang the coast.

—

Ajax's Speech, Poems in Buck. Dial.]

[Tether, Tedder, s. Bounds, means, re-

sources ; as, " He's at the end o' his tether,

his means are exhausted; also, whatever
binds, limits, or restricts, S. V. Tedder.]

(Tether-Chack, s. The pin of iron or wood
affixed to a tether, and by which it is

secured to the ground, BanfFs. ; syn. tether-

ttake.']

TETHERFACED, adj. Having an ill-

natured aspect, S.

Allied perhaps to Isl. teit-a, rostrum bcluinum

;

whence teiUtr, torvus et ininax.

Tettie, adj. Having a bad temper;
Roxb. ; the same with Titty> q. v.

TETUZ, s. 1. "Any thing tender ;" Gall.

Enc.

2. uA delicate person ;

n
ibid.

Allied perhaps to Isl. teit-r, pullus animal is ; tita,

res tenera, tenerrima, whence tituleg-r, tener. Shall
we add taeta, minimum quid ?

TEUCH, Teugh, Tewcii, adj. 1. Tough,
not easily broken, S. letch, Yorks.

Axniddis ane rank tre lurkis a golden bench.
With aureate leuis, and flexibil twistis teuch.

Doug. Virgil, 167, 42.

A.-S. toh, id. from Moes.-G. tioh-an, ducere, vel per-
trahi ; q. any thing that may be drawn out or extended.

2. Tedious, lengthened out, not soon coming
to a close.

It occurs in an old adage ;

The Spring e'ennings are lang and teuch.

3. Not frank or easy, dry as to manner, stiff

in conversation, S.

About me freindis anew I gatt,
Rycht blythlie on me thay leuch

;

But now they mak it wondir teuch.

Bannatgne Poems, p. 185.

In this sense tough is used by Palsgrave. "I make
it tough, I make it coye, as ruaydens do, or persons
that be strange if they be asked a questyon ; B. iii.

F. 202, a.

4. Pertinacious. A teuch debate, one in which
the disputants, on both sides, adhere obstin-

ately to their arguments, S.

Baillie uses tough in this sense.
*• Here arose the toughest dispute we had in all the

Assembly." Letters, i. 9S.

A teuch battlf, one keenly contested, S.

At Loncarty they fought fu* teuch.

A. Douglas's Poems, p. 12.
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It!, sejtf er, synon. with A.-S. toh, denotes a man who
is tenacious of his purpose. Their voro sciger a sit mat;
eaussam suam tenaciter tlefendebant ; 01. Tryggv. S.,

p. i. 140.

5. To make any thing teuch, to do it reluctantly.

Sehir, say for thi self, thow seis thow art schent,

It may nocht tuentl the ane mytc to inak it na tcugh.

Qaioan and Vol., iv. 6.

TEUCH, *. A draught, a pull of any liquor, S.

This wonl is entirely Gothic. Su.-G. tog, notat haus-
tnm, potantium ductum. [Syn. uxtucht. V Teug, r.]

JJhraek ut then dryck i en tog. Uno haustu potum il-

ium hausit ; i.e., S., •• He drank out that drink at ae
tench," Hist. Alex. Magn., ap. Ihre.

This- learned writer gives it as derived from tog-a,

trahere, ducere, as E. draught from draw. Ihre adds ;

Nos etiam toga jtaa usurpamus de impigre bil>entibus.

Belg. teug ; toge, id. Kilian gives toghe, teughe, halts-

tea, as synon. with dronck.

IsL teig-a. Eg teig, haurio, haustum sumo ; teig-r,

haostus. Ir. and Gael, dcoch, a draught, a pull of
drink, would seem to have had a common source.

TEUCHIT (gutt.), s. The lapwing, S.

The timid Uuchit slouch'd its crest,

And cudtlled closer to it** nest

:

The watch fu' male flafTd i' the gale,

Wi' eerie screech and plaintive watt*

;

Now soar'd aloft, now scufTd the ground,
And wheel'd in mony an antic rouud.

John o* Arnha', Montrose, 1818, p. 63.

"Tenfei, a lapwing, North." Tujit, id. Grose.
Here, the guttural sound has been changed into the
labial, like E. Laugh. Perhaps E. Tirwit, (Ainsworth,)
Tirwhit. a lapwing (Kersey), laa corr. of Teuchit.

Teuchit-Storm, s. The gale, in the reckon-
ing of the vulgar, conjoined with the arrival

of the Green Plover, S. V. Tuquheit.

To Hunt TnE Teuchit. To be engaged in

any frivolous and fruitless pursuit ; a
proverbial phrase, S. B. ; equivalent to
hunting the Gowk. It probably alludes to

the artful means employed by the lapwing,
for misleading those who seek for her nest
in order to carry off her young.

Tis strange what makes kirk-fouks so stupit,

—

Far better for them hunt the teuchit,

Or teach their schools.

Forbes'$ Dominie Deposed, p. 41.

TEUD, 8. A tooth, Fife. Teudle, the tooth
of a rake or harrow, ibid.

Gael deud, "a set of teeth, a jaw," has some
resemblance.

To Teudle, v. a. To insert teeth. To teudle

a heuk, to renovate the teeth of a reaping-
hook, ibid.

[Teudless, adj. Toothless, ibid.]

TEUG, Tuo, *. A rope. It is particularly

applied to a halter, Loth.
;
[syn. toic]

Su.-G. tog, a rope, Isl. tog, taug, id. from tog-a, du-
oere.

G. Andr. defines Taug, fibra, lorum, vimen, nervulus,
juncus; a teige, distendo, tendo, distraho. This
exactly corresponds with the sense given under Tug.

[To Tecg, v. a. To pull, draw, tug, Clydes.]

[Teugs, s. pi. 1. The thighs of a pair of

breeches, Shetl.

2. Trousers ; also, clothes, Clydes. E. tog$.]

TEUK, Tunc, Took, s. A bye-taste. That

meal has a teuk, it has a disagreeable taste

;

as, "This maun be sea-borne meal; it has a

vile muisty (euk.
n When meal is made from

corn that has been heated in the stack, the

Eculiar taste is denominated the het tuik ;

marks., Loth., Roxb.
Allied . perhaps to Teut. tuck, a touch, from tuck-en,

tangere ; as it is said in E. of meat which is in a slight

degree tainted, that it is touched a little.

TEUKIN, adj. 1. Quarrelsome, trouble-

some, S. B.

2. Variable ; applied to the wind when still

shifting, and seeming to blow from more

points than one at a time, South of S.

Belg. tuh, "sly, cunning, fraudulent.'*

Allied perhaps to Teut. tuck, fraus, fallacia, insidiae,

machinatio ; IsL tulk-a, pellicere.

[To TEUT-MEUT, r. n. To whisper, to

speak in a muttering or suppressed manner;
to talk confidentially, Banffs.]

[Teut-Meut, s. A low, suppressed, or

muttered talk ; a confidential story, ibid.]

[Teut-Meut, adv. In a confidential or

suppressed manner, ibid.]

To TEVVEL, v. a. To confuse, to put into

a disorderly state, Dumfr.
Both this and the v. Tuffle, are used in Dumfr.

;

tevrel, however, it is said, in a stronger sense than

tuffle. I am inclined, notwithstanding, to view them
as radically the same. V. Tuffle.

To TEW, v. a. 1. To fatigue, to overpower.

Sair teivdy much fatigued. It is often used

in regard to sickness; as signifying that

one is much tossed, or, as vulgarly expressed,

tostit, by it, Dumfr. ; Foryaiod synon.

Mactaggart gives Tut as well as Tued, in this sense.

But he views the latter as more forcible than the

former. •• Tut, fatigued ; Tued, fatigued out.*'

2. To overdo, to make tough. Meat is said

to be tewed, when roasted with so slow a fire

that it becomes tough, S. O. V. Taave
and Taw, v. 1.

It would seem that "to Tew, to work as mortar,
Yorks.," (Marshall), is to be viewed as the same.

To Tew, v.n. 1. To be eagerly employed
about any thing, S.

2. To toil, to work constantly, Ettr. For.;

to struggle, to strive, Dumfr. u To Tewf

to work hard; also to taize [teaze],
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North." Grose. Marshall expl. Tew, "to
?jitate and fatigue by violent exercise

;"

orks.

3. Grain is said to tew, when it becomes damp,
and acquires a bad taste, S. B.
8u.-G. toe/, odor, taefk-a, gustare ; Isl. thrf-ur, odor,

pleramque ingratus, thef-a, odorai i, item, foctere, Arm,
tqf-a, toesa, gustare.

Tew, preL of the v. to Txawe. expl. " to
amble."

l

He plnmpit V the scuttal
Owre's lugs that night

He tew, an* peghin stytert home,
Well souph wi' the peel.

Tarras's Poems, p. 69.
It seems to denote hia awkward motion in struggling

to get out of the pool. Allied perhaps tolal. tcig.ia,
extenders, protendere, Vcrel. ; distraho, distendo, in
longnm Utumque extendo ; teig-r, nisua laboris, O.
Andjr. Tew teems to belong to the v. of which Taavinm the part pr., expl. "wrestling, tumbling." V.

Tew, #. 1. [Struggle, difficulty, hardship.]
This term is always conjoined with an adj.;
as, sair tews, great difficulties, Border. It
exactly corresponds with the phrase used in
the north of E. " Sare tuesy great difficulty
in accomplishing any thing;" Gl. Brockett.
Air. Brockett gives A. Bor. '« Tut, to labour long

and patiently, to fatigue by repeated or continued
exertion ;

n adding that Fr. titer, "originally to kill,"
is "used also for, to fatigue or weary. // se tut, he
wearies himself; or, in North country language, he tuts
Himself. Tuing on, toiling away ;" Gl.

Tmer, as the Fathers de Trevoux remark, is indeed
need hyperbolically for Lahore vel negotiis obrui ; and
this deduction is very ingenious. But it is not probable
that this figurative sense of the word could be diffused
even among the vulgar in Britain. A Teutonic source
had previously occurred tome, which I am still inclined
to prefer. Tent, touw-en, premcre, pressare, agitare,
subigere ; Kilian. This v. in Alem. assumes the various
forms of douw-en, domare, duoh-tn, duw-an, and bethuw-
an, premere, snpprimere. It seems doubtful, indeed,
whether we should not trace Tew to A.-S. tcog-an,
too-*, to tug, trahere. It is used with the prep.
en, in reference to the leading forward of an army,
where our phrase might often be applied with consider-
able propriety. Teog-an, or Teo-n on, ducere exer-
citum in. Teak on, duxit copias. Ttoh is also used
as the pre/.

2. A bad taste, especially that occasioned by
dampness, S. B.

3. Iron hardened with a piece of cast iron.

V. Lew [Tew]arxe bore.

TEWEL, s. 1. A tool of any kind. This is

the pronunciation of Shotl., and, indeed, of
the North of S. in general.

2. Sometimes applied to a ship, Shetl.

3. PL tewellUj tools ; applied to military furni-
ture.

The teind of hia tewellU to tell war full teir.

Hauf Coilyear, B. ihj. b.

[To TEV, v. a. To tie, Barbour, xv. 282.]

To TEYM, Teme, v. a. To empty ; teem,

S.B. V.Teem.
Monv offhors to the ground cloun thai cast,
8sitllya thai teym off horss, bot mabitris thar.

Wallace, vUi. 213, MS.
Than young men walit, besy here and thare,
And eik preistis of Hercules altare.

The roistit bullis flenche set by and by,
The bakin brede of baskettis temy* in hye.

Doug. Virgil, 247, 5.

(TEYND, adj. and s. Tenth. V. Teind.]

Teyndfrie, adj. Exempt from tithes. V.
under Teind.]

(TEYNE, s. and v. V. Tene.]

[Teynfuix, adj. Wrathful. V. underTene.]

THA, Thae, That, Thev, pron. These,
those ; all pron. in the same manner.

And the fyrst buke of tha
8all trete fra the begynnyng
Of the warlde.

Wyntown, I 2. 6.

Sa tha nam folk he send to the depfurd,
Gert set the ground with scharp snykis off burd.

Wallace, x. 41, MS.
And were not his expert mart Sibylla
Taucht him thay war bot vode gaistis all tha,
But ony bodyis, as wauuderand wrachis waist,
He had apoun thame rusehit in grete haist

Doug. Virgil, 173, 26.

Qnhat hard mischance filit so thy i>1esand fate ?

Or quhy se I thay fell woundis ? allace !

Ibid. 4a 30.

In they dayis war ma illusiouns

Be Deuillis werkis and coniuratiouns,
Than now thare bene, sa can clerkis deterrae.

For blissit be God, the faith is now mare ferme.
Ibid. 6, 54.

A.-S. thaege, illi.

A.-S. sum* thaege, quidam illorum. It must be
acknowledged, however, that it more nearly approaches
the form of Isl. thaa, the accusative plural of thtyr,

illi. This bears a striking resemblance to tha, used by
our ancient writers.

It is singular that as wo have in S. two peculiar
terms which are often used in the same sense, thir and
thai, the first corresponds to the Isl. nominative pi.

tkeyr, and the second to the accusative.

It is observed, vo. Thir, that thir and thai are
generally opposed, like the*e and thone. Indeed, in
colloquial discourse thir denotes the nearest objects, as
equivalent to E. these ; and thai, objects more distant,

corresponding with E. those.

THACK,*.
Thacker, s.

Thatch. V. Thak.
A thatcher, S.

The thacker said to his man,
Let us raise this ladder, if we can.

Ramsay's S. Prov., p. 68.

"In the dry weather, after the seed-time hire two-
three thaclers to mend the thack on the roofs of such
of the cottars' houses as stand in need of mending."
Blackw. Mac. Oct. 1820, p. 14.

O. E. id. ** Thacker, couurcur de chaume ;" Palsgr.
B. iii. F. 60, b. Fraunces gives it in the form of
" ThaJUar. Sarcitector." Prompt. Parv.

Thack-oate, s. The sloping edge of the

gable-tops of a house, when the thatch
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covers them ; in contradistinction from the
Wind-skews that arc raised higher than the
thatch, Roxb.

1. Unroofed, withoutThackless, adj.

thatch, 8,
8otn« lass maun gae wf a kilted s*rk,
Some priest maun preach in a thacMtss kirk.

Remains q/SUhsdale Song, p. 284

2. Metaph. uncovered, without a hat.

Want mind* them on a thackless scaup,
Wi' a their pouches bare.

Tarras's Poems, p. 17.

"Clothing, necessaries;" Gl. Burns. But this is

only the idea suggested. The phrase itself has a more
general sense.

Thack-Stone,*. Stone fit for coveringhouses.
Ja. VI. P. 23, c 26. V. Skaillie.

TIIAFTS, s. pi. The beuches of a boat, on
which the rowers sit, S.

Belg. do/leu, id. 1st thopte, trabs sen sedile in navi

;

G. Andr., p. 266. ThoUa, transtrae ; VereL

THAI, That, pron. 1. PI. of he or she.

Thai stunt helmys in hy,
Breist plait, and birnv.
Thay renkis maid reddy
All geir that myght gane.

OavxmandOol.,iil 7.

[2. Those ; as, of thai thre men, Barbour, vii.

212 ; this is a dative form still commou.]
Johns, gives A.-S. Ma as the origin of E. they. But

hi is the A.-S. word. This seems from thaegr, like the
pron. tha, thay.

[Thaim-Selwyx, pron. Themselves,Barbour,
i. 502.]

THAIN, adj. Not sufficiently roasted or
boiled, S. V. Thane.

THAINS, *./>/. V. Rayen.

THAIR, Thar, v. impers. Used as expressive
of necessity; generally with the negative
affixed; as, u Ye thair n* fash," you need
not put yourself to the trouble, Dumfr.
Obviously from the same origin with Thar/, q. v. the

f being thrown off for softening the sound.

THAIR. Used in composition like E. there.

There, in comp. (S. thair, thar,) seems to be originally
thegenit, dat. and abl. of the A.-S. article, thaere,
there, corresponding to Gr. rift, ti\v, rn. V. Hickes.
Gramm. A. -8., p. 7. According to this idea, Lyeexpl.
A.-S. Thaer-to, ad cam, earn, id. ; Praeter eum, earn,
id. : Thaer-aefter, post hoc, haec, vel ea, postea

:

Thaer-of, de vel ex eo, ea, iis ; Thaer-inne, in eo, ea,
lis. I am much iucLned to think that A.-S. thaer, ibi,

in that place, was originally the genit. or abl. of the
article ; as Lat. illic, and istie have been formed from
Ute, iste.

Thairanent, Thairattour, adv. Concern-
ing, concerning that.

" Being cairfull that the saniye be cleired to the
leidges, and thay be put in ane certaintie thairanent

the saids Lordis finds and declaris," &c Acts
Sederunt, 29th January 1650.
"Ami gif he dois ony thing thairattour, forthwith

to arreist his persoun & send him to the kingis ward."
Pari. Ja. II., A. 1547, Acts Ed. 1814, c. 25.

Than spak the King, your conclusion is quaint,
And thairattour ye mak to us a plaint

Fruits Peblis. S.P.R.,1 14.

Thairbefor, Tharbefor, adv. Before that
time.

He had in Frounce bene thar be/or
With hys modyr, dame YsabelL

Barbour, xix. 260, MS.

Thairben, Tiieue-ben, adv. In an inner
apartment of a house ; as thairbut respects
an outer apartment, S.

•• For the removing of that impediment of proceeding
in the Utter-house (that the procurator is thair ben) it

is appointit be tho saidis Lordis that tliair sal be
fiftein advocatis norainat ; quha sail be appointit for
the Inner house." Acts Sederunt, 1 1th January, 1604.

•* Hout I;" quoth she, " ye may well ken,
Tis ill brought but that's no there beu.

w

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 525.

One might almost suppose that Ramsay had bor-
rowed this from Roland.

—I wot right well yee ken,
For to bring but it* ill that's not there-hen.

Seaven Sages ; To the Reader.

Sometimes (he-ben. Bare the-ben, having little pro-
vision in the inner part of the house, or spenee.

Sair are we nidder'd, that is what ye ken,
And but for her, we had beeu bare the-ben,

Ross's Uetenore, p. 5L
The butt is used in the same way.

In caice the judge will not permit,
That you come ben, byde still the butt.

P. Hang's Truth's Travels, PennecuiKs
Poems, 1715, p. 106.

Tent, daer-binnen, intro, intus. Belg. daar-buyten.
without that place, Sewel.

It is used in another expressive proverb, S.
" He is well boden there benn.
Who will neither borrow nor lend."

Lend, pron. q. hn\ S.
"A man must be well furnished indeed, who needs

not borrow, and will not lend." Kelly, p. 150.

Thairby, Thare-by, adv. 1. Thereabout,
used with respect to place.

Ane, on the wall that lay,
Besid him till his fere gan say,u This man thinkis to mak gud cher,"
(And nemyt ane husband tharby ner.)

Barbour, x. 887-

2. Thereabout, as to time, S.
A thousand and thre hundyr yere
Nynty and five or thare~by nere,
Robert the Keth, a niychty man
Be lynage, and apperand than
For to be a Lord of mycht,
In Fermartine at Fivy
Assegit his awnt, a gud lady.

Wyntown, ix. 16. %
"Upon Tuesday the ISth of August or thereby

general Lesly raised his army frae Chelsea wood beside
Dunse, and passed over the Tweed that samen day."
Spalding, i 253.

3. Used also with respect to number or quality,

S.
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•• Friday the fourt of Mail, the ducke and his ton
Claude come to thia toun, to the number of ane hun-
dred hors, and threescore hacquebutteris or fhcrby, and
lyghted at the castell gate.'

1 Bannatyne's Journal,

"That the said Thomas Roresonne of Rardarroch hoa
committit and done treassoane—in his fals, audatious,
and vniust forgoing, adulterating, and cunyeing of our
aoaerane lordis money, to the forme of half mark and
fourtie penny oecis, to the sowme of twa thousand
markis or thairbye ; and that in the place of Lochraa-
barie [Lochinabane] within the schirefdomc of Wig-
toon." Acts Ja. VI., 1581, Ed. 1814, p. 200.

4. As respecting size or quantity, S.
" He—gat a piece of fine lint of half a faddomo, or

thareby, fra ane of the suddartis." Anderson's Coll.,

ii. 170.

Belg. daerbey, ad hoe, ad haec, penes, prope, Skin-
ner, to. There.

Thair-doux, Ther doun, adv. Downwards,
in that place below, S.

And throw the wall he maid, with his botkin
A lytil hole richt prevelie maid he,

That all theyr deid thair-doun he mycht weill se.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 71.

Hie soverain Lord, let netr this sinful sot
Do schame frae name unto your nation ;

Let neir again sic an he calW a Scot,
A rotten crok, louse of the dok ther doun.

Kennedy, Evergreen, ii. 72.

Thair-east, There east, adj. In the east

;

also, towards the east, S.

" Clydesdale was somewhat suspected in their affec-

tion to the cause, especially the Marquisscs of Hamilton
and Douglasses appearing against us ; wherefore the
Tables there east thought they should not conjoin, but
divided them in four. Baillie's Lett., i. 164.

Thairfra, Therefrae, adv. From that

place, therefrom, S.

"Thir lordis—asscmblit at Edinburgh, and thairfra

went with the kingis grace to Meggat land." Pits-

eottie's Cron., p. 341.

"Upon Friday the 26th of Angnst [1638] some
friends lifted the marquis* coruse upon a litter frae the
chapel of Strathboggie to the kirk of Belly, and upon
the morn at night u likewise carried therefrae to his

own lodging in Elgin,—and noon the 30th of August
his corps were lifted therefrae, daring above the coffin

a rich mortcloth of black velvet, whereon was wrought
two white crosses." Spalding, L 53.

Thairfurth, adv. In the open air, S.

He punyst thciffis, reoers & othir criminabyll per-

aonis with sic seuerite and justice, that the bestiall &
fndis lav thairfurth but ony tinbill." Bellend. Cron.,
oL 17, d. Sub dio asservabantur ; Boeth.

Thairtx, Therein, adv. At home, within
doors, S.

•• Bessy Cbisholm—Heh 1 Are ye therein f" Perils

of Man, lii. 202.

Thairintill, Thereintill, adv. Therein.

•• All bands and actis of caution to be tacn and res-

sawed in snspensiounes heirefter, shall bear this clause
insert thairintilL" Act Sederunt, 29th January, 1650.
V. Intil.

" The earl, seeing he—could not get them overcome
and subdued without an lieutcnantry—which the king
graciously granted to him for some years, and to sit,

cognosce, aud decern upon some capital points allcnarly,

specially set down theireintill" Spalding, i. 5.

Tiiairour, Thar ouk, adv. On the other

side, in relation to a river.

Bathe boras and men into the wattir fell,

The hardy Scottis, that wald na langar duell.

Set on the lain* with strakis sad and sar :

Off thoira thar our, as than sowerit thai war.
Wallace, vii. 1187, MS.

Thereover, Edit 1648.

Tiiairowt, Tiiauout, adv. Without, as de-

noting exclusion from a place, S.

The yett he wor, quhill cummin was all the rout,

Of Ingiyi and Scottis, he held na man tharout.

Wallace, iv. 438, MS.
Is this fair Lady Chestety ?

I think it war a grit nitie m
That ye sould be Utairowt.

Lyndsay, 8. P. R., ii. 51.

To lie thairout ; to lie in the open air during night, S.

Tent, daer-ut, is used in a different sense, signifying

ex eo, inde, thence.

Thairtill, Tuertvll, adv. Thereto.

Nor mysknaw not the condiciouns of vs

Latyne pepyll ami folkis of Saturn us,

Ynconstrenyt, not be law bound thertylU

Doug. Virgil, 212, 21.

Tharetiirow, adv. By that means, thence.

"And thartthrow we ar gritumlie and cnormlie

hurt" Acts Ja. V., 1540, Ed. 1814, p. 358. V. Ex-
ORMLIE.

Teut. daer-deur, iliac, illinc, iatinc, is formed in- the
same manner.

Thair up, adv. Out of bed.

" I haue walkit laiter thair up then I wald haue done,

gtf it had not bene to draw sum thing out of him, quhilk
this beirer will schaw yow, quhilk is the fairest com-
moditie, that can be otierit to excuse your aflairis."

Lett. Buchanan, Detect Q. Mary, H., 3. b. Jay veille*

plus tard la haul que je n'eusse fait, &c, Fr. copy.

THAIRM, TnERM, Tiiaiux, s. 1. Used in

relation to the belly or gut of man, S.

" He that has a wide therm, had never a long arm."
S. Prov. "Gluttonous people will not be liberal of

their meat" Kelly, p. 137.

"A wide thairm has seldom a long arm," Loth.

This is obviously the primary and literal sense of the

word.

2. Intestines twisted, like E. Tharm, especially

catgut, S.

Oh, had M'Lauchlan thainn-inspiring sage.

Burns, voL iii. 59.

E. tharrn seems to be restricted to the intestines as

in a prepared state. " Intestines twisted for several

uses ; Johns.
The O. E. word has been used both for the entrails

in their natural state, and when prepared as a dish.
•• Tharme. Snmcn. Viacus." Prompt. Parv.

We learn from Skinner, that in Lincolns. the term
denotes the intestines as cleansed for being stuffed with
pudding, &c. In S. it is chiefly used in its primitive

sense.
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[Aboon them a* ye tak your place

Fsinch, tripe, or thairm.
Burns, Vol ill. 217.]

A.-S. thearm, intestinum, "an entraill, or inward
pari, either of man or any living thing, a gut, a
bowell ;" Somner. Alera. and III. tharm, Su.-G. tarm,

Tent, darm, id. G. Andr. gives it in pi. tharmar.

This is expL by Haldoreon of the small guts ; Inteatina

tcnuia, ilia.

Thairm-Band, s. A string or cord of catgut

for turning a spinning-wncel, S.

THAK, *. 1. Thatch ; the covering of a roof

when made of straw, rushes, heath, &c.

Thack, S. Yorks.

Sum grathis first the thak and rufe of tre,

And sum about deluis the fousy depe.

Doug. Virgil, 26, 17.

Thack and raj*, the covering of a stack, S.

The stacks get on their winter-hap.

And thack and rape secure the toil-worn crap.

Burns, lii. 51.

In thack an* rape, in order, as denoting what is com-
pletely secured or perfectly well regulated.—" If it's your honour, we'll a

1 be as right and tight

as (hack and rape can make us." Guy Mannering, in.

202.
"He kens weel eneugh wha feeds him and deeds

him, and keeps a' tight thack and rape when his coble

is jowing awa in the Firth, poor fallow." Antiq., ii.

281.
" Thack and rape, commonly used in allusion to the

stacks in the barn-yard, after they are thatched-in for

the winter ; so that under thack and rape means snug
and comfortable ;" Gl. Antiq.

2. The roof or covering of a house, whatever
be the materials of which it is made.

41 Johne Betoune of Creich—protestit that sen he
has the keping of the palice of Falkland, and the samyn
is rivin, the thak therof is brokin, and will tak gret

skaith without it be hastelie remedit, therefore to

cause the faltis be mendit," &c. Acts Ja. V., 1525,

Ed. 1814, p. 296.

This cannot be understood of thatch in the common
sense. The covering must have been stone, or slate, if

not lead.

It is indeed expressly used to denote a roof of slate.

"The sklaUt that haddis owt na rane." Aberd. Reg.
Cent 16.

To Tiiak, Thack, v. a. To thatch, S. O. E.

id. " I thacke a house." Palsgraue.

Out of aw thack and raip, a proverbial phrase, ap-
plied to one who acts quite in a disorderly way ; q.

resembling thatch so loosed by the wind, that the rope
has no hofa of it.

S. thac, theac, Isl. thak, Su.-G. tak, Alem. theki,

Germ, dach, Lat. tcct-um, a roof or covering for a house.

V. Theik, v.

O.E. id. " Thak. Tegmen. Sarcitectum." Prompt.
Parv. "Thacke of a house, [Fr.] chaume;M Palsgr.

B. iit. F. 69, b.

Thak-Burd, $. The thatch-board, the roof.

Fvr all cler

8one throw the thak burd gan apper.
Barbour, iv. 126, MS.

THAN, adv. Then, at that time, S.

Than gaddrvt he rycht hastily
Thaim that he mowcht of his raenye.

Barbour, xvl 370, MS.

VOL. IV.

Bot than the trumpetti* werely blastis aboundis,
Wyth terribjl brag of brasin bludy sonndis.

Doug. Virgil, 294, 61
Be than, by that time ; Or than, before that time.

V. Be Than.
The S. word retains the orthography of the ven-

erable Bishop of the Moeso-Goths ; than, turn, tune.

Than and haita im / •• Then I will profess unto them."

.

Matt vii. 23.

THAN, Or than, conj. Else, elsewhere, S. B.

^
This seems an oblique use of the same word as

signifying tunc, turn, then ; as, "Come name sune,

or than I'll be angry ;" i.e., If you do not return

soon, my displeasure will be the consequence.

THANE, Thayxe, 8. A title of honou r, used

among the ancient Scots,which seems gradu-

ally to have declined in its signification.

Quheu Makbeth, Fynlayk thus wes slane,

Of Fyfe Makduff that tj me the Thane
For his trawaille snd his bownte
At Malcolme as Kyng askyd thire thre.

WynUnen, vi 19. 2.

And thai weraen than thowcht he
Thre werd systrys ma*t lyk to be.

The fyrst he hard sav gangand by,
•• Lo, yhonilyr the thayne of Crwmbawchty.**
The tothir woman sayd agayne,
" Of Morave yhondyre I se the Thayne.-

Ibid. 18.21

Although it occurs in our history before the reign

of Malcolm Canmore, it has been supposed that it was
introduced by this prince, for his attachment to A.-S.

manners, as he had been educated in the English court

;

Notes to Sibb. Fife, p. 224. But it is more probable,

that it was borrowed from the A.-S. in an earlier reign,

as in this it seems to have given place to the title of

Earl; Lord Hailes* Annals, i. 27.

This, as taking place of Afunnor, appears to have
been the highest title of honour known in S., before

the reign of Malcolm Canmore. Afterwards, that of

Earl was probably reckoned more honourable, as hav-

ing obtained a more determinate sense in England after

the Norman conquest. For, according to Spelman,
(vo. Eorla) Erie seems rather to have denoted a Duke
than a Count.

It has been supposed, that there were Earls in S.

even before the time of Malcolm II. Dalyells Frag-

ments, Desultory Reflections, p. 37. Torfaeus says;

Fuit quidam Comes in Scotia Melbrigdiua, Hist. Or-

ead, arc. A. 860. Lib. i. c. 4. According to Sturlson,

"Earl Sieurd killed Melbrigd, called Tonn, a Scot-

tish Earl/' Sigurdr Iari drap Mefbrigda Tonn, Iari.

Skotukan ; Heimskringla, V. i. 99. Torfaeus also

mentions Dungad Conies Catcnesiae, A. 875. He is

called Dungadr iarh of Katanese ; Orkneyinga S., p.

4. We also read of Erp, the son of Meldun, a certain

Earl from Scotland ; Melduni cujusdam comitis c

Scotia, about 870, Hist. Oread. Lib. i. c. 5, of Earls

Hund and Melsnat, the kinsman of Malcolm, who
afterwards came to the throne, A. 993. Ibid. c. 10.

And Mr. Dalyell also refers to Adils and Hring, A
9S5, who both receive the name of Iari ; Egill, Skalla-

grim S. But there is no evidence that they resided in

Scotland. They are called two brothers who presided

over Bretlandi, the land of the Britons ; and are said

to have been, skatigilldir undir Adafstrin koniing, tri-

butaries to Athelstan King of England. V. Johnstone,
Antiq. Celto-Scand., p. 33, comp. with pp. 41, 42.

Mention is made, in Niala Saga, of an Earl Melkolf,

i.e., Malcolm, who seems to have resided on the

Border, in a place called Whitsburg, near Berwick.
V. Johnstone, p. 142.

In the same work Makbeth Comes, 952, is also

mentioned ; and Finleikus Comes Scotorum, 9S5. OL

u 3
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TVjrgguason S. It is added, that, " if wo might credit
Torfaeus,—Malcolm Mackenneth was in use to create
Earls ;" and that "there is an earlier account -of the
creation of an Earl ;" for Sknli, the brother of Liot,

having gone into Scotland, was there dignified with
the name of Earl by the Scottish king. V. 01. Tryg-
goason S. Johnstone, p. 118.

Mr. Dalyell has justly observed, that "great lati-

tude must be given to the imperfect accounts Torfaeus
and the writers of the Sagas might obtain.** When
they use the term, it is highly probable, that it is

meant to express the dignity of Thane ; as the latter

designation, although of Gothic origin, docs not appear
to nave been used, among the Scandinavians, as so
honourable a term, or in so definite a sense.

It is probable, that some were created, by our kings,
earls in Caithness, before the term was more generally
used. As this country had been long in the possession
of the Norwegians, and governed by those who had
been honoured with this title by the Icings of Norway,
their successors in power, who adhered to the Scottish
crown, might view it as more honourable than Thane.

It seems evident that this name, as used in the in-

stances referred to, was not merely honorary, but de-
scriptive of office. For no sooner was Skuli, above
mentioned, made an Earl, than he raised forces in

Caithness, and led them into the islands ; Antiq. Celto-

Scand., p. 1 18. The same thing was done by Moddan,
after he had been made an Earl by a Scottish king,

called Karl by the Norwegian writers ; Orkneyinga,
8., p. 31. Whether such a king ever existed or not, is

not material These passages shew, that they under-
stood the title as conferring at least territorial

authority.

It is probable that Thane was at first synon. with
Lat. Comes, as expressive of an honour arising from
office. He, who enjoyed this title, seems to have pre-

sided in a county, and sometimes in a province. Mac-
duff, as Thane of Fife, must have had an extensive
jurisdiction.

It may also be supposed, that he had a partial com-
mand in the army, at least of the forces in his own
district. Spelman accordingly observes, that Thane,
among the ancient Scots, is equivalent to Toseh ; and
Gael. Toshich signifies the General, or Leader of the
ran. This interpretation, as Dr. Macnherson observes,

is confirmed by the name of a considerable family in

the Highlands of Scotland,—the clan of M'Intosh, who
say, that they derive their pedigree from the illustrious

Macduff, once Thane, ana afterwards Earl of Fife.

Macduff in consideration of his services to Malcolm
Canmore, obtained a grant, which gave him and his

heirs a right of leading the van of the royal army on
•very important occasion. The chieftain of the clan,

that is descended from this great Earl, is stilcd Mac in

Toshich, that is to say, "the Son of the General."

Crit. Diss. 13.

The Thane, according to Boece, collected the king's

revenues ; FoL 20, a. Fordun, speaking of an A bthane,

says that, " under the king, he was the superior of

those who were bound to give an annual account of

their farms and rents due to the king. For," he adds,

"the Abthane had to reckon the royal revenues, as

discharging the office of a Steward or Chamberlain."
lib. iv. c. 43.

Thane, according to Mr. Pinkerton, is equivalent

to Murmor; (Enquiry, ii. 193) which seems to have
been the highest title anciently given to a subject.

To this, we imagine, the A.-S. term succeeded. It

is worthy of observation, that Thane and Mair, in their

primary sense, conveyed the same idea ; both signi-

fying a servant.

As Thane succeeded to Mair in its composite form
{Murmor), it is hence probable, that there has been
tome foundation for the assertion of Buchanan and
other writers, that the Thane not only administered

justice, but collected the King's revenues in a county
or district. For Gael, maor is also expl. steward. V.
Mair.

It has been supposed, that the Thane "did not
transmit his honours to his posterity ;" Notes Sibb.
Fife, p. 223. This is not quite consistent with what
is said, in the page immediately preceding, that the
extract from the Book of Paisley represents Macduff
asking the privileges referred to, for himself and his

successors. Thanes of Fife. This extract evidently
supposes indeed, that, in this family at least, the
honour was hereditary. Petit a rege Malcolmo,
primum, quod ipso et successores, Thani de Fyft

regem
tempore sui coronationis in sede regia locaret. Ap.
Sibb, Fife, p. 212.

From some ancient charters, it appears that than-

ages were hereditary. In one granted by David II.,

it is said ;
" Although we have infeoffed Walter de

Lesly, Knight, in the Thanttge of Abirkyrdore, in

the sheriffdom of Banff, and in the Thanages of Kyn-
cardyn ; nevertheless, because perchance the heirs

of the Thanes who anciently held the said Thanages
in few farm, may be able to recover the said Than-
ages, to be held as their predecessors held them ; we
have granted, that if the said heirs, or any one of

them, should recover the said Thanage*, or any one
of them, our said cousin atid his heirs shall have the
services of the said heirs or heir of the said Thanes
or Thane, and the few farms anciently due from the
foresaid Thanages." Robertson's Index of Charters,

p. 87, No. 220. V. also p. 96, No. 315 ; p. 121, No.
72; p. 133, N. 13.

It may be added, that the title of Earl of Fife, which
succeeded to that of Thane of life, and which seems to
have included all the honours connected with the
latter, was given by David Bruce to Sir Thomas Bisct,

and his heirs male by Isabella de Fyf; whom failing,

the whole earldom was to return to the King and his

heirs. Ibid. p. 74. No. 62.

Sometimes this honour was conferred only for life.

Thus, the moiety of the Thanage of Fermartine, in the
shire of Aberdeen, is given by David Bruce to the Earl
of Sutherland, and his male heirs, "which had formerly
been given to him only during the term of his life.

Ibid. p. 81, No. 157.

The last Thane said to be mentioned is William
Thane of Caldor; Cart. Morav. foL 98. V. Hailea'

Annals, i 27, N.
It perhaps deserves notice, that all the thanedoms

specined, in the Index of Charters, are to the north of

Forth, and seem to have been situated within the limits

of the Pictish kingdom, in the counties of Cromarty,
Banff; Aberdeen, Kincardine, Forfar, Fife, and in the
lower parts of Perthshire. Shall we view this as proof,

that the designation never extended to that part of the
country which was inhabited by the Celts ?

Abthane has been considered as a title expressive of
still higher dignity, and explained as equivalent to that
of High Steward of Scotland ; Buchanan, Hist. vii. 19.

This title, it has been conjectured, has found a place
in our history, merely in consequence of a mistake of

Fordun, who perhaps unwilling to admit that an
Abbot was married, or misled by the contractions

common in MSS., has substituted Abthane of Dull, for

Abbat of Dunkeldyn. V. Pink. Enquiry, ii. 193.

Notes of Wynt. ii. 467. But Mr. Pinkerton seems to

go too far, when he says ; " Who ever heard of an Ab*
thane?" The modest remark made by Mr. Macpherson
supplies an answer to this query. "The nature and
antiquity of this office is unknown to me ; but that
there was such an office, and that it remained for ages
after this time, is unquestionable. David II. granted
to Donald Macnayre the lands of Easter Fossacnc with
the Abthanrie of Dull in Perthshire. [Roll, D. 2. K,
22, in MS. Marl. 4609.] The Bailleric of Abthane of

Dull, and the lands of the Abthane of Kinghorn, occur
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in other grants in the same MS. in Roll D. 2. F.n V.
Robertson's Index, p. 4G, No. 46. 50.

Mr. Pinkerton seems inclined to think, that Abthane
is q. Abbot-Thane, a title given to a Thane who was
also an Abbot, and corresponding to Abfxut Comet expl.

by Du Cange, as denoting a laic count of whom an
abbey was given in commendam. But, whatever be
the origin of the particle prefixed, it seems to have
signified an inferior dignity.

This idea is confirmed by finding the abthanrio
of Monifeith, certainly a small territory, perhaps not
extending so far as the modern parish of this name in

Angus, mentioned in the Chartulary of Aberbrothick.
—Michael de Monifuth Dompnus Abfmthanie ejus-

dem, Salutem eternam in Dno. Novcrit universitas
estra, me et heredes meos teneri, et tcnore presencinm
firmiter obligari, Dno Abbati de Abbr. qui pro tempore
fuerit, st ejusdem loci Conventui, in sex soiidos et octo
denarios bonorum legalium sterliugorum, pro tofto et
crofto que ab eis ad fcodefirmam tcneo in territorio

predicte Abbathanie de Monifoth solvencies eisdem, &c.
FoL 11, b.

The title of Thane, as has been formerly observ-
ed, seems gradually to have sunk in its meaning.
It may not perhaps be viewed as a sufficient proof
of this, that, according to our old laws, the Cro of an
Earl's son was equal to that of a Thane ; Reg. Maj.
Lib. iv., c. 36, s. 2. In the Statute* of Alexander II.,

however, the Thane is ranked, not only as inferior to
a Baron, but apparently as on a level with a Knight.
"Touching all others quha remaines from the hoist,

that is, of lands perteiniug to Bischops, Ahbats, Karles,

Barones, Knichts, Thanes, quha halds of the King :

ths king allanerlie sail haue the vnlaw :—Bot the king
sail haue onlie the ane halfe thereof : and the Thane,
or KnicJtt, ane other half." Stat. Alex. II., c. 15, s. 2.

It affords further evidence of this, that, whereas, in
the more early periods of our history, a Thanedom
seems to have been as extensive as a sheriffdom, in the
reign of Robert Bruce, and of his son David, wc find
several Thanedom* within one county ; as the Thane*
dom of Aberbothnot, of Cowie, of Abcrlachwich, of
Morphie, of Duris, of Newdoskis, &c, in the sheriffdom
of Kincardine. V. Robertson's Index of Charters, p.
17, No, 65, 56, p. 18, No. 59, p. 23, No. 4, p. 32, No.
14, p. 33, No. 37.

It appears, indeed, that some of the more ancient
Thaneaoms were as extensive as what are now called
counties, including all the extent of jurisdiction origin-
ally given to Comites or Earls. This is evident, not
only from the Thanedom of Fife, but from that ascrib-

ed to Macbeth. lie, as has been seen, is called by
Wyntown, Thayne of Crumbaicchty, i.e., Cromarty.
Now, this was a sheriffdom as early at least as the
reign of Robert Bruce. Robertson's Index, p. 2, No.

' 50. In this reign also, the Thandome of Alith (Alyth)
gave designation to a sheriffdom. Ibid. p. 4, No. 38.

In some instances, the term Thandome is used as
synon. with Barony. Thus, the " baronies of Kincar-
dm, and Aberluthnok, and Fettercardin, vie. Kincar-
din, (Ibid. p. 63, No. 53.) are called •« the thanedome of
Kincardine, Abcrcouthnot, [in both places for Aber-
luthnot] Fetherkern;" Ibid. p. 65, No. 15, Chart.
David II. At first view it might seem that the thane-
dome, as mentioned in the singular, included these
three baronies. But we find the phrase, thanagiorum
de Kincardyn, Abirlonthnot, et rethirkern, in vie de
Kincardyn ; Ibid. p. 89, No. 242.
According to the A.-S. laws, as Cowel has remarked

after Spelman, some, distinguished by this title, were
called Thani Majores and Thani Regis ; while those
who served under them, as they did under the King,
were denominated Thani minores, or the lesser Thane*.
The term, as used in the laws of Alex. II., seems near-
ly to correspond to the latter.

In its original use, indeed, in other languages, it

was quite indefinite. A.-S. thegent thegn, in its

primary sense, deuotcs a servant. Thus theowne
othihe frige signifies a slave as distinguished from a
freeman ; Leg. Inae, c. 11. Hence it was trans-

ferred to a military servant ; and, from the dignity
attached to an important trust in war, it seems at

length to have been used to signify a grandee, one
who enjoyed the privilege of oeing near the per-

son of the King, or of representing him in the ex-

ercise of authority. The person, who was thus dis-

tinguished, was designed eyninge* thegen ; Thanut
regius, satrapa, optimas, dynasta, baro. One of an
interior rank was called medmera thegen, mediocris vel

inferior Thanus ; "a Thane or nobleman of a lower
degree, as that at this day of a Baronet ;" Somner.
Woruld-thegen signified a secular Thane ; maes&t-thegen,

a spiritual Thane or priest.

Germ, degen has a similar variety of significations ;

servns ; civis, et quilibet subditus ; dominus, sed

superiori domino (Principi vel IJcgi) obnoxius ; miles,

ab infimaad supremam conditionem ; virfortis ; sensos

a milite ad omnes strenuos traductus. Franc, thegn

signified not only a common soldier, but a general. V.
Wachter.

Dan. degn, diagn, now written tagn, was used nearly

with the same latitude as the Germ, word Worm.
Monum. Dan. p. 264—267. Schiltcr seems to give the

original sense. For he observes, that Alem. thegam

properly signifies a man ; hence theganliche, viriliter.

manfully. '* By and by," he says, •• it came to be used

to denote the peculiar state of those subject to the

power of others, as soldiers, and servants." He derives

it from diuh-en, progredi, proficcre, crcsccre, prodesse ;

vo. Ditthen, p. 230.

In the celebrated Death-Song of Regner Lodbrog, v.

23, this phrase occurs ; Hrokkve ei degnfyrir degne ;

Man yields not to man ; literally thane—to thane.

Spelman, although he explains thegan, vir fortis, men-
tions (esse thegen as used in the Laws of Canute, MS.,
in the sense of, mediocris homo. OL Wormius seems

to think that the office of Decanns, (mentioned by
Vegetius, Lib. 2. c. 13.) who presided over ten soldiers,

might originate from this Gothic term.
It appears that Alem. thegan denoted a servant,

prior to its use as signifying a grandee. For an epithet

was prefixed to determine its signification. Hence
ed'dthegan, literally, a noble servant. It is evident,

indeed, that thegan was anciently synon. with skalk,

L-nab, and hieclit; all signifying a servant. Hence
Lindenbrog, vo. Adelscalc, expL this term as equivalent

to Germ, edelhnab ; adding, that they were formerly

denominated edUdtgin. Aedelkntdit was used in a

similar sense in Denmark. Monum. ubi sup. In Isl.,

thegn is equivalent to Lord. Thiaegn oc thratl, dominns
et servus ; Verel. To the same source Danm man, a

Su.-G. title of honour has been traced. V. Ihre in vo.

But this is doubtful ; as thaegn in that language

corresponds to A-S. thegn.
[•• A.-S. thegen, thegn, often tiitn, (by contraction) a

thane ; Grein, ii. 578. The- lit. sense is * mature ' or
.

grown up ; and the etymology is from thigen, pp. of

thihan, to grow up, be strong, avail, a verb which is

commoner in the by-form thedn, with pp. thogen.
n

Prof. Skcat's Etym. Diet., p. 634.]

It may also deserve attention, that the oldest Francic

or Theotisc writers give the word under consideration,

not only the same signification, but nearly the same
form as in A-S. Otfrid, who wrote in the ninth cen-

tury, in various instauces uses thegan for famulus, or

miles.

As it has been already remarked, that it was applied

to a military servant, perhaps in this sense it primarily

denoted those who sustained this character without

any distinction. For in the A.-S. version we find it

used for soldiers in general ; even those who were sub-

ject to a centurion. Ic com man under anweaide gesett.
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and ic kebbe thegnas under me ; "lama man under
authority, having soldier$ under me ;

M
Matt., 8, 9. In

the parallel passage, Luke, 7, 8, the term is cempan,
warriors, whence S. kemuer, one who strives with
•noiber. In Gr. the word is the same in both places,
rr^«rM^r«f.

Shaw views Gael. TanaUte, "lord, dynast, governor,"
as equivalent to Thane, Dr. Macpherson indeed
Apprehends, that it is an ancient Gael, word, signifying
" toe second person or second thing. " In proof of this
he observes, that " before the conquest of Ireland by
Henry the second, the title of Tanirt became obsolete."
Crit. Diss. 13. It appears, however, that it continued
to be used so late as the year 1504. V. Ware's Antiq.,
p. 71. From the similarity of the terms, and from the
sameness of signification, it is far more probable, that
Tanid was formed from Thane, or was imported into
Ireland by the Belgae. In confirmation of this, it may
bo observed, that there is no evidence of tho existence
of any Celtic root, from which Tan itt can reasonably
bo deduced. Rev. Mr. Todd, has thrown out the
tame idea, in his Illustrations of Spenser, vol. viii. 308.

Thaxedom, Thayndom, Tiianage, s. The
extent of the jurisdiction of a Thane.

Sons eftyre that in hys yhowthad
Of thyr Thayndomys he Thayne wes made.

WynUntm, vi. 18. 28.
M—Hngonis de Ross, of the Thanage of Glendouachy

in Bemfe"—"Hngonis Barclay, of the Thaniage of
Balhelvic." Robertson's Index of Charters, p. 2, No.
45.4a. V. Thane.

THANE, 8. Apparently, a fane.

Feill turretis men micht find,

And goldin thanis waifand with the wind.
Police of Honour, iii. 16.

This interpretation is confirmed by the use of the
tens obviously in the same sense.

"Both these isles had battalines, and buttrages
round about them, with cross thanes of iron on the top
of each of them." Orew's Chanonry Aberd., p. 62.

Croes-thane is also used as a composite word.
" The two lesser steeples have ooth cross-thanes of

iron upon their tops." Ibid. p. 60.

L.R ien-a, or ten-la, denotes the extremity of the
garland, or ribbons of different colours, which hang
down from a crown or chaplet. V. Du Cange.

THANE, Thain, adj. 1. Not sufficiently

roasted or boiled, rare ; a term applied to

meat, S.

"The meat is thain; raw, little done." Sir J.

Sinclair's Observ., p. 109.

2. Moist, applied to meal, &c., when in a
damp state, Lanarks., Loth. " I dinna like

thain meal ;" i.e., made of oats that have
not been much dried on the kiln.

A. Bor. tkone, tKony ; mea sentcntis, q. " thaum

;

damp, moist
;
" Ray. The words are also common in

linciohis. Y. Skinner. Grose gives the extract so in-

correctly as to be unintelligible.

A.-S. than, moist, humid ; as meat of this descrip-

tion retains more of the natnral juices ; thaen-ian9 to

1 THANKFUL, adj. 1. Used in the sense

of thankworthy, praiseworthy.
—"His grace thinkia that he will nocht be vnre-

nbrand and vngrate for the gude and thankfull ser-

to bun be his saidis erlis, lordis, baronis,

and liegis of all degreis," Ac. AcU Ja. V., 1540, Ed.
1814, p. 363.

A.-S. thanc-futt not only signifies gratiarum plenus,

but gratus, apparently in the same sense as here, as
denoting what is acceptable.

2. Denoting what ought to be sustained as

sufficient and legal.

— *'Aught dayes after the compicit schering of ilk

sort of cornis being owtrun, that it sal be lesomc to

the awners, at the saidis aucht dayes end, to mak re-

quisitioun vpoun vther aucht dayes, to mak thame
thankfull teynding at the expyring of the saidis last

aucht dayes,—that it salbe lauchfull to the awners of

the saidis comes to tcynd and stak the same thame
•elms." Acta Ja. VI., 1612, Ed. 1814, p. 472.

[THAR, TlIARF, TllARTH, v. impera. It

needs, it is necessary, Barbour viii. 257, xii.

300. V. Thurt.
In Jamieson's edit., misprinted char in both places.]

Who wil lesinges layt,

Thar/ him no ferther go

;

Falsly canatow favt,

That ever worth the wo.
Sir Tristrem, p. 175.

" To dare.—He will not dare {be able) to go far ;"

OL Trist. It seems rather to signify, to need, to have
occasion, to find it necessary. A.-S. thearf-an, carcre,

imligere, opus habere ; Moes.-G. tharf-an, thanrb-an
t

necciee habere, Alem. tharf-an, tharb-cn, Isl. thurf-a,

[tkarfar], Su.-G. tarfio-a, id.

Var*at—thaurf, necessum erat ; it was necessary ;

Lodbrokar Quids, st 14. The word occurs in the
same sense in Alem. iVtt tharf, non opus est ; Otfrid.

Me tharth haue nane nov of myne eraod,

For me think thow will be thair efter as thow tellis.

Rauf CoUyear, C. j. b.

Thar is used in the same sense by Chaucer.

Have thou ynough, thee thar not plainen thee.

Wif of Bathe, Prol. v. 5918.

Me tharth, it behoves me. Tharth seems to be
softened from thearft, 3. pen. sing. pros, indie

(THARE, Ther. V. Thair.]

* THAT, pron. Often improperly used in-

stead of This, S.
M He and his army saw a vision in the heavens, with

that motto upon it, ' In Christ ye shall overcome.'

"

Walker's Peden, p. 84.

THAT, adv. or conj. 1. So, to such a de-

gree; as, "Is he that frail that he canna
rise?" Is he so frail that he cannot get

out of bed? S.

2. Often used nearly in the same sense with

E. very, but understood as rather weaker.

Ye think my muse nae that ill-faurd,

Seil o' your face t

Skinner's Misc. Poetry, p. 109.

•• Evan Dhu Maccombich—declared his intention to

set off immediately in pursuit of the cattle, which he
pronounced to be 'no that far off;—they have broken
the bone,' he observed, *but have had no time to suck
the marrow. '

" Waverley, i. 236. V. Curny.
It almost invariably has the negative preceding ; as,

"Mae that ill," not very bad. "Nae that weet," not
very wet. It has been remarked, that it answers ex-

actly to Lat Ita; as, "Nae that mony." Non ita

rnulti, Cic. It would seem to have originated as a
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comparative mode of leaking, and as expressive of a

reply to something previously asserted, or to a question

proposed ; as if it were equivalent to tho narticle So,

q. •• Not so bad as you seem to think," "Not so wet
as it was last night."

3. It sometimes serves, like E. So or Such,

although not so intensively, to return the

sense of a word or sentence going before ;

as, *He was ance a thief, and he'll avc be

that? S.

THAUT, s. A sob, Gl. Ross; perhaps rather

a beat ; synon. with Thud.

This is the orthography of the First Edit, of Hele-

nore, p. 17. V. Thout, *.

THEATS, s.pl. Ropes or traces. V. The-
tis.

THE. Used instead of To; as theday, the night,

the year, to-day, to-night, this year, S.

"Ye maun ken I was at the shirra's the day ; for—

I

gang about a' gates tike the troubled spirit." Anti-

quary, u. 128.

An' some, that wadna like it said,

Hath got their noddles knappit
Rightm the night.

Tarras** Poems, p. 66.

I winna be married the year,

Suppose I were courted by twenty.
Song, Patie's Wedding.

The Scottish idiom is, in this instance, formed in a
different manner from that of the English. To, al-

though the idea is the same in to-day, continued from
A.-S. to daeg, is undoubtedly the prep, in the sense of

Lat. ad, o. on this day, or during its lapse. The may
be viewed as the Norm. Sax. relative, which is used in

the same form in all the cases. It seems here to have
the use of a demonstrative, as equivalent to this. The
day, accordingly, resembles Lat. hodie, q. hoc die, on,

or during this day.
fThe is more probably A. -S. th/, instrumental and

ablative case of the def. article.]

THE, Thee, Tiiey, #. Thigh.
As he glaid by, aukwart he couth hym ta,

The and arson in sondyr gart he ga.

Wallace, iii. 176, US.

He lappi* me fast by baith the theys.

Doug. Virgil, 88, 54.

A.-S. ikeo, theoh, thegh, Belg. die, id. The original

idea seems retained in Isl. tnio, which denotes the
thickest part of the flesh of any animal. Densissima
et crississima carnis oars in quovis corpore vel animali.
Inde thio, foemur ; VereL

The-pess, #. Thigh-piece, or armour for the
thigh.

Throuch out the stour to Wallace sone he socht

;

On the thepess a felloun strak hym gailT,

Kerwit the plait with his scharp grounriyn glaift".

Wallace, viil 265, MS.

Rendered pesant, Edit. 1648, 1673, &c.

To THE, Thee, v. «. To thrive, to prosper.

The eldest than began the grace, and said.

And blissit the breid with Benedicitie,

With Dominus Amen, sa mot I the.

Priests of Peblis, S. P. R.f L 4.

Let's drink, sod rant, and merry make,
And he that spares ne'er mote he thee.

RitsoWs S. Songs, ii 132.

But wearie fa' the fairy wicht
That's tane my bairn frao me ;

I need nae wis* that he war dead.
But may he never thee /

Mary o Craignethan, Edin. Mag. June 1819, p. 527.

Fraunces gives both the v. and the «. •• The-ne or

Thryuen. Vigeo.

—

Thedam. Vigeucia." Prompt
Parv.

A.-S. thc-an, proficcre, vigere, to thrive. Tkeak

htca theo on eallum iceliutn ; Quamvis qui* polleat

omnibus divitiis; Boeth. c. 19. ap. Lye. Moes.-G.

tkeik-an, Alem. thi-en, Su. -G. ty-a, Isl. tya-a. Germ.

deik-en, Bclg. dij-en, dyden, id. However different

in form, this v. seems to acknowledge a comu'oa origin

with Dow, 2. to thrive, q.v.

This v. is frequently used by Chaucer.

So Me ik, quod he, ful wel coude I him quite,

With blering of a proud milleres eye.

Reeve's ProJ. ver. 8862.

He also uses thedome for thriving, success.

What f evil tfieilome on his monkes snoute.
. Shipman's T. 18335.

M TAeoA,or Theeh; in latter English Tkee.—To thrive,

or to prosper ; and so is also Betheed, and Beth it d, for

having prospered." Verstegan's Restitut., p. 259.

(THECK, *. Heather brought to the farm-

yard as litter for cattle, Shetl. Goth, thak,

Sw. tak, Dan. takke, thatch, a covering.]

THEDE, e. 1. A nation, a people.

—Ye are thre in this thede thrivand oft in taring;

War al your strenthis in ane,

In his grippis and ye gane,

He wald ourcum you ilk ane.

Oatcan and OoL il 3.

i.e., " Ye are three persons, belonging to this nation,

often prosperous in the heat of battle."

A.-S. theod, gens, populus.

It seems used in this sense by R. Brunne :

—

Tille Adelwolf gaf he Westex, hede of slle the thede,

Lordschip ouer all the lornles bituex Douer L Tuede.

p. 18.

2. A region, a province.

8en hail our doughty elderis has bene endurand,
Thrirandly in this thede, unchargit as thril.

If I for obesiance, or boist, to bondage me bynde,
I war wourthy to be
Bingit heigh on ane tre,

That ilk creature might se

To waif with the wynd.
Oawan and OoL, ii. la

It might bear this sense in the passage quoted, sense

1. In Uie same poem i. 14 instead of

—

All the wyis in welth he weildis in weid
Sail halely be at your will, all that is his ;

it ought to be, according to Edit. 1508

—

weildis in theid—

i.e., "all the wealthy wights which he rules in the

nation or province."

The same idea is thus expressed in the following

Of all the wyis, and welth, I weild in this steid.

t.e., place; A.-S. atede, locus, folcslede, populi static

Perhaps in welth, in the first passage, should be read,

and welth, as here. Thus persons are distinguished

from property.

With al!e thing Y say,

That pende to marchandis,
In lede ;

Thai ferden of this wise,

Intil Yrlond thede.

Sir Tristcm, p. 85.
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This, misquoted in Gl. as p. 95, is viewed as •• ap-
parently a contraction for theygede." But it certainly

signifies Inland country. They gedr would be an
obvious tautology, being anticipated by ferden, fared.

IsL Su,-G. thtod. Mine/, thya\ thiaud, thiol, populus;
Moca-G. thiuda, Alem. thiot, thiota, thiade, pi. thied ;

Germ. deut, Ir. fatal*, id.

Hence Junius and Ihre derive the L. B. term, diaeta,

diet, used by the Germ, to denote a public convention ;

although this may perhaps be from dies, the day fixed

for meeting. Hence also Theotisc, gentiles ; the name
given by the Franks or Alemans to all the people of

their nation ; A.-S. gelheode, vernacular language

;

Franc, bithiot-en, Belg. beduyd-en, to interpret, IsL
thyd-en, to explain.

A.-S. theod signifies not only c^ns, but provincia.

East-Seaxna theod, Orientalium Saxonum provincia;
Myrcna theod, Merciorum provincia.

3. It seems to be used in the sense of species,

kind.

Fiftene yere he can hem fede,

Sir Rohand the trewe

;

He taught him ich alede, *

Of kh maner of glewe :

And everich playing theae,

Old lawes end newe ;

On hunting oft he yede,

To swicbe alawe he drewe.
SirTristem, p. 22.

Playing thede appears to signify "kind," or "manner
of play," i.e., game. V. Thew.

THEEDLE, s. The name, in the county of

Kinross, for the stick with which porridge

is stirred; also called the Parritch-stick,

Synon. Theivil, and S. O. Spurtle.

I know not whether we -should view this as corr.

from the more general name Theivit ; or as allied to

IsL thyd-a, liqnefacio congelata : as the design of the

constant stirring is to prevent the meal from becoming
knotted, or to break the knots that may have been

formed. *

ToTHEEK,t>.a. To thatch, S. GLPicken.
A. Bor. " Theak, to thatch." Grose. " Thack, Theak,

thatch, both as verb and substantive;" Brockett.

Theater, a thatcher, Yorks., Marshall. V. Theik.

Theeker, #. A thatcher, ibid.

Theekino,*. u Thatch ; thatching," S. Gl.

Ant.

THEET, #. A rope or trace by which a horse

draws, S.
He sits him down upo* the bink,

An' plaits a theei, or mends a mink,
To sair an after use.

W. Beattie's Tales, p. 31.

V. Tuns.

THE-FURTH, adv. Out of doors, abroad,

S., as forth E. is used.

But yesterday I saw,

Kae farrer gane, gang by here lasses twa,

That had gane will, and been the/urth all night
Ross's Helenore, p. 94.

THEGITHER, adv. Corr. of together, S.

Says Lindy, We maun marry now ere lang ;

Fouk will speak o's, and fash us wi' the kkric,

Gin we be seen thegither in the mirk.
Moss's Helenore, p. 19.

A* thegUher, altogether :—
—What this warld is a' thegUher,

If bereft o' honest fame.
MacneiTs Poetical Works, i. 83.

THEI, eonj. Thouglu
Marks schald yeld, unhold,

Tkei he were king with croun,

Thre hundred pounde of gold,

Ich yer out of toun.
.Sir Tristrem, p. 52, st 86.

V. Allthocht.

To THEIK, Theek, Tiiek, v. a. 1. To cover,

to give a roof, of whatever kind ; applied

to a house, a stack of corn, &c, S. ;
[pret.

tIteitiL]

Of the Corskyrk the ilys twa,

Wyth lede the south yle thekyd alsua.

Wyntmen, ix, 6. 124.

"He thcittit the kirk with leid." Bcllend. Cron.

B. xii., a 16. _
"Peel the kirk, and thick [thick] the quire," S. Prov.

" Eng. Rob Peter and pay Paul ;
" Kelly, p. 276.

2. To cover with straw, rushes, &c, to thatch,

S.
A. -8. theec-an, Alem. thek-en, Isl. thaecha, Su.-G.

taeck-a, tecto munire, teg-ire. The latter has been

viewed as a cognate term.

THEIVIL, Thivel, s. A stick for stirring

a pot ; as, in making porridge, broth, &c,
S. B. thivel; Ayrs. Fife, A. Bor. theil.

But then HI nevermind when the

Goodman to labour cries ;

The thivel on the pottage pan
Shall strike my hour to rise.

Song, Ross's Helenore, p. 181

The corbies scraigh't, the owlets scream'd ;

A goustv cawdron boil'd an' feam'd,

In which the beldames, eident, threw
Ingredients hideous to the view ?

An ay's they steer'd them wi' a thivel,

They mnmmelt " Crowdy for the devil.*

Beattie's John o* Arnha, p. 85.

Grose and Marshall mention thaavle, a pot-stick.

Norw. tull, tyl, the staffwith which butter is churned

;

Hallager. It is not improbable that Theicil and E.

Dibble are radically the same; especially as A. Bor.

thivel is not only rendered, "a stick to stir a pot,"

but " also a dibble, a setting-stick." Grose. Nothing

satisfactory has been offered, however, as to the origin

of the term Dibble. V. Todd's Johns. Skinner refers

to Teut dipfel, punctum. But 1 can find no vestige of

such a word. Mr. Brockett gives the etymon which I

had conjecturally offered; A.-S. thy/el, "a stem or

stalk." " Frutex, strips ; a shrubb ;" Somner.

Theivil-ill, s. A pain in the side, S.

Theivil-sJiot, Ang.
It most probably received its name, from the idea

that it is owing to the stomach being overcharged with

that food which is prepared by means of the theiviL I

have heard a supposition, that it is thus denominated,

because confined to a particular spot, as if one had
received a stroke on it by a theivd, or some similar

instrument.
A. Bor. fAi&fe, thivel, a stick to stir a pot ; Ray.

A.-S. thyfel, a shrub? q. a slender piece of wood.

THEME, Tiiame, $. 1. A serf, a bond-

servant or slave born on, and attached to,

the soil.
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The Kyng than of hli oownsole

Made this delyverans there fynale ;

That Erldwme to be delt in twa
Partis, and the tane of tha

Wyth the Thcmy* assvgnyd he
Til Walter Stwart : the lave to be
Made als gnd in all profyt

;

Schyre WUlanie Comyn til hawe that qwyt.
Wyutoum, vii. 10. «40, Ma

2. The right, granted to a baron, of holding

servants, in such a state of bondage, that he

might sell them, their children and goods.

"Theme—is power to haue seruandes and slaues,

qnhilk ar called natiri, bondi, villani, and all Baronea

uifeft with Theme, hes the same power. For vnto

them all their bondmen, their harncs, guiles, and ceare

properly perteinis, awa that they may dispone there-

upon at their pleasure." Skene, Verb. Sign, in vo.

A. -S. team, offspring. Proindc, apud forenses, Sequela,

Le., familia nativorum bondorum et Villanorum maneiro

pertinentium : necnon jus habendi istam aequelam,

ubieunque inventi fucrunt in Annlia. For the term

baa been borrowed from the E. Law ; as it has been

adopted, into this, from the A.-S. Team is the word

used in a charter of Edw. the Confessor, and in the

Sax. Chronicle ; Toll and Team. V. Lye, vo. Toll

Perhaps we should rather deduce it from IsL thi-at

in aervitutem reducere ; whence thion, servus.

This is sometimes written Thane. V. Vert.

(THEMSELLS, Themsell, Them-sel-

wyne, pron. Themselves, Barbour, xiii.

234.]

THEN, conj. Than, S.

THEN-A-DAYS, adv. In former times, S.

B. ; like E. Nowadays.
But then was then, my lad, and now is now,

'Bout then-a-days, weVl seldom me; with cross,

Nor kent the ill of conters, or of loss.

Rett's Helenore, p. 92.

THE NOW, T the now. Just now, at pre-

sent, S.
" You look down the now, and I see you doubt what

I'm saying." Reg. Dalton, iii. 212.

••Though we are a' very couthy the now, naebody

can tell how long it will last." Petticoat Tales, L 267.
•* You needna lift the siller, or say ony thing about

it, 'cause Charlotte doesna need her part i' the now, an

George is but thoughtless, an' coudna guide his very

wee]?' Glenfergus, iii. 251.

Now is here used as if it were a noun. The idiom

resembles that of Gr. awb to vv*, Luke, i. 48, which is

retained in Moes.-G./ram himma nu; both signifying,

• as rendered by Junius, ab hoc tempore ; himma being

the accusative of the pronoun signifying this.

[THE QUHETHIR, conj. However, and

yet, nevertheless, Barbour, i. 332.]

THEREAWAY, Tiiereawa, adv. 1. About
that quarter, thereabout ; Out o' thereaway,

from about that quarter, S. Synon. Thair-

by. The term is used indefinitely, when it

is not meant to specify the particular spot.

" The three miles diminished into • like a mile and a
bittock ;' then extended themselves into ' four miles or

there awa.' n Guy Mannering, i. 6.

" D'ye think we dinna ken the road to England as

weel as our fathers before us ? AH evil comes out o'

thereaway" Tales of my Landlord, i. 154.

2. That way, to that purpose.
" It is the way that God had contrived for saving of

tinners by Jesus Christ,—as he hath held forth in the

ordinances, confirming the same by many mighty

works in scripture tending there away. "—-Guthrie's

Trial, p. 210.

3. As far as that, to that distance; often

There~and-awayf Aberd.

There-ben, adv. In the inner apartment.

V. TlIAIRBEN.

Therefrae, adv. Therefrom. V.Thairfra.

Therein, adv. Within doors. V. Thairin.

Thereout, adv. Without, a-field. V.Thair-
owt.

THERM, Tharme, *. V. Thairm.

THERNA, Thurtna. Modes of expression,

equivalent to u need not," or " should not;"

as, "You thurtna stop," you should uot

stay, Dumf.
The proper sense is that first given, *' need not," or

" have no occasion ; " and it claims the same origin

with Thar/, used in Sir Tristrem, from A.-S. thearf~an,

carere, indigere, or rather from the same v. in the form

ot thurfan, id. Ae ic ne thur/e her feccan, Neque e^o

non opus habcam hie haurire ; Jon. 4. 15.
_
This is

the same phrase, only inverted, thurftna being used

for A.-S. ne thur/e; or as it would be in the second

person, ne thur/l. For this form appears under Thetir/

an, to which Therna is more immediately allied. Ne
thearfl thu, or Thu ne thearft ; Non necesse habes tu,

Caedm. V. Tharf and Tiiarth.

THESAURE, Thessaure, $. A treasure

;

Lat. thesaur-us.

" All hurdis and thesauri* that ar hid under the

Yeird, or abone the yeird, quhairof the lord and awner

is not knawin, the samin aucht and sould pertene to

the King as eschete." Balfour's Pract., p. &33.
" That thairfore the Justis clerkis in taking of all

inditmentis, specialy within the schirefdoum of Louthi-

ane, Fiff, and utheris placis quhare the King haid

maist recideuce, of the stelaris, conoelaris, of the said

gold or thestaure, or arte or parte tharof," Ac. Inven-

tories, A. UH p. 17.

"The jewels, diamonds, and haill thesaure of S.

Geils is given to the Dean of Guild to be furth coming
. when called for." Acts of Guildry, Edin. 1555, p. 11

Thesaurare, s. Treasurer; the term invari-

ably used in our old statutes and writings.

" The Thesaurare takand allowance in his comptis

of ony ordinare perteniug to the King, or his Officiaris

sould be compellit to pay sa mekle as he hes tane

allowance of." 1532, Balfour's Practicks, p. 135.

O. Fr. thesaurier, id. But this word, like many
others in our old laws, may bo immediately from L. B.

thesaurar-ius.

Thesaurarie, 9. Treasury.
"And to be senators, &c to decyd all and quhatsum-

euir suspensionis of his hienes propirtic, thesaurarie,

or collectorie, rasit or to be rasit be quhatsumcuir per-

soun or personis." Acts Ja. VI., 1593, Ed. 1814, p.

27.
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THESELF, pron. Itself. V. Self, Selff.

TIIESTREEN, s. Yesternight, Lanarks.;

either a provincial corr. of Yestreen, id., or

q. Ae yestreen.

" It was in a cauld blae hairst day, at dayligaun, I

mind it weel, as wecl as I mind thestrecn." . Edin.

Mag., Dec 1810, p. 503.

THETIS, Tiietes, *. pL 1. The ropes or

traces, by means of which horses draw in a

carriage, plough or harrow, S.

The bodyis of Rutulianis here and thare

Thay did persane, and by the coist alquhare

The carilH stand with ljmouris bendit strek,

The men liggiug the hames about thare nek,

Or then aniangis the qcihelis and the thetis.

All samyn lay thare armour, wyne, and metis.

Doug. Virgil, 287, 7.

[2. The term is often usetf mctaph., in the

sense of liking, regard, inclination for, or

sympathy with, implying the idea of being

drawn to a thing ; as, " I hae nae tliete o

that," I don't like that, I have not a good

opinion of it, Clydes., Perths.J

3. Out of thete, is a phrase applied to one who
is rusted, as to any art or science, from

want of practice, Aberd.

4. {Out oftJietes, out of order, reason or bounds.]

One is said to be quite out ofthefes, when one's

conduct or language is quite disorderly, like

that of a horse that has broke loose from
its harness, S.
" Hence the ordinary expression in Scotland, Ye are

out oftheet, i.e., ye are extravagant or in the wrong ;"

Rndd.
44 Mr. H. E. that worthy good man, who had his

own share of the sufferings of that time both in prison

and otherwise, yet had his feet so far out of the theats,

and sa far from taking part with Mr. Cargill and him
[Mr. Richard Cameron] in the indispensable duty of

that day, that he studied a sermon to preach against

him." Walker's Remark. Passages, p. 48.

It appears from Sibb. that in some places, perhaps

& A., this is corr. pron. Feet*.

1st thaU-r, a thread, cord, or small rope. The term
is -also nsed for a narration, q. the thread or connexion

of a discourse. This has some analogy to the metaph.
sense mentioned above. Pars historiae, narratio ; pro-

pria filum vel funis tenuior, ex quo funis crassior con-

ficitur; Gl. Kristnis.

THEVIS-NEK, Theuis-Nek, *. An imita-

tive term, formed to express the cry of the

lapwing.

The tuquheit, and the eukkit gouk,—
Rwischtt bavin to the bard, and rug^it his hare ;

Callit him thria thevis nek, to thraw in a widdie.

Houlale, S. P. Repr., iii. 181.

Here the term is used as an equivoque, in reference

to the neck of a thief,

"The tuechitis cryit theuis nek, quhen the piettis

clattrit.* Compl. S.,jp. 60.

This is misprinted Theusnek, Gl. Compl.

THEW, e. Custom, manner, quality.

Wilrhame Wyschard of Saynct Andrewys
Byschape, wertus, and of gud thewys,

Wys, honest, and awenand,
Til God and men in all plesand

Deyd'

Wyntown, vii. 10. 292.

Troiane prynce, 1 lawly the beseik,

Be thyue awne vertuis, and thy tltewis meik.
Doug. Virgil, 839, 26.

A.-S. theaw, mos, modus. Hence (says Lye) A. Bor.

thew'd, docilis ; towardly, Grose. Seren. gives Sw.

thooielse in the sense of quality, which seems to ac-

knowledge the same origin. A.-S. theaw, mos, and

theow, servus, can scarcely be viewed as radically

different ; especially as the word, signifying a servant,

is sometimes written Meat*. Both, I sinqxjct, must be

traced to IsL Mia, thiaa, humiliare, duriter tractare,

subigere : as a servant is one brought into a state of

subjection; and what are manners, but the habits

learned in consequence of instruction, restraint, and

chastisement ? It is highly probable, indeed, that the

term thede, as primarily signifying a nation, A.-S.

theod is from the same source, «. a body of men brought

into a stato of subjection. It may be viewed as a

proof of this, that the v. theod-an, formed from theod,

signifies to servo. Ic him fjeornlicor theodde ; Eco illis

impensius servire curavi ; Bed. 516, 9, and Theoden

denotes a king, q. one who subjects others, or causes

them to serve. Isl. thiod, populus ; Ood thiod, bonus

populus, i.e., cives et fidcles subditi. Thiad-ur, scr-

vitute opprcssus, thuda, mansuetudo, obsequium

;

Verel.

Thewit, part. pa. Disciplined, regulated.

Weill thetcit, having a proper deportment.

Thair was na wicht that gat a sicht eschewit,

War he never sa constant, or weill thewit,

Na he was woundit, and him hir seruant grantis.

Palace of Honour, i. 38.

The terra seems to denote that self-command which

a knight, or one regularly bred to arms, ought to have

over himself. One of the senses of A.-S. theaw is,

institutum. V. the *.

Thewles, Thowless, Thieveless, adj. 1.

Unprofitable, bootless.

Lat vs- in ryot leif, in sport and gam.

In Venus court, sen born thareto I am,

My tyme wel sail I spend : wenys thou not so ?

Bot all your solace sail returne in gram,

Sic thewles lustis in bittir pane and wo.
Doug. Virgil, Prol. 96, 24.

Thowles seems formerly to have been used nearly in

the sense of mod. dissipated, or profligate.

He wes thowles, and had in wown
By hys wyf oft-syis to ly

Othir syndry women by.
*

Wyntown, viiL 24. 166.

Welle waxyn wp that tyme he wes.

And thowles than, for his yowthhed

To that nature wald hyra lede :

Justynge, dawnsyng, and plavnge

He luwyd welle, for he wes yhyng.
Ibid. 38. 291.

2. Inactive, remiss, S. pron. thowless.

How worthless is a poor and haughty drone,

Wha thowless stands a lazy looker-on f

Ramsay*s Works, i. 55.

—Fortune ay favours the active and bauld,

But ruins the wooer that's thowless and cauld.

Herd's Coll., ii. 113.

From A.-S. theow, a servant, or thcow-ian, to serve,

and the privative particle les, less ; q. what does no

service.
,

Sibb. justly gives thieveless as synon. A thieveless

excuse, one that is not satisfactory, q. does not serve
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the purpose. He came on a thieoelens errand, 8. ;

" He pretended to have business about which he was

not in earnest**

3. "Cold, forbidding ;" S.'Gl. Sibb.

It chane'd his new-come neebor took his ee,

And e'en a vez'd sod angry heart had he t

Wi' thieveless sneer to aeo his modish mien,

He down the water giea him this guideen.
Bums, iil 64.

" Thieveless, cold, dry, spited ;** OL Shirr.

To look thieveless to one, to give one a cold reception,

S.O.

4. Hence transferred to a cold, bleak day.

It9 a thieveless morning, is a phrase used in

this sense by old people, Renfrews.
Thieveless is applied to weather in a sort of inter-

mediate or uncertain state. Thus, a thbvcless day is

one that has no decided character, neither properly

good nor bod.

5. Insipid, as applied to mind; destitute of

taste; feeble, S.

A saul with sic a thmcless flame.

Is sure a silly sot ane.

Ramsay's Works, i. 118.

For thowless age, wi* wrinklet brow,

—

Mae need the aid I gae to you.
When Strang an* young.

Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, L 47.

6. Shy, reserved, Renfrew's.

It is used indeed to denote frigidity or insipidity of

manner, but evidently as including the primary idea ;

being applied to oue who appears unfit for action, S.

THEWTILL, Thewittel, *. A large knife,

or one that may serve as a dagger.

Ane Ersche mantill it war thi kynd to wer,
A Scotts thewtill wndyr thai belt to ber.

Wallace, i. 218, MS.

E. and S. whittle, a knife ; A.-S. hwitel ; Chauc. and
A. Bor. thwite, cultello resecare, A.-S. thwit-an, thtccot-

an, id.

THEYltS, 8. pi il Tiers or yard-arms of a
vessel ;" Gl. Compl.
"Ane and al, heisau, hcisau. Now mak fast the

theyrs." Compl. S., p. 63.

I find no such word as tiers. Kersey has ties.

THIBACK, j?. Denoting a stroke or blow, S.
Ial. thiappa is ezpl. conculcare ; also, comprimere.

• THICK, adj. 1. Intimate, familiar, S., also

cant E. Grose's Class. Diet. Great or grit,

throng, synon. V. Pack.
Nae twa were ever seen mnir thick.

Than brawny and the bill

;

An' when she nameward took her way,
He saw her o'er the hill.

Davidson*s Seasons, p. 49.

[Nae doubt but they were fain o1
ither,

An' unco pack an* thick thegither.

Burns, vol Hi. 5.]

2. With the prep, oner or over preceding,
used to denote criminal intimacy between
persons of different sexes, ower t/iick; S.;
synon. Ouer throng.

" She had fa'en a wee ower thick wi* a cousin o' her
ain that her father had some ill-will to ; and sae it was

VOL. IV.

that after she had been married to Sir Richard jimp
four months,—ye'U no hinder her gieing them a pre-
sent o' a bonny knave bairn." Antiquary, iL, 242.

3. Used in relation to consanguinity, S.
" Ye ken his was sib to mine by the father*s side,

and blood's thicker than water ony day." Entail, L 12.

This is a proverbial phrase, intimating that a man
feels more affection to his own kindred, than to those
to whom he is nowise related.

4. Thick and Utiiu To follow one tfirough

thick and thin, to adhere to one in all

hazards, S.

"Auld Dougal—had followed Sir Robert through
gude and ill, thick and thin, pool and stream," &c
Redgauntlet, i. 228.

To Mak Thick wi, to ingratiate one's self

with, Clydes.

(THIDDIU, ado. Thither, Barbour, i. 592.]

(THiDDiRWART,THiDDinwARD,aJi?. Thither-

wards, thither, Barbour, i. 411.]

THIEF, s. Often used, when there is no

charge of dishonesty, with a vituperative

adj., exactly in the sense of E. Hussy ; as,

u She's an ill-faur d thief," S.

Thief-like, adj. 1. Having the appear-

ance of a blackguard ; affording grounds of

an unfavourable impression as to actual con-

duct or design ;
u If ye binna thief, binna

thief-like," S. Prov.

2. Plain, hard-looking, ugly, S. .

3. Unbecoming, not handsome ; applied to

dress ; as, '* That's a thief-like mutch yc*ve

on," S.

In the comparative there is, for the sake of the

sound, a constant anomaly, of which I do not recollect

any other instance. It occurs in two proverbial

phrases very commonly used ; " The thitfrrlike the

better soldier." "The aulder the thirftr4ikc ;" or,

" Ye're like the swine, the aulder ye grow, ye're ay the

ihiefcrdike," S.

Thiftbute, 8. "The crime of taking money
or goods from a thief to shelter him from

justice ;" BelPs Law Diet.

"Oif this coraplenar, efter that he haue attachit

this thief, or deliuerit him,—wald concord with the

aid thief and tak thiftbute, and put him fra the law, in

that caice he sail vnderly the law, and be accuxit

thairfoir as principall thief or reuor." Acts Jo. V.,

1515, Ed. 1814, p. 2S2. V. Bote.

Thiftdome, Thieftdome, 8. The com-
mission of theft, an act of stealing.

"That nouther lord of regalitie, schiref, barrone, na
vtbers sell ony theif, or fyne with him of thifldom*

done, na to be done," &c. Acts Jo. I., 1536, c. 154.

Ed. 15GG. Thieftdome, Skene and Gl« ndook. In E.L

181 4, thift ; perhaus by oversight of some transcriber,

who had suppoeea, from the word done immediately
following, that dome in thiftdome was by mistake for

done, and therefore unnecessary.

w 3
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A.-S. thyfth, thie/lhe, furturn, and dom, status, con-
ditio.

Thifteous, adj. Dishonest, thievish.

—"To proceid and minister justice vpon all the
saidis Strang aud idill beggaris, vagal>ouudis, thovis
and sornaris, or thair resettaris and pairtakaris in thair
thifteous and wicked deidis." Acts Ja. VI., 1593, Ed.
1814, p. 43.

Thiftously, adv. By theft. •« Thiftously
stoune & tane," &c. Aberd. Reg. A. 1538.

TIIIEVELESS, adj. V. Thewles.

To THIG, Thiog, v. a. 1. To ask, to beg.
His fyrst noryss, of the Newtoun of Ayr,
Till him acho come, quhilk was full will of reid,
And thyggyt leiff away with him to fayr.

Wallace, it 259, MB.
Grete goddis mot the Grekis recoinpen«*,
Gif I may thig ane uengeance but oflens.

Doug. Virgil, 182, 37.

To tar and ti$, syne grace to thig,

That is a pityous preis.

__ Evergreen, ii. 199.
V. Tar, v.

"So we perceive that England never forgot their
old quarrels noon small or no regard, when they saw
an apparent advantage to have been masters ; and, by
the contrary, they were fain to thigg and cry for peace
and good-will of Scottish-men, when there was unity
and concord amongst the nobles livine under subjection
and obedience of a manly Prince." Pitscottie, p. 56.
Alem. thig en, dich-en, petcre; thlgi, digi, dirhi,

preces. Oote thigiti, they prayed God. V. Schilter vo.
Diche. Su.-G. tigg-a, petere.

2. To go about, receiving supply, not in the
way of common mendicants, but rather as
giving others an opportunity of manifesting
their liberality, S.

•• It is used properly for a more civil way of seeking
aupply, usual enough in the Highlands and North of
Scotland, where new married persons have no great
stock, or others low in their fortune, bring carta and
horses with them to the houses of their relations, and
receive from them corn, meal, wool, or what else they
can get ;** Rudd.

•'Better a thigging mother than a riding father,"
8. Prov. Kelly, p. 66. He expl. it by another;
"Better the mother with the poke, than the father
with the sack ;" observing that " both these signify,
that the mother, though in a low condition, will be
more kindly to, and more careful of, orphans, than
the father can be, though in a better."

He that borrows and bigs,

Makes feasts and thigs,

Drinks and is not dry ;

These three are not tbnfty.
Fergusson's S. Prov,, p. 13.

The father bnys, the son biegs,

The grandchild sells, and his son thiggs.

"A proverb much used in Lowthian, where estates
stay not long in one family ; but hardly heard of in
the rest of the nation." Kelly, p. 312.
Had Kelly lived a little later, he would have seen

no reason for the restriction of the proverb to Lothian.
The same account is given by an English writer, al-

though rather in plainer terms.
" At a young Highlander's first setting up for him-

self, if he be of any consideration, he goes about among
his near relations and friends, and from one he begs a
oow, from another a sheep ; a third gives him seed to

ow his land, and so on, till he has procured for him-
self a tolerable stock for a beginner. This they call
Thigging." Burt's Letters, ii. 200.

It seems uncertain, whether this, or tho preceding,
be tho primary seuso. Although the Alem. v. signifies
to ask, A.-S. thicg-an, thkg-ean, thig-ian, is rendered
accipcre, sumere, sc. cibum ; having properly a relation
to food. Isl. thwjg-ia very nearly approaches the
common sense of the term in S. Gratis accipere, dono
auferre ; from thaa, id. Hence G. Andr. derives
thack-a, q. thagk-a, to thank : and the derivation is
certainly natural ; for that only, which is received as
a gift, can properly be matter of thankfulness.

3. To beg, to act the part of a common
mendicant, S.

It is probably in this sense that the term is used by
Henrysone.

For Goddis aw, how dar thow tak on hand,
And thow in bcrne and byre so bene and big,

To put him fra hU tak, and gar him thig t

Bannatyiic Poems, p. 120.

This is the most common sense of the Su. -G. v. tigg-a,
oetere, proprie usurpaturde mendicantium precibus;

4. To borrow ; used improperly.

Some other chiel may daftly sing,

—

And blaw ye up with wiudy fancies,
That he has thigit frae romances.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 144.

Thiggar, Thigger, Thigster, *. 1. One
who draws on others for subsistence in a
genteel sort of way, S.

•• Thiggers—are those who beg in a genteel way ;

who have their houses they call at in certain seasons
and get corn, and other little things ;" Gall. Enc.

"Thigaters are a sort of gentle beggars.'* Diet.
Feud. Law.

2. A beggar, a common mendicant.

"The King hes statute—that na Thiggarix be tholit
to beg, nouther to burgh nor to landwart, betuix xiiii

and lxx yeiris, bot thay be sene be the counsall of the
townis or of the land, that thay may not win thair
leuing vther wayis. And thay that sal be tholit to
beg, sail haue a certane takin on thame, to laudwart
of the Schiref, and in the burrowis thay sail haue takin
of the Alderman or of the Baillies." Acts Ja. I., 1424,
c. 27. Edit. 1566.

Su.-G. teggare, id.

Thigging. *. 1. The act of collecting, as

described, S.

The term had been used in this sense also in O. E.
" Thiggiuge or begging. Mendicacio." Prompt. Parv.

2. The quantity of grain, &c. collected in this

manner, Perths.

Thigster, *. Same with Thiggar, q. v.

THIGHT, adj. Close, so as not to admit
water, Orkn.
Either as allied to Isl. thycl; in neut. thyckt, crassus,

or thiett-a, densari ; or as the same with E. Tight.

THILSE, adv. Else, otherwise, Buchan.
It is used in Tarras's Poems, p. 58, but misprinted

thise. This seems a contr. for the else.

TIIIMBER, adj. Given as not understood
by Kitson.
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—There I spyM a wee wee man,
And he was the least that ere I saw.

His legs were scarce a shathmout's length,

And thick and thimber was his thighs ;

Between his brows there was a span,

And between his shoulders there was three.

Ritson's S. Songs, it 139.

It seems to signify gross, heavy, cumbrous, or

perhaps swollen; Isl. thungber, gravis, portatu mo-

festus, from thungi, onus, and ber-a, ferrc, portare

;

q. what is difficult to carry. T/iamb-a, inflare ; thember

mpp, turgescit, inflatur.

THINARE, $. [Prob., advocate, intercessor.]

Swete Ysonde thinare,

Thou preye the king for roe.

Sir Tristrem, p. 119.

Probably, an intercessor, A.-S. thinqere, id. from

thing ian, to intercede, to manage ones thing, cause

or business ; or to do so in a thing, i.e., a court or

convention. V. Thing.

THINE, Tiiyne, adv. Thence; often with

frO) from, prefixed.

For fra thyne wp wes grewouser

To climb wp, ne be neth befer.

Bai-bour, x. 636, MS.

Le., by far more troublesome or difficult.

—"And fra thyne vp Bameglcyis to the Righeidis,

and fra thgne doun Irving burne to Ask," &c. Acts

Ja. VL, 1609, Ed. 1814, p. 445.

A.-S. thanon, inde, ilhnc ; or perhaps from Su.-G.

then, this, with the prep, prefixed.

Thinb-FURTH, adv. Thenceforward.

And til Camnokys Kyrk broucht he

This Schyr Dowgald to roak fewte

To the wardane : and Gallway
Fra thine-furth held the Scottis fay.

Wyntoxon, viil 42, 174.

A.-S. thanon furth, deinceps, deinde, de caetero.

THING, s. i. Affairs of state.

And gyffit hapynt Robert the Ring
To pass to God, quhill thai war ying,

The gude Erie off Murreff, Thomas,
And the Lord alsna off Dowglas,

Suld haff tbaim into gouernyng,
Quhill thai had wyt to ster thair thing.

And than the Lordschip suld thai ta.

Barbour, xx. 142, Ma
Not ring, or reigne, as in Edit. Pink, and others.

Ster thar thing is, manage their affairs of state.

2. A meeting, or convention, concerning public

affairs, Shetl.

Chanslar, schaw fnrth quhat ye desyr off me.

The Chanslar, said, The most causs of this thing,

To procur peess I am send fra our King,

With the gret seill, and woice off hys parliament,

Quhat I bynd her our barnage sail consent.
3

Wallace, vi. 904, MS.

Not understanding thing in this sense, Editors have

reckoned it necessary to substitute another word for

causs, i.e., cause ; as in Edit. 1648 ;

The chancellar said, The most part of this thing,

To procure peace, I am sent from the King.

IsL thing, Su.-G. ting, a meeting of the citizens called

for consultation concerning public affairs : also used for

the forum, the place of meeting or judgment. Hence
Thingvoll-r, the plain of convention, (which has been

viewed as the origin of the name of Dingwall in the

county of Ross) ; Thingttiod, the place of meeting ;

Althing, an universal convention.

There is a parish of this name in Shetland, the signi-

fication of which confirms the etymon gi?en of Dingwall.

•• Tmgxall—is said to derive its name from a small

island, in a water called the Loch of Tingwall, and

joined to the nearest shore by the remains of a stone

wall. In this island, the courts of law are said to have

been anciently held, and to this day it is called the

Late-Taing." Stat. Ace. xxi. 274. It is more properly

written Law-ting ; Neilla Tour, p. 80.

The etymon given of Tingicall, Stat. Ace. ubi sup.

rather opposes the preceding account. For it is said,

that " Taing, in the language of that country, signifies

a point of land stretching out into the water.'*

Brand gives the fullest account of this court, and al-

so the most natural etymon of the name of the parish.

" It was in this parish, in a small holm, within a

lake nigh to this church, where the principal Feud, or

judge of the country, used to sit and give judgment,

hence the holm to this day is called the Late-Ting

(from which probably the parish of Tingwal had its

name.) We go into this holm by stepping stones,

where three or four great stones are to be seen, upon

which the judge, clerk, and other officers of the court

did sit All the country concerned to be there stood

at some distance from the holm on the side of the loch,

and when any of their causes was to be judged or

determine^, or the judge found it necessary that any

person should compear before him, he was called upon

by the officer, and went in by these stepping stones,

who when heard returned the same way he came.

Descr. of Zetland, p. 121, 122.

In the Orkney Islands, the Laic-ttng, or the

"Supreme Court, in which business of the utmost

importance was transacted," continued till the time of

the Commonwealth. V. Barry's Orkney, p. 217.

It is thought that Ting, as denoting a convention, is

derived from Su.-G. ting-a, to speak, Alem. dingan ;

because they anciently mot in their public assemblies

for conference, and in this manner settled their business.

This etymon is supported by analogy. Moea.-G.

tnathU signifies forum, from mathl-ian, to speak. In

the Laws of the Lombards, the place of public meeting

is called the Mall, from Goth, mat, discourse. Among

the ancient Germ. Sprachc also denoted such a conven-

tion ; from sprach-en, to converse ; as Fr. Parlement is

from parler, to speak. V. Ting, Ihre. •

* THING, e. 1. As conjoined with Ain,

applied to a person ; denoting property or

exclusive interest in the object referred to,

as well as tender affection, S.

An thou wer't my ain thing,

I would lue thee, I would lue thee ;

An thou wert my ain thing,

How dearly would I lue thee.

Herd's ColL.i. 17.

V. Ai!f.

2. With the preceding, it dcuotes approbation;

as, "Aye, that's the thing:" but with the

negative particle it denotes disapprobation

;

as, "That's no the tiling;' " I doubt he's no

the thing" I fear he is not what he pretends

to be, S.

3. The thing is often put before the relative,

instead of that or those; as, "Send me roair

Dukes; I've read the tiling that I hae,"

Aberd.

[4. Thing is also used in the sense of affair,

state of affairs ; result, conclusion ; as, "A
bonnic thing, that I man pay for't a'. Na,

na!n Clydcs.]
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Things, pL 1. lies nae great, or gryte things,

a phrase often used concerning a person, as

intimating that one has no favourable
opinion of his character, when it is not
meant to specify particulars, S.
" I inspect he's just a feather out of the same bird.

His father was nae great thing*, and his mother is but
a vain ignorant woman.'* .Writer's Clerk, ii 125.

2. Applied also to things, as intimating that

they are not much to be accounted of, S.

;

synon. with the phrase, Naething to mak a
sang o\

"'My hospitality,' said the farmer, *is nae gryte
things in itself ; and it was gi'en without ony thought
o* a return, just as nae doot you wad hae done to me
in the same tacking."' Modern Athens, p. 110.
This phrase, as used in sense 1, is exactly analogous

to the low EL phrase, No great shale*. The word
thing is indeed used in E. of persons in contempt. But
I cannot account for the anomaly of the use of the pi.,

unless it should be supposed that the expression is

elliptical, as equivalent to that, "No great things can
bo expected from him."

# To THINK, v. n. " To wonder ; used only
in the end of a clause; " as, u Fat's that, I

think," S.B.

As thus used, it expresses merely hesitation, or pon-
deringinone'smind; analogous to the use of A.-S.thiucan
concipere, consultare; thenc-an

t ratiocinari, considerare.
It is used to denote reasoning, Luke, 5. 22. Htraet
thence ye on eoumrm heortum, as in our version, " What
reason ye in your hearts !

"

To become weary, toTo Think. Lang.
feel ennui, S.

But gin ye like to were the time, then ye
How »' the matter stood, shall vively see ;

*TwUl maybe keep us baith frae thinking lang.

Moss's Helenori, p. 69.

To Think Shame. To feel abashed, to

have a sense of shame, S. This idiom
seems pretty ancient.

Bot ane thing haoe I hecht sickerly,

That nane sal cum about hir, Sir, bot I.

The virgins is bot yong, and think[i]s shame;
And is full laith to cum in ane ill name.

Priests of Peblis, S. P. Repr., i. 32.

She perceived that I thought shame;
She asked not what was my name.

Sir Bgir, v. 304.

Or, need this day think shame compar'd
Wi* aidd lang syne ?

Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, i. 58.

[This phrase is often intensified in meaning ; as, to

think black shame, to think muckle black shame, to think
black bumin' shame, Clydes.]

THIR, pron. pi. These, S. thur, Cumb.
Picken has therefore justly remarked that
thir is " used only when objects are near."

Be thir qnheyne, that sa worthily
Wane sik a king, and sa mychty,
Ye may weill be ensampill se,

That na man suld disparyt be.

Barbour, ill 249, MS.
Le., "these few."

And all the Lordis that thar war
To thir twa wardanys athU swar.

Ibid. xx. 146, MS.
—Thir hertis in herdis coud hove.

ffoulate, 12.

1st. theyr, flli, thaer illao. V. Runolf. Ion. Isl.

Vocab. The learned Hickes has demonstrated, that
theso might be rendered not less properly by Lat. hi,

£. these.

Sibb. observes, that in some cases there seems no
correspondent English word; as, " Thir shillings (which
I hold concealed in my hand) are better than Marc upon
the table." A Scotsman would say, "than thai."

For thir and thai are generally opposed, like these and
those; although they seem properly to have both the
same meaning.

To THIRL, Thirle, Thyrl, v. a. and n. 1.

To perforate, to bore, to drill, S.

Besides your targe, in battle keen
But little danger tholes,

While mine wi' mony a thudd is clowr'd,
An' thirVd sair wi holes.

Poems in tfie Buchan Dialect, p. 12.

2. To pierce, to penetrate.

Bot yhit the lele Scottis men,
That in that feld ware feychtand then,
To-gvddyr stwd sa fermly
Strykand before thame inanlykly,

Swa that nane thare thyrl thame mycht.

t
Wyntown, viii. 15. 31.

The bustuous strake throw al the armour throng,
That stvntit na thing at the fyne hawbrek,
Quhil thorow the coist thirllit the dedely prik.

Doug. Virgil, 334, 23.

Thryis the holkit craggis herd we yell,

Quhare as the swelth and the rokkis thirllit.

Ibid., 87, 28.

3. To pierce, to wound, metapli.—— My thirlit heart dois bleid,

My painis dois exceid.

Throw langour of my sweit, so thirlit is my spreit
Bannatyne Poems, p. 203.

Lord Hailes expl. this, " bound, engaged ;" misled
by the common use of the word, S. as denoting the
obligation of a tenant to bring his grain to a certain

mill. V. Thirl, v. 4.

4. To thrill, to cause to vibrate, S.

There was ae sang, amang the rest,

It thirVd the heart-strings thro' the breast,

A' to the life.

Burns, HI 236.

5. To pass with a tingling sensation, S. dirle>

and dinle, synon.

And then he speaks with sic a taking art,

His words they thirle like music thro' my heart.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 79.

Thro' ilka limb and lith the terror thirVd,

At every time the dowie monster skirl'd.

Ross's Helenore, p. 24.

A.-S. thirl-ian, perforare ; whence E. thrill and drill,

Su.-G. trill-a, Teut. trill-en, drillen, id.

Thirl-Hole, s. The hole into which the

coulter of a plough is inserted, Lanarks.

Thirling, part. adj. Piercingly cold, S. B.

To THIRL, v. a. To furl.

"Tak in your top salis, and thirl them." Compl.
S.y p. 64.
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This at first view might seem a corr. of the K. word.

Bat it is rather allied to Teut drill-en, trill-en, gyrare,

rotare, volvere, conglomerare.

To THIRL, Thirll, v. a. 1. To enslave, to

thrall.

" Ye sal nocht alanerly be iniurit be euil vordis, bot

sis ye sal be violently strykkyn in your bodeis, quhar-

for ys sal lyf in mair thirlage nor brutal beatis,

qnhifkis ar thirlU of nature." Corapl. 8., p. 144.

•• Thay micht outhir thirll the Scottis to maist vile

seraytude, or ellis expell thaym (gyf thay plesit) out

of AJbioun." Bellend. Cron., Fol. 76, a.

Thus four times thirld and overharld,

You're the great refuse of all the wsrld.

Rob. UTsAnno. to Henry IV., Watson's Coll., ii. 6.

From A.-S. Isl. thrael, Su.-O. trael, a bondservant.

According to the ingenious Editor of Spec. Eng.

Poetry, i. 20, the name of a slave is from thirl-ian, to

bore. He accordingly quotes that passage concerning

a servant, Exod. xxi.-6, from the A.-S. version ;
" lie

shall also bring him to the door," or " to the door-

post," and thirlie his tare mul auum aele, "and bore

his ear through with an awl :" adding that this custom

was "retained by our forefathers, and executed on

their slaves at the church door."

If this custom can be authenticated, it must greatly

confirm the etymon given. Yet one difficulty would

till remain ; that, although IsL thrael, thratfa, Dan.

trael, and Su.-O. traell, signify a bondservant, there is

no similar term in these languages, signifying to bore,

except Su.-G. drill-a.

Ihre, with less probability, derives Su.-G. trael, a

bondservant, from A. -S. thre-an, to correct, to chasten;

observing, that the term properly denotes a slave that

is wont to be beaten, or that wretched race of men who
seem born for stripes. Su.-G. annodag also signified a

slave ; with this difference, however, according to the

tame learned writer, that it strictly denoted one who
had been made captive in war, or otherwise subjected,

whereas trael was the designation of one born a slave.

2. To bind or subject to ; as when a person

lays himself, or is laid, under a necessity of

acting in any particular way, or when a

thing is bound by some fixed law. S. Til

no thirl myself, or be thirled, to ony trades-

man ; i.e., I will not confine my custom to

him, as if I were bound to do it.

•• All thingis (quhilkis ar comprehendit within the

peir of the mone) ar sa thirlU to deith and alteration,

that thai ar othir consumit afore us, or ellis we afore

thame." Bellend. Descr. Alb. f c. 1.

"Na Mailman, or Fermour, may thirh his Lord of

his frie tenement." Baron Courts, c 48.

3. To bind, by the terms of a lease, or other-

wise, to grind at a certain mill, S.

•« Thirlage is constituted by writing, either directly

or indirectly. It may be constituted directly, first,

by the proprietor thirling his tenants to his own mill

by an act or regulation of his own court" Erskine's

Instit., B. ii., Tit. 9, s. 21.

Thirl, s. The term used to denote those

lands, the tenants of which are bound to

bring all their grain to a certain mill, S.

;

properly, the jurisdiction attached to a mill.

"That the building a mill within his thirle could be

interpreted to be done with no other design but in

aemulationcm ricwii." Fountainhall, i. 276.

"The astricted lands arc called the thirl, or the

titcfteji." Erskine's Instit, B. ii., Tit. 9, s. 20. V.

Sucken.

Thirlage, *. 1. Thraldom, in a general

sense.

This mysfortoun is myne of suld thirltage,

As therto detbund in my wrechit age.

Doug. Vtrgil, 006, 2S.

2. Servitude to a particular mill, S.

••That servitude by which lands are astricted or

thirled to a particular mill, to which the possessors

must carry the grain of the growth of the astricted

lands to be grinded, for the payment of such duties as

are either expressed or implied in the constitution or

the right." Erskiue, ubi sup. s. 18.

3. Used in regard to the mortgaging of pro-

perty or rents.

••The said vmquhile Erll of Mar—not only spendit

and debursit all and quhatsumeuir rentis, rowmes, &

vtheris profittis micht be brocht in pertening to his

Maiestie, other in propertie or casualtie, besydis the

thirlage of his awin levmg, & the rentis of his proper

dependance for the advancement of our «>uel™*
Lordis seruice ; but alsua oftymes baith day and mcht

exponit his awin body and lyff," Ac, Acts Ja. > 1..

1578, Ed. 1814, p. 100.

Thikldome, s. Thraldom.

Na he, that ay bass levyt fre,

May nocht knaw weill the propyrte

The angyr, na the wrechyt dome.

That is cowplyt to fouls thyrldome,
Barbour, L 236, M&.

Threldome, ibid. v. 265.

Thirle-Multer, s. The duty to be paid

by thirlage for grinding.

••His Maiestie—dissolvis fra the Croun—the said

burgh of Abirdene, with all and sindrie thair landis,

forrestis, woddis, watteris, salmond fischcingis vpouu

Dee and Done, milnes, thirle multeris, castellis, medow-

is, hillis, linkes, heavines, poirtis, blokhous, bulwark-

is. anchorages, sinaU customes, Bell Customes, Trone

wechtis," &c. Acts Ja. VI., 1617, Ed. 1814, p. 579.

This corresponds with the legal Lat. phrase atm

astrictis multuru. V. Ersk. Inst., B. ii., Tit. 9, § 22.

THIRLESTANE-GRASS, s. Saxifrage.

•'Saxifraga, thirlestone grass" Wedderb. Voc, p.

18.

The Sw/name corresponds ; sten-braeeha.

[THISTLE-COCK, s. The common bunt-

ing, [Emberiza miliaria), Shetl.]

(TIIIVEL, Theevil, s. A porridge-stick.

S.; synon. spurtle. V. Theivil.]

THO, adv. Then, at that time.

Ane wattry cloud blak and dirk but dout,

Gan ouer thare bedis tho appere ful richt

Doug. Virgil, 127. 85.

This word occurs very frequently in the same sense

in Chaucer and Gower. It is also used by Langland,

in the following passage, which contains some genuine

strokes of poetry.

Consummation est, quod Christe, and coinseth for to

swonne,
Pitiously and pale as a prisoner doth that dieth ;

The Lord of life k of light tho laied his eics togither

;

The day for dread withdrew, k darck became the sonse

;
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The wall wagged ami clefte, k all the world <|iiaued ;

Dead men for that dine canu> out of depe graue*,
And tolde why that tempest so lou^e time endured.
«• For a bitter battel," the dead body saide,
•• Life k deth in this darknes, here one fonloth the other :

" Shal no wight wit witterly, who shal haue maistrye
" Er Sonday about sunne rising ;" k sanke with that to

thearth. P. Ploughman, Fol. 97, h.

Quaueth, quaketh, A.-S. acauan. A.-S. Isl. tha,
Su.-G. Dan. da, turn, tunc.
Exmore tho, •• then, at that time ;

M
Grose.

THO, pron. pi. These.
Defend I suld be one of tho,

Quhilk of their feid and malice never ho.
Police of Honour, ii. 25.

A datohpole came forth, k cragged both the legges,
And the armes after, of either of tho theues.

P. Ploughman, FoL 93, a.

Moes.-G. tho, notn. and ace. pi. of the article. In
A.-S. it is'tAa. Tho, however, seems synon. with
Thai, q. .

[THOCII-BANE, *. V. Thought-Bane.]

THOCHT, Thoucht, conj. Though, al-

though.
The Tnglissmen, thocht thar chyftayn was slayne,
Bauldly thai baid, as men mekill off mayn.

Wallace, iii.«191, MS.
He wes blyth of that tithing,

And for dispyte bad draw and hing
All the prisoneris, thoucht thai war ma.

Barbour, ii 456, M&
As out of mynd myne armour on I thrast,
Thoucht be na resoun persaue I mycht but fale,

Quhat than the force of armes could auale.

_ A
Doug. Virgil, 49, 36.

V. Alltoocht.

THOCHT, s. 1. A very little of any thing,

Tweedd.; synon. Kennin ; [dimin. thochtie.']

2. A moment. V. Thought.

THOCHTY, adj. 1. Thoughtful.
— He past a-pon a day
In-til huntyng hym til play
Wytht honest curt and cumpany
Of hys gamyn all thochty.

Wyntovm, vi. 1«. 14.

2. Given to reflection, attentive, S.
•• Philip considers my nncle as particularly under my

charge, as Fanny is two years younger than I am, and
not so thoughty, as Philip says. Petticoat Tales, ii. f

THOF, conj. Although, Loth.
Thof to the weet my ripen'd aits had fawn.
Or shake-winds owr my rigs wi' pith had blawn,
To this I cou'd hae said, " I carena by/'

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 6.

V. Allthocbt.

THOILL, Toll, s. One of the ancient privi-

leges of barons, usually mentioned in

charters.

"Barons hauand liberties, with sock, sak, theme,
thoill, infang-theif, and out-fang-theif, may doe justice
in their court, vpon ane man, taken within their
fredome, saiscd with manifest thift." Quon. Attach.
c. 10a s. 1. Toll and thame, Reg. Maj. B. i. c. 4. s.

According to Skene, it is an immunity from payment
of custom in buying.

"He quha is infeft with Toll, is custome free, and
payis na custome. All Earles, Barrones, Knichts,
vassalles, life-renters, Free-halders, and al quha hes
landcs nomine eletmonynae, sulci be quite and free fra

payment of Toll and custom within burgh ; in bying
meate and claith, and vther necessair things to their

awin proper vse. But gif onv of them be commoun
merchancles, they suld i*aye tho11 and custome ; albeit

they haue als great libertie as Barronnes." De Verb.
Sign. vo. TolL

In this sense it was also used in E. V. Cowcl,
vo. TolL But Spelman defines it to be "the liber-

ty of buying or selling on one's own lands." It

occurs indeed in both senses in tho A.-S. laws; al-

though most frequently in the latter. V. Lye, vo.

Toll. L. B. tholonium, teIonium.

To THOLE, Thoill, v. a. and n. 1. To bear,

to undergo, to suffer, S. A. Bor. Chauc.
—The Kin^, and his cumpany,
That war ii c. na ma,
Fra thai had send thar horss thaim fra,

Wandrvt eruang the hey montanys,
Quhar he. and his, oft tholyt panys.

Barbour, ill 372, MS.

How that Helenus declaris till Enee
Quhat dangeris he suld thole on land and sc.

Doug. Virgil, 79, 52.

A.-S. thol-ian, Moes.-G. thulan, Alem. thol-en, Isl.

thol-a, Su.-G. tol-a, Germ. Belg. duld-en, pati, ferro.

Ihre thinks that the ancient Latins had used tol-o or
tttl-o, in the same sense. This he infers from the use
of tuli, the pret. of ftr-o, which is employed to express
the bearing of hardships ; and also from toler-o, which
he considers as derived from tol-o, in the same manner
as gener-o, from the obsolete yen-o. He also refers to

Gr. toX-ow, suffero, perpetior, &c. t ToA-aop, miser.

2. To bear with, not to oppose.
" Quha brekis this command?—Thai that tholis nocht

thair father and mother, suppose thai do thame iniuris

and be cummersum." Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme,
1552, FoL 46, b.

3. To bear patiently, to endure; to be patient

under suffering, S.

Son of the goddes, lat vs follow that way
Bakwart or fordwart qnhiddir our fat is driue :

Quhat euir betid, this is na bute to striue :

Al chance of fortoun tholaiul oucrcummin is.

Doug. Virgil, 151, 34.

" Happy is the man that tholi* trubil, for quhen he
is preuit k knawin, he sail resaif the croune of lyfe,

quhilk God hais promissit till thame that luffis him."
Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, 15o'2, Fol. 27, a.

"You must [maun] tftote, or flit many (mony] a
hole," S. Prov. " You must bear the inconveniencies
of the state or condition in which you are, or change,
and perhaps for the worse." Kelly, p. 381.

A.-S. thol-ian, Moes.-G. thul-un, tolerare. A.-S. Sica
lange ic eow tholige ? Moes.-G. Und quha thuldu izwie?

How long shall I suffer, or exercise patience with, you?
Mar. ix. 19. Su.-G. tol-a, patienter ferre. Moes.-G.
thuldaina, A.-S. tholemodncsse, Isl. thol, paticntia,

Su.-G. tolig, patiens.

4. To restrain one's self, to exercise self-com-

mand ; as a v. *t.

Had Bruce past by but baid to Sanct Jhonstoun,
Be haill assent he had ressawyt the croun

;

On Cumyn syn he mycht haiff done the law.

He couth nocht thoill fra tym that he hira saw.
Wallace, x. 1162, MS.

5. To tolerate, in relation to one accounted a

heretic.
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"For if I thoill him, 1 will be acensit for all thamo
that ho corruptis and infectis in Heresie." Memorand.
Archbishop of St. Androis, Knox's Hist., p. 103.

Su.-G. tol-a, to tolerate, Seren.

6. To exempt from military execution, on cer-

tain terms.

The King gert men of gret nobUy
Rvd in tdflngland for to prey ;

That broucht owt gret pleutc of fe

:

And sum contreis thtAyt tie,

For wittaill, that in gret foysoun
He gert bring smertly to the toun.

Barbour, xvii. 228, Ma
And with some countries trace* took* he.

Edit 1820.

7. To permit, to allow, S.

Yeit glaid wes he that he had chapyt swa,
Bot for his men gret murnyngcan he ma

;

Flavt by him self to the Makar off buffe,

Quhy he sufferyt he said sic paynys pruff,

He wyst nocht weill giff it wes Goddis will,

Rycht or wrong his fortoun to fulfill

:

Hade he plesd God, he trowit it mycht nocht be,
He suld him thoill in sic perplexity

*

Wallace, v. 234, Ma
Thoill is evidently used as synon. with suffer, v. 230,

aa denoting permission. V. also viii. 43.

Faint-hearted wights, wha dully stood afar,

ThoUing your reason great attempt* to mar.

—

Ramsay's Poems, i. 325.

8. To wait ; to expect.

This seems to be the sense in the following passage :

"We suld nocht prescriue to God any special tyme
to heir our prayer, bot paciently commit all to God
baith the mancr of our helping and the tyme, according
as the Prophet command is in the P*alme, sayand

:

Expects Dominum, viriliter age, comfortetur cor tuum,
et sustine Dominum. Wait ai>on our Lord, do all thi
deidis stoutly, lat thi hart be of gud comfort, and thole

our Lord to wyrk all thingis to his pleisure." Abp.
Hamiltoun's Catechisme, 1552, Fol. 46, b.

ThoU a wee, wait a little; A. Bor. Thole a while;
oorresDonding to Su.-G. tola tiden, tempus expectare.
The idea plainly is, "Exercise patience for a short
time." Su.-G. gjfwa sig to/, to be patient of delay.

9. rTo undergo, to be subjected to] ; as, To
thole the law, to be subjected to a legal trial"

"It is—forbidden, that ony man, that is officiar of
coy conntrie, or ony man, that indictis ane vther for

ony actioun, be on hys assyse, that sail thole the law,
vnder the pane of ten pund to the king." Acts Ja, L
1424, c. 56, Edit. 1566.

Sometimes it is called (holing an assise.
** The Lordis, that was in the summondis of forfal-

trie,—war—thair to thoall an assyze, according to
thair dittay." Pitscottie's Cron., p. 235. V. Bos,
adj.

10. To reauire, to stand in need of ; as, He
wad thole a mends, he would require to be
reformed, or require a change to the better,

S.

This v., with the addition of certain prepositions
used rather adverbially, signifies to admit of the state
which the preposition expresses, as in the following
instances :

—

To Thole off. 1. To admit of a part being
taken off, to bear the ademption of, AbercL

2. To account one's self sufficiently warm,
without some particular part of dress, ibid.

To Thole on. To admit of any thing being
put on or laid on, ibid.

To Thole to. 1. To admit the addition of, ib.

2. To admit of the door, &c, being shut, ib.

Tholance, e. Sufferance, toleration.

" And supposs the said Abbot and Convent dois ws
favor in the sasying of the said anwellis bathe aide and
new, of thar gracious tholance and prestance, I, my
ayrs, executors, aud assignais, oblisis us, as said is,

nevir to mak question nor impediment to the payment
of the said anwellis that ar hv runnyn, na yit of yens
or termis that ar for to cum, &c. Chart. Abcrbroth.
F. 68, (Macfarl.) A. 1470.

Prestance is evidently the Fr. term, signifying noble-

ness, worthiness ; Cotgr.— •• Charging him to tak ane inquisicioun—how the

said twa acris of land has b*ne broukit & possedit thir

fyfty yeris by gane, & be quham, k gif the said chape-

lane, or his predeccssouris ocenpijt the said acris in

ony tyme, and quethir as malans [rent-payers], or

tholance, or propirte to the chapellanery." Act. Dom.
Cone. A. 1479, p. 39.—" Hed ony richt to the said tak bot allanerly off

tholance." Brechine Keg., FoL 92.

Tholeable, adj. Tolerable, what may be

suffered, S. ; tliolesum, Fife.

Tholmude, Tiioilmlde, adj. Patient.

In vane that name thou beris, I dare say,

Gif thou sa thoilmude stiffens lede away
Sa grete ane price but derene or batell.

Doug. Virgil, 110. 35c

"Scot. Bor. say tholemoody, i.e., patient," Rudd.
A.-S. thole-mod, tholmod, tholmoda, patiens animi.

This term is also used in Berwicks. and Roxb.

[Tholyt, pret. Errat. for Treiryt, treated,

made terms, Barbour, xvii. 228, Edin. MS.]

THOLE-PIN, s. The thowl in a boat, Ayrs.
" The boatmen rattled their oars between the thole-

pins." Spaewife, i. 183. V. Thowel.

THOLNIE,*. Toll, duty.
—"With all—multurs, frie ports or barberies,

tholmes and vthers, " &e. Acts Cha. I., Ed. 1814, Vol.

V., 97.

O. Fr. tolin, the duty payable for the right of ex-

posing goods to sale; L. B. tholne-um, id., Lat. fe/oa-
>

%um, the place of receiviug custom.

THOMICOM THRAMUNUD. A gift to

ecclesiastical persons, apparently at the

celebration of funerals.

Habeunt et quartam partem obvencionum qui in

communi conferuntur Kildcis—ab hiis qui ibidem
sepulturam eligerint, et partem que eos contingit de
communi elemosina que dicitur Sauchbarian, et partem
que eos contingit dc beneficio quod dicitur Thot»i<~QM

thramunud, libere et quiete, juxta quod ab antiquis

temporibus retro usque ad hoc teinpora habuennt.
Cartular. Abcrdon., Fol. 5. (Macfarlane, p. 13)

In the copy of the Register of St. Andrews, it is

Thomneom tharmund, p. 439.
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THON, pron. demomtr. Yonder, Loth, yon,

S. the accus. of the article, A.-S.
44 ' Horns !' repeated the driver ; 'ca ye than a hoosi?

thorn
9
* glide Glenfera cattle.' " Marriage, i. 18.

It is also used, 3. B.

Leak down the gate, what squabble's thon,
Tbst ca's the thrang's attention ?

Tarras's Poems, p. 96L

Thou is generally viewed as a provincial corr. of
Tarn, Yond. But notwithstanding the similarity of
application, they have not the slightest affimtv;
Tom being from A.-S. geond. With than, Contra id.

Hers it has simply the force of that ; and is used
as if a pronoun. In another instance it appears
merely as the article ; and even without that forco

of demonstration with which it is used in S. With thone
mjtt, Juxta puteum. Gen. 29. 2. With thone munt

;

Juxta moutem, Numb. 20. 22. The royal translator of
Bede seems to use it more emphatically than in any
other instance I have met with. le Btda sende gredan
thone leo/estan Ci/ninge ; Ego Beda salutem mitto
delectissimo Regi. Praef. ad Hist. Eccles.

Moes.-G. thana, id. or from Su.-G. then, anciently
thoen, ille, iste.

THOR, 8. "Durance, confinement. Swed.
tfor, career ;" Gl. Sibb.

THORLE, r. The fly of a spinning-rock.

Boxb. • synon. with Whorle.

Id. tkrrUl, rudicula capitata versatilis, Haldorson i

thuritl, Sw. torell, verticillum quo lacticinia agitantur ;

Seren. Hallager gives Norw. torel as denoting " the
stick wherewith butter is churned ;" vo. Tull. A.-S.
thwirU, bacillus quo agitatur coagulum, Lye ; thwyrU,
"a caarne-stafte : also, a flaile, a scourge-stick, a
awingell f Somner.

THORLE-Pippiy, $. A species of apple, in

form resembling a whorle, ibid.

THORNY-BACK, s. The Thornback, a

skate with recurved spines, Frith of Forth.

"Raia daoata. Thornback ; Thorny-bad." Keill's

list of Fishes, p. 28.

THOROUGH. To be thorough, to be sane,

or sound in mind, Teviotd.

Apparently au ellipsis for " thoroughly in his mind."

THOROW-GO-NIMBLE, s. An old term
for the diarrhoea, S. A. Bor. id., Brockett.

THORROWS, s. pi. [Crosses, troubles.]

Oret sorrows and thorr&ws
HI companie procuris :

Forese than, with me than,
This trouble that induris.

Buret, Watson's Coll, ii. 49.

Apparently troubles, q. throws, from A.-S. threoic-ian,

pati ; the word being lengthened for the sake of the

1. To oppose, toTo THORTER, v. a.

thwart, S.
—"Their willingness to suppresse the growth of

these enormities hath been ever thortered and impeded
by too many advocations of these matters granted by
yon, whereby they were discharged of all further pro-
ceeding." Letter Ja. VJL Calderwood, p. 681. V.
Thoktootl, adj.

2. To cross the furrow in ploughing, South of S.

3. To harrow the ridges in a field across the

direction of the ridges, Clydes. V. To
Endlong.

4. To go backwards and forwards on any thing,

in the way of doing one's work completely

;

as in sewing, when a person sews a piece of

cloth first one way, then another, S.; q. to

go athwart, or transversely.

5. Metaph. applied to an argument. He
thortour d it iceel, he sifted it thoroughly, he

tried it backwards and forwards, Aug.

To Thorter-tiirow, v. a. To pass an object

backwards and forwards, Roxb.

Thorter, prep. Across, athwart, S.
—"Whilkis haill landis—ar limitat—as followes ;

To wit, beginnand at the watter of Tarress to

Rowaaebarne and thorter Ingrcis yeattis to the fute of

Magilwod,"&c. Acts Ja. VI., 1G09, Ed. 1814, p. 443.

Thorter-ill, Thwarter-ill, *. A kind of

palsy to which sheep are subject, Tweedd.
" 3d, Palsy, called trembling or thorter ill, to which

those fed on certain lands are peculiarly subject." P.

Linton. Tweedd. Statist. Ace., i. 138.
•• Trembling, Thtearter, or Leaping ill. These three

appellations, of which the last is most common in

Annaadale, and the first in Selkirkshire and to the

eastward, are now used as synonvinous."
"The animal—continues leaping frequently during

the day, and the neck is frequently stiff, and turned to

one side." Prize Essays Highl. Soc. S., iii. 385, 390.

The disease seems to receive its name from this dis-

tortion of the Heck.

Thorter-knot, *. Expl. " the knarry end
of a branch," Moray.
" If—yon were to look through an elf-bore in wood,

where a thorter-knot—has been taken out,—you may
see the elf-bull, " &c Northern Antiq., p. 404.

Thorter-ower, prep. Across ; a pleonastic

term, Roxb.

Thortour, Thuortour, adj. Cross, trans-

verse, laid across.

A clench thar was, qnharoff a strenth thai maid
With thuortour treis, bauldly thar abaid.

Wallace, iv. 540. MS.

It is the same term that is used in Bcrksh. " A
tkmrt over fellow : a cross-grained or ill-tempered

fellow ;" Grose.

Thortour, *. Opposition, resistance, S.

" The Romanis hes experience aboue ingync of man
in chenalry. Sa agill ot thair bodyis, that thav may
dant all thortourand difficill gatis. Swift of rynk, and
reddy to euery kynd of jeoparde." Bellend. Cron.

Fol. 27, a.

"The third thorture and debate he had was with the

Proves*, bailycs and Councell of the town about their

lninistery." Mr. James M ellvilla MS. Mem., p. 85.

Thortron, adj. Having a transverse direc-

tion.
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Thortron burnis in monthi* hie

Ball itop na heid roume, thoch thay be.
F

Balfour'$ Prod., p. 489.

V. BORD.

I know not whether the unusual termination is

formed from Bun, v., q. running cross.

Svl-O. twtrt oe/wer, transverse; from tvert, adv.

tuner, transverse, and offiter, over, softened into our,

8. Dan. twertover, transversely. A.-S. thxefor, thwyr,

thwnr, Belg. dtrar*, dicers, Isl. ttcer, transversa, op-

positus, E. thwart.

Thortyrland, *. Land lying across or

beyond a given place.

«• To remoif, red, & flit out of the said inland thor-

tyrland, yard, & forentres." Aberd. Reg. A. 1535, V.

This seems to be a denomination of land lying

across, in relation perhaps to the house attached to it.

Thortir hous is a phrase which occurs in the same

volume, apparently used in a similar sense.

[THOUCH, Thouciit, con}. Though, al-

though, Barbour, iii. 201, j. 264.]

PTHOUCHT, pret. Ilym thoucht, it seemed

to him, it struck him, Barbour iv. 618. V.

Thocht.]

THOUGHT, Thoughty, s. 1 . In a thought,

in a moment, as respecting time, S.

" Gie me a thought of time to it, I can do as gude

a day's darg as ever I did in my life." Monastery, i.

189.

"The bird, wha was at the byre a thought** afore

na. cam rinnan back, cryan' that a lang white wmnan
wonldna let her in." Edin. Mag. Dec. 1818, p. 503.

2. At a little distance, in respect of place, S.B.

Upon his bow he leanM his milk white hand,

A bonny boy a thoughty aft" did stand.

Rots'm UeUnore, p. 68.

3. A small quantity of any thing, Ang.,

Aberd.

4. In some degree, somewhat, S.

•«I—resolved to travel by land, though it was a

thought more expensive." The Steam-Boat, p. 153.

"Ye needna say mickle to ano whose heart is e'en

the sairer that she has been a thought to blame." St.

Rouan, ii. 22.

Thochtie, id. Aberd. ; as, " Yc're a thochtie wrang;

a thochtie better ; a thochtie bigger,
H
&c.

5. A wee thought, in a small degree, S.

"Whist, whist, man !—Ducholly is a tree thought

thin-skinned in matters of military prececsion,"

Tournay, p. 13.

THOUGHT-BANE, Tiiocht-Bane, *. The

merrythought of a fowl, Aberd. ; evidently

an abbreviation of the E. name. V. Bril.

THOUM, Tiiowme, s. The thumb ;
pron.

q. thoom, S.

"Anent the haling [healing] of his thoicmc," Ac.

Aberd. Reg. V. 25.

[To TllOUM, v. a. To feel with the thumb

;

also, to mark with the thumb, as in holding

a book, S.]

VOL. IV.

Thoum-uape, e. A sort of rope made by

twisting straw on the thumb, S.

Tbay wha canna make a thnvm-rape

O thretty thraws and three,

• na worth thar mett [nieatl I wot.

Nor yet their penny fee.

AuldSay,OaIL E*e.

Tiioum-stoul, Thum-stoule, *. A cover-

ing for the thumb. V. Thum-steil.

Tooum-syme, s.
4<*An instrument for twist-

ing ropes " given as synon. with Thraio-

crook; GalLEncyc.
The last syllable is probably allied to Isl. gwtim-tt,

circumire, ctrcumferri, siceim, levis motio, or #wm,

vertigo; q. "the instrument which, in the operation

of twisting, is whirled round by the thumb."

To THOUT, v. n. To sob, S.B. Gl. Shirr.

This seems radically the same with Thud, q.T. V.

also Thaut.

Thout, *. A sob, S. B.
. Judge gin her heart was sair ;

Out at her mou* it just was like to bout

Iotil her lap, at ilka ither thout.

Ross's Hdenore, p. 23.

(THOW, adc. When, Barbour, xi. 31 (rub-

ric), Camb. ifS. A.-S. thd, when.]

To THOW, v. a. To address in the singular

number, as a token of contempt.

This 9 is used by Shakapeare in the same sense. I

take notice of it, therefore, merely to observe that it

had been early used in S.

Wallace ansuerU, said, " Thoxo art in the wrang.

*

m
«• Quham thoicis thow, Scot? in faith thow serwis a blaw.

TU1 him be ran, and out a suerd can draw.
Wallace, L 883. Mis.

Do*-*, Ed. Perth ; evidently an error of the tran.

scriber for thoicis. The sense is preserved in Ed. 1WS.

Whom thoust thou, Scot?

Corresponds to Fr. tutoy-er.

To THOW, v. n. 1. To thaw, S.

2. Used actively; to remove the rigour pro-

duced by cold, S.

I—beekt him brawly at my inrie,

Dtghted his face, his handles thow d.
6

Ramsay's Poems, L 145.

Steeve, in his plaid, ilk haun he rows.

An', wi his breath, the cranreuch thovs ;

Till auce ilk dinnlin finger glow*.
. _

Pickens Poems, l 1 1.

Tnow, TnowE, s. Thaw, S.
" When thowes dissolve the snawy hoord,

Tben Water-kelpies haunt the foord,

By your direction.
Burns, in. 73.

•• Nothing contributes more than a course of change-

able weather from one extreme to another, to waste

sheep ; and nothing is more difficult to guard against,

which has given rise to the proverb,

Mony a frost, mony a thoie,

Soon maksmony a rotten ewe." ..

Essays Highl. Soc., in. 473.

Thotce is the ancient form of the word is E-

•« Thowe of snowc or other lyke. Resolutio. Lique-

factio. Degelatio.— Thow-en or mcltyn as anowe «
frost. Resoluit. Soluit. Degelat." Prompt. Parr.

x 3
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Thow-IIole, #. « A name for the South f
as, "the wind generally blows out of this

quarter
n

in the time of a thaw, Gall. Enc.
The mermaids can ought thole,
Bat front oat of the thow-hole.

A mid Superetitiom Say. Ibid.

Shore Thow. This term is applied to a
heavy snow, accompanied with a strong
wind, which, as it were, threatens to smore,
smother, or suffocate one, Ang.

THOWEL, Thole, s. The nitch or hollow
in which the oar «f a boat acts, Loth. ; [syn.

rolloct, E. rowlock.]

Thowl la E. and denotes a piece of wood by which
the oar ia kept steady in rowing. V. Johns.

Su.-G. lull, aartull, id. Isl. tholl-r, arboris species

;

aJso palua, a stake. [V. Thole fix.]

THOWLESS,a<#. Inactive. V.Thewles.

Tbowlesxes, Thowlysnes, s. Inactivity,

or evil habits; literally, unfitness for service.

Hys dochteris he kend to wewe and spyn,
As pare wemen tbare met to wyn,
That thai sold noacht for ydilnes
FaU in-til iwyl thowtysnes.

Wyntown, vi. 8. 74.

This is printed thowtesHes, Barbour, i. 333, expl.
thoughtlessness, GI But the word in MS. is thowlesnes.

Soue to Panrss can he ga,
And levyt thar full sympylly,
And quhethir he glaid was and joly ;

And til swylk thourleenes he yeid.
As the courss askis off yowtheid I

V. Thewles.

THOWRROURIS, *. pi. Wallace, iii. 103,
most probably, by mistake of some copyist,

for skorrowrU.

The worthi Scottis maid thar no soiornyng,
—Send twa Ounorrouris to wesy weyll the playne.

THRA, Thro, adj. 1. Eager, earnest.

Bohand was full lira,

Of Trbtrem for to frarn.

Sir Trietrem, p. 37, st 53.

His frendis moryd the Kyng of Frawns
For this Willame to mak instawns
And thra prayers to the Pape,
This Willame that he wald mak Byschape
Of Saynct Andrewb se wacand.

Wytdoum, vii. 38, 235.

Le., eager to ask of him.

Lo here the boumlis, Io here Hespcria,
Quhilk thou to setk in werefare was sa thra.

Doug. Virgil, 422, 10.

2. Brave, courageous ; tike E. keen.

Wallace with him had fourtv archarys thra,

The layff was speris, full nobill in a neid,

On thair enemys thai bykkir with gud speid.

Wallace, ix. 844, Ma
Thus the hatayl it bigan,

Witeth wele it was so,

Bituene the Douk Morgan,
And Rouland that was thro.

Sir TrUtrem, p. 11, at. 4.-

3. Obstinate, pertinacious.

Bot thair mycht na consaill awaile.

He wald algat bav bataile,

And quheti thai saw he wes sa thra
To fycht, that Maid, " Ye ma well ga
To fycht with yone great company.
Bot we acquyt ws wtrely
That nane of ws will stand to fycht"

Barbour, xvliL 71, MS.

This may also be the sense of the term in the follow-
ing passage :—
Like as twa bustuous bullis by aud by,—
Quhen thay assembill in austerue batall thra,

With front to front and horn for home attains

Ruschaud togiddir with crones and fereful granis.—

•

Doug. Virgil, 437, 47.

4. Opposite, reluctant, averse.

Anone the catall, quhilk fauourit langere
The bcist ouercumin as thare chief and here,
Now thaiue subduwU vndir his wardc in hye,
Quhilk has the ouerhand, wynnyng and maistery,
And of fre wil, al thocht thare myndis be thra,
Assentis him til obey

Doug. Virgil, 454, 2.

Isl. thra, pertinacia, thraa-r, thra, thratt, pertinax,
assiduus; Su.-G. traa, id. tra, aese alicui opponere,
resistere.

Thra, s. 1. Eagerness, keenness.
Our men on him thrang forward in to thra,
Maid throuch his ost feill sloppi.* to the fra. -

Wallace, viii. 237, Ma
2. Debate, contention.

So thochtis thretis in thra our breist is ouerthort,
Baleful besyues bayth blis and blythnes gan boist

Doug. Virgil, 238, a. 23.

V. the adj.

Thra, Thraw, Thraly, adv. Eagerly.

The berne bounit to the burgh, with ane blith cheir,

Fand the yettis unclosit, and thrang in full thra.

(Jawan and (Jol., i. 5.

ie., pressed in full eagerly.

The batellis so brvm, brathly and blicht,

Were jonit thraly in thrang, mony thowsaud.
Houlate, il 14.

Thay pingil thraly quha mycht formest be,

Wyth doure myndis, vnto the wallis hye.
Doug. Virgil, 431, 34.

Thraw seems used in the same sense, if it be not the
adj.

Bot Io ane sworl of fyre blesis vp thraw;
Lemand towart the lift the flame he saw.

ibid. 435, sa

THRAE, adj. Backward, reluctant to do
any thing, Perths. V. Tiira.

THRAE, prep. From, Tweedd. This must
undoubtedly be viewed as a local corruption

of S. Frae, id.

THRAFF, adj. Tliraff drink, E. of Fife.

THRAFTLY, adv. In a chiding or surly

manner.
44 The ambassadours past out of Scotland, in this

manner as I,have shewn you, to London to King Hary,
where they were but thra/tly received of the King and
council of England at that time." Pitscottie, p. 171.

A.-S. thraf-ian, increpare, thrafumj, increpatio, "a
chiding, reproving, or blaming ;

" Somner.
The A.-S. v. seems to have the same origin with

Thra, q. v.
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TIIRAIF, Thravk, Thkeavk, s. 1. Twenty-

four sheaves of corn, including two stoats,

or shocks, S. A. Bor. Glouc.

"A farmer who rented 60, 80, or 100 acres, was

sometimes under the necessity of buying meal for his

family in the summer season : Nor will this appear

wonderful, when it is considered that 15 bolls of l>ear

have of lata years been produced on the same field,

where 60 thrmvt [i. e. thravesl (1200 sheaves) formerly

grew, which the owner said *he would give for 50 bear

bannocks (barley cakes).'" P. Caputh, Perth. Statist.

Aoc., ix. 449, tf
" The produce of this farm, which in the year 1780

was only 900 threaves, amounted to 2700 thrcare* in

the year 1790." P. Turriff, Aberd. Statist. Ace, xvii.

406.
, , . .

•• Ancnt the wrangwiss spoliatioun of a stak of aitis,

extending to ii c and thre score of thravh of fothir

[fodder], as was allegctt ;—thelordis auditoris decrctis,"

ike. Act. Audit, A. 1478, p. f»0.

—"The sai'lia Cristiane—sail content & paye to the

said Johnne xxiij b. of aitis, & xl thra/ of fothir, or

ellis the avale of thaim." Ibid.

It is sometimes written Thrive.

*'I have thrashed a few thrieres in the minister's

barn, prime oats they were, for the glebe had been

seven years in lea." Lights and Shadows, p. 214.

2. A multitude, a considerable number, S.

Unwourthy I, aniang the laif,

Ane kirk doi.H craif, and nane can have ;

Sum with ane th raif pinyis passage plane,

Quhilk to considder is ane pane.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 117.

In came visitants a /A/raw,

To entertain them she man leave

Her looking-glass.
Ramsey's Poems, ii. 463.

Su.-O. trafice, a heap of any kind, acervus scgetum,

lignorum aliarumque rerum. In one part of Sw. it has

precisely the sense of our throve. Smolan-do-Goth.
en trafice saad, strues scgetum viyinti nuatour, fascibus

constans ; Seren. IsL trafice, a heap of corn cut down.

C. B. trefa, drefa, id. L. B. traca, tram blatli,

acervus frumenti. Ihre has remarked on this word,

that, among the ancient Goths straba was used to de-

note that heap of spoils, or trophy, which was erected

in honour of a deceased warrior.

Threaver, s. One who in harvest is paid

according to the number of threaves he cuts

down, S.B.

"While a reaper cuts, in the usual hasty manner
of a feed shearer, at the rate of nine threaves a-day,

a threaver will, with less labour to himself, cut ten

threaves in the samo time." Agr. Surv. Kiiicard., p.

264.

Threavixo, s. The mode of payment men-
tioned above, S.B.

•' Threaring. This consists in paying each reaper

individually according to his daily work, ascertained

by the number of threavt*, of two stooks each, and
every stook twelve sheaves, and each sheaf at the band
to fill a fork ten inches wide between the prongs. The
price commonly given is four-pence thethreave." Ibid.

To THRAIN, v. n.

This may have been formed from the part. pr. threa-

gende, or the gerund thrtagenne of A.-S. threagan,

threan, corripere, reprehendcre ; or may be immediately
allied to Su.-G. traegtn, assiduus, pertinax, from trae,

desiderium, Isl. thra, pertinacia, t thra, obstinate.

ToTHKAIP, v. n. [1. To assert, asseverate;

to reiterate, S. V. Threpe.

2. To strive, contend ; hence, to succeed, to

profit by, Clydcs., Loth.]

The smith swoir be rude and raip,

Intill a gallowis mot I gaip,

Gif I ten dayis wan pennies* thre.

For with that craft I can nocht thraip.

Dunbar, BannatyM Poans, p. 33.

[TnRAiP-KNOT, s. An assertion without

foundation, to bring out the truth of what

one suspects, or to prevent the doing of a

thing one dreads will be done, Banffs.]

To THRALL, Thrill, t?. a. 1. To enslave.

2. To subject to any sort of servitude; applied

to heritable property ; au old forensic term.

"That the said Robert sail nocht revoke nor again

call the said procuratour quhil it be vsit & hafe effect

;

nor in the meue tyme quhil it be vsit sail be na maner

of way thrill tha Iandis, hot deliuer thaim fre as laid

is." Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1480, p. 70.

It is obviously the same with the v. to Thirl.

Thrall, adj. Enslaved, completely subjected

to. This word has been introduced as an

O. E. word by Mr. Todd. It was also used

in S.
" Persauing alsua the Quene aa thrall, and swa blindlie

aflectionat to the private appetyte of that tyrane," 4c

Anderson's Coll., ii. 222.

To THRAM, v. n. To thrive, Aberd. Moray,

Gl. Ross.

Sae, while we honest means pursue,

Well mat thou thratn, for sin thou's been so free,

I for a whyllie yet sal lat thee be.

Ross's Beletiore, p. 21.

We yet may chance to thram

:

Nor ferly, tho* sparely

The blessings now are gi'en. ^M
Shirrefs' Poems, p. 3*0.

Isl. thrc-ast, invalescere, incrementum capere;

throan, throtte, incrementum ac vires viriies.

To THRAMLE, Thrammle afy v. a. To

wind, Buchan.
Fu' fast she's ca'd the rim about,

An' thramrt af wi* awfu' rowt

;

For friendship gae her oil.

Tarras's Poems, p. 112.

•• Thrammtt, winded, reeled ; " Gl. ibid. Here the

term is used figuratively. Can thb have any affinity

to the E. v. to Thrum, to twist ; or IsL thrown, the

extremity of any thing?

TIIRAMMEL, *. Meal and ThrammeU pro-

perly a little meal put into the mouth of a

sack, at a miln, having a small quantity of

water or ale poured in, and stirred about.

At times it is made up in the form of a

bannock, and roasted in the ashes, Banffs.

In haf an hour he'se get his mess—
O' meal an' thrammel.

Taylor's & Poems, p. 25.

Apparently a compound word, from Su.-G. Isl. tkra,

desiderium, also used to denote a failure of strength,
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and mint, meal itself, or maal, a meal ; q. a portion
taken for satisfying the present cravings of nature, by
one who, being from home, has not had a regular diet.

THRAMMEL, s. The rope which forms
part of an ox's binding, fastened at one eud
to the bakie, or stake, at the other to the
wfe, or yoke, which goes round the neck,
having a swivel at the end which joins the
sele ; Afearns, Aberd., BaufFs., Moray.
Evidently of Goth, origin. Isl. thrimill signifies a

knot

THRANG, pret. and part. pa. Pressed. V.
Thring.

To THRANG, v. a. and n. 1. To throng, to
crowd, to rush in a crowd, S.

The hurly-burly thrangs, ding-dans.
Wi'focko' ilka station.

Tarras's Poems, p. 93.

As they're thus cracking, a* the bouse thrangs out,
Oouping and gazing at this new come rout

/loss's UtUnort, First Edit, p. 92.

A. Bor. " Thrang, v. to press, to thrust, to squeeze :

"

Gl. Brockett.
^

Sw. traang-a, to crowd, A.-S. Jhring-an, to press,
from Moes.-G. threih-an, id.

2. To crowd towards a place; as, They are
thrangin to the kirk; they are going to
church in crowds, S.

Thrano, adj. 1. Crowded, S. Sir J. Sin-
clair's Observ., p. 109.
Belg. gedrang, id. Isl. thraung-ur, Su.-G. traang,

arctus, angustus.

2. Intimate, familiar, S. thick, grit, synon.
Fu' tyr'd he seeiu'd, yet hack wi' me wou'd gang,
8yne hauie we scour'd fu' cheery and fu* thrang.

Morison's Poems, p. 136.

" They art very throng, for intimate together, is a
very common Scotticism." Sir J. Sinclair's Ob-
•erv., p. 109. V. Gill-wheep.

3. Busy, busily employed ; sometimes applied

to the objects engaged ; as, u We're thrang

wi* wark;—we're thrang shearing; thrang

washing ;

—

thrang e'en now wi' the hairst,"

s.

"Ay thrang, little thing doing, soling the minister's
hose/ 8. Prov. ; apparently spoken of those who are
busy in doing little.

The prep, at is sometimes used.

As they were at this dibber-derry thrang.
And Bydby still complaining of her wrang,
Jean, who had seen her coming o'er the moor,
Supposing't Kory, slips in at tnc door.

Ross's Uelenore, p. 81.

A. Bor. " Thrang, a. much engaged, busily em-
ployed;" GL Brockett.

4. Applied to the time or season of busy
engagement, S.
" This is the first day that you are to take the place

of your worthy mother in attending to the public. It

will be hard for you to fill her place, especially on sio

a thrang day as this." Tales of my Landlord, li. 69.

5. Transferred to tho engagement, or work
itself, S.

The £. form is sometimes given to the term, while
the S. sense is retained.

••The general calling of Christianity is a very throng
task, wherein a man needs never want an opportunity
of doing service to God." Uutcheson on John xii. 1,

p. 150.

Thrang, «v 1. A throng, a crowd, S.

Wi' some surprise the Squire behads the thrang,
An' speers gin a* did to ae house belang.

Moss's UeUnore, First Ed., p. 92, 93.

With great hamstram they thrimled thro' tho thrang.
Ibid. p. 86.

A. Bor. " Thrang, s. a crowd, a throng ; pure
Saxon ;" Gl. Brockett.

2. Constant employment, S.; pressure of busi-

ness, S.

'•Ye canna get leave to thrive for thrang;" Ramsay's
S. Prov., p. 81.

3. Straits, a state of hardship or oppression.

The nobill men, that ar off Scott is kind,
Thar petous dede ye kepe in to your mynd.
And ws rawenge, quhen we ar set in thrang.

Wallace, vii. 237, MS.

Editors, not understanding the sense, have chanced
the word to throng. It is A.-S. thrang, turba, or Isl.

thraeng, angusta, used metaph. Su.-G. traang-maal,
necessitas.

4. Intimacy, S. B.
It sets them well into our thrang to spy :

They'd better whisht, reed I sud raise a fry.

Ross*s Hclenorc, p. 13.

5. Bustle, confusion, S. B.
Bvdby—they call her, bargains tough and sair,

That Lindy there sud by his promise bide.

—

And now your honour's heard what makes the thrang.

Ibid. p. 101.

Thrang, pret. Rushed.
Thurlgill thrang till a club,
So ferss he flaw in a dub.

ColkeMe Sow, F. 1. v. 219.

A.-S. thrang, irruit, from thring-ian, irruere ; Isl.

threng-ia, urgere ; Dan. traengtr, id.

Thranoerie, 8. A bustle, Ayrs.

"It'll be a grand ploy to my mother—for ye ken she
has such a heart for a thrangerie butt and ben, that,

rather than want wark, she'll mak a baby of the
beetle, and dance till't." The Entail, ii., 29.

Thranoity, s. The state of being throng,

Fife.

THEAPPLE, s. The windpipe; [also, the

throat], S.
" Thrapj)le, the windpipe of any animal.—They still

retain it in the Scottish dialect ; we say rather throttle ;"

Johns. Diet. V. Tiiuopill.

To Thrapple, v. a. 1. To throttle or

strangle, S. Thropple, A. Bor. V.Turop-
PILL.

An' lusty thuds were dealt about,
An' some were maistly thrappTt

Wi* grips, that night.

Cock's Simple Strains, p. 136.
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"We'se no boo a lamb-cloot on a' the Caulside o'

Dunscore, if we thrajt/fle the gudeman o' the flock."

Blackw. Mag., May H20, p. 159.

To Thrapple up, v. a. To devour in eating,

• to gobble up, Aug.

2. To entangle with cords, Berwicks.

Perhaps it haa been originally applied to an animal
captured by throwing ropea about ita neck or throat.

V. the v. Thrapple.

THRASH, #. A rush, Loth., Ayrs.
Whiles, whan I gade owre the burn,
'Yont the green, an* thro' the thrashes,

I hae lain an heard her &ing,

An' to hearhow glib «he gashes.
Pieken's Poems, 1788, p. 155.

V. Thrush.

To THRATCII, v. n. To gasp convulsively,

as one does in the agonies of death, S. B.

;

to draucht, synon.

Graenin in mortal agony,
Their steeds were thratchin near.

Jamieson's Popul. Ball., I 245.

If I but grip you by the collar,

111 gar you gape, ami glour, ami gollsr,

An* thratch an* thraw lor want o* breath—
Ae squeeze o* that wad be your death.

Beattie's John o' Arnha*, p. 28.

Ial. thrtyte, certo, fatigo, laboro ; thraute, labor

;

8a.-G. trot, fatigatua, trott-a, fatigare.

IaL thriottka, defectus, Verel. ; thruska, mulier la-

boriosa, apparently, a woman in labour, from thruska,
strepere, thrusk, strepitus. Or Thratch may have
originated by means ofa slight transposition from A.-S.
ikraesi-an, torquere ; whicn is perhaps a frequenta-

tive from threagen, thre-an, or thraw-an, also sig-

nifying torquere. From thraest-an ia formed thraest-

, tormenturn.

Thratch, *. The oppressed and violent

respiration of one in the last agonies, S. B.
Dtad-trach occurs in this sense, evidently an errat.

for dfadthrxitr.h.

"That same deceitfnll illusion—having, by alow
degrees, mounted to so monstrous an heicnt, is now,
agayne, near the deail-trach, to the Devil a great dis-

pleasure.'' Forbes's Eubulus, p. 107.

THRAVE,
Thraif.

*. Twenty-four sheaves. V.

(To Thrave, Thraver. V. under Tiiraif.]

To THRAW, v. a. To cast, to throw.
With how grete thud in.the melle,

Ane lance towartis his aduersarus thrawis he.

Doug. Virgil, 371, 88.

A.-S. thraw~an, jacere.

Thraw, s. [A throw; i.e.,] a short space
of time, a little while, a trice.

Throw help tharcof he chasis the wvndis awa,
And trubly cloudis diuidis in ane thraw.

Doug. Virgil, 108, 21.

O.E. throw, Rom. Cueur de Lyon. By throwes, by

By throwes eche of them it hadde.
Oower's Vonf. Am. Pol 10.

"Throve or lytyll whyle. Momentum. Morula.**
Prompt Parv.

A.-S. thrah, Isl. thrauge, cursus, decursus temporis*
tempus continuum ; from Mocs.-O. thrag-jan, currcre.

The A.-S. term is used indefinitely. Sume thrage, in

qnoddam tempus ; lange thrage, in longum tempus. It

aeema to have been originally used by our writers, in a
similar manner ; the duration being determined by the

epithet.

For It is best
Thy wery ene thou priuely withdrew
From langsum labour, and slepe ane title thraw.

Doug. Virgil, 156, 44.

[Thrawino, *. Throwing, Barbour, xiii. 156,

Camb. MS.]

To THRAW, v. a. and n. 1. To wreath, to

twist, S.
M Thraw the wand, while it's green ;" Ferguson's S.

ProT. f p. 30.

Throw ia used in the same seuse. V. Titcpp.

2. To wreuch, to sprain, S. V. GI. Shirr.

Tve thrawn my kute, I've sprained my ankle.

3. To distort, to wrest.

"Sum factius, and curious men techeis the scripture

to be iuge, qnha vnder the pretence of the auancement
and libcrtie of the Euangell, hea euir socht the libertie

of thare fiesche, furthsctting of thare errouris, auance-
ment of thare awin glore, curiosite and opiuioun, wrest-

and and thrawing the scripture, contrare the godlie

menynge of the samyn, to be the scheild and buklare
to thair lustes, and heresiis." Kennedy, Comraendatar
of Crosraguel, p. 6.

4. To twist from agony, Aug.
—1*11 gar you gape, and glowr, ami gollar,

An' thratch an thraw for want o' breath, &c,
John o' Arnha', p. 28.

V. Turatcu, v.

5. To cast, to warp, S.

6. To oppose, to resist. V. Tiirawin. To
carry any measure by a strong hand, S.

"The Lordia perceaving that, come vnto hir with
dis»imulatcountenance, with reuercntand fairc spcaches,

and said, that thair intcntiouns were nawayes to

thraw hir ; and thairfoir immediate!ye wald repene hir

with freedome to hir awin palace of Halymdhous, to

doe as shoe list'* Historie James Sext, p. 21.

7. To thraw the mou\ literally, to distort the

face; metaph. to express dissatisfaction,

Roxb.
" Ye shouldna repine, goodinan, Ye're something ill

for throwing your won' at Providence now and then.**

Blackw. Mag., Mar. 1823, p. 312.

8. To thraw out, to extort, to obtain by vio-

lence.

" When hee hath thrawne all these good tnrnes out
of them, whereof thcy.hauc noe wite, because they doe
it for ane vthcr end, hee maketh ilkane of them to be
hangmen to vther." Bruce's Eleven Serm., K.1.K

A.-S. Utraw-ian, torquere/ Utreag-an, thre-aii, tor-

quere, vcxare.

9. To t/irata with, to contend, to be in bad
humour with.
" lie caused the duke to thraw with him, till he gave

over certain benefices to give unto his friends."

Pitscottie, p. 1M, Ed. 1768.
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Thraw, s. [1. A twist, wrench, sprain ; also,

the act of twisting, S.]

2. A pang, an agony. TJie dede thrawis, the

agonies of death, S.

Donn duschit the beist dede on the land can ly,

8preaUnd and flychterand in the deile thrawisx

Doug. Virgil, 143, 51.

IsL Mm, aegritudo ; Su.-G. (wye, dolor, moestitia;

A.-S. thrta, poeua, iuflictio ; thrtow-an, agonizare.

3. Anger, ill humour, S.

Leases were kiss'd frae lug to lug,

Nor seem'd to tak it ill.

Wi' throw that day.
it. OaUotoay'* Poems, p. 93.

This is evidently the tamo with Thra, *. q. v.

When anld Lucky Nature divided her gear,

She gied to her bairns braw lairdships to rear

;

But unto Miss Scotia, just out of a throw,
She gave a bleak wilderness, barren and raw.

Train** Mountain Muse, p. 113.

4. One turn of the hand in twisting any
thing, S.
—"Thretty throw* and three w are, in a traditionary

rhythm, represented as necessary for making a straw-
rope. V. Thoum-bafe.

Thraw in tlie belly. Belly-ache, gripes.

"Tormen alvi, a thraw in the bellie." Wedder.
Vocab,, p. 19.

Thrawart, Thraward, adj. 1. Froward,
perverse.

This Eneas, wyth hydduous barganyiur,
In Itale thratcort pepill sail down thnng.

Doug. VirgU, 21, 10.

8yne said he, Son, thou irkit ar all gatis

By the contrarius thrawart Troiane fatis.

Tout 78, 38.

" Be not outrageous, nor thraward vpon the woman,
bat teach Her with meekenes." H. Balnaues'a Conf.
Faith, p. 230.

2. Backward, reluctant, S.
•* The owners and workmen were very thrawart to

do any service either for themselves or us." Baillie's

Lett, i. 209.

Thrawart, prep. Athwart, across.

The schippis steuyn thratcort hir went can wryith,
And turnit hir braid syde to the wallis swyth.

Doug. Virgil, 16, 23.

V. preceding word.

Thrawart-like, adj. Having the appear-

ance of crossness ; or of great reluctance, S.

Bat agly as she was there was no cure,

Bat I maun kiss her, cause I was the wooer.
—Bat I assure you I look'd wondrous blate ;

And very thrawart-like I yeed in by.
RoW* ITelenort, p. 86L

TlIRAWARTNES, TlIRAWARDNESSE, S. Per-
verseness, S.

^
•* Bot insted of thankfull hartis and gude obedience,

hir Hienes clemency is comounly abusit and reconv
pansit with thrawartne* and ingratitude." Procl. Q.

t Mary, 1567, Keith's Hist. p. 397.

Remoue from mce (hrawardneste,
Als weU in mynde, as into deid.

Poem* of the Sixteenth Century, p, 70.

Turaw-Cruk, $. An instrument for twisting

ropes of straw, hair, &c, S.

Ane thraw-cruk to twyne ane tether.

Bannatyne Poem*, p. 160, st 9.

Nasaed from its hooked form. Su.-G. lrol\ qvfic-

quid aduncum vel incurvum est ; Bel^;. krook, Fr.

eror, R. crook, C.B. crweca, curvus. Thraw, to twist.

V.thev.

Thrawen-Days, 8. A " name for a petted

child ; sometimes anId thraicen-dayes" Gall.

Enc. ; transferred perhaps to the child itself

from the circumstance of his being occa-

sionally actuated by a perverse humour for

a whole day, whence it might be said

;

44 This is ane o' his thraum days?

Thrawin, Tiirawn, part. adj. Distorted,

having the appearance of ill-humour; ap-

plied to the countenance, S. thrawin.

Alecto hir thrawin vissage did away,
All furious membris laid apart and array.

Doug. Virgil, 221, 32.

2. Cross-grained, of a perverse temper, S. V.
Thraw, v.

" 111 be as thrami'* you, thongh yon were as thrown'*

the woody." Donald and Flora, p. 13. This is a
proverbial phrase, S.

'* In his ear rang the merry notes which she sang, as

be strode away in offended dignity, and half thought
that the thrown lassie wished to wyle him back again."

Toornay, p. 273.

3. Expressive of anger or ill-humour, S.

"A thrawin question should have a thrawart an-
swer;" Ramsay's S. Prov., p. 16.

Ial. thra, Su.-G. traegen, pervicax, obstinatus.

Thrawix - Mowrr, Thrawn - Mou't, adj.

Twisted in the mouth.
"Ane movane of fonte thrawin mowif, without

anoea, maid be Hanis Cochrane," Ac. Inventories, A.
1573. p. 249.

Thrawinness, #. Pervcrseness, obstinacy, S.

(Thrawn, adj. Same with Thrawin, q. v.]

Tiirawn-Gabbit, adj. Peevish, ill-tempered,

Roxb.; from the addition of Gab to Thrawn9

,

q. expressing ill humour by the distortion

of the mouth.

Thrawn-Mugoent, adj. Having a perverse

disposition, Ang. V. Ill-muggent.

Thrawyxlye, adv.

of ill-humour.

In a manner expressive

With bludy ene rolling ful thrawynlye,

Oft and rycht schrewitly wald she clepe and cryvc.

Doug. Virgil, 220, 49.

THRAW, s. Prob., favour, good graces.

The Kyn$ hym self Latinus, the great here,

Quhispens and musi*, and is in manere fere,

Quhara be sal cht-is, or call vnto hys thraw
To be his doachteris spous, and son in law.

Doug. Virgil, 435, 10.
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Probably favour, rood graces, Su.-G. traa, anc. thra,

desiderium. Jutta Aon fick sica myelin thraa ; Jutta
taiitn desiderio (sororeni videudi) tencbatur. Chron.
Rhythm, p. 36 ap. Ihre. Su.-O. IsL trat dcaiderare.

THRAW, adv. Eagerly; or adj., eager. V.
Thra, adv.

To THRAW up, v. w. To grow up hastily,

to make rapid increase in stature ; especially

applied to young people, Loth.

This must hare been originally the same with Isl.

thro-a, creacere facio, augeo, and thro-a*t
t
incr< mentum

somo ; whence throttn and throtte, incrementum ac
vires viriles. G. Andr., p. 208. Thrantt-a, diu
Tigeo ; ibid., p. 267. Su.-G. trifw-as, and L. thrive,

certainly belong to the same family.

THRAWIN, Thrawyxlye. V. under
Thraw.

THRAW-MOUSE, s. The shrew-mouse,

Sorex araneus, Linn., Mcarns.

It is thus denominated q. "distorting mouse," from
the belief of its having the power to thraw or distort

animals by running over them. "Hence," says an
intelligent correspondent, "the English have called it

ihretcmoujx, and the Dane* akoumuttz, from the same
belief."

8kinner deduces the name from Teut. he tchrey-ent

fascinare, " because those who are bitten by this little

animal, are affected with such violent symptoms as

would indicate the influence of witchcraft." Phillips,

or Kersey, carries the matter still farther, observing
that the shrewmouse is "very mischievous to cattel

;

for " going over a beast's back "it " will make it lame
in the chine." These three writers, as well as Junius
and Lye, agree in tracing the E. designation for a
vixen to this venomous animal.

TIIRAWS-SPAXG, t. A rod of iron

attached by the one end to the beam of the

plough, immediately before the insertion of

the handle, and naving the other end
fastened to that part of the plough which
descends perpendicularly downwards to the

merlie-pin, Orkn. The use of the thraws-

spang is to prevent the plough from being

straightened by the draught.

THREAD O' BLUE, A phrase applied to

any thing in writing or conversation that

is smutty, Gall. Enc.
; q. a thread not cor-

responding in colour with the rest of the

web. [In some districts blue thread is a

cant name for whisky.]

THREAVING, and THREAVER. V.
under Tiiraif, s.

THREEFAULD, adj. Threefold, S.

Thick and Thkeefauld. A phrase applied

when a number of objects follow each other

in close succession ; as, "Ills come thick and
three-fauld on him," misfortunes befal him
in close succession, S.

" Saints, after Ion« sparing, may expect their trials

will come thick and threefold upon them, and that their

being laid under one trial will not be a shelter to hide
them from another." Hutcheson on John, 16. 4.

Three-Girk'd, adj. Surrounded with three

hoops, S.

I wadna gi« my three~girr*d cap
For e'er a qnene on Bogie.

Uhi-hs, Cromek'a Rdiquts, p. 247.

V. Girr.

Three-Neukit, adj. Triangular, as Four-
neukit signifies square, S.

Threesum, Tiirescm, adj. Three together,

three in conjunction, S. threesum. V. Sum,
term.

Tiiree-Taed, adj. "Having three prongs,"

S., Gl. Burns. V. Tae.

THREEP, 8. and v. V. Tiirepe.

THREEPLE, adj. Triple, Aberd. This
must be a corr. either of the E. word, or of

A.-S. t/nie/ealdt triplex.

THREEPTREE, s. The large beam which
is immediately connected with the plougli,

Clydes.

IsL threp, abacus, absessus ; tfire\f-a, contrectare,
tangcre.

THREFT, adj. Reluctant
;
perverse, Loth.

From A.-S. thraf-ian, increpare, to elude, to reprove.
V. Tiikaftly.

This is probably the same with A.-Bor. tharf.
" Thar/and Threa, unwilling, " Grose. Threa must be
viewed as merely a variety of our 1'hra, sense 3, ob-
stinate.

THREISHIN, s. Expl. " courting.
99

S.B.

But this must be the same with Treeshin,
q. v.

T1IRELL MULTURE. Multure due at a

miln by thirlage. V. Thrill, adj.

TilRENE, s. A traditionary and vulgar

adage or assertion, often implying the idea

of superstition, Perths. ; synon. with Rane,

Tronie, and nearly so with Freit.

IsL drun-r signifies rumor, faraa. Prob., Thrent is

a proverbial corruption of Bane, if not of Tronie, q. v.

To THREPE, Tiireip, v. n. 1. To aver with

pertinacity. It properly denotes contiuued

assertion, in reply to denial, S. A. Bor.

t/treap.

—Sum wald swear, that I tbe text hanc waryit,
Or that 1 haue this volume quite myscaryit,
Or threpe planelie, I come ueuer nere hand it.

Doug. Vi,yit
t PreC 12. 2.

It is also used actively, 8.

Wald God I had than? eri* to pull,

Misknawis the crede, ami thrvvis vthir forwayis.

ibid. Prol. 66, 25.

A.-S. thrtap-ian, redargue™.
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" I threpe a mater vpon one, I beare one in hande
that he hath doone or aaid a thing a mysse.—This
terme is—farr* northeru. He wold threpe vpon me
that I haue his penne." Palsgr. B. iii. F. 389, a. Dr.
Johns, mentions Threap as "a country word."

2. To contend, to quarrel.

Ka thank me not ouir airlie for dreid that we threip.

Jtauf Coilyear, A. Gj. a.

3. To urge with pertinacity, South of S.

"Bat the poor simple bairn himsel, that had nae
mair knowledge of the wickedness of human nature
than a calf has of a fleshcr's gully, he threapU to see

the auld hardened blood-sheddcr, and trysted wi' him
to meet wi' some of the gang—the neist day," Ac. St.

Bonan, ii. 20.

Threpe, Tiireap, b. A vehement or per-

tinacious affirmation, S.

Say thai nocht, I haue myne honcstc degraid,

And at my self to schut ane bat has maid ?

Nane rthir thing in threpe here wrocht haue I,

Bot fenyete fablis of ydolatry,

With sic myscheif as aucht nocht named be.

Doug. Virgil, 481, 38.

'Boat onie threap when he and I fell out,

That was the road that he wu for, no doubt. •

Ross'* Helenore, p. 34.

To Keep one's Threep, to continue pertin-

aciously in any assertion or course, S.
M I would hardly," aaid the Marquis, "consent to

your throwing away your birthright in this manner,
were I not perfectly confident, that Lady Ashton

—

will, as Scotchmen say, keep her threep ; and that her
husband dares not contradict her." Bride of Lammer-
moor, ii. 323.

2. Expl. « contest."

"Between thirteen and thrice three the threep shall

be ended."
•' Before 1322, when the infant king shall have corn-

pleated his 10th year, the victorious regent shall sub-

due the English [Saxons], and then the contest [threep]

between the two nations shall cease." Lord Hailes

Remarks on the Hist, of Scot., p. 104.

3. Applied to traditionary superstition, Eoxb.,

Dumfr.
"But they stick to it, that they'll be streekit, and

hae an aula wife when they're dying to rhyme ower
prayers, and ballants, and charms, as they ca' them,
rather than they'll hae a minister to come and pray wi*

them—that's an auld threep o' theirs." Guy Manner-
ing, iii. 110.

"An auld threep, a superstition obstinately persisted

in of old
;
" GL Antiq.

[THRESUM, adj. V. Threesum.]

THRESWALD, s. Threshold.

Tho to the dur threswald cummin ar thay.

Doug. Virgil, 164, 7.

Threshwart, TiiREsnwoRT, s. The name
given to the threshold, Fife.

The threshwart is distinguished from the dore-stane,

the former denoting the sill or piece of wood, above the
dore-stane, in old houses, on which the door shut, as it

was also meant for throwing off tho rain.

A.-S. threscwald, threx*cald ; from thresc-an, ferire,

and wald, lignum, i.e., the wood which one strikes with
one's feet at entering or going out of a house. Su.-G.
trooskel, Dan. tatrskel, Isl. throskulld-ur, id.

Ihre derives the term, in the various forms which
it has assumed, from Su.-G. trod-a, to tread, and syll,

the timber or stone at the foot of the door, E. MIL

THRETE, .t. 1. A throng, a crowd.

Thus said ache, and with sic winbland as micht be,

Him towart hir has brocht but ony threte,

And set the auld doun in the haly sette.

Doug. Virgil, 66, 87.

2. In thretis, in pairs, in couples.

-Enee,

King Murranus, of ancestry inayst hie,

Furth of his oarte has sntittin qwyte away.
And bet him doun vnto the en I wyndflaucnt,
Wyth ane gret rouk and quhirland stane ouer raucht

;

That this Murranus, the renin and the thctis,

Quharewith his stedis yokkit war in thretis,

Vnder the quheli* has do weltit doun.
Doug. Virgil, 429, 85.

" Rather perhaps the same with thetes, traces
;"

Sibb. But there is no good reason for this conjecture.

3. In threte, in haste, eagerly.

Sum rthir perordour caldron is gan vpset,

And skatterit endlangis the grene the colis het,

Vnder the spetis swakkis the roste in threte.

Doug. Virgil, 130, 46.

The rynnyng hound dois hyra assale in threte,

Baith with swift rais, and with his nuestis grete.

Ibid. 439,24.

A.-S. threat, caterva, coctus, chorus ; on threate, in

choro ; threatmaelum, catervatim. In sense 3, how-
ever, as signifying eagerly, it may be allied to Isl.

thraeta, threyte, contendo, certo, laboro; or thraa,

thratt, assiduus, pervicax.

To Tiirete, v. n. To crowd, to press.

So thochtis thretia in thra our breistis ouerthort,

Baleful besynes bayth bits and blythnes gan hoist
Doug. Virgil, Pro! 238, a. 23.

A.-S. thrtot-an, urgere, angariare. This is the pri-

mary sense of the v. from which £. threaten is derived.

THRETTENE, adj. Thirteen, Wyntown,
S. thretteen.

A.-S. threottyne, Isl. threttan, id.

Archad and Honoryus
Tuk til thame the Senyhowry
Of the Empyr halyly

And thretUne yhere thai held that state.

Wyntown, V. xi 363.

Thretteixt, adj. Thirteenth.

"The Thretteint chapitre." Kennedy's Compend.
Tractiue, p. 74.

THRETTY, adj. Thirty, S.

Assemblyd then.

Thai war welle thretty thowsand men.
Wyntown, ix. 7. 87.

A.-S. thrittig, Isl. thriatto, Sw. trettio.

Thretty Pennies. A denomination of

money, formerly very common in S., now
nearly obsolete.

You want a pingle—lassie, weel and gude—
Tis th retty pennies.—

Village Fair, Blacho. Mag., Jan. 1821, p. 429.

" Twopence halfpenny British," N.

THREW, preU v. Struck.

That staff he had, hewy and forgyt new,
With it Wallace wpon the hede nim threw.

Wallace, iv. 252, Ma
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The nearest affinity I hare observed is in Su.-G.

tor/to-a, to strike (icere, verberare ; Ihre.)^?Tbe term

is changed to drew, Edit. 1648.

THRID, <t<#. Third, S.

Off thar cOwyne the tkrid had thai.

The thrid with full gret hy with this

Rycht till the bra §rd he yeid,

And stert be hynd hym on hys tted.

Barbour, iiL 102. 126,^18.

A.*S. thridda, Isl. thridie, id. Hence, in the Edda,
Odin is called Thridi, as Wing third in rank among
the deities of the ancient Goths. V. O. Andr.

Thrid, *. The third part, S.

"The said Vnifra has resone to the thrid, ordanis
that the schiref- deliner the said Vmfra & his ten-

nandis ane evinly thrid tharof.** Act Dom. Cone, A.
1478j>. 32.

•• The King may set in tak to quhome he pleisis, the
teindis, land is, maillis, fermis, and dewteis of landis

assumit in the thriddis of benefices, swa lang as the
samin remains with his Hienes be ressoun of assump-
tion." Balfour's Pract. p. 143.

Thrid and Tein. aA method of letting

arable ground for the third and tenth, or

two-fifths of the produce;" Roxb.„ Gl.

Sibb.

Tein is a corr. of Triad, a tithe.

To Thrid, v. a. To divide into three parts.

" And quhen the wardane rydis, or ony vther
chiftane, and with him greit fellowschip or small, that
nane gang away with na maner of glide quhill it l>e

thriddU, and partit befoir the chiftane, as vac and
costume is of the Merchis voder the pane of trcsoun,

and to be hangit and drawin, and his gudis escheit."

Acts James II. 1445, c. 57, Edit 1566, c. 52, Murray.

THRIEST, $. Constraint.
41 He will not give an inch of his Will, for a span of

his Thriest;" 8. rrov. ; "spoken of wilful and obstinate
people, who will not comply with your most advan-
tageous proposals, if contrary to their perverse
humours. Kelly, p. 150, 151.

It properly signifies that a little that goes with one's

own inclination, seems preferable to a great deal, or
what is in itself far better, if forced on one. It is

undoubtedly the same with Thrift, q.v.

THKIEVE,*.
V. Tiiuaif.

Twenty-four sheaves of corn.

THRIFE, s. Prosperity; like E. Thrift.

"It hes pleisit his maist excellent Maiestie, ac-

knawledgeing the vnspeikable favour,—bot hard lie

expected comunctioun of twa sa ancient and lang dis-

cordent kingdomes, maist ernestlic to desyre ane csta-

blischit continuance of the samyn, that, they may
be sa inseparablie conjonit, as all eftir cumming ages
suld 6nd the sweitnes of the thrjfe, peace, wealth,
and felicitie, quhilk by the perfytc accomnleischnu nt
thairof, may contincw to the worldis end. Acts Ja.
VI. 1604. Ed. 1814, p. 263.

Isl. thrif, 1. bona fortuna, felicitas; 2. diligentia

domestics ; 3. bonus corporis habitus ; Haldorson.

[To THRILL, v. a. V. Thirl, Thrall.]

Thrill, Threll, adj. Astricted. Thrill

mutter, the fee for grinding at a certain

vol IV.

mill, which tenants are bound to pay ac-

cording to the custom of thirlage.

"The actioun—movit be Master Robert llamyl-

tone provest of Bothvcle, and the chaplanys of the

samyn, agains Alexr
. Balye twiching the thrill mttlter

of tne landis of Carnfyne & Carnebro,*' 4c. Act
' Audit., A. 1471, p. 21.—"And for the wrangis w*haldin of the threll mi/-

turt 4 sukkin awing to the said Alexandria roylne of

the corncz," 4c. Act. Audit, A. 14S8, p. 124.

Tiiril, Threll, Thryll, %. A slave, E.

thrall.

And he that thryll is has nocht his ;

All that he hass enbandownyt is

Till his lord, quhateuir he be.

Barbour. L 243, MS.

Syne for to defend the cite,

Bath serwandis and threllis mad he fre.

Ibid. iii. 220, iia
V. Thede, sense 2.

A.-S. Isl. thrael, Su.-G. id. Isl. thraellsleg-ur, of or

belonging to a slave.

Thrillaoe, Thrildome, s. Bondage, servi-

tude.

Edunard gayf hym his fndris heretage,

Bot he thocht ay till hald hym in thrillage.

Wallace, i. 136. MS.

[Thrildome occurs in Barbour, xii. 281, Carab. MS.

;

the Edin. MS. has threhlome.]

[THRILLIT, preL Pierced through, charged

through, Barbour, xvi. 430, Camb. MS.
A.-S. thirlia/t, to pierce through. V. Thibl.]

THRILWALL, s. The name by which the

wall, between Scotland and England, erect-

ed by Severus, was called in the time of

Wyntown.
A wall thare-eftvr"ordanyt thai

For to be made betwene Scotland
And thame, swa that it invent wythstaud
Thare fays, that thame swa skaythit had ;

And of coraon cost thai msid ;

And ybit men callys it Thriltoalt.

Wyntoicn, . ia 57*.

Fordun gives it the same name. Scotichr. Lib. ii.

c. 7. He elsewhere calls it Thirlittrall, observing that

it was thus denominated on account of the gaps made
in it, here and there, by the Scots and Picts, that they

might have free issue and entry. Latine Murus per-

foratus, Ibid. Lib. iii. c. 10.

To THRIMLE, Thrimble,Thrumble, v. a.

1. To press, to squeeze.

I saw my wife, qnhem grufelings amid his cafe

Twa bodies of oar sort he tuke and raife,

And intil his hiddaous hand thame thrimblit and wrang.

And on the stanis out thar harni« dang.
Doug. Virgil, 89, 2&

V. r. it.

2. To handle, Galloway, Duinfr., Ettr. For.

An* taylors, fain the gear to thrimmlc
Of coward coofs.

Made powder measures of their thimbles
To sca*d their loofs.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 38.

To TlIRIMLE, TlIRIMMEL, TlIRUMHLE, r. *•

1. To press into, or through, with difficulty

and eagerness, S., applied both to a crowd

Y3
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collectively, and to an individual pressing

into a crowd, S. B.
For quhen the feirs Achil persewit sere,

Chssand aflravit Troianis here and than, '

The grate routis to toe wallia thrimismd,
To fore his face half dede for fere trimlsnd.

—

Jkmg. Virgil, IK, 11
Peter, who was ercr maiet sodden, sayis :

•• Thou
art thrvmbled and throated be the multitude, and yet
thou speeds qnha hes twitched thee." Brace's Serm.
8acr. J., 5. a.

8. To wrestle, to fumble, S. B. 01. Shirr.
This seems the meaning of thrhnble as used by

Adamson.

Then on the plain we caprel'd wonder fast :—
With kind embracements did we thurst end thrimble,

(For in these days I was exceeding nimble.)
Musts Threnodie, p. 23.

laL eg thrume, certo, 'pngno ; O. Andr.
A. Bor. "thrimple, to fumble ;" Grose.

ToTHRIMP, v. a. To press. V.Thrump.

To THRING, v. a. To press, to thrust;

Chaucer, fArtm^, part, pa. thrung.

The rumour is, doun thruna voder this mont
Eacelsdus body with thunder lyis half bront

Domg. Virgilt 87, 82.

• V. DOTOTHBXXO.
I sawe also, that quhere sum were slungin,

Be quhirlyng of the qnhele, vnto the ground,
Full sudaynly scho hstu vp ythrungiu,
And set theme on sgsne full sauf sod sound.

King** Qnair, v. 14
" Thrown op ; " N. Tytler. But it strictly signifies,

thrust up.
"So it was in the beginning heere among ts after

the reformation, when papistrie was put away; it

was a wonder to see how men and women did thring
in, and were glad to indure great labour, and suffer

afflictions for the Religion." Bollock on 1 Thes., p. 30.

A--8. thring-an, uruere, premere, Isl. thrting-ia,

8u.-G. tratng-a, Belg. dring-en, id. from Su.-G. traeng,

trait, narrow. Ihre views Moes.-G. thraih-an, arctare,

j, as proclaiming the antiquity of tho word.
thraih-ands vigs, narrow way, Matt., vii. 14.

The v. Dring, q. v. is evidently from the same fountain.

To Thring, v. it. To press on, or forward

;

pret. thrang,

Thai—war thringand, in gret foysoun,
Rycht to the yat a fyr to ma.

BarUmr, xvn\ 768, Ma
All mlMs enuroun did to the coistis thring.

Doug, Virgil, 131, 2.

The berne bounit to the burgh, with sue blith cheir,

Fand the yettts uoclosit, and thrang in fell thra,

Oawan and OoL, L 6.

THRINTER, s. A sheep of three years old,

Lanarks. ; q. three winters. V. Thrunter.

THRISSEL-COCK,*. The Missel-thrush or

Shrite, Turdus viscivorus, Gesner; the
Throstle-cock of the North of England.
"3erinue Gesneri. An qui nostratibus Thrissel-

eudfcdickurr Sibb. Prodr. P. II. Lib. 3, p. 18.

This is the largest species of thrush ; and the one
whose song is first heard, generally in the beginning of
February.

THRISSILL, Thrisle, s. The thistle, an
herb, S.

Cursit snd barren the eirth nalbe

Quhair euir thow gois, till that thow die :

Butlaubour it sallbeir na corne,

Bot thrissil, nettill, bretr, and thorne.
Lyndsay's Warkis, 1692, p. 80.

Tbocht thou hes slane the heuenlie flour of France,
Quhilk impit was into the Thriuitt kene,
Quhsirin all Scotland saw thair baill plesance ;

—

Thocht rate be pullit from the leuis grene,
The smell of it sail in despite of the,

Keip ay twa realmis in peice and amitie.

Ibid. p. 296.

" May yee gather grapes of thornes, or figges of
thrisles f no, no, it is contrary thare nature." H. Bal-
nauee's Conf. Faith, p. 132.

This is the national Badge in the arms of S.

Then call it scho all floyria that grew on feild,

Discryving all their fassiouns and effcirs ;

Upon the awful thristill scho beheld,

And saw him keipit with a busche of speiris :

Considering him so able for the weirU,
A radius crown of rubies scho him gaif,

And said. In feild go furtb, and fend the laif.

Dunbar's Thistle ana Ro$% Bannatyne Poems, p. 5.

It is not easy to determine the particular species of

thistle which should be viewed as the Scottish emblem. -

Most probably it is the Sjxar thistle, carduus lanceo-

latus Linn., which is a wide-spreading elegant plant,

very common in Scotland, and which accords well with
Buchanan's celebrated inscription, Nemo me impune
lacesset,—The Milk thistle, or Our Lady's thistle, Car-
duus Marianne, has been preferred by some. It grows
on the banks of Stirling Castle, and about Fort
William ; but Lightfoot, in his Flora, denies that it is

indigenous to Scotland, never being fouud but in the
neighbourhood of cultivation. Besides, the finely va-

riegated leaves of the Milk thistle would not probably
have escaped the ptaises of Dunbar and others.

This seems to be the Scots thistle referred to by Dr.
Garnet who, when describing the castle of Dumbarton
says- -*• The true ScoSch thistle, a rare plant, having
its light green leaves variegated with white, grows in

considerable quantity about the bottom of the rock,

and sparingly even on the very top." Tour through
the Highlands, Ac, voL i., p. 14. Others rive the pre-

ference to the lofty Cotton thistle, Oiiopordon Acanthi-
urn, which grows on calcareous soils, by our sea-shores,
to the height of 10 or 12 feet. But it is destitute of

the formidable spines of the two former.

This name, with the r, does not seem to occur in

any other dialect. It may, however, be supposed that
tibia was its ancient form among the Goths, as the lin-

net, which Lat. is called carduelis from carduus, be-

cause it feeds among thistles, is in Isl. denominated
thostr. V. G. Andr.

THRISSLY, adj. Testy, crabbed, S. B.; or

Isl. trcisi-v, difficilis, obstiimtus, treysleyke,

pertinacia.

This at first view might seem a metaph. term formed
from thrissillt a thistle, to which our national motto,
referred to above, is certainly applicable. But perhaps
it is rather allied to Germ, venlriesslfch, fretful, un-
civil, rude, Ac, or A.-S. thristlece, bold, daring.

TIIRIST,*. Thirst,

thirst, S.

To Thbist, v. n. To

"Lang process of time vincussis thame be hungir
and thrist^ Bellcnd. T. Liv., p. 431.

Hunger and thrist in steed of meit snd drink.

—

Lindsay's Dreme.
V. Taid, *.

Chaucer uses thrust in the same sense.

"Who shall then yeve me a contrarious drinke to
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staunch the thrust of my blisfull bittcrnea ? " Test of

Love, p. 483, Urry.

Thrister, $. One who thirsts for.

••The earle Douglas wold not obey command,—be
re—oun the king was but—ane bloedie murtherar of

his awin blood,—ane fals vogodlie thrister of innocent

blood," Ac. Pitscottie's Cron., p. 109.

Thristiness, s. Thirst, S.

Thristy, adj. Thirsty, S.

Too oft my thristy throat to cool,

I went to visit the punch bowl
Which makes me now wear reddish wool

Instead of black.

Dominie Deposed, p. 46.

*^A. Bor. thrusty, thirsty, a word used by Chancer ;

"

01. Brockett
It occurs in the following passage :

—

My soul for anguis is nowe ful thrnsty,

I faint, I faint right sore, for hevines.

Lament. &£. Magdaleine, v. 706;

To THRIST, v. a. 1. To thrust.

There haris al war towkit vp on thsre croun,
That bsyth with how and helme was thristit donn.

Doug. Virgil, 146, 1&

2. To oppress, to vex.

Bot I mil schaw the, sen sic thochtis the thristis,

And here declare of destanyis the secrete.

Doug. Virgil, 21, 6.

It was also used in E.

Theischoued, the! thrift, thei stode o strut.

R. Brunne, App. to Pre/, excir.

Isl. thrijst-a, thriost-a, trudere, premere.

Thrist, s. 1. Difficulty, pressure.

Withdrawe the from na perrellis, nor hard thrisl,

Bot euir enforce mare stranglie to resist

Agane dangcris, than fortoun sufferis the".

Doug. Virgil, 166, 8.

2. A push, Roxb.

3. The action of the jaws in squeezing the

juice from a quid of tobacco, ibid.

—What pleasure's found,
Whiles as thou dries the tither thrist,

And wamble round.
Addr. to Tobacco, A. Scott's Poems, 1811, p. 10L

[Thristino, s. Thrusting, Barbour, xiii. 156,
Camb. MS.]

To THRIST, v. w. To spin ; often, to thrist

a thread, S. B.

A.-S. throest-an, to wreathe, to twist.

ToTHRIST, v. a. To trust, to give on credit.

"Browsters, Fleshers, and Baikers, sail lenne (and
thrisl) to their neighbours aill, flesh, and bread, sa
lang as they buy fra them. And gif they pay not,

they are not halden to lenne (or thrutf) any mair."
Burrow Lawes, c. 130.

From the same origin with E. trust. Su.-G. tro, id.

[THRISTILL,*. A throstle. V.Thiussel-
COCK.]

[THRISYLL, #. A thistle. V. Thrissill.]

[THRIVVER, 8. One who cuts grain with
a sickle, Banffs.]

THRO, adj. Eager, &c. V. Thka.

THROC1I, Throuciie, Thuuch, (gutt.) $.

1. A sheet of paper.

"At this time David Beaton Cardinal of Scotland,

standing in presence of the King, seeing him begin to

fail of his strength and natural speech, held a throck

of paper to his Grace, and caused him to aubscribe the

same ; wherein the said Cardinal wrote what pleased

him for his own particular well, thinking to have au-

thority and preheminence in the government of the

country." Pitscottie, p. 177.
*' We command you to mak an act,—that all letteris

[issued from the Signet] that conteinis mair nor ane

throuche of paper, that everie battering, and end of the

thronche, sail subscrivit l»e him ;" i.e., by the keeper

of the Signet. Act Sederunt, 21st December, 1500.

Either from A.-S. throe, a table, because of its flat

form ; or Dan. trykk-tr, to print, whence tryk papier,

printing paper. A throuche might originally signify ss

much paper as was laid in the press at once, to receive

the impression ; Belg. drucke, impressio, character.

2. Used nietaph. for a small literary work;

as we now say, a sheet.

To quhome suld I-my rurall veirse direct,

Bot unto him that can thame weill correct,

Befoir quhome suld this matter g.i to licht,

Bot to ane faithfull godly christin Knicht,

To quhome can I this lytill throach propyne,

But unto ane of excellent ingyne ?

•Lament, Lady Scotland, Dedic

THROCH-and-THROUGH, adv. Com-
pletely through, AUerd. This is the pron.

of the phrase as still retained, S. B. V.

Throuch, prep.

To THROCK, v. a. To throng, Tweedd.

Throck, 8. A crowd, a throng, ibid.

Isl. throk-a, nrgere ; throk, uraio,\J. Andr. It also

appears in the form of thryck-ia, (premere), Dan. trykk-t,

THROLL, s. A hole, a gaj>. O. E. thurL

And eik forgane the broken brow of the mont
Ane horribill caue with brade and large front,

Thare may be sene ane throll, or aynding stede,

Of terribill Pluto fader of hel and dede,

Ane rifth or swelth so grislie for to se ;

To Acheron reuin doun.
Doug. Virgil, 227, 4L

"Properly, a hole made by drilling or boring ;" Gl.

Sibb. A.-S. ihyrel, foramen.

THROPILL, e. 1. The windpipe, the

throttle, S. thrapple
f q. v.

And hyt the fonnast in the hals,

Till thropill and wesand yeid in ii.

And he doun till the enl gan ga.

Barbour, viL 684, M&

2. Used improperly for the throat, S. V. Sir

J. Sinclair's Observ., p. 129.

A.-S. throt-botl, id. from throt, the throat, and bolla,

a bowl or vessel, q. the throat-bowl.
Johns, mentions thrapple in his Dictionary ; but he

gives it as a S. word. Both it and E. throttle are from

the same origin. While the E. lay the emphasis on

the t in throt, we convert the t and b into pp. Throppb
is used Yorks. in the'same seuse ; Ray.
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THROOK, #. An instrument for twining
ropes ; synon. with Thraw-cruk and Wyle.
Gall.
" Tlroo*, the un/U, the thraw-crooh, the twister;"

Gall. Enc, p. 446.
From A.-S. threagan, torquere ; or IsL throh-a,

thruga, premere, urgere, throb, thrugan, via, coactio.

THROOSH, pret. of the v. to Thresh, Ettr.
For.

; pron. q. thruuh, (Gr. v.)

To THROSTLE, v. n. Prob., to warble, pipe.
Tbou hot-fac'd sun ! who cheers the drooping warld,
And gam the buntlins throstle, by the pow'r,
I*ok laughing frae thy sky—and with thy heat
Temper the scatter'd clouds, and souder all
Into the perfect year.

—

Davidson's Seasons, p. &
Meaning doubtful. If it signify to warble, it may be

from Isl. thru*k-a, strepere ; C. B. trwst, noise, trwstyU,
what makes a din or murmur ; if to thrive, we might
trace it to Isl. throsk-az, maturescere.

THROUGH, s. [Errat. for Throuth, as in

MS. ; evidently for Trouth, truth.]

Men said he chesyt had
A apyryt, that him ansuer made,
Off thingis that he wald inquer.
Bot he fulyt, for owtyn wer,
That gaiff throuch till that creatur.
For feyndys ar off sic natur,
That thai to mankind ha* inwy.

Barbour, iv. 223, MS.
In Edit. 1620, the word traist is used.

(This is a mis-reading of the Edin. M.S., which has
throuth,—& mistake, or a corr. of the scribe fur trouth.
The Camb. MS. has treuth.]

THROUCH, Throch, (gutt,), prep, and adv.
Through, S. Tltrouch and throuch, S. thor-
oughly, fully.

—How grislie and how grete I you sane,
Lnrkis Polyphemus yymmand his beistis rouch,
And all thare pappis melkis thrcuch and throuch.

Doug. Virgil, 90, 4.

Throuch, Thruch, adj. Active, expedi-
tious ; as, a thfouch wife, an active woman,
S. B. from the prep.

To Throuch, Through, (gutt.), v. a. 1.

To carry through.
" In onr Assembly, thanks to God, we have throughed

not only our presbyteries, but also our synods provin-
cial and national. " Baillie's Lett , ii. 63. Throughlng,
L 53.

2. To pierce through, to penetrate.
" Declares, that both catts were dead in my appre-

hension, and was throught with my durk, yet not one
drop of blood came from them. " Law's Mem. Pref. cii.

To Throuch, Through, v. n. To go on, liter-

ally ; To mat to through, to make good, S.
Now hand ye there, for ye have said enough,
And muckle roair than ye can mak to through.

M Bums, iii. 68.
Through is sometimes used as an adj.

"They were through and satisfied in their own
• judgments for the truth,—and rather confirmed farther

therinto, nor ony wayes moved to the contrary, for
ought that had been suoken." Mr. James MeUvill's
MS. Mem., p. JKH, q. thoroughly satisfied.

Throuch-art, Through-art, s. Used per-

haps as equivalent to Boal, a small aperture.
—"We'll strike through a through-art, an it were

bat to see a seek [sick] beast." H. Biyd's Contract.
V. Shrio.

It may perhaps have originally siguifred a loophole ;

from the v. to Airt, to take aim, q. an aperture or place
struck through for airting.

Throuch-ban', Through-band, Through-
ban9

, s. A stone which goes the whole
breadth of a wall, Galloway.

"It is essentia] to the durability of a dyke, that
each individual stone be laid on a proper bed, that the
tones frequently overlap one another, to break, as they
term it, but more properly to bind and connect the
joints along the two rous forming the double; and
likewise, that the two sides will be well bound together
by long stones laid across, termed through-bands. 1 '

Agr. Surv. Galloway, p. 88.

"It is a much better plan, where a considerable
proportion of the stones are large, to build snecks of
single dyke, at intervals of three yards, or else to in-

crease the number of through-bands in every part of the
double dyke." Ibid., p. 85.
" Through-band*, the long stones which bind dykes ;"

GalL Enc.

ThROUCH-BEARIN', THROUGn-BEARIN*, 8. 1.

A livelihood, the means of sustenance, S.

[2. Means of extricating from a difficulty, or,

of doing some difficult work, Bauffs.]

[THROUGn-THE-Bows, s. A strict examin-
ation ; also, a severe scolding, BanfFs.]

Throuche-fair, adj. Of or belonging to a
thoroughfare.
—" To mak prisonis, stokkis, and irnes, nocht onlie

at the hi-id burgh, bot also at the principall throuche
fair townis and paroche kirkis," &c. Acts Ja. VI.,
1592, Ed. 1814, p. 576.

Throuoh-oaan, Througa'in, Throwgaun,
part. adj. 1. Active, pushing, S. ; q.
u going through " any business.

"She seems to be a plump and jocose little woman ;

teg, blythe, and throwgaun for her years." Blackw.
[ag., Dec. 1820, p. 265.
** Betty Lanshaw—was an active through-going wo-

man, and wondcrfu* nsefu' to many of the cotters'

wives at their lying-in." Ann. of the Par., p. 30.

A throw-gaum man is one whom slight obstacles will
not impede.
" It is said that one who reflects little, but dashes

awav, is a Jhrongh-gaun person ; " Gall. Enc. But
while it denotes promptitude and steadiness, in ojkjra-

tion, it does not necessarily imply the idea of precipi-
tation.

2. Prodigal, wasting property, Clydes.

A.-S. thurh-gan, ire per, permeare ; used in a metaph.
sense.

Through-Gaan, Through-Gaun, 8. 1. [A
severe examination, BanfFs.]

2. A severe philippic, entering into all the
miuutiae of one's conduct, S.
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—" The folk that wore again him, gae him sic an

awfu* through-gtiun about his rinnin awa, and about a^

the ill he had ever dune or said fur a' the forepart o

his life, that Patie nays, he looked mair like ane dead

than living." Rob Roy, ii. 16.

Through-Gang, Tiirowgano, *. 1. A
thoroughfare, a passage, S.

Bv the quhilk slop the place within anperi*,

The wyde wallix wox patent all in fens

Of Prianius and ancient Kinfp* of Troy,

8ecret throwgangis ar schawm wont to be kov.

Doug. Virgil, 65, 11.

— •' Hes wrangously occupyt ane throwgang k entrea

of ane yett." Abcrd. Reg., A. 153S, V. 16.

•• Ane throirgane of ane gait," i.e., of a road. Ibid.,

Cent. 16.

It ia sometimes used a9 an adj.

A throtrgang close is an open passage, by which one

may go from one street to another, as opposed to" a

blind alley, 8.

Belg. doorga*g% a passage.

[2. Labour,difficuIty; energy,'Banffs., Clydes.]

Through-Ganging, part. adj. Active,

having a great deal of action ; a term used

by jockies, S.

•• Ye're a gentleman, sir ; and should ken a horse'a

points ; ye see that through-ganging thing that Balma-

whapple
r
a on ; I aelled her till him." Waverley, u.

246.

[Through-Han', Through-Han's, adv.

Under, consideration, or under examination,

Clyde*.]

ThUOUOII-ItIIER, THROUGH OtHER,ThROW
Ither, ado. Confusedly, promiscuously, S.

tlirouther. [Also used as an adj., implying

rash, reckless, rattling ; as, " She's a wild,

tJirowither lassie/' Clydes.]

••The King, being some part dejected in so great a

variance, gathered an army of all kind of people through

other, without any order, and sent thim forth to repress

the prouduess of the commons." Pitscottie, p. 28.

For Nory's heart began to cool full fast,

Whan she fand things had taken sic a cast,

And sae throw ither warpl'd were, that she

Began to dread atweesh them what might be.

Ross's Helenore, p. 86.

[Through-Itherness, *. Want of plan,

confusion, Banffs., Clydes.]

Throuchlie, adv. Thoroughly.
•« And for sindrie vthcris sene and profitable

caussis, digestlie conaiderit, throuchlie advysit and

concludit be his Maiestie,—have tbairfoir ratefeit," Ac.

Acta Ja. VI., 1606, Ed. 1814, p. 312.

[Throuch-out, Throu-out, prep, and adv.

Throughout, Barbour, xi. 31)2.]

Throughpit, s. Activity, expedition in doing

any thing. Throughpit of wark, S. B. pron.

throtcpitj from through and put.

[Throuoh-pittin', Throw-pittin', adj.

Energetic, clever, Clydes.]

Through-Pittin', 8. I. A bare sustenance,

S.; as much as puts one through.

2. A rough handling, Upp. Clydes.

Through-Stone, *. 1. A stone which goes

through a wall, S. O. Through-hand,

synon.

"I have built about thirty-rood of stone-dike five

feet high, with two rows of through stones, counecUng

Saunder* Mill's garden wall with the fence alwut the

Fir Belt." Lights and Shadows, p. 215.

[2. A flat tombstone. V. THRCcn-STANE.]

Throu'ther, adj. 1. Confused in regard to

mind or manner ; as, " He's but a throttther

kind o' duel," S.

2. Used as denoting that confusion which

flows from distemper, S.

Weel, tho* he was so sadly throm'ther, n
Since than he ne'er leuktf o'er his shoutner.

Pickens Poems, l 62.

Through the Needle Ee. The name

of a game among young people, in which

two of them form an arch with both

their hands, having the fingers interlaced.

The rest, who holdeach other by the skirts,

following in a line, attempt to pass under

the arch. The first, who is called the king,

is sometimes laid hold of by those who

form the arch, each letting fall one of his

arms like a portcullis for inclosing the

passenger. But more generally the king is

suffered to pass, the attempt being reserved

for the last, who, if seized, is called the

prisoner. As soon as he is made captive,

he takes the place of one of those who form-

ed the arch, and who afterwards stands by

his side. The play is continued till they

are all taken in succession ; South of S.

It ia differently played in Mearna, Aberd., and some

other counties ; according to the account which nas

been kindly furnished by an intelligent friend.

A number of boys atand with joined hands in a

semicircle, and the boy at one end of the link addresses

the boy at the other end, calling him by his name in

the following rhyme :—

A.—B.—if ye were mine,

I wad feed you wi' claret wine.

Claret wine is gude and tine ;

Through the necdle-ce, boys.

The boy to whom this is addressed makes room

between himself and his next ncighliour ; as thev raise

and extend their arms, to allow the opposite boy to

run through the opening, followed by all the other

boys still linked to each other. If in running through,

the link should be broken, the two boys who are the

cause, suffer some punishment.

"Often, in the blithe summer nights, when other

weans were leaping wi* gladness at Thi-oughJht-NeeJl?-

ett
_I yearned to steal some holy Ablwt's nurse, to buy

mysel' a wee singing sister or a brother. Spaewife,

i. 128.
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It seems to have an obvious relation to the conse-

quence of successful warfare, when captives were made
to pass under the yoke.

Their bauldest thoughts a hank'ring swither

To stan' or rin,

Tin •kelp—a shot they're aff, a' throtether,

To save their akin.

Barns, iil 26.

Colonel Monro gives this phraseology in a kind of

English form, putting the second term in the plural.
—"The enemy storming the walks, the defenders for

want of powder, threw sand in their enemies eyes,

knocking them downe with the butts of muskets,

having oeene divers times pell-mcl through others."

Monro's Exped., p. 11.

To THROW, v. a. To twist; to wrench,

the same with Thraic, q. v.

THROWE, Throu, prep. 1 . By ; not mere-

ly signifying •• by means of," as sometimes

in E. but denoting a personal agent, one

acting officially.

" That ilk aulderman and bailyeis of burrowys call

befor thame the burgessis, and ger cheiss lele and trewe

men in maner as is befor saide, takande with thame
the curate of the towne chargit be the gret aithe throice

the bischope." Acts Ja. L, A. 1424, Ed. 1814, p. 5.

2. By authority of.

" It is decretyt throu the haill parliament, & for-

bodyn be oure souerane lorde the king, that onv ligis

[leagues] or bandis be maid amangis his liegis in the

realrae." Pari Ja. I., 1425, Acts Ed. 1814, p. 7.

THRUCH-STANE, Through-stone, $. A
flat grave-stone, Loth. Ayrs.

TAroA ofHon occurs in the same sense, O.E.

Aylwsrt hihte thilke abbot

;

As me wolde him nyraen up,

Ant leggen in a throh of ston,

He founden him both flevs ant bon

Al so hoi, ant al so sound,

Ase he was leyd furst in ground.

Chron. Engl Ritson's E. M. JL, ii. 801.

Satchels uses the term.

My guid-sir Satchels, I heard him declare.

There was nine lairds of Buccleugh buried there :

But now with rubbish and earth it's filled up so high,

That no man can the through-stones see

;

But nine tomb-stone* he saw with both his eyne.

Hist. Name of Scot. , p. 41.

••At Edinburgh, the 3rd day of December, 1701

;

the same day the council being informed, that the

through stone of the deceast George Buchanan lyes sunk

under the ground of the Grey-friars ; therefore, they

appoint the chamberlain to raise the same, and clear

the inscription thereupon, so as the same may be

legible." Chalmers* Life of Kuddiman, p. 349.

A.-S. tkruh, thurh, thvrruc, sarcophagus, a grave, a

coffin. Isi. thro9 id. Sidann var hogguin ny stein thro,

oc logdr i likami Ynguars ; Postea novus loculus saxcus

factus est, cui inditura est corpus mortui Ynguars ; S.

"Syne was hewn a new stancMrwcrt, and Ynguars

licame was laid in it.
w Ynguars Sag., p. 45. Ihre, vo.

Trog.
Sitfrthro, a silver chest in which the reliques of

Martyrs were kept ; Verel. In an old Alem. Gloss,

quoted by Wachtcr, a sarcophagus is denominated

sttininer dniho, which approaches nearly to our thruch*

stane. Wachter derives it from Germ. trieg-en, to cover

for the purpose of preserving. He expl. truhe, recep-

taculum clausum, sive area sit, sive loculus.

L. B. truc-at denotes a coffin. Sepulchrum—fabrt-
cavit ;—similiter Trucam etiam, in qua sepeliri debuit,

cum vestibus funeralibus ibidem impositis. Eberhard.

A. 1296, ap. Du Cange.

It has been supposed, but apparently without suf-

ficient ground, that our term has some affiuity with

A.-S thurh, through, and with dure, door. Ihre con-

jectures, that there has been an ancient Celtic or Scy-

thic word, denoting any thiug hollow or perforated

;

and that not only Su.-G. trogt
a trough, but A. -S. thruh,

sarcophagus, is allied to it.

The word thrurh may have been originally used to

signify a grave or coffin promiscuously ; especially as

in former ages, in this country, a crave was properly

composed of four stones set on end. The cover, laid

on these, seems to have been called the thruch-stane.

Perhaps the fonn of a grace, or of such a coffin, gave

rise to the name ; from its resemblance to a trough.

The hold of a ship may in like manner have been de-

nominated a thurrock, from its hollow form. This term

is used by Chaucer.

Thurrok is rendered by Tyrwhitt, "the hold of a

ship." But he seems to have misapprehended the

meaning of the word. For Fraunces says :
** Thur-

rok of a shyp. Sentina." Prompt. Parv. Now in Ort.

Vocab., of Sentina it is said, Est locus fetidus in naui,

cui fluunt aque : and the term is expl. by Cooper, "A
sinke ; jakes ; the pompe of a ship.

"

The correspondent term to Thruch-stane in O. E. is

" Throw or throtc-stone of a buryyng. Sarchofagus."

Prompt. Parv. A. Bor. •• Thruf-stone, a tomb
stone ;" Gl. Brockett. This is evidently the same

word, with the substitution of the labial for the

ancient guttural sound.

To THRUM, v. n. To pur as a cat, Lan-

ark*. ; A. Bor., id. Grose.

Sw. dramm-at
niutum sonum edere; Seren.

[Thrum, s. Close and loving intercourse;

as, " The twa hae an unco thrum thegither,"

Clydes., Banffs.

Like friendly cats rubbing and purring with each

other.]

THRUMMER, s. A contemptible musician,

Lanarks. ; an itinerant minstrel, Roxb.

From the E. v. to Thrum, which seems formed from

A.-S. thearm, intestinum ; the strings of various in-

struments being made of tharm, or the gut of animals.

•[THRUM,*. 1. A tangled mass; applied

to thread, yarn, &c, Clydes., Banffs.

2. An untidy piece of dress; also applied to

au article of dress put aside carelessly, ibid.

3. A senseless foolish whim ; a fit of ill-

humour; synon. tawm, Clydes.

Isl. throm, Dut. dnum, a thrum.]

[To Thrum, v. a. and n. 1. To tangle, warp,

also, to fold or put aside carelessly, ibid.

2. To act on a foolish whim ; to become sulky

or ill-humoured; as, "Ye jist thrum an*

thraw a' day,* ibid.

3. To search for anything in a careless or

confused manner, ibid.
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4. To trifle with a thing, to handle it over-

much ; also, to twirl the fingers in a shy,

awkward manner, Banffs.]

To handle overmuch

;

V. Thrimle.]

short thread, an end,

[To Tiirummil, v. n,

to fumble, Banffs.

[Thrummy, $. A
Perth., Aberd.]

Thrum3IY-Tail'd, adj. A contemptuous

epithet applied to women who wear fringed

gowns or petticoats, Aug. **
^f

From E. Thrum.

Since Lammas I'm now jraing thirty an* twa,

An* never a dud sark bad 1 yet greyt or sraa'

;

An* what war am' I, I'm as warm an' as bra*

As thrummy-taiVd Meg that's a spiuner o't.

Ross's Rock awl Wee PickU Tow.

press, Upp.

U I wasa*

To THRUMP, r. a. 1. To
Clydes. ; also pron. Thrimp.

2. To press, as in a crowd;

ihrwnpit up," ibid.

3. To push ; especially applied to school-boys,

when they push all before them from the

one end of a form to another, ibid., Roxb.

The term in Upp. Clyde*., is distinguished from the

t. to Chirt^ which implies that the pressure is from

each end of the form towards the middle of it.

Thrump, *. The act of pushing in this man-

ner, ib.

Tent, drumm-en, Flandr. dromm-en, premere, pres-

. sare, protudere ; A. -S. thrym, multitudo, turba.

THRUNLAND, part. pr. " Rolling, turn-

Wing about ; q. trundling" Gl. Sibb.

Thair wes not ane of thame that day
Wald do ane utheris biddin.

Thairby lay thre and threttie snm
Thrvnland in a midding
Offdraf.

PebUs to the Play, it 14.

A.*S. tryndyled, orbiculatus.

THRUNTER, s. A ewe in her fourth year,

Roxb. ; synon. Frunter, q. v.

A.-S. thri winter, thry-wintrt, trinus, triennis, "of
three yeares old ;" Somncr. An thri-wintre hrythyr,

triennis vitula ; thri-wintrt ramm, triennis aries, Lye.

To THRUS, Thrusch, v. n. 1. To fall, or

come down, with a rushing or crashing noise.

Adam Wallace, the ayr off Ricardtoun,
Straik ane Bewmound, a sqnier of renoun,

On the pyssan, with his hand burnyst bar,

The thrusande blaid his halss in sonder schar.

Wallace, iii. 190, MS.

Hand should perhaps be brand.

2. To cleave with a crashing noise, used ac-

tively.

Awkwart the bak than Wallace can him ta,

With his jpd suerd that was off bnrnyst steill

;

His body in twa it thruschyt eutrilkdeilL.

Wallace, zi. 252, MS.

This is merely an oblique sense. In GL Perth. Edit.

it is rendered burnished. The Editor has been probably

misled by the boldness of some former Editor, who has

inserted this word in the text.

The bimisht blade his halse in sunder share.

Isl. thrusk-a, strepere ; G. Andr., p. 26S. There

seems to be no reason to doubt that this is radically

the same with Moea.-G. drius-an, cadere ; drausjan,

•x alto deorsum praecipitare : whence draus, a fall,

ruin ; Teut drnyschen, strepere, impetere, stndere,

fremere ; and druytch, impetus, strepitus. Junius has

observed, tliat Bclg. ge>druy#h, signifies a great noise,

or more properly, a prodigious crash of any great mass

suddenly broken and (ailing ; Immanis fragor magnae

alicujus molis ex improviso disruptac ac procidentia.

GI. Goth. The Goth, word, however variedm different

dialects, has primarily signified the act of rushing or

falling, and hence been secondarily used to denote the

noise produced by a fall or disruption. I.»re views

Moes.-G. driusa, as haviug the same origin with bu.-U.

rus-a, to rush ; d being prefixed.

THRUSCHIT, part. pa. Thrust, forcibly

pressed.
" And thaireftir the dt-ponar pat his left hand oner

his majesteis leaft schuldcr, and pullit vp the brod of

the windo, quhairvnto the said Mr. Alexander had

thruschit his majesteis heid and schulderis.'* Acts Ja.

VI., 1600, Kd. 1814, p. 206.

Isl. thryst-a, trudere.

THRUSH, Tiirusii-bush, s. The rush;

Loth, thrash.

-Lately in the Borders
Where there was nought but theift and murders,

Rapine, cheating, and resetting.

Slight of baud fortuns getting,

Their designation as ye ken
Was all along, the taliny men.
Now rebels prevails more with words

Then Drawgoons does with guns and swords,

So that their bare nreachiriR uow
Makes the Uintsh-bush keen the cow,

Better then Scots or English kings

Could do by kilting them with strings,

CUland's Poems, p. 80.

THRY, adj. 1. Cross, perverse, S. B.

Among ill hands yoursell as well as I

It seems has fallen, our fortune's been bat thry.

Ross's Uelenore, p. 48.

2. Reluctant, S.B.
She now was mair nar fain.

That kind gueed luck had latten him till his ain.

Afore mishap had fore'd him to comply
Unto a match to which he was sae thry.

Ibid, p. 93.

This seems radically the same with Thra, q.v.

[To THRYFT, v. n. V. under Tiiuife.]

To THRYFT, v. n. To thrive, Dunbar.

Isl. thref-ad, Su.-G. thrifaas, id.

Thrvft, s. Prosperity.

Wythin this place, in al plesour and thryfl

Are hale the pissauce quhilkis in iu<*t battell

Slane in defence of thare kynd cuntre fell.

Doug. Yirgd, 1SS, 10.

IsL thr\f, nutritio, Su.-G. trefnad, vigor. V. the t.

To THRYLL, v. a. To enslave, to enthrall.

•• Quhat othir thyng desyre thay, hot to sit down in

our landis, castellis, and townis, and outhir to tkrvil

ws to maist schanicfull semitude, or ellis, to banis the

maist nobyll and vailyeuut men ainang ws?" Bcilcnd.

Cron. Fo!. 24. b.
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This it equivalent to thirL For a little downward,
it IB said ;

"Behald the Gallia yuur nychtbouris, quhilkis (as

•one as thay war vincust bo Romanis) war thirlit to
perpetuall seruytude." V. Thirl and Thrall.

[Thryldome, Thryllaoe, %. V. under
Thrill.]

THRYNFALD, adj. Threefold.
To me he gaff ane thik clowtit hahirihone,
Ane thrynjald hawbrek was all gold begone.

Doug. Virgil, 83, 51.

A. -8. thrynen, Isl. threnver, trinus; from Moes.-G.
thrins, three.

[To Thryno, v. a. V. Thring.]

THRYST, s. An engagement, Gall.
" Thryst, a promise to do any thing, a kind of »ow ;

to set a thryst, to make a promise to perform something
at a certain place and time ; " Gall. Enc., p. 447.

This must be traced to Thrist, t*., to trust; or viewed
as merely a provincial variety of Tryst.

THUA, adj. Two ; Aberd. Reg.

THUD, 8. 1. The forcible impression made
by a tempestuous wind ; as including the
idea of the loud, but intermitting, noise

caused by it, S.

Small birdis flokand throw thik ronnys throng
In chinnynge, and with cheping changit thare sang,
Sekand hidlis and hirnys thame to hyde
Fra ferefull thuddU of the tempestuus tyde.

Doug. Virgil, 201, 23.

Tyde, i.e. 9 season.

About the trie ruts thir twa ran ;

Yit all in vaine, na thing thay wan,
Bot did thole mony thxui :

For cauld thay wer discomfeist clene.

The schowrs wer sa seueir.

BureTs PUgr., Watson's ColL, iL 22.

Thus it is commonly said. The wind comes in thuds,
when it comes in gusts ; and especially when it strikes
on any body that conveys the sound, as a door, Ac, S.

It sometimes implies the idea of that velocity of
motion which distinguishes a stormy wind.

Before thame all furth boltis with ane bend
Nisus ane fer way, stert mare spedely
Than thud of weddir, or thundir in the sky.

Doug. Virgil, 138, 21.

Quanta turbine, Virg.

2. Impetus, resembling that of a tempestuous
wind.

Beleif me as expert, how stout and wicht
Be is outhir in battall place or fcild.

And how sternlie he raises vp his scheild,

Or with how grete thud in the nielle

Ane lance towartis his aduersaris thrawis he.

Doug. Virgil, 871, 37.

Quo turbine, Virg.

3. Transferred to any loud noise, as that of

thunder, cannons, &c.

Nenir sa swiftlie quhiddcrand the stane flaw,

Swakkit from the ingyne vnto the wall,

Nor fulderis dynt that causis touri? fall,

With sic ane rumyll come bratland on sa fast,

Lyk the blak thud of awfull thunderis blast
Doug. Virgil, 446, 50.

Renew your roaring rage ami eagre ire,

Inflam'a with fearful tmindring thud* of fire.

Poiwart, Watson's ColL, Hi. 23.

Hir voice sa rank, with reuthful retr agaiue,
Most lyik the thundriug thuds of cauoun diu,

Affrayit me.

—

AfaUland Poems, p. 2461

A. Bur. " Thud, the noise of a fall, a stroke causing
a blnnt and hollow sound :" Gl. Brockett.

4. A stroke, causing a blunt and hollow sound

;

as resembling that made by the wind, S.

From Jupiter the wylde fyre down ache flang

Furth of the clotidi*, «lMrois thare *clm>pi.H all,

Ouerquheliuit the ^v with ninny wyntly wall,

Aiax peirait gaspaud and turth ttamand smoke
8che with ane thud htikkit on ane scharpe role

Doug. Virgil, 14, 29.

V. Ruthkk.
Sometimes it merely signifies a blow with the fist,

S.B.
Nor can she please him in his barlic mood ;

He cocks his hand, and gi*s his wife a thud.
Slorisons Pottos, p. 151.

An' lusty thuds were dealt about,
An* some were maistly thrappl't

Wi' grips that ni^ht
Cock's Simple Strains, p. 136.

5. Used in a moral sense, as denoting the

violent assaults of temptation.
" Brcthern, all this worlde is full of tcntations : the

diuell blowes, and all his iinpcs are euer blowing and
raising a storme : it is a stormie world, and all the
thufls light on the sillie creature." Rollock on 1 Thea.,

p. 121.

Isl. thyt-r, fremitus venti proruentis, exactly corre-

sponds with sense I. V. Haldorson.
It is surprising that Rudd. should view this word as

formed from the sound. We have seen that Doug.
uses it as giving the sense of Lat. turbo. Now, A. -3.

thoden conveys this very idea :
** Turbo, noise, din, a

whirlwind ;** Somuer. This must certainly be traced

to IsL thyt, thaut, ad thiot-a, cum sonitu transvolo

;

thyt-r, sonitus ; 6. Andr., p. 266. Germ, dud-en, sonare,

seems radically the same. Ir. dud, a noise in the car.

To TnuD, v. n. 1. To rush with a hollow

sound, S.

The blastis wyth thare bustuous sonne,

Fra mont Edone in Trace cummys thuddand doun
On the depe sey Egeane fast at hand,
Chaissand the nude and wallis to athir land.

Doug. Virgil, 422, 20.

"V\ Rci>dy.

Quhais thundering, with wondering,
I hard up throw the air,

Throw cluds so he thuds so,

And flew I wist not quhair.
Cherrie and Sloe, st 17.

2. To move with velocity ; a metaph. borrowed

from the wind, S.

"Scot, we also use it as a verb: as, He thudded
away, ue., went away very swiftly ;" Rudd. V. the *.

To Thud, v. a. 1. To beat, to strike, S.
"Til thud you, i.e., I'll beat you ;" Rudd.

2. To drive with impetuosity, S.

Boreas nae mair thuds
Bail, snsw, and sleet, frae blacken'd clouds.

Ramsay's Poems, iL 418.

To THUD, v. a. To wheedle, to flatter,

Loth.

Corr. perhaps from C, B. hud-o, to wheedle.
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The act of wheedling or flattering.Thud, *.

ib.

THULMARD, s. A polecat; in some
places thumart, S. V. Iowmarte.
"By the way his dog ditched k thulmard.—When

they were all at prayer, the evil spirit beat them with
the dead thulmard, and threw it before them." Rela-
tion of an Apparition, Ac. Law's Memor. App., p. 274.

• THUMB, *.

From the variety of proverbial phrases in which the
thumb is introduced, it appears to nave been accounted
by our aucestors a very important member. It is

spoken of, indeed, as if it had been the chief instru-

ment of operation, or at least the special symbol of

power.
Hence, of any thine supposed to be a vain attempt,

it is said, Ye needna fash your Thoum, S.

In the same sense another proverbial saying is used,

in relation to any thine viewed as not attainable by
the person who is addressed ; That's aboon your
Thoum, 8.

Then Lindy to stand up began to try ;

But, by your favour, that's aboon his thumb,
For he fell arselins back upon his bum.

Ross's HeUnore, p. 43.

Rule of Thumb, Rule of Thoum. To do

a thing by Rule of Tfioum, to do it nearly in

the way of guesswork, or at hap-hazard, S.

"No rule so good as Bute of Thumb, if it hit," S.

Prov. ; *' spoken when a thine falls out to be right,

which we aid at a venture." • Kelly, p. 257.

The allusion seems to be to the measurement of cloth

by the thumb, when one has no regular measure at

hand, or is too indolent to seek for it. V. Rulk-o'er-
thoum.

To Clap or Put the Thoum on any thing.

To conceal it carefully; as, Clap your thoum
on that, keep it secret ; I mention that to

you in confidence, S.
" To bend or bow down the thumbes, when wee give

assent unto a thing, or doe favour any person, is so
nsuall, that it is grown into a proverbial! speech, to bid
a man put down his thumb? in token of approbation. 1'

Pliny's Nat Hist, B. xxviii., c. 2.

To Leave one to Whistle on one's Tiiumb.
To leave one in a state of complete disap-

E
ointment, to give one the slip, so that he
as got nothing to do as to what his mind

is principally engaged about, S.

m

" If you'll be guided by me, I'll carry you to a wee
bit corner in the Pleasance,—and sac we'll leave Mr.
Sbarpitlaw to whistle on his thumb" Heart M. Loth.,
ii. 130. V. Thoum.

To Thumb, Thoum, v. a. To prepare any
thing by applying the thumbs to it ; a vulgar
mode of making a thing clean, S.

—Honest Jean brings forward, in a clap,
The green.horn cutties rattling in her lap ;

And frae them wyl'd the sleekest that was there,
And thumb'd it round, and gave it to the Squire.

Ross's JieUnore, p. 116.

Thumbikins, s.pl. An instrument of tor-
ture, applied as a screw to the thumbs, S.

VOL. IV.

"A respectable gentleman in the town, a rela-

tion of the celebrated Principal Carstairs, has in his

possession the identical thumbikins, with which the

Principal was severely tortured.—The story of the

thumbUcens is, that Carstairs asked, and obtained them

in a present from his tormentors. ' I have heard,

Principal,' said King William to him the first time he

waited on his Majesty, 'that you were tortured with

something they call thumbikins ; Pray what sort of

instrument of torture is it V 'I will shew it you,' re-

plied Carstairs, ' the next time 1 have the honour to

wait on your Majesty.' The Principal was as good as

his word. ' I must try them,' said the King ;
* I mast

put in my thumbs here,—now, Principal, turn the

screw.'—'O not so gently—another turn—another—
Stop ! stop ! no more—another turn, I'm afraid, wouil

make mo confess any thing." P. Greenock, Statist.

Ace. v. 583.

This mode of torture was practised on the persecuted

Presbyterians, during the reign of Charles II. Whether
the merciful rulers of that period borrowed the idea

from the Spaniards, I cannot say. But it has been

generally asserted, that part of the cargo of the /urtV

cible Armada, was a largo assortment of thumbilins,

which it was meant should be employed as powerful

arguments for convincing the herttic*.

" Spence is again tortured, and his thumljs crushed

with thutnbikins. It is a new invention used among
the Coliers when transgressors ; and discovered by

General Dalziell and Drummond, they having seen

them used in Muscovy." Fountain!)., i. 300.

(Tiiumble, Thummil, *. A thimble, S.]

Thumbles, s. pi. Round-leaved Bell-

flowers, S. Campanula rotund ifolia, Liun.

V. Witch-Bells.
[So called from the likeness of the flowers to the

thimbles.]

Thumb-licking, s. An ancient mode of

confirming a bargain, S.

" Another symbol was anciently used in proof that

a sale was perfected, which continues to this day in

bargains of lesser importance amoiuj the lower rank of

people, the parties licking and joining of thumbs : and

decrees are vet extant in our records, prior to the

institution of the college of justice, sustaining sales

upon summonses of thumb-licking, upon this medium.
That the parties had licked thumbs at finishing the

bargain." Erskine's Inst. B. iii. T. 3, s. 5.

The same form is retained among the vulvar in the

Highlands ; an imprecation against the defaulter beinj

generally added to the symbol.—"In a bargain between two Highlanders, each of

them wets tho ball of his thumb with his mouth, and

then joining them together, it is esteemed a very bind-

ing art." Burt's Letter*, ii. 222.

That trait of ancient manners in the Hebrides,

mentioned by Martin, claims a common origin.

"Their antient leagues of friendship," he says,

"were ratify'd by drinking a drop of each others

blood, which was commonly drawn out of the little

finger. This was religiously obscrv'd as a sacred bonl,

and if any person after such an alliance happen'd to

violate the same, he was from that time reputed un-

worthy of all honest men's conversation." Martin's

West. Isl., p. 109.

There is evidently an allusion to this mode of enter-

ing into engagements, in the S. Song.

—

There's my thumb, I'll ne'er beeuile thee.

Ramsaifs Warlis, ii. 263.

This custom, although it now appears ridiculous and

childish, bears indubitable marks of great antinuity.

We learn from Tacitus, that it existed among the lberi-

Z3
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ana, a people who inhabited the country now called

Georgia. His language scenis also to apply to their

neighbours the Armenians. '* It was customary," he
ays, "with these kings, in concluding a peace, or
striking in alliance, to join their right baiuls, and bind
their thumbs together, and draw them hard with a
running knot. Immediately when the blood had dif-

fused itself to the extremities, it was let out by a
alight prick, and mutually licked by the contracting

parties. Their covenant was henceforth deemed sacred,

as being ratified by each other's blood." V. Tacit.

Ann. Lib. zii. Anc. Univ. Hist., ix. 516.

Hence it has been supposed by some interpreters,

that AdoniWzek might excuse his cruelty, in cutting
off the thumbs of threescore kings, by pretending that
be thus punished their treachery in breaking the cove-
Bant that had been coufirmed by this symbol. V. Pol.

8ynopc. in Jud. i. 7.

This custom might be introduced into our country by
the Goths, as the Iberi appear to have been a Scythian
nation. Anc. Univ. Hist., vi. 57, x. 138.

That the Goths were not strangers to it, appears by
the definition which Ihre gives of Su.-G. Topp.
Formula digito micantiutn, et veteri more pollire pollid
eppotito, consensum indicantium. Hence, it would
seem Germ, donpe is used as an invitation to strike a
bargain. Wacnter thinks that it may be viewed as the
imperat. of dupp-en, pcrcutere. Ihre also mentions
Fr. topp-er, convenire, oblatas conditiones acccptare.

This custom existed even among the later Goths ; with
this difference only, that, in entering into their covenant,
they drew the blood from the palms of their hands.
For tketta tidou bandit fiutmaelum their vokudu sier

blodz i lofum, (S. lures), oc yenyu underjardarme.n, Ac.
Formatum deinde hoc fedus sanguinis e volis eductionc,

et eondo sub ccspitibus, (V. de hoc ritu Arngrimi
Jonae Crymogaca, p. 101. acq.) addito jurcjurando,

fore, ut gui superstes esaet, occisi sodalis mortem vindi-

caret. Historia Thorstani Wik, S. c 21, ap. Ihre vo.

Fotterbtvder, p. 527.
It seems that some such custom prevailed among the

Burgundians. For a noble lord, of this country, A.
1242; gave investiture to a Prior per pollicem dextram.
The same custom was observed in Dauphine. V. Du
Cange, vo. Inrenlitura, coL 1531.

It would appear that there had been a similar custom
among the inhabitants of the Netherlands. I cannot,

at least, otherwise form any idea of the reference of an
ancient Teut. phrase mentioned by Kilian ; Boesen het

drnvrnken, Basiare pollicem alterius.

The custom is well known on the continent of India

;

and, although there is no certainty of its use among the

Hindoos, a gentleman, long resident in that coun-

try, states that he has often observed the Moors,
when concluding a bargain, do it in the very same
manner as the vulgar in Scotland, by licking their

thumbs.
Something of a similar kind prevailed among the

Romans. According to Pierius, the hand being

stretched out, the thumb, bent downward, was held by
them a symbol of the confirmation of peace. He
quotes Quintilian as his authority. Ait, Qui gestua in

atatuis pacificatorum esse solet, qui inclinato in

humerum dextrum capite, brachio ab aure praetenso,

manntu injtexo pollice extendit. Hieroglyphic. Lib.

xxxvi. Tit Paclficatio; Fob 2G0. V. also Plin. Hist.

Nat. Lib., xxviii. c. 2.

Lat. polfic-eri, to promise, to engage, has been viewed
as eomp. of per and liceor

t for pellic-eri ; as properly
signifying, to offer and promise a price for merchandize.
But it is not improbable, that the r. had been formed
from pollex, -Iris, the thumb. This member being used
among the Romans, in latter times, as a symbol of the

ratification of peace, it may be conjectured, that, in an
earlier period, they had some custom more analogous to

that of the Iberians, which gave rise to the term used

to denote a promise or engagement, although the
original reason of the designation was afterwards lost.

Wachter throws out the same idea. Having
derived Germ. zusayen, to promise, from zu, copulative,
and a*pM, to say, because promises, according to
ancient manners, were made by pledging the hand ; he
adds, Forte etiam Latinis a pressione pollicis dicitur
Ptilkeri. Prolegom. Sect. v. vo. Zu.
The shedding of blood, in entering into covenants,

baa, in various modes, been practised among many
nations, Lncian gives an account of the custom of the
Seythsana, the same people with the Goths, in this
respect. "The happy chosen friends enter into a
solemn oath and covenant, that they will live with,
and, if occasion calls for, die for each other : and thus
it is performed ; each cuts his finyer, and drops the
blood into a bowl ; they then dip the points of their
words in the blood, and both drink together of it,

after which nothing can dissolve the band ;" Toxaris.
V. also Herodot. Melpom., iv. 70. Broticr (in his
Notes on Tacit, ubi sup.) refers to Herodot. Thai., iii.

8, in proof of the existence of a similar custom among
the Arabs. He seems disposed to trace these observ-
ances, among the heathen, to the very ancient and
divinely instituted rite of confirming covenants by
sacrifice. For he quotes Gen. xv. 3, and Kzck. xxxiv.

18, observing, that the Scripture exhibits a similar
use of blood, although one more consistent with
humanity.
The passage referred to by Broticr, in Thalia, is the

following:
*• These are the ceremonies which the Arabians ob-

serve when they make alliances, of which no }>copIe in

the world are more tenacious. On these occasions

some one connected with both parties stands betwixt
them, and with a sharp stone opens a vein of the hand,
near the middle finger, of those who are about to con-
tract. He then takes a piece of the vest of each per-

son, and dips it in their blood, with which he stains

several stones purposely placed in the midst of the
assembly, invoking during the process Bacchus and
Urania. When this is finished, he who solicits the
compact to be made, pledges his friends for the sincer-

ity of the engagements to the straueer or citizen, or
whoever it may happen to be ; and all of them conceive
an indispensable necessity of performing what they
promise. Thalia, c. 8.

It does not appear certain whether Herodotus speaks
of the Lydiana, or of the Medes, in the following pas-
sage:

•• The ceremony of confirming alliances is the same in
this nation as in Greece, with this addition, that both
parties wound themselves in the arm, and mutually
tck the Wood." Clio, c. 74.

This custom has reached even as far as the kingdom
of Siam. M If the Siamese wish to vow an eternal
friendship, they make an incision in some part of the
body, till the blood appears, which they afterwards

. reciprocally drink. In this manner the ancient Scy.
thians and Babylonians ratified alliances ; and almost
all the modern nations of the East observe the same
custom." Civil and Natural History of Siam. V.
Beloe's Herodotus, i. 79, N.

Thumb-stil, Thu3I-steil, s. "A covering

for the thumb, as, the finger of a glove

;

Roxb., Gl. Sibb.; T/toum-stule, id. Lanarks.

In E. thumbstal denotes " a sheath of leather to put
on the thumb.** The change of the vowel, in different

counties, creates a difficulty as to the etymon. But it

is most probably from A.-S. atacl, Su.-G. staeflc, locus,

Teut. sfc//e, locus tutus ; q. a place or station for a
thumb or finger. Steel is the pron. of Angus as well as

of the South of S.
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THUMMERT, s. A term to denote a person

of a singular and awkward appearance,

Ayrs.
—" There never was surely a droller like thummert

o* » creature seen entering a biggit land." Sir A.
Wvlie, i. 74.

A provincial corruption of S. Foivmarte, a polecat

[THUMP, s. A large piece or portion.]

Thumper,*. 1. A large individual of any
species ; as a thumper of a trout, S.
rhe term seems to receive this application from the

forcibleness of motion manifested.

2. Any thing large, S. Of a gross and
obvious falsehood it is often said, "That is

a thumper 1

"

Thumpin*, adj. 1. Large, in a general

sense, S.

•'One wished them thumpin luck and fat weans."
Edin. Month. Mag., June 1817, p. 241.

Now thumpau lack, an' skill befa' ye,

My hard, sae I'&e mak free to ca' ye.

Picken's Poems, 1788, p. 98.

2. Large, as including the idea of stoutness,

S.
41 Thumping, great, huge. A thumping boy, a large

child, Exm. and different counties ; " Grose. It is

used in the same manner in S. Mr. Brockett gives the
word as bearing this sense, A. Bor.

THUNDERBOLT, *. 1 . The name given by
the vulgar to a stone hatchet, apparently

used before the introduction of iron, such
as is otherwise called a stone celt, S., Orkn.,

Shetl. This instrument is often made of a
species of serpent stone.

riangular polished stones of green porphyry, of
i, have been found rcpeateuly in many

I have seen them from ten to

diherent sizes, have been found repeat
parts of the country. I have seen ther
fourteen inches long, and from four to seven inches
broad: TJio people call them thunderbolts.—They are
polished, and taper to a point." Edmonston's Zetl.

fsl., i. 120-1.
" On a shelf were disposed, in great order, several of

those curious stone axes, formed of green granite, which
are often found in these islands, where they are called

thunderbolts by the common people, who usually pre-
serve them as a charm of security against the effects of
lightning." The Pirate, iii. 4.

[2. The beleranite, a dart-shaped fossil, which
formed the internal shell of a kind of Sepia,

or cuttle-fish, that abounded in the secon-

dary formations.
•' I was told—where curiously-shaped stones, some-

what like the heads of boarding pikes, were occasionally
found ; and that, in his father's days, the country
people called them thunderftolts."

Hugh Milter'* Old Bed Samhione.]

THUNNER, s. The vulgar pronunciation

of thunder, S. Thunner, id. A. Bor.

[Tiiunner an* LicnTEXiN. Lung-wort
;

Pulmonaria officinalis, Linn., Banffs.]

Thuxner-Speal, *. "A thin board with

a string in the end ; when whirled round in

the air, it causes a thundering sound;"

Gall. Enc.

Thunxebin, adj. An epithet applied to

drought. A thunnerin drouth, a strong

drought, S. B., apparently expressing that

which is viewed as the effect of fire in the

air, or lightning.

THUORT, Tuuortouu. V. Thortour.

THURCII. [A misreading of Thurth in

Edin. MS. which is evidently an error for

Thurt, need, q. v.]

Bot his hart, that wes stout and hey,

Con*aillyt hym allane to hid.

And kepe thaim at the furd syd ;

And defend weill the wpcummyng ;

Sen he wes warnyst off arniyng,

That he thar arowys tliureh noeht dreid.

Harder, ri. 121, M&
[Regarding the various readings, 4c, V. Prof.

Skeat's Edit, p. 133.]

THURST, pret. [Might, could : but prob. a

mistake for Thurft, need.]

For scho wes syne the best lady,

And the fayrest, that men thurst se.

Barbour, xx. 107, M3.

This seems to signify could, as allied to Su.-G.

troest-a, valere, posse.

lieu* troeste ey tnera therfoeneaerf«w.
Chron. Rhythm., ap. Tore,

i.e., there he could accomplish no other thing. The ».

primarily signifies to dare.

THURST, Thurt, v. impers. Needed ; as,

44 Ye thurstn'" Ye needed not, Dumfr.
This is a pret. formed from Thar/, or perhaps that

of A.-S. thtarf-ian, to need. V. Tharf. In the same
sense might the term be rendered as used by Barbour.

V. under last word.

[TnuRTH. An errat. for TJiurt in Edin. MS.
of Barbour, which Dr. Jamieson printed

Thurch, q. v.]

THUS-GATE, Thus-Gatis, adv. In this

manner.
The justyng thus-gate endyt is.

And athyr part went name wyth pri*.

Wyntown, viil, 36L I

V. Gat.

THWANKIN', part. adj. A term applied to

clouds which mix together in thick and

gloomy succession, Ayrs.

Ial. thxoing-a, Alem. thwing-an, Su.-G. twinge co-

gere ; Isl. thwingan, Dan. twang, coaction, coercion,

pressing. Thtcankin' assumes a frequentative form.

Thus thtcanlin-cluds arc, "clouds continuing to press

on each other."

THWARTER-ILL. V. Thorter-ill.
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THWAYXG, s. A thong, S. whang.

A rone akyne tuk he thare-of ayne
Ami schayre a thwayng all at faysere.

Wyntoton, viii 32. 61.

A.-S. tkicang, Isi. tk%ctingt id.

To THWRICKEN, v. n. To choke from
the influence of thick smouldering smoke,

Teviotd.
" Wkirkened, ehoaked, strangled ; North." Grose.

Ray gives the same sense.

The root seems to be Isl. querk, jugulum, the throat,

whence kyrk-ia, auffocare.

[THWS, adv. Thus, Barbour, ii. 508.]

[THYN, adv. Thinly, ibid., iv. 685.]

[THYNE, adv. Thence, Lyndsay, Exper.
and Court., 1. 1770.]

[To TilYNK,v. a. To purpose, Barbour, i. 33.]

[To THYRL, v. a. To pierce. V. Thirl,
Thrill.]

[THYRLDOME, s. Thraldom, Barbour, i.

236. V. under Thirl.]

To TIAWE, v. n. Expl. "to amble ;" Gl.
Tarr.

When the cattle tiawe, an* blinter
To the loch for drink at noon

;

Spottie keen, a nectar's collie.

Through a moss cam rinnin hanie, &c.
Tarrat's Poems, p. 58.

V. Tew, prtt.

TIBBE, Tibbie, corruptions of the name
Isabel, S.

Tibbie Fowler o' the glen.—OW Sang.

" Tibbe, the familiar name of Isabel ; and so in O.
English ;" GL Lynda.

TIBBET, *. One length of hair, in a fishing-

line, twisted, a link, Fife; synon. Snood.
V. Tippet.

TIBRIC, Tibrick, s. A name given to the
young of the Coal-fish, Orkn.
"These boats sometimes go to sea, for the pur-

pose of fishing cod, cooths, and tibrics, which are
the small or young cooths.—The time of fishing the
young cooths or tibricks begins about tho middle of
August" P. Westray, Statist. Ace, xvi. 261.
Were it not that there are no Gael words found in

Orkn., this might seem a corr. of Dowbreck, q. v., a
name given to the sparling or smelt.

TICHEL, Tichil, (gutt.), 8. 1. A number,
Ettr. For.

••There was a ticket o* wallydraegle tup hoggs rin-
ning after her, an plaguing her, till I was just grieved
for the poor beast. * Perils of Alan, i. 246.

It is always used as a term of contempt, applied to
a low troop of followers.
" I would be right wae to see my queen turned into

a—doe, or a hare, or a she-fox, and a ticket o' tikes set
after her to tear her a' to tareleathers." Ibid. iii. 407.
Perhaps q. a line or series ; Isl. tigilt, funiculus. As,

however, it respects followers, it may be allied to Gael.
taoghal, a frequenting, or teaghalach, a family.

2. It appears to be the same word which is

used to denote any article kept secretly,

Upp. Clydes.

In the second sense, it would seem more nearly alii.

ed to Su.-G. tig-a, Isl. theg-ia, tacere, silere, thoegkl,

taciturnus. We could not trace this to a Celt, origin,

without supposing a considerable chanue. C.B. dirgei

signifies secret, a secret placo ; Ir. Gael, coighill, id.

TICHER, 8. A small fiery pimple, Gall.

Enc. V. Ticker.

To TICHER (gutt.), v. n. To laugh clan-

destinely, Ayrs.

It might be supposed that this were allied to Su. -G.

tig-a, silere, as the person wishes to avoid making any
noise with his mouth ; or C. B. tcch-u, to lurk, to he
hidden, techwr, a sculker.

[To TICHER, v. n. To ooze out. V.
Tigiiek.]

To TICHLE (gutt.), v. n. 1. To join hands;

a term" used in various games of children, in

which every one takes nold of the hand of

his neighbour, when their object is, either

to form a circle, or to extend like a chain,

Fife.

2. It is applied to any thing that is attached

to another, whether from design or by
accident, ibid.

Isl. tigill, funiculus.

To TICHT, v. a. To make close, S.; [also,

to stretch, to tighten, Clydes.]

•'The said barrells to be well tickled and double
girthed before the transporting thairof to forrane
nations." Acts Cha. II., Ed. 1814, VII. 230.

Belg. dicht, Su.-G. taet% tight

[To Ticht tip, v. a. To put in order ; syn.

to red up, Clydes., Banffs.]

Ticht, pret. Tied. V. Tight.

[Ticht, adj. Well-formed, neat, ibid. V.
Tight.]

TICK, 8. Upon tick, in a state of activity,

Aberd.
Whether this phrase be a corrupt deviation from the

sense in which it is used in £., or connected with Tick,

as denoting the chicking of a watch, or any similar

motion ; or borrowed from Fr. au liquet, in a state of

extremity, in which one often strains every nerve ;—

I

cannot presume to determine.

[TICK, 8. A game, allied to burry, Aberd.
E. tag.]

TICK, Ticker, 8. 1. A dot of any kind.

The tick above an I9 the dot above the letter

/, S.
Teut. tick, punctus.

2. A very small spot on the skin, S. B.

Hence perhaps freckles are called fernie-tickles, q.
tickers, as resembling the dots on the herb called a
fern. V. Teicher.
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To TICK, v. n. To click, as a watch, S.

Belg. tikk-en, als ten uurwerk, id.

An' when she h*ard the Dead-witch tick.

She raring wild did say,
11

1 am thy murderer, my child,

I fee thee, come away."
Train's Poetical Reveries, p. 94.

Tick, *. Beat, as of a watch ; thus, " Foo
.
[how] mony ticks does a watch gie in a
minute !" S. B. Belg. ge-til\ clicking.

Ticking, *. Clicking. " Ticking, the noise

of a watch;" S., Gall. Enc.

•TICKET, s. A pat, a slight stroke with the

hand, or with any instrument, S.

Belff. tik, a pat, a touch ; tikk-en, to pat, to touch
lightly ; Moea-G. tek-an, to touch.

This term is frequently used to denote a smart
stroke. Hence,

To Get one's Tickets. ^1. To be subjected

to a scolding match, Fife.

2. To get a drubbing, ibid.

• To TICKLE, v. a. To puzzle, to gravel,

Aberd.
No other etymon appears in the E. Dictionary than

Lat. tUill-art. As all the other northern dialects, as
well as the A.-S. exhibit the word in the same form
with S. Kittle, it seems more natural to view the E. v.

as a transposition. Skinner has remarked that Kittle

is retained in Lincoln*. V. Kittle, v.

• Tickler, *. Anytlung puzzling, ibid.

TlCKLY, adj. Puzzling, difficult, ibid.

TICKLES, s.pl. Spectacles; Banffs. ; ap-

parently a mere abbreviation.

TICKLE-TAILS, s. V. Needle-e'e.

[TICKSIE, *. A quarrel, a dispute, Shetl.

V.Tick.]

[TICK-TACK-TO, s. A game played by
children on a slate, with a piece of slate-

pencil, S.]

TID, s. 1. Proper time, season, S.

2. The condition which any soil is in for the

purpose of agriculture; as, "The grund's

no in tid" Loth.

3. Metaph. as denoting humour, whether in a
good or in a bad sense, S. Thus it is used,

I'mjust in the tid9 &c.
" Tid, inclination ; the inspiration [of genius, I sup-

pose], of small duration ;" Gall. EncycL
What pleasure matrimony brings
To counterbalance a' its stings.

To par for a* their plaids and gowns,

—

To hide their fauts and keep their tid.

And, whan they're ill, to ca* them gnde.
A. Galloway's Poems, p. 11.

—True it is that they may mell you,—
Or tak the tid an* outright fell you.

Taylor's S. Poems, p. 170.

It is also applied to brute animals.

Tak tent case Crummy tak her wonted tid

,

And ca* the laiglen's treasure on the ground.
FergussoWs-Poems, ii. 51

A.-S. Su.-0. tid, time, season. V. Tyte, a*le.

Tid, Tyd, v. imperi.' Happened. Chauc. id.

E. betid.

Peranentnre of Priamus wald ye spere

How tut the chance, his fate gif ye list here.

Doug. Virgil, 66,6,

For ony trety may tyd, I tell the the teynd,

I wiU noght turn myn enteut, for all this warld brenL

Gawan and GoL, iv. 7.

A.-S. tUl-an, Su.-G. t'ut-a, contingere.

These verbs are undoubtedly formed from tid, tern-

pus, as primarily denoting the time when any thing

takes place.

To Tid, v. a. To time, to choose the proper

season. The aitseed has been teeill tiddit;

The proper season for sowing oats has been

taken, S. V. the s.

To Tak the Tid. To be seized with a per-

verse or ungovernable humour, S. B.

Tid-and-Quid. A term used by old farmers

to denote a farm in a state of thriving rota-

tion, Fife ; as, " He has tid-and-quid, and

fu' bien."

It would appear that this phraseology is very ancient

Su.-G. tid denotes, not only time, season, but is also

applied to the increase of the field ; Swaar tid, difficilis

annona ; Ihre. Quid may refer to the increase of the

stall, or to the thriving of cattle on a farm ; from IsL

kvid-r, mtid-r, venter, also uterus ; Su.-G. qued, A. -S.

cwitk, id. Thus one might be said to " have tid-a*d-

quid," who was in a thriving way both as to grain and

cattle.

Tiddie, adj. 1. Cross in temper, Lotlu,

Tweedd.

2. Applied to land, which is of such a quality

that it is difficult to catch the proper season

for ploughing, ibid.

(TIDDER. The other, Shetl.]

(TIDIE, adj. Neat, clean, well-dressed. V.

Tydy.]

Tidily, adv. Neatly, trimly, S.

Tidiness, s. Neatness, especially in the

mode of dressing, S.

TIE, s. A trick, a deception, Fife.

Probably allied to Isl. teg-ia, teig-ia, lactare, allicere;

Snon. Dan. lokk-e, to entice, to decoy, to draw in. V.

aldorson and Wolff. Vereliua gives, the same word
in the form of tey-a.

To Tie one's hair without a Whang. To
deceive one ; a cant phrase, Fife.

[To TIEL, v. n. To sail fast, Shetl.]

TIEND-FREE, adj. Exempted from the

payment of tithes, S.
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[To TIEPER, v. a. and u. To taper to a
point, Shetl.]

[Tiepert, Tieperit, adj. Tapered, ibid.]

To TIFF, Tviff, v. a. To reject anything
from the lips, Aberd. ;

perhaps originally

the same with E. Tiff, v^ a low word signi-

fying, "to be in a pet."

The sense given might suggest Su.-G. toefw-a, IsL
Ufia, retardare, impedire. But see Tiftt s. \ below.

TIFT, s. 1. Condition, plight, humour, S. tid,

synon. In ti/t9 in proper capacity for doing
any thing.

" The soldiers owned that the country men behaved
themselves with the utmost bravery, and very few of
them who engaged, escaped, being overpowered by
numbers, and the King's horse beiug in good tift.

Wodrow's Hist, ii. 140.

To sing or dance, I'm now in proper tift :

My bun, Bess, has got an unco lift

Shim/*' Poems, p. 84.

,
"A poet's muse is in tift when she sings well ; corn

also is in t'\ft when it is dry, viz., in tifl to lead.*' Gall.

Enc.
" Tift, to be in good order ;" GL Westmorel.
Isl. ti/-a, tyf-a% praeceps ire ; G. Andr., p. 237, 233.

Hence it might be used to denote eagerness to engage
in any business.

2. (Time, period]; used as expressive of

tediousness; at least of considerable dura-
tion. A lang tift, a long discourse, S.

IsL tefia, Su.-G. toefw-a, to delay, morari, moram
facere. Hence to/, mora ; lang to/, a long delay.

3. The act of quarrelling, Loth. tiff9 E.

4. It sometimes signifies the act of struggling

# in a wanton or dallying way, Loth, synon.

with tousling.

. 5. Used to denote the action of the wiud.

Four and twenty siller bells

Were a' tyed till his mine,
And at ae tift of the norland wind,
They tinkled ane by ane.

RUson's 3. Songs, ii. 19a

The phrase, a tlft of wind, is properly used only in

relation to wind when it stirs, or lifts up in the air,

dust, straw, Ac.

To Tift, v. a. 1. To put in order, S. B.
The fidler ti/Ud ilka string.

Morison'$ Poems> p. 25.

[2. To beat, like a pulse, Shetl. ; tiftin, beating

like the pulse, ibid.

8. To hinder, delay, struggle against, Clydes.

4. To scold, to rate, ibid.]

Tifter, s. [1. A time of stormy weather
;

also, exposure to it, Banff's.

2. A fit of bad temper, a quarrel, ibid.]

3. A quandary ; as, " He's in an unco tifter

the clay," Itoxb.

Formed perhaps from T{fl, sense 5, as denoting the
action of the wind.

Tifty, adj. [1. Moody, changeable, given
to fits of ill-temper, Clydes.]

2. Quarrelsome, [ill-natured, S].

Then up spake ane, a maid forlorn,

Wi' soudIs tongue and tifly;

It kytbed Dy her runkl'd horn,
Her years had number'd fifty.

A. Scott!s Poems, p. 16.

A. Bor. "({fly, Ul-natured, petulant;" 01. Brockett.

To TIFT, r. a. To quaff.

Well fed were they ; nor wanted to propine
Among their friends ; but lifted canty wine.

Hamilton's Wallace, p. 39.

Apparently allied to E. tiff, drink, or a draught.

To TIG, v. u. 1. To touch lightly, to dally.

Young people are said to be tigging, when
sporting with gentle touches, or patting

each other. It properly applies to those of

different sexes, b.

Fareweil with chestetie,

Frae wenchis fall a chucking,
Thair follow things thre,

To gar them gae a guckin$

;

Imbracing, tigging, plucking.
Scott, Evergreen, I 126, 128.

V. Tax.

2. To give a stroke to another, and then run
away ; a term used in a game of children.

He, who has received the stroke, is said to

be tiggit till he gives it to another, S.

[3. To work in a careless or trifling manner

;

as, u Ye're jist tiggin at it," Clydes.]

[4. To take a sudden whim ; to go off in a
pet] ; applied to cattle, when, in consequence

of being stung by the gad-fly, they run
off hither ana thither, S.

;
[synon., to tak

the buz.]

5. [To tig trf,] to trifle with, to treat in a

scornful and contemptuous manner ; [also,

to make love to, to have intercourse with

either friendly or criminal, Clydes., Banffs.]
—"Complain, and tell him how the world handleth

ua, and how our King's business goeth, that he may
get up, and lend them a blow, who are tigging and
playing' with Christ and his spouse." Rutherford's
Lett., F. in. ep. 35.

—Weel kend he, it was nae joke
To tig wi' fiends that vomit smoke.

Beattie's John o' Arnha', p. 41.

This may either be allied to Mocs.-G. tei-an, to
touch, Bclg. tiki-en, to pat ; or Isl. ttu-a, teg-ia, teig-

ia, lactare, allicere, as denoting the allurements em-
ployed in this way. Teyging, allectio, illeccbra. V.
Tytb, s.

To Tiomateeze, v. a. To pull one about,

Upp. Clydes. ; apparently from S. Tig, and
E. Tease, connected by the conjunctive

particle ma.
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To Tio-Tao, v. n. 1. To trifle, to be busy

while doing nothing of importance.

••The King came on Sunday last to Basing-house,

with purpose to break up Waller's ouarters, and then

to enter Kent ; but, as we hear, Waller is recruited

from Kent, with horse and foot, and minds to stand to

it. They may tig tag on this way this twelre-month."

Bailie's Lett., i 404.

2. To be tedious in. making a bargain, to

haggle, Fife. ; tiggle-taggle is also used.

Probably from El ticktack, a game at tables ; q.

moving backwards and forwards to little purpose.

[To Tio-Tir, v. n. To make sport by teasing,

Clydes.]

To Tig-tow, v. n. 1. "To touch and go, to

be off and on," S., Gall. Enc.

2. ** To Tig-tow tot a Lass, to seem inclined

to marry her, yet to hang off," S., ibid.

Formed perhaps from tig and Su.-G. toe/io-a, morari;

as denoting procrastination in the way of dallyiug.

Tig, Teyo, *. 1. A twitch, a tap, a slight

stroke, S.

"It's bairnly to mak sic a wark for a bit tig on the

haffet." Sir A. Wylie, i. 36.

"Andrew was compelled to submit, only muttering
between his teeth, - Ower mony maisters—ower znony

maisters, as the paddock said to the harrow, when
•very tooth gae her a tig.'" Rob Roy, ii. 3<>S.
"

' Many masters !' quoth the paddock to the harrow,

when every tin [tooth] gave her a tig"* S. Prov.

"Spoken by those whom persons, inferior to their

masters, presume to reprove, command, or correct."

Kelly, p. 243. " • A little blow," N.

2. Sometimes used to denote a touch of a

rougher description, amounting to a stroke,

so as to cause a wound, S.

3. A game among children, in which one

strikes another and runs off. He who is

touched becomes pursuer in his turn, till he

can tig or touch another, on whom his office

devolves, Fife, Loth., Ettr. For.

A. Bor. •• Tig,—a play among children on separating

for the night, in which every one endeavours to get the

last touch ; called also, Last bat." Gl. Brock.

O. E. "Teh, or lytill touch, tactus," (Prompt. Parv.)

has had a common origin.

4. The stroke itself. He who, in the game,
communicates the stroke, says to the per-

son to whom he has given it, Ye bear my
tig, Fife.

5. The person who receives it, Loth.

This game in S. is the same with Touchlast in E.
Among the players, the lot, by means of the repeti-

tion of a rhyme, falls on the person who is touched
with the finger of the repeater at the last word of the

rhyme. The individual thus touched is called Tig.

He runs about, endeavouring to touch another. The
moment this person is touched, he or she becomes Tig,

and communicates it to a third, and so on. The trans-
• muting touch is often given so quietly, that it is

immediately transferred to another, who, not knowing

that Tig is near him, is unconscious of his risk.

6. A pet, a fit of sullen humour. To tah the

tig, to be pettish, S. dorU, synon.

What tig theu takes the fates that thev can thole

Thrawart to fix me i' this dreary hole 1

Ftrgtust'ti's Pve*ist il 73L

Tiooy, adj. Petty, prone to pettishness, S.

Dotty more properly expresses that ill hum-

our which is manifested by giving a sancy

answer.

Tig me if you can. The name of a game

of children, S. A.; the same with Tig.

" It would perhaps be equally vain to expect that

ladies should give up the luxurious waltz,—to join in

the merry riug at Through the needte-ee,—or Tig me if

you canr Blackw. Mag. Aug. 1821, p. 3S.

[Tio-Tao, adv. In suspense, Shot I.]

Tio-TAGGIN, *. The act of hagglin ; as, Wt

had an awfit tig-taggin about it, be/ore tee

eoud mak our bargain, Fife.

Tig-Tow, *. 1. The name given to the

game of Jig, in Ang.

2. To play at tig-tow, to pat backwards and

forwards, to dally, S. It is sometimes used

as a v.

[To TIG, Tioo, v. a. To beg, to importune,

Shetl. V.Thio.]

(Tiogar, s. A beggar, mendicant, ibid. V.

Thiggar.]

TIGER-TARRAN, *. A waspish child, Te-

viotd. V. Tirran.

To TIGHER, v. n. To laugh in a suppressed

way, to titter, Ayrs. ; synon. Kigher.

To TIGHER, r. n. To ooze out ; applied to

blood and other liquids; Berw. V.

Teicher.

TIGHT, Ticht, part. pa. and pret. 1 . Tied.

The tasses were of topas, that were thereto tight.

Sir Gateau and Sir Oal. % ix. X

2. Prepared, girt for action.

Nou will I rekkin the renkis of the round tabiU,

That has traistly thame tight to governe that ga«t

Qawan and OoL f
til. &

For ticht, id. V. Tisciie.

Qu. bound up, from A. -8. tyg-an, to bind. An*

here perhaps we see the true origin of E. tight, as sig-

nifying neat, generally traced to Teut. e/icA/, solnlus.

It seems merely, q. tied close, well knit. The term,

however, as used in sense 2, may be immediatelyalM
to Isl. ty-tVt, ariuo, instruo ; ty%

arma. utensilia ;
tyad-r,

armatus.

[To TIGMATEEZE, v. a. V. under Tio, r.]

TIKE, Tyke, Tyk, $. 1. A dog, a cur;

properly, one of a larger and common breed,
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as a mastiff, a shepherd's dog,* &c, S.

A. Bor.

—Tkocht Im dow not to leid a tyk
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 83.

Te Mosbits, with homes twa fall hie,

Outward like sheips, yee beir the beistes marks,
Inward like tykes, ye byte, but cannot barke.

Poems Sixteenth Century, p. 97.

[2. The common otter, Shctl.]

3. MA selfish snarling fellow;
99

Gl. Surv.
Moray. Thus it is said of a stubborn-man,
Hi9 a dour tyke ; [and of a coarse, untidy
man, He*9 a toosie tyke, Clydes.

•* Tike it applied in contempt to a person ; " Gl.

Lynda. A. Bor. tike, "an odd or queer fellow;"
Oroae ; " a blunt or vulgar fellow ; " Brockets

Sa.-0.iUt, IaL tyk, a little bitch ; Alcm. zoh, Germ.
* stick, id. ; the I in other languages, being softened into
tin theGerman dialects,

Tyke-Hungry, adj. ^Ravenous as a dog, S.

Tyto-Tulyie, *. Literally, a dog's quarrel

;

metaph. applied to any coarse scolding

match ; S. synon. Collyshangie.

TncB-TrRiT, adj. Dog-weary, tired like a
dog after coursing or running, S.

Quhan creitis the wean, the nurse In Tain,
Thoch tike4yrit, tries to sleip.

Minstrelsy Border, iiL 363.

It it the same word, I suspect, that Rudd. writes
tig-tyre, rendering it, to vex or disquiet, vo. Tary; on-
lens this be q. to tire with tigging, or childish sportivo-

Shm name idiom is found in Sw. troett \som en hund,
dog-weary ; Seren. vo. Dog.

TIL, Till, prep. 1. To, S. A. Bor.
Now God gvff grace that I may swa
Tret it, and bryng it till enriyng,
That I say nought hot suthfast thing.

Barbour, I 85, MS.
TuTe u often used by R. Brunne for to.

Tner were chanons of clergie,

That knew wele of Astronomic,
To knowethe sternes ther wittes leid,

k tUle Arthure oft tymes seid,

That what thing that he was about©,
Hesnld spede withouten doute.

V. TSHe, Gloss."R. GIouc.
Moea-G: A.-S. Isl. til, Su.-O. till, id.

2. With, in addition to.

The Empryce than, owre story sayis,
~ lining' • ' ** * 'Ingland in tha dayis,
In that land to eer be dwne,
And to be mad Krng hyr swne
Henry, the qwhilk owre Kyng Dawy,
And td hym Lordis rycht mony,
Kend hyrae nerrast ayre to be

ofalltlThan< Ithatreawte.

3. From, improperly.

iryafettti,|viL[6. 230.

Swa id Saynt Margret eftyre syne,
As III Malcolms in ewyn lyne,
All our krngis of Scotland
Ware in-til successyowne discendand.

Wyntown, vL 19. ISO.

4. As a mark of the infinitive, [or gerund], in-

stead of to. It is more generally used by our

old writers, before a vowel or the aspirate ;

although this rule is by no means strictly

observed.

For toy thay pingil than for till renew
Than bankettia with at obseruauce dew.

Doug. Virgil, 210, 3.

Mr. Macpherson has observed, that it is used by
Ulphilas, as a prefix to the infinitive, Luke, vi 7.

" where Junius is quite at a loss for a meaning to it."

GL Wynt. Ei bigtttina du til wrohjan ina ; Ut
invenirent undo accusarent eum. Du til is a redun-

dant phraseology, resembling for till ; du, as well as

til, signifying to.

Til, Till, conj. That, so that, to such a

degree that, Buchan.
Leitch wi's fit gae 'im sic a kick,

Till they a' thought him slain,

That very day.

Skinners Christmas Ba'ing, st. IS.

Isl. til these is expL, ideo.

Til, Till, adv. While, during the time that.

Thai wald nocht fecht till that he wea
Liand in till his seknes,

Barbour, iz. 106, MS.

This line is omitted in Edit. Pink.

As quhill S. is used for till E., till, vice versa, occurs

In the sense of while.

The A.-S. s. title signifies rest, as if it were svnon.

with hwile, id. whence E. while, which is evidently

from IsL Su.-G. hicil-a, quiescere. Thus, it would
appear that the change of till for quhill is not acciden-

tal, or merely arbitrary.

Tilfoir, adv. Before. "A yeir tilfoir he
deceissit

;
" Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16. Su.-G.

tillfoerene, prius ; Hire, vo. Till.

(TILER,*. A door-keeper, &c. V.Tyler.]

TILE-STONE, 9. An anomalous term, which
must formerly have been used in S. for a
tile or brick.

" Later, a tile-stone, or brick.'* Wedderb. Vocab.,

p. 21.

It has, however, been imported from tho continent.

Tent. tegheUsteen, tkhclsteen. Germ, zieghel-steyn, tegula,

later ; Sw. Ugelsten, brick ; Wideg.

[TILFIR, 9. The loose flooring of a boat,

Shetl., Sw. tilja, a covering of boards, and
farja) a boat.]

To TILL, v. a. To entice. V. Teal.

TILL, e. A cold unproductive clay, S.

"The soil of the upper grounds, in general, is a very
strong heavy clay, lying upon a stratum of a dense
argillaceous substance, generally of a great depth;
which, under all its different appearances, is called

till in this country." P. Dalserf, Lanarks. Statist.

Ace., ii. 372.

'•The bottom is a very bad sort of clay, commonly
called by the farmers hero mortar or tULn P. Kil-
spindie, Perths. Statist. Ace., iv. 203.

•' We find in digging, or sinking, that after the clay
is past, which keeps no course, all metals, as stone and
tides, (which are seems [seams] of black stone, and par-
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ticipat much of the nature of coal), ly one al>ove

another, and keep a regular course." Sinclair's Misc.

Oba. Hydrost., p. 2G0.

"Indurated clays abound in both parishes. The

most plentiful is the Schistus or Till.—Schiatus and

Till are words indiscriminately used to denote the same

argillaceous, hard, fossile substance. The word Till is,

indeed, sometimes vulgarly used to denote a stiff clay,

although in a soft state." Ure
f

s Hist. Ruthcrglen, p.

252. . .

" Till is a provincial word, of which the meaning is

not always perfectly definite. It is sometime* used to

express a sort of hard impenetrable clay, mixed with

fragments of stone or gravel. This however, is only

one species of it, for the name is amriied likewise to

subsoils of an absorbent nature, which, if exposed by

culture to the sun and atmosphere would turn into ex-

cellent dry loams. It is olten used to denote a reten-

tive subsoil, abounding with iron ore. In general it

may be taken for any subsoil, consisting of a mixture

of clay and sand or stones, devoid of tlm vegetable

matter which gives a soil tho friability and openness

requisite for vegetation.
M Agr. Sury . ,

( ialloway, p. 12.

Till-Bakd, s. The name giving to Pud-

ding-stone or Conglomerate, S.

" Blotta.—Breccia arenacea, Cronst. Scottish till-

band." Headrick's View of Arran, p. 245.

Tillie, Tilly, adj. Of or belonging to till, S.

"In various parts of the northern districts, remote

from the benefit of sea-ware, large pits were dug up of

a tilly substance, to give firmness and consistency to a

loose mossy soil." Agr. Surv., Invem., p. 112.

[Tillie, $. A wet, clay soil, Shetl.]

Tillie-Clay, *. 1. " Cold clay, unproduc-

tive soil," S., Gall. Enc.

2. Used metaph. as expressive of coldness of

heart.

" The heart that never felt love, is said to be a piece

olMie-clay." Ibid.

To TILLER, v.n. A term applied to grasses

when they give out a number of stems or

suckers from the same root, S. A., Stirl.

;

synon. Stool.

" Clover-plants, when they have room to grow, tiller

or stool, and employ more ground than those of corn.

"

MaxwelFs Sel. Trans., p. 24.—"Clover is not so much fed by the atmosphere
when kept down by cattle, and short, as when allowed

to tiller or stool, and grow to its full height." Ibid.,

p. 211.
" When the plants are thin, they keep tillering (or

ending forth new shoots), when they should be shot

into seed." Agr. Sun., StirL, p. 403, 404.
" Tiller, to send out shoots, as wheat. Durham ;

"

Gl. Brockett.

O. E. tillar, tiller, " a small tree left to grow till it

be tellable," (Phillips), is most probably allied. Fr.

taller, thaler\ are applied to corn when it buds ; "Corn
to bud, shoot out their tops," Ac.

Tiller, s. "The rising blade of growing
corn shooting out several stems from one

seed
;

M
Gl. Surv. Moray.

The term seems very ancient, and is apparently of

Goth, extract. For the Isl. v. tylle, tWdr-a, has a sense

nearly akin ; signifying, to raise up and to fix lightly ;

VOL. IV.

attollo et leviter figo. Hence tilldr, levis structure

;

O. Andr., p. 239.

Its affinity is more evident to A.-S. telg, ramus, sur-

cuius, frondes ;
'• a bough, a shoot, a twig, a branch ;

Somncr: Sax. telghe, telgher, ramus, ramale, front,

froudes ; Kilian : Su.-G. taebting, surculus, anciently

fueling.

[TILL-HEWYN, part. pa. To-hexcn, hewn

about, severely cut or hacked, Barbour,

xx. 367.]

TILLIE-LICK, s. A gibe, Gall.

M TiUie-ticl*, taunts and sneers ;

n GalL Enc.

It would appear that there has been in some coun-

ty or other, an instrument, used in former times, cal-

led a tillie, and that the term had originally denoted a

stroke with this. Fr. tWe. signifies " the rind, or wi-

ling of hemp," Ac, and tillier, the linden tree. Tull*,

however, denotes a knife, Shetl. It seems to have

signified a churn-staff, S. >
r
. Tillie.

Tillie-lickit, 8. 1. An uuexpected stroke,

Fife; the same with the preceding word,

only used figuratively.

2. An unexpected misfortune, ibid.

TILLIESOUL, 8. A place at some distance

from a gentleman's mansion-house, whither

the servants and horses of his guests are

sent, when he does not choose to entertain

the former at his own expense. The per-

son employed is often an old servant of the

family, who is allowed to sell corn, hay, &c,

for his own sustenance, and for the accom-

modation of visitors, Loth.

"If the were to be joining company wi* Mr. Peter,

he would be shewing her ta grieve's house, and ta new

til?if*>tcf and ta gardener's house,—and a score of other

booses she canna just pe minding." Macrimmon, it.

From to** lea boouU, q. the place whither oil tk*

drunkard* resort ; or, from Gael, tuloch-eabhal ; the

latter part of which compound is pronounced *o*\

&

xitcal, and signifies a bam. As tuloch denotes a nil-

ock, according to this etymon, the signification is,

" the hillock barn," or '* the barn on the hillock."

It may perhaps have been formed, in allusion to sol-

diers gettingdry billets, as they are called, i.e., money

to pay for lodging elsewhere, from Fr. tillet, a ticket,

andso«M, soldier's entertainment or pay.

TILLING, s. [Erat, for Tttwgy
the titlark,

Alauda pratensis. V. Edmonstone's Gloss.]

"The birds are—plover pages, tilling*, linnets,

thrushes, hill sparrows/ &c. P. Rcay, Caithn. Sta-

tist. Ace., vii. 574.

TTLLIT, pret. v. Prob., coaxed, enticed.

• Qnhat suld s Scot do with sa favr a knyfff
" Sa said the Prest that last janglyt thi wyff.

•* That woman lane has tillit him so fayr, •

•• Qohill that his child worthit to be thine ayr.x
Wallace, vl 149, MS.

This is part of the dialogue between Wallace and sa

Englishman, who, according to the story, was employed

to provoke Wallace to some act that might seem »
warrant an attack on him and his handful of friends at

Lanark. » t i

TVlit most probably signifies, coaxed, enticed ;
!«•

A 4
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tael-ia, {.ellicetv ; the nam • witli Teal, q. v. TillU, is

Absurdly changed to c<Uied, Edit 1648.

TILLOWIE, «. 1. A cry addressed to

hounds, urging them on to the chace,

Clackmann.; evidently a corr. of the E.

huntsman's cheer, Tallihoo.

2. Used of one who has dealt too freely with
intoxicating liquor; as, "He has gotten

his tillowie" ihid. ; q. " he has got as much
as urges him on."

[TILLT. To it, along with it, in addition,

TILLY-PAN, s. A skillet, Moray. Gael.
tealla denotes the hearth ; perhaps q. a pan
to be always at the. side of the fire.

TILT, *. [Erat. for Tint], account, tidings

of, S.B. V. Taint.
Great search was made for her berth far and near,
But tilt nor trial of her cud we hear.

Ross's Helenore, p. 126.

Instead of—lilt nor trial—it ii tint, Ac. iu First Edit.

of Rosa's Helenore, p. 122, [and 44.]
Tint is retained in the second Edit. A. 1778, p.

142,- which was corrected by the celebrated Dr.
Beattie. This might seem to render it probable that
tilt had been an error of the press. But tilt appears in

Gloss, affixed to the third EH it. of Helenore, expl.
" account of, tidings ;" also in Gl. Shirr, with the same
explanation,

fin first and second editions of Helenore, which were
Eublished in Ross's lifetime, and in the glossary which
e annexed to the second, as well as in an earlier part

of the poem, the word is tint. The third edition is of
: no authority, and Shirrefs merely copied what he found

there. There is no evidence, that Dr. Beattie corrected
the second edition. Of the first he wrote :

— *' the
whole is incorrectly printed," and yet, in the second,
not a few typographical errors are repeated, and others
introduced.]

TILT, Tilth, s. Plight, condition, good or

bad, like Tift; as, ["To be on the tilt?

to be in a high-minded state, Shetl.]

;

" The land'sin sae bad a tilth, that we can-

na saw the day ;" Roxb.
This seems to be merely a secondary sense of A.-S.

and E. tilth, as signifying the state of tillage. Teut.
teelt, however, denotes the proper season when herrings
and other fishes make their appearance, Kilian ; per*

haps from teel-en, tel-en, gignere, generare, producere,
which this learned writer views as the same v. with
that signifying to cultivate the ground.

TILT up, pret. Snatched.

Ane haistie hensour, callit Harie,

—

Tilt up ane tackle withouten tary.

Chr. Kirk, st 10.

This is the reading giving by Callander, and in Sibb.
Chron. S.P. But in Pink. Sel. Ball., ii. 20, it is tytt.

It seems most probable that this ia the true reading, as
we have many examples of the use of the v. to Tytt
precisely in this sense ; but, as far as I have observed,
not one of Tilt having the same signification. Could
we view Tilt as the genuine reading, the term might
be traced to Fris. UU>em, levare, tollere ; Isl. t'Ul>a, (pret.

tyUt), attollere.

TIMBER iMARE, [The Wooden Horse], an
instrument of punishment formerly used in

the army.
" He causes put up betwixt the crosses a timber mare.

whereon runagate knaves and runagate soldier* should
ride. Uncouth to see such discipline in Aberdeen, and
painful for the trespasser to suffer." Spalding, i. 227.
V. Trein mare.

TIME, *. The act of once harrowing a field,

Berw. ; Tine, synon. Clydes.

"The harrowings aro given partly across tho
ridges, and partly endlong, and are more or leas nu-
merous, according to circumstances ; never less than
a full double time between each successive plough-
ing. The compictest harrowing is called a double
double time ; in which the harrow goes four times suc-
cessively over the same range ; either all endlong, or
all across, or half each way." Agr. Surv. Berw., p.
198.

V

TIMEABOUT, adv. Alternately, S. Sir
J. Sinclair's Observ., p. 50. It is used in

the vulgar Prov. limeabout's fair plat/.

'•Vices sunt alternations, course or time about.*
9

Dcspaut. Gram., D. 2, b.

"That—divers of his friends should come in com-
petent number, time about, and attend him upou their
own expences." Spalding's Troubles, i. 102.

TIMEOUS, adj. Timely ; as, " See that ye
keep timeoiis hours

;

" i.e., that ye be not too
late, S.

This adj. is formed in an anomalous way, having a
Fr. or Lat. termination affixed to a Goth. nouu.
Timous is O. E., but now obsolete.

Timeously, adv. In due time, S., Gl. Crooksh.

It occurs in our version of the Psalms.

Mine eyes did timeously prevent
The watches of the night.

Psa., cxix. 148.

It is here used in an improper sense ; for it must bo
understood as signifying early, or as E. timely.

[TIMMELE, 8. A thimble.

" A thing of gold with a top like a timmele. n Accta.
L. H. Treaa. I.]

TIMMER,*. 1. Timber, wood, S. V. sense 2.

Sw. limmer, id.

2. A certain quantity of skins, denominated
from the mode in which they are packed.

"Ane Timmer of skinnes : That is, swa monie as is

inclosed within twa broddes of Timmer, quhilk com-
mounlie conteinis fourtie skinnes : In the quhilk man-
ner, merchaudes vsis to bring hame nrartrick, sable
and vther coastlie skinnes and furringes." Skene,
Verb. Sign. vo. Timbria.
The word is used in the same sense in Fr. Un timbre

de martre*, "a certain quantity, or number, of martini
skins ;

" Cotgr. Su.-G. timmer, ccrtus numerus pel-
lium pretiosarum, 40 alii tradunt, alii 50 ; Ihrc.

Timmer, adj. Of or belonging to wood ; as,
a a timmer cap," a wooden bowl ; " a /i'm-

mer trencher," a wooden plate, S.
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To Timmer, v. a. To beat, to chastise;

properly with a stick; as, "I trow, he tim-

merd him wcel," S. O., AbenL

Timmkr-Breeks, 8. pi. A cant term for

m coffin, Roxb.
But now ye're suld, *n down* dree

The wark an' freiks.

8ae ye'U be forced on to try
Your timmer breeks.

Jo. Hogg3* Poem*, p. 50.

Timmerin, *. " A beating with a stick ;

"

Gall. Enc.

Timmertuned, adj. Having a harsh voice,

one that is by no means musical, S. ; from

timmer, timber, q. having as little music as

a piece of wood.

It has been remarked, that this word S. A. does not

so properly denote a harsh untunealde voice as the want

of a musical ear ; being applied to one who is unable

to sing in melody.

To TIMMER n/>, v. a. A term that admits

of great variety of application ; but signi-

fying, in general, to do strenuously, and

successfully, any work that requires con-

tinued exertion and employment, Aberd.

To timmer up the haw, to play briskly at ball ; to

timmer up the flail, to ply the flail ; to timmer up the

floor with a dishclout, to clean it thoroughly by hard

rubbing ; to timmer up the lesson, to be busily engaged

in getting one's lesson, also, to amy it accurately and

readily. O ! a* he timmers up the Latin ! How expe-

ditiously he uses the Latin language ! or, What a deal

of Latin he employs !

And who in singing cou'd excel

Fsm'd Douglas, Bishop of Dunkel* ?

He timmer'd up, tho' it be lang,

In guid braid Scots, a» Virgil's sang.

. W. Ingram's Poems, p. 67.

The original sense of tho term is to be found in IsL

Umbra, aedificare, extruere ; A.-S. limbr-ian, id , also,

to instruct. Moes.-G. timbr-jan, occurs only m the

simple sense ; as well as Teut. thmner-en, and Dan.

toemr-er.

TIMMING, Temmino, $. A kind of woollen

cloth resembling what is called durant, but

very coarse and thin, S.

•• Timming, camblet for women's gowns, when in

colours, are respectively sold at 3s. and 2s. lOd. the

yard." P. Barrie, Forfars. Statist. Ace., iv. 242.

This seems to be the same with Tammy, Johns.

Tammie, Pennant.
"There is no inconsiderable manufacture, at Durham,

of shalloons, tammies, stripes and calliuiancoes." Tour

in S., 1769, p. 36.

This is certainly from O. Fr. estamlne. Mod. Fr. eta-

mine, id., Teut. stayme, stamineum textum, Kilian

;

Ital. stamegna, Hisp. stamena ; all from Lat. ttamen

This etymon is confirmed by the mode in which

Sir Thomas Urquhart translates Fr. eMamet.
'* The men were apparelled after their fashion. Their

stockings were of tamine or of cloth-serge, of white,

black, scarlet, or some other ingrained colour." Rabel-

ais, B. L, p. 245, 246.

(TIMOTHY, a. Haste, bustle, agitation;

also, anger, Banffs.]

TIMOUUSUM, Timersome, adj. Timor-

ous, S.
" My conscience—is something of a timersome nature,

cannot abide angry folks, and can never speak above

her breath, when there is aught of a fray going for-

ward." Tho Pirate, ii. 116.

A. B. •• Tim*r*ome, Timmersome, fearful, timor-

ous ; " 01. Brockett.

TIMPAN, Tympany, *. The middle part of

the front of a house, raised above the level

of the rest of the wall, resembling a gable,

for carrying up a vent, and giving a sort of

attic apartment in the roof, S. B. This is

also called a Tympany gavel, Moray.

Fr. tympan, the gable end of a house ; Cotgr.

TIMTV, *. A mode of labouring the ground

in the island of Lewis.

"The natives are very industrious, and undergo

a great fatigue by digging the ground witt^spades, and

in most places they turn the ground so digged upside

down, and cover it with sea-ware ; and in this manner

there are about 500 people employed daily for some

months. This m«>de of labouring is by them call'd

Timty ; and certainly produces a greater increase than

digging or plowing otherwise.'* Martin's West. IaL, p. 3.

The term and practice are still retained.

" There is a general mode of turning the ground,

called timitlh, or making lazybeds, at which two per-

sons are employed on each side of the ridge ; of tbe*e

two are cutting, and two are lifting the clods.*' St»t

Ace. P. Stornoway, xix. p. 248.

This mode seems to correspond with what is in S.

called trenching. Perhaps of Norwegian origin ; at

merely denominated from the soil itself : Is!. Norw.

Su.-G. tomt, signifying the area around a house, also a

place of pasture. Toft is synon.

It may, however, be allied to Gael, teannmeadh, a

cutting, dividing.

TIN, e. Loss. •

Tristrem and Ganhardin,
Treuthe plighten thay.

In wining, and in tin,

Trewe to ben ay. ^
Sir Tristrem, p. 173.

Le., gaining or losing. V. Tints, r.

TIN, s. A jug of tinned iron, S.

Tinnie, 8. The small jug or porringer, of

this description, used by children, S.

[TIN, adj. Thin, not thick, Shetl. A.-S.

thinne, id.]

[To TIN, v. a. To pick the bones out of the

boiled heads of fish, and collect the fleshy

parts, Shetl. Goth. Una, to collect.]

TINCHILL, Tinciiel,*. 1. "A circle of

sportsmen, who, by surrounding a #reat

space, and gradually narrowing, brought

immense quantities of deer together, which

usually made desperate efforts to break

through/' S.

We'll quell the savage mountaineer,

As their Tinchel cows the game.
"

Lady of the Lake, p. 267.
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"These active assistants spread through the coun-
try far and near, forming a circle, technically called
the tinehel, which, gradually closing, drove the deer in

herds together towards the glt-n where the chiefs and
principal sportsmen lay in wait for them.** Waverley,
11* o.

2. A snare, gin, or trap.

"After this, there followed nothing but slaughter
in this realm, every party ilk one lying in wait for

another, as they had been setting tinch ill* for the
laughter of wild beasts." Pitscottie, p. 22.

The term may be of Gael, origin ; timchioll, circuit,

compass, timchiofl-am, to surround, to environ. These
terms occur iu the same sense in Irish.

[TINDA, s. Fleecy, wet snow, ShetL]

TINDE, 8. On tinde, in a collected state.

He tight the mawe on tinde.

And eke the gargiloun.
Sir Tristrem, p. 82, st 46.

i.e., He tied its parts together, in the way of col-

lecting the grease of the deer, aud all its appurtenances.
IsL tin-a, colligere, tynt, collectum ; Vercl.

TINDLING, 8.
u Ane new sark of tindling,"

Aherd. Reg., A. 1565.

Can this be an error for kindling f V. Kevdiluno.
Or shall we view the term as referring to the fineness,

q. A.-S. tyn dael, literally, " the tenth part.*

To TINE, Tyne, v. a. 1. To lose; tynt,

pret. and part. pa.

Thus Wallace wist : Had he beyne left allayne,
And he war falsa, to enemyss he waltl ^a ;

Ovflf he war trew, the Sothroun wald him sla.

Mycht be do ocht bot tyne him as it was ?

Wallace, v. 121, Ma
He left the toune, and held his way ;

And syne wes put to sik assay,

Throw the power off that cite,

That his lyfl and his land tynt he.

Barbour, iii. 248, MS.

It occurs in the tame sense in O.E.

-That can I repreue,
And preuen it by Peter, and by Paule bothe,
That ben baptised be saued, be he ryche or pore,

That is in extremis, quod Scripture, among Saracens &
Jewes

;

They mow be sauyd so, and that is our beleue,

That an vnchristen in that case may christen an heathen,
And for his lely beleue, whan he the lyfe tyneth,

Haue the heritage of heauen, as am man christen.

P. Ploughman, FoL 60, b.

Lely beleue, i.e., true faith, leal belief, S.

2. To forfeit ; used as a forensic term.
—"And gif he slayis, he sail die thairfoir, And tyne

all his gudis as escheit to the King." Acts Ja. I.,

1426, c 108, Edit. 1566.

"And at the thrid tyme gif he be conuict of sic

trespas he sail tyne his lyfe or than by it.—And gif ony
dois the contrare he sail tyne ane hundreth S. for the
vnlaw befoir the Justice." Ibid., 1424, c. 12.

3. To lose a cause in a court of justice ; to

receive a decision contrary to one's claim, S.

4. To kill or destroy.

In-to the innys lane or day,
Quhare that the Erie of Athole lay,

A fell fyre hym to colys brynt.
Thus suddanly was that lord thare tynt.
And wyth hym mony ma.

Wyntoum, vii. 9. 606.

"And seeing hce only is terrible, becauso he is

onely Lord of body and soule, onely hec hath power
to saue and tyne ; And seeing it is so, let vs fearc and
retyre our aclfis to him, who is able to presorue k keep
baith body and soule.'* Bruce's Eleven Serm., 1591.

Sijm. R. 4. a.

He seems to refer to James iv. 12. •• There is one
lawgiver, who is able to save, and to destroy." '* Leese
and delyuere ;

n
Wiclif, ibid.

5. To Tyne Heart, to lose courage or spirit, or

inclination to any business.

"They hoped no cuid in his hand, and thairfoir

thay tint heartis, and had no will to raise the (ire in

Iogland." Pitscottie's Cron., p. 403.

6. To Tyne the HeartU of others, to lose their

affections, S.

"The king was abused, and tint all the hearti* of

his nobilitic, to quhom he gave no credit." Ibid.

7. To tyne the saddle , to loose all ; a proverbial

phrase, S. '

•• You must not look to expences, when presently we
are either to win the horse or tyne tfie saddle. " Baillie's

Lett., i. 397.

This term has no affinity to any A.-S. v. Isl. tyn-a*t,

perdere, eg tyne, perdo, tynde, perdidi. The same Isl. c.

signifies, to separate chaff from grain. Lcgumiua pur-

gare, ab aliis rejectaueis separare ; G. Amir. This
may have been its primary sense. The chaff being
thrown down or lost, the term may have been at length

used to denote the loss of any thing in what way
soever. Sw. tyn-a, tyn-a af, aftyn-a, to languish, to

dwindle away. This sense corresponds to the neut.

signification of the Isl. v., perdi, interire. Hence Hon,

jactura, perditio ; Verel. To this corresponds Tin, #.

q. t.

To Tine, v. n. To be lost, to perish in what-

ever way.

"Gif ony ship tine be storm of wether, or the gudis
and geir being thairin, the mast failyie, or ony uther
thing, throw uther mischance in the voyage, the mer-
chandis are not haldin to pay ony thing thairof." Ship
Lawis, Balfour's Pract., d. 623.

"Siclike, quhen the snip is tint, the shipmen may
not sell the taikill of hir without licence or command-
ment of the—awncro." Ibid.

He wald haue eitin with the swvne,
His buugrie stommok to fulfill

;

Bot thocht he suld for hunger tyne,

Yit nane wald gif him leif thairtilL

Forlorne Sone, Poems Sixteenth Cent., p. 34.

It also occurs in this sense in that fine old song, Talc

your auld Cloak about you—
My Cromie is a useful cow,
And she is come of a good kin*

;

Aft has she wet the bairns' mou,
And I am laith that she should tyne.

Herd's Coll., ii. 102.

Mr. Xares, in his valuable Glossary, has shewn that

Spenser uses this word as signifying, "to perish, to

die."

V. the etymon of the v. a.

Tine Heart, Tyne a'. A proverbial phrase,

urging the necessity of not suffering the

spirits to sink, when one meets with diffi-

culties, S.

But Nory keeps up better heart, and says,

We manna weary at tbir rugged braes

;
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Tyne heart, tyne a\ well even tak sic beeld
Am thlr uncouthy heather-hills can yield.

Ross's llelcnore, pt 74.

TlNEMAN, a. An ap|>eIlation given to one of

the Lords of Douglas whose christian name
was Archibald.

Lord Hailes, after Fortlun, says tli.it this waa that
Archibald who was killed at H.ilidon. He waa the
first of this name. Godscroft ascril>es the designation
to Archibald the third of tho name, who was Duke of

Turrane in France. He also assigns a far more satis-

fying reason for the appellation, than that adopted
by Lord Hailes, who says ;

•• He was commonly called

f'meman, implying, as may ho conjectured, tiny or
slender little man." Ann. ii. 260.

According to Godscroft, "this Archbald is hee who
was called Tineman, for his unfortunate and hard
successe he had, in that he tint (or lost) almost all his

men, and all the battels that be fought. This nick-
name, or cognomination, the old manuscript (of Sir

Richard Metellati of Lithington) giveth to Archbald
lain at Halidoun hill, and calleth this, Archbald one
eye for distinction, because of the loose of his eye in a
battell against Percie. But that surname of Tyneman,
cannot bee given so conveniently to the former Arch-
bald who lost only one field, and himself in it ; whereas
this man ever lost his men, himself escaping often."
Hist. H. Douglas, p. 115.

m
Besides its being a mere conjecturo that he was a

little man, the word tiny, I suspect, was never so much
in nse in S. as to he the foundation of a nick-name.
The historical fact cannot perhaps be easily de-

termined ; and it is not of great importance. Bnt
the 'first Archibald might be thus denominated, al-

though he lost but one battle, because it was a very
fatal one to the Scots; and especially as Douglas
seems to have been blamed by the bulk of his coun-
trymen afterwards, for encaging with Edw. II. in

the circumstances in which his army was placed.

Hence Lesley ; Intellexisset Archibaldum Douglaa-
ium gubernatorem, furore quodam, tanquam hren-
»i, percitum, praelio ad Halidonum mouticulum com-
misso, militibus funis fugatisque, cecidisse, Ac. Hist.
Lib. vii. p. 238.

Tiner, Tynar, s. A loser.

"It is statute and ordanit, that gif ony persoun
persewis ane vthir within burgh, that the tynar of tho
cause, pay the wionaris expensis." Acts Ja. V., 1540,
c. 91. Edit 1566. Tiner, Skene's Edit.

TiNSALL, Tynsaill, Tynsell, *. 1. Loss,

in whatever sense, S.B. V. under Tyne.
For oftsyss throw a word mav rvss
Discoiuford, and tynsaill with all.

And throu a word, als weill may fall,

Comford may rys«, and hardyment
May ger men do thair entent

Barbour, zi 488, Ma
A wykyd word may wmgwhil mak
Full gret tynsel, as it dyd heie.

Wyntown, viU. 80. 83.

It is retained in the Buchan Dialect. V. Allpuist.
It occurs in a very useful S. Prow " He that's far

from his geer, is near his tinsel."—" A man may soon
be wrong d when his back is turnVI." Kelly, p. 132,

133.

It is used by R. Brunne

—

Lost he had his men ilk one.
Conseile couth he tak at none.
How he myght his brother help.

Of tynsclle niyht he mak his gelp.

V. 01. R. Glouc. vo. Boskcs.

2. Forfeiture ; used as a forensic term.

"That na man haue out of tho realme gold nor

siluer, bot he pay xud. of ilk pund of custume to the

king, vnder the pane of tinsalt of all gold and siluer

that beis fundin with him, and x. pund to the King

for the vnlaw." Acts Ja. 1 , 1424, c. 16, Edit 1506.

To Tinsall, Tinsell, t>. a. To injure;

synon. with skaith ; fonned from the s.

" Gif ho docs otherwise, tho partie that is easonyied

will be Untitled." Baron Courts, c. 40, s. 2.

"And gif sic essonyie without Iwrgh, be made
against the soyte of the partie mutand in court, he

that swa is essonyicd may be tinselled and skaitbed."

Ibid. c. 54, s. 3.

TIN-EGIN, s. Forced fire, West. Isl. V.

Neid-fyre.

[TIXG, s. 1. A tongue of land jutting into

the sea, Shetl.

2. An affix in names of many districts in

Shetland.]

[TING, s. Thing; a corn of the E. term,

Shetl.]

To TING, c. a. and n. To ring.

-In ane dreme she fel,

And by aperaunce herde quherc sht* did lie

Cunide the King tingand a sflvir l*d.

Qunich men raicht here fro hevin into heL
Hearysonc's Test. Creseule, Chrou. S. P., L 161.

Hence ting-tang, a reduplicative term used among
children, to denote the sound made by a bell. Tent.

tinghe-tangh'tn, tintinare.

To TiNK, v. a. To rivet, as including the

idea of the noise made in the act of rivett-

ing ; a Gipsy word, Roxb.
The E. v. to Tink, as denoting a sharp sound, »

most probably the origin, derived from C. B. fiac-tas,

to tinkle.

To Tinkle on, v. n. [1. To ring chimes

about ; hence to praise oue immoderately,

Loth.]

2. To trifle about ; [to work in a lazy, trifling

manner ; as, '* Hit it,

tinklin! cmV," Clydcs.]

"If that man now go to tinkle on bishops, and

delinquents, and such foolish toys, it seems he is wad."

Baillie's Lett, ii. 208.

Tinkle-Sweetie, 8. A cant name for-

merly given in Edinburgh to the bell rung

at eight o'clock, P.M., as that which was

rung at two o'clock was called the Kail-bell

Both these terms are well remembered by some ret

alive. The aught-hours bell was thus denominated, ***

cause the *ound of it was so siceet to the ears of appren-

tices and shopmen, as they were theu at liberty to shot

in for the night.

.

[•Tinkler, *. A loud, scolding woman,

Ayrs.

Prob. so called from her likeness to the loud, boH,

randy tinkler's-wife.]

man : ye're jUt
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[Tinkler, adj. Loud, scolding, blustering,

ibid.

For Paddy Burke, like ony Turk,
Nae mercy had at a', roan ;

An' Charlie Fox threwby his box,

An* lows'd his tinkler jaw, onan.

Bums, When Guilford Good, &c, a. 5.]

[Tinkler's Curse. The term is applied to

anything that is worthless ; as, '' It's no
worth a tinklers curse? Banffs.]

Tinkler's Tippence. Expl. " useless cash,"

Gall. Encycl. ; money to be spent, as a tinker

wastes his, in the change-house.

TINNEL, *. Water mark.

"Gif ony tymbrcll, utherwayis callit ane littil

quhaill, or ony uther fisch, is fund within the seamark,
toiranent the land—of ane Baron or uther freholder,

the qnhilk fisch may bo drawin outwith the tynnel of

the sea to the land, with sax oxin yokkit in ane wane,
the aamin sonld pertene to the Baron or freholder."

Balfour's Pract., p. 555.

L. B. "TixHff-itu—The sea-marke, vtherwaies in

English, tyde-mouthe ; that is, the farrest parte quhair
the sea tyde flowia. Littus quo scilicet flux us hyber-

nus maris maximns excurrit, noc est quautumcunque
mare aliquo plus extendUur in hyme vel aeatate, tan-

torn est littus ejus. Gl. Instit." Skene, Verb. Sign.

It may have been formed from A. -S. tyne, a hedge,

a fence ; or Su.-G. taen-in, to extend ; q. that which
forma a fence to the sea, or the utmost extent of its

fluctuation.

[TINSALL, s. and v. V. under Tine.]

[TINT, pret. and part. pa. Lost. V. Tine.

Till first ae caper, syne anither,

Tarn fin! his reason a' thegither.

Burns, Tarn o' Skanter.]

TINT NOR TRIAL. V. Taint.

TTNTOE, s. The pin used in turning the

cloth-beam of a loom, Paisley, Edinburgh.

[TINWALD COURT. " This word, yet re-

tained in many parts of Scotland, signifies

Valis Negotii, and is applied to those arti-

ficial mounds, which were in ancient times

assigned to the meeting of the inhabitants

for holding their Comitia." Sir W. Scott.]

[TIORDIN, s. Thunder, Shetl. Dan. tor-

den, Sw. thordoti, id.]

TIP, 9. A ram, Galloway, Clydes.

Oft as, amaog the bushy birny braes

Young Colin plodded wi' hU strayed tips,

Hr'd cast a look upo' the lonely cot

Wi' wishfu' een.—
Davidson's Seasons, p. W.

She was nae get o* moorland tips,

Wi' tawted ket, an* hairy hips.

Burns, Hi. 82.

A. Bor. •• Teap, tup, a ram. North." Grose. He
also gives it in the form of Tip. V. Tur.

To Tip, v. w. To take the ram.
*• Tip when you will, you shall lamb with the leave ;'

P. lave, i.e., rest.] S. Prov. Kelly, p. 306. V. Lamb, v.

It is also used actively.

"The lamb whero it's tipjted, and the ewe where
she's clipped;" S. Prov., "a proverbial rule about
tvthes ; signifying that the lamb shall pay tythes in

the place where the ewe was when she took the rain,

but the old sheep where they were shorn." Kelly, p.

307.
S. it is tup. Johns, expl. this v. "to but like a

nun." But in O.E. it had the same sense as in S.

Hence Phillips renders it, to cover the ewe.

[•TIP, a. 1. The best ; applied to persons

and things as a mark of excellence ; as, the

tip o' the family, the tip o' the market, the

tip o' the ball, i.e., the belle of the ball,

Clydes., Banffs.

2. An equal, a match; the thing required, ibid.

3. A nick, a notch ; also, a dram of ardent

spirits, Shetl.

4. That which fixes, settles, or silences ; as,

that's the tip for him, Clydes.

Evidently a metaph. use of E. tip, the topmost point.]

To Tip, v. a. [1. To excel, exceed, overcome,

Clydes.

It seems to be merely a metaph. use of E. tip, as

signifying to strike slightly.

2. To equal, to match, ibid., Banffs.

3. To kick, as when playing at football, Shetl.]

4. Used to signify the effect of an expression,

action, or event, which disappoints or nettles

one. That tips him ; It silences or mortifies

him, S.

(Tipper, s. A belle, a beau, a grand person,

Banffs.]

Tippy, adj. Dressed in the highest fashion,

modish, Reufr.

A. Bor. "Tippy, smart, fine. Tippy Bob;" Gl.

Brock.

Tippy, *. The ton; as, at the tap of the

tippy, at the top of the fashion, Renfr.

Most probably from E. tip, the top, the extremity.

[TIPP, *. and v. V. Tip.]

To TIPPANIZE, v. n. To act the toper,

properly in drinking small beer, S.
• Your tippanizing, scant o' grace,"

Quoth she, " gars me gang duddv
;

" Our nibour Pate sin break of day's
" Been thumping at his studdy.

'

Ramsay's Poems, i. 277.

•' Scant o' grace," scorns to bo an appellation. V.
Two-rsxxY.

To TIPPER, v. n. To walk on tiptoe, or in

an unsteady way, to totter ; as, to tipper up
a hill, Su.-G. tipp-a, leviter tangere.

This undoubtedly gives the origin of Tippertie q. to

tipper, or walk unsteadily, on the toe or toe.
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To Tippkr-Taiper, r. n. To totter, Lanarks.

[Tipperin, adj. Taking short uncertain steps,

tottering, slipping on tiptoe, S.]

Tippertin, *. A bit of card with a small

piece of stick passed through it ; resembling

a U totum, Loth. Hence the phrase, to loup

Kke a tippertin.

TlPPERTY, adj. 1. Unstable. An object

is said to be tipperty, or to stand tipperty-

like> when it is ready to fall, S. B.

2. To gang tipperty-like
y
to walk in a flighty,

ridiculous sort of way, S. B.

3. Applied to a young woman, who walks

very stiffly, precisely, or with a mincing

gait, Fife.

Q. to walk od ri>toes ; as allied to E. tip, top or

end, 8u.-G. Dan. tipp, Ial. typi*, cacumcn.

• TIPPET, s. I. One length of twisted hair

or gut in a fishing-line, S. Tibbet, Fife,

Mearns ; synon. Leit
f
Upp. Clydes.

C. B. tip, a hit, a small fragment ; or Teut. tip, apex.

2. A handful of straw bound together at one

end ; used in thatching, Aberd., Clydes.

This, however, may be allied to Fris. tepp-en, car-

pere, vellere, as being plucked from the stack.

3. St Johnstone 8 Tippet, a halter. V. Rib-

band.

(Tippet-Stane, 8. A circular stone with a

hook in the centre, used in twisting tippets.]

[TIPPY, *. and adj. V. under Tip.]

To TIPTOO, v. n. To be in a violent

passion, Ayrs.; perhaps q. set on tiptoe.

feut see Taptoo.

To Tirl, Tirle, v. w. 1. To quiver, vibrate,

thrill; hence, to change, to veer about;

applied to the wind, Loth.

Allied perhaps to Isl thbrl-a, circumagere ; thyrl-a,

turbine versari subito.

2. To touch the chords of an instrument, so

as to produce tremulous vibrations of sound.

Courage to give, was mightily then blown
Saint Johnstons Huntsuv, since,most famous known
By sll musicians, when tney sweetly sing

With heavenly voice, and well concording string,

how they bend their backs and fingers tirte.

Muse's Threnodie, p. 133.

Evidently the same with E. trill, which Johns, de-

rives from Ital. trillo, a quaver. But this, I appre-

hend, is itself derived from Su.-G. drill-a, vocem inter

canendum crispare ; tratl-a, cantillare.

[3. To tirl at the pin9 to twirl the handle of

the latch.]

Probably the same with E. Twirl, "to turn round;

to move by a quick rotation." This idea has been sue-

gested by the notice in 01. Antiq.
M Tirting at tke

door-pin, twirling the handle of the latch.

It seems ased in a similar sense in the S. poem,

Sweet William's Ghost, Ramsay's Tea Table Miscell-

any.

There came a ghost to Margaret's door,

With many a grievous groan,

And sy he tirled at the pin.

In E. Diet this is derived from Whirl. But certainly

without any proper reason. Sercnius, in vo., gives

different terms that seem to have a superior claim of

affinity ; Isl. thjrl-a, turbine rerun subit«> ;
thuntt,

Sw. torett, verticillum, quo lacticinia agitantur.

To Tirl, Tirle, v. a. [I. To twirl; to cause

to rotate rapidly, or to turn over fre-

quently, S.]

2. (To strip off, to toss away] ; to uncover;

as, to tirl a house, Gl. Shirr. Aberd.

It seems properly to include the idea of velocity of

motion, as having been originally used to denote the

effect of the wind.

Whyles on the strong-wingU tempest flyin,

r.rf.** the kirks.
Bums, iH 71.

Mr. Chalmers is therefore mistaken when he men-

tions it as one of Sibbald's egregious interpolation!,

" that be givea tirl for tirr.
n Works Sir D. Lyndsay.

iii 215. . _, „
Tirl is nsed in the same sense in Galloway

.

Whan the wind blawa loud and tirls our strae,

An' a* our house-sides are dreeping wi rain,

An* ilka burn rows frae the bank to the brae,

I weep for our Habbie wha rows i* the main.

Remains of SUhstlale Song, p. »

3. To pluck off lightly and expeditiously ;
ap-

plied to dress.

And syne this fule thay thankit of al.

That caused sik concord amang them fat

And o/his coate thay tirlit be the croun,

And on him kest ane syde clarkly gonn.

Priests Peblts, S. P. R, L 30.

This is classed by Sibb., as if it were the same with

Tirr, or a dimin. from it. But perhaps it is from s

common fountain with E. twirl ; Isl. tfyW-a, turbine

versari snbito, G. Andr. This indeed expresses the

sense in which the term is still frequently used, as

denoting the effect of an impetuous wind.

4. To strip, applied to property, S.

Nane gathers gear withouten care ;—
Suppose then they should tirle ye bare

And gar ye fike £
E'en learn to thole. —

Ramsay s Poems, I 300,

[5. To cause to vibrate, to thrill; as, "He

tirled the strings," Clydes.]

6. To trill, S.

I hope it's nae a sin

Sometimes to tirl a merry pin

As weel's we're able,

Whan fowks are in a merry bin

For sang or fable.

Skinner's Misc. Poet, p. 1M-

Tirl, Tirle, *. [1. A vibration, the act of

vibrating, S.

2. A twirl, a toss round or over and over ;
the

act of rotating, S.]
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3. A substitute for the trundle of a mill, Shet-

land.

•"A round piece of wood, about 4 feet in length,

And 6tted with 12 small boards, in the same maimer
as the extremity of the exterior wheel of an ordinary
mill, with a strong iron spindle fixed to its upper end,

supplies the place of a wheel in these mills. , The iron

spindle, passing through the under millstone, is fixed

in the upper. A pivot in the under end of the tirl

(the piece of wood above mentioned) runs in a hollowed
iron plate.—The tirl occupies the same situation under
this mill, as the trundles in the inner part of an ordi-

nary mill ; and it performs the same office. The
diameter of the tirl is always equal to that of the mill-

stone." P. Unst, Shetl. Statist. Ace. v. 195.

This is undoubtedly allied to Su.-G. trill-a, rotari,

to trundle, Dan. trilla-er.

4. A smart tap or stroke, S. either as allied to

the v. Tirle, or denominated from its pro-

ducing a thrilling sensation. V. Diule.

5. A touch, in the way of intermeddling with

any thing.

Her nain-sell shook her naked breeches,

For she was tyred with his speeches
;

She would fsr rather had s Urrle

Of an Aquavitae barrel.

CletanoTs Poems, p. 32.

A gentle breeze, S. synon. a pirr of wind.

King Aeol, grant a tydie tirl,

But boast the blasts that loudly whirl.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 201.

A dance.

6.

7.

The young swsnkies on the green,

Took round a merry tirle.

Ramsay's Poems, I 262.

TlRLIE, TlRLY, *. [1. Applied

or ornamental line in scroll-v

to a waving
-work or carving;

also, to the ornament itself. Txrlywirly is

also used, S.]

2. Applied to a winding in a footpath. " 7?r-

lies, little circular stoppages in pathways

which turn round ;

n
Gall. Enc.

Tirlino OF the Moss. The act of paring

off the superficial part of the soil which lies

above peats, S.

"The best peat—is commonly not above 14 or IS

inches, or the length of a peat, in deepness, after re-

moving the surface soil with the roots of the heath,

or ling, growing on it, called the tiding of the moss."

Agr. Surv. Peebles. V. Pennccuik, p. 71, N.

Tirly-Toy, *. Apparently synon. with

7Jr/y-tnr/y, a toy or trifle, Aberd.
Whst can ve be that couM employ
Your pen in sic a tirly-U*y,

Frae hyne awa' as far's Portsoy.—
Skinner's Misc. Pott, p. 183.

Tirlywirly, Tirliewirlie, *. 1. A whir-

ligig, S.

Tirly mirly, used as an appellative, Evergreen, ii.

20, seems originally the same.
•• Kerly-merly, a fanciful or useless thing, " (Gl. West-

morel.) is probably a corr. of this. At anyrate, it is a
term of similar formation.

2. A figure or ornament of any kind on stone,

wood, stockings, S.

It is used to denote clocks in stockings.

Red, blue, an' green, an' likewise pearl,

I hae to (it the little girl

;

Wi' mony a bony tirly-witi

Abput the queets.

Forbes's Shop Bill, Journal, p. 13.

It was in and through the window-broads,
And a* the tirlic-wirlies o'd,

The sweetest kiss that ever I got,

Was frae my Dainty Davie.

Dainty Davie, UenVs Coll., ii. 215.

It would seem comp. of two synon. terms, Su.-G.

trill-a, and hioorl-a, rotare, q. something that is whirled.

Tirlywirly, Tirlie-wirlie, adj. Intricate

;

or as conjoining the ideas of intricacy and
trivial ornament, S.
" The air's free eneuch,—the monks took care o' that,

—they hae contrived queer t'trlie-icirlie holes, that gang
out to the open air, and keep the stair as caller's a kail-

biaid." Antiquary, ii 148.
" Tirlie-wirtie holes, intricate holes ;" GL Antiq.

TIRLES, s. pi. Some kind of disease.

The Teasick, and Tooth-aik, the Titts & the Tirles.

Motttgomerie, Watsons Coll., iii. 14.

V. Feyk.

Fr. tarle signifies a wood worm ; but there seems no
affinity.

TIRLESS, Tirlass, Tirlies, s. 1. A lattice,

grate, or rail. It is now generally applied

to that used for defending a window, S.
" At the back of the throne were two rooms on the

two sides. In the one, Duke de Vanden, Duke de
Valler, and other French nobles, sat ; in the other, the
King, Queen, Princes, Mary, the Prince Elector, and
some court ladies. The tirlies that made them to be
secret, the King brake down with his own hands ; so
they sat in the eyes of all ; but little more regarded
than if they had been absent ; for the Lords sat all

covered." Baillie's Lett., i. 259.

2. A wicket, a small gate, S. B.
" That at or near the westmost pole,—there is a tir~

lass, at which a single person may enter ; and he re-

collects no other opening on any part of said planted

inclosures at the north." State, Fraser of Fraserfield,

p. 194.

This term had been formerly used to denote a
wattled grate.

•• Cratis ferrea, cratis viminea, a Tirlies.'
9 Dcspaut.

Oram. D. i.

Tirless-yett, *. A turnstile, S.

Fr. treillis, "a grate set thick with cross bars of

wood." Cot;;r. Teut. traelie.

Tirllest, part. adj. Having grates, latticed,

trelliscd, S. V. Terlyst.

TIRMA, *. The sea-pie, a bird ; hoematopus
ostralegus, Linn.

•• The Tirma, or Sea-Pie, by the inhabitants called

Trilichan, comes in May, goes away in August." Mar-
tin's St. Kilda, p. 35.

To TIRR, Tirue, v. a. 1. To tear.

Or in quhat land lyis thou roanglit and schent,

Thy fare body and membris tyrryt and rent
Doug. Virgil, 924, 27.
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It may be viewed as synoo. with rent, larrntm being
the only term used by Virg.—Ant quae nunc artus avoUaque membra,

Et fanus lacerum tellus hahet ?

Aen. f iz. 491.

Ths*e is a possibility, however, that Doug, alludes

to the preceding complaint of the mother of Euryalus,
that she was not at hand to dress his dead body.

Vests tegens.

Rndd. and 8ibb. derive it from Fr. tir-er, to draw.
Bat if the sense given above be just, (and it receives

confirmation from another passage to be quoted just

now,) it directs us to A.-S. tyr-an, tyrw-an, to tear, as
the origin of oar tirr.

2. To uncover in a forcible way, S.f q. to tear

off.

Veto him syne Eneas geuin has,

That by his vertw wsn the secund place,

Ane habirgeoun of birni<*t mailyeis brioht,—
Qnhilk he sum time, with his Strang handis two,
Tiruit and rent of bald Deiaoleo.

Doug. Virgil, 136, 22.

Thir venerable virgins, whom the warld call witches.

In the time of tlieir triumph, tirr'd me the tade.

Montgomery, Watson's Coll, iiL 17.

"Soot, to tir one to the skin, i.e., strip him naked ;

"

Budd.
Both these examples evidently suggest the idea of

force. Hence, a house is often said to be tirred by a
strong wind.
" They tirrtd skipper Walker oat of his cloaths, and

clad him in rags." Spalding's Trouble, ii. 170.

3. To unroof, S.

"He tirrtd the hail! toofalls of the office-houses,

—

and carried roof and slates away, wherewith he roofed
a long school." Spalding, ut sup., p. 2G.
" To tir a house, to take off the slates, tiles, &c. of a

house ;" Budd.

4. Metaph. to strip one of his property, S.

The term is used in a very emphatic S. Prov. applied
to a selfish greedy person :

•• He caresna quha be
ttrrtf, gin he be theikit."

Sae Fortune, tirr me steek by steek,

And hair by hair.

Morison's Poems, p, 99.

"They follow'd hastily, being under cloud and
silence of night, lap about the house, and tried to
tirr it** Spalding, l. 30.

5. To pare off the sward by means of a spade.

Persons are said to tirr Vie ground, before

casting peats; as they first clear off the

surface that covers the moss. To tirr and
burn, to cast turfs on bad ground, and burn
them that their ashes may serve for

manure, S.
•• Terrnave.—The name is evidently, a corruption of

Terrae navis ; but whether given it by the Romans, or
since they left the country, is uncertain. To this

place a superstitious regard is attached by the vulgar.

Tradition asserts, that some time ago a man attempting
• to cast divots [turf*) on the side of it, no sooner opened

the ground with the spade, than the form of an old
man, supposed to have been the spirit of the mountain,
made its appearance from the opening, and with an
angry countenance and tone of voice, asked the
countryman why he was ttrrrng (uncovering) his house
over his head ? On saying this, the apparition
instantly disappeared.—None has since ventured to

VOL. IV.

disturb the repose of the imaginary spirit.** P.

Dunning, Perths. Statist. Ace., xix. 442.
The term is alao used with respect to quarries.
•• These quarries require very little tirrimj. In some

places the rock has no covering of earth.*' P. St

Andrews, Fife, Statist. Acc v xiii. 201. Ibid. xi. 4&

6. To undress, to pull off one's clothes, S. B.

The phrase used by Rudd. properly belongs to this

sense.

It is probable, indeed, that this is the true origin of

turf, a term that has puzzled etymologists. Aa tyrf'n

used in the same sense in A.-S. it would appe.ir to be

derived from tyrw-au, to tear ; the surface being thai

rent from the soil This etymon is not materially

different from that of Seren., who derives Isl. torf, id.

from what he designs antiqui**. Goth, torfa, eflbdere;

according to Wachter, (vo. Torf,) the most ancient

language of Iceland.

To Tirr the Kirk, to Tiieek the Quire.

To act preposterously, to pull down with the

one hand in order to rebuild with the other.

—"These who conform'd to the Romish rites,—ai

the proverb has it, tirr'd the Kirk, to thetk the Q»irt

;

and cunningly got these on their side, to be placed in

the room of the Culdecs, who died and kecp'd tht

places vacant, till such time as they got, from England

and elsewhere, some of their own sentiments, to reim*

place.
n Sibb. Fife, p. 193.

But here the Pruv. is not applied with propriety;

because the party referred to obtained their end, which

was the subversion of the Culdees.

To TIRR, v. n. To snarl, to speak ill-

naturedly, S.

Teut terghen, irritarc, lacessere, cxacerbare ; Mod.

Sax. terr-en, id.

•We have the term in the very same form in Dan.

tirr-er, irritare, instigare, (Baden); properly denoting

the act of setting on a (log, as S. tir-wtrrimg signifies

the growling of this animal.

Tirr, adj. Crabbed, quarrelsome, in bad

humour, S. V. the v.

Isl. tirrin, difficilis, austerus ; Haldorson.

[Tirr, *. A crabbed, ill-natured, quarrelsome

child, S.]

TlRRACKE, TlRROOK, *. The Tarrock, Larus

tridactylus, Linn., Shetl.

••The waterfowl took to wing, —answering the echoe*

with a thousand varying screams, from the deep not*

of the swabic or swartback, to the querulous cry of the

tirracke, and kittiewake." The Pirate, i. 227.

[Tirrax, Tirrie, adj. Cross, ill-natured,

enraged, Shetl. A.-S. fyraw, to tear, to

irritate.]

Tirrax, s. A person with a perverse humour,

with whom it is hardly possible to live, S.

It does not accord with the politessc of the French,

that this term, in its secondary scntj, should be re-

stricted to the female sex. O. Fr. tyraine, tyra***,

fernme mdchante, qui agit comme uu tyren, qui al»u*

de son autori to ; Roquefort.

[Tirran-Spreet, *. A cross-grained, ill-

natured person or child, Shetl.]

B 4
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Tirrivee, a. A fit of passion, S., or the
extravagant mode of displaying it, as bv
prancing, stamping, <fcc.

"At length the faugh t began in earnest,—what a
tirrivee and stramash t We had twa Highland regi-
ments ; aome o' the sogers in them being shot, the rest
gat mad on the instant—they saw blood." GalL Enc.
p. 420.

"It's a great pity of Evan Dhu, who was a very
weel-meaning good natured man to bo a Hielandman

;

and indeed so was the Laird o* Glennaquoich too, for
that matter, when he wasna in ane o* his tirrivees."
Waverley, iii. 330.
"An' ye talc thae wuntlins and tirievies this way,

well hae tae get the road postet tae haud ye np."
Saint Patrick, li. 267.
" Tirrivees, tantrums ;" Gl. Antiq.
The Exmore v. to tervee is perhaps allied; "to

struggle and tumble to get free ;

ft
Grose.

This has much appearance of being of Fr. origin ;
perhaps from tir-er, to draw ; also, to dart forth ; and
vi/t lively, as denoting the lively action of one animated
by rage.

Tirwirr, Tirwikuix, adj. Growling; a
term applied to one who is habitually chid-
ing or quarrelling. As tirwirr as a cat, S.
This might seem comp. of two synon. verbs, as more

forcibly expressing the habit referred to ; Tent tergh-
en, (V. Tirr, v.) and werren, to contend, or rather IsL
verr-a, to bark.
The Dutch use a term of similar combination, harre-

wtrr-en, to jarr, to wrangle, to squabble, &c. Sewel

;

probably from harre, herre, a hinge, and warr-tn, to
entangle, to disturb, q. to grate on the hinges.

[To TIRSE, v. a. To tug, to pull with a
jerk, ShetL]

[Tirse, 8. A sudden jerk or pull, ibid.
Probably allied to A.-S. tyran, to tear.]

TISCHE, Tysche, Tyschey, Tusche', *. A
girdle, a belt.

Ane riche tysche or belt hynt he syne,
The pendentis wrocht of byrnist gold maist fyne.

Doug, Virgil, 288, 61
And anhar hir pap was for the spere cut away,
Of gold thairon was belt ane riche tischcy.

Ibid., 28. 25.

Holland and Dunbar use tusche' in the same sense.

Syne schyre schspin to schaw, raony schens schefld
With tusheis of tuest silk ticht to the tre.

UtmlaU, ii. 8> VS.
And of ane burde of sQk, richt costlie grein,
Hir tuschi was, with silver weil besene.

Maitland Poems, p. 70.
V. Burde.

Itodd. derives it from Fr. tissti, "a wide sort of
ribbon, a girth or fillet, or tissu, participle of tistre, to
weave." Ihre views our term as allied to Su.-G. tatba,
Alem. IsL tasca, Belg. tassche, testchc, a bag or scrip ;

observing, that S. tesche denotes such a girdle as toe
ancients used to fix their purses to. Hence ItaL tascha
marsupium, intasc-are, to hide.

TISEDAY, Tysday, Tyisday, *. Tuesday,
the name given to the third day of the
week, S
" Yit befoir the nixt day at 12 Hours (quhilk was

Tyisday the 13th of Junii) the number passit thre

thousand men, quhilk bo Godis Providence came unto
tho Lordis." Knox's Hist., p. 141.

The bridal-day was set
On Tiseday for to be

:

Then hey play up the rirmwa' bride,
For she has ta en the gie.

And when they came to Kelso town
They gart the clap eao thro*

—Saw ye a lass wi' a hood and a mantle,
Was maried on Tiseday 'teen ?

Jtunatcay Bride, Herd's ColL, it 87, 88.
This name has been generally derived from Tui«co

one of the deities of the Saxons, to whom it has been
supposed that this day was consecrated. In A -S it
is written Theesdaeg, Dan. Tiyzdag, Thy^dag, U\.
Rij#lay. *"

Arngriin views this as Tyrsdag-ur, softened into
Tyssdagur /deriving the term from Tyr, one of the
deities of the Goths, to whom great power over battle
was ascribed. V. Bartholin, de Causis Contempt.
Mort., p. 3o0, 3ol. According to G. Andr. it is from*
Tyr, Mercury or Mars ; in the oblique cases, Ty
Wornuus traces the name to Visa, or Thita, the wife

of Thor; who was supposed to preside over justice.
From her, he thinks, the third day of the week was in
Dan. denominated Thijsdag. In houour of this goddess,
sacred rites were annually performed with great pomd
and solemnity at Upsal in Sweden. These were called
Ttjmttng.

This learned writer having mentioned Tnisco, Lat.
Tenia* or Teutates, who was worshipped as a malo
divinity, observes that Tfa did not correspond to tho
Jeutates, but to the I/esus, of Latin writers. He adds
that, according to Vossios, de IdoloL Lib. 2 e 33*
T was often prefixed to //. Monument. Dan. Lib. l!
c. 4. Fast Dan. Lib. 1. c. 15.

TISSLE, s. " A struggle ; same with Dissle
;"

Gall. Enc. ; merely a variety of Taissle,
q. v.

(TIT, Tyt, adv. Soon ; ah tit, as soon as
possible, very soon, Barbour, iv. 289,
Skeat'sEd. V. Tite.]

(TIT, Tite, pret. Pulled, snatched, Bar-
bour, v. 603. V. Tyte.]

Tit, *. A snatch. V. Tyte, «.

Tittish, [Titsam, Titty], adj. Captious,
testy, ill-humoured, S. ; [titsam is the form
in Shetl.]

Titty, adj. I. The wind is said to be titty,

when forcible, or coming in gusts, S. B.
from tit, a stroke. V. Tyte, v. and 8.

2. Captious, testy, Renfr.
In the latter sense it nearly resembles A. Bor.
" Teety or Teathy, fretful, fractious ; as children

when cutting their teeth ;" Grose. From the illustra-
tion given, it would seem that tin's humorous writer
viewed it as having some connection with the teeth.

Mr. Brockett refers to E. Techy, with which Titty
seems to have no connexion. Perhaps in both the
senses given above, it may be traced to the same origin
with Tyte, oufckly. Verel. gives Isl. tUt, not only in
the sense ofPromptum, but also as signifying, Frequens,
quod sacpo fit ; being the neuter of Tid-r.

Titupp, *. A trigger.
" In the middes of this hous was ane vmago of bran

maid in the similitude of Kenneth with ane goldis
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apill in his hand, with sic iugyne, that als sone as ony
man maid him to throw this apill out of the hand of
the ymage, the wrying of the satnyn drew all the
tituppis of the crosbowis vp at anis, & schot at hym
that threw the apill." BoIlend. Cron., B. xi., c. 10.

From tit, tyte, a pull, a slight stroke, conjoined with
the prep, up; as denoting the motion of the trigger
upwards.

TIT. A tit, agog.

" AH men, I know, ar not alike disposed, and yit all

men wer never mair a tit." Bruce's Eleven Scrm., P.

Perhaps allied to Tip, a. q. v., q. in the humour of
any thing.

Exact retaliation, a fairTIT FOR TAT.
equivalent, S.

" I lang*d ance for some jewels costly,
" And staw them frae a sneaking niiVer,
" Wha was a wicked cheating squeezer,
"And much had me and others wrang'd."
The father says, " I own ray son,

" To roh or pilfer is ill done ;

" But I can eith forgive-tbe faut,
" Since it is only titfbr tat."

Tit for Tat, Ramsay's Poems, it 513, 614.

This phrase is retained in the intercourse of children,

in the following adage, uttered when one returns a
stroke received from another, " Tit for tat'* fair play
in gude cottar fechtin'," Loth.
This phrase, though overlooked by Johns., Bailey,

&&, is given by Grose in his Class. Diet, as signify-

ing "an equivalent." It is, however, generally, if

not always, used as denoting retribution of evil.

Though now classed among cant terms, it most pro-
bably has a more ancient origin than the most of
these. Serenius renders the phrase, "to give one tit

for tat," giftca enom titt foer tatt. I see no vestige of
H, however, in any other Lexicon. Might we not view
titfor tat as formed from S. tit, a slight stroke? Thus
the reduplicative phrase will merely signify one tap or
stroke for another ; and it will resemble, not only in

form, but in meaning and origin, the very ancient
expression Litfor Lai, a. v.

It may be a contraposition of the Teut. or Goth, pro-
nouns signifying this and that, with the slight change
of a letter of the same organ. Thus, Belg. dit voor dot
would literally signify, this for that. There is a Sw.
Shrase which has some analog)' : Ton detta och gifme
et ; Take this, and give me that; Wideg. vo. Det.

TITBORE TATBORE.
peep.

The play of Bo-

—"When, thervnon we have stablished against al
their cavillations, they leape now back, & of new again
intended accusation against our doctrine, what is this
else, but (as children, in their sporting, childishly
practise and more childishly speak) to play tithorc tat-

lore with vs?" Forbes's Discoverie of Pervers Deceit,
p. 4.

The first syllable tit is obviously the same with teet,

in the common name of this sport, Teet-bo. But bore,
if not a corruption, must have a different origin from
bo, which may be viewed as the same with the E.
inten. meant to produce terror, S. 6m ; q. " the game
in which one peeps out to fright another." Shall we
view bore as signifying a small opening, q. " peeping
through a bore r'
In Aberdeenshire, the county in which Bp. Forbes

resided, the phrase Titbo tatbo is still used by some
old people, who had been accustomed in their youth
thus to denominate the play of Bo-peep.

TITE, Tit, Tyte, Tyt, adv. Soon, quickly.

He callit his marschall till him tyt.

Barbour, ii. 4, MS.

All samyn soundit the dedely bowts string,

Quhirraiid smertlv furth flaw the takyll tyU,

Qwite throw the hede tbe Remulus did sinyte.

Doug. Virgil, 800, 2d

Als tyte, as soon, as tyte, id. S.

At thle ilk coist ar we arriuit als tyte,

And in the port enterit, lo, we *e

Flokkis and herdis of oxen and of fee.

Doug. Fir^tf, 75,1

Hue ubi delati. Virg.

TUe,full tile, and ah tile, are used by R. Brunne.

Me thouht Kyng Philip inouh was disconfite,

Whan he k alle his trip for nouht fled so tite,

P. 203.

The bisshop to him said, k told to him full tite,

That the Norreis purueied, to do him a despite.

The monkes alle were schent, suspended thaxn als titt.

P. 309i

Hearne improperly views this as the same with (Ue,

close,tight. He indeed renders als tile, aht (vel at)

tightly. V. Gl.

As tile, anon, shortly, as soon, id. Lancash. ; tkU,

soon, A. Bor.

Rudd. derives it from A.-S. tid, tempus, Macpher-

son, more properly, from Isl. titt, ready. This seems

formed from tul-r, titt, Su.-G. tid, frequens, diurnim;

the origin of which is evidently lijd, tempus. Sa.-G.

tid, although primarily signifying time, is used in the

sense of, quickly. Komrna i tid, not to delay. Id-

Foro their • 6m rt torn t$daz ; They departed as quickly

as possible ; Heims Kringl. 1. p. 261.

TlTLY, ado. Quickly, speedily.

Sir Tristrmr fr &
V. Tyte, adv.

Tittar, Tvttar, adv. Rather ; sooner.

Nele the Brays come, and the Queyn,
And otbir ladyis fayr, and farand,

Ilkane for luff off thair huslumd.
Thai chesyt tyttar with thaini to ta

Angyr, and payn ; na be thaim fra.

Barbour, ii. 518, M&
And nane may betreyss fylfar than he
That man in trowis leawte.

Ibid. v. 525, M&

Wae worth the wicht sould set his'appityte.

To reid sic rolls of reprohation ;

But tittar mak plain proclamation,

To gather all sic lyhills bisselie,

Aud in the fyre mak thair location.

Stcicart. Evergreen, L 237.

Tita rather, is a phrase still used by old people,

Ettr. For. It is evidently pleonastic. V. Ttte, <idr.

Isl. tidari, com par. from tid-r ; frequentior. Ttdtr,

titter, sooner, A. Bor.

TITGANDIS. V. Tithing.

Artow comen fitly

Fram Mark kinsman.

TITIIER, adj. The other, used after tht, S.

V. Totiiir.

TIT11Y, adj. Apparently the same with Tdf,

plump, thriving. V. Tydy.

TITHING, Tithand, a. Tidings.

How now, Panthus, qnhat tythina do ye bring ?

Oovg. Virgd, #9, 51
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Die trew Turtiue has Uue with tbe tithandis.

Uoulate, i. 11.

This is the reading of the MS. where titgandis occurs
in printed copy ; the transcriber having mistaken h of
the old form for g.

Belg. tiding, Isl. tidende, id.

TITING, *. The Tit-lark, Orkn.
" The Tit-lark,—Alauda Pratensis, Lin. Sys.—Ore.

Taiwj. n Low's Faun. Oread., p. 67.

To TITLE, v. n. To prate idly, S. tittle, the
same with the E. v. tittle-tattle.

"Otherwise I should have at th.« .earnest desire of
the House of Guise, my old and great acquaintances,
while I was residing at the- court of Frauce, titled in
the Queen's ear, that her rebellious subjects, who had
at their own hands, without her authority, changed
their religion, should have been exemplarUy punished
as rebels and trayters." Melvil's Mem. Author's
Address to his Son.
Under E. tattle, Seren. refers to Sw. tadl-a, repre-

hendere; Isl. thicatt-a, nugari. Perhaps Su.-G. ticet-

alan, double-tongued, from ttce, twaa, two, and tala, to
tell, may be a cognate term ; as tattlers are generally
false to both parties.

Titlar, Tittillar, «. A tattler.

The HttiUaris so in his eir can roun,
The innocent rosy get no awdience.

Henrysone, Bannatgne Poems, p. 13«.

TITLENE, Titling, s. The hedge-sparrow,
a small bird which commonly attends the
cuckoo, S. Curruca Eliotae, Gesn.

"Curruca, the titling." Wedderb. Vocab., p. 16.
Titling*, Titling or Moss-cheeper, An Currucae

species? Sibb. Scot., p. 22.
••The titlene follouit the goilk, ande cart hyr sine

gukenk." Compl. S„ p. 60.
^

When two persons are so intimate that the one
obsequiously follows the other, it is said, *« They are
as grit as the gowk and the titlene ;" or the names of
these birds are ludicrously imposed on them.

IsL tgtling-r, id. passercufus, G. Andr. Isl. tyta,
goektjfta, curruca, avis, in cujus nido cuculus ova sua
depooere creditur, quaeque lllius pullos dein alit et
educat ; Ihre. This learned etymologist deduces the
name from Or. rirlcvc*, nutrio, nrBit, nutrix. Teut.
fyfe, however, not only signifies a chicken, but any very
small bird ; avis quaelibet minutior ; Kilian.

[To TITTER, v. n. To shiver, to tremble

;

part. pr. titterin, shivering from the effects

of cold, Shetl.]

TITTIE, Tittt, s. The diminutive of
sister, S.

He had a wee titty that loo'd na me,
Because I was twice as bonny as she.

. Mtstm's a Songs, i. 129.

Tittie-Billie, e. An equal, a match;
as, "Tain's a great thief, but Will's ttitu-

billie wP him," a vulgar tenn, Roxb. ; from
TUiie, sister, and Billie equal, or perhaps q.
"They are Itttie and Billie," i.e., sister and
brother, having the strongest marks of re-
semblance.

TITTS, e. pi. Supposed to be a disease of

cows, affecting their dugs.

The Teastck, the Tooth-aik, the Titts k the Tirles.

Montgomerie.
V. Fetk.

[The disease affects horses also, causing their legs to
be spasmodically contracted or tittit up, Aherds.]

A.-S. titt, Teut. titte, ubcr, mamma, mammilla.

\TlTTY,adj. Captious. V. under Tit.]

TITULAR, *. The name given to a person
who, although a laic, had a donation of
church lands at or after the Reformation.
— •' Declaires the saids Titular* to be free and liberat

of the ministers stipend pro rata," &c. Acts Cha. I..

Ed. 1814, vol V. 200.
"Titular* of Erection, are those who, after Popery

were destroyed, got a right to the parsonage teimis,
which had fallen to monasteries, because of several
parishes that had been mortified to them." Diet. Feud.

The person, invested with this property, was thus
designed as having a legal title to the tithes.

(TITUPP,*. A trigger. V. under Tit.]

[TIVLACH, s. 1. A thick cake of coarse
meal ; properly, the last of the baking, an
odd or extra one, Shetl.

2. The tail of an auimal, ibid.

Sw. tiU/altUj, accidental, extra.]

(To TIZE, v. a. To entice, Shetl.]

To TIZZLE, v. a. To stir up or turn over

;

as, "to tizzle hay," Fife.

Perhaps q. Teazle, from the E. v. to Teaze.

TO, adv. 1. Too.
Thai war all out to fele to fycht
With few folk, off a symple land.
Bot quhar God helpys quhat may withstand ?

Barbour, xi. 201, Ma
Le., Too many. A.-S. to, nimis.

2. "When precediug a verb, part, or adj.,

quite, entirely, very." Gi. Wynt.
Thai fand thare mawmentis, mare and myn,
To fruschyd and to brokyn all,

And castyn downs in pecis small.

Wyntown, vii. 10. 71.

Here war we first to fruschit and hard beset,
With dartis and with stanis all to bet

Doug. Virgil, 62, 41.

To bet, Le., much hurt, overpowered. Obruimur,
Vlra A. -S. to beat-an, dilacerare.
This form occurs in O. E.
"Too monithes after the batel of Poyter, the cite of

Basile al to shaken and rent with an yerth quake."
Leland's Collcctan., i. 508.
Mr. Macpherson refers to Wachter, who in his

Prolegom. Sect. v. observes that Germ, zu is used as an
adverb, denoting excess, also intension. The former
quotes as examples, A.-S. to^icysan (I. to-cwymn) to
shake in pieces ; to-broktn, quite broken ; to-faegen,
very glad. He also refers to Tyrwhitt in vo., who
observes that *Wo, in composition with verbs, is
generally augmentative."
But both these learned writers seem mistaken, in

viewing to, as if it occurred only in one sense. It is

indeed augmentative, as in to-faegen, perlaetus ; and in
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this sense may Iks traced to A.-S. to, insuper. But it is

very ofton dwjunctive, having the force of Lat. at*.

Thus, to-braeea* is rendered by Lye. disrumpere,

to-cwyan, not only, quatcre, but dissipate ;
to-beatart,

dilacerare, diverberare, to-braedan, dilatare, to-difian,

diffindere, Ac. It must be admitted, however, that in

tome of these compounds, it is chiefly augmentative or

intensive ; the v. in its simplo state conveying the

. idea ; as in to-bnucan and to*l\fian.

3. Shut, close ; pron. in, as Gr. ». The dore

is to, S. The door is shut, [i.e., put to the

door-post.]

Belg. toe, id. Dt duur i* toe. In Belg. toe is used

as an adj. Germ. c*, id. Significat clausum, sicut auf

apertum. Hinc vulgo dicimus, Die thur eat zu, janua

clausa est ; item zuthun, zumachen claudere, clausum

facere. Wachter, Prolegom. Sect v. vo. Zu.

TO, prep. Used in the sense of down, S.

44 Ganging to of the sun," his going down.

•• All summoundis sould be execute in the time of

day licht, efter the sone rysing. and befoir the Hanging

to of the samin ; for all summoundis execute in the time

of nicht, efter the setting of the sone, is of nane avail,

gif ony alledgis and opponis the samin." Balfour

•

Kact., p. 303.

Gawin Douglas uses tceut to in the same sense.

Be this the son vent to, and we forwrocht

Left desolate, the wyndis calmit eik.

Doug. Virg., 87, 31.

TO-AIRN (o pron. as Gr. v.), 8. A piece of

iron, with a perforation so wide as to admit

the pipe of the smith's bellows, built into

the wall of his forge, to preserve the pipe

from being consumed by the fire, Roxb.

Tout toe signifies clausus. Shall we suppose that it

has this designation, because it encloses or shuts in the

mouth of the pipe ?

TOALIE, Tolie, «, A small round bannock

or cake of any kind of bread, Upp. Clydcs.

;

TodU, synon. Roxb.

C.B. twl, that which is rounded and smooth.

[TOAM, s. and v. V. Tome.]

[To TOB, Tobe, v. a. and n. 1. To chide,

to carp at, Shetl.

2. To be talkative, to prose, ibid.]

(Tobin, part. adj. Prosing, talkative, making

silly speeches, ibid.

Dan. taabe, a fool, a* simpleton.]

TOCHER, Touchquhare, Tocher-Good,
8. The dowry which a wife brings to her

husband by marriage, S. Towgher, Cumb.
The term is at times so obscured by the awkwardness

of the construction, that it might at first view seem to

denote the dowry settled by a husband on his wife.

•• Our soncrane Lord—confinnis the twa acuuittan-

ceis—to the toun of Abirdene vpoun the payment of

aucht thousand pundis quhilk was dcliuerit to tham of

the tocherof hismaiestei* derrcst spous the quenis grace,

and quhilk thai had for anuuell and proffeit." Acts Ja.

VI., 1597, Ed. 1814, p. 149.

In an act immediately following, in regard to

Perth, it is called "Am maiesteis tocher? as if it

hail been given by him to the queen. In like inao-

ner. in p. 87, c 80, wo read of " that part of hi* hieocj

tocher,"amounting to " the soumu of tuentie thouauul

pundis, quhilk wes deponit and put in" th* handuof

** the provoat, ke. of the burgh of Dundie.

There appears, however, to be no good reason to

doubt that this refers to the portion which he ha»l re-

received, from the crown of Denmark, with the queen.

This bo bail lent to the boroughs of Aberdeen, Perili,

and Dundee, as being places of considerable tra le, that

he might receive anuual interest on the capital.

•• Peace wes roborat with the Danys in this sort.

Kins Charts* douchtir salbe geuin in manage to Hol-

land! And Holland with all the Dania sail icssancstbe

Cristin faith, and in the name of touchquhart saXl haue

al thai landia quhitkis wer uamit afore Newstra.

Belleml Croo., B. x., c 22.

"The first was married upon Sir \\ illiam Cngntoo,

heir to the said Lord Crighton foresaid, and got with

her the land of Frendraught in tocher." Pitacottie,

p. 26.
" King James IIL being of the age of twenty years,

taketh to wife Margaret the King of Norroways

daughter, (otherwise the King of Denmark,) and got

with her, in tocher-good, the latuls of Orkney and

Shetland, with all right and title of right to them,

pertaining to the King of Norroway at that time.

Sibb., after Skinner, derives it from A.-S. tatc ««,

bttaec-am, tradere, assiguare. But it is a Celt term.

Ir. toeknr, a dowry; perhaps originally from Lat

cfoirar-iaat, id.

To Tocher, v. a. To give one a dowry, S.

••He married her to his brotherJohn Earl of Athole,

the Black Knight of Lorn's *on, and tocheird her with

the lordship of Balveny." Pitscottie, p. 56.

Tocherless, adj. Having no portion, S.

Wha bids the raaist, is sure to win the prize

;

While she that's tocheiiess, neglected lies.

Skirreff Poems, p. 76.

•• As Baron of Bradwardine, I might have thought

it my duty to insist upon certain compliances respect-

ing name and hearings, quhilk now, as a landless lain*.

w? a toekeHest daughter, no one can blame me for de-

parting from." Waverley, iii. 289.

[TOCIIT, 8. Thought, Shetl.]

To TO-CUM, v. n. 1. To approach.

In sic like wise Tunius was to cumyng ;

And qaben that Pallas saw him cum so nere.

He mycht areik to him ane casting »i>ere.

Doug. Virgil, MS, 8.

A.-S. to-ewaMia, advenire.

2. Io old writings it is often used with re-

spect to the receipt of letters, in the same

sense with come to in modern language.

44 To al thaim to qithaia knaulage thir present Icttres

sal to cum, William Chartria Lord of Cauguor Gretyntf

in God," &c Regist. Scon., p. 87. Macfarlan'a M66.

Tocum, To-cummyno, 8. I. Access, ap-

proach.

Baith here awl thare Turnus the greuit sire

Went on horsbak, sersand about the wall

Euery dern way and secrete passage al,

Gif ony entre or toium espy
* ' * *

:" *3 uV

And lat vs formest haist vs to the se,

H. mrcht lor till ..* tt. cityb^^^ ^

And thare reeonntcr our fais, or tbay laud.

Quhilk as thay fyrst set fute vpon the sand
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With slyd to cummyng, half dale in Affray,
Or thay than futesteppis fcnae, and tak array.

Ibid. 825, 27.

2. Meeting, encounter.
And forth thay streike than lane speris on fer.

Drew in thare arraes wyth scbaftis charj?eit wele far,
Tasit vp dartis, takillis, and fleand flams,
To counter the first locum, for the nan is.

Doug. Virgil, 385, 50.

A.-S. to^cyme, adventus, accessus, an arriving, ap-
proaching; Somner. Bclg. toe-komste, id. In like
manner Sw. tiltrade, literally, a treading to ; tilgang,
a going to.

TOD, [Tod-Lowrie], *. The fox, S.
'

44 Item, of ilk dakar of Otter akinnis and Tod skinn-
is vi. d." Acta Ja. I., 1424, a 34, Edit 1566.

Sum in ane lamb-skin is a Tod.
Dunbar, Bannatyne Foetus, p. 41.

" Amang thame are mony martrikis, bevera, quhit-
redis, and toddis." BeUend. Deacr. Albion, c. 8.

—Thou may reid in his halte Evaogell

;

44 Birds hes their nests, and tods hes their den,
• " Bot Christ Jesus, the Saviour of men,

" In all this warld hes nocht ane penny braid,
44 Quhairon he may repois his heavenlie head."

Lyndsay, 8. P. R., ii. 249.

The fox is vulgarly known by no other name through-
out S. Yet I find no term that has the least resem-
blance to it, except Ial. ton, tore, vulpes, G. Andr.
to/a, VercL

This crafty animal is often called Tod Lowrie, and
•imply Lowrie, q. v.

This word seems to have been formerly used in the
North of E. For .Ben Johnson, in his Sad Shepherd,
which contains many North-Country words, introduces
Tods haires.

Or strew Tods haires, or with their tailes doe sweepe
The dewy grasse, to d'off the simpler sheepe.

This refers to some ancient pastoral customs, used
for frightening sheep from breaking through inclosurcs.
They either strewed some of the Fox's hair on the
place, or brushed it with his tail ; believing that the
scent of this dreaded animal would act as a safeguard.
The term occurs in another place.

Thou our fields dost still secure.
And keep'st our fountaines sweet and pure,
Driest hence the Wolfe, the Tode, the Brock,
Or other vermine from the flock.

Masques, ii. 124.

Bat we can scarcely view it as much known ; for I
have not observed that it is used by any other E. writ-
er. Perhaps Johnson, in hunting for north country
words, might, without sufficient proof, adopt this as
belonging to the north of E. It does not appear in
any provincial Glossary. It must be recollected, how-
ever, that he was of Scottish extraction.
As Tod in E. signifies a bush, Mr. Chalmers has re-

marked, that " the fox is so called, probably from his
bushy tail ;

" Gl. Lynda. But before this seem pro-
bable, it would be necessary to prove that the meaning
of the term, as signifying a bush, was not only known
in S., but known previously to its application to the
fox. It docs not appear, indeed, that it ever bore this
sense in 8.

Tod's Birds. An evil brood, a perverse
young generation; sometimes, TodsBairm.

44 Suspect ever your affectiouns, what ever entise-
ment thay haue to cloake the self with : suspect ever
the motioun of them, for the Devill is in them :—Swa
they wald ever be handled as Tod's birds ; for they ar
aye the war of oucr great libertie." Brace's Eleven
Serm., 1591, Sign. Y. 8, a.

44 Argyle—put some 4 or 500 on Kintyre shore, to
watch on Antrim's designs ; the rest on the head of
Lorn, to hold the islanders and those tod* birds of
Lochabcr in some awe." Bail lie's Lett., i. 159.

44 The Totts Bairns are ill to tame," S. Prov.,
44 apply'd to them who are descended of an ill parent-
age, or cursM with a bad education. Such are hard to
be made good or virtuous." Kelly, j». 3*29.

44 You breed of the TotVs Bairns, if one be good, all

are good," S. Prov., 4 * spoken of a bad family, where
there are [is] none to mend another." Ibid., p. 361.

In like manner, those called " the quhelpis of the
wolfis," Acts Ja. I., c. 115, Edit. 1566, are, in the
title, denominated tcotfbirdi*.

Birds, as applied to quadrupeds, may 1ms merely
a tropical use of the term, as denoting the young
of a fowl; especially as bairns is used in a similar
manner. It deserves to be mentioned, however, that
Isl. byrd has the sense of nativitas, genus, familia

;

Verel.

Tod-hole, *. A hole in which the fox hides

himself, S.
44 Ilk ha*, and den, and todhoh round about, seemed

to be fu' o' plovers." Brownie of Bodsbeck, i 49.

Tod and Lambs. A game played on a perfor-

ated board, with wooden pins, S.

This game is materially thesame with the E. one called
Fox and Geese, described by Strutt, Sports and Pas-
times, p. 237, 238.

Some force, t' incloee the Tod, the wooden Lamb on ;

Some shake the pelting dice upon the broad backgammon.
Anster Tair, C. ii. st. 71.

Tod-like, adj. Resembling the fox; as

expressing the idea of the use of crafty

means for effecting the hurt of others, S.
— 4 * Considering he's a gipsy, I'm far wrang if he

Una an honest man, gin we make a proper allowance
for his tod-like inclination to other folk's cocks and
hens ; but that's bred in him by nature." Sir A.
Wylie, ii. 144.

Wae worth that toddike clan excise,

That jeuk wi' connin crafty guise

;

The tie wife'spot they mak their prize,

The father's maut
Tan-OS's Poems, p. 134.

TOD-PULTTS. Errat. for tod-peltis, fox-skins.
44 Item, ane coit of blak taffitcis, lynit with tod

miltis, and harit with martrik sabill, with ane vane of
blak velvot." Inventories, A. 1539, p. 37.
This is probably an error of the writer for tod peltis,

i.e., fox skins. E. pelt, Teut pels, Germ, peltz, &c. id.

Tod's Tails, *. pi. Alpine club-moss, an
herb, S. Lycopodium clavatum, Linn. It

seems to receive its name, S. from its sup-

posed resemblance to the tail of a fox.
44 1 ascended an eminence, matted kneo deep with

brown heather, amongst which that singular and
beautiful creeping ornament of the moorlands, called
by the peasantry tod tails, wound its green branches
like plants of vegetable coral." Blackw. Mag. June
1820, p. 278.

Tod's-turn, 8. A base trick, manifesting
the low cunning of a fox ; a term still usea
in some parts of the north of S.

44 This will be very odd, for a Scots Parb'ament to
do this, or Scotsmen to play their own country sic a
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Tod's turn. Fy, fy t whare's the banld and bra spirits

of our forefathers, wha wad as soon a »hoot [ahot] their

head in the fire, as pit too their hand to onuy sic

discreditable bargain, by whilk well get baith skaith

and scorn. " Lett, from a Country Fanner to his Laird,

» Member of Parliament, p. 2. (A. 1706.)

TOD-TOUZING, 8. "The Scottish method of

hunting the fox, bv shouting, bustling,

guarding, halloaing/ &c. Gall. Encycl.

Tod-track, *. " The traces of the fox's feet

in snow.—By the marks of his feet, he

seems to have but two; for—he sets his

hind feet exactly in the tracks of the fore

ones ;

n
Gall. Enc.

Tod-tyke, *. A mongrel between a fox and

a dog, S.
•• Tod-tyke*, dogs half foxes, half common dogs.—

They are said to be excellent hunters ;" Gall. Enc.

TOD, a. Bush. ley tod, ivy-bush.

" I will carry ye to a mair convenient place, where

I hue sat mony a time to hear the howlit crying out of

the try Jot/." Antiquary, ii. 147.

This is an O.K. word, now obsolete : and I mention

it merely to point out what seems to bo the root,

although overlooked by Euglish lexicographers ;—IsL

iota, ramusculus ; Haldorson.

TOD, Todie, Toddie, 8. A small round

cake of any kind of bread, given to children

to keep them in good humour, Roxb.

Teut. tote, libum cornutum. Isl. toddi, integrum

frustum, portio, tomus, or rather Isl. taata, placenta

infantum; Haldorson.

Toddle, 8. A small cake or «£wi, Upp.

Clydes. ; a dimin. from Tod, id.

Todgie, 8. A round flat cake, of a small

size, Berwicks. ; apparently from Tod, id.

C.B. tais and tnsen, however, signify a cake; and

toes, dough, paste of bread.

To TODDLE, Todle, v. n. 1. To walk with

short steps, in a tottering way, as children

do, or those who are in some degree in-

toxicated, S.

Than out thar come the Modiwart,
Ane beist throw nature blind,

Quho fast the eirth cutd scraip and scart,

Rest and refuge to find :

Quhiles dodling and todling,

Vpon fowr prettie feit

Buret's Pilgr. Watson's Coll., it 22.

Todie and Dodle are undoubtedly synon. Doddle is

given by Seren. as an obsolete E. word corresponding

. to Lat. vacillare. Our term seems also equivalent, and

allied to diddle, a r. used by Quarlcs, although I have

not met with it in any Dictionary.

And when his forward strength began to bloome,

To see him diddle up and doune the roome !

O, who would thinke, so sweet a babe as this,

Should ere be slaine by a false-hearted ktsse I

Divine Fancies, Lib. i. 4.

The vera wee things, todlin, rin

Wi* stocks out owre their ahouther.
Bums, Hi. 127.

2. To purl, to move with a gentle noise, S.

Cou'd—todlina burns, that smoothly play

O'er gowden bed,

Compare wl' Birks of Indermay 1

Fergusson's roans, ii. 25.

3. It denotes the murmuring noise caused by

meat boiling gently in a pot, Fife; more

generally tottle, S.

A junt o' beef, baith fat and fresh,

Aft in your pat be todlin I

A. Douglas's Poems, p. 67.

Isl. dudd-a, segnipes esse; Su.-O. tult-a, minutis

gressibus ire, ut solent decrepiti aut infantes ;
Ihre.

IsL tolt-a, id. Scren. cxpL doddle by tulta. Exm.

totle, a slow, lazy person, toiling, slow, idle, E. totty,

shaking, unsteady, seem allied. The latter is derived

by Dr. Johns, from totter, which has more the appear-

ance of beiug a derivative than the other.

Toddle, 8. A designation given to a child,

or to a neat person of a small size, Ang.

Toddler, 8. One whe moves with short

steps, S. V. Hodle, v.

Todlich (gutt.), 8. A child beginning to

walk, Fife.

TO-DRAW, *. A resource, a refuge, some-

thing to stand one in stead, to which one

can draw in danger or difficulty, Teviotd.

Teut toe-dragh-en, is adferre ; and Dan. tildraggendf,

attractive. But I observe no term nearly allien. The

same analogy occurs, however, in the formation of

Teut. toe-vlucht, Germ, zujtuht, Su.-G. tiljtylt, rcfugium,

a person or place to which one may/y; Belg. toe loop.

Germ, zulauff, a resort, that to which one may run.

TO-FALL, Too-fall, 8. The close. To-fall

o' t/ie day, the evening, S. Too/al of die

night, id.

He shot them up, he shot them down,
The deer but and the rae ;

And he has scour'd the gude green wood
Till to-fall o' the day.

Jamieson's PojntL Ball., i. 197.

But e'er the toofal of the night.

He lay a corps on the Braes of Yarrow.
Jtitmm's S. Songs, L 15±

Mr. Lambe views this image as drawn from a sus-

pended canopy, so let fall as to cover what is below.

V. Gl.

Tofall, Toofall, s. A building annexed

to the wall of a larger one. It now properly

denotes one whose roof rests on the wall

of the principal building, S.

Of the Corskyrk the ilvs twa,

Wyth lede the south yie thekyd alsua,

The north ile, and the qwerc.

The tofaUis twa war made but were.
Wyntoton, be. & 1ft

not
ii. 30.

"The toofall* were not theeked, because they might

>t be overtaken this season." Spalding's Troubles,

30. .

*• He tirred the hail toofall* of the office-houses, sues

_j bake-house, brew-house, byres, stables, yea and of

some tocfall chambers also, aud carried roof and slates

away, wherewith he roofed a song school, and slated
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the same within Bernard Innes* close, where never
aong school wan before." Spalding, ii. 26, 27. In the
secoud instance here, it is used as an <k(/.

0. E. " Tofal, shedde. Appondicium. Appendix.
Teges." Prompt. Parv., A. Bor. •• Toofal, Two/all, or
Teefall, a small building adjoining to, and with the
roof resting on the wall of a larger one ;—often pro-

nounced Tontfa;" 01. Brookett. This is apparently
the same with the sound given to the term in S. Tu-fa.
Teat. toe-vall-en, adjungi, adjungere.

TOFORE, prep. Before.

And vther quhilU walde scho raik on raw,
Or pas to/ore the altaris with fat offeraodis.

Doug. Virgil, 101, 42.

A.-S. to-for, ante, coram.

Tofoue, adv. Before.
With th vt wourdts the sprete of Dido Quene,
The qahilk io/ore in luf was kvndillit grene.
Now all in fyre the nambe of luf furth blesis.

Doug. Virgil, 101, 23.

[To FRUYCIIT, To-Frgschit, To-Frus-
CHYT, part. pa. Broken to pieces, dashed
in pieces ; crushed, bruised severely, Bar-
bour, ii. 350, viii. 303, xiii. 146, xx/385.
This is a hybrid won!, being compounded of A. -3.

lo", in twain, and Fr. /roister, to da»h.]

•TOFT,*. A bed for plants, Caithn.; whence,

Plant-toft, s. A bed for rearing young
coleworts or cabbages, ibid.

" They make these nurseries or planl-to/ls of small
extent, that the dykes mi^ht shelter the young plants
from the severity of the winter." Agr. Surv. Caithn.,

p. 119.

1st plant-a, plantare, and toft, area.

L.B. to/t-um has certainly been formed from
So.-G. to/ft, also topt, area, properly that appro-
priated to building. Isl. topt, also written to/, tompt,
tometa, is thus expl. by Verelius ; Fundi pars aedi-

ficiis oocupati ; scala meusoria est, omnis partitionis

agri per toturn solum pago subjectum. Hann mar-
kathi topter til gariha ; Dcscripsit areas aedibus

;

Heims Kring., T. I. p. 432. Dan. toft, tomt, huurtomt,
" the premises of a house, a yard ;" Wolff. Norw.
toft, tuft, "the place where houses stand." Ihre
derives the word from taepp-a, claudere, quum aedi-
ficiis fere cingi solet.

This term, however, is also used to denote a place
of pasture near a village. Nbtat quoque locum pas-
cuum juxta villam, quain a reliquis possessor divisain

habent. Katjlomt, locus ubi pascuntur vituli ; Ihre.

Dan. tofte, ager villae subjacens, contiguus ; Baden.
Haldorson, I observe, views tomt as the most ancient

form of the word. For he refers to tom-r, vacuus, (S.

fame, ) as its origin. He indeed defines toft, area domus

[TOG, s. A person whom one values, or

likes, Shetl.]

[TO-GA, pret. Fled, departed in haste;
also, dispersed, Barbour, viii. 351, ix. 263 ;

misprinted to ga.

This is a peculiar form of the past tense of Oa, to
go, which is still used in the West of S. ; as in, •• It
was a' by gin he ga hame."]

To-Gano, 8. "Encounter, meeting, access;"

Gl. Sibb., vo. To-cum.

To-Gaun, 8. A drubbing; as, "Til gi'e

you a gude to-gaun ;" Lanarks.

This seems originally the same with To-gang.
Apparently from Oae, to go, with the prep. To.
Oae-to, syuon.

[TOGEDDEK, Togidder, adv. Together,

Aberds.]

TOGERSUM, adj. Tedious, tiresome;

pron. Tzhogersum; Mearns.

C.B. tog-i, signifies to elongate, to extend ; tain/,

that which is lengthened out ; Ir. and Gael, tnirseach,

weary, tired, appears to have had a common origin.

Teut. togher is everriculum, a drag-net, from toyh-tii,

trahere, q. what is drawn out, like Isl. tang, Su.-G.
tog, funis, from a similar source. The termination
seems to indicate that the term is of Goth, origin.

[TO-IIEWEN, To-Hk\yys, part. pa. Hewn
in many places, Barbour, xx. 367 ; hewn in

pieces, xvii. 755.]

TOHILE, Wyntown, vf. 15, 13.

Gret possessyownys thai tynt qwyte
Be mysdoaris, that had delyt
Pylgrynys to tak, and tohile,

Or ony lels men wald despoyle.

Perhaps it should be read as two words to kite, q. to
imprison; A.-S. hrl-an, Su.-G. hel-a, occultare; A.
Bor. to hrle, to hyll, to conceal.

[Dr. Laing's Ed. has [tulye], to harass, to abuse ; but
in the Gloss, the editor suggests that it may be an
errat. for to kill.]

jTOIG, 8. A small straw basket for holding

meal
y
Shetl.]

TOIGIIAL, (gutt.) *. A parcel, a budget,
luggage; any troublesome appendage,
Dumbartons. ; Tanghal, id. Perths.

Gael, tiagh, tioch, tiochog, a bag, a wallet, a satchel.

(TOILZIT. Reading in Edin. MS. for

Tulzeity harassed, abused, Barbour, iv. 152.]

To TOIR, v. a. To beat, S. toor.

Tysiphone the wreksre of misdedis
With quhip in hand al reddy fast hir spedis
All to assale, to skurge, toir and bete.

Doug. Virgil, 184, 22.

Su.-G. torfw-a, verberare.

TOIT, 8. A fit, whether of illness, or of bad
humour; the same with Toutt. V. Eynding.

• TOKEN, 8. A ticket of admission to the
sacrament of the Supper.

The first instance, as far as I have observed, of the
use of such tokens, was at the General Assembly at
Glasgow, 1638.

"The church gates were strictly guarded by the
town, none had entrance but he who had a token of
lead, declaring that he was a covenanter." Spalding's
Troubles, i. 89.

"The minister of the parish examines the people
as to their fitness, and to those of whom ho approves
gives little pieces of tin, stamped with the name of
the parish, as tokens, which they must produce before
receiving it. This is a species of priestly power
and sometimes may be abused." Boswell's Journal, p.
108, N., Ed. 1807.
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This account is not quite accurate. According to the
rules of the church, these tokens arc, or at least ou^ht
to be, given by the minister in public. In dispensing
them, be does not .act individually, but as Moilerator
of the Session, the members of which arc generally
present It is, indeed, properly a judicial act in which
the Session is concerned. Although, as a matter of
expediency, those who apply for admission to the
8acrament of the Supper are commonly examined by
the Minister in private ; if any one should think him-
self unjustly rejected on the ground of ignorance, he
might claim it as his right to be examined in presence
of the Session, and to be received or rejected according
to the state of the votes. Nor does the receiving of a
token merely respect religious knowledge. It no less

regards the moral character of the candidate, in judging
of which all the elders of the church are viewed as ou
a let-el ; whatever preference be given to the Pastor in

the trial as to knowledge.

TOKIE, *. An old woman's head-dress, re-

sembling a monk's cowl, S. B.

Ft. toque, " * fashion of bonnet, or cap, (somewhat
like our old courtiers velvet cap), worne ordinarily by
schoUersy and some old men ; " Uot^r. Tocaui, coitifect,

Span, toca, Ital. toeador, a woman s night nead-dress.
It most nearly resembles Fr. toquet, a little toque ; a

maid-servant's cap. Tokie might seem to be of llothic

origin, as Dan. toile is a cap or bonnet. Couarm bias,

however, in his Tesoro Leng. Castellan., says that Span.
toca, a coif, is by some derived from Arab, toque, id.,

as the Moors had this as a piece of dress. We may
add C. B. toe, a hat, cap, or bonnet.

TOKIE, a. A fondling term applied to a
child, S. B. Germ, tocke, a baby, a puppet.

TOLBUTHE, Tollbooth, «. A prison or

jail, S.

This term is mentioned by Johns, on the authority
of Ainsworth. But it does not appear to have ever
been properly received as an E. word in this significa-

tion. Phillips, indeed views this as a sense peculiar to
• Scotland.

" Toll-booth," he says, •• a custom-house, or place
where toll is paid : also the name of the chief prison
of Edenborough in Scotland."

Skinner expl. it solely in the former sense.

It, therefore, seems most prolwihle, that in S. it ori-

S*
lally denoted the place of custom ; and that it may
ve been transferred, in its application, to a place of

confinement, in consequence of those who refused to
pay custom, or who were chargeable with some breach
of the law in buying or selling, being confined in the
booth, in which those who received toll or custom were
stationed, till reparation was made. Hence it might,
by a slight transition, be used to denote a place appro-
priated for the confinement of transgressors of whatever
description.

Whether this conjecture be well-founded or not, we
certainly know that the place thus designed was early
employed as the scat of the highest courts of the nation.

The tolbooth was even the place of the meetings of Par-
liament.

"The Consale Generale haldyn at Strivilyn in the
toWuthe of that ilk," &c. Acts James II., vol. ii., 32.

The present "tolbooth" of Edinburgh "was built
by the citizens A. D. 1561, and destined for the accom-
modation of the parliament and courts of justice, and
for the confinement of debtors and malefactors.—Since
A. D. 1640, this building has been used solely for a
jail." Arnofs Hist. Edin., p. 297.

It mi^ht appear that, so early as the year 1593, the
parliament had a place of meeting distinct from the

VOL* IV.

tollbooth. For in au act passed that year " for puns-

isement of thame that trublis the Parliament, Sessions,

and vthcr Jucementis," we find that " his hienes par-

liament hous is distinguished from "the inner td-

bttith" where " the lordis of Sessioun " are said to "sit

for the administratioun of iustice."

In the acts of Parliament which were written in

Latin, this is denominated Pretorium, the judgment-

hall. V. Acts, Ed. 1814, vol ii. p. 79. 87. Ac
Isl. tollbud, Dan. toldbod, telonium.

TOLDOUR, Toldoir, s. A kind of cloth

wrought with threads of gold.

" Item, ane pair of hois of blak velvett, cnttit cat

with toldour, with ane small trats of gold." Inven-

tories, A. 1539, p. 43.
•* Item, ane pair of hois of crammesy velvett, free*

yeit with silvir cuttit out on toldoir." Ibid., p. 44.

This it evidently the same with Tweild doir. V.

Twial and Twoldere.
Qu. toile d'or, from Fr. toile, cloth, linen cloth, sad

(Tor, of gold. This might seem to be improperly sub-

stituted for drap d'or. But toile is used to denote clot

of various kinds. Toile d'or, ou d'argent, est un es-

touffe dont les fils sont d'or ou d'argent. Diet. Trev.

The origin is Lat. tela, a wed. Tiroldere, and Tm'M
doir, however much disguised, seem to be merely the

same term, vitiated by the ignorance of the writer,

who has substituted we and too to give the sound of

the diphthong oi.

TOLIE, 8. A small round cake of any kind

of bread. V. Toalie.

•TOLL, 8. A turnpike, S. V. Sir J. Sin-

clair's Observ., p. 130.

[The term toll is used also to represent the tax levied

at the turnpike.]

Toll-Bar, *. A turnpike, S., A. Bor.;

evidently from the bar or bars employed for

preventing passage without payment of the

toll imposed.

[Tollie, *. The persou who levies tolls.]

TOLLIE, 8. Excrement, Fife.

Isl. tnli, stripes obtusus ; or C.B. tot, that which se-

parates, tolch, a coagulated mass ? Or rather tail, fimas,

stercus, tail-o, stercorare, Davies ; Armor, and Cora.

teil, merda ; dung, dirt.

TOLLING, Towlixg, 8. The name given

to that sound which is emitted by bees before

they swarm, Upp. Clydes.

"Most observers also affirm, that in the evening

before swarming an uncommon humming or buzzing is

heard in the hive, and a distinct sound from the qarrx,

called tolling or calling. Mr. Hunter compares it to s

note of a piano forte ; and other authors to different

tones." Edin. Encycl. vo. Bee, p. 414.
" If you listen, especially when they have doat

working, you will hear one of them making now sad

then a very distinguishable sound from the rest, which

he begins to do abodt forty-eight hours before swarm-

ing, with this difference, that the first twenty-fear

hours the sound is much weaker, and the iutenrtls

betwixt the sounds arc ereatcr than in the other day,

—when the noise is louuer, and much more fivqoent

—This sound, commonly called Totaling, proceeds, I

suppose, from the young king, giving signal to his con*

pany to make ready for a march," Ac. Maxwells
Bee-master, p. 40.

Mr. Bonner compares the note to Peep, peep, sound-

c 4
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ed rapidly three or four rimes, ami then intermitted

for a little.

Either from the E. v. to Toll, or from Sw. tull-a,

canere, a word mentioned by Scren. as allied to Toll.

TOLLONESELLAR, *. A dealer in tal-

low, anciently written Tallone, Aberd. Keg.

TOLL-ROAD, *. A turnpike road, S.

TOLMONTH, Tolmond, s. A year, twelve

months, S. ; Towmont, Ayrs., q.v.

—"And that thai exerce thair said office frome the

day of thair eiectioun to that day tolmonth allanerlie."

Acts Ja, VI. 1557, Ed. 1814, p. 451.

••This tyme tolmond or thairby." Aberd. Reg.

Cent. 16.

TO-LOOK, Toluik, s. A prospect, matter

of expectation ; as, a puir tolook, an ill pro-

spect as to the future, S.
M Bot heirof had our proud and vane Quene no ples-

©ur, and especially efter that her husband was deid ;

for (thocht sche) the to-luik of England sail allure mony
wowers to me." Knox's Hist., p. 277.

" Bodwell—had the Queen of England by her Am-
bassador ordinar —to be his Commcr, and Mr. Robert

Bruce, my Uncle, and me, being moderator of that

Assembly, invited now and then to good cbeer ; hav-

ing some great purpose and to-look in hand ; but he

was never luckie, nor honest to God nor man." Mr.

Ja. Melvill's MS. Mem., p. 196.

A.-8. toloc-ian, adspicere.

TOLOR, s. State, condition. V. Taler.

To TOLTER, v. n. To move unequally, to

totter.
8o totter quhilum did sche it to wreye,

There was bot clymbe snd rycht downward hye,

And sum were eke that falling sore,

There for to clymbe thair corage was no more.
King's Qualr, C. v. 13.

Perhaps there is an inversion, for, "so did she at

timet writhe herself to make it totter."

Su.-G. t«U-a, vacillare ; Lat. tolutar-i$
t
ambling.

Tolter, Toltir, adj. Unstable, in a state

of vacillation.

For sothe it is, that, on her hotter quhele.

Erery wight eleventh in his stage,

And fariyng foting oft quhen hir lest rede,

Sam np, sum doun, is non estate nor age

Ensured more, the prynee than the page.

King's Quair, I 9.

Before his face ane apill hang also.

Fast at his mouth, apon a toltir threde,

Quhen he gapit, it rokkit to and fro,

And iled as it refusit hym to fede.

This is part of the description given of Tantalus, in

the Tractie of Orpheus kyng, Edinburgh, 1508. V. the v.

To-LUCK, $. Boot, what is given above bar-

gain, S. mends, syuon. 1 got a penny to the

to-luci.

This has originated from the vulgar idea of giving

htek to a bargain ; like Luck-penny, q. v.

TOME, Tom, Toum, s. 1. A line for a fishing-

rod, including the whole length, S.O. Cumb.
A snood denotes only one length of the hair,

from knot to knot.

It is used in the same sense in Shctl.

•'That the raucelmen—see—all lines and toms made

of home-hair, and keep account thereof." Acts of

SbetL Survey, App. p. 3.

" He attached a cork to each small cord, or tome, as

it is called, to which the hook is fixed, about six inches

from the hook," &c. Edmoustoues Zetl. Isl., i. 362.

•• He—clcckit out a hautle o' geds and perches wi*

his torn*." Brownie of Bodsbeck, i. 158.

We most undoubtedly view A. Bor. " Taunn, Tarn,

a fishing line," as originally the same. It would seem

to be applied to one made of twine : "A latig twine

tern/* Gl. Brockets Sibbald has given Toum as

synon. with Tow, a rope ; Gl.

2. A long thread of any ronv glutinous sub-

stance; as rosiu half-melted, sealing-wax,

Ac. Clydes.

The origin is undoubtedly Isl. For taum signifies,

I. Habena ; 2. Funis piscatorius. The first sense

corresponds with that -of Teut. toom, habcua ; the se-

cond with that of Norw. tomme, a line, a rope.

To Tome, Tomi, i\ a. To draw out any

viscous substance into a line, Roxb. ;
pron.

q. Toom.

To Tome, or Toum out, r. n. To be drawn

out into a line, to issue in long threads, like

any glutinous substance; as, "It cam towmin*

ovt? Clydes., Roxb. To hing towmin* down,

to hang* in the manner of saliva from the

lips, ibid. ; q. to hang down as a hair-line.

Su.-G. totjn-a may seem originally the same, sig-

nifying to be drawn out ; extendi. Usurpattir de

funibus aliisve, quae tensa producuutur ; Ihre. Hence

gifwa toegm, to be ductile. He derives it from Isl.

Uig ia, extendere, protendere ; although perhaps it is

immediately from Su.-G. tog-a, to draw.

TOME, s. Used, perhaps, for Book; L.B.

tomusy libellus, codex. Fr. tome, part of a

book in one volume. *

For lyke crymes, the tyran Claudius

Losit his stait, and gat deid for his dome.

To speik of Nero now, I have na tome.

Poems SixteetUk Cent, p. 274.

TOMERALL, s. " A horse two years old

;

a young eout or staig ;" Gall. Euc.

Twaim is the dative of Mocs.-G. twa, duo, as twam,

the dative and accusative of the same term in A.-S. ;

and Moes.-G. gtr, A.-S. gear, annus. Thus the first

part of the word might seem to be q. beam geara, two

years. Bat it may be merely a corr. of Tomminauf,

q.v.

TOMMACK, s. A hillock. V. Tajimock.

TOMMIXAUL, *. An animal of the ox

kind that is a year old, Ayrs.

Evidently corr. from Towmont, a year or tuxil montfi*,

and Amid, old. V. Etterlin, and Tomerall.

TOMMY NODDIE, Tom-Noddy. The
Puffin, a bird, S. Orkn. The Tarn Norie

of the Bass.

"Puffin, Tom-Xoildy." P. Luss, Dunbart. Statist.

Ace. xvii. 251.

"The Puffin (alca arctica, Lm. Syst.), the coulter-

neb, or Ummy noddU of this place, is seen very ofteu
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on our rocks : it builds in holes under ground, and lays

but one egg. Barry's Orkney, p. 305.

Turn*Noddy, 8.O. P. Lass, Dunbart. Statist Ace.,
xvii. 251. V. Korie.

(TO-MORN, adv. To-morrow, Barbour, i.

124.]

TOMSHEE, *. A term introduced from
Gael., signifying, in that language, a fairy-

hillock.

" In the course of the morning she—gathered a four-

leaved clover from one of those gently swelling and
verdant mounds called in the language of the country
Tomshee, or the • hillock of fairien.' A four-leaved

clover is called in the Highlands 'the shamrock of

powers or virtues. ' The finder—is esteemed very
lucky." Clan-Albin, ii. 240, 241.

TO-NAME, s. A name added, for the sake

of distinction, to one's surname ; or used
instead of it^

Thay theifs that Rtettlis and tursis name,
Ilk ane of them has ane to-naine;

Will of the Lawic,
Hab of the Schawls :

To mak hair wawis,
Thay thinks na schame.

Maitland of Leihiugtrm, ap. Scott's Minstrelsy, L In-
trod. cuil

"Owing to the marchmen being divided into large

clans, bearing the same sirnamc, individuals were
naually distinguished by some epithet, derived from
their place of residence, personal qualities, or descent.
Thus, every distinguished moss-trooper had, what is

here called a to-name or nom de guerre, in addition to
his family name." Ibid. N.

TONE, part. pa. Taken.
Quhairfore I counsall every man, that he
With lufe nocht in the feindi* net be tone.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 92.

• TONGUE, s. 1. On one's tongue, hy heart,

S. B.; [when one is on the point of utter-

ing, Clyde*. V. Tonoue-Roots.]

2. To gie aff the tongue, to deliver a message,

or render an account, from recollection, or
verbally, as contradistinguished from writ-

ing; as, "Did you give it in • writing t
w

" Na, I gi'cd it aff my tongue," S.

Tongue-Ferdy, ailj. Loquacious, glib

of the tongue, Ang.
Su.-O. tung, lingua, and faerdig, paratus. Many

words of the same- formation occur in Su.-G. ; tiaspak-

ferdig, meek, peaceable, raettferdig, hogferdig, &c.
Ihre thinks, that all the words, which have this ter-

mination, acknowledge A.-S. ferhth, mens, animus as
their origin. If this be the case a* to some of them,
others seem more nearly allied to Tcut. vaerdiyh, ex-
peditus, promtus, agilis. V. Laett, Ihre.

(Toxoablaa, 8. Incessant speaking, Shetl.;

a corr. of tongue-gabble.]

Toxg-Graxt, 8. Acknowledgement, confes-
sion. "His awintong grant ;" Aberd. Reg.

Tongue-Raik, e. Elocution, S. V. Rajk.

Tonoue-Roots, *. pi. It was juist at my

totigue-roote, a phrase commonly used as in-

timating either that a person was just about

to catch a term that had caused .some degree

of hesitation, or that he was on the point of

uttering an idea in which he has been an-

ticipatedbyanother, S. [ Tip ofVietongue, E.]

To Tonoue-Tack, v. a. To prevent from

freedom of speech.
** It has been the trick of all the enemies to gain their

woeful purposes, and very fatal to, and hath tongue-

tacketl many a valiant hero for Christ in our day."

Society Contendings, p. 218.

Toxoue-Tacked, part. pa. 1. Tongue-tied

;

applied to those who have an impediment in

speech, in consequence of the membrane,

which attaches the tongue to the under

part of the mouth,, coming too far forward,

S. ; pron. tongue- tackit.

2. Applied to a person that is accustomed to

speak a good aeal, who becomes suddenly or

unusually silent ; as, " What ails ye the

night, man % Ye look as gif ye were tongue-

taclti," S.

3. Mealy-mouthed; not speaking the truth

with becoming boldness, S.

"Queen Mary—gave him [John Knox] that sharp

challenge, which would strike our mean-spirited tongne-

tacked ministers dumb, for his giving publick faithful

warning of the danger of the church and nation, thro
1

her marrying the Dauphine of France." Walkers
Remark. Passages, p. 60.
" Mr. Shields much lamented his silence before that

assembly, and coming so far short of his former re-

solutions, that if ever he saw such an occasion be

ahould not be tongue-tacked." Ibid. p. 78.

Toxouet, adj. 1. Applied to one who is qua-

lified to defend his cause with the tongue, S.

2. Loquacious, glib-tongued ; rather used in

a bad sense, S.

Sooner st Yule-day shall the birk be drest,

Or birds in sapless busses hig their nest,

Before a tonquey woman's noisy plea

Shou'd ever be a cause to danton me.
Feryusson's Poems, P. ii. 8.

This is undoubtedly a very old word. For_Teut
toughigh has precisely the same sense ; lioguax, Kilian.

TONNE, adj. Apparently, made of tin.

u Ane tonne flakouue," i.e., flagon ; Aberd.

Reg., V. 2<n

TONNOCIIED, part. pa. Covered with a

plaid, Perths.

The auld mare nichers for her filly,

Wi* a mither's tender care.—
*• Ca' them bame. poor tonnoched Willy,
For I see they'll eat nae inair."

Donald and flora, p. lSd.

Properly a Gael. word. Tonnag, a wrapper round
the shoulders.
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TONNY, adj. ••Ane tonny quot" perhaps a

tawnev-cofoured coat ; Aberd. Reg., Cent.

16.

To TOOBER, v. a. To beat, to strike, S. O.
labour, E. and Loth.
Fr. tabour-er, to strike or bump on the posteriors, q.

as on a drum ; from labour, a drum.

Toober, *. A quarrel, S. O.

Tooberin, s. A beating, a drubbing; as,

" I gae him a gude tooberin? S. O. V.
Tabour.

TOOFAL, 8. Toofal of the night, nightfall,

S. V. To-fall.

[TOOG, *. A small hillock with a tuft of

grass, Shetl. ; a dimin. from Dan. tue
f
a

hillock.]

TOOK, *. A particular and disagreeable

taste or flavour. V. Teuk.

TOOLYE, *. A broil. To Toolye, v. n.

To quarrel. V. Tuilyie.

TOOM, adj. Empty. V. Tume.

[Toom, 8. A place into which rubbish is

emptied.]

[To Toom, v. a. To empty, to pour out,

Clydes.]

Toom-skinn'd, adj. Hungry. V. under
Tume.

[TOOM, *. The thumb, Shetl. ; Sw. turn,

Dan. tomme, an inch, the breadth of a

thumb ; hence, Sw. tumme, thumb.]

(TOONMALL, Toonwall, *. A plot of

ground in front of a cottar village, which is

always kept in grass, Shetl.]

[Toonmills, *. The grass-land near houses

or farms, ibid.

Isl. tun, household plot, aud Dan. maal, a boundary.]

TOOP, *. A Tup, a ram; but pron. like Gr.

... s.
0! may thou ne'er forgather up
Wi' onr blastit, moorland toopl

Burns, ill 79.

[TOOPIE, *. A knob or standing up point,

Shetl. ; Fr. toupde, id.]

Toopikin, Toopick, e. 1. A pinnacle, a

summit, Aberd.

(

—" Being as evidently driven of the devil, upon the
highest Topicks of the dangerous perishing rocks of

*;ne'
~

atheism, as ever the Gadarene swine were." Walker's
~eden, p. 4.

Topicka here may have the same sense with that of

Peden, p. 4.

Topicks he
theE. #.

2. A narrow pile raised to such a height as to

be in danger of falling, ibid.

3. Used also for a dome, cupola, turret, or

steeple ; perhaps by a loose application of

the term as used in sense 1, ibid.

C. B. topiawg, having a top or crest. But perhaps
rather a'dimin. from Teat, top, Isl. toppe, cacumen,
formed by the addition of tin, V. Kin, s.

[To Toopikix, r. a. To build or place high,

but implying want of stability, Bauffs.]

TOOK, e. A turf, S. B. V. Tures.

(TOOK, adj. Tedious, wearisome, difficult,

Ayrs., syn. door, of which this may be a
corr.

Isl. tor, difficulty in accomplishing. V. Teir, Tekk.]

TOORRIN, part. pr. " Hay is said to be
toorrin, when it rises on the rake in raking;"

Gall. Encycl.

Either as E. towering; or allied to 0. Fr. turte,

levee, Roquefort ; or perhaps rather from Gael, toor-

am, C. B. twr-iaw, to neap, to pile, to raise up.

TOOSH, *. A woman's bed-gowu ; synon.

Short-gown; an abbreviation of Curtoush,

q. v.

[Yer ae drugget coat is bsith scrimpy an* worn,
An' your aula leloc tooth u baith dirty an' torn.

Janet Hamilton.]

[To TOOSHT, v. a. 1. To toss or dash
about in a hurried or careless manner,
Banff's.

2. To roll up, or to put past, in a careless

manner, ibid.

Prob. a corr. of E. toss, or of S. task, q. v.]

[Toosht, *. 1. A heavy dash, ibid.

2. An untidy bundle of rags, straw, etc.; also,

applied to females of dirty, untidy habits,

ibid.]

To TOOT, Tout, v. a. 1. To blow or sound
a horn, S.

"Sir William Hamilton of Preston,—and the other
heritors of Preatonpans parish, are convened for the
riot mentioned supra,—for sufferingBrown then preach-
ing and praying to be affronted by boys, who touted

horns, " &c. Fountainhalrs Dec is., L 182.

lady, I heard a wee horn toot,

And it blew wonder clear.

Jatnieson's Popul. Ball., i. 172.-

2. To sound loudly, to spread as a report.
44 It was tootit throw a* the kintry

; "

—

u The kintra claiks war tootit far and
wide;" Fife.

Su.-G. tut-a, Isl. taut a, Dan. tud-er, A.-S. tkut-an,

theot-an, thiot-an, ululare ; Germ, dud-en, sonare.

8a. -U. tuta i horn, to blow a horn, Belg. toet-en, Teut.
tnyt-en, id. tuyte, a horn ; Germ, dwl-horn, a sounding
horn. It seems to be the same Belg. v., which also
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signifies to buzz : tuytlmg der ooren, a buzzing in the
•ATI.

Ihre observes, that Isl. taut-a is almost always used
to denote the sound made with bonis, although it

primarily respects the howling of wild beasts. Olaus
Rodbeck refers to Chald. tit, which signifies both a
horn, and the sound made by it.

To Toot, v. w. 1. To cry as if one were
sounding a horn ; to cry by prolonging the

voice, S.
" How they did carouse it, and pluck (as wo say)

at the kid's leather : and flagons to trot, and they to

toote, Draw, give [page] some wine here reach hither."

Urquhart s Rabelais, B. ii. p. 143.

Tne term used iu the original is comer, to wind a
horn.

2. To make a plaintive noise, as when a child

cries loud and mournfully, S.

Isl. taut, murmur, susurrus; taut-a, murmurare

;

Haldorson.

Toot, Tout, *. The blast of a horn or trum-
pet, S.

The rattling drum and trumpet's tout

Delight young swankies that are stout.

Ramsay's Poena, ii. 369.

MA new tout in an old horn ;" Ferguson's S. Prov.,
p. 7.
" Mr. Shields sometimes said in publiek, that ' the

tout of a horn over the Cross of Edinburgh blew the
greatest part of the Ministers of the Church of Scot-

land out of their pulpits.'" Walker's Remark. Pas-

sages, p. 173.

Tooth*' Horn, Touting Horn, s. A horn

for blowing, S.

" Every individual was accoutred with- a large club,

and, if possible, a touting horn (the horn of an ox per-

forated at the small end), by blowing on which tney
made a loud, and not altogether a discordant sound.
Rev. J. Nicola Poems, i. 2, Note.
The only E. writer, as far as I know, who seems to

use this phrase, is Howell. • That wiseacre deserves

of all other to wear a touting horn." Lett. B. i. 7.

In relation to this passage. Dr. Johns, says of the v.,

•' It was used in a contemptuous sense, which I do not
fully understand.** The truth is, the acute lexico-

grapher did not understand it at all, else he would
sever have given it as the same r. with Toot, to pry,

to peep. It is pretty evident that Howell himself did

not understand it. For he writes toting, (although it

is changed to tooting by Mr. Todd), which might seem
to be formed from Teut. tote, cornu, extremitas instar

cornu ; and,from the connexion, Howell seems evidently
to have understood the phrase as denoting a horn of a
very different description. For, in the passage quoted
he not only speaks of wearing it, but passes this sen-

tence on "a poor shallow-brained puppy, who upon
any cause of disaffection, would have men to have a
privilege to change their wives, or to repudiate them ;"

introducing the passage with this remark, that such
an one •• deserves to be hi**'d at rather than confuted."
He afterwards subjoins ;

'* Whereas in other common-
wealths men use to wear invisible home, it would be a
wholesome constitution, that they who upon too much
jealousy and restraint,—impel their wives to change,
4c. should wear plain visible horns, that passengers may
beware of them as they go along, and give warning to

others—Cornuferit tile, Caveto." P. 455, 456. He does
not seem to have had any idea that this was a horn
which the wearer was to blow.

[To Tootle, Tooter, v. n. 1. To tattle,

gossip, Perths., Banff's., Ayrs.

2. To mutter, to speak to one's self, Kinross.]

[Tootle, Tooter, s. Silly gossip ; a person

given to gossiping, Banffs.]

[Tootlin, Tooteuin, adj. Given to idle

gossip, ibid.]

Toot-Moot, s. A muttering. This is

the pron. of Tut-mute, Aberd.

To TOOT, v. a. To drink copiously; Toot

it up, Drink it off. V. Tout, tv

[Toot, Tootie. V. under Tout.]

To TQOT, v. n. To express dissatisfaction

or contempt.

This v., as well as the E. interj. tut, seem formed

from the sound.

TOOT, [Toots], interj. Expressive of con-

tempt, S. ; the same with E. Tut.

To TOOT, v. a. To toss. [V. Tout.]

On the margin, opposite to this word. Sir W. Scott

remarks :
" Tout is used in slang,—to observe or look

out— * Young Jenny the tile-frow I touted.'"

He cannot, however, view this as having any cos-

nexion with the v. , signifying to toss ; but undoubtedly

cousiders it as quite a distinct word. It is originally

the same with Teet, to peer ; and in fact, though now

confined to cant language, is a good old K. word, as

appears from the quotations vo. Tete, p.

[TOOTH,*. V.Tekth.]

Toothfu', *. To tal- a ioothfu\ to take a

moderate quantity of strong liquor, S.

Whan night, owre yirtb, begins to fa',

Anld Kray.hatr'd carles, fu' willin,

To tak their toot/^fu* gaung awa
Rev. J. SicoCM Poems, L 89.

Tooth-Rife, adj. Agreeable to the taste,

palatable, that of which one can eat a con-

siderable quantity, Koxb.
A.-S. tooth, dens, and ryfe, frequens ; q. what one

wishes to employ his teeth about frequently.

•Toothsome, adj. Not merely pleasing

to the taste, as in E., but easily chewed,

Fife.

TOOT-NET, s. A large fishing-net anchored,

Ang. A man stands in a coble, or small

fishing-boat; and, when he sees the fi>h

enter the net, calls the fishers to haul it.

He is designed the Tootsman, pron. tuts-

man. This net is used only, it is supposed,

in the sea, or in rivers where the tide fiW*-

••The fishing-tackle formerly employed was of

various kinds. Sometimes it consisted of a common
moveable net or aiene ; sometimes of a toot-net, mock

larger and stronger than the former, extending to s»

indefinite length from the beach into the water, asd

secured at its extremity by an anchor." Case in the
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House of Lord*, A. 1805. Charles Gray of Cane,
Respondent.
This word is evidently of Belg. origin. For tootebel

is defined, "a certain square net ;" SeweL Perhaps as
this species of net projects so far, the term is allied to
Tent. tote, rostrum.

ToTOOTTLE, v.n. 1. To mutter, to speak
to one's self, Kinross; a dimin. either from
Toot, v., to express dissatisfaction, or from
the Isl. taut-at niurmurare. [V. under
Toot.]

[2. To gossip; also, to go about in a silly

manner, Banffs.]

TOP, Tap, adj. Very good, capital, excellent

;

.
as, "That's tap yill? excellent ale, S. ; q.
what is at the top of all, S. A. Hence,

Topper, *. Any thing excellent in its kind;
as, "That's a topper? ibid.

A. Bor. Top, good, excellent •• Topper, any thing
superior,—a clever, or extraordinary person; bnt
generally in an ironical sense." GL Brocket!

To TOP, Tope, v. a. 1. To tap, to broach.

—"Four pundis —of ilk tune of wyne to be toppit,
ventit, and sauld in smnllis within the said burgh."
Acts Ja, VI., 1621, Ed. 1814, p. 669.

2. Also used in a laxer sense, as equivalent to

breaking bulk.

" For the spilling of the merkat in bying of wittail
in gryt, k topping toarof befor none. —Bying Sc topping
of wax, hempt & tar in gryt." Aberd. Reg., A. 1538>
V. 16.—" Tope nor regrait ony wyttalL" Ibid.

"And als, to tope Sc retail all commodities whatso-
evir.

w Acts Cha. II., viii. 63.

I hare some doubt, however, whether it should not
be read copping, in the sense of selling.

This is against the analogy of the kindred tongues ;

Belg. tapp*n, Su. -G. tapp-a, id. tappe, stipamen. Hence,

Topster, Topstar, s. A tapster.

"Four pundis—of ilk tune of wyne, &c. to be vplifti t

be thame—fra the ventineris, topsteris, and selleris

thairof in all tvme cuming." Acts, ubi snp.
"Ordanis the excise—to be collected—from the

brewers, topstars, and vintners respective." Acts
Cha, II., viii. 63.

To Topt, v. a. To tap, to broach.
" Ordanis the excise of the ale, beer, and wines, to

- be collected—according to the quantity made use of,

topted, or sold by them." Acts Cha. L, Ed. 1814, vu
163.

TOP ANNUELL. A certain annuity paid

from lands or houses.

In the Acts of Mar. 29, May, 1551, c. 10, three kinds
of annuelU are mentioned, which Skene doubtfully
expL in the following manner :

—

"Ground annuell is esteemed to be quhen the ground
or propertie of onie lande bigged or vnbigged, is dis-

poned and annalied for ano annucll to be payed to the
annalier thereof, or to ane vther person, sik as ony
Chaiplaine or Priest. Top annuell, is ane certaine
dewtie, given and disponed furth of ony bigged tene-

ment, or land, of the quhilk tenement the propertie

remains with the disponer, & he is only obliahed to
paye the said anuuell. Few annuell is ather when the
few maill, or dewtie is disponed as ane yeirlie annuel :

or quhen the land, or tenement is sette in few-fermo
heretablie, for ane certaine annuel to be payed nomine
feudifrmae." De Verb. Sign vo. Annuel*.

In Acts, Edit. 1566, lope is the orthography ; Tope
annueliaris, Fol. 149, b. ; toppe % ^kene.

Erskiue has observed, that " the very meaning of

these words, Sir John Skene, not above forty years
after the statute was enacted, professes himself utterly

ignorant of." Inatit. B. ii., T. 3, § 52.
•• The case being there of tenements within burgh,

the feu-annual," according to Stair, "is that which is

due by the reddendo of the property of the ground
before the house was built ; ground-annual is a distinct

several annualrent, constitute upon the ground, l>efore

the house was built ; and the lo/>-annualrent is out of

the house." Instit. B. ii., T. 5, § 7.

It is possible, that the term top may be equivalent to

chief or principal, as it is often used, in this sense, S.,

as if it were an adj. These annuitants may be thus
denominated, because the annuity alone is disponed to

them, whereas the property remains with the disponer.

It may have some reference to L. B. feudum capitate,

Fr.Jief en cltef; the person, giving the annuity, still

retaining his right to the lands ; only with the burden
of paving a certain sum annually, in consequence of his

act of disposition.

[Top-Castellis, s. pi. Small castles made
in the main-top of a war-ship, Barbour,

xvii. 713.]

Topfaw, 8. Soil that has fallen in, or sunk
from the 8urface

9
Fife.

Topinellis, 8. pi. "The lines for "haling

the top-sails;" GL Compl.
•* Than the master cryit, Top your topinellis, hail on

your top sail scheitis." Compl. of S., p. 63.

Topman, 8. A ship or vessel with tops.

•• From this letter it also appears that, at this time,

the embassador observed at Leith only nine or ten

small toftmen, (ships with tops,) and some balingara

and crayera ; and none were rigged for sea, except one
small topmoa of about sixty tons." Pink. Hist Scot.,

ii. 84, X.

Top Our Taill, adv. Topsyturvy.

The pryd of princis, withowttyn faill,

Gams all the warld rin top our taill.

Lyndsay, S.P.R.,il 97.

Top, TaiLj nor Mane. V. under Tap.

To TOPE, v. a. To oppose.
•• The King nominated one day, in face of parliament,

the Earl of Morton ; while Argyle topes this nomination,

as of a man unmeet, because of irresponsiblencss to the

law for his debts." Baillie's Lett., i. 320.

Perhaps the S. phrase is allied, to be on one's tap, to

assault him, either with hands, or with the tongue.

We 6ml a similar phrase used by Durham. **And
the nations were angry: The world was in tops with

Christ's church, having hatred against his people.*'

Exposition of the Revelation, c. xi. 18.

TO-PUT, part. pa. Affixed ; put to.

—" The sealls of the forsaid lord the Governour, and
of the forsaid Rarll of Mar hes cusin, to thir inden-

tures intcrchangablic are toput." Indent, of Murdao
D. of Albany, Ac. Pink. Hist. Scot., i. 455.
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To-Put, (pron. Tee~j>it),8. 1. Any thing un-

necessarily or incongruously superadded,

Aberd.

2. Very often used to denote any fictitious

addition to a true narrative, ibid.

To-Putter, *. One that holds another to

work, S. It is used in the Proverb ;
" 111

workers ara aye gude to-pntters."

TOQUE, s. Formerly used to denote the

cushion worn on the forepart of the head,

over which the hair of a female was combed,
Perths., Ang.
The term ii put in the mouth of a Scotsman, but

evidently in a different sense ; although, from the
manner in which a turban is rolled, not very distant.
" Bot I think it touches our honour, that Tristan

and his people pretend to confound our Scottish bon-
nets with these pilfering vagabonds' toytit* and tur-

bands, as they call them," said Lindsay. Q. Dur-
wird, i. 156. V. Tokje.

TOR (of a chair), *. Perhaps the round, or

the semicircular arm of a chair of state.

"Things thus put in ordour the Quene cam forth,

and with no little worldly pompe was placed in the
chair, having twa faythfull sunposts, the Maister of

Maxwell upon the one Tor, and Secretare Lethington
mponn the vther Tor of the chair, quhnreupoun they
way tit diligently, all the tyme of that accusatioun,
sumetyuie the one occupying hir ear, sumtyme the
nther." Knox's Hist., p. 340.

Fr. tour, Teut. toer, circulus.

TORE (of a saddle), *. The pommel, the

forepart of which is somewhat elevated, S.

A horse he never doth bestride

Without a pistol at each side :

And without other two before,

One at either saddle tore.

ColviCt Mock Poem, I 41.

A.-S. tor, a tower, an eminence.

" I did also use to carry one [a porte'faile] of a 4°

form, with (rood tyers to it in a carpet bag (such as
they use in France) tyed to the tore of my saddle, so
that if it was my fortune to meet with any thing by
the way worth the gathering, I could easily take it

and preserve it without being in danger to loss my
companio." Sir A. Balfour's Letters, p. 33.

To TORE, v. a. To tear.

Like so as quhare Jouin big foule the erne,
With her strans tallouns, and hir punsis sterne,
Lichtand had claucht the litil hynd calf ying,
Toring the skyn, and made the blood out spring.

Doug. Virgil, 465, 40.

Rudd. is inclined to view this as the same with toir.

Bat this seems formed from A.-S. toer-an, rumpere.

TORETT, or TORRETT, CLAITII. A
muffler.

"Ane torett claith of holane claith sewit with gold
and blew silk.—Twa torrctt claithis of hollane claith,

Ac—Ane torrttt of Turkie claith wrocht with divers
cullouris of silk, and freinyeit with gold and crammosie
•ilk." Inventories, A. 1578, p. 235.

Fr. tourtt de net, a muffler; Cotgr. Phillips expl.
muffler as denoting a piece of cloth tor tying under the
chin. But the torrtt was meant to cover the nose.

It is thus defined in Diet Trev. Ton ret, vieux mot

2ni sigtiiKoit une espece dc marque [masque ?] oa

'ornement que le dames d«- condition portoient autre-

fois, qui tie leur caehoit que lo uez. Aussi lappel-luit-

on tourtt de nez. Buccula mutkbris, ret r/ji«fomi»M.

On voit dans le BildiothCque du Hoi plusicurs reprc-

seutatious de fetes & de carousels, oil lea dames sont

peintes avec des tourtt* de nez. Le mot, aussi bim
.

que la chose sont hors d'usage.

TORFEIR, Torfer, s. Hardship, difficulty.

Than said he loud upone loft, •• Lord, will ye lyth,
'• Ye sal nane torfeir betyde, I tak ujione baud,
" Ka mysliking have in hart, nor have ye na dout."

(Jawan and Out., iii. 18.

It occurs MS. Libr. Royal College of Physician*.

marked H. iii. 12, supposed to be of the age of Rob.

Bruce, or prior to it.

In thair speling ful wele thai spedde ;

Thoh that thai wel S{>edd als I saie,

Ful manie a tor/ir su Acrid thaie ;

Na lefte thai for na grame of man
Bot weraude on the wrang thai wan.

This would seem merely Isl. tor/aer-a, iter difficile

et impeditum, Verel., p. 237, from Tor, a particle in

composition denoting difficulty and trouble in accom-

plishing any thing, and fatr-a, to go.

O. Fr. torfalre Las a resemblance ; signifying to err,

to wander ; tor/ait, violence, outrage.

To TORFEL, Torchel, v. u. 1. " To pine

away, to die
;
" Gl. Sibb. Torfle, to decline

in health, A.Bor., Roxb.
" At the same time it was reportit, that there was

to be seen every morning at two o'clock, a naked

woman tor/tiling on the Alemoor loch, wi* her hands

tied behind her back, and a heavy stone at her neck."

Brownie of Bodsbeck, ii. 149.

2. It is also expl. to relapse into disease,

Roxb.

3. Metaph. to draw back from a design or

purpose, ibid.

"I fleechyt Eleesabett noore [never] to lat uiter-

fell in the waretyme of owir raik. " Wint. Ev. Tales

iL41.
Sibb. derives it from Isl. thvrka, Su.-G. tork-a, nc-

care, arescere, abstcrgcre, Isl. thorr, aridux, siccea

Perhaps it may signify, to be in a state of difficulty or

trouble ; Isl. tor/tilde, torrtlfde, difficilis, arduus ; ap-

parently from tor, as in Torfeir, and vtUd, efficio,

valeo, potis sum.

Torfle, Torfel, s. The state of being un-

well, a declining state of health, Roxb.
Isl. tor a, mi»ere vitam trahere ; from tor, an

inseparable particle denoting difficulty, and occurring

in a variety of compound words, as tor-JtiKji**,

acquisitu difficilis, tor-Jacrur, viarum ditficultaUs, tor-

rek, damnum, amissio, 4c.

[TORIE, 8. Th* ffrub of Daddy-long-legs,

(Tipula oleracea, Linn.), a dipterous insect,

Banffs.]

[To Torie, t?. n. To be eaten by the Tonty

q. v., ibid.]

[Torie-Eaten, adj. Eaten by the Tent,

ibid.]
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To TORK, Torque, v. a. To torture, or

give pain, by the continued infliction of

punctures, pinching, nipping, or scratching,

Roxb. Fr. torqu-er, Lat. torqu-eret
to

writhe.

To TORN, v. a. To turn.

The cattle eik beheld thay raik on raw,—
Bavth squeil and low in thay ilk plentuous gat is,

Quhilk sum tyme hecht Caryne fare and large,

Quhare the housis war like ane tinted barge.

Doug. Virgil, 254. 42.

[Torn, *. A turn ; quyt thaim torn, requite

them a turn, repay them.]

And the King that angry wes,

For he his men saw fle him fra,

8aid then, " Lordinjris, sen it is swa
" That vre rynnys again ws her,
" Gnd is we pass off thar daunger,
•• Till God ws send eftsonys grace

;

" And yeyt may fall, giff thai will chace,
" Quut thaim torn bat sum dele we sail.

Barbour, ii. 438, MS.

[Dr. Jamieson suggested that torn bid might be

equivalent to turn about, a meaning which the passage

certainly does not bear out.]

TORNE, *. A tower.
44 Their leaders desirous to gaine further honour and

reputation, pursued the enemy so hard, till they had
beaten them out of a tome they had fled unto."

Monro's Exped. P. II., p. 80.

Teut torn, tome, the same with torn, turns ; Germ.
thurn. Mod. Sax. thorn, id. Isl. herturn, turres, castel-

la, VereL ; q. "the towers of the army." C. B. twr,

arx.

TORNE, 8. A turn, an action done to one,

whether favourable or injurious.

And in remembrance of this ill tome,
Thar can his templis wourschip and adorne.

Doug. Virgil, 480, 18.

TORPIT, s. Turpentine, Upp. Clydes.

Perhaps retained from O. B. turpant, id.

TORRIE, s. A term applied to peas roasted

in the sheaf, Fife; apparently from Lat.

torreo, q. what is scorched.

TORRIE, Tort, s. An insect that breeds in

dung, and consumes grain, Banffs. [V.

TORIE.]

"It [ploughing lands when dry which have been

tathed] also fosters that destructive animal called the

iorp; for that insect, whether it be generated from the

corrupted dung, or be produced by the indisposition of

the toil, or whatever be their oriKin, experience

teacheth that drought infallibly prescrveth them and

nourisheth them." App. Agr. Surv., Banffs., p. 47.

Practice of Farmers in Buchan, Edin. 1735, p. 29.

The Torie-worm is expl. "the hairy caterpillar,"

Meatus ; the grub-worm, Aberd.

Fris, Belg. torre, vermis et scarabaeus, scarabaeus

pilularius, cantharus.

To Torrie-eat, v. n. The same with being

Torry-eaten, q. v.

"If it [the soil] be inclined to torry-eat, it should be

turned over as soon as the plough can possibly enter

the mould after frosty weather." Surv. Banffs., ibid.

Torry- Eaten, adj. Torry-eaten land,

poor moorish soil, when exhausted by crop-

Eing,
and appearing puffed, and very bare,

aving only scattered tufts of sheep's fes-

cue, o. B.

A literary correspondent, who, I should be in-

clined to think, has a warm heart to the whigs, con-

tends that this word has had its origin from the re-

collection of the desolating ravages of the Tories, who
eat up every one's substance, or destroyed what they

could not devour. " Hence," he adds, •• a place in the

utmost extremity of want, or a piece of ground unfit

to support animal life, is said to be torrie-eaten, as the

strongest term by which human misery can be ex-

pressed."

TORRIS. [Pr/ob. tedious, devious. V.

Teir, Tor.J
The king faris with his folk, our firthis and fellis,—

Withoutin beilding of blis, of bern, or of byre :

Bot torris, and tene wais, teirfull quha tellis.

Oawan and Got., i. 3.

[Prob. bot is an errat. for by, which would suit the

context. Dr. Jamieson suggests the following, which

is not satisfactory.]

Does this mean towers (Teut. torre, turns) and
mournful ways ? Or shall we view tene as an error for

teme, q. empty walls !

TORT, part. pa. Tortured, distorted.

Now sal he perische, and now sail he de ;

And sched his gentyle blade so pacient,

In ereuous panys, Se Troianis tort and rent.
6

Doug. Virgil, 340, 34.

Lat tort-us.

(Tortis, $. pL Wrongs, cruelties.]

Tortor, *. A tormentor, Lat.

•• The Lord keep vs from angering this Spirit ; if

thou anger him, he will anger thee, and wil draw him-

self aside in such sort that thou wilt not know thou

hast him ; and in the meantime he will waken the

conscience of sin, and make it accuse thee, and as a

tortor within thee to torment thee, as if thou wert in

hell." Rollock on I Thes., p. 305.

* TORY, *. A term expressive of the

greatest indignation or contempt ; often

applied to a child; as, *Ye vile little tory"

Ayrs.

It is used, especially in the higher parts of Kyle, by

those who have not the remotest idea of its proper

meaning, nor have ever supposed that it must have

been transmitted from their ancestors, many of whom
suffered most severely from the Tories, during Charles

II. 'a reign, especially when the western counties were

put under the tuition of the Highland Host.

TORYT, Wallace, vii. 1240, Perth Edit.

Leg. taryt, as in MS. i.e, tarried.

TOSCH, ToscnE, Tosh, adj. 1. Neat, trim,

S. ; applied to trees, &c, as referring to the

use of the shears or pruning knife, S.

_j as quhilom the raekil tosehe fir tre

On Erimanthus the mont of Archade,

Or in the wod of Ida with ane sound,

Vp by the rutis rent, ruschis to the ground.
v J

Doug. Virgil, 142, 46.
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As cava pirn** is the phrase in Vir^., and the reading
in M8. ( according to Rttdd., costhe ; it seems very
doubtful what bad been the word, as written by Doug.
Boom would hare been most natural.

I gang ay fou clean and fou tosh,

As a' the neighbours can tell.

Ritton's 3. Song*, I 99.

An ingenious literary correspondent suggests
that the word in Doug. Virgil must certainly be read
co*che, c and t being written so much alike in ancient
MSS. Co*chr% be says, or cosh, is used in the 8tewar-
try of Kirkcudbright in the sense of " hollow." Thus,
to lay a piece of wood cosh on the ground in order to

its being broken, is to place it in such a way that there
may be a hollow place under that part of it at which
it is meant to gire the stroke. He traces the term to
Ir. Gael, cuasach, " hollow, full of holes or pits, cuas,

a care," Lhuyd ;
" hollow of a tree," Shaw.

"The hedges will do—I clipped them wi* my ain
hand last back-end ; —and, nac doubt, they make the
avenue look a bantle tosher." M. Lindsay, p. 271.

2. This word is expl. as signifying " happy ;

n

Gall. Enc.
Perhaps allied to Belg. do*, array, <Io**-en, to clothe ;

transferred, from neatness in clothing, to a trim
appearance in whatever respect.

[Tosh, s. A comely person of small stature,

the term is also applied to animals, Banffs.]

Toshly, adv. Neatly, S.

The lines that ye sent owre the lawn.

—

Gin gtoautin hours reekt Eben's haun,
Row t toshly up, and frnnkit

Picken't Poem*, 1788, p. 176.

Tosnocn, *.
U A comfortable looking

young person, from Tosh, happy ;" Ibid.

Perhaps rather an oblique use of Ir. and Gael.
toiseaeh, a chief, a leader.

TOSCIIEODERACHE,*. The deputy of

a Mair ofjet ; also, the name given to the

office itself, in our old laws. V. Mair,
Maire.

TOSIE, adj. 1. Tipsy, intoxicated in some
degree, S. synon. ree.

—She's got her Jimrie cosic,

Of well mull'd sack, till she be toaie.

Meston y
* Poetn*, p. 55.

" The Magistrates there came into prison, and said.

This day you are all to die, and if any of yon will
undertake to be executioner to the rest, he shall have
his life—Cornelius [Anderson] said, if the rent would
forgive him, he would do it. They answered, If be did
it, they would wish him repentance and forgiveness.

The Magistrates gave him drink, and keept him tozy

until the murder was over." Walker's Remark. Pas-
sages, p. 133.

Wha, whan he's taen hi* proper tift,

Was ever kent-to want the gift

O's gab! What puir man, whan he's tozy,

But spends as he ware bein and cozy ?

Poem*, English, Scotch, and Latin, p. 95.

2. Intoxicating, S.

A good true Scot, who kept a stabling there,

—

Frae bc*t he saw them, came within a blink,

And brought :heui wealth of meat and tonic drink.

Hamilton** Wallace, p. 41.

VOI. IV.

Mod. Sax. do*hj
% giddy ; Ial. da*, drunken. Su.-G.

dus is used in relation to those who are addicted to

tippling. IsL tos-a, to habble, to talk idly ; to*,

babbling.

TOSIE,Tozie, adj. Warm and snug, Clyde*.;

[syn. eosie."]

TosiLiE,ToziLiE,<wft7. Warmlyandsnugly, ib.

Tosiness, Toziness, s. Warmth and snug-

ness, ibid.

I know not if this bo allied to Gael, teoth-am, teot-

hatch-am, to warm ; teothughadh, excandescence ; or

if we should trace it to Teut. do**-en, niunire vestibos

suffultis, vestire duplicibus, from dos, vestis pellicea, d
and t being frequently interchanged.

TOSOT, s. An instrument of torture,

antiently used in S.

"Lord Royston observes, 'Anciently I find other

torturing instruments are used, as pinniewinks or

pilliwinks, and caspitaws or caspicaws, in the Master
of Orkney's case, 24th June, 1596 ; and tosots, August
1632.' But what these instruments were I know not,

unless they are other names for the boots and thunv
mikins." Maclaurin's Crim. Cases, Intr. xxxvii.

As the Tltummiklns were for screwing the thumbs, I

rather think that the Tosot had been an instrument of

torture for the toes ; perhaps from Su.-G. taa, pron.

to, IsL to, the toe, and *ut, dolor ; q. the pain or anguish
of the toe.

TOSS, s. 1. A health proposed, a toast, S.A.

2. A celebrated beauty, one often given as a

toast, ibid.

An' a' forbye my bonnie sell,

The toss o* a' Lochmaben.
OtdSong.

To TOST, Toast, v. a. 1. To teaze, to vex,

Clydes.

C.B. to*t-i, to cause violent pain, to rack, to torture.

2. Equivalent to the E. v. to Toss.

Tostit, Tosted, part. pa. 1. Tossed, used

metaph. in regard to difficulties and opposi-

tion.

"If thou hast hope of glorie, assure thee, an-hundreih
tayes shall be casten in the way, and thou shalt be
beatten and totted here and there. " Bollock on 2 Thee,

,

p. 138.

2. A term vulgarly used, as signifying that

one is oppressed with severe affliction, S. B.

[TO-STONAY, v. a. To astound thoroughly,

Barbonr, xviii. 547, Skeat's Edit.

Mis-written tilstonay, in Camb. MS., while Edin.

MS. has *tonay.\

TOT, s. A fondling name given to a child, S.

Wow, Jenny ! can there greater pleasure be,

. Than see sic wee tuts toolying at your knee ;

When a* they ettle at, their greatest wish,

Is to be made of, snd obtain a kiss ?

Qtntle Shep. Ramsay's Work*, ii SI.

O waes me ! for our blooming tots /

A. Douglas** Poems, p. 3L

D 4
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Perhai* oontr. from Mum, a term often applied to a

child, from its diminutive size, in allusion to the 7V-

totum used by children ; or from S. tot, to totter, in

allusion to the motion of children. V. Toytb. It

may, however, be an ancient term, allied to Isl. totta,

leviter BUgere, applied to infants; G. Andr., p. 241,

evidently akin to Teut. tote, mainilla.

To TOT, Tot about, v. n. 1. To move with

short steps, as a child does, S.

2. To move feebly and in a tottering sort of

way, S. ; Toyte synon. Ayrs. Hence,

To Tottie, v. n. To move with short steps,

Fife; synon. Todle, Toddle.

To Tottle, v. n. To walk with short steps

;

the same with Todle, Ayrs.
— •• Their bairns, when they begin to tottle about the

houst,, we'll need to tie bells to their backs to hear

whar they gang." Sir A. Wylie, iii. 287.

The origin seems the same with thai of Todle.

TOT, s. The whole of any number of objects

;

with haill or whole prefixed; a redundant

phrase, merely signifying the whole without

any exception, S.
" Sorrow a gardner in the whole tot here ever heard

of sick a thing." Blackw. Mag.. Jan. 1821, p. .369.

'"But will she let me go halfier? ' Ye need na mis-

doubt that ; na, an ye fleech her wcel, I would na be

surprised if she would gie you the whole tot.'" The
Entail, i 216.

More commonly, the haill tot. O. Fr. tot, femirv. tote ;

Tout, Lat tot-it* ; Roquef. ; [tot lot is the form in

Clydes.]

A. Bor. •• Tote, the whole. The whole tote, a common
pleonasm. Lat. lotus;'

9
Gl. Brockett

Perhaps we ought to view as a cognate phrase,

••to do work by the tut, or tote, to undertake it by the

great,** A.Bor. (Grose) ; i.e., in wholesale.

To TOTCH, v. a. 1. To toss about, Upp.

Clydes.

2. To rock a cradle, Nithsdale.

I creeshed weel kimmer's loof wi* howdying fee,

Or a cradle had nev'er a been totched for me.

Remains of Nithsdale Song, p. 61.

•« Totchinn is the act of rocking the cradle gently with

the foot," N. ibid.

Teut toets-en, tangere, attrectare.

To Totch, v. n. To move with short steps

and somewhat quickly; as, "a totchiri poney
,"

Roxb.
This, and Tot, Tottie, and Todle, as they agree in

signification, seem all to claim a common root.

Totch, 8. A sudden jerk, Fife, Roxb.

To TOTH, Toath, v. a. To manure land

by means of what is called a toth-fold,

Banffs.
•• Every one knows the necessity of surrounding the

field with a dyke which he designs to loth.—Let the

fold 1* sufficiently toth'd, and not allowed to shoot up

in long grass." Surv. Banffs. App., p. 44, 45.

Toth, *. The manure made in this way,

Banffs.

"The immediate hazard of the toth very much
depends upon the situation of the field." Ibid. p. 48.

This is only provincially different from Toth, q. v.

Isl. at bera tad d voefl, pratum stercorare ; tada,

foenum prati stercorati ; tadd-r, stercoratus ; toedu-fall,

copia gr.iminis culti ; Haldorson. Tad-a, stercorare

agrum ; Verel. Ind. I observe no similar word in any
of the cognate languages.

Toth-fold, Totu-facld, *. An inclosure

for the purpose of manuring land, Banffs

Moray.
••A toth-fold is a field inclosed with a dyke, to keep

in the cattle in the night time, and for some hours at

mid-day, who, during their confinement, dung the

field.** Surv. Banffs. App., p. 44.

This is sometimes called Toathed-fauld.

TOTHIR, Tothyr, adj. 1. The other, S.

pron. titker.

The tothir twa fled to thar aors agayne.
Wallace, I 416, MS.

The Une the tothire wald have wndwne.
Wyntown, tli. 8. 76.

Tother is used in the same sense O.E.

Concupucentia earn is men called the elder niayde,

And Couetis of eyes called was the tother.

P. Ploughman, Fol. 54, a.

His souses thei ne wald, the ton no the tother.

R. Brunne, p. 90.

2. The second.

For-thi haklis clerkis be thare sawe,

That custwme is the tothir lawe.
Wyntown, nii. 4. 256.

We still say, Custom's a second nature, Prov. S.

Bot fra the stok down ewynlvkly
Discendaod persownys lynealy

In the tothir, or the thryd gre.

Newu, or ProneTw suld be.

Wyntown, rut Z. 116.

TotJier occurs in the same sense, R. Brunne, p. 169.

At none the tother day thei sauh fer in the se

A grete basse k gay, fulle hie of saile was he.

3. Sometimes used indefinitely, in the sense

of another, or posterior.

The Krng apop the tothyr day
Gan till bis priwe menye say, &c.

Barbour, It. 518, BIS.

[The tothir, Le., thet othir, the other. Totliir occurs

only when the precedes. Thet, that, from A.-S. that,

the neut. of the def. article.]

[To TOTHIR, Tother, v. a. To handle

roughly; to dash, to drag; to throw into

disorder, Banffs. ; part, totherin is used also

as a «.]

[Tothir, Tother, s. Rough handling, a

disordering, ibid.]

TOTTLE, adj. Warm, snug, Perths. ; synon.

Cosie.

Gael, teoth-am, teothakh-am, to warm.

TOTTIS, t.

Na dentie geir this Doctor seikis ;

Of tottis russet his ryding breikis.

Legend Bp. SL Androis, Poems Sixteenth Cent , p. 327.
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Perhaps q. tail*, as denoting the refuse or coarsest

locks of wool ; Su.-G. totte, a handful of flax or wool.

To TOTTLE, v. n. 1. A term used to de-

note the noise made by any substance, when
boiling gently, S. ;

[syn. hotter.]

In summer time a piece fat beef to tottle,—
Some pocket-money ; these can please my mind

A. NieoCs Poems, 1739, p. 100.

It is need, perhaps improperly, as a r a.

imprimis, then, a haggis fat,

Weel totttd in a seething pat,

Wi' spice an' ingans weel caM thro',

Had help'd to gust the stirrah's mow.
Ferguson's Poems, ii. 78.

V. Todlb, v.

[2. To boil, to simmer, Perths.]

Ye's'get a cock well totted V the pot,

And yell come hame again een, jo.

Herts Coll., ii. 182.

3. To purl, applied to a stream, Nithsd.

•Side the sang o* the birds whare some burn tattles owre,

111 wander awa there an* big a wee bit bower.

Remains Sithsdalt Song, p. 186.

V. Todlb, which is also used in this sense.

[To TOTTLE, r. n. V. under Tot, t?.]

TOTUM, 8. 1. The game of Te-totnm, S.

2. A term of endearment for a child, S.

Twa-three todlin weans they hae,

The pride o* a* Stra'bogie

;

Whene er the totums crv for meat,

She curses ay his cogie.

Song, Cauld Kail in Aberdeen.

• To TOUCH, v. a. 1. Applied to an act of

Parliament,when it received the royal assent.

'* This act was not touched ; and so the Lords
thought they could not supply the royal assent, nor
make it an act." Fount. Dec. SuppL, iv. 179.

2. To hurt, to injure, S.

To Touch up, v. a. To animadvert upon, S.

[Touchie, a. A small quantity, a short

space, S.]

TOUCHBELL, 8. An earwig, S.A.; evi-

dently the same with A. Bor. Ticitch-bell, id.

It is also pron Coch-bell. q. v., which, I suspect, is

a corruption. It might seem, in the form of Touch-bell,

to be compounded of Tout, toetsen, tangere, and ha I,

malum, A.-S. bael, miseria ; q. the animal whose touch
is baleful This is very uncertain, however, as it is

also pron. Touch-spale. If we might view this as the
genuine form, it might be traced to Teut. toets-en, and
spelle, acicula, spina, a thorn, a prickle, a sting ; q.
what stings by its touch.

TOUCHET (gutt.), s. A lapwing, S.

" Up*pa, a touchet" Wedderhurn*s Vocab. V.
Teucuit and Tuquhkit.

TOUCH-SPALE, «. The earwig, Roxb.,

Loth. V. TOUCHBELL.

To TOUK, Tuck, v. a. To beat.
•' Aberdeen carefully caused tuck drums through the

• town, charging all men to be in readiness with their
best arms," Ac. Spalding's Troubles, ii. 1G6.

To Touk, Tuck, v. n. To emit a sound, in

consequence of being beaten.

The armies met, the trumpet sounds,
The dandling drums alloud did tftuk.

Battle Hartaw, Etergreen, I 85.

" Trumpets sound, and drums tuck" Spalding's
Troubles, t. 167. V. the s.

Touk, #. 1. A stroke, a blow.

Hercules it smytis with ane mychty tout,

Apoun the richt half for to msk it jouk.
Doug. Fir?*, 249, 21

2. Touk of drum, beat of drum, S. Gl. Sibb.
44 The first touk of the drum." Aberd. Reg.

3. A hasty pull, a tug, S.
" Scot, the word is used for a touch, pull ; as, to take

a touk of any thing, i.e., have a touch of it ;** Rndd.
A.-S. teog-an, trahere. Teut tucken, synon. But it

signifies to touch ; also, to strike. We may add
Moes.-G. tiug-a, Su.-G. tog-a, trahere. It may be ob-

served, however, that A.-S. ttcicc-an, vellicare, precisely

expresses the idea conveyed by our term.

TOUK, *. An embankment to hinder the

water from washing away the soil, Roxb.;

synon. Hutch.

Formed perhaps from the £. v. to Tuck, " to gather
into a narrow compass. n

TOUM, 8. 1. A fishing-line. V. Tome.

2. The gossamer, Roxb.

In Fr. the gossamer is called /Handre*, q. small or
thin threads.

Toums, adj.

Tome, v.

Ropy, glutinous, Roxb. V.

TOUN, Town, 8. 1. This term is used in

S., not merely as signifying a city or large

assemblage of houses, but also as denoting

a farmer's steading, or a collection of dwell-

ing-houses, however small.

•* IVe look'd every where ; he's no about the ftwra ;"*

Le., He's not about the place or premises, S.
" Imprimis, Taken out of Auchingool (quhairof the

said Duncan Smith was tacksman) be Lochaber men,
ten cows valued to 133 lb. 6s 8d. .

" Item, be them out of that toun 30 sheep and goats
estimate to 40 lb." Depred. Argyle, p. 42.

A.-S. tun properly denotes a fence or inclosure.
Hence it is transferred to a field or farm ; pracdium,
fundus, ager, possessio. Neah tham tnne the JacvSj
sealde Jo*cpe ; " Near to the parcel of ground that
Jacob gave to Joseph ; " John 4. 5. Hence used to
signify a village. The root seems to be tyn-any claa-
dere. Su.-G. tuna, both by itself, and in composition,
denotes an inclosed place. The term Civita*, as applied
by Tacitus to the first British cities, does not seem to
have conveyed a much higher idea than our S. TVmob,

2. Often applied to a single dwelling-house, &
—"Waverley learned from this colloquy, that in

Scotland a single house was called a town. Wj
ley. i. 124.

This closely corresponds with what is given by Soso-
ner as the secondary sense of A. -8. tun. Teat, tttgm ;
Domus, habitaculum ; a house, a dwelling place.
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Toun-Gate, 8. A street, South of S.
—"Beyond which appear the straggled bouses of

the Tillage, built in the old Scottish style, many of

them with their gable ends, backs, or corners, turned
to the street or faun-gate." Edin. Month. Mag., May,
1817. p. 155.

Toux-Itaw, 8. Used to denote the privileges

of a Town-ship. To Tliraw one's self out o*

a toun-raw, to forfeit the privileges enjoyed
in a small community, Koxb.; q. a row of

bouses.

Toun's-Bairn, *. A native of the same
town, city or village, S.

See, too, ensrm'd wi' sword snd spear,

If'Ghee, our sin touns bairn, draws near.

Maine's SilUr Oun, p. 82.

Township, *.

"A toumship is a farm occupied by two or mere
farmers, in common, or in separate lots, who reside in

a straggling hamlet, or Tillage." Agr. Surv. Forfars.,

p. 561.

TOUNDER, 8. Tinder.
Than vp to Mars in hy we haistit vs,

Wounder hote, snd dryar than the founder.
His face flammand, as fyre richt furious ;

His bost and brag mair aufull than the thunder,
Maid all the heuin most like to schaik in sunder.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 238.

Alera. tundere, Isl. tunthere, id. The term seems
derived from tinthra, Moes.-G. tand-jan, A.-S. tend-ant

to kindle ; whence also Ttind, a spark, q. .

[TOUNG, s. The tongue, Barbour, xvii. 7,]

[TOUNIT, 8. The manufacturing of wool,

Shetl. Isl. to, wool, and knyta, to knit or

weave.]

TOUP, 8. A foolish fellow, Mearns.

Dan. taabe, a fool, a simpleton. V. Taupik, which
Bost hare had a common origin.

To TOUR, v. n. [To speed, haste; synon.

8COUT.'] —Come back whene'er ye please :

Afore you aye your welcome ye sail find,

And blame yoursell, in case ye come Nrhind.

Ise see to that, I says, and aff I scours,

Blessing my lucky stars, and hame I tours.

Host's Helenore, p. 89.

[Fr. tour, an excursion.]

Br Tour, adv. Alternately, by turns.
•••Ye have heard before how the earl of Antrim was

treacherously taken by Monro in Ireland. He was
straitly warded, or kept by tour, or night and day by
kit captains.'* Spalding, li. 119.

Toure, 8. Turn, course, in regular suc-

cession, S. Fr. tour, id.

M If any of these whose toure fallis to be present

ahalbe absent—the saidis quorums—shall enjoyne
txtche paynis—as they shall find the saidis persones

—

todemente." Acts Cha. I., Ed. 1814, V. 311.

TOUR, Took, 8. A turf, S. B.
O! is my corn a* shorn, he said,

Or is my t**ors a' won ;

/ladyl
------

O' a dochter or a son?
Or my lady lichter'd sin the streen,

Old Song.

TOURKIN-CALF, Tourkin-Lamb, s. A
calf or lamb that wears a skin which is not

its own. A tourkin-lamb is one taken from
its dam, and given to another ewe that has

lost her own by death. In this case the

shepherd takes the skin of the dead lamb,
and puts it on the back of the one that is

to suck the ewe which has lost her lamb

;

and thus deceives her so that she allows the

stranger to suck. This is communicated to

me as from the North of S.

Hence it is said the name of Tourkln BUhops. The
word in this form might plausibly be traced to Isl.

torkend-r, notu difficilis, item deformatus, (Haldorson)

;

as applied to an animal "so disguised as not to be
easily known ;

" from tor, an inseparable particle

denoting difficulty, and kend-r, known. Torkennast,
difficulter aguosci. Tbe Icelanders use it in a sense
nearly allied. I/an hafde torlrnt sib i klacdabunade;
Vestem mutavcrat, ne coguoscerctur ; Verel. Ind.
This evidently regards the same persons denominated
Tutchane Bishops. But which of these is the ancient
and proper pronunciation, I cannot pretend to deter-
mine.
As the A. Bor. v. Toorcan signifies " to wonder, or

muse on what one means to do," (Kay, Grose,) there
can be no doubt that this is traduced from the Isl. v.

To TOUSE, Touss, v. a. 1. To disorder,

to dishevel
;
particularly used in relation to

the hair, S. This sense occurs in' O. E.

2. To handle roughly, S.

Tousie, Towzie, adj. 1. Disordered, dis-

hevelled ; as, a tousie head, one that has not

been combed, S. Touslie is sometimes used.

"A fine fleece and a full? It's as coarse as the
heather cowe, ye gouk—e'en like yere ain totcsie

hassock o' hair, tbat has nae been kanied since Kate
Kimmer kamed it with the three footed stool, and the
muckle pot clips." Blackw. Mag., May, 1620, p. 159.

2. Rough, shaggy, S.

His breast was white, his towzie back
Weel clad wi* coat o' glossy black.

Bums, iii.8.

V. Tousle.

To Tousle, v. a. 1. To put into disorder, to

dishevel ; often, to rumple, S.

Frae Gudame's mouth auld-warld tales they hear,

—

0' gaists that win in glen and kirk-yard drear,

Whilk touzles a' their tap, and gars them shak wi fear.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 67.

With warwolfes and wild cats thy weird be to wander,
Dragleit through dirty dubs and dykes,
Tousled aud tuggled with town tykes.

Potwart, Watson's Coll, iii. 16.

Tussel is used for straggle, N. and S. of E. Grose,
Prov. GL This term is adopted by P. Pindar.

Thus Envy, the vile Hag, attacks my rhymes,
Swearing they shall not peep on distant times

;

But violent indeed shall be the tussel.

Royal Tour, Proem.

It teems doubtful, if this has been formed from E.
touse, expl. "to pull, to tear, to haul, to drag ;" Johns.
Germ, tusel-n, signifies to beat. But the 3. term has
more analogy to Isl. tusk-a, luctari, tusk, lucta lenis et

joooaa, G. Andr., p. 243, as it is most generally used to
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express the disorder of one's dress in consequence of

playful or wanton struggling. It may be a dimin.

from the Isl. v., as the adj. is most commonly used,

wanting the /. V. Taiiwlk.

To Tousle out, v. a. 1. To turn out in a

confused way, S. A.
"They—touzled out mony a leather poke-fall o*

papers,' Ac. Antiquary, i. 201.
" TomJed-out, rausacked ;" Gl. Antiq.

Tousle, Touzle, a. Rough dalliance, S.

For tho' I be baith blyth and canty,

1 ne'er get a touzle at a'.

R. Qallowa/s Poema% p. 214.

TOUST, *. Prob., a small tax on ships for

towage.
" My said lord archiebischop of Sanctandrois salbo

bnitdin and obleist, to grant, pas and expeid, to the

prouest, baillies, counsale, and coramunitie of the said

cietie of Sanctandrois ane coutirmatioun of the haill

infeftmentis, richtia, euidentis, writtis, an<l securities

maid be his lordschip[orhis]prcdiceftsouris, bischoppis

or archiebischoppis of Sanctandrois, to thame and their

predicessouris inhabitants of the said cietie ;—with the

{niuilege of the schoir, port and heavin of the said cietie

Sanctandrois], ancorrage, small toast, quhairin thay

and thair predicessouris is and hes bene in vae or pos-

sessioun.—Andsiklyke thesaidis proucst &c. salbe ob-

leisi to pay to the said archiebischop and his succea-

sooris,— for the priuilege of the schore, ancoragis and

[totistis] twentye schilUngis moucy." Acts Ja. VI.,

1612, vol. IV. 516, 517.

Una cum parvis et minutis custom is, ankeragiis, et

lie Towst addictum portum, lie heavin et herberie per-

tinen. Cart. Ja. VI. to St. Andrews, 1620.

This word probably denoted a small tax levied by the

city on every vessel that changed its positiou, or that

in doing so was toictd by boats belonging to the harbour.

It is probably corrupted from Towage, a term of the E.

law, signifying, "the rowing or drawing? of a ship or

barge along the water by another ship or boat fastened

to her ; " Jacob. Fr. tauaige, id. L B. towagium, a

term that appears in the laws of E. as early as the year

Roquefort gives O. Fr. touage, as denoting the

change made in the position of a vessel at sea, or lying

in a road. Changemeut do place d'un navira qui,

extant dans un mauvais endroit de pelade ou de rade,

va dans un meilleur, e'est-a-dire, que lorsqu'un vais-

seau est sur un bord ou rivage incommode, il va dans

un autre endroit.

Somner deduces L.B. towag-ium, &c, from A.-S.

fe-oa, ducere, trahere, M to tow, to tugge ;" vo. Teon.

TOUSTIE, adj. Irascible, testy, Loth.

Tent. twUtigh, contentiosus, litigiosus ; Su.-G.

tuu-a, incitare; Isl. thiovtugr, austerus, trux ; thiost-r,

austeritas.

To TOUT, v. a. To sound a horn. V.Toot.

To TOUT, Toot, v. n. To drink copiously,

to take large draughts, S. pron, toot.

They'll ban fu* sair the time
That e'er they toutit aff the horn.
Which wambles thro' their weym

Wi pain that day.
Fergusson's Poena, u. 52.

For now our gentles gabbs are grown sae nice,

At thee they toot, an never spear my price.

lbU. p. 71

An' mourn wi* me, ye tipplin loans,

That tout the cap wi* cantie roun's, Ac.
Tarrcu's Poem*, p. 143.

Lang winter nights we than coud tout

It swack an' sicker. Ibid. p. 188.

To Tout aff, v. a. To empty the vessel

from which one drinks, to drink its whole

contents, S.

To Tout at, v. a. To continue to driuk co-

piously, S.

To Tout out, v. a. The same with to Tout

aff, S.; also to Tout up out.

To mak him play the ^nicker,

They fill'dliiscap;

He leugh and toutit up the liquor

Out ilka drap.

O. TumbulCs PoeL Essays, p. 199.

I find that Teut. tuyte is rendered by Kilian, obba,

amphora, cyrnea, as denoting a drinking vessel

Hence perhaps the transition, according to the teoae

of the S. terms bearing this form, to the act of using it

liberally. It may be added, that Ualdorson gives IsL

tott-at as signifying augcrc, vel evacuare, and as syuoa,

with Dan. mltowme, udsuggc; q. to empty or toom out,

to tuck out.

To Toutle, Tootle, v. n. To tipple ; as,

a tootlin body, one who is addicted to

tippling, Loth.

Toottie, s. A drunkard ; often pleonastic-

ally,
4t a drucken tootie" S.

Tout, s. 1. A copious draught, S.

2. A drinking match, S.B. Gl. Shirr.

To TOUT, Towt, v. a. 1. To toss, to put

in disorder, S.

To spill the bed it war a pene.

Quod he, the laird wald not be fane
To find it towtit and ourtred.

CAnm. & P., iiL 90L

2* Mctaph. to throw into disorder by quibbling

or litigation.

" They came in a loving & well willing manner to

enquire, but we perceive the purpose ia but to canvaa

and tout our matters here a while, that hereafter men

of litle skill and less conscience may decern into then

as they please," Ac. Mr. James Melvill'a MS. Mem.,

p. 298.

3. To teaze, to vex, S.

This might seem allied to Isl. taatt-a, to tease (wool),

Seren. vo. Teaze ; or Su.-G. tugt-a, to chastise :
Bat

V. the *

To Tout, Towt, v. n. 1 . To be seized with

a sudden fit of sickness, Clydes.

2. To be seized with a fit of ill humour, ibid.

Tout, *. 1. A fit of illness ; an ailment of *

transient kind, S.
•* *I hope it's no the gout or the rheumatism. '—'It 1

neither the tane nor tho tither, but just—a bit /**<

that's no worth the talkin oV" Entail, ii. 11, 12.

Ir. tochd signifies a fit or trance. But our terra greatly

resembles the use of Belg. tocht, toy*,wind, **r J
*"*
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an expedition, a voyage. De togt van tie dear, the
wind that comes into the door. Zy had een zwaare
togt, She had a aore bout ; Sewel. It is often said, of
one who has beeo pretty severely ill, He had a sair
*omt,S.

2. A transient displeasure, a fit of ill humour,
Ang. Loth. It seems to be the same which-

was anciently written toit
f

toytf expl.
* freak," Gl. Eyerg.

Were he sy see, he then wad ay be kind

:

Bat then snitber tout may change his mind
Shirrefs' Poem; p. 42.

"I aye telled the gudcman ye meant wcel to him ;

bat he takes the tout at every bit lippening word."
Bride of Lamraermoor, i. 312.

Toutib, TOUTTIE, adj. 1. Throwing into

disorder; as, a touttie windy a boisterous wind
that tosses one who is exposed to it, S.

This is much the same with Belg. togtig, windy.

2. One whose temper is very irritable, who is

easily put in disorder, S.

Perfume A. Bor. Totey, bad-tempered, {a totey body,
OL Brockett) is originally the same.

3, Subject to frequent ailments, S.

m
It may be observed that Belg. togt, which in sing.

signifies air, wind, in pi. {toyt en) denotes the passions.

Zyme togte* hedwingen, to refrain one's passions ; q. to
dwang ane's touts, S.

To Toutle, v. a. To put clothes in dis-

order, especially applied to woollen clothes,

Berwicks.

To TOUTHER, v. a. To put into disorder,

Ettr. For., Tweedd.; synon. Tousle.

Toutherie, adj. Disordered, confused;

slovenly, ibid.

Tent, touteren, motitare, jactare, pnltare; Su.-G.
tmdd-a, eonvolvere, intricare, Mod. Sax. ti'uler-n, id.

[TO-VAUERAND, part.vr. Wandering in

different directions, Barbour, vii. 302, 331,

Skeat's Ed.]

To TOVE, v.n. 1. To talk familiarly,prolixly,

and cheerfully, S. To tove and crack, to

carry on a free conversation with great glee,

without regard to the lapse of time ; often

applied to one whose animal spirits are

elevated by strong drink.

This has every appearance of being the same with
the old Norw. v. toev-e, expl. by Dana vans, sludder,

which both signify to prattle, to chatter, to be talka-

tive ; toev, incoherent talk. To tarry, to delay, is

given as the secondary sense of toev-e ; Hallager. This
corresponds with Su.-G. toefw-a, morare.

[2. To swell, to rise in a mass ; as, " The heat
loved it till it burst," Clydes.]

3. To give forth a strong smoke, [or smell],

when burning. Thus a thing is said to " tove

and reek," Roxb.

"The reek gauge torin up the lum," i.e., it ascends
iu a close compact body, Ettr. For.

—The luntain cutty toving prime,
And snishiu-box,

O how they heave the saul sublime,
In mirth and jokes !

A. ScoWs Poems, p. 35.

Tovib, adj. 1. Tipsy; a low term, synon.
with Tosie% q. v. perhaps, q. loquacious, in

consequence of drinking.
•• Tocie, —blowzie-looking, with drinking warm

drink ;" Gall. Enc.

2. Babbling, talking in a silly and incoherent
manner, Clydes.

3. Comfortable, warm ; as, '• a tome fire,"

Ettr. For., Fife, Loth.
" Totle, thesame with Tozle, warm and comfortable ;"

Gall. Enc.
The term, as thus used, may be allied to Tcut. toev-en,

excipere blande, commode curare hospitem.

(Tovin, adj. Swelling, bragging, Clydes.]

To Tovize, v. a. To flatter, to use cajoling

language, Ayrs.
" I am doons sweir to let my pen fa' without tovlzing

von a wee for the auld farrant letter u bilk ye sent me."
fedin.Mag. April 1821, p. 352 ; corrected from the MS.
letter.

TOW, *. 1. A rope of any kind; as, the bell-

tow, the rope for ringing a bell ; the tows

of a ship, the cables, b.

His towes, I find, hes bene so fyne.
For all the stonnes hes bene sensyne,
His schip come never on the ncliakle,

But stack still on the ancker haMe.
Legend Bp. St. Androis, Poems Sixteenth Cent, p. 314.

"The anchor-tow abideth fast within the vaiL"
Rutherford's Lett. Ep. 15.

Sn.-G. tog, Isl. tog, tang, Belg. touw, rest is, funis.

Sw. ankartog, a cable. Ihre derives tog from tog-a,

ducere, as appearing properly to denote the ropes by
which nets, and things of the same kind, are drawn.

L.B. tngg-ae, ropes or harness, or traces for drawing.
Cowcl, in like manner, deduces this from A.-S. getog-

a*, to tug, or pull, or draw.
Sibb. mentions towm as used in the same sense with

tow ; Sw. toem, habena.

2. A halter, S.

And whoso yields alive, this tow portends.

Straight must he hing, where did our dearest friends

Who suffered for the truth.

Muses Threnodie, p. 134.

•• Some of ns would have rejoiced more than in great

sums, to have seen these bishops sent legally down the

Bow, that they might have found the weight of their

tails in a tow, to dry their hose-soles, that they might
know what banning was ; they having been the—main
instigators to all the mischiefs, cruelties, and blood-

shed of that time," &c. Walker's Remark. Passages,

p. 73.

Down the Bow, refers to the steep winding street

through which those, who were going to execution,

had to pass, on their way from the Tolbooth to the
Grassmarket of Edinburgh.

[3. TowSy fishing-lines ; also, the halliards of

a boat, Shctl.J
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Towar, s. A rope-maker, Abcrd. Reg. V. 28,

[ToWEX, pari. pr. Towing, AccU. L. II.

Treas.1 248, Dickson.]

•TOW, s. 1. Hemp in a prepared state, S.

2. That which especially occupies one's atten-

tion, S.; as, To Hat other Tow on one's

Rock, to have business quite of another

kind, S.
" I have other tow on my roke [rock] ;" S. Prov.

Kelly, p. 182. He gives it as equivalent to the E.

Pror. "I have other 6ah to fry." It properly de-

notes some business of far greater importance to the

individual than that which is mentioned, as giving

occasion for the reply.

"I saw sune they were owcr mony men for the

drove; ami from the questions they put to me, I

judged they had other tow on their rock." Rob Roy,

lii. 335.

To TOW, v. n. 1. To give way, to fail, to

perisli, S.B. It is used with respect to

both persons and things. In the former

acceptation, it denotes death. [Syn. dow].

Perhaps from Alem. douu-en, Su.-G. do, to

die.

[2. To thaw, Shetl.; tow, a thaw, ibid. Sw.

tda, tf, id.]

[Tow-Lowsino, s. A thaw, ibid.]

TOWALL ROSS. [Meaning uncertain.]

•• Ane towall mn of aik worcht vss." Aberd Reg.,

A. 1541, V. 17.

Something made of oak is evidently meant. Had
we any proof that Su.-G. and Germ. ros, Isl. Aro*,

equus, had ever found its way into our country, we
might view this as meant for a sort of screen for drying

linens, q. a towel-horse ; although the term is now con-

fined to an implement for brushing clothes.

[TOWART, prep. Towards, Barbour, i. 83.]

TOWDY, s. The breech or buttocks, Upp.

Clydcs., Perths. Gl. Evergr.

This, it would seem, is radically the same with O.E.

Unite, used by Chaucer.

And he was redy with his yren hote,

And Nicholas amid the ers he smote—
The bote culter brenned so his toute,

That for the smerte he wened for to die.

Miller's Tate, v. 3810.

—And Nicholas ie scalded in the toute.

Ibid. v. 3851.

This term occurs in the Evergr. in what I suspect is

rather an indelicate sense ; and may perhaps be allied

to Gael. Ir. toth, feminine, female.

To TOWEN, Towin, v. a. 1. To beat, to

maul, to subdue by severe means, Loth.

Ye towin'd him tightly ; I commend ye for't

;

His bleeding snout gae me nao little sport.

Ramsay's Poems, ii 151.

2. To tame, especially by beating, sometimes

pron. q. Town ; as, to toicin, or town, an un-

ruly horse, Loth., Bcrwicks.

3. To tire, to weary out, Fife.

It may be allied to Su.-G. toey-a, to draw with »

rope; or to Isl. thion-a, laborarc. It is in favour of

the latter etymon, that town properly respects taming

by means of hard work.
It may, however, be formed from Teut towr^s,

premere. pressare, agitare, subigerc ; Kilian. Or from

the same verb, as primarily signifying to taw leather.

The r., in Belg. is also rendered '• to bang, to /aw one I

hide, to belabour one's bones :" SewcL This teemi

moat nearly to express the seuse of the phrase quoted

from the Gentle Shepherd.

Townin', *. A drubbing, Ayrs.; generally

used in relation to an animal that is restive

or refractory.

TOWEUICK, Towrickie, *. A summit,*

any thing elevated, especially if on an

eminence, Koxb. ; a diminutive from E.

Tower.

TOWK, *. 1. Expl. "a bustle, a set-to. 1

had an unco Towk wf a deil's bairn ;* Gall.

Enc.

2. "A take up in ladies' clothing;" iMd^i-c-

a tuck, a sort of fold.

In the first seuse, perhaps the same with E. Tty

Su.-G. tocka, toga, A.-S. teog-an, traherc ; q. *****

pull. V. Touk

TOWLIE, $. " A toll-keeper," Gall. Enc.;

a cant term formed from E. Toll, Su.-G.

lull, id.

TOWLIXG, $. The term used to express

the signal given, in a hive, for some time

before the bees swarm. V. Tolling.

[TOWME, 8. A tomb, Barbour, xx. 293.]

TOWMONT, Towmox, Tomoxd, s. A year;

corr. of twelve-month, used in the same sense,

S.
An' young weel fill'd an* daft are,

Whs winna be sac crous an' bauld

For a lang towmont after. . 07
Rev. /. NteoTs Poems, i 27.

TiU this time tomond I'm indent,

Our claiths of dirt will ?a'r.
. aeti

Ramsay's Poems, l 8»

Towmon, Jatnieson*s Popul. Ball., i. 295.

Towmondall, Towmontell, 8. A yearling

cow, Ayrs. ; from Towmond, twelve months,

. and auld, old, pron. aull, S.O.

This term is also applied to colts, Lanarks.

'•The colts, when a year old, are called TomostaU, »

provincial contraction for ttetlvt-moHth-old." l rtl

Hist. Rutherglen, p. 51.

TOWNIT, Touxit, *. The manufacturing

of wool, Shetl. [V. Towex, r.]

Isl. too, lanificium evercere, or to, lana, and hf*
nectere ; q. " to knit wool."

TOWNNYS, pi. Tuns, large casks or bar-

rels.

Syne off he townnys the heids out strak ;

A foule melle than gan he mak. m „,
Barbour, t. 403, M&.
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[TOWNYS, s. pi. Towns, Barbour, xi. 138.

V. Toun.]

[TOWRIS, s. pi. Towers, Barbour, ix. 451.]

[TOW-ROW, s. A disturbance, an uproar,

ShetL]

TOWT, *. A fit of illness, &c. V. Tout.

TOWTIIER, a. A tussling, Pertbs.

Mind this.

Whether you want a towthcr, or a kiss,

You'll tak the neat I offer—
Donaltl and Flora, p. 49.

V. Tot/the*, v.

TOXIE, Toxy, adj. Tipsy, Ayr*., Perths.

*' I remember—decent ladies coming home with red

faces, toxy and cosh from a posset-masking." Annals

of the Parish, p. 41.

Toxified, part. pa. Rendered tipsy, intoxi-

cated, S-

These terms are both low ; from L.B. toxk-um, ve-

nenum, toxic-aret veneno inficere.

TOY, s. A head dress either of linen or

woollen, that hangs down over the shoulders,

worn by old women of the lower classes, S.

"The tenants wives wore toy* of linen of the coarsest

kind upon their heads, when they went to church,

fairs, or markets. At home in their own houses, they

wore toys of coarse plaiding." P. Tongland, Kirkcudb.

SUtist. Ace, ix. 325.

I wad na been surpris'd to spy,

You on an auld wife's flainen toy.

Bums, iii. 230.

V. Mutch.
.

Belg. tooij-en, to tire, to adorn; whence toouel,

a tire, an ornament ; toohter, a tira-woman. This

fashion, doubtless, when introduced, was reckoned

highly ornamental. From its formidable appearance,

it may be supposed that it was at first used in full

Dan. toejf "•tuff;" nattoey, "anight or white and

plain head-dress •/' hoved toejf " a headdress," Wolff.

[TOYM, 8. Leisure, Barbour, V. 642. Isl.

t6m> emptiness, leisure ; Dan. torn, empty ;

S. toom.}

TOYT, 8. Toyt8 of Tat/, the name given to

the fresh water mussels found in Tay.

Now let us go, the pretious pearles a fishing,

TV occasion serveth well, while here we stay,

To catch these muscles, you call toyts of Tay.
Muse'* Threnodie, p. 91.

Perhaps from Tent. tote, tuyt, cornu, extremitas in-

star cornu; Kilian. [The Toyt is the Alasmodon

margaritiferum.]

To TOYTE, v. n. To totter like old age, S.

also tot.

We'fe worn to crazy years thegither,

Well toytc about wi' ane anither.

Bums, iii 145.

V. Todle.

TOZEE, Tos-ie, 8. The mark at which the

stones are aimed in the amusement of Curl-

ing, Loth. It is also the Cock, and the Tee.

This term has been most probably imported from the

Low Countries. Tcut. todi-tn, Belg. toezi-tnt to look

to, to regard ; q. something to fix the eye on, as an aim
' or mark.

TOZIE, adj. 1. Tipsy.

2. Warm and snug. V. Tosie.

[To TRAA, v. a. and n. To twist, wring,

wreath, ShetL; evidently the local pron. of

throw, q. v.]

[Traa, 8. Twist, act of twisting ; obliquity,

perversity, ibid.]

[Traaward, Trawart, adj. Awkward,

contrary, froward, ibid.]

* TRACED, adj. Laced. A traced hat is a

hat bound with gold lace, S.

Perhaps.from Fr. tress-er, to weave, to twist.

To TRACHLE, Trauciile, r. a. 1. To
draggle, to trail; to abuse from careless-

ness or .slovenliness, S.

"That night the Laird—suffered the souldiers to

come a land and iy all together to the number of

thirteen score, for the most part young beardless men,

silly, trauchletl, and hungered." Mr. James Melvill's

MS. Mem., p. 186. This respects some of the soldiers

who sailed on lioard the Spanish Armada, 1587.

It seems doubtful, whether it be allied to Belg.

treyl-en, trahere, whence E. trail; or formed from

Tcut. traegh-en, pigrescere, tardesccre ; Alem. dreytl-

en, per incuriam aliquid perdere.

2. To dishevel.

" Hyr hayr, of the cullour of fyne gold, vaa feltrit

& track!it out of ordoui; hingand ouer hyr schuldirs."

CompL S., p. 106.

3. To drudge ; to overtoil ; [to burden, over-

fatigue.] Vm trachlit with 8air wark
9
S.

I am overfatigued with hard labour.

In this sense it would seem allied to Sw. traal-a,

duro labore exerceri. V. Tarveal.

Qno' they, we're traehled unco sair,

We've gane twall mile o' yerd and mair,

The gait was ill, our feet war bare.
8

The k armeSs Ua\ st 86.

4. A person is said to trauchle corn or grass,

when he injures it by treading on it, S.

To Trachle, v. n. To drag one's self onwards,

when fatigued, or through a long road, S.

"Aweel, we've haen a fine straik ;—I'm a wee

forjeskit though, wi* trachlin' sae lang." Tennant'a

Card. Beaton, p. 171.

Trachle,*. 1. A fatiguing exertion, especially

in the way of walking, S.
•• Weel I wat an' I'm gay yap after my walk ; its

e'en a lang trachle frae the Kirk Wynd in Anster, to

the Castle Wynd in St. Andrews." Tennanfs Card.

Beaton, p. 174.

[2. A burden, drag; whatever causes ex-

haustion or overfatigue, S.]
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[Trachlie, adj. 1. Always drudging, dirty,

and slovenly, Clydcs.

2. Fatiguing, exhausting, ibid.]

(To TRACK, v. a. To train an animal,

Banffs.; part. pa. trackit, trained.]

Track, *. Feature, lineament, S. Bclg.

trek, id. from trekk-en, to delineate.

It ia evident that this v. has been formed from drag-a,

to draw. For what is delineation, but drawing in a

meUph. sense ? Hence Draught is used as synon. with

Track.

[Trackin', 8. Training, the act of training,

Banffs.]

Track-Boat, s. 1. A boat used on a

canal, S.
" I sailed on the canal in the trackboat to Falkirk."

The Steam-Boat, p. 38.

Belg. trek-sehuut, id. from trekk-en, to draw, because

it is drawn by a horse.

2. A boat employed in fishing, for dragging

another.

"Also thair trakboats, boats, crears, ahippes more or

lease—sail not be arrested," &c. Acts Cha. I., Ed.

1814, y. 243.

Track-Pot, Track, s. A tea-pot, S., i.e., a

pot for masking; from Belg. trekk-en, to

draw. De thee xcordt getrekken, the tea is

infused.

In some parts of the west of S., it seems to be called

truck-pot.

"I heard them, like guilty creatures, whispering

and gathering up the track-pots and trenchers, ana
cowering away home." Annals of the Parish, p. 27.

[Tracker, Tracter, a. A small funnel used

for filling casks or bottles, Banffs.]

Tractiue, s. A treatise.

This is the title of Mr. Quintine Kennedy's (Com-

mendatar of the Abbey of Crosraguell) work.

•'Ane compcndius Tractiue conforme to the Scripturis

of almychtie God, ressouo, and authoritie, declaring

the nerrest, and only way, to establische the conscience

of ane christiane man in all materia (quhilks ar in de-

bate) concerning faith and religioun
;
" A. 1558.

Ft. traieU, id.

TRAD, 8.

sailing.

Track, course in travelling or

The Kyng hym-self in-to that nuhyle

Wytht hys nawyn, that sawfyd was,.

Wychtly wan owt of the presse,

And tuk the se hamwart the way,
Thare trad haldand til Orknay.
Thare than tuk land Haco that Kyng.

Wyntoum, vil 10. 212.

Mr. Macpherson refers to CB. traxed, A.-S. trode,

O.Dan. Isl. tradk. The latter is expl. by Verel.

Vestigiorum multiplicata impressio. Isl. trocda, pro-

prie terra, quod teratur et calcetur, G. Andr., p. 241.

a. a beaten path ; from trod-a, to tread. To this

Cumb. trod, a footpath, evidently corresponds.

VOL. IV.

TRADES, 8. pi The name given to

the different bodies of craftsmen belonging

to a borough, S.

Ae simmer's morning, wi' the sun
The Sev'n Trades

Forgathered—
Forth came our Trades, some or* saving

To wear that day.
Mayne's Siller Oun, p. 9, It

"The craftsmen are here, as in other Scotck

boroughs called Trades." Ibid. Notes, p. 106.

Tradesman, *. A name restricted to a

handicraftsman; all who keep shops be-

ing, according to the constitution of

boroughs, called Merchants, S. In E. a

tradesman is defined 4C a shopkeeper,*

Johns.

TRAE, adj. " Stubborn ; a boy who is true

to learn, is stiff to learn," &c. Gall. Enc

This odd explanation rather diffuses obscurity oo

the term. It seems, however, to be the same with our

old Thra, obstinate, pertinacious, q.v.

(TRAFF, 8. Oakum, the untwisted fibres of

a rope, Shetl.]

TRAFEQUE, Traffe'ck, 8. Intercourse,

familiarity, S.; a limited sense, borrowed

from the more general use of Fr. trajiqu^

as denoting mercantile intercourse.

(To Trafeque, v. n. To hold familiar inter-

course, Banffs.]

TRAG, 8. Trash, any thing useless or

worthless, Buchan, Shetl. ; [a person of

mean character, Banffs.]

Geneva trag, an* burnln* brannie,

Gang slowly owre wi* Lawlan* Sannie.
Tarras's Poems, p. 1H

Compared to you, what** peevish trag,

Or beaus wi' cleadfu' tnggin f

7W. p. 48.

tnggin 1

Su.-G. traeck, sordes, stercus.

Traget, Trigget, 8. A trick, a deceit, S.

triget, Rudd.

Thou swelth denourare of tyme vnrecouerahfll.—

Of thy tragetis quhat toung may tell the tnbyll?
'

Doug. Virgil, ProL 98, 10.

Rudd. derives it from Fr. trigaut, "a manthatbj

tricks or slights makes a business hard to be decided.

Sibb. riews it as a corr. of tragedy.

O. E. •« Tregettyngt. Joculatus. Pancracium. Z**

getoure. Joculator. Mimus." Prompt. Parr.

One might almost view, as a kindred term to>Tr+

get, O. E. " Trebget, or sly instrument to take beertyt

and fowlys. Tendula." Ibid. Fr. trebuchet, id.

To TRAIK, Tkaicii, v. n. 1. To go idly

from place to place, S.

Hence trakit, sore fatigued ;
perhaps implying that

one is also draggled.

In winter now for purtith thou art trakit.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 54, it 9.

E 4
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TraikU-like expresses the appearance that one makes,
when draggled and fatigued, in consequence of ranging
about

2. To wander so as to lose one's self ; chiefly

applied to the young of poultry, Dumfr.
Hence the proverbial phrase, " lie's nane
o' the birds that trail" he can take good
care of himself.

[3. To walk with difficulty, to work in a care-

less manner, Clydes., Banffs.]

4. To be in a declining state of health.

It is said of one, who is very durable ;
" He's the

year that winna trail- ; " Ramsay's 8. Prov., p. 33. If

I mistake not, this Prov. is also applied to one, who is

of so little use to society, that his death would not be
regretted ; as it is generally supposed that persons of
this description survive others whose lives are far
more valuable.
• The English bodies could not endure to be prison-

ed in ships.—Had we in time foreseen to have fortified

Inchkeith and Inchcolm, as we did thereafter Inch-
garvie, they could not have lain in our frith one month ;

yet, notwithstanding of all the comfort, the air, and
water of these isles could furnish them, many of them
died ; and when they went home, the most part of all

who remained traikeil pitifully." Bailtie's Lett, i.

166.

This might seem allied to Su.-O. trak-a y cum diffi-

cultate progredi ; tra, viribus defici. But it is most
probable, that the v. has been formed from the «., the
idea being transferred from sheep to men.

Belg. trtck-tn, vertreck-cn, to travel, to engage in an
expedition. Sw. traek-a, niti, cum molestia incedere ;

8eren. vo. Trace, The adj. mi$ht seem allied to Sw.
traeck, dirt, filth ; traeck-a, to dirty one's self.

To Traik after, v. a. To follow in a lounging
or dangling way, S.
" There isna a huzzy now on this side of thirty that

ye can bring within your doors, but there will bechiels,

writer-lads, prentice-lads, and what not,— com-
ing traihng after them for their destruction, and dis-

crediting ane's honest house into the bargain." Heart
M. Loth., ii. 2<tt.

" Trailing, lounging, dangling ;" GL Antiq.

TRAIK, Traich, 8. 1. A plague, a mischief,

a disaster, applied both to things and
persons.
—Suddainlie ane cruel pest and traik,

So that comes and frutis gois to wraik.
Throw the corrupit are, and cours of hcuin,
Ane dedelie yere, fer wers than I can neuin,
Fell in our merabris with sic iufectioun,

Was na remede, cure, nor correctioun.

Doug. Pupil, 72, &
Bot al this time I bid na mare, I wys,
Saif that this wensche, this ven<;eabil pest or traik.

Be bet doun dedc by my wound and scharp straik.

IbuL 893, 49.

It is sometimes used, in profane language, like

meikle Sorrow, apparently as a designation for the
deviL

The meikle Trake come o'er their snouts. -

A. NicoV* Poems, 1739, p. 22.

From the same origin with Tray, q. .
£2. Loss, misfortune, disaster; weariness,

fatigue, Clydes]. " He that has nae gear

will hae nae traik" Teviotd.

3. Used to denote the flesh of sheep that have
died of disease or by accident, S.
" The poor, sullen, sulky, sluggish Tweeddale shep-

herd, fed with his dog upon traik (sheep that have died
of some disease), constantly in view of the same dreary
inanimate objects, debarred from the pleasures of sight,
and destitute of those from sound, owing to the want
of sufficient exerciso, is deprived even of the full enjoy-
ment of sleep itself." Notes to Pen. Tweedd., p. 95.

4. The worst part of a flock of sheep, Loth.

Traik, Traichie, adj. Weak, in a declining

state; as, "He's very traik" Roxb. V.
Traik, v.f 2.

TRAIL, s. A term of reproach for a dirty

woman ; as, " Ye wile trail" you nasty
hussy, Aberd. ; from the E. word, or Teut.
(r*y/-eu, trahere.

[TRAiLAcnix, Trailochin, adj. Slovenly,

dirty, always drudging, Clydes.]

Trailer, s. In fly-fishing, the hook at the
end of the line, S. That above it is called

the Bobber, Dumfr. babber, because it ought
to bob on the surface of the water.

Trailie, Trailocii, 8. 1. " One who trails

about in shabby clothes ;" Gall. Euc.

[2. One who is always wandering idly about,

or gossiping, Clydes.]

[Trailin-slade, 8. A crawling insect.]

Trailsyde, adj. So long as to trail on the
ground.

In robbis lang also or trailsyde gonne
With thame he ioned oratouria in fere.

V. Stdk. Doug. Virgil, 466, 9.

TRAILYE, Trelye, 8. Cloth woven in some
checkered form resembling lattices.

" Item, ane doublet of blak sating trailye geitit and
buttonit with the self." Inventories, A. 154*2, p. 02.

The article immediately following regards "blak
ehakerit silk." Teut. traelie, clathrus, a lattice, trae*

lienwijs, cancellation ; Kilian.

Trailyeit, adj. Latticed.
" Item, ane goun of cramasy velvott, upon velvott

droppit with gold, and lynit with trailyeit tweldore,
furnist with hornis of gold." Act. Uom. Cone., A.
1490, p. 79. V. Tkeile.

To TRAIN, Trayn, v. a. To draw, to entice.

The Lord Douglas towart thaim raid ;

A gowne on his armur he haid
;

And trawersyt allwavis wp agayn,
Thaim ner his bataillU for to Irayn.

Ft. train-er, to draw. Barbour, xix. 354, MS.

[Trayn, 8. Plot, train, Barbour, vi. 397.]

Train, *. 1. A rope used for drawing, Orkn.
from Fr. train-er.

"The harrows are drawn side-ways, by a train or
tide rope, (like that used in a plough), fastened at each
end." P. St. Andrews, Orkn. Statist. Ace, xx. 2G0.

[2. Train, i.e., enticement into an ambush,
Barbour, xix. 360.
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8. A small quantity of gunpowder moistened

and kneaded into a pyramid to serve as

priming for a toy gun.]

TRAIS of GOLD. Gold lace.

•• Item, ane nycbt gowne of gray dammes, with ane

waiting trait of gold, lynitwith martrikis sabill, furniat

with buttonis ofgold. ' Inventories, A. 1539, p. 32.
•• Item, ane coit [coat] of quhite satyne, cuttit oat

on claith of gold, with ane small waiting trait of gold,

I/nit with quhite taffiteis."
m - : - 1 ~ °" v i%—

-

and Tkess.

Ibid. p. 35. V. Traced,

(To TRAISHUR, r. n. To go about in an

idly, slovenly manner, Banffs.]

(Traisiiur, b. A big, stupid person ; a big

ugly animal, ibid.]

To TRAISSLE, v. a. To tread down. To

Traissle Corn, to make small roads through

growing corn, to trample it down ; to

TraissU Gerse, &c. Ettr. For., Roxb.
—"Aye sin* syne the hogg-fence o* the Quave Brae

has been harried an* traissetled till its little better nor

a drift road." Brownie of Bodsbeck, i. 141.

Pr. trtssaillir, to leap over; or tra&s-tr, to make
traces.

ToTRAIST,TREST,TREisx,r.a. . 1. To trust.

So that the fcrd buke of Eneadoun,
Twiching the luf and ded* of Dido quene,

The tua part of hys volume doth contene,

That in the text of Virgill, tmist is me,
The tuelf part skars contents, as ye may se.

Doug. Virgil, ProL ft. la

i.e., believe me,* in the imperat.

Thocht thow be rreit like Gowmakmorne,
Traist Weill I sail yow meit the morne.

Lyndsay, 8. P. R.,1 158.

Onde maister, I wald speir at yon ane thing,

Quhar trtst ye sail I find yone new maid Mng ?

Ibid.vL 158.

"Qnhar for I trtist that his diuine instice vil

permit sum vthir straynge natioue to be mercyles
boreana to them, andetil extinct that fals setd ande
that incredule generatione furtht of. rememorance."
Compl. S., p. 41.

2. e. n. To pledge faith, by entering into a

truce.

Syne thai traist in the fetid, throw trety of trew ;

Ftit up thair brandis sa braid, burly and hair.

Oatcan and OoL, iv. 10.

Ial. treist-a, Sn.-G. traest-a, Germ, trost-en, confidere.

As the Isl. and Sn.-G. verbs signify both to dare,

and* to trust, Ihre has accordingly observed, that the

various Northern verbs, signifying to trust, seem all to

conspire in Su.-G. tocras, audere ; and thatjag totrt, and
jag traester, equally mean, / dare. It is singular, he
adds, that the same metathesis, which is observable in

the letters here, may be traced to a very early period.

The Greeks promiscuously use Oafxros (from Sapp-eir)

and $pa<roi t audacia ; dafxrwu and Qapavvrw, andaccm
reddo. He also refers to Mocs-G. thm/M-jdn, to trust,

as bearing an obvious analogy to daur-an, to dare,

whence ga-daurxt-an, he durst, audebat. V. Traist;
adj.

Traist, Trest, *. 1. Trust, faith, assurance.

Gif outhir wit or fame
Or traist may be geuin to Helenus the prophete,

Or gif with verite Pfcebus inspiris his sprete,

This ane thinge, son of the goddes, I the tetche. Jtc.

Doug. Virgil, 82, 87.

"God turnit the hazard of fortoune, and tab

vengeance on Xerxes gryt pryde, quhilk sold be ana

gryt exempil til al pnncis, that thai gyf nocht then

trett in ane particular pouer of multiplie of men, hot

rathere to set there trtrt in God." Compl. 8., p. 121

2. An appointed meeting.

Syn to the traist that thaira was set

Thai sped thaim, with thair company.
1

BarSdar.vU. 290, MS.

V. Tryst.
IsL trauttr, Sa.-G. troest, fiducia.

Traist, Traisty, adj. 1. Trusty, faithfuL

Til Erie Malcolms he went vpon a day,

The Lennox haile he had still in his hand :

Till King Eduuanl he had nocht than maid hand.

That land is strait, and maisterfull to wyn ;

Gud men of arniyss that tyme was it within.

The lord was traist, the men sekyr and trew

;

With walk power thai durst him nocht persew.

Wallace, iv. 161, 113.

—We him gaif ansuere not traist ynouch,
Astonyst with the word abak he dreuch.

Doug. Virgil, 51, 44

Be al Eneas destaneis I swere,

'

His traitty fayth, or rycht hand into were

Sa vailyeant at vnset and defence. _
/6& 213,87.

Trtist is used by R. Brunne, p. 175.

Your wille is euer so code, k your treuth so trtist,

Your douhtynesse of blode the Sarazins sail freist

1st traust-r, fidua, fidelis, Su.-G. trocst, Germ, frM

id.

2. Confident.

Thai tuk to consafll that thai wald
Thair wayis towart Coigneris bald

;

And herbery in the cite ta.

And than in gret hy thai haf don sua ;

And raid be nycht to the cite.

Thai fand thair of wittaill grete plenU ;

And maid thaim rycht mery cher,

For all traitt in the toon thai wer.
*

Barbour, ziv. 4M, MS.

Germ, trtist, tritst, Su.-G. trocst, audax, intrepidm.

3. Secure, safe.

—And gert dyk thaim sa stalwartly,

That quhill thaim likyt thar to ly,

Thai suld for owt the traisUr be. ^
Barbour, xvil 273, *&

Surer, Edit 162a

Traistis, *. pL A roll of the accusations

brought against those who, in former times,

were to be legally tried.

•• It is thocht expedient,—that in tyme tocnm, qnhea

the Crownar resaims his portewis & traiMis, that thair

be ony parsounis contentit in the satnin, that will (hV

obejr him, that he dar not, nor is not of Pnwarjj
arrcist, in that caise the Crownar sail pass to the I/*»

& Barrone of the Barronie, quhair that persoun orper-

sounis dwell is and inhabitis." Acta Ja. III., 1-4S7, c.

119, Kd. 15G6.
'• TraislU—signifies ane roll or catalogue, contcinaad

the particular dittay, taken vp vpon malefactoores.

Quhilk with the portuous is delivered be the justice

lerke to the Crowner, to the effect the persons, qohaa

names ar contcined in the portuous, may be attached

m
confonnc to the dittay, conteincd in tho traidU, For

*
like as the portuous comprehends the names of the per-

sons indited ; swa the traistis contcinis the kindes oi
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dittayv given vp vpon them : quhilk is iwa called, bo-
cause it is commited to the traiM, faith and credit of the
clerkesand crowner, quhagif they be tru*tir, & faithful],

aid nocht reveale, dcleete, chance, or alter the aamin.
Jam. 2. par. 6. c. 28." Skene, Verb. Sign, in vo.

Traistly, adv. Confidently, securely.

Oa we, and wenge sum off the disnyte,
And that may we haiff done alss tite

;

For thai ly traistly, bat dreding
Off ws, or off our her cummyng.

Barbour, v. 81, MS.

TRAIST, s. The frame of a table. V.
Trest.

TRAITIS, s. pi. Draughts, lines, or streaks.

"Item, ane claith of estate of fresit claith of gold,
and traitU of violet rilk, parti t equalie with violet vel-

vet, furnisit with thre pandis, and the taill the nukia
only freinyeit." Inventories, A. 1561, p. 133.
This seems to signify streaks or lines, from Fr. traict,

frail, a draught, line, or streak. For in the next
article the term drauchtis is used as synon.

—

"Drauchtis
of violett ailk partit equalie with violett velvot"

[TRAKED, part. pa. Drawn, infused, Shetl.]

[TfLAKIX, part. pr. Trakin the fay, drawing
or infusing tea, ibid, V. Track-pot.]

TRAKIT, pari. pa. 1. Sore fatigued. V.
Traik.

2. Wasted, brought into a declining state by
being overdriven, starved, or exposed to the
inclemency of the weather, S.
—"Be the tempestuous stormis of the winteris past,

the bail gudis wer sa trakit, smorit and deid, that the
prices of the flesche ar risin to sic extreme derth, that
the like bes not bene sene within this realme." Sed*.

Cone A. 1562, Keith's Hist App., p. 96.

TRAM, $. 1. The shaft of a cart, or carriage

of any kind, S.

I wald scho war, bayth syde and bak,
Weill batterit with a barrow tram.

Dunbar, MaiOand Poems, p. 93.

Nor is the naig the worse to draw
A wee while in the trams.

Shirrefs Poems, p. 860.

8a.-O. traam, that part of a pretty long tree, which
it cut into different portions, that it may be more con-
veniently inserted in a plough ; lhre. Germ, tram, a
tree, also, a beam. Hence the forensic term tram-
reeht, the liberty of inserting a roof into a wall belong-
ing to a neighbour. Moes.-O. thrams, a tree.

2. A beam or bar.

" By order, the hangman brake bis sword between
the crosses of Aberdeen, and betwixt the gallows trams
standing there." Spalding's Troubles, i. 290.

3. Used metaph., in a ludicrous sense for leg

or limb ; as, lang tramsf long limbs, S.

[Applied also to a person with long ungainly
legs, Clydes.]

[Tramsach, s. Applied to a person, or

animal that is long-legged, lean, and un-
comely, Banffs.]

TRAMALT NET. Corr. from E. trammel.

Into thair tiumalt net, thay fangit ane fische,

Mair nor sue quhale, worthy of memorie :

Of quhom thay haue hod mony dainty dische,

Be qnhome thay ar exaltit to greit glorie,

That marueUous monstour callit Purgatorie.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 136.

TRAMORT, .*. A corpse, a dead body.

Tboir wes with him an ugly sort,

And mony stinkand fowll«ra//u>r/.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 29.

V. also p. 94.

The last part of the word is undoubtedly from Fr.

•tort, dead, or Germ, mord, death. Su.-O. tra signifies

to consume, to rot, tabescere ; q. a dead body in a
state of consumption.

To TRAMP, v. a. 1. To trample, to tread

with force, S.

Behold, how your awin brethren now Iaitly

In Dutchland, Ingland, Denmark anil Norroway,
Ar tratnpit doun with thair hypocrisie,

And as the snaw ar moltin clene away.
Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 75.

Sw. trampa pa, conculcare. Belg. tramp-en, pedi-

bus proculcare ; Mocs.-G. anatramp, they pressed upon
him, Luke, v. 1.

44 Tramp on a snail, and she'll shoot out her horns ;"

Ferguson's S. Prov., p. 30, a proverb founded on the
vulgar idea, that the telescopical eyes of the snails are

horns.

2. To tread, in reference to walking, S.

Pros this the human race may learn

Reflection's honey'd drans to earn :

Whether they tramp life s thorny way,
Or thro' the sunny vineyard stray.

Fergusson's Poems, it 32.

3. To cleanse clothes by treading on them in

water, S. V. To Tramp claise.

To Tramp, v. n. 1. To tread with a heavy
step, S.

Su.-G. tramp-a, cum pedum aliqua supplosiono ince-

dere.

2. To walk ; as opposed to any other mode of

travelling; a low sense, S.

I've trampit mony a weary fit,

And mony a tumble did I get,

Sin I set out frae hame, jo.

Jamieson's Poput> Ball. ii. 237.

To Tramp Claise. To wash clothes by
treading them in a tub, S.

"And that great glowrin new toun there,—whar I

need to sit an' luck at bonny green parks, and see the
coos milket, and the bits o' bairnys rowin an' tumlin,

an' the lasses trampin i' their tubs." Marriage, ii. 125.

The operation is thus described by an English writer,

although he substitutes another term for that generally

"I shall take notice of one thing more, which ia

commonly to be seen by the sides of the river, (and
not only here, but in all the parts of Scotland where I
have been) that is, women with their coats tucked up,
stamping, in tubs, upon linen by way of washing ; and
this not only in summer, but in the hardest frosty wea-
ther, when their legs and feet arc almost literally as red
as blood with the cold ; and often two of these wenches
stamp in one tub, supporting themselves by their arms
thrown over each others shoulders." Burt's Letters,

i.62.
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An earlier E. writer givea an account of the tame in-

delicate custom in still stronger language.
" Here also you may observe a lar^e and spacious

bridge, that tlirvctly leads into the country of Gallo-

way, where thrice in a week you shall rarely fail to see

their maid-inaukins dance corauto's in tubs. So on
every Sunday some as seldom miss to make their ap*

pearance on the stool of repentance.'*

From the reply in this dialogue, it appears that the

writer viewed this practice as having a natural con-

nexion with the Stool of Repentance.
"Tk. Then it seems by your relation they keep

time with their Comers [Cummers], that hazard their

reputation for a country custom.*' Franck's Nor-
thern Memoirs, p. 76.

8ir John Carr uses the proper term.
" In my way from Hopetoun-house to Linlithgow I

saw the process of tramping, that is, of washing. The
washerwoman first soaps the linen, and next puts it in

a tub of cold water ; she then Lilts her coats, that is,

raises her petticoats above her knees, and dances
round the tub with her face outwards, until she

presses out the dirt with her feet ; she then rinses the

linen in the river or stream, and dries it on the grass.

If the tub is large, and the work much, two women
will dance round, hand in hand, laughing and singing

all the time.'* Caledonian Sketches, p. 226, 227.

To Tramp on one's Taes. Metaph., to take

undue advantage of one, Abcrd.

Tramp, s. 1. The act of striking the foot

suddenly downwards, S.

2. The tread, properly including the idea of

weight, as the trampling of horses, S.

"Then came the tramp of horse, and you cried

'Bin, rin,' and I had nae mair thought o* the book."
Antiquary, ii. 294.

3. The act of walking, an excursion, a pedes-

trian expedition, S.
•• An' whan does this burnin'-match begin ?—We've

haen a lang tramp free Dunfarmlin, for the very pur-
pose." Tennant's Card. Beaton, p. 120.

If haply knowledge, on a random tramp,
Had shortt them with a glimmer of his lamp,—
Plain, dull Simplicity stept kindly in to aid them.

Burns, iii. 58.

4. A plate of iron worn by ditchers below the

centre of the foot, for working on their

spades; q. for receiving the force of the

tramp in digging, Roxb., Aberd.
Isl. tramp, conculcatio.

Tramp-Coli-, *. A number of colls or cocks

of hay put into one, and tramped hard, in

order that the hay may be farther dried,

Aberd.

As some ricks are made in a more compact form by
tramping, S.A., it is common to say, in forming the
ricks,

M Tramp the coU weei."

Tramper, s. A foot-traveller; used in a
contemptuous way, q. a vagrant, S.

"D'ye think his honour has nacthing else to do
than to speak wi' ilka idle tramper that comes about
the town, and him in his bed yet, honest man?"
Heart M. Loth., iii. 13.

A. Bor. "• Tramper*, strollers, whether beggars or
pedlars ;" Grose.

Tramp-Pick, «. An iron instrument similar

to a very narrow spade, with a footstep, used

for turning up very hard soils, Meams.
" Among the lesser implements may be mentioned

the tramp-pick.—This is a kind of lever, of iron, shoot

four feet long, and an inch square in thickness, taptr-

ing away at the lower end, and having a small degree

of curvature there, similar to the prong of a dang fork.

It is fitted with a footstep, about eighteen inches from

the lower end, on which the workman presses with hit

foot, wheu he is pushing it into the ground, or into tht

hard gravel." Agr. Surv. Kincard., p. 238.

TRAMP1LFEVST, adj. Untoward, unman-

ageable, Roxb.
The same word, it would seem, assumes so many

forms, that there can be nothing like certainty ss to

its component principles. Fur it appears, as AmiJfJtfd

and Wimplefiyst; and the adj. OuuqUt-foisted w expL

as exactly synon. with Trampitfcyst.

[TRAMSICKS, s. pi. Ragged clothes, Shetl.

Sw. trassig, ragged, tattered.]

[TRAMYS, Trammys, $. pi. V. Tracts.]

TRANCE, Transe, a. 1. A passage within

a house, S.

"A passage from a stair case." Sir J. Sindsiri

Observ., p. 169. lie derives it from Lat, crax«fM»

'Perhaps it is rather immediately from the v. trxumr, to

2. A close, or passage without a house.

" Now at the taking of our town's men, the lord

Gordon [who] was in the Old-toun, caused draw out

his horse out of the stables into the transc, ami beheld

all." Spalding, ii. 156.
" Of old all the classes had one common entrie to

their private schools, first ascending from the trcnx of

the old gate by an strait scale of atone to the lever

gallery, and from thence to the higher by an timber

scale," Ac. Craufurd's Hist. Univ. Edin., p. 151.

3. A close or passage from one alley to another.

—"All and haill the lands—lyaud in the burgh of

Edinburgh, upon the south-side of the high ttreet

thereof, betwixt the Trans of the Vermel called Hurl
Closs, and the Trans of the Vencel called Borthwick'i

Cluss." A. 1545, Blue Blanket, p. 36.

4. Also used metaph.
"If death—were any other thing but a friendl?

• dissolution, and a change, not a destruction of life, tt

would seem a hard voyage to go through such a s*l and

dark trance,—as is the wages of sin." Rutherford*

Lett. P. ii. ep. 47.

Trance-Door, Trakse-Door, *. The door

between the outer door and the kitchen,

S. O.
" The other part of the building was occupied by the

cattle, which generally entered by the same doer with

the family ; the one turning to the one band, by the

trans-door to the kitchen, and through it to the spruce,

and the other turning the contrary way by the A*£*

cioortothe byre orstable." Agr. Surv. Ayr*., p. 114,115.

(TRANE, s. A crane, a machine for lifting

heavy weights ; pi. tranys, q. v. Barbour,

xvii. 245, MS. Isl. (rant, Sw. trana.]
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[TRANE, Trvine, $. 1. A plot, stratagem,

lit. a train, Barbour, viii. 440.

2. Something attached to a hawk-lure to

entice a hawk, Accts. L. II. Treas., i. 291,

Dickson.]

To Tranont, Tranoynt, Trvxownt,
Tranent. Trawynt, v. n. 1. To march
suddenly in a clandestine manner ; often, to

steal a march under night.

It discouifortyt thaitn alsua.

That the King, with hys mengne, was
All anuyt to defend that place,

That thai wend, throw thar tranonting.
Till haiff wonyn, for owtyn fechting.

Barbour, tiL 608, MS.

Ring Robert, that had witteryng then
That he lay thar with rackill mycht,
Tranountyt swa on him a nycht,

That be the morn that it wes day,
Cumravn in a plane feld war thai,

Frm Biland bot a litill space.

Ibid. xviii. 86t), MS.

As he relevit was, so ww he ever than,

Off a wycht him allane, wirthy and wicht,

Circlit with Sarazenis mony a sad man,
That tranoyntit with a (rone upoun that trew Knycht.

ffoulate, ii. 16, MS.
In printed copy, trawyntU.

It seems most pro1»able that Travent or Trawynt is

theoriginal term, as it corresponds with O.E. "Trowant-
vn. Trutannizo ;" also with *' Trowande. Trutannus.

Discolus ;" and •• Trowandrye. Tratannia. Trutan-
nizatio. " Prompt. Parv. This barbarous verb Trutan-

nizo is in Ort. Vocab. expi., Vicia vel mores trutannorum
ducere ; Trutannus, " quasi trudens annos. Anglice a
trowande;" i.e., a truant. Thus it had conveyed the

idea of a loitering course.

Bp. Hall uses the v. to Traunt or Trant, " to traffic

in an itinerary manner, like a pedlar.*' 01. Nares. I

think there can scarcely be a doubt that this, at least,

is the same with O.E. Trowant.

2. To march quickly, without including the

idea of stratagem or secrecy.

The scry sone raias, the bauld Loran was dede.

Schyr Oarrat Heroun tranontU'to that stede,

And all the host assemblit him about
Wallace, iv. 672, MS.

3. To return, to turn back.

Thir ladyis feistit according thairestait,

Uprais at last, commandand till tranoynt.

Retreit was blawn londe, Ac.
Police of Honour, ii. 52.

'

Wallace tranoyntyt on the second day,

Fra York thai nassyt rycht in a gnd arav ;

North-west thai past in battaill buskyt boun,

Thar lageyng tuk besyd Northallyrton.
•

Wallace, viit 667, MS.

Than Wallace said. We will pass ner Scotland,

Or o ht be seld ; ami tharfor mak ws boun :

Agayn we will besid Northallyrtoun,

Quhar King Eduuard fywt battaill hecht to me.—
Apon the morn, the ost, but mar awyss,

Tranountyt north apon a gudlye wyss.
-

^
Ibid. viii. 1660, Ma

It is used in the same sense, as denoting a retrograde

march, Ibid. ii. 52. MS. tranoyntyt.

Mr. Macpherson says ; " Travent or tranvint in B.

Harry—seems a different word." But there appears

to be no ground for this idea. The passages he

refers to, are these quoted above. Could we suppose

travent, or trawynt, the original orthography, the term
would in form much resemble Teut. trouwant-en, otoisc

vagari ; Fr. truand-tr, to beg, to play the rogue ; from
Teut. trouwant, Germ, drabanl, satel les, sttpator, a
retainer. But what affinity would there be in signifi-

cation, unless we suppose that the reference were to

the clandestine arts practised by such wanderers ? It

teems rather connected with Fr. traine, a snare, an
ambush ; especially from their being conjoined in the

passage quoted from the Houlate.

[Tranonting, Tranontyne], Tranowin-
tyn, *. A stratagem of war, [a wile ; also,

a forced march in order to surprise an
enemy.]

We ar the fox : and thai the fyscher,

That stelus forouth ws the way.
Thai wene we may na get away,
Bot rycht quhur thai ly.—
—Our fayis for this small tranowxntyn
Wenys weill we sail prid us swa,
That we planely on hand sail ta

To gill thaim opynly battaill

:

Bot at this tyme thair thoucht sail fai&
Barbour, xix. 694, MS.

[He thoucht, with his chewalry,

To cum apon him sodanly ;

—

—And swagate, with sic tranonting,

He thoucht be suld suppris* the king.

Ibid., vii. 608.]

Til Anand in a tranowntung
Thai come on thame in the dawyng.

Wyntown, viii. 26, 857.

To TRANE, Trant, v. n. To go from home,

to travel.

Remane ye, or trane ye,

On fee so far of schore ?

Buret* Pilgr., Watson's Coll., il 62.

Su.-G. trtn-a, incedere, gressus facere ; trant, in-

cessus ; 0. Teut. trant, gressus, gradus ; trant-en, gradi

lente.

[TRANG, *. A crowd, throng, Shetl.]

[Trano, adj. Busy, crowded, ibid.

Dan. (range, Sw. trtinga, to crowd.]

TRANGAM, *. A trinket, a toy.

"'Hey-day, what, have you taken the chain and
medal off from my bonnet V * And meet time it was,

when yon usher, vinegar-faced rogue that he is, began

to enquire what popish trangam you were wearing V "

The Abbot, ii. 101.

TRANKLE, *. A small rick of hay, Annan-
dale ;

perhaps a corr. of Tramp-coll, q. v.

[TRANONT, Tranent, v. n. V. under

Trane.]

TRANSE, *. A passage. V. Trance.

Transing, adj. Passing across a house,

from wall to wall.

•• That all middle or transing walls, wherein there

are no chimneys, shall be at least ten inches thick.

"

Spottiswood's MS. Diet.

Lat. trans-ire, to pass through.

To TRANSE, v. n. To determine, to resolve.

Perplexit and vexit

Betwixt houp and dispair.
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Quh
Hoi
uhyls transing, quhyls pausing

low till eschew the snair.

^iiref* Pilar., Watson's Coll. ii. 48.

i.#j., Now resolving, then hesitating.

• Fr. tranch-er, decider, parler franchement, our ayeo

autorite\ lllieo, praeci*e*iue decerntre, statuere ; Diet.

Trov. Fr. transe, denotes extreme fear. But the for-

mer sense seems preferable, as retaining the contrast,

which occurs in the preceding lines.

[TRANSLACIONE, #. Changing a place

of meeting, Accts. L. H. Treas., i. 52,

Dickson.]

To TRANSMEW, v. a. "To transmute or

change. Fr. transmu-er ;
n

Gl. Sibb.

ToTRANSMOGRIFY, TuANS3iUGRiFY,i;.a.

To transform, to transmute ; a ludicrous

and low word, S.

See social life and glee sit down,
All joyous and unthinking, *

Till quite transmugrtfy'd, tneyYe grown,

Debauchery and drinking
Bums, iii. 115.

Transmogrification, *. Transmutation, S.

••To be sure,—since my time and your worthy

lather's time, it has undergone a great tranamogr\fi*

cation." The Entail, ii. 233.

A. Bor. •• Transmogrified, transformed, metamor-

phosed;" 01. Brockets

• To TRANSPORT, v. a. To translate a

minister from one charge to another, S.

•• Actual ministers, when transported, are not to be

tryed again, as was done at their entry to the minis-

try." Stewart's Collect. B. i. Tit. 2. § 11.

Transportation, *. The act of translating

a minister, S.

••That in all Transportations in time coming, previous

enquiry be made if there be a legal stipend and a
decreet therefore, in the Parish craving the Transpor-
tation.

1 * Act 5, Ass. 1702.

TRANSS, *. Supposed to be a species of

dance anciently in use.

He playit sa schill, and sang sa sweit,

Quhil Tow»ie tuik ane trans*.

Chr. Kirk, st. 6.

Callander views it as what the Scots call, "reel, a
train, Belg. trein." But the passage may have been
misunderstood. Quhill does not signify while, during,

but till. Might it signify, " He continued his exquisite

melody, till it cast lowsie into a trance V*

TRANSUMPT, s. A copy, a transcript;

an old forensic term.
— '• That the said Andro sail broik & joise the said

tak of the said is land is for all the dais of his life, efter

the forme of a transumpt be ane actentik instrument,"

&c. Act. Dom. Cone, A. 14S0, p. 52. •

L.B. transsumt-um, copie, Du Can^e. Exhibucrint
transsumptum revocationis impctrattonis prae dictae.

Chart. A. 1399. Tran«sum€re,transsumptare, transcribe

ere. Fr. transumpt, ** the copie of a record ;" Cotgr.

[To TRANTLE, Truntle, r. n. 1. To roll,

roll along, CJydes.; E. Trundle. V.
Tryntle.

2. Applied to the sound made by the move-

ment, ibid.]

Trantle, #. [1. A trundle ; the sound made

by the movement, ibid.]

2. The rut made by a cart wheel, when it is

deep. This is denominated the trantle of the

wheel, Ang. [V. Truntle.]

TRANTLES, Tritle-Trantles, Trajtt-

LINS, #. pi. 1. Trifling or superstitious

ceremonies.
These I shall

Call acts that's prtter Scriptural.

And such are baptizing of nells.

Hallowing altars, kirks snd cells ;—
For to impose gray $owns, or mantles,

Or ony such base tritle trantlcs.

CUlantTs Poems, p. 81

2. Moveables of little value, petty articles of

furniture ; sometimes, accoutrements ; S.

I came fiercelinffs in,

And wi' my trantlins, made a clattering din.

Ross's IldtHore, p. 37.

3. Toys used by children, S. Loth, trantle*.

There seems little reason to doubt that these are only

secondary senses of a term originally used to denote one

of the Popish services. This contemptuous application

•might be introduced after the Reformation, from »

conviction of the unprofitable and trivial nature of the

employment. It is printed trantals. Evergreen, ii. 8.

st. 12, and expl. iu the Gl. by nig-nay*, a S. word

nearly allied in sense to trantles., as now understood.

V. T*rentalis. Patter, pattering, pitter-patter, &c.,

have had a similar origin.

Trantle-hole, *. A place into which odd

or broken things are thrown, Gall.
•• About a farm-house—there are generally bolts or

holes,—where broken horse shoon, &c, are thrown;

these are termed traidle-holes." Gall. Encyc. V.

Traxtles.

TRAP, *. A sort of ladder, a moveable flight

of wooden steps, S. Sw. trappa, Teut. trap,

gradus.

To TRAP, v. a. 1. To correct in saying a les-

son at school, so as to have a right to take

the place of him who is thus corrected; *

school-boy's term, S.
•• Trapp, to trip, to catch another reading wrong;"

Gall. Enc.

2. In play, to catch, to lay hold of ; as, 1 trap

you, S.

8. When one finds anything, if there be others

E
resent, he cries out, / trap, or / trapse thi*,

y which he means to exclude the rest from

any share of what is found, Loth. ; synou.

Chap, Chapse.

Fr. attrap-er, to catch, to apprehend.

TRAP-CREEL, *. A basket used for catch-

ing lobsters, &c., Fife.

"A considerable quantity of lobsters and crabs, or

partons, (and sometimes a few cray or craw fish) are
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taken with trap-creels let down into the sea upon the
rocks near the shore. Stat. Ace. P. Wemyss, xvi. 516.

0. Teut. trappe, muscipula, decipula.

[TRAPPIT, part. pa. Furnished with trap-

pings, equipped ; armed ; generally applied

to horses, Barbour, xiv. 289.]

Trappouris, Trapouris, *. pi Trap-
pings

; phalerae, ornamenta equestria.

Syne cammis sum, and in the fyre dois fling—
Bryflyllis and all thare stedis trappouris fare.

Doug. Virgil, 867, 47.

Rudd. derives this from Fr. draperie,—trom drop,
cloth. Although these terms are radically the same

;

this is more nearly allied to L.B. trappatura% ornatus k
trapo seu panno, amplum equi stratum undique de-
fluens. Du Cange, V. Trappys.

Trappys, *. pi. Trappings. [Trappin, tape,

Mearns.]
Off saffroun hew betuix yallow and rede
Wm his ryche mantil, of quham the forbreist lappys,
Ratlyng of brycht gold wyre wyth gyltyn trappys

;

Of cordis fyne was buklyt wyth ane knot
Doug. Virgil, 393, 10.

L.B. trap-us, Hisp. trop-o, cloth.

TKAS, s. The trace or track, as of game.
The kyng blew rechas.

And followed fast on the tras.

Sir Oaioan and Sir Oal.
t i. 6.

Fr. trace, id. Trasses, the footing of a deer.

To TRASH, v. a. To maltreat, to dash, to

jade, to abuse ; as, u He trash
9d that horse

terribly/* by over-heating or over-riding

him, Ettr. For., Roxb. ; synou. Dash.

[Goth, thri&lan, Isl. threskja, A.-S. thirskan, Dan.
tartke, Sw. troska^ all from the Teut base thrash, to

beat. The S. term is applied both to beating, thrash-

ing, abusing, and to the beating or dashing of heavy
rain. V. under Thrash, in Skeat's Etym. Diet]

Trash o weet. A heavy fall of rain, Sel-

kirks.; synon. Slash. Hence,

TrashIE, adj. Abounding with rain; as,

trashie weather*ibid. ; synon. blashie weather.

TRASHTRIE, s. Trash, Ayrs.
An* tho* the sentry first are stechin,

Tet er*n the ha* folk fill their pechan
Wi* sauce, ragouts, and siklike trashtrie, &c

Burns, iii. 4.

[Sw. trasa, rag, tatter ; trasig, ragged, tattered.]

TRAST, Trest, *. A beam.
Wallace gert wrychtis call,

Hewyt trastis, wndid the passage all

8a the sara folk he send to the depfurd,

Gert set the ground with scharp spykis off burd.
Wallace, x. 40, Ma

In Perth Edit, it is—
Me with crafli undid

In common editions

—

And with era/Is men, ke.
Him selff wndyr he ordand thar with all,

Bownd on the trest in a creddill to sit.

To louss the pyne quhen Wallace lett him witt
Wallace, vii. 1158, MS.

Hamilton retains this term.

Caus'd saw the boards immediately in two,

By the mid trest, that none might over goe.

Wallace, p. 168.

But in MS. it is clearly hewyt trastin, i.e., caused
beams to be hewed ; from Fr. tratte*, which seems to
have been anciently written trastes, thus defined. Diet.

Trev. Terme de charpenterie, qui se dit de gross pieces

de bois de trois toises de long, et de 10 pouces de grot,

posees au dessus de la chaise, d*un nioulin a vent, ea

qui portent sa cage. Tujna majore.

[To TRAST, v. a. To trust, Barbour, vii.

179; pret. and part. pa. trastitt trusted,

Ibid., v. 530, Accts. L. H. Treas, i. Gl.

V. Traist.]

[Trast, adj. Trusty, confident, secure, Bar-
bour, ix. 381 ; trastar, more secure, ibid,

xvii. 273.

Isl traustr, trusty.]

(Trast, *. Tryst, Barbour, xvii. 36.]

[Trastly, adv. Trustfully, ibid. iv. 327

;

confidently, v. 81 ; securely, vii. 300.]

[Trastlyar, adv. With more confidence,

ibid, xviii. 36.]

TRAT, Trattes, s. An old woman ; a term
generally used in contempt, S. Chaucer,

tratef £. trot.

Out on the, auld trot, agit wyffe or dame,
Eschames ne time in roust of syn to ly f

Doug. Virgil, ProL 96, 28.

Thus said Dido, and the tothir with that

Hyit on furth with slaw pase lik ane trot.

Ibid. 122. 39.

Alecto hir trawin vissaee did away,
All furius membris laid apart and array,

And hir in schape transformyt of ane trat,

Hir ferret* skont with runkillis and monv rat

;

And with ane vaile oner sprede hir lyart hare,

Ane branche of oliue thareto knittis yare :

Of Jnnois tempil semyt actio to be
The Nun and trattes, clepit Calybe.

Ibid. 221. 39.

The etymon given by Rudd., in his Addenda, has
great probability. "Goth, drotta, domina, Teut.

truhtin, dominus, whence Dr. Hickes derives the Ital.

drudo, amasia, concubina."
It must be observed, however, that in signification

it is more clearly connected with some other terms
proceeding from the same stock ; Isl. draettur ; Su.-G.

droit, a servant; whence kirkiudrott, oeconomus templi,

corresponding to kirkiuwaer-jande, which seems nearly

the same with Cfiurch-tcarden, E. There is an obvious

analogy between this designation, and that given by
Doug, to Calybe, whom he calls "the nun and trattes

of Junois tempil."
Some have viewed the terra as allied to Germ.

drutte, a witch ; saga, mulier fatidica ; trot, a woman,
an old woman, a witch. Wachter thinks that the latter

was a designation originally given to any woman, after-

wards restricted to those that were decrepit with age

;

and hence transferred to witches, because the vulgar
generally imputed the crime of witchcraft to old

women. Keysler, having made the same observation,

in reference to E. trot, derives it from Drut, a female
Druid. Antiq. Septent., p. 503, 504.

The word xoaltrot occurs in P. Ploughman, although
overlooked both by Skinner and Junius; and might
be viewed as favouring the latter etymon.
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—"Patriarks k Prophet* haue predial hero often,

TWt man shall man sane through a woman* helj»e,

AsmI that was tynt through tree, tree *thall it wynna

;

Aad that dethe tlowne brought, deth shall relieue."

••TWt thou tellest," quod Truth, "is but a tale oiwaltrot;
* For Adam and Eue, Abraham and other
M Patriarkes and Prophetes yet in payne ligen,** &c

Fol. 99. a.

Ial. Valat Volvo, ia the name of a certain Sibyl, aaya
0. Andr., whence Voluspa, Sibyllinum vaticinium.
Thna waltrot may signify, an old woman's fable.

According to some writers, Ial. troda, denotes a
wna—n, in general ; foemina, Gl. Gunnlang. vo. L'ms-

troda. 0. Andr., however, aaya that they err who
Yiew this term, when standing singly, as signifying a

\ ; p. 241, 242.

To TRATTIL, Tbatle, v. n. 1. To prattle;

to tattle.

The Kyng thus answeryd to thaim then.
M Thare modria haa tynt thame, and noucht L
Yhe rawe, and trat'elys all folr."

nyntown, lit 10. 860.

Bat wist thir folkts that nthir demis,
How that thair sawis to uthir semis,

Thair virions wordis and van itie,

Thair trailing tungia that all furth temia,

Skua wald lat thair deming be.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poem*, p. 63L

Thair honestie aa justifie thai wald,
[Aa anld] thame achame till lie that war so bald

;

And gar thi grace na ken the veritie,

That thow raid than for honest men thame hald

:

Aadtratlane toungs have [na mairlleif to lie. .

Mainland Poems, p. 344.

"A tame purse makes (rattling merchant, n S. Prov.
retained in Loth.
Of the same meaning with that, "A toom purse

makes a bleat merchant, i*e., bashful. *• A man will

have little confidence to buy, when he wants money to
pay for it," Kelly, p. 21. Therefore he trattils or talks
much in making a bargain, or in cheapening commodi-
ties,

2. To repeat in a rapid and careless manner

;

nearly synon. with patter.

And with greit blia bury we aal your banis,

fine Trentallis twenty trattil al at anis.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 208.

Allied perhaps to Sn.-G. traet-a, detrectare.

The idea of Mr. Pinkerton, that the term, as used
Maitl. P., signifies to asperse is highly probable. Junius
refers to C. %. tryd-ar, to prattle.

TrilteU trattell, pshaw, expressive of contempt ; tutie-

tatie, synoo.

DiL Better bring hir to the leichia heir.

FoL Trittell trattell I ache ma not steir.

Lyndsay, 8. P. R., II 88.

Trattils, *. pi. Prattles, idle talk.

•• The Earl of Douglas, hearing this, pave over-soon
credit to the wicked false reports of an idle lown, that
had no other shift to conqueas his living with, except
sin trattils, to sow discord among noblemen." Pit-
seottie's Hist, p. 36. V. the v.

Tratlar, s. A prattler, a tattler.

—A fro/Jar, a tinklar.

-

CoUkelbie Soto, F. L v. 68.

(TRATOUR, *. A traitor, Barbour, iv. 19

:

tratoury, treachery, ibid. iv. 22.]

(TRAUALAND, part. pr. Toiling, wander-
ing, vi. 380 ; tranalit, part, pa., toiled, har-

assed, vii. 298, 376.

YOU IV.

To TRAUCIILE, v. a. and n. V. Trachle.

[TRAUTH,*. Truth, Banffs.]

(Trauth-like, adj. Having the appearance

of truth, ibid.]

[To TRAVAICK, v. n. To trudge or travel

along, Shetl. ; syn. stravaig, q. v.]

• TRAVELLER, *. A beggar, Ettr. For.

TRAVERSE, [Traves], s. 1. A retired seat

in a chapel, having a kind of screen. V.

Treviss.
•• James regularly attended bis chapel every fort-

noon in his traverse, (retired seat with lattice,) and

Margaret was as formal." Pink. Hist Scot, ii. S3, N.

[2. A canopy with curtains, or cloth of estate,

Accts. L. H. Treas., i. 270, Dickson.]

[Traverse, Travers, *. Vexation, crosses,

Lyndsay, Papyngo, 1. 402.]

Travesse, *. V. Treviss.

To Travish, Travisch, v. n. To sail

backwards and forwards ; corr. from Fr.

travers-er.

"The French schip—pulled rp hir ssillis, and

travisehed vp and donn the Firth." Pitacottie's Cron.,

p. 208. Travished, Ed. 1728.

To Travish, v. a. [To cross, thwart.] "To
carry after a trailing manner," Gait Enc

;

from Fr. travers-er, to thwart, or Trevus,

«., q. v.

[To TRAWAILL, Trawale, Traweill,
Trawell, v. a. and n. 1. To travel,

journey, Barbour, i. 325.

2. To endeavour, work hard, ibid., iv. 147, i.

97.

3. To harass, trouble, oppress, ibid., vi. 602.]

(Trawaill, Trawell, Travelling, s. 1.

Travel, journey, ibid., iv. 48.

2. Labour, toil, ibid., iv. 1>64, vi. 23.

3. Trouble, hardship, ibid\, i. 23.]

TRAWART, adj. Perverse. V. Thrawart.
Sic eloquence as they in Earary use,

In sic is set thy trawart appityte.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii 58.

[To TRAWERSE, v. a. and n. To cross,

thwart ; to cross over, zig-zag ; to go, to

traverse, Barbour, Skeat's Ed. GL]

TRAWYNTIT. V. Tranont.

TRAY, *. Trouble, vexation, loss.

—He tuk purpos for to rid

With a gret out in Scotland

;

F 4 .
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For to went him with stalwart band,
Off fray, or trawafll. and of tene,

That done tharin till him had bene.

Barbour, xviii. 233. MS.
They wirk him mekle trny and tene.

* Bannatyns Poems, p. 164, at. 7.

Treie, O.K. id. rendered by Hearne tryal, bnt no tot

properly.

Wae neuer prince, I wene, that I writen of fond,

More had treie k tene, than he had for hi* lond,

In Scotland k in Wales, in Gasconie also.

JL Brunnt, p. 235.

A.-S. trtg, trege, vexatio, contumelia, damnum;
treg-ian, vexare, Su.-G. traeg-a, id. traege, Alem. trege,

dolor. Iel. traeg-a, lugere.

[TRAY, adj. Stiff, stubborn, Orkn.]

[Trat-Sittbn, adj. Lazy, stupified, Orkn.]

TRAYT, b. Bread of trayt^ a superior kind

of bread made of fine wheat.

"They make not all kindes of bread, as law requyres ;

that is ane fage, aymmell, wastell, pure cleane breade,

—and broad of trayt.
n Chalm. Air, e. 9. a. 4. Panem

do trayt, Lat.
"In the Stat 5. Hen. 3. Bread of treete seems to bo

that bread which was made of fine wheat.'* CoweL
Ho derires it from Lat. trUicum, wheat.

Psoas do Treyt dnos wastelloa ponderabit, et panis

da omno blado ponderabit ii coket Fleta, Lib. 2, c.

9.

TBAZILEYS, *. pi. The props of vines.

Forth of fresehe bnrgeonns the wyne grapis ying,

Endland the tratileys dyd on twistis hing.

Doug. Virga, 400, 60.

Pr. treUlis, a latticed frame for supporting vines

;

Rudd. This may bo viewed as the origin, if the s

sbooJd, as I suspect, be read y. If otherwise, perhaps
rather from L. 1L tre*tel!-us, fulcrum mensae, but used
in a general sense for a prop.

THE, Tree, *. 1. Wood, timber, Aberd. Reg.
This is the old orthography.

The tothir and he ordand for to be,

How it sold stand on thre rowaris off tre.

Walla*, vii. 1156, Ed. 1820.

3. A barrel, S.

"Gif ony fische, salmonnd, hering, or keling, beia

found in sic barrellis vnmarkit, the samin to be escheit,

and siclyke the tnme frets/ that ane half to our Souer-
ane Lord, and the vther to the toune." Acts Ja. V.,

1640, c. 90, Edit. 1566.

is., empty barrels.

"Tbir great barrelles ar called Hamburg trees."

8kene, Verb. Sign. vo. Serplaith.

"That no barrel be sooner made,—but the Cbupers
bim bo set thereon,—in testimony of the sufficiency of

the free." Acts Cha IL, 1661, c. 33.

This is a Sa.-G. idiom. Trae denotes a barrel used

as a dry measure. Accipitur pro mensura aridorum.

Hinc habemus spiltrae, dolium ex assulis confectum ad
eootinenda arida ; Ihre.

In the passage first quoted, it in like manner denotes

a barrel used for a dry measure. But it also signifies

a measure of liquids. A barrel for containing ale is

vulgarly called a tree ; as, a ten gallon tree, a twenty

gallon tree, S.

A.-S. aescen, a pail, and Isl. ask-r, a measure of

liquids, seems likewise to derive their names from
A.-S. aese, Isl. ask-r, the ash-tree, as having been ori-

ginally made of this wood.

Tree and Trantel. A piece of wood
that goes behind a horse's tail, for keeping

back the euuke or sodsy
used instead of a

saddle. This is fastened by a cord on each
side, and used instead of a crupper ; but
reaching farther down, to prevent the horse

from being tickled under the tail ; Perths.

Tbeb-Clout, #. A piece of wood for-

merly used instead of leather for the heels

of shoes, Teviotdale.
Tent, tree, arbor, and kloot, klotte, massa.

Treeclout, adj.

Roxb.
Having wooden heels,

A pair o* hose an' treeclout shoon
Was a' my kirk an' market dress ;

An' I was thought a gay trig lass.

Jo. Hogg's Poems, p. 102

TED [near the close of last century], the heels of
shoes were, in the South of S., made of birch-

wood. The heel thus put upon them was called

the chat, and required to be frequently replaced ; and
this operation the wearers themselves performed. For
this purpose, a supply of birch was always kept in

their nooses. These were denominated tree-clout shoon.

Trein, Trene, adj. Wooden, treeiny S. as

a trtein leg, a wooden leg.

To this enitt, Constantino his preposterous zeale to
indew the church with riches and pompe much helped.
As the voice (then vttered, if their stories say true) did
vorifie. Hodk seminatmn est virus in ecclesia. The
oomraon saying is well known : Ecclesia peperit dluitias,

4 filia deuorauit matrem. And that of "Golden
Bishops and ireen Chalices, and Golden Chalices and
frem Bishops." Bp. Forbes on the Revelation, p. 61.

"Thay spulyeit the eucarist out of the cais of siluer,

quhair it hang, k kest it in ane trein kist." Bcllend.
Cron., & ziv., e. 15. In ligneam pyxidem ; Boeth.

Ane trene truncheour, sne ramehorne spone.
Bannatyne Poems, p. 100.

Lord Hailes renders this spout ; but [he gives no ex-
planation]. It evidently means a wooden plate.

A.-S. treowen, arboreus, lipieus, from treo, arbor.
This word was used by E. writers, so late as the time
of Camden.
" Sir Thomas Rokesby being controlled for first suf-

fering himselfe to be serued in tretne cuppes, answered

;

These homely cups and dishes pay truely for that they
contains : I had rather drinke out of treene, and pay
fold and siluer, than drink out of gold and siluer, and
make wooden payment.'* Remains, p. 354. Hence,

Trein Mare. A barbarous instrument of

punishment, formerly used in the army ; E.
the wooden horse.

"He caused big up a trein mare at the cross for

punishing the trespassing soldiers according to the dis-

cipline of war." Spalding's Troubles, i. 243. It is

called a timber mare, ibid., p. 227. V. Grose's Milit,

Hist, ii. 106.

Treinphiss, *. pi. Perhaps, wooden traces.

"In the gunhous—Item, ane pair of treinphiss."

Inventories, A. 1566, p. 168.

From the connexion, this most have been something
used in the management of artillery. The first syllable

seems to be merely S. Trein, of wood, joined with
Pkeses, q. v. "wooden traces.'

9
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To TREADLE, v. n. To go frequently and
with difficulty, Fife ; the idea being perhaps

borrowed from the treadle of a loom.

TREAD-WIDDIE, s. The same with Trod-

widdiiy q. v.

TREB, #. A sort of rampart, Orkn.
" Gcrback—a longitudinal heap of earth, thrown up,

—suggesting the idea of its being originally meant as a
line of division between the lands of different proprie-

tors. It is also called Treb.
u V. Gorback.

8u.-G. trafte, a heap of any kind, as of wood, Ac,
and trafo-a, to heap up, are the only terms that seem
to have any affinity.

TREBUSCHET, t. A balance.
" It is a hard thine to fall into the hands of the

Lord ; before whom all nations are but as the drop of

a bucket, or as the dust of a trebuschet." Forbes on
the Revelation, p. 183.

Ft. irebucket, "a pit-fall for birds ; also, a paire of

sold weights ;" Cotgr. Trebuchet, trutina momentana

;

ltilian, App. Peregrin. Diet. Fraunccs defines O. E.
•• Trebgct, sly instrument to take beestys and fowlys.

Tendula." Prompt. Parv.

TRECK, interj. Considered as an expletive

equivalent to Troth, Lanarks.

It seems, however, to be merely the abbreviation of

Ouhat Rah, q. v., which assumes a variety of forms in

different parts of the country. V. Raik, Rak, «.

TRECK-POT, *. A tea-pot, S. O. ; else-

where Track-pot, q. v.

" 'Tell the lass to bring ben the treck-pot'—which she
accordingly did ; and as soon as the treck-pot, alias

tea-pot was on the board, she opened her trenches."

The Entail, ii. 271.

To TRED, v. a. To track, to follow the

footsteps of an animal.

"That the auld actis maid tueching mureburne be
ratifiit, and ordanis—the panis contenit thairin to be
execute aganis thame that treddU hairis in the snaw,"
i.e., "tracks hares in snow. 1

' Acts Ja. VI., 1567,

App., Ed. 1814, p. 41.

Su.-G. traed-a i ensfotsper, vestigiis alicujus insistere.

Tred, *. The act of tracking.

"The said Schir Walter [Scott of Branzholme]
resauit ane oppin and manifest iniurie, to the diahon-
nour of his maiestie his souerane ;—quhilk dishonnour
and wrang can not iustlie be excuscit be pretens of the
said Wilhames stopping of the following of ane lauch-

full tred, seing the said forme of following wes nawayes
UuchfulL" Acts Ja. VI., 1596, Ed. 1814, p. 100.

A.-S. trtdd, passus, gressus; Teut. treaty gressus,

vestigium.

TREDWALLE, $. A christian name for-

merly in use, S.; Aberd. Reg., V. 16, p. 654.

This has much the appearance of a Scandinavian
name, though I have not observed one exactly like it.

TREDWIDDIE, s. The same with Trod-

widdie, q. v., Aberd.

[TREE, adj. Three, Shetl.]

(TREE, s. Wood, &c. V. Tre.]

[TREED, s. Thread, Shetl.]

[TREEIN, Trein, adj. V. under Tre.]

To TREESII with one, to entreat one in a kind

and flattering way, Buchan.
The origin in quite uncertain. C. B. truth, tignifiei

flattery, and truth-iaw, to fawn, to wheedle. The oslv

Goth, word that seems to have any affinity a hi
thrutt-a, cogere, urgere.

[TREEsn], Treeshix, *. [Enticement, ca-

jolery, BanfFs.; coaxing], courting, Buchan.

My pipe bein* in elegiac tift,

It needs nae trecshi*.

Tarrafs Poems, p. 9.

[In Banffs., Treesh, Tre**h ! is used as a call for as

ox, cow, or bull. V. GL]

[To TREETLE, *. w. 1. To fall in drops or

in a gentle stream, Banffs.

2. To treetle at, to work at anything in a lazy

or unskilful manner, ibid.]

[Treetle, Treetlin, 8. 1. A very small

quantity of any liquid, ibid.

2. The noise made by the dropping of a

liquid, or by the running of a slender

stream, ibid.

3. A lazy or unskilful worker ; also, the act

of working in a lazy or slovenly manner,

ibid.

4. Used also as an advn in drops, ibid.]

TREEVOLIE, «. A scolding, Ayrs.

O. Ft. tribol-er, tribaxd-tr, troubler, vexer; tribomX

maltrait£; Roquefort

[TREFOLD, 8. Trefoil (menyanthts trifolr

iata), Shetl.]

TREGALLION, *. 1. Collection, assort-

ment. The haill treqallion, the whole with-

out exception, Dumfr.
If we might suppose that this term had been origin-

ally used to denote a measure of liquids, we mightnew

it as allied to Isl. trygill, parva trua, from trog, tru,

linter.

Tragullion is used in the same sense, Ayrs.

2. A company, used in contempt of such as

are not accounted respectable, Renfr. ; also

pron. Tregullion.

The second sense of this word clearly shows that it

has belonged to the old Stratclyde kingdom. F<H\to

this day, C. B. trigolhn signifies inhabitants, trigsn,

tarrying, triple, a dwelling-place, trigra and tripa*,

id., whence trigvanawl, belonging to a dwelling-pla^

Owen refers to trig, a stay, a fixed state, as the origia

He expl. trig-aw, to stay, to tarry ; trig-o, msnei«»

morari, habitare. Boxhorn, Corn, tre-gillion is expL,

•• the dwelling in the groves ; " Pryce. In the *»•

language treg-o is to dwell ; Lhuyd. He also gives Ir.

aitrighim as used in the same sense. Oreilly writei it

aitreabh-aim ; Gael. id.

TREILIE, adj. Cross - barred, latticed,

chequered, applied to cloth ; Fr. tretiM, ii

••Of trtUie buccharem t elle." Chalm. Mary, i 3&
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Trelye, *. Latticed or checkered cloth.

"That James Du sail—pay to Dauid Quhite-
hed—five stikkis of trelyt of sindry hewis." Act. Dom.
Cone, A. 1490, p. 158. V. Trailyeit.

To TREISSLE, v. a. To abuse by treading,

Loth, apparently a frequentative from the

E. v.

To TREIT, Trete, v. a. To intreat.

Giftis fra sum ma na man treit ;
In geving sould Discretioun be.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 43.

Saynt Adaman, the haly man,
Come til hyme thare. and fennly
Mad spyrytuale band of cumpany,
And tretyd hym to cum in Fyfe,
The tyme to dryve oure of hys lyfe.

Wyntoum, v. 12. 1168.

O.Fr. traict-tr, id. Lat. tract-art.

Treyter, *. A messenger for treating of
peace.

Scbyr Alexander off Arshile, that saw
The King destroy wp dene and law
His land ; send treyUris to the King
And come his man but mar duelling.

Barbour, z. 125, Ma
V. the v.

A traitor; Fr.TREITOHEOURE, s.

tricheur.

Sam treitcheoure crynis the cunye, and kepis come stakkis.

Doug. Virgil, firol. 238, b. 54.

TREK, adj. Diseased, dying, lingering, South
and West of S. V. Traik, v. and *.

TRELLYEIS, Tbelyeis, s. pi. Currycombs.
Thair lokkerand manis and thair creistis hie,

Dresais with tretyeit and kamis honestly.

Doug. Virgil, 409, 23.

IV. etrilU, Lat. strigil-is.

TRELYE,*. V. Trailye.

TREMBLES, *. pi. The palsy in sheep, S.

"Oris in pascuis montosis morbo obnoxia est, hac-
tenus insanabili, colonia admodum damnosa, the Trem-
hies, dicto. Paralysis faciem gerit." Dr. Walker's
Essays on Nat. Hist., p. 525.

Trembling Exies, or Aixies. The ague,
Loth. Trembling Fevers, Ang.
**Ye may gang down youraell, and look into our

kitchen—the cookmaid in the trembling ezien—the good
rivers lying a' about," Ac. Bride of Lammermoor, i.

282.

Prob. from Fr. acces. Cotgr. indeed expl. Accez dt
ftbvre, as signifying, "a fit of an ague.

1'

Trembling-Ill.
Selkirks.

•' Trembling, Thwarter, or Leaping III These
three appellations, of which the last is most common
in Annandalc, and the first in Selkirkshire and to the
eastward, are now used as synonymous." Essays
Highl. Soc., iii. 385.

[TREMSKIT, adj. Ill-arranged, slovenly,

Shetl.]

A disease of sheep,

TRENCHMAN, e. 1. " Expl. train-bearer
;

rather perhaps carver ; from Fr. trench-er
%

scindere; or interpreter, Fr. trucheman\ n

Gl. Sibb.

That this word was understood in the latter sense,

appears to be probable from what follows.

2. An interpreter.

"Interpret, an interpreter or Trenchman." Des-
paut. Oram., B. 10, b.

This may be an erratum for Trucheman, used by
0. EL writers in the same sen*e ; or a corr. from tho
Fr. word which has the same form with the E. one ?

TRENE,<u#. Wooden. V. Trein.

TRENKETS, s. pi. Iron heels put on shoes,

Stirlings.

Can this hare any connection with Gael, triochan, a
shoe ? Or, as wooden heels were formerly in use, shall

we view it as originally used in this sense, and as hav-
ing the same signification with Tree-clout, q. Trein-
clout, from Trtime, Trent, wooden ?

TRENSAND,/*ir*./>r. Cutting.

The trtnsand blaid to persyt euery deillj

Throu pJaitt and stuff, mycht nocht agayn it stand.

Wallace, iv. 662, Ma
Fr. trenchant, id.

TRENTAL, s. Properly a service of thirty

masses, which were usually celebrated upon
as many different days, for the dead.

Thay tyrit God with tryfillis turae trentalis,

And daifit him with [thair] daylie dargeis ;

With owklie Abitis, to augment thair rentalis,

Mantand mort-mnmlingis, mixt with monye leis.

Scott, Bannatyne Poems, p. 197.

It has been observed, (vo. Tranllea, ) that this term
was most probably used in a contemptuous sense after
the Reformation, todenote any thing mean and trifling.

In this passage, it seems rather to admit this general
signification. Even long before the Reformation, it

appears to have been declining in its acceptation.

And so leue leUye Lordes, forbode els

That pardon and penaunce, k prayers done sane
Soules that haue sinned seuen sythes deadly

:

And to trust to these trtntals, truely me thinketh,
Is not so siker for the soule, as to do well
Therefore I rede you reukes, that rich be on this earth,
Apon trust* of your treasure, trientales to haue,
Be ye neuer the bolder to breake the ten hastes.

P. Ploughman, FoL 39. a.

The term is also used by Chaucer. V. Tyrwhitt. Fr.
trcntd, id. from trente, thirty.

TRES-ACE, #. A game in which generally

six are engaged ; one taking a station be-

fore, two about twelve yards behind him,
three twelve yards behind these two. One
is the catch-pole. Never more can remain
at any post than three ; the supernumerary
one must always shift and seek a new sta-

tion. If the catchpole can get in before

the person who changes his station, he has
the right to take his place, and the other
becomes pursuer. The design of the game
which is played in the fields, and often by
those on the harvest-field, is for putting
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them in heat when the weather is cold,

Fife.

TRESS, Tres, b. A welt or binding.

" Item, ane cott of variand taffatie, with ane small
waiting tres of gold, lynit with reid bukrem." Inven-
tories, A. 1542, p. 82.

"Item, ane doublett of quliitc velvett, with ane
small tress of silvcir." Ibid. A. 1531), p. 42.

The same with Trait, q. v., whence our vulgar
phrase gold-traced. Fr. trtsse, cordon plat, fait de
plusieurs brins dc ill, de soie, ou d'autres filet entre-

taces en forme de uatte ; Diet. Trev.

TRESS, *. A frame of wood, S. V. Tkest.

TREST, adj. Trusty, faithful.

•• We haying trew and perfite knawlege of the guid
and thankfull service done to our derrest moder of

most noble roemore, and to ws, be our umquhile cous-
ing Johnne lord Erskin, and now sen his deceis be our
treat cousing Johnne now erle of Mar," &c. Inven-
tories, A. 1566, p. 177. V. Traist.

ToTresT, to trust. Trest, faith. V. Traist.

TREST, Traist, Trist, s. 1. A beam. V.
Trast.

2. The frame of a table, S. tress, E. trestle.

The golden tristis shynand standis onerthorte,
Vnder rich tabillis dicht for nianiory.

Dong. Virgil, 185. 34.

Of sardanis, of ja*p, and smaragdane,
Traists, formis, and benkis, war polelst plane.

Police of Honour, iii. 70.

3. A tripod.

Before thare ene war set, that all bebeild,
The rilt trestis, and the grene tre,

The Uurere crounis for toe price and gre.

Doug. Virgil, 131, 9.

4. The frames for supporting artillery.

" And ilk man hauand foortie pond land, sail haue
ane cnluering, with calmcs, leid, and pouder, ganand
thairto, with trestis to be at all tymes reddy, for achat-
ing of the sai<Iis faagbuttis." Acts Ja. V., 1540, c. 73.
Ed. 15G6. Treaties, Skene.

Fr. tresteau, fulcrum lnensae.

TRESTARIG, s. The name given, in the
isle of Lewis, to a kind of ardent spirits

distilled from grain.

"Their plenty of corn was such, as disposed the
natives to brew several sorts of liquors, as common
Usquebaugh, another called Trestarig, i.e., Aqua-vitae,
three times distill'd, which is strong and hot ; a third
kind is four times distill'd, and this by the natives is
called Usquebaugh bau I, ie., Usquebaugh, which at
first affects all the members of the body. Two spoon-
fuls of this last liquor is a sufficient dose ; and it any
man exceed this, it would presently stop his breath,
and endanger his life. The Trestarig and Usquebaugh-
haul, are both made of oats." Martin's Western
Islands of S., p. 3.

From Ir. Gael, trtise, force, strength, and leora,
three, thrice ; or the last part of the word may be from
Gael, tarruing, distillation, from tarming-am, to draw,
to distil, q. the strong distillation. Ir. tarrudh, also
signifies drawing ; Obrien.

TRET, adj. Long and well proportioned.

Braid breyat and heych, with sturdy crap and grtt,

His lyppys round, his noyas wa« squar and tret

Wallace, ii. 1925, MR
Fr. traict, trait, drawn out, lengthened. From the

same origin is the O. adj. traictjf, trtiieti*, IraitU, trrtiu.

Nez traicttf, a pretty long nose, traicthues maim, long

and slender hands ; Cotgr. The very phrase used in

Wallace occurs in Horn, de la Rose.

Les yieux rians, le nez treitia,

Qui n' est trop grand ne trop petit

Hence it is adopted by Chaucer.

Hire nose tretis ; hir eyen grey as glas.

ProL Cant T. v. 15i klso Rom. Ro*e, v. 1016. 1216,

To TRETE, Tret, v. a. [I. To treat, handle,

manage, Barbour, i. 35.

2. To make a treaty, to assure bv treatv,

Ibid. iv. 172, 177.]"

3. To intreat. V. Treit.

Tretabyl, adj. Tractable, pliable.

For al thar weping mycht him not anU stere,

Nor of thare won les likis him to here,
Thoch he of nature was tretabyl, and courtea.

Doug. Virgil, \\h,\t

Rudd. renders it " easy to be intreated." Bat ibis

does not so properly shew the sense of the term used

by Virg., which is (ractabilis.

Tretie, Tretis, s. 1. A treatise.

" Here beginnis ane litil tretie intitulit the goldf*

targe, compiht be Maister Wilyani Dunbar." Title of

this Poem, Edin. 1508. Fr. trail*.

[2. A treatv, proposals of treaty, Barbour, x.

125, xl 35.]

3. Intreaty.

With tretie fair, at last, scho gart her ryse.

Henrysone, Bvergree*, L 152.

[TRETING, s. Treating, negotiations, Bar-

bour, iv, 8.]

TREUTH, s. Truth; treuytht, Brechine

Reg., Fol. 92; [gat treuth, believed, Barbour,

iv. 223.]

Treules, Trowless, adj. Faithless, truth-

less, false ; GI. Sibb.

Truex, s. Truce.
•' Anent the pece & treux that is now takin betaix

our soueran lord—and Richarde king of Ingland," 4c
Acts Ja. III., 1485, Ed. 1814, p. 150.
This resembles the plural of the Fr. noun. V. Tri*.

TREVAILLIE, s. [Lit., a work, a to-do;

hence, applied to anything unusual.]

^
*• Ye'll maybe no ken, freen, whar ony o' thae ran-

nigates has dernVl upo* the hill here ? gin ye could aiit

me tac ane o* them, we wad let you see a fmttrtcattk.*

St Patrick, i. 162.

[Prob. from Fr. travail, work, worry, Ital. traragfo.]

TREVALLYIE, s. A train or retinue, im-

plying the idea of its meanness ; Clvdes.

TREVISS, Trevesse, Travesse, s. 1. Any
thing laid across by way of bar ; as, a treciss

in a stable, the partition between two

stalls, S.
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J. A hone's stall, Ettr. For.

Perhaps immediately from Fr. frown, eross, what it

kid mrm. In this sense fravrrs is ased in a &
M To make valencee io the trattre ia the Q. cham-

bre, which was made of some of tbother peece of Ixiiii

yards, sad to enlarge it.—For a fraerrse ia the Q.
ehambre. ..about xii or xiii yards.* Sadler's Papers, ii.

611. 512.

3. A counter or desk in a shop, S. B.
L B. travadka, travayso. ItaX travata. Ft. travaison,

trtvee, iatertignium ; "a floor or frame of beams, also,

a single beam;" Cotgr.

4. Hangings a curtain; corresponding to E.
travtrtt.

Bycht oner thwert the chamber was there draws
A treveese thin and quhite, all of plesance.

IiVj Qumr, ft. a
And sals thon now yone multitude oa rawe>
Rtanding bahynd yone traces** of delyte.

Ibid, ia 17.

[To Treviss, v. a. To fit up into stalls, S.]

ToTREW,t>.a. To trust, believe. V.Tbow.

Trew, s. Oftea in pi. treuris, a truce.

The trew on his halfmt he stand
Apon the marchis atabilly,

And gert man kep thaim lelely.

Barbour, six. 209, Bf&

Than your cant king desyryt off ws a trew,
Qohflk maid Scotland full rathly for to raw.

Wallace viii. 1358, M&
The Persye said, Of our trewie ha will nana;
Ana awfull chyftane trcwly ha is ane.

/***., lit 267, HS.

O. Fr. [truwe, triuwe, triuve, trice; whence Mod.
Fr. trevee]; Ital. trevee; from Moes.-G. trigguo, A. -8.

ereowa, treowe, fides data, promissum, pactum, foedns

;

Alem. truua, Germ, true, Su.-G. tro; Ii B. treua-a,

Hisp. tregu-ae ; all from the idea offaith being pledged
ia a trace. V. Trow, v.

Tbewane, adj. [Held as true, proverbial.]
M Bot it is no mervell, for he onderstnde that he is a

Priest's gett, and therefore we sould not wonder, albeit

that the add Trewane vera be trew, Patrem eequitur

emaprolee.n Knox's Hist, p. 262. Trowane, MS. L
This is perhaps the same with S. Tronic, q. r.

Dan. Iroendenot only signifies believing, as being the
* pr. of the r. Tro-er to trust, bat is also rendered

faith!tithful. Thus the sdage referred to might be called

trewane in regard to the credit generally given to it

;

8w. trogen, ia.

Tbewthelie, adv. Truly.
"And for the mare sickernes aithir of the sadis

partiis has aubscriuit this write with there avne handia.

Ens, day, ft place aboune writt'in, leilie or trewthelie,

t fraud or gile." Act Dom. Cone, A. 1493, p. 313.

Trewyd, part. pa. Protected by a truce.

Til the Fest of the Ternytc
He grawntyd thame trewwd for to be.

Wyntawu, vii 8. 100.

[Trewys, *. A truce, Barbour, xv. 102. V.
Trew.]

TREWAGE, Trewbut, *. Tribute.

This Emperoure Scyr Trajane
Tok the trewage of Brettane.

WyrUown, v. 6L 145.

Far nieadis thaim tauld, was bound wndir trewage,
That Fenweik was for Patseya caryage.

Wallewe, iii n, Ha
The term is common ia O. E. s—
Bot Athebtan the maiatrie wan, and did tham merda crie,

ft all Northwales he aet to treuage hie.

JR. Ja^aaastp. 2ft.

In their thrillage he wald no langar be,
Irtwout bafor UU Ingland peyit ha

Wallace, vL 771, Ha
O. Fr. truage, treuage, a toll, custom, tax, or imposi-

tion, Cotgr. ; from treu, id. L. B. truagium, tributum.
V. Da Cange, vo. Trutanizare.

TREWS, #. pi. Trouse, trousers, S.
It. trius, Gael, triubhae, Fr. trousse.

O to see his tartan fane*.

Bonnet blue and high-heeled shoes,

Philabeg aboon his knee !

That's the lad that I'll eanr wi*.

Lewie Gordo*, Jacobite Relics, ft 81.

"And I cannot tell yon how they sorted ; but they
agreed so well that Donald was invited to dance at the
wedding in his Highland tretce, and they said there
never was sae meikle silver clinked in his purse either

before or since." Waverlcy, i. 280.
••He wore the trews, or close trowsere, made of tar-

tan, checket acarlet and white." Ibid. p. 283.

Trewsman, 9. A denomination for a High-
landman, or perhaps for an hlesman, from
the fashion of his dress, S.

•• We have a wheen canny trewsmen here that wad-
na let us want if there was a horned beast atween this

and Perth." Leg. Montrose, p. 217.

jTREYN, adj. Wooden. V. Tre, Trein.]

• TRIAL, Tbyell, *. 1. Proof, S.
" But this news turned to nothing, for there was no

trial found that their matters were true." Spalding's
Troubles i 300.

*'Schortlie, or evir James Stewart had trytU that
onie man vnbesett his gaitt, ane companie of armed
men reached round about him, and slew him cruellie a
little from Kirkpatrick." Pitscottie's Chron., p. 66.—" They were all suddenly blown up with tne roof
in the air,—and never bone nor lyre aeen of them
again, nor ever trial got how this stately house was so
blown up." Spalding, L 258.

2. Trouble, affliction, S.

TRIAPONE, *. [Prob., Triphane, a grayish

green mineral.]

Their I saw aindry stains beset,

The Gamed and tne Agat quhite,

With mone mo quhilk I foryet

:

Beside thir twa aid hing alone,

The Turcaa and the Triapone.
Buret, IVatson's Coll., U. 11.

TRIARIS, $. pi. Soldiers in the Roman
army who were always placed in the rear.

"Seand the inemvis sett ernistlie to win the tontis,

he ischit on there ncht hand with ane feirs company
of triaris." Boiiend. T. Liv., p. 338. Triariie, Let.

TRIBLE, «. Trouble.
•• Sa I hoip—nocht to be sa feble, and floit, for na

trwle of tyme, nor tyrannic of man, that I be a tern*

perizar in Godis cause contrar my conscience." N.
Winyet's Questionis, Keith's Hist. App., p. 224 ; Le,,

trouble during life.
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Fr. tribouil, "trouble, rexation, molestation (an old

word) ;" Cotgr. Lat. tribul-are, to afflict.

Tribulit, part. pa. Troubled.

"Thair is bot ane fayth of Christie deirbelorit apoas

hit kaly kirk,—the quhilk suppose be tribulit, sail

nocht decay alutcrlie, conformo to our Salriouris pro-

mitt, all the dayis of this warlde. " N. Winyet, obi sup.

TRICKY, adj. 1. Knavishly artful, addicted

to mean tricks, S. Trickish, E.

•'How troublesome must it be to a minister to be
obliged to write out receipts for four pennies, and with

a lippie measure in his hand,—paid in kind from the

mall tricky heritors, who are imposing upon him grain

of the worst quality." Act. Surv. Stirl., p. 401.

A. Bor. •• Tricky, artful, cuuning ; full of tricks ;"

OL Brocket!

2. It is often used in a more favourable sense,

as denoting one that is somewhat mis-

chievously playful or waggish, without in-

cluding any idea of dishonesty ; as, •* O

I

he's a tricky laddie, that ;
" S.

Trickilie, adv. Knavishly, S.

Trickiness, *. Knavery, S.

TRIE, *. A stick. " To hawe strickin him
with ane trie ; ** Aberd. Reg.

TRIG, adj. Neat, trim, S. ; \to trig upf to

make neat or trim, Glydes.]

The beist sail be full tjrdy, trig, and wicht,

With hede equate to his moder on hicht
Doug. Virgil, 800, 12.

In lesuris and on leyis litill Iarames
Foil tait and trig socht bletand to theirs dammes.

Ibid. 402,23.

"The same with E. tricked up;" Rudd.
Trie her house, and oh ! to busk sve

Ilk sweet bairn was a' her pride f

MacneiWs Poems, L ii.

Can this be the Sx-G. adj. trygg, Isl. traeggia, safe,

used in an oblique sense ? It is applied to a house or
habitation, -as conveying the idea of the preparation
necessary to give security. Et trynt static, a safe place.

Or shall we view it as allied to Su.-G. draegt, dress,
" i?

Tmggin, *. Apparently, decking out/Buchan.
Compar'd wi* you, what's peevish trag,

Or beans wr cleadfu' tnggin t

Tarras's Poems, p. 4&

Trioly, adv. Neatly, trimly, S.

busk yir locks trigly, an* kiH up yir costies.
An' dry up that tearie, and synd yir face clean.

Ibid. p. 124.

Trigness, $. Neatness, the state of being

trim, S.
—"The lassies, who had been at Kanse Banks's

school, were always well spoken of—for the trigness

of their houses, when they were afterwards married."
Annals of the Parish, p. 29.

To TRIGLE, Trioil, v. n. To trickle.

And swete down triglis in stremes oner al quhare.
Doug. Virgil, 134, 18.

Be al thir tens trigiltand ouer my face,

—

And be our spousage begynnyng, I the beseik.

Ibid. 110, 86.

Seren. derives the E. v. from IsL trekt, a funnel,

infundibulum. Adhering to the same line of deduction,

I would prefer Isl. tregiu, alveolus ; for tears, trickling

down, form as it were a small trough or furrow in the

cheek, or fall as water in a narrow channel.

•To TRIM, v. a. To drub, to beat soundly,

S., the £. v. used metaph., in the same

manner as dress. This is also used A. Bor.

" 7Wm, to chastise, to beat soundly ; FU
trim your jacket ;

** GI. Brockett.

TRIMMER, s. A disrespectful designation

for a woman, nearly synon. with E. Vixen.

"Eh! man, Edie, but she was a trimmer,—it wsd

hae ta'en a shelly man to hae squared wi' her.—Bat

she's in -her grave, and we may loose our tongue* s

bit fan we meet a friend." Antiquary, iii. 337.

Tbimmie, s. 1. A disrespectful term ap-

plied to a female, S.B.

2. A name for the devil, Stratlunore.

This term has been deduced from Bclg. drovmd,

devil, fiend. Isl. tramen, larva vel cacodaemon, (G.

Andr., p. 241,) has more resemblance. But they sit

perhaps from the same root. V. Ihre, vo. 7ro,p.

950,951.

TRIM-TRAM. A reduplicative term, ap-

parently expressive of ridicule bordering on

contempt.
•• Trim-tram, like master like man," S. Prov., Kelly,

L836.
He illustrates it by " Eng. Hacknay mistm,

jkny maid.

"

It may have been originally meant aa a play on tbt

E. word Trim, sprucely dressed.

To TRINCH, Trinsh, v. a. 1. To cut, to

hack, with to prefixed.

Fr. trench-er, id.

Enee hytnself ane yotr was blak of flece

Brytuit with hi* swerd in sacrifice ful hie
Vnto the moder of the furies thre,

And hir grete sister, snd to Proserpyne
Ane yeld kow all trinchit.

Doug. Virgil, 171. &
2. To cut off, to kill.

And eik yone same Ascaneus mycht I nocht
Hsue trynchit with ane swenl, and maid ane msis

To his fader thereof to eit at deis t
Doug. Virgil, 121, la

To TRIXDLE, Trinnle, v. a. To trundle,

S. ; a variety of Trintle.

TRINES, 8. pi. Drinking matches.

For baudrie and bordeling luckless he ruized

:

Trist, trine* and drunk ne«s, the Dyvour defam'd.

Polwart, IKo^on's ColL, iil tt

Fr. trinqtte, drinking.

TRING, *. A series, things in succession

;

as,
u a tring of wild geese/* *.' a tring of

stories,** &c, Berwicks.

Probably corr. from Tryne, a train, q. v. ; if not al-

lied to A. 45. tring-an, tangere.

TRINK, Trenk, *. 1. Apparently synon.

with E. Trench, Caithn. Ital. trincea, id.
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—••The upper end fixed by a wooden nin to the top
of the couple, and the lower end in an oblong trink in
the earth or fioor,

n
&c. Agr. Surv. Caithn., p. 200.

V. Nkid-Fyrk.

2. A small course or passage for water, a drain,

Aberd.

3. The water running in such a drain, ibid.

• To TRINKET, v. n. To lie in an indirect

way.

"I have heard tome hudibrass—tho examining of
witnesses upon- their age, their being married or not,
Ac.—notwithstanding that the same is necessary to be
inserted ; for— if the witness be found lying and trin-
keting in thir, it vilefiea and derogates much from tho
weight and faith of his testimony." Fountainh. Dec.
Snppl., iii. 67.
The v. in E. is expl. as signifying "to give trinkets,"

although this does not even express the sense in which
it is used in that language ; as it evidently suggests the
idea of such an intercourse between persons of opposite
parties or interests, as gives reason to suspect that there
is juggling or collusion between them.

TRINKETING, *. Clandestine correspond-
ence with an opposite party.

"It was the Independents study to cast all the
odinm of trinketing with Oxford on Hollis, while
Saville refuses to decyphcr the letter."—Baillie's Lett.,
ii. 145.
" The Kinp, all his life, has loved trinhting naturally,

and is thought to be much in that action now with all
parties, for the imminent hazard of all." Ibid. p. 245.

ToTRINKLE, Tryxkle, v. n. To trickle, S.
Ouer al his body forth vet the swete thik,
Lyke to the trynkland blak stemes of pile

„ _ Doug. Virgil, 807, 39.
V. Triglz.

To TRINKLE, v. n. To tingle, to thrill.

"The main chance is in the north, for which our
hearts are trinkling." Baillie's Lett., i. 445.

This seems synon. with Prinkle, q. v.

TRINNEL, s. Calfs guts, Upp. Clydes.

TRINSCHELL, «. "Tua pund trinschell,

price of the wnce vi sh." Aberd. Reg.,
Cent. 16.

Unless this be some modification of the name of
Treacle, I know not what to make of it.

To TRINTLE, Trinle, v. a. To trundle or
roll, S.
A.-S. trendel, tryndel, globus; Fr. trondel-er. The

origin is Sn.-G. triad, rotandus ; as rolling is properly
ascribed to what is of a round form.

TRIP, *. A flock, a considerable number.
Lo, we se

Flokkis and herdis of oxin and of fee.

Fat and tydy, rakand ouer all quhare.
And trippis eik of gait but ony kepare.

Doug. Virgilt 75, 6.

Then came a trip of myce out of thair nest,
Richt tait and trig, all dansand in a gyss,
And owre the Lyon lansit twyss or thryss.

Henrysone, Evergreen, i. 189.

Trip, O.E. denotes a troop or host.

Me thouht kyng Philip inouh was disconfite,
Whan he k alls his trip for nouht fled so tite.

R. Brunne, p. 203.

" In Norfolk, a trip oj sheep, is a few sheep ; [A.
Bor. a small ftWk ;] Jul. Barnes has a Tryppe of gcte,
for a flock of goats." Riuld.

8ibb. mentions A.-S. trep, grcx, troop. But trepas,
for it is found only in pi., seems to be usod to signify
an army. " A*ies, the front of an army, battell-aray,
troop*;" Somner. He adds,—grex, collectio, turba.
80.-G. drift, grex ; Isl. thyrpa, caterva. The origin of
drift is dr\fw-a, agere, pcllcre.

"The river was low and fordablo, and trintled his
waters with a silvery sheen in the stillness of the beauti-
ful night" R. Gilhaize, i. 129. -

The O. E. v. is •• Trmdlyn. Trocleo. Volvo."
Prompt Parv.

TRIP-TROUT,*. A game in which a
common ball is used instead of the cork and
feathers in shuttle-cock, Kinross, Perths.

Apparently a cant term, from the idea of stopping a
trout in its run.

TRIST, adj. Sad, melancholy.
Thare bene also full sorrowfull and trist,

Thay qnhilkis thare dochteris chalraeris violate.

Doug. Virgil, 186, 29.
Fr. trisfe, L%t trist-is.

TRIST, Tbiste, Tryist, Tryst, *. 1. An
appointment to meet, S.

He herd that of Ingland
The Kyng was northwartis than cumand,
As to the New-castelle, or Durame,
Til Bawnbowrch, or Norame.
Thare he thowcht for til hawe mete,
As trust mycht thare-of hawe bene sete ;

For thai twa Kyngia bwndyn wes
To-gyddyr in gret tendyrne*.

Wyntown, vii. 9. 490. V. also vil 9. 179. vii. 10. 131.

To set tryst is still used in the same sense. To keep
tryst, to fulfil an engagement to meet ; the phrase op-
posed to this is, to break tryst, formerly to crack tryst.

"John Forbes of Lesly broke tryst, having appointed
to have settled the same." Spalding's Troubles, ii. 64.

2. An appointed meeting, S.

On the Marche a day of Trew wes set.

Sehir Davy Lord than de Lyndesay
Wat at that Triste that ilke day.

Wyntoion, ix. 18. 3.—16.
Markets are in various instances denominated Trysts ;

because those, who desigu to sell or buy, have agreed
to meet at a certain time and place.
This designation has considerable antiquity. It

occurs in the old Ballad, entitled Thomas the Rhymer.
" My tonne is mine am." trne Thomas said,
" A gudelie gift ye wald gie to me !M I neither dought to buy nor sell,
" At fair or tryst where I may be."

Minstrelsy Border, ii 273.

" Under the article of Commerce, we must not omit
the three great markets for blaok cattle, called Trysts,
which are yearly held in the neighbourhood of Falkirk,
in the months of August, September, and October."
Nimmo's Stirlingshire, p. 45G.
" Tryst is a Scotch word for an appointed- meeting."

Statist. Ace. xix. 83, N.
6

In Nithsdale and Galloway, the word denotes a
merry meeting among the peasantry.

The Lord's Marie has kepp'd her locks
Up wf a gowden kame.

An' she has put on her uet-silk hose,
An' awa to the tryste has gane.

Remains of Nithsdale Song, p. 6.

••This old song is founded on a traditional story of
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a daughter of the Lord Maxwell, of Nithsdale, accom-
panying, in disguise, a peasant to a rustic dancing
trystt.'

F
Ibid. p. 3.

*

Those who attended these meetings were called the
trysters. Ibid. Introd. xxi.
The word Trist, Tryst, is also used for a market.

A. Bor. " A fair for black cattle, horses, sheep, &c
Long Framlington trist, Felton tryst," OL lirockctt.
This word has most probably been either borrowed
from S., in consequence of frequent intercourse be-
tween those who lived near the Border ; or left by the
Scots, while Cumberland constituted an appanage of
the crown. ~

3. The appointed time of meeting.
He trystyt hyr qulieu he wald cum agayne.
On the thrid day.-
At the set trist he entrit in the toun,
Wittand no thing of all this falss tresoun.

Wallace, iv. 709. 731, MS.
We sail begin at sevin hooris of the day

:

So ye keip tryist, forsuith we sail nocht fclyie.

Lyndsay, & P. R„ it 6.

"The salmons also in their season returne to the
place where they were spawned : They like skilled
arithmeticians number well the dayes of their absence,
and for no rubs in their way will they be moved to
eraclx their tryst.

1
' Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 1256,

1257.

4. The place appointed, a rendezvous.
—Thai approch to the Paj>c in his presence,
At the foirsaid triste qubar the trete tellis.

Hoit/ate, i. 24.

"Br thir letters came to the King's Majesty, he
knew well that his navy haul not passed the right way ;
and shortly hereafter got wit that they were landed at
the town of Air ; which displeased the King very great-
ly ; for he believed surely that they had been in France
at the farthest tryst." Fitscottie, p. 1 10.

Traist, q. v., is also used for an appointed meeting.
The word evidently has its origin from the trust, or
confidence, which the parties who enter into such an
engagement, repose in each other. V. Trajst, r.

5. A journey undertaken by more persons
than one, who arc to travel in company.
The termination of such a journey is called
the Tryst's end, S.B.

And gin we reach na our tryst's end ere night

;

—Gin ye gae farrer, I sail gie to you
This brand-new pouch of sattin double blue.

Ross's Helenore, p. 71.
1 think well gang and speir

Says Bydby, gin we our tryst's end be near.

Ibid. p. 76\

Denominated most probably from the engagement
to travel to a certain place in company.

6. A concurrence of circumstances or events.
"Indeed men cannot consider the same without

acknowledging a divine hand and something above
ordinary means and causes, where all did thus meet
together in a solemn tryM to accomplish that people's
ruin." Fleming's Fulfilling Script., p. 148.

In a sense very much akin to the fourth, trht, triste,
is used in O. E., as denoting "arost or station in
huntiug."

Ye shall be set at such a trist,

That hart and hiud shall come to vonr fist.

Lydgate's fyuire ofLow Degree.

V. Ellis's Spec. E. P., i. 336.

He asked for his archere.
Walter Tirelle was haten, maiater of that mister.
To triste was he settc, for to waite the chance,
With a herde thei niette, a hcrto thcrof gan lance.

VOU IV.

Walter was redi, he wend haf schoten the herte.
The kyng stode ouer nchi, the stroke he lanht so smote,

it. Brunne, p. 9i

Hearne renders it, "mcta, mark, direction." Tbe
same writer uses it to denote a station in battle.

The Inglis at ther triste bifor tham bare all donn,
k R. als him lists the way had redy roun.

ibidem.
It is used in the same sense by Chaucer, Troiltu, u.

1534. V. Trista, Tri*tra, Du Cange ; Trista sad

Tristis, CoweL The latter expl. Tri<tis as an immunity
from attending on the Lord of a Forest, when be

disposed to chase. But, according to the quotation,

the immunity \b from the Tristae, as denoting this it-

tendance. Et sint quieti—<le

—

Tristis, &c

Tristres, s. pi. The stations allotted to differ-

ent persons in hunting.

And Arthur, with his Erie*, earnestly rides,

To teche hem to her tristres, the trouthe for to teU.

To her trUtres he hem taught, ho the trouth troves,

Eche lord, withouten lete,

To an oke he hem sette ;

With bow, and with barselette,

Under the bowes. •

Sir Oatran and Sir Gal., I &
V. Tryst, s.

To TRIST, p. a. To squeeze, Shetl.

It seems the same with Thrist, to thrust, &c, q. v.

from Isl. thrijst-a, premere.

TRIST, *. [Sadness, affliction.]

Swa, on ane day, the dans watchis tua
Come [In ;] and said thai saw ane lelloun mist

" Ya,M said Wisdome, •• I wist it wald be sa

:

" That is ane sang befoir.anc hevie trist 1
" That is perell to cum, quhaeir it wist.
" For, on sum syde, thair sail us folk assailL**

King Hart, ii 4&

The phrase has evidently been proverbial Trist

might signify sadness, from Fr. tri*te, sad ; or trial,

affliction. The r. try*t is used in this sense, or in oe*

equivalent- He is sort tn/Mtnl ; He has met with ft

heavy trial. The sense of the r., however, seeni

oblique ; and if the s. ever admitted of this signification,

it is now obsolete.

Tristsum, adj. [Very sad, doleful.]

I wat it wald mak ony haill hairt sair,

For to renolue my tristsum tragidie.

Testament K. Henry, Poems Sixteenth Cent, p. 259.

TRISTENE, *. The act of giving on credit

or trust.

—To my returning bak,
Ye wald doe Weill pif ye wald thrist me.
—Ye salbe payit ; tak ye no thought

;

Your tristene sail not be for nought
At our nixt meiting.—

Leg. r»p. St. Androis, Poems Sixteenth Cent, p. 3*2

To TRIVLE, Trivvil, r. t>. To grope, to

feel one's way in darkness, Shetl.

A diminutive from Su.-G. treftc-a, Isl. thri'f-a, abs

tr\f-a, manibus tcntare.

TROAP, s. (pron. as E. loan). A game

played by two persons, with bandies, or

sticks hooked at the end, and a bit of wood

called a nacket. At each end of the ground

occupied, a line is drawn. He who strikes

off the nachet from the one line, tries to

drive it as near the other as possible. The

G 4
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object of his antagonist, who stands between

him and the goal, is to throw back with his

hand the nacket to the line from which the

other has struck it. If he does this, he

takes the place of the other. If not, the

distance is measured between the striking

point and the nacket with one of the sticks

used in striking ; and for every length of

the stick one is counted against the caster.

It is indeed a trial of strength between the

one who strikes and the other who throws,

to see whether the latter can throw, as far

as the other can strike, the nacket. This

game is still played by boys in Angus.

The name must have been originally the same with

E. Trap, although in this came a ball is used instead

of a nacket, and it is struck off as in cricket. Skin-

ner derives trap, from Teut trejf-en, to strike ; Casau-

bon from Or. rpora ; referring perhaps to rpcruf verto,

because the ball is turneil back. In E. it is also called

Cat and Trap ; Fr. martinet ; Sw. tris*~lek. V. Seren.

a Trap.

[To TROCK, r. a. To exchange, to traffic,

Clydes., Banffs. V. Troke.]

Trocker, *. One who exchanges goods,

a low trader, Ettr. For. V. Trogoeus.

TROD, *. Tread, footstep, S. B.

This is the worst o' a' mishaps,

*ft* war than death's fell trod.

Tarras's Poem*, p. 59.

A.-S. trod, vestigium, gradus, passns, " a path, a

step, a footstep.*' Somner.

To Trod, v. a. To trace, to follow by the

footstep or track. Thus one is said to

"trod* thief ;" S. B.

To Troddle, Trodlb, v. a. 1. To walk

with short steps, as a little child does, Ang.

todle, synon.

May heaven allow me length of dayis to see

Their bairns trodling round and round my knee !

Morison's Poems, p. 209.

The young things trodlin rin.

Ibid. p. 46.

2. To purl, to glide gently, S. B.

Aince by a trodlin burnie's side,

Whare chrystal waters smoothly glide,

I musing sat a while.

The trodlin burnie i* the glen

Glides cannie o'er its Peebles sins'.

Tarras's Poems, p. 32, 8*2.

Germ, trottel-n, Unle et pigre incedere; Su.-G.

tratt-a, minutis passibus ire, ut solent infantes. The
origin seems to be traad'O, trod a, calcare ; although

lhre derives it from trant, incessus.

To Trodge, v. n. To trudge, S.

TRODWIDDIE, *. 1. The chain that

fastens the harrow to what arc called the

Sivinglc-treea, S.B. V. Rigwiddie.

"Item, 2 pots, I spade, 1 grape, one iron trodwoJdie,

1 round heckle, ane smoothing iron, and 3 shearing

books." Depred. on the Clan Campbell, p. 96.

As this bar of wood is immediately joined to the

harrow, and lies nearer the ground, the namu may b<j

from 1*1. trota, terra, G. Andr. p. 242, and vijder,

vimen, q. thb ground-withy, or that wliich touches the

earth. For it had been originally formed of twisted

withes.

To TROG, v. a. To truck, Dumfr.

Trog, *.
u Old clothes ;** Gall. Enc.

;
[troggin,

pedlar's wares, Burns.] Fr. troqu-er, to

truck, to barter. V. Troke, v. and s.

Trogger, #. 1. One who trucks, Dumfr.
•• Trogjers, parsons who gather old clothes ;" ibid.

2. A name given to one species of Irish vag-

rants, VVigton.

"The people are greatly oppressed by inundations

of px>r vagrants from Ireland.—They may bo divided

into two classes. The first are thoso whose only object

is to beg their bread. The second are those called

trogjers, who carry on a species of traffic, unknown, I

am persu uled in most places. They bring linen from
Ireland, which they barter for tho oil woollen clothes

of Scotland, and these they prefer to gold or silver.

Bending under burdens of these clothes, they return to

their own kingdom." P. Inch, Statist Ace. iii. 139.

This is merely q. trokers, from the v. Troke, q.v.

TROGS, ado. A vulgar oath, Lanarks.,

Dumfr.; the same with Tuuos, q. v.

TROGUE, s. A young horse, Upp. Clydes.

Isl. droeg, equa vilissima etfacta, Haldorson.

TROILYA, s. A fairy, Shetl. ; a dimin.

from Troll, q.v.

(TROISS, *. A truss, which keeps the

centre of the yard to the mast. V. Tkoss.]

TROI8TRY, *. The entrails of a beast, offals,

S.B.

IsL tros, trash, Sw. trastyg, trumpery ; Seren. Gael.

Uwusgar, giblets.

(TROJAN", s. A name applied to a person

of uncommon size, strength, daring, or en-

durance, Clydes., Shetl.]

To TROKE, r. a. and n. 1. To bargain, ex-

change, barter, S. truck, E.

How cou'd you troke the mavis* note

For " penny pies all piping hot 1"

Fergusson*s Poems, IL 34.

Fr. troqu-er, to exchange.

2. To do business in a mean way, or on a

small scale, S.

"Shell not loose the letters that come to her by the

Kind's post, and she must go on trokiwj wi* the old

carrier, as if there was no p wst-homc in the neighbour-

hood." St. Ronan, iii. 119. V. Troo, v.

3. To be busy about little, in whatever way, S.

Troke, Trock, Troque, s. 1. Exchange,

barter, S.

Fr. troc, id.
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J. Trogues, or troctiet, pi. small wares, mer-

chandise of little value, S. B. ; [froggin,

Ayrs.]
Nm harm tho* I hoe brought her anc or twa
8ic bonny troths to help to make her bra.

Shirrt/s* Poena, p. 40.

ft. Small pieces of business that require a
r

!

deal of stirring, S. B.

4. Familiar intercourse, S.B.

Nor does our blinded master see

The Crocks between the Clerk ami she.

Morison's Poems, p. 106.

Ye ken or a*er ye got a frock,
- I took you in to niv sma* flock,

An' ye and 1 have had a trock

-This forty year.

Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 176.

TROLIE, Troll, s. 1 . Any long unshapely

thing that trails on the ground, Roxb.
#

[2. A person of slovenly habits, S.]

3. Any object that has length disproportionate

to its breadth, Perths.

4. The dung of horses, cows, &c, also of man,
Dumfr.
Apparently from a common source with E. Trawl,

[To Troll, Trollop, v. n. To walk, work,

or dress in a slovenly manner, S.

Trollibaos, Trolliebaos, 8. pi. A low
• or ludicrous term for the paunch or tripes

of a slaughtered animal, S.
•• TrolHebags, the inwards of animals ;** Gall. Eno.

And when he fin's a sheep fa'en aval,

Her trolly-bags he can unravel.

Ibid. p. 400.

In Ettr. For. it denotes the small guts of a sheep

;

synon. Sma* Fairns. A.-Bor. "Trolly-bags, tripe;
Cumb. ;" Grose.

[Trollop, *. A large, unseemly, straggling

mass of anything , applied also to a dirty,

slovenly person, S.]

(Trollopix, Trollopy, adj. Slovenly,

slatternly, Clydes.]

Troly, Tr vwlie, s. A ring through which
the sowtne passes betwixt the two horses or
oxen next the plough, and by means of
which it is kept from trailing on the ground,
Ang. V. Sowme.
IsL travale, impedimentum ; Teut. traelie, clathrus,

a bar, latticework, &c. Or perhaps from Trowl, q. v.

because this ring is intended to prevent the rope from
being dragged.

TROLL, s. A goblin. V. Trow.

TROLOLLAY, 8. A term which occurs in

a rhyme used by young people, on • the last

day of the year, S. V. Hogmanay.

We find a similar phrase in O.E. ; but whether

originally the same is uucertain.

And than satten some, and song at the nale,

And holpen erie his halfe acre, with hey trolly W/jr.

P. Ploughman, FoL W, a

Prob. allied to Su.-G. troll-a, incantare; trolls,

canere?

TRONACH, *. The crupper used with dor-

sets or a pack-saddle ; formed of a piece of

wood, connected with the saddle by a cord

at each end ; Mearns.

TRONE, *. Synon. with E. Truant, Dumfr.

To Flag the Trone> to play the truant, ibid.

Tronie, *. A truant, ibid. V. Troxnie.

TRONE, *. A trowel, used by masons, Gall.;

Dumfr. Trowen; pron. trooen, Lanark*,

and some other counties.

" Trone, a trowle [r. trowel], a masonic instrument f
GalL Enc. The adj. masonic is here used in * seme

totally new.
. .

This seems evidently a corr. of the E. word, as it a

not supported by analogy.

TRONE,*. 1. An instrument, consisting of

two horizontal bars crossing each other,

beaked at the extremities, aud supported by

a wooden pillar ; used for weighing heavy

wares, S. This instrument still remains in

some towns.

"It is statute, that the Chalmerlane sail cause big,

and mak ane Trone for weying of woll in all the Kiugs

burghis, and in all the portis of the realme." Stat

Dav. H. c. 39. s. 1.

Trones bad been used in England so early as tk

reign of Edw. I. For we find this ordinance in Fl<t*«

Item, ulnas, trona*, stateras, & pondera cujoslibet

generis, tarn pro pane quam pro all is rebus venalibw

provisa & habita. Lib. II. c. 12, § 15.

A.Bor. " Trones, a steelyard ;" Ol. Brockctt

Du Cange expl. L.B. Trona, Stafera pnbTica, *»

Trutina ; supposing that it is a corr. of the latter term.

Such a •• Trona or beam, for the tronage of wooll, «•

fixed at Leadenhall in London ;" Cowel.
Isl. triona signifies a beak ; Rostrum porrectum,

quasi scrpentis vel Rajac ; G. Andr. Thus the stero

or beak of a ship got this name ; Landnanub., p-

299. Trana signifies not only a beak, but a craw;

Grus, item Rostrum longiuscufum, seu res porrectusi;

G. Andr., p. 241.

Hence it appears that tho name of the bin!, wwca

we call a crane, has been used to denote a beak, or any

thing extended so as to resemble the long neck of

»

craue. C. B. trwyn, Fr. trogue, also signify a beak.

2. A market-place, a market, Ayrs.
M I—looked towards Irville which is an abathUnt

trone for widows and other single wonu-n ; ami I fix**

my purpose on Mrs. Nugent." Annab of the Pari**

p. 300.

Apparently from sense 1, the trone being the i«»#*

where marketable goods are weighed.

3. The pillory, S.
" They ordain tho said John Rob to be sett uj-»

tho Trone, with a paper upon his head brarin,' tl«r

words {This John Rob is sett heir for brtngttn J**!*
tM '

former of witnesses), and ordaines his lugg to W iuii**

to the Trone be the spaice of aue hour.*' Act Sol-mat
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6th Feb. 1650. V. also Act 24th July, 1700. In the
Index to these Acta it is rendered Pillory.

"In Edinburgh the PUlory is called the Trone ;"

Rudd.
There seems to be no reason for the extension of this

name to the Pillory, save that, as this stood in a public

place, those subjected to the punishment referred to,

were exhibited here.

To Trone, v. a. To subject to the disgrace-

ful punishment of the pillory.

I sail degrad the grades* of thy greis,

Scald thee for ftkorn, and scor thee af thy side,

Oar round thy heid, transform thee at a fule,

And with treason gar trvne thee on the tret*.

Kennedy, Evergreen, it 68, st. 19.

Or as in Edin. Edit 1508, 1, 2, and 4.

Senile thee for skorn, and ectiert thee af thy mcuU—
And syne with treason trone thee to the treis.

V. the a.

Troxare, s. The person who had the charge

of the Trone ; L.B. tronar-ius.
•' The clerk of the cocquet, sail controll beath the

enstumara, and the Tronaris." Stat Dav. II., c 39,

a. 4.

Trone-men, «. The name given to those who
carry off the soot sweeped from chimneys,

because they had their station at the Trone,

Edinburgh.

Trone Weight. The standard weight used at

the Trone, S.

••That weight called of old the Trone weight to be
allutterlie abolished and discharged, and never here-

after to be received nor used." Act 19th Feb. 1618,

Murray, p. 441.

TRONE, s. A throne, Fr. id.

Togidder he thare with mony thousand can hy,
And euin atnydwart in his trone grete,

For him arrayit, takin has his sete.

Doug. Virgil, 137, 25.

Hardyng uses this term.

Belyn.wss kyng, and sat in royal trone.

Cron. FoL 28, a.

TRONIE, *. 1. Any metrical saw, or jargon,

used by children, S.B. Rane, Ratt rhyme,

synon. q. v.

2. A long story, Strathmore.

8. Trifling conversation ; evidently an oblique

sense of the term as signifying a tedious

story, ibid,

4. A darling, ibid.

In the latter sense, it seems to have considerable

affinity to the ancient Su.-G. term already mentioned,

as it occurs in the following adage ; Troen maen aer

muUe baetlre ; A trusty friend is better than gold ;

Lire, vo. Tro, to trust. Teut. troicant has a similar

sense ; satelles, lateranus ; a retainer, a dependant. It

can scarcely be supposed, that, as used in the first and
second senses, it is a corr. of lr. dranog, rhyme, metre.

This, I suspect, is the same with Treioane, q. v. a
term used by Knox ; allied perhaps to O. Su.-G. troen,

now trogen, true, trusty; because such rhymes, al-

though now in general justly viewed as expressing the

lauguage of ignorance or superstition, wore considered
by our ancestors, as containing adages worthy of im-
plicit confidence. Teut. trowen*, bona fide.

TRONNIE, *. "A boy who plays the tru-

ant
;

M
Gall. Enc.

Fr. truawleau, " a young rascal 1
;" Cotgr. Truan,

(as well as truaml,) was formerly used as the *. in Fr. ;

truand-er, to play the rogue, also to beg about the
country ; Teut. tronica'd-en, otiose vagari ; from
trouioant, satelles, metaph. vagabundus et parasitus.

To Troo the School. To play the truant,

Aberd.

Trooie, *. A truant, ibid.

TROOD, e. Prob., wood for fences.
•' Patrick Earl of Orkney, in a disposition of the

lands of Sand to Jerome Umphray, narrates—that he
had evicted 6 merks from in Cullswiek for steal-

ing bolts from his lordship's trood% probably some piece
of wreck which had been drawn into Cullswick.' P.
Aithsting, Shetl. Statist Ace, vii. 584.

It seems to signify wood employed for fences. Su. -0.

trod-r, lignum, quod materiam praobet saepibus con-
struendis. Timber ok trotlhor, materiam aedium et
sepimentoruin ; Leg. Oat-Goth. o. 28, ap. Ihre, in vo.

TROOKER, *.. An appellation of contempt
and reproach for a woman, Shetl. ; obvi-

ously the same with S. Tructier, Trucker.

To TROOTLE, v. n. To walk with short

steps at a quick pace, Ayrs. V. Trutle.

[TROPELLIS,] Troplys, *. pi. Troops,
[small companies].

For all the Scottismen that thar war,
Quhen thai saw thaim eschew the fycht,
Dang on thaim with all thair niycht,
That thai scalyt thaim in tro^tlys ser

;

And till disconifitnr war ner.

Barbour, xiiL 275, BI&

Teut troppel, globus, congeries ; which seems derived
from troppe, grex, collectio. [O. Fr. tropel, dimin. of
trope, a troop.]

To TROSS, Troos, v. a. 1. To pack up,

to truss, S.

2. To pack off, to set out, S. B. also turs, truss,

S.A.
Thus true is used by Minot.

Ye men of Saint Omers,
Trus ye thU tide,

And putte* out yowre paviliownel
With youre mekill pride.

Poems, p. 60.

Fr. trousther, to truss ; C.B. triosa, ltd. truts, sarcina,

fasciculus.

(Tross, Troos, *. A tuck or hem on a

gown, Shetl.]

Tross is, s. pi. u The small round blocks

in which the lines of a ship run ;" G 1. Compl.
E. Truss.

^
*' Than the master cryit, and bald rcnye ane bonet,

vire the trossii, nou heise." Compl. S., p. 63.
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To TROT, v. a. To draw a man out in con-

versation, especially by the apj>earancc of

being entertained or of admiration, so as to

make him expose himself to ridicule. Both
the term and practice are well known in

Glasgow.

"I have already met with well-bred gentlemen in

Glasgow, who neither trot nor are trotted" Peter's

Letters, Ui. 247.

Trottee, s. One who shows off, like a horse

in a market, so as to be held up to ridicule, ib.

" I had the good sense to perceivo the danger of the
practice,—and hope never to fill the roll either of Trot-
ier or Trtttee." Ibid. p. 24(5.

Tbotter, *. One who shews off another in

this manner, ibid. V. preceding word.

[Trottie. To be on trottie, to be in bad
humour, Banffs.j

• TROT, 8. 1. Schaik a trot, seems to have
been an old phrase for, Take a dance.
" In the fyrst thai dancit—Schaik a trot. " Compl. S.

2. Used, perhaps in a ludicrous way, for an
expedition by horsemen, synon. raid.

•• The Covenanters, hearing of this trott of Turriff,

and that they were come to Aberdeen, began to bide
their goods, &c. Spalding's Troubles, i. 152.
Tent, trot, cursus, gressus, succussatio.

[TROT, *. The throat, Shetl.]

Trotcosie, e. A piece of woollen cloth,

which covers the back part of the neck and
shoulders, with straps across the crown of
the head, buttoned from the chin down-
wards on the breast; for defence against

the weather, S.

It seems to be properly throatcosle, because it keeps
the throat wsrm. V. Cosie.

"The upper part of his form—was shrouded in a
large great-coat, belted over his under habiliments, and
crested with a huge cowl of the same stuff, which, wheu
drawn over the head and hat, completely overshadow-
ed both, and being buttoned beneath the chin, was
called a trot-cosy." Waverley, ii. 112.
" To see how a trot-cosey and a Joseph can disguise

a man- that I suldna ken my auld teal friend the
deacon." Rob Roy, iii. 31.

TROTH-PLIGHT, s. The act of pledging
faith between lovers, by means of a symbol.
"The dispute—ended by tho lovers going through

an emblematic ceremony of their troth-iHhjht, of which
the vulgar still preserve soine traces. They broke be-
twixt them the thin broad piece of gold which Alice
had refused to receive from Havenswood. " Brido of
Lammermoor, ii. 130.

Trothpliyht is used by Shakspcare as an adj. in the
sense of betrothed, affianced. It occurs also as a r.
" Trouth^it-yn. Affido." Prompt. Parv.

# • TROUBLE, *. A name given by miners to
a sudden break in the stratum of coal, S.

;

called also Dyke and Gae.

" That alteration of course was not caused by any

gaf% or trouble, which sometimes havo their effect

" Gars, and Dyke*%—being tho occasion of so much
trwibte, in the working of coal,—the coal-hewers call

them ordinarily by that name trouble.
91

Sinclair's Misc.

Obs. Hydrost., p. 267. 270.
" The strata are frequently deranged by troubles or

dykes." Ure's Hist Rutherglen, p. 287.

•TROUGH, Trouche, *. The same with

Trow, q. v.

" The view we had from these heights, of the whole

valley, or strath, or trowjh of the Clyde upwards, is by

far the richest thing I have yetseen north ofthe Tweed."
Peter's Letters, iii. 299.

TROUK, s. A slight but teasing complaint

;

as, " a trouk o
9
the cauld," Mearns : synon.

Brash, Tout.

Ft. tr*z is a blow or thwack. But it may be rather

from A. -8. truc-ian, deticere, languere. Cucohxi tru-

doth, Genoa deficiunt. Gael, truaiyhe is rendered,
•• misery, woe;" Shaw. Ir. truagh, "lean, poor,

meagre, dismal," O'Reilly; C.B. trwch, "broken,

maimed," Owen.

TROUSH, inter}. A call or cry directed to

cattle ; as, " Trouehy hawkie," Mearns.

It is singular, that, in the terms expressing a call to

cattle, there should be so great a resemblance, when
the people using them were so remote from each other.

V. Pratf, and Prutchie.

To TROUSS, v. a. To tuck up, to shorten

;

as, u to troits8 a petticoat," to turn up a fold

of the petticoat, and fasten it by sewing

or pinning it to the garment immediately

above, S.; hence, trottee
f
a tuck, pron. trooss.

This mast be viewed as originally the same with the

E. v. to Tru**, from Fr. troitM-er, " to tucke, bind or

girt in ;" Cotgr. Perhaps we may add Teut. tro*XA,

raccingere, colligere.

TROVE, e. A turf, Aberd. loor, Ang.

"These lands—have for centuries been wasted by

the practice of cutting up the sward into turf, for the

different purposes of mixing it with the stable and byre

dung, (muck-fail ;) of building the walls of houses,

when it is called fail ; of rooting houses, when the

sward is pared thin, and for fuel, which they call

trores." P. Alford, Aberd. Statist. Ace., xv. 456, 457.

Su.-G. Isl. tor/, ima arvi gleba ad aleudum fociun

eruta ; ab antiquiss. Goth, torfu, effodere ; Scren
Kinar, Earl of Orknev, about the year 912, is much

celebrated by the Northern Scalds, because he taught

the inhabitants of these islands the use of turf. Hence
he was ever after honoured with the name of Torf-

Einar. V. Barry's Orkney, p. 112.

TROW, *. [1. A trough ; as, a eicinee trow,

Clydes.]

2. The wooden spout by which water is carried

to a mill-wheel, S., in some places in pi. tlte

trowe. It is also called a ehot.

Su.-G. Belg. troy, E. trough, Dan. /row, I»L Mrs.

Junius views C.B. trychu, truncare, as the root, whence
triceA, troch, incisia ; because troughs were anciently

trees hollowed out.
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3. The trow of Hie water, the lower ground
through which a river runs ; as, the trow of
Clyde, Upp. Lanarks. Also the trough of

Clyde, Middle Ward.
Haldorson renders Ial. trog, alveus, which denotes

both the bed of * river, and * conduit pipe. The
trots of s river thus seems to be merely the trough by
means of which the water is conveyed. C.B. trwch, a
eat into, an incision ; troch, cut, broken.

To TROW, Trew, v. a. 1. To believe, S.

God Robert Boyd, that worthi was and wicht,

Wald nocht thsira trew, quhill he him saw with sycht
Wallace, ii. 436, MS.

The prep, in is sometimes added.

Ye gnrt as trow in stock end stone,

That they wald help mony one.

Spec, Qodly Sang; p. 25.

rn kiss yonr bonny mou\
1*11 gar your mither true

That I'll marry thee.

Bey TuiU Tulie ; Old Song.

2. To trust to, orjconfkle in.

Now I persawe, he that will trew
His fa. it sail him sum tyme rew.-

Barbour, U. 826, MS.

The prep, to is sometimes added.

And gvff thst ye will troto to me,
Te sail ger msk tbaroff king.

And I sail be in your helping.

Barbour, i. 490, M&
8. To make believe; often in sport, S. as,

Tm only trowing you ; [he gait me trow."]

Moes.-G. frate-as, IsL tru-a, Su.-G. tro, fidere,

ciedeie ; Tro ens ord, fidem habere alicujus dictis ; To
trew one's word, S.

Trowabil, adj. Credible.
44 It is als nocht trowabil, that sic exempil sold be

introducitbeanepatriciane," Bellend. T. Liv., p. 334.

To TROW, v. a. and n. 1. To put any thing

into a rotatory motion, to cause to roll ; as,

"to trow a half-penny," to make it spin

round on the table, Lanarks., Ettr. For.

2. To roll over; as, to trow down a hill, to

descend a hill, as children often do, by
rolling or whirling, Upp. Lanarks., Berwicks.

[3. To turn over a liquid continuously with a

spoon ; as in cooling liquid food, Banffs.

4. To coddle, to nurse daintily, ibid.]

The same with E. Troul, Troll; or from C.B. tro, dr-
eamvolution, troel, a cylinder, troellog, round, troi, to

tarn, (Lat. tru-are, volvere. gyrare), troelti, to put in a
whirling motion ; Su.-G. triu-a, rotari, ut solet globus
per loca declivia ; Ihre.

[Trow, «. 1. A continued tossing up of a

liquid by means of a spoon, or any small

vessel, ibid.

2. Dainty nursing, ibid.; trowin is also used.]

TKOW, Trowe, Troll, Dnow, *. 1. A
name given to the devil, Orkn., Shetl.

Hence this imprecation is used, . Trow tak

youl

2. In pi. it denotes an inferior order of

demons.

The desnonoiogy of these islands, according to its

sore modern form, is said to include three orders of

r"
its ; the Fairies, the Trow, and the Trows. While
Fairies are uniformly represented as social, cli.-er-

ful, and benevolent beings ; the Trow* are described as
gloomy and malignant, ever prone to injure men. Of
these there are two classes, which receive their distin-

; denominations from the places of their resid-

Hill-trows, *. pL Spirits supposed to in-

habit the kills or the mountainous part of
the Orkney Islands.

The superstitions, in some places, endeavour to bribe
these by leaving an offering of food for them every
night ; being persuaded that, otherwise, they would
destroy the family before morning. It is believed, that
they still frequently apoear in wild and sequestered
scenes ; having a haggard and malignaut aspect. One
of the attributes of the Fairies, in Scotland, is in Ork-

. ney appropriated to the Trows : it being an article- of
the vulgar creed, that they often carry off children.
The Brownie*, although, as appears from Brand,

formerly well known in Orkney, seem to be now al-

most entirely forgotten. I strongly suspect, however,
from what has been mentioned above, that they are
now eonJoaaded with the WU-TrowA ; especially from
the description given of their appearance, and from the
offerings made to them. V. the extract from Brand,
vo. BnowxiK.

Sea-trowes, *. pL Certain inhabitants of

the sea, viewed by the vulgar as malignant
spirits.

It is believed in Orkney, by those living on the coast,

that the Trows do much injury to fishermen ; and
particularly, that they destroy the fishing-grounds.

Brand, speaking of " those sea-monsters, the Sleer-

men and Meerwnaids, which have not only been seen,

but apprehended and kept for sometime," adds ;

"They tell us that several such creatures do appear
to fishers at sea, particularly such as they call .SWc-

Trowes, great rolling creatures, tumbling in the waters,
which, if they come among their nets, they break them,
and sometimes take them away with them ; if the
fishers see them before they come n*»ar, they endeavour
to keep these off with their airs or long staves ; and if

they can beat them therewith, they will endeavour to
do it : The fishers both in Orkney and Zetland are
affraid when they sec them, which panick fear of their's

makes them think and sometimes say, that it is the
Devil in the shape of such creatures, whether it be so
or not as they apprehend, / cannot determine.'* Dcscr.
of Zetland, p. 115.

The good man had no occasion for so much modesty.
They were a very odd sort of evil spirits, that could be
beat off by poles! He had often himself seen such
tumbling about in the Firth of Forth.
With respect to the origin of this name, it

is merely the corrupt pronunciation of the old
word TroU. This term was used by the ancient
Scandinavians to denote a 8{»ectre, and particularly
applied toa sort of incarnate goblins, of monstrous size,

and eofTesposMlent strength, who were very destructive »
of mankind They lived in solitudes, and clefts of the
rocks ; and were believed to feed on human flesh.

They were also denominated Btnjriaar, i.e., giants of
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the mountains. Hence the fables of the Orkueys con-
cerning the Ifill-Trows.
From their superior skill in magical arts, in Su.-G.

magic in general came to be denominated troll. For
such was the power of incantation ascribed to them,
that they could make men assume the likeness of sa-

tyrs, wild beasts, Ac. Troll-a, and Isl. tryll-a, signify

incantare, magicis artibus uti;Su.-G. trolldom, vene-
ficium. and troll Lona, venefica. E. trull, a prostitute,

is by Ihre traced to Su.-G. troll; and with pretty good
reason, as it is her business to entice men by her
fascinations.

That Trow, as still used in Orkney, is the same with
Troll, is unquestionable from the account given by
Cunrad, commooly called the Celt, in his Hotte/torin,

as quoted by Arngriin Jonas, Specimen Isfandiae, p.
118. Speaking of the Orkney Islands, he says :

Orcada* has meciorant, facta* e nomine Graeco,
Atque has perjuris, exilium esse, Diis.

Accola mutato, quos dicit nomine Drollos.

Some have supposed that this is an error for Trollos.

The word, however, is originally the same. For Dan.
drol signifies a demon, and Teut. drol is expl. trullus,

drollus : Vulgo dicitur daemonum genus quod in omni
laborem genere so videtur exercere, cum tamen nihil

agat : alio nomine kabouter mann'k'en. Trotus, Cim-
brica lingua Gothicae affinis, cacodaemon ml>er dicitur.

Adr. Jun. This designation assimilates him to the
Brownie of our own country. This -seems originally

the same with Isl. tlraug, l«»inur (G. Andr. ami Verel.j
Hence Odin was denominated Drouga Vrottbi, lemurum
sive tumulorum dominus, as presiding over the depart-
ed: Keysler. Antiq. Septentr., p. 13G.

But from the following passage we have a somewhat
different account :

—

—"Swertna, in despair, had recourse to the good
offices of Mordaunt Mertoun, with whom she had ac-

quired some favour by her knowledge in old Norwe-
gian ballads, and dismal tales concerning the Trows
or Drows, (the dwarfs of the Scalds), with whom su-
perstitious eld had peopled many a lonely cavern
and brown dale in Dunrnssness, as in every other dis-

trict of Zetland/' The Pirate, i. 2a
The learned author has no doubt that the Trows or

Drows are originally the same with the Duergar of the
northern nations. V. vo. Drows. The oue name,
however, is evidently not borrowed from the other

;

and, as the Dueryar or Dwarfs were confined to the
earth, whereas oue species of the Trows belonged to
the sea, it is not improbable that Trow was a more,
generic name, and that it might iuclude the Duergar
under it.

In the IsL version of the Bible, the word used
in both places where the term satyr occurs in ours,
is Draugar, Isa. 13. 21 ; 34. 14 ; with this difference,
that in the latter passage Troll also occurs. And thar
munn til unmans hlaujxi Draugar og slrymsl, og eitt

Troll mun tharoflru moeta ; lit- rally, •• And there shall
the Dwarf and the Spectre run together, and one Troll
shall meet another." This proves that the terms Dntitg-
urand Trol, however loosely they might at times be
used, are radically different, and have been thus viewed
by that people who still retain the purest specimen of
the ancient language of Scandinavia.

Dr. Edinonstooe views 7Yotr«a8 synon. with Fairies.
" The fairies or trows have still a * local habitation

and a name.' They occupy small stony hillocks or
knows, and whenever they make an excursion abroad,
are seen, mounted on bulrushes, ridiug in the air.

—

They are said to be very mischievous, not only shoot-
ing cattle with their arrows, but even carrying human

1 beings with them to the hills. Child-bed women are
sometimes taken to nurse a prince ; and although the
ap|>earance of the body remain at home, yet the im-
material part is removed," &c. Zetl. ii. 75, 76.

Dr. Hibbert justly views the name of Fairies at s

misnomer, when given to the Trown.
"The subterraneous Trows of Shetland," he says,

" have, in more recent times, had the improper name

S'ven them of Fairies, which is of com|»aratively mo-

srn introduction into Europe." ShetL Isl., p. 416.

" The Trows of Shetland, who inhabit the interior

of rocks, are the same race of beings whom the natives

of Feroe describe as Fo>ldenskemand, or underground

men ; in the Island ic Edda, they appear under the

name of Duergar, or dwarfs." Ibid. p. 445.
Two centuries ago, the word continued to be written,

and perhaps spoken in Shetland, after the Norwegian

mode. In a dittay agaiust Catherine Jonesdochter

and others for witchcraft, &c. tried in the Sheriff Court

of Shetland, Oct. 2, 16 10, one of the points is thus set

forth :
— *• Item mair, the said Catherine for airt & pairt

of witchcraft and sorcerie, in banting and seeing the

Trollis ryse out of the kyrk yeard of Hildiswick k
Holy cross kirk of Eahcnes ; and that she saw tkame

on the hill callit G rein fa ill, at niony sindrie tyme*;

and that they come to ony hous quhair thair wes feast-

ing or great minines, ami speciallie at Yule."—Found

guilty, on her own confession, and sentenced to be

"taken by the lockman to the place of execution, abooe

Birrie, used & wont, wirryet at an stake while she be

dead, & thairefter to be burnt in ashes. " Sheriff-Court

Book of Shetland.
Catharine was accused, and also confeat that "she

conversed, lay, and kept company and society with the

Devil, whom she called the Bowman of Hildiswick,

and Kshenes, for more than 40 years, and every year

sensyne, and specially at Halloweven and holy cross

day : and that the last time he lay with her, be gave

her an merit on the privie members, and left with her

ane sey nwtte and ane cleik, whairby she sould be

hable to do any thing she desyrit," &c.

To Tkow, c. a. [To imprecate], to curse.

Messyngeris than sic tithingis brocht thaim till,

And tald i'ersye, that Wallace lefland war,
Off his eschaip fra thar nre>oune in Ayr.
Thai trowit rycht weill, ne passit was that steid,

For Longcastell and hi* twa men was deid,
He trowd the chance that Wallace so was past.

In ilka part thai war gretly aga*t,

Throw prophesye that thai had herd befor.
Wallace, ia 25, MS.

In Edit. IW8, it is thus altered.

They trowd it well, that Wallace past that stead,
For Long-castle and his two men were dead :

They waried the chance that Wallace so was past.

It would seem, that some early editor, while he

retained the first trowit, as obviously signifying bel'tred,

changed the second to waried, as being better under-

stood in his time.
Trow tak yon, is an imprecation still used in Orkney.

It is said that in Norse trow signifies Derif. IsL

(rumen, larva vel cacodaemon ; tltraen, diabolns;
drauge, lemur. Su.-G. tro is used in profane swearing
or imprecation. Tro wig, tro bort mig, dispeream;
tro dig, male percas. Ihre conjectures that tage may
be understood,—ut sit, Diabolus me auferat. Gloss.

p. 9T>0, 951. Germ, traun is used in a similar sense.

V. Wachter.

[To Tkow, v. n. To la!»our under a slight

illness; to dwine, BanlTs.]

Trowie, aJj. Sickly, Orkn.
As in our own country, unknown diseases were often

in former ages ascribed to the influence of witchcraft,
shall we view this as signifying, "under tho malign
influence of the Trow, or daemon?" V. Trow,
Tkowe, s.
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TROWIE GLOVES. [Gloves of tho &a-
Trows] ; a name given to sponges, Caithn.
" Sponges are found upon the shore in great plenty,

shaped like a man's hand, and called by the people
Trowie Glove*." P.. Dunrossness, Statist Ace. vii.

396. q. Make-believe gloves, because an ignorant per-
son might view them as such. V. Trow, v.

To TROW, v. a. To season a cask, by rin-
sing it with a little wort, before it be used

;

a term common with brewers ; also, to trow
the brew-looms, Ang.
A.-S. ge-treow-ian, in a moral sense, signifies par-

gare ; Germ, traucn, to administer the sacerdotal bless-
rag. We say, to sign or synd a vessel, when it is
cleansed by a little water being passed through it ; in
allusion to the supposed purification of a person or
thing, in consequence of making the sign of the cross.
Trow perhaps may have a similar origin ; especially as
Brewers retain a considerable portion of superstition.
V. Burn.

TROWAN, Trowex, s. A mason's trowel,
S. ; apparently corr. from the E. word. V.
Trone.

TKOWENTYN, Barbour, xix. 696. Leg.
tranouicintyn. V. Tranont.

To TROWL, r. w. Used in a different seuse
from E. troll ; as in trowling, a line, with a
number of hooks on it, extending from one
side of a stream to the other, and fixed to
a rod on each side, is drawn gently up-
wards, S.

TROWNSOWR,*. A trencher. "Adow-
sone [dozen] of trownsowris ;

" Aberd. Keg.
V. Trunscueour.

TROWS, s.pl. The term used in Roxb. and
other southern shires, to denote two pieces

of wood, each formed like the half or sec-
tion of an ellipsis, fenced with upright
boards, so as to prevent the entrance of
water. These two are conjoined by means
of iron hooks, or a cross-board ; the broad
part of the one being placed towards that
of the other. An interstice is left between
the two sections, so that the water is seeu
distinctly through it. This sort of vessel,

resembling two short flat-bottomed yawls
placed stern to stern, is used in what is call-

ed burning the water, or night-fishing on
rivers for salmon. Through the interstice,

by means of the lights, the fishers can see,

and more certainly strike their prey.

In Isl. troy signifies linter, a small boat, from its

resemblance to a trough. A.-S. troy, troge, alveus, a
trough ; also, •• linter. a cock-boat, a wherry or scul-
ler ; Kilian, troch ;

" Somner.

TROWS, s.pl. A sluice. V. Mill-tuowse.
This does not properly denote the cloose or sluice it-

self, but the troughs which conduct the water to the
mill-wheel.

TROWTII, s.

2. Belief.

1. Truth, Wyntown.

Syne thai herd, that Makbeth aye
In fantowu fretis hail gret fay,
And trowth had in swylk fantasy.
Be that he trowyd stedfastly,
Nevyre dyacurafyt for to bo,
Qwhill wyth hys eyne he t»uld se
The wode browcht of Brynttanc,
To the hill of Dwnsynane.

Wyntown, vi 18. 363.

TROYT, *. An inactive person, S.B. gene-
rally conjoined with the epithet nasty ; as,

a nasty troyt, one who is both dirty and
indolent.

Allied perhaps to Su.-<x. tryt-a, to cease, convey-
ing the idea of one who becomes weary of work;
or rather, as the v. also signifies, iniquo ferre, pi-

Sere, taedere, whence thryt, contumacy, neglect of
uty. Troett, fessus, lassus, is a kindred term

;

trottt ofarhete, fe3sus labore ; and troett a, fatigare.

TROYT, TROYCin* s. Prob., a trough.
"Ane troyt, ane baik breid, iiij reid trtincheris."

Aberd. Reg. A. 1543, V. 18. "Ane troycht & tua
aiking buvrdis." Ibid. A. 15.35, V. 15.
The only idea I can form of this word, is that it is

meant for trocht, perhaps a trough.

To TROYTTLE, v. n. To tattle, to gossip,
Shetl. ; merely a variety of Trattil, q. v.

TROY WEIGHT, Troys weight. A cer-
tain kind of weight, used both in S.and in E.
" That there shall be onely one just weight through

all the Darts of this kingdetne, which shall universallie
serve all his Majesties liegcg, by tho which (and no
other) they shall buy and sell—in all tymu hereafter :

to wit, the French Troys Stone weight, contcining
sexteine Troys Pounds in the Stone, and scxteine Troys
Unces in the Pound, and the leaser weights and mea-
sures to be made in proportion conforme thereto."
Act Ja. VI., 19 Feb., 1618. Murray, p. 441.
This is ordered to be used instead of " that weight

called of old the Trone Weight"
The phrase, according to Keith, is written in an act of

the Privy Council, A. 1565, Troce Weichl. V. Rkmeid.
Somner, and Du Cange, both suppose that Troy is a

corr. of Trone. V. Du Gauge, vo. Trona. Cowo I as-
serts that •• Trone weight plainly appear* to bo the same
with what we now call Troy weight," vo. Weights. Yet,
under Pondus Regit, be says that " it seems easy to
infer that wbat wo call Troy Weight was this Pondus
Regis, or te Roy Weight.

It is evident, however, that they were quite diffe-

rent. For, by the Act of James, quoted above, it is

ordered that tho ono be used, and the other is dis-
charged.

Troy Weight in E., according to Spelman, consisted
of twelve ounces in the pound. This is the standard
still used in S. for weighing gold, silver, jewels, oorn,
bread, and liquors. V. Hutton's Arithiu., p. 15. It
is simply denominated Troy Weight. What is called
Scot's Troy, in our times, is the same with Dutch weight

;

and said aUo to correspond to Trone weight, only tho
pound varying in diltercnt places, and for different
purposes, from 20 to 28 ounces.

In tho reign of James VI. Troy differed from Trone
weight, the latter exceeding the former three pounds
and a half in tbe stone. For Skene says :

"Ilk Trois stanc contcinis sextcene pound Trois.
And ilk pound weicht thcirof, conteinis sexteenc ounce
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TroJs.—The wool, quhen it is bocht be merchands, it

boobt be the Trone stane, quhilk conteinis commonly
six. pound and ane halfe Trots." De Verb. Sign. to.

Serplaith.

Am this weight is called, in the Act, Freneh Troys, it

hows that oar rulers in that age viewed it as originally

borrowed from the French, and that it had received its

name from its being used in Troies, the capital city of

Champagne. For we learn from Diet. Trev., that

almost every city had its own peculiar weights.

TRUBLANCE, b. Disturbance.

"Conwickit for the trublance of him in wordis, cal-

land him koif-caryll one the oppin gait." Aberd. Reg.

Cent. 16.

TRUBLY, adj. Dark, lowering, troubled,

muddy ; drumly, synon. Fr. trouble.

Throw help thsreof he chasis the wyndis awa,
And trubly cloudis diuidis in ane thraw.

Doug. Virgil, 106, 21.

[To TRUCK, v. a. To trample, crush, Shetl.

Dan.]

[Truck, *. Trash, refuse, ibid.]

[TRUCK, b. The surface of pasture land

peeled off for the purpose of making com-
post, ShetL
Prob., a oorr. of turf-ick.]

TRUCKER, Truckar, b. V. Trukier.

TRUCK-POT, $. A tea-pot. V. Track-
pot.

TRUDDER, *.. Lumber, trumpery, Aberd.

IsL truts is expl. fasiculus ; IsL trod-r, and Su.-G.

trod, the stakes or wood with which hedges are con-

structed.

TRUDGE BAK. Prob., hump-back.

A trudge bak that cairful catire bare
;

And crukit was his laythlie litnmis bayth.
K. Hart, ii. 51

From the rest of this description, as well as from the

name of the person, Decrepitus, it is clear that the

poet meant to say that he was hump-backed. The
phrase is still used in this sense, S.B,

It may be from Lat. turg-ere, to swell But I would
prefer Su. -O. trutn-a, id. Isl. thrutn-a, id. throte, a tumor.

TRUDGET, v. 1 dread trudget of you; I

suspect that you will do some mischief, or

play me some trick ; Loth.

Perhaps allied to .Alera. trug, fraud, trug-en, to

deceive ; as, being the same with O.E. treget, deceit,

treachery, Minot's Poems, p. 31.

For all thaire treget and thaire gile.

TRUDGET, *. A sort of paste used by
tinkers, for preventing a newly-soldered

vessel from leaking. It is made of barley-

meal and water, Roxb.

[To TRUE, Tuu, v. a. To believe, credit

;

as, u He gart me true" he led me to believe,

Clydes., Shetl. V. Trow.]

VOL IV.

Tkub-Blue, adj. 1. An epithet formerly

fiven to those who were accounted rigid

resbyterians, and still occasionally used, S.

Hence the title of a pamphlet, published about the

beginning of last century, "A Sample of Tnu-Bke

Presbyterian Loyalty.
1'

This phraseology seems to hare originated daring

the civil wars in the time of Charles I., when the

opposite parties were distinguished by badges of dif-

ferent colours.

"—Few, or none of this army wanted a blue ribband^

but the lord Gordon and some others of the marquis'

family had a ribband, when they were dwelling in the

town, of a reef flesh colour, which they wore m their

hats, and called it the Royal Ribbanu\ as a sign of their

love and loyalty to the king. In despite and de-

riaion thereof this blue ribband was worn, and called

the Covenanters Ribband by the haill soldiers of the

army.'* Spalding's Troubles, i. 123. V. also p. 160.

—"The haill house dogs, messens, and whelpi

within Aberdeen killed upon the streets, so that

neither hound, messen or other dog was left alire that

they could see ; the reason was this, when the first

army came here, ilk captane and soldier had s W«
ribband about his craig, in despite and derision where-

of, when they removed from Aberdeen, some women

of Aberdeen (as was alleged) knit blue ribbands shoat

their messens craigs, whereat thir soldiers took offence,

and killed all their dogs for this very cause," Spald-

ing, i 160.
" Blue was the fayourite colour of the covenanters;

hence, the vulgar phrase of a true blue whig" Min-

strelsy Border, ill. 224.

2. Metaph., a person of integrity and steadi-

ness.

" True blue will never stain," S. Prov. "A mm of

fixed principles, and firm resolutions, will not be easily

induced to do an ill, or mean thing." Kelly, p. 303.

Tkuelixs, Trdlins, adv. Truly, LotL,

Dumfr., Ang. Though properly an adv.,

it is used as if it were an «.

" My trulines, gin they had to hurkle down on s

heap oT haver straw,—gin they wad gang to bed wi nc

a wauf wamefou," Ac. Blackw. Mag., Nov. 1820, ft

154. V. the termination Lings.

True-Love, «. One whose love is pledged

to another, S.

I leant my back unto an aik,

I thought it was a trusty tree ;

But first it bow'd, and syne it brak,

And sae did my true-love to me.
Song; Wala, wala, up the taat

It has been ingeniously supposed that the origin

«

this term is Dan. trolovet, from tro, troth or faith, and

Joe-*, to promise, to encage. "This seems," it htf

been said, " the origin of the term, true-lott, in many

of our old ditties." This idea is supported by the re;

mark that "the lady's true-love is really ber/a/tf•*<**;

whence some editors have taken the liberty of altering

it accordingly. V. Northern Antiq., p. 385.

Trulie, adj. True, not fictitious. A tnlie

story, S.B. Su.-G. trolig, credibilis.

Truly. Anomalously used asa#. expressive

of surprise, or a kind of oath ; My truly,**

By my truly, S.
•• By my truly, I have a mind to settle some pxA

revenue or pension upon her out of the readiest inert**

H 4
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of the lands of my 8almigondinois.
u

Urquhart's
Rabelais, B. iii. c. 18.

TRUFF,*. Corr. of E. fur/, S.
Lang nuy his truff in gowans gay be dreat t

^ _ FergussoWs Poena, ii. &.

V. Tkoyk.

The frost may bite, the hail may nip,
The rain may steep us to the skin

;

Bnt thae aneath the auld green trujs,
The waes o' weather never fin*.

Gall. Encycl, p. 405.

TRUFF, «. A trick, a deceit.

Ne bid I not into my stile for thy
To speke of truffis, nor nane harfottry.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 272, 4.

ItaL truffa, id. (ruff-are, to cheat, to deceive, trujJUrt,
a deceiver. In Fr. the sense is limited to that decep-
tion that is included in mockery. Truffe, a Kibe, truffer,
to nock, truff-eur, a mocker. Hence, perhaps,

To Truff, v. a. To steal, Ol. Shirr.

Cleek a' ye can by hook or crook,
Byp ilka pouch free nouk to nook

;

Be sure to truff his pocket-book, Ac.
Ramsay** Poems, L 299.

Allied perhaps to Flandr. truff-eu, decipere, fallens,

Uftpooere, L. B. truff-are, trufare, id. O. Fr. truff-er,
to mock, is most probably from the same fountain.
The original idea may have been that conveyed by
Alesa. treff-en, Su.-G. treff-a, IsL trefw-a, apprehendere,
manibos tentare.

Truffure, s. A deceiver.

Than wox I tene, that I tuke to sic ane truffuris tent
Doug. Virgil, Pro! 289, b.23.

TRUGS, s. A mode of profane swearing,

used among the vulgar, S.B.
It is generally viewed as a corruption of troth, to

which it is equivalent. But it seems rather derived
from Moes.-G. triggua, Su.-G. trigg, faithful, trig-

gma, a covenant It is an affecting proof of the
pertinacity of men in immoral customs, that some
of the oatns used in this country seem to retain evi-

dent marks of the highest antiquity. Thus Ooihe,
a common profanation of the name of God, S.B. is evi-

dently Moes.-G. Ootha, the very term used to denote
the Supreme Being, when Ulphi las wrote, during the
reign of Constantino the Great, that is, nearly fifteen

hundred years ago. V. Michaelis' Introd. Lect sect. 68.

[TRUISH, b. V. Trews.]

TRUKIER, Trucker, s. 1. A contemptuous
term, always implying that the per-

son, to whom it is given, has done some-
thing that is offensive, S.

Despiteful spider, poor of sprite,

Begins with babbling me to blame

;

Gowk, wvte me not to gar thee greit

;

Tliy trattling, Trukier, I shall tame.
Polwart, Watson's Coll., iii. 2.

2. Often applied to a female in coutempt, as

equivalent to u worthless hussy," S.

3. A waggish or tricky person, Roxb.*

The term seems to convey the idea of deceit O.
Germ, trugh, guile, Teut. drogheuer, a deceiver, bed-
riegk-er, id. Perhaps merely a contemptuous use of
Fr. troqueur, one who barters or trucks ; as persons of
this description have not generally beeu supposed
worthy of implicit confidence.

[TRUL1E, Truly. V. under Tuue.]

TRULIS, $. pi. Some kind of game.
So mony lords, so mony naturall fulis,

That bettir accordis to play thame at the trulis,
Nor seis the dulis that commons dois sustene.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 42.

Lord Hailes thinks that this may mean some game
which resembles a spindle, from Fr. trouil, id. •• I am
informed," he adds "that trule means some childish
game, of the nature of cappy-hole." Note, p. 251.
Germ, tori signifies tho game of top. The term,

however, seems rather to denote some trundling sort
of game, perhaps resembling the bowls ; as probably
allied to Su.-G. trill-a, rotari, ut solet globus ; Ihre.

(TRULLA, Trolla, Troll, adj. Haunted
or affected by trows, Slietl.]

(Trullascud, *. A witch-like woman, ibid.

Dan.. froW, an elf, and skudt, shot.]

[Tbullia, adj. Sickly; same with trowief

q.v.]

TRULLION, 8. A sort of crupper, Mearns
;

the same with Tronach, q. v. IsL travale, im-
pedimentum ?

TRULLION, Trull, s. A foolish person,
a silly creature, Ayrs. V. Troll.

TRUM, s. Apparently, drum. " To play
vpoune the trum nychtly, to convene the
waich at ewin," &c. Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

Germ. Dan. tromme, Su.-G. trumma, IsL trumba,
tympanum.

TRUM,*. A thread. V. Thrum.
There will I wear out life's frail trum,
Just clotching canny on my bum.

Gall. Bnc, p. 253.

To TRUMP, v. n. 1. To trumpet forth, to
sound abroad ; with the prep. up.

Tharefore trump up, blaw furth thine eloquence.
TSoug. Virgil, 376, 14.

We have the same phraseology in the Battallye of
Agynhourte.

They tromved up full meryly,
The grete battell to gederes ged.

Ap. Watson's Hist. E. P., it 36.

Teut. tromp-en, canere tuba.

2. To " break wind backwards."
In publyk placis fra that day
Scho wes behynd than trumpand ay :

Sa wes scho schamyd in ilksted,
Quhil in this warld hyr lyf scho led.

Wyntown, ri. 2. 98.

3. To fling as a horse, to kick, Shetl.
Isl. tramp-a, conculcare, tramp-r, equus succusator.

4. To march, to trudge, S.
With that thai war vreill ner the King :

And he left his anionesting,
And gert trump to the assemble.

Barbour, viii. 293, MS.
And than, but langer delaying,
Thai cert trump till the assemble.
On atnir sid men mycht than so
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Moby a wycht man, and worthi,

E«lJ
rtodoeh.w.lr,.

ywi xlL 491> M8.

m i all his oiat ami hale arniye

Ha* rasit trumpin to the toun in hye.

Doug. Virgil, 379, 8.

S«.-G. IaL tramp-a, calcare ; Germ, trump-en, currerc.

Hardyng, however, uaea the v. with the prep, up in

* different sense.

The Erie then of Northumberland throughout

Baysed np the land, and when he came it nere,

The kyng trumped up, and went away full clere.

Cron. Fol. 222. a.

It seems to signify, trussed up his goods.

5. To deceive ; used actively.

Than ssll we all be at our will

And thai sail let thaim trumpyt ill,

Fra thai wyt weill we be away.
Barbour, xix. 712, Ma

That fals man, by dissaitfull wordis fare,

With wanhope trumpet the wofull luflars.

Doug. Virgil, 24, 8.

Ft. tromp-er, Teut. trompen, id. The E. r. trump

Sp
seems to have a common origin, q. to fabricate by

eceiving others. As Sw. trumph-a, id. has the same

orthography with trumpha, to play it at cards, trumith

the victorious card, (Seren.) ; it is not improbable that

the verbs, signifying to deceive, have originally a

reference to this amusement, which has been so common
* mean of deception.

Trump, Trumpe, *. 1. A JewVharp. Fr.

trompe, Sir J. Sinclair's Observ., p. 159.

••Like a sow playing on a trump;** S. Prov.,

" spoken when people do a thing ungracefully. " Kelly,

p. 232. Y. Corxepipx.

2. A trifle, a thing of little value.

Ten teyndis ar ane trumpe, bot gif he tak may
Ane kinrik of parisch kyrki* cuplit with commendis.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 239, a. 10.

3. In pi. goods.

Now, haly fader, thl maieste inclyne,

Grant that our nauy thys fyre may eschape,

And from distructioun delyuer and out scrape

The sobir trumpis, and meyne graith of Troyani*.

Doug. Virgil, 150, 65.

4. The tongue of the trump, the principal per-

son, or that object on which there is most

dependence, S.

—•• Though he be termed my lord, and so forth, all

the world knows thatyou are the tongue of the trump."

Monastery, iii. 145, 146.
MHe is the tongue of the trump to the whole squad

of thera.
w Redgauntlet, ii. 2*25.

This undoubtedly refers to the elastic part of the

instrument which causes the sound. In the same

sense Dan. lunge signifies the reed of a hautboy.

••From Belg. tromp, a rattle for little children;

tromp-en, to rattle, or play with a rattle ;" Rudd.

[Trumpie, *. The Skua-gull ; so called on

account of its cry, Orkn.]

Trumposie, adj. 1. Guileful, Ayrs.

2. Cross-tempered, of a perverse spirit, Rcnfr.

Trumpour, Trumper, 8. 1. A deceiver.

Hony proud trumpour with him trippit

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 27.

Lord Hailes renders this raUletuU ; from the idea

that trump signifies rattle, Belg. But Dunbar evidently

uses the term elsewhere, in a moral sense, as opposed

to gud men, and conjoined with tchretri*.

Sum*gevis gud men for thair gud kewia,

Sum gevia to trumpouris. and to achrewis.

Bannatyne Poems, p. Ml

I am not for a trumpet tane.

Ckerrie and She, it N.

Et nulli insidias quondam siiuulata paravi
Lat, Far.

Tyrwhitt thinks that the word means trumpeten;

Cant. Tales, Note, v. 2673.

Fr. trompeur, id.

2. Sometimes used as a contemptuous terra,

without any definite meaning.

Sow durst thow, trumper, be sa bald.

To tant or tell, that he was auid ? _
Philotus, S. P.R.,m.fL

TRUMPIL To play trumph about, to be on

a footing with, to perforin actious equajly

valorous, S.B.

Achilles played na* trumph about

Wi* him, he says ; but jiulge ye.

Poems in the Buchan Dialed, p.

»

Trumph, S., has the same meaning with trump, R,

as denoting the principal card.

TRUMPLEFEYST, *. A qualm or fit of

sickness, Upp. Lanarks., Ayrs.

TRUNCHER SPEIR. A pointless spear, a

spear having part of it lopped off.

With twa blnnt truncher speirs squair,

It was thair interprise,

To fecht with baith thair face* l»air,

For luve, as is the gyse.

Scott, Evergreen, u, 178.

The same with E. truncheon. Fr. tronehet, tronttm;

from tronc-ir, to cut off; to break into two pieces.

[Trunsbune, a truncheon, occurs in Barbour, x«.

129.]

[TR^NIE, s. The snout of a swiue, ShetL

Dan. tryne.

TRUNSCHEOUR, s. A plate, a treucher,

S.
Syne brade trunseheouris did thay fill and charge*

With wilde scrabbis and vthir frutis large.—

Ne spare thay not at last, for laik of mete,

Thare fatale fours nukit trunseheouris for td ete.

Doug. Virgil, 208. «, 9-

Fr. trtneheoir, quadra mensaria ; from tre*ch*rt
to

cut, as on these meat is cut.

To TRUNTLE, v. a. and n. To trundle, to

roll along, S.

Whan ye fell in the snawy flood,

1 truntTt frae aboon you.

A. Wilsons Poems, 17*), P-
«*

TRUPHANE, s.

A tyrant, a tormentour,

A truphane, and a tratlour.

Colkelbie Su*c, F. t t. 7S.

[TRDSII, part. pa. Thrashed ; from r. trt*K

ShetL]
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[TRtfSHKA, Trutska, *. Stubbornness,

fits of sulks ; also, pride, Shetl.

(Trushkit, adj. Stubborn, sulky, ibid.]

[To TRUSS, v. n. To break, crumble ; to

eat in a slovenly manner, Shetl.; hence

frv#«, crumbs, fragments, ibid.]

TRUSTFUL, adj. Trustworthy.

"If the whole supplicants had been to trusted in a
matter ao great and universal,--their Lordships could

not bat hare engaged lives, fortunes, and honour, for

a good success to follow their advice." Baillie's Lett.,

142.

TRUSTRE. Butter, S. B.; as, in Ross-

shire. I see no term that has any similarity.

TRUTHFIT, adj. Honest, sincere, possess-

ing integrity, South of S.

m **Vm a puir man—but I'm an auld man too, and
what my poverty takes awa? frae the weight o' my
counsel grey hairs and a trutfrfu* heart should add to

H twenty tunes." Antiquary, ii. 132.

To TRUTLE, v. n. To be slow in motion ;

applied by nurses to children beginning to

walk, Dumfr., Trottle, Ayrs.

Tnis is Tiewed as synon. with Druttlc. It seems,

indeed, to be also merely a variety of Troddle.

[To TRUTTLE, v. n. Same with troyttU,

q. t. Shetl.]

TRVCOUR, b. A deceiver.

—A dowble toungit counsslour,

A trisupour [trumpour ?] a trveour.

CoUtdbUSaw,*. I.t. 75.

V. Tainan.

[TRWMP, Trwmpit. V. Trump.]

TRY, t. Means of finding any thing that has

been lost, S. B. I could get nae try o
y
t.

• To TRY, v. a. 1. To vex, to grieve, to

trouble, S.

2. To afflict, to harass, S.

The 9. m thus used in a sort of oblique way, in

consequence of its primarily signifying, "to put to the
test." Thus men are said to be tried with affliction,

because God proves them by means of it.

8. To prove legally, to convict.

"Quhasoeavaalbe fryit to haue contrarenit the same
for the first fault salbe adiugeit in the sowme of ten
pemdis mooie,* Ac Acts Ja. VI., 1594, Ed. 1814,

p. 70.
This peculiar signification approaches more nearly,

than any of the senses of the E. v., to Fr. fri-er, to
select, to cull out from among others : for selection

denotes the result of experiment or trial It would
appear, indeed, that in 0. Fr. it had been used as in

8. For Roquefort renders Trii, attested certifie' ;

Gloss. Langue Romane.

Trying, part. adj. 1. Distressful, S.

2. Hard, severe; as, "These are trying

times," S.

TRYFFIS, 3. p. «• v. n. Prospers, thrives.

—Thair be mony wyffie.

Throw haboundanee of specu that nevir tryMs.
CoUtdbie Sow, v. 643.

8a.-O. tr\fm-OM, ralere, bene esse ; Dan. triver, id.

[To TRYMBILL, v. n. To tremble, Bar-
boar, ii. 295.]

THYME, <k$. Trim, trig.

Then gif you knew his duble tackis,

Amonges the countrie men he mackis,
Weith feinyeit seillis end sntideatix,

> vthcr tryme conceatis, &c
Leg. Bp. SL Androis, Poems Sixteenth Cent, p. 824.

This is merely E. trim, disguised by the orthography ;
La., nice eonceits.

TRYNE, e. Art, stratagem.

Of Agsrens what toung can tell the tryne,
With hurklit hude ouer s weill nourisht necke (

Spec Godly Sangs, p. 2.

Lord Bailee renders this "train, retinue." But
fray**, ireyme, is used by Wyntown as train by E.
writers, for stratagem ; Fr. traine, id.
" The tryne of merchandis

;

" Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

TRYNE, b. Train, retinue.

Forytttin* all ths Burgis tryne,

Without descriptioun of thair csee
;

Not speiking of the riche propine,
Qohilk thsy did giue vnto hir Grace.

Buret, Watson, U. 13.

" That hir hienes derrest bruther Robert cominen-
datare of the abbay of Halyrudehouss hes sustenit sic
sumpteons charges and expenssis, besyd his labouri*,
paois ft travail, in awaitting vpoun hir hienes seruice
m tymes bynast, that he is nocht abill to continew
langar in his former tryne & honorabill convoye."
Acta Mary. 1567, Ed. 1814, p. 552.

Tent, trey*, eomitatus.

TRYPAL, Trtpall, e. Expl. « ill-made
fellow," GL Skinn., Aberd.

But a bag trypall there was snap,
Cam'*So him wi' s bend.

Gait him, ere ever he wist, cry clap
Upon his nether end.

Cknstmms Ba'ing, Skinner's Misc. Poet, p. 126.

Fr. tripail'e,
u a quantity of tripes, or guts ;" Cotcr.

from frtpe, the paunch. Some might prefer trepefu,

«'a poor Uttered, a base, bare, and beggarly wretch ;"

Ibid.' But the conjoined epithet shews that dispro-
portionate fensth is especially included in that awk-
wardness of form here expressed. Besides, a tall

meagre person is denominated "a lang tripe o' a fal-

low, 8. The term seems exactly to correspond with
Lat. Ungurio.

[TRYPLIT, part. pa. Trebled, Barbour,
xviii. 80.]

TRYP VELVOT. An inferior kind of
velvet.
"Item, twa burdclaithis of blak tryp velvet figurit,

with twa ensscheonis of the same." Inventories, A.
1661, p. 155i

Fr. tripe, or tripe de velours, etoffe de laine qu'ou
manufacture, et qu'on coupe comme le velours. Tex-
turn villoma*. Diet. Trev. •« Valure, Irish tufftaffata,

fustian an apes," according to Cotgr.

TRYSING, t.

•• For it is the custome of Scotland, that if the mean-
est gentleman, that has his kynsman or neir friend
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murthered, enter in trying with the committeria

friendia, the offeris ar maid be the committeria of the

deed. Quhilkis er deliberatlie resoluit vpone be him,

his kyn and freindia." Belh. MS. Mem. Ja. VI. Fa 34.

This word, which obviously auggceta the idea of

entering intotermsfor accommodation, ia moat probably

a reliqne of A.-S. tryws-ian, fidem dare, foedua inire

;

from Mow, treowe, fides, fidea data, or triow, fidus,

fidelia; whence tryw-ian, juttin*care, purgare; and,

although oerhapa through the medium of the Fr.

language, E. truce, in 8. trewU, the pi. of Trew, q^.v.

I need scarcely mention our Tryst aa clearly belonging

to the same stock.

TRYSS, adv. Thrice, Aberd. Reg., V. 16.

(TRYST, Tryste, s. Appointment to meet,

S. For other meanings V. under Trist.]

To Trtst, v. a. 1. To engage a person to

meet one at a given time and place, S.

" He—then trysted Mr. Williamson at London, who
met the same man in a coach, near London bridge, and
who called on him by hi* name." Fountainhall's

Deciaiona, t. 15. V. the a. eenae 3.

The v. to Tryst ia evidently from the aame fountain

with E. Trust, aa "implying the idea of mutual con-

fidence. Ial. treyst-a, conndere.

2. To meet with ; used in relation to a divine

ordination.

"The plot hath laid Leith and Edinburgh deaolate.

—That this ahould have trysted the enemy at that

time and place, when we had moat to do with Leith
and Edinburgh, ia evidently God'a hand." Baillie'a

Lett.,ii. 151.
" It ia found that the moat eminent and honourable

service of the church, doth usually tryst her in a low
and suffering condition, when there hath been but
little strength, many outward diaadvantagea." Flem-
ing^ Fulfilling Epiatle, p. iv.

3. To bespeak : as, " I trystit my furniture

to be hame " on such a day, S.

4. It occurs in a singular sense, as denoting

such accuracy in motion as to make every

step, in a difficult road, correspond with

the one that has preceded it.

Sir A. Balfour appliea it to the well regulated motion
of thoae who bear travellers down the Alpine declivities.
" They go at the rate of an ordinary horse trot, aa

they go will trist the stones to atep upon, which lye
confusedly here and there, aa exactly aa if they were
a paire of stairs, and yet they will not fall once in 500
times, and if they should it would be a fall without
any great perill." Letters, p. 254.

To Tryst, v. n. 1. To agree to meet at any
particular time or place, S.
" In our treaty, we prefaced with a declaration in

writ, that our tryMng there [in London] was no sub-
mission to the English Parliament." Baillie'a Lett.,

i.221.
The prep, with ia often added, S.

"The particulars are,—the writing, dictating, and
contriving a letter directed to the perfidious Oliver
Cromwell, and trusting with him and his officers at the
Lady Hume's lodgings tending to the ruin of the late
King, and these kingdoms." Wodrow's Hiat., i. 85.

2. To enter into mutual engagements.
" There followed great outcry against him ; friends

met and trysted; at last it resolved in this, the credi-

tors compelled the cautioners to pay them corapleteW

to the hazard of the sum of their estates," Ac. Spal-

ding, i. 37.

Thia suggests quite a different idea from "tryst'mg

to meet ;" and marka engagements entered into after

they had met.
"They raised an army and came to Inverarr,

whilk he could not resist,—and was forced to try*

and give hia band, no doubt to their contentment"

Ibid. p. 143.

"Argyle accepted the gentlemen, and witboat

Athole s knowledge sent them to the Tables, tyat

fry** and causes Athole swear and subscribe ss be

pleased. This was not fair play." Spa'ding, L 220.

3. To concur with ; used metaph. as to cir-

cumstances or events.

"What a marvellous concurrence of providence, awl

convincing appearances of a divine hand waa in tail

judgment, the besieging of Jerusalem by the Roman*,

trysted with the very time of the paaaover, whilst s*

great a confluence of the people from all Darts of the

land were there on that account, that both iword

and famine might contribute their help to destroy."

Fleming's Fulfilling, p. 148.

4. Used, in a passive sense, in relation to one's

meeting with adverse dispensations, S.

"It is a dark time now with the church of Chriit,

which we see every where almost Buffering and afflicted,

whilst the whole earth besides seemeth to be at ease,

chriatiana also eveu beyond others, in their private lot,

trysted with very sharp trials." Fleming's Fulfilling

Epist., p. iv.—"The proud and insolent, who do moat hnnt sfter

outward glory, are usually trysted with some humbling

abasing stroke ; he ponreth contempt on princes, and

such who will not honour God shall not enjoy that

honour they aeek from men." Ibid. p. 113. V. fol-

lowing word.

To Bide Tryste. To keep an engagement to

meet with another ; including the idea that

one waits the fulfilment of it at the time

fixed, S.
" •You walk late, air/ said L— * I bide tryste,* w»

the reply, * and so I think do you, Mr. Osbaldiatooe."

Rob Roy, ii. 165.

[To Break Tryst, Crack Tryst. To break

an engagement.
•• John Forbea of Lealy broke tryst, having appointed

to have settled the same." Spalding's Troubles, ii. H

[To Keep Tryst. To fulfil an engagement,

to meet, S.]

[To Set Tryst. To make an engagement to

meet, S.]

Tryster, *. A person who convenes others,

as those of opposite parties, fixing the time

and place of meeting. .

" Mr. Blair and he [Mr. Durham] deal with Mr.

Wood to bo content with conference at Edinborgt

—We had drawn up an overture, as we thought, v«rj

favourable, as far as we could go, according to tW

Assembly's late overture for union, and by the bands

of the trysters, Mr. Blair aud Mr. Durham, sent in t&

their meeting. Also the try*t*r* had given as k&
their overtures to be thought upon." Baillies UK*
ii. 387.
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Trysting, s. An engagement to meet, as

implying a mutual pledge of safety.

"The maiater of Forbes, in the north, slew the laird

of Meldram, mder tryMng." Pitscottie's Cron., p. 311.
Under tryst, Edit. 1728, p. 131.
" The earl Mariscbal aid nothing but by advice of

the committee of estates, who directed him and the
committees both of Angus and Mearns, to hold the
marquis under trysting, while they should raise up
forces to go upon him. Spalding, li. 167.

Try8TING-place, s. 1. The place of meeting
previously appointed, S.

At our trystina-placc, for s certain space,
I mast wander to and fro ;

But I had not had power to come to thy bower,
Had'st thou not conjur'd me so.

Minstrelsy Border, it 346.

2* Used metaph. to denote a centre of union,

or medium of fellowship.

"-Consider, that Christ Jesus, Godman, is not only
a 6t trysting-place for God and men to meet into [in],

and a fit spokesman to treat between the parties now at
rariance ;—but we may say also, he is immediate bride-

groom.'' Guthrie's Trial, p. 221.

Tryst-Stane, 8. A stone anciently erected

for marking out a rendezvous, S.

"The tryst-stanes are commonly on high ground.
They are placed perpendicularly in rows, not unfre-
quently in a circular direction. It is said, as also the
name imports, that, in times of hostilities, they marked
the places of resort for the borderers, when they were
assembling for any expedition of importance." P. Mor-
battle, 8*at. Ace, xvi. 512.

[TRYST, Tryste, 8. Affliction, S. V.
TR18TE.]

TUACK, s. A small hillock, Orkn.
Apparently from the same origin with Tuva in

Tuva-Kenthie ; a diminutive from So. -G. tufwa, tuber,

or Dan. tue, " a little hill or mole-hill."

TUAY, adj. Two. V. Twa.

TUCHT, Tuoht, (gutt.), 8. Vigour, Ettr.

For.

Tuchtless, adj. Pithless, wanting strength,

nerveless, inactive, ibid., Upp. Clydes.

This word may have been formed by the change of

a letter of the same organ, from Teut. deughd, A.-S.
dugulk, virtus, valor, potentia.

TUCK, *. A jettie on the side of a river,

S. O. pron. took.

"That while he possessed the farm, he erected about
ten tuck* upon the Snodgrass side of the water of Gar-
nock, in order to prevent the water from encroaching
on the holms ; which tucks were made by driving stobs

from the edge of the bank into the river, and filling

the same up betwixt the stobs with brushwood and
atones ; that the stobs were generally drove seven or
eight feet into the ground and channel of the river."

Proof, E. of E-Iintou against Taylor, 1807, p. 3.

Perhaps from £. Tuck, " to gather into a narrower
compass."

TUCK, 8. Tuck of drum, beat of drum, S.

"The council gave orders, that after the muster is

over this day, one company of the Militia keep guard

in the Cauongate Tolliooth, and another in the Abbey,
and that the whole Regiment be ready to draw to-

gether upon the tack of drum.'
1 Wodrows Hist, p.

51. V. Touk.

[To TUD (short u), v. n. To speak much, to

rave, Shetl. Dan. tude, to howl.]

TUE, Tued, part adj. Fatigued ; killed,

destroyed, S. V. Tew, v. ana 8.

TUECHING, prep. Concerning, touching.
" In Parliamento apud Edinburgh, xxxi Jan.

M.D.LXXII. Tuechiny the recovering and collecting
of the Kingis Majesties jowcllis and movables." In-
ventories, p. 181. V. Twichk, v.

To TUEG, v. a. To tug ; Gall. Enc. A.-S.
teog-an, Moes.-G. tiuh-an

f trahere.

TUEIT, 8. "An imitative word, expressing

the short shrill cry of a small bird; hence
to ticitter ; Teut. zittern" Gl. Compl.
"The rede schauk cryit myfut, myfut, and the oxee

cryit tueit." CompL S., p. 60.

[TUELF, adj. Twelve, Twelfth. Barbour,
x. 547.]

TUFF, Tufa, 8. A tuft of feathers or
ribbons.

My Lady, as she is a woman.
Is born a helper to undo man.
For she invents a thousand toys,

That house, and hold, and all destroys

;

As scarfs, shepbroas, tuffs, and rings,

Fairdings, facings, and powderings
;

Rebats, ribands, bands, and ruffs,

Lapbends, shagbands, cuffs, and muffs ;

Folding outlays [ourlays], pearling sprigs,

Atrys, vardigals, periwigs

;

Hats, hoods, wires, and also kells,

Washing balls, and perfuming smells :

French gows cut out, and double banded,
Jet rings to make her pleasant-handed :

A fan, a feather, bracelets, gloves,
All new-come busks she dearly loves.

For such trim bony baby-clouts,
Still on the Laird she greets and shouts ;

Which made the Laird take up more gear,
Than all the lands or rigs could bear.

Watson's Coll., i. 80.

The term seems properly to denote something that
is involved or plaited.— •' But above all she [the mare]*had a horrible tail

;

for it was little more or lease, than every whit as great
as the stoeplc-pillar of St. Mark beside Langes ; and
aquarred as that is, with tuff* su\d ennkroches, or baire-
plaits wrought within one another, no otherwise then
as the beards arc upon the cares of come." Urquhart's
Rabelais, p. 74.

As here used, it seems most uearlv allied to Fr. toujft

de cheveux, a tuft, or lock of curled hair ; Cotgr.
\Tufa, an appendage to anything, Gl. Shetl.]
Fr. touffe, a tuft, applied to hair, ribbons, feathers,

&c. On faisoit il y a quelque-temps, des garnitures
d'une grosse toufe dc rubans.— Une toufft de plumes ;

e'est-a-dire, un gros bouquet, comuie celui qu on met
snr les capileues. Diet. Trev.

TUFFING, Toffix, s. Tow, ockam evad-
ing.

The tuffng kindillis betuix the plankis wak,
Quharfra ouerthrawis the pikky smok coil blak.

Doug. Virgil, 150, 39.
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Dan. toi, Su.-G. duff, coactum, constipation uti ma-

teria pilei ; Ihre. Fr. touffu, thick.

To TUFFLE, v. a. To ruffle, to put auy

thing in disorder by handling it, or tossing

in it, S. Tifle, A. Bor.

what has keenit ye, Peggy late,

At sifting o* the meller ?

An' what has tuMed yere gowden locks,

Kepped up w? kame o' siller?

Remains of Nitiudale Song, p. 67.

As A. Bor. tijte is expl. " to torn, to stirr ;—to dis-

order any thing by tumbling it;" (Grose, Prov. Gl.)

there can be no doubt that this is the same with the

O..E. word given by Palsgrave. "I tyfell with my
fyngera or busye my selfe longe aboute a thyng to

make it well to the countentynge o! my luynde : Je

tiffe. Yon haoe spente two howres to tgffell about

this thyng." B. iii. f F. 391, a. This, then, must be

viewed as originally the same with our TuJU.
Tha author of The Ploieman's Tale, printed with

Chaucer's works, speaks of

TiffeUr* attired in trecherie.
} Vrry's Edit, p. 180, r. 2135.

This is rendered in Gl. trifiers. Skinner seems to

view the term, although without reason, as a corruption.

Cotgr. expl. the Fr. v. tiff-er in the same manner as

Palsgr. expl. the O. E. one. It may be from twfallt,

twofold, A.-S. twy-fyld>an %
duplicare, to double ; be-

cause things said to be tuffled, are generally auch aa are

creased, in consequence of being folded down.

TUG, *. "Raw hide, of which formerly

plough traces were made ;
" GL Burns,

s.o.
Thou was a noble fittie-lan',

As e'er in tug or tow was drawn.
Bums, UL 143.

V. Teuq.

To TUGGLE, Tuggill, Tugle, v. a. and n.

1. To pull by repeated jerks, S.

Now we leave Nory wi' her change of dress,—
Till we inform you of poor Lindy's fate.

That was left corded up at sic a rate.

Tugaling and struggling how to get him free,

He did great pyne and meikle sorrow dree.

Rou'e Uelenore, p. 43.

2. To strive, to struggle.

Thair is mony toun man to tuggill is full teuch,

Thocht thair brandis be blak and vnburely.

Rauf Coilyear, C. 1, b.

[Tuggle, *. A kind of pin used for fasten-

ing the ends of a band so as to form a loop,

Shetl.]

[Tuggled, part adj.l 1. Tossed backwards

and forwards, handled roughly.

Tousled and tuggled with town tykes.

V. Touzlk.

2. Fatigued with travelling or severe labour,

wrought above one's strength, kept under,

S.B.
Tuglit and travalit thus trew men can tyre.

Sa wundir wait wes the way, wit ye but went.
Oaxoan and Got., i. 3.

This may be either from Su.-G. tofg-a, to draw, or

from E. tug.

TUGHT, *. Vigour, Ettr. For. V. Tucht.

TUG-WHITING, «. A whiting caught by

a hand-line, Aberd.
•« About this time some tug-whiting* were taken, and

by God's providence the fishes became larger." Spal-

ding's Troubles, i. 39.

TUHU, s. A spiritless person, one desti-

tute of energy and incapable of exertion,

Fife.

TUIGII, *. Suspicion, doubt.

A man at one for to serve lonlis twavn,

The quhilk be baith contrair iu opynion ;

Be trew to both, without tuigh of tre*on,

It may be wele ryiue, but it acordis nought
Pink. 8.P.R., M. Ill

"Touch," 01. Pink. But it seems to signify suaoi-

cion, from A.-S. ttctog-an, dubitare, ttcto, a doubt

Alem. zurh-on, Su.-G. twet-a, to doubt, twekan, doubt-

ing. Ihre derives the v. from twaa, because in doubt-

ing the thought is as it were drawn into two parts.

Hence also Su.-G. twet doubt.

(TUIK, pret. Took. V. Teuk.]

Tuik, *. A spell, a turn; a bye-taste;

same with Touk aud Towk. V. Teuk.

TUIK, *. A cook ; as the word is corruptly

pron. iu some parts of Angus and Moray.

TUILL, *. Contention. "Toil, trouble,"

Pink.
In Scotland had not been sic tuilt,

Gif this had bein the common rewL • _
Maitland Poems, p. 221.

Soma with Tuilye, q. v.

TUILYIE, Tulye, Toolyie, $. 1. A quar-

rel, a broil, a combat, S.
" Chaud-melle,—ane boat suddaine tuilyie, or de-

baite, quhilk is ouponed as contrair to fore-thoucht

fellonie. Skene, Verb. Sign. vo. Chaud-melle.

Be that the bargan was all playit.

The stringis stert out of thair nokks ;

Sevin-sum, that the tulye maid,
Lay gruffling in the stokk*.

Pebli* to the Play, st 19.

Ye do abound in coal and calk :

And think, as fools, to fley all faes

With targets, tuilies, and toom talk.

Paltoart, WaUon'e CotL, iii 9.

2. Tuilyie is used, rather ludicrously, for *

battle, or skirmish.

"He said that Callum Beg, (he was a bauld mis-

chievous callant that,) and your honour, were killed

that same night in the tuilyie, and mony mac bra" men.

Waverley, iii. 218. _
4

Sibb. derives Toolye from Teut. tuyl, labor. It

was probably introduced by the application of }
Fr. term in a particular sense ; as touill-er, to mix

in a confused manner, which might be applied to a

crowd in a tumultuous state, or entering into a broil.

Teut. tuyl-ent however, in a secondary sense denotes

racp ; furere, Kilian. Gael, taghal, to contend, to

drive the ball to tho goal, has by some been viewed ss

the origin.

To Tuilyie, Toolie, v. h. To quarrel, to

squabble, S.

"Ane French word, Melle, dissension, strife, de-
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bate ; m wee say, that ane hes melled or tuilgied with
•m Tther." 8kene, Verb. Sign. vo. Afeltelum.

"A Jafymo tike comes limping heme;** S. Pror.
Bameay, p. 17.

-

Bee whiles they foofetf, whiles they drank,
Till a' their sense wss smoor'd.

Bmmmtfe Poem*, L 280.

Tuilteouk, t. One who is addicted to fight-

ing or engaging in broils.

M Oil there be any injurious persons of their neigh*

boars, or defamers of others, eommon feohtera {tuilye-

ears) or any other malefactors." Chalm. Air, c 39,

*. 71
"Na man may be a procurator, quha is excommuni-

eat, or a common tulytour or fechter, ane notar-publict,

nor any that cannot write or reid." Balfour's Pract,
p.298.

TtJLTUB-MULIE, B.

S.B.
I know not if matte should be traced to Tent muyh

em, to quarrel : Bostrutn extendere simultatis aut irae

caasa, mutire, mussitare, com indignation© et stoma-
cbo ; Kilian. V. Tute-mute.

Tulyiesum, adj. Quarrelsome, S.

The same with Tuilyie,

TmUgiemtm dope cum happing hanu ; S. Pror., ie.,

Those, who are inclined to brawls, generally suffer by

Tuilyie-wap, s. A childish amusement, in

Teviotdale, in which a number of boys take

hold of each other's hands, and wrap them-
selves round the one who is at the head

;

clasping themselves as firmly together as

possible, and every one pushing till

i fall over.

the

From Tuilyie, and Wap to throw.

Yokit-tuilyie. A winter amusement on
the ice, in which a number of boys or

lads take hold of each other's clothes, and
sit down in a line on their hunkers, while

two or three lay hold of the foremost and
pull them along, Roxb.
Perhaps the term TuilyU may be here need, as that

sport may have been carried on between two parties.

tokil seems to refer to the sliders being connected with
each other.

To TUIVE, Tuive tip, v. n. 1. To swell,

to rise as dough from the effect of leaven,

Roxb.

S. In a sense nearly allied, it is used to denote

the operation of yeast, or the working of

ale in a vat; u It's tuivin up" ibid.

IsL fAq/o, and Dan. tue% signify tuber terras. C.B.
lis/ a "rise, a lift ; toefii, to make doueh. Perhaps the
. to Tat*, as applied to smoke ascending, is originally

A hasty and rough pull, a tug,TDKE, s.

S.A.
Whsn thou had fairly pas9*d the clips,

An* a' the taylor's tukcs an* nips,

That day 1 sat thee in my grips

Aw try't thee on,

At Boswell's fair to grace my hips,

Fa' sprash and ton*

A. Scot?* Poems, p. 106.

[TULCII, *. A big, stout, sulky person,

Banffs. V. Tulsiiie.]

TULCHANE, Tulchin, *. 1. A calf's skin,

in its rough state, stuffed with straw, and
set beside a cow to make her give her milk,

S.

Hence the phrase Tulchane Biefiop*.
*' Here is a fair shew of restoring benefices of cure,

great and small to the Kirk : But in effect it was to

restore only titles, which noblemen perceived, could
not be given conveniently to themselves ; but they
gripped to the commodity, in obtaining from the

titulars, either temporal lands feued to themselves, or
tithes, or pensions to their servants or dependers. And
therefore the Bishops, admitted according to this new
order, were called in jest, Tulchane Bishops. A Tul-

chane is a calf's skin stuffed full with straw, to cause
the cow give milk. The Bishop had the title, but my
Lord got the milk or commoditie." Calderwoods
Hist., p. 65.

"Mr. Patrick Adamson, in a sermon which he
preached against the order of bishops, had the follow-

ing observations, that there were three sorts of bishops,

L The Lord's Bishop, vis. Christ's, and such was every
pastor. IL My Lord Bishop, that is a bishop who is

a lord who sits and votes in parliament, and exercises

jurisdiction over his brethren. III. My Lord?* Bishop,

one, whom some lord or nobleman at court places to be
receiver-general of his rents, and to give leases for his

lordship's behoof; but had neither the means nor power
of a bishop. This last sort he called a Talchan Bishop"
Cant's Hist. Perth, I. Introd., p. xi.

2. A bag or budget, generally of the skin of

an animal, S.fi.

—" flae him belly-naught, his skin wad mak a gal-

lant tutchin for you. Journal from London, p. 2.

3. The term is metaph. applied to a chubby,

sometimes to a dwarfish, child, Aug.
It has been said that Tulchan is an Irish word used

in the sense first mentioned ; Knox's Hist Life, xxxiii.

Prob. it is of Gothic origin. Su.-G. toll: signifies

a model In re architectonica dicitur modulus
el typus, ad quern plura facienda exiguntur, ut forma
crassitie vel longitudiue similia sint ; Ihre. IsL tulk-a

signifies to entice ; pellicere. Now, tulchan, in sense

I, corresponds to both terms. It is a resemblance of

the animal, made as like to it as possible : and it is

thus made, for the purpose of enticing the dam to give

her milk.

TULIPASE, 8. A tulip.

"Tulipa, a tulipase." Wedderb. Vocab., p. 18.

TULLIE, s. A knife fixed in the haft, Shetl.

Evidently corrupted from Isl. tatlguhnifr, Su.-G.

taelgknif, Dan. tatlgekntf, eulter aectorius, from the

v. telg-a, tael-ja, taelg-er, cultro secare. Literally it

signifies **a carving knife." Wolff gives the Dan.
word in a more modern form, explaining taeltehiir,

•*a pocket or carving knife, a sort of dagger." IsL

taelgu-knifr, eulter fabrilis, [Dan.] OAUlniv ; Haldoraon.

Hence Fr. taUl-er, to cut, from which perhaps E. tally,

as applied to a stick containing notches, has been im-

mediately formed. It may, however, have been trans-

mitted from-the Belgae, as Belg. talie signifies incisura.
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[Ttjllie-Budie, s. A tool-basket with

different compartments, Shctl.

Compounded of Tullie, and Budie from 'Dan. buddik,

a little box.]

TULLISAUL, b. V. Tilliesoul.

TULLYAT, 8. A bundle ; used contemp-
tously; [Tuhhochy Aberd.], Zfa/iyi/,Lanarks.

C.B. tuelliad, forming a covert, tulkul, an enveloping.

TULSHIE, *. A sour-looking person, Ayrs.

O.Fr. tut*, etourdi, lnnatique, Roqnef. Gael, tut-

chniseach, confident, bold, may have Men the original

word, notwithstanding the change in signification.

[TULSURE, Tulzeour, *. A wrestler, a

bully, Lyndsay, Comp. of Bagsche, 1. 27.]

Tulsurelike, adj. [Like a wrestler or

bully.]

And at his month a blnbbir stode of fome,

like to ane bore quhetting his tuskis kene,

Rycht tulsurelike, but temperance in tene.

Henrysoiu's Test. Creseide, Chron. S. P., I 163.

[V. TULTI*.]

[TUMAIL, 8. Arable land next the stead-

ing, Orkn.; contr. of toonmall.']

TUMBLER,*. 1. A small cart, lightlyformed,
used in the South-west of S.
" Behind them followed the train of laden asses, and

small carts, or tumblers, as they were called in that
country, on which were laid the decrepid and the
helpless, the aged and infant part of the exiled com-
munity." Gny Mannering, i 119.

2. One of the names of the Porpoise. [Syn.
Creepie^]

"Delpbinus -Phocaena, Linn.—Brit. Porpesse.

—

Scot. Pellock. Tumbler. Mereswine." Dr. Walker's
Essays on Nat. Hist, p. 532.

TUMBUS, 8. 1. Any thing large, Fife,

synon. Dolver.

2. Applied to a big inactive person, ibid.

C.B. twm, a round heap ; twmp, a round mass ; Itrot*

pan, an epithet for a fat female ; Owen.

Ttjmbous, adj. Large and slovenly ; reverse

of Snod, Fife.

TUMDEIF, 8. Some kind of disease, men-
tioned by Sir John Roull.

Tumdcif or edroposy,
Maigram, madness, or missflry, &c.

V. 01. Compl., p. 880.

The last syllable is apparently allied to Isl. detfe,
hebeto, viribus defraudo. Could we suppose the first

to be from Su.-O. tumme, pollex, it might signify want
of feeling or numbness in the thumb, or other joints.

Isl. lumb-n, cadere praeceps, deyfa, hebctudo ; per-
haps q. falling down in a state of insensibility.

To TUME, v. a. To empty, to evacuate, S.
Dan. tomm-er, Su.-G. Isl. toem-a, vacuare, A. Bor.

ioom or tome. V. Tetm.
The v. properly signifies to pour out as from a bucket,

or other vessel As an adj., it is opposed to the term
Fow or Full.

VOL. IV.

It seems to have been originally the same word that

occurs in Prompt. Parv., as signifying to pierce a

vessel in order to extract the liquid, to tap. " Tasty*

or attam-yn, vessell with drinke. Attamina—Temyngt

orabrockinge of a vessell. Attaminacio. Depledo."

From the orthography of the »., and from the alpha-

betical arrangement, it would appear that the latter

had been Tamynge in the MS. Lat. atfamtMO seems to

have here a sense given to it from the £. word ; for it

invariably respects defilement. Elsewhere Frauneet

gives " Tem-yn or maken empty. Euacuo."

Tume, Toom, Tome, adj. 1. Empty, having

nothing in it, S. Toome, A. Bor. Teem,

Aberd.
Bot other lordis, that war by,
Sayd, he had fillyd fullylv

- His baggis, and thairris all firme war. .

Wyntowm, viil 40. 9&

"A toom purse makes a bleit (bashful) merchant ;"

A. Bor. Ray. This is also used in S.

Su.-O. torn, Isl. tom-urt id.

"Monro himself came over to the old-town, took

the haill horses there, and other horses going back

from the town with their toom criels from carrying of

Spalding, i. 259. .

2. Untenanted, S.

" Better a tume house than an ill tenant ;" S. Prov.

It is used in the same sense by R. Brnnne.
In ther way ilk dele tbei fond voide al* hethe,

The tonn of Monnt Carmele, the tonn of Nazareth,

The strong castelle Pilryn, that fir>t wonne was,
Alle tok Ricardyn, Caloyn k Kayfas
Ilkon thise thei seised, tome alle thei fond.

P. 191

Hearne, not understanding th term, renders it

" shut, enclosed, cut ;" Gl. The s nse is illustrated

by the first verse quoted. " They found every thing

in their way void as heath," or •• as a desert.

"

3. In a state of inanition, as to food. Tm
very tume; My stomach is quite empty.

Ye re no tume; You are not in want of

food, you cannot be hungry, S. Clung,

synon.

On her they raish on s chance,

That gut and ga' she keest with braking strange.—
Oin she was toom afore, she's toomer now,
Her heart was like to loup out at her mou*.

Ross's Helenore, p. 6A.

4. Lean, lank. A lang tume man, one who is

tall and meagre, S.

5. Shadowy, unsubstantial.

In this sense, the phrase, a toom spoon, is applied

to loose unsubstantial doctrine, under the name of

gospel
**He rumbled the whole day, touched many things,

but I could gather nothing; he put a toom spoon m
the people's mouth that could not feed nor nourish

them." Walker's Remark. Passages, p. 64.

And were not his expert raait Sibylla
Tancht hira thay war bot vode gaisti* all tha,

—

He had apoun thame ruschit in grete haist,

And with his bitand brycht brand all in vane,

The tume schaddois smityng to haue slane.

Doug. Virgil, 173, 30.

6. Vain ; as denoting. the want of any proper

cause for boasting.

14
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Sum spendis on the auld ?ue,
Bun makis ane tume ruse.

xr *r-
D™*' Vir̂ * ProL 238, b. 8.

V. TUILYII, #.

7. Unprofitable, what brings no return, S.
O'er lang with empty brag we have been rain,
Of loom dominion on the plenteous main.

Ramsay'm Poems, I 52.

Ineffectual, inefficient.

__ ., I got a beguile.
Naething I got, seek for them what I list.

%hale,
—

*

....

8

But a loom I

Host9

i my mark I mist
'* HeUnore, First Edit, p. 64.

This apparently means an unproductive haul, in
reference to the drawing of an empty net.

9. Deficient in nunA . A toom ckield, one
who has no understanding; often with a
negative prefixed, No a tume man, i.e., a
sensible man, S.

Tome, b. A tume of rain, a sudden and
heavy fall of rain, S. B.

Tume-handit, adj. Empty-handed, in what-
ever respect, S.

-HI Uk fat ye gee,

be _._
i Helenore, Introd.

•* ii w»» iat ye gee,
YeVe nae toom-kanded, ginjour heart be free.

Ross's r-
So.-G. fomfautrf, qui vacuas manus habet, qui* nihil

adfert; Ihre. ^ ^

ULtomkendtr, vacuus, qui nihil adfert: Dan. torn-
kaendetftd.

TcJME.HEADiT,TooM-nBAj>ED,at/;. Destitute
of understanding, S.
" JfacAa is a word of iniurie, which signitieth vacua*.

a man as we say that hath not harnes, or brain, a toome
headed man." Z. Boyd's Balme of Giiead, p. 21.

Tume-skin'd, Toom-skin'd, adj. Hunorv.
Gall. Enc.

Qjf

Tumb-tail, adj. 1. To Cum back Tame-tail,
to go away with a load, and return empty,
Roxb. ; also, to return without gaining one's
object, Loth.
The allusion seems to be.'properiy to a cart or wain,

the hinder part of which is called the tail. This, in-
deed, is confirmed by the S. Prov. : "The cart disna
lose its errand, when it corns na hame tume-taiL"

J. A plough is said to gang tume-tail, when it

is drawn along without making a furrow, or
without entenng into the ground, Loth.
The idea seems to be, that it takes up no earth.

TUMF1E, s. A stupid person, male or female,
S.O. ; used also as au adj.

•'Surely neither you nor that unreverent and mis-
learnt tumphie your wife—would refuse to be present
at the occasion." The Entail, iii. 41.
Ban. tompea\ doting, foolish.
Dan. dnnd-fae, "a silly fellow, a blockhead," Wolff

A* * **ao "g^fi** » brute, »t seems formed from dum,
blockish, and/re, cattle, q. stupid as a brute.

To TUMMLE, Tumple, *. a. and n. To
roll over, to tumble, S.

To Tummle the wullcat, <* to tumble heels
over head," S. GI. Picken; apparently
from the agility of a wild cat.

TUMMOCK, s. A tuft, or small spot of
elevated ground, Ayrs.

sJ&kf??"9 8j«nifiea a «**" bush or tuft, tomach,
fall of boshes ; from torn, a bush, a thicket. C. B. torn
a mound ; turn, a round heap.

TUMULT, e. The portion of land con-
netted with a cottar-house, Orkii.
This term seems allied to Su.-O. tomt, area. Notat

quoqoe, says Ihre, locum pascuum juxta villain, quamarehqms possessor divisam habct. L. B. tumba, kreaUunae stve Tmnbae, faciendaein rure occasione habita-

tZhL^Ul£ ™sticorum
- Th« bist syllable maybefrom Isl. koto terra aspera et sterilis ; or halld-a, to

possess, whence hoelld-ar, ruetici.

TUNAG, *. "A short mantle, still worn by
old women in some parts of the Highlands"
of o.

f^fcj^fiT8"1 k g«*n, a white tunay flowed£™ v ,X
lc,,1<

?
er*' whlch was fastened by a coldbroack-The plaid is only worn in full dress, but the

tunnrj by way of shawl In the distant isles this piece
of dress is called Gu'deihan" Clan-AIbin, i. 57.

«Z: ;*!£%•'!.? "I*??*''
round the Moulders ofwomen in the Highlands like a shawl ; a shaul, veil ;

"
»naw. If not derived from Lat. tunk-a

t a waist-coat
a wrapper, *c, it may be from the same root.

T°
iT
UN

£H' ** °' T° PUsh or i°8 w»th the
elbow, Fife ; radically the same with Dunc/t.

Tuncu, *. A jog of this description, ibid.

TUXDLE-BOX, *. A tinder-box, Lanark*,
Koxb.; by the gypsies commonly called
" an auld wife's necessary."
In the fir.it syllabic it resembles Su.G. tunder, Isl.Wsr, femes, tinder. The last approaches more to

« .*"!?"*• tending to fire, igniferous ; tantl,\ aare glow ; Owen.

TUXIE, adj. Changeable in humour or tem-
per, Ettr. For. ; evidently from E. Tune.

TUNXAKIL, ,. [Prob. a dimin. from
Tunag, q. v.]

"Tua haill standis of claith of cold, that is to say.
twa chesops, four tuniiakilli*, "ic Abcrd. Reg. Cent. 16.

[TUNNIK, 8. and v. Thunder, Shetl. Isl.
dunur, id.]

[TUNXYS. s. pi. Tuns, Barbour, V. 403.]

TUP, s. 1. The conimou term for a ram, S.
also used Staffords. and A. Bor.

2. A foolish fellow, S.

Jh
i\ "?y !* c

,

ithc
I
a

.

me^ph. use of the term ; or
allied to Tent, tolpt, foolish.

3. It is sometimes contemptuously applied to
an unpolished store-farmer who is supposed
to resemble his property.
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" * Hell be a Teviotdale tup tat ane/ said the chair-

man, 'tat's for keeping ta crown o' ta causeway tat

gate—he'll no gang far or he'll get somebody to bell ta

eat wi* him."' Guy Mannering, ii. 201.

To Rin like a Blind Tup-{-The-Wind. A
phrase applied to a young woman who in-

discreetly and eagerly seeks the company
of men, S.

Tup-Yield, Tup-eild, adj. A term ap-

Clied to a ewe, that proves unexpectedly

arrcn, or not with lamb, Roxb.

That is, she is barren, notwithstanding the approxi-

mation of the ram. V. Yeld, Ycald, kc

TUPPENS, Tippexce, s. Twopence, S.
—" They might sell at tuppens, s groat, & sexpens,

Ac.—They might sell—the deircst for a tipjxns.'* Acta
Cha. I., Ed. 1814, V. 410.

TUQUHEIT, Teughit, *. The lapwing, S.

Id come twa flyrand Fnlis with a fondWair,

The tunuheit, and the gukkit gowk, and yede hiddie
giudie,

Rwischit bavth to the Bard, and rug^it his hare ;

Calltt him thris thevisnek, to thraw in a widdie.
Houlatt, iii. 15.

That the word thtrisnek contains an illusion to the
cry of this bird, appears from the use of it elsewhere.
"The tuechitU cryit theuls nek, quhen the piettis

clattrit." Compl. 8., p. 60.

The name is probably meant to imitate the sound
made by this bird ; like Germ. Liwit ; Sw. koiri/xr, E.
privet, rr; dUhuit, and S. synon. Petweep, peeswecp, q. t.

Tuquheit storm. The name given to some
days of severe weather, which occur in

March, about the time of the re-appearance

of the lapwing, S.
" The green plover, or peas-weep, arrives here so very

correctly about Candlemas term, that the storm which
generally happens at that season of the year, goes by
its name, (the Tchuchet-StonnJ." Agr. Surv. Kincard.,

p. 396.

This orthography expresses the sound given to the
word in that county.
This is by the peasantry viewed as the last storm of

the winter season.

This term is understood, Aberd., as equivalent to
•• the equinoctial storm," as the tuqnftcits make their

appearance about the time of the venial equinox.
It would appear that, in the neighbouring county of

Mearns, an earlier date is assigned to this storm.
This is called the Peeaiveep-*torm, South of S. A

proverbial saying is connected with the phrase, *'A
peenceip-storm makes a fat," or a M red, kirkyard :

"

as often proving fatal to old or to delicate people.
The Gouk-atorm is not the same with this ; as the de-
signation is never applied without the concomitant
circumstance of the appearance of the cuckoo, which is

generally about a month later than the Tuquheit-atorm.
Both these are viewed as different from the Borrowing
Days.
In Denmark this bird has a name which, like those

already mentioned, seems meant to express the noise
emitted by it. This is kitc'U. V. Teuciiit.

TURBOT, *. The name commonly given, in

our markets, to halibut, S.
" The fish on this mrt of the. coast, are cod, ling,

skate, mackerel, hollybot, here called tnrttot." P. St.
Vigeans, Forfars. Statist. Ace, xii. 171, N.

This misnomer is pretty general. It prevails on the

Firth of Forth.
" Pleuronectes Hippogloaaus. Holibnt ; Turk*, h

oar [Edinburgh] market this is generally, though vary

preposterously, named the turbot; the proper torbot,

at the same time, getting another name, that of rasa-

jteuk." NeuTs List of Fishes, p. 11.

[Turbot-Reeklins. Strips of halibut flesh

dried in peat smoke, Shetl.]

TURCAS, *. The stone called a turquois,

Fr. turquoise.

" Item, a flour the lys of gold. Item, a ryag witk

a turcas.
n

Inventories, p. 6.

TURCIIIE, adj. Short and thick, squat;

Perths.

TURCUME, s. Clotted filth.

And all the day t^uhair euer scho go,

Sic liqnonr scho hkkis vp also :

The turcumia of hir taill I trow,
Micht be ane sapper till ane sow.

Lgndsag on Sjfde TaiUia, Warkia, 1592, p. 901.

Perhaps allied to Su.-G. tracck, sordes.

[TURDEEVIL, s. The dung beetle, (Scara-

beus stercorarius)
9
Shetl. Sw. tordifcel, ii]

TURDION, s. "A species of galliard or gaj

dance; Fv.tordion" Gl. Compl. V.BraUL

TURES, e. pi Turfs, S. 0„ GL Picken;

Toore, S.B.; [Turven, Shetl.]

TURIT, Turet, e. [A high horned head-

dress worn by ladies, Gl. L. H. Treas.

Accts., Dickson.]

"Ane hude and ane turii of quheit velvoi—A*
hude and tua tartUix of purpor vclvote." Iuventonci,

A. 1578, p. 231.

O. E. Tortt is expl. Turricula ; Prompt. Parr.

TURKAS,Turkes,Turkesse,«. I. Pincers,

nippers, S.

Thay wer full strenge of countenance,
Lyk turkat burnand reid.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p, A
Wyth the grypand turkea oft also

The glouand luntpe thay turnit to and fro.

Doug. Virgil 258, J7.

" Man's heart on earth is like a teeth in a jaw, $*

deepe roote it had the more naine it causvth, wbea &

is drawn out with the titrkrw, Z. Boyd's Last Battel,

p. 534.
14 His nailes upon all his fingers were riren ua

nulled off with an instrument called in Scottish a Tw
la*, which in England we call a pair of roncta*

Newes from Scotland, declaring the damnable life of

Doctor Fian, a notable sorcerer, who was burned *t

Edenbrough in Januarie last 1591. Keprinted by tke

Roxburghe Club, 1816.

2. Metaph. applied to a griping oppressirt

man, Abcrd. Roquefort gives O. Fr. tiff*

quois and truquaise as used in sense first;

Tenaille a I'usage des tuarecliaise, i^i

smith's pincers.

Arm. turcqne*, turkta, id. Lhuyd. Bullet sayi tW
the term is still used in this sense in Franchc-Coote.
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To TURKEN, v. n. To harden, to wax
stout; a term applied to a young foal,

Clydes.

8a.-O. tork-a. Germ. tortk-em, Isl. thurk-a, exsiccare,

arescere. Alero. qf-truchinit, exsiccatur. The term
conveys the idea ox hardening by drying.

• TURN, *. 1. A piece of work, of whatever
kind; often, a hand's turn; as, "She's a

lazy queyn, she's no worth her meat, I can-

na get her to do a hand's turn" S.
" Thir turns settled, the marquis gives up his house

in the Canongate, discharges his servants, and—to the
king goes he. Spalding, i. 199.

2. To do the turn, to perform any piece of

work or business ; also, to be sufficient for

any purpose ; to give satisfaction, S.
" The over-lord sail doe all the tumis and affairs per-

taining to the heire, and sail persew all his pleyes and
actions for him," Ac. Reg. Maj. B. ii. c. 41, § 7.

**There was no pay to the waged horsemen and foot-

men, wherein stood the forces that were reposed in to

<U the turn." Mr. Ja. Mellvill'a MS. Mem., p. 229.

But words I winna langer using be,

Nor will sic aff-sets do the turn with me.
Ron's Helenore, p. 85.

3. On the turn, applied to milk, beer, &c,
intimating that it is turning to a state of

acidity, &c, S.

4. The days on the turn, the days are beginn-

ing to lengthen, S. B.

Turner-Aside, s. One who deviates from a

particular course.
—"His soul hath no pleasure in them that draw

back, but shall lead forth such back-drawers, and
turners-aside with the workers of iniquity." Mac-
Ward's Contending*, p. 89.

Turngrets, 8. A winding stair.

A croeU portar gat spon the wall,

Powit out a pyn, the portculys leit fall

Rychard Wallace the turngreys Weill has sean ;

He folowit fast apon the portar keyti,

A tour the wall aede in the dyk him drain",

Tuk wp the port, and leit in all the layff.

Wallace, ix. 510, MS.

From Fr. tourn-er, to turn, and gre, contr. from
degri, pi. degrez, steps.

Turnpike, Turne-Peck, Turne-Pyk, s.

1. The winding stair of a castle.

Syne the colis and crelis wyth-all

A-pon the tume-pyk lete he fall

;

And ane syne blewe a horn in hy,

Than in the castell ras the cry.

Wyntoum, viii. 38, 74.

2- Any stair of a spiral form built without a

house, and resembling one of the towers of

a castle, S.
••A turnpike stair is the term used in Edinburgh, and

over all Scotland, to denote a stair, of which the steps

jtfe built in a spiral form, like a screen [1. screw]

winding round the same axis, in op|K>sition to straight

flights of steps, which are called scale stairs." Arnot's

Hist. Edin., p. 246, N.

•• Thus the Ring accompanyed only with the sayde
Maister Alexander,- comes forth of the chamber,
passeth through the ende of the hall (where the noble-
men and his Majesties servants were sitting at their
dinner,) up a turnepecke." Account of Cowrie's
Conspiracy, Cant's Hist. Perth, i. 196.
"But the Earle of Gowrye and his servants made

them for another way up a quiet turnrpeck, which was
ever condemned before, and was only then left open (as
appeared) for that purpose." Ibid. 202, 203.

Turn-Screw, s. A screw-driver, S.

Turn-Tail, #. Used as synon. with E.
turncoat. Perhaps it originally denoted a
fugitive.

" Many of the Covenanters proved turn-tail through
plain fear, and came in most willingly to him."
Spalding's Troubles, i. 170.

TURNER, s. A copper coin, formerly cur-
rent in S., in value two pennies Scots money,
and equivalent to a Bodie.

"So far as I know, the copper coin of two pennies,
commonly called two-penny pieces, boddles or turners,
and also habees, containing sixpences, or half a shilling
Scots, such as the English call half-pennies, began to
be coined after the Restoration, in the beginning of
Charles IL 's reign." Introd. to Anderson's Diplom. , p.
13a
The learned writer is mistaken in giving so late a

date to the Turner. This coin was struck in the reign
of James VI.—"King Charles' turners, striken by the earl of
Stirling, by virtue of the king's gift, were, by pro-
clamation,—cried dowu from two pennies to one penny

;

king James' turners to pass for two pennies, because
they were no less worth ; and the kaird turners sini-

5
lieiter discharged, as false cuinzies." Spalding's
roubles, i. 197. V. also p. 217.

Since Allan's death, nae body car'd
For anes to speer how Scotia far'd,

Nor plack nor thristled turner war'd,
To quench her drouth.

Dr. Beattie's Address, Ross's Helenore.

It may be observed, in addition, that so early as the
reign of Edw. III. of England, black money was desig-

nated by a similar name. Edwardus III. avuni imita-

tusleges contra falsarios & peregrinatn monctaiu tulit,

quibus speciatim prohibita est Nigra montla, dicta
Turneys, in Hibernia pcrcussa. Vid. Rymcr. Tom.
V., p. 113. Wise, Numm. Antiq. Catal., p. 238.

Kaird-Turnebs. Counterfeit money issued

by tinkers.

Rudd. seems justly to observe, that "this name is

taken from the French, who were used to call their

gros, dernier [1. denier], and doubles, Tournoi*, from
the money coined with a great mixture of brass in the
eity of Tours." Ibid. p. 220. These were also current

in S., on account of the friendship between the two
nations. They have the inscription, Double Toumois,
Le., a Twopenny piece Touruois ; of the reigns of

Lewis Xlll. and XIV. Thus, their nominal value in

S. was the same as in France. Their real value

exceeded ours. For a French penny was, according to

Cotgr., vo. Tournoh, the tenth part of a penny Sterling,

ours being only the twelfth.

TUKRA, *. To Bide to Turra, to be in great

glee, S. 13. V. Trot.
How soon sud Buchan hear the fact.

An* cease her sorrow ;
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An* aince again renew tbe knack,

To ride to Turra.
Tama's Poems, p. 13.

•• Turreff, a Tillage in Banffshire, famous for merri-

ment ; hence he is said to be riding to Turra, who is

merry." N. Ibid.

TURRIS, Turves, pi. Turfs, a species of

earthen fuel, S. ; often prou. toon.

•• With power—to cast and wind peitis, turrit, few-

aH,
w Ac. Acts Cha. I., Ed. 1814, V. 591. V. Turves.

To TURS, Tuiiss, v. a. 1. To pack up in a

bale or bundle, as E. truss, Fr. trouss-er, id.

from Isl. truts, fasciculus, Bclg. tross, sarcina.

2. To carry off hastily.

This joweil he gert turn in tUl Ingland.
4

\ Wallace, L 128, MS.

A bnndreth schippis, that rather bar and syr,

To turn thair gud, in hawyn was Wand thar.6
VWrf. vii. 1067, Ma

Fr. trouss-er, also signifies to pluck or twitch up

;

Cotgr.

3. To take one's self off quickly, to march

with expedition.

Thy slicht and wylis sal the not bere away,

Nor hail skarth hvne do tun the hame fra ys

Vnto thy fadehs hous the fals Aunns.
Doug. PtTytt, 390, 26.

Thidder hail the pepill of Italia,

And all the land eik of Enotria,

Thare doutsum asking turns for ansnere,

And thare peticiounis gettis assoilyet here.^ B
Ibid. 207. 42.

4. To tvrss furth, to bring out what has been

kept in store. Turssyt furth ger ; Wallace.

To Turs, Turse, v. n. " To walk

;

w
Gl.

Tarr. Buchan.

TURS, Turze, s. A turs of heather, as

much heath as a horse can carry on his

back, S. A. " Turze, a truss

;

n
Gall. Enc.

This seems merely a provinciality for E. Trust, from

Fr. trousse.

Tursable, adj. What may be carried away.

"The laird, fearing some trouble to follow, dia-

plenishcd the place, left nothing tursable within."

—

Spalding's Troubles, i. 221.

TURSKIL, s. An instrument used for

cutting peats, Caithn. ; tuskar, Shetl. q.v.

" When the peat-moss is not more than from one to

twoifeet deep, the peat is cut perpendicularly by a

spade called a tursktll. This instrument is about nine

inches long, with a heel at right ancles to the right

side, two inches and a half broad, with a perpendicular

socket, (being the continuance of the htel), to embrace
the wooden handle, about four feet and a half long,

and in it is fixed a foot-step of wood, a few inches

above the termination of the socket of the spade.

The peat-cutter, holding the handle with both hands,

with one push of the right foot drives the spade into

the moss, so as to cut out a peat, or turf, 12 inches

long, and two inches thick." Agr. Surv. Caithn., p.

234.
Apparently from Isl. and Su.-G. torf, Pan. toerv,

turf, and skil-ia, to divide. It is synon. with Tuskar,

Orkn., id., in the composition of which a verb of the

same signification, sker-a, to cut, to shear, to divide,

is used instead of skil-ia.

TURTOUR, Turture, s. The turtlc-doTe,

Lat. turtur.

Sodenly, a turture quhite as cslk,

8o evinly rpon my hand gun lycht,

And vnto me sche turnyt hir, full rycht
King's Quair, it &

TURVES, Turvven, s. pL Peats, ShetL

Turvven. This is merely the Scandinavian

pi. retained. Sw. torfven% id.

—" To pull hedder ; and to cast, win, and away

leid peiatis, turves, and fewall thairvponn." Adt

Cha, 1, Ed. 1814, vol. V. 155.

TUSCHA, Tuscue, s. A girdle, Dunbar.

V. Tische.
"The lordis assignis to Margret Levenax—to pref

the avale of a silken dune tuscha of siluer grantit be

Johne Wilsoune—laid in wed be the said Margret to

the said Jonet." Act Dom. Cone, A. 1488, p. 98.

In the same page mention is made of " a tuscha of

silk siluerit, price v merkis.**

[Fr. tissu, a broad ribbon.]

To TUSH, v. n. To express displeasure.

" Nay, some were puffed up, and tushed at tbe feu

of others, instead of being deeply affected, to see what

spiritual judgments ana plagues we were thereby

threatened with," Ac. Rutherford's Lett. Poster.

p. 514.

Q. to command silence, from Su.-G. tgst, silent, fya*-*,

sHere, from tig-a, id. Hence, also tush, E. interj.

(TUSHKARRUE, s. A confused struggle,

Shetl.]

TUSHLACH, Cow-tushlach, *. A cab

of cow-dung, so dry that it may be burned,

Dumfr. V. Tussock.
Allied perhaps to GaeL taos, dough, faown-am, to

knead ; as cakes of cow-dune are often kneaded for

being used by the poor, instead of fuel.

TUSK, s. The torsk of Pennant, S. [Bros-

mus vulgaris, Flein.]

" The fish called tusk abounds on the coast of Brua»;

the time for fishing is at the end of May. This tail tf

as big as a ling, of a brown and yellow coloar, his i

broad tail ; it is better fresh than salted.** MarttVi

West Islands, p. 385.
•* It is a fish much esteemed for its delicacy ; tse

meat divides into Hakes on being boiled, like that of ft

salmon : for which reason, as SchoucveMc tells as, the

Germans call it Scheibtndorsch." Pennant's ZooL t.

iii. 143. Ed. 1769.
" The torsk, often called the tu*k and brismac, ii tat

most valued of all the cod kind, and, when dried, foms

a considerable article of commerce ; it is only to be

found in the north of Scotland." Essays HighL Sot,

iii. 15.

According to Pennant, its Sw. name is torsL Tfca.

however, is rendered cod by Seren., codling by Wideg.

Our designation is nearly the same with IsL thed-r,

asellus.

To TUSK at, v. a. To pluck or pull roudjlv

;

as when a horse tears hay from a stack, Fife;

to Busk at, synon.
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Allied perhaps to E. tusks, 0. Frit, tuaken, id., which
It Inoed by 8eren. to Su.-G. tugg-a, tygg-a, masticare.

TUSKAR, s. An instrument used in Orkn.
and Shetl. for catting peats ;

[tusk-spatcd,

Banffs.]

••When the moor is thus flayed, an ancient Scandi-
navian implement of hnsbandry is used for casting the
Beats, named a tuskar ; its shaft is rather longer than
that of a common spade, whilst to the bottom of it is

afflxed a sharp iron plate, styled a feather, which pro-

jects from one place seven inches, and from another a
little more than an inch." Hibberfs Shetl., p. 430.

fV. under Ttoskil.
Ta feat, to cut peats from above, i.e., the top of the

hank, OL Banns. 1

[TUSSAY, $. A girdle; a belt with purse

attached, Accts. L. H. Treas., i. 74. Same
with Tuscha.]

TUSSOCK (of wheat), s. A tuft of wheat
in a corn field, generally owing to the

vegetating of the nest or granary of a field-

mouse, Loth. ; [tushlicky Banffs.]

8w. leaf, a lock ; IsL thust-r, a handful of reeds.

TUTCH, $. A small boat or packet.

"Ton shall lykewayse desyre that the parliament
wald appoynt two pinnaces or tutchea for convyeing
diligence betuixt them & this kingdoms." Acts Cha.
L, Ed. 1814, VL 16.

To TUTE, v. n. To jut out, to project ; also

TuU, 8. a jutting out, a projection, S.B.

8a.-O. tut, rostrum, a beak ; Teat, tuyte, id. also, a
horn, or any thing wreathed. Hence,

Ttjtb-mowitt, adj. Having the nether jaw
projected.

How lain wald I diacryve perfytt
My layde with the mekle lippis !

How echo is tute-mowitt lyk an ape.
Dunbar on an* Blak-moir Ladye, Maitland Poems, p. 97.

Mr. Pinkerton renders this thick-lipped, deriving it

from Su.-G. tut, rostrum. But most probably it is

originally the same with Tent, tote-muyl, tuyU-muyt,
bronchus; which properly signifies "having the teeth
and nether jaw more sticking out than the upper ;

"

Ainsw. This agrees better with the similitude, tike an
ape, than the idea of thick lips. The word is corap. of
tuyte, rostrum, and muyl, os, oris, whence perhsps our
mow, mouth. Belg. toot, signifies a*a wry mouth;"
SeweL V. Mow and Mowband.

Tut-mouthed occurs in a similar sense in EL Somner
gives it as synon. with great-lipped, when explaining
A.-S. wroc, bronchus. It is also expl. in the same
manner by Seren.

IsL rafjMi, intumescere, tutnan, . tumor, and tut-ur,

tnmidoa, (O. Andr., p. 243), seem to acknowledge
the same fountain. Perhaps teit-a,' rostrum beluinum,
ibid. p. 237. is the s. synon. with Teut. tuyte.

TUTELE, Tutill, 8. Guardianship, tutel-

age.
*• At the quhilk tyme we our self—wer committit

—

to the last vmquhile erle of Mar, vpoune sncciall trust

reposit in his pcrsone, to be nourist ana brocht vp
within our said Castell of Striucling vndir his tuteie

and gouuernnance." Acts Ja. VI., 1579, Ed. 1814, p.
158.

—" They may heirefter get promoted sic as misteris

rather s tariff of vtheris, than to have charge above
vtheris whome of they may havo the government, and
consequentlie of this miserable and unfortunat cuntrie."

Bannatyne's Journal, p. 447.
Fr. tuteie, Lat. tutel-a.

TUTIE. Drunken Tutie, a name given to a
female who is addicted to drinking. Applied
also to children who drink a great deal.

Now all ye men, baith far and near,

That have a drunken tutie—O,
Duck you your wives in time of year.

And I'll lend you the pockte—O.
Drap o/Capie, 0, Herda Coll., ii. 142.

V. Tout, Toot, to drink copiously.

TUTIE TATIE, interj. Pshaw. Hey tutti

toitij the name of one of our oldest Scottish

tunes.

V. Toot, v. 2, and Tut-mute.
This, according to tradition, was Robert Brace's

march at the battle of Bannockburn, A. 1314. The
words tutti taiti, may have been meant as imitative of

the sound of the trumpet in giving the charge, or what
Barbour calls the tutilting of a home. This might ap-

pear at least to be the sense in which it was understood
a century ago, when the following words were written:

When you hear the trumpets sound
Tutti tatti to the drum,

Up your swords, snd down your gun,
And to the loons again.

Jacobite Relics, i. 110.

In Mr. Thomson's copy it is

—

When the pipes begin to play.

Teut. tuyt-en, cancre cornu, buccinare, gives ns the
origin of the phrase. V. Toot, v.

fly late worthy friend, the reverend Dr. Douglas of

Galashiels, communicated to me a different view of the
origin.

"There were old words," he says, "to this tune,

among which I recollect the following :

" Hei Urates tetes,

Ho Urates tetes

;

I will drink your barrels dry,

Out upon you, fie, fie !

The grounds of the barrels

Are no for me.'*

"From these words," be subjoins, "I have always
considered the phrase to be of French origin, tout a
tete, or toutes a tete, "all is taken to the head," synon.

with, "He hauds wee I to his head ;
" or imperatively,

as a toast, "Lift all your glasses" or "hands to your
heads ; " which sense is confirmed by the old Jacobito

words given in Thomson's Scottish Airs, voL iii. p. 33.

Fill, fill your bumpers high,

Drain, drain your glasses dry

:

Out upon him, fie, fie,

That winna do't again.

[TUTILLING, Tutlyxo, «.] A blast or

blowing of a horn.

And, as thai war in sic effray,

A tutilling off his home hard thai

:

And thai, that hes it knawyn swith
War of his cunimyn woudre blyth.

Barbour, xix. 604, MS.

This word is a dimin. from Toot, and denotes a
weaker sound, or that which seems to be so, as being
heard at a distance.

TUTIVTLLAR, Tutivillus, e. [Prob., a
low, worthless person, or thing.]
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8a moor nckettltt, m mony ketche-pillaris,

8Jc ballis, sic nachettis, ami sic tutivillaris,—

Within tnia land wasiievir hard nor seno.

Dvnbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 44.

—A tuHviltus, a tatlar,

And a fanyeit ttatterar.

Colkelbie Sow, F.I. r. «2L

Lord Hailes observes from Junius, that things of no

valne ware anciently called tUivilitia, as the term

denoted rotten threads which fall from the distaff, and

in general the vilest things of this description, which

cheats imposed on the simple instead of valuable

merchandise ; Note, p. 254.

From the use of this word, however, although some-

what altered, in other places, it is probably a personal

designation.

In Kennedy's Flyting, it is written tuteviUo**,

Evergreen, ii. 74, tutivilla*, Edin. Edit. 1508. In a

Poem in theBann. MS. describing CocLrlbie's Feast, one

of the guests is a tutecillu*. In another, ibid., p. 104,

this designation is given to an evil spirit.

Ii may bear the sense of rustic ; and Ir. tuatamhau,

tmatavaii, has precisely this signification ; from tuata,

id. and thia from tuatli, a country. V. Lhuyd, vo.

Rustic**.

TUTLAR, #. Perhaps, one who barters.

V. TtJTIVILLAR.

Tent. tuyteler, permutator; tuyteltn, commutare.

Su.-G. twetal-en, signifies to shift in language, to

change in judgment.

TUT-MUTE, ». A muttering or grumbling

between parties, as at the beginning of a

broil, S. B.

A pretty serious broil having occurred^ in a fishing

town in the county of Mearns in the North of S.,

among other witnesses, a good plain woman, who
resided in the village, was calletl to give evidence ;

and her testimony happens to be the only one that

tradition has recorded. Being interrogated by her

landlord, who was ex officio a judge, as to the origin

of the fray, she replied ;
" It bc«jan my lord, wi a

laigh tut-mute, and it raise to a heich tuilyicmuhe

;

and or ever your lordship wad hae kissed your ain

a—e, they were a* i* the mussel-middin abone ither.
w

Tent. tuyt-cn, to buzz ; IsL taut-a, murmurare,

mntire, taut, mutum murmur, susurratio, G. Andr.

Tent, muyt-en, Su.-G. mutta, to mutter ; two synon.

terms being conjoined, which is frequently the case in

such comp. words. Or mute, may be used in the sense

of quarrel V. Tuilyie-muue.

•TUTOR, «. A guardian appointed for a

minor, whether by a testament, or by a

disposition of law, S.

••The earl of Sutherland—with his tutor of Duffua

followed, who came to the Bog, but the marquis made

him cold welcome for his good-brother the laird of

Frendraught's cause." Spaldinc, i. 17.

—••The lord Yester, and laird of Auldbar, as tutors

to the earl of Errol, with many others conveeiied at

Turiff for choosing their commissioners," &c. Ibid.,

L 104.

Such a guardian was invariably designed from the

name of his estate put under his charge.

•'The guardians who are entrusted with the care

of minors, get the name either of tutors or curators.

—In the doctrine of tutor*, the law of Scotland nearly

resembles the Roman.
n Ersk. Inst. B. i. Tit. 6, § 1, 2.

Tutory, s. 1. Tutorage, that stajje of life

in which one is under tutors, S., Fr. tutrrie.

"Out of tutory, being paasit xiitj «"* °* *£••"

Aberd. Reg.

2. Tutelage, tender care exercised about an

infant, S.

Oryte was the care and tufry that was ha'en

Bafth night and day about the bonny weeane.
Ross's Heienore, p. 12.

TlXVA-KEUTIIIE. A word which I find,

without iuterpictation, in an ancient MS.

Explic. of Norish words used in Orkn. and

Shetl.

Might we view it aa signifying "a hut on a ruing

ground," it might with propriety be deduced from

Su.-G. tufica, lsl. thufa, terrae tuber, and kotute, tn-

clinium navium, or rather Norw. toeite, a little hut for

kindling a fire in ; Hallager.

TWA, Tuay, Tway, adj. Two, S.

Wyth thir tvea mony lordis sere

Held thame in the North laud,

Quhil this ded wes in South wedand.^
Wyntoum, vui 45, 110.

Thus said sche, and anon therwith bayth homy

Qan walkin forth throw out the dern way.
Doug, r irgU, lo7, 9.

And sayand this, he gan his temptU tuay,

Couir with myrthus, that is bis inoderis tre.

IbicL 129, 46.

Rudd. says that tuay and tteay, are used wrfri

causa. But although tica is the common pron. a.,

tuny is that of the Southern counties. ZVey occurs

•« No man may serve Ucey lordis." Wiclif, Matt. vi.

The schip was dounborn.-with other busses tmey

R. Brttnne, p. 15SL

Moes.0. ttca, ttoai, A.-S. ttca, ttceg. Franc laL

Precop. ttta, Su.-G. ticaa, anc, toa, Belg. twee.

Twa-beast-tree, *. The *wingU-tree in the

Orcadian plough, by which two horses draw,

each having its own peculiar 8wingle-tne

attached to one of the ends of the ftro-

beast-tree.

Twa-FACED, adj. Double, deceitful; often

used to denote one who curries favour with

both parties, S. [Twa-facednes*, deceit, S.]

Formed like A.-S. twi-spaece, double-tongued.

" What had I to do to tell the rascal ?—or wha wad

hae thought o* him playing us sic a trick ? Twa-faced

dog thatle is V Perils of Man, i. 203-

Fowks—car you but a tica-fac'd nitty,

Wi* a* your wit.
m^

Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 1S7-

V. Waffnes-s.

Twa-FALD, Twa-FAWLD, adj. 1. Double,

twofold, S.
Bot astane,

That come fra hycht, has hym oure-tane,

And twa-/aiold dowu it can hym bere,

And steykd hym on his awyn spere.

Wyntotcn, viiL 37. 15L

He has broke three ribs in that ane's skle,

But aftid his collar bane ;

He's laid him twa/ald ower his ste*d ;

Bade him carry the tidiugs haiue.

Minstrelsy Border, I 7s.
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2* Used to denote a person bowed down with

age or infirmity, q. bent together.

" 'Tam cmm keep op his rigg against my auld
•untie, wha's twa/auld with the rheumatics.' 'Me
twa/auld wi' the rheumatics !—My certie, ye slip-

tongued cuttie, ye rheumatic weel.—I can walk as

straight in my black leather shoon as ye can do in yere
pink slippers, ye cresting kimmer. Blackw. Mag.
Jan. 1821, p. 402.

A-& twe-foald, Sw. twefeallt, duplex.

TwA-nandedCrack. A familiarconversation

between two persons, that which is held

tete-a-tete, S.

"They found Mrs. Comyns and her guest enjoyins
a tete-a-tete, or, as I prefer a Scotch term to a French
at any time when I can get it * a gude twa-handit
crack? after sapper." The Smugglers, i. 113.

Twa-handit-swebd. A two-handed sword,

S.
" Tohande swerde. Spata. Cluniculum." Pr. Parv.

Twa-handit Wark. Work so imperfectly

done at first, that it must be performed
again, S.

[Twa Horse Farm. A farm that requires

two horses to labour it, S.]

Twa-HORSE-tree, s. A swinale-tree stretcher

of a plough, at which two horses draw, S.
" The plough is drawn by a strong stretcher com-

monly called a two-horse-tree. Agr. Sunr. Rox., p. 60.

Twa-LOFTED, adj. Having two stories, Loth.
" Folk are far frae respecting me as they wad do

if I lived in a twa-lo/led eclated house," Bride of
Lammermoor, ii. dt4.

Twa Men. The Duumviri of Rome.
** For fere of thir prodigeis, the solemne priestis,

namit the Twa Men, war commandit to serche the
workis of SimX" BoUend. T. Liv., p. 221.

Twa part, Twaparte. Two thirds.

—The ferd buke of Eneadoun
Twiching the lufe and dede of Dido quene,
The tuapart of hys Tolume doth contene.

Doug. Virgil, Prefc S, 9.

This mode of expression is still quite common, S. B.
The twa pari and third, La., two thirds, and the
remaining one,

44The Schiref of the schire—aucht and sould divide
equallie the tierce of the saidis landis fra the twa part
thairof." Balfour's Practicks, p. 108.

It is sometimes written as one word. "The saidis

Krsonis sail content & pay to the said David Lawder
e soume of thre li yerefy of ix yeris bipast for the

malen 6 proffitis of the twaparte of the said mylne."
Act. Audit. A. 1493, p. 171.

Twa-part and thrid. " Tlie two thirds of

any thing;" Gall. Enc, p. 446.

Twa-pennies, s.pl. An old copper coin; the

third of an E. halfpenny ; synon. Bodle.
44 Bodel. a small copper coin of the sixth part of a

penny Sterling. They are called in Scotland two [r.

twa] pennies; and seem to have been first struck in

Queen Mary's reign, and were continued by her sue-

\ till the union A. 1707. They have the King's
name with the crown, and^the sceptre with sword
saltire ways on one side, and'on the reverse the thistle,

with this motto. Nemo me impuno lacessct." Spottis-

woode's MS. Law. Diet vo. BodeL

Twasum, adj. Two in company, or abreast.

V. Sum, term.

This, although properly an adj., is used as a *.,

denoting a pair, a couple. It is pron. twaesum, Ettr.

For.
" I think," said I, " that if ae kail-wife pou'd aff her

neighbour's mutch, they wad hae the twosome o' them
into the Parliament-House o' Lunnun." Rob Roy, ii.

13.

Lug, poor things, the twosome danderM
Douf an' douie oure the sade.

A. Scott's Poems, 1811, p. 172.

Twasum is still used to denote a dance, in which two
persons are encaged ; a twasomc dance, i.e., a strath-

spey, Perth*., fife.

Twa-three, s. A few, S. q. two or three.

Boutgates I hate, quo* girning Maggy Pringle,

8yne harl'd Watty, greeting, thro' the ingle.

Since this fell question seem* sae lang to ning on,

In twa-three words I'll gie you. my opinion.

The Loss of the Pack, a Tale.

Ane may wi* twa-three social frien's convene,

To crack a while, an' spen' a sunless een.

Picket's Poems, 1788, p. 21.

It is also pronounced ticarrie, and ticae'rte.

" They could do nae great ill tie speak o\ haud aff

the burning o' the twae-ree braw tents." Saint Pat-

rick, i. 169.

TWA-YEAR-AULD, TWA-YEAR-ALL, *. A hei-

fer that is two years old, S.

The unco brute much (lunching dried
Free twa-year-alls and stirks.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 49.

TWAL, adj. Twelve, S.

And Alexandir the Conqueronre,
That conqueryt Babilonys tour,

And all this warld off lenth and breid,

In twal yher, throw his douchty deid,

Wes syne destroyit throw pwsoune,
In hys awyne howss, throw gret tressoune.

Barbour, I 532.

Edit Pink.
In MS., however, it is xii.

The auld kirk-hammer strak the bell

8ome wes short hour ayont the twaL
Burns, ill. 49.

Moea-O. twalw, twaUf, id.

TwAL-nouRS, s. 1. Twelve o'clock, S.

2. A luncheon or nnncheon, S. Sometimes
called eleven-hours, when taken before noon.

[TWALMONT, TWALMONTH, 8. A year, S.]

Twalpennies, s.pl. A penny sterling; which,

according to our ancient reckoning, included

twelve pence Scottish currency, S.

" Here is twalpennies, my man." Bride of Lammer-
moor, i. 314.
" Lend us twalpennies to buy sneeshing." Redgaunt-

let, i. 317.

It is sometimes written as one word, at other times

as two.
" Saunders, in addition to the customary twalpennies
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on the postage, had a dram for his pains." Ayrshire

Legatees, p. 3&
•• Twalpennies, one penny sterling ; " Gl. Antiq.

Twal-pennyworth, s. What is given as the

value of a penny sterling, S.

An' wbylea twalpennie worth o' nappy
Can make the bodies unco happy.

The Twa Dogs, Burnt, ill 0.

[TWANG, s. A thong, a shoe-tie, Shetl.]

[TWART,Twarter,Twartour. V. Thor-
TBR.]

To TWASPUR, v. a. To gallop, Shetl.

May be compoondod of 1st Su.-G. twa or two, duo,

and sporrt, cafcar ; as signifying the application of

both spurs to the sides of a hone to put him to his

full speed.

TWAY,arf;. Two. V. Twa.

[To TWEDDLE, v. a. V. Tweel.]

TWEEL, adv. Truly. Tweel no, no indeed,

S. V. Atweel.

To TWEEL, Tweal, Tweil, Tweddle, v. a.

To work cloth in such a manner, that the

woof appears to cross the warp diagonally,

kersey-wove, S.

Teut. tweeting, geminus, seems allied.

A.S. ticaede, duplex ; or twa, and dael, part.

Tweel, *. 1. The manufacture of cloth that

is tweeled, S. ;
[also, the name of such cloth,

• Clydes.]

Te sail hae twa good nocks
That ance were o' the tweel,

The tane to ha'd the groats,

The ither to ha'd the meal
Maggie's Tocher, Herd's Coll., ii. 78.

"A tait o' woo' would be scarce among us," said the

goodwife brightening, "if you should nae hae that, and
as good a ticeel'as ever came afF a pirn." Guy Man-
nenng, ii. 74, 75.

2. Tweel is sometimes used metaphorically, in

regard to literary composition.

I guess you be some pawky chiel,

That's maybe been at Allan's skuil

Some orra time,

And seems to understand the tweel

O! rustic rhyme.
Skinner's Misc. Poet,, p. 181.

Tweelin, Tweel, adj. Belonging to cloth

that is tweeled, S.

Tweelin, Tweddlin, Tweel, *. Cloth that

is tweeled ; used also as an adj., S.

"Ane sark of small twtdlyne." Aberd. Reg., A.
1541, V. 17.

TWEELIE, Twellie, *. A quarrel, a broil,

Dumf., Gall.

Bat some wi' mair than powder smell'd

Forfairn by the twtelie.—
Davidson's Seasons, p. 21.

Merely a provincialism for Tulyie. V. Tuilyie.

VOL. IV.

To Tweelie, v. n. To contend, Gallowaj.

For sovereignty,

Or pow'r among the herd, he ne'er contends,
Nor tweetiea for the kingdom of the loan.

Davidsons Seasons* p. 41

TWEESII, prep. Betwixt, S. ; the abbrevi-

ation of atxeeesh or betweesh.

For tweesh twa hillocks, the poor lambie lies,

And aye fell forret as it shoop to rise,

Ross's Betensn
V. Atwkesh.

TWEILD DOIR. V. Toldour.
•• Item ane doublett of Uceill doir champit." Inven-

tories, A. 1539, p. 42.

TWELLIE, a. [V. Tweelie.]

TWELT, Twalt, adj. The twelfth, S.

I hint ane scripture, and my pen furth tuke.
Syne thus began of Virgil the tictlt bake,

Doug. Viry., p. 101.

[To TWET, Twiet, v. a. To cut slices from

a piece of wood, Shetl. ; white, Clydes.

Norse, tveite, id.]

To TWICHE, Twitch, v. a. 1. To touch,

S.B.
"Thou art thrumblcd and thrusted by the multitask,

and yet thou speeris quha hes twiched thee." Braces

Serm. Sacr., J. 5, a.

2. To touch, metaph.
Caxtoun, for dreid thay suld his lippis skaude.
Durst neuer twiche this vark for laike of knal-ige.

Doug. Virgil, PreC 7, H
Hence twiching, prep., touching, concerning.

But twiching Virgyllis honoure and renerence,

Quho *uer contrary, I mon stand at defence.

Doug. Virgil, Fret 8,

£

To TWIDDLE one out of a thing. To cir-

cumvent, to -obtain by cozening means*
" He tried to twiddle me out of my money"
S. Synon. with E. Diddle.

A.-S. twaedding, adulatio, is evidently allied, from

twa, duo ; q. acting a double part. Twi-ditrl-an, di*i-

dere, is not used in this sense ; but Twiddle has un-

doubtedly been formed in the same manner from (*^u

two, and dael, part. Isl. tuelalan is compounded ib a

similar manner, fromfti*, duo, andto/a, loqui, si^uifving

prevarication ; Accusationis vel defensiouis vanatio is

judicio ; VereL Ind. q. S. tica tale*.

To TWIG, v. a. 1. To pull hastilv, S.B. tiritch,

E.
Let rantin billies twin the string,

An' for anither mutchkin ring.

ilorison's Poems* p. 78.

2. To wound the skin of a sheep in shearing,

Ettr. For. ; perhaps from A.-S. turice-ia%

vellerc, to twitch, E.

Both this and the E. r. twitch* also, tweag, t-mi,

to pinch, are evidently from A.-S. twice-tan, vellkara.

Germ, twick-en, id.

The form of the O.E. v. did not differ from that of

the A.-S. •• Twylk-yn or drawen. Tracti!!©." Prompt

Parv.

Twig, *. A quick pull, a twitch, S.

K 4
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To TWIG, v. a. To put cross ropes on the

thatch of a house, Ettr. For.

Twig-rape, *. A rope used for the purpose,

ibid.

Perhaps from A.-S. twig, ramus ; as withes mignt
be at first employed in this way.

To TWILT, v. a. To quilt, S., Westmorel.
Seren. derives the E. word from the very ancient

Isl. 8. kulta, aulaeum, culcitra ; tapestry,—a mattress,
which, as Dr. Johns, defines it, is "a kind of quill made
to lie upon." Teut. kulcki is used in the latter sense.

Hence,

Twilt, *. A quilted bed-cover, S.
" Where's the wardrobe and the linens ?—where's

the tapestries and the decorements ?—beds of state,

twills, pands and testers, napery and broidered work ?"

Bride of Lammermoor, ii. 290.

Blankets, sheets, and strypit tykin ;
*

Twills an' cov'rina to your likin*.—
Duffs Poems, p. 66.

" Twilt, a quilt or bed-cover, North." Grose.

To TWIN, v. a. To empty, to throw out.
" And that na persone weschc in the said locht, nor

twin thair closetti* or ony fylthynes thairin." Aberd.
Reg., V. 16.

Perhaps an errat. for Twim. V. Tume.

TWIN, Twyn, Twyne, adj. [Twain.] In
twyn, in twain, asunder.

The SothroD sis war sundryt than in twyn,
Bot thai agayne to gidder sone can wyn.

Wallace, iv. 637, MS.
Hys bow with hors sennonis bendit has he,

. Thairin sue takill set of souir tre

;

And tasand vp his armes ser in twyn,
Thus vnto Jouy lawly did begyn
To make his first peticioun and prayere.

Doug. Virga, 300, 2.

A.-S. twegen, twain, from tweg, two. Moes -O. tica

m has twan* in the accus. Su.-G. twaenne, the old feminine
oltwaa.
The phrase occurs in another passage, which deserves

our attention

—

Wallace send Blayr, in his priestis weid.

To warn the west, quhar freyndvs had gret dreid,

How thai suld pass, or to srud Wallace wyn,
For Inglissmen that held tbaim lang in twyn.

Wallace, ix. 1237, M&
This might, without any violence, signify in doubt,

as A. -8. twyn and tweon denote doubt, hesitation ; and
twyn-an, to doubt. But it seems rather to mean
asunder.

It may, however, be worth while to observe, that
these terms are formed from lira, tweg, two, as Su.-G.
twek-a, dubitare, from ticaa ; because, as Ihre remarks,
the thoughts, in a state of hesitation, are as it were
drawn into two parts. The same metaphor, he adds,
prevails in almost all languages. Thus Jieni, duo ; Gr.
•019, dubium, Somfw, &c. from 8vo ; as Lat. ambigo,
MnddubUo, from ambo and duo; Moes.-G. tusver-ian,

haesitsre, from lira, in compos, tus ; Belg. twantel-tn,

Alem. tueh-on, id. from twee, and zwey.

To Twix, Twvne, v. «. To part, to separate.

Thre slew he thar, twa fled with a' thair mycht
Eftir thar lord, bot he was out of sycht,

Takand the mure, or he and thai couth twyne.
Wallace, L 420, MS.

Svoe eftir thir, all sory and full of care,

Toe thrid place haldis, and sail euerware,

Giltle* folk, that for disdene, wo, or fede.

With thare awin handis wrocht thare self to dede,

And irkit of the lyfe that thay war in

Thare sueit saulw maile fra the body twyn.
Doug. Virgil, 179, 8.

To twyn with, is now used in the same sense, S.

My daddy is a canker'd carle

He'll no twin wC his gear.

Herd's Collection, ii. 64.

The v. tuynne occurs in O.E.
We see all day in place thiii£ that a man wynnes,
It is told to purchase, whedir he it hold or tuynnes.

R. Brunne, p. 86.

To Twin, Twyne, v. a. [1. To deprive.]

To twin one out of a thing, to deprive him
of it, applied especially to solicitation or

stratagem, as the mean of success, S.B.

2. To twin o' or o/9 to part from, S. B.

Maun ye be twin't o* that blythe neukie
Whar ye hae win't sae lang ?

Tarras*s Poems, p, 28.

• Twine, s. Intricate vicissitude, S. B.
And vain may I be now, when all that's past
By unco Urines has fallen sae well at last

Jtoss's Helenore, p. 128.

** Twine, a turn of fortune ;" Gl. Ross.

The metaphor seems to refer to the fable of the
thread of life being spun by the Fatal Sisters.

Twine-spinner, s. A ropemaker, Loth.

Teut. tweyn, filum duplex, filum tortum.

To Twinole, v. n. To twine [or spin]

round, Aberd.
Afore't she knit a lingle

To swing the roast

;

They had nae jack, but this would twingle
Wi' little cost.

W. Seattle's Tales, p. 5.

Perhaps a dimin. from Teut. twtyn-en, to twine.

To TWINE, i7. a. To chastise, Aberd.
Su.-G. twing-a, Dan. twing-tr, Isl. thwing-a, arctare,

comprimere ; coercere ; aflligere.

TWINTER, *. A beast that is two years

old, S. A. Bor. ; corr. quinter.

Fyue twinteris britnyt he, as wss the gyis,
* And als mony swine, and tydy qwyis.

Doug. Virgil, 130, 34.

A.-S. twy-winter, duos annos natus. A cow of three

years old was called, thry-winter, triennis. Aelfr. Gl.

This term indeed seems of pretty general use. Fris.

twinter-dier, has the very same sense ; Animal binum,
Kilian ; Isl. tvitent-r, bidens.

TWIRK, *. A twitch, Loth.

[To TVVIRM, v. 7i. To dwine, to wither,

Shetl.]

TWISCAR, Tuysker, #. An instrument

for casting peats, Shetl.
—"They being now arrived where the rude and

antioue instruments of Zetland agriculture lay scat-

tered,—his thoughts were at once engrossed in the
deficiencies of the one-stilted plough, of the twiscar,

with which they dig peats," Ac. The Pirate, i. 273.

"The peats are cut with an instrument called a
twysker, which resembles a narrow sp*\de, having a
sharp plate of iron called a feather, about seven inches
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long, projecting from the bottom on its left band side ;

and it determines the form and size of the peat"
Edmonstone*s Zctl. Isl., i. 177.

This seems to be the same with the Flauchter spade.

V. Tusker.

To TWISLE, v. a. "To twist, fold;* Gl.

Picken. V. Twitssle.

TWIST, Twyst, *. A twig, a small branch

;

Chaucer, id.

The King then wynkyt a litill wey ;

And ttlepyt nocht full encrely ;

Bot ffliffnyt up oft *odanly.

For be had dreid off thai thre men,
That at the tothyr fyr war then.

That thai his fats war he wyst

;

Tharfor he slepyt, as foule on twysL
Barbour, viL 188, MS.

Ane vthir small twist of ane tre I chesit

For to brek doun, the cavsls to assay

Of this mater, that was vnknowin alway. -

Doug. Virgil, 68, 8.

Teut. twi*t, rami abscissi, ramalia ; Kilian. Junius

thinks that this may be deduced from twist-en,

duplicare, because such small branches are generally

intertwined.

To TWITCH, v. a. To touch. V. Twiche.

Twitch, s. In a twitch, in a moment, Fife
;

referring to the suddenness with which a

twitch is given.

" Twitch, touch, instant of time ;" Gl. Picken.

TWITTER. 1. " That part of a thread that

is spun too small." Yarn is said to be

twined to twitters, when twined too small,

S. Hence, to twitter yarn, to spin it un-

equally, A. Bor. Ray.

Both Ray and Grose seem to view this q. to twitter,

applied to thread, as the same with A. Bor. twitter, to

tremble, which they deduce from Tout tittern, tremere.

It may be suspected, however, that they are radically

different. Our v. may have been from Teut. twee, two,

as denoting that a thread is spun so fine as to be

divided into two.

2. Applied to any thing slender or feeble.

It is said of a lank delicate girl; "She's a

mere twitter," S.
11 You are as small as the twitter of a twin'd rusky ;*

S. Prov. Kelly, p. 395. V. Rcskt.
Can it be allied to A. -S. tyddr, fragilis, debilis ?

Twitteby, adj. Slender; properly, spun

very small, S.

"Nor were the people of Galloway acquainted with
dyeing any other colour than black, which, when
mixed with white wool, was made into clothing

—

(hodden grey) for both lairds and ladies, and was far

afore the twittery worn-waba made now-a-days." Edin.

Evin. Cour., July 1, 1819.

(To TWMMYL, v. a. To tumble, hurl,

Barbour, x. 496, Skeat's Edit.]

(TWN, s. A tun, Accts. L. H. Treas. i.

344, Dickson.]

TWNE, *. Tin " xij truncheons all of twne"

Aberd. Reg. V. 16.

TWOLDERE, *. V. Doir and Toldoue.

" Item, ane gowne of purporc velvet, with ane bnid

pasment of gold & silvir, lynit with twoldtre, and

furnist with Eornis of gold." Inventories, A. 1538, p.

84.

TWOLT, s. * A coverlid for a bed ;

w
GalL

Enc. a variety of Twilt, q. v.

TWO-PENNY, Tippeny, s. A weak kind

of beer, sold at two-pence the Scots pint,

or two quarts, S.

"They make their own malt, and brew it into that

kind of drink called Two-penny, which, till debased in

consequence of multiplied taxes, was long the favourite

liquor of all ranks of people in Dundee." Dundee,

Statist. Ace., viii. 230. Hence,

Two-penny- (or Tippeny-) Hocse, s. An

ale-house, S. V. Tippanise, r.

To TWUSSLE, v. a. Perhaps a dimin. from

Twist, v.

" 111 twussle your thrapple in a jiffy, an* ye think

tae camshacle me wi you bluid-thristy angers." Saint

Patrick, ii. 191. V. Twislk.

TWYIS, Twys, Twyst, adv. Twice, Aberd.

Reg.

[TWYN.orf/. Twain. V. Twin.]

TWYNRYS, s. pi. « Pincers, nippers ; from

twine, q. d. twiners? Rudd.
Oft with his richt hand sereins he in vane,

To ripe the outgate of the wound sa wiile,

And for to seik the schaft on euery svde,

Wyth his twynrys, and grippand turkes sle,

To thrist the hede, and draw furth precis he.

Doug. Virgil, 424, 7.

TWYS, Twyss, Tussay, s. A girdle or sash.

" Thai—held thair bull is, and thair siluer, and *

silkyne twUs, and all vthir graith that thai bad that

was oucht worth." Addic. Scot. Corniklis, p. 13.

O. Fr. toisstt, ruban, ceinture, tissu ; Roquefort

TYAL, s. Any thing used for tving a Iatchet,

S.B. Isl. tigilU ligula.

To TYAUVE, v. n. This, pronounced as

one syllable, gives the proi>er sound of the

v. Taave. [Tyauvin, laborious, Banffs.]

TYBER, s.

Yet shal the riche remayns with one be over-ronen,

And with the Rounde Table the rentes be reved.

Thus shal a Tyber uotnie tymber with tene.

Sir Oawan and Sir GaL,i"

A.-S. tyber signifies a sacrifice, an offering; asd

timbr-ian, to build. But the connection of these uk*

is not obvious. The language is mctaph., expressing

the consequences of the death of King Arthur.

To TYCE, v. n. To move slowly and cau-

tiously, Aberd.
Whan ither ewies lap the dyke,
And eat the kail for a' the tyke,
My ewie never played the like,

But tye'd about the barn-wa*. J-.

Skinner's Misc. Poet, p. 144, El I**

"Went slowly, warily about ;" GL
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Under the r. Feeze, I have viewed teea'd, given bv
Ritson, as an error, having heardfeez'd invariably used
in the repetition of this song. But from the use of

tye'd in this Edit, it is most probable that this is the

proper term. It seems allied to Su.-G. taaa-a, to walk
softly ; "Tacito grcsstt incedere, ut solent uudipedes

;

Fenn. Uu*ut-anfY Ihre : and probably to Su.-G. tyet-a,

to be silent, tyd-tr, close, quiet. Thus tyc*d about

ay signify, "moved in quietness, without causing
any disturbance."

PTYD, Tydb, $. Time, Barbour, i. 127.

V. Tid.]

[To Ttd, Titde, v. n. To betide, happen.

Ibid. iii. 24.]

TYDWOLL, 8. [Prob. for Tydy-woll, clean

or picked woolJ "xlviij stayne of tydwoll"

Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

TYDY, Ttdie, adj. 1. Neat ; synon. trig, S.

In this sense tidy is used in E. as in the passage
which Johns, quotes from Gay's Pastorals.

Whenever by yon barley-mow I pass,

Before my eyes will trip the tidy lass.

2. Plump, fat, S.

Fyne twinteria britnyt be, ss was the gyis,

And sis monv swine, and tydy qwyis
""iblak.—Wythhydisi

Doug. Virgil, ISO, 86.

Tydy ky lowis, veils by thaym rynnis.

Aid. Prol, 402, 25.

Lo, we ss
Flokkis and herdis of oxin and of fee,

Fat sad tydy, rakand oust all quhare.
Ibid. 75, &

A tydy bairn, a child that is plump and thriving; S.

3. Lucky, favourable.

King Aeol, grant a tydie tirl.

But boast the blasts that rudely whirl.

Ramsatfa Poems, ii 20L

4. Pregnant, Ayrs., Clydes. ; as applied to a
cow. Also to a woman ; as, " a tidy bride,"

one who goes home to the bridegroom's

boose in a state of pregnancy.

There is no proof that the term was used in this sense
by our ancestors. It would seem, however, from the
following passages, that it was applied to a cow giving
milk, in contradistinction from one whose milk was
dried np.

••That the said Robert—pay—to Dauid Smyth,
nnhilk wantit the mylk of thre tithy ky, in defalt of
the said Robert—the soume of thre h. for costis k
•cathis," &c. Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1493, p. 900.

"Item, from Archibald M 'Keller there, fourtie tydie

cones, 6 yeld coues," Ac. Depredations on the Clan
CampbelC p. 16.

"Fra Duncan M 'Keller, in Cromunachan, fyy* tydie

cones, fyve yeld coues, fyve stirks," Ac. Ibid., p. 17.
MTaken—from the said Ion Campbell, 7 tydie coues

with their calves.—Item, from him sex forrow coues
and sex stirks," Ac. Ibid., p. 51.
As signifying, either pregnant, or giving milk, the

sense corresponds with what may be viewed as the
primary application of the term "in season;" as, in
either case, a cow is in a state adapted to its principal
ase.

The term, in sense 1, seems most analogous to IsL
tyd-r, obsequens, applicabilis. The phrase en tyd bona

is expl. by the Sw. synon. liuflig husfru, i.e., a pleasant
housewife. Su.-G. tidig, decorus, decens, conveniens.
The second sense is perhaps immediately borrowed

from Tout, tydigh, in season, mature, ripe. Thus a
young cow is denominated, eene tudighe koc ; Kilian.
To this corresponds Su.-G. tidfoedi hiord, grex mature
editus; and tulitj fruit, fructus cito maturescens,
which Ihre derives from tid, tempus. Teut. tydigh
also signifies, tempestivus, which corresponds to the
third sense.

It appears that there was an O.E. v. nearly allied in
signification, from which the word, in the second sense
at least, may have been formed. " TuUyn or thryuen,
supra in Then. 1

* Now " Thene or thryuen " is expl.
"Vigeo." Prompt. Parv.

TYISDAY,*. Tuesday. V. Tiseday.

TYISHT, pret. Enticed.
" Attoure, he tyisht the young men of his ciete to his

pnrpois, with his liberalite and gudis." Bellend. T.
lav., p. 83. V. Tyse, v.

[TYKE, s. A dog, S. V.Tike.
In Shetland the common otter is called a tyke,]

(Ttke-auld, adj. Very old, Banffs.]

Ttked, adj. Having the disposition of a
degenerate dog, currish ; from tike.

For all her wafiil cries and greeting,
Her loving words and fair intreating,

(These follows were too tyketl)

To her they would make nae supplie,
Nor yet let her remaining be
Amang them but twa days or three,

Say to them, what she liked.

Wateone Cott., I 46L

TYKE and TRYKE, adv. Higgledy-pig-
gledy, in an intermingled state, S. B.
Su.-0. tiock, densus ; tryck-a, augustare, used to de-

note a crowd of objects pressing one upon another ; q.
closely crowded or pressed together.

TYKEN, Ttkin, s. 1. The case which holds
the feathers of a bed or bolster, S. Tick,

Ticket*, Ticking.
M Tiking of the East countrie, the eine—x s." Bates

A.. 1611.

He at the sowing-biod was bred,
An' wrought gude serge and tyken.

A. Wilson's Poems, 1790, p. 199.

2. Tyken o
9
a bed. Used for the bed itself,

Teviotd.

Tyken, adj. Of or belonging to the cloth

denominated Tick, S.

The origin seems to be Su.-G. tyg, a general designa-
tion for cloth.

To TYLD, v. a. To cover, S. B.
The bodie of the cairt of evir bone,
With crboliti* and mony precious stone
Was all ouirfret, in dew proportioun,

—

Tyldit abone, and to the eirth adoun,
In richest claith of gold of purpurc broun.

Police of Honour, L 84.

A window is said to be tyldit, when it is covered in
the inside with a cloth or curtain, Aug.

IsL tialld-a, tentorium figere, aulaeum extendere

:

G.Andr. V. the s.
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Tyld, i. Covert. Undre tyld, under covert.

Thus with trety ys cast yon trew undre tytd.

And fayad bis fTendschip to fang, with fyne favour.

(rtnoan anrf <7o/., ii. 4.

A.-S. tM,geteld, Su.-G. tfaetf, Isl. <»««, Bclg. fcfcfr,

Germ. self, C. B. fyfr, a tent, an awning. Hence k*.

tilt, the covering of.a boat, any covering over head.

TYLD,#. Tile.

••He—send thame in Britane and othir realmes, to

wyn mettellis, querrellis, and to mak tytd." Bellend.

Ore*., K vii, c. 2. Formandisquo lateribus, Boeth.

To TYLE, r. n. To TttU a Lodge, to shut

•the door of a.Mason-lodge; whence the ques-

tion, "Is the lodge tyledV S.

Tyler, Tiler, *. A door-keeper of a Mason-

lodge, whose business it is to see that the

door be kept close, S.

IaL tM-a, leviter figere ; or til, [also Alcm.] finis,

limes, q. "to fix the Emits." Sw. tiel, id. V. Ttael-

der, Ihre.

TYMBER,Tymmer,Tymbrell,Tymbrill, *.

The crest of a he/iU/t.

The crefct or schynand tymber, that was set

Abooe Eneas helme and top on hicht,

Kest lemend fiambis with ane glitterand lycht
Doug. Virgil, 324, 45.

Twa aoweltyis that day thay saw,

That forouth in Scotland had bene nane.

Tymwuris for helrays war the tane.

That thaim thoncht thane ofT gret bewte.
Barbour, xiz. 396, MS.

The portratonr of armes was misknaw,

AH war biit Orekis tymbrillis that thay saw
Doug. Virgil, 52, 40.

Tymbrit, part pa. Crested.

His sonir schefld assayis he also,

And eik his tymbrit helme with crestis two
Doug. Virgil, 409, 32.

Fr. timbre, " a crest upon an helmet, corresponding

tothe crest of the bearer's coat of arms ;" Pink. Bullet

derives the Fr. word from Arm. tymbr, a mark ; L.B.

timbr-um, tymbr>i*. Nicot, however, derives it from

Germ, timmtr, and indeed Kilian expl. this, apex ;

also, crista galeae, conns galeae. Du Cange observes,

that Fr. tymbrt anciently signified the helmet itself.

TYMBRELL, $. A small whale.

"Gif ony tymbrell, utherwayis callit ane littil

JiuhaiU, or any other fisch, is fund withiu the seamark

oiranent the land [In term) of ane Baron, or uther

frehalder,—the samin sould pertenc to the Baron or

frehalder." Balfour's Pract., p. 555.

L. R timbrtU-u*. " Dicitur parvus cetus, ane Uttil

quhaile," Skene, Verb. Sign. [V. Tumbler.]

TYME, *. The herb thyme, S.

"Thymus vel melius thymum, Tyme." Despaut

Gram., D. 12, a.

TYME-TAKER, *. One who lies in wait

for the proper opportunity of effecting his

purpose ; used in a bad sense.

"That i*>w Macky, being a young gentleman in

his rysing, he cnld not advance his ownc fame better

than by ahewing himself! to be ane earnest defender of

that house ; that tyme-takers wold be now easalie

decerned from true friends." Gordon's Hist. Earls of

Sutherl., p. 325.

[TYMMER, s. Wood. To Tymmer, to

barricade with wood ; Barbour, iv. 164.

V. TlMMER.]

Tymmer-Man, s. 1. A carpenter.

•« That the master of the schip sal fynd sufficient!

stermane, tymmerman, & schipmen convenient for the

.schip.
M Acts Ja. III., 1466, Ed. 1814, p. 87, c 4.

Tymmermen in pi., I'M. 1566.

Su.-G. Teut. timmer-man, faber lignanus, Germ.

timmer-man, Isl. timbersmid, id., q. a timber-smith.

From Su.-G. A. -8. timber; Moes. timerjian, A.-S.

timbr-km, aedificare.

2. A wood-monger, a dealer in wood, Aberd.

Tymmer- Wecht. A sort of tambourin.

V. Wecht, sense 2.

TYMPANE, *. The instrument called a

sistrwn by Virg. ; from Lat. tympan-um.

The routis did assembill to feclit bedene,

With tympane sound, in gyse of hir cuutre.

Doug. VirgU, 268, 55.

(TYMPANY-GAVEL,Tympany-Wixdo*v.
V. under Timpan.

To TYND, v. n. To kindle. Tynd, «. A
spark. V. Teind.

TYND, *. 1. The tooth of a harrow, S. tine,E.

From Isl. tindr, Su.-G. tinne, id. ; harflinnar, ths

teeth of a harrow.
m .

Perhaps O. E. •« Tynde, prykyl," is originally the

same; expl. by Carnica, "Tyndyd with a tynde.

Carnicatua." Prompt. Parv.

2. Used to denote the act of harrowing. A

double tynd, or teind, is harrowing the same

piece of ground twice at the same yoking,

S. B.f q. bringing it twice uuder the Uttk

of a narrow.

3. Tyndis, pi. " The horns of a hart, pro-

perly the tines of the horns ; " Rudd.

This hart of body was bayth grcte and square,

With large hede and tyndis birnist fare.

Doug. rtVyO.224,21

This is from the same origin. For Su.-G. ti»*<

signifies any thing sharp like a tooth ; hence used to

denote the notched battlements of walls, pinnae muror-

[To TYNE, v. a. To lose, S. V. Tixe.]

Tyning, *. 1. The act of losing, S.

2. The state of being lost, S.

Between the Tyning and the Winning. 1.

Applied to any cause or matter, the issue

of which turns on a very narrow hinge, S.

When thy slee now did rule the roast

Sae canny an sae cunning,

Thy pauky Miles nae motion lost,

'Tween tyning aft an* winnin
Wi* noise that day.

The General Assembly, Poet. Museum, p *4-
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3. Used in a moral sense ; in that intermedi-
ate state, in which a person may be either

loet, or by proper means, be saved from ruin,

8.
M Richard, a lad that was a promise of great ability

in his youth,—was just between the tyning and the urin-

uimg, as the saying is, when the play-acton—came to
the town." Tht Provost, p. 267.

[Tynsale, Tynsall, 8. Loss, damage,
Barbour, y. 450.]

TYRANE,*. Tyraiit,S.

"Succedit his son Lugtak ane odias and mischenus
tyrone." Bellend. Cron., Bw . c. 1. Fr. tyran.
Hence, [tyraneese, to act the tyrant]

Tybaxe, adj. Tyrannical.
Beheld how God, ay sen the warld began,
Hes maid of tyrane kingi* instrument,
To scourge pepill, and to kill mony ane man,
Qohilkis to his law wcr inobedientt*.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 119.

Tybandby,*. Tyranny.
OStyrandry King Eduuard thocht him gud.

Wallace, vS. 737. M&
Tybanpuix, adj. Tyrannical.

•' Mony of thame departit of the ciete,—traisting ay
the mair distant and ferrare thay war fra the company
of thir ten tyranfitU men, to be the ferrare fra every
trubiil approcheing." Bellend. T. Liv., p. 259.

Tyranlie, adv. Tyrannically. V. Unrest.

TYRE, $. A hat of tyre, mentioned as part
of the dress of Robert Bruce, at the battle

of Bannockbnrn.
And on his bassinetlie ber
Ane hat off tyre aboune ay qnhar ;

'

And tharwpon, in to taknyng,
Ane hey eronne, that he wes king.

Barbour, xii. 22, MS.
"This legat ala presentit [to King William] ane

honat of tyre, made in manor of diademe of purpoure
hew, to signify that he was defender of the faith/*

Bellend. Cron. B. ziii, c. 8. Galerum pnrpnreum;
Booth.

[In MS. this word is badly written, bnt may be
| read as Cyre, a corr. of Fr. ctiir, leather, and the read-

ing of the Camb. MS. confirms this meaning. Dr.
Jatnieson's second quotation, therefore refers to quite
another term: for, tyre there is equivalent to Tyrlan

" colour, i.e., purple. V. Professor Skeat's Barbour, p.

582.]

TYREMENT,*. Interment.

Now Pallas corpis is tyl Euander sent,
'

tlSWyth al honour accordyng hys tyrement.

.
Doug. Virgil,96l,45.

The marginal note, p. 362, determines the sense.

"A lang narration contenyng the honour of Pallas

funeral tntyrmenL" It is merely an abbrev. of this

term.

(TYSDAY, 8. Tuesday. V. Tiseday.]

To TYSE, Tyist, Tyst, Tyste, v. a. To
entice, to allure, to stir up, S. B.

At hasard wald he derflie play at dyse ;

«flA.oi4 And to the taveroe eith he was to tyse.

Priest* PeUis, S.P.R.,1 1L

Quhilk Fury quent, of kynd sa nerrellus,

Juno tyistis to myscheif, sayanu thus.

Doug. Virgil, 217, 61.

O. K. tyee. " I tyce one by fayre wordes to my pur*

pose;" Falsgraue.
Budd. derives tyist, as Skinner entice, from Fr. attis*

. er, ItaL thz-are, accendere, or A. -S. tiht-an, allicere.

But perhaps our term is rather allied to Arm. tie, a
train ; boo train, bon allure, Bullet ; or even to Su.-G.

laat-o, ineitare, a term used to denote the setting on of

dogs.

To TYSTE, v. a. To tease, to scold Dumfr.

IsL tast-a, fervide agere t

TYSTE, Taiste, s. The black Guillimote,

a bird; Orkn.; Tyslie, Shetl.

Avis parva praepinguis in Oreadibus Tyst dicta,

Sibb. Scot., p. 22.

"The Black Ouillemote, (Colymbus gryllo, Lin.) or,

as we call it, the tyste, remains with us all the year,

and may be seen fishing in our sounds and friths, in

the very worst weather in winter." Barry's Orkney,

p. 306.

"The taiste, or black guiHemote, builds her nest in

the elina." P. St. Andrews, Orkn. Statist. Ace., zx.

264.

IsL teista, Norw. teiste, id. Penn. ZooL, p. 521. V.
ScaaaKB.

TYSTYRE,*. A case, a cover.

He made a tystyre in that qabyle,
Qohare-in wes closyd the Wangyle,
Platyd oure wyth silvyre brycht,

On tne hey awter standand rycht
Wyntoum, vi. 10. 09.

Mr. Macpherson refers to Lat testa, a shell. L. B.
tester-turn denotes the covering or roof of a bed.

To TYTE, v. a. 1. To pull, to snatch, to

draw suddenly, S. tilt. Fret, tyt, tyte.

Of hes throte thai tyt owt qwyte
Hystwag.

Wyntoum, vL 8. 9.

Fra that kest that na ma wordis

:

Bot swne wes tyte owt mony swordys,
In-to the market of Lanark,
Quhare Inglis men, bath stwr and stark,

Fawcbt in-til gret uuiltytud

Agayne Williams Walays gud.
Ibid. viii. IS. 40.

Be he entrit. hys hed was in the swar,

Tytt to the hawk hangyt to (led rycht thar.

Wallace, vii. 212, MS.

2. To make a thing move by sudden jerks, S.

A.-S. tikt-an, Tent, tljd-en, trahcre. A.-S. tihtt,

duxiaset, tiktk, trahit ; Lye.

Tyte, Tyt, #. 1. A snatch, a quick pull, S.

TU.

Ane a tyt made at hys sword.
W. •« Uakl styUe thi hand, and spek thi worde."

Wyntoum, viii. 13. 27.

This is nearly the same with the account given of the
same rencounter by Blind Harry.

Ane maid a scrip, and tyt at his lang suorde.
" Held still thi hand/' quoth he, " and spek thi word/'

Wallace, vi. 141, MS.
The sakeless man denv'd, syne yeed to look,

And lifting of the table-claith the nook,
I gaet a Mf ami tumbl'd o'er the bree ;

Tarn got the wyte, and I gae the tehee.

Boss's HeUnore, p. 64.
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2. A slight stroke, a tap, S. V. the v.

T\d teems used in the same sense.
" Mony masters, quoth the paddock, when ilka tine

of the harrow took him a tid ;" S. Prov., Ramsay,
p. 05. Kelly writes tig.

TYTE, adj. Direct, straight, S. B.
I—hailst her roughly, and began to say,

I'd got a lamp of my sin death thin day ;

Wi' wect and wind sae tytc into my teeth.

That it was like to cut my very breath.

Rosa's Ifelenore, p. 38.

Sw. taett, close, thick.

[TYTE, Tytly, ado. Soon. V. Tite.]

[Tyttar, adv. Sooner, Barbour, ii. 518.]

To TYTE, v. n. To totter, Buchan.
How aft we've seen yir thrivin stock

Come tytin hame.
Tarras's Poena, p. 6L

The same with Toyte, p., q. v.

To Tyte oV, v. n. To fall over, Berwick*.

PTTILYNDIS, *./>/. Tidings. V. Tithing.]

TYTY, *. A grandfather, Strathmorc. This

probably is merely a fondling term, as it is

undoubtedly local. C. B. taid, a grand-

father.

Germ, tntte, pater. Junius informs ns that the an-

cieut Frisians called a father ttytt, GL Goth., p. 71.

u.
[UAN, adc. Over all, everywhere, Shetl.J

UBIT, adj. pron. q. oobit. Dwarfish, Ayrs.
" VbU, dwarfish ;" Ayrs. Gl. Surv., p. 693.

Evidently from the same source, and originally the

same word, with IVohart, or as pron. Wubart, S.B.

V. Wobat, and Vowbet.

[Ubitous, adj. Extremely small, useless,

Ayrs.; ubaadous, Shetl.]

UCHE, $. An ouch, or ornament of gold.
—• Within the said blak kyst a chenye with ane

uche in it, a ruby, a diaraant maid like a creill." In-

ventories, p. 7.

UDAL, adj. A term applied to lands held

by uninterrupted succession, without any
original charter, and without subjection to

feudal service, or the acknowledgment of

any superior.
*

"Previously to that aera [the Reformation], the
lands here, like those in the eastern countries, seem to
have acknowledged no superior, nor to have been held
by any tennre, but were called otlal or udal lands ; the
characteristic of which is, that they are subject to no
feudal service, nor held of any superior.—The holders
of these lands, or, what is the same thing, the
proprietors' of them were, of all men, reckoned the
most honourable. . Hence, the frequent mention that is

made, not only in the celebrated Danish historian
[Torfaeus], and in the noted deduction so often quoted
[Wallace's Diploma], but even in the elegant Latin
historian of Scotland [Buchanan], of the Proceres
Orcadium, or the nobles of Orkney. This appellation,

however, could not have been bestowed on all tho
proprietors of this description, who seem to have been
very numerous, but was probably confined principally
to the earls, their relations and connexions, who held
their lands in this manner." Barry's Orkney, p. 219.

This term has been viewed as synon. with allodial.—" These udal or allodial lands are directly opposed
to fees or feus, which are always subject to a rental or
feu-duty to a superior, to which the other never were,
but only paid tithe, which appears to have been
exacted from almost all lands whatever; and scat,

which, in the language of the mother country, is said

to signify tribute, land-tax or ground-subsidy. " Ibid.

" It is very probable that all the lands in Shetland

were allodial or udal. The proprietor had no right to

shew but uninterrupted succession." P. Aithsting,

Shetl. Statist Ace, vii. 584.
*• Allodial subjects, or subjects granted in alodt, are

opposed to feus. By these are understood lands or

goods enjoyed by the owuer independent of any

superior, or without any feudal homage." Erskinef

Instit., B. ii., T. 3, s. 8.

Udal property has, in one instance, been distin-

guished from altotlial, but, as would seem, improperly.
" There are three kinds of tenure of laud in Scotland.

First, the Feudal—Secondly, the Allotluil, which in the

German language signifies frte, without paying any

Quit rent, or having a superior ; and, Thirdly, the

udal, being a right compieat without writing ; tbu

obtains in Orkney and Zetland, and in the building* of

the Four Towns of the pariah of Lochinabeu.—The
lands of Four Towns were granted by oue of our kings

to his household servants, or garrison of the castle, and

the property of each being small, thoy were allowed,

as a kind of indulgence, to hold it without the

necessity of charter and sasine, bare possession being a

sufficient title. The Tenants pay a small rent to the

Viscount of Stormout, but have no charter or sasine

from him. The property of these lands is transfemd

from one person to another, by delivery and possession

only ; but they must l»c entered in the rental in Lord

Stormont's rental-book, which is done without fee or

reward." P. Lochmaben, Dumfr. Statist Ace, rii.

239.

The small rent paid to Lord Storniont may have

been equivalent to the scat meutioncd above, although

afterwards consigned to a subject ; otherwise, these

towns cannot strictly be viewed as udal property.

In like manner, "some of the udal lands [is

Orkney] pay a small proportion of yearly rent to

the King, and to the kirk ; and some of tbem do not

pay any thing to the one or to the other." P. Stroa-

say, Statist. Ace, xv. 393.
Allodial property has thus been distinguished from

udal, on the ground that the latter implies " a right

compleat tcithout writing." But this appears to hare

been merely a local peculiarity of possessions of the tuial

kind, forming no essential ditlerence between them and

those called allodial.
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Erskine, when speaking of " the udal right of tho
etewartry of Orkney and Shetland, " say* :

" When
these islands were first transferred from the crown of

Denmark to that of Scotland, the right of their lands
was held by natural possession, and might be proved
by witnesses, without any title in writing ; which had
probably been their law formerly, *hilo they were
subject to Denmark ; and to this day, the lands, tho
proprietors of which havenever applied to the sovereign,

or tnoso deriving right from him, for charters, are en-

joyed in this manner : but where the right of lands in

that stewartry has once been constituted by charter
and seisin, tbe lands must from that period be govern-
ed by the common feudal rules ; except church-lands,
whose valuation is no higher than L20 Scots, the pro-
prietors of which are allowed, by 1690, c. 32, to enjoy
their property by the udal right, without the necessity
of renewing their infeftments." Ersk. ut sup.
There is no good reason to doubt that allodial and

udal are originally one term. Ersk ino indeed has ob*
served, that the former " is probably derived from a,

privatica, and leode, or leude, a German vocable used
in the middle ages for vassal, or fidelis, (from whence
the term liege probably draws its origin ;)—for the
proprietor of allodial subjects is laid under no obliga-

tions of fidelity to a superior/' Instit. ubi sup.
Our learned countryman, Dr. Robertson, has adopted

Wachter's etymon. "Alode," he says, " or allodium,
is compounded of the German particle an> and lot, i.e.,

land obtained by lot. Wachter, Gloss. Germ. voc.
Allodium, p. 35. It appears by the authorities pro-
duced by him and Du Cange, voc. Son, that the
northern nations divided the lands which they had
conquered, in this manner. Foedum is compounded of
od, possession or estate, and feo, wages, pay ; intimat-
ing that it was stipendiary, and granted as a recom-

nee for service. Wachter, ibid., voc. feodum, p.
1." Hist. Charles V. f Vol. I. Proofs, p. 270.
Alodt (L. B. alod-is, alod-us, alod-ium, alaud-ium,)
ems to be merely odal or udal inverted. This is the

opinion of Wachter, vo. Allodium, Loccenius evi-

dently entertained a similar idea. For he expl. odhe.l-

oy/as signifying an allodial village,—Ille cum allodiali,

veteri et principali pago (Odhelbu), ex communi pagi
aflva posaidebit ligna cremalia. Sueciae Leg. Provinc,
p. 173. Verel. also expl. Odal, bona avita, fundi,

allodium ; Ind., p. 184.

Odal, according to Wonniua, "denotes hereditary
goods, or pratdia libera, subjected to no servitude ; to
whichftuda [3. feu*] are opposed, as lying under this

bondage. This word/' he says, "agrees with Allotlium,

which denotes an inheritance derived from ancestors,

and inseparable from the family. Hence Allotlani,

those who held inheritances of this kind, and could
enter into agreements with respect to their possessions,

without consulting their lords." Mon. Danic, p. 507,
606.

The basis of the term odal, udal, undoubtedly is

Su.-G. od, anc. and, oed, possession. This is analogous
to the etymon of Feod>um given by Robertson. It is

rather surprising, that it did not occur to the learned
writer, that this etymon offeodum rendered that which
he gives of alode extremely suspicious ; it being natural
to suppose that both these terms would contain a re-

ference to the mode of possession.

There is more difficulty in determining the origin of
the termination. It has been supposed, with consider-
able probability, that it is from ald-ur, actas, antiqui-
tas, Germ, alt, old, as denoting ancient possession.
Accordingly, Su.-G. odaljord signifies that which has
been long in possession ; odafsmadr, a man who
possesses an ancient property ; odalboren, one who has
by his birth the possession of an ancient property ;

odaZbv, a primitive and ancient village, i.e., one built
by the first inhabitants of a country, as distinguished
from those erected in later times. Obrien, and after

him General Vallanny, says, that " Ir. allod, ancient,
is the original, upon which the Lat. allotlium, signify- •

inc ancient property, hath been formed."
Verelius, perhaps with greater probability, derives

allodium from all, omnis, and aude, posscssio, plena et
totalis poasessio, q. as excluding any superior. Ind.
vo. Luta, p. 163.

Some have supposed that al is contr. from Su.-G.
adel, noble. But there is a possibility, that, notwith-
standing the change oi the vowels, adel and odal may
have been originally the same. This might seem to
be confirmed, not only from the A.-S. synonym being
sometimes written oethel, but from its also signifying,

patria, regio. The presumption, however, is still

stronger from the Isl. term odalboren, nobly born,
being so similar to Su.-G. adatborin, and A.-S. aethel-

boren, which have precisely the same signification.

Alem. adalerbi is expl. as synon. with alode, Allodium
nobile, immune, libcrum, hereditas et posscssio libera

et exeinta ; Schilt. Gl. vo. Adhal, p. 10.

If this conjecture be well-founded, A.-S. aethel has
originally conveyed the idea of one who had an allodial

property, or who acknowledged no superior. V.
Athill.
"From a comparison," it has been observed, "be-

tween the laws by which this udal property was in-

herited, sold, redeemed, or transmitted from one per-

son to another, and some of the Mosaical institutions

mentioned in Scripture, some have imagined that the
former were derived from the latter ; and indeed it

must be confessed that there are between them many
striking points of resemblance." Barry's Orkney, p.

219.

We cannot with certainty, however, trace it any
farther back than to the irruption of the barbarous
nations into the provinces of the Roman empire. The
account, which the elegant historian, formerly quot-
ed, gives of the origin of allcnUal property, may be
viewed as equally applicable to this. " Unou settling

in the countries which they had subdued, the
victorious troops divided the conquered lauds. That
portion which fell to every soldier, he seized as a re-

compence due to his valour, as a settlement acquired
by his own sword. He took possession of it as a free-

man in full property. He enjoyed it during his life,

and could dispose of it at pleasure, or transmit it as

an inheritance to his children. Thus property in land
became fixed. It was at the same time allodial, i.e.,

the possessor had the entire right of property and
dominion ; he held of no sovereign or superior lord, to

whom he was bound to do homage, and perform
. service." Hist Charles. V. f Vol. I., p. 25G.

This mode of holding property seems to have been
introduced into the Orkney islands immediately from
Norway, during their subjection to that country, or to

Earls of Noru egian extraction. In Norway, it is said,

feudal tenures were not known. V. Barry, p. 218.

Different attempts were made to wre§t this right

from the inhabitants of the Orkneys. Harold Har-
fager, about the beginning of the tenth century,
commanded Earl Eiuar and all the inhabitants of

Orkney to pay him sixty marks of gold. The land-

holders reckoning the fine too great, the Earl obtained
this condition for them, that he should himself pay the
whole fine, oc sbjlldi hann eignaz tha odol oil i euonom ;

omnia in insulis bona allodalia viciss<im obtcnturus

;

and that he should hold, in return, all the udal pro-

perty in the islands."—Long after, at Jarlar atto odol

oil, ** the Earls possessed all the udal property in the
Orkneys, till Sigurd the eon of Lewis restored it to the
owners." Heimskr. ap. Johnst. Antiq. Cclto-Scand.,

p. 11.

Harold Harfager had acted the same part in Norway,
as did Eiuar in Orkney. We learn accordingly, that

when his son Hacon succeeded him, it was reported

that in all respects he was such a prince as Harold,
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"with this tingle exoeption, that whereas Harold
greatly oppressed all the subjects, Hacon desired to

five on good terms with them, oc baud at gefa haeudom
idol mm, having promised to the possessors of land the

restitution of their a)l<»dial rights, of which Harold had
deprived them." Ibid. p. 62.

It is to be observed, that although bomlom and
baendom occur in the original here, andare rendered in

the Lat version, coloni, the terms are not to be under-

stood as denoting what we now call farmers. For, as

we learn from Hire, boude, in one of its senses, denotes

the possessor of his own inheritance, as distinguished

from Landbo, Bryti, Ac. which signify one who culti-

vates the land of another, paying rent, or a certain

part of the produce, in return. V. Husband.

Udal-man, Udelar, Udaller, s. One
who holds property by udal right.

"The Udal-meu, with us were likewise called

Rothmen or Roythmen, i.e., Self-holders, or men
holding in their own right, by way of contradistinction

to feudatories." Fea's Grievances, p. 105.

"There are six udelars in Deerncss, persons
whose property, in some parts of Orkney, is so
small, as, if let to a tenant, would scarcely draw
above a tub of bear, that is, about a firlot of yearly
rent." P. St. Andrews, Orkn. Statist. Ace., xx. 260.
" They are occupied, at least some of them, bv men

here called udallers% who are little proprietors of land,

that has never been held by the feudal tcuure, nor
subjected to either service or payment to any superior."

Barry's Orkney, p. 28.

The smallness of the property of these landholders
in our times is thus accounted for :

"As these udallers, divided their lands among all

their children, [the son got two merks, and the daughter
one ; hence the sitter part, a common proverb in Shet-
land to this day), the possessions soon became trifling,

and were swallowed up by great men, generally

strangers, many of whom acquired estates in a very
short time." P. Aithsting. Shetl. Statist Ace., vii. 584.

Had Dr. Barry attended to the cause of the gradual
diminution of the property of these landholders, in pro-

portion to the increase of their number, he would have
seen no reason for supposing, that the appellation of

Proceres, or nobles, " could not have been bestowed on
all the proprietors of this description,—but was pro-

bably confined* to the earls, their relations and con-
nexions.

"

Eagerness for political influence has greatly con-
tributed to diminish the number of udallers, as none of
this description can vote for a member of Parliament.
This is to be viewed as another reason, why, in the
present time, the udal rights are to be found attached
only to inconsiderable possessions. For as there are
not "any persona of note, any more than of extensive
property, to be found at present amonjr that class of
proprietors;" we are assured, that "all of that des-
cription have long ago reliquished their ancient udal
rights, and hold their lands by the same tenures as

those of the same rank in other parts of the kingdom."
Barry's Orkney, p. 220. V. Udal.

UDDER-CLAP, *. A sort of schirrous

tumour affecting the udder of ewes, by an
unexpected return of milk after being some-
time eild, Teviotd.

To Udder-Lock, t\ a. To pluck the wool
from the udders of ewes, to allow the lambs
free access to the teats, also, for the sake of

cleanliness, Roxb.
•' All sheep are udder-locled, as it is here called, that

VOL. IV.

being thought refreshing and salutary.** Note, Agr
Surv. Roxb., p. 150.

"Mr. Laidlaw is of opinion that a small quantity of

wool [should be] pulled from their udders, to give the

lamb more easy access to the teats ; but others con-

demn this nractice of udder-locking, as unnecessary and

dangerous. —" I never saw one lamb die for lack of it*

dam being udder-locked" Essays HighL Soc., til 311

Udder-locks, *. pi. The name given to the

wool thus plucked, S.A.
" Uddrrlock* arc the wool plucked from the udder.'

Ibid. p. 250.

[UER, #. Mud, clay, Shetl.] O. Norse.

aurf id.]

[UFRONGIE, Ufruxgie, *. A grotesque

object, a fright, Shetl.]

To UG, r. a. To feel abhorrence at, to nau-

seate, S.

The rattling drum and trumpet's tout
Delight young swankies that are stout

;

What his kind frighted mother ugs,

Is music to the soger's lugs.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 3©.
Houge is synon. O.E.

Hardyng, having described the conduct of the Abbes
of Coldinghame, who is said to have cut off her nose

and upper lip, to preserve her from the unbridled lost

of the Danes ; adds, that she

Counselled al her systers to do the same,

To make their foots to houge so with the sight

And so they did, afore thenemtes came,
Echeon their nose & ouer lipi* ful right

Cut of anone. which was an hougly sight

;

For whithe the fooes thabbey and nmines brent,

For they them selfe disfigured had shent
Chron. FoL 107, h

This passage clearly points out the origin of E vgl$,

q. what causes abhorrence.

For the origin, V. Ogertfcl.

Ugertfow, adj. Nice, squeamish. V. Ogert-
ful.

[To Uggle, v. a. To besmear with filth,

Shetl.]

Ugsum, Uosome, Ougsum, Ugfow. adj. I.

Frightful, terrible, causing one to shudder

with horror.

" Uh, ffoodman, ye are flesh and blude yet ! But !

ye're cauld an' ugsome." Brownie of Bodsbock, ii. 45.

Ane wattry cloud blak and dirk bat dout,
Gan ouer thare hedis tho appere ful richt.

And down ane tempest sent als dirk as nicat,

The strerae wox rgsusn of the dym skr.

Doug. Virgil, 127, 57.

The hornft byrd, quhilk we clepe the nicht ouk,
Within hir cauerne hard I schoute and youle,

Laithely of forme, with crukit camscho beik,
Vgsum to here was hir wyld elrische skreik.

ibid. 202,1

2. Horrible, abominable, exciting abhorrence

Ybe are all cummvn of aulde lynage,
Of Lordis of fe and herytage,
That had na-thyng umre icgsum,
Than for to lyve in-til thryldwm.

Wyntoicn, viiL 16, 181

"Notwithstanding the oft and frequent prechinos,

in detestatioun of the greuous and aboiHtnabUl aitw

L 4
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weiring execratiounis, and blatiphematioun, of the
name of God, sweirand in vane be liis precious bludc,
body, passioun & woundis, J>euill stick, cummer, gor,
toiat or ryfe thame, and sic vthers ugaume aithis and
execratiounis aganis the command of God, yit the
samin is cumin sic ane vngodlie vse aroangis the pepill
of this realmc, baith of greit and small estatis, that
daylie and hourlie may be hard amaugis thame oppin
blaspheinatioun of Godis name and maiestie, to the
greit cotttemtionn thairof, and bringing of the ire and
wraith of God vpone the pepill." Acta Alar. 1551, c.
Id. Edit. 1566. Ougsum, Skene's Edit.
Here the term is evidently used as synon. with

abontinabill. V. Ooektkul.

Ugsumnes, s. Frightfulncss, horror.
The vgsumnes and silence of the nyeht
In euery place my sprete made sare agast

Doug. Virgil, 63, 49.

[UGIOVOUS, adj. Empty, destitute, Shctl.
Goth, ogicefa, misfortune.]

UIIU, Uii Uh, adv. A sound, especially
used by children, equivalent to yes or aye, S.
Itseems tohave originated from indolence or lassitude,

as being pronounced without any exertion to the lips.

UI, *. An isthmus or neck of land, Lewis.
" Ui was the ancient name of the parish. There is

in it a place called Ui, which was of old the only place
of worship in the parish, and is situated on a narrow
neck of land ; every such neck of land, or isthmus,
whether fonned by creeks of the sea, or by the approxi-
mation of fresh-water lakes, is in Lewis called Ui,
which in the Danish language signifies any such neck
of land." Stat. Ace. Par. Storn., xix. p. 255.

8u.-G. and Norw. udde signify lingula terrae in
mare procurrens. But rather from Isl. vog-r, Dan. vig,
sinus maris angustus ; Haldorson.

[UTM, adj. Mad, furious, Orkney.]

ULE, Ulie, s. Oil, Aberd. Reg.; Fr. huile.

ULISPIT, pret. v. Lisped ; MS. wlispit.

And in spek wlispit he sum deill

;

Bot that sat him rycht wondre weilL
Barbour, i. 393, MS.

A.-8. wlisp, dentiloquus.

ULK, Wlk, s. A week, Aberd. Reg. V.
Oulk.

ULLIER, Ullya, Ulure, *. The water
which runs from a dunghill

; [black slimy
mud,] Shetl.

XJMAN. The pron. of woman, Ang.
Merely a corr. pron. of the E. word.

UMAST, Umest, Umaist, adj. Uppermost,
highest.

£ndlang the wode war wayis twa
;

The Erie in the umast lay of tba.

Wyntoum, viii. 31, 48.

The schsft flew towart Turn us, and him smate
Apoun his schulder, abone the gardyis hie,
That rysis vmaist thareupon we se.

Doug. Virgil, 334, 5.

This term is still in common use in the north of S.,
pron. q. umi*t.

A--S. u/emest, nfemyst, supremus ; from vfa, above,
and mest, most, the sign of the superlative. Moes.-G.
auhumists, id.

U3IAST Claitii. A perquisite claimed by the
Vicar, in the time of Popery, on occasion
of the death of any person.

Item, this prudent Consall has concludit,
Sa that our haly Vickars be uocht wraith.
From this day lurth thay sal tie cleane denudit
Baith of con-present, cow, and uuiest cluith.

Lyudsay, & P. JL, ii. 267.

Sibb. supposes that this was "probably the sheet
which covered the body." But, from the description
given of it by Lyudsay elsewhere, it appears that it
was the coverlet of the bed. We also learn from the
same passage, a curious trait of ancient manners ; that
it was customary for a man to use his cloak as a cover-
let in bed, and for a woman to employ her petticoat in
the same way.

And als the Vicar, as I trow,
He will nocht faill to tak ane kow :

And rpmaUt claitk (thocht babia thame ban),
From ane pure selie husbandman :

Quhen that he lyis for till die.
Hauiug small bairuis twa or thrie :

And his time ky, wtthouttiu mo,
The Vicar must kaue one of tho

:

With the gray cloke, that happis the bed ;
Howbeit that he be purely cled.
And gif the wife die on the niome,
Thoch all the labis suld be forlorue,
The vther kow he cleikis away,
With hir pure cote of roploch gray

:

Ami git within twa day is or thrie
The eldest childe hapnis to die,
Of the third kow he will be sure.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 134, 135.

This most oppressive perquisite is in Su.-G. denomin-
ated Likitol ; donarium Sacerdoti ob sepulturam
datum. Ihre offers different conjectures as to the
origin. But, as Su.-G. stole signifies a garment worn
bv a priest, likttol may be analogous to the umaist
claitk as being claimed by the priest for his own use ;

q. the body-garment. The antiquity of the custom of
fiving him also a cow, appears from what is advanced
y the same learned writer, vo. Kot vacca.

[To UMBECAST, v. «. To consider, pon-
der, Barbour, v. 552. Isl. um, around,
hula, to cast.]

To UMBEDKAW, v. n. Expl. to withdraw.
And Venus loist the bewte of hir eye,
Fleand eschamet within Cyllenius caue,
Mars vmbedrew for all his grundin glaue.

Doug. Virgil, ProU 399, 11.

Sibb. observes, after Rudd., that the initial particle
um or uh has *• here an intensive signification, as in
unloose, and in various other instances." But um is
undoubtedly the prep, signifying, about, around,
corresponding to A.-S. umb, ymb, yrnbe, Alem. umbi,
Belg. om. Germ. Isl. um, Su. -G. omf um, circa. Ihre
marks the affinity between these and the prep, ant and
amb9 anciently used in Lat. and retained in Amb-
arvaie, Amb-urbium, Amb-irt; and Gr. afifi. Su.-G.
em also signifies back.

Umbtdrtw may, therefore, be more properly rendered
turned about, or drew back ; as allied to Belg.
omdraaij-en, to turn about, omgedraatd, turned about

;

or omdraag-en, to carry about.

UMBERAUCllT,pret. " Embarrassed,—or
rather, smote, pursued ; from the intensive
particle un and beraucht, q. d. raucht, i.e.,

reached to, or did overtake ;" Rudd.
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The forthir coiat of Italie haue we caucht,

Thocht hiddirtillia hanle fortoun ha* kinberaacht

The Troiauis, and peraewit vnfrendly.
Doug. Virgil, 164, 41.

Thir mony yeria I left vnprolfitable,

Ay sen the fader of goddis awl King of men
With thunder bhut me auiate, aa that ye ken,
And with hb fyry leuin me vmberaucht.

Ibid., 60, 31.

The mom it, encompaaaed, environed, from um,
A.-S. umb, circa, and raucht, from raec-an, rac-an, to

reach, to extend, alao, to overtake.

UMBERSORROW, adj. 1. Hardy, resisting

disease, or the effects of severe weather.

An umbersorrow bairn, a child that feels no
bad effects from any kind of exposure. Bor-

der. It is sometimes con*, pron. nnmber-

sorrotc.

2. Rugged, of a surly disposition, Loth.; an
oblique sense.

The etymon of this sense is uncertain. But it may
either be corr. from Teut. on-bc-soryhf, negligens curae,

non solicitus, Kilian , or comp. of Su.-G. ombaer-a,

carere, also, ferre, portare, and torg, aerumna, dolor

;

q. one who is devoid of care, or who bears without in-

jury those things that cause it to others.

3. As signifying u weakly, delicate," Roxb.

IsL umber-a, pati.

To UMBESCHEW, v. a. To avoid.

Bot vmbeachew this coist of Italie,

Qnhilk nixt *nto our bourdouria ye se ly,

Bedyit with flowing of our seis flude,

Sen all tbay cietiea, with wikkit Grekia not gude
Inhabit ar.

Doug. Virgil, 81, 24.

It is here used as equivalent to etchew, v. 37.

Eschew thir cietiea and thir coistis al.

l/j^b has perhaps been prefixed, as denoting the act

of avoiding by taking a circuitous course.

Johnstone, however, in his Gloss. Lodbrokar-Quida,

E.

52, observes that Isl. um is an expletive particle,

ke Germ, ye and C.B. yro.

To UMBESEGE, v. a. To besiege round

about, to encompass a city with anned men.
Was I not gouernour, and cheif ledar thare,

The time quhen that the Troiane adulterare

Umbesegit the ciete of Spartba,

And the quene Elene reft and brocht awa ?

Doug. Virgil, 316, 34.

To UMBESET, v. a. To beset on every side,

to surround.

Grekia flokkis togidder here and thare,

And umbeselti* cruelly and aare.

Doug. Virgil, 52, 50.

A.-S. ymb-saet-an, id. circumdare, circumsedere.

To UMBETHINK, v. n. To consider atten-

tively, q. on all sides, to view a matter in

every possible light, to revolve in the mind.

The tratour ay
Had in bis thocht, bath night and day,
How he mycht beat bring till ending
Hvs tresonabill wndertuking

:

Till he wmlxthinkand him, at the last,

In till hb hart gan wndercast,
That the King had in custome ay

For to rysa arly ilk day.
And paaa Weill far fra nuis menye.

Barbour, v. 551, MS
I paaa

Umbethintand in Edit.

Bot he WMhrthoucht him of ane alycht,

That he with all that gret menye
Wald in wold enbuschyt be.

Ibid., xvL H 118.

Unbtthoucht in Edit.

Tim Bobbin gives nmhthowt as used in Lancask,

explaining it, "reflected, remembered.

"

A.-S. ymbe-th'nc-an, ymbe-thinc-an, cogitare de.

UMBEWEROUND, part pa. Environed

And with your leve I will me speid

To help him, for he haa ned ;

All umbeiocround with his fayis ia he.

Barbour, xl 640, M&

Scrcn'. derives environ from Sw. tcir-a, omxir-n,

torquere, literally, to surround with gold thread,

from Isl. tryr, fila ex oriehalco : Germ, tcirr-en, St.

wirr-a, implicare.

Umbtweround seems to be derived from A.-S. ymk-

hwearf-an, circumcingcre, circumdare, circuire, ambire;

from ymbe, about, and hwearf-ian, to turn.

UMBOTH, Umbith, adj. A tenn applied

to Teind or tithe of an alternate description,

Orkiu, Shetl.

"The corn teind is divided between the minister

and the proprietor of the crown rents, and ths sbare

of the latter is denominated umbith or umboth duty.

This word is—of Norwegian origin, and ia said to

imply a going or changing about ; and the following »

the tradition respecting it When the bishop received

the one half of the titties, and the parson the other,

the former, apprehensive that, as the parson was coo-

stantly on the spot, he might appropriate to himself

the best half of the tithes, directed that they shook!

change shares alternately, and what fell to the bishop

one year, should become the share of the parson the

following one." Edmonstone's Zetl. IsL, i. 164-5.

The etymon here given is certainly the proper one.

For, although there is not any correspondent term is

the Norw., yet Dan. ombytt-tr, signifies, '• to change..

to exchange, to chop or swap one thing for another;"

Wolff. ft>V. ombyt-a, to change ; ombyte, change,

variation; Wideg.

Umbotii, *. 1. Tithe given by rotation or al-

ternately, Orkn., Shetl.

It is thus defined in an old MS. Explic. of Norsh

Words; " Umboth,—the great teind of either half

«

the parish ; so called because every other year it **

changed with the Minister for his half. For the word

Umboth signifieth tyme about."
"On page second of the Rental are 3S5 mcrks

«

land, also in the Parish of Uust, the teind of whicfi

being umboth, or free parsonage teind, is—payable t»

Lord Dundas as the Crown's Donator of the LordstiP

of Shetland, who has right to the Bishop's reserved

teinds and church-lands.—The 3S5 mcrks land—p»)

«

Landmails 12S liaponds, &c, and of uihIkAK or free corn

teind no less than 111 cans of oil, and 4S lisponla.

20 5. 12ths. merks weight of Butter. * MS. Account

«

some lands in P. of Unst, Sbetl.

[2. Procnratory, factorship, Shetl.]

UMBEE, s. Shade. Fr. ombre, Lat. umbra.

Suich feynit treuth ia all hot trechorye,
Vnder the vmbre of ypocrisye.

King** Qnair, ir.H

44 Ala thow may see, that of all herysia qnhflk*

evir hes bene, for the maiste parte men bea tane oc-
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casioun of the 'scripture. Nochteles the fait wes not
in the scripture, bot in thare awin perverste mynd,
and laik of gudo doctryiie : as in caia, throw negli-

gence of the gardnare, thare entcrit divers wylde
Seistis in the yarde, and under the Hmbre of the dvik
thay make thare dennis and cavern ia, and thairefter
cum onto and devore and trampe down the tender
wyne-branchia ; the dyik lies nocht the wyte, bot the
gardnare ouhilk wes sua negligent" Q. Kennedy's
Compend. Tract Keith's Hist. App., p. 201, 202.

UMQUHILE, adv. 1. Sometimes, at times.

Ye may weill be ensampill se,

That na man said disparyt be :

Na 1st his hart be wencusyt all.

For na myscheiff that euir may fall
For nane wats, in how litill space,
That God urmquhilc wil send grace.

Barbottr, iii 256, MS.
This seems to be merely A. -8. hwitom, hwilum, hwilon,

aliquando, inverted ; from umb, circum, and hwile, in-
tervallum temporis.

2. Used distributive]*', in the sense of now as

contrasted with then.

Tharfor men that werrayand war,
Sold set tbair etlyng euir roar
To stand agayne thair fayis mycht,
WsMquhile with strenth, and quhile with slycht

Barbour, iii. 262, MS., also v. 441.

Thay lufit nocht with ladry, nor with lown,
Norwith trumpours to travel throw the town

;

Both [Bot] with themself quhat thay wald tel or crak,
UwtquhyU aadlie, umquhyle jangle and jak.

Prints o/Peblis, 8.P.R., I 3.

It is once used by R. Brunne in this sense, as con-
trasted with towhile.

8ir Robynet the Bros he durst noure abide,
That thei mad him restus, bot in more & wod side.

Towhile he mad his trayne, & did vm while outrage.

Chron. p. 836.

Restus ia ezpl. by Hearne rests. But it should cer-
tainly be rescurs, i.e., rescue, O. Fr. rescon*sef id. He
could not wait till his friends should briug him a supply

• of troops. V. Rescocrs.
A.-S. hwilon is used in the same manner. H'wiion an,

hwilon lira ; Nunc unua, nunc duo ; Now (or sometime)
one, now two ; Somner.

3. Sometime ago, formerly.

Thalr stsndis into the sicht of Troy an ile,

Wele knawin be name, hecht Tenedos umquhile,
Hichty of gudis quhill Priamus ring sa stude

:

Now is it bot ane firth in the sey flude.

Doug. Virgil, 30, 19.

The war Troianis, vmquhile was Ilionn,

The schynand glorie of Phrigianis now is gon.
Doug. Virgil, 50, 5.

Skinner mentions A.-S. ymbhwile as also signifying,

olim, pridem. But this word seems to have been un-
known to Somner, Benson, and Lye.
That this is an inversion of A.-S. htcilom or hwilon,

is confirmed by the use' of quhilum, in this sense by
Barbour.

For Rome quhilum sa hard wes stad,

Quhen Hanniball thaim wencusyt had,
That off ryngis with rich stanys,

That war off knychtis fyngyris taneys,
He send thre bollis to Cartage.

Bruce, iii. 207, Ma
In Edit. 1620 and 1670, it is umquhite, which might

be the reading of another MS.
If any additional evidence seem necessary, as to

umquhile being, in the sense last mentioned, perfectly

ynon. with whilom, it may be found in a Precept of

gfeiain, granted by David Bruce to Mure of Rowallan,

in which whileom occurs in that legal phraseology which
more commonly l>ears nmqithile.—" Reservand to us the want and relief of the saids

landia, reservand alsc the frank tenendry to Dame
Janaet Mure, whyleom wife to Adam Mure Knight."
App. CYomerty's Vindic. Rob. ill., p. 66.

[UMQUHILE, adj. Late, deceased, S.]

"TVs King to the Schiref greating: Command B.
that h»tantue and without delay, he deliver and restore

to M. quha was wife of N. her reasonabill dowrie in

sic ane towne ; quhilk she alledzes to pertcine to her,

be gift of her vmquhile husband. Reg. Maj. B. t ii. c.

16, a. 53.

"Hut the lands, rents and riches, perteiuing to his

wmqmkik brother, should not come in the hand of

foreign men, the Earl of Douglas sent to the Pope for

a dispensation to marry his brother's wife, to whom a
great part of the lands fell, through the decease of her
said umquhile husband.n Pitscottie, p. 44.

It is a singular blunder that the learned Whitaker
has fallen into, somewhere in his Vindication of Q.
Mary, ha explaining this term as signifying uncle.

As used in this sense, it is equivalent to, who some-
time mas husband or brother. Belg. wylen, from wyl,

, in like manner signifies deceased. Huynv-
Wylcn N. N. t ie., Wife to the deceased N. N.

UMWYLLES, j. Reluctance, opposition.

Bat he shal wring his honde, and warry the wyle,
Er he weld hem, y wis, agayn myn umwylles.

Sir Galoan and Sir Gal., ii 7.

Corr. froea A.-S. un-willes, "cum reluctatione, invite

;

unwillingly, against his will ;" Somner. Hire unw'dles;

Ejus (foem.) dissensu, ea invita.

UN. A negative particle in composition. V.
On.

UNABASYT, part. pa. Undaunted, not

afraid ; E. unabashed.

Bot Opis tho the nymphe, that wele thareby
Be thrynfald Diane sent was to espy,

8at ane lang space apoun ane hyllys hycht,
And smmbasyt dyd behald the fycht

Doug. Virgil, 895, 42.

Umabasitue, adv. Without fear or dejection.

UnmvaisUlie this champion saw I gang
In a deip cistarne, & thair a lyoun sleuoh.

Police of Honour, iii. 28.

Unabaskhe% Edit 1579, and Doug. Virgil, 141, 54.

To UNABILL, v. a. To incapacitate.

"Quhilk personea [nominated for Elders or Deacons]
ar publktly proclaimed in the audience of the haill

kirk, nponn a Sonday befoir-none, efter sermone ; with
admomtkmn to the kirk, that if ony man knaw ony
notorious cryme or cause, that mycht unabill ony of

these persones to enter in sick vocatioun, that they
sould notifie the same unto the Sessioun the next
Thursday.** Knox's Hist, p. 267.

UNAMENDABLE, adj. That cannot be

remedied.
" Because of—the Independents miserable unamend*

able design to keep all things from any conclusion, it

ia like we shall not be able to perfect our answers for

some time." Baillie's Lett, ii. 216.

UNAWARNISTLIE,a</r. Without previous
warning.
" He schew how his fader wes reddv to invaid thaim

fmawamistlie, quhen he saw occasioun and time."

Bellend. T. Lit., p. 92. V. Unwarnist.
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To UNBALL, v. a. To unpack.

"You must have a particular licence, as I noted
formerly, and then cause unhall them at the custom-
house, and set your mark upon them," ke. Sir A.
Balfour's Letters, p. 06. V. Ball, a bale.

UNBAULD, adj. Humble, self-abased,

Clydes.; from the negative, and Bald, bold.

UNBEIST, #. A monster. V. Onbeist.

UNBEKENT, part. pa. Unknown, S. B.
Belg. onbekend, Germ, unbekauut, id.

(To UNBESET, r. a. To surround. V.
Unbesett.]

Unbesett, Uxbeset, part. pa. 1. Blocked

up.

This [Thus] unbcset I am on euery side,

And quhat to doe I cannot well denyse ;

My flesh bids flie, my spirit bids me byd :

Quhen bare cummis, then comfort on mee cries.

Poena of the Sixteenth Century, p. 6.

2. Environed.

"The capitane hauius his hundreth men to haue
landit at Leith, was unbcueU be thir foirnamit with

great defence." Hist James the Sext., p. 131. For
umbetet, q. .

UNBIDDABLE, adj. Unadvisable, un-

counselable, S.

[UNBIGGIT, part. adj. Not built upon, S.]

UNBODIN, adj. Unprovided.

"And at na pure man, na vnbodin, be chargeit, to

cum to ony raidis in Ingland." Acts Ja. II., 1456, c.

62, Edit. 1566. V. Bodix.

UNBODING, adj. Unpropitious, unpromis-

ing, Dumfr.

UNBOWSOME, adj. 1. Unbending, in a

literal sense, South of S.

" When the sole of a shoe's turned uppermost, it

makes aye but ane unbowsome overleather. ' Brownie
ofBodsbeck, ii. 202.

2. Stiff, obstinate, S. A.
" \\Y a' your kindness to me and mine, ye hae a

dour, stiff, unbowsome kind o' nature in ye—it 'ill

hardly soupie when steepit i' yer ain e'esight." Ibid.

i. 2. V. BorscM.
From A.-S. tin, negative, and boesum, obediens, flexi-

bilis, "tractable, pliant, flexible," Somner; from bug-

an, to bend ; Teut. ghe-booghsacm, patiens, indulgens.

Onboogigh, inflexibilis, immediately corresponds with
the S. term.

UNCAIRDLY, adv. In a reckless manner,

without the exercise of concern or care.

Dispsirdly, vncairdtu,

I hasert ouer the hill.

Surers Pitg. Watson's Colt., ii. 45.

i.e., "I hazarded myself, without regarding danger."

UNCANNAND, adj. As denoting one who
is supposed to have some preternatural

power. V. Uncanny.
I bade you siway hold you well I,

And namely from that man Gray Steel

:

For he U called uncannand.
And spoken of in many land.

Sir Egcir, p. 14.

UNCANNY, adj. 1 . Not safe, dangerous, S.

Thus wi* uncanny pranks he fights ;

An* sae he did beguile,

An' twin'd us o' our kneefest men
By death and by exile.

Poems in the Buckan DiaUct, p. 7.

2. Not tender, not cautious, harsh, S. ; used

both literally and metaph.

—Whinstanes, howkit frae the craigs.

May thole the prancing feet o' naigs.

Nor ever fear uncanny notches

Frae clumsy carts or hackney-coachea.
Fergutson's Poems, ii. 69.

3. Incautious, imprudent, S.
" I—was, by this experience of his watchful Provi-

dence over this great cause, made hopeful ke would
not suffer it to be spoiled by the imprudence of many
uncanny hands which are about it* Baillie'a Lett.,

i. 77.

4. Mischievous ; applied to those with whom
any interference is dangerous, S.

"It was thought meet that he and his should lie

about Stirling,—to make all without din march for-

ward, lest his uncanny trewsmau should light on to call

[drive] them up in their rear." Baillie'a Lett., i. 175.

5. Applied to one supposed to possess preter-

natural powers ; no canny, synon. S.

They tell me, Geonlie, he hail sic a gift.

That scarce a starnie bliokit frae the lift,

But he wou'd some suld warld name for't find ;

—

For this some ca'd him an uncanny wight

;

The clash gaed round, " he had the second sight."

Fergusson's Poems* ii. 8.

•' Captain," said Dinmont in a half whisper, •• I wish

she binna uncanny—her words dinna seem to come in

God's name, or like other folks. They three-p in our

country that there are sic things/* Guy Mannenng,
iii. 273.

6. Exposing to danger from preternatural

causes, S.
"A child was always considered in imminent danger

until baptised, and was spoken of as bein# uncanny as

its presence rendered the house liable to the visits of

these unearthly intruders." Ediu. Mag. March IS 1 9,

p. 219.

7. Severe, as applied to a fall, or blow, S.

"He's been aye short in the wind—since I rode

whip and spur to fetch the Chevalier to redd Mr.

Wauverley and Vich Ian Vohr ; and an uncanny coop

I got for my pains.'
1 Waverley, iii. 272.

UNCASSABLE, adj. What cannot be an-

nulled or invalidated, Keg. Maj. ; from w
negat. and cass-are, irritum reddere.

UNCE, Wxse, #. An ounce. *« In weycht

of ten wnsus or tharby ;" Aberd. Reg., A.

1563.

UNCIIANCE, *. Mischance, calamity, Ayrs.

•• I was thankful to learn, that the end of my bc^

ther's widow had been in peace, and not caused by

any of those grevious unchances which darkened tss
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latter days of to many of tho pious in that epoch of
the gnat displeasure." R. Oilhaize, ui. 153.

Unohanot, adj. 1. Not lucky, not fortun-

ate, 3.
MOar ennymes ar to feeht aganis we, quhorae we

neuir offondii with iniuris. Throw qohilk thair werkis
aalbe the more vnchancu and mair odious to God." Bel-
land Cron., B. vi e. 17.

2. Dangerous, not safe to meddle with ; ap-
plied to persons, S.

—"Bat I doubt ye wad nae come aff wiv
the short

measure; for wo gang-there-out Hieland bodies are
an unchancy generation, when you speak to us of boa-
dage." Bob Boy, it 206.

3. Ill-fated; applied to things which are the
cause of misfortune, trouble, or suffering, S.

See wP sick treatment, T am left my lane,

An' monie a weary foot synsyne bae gane,
Born i' the yerd wi' that unchancy coat,

That he see sleely said he had forgot.

ibis's Bdenore, First Edit, p. 98.

UNCLEAN HEARTSOMENESS. Adul-
tery.

"Alleged,—Warrandice is only incurred by legal

deeds, as by a contrary disposition and double rights,

and not by such a natural fact of undent* hearisome-

•esa" Fount. Dee. SuppL, ui. 293.

UNCLIMMABIL, adj. That may not be
climbed*
—"The mountanis—stude sa hie aganis him, that

thay apperit unclimmabU" Bellend. T. Lit., 450.

[UNCLISBACKS, *. pL Gloves without
fingers, Shetl.]

UNCO, [Unca, Uncax], adj. 1. Unknown.
M Nae safe wading in unco waters;" Ramsay's S.

sVor., p. 55.

This ui the primary sense ; A.-S. nncuth, id.

2. Not acquainted ; used both with respect to

persons and brute animals, that are strange

to each other. He* quite wtco; He feels

himself entirely a stranger, S. Uncouth

is used by Bellenden in this sense, as to

cattle. V. Homyll.

3. Not domestic. An unco man, a stranger

;

as distinguished from one who is a member
of the family, or familiar in it, S.

Frae fonks a fieldward, nae frae fouk at bame,
Will come the antercast rail hae to blame

;

Gin ye be wise beware ol unco men.
Ross's HeUnore, p. 61.

Shortsvn unto our glen,
8eeking a hership came yen unto' men.
An* our ain lads, albuist I say't my sell.

But guided them right cankaraly and snell.

Ross's Hetenore, First Edit, p. S2.

4. So much altered, as scarcely to be recog-

nised ; having the appearance of change, S.

"The neighbours—expressed, in feeling terras, their
sense of the sad change that had taken place in the

appearance of tho house, which they said was now sae
unco, they would scarcely ken it for the same place."

Cottagers of Gleuburnie, p. 260.

5. Strange, unusual. That's unco; that is sur-

prising, S. corn from A.-S. uncuth, incog-

nitas, alieims.

As she hauf-sleeping and hanf-waking lay,

An unco din ahe hears of fouk and play
The sough they made gar'd her lift up her eyn,
And O ! the gathring that was on the crecn !

Ross's Helcnore, p. 62.

" Aprile 1683,—strange and uncoic diseases happens
people. In Menteith several I families taken with an
uncow disease, like unto convulsion fits, their face

throwing about to their neck, their hands gripping
close together," Ac. Law's Memor., p. 246.

6. Strange, as applied to country ; denoting

that in which one has not been born, S.

"I was doomed—still I kept my purpose in the cage
and in the stock—I was banished—I kept it in an unco
land—I was scourged,—I was branded—It lay deeper
than scourge or red iron could reach—apd now the
hour is come." Guy Mann., iii. 273.

7. Distant, reserved in one's manner towards

another, S.

Unco, adv. Very, S. " Unco glad, very or

unusually glad
;
" Gl. Sibb.

Whan she a mile or two had farther gane,

She's unco eery to be sae her lane.

Ross's Belenore, p. 60.

Uxco, #. 1. Any thing strange or prodigious,

S.O.
•* He—lifting his hand into a posture of admiration,

cried as if he had seen an unco" Provost, p. 129.

2. A strange person, a stranger, S. O.
"We had advised her, by course of post, of our

coming, and intendment to lodge with her as uncos and
strangers." Annals of the Parish, p. 191.

41 Poor boy,—yell soon see the want of education
when ye gang tae the uncos/ ye canna expect to be
a' your days about your father's fireside." Writer's
Clerk, i. 122. "* Meaning among strangers;" N. ib.
" I was nae sae lang about my parents as what ye

hae been ; I wss sent to the uncos when I was only
seven years o' age." Ibid. p. 210.

3. In pi. uncos, news, S. B., 61. Shirr.

1 hear down at the Brough this day ye've been,

Sae tell's the uncos that ye've heard or seen.

Morison's Poems, p. 183.
44 Uncuffs and Uncuds, news ; " A. Bor. Grose.

A.-S. uncuth in used in this very sense ; in the dative
uncuthum. ye fyllgtath hig uncuthnm ; A stranger
will they not follow. Joh. 10. 5.

Uncolie,Uncolies,Uncolike,adv. Greatly,

very much; strange to a surprising degree,

Aberd. The latter is used, ibid, and Loth.
This must be traced to A.-S. uucuthlice, inusitate,

used obliquely.

Uncolixs, adv. In a strange or odd manner,
Fife ; from Unco, and the termination line

denoting quality. V. Linois.
*
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[USCOACTn\part. adj. Voluntary. V.

Vncoacted.]

UNCOFT, adj. Unbought, S.

"Gif the Albiania bad sic grace that thai mycht leif

with concord amang thaim self,—thai mycht nocht

allanerlie haif all necessaris within thaim self vncojt,

bot with small difficulty mycht dant all nychtbouris."

Bellend. Dcscr. Alb., c. 4.

•• Ye cangle about uncojl kids ;" Ramsay's S. Prov.,

p. 81. Kelly gives it ; "You strive about uncq/l gait,"

[a., goats, p. 388. V. Coff, v.

44 Allowand—fiftj d. striuilingis of imnonitioune

[impost] takin fra him in Ingtand, togidder with

the custemez, fraucht, & vncostis maid bo the said

George of the said malt." Act. Audit. A. 1488, p. 117.

thame that has done the samin." Sea Lawis, Balfour's

Pract., p. 633 ; i.e., the expense of salvage.

Onkost is the proper orthography. For tin is a

negative; whereas, on denotes what is imposed, i.e.,

laid on as the price of any article. Belg. onkoMen,

charges, expences. This seems properly to denote

additional charges, as in sense 2. of Onkost. For

Kitian defines onkosfen ;
Quaecunque emptioni acua-

dunt et praeter pretium ab emptore erogantur.

UNCOIST, Uncost, *. Expense ; the same

with Oncost, sense 1. "Fraucht and

vncottit of certane geir;" Aberd. Keg.,

Cent. 16.

UNCOME, adj. Not come, not arrived.

••He missed some of the Strath)>oggie folk uncome

there, whereupon he directed M 1Ronald to go plunder

and bring them in." Spalding, ii. 172.

UNCOKDUALL, adj. Incongruous.

Still in to pess he couth nocht lang endar,

WncorduaU it was till his natur.
Wallace, ix. 429, M&

Either q. uncordial, or as not according.

UNCORNE, s. Wild oats, S. B.

Quhare schaine is loist, thsr spredis your burgeons hate,

Oft to reuolue ane vnleful consate,

Ripis your perellus frutis and rncorne ;

Of wikkit grane how sail gude schaif be schorne ?

Doug. Virgil, Prol. 93, 18.

•• In some places of Scotland they say, that one hath

town Aw MHCorn;" Rudd. This is equivalent to sowing

one's wild oats.

Teut. on-kruyd is used in a similar wav, as denoting

noxious weeds ; zizania, lolium, herba mutilis ; from

on, negat, and kruyd, an herb. V. On and Onbeist.

UNCOUNSELFOW, adj. Unadvisable,

S.B.

UNCOUTHY, adj. 1 . Dreary, causing fear,

S. ;
pron. uncoudy, S.B.

Tyne heart, tyne a* ; well even tak sic beeld

As thir uncouthy heather-hills can yield.

Ross's Hcltnort, p. 74.

2. Under the influence of fear, S.B. Eery,

synon.

3. Unseemly, Fife. V. Couth, Coutiiy.

Uncoutiinesse, j. Strangeness, want of

acquaintance.

ft

•• He spcaketh of Christ's presenting his church to

himself in glory at the great day, as if there were

nothing but uncouthneue and distance betwixt him

and the church until then." Fergusson on the Ephes.,

p. 389.

UNCREDYBLE, adj. Unbelieving, in-

credulous.

Quhy dois he refuse rov wourdis and prayeris

To lat entyr in hys duf vncretlyble eris t

Doug. Virgil, 114, 48.

L. B. incredibilis, incredulus ; Du Cangc. Rudd.

mentions 8. cengeabill as used to signify, bringing ven-

geance or mischief.

To UNCT, v. a. To anoint.

•• The barue that is to be baptizit is metit with haly

oyle apon his breist, to signifie that his hart is conse-

crate to God, and that his myud is confortit in the

faith of Christ." Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, FoL

131, a.

Lat. unct'tts.

Unctino, #. Anointing.

"Quhen the meting is complete, thair followis ane

catechisme, that is to any, ane mquisitioun of our faith,

quhilk we aucht to l»aue of the biissit Trinity n Hamil-

toun's Catechisme, Fol. 131, a.

UNCUNNANDLY, adv. Unknowingly.

For feir uncunnamUy he cawkit,

Quhill all his peunis war drownd and drawkit
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poews, p. 2i

<' But they retired vncttnnandlie to a place called the

Staige Myre, quhair mony of thare hors laired.

"

Pitscottie's Cron., p. 403—4.
V. Cusxaxd.

Uncunnandnes, *. Want of knowledge,

ignorance.

Clerkis for rncunnandnea mysknawis ilk wycht
Doug. Virgil, Prol. 233, b. 4X

UNDALA, adj. Mean, despicable, Shetl.

This has perhaps been borrowed from the Dutch, as

Teut. ondegkelkk signifies improbus. It may, however,

be from Isl. icon, used as E. w» in composition, and

daell, mansuetus, liber, odacll, inutilis.

UNDEGEST, adj. 1. Kash, imprudent.

And into counsalis geuing he was hald

Ane man not vndegest, bot wise and cald.

Doug. Virgil, 374, 9.

2. Untimely, premature.

Ungrateful. V. Un-

Bot had this haisty dede sa vndegrst

Suiferit hane bot my sone ane stouud to lest,

Quhil of Rutulianis he had slane thousandi*,—

Weie likit me that he had endit syne.

Doug. Virgil, 366,

»

Vndegest dede, i.e., untimely death. V. Decest.

UNDEGRATE, adj.

GRATE.

UNDEIP, *. A shallow place.

And first Sergest behynd sone left has he,

Wreland on skellyis, and rndeijtpis of the se,

With brokin airis lerand to haUt agane.

Doug. Virgil, 134, 5L

Teut. ondtip, non profundus, on-deipte, vadum, brena,

Germ, untiefc, id.
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UNDENIIT, Untdexmyt, adj. Uncensured,
01. Sibb. This seems originally the same
with the following word.

UNDEMUS, adj. Incalculable, inconceiv-

able ; undeemis, undeemint, S. B.
•• Snppone we be vincust (quhilk may nocht succeid

bat wmtemtu inurdir of vow) than sail ye be ane facyll

prav to your ennymes, bryngand thaym to tryumphe
and honour, and your self to mi sire & seruitude." Bel-

lend. Cron., Fol. 6, b.

Undeemis, or undeemint money, a countless sum, S. B.
from A.-S. un, negat. and dem-an, to judge, to reckon.

UNDERCOTTED, part. adj. Apparently
for undercoated.

"A slight way of healing indeed, which now is

umdercotted, and seems to be incurable," &c. Walker's
Bern. Passages, p. 76.

The allusion seems to be to a sore which festers under
the superficial scurf brought over it, from being healed
too hastily.

UNDEKFIT, adj. A term applied to pedts

cast in a peculiar mode, Gall.
44

Undtrfit peats, peat turf, digged beneath the foot,
not in the common way of cutting them of a breed"
Le., off abreast ; Gall. Enc.

UNDER-FUR SOWING. Sowing in a
shallow furrow.
" If you find it so sandy that it cannot be left rough,

—sow the rye above the dung, plow it down with an
ebb fur (which is termed under-fur towing), then sow
the clover and rye-grass, and harrow them in gently
with light harrows." Max. SeL Trans., p. 34.

UNDERGORE, adj. " In a state of leprous

eruption ;" Gl. Sibb.

To UNDERLY, v. a. To be subjected to, to

undergo, S. •

Belg. onderlegg-en, to lie under.

To UNDERLOUT, Wndyrlowt, v. n. To
stoop, to be subject.

—The bargane lang standis in dout,
Qnha sal be vyctoure, and quha vnderlout.

Doug. Virgil, 328, 35.

Schvre Edward the Ballyol that tyme bade,
In-til Perth, and thare he made
The landis Wand hym abowt
Til hys Lordschype wndyrlowt.

Wyntown, viiL 2& 48.

A.-S. underlut-an, id. V. Lout.

Underlout, Wndyrlowte, adj. In a state

of subjection.

Bot hys thryft he has said all owte,
Qaham falabad haldis wndyrlowte.

Wyntown, vi. 18. 330.

UNDERN, *. The third hour of the artifi-

cial day, according to the ancient reckoning,

i.e., nine o'clock a.m.
" Na man duelland ututh the burgh sail by bestis for

to ala befor that undern be runnyn in wyntyr, ande
mydmorne in somyr; Bot the propyr fltschewaris of

the tonne sal by bestis to the oyse of the toune al tyme
•f the day at hym lykis." Leg. Quat. Burg., c'66.

Aute tereiam pulsatam in hieme, et primam in estate.

Lat. Runnyn seems to be for rungyn, or rung.
The passage is thus given in an ancient MS.
" Na man wonnand in the kings burgh sal by bests

to sla befor that vndern be runnyn in wynter, & myd-
morne in somcr." Bur. Laws, c. 66. MS. Adv. Lib.
U. 4, ult. fol. v., 138.

What might have been necessary for illustrating

this term has been anticipated under the word Orn-
then, q. .

UNDER SPEAKING, under pretence of

speaking with.

" Kingcausie being a fine gentleman, scorned to be
tane with the like of him, and undenpeaking this

William Forbes, shoots this gentleman dead with a
pistol." Spalding, ii. 226.

UNDERSTANDABLE, adj. Intelligible.

" This uncouth act, scarce understandable, bred great
fear and perturbation among the king's loyal subjects."

Spalding, ii. 122.

Undibsstandin, part. pa. Understood.
— "The euidentis, richtis, rcssouuis, & allegations

of bath the partijs beand horde, sene, & vndiratandin,

the lordis of counsaile, ripely avisit, decretis," &c.
Act Audit., A. 1466, p. 5.

UNDIGIITED, part. adj. Not dressed, S.

"Lana rudis, undiylUed wool." Wedderb. Vocab.,

p. 21. V. Dicht, v.

To UNDO, v. a. 1. To cut off, q. to loose.

I am comiuandit, said scho, and I man
Vndo this hare to Pluto consecrate,

And lous the saul out of this mortal state.

Doug. Virgil, 124, 40.

2. To unravel.

Bot ne&eles Dedalus caucht piete,

Of the grete luf of fare Ariadne,
That was the Kingis dochter, taucht ful richt

Of this quent hous for to vndo the slicht,

How by ane threde the subtil wentis ilkane

Thay michten hald, and turne that way agane.
Doug. Virgil, 163, 26.

Ambagesque resolvit ; Virg.

3. To disclose, to uncover.

At leist thou knawis this goldin granit tre,

And with that word the branche schew, and vndid,
That priuely vnder hir cloke was hid.

Doug. Virgil, 177, 49.

A.-S. un-do-en, aperire, solvere, retexere, enodare

;

to open, to loose ; Belg. ontdo-en ; Somner.

Undon, Wndon, part. pa. "Explained,"

q. d. uulocked ; Gl. Wynt.
Nevw for til have wndon,
Is nowthir brodyr ns syster sone.

Wyntown, viiL 3. 111.

UNDOCI1, Undocht, Undought, Wan-
DOUGHT, 9. 1. A weak or puny creature,

one who is good for nothing ; applied both

to body and mind, S. icandocht, S. B.
" He had said before that Mr. George Graham, the

undoch of Bishops, had gotten the bishoprick of Dum-
blane, the excrement of bishopricks." Calderwood's

Hist, p. 650.

Let never this undought of ill-doing irk

But ay Myth to begin all barret and bail.

dlontgomerie, p. 19.

V. Taidrel.
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And when thou bids the pauehty Czar stand yon,

The wamsoughi seems beneath thee on his throne.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 891.

2. Rudd. expl. it as also signifying a coward.

Toms, what f will thou suffir this vndocht,

Hit buM trauell and laubour be for nocht ?

Doug. Viiyil, 221, 42.

It it doubtful, if it imply the idea of a coward. The
mom seems to be ;

" Wilt thou suffer such a silly fel-

low as Aeneas to frustrate all thy former labour ?
"

Tent on-demghd, vitium, dedecus ; on-deughlig, in-

utilia, improbas, Kilian ; from ©w, negative, and deughd,

Yirtos, Talor, probitas, from deugh-tn, A.-S. dug-an,

valere, whence S. dow.

UNDOOMIS, Undumous, adj. (Gr. v. ) Im-
mense, uncountable, what cannot be reck-

oned, Ang., Shctl. u An undumous sicht,"

an immense quantity or number, Mearns.

Verelius gives Isl. vamlaemt as signifying, uimis

leniter et negligenter judicatum. Daerni, exempla,

documenta ; ordaemttm, sine exemplis, inauditum. V.
Ukdemus.

UNDRAIKIT, part. adj. Not drenched,

Stirliugs. V. Drake, Draik, v.

UNE, $. Oven, S.

" Was nocht the thre barnis cassin in ane birnand

sue, becaus thay wald nocht adorne [i.e., adore] fals

ydolis." Bellend. Cron., B. xv., c. 4. V. Oox.

UNEARTHLY, adj. Ghostly, preternatural,

S.; wanearthly, S.B.

But how shall I thee ken, Tamlane,
Or how shall I thee knaw,

Amang so many unearthly knights,

The like I nerer saw ?

Scott's Minstrelsy Border, it 253.

UNEGALL, adj. Unequal. Fr. inegaL

" Quhat was it then that loynit sa unegall lufe and
sa far aganis ressoun !" Bucnanan's Detect. C, 7. b.

UNETTH, Oneith, Uneth, S. Unethis,
Uneis, Unese, Wness, Uneist, adv.

Hardly, not easily, with difficulty.

Tliay walkit furth so dirk oneith thay wyst
f

Quhidder thay went amyddis dym wh.iddois thare.

Doug, Virgil, 172, 8L
—Quhiddir was day er nycht vneth wist we.

Ibid. 74. 24.

Hir self sche hid therfore, and held full koy,

Besyde the altare sitting vnethis sene.

Ibid. 68. 13.

8o thik in stale all merrit wox the rout,

Vneis mycht ony turns his hand about.
Ibid., 331. 64.

The birdis

—

unese has songin thrise.

Ballad, 1603, & P. R., hi. 127.

Wness a word he mycht bryng out for teyue,

The bailfull ten bryst braithly fra hys eyne.

Wallace, vi. 208, MS.

Allace ! quhat suld he do ? vneist he wyst
Doug. Virgil, 109, 33.

R. Brunne uses vnnethis in the same sense, p. 75.

Hon k hondes thei ete, vnnethis skaped non.—
Clerkes vnnethis thei lete, to kirke o lyue to go.

A.-S. un-eathe, vix, scarcely ; Somner. Unnelh,

Chaucer. Alem. unodo, difficulter. Ihre views Su.-G.

onoedig, inritus, as allied to A.-S. un-eathe. V. Eith.

VOL. IV.

UNERDIT, part. adj. Not buried.

Vnerdil Iyis of new the dede body.
That with his corpis infekkis al the naur.

Doug. Virgil, IU, It

V. E&Dt 9.

UNESCHEWABIL, adj. Unavoidable,

Doug.
'•Bocaus the schott of gunnys, hagbutis, hand

bowia, and vther small artalyerie now commoalie nit

in all cuntreis baithe be sey and lande in than wens,

is sa felloune and vnesclieicable to the pithe and hk

curate of noble and vailyeand mene;—that cociy

landit man within this realme sail naue ane hagbsteof

found,
w
Ac. Acts Ja. V., 1533, Ed. 1814, p. 345.

UNESS, adv. V. Uneith.

UN-EVER, adv. Never, at no time, Moray.

This resembles the formation of A.-S. na'frt, nta^frt,

by means of the negative prefixed to aefrt, ever, tlao

of Moct.-G. niaivi, as well as of Lat. nunqmm, q.

ne-unquam, not ever. V. Delitjerly.

UNFANDRUM, adj. Bulky, unmanageable,

Ang.

UNFARRANT, adj. Senseless, without

quickness of apprehension, Ettr. For.

"Mumps—O, man, ve're an un/arrant beast!-

1

never saw sic an unfeasible creature as you." Brovme

of Bodsbeck, ii. 260. V. Farand.

UNFEIL, adj. 1. Uncomfortable, Roxb.

2. Rough, not smooth, ibid. V. Feil.

UNFEIROCH, Unfery, Unfierdy, 0n-

feirie, adj. Infirm, feeble, unweildy, not

fit for action, S.

For thocht the violence of his sare smert
Maid him unfery. yit his stalwart hert
And curage vndekyit was gude in nede.

Doug. Kiretf, 351,21

But leal mv heart beats yet, and warm

;

Thoch aula, on/eirie, and lyart I'm now.
Jamieson's PopuL Ball, ii. 171

" Gang about your business, and dinna plague spoor

auld unfeitoch man." Perils of Man, iii. 21*2,

On/eirie is the more common pron. S. B.
Su.-G. wanfoer, imbecillis ; Ihre, vo. Wan, p. M&

V. Fkry.

UKFEVED, part. adj.

few, S.

"The unfeued and unproductive property wooli

also be exposed to sale in way of few." Aoerd. Joora.,

Jan. 20, 1819.

UNFLEGGIT, part. adj. Not affrighted.

Thou canst charm,
Un/Uggit by the year's alarm. -

Fergusson's Poems, ii IS.

V. Flbo.

UNFORE. " All in ane voce baitht fore 4

unfore ;" Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

This might seem to signify, "for and against*

There is a difficulty, however, from the voice beiaj*

»ken of as unanimous. Un has evidently the pov*

Not disposed of in

SDOk
of not.

UNFORLATIT, />ar*. adj. 1. Not forsaken,

Rudd.

M 4
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2.
u Fresh, new;" Rudd. In the passages

referred to, the term contains a reference

to the act of racking or drawing off wine
from one cask to another.

Bot bit propyne come fra the pres fute hate,

Unforiatit, not jawyn fra turn to tan.

Doug. Virgil, ProL, 126, 8.

And qoha sa lysis may taisting of the tvn
Unforiatit newe from the berry rvn.

Rede Virgil bauldly, but mekill offence,

Except our vulgare tonngis deflcrence.

Doug. Virgil, 482, 48.

Belg. wyn verlaat-en, to rack wine, to draw it from
one cask to another.

" Undeserved ;" Gl.UNFOESAIN'D,a#.
Ross.

Mv wrang, my wrang, gryter is my wrang, she says,

Wnugunforsain'd and that we never bought,
Rank Kettren were they that did us the ill

Rossis Helenore, p. 29.

Perhaps this term may have originally signified,

irremediable, irreparable, q. that for which no atone-
ment could be made ; Teut. on, negat. and versoen-en ;
Sw. foerson-a, to expiate.

UNFOTHERSUM, adj. A term applied to

the weather, when not favourable to vege-

tation, Durafr.; corr. from unfortheraum,

q. what does not further the crop. V.
FORDER3UM.

UNFRE, Unfree, adj. 1. Discourteous.

Thou aleogh his brether thre,

In fight

;

Urgan and Morgan unfre,
And Moraunt the noble knight.

Sir Tristrem, p. 160, st 89.

2. Not enjoying the liberties of a burgess,

Aberd.
—" The Dean of Guild with the burgesses of guild

—

presently condescended to lend and advance 1000
pounds sterling, for the whilk ilk man, free and unfree,

was soundly taxed." Spalding, ii. 200.

UNFRELIE, UnfreeliiZ, adj. 1. Frail,

feeble, S. B.

2. Heavy, unweildy, S. B. unfery, synon.

3. Inelegant, not handsome.
" Quay is my fate," quoth the fyle, " fasseint so foule ?

" My forme, and my ietherin, unfrelic but feir."

Houlate, L 5.

Le., " ugly without a parallel." From un, negat. and
Frtly, q. r.

UNFREND, Unfriend, $. An enemy.
O Lord ! I mak the supplicatioun,

With thyne unfreindis fat me not be opprest.

Lyndsay, S. P. R., ii. 132L

•• It seems his unfriends has made such reformation

of that his nnadvisedness, that in all hazards he must
retreat it." Baillie's Lett, i. 77.

" Many in the house of Commons are falling off our
unfriends? Ibid. ii. 207, Le., no longer taking part
with our enemies.

Thus, as Mr. Macpherson observes, Lat. inimicus, is

•lightly altered from in-amieus. Teut. on-vriend,

inimicus, parum amicus ; on-vriend-schap, inimicitia

;

AL.S. unfreondlice, parum amice, inimice.

Unfriendsuip, b. Enmity.
" Inimicitiae—ttn/rw*ndship. " Desp. Gram. , D. 8, b.

UNFRUGAL, adj. Lavish, given to ex-

••He was not given to the cares of this world, though
not urn/ruga!; for although he had very small incomings
by his charge,—he left his children in good condition."

Craufurd's Univ. Edin., p. 113.

UNFUTE-SAIR, adj. At ease, not foot-

sore.

A tysae quhen echo was full and umfut tair

8cho take in mynd hir sister wpolaud.
Henryson. Tale of the Tioa Myse,

AuchinL MS., fo. 821.

In SibbeJd's Edition from the Bannatyne MS., the

word is corrupted into on fute fare.

Thrie Priests went unto collatioun,

Into ane privie place of the said toun.

Quhair that they sat, richt soft and unfute-sair ;

Thar laifit not na rangald nor repair.

Priests Peblis, S. P.R.,1 3.

"This passage," Mr. Pinkerton says, "seems
corrupt.* But there is no ground for this supposition.

A.-S. fota-sare, signifies dolor pedum, a pain in the

foot ; Somner. This phrase with the negat. particle

prefixed, seems to be here used as an adj. ** They sat

at their ease, without pain." Although the reference

immediately is to pain in the feet, as arising from much
walking, the expression is certainly to bo understood
more generally, as signifying that they were free from
any cause of disturbance whatsoever. The phrase is

indeed expl. a little downwards.

Quhair that thay sat, full easily and soft.

UNGANAND, Ungand, part. adj. Unfit,

not becoming.
And younder, lo, beheld he Troylus
Wanting his armoure, the fey barne fleand,

For to encounter Achilles vnganand.
Doug. Virgil, 27, 60.

V. Gams.

UNGANG, Wngang, *. [The outgo, range.]
•• And als for the parting of the said maisteris fyscho

thre tymmez on ane umgang, quhar thai suld be twa
tymmea partit on ane haill day." Aberd. Reg., V. 16,

A. 1538.

This seems to denote the range made by a fishing-

boat for one draught of the net, or the act of landing ;

A.-S. em-gang, ingressus.

To Unoang, v. a. (To outgo, surpass]. It

ungangs me #atr, I am much deceived, I am
greatly mistaken, Ang.

An' sae I hadd it best, ye bid the lad

Lay's hand to heart, an to the harrain

For it ungangs me sair, gin at the 1

Lay's hand to heart, an to the bargain hadd.
For it ungangs me sair, gin at the last

To gang together binna found the best.

Ross's Hdenort, First Edit, p. 85.

For I am much misiane, Ac, Edit. Second.

This term resembles Teut. ont-gatn, evadere, deflec-

tere ; errare, praevaricari ; et excedere limites ; Kilian.

This is obviously formed from gaen, to go, with the

negative prefixed. Thepret. is ontging ; as, Bclg. Zynt
spraak ontging him ; His speech failed him ; ScweL
I)an. undyaa-es also signifies to escape.

UNGEIR'D, Unoearit, adj. 1. "Naked, not

clad, unharnessed," S. Gl. Shirr. V. Geir.
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2. Castrated) Ayrs.

Picken gives it different senses conjunctly. " Un»
geared, gelded ; naked, unharnessed j'

r
QI.

UNGLAID, adj. Sorrowful.

Hlr supplicatioun with teria ml vnglaid
ReporUs hir ayiter.

Doug. Virgil, 115, 12.

A.-8. un-gladu, tristis, formed like Lat. iUadabUU,
id.

UNGRATE, Undeqrate, adj. Ungrateful,

S.B.
Te Moses, who were never yet ungrate.

When yon your benefactor's deeds relate, &c
Meston's Poems, p. 145, Ed. 1802.

Undegrate is also used, Aberd. ; as in the following

Ptot. ; "It's tint gueed that's dane [done] to the

undegrate.**

UNHALIST, part. pa. Not saluted.

Now hir I leif vnhalsit, as I ryde,

Of this dangers quhatsouer betyde,

Al ignorant and w&t nathyng, pure wicht
Doug. Virgil, 285, 41.

V. Hallxs.

UNHANTY, Unhatjnty, adj. 1. Incon-

venient, Loth. V. Hanty.

2. a Unwieldy, overlarge ; a very fat person

is called unhaunty" 6l. Picken, Renfr.
——The hirpllng pining gout
8wall

a

t baith his legs unhauntg,
like beams that day.

A. Wilson's Poems, 1719, p. 20L
V. Hantt.

UNHEARTY, Unheartsome, adj. 1. Un-
comfortable ; applied to the state of the
atmosphere ; as, " an unhearty day," a day
that is cold and damp, S.

2. Transferred to bodily feeling, when one ails

a little; especially as regarding the sensation

of cold, S.

8. Melancholy, sad.

" It is an unheartsome thing, to see our father and
mother agree so ill ; yet the bastards, if they be fed, care
not" Rutherford's Lett., p. i. ep. 178. .

To UNHEILD, v. a. To uncover.

I kneillit law, and unheilded my heid.
Police ofHonour, U. 45.

A.-S. unheUan, reTelare, unheled, revelatus. V.
Huld.

UNHELE, *. Pain, suffering.

It nedis nocht to renew all my unhele.

JtoulaU,L20.

Chancer, id. misfortune; A.-S. unhele, crux, tor-
mentum ; Moes.-G. unhaiti, infirmitas, invalctudo ; tin-
hails, infirmusj invalidus, aegrotus; from un, negat and
hails, sanns.

UNHINE, Unhyne, adj. 1. Extraordinary,
unprecedented, unparalleled, in a bad sense,

Aberd.

2. Expl. " immense, excessive," Moray ; also

generally used in a bad sense.

Perhaps, as A.-S. ffehend signifies prope, nigh, from
un-gehend, non propinquus, longinquus. Or shall we
view it as formed, by prefixing the negative, from
A.-S. hiwan, •• fsmiliares, persons of the same family
or household," (Sotnner); q. entire strangers.

UNHIT, part. pa. Not named.
Quha wald the, pete Cato, leif vnhit t

Or quha with sylence Cossus pretermit f

Doug. Virgil, 195, 561

V. Hat.

UNHONEST, adj. Dishonourable.
" He had na aicht to honest nor vuhonest actionis,

bot allanerly to his proffet" Bellend. Cron. B. xiii. c.

12. "

Anciently, it would seem, that ofa barber was viewed
as a very mean occunation.
" Repellit fra passing up on ane assise,—all personnis

that ar of vile and unhonest office or vocatioun, as

clenyar of drauchtis [Qu. sewers, as in E. v or entrails

as in S.?] sehaiver of bairdis. " Balfour's Pract, p. 379.

2. Dishonest, Aberd.
"To have a special care that information be titneously

made against every bishop, with the sure evidences
thereof, anent—the purchasing of the bishopricks by
bribes, their unhonest dealings in bargains, and abusing
of their vassals." Spalding's Troubles, i. 82.

Lat. inhoncst-us, ¥r. inhoneste.

Unhonestie, $. Injustice; dishonesty; in-

decorous conduct.
" That he wald give nacredite to ony man that wald

mnrmure the saidis Lordes, or ony of them, be doing
of wrang and unhonestie." Acts Ja. VI., 1579, c. 92.

Murray.
Murmure is evidently elliptical, for murmur against,

or perhaps reproach.

UNICORN, s. The denomination of a gold

coin, struck in S. in the reign of James
HI.; and thus designed as exhibiting a

unicorn supporting a shield with the royal

arms.
" Item, in unicornis nyne hundrcthe & four score."

Inventories, p. 1.

This had been the common designation of the coin.

For in Aberd. Reg. mention is made of " ane vnkorn
gud k sufficient gold." A. 1538, Ac, V. 16.—"James III. introduced the unicorn holding the
shield ; the largest of these weighs 4S gr., the half in

proportion." Cardonnel's Numism. Pref., p. 28.

Unicorn Fish. The name riven by our
seamen to a species of whale, [the narwhal].
" Monodon Monoceros. Linn.—Scot. Unicom Fish"

Dr. Walker'a Essays on Nat. Hist., p. 527.

UNIRKIT, adj. Unwearied.
And the Eneadsnis all of his menye
Hhandly and vnirkit luffit haue I.

Doug. Virgil, 479, 21

UNITE, *. The designation of a gold coin

of James VI.
"The piece No. 1. was first called the Units, on

account of the nnion of the two kingdoms under one

Srincc ; they afterwards obtained the appellation of

acobus's and Broad Pieces.—Their value was at 20
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English shillings; afterwards 'they increased to 25,

which was 12 pounds Scots." Cardonnel's Numisra.
• 8cot Pref., p. 31.

[UNKALLOWED, part. adj. Uncalved,

Orkn. Dan. tin,* and kalver, to calve.]

UNKENSOME, adj. Unknowable.
•- A smith I a smith !" Dickis he cries,
" A smith, s smith, right speedilie,

To tarn beck the cankers of oar horses shoon t

For its unkensmne we wsd he."
Minstrelsy Border, L 198.

[UNKIRSEN, adj. Lit., not fit for a

Christian ; applied to food that is unfit for

use, Shetl.]

UNKNAW, part. pa. Unknown.
We ss ane strange man, of forme vnhnaw,
Ane lenar wycht na mare pynit I ne saw.

Doug. Virgil, 88, 2L
Lenar is here viewed as an error of a copyist for

fcnar, leaner. V. Knaw.

UNLATIT, part. pa. Undisciplined, desti-

tute of proper breeding, so as to be unable

to regulate one's conduct with propriety.

The unlatit woman the lfcht man will lait

Fordun, ii 876.

V. Lait, e».

UNLAUCHFUL, adj. Unlawful.
"Against the unlauchful taking of profite be cap-

taines and keepers of the Kingis castles." Ja. VI.
1581, c. 1. 25. fit. Murray.

UNLAW, Unlach, $. 1. Any transgression

of the law, an injury or act of injustice.

"Seven fcennes sonld be obserred;—the damnace
wad akaith modified in ane certane quantitie, the words
of the court in this maoer in the end of the narratioun,
"Vnjnstlie, and against the law, with wonch, wrang
wad onlaw." Quon. Attach. c. 80.
MNa exception or defence sonld be challenged ; nor

the defender sonld not be estemed as not defending (as

*of comparand to defend) sa lang as he or his preloquu-
tonr defends tort and non reason, that is, wrong and
mUaeh {thai is, fo haue done na imurie, nor vnreason
•gains the Law)." 1 Stat. Bob. I. c. 16. s. 1.

"Actiones of wrang and vnlaw," says Skene,
"appearis to be citill actiones, and ar opponed to
actiones criminall, touching life and lim." De Verb.
8ign. to, Tort.

This seems to be the original sense of the term, from
A.-S. unlaga, unlage, quod contra legem est, injustitia,

imquitas ; from un, negal and lage/lAW.
This word occurs, in the same sense, in O.E.—Guf me dnde him vnlawe,
Thst to the hyssop from ercedekne fa apcl solde mske.

ML Olouc, p. 473.

"Injustice," 01. Hearne.

2. A fine, or amerciament, legally fixed and
exacted from one who has transgressed the

law.

On the justice him sslff loud can caw

;

" Let ws to borch our men fra your fals law,
At leyffand ar, thst chspyt frs your ayr.

Deyll nocht thsr land, the unlaw is our sayr

:

Thow had no rycht, that sail be on the seyne."
Wallace, Tit 486, MS.

"Quha sa ener be connict of slauchtcr of salmound,

in tyme forbocliu be the Law, ho sail pay XL. S. for the
vn/ato." Acts Ja. I., 1424, c. 12. Edit 1506.

A fine seems to have been called an unlaw, because
thus a man paid or made satisfaction for his trans-

gression of the law. In the same manner Su.-G. sah,

which denotes a fault, guilt, is transferred to the
penalty ; mulcta, quae reatum sequitur ; Ihre. It is

also called satoert, from otre, pecunia, q. guilt-money.

We learn from G. Andr., that, in the ancient Code
of Isl. Laws. utlaeQe and utlegd, occur in the same sense

;

In codice Legum antiquo, mulcta.

3. Used improperly, to denote a law which
has no real authority.
" These cleared, that what the high commission had

done to them was not only for righteousness, but that
their sentences were evidently null, according to the
bishop's unlaw" Baityie's Lett., i. 121.

To Unlaw, v. a. To fine.

"Gif ane Baxter, or ane Browstcr is vnlawed for

bread, for aill, na man sould meddle, or intromitt

therewith, bot only the Provest of the towne."
Burrow Lawes, c. 21, s. 1.

" In the actioun—for the valawing of the said

Alexr. Blare in the schiref court of Fifl£ the tyme that

he wes at the scherif court of Perth," &c. Act Audit

,

A. 1491, p. 164.

UNLEIF, adj. Unpleasant, ungrateful.

Ne, war not thay, thou said me se allone,

Thus syttand in the are all wo begone,
Sustenand thus al manere of miscneif,

And euery stres baith leifsum and vnleif.

Doug. Virgil, 442. 4.

Digna, indigna, Virg. V. Leif.

Unlefull, Unleifsum, Unlesum, adj. Un-
lawful, that cannot be permitted, S.

" Sic playis unlefull, & speciallie Cartis," Jtc. Aberd.
Beg. V. Bilis.

Tell him, os lust to line lsngare seik I,

Vnlesum war sic plesoure I set by.

Doug. Virgil, 867, 10.

Nee fas, Virg. V. Lxsum.

Unleifsumelye, adv. Unwarrantably.
To knaw thair rewll they maid na diligence

;

Unleifsumlye thay usit propertie,

Passing the boundis of wilfull porertie.

Lyndsatfs Dreme.
V. Lesux. Unhsumlie ; Aberd. Beg.

UNLEILL, adj. Dishonest.

Sum part thair was of vnleill laabouraris,

Craftismen thair ssw ws out of number.
Lindsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 284.

V. Lbil.

UNLIFE-LIKE, adj.. Not having the ap-

pearance of living, or of recovery from
disease, South of S.

'•I see the chaps are living, an' no that unlife-like, as

a body may say. Brownie of Bodsbeck, iii. 75. Q.
not untile lift.

UNLUSSUM, adj. Unlovely.

And ss this letd at the last liggand me seis,

With ane lake vnlussum he lent me sic wourdis :

Quhat berne be thou in bed with hede full of beis f

Doug. Virgil, ProL 239, a 23.

V. Lufsom.

Unlusum is still used, S. It is more emphatical
than the E. adj. Unlovely. It does not merely imply
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that the object referred to is not attractive, but in-

cludee the idea of something repulsive or disgusting.

UNMENSEFU\ Unmencefu9

, adj. 1. Un-
mannerly, S.A.

"Callants,—what's the meanin* o'a* this unmencefu*

rampaging? 1* Brownie of Bodsbeck, i. 116.

2. Without discretion or any thing like

generosity. "He is a neetie unmemefu

body; he did not even offer me meat in

his house;" Berwicks.

UNMODERLY, adj. Unkindly ; or perhaps

rather as an adv.

Thsre-fore thai, that come to spv

That land, thaim dressyt unmoderly.
Wyntown, il 8, 72.

From fin, negat and A.S. mothwaere, mild, meek.

[UNNER, pret. and adv. Under. Used also

as a prefix ; as, unnerlie, to lie under, S.]

To UNNEST, v. a. To dislodge.

"The queen—like ane other Amasone, by her own
example encourages the soldiers to bo valorous, and

to unnest from that hold the ancient enemies of ther

countrey." Memoric of the Somervilla, L 222.

UNOORAMEXT, adj. Uncomfortable, un-

pleasant, Strathmore.

UNPAUNDED, part. adj. Unpledged.

"Would it not have grieved them to see the

nbjects suffer by the relying upon unpaunded trustf
Willie's Lett., i. 42.

UNPLEYIT, part. adj. Not subjected to

litigation by law.
" That art the sindri landis—of the quhilkis—-king

James—had in pcccabiH possessioune, sal abide k
remayn with oure said souerane iorde that now is—as

his fadir broukit thaim vndcmandit and unpleyit of

ony man befor ony juge—on to the tyme of his lauch-

ful age." ParL Ja. II., A. 1445, Acts Ed. 1814, p. 33.

V. Plky, v.

UNPRUDENCE, s. Imprudence.

"I drede that sumthing be done be unprudence or

fobe of my pepill." Bellend. T. Liv., p. 163.

UNPURPOSE, adj. Awkward, slovenly,

inexact, untidy, Aberd.; q. not suited to the

purpose ostensibly in view.

Unpurposelike, adj. Exhibiting the ap-

pearance of awkwardness, or of not being

adapted to the use to which any thing is

applied, S.

UNPUT, part. pa. Not put. Unput aside,

not put out of the way, not secreted.

" They spoilyied what tbey could get unmtt aside ;

but finding little, they barbarously brought down beds.

subj<

Baill

boards, ambries,' ani plenishing within the house.'

Spalding,!. 231.

Vn-put-furth, part. pa. Not ejected.

"The tenncntts, lauboraris, and inhabitants [of]

ony the said landis sail remane vn put/urth or removit

quhill tlw uext terme of WiUonday folowauJ," tc.

Acts Ja. IV., 1491, Ed. 1814, p. 225.

Uxeput TO death. Not executed.

"The said laird seine her maicstie in sio dolor tod

beaveness, advertised her, that he had saved the—

Earle of Huntly vnepttt to death." Marioribanks' Ana,,

p. 1«.

UNQUART, s. [Stupor, amasement]

Than thsir hors with thair hochis sic harmis eoath hist,

As trssit in unquart quskand thai !«taml.

Oawan and OoL, ul 1

This may signify, " in sadness
n or " dullness ;" u

conveying an idea the reverse of Querf, q. v.

UNRABOYTYT, part. pa. Not repulsed.

Unrahoytyt the Sothroun was in wer

;

And fast thai cum fell awfull in after.

Wallace, iiL 131. MS.

V. Rkbut, v.

UNREABILLIT, part. pa. «• Ane priestis

vnreabillit ;" Al>erd. Reg., Cent. 16.

The meaning seems to be, not legitimated, yet legally

in a state of bastardy. V. Rehable, Reabill.

UNREASON, Unressoun, a. 1. Injustice,

iniquity.

And that ye think unressoun, or wrang,

Wee al and sundrie sings the samin sang.

Priests of PeUis, 8. P. R. t
L 7.

V. Chessoux.

••Tort, et non reason, m-reason, wrang, andvnlav."

Skene, Verb. Sign. vo. Tort.

This sense is perhaps derived from Fr. ra«soa, which

is used to signify justice. V. Unlaw,

2. Disorder.

It is used as corresponding to Misrule, in that titk,

The Abbot of Unreason. V. Abbot.

UNREDE, Unride, adj. Cruel, severe.

Her fader on a day,

Gaf hem londes wide ;

Fer in that cuntray,

Markes were set biside ;

Bitaene the douke thai had ben ay,

And a geaont unride.

Beliagog is unrede,

A stern geaunt is he. ™ . ,*, «
Sir Tnstrem, p. 160, st 38,

»

•• Unrighteous," Gl. But these terms seem to be

derived from A.-S. wi-je-reorf, un-ge-ridit, which both

signify barbarous, cruel, rugged. On the latter Soo-

ner says ; "Hence our unrudy." Unryde elsewbefs

occurs in the same sense.

Schir Rannald raught to the renk ane rout wes unryde.

Oawan and OoL, ii. »
It is also used by R. Brunne, p. 174.

Fire the sailes threwe.

The stones were of Rynes, the noyse dredrolle k grete,

It affraied the Sarazins, as leaen the fire oat scbete.

The noyse was rnride, it lasted alle day,

Fro morn tille eucntide, tlier of had many affray.

Hearne mistakes the sense, rendering unria\
,i «os-

tinual," Gl. He has been misled by the words imme-

diately connected,—it lanttd, &c, whereas the pan*

is synon. with noy*e dredfidle «£• grete. [V. Usecm-J

UNREGRATED, part. adj. Unnoticed,

untold.
41 This man could not suffer the matter long tobt

unregrated to the king." Pitscottie, Ed. 1768, p.
*•
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UNREGULAR, adj. Irregular, Aberd. 96

UNREST, $. 1. Trouble.
Bot feill tithingis oft syiss in brocht ws till,

Off ant Wallace was born in to the west

:

Our Kingis men he haid is at gret wnrest,
Martjris thaim doun, grete pet£ is to so.

Wallace, iv. 276. MS.
Of Job I saw the patience mai*t degest,
—And of Antiochns the greit unrest,
How tyranlie he Jewrie all oprest

Police of Honour, iii 82.

This wort) is need by Shakespeare.

Thy sun sets weeping in the lowly west,
Witnessing storms to come, woe, and unrest.

King Richard II.

2. A person or thing that causes disquietude.

"For our private matters in the college, this twelve*
south we nave been at peace, our unrest [Mr. P.
Gillespie] being quieted." Baillie's Lett, p. 447.

Tent, on-raste, on-ruste, inquics. V. \Va>~best.

UNREULFULL, adj. Ungovernable.
•' Quhair thair is ony rebellouris or unreu(/ull men

within caatellis or fortalicis haldin or resctt,—that the
fieutennent rais the cuntrie, and pas to sic housis, and
arreist thair persounia." Pari. Ja. IL, A. 1437, Ed.
1568, fol. 26.

[UNRICHT, adj. Unjust, dishonest, Clydes.]

UmtiCHT, Unrycht, j. Injustice, iniquity

;

Wallace.
Dakis, Marquessis, Erlis, Barrounis, Knichtis,
With thay Princes war puneist panefully.
Participant thay war of thair vnrichtis.

Lyndsa/s Warkis, 1692, p. 23£-

A.-S. un-richt, Teut. on-recht, injustitia, injuria.

UNRUDE, adj. " Rude, hideous, horrible;"

RudcL But. as the term corresponds to ater

and coenu$
t
it must certainly signify, vile,

impure.
All the midway is wildernes rnplane,
Or wilsum forrest, and the laithlie flude,

Cocytns with his drery bosnm vnrude,
flowis enniroun round about that place.

Doug. Virgil, 167, fe Atro, Virg.

Tt% thine strekis the way profound anone,
Depe vnto hellis flude of Acherone,
With boll bisme, and hidduous swelth vnrude,
Dramly of mude, and skaldand as it war wode.

Ibid., 173, 37. Coeno, Virg.

Purth haue thay rent thare entrellys ful vnrude.
Ibid., 455, 50.

This term is still used in Ayr*., and expl. "Base,
ik, diabolical; detestable;" as, "unrudt Wecriea,"
abosmnabte falsehoods.

In O. E. it occurs in a moral sense, as nearly the
same with the modern adj. Worthless.
" Here's an unthankful! spitefull wretch t the good

gentleman vouchsaft to make him his companion
(because my husband put him into a few rags), and
bow ace, how the unruae rascal backbites him I" Ben.
Jonaon'a Works, i. 120.

Perhaps originally the same with Unrede, q. v.

TeuL on-racd, Germ, un-rat, aordes, immunditie*.

UNRUFE, $. Trouble, toil, vexation.

I Wd my life in this land with mekle vnrufe,
Bsith tyde and tyme in all my traunle.

Aauf Coilyear, Alj, b.

Germ, wsruht, Su.-G. oero, Teut. on-rotuwe, inquies,
on-rocuigh, inquietus.

Dispeace, trouble, inquietude,

UNRUNNYN, part. pa. Not run, not
expired.
—"The said Alex', sail obserue & kepe to the said

Dauid as are to his fader the tak of the said landis &
fischingis—for so mony tymes now to cum as was
unrunnun of the xix yeris the tyme of the deccss of
mquhilc the said George." Act. Audit, A. 1474, p.
87.

UNSALL, adj. Wretched. V. Unsel.

UNSAUCHT, Unsauoht, adj. Disturbed,

troubled, disordered.

Than thai schupe for to assege segis unsaugkl.
Oaxoan and Got., ii. 12.

This Corineus als fast

Ruschit on his fa, thus fyre fangit and vnsaueht,
And with his left hand by the hare him claucht.

Doug. Virgil, 419, 24.

Tent, on-saecht, durus, asper, rudis, is evidently
allied. V. Saucht, adj.

UNSAUCHT, *.

S.B.
A.-S. unsaeht, un-seht, discordia, inimicitia ; Su.-G.

osacht, id. o, negat. being used instead of A.-S. tin.

Insaga, strife, contention, although nearly of the same
meaning, seems to be radically different. Ihre derives
it from in and sal, strife.

To UNSCIIET, v. a. To open, vnschet, pret.

shut.

Ye Musis now, sueit goddessis ichone,

Opin and vnschet your mont of Uelicone.
Doug. Virgil, 230, 51.

—Fresche Aurora, to mychty Tithone spous,

—

Vnschet the wyndois of nir large hall.

Ibid. 399, 22.

V. SCHETfi.

UNSEED, part. adj. Not tried, S.
•• A' things are good unsey'd f* Prov. Ferguson, p.

7. V. Sey, v.

UNSEL, Unsall, Unsillt, adj. 1. Un-
happy, wretched.

Of Sathans senyie sure sic an unsall menyie
Within this land was never hard nor sene.

Dunbar, Evergreen, i. 106.

It is unusual, Bannatyne Poems, p. 45.

This may, however, signify, unhallowed, as it is

expl. by Lord Hailcs. V. sense 2.

Vnsilly wicht, how did thy mind inuaid
Sa grete wodnes t

Doug. Virgil, 143, 22.

A.-S. un-ge-saelg, un-saeUg, infelix, infaustus, Tent.
on-saelig, Alem. unsalih, id. Ihre views Su.-G. usel,

infelix, pauper, as formed from o or u, privative, and
saell, beatus. Isl. usaell, pauper.

2. Naughty, worthless.

Little angry attercap, and auld unsel ape,
gape upon the grey meir.
Jlontgomerie, Watson's Coll., iii. 5.

Somner expl. A.-S. un-ge-saelig as also signifying

improbus, naughty. Moes.-G. set, bonus, unset, malus.
Avgu unsel, an evil eye, Matt. vi. 33. Alem. saligen

and unsaligen, in like manner, denote the righteous and
the wicked. There ia no reason to doubt that A.-S.

saelig, fclix, sael, prosperitas, have had the same origin

with Moea,-(J. sel, bonus. For, as Ihre observes,

goodness and felicity have so many things in common,
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that they are fitly expressed in most languages, by

common terms.

Uksele, Unsell, $. 1. Mischance, mis-

fortune.

And 1001, that war with in the pel©,

War ischyt, on thair awne wasele,

A.-S. mi-saeft*, infelieitas, infortunium.

2. A wicked or worthless person, a wretch.

I can thane call hat kittie unsellis,

That takkis tic roanerb at thair motherw,

TO hid men keip thair sccreit counsailis,

8jne achaw the same againe till uthiris.

Scott, Bannatyne Poems, p. 207.

The King of Pharie and his court, with the Elf Queen,

With many elfbh Incubus, was ridand that night

There an Klf on an ape an UnsetI begat
Montgomerie, Watson's Colt., uL 12.

The term, in this eenae, is very ancient ; Moea.-G.

unset, evil, wickedness. V. Skilk.
m

The term unsell is still used in Dumfreis-shire.

Scoury unsell is a contemptuous designation applied to

a child, by one who is in a bad humour.

The provincial E. word Ounsel is evidently the same.

It is thus expL by Mr. Thoresby : " A title uf reproach,

sometimea applied (as by Mr. Garbut, in his Demon-

stration of the Resurrection of Christ) to the Devil.

Ray's Lett., p. 334.

UNSELLYEABLE, adj. Unassailable.

Off Scotland the weir-wall, wit ye but wene,

Our fais forses to defend, end unselyealle ;

Baith harmeking and bar to Scottis blud bene,

Our lofes, and our liking, that lyne honorable.
Boulate, ii. 6, M&

UNSENSIBLE, adj. Destitute of the ex-

ercise of reason, S.

" The poor lad was not so unsensible, but he knew to

do his bidding.—No that he's unsensible, except when
a notion takes him." Discipline, iii. 26.

UNSETT, $. An attack, for onset.

Hony debatis and vnsettis we haue done.
Doug. Virgil, 52, 21.

UNSETTING, part. adj. Not •becoming.

"In no calling vnder the sun, we should do any
thing that is unletting, or vnseemlie to this christian

calling : but all our actiones should be ruled conforme

to it* Bollock on 1 Thes., p. 183. V. Set, v. 3.

UNSIKKIK, Unsicker, adj. 1. Not secure,

not safe.

Thair standi* into the sicht of Troy an ile,

—

Aim rede vnsiktir for schip and ballingere.

Doug. Virgil, 89, 22.

2. Unsteady, S.

Dame Life, tbo* fiction out may trick her,

Oh ! nickering, feeble, and unticker

I've found her still.

Burns, iv. 391.

V. SlKKIR.

UNSILLY, adj. Unhappy. V. Unsel.

UNSKAITHED, part. adj. Unhurt, S.

A literary friend innuires ; "Is there any connexion
between this word and Gr. a^xv^-V^ ? " I shall answer
his query in the language of lhrc, with whose judgment
he unconsciously coincides. In illustrating Su.-G.

skad-a, nooere, having observed that Wachter traces

this word to Gr. "ar* damnum, he adds ; Quod «©
aliqna propiore notione nostram vocem attigerit Grae*

cismua, mihi videor concludere posse ex *o*x^0ij», qnod

8choliastes Homeri interpretatur illaesum, d/JXoj^.

UNSNARRE, adj.

V. Snartie.

Blunt, not sharp, S.B.

To UNSNECK, v. a. To lift a latch, S.

Tip-tae she tript it o'er the floor ;

She drew the bar, unsneck'd the door.

Jamieson's Popul. BalL, \LVfk

[Unsnickit, adj. Not fastened, Clyde*.

Loth.]

UNSNED, part. pa. Not pruned or cut, S.

UNSONSIE, adj. 1. Unlucky, S.

Mony a ane had gotten his death
By this unsonsie tooly.

Ramsay's Poems, L 259.

" The unsonsy fish gets the unlocky bait ;

n Ramsays

a Prov., p. 69.

2. Causing ill luck, fatal ; as applied to the

supposed influence of witchcraft, S.

" An old man, remembered in Nithsdale, had ee* <rf

such unsonsie dance, that they blasted the first bornoj

his yearly flocks, and spoiled his dairy.—The wise and

discerning people, instead of flying in the face of the

• Unsonsie Cartin,
9 pay her tribute in secret to avert

her glamour. A goaiuot uew milk was a bribe for the

byre ; new meal, when the corn was ground, and sdish

full of groats, compounded for the crops." Remains©!

Nithsdale Song, p. 288, 289.

3. Dreary, suggesting the idea of goblins, S.

" It will be past sunset after I get back frae the

Captain's, and at these unsonsy hours the glen has *

baa name—there's something no that canny about sold

Janet Gellatley." Waverley, iii. 282.

4. Mischievous, S. V. Sonsy.
He leugh, and with unsonsy jest,

Cry'd, *' Nibour, I'm right blyth in mind,
Tbat in good tift my bow I find :

Did not my arrow flie right smart ?

Ye'U find it sticking in your heart."

Ramsay's Poems, I lw.

" Unsavmcy is unluckie, or not fortunate;" Ost.

Yorka.

UNSOPITED, part. pa. Not stilled, oot

entirely quashed.
— •• The best and surest method to beget end main-

tain friendship to their Queen from her Cousin *

England, after so late and as yet unsopited jars, was to

suffer the affair of succession to ly quiet and onda-

turbed, until such time as a mutual amity and coend

ence had been created by kindly offices and intercom*

of letters." Keith's Hist., p. 186. V. Sorrrt

UNSOUND,*. [A pang.]

Quhill this querrell be quyt I cover never in quert—
Was never sa unsound set to my heart.

Oawan and GoL, U. »
Teut. on-ghe-sonde, morbus ; Kilian.

UNSPERKIT, adj. Not bespattered, Ettr.

For.
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"I—begonde to keep sklcnderie houpes of winning
oat of mync ravelled tank unsperkyt with schame or
disgrace.* Wint Ev. Tales, ii. 41. V. Spark, v.

UNSPOILYIED, part. pa. Without being
subjected to spoliation.

"The martjuisof lluntly—resolved suddenly to take
the best course for himself, to save his honour, his
house unspoilyied, and his friends and servants on-
plundered." Spalding's Troubles* i. 125.

Let. unspoliatus. V. Spulak.

UNSPOKEN WATER. Water from under
a bridge, over which the living pass and the
dead are carried, brought in the dawn or

twilight to the house of a sick person,

without the bearer's speaking eitherin going
or returning, Aberd.
The modes of application are various. Sometimes

the invalid taLej three draughts of it before any thing
i« spoken ; sometimes it is thrown over the house, the
vessel in which it was contained being thrown after it.

The superstitious believe this to be one of the most
powerful charms that can be employed for restoring a
lick person to health.

The purifying virtue attributed to water, by almost
all nations, is so well known as to require no illustra-

tion. Some special virtue has still been ascribed to
silence in the use of charms, exorcisms, Ac. I recollect

being assured by an intelligent person in Angus, that
a Popish priest in that part of the country, who was
supposed to possess great power in curing those who
were deranged, and in exorcising demoniacs would, if

called to see a patient, on no account utter a single

word on his way, or after arriving at the house, till ne
had by himself gone through all his appropriate forms
in order to effect a cure, whether this practice might
be founded on our Lord's injunction to the Seventy,
expressive of the diligence he required, Luke x. 4,
" Salute no man by the way," or borrowed from heathen
superstition, it is impossible to ascertain. We certainly

know that the Romans viewed silence as of the utmost
importance in their sacred rites. Hence the phrase of

Virgil;
Flda sUentia sscris.

And the language of Ovid ;

Ore tacent populi tunc, cum venit sure* pompa :

Ipsa sacerdotes subsequiturque suas.

Amor., lib. iii. Heg. 13.

Favtrt Merit, /avert Unguis, and pascere linguam,

were forms of speech appropriated to their sacred rites,

by which they enjoined silence, that the act of worship
might not be disturbed by the slightest noise or mur-
mur. Hence also they honoured Harpocrates as the

god of silence ; and Numa instituted the worship of a
goddess under the name of Tacita. V. Stuck. Sacr.

Dentil., p. 121. V. also To 8i.no Dumb.

UNSUSPECT, part. adj. Not suspected, or

not liable to suspicion. tt Ane famous tm-

suspect assiss;" Aberd. Reg., A. 1538.

UNSWACK, adj. Stiff, not agile, Aberd.
My feet were sweU'd insist out of size ;

Yet 1 gade o'er nae that unswack.
W. Beattie's Talcs, p. «.

V. Swacc
UNTELLABYLL,Untellibyll,<u#. Un-

speakable, what cannot be told.

" Thair foDowit yit ane cruell and terrybyll bar-

gane with vntcUabyU murdir.'* Bellend. Cron. FoL 44.

^Thv desir, Lady, is

Renewing of vntdlybill sorrow, I wys.
Doug. Virgil, S3, 86

Infandum, Virg.

The A.-Saxons used untdlamllic as signifying inuuier-
able ; Chron, Sax. A. 1043.

Untellably, adv. Ineffably.

The fader then Euancter, as they departs,
By the ryclit hand thaym grippit with sad hart,
His aone embracing, and ful tendirly
Apoun him hyngis, wepand viUellably.

Doug. Virgil, 262, 47.

Untellix, Untelling, adj. That can-
not be told ; chiefly applied to number, as

denoting what cannot be counted, Koxb.
"There was first Murray of Gleuvath ; why, it was

modelling what land that man possessed." Blackw.
Mag., Mar. 1823, p. 315.

Contracted perhaps from A.-S. intetUndlk, inexora-
bilis, inuffabilis.

UNTENDED, part. pa. Not watched over,
% not tented.

Leare untcnted the herd,
The flock without shelter, &c.

Sir IV. Scott's Pibroch of Donald Dhu.

Untenty, adj. Inattentive, not watchful, S.

"•The cursed Highland salvages,' muttered the
captain, half aloud, 'what is to become of me, if

Gustavus the namesake of the invincible Lion of the
Protestant league, should be lamed among their untenty
hands !'" Leg. Montr. Tales, 3d ser., iv. 23.

UNTIIINKABILL, adj. Inconceivable,

what cannot Le thought.

With hart it is vnthinkabill,

And with toungis unpronounciabilL
Lyndsay't Warkis, 1592, p. 175.

UNTHIRLIT, part. adj. Not astricted.

—• They clamit nevir thir landis sa lang as Coriolos

stude fre and unthirlit to Romania." Bellend. T. Liv.,

p. 309.

UNTHOCIIT. To haud one unthocht lang,

to keep one from wearying. It seems
equivalent to the phrase still used, S. to

haud one out of langer.

She's ta'en her till hir mither's bower,
As fast as she could gang

;

And she's ta'en twa o' her mither's Marys,
To haud her unthocht tana.

Jamiesons Popul. Ball., ii. 13L
V. also p. 130.

It seems to be merely, without thinking long; un
being used as a negative. Teut. ondcuehtigh, however,
is rendered, Curae et timoris expers ; Kilian.

He ta'en his harp intil his hand,
He harpit and he sang

;

And ay as he harpit to the king,

To haud him unthought lana.

Olenkindy, A. Laing's Thistle of Scot. , p. 32.

V. To Think lang, under Lang, adj.

UNTHOLEABLE, adj. Intolerable, S. V.
Thole, v.

UNTHRHT, *. Wastefulness.
•• Many one blames their wife for their own unthrift,*'

S. Prov. •• I never saw a Scottish woman who had not

this at her fingers' ends." Kelly, p. 250.
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Unthrift is used in R, bnt for an extraracant person.

Johns, thinks it probable that the E. v. toAnrritfrom

Id. tkro-a % to increase. But it is more immediately

allied to thrif-az, proficere, bene ralere, and tKnf-a,

cnrarerwh^Jrtf bona iortuna, also diligent*

domestica, onr thrift. In Su.-G. the v. assumes the

form of trtfw-as, and it need in the tame sense.

Unthrifty, adj. Unfriendly, hostile to

the prosperity of another.

Qohat wyM dotage «a maid roar hedis ralf ?

Or quhat vnthr*tfty God in sic foly

*• y°° b"»"" hOT to IU
"zU.W »9. »•

V. Thbtft.

UNTIDY, adj. Not neat, not trim ; applied,

not to the quality of the clothes, but

especially to the mode of putting them on, S.

Untidilie, adv. Not neatly, awkwardly;

as, "That's most untidily done; or, "blie

was verv untidily dressed," S.

Untydyly, unhandsomely, not neatly, 0. E. "I

bongyU\ or do a thyngmiydyly, orlyke an yneU work-

maoY' Palsgr., R iii. F. 78, b.

UNT1LL, prep. Unto. V. Skair.

UNTBIEOUS, adj. Untimely, unseason-

able, S. V. Timeous.

UNTINT, Unttnt, part. pa. Not lost.

The riall child Ascaneus full sone,

giftissere

Turssis with him of thi auld Troisne gere,

Quhilk fra the stonne of the serU left ^^"^ ^
V. Tyxi.

UNTO. Used in the sense of untill.

«« For wnto he prone that hedefendea that same cans

qnhilk S. Stephan did defend, and tbolit deith for, he

will nener cans me to bclene nor grant that other his

followars of Edinburgh be lyk the faithfull of Hieraaa.

lem, orthair calamines, qnhi k.thay •"ste" 1*
f̂t

h
f

his departing, lyk to the affliction of the faithful! of

Hierusalem efter the death of Stephan. J. Tynes

Refutation, Pref. 6.
. .

,

••There is speciall allowance grantit to the said

Eostachhis-fra the tyme that he sail enter to the big-

<rinc of the pannis tmto the four compleit pannis be

f^eUtdayl™ Act. Ja. VI.. 15S9. ril. 1814, p. 183.

UNTRAIST, adj. Unexpected.

••That he mycht be m'ratrf suddante the more

crnelte exerce, he maid his army reddyto inuade the

Scottis on the nixt morrow. " Bellend. Cron. , Fol. 8. a.

Ilk court bin untraist and transitorie,

Changing as oft as weddercock in wind.85
Lyndsay's W'arkis, 1592, p. 198.

V. Traist, adj.

UNTRETABYLL, adj. "That cannot be

intreated, inexorable ;" Rudd.

Happy war he knew the cause of all thingis

And settis on syde all drede and cure, quod he,

Vnder his feit that tredU and doun thriugi*

Chancis mtretabill of fatis and destany.

Doug. Virgil, ProL, 160, 26.

Properly, unmanageable, nntractable ; Lat. iutracta-

bili*. V. Tretabtl.

VOL. IV.

UNTRIG, adj. Not trim, slovenly, S.

•' It was noticed,—that bis deeding was &«**%

l>are, and that bis wife kept an wntrig house. Assail

of the Parish, p. 160. V. Two.

UNTROWABILL, adj. Incredible.

Qnhilk till descryue I am nocht abfll,

Qohose number henj so•J"*™™*^ ™ -^
Lyndsny's » arkat

15W, p. 7B.

V. TBOW, 9.

[UNTYNT, par*. J*. V. Untixt.]

UNVICIAT, part. adj. Productive, not defi-

— •• Rcsolutioun is takin, that hir Maiestie, sad sir

chalmerlane in hir name, sail have full and reall w*

aessiouh of the said iordschip of Dumfermhnj*, ssd »

mony of the renti. & fruittU tl.jirof « thar pr^u*

frie and mnvKiat." Acts Ja. \ 1., lo93, Ed. lSli P-

25. V. Viciat.

UNWAR, Unwer, adj. or adv. Unwary;

or unawares.

Ane fule he was, and witle* in ane thin-.

PersauH not Turnus Rutuliane King

So Tiolentlie taring in at the yet,

Qnbam he eaioor within the cietc scbet .^ Doug. Firyfl,»U8.

Lea sche vnvcr bnt cans hir deith puruayit,

Hir list na thyng hehynd leif Tnassa3rl^i Ul tt

A.-S. umwar, vntvaer, m*ver9 incantus. TU^
seem, to supply u. with the rootL For *%£*£
cautus, is from wtr-n, ndere. Thus warP^V*
pects circumspection ; ridens, qui rem quandam t*«.

UNWARYIT, part. pa. Not accursed.

Than wed for wo so was I quite myscarrit.

That nothir God nor man I left vHtciryit.

Dovg. liryu,W,»

V. Wary.

UNWARNYST, part. pa. Not warned, S.

Unicarnistly, without previous warning.

Thay tho a«semblit to the fray in hy.

And flokkis furth rycht fast vntcarnistly.

Dong. IVyu\», 14

Improvisi, Virg. V. Warms.

[UNWAUK1T, adj. Not fulled, S.]

UNWEEL, adj. 1. Ailing, S.

•• Dinna teU me of your son's iUiiess, Mause!^H»

he been sincerely iwi«e/t ye would hae been «^
Tower wi

f daylight to get something thst wad do tm

gude.
w Tales of my Landlord, u. 146. ..

Mr. Todd has adopted UmctU as an t. wort is «-

sense.

2. Sickly, of an ailing constitution, S.

UNWEMMYT, part. adj. Unspotted, f*

stained. [Unscarred, Barl>our, xx.34..j

Thou tuke mank)-nd of ane rn term*vfMavl,

inclosit within ane v^^^&, jftft

A.-S. mn^watmmt. vn-waemmnl, immacuUtw,+

teraeratus. Maria mnwaemme ; Mana unmacou-'

Cod. Exon. ap. Lye. V. Wemeles, synon.

UNWERD, *. Sad fate, misfortune, min, *

Rudd.
A.-S. «»-wyrrf, infortunium. V. Weri».

N 4
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UNWINNABLE, Unwynnabill, adj. Im-
pregnable.
" This crag it callit the Bas unwynnabill be ingyne

of man." Bellend. Dcscr. Alb., c. 9. Ioexpugnabile,
Boeth.
"There were some shots shot at the house, and

tome from the house, but the assailants finding the
place umnnuablr, by nature of great strength, without
great skaith, left the place without uiickle loss on
either side." Spalding, 1. 228.

This is nearly allied to A.-S. un-ivinna, invincibilis ;

from winn-an, vincere.

UNWINXE, adj. Unpleasant.
The leuedi of heighe kenne,

His woundia schewe sche lete

;

To wite his wo unxcinne,
So grimly he can grete.

Sir Tristrem, p. 78, st 11.

A.-S. un-tcinsum, injucundus, inanioenus, asper. V.
Wix.

UNWOLLIT, part. adj. Without wool, hav-
ing the wool taken off.

"Small wn woWt skynnis, sic as hoyg [hog] schor-
Ungis, scadlingis & futfailL" Aberd. Keg., A. 1538,
V. 16.

UNWROKIN, part. pa. Unrevenged.
And sayand this, hir mouth fast thristis sche
Doun iu the bed : Vntavkin sail we de ?

Doug. Virgil, 123, 17.

Inultae, Virg.

A.-S. vn-wrecen, inultus ; from un, negat. and icrec-

on, ulcisci, wreog-an, id. V. Wraik, Wroik.

UNYEMENT, s. Ointment.
*' Quhcn Schir James Douglas was chosyn as maist

worthy of all Scotland to pas with Kyng Robertis hart
to the haly land, he put it in aue cais of gold with ar-

romitike and precious nnyementis." Bellend. Cron., B.
xv. t c. 1. Lat. unguent-um.

** The unyementis & drogareis that our forbearis usit

mycht not cure the new maledyis." Ibid. FoL 17, b.

UP, adv. 1. Denoting the state of being open.
u Set up the door," open the door, S.

Su.-O. upp, id. Denotat quamvis aperturam : Lota
mpp doerrtn, portam aperire ; Ihre. This learned
writer observes, that in this sense it has no affinity to
mpp, denoting motion towards a higher place, but is

allied to offen, oepen, apertus, E. open. Germ, auf is

used in the same sense. V. To. Some view IsL op,

the same with Gr. 6wtf, foramen, as the radical term.

[2. Out of bed ; risen ; as, u I've been up twa
hours/* S.]

3. Used to denote the vacation of a court, or

rising of a meeting of any kind. The Ses-

sion is up; the Court of Session is not
meeting at present, S.

•'The Duke said—that when he spoke, all men being
upon their feet, and out of their places, he conceiv'd
the house had been up." Clarendon's Hist. B. 4,

p. 408.

^
This is an ellipsis, signifying that the members have

risen up, that the meeting has broken op ; or, it con-
veys the idea of openness, as in sense 1 ; a court being
sometimes said to sit down, and at other times to be
enclosed. [V. Tyle, v.]

[4. Over, ended, completed ; implying failure,

loss, adverse decision, &c; as, ** It's a* up wi*

him now," S.]

5. Often used as a «. Ups and Downs,
changes, vicissitudes, alternations of pros-

perity and adversity, S.

"It was the observe and saying of several solid

Christians, especially Mr. John Dick,—that ho had
always had many m/w and doumn in his case, wann
blinks and clouds, but especially from the time that
he took tho wrong end of that plea, in pleading in

favour of the Indulgence." Walker's Remark. Pas-

sages, p. 14S.

I've told you how a gospel church
Was first brought to our nation,

And touched at her ups and downs,
E'en since her first foundation.

Scotland's Glory and Shame, p. 2.

Neither up nor doun. In the same state,

without any discernible difference, S.

Up-by, Up-bye, adv. 1. Applied to an object

at some little distance, to which one must
approach by ascending, S.

Up-by the Iambic's lying yonder styth,

Ross's Jielenore, p. 15.

" Frank Kennedy will shew you the penalties in the
act, and ye ken yoursell they used to put their run
goods into the auld Place of Ellangowan up bye there."

Guy Mannedng.
** O, woman, we've been ta'en up wi' Captain Hec-

tor's wound up bye, that I have na had my fit out ower
the door this fortnight." Antiquary, ii. 278.
" Up4>ye, a little way higher on ; GL Antiq.

2. To come up by, to approach, as giving the

idea of ascent, or to come above others, S.

Up wt. Even with, quit with ; often used

when one threatens retaliation ; as, " Tse
be up wt him for that/' S.

A metaph. or borrowed sense, from the hope enter-

tained, or the exertions made, by one who has fallen

behind in a journey, to overtake the person who has

got before him.

UP-A-LAND, adj. " At a distance from the

sea, in the country; rustic ;" GL Sibb.

V. Uplands.

To UP-BANG, v. a. To force to rise, espe-

cially by bearing.

By sting and ling they did up-bang her,

And bare her down between them.
To Duncan's burn.

Mare o/Collingt<m, Watson's Coll., i. 48.

i. e., They forced her to get upon her feet, partly by
beating, and partly by raising her by means of a rope.

V. Bang ; also Stixo and Lino.

1. To build up,To UPBIG, \\
r
PBio, v. a.

Aberd. Keg.

2. To rebuild.

—"Thairfoir the saids Lordis ordanis all paroche
kirkis within this realme quhilkis ar decayitand fallen

downe, to be reparit ami rpbiggit ; and quhair thai ar
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rnynous and faltie, to be mendit." SetV. Stirling, A.

1663, Keith's Hist., p. 420.

Sir. upbygg-a, to build op.

3. Filled with high appreheusion of one's

self, S.

To UPBRED, v. a. To set in order; to.

upbred burdis, to set tables in order for a

meal.

All thus thay move to the meit : and the Marschale

Gut bring watter to wesche, of a well cleir :

That wen the Falcone so fair, frely but faile

Bad bernis burdis upbred, with a blyth chere.

Uoulate, iii. 4.

V. Braid up the burde.

[UPBRING, Upbrinoin, s. Education;

training; board and lodging till a child

comes of age ; also, the cost of them, S.]

To UP-BULLER, v. a. To boil or throw

up. V. BlJLLER, V.

I
To UPCAST, v. a. and it. To turn over, to

taunt, Clydes., Bauffs.]

Upcast, *. Taunt, reproach, S.

With blyth vjtcast And merry countenance,

The elder sister then speinl at her gv*t,

Gif that echo tbocht be reson diffcrance

Betwixt that chalmer and her sary nest.

Henrysone, Em-green, L 150l

•'This did never occasion bitter reflections, or was
their upcast before the world, that they trusted God in

a day of strait and were not helped." Fleming's Ful-

illing, p. 29. V. Cast Up, v.

2. The state of being overturned, S. A.
•• What wi' the upcast and terror that I got a wee

while syne, and what wi' the bit taste that fl>ehoved

to take or the bit plottie while I was making it, my
bead is sair enough stressed the night already." St.

Rooan, iii. 43.

Upcasting, *. The rising of clouds above

the horizon, especiallyas threatening rain,S.

In this sense it is also said, It's beginning to

cast up, i.e., The sky begins to be overcast, E.

UPCOIL, s. A kind of game with balls.

And now in May to madynnis fawis,

With tymmer wechtis to trip in ringis,

And to play rpcoil with the bawls.

Scott, Evergreen, ii. 186, MS.

This seems to refer to the ancient customs of tossing

op different balls into the air, and catching them before

they reached the ground. V. Strutt's Sports and Pas-

times, p. 132.

UPCOME, Vpcome, s. [1. Way up; lit.,

up-coming, Barbour, vi. 167.]

2. Promising appearance, ground of expec-

tation as to the future ; the idea being

probably borrowed from the first appearance

of the lraira\ or blade after sowing.

•'The King on a time was discoursing at table of the

personages of men, and by all mens confession the pre-

rogative was adjudged to the Enrle of Angus. A cour«

tier that was by (one Spcnse of Kilspindic), whether

3. Adva growth, S.

••I ha he promise*

fair accc i- 27-

A.-S. Bpringing or

coming i btum est

To UPDAW, v. n. To dawn.
Thus draif thai our that deir nicbt with daubing [tad

chere]

;

Quhill that the day did uptime
Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 61

Belg. op-daag-en, to rise, to appear, is given by Sewel,

as a compound term from daag-en , to dawn. V. Daw, r.

UPDORROK, adj. Worn out, Slietl. ; from

Isl. uppt
and tfiroaVa, also, thrug-a, urgere,

premere. Throk-a is also expl. Aegre se

continere, sustentare ; Ilaldorson.

UP-DRINKING, *. An entertainment

given to gossips after the recover}" of a fe-

male from child-bearing, Pertlis. V. Vp-

sittixg.
nothcr's recovery, which

termed the up-tiriskisfr

whether I should arrive

r in the army.
H Camp-

itance of the mother be-

ing able to get up or out of bed. This in Angus is, fer

the same reason, called the//- orfoot-ale.

[UPFESS, v. and s. Same with Upbring,

Bauffs.

UP-FUIRDAYS. Up before sunrise, Roxb.

V. Furb-Days.

UPGAE, s. An interruption or break ip a

mineral stratum, which holds its direction

upwards.
" Some again making their rise much more than their

course,—they call up-gaes." Sinclair's Misc. Obs.

Hydrost., p. 278.

Upgang, s. 1. Aii ascent, an acclivity.

Bot his horss, that wes Iwrn down,
Combryt thaim the trpgany to ta.

Barbour, vi 141, MS.

On the south halff, quhar James was,

la ane wpgang, a narow pass.
,

Ibid, tul 33, MS.

2. The act of ascending, S.
•• Maybe we will win there the night yet,—though

our minuy here's rather dreigh in the upgang" Heart

M. Loth., iii. 88.

3. A sudden increase of wind and sea; gener-

ally applied to the weather, Shctl.

A.-S. up-gang, ascensus ; up-gang-an, sursum ire, a*

cendere.

UPGASTANG, s. A species of loom an-

ciently used in Orkney. V. Vadmell.
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UPGESTRY, OroESTERr, Opoestkib, *.

A custom, according to which an udallcr
may transfer his property, on condition of
receiving a sustenance for life.

•* There was a law in Shetland empowering possessors
of ndaJ lands with the consent of their heirs, to dispose
of their patrimony to any person who would undertake
their support for life. Whence the law, by which
estates could he alienated from the udal-boro for such
a purpose, was named the custom of opgestery."
Hibbert's Shetl. Isl., p. 331.
"I the said Freia [Kasmusdochter] and my husband

Ingillbrycht Nickellnoin [r. sone], grantis us weill
content—for our £iiid will and overccom of our said
mother, to the said Wm. and his airis for now and
ever, and that of opgestrie, be virtue off ane lawdabill
custooie and form of the cuntrye of opgesterie." &c.
Deed, A. 1602, ibid., p. 312.

Opgester, s. The name given to the
person^ received for permanent support,
according to this custom, ibid.

>
•* Such disponent were then received into the house

of their maintainer under the name of his opgestert,"
Hibbert, p. 311.

"I the said Freia—am become lawfull opgester to
the said Wm. to be sustenitt in meat and claith all the
davia of mv lyfetyme," kc. Deed ubi sup.

It would seem that g had been pronounced hard, as
the word is obviously compounded of the particle up
and Isl gest-urf giaest-ur, Su.-G. ga'tt, Dan. giest,

ke., hospes, q. one received as a guest ; or from Teut.
fasterijt, hospitium, q. reception to the enjoyment of
hospitality.

To UPGIF, v. a. To deliver up; an old
forensic term.

•' The lordis—decretis—that the said Williams erle
of Erole sail frely vpgif & restore agane to the said
Henri all & hale the said landis of Mekle Amage,"
4c Act Audit. A. 1488, p. 126.

•'The said erle sail frely vpgif the said landis with
the pertinentis & charteda tharof." Ibid. A. 1491,

p. 153.

XJpoiver, Vpgevar, s. One who delivers

up to another.

"And sail caus the pairties vpgevaris of the saidis
inventoores everie pairtie sultscryve his awin inventar
him selff gif he can wreate." Acts Ja. VI. 1621, Ed.
1814, p. 599.

Upoivtno, s. The act of giving and deliver-

ing op.
—" They subscribed rolls of the tenths given up by

•very subscriber, as they who had commission to
receive and see the opgiving of the same, but com-
missary Farquhar took up the payment." Spalding, i
259. •

Teut. op-gev-en, tradere, 8w. upgifv-a, to deliver up.

To UPHALD, Uphaud, v. a. 1. To sup-
port, to rnaiutain, to make provision for.
••We believe it is weall knawne till all your Wis-

doms, how that we uphaid an altar situate within the
Colledge Kirk of St. Giles, in the honour of God and
St. Mnngo our Patrone." Seal of Cause, A. 1505,
Blue Blanket, p. 53.

2. To warrant; as, to uphadd a horse sound,
to warrant him free of defect, S. uphowd,
id. A. Bor.

3. To furnish horses on a road for a mail,

stage, or diligeuce, S.

"It's Jamie Martingale, that furnishes tbe naigs
on contract, and uphaud'« them,—and I am not entitled
to make any stop, or to suffer prejudice by the like of
these accidents. Antiquary, l. 18.

To Uphaud, v. n. To affirm, to maintain, S.
"Sae ye uphaud ye had nae particulars to say to

my lord but about your aiu matters." Antiquary.
ii.334. .

* J

The E. v. Upliold, is not, as far as I have ob <erved,
used in this sense. It is indeed a metiph. or secon-
dary sense borrowed from the custom of pledging
one's self to support or maintain an assertion ut the
expence of life and limb. It resembles Maintain, q.
manu tonere.

Ufhald, Uphaud, Uphadin, *. 1. Support,
sustentation, S. uphadd.

'• Yit my hart feiring to displeis yow, as meikle in
the reiding heirof, as I delite me in the writing, I will
mak end, efter that I haue kissit your handis with als
pcit affectiouu as I pray God (O the ouly uphaid of my
lute) to giue yow lang aud blissit lyfe, and to me your
good fauour as the only uude that I desyro, and to the
quhilk I pretend." Buchanan's Detect. Q. Mary, Lett
11. i 3. a.

"The gentles tak a hantil uphadin." H. Blyd's
Contract, p. 7.

"The said princesse—has—assignit to the said Schir
Alexander to the uphaid of our said soueryn lord and
his sistris in the forsaid castel to his said age iiij"J

markis of the vsuale mone of Scotlande, the whilki
war assignit to hir be the said thre estatis and for the
same cans." Acts Ja. II.. A. 1439, Ed. 181*1, p. 54.

2. The act of upholding a building, so as to

prevent its falling to decay, by giving it

necessary repairs ; or the obligation to do
so; S. Uphaud.
"Quhair the haill tenement eftir it be biggit be set

in few within the auale thairof [i.e., nnder the proper
rent,] for the vnhald of the samin, and beis bnnt, gif
the fewar may be compellit to bic the samin vpone his
awin expensis or not V Acts Mary, 1555. Ed. 1814.
p. 490.—"The principall— regentis &c. hes evir bene in vse
& costome to remane within the said citye of the auld
toun of Aberdene, and to sit and hald the cousistorie
and college thairin—as priuilegis, immuniteis and
vphaldis of the said citye, and quhairof it hes bene in
posscssioune, and thairwith vphaldin t now and in all
tymea bygane." Acts Ja. VI., 1597, Ed. 1814, p. 154.

Su.-G. unpehaelle, *\imom&; Ul.upheltde, sustentatio,
sustentaculum, victualia. The term is used, S. for
means of bodily support, or as denoting a*person who
supports another iu this respect.

UPHALIE DAY, Vphaly day. The first

day after the termination of the Christinas
holidays.
"That lettrez be writtin—to charge thaim to tak

the said preif before thaim the morne eftir Vphalyday,"
&c. Act Audit., A. 1494, p. 206. V. Girth, sense 3.

It is written Oujtfialliday, Abcrd. Reg. "Betuix
this & Ouphalliday, uixt to cum." A. 1541, V. 17.

To UPHAUE, v. a. Apparently, to heave
up. " To uphaue the sentrice of the bri<*

;"

Aberd. Keg., A. 1521, V. 11.

A.-8. vp-hef-an, up-aheaf-an, levare, exaltare.
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To liftTo UP-HE\ Upihe, Upjieis, v. a.

up, to exalt ; pret. vpheit.

Full ftw there bene, quhom heich aboue the skyis

Tta. «fc.t «rt.w b- ™tt^l îrgil> W7i ».

Bam, wardly honour to up kie,

Getis to thame that nothing neidis.ueus u> ««—
DMH^ar; Bannalyne Poem*, p. 48.

And tonerae vertew, spred so fer on brede Is,

8el mak thame goddis, and thame deny,

AodU— **• f«ll hU, aho.,.0* *^tf> ^^ M

••From high or Ay, q. d. n^yer* ;'' Rudd. But

A.-S. «j>-A^eignifiee, sublimis ; and A^-oii is used as

, f.
DiuoyAoy^,Belg.oMooi7-fn, to exalt. V.Hl,*.

UPHEELD, part. pa. Carried upwards.

The bettir port of me sail be vphcild,

Aboo. th. ***» P-Jt-J;^c^ «o, 37.

A.-S. «/», and kyld-an, iuclinare.

To UPHEIS, r. a. To exalt, S. V. Uphe.

To UPHEUE, r. a. To lift up.

The fader Eneas astonyst wox sum dele,

Desinta this sing said betakin sele,

His handis baith rpheuii towart the heuyu,

And thus can mek his bone with myld stevyn.*^ 8
Doug. Virgil, 476, 87.

A.-S. up-kef-an, up-ahasf-an, levare, Isl. upphef-ia,

oxaltare, Su.-0. uppJuv/w-a, id.

UPHOUG, s. Ruin, bankruptcy, Shetl.

Don. opkugg-er, disseoo, ictu dUcutio, Baden ; q.

to hew up by the roots. Isl. kaug, and hogg, signify

caedee, poena, frum the t. haugg-va, caedere ; and

hence the phrase Leitla til haugga, ad caedeni pro-

ducere; Verel. Ind., p. 111.

UPHYNT,/xir*. pa. Snatched up, plucked up.

Als sone as first the goddis omnipotent

Be sum signis or takmni* lyst consent,

Hie enseoyeis and baneris be ttphynt,—

8. ,. 1 »ddr >» th»n but d.U^ ^ ^ w
V. Hint.

UPLANDS, Up of Land, Upon-land, Up-

plane, adj. 1. Living in the coun-

try, as distinguished from the town.

•• Ane Barges may poynd ane vplaml* man, or the

Burses of ane other burgh, within or without the time

of market, within or without the house. Burrow

Lawes, c. 3, s. 1. Fori*, habitantes, Lat.

This term, as Mr. Pinkerton observes, is equivalent

to lamlwari frequently used in our laws, as opposed to

borough.

2. Rustic, unpolished.

Thus sang ane bnrd with voce upplane ;
" All erdly joy returnis in pane."

Dunbar, Dannalyne Poems, p. 87.

John Up-o* land's Complaint, is the title of one of

our old poems. Ibid., p. 114, borrowed perhaps from

Chaucer's Jaete Uplanae.

A.-S. uiflaml, highland, a hilly country or region ;

also, a midland country far from the sea. Up-lamlisc

man. monticola, rusticus, one that dwelieth on a hilly

or mountainous soil, or far from the sea coast ; Sornner.

To ealcnn cyreran uppeland; To every country kirk ;

Chron. Sax., 192, &4.

Upland Shooe. A sort of rullion, or a sW

made of an undressed bide with the hair

on it. . ^ * a
•• Pero, peronts, an up-land $hooc* Despaot. Una,

G. Douglas renders crndus pero of Virgil by row*

rilling.

• To UPLIFT, v. a. To collect ; applied to

money, &c., a juridical tenn, S.

•• His father the marquis was at court, seeking to,

defend his sheriffship*, whilk he could not getdowt

and therefore returned home again, leaving taw sonui

lord Gordon behind him to uplift tho pnees tbeieoi.

Spalding's Troubles, i. 20.
,

"He returns home to Aberdeen from M**™
upon the 4th of December, and again begins to »/W

the tenths and twentieths within his division, iw*-

The v. in E. merely sigui6es "to raise aloft" S».

upltfl-a, to lift up.

Uplifter, Vplifter, s. A collector.

—••The officiaris chargcit for the said tsxauou.

vpliflerU and recevaris of the wmin hwbene^
afiouing to thame seltis of greit and extraordiner w»

for their seruice, ouhilk wiu.ane greit imping•**
former taxatioun> Acts Ja. VI., 1507, Ed. 1SU.P-

146.

Uplifting, *. Collection, exaction.

••There followed the uplifting of the
f

tenths and

twentieths through the country, and also oi w»

farms.'* Spalding, i. 290.

Upliftit, part. adj. Elated, uuder the

influence of pride, S.

••I wassae upliflU I could hardly ait on my l*h

and I saw my father was proud o' his ««»£"
j

ca'ed me,—that made me ten times waur. renu «

Man, ii. 229.

[UPLlNS,acfo. Upwards, Clydes.]

To UPLOIP, v. n. To ascend with rapidity

to rise quickly to an elevated station.

The Cadger dims, new cleikit from the creiU,

And ladds uploius to Lordships all thair Una...

kotitgomerie, MZChron. & P., ul^
Teut. oploop-tn, sursum currere, sursum itm

Loup, v.

[To UPMAK, v. n. To build up, competi;

sate; to supplywherethere is a deficiency^ J

Upmak, s. 1. A contrivance, an invention.

S.B.

2. Composition, S. B.

He held the bink side in an endless gsoff,

Wi* cutchie glees, some o' his sin uf>-»afc,

Which a* confess he had an unco knack. .

Tarras't r«stt, f *

3. A fabrication, Aberd.

Teut. op-maeck-en, construerc ; ornate oonficer*

UPPAL, Uppil, *. 1. Support; corrupt

from Uphald, Aberd.

This term occurs in a Prov. common in that v»W

which is not expressive of much sensibility: \

death o' wives, and the luck o' sheep, are a pwrc
uppaL"
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2. Chief delight, ruling desire, ibid.

Perhaps Uppil, adj. should be written tfppal, as

haying- a common origin.

Uppil, adj. Uppil aboon, clear over-head, a

phrase applied to the atmosphere, S. B.

This phrase is pure Goth. Sw. uphaalls mender, dry
weather; from uphaalla, to bear up. Jfaalla up is

used in the same sense in which we say. It will hadd
up, i.e., There will be no rain. Det haaller uppe, {om
regn). It holds up. Jag vilt gaa ut, om dete bara
haaller uppe ; I will go out, if it does but hold up

;

Wideg. Hence,

To Uppil, v. h. To clear up, South and
West of S.
" When the weather at any time has been wet and

ceases to be so, we say it is uppled." Gall. Enc. vo.

Upple.

UPPINS, adv. A little way upwards, as

Dounnins, a little way downwards.

Uppish, adj. Aspiring, ambitious, S. from
up, denoting ascent ; like Su.-G. ypp-a,

elevare, and yppig* superbus, vanus, from
uppf sursum.

But the Earl of Glencairn was arrived at Perth be-

fore these three commissioners could reach it, where
they found the multitude much more uppish than for-

merly." Keith's Hist., p. 88.

Here it properly signifies that the multitude were
rising in their demands, and more hard to deal with
than they had been before Glencairn's arrival.
" Besides, she is getting uppish notions, from sitting

ud like a lady from morning to night." Cottagers of

Glenburnie, p. 37.

[To UPPLEUSE, v. a. To disclose, dis-

cover, Shetl.]

UP-PUT, *. The power of secreting, so as

to prevent discovery.

Tho he can swear from side to side,

And lye, I think he cannot hide
He ha* been several timet affronted

By slie backspearers. and accounted
An emptie rogue. They are not fitt

For stealth, that want a good up-put.
ClelancTs Poems, p. 101.

Up-putting, Up-puttin, Up-pittin, *. 1.

Erection.
" They came all riding up the gate to St. Machar's

kirk—to take down the portraiture of the blessed Vir-

gin Mary and our Saviour in her arms, that had stood

since the up-putting thereof, in curious work.'* Spald-

ing, i. 246.

2. Lodging; entertainment whether for

man or horses ; as, " gnde up-putting" S.
•• Is it not the most extraordinary thing iu this

world wide, that you, that have free up-putting--bcd,

boarding, and washing,—and twelve pounds sterling a-

year, just to look after that boy, should let him out
of your sight for twa or three hours V* Guy Man-
nenng, i. 140.
" I tell

fd ye the cratur had gudc up-pittin, but it's

lang sin' ony ane entered this place but herseL" St.

Johnstoun, Ac. i. 252.

3. A place, a situation ; as, " I've gotten a

gude up-pittin now."

"I'm nae rich yoeuian ! I'm naethine but a poor
berried, forsaken, reduced auld man t f hae nae up-
putting for ought better than a flea." Perils of Man.
lit. 205.

To UPRAX, v. a. To stretch upwards, to

erect.

Vnrsaal him he has amvd the place,

AJ* big as Athon, the hio mont in Trace.
Doug. Virgil, 437, 2.

V. Rax.

To UPREND, v. a. To render or give up.

Ane fer mare panand saule I offer the,

And victour eik my craft and wappinnis fare
Vprtndis here for now and euermare.

Doug. Virgil, 144, 2.

UPREUIN, part. pa. Tom up.
Bot eftir that the third sionn of treis,

Apoun the aandis sittand on my kneis,

I bchupe to haue upreuU with mare ureis.

Doug. Virgil, 68, 23.

UPRIGUT BUR, s. The Lycopodium selago,

Linn.

"The upright bur, which grows in flat bogs, and
is much more powerful than the creeping bur, is ly-

copodium stingo." App. Agr. Surv. Caithn., p. 197.

To UPSET, v. a. 1. To set up, to fix in a
particular situation.

" Their chief and first charge and study is, and
should bee, to advance the glory of God, by maintaining
and upsetting true preachers of the word, reforming of
religion, and subversion of idolatry." Proclamation,
A. 1559, Keith's Hist, p. 111.

2. To confirm ; to make good.
" Our soueraue lord,—in respect of the said mor-

owing gift, aa faithfullie and solempuitlie promesit
to be rpsett and maid gude decernis and deelaria," Ac.
Acts Ja. VI., 1593, Ed. 1814, p. 261.

3. To refund, to repair.

" Gif it happinis the ship or godis to cum in on

v

danger in the maister's default,—throw putting furtn
of insufficient towis, then ho is bund and oblist to
upset the skaith, as far as he is worth, or may be able
to pay." Ship Lawis, Balfour's Pract, p. 618.
In the tame sense, I suppose, must' we understand

the phrase as used in Aberd. Reg., "to trpset the
akaichtr Cent 16.

There is a similar phrase in Sw. Ersaetta en skada,
to repair or make np a loss ; er being equivalent to
Lat. re.

4. To recover from; applied to a hurt,

affliction, or calamity, S. win aboon, synon.

Folk as stout an* clever,

As ony sbearin* here,

Hae gotten skaith they never
Upset for mony year.

A. Douglas's Poems, p. 123.

" There is such a great lose and domagc in this one
thing we call deccitc will neuer be vpset : all the kings
and doctors vnder heauen will neuer set vp thy lose

thou getst by defection." RoIIock on 2 Thes., p. 53.

The idea is borrowed from setting up something that
has fallen or been overturned ; Tout, opsctt-en, Sw.
mpsaet-a.

5. To overset, to overturn; as, to upset a
cart, boat, &c. by making the one side to
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rise so much above the other as to lose the

proper balance, S. also used as v. w. in the
same sense.

Upset, Vpsett, s. 1. The admission of

one to the freedom of any trade in a burgh.

"And quhat persons that shall happen to be ad-
mitted frie men or master to the saidis crafts, or oc-

cudys any part of the same, shall pay for his entrio

at his upset, five pounds usual mouey of Scotiaud," Ac.
8eal of Cause, A. 1505, Blue Blanket, p. 56.
" That thair be in the haill toun [l>ot ane] collectioun

and ane pars, not peculiars to ouy ane bot comraoun
to all of the haill dewiteis and casualitein call it the
entres silner of prentises, vpstttis, oulklie penneis,
vnlawis.—The merchand prenteis—to nay at his entrie
—xxx s. and at his rjtsett or end of nis prentieschip
fyve pundis." Acts Ja. VI., 1584, Ed. 1814, p. 363-4.

2. The money paid in order to one's being ad-

mitted into any trade.

"It is weall knawnc,—how that wo nphauld sn
altar, ftc, snd has nae importance to uphauld the
same, but our sober oukleyc penny and upsets" Ibid.

p. 55.

Tent, op-sett-en, constituere, instituere ; er perhaps
we may refer to the v. as signifying aperire, reclu-

dere, as denoting that the door of freedom is opened
to one who is previously bound.

3. Insurrection, mutiny.
And in the caws of that wpset,

That wyolent wes than ana gret,

The Byschape of Lyndrn scho gert be
Hey hangyd a-pon gallow tre.

Wyntoum, viii. 22, 47.

Su.-O. uppmet, machinatio, O.Teut. opset, insidiae,

Mod. Sax. upsaie, seditio ; from saett-a, to lay snares.

Synon. Isl. uppsteyt, Sw. «;>/o/>, rcbellio.

Upset-price. The price at which any goods
ore exposed to sale by auction, S.

Tent, op-setten eenen prijs, praemium proponere.

Upsetter, Vpsettar, *. One who fixes, sets

or sticks up ; used as to placards.

"The first sear & findar thairof salhe punist in
the samin miner as the first inventar, writtar, tynar,
and vpsettar of the samin, gif he wcr apprehendit."
Acts Mary, 1507, Ed. 1814, p. 522.

Upsetting part. adj. 1. Applied to those

who aim at higher things than their situa-

tion in life entitles them to, aping the
modes of superiors, S.
" Upsetting cutty ! I mind her fou weel, when she

dreed penance of ante-nup H
St. Ronan, i. 34.

"He was very vogie with the notion of making a
speech before the council, for he was an upsetting young
man." The Provost, p. 358.

•* Up-setting, conceited ; assuming ;'* GL Antiq.
Tent, op~setten, erigere, tollere,

2. Improperly used as signifying vehement.
"But the minister's ayo sae upsetting about ricKes an'

ffryte fook ; an' he had something about that, and Mr.
Allan has never entered the door sin syne. " Glenfergus,

1340.

3. Upsetting-lilce, having the appearance of

a spirit of assumption and self-elevation, S.

— '•
' I can tell you he is no favourite in s certain

quarter.' ' I dinna wonder at it, for he's s prowl,

upsetting-like puppy.' " Inheritance, ii. 36*2.

Upsetting, *. Assumption of right, aspiring

or ambitious conduct, S.

"Weel, I declare if e ~r I heard the like of sic

upsetting. I won'er what business either you or him

hae to consenting or none consenting." The Entail,

ii. 268.

UPSIILAAG, 8. A thaw, Shetl.

Isl. upp, uaidslnyi, humiditas, deliqucacentia, (whence

hhujna, aud slaka-a, mollcscere, humesccre), flut-r,

remissus ; slagg, mixta nive pluvia.

UPSIDES, adv. Quits, q. on an equal foot,

S.
•• 1*11 gee fyfteen shilling to thee, cnitkit carl,

For a frieud to him ye kytlie to mc

;

Gin ye*ll take me to the wicht Wallace
;

For upsides wi'm I mean to be.
M

Janueson's Popul. Ball., it 17U

UPSITTEX, part.pa. Listless, callous ; ap-

plied to those who, regardless both of

mercies and of judgments, refuse to make

any progress in religion, or to reform what

is wrong, S.

"When Historian Wodrow, with the lukewarm,

backslidden and ujwtten Ministers, he with his pes,

and they with their tongues, are saying, that many of

these Martyrs suffered for their wild opinions; one

thing they much insist upon, is, That Uiey vcould xmr

frayfor the King. They were not bid to do this aloot,

but to satisfy them of all their other wicked opinion*;

and it was not salvation to his soul they would suffer

them to pray for, but preservation to his body, id
lengthning out of his days, that he might exercise

more tyranny." Walker's Remark. Passages, p. 142.

Teut. op-sitt-en, insiders, to sit down upon.

[Upsittixo, s. A merry-making after the

baptism of a child, S.]

To UPSKAIL, v. a. To scatter upwards, S.

And sic fowill tall is, to sweip the calsay clcne,

The dust vpsJLttillis.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 44, st 15.

V. Note, p. 256. V. Skail, v.

UPSTART, 8. A stick set upon the top of

a wall, in forming the wooden work of a

thatch-roof, but not reaching the summit, S.

•€ Over these were hung sticks about the thickness

of a man's arm, called eabfrrs ; and smaller ones set oo

the top of the wall were termed tt]>starts.
n

Agr. Soft.

Ayrs., p. 114.

To UPSTEXD, v. n. To spring up.

Cpstendit than the stalvart stele on hicht,

And with his hell* flang vp in the are.

Doug. Virgil, 352,50-

Tollit se adrectum ; Virg. V. Stesd.

Upstext, part. pa. Erected.
At euery sanctuary and altare vpslent,

In karrolling the lusty UuhU* went.
Doug. l'iVy.7, 266, 50.

From Teut. op and sian, stabdire, or •/?»*•«».

fulcire.
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UPST1RRING,*. Excitement.
"Heereupon all creatures in their kinde reioyce,—

the church lastly closeth the song; to shew, that as
from them it ought to begin, whereby all the rest may
magnify God ; so the singing of the rest should scrue
the ehnroh for a new upsihrmg to insist in his praise.'*
Forbes on the Revelation, p. 29, 30.

To UPSTOUR, v. n. To rise up in a dis-

turbed state, as dust in motion, or the spray
of the sea.

_ . Younder myeht thou se
The hierdys of hartis wyth there hedis hie
Oner spynoerand wyth swyft conrs the plane vale.
The heps of dust upttourand at there tale.

Dong. Fwytf, 105, 15.

—All the sey vpttouris, with an quhidder,
Ouerweltit with the henseU of the aria.

^ A"*. yi^gO, 268, 84.
V.SrorjB»v.

^^

UPSTRAUCHT,/wrf. Stretched, q. erected.
Bot sche than ah hate as tyre,—

Alicht, and to hir mait the hors beUfacht

;

At his desire anone on fate vpstraucht.
With ©quale armour bodiu wounder licht

V.STE.acHT.
*»**«*•.

UP-SUN, s. 1. After sunrise.
MThe precise question was, If an ejection may be

executed in the night-time, at least before sun-rising

;

or if it must be done with up*un ;—Though the sun
was not actually risen, yet we know there w a dilucu-
htm preceding it, that, for an hour before it, irradiates
and gilds the sky.—Yet the plurality found the ejection
illegal, being before sun-rising ; and therefore ordained

- Mr. William Gordon to be repossessed." Fount. Dec.
Suppl., ir. 562.

2. It was vpsttn, the sun was not set, Gallo-
way.

A similar phrase occurs in IsL Upvtrandi *>lt non-
dun occidens, superstes adhue supra borizootem.
Harb. 56, Edda Saemuncl ; literally up-being.
The phrase used in A.-S. is tumnan. uppgange

;

8o.-0. $olen$ upgaang, Teut opganek der seaaen. Per-
haps we ought to view np-sur* as an ellipsis, formed
from the A.-S. phraseology, Eodt tumna upp, exorie-
batur sol. Gen. 32. 31;

To UPTAK, v. a. 1. To understand, to com-
prehend, S.

2. To- collect, applied to money, fines, &c;
synon. Uplift ; to Take up, E.
_*'The Lordis of counsal may tak and constitute ane
Frocuratour and Factour for thame to raise and uptak
all nnlawis of ony persoun that tynis thair causis befoir
thame." Balfour's Pract., 404.
"John Hepburne was at that tyate prior general? of

St. Acdrois, and vptuik the profleittis thairof." Pits-
oottie's Cron., p. 292.

3. To make an inventory or list.

u
"They order how commissioners should be chosen to

nt three months at the council table in Edinburgh
their time about ;—and set down instructions in wntt
about all thir businesses, whilk bred great trouble
in uptaking of the rental, and number of men and
others above written." Spalding's Troubles, i. 103.

..
Sw. up-taga, and Dan. optage, si;jnifv to take up

literally. The Sir. verb has also serera!'metaphorical

Uptak, Uptakin,Uptaking, 8. 1. Apprehen-
sion, S.
"But Mr David, for all your malccontentment, it is

better titan you apprehend it : your errour proceeds
from tho wrong vptaking of the question." Bp.
Galloway's DikaioWie, p. 85.
"Ye maun ken I'm gay gleg at the uptak; .there

was never ony thing dune wi* hand but I learn'd gay
readily." Tales of my Landlord, iii. 19, 20.

"I can crack some wi' you, though ye're rather slow
i' the uptake ; but I can crack nane wi' a man that ca's
the streamers a Roara Boriawlis." Brownie of Bods-
beck, ii. 238.

2. The act of collecting or receiving, Aberd.
Reg.

3. Exaltation.
" The exalting of the childe, is the detection of the

Dragon, from heauen : and the detection of the Dragon
is the vptaking of the childe." Forbes on tho Revela-
tion, p. 103.

UPTENIT, fret. Obtained, Aberd. Reg.

UP-THROUGH, acfo. 1. In the upper part

of the country or higher district, Clydcs.,

Aberd. V. Do

u

nthrough.
2. Upwards, so as to pass through to the

other side, Clydes.

Up-tiirougii, adj. Living or situated in the
upper part of the country, Aberd.

UP-THROWIN, s. The vulgar term for

puking, J5.

Belg. opwerping, which literally signifies the act of
throwing up, is used in the same sense in relation to
the stomach.

UPTYING, s. The act of putting in bonds.

m

—"His captivity is not absolute, but in some spe-
ciall consideration ; and the degrees heere mentioned
shew, that then his rplying is to bee counted, wbeu in
that consideration hee is perfectly made fast, as taken,
shut up, locked on, and sealed." Forbes on the
Revelation, p. 217.

UPWARK, 8. Apparently, labour in the
inland, or uplandf as distinguished from
employment in fishing.

—M Upwark, quhen the fysching wes done :" Aberd.
Reg, V. 21.

VPWELT, pret. Threw up. V. Welt.

UPWITH, adv. 1. Upwards, S.

"As meikle upwith % as meikle downwith ;".S. Prov.

Ferguson, p. 2. "Spoken when a man has got a quick
advancement, and as sudden depression ;" Kelly, p.

2. As a *., To the upicith, taking a direction

upwards, S.

This is merely Isl. uppvid, sursum tenus ; G. Andr.
V. DoUNWlTH, OCTWITH.

Upwith, adj. Uphill, S.

To the next woorie twa mvil thai had to gang,
Off vjneith erde ; thai yeid with all thair mycht,
Gud hope thai had, for it was ner the nycht

Wallace, v. 101, MS,
V. preceding word.
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A.-S. up oth, sursum ad ; up oth hto/on, tunum ad
ooelum, Bed. 478, 13. V. Outwitii.

Upwitii, 8. An ascent, u rising ground.
** Will ye boo how the're spankin' lenc tho aide o*

thai green ujneith, an siccan a bracngal o th« m too f*

Saint Patrick, ii. 91.

To UPWKEILE, o. a. To raise or lift up
with considerable exertion.

8am on thare nek the grete cornes vpwrettU,
irewith spelis.

Doug. Virgil, 113, 54.
And oner the furria besely tharewith spelis.

—From the scharp rolk skalrclie with grete slicht

8ergestus gan vpwreilt his schip euil dicbt
iWi.136,43.

V. Wkeil.

UKE, s. Chance, fortune.

—Bot dryve the thing rycht to the end,

And tak the vre that God wald send.

Barbour, L 312, M&
" Lordingis, sen it is swa

" That vre rynnys again ws her,
" Gad is we pass off thar daunger.**

Ibid. IL 434, MS.

For thai thare ure wald with him ta,

Gyff that he eft war assaylyt swa.
Ibid, yi, 877, MS.

[O. Fr. ear, heur, M hap, lucke, fortune, chance,"
Cotgr. ; from Lat. augurium, augury.]
Mr. Macpherson thinks that, when this word has no

additiou, it ia "generally understood of good fortune "

Bot it seems to be used quite indefinitely. He refers

to Arm. O. Fr. tar, *' retained in banhear, matheur,
which etymologists derive from hrure, hour, as if the
words siguified metaphorically good hour, bad hour ;
whereas the meaning is obvious and simple without
any metaphor." Gl. Wynt.
Eur is used in the sense of hazard, Rom. de la Rose.

Teut. ure, vicissitudo.

URE, 8. « Practice, toil ;" Gl. Pink.

A thrid, muistres Marie ! make I pray

:

And put in uet thy worthie vertews aU.
For famous is your fleing fame ; I say,

Hyd not so haut a hairt in sluglsh thralL
Maitland Poems, p. 267.

In this sense it may be allied to Teut. ure, cummoditas,
temporis opportunitas ; Kilian.

This phrase occurs in O. E. "1 bring in vre, by long
accustom} nge of a thyng or condycion ;" Palsjrr. B.
iii, F. 175, a.

M
I put in vre, Je mets en exponenee ;—It shall be put in vre, or it be aught louse." Ibid.

F. 328, b.

Thin v. was anciently used in its simple form. " I
vre one, I accustuine hym to a thyng.—And he be
ones rred to it, he wyll do well ynougho." Ibid. F.
399, b.

It ia also used by Hooker. Skinner unnaturally
views it as contr. from Lat. vtnira.

Mr. Nares has properly referred to Norm. Fr. ure,

Kactice, use. Alise en ure, put in practice. Kelham's
ct. From lire, is the E. v. to Inure.

URE, *. Slow heat, as that proceeding from
embers ; also expl. a suffocating heat,

Tweedd.
Prob., Isl. t/r, striae, scu stricturae igniti ferri, G.

Andr. ; scintilla, Haldorson. The latter ^ivea Dan.funke,
(whence our $punk,) as synon. ; subjoining tho Isl.

phrase, Ur er a/ elfu jarni, seintillat ferrum candeiis.

.

In Gael, ur, signifies fire; and in Ir., according to
- O'Reilly, both the sun and fire. To the same fouutain
has been traced Lat. ur-ere, to burn.

VOL. IV.

URE, *. 1. "A kind of coloured haze,

which the sunt»caui.s make in the summer-

time, in passing through; that moisture

which the sun exhales from the land and

ocean;" Gall. Euc.

2. This is expl. " a haze in the air," Clydes.

"The mune be this was shinan clearly abuue a' vre."

Edin. Mag., Sept. 1818, p. 155.

This seems to be its meaning in the following

passage

—

Whiles glowring at the azure sky,
And loouiv ocean's ure.

Which PhoebUH makes when he is dry,

Thrang sooking waters pure.
Gall. Encyd., p. 133.

When the weather is very dry, it ia called dry art.

The east was blae, dry ure be?prea«l the hills.

Ibil

Perhaps originally the same with Isl. ur, pluvia. G.

Andr. ; ros, pluvia, Haldorson. V. Oorie. Or shall

we trace it to the same fountain with E. hoar, Isl. for,

mucor ? Lye has giveu A.-S. urigt as signifying caout,

hoary ; which would seem to indicate that there had

been an A.-S. a. in the form of ur.

URE, 8. The point of a weapon.
•• And gif he hurtis or defoulis with felonie assail-

yeand with edge or vre, he sail rcmaine in presoun but

remcid, quhill assyth be maid to the partie, and

amendia to the King or to the Lord, that it belangu to

as effeiris." Acts Ja. I., 1426, c. 108, Edit. 1506.

Etlgt or ure, i.e., ^fP^ or point. This is the same

with ord, onle, horde, O.E.

Hvs sword he drough out than,
Was scharp of egge, and ord.

Lybaeus, RiUon*s E.M.R., ii. 8L

Horn tok the maister hcved
That he him had byreveil.
And setto on is suerde, •

Aboven othen ortle.

Gestt Kyng Horn, Ibid, ii 117.

Mid speres ord hue stronge.

Ibid. ii. p. 149.

Swilk lose thai wan with speres horde,

Over al the world went the worde.
Vwaine and Gaurin, Ibid. L 3.

Su.-G. or, anc. aur, a weapon ; Isl. aurf an arrow.

Ord is merely the A.-S. term rendered acies, coipis.

•* the point of any thing, the point or edge of a weapon ;"

Sornner. Pcrhap3 they have some affinity to Isl. *
acer. Ure seems radically the same with Wyr, q. v.

URE, *. 1. Ore; in relation to metals, S.

In Lyde coutrc thou l»orn was. fa^t by
The pleutuons sulye, quharv the "oMin riuere

Pactolus warpis ou ground the goMin vre clere.

Doug. Virgil, 318, 41.

•* Doun-Crcigh was built with a strange kynd of

morter, by one l*aull Macktyre. This I doe take to bt

a kind of vre ; howsoever, this is most certaine, thai

ther hath not been seen ane harder kynd of morter."

Gordon's Hist. Earls of Sutbcrl., p. 8.

This evidently refers to a species of vitrification.

A.-S. ora, Belg. wr, oon; id.

2. The fur or crust which adheres to vessels

in consequence of liquids standing in them,

This seems only an oblique sense of the same word.

Hence,

Ury, adj. Furred, crusted, S.B.

o 4
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URE, 9. A denomination of land in Orkney
and Shetland; [also in Sweden.]
"In these parishes there arc 1618 merits 4 tires of

tod. An ure is the eighth part of a merk. The
dimensions of the merk vary not only in the different
parishes of Shetland, but in different towns of the
same parish ; and though in some of the towns, in these
united parishes, it will not measure above half a Scots
•ere, yet so much does it exceed the Scots acre in others,
that the whole of the arable land cannot be less than
1600 acres." P. Tingwall, Shetl. Statist. Ace. xxi.
27o.

The same mode of denomination is retained in Swe-
den. Apud agrimensores nostros oere, oer4ig, et
penning, est certa portio villae dividendae in suas
partes,—cujus ratio olim constitit in censu quern
pendebant agri, Ac. Ihre, vo. Oere.
v« Mniic. To what is said there, it may be added

if^ •

ora
*
ore

* was a denomination of money,
whether coined, or reckoned by weight, constituting
an ounce or the twelfth part of a pound. As this term
was introduced into E. by the Danes, it must have
been originally the same with Isl. auri, both the A.-S.
and the Isl. word signifying an ounce. Aurit est
octava pars marcae, tarn in fundo, quam in mobilibus

;
Verel. p. 23. The mode of reckoning, however, was
different

; IsL auri being the eighth part of a pound or

2 ~ *
F
?
r thc mark m Isl- contains eight ounces.

V. O. Andr., p. 175.

URE, s. Colour, tinge, S.B.
This may be allied to Belg. verw, Sw. /erg, id.

URE, *. Soil. An ill ure, a bad soil, Aug.
Ir. Gael *ir, mould, earth, dust ; IsL ur, gravelly

URE, 8. Sweat, perspiration, Ang. Hence,
tiry, clammy, covered with perspiration.

URE, 8. The dug or udder of any animal
particularly of a sheep or cow, Roxb.,
Dumfr. ; Lure, synon. S.

Dan. yver, yfwer, Isl. jugr, ju/r, id. These seem
radically the same with Lat. ti6er.

Uke-lock, 8. The name given to the locks
of wool growing round the udder of a sheep,
which are pulled off when it is near lambing-
time, to facilitate the admission of the
{oung to the udder of the dam, Roxb. V.
Fdderlock.

UREEN (Gr. "•), 8. A ewe, Shetl. Isl. aer,
ovis, agna; Verel. Haldorson gives this
as a plur. noun.

URF, Wurf, 8. 1. A stunted ill-grown
person, generally applied to children, Roxb.,
Ettr. For. ; synon. Or/, Loth.
" What ir ye, I say, ye bit useless weazel-blawn like

urf that ye're ? " Brownie of Bodsbeck, i. 116.

2. A crabbed or peevish person, but as im-
plying tlie idea of diminutive size, ibid.

This seems to be corr. from Wancolf, Wencouf, q. v.,
sense 2.

n

3. A fairy, Upp. Lanarks.
In allusion, it has been said, to the ugliness of the

elvish race ; but more probably to their diminutive
aize. V. Warf.

URISK, *. The name given to a satyr, in
the Highlands of S.

For there she said, did favs resort,
And satyrs* hold their sylvan court,
By rooon-lieht tread their mystic maze,
And blast the rash beholder's gaze.

Lady ofthe Lake, p. 133.

•The Urisi, or Highland satyr.

URISUM, Urusum, adj. 1. Troublesome,
vexatious.

Astablit 1yggis styl to sleip, and restis—
The lytil mydgis, and the vrusum fleis,

Lauborius emottis, and the bissy beis.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 450, d.

2. " S. frightful, terrifying ;" Rudd.
This seems allied to Su.-O. orolig, inquietus, (the

term sum being used instead of lig or like), from oro,
inquies, comp. of o, necat and ro, quies ; like Germ.
vnruAu, id. from un and ruhu. This exactly corres-
ponds to the sense; "the reMless flies." "V. Row,
rest.

URLUCH, adj. " Silly-looking," Gl. Ross.
Le., having a feeble and emaciated appear-
ance, S. B.

Ayont the pool I spy'd the lad that fell,

Droukit ana looking unco urluch like.

Ross*s Uelenore, p. 43.

In the first edit, of Ross's Helenore, this is written
Ourlack, p. 37.

Drouket and looking unko ourlach like.

It is pron. q. oorlagh. V. Wuef-likk.
Perhaps q. ooriclike, as chilled by cold, or in conse-

quence of being drenched with water ; as the person
referred to is supposed to have been nearly drowned.

I thought therein a lad was like to drown,
His feet yeed frae him, and his head went down.

V. OORIB.

But, perhaps, it is rather q. wurl-likc. V. Wroul
and Warwolf. The latter derivation seems confirmed
by the use of A. Bor. url, to look sickly ; ur/«f, stunted
in growth ; whence urling, a little dwarfish person.

To URN, v. a. To pain, to torture. V. Ern,
which is the pronunciation of Aberd.

Quhat I hailf had in wer befor this day,
Presonne and payne to this nycht was hot play

;

So bet 1 am with strakis sad and sar,
The cheyle wattir vrned me raekill mar ;

Eftir gret blud throu heitt in canId was brocht,
That off my lyff almost no thing I roucht

Wallace, v. 884, MS.
Wimed, Perth Edit. In Edit. 1648, it is altered still

more strangely

;

The shrill water then brunt me meikell more.

The term is still used, Ang. To urn the ee, to pain
the eye, as a mote or a grain of sand does. This term
might have been originally limited to what causes pain
by the sensation of heat ; as allied to Isl. orne, calor,
orn-a, calefacio, orn, focus. V. Verel. vo. Ornaz, and
G. Andr. A.-S. yrm-ed, signifies afflicted, tormented.
But we cannot view this as the origin of our term,
without supposing that it has been corrupted.

To URP, v. n. To become pettish, Aberd.
V. Orp, t>.
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URUS. The name given to the wild white
bull that was formerly so common iu the
Caledonian forest.

Although this is not a S. word, bat that used by
Lat. writers, I take notice of it io order to remark,
that it is obrioosly of Gothic formation, and has been
adopted by the Romans in that form, which, according
to the gemot of their language, most nearly expressed
the original sound. This is evidently Germ, auerochs,
also vr-oehs, " an are-ox, a buff, a wild bull

;

n Lud-
wig. A*r, or «r, signifies ferus nilvestris. Thas,
aurhan is a wild cock, vrkatte, a wild cat, urtchictin*
a wild swine, &c. Isl. ur and ure bavu the name mean-
ing with Germ, mr-ocks ; Urns, bubalus ; Ualdorson.

To USCHE', Usche, Vsche, v. n. To issue,

to go out ; same with Ische

He had sue vrevie postroun of his awin,
That he micht utchi, quhen him list, unknawin.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 70.

" Thare salbe euer ij« redy to vsche at the command
of the ward&ae of the est marchis," &c Pari. Ja, IIL.
1431, Ed. 1814, p. 14a

Usche, s. Issue, termination.

••That a prodamacioune be maid at the vsche of
this parliament, that nane of his lieges—be of anherd,
confort, help, supple, or commoune with ony of his
rebellis now forfalt," ftc Ibid. 14$?, p. 215.

To Ushe, v. a. To clear.

The Lords—" recommends to the Ordinary in the
Outter-hoose, from time to time, upon the petitioners
desyre, to order the bouse to be tutted and cleared/'
Act Sederunt, 3. Feb. 1685. V. Ische, p. a.

USE, s. Interest of money, Roxb.
•• L. R. us-us occurs in the same sense with wmria ;Du Cange. O. Fr. us is rendered usufruct ; En tos us,

en tout usufruit ; Roquefort.

• To USE, v. a. To frequent, to be accus-
tomed, to resort to.

••That our souerane lordis liegis. vsing thai partis
haue sic fredoume within the realme of France, &
boundis of the samvne, u'k as the Frenchemen has
within our souerane lordis realme and bundia." Acts
Ja. IV., 1491, Ed. 1814, p. 2S4.
This singular application of the term may hare been

borrowed from that of Lat. ut>or, as signifying to be
familiar with, as regarding persons ; or from the phrase
vin ttft, to travel on a certain road.

USTE, 8. The host, the sacrifice of the mass
in the church of Rome.
^"?c

.l
eac {mn}y that the hail body of Christ is in

the hail vste and also in ilk a part of the same, beleif
fsrmely thair is bot ane body of Christ in mony v»tis.
that is in syndry and mony altaris." Abp. Hamiltoun s
Catechismc, FoL 147, b.

[To USTE, Ust, v. a. To heat sweet milk
with a small quantity of butter-milk, till

the curd separates from the whey, Shetl.]

Usted, 8. The curd of butter-milk heated
with sweet milk, ibid.

[Ustin, *. Curds made without rennet, ibid.
V. Uste.]
Su.-G. wst-a, proa. Mst-a, Isl. id. (Fenn. juust-i,) coa-

gulare, yding, coa^ulatio ; lac concretum, a ten m
secernens ; oMr, Su.-G. and Dan. orf, Fens. jnuU,
oaseus. V. Ihre, to. 0«t. Amoor the Tartan ud
Turks 0-4NI denotes milk coagulated.

UTASS, Wtast. Corr. of Octaves.

Thau passit was Wtatf off Feuiryher,
And past off Marche off rycht dege*tioaae.

Wallace tl 1, MS.

UTELAUY, Wtelauy, *. Au outlaw.

Schir Nele Camhell, and othyr ma,
That I thair naiurs can nocUt say,
As wtelauys went mony day.

Barbour, ii. 48, JB.

A.-S. ut-laga, id. Isl. utlaegr, exul, extoms.

[UTERAL, adj. Frem'd, foreign; a term

applied to strangers, Shetl.]

UTERANCE, Utterance, *. 1. Extremity,

in any respect, as of exertion.

With al tharc force than at the c/*m^*v,
Thay pingil airis vp to bend and hale.

Doug. Virgk\Vk\VL

2. Extremity, as respecting distress, or im-

plying the idea of destruction.

Doun beting eik war with the Ethrurianis,
And ye also feil bodyis of Troianu,
That war not pat by Greikis to tUtanct.

Doug. rirgH,m,&
He confessed all the same, saying, "it was trw;

and that if the king's majesty and this realm were

once at a good peace and unity, they would all be

afraid of him, where now both divers lords and all the

clergy seem to be at utterance with him/' Sadler i

Papers, i. p. 126. This is the language of the £ of

Arran.
—"Assuring roe, that if those things come to any

utterance here among themselves, they will be itroag

enough for their adversaries, as he trusteth." Ibid,

p. 151.

This is properly written Outrance, q. v. At cafrsso,

in a state of the greatest discord.
V. Octraxce and Octryixo.

UTGIE, Utoien, s. Expense, expenditure,

S. q. giving out. Belg. ugtgaare, id.

To UTHERLOCK, r. a. To pull the wool

from a sheep's udder, that the lamb may

get at the teats, CIvdes. V. Udderlocx

UTH1R, Utuek, pron. Other. This is the

common orthography of Douglas and our

old writers. Wyntown uses both this and

otfiir.

UTOLE. [Symbol of infeftment.] V.

Penny Utole.
" Resignations are said to be made, in the tows of

Aberdeen, by delivery of a penny utole for itaffaai

baton. Law Case, E. of Aberdeen, v. Duncan, 25*

This phrase might, at first view, seem to hare ori-

ginated from L. B. octal-inm, utel-cia, utete, used to de-

note a certain measure of grain ; Mensura frument*

ria ; Du Cangc. But it is difficult to see how it eockl

apply in this sense. From some of the passa^s

quoted by this learned writer, indeed, it appear* that

it had at length become the denomination of s ctrw*

measure of land, most probably from the quantity of
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grain which this land would carry. That we not only
read, that Otlo gave—terram ad quator Octotias semen-
tis; bat the land itself was designed Octolium or
Octalium terra*, ager capiens scmims Octolium, as in

oar own country the vulgar express the small quanti-
ties of land possessed by individuals by "a hppie's

•awing,'' "a peck's sawing," Ac. V. Udal.

UTOUTH, prep. Without. V. Outwith.

[UTTERANCE, #. V. Uterance.]

UTTERIT, Pink. S. P. R., i. 165. V. Out-
TERIT.

UTWITH, adv. Beyond. V. Outwith.

[UVART (long »«)» odj. Unfrequented,
Shetl. Dan. uvant, unaccustomed.

J

[To UVEILTER, v. n. To welter, wallow,

Shetl. Dan. voetie sig> to roll oneself.]

1. Upper, in respect ofUVER, Uvir, adj.

situation, S.

"The part that lvis nercst to Nidisdaill is callit

Nethir Galloway. The tothir part that lyis abone Cre
is callit Uuir Galloway." Bellend. Dcscr. Alb., c. 6.

Afterwards it is written «rer.

A. Bor. trewr, upuer ; as, the uyrer lip. O. E. over,

id. Hardyng thus ucscribes the conduct of the Abbess
andNuns of Coldingham, during the inroads of Hungar
and Ubba, the Danish invaders.

For dread of the tyrauntes ii. fill cruel,

And their people cursed and ful of malice.

That rauisned nunnes, euer where they hard tel,

In her chapter, onteined againe their enemies,
8hulde not deffoule the>T clene virginitces ;

She cut her note off, and her ouer lipjie,

To make her lothe that she might from him sline.

Chron. Fol. 107, b.

2. Superior in power,

superiority, S.

V. Oun, id.

The uver hand, the

V.
V, in some of our old printed books, is invari-

ably used forW ; as in the Complaynt of

Scotland* It is not therefore to be sup-

posed that W was pron V. ; or that it was
even written in this manner. In MSS. these

letters are properly distinguished. Often
indeed W is written instead of V or U ; as

in grewys for grevys, grieves, lewys for levys,

lives. When it is thus used as a vowel, Mr.
Macpherson has marked it with two dots, in

this manner,W ; to distinguish it from W
consonant.

The reason why V is substituted in some old

books for W, most probably is, that as this

letter is not used by the French, these were

either printed in France, or, although the

product of the Scottish press, executed

either by Fr. compositors, or with Fr. types.

It may be observed that in S. books printed

in France, even where W is used, great

awkwardness appears. The capital letter is

frequently inserted in the middle of the

word. In other instances, for want of the

proper letter, v is doubled.

The words, therefore, printed with V as the in-

itial letter, will in general be found underW.
[VAADLE, e. A pool, Shetl. V. Vaadly.]

[VAALESS, adj. Handless, awkward,

Shetl.]

[To VAAR, v. a. To guide, direct, Shetl.]

[To VAAV, v. a. To fasten a soft bait on a
hook by tyiug a thread around it, Shetl.]

[To Vaavle, v. a. To strap securely, ibid.

Isl. va/t involucrum, involumen.]

VACANCE, s. Vacation, applied to courts,

schools, &c, S., Fr. L. B. vacant-ia.

"The consistory had no vacanee at this Yool, but
had little to do." Spalding, i. 331.—"The Lordis of counsell and sessionn hes bene in

rse in tyincs bygaine, to ryse the last day of Julij,

—

and to haue vacanee at Yule, Fastingis euin, Pasche,
ft Witsonday," Ax. Acts Ja. VI., 1567, Ed. 1814, p.
32.

(To VACH, v. a. To watch, guard, Barbour,

vi. 62.]

[Vacii. e. Watch, guard, ix. 818.]

[VACKEL, s. A reef of rocks, Shetl.]

VAD, *. Woad, Aberd. Reg.

[VADING, 8. Wading, Barbour, vii. 56.]

VADMELL, 8. A species of woollen cloth,

manufactured and worn in the Orkneys.
" The old men and women are just in the style of

their forefathers. As they are sprung from the Nor*
wcgians, they still continue to wear good strong black
clothes without dying, called by the ancient Norse,
Vadmell, and by them wrought in a loom called CTp-

ttagany ; but now wrought in the common manner."
P. fiirsay, Orkn. Statist. Ace, xiv. 3*26.

IsL vatimaal, pannus rusticus, sen vulgaris, Burillum,
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trilix, a votl ; O. Andr., 2-tt. According to Verel. it is

oomp. of tad, tcxtum, and mat, mensuratum vel men-
snrandum. The Vadmaal web in Iceland is legally

twenty-four ell-, in Denmark only twenty ; G. Andr.,

p. 250.

This cloth mint be often at least, what we call in S.

hcerlnl. For it is alto denominated Skaktvadinal, pan-

nas vilior obliquis filis textus ; Verel., n. 222. Skakt
has the same meaning with S. shacld. V. Shach.
The name of this cloth is not unknown in some coun-

ties in E. " Woadmel. A coarse hairy stuff made of

Iceland Weol, and brought from thence by our seamen
to Norfolk and Suffolk. " Grose's Prov., GL V. Wad-
mat, Ihre, vo. Wad.

[VAFAND,/>«r*./>r. Waving. V.Wawand.]

VAGE, Vaido, s. A voyage, Abcrd. Vdegey

also Weage, Aherd. Reg.,V. 15. V.Veadge,
and Viage. [Vaidg, Sketl.]

VAGEIT, part. pa. Vageit men, mercenary
troops.

" In the battle was slain Archibald Earl of Murray,
with divers other gentlemen, vage'U men and commons."
Pitscottie, p. 55. V. Wageour.

Vager, Vageoure, s. A mercenary soldier.

V. Wageour.

VAGGLE, s. A place where meat is hung
for the puqwse of being smoked, Shetl.

Isl. vagi, thelitis, pcrtica ; vagli, pertica in qua gal-

linae noctu quieacunt, metonymice pro toto gallinario
;

Verel. Sublica in structura domuum ; G. Andr.
8u.-G. wagel [pronounced vaget,] is defined by Ihre as
generally signifying the perch ou which fowls sit.

ut he says that, among the inhabitants of Gothland
aud of Iceland, it denotes " a beam laid transversely
over a stove or chimney. 1

' Apud Gothland* >s ita ap-
pellatur trabs, hypocausto transversim superimposita,
quae eadem vocis signiticatio apud Islandos.

To VAIG, Vague, v. n. 1. To wander, to

roam. Vagit, pret.

" Quhen Metellus hed vagit vp and doune there ane
lane; tyme, and hed put his host and armye in ignorance,

and his enemes in errour, eftir diuersc turnand coursis
athourtht the cuntrc, he retuniit suddanlvc to the for-

said tounc of Tribie, and laid ane sege about it or his

enemes var aducrtest to mak deffens." CompL S. f p.

172.

"She refused to settle at Rippon, which he had
appointed for her, but would vague and wander from
one place to another, contrary to his express com-
mands." Fount. D^c. Suppl., iv. 66S. V. Vaic, v.

The v. is still used, but especially as denotiug idle

wandering, S. as stravaig also is.

2. Metaph. applied to discourse.

"The King should be judge, if a minister vaig from
his text in pulpit." Mr. J. Mcllvill's MS. Mem., p. 323.

Isl. vag-a, vakk-a, vagor, G. Andr. Lat. vag-ari

;

Moes-G. A.-S. tcag-ian, Su.-G. wagga-a, Bclg. waeg-en,
fluctuare.

Vaig, Vaiger, s. A wandering fellow, a

vagrant, Mearns. [Applied also to females.]

But strip ve straight frae head to heel,

Ye vaig/ like skinnin of an eel.

Seattle's John o* Arnha*, p. 22.

" An act against vaigers [strollers] from their own

ministers—is past the committee without s contrary

voice." Bailhe's Lett., ii. 257. V. the ».

" Vaigares, adhautaris of ailhoussia," ic AbenL

Reg.

Vagixg, 8. The habit of strolling idly.

"That all the students in the several noitersiiHi

and colleges within the kingdom should be obliy*l 'o

wear constantly gowns during the* time of aittiu: 4
the colleges ; and that tho regents and roasten be

obliged to wear black gowns and the students rrd gown*.

that thereby raging and vice may be diseoor*;*!."

Act A. 1C92, Bower's Hist. Univcr. Ediu., i. M.

VAIGLE, 8. A peg to which cattle ire

fixed in the stall, Shetl.

This seems radically tho same with Isl. mgf, So.-G.

ragel; as these northern word* in general signify »

stake; sublica. It is defined by Hallorson in Das.

as denoting " a short prop, for holding up something

else." Wideg. renders vaget, •• the stick on which the

cocks and hens ait to sleep.'*

To VAIK, Vaick, Wake, v. n. To be vacant,

to be unoccupied.
•' Se we nocht daylie be experience, gyfe ane benefice

vaick, the gret men of the realmc wyll haue it for tera-

porall reward ? " Kennedy of Orosraguell, p. 79, 80.

"When all these—are provided, it is thooghtsome

thousands of churches must caik for want of Deo,"

Baillie's Lett., ii. 55.

Thare than wakyd the Papys se ;

And chosyn syne til it wes he.

Wyntown, . 12, 11&

Fr. rw^ii-er, Lat. vac-are.

To Vaick on, v. a. To attend to, to be exer-

cised in.

—"Amanms vther quaestionis qubilk vss propo* 4

to 8. Paul be the Corint. this vas ane, quidder gl

thay quha var mareit, to vaick on oraisone and prayer,

suhl leue thair vyGs or nocht ! ** N. Burne, FoL 7t>,k

Lat. vac-are; as, vacare armis, studiis, 4cT

To VAIL, Vale, v. n. To make obeisance,

to bow.
The qnhilk stude ui», and rich [richt] wyselie did rail

Unto the King, ana thus be<;an his tailt.

Prints PeUi*, S. P. it, 1 1*

—Before Cupide, rating his cappe a lite,

Speris the cause of that vocacioun.
llenrysonc's Test. Crescide, Chro*. S. P..i 1&

This v. has perhaps heen formed as priuurilj *k-

noting the obeisance made by servants, when they ex-

pected a vail, or vale, i.e., a gratuity from visitors.

Jobus. derives this from a wit, profit, or Lat mlf, fare-

well. Perhaps from Fr. vdlt-er, to watch, stodioasty

to attend.

VAILYEANT, Vailzeaxd, adj. 1. Valid,

available.

'• Our soueranc lord—grantis that this present con-

tract be als vaifyeant and sufficient in the selff as gi( »*

wer sue speciale exemptioun from all reuocatiounis »•

duriug his miuoritie," &c. Acts Ja. VI., 15S4, Ei

1814, p. 369.

Fr. vaillant, of nitich worth.

2. To the avail of.

M 0rdani8 lettres to be direct, cbargeinj; all and sis-

drie erllis, lordis, ban»ni?«, fewaris, and frevtuitUr •

betuix saxtie and saxtcne yeiris, raifyftnt in y*,rlf

rent the sowme of three hundrcth merkis,—that tw)
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—addres thame ssliBs to meit bis maiestit at the
burgh of Dunbartaae," &c. Acta Ja. VL, 15*4, Ed.
1814, p. tt.

Valient, s. The value of one's property.

Thair haill valient, synon. with the phrase,
u all that they are worth."
—•* The saidU dccruittis—may bring tho danger of

the yeirlie violent proffeittis vpoun the persones aganis
quhome the saidis decreittis wer obtened ; and tbairby
aannoanting often tymes thair haill valient, gif they be
pat to extreme txecutioun, will gif the pairty occa-
stoun of mche despair, as may induce thame to at-

tempt so dangerous remedyes, as may disturb the
fsoerall quietnes, and renew or begin hotte and bloody
feedes ainongis the pairteis." Acts Ja. VI., 1606,
Ed. 1814, p. 286.
This is completely a Fr. idiom. Vaillant, '* a man's

whole estate, or worth, all his substance, meanes, for-

tunes ;
M
Cotgr.

Vailye Quod Vailye. "At all adventure,

be the issue as it will
;
" Rudd.

8yae Mrdoun me set as fer in my lycht,
And I sal help to smore your fait, leif brother,
Thus vailge quod vailve, ilk gude dede helpi* nthir.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 272, 88.

Fr. wattle que vaille, Let. valeat quantum valere potest.

Does not the phrase, as used by Doug., rather seem
exactly analagous to the Lat. y as signifying, "as far as
possible, as far as it can go ?

"

The sense is evidently the same, in the following pas-

Bot thai wald. spon nakyn wyss,
Ische till assails thaim in fechtiug.
Till coweryt war the nobill King,
Bot and othir wald thaim assail

i
ye.

Thai wald defend vailve quod toailge.

Barbour, ix. 147, MS.

ie.9
•• as far as their power could avail them.*'

VAILLIS, s.pl. Apparently, veils.

"They consisted of *gownes, vaskenis, skirts,

sieves, doublattis, vattlis, vardingallis, cloikia.'" Chal-
mers's Mary. I 85, N.

[To VA1PER, v. n. To stroll, saunter,

Shetl.]

[VAIR, adj. Having no appetite, Shetl.]

VAIRSCALL, Vair-Staw, s. [Prob., a
ware-stall, a kiud of press.]

"An© fysche fat, a geill fat, a vairscall." Aberd.
Beg., A. 1538, V. 16.

"Ana allmery, ane voir *taw.
n

Ibid.

In another place it is warstalL
"Ane warstall, ane cheir [chair] ft a langsadill."

This might denote a staU for wares.

VAIRTTE,a<#. Early, Buchan. V.Vebtie.

[VAISHLE, s. A maid servant, Banffs.

Prob., a corr. of E. vassal.]

To VAKE, v. n. To watch, to observe, to

study. Lat. vac-are.

AH day echo sittis vakand basely,
Apoun the top of nobillis houses, to spy.

Doug. Virgil, 106, 28.

VALAWISH, adj. Profuse, lavish, Abcrd.
It has a striking resemblance of the Fr. phrase, un

vaeg va Id, " one that is sent up and downe on er-

i ;" Cotgr. From the last two wordit, va la, might
be formed vala-ish, as applicable to one who scatters
Bis money, here and there, or who makes it fly about,
without serving any good purpose. It may, however,
be corr. from volage, light, giddy ; inconsiderate, rash.

VALE, s. 1. Avail, weight.
- " The lordis decretis and deliueris that the excep-

cion proponit one the behalf of the lorde Cathkert
aganis the procuraturis of Alexr Erskin A his spouss is

of na vaU, at therfure ordanis the said Alane to ansuere
to the summondis." Act. Dom. Audit., p. 3.

Fr. vaUoir, to be worth ; subjunct. vaille.

2. Worth, value.

•— " And gif thai oxin be of mare rate, he to restore

again the remanent, and the lordis of counsails to ger
be profit qnhat thai war worth the tyme thai war
takin." Act. Audit., A. 1471, p. 11.

Valabil, Valiabill, adj. Valid, ef value

;

available.

"And to inak his pretendit manage, quhilk schort-

lie followit, the inair. valiabill, [Bothwell] usit the
ordour of divorce, as weill be the ordinar Commiasaris,
as in forme and nianer of the Roman kirk." Band,
1567, Keith's Uist., p. 405.
" The sam kirk quhilk hes detertninat—that hae-

retickis may baptise, hes determinat—that unles thay

a
aha ar sua baptized be reconciled with the treu kirk,

le baptisms, sal not be valabil to bring thame to
saluation." Nicol Bnrne, F. 116, a.

Fr. valabU, of force, of value.

VALEf s. The gunwale of a vessel.

His wattry hewit bote, haw as the se,

Towart thame tnrnis and addres*i* he,

And gan approch vnto the bra in haUt

:

Syns ythir saulis szpellit has and cbaist

Furth of his bate, quhilk sat eodlangis the vale :

He strekis sone his airis, and grathU his sale.

Doug. Virgil, 178, 6.

V. Wail.

To VALE, v. n. To descend.

Ensample (quod scfae) tak of this tofore,

That fro my quliele be rollit aa a ball,

For the nature of it is euermore
After an hlcht to vale, and geve a falL

King's Quair, v. 21.

It seems contr. from Fr. devall-er, id.

VALENTINE, s. The name given to the

sealed letters sent by royal authority to

cheftains, landholders, &c., for the purpose

of apprehending disorderly persons.

"That the Justice-Clerk sail twise in the veir,

—

procure tho Kingis Majesties close Valentines% to be sent
to the Maisters, Landis-lords, Baillies and Cheftains of

all notable liramem and thieves, charging to present

them, onther before his Majesties s< If, or before the
Justice, and his deputes, at the day and place to be
appoynted, to underly thelawes, conforme to the lawes
and generall bande, and under the paines contained in

the same, and to try quhat obedience beis schawin be
the persoues, quhom unto the saidis Valentines sail be
directed." Acts Ja. VI., 1587, c. 103.

The term, as used in E., would seem to be con6ned
to persons. Thus VaUntines are defined by Blount

:

" Either saints chosen for special patrons for a year,

according to the use of the Romanists ; or men or

women chosen for special loving frienda by an ancient

custom upon St. Valentine's day ;" Glossograph.

This St. Valentine is called " priest and mart[yr]
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aft Room vnder Claudius ; " Hamiltoun's Catechisms*
Kalendar. That he was chosen to preside over Friend*
skip it somewhat surprising.

VALHOOSE, 8. An oblong chest, especially

for holding grain ; a hutch, a binn.
" He that is riehteous air to ane burges—may, be

ressoDB of airschirj, challenge and claim—ane cbimnay,
ane chair, ane kist, ane valhoox.—LaL hucha, Fr.
Mmcke." Balfou/s Practicks, p. 234.

[VALIABILL, adj. V. under Vale.]

VALICOT, *. Sark valicot appears to signify

a shirt made of flannel or plaiding.
" She was seen by two young men at 12 hours at

even, (when all persons are in their beds) standing
bare-legged and in hir sark valicot, at the back of hir
yard, conferring with the devill, who was in gray
cJoatha." C. K. Sharpens Pref. to Law's Memorial]*,
lriiL

Evidently the same with Wylecot, q. v.

VALIENCIE, s. Strength, hardihood.

••Thair tounes, besydis St. Johnstoun, ar vnwalled,
which is to he ascrvbed to thair—hardines, fixing all

thair saccouris and help in the valiencie of thair
Pitscottie's Cron., Introd., xxiv.

L. B. valentia, virtus ; firmitas, robur ; Du Cange.
O. Fr. valance, prix, valsur.

• VALISES, 8. pi. Saddlebags, S. wullees.

The country people watched them when they were
or but few together, and sometimes robbed them

of their horses, sometimes of their valines and luggage."
Hume's Hist. Doug., p. 95. V. Wallees.

[To VALK, v. a. To wake, cause to waken,
Barbour, vii. 179, Camb. MS.; pret.

valknyt, awoke, vii. 210.]

VALLOUS, Vellous, Veluous, Velwus,
Velvous, s. Velvet ; Fr. velour.
M Celt fra Thome of Yare, and deliverit to Archibald

of Edmonstoun 17 Decembir, 2 elne and ane half of
voUoum for a fute mantill to the king, price elne 45 s."
Account of expenditure for king James the 3d's person,
4c, A. 1474. .

VALOUR, Valure, $. Value, Skene ; Fr.
valeur. Valuedom, Strathmore.

•* Quhen any man is adjudged and decerned to be
the natiue or bond-man to any matater ; the maister
may—take frae hiin all his gudes and geir, vntill the
valour of foure pennies." Quon. Attach., c. 56, s. 7.

VALTER, *. Water.
" In baptisme is requyrit valttr, quhilk according to

the Tse of the kirk sould be hallouit." Nicoi Burne's
Disput., F. 10, a.

[VAMM, *. Flavour, odour, Shetl.; synon.
gooJ]

To VAMPER, v. n. To make an ostentatious

appearance, S.A., perhaps corr. from E.
vapour.

VANDIE, adj. Ostentatious, Kinross-shire.

This might seem allied to C. B. givagoneddus, which
has precisely the same sense. V.. Richards.

Vandie, *. A vain, vaunting, self-conceited

fellow, a braggadocio, Fife.

VANE, s. 1. A vein, [pi. vanys, Barbpur.]

Be this the Quene, with heuy thochtts Ynxrand,

In cuery vane nuruuris the grene wound.
Doug. Firyu\W,K.

2. A fibre, or shoot.

Wclcura the lord of licht, and lampe of day,

Welcum foaterare of tcudir herbis grene,

Welcum quhikkynnar of llurist flouris schene,

Welcum support of euery rute and vane,

Welcum coniort of al kind frute and erase.

Dong. Virgil, ProL 408, 40.

Up has sche pullit Dictatn, the herbe iwete,

Of leuis rank, rypit, and wounder fare,

Wyth sproutis, spraingis, and vanys ouer al qnham

This seems merely a metaph. use of the same term.

Vane-orgams, s. pi. Prob. the veius of the

head.
To be a leiche he fenyt him thair,

Quhilk mony a man might rew evirmair

;

For he left nowthir sick nor sair

Unslane, or he hyne yeid.

Vane-organis he full clenely carvit.

Dunbar, Bannatgne Poem*, p. 19.

Lord Hailes conjectures that this may denote the

reins of the head. But the learned writer is undoubt-

edly mistaken. For the phrase is evidently borrowed

from Fr. Femes organiquen, which, according to Cot*r.,

has the same meaning with Veines Mw[Uea, *' the iliac

or flank veines, two main descendent branches of the

hollow vein, a right and a left one, from either of which

five others issue. The right one," he says, •' is opened

against the dropsy, and other diseases of the liver ;
the

left one for the passion of the spleen.'* There it no

reason, then, for supposing, with Lord Hailes, that the

operation, referred to by Dunbar, was by meant of

cupping glasses. The carving, or opening of the

organic veins, even without the use of these glasses,

seems to have been theu accounted a nice and import-

ant operation.

Vanit, Vanyt, part. pa. Veined, or waveA

•' Item, ane coit of fresit claith of silvir, ruai* with

ane small inset vane of gold, lynit with blak satyne.

Inventories, A. 1539, p. 34.
" Item, ane harnessing of claith of silvir, vox*

about with claith of gold, with grete bukkillU and

stuthis, all ourgilt with gold." Ibid. p. 53.

VANHAP, Uanhap, Waxhap, «. Misfor-

tune, S.

"O quhat vanhap. quhat dyabolic temptatk**,

qobat misire, quhat maledictione, or quhat venpanoe

is this that has succumbit your honour, ande he*

blynnit your enc fra the pcrspectione of your extreme

ruuynet" Compl. S., p. 111.

On the blynd craggis myscheuuslye
Fast stikkis scho, chopnand hard quhynnis in hye,

And on the scharp skeltyis to hir tranhap,
Smate with sic fanl, the airis in flendris lap.

Doug. Virgil, IM>&
Dr. Leyden justly observes that Isl. ran signifi*t

waut, privation, as Aloes. -G. ican, A.-S. trana; koiu***

to waut. Gl. Compl. V. Wane.

VANQUISH, 8. A disease of sheep, S.;

synon. Pine, Pining, Daising.
" Without this resource, the young sheep- weretit-

tacked by the vantjnfoh, which consumed them entiwj

away." Essays Highl. Soc., iii. 405.
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All these Dames denote the same effect of the disease
in wasting the strength of tho animal.

" The peculiar disadvantages of it are,—tho pernici-
ous quality of a species of grass to the health of the
sheep on 2 or 3 farms on the side of the Dee, infecting
them with a disease called the Vanquith, i.e., it

weakens, wastes, and would at lost kill them, unless
removed to another farm ; but [they] are no sooner
removed than they recover their health, and gradually
their strength and fatness. This disease is of a
different nature from the Hot; for rotten sheep put
Jpon these farms (I am told) often recover." P. Kells,
Kirkcodb. Statist. Ace, iv. 267.
" In or»e or two farms a disease also prevails termed

the Vanquish. It arises from feeding on dry barren
moss, void of all nourishment, to which tho creatures
are so attached, that they will not leave it till they die
of emaciation. In this disease the horus usually be-
come red." P. Carsefairn, Kirkcudb. Statist Ace,
Tii. 518.

In these quotations, the designation of this disease is
evidently viewed as borrowed from the E. v. It may
be observed, however, that Ial. vanke is mentioned by
O. Andr. as a disease of sheep. He indeed describes
it as especially affecting the brain. M utilatio sanitatis,
praesertiin in cerebro. Vankadr, Laesus sanitate
cerebri ; -ovibns aceidat ; Lex., p. 247.

ToVANT,*.a. To want.
—" The inlak qohairof will breid dirogatioun to the

honour of the realme, quhilk onlie among all the
chriatiane kingdomes will be the meane rant that civiil
and commendable provision of ordinar musick for re-
creation, and honour of thair princis." Acts Ja. VI.,
1606, voL iv, 298 ; Le., "By this means want."

VANTOSE, ,.

tose, id.

Rates,

A cupping glass. Fr. ven-

''Glasses called Vantotes, the dozen—xxx a."
A. 1611.

[VABDANE, s. A warden, Barbour, iv.

474 ; vardanry, wardenship, viii. 362.]

VARDINGARD, *. A farthingale.
"Ane vardingard of blak taffetie, the foirskirt of

satine pasmentit with gold." Invent., A. 1578, p. 230.
Fr. vertugade, from Hisp. verdugado, id. As wr-

dugadin, the Fr. diminutive from this, is rendered in
Hisp. guaplabtfante, it appears that the last part of
the word is from guarda, a guard or defence. Perhaps
the first part is from Fr. vertu, Hisp. virtud, q. "a
guard to virtue."

[VARDLOKUR, «. A magical song, Shetl.]

(To VAREEZ, v. a. To notice, observe.
Shetl.]

VARIANT, adj. Variable, Fr.
The remanant

Tnat menen well, and are not variant,
For otheris gilt are suspect of vntreuth.

King's Quair, iv. 14.

[VARISOUNE, s. A reward, Barbour, 562.]

•VARLET, s. Used in the sense of war-
lock or wizard.
—•• There is a house called Kebister, where a varlU

or wizard lived, commonly designed Luggie." &c
Brand's ZetL, p. 110. V. Knoop.

VARLOT, Verlot, «. 1. An inferior ser-
vant ; [E. varlet.]

The Bishop* first, with Prelats and Abhottis,
With thair Claries, servants and Varlottis;
Into ane hall, was large, richt hio, and hudge,
Thir Prelats all richto lusteliu couth ludge.

Priests of Peblis, S.P.X., L 5.

2. It sometimes particularly denotes a groom.
The bissy knapis and verlotis of his stabil
About thayni stude, ful yape and seruiabil

Doug. VirgU,AQO
t \9.

Menage considers this as tho same with Fr. valet,
originally written varlet. These terms arc accordingly
used promiscuously in O. Fr. writings. V. Du Cauge.
Valetus, Tiro, operarius merccnarius. Bullet giver
varletl as an Arm. word of the same sense ; deriving
valet from it.

Some, howevt r, have viewcU varlet as a dimin. from
Su.-G. war, Germ, icer, Lat. vir, a man ; as it does not
merely denote a sen-ant, but a stripling.
Rudd. observes that E. varlet "of old was taken in

a good sense for yeomen and yeomen servants, as in a
repealed Stat. 20 of Rich. II. of England." Varlet,
jeune homme, jeune galant ; Gl. Rom. du la Rose.

[VARN, Varnis, Varnysoun. V. under
W.]

[To VARRAY, v. a. To war against, Bar-
bour, viii. 24.]

VARSTAY,*. [Prob., same with Vairschal.]

••Ane varstay, four byrssin pottis, tua cadrowns."
Aberd. Reg., A. 1535, V. 15.

To VARY, Vairie, v. n. Applied to one
who exhibits the first- symptoms of delirium,
as the effect of bodily disorder ; as, u I ob-
serve him vairyiv! the day," Ettr. For.

[To VARY, v. a. To curse. V. Wary.]
VASIS, Vaisis, 8. pi.

"The hingar of a belt with vaisU of cristell garnist
with gold.—A hingar of a belt of vast's of cristalF," &c.
Inventories, A. 1578, p. 264.

VASKEXE, Vasquine, *.

"Of Doublettis, Vaskenis and Skirtis, Ac. Item,
ane doublett of blak velvot, and the vaskene of the
same. Item, ane uther doublett of velvot, and the
skirt of the same." Inventories, A. I5CI, p. 132.
" Of chamlothe of sylk to be ane velicotte, and ane

voMMiae, xvii elle ami half." Chalmers's Mary, i. 207.
Fr. rasr/Niite, " a kirtle or petticoat ; also a Spanish

vardingalc ;" Cotgr. As this ancient kind of hoop is

denominated Spanhh, probably the term vast/nine has
been fonned from Vascuna, the Spanish name for the
people of Biscay.

VASSALAGE, Wasselaoe, 8. 1. Any
great achievement.

"Ane knycht of Ingland intendyng to do ane hardy
vassalage come on ane swift hors out of the castell but
armour.n Bcllend. Cron., B. xii., c. 12. Facinus,
Boetb.

Sa weile defendyt he his men
That quhs sa cutr had sevne him then
Frowc sa worthely vmstclage.

And tnrn sa oft sythis the wisnge,
He suld say he awch t weill to be
A king of a gret rewatl.

Barbour, iii 57, MS.

2. Fortitude, valour, [prowess.]

It is used by Spalding, in close connexion, apparently
both in the first and second sense.
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"The earl of Murray, btingat Edinburgh,—rejoiced
mightily at this wassatage done by his men.—How soon

James Grant came to Edinburgh, he was admired and
looked noon as a man of great va*salage" Troubles,

%• 1^»

"This Alexander Carron be his singular vassalage

slew sindry of thir conspiratouris with anecrukit swerd
afore the King, A was callit thairfore SLrimgeour, that
is to say, ane echarp fechter." Belleud. B. xii., c. 15.

Ob singnlarem Tirtutem ; Boeth.

War he nocht owtrageousa hardy,
He had aocht wnabasytly
8a smertly sens his awantaee.
I drede that his gret vassalage,
And bis trawaill may bring till end
That at men quhUe full litill kend.

Barbour, ?i 22, MS.

Fr. wasselage is used in the old romances, as denoting
ralour ; and, a valiant or worthy deed ; Cotgr. The
reason of this use of the term, according to Rudd., is,

" that at first lands were given by superiors to vassals

for military service, and these were best rewarded, who
signalized themselves by their valour : the same way
as Miles and Knight came to be titles of honour."

[VASSAND, s. Weazand, Barbour, vii.-584.]

VAST, «• A great quantity or number ; as,
u He has a vast o* grand

;

n " They keep a
vast o' servants

;
" Aug.

A vast o' fbwk a' round sbout,
Come to the feast ; they din'd thereout

Piper of Peebles, p. 14.

[VAT, v. pre*. I know. V.Wat.]

[VATH, *. Danger, peril, Barbour, v. 418.
Dan. vaade, id.]

[VATN, s. A fresh-water lake, Shetl. Isl.

vatn
f
id.]

To VAUCE, v. a. To stab, to kill.

Hidder belife sal com crnell Pirrus,
Quhilk vaucv* the son before the faderis face,

And gorris the fader at the alter© but grace.

Doug. Virgil, 61,

1

"From Fr. /avsse, pierced, run or thrust through,
fossus vel eonfossus ; vel tfauch-er, to mow, cut down,
as the Lat. demetere caput ense ;" Rudd.

VAUDIE, Wady, adj. 1. Gay, showy, S.B.,

used in the same sense with E. gaudy.

2. Vain, Aberd.
Then all the giglets, young and gaudy,
Sware I might be wady—

ForbaTs Dominie Deposed, p. 40.

3. It sometimes denotes any thing great or
uncommon, Ang.
This, I suppose, is from the show made, or the atten-

tion attracted, by an object of this description.

4. Cheerful, gay, Aberd.
Thus must we be sad, whilst the traitors are vaudie,
Till we get a sight o our sin bonny laddie.

Jacobite Relics, ii. 70.

She says I'm glad 'at yeYe tae wadie

Ye sat sae douff an' dowie a' day
Wi' me the ben.

W. Beattxe's Poems, p. 7.

—Cummers sled, and hurl'd as weel
On ice, as coy vady chieL

Piper of Peebles, p. 7.

VOL. IV.

E. gaudy seems the same with our candle* with tins

difference, that the latter retains tho Gothic form.

Skinner derives the former from Lat. yaudere^ to re-

joice, or Fr. gaude, a yellow flower.

VAUENGEOUR, s. An idler, a vagabond
"To cause idill men vauengeouris to lauhonr for

thair lening, for the eschewing of vicia and idilnea,—it

is thocht expedient—that thair be schippis and buscha
maid in all burrowis and townis within the realme \—
and in ilk burcht of the rialtie that the officiaris of the

burcht mak all the stark idill men within thair boondia

to pass with the said schippis for thair wagis ;—and

gif the said idill men refusis to pas that thay bantsi

thame the burgh." Acts Ja. IV., 1493, Ed. 1814, p.

235.—"To cause idill men vanengeourU to lanbnurfor
thair leuing for the eschewing of vicia and idilnea, and
for the commoun proffcit and vniveraall wcill of the

realme ; it is thocht expedient,
n

4c. Acta Ja. II,

1493, c. 81, Edit 1566.

Apparently formed from L. B. tcairittnt, peens rapns,
O. E. wayf; whence tvayv-iart, relinquere. V. W ait.

[To VAUER, v. n. To waver, flatter ; to

wander, go astray, Barbour, vii. Ill; tauer-

yng, *., swerving, vi. 5847.]

[VAUKIE, adj. Proud, well-pleased with,

Shetl.]

VAUNTY, adj. Boastful, S. Fr. vanteux.

Altho' my fsther was nae laird,

Tis damn to he vaunty,
He keepit ay a good kail-yard,

A ha house and a pantry.
RUson's S. Songs, I 182.

Fr. $t vanter, to vaunt The adj. is used in the form

of vanteux.

[VAWARD, s. Vanguard, viii. 48.]

[VAX-CAYME, *. Wax-comb, honey-comb,

Barbour, xi. 368.]

[VAYN, s. Wain, waggon, Barbour, x. 164.]

VDER, Wder. Often used in the sense of

otker, Aberd. Reg. V. Uthir.

Vdermair, adv. Moreover, ibid.

VEADGE, *. Voyage.
—" And four shillingis mony foirsaid to he payit be

straingeris for ilk vcadge," &c. Acts Cha. L , Ed. 1M4.

•VEAL, *. Used to denote a calf. V.

Veil.

VEAND, adj. Superannuated, Teviotdak.

VEEF, adj. Brisk, lively, Roxb.; the same

with VlFE, q. v.

VEEM, 8. 1. Expl., " a close heat over the

body, with redness in the face, and some

perspiration," Ayrs.

2. €i In a veem,—exalted in spirits,** GalL Eac
This is undoubtedly the same with Hit** td.,S.sX

P4
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VEES, *. Some kind of disease.

—The weam-Ul, the wild-lire, the vomit, k the vees.

Montgomerie, Watson's Coll, iii. 14.

V. FlYK.

Tsut vaeee signifies delirinm ; Isl. vas, tumultuarius
impetus et gestae, from ras-a, cum impetu ferri. Bat
as, in this poem, there is s strange mixture of the
diseases of man and beast, it may rather be corr. from
E. vfoei, a disease in hones, in which there is an inflam-

mation of the glands under the ear. O. EL vines, id.

Palsgrau*

[VEESICK, *. A ballad, a song, Shell.

Dan. vise, id.]

VEIL, 8. Used to denote a calf.

•'Ane artickle for alaachter of ttifu, and lambia," Ac
Acta Ja. VI., 1567, Ed. 1814, p. 30.

Onr forefathers, as has been often remarked, adopted
the Fr. idiom, in speaking of the smaller animals used
sm batcher-meat. Instead of sheep they spoke of
muttons, and of veaU instead of calves.

IV. twin, a calf; from Lat. vitul-ut, id.

VEIR, Ver, Were, Wair, Vob, m. The
spring.

This wes in ver, qnhen wynter tid,

With his blastu hidwvss to bid,
Was oar drywvn : and byrdis smi
As turturis and the nychtyngale,
Begooth rycht serially to syng.

Barbour, v. 1, MS.

In that Uk bok he teichis vs foil rycht,

The warld begoath in eetr beith day and nycht
Doug. Virgil, ProL 160, 18.

Freeche vert to bnrgionn herbis and soeit flouris,

The bote aomer to noris corne al hoaris.

Ibid., 808, 18.
•• In Galloway they yet say trair ; " Rudd.

"It has long been remarked in Orkney, that if a man
and a dog land upon some of the islands in vor-timc,

Le., Spring, almost all the pregnant sheep take to run-
ning, and run till they fall down dead. On inquiry, I
found that this was only in holms." Neill's Tour, p. 58.

The radical term seems to have been very generally
diffused.

IsL vor, Su.-G. waar, Lat ver, Or. eap, Gael earrach,

id. One writer ascribes an Egyptian origin to
this word. The Egyptians, he says, having no occasion
for any kind of manure, because the land was suffici-

ently fertilized by the overflowing of the Nile, "it was
ordered, that all the rotten straw, mouldy corn, dung,
ke.t should be gathered and aet on fire the first of Feb-
ruary.—This day, called Me lighted wisp* and firen, or,

the feast of the purification of the air, was proclaimed
by an Isis and a Horns.—The Horn* was called our or
•nrtm, the fire or firebrands ; from whence that season
of the year haa been ever since called ouer, or wer, or
ver, the Spring." Meagher's Popish Mass, p. 178. V.
Vda.

[VEIRDIS, *. p/. Wierds, destinies, Bar-
bour, xviii. 46, Camb. MS.]

[VELANY, s. Disgrace, Barbour, ix. 545,

Camb. MS.]

[To VELDE, v. a. To wield, Barbour, xi.

97, Camb. MS.]
VELE, Veyl, #. A violent current or whirl-

pool.

"Betuix thir ilia is oftymes richt dangerus passage,
for the see be oontrarius atremea makia collision, sum

tymes yettand out the tyd, and sum tymes swelleand
and soukand it in agane, with sa forcy violence, that
ouhen the achippis ar saland throw thir dangerous rey-

oi oftymes thay ar othir drownit, or ellis brokin on
eraggis. The gretest vele heirof ia namit Corbrek."
Bellcnd. Dcscr. Alb., c. 13.

This seems the same with S. vatic, wallie, IsL veil,

ebullitio. V. Well

VELICOTTE,*. [Perhaps, under-waistcoat;
synon. tcylecot.']

** Of chamlothe of sylk to be ane vtlicotte, and ane
aaquine, xvii eUe and half." Chalmers's Mary, i. 207.
O. Fr. vel-er, to conceal, and cotte, a coat ; q. a con-

cealed coat?

VELVOUS... Velvet.

Thair gonns [fou] colstlie trimlie trallli* ;

Ban-it with vefvovs skiff, nek, taillis.

And thair foirskirt of silkis aeir.

Maitland Poems, p. 326.

Fr. vclour.

"Item, ane bed of blak velvois furnisit with ruif,

heid pece, thre pandis, thre sub pamlis, and thre cur-

tenia of blak dames freinyeit with blak silk.'* Inven-
tories, A. 1561, p. 124.

Pee here is, probably, the same with Py, signifying

cloth, as expL above, p. 200 and 211, Pt-Doublet.

[VEM, «. Spot, stain, Barbour, xv. 250,
Camb. MS. A.-S. warn, id.]

VENALL, Vinell, *. An alley, a lane, S.
" Na maried women sail buy wooll in the wynd for

vincllis) of the burgh.** Skene, Stat. Gild., c. 30.

Fr. rename, id.

(To VENCUSS, v. a. To vanquish, Bar-
bour, xi. 134, Camb. MS.]

VENDACE, Vendice, *. The Gwiniad,

salmo Lavaretus, Linn. S.
" It is affirmed by the fishermen, that there are fifteen

or sixteen different kinds fit for the table, among which
there is one that, from every information that can be
obtained, is peculiar to that loch [Lochmaben], as it is

to be found no where else in Britain. It is called the
VendUe or Ventlace, some say from Vendoia in France,

as being brought from thence by one of the Jameses,
which is not very probable, as it is found by experience

to die the moment that it is touched, and has been at-

tempted to be transported to other lochs in the neigh-

bourhood, where it has always died." P. Lochmaben,
Dumfr. Statist. Ace., vit. 236.

This account is evidently incorrect. For this is the

Poxcan of Lochlomond, and the Gwiniad of Wales.
Pennant, describing the Gwiniad, says :

*• It is the same with the Ferra of the lake of Genera,

the Schelly of Hulse water, the PolUn of Lough Xeagh,
and the Vangis and Juvangis of Loch Mabon. The
Scotch have a tradition that it was first introduced

there by the beauteous queen, their unhappy Mary
Stuart ; and as in her time the Scotch court was much
frenchified, it seems likely that the name was derived

from the French, vendoise, a dace, to which a slight ob-

server might be tempted to compare it from the white-

ness of its scales. The British name Gwiniad, or whiting,

was bestowedon it for the same reason." Zool. , iii. 268.

V. Powan.

VENEXOWS, WEXEXOUS, Venesum,
adj. Venomous, Lat. venenon-us.

Hys mynysterys, that made hym than serwys,

Prewaly put in his chalyce
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Wtnenous poysowne ; fira that ltawre

He tastyd, than mycht ht nowcht endure.
J

Wyntown, vil 7, 167.

44 —God delyurit them fm the captiuite of Babillon,

ande destroyit that grite tonne, ande maide it ane

deaert inhabitabil for serpens ande Tthir venesum boys-

tia." CompL S., p. 42. .

Belg. vemjn, Lat. venen-um. V. Sum, term.

[VENGA, 8. A cat, Shetl. Su.-G. wenga,

to wail.]

[VENGEABIL, adj. Cruel, destructive,

Banffs.]

To VENT, v. a. To sell, to vend. Ventit,

part, pa., synon. with Sauld, or perhaps as

conveying an idea somewhat different, that

of being set forth.

—"Off the custome and exsyiss, of the soume of

four pundis—of ilk tune of wyne to be tonpit, ventit,

• and aauld in smallis within the aaid burgh.' Acta Ja.

VI., 1621, Ed. 1814, p. 669.

Vended ia eleewhere expl. by sold. "The taxmen

of the town—pursue Straitou for what ale he brewed

and vented or told within- the town of Edinburgh," &c.

Fount. Dec. Suppl., iv. 726.

To Vent, v. n. To emit smoke, well or ill

;

as, "That lum vents very ill," S.

Vent, *. 1. Progress, speed? as, "Are ye

comin' ony thing gude rent the day V9 Are
ye coming speed? a question regarding any

piece of work, Roxb.

Borrowed perhaps from the sale of goods ; aa L. B.

vent-us is used in this sense.

2. A chimney, as being a place of egress for

the smoke, S.

3. The vent of a fowl, the anus, Durafr.

4. To tak vent, to have currency.
—"Betnittis to thair consideratioun—concerning—

the copper money, how the same shall tak vent and pas

in payment." Acts Cha. I., Ed. 1814, V. 377.

Ventaill, s. The breathing part of a

helmet ; Fr. ventaille.

He braidit up his ventaill,

That cloait wes dene.
Oawan and Got., iii. 17.

Mr. Pinkerton renders this " visor." But this is dis-

tinguished from the other.

He wayned up his riser fro his ventalle.

Sir Oawan and Sir Gal., ii 6.

Wayned, removed; A.-S. wan-ian, demere, auferrc.

Ne ge wanion oftham ; Neque vos detrahite de eo.

VENTURESUM, adj. Rash, fool-hardy, S.

Ventersome, Gl. Cumb.
"He was a daft dog.* O an' ho could have hadden

aff the smugglers a bit ! but he was aye venturesome."

Guy Manncnng, i. ISO.

"There's something no that canny about auld Janet
Gellatley. The laird he'll no believe thae things, but

* he was aye owro rash and venturesome—and feared

neither man nor devil—and sac's seen o't." Waverley,
iii. 282.

VENUST, adj. Beautiful, pleasant: Lit

venust-us.

The varyant vesture of the venust vale

Schrowdis the scherand fur, ami euery fale

Ooerfrett wyth fulyeis, and fyguris ful dyners.

Doug. Virgil, 4M,V.

VER,Vere,#. The Spring. V.Veib.

VER, adj. Worse.
This warld is ver, sa may it callit be,

The want of wise men roakis fulis sitt on bynkii

Ballad, printsd A. 1508, S P. R., iO-'Mi

V.Wajl

VERDOUR, s. Tapestry representing rural

scenery.

"Item viii pece of verdoHrU." InreotoiMS, A.

1539, p. 51.
*_ m—>

Fr. ouvrage de verdure, "forreat work or flwrw

work, wherein gardens, woods, or forrcsti be iepw-

sented," Cotgr.

VERES. V. Vernage.

[To VERG, v. a. To soil, defile ;
pari. /*

vergit
f
striped with dirt, Shetl.]

VERGE, Verger, s. 1. A belt or stripe of

planting, Clydes.

2. An orchard.

The greshoppers amangis the vergers cntppit

Police of Honour, ProU

Fr. vergier. Arm. verge\ id. from Lat mridsrutn* »

green place inclosed.

VERGELT, Wergelt, s. Ransom, or n*

titution legally made for the commission of

a crime.

"The Vergslt, or ranson of ane thief, throw all Sc*

land is thrcttie kye ; and ane young kow,^tber

,q

be ane frie man or ane servant.'
1 Reg. Maj. ,& >«"

•
c- Jr

L. B. weregeld-um, wergeld-um, wargihl-a, kc.A-*

wergeld, the payment of the were, or price at whicflw
life of every individual was estimated, according to w

rank ; geld, gild, signifying payment. ,

The term were has evidently had its ruefromA.^

wer, Moes-G. wair, a man; Su.-G. watr, IsL ttr,&

Lat. vir, seems to have had a Gothic origin.

Su.-G. waereld, wereld, wergeld, is the price of a a»

who has been killed, or the fine paid for *?£»'
otherwise denominated Alansbot. Germ, rety'**

compensation ; vergelt-en, to satisfy, to compf3**

Wtrgyld theof is a phrase used in the Uwsot l»£

72, as denoting a thief adjudged to pay the WF
This was also called Thtiflbote. .

Verelius, however, gives a different«W_* I*
I
T.

gild, which must be radically the same. He exp »•

Mulcta solvenda secundum acatimationem uamni w*

—a verde, pretio, i.c., the worth or value of any^
But he seems mistaken ; especially as this opposem
Su.G. idiom. _*
The Welsh had their gwerth, corresponding tor^

It "was not only a compensation for murder or w^
cide; but for all species of injuries." V. Pens*

Tour in Wales, p. 2*4.

[VERIOUR, s. A warrior, Barbour, t. 8i]

VERLOT,*. An inferior servant. V.Va*

LOT.
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VERNAGE, Wernaoe, *.

fci!?
Ter "° 8enatly w«™ wired of the best.

With vemage, in veres, and cuppes ful clene.

Sir Qawan and Sir Gal., U. ia
Wittaill worth scant or Ai
ThrouaUt
Botlngliss

August coud apper,
Thnm til the lend, thet fade was hapnyt der

:

that richess wantvt nayne,
'gudewayne,

BOX Ingliss men, that nchess wantyt nayne,
Be caryage brocht their wittaill full gude w
BtoJBt houssis with wyn and gud vemage,
Demaynde this land as thair awue hcretags.

_ Wallace, iii. 17, Ma
Vemage, Edit 1768.

Xynrhitt thinks that vemage, as mentioned by
Chancer, was probably a wine of Crete, or of the
neighbouring continent. V. his Note, ver. 9681. L. B.
•ensocAia, vernae-ia, vini species, vemac-ium, Petr. de
taescentiis. Lib. iv. f cap. 4, cuius interpret! Vin de
Oamache dicitur. • Academicis della Crusca ; Vcrnac-
cu, apezie di vino bianeo ; Pa Cange. Skinner, to.
Vemaga, views it q. veronaceia, from Verona,
Vert*, in first extract, signifies classes. Chancer uses

•errs in the same sense ; Fr. id. Lat. vUr-um.

VERBAY, adj. Very, Aberd. Reg. ; [true,

Barb., ii. 87.]

Verrayment, *. Troth. V. Werrayment.
VERT, Wert, s. A term used in old char-

ters, to signify a right to cut green wood

;

-Fr. verd
9
Lat. virid~is.

M—Com inrca, fossa, sock, sack, thole, thane, wrack,
wair, waith, vert, Teth, venison, infang thief, out-
fang thief, pit et gallowa." Charter, Q. Anne, 1707.
State, Fraser of Fraserfield, p. 310. V. Vikidker.

VERTER, Vertue, Vertew, Vertesit, *.

1. Virtue, virginity, S.

2. Thrift, industry.
•• It is necessar that in everie schyre at Ieist thair be

ane schooll or hous of vertue erected.—Any parcellis of
oloth, sergis, &&, to be transported beyond seas, and
ado in the saidis houses or vertew to be frie of all
eustome—for fyfteene yeiris nixt.° Acts Cha. L, Ed.
1814, V. 892, 393.
The word, as used in the same sense, is pronounced

virtue. Loth., Roxb.
"His landlord, digging stones at the end of that

village, told the officers that he was afraid the soldiers
would plunder his cottage ; they said, * Poor man, yon
deserve encouragement for your virtue; be not afraid
for your house, tor we shall order two soldiers to stand
at too door, that none may enter to wrong you. • n

Life
of Peden, Edinr., 1727, p. 119.

3. A charm ; [also power to charm.]
Vertesit occurs in an old edition of a foolish song,

The Tailor came to clout the elaise. In O. Fr. vertuosUi
is equivalent to vertu, quabte* ; Lat. virtue; Roquefort.

To Hae Verter. To possess, or be supposed
to possess virtue, by which certain diseases
may be cured, ibid.

Vbrter-well, b. A medicinal well, Selkirks.

;

corrupted from vertue-well, i.e., a well pos-
sessing virtue, or the power of healing.

Vntruous, adj. Thrifty, industrious, S.
I've heard my honest uncle aften say,
That lads should a' for wives that's vtrtuous pray.

Ramsay's Poems, it 82.

Sir W. Scott has kindly furnished me with the fol-
lowing amusing illustration :

—

MA young preacher, who chose to enlarge to a
country congregation on the beauty of Virtue, was
surprised to be informed of an old woman, who ex-
pressed herself highly pleased with his sermon, that
her daughter was the most virtuous woman in the
pariah, for that week she had spun sax spyndlcs of
yarn."

[VEBTESIT. V. Verter.]

VERTGADIN, #. A farthingale.
—"The farthingales came first in when the Queen

Regent went to Saint Andrews, after the battle of
Pinkie, and were then called Vertqadins." The Abbot,
iii. 215.

O. Fr. vertugadin ; from Hisp. verdugado, id. Diet.
Trev. V. Vardisgard.

VEBTIE, Vairtie, adj. Early stirring,

early at business, Buchan.
Archie, fu* vertie, owre the moorlan' spang*
Ilk strype sod stank ; nae doubt he itchin* langs
To crack wif San\-

Tarras*s Poems, p. 2.

By tho change of a letter of the same organ, from
Tent yaerdigh, veerdigh, expeditus, accinctus, promp-
tus,agilis. In Alem. indeed, it retains the same form
with the 8. word ; vertig (also facrtig) paratus ad iter,
Qtxm, fertig, id. ; vertig-en, praeparare. The root ia

Jar-an, var-an, ire, profisisci ; whence vert, vart, in-
cessut, ferti, via. Ferd, expeditio, A.-S. MS. ap.
Schilter. This adj. is also originally the same with
Su.-G. faerdig, paratus. I need scarcely add, that the
transition from a state of complete preparation to that
of being early astir, is very slight ; the ono naturally
suggesting the other.

To VERTIES, v. a. To warn, Shetl.; un-
doubtedly an abbrev. of E. Advertise.

VESCHELL, s. Vassal, slave.

There wes the cursit empriour Nero,
Of everilk vice the horribill vesehelL

Lyndsay's Drone.

VESCHIARIS, e. pi. Washer- women.
u Veschiaris & ladinsteris," Aberd. Reg.
Veschiaris must be merely the term washers die*

"««"w H>w«nyi jM*ig»i»iu. fiuiu uiivr»& punucation IS

was transferred to that which is of a moral description.
L. B. lad-a, purcatio, lad-are, lad-iare, purgare, crimen
eluere. Ster is the common A.-S. termination of names
of trades. V. Stub,

To VESIE, Vesy, Visie, Visye, Wesy,
Wisie, v. a. 1. To visit.

Be feraent luf kendillit in grete desire
Oure cuntre men to vesy, and with them talk,
To knaw tbir strange casts, on I stalk
From the port, my nauy left in the raid.

Doug. Virgil, 77, 60.

"Thir tua princis vsit oft to visye the feildia to tak
ther recreatione, ande to pas- til hounting, ande til

vthir gammis, conuenient for ther nobilitc." Compl.
8., p. 19, 20.

She past to wisie Sir Clariodus.
Clariodus 4 Mdiodes, MS. GL Compl., p. 883.

2. To examine accurately, S.

Twa spyss he send to wesy all that land.

Wallace, iv. 210, MS.
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The king stude vesiand the wall, maUt vailyeand to se.

0ai*M anrf Qol. t
i. 19.

And vesyand all about I se at last

This nauy of youris drawand bidder fast.

Ztoitf. Kirytf, 90, 19.

••Prentere eould not prent ony buikes, or vther

thing, but that quhilk ia vUied and tryed, havand the

Kingis licence." Skene, Table to Acts of ParL, vo.

Prettier*.

3. To send good or evil judicially ; as E. visit

signifies.

His fadyr than wet wesyed with seknes ;

God had him tayne in till his lestand grace.

Wallace, vii. 3S1, MS.

4. To take aim, to mark, S. Fr. viser, id.

Lat. vis-o, to visit ; also, to survey ; from rid-to,

vis-urn. IsL via-a, monstrare ; Alem. uuU-on, visitare.

Vesiar, *. A surveyor or examinator.

"Cerciouris, vesiaris" &c. Aberd. Reg.

[VEST, adj. ^Western, Barbour, xvi. 550,

Camb. MS.]

Vestreen, s. - The west, Shetl. ; Isl. ve$-

traenn, occidentalis.

VETCHER, a. A man of a very suspicious

appearance, Fife.

Tent vaetsch, vitioso aapore aut odore infectus ex
olido Tel mucido dolio ; perhaps used in a moral sense.

Belg. vaaf*, " having a taste of the barrel—insipid,

nauseous/' Sewel. Isl. vaett, malus genius ; G. Andr.

VETIT, adj. Forbidden ; Lat. vetit-us.

Crete was the lust that thou had for to fang
The frute vetit, throu thy fals counsailing

Thou gert mankynde consent to do that wrong.
Ballad, A. 1608, & P. R., ML 182.

VEUG, 8. [Prob., filthy, lecherous.]

The sparrow vextg he vesyit for his vile dedis,

Lyana in lecherye, lasch, unlouable.
Houlate, L 18.

This mav be the same as vogie, vain. But it seems
rather to signify, amorous ; from A.-S./op, conjunctio,
whence fogere, a wooer ; Germ, fug, conjunctus

;

ghi/uog, copulae, Gl. Boxhorn.

To VEX, v. n. To be sorry. I was like to vex,

I was disposed to be sorry, Aug.

Vex, 8. A trouble, a vexation, South of S.

"My mother gar'd me learn the Single Carritch,

whilk was a great vex" Tales of my Landlord, iv. 160.

VEYLE, adv. Well.
Ye suld for owtyn his demvng,
Haiff chosyn yow a king, that mycht
Have haldyn veyle the Land in rycht

Bariour, i. 118, M&
VIAGE, Veyaoe, 8. 1. A voyage ;

pron.

q. ve-age% S. O.

"That nane—cary ony victuallis, talloun, or flesche
furth of this realme to vther partis except samekill at
aalbe thair neces&are victualling for thair veyage vnder
the pane of escheting of the said victuall," &c. Acta
Mary, 1555, Ed. 1814, p. 495.

—"Alas of half a Danskin viage of the said auchtane
parte," Ac. Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1492, p. 275.

2. A journey, S. Bp. Doug, uses it in this

sense.

["Stop the vktge," Marshall Keith.]
" Hal. viaggio, Fr. voyage, iter ;

" Radd.

[VTAND, s. Disposition, temper, Shetl.]

VICE NAIL. A screw nail.

" Item, a grete rice nail, maid of silver." Inven-

tories, p. 11. V. Vysb.

VICIAT, part. adj. Defective.

••And ay as ony pairt of the rent of Dumfermling

now vkiat aalbe recovcrit, and hir hienea in peceabk

possessioun thairof, alsmekle of the said compeosatioun

--aalbe relevit and returne to bo intromettit with be

his hicnea comptrollar to his Maicaties awin vse."

Acts Ja. VI., 1593, Ed. 1814, p. 25.

Fr. vic-ier, to mar ; vicie', imperfect ; trice, defect,

imperfection, default ; Cotgr.

•VICTUAL, Vittal, s. Grain of any kind ;

hence victualler, one who deals ia grain, &

corn-factor, S.; pron. vittal, S.
" At the Reformation, the stipends of the Protestant

clergy were fixed to be paid at the rate of so many

cnalders of victual (the general term in Scotland for

all kinds of grain), part of which was paid in kind, and

part in money, converting the chalder, in the rich

counties, at L100 Scotch the chalder, and at LSO Scotch

in the less fertile ones." P. Alloa, CUckman. Statist

Ace., viii. 643, N.
In a poor country like Scotland, it is not surprising

that the term, which originally signifies food or mesas

of sustenance in general, should be limited to the fruit

of the husbandman's labours.

Buchan-Vittal. 1. Applied to meal of

which the u twa part is aits, and the third

bear," i.e., consisting of two thirds of otb

and one third of barley, S. B.

2. Metaph. transferred to a person on whom

one can place no dependence ; as, ** He's

Buchan vittal that," S. B.

VIER, Vyer, 8. [Prob., a corr. of rtf*r,

other.]

They'll witness that I was the Her
Of all the dogs within the shire

;

I'd run all day and nerer tyre.

Watsom't ColL, L 68L

Perhaps one who vied with all the rest, as being able

to surpass them.
"The appello' than sail lay on his hand, and swetf

the grit ay' all out, that all is trew that he has said

npone that falss untrew man, efter the forme of his

appellatiouu, and that he wait weill the ryer hes afslss

untrew quarrell to defend." Sir D. Lyndsay's Tracts

of Heraldry, MS. V. Couipl. S. Prel. Diss., p. 55.

This seems merely the word rthir, other (alius), the

letter y being ridicuously substituted for the ancient tL

This appears from the use of it in the same sentence,

and elsewhere iu the MS.

[VIEVERS, 8. pi. Provisions, food, Shetl.

Fr. vivres, id.]

Vifda, *. Beef or mutton dried without

salt. V. Vivda.
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Vifelie, adv. In a lively manner.
Aad sik ss are with wfckedne* bewitched,
I raisis not how vifdit they be tuitched.

Hume, Chron., & P., Hi. 876.

. V. Vnra.

[VIF, Wif, *. A woman, Barbour, iv. 302.]

VILCOUS, adj. « Leud, vilcous & scandal-

ns lye
;
" Aberd. Reg. ; perhaps immoral,

from Su.-G. will, error, ana kioe-a, to

choose.

VlLiTE', Vulitie, 8. Filth, pollution.

- "And als becaus of the villtt that camis be slaying

of flesche be the ueseheouris duelland on the est syde
(of Leith Wyude] aad temynz of interellis of beistis,

generand corruptioune, it is therefor ordinat that the
samin be forbiddin—vnder tho pane of the confisca-

tkmne of all sic flescho alaine be thame in maner for-

aad." Acts Ja. V., 1540, Ed. 1814, p. 374. VUUie,

Ed. 1560. Thia act is entitled, " For policy in Edin-
burghe."

ft. vUeti, vileness, baseness.

[VILFULL, adj. Willing, anxious, Bar-
bour, ix. 625, Uamb. MS.]

[VILL, adj. Wild, at a loss, Barbour, vii. 2,

Camb. MS.]

[To VTMMER, v. n. To quiver, tremble,

Shetl.; part. pr. vimmering, used also as a *.]

To VINOUS, v. a. To vanquish.

"How the Sabinis and Aruncia war vincust."

BeDend. T. Lit., p. 144. Fr. vainc-rt, id.

VINDICT, 8. Vengeance, revenge, Lat.

vindict-a.

"Ye would do well to examine more narrowly than
Laban searched Jacob's tents,—lost that—the happy
hoped-for event of this solemn meeting bo woefully
erost, as Simeon and Levi pretending religion, but in-

tending their own private vindict, were accused by
him, who otherwise would hare blessed them." Guild.

V. Spalding, i 301.

To VIOLENT, v. a. To do violence to.

—M The providence of God in things here beneath
moveth suitably to the nature of inferior causes,

whether necessary, free, or contingent, not violenting

them, or otherways making use of them, but according
to their nature, so that though the event be necessary,

and infallible with a respect to the first cause, the
determined counsel of God, it is nevertheless contingent
in respect of its nearest cause." Fleming's Fulfilling,

p. 80.

"But certainly the procedure of this Period, in

vMenting people into the Declaration, Bond and Test,

ought for ever to stop the mouths of the Episcopal
Faction, as to their complaints of Presbyterian
severities in pressing the covenants, which they never
did by a Highland Host, when the power was in their

hand." Wodrow's Hist, i. 469.

Fr. vhlent-er, to force, to break into by force.

VIOLER, Violar, 8. One who plays on the

fiddle or violin, S.

"One of the Town of Edinburgh's soldiers—with
his bayonet stabs a violer named Watson, because he
was serenading in the night-time with his fiddle in tho

„.. _ , contrary to an act discharging it, and gave him
ill words." Rmntainh., i. 364.

•• Violaris : Mekill Thomas Hudsown, Ac. Item, to

the vio/arif, and thair scrvandis, daylie vij gret bred,"

sVo. Housh. Book, E. of Mar, 1567, Chalmers's Mary,
L 177, 178.

VIRE, 8.
u The arrow called a quarrel, used

only for the crossbow ;" Fr. vire, id. Rudd.
Th. virgin sprent on awiftlie as ane vire.

Doug. Virgil, 148, 8.

Fjpv is used by Gower in the same sense,

Asa eyre
Whiche flveth out of a myghty bowe
Awey he fledde for a throws,
As he that was for loue wode.
Whan that he sawe howe it stode.

Con/. Am., FoL 28, p. 1, c L
V. Wis.

VIRE, *.
uA great beauty,'* Orkn.

VIRGE THRED. Thread of a particular

description.
MAne Frence rapar, with ane Scottis skawbert

thairone, gardit with blak hiltis—and the neif.wewpit
With blak vlrge fared." Aberd. Reg.. A. 1543, V. 18.

This must certainly be viewed asacorr. of £. Birges
Tkrtd. V. Bucoet, Bibges.

VIRGUS, 8. "Some fancied liquid, con-

sidered to be the sourest of any ; It's as

sour as virgiu; " Gall. Enc.
This is obviously verjuice, Fr. verfus, "acid liquor

expressed from crab-apples." This provincial term
has probably been imported from the north of E.
For Johns, adds : " It is vulgarly pronounced varges."

Tens. veni-MfjM, q. viride jus.

VIRIDEER, 8. The keeper of the grass or

green wood in a forest.

" And gif he be found the third time with grene
wode ; he sail be presented to the virideer (the helper

ofthe grene wode and grasse) in the chief place of the
keiptng of the wode, and sail be put vnder aucht
pledges.'' Forrest Lawes, c. 11, s. 4.

L. B. viridar-iut, Fr. verdeur. In the E. laws,
werderer.
" This word Vert taketh the name of Vert, a rirufi-

iatc, of greennesse, for it is slwaies vnderstood but of

such things, as doe growe within the forrcst and are
creene, it is called in our olde English Orttne Ifetce, in
Latin it is called Virhlis, and thereof is framed this

word Virularins, a Verderer, or one that doeth take
tho charge of the Vert or of Greene Heice." Manwood'a
Forrest Lawes, c. 6, s. 5, FoL 37, b.

VIRLAT, 8. The same with Valet.

"The treasurer paid David Rizzio, virlat in tho
Queen's Chamber L89, on the 8th of January 1561-2."

Chalmers's Mary, i. 78.

VIRLE, 8. A small ring put round any body,

to keep it firm, S. ferrule.

8az good fat lambs, I said them ilka clute,

At the West Port, and bought a winsome flute,

Of plum-tree made, with iv ry virles round.
Ramsay'$ Poems, it 67.

O. E. vyrott, Fr. virofle; Palsgraue. E. verrouil, a
bolt for a door, seems to claim the same origin, Lat.

/err-em.

[VIRPA, 8. A thin kind of sowens, Shetl.]
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VIRK, ViR, s. Force, impetuosity, S. B.

synon. with Birr, q. v.

When he was set, I ga'e the fire a stir,

And Bessy ran, and brought norae whins, wi vir,

Frae oat the nook, and made a hearty bleezc.

Skirrtf* Poems, p. 141.

•4 8ynewe laid oar heads together, an' at it wi' virr."

Journal from London, p. 0. V. Beir, s.

The lads, unwilling yet to stir,

Fire aff their morning guns wif
vir.

W. Beattie's Tales, p. 85.

Wl' double vir the drummers drum,
Tfee piat-atoups clatter.

Mayne's Siller Gun, p. 35.

This word is more classical than might seem at first

view. It has been in use for more than two centuries.

With respect to the sluice of a dam it is said :

•• It may not be stoppii, nor be troublit be ony
persoun, be altering of the said clouee, or drawing of

the said douse, or drawing of the water fra the said

water-passage or dam, or be making of the course of

the water to be of grcitcr force or stronth than of befoir,

or yit to be of less force or virre than of befoir, quhair-

throw the said miln is or may be mair hautis or maw
slaw in grinding of cornia nor scho had wont to be in

times bygane." A. 1563, Balfour's Pract., p. 493.

[To Viitn, r. n. To move or walk with force,

Banffs.]

VIRROCK, 8. Quoted by Mr. Pinkerton as

not understood.
Ane pvk-thank in a prelots chayse,

With his wawil feit, and virrok tais,

With hoppir hippU, and benches narrow.
Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 110.

Dr. Leyden, GL Compl. S., justly observes, that it

•' signifies a corn, or bony excrescence on the feet ; is

in common use, and pronounced wirrok;*' p. 3S0. He
derires it from Lat. rtrruca, a wart. The name is

sometimes applied to boils. I have heard it also expl.,

.

a pimple on the sole of the foot or heel, which occasions

great pain, and often crows to a considerable size.

Thus it is distinguished from a corn. It is sometimes
written wyrock.

Ther is not in this fair a flyrock,

That has upon his feit a wyrock,
Knoul taes, or mouls in nae degre,

But ye can hyde them.
Dunbar, Evergreen, i 254.

A.-S. wearrig, Ktarrikt, callosus, nodosus; Teut.

wetr, callus, nodus, tuber ; Gl. Stbb. The affinity of

wyroeh to the latter is rendered highly probable from a
circumstance to which the ingenious Glossarist has not
adverted. Teut. vreer-ooghc denotes a wart or pimple
on the eye-lid, a stytbe, or S. stie ; chalazion, exiguura
tuberculum in palpebris, (Kilian) ; from icter and ooghe,

oculns. This seems to have been improperly applied
to denote a pimple on the foot.

VIRTUE, s. Thrift, Loth. V. Vertue.

VISE. V. Weyse.

[VISIE, Vizy, Vizzie, 8. and v. V. Vesie.]

To Tak a Vizzie. To take an aim; as, to look

along a gun, with the eye, before firing it off,

S.
"Logan took a vizy, and fired, but his gun flashed

in the pan." The Steam-Boat, p. 143.

Willi im M'NLsh, a taylor slee—
Rouz'd at the thought, charg'd his fuzee ;

Took but ae vizsu wi' nis ec.—
Wayne's Siller Gun, p. 52.

Vizzie-draf, Vissie, 8. The knob or sight

on the muzzle end of a gun, by which aim

is taken, S. Fr. visie, aim.

•VISION, *. A thin, meagre person; as,

** Puir thing ! she's grown a mere vision?

S. ; a secondary use of the E. word as

denoting " a spectre, a phantom."

To VISITE, v. a. To examine, tosoror;

used as synon. with Visie ; Fr. visit-er, kLj

•• Ordanis—Mr. Johune Hay, kc. to r«*«te the Ures

and actis maid in this present parliament," &c Acn

Ja. VI., 1592, Ed. 1814, p. 569.

VISORXE, *. A mask or visor.

" Jhone Knox answered. The time that hes bene i»

evin now befoir my eyis : for I sie the pure Bock in do

les dauger than it hes bein at ony tyme before, except

that the Devill hca got tin a visorne upon his tsce.

Knox's Hist., p. 341.

VISSIER, 8. One who authoritatively in-

spects or examines.

—••The said Sir James Balfour of Pettindreich

knycht, vlsskr, and ressaver," &c Inventories, A.

1566, p. 175.

[vrr, vittixo, 8. v.Wit.]

To VrrCII, v. a. To visit, Shetl. Iu Isl.

the synonyme is vit-ia.

• VITIOUS, adj. Fierce, fiery, ill-tempered

;

as, " He's a vitious beast that ; I wiss be

dinna break that puir man's neck that's on

him," S. [Vitious weather, stormy weather,

Clydes.]

Vitiousxess, *. Fierceness, unmanageable-

ness, S.

VIUE, Vive, adj. 1. Lively, representing

to the life, vivid, S. Fr. vi).

•« So wee see the rirre imago of a faithfull Pastor,

the Lord Jesus : he will give his life for the •beepe, »»

hee saith himselfe." RoUocke on the Passion, p- lo-

in this sense it is used as an E. word.

2. Brisk, vigorous, S.

3. Applied to what may be seen clearly; *%

"vice prcnt," letter-press which may be

read easily, S. B.

Vivda, *. Beef or mutton hung and dried

without salt, Orkney.

••They seldom salt their meat, but either smoke it

in the house,, or dry it in the air. When preserved *

this latter manner, it is known by the name of rim*

Edmonstone's Zetl., ii. 49.
•• Vyda, (dried beeO hams, and pickled pork, «•

after each other into empty space, smoked geese «*
restored to the air, and cured fish to the sea." **

Pirate, iii. 32. ,

We learn from a very intelligent writer, that » «j»

or unsaltcd mutton, hung up in their builJin^ toll k

was hardened and dried, is no longer known, *"*

bert's Shetl. Isl. , p. 470. . •

•• FiVrfa, fiesh dried in a Skee without being**!"*

MS. Explic. of Norish words. V. Skeo.
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Most probably from Isl. vtif-a, a vibrare ; Dan.
vift-e, to Tan, to winnow ; the substance being dried by
the action of the wind.

Vively, adv. 1. Clearly, in a vivid light, S.
Bnt gin ve like to ware the time, then ye
How a' the matter stood, shall vively see.

Rots'9 Helenore, p. 89.

2. Distinctly, applied to objects of sound.
" Mr. Andrew Leisk, minister at Ellon, told me that

his wife and family, sitting at supper in his own house,
heard tucking of drums vively, sometimes appearing
near hand, sometimes far off; and ui»on the 7th of
February it was written here to Aberdeen, that Ken-
ton battle of Banbury, wherein his majesty was vic-
torious, has been in vision foughtcn seven sundry
times since syne." Spalding, ii. 71.

Viveris, Vievers, *. pi. Provisions for the
sustenance of life, victuals, S. Fr. vicres.
" Item, if it sail be asked, That thair layed money

•all have passage for thair viveris ? Ye sail reason the
eomoditie and mcomoditie thareof with the counsaill."
Knox's Hist, p. 222.
"He sail cume [to the hoist] weill furnished with

ailuer to bye vievers for his sustentation and not in
hope to burding the cuntrie quhereby he passes, with-
out making of payment." 1 Stat. Rob. L, c. 5, s. 0.

Vivual, adj. 1. Living, alive, Ayrs.

2. Used to express one's identity; as, "the
vivual person," the self same person, ibid.

Hence,

Vivuallie, adv. In life; as, "vivitallie

seen," seen alive, ibid.

0. Ft. vivuaUe, vivant ; plein de force ; Roquefort.

To VIZZIE, v. a. To view accurately. V.
Visie and Vesie.

[VMBESTOUNT, adv. Sometimes, Bar-
bour, vii. 398. A.-S. ymbe, about, and
itund, a time.]

VMBEKEST, Vmbecast, pret. Explored ;

or perhaps, surveyed.
He vmbekest the countrie outwith the toon,
Ha Pie] saw na thing on steir

Nouther far nor neir

—

Rau/Coilycar, B. iij. B.

[IsL am, around, kasta, to cast]

[VMQUHILE, adv. Sometimes. V. Um-
QUHILE.]

VNBEGGIT, part.pa. Not asked bybegging,
or as alms.

—••To see quhat they may be maid content of thair
awin consentis to accept daylie to leif on vnbtggit" ko.
Acts Ja. VI., 1597, Ed. 1814, p. 141.

To VNBESETT, v. a. To surround.
"Sir, yonder is the laird of Buccleugh, and the

theives of Annerdaill with him, to vnbenU your grace
in the way." Pitscottie's Cron., p. 320. In Ed. 1769,
"to unbeset your grace from the gate," p. 210. The
latter mode of expression would rather seem to bear
the sense of block up.

It is most commonly used in part. pa.
••When—the said Alexander—was cuming fordward

with ane great arinie, for the kingis support, his gaitt
was pftoesfU be Alexander carle of Crawford. " Pitscot-
tie's Cron., p. 105.

VNBIGGIT, part. adj. Not built upon, S.
•• In all vther annuellis, to auise gif the awnaris lat-

tb the ground to be vnbiggit, quhat salbe the chaplanis
part gif he may recognosce the samin or not, Ac.
Acts Mary, 1555, Ed. 1814, p. 4S9, V. Big, v.

VNBKINT, part. adj. Not burnt.
•' Item, gif samekill restis vnbrint of the- haill tene-

ment that aw the annuell as will pay the samin, gif the
annnell may be craifit compleitlie." Acts Mary, 1555,
Ed. 1814, p. 400.

VNBURELY, adj. Feeble ; not burly.

Thar is mony toun man to tuggil is full teuch,
Thocht thair brandi* be black and vnburely.

Rauf Coilyear, C. L b.

VNCOACTED, Uncoactit, part. adj. Not
forced, voluntary.
" I cannot refuse both the honourable and thankfuU

conditions to myaelff,—speciallie quhair thay cum of
frie will vucoacted or compelled." Pitscottie's Cron.,
p. 34. V. COACT, COACTIT.

•• UncoaclU or compallit." Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.
The negative particle is meant to serve both words.

VNCOME, Uncome, [part. pa. Not come;
also, not having reached or arrived at.]

"The Coogregatiouu—had chosine fvve hundreth
of thair best horsemen to prik and hold in the French
vneomt over the watter of Eden." Pitscottie's Cron.,
p. 538. "To stop the French from crossing," &c.
Edit. 1728, d. 205.
" Thus thir people were stayed uncome to At>erdeen

at this time, whereat the army there took great excep-
tion." Spalding's Troubles, i. 159.
" Thirdly, their naughty reasons alledged for with-

holding of the nobles uncome to the king, backed also
with much more threatening." Ibid., p. 188.

Uncome is perhaps q. oncome, coming on or forward.

VNDEFESIT, part. adj. Without acquit-

tance.

" That the said James sail content & pay to the said
Johne the somme of v li contenit in the said sentence
arbitrate 4 vndefesU tharintilL" Act Dom. Cone, A.
1492, p. 273. V. Defese,*.

VNDEID, adj. Alive, in the state of life.

Now thankit be Drichtine,

That ane of rs sail never bine
Vndeid in this place.

Rauf Coilyear, D. tf., a

To VNDIRGANG, v. a. To incur, to be
subjected to, [to undergo.]
" And failyeing tharof that he tak the lande to him

self and vndirgang the dot." Pari. Ja. III., A. 1469,
Acts Ed. 1814, p. 96.

A.-S. under-gang-an, subire, to undergo.

VNDISPONIT, part. pa. Not given away.
—"At this present thair ar sindierie prelaces vacand,

vndisponit to onie person or personis quhatsumeuir."
Acts Ja. VI., 1597, Ed. 1814, p. 143.

VNDISTRUBLIT, part. pa. Undisturbed.
—"That Iettres be writin to the balye of Lawdirdalc,

chargeing him—to kepe & defend the saide Elisabeth
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vndistrubltt in the broukin & joysing of the samyne in

tyme to cum.*' Act. Audit., A. 1466, p. 5.

VNDOUTABLE, adj. Indubitable, that

cannot be called in question.
—"Anent the questioune—tuiching the richtis to

the hospitale of Brechin callit the Massindew, clamit

be the said Archibald be prescntacioun of James due
of Rosa, quhilk is vndoutable patrouno of the saymn,
the lordis ordanis," Ac. Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1488, p.

103.

This, although not mentioned by Johns., has been
used in O. E., as Sherwood has undoubiabk.

VNECERT, adj. Uncertain ; Lat. incert-us.

" Tharfor the said decret of forfaltour is vnrert, inept,

and generate, & following and promulgate vpoune ane
vneeert, inept & generate hbell." Acts Mary, 1543, Ed.

1814, p. 440.

VNENDIT, part. pa. Un8nished, not ter-

minated.

"The maiste parte [majority] of thaim—sal have
the ful power—to aviss, determyn, tret, & conclude—
al materia concerning the weilfair of oursouerane lordc

that ar now assynit in this present parliament &
vnendit." Acts Ja. III., A. 1471, Ed. 1814, p. 100.

[VNFAIR, adj. Foul ; or perhaps as a .«.,

ill-success, Barbour, xv. 123, Camb. MS.]

[VNFANE, Unfayxe, adj. Unwilling, re-

luctant. V. Faxe.]

VNGROND, part. pa. Not grinded.

"That Thomas Kirkpatrick—sail restore- half a boll

of malt tngrond, price x a." Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1488,
p. 92.

VNHABILL, Vxhabile, Unhable, adj. I.

Unfit for any purpose whatsoever ; used in

a general sense.

" The qoenis grace—hauand respect to the greit and
exhorbitant derth ryssin in this realme of victuallis,

&c, and vnderstandand that the occasioun thairof is

because of the superfluous cheir usit commounlie in

this realme alsweill amangis small as greit men. to the
greit hurt of commoun weill of the samin, aud damp-
nage to the bodie, quhilk makis ane man vnhabill to
exerce all lei full and gude warkis necessare." Acts
Mary, 1551, Ed. 1814, p. 488.

2. Unfit for travelling, by reason of age or

bodily indisposition.

"Gif—it be sufficientlie proviu —that he is seik, ira-

Jntent, or of greit age, swa that he may not travel, the
udgc sould pass, or send his clerk, as he pleisis, upon

the expensis of him that is unhabile and scik, to pois
[pose or interrogate closely] and ressavc his aith upon
sic thingis as ar referrit to the samiu." Balfour's
Pract., p. 361.

•• All this time the marquis is stormstaid in Melgyno,
old and unhabile to travel, in so great a storm." Spal-
ding's Troubles, i. 42.

used as a forensic3. Under a legal disability

term.
—" Decerning tbairfare his dignctie, name & memoric

to be extinct,—and his posteritie to be fra thine furth
unhable to brink offices, honour & dignetie within this

realme." Acts Mary, 1567, Ed. 1814, p. 573.

VOL. IV.

The term contrasted with this, in the same act, ia

the form of restoration, is able.

"And sic like his posteritie & linage—to be reitont

to thair ancient honour, fame & dignitie, and to be

maid able to bruik and joiss offices, hououris & dignitie

within this realme.

YNKNAWLEGE, *. Ignorance.

"That all schireffis, &c., tak the copic of thir articli*

or thai depart, at thay may not excuse thame of tin

nknawlege of thir articlis/' Acts Ja. III., 14S3, E-L

1814, p. 166.

VNLAY, *. Fine, the same with Unlaw.

—"At that be a punt of dittay in tyme to cum, and

at the vnlay be x h togidder with ane mendis of the

partij according to the skaith," &c— ** It* in, as an?u:

the vnlay of the grene wod," &c. Acts. Ja. IV., 1503.

Ed. 1814, p. 242.

VNLANDIT, adj. Not in possession of heri-

table property.
" Oure souerane lord movit of piete, with the coun-

sall of his lordis, hes avisit that all the gudis movabill

belanging to the pure vulandit folkis be restorit and J«-

liuerit agane." Acta Ja. IV., 14SS, Ed. 1814, p. 207.

[VNLELE, adj. Disloyal, dishonest. V.

Lele.]

VNLETTIN, part. pa. Not released.

" That all—ragabondis, Strang and ydill beggaris-

taken wandering—be committit in ward in the c n.-

meun prcsoun, stokis or irnis,- within thair inn>l«-

tioun ; thair to be kepit vnlettin to lir»ertie,—qui, ill

thay be put to the knawlege of ane assyiss. " Act* Jx

VI., 1574, Ed. 1814, p. 87.

VNMORTIFYIT, part. pa. Not under a

deed of mortmain.
" And the soame of the baronis to be raisit «f xl

lordis, baronir, frehaldaris, fre tennandis, ladyis of t r-

cis jont feftmentis, dowryis, and vtheris, ciubatsuraeucr

hafand Ttouth burgh vnmortijyil." Pari. Ja. III., A.

1467, Acts Ed. 1814, p. 90. V. Mortify.

VNORDERLY, adv. Irregularly.

" The lordis of parliament decretis—that the proce«-

sis of the breif of richt purchest be Rol>ert of 8pen«-

tuiching the landis of Kittidy, procedit & led before

the Schiref of Fiff & his deputis, is vnlachfully aci

vnorderly procedit," &c. Act Audit., A. 1471, p. !'»•

VNPASSING, part. pr. Not goiug or de-

parting.
" In the menetyme ordanis the haill estaittis pr- -

sentlie con .... to remove in this tonn tmpai-**?

forth of the samyne, quhill the parliament be—en*lit~

Acts Ja. VI., 1592, Ed. 1814, p. 531.

VNPLEXISSIT, part. />a. Not furnished,

waste.
" Ane grete part of the realme, and specialie ncre tbt

bordouris, has oenc thir mony yens, m our soueraLe

lordis lesse age, rnpkitixsit. and ane gret part of the in-

land spulyeit of thar gudis." Acts Ja. V ., 1535, EL
1814, p. 346, 347. V. Plenis.

VNPROUISITLIE, adv. Without preview

intimation, immediately.
" Be hir vngodlie, and dishonourabill proeedinz t»

ane pretendit mariage with him [Bothwell] sud<lanJl «.

and vnproahitlie thairefter, it is mai»t ccrtaine, that

Q4
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•oho wii preuie, sift, and pairt, of the actuall deuiae
sod deid of the foirnamit murthour of the king her
laochfull husband," Ac, Acts Ja. VI., 1567. Ed. 1814,

IV. & rimprovkte, & Hmproveu, " suddenly, at una-
ware*, before it was thought of, or looked for ;" Cotgr.

VNRECOUNSALLIT, par*, pa. Unrecon-
ciled.

"That quhatsumeoer persoun or persounis ar de-
nonoit cursit,—and lyis thairin obetinatlie be the space
of ane yeir, or resaifa's the body of Qod blist and halie

sacrament vnder the said cursing, vnreeounmllit to the
bosom of the halie kirk, that all thair gudis mouabill
throw that deid sail fall in onr sonerane ladyis handis
be reesoun of escheit," Ac. Acts Mary, 1551, Ed.
1814, p. 482.

VNREMEMBRAND, part. adj. Unmindful.
—"His grace thinkis that he will nocht be vnre-

nembrand and vngrate for the gude and thankfull
eraioe done to him be his saidis erlis, lordis," Ac.
Acts Ja. V., 1540, Ed. 1814, p. 363.

VNRESPONSALL, adj. Unable to pay a
fine or debt ; a forensic term.
M The said third penaltie to be pait to the awner of

the wed, brume, or yairdis. Bot in caiss the committar
of the wrang be vnreiponsall, he sail for the first fait

be pat in the stokkis, presoune, or yrnis, ancht dayis
en Void and wattir," &c. Acts. Ja. VI., 1579, Ed.
1814, p. 145. V; Restoxsaix.

VNROVNGIT, part. pa. Not gnawed or
fretted.

¥ *

"The bailyeis chargjt him to take the Inglis grot
mronvgU for thre sons in pament [payment]. " Aberd.
Sag., Cent 16. V. Ronged.

[VANSEILL, s. Misfortune, Barbour, x.

218. V.UN8ELE.]

VNSHAMEFASTNESSE, s. Shameless-
ness.

And take from mee tmshamefastnesse,
And God and man to lone and dreid.

Poems ofthe Sixteenth Century, p. 70.

VNTRANSUMYT, part. pa. Not tran-
scribed.

" William Adainsone—oblist htm that he sail bring
the writings laitlie maid be onr sonerane lorde vnder
his gret seile to the tonne of Myddleburghe, and de-
linere the samin agane to the kingis grace and lordis
within xx dais nixt to enm without langare delay, vn-
trannnnyt auctentily." Acta Ja. V., 1526, Ed. 1814,
p. 313. V. TRASStTMFT.

VNTRAJSTIE,a#.
trust.

Traist the vntraistie qaha that will,—
For sic my selfe I will not kill.

Poem* Sixteenth Cent, p. 201.

VNWAUKIT, part. pa. Not fulled.

"Robert Crostale—sail content & pay to Elspeth
Bntlare a wob of tanny claith, —for like elne xij s.,

delinerit be the said Elspeth to the said Robert in wi-
waukit claith." Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1488, p. 95.

[VNWITT, s. Ignorance, folly, S.]

Faithless, unworthy of

To VNY, v. a. To unite ; Fr. tiwtr, id.

11 That it sail be lefull till his grace to diuide schiref*

domes, & create, vny,.& annex the sammyne," &c.
Acts Ja, IV., 1509, Ed. 1814, p. 267.

VOALER, s. A cat, Shetl. ; q. a watcler,

from 1st. vol-a, querulor, G. Andr. ; misero

queri, Haldorson ; vaeUat lamentari, ibid.

VOAMD, s. Meat injured by being too long

kept, Shetl.; apparently svnon. with Hoattia,

S.

Allied perhaps to Ial. vam, vitium, culpa, Verel. ;

voemm, riedecua, or voma, nausea, Haldorson ; went-
ulegt, nauseabile, 6. Andr.

[VOAR, a. Spring, seed-time, Shetl. Sw.
vaar, Lat. ver, id.]

VOCE, *. Voice, S. B.
Ane feyndliche hellis voce scho shoutis scbill

;

At qnhais sound all tryuiblit the forest,

The derne woddis resouudit est and west
Doug. Virgil, 225, 37.

[VOD, *. A wood. V. WOD.]

VODDER, 8. Weather, Aberd. Reg. V.
WODDER.

VODE, Vodd, adj. 1. Empty, void.

Unto thir wordis, he nane snswere maid,
Nor to my vode deinandis na thing said.

Doug. Virgil, 48, 82.

2. Light, indecent.

The rial stile, clepit Heroicall,

Full of wourschip and nobilnes ouer all,

Suld be compilit, but tenchis or vode wourde,
Kepsnd honest wise sportis, quhareener thay bourde.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 271, 30.

To Vode, t;. a. To void, to empty.
Eftir all was vodit, and the lycht of day
Ay mare and mare the mooe quenchit away,

—

Within hir chalmer alone scho langis Rare,

And thocht all waist for laik of hir luflare.

Doug. Virgil, 102, 25.

Ubi digressi, Virg. When the company were all

gone.

VOE, 8. An inlet, a bay or creek, Orkney,
Shetl.

"This inlet or voe furnishes several excellent har-
bours, such as Busta Voe, South Totter, and Alnafirth."
P. Delting, Shetl. Statist. Ace, i. 300.
" Voe*,—in the ancient language of these islands,

signify such creeks or bays as penetrate far into the
land.'

1
Barry's Orkney, p. 39.

"The parish is every where intersected with long
narrow bays, called here Voe* or Friths." P. Aith-
sting, Shetl. Statist. Ace., vii. 581.
" Voe, signifies a creek, or bay." MS. Explic. of

Korish Words.
In that very ancient Norse poem Lodbrokar-Quida,

or the Death-song of Lodbrok, royr occurs as signifying

a bay. Thus llvgncr is made to say ;
" Near Iliad-

ninga-vagi, (Hadninga's Bay) high towered our crests

in tierce encounter." St 13. The learned Johnstone
views this as either a bay in Orkney, or as perhaps
Haddington bay in Scotland. Lodbrok, p. 71. Bartha-
firthi is indeed mentioned in the preceding strophe,
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which he explains an denoting the Firth of Tay, near

Perth, anciently caded Bertha, p. 70.

IsL vog-r, fretnm ; G. Andr., p. 257. V. Brand's

Orkney, p. 65.

VOGIE, Vokie, adj. 1. Vain, S.

Of your consent, he says, I'm mair nor fain.

And vogie that I can ca* yon my ain.

Ross's Helenore, p. 112.

" Whisht," quoth the vougy jade,
" William*! a wine judicious lad,
" Has bavins mair than e'er he had,

•• Ill-bred bog-stalker."

Ramsay's Poena, it 838.

" I was fidgin fain an* unco vokie fan I got out ouer
her, for as laggart an* trachel'd as I was wi* taavin

amo' the dubs. " Journal from London, p. 4.

To WaiMgude Ink and beir neid that I lefe ;

To Coratyu iyn gif this bleis of fyre :

To ftervaot tooky ye beir this rowu alef.

K. Bart, iL 66.

Voky seems to be Vanity in dress personified. " In
Scotland," Mr. Pinkerton remarks, "they say a man
is voggy when he is proud." Note, Maitlana Poems,
pi 379. Bnt it properly denotes ostentation.

We took a spring, and dancM a fling.

And wow but we were vogie /

We didna fear, though we lay near
The Campbells, in Stia/botpe.

Jacobite Relics, p. 81.

A.-S. hog-on, Belc. pocgh-en, to boast, to vaunt ; or
from Ft. vogue, Hal. voga, fame, pre-eminence.

2. Merry, cheerful, an oblique sense, S. B.

To VOICE, Voyce, v. n. To vote.

—"We ar borne to have right off place and voyce
in that high court, hot not with that knowledge and
these abilities—requyred in these quho sould voyce

ther." Acts Cha. I., Ed. 1814, V. 961.

To Votce out, r. a. To elect by vote.

"The moderator was desired to voice out twelve of

their brethren to sit as their committee." Spalding,

ii. 192.

Voicer, b. A voter.
—"That his voicing should not import his approba-

tion of the commissions of any voicer against whom he
was to propone any just exception in due time."

—

Baillie*aLett.,i. 99.

The v. is also used, as by Shakespeare.

Voicing, s. The act of voting.

"It goes to voicing, and by a plurality of voices
found that no man should be raised against the coun-
try." Spalding, iL 119.

VOLAGE, Vollaoe, Volisii, adj. 1.

Giddy, inconsiderate ; O. Fr. volage.
—" The iugeinent of Godc (quhilk virkis al thyng)

is ane profound onknauen deipnes, the quhilk passis
humaine ingyne to comprehende the groundc or limitis
of it : be causo oure vit is cuer febil, cure ingyne ouer
barde, oure thochtis ouer rollage, ande oure yeiris ouer
schort." Compl. S., p. 32.
"Some doubted how far such volage expressions

inferred treason, being but lubricum linguae. Foun-
tainhall, i. 484.

2. Profuse, prodigal ; as, " He's unco volage
o' his siller;" Aberd.
Fr. id. light, giddy, inconsiderate.

b/ HIUVII Iflkll UO »l»W »u«* 114.11 1 «~ w. •»»*. .w^——

.

very often found in marshy grounds that are cowed

with moss and short heath. " Barrj
f

s Orkney, p. 3R

Perhaps vole has the same sense with /eld; A.->

[Volaoeous, adj. Very light, giddy, or

boastful, Clycles.].

To Volish, v. n. To talk .ostentatiously,

Clyde*.

Volisiier, *. An ostentatious talker, ibid.

VOLE MOUSE. The Short-tailed Field

Mouse, Orkn. The field cainpagnol, S.

"Arvicola agrestts. Field campagnoL E. ibort-

tailed field-mouse. S. Volt-mouse." Edin. Mtg. Jalj

1819, p. 505.

"The Short-tailed Field Mouse (mns a-jrttti*, U-

Syst ) which with us his the name of the role *

often found in marshy
moss and short heath.'

rhapa vole has the sai

wold, planities ; Su.-G. wall, solum herbidum.

[VOLF, s. A wolf, Barlwur, vi. 470.]

VOLOUNTE, *. The will.

The ilk stonnde of his awin fre vJounlt,

loue callis Jnno, and thus carpts he.

Do*'j. riijft\ttt,i

Fr. volonli, Lai. volunt-as.

VOLT, s. Countenance, aspect.

•• She welcomed me with a merry volt.
1
* Chshsens

Mary, i. 175.

O. Fr. volt, visage, Roquef. V. Yult.

VOLT, s. 1. Vault or cellar, Aberd. Be*.

V. Voct.

2. [Roofs, arches.]

Thy tour, and fortres lairge and lang,

Thy nychbours dois excel).

Thy groundis deip, and toppis hie

Uprising in the air ;

Thy voltis plesand ar to sie,

Thay ar so greit and fair.
,

Prayse of Lethingtoun, Staitlaml P<v»u, P-
**

Vaults, Pinkerton. But perhaps rather appijd to

the roofs ; from Fr. voutte, which not only signing *

vault, but " a vaulted or embowed roofe ; Cotgr. >•

Vout.

VOLUPTUOSITIE, 8. Voluptuousness.

••And quhatsumeuer vther persoun or perwoui

of quhatsumeuer estate, degre or conditions that eatf

thay be of, that failyies and brekis this actaoU ord-

nance, that be salbe repute and haldin at toe <^>

geuin to his voluptuoaithie," &c. Acts Mary, 1351, **

1814, p. 488 ; i.e., if ne have more dishes at hu U^
than those permitted by this act to men of diffieftst

orders.

VOLUSPA, *. Explained as synon. witk

Sybil.

•' Here seated, the rolu*pa, or sybil, was to fcto£

the rhymical [rythmical ?] inquiries which shoold w

made to her, and to return an extemporaneirtis ans**

The Pirate, ii. 173.

This Scandinavian term is undoubtedly aw *j
*

sense which does not properly belong to it *^

cola, volva, and m/«, denote a prophetess, Sv™ A

vates Pythia, VcreL ; and tjxt signifies the pr*wt !?8

itself. It is thus defined by Haldorson, IV^-
oracula svbillina, [Dan. J en */>aa-hcimh* tpaad'**- »•£

'•a female soothsayer's divination*
1
' VoJ**i* *

p
name given to a part of the more ancient Edda ;

4*1 **

M. Mallet has observed, •• signifies the orack <* *
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prophesy of Vulu.
u " Vola," ho adds, "might per-

haps bo a general name for all the women of this
kind.** Northern Antin., ii. 202.
But this ingenious and learned writer has fallen into

a mistako here. For, according to the Edda, there was
one person only to whom this name was given. This
M*aa Si/, from whom, it is said, Odin descended. V.
Kesen. Edd. Dedic. h. 2. This name the Scandinavian
writers have identified with that of Sybil. Rudbeck
makes her the wife of Tlior. He indeed, in his usual
manner, traces the name Sybil, to her ; viewing tho
last of the word as the same with hell, a mountain;
and rendering Si/htlta, Dca montium, or the same with
CyUle'. Sif, he expl. by Lat. pius. Atlant. ii. 398.
The term tola, has been traeed to Gr. fiovXrj, coun-

sel, &c. But nothing satisfactory has becu offered.

To VOME, v. a. To puke, to vomit.
'• I san fumeterre, that tempris ane heyt lyuyr. I

sau brume, that prouokis ane person to vome aid
feume." Compl. of 8., p. 104.

The term, appears in tie same primitive form in Isl.

voma, nausea, vomitus. Mig voemer, vomitu urgeor ;

vomnleg-vr, nauseabundus.

Vomiter, s. An emetic, S.

"The manner to make Vomiter*. A vomiter is

a potion prepared with some vomitive liquor,—to
purge the bad humours by vomiting."— •• The manner
to make a common vomiter—to make a weak vomiter"
Ac. Si. Germain's Royal Physician, p. 124-5.

Ft. vomitoire, any thing that provokes vomiting. In
the same sense Vomitory is used in £.

[VONAND, Vonyno. V. under Won, t>.]

VOR, Voar, Vour, $. The spring-time,

Orkney, Shetl. V. Veir.

[VORD,*. A high hill, Shetl. V.Wart.]

[VORTH, Vorthis. V. Worth.]

VOTE, s. A vow.

He " maid solempnit vote that he & his posterite sail

use Da ansenye in tymes cumyng (quhen tyme of battal
occurit) bot the croce of Sanct Andro." Bellend.
Cron., B. x., c. 5. Voit, Ibid., B. xiii. c. 7. Lat.
rot-urn.

To Vote, v. a. To devote. Votit, part. pa.

"Becaussa gret trubill risis daylie aganis the Cristin
pepill, the maist catholik prince Charlis hes rotit hym
to the deith in defence thairof aganis the ennymes of
God." Bellend. Cron. B. x. c. 2. Devovisse, Booth.

VOTH, s. Outlawry.
" Voth signifies outlawrie, vtfagium." Skene, Verb.

Sign, in vo.

Allied perhaps to Isl. rode, Su.-G. tcaada, (pron.

voda) penculum. V. Vouthman.

[VOUD, Volde, adj. Mad, Barbour, xvii.

106f Camb.MS. V. Wod.]

VOURAK, s. Wreck. •< The vourak of the

schip;
n Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

VOUSS, *. The liquor of hay and chaff

boiled, Strathmore.

This term does not seem to be descriptive of the par-

ticular composition, but to be the ancient word, de-
noting what is liquid in general, retained in a particular

sense. Isl. vos, vaesa, veisa ; humor, mador, humcc-
tatio, perfusio aquae, et ductus aquae ; G. Andr., p.
249, 250.

To VOUST, r. n. To boast, S.

In siclyke wyse this Juturna beliue
Throw out the oistis can the hoi-His drine,

—And schew hir brothir Turnus in his chare,
Now brauland in this place, now voustand thare.

Doug, Virgil, 427, 13.

Great as it is, I need na voust.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 3.

Voust, Voist, Voustin, s. Boasting, S., a
boast, a brag, Gl. Shirr.

And low as Pharon cryis and doys roust,

With haltand wounlis and with raekle voust,

Eneas threw an dart at him that tyde,
Quhilk, as he gapit, in his mouth did glide.

Doug. Virgil, 327, 10.

Thare sal thou se, thare sal thou knaw anone,
Quhom to thys wvndy glore, voist and avatitis,

The honour, or with pane the louimr grautis.

Ibid. 890, 4.

Where then was a' your windy vousts t

Ye that is now sa kneef ?

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 23.

Hamiltou writes vosting, Facile Traictise, p. 36.

Perhaps radically the same with boast, v and 6 being
letters of the same organs. Junius derives boast, from
C. B. bostio, id. ; Seren. from Goth, buse, bicsse, rex,
dominaos. Isl. biasse, pugil ; Ihre, vo. Bicsse.

Voustbr, *. A boaster, S. RndcL V.
WOISTARE.

VOU8TT, adj. Vain, given to boasting.

And chiels shall come frae yont the Cairn-a-

mounth right vousty,

If Ross will be so kind as shore in

Their pint at Drousty.
BeaUier

s Address, Ross's Hclenore, at 16.

VOUT, m. A vault, S. O. E. id.

" Void, voder the ground, (Fr. ) uoule," Palsgraue ;

also voulte. This seems of Gothic origin ; Sw. htcal/d,

arched, vaulted, hicatlfw-a, to arch, to vault, also

written waetfw-a, vatlfv-a; A.-S. hwalf, convexus

;

IaL hioel, sphaera.

VOUTH, adj. or *. Prosecuted, or prosecu-

tion, in course of law ; a forensic term.
" Vouth, signifies persewed, calling, or accusation,

from Voucher, id. est, Vocare, \ Bed in the auld French
and English lawes." Skene, Verb. Sign, vo. Voth.

But the origin is evidently A.-S. wotl\e, clamor.

Vouthman, *. An outlaw.
" In ourauld Scottish language ane Vouthman is ane

out-law, or ane fugitiue fra thelawes.'
1 Skene, Verb.

Sign. to. Voth.

This, in connexion with the preceding word, may
perhaps point out the origin of Voth, as signifying

outlawry. Vouthman may have denoted one who was
legally called, and not compeirand, or presenting him-
self in court, was outlawed.

VOW, interj. Expressive of admiration or

surprise, S.

Tender he comes ; and vow I but ho looks fain :

Nae doubt be thinks that Peggy's now his ain.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 144.

Isl. vo, metuendum quid ; also, repente, ex improviso.

V. VereL & G. Andr.
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VOWBET, *. A hairy worm, a caterpillar.

Yet wanshapeu Vowbet of the weirds invytit,

I can tell thee how, when, where and what gat thee,

The qahilk was neither man nor wife,

Norhuman creature on life.

MontgonurU, Walton?* Coll., iiL 12.

The sense is determined by what is said elsewhere.

A wsrlnck, snd a warwolf, a vowbet but hair.

Ibid. p. 85.

It therefore seems the same word with wobat, 8. A.,

a hairy worm, which crawls on vegetables, somewhat

of the caterpillar kind.

Sibb. renders woubit, oubit, one of those,worms which

appear as if covered with wool, GL, as if tho term wool

or woo entered into the composition. Bnt more pro-

bably it is from A. -3. wibba, a worm.

A vottbet but hair, U a worm in so imperfect a state,

that the hair is not yet grown. Wobat is said to be
%

*« a hairy caterpillar* Edin. Rev., Oct. 1803, p. 206.

O. E. " IParoof, a worme ; escarbot," Fr. Palsgraue.

V. Wobat.

VOWKY9 adv. Vain.

Of roar consent, says he, I'm matr nor fain,

An'votoky that I can ca' you my ain.

Ross's Helenore, First Edit, p. 108.

In Edit. Second, changed to Vokie, q. .
This term, as it has the secondary sense of " merry,

cheerful," seems always to include the idea of more

self-complacency and happiness than we attach to E.

To VOWL, v. a. A term used at cards, when

one of the parties loses all in a game, Gall.

" When one of the parties playing gets nothing, not

so much as a trick, then they are said to be wrc/'d,—

ibis and $utUr>d are one." Gall. Enc.

1 there's the Ace—it gets the King

;

WoVe beat—we're towVd, and a'.

Sang <> the Cartes, t&itfi, p. 459.

Vowl, «. The state of being quite out of

hand in a game at cards.
^

«| A vowl is said

to be worth nine games," ibid.

Perhaps from Fr. voUr, "to rob, to rifle, strip, de-

spoile ofall ;* Ootgr, Diet. Trev. has Vole, Terme

do jen de Cartes, et se dit, quand ouelqu'un fait toutes

les mains on levees des cartes, a i'hombre, a la bate,

a la triomphe, &c. Omnia folia lusoria ferre, auferre.

Roquefort thus expresses it ; Dans le jeu des cartes on

dit la vole lorsqu' une personne enleve tout, fait toutes

les mains. The learned fathers de Trevoux deduce the

Fr. v. from Lat «o/-o, the palm of the hand, because

this is the instrument commonly employed in carrying

off.

• VOYAGE, s. A journey ; Fr. id.

••Thairefter, they cam to Edinburgh—Sura men
judged nae guid to cum of that voyage." Pifcjcottie'a

Cron., p. 40.

The Fr. term denotes either a voyage or a journey.

VPBRINGING,*. Education, instruction, S.

" It sail stand at the kinds grace plesour to send ony

man of wirschip of Ingland, and ane lady, with sucho

enmpany as accordis to thar estate, nocht execdand xx

personis men & wemen, to gif attendance vpoune the

said young quene and hir vertuis tyMringing, and to

remans vpoune the king of Inglandis cxpensis." Acts

Mary, 1M2, Ed. 1814, p. 425.

•'They alledged that they wanted to bring up tho

king's son in virtuous education, for the whilk they

sent for him. The king answered, he was his son, of

whom it was meetest he -should have the care of his

upbringing." Spalding, ii. 2. V. Upbri.no.

Upbrought is used by Spenser, as signifying, edu-

cated, nurtured.

—With the crew of blessed saints upbrought

[VPGANG,«. Way up. V. Upgano.]

[VPGIF, «. and v. V. Upgif.]

VPLESIT, part. pa. Recovered.

The lost penny wes tplesit,—

Bot the penny that wes hid

I hold lewt gude did.

UoUodbU Sow, F. L, v. 15.

A.-S. up and les-an, colligcre ; redimere. The setae

of the term is explained, v. 39.

The penny lost in the lak,

Wes luuiljn and vptak.—i.e., taken up.

To VPMAK, r. n. 1. To supply where there

is a deficiency.
«• Qnhar thar is fundin ony sic werk within the said

finace, the werk to be brokin, the workman to vpmat

the avale to the finace foresaid, & the "»|d werkm*n U>

be pnnyst at the kingU will." Acts Ja. III., 1485, fcd.

1814, p. 172.

2. To build up. To wpmak is used in this

sense, Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

3. To compensate ; often used in the sense of

enriching, S.
•• I have found my Lord unchangeable, in every es-

tate the same, ay the same up-making, and more than

up-making portion." Hamilton to Rcnwick, Society

Contending* p. 40. .

Belg. opmaak-en, to make up. Any one, who lias

attended to the genius of the Scottish language, must

have remarked that it resembles theTeut. far more

than the English does, in the combination of the ore-

positions. It generally prefers the prefix, instead of

adding the preposition to the verb or noun.

VPSITTING, s. A term used to denote a

sort of wake after the baptism of a chiCd.

" And that na banquettis salbe at onie ^tingis

efter baptizing of bairnis in time cuming, vnder tho

pane of twentie pund to be payit be euene person*

ooar in the contrair, alsweill of the maister ofthe

houss,—as of aU vther personis that salbo fund or trpt

partakeris of sic superffuus banqueting, and ^{J^S
of the droggis and confectouns apprehendit, *c
Acts Ja. \'C 1«81. Ed. 1814, p. 221.

This custom, which seems to be now obsolete, was

most probably introduced in imitation of the Ink-

wakes, or watching of the dead; or it might have

some connexion with the vigils of the saints. Had

the upsiUing preceded the baptism, it might haveJbeen

supposed that it was meant to guard the unchnstenea

bairn against the mischievous attempts of the ***nes.

But it is not easy to conjecture of what use it could be

after the baptismal rite.

VRACK, 8. 1. Wreck, ruin, Buchan.

I goulTt the bickers a' to rraclr,

Whan e'er I saw yir croou
0* death the night

Tartars Poems, p. 10.

V. Wrack.

[2. Anything that is worthless ; applied also

to persons and animals, Banffs.] •

[To VRAIT, Vreet, r. a. To write, Banffs.]
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Vraiter, Vrettab, «. A writer, Aberd. Keg.;

nearly the same with the vulgar pron. of

Loth., Vriier.

VRAN, 8. Tlie wren, A.-S. wraen. u Vran

is still the Lothian pronunciation ;" 01.

Compl.
M Robeen and the litil mu, var hamely in vyatir."

Compl. 8., p. 60.

[VRICHT, s. A wright, Banff*. To vricht,

to work as a wright, ibid.]

[To VRING, v. a. To wring, Banffs.]

[VTASS, Wtast, *. Corr. of Octaves.

The same corruption occurs in O.E. •• Ulae of a
feest, [Pr.] ocUuht ;

n
Palsgr. R iii. F. 73.

This term has, however, been viewed as signifying
•• the eighth day, or the space of eight days aiier any
festival* V. Uti*, Nares* GI.

VTH, s. [Errat. for Uch, a coffer.] " Ane
proper uth of gold ;

w
Aberd. Reg. O. Fr.

acta, a coffer ; or for Ouch, an ornament, a
carcanet.

To VTTER, v. n. Vtterea\ pret.

" Bot sir Patrick's horse vUered, and would in no
ways* encounter his adverser againe, that it was force

to sir Patrik to light on foot. Pitscottie's Croo. p.
248. Onlered in Edit. 1728. V. Ohtkb, v.

VtUrtd is perhaps nearer to the true orthography,
which should be outrcd, from Fr. outr-er, traverser,

parcourir, q. went out of the lists, became unmanage-
able. O. E. outrage, "to fly out, to be outrageous ;

"

Tyrwh.
This wares I you, that ye not sodenly
Out of yoarself for no wo shuld outraie,

Beth patient, and therof I you praie.

Chaucer, Clerkts Tale, v. 8519.

Fr. oulrt is still used in regard to horses. Cheval
ottfrtf est on cheval a bout, epuise d'haleine, & dont la

fatigue a consume les forces. Did Trev.

VULT, 8. Aspect.
The Erik beheld fast till hb bye enrage,

Forthocht sura part that be come to that place,

Gretlye abaysit for the vult off bin face.

WaBaee, vL 879, Ma
and he ml feirs, with thrswin vult in the start
8eand the scharp poyntis, recuhs bakwart.

Doug. Virgil, 806, 53.

Lat vuU-us, Moes,-G. wiaiU.

To VUNG, v. n. To move swiftly with a
buzzing or humming sound, Aberd. bung,

S.O.
Te manna think that ane sae young,
Wha hirples slowly o'er a rang,
Can up Parnassus glibly vttxy,

like Robbie Burns.
Skirrefif Poems, p. 387.

Vung is more commonly used as a *., denoting the
sound made by a stone discharged from a sling, or any
similar sound, as that of a humming-top when emitted
from the string.

It has a far better claim, than many other words,
to be viewed as ex *onoficta. But it may be derived
from Teut. Germ, bunge, a drum, which Wachter de-
duces from Su.-O. bamg-kx, to beat. The adv. glibly

is improperly conjoined.

[VUXEN, part. adj. Orowu ; well-grown*

plump; iU-vuxen, stunted, unshapely, Shetl.

few. vdxa, to grow, vuxen, grown.]

[VYCHT, adj. Vigorous, Barbour, x. 430.

V. Wiciit.]

VYIS, Yyss, adj. Wise.
Brndir, gtf thow be vyU, I red thd fle

To mache the with a frawart fenyeit marrow.
Hetirysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 122.

Dunbar uses vyns in the same sense.

VYLAUS, adj. u Seems vile, villainous, or f

.

fieree;
n

GI. Wynt.
This Henry cowth noucht hawe this in mynd

;

Bot hare hym rylaus and wnkynd
Til Willame, this Dawys sownnys swne ;

Fra in his prysoun he had hym dwne,
He trettyd bot dyspytwsly
Hym, and his baraage halyly.

Wyntaum, vil. 8. 242.

Mr. Macpherson refers to Lat. vil-is, Isl. vill, fierce.

VYLD, adj. Vile; still vulgarly pron. in

this manner, in different parts of S.

Thy trymnes and nymnes
Is turn d to vyld estait

BvreC* Pilgr. Watson's Coll., ii. 50.

Vyldely, ado. Vilely, S.
" In his owne time, when bis incitement therein was

fulfilled,—hie should turne their heartes to hate her

who had so long and cyldely abused them." Forbes

on the Revelation, p. 183.

Shakspeare uses vUd and vyld for vile. V. Nares.

VYLT, 8. Apparently, vault.

"On the eist side of this ile ther is a bore, maid like

a rylt, mair nor an arrow shot of any man under the
eirde, throw the quhilk vylt wo use to row ore [or] saill

with our bottis, for fear of the horrible breake of the

seas, that is on the outwar side thereof ; bot na grate

shipes can saill ther." Monroe's Hes, p. 40. V.
Volt.

[To VYN, v. a. To win,' acquire, Barbour,

v. 11.]

[VYNDLE, Vyndland. V. under Wyn-
DLE.]

[To VYNK, v. n. To sleep lightly ; lit. to

wink, Barbour, vii. 182.]

[TYRE, *. A crossbow-bolt. V. Vire.]

VYREENIN, part. pr. Veering, turning, or

winding about ; apparently corr. from Fr.

vironnant, id.

Sen for loun WUlox to he your crouoal Strang,

Quhais heid and schoulders ar of bouk aneuch,

That was in Scotland vyreenin you aiming,

Quhen as he drave. and Knnx held steve the pleuch.

NieU Bunu, Chron. & P., iii. 455.

VYSE. Bowye oj vyse,Wyntown, viii. 29. 81

.

Awblasteris, and bowys of vyse,

And all thyng, that niycht niak serwyse,

Or help thanie in-to press of were,

All thai gert thaire battis here

To the castelle.
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Mr. Macpberson inquires, if it means bows workod

by screws f Fr. vis, screw. We may add Belg. vijs,

id. This seems to be the only conjecture that can be

made as to the signification.

VYSSIS, s. pi. Apparently, uses.

•• Our souerane lordc, for the strengthening ind fc-

fenss of tho realme in tyme of were, sua that ryW* of

armys be nocht abusit [disused] nor foryett in tyw of

peoe, ratifyis and apprevis the acte maid be his tueoe*

fader," &c. Acts Ja. V., 1535, Ed. 1814, p. 3W.

W
Some learned writers have viewed this letter

as corresponding to the Iolic Digamma ; and

have observed that it is frequently prefixed

to words beginning with a vowel or diph-

thong. In this way they account for the

resemblance between many Gothic and

Greek terms. "Thus," "says Junius,

(Observ. in Willeram., p. 32.)
u from a™,

lutum, is formed xoast% limus; from err "*

opus,

—

toerk ; from tpa, dissidium, concer-

tatio,

—

werre, dissidium, bellum ; from

crcriot, esse, fieri,

—

ioes-en ; from eiX-***, ver-

sare,circuinagere,

—

well, orbiculus versatilis,

a spinning wheel ; from <wf*ir or «/»<«», cum
cura custodire,

—

icar-en, betcaren, &c. V.

Somner, vo. Wase.

The learned Benzelius, Bishop of Lincoping,

in his MS. notes ou Jim. Gloss., in like

manner derives Su.-G. tcard-a, videre, from

^-ofir, id. V. Lye, Add. Jun. Etym.

The affinity in several of these words is ima-

ginary, not to mention the whimsical idea

of deriving the Gothic, or old Scythian

tongue, from the Greek.

In many Scottish works // is used for W.
This, it is believed, has generally proceeded

from misreading the MSS., in which W
appears with two heads above the line, ci9

mistaken for //. Thus watris has been con-

verted into walliSf waves.

In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, IFfrequently

appears in the place of V ; and it has been supposed

that, in different counties at least, it was so pronounced,

as is still the case among the common people in East

Lothian [and Buchan], who say vrang, vright, vrite,

Ac. , for wrong, wright, write, and vrath for wrath, &c.

Where w is the final letter, succeeding a in the Buchan
dialect, it is pronounced v; as, to shiaure, S. saw, E.

sow ; riauve, S. raw, E. row ; to yauve, S. awe, E.

owe ; to blyauve, S. btaw, E. blow ; to sniaure, S.

maw, E. snow : to riauve, S. eratr, E. crow ; to miauvr,

E. to mew ; to tyauve, S. taw, to make tough by
kneading.

WA, Way, «. Woe, grief, S. wae.

There I beheld Salmoneus abua,
In cruel torment sanerand inekill wtt.

Doug. Virgil, 184, 61.

A.-S. tea, wae, Moes.-G. wai, Alem. vue, Sn.-G.

«

Dan. vae, Belg. wee, Gr. orai, Lat. vat, C. B. <prw, d.

Hence, Wayis me, i.e., wo is me.

Wayis mc for King Huinanitie,

Ouirsett with sensualitie .

In his fyrst begynning. « .. *
Lyndsay,&P.R.,*-®

IsL vaeM mer, waeis, or, rweiw s< nwr, Vs mjjuHt'.

Verel. Wae worth you, S. trca worth uou,^ A. Bor. «

imprecation, wo befal you, we tibi. \ .
Wobth.

Wa, Wae, adj. Sorrowful, S. wat; comp.

%caery supcrl. xcayest. A. Bor. tceaA, id.

Quhen thai within hes sene sua slayn

Thair men, and chassvt hame agayn,

Thai war all wa ; and in grct hy
•• Till armys !

n hely gan thai cry. ^
Barbour, vt. 5, **

And quhen Eduuard the Bruyss, the banld,

Wyst st the King had fochtyn sua,

With sa fele folk, and he tharfra,

Mycht na man se a watr man. u
Ibid. xviStt,**-

I could nocht won into weltb, wrech wyat.

1 wes so wantoun in will, my werdis sr wan.

ffoulate, &.%,**
n

" I am wae for your skaith, there is so !>**«( f"
S. ProT. t

M a mock condolence ;' Kelly, p. 211, 21-

Content, my Damon, is enough wi* thee

;

Gie me contentment, an' 1*11 ne'er be vrae.

PUixn'a Poems, 1788, a 1* •

A.-S. wa, moestus, afflictus.

WA*, s. Wall. Back at the Wa\ V.BaCK.

WA, Waw, interj. Used like E. trty, ** in-

troductory of an assertion, S.

" Wa, might one have said, though he be desjj
I

i»j

buried, yet he will rise again ; ay but they »y, »*

the third day ; tea but it was lang to ev'nwg, w£

they not have waited on till night came? r?*rZ
lief is a precipitant thing," &c. W. (iuthne i

***»•

p. 11. ... i-

A.-S. wa is not only used in the sense of U*- <**

but also of ettge.

WAAH, s. 1. Expl. "any thing that causa

surprise and admiration ," Orkn.

[2. Used as an interj. implying negation tf

prohibition, Bauffs.]

Isl. va, also vo, malum insperatum ; someamea,g
thing unexpected, but most commonly used is » ^
sense. Teut. wet, vae.

To WAAL, v. a. To join two piecesof n*tJ

by the force of heat, South of S.
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8m here 'twas like a waalin heat,
Lang courtship served neither.

__ w A. ScoWs Poems, p. 89.
V. Will, v.

[WAAU, adj. Aware, conscious of, Banffs.
O. E. ware.2

WAAT, Waut, s. The swollen and dis-

coloured mark on the skin, from a blow by
a whip or stick, [a welt: to waut, to welt, to
thrash], Ayrs.
A. Bor. "whale, to beat with a whip or pliant stick;**

Grose.
r

The latter is evidently the same with E. weal, wheal,
O. E. wale, from A.-S. wala, id. Somner thus defines
Walan in the pi. " Vibices. The mark or prints of
•tripes or strokes remaining in the flesh." Serenius
views the E. word as allied to Isl. htcel, colliculus,
protubcrantia S. waut may be a. wait, with the
addition of the letter t, and the I changed, as usual,
into ii. Lluyd, however, gives 0. B. chuydh as signi-
fying tuber, a bunch or swelling; Ir.fadhb, id.; "a
mole, a knob, bunch ;" Obrien*

WAB,*. A web, Clydes.

Wab-Fittit, adj. Web-footed, ibid.

Wabster, b. 1. A weaver, S. The term is

now used in contempt.

2. A spider, Ayrs. Gl. Picken.

WA'-BAW, s. A game of hand-ball; so
called from the ball being made to strike a
wall, as distinguished from other modes of
playing; also, the ball used in this game,

Mugg is expl. •• to strike or buck a baU out from
a wall, as is done in the

j

Encycl.
>game of the wa'-baw ;" Gall.

[To WABBLE, v. n. To move or walk un-
steadily, Clydes. V. Waible.]

[Wabblie, adj. Unstable, easily shaken,
ibid., Banffs.]

WABRAN LEAVES. Great Plantain or
Way-bread, an herb, S. Plantago Major,
Linn.
In the South of S. it is not only called, in the sin-

gular, Waberan-leaf, but WabertAeaf. The latter ap-
proaches very nearly to the A.-S. and Sw. forms of the

•*I thought the grey whin was gaun frae below me—H shook like a wabron-leaf—1 had nae power either
to speak or to move." Blackw. Mag., Nov. 1820, p.
«02L

It is used in the southern counties as a vulnerary ;

particularly, it is said, by the venders of quack medi-
cines. Perhaps it may be found fully as harmless as
most of those which are sold by them.

A.-S. wacg-braede, Teut. weghbree, plantago ; herba

ptmmm in pjateU sive viis nascens ; Kilian. Thus its

nsune is derived- from the circumstance of its growing
on the way side. Sw. waagbredblad, Linn. Fl. Suec.

WA-CAST, 8. Any thing unworthy of

regard, any thing contemptible
; generally

used with a negative, Abcrd. This is as it

were an inverted form of E. Cast-away.

[To WAUH, v. a. To watch, guard, Barbour,
xv. 128.]

[Wachib, 8. pi. Guards, sentinels, ibid., iii.

187.]

Wacht, s. [Watch, guard.] Keep the wacht
o

9

him, or it ; " Keep him, or it, in view,

do not lose sight of ;
" Ayrs.

Dan. vayt, Teut. wacht, cuatodia ; q. " keep watch
over '* him or it.

To WACHLE, v. n. To move backwards
and forwards, S. the same with E. waggle,

but in pron. more nearly resembling Teut.
wagghel-en, id.

To WACHT, v. a. To quaff. V.Wauciit.

WACK, WACH, adj. Moist, S.; \wach y wachie,

wet, clammy ; applied to cake or scone not
properly baked, Clydes.]

"Madco, to be wack or drunk. Permadeo, to be
very u?ac*\" Despaut Gram. E. 7, b.

Wackness, 8. Humidity. V. under Wak.
WAD,*. Woad. V.Wadd.
WAD, 8. The name of a hero of romance.

—He faucht wichtly with Wad,
And with Melliager mad.

Colkelbie Sow, F. L v. 455.

This seems to be the same personage who is more
than once alluded to by Chaucer, V. Note, ver. 9298 ;

Wades bote. But his story is now buried in oblivion.

WAD, r. aux. Would, S.

O wad he but now to his Jean be inclin'd,

My heart in a moment soud yield to his mind.
Pickets Poems, 1788, p. 78.

Wad-be-at, 8. One who aims at something
above his station, as in dress, &c, Roxb.;

q.
u would be at."

[Wadna. Would not, Clydes.]

WAD, Wed, Wedde, *. 1. A pledge. It

is pron. wad9 S. and this is the modern
orthography. Wed seems the more ancient.

Now both her wedde lys,

And play thai bi ginne
;

And sett he hath the long asise,

And endred beth ther mne.
Sit Tristrem, p. 24, st 30.

In the thikkest wode thar maid thai felle defens,
Agayn thair fayis so full of wiolens

;

Yit felle Sothron left the lyff to teed.

Wullace, iv. 633, MS.

This is a singular phrase, q. left their lives in pledge,

were deprived of life.

" Somethings are borrowed and lent, be giving and
receaving of ane trad. And that is done some time be
laying and giving in wad, cattell or moveable gudes."
Reg. Maj., B. hi., c. 2, s. 1.

2. A wager.

"A wad is a fool's argument," S. Prov. "spoken
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when, after hot disputing, we offer to lay a wager that

we are in the right ;" Kelly, p. 19.

Wedde, O. E. Of Robert Courthote, ton of William
the Conqueror, it is said

—

He wends hers to Engeloud vor the creyserye,

And eyde Wyllam hys brother to wedde Normandye.
R. Qlouc, p. 893.

Le.v "He came for the purpose of engaging in the

eruaade ; and for the money, necessary for his expences,

laid Normandy in pledge to his brother."

Had I ben mershall of his men, by Mary of Ileauen,

I durst hane layd my lyfe. and no lease uwl,

He should bane be lord of the land, in length A: bralth,

And also king of that kyth, his kynne for to helpe.

P. Ploughman, Fol. 14, b.

TVm shalt me leave such a wedde,
That I woll haue thy tronth on honde.

Oower, Con/. Am., FoL 16, b.

8a. Q. wad, A. -8. wed, IsL vaed, ved, Dan. vedde,

Belg. wedde, Alem. uuetti, Germ. wttr. Hire supposes
that the Su.-G. term is derived from tcad, cloth;

beeanae, this kind of merchandise being anciently

given and received instead of money, when at any time
a pledge was left, a piece of cloth was commonly used
for this purpose, ana hence a pledge in general would
be called Wad. According to this view, the Goth.
word must be more ancient than Lat. vas, rod-is, a
pledge ; whence vadimonium, a promise or engagement.
It seems evident, at least, that L. B. vad-ium is from
the Goth. The term, indeed, assumes a great variety

of other form* in L. B., as wad-ium, guad-ia, gag-htm,

Ac. V. Du Canee.
Hence L. B. V adiare Mulierem, Earn sibi in sponsam

pignore asserere ; Du Cange, vo. Vculium, p. 1385.

Deid Wad, *. A species of pledge viewed by
our old laws as usurious.

"Sum thingis ar laid in deid, or drownU wad.—
Msriage, or deid wad is that quhairof the fruitis and
rentis takin up in the mean time bo the creditour,

Sytis not nor payis not the sowme in all nor in part,

r the quhilk the wad wes gevin be the debtour."
Balfour's Pract., p. 194, 196.

To Wad, Wed, v. a. 1. To pledge, to bet,

to wager, S.

Than Lowrie as ane lyoun lap,

And sons ane flane cnld fedder ;

He hecht to pens him at the pap,
Thairon to wed ane weddir.

Chr. Kirk, st 12. Chron. 8. P., ii. 80S.

Wad, in Callander's edition.

** Our mare has gotten a braw brown foal."—" 111 wad my hail fee against a groat,
•• He's bigger than e'er our foal will be.

M
•

Minstrelsy Border, i. 86.

2. To promise, to engage, S. as equivalent to,

TU engage for it.

But where's your nephew, Branky f is he here ?

TO wad he's been of us*, gin ane may speer.

Shirre/s' Poems, p. 75.

How was the billy pleos'd ?

Nae well, I wad, to be sae snelly us'd ?

Ibid., p. 85.

It occurs as a v. also in O. E.

—If ye worken it in werke, I dare wed mine eares,

That law shal be a labourer, and leade afelde dounge.

[3, To wed, marry, Clydes.]

In June they wad, or Beltan cam roun'
Craienethan lay in his grave.

Mary o* Craignethan, Ed. Mag. July, 1819.

P. Ploughman, FoL 19, b.

VOL. IV.

A.-8. wedd-ian, to be surety, epomlere, promitterc;

Gens, welt en, Fenn. wed-en, to pledge. *
r ^V. next

[Wadddc, t. A wedding, Clydes.]

Waddo, #•
uA youthful amusement, wherein

much use is made of pledges ;" GL Sibb. S.

In this game, the players being equally divided, and

a certain space marked out between them, each Lay*

down one or more wad* or pledges at that extremity

where the party, to which he belongs, chnse their

station. A boundary being fixed at an equal distance

from the extremities, the object is to carry off the wad*

from the one of these to the other. The two parties,

advancing to the boundary or line, seize the first

opportunity of crossing it, by making inroads on the

territories of each other. He who crosses the line, if

seised by one of the opposite party, lxrfore he has

tonched any of their wad*, is set down 1»eside them as

a prisoner, and receives the name of a Stinker ; nor can

he be released, till one of his own aide can touch him,

without being intercepted by any of the other ; in which
ease he is free. If any one is caught in the act of

carrying off a wad, it is taken from him ; bnt he cannot

be detained as a prisoner, in consequence of his baring

tonched it. If he can cross the intermediate line with

it, the pursuit is at an end. When the one party hare

carried off, to the extremity of their pround, all the

wads of the other, the game is finished.

Formerly in this game "young men and women
arranged themselves on each side of the hearth fire,

and alternately bestowed husbands and wives on each

other." Remains Nithsdale Song, p. 113, 114. Here

a particular account is given of the ancient mode of

playing of wadds.
The same game i« differently named in Galloway.
" Wadds and the Wean, one of the most celebrated

amusements of the ingle-ring.—One in the ring speaks

as follows:

—

I has been awa at the wadds and the wears
These seven lang years ;

And's eeme name a pair broken ploughman ;

What will ye gie me to help me to my trade V
OalL EntycL

Wads and Weirs is the name used in Dumfr.
Mactaggart baa given a minute account of the mode

of playing the game. The phrase, the tnrars, eeemeto
signify the wars. At the wars is a common mode of

denoting the life of a soldier, still retained among the

vulgar, 8. Shall we suppose that this conjunction of

wads with wars has any relation to the circumstance of
the pledges often given in warfare, especially in rela-

tion to single combat, between men of rank ? Hence
the L. K phraseology, Vadium DvtUi, Vadiare

BeOmm, Jbc

Wad-keeper, Wed-keeper, *. One who
takes charge of pledges : in allusion to tho>e

games in which tcads are deposited.

"As to this conscience, it is- a faithful! Krd-b*T»r
the gages that it receiveth, it randeris, of pood turn**

it giveth a blyith testimonie, of evil tunics it giveth a

bitter testimonie : and suppose the maist part of our

deidis be now covered from the eye of man, and her

testimonie for the maist part hid from our eelfe, ytt

there is a day comming,—in the quhilk all thir thin?*,

that arnow hid vnder darknes, shall come to light acd

the accretes of all heartcs shall be disclosed.** Bracks
Eleven Senn., C. 4, b.

Wadset, e. 1. A legal deed, by which a

debtor gives his lands, or other herita^?

subjects, into the hands of his creditor, that

R4
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the latter may draw the rents in payment
of the debt. The debtor, who grants the

wadset, is called the Reverter, because he has

the reversion of the property, on the pay-

ment of the debt ; a forensic term, S.

"Qnhen ane thins immoveable, is tradsett to ana
certaine day, quhereof saising is given to the creditour

:

It ia accorded betwix the debtour and the creditour,

that the rents and frnts of the wad, taken vp be the
creditour, in the meano time of the wadset, sail be
eompted and allowed in the priucipall summe, delivered

be toe creditour to the debtour. Reg. Maj., B. iii.,

c. 5, § 1. V. the v.

2. Used in general to denote a pledge.

Here's that little wadset.
ButU's Scrap o' Truth,

Pawned in a cin shop,
Quenching nolie drouth.

Burns.

Cromek says, that "sometimes it means bet;" giv-

ing the following illustration :

Wad ance that wynsome carle Death
But rows her in his black mort-claith ;

111 make a wadset o' an aith,

To feast the parishen, Jo.
Remain* of Nithsdalc Song, 82, 91.

Bat ha baa mistaken the meaning. For. it is pre-

ciaelv the same with that in the preceding passage.

Ha does not engage to bet an oath, but to give his oath
in pledge.

•To Wadset, Wedset, v. a. To alienate

lands, or other heritable property, under
reversion ; a forensic term, S.

••Be the regresae the superior of lands wed-set, be
his vassal, after the redemption thereof, suffers the
first seller of the samin to come backe againe to his

awin place,—as he did before the alienation." Skene,
Verb. Sign. vo. Reversion.

This v. was used in 0. E. " Wed eett-yn. Impig-
nero." Prompt. Parv.

So.-G. wadsaeU-a, IsL vaedsett-ia, oppignerare, to

set, place, or lay in pledge. Su.-G. saett-a, itself has
this signification. The A.-S. phrase, settan wedd,
atatnHre foedua, is evidently allied.

Wadsetter, s. One who holds the property

of another in wadset, S.
•• The creditor, to whom the wadset is granted, gets

the name of wadsetter, because the right of the wadset
ia Tested in him." Erskinea Instit., ft ii., Tit. 8, §4.

Wad-shooting, *. Shooting at a mark for a

trad, or prize which is laid in pledge, Ang.
"Christmas is held as a great festival in this neigh-

bourhood. Many amuse themselves with various
diversions, particularly with shooting for prizes, called

here wad-Mooting." P. Kirkden, Forfars. Statist.

Ace., ii 509.

WAD, pret. Wedded, Clydes.

WADAND, part. pr. Expl. fearful.

Bot the fell awhile, that thai had,
Sa dowtand than thare hartis made
That thai war all rycht wadand
To fecht in gret rowt hand to hand.

Wyntown, viii. 40, 249.

••Ir. votf, fear;" GL Perhaps there is an error

bare. Rad ia used in another Mb. for made, 1. 2.

WADD, s. Woad, used in dyeing.

Of litaters burgesses quha puts their hands in the

W.
w Chalmerlan Air, c. 39, § 60.

Skinner renders the term, as here used, a pledge.

Bat the phrase denotes dyers who work with their own
hands ; as in the preceding section fleahers are men-
tioned, " qnha slay mairts with thair awin hands.

"

Wad is here put for dye-stuffs in general, because of

its being used for laying the foundation of many colours.

In le wadd ; Lat.

It also occurs in the form of toad.— *' Anent the spoliaciouno & wrangwis withbaldin

fra the said Elizabeth of twa tune of wad,—j poke of

mader" [madder], Ac. Act. Audit, A. 1473, p. 31.

"That none of these acts speak—of exporting, &c.

bat mainly of not selling wax, wine, silks, spiceries,

wood, wadde,** &c. Fount Dec. Suppl., ii 644.

Mr. Todd has inserted Wad from Barret's Alvearie,

aa " old English for Woad." Fraunces gives it in a
much earlier age. " Woode or wad for lyttingo. Can-
do." Prompt Parv.

Oando is probably by mistake for L.B. aualda, glas-

tnm ; (or gaida,) apparently formed from O. Fr.

gwahde* gmatt, &c. id. V. Du Cange and Roquefort.

A.-S. wad, waad, Teut. wedde, Alem. wode, Sw.
weide, Fr. guesde, guedde, Ital. guado, Hisp. L. B.

gwakta, O. E. wad.

WADDER, s. Weather. V. Weddyr.

WADDER, s. A wedder, S. B.
Had hog or wadder lairt in bog or mire.

Tarras's Poems, p. 117.

WADDIE, s. Apparently the same with

Widdie, Caithn. ; E. witlxe.

" Before the introduction of iron binders, the only
mode of binding them in their byres, was, by a collar

and shank, made (like a rope) of twisted green birch,

waddks, or twigs." Agr. Surv. Caithn., p. 199.

Su.-G. wedja, vimen.

WADDIN, part. pa. Strong, like two m

pieces of iron beat into one, or welded.

This yungman lap upoun the land full licht,

And mervellit mekle of his raakdome maid
Waddin I am. quoth he, and woundir wicht,

With bran as oair, and breist burly and braid.

Benrysone, Bannatyne Poenis, p. 131.

"Strong, like two pieces of iron beat iuto one ;"

Lord Hailes. Perhaps corr. from Waldyn, q. v.

WADER, e. The name of a bird, Aberd.

"Among the resident birds, may be reckoned,

—

owzel, bat, tomtit, common and green linnet, yellow-

hammer, blackbird, and the tcader, a bird frequenting

running water." P. Birse, Aberd. Statist. Ace, ix.

108.

Supposed to be the common [Gallinule, or] Water-

km; or perhaps the Water-rail.

WADGE,*. A wedge, S.
" Item, vpoun the tour hcid ane moyano of found,

mountit as is said is with stoikkis, quheillis, and aix-

treis garnisit with iron, having ane wadge." Inven-

tories, A. 1566, p. 166.

To WADGE, v. a. To shake in a threaten-

ing manner, to brandish, S.B.; as, he wadged

his nieve in my face, he threatened to strike

me with his fist. He wadg'd a stick at me ;

he brandished one.

8a.-G. waeg-a, Ial. veg-a, Belg. weeg-en, librare.
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WADMAAL, a. A species of woollen cloth

manufactured and worn in Orku. and

Shetl.
•• She wy wrapped in her long and ample garment

olwadmaal" lie Pirate, ii. 125.

V. Vadxsll, which is the pro lanciation of .the

northern nations, W being Bounded V.

WA DSET, 9. and v. V. under Wad.]

WADY, adj. Vain. V. Vaudie.

WAE, $. Wo. V. Wa.

[Waer, adj. More sad, Barbour, xvi. 245.]

Waefu\ Waeful, adj. Woful, sorrowful;

also, causing sorrow ; pron. waefu\ S.

Crule Marry gart thi waefiC quine luke oat,

And tee hh* lorer an* liges slayne.

Ritson's S. Songs, ii. 17.

A waefu* wanderer seeks thy tower,

Lord Gregory ope thy door.
Bums, iv. 88.

Bat now the day maist waefu* came,

That day the quine did grite her fill,

* For Hnntly*s gallant stalwart son

Wis hddit on the heidin hill

Ritson's 3. Songs, ii. 17.

Wabness, 8. Sorrow, vexation, S.

Waesome, adj. Woful, melancholy, S.

" She kenn'd her lot would be a woesome ane, but it

was of her own framing, aae she desired the less pity."

Heart M. Loth., iv. 147.

Waesuck, Waesucks, interj. Alas ; wo is

me I common in Clydes.

Ye trust waesuck* / in works.
Falls of Clyde, p. 183.

Waesuck* t for him that has nae lass,

Or lasses that hae naething

;

Sma* need has he to say a grace,

Or melvie his braw claithing !

Burns, iii. 88.

Waesuck it the more common form. " Waesuck!

woe is me ! alas !" Gl. Shirr, and Picken.

Perhaps q. A.-S. tea, and Dan. Sax. usic, uskh, uslg,

vae nobis, wo it to us ; the pi. of xoae is me.

Wae Wags Ye. An exclamation, or per-

haps a sort of imprecation, Buchan.

Wae wags ye, chiel, whare hae ye been,

Ye've gotten sic a drabblin f

• Tarras's Poems, p. 69.

Can wags be from A.-S. wag-ian, agitare, concitare

;

q. •* wo," or •• calamity agitates you f

'

[Wae Worth Ye. Woe befal you. V.

Worth.]

WAEFLEED, Wamflet, 8. The water of

a mill burn, after passing the mill, Abe~I.

;

synon. Wefflin, Wefftum, q. v.

" Waefieed would seem the provincial pron. of Way-

flood, like S. Way-gate, and A.-S. tcaeg-stream, amia-

rum fluentum. Tent, wegh-vlied-en, however, signifies

aufugere.

WAESE, Weese, Weeze, 8. 1. A waese of

strae, a bundle of straw; pron. Waese,

Mearns.

In this county a distinction is made between a

waese and a wUp of straw ; the wa&e being larger, and

generally made of wheat straw, regularly drawn length-
*

wayt for the purpose of thatching honaes, &*.,

whereat the wisp it made up, in a confused manner,

of any kind of straw, and used as litter for hones, *c.

The word WW occurs in E. at early as the time of

Elyot. For he renders Cesticillus,
M a garlanded

clouts*, whyche women do laie on theyr heides, vbati

they cary any thynge, a wase.
n

Biblioth. It appew

alto in Cooper's Thesaur., and in Barret* Alveane,

who giTet Wispe as tynon, Phillips, Gouldman, Skin-

ner, and Kersey have retained it.

2. A circular band of straw open in the mid-

dle, worn on the head, for the purpose of

carrying a pail of milk, a tub, or basket,

&c, Tweed., Annandale.

3. A bundle of sticks or brushwood, placed

on the tcind side of a cottage door to ward

off the blast, S.; pron* Weese.

Tint it a word of pretty general use in the northern

dialects. Su.-G. wase, a bundle of twigs, gathered for

various purposes; Teut wische, fascia, peniculns, a

wisp : also Isl. vast, fasciculus ex junco, scirpo, ni

stramine colligatus ; Verel. Thus it signifies a bundfe

of straw, at weU as of twigs. It was also used too>

note the kind of hurdles, cast into lakes or pods, »r

Catherine the fish together that they might be enticea

to takeIke hook ; Ihre. The Su.-G. term also denote!

fascines. I have observed no vestige of this anoent

word in A.-S. ..•

Germ, sirohwiseh, a wisp of straw. By Schwaaill a

expL torcAe, which is thus rendered by Cotff., ^
wreathed clowt, wispe, or wad of straw, Uyejmj

wenches between their heads, and the things wwca

they carrie on them."

Mr. Brockett has given this as A. Bor WW
circular roll of straw, wool, or other toft ««»?*;

for protecting the head under the pressure of a load or

burthen. Probably from Teut. wase, caespei; or u

may be from ease. Brand thinka it a corruption of

WAFF, Waif, Wayf, adj. 1. Strayed, and

not as yet claimed.

"There is ane other moueable escheit, of »»?«$

beast, within the territorie of any lord ; the qdj* "HJ

be cryed rpon the market dayes, or in the Kir*, * »

the Scirefdome, sundrie tymes." Quon. Attach., c.

»

In this tense waiue is used, O. E.

Some serven the krng, and his siluer tellen.

In cheker and in chauncerv chalenge his dettts

Of wardes k warmottes, of trains* & strarue*.

P. Ploughman, Pass. 1. •*• "

Weft is used by Ben Jonson in the same sense.

The lord of the soile ha's all wefts and stravs here

'

he's he not ? Every Man. out ofha U*#"*T-

Ft. ehoses guesves, vuayves, waifs and strays, Cot?-

IsL vof-a, to wander, seems the natural ongm ;
w

web-en, fluctuant

2. Solitary ; used as expressive of the awk-

ward situation of one who is in a strange

place where he has not a single acquaint-

ance, S.

3. Worthless. A wafffellow, one whose coo-

duct is immoral ; or whose character is rf

bad, that those, who regard their own,w
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not associate with him ; S. Hence Waff-
tike, having a very shabby or suspici-

ous appearance, S.
"Though the folk afore the house are a wee waff.

Wot, ye ken it ie written in the Book, that the race is

not to the swift nor the battle to the strong.
n

R.
Gilhaise, iii. ISO.

It ie often applied to one who ie feeble in mind,
unprincipled, or who cannot be trusted, Tweedd.

4. Low born, ignoble ; opposed to honourable
pedigree and connexions, S.
"Is not it an odd thing that ilka waf carle in the

country has a son and heir, and that the house of
Ellangowao is without male succession? *' Guy Man-
acring, ii. 341, 342. Hence,

5. Paltry, inferior, not much to be accounted
of ; pron. tcaiff; Loth.
"•It may be so,' said Mrs. Black coldly; 'but it

will be but a waif kind of happiness very different
from her two sisters, who waut for nothing, and both
keep their carriages.'

H
Inheritance, iii. 164.

6. Feeble, worn out, Dumfr.

To wander about[To Watf about, v. n.

idly, Banffs.]

Waffie, s. 1. A vagabond, Ang.

• A worthless person, one addicted to idle-

ness, and to low or immoral company, Fife.

Waffinger, Whiffinger, Roxb.

[Waffish, adj. Disreputable, worthless,

Clydes.]

Waffness, *. Shabby appearance, S.
—"Put on your braws, and let us see nae mair of

your dourness ; and let nae that ettercap, Miss Scott,

an' her twa-faced mither, be wiping my chafts wi'

your waffkess." Saxon and Gael, iii. 72.

To WAFF, Wait, Waufp, v. a. and n. To
wave, to flutter, to fluctuate, to wave to

and fro, S.

If T for obeisance, or hoist, to bondage me bynde,
I war wourthy to be
Hingrt heigh on sne tre,

That ilk creators might se
To tc«i/

r with the wynd.
Qawan and QoL, U. 10.

Aponn ths top of mont Cynthas wslkis he,

His waiffandhui* sum tyme doing doun thryng
Wyth sne soft garland of laurer sweit smellyng.

Doug. Virgil, 104, 68.

Ssuney M'Xab, wi* his tartan trews,
Has hecht to come down in the midst o' the csper,
An* gie us three wallops of merry shantrsws
Wi* ths true highland-fling of Mscrimmon the piper

;

Sic hippin* an' skippin*,

An spnngin* an flingin',

I'ss wad that there's nans in the lallands can waffit
TannahUTi Poems, p. 170.

A.-S. waf-ia*, Sw. wefl-a, vacillare.

For Venu*, after the gys and mansr there,

Ane scttue bow aponn hir schuldsr bare,

As schs had bene sne wilde huntreis.

With wind wajing hir haris lowsit of trace.

Doug. Virgil, 28, 2.

As 1st sw/e denotes intricatio, amlwiges ; and vtf-a,
tezere, involvere ; the meaning might seem to be, "go
through the intricacies of this dance." But it is ram*
©ally the same with E. wave, v. A.-S. waf-ian, vacill-

are. IsL ee(/-a, vibrarc •

Waff, Waif, Vaiff, $. 1. A hasty motion,

the act of waving, S.

The grisly serpent sum tyms aemyt to be
About hyr hab ane lynkit goldin chenye ;

And sum tyme of hyr courtche lap with ane wa\f,
Beoome the selusge or bordour of hyr quaif. .

Doug. Virgil, 218, 61.

"The devil—caused you renew your baptism, and
baptised you on the face, with ane 'waff of his hand,
like a dewing, calling you Jean.** Records Justiciary,

8eptr. 13, 1678. Arnot's Hut. Edin., p. 194, N.

2. It is used as denoting a signal ; as one
made by the waving of a handkerchief

.

" And when you are about half a mile from shoar, as
it were passing by the house, to gar set forth a waf."
Lett Restalrig, Cromartie'e Conspir., p. 104-5.

"The boy waitit one and gaif hes Mr. ane token that
the said gaud wer gone, be the schaw or tcaiff of hot
hand-corcne. The said Ro* hung out an tow, auhairon
ha thought to have comeit doune ; the said gaird spyit
the waifof the handourche, and sua the said Roc wes
disappoyatit of hes intentione and devys." Birrel's

Mare/, p. 48, 49,

["Ye can allwayes hare a Boat for putting out a
Vaifft on all occasions." Skene's Survey, 1685.]

3. A transient view, a passing glance* / had
just a waff o

f
Aim, S. This resembles the

use of the term, A. Bor.

"In the county oT Carmarthen, there is hardly any
m that dies, but some one or other sees his light or

There is a similar superstition among the
vulgar in Northumberland: They call it seeing the
Waffot the person whose death it foretells.—I suspect
this northern vulgar word to be a corruption of whitf,

a sudden and vehement blast, which Davies thinks is

derived from the Welch, chwyth, halitus, anhelitus,

flatus." Brand's Popular Antiquities, p. 99.
" It is no audible voice, but it is a waffiol glory filling

the soul with God, as he is life, light, love and liberty,

countervailing that audible voice : * O man, greatly

beloved.'
w Guthrie's Trial, p. 160.

4. A slight stroke from any soft body,

especially in passing, S.

5. A sadden affection, producing a bodily

ailment. Thus, to denote the sudden im-
pression sometimes made on the humati
frame, in consequence of a temporary ex-

posure to chill air, it is said that one has

gotten a waff or waif of cauld, S. V. the

v. n.

"No,—its neither the tane, nor the tither, but just

a waff o' could that I got twa nights ago ; a bit towt
that's no worth the talking o'." Entail, ii. 12.

"—1 found myself in a verjr disjasked state—with
- the great fatigue,—together with a naff of cold that
had come upon me, no doubt caused by that disaster

of the thunder plump that drookit me to the skin."

Blackw. Mag., Sept. 1821, p. 166.

6. Transient effluvia or odour, Shetl.
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7. Metaph. used to denote the contagious and

fatal influence of a sinful course; in allusion

to the effect of bad air, or of a suffocating

wind.
•« Mr. George Barclay, who—wm a bleat instrument

to the edification of many souls,—got a waff of that

murthering East-Wind in the 1679, and after that got

too much old wit, and got too much of the world in

his arms, and left too much of it to a sinful foul, to his

hurt, having no children alive, as he said to myself

when near the gates of death." Walker's Remark.

Passages, p. 159.

8. A benevolent influence, as if communicated

in passing, S.
— ««We maun gie something to the young woman,

and the bairns, that we may get a waff o' their good

will likewise." Sir A. Wylie, li. 162.

9. Waff is used as equivalent to Wraith,

apparently from its being seen only transi-

ently, Border. A. Bor. id. V. Brocket.

" Your honour forgets I fand my dear maister iny-

sel, an' saw him laid in the cauld grave. It's been his

waff. Waes me ! he maun hae some meikle inaiter to

make known. Ye should hae spoken toV Danger-

ous Secrets, ii. 163.

To Waffle, v. a. To rumple, Clydes.

Waffle, Waffil, Waff, adj. 1. Limber,

pliable, S. V. Weffil.

2. Feeble, useless, Roxb. ilA waffil dud," a

person who is without strength or activity,

ibid.; synon. Thowless.

Waft, s. Synon. with Waff, sense 8.

•• If I get a favourable waft o* vour good will, I can

bide a wee for an answer." Sir A. Wylie, u. 321.

WAFFINGER, Whiffinger, *. A vaga-

bond. V. Waff, adj.

WAFROM, 8. Prob. an errat. for Wisser,

a mask or Visor.

" Her majesty [Anne of Denmark]—was then con-

ducted thro' the whole town to the abbay ; forty two

young men of the town, cloathed in white taffety, and

cloth of silver, with chains of gold and black wafroma

in form of Moors, dancing all the way before her

grace." Moyse's Memoirs, p. 171.

The word is different in another work.

"Theare wes xlij young men all cled in quhvtt

talfettio and wisserii of black cullour on ther faces lyk

Mores, all full of gold cheuyies, that dancit befoir hir

trace all the way." Belhaven MS., Mem. Ja. VI.,

'0.46.

This evidently signifies masks or visors. It therefore

seems probable that Wa/roms is an error of the tran-

scriber.

[WAFROUN, s. A wafer, a small cake,

Accts. L. H. Treas., i.323.]

WAFT, a. One who, under the appearance

of friendship, holds another up to ridicule,

S.

Apparently of the same origin with E. wag, "any
one ludicrously mischievous," from A.-S. waeg-an t lu-

dere ; fallere, to mock, to deceive.

WAFT, Weft, Woft, 8. The woof in a

web, 8.

"Is not this pain and joy, sweetness and sadness

to be in one web, the one the ictjt, the other the warp?
1'

ButherfonTs Lett., P. I. ep. 29.

"The threads inserted into the warp, were called

Subtemen, the woof or weft." Adam's Roman Antiq.,

p. 523.
" The woft was chiefly spun by old women.n Statist

Ace. (Aberdeen), xix. 207.

A.-S. wtfta, Su.-G. waeft, id. from wacfw-a, to

weave, whence also waej\ a web.

WA-GANG, Waygano, *. LA departure.

"Frost and fawshood have baith a dirty wajftjn#g;
m

Ramsay's S. Prov., p. 27.

It is sometimes written *ca-gaen\
^

••It was a «ae wa-gaen to mac uor me at that time.

Campbell, i. .126.

2. A disagreeable taste in the act of swallow-

ing, or after a thing is swallowed, S.B.
•' It tasted sweet i' your mou, but fan anes it was

down your wizen, it had an ugly knaggim, an* a wanch

wa-gany.
u Journal from London, p. 3.

•• Waugh wa-gang, a disagreeable bye-taste ;

M GL
q. the relish any thing has in going oiray ; Tent. seeyA-

gaen, abire, discedere ; wtgh-ganck, abitua.

3. The canal through which water runs in its

course from a mill, Lanarks. ; often the tca-

gang o the water.

Wa-gano Crap. The crop which the tenant

has before he quits his farm, S. B. Way-

gangiri Crop, S. A.

[To WAG, v. a. To make a signal to a per-

son by moving the finger, the hand, or the

head
;
generally followed by on or at, S.]

[Wag, 8. A signal made to a person as

above, S.]

Wag-at-the-wa', 8. LA name given to a

clock, which has no case, frequently used

in the country ; thus named from the motion

of the pendulum, Clydes.

2. A spectre supposed to haunt the kitchen,

and to take its station on the crook, tcaagirq

backwards and forwards before the death

of one of the family, S. As in the old

rhyme :

—

Wag-at-the-wa* went out i' the night,

To see that the moon was shining bright

;

The moon, she was at the latter-fa*

;

rook?
latter-f*'

Gae o'er your wagging, for I maun awa*.

WAGE, *. A pledge, a pawn.
Or thay thare lawde suld lois or rassallage,

Thay had fer lewar lay thare life in tawt.
Doug. Virgil, 135, U

This phrase is analogous to that used by Blind Harry*

V. Wbd, #., and Waidob.
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Rodd. derives it from Fr. gage, id. Bat it mast
ultimately be traced to Su.-G. trot/, pignus,

Wageoure, 8. A stake, E. xcager ; used by
Bp. Douglas as properly signifying a prize

for which different persons contend.
Nixt eftir quham the wageoure has ressaue,

He that the lesche and lyame in sounder draue.
Virgil, 145, 44.

Fr. gageoure, sponsio. V. Waob.

Wageour, Vageoure, Vager, s. A soldier,

one who fights for pay.

And of tressour sua stuffyt is he
That he may wageouri$ haiff plenty

Barbour, xL 43, MS.
—Achemenides vnto name I hate,
Camyn vnto Troy with my fader of late,

But ane pore vageourt clepit Adamastus
My faUowschip vnwitting foryet me here.

Doug. VirgO, 89, 12.

War I ane King,
I aould gar niak ane congregatioun
Of all the frelre of the four ordouris,
And mak yow vagers on the bordouris.

Lgndsau, S. P. JL, ii. 234.

BeHenden distingoiahes wageour* from legionary
soldiers.

"Suetonius come in Britane with twa legionis and
X. M. wagiomris of sindry nationis." Cron., Fol. 41, b.

Formed immediately from wage, like soldier, Fr.
toldat, from Germ, sola, merces. Fr. gage, L.B. vad-ia,
oag-ia, &c, merces; of which the common origin is

Goth, wad, pignas.
It deserves observation, however, that Scren. views

E. wage, condacere (to wage soldiers), as allied to Isl.

veig, res pecuniaria, veig-ur, pretium, pretiosam quid.
We find the phrase vagtit men used as equivalent to

this. V. Vaoeit.

WAGGLE, #. A bog, a marsh, S.B., also

tmggle.

" Depones, that he knows the place called the Wag-
gle, between which and the water there was a bog, or
swell that beasts would have laired in.—Interrogated,
If he remembers a high point of land projecting into
the Allochy grain, nearly opposite to the Waggle or
bog above mentioned?" State, Leslie of Powis, &c,
1806, p. 74.

Allied perhaps to Teat, waggel-en, agitare, moti-
tars; because marshy ground shake*- under one's tread*
It can have no affinity, surely, to Isl. vegafall, Sw.
waegfall, a way destroyed by the overflowing of rivers,

so as to be rendered unfit for travelling.

WAGHORN, *. A fabulous personage, who,
being a liar nineteen times (or, according to

others, four and twenty times) greater than
the devil, was crowned king of liars. Hence
extravagant liars are said to be cm ill as
Waghorn, or tcaur titan Waghorn ; Aberd.
This is the same character that Kelly introduces

:

"As false as Waghorn, and he was nineteen times
falser than the Dee\" S. Pror., p. 55.

This fanciful denomination may have been formed
from this gentleman having a horn on his head, which
he wagged, perhaps in imitation of the nod of Jupiter,
to give the greater weight to his strong assertions.

WAG-STRING, s. One who dies by means
of a halter.

" An eufll lad is in the way to prouo an olde wag-
siring." Z. Boyd's Last Batteil, p. 9S2.

WA'-HEAD, 8. The vacancy on the top of
the inside of a cottage-wall, that is not
beam-filled, where articles not constantly
in use are deposited, Roxb.

A farmer in Liddisdale, being on a visit to his land-
lord in Teviotdale, his landlord, having built a new
house, asked him what he thought of it. The farmer
replied ;

" Not much ; your house has na uxt'-heads,

to lay harrow-teeth and bits o' odements on. So, think
what ye will of it, I will never ca' it a convenient ane."
Scott of Liddisdalc's Beauties of the Border.

To WAIBLE, Wabble, v. n. To move un-
steadily in walking, as one who is very
feeble, Tweedd.
This must be merely a variety of Wtvil, to wriggle.

It is nearly allied to Genu, wappel-n, motitari, tremule
moved.

WAID, s. The dye-stuff called woad. " Ane
pipe of waid;" Aberd. Reg. V. Wadd,
"and Wald.

To WAIDE, v. a. and n. To rage; to render

or become furious.

Armour al witles in his bed sekis he;

Armour ouer al the lugeing law and he,

The grete curage of irne wappinis can waide,
Crewell and wylde, and al his wit invaide
In wikkit wodnes battal to desire,

Quharon he birnis hait in felloun ire.

Doug. Virgil, 223. 18.

" Wade (through) penetrate, possess or employ (his

thoughts) ;" RudcL Sibb. But this is evidently a mis-
take. Waide, is either to render, or to become,
furious ; from A.-S. wed-an, insanire, furere. V.
Wede.

To WAIDGE, v. a. To pledge.

Yit Hope and Courage hard besyde,
Quha with them wont contend,

Did tak in hand us all to gyde
Unto our journeys end :

Implaidginff and waiaging
Baith twa tnair lyves for myne.

Cherrie and Slae, st 104.

Su.-G. waedja, sponsioncm facere ; L. B. vadiare,
quag-tare, ingag-iare, id. This points out the origin of
E. engage, q. to give a wad or pledge for one. V.
Waob.

To WAIF. V.Waff,*.

To WAIGLE, Weeggle, v. n. To waddle,

to waggle, S.

Bclg. waegel-en, waggel-en, motitare ; from toaeg-en,

racillare; Su.-G. wackl-a, id. A.-S. wicd-ian, id.

titubare. The word appears in a more simple form in

Mocs.-G. wag-tan, agitare, and Su.-G. tcek-a, wick-a,

yacillare, which Ihre deduces from wel; mollis.

WAIH, Waiue, 8. The watch. "To play

vpouns the trum nychtly, to convene the

tcaih at ewin ;" Aberd. Reg. Cent. 16.

[WAIK, adj. Weak ; trail- and worthy, weak
and strong alike, Barbour, xvii. 931.
" The Marques viewit thamc, and saw them a sillie

ewii* people.^ Spalding, ii. 341, Ed. 1851.]
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To Waik, v. a. To enfeeble, E. weaken.

Nor yit the slaw nor febil vnweildy age

May waik oar sprete, nor mynnis our curage.

Doug. Virgil, 299, 28.

8a.-G. wek-a, acillare, from wek, mollis ; wik-a,

oedere.

To WAIK, v. a. To watch, S. wank.

The King, that all fortrawaillyt ww,
Saw that him worthyt slep nedwayU ;

Till his fostyr brodyr he says,
" May I traist in the, me to tcaiX*,
•« Till Ik a litUl sleping talc T

Basinur, ?il 179, Ma
A.-S. wae-ian, vigilare, E. wake.

To WAIL, Wale, v. a.. To veil.

Ane lenye wattry garmontl did him wait,

Of coUoor fauch, schape like ane hempyn.sail.

Doug. Virgil, 210, b. 41.

Velabat, Virg.

Thus mekyll said sche and tharwyth bad adew,
Hir hede walU with ane haw claith or blew.

Ibid. 445, 9.

Tc WAIL, v. a. To choose, to select. V.
Wale.

WAIL, s. The gunwale of a ship.

On cais thare stude ane meikle schip that tyde,

Hir wail joned til ane schore rolkis syde.
Doug. Virgil, 842, 16.

Probably from A.-S. weal, munimentnm ; q. the

fortification of the side of a ship.

WAILE, s. Prob. a wand, a rod.

Richt sail nocht rest me alway with his rewle ;

Thoch I be ouhylum bowsum as ane waile,

I sail be cnukit quhill I mak him fule.

K. Mart, ii. 89.

Sn.-G. wal, C. B. gwal-ent id. ; Fr. gaule, a switch.

WAILL, 8. A vale, or valley.

8yn in a umill that ner was thar besid,

last on to Tay his buschement can he draw.
Wallace, iv. 428, M&

WAILL, Waile, Wale, a. 1. Advantage,

contr. from avail.

Than Wallace kest qnhat was his grettest waill.

The fleand folk, that off the feild fyrst past,

In to thair king agayne releiffit fast
Fra athir sid so mony semblit thar,

That Wallace wald lat folow thaim no mar.
Wallace, ri 603, Ma

Then Wallace cast what was his best availe.

Edit. IMS.
This is probably the meaning of the word as used in

Uawao and Gol., i. 17.

Wynis went within the wane, maist wourthy to waill,

In conpis of cleir gold, brichtest of blee.

3. P. R., Ul 7*
VaUl, edit. 1508.

2. Vale, avail.

The Byschoprykis, that war of gretast icaill,

Hiai tuk in band of thar Archbyschops haile.

Wallace, I 167, Ma
V. Wale, v.

Wailye [Que] Wailye. V. Vailye.
[In Dr. Jamicson's edition of Barbour, this phrase is

misprinted waVye quod wailye, and was so given in the
Dictionary. The Camb. MS. has avalze que vahe,
whatever may be the result, Barbour, be. 147. Fr.

vaUle que vaille. V. Prof. Skeatfa Edit.]

WAIKE, pret. Fought.
A mychty God ! quha thar had bene
And had the kingts worschip sene,
And his brodyr. that tcaitte him by.
Taut stonayit thaim sa hardely, —
He sold weile say, that thai bad will

To wyn honour, k cum thatrtilL

Baroour, B. vui. HI, MSL

The aenae has not been understood by editcn.

Hence was has been substituted from Andre Bart'i

time downwards. It is the pret. tcanne, from A-S.

mhm-an, laborare, pugnare.

To WAINGLE, r. ft. To flutter, to wave, to

wac, to dangle, to flap, Aberd. V. Wingle,

which seems merely a variety.

WAIKT, Wint, #. A transient sight, a

ssing view, a glimpse, Aberd. [Witt,

31ydes. ; syn. tro/l] C. B. gwrnt-vry, apt

to move away.

To WAIKT, r. w. To become sour, applied

to any liquid, Teviotd.

Waiktit, Wktnted, fart. adj. Soured;

applied to milk, Dumfr.
•• Wenttd, grown acid ; spoken of wort. Kerf.*

Grose. V. Wtstit.

[WAIP, Waipik, adj. Vain, showy ; used

also as a 8.; to vaip, to strut, Banff's.]

Tc HVAIB, r. a. Tt
5i

ti d V. Waee.

WAIB, 8. The cover of a pillow, a pillow-

slip.

"Item, ei^htein cods with their trorr* worth three

merk the peice ; extending the pryces of the saids cf*j

with their wairs to the lumme of ffiftic four Berks."

Acts Cba. 11., Ed. 1814, VII. 61. V. Cod.

WAIB, e. The spring. V. Ware.

WAIB. Went to tcair. Leg. Bp. St. Andrea*.

Returning hame as ye hard tell,

He baid behind a day him sell.

The simple servant Li to txcnyle,

Sayand, he wald ryde forth a whyle,
To seay a bow that was snnithing wicht

;

Syne come agane, and tak gtxd nycht,

Bot on lap he, and went to voir

;

Fairweill ; adewe : they gat na mair.

Poems, Sixteenth Cent, pw 3&
It may have been a phrase borrowed from the sea-

faring line ; as A.-S. ware is ora, pcrtus. Thus**:*

to wair would signify to take ship. Isl. t*r, ors ;
G.

Andr., p. 253. Or it may be the A.-S. phrase to were.

cautioms gratia, q. to take care of himself.

WAIB ALMEBIE. A press or cuptoari

for holding household articles, or such ts

are necessary for the table, distinguished

from one used for keeping meat.

"The air sail haue—ane mcit alraeric, ane ree

ahnerie, ane serine," &c. Balfour's Practices, p. 255.

••That William Halkerstoune—has done wrm*"
the withhaldin fra Johne of Knollis,—a met ataex?,

»

weschale almery, a schryn, a wavr atmery," &c A*
Dom. Cone, A. 14S9, p. 131.

WAIBAWONS, wterj. Welladay, Fife.
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WAIRD, t.

Wabdb.
A sentence, an award. V.

To WAIRD, v. a. To fasten a mortised

S*

int by driving a pin through it, Clydes.

. ence the terms, Weei-wairdit and 1U-
wairdiL

Waird, Waikd-pin, a. The pin used for
fastening a mortised joint ibid..

Watrdeh, a. One who secures mortised
joints in this manner, ibid.

A.-8. waerd-an, weard-ian, taeri ; m thia operation
ia meant to guard the joint from opening.

WAIRDHOUSS, *. A prison ; now called

the Tolbooth ; wairdhous, Aberd. Reg.
"Act ordaining provett and bailliea within the

brugh, bailliea of regalitie and baronia, to reeeave
captivea in their watrdhoussis.n Acta Cha. L, Ed.
1814, vol. v.; 2ft*, 270.

A.-S. weard-ian, Su.-G. waard-a, onatodire.

WAIS, t. [Prob., what is washed ashore.]

—"Wrack, wait*, trait, wair,
w

Ac. Acta Ja. VL
V. Boich.

WAISTLESS, adj. [Unshapely, paunchy ;

synon. baggy.]

Fan mony a mistiest wally-drag,
With wmimii unweildable, did forth wag,
In creiache that did incress.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 30, st 9.

"Spendthrift;" Lord Hailea. But the adj. for
thia in S. ia waisterfow. Perhapa the meaning ia,

that, in conaeqnenee of gluttony, their belliea were ao
much swelled, that they Beamed to have no waists.

WAISTY, adj. Void, waste.

Alhale the haraaga flokkis forth attanis,

Left vode the toon, and atrenth wyth waisty wants.
Doug. Virgil, 426, 45,

To WAIT, Vait, Wate, Wat, v. n. To
know, EL wot.

"Lordye," he said, "ye wait quhat ia ado

;

Off thar cnmmyng my aelff has na plesance ;

Herfor moa we wyrk with ordinance.
Wallace, wiii. 1245, Ma

gfc thingia not attentik ar, wate we.

Douff. Virgil, 6, 23.

fie vanyst far away, I wot nenir quaere.
Ibid. 109, 201

threttjr yeiria

in Yf

Thou vait, kyng Anthiocua, that thia aex and
tty yeiria I he? beene excerait in the veyria, baytht
taJie and in 8pan^ye." Compi. S., p. 23.
It ia blinde also, in respect they waite not whom

fra it commeth." Bruce'a Eleven Serm., Z. 2, a.

Wat ia commonly need, S. trail, S. A., aa an act. v.
" Te> Wait a person, aignifiea in popular language, to

know from experience.n GL CompL, p. 379.
I question mnch, however, if the ingeniona editor be

right in adding that "it waa alao used .by Minot," in
the following passage—

c. Thare wat thaire baner born all donna,
lb mak slike hoate thai war to blame

;

Bet nevertheles ay er thai bonne
To unit Ingland with sorow and scheme.

Poems, p. 4.

It seems rather to aignify pursue. V. next word.

"Before I ween'd,* but now I wat,n S. Prov. "Spok-
en upon the full discovery of aoitm maleficc, which
before we only enapected. Kelly, p. 69. " • Sua-
pected."

Te*rt our weU, and watt no, ia a common phrase,

signifying that the person, to whom it is addreaaed,
ia not sensible of hia benefits, S.

Ye're weel. and watsna. lad, they're sayin,
Wi' getting leave to dwell aside her ;

And gin ye had her a* your sin,

Ye might na find it mows to gnide her.

Lixzy Liberty, Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 160.

80.-G. tveJ-a, A.-S. Moes.-G. tcit-an; Ihre. Ul-
ises the phrase, &i wait ; 1 know not, 8. /

A.-S. ic wot, acio, S. / wat.

A token, a sign ; Border. V.

To WAITE, v. a. To blame. [V. Wite.]
M •And by my truth,' quoth he, 'shall I never do him

that fault, whereby he shall justly have occasion to

wake me of unkindnesa whilst 1 live."* Sadler'e

Papers, L 24.

A vicious orthography for Wile, q. v.

WAITER, $. The name formerly given to

the persons who kept the gates of Edin-

burgh.

"The insurgenta had made themselves masters of

the West-Port, rushing upon the waiters (so the peo-

ple were called who had the charge of the gates),

and possessing themselves of the keys." Heart M.
Loth., i. 137.

WAITER, Waeteb, Weter, i. " Water.
Teat, weeter, aqua;*

9 GL Sibb., Teviotd.

A.-S. waeter, weter, id.

WAITER, $.

Witter.

WAITII, t. 1. Cloth made into garments.

Phflotus is the msn,
Ane ground-riche msn, and full of graith

:

He wantis na jewels, claith, nor waith,
Bot is baith big and beine.

Philotus,&P.R.,W.9.
The worth o't twice in claith or waith ye's get,

I canna say but I am in your debt—
Your claith and waith will never tell wi' me,
Though ye a thousand laids thereof wud gee.

Ross's ffdenore, p. 80.

Claith nor waith seems to have been a Prov. ex-

pression ; perhaps q. " neither cloth in the piece, nor
cloth made into garments." Su.-G. wad, A.-S. waede,
Alem. uuad, indumentum; Franc, uuat, whence
utuUh-us, veatiarium, uuaU-en, veatire, Willeram.

2. A plaid ; such as is worn by women, S.B.
Bannocks and kebbocks, knit up In a claith.

She had wiled by, and row'd up In her waith.

Ross's Helenore, p. 68.

WAITH, e. Danger, peril.

He buskyt hym there eft belyve.

And to the se has tane his way,
Quhare that he trawalyde mony day
In wayth and were and in bargane
Quhyll that he werounyd haly Spayne.

WyrUown, ill 8, W.
Him thocht weill,

OUT he had haldyn the castell,

It had bene assegyt raith ;

And that him thocht to mekill waith.
For he ne had hop off reskewyng.

Barbour, v. 418, MS.
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Qahaifor. quha knew thalr berbery.

And wakl cum on thaim sodanlv,—
With few mengye men myclit thaim scaith,

And eschaip for owtyn waith.
Ibid. Til 806, MS.

Tne chyftane said, ten thalr King had befor

Fra Wallace fled, the cans* was the mor.
Fast south thai went, to byd it was great waith.

Doaglace as than was quyt off thair scaith.

Wallace, ix. 1784, Ma
In Edit. 1648, absurdly rendered wrath.

This word has no connexion with waith, as signifying

the chace, or wandering. There is no reason why
Mr. Pink, should say, (Gloss. Maitl. P.) that toaith in

Henry's Wallace seems to mean accoutrements. It is

evidently allied to Sn.-G. waada, danger; discrimen,

pericnlnm, anc. wade ; IsL rode. Jak skilde mikgaerna

off thenna wade ; Lnbenter hanc aenimnam vitarem ;

Hist. Alexand. M. ap. Ihre. It also denotes any
accidental loss or misfortune. Su.G. vaadabot, a fine

for accidental homicide ; vaadeld, accidental fire. Dan.
vaade, danger ; vaadedrab, accidental homicide.

WAITH, Waithe, Wayth, Waith ino, *.

1. The act of hunting.

We ar in the wode went, to walke on oute waith.

To hont at the hertes, with honde, and with horne
;

We ar in our gamen, we have no gome-graithe.
Sir Oawan and Sir Gal., it 8.

"Wandering," CI. Pink.

Toar deir may walk qnhairever thai will

:

I wyn my mtit with na sic waithe.

I do bot litil wrang,
Bot gif I flonris fans.

Mmrning Maidin, Maitland Poems, p. 208.

2. The game taken in hunting, or in fishing.

Wallace meklye agayne ansner him gawe.
" It war resone, me think, yhe suld naif part
II Waith suld be delt, in all place, with fre hart."

He bad his child gyff thaim of oyr waithyng.
The Sothronn said, " As now of thi delyng
" We will nocht tak ; thou wald giff ws our small."

He lychtyt doun, and fra the child tuk all.

Wallace, i 385, 386, Ma
This respects fishing. But it would appear un-

questionable, that the term, as anciently used in S.,

like Isl. vcid-a, was applied to both fishing and hunting.

IsL veid-a, venari ; piscari ; reirfi, veuatio, vel praeda
enatione capta ; ve&ltfaung, vekHfikap-nr, id. alhkonar
vadifaung, Kca omnes quae venatu, aucupio, piscatu,

acquiruntur, ferae, pisces, aves, ova; Verel. Veide,

venatio ; G. Andr. Fara a veidar met hundum ; To
go a hunting with dogs ; Specul. Regal., p. 619. V.
WATT, V.

[3. What is strayed and unclaimed.]

In the Act of Parliament erecting Orkney into an
earldom, wayth is conjoined with wraik.

' r Grantis to the said lord Robert Stewart—the haill

wraik and wayth that salhappin to be fund in ony tyme
heirefter, within the boundis of the saidis land is or sic

cost thairoff." Acts Ja. VI., 1581, Ed. 1814, p. 255.

Waith, Wayth, adj. 1. Wandering, roam-
ing.

"Gif the awner of the saidis gudis,—causis call and
drive the saidis gudis upon his cornis and girss quha
poindit thamc of oefoir, and swa intromettis not thair-

after with the samin, bot sulferis thaine to go tcaith,

and wander quhair thay pleis ; he may not call or per-

sew him quha poindit thame for spuifye, or wrongous
intromissionn tnairwith." Balfour's Tract., p. 491.

"Scot, they say, a waith horse, i.e., a horse that
wanders in pursuit of mares." Rudd.

VOL. IV.

2. Impertinent.
Thocht Crist grand oure faith,

Virgillis sawis ar wortn to put in store

:

They aucht not to be hald vacahound nor wailk,

Full riche tressoure they bene & pretius cralthe.

Doug. Virgil, Vtol ISO. V.

Rudd. is mistaken, in supposing this to be •• the

same originally with the E. waif, i.e., a thing that is

found and claimed by nobody." The same ides u

thrown out by Ritson, Robin Hood, Notes, lxxt.

Lye, (Addit. to Junius) derives it from A.-S. waeth-an,

. venari. It may have been used to denote wandering

in general, as originally applied to wandering inpunmit

of game. Wathe, " vagatio ; a straying, a wandering ;"

Somner. Wide, wathe ; lata vagatio; Caed. 89. i

Hence wathema, vagabundus. Whether Su.-G. «**•«,

ire, ambulare, is allied, seems doubtful.

Waitiimax, Waythman, *. A hunter.

Lytil John and Robyne Hude
Wayth-men ware commendvd gud

:

In Yngil-wode-and Barnyalale
Thai oysyd all this tyme thare trawale.

Wyntow*, vii 10. 432.

"About this tvrne was the waithman Robert flode

with his fallow litil Johnc, of quhome ar mony fabillis

& mery sportis soung amang the vulgar nepyU-"

Bellend. Cron. B. xiii. c. 10.

In waithman weid sen I yow find

In this wod walkand your alone.

Your mvtk-quhvte handis we sail bind
Quhill that the blude birst fra the bone.

Murning Maiden, Maitland Poems, p 207.

Le., in the dress of a hunter.

Teut. weyd-man, venator, auceps ; Kilian.

WAITS, s. pi. Minstrels who go through a

burgh, playing under night, especially to-

wards the new year, S. and E.
Aft, when the Waits were playing by,

I've mark'd his viol, with a sigh,

Soothing lorn looers, where they lie,

To'visions sweet
Maynet Siller Gum, p. U

V. Wate, a.

WAK, adj. 1. Moist, watery, S.; tcealy, A.

Bor.

The second day be thvs sprang fra the est,

Quhen Aurora the wok nycht did arrest,

And chays fra heuin with hir dyni skvies donk.

Doug. Virgil, 88, 15.

Humentemque umbram, Virg.

- Als swift as dalphyne fysche, swymmand away

In the wok sey of Egip or Lyby. _
Doug. Virgil, 147,

»

Delphinum similes, qui per maris humida, nanda
Ftri

First to the Mone, and veseit all hir spheir,

Quene of the sey, and bewty of the nioht.

Of nature wak and cauld, and nathing cleir ;

For of hirself scho hes none vther licht,

Bot the reflex of Phebus bemis bricht.

Lyndsa/s Warkis, 1592, p. 2»

The v. occurs in O. E. "I wayken salte meatet, I

lay them in water ; Jc attrempes en leaue.—If J»#
salte fyshe be nat well waykenned, all is marred

Palsgr. B. iii. F. 400, a.

A. Bor. "vokey, moist," (Grose), must bo viewed «

originally the same.

2. Rainy ; A wak day, a rainy day, S.

•• The heruist was sa teak in the yeir afore, that the

cornis for the maist part was corruppit, and maid sat

S4
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miserabill derth throw all boundis of Albion." Bel-
lend. Cron., B. xiii. e. 17. Ex pluvioso autumno

;

Boeth.

8. Damp, S.
" Quhen they [wobeten] take in claith with wechtes,

and rives out againe the aamine be wcchv ; they make
the claith wak and donke, catting vpon it washe, vrine,

and oth»r tbinges to cauae it weigh, and thereby hald-

ing a great quantitie of it oat to themselues." Chalm.
Air, c. 25, § 2.

Tent, wack, id. wack weder, aer hamidus, a wak
t

day, 8. B. Isl. vaukre, voekve, moisture, vokvar,'

moist, vok-va, to be moistened ; (had voknar, it

grows moist; Belg. vocht, moisture, vochtig, moist,

Uerm. weich-en, ein-weich-en, to soak ; A.-S. weaht,

irriguus, tcactrum, weaht, aquis humectatus, Caed.
42, 19. Su.-G. tcaeck-a, humorem elicere. This lhre
derives from took, apertura.

Wak, $. The moistness and density of the
atmosphere.

For nowthir lycht of planetis mycht we knaw,
- Nor the bricht pole, nor in the are sne sterna,

Bot in dirk clouddis the heuyunvs warpit derne ;

The mone was vnder wak and gaif na hcht,
Haldin full dim throw niyrknes of the nycht

Doug. Virgil, 88, 11.

This corresponds to

—Obscuro sed nubila eoelo.

Virg., iii 686.

V. the adj.

Waknes, Wacknes, 8. Humidity, S. B.
Than past we vp aahair Juppiter the king
Sat in his spheir ncht ainsbill and sweit,

Complexionat with waknes and with heit.

Lyndsa/s WarkU, 1592, p. 239.

"The earth bringeth forth the tree ; it groweth by
moistour and natural wacknes, it is cutted down by the
hand of the hewar. " Reasoning betuix CrosragueU and
J. Knox, ProL ii. b.

[To WAKE, Wauk, v. n. To awaken, to

rouse, S. V. Walk.]

Wakand, 8. Awakening, q. looking.

M Ood providit a better wakand for him." Aberd.
Reg., Cent Id.

• To Waken, v. a. To revive an action

at law which has for some time been dor-

mant.
"Though the effect of an action which lies over not

insisted in for a year is suspended ;—yet it may, at any
time within the years of prescription, be revived or
wakened by a summons," &c Erak. Inst B. iv., T. i.,

J 68. V. the*.

Wakening, s. A legal form in renewing a
process, S.

••After an action has been called in Court, and
allowed to lie over for the space of a year, without any
procedure having taken place, it is said to fall asleep,

and requires to be wakened by a new summons, which
states the procedure, the delay, and the necessity of
wakening the action in order to its being insisted in ;

and containing a warrant to cite the defender to appear
in Court, and defend the action within six days after

citation." Bell's Diet, in vo.

Wakrife, Waukrife, adj. V. Walkrife.

Wakriflie, Walkrifelie, Waukrifelie,
adv. Wakefally, S.

Wakrifnkss, Walkrifeness, Waukrife-
ness, «. The state of being wakeful, S.

To WAKE, v. n. To be unoccupied.

Willame of Csrrothyris ras

Wyth hys brethir, that war manly,
And gat til hym a cuiupany,
That as schawaldowri* war wakand
In-till the Vale of Annand.

Wyntown, viii. 20, 217.

Apparently equivalent to E. vacant, disengaged

;

Lat. vac-are.

Waking, part. adj. Waste, unoccupied.
" Thus they lived as outlaws, oppressing the coun-

try—and openly avowed they had taken this course to
get their own possessions again, or then hold the
country waking. Spalding, i. 4.

To WAKE, v. n. * To wander. Isl. vack-a,

Lat. vag-or ;

n
Gl. Sibb.

WAKE-ROBIN, *. The Arum macula-
turn. In Teviotdale used as a charm against

witchcraft.

WAL OF IRNE, apparently a lever of iron,

or some instrument of this kind.

—-"The aside Johne Kennedy for the wrangwiss
spoliatioun, awaytakin, & withhalding of a feder bed,

twa rede covcringis, thre pare of scheitis, a cod, a wal
ofirne, a pot," &c. Act. Audit, A. 1482, p. 109.

Kilian ezpL Teut. welle, cylindrus ; sucula ; et pa-

langa, Le., a lever.

WALA, Wale', «. Vale.

Bot ciuhen thsi saw thair trauaill was in wayne,
And he was past, full mekill mayne thai maid
To rype the wood, bath wala. slonk and slaid,

For BuUeris gold Wallace tuk off befor.

Wallace, iv. 684, MS.
The King towart the wod is gane,
Wsry for swavt, and will off wane.
In til the wod sone entryt he ;

And held doun towart a wait,

Quhar, throw the woid, a wattir ran.

Barbour, vii. 4, MS.
Ft. valit.

WALAGEOUSS, Walegeouss, adj. [An
errat. for Volageous*, Vategeouss, giddy, light

of conduct.]

He was baith yong, stout and felloun,

Jolv alsua, and walageouss ;

Ana for that he was amoroass.
He waid ische fer the blythlier.

Barbour, via 455, Ma
My fadyr wes kepar off yone houss,

And 1 wes sum deill walegeouss,

And lovyt a wench her in the toun.

And for I, bot suspicioun,

Mycht repayr till nyr priuely,

Off rapys a leddre to me mad I

:

And tnar with our the wall slaid L
Ibid. x. 553, Ma

A.-S. gal, libidinosus, Belg. geylachtig, id. gtyl, las-

civia ; Su. -G. gaelska, morum protervia.

Corr. from Fr. volage, id. L B. volagiua is used in

the sense of light ; levis, l>u Cange.

[WALAQUYTE, a. A short woollen shirt,

Banffs.]
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WALD, #. The plain, the ground.

Scharp and awfull increuis the bargane,
Ala violent as euer the yett doun rane
Furth of the west doii smyte spoon the wald.

Doug, Virgil, 301, ft.

A.-8. wold, planities. This aeema originally the
tame with faeld, feld, Alem. ueld, Belg. veld, Su.-G.
fdt, id.

WALD, v. aux. 1. Would.

For some wald schout oat of thair root.

And off thaim that assaylyt about,
Stekyt stedys, and bar doun men.

Barbour, zL 506, MS.

2. Should, or ought to be ; as implying the
idea of necessity.

"Nottheles thair is sum thingis qnhilks wald be
presently done (and that in ane verray sccreit maner)
as your L. sail persaif on the uther side of the leafe."

Corsraguell to Bethune Abp. of Glasgow, Keith's Hist.
Add., p. 1W.
This idiom is analogous to that in regard to the same

auxiliary v., in the future, will. As wtll is used for
shall £., here we have an example of wald, i.e., would,
for should.

A.-S. wold, vellem, from will-an, voile. Hickea
views wald, as a Dan. corruption of wolde. Gram.
A.-S., p. 9*. Gl. Wynt. V. following v., sense 3.

To WALD, Walde, v. a. 1. To wield, to

manage.
Kyng of Scotland crownyd wes he :

A chyld than bot twelf yhere awld.
That wapnys mycht nowcht wychtly wald.

Wgntown, vit 7. 118.

Thai walit out werryouris with wapinnis to wald,
Oawan and Ool, L 1.

2. To govern.

Moes.-G. Alem. wald-an, A.-S. weald-an, Su.-G.
wald-a, Isl. vald-a, dirigere, dominari.

3. To possess.

And ouhilk of thame wald wyth hym ga,
He suld in all thame sykkyre ma,
As thai wald thame redy mak
For thare fadyre dede to take
Revengeans, or wald thare herytage,
That to thame felle be rycht lynage.

Wyntown, vi. 18. 255.

4. To Wald and Ward. This phrase occurs
in Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16. " To scot, lot,

wache, xcald J- xcardP

The word wald is left out in another passage, and
walk used for wache. " To scot, lott, walk 6: ward."

Perhaps the term here signifies, to have the manage'
ment of public concerns in common with others who
pav taxes.

Mr. Macpherson renders this would, supposing that
the principal verb is wanting, as recover, reclaim, or
the Eke. But wald seems itself to be the proper verb,
as sicnifying to possess, enjoy, or obtain ; from A.-S.
wealdan. Thus, teeold rices, potitus est imperio ; Lye.

Walding, 8. Government, regularity of
management.

Almaist my els grew blind,
To se thair prettie spirtlet wing,
So feltered.with the wind :

Dispairit I stairit

Vp to the element,
Behalding thair walding,
How thay in ordour went

Buret's Pilgr., Watsvn'i Cou\, ii. 27.

Waldyn, adj. Able, powerful.
" Thair hois war maid of smal lynt or wol, and veid

neuir abone thair kne, to make thaym the mair mldp
and sowpyiL" Bellend. Descr. Alb., c 16. V. Wild,

To WALD, v. a. To incorporate two masses

of metal into one, Twecdd.
Strike iron while *tis net, if ye'd have it to wald.

R. irne. Nerds Coll, ii. HI
V. Well, Wall, v.

Waldin-heat, 8. 1. Such heat as is proper

for welding iron, Clydes.

2. Metaph. fitness for any particular object

or design ; as, " He's in a braw waldin heat

for courting/* ibid.

WALD, 8. Yellow weed, dyer's weed, Re-

seda luteola, Linn.

"Thre half pokis of wald." Aberd. Reg., V. 24.—"Noe vtlier incorporation—to buy or sell—

spiceries, wald and vthcr materialls for dying/' Acts

(Jna. II., Ed. 18U, VIII. 63.
M For every pound of yarn allow three fourths of i

pound good English wald." Max. Set Trans., p. 368.

In ET this is called Weld, and viewed by Johns, as

quite different from Wood; although Lightfoot gives

to the Luteola the name of Wild-wood.
A.-S. wad, waad, glastum.

WALDER WOLL. Prob. wedder wool.

•'That Henry Leis burgess of Edinburgh restore-j

tuns of haddir with stray of a bed, a paire of cardii, i

Quarter of walder woll," &c Act. Audit., A 1478, p.

This can mean nothing save wedder wool, or that

plucked from wethers.

To WALE, v. a. To choose, to select, &
Weal, Wyle, A. Bor. ; wyle is also used, S.

Tharewith Anchises son the wyse Euee
Perordoure chosin of every degre
Ane hundreth gay Ambassiatouris did wok,
To pass vnto the Kingis stede Hale.

Doug. Virgil, 210, 2L

The prep, out is often added, sometimes bg.

Thai walit out werryouris, with wapinnU to wild

Oawan, and Goi, i. L

Bannocks and kebbocks knit up in a claith,

She had wiled by.—
Ross's HiUnore, p. 6S.

It sometimes denotes the act of singling out penoai

or things for rejection, as unfit for any particular work

or purpose.

Wale out al thaym bene waik and vnweildy,
Or yit efferit bene in ilk effray ;

Sic cummerit vrichtis sutfir. I the say,
To haif ane hald, and duel! here in this l^nd.

Doug. Virgil, 151,45-

Hence S. OutwaiU, refuse, what is rejected, q. v.

Moes.-G, wal-Jan, Su.-G. wael-ia, Alem. usd-t\

Germ. xceUen, Isf. veUia, eligere. Ihre mentions Seal*.

wnliti, Lapl. wilted, id. Su.-G. wal, O. Belg. **b
alectio.
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1. The act of choosing, theWale, Wail, a.

choice.

He gapme the wale; He allowed me to choose, S.
most commonly pron. wUe. Hence the phrase, will and
wile, free choice.

•• Your Lord hath the wail and choice of ten thousand
other crosses, beside this, to exercise you withal."
Rutherford's Lett. P. ii. ep. 32.

I*t him now then take will an' wile,
Wha nane at first woa'd wear

;

An' 1 get baith the skaith an' scorn,
Twinn'd o' my brither's gear

!

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 6.

2. That which is chosen in preference to
others.

This beand said, the king Latyne, but fale
Oart cheis of all his stedis furth the wale.

y ^ 9
VouQ. Virgil, 215, 19.

3. A person or thing that is excellent, the
best, like choice, E.
Auld Rob Morris that wins in yon glen,
He's the king of good fellows, and wale of auld men.

RUson's 3. Songs, L 178.

Weill-wail'd, adj. Well-chosen, cautiously
selected; often applied to persuasive
language, S. [Syn. hand-waitd.\

Bnt d'ye see fou better bred
Was mens-fou Maggy Murdy

;

She her man like a lammy led
Hame, wt* a well wailed wordy.

Ramsay, ChrisVs Kirk, C. iii

This should have been printed weill-waird.

WALE, s. A well, a fountain ; S. watt.

"Pilgremage to chappels, wales, croces, observation
of festual daics of saints,—is discharged, and punished."
Skene's Crimes, Pecun. Tit. 3. c. 47.

To WALE, v. n. To avail.

The hate fyre consumes fast the now.
Oner al the schip dtscendis the perrellus low :

Thare was na strenth of vailyeant men to wale,

-V' No large fludis on yet that niychf auale.

Doug. Virgil, 160, 43.

To WALE, v. a. To veil V. Wail.

WALE, s. A veil.

Hrr systyr than Dame Crystyane
Of relygyowne the wale had tane.

Wyntown, vii 8L 20.

[WALE, (disyllable

—

wa-le), 8. A valley,

Barbour, xix. 414.]

WALGAN, Waloie, 8. 1. A wallet, a
pouch, Aberd.

2. A wool-sack made of leather, a bag made
of a calfs skin, S.B., synon. Tulchan.
This seems allied, by the interchange of letters of

the same organs, to Su.-G. baelg, a skin ; Isl. belg-ur,
which denotes any thing made of a skin ; ex pelle,
peUieeus ; G. Andr. C. B. bwlgan, also denotes a
leathern bag.

[3. An ill-made piece of dress, Banff*.]

[To Walgan, v. n. To go about idly in

slatternly clothing, ibid.]

WALIE, Walt, Wally, adj. 1. Beauti-
ful, excellent.

I think them a' sae braw and waive,
And in sic order.

I wad nae care to be thy vailie,

Or thy recorder.

Hamilton, Ramsay's Poems, il. 834.

2. Large, ample, S. ; A waly bairn, a fine

thriving child ; synon. stately.

She bad me kiss him, be content
Then wish'd me joy ;

And told it was what lack had sent,
A waly boy.
Forbes's Dominie Depos'd, p. 87.

But mark the rustic, haggis-fed,

—

Clap in his walie nieve ablade,
Hell mak it whistle.

Burns, iii. 220.

My tender girdil, my waly gowdy.

_ Evergreen, il 20.
" Great jewel," GL Ramsay.
•• Waly wacht," Burns ; a large draught

Well, I have made a waly round,
To seek what is not to be found.

Ramsay's Poems, ii 490.

Sibb. renders it also chosen, as if derived from the v.
Wale. But it may be allied to A.-S. walg, wallig,
whole, entire. Waelig, however, signifies rich ; Alem.
weolea, id. welig-an, to enrich. Alem. walon, bona,
otwalon, divitiae. These terms Schilter derives from
wal, wela, bene ; apparently, as we say, Goods, from
the correspondent adj. But it may be proper to ob-
serve, that Germ, wal-en, signifies, to grow luxuriantly

;

Belg. weelig, luxuriose crescens, weetig geioas, herba
Iuxuriana. Wachter, vo. Wels, derives A.-S. welig,
opimus, from the Germ. v.

It is more nearly allied, in this sense, to a word
used in Lapland, than to any other. This is wallje,
ubertas, abundantia. The adj. appears in the form of
waives, copiosus. V. lhre, Diet Lappon.

Walt, 8. A toy, a gewgaw, S.
Baith lads and lasses busked brawly,
To glowr at ilka bonny waly.

Ramsay's Poems, ii 533.

Here chapmen billies tak their stand,
An' shaw their bonny wallies.

^ Fergusson's Poems, ii 27.
V. Layouts'.
Wallies might thus originally be, q. wealth, riches.
" At ony rate, the warst barn e'er man lay in wad

be a pleasanter abode than Glenallan house, wi' a' the
pictures and black velvet, and silver bonnie wawlies
Delanging to it." Antiquary, ii. 339.

Waly-stane, 8. A nodule of quartz ; as
being used as a play-thing by children,

Clydes. [Syn. chuckic-stane,—from being
used as a nest-egg, or swallowed by fowls.]

WALISE,*. Saddlebags, S. V.Wallees.
" U ye are nae friend to kirk and the king, and are

detained as siccan a person, ye maun answer to honest
men of the country for breach o' contract ; and I maun
keep the nag and the walise for damage and expence.

"

Waverley, ii. 127.

WALIT, pret. v. Moved forward.
Ane legioun of thir lustie ladies schene
Folowit this Quene, (trewlie this is no nay ;)
Hard by this castcll of this King so kene
This wourthy folk hes walit thame away.

K. Hart, i 1&
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Mr. Pink, gives this as not understood. The obvious
Mftse it, "moved forward ;" Su.-G. wall-a, to make
a Journey* to stroll, to roam abroad ; Alem. uuall-en,

Fenn. wolf-en, id. A.-S. weal-tan, to travel as an exile.

Tent, wal-en, wnel-en, wall-en, id. To this source Dire
traces Ft, aU-er, which, he thinks, was originally

written aaU-er.

To WALK, Wakk, Wauk, v. a. and n. 1.

To watch, [to keep watch].

Than till a kyrk he gert him be
Broocht. and walkyt all that nycht.

Barbour, ziiL 613, MR
That nycht thai maid thaim nicry cher ;

For rycht all at thair ey.M thai wer :.

Thai war ay wolkut aekyrly.

Ibid., xiv. 455, Ma

[2, To awake, to keep awake, Clydes.

3. To wake, to cause to waken, Barbour, vii.

179, Camb. MS.]
"Obey thaine that hais the reule ouir you,—for thai

walk for your saulis, euin as thai that mone gif a
oompt thairfor.*' Abp. Hamiltoun*s Catechisme, 1552,
FoL46,a,
Lt without any good reason, is inserted here, as in

many other ancient S. words. It occurs in O. E. in

its simple form.

*'Se ye wake jre, and preye ye, for ye witen not
whanne the tyme is." Wiclif, 5lark xiii.

*• —Abide ye here and wake ye with me—Myghtist
thou not wake with mo oon our ? Wake ye ana preie
ye that ye entre not into temptacioun." Ibid., Mark
xiv.

Moes-G. wak-an, A.-S. icac-ian, Su.-G. IsL troJt-a,

Alem. uvach-en, Germ, tcach-en, vigilare.—Hence Lyk-
waik, q. v.

4. To awake ; used to denote the renewal of

a prosecution which has been dormant.

"The said summondis wes callit, ressonit, A dispute
in presens of the thre estaitis for the tyme, and rcstit

for interlocutor to be gevin thairupoun, and slepit sen-

syne ; as in ane supplicatioun gevin in for walking of
the said mater in the self mair largely proportia."
Acta Mary, 1558, Ed. 1814, p. 521.

To Walkin, Walken, Waukex, Wauk,
v. a* and n. 1. To awake, Doug. Virc, as

E. Woken.
b *"

[2. To wake, to cause to waken, to rouse
from sleep, S..

3. To rouse, to become earnest or excited in

one's work. S.]

4. To raise a legal prosecution anew ; a for-

ensic term, S.
" And then the principall plcy (betmx the persewer

and the defender) sail be watkned, and begin againe."
Qoon. Attach., c 55, § 6. Placitum resuscitabitur.

44 All sentences gevin—is of nano avail ;—gif baith
the principal cause and actioun of warrandice at ony
time sleijnt, or was continuit [adjourned], and baith
the saidis parties wcr not lauchfullie warnit to heir the
matter walknit, and ressave farder process." Balfour's

Pract., p. 408.

As Su.-G. wakn-a, corresponds in the general sense,

Ihre observes that verbs terminating in na have an in-

ceptive signification, like that of Lat. verbs ending in
seo, at lacesro, luceico.

Walkrife, Wakrife, Waukrife, adj. 1.

Watchful, S. wakrife.

How mony fedderis bene on hir body fynd,

AU monfy] walkrife ene larkts than- under.^,J V
Doug. VirgilMWl

••The sentence pronounced by the Synod of Fife

against the rest was approven A ratified by the whole

Assembly, acknowledging therein the tpeciaU benefit

of God's providence in stirring up the spirits^ ha

servants to be wakerife, carefulT, A courageoui." Mr.

Jt, MeUvill's MS. Mem., p. 227.

[2. Wakeful, wide awake, Clydes.

Hey, Willie Winkie, are ye comin' ben ?

The cats singing grey thrums to the tleepin beo,

The dog's spvlder'd on the floor, and disna pe a eheep,

But here's a waukri/e laddie, that winna fa asleep.

Whittle Bi*ku,u. til]

3. Metaph., kept still alive.

Ane hundreth tempillis to Jnpiter'he maid.

Ane hundreth altaris, ouhareon the tcalktyt tjn

He dedicate, all times birnand schire.

Doug. Virga,m«'

Prom A.-S. waecee, Germ, wakht, watchfulness, (»

like-walk, tyke-walk) and r(/e, abundant.

WaLKRIFENE$S,WaLKRYFENESSE,«. Watcb-

fulness, as opposed to somnolency, ^

waukrifeness.
" So long as the diuell is in the world, to long thai

is necessity requyred of walkryfenes* : pastors most

«

walkryfe, people must be walkryfe, and enene sua

and woman must be on their guard." RoUock on i

. Thes., p. 126.

To WALK, Wauk, v. a. To full cloth.

"Ordanis our souerane lordis lettrez be direct her

apone, defakand to the said Robert in ths mhI P»T

ment vi d. for the walkin of ilke eln of the twlwtfi

& a half." Act Dom. Cone, A. 1488, p. 95. V. Wa<*

Walker, *. A*fuller. V. under Wauk, r.

To WALKIN, v. n. To walk ; like/^for

JUj bene for be, seyne for ee.

Bot desiring he taryit euermare,
Furth with him to walkin and repare.

Doug. Fire., 181, tt.

V. SlTNB.

To WALL up, v. n. To boil up, S.

O. E. •• Wellynge or boylynge up as playnge pottyi

Ebullitio." Prompt. Parv. ,

Su.G. tcaell-a, A.-S. tcaetf-an, Alem. iroff-es,W
Germ, well-en, IsL vell-a, aestuare, fervere.

Wall, b. A wave.

From Jupiter the wylde fyre down she flang

Furth of the cloudis, distrois thare schvppu all,

Ouerquhelmit the sey with mony wyndy
«^J'- ^

Doug. Virgil, 1%-*-

The huge wallis weltres apon hie.
. n

Ibid. Wi**

Germ. Sax. Sicamb. icaffc, unda, fluctus ; 0. Tect

id., abyssus, profundum ; ebullitio. Alem. ***•

two/a, abyssus. The root is undoubtedly Teut mlr*

ebullire, to boil up.
to

This term exhibits the origin of the name gi«»J

the whale in the Goth, dialects. Alcro. vunla, *J
Belg. Germ, tea/, also wal/isk, Flandr. watcisck, q^»
fish of the abyss, whose enormous size requires a ff*

4

depth of water.
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Wallt, adj. Billowy, full of waves.
Quhalm baith yfere. as said before bane we.
Belaud from Troy throw out the waliy see,

. The dedly storm ouerqabelmit with sue quhiddir.
Doug. Virgil, 175, 8.

To WALL, v. a. To beat two masses into

one. V. Well.

To WALLACH, (gutt.) v. n. 1. To use many
circumlocutions, Ang.

2. To cry, as a child out of humour, to wail,

Ang.; to scream; [part. pr. wallaehin,

Stirling, Clydes.]

The first sense might teem allied to Su.-G. watt-a,

to roam ; the second has evidently an affinity to Ir.

waUigh-im, to howl.

[Wallach, «• 1. A scream, howl, wail,

BanfFs., Clydes.

2. A noisy step, thump, or fall, ibid.]

Wallachib-Weit, *. The lapwing, Mearns

;

from Wedlock, to wail, and Weit, a term
used to denote the sound made by this bird.

[Wallop-a-weet, BanfFs.]

To WALLAN, v. n. To wither, to fade,

Aberd. ; synon. with S. Wallow.

WALLAWAY, inter]. Alas ; E. welaway.
Now nouthir gretest Juno, wallaway /
Nor Satarnas son hie Jupiter with just ene
Has oar quarrel consilient, na oner sane.

Doug. Virgil, 112, 44.

Weil away, Ibid. 48, 6. S. walawa.
A.-S. wala too, Sa.-G. waleva, proh dolor. V.

Walt, inter).

WALLAWALLA, interj.

hush I silence I Orkn.

WALLEE, $. That part of a quagmire in

which there is a spring, S. V. Well-et.

[Wall-Gibs-Kale, s. The water-cress ; lit.

well grass-kale, BanfFs.]

WALLEES, t. Saddlebags, S.

Belg. valley*, Fr. value, a portmanteau. Ihre
derives the Fr. term from wad, cloth, and lacs-a, to
include, or lock up, to. Wad, indumentum. The
Sa*-G. synon. term is waeUatck, wataaeck, q. a sack for
carrying clothe*.

To WALLER, v. n. To toss about as a fish

does upon dry land, Tweedd., Upp. Clydes.;

either corr. from E. Wallow, or claiming a
common origin. It is indeed expl. by E.
Wallow, Clydes.

Waller, t. A confused crowd in a state

of quick motion ; as, a waller of birds, a
waiter of bairns, &c, Roxb.
A. -3. wall-ian, to boil up ; C. B. gwall-aw, to pour

out, to empty. Su.-G. wau-a, is used to denote incon-
stant motion.

Equivalent to E.

WALLET, e. A valet.

"Owe souerane lord, remembring the Iang, guid,
trew and farthfuU seruico done to his maiestie, alsweill
in his hienes minoritie as matoritie, be his grace dalie
senutour Johnne Gib ane of the tcalletti* in his G. chal-
mer ;—Ratifies," &a Acts Ja. VI., vol. iti. f p. 607.
The act is entitled " Ratificatioun to Johnne Gib,

matttt of hit maiestie's chalmer."

WALLIDRAG, Wallidraggle, e. 1. A
feeble ill-grown person; S. wallidraggle,

S. B. wary draggel ; synon. wrig and werdie.

I bate aae waUidrag, aue worm, ane anld wobat carle,

A waistit wolroun, na worthe bot wounlis to clatter.

Dunbar, Maiiland Poem*, p. 3S.

2, A drone, an inactive person.

Fall ssony a waistless wally-drag.
With wauafe unweildable did furth wag.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poem*, p. 30.

3. A slovenly female, S.

•*I have three daughters, one of seventeen, one of
sixteen, and one of twelve years old, and no one ically

draggle among them, all fine girls." Lett. Allan Ram-
say, lives of Eminent Scotsmen, P. I., p. 100.
" They say—that king's chaff is better than other

folks' corn ; but I think that canna be said o' king's

soldiers, if they let themselves be beaten wi'—wives
wi* their rocks and distaffs, the very ically draggle* o*

the country-side." Rob Roy, iii. ISO.

According to Lord Hailes, it seems "corrupted from
wattowU drtg, a withered outcast, and thence by an
easy metonymy signifies any thing useless or unprofit-

able;" Note,Bann. P.
But this is by no means satisfactory. It appears

primarily to signify the youngest of a family, who is

often the feeblest. It is sometimes used to denote the
bird in a nest ; which in Teut. receives the
1 contemptuous designation, lack-in neU;

remans, postremus in cido ; Kilian. Drag
or draggle may perhaps mean, the dregs. Teut. dragt,
however, signifies birth, offspring, from drag-en kindt
dragem, to be pregnant The first part of the word
may have been formed from a term used among the
vulgar, synon. with 3u.-G. gaell, testiculus ; resembling
the formation of its synon. Pockahaking*, q. v., although
with still less claim to delicacy.

It it probable, in wary-draggel, the pronunciation of

S. B., is the^proper one. In this case it seems to be
merely the Goth, phrase, used in the old laws of Ice-

land, warg draege, the son of an exiled person ; filiua

ab exnle genitns ; G. Andr., p. 248. Germ, xcarg and
wrag in like manner denote an exile ; also, an infamous

V. Wakt-draooel.

Wallt-Draoole, e. Three sheaves set np
together, without the hood-sheaf, more
speedily dried, Roxb.

WALLIES, e. pi. 1. The intestines, Ayrs.

2. Also expl. u fecket pouches," or pockets to

an under waistcoat, ibid. [V. Wallees.]

WALLIES, e. pi. Finery, Roxb. ; synon.

Brawe.
What bonny lassies flock to Boswell's fair

To see their joes/an' shaw their waUie* there 1

A. ScotC* Poem*, 1811, p. 96.

Waixifou ta\ V. under Walt.
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To WALLIPEND, v. a. To undervalue,
Mearns ; evidently corr. from Vilipend.

WALLOCII, Wallock, *. 1. A kind of
dance familiar to the Highlands, S.

the was a caniie quean,
Weel could she dance the highland waUoch,

How happy I, had she been mine,
Or I'd been Roy of Aldivalioch.

Song, Ray'i Wtfe.

2. The lapwing, Moray.
Perhaps from its wild cry ; V. Wallach, v. : or

from its deceptive mode of teasing those who search
for its nest ; IsL raling-r, fallax, or vail'-a, vexare,

' molestare.

Walloch-Goul, s. 1. A noisy blustering

fellow, Ayrs.; apparently from Wallach,

to cry, as a child out of humour, and Goul,
a sort of yell.

2. A female of a slovenly appearance, ibid.

To WALLOP, Walop, v. n. 1. "To move
quickly, with much agitation of the body
or cloaths," Kudd. S.B.; also, to gallop.

He sprentis furth, and full proud© tcaloj>pis he,
Hie strekand vp his bede with mony ane ne.

Doug. Virgil, 881, 20.

And sum. to schaw thair courtlie corsis,

Wald rycl to Leith, and ryn thair horsi*
;

And wichtlie wallop oner the sand is :

Te nouther spairit spurns nor wandis.
Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 265.

[2. To dash or flap about, to hang loose and
flutter, S.

3. To beat severely, to thrash, Clydes.]

Rudd. views this as from the same origin with Fr.
gallop-er, E. gallop; observing that O is frequently
changed into W. But whence gallop itself? Seren.
derives wallop from A. -3. weal-an, Su.-G. waetl-a, to
boil ; and gallop from Su.-G. loep-a, to run, Mocs.-G.
ga being prefixed. They seem, however, radically the
tame : and we find Teut. wal-oppc, Fland. vliegh-icalop,

rendered, cursus gradarius, i.e., a gallop. This, I
suspect, has originally been an inversion of Teut. op-
wail en, op-well-en, scaturire, ebullire, from wall-en, to
boil, and op, oppe, op.

O. E. •• Walop-yii, as hors. Volopto.— Walopinge
ofhors. Voloptacio." Prompt. Parv. The v. Volopto,
seems to have been a sort of Lat. term formed by
monkish writers from the O. E. v.

Wallop, 8. 1. Quick motion, with agitation

of the clothes, especially when- in a ragged
state, S.; [a rag hanging loose and flutter-

ing, Banffs.]

2. The noise caused by this motion, S.

3. A sudden and severe blow, Aberd.

To WALLOW, Walow, v. n. 1. To wither,

to fade. Cumb. dicallow, id.

So brynt the feildis, al was birnand maid,
Herbis wox dry, wallowing and gan to faid.

Doug. Virgil, 72, 16.

Laggerit leyis wallowit fernis schew.
Ibid., 201, 5.

2. Metaph. applied to the fact?.

In thrauis of dethe, wi' vxUlotc'd cheik,
AH panting on the plain,

The bfeiding corps of warriors lay.
Neir to arise again.

Hvrdyknute, Pinbtrto*** Set. Bolt, I 11

3. Transferred to the mind.
To this my wyt is watowide dry-
But floure or froyte.—

Wyntovm, L ProL I23L

It occurs in O. E.

There both roses of red blee,
And lily, likeful for to se :

They wallowttk neither day nor night.
Land o/Cokayne, Ellis* Spec. IL P., L 87.

"And whanne the sunne roos vp it trefewide for

hete, and it driede vp, for it hadde no roote." Wictii,
Mark, iv.

A.-S. wealow-ian, wealuw-an, wealtc-iaa, exarescere,
marcescere ; Alem. uualu-en. Germ. weftr-*n, id. Tail
Ooldastus derives tronrual, flavns, because fading herbs
assume a yellow colour. Vat, color cineritius ; Schilter.
Wachter in like manner derives Germ. tcv/«r-*n, from
fatb, A.>S.fealw, yellow, which is evidently Mllied to
Lat. Jtav'tu.

WALLOWAE, ,. The devil, Shetl.
Various etymons might be suggested, not destitute of

nUusibility. The designation might be traced to
Wally-wae, or Wallawa, lamentation, because he is the
cause or origin of grief, in the same inanner as when
called the Sorrow.

WA-LOOK, s. That suspicious down-cast
look, which those have who loot away from
the person to whom they address themselves,
Clyaes.

WALLY, adj. Beautiful ; large. V.Walk.
Wally-dye, s. A toy, agew-gaw, S. 0.

" Wallys-dys, gew-gaws;" Gl. Sibb. V.
Waxie, adj.

WALLY-DYE, interj. Well-a-day, alas,

Ettr. For.
" Wally-dye, man, gin ye be nae better a fighter than

ye're an examiner, ye may gie up the craft.** Brownie
ofBodsbeck, i. 111.

WALLY-WAE, Wally-Wallyixq, #. La-
mentation, Ayrs.

I wish that I was dead, but I'm no like to dee, " at

Jenny says in her wally-wae about her father's cow sad
Auld Robin Gray." The Entail, ii. 160.
" Such a wally-wallying as the news of this caused it

every door; for the red-coats, from the persecuting
days,—were held in dread and as a horror among a*
Annals of the Parish, p. 161.

From the same origin with Waltaway, q. v.

WALROUN, s. V.Wolroux.

WALSH, Welsche, adj. Insipid, S. trott,

A. Bor. "insipid, fresh, waterish." Raj.

Lincolns. id. ; [walshoch, Banffs.]

From thy coistis depart I was constrenyt
Be the commaudmentis of the goddis vnfenjt,—
To pas throw out the dirk schaddois beliue
By gousty placis tcchche sauorit, moist, and hare,

Quhare profound nycht perpetualic doith repar*.

Doug. Virgil, 190, 1
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?•» '(WC***» '**" dinner derives it from Teat
walahe, nausea. Radd. and 8ibb. view S. warsh, id.
as radically the same. Bat although walsh, and
«*"*t are synon., the first most be traced to Teut.
gaelseh, ingratus, insuavia sapors aut odore ; the

If??
1!* to ST1* l™48*' *• <««*-• P- 216.) fresh, q.

tasteless. Thus, we say that any kind of food is warsh,
when it wants salt Teat walahe, mentioned above,£* origin to another term, nearly allied in sense.
V. Wauoh.

Walshness, 8. Insipidity of taste, S. GL
Sibb. ; [walshochnes*, Banffs.]

To WALT, r. a. To beat, to thump, Durafr.

;

perhaps radically the same with Quhult, q. y.

[Waltin*, $. A beating, thrashing, Clydes.]

To WALTER, v. a. To overturn. V.
Welter.

Walterar, 6. One who overturns.
—WaUerars of courts ye 1st snborne yow.

Poems Sixteenth Cent, p. 24a

WAt/TH, s. Enough of any thing, plenty
of ; as, « He has walth o* siller," Le., abun-
dance of money, S. ; synon. South, [Fouth.]

.
™s m»y be from A.-S. wahth, rich ; bat perhapsm its application it as nearly resembles Su.-G. waeldi

power. Thus, the phrase is equivalent ; "He has a
power o* siller."

WALX,#. Wax, Aberd. Reg.

.
" Wa**> ** fthe «ntrinff, nathing, bot at the oat-pas-

sing, gd it be weyit be haill wawis, viij. d. ilk waw>
Balfour's Practices, Costumes, p. 67.

If we might credit the history of former times, there
most have been a considerable demand for this article
forthe purposes of witchcraft. It was generally found
necessary, it would seem, as the medium of influ>t;ng
pain on the bodies of men. 6

"To some others at these times he teacheth, how tomake pictures of waxe or clay, that by the wasting
thereof the nersons that they beare the name of, may
1» continually melted or dried away by continual
sukenesse." K. James's Daemonologie, ft 2, c. 5.
In order to cause acute pain in the patient, pins, we

are told, were stuck in that part ofthe body of the
image, in which they wished the person to suffer.

wiShe^ur of bve.^°
Pted C ***" "*»

Then mould her form of fairest wax
With sdder*s eyes, snd feet of horn

:

Piece this small scroU within its breast,
Which I, your friend, hare hither borne.

Then make s blaze of alder wood,
Before your fire make this to stand

;

And the last night of every moon
The bonny May's at tout command.

Hogft Mountain Bard, p. 85.

The Moon, it appears, has greatpower in this charm.

M^^^ow\u
:
nce * ** v

- *• "•«•

With fire and steel to urge her weel,

» «£** you fteithe«" stint nor spare

;

Por if the cock be heard to crow.
The charm will vanish into air.

Thsiwounds given to the image were supposed to be
productive

i
of similar stounds of love in the tender heart

of the maiden whom it represented.

A female form, of melting wax,
Mesa John surveyed with steady eye,

Which ever and anon he pierced,
And forced the lady loud to cry.—P. 84.

The same horrid rites were observed on the con-
tinent. For Grilland (de Sortilegiis) says : Quidam
solent apponere hnaginem eerae juxta ignem ardentem,
oompletis sacrificiis, de quibus supra, & adhibere
quasdam preces nefarias, k turpia verba, ut qucmad-
modum imago ilia igne consumitur & liqueacit, eodem
modo cor mulieris amoris calore talis viri feraenter
ardeat, Ac Malleus Malefic, T. II., p. 232.

It cannot be doubted that these rites have been
transmitted from heathenism. Theocritus mentions
them as practised by the Greeks in his time For be
introduces Samoetha as using similar enchantments,
partly for punishing, and partly for regaining her
faithless lover.

But strew the Salt, and say in angry tones,
" I scatter Delphid's, perjured Delphid's bones. '•

—First Delpbid injured me, he raised my flame,
And now I burn this bough in Delphid's name

;
As this doth blaze, and break away in fume,
How soon it takes, let Delphid's flesh consume,
lynx, restore my false, my perjured swain,
And fores him back into my arms again.

—

As this devoted wax melts o'er the tire,

Let Mindian Delphy melt in warm desire !

IdyUiums, p. 12, 13.

Samoetha burns the bough in the name of her false
lover, and terms the wax devoted. With this the more
modern ritual of witchcraft corresponded. The name
of the person, represented by the image, was invoked.
For, according to the narrative given concerning the
witches of Pollock-shaws, having bound the image on
a spit, they " turned it before the fire,—saying, as they
turned it, Sir George Maxwell, Sir George Maxwell;
and that this was expressed by all of them." Glanvil's
Sadducismus, p. 391.
According to Grilland, the image was baptised in the

name of Beelzebub. Malleus, ut sup., p. 229.
There is nothing analogous to the Grecian rite, men-

tioned by Theocritus, of strewing salt. For Grilland
asserts, that, in the festivals of the witches, salt was
never presented. Ibid., p. 215. It was perhaps ex-
cluded from their infernal rites as having been so much
used as a sacred symbol.

WALY, Walt-Sprig, #. "A small flower ;"

Galloway.

Now frse the cribs the tarry gimmers trot,
And spread around the fsulds, to crop ths blade
Of tender grass, or thriving waly.—

Davidson's Seasons, p. &
~ «r the verdant mead

Behold the blushing prospect. Who can paint
A waly-sprig UkeKatureT

*

Davidson's Seasons, p. 42.

Perhaps from O. Germ, wal-en, to grow luxuriously.
The term is particularly applied to goieans, (South

of S.); which are supposed to be thus denominated
because of their beauty. V. Waue, adj.

WALY, intcrj. Expressive of lamentation.

walv, waly up the bank
Ana waly, waly, down the brae

;

And walyt waly on yon burnside,
Where I snd my love wont to gae.

Bamsay's Tea-Table MiscelL, p. 17a
It seems in one place, as if forming a superlative

:

But perhaps it is merely the inter].

He puts his hand on*s ladie's
And waly sair was she mui

side,

murnin
JamiesoWs Popular BalL,VL 271.
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This term is used, even in the reduplicative form, in
Yorka. *• Wallu, Wally, is Good lack, good lack, or
Oh me, oh me I" Clav.

A.-S. wal-a, eheu, ntinam, O si, ah, Lat t*iA, from
tea, woe, and la, O, Oh ! a particle expressive of invo-
cation. Wa is merely repeated in A.-S. wa la iw, E.
weUaway ; although Junius teems inclined to view it

as eomp. of wele, felicitas, and away, abest, as if the
A. -8. were deduced from the E. Wain! st towyrath
thai tempel ; Ah ! thou that destroyest the temple

:

Mark, xv. 29.

WALY, #. Prosperity, good fortune. Waly
/a, or faw, may good fortune befall, or be-
tide. Waly fa me

9
is a phrase not yet en-

tirely obsolete, S.B. [V. Walie.]
Now wall//aw that weill-fard mow !

Lyndsay, & P. H, ii 86.

God day ! gud day ! God esif balth your Gracit

!

Waly, Waly,fa tha twa Weill fard fecis !

Ibid. p. 159.

A.-S. waela, wela, felicitas, beatitndo, prosperitas

;

from wel, bene.

It
(
is singular that the phrase waly /a' has changed

its signification in some parts of the north ; unless it

could be supposed that its meaning was misunderstood
by a writer, who, in other respects, has showed that he
was well acquainted with our vernacular tongue.

Bet that camsteary what-dy*e-caw%
(I think it's Genius, walicfa't)
—Will never dreep frae drafty mawt,

Or bare spring water.

_ Skinner's Misc. PoeL, p. 178.
" Walyfa, woe be to ;" 01. Ibid.

It occurs in the same sense, in another form, in
older writing.

Now wallyfu* fa' the silly bridegroom,
He was as Baft as butter, Jcc.

Runaway Bride, Hard's Coll., & 8a
I heard ae wife say f anither,

IFotfi/bw/a'thecat!
Walhfoujd* the cat

!

She's bred the house an wan ease ;

She's open'd the aniry door,
An' eaten up a' the cheese.

Herd's CoU., ii. 189.

The song bears these words as its title.

One might almost suppose that this had once had the
form of an adj. q. WaUyfull, and been here used
improperly. It is possible, however, that it is a corr.
of A,-8. wa la tea, proh dolor ; Lye.

WALYCOAT,*. An under-petticoat, Aberd.
"Thir rebel ships—sends privately a pinnace ashore

to design the house where the queen [Henrietta] was
lodged, whilk beinc done, her Majesty, having mind
of no evil, but glad of rest, now wearied by the sea,
is cruelly assaulted ; for this [thir] six rebel ships ilk
one by course sets their broadside to her lodging, bat-
ters the house, dings down the roof, ere she wist of
herself ; but she gets up out of her naked bed in her
night walycoat, barefooted and barelegged, with her
maids of honour, whereof one for plain fear went
straight mad, being a nobleman of England's dauch-
ter." Spalding, ii. 74.

b

This is originally the same with Wylecoat, q. v.

WAMBE, Wame, Waim, Weam, Wayme,
a. 1. The womb.
"For he gaderit certane of the maist pure and

clein dropnis of blud, quhilk was in the bodie of the
virgin, and of thamc fassionit & formit the pcrfit body
of our Saiuiour, within her wayme.*9 Abp. Hamif-
toun's Catechisme, Fol. 97. b.

VOL. IV.

2. The belly, S.

"—Euery ano of tbaym geuyn mair tyl natwisr
fet & elutony of thair itximbc, than to ony virtcvof

thair eldaris. BellemL Cron. B., viii. c. 1
His tale, that on his rig before tvmes lay,

Vnder his wame lattis fall abasitly,

And to the wod can haist him in til hy.

Doug. FwyO,3M,«i

A coarse, but ciuphatical, proverb is often addrewl

by a mother to her children, when she reckou torn

unreasonable in their demands for food ; " Wed, wed,

what's in your teame [or icyme] 's no in your tan-

ment," S.

The direct meaning of the language would be;

"What ye consume now, you cannot bequeath in aay

will you may make afterwards." But, as I bare heard

the Prov. applied, I havo always understood the sew,

to be ;
"W hat you get from me by your voraciousness

now, yon cannot expect to be bequeathed to you ia tiu

testament that I shall make for your behoof. Yon pot

this out of my power."

3. The stomach. A fow wame, a full stomach.

A wamefow, a bellyful, S.
Hes thow no rewth to gar thy tennent sueit

Into thy lawlwur, full fayat with hungry warns I

Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 121,st.2L

Moes.-G. wamba, A. -8. 1st tcamb, Su.-G. soM
venter, uterus.

Weam-ill, Wame-ill, a. 1. The belly-

ache.

—The Weatn-m, the Wild fire, the Vomit, k the Tea.

Montgomerie. Watson's CWL.nUt
V. Fetk,

2. A disease of the intestines.
—" The wame-ill was so violent, that thar deit nu

that yere than euir thar deit ouder in pestilent or yit

in onv vther seikness in Scotland.'* Addic. to Scot

' Croniklis, p. 4.

A.-S. tcamb-adl, dolor ventris.

SAIR wame, the same with Wame-ill, S.

Athort one
9

8 wame. Maugre, in spite of one's

teeth, in open defiance of, Aberd.

It has been supposed that the phrase across the Wty

often used by Pat. Walker, in his Remark. Passa^

is a kind of modification of this. V. Prel, p- 1*

Over the belly is a similar phrase. This, if E., ha»^
overlooked by later lexicographers.

To Wame one's self r. a. To fill one's belly.

Roxb. V. Wambe, s.

Wamefou, Wamefu\ 8. A bellyfull, S.

"A wame-fou is a icame-fou,—whether it be of ta*

barley-meal or the bran." St. Ronan, i. 235.

—Let neer a wame/u* be a missing.
But jrie ns routh o' food ;

O gie us kannocks, brose, and kail,

Potatoes, cabbage, and the wale
0' every thing that's good.

Glutton's Grace, A. Scott's Pocns, a 1»

Wamelin, Wamblin, s. A big-bellied puny

child, Caithn. V. Wamflix.

Wam IE, adj. Corpulent, having a large belly.

Upp. Lanarks.

T 4
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Waminess, *. Corpulence, ibid.

1*1. vambi, ventricosus.

Wamyt, Gkete Wamyt, Grete Wame.
1. Big-bellied.

Thia fatail raohstoure clam ouer the wallis then,
Grete Wamyt, and atuffit mil of armyt men.

Doug. Virgil, 46, 4a

2. Pregnant.
For sorow scho gave the gast rycht thare,
Orel icat>u wyth tone, scho wes that day,
Hvt tyme nowcht nere.

Wyntown, vii. 7, 05.

To WAMBLE, Wample, v. n. To move in

an undulating manner, like an eel in the
water, S.

Wamble is used in E., but only as denoting the action
of the stoirach, when it rolls with nausea ; a sense in
which the term is also used, S.

But stomach wambles, I must close,
And with my fist must stop my nose.

C'lelantTs Poems, p. 95.

Belg. wemel-en, to creep, to crawl, tcemelend gewormte,
crawling wonns ; geicemel, a creeping, crawling ; SeweL
Bat we find the very v. in Isl. vambl-a, aegre protra-
here se huxni ventre ; vambl-a, reptatus.

[Wamble, Wample, s. The motion of an
eel, undulating motion, Clydes.]

WAMBRASSEIRIS, *. Armour for the
forepart of the arm. E. vambrace.

•• Vthers simpillar of x. pund of rent or fyftie pundis
in gndis, haue tiat, gorget, and a pesane, with warn-
brasstbris and reirbrasseiris." Acts Ja. I., 1429, c.

134. Edit 156a
Corr. from Fr. avant-bras, id., i.e., before the arm

;

or rather immediately from avant, and braaaart, a
rambrace.

WAME,#. The belly. ToWaaie; Wame-
rr/ ; Wamie. V. under Wambe, *.

To WAMFLE, v. n. To flap, to flutter ; ap-

plied to one's clothes, especially if tattered,

or carelessly put on, when they are shaken
by the wind, or when the wearer has an awk-
ward motion. It is also said of a vessel at

sea ;
u Her sails were wamflin f the wind ;

"

Fife. V.Weffil.
This may be allied to Teut. wemel-en, circumagi;

frequenter et leviter movere ; Su.-G. wiml-a, motitari,
trepidare; C. B. mcammaUu, to waver. In the S.
word/ may have been inserted, as 6 in E. Wamble,
from the same origin. Or it may be a provincial
variety of WefflL

To Wamfle, v. a. Expl. "To sully;"
Ayrs.; synon. with SuddilL
Prob. the same with Weffil, Waffle, applied to what

has lost its stiffness, as by frequent handling or
tossing.

WAMFLER, Wanfler, *. A rake, a
wencher ; Wainflcr, Philotus, S. P. R., iii.

10. Wanfler, Evergreen, i. 74.

WAMFLET,*. V.Waefleed.

WAMFLIN, $. A puny child who has a
large belly, Caithn.; perhaps a dimin. from
Womb, tcame, the belly. The word is also

pron. Wamblin.

WAMPES, *. The motion of an adder,

Ayrs.

To Wampish, v. n. To fluctuate, to move
backwards and forwards, Ettr. For.

"Gang away, now, minister, and put by the siller.

and dinna keep the notes wamp'uhing in your hand that
sate, or 1 will wish them in the brown nigg a^ain, for

fear we get a black cast about them." Heart M. Loth.,
iv. 259.

But yet his gear was o* the gomle*
As it waved and wampished in the wind

;

And the coal-black steed he rode u]K>n,

It was fleeter than the bonuy hiud.
Ballad, Pei-ils ofMan, it 1.

To Wampish, Wampuz, v. a. 1. To brandish,

to flourish, to toss about in a threatening,

boasting manner, South of S.

2. To toss in a furious or frantic manner, ibid.

" Its fearsome baith to see and hear her when she
wampisfiea about her arms, and gets to her English,

and speaks as if she were a prent book." Antiquary,
iii. 218.
" Wampuz, to make curvilinear dashes, like a large

fish in the water," (Gall. Euc.) must evidently be viewed
as the same v. slightly varied.

Perhaps it is from ItaL vampegg-iare, to flash, to be
in a flame ; also to fumo and fret, to rave, to rage, to
be in a violent passion, from vampa, flame, blaze ;

passion, desire.

WAMPLE, *. Undulating motion, Ayrs. V.
Wamble.

To WAMPUZ, v. n. V. Wampish. .

WAMYT, adj. V. under Wambe.

WAN. A particle expressive of negation,

prefixed both to adjectives and to substan-

tives, S.

It had also been used in O. E. " Wan beleuar, Per
fidus. Wan beleuynge. Perfldia. Wan bode, or he
that biddeth not to the value.— Wanhop-yn, Diffido.

Dispero.— Wanayn. Euaneo. Euanesco." Prompt.
Parv.
Wan is an ancient Goth, and A.-S. particle denoting

privation. V. Vanhop.

WAN. An adverbial affix, [signifying way
or %card] y corresponding in signification and
use with the Lat. adv. versus, Aberd.

The following account of this particle is from a
very intelligent correspondent in the north. " It

differs from With as a termination, in these re-

spects. With implies that the word, to which it

is joined, expresses the place of ono's destination

;

Wan does not convey this idea. With is not arbi-

trarily affixed to words ; Wan is, " He was gain to
Aberdeenira/i ;" He was on the road to Aberdeen.
Perhaps from A.-S. waeg, 1st veg, Su.-G. waeg,

also tcatgh, via, iter, a way. Dan. vei, appears in its

declined form vefen, paa vejen, in the way, on tho
road. Vejene til en atad, " the avenue to a town ;"

Wolff. Sw. paa teaegen, id. 1st. vegn, signifies plaga,
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a quarter. Ftogra vegna. In quatuor orbis plagas

;

Olafs Saga, 34, ap. VereL Ind. Ihre s:»ys, ."It is

probablo that our ancestors sometimes used imr#/« " for

waey, "and hence, that waeyuar remains in the plural,

as when we say, alia waegnar, omnibus loci 3 ; mda
waegnar {fraan, a locis dissitis." He views the term

above quoted from Vcrelius as a confirmation of bis

conjecture ; and renders Su.-O. wagnar, tractus, regio.

Did we invert the Sw. phrase, Han aer jxia waegen til

London, He is on his way to London ; til London wae-

gen, it would nearly resemble that mentioned above,

—"gain to Aberdeen- wan. n There is certainly an

affinity between this and another S. B. phrase—to
Aberdeen awa. This, in the A.-S. form, would be to

Aberdeen on waeg, i.e., on the way to Aberdeen.

WAN, adj. 1. Deficient.

I coud nocht won into welth, wrech wayest,

I wes so wantoun in will, my werdis ar wan.
HoulaU, iii. 26, MS.

2. Not fully round, not plump ; as, a wan
tree is a tree that has not grown in a cir-

cular form, or that is not nlled up on one

side. Wan-cheekit, applied to a man whose

cheeks are thin, Berwicks.

Isl. van, quod infra justum modum est ; Su.-G. tea*,

id. A.-S. wana, carens, deficiens.

WAN, adj. 1. Black, gloomy.
Her is na gait to fle yonc peple can,

Bot rochis heich, and wattir depe and wan.
Wallace, vii. 814, Ma

—Persauyt the mornyng bla, wan and har.

Wyth cloudy gum and rak ouerquhelmyt the are.

Doug. Virgil, 202, 25.

Rudd. takes no notice of this term. It is evidently

A-S. wan, wann, wonn. Wan wolcen, atra nubes.

Tha wonnan niht mona onlihteth ; Atram noctem luna

Oluminat; Boet., p. 165. V. Wonn, Lye.

2. Dark-coloured ; or rather filthy.

Sum nakit fled, and gat ont off that sted,

The wattir socht, abaissit out ofT slepe.

In the furd weill, that was bath wan and depe,

Feill off thaim fell, that brak out of that place,

Dowkit to grounds, and deit with outyn grace.

Wallace, vii. 488, Ma
Editors, not understanding the term, have substi-

tuted long; as they have changed furd to Friers.

In the Friers well that was both long and deep.

A.-a wan, wonn, also signify filthy ; foedus.

Wonne wagon, luridi, foedi ductus ; Boet. iii. 19.

wonne waeUtreamas, foedi gurgites aquarum ; Ibid. 30.

12. ap. Lye.
It seems uncertain, however, whether wan, in the

passage last quoted, does not merely signify, lurid, q.

the dark weiu, or eddy of the ford.

WAN, pret. v. [Won, got,] came, &c. V.
Wyn.

WAN, s. Wan and Wound, perhaps blow and
wound.

•' Biissit is he quhonie God dois correct

;

Thairfore his scurge se thou not ueglect.

For he it is quhilk geuis \oan and wound,
And suddanlie he will mak haill and sound.

Poems of the Sixteenth Century, p. 31, 82.

This alliterative phrase has probably been pro-

verbial with our ancestors. From the succeeding line,

the analogy requires that there should be a connex-

ion of idea between wan and wound. Wan may there-

fore signify a blow or stroke, as allied to Tent, wand,

plaga ; Isl. vaude, difficultas, periculum, noxa.

WAN BAYN. The cheek-bone.

With his gud suerd he maid a hidwvas wound,
Left thaim for tied, syne on the. fercl can found,

On the wan bayne with gret ire can him ta,

Cleyffyt the cost rycht cruelly in twa.
7 J

Wallace, ai. 123, MSu

A-S. wang, Bclg. weng, the cheek.

WANCANNY, adj. Unlucky, 8. A «w«-

canny carlin, one supi>oscd to be a witch,

Fife. V. Cannv.

WANCHANCIE, adj. 1. Unlucky, S.

Was worth the man wha first did shape

Tliat rile, wanchancie thing—a rape

!

Burnt, iii 82.

—•* When my kinsman came to the village wf the

factor, Mr. James Howie, to lift the rents, some warn-

chancy person,—I suspect John Heatherblntter, the

auld gamekeeper, that was out wi' me in the year

fifteen—fired a shot at him in the gloaming, wherewith

he was so affrighted, that I may say with Tnllius in

Catilinam, Abiit, evatit, erupit, etfugit." Waverley, in.

235.

2. Dangerous, apt to injure, S.

My travellers are fley'd to deid

Wi' creels wanchancy, heap'd wi' bread.—
Fergusson's Poem*, u. €1

WANCOUTH,a<#, Uncouth; Rudd.

WAND, Wan, pret. Did wind, S.B.

She bade ane near the door stan' still,

Or fate shou'd something gie her

;

She wand the clue wi' tentie ban',

An' cries, " Wha bauds the end o't ?

"

Tarras's Poems, p. 6S.

This refers to one of the unwarrantable rites observed

on Fadren's Een, S.B.

WAND, Wande, s. 1. A sceptre, or badge

of authority.

Rohand he «f the wand.
And bad him sitt him hi,

That fre;
" Rohand lord mak Y,

To held this lond of me."
Sir Tristrem, p. 50, st 63,

Helenus,

The lauchful son of the King Prianras,

Rang King ouer mony cieties in Greik land

Berand thareof the scepture and the wand.
Doug. Virgil, 77, 43L

It is used in a similar sense in E., but as denoting a

badge of inferior authority, as that borne by uabers.

Under the wand, in a state of subjection.

All cuntro vnsubjectit vnder our woud,
It may be clepyt ane vncouth strange lande.

3 l
Doug. Virgil, 219, S8L

••—The wife,—sa lang as her husband was livand,—

was vndcr his wand and power ; and he was lord of

all, quhilk perteined to his wife." Quon. Attach., t
20, § 2. Sub virga mariti, Lat.

Elsewhere this nhrase is used apparently as synoo.

with umlrr the Una ; denoting a situation in the open

fields or woods.

Ane tynie when scho was full, and on fnte fair,

Scho tuke in mynd her sister up-ou-lafod;
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And langt to ken ber weilfair and her cheir,
And m qahat lyfscho led vnder the wand.

Htnrysone, Borrowstoun and Landwart Mous,

-- _. Evergreen, L 145.
V. Lnru.

2. The rod of correction.

Greit God into bis hand is

To dant the warld hes diuers wandis.
Efter oar enill conditioun,
He makis on us ponitiouo

:

With hounger, thirst and indigence.
Sum tyine greit plaigis and pestilence,
And sum tyme with his bludy wand,
Throw cruel weir, be aey, and land.

Lyndsay't Warkia, 1592, p. 10.
•• Let his own teond ding him." S. Prov. " Let him

reap the fruits of hia own folly." Kelly, p. 233.
It literally signifies, "Let him be beaten with hia

own rod."

3. A fishing-rod, S.
" Therefore ordanis the saidis actes to have

effect and execution—against the slayers of the saidis
reid fisch, in forbidden time, be blesis, casting of
wander or utherwise." Acts Ja. VI., 1579, c. 89.

EAsJshing-wand, his snishin-box,
A fowling-piece, to shoot muir-cocks,
And hunting hares thro* craigs and rocks,

This was his game.
Forbes*s Dominie Depos*d, p. 28.

8u.-G. wand, Dan. vaand, Isl. voendur, baculua, rir-
ga. Jiaeisewanda, Hist. Alex. M. ap. Ihre, baculi ex
corylo, a hazlcwands.

Wand op Peace, A symbol of relaxation
from an unjust sentence of outlawry.
"Gif ony man alledgis him to be wrangouslie de-

nuncit rebel, and desyris, be way of supplicatioun
«•*"* *» *> *ne Lordis of secrete counsal, in his name
and behalf, to be relaxit thairfra ; the Lordis may re-
lax him, and give him the wand of peace instantlie,
or ellia direct letteria to the Schiref of the schire—to
do the sarnin," Ac A. 1505, Balfour's Pract., p. 560.—"Relaxand thame inlykemaner fra the said pro-
cea of borne, and gevand the wand of peax to Johne
Bukim, messenger in thair names." Acta Ja. VI..
1567, Ed. 1814, p. 5.

This is undoubtedly the same with what in L. B. is
denominated Yirga Alba, or the white rod, which Du
Cange defines, Pacis symbolum. This was one of the
ancient usages of England. It is mentioned by Britton.
Si comme par simple diaseisine faite de iour sauns force
et armea, oue une blaunche verge en eigne de peas.
Leg. AngL c. 53. FoL 138, b.
On the other hand, it was said of those who were

Pi> fc °»t of the protection of law, that their wand was
broken. Qui sic conricti aecum portant judicium, si-
cut finaliter condemnati nullum habent appellum
Tersus aliquem fidelem nee infidelem; quia omnino
frangitur eorum booths. V. Du Cange, vo. wirga.
Danes, referring to these passages, "The Lord hath

broken the staff of the wicked :"—"How is the strong
staff broken, and tho beautiful rod V* observes ; "These
forms of expression must have alluded, necessarily, to
some established customs, they must be referred in-
disputably to some primitive system,- which regarded
rods, branches, and staves, as the symbols of certain
ideas, and as the vehicles of messages, commissions, or
the like. So far the customs of the old Asiatics cor-
responded in their prevalence to those of Druids in
Europe.—A Breaking the rod, or staff, seems—to have been
the general mode of dissolving compacts. See Zech.
xi. 7, 10, 11. And I took my staff, even beauty, and
cut it asunder, that I might break my covenant, which

I made with all the people." Celtic Researches, p.
292, 296.

It seems to be in allusion to this ancient rite, that
the devil, who appears to his comptroller Doctor Fian,
after he had renounced his service, "with a white
wand in his bande," is made to break it, as a presage
of his vengeance. "The devil answered, 4 Once ere
thou die, thou shalt be mine ' : and with that (as he
sayd) the devill brake the white wand, and immediately
vanished foorth of his sight." News from Scotl., 1591.
Law's Memor., xli.

Hence the breaking of a wand or rod, in relation to
any individual, was a rite expressive of outlawry.
Thus, in a paasago quoted above, it is said that " the
convicted carry their judgment with them, so that
being finally condemned they have no appeal, because
their wantl is completely broken." Britton. Lib., iii.,

Tract. 2, c. 33. Frangitur talium baculua : Fleta, Lib.
Le.3M.16L
In allusion to this symbol, the female gypsy is intro-

duced in Guy Mannenng as breaking a rod after utter-
ing her virtual denunciations.
"So saying, she 6ro*e the sapling she held in her

hand, and flung it into the road," i. 125. "Here I
stood, when I tauld the last laird of Ellangowan what
was coming on his house :—and here, where I brake
the wand ofpeace ower him." Ibid. r iii. 135.

Wand, adj. Wicker; as, "a wand basket,"
" a wand cradle," &c. S.

Wand-Bed, *. A wicker-bed, a sort of pal-
anquin.

"The young laird also lying sore sick in the same
chamber,—upon gret moyan was transported upon a
wand-bed upon the morn from the toibooth to the
castle." Spalding's Troubles, II. 272.

Wandfasson, s. Denoting what is made
in a basket-form, resembling wands or
twigs, interlaced.

"Item, ellevin plaittis of sindrie sortis, maid of
auhite anameling. Mair, viii. quheit, 1 of wandfasson,
ui. of divers coUouris," Ac. Inventories, A. 1661, p.
158.

It seems to be the same article which is afterwards
thus described

:

" Ane pleitt hollit as gif it wer wandis." A. 1578,
Ibid., p. 241.

This curious collection supplies us with a singular
fact as to the materials of which fans were manufac-
tured in the reign of Q. Mary. They were made of
small twigs.

" Item, ane glas, and sex litle culing fannis of litle

wandis. 1
* Ibid., p. 158.

WAND-BIRN, #. Expl. " a straight burn
on the face of a sheep," Clydes.

Perhaps q. a cheek-burn, from A.-S. wang, maxilla,
and bym, ineendium.

WANDIT, S. P. R., iii. 141.

Scho wandit, and yeid by to ane elriche well

Leg. wanderit, as in edit. 1508.

WANDOCHT, Wandougiit, *. 1. A weak
or puny creature, S. B. V. Undoch.

2. A silly inactive fellow, Roxb.

3. Equivalent to u worthless creature/' S.
Altho' the wandought's sib to me,

He's gien's a waefu' night o't :

—
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For he's to blame for a* the stealth

That's happen't sin we met
Cod's Simple Strains, p. 143.

Wandociit, Wandouqht, adj. Feeble,

puny, contemptible, Perths., S. O.
"She'a haddin' an' dang, daresna speak to them

that I'm sura she anea liket ;—that wandought ne'er-

do-weel o' a dominie blawin' in her lug, an' winna had
his filthy fingers aff her." Campbell, I 334.

Bat, Sir. my wandocht rustic muse,
Oane hamens daz't an* doitet,

Begins to glunch, an' hing her brows,
itet.

fs Poems, 1788, p. 160.

Like ane grown capernoitet.

Picben's 1

WANDRETHE, #. Misfortune, great diffi-

culty or danger.

The wyU wroght either grete wandreth and wench.
Gawan and Qol., iii. 6.

With feistis feH, and fnll of jolitee,
This enmlie court thair king thai kest to keip.

That noy hes none bot newue novaltie,

And is nocht woant for wo to wouo and weij>.

Fall sendill sad, or [t ar] soandlie set to sleip.

No wandrethe wait, ay wenis welthe endure.

K. Hart, L 11.

Sibb. derives it from Tent neg. particle ican, nn,

and rouwe, or rest, qniea. Bat the term is pare Gothic.
Isl. vandraedi, maxima difficnltas, unde quis vix se
expedire potest; Verel, p. 282. Su.-G. wandraede,
discrimen, difficultas. Tker eigh aeru i irandraedom ;
Who are not in danger of losing life. West O. Leg.
ap. Ihre. From 1st rand-Mr, difficult, full of labour
and danger, vandi, any thing fall of trouble and danger,
Su.-G. wand, evil, difficult; and raed, casus, chance,
accident. V. Wand, Ihre, p. 1035.

[WANDYST, pret. pi. Retreated, fell back,

OJr. wandir, to turn aside, escape.]

Qahen thai the Douglas saw nerhand,
Thai wandyst, and maid an opynning.
James of Dowglas, be thair relying,

Knew that thai war discumfyt ner.

Barbour, xii. 109, Ma
Evanishing, edit. 1G20.

And qubat for arowis, that felly

Mony gret woundis gan thaim ma,
And slew fast off thair horss alsua

;

That thai wandyst a litill wei.

Thai dred sa gretly then to dev,
That thair cowyn wes wer and wer.

Ibid., xiiL 217, MS.
Recoiled, edit. 1620.

And thai, that at the fyrst meting,
Feld off the soeris sa sar sowing,
Wandyst, and wsid haiff bene away.

Ibid., xvi. 629, MS.
Vanisht, edit. 1620.

[Dr. Jamieson was quite astray in his meaning and
origin of this term. It is in French form, but. of

• Teutonic origin, being related to Moes.-G. wandjan,
A.-S. wendan, to turn. V. Prof. Skeat's Edit, of
Barbour, p. 585.]

WANE, s. Defect, want.
Of fesaunce, pertrik, and of crane,
Ther was plente, and no wane.

Arihour and Merlin, MS.
V. Wan, adj. 1. V. GL Compl., p. 380.

WANE,*. [Plenty, abundance. V.Wayn.]
Thai seruyt thaim on sa gret wane,
With scherand suerdis, and with knyffis,

That weil ner all left the lyrys.

Thai had a felloun eftremebs.

Barbour, xrL 4M, IQ
As the persons killed were sitting at a feast, ttcce

is an ironical allusion to the service given on an 'occa-

sion of this kind. "They served them," ss we on to

say, "in such high stile," kc.

Springaldis, and schot, on ser manerU
That to defend castell afferis,

He purwayit in till full gret lenuc.

/*i*,xrii.24»,*IS.

—Suffir na seruandis anaritius
Ouir scharp exactiounis on thair suhditis craif,

That not he done without thair honour saif,

Sekand na conques be vulefull wan is.

BdUnd. Prokeme to Oos.

[Su.-G. vinna, to get, gain, profit. Wane ocean is

the older version of Chevy Chase, L 74. and with the

meaning given above :
•• manner, fashion," was Dr.

Jamieaon'a rendering. V. Prof. .Skeat's Edit of

Barbour, p. 781.]

WANE, s. A sort of waggon, a wain.

Maitl. P., p. 116. V. Aucht, adj.

WANE, 8. 1. A habitation, a dwelling.

The dow effrayit dois fle

Forth of hir boll, and richt dern wynyng rone.

Doug. l4iytZ,l«,4a

Wanys, although properly the pi. of wane, is oftei

used as if itself a s. singular.

The purweyance that is with in this irony*

We will nocht tyne
;
ger sembvll all at anra,

Gar warn Ramsay, and our gud men ilkan.

ira//ace,ix.llW,s&

The herd has fund the beis bike,
Closit vnder ane derne cauerne of »tanis

;

And fyllit has full sone tliat litil wanys
Wyth smoik of soure and bitter rekis stew.

Doug. Virgil, 432, It

2. Sometimes in pi. it is used, not as denoting

different habitations, but different apart-

ments in the same habitation.

Tharewith the brute and noyis rais in thay truxj*

Quhil all the large hillis rang attanis.

Doug. Fifytf, 475.41

This corresponds with the account given, p. 474, 14,

in the description of the palace of Latinos.

Amyd the hallis heich lang and braid, Ac.

O. E. tcone, wonne, a dwelling, is used in the sane

manner ; as appears from a Poem, entitled, "AD*
nutation bytwene a Crystene man. and a Jew,** writtes

before the year 1300.

Squiyeres in uche sydc
In the wones so wide.
Warton's Hist., P. ii. Emendations, p. 1

The place described is a nunnery. The wosa,u
Mr. Warton observes, are the rooms.

The prophet preacheth thereof, k put it in the psalter.

Domine. quis habitabU in tabernaculo tuo, &c
' Lord who shall wonne in thy tconnes, & with tbi fcoij

saynts
Or resten in tbi holy hils ? this asketh Dauid.

P. Plougltman, FoL IS, a

Tent, woon, habitatio. V. Won, r.

To WANE, v. n. To think.

Had ye intill a quiet place,

Ye wald not wane to fiend.

Ly*dsay,$.?.K
t
iLVL

Evidently tho same with O.E. iceae, modern itrts;

A.-S. waen-an, wen-ian, Moes.-G. wen-jan, Alem. usom-

en, Belg. wan-en, putare, opinari.
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Wane, «. Opinion, estimation.

On Schyrreffmur Wallace the feild has taue,
With vlli thousand, that worthy was in wane.

Wallace, x. 20, Ma
A-S. wen, wena, opinio. Thia may, however, signify,

•• worthy iq dwelling."

WANE, s. Expl. u a number of people."
Bat in my bower there is a wake,
An' at the woke there is a wane ;

Bat III come to the greenwood the morn,
Whar blooms the brier by mornin' dawn.

Minstrelsy Border, hi. 236.

WANEARTIILIE, adj. Not belonging to

this world, preternatural, S. V. Wan.
—MWe ne'er luit on that we saw her, though ony

body wad, in a moment, bae seen that it was some-
thing wanearthlie." Edin. Mag., Sept. 1818, p. 155.

To WANEISE one's self, v. a. To put one's

self to trouble, S. B. V. Uneitii.

WANFORTUNE, s. Misfortune.
—"Geen [gin] I have had the wan/ortime to believe

also, That the Pretender is the Q a brother, a prince
of the bluid, nay the first prince of the bluid, I mon
affirm, that he has been prayed for as such by the
Church of England," &c. Speech for D sse of
Arnistoun, A. 1711, p. JO.

It would appear that the word had been then in use.

Wanfortwnate, adj. Unfortunate.
—••The outter illegality of resistance (if I have been

aa wan/ortunate as to believe the Pretender to be
legitimate, mon needs have made me disloyal to her
Majesty." Speech, ut sup., p. 14.

WANGRACE, s. Wickedness, S. " q. d.

ungrace, want of grace ; from A.-S. icana,

carens, deficiens, minus; uxzn-uzn, deficere;"

Rudd.
Sam bene sa frawart in malice and wangrace,
Quhat is weie sayd thay lotf not worth ane ace,
Bot jcastis thame eair to spy oat fait and crake.

Doug. Virg., 485, 24

WANGYLE, s. The gospel ; contr. from
evangyle; Lat. evangelrium.

He made a tystyre in that oahyle.
Quhare-in wes closyd the Wangyle.

Wyntown, vi. 10, 70.

WANHAP, s. Misfortune. V. Vanhap.
Wanhappie, adj. 1. Unlucky, unfortunate,

S.B.

2. Dangerous, fatal.

The wildbair, that wanhappie beist,

Qohois tuskis of length war at the leist

Ane quarter lang and raair,

Into ane farie he ran fast

Throw all the placis quhair he past
With mony rout and rair.

Burets PUgr. t Watson's Coll., ii. 19.

The term does not express the unhappiness of the
wild boar himself, but of the person who comes in his
way.

WANHOPE, s. Delusive hope.
That fals man by dissaitfol wordis fare

With wanhope trumpet the wofull luffare.

Doug. Virgil, 24,8.
Vana spe lusit. Virg.

Tliis term has not been quite unknown in O.E.,

although used in a stronger sense. "I despuyre, I

am in wan hope." Palsgr. B. iii. F. 209, K
44 Wanftopyn. Diffido. Dispero." Prompt, i'arv.

WANION, 8. Apparently, a misfortune or

calamity.
" * Bide doun, with a mischief to ye,—bide doun,

with a wanton,' cried the king, almost overturned by
the obstreperous caresses of the large staghounds.

*

Nigel, iii. 86.

"I sent him out of my company with a wanton—

I

would rather have a rifler on my perch than a raise

knave at my elbow." The Abbot, i. 156.

**What can have come over the lad, with a wanton t
n

Ibid., ii. 44.

It occurs in Pericles, Prince of Tyre, Shakspeare,

xxi. 210. Perhaps from A.-S. wanung, diminution ;

also, grief, from wan-iau, to wane. Stcevens says that

the sense of the term is unknown.

WANKILL, adj. Uustable; wankle, A.
Bor. id.

Bat Thomas, truly I the say,

This world is wondir wankilL
True Thomas, Jamieson's Popul. Ball., ii 35.

A.-S. wancle, waneol, inconstans; Su.-G. wanktl-

modig, animi inconstans ; from wank a, Germ, wank-en,

fluctuare. Hence also So. -G. wankl-a, id. Anicackt-a

is synon., the origin is supposed to be Moes.-G.

wag-ian, agitari.

To WANKISH, v. a. To twist, to entwine ;

as, in forming a basket the twigs are said

to be wankished, Dumfr., Koxb. It is also

pron. rankish y
in some parts of the country.

This evidently suggests, from its form, a Goth,

origin. But Su.-G. wanka, which most nearly resem-

bles it, signifies fluctuare, hue illuc ferri. Isl. vink-a,

eircumroto, voluto. These are nearly akin to the sense

of the synonym Wampish. Wik-a, signifies plicare,

to plait, week, plica, wtckl-a, complicare.

Teat, vanck, captura ; tendicula. V. Fank, v.

WANLAS, Wanlass, #. At the wanlas,

accidentally, without design.

For hys mud)T at hys beryng
Deyd, and ouhen that he wes yhing
Of fyftene ynere eld of cas

Slwe his fadyr at the wanlas,
Wyntown, iii & 28.

V. also vii. 4. 30.

Mr. Macpherson derives it from Dan. last, crime,

fraud, and ictin, the negat. part.

We find a word much resembling this in A.-S.,

only inverted; leaswene, false opinion, from wacn-

an, wen-cm, to think, and leas, without. Su.-G.

handlos, is used to denote an accidental stroke. Or
it may be q. wandlos, from wand, evil, and los, cor-

responding to E. less, i.e>, without evil design.

This was evidently used in E. as a term of the chace.
'• Wanlass, (a term in hunting) as, Driving the Wanlass,

i.e., the driving of deer to a stand ; which in some
Latin records is termed Fugatio Wanlassi ad stabulum,

and in Doomsday-Book, StabtlUiovcnationis;" Phillips.
** Illi custumarii solebant fugart Wanlassum ad

stabulum,—i.e., to drive the deer to a stand, that the

Lord may have a shoot;" Blount ap. Cowcl. But
this use of the term, it must be acknowledged, so far

from elucidating it, leaves it in still greater obscurity ;

for here wanlas seems to signify, not the act, but the

object that is driven to a stand.

In Fife, with the dialect of which Wyntown may
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be supposed to have been familiar, the term tvanlas,

or wanUiAs, is still used to signify n surprise ; and to
be "ta'en at a wanlas,

,t

to be taken at a loss, or un-
prepared.

[WANLESS, adj. Hopeless, destitute, Shetl.

Isl. vonlausy id.]

[Wanlie, adj. Agreeable, comfortable ; ap-
plied to places, Slietl. Isl. vonlegrJ]

WANLIESUM,a<#. Unlovely, Mearns ; the
same with Unlussum, which, by the way,
should rather be written Unhtsume, as more
expressive of the sound.

WANLUCK, s. Misfortune, S. B. wanluk,
Maitland Poems.

WANNLE, Wanle, adj. 1. Agile, active,

athletic, Roxb.; synon. Yauld.

The Stuart is sturdy an' wannle,
An* sae is Macleod an* Msckay ;

An' I, their gnde-brither Macdousid
Sal never Tie last i' the fray.

Hogg's Mountain Bard, p. 182.

2. Stout, healthy, vigorous, ibid.

"The bairn was sent awa* and bred up near the
Highlands, and grew up to be a fine wanle fallow, like
mony ane that comes o' the wrang side o' the blanket."
Antiquary, ii. 242.

If not allied to IsL vand-a, elaborare, Su.-G. wind-a,
waann^a, id., perhaps from C.B. gtcanawl, permcant,
thrusting, or gwanegawl, driving.

WANNIS, pi. Scars, marks.
"He—had done grete vassalege, baith for the hon-

oure and defence of the cicte, as weil appcrit be sindry
wannU and markis in his face ; and uthir of his body.

'

Bellend. T. Liv., p. HO. Cicatrices, Lat.
I see no word allied to this in form save A.-S. wtnn,

verruca, E. teen.

WANWONT, part. adj. Not claimed, not
acknowledged, S.-O.
" Men of Musselburgh, ye'll forrit yonder and help

your wives to drive the xcanownl cattle to the town.
Rothelan, i. 238.

WANRECK, 8. "Mischance, ruin; " Gl.
Sibb.

WANREST, $. 1. Inquietude, S. Belg.
onrust.

"Shal ye not then be ashamed of that whercinto now
ye take pleasure ? Shall not this silly ease be turned
in sorrowfull wanrest?" Mr. Ja. MellviU's Mem.,
p. 142.

Mistakes, ve ken, maun be ezcus'd
;

For habit thare is nane

;

Good nature whilu may be abus'd,
An' at a wanresl taen.

Cocks Simple Strains, p. 62.

Tane at a xcanrest seems to be a proverbial phrase,
o. taken at disadvantage, when one has met with some-
thing to ruffle the temper.

2. Cause of inquietude, S. B
Quo* she, I wiss I cou'd yonr wanresl ken,*w" "~~"" *" ""

* your lane.

loss's llelenore, p. 38.

Tis may be cause ye canna ly your lane.

R * " "

Unruly, S., especially,

3. Wdnrest of a clock, the pendulum.
••—The wanrtst of a clock gaes a* far the Ue gate, at

it oede the tither ;" S. Prov. signifying, that an on
table person generally goes from one extreme to

another.

The candle trembled, as with fright,
An* Klimmer'd dim, a dowy light

:

The house from top to bottom shook.
An' as a wanrest wagg'd the crook.

Piper of Peebles, p. II
As IsL oroa, denotes the axis of a wheel, becaast

still in motion ; it is singular that, although the Danish
word be different, it is formed in the same manner, asd
conveys precisely the same idea with oora, L'roc, a
pendulum, from u, negat., and roe, rest. The same
analogy is observable in Germ, unruhe, id., from **,
negat., and ruhe, rest ; and in Sw. oro, as, arom i et

hur, the balance of a watch ; Wideg.

Wanre8TFU\ adj. Restless, S.
And may they never learn the gaets
Of ither vile, wanrtstf*

9

pets !

Burns, ffi. 79.

WANRUFE, s. Disquietude, uneasiness.
Robene snswerit her agane,

I wait nocht quhat is luve ;

But I baif wen ell in certaine,
Quhat makis the this wanrufe,

Henrysone, Bannatgne Poems, p. 91
Both Lord Hailes and Mr. Pink, render it unea*$.

But it is evidently the *., from tea*, negat., and O. E.
row, rest, repose. V. Roif.

WANRULY, adj.

S.B.
Frae their wanruly fellin paw
Mair cause ye hae to fear

Your death that day.
Fergusson's Poems, iL 90.

WANSHAIKEN, part. adj. " Deformed,
Teut. xcanschaepen. informis, imperfectus;"
Gl. Sibb.

[WANSCOTH, 8. A wainscot, Accts. L. H.
Treas., i. 290, Dickson.]

WANSONSY, adj. Mischievous, S.
Well learn ye to be douce,
Ye auld wansonsy b——h.

Jacobite Relies, i. ?a
V. Unsonst.

WANSUCKED, 8. A child that has not

been properly suckled.

Your mouth must be mucked, while ye be instructed,
Fonl Flirdon, Wansucked Tersel of a Tade.

Sfontgomerie, Watson*s ColL, UL 5.

Wansuckit funnling, that Nature maid an yrle.
Baith John the Ross and thou shall suuiel and *kirle,

Gif eir I heir ocht of your making roau-.

Kennedie, Evergreen^ iL 4?.

• WANT, *. To Hae a want, to be under
mental imbecility, S.

Wantin', used as a prep. Without, &;
sometimes icintan, Aberd.

Wanter, 8. A term applied, both to a

bachelor, and to a widower; from the
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circumstance of wanting, or being without

a wife, S.

Then, ilka wanter wale a wife,

Ere elld and humdrums seize ye.

Ramsay's Worts, I 116.

WANTHRIFT, *. 1. Prodigality, unthrifti-

Qehat wykkitnes, qabat wanthryft now in warid walkisf
/Joiy..KuytZ, 238,0.85.

Of on wanthr{fl sum wyti* playis ;

And mm their wantoun rone arrayis.

Maitland Poems, p. 800L

2. Used as a personal designation, denoting a

prodigal.

Ofan bliss let it be as hair as the birk,

That tittest the taidrel may tell an ill tail.

Let novice in this warld hi this wanthri/l he wanted.
Montgomery, Watson*$ Coll., iii. 19.• aext woitL

Wanthrevin, Wan-thriven, part, pa. Not
•thriven, in a state of decline, S.

Wo worth (anoth the Weirds) the wights that thee wrought

;

Threed-bair be thair thrift, as thou art wanthrevin.
Montgomerie, Watson's ColL, iii. 14.

"And what am I bnt a poor wasted man-thriven tree,

dag np by the roots, and flung oat to waste in the high-
way t* Heart M. Loth., ii. 199.

Sw. vamtrifn-as, not to thrive ; vantrifne, not thriving

;

fsasdrrfnau\ the state of not thriving ; Wideg.

WANTON, *. A girth ; but most commonly
used to denote that by means of which the

mmck-creeU were fastened, Teviotd.

H this bo not a cant or a ludicrous term, it may bo
related to Tent, wand, wante, rigging.

WANTON-MEAT, s. The entertainment
of spirits, sweetmeats, &c, given to those in

a house at the birth of a child, Teviotd.

;

elsewhere called Blithe-meet.

Various etymons have been given of the E. adj.

Wsmttm. The only one that has the slightest air of
probability is that of Serenius. Isl. fant-r, importunus
lenebrio ; 8u.-G. faent-a, puella Iasciva, which has been
traced to IsL Jhn-a, temere festinare. But probably
the term has bad a British origin. For Owen gives
C B. gwemian, as signifying what " is apt to separate
or ran o&, variable ; fickle ; wanton" It seems very
donbtfnl, indeed, whether the worst sense in which the
B. word is used be the primary one. This perhaps is

"frolicsome; g»y» sportive, airy."

WANUSE, s. Misuse, abuse, waste ; as,
a Ye tak care o* naithing; ye let every
thing gang to wamise ," Loth. ; i.e., go to

wreck from want of use, Roxb.

WANWEIRD,Wanwerd,*. Unhappy fate,

hard lot, S.
I take comfort herof thinkand hut bald,
That hard wanwerd snki follow fortune glaid.

_ mmm
* Doug. Virgil, 20,27.

V, Weird.

WANWORTH, Wanwordy, adj. Unwor-
thy, S.

Worlin wanworth, I want thee it in written.

—

Dunbar, Evergreen, U. 67.

Le., unworthy, or contemptible urchin. The term
generally used, S. B. is wanwordy.

Prse Geordie Oow a calf wax stown.

—

Whilk action of the rogue wamcoray
Distrest the heart o' anxious Geordy.

Taylor's 8. Poems, p. 162.

Isl. vanvurde, dedignor ; ranrirrfa,dedecus ; G. Andr.,
p. 246. "8u.-G. wanwotrd-a, dehonestare; Ihre, vo.

Worda*

Wanworth, a. An undervalue, S. ; as, It

wan sold at a wanworth.

The Council winna lack sae meikle grace,

As 1st our heritage at wanworth gang.
Fergusson's Poems, it 87, 88.

WANWUTH, 8. A surprise, Fife ; synon.

with Wanla88. " To be ta'en at a wanwuth"
to be taken by surprise, or at a loss.

Tent, wan-wete, ignorantia, dubium ; Isl. vanvit,

insipientia ; q. without wit, notice, or previous intelli-

gence.

WANWYT, 8. Want of knowledge.
Gywe it ware wilfully foryhete,

It would be repute wnkyndnes,
Wanwyt, or than reklesnes.

Wyntown, vi ProL 47.

Belg. wanwete, Isl. vanvitska.

WANYOOH, adj. Pale, wan, Clydes.
" Mony a wearie companie o' wee wee gerae-green

riders cam neest,—thair clais skinklan i' the wanyoch
mnne as though they had been just ae diamon'." Edin.

Mag. Sept. 1818, p. 155.

This may be a relique of the Welsh kingdom on
Clyde ; as Lluyd gives C. B. ocnog as signifying pale,

wan, fearful. Owen ezpL ovnaicg as if it bore only the

latter signification.

WANYS, 8. pi. The jaws, used in a secon-

dary sense for the stomach.

He had to slep sa mekill will,

That he moucht set na let thar till.

For quhen the teanys fillyt ar,

Men worthys hewy enirmar.
Barbour, vii. 173, MS.

V. Wan Bayk.

WANYS,/?/. 8. Habitation. V. Wane, a. 4.

To WAP, v. a. 1. To throw quickly, S.

The heynd knight at his haist held to the toune.

The yettia wappit war wyde,
The knyght can raithly in ryde.

Oawan and OoL, i. 10.

q. thrown wide. Perhaps corr. from Warp. Bnt V.
the*.

" Ise wap a samon ore the crago I tro, than with a

grip ore his luges we my ene nana ; I tro Ise hold him
a bit, an for aunis struggle, Ise mar his march to sea

. any mare." French's Northern Memoirs, p. 61.

2. To throw, in a general sense.

Get Johny's hand in haly band.
Syne wap ye'r wealth together.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 295.

3. To flap.

—Day is dawen, and cocks hae crawen,
• And wappit their wings sae wide.

Olenkinnie, Jamusou's PopuL Ball., i. 95.

To Wap, v. n. 1. a To wrestle; wapping,

wrestling
;
" Gall. Enc.
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[2. To riot, to quarrel; to cause disturbance,

Clyde*.

3. To strut or dash about, to swagger, Banffs.]

Wap, s. 1. A throw, S.

He shook the blade, an' wi' a wap
8et the heft to the ground,

The nib until his breast ; *i' it

Gave himsell his death's wound.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 38.

V. the v.

2. A quick and smart stroke, S. It often
conveys the idea of that given by an elastic

body.

He hit him on the wame an© wap,
It bait lyke ony bledder.

Ckr. Kirk, st. 12.

[3. A riot, quarrel, disturbance, Clvdes.,

Banffs.]

This may perhaps be traced to 8u.-G. winpa, mo*
titare se, sursum deorsum celeriter ferri ; Isl. vtif-a.

Teat, wipp-tn, vibrare. Prob. allied to Isl. wipp-a,
to vault, to leap over.

Wapper, a. Any thing that is of a large

size, Roxb.; [a beau, a belle, Banffs.]

" 'Forgotten him,' replied his kinsman, 'what snld
ail me to forget him ?—a wapping weaver he was, and
wrought my first pair of hose.' " Rob Roy, ii. 218.

Wapping, Wappin, adj. Large in size ; as,
ttatra/>/?tw<7chield,"alargeboy, S.; often used
as synon. with Strapping.

Perhaps from Wap, to throw, as originally denoting
strength or agility.

It is, however, a singular coincidence, that A. -8.

waepend should signify masculine, as referring to the
distinctive mark ofthe sex. Veretrum habens. Mas-
cuius. Waepned beam, waepned ci/d, masculus infans.
V. Lye. This is from waepen, calamus, veretrum.
In Ort. Vocab. Veretrum is expL Virga virilis.

To WAP, v. a. To wrap, to envelope
; [to

lap tightly.]

Gae, fetch a web o' the silken claith,

Another of the twine,
And wap them into our ship's side,

And let nae the sea come in.

—They wapved them round that gude ship's side,
But still the sea come in.

Sir /*. Spens, Minstrelsy Border, iii. 68.

The last phraseology, which is perhaps the most
correct, claims affinity with Su.-G. irep-a, to lap about

;

Isl. wef-ia, Moes.-G. waib-ian, id.

O. E. " Wapp-yn, or hill-yn. Tego.— Wappyn, or
wyndyn in clothes. Inuoluo.— Wappinge, lappinge
orhillinge. Coopertura. Inuolucio. Prompt, rarv.

Wap, 8. [1. A lap or roll, a tie, Clydes.]

2. A bundle, or bottle of straw, Dumfr.
We learn from Grose, that the term is used precisely

in the same sense in the north of E.

Wappin, s. A loose sort of dress worn by a
fisherman when at work, instead of his

usual clothes, Dumfr.
Su.-G. wepa signifies stragulum crassum ; "any kind

of cloth for lapping about a thing," Wideg. Fenn.
waipa, pallium, a cloak ; A.-S. waefcls, tegmen, pallium.

• VOL IV.

Wappit, part pa. Wrapped, enveloped

Its fciad is oar fclloan fe, in the we confyde,
Then seeder of an mercye, and the menare.
For ws trappit in wo in this warld wyUe,
Te thy sone mak thy mane, and thy nukar.

Hodote, UL 81

The oady sense raven of wappU by Mr. Pink, is

"warped, tamed. Bat here it certainly signifies

wrapped, enveloped ; Su.-G. wep-a, to lap about

[WAPPER, Wappin. V. under Wap.]

WAPPIN, Wappyn, s. A weapon, 8.

The Romania than discendit from Enee
Bosehe onto wappynnis for tbare Ivbertf.

Doug. ti,yil,m>&

Wapnit, Wapinnit, part. pa. Provided with

weapons; E. tceaponed.

"And thai to be weill horait and tcapnit in the best

maner as accordis.
n Acts Mary, 1545, Ed. 1S14, p.

462. WapUmit, ibid.

Wappinles, adj. Unarmed, without wea-

pons.
•• Virginias—take fra yon baith your armoore and

wapptnnia, to brine you nakit and tcajtpink* in your

inemyis handia." Bellend. T. Liv., p. 234.

Moes.-G. wepma, A.-S. waep-en, Su.-G. wap*, Bdg

wapen, Dan. waaben, anna. As Alem. vrifen occon

as synon. karmesch, (our harnc**), I lire thinks that it

may have originally denoted defensive armour, as the

breast-plate, &c. from waff-en, to surround. Bat mar

it not be conjectured, with as much reason, that it

originally signified offensive arms ; from Isl. reifa

Teat. wij>p~em, to brandish t

Wapixschaw, Wapinschawing, s. An ex-

hibition of arms, according to the rank of

the person, made at certaiu times in even-

district, S.

" It is statute, that wapinschaw sal be keiped *

haldin." Stat. Will. c. xxiii. § 6.
" It was ordanit in the secound Parliament of oar

Soucrane Lord the King, that ilk Schirvf of the realme

soold gar wapinschawing be maid foure tym« s ilk yeir,

in ab snony placis as war apcidfuH* within his

Bafflierie.
M Acts Ja. I. 1425, c. 67. edit 1566.

The names of all who appeared, were to be enrolled

These meetings were not designed for military exercue,

but only for skewing that the lieges were properly pro-

vided with arms ; from A.-S. waepn, weapon, ud

sceaw-ioH, to shew. It was also provided, that t

captain should be chosen for each parish to instruct

the parishioners in the- military exercise ; fur whicb

purpose they were to assemble twice at least every

month, during May, June and July. The Swedes hw

formerly a term of a similar signification, trapM-fif*

from wapk, arma, and syn-a, monstrare. V. Ihre, to.

MoenMra. He derives the modern military termw&t
from Lat. wonMrare.
Onr word evidently differs, in its signification, fros

E. wapentake, which seoms to be synon. with that

division of a county called Hundred. Some, apparently

without foundation, derive the term from A.-S. wp*>

and taec-OM, to teach, q. a certain district to be taognt

the use of arms. Dr. Johns, says, that " up00 *

meeting for that purpose they touched each others .

weafions in token of their fidelity and allegiance.

Hoveden indeed derives it a taetu armortt)* ; bet gives

a more [vrobable account of the ceremony. When say

one, he says, was appointed perfect of the wapeutth,

on a fixed day, in the place where they were wont to

u 4
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assemble, all the elders rose up to him, as ho dismounted
from bis horse. He, having erected his spear, all that
were present came and touched it with their lances ;

and thus they gave a pledge of their mutual engage-
ment, by the contact of arms. V. Cowel.

This practice was undoubtedly borrowed from the
ancient Goths. Among them the mode of decreeing
edicts by the people at large, by the clashing of their
arms, was called Wapntak. The same word denoted
the confirmation of a judicial edict by the touch of
arms. The votes being collected, the Judge reached
forth a spear, by touching which all his assessors con-
firmed the sentence. V. Verel. and Ihre in vo.
Spelman, vo. Wapentachium, thinks that this custom
is to be traced to that of the ancient Germans, and also
to that of the Macedonians, who, when displeased with
any measure in their public assemblies, were wont to
express their dissatisfaction by striking their shields.

WAR, Warr, Ware, Were, adj. Worse, S-
Waur, or icarse than one's self, a phrase com-
monly used to denote a visitor from the
spiritual world. 1 ne'er saw ony thing waur
than mysel, I never saw a ghost, S.

The dore worm-eaten creakit on its bands ;And in he stepit, irie, leukin* round
To ilka part he thought might ha'd a ghaist,
Aneath, and yont his bed, and op the luru ;

Bnt naething cou'd he see warse than himseV.
The Ghaist, p. 4.

A proverb, common in Angus, is nearly lost in the
E. modification given of it by Kelly.
"HI comes often on worse back,' —spoken when one

misfortune succeeds another. P. 201.
The phrase used in the north of S. is, " 111 on the

back of tewwr."

—Pece and pece the eild syne tear and war
Begouth to wax, the cullour fading far.

Doug. Virgil, 253, 16.

8yne dool fells us, the weak ay wins the warr.
Rom's Helenore, p. 91.

8everyus Sone he wes but dowte,
Bot he wes were than he all owte.

Wyntown, v. 8, 172.

Moes.-G. train, wairska, Su.-G. waerre, werre, A-S.
waerra, IsL verrt, id. V. Wob.

War, Waur. This word is frequently used
as a s. ; as, " Gin that were to happen, it

wad be ten waurs" S.; i.e., ten times worse.
This corresponds with the use of Worse, in E. as a #.

To War, Waur, v. a. 1. To overcome, to
outdo in working, running, &c, S., to worst,
£•

And now has Pristis the fordel, and syne in hye
The big Centaurs hir worrit, and siinpis by.

Doug. Virgil, 132, 41.

"The scholar may war the master by a time."—S.
Pror. Kelly, p. 310.

An' Scotland drew her pipe an* blew,
" Up, and waur them a?, man (

'*

Burnt, iii. 270.

2. To injure, to make worse.
"Gif ony wines, beand stowit be theshipmen within

ship, takis skaith,—without stress of wether, and the
merchand sayis that the wines wer disturbit and spilt
on the master's behalf ; gtf the master will sweir, with
twa or thre .of his fellowis, that thair wines wer not
warrit be thame, they sail pass quite." Ship Lawis,
Balfour's Pract., p. 620.

3. To be waur'

d

f
to be cast in a court of

law, S.

"Onr gudesire, Mr. Lovel,—was liko to be wattred
afore the session for want of a paper—it was a paper
of great significance to the plea, and we were to be
waurul for want o't." Antiquary, i. 199.
From the adj. In like manner in Isl. and Sw. there

is a *. v. formed from the adj.; versna, andfoerwaerr-a,
deteriorari, to become worse.

WAR, subst. v. 1. Were.
The Romanys now begj nnys her,
Off men that war in gret distress,
And assayit full gret hardyoe.*.

Barbour, I 447, MS.
Thai trowit be than thai war in Awendailte.

Wallace, iii. 78, MS.

2. War him, befal him.

A Scottis man, that him handlyt hat,
He hynt than be the armys twa ;

And war him wele or war him wa,
He ewyn apon his bak him flang.

Barbour, xvi. 650, MS. .

This seems more nearly allied to Su.-G. war-a, to
bo, than to any other v. ; q. be good or evil to him,
like the Sw. phrase; Ware haermed hunt del 'will;
Be this as it wdl ; Wideg.
Sw. Germ, war, A.-S. waerou, Alem. waran, O. Dan.

WAR, adj. Aware, war}*, E. ware. V. Wer.
[To WAR, Ware, v. a. To wear.]

On ilkane fvngar scho wars ringis tuo :

Scho was als prouud as any oapingo.
Dunbar, Jiaitland Poemt, p. 70.

Prottnd is perhaps an error for proud. It may, how-
ever, be the same with proi/n*d.

[Dr. Jamieson inadvertently set this example under
a. 1 of next v. War is from Sw. toaro, Ger. im/trai,
to last, endure.]

To WAR, Ware, Wair, Wayr, v. a. 1.

Tolayout,expend, bestow, in whatever sense;
as, to war time, labour, life, &c, S., A.
Bor. Warit, part. pa.

'•They shall be lyable both for intromission and
omission, and shall have no allowance or defalcation of
the charges and expences waired out by them " Act
Sed'., 25th Feb., 1693.

Na marvel though ill win ill wared be.

Polwart, Watson't Coll., iii. 28.

This seems to have been a Prov. expression, III
war'd and weil war'd, are still used concerning money
ill or well laid out, S.

Think weil warit the tyiue thow hes done spend.
And the travale that thow hes done sustene

;

Sen it is brocht now to sic gud ane end.
Maitland Poems, p. 286.

And nane, as yet, hes [eir] thair lawbor wairit ;
As na man war that for this country carit

Ibid., p. 290.

Be I ane Lord, and not lord-Irk,
Then every pelour and purs-pyk
Sayis, Land war bettir warit on me.

Dunbar, Bannatvne Poems, p. 62.

"All men, that have any perfect favour thereto,
will not only be careful of his counsel, and spend
his goods and gear, but also they will ware thair
lives to the advancement and welfare of the same."
Pitscottic, p. 14.

Thus Symon's heid upon the wall was brokin :

And als freir Johne attour the stayr was loppin
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And hurt his held, and wart htm wounder ill

;

And Alesoun acho gat nocht all her will.

Dunbar, MaiUaiui Poems, p. 85.

Le., bestowed hiraoelf.

A similar phrase is used concerning one who* is tup-
posed to deserve any cross accident that befals him ;

7C$ Weill ward on Aim, or, at his hand, S.

2. To waste, to squander, to throw away.
Tyne nocht thlr men, but to sum trenth ye ryd,
And I sail pasa to get yow power mar ;

Thlr sr our gud thus lychtly for to treir.

Wallace, wiii. 19S, MS.
Wear, edit 1648.

Syu to the King he raykyt in cret ire,

And said on lowd, Was this afl your deiyr.
To wayr a Scot thus lychtly into warn ?

Ibid. xi. 255, Ma
Isl. ver-ia, to buy, to purchase ; to sell ; to make

merchandise ; Veria vara sinni, to sell his wares ; Teut
waer-en, to promise a price. This has been deduced
from waer, true, Alem. war-en, to plight faith, i.e., to
verify, to give assurance that the goods sold are suffi-

cient ; as the seller was anciently bound to do. Hence
E. ware, wares, merchandise, something to be sold.
This word seems very ancient ; as also found in Celt.
C. B. gwarr-io, warr-io, to spend money ; Ray.
This is an O.E. v. " War-yn or chaflaryn. Mercor.— War-yn or bastowyn in byinge. Commutor. Com-

paro." Prompt Parv. Kersey has not overlooked it
" Wart your money (N.C.),

,r
i.e., North Country,

"bestow it well." It does not however, necessarily
convey the idea of laying out money in a proper
manner.

To WARAND, v. a. To protect, S. and E.
warrant, to give security against danger.

For wytht hvm had Maximiane
All the gud fechtarys of the land ;

Nane left, that evyr wytht strenthe of hand
Mycht warand the small folk fra the fycht,
Na for to stynt thare fays mycht

Wyntown, v. 10, 547.

[O. Fr. garantir, warantir, to warrant, protect.]

Warand, Warrand, *. 1. A place of shel-
ter or defence from enemies.

And thai that saw sa sudandly
That folk come e$yrly prilcand
Rrcht betwix thaim and thair warand,
Thai war in to full mt affray.

Barbour, vt 422, MS.
The chiftsnis brak array, and went thare gate,
The baneris left all blout and dyssolate,
Socht to warrand on horsbak, he and he,
Frawart thair fais, and held to the ciete.

Doug. Virgil, 397, 7.

It occurs in tbe same sense, O. E.

The targe was bis warrant,
That none till him threw.

Rob. de Brunnt, Ellis's Spec., I 121.
V. the v.

2. A surety one who secures the fulfilment of
any bargain, or warrants a purchase made
by another; S.
" Ane beand callit and persewit for tbe singil and

doubil avail of bis mariagc, may leasumlic call ony per-
soun for his warrand, quha is bund and oblist to war-

i rand him thairanent." Balfour's Practicks, p. 320.

Warandiss, Warrandice, *. The secu-
rity given, by the seller, to the purchaser,

that the bargain shall be made good to him,

S. ; the same with E. Warranty.
—• Na persoun may be callit and couvenit for war-

randice of ony landis annalyeit and disponit be bin,
fra ward, relctf or non-entres, except he be apeciallie
and expresslie bund and oblist thairto." Balfour i

Pract, p. 318, 319.
" The said Adam allerit to bane a tak of the saide

land, & waramlUs of the samyn.*' Act. Audit.. A
1481, p. 97.

L. B. Warrandtsia, ut Warranda ; Da Gauge.

WARBLE, s. 1. A sort of worm tliat breeds
betwixt the outer and inner skin of beasts,

S., a swelling on the back of a cow or ox,

A. Bor.
" Warble, a short thick worm, which lodges be:wees

the skin and the fell of black cattle, not between the
fell and the flesh.

n
Gall. Enc This in Amrus u cal-

led Warbie.
^

44
If at.such a time you were to look through an elf-

bore in wood, where a thorter knot—lias been takea
out, or through the hole made by au elf-arrow, (which
has probably been made by a warble) in the akin of s
beast that has been elf-shot, you may see the elf- ball
kaiging (butting) with the strongest bull or ox in the
herd ; but you will never see with that eye a^ain."
Northern Antiq., p. 404.

2. A lean person, a scrag. Aberd. ; svnon.
S/iargar.

A -8. wear, Teut teeer, a knot, puff, or bunch ; any
thing callous.

To WARBLE, v. n. To wriggle, &c V.
Wrabil.

WARD, *. 1. A division of an army.
Apoun this wyse the oistis and wtinlis hale
On athir part returnyt in batale.

Doug, rirgil, 400, 17.

2. A small piece of pasture ground, inclosed

on all sides, generally appropriated to young
quadrupeds; as, the calf-ward, the place

where calves are enclosed for pasture, S.
Within the ward I might have closM thee
Where well thou mightest have repo>M thee,
Amang the Laird's best fillie*.

Watson's Cod., L 49.

" Now the country lords and barons of the covenant
being come in to the earl Marischal. as said is, they
sent out their horses and destroyed both grass and
corns, fed where they pleased in the bishop's tmM.
and round about New Aberdeen, to the great grief aad
skaith of the poor labourers.'* Spalding's Troubles, i.

157, 168.

Sir W. Scott defines this in a note ;
'• An inclosnre

for securing cattle ; Le., warding them."
But this definition seems too much restricted: for

the term is applied to a place that furnishes food. It

has obviously this sense as used by SpaMing.
Sir W. subjoins the following example oi the use of

Calf-ward.

Waes me for Johnnie Gedd's hole nn\r
r

His braw calf-ward where gowan* jrrt-w,

Sae white and bonnie
;

Xae doubt they'll rive't up wi' thr pl*u.Hi,
They'll ruin Johnnie.

The aubsequent remark is certainty well-founded.
44 The commutation, which takes place occasioo-

ally betwixt the letters Gu, Y, and If", induces ok to
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believe that Ward, Guard, Gard, Qartl*n, are origi-

nally the same word. Thus Guild-1[a!I is spelled
Whelde-Hall and YeldJIall. The Ou in Scottish ma-
nuscripts, stupidly printed Qu, is equivalent, like tho
same letters in Spanish, to Wh

t
aa Qhmilk, Whilk," Ac.

Thus Su.-G. waard, not only signifies custodia, but
•apes, sepimenrum, i.e., the means of keeping in
safety; A.-S. geard.

[3. The name given to. the divisions of certain

counties or districts; thus Lanarkshire is

divided into Upper, Middle, and Lower
Wards.

4. Guard, post; pi. wardis, places to be

guarded, Barbour, xvii. 627, 349.

5. Guardianship of a minor, Ibid. xii. 320

;

also, tenure by military service, Accts. L.
H. Treas., i. 168, Dickson.

This was called the casualty of ward. The superior
was entitled to the whole profits of a vassal's estate

during his minority, under burden of his support.
This was by way of recompence for the loss of his

service. •

6. Imprisonment, Accts. L. H. Treas., i. 53.]

7. A decision, a determination ; a forensic

term, Interloquutour synon.

"And ilk soytour before he is admitted and re-

eeaved be the Judge, sould be ezaminat in thrie
courts, gif he can make recorde of the court {of ane
proces deduced incourt) or report ane sufficient

warde {inter!otjuutour) or dome, anent wardes or
exceptions asked in the court ?" Quon. Attach., o. 36,

"Our souerane lord, Ac., be sensemet and ward of
parliament, fand and deliuerit that the saidis Erics of
Angus*, Ac., bare thame trewlie, honourablie and man-
fulbe in the said twa battelUa." Acts Ja. V., 1526,
Ed. 1814, p. 312. It is also written Waird.

••Certane persones—are callit—the keies of the
court, that is ;—Ane sutour quha wardis A pronounces
the waird A interlocutour of the court. Skene,
Verb. Sign, vo Curia.

WairaU is here equivalent to axoards,—as expl. by
the phrase following •• pronounces the waird.

Lb B. warda, E. award.

Ward and Warsel.
S.B.

Ye may meet with skaith,

There's fouk gangs here, that's abler than we baith.

E'en sit vou still, and rest you here with me,
And I sail ward and warsel for you be.

Ross's BeUnore, p. 33.

This phrase occurs in Aberd. Reg. "To remane
wpoun his tcard <fc warsalL" V. 24.
"He tuik nothyr ward nor wersett of the said claith."

Ibid. Cent. 16 ; lb., he took no charge of it in any
way whatsoever, so as to make him responsible either
lor the keeping, or for the tale of it
The only northern term which bears any resemblance

is IsL versla, verdsla, nundinatio, cambium ; Ualdorson.
As ward signifies keeping, warael seems corr. from

wardset, perhaps from A.-S. wcard, custodia, and sell-

an, trader* ; q. security for delivery of what has been
kept. Wachter observes that the Germ, sal, from tel-

ex, tradere, conveys this idea. Traditionem, praebi-
tionem et exhibitionem ejus rei, cui annectitur—signi-

ficat; Proleg. Sect. V. Su.-0. wacrd-a, praestare,
sensu juridico.

Security for, pledge,

To Ward, v. a. To imprison.
" It appears from the old records, that a company

of players were in Perth, June 3d, 1580. In obedi-

ence to an act of the General AMcmbly, which had
been made in the year 1574—5, they applied to the
consistory of the church for a licence, and shewed a
copy of the play, which they proposed to exhibit.

The words of the record, some of thorn a little modern-
ised, are, 'Perth, June 3d, 1589, The minister and
elders give licence to play the play, with conditions,

that no swearing, banning, nor one [onie] scurrility

shall be spoken, which would be a ecandal to our
religion which we profess, and for an evil example unto
others. Also, that nothing shall l>e added to what is

in the register of the play itself. If any one who plays
shall do in the contrary, he shall be wardrd, and mako
his public repentance.' That is, he was to be im-
prisoned, and afterwards to appear in the church to be
rebuked in the public place of repentance." Statist.

Ace. (Perth)., xviii. 522.

E. put in ward; Su.-G. waerd-a, custodire.

To Ward, r. n. l.To go to prison, to submit to

confinement, to enter one's person in ward.

" The lords refused to let the lady marchioness go to
the castle with her husband [Huntly], unless she would
ward also." Spalding's Troubles, i. 48.

2. To award ; an old forensic term.

•'This court of parliament schawis for law, that the
dome given in the Justice Are of Coupir—wes evill

geviu & wele again said : And tharfor ilk barone A
rreehaldare that had soytouris in the *aid Are, A tcardit

A geve voce with the said dome, is ilkane in amercia-
ment, sic as thai micht tyne in the said Are," Ac.
Act. Audit, A. 1478, p. 66. Also Acts Ja. IV., 1505,
Ed. 1814, p. 264.

The origin of the E. term Award has been variously
accounted for. Skinner derives it, as Johns, observes,

"rather improbably," from A.-S. weard, toward*;
Spelman, with far greater verisimilitude, from Anglo-
Norm, agard, Fr. ganler, as denoting what is to be
kept or observed. Kilian expl. agard, awarded ; en
vo* agardetz, in your judgment, determination. G, as
Spelman remarks, is often changed into w. Perhaps
we ought rather to say, that w of the Goths appears
in the Celt, as gw, whence the Fr. gu. A.-S. on wearde
signifies, vigilantia, exploratio (Lye) ; which might
assume the form of award, as on waeg has been softened
into E. away, and on sid into aside.

The S. word, at least, seems to have been immedi-
ately traduced from the Gothic Su.-G. word-a, an-
ciently ward-a, signifies custodire, like A.-S. weard-ian.
Spelman has rightly observed that tcarda, or vanla,

Scotia dicitur interloquitorium, judicium, constitutio.

Skene indeed expL varda curiae " the intcrloquutor or
decreeto of the court," adding ; Curia dicitur wanlare,
conaiderare, pronunciare, referring to Quon. Attach,
in different places. He subjoins ;

" That quhilk is

called vercdictum assisae, in libro Carbreith, is called

the tcaircfe, veredite, or deliverance of the assise." Vo.
Varda. The primary signification of the term is

obviously retained in its secondary sense ; as the
assisors are supposed, in their award, to keep the oath
they have taken ; unless we should view it as regarding
the result of their accurate investigation, in the sense of

exploratio.

[Wardane, *. A warden, regent, Barbour,

xiv. 512.]

[Wardanrv, s. Wardenship, office, Ibid.

viii. 362.]
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Wabdatour, «. The person who has the
wardship of lands while the heir is a minor.
"Oif the wardatouris of sik landis refusis to find

sonirtie,— that the said schireff—-charge thame to find
the said aouirtie,—vnder the pano of wanting of the
proffets of all sic ward landis, conjunct-fee or Rf-reiitis
to be inbrocht to the kingis vss. Acts Ja. V.. 1535.
Ed. 1814, p. 344.

L.B. guardator, eustos.

#
Wardour, *. A person under ward.

—"The castcllis of Edinburgh, Dumbertane,
Striueling and Blaknes, being four of the cheiffstrenthis
of this realme maist neccssar to be kepit, alsueill for
our souerane lordis seruice as his residence within the
samin at tymis conrcnicnt, as for the gard and keping
of prissoneris and wardouris chargit for thair offences
to remane within the samin," Ac. Acts Ja. VI., 15W,
Ed. 1814, d. 352.

E. Warder denotes a keeper, a guard ; but this term
seems to be used by inversion, as denoting those who
are kept, and as synon. with prissoneris ; irom Ward,
v. it., to go to prison.

WARDEN, s. "The name of a particular
kind of pear," S., Gl. Sibb. V. Wash-
WARDEN.

WARDLE, *. A singular transposition of
l\arldt the world, Buchan.

—That onto thee our wardle blate
May spread its leaf,

—Awa rile trash, thou wardle's gain, &c
Tarras's Poems, p. 39. 126.

M Wardle, world ;" Gl. ibid.

WARDOUR, 8. [Meaning uncertain.]

Off ferlifnl fyne favour war thair faces meik,
Ail full of flurist fairheid, as flouris in June,
Quhyt, seimlie, and soft, as the sweet lillies

;

New upspred upon spray as new spynist rose,
Arrayit ryallie about with monv nche uxinlour.

Dunbar, MaUland Poems, p. 45.

Mr. Pink, inclines to render it "ward or division;
what we call plot of a garden ;" Note, p. 387. But
perhaps it rather means verdure.

WARDRAIPPER, 8.

wardrobe.
The keeper of the

The wardraipper of Venus' hour
To piffa jobfet he is als doure,
As it war off anc fute syd frog.

Dunbar, MaUland Poems, p. 90:

Joblet is probably an error for dobhl, a doublet.
From wardrcip, wardrep, wardrip: as wardrobe is

written by Dunbar, Ibid., p. 90, 91, 92.
O. E. " Wardroper. Vestiarius." Prompt. Parv.

WARE,*. A wire, S.

WARE, Wair, 8. The Spring, Gall., Ayrs.,
Clydes.

There ware an' hairst ilk ither hawse
Upon the self-sam tree.

Ballad, Edin. Mag. Oct. 1818, p. 329.
" Ware, Spring." Ayrs. GL Surv., p. 593.
V. Veik.

Wabe-cock, 8. A black cock, Galloway;
perhaps q. the c*ck of spring.

The blow was ettled at a tall ane,
A bra wart cock;

Then, thnd t I trow it was a bawl ane

;

It made him rock.
Davidson's Seasons, p, 111

WARETYME, 8. 1 . The season of spring, Ettr.

For., Roxb., Twecdd.
Mactaggart gives a different orthography, assigning

a ludicrous origin to the word. " Waurtimr, the spring

season, for then the fanners waur, or lay out ; they

then sow with the hope to reap."
•• The Ware evening is long and teach,

The Harvest evening runs soon o'er the heugfa.

•• In the spring the days arc lengthening ; in hamd
decreasing; which makes the one seem long, and the

other short." Kelly, p. .m
But it is not mere seeming. The twilight of spring

from a well-known physical cause, is in fact of longer

• duration than that of Autumn.
In Angus it is differently expressed :

The spring e*enings are long and teugb,

The tuirst e'ening tumbles o'er the beugh

:

Le., night so speedily succeeds day, that the eraing

may be compared to one failing over a precipice, vto

disappears at once.

2. Early period of life, ibid.

"I—fleecbyt Eleesabett noore to let us torfeU in uVe

waretyme of ower raik," i.e., in the spring-teison of

our course or life. Winter Ev. Tales, u. 41.

IsL vortimi, vernum tempus, Haldorson.

WARE, 8. A tough and hard knot in a tree.

Bot fessynyt sa is in the ware the grip

That by na maner force, thocht he was wkht,

Forth of the stok the schaft vp pul he micht

bang. Viryl,^
A.-8. wear, Belg. weer, callus, nodus, tuber ;

Rndd.

Sibb. renders it as an adj. •• War nott, hard knot a

a tree;" GL

WARE, Wair, s. 1. The sea-weed, called

alga marina ; sometimes sea-icare, S. pL

waru.
As ane roik of the se,—

Skellyis and fomey craggis thay assay,

Rowtand and rarand, and may nocht empare,

Bot gyf thay scheg fra his sydis the icart.

Doug. Virgil, 228, 31

SafBr that the palmes of our airis

Hirssil on the crag almaist ilk routh and vans,

/out, 18,*

"Besydis this Kelnsay forsaid, layes Bernerajr^

haffe ane myle lance, and ane mylc of breadthe, a*

laiche rough ile, full of little rough craiges and bo*

betwixt, of naturall fertile eirthe, with ",fini
,

te

1
T*"

tear* on every stane of the same." Monroe's He*.

p. 43.

"On this coast, great quantities of sea-weed, calW

ware, are thrown up on the shore, which the farmers

lay on the Ground, and find very profitable in rwstff

crops of barley." P. Gamrie, Banff*. Statist. Act, »•

472.
A. Bor. waar, or ireir ; in Thanet island, wit, 9

woor; Somner.

2. Fucus vesiculosus.

"Bladder Fucus, or common Sea Wrack, Anfk-

Sea-ware, Scotia." Lightfoot, p. 904. _

Spelman and Skene derive it from Fr. rarech. J»J

this properly signifies wreck, or all that is cast cat *J

the sea. It is evidently the same with A.-S. war, t*»r.

Betg. wier, alga marina. Sea-tcaur, Gl. Atlfric
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Income ware. Weeds cast in by the sea, as

distinguished from those which adhere to

the rocks.

••What I have hitherto observed is only of ware
thrown in by the sea, which the farmers call income
wart. Bat there is a kind of ware that at low water
they shear and cut from the rocks, which is of a much
stronger nature, and will last full three years." Max-
welTs SeL Trans., p. 116.

Wared, pari. pa. Manured with sea-weed,
Orkn.

** In the spring season, after the oats are sown, the
farmer gives the wared land a ploughing, which they
call their fallow." P. Westray, Statist. Ace, xvi.
253.

Ware-bear, s. Barley manured with sea-

weed.
'Near the coast, the principal part of the crop
siets of barley, or, what is call trare-bear," Ac.

—

• "When bear or big is manured with sea-ware, the
crop is very abundant, but the grain is very small, and
is known by the name of wart-bear" P. Ruthen,
Aberd. Stat Ace, vi. 17.

WARE, War, pret. tr. Wore ; from wear.

He bad him bring with him the sceptour vand,

—

The eollare picht with orient peirles als

That scbe umquhile war about hir hals.

Doug. Virgil, 33, 42.

To WARE, v. a. To expend, &c. V. War.
Ware, *. Price, estimation.

The Dowglas in thay dayis, duchtye alquhare,
Archibald the honorable in habitations,
Weddit that wlowck wicht, worthye of ware,
With rent and with riches.

Soulale, it 19.

For A.-S. wer, were, capitis estimatio ; or rather from
wart, Sn.-G. wara, merx.

Whole-ware, s. The whole of any thing,

the whole lot or assortment ; a phrase bor-

rowed from mercantile transactions.

" He saith, In the whole-ware of these things, the
life of my soul standeth.

n
Brace's Eleven Serm., 1. 6.

h V. Halx-wark.

WARESTALL, «. Perhaps, a stall for

holding wares.

•'That James erle of Buchane sail restore to—George
btschop of Dunkeld—thre malvysv bocis price of the
peoe viij a. vi d., a Hambro barrel price iij s., a ware-
stall price xxvj s. vij d., twa pare of hoisting crclis,"

&c Ad Dora. Cone, A. 1480, p. 129.

May this denote a stall for holding wares or necessary
articles? Perhaps it is allied to Su.-G. waeria, to

defend, as conjoined with hoUting erelis, which seem
to denote panniers for the host or warfare.

WARF, s. A puny contemptible creature, a

dwarfish person, Lanarks. Orf, Loth., Urf9
Tweedd., Warwoof, Ang. V. Warwolf.

WARIDRAG, *. [A weakling, a drag-

behind.]

This term is in Moray applied to a puny hog or young
sheep that loiters behind the flock, and requires as it

were to be dragged along. The first part of the word
has been traced to S. totary, as signifying puny, weak.
V. Wallidrao.

WARING, s. Wares ; as synon. witli Gudia.

"Certane gudis & waring ;" Aberd. Reg., V. 16.

WARISON, Warysoun, Waresone, *.

Reward.
—And hycht all Fyfe in warysoun
Till him, that mycht otbir ta or sla

Robert tne Bruce, that wes his fa.

Barbour, ii. 206, MS.

Luve preysis, but comparesone,
Both geutill, sempill, generall

;

And of fre will gevis waresone.
As fortoun chansis to befall.

Scott, Bannatyne Poems, p. 192.

Lord Hailes renders it "remedy, recovery." In
this case it would be from Fr. yuarison, id. from
guarir, gtterir, to heal. But it seems rather to signify,

reward.
This is its signification, in 0. E.

—Alle that hiiu serued he brouht to warisoun.
R. Brunne, p. 24.

Chaucer uses this term for meritt, in the original of

Rom. Rose. Tyrwhitt observes that warysoun is don-

atioum, Prompt. Parv. Oarysoun, wareson, reward,

riches ; 01. R. Glouc.

I apprehend that Fr. guerdon and E. reward, are

both from the same origin with this ; which proba-

bly is Su.-G. waerd, pretium, or waerd, dignus

;

Moes.-6. wairths. For a reward is that which is given

to one who is accounted worthy in some respect.

As used by Gower, it seems merely to signify pro-

vision, sustenance.

Mv father here hath but a lyte

Of waryson. and that he wende
Had all be lost, but nowe amende
He may well through your noble grace.

Con/. Am., Fol. 26. b. coL 1.

WARISON, 8. Expl. " Note of assault/'

Either receive within thy towers
Two hundred of my master's powers,
Or straight they sound their warison,
And storm and spoil thy garrison.

Lay of the Last Minstrel, C. iv. 21.

This seems radically different from the preceding;
perhaps q. war-sound, from Fr. guerre, and son.

WARK, Warke, *. 1. Work, S.
"—The ministerie, as I have said, is ane warke, and

no idleteth." Bruce's Eleven Serm., A. a. 8, a.

" Wark bears witness of wha well does ;" Ramsay's
a Prov., p. 74.

Ben Johnson uses it, in his Sad Shepherd, as a
colloquial word, A. Bor.

1 ha' that wark in hand,
That web upo' the luime, sail gar 'hem think,

By then, they feelin their owne frights, and feares.

" Lat vs co schortlie without trifling to the purpose,

and lat wark beir witnes." Ressoning, Crosraguell A
J. Knox, F. 25, a.

This proves the antiquity of the proverbial phrase.

2. [A fuss, to-do, show of affection.] To haud

a wark wi him, to make much of or much
ado about one, S.

[3. A stately building, an hospital, &c. ; as,

Mar9

8 Wark, HerxoU Wark.]

4. A fortification ; as in the compound desig-

nation, Burimcark, Dumfr.
"Two places deserve to be mentioned.—The one is

the hill ox Burnnoark, famous for its particular form,
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—for the eitensive riew which it commands, and for

the vestiges of Roman works," Ac. Stat Ace, iii.

851. V. also Gordon's Itiner., p. 16, 18.

IsL rirki, vailam, manitio ; literally, opus ; A. -8.

were, moles, mnnimentum, castellum. Dr. Henderson
ezpL virki, as denoting in Iceland *' a circular mound
of earth, forming the most eminent remains of the for-

tification, which, in former times, surrounded the farm"
of Reykholtt Iceland, ii. 142.

He subjoins in a note ;
" Hence Southwark, IceL

sudvirki, the southern fortifications constructed by the
Danes in the days of Ethelrod, and so called because it

lay on the south side of the .Thames."

5. In pi., [the pieces or fittings of a machine
or instrument] ; as, the works o

f

a lock or key,

the ward, S.

Wark-Day, s. A day on which one may
lawfully work, S.; synoti. Ilkaday, Every-
day. Yorks. " wark-day (pron. warday) ;

week-day, in contradistinction to Sunday ;"

Marshall.

Warkloom, t. A tool or instrument for

working, in whatever way, S. Thus the

term is used as to a pen.

But gowked goose, I am right glad,

Thou art begun in write to flyte ;

Sen, Lown, thy language I have laid,

And put thee to thy pen to write ;

Now, Dog, I shall thee sae de.tpite,

With pricking put thee to sick sneid,

And cause the fCurr) that rarlcloom quite,

8yne seek a hole to Jhide thy hea«L
Polwart, Watton'* Coll., iii 3.

V. Lome.

Warkly, adj. Given to work, diligent, S.

Germ, wirklick, effective.

Warkman, t. 1. A labourer, one who, in the

country, engages in any work he can find, a

jobber, S.
" So he man be a faithfull and a woorthie warkman."

Brace's Eleven Serm., A. a. 8, b.

2. Improperly used for a porter, a bearer of

burdens, Aberd.

To WARK, Werk, v. n. To ache, A. Bor.

yerky S.

For qnhy throw falset and suhtillitie,

Thav chaist away Justice, and Equitie,

For laik of quhilks my heid dois tcark and yaik,
And all my body trymbill dois and schaik.

Lament. L. Scotl., A. ii. 6.

The Ingliss men tuk playnly part to tie,

On horssis some, to strenthis part can found.
To socour thaim, with mony irerkand wound.

Wallace, iii 204, MS.

In edit. 1648, absurdly rendered working,
A.-S. waerc, Su.-G. waerk, dolor ; hufwudicaerk ,

capitis dolor, a head-ache ; werk-a, dolere ; werk,
Chaucer, id. A. Bor. tcark, a pain or ache.

O. E. " Werk-yn, or hedeakyn. Doleo.— Werkynge,
or hede ahe. Cephalia." Prompt. Parv.

WARLD, s. 1. The world, S.

I wow to God that has the warld in wauld.
Wallace, x. 579.—* Ye say, your cumming in this cuntrie, was not

to seik disputation, but simply to propose vnto the

sle, Jesus Christ crucified, to be the only Sasker

of the warld.n Reasoning betuix Crotraguel sod J.

Knox, iii. b.

2. A great multitude, S.

Standing there. I sawe

A warld of folk, and by tnaire coutaunce

Thair hertis seniyt full of disnlesance.

Kimft Q*air>
iii 9.

3. 1($ new worlds ; i.e., a complete change of

customs has taken place, Aberd.

Su.-G. wereld, id., which ha* been deduced fnm

Moea-G. wain, Isl. rer, man, and alld, old, (aetai)agt

Warldli e, adj. 1 . Belonging to the world, S.

2. Secular, temporal.
•• Therfor hir hiencs—restoris, reponis, and remtr

gratis the said Schir Walter—to his fame, wardlk ho*-

ouris ft digaiteis in the samin estate, and ala frelk as

he was befor," &c. Acta Mary, 1542, Ed. 1814, p. 414

3. Parsimonious ; as, a warldlie body, oue who

is covetous, or eager to amass wealth, S.

Warld-LIKE, adj. Having nothing unnatural

or monstrous in one's appearance ; like the

rest of mankind ; often conjoined with

Wyss9 sense 3, " in the full possession of

reason."
" Wasna he likely encugh to be affronted at ineo'

the family keeping sae muckle out o' the wye, ai

g>J

ahe wasna wise an' warld-like, or took him for the Black

Bull o* Noroway." St. Kathleen, iv. 19.

I rather think that, in this phrase, lib had been on-

gmally need as applicable to both adjectives, vytt-tt*

and world-like.

Warld's gear. Worldly substance. N*

world's qeary
nothing of any description^.;

as, "I didna taste warlcTs gear;"
u There

was nae warld's gear in the glass but cauld

water," i.e., no mixture, nothing to qualify

it," S. B.
«• Bairns, bairns,

n he called loudly, and in a to* ^

the deepest pathos, " keep together-keep yerc heft*

up the flood, cling to the brutes, and let *arM* T*
gang." Blackw. Mag., May 1820, p. 165.

Warld's-waster, s. A complete spend-

thrift, S.

This term is more ancient than may be GF*1*^
supposed, having been used at least as early as uk

reigu of Ja. VI.

—Calling him many warld's weastor.

Davidsons Kinyca*de&

V. Rebbokastor.

Warld's-woxder, *. A person whose ccn-

duct is notorious and surprising, S. Wam '

wunner, Aberd.

WARL1EST, adj. Most wan-, used met*]*-

•• Yone is the warliest wane," said the wise king,

That ever I wist in my walk in all this warM wy«»

And the straitest of stuf with richese to ring,

With nnahasit bernys bergane to abide. .. ..

OawauaudOol.,**

Instead of wist, it is vist, edit. 1508. ^
The meaning is,

•• Yonder house is the best o«-

fended." A.-S. waerlk, cautus.
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WARLO, 9. A term used to denote a

wicked person.

Hnd-pykis, borders and gadderaris,

All with thai warlo want
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poena, p. 28.

This is the account given of Couotyct, or Covetous-
neat, personified :

—

I half ane quick dirill to my wyfe,
That haldis me evir in sturt and stryfe

:

That warlo, and ache wist

That I wald com to this gad toon,

8che wald call me fab ladrone loun.

And diog me in the dust
We men that has sic wickit wyvis
In grit languor we leid our lyvis,

Ay dreifland in diseiss.

Lyndsay,S.P.R t iL6.

It Is sometimes used as an adj. Thus the title of a
poem in the Evergreen is,

A bytand ballat on \oaiio wives.

That gar thair men live pinging lives.

L 51.

The term, throughout the poem, is synon. with evil,

especially in reference to the temper. A.-S. wacr-loga,

n nypocrite, a covenant-breaker ; a wicked person

;

compounded of waere, a covenant, and toga, a liar.

WARLOCK, «. A wizard, a man who is

supposed to be in compact with the devil,

or to deal with familiar spirits, S.

" Warlock in Scotland is applied to a man whom the
vulgar suppose to be conversant with spirits

;
" Johns.

Diet.
" This Barton's wife has been likewise taken with

him, who declared, that she never knew him to have
been ft warlock before ; and he likewise declared, that
he never knew her to have been a witch before."

Satan's Invisible World, p. 87.

A curious anecdote is told concerning the justly

celebrated John Napier of Merchistoun, inventor of
the logarithms, who, during great part of the time
when he was making hia calculations, resided at Gart-
ness in the parish of Drymen.
" He used frequently, in the evening, to walk out in

his night gown and cap. This, with some things
which to the vulgar appeared rather odd, fixed on him
the character of a warlock. It was firmly believed,

and currently reported, that he was in compact with
the devil ; and toe time he spent in study was spent
in learning the black art, and holding conversation with
Old Nick?* P. Killearn, Stiriings. Statist., Ace. xvi.

108.

Sibb. views warlo as svnon. with this term. But
no proof is given that it is ever used in relation

to sorcery. Warlock seems radically different, bearing
strong marks of affinity to Isl. vardlok-r, an incanta-

tion, or magical song used for calling up evil spirits.

Carmen quoddam magicum quo conciune cantato invi-

tantnr mali genii ad mdicauuum futura ; Verel. Ind.,

p. 284.

It seems to have been a received opinion in this

country, that the devil gave all those, who entered
into his service new names, by which they were to be
called in all their nocturnal meetings ; and that, if any
one of them was accidentally designed by his or her

f
roper name, the spell was dissolved. V. Satan's
nvisible World, p. 14.

The same idea prevailed in Iceland. It was also

believed in that country, that the souls of those, ac-

quainted with magical arts, left their bodies in a sort

of lifeless state, when they made those expeditions

through the air, which were called Hanrfarir, and
which were undertaken for magical purposes.

Warlock fecket. V. Fecket.

Wablockry, m. Magical skill, S.
" Sin the Rhymer's days, the spirit o' true tcarlockry

is gane." Perils of Man, i. 16.

WARLOT, 9. A varlet.

Amongis the Bischopis of the towne,
He played the beggar up and downe,
—Ane scaffing warlot wanting scheme, &c

Leg. Bp. St. Androis, p. 887.

V. Skaff, v.

WARM, 9. The act of warming, S.

This morning raw, gin ye've all night been out,

That ye wad thole a warm I makna doubt
JtoM'* Helenore, p. 78.

To WARN, v. a. Corr. from Warrant, S.

[Similar to the American "I guess," Shetl.]

[To WARN, r. n. To give notice of ; to

request attendance at ; also, to summon

;

as, to warn the meeting, to icarn tfie members,

&c, Clydes.]

To WARNE, v. a. To refuse.

The Dowglas then his way has tane
Rycht to the horss, as he hiin bad

;

Bot he that him in yhemsell had,

Than wamyt hym displtously.

Barbour, il 187, MS.

Thus tretyt he, and cheryst wondyr fair

Trew Scottis men that fewte maid him thar,

And gailf gretly feill gudis at the wan

;

He warnd it nocht till na gud Scottis man.
Wallace, vl 777, MS.

In old editions, it is changed to spared.

It is also used in a neut. sense.

And swa the land abandownyt he,

That durst none warne to do his will.

Barbour, ir. 392, MS.

Warne O. E. signifies to prohibit "I warne, I

defends one or commande hym not to do a thynge.

Je deffends." Palsgr., F. 401, a.

A.-S. wern-an, iryrn-an, to refuse, to deny ; whence
waemung, denial, wearne, repugnance, obstacle.

Su.-G. Isl. tearn-o, prohibere, denegare. These may
perhaps be traced to Moes.-G. war-jan, prohibere.

Ihre views Gr. epp-copcu, nego, as a cognate term.

To WARNIS, t. a. To warn, S. B. A.-S.

warnig-an, id.

Warnisin, s. Warning; as, "Mind, Fve
gien ye warnisin," Ang.

To WARNIS, Warnys, v. a. To furnish a

castle, or any fortified place, with that

Srovision which is necessary, whether for

efence, or for the support of the defenders.

Till Edinburgh he went in hy.
With gud men in till cumpany,
And set a sege to the castell

;

That than was vcarnyst wondre weiU
With men and wyttaJlis, at all rycht,

Swa that it died na mannys fycht.

Barbour, x. 811, MS.

—Thai sa styth saw the castell,

And with that it was varnyst weill

;

And saw the men defend thaim swa,
That thai nana hop had thaim to ta.

Ibid., iv. 102, MS.
It is used by R. Brunne, p. 293.
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[W.

His viUile he wai puruefd in Brig^es forto bo,

His wynes were ther leid, k warniscl that cite.

3a.-O. nraern-a, to defend, to protect; whence warm*
A fortification, a castle, or the walls surrounding a
castle. Germ, warn-e*, munire, instruere arm is. Fr.

gam-ir, is evidently from this source ; and, anions

other things, signifies, to furnish, to fortify a weak
place. Ihre derives fcacma from waer, cuatodia, and
naa, capere, q. to keep guard.

arnisoun, t. Garrison, Barbour, x* 325,

Herd's Edit.]

Warnstor, Warnysone, s. Provisions laid

up in a garrison, for the sustenance of those

to whom the defence of it is committed.

Than Wallace said, Falowis, I mak yow knawin,
The purwyance, that is within this wanys,
We will nocht tyne

;
ger sembvll all at any,

Gar wern Ramsay, and our gad men ilkan ;

I will remayn quhill this warnstor be gan.
Wallace, ix. 1197, Ma

It is oneword in MS. In edit. 1648,

I will remain till all the stufft be gone.

Waruutour, as used by R. Brunne, is expl. "de-
fence, fortification ;" Gl. Hearne.

That castelle hight Pilgrym, of all it bare the flour

:

The Sarazins kept it that tym for ther chefe tcarinstour.

P. 180.

It seems properly to signify, a magazine, or a strong
hold for preserving provisions.

From Su.-O. traern~a, to defend, or tcaern, a forti-

fication, and store, Genn. ateur, used nearly in the
same sense as the £. word ; vectigal, collect*. Thus
the idea is, store laid up in a place of defence. By a
similar composition, Alem. hcrifteura, signifies military

pay ; brand«teur, a collection of combustibles ; and Sw.
hrigs-beJioer, stores for an army or town.

To WARP, v. a. 1. To throw.

The Erie tauld him all his cass.

How he wes chasyt on the se,

With thaim that suld his awvn be ;

And how he had bene tane, but dout,
Na war it that he warpyt owt
All that he had, him lvcht to ma ;

And swa eschapyt thaim fra.

Barbour, iii. 642, M&
Sum bad vnclois the ciete, and als fast

Warp op the portis, and wide the wallis cast

To the Troyants.
Doug. Virgil, 432, 4.

2. To surround, to involve.

Thre velis tho, as was the auld manere,
In wourschin of Erix he bad doun quel,
And ane blalc yow to God of tempestis fel

:

Syne chargit all tharecabillis vp beliue,

His awin nede warpU with ane snod oliue.

Doug. Virgil, 153, 63.

And vther thre Euros from the deip wallis
Cachit amang the schaldis, bankis of sand,
Dolorus to se them, schap of ground, and stand
like as ane wall with sand warpid about

Ibid., 16, 86.

3. To warp wourdUy to speak, to utter ; with
the prep, out or furth.

Skarsly the auld thir wonrdis had warpil out
Quhen sone the are begouth to rumbill and rout.

Doug. Virgil, 62, 8.

And he aboue him furth tcarpis sic sawi*.

Ibid. 143, 63.
This is a Lat. idiom.

Taliaqne illacrymans matae jirtce verba favillae. *

Propert 2. L 77.

VOL. IV.

IsL Mocs.-G. *ratrjMtft, warp-a, Belg. wrp-tn, kL

A.-S. weorp-an, wurjhan, abjicere.

To Warp, v. n. To open ; patera Yirg.

For hot thou do, thir grete durrK 1>ut *lred,

And gritlie yettis sail neuer toarp on bmL
Dong. ruyiU«, 25.

The hundreth grete durris of that boos with thji

At than awin willis umrpit wyde, I wys.

/WJ.,185,31

Warp, *. [1. A smart stroke or blow,

Clydes.; a stroke in pulling an oar, Shetl.]

2. A designation in reckoning oysters, being

the term used for four, Loth.

"A hundred, as sold by the fishers contain* 33

warp, equal to six score and twelve. The retail has

dreil contains only 30 tear,*. Four oysters mak--

»

warp." P. Prestonnaos, Statist. Ace. xvii. 69.

This is undoubtedly from the r. icarp, to throw, to

cast ; as, in like manner, a cart of herring include*

four. Both terms allude to the act of the nshermea,

in throwing down a certain number at a time, vrbea

counting or dealing their fish.

Warping, s. A mode of making embank-

ments by driving iu piles and intertwining

them with wattles, Gall.

"An attempt has been lately made by the Earl of

Selkirk, to recover land from the sea by tcarpi^; this

is done by driving piles of wood into the beach, inter-

woven with branches of trees, or any sort of brtmUe,

to retain the mud on the ebbing of the tide." Agr.

Surv. Galloway, p. 230.

Allied with E. warp, as referring to the operatiOB of

weaving. A.-S. wearp, not only signifies itameo,tM

warp ofcloth, but vimen, a twig, an osier.

To Warple, r. a. To intertwine so as to

entangle. " That yarn's sae warplit, that

I canna get it redd ;

n
it is so twisted that

I cannot disentangle it, S.; sjnon. BatA*

Dan. wraffl-a samme*, implicare ; Seren. This a

written Vrert-er, Stephanij Nomencl. Hence,

To Warple, v. n. 1. To be intertwined;

applied to children who are tumbling and

tossing, with their limbs twisted one

through another, S. B.
—At greedy-glad, or warpling on the sreen

8he 'clips'd them a* an* gar'd them look like draft.

For she was like the corn, an* they the caft

Jt«H*« ifcfoierr, p. 10. Fust But

2. Used in a moral sense, to denote the con-

fusion of any business, S. B.

For Nory's heart began to cool right fe*t,

Fan she saw things had taken sic a cast,

An* sae thro' ither warpFd were, that she

Began to dread atveesh them what meith be.

V. Wrabil, v., which, if not originally ti* ***

must be nearly allied.-

To WARRACH, v. n. (gutt.) The term

warrachand is applied to those who, from

impetuosity of temper, are given to scolding'

or to the use of abusive language, S.B.

It seems radically the same with Wart, q- T-

Perhaps Isl. varg-ur, fnriosus, is allied.

w 4
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[Warrach, *. A dogged, stubborn, or cross-

tempered person, Banff's.]

[WARRALY, adv. V. under Warray.]

WARRAND, Warrant, s. Surety, security,

S.
—" Showing that she had but one son to him, which

was but a weak warrant to the realm." Pitscottie,

Ed. 1768. p. 1768, p. 175. V. Wara>i>.

[Warrandice, Warrandiss, s. The security

fiven by the seller to the buyer that the

argain shall be made good : same with £.
Warranty.']

WARRAY, Werray, adj. True, real.

It is my purpos nowe til hast
Throwch wertu of the Holy Gast,
And be werray relatyowne
Tbare personale successyowne,
That has ws in that fredwmc set

Wyntown, *i. ProL 48.

For scho tauld all to the King
Thair purpos, and thair ordanyng

:

And how that he suld haf bene ded,
And Sowllis ring in till his steid.

And tauld him xcerray takinnyng
This purches wes sutbfast thing.

Barbour, six. 29, M&
Warraly, Werraly, ado. Truly, verily.

He gat wyttyng warraly.
That Harald occupyid the land.

Wyntown, ri. 20, 84.

Fra that moneth evynlykly,
Eryn to rekyn werrally,
August may be sextile

Ibid. ix. 12, 16.

Belg. waarlyk, id.

Belg. waar, waarachtig, Alem. uuar, Germ, wahr;
Lat versus, O. Fr. veriae. Wachter apprehends that
the root is waer-en, esse, a word of general use in the
Goth, dialects ; a thing bein^ said to be true, because
it is, or really exists. To this source he is disposed to
trace the Lat. term.

[To WARRAY, Werray, v. a. and it. To
war against, to make war, Barbour, v. 220,
xx. 522; warraying, werraying9 warfare,
struggle, v. 140. V. Werray.]

WARREN, adj. Of or belonging to the pine
tree.

The mekiH sillis of the warren, tre

Wyth wedgeis and with proppis bene diuide.

Doug. Virgil, 865, 14:

Belg. vuertn, id. V. Fikkon.

WARRER, adj. Compar. of war, wary, cau-
tious.

[WARRER, adj. Compar. of ioart worse,
Barbour, v. 546.]

WARROCH, Warrach (gutt.), a. 1. A
knotty stick, Strathmore. V. Virkock.

2. A stunted, ill-grown person, or puny child.

A weary warroch, one who is feeble and
puny, Ang., Mearns ; nearly synon. with

Wrouly wurl; but used in a more con-

temptuous sense.

Teut. wier, wttr, nodus, callus, whence weeraehtigh,
knotty; A.-S. wearrig, wearriht, callosus, nodosus,
"knotty, knobbed;" Somner. Wyrock, the name
given to a callosity on the foot, has evidently a com-
mon origin.

Warrachie, adj. Rough and knotty, as ap-
plied to the trunk of a tree, Ang., Mearns.

To WARROCH, (gutt.), v. n. To wallow,

Gall.
" Warroching, wallowing, struggling, like a crea-

ture lairing in mud ; " GalL Enc.

The body's living brawly

;

Tho' warroching in mires.

Pure Mally never tires. Gall Enc, p. 228.

This resembles Isl. worgug~rt squalidus, sordidus.

WARROP, 8. [Prob. wardrobe.] A ne war-
rop, Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

WARRY, adj. Of or belonging to wa-
ware; as, <4 de warty gad," the fish from
the sea-ware ; Shetl.

WARS, Warse, adj. Worse. Waur is

generally used, S.
His fame spread like a spate wide foaming ;

Warse deeds hae gi'en to mony a Roman
Eternal fame.

Mayne's Siller Gun, p. 54.

Bot my hard fatis war wan than thou wenyt.
Doug. Virgil, 181, 52.

Moes.-G. wairs, A.-S. vers, id.

WARSCHE, Warsh, Wersh, adj. 1. Not
salt ; not sufficiently salted, S.; as, " What
for do ye no sup your •kail," or "your
parritch ? " u I dinna like them ; they're

unco wersh ; gie me a wee pickle saut."

2. Insipid to the taste, S. ; icalsh, synon.
41 Eftir thair spawning they grow sa lene and small,

that na thing apperis on thaym bot skyn and bane, a-^d

hes sa warsehe gust that thay are vnproffitable to eit."

Bellend. Descr. Alb., c. 11.
" There is a good old Scotish proverb, ' A kiss and

a drink o' water is but a wersh (i.e., insipid) break-
fast.' Sine Baccho et Cercre friget Venus, says an
ancient." Falls of Clyde, Note, p. 223.

3. Insipid to the mind.
Tour arguing will lose it[*s] sale,

And turn us tcersche as saltless kail.

ClelaruTs Poems, p. 72.

4. Having a feeling of squeamishness, S.

—That we might spen* the day wiv mirth and glee,

To slock our drouth's a knag o' berry brown

—

Our cheeks are bleer't, our hearts are wersh and raw ;

Twill drown our sorrow, an' ca* care awa.
Tarras's Poems, p. 8.

5. Having a sickly look, S. ; used obliquely.——-Euridices he koewe,
Lene and dede like, pitouse k pale of hewe,
Richt warsh k wan. k walowit as a wede ;

Hir lily lyre was lyke unto the lede.

Henrytone s fraitie of Orpheus Kyng, Edin. 1503.

V. Walsh.
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6. Delicate, easily affected; applied to the

stomach, S. B.

7. Having no determinate character, or fixed

principles.
—"The Worcester man was but wersh parritcb,

neither gude to fry, boil, nor sup cauld." Tales of my
Landlord, ii. 228.

Versse has been already mentioned, (vo. Walsii), as
signifying fresh. Our warsh appears in other forms in

O. £. It is evidently the same with weryshe, incondi-
ins, (Huloet) q. not pickled or salted. For Elyot expl.

inoonditus, wearythe; and Skinner, after Gouldman,
werish, inconditus, insipidus, insulsus. " Werish (old
word) unsavoury ; " Phillips.

Warsh-stomach'd, adj. Having a delicate

or squeamish stomach, S.

•'The head o*t was as yallow as biest milk ; it was
enough to gi' a warsh-slomacfd body a scunner."
Journal from- London, p. 3.

WARSEL, $. V. Ward and Warsel.

To WARSELL, Weksill, v. n. To wrestle,

to strive, S.

Quhs with this warld dois warsell and stryfe.
And doU his dayis in dolour dryfe,
Thocht he in lordschh» be possest,
He levis bot ane wrecbit life.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 58.

And eik quha best on fute can rvn lat se,

To preif his pith, or wersill, and bere the gre.

Doug. Virgil, 129, 88.

Belg. worstel-en, id. Tcut. werselen, reluctari,

reniti, obniti, Kilian ; most probably from wern, wars,
contrarius, adversus : for what is wrestling, but one
opposing another, by an exertion of strength ? From
wtrs is formed O. Teut. wers-saem, contrarius, and from
wersel-en, werse-linghe, repugnantia, contrarietas. This
analogy indicates their radical affinity. It is equally
clear, that E. wrestle, is a vitiated mode of pronuncia-
tion.

Warsell, Warsle, Warstle, s. Struggle,
S. ; wC a war8le9 with difficulty, S.

The warld's wrack we share o't,

The warstle and the care o't.

Bums, iv. 15.

The herd boy seeing
TV impetuous onset, fearfu' o' the fray,

Flings plaid and luggv by, and stens the burn
Unto an aced elm, whence, out o' harm.
He views the warsle. Davidson's Seasons, p. 45.

"Though I had got a fell crunt ahint the haffit, I
wan up wi a warsle." - Saint Patrick, i. 166.

Warsler, Warstler, 8. A wrestler.

"I'm sair cheatit gin some o' your xrarsthrs dinna
warstle you out o* ony bit virtue and maidenly mense
that ye hae." Winter Ev. Tales, i. 289.

WARSET, adj.

" Or gif they be found in the forest in time of nicht
lvand, haueand an home, or ane houud quhilk is called

Warset: in that case lauchful witnes being brocht {to

testify the trtieth) avcht kyc sail be payed." Forest
Laws, c. 1, § 2.

Skinner seems rightly to derive this from A.-S.
ware, observation, caution, and sett-an, to set ; as
denoting a dog employed by a thief, for watching and
interrupting the deer in the forest.

[WARSH, adj. V. Warsciie.]

WARSH-CROP, 8. The third crop from

Outfield.
•• There are four breaks of the outfield in tillage.

The first out of ley.—The second, what they call

Awald, where the produce will not exceed two boll*,

or two bolls and a half, an acre. The third, or IFaM-

crop, where the return may be much as on the second."

Maxwell's Sel. Trans., p. 214.
The term seems here used in the sense of indifferent

Worst. The superlativeWARST, adj.

from War.
" I ken ower weel that the vxirtt we get is far al«oo

our demerits." Blackw. Mag., Mar. 18*23, p. 31* V.

Weil, ado.

WART, in composition of adverbs, is the same

• with ward in Mod. Eng., as, imcarU inward,

.

utwart, outward. Moes.-G. icairth*, A.-S.

ward, Isl. vert ; Gl. Wyot. Add Alera.

uuerti. Warty locus, is probably the origin.

This Wachter deduces from tear, ubi, E.

where.

WART, Ward, 8. 1. A tumulus or raouud

thrown up on high ground, in the Orkney

and Shetland islands, for the purpose of

conveying intelligence.

••To convey intelligence readily from one place to

another, aud particularly to spread the alarm in ca*

of the approach of an enemy, the latter were generally

thrown up on the highest hill, and had 6res of www

and other combustible matter lighted on them ;
vd

the name of Warts, or Wants, which they at prweat

bear, has a manifest allusion to this circumstance.

Barry's Orkney, p. 93.

Sometimes these were intended for beacons to direct

navigators.

"The ancient inhabitants of these islands set npoi

the eminences around the harbours, warts, or marks to

direct the course of vessels sailing along the coast,

placing one near the point of each arm of the harbour.

and a third near the bottom." P. Unst, Sbetl

Statist. Ace, v. 184, N.
—••That all manner of men shall conveen, withaU

possible dilligence, at Kirkwall, in their best attire aw

aray, immediately after they shall see the rart of \\ bik-

ford Hill on fire, and thercfrae to follow directioan

from that part of [if] that any invasion shall be.

Barry's Orkn., App., p. 469, A. 1623.

2. The beacon or fire kindled on the mound, S.

•• Wart, a heap of turfs and pcets [peats] placed «
the top of the highest hills, which being tyred gi«*

advertisement to the country people to meet there;

this bciug seen by the adjacent Ward." MS. Exp1-

of Norish Words.
It is evident that the writer views this as a differs*

use of the term. For he distinguishes " BVirf. <*

Wardhill, from Wart formerly explained ;" and ton*

defines it ;
•• High hills in sight of so much groo^

upon which they placed Beacons, which, fyreu sp00

occasion, the people resort thither ; and there is al«ay«

there the fewell ready. Sec Wart."
The language implies that it was still custotuary w

kindle these beacons, when this Esjtlicathn was wnttta

With these may be conjoined bergieard, a term •

the Sw. laws, denoting the watches kept on mouot^

and headlands against the approach of an enemy ;
I*
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cubiae in montibus et proinontoriis, contra advcnturum
hostem ; Loccen. Lex. Jur. Suco-Goth., p. 25.

This is the same with Isl. vard, Su.-G. waard,
excubiae, custodia, vigilia, E. toatch ami ward ; from
9ard-a, waard-a, attendere, custodire. Hence Isl.

fUrandavartl, Su.-G. strumlawaanl, excubiae littorales,

Ihre ; excubiae in littore, Vercl. ; Botaoard, botateaard,

excubiae ad speculas positae, Ihre ; excubiae in pro-

montoriis ad atrues lignorum inceudendas, visa classe

hostili ; VercL

WARTH, s. An apparition, Ayrs. " Waith,

a spirit or ghost, Yorks., Durh." Grose.

At last, the queer spectre drew near like a Warth,
And settl'u just ptraught i* my view,

But I ne'er was sae niuckle amazed i' the earth

As when I beheld it was—you.
Picket?* Poems, 1786, p. 184.

PSeken, in his Gl., gives Warth as synon. with
Wraith, q. .

WART NOR. Corr. perhaps from War
[were] it not for, but commonly used as

signifying, " Had it not been for," Aberd.

WARTWEIL, Wkatwel, *%
The skin

above the nail, when fretted, S.

WARWOLF, WerwouFj s. 1. A person

supposed to be transformed into a wolf.

In this sense the word occurs in O. E.

—Christ seyde himself, of swhiche I vou warn,
And false profetes in the feith, he fullicho hem calde,

In vestimentis ovium, but only with inne
- They ben wilde tcencolves, that wiln the folke robben.

The fen [fiend] founded hem first, the feyth to distrie, Ac.

Peres Ploughm. Crede, D. 1, b.

Throw power I charge the of the Paip,
Thow neither girne, gowl, glowme, nor gaip,

Lyke anker saidell. lyke unsell aip,

Lyke owle nor alrische elfe :

Lyke fyrie dragon full of feir,

Lyke warwotf, lyon, buU nor beir,

Bot pass yow hence as thow come heir,

In lykenas of thy selfe.

Philotus, & P. i*.,iiL46.

Wod Werwouf, worm and scorpion vennemous,
Lucifer's laid, and foul feynds face infernaL

Kennedie, Evergreen, il 61.

With wancolfis, and wild cats thy weird be to wander,
Dragleit through dirty dubs and dykes
Tousled and tuggled with town tykes.

Jlontgomerie, Watson's Coll., iil 16.

2. A puny child, or an ill-grown person of

whatever age ; pron. warwoof, Ang.
A -8. wtrc-wulf, Su.-G. warulf. Germ, tcenroff, vir-

lupus, lycanthropos, man-wolf. It is undoubtedly
the same word which is also pron. wurl, icrout, and
woriin, S., used precisely in sense second. Sibb.,

without any probability, thinks that "warlock may
be a corruption of this word."
In Fr. the term is inverted ; hup garou, or wolfman.

Wachter says, that garou is derived from Celt. gitrf

tit ; C. B. gicr, pi. gwerin, Qwr-a, to wed ; gwrach,
a woman, a wife. There is no good reason to doubt
that jprr is radically the same with Goth, ictr, man,
Isl. vair ; and may we not add Lat. vir ? But as Fr.

gmaroul is also used, it is evident that this is merely
the Gothic term with q prefixed. Hence it appears
that loup, in the other, is redundant.
The Gr. term XvnayOpwrot, corresponding in signifi-

cation to icartcolf, was formed from the same idea

which prevailed among the Northern nations, that a
man might transform himself into the shape of a wolf,

and roam in quest of prey, actuated by tho disposition

of that ferocious animal.

Cornelius Agrippa introduces Virgil, Pliny, and
Augustine, as attesting this transformation.

14 Virgill also speaking of certayno hearbes of Pontus
sayde

:

With these, O Merim, haue I seene,

Oft times a man to haue
The fearfulle shape of wilde wolfe, and
Him selfe in woodes to saue.

"And Pliny saithe, that one Demarchaus Pharrha-
sins in a sacrifice of mans bodie, which the Arcadians
offered to Jupiter Liceus, tasted the inwardes of a
sacrificed childe & was turned into a wolfe, for the
which transformation of men into wolfes Augustine
thinketh that Pan was called with another name
Liceus, and Jupiter Liceus. The same Augustine [Do
Civitate Dei, Lib. xviii., c. 18.] doth recompt, that
when he was in Italic, ccrtaiue women witches, like

Circes, when they had giuen inchantmcitts in cheese to

straungers, they transformed them into horses, and
other beasts of cariage, and when they had caried tbe
burdens that they listed, againe they turned them into

men : and that this chaunccd at that time to one
Father Prestantiua." Vanitie of Sciences, Fol. 56, b.

Pliny elsewhere rejects this idea ; Homines in lupos
verti, rursumuue rcstitui sibi, fabum esse confidenter
existimare debemus, aut credere omnia quae fabulosa

tot seculis comDerimus. Hist. Lib. viii., c. 28.

Solinus, speaking of the Neuri, a Scythian nation,

says ; Neun, ut accepimus, statis temporibus in lupos
transfigurantnr ; dein exacto spatio, quod huic sorti

attributum est, in pristinam faciem revertuntur; c. 15.

Solinus derived his information on this subject

from that very ancient and faithful historian

Herodotus. For he nearly transcribes his lan-

guage concerning the Neuri. **'Thc same men,'
•ays Herodotus, ' enter into danger, that they may'be

deemed necromancers ; for it is said by the Scythians,

and by those Greeks who inhabit Scythia, that once
every year for a few days they become wolves, aurl

again return into their former state." Melpom. c. 105.

Some, among whom we may reckon the learned
Kilian, have ascribed the origin of this fable to the
idea which has been entertained by persons disordered

in mind, that they were actually transformed into the
likeness of other animals. But Wachter justly rejects

this view, as those, who were called hjranthropi, wire
supposed to produce this change at pleasure, and in

consequence of an act of their own wills ; whereas the
idea, proceeding from disease, has always been a source

of suffering. He apprehends that the fable had its

origin from those who, at stated times, and for the
purpose of celebrating certain mysteries, clothed them-
selves in the skins of animals, and that it was pro-

pagated by those, whose interest it was that it should

be believed, that this was a real metamorphosis by the
power of the deity whom they worshipped.

Finn, in his Dissertation concerning tbe Speculum
Regale, adopts an hypothesis nearly allied to this.

He observes that, as tbe fable, of men being trans-

formed into wolves, was common amongst the ancients

in almost every country, it probably originated from
the sports, in which persons appeared masked, which
were celebrated from time immemorial about the season

of Christmas.
Cotgr. explains Lovpgarou as if equivalent to cam-

bal; "a mankinde wolfe, such a one as being; flesht

on men and children, will rather starve than feed on
any thing else."

It is surprising that Verstegan should give credit to

all the fables connected with this term. "The Were
Wolvi8," he says, "are certain sorcerers, who, having

their bodies annointcd with an ointment, which they

make by the instinct of the Devil ; and putting on a

certain mchanted girdle, do not only unto the view of
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others seem as wolves, but to their own thinking have
both the shape and nature of wolvcn, so long as they

; wear the said girdle. And they do dinposo themselves
as very wo/vrs, in wourrying, and killing, and most of
humane creatures.

"Of such, sundry have been taken and executed in
sundry parts of Germany, and the Netherlands. One
Peter Stump, for being a Were-tcoff, and having killed

thirteen children, two women, and one man, was at
Bedbur, not far from Cullen, in the year 1589, put
onto a very terrible death, the flesh of divers parts of
his body was pulled out with hot iron tongs, his arms,
thighs, and legs broken on a wheel, and his body lastly

burnt. He died with very great remorse, desiring that
his body might not be spared from any torment, so
his soul might be saved." Restitution, p. 203, 204.
Those who wish to have further information on this

subject may consult Wachter, vo. Wtrwalf, and
Keysler, Antiq. Septent., p. 453, 41)4—4%. V. Wor-
un. The accounts given by IsI. writers of the Ber-
worker greatly resemble the fables concerning tcancolfs,

V. Eyttys.
Among the other fanciful names given to pieces

of ordnance, or to engines for throwing stones, we
And the Waricolf mentioned. It was used by Edw.
I. at the siege of Stirling. With it, as we learn
from Camdeu, he "pierced with one stone, and cut
as even as a thread two vauntmures [or outer walls],

as he did before at the siege of Brechin, where Tho-
mas Maile [Maule] the Scots man scoffed at the
English artillery, with wiping the wall with his
handkerchief, until both he and the wall were wiped
awav with a shot. " Remains, Artillery, p. 206.

Matth. of Westminster calls this engino lupus belli,

p. 449. Annals of ScotL, I. 279, N. If he has not
mistaken the meaning of the term, as used by the E.
in military affairs, it must be understood as having a
different origin from that which has been explained.
It may seem to confirm this, that Langtoft [ii. 826,]
mentions an engine used at this siege, called a ludgart
or htrdart. "This," Lord Hailes has observed, "is
plainly a corruption of hup de guerre, lupus belli, war-
wolf.* Annals, iii. 346.

Grose views the Lupus mentioned by Procopius, De
Bello Goth., Lib. L c. 27, as the same instrument with
the war-wolf. Du Cange considers it as different, and
as only used for defence, vo. Lupus.

To WARY, Warye, Werray, v. a. 1. To
curse, to execrate ; Lancash. to wish evil to.

The time sal cum, (juben Turnus sal perfay
Hate and warye this spulye and this dav.

Doug. Virgil, 335, 10.

Thay curs and wary fast this vengeabil were.
/W</.,368. 40.

" The day, the day, the terrible day sail cum quhen
the unhappy avaricius man sail warry the tyme that
ever he had the brother, or sone, to quhamo he bure
sic fleschclie and ungodlic favour as to steir him up to
be ane gydare and rewlar of Christis floko, quhilk culde
not gyde himself. The malhcurius prince sail icorry
the tyme that ever he tuke on hym the charge, quhilk
wes na wayis convenient for him.' Compend. Tractive,
Keith's Hist., App. p. 203.

In margin this is rendered lament. But it un-
doubtedly signifies to curse, to execrate.
Lord Hume and Kcr of Farnyhirst were accused

in Parliament, A. 1526, of the " treasonable art and
part of the making of dampnable & tcaryit factioune
aganis our soverane lord." Acts, V. II. 303.
Both v. and s. apiear in O.K., although not ac-

knowledged by modern lexicographers. " Waryyn
Imprecor. Exprecor. Maledico.— Waryar, or bannar.
Imprecator. Auathematizator. Maledicus. Waryinge.
Maledictio. Imprecatio. Anathcmatizatio. " Prompt
Parv.

Warrie is used by Chaucer. Urry has emneouly

expL it, "to make war upon, to disturb or molest, to

worry." Tyrwhitt renders it, "to abuse, to speak

evil of." This may correstKmd with the tease of

the first passage he has referred to.

This soudannesse, whom I thus blame and itunv,

Let prively hire conseil gon hir way.

Man of Lanxs Tal<
t
t. 1491

But he refers to another, in which the term evidently

conveys a moro forcible idea

—

Answerde of this eche worse of *hem than other,

And Poliphete thei gonnin thus to trarien

" And hongid .be suclio one, were he my brother.

And so he shal."
.. ,MA

TroiL and Cress., u. r. 1519.

"Maledico, to curse, ban or wiry.—Maledictio,

varying*, or sjiekyng of yll, or cursynge." Orl vocab.

2. To bring a curse upon; wariit, twrei,

really accursed.

"About this tyme deceissit the varik creature

Machomtte, quilk was in the tyme of kyngFerqukrt

Bellend. Cron., B. ix., c. 21.
" Cursit and trariit is he that honouris nocht ha

father and mother." Abp. Hamiitoun's Catechus*,

FoL7, b.

Thane wareit war thy weirdis and wanhap.

MaiaandPoaml&
It occurs in 0. E. w
"Than he began to warye andtoswere. MKM,

Matt. xxvi. j.
" I icarrye, I baone or curse.—This is a fane Dorto-

ren terme -, Palsgraue.

A-S. tceri-an, waerg-ian, tcaertg-an, maledicere, ex-

ecraria. Moes.-G. unrg-ian, damnare, and ktoA-jm,

accusare, seem radically the same. Junius Tiew

A.-S. xcreg-an, to accuse, as formed from iceri^s,

»

curse ; GL Goth. V. Warrach.

Waryino, #. A curse, an execration.

"And to ilkane of thir cursingis 4 warpngis*h*

rehersit, the peple ansuered Amen." Abp. Hasni-

toon '8 Catechisme, Fol. 7, b.

To WAEY, v. a. To defend, to protect

"The Regent's factioun were makand all the pre-

paratioun they could to fortifie thaircaus, and wxr^

thair men." Hist. James tho Sext, p. 131.

A-S. vaeri-an, werri-an, warig-an, wery-an> dele*

dere. V. Warys.

To WARY, v. a. To alter, for rary.

Bot laith me war, but vther offences or cryme,

Ane rural body suld intertrik my r> we,

Thocht sum wald swere, that I the text haue wytf.

Or that 1 haue this volume quite my.^caryt. ,

Doug. r4iyi/,Pref.n.&

WARYDRAGGEL, s. 1. "One *bo is

draggled with mire/' S. B.
"—They saw how blubber'd an* droukit the P**

wary-draggels war fan they cam in." Jouroanrte

London, p. 7.

Far wary-draggle, or sharger elf,

1 hae the gear uiK>
f my skeif,

Will make them soon lay down their pelf.

Forbcs's Shop Bill, Ihid. a 1.

V. Wallidrao and Wrio.

To WARYS, v. a. To guard, to defend

" As thou art soverane God, sickerly, and syre.

" At thow wald warys fra wo Wavane the wipht

.

Gam* and (M-i »*• L
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[Warysoun, Warisoune, s. Reward, Bar-
bour, li. 20G, x. 526.
•'0. Fr. warison or garison, security, from warir or

aarir, to secure ; A. -8. icerian, to fortify, protect. Sir
W. Scott uses warrison to signify *a note of assault,'
Lay of L. Minst., iv. 24, which is, I suspect, a mere
blunder. Warysoun is the same word as our garrison.'*
Prof. Skeat'a Barbour, p. 746.]

WAS, imperf. v. subs. Used in defining the
past time ; as, " Yesterday teas aught days/'

yesterday week ; " Martinmas was a year?
the tenn of Martinmas a year by-past, S.
—" Andro Balfoure sal broik & joiss the tak of the

twa parte of the land is of Balledmont set—to the saidc
Andro—for ten merkis of male for the tennis of five
yens fra Witsonday wasayere." Act. Audit,'A. 1482,
p. 108.

WA'S. Used for way, [or ways.] "Slips
his wa\ slips away ;" S., Gl.

Hame as the glosmin nearer draws,
Convener Tamson slips hi* tea's.

Mayne's Siller Gun, p. 100.

This is analogous to Gangs his tea's. V. Gang,' v.

I observe that this is a Scandinavian idiom. Nee
praetermittendum loquendi genus, quo utimur, gaa sin
waeg, quod eat abire ; imino han aer sin waeg, abest.
Ihre, to. Waeg. He adds, that the ancients used the
same mode of expression, referring to Otfrid, Lib. V.
c. x. 15. Ther dag ist sines sindes, dies abiit For
sind denotes a way, a journey.

WASH, Wesche, s. Stale urine ; especially

as used for the purpose of steeping clothes,

in order to their being washed, S. being
sometimes substituted for a lye; whence
most probably the name.
There was a still more filthy and pernicious use of

urine, in former times, in the fermentation of ale, in

order to make it intoxicating. It is thus described by
the Knight of the Mount—

And thay can mak withouttyn dowt
A kind of aill thay call harnis owt;
Wait ye how thay mak that ?

A couDroun quene, a laichly lurdane,
Off Strang weischc sheill tak a jurdane
And settis in the pylefai.

Lyndsay, S. P. /*., ii. 192, 193.

Leg. gyUfat.
But however congenial this practice may seem to

the manners of our forefathers, we cannot claim the
whole honour to ourselves. It has evidently prevailed,

in the North of £. at least, in a much later period.

Hence, as Ray gives land, laid, hint, as signifying

urine, he adds, '* To leint ale, to put urine into it to
make it strong ;" ColL p. 42, and Gl. Grose.

Yorks. " iresA, or wash, urine ;" Thoresby, Ray's
Lett., p. 341.
"Thow fals heretick said that hollie watter is not

so guid as wtseh.
n G. Wischart's Trial, Pitscottie's

Cron., p. 468.

"Put into your copper a little stale trash, which
will make your wald spend and raise your colour."

. Maxwell's Set Trans., p. 3G8.

This mode of washing, which certainly does not
suggest the idea of great refinement, has probably been
transmitted from the Goths. It is retained in Iceland
to this day. Van Troil, speaking of the fulliug of
waJmal, or coarse cloth, says that for this purpose
" they make use of arine, which they also employ in

washing and bucking, instead of soap and pot-ashes."

Letters on Iceland, p. 114.

"Learn your gooadam to kini wash;" Ramsay's S.

Prov., p. 49. This has evidently the same meaning,
and has a common origin, with another Proverb

;

" Learn yourGoodam to make kail. " This is " spoken
to them who officiously offer to teach them who Know
more than themselves.'* Kelly, p. 233, 234.

Tent, waseh, lotura.

Wash-tub, s. A large tub or cask into which
urine is collected, S.O. ; synon. Maister-

can.

"A cask, into which urine was collected—known
by the name of the icasfi-tub." Ag. Surv. Ayr, p. 114.

WASH-WARDEN,*. A coarse, harsh-tasted

winter pear, also called Worry-carl, Roxb.

To WASH WORDS with one. To converse

in any way, Perths.
" He debarred her frae ever speakin' to the poor fel-

low, either at kirk or market ; an' as far as I ken,
they've never washen tcords wi' ither sinsyne." Camp-
bell, i. 333.

WASIE, adj. 1. Sagacious, quick of appre-

hension, Ang. A wasie lad, a clever fellow.

2. Apparently in the sense of gay, playful, or

lively.

The ptouehmen, now their labour o'er,

Enjoy'd the balmy gloamin' hour,
Right wazie wax'd, and fou of fun.

They whiselt down the setting sun.

Beattic's John o' Arnha\ p. 18.

Alem. wass, Su.-G. whass, also denote quickness of

apprehension ; originally signifying any thing that is

sharp. Dan. hwas, sharp-witted.

WASPET, part. adj. Become thin about the

loins, ** something like a wasp ; " Gall. Enc.

WASSEL, s. A vassal.

"Ourc souerane lord—vnderstanding that dyuerss
of the frie tennentis and herctable fewaris of the tem-
porall landis of the priorie of Sanctandrois, being for

the maist pairt meine wassellis,—Grantis," &c. Acts
Ja. VL, 1692, Ed. 1814, p. 588.

Wassalaoe, Waslage, s. Great achieve-

ment ; also valour. V. Vassalage.

WASSIE, 8. A horse-collar, Orkn. ; origin-

ally the same with Weasses. V. also

Waese.
Wassocks, t. pi. 1. " A kind of turban on

which the milkmaids carry their pails, or

stoups on their heads

;

n
Gall. Enc.

2. u A kind of bunch put on a boring jumper^
to hinder the water required in boring from
leaping up into the quarriers' eyes ;

n
ibid.

This must be merely Waese, S. B. with the diminu-
tive termination of the West of S.

WAST, adj. West, S. ;
[to wast, to veer to

the west.]

a

" The king of France—send him thrie schipes fur-

nisched with men, money, and amunitioun, and landit

in the wast seas." Pitscottie's Cron., p. 29$.
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WA8TLAND, Wastlin, adj. Western, wes-

terly, Clydes.

Wastland, #. The west country.

"Many of the lordts aasemWit,—to witt, the earle
of Angus, &c, with all the kmlis of the Wetland."
Pitscottie's Cron., p. 298.

Wastlandman, *. An inhabitant of the west.
" Their wee no wastlamdman away except the carle

of Lennox, and the lord Erakine." Pitscottic, ibid.

Wastle, adv. To the westward of, Roxb.

WASTE, 8. The deserted excavations in a
mine, S.
" The extent of excavation or trade, in these mines,

[the alum mioes at Hurlet, Reafrews.], is about 1 1 mile
in length, and the greatest breadth about J of a mile."
Agr. Sunr. Renfr., p. 26.

To Waste Wind. To talk, reason, or ex-

plain, without effect ; to spend one's lungs

in vain, S.

Wastege, *. A waste, a place of desolation,

Ayrs.
" Carswell's family has all cone to drift, and his

house become a waMegt" R. Gilhaize, ii. 303.

WASTELL, s. A thin cake of oat-meal
baked with yeast, Moray.
" They make not all kindes of bread, as law re-

Suyres ; that is, ane fage, aymmell, mastelf, pure cleane
reade, mixed bread, and bread of trayt. * Chalm.

Air, c 9, § 4.

Vastellum, Lat copy. L. B. wastell-us, id., defined
bv Du Cauge, " amore delicate kind of bread, orcake."
Fr. gasteau.

It has generally been supposed, that this was the
bread used with the KttsteU-boicl, in drinking which the
Saxons, at their public entertainments, wished health
to one another, in the phrase of Watt heil, i.e., Health
be to you. V. Cowet. The origin ascribed to this
custom in England is so well known that it is scarcely
necessary to mention it Rowena, the daughter of
Hengiat, by the counsel of her father, who wished, by
the influence of her charms, to hare Vortigern king of
the Britons completely under his power, presented him
with a bowl of wine, at an entertainment given by
Hengist, savins, Waes keif, Hlaforg Kyning.

It seems doubtful, however, whether the term is not
rather derived from Is!. Su.-G. rtiti/a, weitsta, a feast,

from wet-a, a r. used to denote the invitation of many
guests. Isl. blotveitzlor, in pi. commessationes sacrae.
Kersey mentions Waste&read, as occurring in old

statutes, for "the finest sort of white bread or cakes."
Undoubtedly from a common origin with O. Fr. gas-

tiel, a cake, in L. B. gua*tell-*9, gaMell-us, placenta
panis delicatior, also Wastell. us. In Picardy, Du Cange
says, the maker of this bread is called Wastelier. He
thinks the word may be from A.-S. vitel, expl. tcgnlum,
tegmen, (a word I have met with no where else), be-
cause this bread is roasted in the ashes. But it is evi-
dently from Armor, gwastell, gateau, sorte de pain plat
et um. This Pelletier derives from mcast, as the root
of gicastadeild, plain. Davies gives 0. B. gicastail also
in the sense of planus , aequua.

WASTELL, Willie Wastell, the name given
to a game common among children, S. A
piece of ground is chosen for a den, circum-

scribed by certain bounds. He, who occu-

pies this ground, bears the name of Willie

Wastell ; the rest, who are engaged in the

plavf approach the limits of his domain;

ana his object is to get hold of one of them,

who sets his foot within it, and to drag him

in. If successful, the person who is seized

occupies his place, till ne can relieve him-

self by laying hold of another. He who

holds the castle, or den, dare not go beyond

the limits, else the capture goes for nothing.

The assailants repeat the following rhyme :-

Willie, Willie Wastell,

I am on your Castle.

A* the dogs in the toon
Winoa pu* Willie (loan.

It is thus given in Scotch Preslx Eloquence, 139.

Like Willie, Willie Wastel,
I am in my casteL
A' the dogs in the town
Dare not ding me down.

This form evidently shews, that the rhyme was for-

merly repeated by the person supposed to hold tbt

castle.

This, I am informed, is the same game with that in

England called- Tom Tickler.

To WASTER, v. a. To squander, to waste,

S.
" My servant lasses, having no eye of a mistress oter

them, wastered every thing at such a rate, ami nude

such a galravitching in the house, that, long before the

end' of the year, the year's stipend was all spent, and I

did not know what to da" Ann. of the Par., p. &
" Since that time he's been neither to bind nor to

hand,— vastring his income in the most thoughtless

way." The Entail, ii. 184.

Waster, s. A detached bit of the wick which

causes a candle to run down, S.

Oft on the wick there hangs a vraster
t

Which makes the candle burn the faster.

O. WiUo*tsCoU.ofSo*F,r.K

Wasterful, Wasterfow, adj. 1. Destruc-

tive, devasting.

"The chiefe of the clanne in the boundis, qohiir

broken men and limmers dwellis, and comnutto abJ

Kasler/ul reife,— sail be charged to find caution," 4c.

ActsJa. VI., July 1587.

2. Prodigal, lavish, unnecessarily expensive,

S.
•'There's no need, for all the greatness of Cod's

fifts, that we should be icastcrfuL" Blackw. Mag.

une 1820, p. 262.

Wastrie, adj. Prodigal ; a icastrie person,

one who is extravagant. V. Wastryt\ «(/•

of which it is a corruption.

Wastrie, Wastery, s. 1. Prodigality,

wastefulness, S.

"He abruptly exclaimed,— • Hey, what's a
1

this

SMutery for?' and, ere an answer could be retorwd,

his jaw dropped, his eyes fixed, and the Laird of Gka-

feres ceased to breathe." Marriage, ii. 24.
** You no [know] my way, and that I like a be*s

house, but no icastrie." Ayrs. Legatees, p. 182.
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coarse i

corn-i

2. What is wasted! Clydes.

Wastrife, adj. Prodigal, wasteful, S.
1 Do not slit the quill up sae high, its a wastrife
rse in your trade, Andrew ; they that do not mind
n-pickles, never come to forpits. Nigel, i. 119.

Wastrife, s. The same with Wastery.
" She confessed afterwards, that besides the wastrife,

it was lang ere she could walk sae comfortably with
the shoes as without them." Heart M. Loth., iii. 61.

WASTER, s. A kind of trident used for

striking salmon, Dumfr., Eskdale; the
same with Wester.

"This cha*e, in which tho fish is pursued and struck
with barbed spears, or a sort of long-shafted trident,
called a waster, is much practised at the mouth of the
Esk; and in the other salmon rivers of Scotland."
Guy Mannering, ii. 61.

Isl. vas, cum impetu feror.

A very intelligent and accurate correspondent ex-
plains Leister as properly denoting a spear with three
proags, and Waster one with five ; assigning both terms
to Selkirk*.

WAT, 8. Moisture, SB. V. Weit.
Although my brogues may draw some teat,

That winna stop my thrivin*.

Wat, Wate, adj.

Cock's Simple Strains, p. 125.

1, Wet, moist, S.
—Though I got my moggan wat

t

I didna let toem gae. Ibid.

2. Addicted to intemperance in drinking ; as,
u They're gey wat lads thae, they'll no part

S.

Abbrev. of the name

Wattie Ne-

sune,

WAT, Wattie.
Waller, S.

Wat, Act Dom. Cone, p. 10. coL 1.

wall," Acts Ja. VI., Ed. 1814, p. 390.

To WAT, v. n. To know. V. Wait.
In heuy wate frog stade and charjrit sore,

Thay gan with irn wappynnis me inuade.

Doug. Virgil, 176, 1.

A.-S. wait, Dan. wood, humidus ; A.-S. waet-an,
humectare. V. Weit, *.

WATAKING, Waytakino, «. The act of

carrying off, or taking away. Generally
by theft 'or violence. Clydes. xca-takkin.

"Comperit Dauid Wemys summond at the instans
of Baldrede Blakater anent the teatal'ing of thre oxin
forth of the landis of Myrecarny, tanc for his annuale
tbarof." Act. Audit. A. 1479, p. 93. V. Away-takar.

•• The waytahing, stealing," 4c. Ab. Ueg. Cent. 16.

WATCH-MAIL, Watcii-jieal, s. A duty
imposed for maintaining a garrison.

"Others more probably conjecture, from its name
giren it by Skecn, voce Pension—of the watch-meal
of Kilpatnck, that it was for tho sustenance of the
garrison of Dumbarton.—When this watch-mad was
constituted, there was no such measure kuown as that
of Linlithgow." Fount. Dec. SuppL iv. 779, 780.
The sense is determined by these words in the de-

cision ;
*' That this cattle-ward duty being a part of

the king's patrimony, it can pay no cess."
From A.-S. waecce, vigilia, excubiae, and mat, recti-

gal, stipendium. V. Mail, tribute.

•WATCHMAN, *. The uppermost grain
in a stalk of corn ; also called the Pawm

9

Aberd.
It must have received tho first name from its fancied

resemblance to a centinel, placed on an elevated spot.
Shall we suppose tha£ it has obtained the other desig-
nation in consequence of its lofty situation, in allusion
to one who carries the palm of victory? We learn
from Cotgr.y indeed, that one species of grain is de-
nominated orge paunite. But this is confined to that
species of barley called big, because of its being as it

were branched out like a jxt/m-tree.

(To WATE, v. a. and ft. To watch, to wait

for, Barbour, i. 202. O. Fr. waiter,

gaiter, id.]

Wate, $. 1. A watchman, a sentinel.

Misenus the wate on the hie garrit seis,

And with his trumpet thame ane takin maid.
Doug. Virgil, 75, 42.

The minstreis who go about playim* in the night
season, both in S. and £., especially before the new
ear, are called waits; not, as Skinner supposes,
because they wait on magistrates, Ac, but because
they seem to have been anciently viewed as a sort of

watchmen. The word was written wayghtes, in the
reign of Edw. III.; "players," says Ritson, "on the
hautboy or other pipes during the ni^lit, as they are in

many places at this day.** E. Mctr. Rom. I Dissert,

on Romance, & Minstrelsy, ccxevii. X.
PaLgrave mentions the term as denoting the instru-

ment itself. " Wayte, an instrument, [Fr. ] hauboys ;"

B. iii. F. 73, a.

Teut. wachte, excubiae, castrensis vigilia ; et vigiles,

excubitores, (Rilian) from wacht-en, vigilare ; Moes.-G.
wahts, vigilia ;. L. B. guet-a, guett-a, gait-a, vigil ; O.
Fr. gaite, aguayt.

2. A place of ambush. At the wale, in wait.

Aruns by his mortals fate

Into myscheuus dede predestinate,

Circulis at the wate, and espyis about
The swift madin Camilla,

Doug, Virgil, 392, 22.

Thys foresaid Arans, liggand at the wate,
Seand this mayde on flocht at sic estate,

Chosis hys tvme that was maist oportnne,
And towart hir his dart addressit sone.

Ibid.. 893, 27.

About hvm walkis as his godly feris,

Drede with pale face, Debait and mortal 1 Weris,
The Wrayth and Ire, and eik fraudfull Dissait,

digging vnder couert at ane buschement or wate.

Doug. Virgil, 421, 7.

WATER, Watter, s. 1. A river, or pretty

large body of running water, S.

"Baith seys and watteris geuis be vnjust merchis
als mekle to sum landis, as thay reif fra vther."
Bellend. Descr. Alb. c. 1.

" If the water is of quantity sufficient to drive a
small water-wheel for light machinery, it is called a
burn. Large streams are called waters. Tweed is our
only water designed river." Agr. Surv. Peeb., p. 16.

The E. term is very seldom applied even to Tweed
by the lower classes.

Bcllendcn generally uses it to denote a river, some-
times as distinguished from a rivulet.

"Sindry small burnis discendis fra the hillis of

Cheuiot, and vthir montanis lyand thair about delud-
ing Cumbir fra Annardail, and fallis in the watter of

Sulway;" Ibid, c 5. Solveum Jluvium, Boeth. It

is also used when amnis occurs in the original ; Ibid.
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It does oot appear that A.-S. watter denoted a l>ody

of running water. Nor is Ir. uisge , rate, mentioned in

Dictionaries as having a similar sense. But it is

reasonable to suppose that this was the case in ancient
times ; as we find it in the composition of the namos
of many places situated on rivers. Besides, est and
waiter, in some parts of S:, are promiscuously used to
denote a river. Thus, in Angus, North Esk is most
commonly called The Kord natter, and South Eak
The Soud Waiter.

Germ, watsrr is used in the sense of river, torrent,

A3. V. Wachter.

2. As a generic word, it denotes any body of

running water, whether great or small, S.
" Hirers in Scotland are very frequently called

waters." Pennant's Tour in S., 1760, p. 93, N.
Bellenden's orthography of the word marks the

proo. universally retained in S, except in the Southern
counties, where it is sounded q. waitler.

3. The ground lying on the banks of a river,

s. • >

" The water, in the mountainous districts of Scot-
land, is often used to express the banks of the river,

which are the only inhabitable parts of the county."
Minstrelsy Border, I. 109, N.

4. The inhabitants of a tract of country
watered by a certain river or brook, S.

Oar warn the water, braid and wide,
Oar warn it sune and hastilic !

They that winna ride for Tetter's kye,
Let them never look in the face o' me !

Minstrelsy Border, I 103.

•• To raise the water,—was to alarm those who lived
along its side." N. ibid., p. 109.

[5. A watter, a wave, Shctl.]

Water-berry, a. Water-grucl, Dumfr. V.
Bread-berry.

Water-brash, *. A disease consisting in a
sense of heat in the epigastrium, with
copious eructations of aqueous humour, S.

the Pyrosis of Cullen.

Mactaggart defines this term, as if he knew of one
cause only that could produce the ailment.
" Waterbrash, an eruption in the stomach, brought

on by drinking grog ;" uall. Enc.

Water-broo, #.
aWater-gruel;" Gl. Antiq.

Water-brose, «.
u Brose made of meal and

water simply, without the addition of milk,

butter," &c, Gl. Shirr., S.

Water-corn, *. The grain paid by farmers,

for upholding the dams and races of mills, to

which they are astricted according to their

leases, S.

" 1 boll of water-corn, being small corn, yearly, for
each of the said three ploughs, for manufacturing and
upholding the dams and water-gangs." Attract of
Proof, Mill of Invcrun3ay, A. 1814, p. 3.

Water-cow, s. The name given to the

spirit of the waters, especially as inhabit-

ing a lake, South of S.

VOL. IV.

The torrents rush, the mountain* qoake,

The sheeted ghosts run to and fro

;

And deep, and long, from out the like,

The Water-Cow was heard to low.

Hogg's Mountain Bard, p. 31

" The Water-Cow, in former times, haunted Saint

Mary's Loch, of which some extremely fabulous stono

are yet related ; and, though rather less terrible ml
malignant than the Water-Horse, yet, like him, *bc

possessed the rare slight of turning herself into what-

ever shape she pleased, and was likewise dcsiroas •i

Setting as many dragged into the lake at possible

'

bid. N., p. W.
[ Wattir-coos, Water-beetles, Banff's,]

Water-craw, a. The water ouzel, S.

Sturnus cinclus, Linn. Statist. Ace x*iL

249.

"Sturnus cinclus, water oozle, or Water Cn*'

Agr. Surv. Forfars., App., p. 43.

• Waterfall, s. Used in the same sense

with Watershed, Border.

Waterfast, adj. Capable of resisting the

force of rain ; synon. watertight.

—" Has consentit to ane taxt,—for helping to repair

the said kirk and halding of it irnterfast. Coast of

Glasgow, 1574, Life of Melville, i. 439.

To Water-fur, v. a. To form furrows in

ploughed ground for draining oft the tcattr,

" Plow up the land and water-fnr it, and so l«t it lj

exposed through the winter to frosts, snows an 1 was,

to mellow it, and make it fall." Maxwell* U.

Trans., p. 51.

Tent. waetere-vore, sulcus aquarius, lira,

Wateroano, s. 1. The race of a mill.

" The parliament hes statute and ordanit, that the

breif vnder writtin, haue cours quhil the nixt pvln-

ment, allanerly of watergangi*, that is to say, of myl*

leidis and nane vther thingis." Acts Ja. L, 1433, c.

149. Edit 1566.
" The auld watergange of the said burgh ;" AbenL

Reg., A. 153S.

£. B. watergang-ae, waterganj-ia ; anuae ductal *

fossae, per quas eliciuntur aquae in palustris rcs*^

bus, Flandris waterganek, a teater, aqua, k ****

ductus, iter. Spclmannus a Saxonicis vocabulis. q»*

idem sonant, deducit Du Cange. It occurs sooty

as the reign of Henry III. of England.

2. " A servitude whereby we have power aw

Erivilege to draw water alongst our neigp-

our's ground for watering our own ;
Stair,

p. 287." Spottiswoode's MS. Diet w.

Aqueduct.

Watergate, s-. [The act of voiding urine.,

"Ill watch your Watergate /• S. Pro*. ;
"Tbi* *

I'll watch for an advantage over vou." Kelly, p. ^
This seems to refer to a man s turning bu f** '-'

,

the wall for a certain purpose, when an enemy m^'

easily take his advantage. The only word that^

sembles it is A.-S. waeter-gyte, the name given tot*

sign Aquarius. Lye expl. it. Qui aquam effandit

O. E. Watyr wey is rendered by Meatus. Pr. rtf*

[Water-Gaw, s. Synon. with Teeth, q
T

J

X 4
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Water-house, 0. The goblin called Water
Kelpie, North of S.

a>
"In some places of tho Highlands of Scotland tho

inhabitants arc still in continual terror of an imaginary
being called the }Vater-Ifor*c.—Ou our way to Harries,
—although our nearest road lay alongst the shores of
this loch, Malcolm absolutely refused to accompany mo
by that way for fear of tho Water-Hor**, of which he
told many wonderful stories swearing to the truth of
them ; and, in particular how his father had lately been
Tery nigh taken by him and that he had succeeded in
decoying one man to his destruction, a short time
previous to that. This spectre is likewise an inhabi-
tant of Loch Aveo at the foot of Cairn Gorm, and of
Loch Laggan in the wilds betwixt Lochaber and
Badenoch. Hogg's Mountain Bard, N., p. 94.

The same dangerous Quadruped also inhabits Loch
Tay. According to tradition, tie has been known to
come ashore, and entice a whole family of fine boys to
mount him, that he might have the pleasure of plung-
ing with them all into the deep. V. Water-Cow.

Water-kail, s. Broth made without any
meat in it, S.

Water-kelpie, s.

V. Kelpie.
The spirit of the waters.

Waterkyle, s. Meadow ground possessed

by the tenants of an estate by rotation

;

synon. Alterlyle.

Kyle seems to bo the common con*, of Cavel, as sig-

nifying chance, or share, <j. one's turn or share of the
irrigated land, perhaps originally determined by lot, or
by casting cavils. Shall we view Alttrkytc as denoting
A change of the tot f

Water-mouse, Water-rotten. The water
rat,S.
" Arvicola aquatica. Water CampagnoL R Water

Rat. 8. Water Mouse, or Rotten." Edin. Mag., July
1819, p. 605.

Water-moutii, *. The mouth of a river,

vulgarly Watter-mow, S. B. Thus the

mouth of South Esk is denominated in

Angus. [Water-neb, Renfr.]

"Prout eaedem piscariae et lie crutfics respective

bondantur et jacent a lie %cattr-mouth dictae aquae de
Done.-—Chart. K. Ja. VI., 1617. State, Fraser of

Frasertield, p. 298. Lie seems an errat. for le.

" In the mean time, I'd be glad to see one of the
original charters granted by the town to the heritors

of Nether Don, to know whether they have got a right

to the town's fishing 'twixt the water mouths, or if the
town cave it to the heritors of Dee." Lett. 1727*

State, Fraser of Frasertield, p. 320.

"—Through a great speat of the water of Dee, thir

hail! four ships brake loose—and were driven out at

the water-mouth by violence of the speat." Spalding's

Troubles, I. 60.

Water-purpie, s. Common brooklimc, an

herb, S. Veronica beccabunga, Linn. It

seems to receive the latter part of its

name from its being somewhat of a purple

colour. It is also called Horse well-grass, S.

This seems to be meant in the following passage.
" Leaves, of great Fow, Myrrh, Nightshade, Plantain,

Purpie, Roses, Violet." St. Germain's Royal Physi-
cian, p. 62.

"Cresses or toater-purpie, and a bit oat-cake, can
serve the master for breakfast as weel as Caleb."
Bride of Lammermoor, ii. 72.

Water-slain Moss. "As peat earth is

readily diffused in water and carried off

;

wherever it comes again to be deposited,

we have water-born peat, or, as it is some-
times called by our country people, water-

slain moss.*
9

Dr. Walker, Prize Essays,

Ilighl. Soc. S., ii. 13.

[Water-Spownois, s. pi. Sponges, Accts.

L. II. Treasurer, i. 377, Dickson.]

Water-stoup, s. 1. A bucket for carrying

water, S.

For hae I ridden,
An* farer hae I gane ;

But siller spurs on water stoups
8aw I never nane.

Herd's CoU., ii. 173.

V. Stoup.

2. The name given, in the viciuity of Leith,

to the common periwinkle, (Turbo terebra,

Linn.) from its resemblance to a pitcher.

Water-tath, s. Luxuriant grass proceeding
from excess of moisture, S. V. Tath.

Water-Ticht, Wattirteich, adj. Secure
against the entrance of the water,S. Water-
tight.

"Our souerane lord—gaif &c. to the said vmquhile
James lord Dowue—certane fewfermes —for the cus-
todie of the said castell of Downe, and for vphalding
of the samyn wattirteich." Acts Ja, VI., 1607, Ed.
1814, p. 381.

Water-wader, s. A home-made candle of

the worst kind, Roxb. ; synon. Sweig.

When a family make their own candles, after the
regular operation is ended, there is generally some tal-

low left in the pot, swimming in a scum on the top of
the water. Into this, for licking it up, a few wicks
are immersed ; which having much to do for accom-
plishing the purpose in view, because of their frequent
passagethrough the water, are significantly called water-
waders. They of course prove miserable lights.

Water-waotail, s. The name given to the

wagtail, or Motacilla, S.

"Motacilla, a waterwagtaiV* Wedderburn's Vocab.,

p. 14.

Water-Wraith, s. The spirit of the water*,

S.B. V. Wraith.
Hobgoblins, fudd'rin thro* the air,

Clip Kelpies i' their moss-pot chair,

An water-wraiths at intack drear,

Wi' eerie yamour.
Tarras's Poems, p. 40.

[Watery-Nebbit, adj. Of a pale and sickly

countenance, Clydes.]

To Burn the Water. V. under Burn, v. a.
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To Gae down the Water. To go to wreck,

to be totally lost ; like corn carried down
a river by a flood, S.

'•II the life of the dear bairn,—and Jeanie's, and
my ain, and a' mankind's depended on my asking sic

a slave o' Satan to speak a word for me or them, they

shoold a' gae down the water for Davie Deans.
n Heart

M. Loth., i. 322.

To Ride tde Water on. Hie no to ride

the water on, he cannot be depended on, S.

The allusion seems to be to a horse, on which one

may venture to ride on dry ground, but not to ford a

river, where one, in consequence of a false step, runs

the risk of being drowned.

WATER, s. The name given to a disease

of sheep, Shetl. V. Shell-sickness.

WATH, s. A ford

"The small river, Kirtle, touches the N. E. part of

the parish, k the Solway Firth or Booness wath, as it

is called, as its Southern boundary." P. Dornock,
Dumfries Statist. Ace., it 15.

••The same ScottUwath is also called Myrffortl by
old English writers." Pinkerton's Enquiry, IL 207.

A.-S. wad, Belg. waedet Lat. tad-urn.

WATLING STRETE, Vatlant Streit.
A term used to denote the milky way.
Of eoery steroe the twynkling notis he,

That in the still heuia moue course we sef

Arthurvs hafe, and Uyade* betaiknyng rune,

Syne Wailing strete, the Home, ami the Charle wane.
Doug. Virgil, 85,43.

Henrysone uses it in the same sense, in his account
of the journeys of Orpheus, first to heaven, and then
to bell, in quest of his wife Euridice.

Quhen endit was the sangis lamentable,
He take his harp, and on his brest can hyng.
Syne pessit to tne hevin, as sais the fable,

To seke his wife : bat that auailit no thing.

By Wmdling strete he went bat tarying

;

Syne come down throw the spere of Saturn aid,

Quhilk fader is of all thir sternis cald.

TraitU of Orpheus, Edin., 1508.

"It aperis oft in the quhyt circle callit Circulus
Lacteus, the quhilk the marynalis callis Vatlant Strtit"
Compl. &, p. 90.

In the same manner it was called by the Romans
Via Lactea, from its fancied resemblance to a broad
street or causeway, being as it were paved with stars.
The street itself, it is said, was thus named "from
one VUeVianus, supposed to have superintended the
direction of it ; the Britons calling VUrUianne, in their
language, GuetalinS* Statist. Ace., xvi. 325, N.

WATRECK, interj. Expressive of astonish-
ment ; sometimes perhaps of commiseration,
Loth. V. Raik, s. 2.

Probably also used as a sort of execration ; as formed
from tratt instead of raik or rack; care. Thus, it
would be equivalent to What plague, or to the sense
in which marrow is frequently used in S.

[WATSNA. Wots not. V. Wat, v.

WATTEL,,. V. Wattle.
WATTIE,,. Ablow,Ang. Su.-G. W,

celer t

WATTIE, 8. An eel, anguilla, Roxn.

If not a cant term, allied perhans to Sil-C. warf,

any noxious or monstrous animal, because of the

vulgar antipathy to this species.

[WATTIRTEICII, adj. V. under Water.]

WATTLE, e. A billet of wood, Berwick*.

Apparently an oblique use of the E. word is »pii-

fying a hurdle ; or perhaps from Dan. kW, firewooi.

WATTLE, e. A tax paid in Shetland.

" Another payment exacted by the grantees of tb«

Crown, is called the Wattle. In the beginning of tht

16th century, when Popery blinded mankind, the pn^ts

begged, from these islands, money under the name of

Wattle, in consideration of the extraordinary bet*rit

which the peorde were to receive from the liberal du-

tributioo oi holy tenter among them.'* P. Xorthnurea,

SbetL Statist. Ace, xii. 333.

This was "a dnty of old paid by the inhaUtants of

Shetland for the maintenance of the Sheriff yearly,

when he came to do justice.** It included ** IS nigltu

meat and drink to him for men and servants ; first cub-

verted by Olave Sinclair Fold in Stock-fish, taking for

each night 7 meals of fish, each meal allowed to 9a

Dense (Danish). So the night's Wattel is 5 Gn'Nmt

and 3s., reckoning to an Angel in Gold and an ta:bb

6 pence each GuUyion ; estimat to 24s. Scots, the 5ta

part of the Angel—The duty of the Fair-isle extendi

to 100 Gullyiona in hard fish, each Gull) ion weidung

2 lispunds, estimat to 2 Trone stones as aforoui «•

tending to 20 Angel Nobles, and in Scots money to

1201.** From a Rental of Shetland under Robert Earl

of Orkney.

WATTY. Ye look lite Watty to die worn, a

proverbial phrase, expressive of the appear-

ance of disgust, or great reluctance, h.B.

His lather says, Lay by, man, thir humdrums,

And look na mair like Watty to the kv/vi ;

Gin ye hae pronuVd, what but now perform ?

Ross's Uelenore, p. liri. Se« £1

" To look like Watty to the worm, to look confaaen-

ly;
w OL

To WAUBLE, r. n. " To swing, to reel,"

Gl. Burns, S. O. [V. Wabble.]
That day ye was a jinker noMe,

For heels an' win'

!

An' ran them till they a' did waubtt,

Far, far behin'.

Buns, in. lH

Perhaps rather to hobble.

The snipe, roosM by the early traveller,

Starts frae the slimy drain ; and to the spring

Wide smoking with the sun, now wavtJrs ta-L

DavidsonCs Seas';*!, p. 15i

ExpL "to move up and down," GL It seems tt

denote a vacillating motion. Perhaps allied to Test

wepel-en, weyftl-en, vacillare, fluctuare.

WAUCH,«. Wall.
Ay as the gudwyf brocht in,

Ane scorit upon the wauch.
Peblis to the PI** at H-

A.-S. wah, paries ; A. Bor. tcogh, id.

This marks the antiquity of the custom, retained to

this day, in country tippling-houses, of marking tfc*

bill with chalk ou the wall, or behind the door.

[To WAUCH, v. a. To watch, Barbour, L

520 ; wauch him
9
be ou one's guard.]
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WAUCHIE, (gutt.), adj. 1. Swampy, [boggy,

damp,] Clydes.

Germ, waeghe, gorges ; fluctus ; unda ; A.-S. waeg,
wtg% aqua, via aquarum ; Su.-G. ycacg, fluctus.

2. Sallow and greasy, Lanarks. Also expl.

wan-coloured, disgustingly pale ; as, u a

wauehie skin."

A fleefu* fiea' will rise at your feet,

WY wauchie cheek and wauland ee.

"This word is applied only to the countenance, and
denotes that the person has a sallow and greasy face."

Edin. Mag., July 1819, p. 527, 529.
'When the bad Fairies carried off a child, they

always left one of their own number in its place, gener-
ally described in the language of the Country as an ill-

faur'd wauchie wandocht of a creature." Edin. Mag.,
Oct. 1818.

The term may hare the same origin with Wok, moist.

C. B. gwtlw signifies pale, gwclwgan, pale white, gwelw-
goch, pale red.

To WAUCHLE, v. n. 1. To move from side

to side in walking, like a young child, Clydes.

2. "To walk after a fatigued manner ; wauch-
ling, walking, yet almost exhausted

;
" Gall.

Enc.
. Merely a variety of Waigle or Wachle, q. .

To Wauchle, v. a. 1. To fatigue very much

;

as, " The road wauchlit him gay and sair
;

"

Upp. Lanarks.

8. To puzzle; as, "That question wauchlit

him

;

n
ibid.

As Belg. vagget-en, signifies to stagger ; here the term
bears the same sense actively, to cause to stagger.

To WAUCHT, Wacht out, Waught,
Wauch, v. a. To quaff, to swig, to take

large draughts, S.

And for thir tithingis, in flakoun and in skull

Tfcay skynk the wyne, and tcauchtis cowpys fulL

Doug. Virgil, 210, 6.

Do waucht and drink, bring cowpis full in handis,—
And with gude will do skynk and birll the wynis.

Ibid., 250, 47.

So Sathan led men steidfast be the mane ;

That nather Lord nor Knicht he lute alane.

Except his coup war wachtit out alway,
Seasonit with blaspheme, sacrilige, disdayne,
All godlie lyfand cheritie to slay.

Thus Nicol Burne, an apostate, writes of the Refor-

mation ; Chron, S. P., iii. 454.

And, as thai talkit at the tabil ofmony taill fande,
They wauchit at the wicht wyne, and want out wourdis ;

Ami syne thai spak more spedelie, and sparit no materia.

Dunbar, Maitland Poem$t p. 46.

Here wauch is used, and rather as a n. v.

Sibb. supposes, without any sufficient ground, that

it is "probably from Queych, a drinking cup." Rudd.,
with more versimilitude, refers to A.-S. veaht, irrigu-

ns. For the idea seems to be that of moistening the
throat well. IsL vokua, madefieri, Teut. weych-en,

mavcerarc. V. Wak.
E. swig is probably from a common origin, 8 being

prefixed. Johns, derives it from Isl. §wina. lie

teems to have mistaken the word used by Junius,

which is IsL siug-a, sorbere, rather sngere. This may
indeed be the root- of the £. word. For a child is said

to wacht, &., when sucking so forcibly as to swallow a
considerable quantity at once.

But whether there be any affinity between swig
and waucht, E. quaff seems to have been originally

the same word. For Palsgrave gives it in a form
nearly allied to that which it still beard in S. "I
quaught, I drinke alio out.—Wyll you quawght with
me ! * B. iii. F. 331, a. The modern £. word, having
lost the guttural sound like Laugh, is written accord-
ing to the pronunciation, the t being thrown away.

Waucht, Wauoht, *. A large draught of

any liquid, S.

Neist, " !" cries Halbert, " cou'd your skiU
But help ns to a waughi of ale.

I'd be obligM V ye a* my life."

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 527.

To WAUE, v. a. " To toss, to agitate."

Quhat auenture has brocht the leuand hidder /

Quhidder wauit wilsum by storme of the sev,

Or at command of goddis, cum thou, quod he?
Doug. Virgil, 182, 41.

A.-S. waf-ian, fluctuare.

To WAUFF, v. n. To wave. V. Waff, v.

To Waufle, t?. n. To waver in the air, as

snow, chaff, or any light substance, Upp.
Clydes.

Waufle, *. A slight fall of snow. ibid.

Teut. weyftl-en, vagare, fluctuare ; A.-S. wafol, fluc-— - laL vafi, dubium, dubitatio.

WAUGH, Wauch, adj. 1. Unpleasant to

the taste, nauseous, S.
" It tasted sweet i* your mou', bat fan anes it was

down your wizen, it had an ugly knaggim, an' a wauch
wa-gang." Journal from London, p. 3.

2. A heavy, damp, unwholesome smell; as that

of a newly-opened grave, S.
*' For my share," said one, " I think she'll no put

owre this night. The wauch earth smell is about her
already." Saxon and Gael, iii. 189.

Linens that have not been properly dried, when
suffered to lie in this state for a time, are said to con-
tract a wauch smell, Ang.

York*, "waugh, insipid, unsaltcd, and sounsavoury;"
Thoresby, Ray's Lett., p. 340.

[3. Affected with nausea, Banffs.]

4. In a moral sense, bad, worthless; as,

waugh fouky loose or disorderly people.

[The common form is waff fouk.']

Teut walghe, nausea, walgh-en, nausesre, walghigh,

nauseosus. Isl. mig velgcr, nauseo, velgc, nausea.

But this is only a secondary sense. The primary
meaning of the Isl. v. velg-ia, is. tcpefacere ; G. Andr. v

p. 257. The transition is very natural ; as liquids in

a tepid state excite nausea.

WAUINGEOUR, Wauynoour, *. A vaga-

bond, a fugitive.

Rutulianis, hynt your wappinnis, and follow me,
Quham now yone waumgeour, yone ilk strangere,

Anrayis so wyth hys vnwourthy were.
Doug. Virgil, 417, 82.

Lye, (Addit. Jun. Etym.) properly refers to tcafe,

bestia erratica, V. Waff.
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To WAUK, Waulk, Walk, r. a. 1. To
full cloth, to thicken it, S.; pron. wauk.
" The sheep supply them with wool for their upper

garments ; this, when span end woven, is fulled, or
walked, as they term it, in a particular manner by the
women." Garnet's Tour, L 157.

The idea of Dr. Garnet, as to the origin of the term,
is similar to that of Skinner, (vo. Walter, fullo). He
derives it from the circumstance of the women sitting

round the board and cloth, and "working it with
their feet, one against another." "It is this part of

the operation," he says, "which is properly called

walking, and it is on this account that fulling mills, in

which water and machinery aro made to do the work
of these women, are in Scotland and the north of

England frequently called walk-mills" Ibid., p. 158.

The custom of fulling cloth with the feet would
seem anciently to have been also practised in England.

Cloth that cometh fro the weuing is not comely to wear,
Till it be fulled vnder/ote, or in fulling stocks,

Washen well wyth water, and with tasels cratched,

Touked and teynted, and vuder taylours hande.
Peres PL, p. 84, b.

2. To make close and matted, S.

3. To render callous; as when the palm of

tha hand is hardened by severe work, S.

Su.-G. walk-a, pressare, volutare, ut solent, qui
fuUoniam exercent ; Belg. walck-en, Ital. guatc-art, id.

Bay and Skinner view Lai. cole-are, to tread, as the
origin. This has great appearance of probability,

especially as A.-S. swamer, a fuller, is from sicern-

etian, calcitrare, conculcando agitare. But there is

one difficulty. The synoo. A.-S. term wealcere,

is undoubtedly from wealc-an, volvere, revolvere, to
roll ; whence toealc, a revolution. This A.-S. v., how-
ever, is viewed by Somner and Johns, as the origin of

E. walk, to go.

To Wauk, t\ n. To shrink in consequence of

being wetted, S. •

Wauker, Watjx-miller, s. A fuller, S.

walker, Lancash.
—"William Cowtis deacoun of the walkeris,—The

deacounis of craftis—ar fourtene in nowmere,—wob-
staris, walkeris, bonnet-makeris," &c. Acts Ja. VI.,
1584, Ed. 1814, p. 3C1-2.

Belg. walcker, Su.-G. walkare. Germ, waukmuller,
V. the v.

[Waukin, Waukino, $. Fulling, the act of

fulling, S.}

[Waukit, adj. Fulled; become thick and
callous ; as, waukit skin, a waukit hof S.]

Waukitness, *. Callousness, Clydes.

WauKtMILL, Waulk-mill, *. A fulling-

mill, S. A walk-mill, A. Bor.

"The parish—has within itself, or is in the close
neighbourhood, of mills of many kinds, not only meal-
mills, but flour- mills, waulk-milU, lint-mills, barley-
mills, and malt-m'Us." P. Calder, Inver. Statist.
Ace., iv. 253.

Germ, walk-muhle, id.

To WAUK, Waucii, v. a. To watch, S.
V. Walk.

Wauker, *. \ watchman, one who watches

clothes during night, S. A.-S. waectr,

Belg. waaker. V. Walk, v.

Waukino, m. The act of watching, S.

Wauling of tlie Clai*e% the act of tending,

during night, a washing of clothes, spread

out on the grass to be bleached or dried.

Wanking o* the Fauld
y
the act of watching the

sheep-fold, about the end of summer, when
the lambs were weaned, and the ewes

milked ; a custom now gone into disuse.

My Peggy is a young thing.

And I'm not very auld ;

Yet well I like to meet her at
The wanking o' tktfavdd.

Ramsay** Gent Sk'p.. Act L

Waukina o' the Kirk-yard, the act of watch-

ing the dead after interment, for prevent-

ing the inroads of resurrection-men, S.

To WAUKEX, v. a. To chastise, Aberd.

I know not if this be formed from S.

Whauk9 id.

To WAUKEX, v. n. 1. To awake from

sleep, S.; like E. waken.

2. To become animated, with the prep, on

added ; as, u He wauken't on his sermon," S.

3. To become violent in language, as in scold-

ing. **0! how she waukent on him! and
gred him an awfu' fl^te!" S.

Waukenin, 9. 1. The act of awaking, S.

2. An outrageous reprehension ; as, u My
certie, that is a waukenin" S.

3. Cauld waukenin, a phrase applied to a very

bad farm, S.

WAUKFERE, adj. Able to walk about ; jus

ft He's gayly fain now, but he's still tcauk-

fere;
99

Kenfr.

From the v. to walk, and S./cre, entire; TaL/aer,
habilia, sufficient. In that language hrrfatr is com-
pounded precisely in the same manner ; fit for warfare,
militiae habilis.

To WAUL, Wawl, v.n. 1. To look wildly, to

roll the eyes. S.O. and A.
And in the breist of the goddes trail" thay

fgre
ine h
Dong. Virgil, 257, 5L

Oorgonis hede, that monstoar of grete wounder,
Wyth ene waitland, and nek bane hak jn sounder.

Bot fra the auld Halesua lay to de,

And yeildis vp the breith with wawland E,
The fatall sisteri* set to hand ano'nc,

And gan his young Halesua so dyspone,
That uy Euandrus wappinnis, the ilk stound.
He destynate was to caucht the dtthis wound.

Ibid., SSL 1&
. Canentia, lumina, Virg. x. 418.

The sicht forhow't her wanlen een,
She lay in the deadthraws.

Ballad, Edin. Mag., Oct. 1818, p. 32S
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"Presently recovering himself, he tcawls on me with
his grey een, like a wild cat, and opened his mouth
which resembled the mouth of aa oven." The Pirate,

iii. 66. V. Waul, v.

2. To gaze with a drowsy eye, Tweedd.
Rudd. derives it from A.-S. teeaU-an, furere. But

it is rather from wealw-ian, to roll, Lat. volv~ert.

WAUL, adj. Agile, nimble, Dumfr.
This seems merely a provincial variety of Yaul, or

Yald, id., q. v.

Used in the same sense,Waulie, adj.

Tweedd.

WAUL, interj. Expressive of sorrow, Buchan.

—Something gasp't and erain'd hum-hae

!

Will Lor'mer's dead

!

Nae ferlie. though it pierc't my saul ;

I pegb't, I hegh% syne cried Haul/ Waul/
Tarras's Poems, p. 8.

Abbreviated perhaps from A.-S. icala, eheu! ah!

WAULIE9D3I, adj. Causing sorrow, Aug.
A waesuiu, wild, wauliesum sight.

Enough to quench the fires o* night,

And blanch the lightning's vivid light
John & Arnha\ p. 36.

WAULD, 8. The plain open country, with-

out wood, Lanarks. ; [E. WoldJ]

Ower wud an' wauld, the rowkis caukl
Spread like a siller sea.

Marmaiden of Clyde, Edi*. Mag., May, 1820.

WAULD, *. Government, power. In wald,

under sway.

I wow to God, that has the warld in wauld,

Thi dede sail be to Sotheroun full der sauld.

Wallace, x. 579. Ma
Dan. void, IsL vellde, power, valid, id. Hence yftr

wald, magistracy. V. Wald, v.

[WAUMLE, *. and v. Banffs. form of

Wamble, q. v.]

To WAUNER, v. n. To wander, S. O.
I saw, them, tentless, wauner owre the height

Pickets Poena, 1788, p. 21.

WAUR, adj. Worse. V. War.

[To Waur, v. a. To injure ; also, to over-

come. V. War, r.]

Waur-for-tfie-wear, adj. Shabby, rusty,

Fife.
•• He lent me this bonnie anld apron, and his warst

workin'-jacket forby this crunklcd waur-for-the-ioear

hat." Tenn. Card. Beaton, p. 154. V. War, Waur.

WAUR, *. Spring. V. Ware, *.

To WAUR, v. a. To expend. " It's weel

waurd o* his hand," or " i' his hand ; " S.

Prov. V. War, v.

[WAUSIE, adj. Weary, tired and sore,

Banffs.]

WAUT, *. A border, a selvage, a welt,Buchan
Oin onie chiel had coolie scaw't,

Sic's grooglit crown, or raggit waut,
Wad wenajeer't?

Tarras't Poems, p. 38.

(To Waut, v. a. To welt, to bind the edge.
" Thre quartans of velvuus to waut Kir

gowne," Accts. L. H. Treas., i. 162, Dick-
son.]

WAVEL, *. A sort of slug or worm found
in bake-houses, among the flour which is

scattered on the earthcrn floor, Roxb.
This must l>c the same with E. Weevil, a worm bred

under ground. V. Johnson.

To WAVEL, v. a. and n. To move back-

wards and forwards, to wave.

He mov'd his shoulders, head did fling,

From van to rear, from wing to wing.
Some were alledging, that had good skill,

He could not speak if he had stood still.

like some school boy, their lessons saying,

Wha rocks like tidlers a playing.

Like Gilbert Burnet when he preaches,

Or like some lawyers making speeches ;

He making hands, and gown, and sleives wavel.

Half singing vents this reavel ravel.

Cleland's Poems, p. 107.

From the same origin with Wauil and Wejtil,
q. .
WAVELOCK, s. An instrument for twist-

ing ropes of straw, rushes, &c, Clydes.;

synon. Thrawcrook.

Perhaps from Teut. weyfel-tn, vaciUare, because of

its rotatory motion.

• To WAVER, Wawer, v. n. 1. To wander

;

from A.-S. waf-ian. V. Bell-Waver.
And in that myrk nycht wawerand will, &c.

Wynlown, vi. 13. 105.

V. Will, adj. and Hamald, adj. sense 2.

2. To exhibit slight symptoms of delirium, in

consequence of fever or some other disease,

S.; synon. Vary.

WAW, *. Wave ; pi. wawys.
-For quhilum sum wald be

Rycht on the tcatcys, as on mounte ;

And sum wald slyd fra heycht to law,

Rycht as thai doune till hell wald draw,
Syne on the waw stert sodanly.

Barbour, Ui. 706, MS.
It is used by Wiclif.

" And a great storm of wynd was maad and keste

wawis into the boot, so that the boot was ful. " Mark iv.

" Wawe of the water. Flustrum. Fluctus. Unda."
Prompt. Parv.

To Waw, v. n. To wave, to float.

The discourrouris saw thaim command,
Wyth baneris to the wynd watcand.

Barbour, ix. 245, MS.
V. Waff, v.

A.-S. waeg, tceg, id. pL waegas. Teut. Germ, xcaeghe,

fluctus; gurges. Moes.-G. tceg-os, pi. undae, from
wegs, motus, fluctuatio. The origin is evidently A.-S.

toag-ian, tcecg-ian, &c. movere, to move, to shake. The
Moea.-G. v. must have also been toag-ian, aa appears

from the part. pa. wagids, agitatus.
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WAW, 8. Wall, S. pi. traicis. In O. E. it

had been pron. nearly in the same manner.
••Will or Wowe.

A loklate bar w
;

Bot thai mycht
MS.

Think that it w ».

.287.
: To male bair voaxcis

Thay think na schame.
Ibid. p. 882.

A.-S. wag, wak, id. Bryden wah, firmus paries ;

Lye.

WAW, s. Wo, sorrow.

God keip our Quoin ; and grace hir send
This realuie to gyde, and to defend ;

In justice perseveir

:

And of her wetwis mak an end, *

Now into this new yeir.

Maitland Poems, p. 279.
V. Wa.

To Waw, v. n. To caterwaul, to cry as a
cat, S. A. Bor.
" Then she \caw\l and she screamed an' she snrawled,

till I thought she wad win away frae me." Wint. Ev.
Tales, i. 314.

This seems the same with E. waul, allied perhaps
to III. vaele, ejulo, plango ; if not formed from the
sound.

WAW, inter/. Pshaw, Aberd. V. Wa.
WAW, s. A measure of twelve stones, each

stone weighing eight pounds.

^
" Walx, at the entring, nathing, bot at the outpas-

•iagi gtf «t be weyit be haill wawis, viii. d. ilk irate;
bot mi it be weyit be stancs, for ilk stane, i. d." Bal-
fours Practicks, Custumis, p. 87.

•• Ane waw sould conteine twelue stane : the wecht
Suhereof conteines aucht pound." Stat. Rob. III. c.

2,17.
^

This is certainly the same with E. tcey ; as, a wey
of wool, cheese, kc. from A.-S. waeg, tcaqa, weg, a
load. Su.-G. wag, signifies a pound, in which sense
the A.-S. term is also used.

WAWAG, s. Voyage, Aberd. Reg. Cent. 16.

WAWAR, 8. A wooer.
Be that the daunsing wes all done,
Thsir leif tuik les aud mair

;

Quhen the winklottis and the wawarristvrynit,
To se it was hart sair.

Peblis to the Play, st 24.
A.-S. wogere, id.

WAWARD, 8. The vanguard.
Thai saw in bataillyng cum arayit,
The waward, with baner displayit

Barbour, wiii. 48, MS.

(To WAWER, v. n. To waver, Barbour,
vii. 41 ; part. pr. waicerand, xii. 185

;

waiceryng, vi. 584.]

WAWIL, adj. Loosely knit.

Ane pvk-thank in a prelots chayse,
With nis wawi feit, and virrok tais

;

With hoppir hippis, and henches narrow.

—

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 110.

#
It denotes feet, so loosely connected with the ancle-

joints as to bend to one side when set on the ground.

Thus, the phrase, shackling fcrt, is still used. This is

evidently the same with IJT/ff/, q. v.

To WAWL, v. M. To look wildly. V.

Waul, v.

WAWS, 8. pi. Watcs oj cheese, the crust,

especially that round the width, Aberd.;
obviously q. the walls.

WAWSPER, 8.

lie fischingis in said t>me fra all

rtrillis, tcaintjtcri*, herryvaltera
all wther instrumentis. " Aberd.

-S. tcig-gperr, bellies, hasta, orq.
caedes, •• a slaughter spear • n

WAWTAKIN, 8. The act of removing or

carrying off. " The watctakin wranguslv,"
&c, Aberd. Reg., A. 1521, V. 1 1.

To WAWYIK, v. ii. To be vacant ; for F«&
••We haue power till choyse a Cheplaine till do dirrs

service dayly at our said altar at all tymes, when the
same should wawyit." Seal of Cause. A. 1505. Hoc
Blanket, p. 57.

WAX-KERNEL, Waxen-kernel. An in-

durated gland, or hard gathering, which
does not suppurate ; often in the neck, or

in the armpits of growing persons, S.
It seems to receive its name from waxing or increas-

ing in size.

•[WAY. The compounds of this term in S.

are somewhat peculiar.]

Way-Ganging, Wat-going, *. Departure.

Way-gangin9
crop. V. Wa-oano crap.

Way-Gate, *. Space, room, S.
He's awa to sail,

Wi' water in his waynote,
An' wind in his tail

Jacobite Belies, i. H
Way-gate signifies space, room, Roxb. Here, hov-

erer, it would seem to contain an allusion to what a
called the tail-race of a mill.

Way-gaun, Wa'-gaun, Way-going, adj.

Removing from a farm or habitation, S.
"The xcay-going tenant, in scourging his farm, is-

jures his landlord and successor, at the expense of a*
own professional character." Agr. Surv. Dumfr.p 170.
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Wayoet, Wa'oate, m. Speed, the act of

making progress. He has nae wayget, Loth.

He does not get forward. Wdgate, Lanarks.

It night appear doubtful whether this should be

resolved, q. getting on the way, or getting away. From
the pronunciation of Lanarks. the latter seems pre*

feraMo, because although in S. aica is used for away,

no' never occurs for way. Tho last syllable is not

from 8. gait, road. For we must suppose too great an

nip***, as if it were said ; " He caunot get away on

the road."

Wat-Goe, *. Ran, course, place where a

body of water breaks out.
41 They use to stop the way-goe of the water, some-

times in the summer, and let the place overflow with

water." Sir A. Balfour's Letters, p. 129, 130.

Tent, wegh-ga-en, abire, discedere.

Watkexning, *. The knowledge of

one's way from a place.

" He that's ill of his lodging, is well of his way-

kenning;" S. Prov. •• Spoken when I ask my neigh-

bour a loan, and he tells me that he cannot, but such

a one can." Kelly, p. 143.

Tho phrase, "well of his waykenning," seems to

bare originally signified, that oue is happy who knows
how to get away from disagreeable lodgings ; which is

not the case with him who is detained as a prisoner.

Formed like Teut. wtgh-komen, evadcre ; wegh-gaen,

abire, &e. Or shall wo view way as a contr. of aioay,

a word indeed formed from the s. way t

Way-Passing, *. Departure.
—"Ordanis that the persouns that past fra the elec-

. ekmn of the said Alexr be summond to a certane day
to anauer to our souuerain lord for their way-pasting

oontraire his lawis." Act. Cone, A. H79, p. 45.

To Way-Put, v. a. To vend, to dispose of

by sale.

—"Nane of thaim way put nor dispone," Ac.

Abcrd. Reg. V. 16; Le., put away. V. Away-puttcjio.

Waytakino, t. The act of removing or

carrying off.

"The thiftouss waytaking of his money ;
w Aberd.

Beg. V. Watakino.

[WAY, adj. Sad]; wayest, most sorrowful or

woeful. V. Wa, adj.

[Wayis. Wayis tne9 woe is me.]

Wayment, Waymyno, *. Lamentation,

such as implies a flood of tears.

There come a Lede of the Lawe, in londe is not to Iayne,

And glides to Schir Gawayne, the gates to gayne ;

Yanland, and yomerand, with many loude yelles ;

Hit yaules, hit yamers, with waymyng wete.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal., I 7.

Bare was the body, and blak to the bone,

Al biclagged in clay, uncomly cladde.

Hit waned hit wayment, as a woman

;

But on hide, ne on huwe, no heling hit hadde.
Ibid, st 9.

La., It Taried its mode of wailing, like a woman.
Or perhaps for the pret. ; it cursed, it lamented like a

•• Waymentinge. Lamentacio. Etulatus. Planctns.

Loctue.— Wayment yn. Einlor. Lamentor. Gemo.
Plango." Prompt. Parv.

Waymenting, Chancer, id. "/ wement, I make

mone ;" Palsgraue. A. -S. icca-mod is rendered angry

;

but Somncr thinks that it more properly signifies

lagubris, sorrowful ; adding, *' We sometimes, (with

Ryder) say wayment for lamentor." Teut. wtemoedig,

mournful, lacrymabundus, ad lacrymas pronus, Kilian

;

from wee, grief, woe, and moed, mind.

WAYER, *. A weigher, one who weighs.

"Libripens,—stipisponderandae pensator,—a wayer.
"

Despaut. Gram. C. 2, o.

WAYFF, *. A wife. MS. of Pitscottie's

Cron.

"Sir William Crichtoun—was sent to spous Mar-
garet, the duke of Gildares dochter, to be brocht home
to wayf to King James the Second." P. 59.

WAYN, Wayne, s. Plenty, abundance.

Wyld der thai slew, for othir bestis was nayn ;

Thir wermen tuk off venysoune gnd wayn.
Wallace, viii. 947, MS.

Off hows thai war purwaide in gret wayn.
Ibid. x. 707, MS.

Su.-G. irinn-a, sufficero, is the ouly word I have

observed, to which this seems to have any affinity.

WAYN, s. A vein.

Bot blynd he was, so hapnyt throw curage,

Be Ingliss men that dots ws mekill der,

(In his rysyng he worthi was in wer,)

Throuch hurt of waynys, and mystvrit of blud :

Yeit he was wiss, and of his conseil gud.
WaUau, i. 361, MS.

Veines, edit. 1648.

To WAYND, v. n. To change, to turn aside,

to swerve.

I love you mair for that lofe ye lippen me till,

Than ony lordschip or land, so me our Lorde leid !

I sail waynd for no way to wirk as ye will.

At wiss, gife my werd wald, with you to the deid.6
AoulaU, \i. 12, MS.

A.-S. waend-an, mutare, vertere, versari; Su.-G.

waend-a, vertere ; cessare.

To WAYND, v. n. To care, to be anxious

about.

gnhar he fand sne without the othir presance,

ftir to Scottis that did no mor grewance

;

To cut hys throit or steik him sodanlye

He wayndit nocht, fand he thaim fawely.
Wallace, i. 198.

He eared not, fond he them anerly.

Edit. 1648.

It is probably the same word which Gawin Douglas

uses, expL by Mr. Pink, "fears."

Richt ss the rose upspringis fro the rote ;

Nor waindis nocht the levis to out schute,

For schyning of the sone that deis renew.
'

King Ifart, i 12.

A.-S. wand-ian, Su.-G. waand-a, Isl. vand-a, curare.

rtaestir aera stca haerdislosir, at ther vanda eigh, hwat

bonden/aar sitt ater eller eigh : Plerique adeo incuriosi

aunt, ut parum pensi habeant, si paterfamilias suum
recipiat, necne. Literae Magni R. ap. Ihre, vo.

Waanda.

WAYNE. In wayne, in vain.

His kyn mycht nocht him get for na kyn thing,

Mycht thai haiff payit the ransoune of a king.

The more thai bad, the mor it was in teayne.

Wallace, ii. 161, MS.
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WAYNE,*. Help, relief.

No socour was that tyde.

Than wist he nocht of no help, bot to de,

To wenge his dede amang thaim louss yeid he.

—

Hys byrnyst brand to byrstyt at the last,

Brak in the heltis, away the blaid it flew ;

He wyst na wayne, bot out his knvff can draw.
Wallace, ii. 132, Ma

Perhaps from A.-S. teen, apes, expectatio.

To WAYNE, v. n. [To strike ; to batter.]

Streyte on his steroppis stoutely he strikes.

And waynes at Schir Wawayn als he were wode.
Then his leman on lowde skirles, and skrikes,

When that burly borne blenket on blode.

Sir Gatcan and Sir GaL, it 16.

It teems to denote the reiteration of strokes ; allied

perhaps to Su.-G. waana, to labour, winn-a, id., also

to fignt, pugnare, coufligere. " The Bishop shall

accuse the Parish ; aen ther widhir then tcijU wan;
and it shall accuse the personwho began the struggle."

West G. Leg. sp In re, vo Winna. A.-S. winn-an.

Tkeod winth onyean th'od; Nation shall fight against

nation ; Matt. xxiv. 7. Hence ge-winn, beHum, ge-

winme, pugna. Alem. uuinnan, pugnare.

To WAYNE, v. a. To remove.

He wayned up his viser fro his ventalle :

With a knightly contenaunce he carpes him tille.

Sir Gatcan and Sir Vol., ii. 6.

V. VlNTAILU

To be deficient, to beTo WAYNT, v. n.

wanting.
8yndry wayntyt, bot nane wyst be quhat way.

Wallace, L 199, M&
The word is here used according to the Gothic idi-

om ; Isl. vant-a, deesse, deficere ; from van, defectus.

To WAYT, Wate, v. a. and n. [1. To wait,

watch ; to lie in ambush. V. Wate.]
Thsre wywvs wald thai oft forlv

And thare dowchtrys dyspytwsfv ;

And gvve ony thare-nt war wrath,
Wayt hym welle wyth a gret skath.

Wyntown, viii. 1& 88.

A-Sw waeth-an, Su.-G. wed-a, Isl. veid-a, Germ.
weid-en, venari. Ihre derives this Goth, term from
wed, a wood, as being the place for hunting. It may
perhaps be allied to Moes.-G. icethi, a flock. Su.-G.
wedehund, a dog used in the chacc. A.-S. traethan
mid hundum, to hunt with dogs. It may be observed,
by the way, that our modern term hunt, although
immediately from A.-S. hunt-inn, id. must be traced to
hund, a dog. V. Wait, #.3.

2. To hunt, to pursue, to persecute.

* WAX, 8. For the use of this in witchcraft,

V. Walx.

WAZIE, adj. V.Wasie.

WE, Wev, Wie, t. Conjoined with litill;

1. As denoting time.

Till his fostyr brodyr he sayis
;

" May I traist in the, me to waik
"Till Ik a litl'l sloping tak r
*• Ya, schyr," he said, " till I may drey."
The King then wynkyt a litill wey ;

And slepyt nocht full encrcly.

Barbour, vii. 182, Ma
The Quene Dido astonvst ane litill we
At the first sicht, beholding his bewte,

VOL. IV.

Ay wondring 1* auhat wyse he cauiin wis,

Unto him thus acne said with myld bee.

bouff. riffa,s2,u

Ane roundel with ane cleine claith hsd he,

Neir qnhair the king micbt him baith heir tad *.

Than, quod the King a lytil wie, and leuch

;

*• Sir railL ye ar lordly set aneuch."

Priests of Peblii, S.P.R.,1 21

i.e., in a little while the king said, laughing.

2. In relation to place, [or space].

We sail fenvh£ ws as we wald fle.

And wvth draw ws a Mil we :

Fast (blow ws than sail thai,

And sone swa mone thai brek aray.

Wyntown, viiL 88, Ml

3. As expressing degree.

Nere quham thare grew an rvcht auld Ianrtr tit,

Bowand toward the altere ane litill we,

Thai with his schadow the goddis did oner beftL

Di'fj. 1*1^7,56,11

Sone as the fyrst infectioun ane lityl k<

Of slymv venom inyat quently had sche

;

Than sche begouth hyr wittis to a>sale.

A wee, S. signifies * short while.

Ye hardy heroes, whase brave pains

Defeated ay th' invading rout.

Forsake a wee th* Elysian plains.

View, smile, and bless your lovely sprout

Ramsay'* Poems, 1 101

It is also sometimes need as equivalent to, is a *•&

degree. Wee, little ; Wee and wtny, very mull 1

Bor-

This word has been viewed as an abbrtr. ofw
weinigk, little ; Macpherson, Sibb. But both fro*

are used, A. Bor. Or of A.-S. htcrte, few; ly

Addit Jun. Etym., vo. Way-bit. But this is ur

from being satisfactory ; and, perhaps, no instances

a similar abbreviation can be produced, what -si?

part of the first syllable is retained. Teat. *«»-?

being apparently from the A.-S. word, it is extreme?

improbable that these terms should be retained in **r

oukene, few, and at the same time in an abbreoud

form.
It is observed by Wachter, vo. Wan, that Ut *, a

composition, has the power of diminution ; u. *

grandU, little, literally, not great; IVjoru, p^B

Jupiter, concerning whom Ovid thus write* :—

Vis ea si verbi est, cur non ego Yejovit sedeo,

Aedem mom Mcujni suspicer esse Juris t

As this term generally occurs as a *., the xn* {<

which is determined by the adj. couioined, p^^i
* ' " * " "ale, but nay b*we did not originally signify Hi

been a term expressive oi time <or space. TV ©«

of wag-bit, A. fior., for a short way. S. a tv k
might seem to indicate, that the term aid fc*

merely A.-S. waeg, wnj, Isl. trey, as printtnlT f
noting distance as to space. Way Hi wobm t-*

signify a bit of a way. It may be observed, how«-

that Isl. vo is used to denote weight, being api»iw to

that which contributes very little to it. Thiiy -s

IUU; parvi pondcris est; vel uollius momentiot.

Verel.

We, Wee, Wie, adj. 1. Small, little, S.

C. B. ra^fA, Gael beg, id. The word it oftw !t"

as signifying very little.

I wuss I had a wee, wee house,
A wee, wet cat to catch a mouse,
A wee, wee cock, to craw fu' crou*.

Popular S»hj, G*& &-

Esop relates a tale weil worth renown.
Or twa wie myce, and they wor sisters d«r.

v 4
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Ofquhom the elder dwelt in borrowstown,
Td« yjnuger echo wood upon land weil nelr.

Benrysone, Evergreen, i. 144.

Talc a par man a scheip or two,
For hangir, or for fait of fude,

To five or sex wie bairn is, or mo,
They will him hing with raipis rud.

Bot and he tak a flok or two.

A how of ky, and lat thame bind,

Full aaifly may he ryd or go.

Johne Ujhon>Lan<Vs Compl. Chron. S. P., ii. 33. •

Shakspeare has adopted this word.
—" He hath but a little tree face, with a little yellow

beard. " Merry Wives of Windsor.

2. Mean, as regarding station; as, "treefowk;"

people of the lowest ranks, Clydes.

3. Mean, applied to conduct ; as, " That was
very wee in him ;" ibid.

Weeness, s. 1. Smallness, littleness, S.

2. Mean-spiritedness, Clydes.

Weeock, *. A little while; as, "Ye had
better wait for him a weeock" S. O. ; a

dimin. from We, Wee, little. V. Oc, Ock,
termin.

WEAM-ILL, 8. The belly-ache. V.
Wambe.

WEAN, Weeane, 8. A child, S. bairn,

synon.
—Ilka day brought joy and plenty,

Ilka year a dainty wean.
MacneiWs Poetns, I 19.

The name the weeane gat, was Helenore,
That her ain grandame brooked lang before.

Rosrs Helenore, p. 12.

Perhaps from A.-S. wen-an, O. Belg. wenn-en, Sw.
af-waen-ia, ablactare, E. to wean; Dan. afwnn-er, to

take away lambs from their dam. It has, however,

been viewed, q. wee ane, synon. with little ane, S. id.

Hence Johns., in expl. wee, observes; "In Scotland
it denotes small or little : as, a wee ane, a little one, or

child ; a wee bit, a little bit."

WEANLY, adj. Feeble, slender, ill-grown,

Fife.

It seems doubtful if from S. tcean, a child ; or, allied

to Teut. weynigk, parvus, weynighlick, exigue. A.-S.
wan-ian, minui, decrescere.

To WEAR, v. a. To conduct to the fold, or

any other inclosure, with caution, S. ; as,

M Stand on that side, and wear that cow ;

"

I'll kep her here." " Wear them cannily,

dinna drive tliem," S.

[A.-S. wder, *<*>, an enclosure.]

To Wear in, v. a. 1. To gather in with

caution.
WUl ye go to the ew-bughts Marion,
And wear in the sheep wi' me f

Ritson's S. Songs, L 49.

Teut. weer-en, propulsare.

2. As a neut. v., to move slowly and cautiously.

One who is feeble, when moving to a certain

place, is said to be wearing in to it, S.

To Wear inby, v. n. To move towards a
place with caution, S.

Well east about and come upon the bught.

—

I think I see*t mysell, we'll wear inby.

Gin well win there, it*s time to milk the ky.
Ross's Helenore, p. 76.

[To Wear roun. To prevail on ; to gain the
favour of; as, " She'll wear roun him yet," S.]

To Wear tip, or up weir. [To drive cau-
tiously or carefully] ; as a thief drives home
the cattle he has stolen.

Of sum grit men they have sic gait,

That redy ar thame to debait

;

' And will up weir
Thair stolin geir:

That nane dar steir

Thame, air nor lait

Maitland Poems, p. 333.

To WEAR, v. a. 1. To guard, to, defend, S. A.
"I set him to wear the fore-door wi* the speir,

while I kept the back-door wi* the lance." Minstrelsy
Bonier, i. 208. V. Wkr, Were, v.

2. To stop, Roxb.

A.-S. wer-ian, prohibere, arcere; "to restrain, to
forbid," Somner. [Sw. vitro, to defend.]

To Wear aff, or off, v. a. To defend from or
against, S.

"The lasses should wear the lads aff them," i.e.,

keep them at a distance, Galloway.

For wearin* corn ofhem an* cocks,
For hnntin' o' the hare or fox,

—

His match was never made for thae tricks.

Hogg's Scot. Pastorals, p. 23.

Wear, Weir, *. Force, restraint, Roxb.
A.-S. waer, sepimentum, retinaculum, Teut. waer,

weyr, propugnaciyum.

* To WEAR, v. n. To last, to endure ; as,

"That hame-made claith wears weel," S.
[Sw. vara, to last.]

To Wear, v. a. " Wear the jacket. This
phrase alludes to a custom, now, we believe,

obsolete, by which, on paying a certain fee,

or otherwise making interest with the

huntsman of the Caledonian Hunt, any
citizen aspirant, whose rank did not entitle

him to become a member of that highly-

bom society, might become entitled to the

field-privileges of the Hunt, and among
others, was tolerated to wear the jacket of

the order," Gl. Antiq.

[To Wear aff. To pass away gradually ; to

pay by degrees, Clydes. Banffs.]

[To Wear awa\ To consume or decline

slowly, to die, S.

I'm wearin awa, Jean.
Like snaw when it's thaw, Jean.

Baroness Nairne's Land o* the Leal.]

[To* Wear on. To near, to approach; as,

wearin on to gloamin, Clydes.]
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[To Wear roun. To recover, to become well;

as, c< He's wearin roun fast again," S.]

[To Wear thro. To waste, consume, Banffs.]

[To Wear up. To grow, to come to maturity;
wearin up in year*, growing old, S.]

Wear, $. Clothing, apparel. €t Every day
wear" one's common dress, S.

WEARY, adj. 1. Feeble ; as, a weary bairn,

a child that is declining, S.

2. Vexatious, causing trouble, S. as, "the
weary" or u wearifulfox ;

n
GI. Sibb.

3. Vexed, sorrowful ; Gl. Ritson's S. Songs.

4. Tedious, causing languor or weariness to

the mind from prolixity, S.

"We gat some water broo and bannocks, and mony
a weary grace they said,—ere they wad let me win to.

*

Tales of my Landlord, iii. 9.

Sibb. derives it, in sense 2, from icary, to curse.
And indeed, A.-S. werig, signifies malignus, infestus,
from werigan, to curse. In sense 1 it is from werig,
lassus, fatigued ; and also in sense 3, as the same word
signifies depressus animo.

To long for, eagerly

1. To become weary

To AYeary for, v. a.

to desire, S:

To Weary on, v. a.

of, S.

2. To long for, Roxb.
A.-S. werian, fatigare. As signifying to long for, it

merely denotes that one becomes fatigued or worn out,
in waiting for an object that is earnestly desired, but
delayed beyond expectation.

Weariful, Wearifl', adj. 1. Causing
pain or trouble; pron. wearifow, S. Y.
Weary, sense 2.

" If Mr. Mordaunt should have settled down in the
Roost, as mair than ae boat had been lost in that
wearvfu' squall the other morning,—who, said Swertha,
will be the auld fool then ?" The Pirate, ii. 269.

2. Tiresome in a great degree, Ayrs.
" My head was buzzing like a beescap, and I could

hear nothing but the bir of that wearyful woman's
tongue." The Steam-Boat, p. 83.

WEARY FA', Weary On. An impre-
cation, S.

m

"O weary fa' his filthy picture, to set my bairn a
sichm an' sabbm." Saxon and Gael, ii. 33.
" O ! weary on him ! he ne'er brought gude to these

lands or the indwellers." Talcs of my Landlord, i. 71.O ! wearyfa* thac evil days !—what can evil beings
be coming to distract a poor country, now its peace-
ably settled, and living in love and law ?" Tales of my
Landlord, i. 71.

J

Literally, a cv>sc befal, from Wary, to curse, q. v.

WEASSES, s.pl. A species of breechino*
for the necks of work-horses, Orkn.; synoiK
with breacham.

"The oxen be yoaked with cheatts [L theatts] and I

haims and breachams, which they call weiutU, albeit

they have horns." MS. Adv. tibr. Barry's Orka,
p. 447.

Allied perhaps to Su.-G. t«z*e, Isl. rati, a bssJk
of twigs or withes ; as tho furniture of hones w*
anciently made of these. -V. Rigwiddie, Trodwzm>{l

• WEATHER, $. 1. A fall of rain or snow

accompanied with boisterous wind, Roxb.

When the wind comes singly, people sav,

* It 'ill be no weather the day, but wind"
This corresponds with Ial. ra/r, v&lur, tempestu.

2. Fair weather, flattery.

"If hell no du'd [do it] by fair vxathrr, bell w
du'd by foul/' Prov., Roxb. If you cannot pren4
with him by coaxing, you will not by severity.

O. E. to make/air weather, to flatter. V. Xams.

Weatherfu', Weathekie, adj. Stormy
Roxb.

Weather-Gaw, 8. 1. Part of one side

of a rainbow, S. V. under Weddyr.
•• Weathergaw.—The rainbow and it seems to be of

one nature, and to proceed from the same cause.—Tbe
back ground of the weathtrgaw—is always a Waei
cloud, and instead of being the segment of a circle, is,

so far as it appears, a straight line.'" Gait Encyd.

2. Any change in the atmosphere, known
from experience to presage the approach of

bad weather, S.

"See how much heavier the clouds fall every mo-
ment, and see these weather-gates that streak the k*J-
coloured mass with partial gleams of faded red and
purple." The Pirate, i. 59.

3. Any day too good for the season, indicating
a reverse, S.

4. Metaph. any thing so favourable, as to seem
an indication of a reverse ; Aberd., Mearas.
Old Colonel Monro uses Weather-gall in this sense.
"This dayes service was but like a pleasant writhe-

aall, the fore-runner of a greater storm ; for they made
bootie this day, that had not the happiness to enj«y it

eight and fourtie houres." Monro's Exped., P. I., p. 52.

Weather-Gleam, s. V. Weddir-clim.
" Often when Millar had driven his prey from a dis-

tance, and while he was yet miles from home, and th*
weather-gleam of the eastern hills began to be tinred
with the brightening dawn, he has left them to tfce

charge of his dog, anil descended himself to the banks
of the I^eithen, off his way, that he might not seem to
be conuected with their company." ESin. Mas Oct-
1817, p. 64. ^ *

To WEAVE, v. a. and n. To kuit, applied
to stockings, &c. ; pron. Wyve, Aberd.

Weaver, Wyver, Wybister, *. A knitter
of stockings, Aberd.

WEAVIX, s. A moment, Aberd.
"The auld wife complain'd sae upo' her bancs, that

you wou'd hac thought she had been in the dead thra*m a wcaven after she came in." Journal from Lead:*.
p. 7.

A.-S. wiffeml, breathing ; as we say, in the wa*
sense, in a breath, S. This seems also the origin of E.
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whtf, which Johns., after Davies, derives from C. B.
chwyth, flatus.

WEAZLE-BLAWIXG, *. A disease which

seems to exist only in the imaginations of

the superstitious. V. Catteu.

WEB, Wab, 8. The covering of the entrails,

the cawl, or omentum, S. apparently named
from its resemblance to something that is

woven ; as in Sw. it is called tarmnaet, q.

the net of the intestines.

Webster, Wabster, *. 1. A weaver, S. A.
Bor.

Need gars naked men rin,

And sorrow gars xtxlsters spin.

Ferguson's S. Prov. % p. 26.

•• O. E. Webstar. Textor. Webstar* lomc. Tela-

num." Prompt. Parv. Webbar was used for a female
wearer. "'Webbar or maker of clothe. Lanifica.

Telaria. Lanifex." Ibid. It is singular, that the

original use of the terminations should thus be
completely inverted.

2. Metaph. transferred to a spider, because of

the web that it weaves for catching its

prey, S.

A.-S. webbestre, textrix, a female weaver. The use

of this term indicate* that, among our forefathers,

the work of weaving was appropriated to women.
This, it is well known, was the case among the Greeks
and other ancient nations, who reckoned it an employ*
ment unworthy of the dignity of man. Hence the fre-

quent allusions to this, in the poets.

Tibi qnam noctes festina diesque
Urguebam, et tela curas solabar aniles.

Virg., ix. 489.

We find, indeed, that the Roman writers make men-
tion of Textores, or male weavers. But this name Was
given to the slaves employed in this business, when, in

consequence of tire increase of luxury, it came to be
despised by women of rank. For, in early ages, it was
accounted an employment not worthy of queens. It

appears, that among the Jews also, and other eastern

nations, women were thus engaged. A loom seems to

have been part of the furniture of the faithless Delilah's

chamber ; as she was no stranger to the art of weaving,

Judg. xvi., 12— 14. Solomon gives such a description

of the good wife, as implies that she wove all the cloth-

ing worn by her household ; Prov. xxxi., 18—24. V.
Wob, Wobster.

WECHE, s. A witch.
*• Ane tceche said to hym, he suld be crounit kyng

afore his deith." Bellend. Cron., B. xvii. c. 8.

A.-S. wicca, wicce, id.

WECHT, Weight, Weght, s. 1. An in-

strument for winnowing corn, made in the

form of a sieve, but without holes.

Ane blanket, tnd ane icecht also,

Ane schule, ane scheit, aud ane lang flail.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 159.

—Ay wi' his lang tail he whiskit.

And drururu'd ou an aid com icefoht.

Jamieson's Pojmlar Ball., i. 229.
M You shine like the sunny side of a shernic ireiyht"

8. Prov. Kelly, p. 378. Weght, Ramsay. V. Siiakxv.

Meg fain wad to the barn gaen.
To win three icechU o' naething ;

But for to meet the deil her lane,

She }«t but little faith in.

Burns, iff. 184. •

Tho rites observed in this daring act of superstition,
are thus explained in a note.

"This charm must likewise be performed, unper-
oeived, and alone. You go to the bam, and open both
doors, taking them off the hinges, if possible ; for there
is danger, that the being, about to appear, may shut the
doors, and do you some mischief, fhen take that in-
strument used in winnowing tbe com, which, in our
country dialect, we call a trtcht ; and go through all the
attitudes of letting down corn against the wind. Re-
peat it three times ; and the third time an apparition
will pass through the barn, in at tbe windy door, and
out at the other, having both the figure in question, and
the appearance or retinue, marking the employment or
station in life." We* V* ~ ~ WU
There are two kinds of wechis, S. B. The one is

called a wimlin weeht, immediately used for win-
nowing, as its name intimates. This is formed of a
single hoop covered with parchment. The other is

called a nutuml-wtcht, having more resemblance of a
basket, its rim being deeper than that of the otiier.
Its proper use is for lifting the grain, that it may be
emptied into the wimlin wechL It receives its name
from mound, a basket.
Germ, faecher, fechel, focher, fucker, an instrument

for winnowing; Belg. wayer, more properly written
vecher, a fanner or winnower, from Germ, weeh-en, wh-
en, Belg. wai-en, ventum facere ; Wachter. Su.-G.
we/t-a, ventilare. This is the natural origin of icecht ;
and there is every reason to suppose that it in a very
ancient term. As Lat. vent-us, has been deduced from
Gr. act*, flare, E. wind is evidently allied ; being formed
from wai~en% id. of which Junius views it as the part
wayend, q. blowing.

2. A sort of tambourin.
In May the plesant spray vpspringis

;

In May the mirthfull mavis smgis :

And now in May to niadynnis fawis,
With tymmer wecktis to trip in ringis,

And to play vpcoill with the bawis.
Scott, Evergreen, it 186, MS.

It seems to receive this name from its resemblance of
the instrument employed in winnowing; the word
tymmer being conjoined, for the sake of discrimination,
to denote that it is wooden, whereas the proper tctcht

is made of skin.

We have a description in Chaucer which is somewhat
similar, especially as the performers plaid up-coill.

There was many a timbestere.

And sailours, that, I dare well swere,
Ycouthe hir craft full jparntly.

The timbres up full subtilly

The! casten, and bent hem full oft

Upon a finger faire and soft.

Tost thei ne failed never mo.

Tyrwhitt, Rom. Rose, v. 770, says ;

"According to this description, it should rather
Seem that a Timbrstere was a woman who ptaid tricks
with timbres, (basons of some sort or other, ) by throw-
ing them up into the air, aud catching them upon a
single finger; a kind of Balance-mistress." GL
But in the original of the Romaunt, in another

place the timbre is evidently mentioned as an instru-
ment of music

Cil flues si joliment,
£ maine si grand dissonent,

Qu'il resonne, tabotirne et timbre,

Plus souef que tabour ne timbre,

V. Diet. Trev. in vo. There the term is expL " un
instrument approchant du tambour/'

It is most probably to this instrument that Palsgrave
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refers. "I play© vpon a tymhre ; Jc timlire. May-
dens playe nat so moohe vpon tymhtr* as they were
wonte to do : Les filles ne tymbrcnt poynt taiit quelles
•ouloyent." B. lis. F. 318, a.

This is confirmed by Prompt. Parv. " Tymber taboure.
Tympsnillum."

To Weciit, v. a. To fan, to winnow, Buchan.
She toechU the com anent the blaw,
Thinkin her joe wad scud her

Fast by that niglit.

Tarras's Poena, p. 67.

We ought undoubtedly to consider as cognate terms
C. B. gtcagr, a sieve ; gwegr-a, to turn in a sieve, to
sift.

Wechtful, s. As much as a wecht can con-
tain, S. pron. wechtfow.

WECHT, s. 1. Weight, S.

2. The standard by which any thing is weighed,
S.

To Wecht, v. a. To weigh, S.

Wechty, adj. 1. Expensive.

—

V

ttis leving and rentis is sua trublit ami bur-
dynnit, that he can nocht defend the said actioun,
being sua weekly that the same is hable to compryse
ane greit pairt of his hcretage." Acts Ja. VI., 1594,
Ed. 1814, p. 80.

[2. Important, powerful ; applied to an argu-
ment, a discourse, &c, as a wechty sermon,
S.]

WED, s. Woad. "Ane pyip of iced;"
9

Aberd. Reg., V. 16. V. Wadd.

To WED, v. a. To Wed a Ileretage, to enter
on possession of an estate.

. '\7ie
.

r
?,
cht * hertta0^ that he had or wed eftir his

forcldans." Aberd. Reg. Cent. 16.

WED, *. A pledge. To Wed, v. a. To
pledge. V. Wad. Hence,

Wedkeeper, e. One who preserves what is

deposited in pledge.

"For as to this conscience, it is a faithfull wed-
keeper; the gages that it receiveth, it randeris, of good
turnes it givcth a blyith testimonie, of evil tunies it
mveth a bitter tcstimonie." Bruce's Eleven Sermons,
1591, Sign. C. 4. 2.

WEDDEK, Weddih, Weddyr, ,. 1. Wea-
ther ; used as a general term.

He thocht he to Kyntyr wald ga,
And sa lang soiowrnyiig thar ma,
1111 wyntir tcediler war away.

Barbour, iii. 887, MS.
And in the calm or loune wedtlir is sene
Aboue the liudis hie, ane fare plane crvne.

Doug. Virgil, 131, 42.
Itraist not with this weddcr to wyn Itale,
The wynd is contrare brayand in ouer bak sale

~ ,.„ louL 127, 49.

2. Wind.
And all the wetldrys in tliaire fayre
Wes to thare purpos all contrayre.

Wyntown, vl 20, 105.

Ami thare be a tempest fell

Qf gret wtddrys scharpe and ane 1 1,
Of tors thai behowyd to talc

Quhyle land, aud t'haiue for battayle make.
Ibid, xil 10, 184, also \UL 6, 54

O. E. •• Wedyr of the ayer. Ann. Tempos."
Prompt. Parv. There was also a r. of this form, sig-

nifying to blow. •• Weder-yn. Auro." Ibid.
A.-S. waetlcr, Teut. wedert Alem. tcefer. IsL rttker,

coeli temperies, "the weather good or bad," (Sommr.)
Su.-G. waedtr, id. also the wind ; O. Dan. re*l»r. vea-

tus, turbo. This shews the origin of the term leather-
bound, i.e., detained by wind or l»ad weather. One
might almost conjecture, that this were the origin of

the term winter, which in Jsl. is r*tur9 very nearly
allied to rttkttr, retlur, weather ; as if denominated
from the stormincss of the weather, which is the
characteristic of this season. Ihre, however, derives it

from waat, humidus.
Weder seems to retain the sense of storm, Ywaine

and Gawin.

The king kest water on the stane.
The storme rase ful sone onane,
With wikked wedera kene and calde,
Als it was byfore-hand talde ;

The king and his men ilkane
Wend tharwith to have bene slane ;
So blew it ator with slete ami rayn.

„ f
MUon's £. Ji. JL t i 5&

V. also p. 16, v. 411.

Weddek Dais, Wedder day is. A phrase
denoting a particular season in the year.
"Ami the clergy presumys thar may be specialte

ffottin to thame and it be desiryt. And thai trow the
• Inglismen will alsueill consent till a specialte frs

Candilmcss till Wedder dah as thai dide now till

Candilmess." Pari. Ja II., A. 143G, Acts RL 1S14,
p. 45. Wetlder dayi*, Ed. 15C6.

Wedderdayis, in Fife, denotes the time of sheep-
shearing ; and hence, the phrase, •• fra Candilmess till

Wedderdais," signifies, " from the beginning of spring
till mid-summer." The idea that would occur at first
view, that the word is formed from S. wedder, A. -S. wed-
er, or Su.-G. icaedur, a ram castrated, cannot be enter-
tained as there appears to be no sufficient reason for
this particular specification. The coni|»ound term m
more probably allied to Su.-G. teaederlag, which in the
laws of the Ostrogoths, denotes mild weather. Xotat
diem serenum, et colligendis frugibus aptum ; Ihre.
He adds that the word has the same sense in IsL That
vvr mil varit eirn vedrdag gothantt ; Erat tempos
vernum et coelum mite; 01. Trygg. S. V. II. p. 170.
Thus it might appear prol»abIe that the Wilder dayi*
referred to in the Act, were meant of the more ad-
vanced season when the weather is settled.

Wedderfu', Weatiierfu\ adj. Unsettled,
stormy; applied only to the weather; as in

a very bad day, " What a xceather/a day is

this ! " Koxb. Sw. tcaederfull, windy, full

of wind.

Weddir-gaw, *. Part of one side of a rain-

bow, appearing immediately above the
horizon, viewed as a prognostiek of bad
weather; pron. weather-gaw

y S. In s«»ine

parts of the country, this is called a <%,
also a stump, [and a tooth.']

The term wealthr-yaw is used in England, to denote
the secondary rainbow. This is analogous to Germ-
wawr-gall, repcrcussio iridis ; from wa**er, humor,
moisture, and gull, splendor. Hence Wachter renders
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rgall, splendor pluvius ; referring to A.-S. gyl,
sptendit, Benson.
A weather-yaw, as the term is used in S., corresponds

to IsL vedr-epaer, literally, that which tpae* or fortells

bad weather ; Landnamab., p. 2G4. Our term seems
formed in the same manner with IsL hafgalle, which
has precisely the same signification ; Meteornm per-
lostre in mari, ante ventos apparens ; O. Andr. f p. 82,
coL 2. As haf, signifies the sea, one might suppose
that the other component term were IsL galfe, naevus,
itimn, q. a defect in the weather ; did not the explana-
tion given by G. Andr. confirm the sense assigned to
gall by Wachter.

WbddiR-GLm, a. Expl. u clear sky near the
horizon ; spoken of objects seen in the
twilight or dusk ; as, between him and t/ie

wedder-glim, or weather-gUam
f

i.e., between
him and the light of the sky." GI. Sibb.
A.-S. weder, coelum, and gleam, glarm, jubar,

splendor ; Teut. wtdcr-Ucht, coruscatio.

WEDDERBQUK, $. The carcase of a
wether. " ij s. Scottis for half ane wedder-
bouky to pay the samyn of his awin purss."

Aberd. Reg.

To WEDE, Weid, Weyd, r. n. To rage, to

act furiously, part. pr. wedand.
In this meyne tyme Athelred,
Edgare the pesybil sowne, we rede,
Of Ingland tuk posscssyowne,
Scepter, and corouatyowne,
Qahen the Uenmsrkis wes loedand,
Wytht fyre and slawchter dystrwyond.

Wyntcnon, ri. 15, 63.

Off thir paynys God 1st yon neuir preiff,

Thocht I for wo all oat off wit suld weid.
Wallace, ii. 204, BIS.

Qahen Wallace saw scho ner of witt coath weid,
In his armess he caucht hir aobrely,

And said, " Der hart, nuhi hass mysdovne "ocht I ?"
4 * Nay Lw quoth scho, " hass falsiye wrocnt this trayn

;

w

'• I haiff you said, rycht now ye will be slayn."
Ibid. iv. 752, MS.

Mr. Ellis interrogatively expl. it, "She could not
imagine any contrivance ; Spec. I., 355.

And he for wo weyle ner worthit to weide ;
And said, Sonet thir tithingis sittis me sor.

Ibid. i. 487, MS.

The term not being understood, editors have taken
the liberty of altering the phraseology, as in Edit 1648.

And he for woe neare swelt of this weede.

In this passage it might be viewed as a s.

8o mekill baill with in his breyst thar bred,

Ner out off wytt he worthit for to tceyd.

Ibid. xL 1161, MS.

A.-S. ured-an, insanire, furere. Isl. aed~a, id. aede,

furor, aedefullr, furibundus. V. Weid.

WEDEIS,/>f. n. Withes.
Thai band thaim fast with wedeis sad and sar.

Wallace, iii..215, MS.
V. WlDDIK.

WED-FIE, s. « Wage, reward, recompence

;

perhaps some payment of the nature of the

interest of money ;

n
Gl. Sibb.

[WEDIS, Weidis, *. pL Weeds, i.e., gar-

ments, Barbour, xi. 130, 467.]

WEDO, Wedow, 5. A widow, Aberd. Reg.

Wedoet, *. Widowhood.
—•'The said Cristiane—band and oblist hir to relef

k kepe him scathles tharof, like as hir lcttres obliga-
touris mad in hir pure wedoel to the said George thar-
uppon purportis.** Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1491, p. 204.
Evidently corr. from toedohed.

WEDONYPHA, 8. This term occurs in a
curious list of diseases, in Roull's Cursing,

MS.
—The Crake, the Cramp, the Colica,

The Worm, the wareit Wcdonypha,
Rimbursin, Itipplis, and Bellythra.

V. Ql. Compl., p. 331.

This is certainly the same with wytenon-fa, Aberd.
44

1 was fley'd that she had taen the tcyten-on-fa, an 1

inlakit afore supper, far she shuddered a' like a klippcrt

in a cauld day. Journal from London, p. 7.

This is rendered " trembling, chattering.*' But it is

the term generally used in the North, to express that
disease peculiar to women, commonly called a tceid ;

weUlinoi\fa, Ang.
We might suppose that it were allied to A.-S. trite,

pain, suffering, calamity, tcitn-ian, to punish, to afflict,

wU-nung, punishment ; Su.-G. wit-a, to punish, trite,

punishment, also any physical evil, &c. But Wtdon-
Jaw is merely tho onfall or attack of a tceid, Border.
On/aw and weid are sometimes used as synon. V.
Wkid, #.

To WEE, Wey, v. a. To weigh, S.

[Wee-Bauk, Wees-Batjk, *. The beam or

lever of a balance ; also, a balance, S. V.
under Weyes.]

Wee Ciiee.se, Wee Butter. A childish

play, in which two, placing themselves back
to back* and linking their arms into each
other, alternately lift one another from the

ground, by leaning forward; at the same
time the one, when it is his or her turn to

lift, crying, Wee cheese, [i.e., weigh] and
the other, when he lifts, answering, Wee
butter, Roxb.

WEE, adj. Little. V. We.

Wee-ane, 8. A child, S. B. V. Wean.
My grushy wec-ancs roun' my knee

Sometimes do dim', an' sometimes tumble.
Taylor's S. Poems, p. 42.

This is the general pronunciation of Kincardineshire
and the other northern counties.

Wee-Bauk, s. A small cross-beam nearest

the angle of a roof, S. O. V. Sill, *.

This seems to be q. lUtle haul:

[Weeness, *. Smallness, S.]

[Weeock, s. A little while, a short time

;

in a weeock, by and bye, Clydes.]

Wee-Saul't, adj. Having a little soul, S.

Tis also said, our noble Prince
Has play'd the weesauTt loan for ance, kc.

TannahiWs Poems, p. 105.
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WEE, *. Wight ; used for try.

Arthur asked on hight, liemnd hem alle,
" What woldes thou, ioee, if hit be thi wille ?

"

Sir Oawan and Sir Gal., ii. 0.

V. Wy.

WEEACK, *. A wheak, [a squeak], Buchan.
AiIwm tytin lazy frae the hill,

Something gmt on, in*, wi* a -wrack dire,

Gaed fiaughtin aff, an* vanisht like a fire.

Tarras's Poems, p. 115.

Isl. ktutla, garritas avium ; quak, minuritio ; Hal-
doraon.

[To Weeack, v. n. To chirp, squeak, whine,
Clydes., Banffs.]

WEEBO, s. Common Ragwort, an herb, S.

Senecio jacobaea, Linn. Also denominated
Stinking Weed, and Ehhinders, corr. from
E. Alexanders.

• WEED, s. Formerly used in S. as in E.
for dress.

"This was the ordinary \oeed [brown velvet coats
side to their hough, with boards of black velvet, Ac]
of his majesty's loot guards." Spalding, i. 22.

• To WEED, v. a. To thin growing plants
by takiug out the smaller ones ; as, " to

weed firs," S.

Weeder-clips, Weedock, s. The instru-

ment for grubbing up weeds, S.

The rough bur-thistle, spreading wide
Amang the bearded bear,

I turn'd the vxeder-dips aside,
" spared the symbol dear.

V. Minstrel*}/ Border, L Introd. exxx.

And sjpared the symbol dear.

V. Clips.

Weedins, s. pi. What is pulled up, or cut
out, in thinning trees, &c.

WEEG, *. The Kittiwake, Larus minuta,
Linn., Shetl.

Shall we view this term as originally the same with
wake in the Scottish name ? In Sw. the name of the
Anas Fuligula is Wigge; Linn. Faun. Suec. N. 132.
As this bird is denominated the Lesser Sea Swallow, it

mav be observed that in Isl. a swallow is called igda
and egda.

To WEEGLE, Weegolie, v. n. To waggle.
V. Waiole.

Weegle, s. An act of waggling or wadd-
ling. Weegler, *. One who waddles, S.

[To Weegle-Waggle, v. n. To shake or
move from side to side rapidly, Clydes.,
Banffs.]

Weeglie, Weegglie, adj. 1. Waggling,
unstable, S.

2. Having a wriggling motion in walking, S.
Belg. be-tceegld; unstable, pliable.

[Weeglie-Waoglie, Weegle-Waoglie,
adj. Very unstable, S.]

[Weeoltie-Waggltie, adv. Shaking from

side to side, without stability, Clydes,

Banffs.]

WEEK,*. Weeks of the mouth. V.Wbl

WEEL, Well, with its composites. V.

Weil.

WEEXf, s. 1. A natural cave, Fife, Ang.

" In the town there is a large cuve, anciently oiled

a weem. The pits produced by the working of the

coal, and the striking natural object of the core or

weem, may have given birth to the name of the pariah."

F. Pittenweem, Fife, Statist Ace, iv. p. 369.

2. An artificial cave, or subterraneous build-

ing, Ang,
44A little westward from the house of Tealicg, aboat

60 or 70 years ago, was discovered an arti6cial are ox

subterraneous passage, such as is sometimes called by

the country people a weem. It was composed of large

loose stones/' P. Tealing, Forfars. Ibid., p. 101.

From Gael uamha, a cave ; unless allied to Test

xceme, terebra, a wimble, as an excavation may be

compared to what is bored.

(To WEEN, v. n. To boast, the Banffs. pron.

of Wind, q. v.]

WEEPERS, *. pi. Strips of muslin, or cam-

bric, stitched on the extremities of the

sleeves of a black coat or gown, as a badge

of mourning, S.

Auld, cantie Kyle may Keepers wear,
An' stain them wi' the saut, saut tear.

Burns, m. Hi

WEEK, *. Fear, apprehension. V. Were.

WEERELY,orfy. Warlike.
He sail deliuer thee at need.
And saue thy life from pestilence

;

His winrfib are thy uxerely weed

;

. His penfnijB are thy Strang defence.
Ps. XCI. Poems Sixteenth Cent, I »

V. under Were, war.

WEERIGILLS, s. pi. V. Weiriegills.

WEERIT, s. 1. The name given to the

young of the Guillemot, or Colvmbus

Troile, Mearhs.

It is supposed that the name has originated fros

their cry, which it resembles in sound ; as tbfy bare

an incessant peevish note. Briason, however, g»e
this bird the name of Uria. Hence,

2. A peevish child, ibid.

WEESE, *. A bundle of straw; also, a

stuffed roll of cloth, of a circular form,

which a woman puts on her head, for en-

abling her to carry on it a wooden vessel

&c. From the same origin with \Ytaut$.

V. Waese.

To WEESE, WEEZE, r. n. To ooze, to distil

gently, S. B.
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Or ninnM ye wi* yon greetiu cheese',

Frae which the tears profusely wetze ?

Morison's Poems, p. 105.

Both tbe S. And EL terms are evidently allied

to lsl. 90s, voesa, veua, humor, mador, humectatio,

Corfutio aquae ; G. Andr., vo. Vatte, p. 249, 250.

an. -Sax. woes, id.; A.-S. wos, wose, liquor, wosing,

moist, "succi plenus, full of juice or moisture,"
Soniner. G. Andr. views Germ, twrr as formed from
kkms, the genit of IsL tnittn ; and 1st. oes signifies the
mouth of a river.

A. -S. woes also signifies humor, mador, aqua. Hickes
has observed that in E. a marshy and moist place is

called a tcath. Gramm. A.-S., c. 20.

WEESH, interf. Addressed to a horse, to

make him go to the right hand, Aberd.

EThe opposite of u come ader" i.e., come
ither.]

Scl-G. hyss, est vox sues abigentium ; Ihre. Rather
allied perhaps to hiss-a, incitare ; Teut. husch-en de
honden, instigare canes.

[WEESHIE, Weeshie-Washie. V. Wi-
shy-Washie.]

WEEST, part. adj. Depressed with dullness,

Buchan.
— For Jamie maun ilk shepherd mourn ;

Shepherds to come shall weet his sacred urn.

PaL Oh ! waes my heart ! nae ferlie, then, that ye
Should gang sae waft, and tine your wonted glee.

Tarras's Poems, p. 115.

Wees*t is expl. "hebitated ;» GL ibid. /?. hebetated.

Teut. teste signifies, dilutum malti cerevisiarii ; weese,

orphanus ; lsl; eon, miscria, and vaes-a, inquietare.

But the origin is very doubtful ; although the last

mentioned term seems to have the preferable claim.

It might indeed originate from the common expression
need in lamentation, " Woe's me," wo is me, an A.-S.
idiom.

WEET, Weett, adj. Wet, rainy; as, a
weety day, S. V. Weit.

The gait was ill, our feet war bare.

The night is weety.

The Farmer's Ha\ st 36.

Weet, *. Rain, S.

" Monro caused big up betwixt the crosses a court
de guard, for saving nis soldiers frae weet or cold on
the night, and wherein they should be, except such as

were on watch." Spalding, i. 218*1
.

Weetness, s. 1. Wet, rainy weather, S.

2. Applied to any thing drinkable, Tweed.

Weet-my-fit, $. The quail, Roxb., Fife,

Perths.

The name seems given from its cry, as if the sound
were equivalent to •• Wet my foot."

To WEEUK, Weeak, v. n. A term used to

denote the squeaking of rats, the neighing

of stallions, or the bellowing of bulls when
they raise their voice to the shrillest pitch,

Moray ; Weeack, Buchan.

This is obviously a provincial variety of Wlteak,

Week, to whine, q. v. Teut. wiechel-en, hinnire, would
seem to be a diminutive from the radical term. This
was secondarily used to signify divination, because, as

Tacitus testifies, the Germans were wont to divine
from the neighing of horses. V. Kilian, vo. Wyrhelen.

[WEFF, adj. Having a musty smell, Shetl.]

WEFFIL,. ewty". Limber, supple, not stiff, S.

A.-S. waefot, fluctuant ; Teut. wtyW, vagus ; weyfel-
en, vagari, vacillare ; toeyfeler, homo vagus, inconatans

;

Germ, wappel-n, motitari ; lsl. vrif-a, vibrare, veijt-a,

to twist or twine one from his own opinion. Here we
perceive the true origin of E. whiffle,

Weffilness, 8. Limberness, the state op-

posed to stiffness, S.

WEFFLIN, Wefflum, 8. The back-lade,

or course of water at the back of the mill-

wheel, Ang.
When a mill is so overcharged with water from

behind, that the wheel cannot move, the term (juae/iixi

is used in Su.-G. But perhaps the similarity of sound
is merely accidental.

WEFT, *. Woof. V.Waft.

WEFT, *. A signal by waving.

"Your boatmen lie on their oars, and there have
already been made two wefts from the warder's turret,

to intimate that those in the castle are impatient for

your return." Abbot, iii. 66. V. Waff, v. and t.

WEHAW, interj. "A cry which displeases

horses," &c. Gall. Enc.

To WEID, v. n. To become furious. V.
Wede.

Weid, adj. Furious, synon. wod.

He girnt, he glourt, he gapt as he war weid,
And quhylum sat still in ane studying

;

And quhylum on his bnile he was reveling.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 77.

V. Wide, v.

A. Bor. "weed, very angry; mad, in a Bgurative

sense." Grose derives it from Wode. But it is from
the old v. V. Wede, v.

Weid, *. 1. A kind of fever to which
women in child-bed, or nurses, are subject,

S.—" There to appearance she still lay, very sick of a
fever, incident to women in her situation, and here

termed a weed." Edin. Mag. March 1819, p. 220.

Men, women, and auimals are liable to be affected

by this disease. " Milch cows are not unfrequentty

subject to what is here called a weed, which is a kind

of feverish affection." Agr. Surv. W. Loth., p. 163.

2. A fit of the ague, Tweedd.
Germ, weide, or weite, corresponds to Fr. accabW

as signifying that one is oppressed with disease.

WEID, Gawan and Gol., i. 4. Leg. Theid.

All the wyis in welth he woildis in ic«;i'</,

Sail halely be at your will, all that is his.

Leg. theid, as in Edit. 1508.

To WEFF, v. a. To weave
; part. pa. xceyff,

woven.
With subtell slavis, and hir hedeles slee

Riche lenye wobbis naitly \oeiflit sche.

Doug. Virgil, 204, 45.
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—Quharon wm «*j/, In subtell goldin thredis,
Kyng Troyus son, the fare Ganymedis.

Ibid. 186, 6.

A.-8. wef-an, Id. w^o, 8a. -O. waefw-a, Moes.-G.
waUhjan, C. B. flrwrr, texere.

[WEIGH, *. A denomination of weight used
in Orkn. and ShctL, equal to 1 cwt. ; as, a
weigh offish.']

[To Weioiit, Wecht, v. a. To weigh. V.
under Weyes.]

WEIGHT, Wegut, s. An instrument for
winnowing the corn. V. Wecht.

WEIK, Week, s. A corner or angle. The
weiks of the mouth, the corners or sides of it,

S., wikes, A. Bor. id. The weik of the ee,

the corner of it, S.

Auld Meg tbe tory took great care
To weed out ilka table hair,
Plucking out all that look'd like youth,
Frae crown of head to tree* of mouth.

Jiamsay's Poems, fi. 496.
It is aometimes written wick. . V. example in Wick

$, a bay.
* *

Thoresby mentions York*, "wawk*, or corners of
the mustachios ,

w
Ray's Lett, p. 340. This seems

originally the same word.
Su.-G. wik, angulus, oegen wik, the corner of the

eye ; Alem. geuuig, id. Tent, flexio, cessio. Perhaps
hoeck, angulus, is radically the same.
The same phraseology occurs in IsL, Dan., and Sw.

IsL munnvig, canthus oris; Dan. mundw'uf, "the
corner of the mouth,- Wolff; Sw. munviken, id.,

infg
* augnavik, Dan. oejevig, sinus oculorum.

m
The terms, in different languages, originally denot-

ing any angle or corner, hare been particularly applied
to those formed by water. A.-S. trie, the curving

Si -a
a "ver» Somner; Tent wijk, id. Su..G. wik,

iKi/
1^ * ^y of the •** » wbeI»ce pirates were called

Vtktng-ur, because they generally lurked in places of
this description.
The town of Wick in Caithness seems to be named

from its vicinity to a amall bay, although it has
been otherwise explained.
"The ancient and modern name of this parish, as

tw *11 "* now "certwned. w that of Wick, an ap-
pellation common all over the Northern continent of
Ifiurope, supposed to signify the same with the Latin
word vtcus, a village or small town, particularly when
lying adjacent to a bay or arm of the sea, resembling
awicket." P. Wick, Caithn. Statist. Ace, x. i. TT
Wick, s.

To HlNO BY THE WEIKS OF THE MOUTH.
To keep the last hold of any thing, to keep
hold to the utmost.
"The men of the world say, we will sell the truth :we will let them ken that we will king by the tricks ofMe mouthJot the least point of truth." Mich. Bruce's

Soul-Confirmation, p. 18.

WEIL,*. An eddy. V. Wblb.
WEIL, Weill, Weel, adj. 1. Well* in

health, S. - Weel, well, North," Grose.

2. Sufficiently dressed; applied to meat.
"Is the denner weel? " Is it ready to be
served up ? Clydes., Roxb.

VOL. IV.

With hunger trait, may hap they *eem to feeL
Or cry, perhaps, Oh ! la the hodgil iced !

A. SeoU's Poems, p. lft

Or it may be used as the adv. Then the phrase
must be viewed as elliptical for " well done.**

3. Many.
Bot all to few with him he had*
The quhethir be bauldly thaim afcaid

;

And weill ost, at thair fryst nietyng.
War layd at erd, but recoreryng.

Barbour, fit 15, MS.
It ia used in the same sense as feill elsewhere. In

edit. 1620, p. 38.

And feu? of them at their first meeting, &c
V. Feil.

Engelond ys a wd eod lon<L
R. Glove, L 1. OL IVynt

WeiLj Weel, Wele, Welle, adv. Verv,
[quite well], joined with gret, gud, &c.
" Mair, ane uther coitt of blew velvot wrill sold

and worne." Inventories, A. 1562, p. 159- Le,
" rery old and much worn."

*

For in-til wells gret space thare-by
Wes nothir howa lewyd, na herbry.

~ ~ ,.
iVyutown, viii 37. 119.

V. Odt>, adj.

And sic lik men thai wsillyt weill gud speid.
Wallace, ix. 706, MS.

Sibb. justly observes that this, as prefixed to adjec-
tives, is " commonly used in a good sense, aa sere \ssa\
in a bad." V. Feil.

In this sense it is often conjoined with the com-
parative and superlative War and Warst. Thus, "It
cudna be weill war," S. This nearly corresponds witi
the E. phrase, "It could not wefl be worse;* bat»
from the unaccountable influence of idiom, it seems, at
least to a Scottish ear, to express a more forcible iika,
"Gin ye tak that way, it'll be weill var,~ & Here
it seems to have one of the senses of A.-S. wet, wil
Thia is vere, revera, sane ; or, as expressed by Soma- V
"greatly, very much." Teut. wel U rendered valJc.'
It is used in a similar mode in the superlative r »*,
"He abus'd me the weel worst that could be," S.B ;He could not have given me more abusive language.

Weil, Weill, Weel, b. 1. Prosperity
advantage.

For victory me hatis not, dar I say,
Nor listsik wyse withdraw their handis tway.
That I refuse suld till assay ony thing.
Quhilk mycht sa grete beleif of «vi7 inbring.

Doug. Virgil, 373, 35l

" The weill of the kingdom's metropolis of the city
of our solemnities, must also be here considered, in *>
far as it draws not with it any considerable prejudice
to the rest of the country. n Fount. Dec SuppL, u.

667.

Hence weilis me, S., happy am I, q. It is well to me
Weil is yow, happy are ye.

Now weilis yow priestis, weiU yow, in all your lyis,
That ar nocht waddit with sic wicket wyyU.

2. A benefit.
*-"»***.*».

A.-S. wel, well, bene. Wel bson, bene esse. Wel
w tham the thaet mot; Bene est iis quibus posaUk
est ; Caed., 99. 8. Wel us woes; Bene nobtserat

;

Num. xi. 18, from u\tel, bene, and is, est. S«l-G.
trades mig, O! me felicem.

[Weil-aff, Weel-aff, adj. In comfortable
circumstances, fortunate, Clydes.]

IZ4
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[Weii<-at-himsel, adj. Applied to a person
grown stout, Shetl.]

Weil-built, adj. Strongly made, S.

"Bat d'ye hear Leddy Sibby, hae nac thing to do
wi* that feckless ooif o' a Frenchman ; lcuk at Sir John
Gawky there, a •tout weel-built caller chield, an' ne'er

fash your thumb wi' the monshiers." Saxon and Gael.

LSI.

Weil-faur't, Weill-farand, adj. Well-
favoured, having a handsome or goodly

appearance, S. V. Ftrand.
There was a may. and a weeT-far*d may,

Lived high up in yon glen ;

Her name was Katharine Sanforie,

She was courted by mony men.
Minstrelsy Border, I 238.

In the same manner, Ul-far*d or ill-faur'd ia used for

hard-favoured, S.

"'He's a pratty man, a very pratty man/ said
Evan Dhu.—'He's very wee!,' said the Widow Flock-
hart, 'but no naithing so well-far*d [rather weeU
Ja'ur'dl ** your colonel, ensign.'" Waverley, ii. 288.

"Jenny, who was a tottl-far
9
1 lassie, had as many

wooers as Tibbie Fowler." The Steam-Boat, p. 357.

Weil-faur'tlie, adv. 1. Handsomely, S.

2. Avowedly, as opposed to any clandestine

measure, S.

3. " With a good grace," S„ Gl. Shirr.

Weil-faur'txess, «. Handsomeness, S.

[Weil-gain, Weel-oatjn, adj. Spirited. «

applied to animals; smoothly working, ~,

applied to machinery, Clydes.]

Weil-gaitit, part. adj. A term applied to a
horse that is thoroughly broke, S.

[Weil-girst, Weel-girsed, adj. Fed on
good pasture, Banffs.]

[Weil-grown, adj. Nearly mature, nearly

at the age of puberty, S.]

[Weil-haint, adj. Well kept, well preserved,

little used, S.]

[Weil-hauden-in, adj. Saved to good pur-

pose, S.]

Weill-Heartit, adj. 1. Hopeful, not

dejected.

[2. Well disposed, liberal, willing to give,

Banffs.]

Weilness, 8. The state of being in good
health, Clydes.

Weil-paid, adj. 1. Well satisfied, Buchan,
Meams. V. Ill-Paid.

[2. Severely beaten, well whipped, S.]

Weil-put-on, adj. Well dressed, S.

"I met ane very honest, fair-spoken, wed put-on
gentleman,n &c. Nigel, i. 77.

Weel-Sleekit, adj. Well drubbed, S.

" II ye have oney wish for a weel-sleehit hide, ye can
follow me out to the green foment tho smidy-door."
Maerimmon, iv. 137.

In reference perhaps to the gloss produced on the
skin of a horse by currying, as tho E. v. to curry is

used as signifying to beat, to drub.

[Weil-socht, adj. Very much exhausted,

Banffs.]

Weil to live. 1. In easy circumstances.

Well to live is given as E. by Sherwood, and ezpl.
by Fr. Bien moyenitie, aisi, riehe.

2. Tipsy, elevated with drink, half seas over.

Weel to pass. In comparative affluence,

S.
" Ye see, Ailie and me we're weel to pass, and wc

would like the lassies to hae a wee bit mair lair than
oursells, and to be neighbourlike—that would we."
Gov Mannering, ii. 321.

WeH enough to pass is an E. phrase, but more limited

'

in its sense than this.

Weill-wal'd, adj. Well-choseri
; [syn. hand-

waled.'] V. Wale, v.

[Weil-waurt, adj. Well-spent, well be-
stowed; also, well deserved, as, tie weil-

waurt ye want, you deserve to want, S.]

Weill-willar, s. A friend, a well-wisher.
14 The earle of Huntlie—brunt the on syd of the

toun,—hot spaired the other syd, be reasoun the
greatest pairt thairof perteaned to his awin favoured*
and weilhcUleris." Pitacottie, Ed. 1814. Gcodicillers.
Edit 1728.
"The said Admiral—sail gar the heidismen, capitanis,

and marincris of ilk ship, befoir thair departing, sweir,
that he sail weill and richteously govern, but doing
damnage to our aoverane Lord's subjectis, friendis,
allyais, favonraris or weill-willaris." Sea Lawis, Bal-
four's Pract., p. 632.
" WeilwUlaris, wellwishers ; " Aberd. Reg.

Weill-Willie, Weill-Willit, adj. 1.

Liberal, not niggardly, S.
•• Willy (as they say) ill willy, good willy, i.e., male-

volent, benevolent, but mostly used for sparing or
liberal." Rudd.

F
*

"Naething is difficult to a well-willed man;"—
Ferguson's 8. Prov., p. 26.

Su.-<4. willig, willing, waelwillig, A. -8. wdlwillenda,
benevolus.

Well-wylled is given by Paltgr. in a more general
use, being rendered, de bonne voulent&. It is thus

expl., Prompt. Parv., * % Wel wyllynge or other gode
wyl. Benevolus."

[2. Kindly disposed, very willing, Clydes.,

Banffs.]

To WEILD, v. a. I. To obtain, by what-
ever means ; to manage, so as to accomplish.

Weild be hie willf if he obtain his desire.

Us rekkvs nowthir the richt, nor rekles report,

Al is wele done, God wate, weild he his wylL
Doug. Virgil, ProL 238, a, 28.
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8. To enter on possession of an estate ; used

as a n. v,

OUT ony deys in this bataille,

His syr. but ward, releff, or taile,

On the fyrst day sail Wdd ;

All be he neuii aa young off eld.

Barbour, xii. 322, Ma
A.-S. weald-an, potiri.

WEILDING, part. pr. Prob., running wild.

—"The inexpert atadent, in search of letters

Weilding amidst infinite variety, is cast in such doubt
of choiae, that, tasting about, before hee happilie fall

on ought worthy to feed on, appetite is spent, and he
filled with hee cannot tell what." Bp. Forbes on the
Revel. Dedic.
Apparently "running wild," or " bewildering him-

self ; " like Su.-G. fara wild, a via aberrare, foerwilla,

in errorem abducere.

WEILL,*. A calf.
M Ane article for slauchterof WeittU and lambis."

AcU Ja. VI., 1581, Ed. 1814, p. 214. V. Vhl.

WEIN, $. Barbour, xv. 249. Leg. Wem, as

in MS.
In tyme of trewys ischvt thai

;

And in sic tyme as on Paache day,
Quhen God raiss for to sauf mankind,
Fra Wein of auld Adamys syne.

Weme, edit. 1620.

A.-S. Went, Wemm, labes, macula. E. Wem signifies

ft spot ; also, a scar. V. Wkmmyt, Unwemmyt.

[WEIR,*. Doubt, Barbour, iv. 222. V.
Were.]

WEIR, *. 1. A hedge, Galloway; used as

synon. with E. Fence.

Now weir an' fence o' wattled rice

The hained fields inclose ;

Poor Brawny presses 'gainst the thorn.

But cannot reach the rose.

Davidson** Season*, p. 51.

Su.-G. Waer-ia, tueri ; as a hedge is used for defence.

A.-S. Waer, Wer, sentum, sepimentuiu, retinaculmu.
(Flandr. Weer, id. ) ; from Waer-ian, defendere. This
teems originally the same with E. Weir. V. Yair.

2. A term including cows and ewes giving

milk, Roxb.
It occurs in this sense in Percy's Ballads ; and is

obviously, like Weir, a hedge, from A.-S. Waer, scpi-

mentum, because cows or ewes, giving milk, were
formerly inclosed in a fold.

To Weir, v. a. To herd, to keep, to watch
over, Roxb.

He tetherM his tyke ayont the dyke,
And bad it Weir the corn.

Old Song.
V. Win, tc, also Wear, v. to guard.

Weir-buse, *. A partition between cows,

Clydes.
; q, a partition for defence. V.

Buse.

WEIR, s. Wer ; Weir-men, Weir-iiors,
Weirly, Weir-wall. V. Were.

WEIR ofLaw. The act of a person, charged
with a debt of which there is no legal

evidence, whether by contract or by the

presence of witnesses, who engages in the

next court, to clear himself of it by his own

oath, supported by the oaths of five com-

purgators, who shall attest their belief that

he swears truly.

This is synon. with the E. forensic phrase, Wager tf

Law : (V. Jacob's Diet.) aud L.B. calkin Itgem. lit

E. phraso is from O. Fr. gagiere, gaigiere, set, prwna*,

engagement ; corresponding with LB. radi«m
t
y*i-

gium. V. Roquefort. Ours seems to be immediately

from A. -S. H aere, foedus, pactum ; wheuce, as Lye

observes, Waer-borh, Wer-berh, fidejussor, sponsor.

There is the near affinity between the latter, and \k

language in the Act of Ja. I., "a borgh—fooaJia is a

IFeiroflaw."
"Quhare twa partiis apperis at the bar, an I the

tane strek a borgh apone a Weir of law, the tothir party

sail haf leif to be avisit, gif he will ask it, quhether he

will reconnter it or nocht :—And gif he recoonteriitbe

borgh, & strenthi* it with resonnis, he & his party re-

movit the court." AcU Ja. L, A. 1429, &L 15Kp
18, c. 7.

;

^
The language of Quod. Attach, on this head is ;

B
si non habeat probationer*, pars negans suum debitem,

faciat legem suam, ail proximam Curiam cum « •«&

Cap. 5, sect. 5.

It might seem that the phrase had an intimate con-

nexion with A.-S. Wer-ian, defendere ; Germ. We,

Alem. Waere, Wera, uuera, defensio ; So,-G. Watrj*,

sensu forensi juramento pnrgatorio scse defender*, cor-

responding with 1st. Waernar etl, juraraentnindefea-

lonum, the synonym of which, as given by Vereliai,

is Sw. Waerje eed.

It may be subjoined, that Schilter explains Altai

gewaer as signifying, testis ; ro. Waere. He at ta>

same time gives sponsio as the primary sense of Watr*.

and renders keuuaro, spondeo, constituo, pro me «I

pro alio. L.B. garire also signifies, tueri, protegerc.

evidently formed from the Goth- terms bearing tta

meaning ; and O. Fr. garir, guar-ir, garantir, se mettr?

en suretd, and garieur9 caution, repondant, garast,

Roquefort.
}

This has, however, most probably been meant, al-

though inaccurately, as a translation of L.B. RWiw
1

'.

A.-S. Wer lade*; compoundedof HVr,aestiinatiocapits

and lada, purgatio, excusatio. It denoted the act by

which a man, accused of homicide, offered to j*rt/

himself by witnesses of the crime charged against km

or by ordeal ; in consequence of which he became in*

from payment of the were or pecuniary mulct ds< w

the relations of the person slain. Sometimes tbtrty

witnesses were required. But the number nnw

according to the rank of the person accused ; a greater

number of witnesses being requisite for the pargatk*

of a great man, than for that of one of inferior st*tKf
When witnesses were admitted, he was said to be

purged more canonico : if he appealed to ordeal, or tie

judgment of God, it was denominated a pargatk^

more vulgarL Lade is from A.-S. lad-ian, parsart

culpa liberare. V. Spelm. Gl. vo. Lada and Ifni^1

The term was used as early aa the reign of Casatt

V. Lye, and Du Cange.— •• A Borgh is foundin in a court vpon a Wtir *'

/air." kc Acts Ja. I., 1429, c, 130. V. Bobcu,*

Perhaps from A.-S. Waer, Wer, foedus, pacta*:

whence Waer-borh, Wer-borh, fidejussor, spon**-

To Strek a Borgh apone a Weir of La'A fl
P*

parently signifies, to enter into suretyship

that the person shall legally purge him*k

from the crime charged against him.
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WEIRD, Werd, Werde, Weerd, #. 1.

Fate, destiny, S.

Now will I the went relicrs,

As I fvnd of that tstane in vers

;

Nifallot fatum, Scoti quocumque locatum
Inttnienl lapidem, reonare tenehtur ibidem,
B(u]t gyf werd1/s falynand be,

Quhare-evyr that stane yhe segyt se,

Tharo sail the Scottis be regnaud,
And Lorddys hale oure all that land.

Wyntown, iii 9, 43, 47.

How euer this day the fortoua with thame standi*,

Brake wele thare chance and werd on athir haudis.

Doug. Virgil, 317, 18.

But they'll say, She's a wise wife that kens her ain
weerd. Song, Host's Helenore, p. 129.

2. Used as equivalent to prediction.

Altho' his m ither, in her wierds,
Foretald his death at Troy,

I soon prevail'd wi' her.'o send
The young man to the ploy. .

Poems in Vie Buchan Dialect, p. 18.

Weird Sisters, the Fates. This corresponds to Lai
Parcae.

The remanant hereof, quhat euer be it,

The weird sisteris defendis that suld be wit.

Doug. Virgil, dQ,4S.

Le. t forbid that it should be known.
The weird sisters wandring, as they were wont then,
Saw ravens rugand at that ratton by a ron ruit
They mused at the mandrake unmade like a man,
A beast bund with a bunewand in an auld buit.

Montgomerie, Watson's Coll., iii \%
They are sometimes denominated the Weirds.

Wo worth (quoth the Weirds) the wights that thee
wrought

;

Threed-bair be thair thrift, as thou art wanthrevin.
Ibia\,y.\4u

3. Used in the sense of fact, as denoting
something that really takes place.

'• After word cornea Weird ; fair fall them that call

me Madam ;" S. Prov. *'A facetious answer to them
who call you by a higher title than your present sta-

tion deaerues ; as calling a young clergyman Doctor,
or a young merchant Alderman, as if you would say,

"All in good time." Kelly, p. 2.

The general idea conveyed: by this common Prov.
is, that things which are talked of, although perhaps
only in jest, often eventually prove to be true.

This corresponds to one of the senses given to the
A.-S. word.

4. Fate is also personified under the name of

Weird used in the singular.

Quhom suld I warie bot my wicked Weard,
Quha span my thriftles thraward fatal thread f

Montgomerie.
V. WlDDEKSTNXIS.

A.-S. wyrd, fatum. fortuna, eventus ; Wyrde, Fata,
Parcae; Franc. Urdi. Isl. Urd is the name of the
first of the Fates, which G. Andr. derives from vertl,

fio, vertl a, fieri, in the samo manner as our weird,

werd, seems to be from Teut. werd-en, A, -S. weord-an,
wyrd-an, id. V. Worth, v.

To Weird, Weerd, v. a. 1. To determine
or assign as one's fate.

An* now these darts that weerded were
To tak the town o* Troy,

To get meat for his gabb, he man
Against the birds employ.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 6.

The part, pa. is commonly used, S.B.

2. To predict ; to assign as one's fate in the

language of prophecy.

I weird ye to a fiery beast,

And relieved sail ye never be,

Till Kempion, the kingis son,

Cum to the crag, and thrice kiss thee.

Minstrelsy Border, xi. 103.

And what the doom sae dire, that thou
Doest weird to mine or me ?

Jamieson's Popular Ball, i. 238.

3. To make liable to, to place in the state of

being exposed to, any moral or physical

evil.

Erlinton had a fair daughter,
I wat he weird her in a great sin,

For he has built a bigly bower,
An' a* to put that lady in.

" Placed her in danger of committing a great sin."

N. Minstrelsy Border, iii. 235.

Weird seems to bo used for weirded.

There is a sense in which the Isl. v. is used, which
is nearly allied to this ; cogi, teneri, Halderson. As
O. Andr. gives the latter sense, he adds ; Verdung,
obligatio, qua quis ad aliquid agendum tenetur.

Weirdix, Wierdin, part adj. Employed
for the purpose of divination, S.B.

Jock Din is to the yard right sly,

To saw his wierdin piz.*

Tarras's Poems, p. 68.

ie., pease.

* •• Which he does in this form :—One for each
sweetheart he may have occasion to have, or has in
view ; when the first briered [sprung] pea foretells,

with undoubted surety, his unavoidable alliance with
the girl it represents. N. ibid.

The pea seems to be of great importance in divi-
nation. For it is also used in the bannocks baked for
this evening.

They wyle the bannock for the weird.
The pea that grannie set*

# " As there was a pea dropped amongst part of
the bannocks, each receives one [bannock, J and must
eat it before the company ; and whoever has the good
luck of catching it, has also decided their fate as to the
surety of wedlock." N., ibid. p. 73.

We learn from Grose, that a superstition, nearly
allied to this, prevails, A. Bor. • Scadding of Peas ;

a custom in the North of boiling the common grey
pease in the shell, and eating them with butter and
salt. A bean, shell and all, is put into one of the pea-
pods ; whosoever gets this bean is to be first married."

Gay, in his '•Spell," refers to the uso of a peascod,
containing "three times three," as a charm for di-

vining the future lot iu marriage. V. Ellis's Brand,
L30&
" In the old Roman Calendar," says Brand,—" I find

it observed on this day, that a dole is made of soft

beans. I can hardly entertain a doubt but that our
custom is derived from hence.—Why we have substi-

tuted Pease I know not, unless it was because they are

a pulse somewhat fitter to be eaten at this season of the

year. They are given away in a kind of dok at this

day." Ibid. i. 97, 98.

There can be no doubt that this learned writer justly

traces the origin of this custom to heathenism. " Beans
were given away," as he remarks, "in the funeral

ceremonies of heathen Rome." According to Pliny,
" Pythagoras expressely forbad to eat bcancs : but as

some have thought and taught, it was because folke

imagined, that the smiles of such as wero departed had
residence therein : which is the reason also that they
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be ordinarily used and eaten at the funerals and
obsequies of the dead. Varro also aftirmeth, that the

great priest or sacriticer, called the Flaminc, abstaineth

from beanes both in those respects aforesaid, as also for

that there are to be seene in the flower therof certaiuo

letters and characters that shew heavinesse and stgnes

of death." This rather betokens bad luck. But some-
thing follows, which proves that they also carried in

them a more favourable omen. " There was observed
in old time a religious cercmonie in beanes ; for when
they had sowed their ground, their manner was, of all

other corns to bring backc with them out of the field

some beanes for good luckc sake ; presaging thereby,
that their corns would rctume home againc unto
them.—Likewise, in all port sales it was thought, that
if beanes were entermingled with the goods offered to

be sold, they would be luckie and gainefull to the
seller." Hist B. xviii. c. 12.

By the Egyptians, this species of pulse was venerated
as a deity, and accounted so sacrca that they neither

sowed nor eat beans, and were even afraid to look on
them. Plutarch Sympos. ap. Pierii Hieroglyph. Fpl.

413, a.

Weirdless, Wierdless, adj. 1. Thriftless,

not prosperous, S. It is applied to those

with whom nothing prospers ; and seems to

include both the idea of their own inactivity,

and at the same time of something cross in

their lot.

2. Destitute of any capacity to manage
worldly affairs, S.

Weirdlessxess, *. Wasteful mismanage-
ment! S. B.

Weirdly, adj. Happy, prosperous, South
of S.

In thy men and grassy crook
Man* lies hid than crusted stanes ;

In thy bein and weirdly nook
Lie some stout Clan-Gillian banes.

Jacobite Relics, ii. 189.

But Harden was a weirdly man,
A cunnin tod was he ;

He lockit his sons in prison straung,
And wi' him bore the key.

Hogg's Mountain Bard, p. 46*.

WEIR1EGILLS, Weerioills, s. pi. Quar-
rels. In the weiriegills, in the act of
quarrelling, Mearns.

At the weerifgills is the phrase, as used in Berwicks.

;

expl. "in a state of wrangling, brawling so as to
appear to be on the point of fighting."

It has been conjectured that this may be from weir,
war, and gills, q. a strife of lungs. Can it be an
oblique use of the ancient term A. -S. wer-gild, Teut.
were-gheld, L. B. werigeld-ttm, pretium quo vir occisus
aestimatur ; "the price or value of man's life, or of a
slaine man V* V. Somner. Many quarrels were doubt-
less occasioned by the unreasonable demands made on
the one side, and the provoking depreciation on the
other.

WEIRS. In weirs. V. WlERS.

To WEISE, Wyse, v. a. 1. To use caution
or policy, for attaining any object in view

;

to prevail by. prudence or art, S., pron. as

E. tcise.

He warily did her weise and wield,
To Collingtmin-Broom, a full good beild,
And wannest sis in a' that fiela.

Watstm'9 ColL, L fl."

2. To guide, to lead, to direct, S., ** to train/*

Ol. ohirr. To wyse a-jee9 to direct in a

bending course.

Driving their baws frae whins or tee,

Their'* uo nue gowfer to be seen ;

Nor dousser fowk wysing m-jee

The hyast bouls on Tani*on's erven.
Ramsay s Poernu, ii SOS.

In this sense, to %tei*e a ball is to aim sv bullet with

such caution as to hit the mark, S.

"Ye ken yercsell there's mony o' them wadna
mind a bawbee the writing a ball through the Prince

himself an the chief gae them the wink ; or whether
he did or no, if they thought it wart please him when
it was done." Wavcrley, iii. 132.—"IH uphad it, the biggest man in Scotland
shouldna tak a gun frae me or I had wrized the slogs

through him, though I'm but sic a little feckless body."
Guy Mannering, it 185.

3. " To turn, to incline
; " Gl. Sibb., S.

To wei*e a staue, to move it when it is a heavy one,

rather by art than by strength.
" Every miller wad xcyie the water to his ain miH**

Ramsay's S. Prov., p. 25.
" Weize yoursel a wee easel-ward—a wee maxr yet

to that ither stane." Antiquary, i. 162.

4. To draw or let out any thing cautiously,

so as to prevent it from breaking ; as, in

making a rope of tow or straw, one is said

to weise out the tow or straw, S.

5. To Weise in, or out, to allow to go in or

out, by removing any impedient ; as, by

opening a door, Koxb.
—" There was a necessity for some reformation

in the office, and I foresaw that tho same wouH never

be accomplished, unless I could get Mr. M 'Lucre

weised out of it, and myself appointed his successor."
The Provost, p. 24.

From Teut. wy*~ent Su.-G. wU-a, docere, ostendere,

whence true, dux ; Alem. uuis-en, Germ. »rr»W«, da-

cere. Dies dine seaf vuUen adpasctta ritar; Who lead

thy sheep to the pastures of life ; Willeram. , L 7.

This word may have been originally borrowed from

a pastoral life. To tceUe the sheep into the /amid or

ought, is a phrase still used by our shepherds.

To Weise, Wyse, v. n. To incline, S.
But see the »heep are wysing to the clengh ;

Thomas has loos d his oussn free the pleugh.
Rawwiy's Poems, n. 7.

[Synon. airtin'.]

WEIST, s. The west, Aberd. Reg,

To WEIT, v. n. To try, to make inqniiy.

Refreschit he wes with meit, drynk, and with he it,

Quhilk causyt him throuch naturall cours* tOF-fjf,

Quhar he suld sleipe, in sekyrnes to be.

Wallace, v. 346, MS.

This v. is undoubtedly formed from that which so-
nifies to know, S. tmt, wait, E. wit, wot. The same
formation occurs in other Northern languages. So.-C.
wit-a, to prove, is formed from w*>t-a, to know ; Cera.
wt**-en, ccrtificarr, facere ut cognoscat, from Kn*^
certus. Mo»*s.-G. wif-ait, to know, is also used as de-

noting observation and watching. A.-S. wit-am prim-
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arily signifies, scire ; in a secondary sense to take care,
curare, providere. Wachtcr indeed denies the affiuity

between the two ideas. "It is one thing/' ho says,
•• to know, and another to verify." But the observa-
tion made by Ihre is unanswerable. Speaking of wit-

a, proliare, he says : Est verbum faceasans a wet-a,
scire ; quid enim aliud est argumentis probare, quam
facere, ut alter rem certo reseUcat ?

WEIT, Weet, Weetv, adj. Wet, S. [V.
Weet.]

Weit, Weet, *. Rain, S.
Skurs was this said, uuheo that ane blak tempest
Brayi.s but delay, ana all the lift ouerkest,
Ane huge weit gan doun poure and tnmbill.

Doug. Virgil, 151, 6.

—To the wet my ripen'd aits had fawn.
Fergusson's Poetns, xl 6.

A.-S. waeta, humiditas, Isl. vaeta, pluvia. This
seems radically the same with Moes.-G. wate, aqua,
whence water.

To Weit, Weet, v. a. To wet, S.

"Ye breed of the cat, you wad fain hae fish, but
you hae nae will to weet your feet." Ferguson's S.

Frov.Jp. 35.

White o'er the linns the burnie pours,
And rising weets wi' misty showers

The birks of Aberfeldy.

Burns, iv. 271.

To Weit, Weet, v. n. To rain ; as, « It's

ga'in to weet" the rain is about to fall;

"It's weetin? it rains, S.

Su.-G. waet-a, Isl. vaet-a, huraectare.

To WEIZE, v. n. To direct. V. Weise.

WELANY, s. Damage, injury ; disgrace.

Bot Schrr Amery, that had the skaith

Off the bargane I tauld off er,

Raid till Ingland till purches ther
Off armyt men gret cumpany,
To weng him off the welany
That Scnyr E<luuare, that noble knycht,
Him did by Cre in to the fycht.

Barbour, ix. 545, MS.

In like manner, Hardyng • says of the battle of

Creasy:
The kyng Edward had all the victory,

The kyng Philip had all the vilany.

Ckron., FoL 188, a.

L. B. vitlania, injuria, probrum, convicium ; Du
Cange. *

[Welanys, adj. Villanous, disgraceful, Bar-
bour, xix. 106.]

(To WELCOM, Weecum, v. a. To wel-

come, Barbour, xi. 256.]

Welcome-Haim, s. 1. The repast pre-

sented to a bride, when she enters the

house of a bridegroom, S.

The entertainment given, on this occasion, is in Isl.

called hemlomsel, from hern, home, kom-a, to come,
and off, a feast, literally, ale, (cerevisium); q. the feast

at coming home. Convivium, quod novi coninges in

auis acdibus instmunt ; Ihre* vo. Jul.

2. A compotation among the neighbours of a

newly-married pair, on the Monday after

they have been kirked, S.

"On Monday evening, just about gloamin, the
husbands and wives of the village assemble at the
house of the newly-married couple, to celebrate the
welcome-ham*, by a good drink and funny crack."
Edin. Mag. Nov. 1818, p. 415.

[Welcummyne, 8. Welcome, Barbour, xix.

794.]

To WELD, v. n. To possess. V. Weild.

[WELE, adj. and adv. V. Weil.]

Wele, Well, 8. Good ; nearly the same
with E. weal.

•• The wise man Solomon, the- mirrour of wisdome,
and wondir of the world, was sent into this world as a
spye from God for the well of man." Z. Boyd's Last
Battell, p. 477, 478.

Wele is, Well is. An old phraseology ex-
pressive of the happiness of the person con-
erning whom it is used, S.
" Well is that man in whose mouth this word is

put : and well U that people that hes a man in whose
mouth the Lord hes put his word ; the basnesse and
infirmitie of the man will not be able to hinder the
power thereof." Rollock on 2 Thes., p. 84. V. Weil,
s. Prosperity.

WELE, Well, Weil, s. A whirlpool, an
eddy, S. pron. wiel, wheel; Lancash. weal.

Amydyss quham the nude he gan espy
Of Tyber Aowand soft and esely,

With swirland welts and iuekill yallow sand,
In to the sey did enter fast at hand.

Doug. Virgil, 205, 28.

My mare is young and very skiegh,
And in o* the weil she will drown me.

Minstrelsy Border, i. 202.

Whyles in a wiel it dimpl't
Burns, iil 137.

•'In the Firth are several places remarkable for
their danger, as the Wells of Swinna.—They are like
unto the whirle-pooles, turning about with such a vio-

lence, that if any boat come nigh unto them, they will

suck or draw it in, and then turneth it about, uutil

it be swallowed up : but these wells are only dangerous
in a calm, and sea-men or tishers, to prevent their
danger thereby, use when they come near them to
cast in an oar, barrel or such like thing, on which the
wells closing, they safely pass over." Brand's Orkn.,
p. 141, 142. V. Wele.

A.-S. wael, Teut. tceel, wiel, vortex aquarum.
These terms might seem to have a common origin

with wall, a wave ; A. -8. weall-an, Qerm. wall-en,

to boil, to bubble up ; wallen des meets, the swell-
ing of the sea. It must be observed, however, that
Teut. wiel seems the same with the term corres-

ponding to our wheel. Hence Kilian renders it:

Profundus in amne locus quo aqua circumagitur. V.
Well-ey. Hence,

Weil-head, 8. The same with weil.

They douked in at ae \oeil-kead,

And out ay at the other.

Minstrelsy Border, xi. 47.

To WELL, Wall, v. a. 1. To forge, in the

way of beating two or more pieces of metal

into one mass, by means of heat, S.; weld,

E.
Ane huge grete semely targett, or ane scheild,

Quhilk onlie micht resisting feild
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Agane the dynt of Latvn wappinnfo all,

In euery place seuen ply they yoeli and cal.

Doug. Virgil, 258, 16.

Rudd. refers to A.-S. welt-en, furere, acstuare;
" because, before the separate pieces can be incorpo-

rated, they must be almost boyhng hot." This learned
writer does not seem to hare observed, that the A. -S.

v. signifies to be hot, or very hot, in ge.iernl. Hence
weaUende fyr, fervens i^nis. Bryne the wealleth on
helle, Incendium quod fervct in inferno ; Lye. As far

as we can judge from analogy, this scorns to be the
origin. For Su.-O. iroW/-a, acstuare, is used in the
same sense, signifying also to weld. Seren., however,
thinks that it may bo traced to Isl. taul-r, rol-r, jugum
in cultro, versus aciem; as in Sw. arggtctlla yxor,

ferrum securibus jungcre, ut apta fiat acies.

2. In a neut. sense, to be incorporated ; used
metaph.

4

Thy Lords chaste loue, and thy licentious lusts

From thy divided soule one other thrusts,

Pleasure in him, and fle«hlie pleasure fall

So foule at strife, they can, nor mix nor icall.

Mont's True Crucifixe, p. 200.

I find that the O. E. r. was used in a sense very
nearly allied to this. •• Wellyn, myIke. Coagulo.

—

Wellyd, as mylke. Congulatus. Inspissatus." Pr. Parv.

3. To Wall to. To comply with, to consent to

;

from the idea of uniting metals into one
mass; Fife.

As v. a. it is also used literally. Coals are said to
wall, S., when they mix together, or form into a cake.

Fraunces does not define the O.E. word quite ac-

curately. " Well-yn metell. Fundo.— Wellyd as me-
tal Fusus. Conflatilis." Prompt. Parv. Now, this

is effected by beating when sufficiently heated. V.
Weld, Johnson.

Wellit, />ar*. [Set, mixed, blended.]
The wayis quhair the wicht went wer in wa wellit,

Wes Dane sa sture in the steid mycht stand him astart
Uoulate, ii. 15.

[Evidently implying mixed or blended.]

This may either signify, drowned in sorrow, from
A.-S. waell-an, aestuare ; or, vexed with sorrow, Su.-O.
waell-a, angere, A.-S. waefed, waelid, vcxatus.

[WELL,*.. Good. V. under Wele.]

WELLE, «. Green sward.

Al in gleterand golde gayly ho glides

The gates, with Sir Gawayn, bi the crene tcelle.

Sir Uawaa ana Sir Oal. t i. 3.

It seems evident that this is originally the same
with Fail, q. v.

WELL-EY, Wallee, s. That part of a

quagmire in which there is a spring; S.

wallee.
" Thay know nocht the ground, and fell s'uratvmes

in swardis of niossis and sumtyme in Well kys."
Bellend. Cron., B. v., c. 3.

Qu. the ee or eye of the spring. V. Wele, 8.

[It may be noted that Heb. ain signifies both eye
and fountain.]

Well-grass, Well-girse, Well-Kerses,
e. Water-cresses, S.

"Nasturtium aquaticum, well-graM." Wedderb.
Vocab., p. 18.

A.-S. wille-cerse, rivorum, i.e., aquaticum nas-
turtium ; from wille, scaturigo, rivus, and cerse, nas-
turtium.

Well-head, *. Tlie spring from which t

marsh is supplied, Lanarks.
— •• The charger on which he was mounted plunged

up to the saddle-girths in a wll-hearf, as they call the

springs which supply the marshes.'* Tales of my
Landlord, iii. 32, 33.

Well-Maker, *. One who di«r* or forms

wells ; synon. tcfll-shanker, Clydos.
•• Aquilcx, aquilcgis, a wet maker" Despaut. Gnus.

C. 3, a.

Well-strand, *. A stream from a spring,

S.A.
" The designation of the smallest rill of water is s

tyke or a well-9trand, if from a suring-welL If the

water is of quantity sufficient to drive a small water-

wheel for light machinery, it is called a tmru.** Agr.

Surv. Peeb., p. 16.

WELL-SET, Well-sitting, part, adj.

Well-disposed, partial.

"The marquis of Huntly, and some nvfl-tet friends

settled this feud." Spalding's Troubles,, i. 8.
•• If there was not a favourable juncto at one time,

why, in so long a tract, did not one opportunity, one

occasion, offer, of a veil titling Sheriff?—Surely no

reaaou can be assigned for this but the monstroas

enormity and inequality of these grouts,** &c Fount.

Dec. SuppL, ii. 647.

WELL-WILLAND, *. A well-wisher.

—All othire gudis halyly,

That langyd til hym, or til hys men.
And of his welle-willaudiM then,

Of this Erie the mychty kyn
Had gert bathe hery, wast, and bryn.

Wyntawn, viL 9, 562.

V. Wcil-wilue.

Well-wtllixo, adj. Complacent.

••They came in a loving k tceff-KvV/iny manner ts

enquire." Mr. Ja. Mel rill's MS. Mem., p. 29&

WELSCHE, adj. Insipid. V. Walsh.

To WELT, v.a. 1. To throw, to drive.

For the Troianis. or euer thay wald ceU,

Thare as the thefeest rout was and mai-t preis,

Ane huge wecht or hepe of mekil stanys

Ruschis and wtltti doun on thame attanK
Doug. Virgil, 296, 32.

2. v. n. To roll, [to totter.]

And than forsoith the granys men micht here

Of thaym that steruyn§ and doun bettin bene.

That armour, wappinms, and dede corps bedeoe,

And stedis thrawand on the ground that rrlti*.

alydlit with men, quhilk yeud the goist and sweltis.

Uoug. Viiyi^ySJ, L
Le., which roll on the ground in agony, or in the
throes of death.

A. Bor. to wait, to totter, to lean one way ; to over-

throw. Moes.-G. t««A-#«M, A.-S. icarlt-a*, Isl. m**-*,

Dan. raelt-tr, volvcrc, Lat. rolut-are. Welter has the

same origin ; although more immediately allied to

Teut. welter-etii Sw. weltr-a, Fr. veaultr-er.

To Welteh, v.a. 1. To roll, [to turn over.]

To welter a cart, S. to turn it upside douiu

The E. v. seems to be used only in an active

sense; although O. E. waultre is synon. wi;h

wallow ; Huloet. V. Welt.
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For sun weUerie an* grete stane vp ane bra,
Of quhom in noumer fa Sisyphus ane of tha.

Doug. Virgil, 186, 12.

2. To overturn.

There is na state of than style that standi* content,
Knycht, clerk nor comwoun,
Burges. nor barronn,
All wald bane vp that is doun,

WeUerU the went
Doug. Virgil, ProL 239, a. 20.

Welterer, Walterar, b. One who over-
tarns by violent means.
—"8indrie were broght name that war the kingis

cnemeis, walterarU of his kingdome, and enemeis of
religione, which was ane appearand danger to his per-
sone and realme." Bannatyne's Journal, p. 500.

WELTH, *. 1. Welfare ; Wyntown.

2. Abundance of any thing, S.

[WEM, *. A stain, spot, scar, Barbour, xv.
250. A.-S. warn, a spot.]

Wemeles, adj. Blameless, immaculate.
Thow sail rew in thy rase, wit thow but wene,
Or thow wonde of this wane wemeles away.

Qawan and Cfol, L 8.

"Without appetite," Gl. Pink. But it is merely
A.-S. weM-U<u, faultless. V. Wm.

Wemmtt, part. pa. Disfigured, scared.

8a fast till hewyn was his face,

That it our all ner wemmyt was.
Or he the Lord Douglas had sene,
He wend his face had wemmyt bene.
Bot neuir a hart tharin had he.

Quhen he unwemmyt gan it se,

He said that he had gret ferly

That swilk a knycht, and sa worthi.
And prvssvt of sa gret bounty,
Mycht in toe face unwemmyt be.

And he answerd thar to mekly,
And said, " Lowe God, all tym had I
•' Handis my hede for to wer."

Barbour, zz. 868. 870, MSL
Mr. Pink. expL v. 368. "His face was aU hewed

as with a chissel, scared with wounds." This is un-
doubtedly the sense. But neither in his, nor in any
former edition, as far as I have observed, is the read-
ing of the MS. given. He gives wonnyt, and umconnyt.
In other editions we find wounded and unwounded.

A.-S. waemm-an, wemm-an, to corrupt, to vitiate, to
make foul ; tecmrn, a blot, a blemish; somner, A. Bor.

[To WENCUSS, v. a. To vanquish, defeat,

Barbour, i. 544.]

[Wencussing, 8. Defeat, Ibid, xviii. 206.]

To WEND, Went, v. n. To go; A. Bor.
wena\ id.

And thy Ferand, Hynerve my der,

Ball rycht to Paryss went, but wer.
Barbour, iv. 257, MS.

Bcho prayde he wald to the Lord Persye went
Wallace, i. 330, Ma

Hya nialch Pompey sail strecht agane him went
With rayit oistis of the oryent

Doug. Virffl, 105, 29.

This seems formed from A.-S. wend-an, ire, pro-
oedere; whence O. E. wend, commonly used by our
writers. Alem. went-en is synon. with wend-en, vertere.

To Wendin, v. h. To wane, to decrease.

Quhen thy manheid sail wendin as the morie,
Thow sail essay gif that my song be sear.

Than wiU no bird be blvth of the* in boure

;

"*" *"
' sail w<

say gtr that my song 1

Senryeone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 132.

From Teut. wend-en, vertere, or A.-S. ican-ian,

decrescere, whence E. wane.

Went, «. 1. A way, course in a voyage.
And now agayne ye sail torne in your went,
Bere to your Prince this my -charge and coromandement.

Doug. Virgil, 214, 55.

Swiftlye we slide ouer bnllerand wallis grete,
And followit furth the samyn went wo bene,
Quharto the wind and sterisman vs draue.

Ibid.. 76, 4a
Cursum, Virg.

2. A passage, [an alley; also, a bend in a
fishing line, Banffs.]

From that place syne vnto ane caue we went,
Vnder ane nyngand heuch in ane dern went.

Ibid., 75, 22.

3. The course of affairs ; metaph. used.

All wald haue vp that is doun,
Welterit the went

Ibid., ProL 239, a. 20.

V. Welter.

[4. A moment, an instant, Shctl.]

Alem. went-en, vertere; alleicent, quoquoversum,
ubique,

[To Wene, v. n. To suppose ; pret. wend,

supposed, Barbour, iv. 210.]

Wene, 8. A vestige or mark by which one
discovers his way; [a supposition]. But
wene, doubtless.

I knaw and felis the wenya and the way
Of the auld fyre, and flamb of luffis bete.

Doug. Virgil, 100, 8.

This gowand graithit with sic grit greif,

He on his wayis wiethly went, but wene.
Benrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 133.

A.-S. wene, opinio, conjecture ; Somner.

To WENG, v. a. To avenge; [wengeans,

revenge, Barbour, xix. 239.]
He tuk purpos for to rid

With a gret ost in Scotland ;

For to wenp him, with stalwart hand,
Off tray, of trawaill, and of tene,

That done tharin till him had bene.
Barbour, xviii 232, MS.

Ft. veng-er.

[To Wenkle, v. n. To wriggle, Shetl.J

WENSDAY, e. Wednesday, S. O. E.

Wensdaye, id. Huloet. Abcedar.

Belg. Weensdagh, Isl. Wonedag ; i.e., the day con-

secrated to Woden or Odin.

[To WENT, v. n. Togo. V. Wend.]

[WENYS, v. pree. Expect, suppose. V.
Wene.]

[To WEP, v. «. To weep, Barbour, iii. 350.]

WER, Were, War, Waur, adj. Worse.
—" It is toer na Pariss siluer, or siluer of the new

work of Bruges," Ac Acta Ja. IV., Ed. 1814, p. 222.
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The Orthography ofWyutown it IfVre. V. AVar, adj.

This form ot the word corresponds with 0. K.
" Werrt, Deterior. Pejor.— Werre, aduerbial. Deter-

ivs. Pejus." Prompt Parr.

WER, War, adj. Aware, wary.

WERLY, tuty*. Warily, cautiously.

Consider it werlg, rede ofter than anys,

Weil at sne blenk ale poetry not tane is.

Doug. Virgil, Prefc 5. L
8*u-G. tear, videns, qui rem qaandam videt, Germ.

•

t Ihre ; from war-a, videre.

[WER,#. V.Were.]

To WER, Were, Weir, Weire, v. a. To
defend, to guard.

—He snswerd thar to mekly,
And said, •• Lowe God, all tym had I

Handit my hed for to wer."
Barbour, xx. 879, MS.

Wallace wesyd qnhar Butler schup to be ;

Thiddyr he past that entr£ for to iter,

On ilka syd tK*i sailye with gret fer.

Wallace, xL 425, Ma
For thi manheid this forthwart to roe fest,

Qnhen that thow sets thow may no langer lest

On this ilk place, quhilk I haiff tane to wer,

That thow cum forth, and all othir forber.

Ibid., rer. 489, Ma
Sen thi will is to wend. wyt

now in weir,

Lake that wisly thow wirk. Christ were the fra wa.
Oawan and Ool., L &

On fat snld be all Scottis weire,

Be hyll and mosse thaim self to wire.
Lat wod for wallis be, bow, and speire,

That innymels do thaim na dreire.—
This is the connsall and intent
Of gad King Robert's testament.

Fordun Scotichr., il 232, N.

Dreire, perhaps errat for deir, dere, injury.

A.-8. waer-ian, wer-ian, Sn.-G. irar-a, waer-iaf Isl.

wer-ia, Alem. uutr-ien, Germ, urkr-en, Belg. weer-en,

defendere, tueri. Mocs-G. tcar-jan, to forbid. Ihre
has observed, that, in most languages, "these two
ideas of prohibition and defence nave been conjoined,

the same words being used for expressing both."
Hence waard, custodia, E. guard.

This ilk man, fra hs beheld on fer

Troysne habitys, and of our armour was wer,

At the first stent he styntit and stude aw,
Doug. Virgil, 88, 84.

Or ye bene war apoun you will thay be.

Ibid., 44, 4*

[To WER, Were, v. a. To wear, carry

about, Barbour, i. 355.]

WERD, 8. Fate. V. Weird.

WERDIE, $. The youngest or feeblest bird

in a nest, Fife ; synon. wrig, tcallidraggle.

Isl. tearj deficient; tcardt, quod aliqua sui

parte deficit ; G. Andr., p. 247.

WERDY, adj. Worthy, deserving; S. B.
wordy. [Burns used wordy.]

My werdy Lordis, sen that ye haif on hand
Sum reformation!} to mak into this land,
And als ye knaw it is the Kingis mynd,
Quhilk to the Commoun Weill hes ay bene kind,

VOL. IV.

Thocht reilf and thift war stanch it wefll anewch,
Yit aumthiag mair belangi* to the nlewch.

Lyndsaw, A P. R.,iL 1«.

Teut. wetrdigh, Sw. werdig, id. from werd, prettum.

WERE, Wer, Weir, Weer, $. 1. Doubt,

hesitation, S.B. But were, for otctyn ver,

undoubtedly.

Bot he fulyt, for owtwn wer.
That gain* throuch till that creator.

Barbour, It. 222, MSL

Ssynct Awstyne gert thame of Ingland
The rewle of P&sk welle wndyrstand.
That befor thai had iu were,

Quhillhe thereof made knawlage dere.
ngnlowm, v. IX 79.

And of youre moblis and of all rthir gere
Ye will me serf siclike, I have na were.

Doug. Virgil, 482, 38.

2. Apprehension, fear ; 1 haif tta toeir of that,

I have no fear of it, S.B.
This seems evidently the sense in the following

passage, in which Dunbar represents the devil as going

off in fiery smoke

—

With him methocht all the house end he towk,
And I awoik as wy that wes in srWr.

Bannatgne Poems, p. 21

In wehert, as used by R. Brnnne, although expL
" cautious, wary," Gl. evidently signifies, in/ear.

Mykelle was the drede thorgh out paemie.
That Cristendam at nede mot haf suilk cheuAlne,
The Soudan was ta wehere the cristen had suilke oste,

Sir Edwards's powere ouer alle he dred moste.
P. 221

fTere is need by Cower, apparently in the sense of

doubt.

Hs father, be nought in s were.

I trowe there be no man lesse

Of any maner worthinesse,

That halt hym lasse worthy than I

To be beloued
Con/. Am. FoL IS, K

It is also used .by Chaucer, Rom. Rose, v. 5699,

ss signifying confusion, according to Tyrwhitt, who
derives it from Fr. guerre, which is the term used m
the original This is analogous to the idea throws
out by Kudd. " Perhaps it may be nothing else but

the S. weir, i.e., war.
n In sense second, however, it

might seem allied to Bclg. vaer, fear. Nor is the con-

jecture msde by Skinner unnatural, that trrre, as sig-

nifying doubt, may be from A.-S. waere* scwrr, cautto;

butan ware, sine cautione : for says he, he who doubtj

exercises caution. It may be added, that the A.-S.

phrase greatly resembles our but were.

[WERE, 8. Spring, Barbour, v. 1. Isl. wr,

id.]

WERE, Wer, Weir, $. War, S.
Horssis ar dressit for the bargane fele syia.

Were and debait thyr steidis signifyis.

Doug. FtryO, 86. K
Jr> seik Wallace thai went all furth in feyr
A thousand men weill garnc»t for the wer.

Wallace, iv. 527, MS
Pembroke's a name to Britain dear
For learning and brave deeds of weir.

Ramsay** Poemis, I 110.

Weir is still used in this sense, 8. B. V. Jotkst-
Pauckry.
Hence Feir of Wert. V. Fetr.

A.-S. waer, Alem. Germ, srer, O. Belg. srerre, Fr
guerre, L. B. werr-a, guerr-eu Hence,

AS
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Were-horse, Weir-horse, «. 1. A war-
horse.

•* Or he was near a mfle awa,"
She heard his weir-horte sneeze :

" Mend up the fire, my fause brother,
M
Ite nae come to my knees."

Jamieson'e Popular Ball., L 78.

8. u Weir-horse, in Moray, at present, signi-

fies a stallion, without any respect to his

being employed as a charger. Ibid. ii.

GL
Werely, Weirly, adj. Warlike.

On bois helmes and scheildis the werely schot
Maid rap for rap, reboundand with ilk stot

Doug. Virgil, 801, 5L
Of lens AchiH the weirly deids [dedis] sprang,
In Ttoj and Greice, quhyle he in vertue rang.

Bellend. Chron., L 46.

Were-max, Weir-man, Wer-man, *. A
soldier.

Syne on that were man ruschit he in tene.

Doug. Virgil, 852, 47.
M Becaoa he knew na thyng mair odius than sedi-

tMMB amang weir-men he maid afald concord amang
hi»pepylL'

r
Bellend. Cron., B. L, Fol. 6, a.

Thir mermen tuk off renysoune gud wayn.
Wallace, tul 947, Ma

Were-wall, Weir-wall, s. A defence in

war, mums bellicus ; a name given to the
gallant and illustrious house of Douglas.
—Off Scotland the weir-wall, wit ye but wene»
Ov fais forsee to defend, and unselyeable.

HoulaU, it 6, M&
The same designation is given to this family, Bel-

lead, don., B. ziv. c. 8.

Weriour, Weryer, *. 1. A warrior.

There anerdis to our nobUl to note, quhen hym nedis,
Tnelf crounit kingis in feir.

With all thair Strang poweir,
And meny wight weryer
Worthy in wedis.

Oawan and OoL, U. a
8. An antagonist.

Bot thranjg hir foreschip formest, as sche mocht,
8o that Pnstis hir weriour al the way
Hir forestam by hir myd schip haldis ay.

To Werray, v. a.

Doug. Virgil, 133. 43.

To make war upon.

I trow he sail nocht mony day
Haiff will to werray that countrd.

Barbour, ix 646, M&
This is radically the same with Here, Su.-G. haer,

exercitus.

Prob. measurement or esti-WERING, s.

mation.

"Item, Tirepressy is and ay has bene twa davach of
land, into the biscnapis rentale, and to the Kingis
wcring" Supposed to be written A. 1390, Cart.
Aberd., FoL 46.

This may signify measurement. L. B. tcara, modus
agri apod Anglos ; Monast. Angl. torn. 2, p. 128 ; Du
Gauge. Wara also signifies valor ; ibid.

Or it may signify estimation, from A.-S. wer, pro-
perly, capitis estimatio [V. Vkrqelt], used in an
oblique

[WERIOUR, 8. V. under Wery, adj.]

ToWERK, v. n. To ache. V. Wark.

To WERK, v. n. To work. V. Wirk.

Week, e. Work.
Quhen Wallas thus this worth! werk had wrocht,
Thar horsa he tuke, and ger that lewyt was thar.

Wallace, i. 434, MS.

Sw. O. Dan. Germ. Belg. werk, A.-S. weore, Ial. verk.

A workingWkkk-lome, Warkloom, 8.

tool. V. Lome.

Werkman, s. A tradesman ; as a goldsmith.

Quhar thar is fundin ony sic werk within the said
-the said werkman to be punyst at the kyngis
Acta Ja, III., 1485, Ed. 1814, p. 172.

WERLOT, *. Varlet.

Obey and ceis the vley thst then pretends,
Weak waly-draig and werlol of the carts.

Kennedie, Evergreen, ii 49.

Here there is undoubtedly an allusion to playing at
cards. . Werlol is the knave. V. Varlot.

I know not, if there be any affinity to A.-S. waer-
tisfos, astutiae, fraudes, policies, guiles, &c. Somner.

[WERLY, adv.

WERNAGE,*.
son. V. Vernage.

WERNOURE, e. "A covetous wretch, a

V. under Wer, adj.]

Provision laid up in a garri-

wemoure for this warldis wrak wendis by hys wyt
Doug. Virgil, ProL 238, b. 53.

Perhaps from A.-S. geom, aridus, copidua, gtornor,
avkhor. It may, however, be from Su.-G. warna, to

miser.

j q.one who anxiously guards his property ; or
who lays up in store. V. warnstor.
• Badd. Tiews this aa probably the same with War*
ward, O.E.

Wei thou wotest warnrad. but if thou wilt gabbe,
Thou hast hanged on me, nalfe a leuen times,

And also griped my gold, giue it wher the liked.

P. Ploughman, FoL 14, b.

To WERRAY, *. a. V. Were, and Wary.

WERRAY, adj. True. V. Warray.

[Werraly, adv. Truly, verily, Barbour,
xr. 442.]

Werrament, Verrayment, s. Truth.
It is for gud thst he is fra ws went
It sail ye se, trast wsill, in wearament.

Wallace, ix. 1205, MS.
Efter mr sempiU intendement,—

-

I sail declair the suith and verrayment.
Lvndtay'M Warkis, 1592, p. 249.

fr. vrayemenl, in truth.

WERSELL, *. V. Ward and Warsel.

Insipid. V. Warsch."

n. To wrestle. V. War-

WERSH, adj.

To WERSIL, v,

SELL.

WERSLETE, #. Prob., a quiver.

Hym-self wvth bow, and wyth werslete,

Fra slak til byll, oure holme and hycht,
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Re trewalyd all day, quhUl the nycht
Hysa pertyd fra hys company.

Wyntown, rl 16.

Mr. Macpherson views it as perhaps an error "for
eorelei, a light kind of armour for the body, such aa

night be proper to wear in hunting." But the corslet

must rather hare been an incumbrance in hunting.
The connexion would indicate that the term denotes
a quirer, oerhape from Belg. weer, arms, or wyr, an
arrow, ana tlujft-en, to inclose, q. an implement for
holding arrows. 0rt light raiment, Su.-O. trar, tegmen,
(I»L ver, substasnen), and laett, levia, or elaett, simplex;
as we still say, a lickt wear.

WERTEWS, ».pl. Accomplishments, parti-

cularly in relation to music.
" The singeir to pas & remane in Pareis for ane yeir

to leir werteum.
n Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

Ft. vertue, " worth, perfection ;
w

Cotgr.

WERTH, 8. Fate, destiny; for werd or

weird.

Al mirth in this yerth
Is fra me gone, soche is mr wickid werth.
Beurymnute Test, Creteide, Chron. 8. P., I 169.

WERTHY, adj. Worthy; werthar, more
worthy.

I wow to God, ma I thi maistyr be
In ony fefld, tnow sail fer werthar de
Than sail a Turk, for thi fala cruell wer

;

Pagans till ws dois nocht so mekill der.

Wallace, z. 494, MS.

Those are the words of Wallace to Bruce, at
their pretended interriew on the banks of Carron.
He declares, that Bruce deserved death more than a
Turk. In edit 1646, rather is substituted. Moes.-G.
wabrihe, Su.-O. waerd, werd, Germ, wert, A.-S. worth,
dignii^'weorthra, dignior. Junius inverts the etymon,
deriving the substantive from the adjective. V.
WUDT. .

To WERY, v. a. To curse. V. Wary,
Warye, Werrat, v.

"Gif Appius desirit thame to haisty thare passage,
thay past holy.—Quhen he past by thame, thay weryit
him.* Bellend. T. Liv., p. 198. Praetereuntem
execrari, Lat.

WERY, adj. 1. Infirm from disease.

"Than wes Ebucius, ane of the consullis, dede in
the ciete j and his colleig, Servilius, sa tcery that he
micht skarslie draw his aind." Bellend. T. Liv., p.
215. Exigua in ape trahebat animam, Lat.

[2. Weary, tired, faint, Barbour, ii. 441.]

3. Feeble, in a political sense.

''The ciete was nocht sa wery, that it micht be
dantit with sic remedis as it wes wont to be." Bel-
lend. T. Liv. t p. 236. Aegra, Lat. V. Weary.

To WERY, Werrt, Wyrrie, v. a. 1. To
strangle.

The first monstres of his stepmoder sle
Ligging sne bab in creddil straoglit he,
That is to say, twa srete serpentis perfay,
The quhilk he weryit with his handia tway.

Doug. Virgil, 261, 81.

Children I had in all vertewis perfyte,
To Peice and Justice was thair haill delyte,
Sum of displeasure deit for wo and cair,

Sum wyrreit was, and blawin in the air
;

And sum in Stirling schot was to the deid.
That mair was gevin to peice nor civile fald.

Lament L. Scotland, A. iii. a. «.

In that verse, Sum wyrreit, &c, the author evidently
alludes to the murder of Darnly.

2. To worry.

Tt happynvde syne at a huntyng
Wytht wolwys hym to weryde be.

Wyntown, iiL 8L 12*
- He has sum younge srete oxin slane,

"third on .the plane.
Doug. Virgil, »4, 35.

Or than werryit the nolthird on .the plane.

Very, vexations,

Tent, worgh-en, O. Sax. wurg-en, saffocare, strsa-
gulare ; jugular©, necare. Germ, worg, obetructio
gutturis, Wachter.

[WERY, Weary, adj. Cross, vexations,
troublesome ; as, " The weary pun* o* tow,"
S.]

[Weryft/ Wearifu', adj.

woftil, S.]

Weriour, 8. A maligner, a detractor.
Ton to pleis I sett all scheme behynd,

Offering me to my weriourU wilfully,
Quhilk in myne E fast starts ane mote to spy.

Doug. Virgil, 4S2, 21
A.-S. werig, malignus, infestus, execrabilia.

[WES, pret. Was, Barbour, i. 8.]

[WESAND, *. Weasand, Barbour, vii. 584.]

WESAR, Wtsar, s. A visor.

Graym turnd tharwith, and smate that knycht in teya,
Towart the wesar, a litill be neth the eyn.

Wallace, x. 386, MS
Ane othir awkwart anon the face tuk he,
Wysar and frount bathe in the feild gert He.

Ibid, viii. §29, M&
To WESCHE, »

we8chyn.

All blade and alauchter away was wetckyn dene.
Doug. Virgil, 307, «L

WESCHE, «. Stale urine. V. Wash.

WESCHELL, Veschell, #. A collectiTe

term denoting all the plate, dishes,&c, used
at table in a great house.

•« Villiam Murray, keipar of Weeehell" Chalmers i

Mary, i. 179. Veechell, p. 177.

Weschale-almery. An ambry for holding
vessels.

"Thomas Kirkpatrick—sail restore—twamet hordes,
a weschale almery, a cop almery," 4c. Act. Dues.
Cone, A. 1488, p. 98.

This ia distinguished from an ambry used for hoUmg
cvpe, or a cupboard.

WE'SE. We shall, S. fte, Ishall; Yi*
ye shall.

" We%
ee no hae a lamb-cloot on a' the Caulside o

r

Dunsciro, if we thrapple tho gudeman ov
the fiock."

Blackw. Mag., Majr, 1820, p. 159.
St is often used in this manner ; as in TV, I tMn ,

Yc'te, ye shall, Hc'ee, he shall, kc, S., like he'd for U
wad or would.

a. To wash; part. pa.
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WESELY, adv. Cautiously.

And with them baid in that place hundrys thre

Off westland men was oysyt in jepertc,

Apon wycht horss that wtstly could ryd.

Wallace, x. 309, Ma
Warty and warily, in edition*. Prob. allied to

Wasie, or Vesie, q. v.

To WEST, v. a. To vest, to invest. Part,

pa. icestit
}
vested.

—"Thai retoarit, deliuerit, & fand, that the said

vmquhile Patrik Tcndale deit last tcestU & scsit as of

. fee of ane land & annuale rent of tene mcrkis vsuale

money of Scotland/' &c. Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1490,

p. 185.

WESTER, *. The name used in Loth., in-

stead of Leister, for a fish-spear. It has

sometimes four or five prongs.

[WESTER, Waster, adj. and adv. West-
ward ; more to the west, Clydes.]

Westland, Westlin, adj. Western.
" Our westland shires had, in the rates of monthly

maintenance in bygone times, been burthened above
other shires." Baiuie's Lett., ii. 344.

From the use of westland by Blind Harry, (V.
Wesely above), the origin is obvious.

Westlander, *. An inhabitant of the west

of Scotland, S.
•* The westlanders—were all poor ignorant creatures,

taken from their husbandry, and brought forth only to
make a show, as also multitudes of them every day
running home to get in their harvest" Guthry's
Mem., p. 289.

Westle, Wessel, Wassel, adv. Westward,
S.
" *Ye maun baud tcessel by the end o' the loan, and

take tent o' the jaw-hole.' * O, if you get to easel and
wessel again, I am undone !'" Guy Mann., i. 11.

Westlins, Westlines, adv. Towards
the west, S.

Now frae th* east nook of Fife the dawn
Speel'd wesllines up the lift

;

Carles, wha heard the cock had craw*n,

Begoud to rax and rift

Ramsay's Poems, L 270.

To WESY, v. a. 1. To examine, &c. V.
Vesie.
"Bothwell this 24th day wes found werray tymus

westing the Kyngis ludging that was in preparing for

him." Andersons Coll., ii. 272.

2. To visit, Reg. Aberd.

WET FINGER. With a small effort.

"Ill make you sensible that I can bring mvsell

round with a wet finger, now I have my finger and my
thumb on this loup-the-dyke loon." Redgauntlet, iii.

295.
This phrase is used in E., and is explained in Arch-

deacon Nares' Glossary. He supnoscs, £with great

appearance of truth, that it " alludes to the vulgar

and inelegant custom of wetting the finger, to turn

over a book with more ease ;
" subjoining the follow-

ing passage ; "I hate*brawls with my heart, and can

turn over a volume of wrongs with a wet finger" G.
Harvey's Pierce's Supererog. p. 21, rep.

WETHIR, 9. A wether, Barbour, vii. 162.

V. Weddir.]

WETHY, *. A halter. V. Widdie.
Yhit swa werayid he tharue then,

That thai, that provyd war til hvm fals,

Wyth rapys ana wethus abowt tnare hals,

Put thame in-to the Kyngis will.

Quhat-ewyre hvm lykyd to do thame til.

Wyntown, vii. 9. 8S8.

Perhaps the nominative is weth, like rape, and E.
withe.

Than xx men he gart fast wetheis tbraw.
Wallace, vii 410, Ma

WETING, 8. Knowledge, S. wittings.

"A !
" quod Waynour, " I wys yit wetcn I wolde,

" What wrathed God most, at thi wtting t
"

Sir Oawan and Sir Gal, i. 19.

i.e., '* t would know, what, to my knowledge, most
provoked God ?

"

A. -S. weot-an, to know, to wit.

WEUCH,*. Wo, mischief, evil. V.Wouch.

To WEVIL, v. n. To wriggle, S. It seems
to have the same origin with Weffil, q. v.

WEWLECK, Wewlock, s. An instrument

for making ropes of straw, Teviotd., Esk-
dale, Ettr?For.,also Weiclock; synon. Thraw-
-crook, Wyle, Wylie.

This, from its form, might seem allied to Teut.
vleeht-en, to twist, to plait. But see Wyle, s. id.

WEWPIT, part. pa. Bound. " The neif

xcewpit up with blak virge thred." Aberd.

Reg. V. Skawbert, and Oop, v.

To WEX, v. a. To vex, to disturb.
—"That Robert Patonson wex nocht thaim nor dia-

trouble in the broukin & joysin of the samyn in tyme
to cum." Act. Audit. A., 1574, p. 36.

WEY, adj. Mean, despicable, Annandale.
* This seems merely a metaph. sense of the

adj. wee, as literally signifying, little. V.
We.

To WEY, v. a. [Prob. strike, fix, strain.]

Bot fra the Scottis thai mycht nocht than off skey,

The clyp so sar on athir burd thai wey.
Wallace, x.B74t MS.

Clyp is tho erapplinff-iron used in boarding. Wey
therefore De allied to Su.-G.may

cutere, ferire.

waeg-a, toeg-a, per-

To WEY, v. a. To be sorry for, to bewail

;

Wallace.

Belg. wee, sorrow.

[To WEY, v. a. To weigh, &c. V. We.]

Weyage, s. The charge made for weighing

goods.
—"Exceptand—tolles, Dettie dewteis, customes-—

weyages ancf heaven [haven] dewteis dew—in harbereis,

mercats," &c. Acts Cha. I., Ed. 1814, vol. V. 243.

Wey-Bauk, Weigii-Bauk, s. 1. A balance,

S.
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They'll tell their couutry, tlae their conscience bare,

To gar the weigh-bauk torn a single hair.

Fsrgusson's Poms, U. 88.

2. Used metaph. One is said to be in the

weigh-bauks, when in a state of indecision, S.

Teut. vaegh-balck, librile, scapus librae, iuirum

;

from tcaeghe, libra, and bald, trabs, q. the balance-

beam.

Wey-broddis, *. pL Boards used for weigh-

ing.

"Ane pair of wey broddis garnist with yron for

weying of mottall with thair towia." Inventories, A.
1678, p. 256.

Weyes, Wees, 8. pL A balance with

scales for weighing.

"The heirs sail haue—ane stale, ane forme, ane
flaill, tbo weyes, with the wechta, ane spaid, ane aix."

—Barrow Lawes, c. 125, § 3. Stateram, cum ponderi-

bos, Lat.

Behsld in euerie kirk snd queir,—
8anct Peter carait with hw keyis,

Sanct Michaell with his wingi* and teems.

Lyndsafs Warkis, 1592, p. 65.

Correspondent to the account here given, Wormius
has this note concerning St. Michael ; Michaelis libra,

qua depingi solet archangelus ; Fast Dan., p. 116.

"A pair of balances is often termed the weights in

the modern Sc. of the South." OL Compl., p. 382,
to. Veye.

A.-S. waegt wegt Teut. waeghe, libra, trutina, statera.

Junius in his Goth. GL, to. Wagid, agitatus, throws
out a very ingenious idea as to the origin of waege,

libra, trutina. Ho derives it from wag-an t weg-an,

movere. And indeed, the use of a balance is, in con-

sequence of its being properly adjusted, to move back-

wards and forwards, till what is put into the one scale

be equal to the weight on the other.

To Wecht, Weight, v. a. 1. To weigh, S.

*2. To burden, to oppress, S.

"However this silence sometimes weighted my mind,
yet I found it the best and wisest course.

n—Baillie's

Lett., ii. 252.

"There hath been as much guiltiness in me, as
might and would have weightal down to the pit the
whole world ; but my lovely Lord hath shewed me
warm blinks of his love/* Test. J. Robertson, Cloud
of Witnesses.

Wechts, Weights, s. pL Scales, S.
" Dauid in this time put them in the weights together,

—wyinKt Surely men of low degree are vanitic & men of
high degree are a lye," &c. Boyd's Last Battell, p.

WEYCHE,*. A witch. « Saying vmquhill
his moder wes ane commound weyche to hir

end day." Aberd. Reg., A. 1541, V. 17.

WEYR,j. Spring. Wall. 8, 1697. V.Veir.

WEYR, 9. Doubt, Barbour, vii. 219. V.
Were.]

WEYSE, Vise, 8. The indication of the

direction that a mineral stratum has taken,

when interrupted in its course.
" Where the coal is not quite cut off by the gac, but

hath its course only altered, you are to consider, in

searching for it, before you pierce your gae
t that

which the coal-hewers term the ri*e, or some of tbesi

the weyse of tho gtie [i.e., dyke] which in effect a
nothing else, but a dark vestige of the dipp or rise,

that the body which now constitutes the gat, should

have had naturally, if it had been perfected.
n

Sin-

clair's Hydrost. Misc. Obs., p. 281.
Evidently from Teut. wy*-en, &c oatendere ; wheats

tsyser, monstrator. V. the etymon of Welse, r.

WEYSH, Wysiie, interj. A term used for

directing a horse to turn to the right hand,

Mearns ; Houp, S.A.
" The horse must do what he is commanded, witboot

other direction than the weysh, (pronounced 1ob&

and means to hold off) and to home hither ; and the

Ay, (go on) and the woy (stand atilL)" Agr. Surr.

Kincard., p. 424.
If not merely a factitious term, perhaps* from the

same origin with Wtisc, v.

WEZ, Wes, pron. Us ; in some places, we;

Orkn.
Sa.-G. oss, Isl. ass.

#
#
# WH. For words not found here, V. Qih.

WH, changed into F in the northern coun-

ties of S. V. Fat, pron.

WHA, pron. Who, used as an indefinite

designation of a person. Gall.
What notion gard ye croak awa
Sae far'a the rosseny Ketkerlaw ?

—

Thou'st been, I doubt, like mony a wha,
Owre het ahame. OaU. Enc p. 397.

Wha to be Married First. A game at

cards, Gall*

Mactaggart has given us a curious list of a variety

of old names of a similar appropriation.

"The chief GaUoway games at cards are, Catch the

Ten, or Catch Honour*, Lentfor Beans, Brag and Pair,

Jor Sfaes, Beggar my Neebour, Birkie, Lore afterSt*pj-^rt
and Wha to be married first. These are the genuine
rustic games." GalL Enc., vo, VowL

[WHAAL, Whaal-Skate, *. A species of

cuttle-fish of enormous size, Shetl.J

[WHAALS, 8. pi. Long undulating un-
broken waves.

So called from their resemblance to a whale. They
are often seen in the Northern seas during fine rammer
days. Gl. Orkn. and Shetl.]

WHAAP, Whap, 8. A curlew. V. Quiiaip,
QUHAUP.

Whaap-neb, 8. Tlie auld xohaap-neb. V.
Whaup-neb.

[WHAARL,*. The Shetl. form of WhorU,
q.v.]

[WIIAAR-SAY. An expression meaning
" as if one would say," Shetl.]

[WHAARTU, adv. Why, wherefore, for

what purpose, ibid.]
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To WHACK, v. n. 1 . To quack, South of S.

The docks they whackit, the dogs thsr howled,
The herons they shrelkit most piteouslie

,

The horses they snorkit for miles around,
While the priest an' thepedlar together might be,

Hogg's Mountain Bard, pi SOl

I»L husk, garritus avium ; RnnolL loo.

[J. To make a slacking noise while drinking)

to drink copiously, Clydes.]

[WHACK, «• A great number, a large

quantity, Banffs.]

Whacker, «. Any thing uncommonly
large of its kind, Dumfr. ; synon. Wkapper.

It seems to be the same origin with Whauk,
v^ a. something that has power to give a
stroke.

WHAE,jroii. Who; S.B.
For many year nse force cade stand him,

* What ever tryM, their master land him.
Hogg's Scottish Pastorals, p. 14

V.Qhua.

[To WHAILE, v. a. To beat, thrash, West
ofS.]

Whailin, s. [A thrashing.] aA lashing

with a rope's end,—from the name of a
rope callea a whaU-line9 used in fishing for

tchaUs;" Gatt.Enc.

To WHAINGLE, v. n. To whine, S. B., a
dimin. from Quhtnge, q. v.

To WHAISH, t>. n. To wheeze as one who
has taken cold, Roxb.
A.-S. hweos-on, IsL 8n.-G. hwaee-o, E. wheeze.

Whaisle denotes a shriller and more continued
wheezing than Whaish. When Whaish is conjoined
with Wheezle, according to the alliterative idiom of the
Scottish, it becomes Whaishle; as, "That pair dnno
bodie boiohs a' nicht, and gangs whaishlin*ana wheezlin'

a' day." V. Wiluslx.

To Whaisk, Whesk, v. n. 1. To speak
with a husky voice, to speak with difficulty

from any affection in the throat, Roxb.

2. To emit a noise like one who strives to dis-

lodge any thing that has stuck in his throat,

to hawk, Tweedd. ; synon. Hash

8. Also expL " to gasp violently for breath,"

Tweed.
Prob. a frequentative from A.-S. hweos-an, Su.-G.

hwaes-a, raucere, to wheeze, Isl. hwas-a, fessas anhelare.

Whaiskin, «• The act of speaking with such
a voice, ibid.

To Whaisle, Whosle, *. n. To breathe,

like one in the asthma, S.; [whassle-wheeeU,

Shetl.]

He whaishd an' hostit as he cam in,

—

Syne wytit the reek an' the frosty win*.

JamiesoWs PopuL BaH, L 847.

Whaisle, Wheasle, *. The wheezing so u n
emitted by the lungs, when one has a sev e

cold, S.

WHAM, *. 1. A wide and flat glen, usually

applied to one through which a brook runs,

Tweed. V. Quham, and Whatjm. •

[2. A crook, a bend, Shetl.]

WHAM, Whacm, t. A blow, S3.
MA meikle man," co' he, " foal few him,"
Bat kent na it was Tammie,

Baz'd me alang the chafts a wham,
As soon as e

Y
er he saw me,

And made me blae
• Christmas Ba'ing, Skinner*s Misc. Poet, p. 125.

In Aberd. Edit., 1805, whaunu

Allied probably to Isl. htrim, motns celer, hvhn-a,

cHo movere.

Whample, «• [A cut, a chip ;] a stroke, a
blow, Tweedd. ; synon. Wliap.
" Ony man that has said to ye, that I am no grate-

fa' for the situation of Queen's cooper, let me nae a
whample at him wi' mine eatche." Bride Lam., ii.

278.

To WHAMBLE, v. a. To overturn, Fife.

V. Qtjhemle.

Whamle, «. The state of being turned up-

side down, Ayrs.
•• The chaise made a clean whamle, and the laird was

lowermost." Sir A. Wylie, iii. 293.
44 The vessel heel'd o'er, till I thought she would

haeooopit, and made a clean whamle oX" The Steam-
Boat, p. 287.

WHAN-A'-BE, When-a -be, adv. How-
ever, notwithstanding, Loth., S. O.

The master—rows—that he will share

His staff amang them, and no spare
Sic daft fool-folk ;

Whanret-U, they but kemp the mair.
Th*Har'ttRu?,Mt.&.

A low term, awkwardly compoanded of when, aU,
and he, q. although all be, or should be so.

WHANG, *• 1. A thong, S., metaph., a slice.

•• Many one tines the half-merk whinger for the half-

penny whang;" S. Prov.; "spoken when people lose

a considerable thing, for not being at an inconsiderable

expense.'* Kelly, p. 248, 249. "Mony one," fto.

Ferguson's Prov.
Kelly expL half-merk as equal to sixpence. But its

proper value was six shillings and eigntpence Scots.

V. QUHAIXO.

2. uA blow, or rather—a lash with a whip f
Gall. Enc. V. Qtjhaing.

To Whang, v. a. 1. To flog, S.

2. To cat down in large slices, S.

At last, came cheese to crown the feast ;—
My uncle set it to his breast,

And whang'd it down.
W. Beattie's Tales, p. 8.

Whang-bit, *• A bridle made of leather,

apparently as distinguished from Branks,

Tether, and perhaps also Snyfle-biL
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My (laddie left me gear enough—
A whang-bit and a tnyJU-biL ke.

Met** CotL, H. 14S.

To Whank, v. a. 1. To beat, to flog, Roxb.
Whauk, synon.

But tho' I get my hurdles whankit—
IwUlbelatth

To quat the muse, while ae auld blanket
Can hap us baith.

Jtuickbie's Way-tide Cottager, p. 175.

8. To cat off large portions, Tweedd.
This seems to be a frequentative from the . to

Whang, Quhana, id. It affords a strong presumption
in favour of this idea, that as S. whang, in a secondary
sense, denotes a slice, A. Bor. whank has the same
application :

•• Whank of cheese, a great slice of cheese;"

Whank, *. A stroke; the act of striking,

properly with the fist; as, " a whank aneth
the haffets ;" Roxb.

Whakker, «. Something larger than com-
mon, Roxb. ; synon. Whulter.

WHAP,*. A stroke, blow, [dash], S.
This is not merely Wan, id., aspirated ; it is an old

C.B.|wofd. Cheap, a sadden stroke orblow; chwap-iam,
to strike smartly. This perhaps is the proper origin
of Wap itself, as bearing this sense.

[To Whap, v. a. To beat or dash violently,

Clydes., Banffs.]

WHAPIE, b. Used as dimin. from whelp, S.
whalp.

They stood in rows, like whapiet doil'd,
Set up upo' their end.—

••Whelp, confused," N. ibid.

L*U°m *'~1
' * ^

To WHARLE, v. n. Topronounce the letter
r with too much force, ISttr. For. ; to Whur,
E. Synon. Haur, Burr.

[WHASAY, *. An unfounded report, ShetL]

WHATEN, adj. What kind of. V. Quha-
TKYW.
[In the West of S. whatna, whatena, is still used for

which or what; as, " Whatna book do ye want?"
Whatena ane said sae."]

WHATFOR, adv. For what reason, why,
wherefore, S.

••The women wept, the men looked doure, and the
children wondered what/or an honest man should be
brought to punishment" R. Gilhaize. ii 323. V.
Ftkkrie.
"'What for arejt greeting, mother?* said Margaret;

•Let us hope the beat.' " M. Lyndsay, p. 85.

WHAT-LIKE, adj.. Resembling what, used
interrogatively; as, What-likeVt? What does
it resemble? mat-like is he? What ap-
pearance has he! S.
This is perfectly analogous to Moes-O. quhehihs,

qualis, formed from quhe, cui, and leiks, similis. V.
Hermes Scythicus, p. 173. 194.

WHAT-RACK, What-Raiks. An excl*

mation expressive of surprise. V. Bao, #.

Care.

Whatkeck, eonj. ExpL u
notwithstand-

ingf Gl. Surv. Ayrs, V. Raik, ut sup.

WHATY, adj. ExpL " indifferent"

—A quarter otwhaty whete is chaunged for s colt of to
markes.
Prophecy, Thomas o/ErcUdone, HarL MSS.

••The mention of the exchange betwixt s colt wortk

ten. markes, and a quarter of l \chaiy (indi&KBt)

wheat,' seems to allude to the dreadful famine, stat
the year 1388." Minstrelsy Border, ii. 284.

To WHAUK, v. a. 1. To strike, to beat,

properly with the open hand, S. thwack, E.

2. Used metaph.
And why should we let whimsies hawk us,

When joy's in season,
And thole sae sit the spleen to whauk us

Out of our reason f

Jtamsafs Poems, & SO.

3. To slash) or cut severely with any share

instrument. When a culprit is scourged,

he is said to be whaukit, S.A.

4. To Whauk doun, to cut in large slices. The

phrase is often applied to a cheese, ibid.

Whang is synon. ; and it is worthy of remark ttit

they both primarily denote corporeal correction.

Whauk, s. 1. A smart stroke, the act of

thwacking, S.

2. A large slice, ibid.

WHAUM, *. 1. A hollow part of t field,

Roxb.

2. A glen.

This is distinguished from Howm, also used in the

same district, but as denoting flat ground, or s pha
on the side of a river.

This would seem more nearly allied, than Bob*,
Howm, to Isl. hwamm-r, convallicula, seu semiralla,

referred to under Holme. Tho terms by which the

1st word is rendered, appear to be the most prof**

that could be employed for denoting a glen of this

description. Haldorson expl. it; Convallicola decto
adding, in Dan., "a little dale, or depn

3. A hollow in a hill or mountain; synon.

with Gael, eorri. V. Corrie.

To WHAUP, r.n. To send forth pods, &&;
synon. Swap, S. Hence,

Whaup, 8. A pod, a capsule, SJJ. ; synoa.

Swap, Shaup, S.

To WHAUP, v. n. To wheeze, Fife.

Perhaps an oblique use of £. whoop; or from A- -S-

hweop-an, clamare, ejulare; Moes.-G. wop-jan, cUmut

WHAUP, 8. A curlew. V. Qdhaip.

WlIAUP-NEB, WnAAP-NEB, 8. 1. Tk
beak of a curlew, S.
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t. The auld whaap-neb. A periphrasis for the
devil, S.B.

"These Indiana wad devour the auld whaap-neb him-
a? gin he were weel cooked, and sup the broth after."
~*

e'a Journal, iii. 93, 94.

Whaup-nebbit, adj. Having a long nose,

Roxb. ; in allusion to the Qiuiaup or curlew.
" Whaup-nebbed Samuel fell aff the drift too." GalL

Im., p. 264.

WHAURIE, «. A term applied to a mis-

grown- child, Ang. C. B. chuarae, Arm.
hoariy Iudere 1

WHAWKIE, t. A low term for whisky, S.
—I wai musio' in my mind

—

On hair-mould bannocks fed an* barefoot k*3,
Withoutten wkawtie or a nog o'ale.

Taylor's Scots Poems, p. S.

To WHEAK, Week, v. n. 1. To squeak, S.

2. To whine, to complain.
" VeaUng, fretfulness, peevishness, Exm." Grose.

8. To whistle at intervals, S.

IsL quat-a, leviter clamitare.

Wheak, Week, *. The act of squeaking, a
squeaking sound, S.

ToWHEASLE. V. Whaisle.

WHEEGEE, 9. 1. A whim, a maggot, S.

2. In pi. Superfluous trappings, ornaments
of dress, Fite, Ayrs.

GLBL gwdg, rain, frivolous; gwegi, vanity; levity.

IsL veig is expL ornamentum peculiare ; G. Andr.

WHEEGEL, 9. A piece of wood used, on
the harvest field, for pushing in the end of

the straw-rope with which a sheaf is bound

;

Loth.

[To WHEEGLE, v. a. To wheedle. V.
Whegle.]

# WHEEL, s. A whirlpool or eddy, Ang.
"It widna be Christian-like to stay cosie at hame,

am' a' the country-side on the Wheel.—The Wheel o'

Clackruch has made mony watery ee afore now." St.
Kathleen, iii. 216, 217.
This is the same with Wele\ q.v., only aspirated.

WHEELIECRUSE, 9. A church -yard,
Orkn.
Some of the more intelligent inhabitants of the

country say that in the old language this term signifies

"a place of stopping or resting." And indeed their
interpretation has great plausibility. For IsL hvil-a
signifies quiescere, hvila, lectus, oubile, hvild, quiea •

and hr4-a (pron. trou-a), circumsepire, includero ; q.
to inclose in the bed of death, or to inclose the place Of
rest 1 unless we deduce the last syllable from tros
crux, q. the rest of the cross, Le., in conseerated ground'

WHEELIN, 9. Coarse worsted, S. V.
FlKGERIN.

To WHEEMER, v. n. [To grumble, to mut-
ter, Clydes.] To go about muttering com-
plaints and disapprobation, Roxb.; Flyre,

synon.

C.B. ehwimiawr, one who stirs about briskly; or
changed from achwynwr, a complainer.

WHEEN, s. 1. A number, a quantity, S.
V. QUHETNE.
This s. is sometimes used in the plural ; as, "Wheats

focht, and wheens fled." "How mony wheens war
there?" i.e.. How many parties were present ? "There
war a gay twa-three wheens ;" Clydes.

8. A division, Clydes.

"They rade forth in three wheens ; the first muntit
en black ponies : the neist on grey, an* syne the last

on bonnie wee beosties white as the driftit snaw."
Edin. Mag., Sept. 1818, p. 155. V. Quheyne, adj.

WHEEN, 9. Queen, Shetl. ; wh
f
or perhaps

rather hwf being always substituted for qu.

To WHEEP, v. n. 1. To give a sharp whistle

at intervals, S.

2. To squeak, S.

8n.-G. hwip-a, to hoop or whoop ; Isl. oep-a, clamare

;

Moe*.-G. wop-jant id. A.-S. hweop, clamor.

To Wheeple, v. n. 1. "To whistle like a
whaup ;" Gall. Enc, vo. Whaup.
C.B. ehwtban^ a whistle, a trill ; chwibiaw9 to trill,

to quaver; ehwibiawl, of a trilling quality ; from chwib,

a pipe.

2. To whistle with a shrill melancholy note,

as plovers, &c, Roxb., Clydes.

The fairy houndis are lilting on,

Like redwings wheepling through the mist
Hogg's Sunt of EUdon, p. 823.

3. To make an ineffectual attempt to whistle

;

also, to whistle in a low and flat tone ; S.

Sow/ synon.

This term is evidently allied to E. whiffle, as some*
•,tle, f"signifying to whistle, tibia canere ; Seren.

Wheeple, #. A shrill intermitting note, with
little variation of tone, S. also wheejfle.

"I wad na gie the wheeple of a whaup for a' the
nightingales that ever sang." Statist. Ace, vii. 601,
N. V. Qvhaif.

WHEEPS, 9. pi. An instrument for raising

what are called the bridgeheads of a mill,

S.B.

WHEERIKINS, Whirkins, *. pi. The hips.
u Til whauk you wheerikin*" I will beat vour
breech for you, Lanarks., Edin. This in

Roxb. is thus expressed ; " I'll whither your
tchirki?is to ye.

M

This maybe connected with Hurtle-bane, coxa, q.v.,

or Teut. horck-en, hurct-en, inclinare se, whence Hurtle*

bant has originated. Or it may have been formed from
A.-S. hweorfa, verticillum, like hwtorban, E. whirl
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bone; because here the bones to meet that they may
torn. Whither seems to claim affinity with Isl. htckir-
a, ato oommoTeri

WHEERIM, Wheeuum, *. Any thing
insignificant; [a trifling excuse; also, a
toy, a play-thing, S.]

Allied perhaps to Su.-G. xcurm, a whim or whirascy

;

or to A.-S. hwearf-ian, circumvolitare, Su.-G. hwrfw-a,
in gyram agere, tcyr-a, in orbem movore.

[To Wheerim, Wheeruu, v. n. To trifle,

to work in a trifling manner ; to play fast
and loose, Banff*.]

[Wheerimigo, s. A gimcrack, a gaudy
trifle ; also, an insignificant person, ibid.]

WHEERNY, $. A very gentle breeze, Orkn.

WHEESHT, inter;, and *. This is the com-
mon S. pronunciation of what is Whist in E.

«• Wheesht, an order for silence. Haud your wkeeshL
he silent;" Gall. Enc.

To WHEESK, v. ft. To creak, but not very
harshly, Roxb.

Wheesk, 8. A creaking sound, ibid.

"Thilk dor gyit ay thilk tother wheesi and thilk
tother jerg." Wint. Ev. Tales, ii. 42. V. Whaisk.

WHEETIE, Quheetie, adj. Low, mean,
scurvy, shabby, Aberd., Mearns ; synon.
with Fouty.

C.R chwith, chwithig, left, sinister, not right. V.
WHITIB-WH4TIKS. °

WHEETIE, 9. The Whitethroat, Motacilla
sylvia, Linn., Loth.; Wlieetie-whitebeard,
Lanarks.; supposed to receive its name
from the whiteness of its throat.

To WHEETIE, Wheetle, v. ». and ,. A
term to denote the peeping sound emitted
by young birds.

This seems to he a Tery ancient term ; apparently^ewme with old Teut. quedel-en, thus defined by
Kihan ; Garrire, modulari : minutizare, vernare, gut-
tnrire, queri. Ovid. Dulce queruntur ana; et H<»rat.
Queruntur in silvit aves. This verb is a diminutive
from Su.-G. qttacd-a, Isl. hved-a. Germ, qued-en, canere,
or Su.-G. quid-a, A.-S. ctcyth-an, ejulare. Alcm.
quUd-on u

i
given by Ihre «s synon. with quaed-a;

though I have not observed that it is mentioned by
Schilter.

Wheetie, Wheetle, s. A young duck;
[also, as an inter/^ a call to ducks.J

To WHEETLE, v. n. To wheedle.

t oX? Wad vA^ele
> an ' whuahic, an* blaw i' the Jug

o Sathan to tryst a bcin neuk at the check o* his

PruJ_8
1

tane inS>«> ye warlock-face't elfs. " Saint Patrick,

Johnson says he " can find no etymology " for the
JC. word. Seren. derives it from Isl. vael-a, decipere.
But I am convinced that the origin is the same with
that given under the preceding verb.

VOL. IV.

WHEEZAN, *. The noise of carrW
wheels in rapid motion. Su.-G. Awae^
stndere.

WHEEZE, 8. An act of whizzing produced
by flnme, Clydes.

To Wheezie, v. n. To blaze with a whizzin*
noise, ibid.

3

Wheezie, *. A blaze accompanied with a
whizzing noise, ibid.

These terms are not derived from any root deo-itis-
flame, hut have a common origin with E. to Wkr i
which Johns, merely says, ••from the sound that *t
expresses.'* He ought to have observed, that it occcr*
in various northern dialects, as indeed radically \i*
same w.th Wheeze, A.-S. hueos-an, Serenina gives s»
hwa^-a as signifying to whizz, although it is also erri
Mbilare, to hiss. Indeed, wheezing, wchhziny, and 1,1.
i*g, are all cougeneious ; suggesting a common idea a
to the sound caused hy the action of the air. Thn\
IsL hwass, formed from hicxu-a, fessus anhelare, sir- -

ties ventosus, and hiceuir, surgit vent us.

To WHEEZIE, v. a. To pull pease bv stealth,
Clydes.

Wheezie, «. The act of pulW pease hv
stealth, ibid.

» t~-
.

Shall we trace this to C.R eAtc«ic-*dji, to piIf*T
chwiwgt, a pilferer

!

r^ '

[To WIIEEZLE, r. n. To wheeze, S-]

Wheezle, *. The act of wheasing, S.
M I lost all power, and fell on the ground in a <^a-

vulsion of laughter, while my voice went away to i
perfect wheezie." Perils of Man, ii. 346. V. \Vhaizl£, r.

Wheezlocii, s. The state of being short-
winded; from the same origin as E. FTXttjf,
M to breathe with noise."

She had the caald, hut an' the cre^k,
The fcheedoch, an* the wanton v*uk •

On ilka knee she had a brtrnk.
*

A Mite aboon Dundee, Old Song.
Edin. Month. Mag., June 1817, p. 238.
A. -8. hweoA-an, exspumare ; IsL Su.-G. Ara^-*,

graviter anhelare.

i WHEEZLE-RUXG, 8. A stick often u*ed
by the country-people for lifting a lar^e
boiling pot off the fire, Ayrs.

To WHEGLE, Wiieegle, v. n. To wheetlle,
to cajole, Berwick*. Isl. huxck-ia

9 decipere

WHEI.EX. [Prob. au emit, for vh*l<^
who, which.]

IVhelen is the comli knirht
If hit be thi wille ?

Sir Oawam and Sir Gal, ii. 1
Who, as Mr Piuk. conjectures. If this be the n^^mg it is proliably an error of some transcribe tor

ichflcen ;, 5u. -G. hwdken, id.

WHEXA'BE, adv. However, after all. V.
Whan-a'-be.

To WIIESK, r. n. V. Whaisk
B 5
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To WHEW, v. n. To whistle with a shrill

pipe, as plovers do, S. A.
"Ilk* bag, and den, and todhole round about,

•earned to be fa' o' plovers, for they fell a' to the
whittling an' answering ane another at the same time.
I had often been wondering how they staid sac lang
on the heights that year, for I had them aye wheicing
e'en and morn." Brownie of Bodsbeck, i. 49.

This seems from the same orijgin with E. whiff, a
blast ; properly the act of breathing with the mouth ;

perhaps C.B. chwyih, halites. IsL Atri-a, however,
signifies to neigh ; sdhinnire eqnoram lascivientium,
Haldorson.

[WHEY-BEARD, s. The White-Throat,
Curruea sylvia, S.

WHEY-BIRD, s. The wood-lark, Alauda
arborea, Linn., Lanarks. ; a name probably
from IsL hwei, colliculus, q. the hill-lark, if

not corr. from the Cimbric name of this

bird, heede-lerke, as given by Penn. Zool., ii.

236. Heede seems the same with Isl. heide,

sylva, q. wood-lark.

Whet-Dkop, Whey-drap, s. A putrify-

ing hole in a cheese, resembling an nicer,

s.o.
"If the milk is either allowed to oool too much,

before it is made into curd, or not brought to the pro-
per temperature, when the rennet is mixed into it, the
curd is soft, does not part with the whey, and the
cheese is soft, brittle, and difficult to be kept together

;

and even when the utmost pains have been taken to
press out the serum, (r. whey) it will, several weeks
after the cheese has been made, burst out in putrifying
holes, which, in the dairy language of Ayrshire, are
termed whey-drops." Age. Surv. Ayrs., p. 452.

Whey-Eye, Whey-ee, b. Synon. with
Whey-drop, Ayrs.
M Whey-spring*, or eyes, are seldom met with in the

cheeses of Ayrshire." Agr. Surv. Ayrs., p. 455.

Whey-Sey, s. A tnb in which milk is

curdled, Lanarks. ; from E. Whey, and S.

Say, Saye.

Whey - Whuluons, *. pL Formerly a
very common dish for dinner among the

peasantry of S. ; consisting of flummery
prepared by collecting all the porridge left

at breakfast, which was beat down among
fresh whey, with an additional quantity of

oat-meal. This, being boiled for some
hours, was eaten, or according to our ver-

nacular phraseology, suppit, with bread,

instead of broth.

Whullion seems to be merely the aspiration of Su.-G.
Inch has the closest analogy,

as it denotes a thinner sort of porridge; Putt is

waellma, the definition of which has the closest analog

liquidioris genus. To this Agree Isl. veiling, puis
fervide cocta, diuque parata ; G. Andr., p. 252.—Puis
tenerior, sorbitio, (Haldorson), what our peasantry
would call $upi>abU- or spoon-meat; Dan. veiling,

"porridge, broth," Wolff. The word is also, with
some slight variation, to be found in the German

dialects; Teut. wollinek, farraceum; ex alica farris

edulium, Kilian; Mod. Sax. wtlgen, id. A.-S, weall-

an, Alem. uuall-an, Su.-G. wa*tl-a, Isl. vell-a, Teut.
well-en, Germ, wall-en, all signify to boil.

WHEYLKIN, s. Expl. * lively, coy mo-
tions," Shetl. ; by insertion of the aspirate,

from Isl. vetting, contrectatio, velk-af con*

trectare, volvere.

WHEZLE, 8. The vulgar name for a weaset,

mustela, Loth.

[To WHICH (gutt.), v. n. To rush or dash
with a soft whizzing sound, Banff's., Clydes.]

[Which, *. A soft whizzing sound ; also, a
blow causing, or accompanied by, such a
sound, ibid. It is also used as an adv.]

WHICKIE, adj. Crafty, knavish, Clydes.

Isl. htotck-ia, decipere, hweck-r,' dolus, impostura,
hweekiot-r, subdolus, vafer. Perhaps the root is hwik-
o, Su.-G. hwek-a, hwiek-a, vacillare. G. Andr. gives
as one sense of hwecke, celeriter subtraho.

WHICKING, s. A term used to express

the cry of pigs.

"The whicking of pigs, the gushing of hogs." Urqu-
hart's Rabelais. V. Cheeping.

This seems the same with wheaking. V. Wheak,
Week. Haldorson renders Isl. qcak-a, minurizare, to
chirp.

To WHID, v. n. 1. To move nimbly and
lightly, without noise. To Whid back and
forret,to whisk backwards and forwards with
a quick motion, S.
" That creature whids about frae place to place, like

a hen on a het girdle, clip, clipping wi' a tongue that
wad clip clouts.^ Saxon and Gael, lii. 104, 105.

Whktding "like a hen on a het girdle," is not quite
an appropriate conjunction ; as this allusion refers to
a timorous and unsteady motion, as that of one who
has tender or gouty feet " Whidding, scudding;" Gl.
Antiq. V. Quhid, v.

2. To fib, to equivocate, S. It conveys the

idea of less aggravation than that which is

attached to the term lie.

Whid, Whud, *. [1. A whisk, a rapid,

noiseless movement, S.]

2. A fib, a falsehood of a less direct kind, an
untruth, S.

Ev'n ministers they has been kenn'd,—
A rousing whid st times to vend,

And nail't wi' scripture.

Buna, ill 40.

A rousing whid is not a common, nor a correct,

phrase. It suggests the idea of a more gross infringe-

ment on truth than is warranted by the determinate
use of the term.

Upo' their toogaes the rising topics swell.

Ad' sometimes mix'd too wi a lusty whid, &c
A. ScoiVi Poems, 1811, p. 161.

Here also the term is used in a stronger sense than
what properly belongs to it.

For the probable origin, V. Qhtd, Whid.
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Whidder, a. A gust of wind, Shetl.

The term is used in this sense by Gawin Douglas.

V. Qukiddir, «.

Whiddie, $. A name for a hare, Banffs.

;

pron. Fuddle, Aberd.; wh being changed

into /.
Rob than to her did hunt bis dogs,

Thro' glens an' thaws, thro' main an' bogs ;

But Whiddief
wi' her cockit lugs,

Said. Kiss your luckie.— ^ J
Taylor's S. Poems, p. 91.

Most probably from its quick motion. V. Quhid; «.

To Whiddle, v. n. To proceed with a light

rapid motion, Kinross.

Whiddy, adj. Unsteady, unstable; as, a

whiddy wind, i.e., one that shifts about;

Orkn.
IsL hvida, cita commotio aeria ; Haldorson. V.

Quhid, v. and «.

[WHIDDER, conj. Whether, Shetl.]

[WHIFER, Whiffer, $. A fifer, Aberd.]

WHIFFINGER, j. A vagabond. V.Waf-
FINGER.

To WHIG, v. n. 1. To go quickly; Loth,

(synon. Whid,) perhaps the same with

Whihh, Ang^ to go quickly, with a whizzing

motion ; CTB. chwiw-ian, to turn, or dart

about, to fly here and there.

" Whigging, jogging rudely; urging forward;" Gl.

Antiq.

[2. To work nimbly and heartily, Clydes.

3. To drink copiously or quickly; generally

followed by aff or out ; like E. swig.]

To Whig Awa, v. n. To move at an easy

and steady pace, to jog, Liddesdale.

—"When I had gotten just in again upon the moss,

and was whigging cannily awa hame, twa landloupers

jumpit out of a peat-hag on me or I was aware, and got

me down, and knevelled me sair aneuch." Guy Man-

nering, ii. 39.
" To Whig awa' with a cart" remarks Sir W. Scott,

in a note to Dict., " signifies to drive it briskly on.

I remember hearing an Highland farmer in Eskdale,

after giving minute directions to those who drove the

hearse of his wife, how they were to cross some boggy

and, conclude ; • Now, lads, whig awa' wi' her.'

"

Allied perhaps to IsL Arfct-o, vacillare, Sw. icic*-a,

to joggle.

WHIG, Whigg, a. 1. A thin and sour liquid,

of the lacteoas kind. V. Wigg.

2. A name, imposed on those in the seven-

teenth century, who adhered to the Presby-

terian cause in S. By rigid Episcopalians,

it is still given to Presbyterians in general

;

and, in the West of S., even by the latter,

to those who, in a state of separation from

the established church, profess to adhere

more strictly to Presbyterian principles.

The origin of the term has boen variously account*!

for, by different writers.

"The South-west counties of Scotland have seldom

corn enough to serve them round tho year : and the

northern parts producing more than they need, those in

the west come in the summer to buy at Lcith the store*

that come from the north : and from a word Wiggam,

used in driving their horses, all that drove were called

the Whiggamor*, and shorter the Whigg*. Now in

that year [1648], after the news came down of Duke

Hamilton's defeat, the ministers animated their people

to rise, acd march to Edinburgh ; and they came up

marching on the bead of their parishes, with an uu-

heard-of fury, praying and preaching all the way m
they came. The Marquis of Argyll and his party, came

and headed them, they being about 6000. This was cal-

led the Whiggamor* inroad : and, ever after that, all

that opposed the court, came, in contempt, to be called

Whigg* : and from Scotland the word was brought into

England, where it is now one of our unhappy terms of

distinction." Burnet's Own Times, L 5S.

"The poor honest people, who were in raillery called

Whigg*, from a kind of milk they were forced to drink

in their wandrings and straits, became name-fathers to

aU who espoused the interest"of Liberty and Property

through Britain and Ireland." Wodrow's Hist., i. 263.

The latter is the etymon generally adopted. But

the former is more probable, even in the opinion of

Wodrow, who adds; "If the reader would hare

another, and perhaps better origination of the word,

he may consult Burnet's Memoirs of the House of

Hamilton.
n

Ibid.

The common etymon is liable to this objection, that

it is founded on a fact whicb was posterior to the use

of the term. The other recei%-es confirmation from the

title of a ludicrous poem in MS. pene* aucL 4 The

Whiggamer Road into Edinburghe. To the tune of

GraysteeU ; 28th No%-embcr, 1648." It bears the same

date at the end. .

A. Bor. teAfr, is expl., "a beverage made with whey

and herbs;" Gl. Grose.

To Whig, r. n. Stale churned milk, when

it throw's off a sediment, is said to whig,

Nithsd.

Whigamore, b. A cant term of the same

meaning with Whig, as applied to the old

Presbyterians, but apparently more con-

temptuous.

"There was he and that sour vhigamort they ca\l

Burley—if twa men could hae won a field, we w*lna

hae gotten our skins paid that day." lales of my

Landlord, iv. 164.

Wiiiggery, $. The notions or practices of a

Scottish Presbyterian, S.

"Gang awa' wi' your Whigger*, if that's a» ye can

do; auhl Curate fcilstouk wad hae^ read half the

Prayer-Book to me by this time." H. M. Loth., i. ltu

"•That's a' your whiggerg,' re-echoed the virago,

• that's a' your wh-ggerg, and your Frc»bytcry, ye cut-

lugged graning carles.* " Waverley, u. 122.

Wiiigmeleeuie, 8. 1. The name of a

ridiculous game which was occasionally

used, in Angus, at a drinking club. A pin

was stuck in the centre of a circle, fmm

which there were as many radii as there

were persons in tho company, with the name

of each person at the radius opposite to him.
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Ou the pin an index was placed, and moved
round by every one in his turn; and at

whatsoever person's radius it stopped, he
was obliged to drink off his glass.

This is one, among many expedients, that have been
devised for encouraging dissipation.

As the term has most probably had a ludicrous origin,

it may have arisen from contempt of the Whigs ; as the
people of Angus were generally not very friendly to
them, and might thus intend to ridicule what they ac-

counted the austerity of their manners.

2. In pi. Whigmeleeries, " whims, fancies,

crotchets," Gl. Burns, S.

But gin ye be a brig as auld as me,—
There '11 be, if that date come, I'll wad a boddle,
Some fewer whigmdeerics in your noddle.

Burnetii. 54.

3. A fantastical ornament in masonry, dress,

&c, S.
" Ah ! it's a brave kirk, nane o' yere whigmaleerie*

and curliewurlies about it." Rob Rioy, i. 127.

Whiomaleerie, adj. 1. Dealing in gim-
cracks, S.

2. Whimsical, S.

" I met ane very honest, fair-spoken, weel put-on
gentleman,—that was in the whigmaleery man's back-
shop." Nigel, i. 77.

WHIG, Wio, *. A species of fine wheaten
bread.
" Whig*, Chelsea buns." Sir J. Sinclair's Observ.,

p. 151. V. Wyo.

fWHIGGA,*. Couch-grass, Triticum repent,

Shetl.]

To WHIGGLE, Whiggle along, v. n. 1. To
wriggle, to waddle, Fife; the same with

Wiggle. V. Waigle.

[2. To work in a listless, heartless manner

;

to idle about, Clydes.] To trifle, Fife.

Whiggle, *. A trifle, a toy, a kickshaw,

a gimcrack ; used to denote any thing that

ministers more to conceit than to utility,

Fife.

IaL hvikidl, inconstans, from hrika, cedere. Or,
Belg. huyyhclen, to dissemble, to play the hypocrite

;

•ynoD. with EL juggle.

[WHIG-MIG-MOKUM. V. Whip-Meg-
MORU3I.]

WHIHE (gutt.), e. "The sound of an
adder, her faffing noise, when angered ;"

Gall. Enc. ; slightly changed from C. B.

ehwif, a hiss, or chwith-u, to hiss.

To WHIHHER, v. n. To laugh in a sup-

pressed way, to titter, Ang. To wicker, to

neigh or whiuny, A. Bor.

WHILE, conj. Until, S.

"Still the covenanters could not be pleased while

their cap was full, conform to the conclusion between
them and the covenanters or malecontents of England,"
4c Spalding, i. 81. V. Quhill.

WHILEOMS, WniLES, adv. At times, some-

times, occasionally, S.

Whileoms they tented, and sometimes they play'd,

And sometimes rashen hoods and buckics made.
Ross's Hclenore, p. 11

V. Qhtlum.
"He offered him to prove that though she took

whiles fits of distraction, yet that she had delucida

intervalta, and that it was in one of these that she
granted the said assignation." Fount. Dec. Suppl.,

ii.460.
" He lies a' day, and whiles a' night, in the cove in

the dern hag." Waverley, iii. 237. V. Quuile,
Quhiles.

Perhaps this term is the genitive sing, of A.-S. hiv'd,

tempns, which is htcile*, q. "of a time she took fits,'*

Ac. It would seem indeed that A.-S. hwilum, (re-

tained in O. E. Whilom,) signifying aliquando, is

merely the same A.-S. noun in the dative or ablative

plural, q. by, or in times.

[WHILK, pron. Which. V. Quhilk.]

(To WHILK, v. a. To gulp, to suck up
quickly, Shetl.; syn., to whig.]

WHILLIE-BILLOU, a. A variety of

Hilliebalow, Gall. Whilly-baloo, Dumfr.
" Whillie Billou, a noisy commotion, as when the

fox is up, started for chase ;" Gall. Enc.
Can this have any connexion with C. 8. chwylwi-

biaiol, apt to wander about, from chicyltcib-iaw, to

wander round about, and this again from chwylwib,
orbit, motion?

[WHILLIEGOLEERIE, a. V. under
Whilly.]

WHILLILU, s. An air in music, Ettr. For.

"And all the while he was full earnestly whistling

a tune.

List me, my son, What whillilu is that
Thou keep'st a trilling at ?

"

Hogg's Tales, L 162.

Isl. hveU-a, sonars, hvell-r, sonitus, and lu, lassitudo;

q. a dull or flat air.

[WHILLY, a. A small skiff, Shetl.]

To WHILLY, Whully, v. a. To cheat, to

gull, S. Properly by means of wheedling.

They spofl'd my wife, and staw my cash,

My Muse's pride murgullied ;

Byprinting it like their vile trash,

The honest leidges whully'd.
Ramsay's Address to Town Council of

Edinburgh, A. 1719.

"Wise men may be whilly d with wiles ; " Ramsay's
S. Prov., p. 79.

" Let me alane for tchillying an advocate ;—it's nae
sin to get as muckle frac them as wi' can—after a' it's

but the wind o' their mouth—it costs them uaething.

"

Heart M. Loth., i. 323.
•• Whillybig, bamboozling; deceiving with specious

arguments ;" Gl. Antiq.
Shirrefs writes whilly, Gl. V. next word.
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Whilliegoleerie, a. A hypocritical fellow,

a wheedler, one who speaks fair from selfish

motives, Roxb. ; synon. with Whillie-wha.

The first part of the word is evidently the same with
Wkillg, Wkmlly, v.

This, if traced to Goth, may be deduced from StL-C
kwii-it, cnnctare, to delay, and Teat, laerU, malier
aniloqua, stulta, laeri-en, ineptire, nugas ineptiasque
dicere, A.-S. ge-laert Germ, leer, vacaas. Or it may
be from C. B. ehwiliaw, to pry about, and Uticyr,

radiance, conjoined by the particle go, denoting pro-
cress towards, q. one who pries about, exhibiting a
fair and flattering appearance.

Whillie-wha, Wiiillv-whae, s. 1. A per-

son on whom there can be no Jenendance

;

who shuffles between opposite sides, delays
the performance of his promises, or still

deals in ambiguities.

We fearM no reavers for our money,
Nor whUiy-whaes to grip our gear.

#

Watson's Cull, L 12.

Alas he's gane snd left it a'

;

May be to some ssd whilliwha
Of (remit blood.

Ramsay's Poems, L 223.

"A kind of insinuating deceitful fellow," Gl.
Perhaps from 1st. vyl-a, dobitare, baerere inspenso

animo ; or, as implying the idea of intentional procras-
tination, from Su.-u. htcil-a, il-a, quiescere, punctare

;

ifa, cunctator.

2. A cheat, S.

If ye gang near the South-sea house,
The irhilly-vchas will grip your gear.

Uer&s Coll., ii. 4a

3. A wheedling speech, coaxing language,
South of S.

"I wish ye binna beginning to learn the way of
blawing in a womaJTs lug, wi' a* your tchilly-wha's,"
Tales of my Landlord, ii. 105.
" Wh'Uly-whas, idle cajoling speeches ; flummery

;

n

OL Antiq.
Perhaps rather aHied to C. B. ehwilgi, a searching

dog ; a busy body ; chwiliair, chiciliach, to pry about

;

ehwiliai, a pryer, Owen.

Whillie-whaw, adj. Not to be depended
upon, S.

"Because he's a whWy-whnw body and has a plau-
sible tongue of his own,—and especially because
nobody could ever find out whether he is Whig or
Tory, this is the third time they have made him
Provost." Redgauntlet, ii. 277.

To Whilly-whaw, v. n. To talk in a kindly
and cajoling way ; used to express the con-
versation of two young persons supposed to
have a mutual attachment.

'! V̂h«t, man ! the life of a king, and many thousands
besides, is not to be weighed with the chance of two
young things irhitly-whatnnfj in ilk other's ears for a
minute." Q. Durward, iii. 217.

To Whillywua, v. a. To cajole, to wheedle,
. S.

at"IE?!™*1 " failcd to Uk a help mate, though Wylie
Mactnckit the writer was very pressing and spak very
civilly

; bnt I'm ower auld a cat to draw that strae

before me. He canna rhillyrha me as he's dun* moey
aane.** Tales of my Landlord, iv. 24C

TheWhillywiiaixo, Whullywhaixo, *.

act of wheedling, S.
" * My life precious !' exclaimed Meg Dods

o* your whullytchaimg, Mr. Bluntloose,"* St.
ii. 11.

To Wiiilliewiiallie, r. a. To coax, to

wheedle, Perths.

To Whillie-whallie, v. n. To dally, to

loiter, S. B. V. Whilliwhaw.

WHILOCK, Whileock, Whilockie, #.

A little while, S. O., Dmufr., Perths.
•• 111 waueer half-a-crooo that he's no at the uoimt

o' death, and wunna be for a whileock." M. Lvndsay,
p. 145.

Oct is the mark of diminution, as in many other
words. V. the letter K, also Oc, terrain.

Teut. tcijlken, parvum temporis spatium, » formed
in a similar manner, by the addition of tern* the mark
of the diminutive, from tcijle, momentum.

WHILPER, a. Any individual larger than

the ordinary size of its genus ; as, ** What
a whilper of a trout

!

w Dumfr.
Whulter is used in some other counties.

WHILT, a. A-whilt, having the heart in a

state of palpitation ; in a state of confusion

or perturbation.

My page allow'd me not a beast,

I wanted gilt to pay the hyre ;

He and I lap o're many a syre,

I beaked him at Calder-cult

;

But long ere I came to Clrpes-mvre,
The ragged rogue caught me a-vckiU.

Watson's CotL, I 12.

Hence,

Whiltie-whaltie, adv. In a state of palpi-

tation. My hearts awplayin ichiltie-vrhaltit,

Isl. vellt, vallt, yllte, volutor ; or Aicr/7-a,

The Danes use hultert og bulttrt in the sense of up-
side down.

To Whiltie-Whaltie, v. h. 1. To palpitate,

Ayrs.
—"A kin' o' nettling ramfeezalment gart a* my

heart whiltietrhaltie." Ed. Mag., Ap. 1S21, p. 351.

2. To dallv, to loiter ; given as syuon. with
Whilly-whally, S. B.

To WIIIMMER, r. n. To cry feebly, like a
child, Roxb.
This seems radically the same with E. to Whimper;

only retaining the form of Teut. vrimmertt, obva^ire,
clainitare prae dolore vel gaudio. (V. Skinner, vo.
Whimper.) Germ, trimmer-en, "to whimper, or
whine, as a little child ; " Ludwig. Wachter views it
as the same with Germ, jammer*, ejulare, w being
prefixed. This must be the same with Wheemer.

WHIMWHAM, ,. 1. A whim, a whimser,
Loth., as used by O. E. writers.
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8. A kickshaw, in relation to food.

They brought to him a good sheep's head,
A napkin, and a towel,—

Got, tak roar wkii*-wkam$ a' frae me,
Am mine me net my gruel

. Ballad Book, + 17.

C R ekmym, motion, impulse, Owen ; a whimsey,
Bidaards* The IaL exactly corresponds. Hwim, mo-
ts* celer ; Atriavo, cito mover*.

WHIN, #. A few. V. Quheyne.
It is also improperly given in the form of Whine*

WHIN, Whinstane, #. That in England
called loadstone, or ragstoue, S.

•• Whm-stome, or porphyry, (called toad-stone, rag-

stone, Ac, in England) differs from moor-stone in this,

that the former contains iron and also some lime." P.
Dntmeny, Statist Ace., i. 257. V. Quhtk.

[WHIN-CHACKER, *. The Whin-chat,
Sasicola rubetra, S/|

'

To WHINGE, v. n. To whine, S.

Foot camldrife Coly whined snesth my plaid.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 889.

Y. QUHIKOE.
••Mr. William [Guthry] said, •111 tell you, Cousin,

what Fm not only thinking upon, but I am sure of it,

If I be not under a delusion ; and it is, that the malig-
nants will be your death, and this gravel will be mine,
but ye will have the advantage of me, for ye will die
honourably before many witnesses with a rope about
your neck, and I will die whinging upon a pickle of
straw.

1* Walker's Remark. Passages, p. 174.

WHINGER, Whinoak, *. A sort of hanger,

which seems to have been used both at

meals, as a knife, and in broils.

•• Wherefore said he [James V.] gave my predeces-
sors so many lands and rents to the kirk : was it to
maintain hawks, dogs and whores to a number of idle

priests? The king of England burns, the king of Den-
mark beheads you, I shall stick you with this whingar.
And therewith he drew out his dagger, and they fled

from his presence in great fear." MeAvil's Memoirs, p. 4.
•• Monv ane tines the haff-merk whinger for the naif-

penny whang.n Ferguson's S. Prov., p. 25.

And whingers, now in friendship bare,

The social meal to part and share,

Had found a bloody sheath.

Lay ofthe Last Minstrel, C. v. 7.

This may be merely a corr. of E. hanger. It must
be observed, however, that E. whiniard, vrhinyard, is

need for a short sword ; which Seren. thinks may be
from IaL kwin, furunculus, and yeard, ulnus, q. the in-

strument used clandestinely.

Whinktrdim expl. by Phillips, "a kind of crooked
sword." hlinsheu and Skinner also five the same
word ; so that it is probably O. E. Jacob derives it

from A.-S. viae, to get, and are, honour.

WHINGICK, a. A snuff-box, Shetl.

To WHINK, v. n. 1. A term used to denote
the suppressed bark of a shepherd's dog,
when from want of breath he is unable to
extend his cry ; or his shrill impatient tone
when he loses sight of the hare which he
has been in pursuit of ; Ettr. For.

••He saw—the malignant collies xchlnhing after

him.** Perils of Man, ii. 22.

The word, I am informed, is confined to the Collie ;

and used only in relation to his pursuit of game.

2. To bark as an untrained dog in pursuit of

game, ibicL, Tweedd.
I nerer thought, for a' yonr rase,

That e'er he was for muckle use,

Except for drivin* nout to fairs,

Or rinnin* tohinkin* after hares.

Hogg's Scot. Pastorals, p. 20.

Whink, *. The suppressed bark of a shep-

herd's dog as above described, ibid.

IbL qweink-a, frequenter lamented, is the only word
that appears to have any resemblance. Su.-G. hwink-a,
vacillare, is indeed perfectly similar. But it refers to

motion, not to sound. The same thing may be observed
of Tout, quinck-en, dubio et tremulo motu ferri.

WHINKENS, a. pi. Flummery, S. B. m/m,
synon.

Perhaps from Su.-G. hwink-a, vacillare, to move
backwards and forwards, because of their flaccidity.

The E. term Jtummery is, in like manner, applied to

any thing that is loose or wants solidity.

To WHINNER; v. n. To pass with velocity,

S.B.
IsL hwyn-a, resonare, sonum edere obstreperum ;

atria, voces obstreperae et resonabiles ; G. Andr., p.

126.

Whinner, s. 1. The sound caused by rapid

flight or motion, whizzing noise, S. B., Loth.,

Dumfr. Whunnery Gall.
•• Whummer, a thundering sound," Gall. Euc.

2. "The blow which causes such a sound
;"

ibid.

At last the beggars cleared the field,

For wha could stan* their whinners I

The very ploughmen had to yield,

Wi' hides as black as shuners.
Ibid. p. 268.

3. A smart resounding box on the ear, Dumfr.

IsL hcinr, sonus ex vibratione ; fremitus venti

;

Haldorson.

Whikkerin', part. adj. A whinnerin' drouth,

a severe drought, accompanied with a sift-

ing wind. It is applied to any thing so

much dried, in consequence of extreme
drought, as to rustle to the touch; as,

" The corn's a' whinnerin" Clydes.

WHIN-SPARROW, $. The Field or

Mountain sparrow, S. ; Fringilla montana,
Linn. ; denominated, as would seem, from
its being often found among wlmis or furze.

WHINYARD, s. A short crooked sword,
synon. Whinger.
" Ruthven, with his complices—stmck him over our

shoulder with whin-yards, 1
&c. Chalmers's Mary, i.

164.
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WHIP, s. [Time, term, period ; a whip o*

dearth, a time of dearth, Pert lis.] In a

whip, adv. In a moment, S.

Alem. uuipphe,
m
O. Teat wap, nictus oculi. 8w.

wippen is equivalent to oar word : paa wippen, upon
the point of doing any thing ; Mod. Sax. up dt wipi*,

id. Ihre views the Su.-G. v., mentioned under the
preceding term, as the origin. We alto say, He teas

within a whip of such a thing, S. B.
Kilian, however, gives fax, lumen, vibratio Iuminis,

as the primary sense. According to this, the term
originally conveys the very same idea with blink, S.

In a blink, i.e., in a twinkling. The v. wipp-en also

signi6es to glance, to shine at intervals. Kilian views
'that as the same word, used in a secondary sense,

which signifies to vibrate, to be agitated with a tremu-
lous motion.
On this ground, whip is to be classed with that

variety of terms, denoting* moment, or the smallest
portion of time, which are borrowed from the motion
of light, or refer to it ; as, Blink, Glint, Glisk, Gliff,

Glijpn, &o.
C. B. chwip, a quick flirt or turn ; also quickly, in-

stantly ; chtcip-iaw, to move briskly ; Owen.

To WHIP af, or awa\ v. it. To fly, to get
off with velocity, S. sometimes pron. wheep.

IsL hwapp-ast, repente accidit ; Su.-G. wipp-a, moti-
tare so, sursum deorsum ecleriter ferri.

WHIP-LICKER, a. One who has a cart

and horse for hiring, Fife ; a cant term.

WHIP-MAN, a. A common carter, Loth.,

Perths.

But woes me, seldom that's the case,

Whan ronthless whip-men, scant o' grace,

Haghash and bann them to their face.

The Old Horse, Ditfs Poems, p. 84.

[WHIP-MEG-MORUM, *. The name of a
tune.

Sa well's he keeped his decorum,
And all the stots of whip-meg-morvm.

Piper of Kilbarehan.

In the following quotation it seems to be modified to
signify party politics :

—

Let Whig and Tory all agree,

To drop their whig-mig-morum.
Skinner's Amusement of Leisure Hours, 1809.]

[WHIPPACK, s. A small fishing-rod,

Shetl.]

WHIPPER-SNAPPER, a. 1. A little pre-

sumptuous fellow; a very contemptuous
term, S. This is also cant E., expl. "a
diminutive fellow;" Class. Diet.

2. A cheat, Dumfr.
;
pron. Wliopper-anapper.

3. A fraudulent trick, ibid.

It might be deduced from Isl. hwipp, saltus, celer

cursus, and snap-a, captare escam ; as originally de-
noting one who manifested the greatest alacrity in

snatching at a morsel.

WHIPPER-TOOTIES, a. pi. Silly scruples

about doingany thing, frivolous difficulties, S.

This is probably corr. from the Fr. phrase, aprts
tout, after all ; pour dire, Apree avoir bicn considered

bien pese, bien examine" toutes choses. Omsfttft pr«

pensis ; Diet Trcv. One, attached to Gr. etyrnmu,

might deduce this from <rwep, propter, and rSro, hoc

WHIPPERT, adj. Hasty and tart in

demeanour, or in the mode of doing any

thing. Hence whippert-Uke, indicating irri-

tation, by the manner of expression or

action, S.

Isl. hicop-a signifies lightness, inconstancy. But

perhaps it is rather formed from the r. Whip, q. t.

WHIPPY, a. A term of contempt applied

to a girl or young woman ; a malapert per-

son ; sometimes implying the idea of light-

ness of carriage, Lanarks.
" *6o ! ye idle whippy !' said her mother, 'and let

me see how weel ye'll ca* the kirn.' " Coctagcn of

Glenburnie, p. 200.

Isl. hwopa, levitas; whence hwopulegr, letis et is-

eonstans ; O. Andr., p. 127 ; hwippin, ultro citroqoe

vagari. C. B. c/utcp-iaw, to move briskly.

Whippy, Whuppy, adj. Active, agile,

clever, Lanarks.

To WHIR, Whirky aivay, v. n. To fly off

with such noise as a partridge or moorcock

makes, when it springs from the ground,

Roxb.
" Or I gat his grave weel howket, some of the

quality, that were of his ain unhappy persuasion, hid

tne corpse whirried atcau op the water, and boned him

after their ain pleasure doubtless." Monastery, i. 49.

Whirring is used as a part, in this sense in £. Se-

renius traces it to Su.-G. hurra, cum impctu circunugi

Uwerfw-a, in gyrum agere, is nearly allied.

WHIRKIXS, a. pi The posteriors. V.

Wheerikixs. [Cont. where I ken.]

WHIRL, Whurl, a. The apple; also de-

nominated the Tliorle pippiiiy Roxb.

The name is still the same ; the difference arising

solely from the various modes of pronouncing the same

term. V. Whoble.

WHIRLIWHAW,*. A whirligig,S. [IWfr-

ligujum is another form.]
" There's mair gold about the whirii-whau* o' that *

button-hole than in the whole bouk o' a rose nobfc."

Rothelan, i. 213.

[To Whirliwiiaw, v. a. To mistifv, to gull,

Loth.]

[• To WHIRR, v. a. and n. 1. To move off

or along with great speed, to vanish; as,

"He whirred by like stour," Clydcs.;

whirm, Shetl.

2. To throw, strike, or dash suddenly, ibid.]

Willuk, Wiiirret, a. A smart blow, appar-

ently as including the idea of the sound

caused by it.

" Then did the monk, with his staffe of the cro^e,

give him auch a aturdie thump and ichirret betwixt ha

neck and shoulders,—that he madohini lo3e bothien*
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and motion, and fall down stone dead at his horse's

feet
M

Urquhart's Rabelais, B. i. p. 192.

Bailey gives Wherret in the same sense. Perhaps, as
denoting the sharp sound of the stroke, from Qtthir, v.,

to whizz, q. v.

It seems to be merely a provincial term. " Wherret,

a great blow-; perhaps a back-handed stroke ;" Grose.

To Whirry, v. a. Similar to E. Hurry.
[" Whirry Whigs awa man ;" Old Song.]

"'See now, mither, what ye hae dune/ whispered
Caddie ; * there's the Philistines, as ye ca' them, are
gaun to whirry awa' Mr. Harry, and a' wi' your nash-
gab.' " Tales of my Landlord, ii. 194.

WHIRROCK, *. A knot in wood, caused by
the growth of a branch from the place

;

Tweedd. ; whirlock, Shetl. V. VlRROCK.

[To W1IISII, Whush, v. n. To whizz, to

rash with a whizzing sound, S.]

To Whisu, v. a. To hush ; part. pa. whist.

"The keeping of the castle of Edinburgh was the
last act of opposition, and with the yielding of it, all

was whist" Hume's Hist. Doug., p. 246.

Seren., vo. Hush, refers to Sw. wysch, intcrj. used
by nurses when lulling their babes ; and hwiik-a, to
whisper. .

Whish, Whush, *. 1. A rushing or

whizzing sound, S. B.

2. A whisper, S. B. Whisht, Loth.
Lst her yelp on, be you as calm's a mouse,
Nor lat your whisht be heard into the house.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 2.

Su.-G. hxraesa, to whizz ; wis a, IsL kiris-a, susur-

rare, qwis, susurrns ; G. Andr., p. 157.

Hwijsk-a, mussitare, ibid., p. 127.

[Whishie, s. A slight sound, or whisper ; as,

** Noo, not a whishie" Le., perfect silence,

Clydes., Perths.]

WHI8HT, interj. Hush, be silent^ S. hist,

whist, E. Chaucer, huiste. It seems to be

properlythe imperat. of the v. ; q. be hushed.

But whisht, it is the knight in masquerade,
That comes hid in this cloud to see his lad.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 111.

Clav. Yorks., " Whesht, whesht, is peace, peace."

Ben Jonson frequently uses husht precisely in the
same sense with our whisht.
" Whisht, gudewife ; is this a time, or is this a day,

to be singing your ranting fule-sangs in ?" Waverley,
ii. 122.

This is sometimes used as a v., S.B.

They'd better whisht, reed I sud raise a fry.

Ross's HeUnore, p. 18.

This is nearly allied to Fr. houische, which Palsgr.

gives among "Interjections betokenying kepyng of

sylence;" F. 473, a.

WHISKER, Whiscar, 8. 1. A bunch of

feathers for sweeping any thing, Moray.
E. whisk, a small besom or brush.

2. The sheath, at a woman's side, used for

holding the end of a wire, while she is

knitting stockings, ibid.

8w. hwiska, scopae ; Seren. Teut. wissch-en, tergere.

WHISKER, Whisquer, 8. " A blusterer."

" March wh'mker was never a good fisher," S. Prov. ;

"an old proverb signifying that a windy March is a
token of a bad fish year." Kelly, p. 254. Ferguson
writes wh'uiffuer.

Isl. htnoi-a, anhelare ; hioass, ventosus ; htoass-widri,

ventus acer ; mi er hicast, ventus spirat.

WHISKIE, Whisky, s. A species of ardent

spirits, distilled from malt, S.

[WIIISKIN, s. Palpitation of the heart,

Shetl.]

WHISKIT, part adj. A whUkit mare, appa-

rently a mare having a switched tail,

Perths. ; q. one adapted for whisking off the

flies.

WHISKS, s. pi. A machine for winding

yarn on a quill or clue ; of more modern
construction than Windles, Reufr.; probably .

from E. Whisk
f

because of the quick

motion.

WHISSEL, Whistle, s. 1. A pipe, a shep-

herd's pipe ; also, a fife, a small flute, S.

" Whissels for Taberners, the dozen xxiiijs."

Rates A. 1611.

2. Used metaph. for the throat, in the

phrase, to weet one's whistle, to take a

drink, sometimes applied to tipplers, S.

It is, however, O. E. "I wete my whystell as good
drinkers do ;" Palsgraue.

[To Whissel, Whistle, v. n. To play on a
reed, pipe, fife, or flute, S.

Ill break my reed an' never whistle mair.
Ramsay\ Gentle Shepherd.

2. To wheedle, cajole, wile ; as, " He'd whissel

a levrock fra the lift."

Whistle is also used in the sense of be silent, think

what you please but ask no questions, as in Burus* pawky
song,

First when Maggy was my care,

Heaven, I thou^lit, was in her air ;

Now we're married—speir na mair

—

Whistle owre the lave o'L]

Whistle-Bixkie, s. One who attends a

penny-wedding, but without paying any
thing, and therefore has no right to take

any share of the entertainment ; a mere
spectator, who is as it were left to sit ou a
bench by himself, and who, if he pleases,

may whistle for his own amusement ; Aberd.

Whistle - the - Whaup. A phrase ad-

dressed to one who is supposed to play

upon another, West of S.

Q. "if you are for sport, call upon the curliew;'

referring, probably, to the folly of such an attempt,

because this bird delights in sequestered places.

Whistler, s. A bird so named, Kinross.

V. Loch-leauock.
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Whistlers, $. pi. "These formers upon
a very extensive estate, who give the com-
mon enemy, Le., the proprietor, information
as to the rent or value of their neighbours'
farms, when he is about to raise his rents."

South of S. SirW. S.

WHISTLE, 8. Change of money, S.
— Now they'se get the whistle of their groat.

Ramsay's Poems, L 66.
V. Quhtssel.

To WHIT, v. a. To milk closely, to draw
off the dregs, Ettr. For. ; Jib, synon.

I see no analogous term except perhaps C. B.
chwyd-u, to eject, chicyd, ejection.

Whittins, s. pi The last part of what is

called ua male of milk;" which is considered
as the richest, and is usually milked by
a thrifty housewife into a vessel by itself,

and put among the cream reserved for

making butter, Tweedd.

To WHITE, v. a. To cut with a knife, S.
For he'i far aboon Dunkel the night,
Maun white the stick and a' that

~ ~ Bums, I 363.
V. QUHTTE.
This appears in 0. E. in the form of Thwytyn and

Twytyn. "Telwyn or twytyn. Abseco. Reseco."
Prompt Parv. The s. is also given as Thuytynge, and
"Theytinge. Scissulatus." Ibid.

Whiter, j. 1. One that whittles, S.

2. A knife, in respect of its being ill or well

adapted for this purpose; as, "a gude
whiter," " an ill whiter," S.

Whitins, a. pi. Thin slices cut off with a
knife, Clydes.

To WHITTER, v. a. To lessen by taking
away small portions, to fritter, Roxb.
Shall we view this as a frequentative from the v.

to While, to cut with a knife, as perhaps originally ap-
plied to the manual operation of children ?

To WHITE, v. a. To flatter, Galloway.
" To White, to flatter for favour ;

n GaU. Enc. C.B.
hud-o, to wheedle, chwyd-aw, to trick. Hence,

White Folk. A name given to wheedlers, S.
" You are as while as a loan soup. Spoken to

flatterers who speak you fair, whom the Scots call
White Folk." Kelly's S. Prov., p. 371.
A similar metaphor is in the Fr. phrase, C'est le

cheval aux quatro pieds blanc, which Cotgr. says, "is
most used to expresse a companion that promises
much, and performes nought."
Another Fr. phrase conveys the same idea : lis sont

tout blanc, au-achors, & tout noirs au-dedans ; o'eat-
a-dire, qu'ils sont vertcux en apparence, mais qu'au
fonds ce sont des mecbans. Diet Trev.

White-Liver. A flatterer, Roxb.
White is used by our old writers as signifying hypo-

critical. V. Quhyte, aaj.

VOL. IV.

White-Wind, #. Flattery*, wheedling; a

cant term. To blaw white xcindinaneilw,

to flatter one ; Clydes., Roxb.

* Whitino, 8. The name of this fish is

metaph. used for the language of flattery, S.

" He gave me whitings, but [without] booo," S.

Prov : "That is, he gave me fair words. The Seota

call flatteries whitings, and flatterers tekitt psffc."

Kelly, p. 153. V. White folk.

The phrase to Butter a Whiting, is used in tbeoae

Whitie, WniTELiP, e. A flatterer, "in

auld whitie, a flatterer; the same with

whitelip " Gall. Enc. V. White folk.

WHITE- ABOON- GLADE. The Hen-

harrier, Stirlings. Falco cynaeus, Linn.

"But of all the birds of prey amongst tu, the bo-

harrier, or white-aboon -glade, as he is called, n tht

most destructive to game, both partridges sod nmir-

fowl." P. Campsie, Statist. Ace, xr. 324.

This name corresponds to that of Lanariu a&u,

Aldror., Le Lanier eendre, Brissou. and Qra+wam,

Geyer of Frisch. V. Penn. ZooL, p. 193.

WHITE BONNET. A name given to the

Eerson, who, in a sale by auction, bids for

is own goods, or who is employed by the

owner for this purpose, S.

This metaph. term seems to signify s marked per-

son, or one who deserves to be marked ; in alluoa,

perhaps, to the custom in Italy by which the Jen«
obliged to wear yellow bonnets for distinction, or of

bankrupts wearing: green bonnets, according to the

laws of France, The term is most probably t literal

translation of a Fr. phrase, the meaning of which is

now lost. For the expression, Bonnet wane, m t&*

bonnet, is still proverbially used to denote the thiap

that are exactly alike, and which may be mditferestlj

put the one for the other.

WHITE-CRAP, e. A name applied to

grain, to distinguish it from such crops ss

are always green, S.
" White-crops, corn, as wheat, barley, 4cM Gloat

Grose.

WHITE-FEATHER. To hare a «te

feather in one's winy, a proverbial pons

denoting timidity or cowardice, South of

S. ; analogous to E. White-livered.

" 'He has a white feather in his wing this lame West

burnflat after a',' said Simon of Hackburn,
">°f*~j

scandalized by his ready surrender. * Hell ne'er al

his father's boots.'" Tales Landl., i. ISO.

WHITE FISH. V. under Quh.

WHITE FISH IN THE NET. A sport

formerly common in Anjnis^ although w*

almost gone into desuetude. Two persoas

hold a plaid pretty high. The rest of the

company are obliged to leap over it. T»

object is to entangle in the plaid the per-

son who takes the leap ; and if thus inter-

cepted, he loses the game.

cs
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WHITE HAKE. The Alpine hare, S.

" Lepus variabilis. Alpino Hare.—8. White hart."
Edin. Mag., July 1819, p. 507.

WHITE HAWSE. '< A favourite pudding

;

that which' conducts the food to the stomach
with sheep ;" Gall. Enc.

WHITE-HORSE. A name given to the

Fuller ray, a fish.

"Baia fulJonica, the WhiteJiorst ;
n

Sibb. Fife, p.

119.

WHITE-IRON or AIRN, $. Tin-plate, S.

White-iron smith, a tin-plate worker, S.

"We observed two occupations united in the same
person, who had hang out two sign-posts. Upon one
was, 'James Hood, White Iron Smith,* (La., Tinplate
Worker.) Upon another, 'the Art of Fencing taught
by James Hood.* " Boswell's Journal, p. 54.

WHITE-LEGS, *. pi. The smaller wood,

such as branches, &c, of a hag, or cutting,

Berw.
"The smaller wood, provincially termed white-legs,

.

is sold for temporary fences, or fire wood." Agr.
Surv. Berw., p. 334.

[White-Maa, White-Maw, *. The herring

gull, Larus canus, ShetL]

WHITE-MEAL, e. Oat-meal ; as distin-

guished from what is made of barley, called

Bread-meal, Clydes.

WHTTEXIN, *. The chalk used for mak-
ing walls or floors white, S.

WHITE PUDDING. A pudding mfide of

meal, suet, and onions, stuffed in one of the

intestines of a sheep, S.

And first they ste the white puddings,
And then they ste the black.

Herd's Oft, fl. 159.

V. Black puddixo.

WHITE SHOWER. A shower of snow,

Aberd. ; prom File ehoxcer,

WHITE-SILLER, s. Silver money; as,
a Tll gie ye white siller fort," I shall give

you a sixpence at least, S.

The phrase hwit seoi/er occurs in A.-S., but as sig-

nifying pure silver ; Lye, vo. Scolfer. Sw. hwUa pen*
n'mgar, silver money.

WHITE WAND. V. Wand of peace.

WHITE-WOOD, s. The white and more
decayable wood on the outside of a tree, S.

[Alburnum, sap-wood.]

"The oaks [in the mosses] are almost entire; the
white wood, as it is called, or the outermost circles of
the tree only are decayed." Agr. Suit. Stirl., p. 40.

To WHITHER, v. a. To beat, to belabour,

Rc*b.

Whither, *. A stroke, a smart blow, ibid.

IsL hwidr-a, cito commoveri.

To WHITHER, v. ». To whirl rapidly with

a booming sound, Teviotd. V.Quhiddik, v.

Whither-spale,WHUTHER-8PALE,WlTHEU-
6PALE, e. I. A child's .toy, composed of a

Iriece of lath, from seven inches to a foot in

ength, notched all round, to which a cord

is attached. This, when whirled round,

Produces a booming sound, Roxb. [V.

'hunner-speal.]
From Whither, to whizz, (V. Qhiddir, Quhetiiyr,)

and Spate, spait, a lath, or shaving of wood, q. "a
whizzing "or '* booming spail"

2. Light as straw or down. " He would steal

it, if it were as light as a whither-spale? ibid.

3. A thin, lathy person, ibid.

4. One who is of a versatile cast of mind, who
is easily turned from his opinion or purpose,

ibid.

WHITIE-WHATIES, s. pL Silly pretences,

from a design to procrastinate, cr to blind

;

frivolous excuses, circumlocutions, meant
to conceal the truth, S.

Whittie- Whaws is used in the same sense, Aberd.

It's them that fleys me wf their taws,
Their cankart cuflk, and whUty whaws.

Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 179.

1st. vaettuge, quod nnllius est ponderis, atomon, quod
nan potest hbrari ; G. Andr. C. B. chwitchwat, a sly
pilferer; Owen: chicydawiaeth, nugatio, gesticulatio

;

Jioxhorn.
Perhape the last part of this reduplicative term is

the radical one, from A.-S. hicata, omina, divinationes,

angaria; "gesses, forespeakings, luck good or ill;

divinations, soothsaying* ;" Sumner. Warna the that

thu ne gime drycraejla, ne swrfaena, ne hwatena : Take
care that thou do not follow incantations, or dreams,
or divinations ; Deut. xviii. 10.

Thus it might originally be equivalent tofreits. IsL
tkwaett-a, however, signifies nugari ; tftwaetting-r,

nugamenta ; G. Andr., p. 268. Belg. wisietcasie, seems
to have been formed on the same plan ;

*' fiddle-faddle,

whim-wbam ;*' SeweL This has much the appearance
of an Alem. origin, s in that language, being frequently
substituted for t in other dialects. Germ, waschen,
garrire ; Wachter. V. Wishy-Wasiues. Dry-
craefta, in the quotation, is from dry, a magician, and
erae/t, craft. According to Somner, and Wachter,
(vo. Druiden), the term dry had found its way into

Germany from the name of the Druids, to whom great
skill in magic was ascribed.

WHITLING, Whitixo, Whiten, s. A
species of sea-trout, S.

"In some parts of the Era, there are pike ; and, in

some seasons of the year, great numbers of sea-trouts,

from 3 lb. to 6 lb. weight. The fishermen call them
whitlings, on account of the scales they have at their

first coming up the river from the sea." P. Muthil,
Perths. Statist. Ace., viii. 438.
* "There is also in this river a larger sort of a fish

called a whitling ; it is a large fine trout, from 16 inches

to 2 feet long, and well grown ; its flesh is red, and
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Ugh coloured, like salmon, and of full as fine a flavour."

P. Dunae, Berwick*. Ibid. iv. 380.

••From the end of June, till close-time, there is

aheuftdance of fish, after floods, in Esk, and the lower

•ad of Liddel ; such as salmon, grilse, sea trout, and
whiten*, as they are named here, or herlings, as they

are called in Annandale." P. Cannobie, Dumfr. Ibid,

zhr. 410.

It is sometimes written whiting.

"The fish is well known to those who fish in the
Annan and the Nith by the name of the hiding. But
it is called by other names in other parts of the country.

In the Esk, in Dumfries-shire, and in the Eden at

Carlisle, it is termed the whiting, from its bright

saWery colour. In the Tay, above Perth, it is called

the Lammas whiting, from its appearance in the river

at that season. In Angus, the Mearns, and Aberdeen-
shire, it goes by the name of the Phinoc. " Dr. Walker,
Transact. Highl. See. S., ii. 354.

Whiting or whiten would seem to be the same with
wkkling. But, according to Dr. Walker, the whiting or

hirling, after passing the winter in the sea, on its

return to the nver in March and April, is "called the
whittling, or, as it is commonly pronounced, the
whitling;—in the Spey and other rivers in the North,
—known by the name of the white trout.** Ibid., p. 355.

This learned naturalist views the whiting as a sal-

mom ; which he supposes to pass through the different

states of the samlet, hirling, whitling, and grilse, before

it comes to maturity. Ibid. p. 363. It has, however,
been urged with great probability, that they are differ-

ent species ; because the whitinga or hirling* have roes,

and of course are understood to spawn ; Ibid. p. 354.

N. Besides, the phinoc, which Dr Walker views as tho
same with the whiting, is said "always to retain the
distinctive mark of yellow fins, as well as particular

spots greatly different from those on salmon.'
1 Mac-

kenzie, Ibid. p. 377, 378.

Sw. hwitling signifies a whiting.

WHITLIE, Quiiitelie, Quhitely, adj.

Having a delicate or fading look, S.

Wkiiefy has been used O. E. as equivalent

to livid.

The seconds stede to name hicht Ethiose,

Quhitdjf and pale, and soraeilcle ascendent.
Benrysone's Test. Creseide, Chrons 3. P.,L 164.

" Whitely things are ay tender ;" Ramsay's S. Pror.,

p. 7ft.

"As for the earle of Bothwell he wes fair and
quhHUe, hinging shouldered, and went something ford-
ward." Pitscottie's Cron., p. 423. Whitely, Ed. 1728.

"Alas are these pale cheekes, and these whitely

lippes the face of my nephew, and the fauour of my
beloved Karhonus?" Narbonus, Part II., p. 35.

From A.-S. hwit, albus, and lie, similis.

[WTHITRACK, Whitkeck, Whittret, s.

A weasel. V. Quhitred.]

Whitrack-Skin, s. A purse made of the

skin of a weasel, Moray.
Her niinnie had hain'd the warl,

And the. whitrach-skin had roath.

Jamieson's Popular Ball., i. 294.

WHITTER, *. "A hearty draught of

liquor

;

n
Gl. Burns, S.O.

Syne well sit down an' tak our whitter,

To cheer our heart.

Burns, iii. 240.

Perhaps q. whetter, from E. tch^t, applied to a dram,
as supposed to sharpen the appetite.

WHITTER, $. "Anything of weak growth
is a whitter ;

n
Gall. Enc. Tieitter^ q.v., is

elsewhere used in the same sense.

[To WHITTER, r. a. To fritter. V. under

White, v.]

To WHITTER, v. n. To move with light-

ness and velocity ; as, Whitierin down the

stair, Ayrs.

It must be the same word with that given by
Mactaggart. " WhUtering, running about in a strange

simple manner. The way a modest lover haunts his

mistress ; " Gall. Enc. Apparently a diminutive from
Quhitl.

To WHITTER, v. n. To speak low and ra-

pidly, Roxb.
Here objects charm on every hand,
Tho;winkiug swankies whitter,

And fondly ee some female band
Sail by in smirking titter.

St. BosweWs Fair, A. Scott's Poems, p. 56.

Whitter, *. Loquacity, prattle. «« Hold
your whitter? be silent, Roxb.

Whitter-whatter, s. 1. Trifling conversa-

tion, chattering, Roxb.
Hout, man, it's ablins but a clatter :

What need we heed sic whittcr-whotter.

Or 'tween us twa what need we care,

Tho' a' the French were stanin there ?

A. Scott's Poems, p. 47.

2. A woman who is very garrulous, is said to

be *' a perfect whitter-whatter" ibid.

This reduplicative term, more forcibly expressing
continuation, is formed from a v. primarily denoting
the chattering of birds. V. Quhitter, v.

To Whitter-whatter, v. n. To converse

in a low tone of voice, Roxb. V. Quhitter.

[WHITTIE, adj. Shabby, mean, vague,

evasive, Mearns. V. Wheetie.]

WHITTIE-WHATTIE, s. 1. Vague, shuf-

fling, or cajoliug language, S.
—"Your reluctant brethren—may essay to keep

you back by telling you some new stories (when they
find you cannot be charmed or inchantcd into a forbear-

ance by the old Spring of Prudence) of they themselves
know not what. But the sense and substance of all

this whittie whattie, to be sure, will be only, 4 be

Suiet, let nothing be heard, that may provoke his

[ighness.'" M'Ward's Contend., p. 363.

2. Applied to a person, as denoting one who
employs every kind of means to gain an end,

Fife.

To Whittie-whattie, v. n. 1. To talk

frivolously, to shilly-shally, S.
•' 'What are ye whittie-whattieing about, ye gowk,'

said his gentle sister, ' gie the ladic back her boiiie die

there, and be blithe to be sao rid on't.' " The Pirate, i.

136.

2. To form frivolous pretences or excuses, S.
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WHITTLE, 9. 1. A knife, S. a* in E.

2. Applied to theharvest-hook, S. V.QuiiYTB.
Was, ris* an* to the whittle,

la haste this day.
A. Douglafi Poena, p. 188.

[8. Applied to the stone used for sharpening

a scythe, West of S., ShetL]

WHITTRET, a. The weasel. V. Quhitred.

WHTTWRATCH, s. The name formerly

giren in S. to a terrier.

"Bat before they departed from these ugly earth-
holes, an ill-contrived urchin, or a car oat of shape,

and defonn'd, (as. they described him), bat call

hint a Tarrier, and they"by the name of a Whitwratch
(bastard-brood of the Fox) as the servants apprehended ;

so asight any man as well as they rationally conclude,

as by the circamstanccs given as by their description.**

French's Northern Mem., p. 136.

Apparently q. white ratch. V. Hague. The Ice-

landers call a loz tnoelrache; O. Andr. vo. Roche, p.
194.

(To WHIZ, Whizz, v. a. To inquire, cross-

ioestion; part. pr. whizzin ; Clydes., Shctl.

like E. quiz.']

WHON, Whun, $. A vulgar name for a
worthless character, TeviotcL; synon. Scamp*
C£ chicyn denotes a chaos, also weeds

;

chwynu, a grub.

WHOOGII, inter]. An exclamation, especi-

ally used by dancers, for mutual excitation,

Mearns, Ang.
—At ilka thnd and soagb,

They cried,
M Weel-done !-hey ! hilloa ! xohooghr

Beattu?* John o* Arnha, p. 68.

•• JTeeo / wleo7 an interjection, marking great sur-

North," Grose.

WHOPIN, Whaupin, Whuppin, part, adj.

Large, big ; A whaupin pennyworth, a good
bargain for the money, Lanarks.

WHORLE, 9. 1. A very small wheel, as that

in a child's cart, S.

2. The fly of a spinning-rock, made of wood,

of lead, or a hard stone, S. whirl, E.

"In one of them [graves] was found a metal spoon,

and a glass cap that contained two gills Scotch measure

;

and in another, a number of stones, formed into the
shape and size of whorles, like those that were formerly
need for spinning in Scotland." Barry's Orkney, p.
908. . He adds, in a note, "A round perforated piece

of wood, pat upon a spindle.

"

Wi' cauk sod keel I'll win your bread,
And spindles ami whodes for them wha need.

Oaberlunyie Man, Herd's Coll, VL 51.

O.E. " Whorle of a spyndyL Vertebrum." Prompt
Parr.

It appears from Minsheu, that wharle and whorle
were formerly used in this sense in E.
"O. £. wharle for a spyndell, peson," Fr. Palsgraue.

Su.-G. harfwel, hwirfwel, id. Terticillum ; from hwerf-a,
to be whirled round ; O. Sw. kworla, rotare.

WHORLE-BANE, $. The hip-bone or

joint, Fife.

Teal wervel-been, vertebra, apondylus. E. whirlc-

bome denotes the knee-joint. But in O.E. whyrlebon
had the same signification with the S. word. " Jovnt
or hole of the anokyli bone clcped, the tchyrUbon.

Ancha." Prompt. 1'arv. Ancha is expl. as synon.
with Coxendix ; uvl Cange. Knokyll bone is afterwards
rendered, not only by the more general tenn Condilus,

bat by Coxa, the hip-bone.

To WIIOSLE, Whozle, v. n. To blow, to

breathe hard, to wheeze, Aberd.; whozle,

Dumfr.
" Ye wou'd hae hard the peer burscn belchs iclioslin

like a horse i' the strangle a riglenth e'er you camo
niloiJournal from London, p. 6, 7.

— Wkozling sair and crappen down
Auld Saunders seem a.

Mayne'$ Siller Gun, p. 42.

" Wheeling, breathing hard, as from asthma ;" Gl.

ibid. p. 153. V. Whawle.

WHOW! Whoogu! interj. An exclama-

tion of surprise or admiration.

Perhaps like Lat. eho, expressive of admiration.

Dan. ho? ho/ aha, hold a little. V. Wkoogh.

WHO-YAUDS, interj. A term used to

make dogs pursue horses, Lanarks.

Who seems the same as Hou in Hou-sheep, q. y.

V.Yad.

WHUD, #. A lie, South of S. V. Quhid.

To WHUDDER, v. n. To make a whizzing

or rushing sort of noise. "The wind in a

cold night is said to whudder;* Gall. Enc.

Whudder, s. A noise of this description,

ibid. V. Quhiddir.

WHULLILOW, s. "The same with
WhiUie-billou ;

n
Gall. Enc.

To WHULLY, v. a. To circumvent by
wheedling. V. Whillt, r.

Whulligoleerie, s. A wheedling fellow..

V. Whilliegoleerie.

To Whullup, Whollup, v. n. To fawn,

to wheedle, to curry favour by bestowing

small gifts, Roxb. ; perhaps contr. from
Whully up. V. Whully.

WHULT, 8. "A blow received from a fall,

or the noise attending such a fall. * He
gat an unco whult from falling/ and, ' He
fell with an unco whult ;

" Gall. Enc.

C. B. chwtlyd, to overturn ; ehicif, a turn. The S.

word may have been primarily used to denote the act

of falling; or a kind of somersault.

WHULT, 8. [A large piece or portion, S.;]

" any thing larger than expected ;" Gall.

Enc.
This may have been chanced perhaps from C. B.

helaeth, ehelaelh, large,. 4tfatfA-if, to amplify.

also signifies fullness, and gwalaed, a making i

Oioala
full.
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Whulter, #. Any thing that is large of its

kind ; as, * What'n a great whulUr ! or, a

muckle whulter" S.
••A Urge potatoe is termed a whuller f* Gall. Enc.
Perhaps from the same origin with the t. WolUr,

Tent, woclt>r-*n, to overturn ; q. something ready to

overturn another object.

WHUMGEE, a. Expl. " vexatious whisper-

ing ; also, trivial trick ;" Gall. Enc.
Allied perhaps to C. B. chwim, impulse, cAwim-Mw,

to move round briskly, chwimuih, nimble, speedy.

Isl. htcttnu, however, is expl. repres*ae vocis sibilus ;

Haldorson.

To WIIUMMIL, Wiiouel, r. a. To turn

upside down. V. Quuemle, Whamble.

Whummils, a. pi. A scourge for a top,

Aberd. V. Fummils.

Whummle, s. Overthrow, overturning, S.

"Kae doubt—it's an awfu' whummle—and for sue
that held his head sae high too." Rob Roy, ii. 194.

V. Qhuemle.

WHUMPIE, s. A wooden dish which con-

tains as much sorbite food as suffices for

two persons ; otherwise expressed, a twosum
bicker, Berw.
Probably transmitted from the Danes of Northum-

berland ; Dan. humper, signifying a bowl.

WHUN, i. Furze, S. Whin, E.
The waving fla^, and mony a gunn,
Buakit wi' flow'rs and yellow xchun—

Stresm'd like a rainbow

—

UaynSs Siller Outt, Canto v. 6.

8. The red linnet; or roseWhunliktie,
lintie.

"Theyare of different sorts, though all of the linnet
tribe. Whunlinties form the greatest number." GalL
Enc. vo., Havoc-Burd*.

WHUNCE, 8. " A heavy blow, or the noise

of such a blow, as when two channle-stanes

strike one another f Gall. Enc.
Corr. perhaps from E. Wince, as denoting the effect

produced by such a blow. C. B. gwing-o, signifies to
wince.

WHUNN, 8. The stone called Trap, &c.
Back from the blew paymented whunn,
And from ilk plaster wall,

The hot reflexing of the sunne
Inflames the air and all

A. Hume, 8. P. iii 889.

V. QtTHIX.

To WHUNNER, v. n. To strike with force

so as to cause a loud noise, S.

—"Yonner a gatherin' o* the Pehts whnnnerin' at

the dyke wi' a' their birr ; as if they wadna lea* a clod

o't tae haud out a stirk." Saint Patrick, iii. 84. V.
Whinner, v.

WHUPPIE, 8.

V. Whippy.
Synon. with Gipsy, Cnttie.

WHURAM, *. 1. A terra Applied to slurs

or quavers in singing, Roxb.

2. Any ornamental piece of dress, ibid. ; t

variety of Wheerum^ q.v.

To WHURKEN, v. a. To strangle, Teviotd.
" Whirkcncd, choaked, strangled," A. Bor.

Grose.

IaL kvrk-ia, strangnlare, from trrrL, qrtrt^ the

throat ; hfrting, strangulatio ; Sa.-O. qtrnrbL, gutter ;

whence the term is transferred to that disease in bones
in which they labour under a cough and pbeLjm, q.

•• the disease of the throat.

"

WHURLIE-BIRLIE, s. « Any thing which

whirleth round. Children have little tors

they spin, so termed ;" Gall. Enc. ; probably

a ludicrous name corr. from E. Z7ur/y-
r
*irWy.

To WHURLIWHA, v. a. To gulL
" I can read the bright winkin o* yer een,—thoogft

these gowks canna. It does ane's heart god* to see

how ye whurltwha a' round ye." Corapatrick, ii. 909L

The proper orthography, doubtless, is fTAulliwhaw.

To WHURR, r. n. To make a whirring noise,

S. V. Quhirr.

WHUSH, t. 1. A rushing noise, Ettr. For.
—" The roar of the water-fall only reached his ears

now and then wi' a loud whush, as if it had been a

sound wandering across the hills by itseL" Black*.
Mag., Mar. 1823, p. 318. [V. Whish.]

2. A rumour, [a subject for talk.] u A mar-

riage makes a tchush for a while on a lintra

side;" GalL Enc.

Whusher, Wh.usherixg, Whushie, 8. A
whisper, whispering, Gall. Enc; C.B.
hasting, id.; hust, a low or buzzing noise.

V. WniSH.

To Whushie, r. n. To soothe, to mitigate

;

synon. with E. Hush.
•• Ye wad wheetle an' whushie, an* blaw f the lug o'

Sathan," &c. Saint Patrick, ii. 191.

Viewed as a variety of Hushle, to lull a child. V.

Wheetle, p.

WHUT-THROAT, *. The weasel, or whit-

tret.

••The whut4hroat or weazle, and the hoodie, have
often bloody wars with each other about a piece of food

they both relish, such as the egg of a hen." GalL
EncycL, p. 375.

•• WhrnUhroat/uffing, confab of weazles ;" lb. 306.

! hatefu* it's to hear the whut-throa* chart,
Fras oat the auld taffdykc IbitL p. 41

L

This is merely a corr. of the old S. name QtkZrot*
Quhittrel, Whitred, q. t.

WHUTTLE-GRASS, #. Common Melibt,

Trifolium Melilotns-officiualis,Linn^ Rovb.;

called also Kings-clarer.

Perhaps from some supposed resemblance in form to

a whittle or knife.
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To WIIYUIPE, v. n. To mourn, to fret,

Gall.; [wfieerip, to whimper, Ayrs.]

"One always railing against this world, whyripes,

. frets, 4c.—I know some who are ever whyriping on
their poor husbands." Gall. Enc.
Changed, perhaps, in transmission, from C. B.

ckwerw-i, to fret.

WI\ prep. 1. Commonly used for with, S.

2. From, owing to, in consequence of; as,
44 Wi bein* frae hame, I miss'd him."—" He
turn'd sick, w? the kirk bein' sae fu\" S.

3. Sometimes, though rarely, used in the sense

of for, by means of; as, "The horse winna
gang to the water w? me," S.

4. Conjoined with the active voice of active

transitive verbs; as, "That buik winna
read tc? me," That book I cannot read, S.

5. Equivalent to by; as, "He was prann'd

urC a horse," AbercL.

By Sir D. Lyndsay, " with is used in the sense of by.'*

Chalmers' Lynda., i. 160, N.

WIAGE, Wyaoe, s. A military expedition

or incursion ; a voyage, a journey.

For Rome quhilum sa hsrd wes stad,

Qiihen Hsnniball thsiro wencusyt had,
That off ryngis with rich stanys,

r off knychtis fpi
He send thre bollis to Cartage ;

That war off knychtis fpgyris taneys,

And syne to Rome tuk his wiagc,
Thar to distroye the cite all.

Barbour, iii. 212, MS.
Woage, ed. Pink.

All worthy Scottis alhnychty Ood yow leid,

Sen I no mor in wyage may yow speid.

Wallace, ii. 198, MS.
The knycht Fenweik conwoide the caryage

;
He had on Scottis maid mony schrewide wuige,

Ibid. iii. 118, Ma
Vyagt is still used S. B. in its primary sense, for a

journey ; Fr. voyage, id. from voye, a way, Lat. via.

Viagt occurs in the same sense, R. Brunne, p. 315.

To Scotlond now he fondes, to redy his viage.

With thritti thousand Walsh redy at his hanere.

WIBROUN, *. A designation given to the

Gyre Carling.

For this wild wibroun wich thame widlit sa and wareit

;

And the same North Berwik Law as 1 heir wyvis say,
This Carling, with a fals cast, wald away careit.

Bannatyne MS., Minstrelsy, ii. 201, N.

Perhaps a diniin. from Onebre, a name given by the
Persians to an infidel. V. Diet. Trcv. The word
might be introduced during the Crusades. Or from
Ft. guespiere, gttepiere, a wasp's nest, like gucspine, a
waspish dame, (Cotgr.)

To WICHESAUF, v. iu To vouchsafe.

"The lordis baronis walde beseke our soueranc lorde,

that he walde wichesauf, of ilk state to tak twa per-
aounis of wisdome, conscience, and knawlege, for the
cleirnes of the said materis to be had," Acts Ja. III.,

A. 1473, Ed. 1814, p. 105.

WICHT, adj. 1. Strong, powerful.

Schir Jhon the Grsyme, with Wallace that was wycht,
Thorn Halidav, agayne retorne<l ryeht
To the Torhall, and thar remanyt but dreid.

Wallace, t. 1057, Ma

This seems to be the sense, in which the term is

generally ueed concerning Wallace, although rendered
bold by Mr. Ellis, Spec. I. 352.

Is nane sa wicht, sa wyse. na of sik wit,
Agane his summond suithly that may sit
Suppose thay [thow] he als wicht as ony wall,
Thow man ga with him to his Lord's [Lordis] hall.

Priests Peblis, 8. P. A, i. 45.

Sa pasand was this cote, that skarsly mycht
Phegeus and Sagaris, tua seruaudis wicht,
Bere it on thare nek chargit many fald,

Bot tharwith cled Demoleo ryn fast wald.
Doug. Virgil, 136, 29.

"A wicht man never wanted a ready weapon," S.
Prov. Hence,

Worthit wycht, was in a state of convalescence, re-
covered from disease, regained strength.

In presence ay scho wepyt wndyr slycht

;

Bot gudely meytis scho graithit him at hir mycht
And so befel in to that sammyn tid,

Quhill forthinaar at Wallas worthit wycht.
Wallace, ii. 286, MS.

"Su. G. wig, proprie notat hello aptum, potentem,
qui anna per aetatem aut vires ferre potest

; " Ihre.
A.-8. wiga, heros, miles; V. Wy. Aloes. -G. A.-S.
wig-an, to 6ght. Alem. wig, bellum, wich, militia,
wiqer, pugnans, uuigant, pugnator, wigliet, cannina
bellica.

2. Active, clever, S.

Schyre Patryke the Grame, a nobil knycht,
Stowt and manly, bawld and wycht;
And mony othir gentil-men
Thare war slayne, and wondyt then.

Wyntown, viii. 141. 18.

Syne Alysawndyr the Ramsay,
Wyth syndry gud men of assay,
In-til the cove of Hawthorne-den
A gret resset had made hym then,
And had a ioly cumpany
Of wycht yhoung men and of hardy.

ibid, via sa no.
Su.-G. wig, alacer, agilis, vegetus.

3. Denoting strength of mind, or fertility of
invention.

For he wes rycht wycht at devys,
And of rycht gud cownsale, and wys.

Wyntown, viii 31. 123.

4. Strong, as applied to inanimate objects.

The Wardane has this castelle tane,

A wycht hows made of lyme and stane.

Wyntown, viii. 87. 170.

On ilka nycht thai spoilyeid besyl6
;

To Schortwode Schaw leide wittaill and wyn wicht.
Wallace, iv. 501, Ma

Flaikis thai laid on temyr lang and wicht.

Ibid. vU. 784, MS.
In this sense Dunbar opposes wicht fowlis to those

that are weak and diminutive in size.

Syne crownit scho the Egle King of Fowlis,—
And bad him be als just to awppis and owiis
As unto pakokkis, papingais or crenis,

And mak a law for wicht fowlis and for wrennis.
Thistle and Rose, Bannatyne Poems, p. 5.

Le., one law for both.
It is also used to denote the strength of wine.

And ay besvdis he fillis his guttis,
Wachting the wyne, for it was wycht.

Legend Dp. SI. Amlrois, Poems Sixteenth Cent., p. 333.

Ihre observes, that Su.-G. wig is used to denote
whatsoever in its nature is powerful or firm ; vigir
gard, a compact hedge. Owtg expresses the opposite
idea ; owig bro a decayed or ruinous bridge.
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Wight, as used by Chaucer, conveys the idea of

active.

8he coud eke
Wrsatlen by veray force and veray might,
With any yong man. were he never so wight,

Monkts T., r. 1421 7*

That it is used by Gower.

—

And erred wan, that they shulde come
Unto the game all and some
Of hem that ben delyuer and wvghL

Omf. Am., FoL 177, b.

It has also been rendered swift, in reference to that

passage in Chaucer

—

I is ful wight—an U a ra.

Revet T., v. 4084.

Wight seems to have been also need in O. E. in the

sense of strong.

Help him to worke wightlge, that winneth your fode.

P. Ploughman, Fol. 81, a.

Different writers have remarked the affinity of this

term to Lat. vig-eo, q. I am wicht; veget-us.—Hence,

WlCHTLlE, Wichtely, ado. 1. Stoutly.

This being said, commandis he entry fere,

Do red thare takillia, and stand hard by thare gere,

And wichtlie als thare airis vp till haile.

Doug. Virgil, 127, 45.

2. With strength of mind, or fortitude.

Paul witnessU, that nane sail wyn the croun,

Bot he quhilk duelie makU him redy boun.
To stand wichtely, and fecht in the forefront

Doug. Virgil, ProL 855, 20.

WlCUTNES,. WYOHTNRS WlOHTXESS, 9.

Strength, S. B-

The next chapitere schall onone
Tell the wychtnes of Sampsone.

Wgntown, iii Z Rnbr.

Bat gin my wightties* doubted were,
I wat my gentle bleed.

As being sin to Telamon,
Right sickerly does plead.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 3.

WlCHTY, adj. Powerful.
Put on, put on, my wichtg men.
See fast as ye can drie.

Adam o* Gordon, Pink. Trag. Ball., L 50.

Evidently a dimin. from- Wicht, id. ; although I do
not find it in any other dialect.

WICHT, #. A man or person, S. Wight, E.
Wat neuer wrocht in this world mare woful ane wicht.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 238, a, II.

Eallc twice xrihta, all living creatures; Oros. ii. 1.

A.-S. wiht, creatura, animal, res ; Mocs.-G. waUUs,
Alem. uuiht, res quaevis.

WICK, WiC, *. 1. An open bay, Shetl.

By air, and by wick, and by helyer and gio.

The Pirate, ii. 142.
V. Air.

2. A word used in the termination of the

is the least affinity betwixt wick and view. The for-

mer vocable is for the most part, if not always, ma-

ritime : the latter, from the meaning of the word, can

have no possible respect to local situation.'* P. Caaia-

bay. Caithn. Stat. Ace., viii. 162, N.
"All those places, whose names terminate in k,

which, in the Danish language is said to signify a hay.

as Tosgic, Cuic, D'dwc, and Shift ic, hath [have] each of

them an inlet of the sea." P. Applecroaa, Rosa. Statist

Ace. iii., 381.
It is perhaps the same term that occurs in the names

Greenock, Gourock, &c, especially as there is the ba$tf
Gouroclc It has been said, indeed, that the former is

from Gael. Grianeg, the Sunny Bay, or the Bay of the

Sun. Statist. Ace, v.. 559, 5G0. But I can observe do

similar Gael, word signifying a bay. Su.-C. wu\
angulus ; sinus maris : A.-S. tr<<% sinus maris, fluminis

sinus; portus. Franc, in giuuiyj't* afrazseao, in the

corners of the streets. V. Weik.

WICK, *. In the game of curling, a nar-

. row port or passage, in the riiik or course,

flanked by the stones of those who have
played before, S.

4'To iuwick a stone is to come up a port or trick, sad
strike the inring of a stone seen through that wick."

Gall. Encycl., n. 280.

Teut wijek. nexio ; A.-S. trie, portua. This appears
to be the primary sense of the term, secondarily applied
to a bay because of its bending form.

To WlCK, v. n. tl To strike a stone in an ob-

lique direction, a term in curling;" GL
Bui

To Wick a bore in curling and cricket, is to

drive a stone or ball dexterously through an
opening between two guards, S.

He was the king, o' a* the core,

To guard, or draw, or wick a bore, -

Buns, SL 111
Su.-G. wik-a, flectere; wika aft a via deflecter*;

Ihre ; Vika paa sida, to turn aside, Wideg. ; A.-S*
wic-an, Teut. wgek-en. Germ, weych-en, recedere ; per-
haps from Su.-G. wik, angulus, or Teut. scyofc, Assist
cessio.

WICK, adj. [Quick, sharp, ready; hence,
fit, fond, eager.]

Tristrem thi rede thou ta,

In Inglond for to abide

;

Morgan is wick to slo

;

Of knightes he hath eret pride.
Tristrem thei thou be thro,

Lat no men with the ride.

Sir Trittrem, p. 44, at 71.
•• Wight, fit for war. Sax. wig-lig, bellicosna ;

w GL
Trist. V. Wicht, adj.

Wicker o* a Shower. A quick sharp
shower, conveying the idea ot the nol>e

made by it on a window, Ayrs.
Allied perhaps to Isl. rekra, accelerate, from mlr,

velox, as denoting a sudden fall of rain.

To WICKER, v. a. To twist the thread
overmuch, Clydes.
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• WICKET;*. The back-door of a barn, Aug.
Belg. wincket, trinket, portula, Fr. quichel. Spegelius

derives the term from Su.-G. uHck-a, itare, domum
saepins introire et exire, a frequentative from IsL wik-a,

incedere. C. B. gwichet, postica, has been traced to

gwieh, stridor. -

[WIOTAILL, $. Victual, provisions, Bar-
bour, x. 319.]

[WICTOUR, Wictory, s. Victory, Bar-

bour, viii. 288, i. 473.]

[WID, adj. Wide, great, Barbour, iii. 23.]

[WIDCOK, a. A woodcock, Lyndsay, Thrie

Estaitis, 1. 3540.]

WIDDE, #. Prob., a band, a chain. ««I

ressauit agane fyfte aucht widde irne fra

him." Aberd. Reg., V. 16. [V.Widdie.]
Sn.-G. widja, and Dan. widde, signify a band, a

chain. Iaernwidior, catenae ferreae ; Ihre.

WIDDEN-DREME, Windreu, Widdbim,
#. In? a vridden dream, or windrem, all of a

sudden \ also, in a state of confusion, S. B.

"At last we, like fierdy follows, flew to't flaught-

bred, tbinkin to raise it in a widden-dream." Journal
from London, p. 5.

Bess out in a hidden-dream brattled,

And Hsb look'd as blate a* a sheep.

Jamieson's Popul. Ball., L 297.

.One is said to waken in a widdrim, when one awakes
in a confusion or state of perturbation, so as to have no
distinct apprehension of surrounding objects for some
time. Sibb. explains it, "a sudden gust of passion,

without apparent cause ; " Oh
Gould we be assured that windream were the more

ancient pronunciation, the term might be traced to

A.-S. wyn-dream, " gaudium, jubilum, jubilatio ; joy,

jubilation, great rejoicing," Somner ; from vnjn, joy,

and dream, jubilation. Thus, it might be used to sig-

nify the confusion produced by the noise of great mirth,

especially when heard unexpectedly. Sibb. refers to

nod as the origin. And indeed A.-S. woda-drtam is

rendered, furor, madness; Somner. Thus the term
may have some relation to Wodin or Oden, that deity

of the Germans and Goths, who was believed to preside

over the rage of battle, and whose name has been ren-

dered by Lat. juror. V. Adam. Bremens., ap. Ihre vo.

Oden. Thus A.-S. woda dream, S. widdendeme, might
be viewed as originally denoting a rfreamprroceeding

from the inspiration of. Oden ; as the term implies the
idea of confusion or distraction of mind. In Gi. Popul.

BalL it is, in like manner, supposed to allude to "the
dream of a madman/9

WIDDERSINNIS, Weddir Shynnys,
WlDDIRSINS, WlDDERSniNS, WlTHER-
shins, Woddershins, adv. The con-

trary way, S.; [uridderwise, ShetL]
Abssit I wox and widdirsynnis stert my hare.

Dong. Virgil, 64, 32.

Say thai nocht, I haue myne honest6 degraid.

—

Nane vthir thing in threpe here wrocht haue I,

Bot fenyete fabfis of ydolatry,
With sic myscheif as aucht nocht named be,

Opynnand the gravis of scharpe intquitc,

And on the bak half writis \wddir schynnys
Pknte of lesingis, and als perserait synnys.

Doug. Virgtl, 481, 42.

Qahom buM I warie bot my wicked Weard,
Qnba span my thriftles thraward fatall threed ?

I we* bot skantlie entrit in* this eanl.
Nor had oflendit qnhill 1 felt hir feed.

In hir unhappy hands sho held my held.

And straikit oakwaul \cndershins my hair.

Syne prophecyed I sould aspyre and speid ;

Quhilk doable sentence wes baith suitn and sair.

Jiontgomerie, MS. Chron. 8. P., iii. 606.

"The word Widdirsins, Scot, is used for contrary to

the course ofthe Sun, as when wc say, to go or turn wid-
dirsins about, Le., to turn round from West to East : a
Belg. wetter, weders, A.-S. with, wither, contra, and
Sonne, Sunne, Sol, Scot. Bor. Sin." Rudd.

According to this idea, Belg. weder*chyn, Germ.
widersehein, a reflected light, the reflection of bright-

ness, might seem allied. The term is indeed used to
denote what is contrary to the course of the sun ; this

being the most obvious emblem of any thing opposed
to the course of nature. But neither sonne, nor
any word conveying the idea of light or s/tining,

can properly be viewed as entering into the
composition of this term. It is merely Tent, weder-
s£n«, contrario modo, Kilian. This is the sense, as used
in both passages by the Bishop of Dunkcld. In the
first, indeed, Rudd. too strictly adhering to the original,

Steteruntque coma, renders it, straight up, upright. But
Dong, means literally to say that the hair of Aeneas
stood the wrong way, or the way contrary to nature.

In Sw. raettsyles denotes that which follows the
course of the sun. The term, expressing the reverse,

is andsyles.

Our ancestors ascribed some preternatural virtue to

that motion which was opposed to the course of the
sun, or to what grew in this way. This was particular-

ly attended to in magical ceremonies.—Hence Nicnevin,

the Hecate of the Scots, and her damsels are thus
described.

—

Some be force in effect the four winds fetches,

And nine times witftershins about the throne raid.

Montgomerie, Watson's Coll., iii 17.

V. Cathi.
This is gravely mentioned as the mode of salutation

given by witches and warlocks to the devil.

"The women made first their courtesy to their

master, and then the men. The men turning nine
times wulder shines about, and the women six times."

Satan's Invisible World, p. 14.

Ross, in his Additions to that old song, The Bock
and the Wee Pickle Tow, makes the spinster not only
attend to the wood of her rock, that it should be of the

rantrte, or mountain-ash, that powerful specific against

the effects of witchcraft, but also to the very direction

of its growth.

I'll gar my ain Tammy gae down to the how,
And cut me a rock of a widdershins grow.

Of good rantry-tree, for to carry my tow,

And a spindle of the same for the twining o't.

Ross's Poems, p. 134.

The inhabitants of Orkney ascribe some sort of

fatality to motion opposed to that of the sun. " On
going to sea, they would reckon themselves in the most
imminent danger, were they by accident to turn their

boat in opposition to the sun's course." P. Kirkwall,

Statist. Ace, vii. 560.

Among the Northern nations, a similar superstition

prevailed. Hclga, a Scandinavian sorceress, when
wishing to give efficacy to some Runic characters, for

doing injury to others, observed this mode. " Taking
a knife in her hand, she cut the letters in the wood,
and besmeared them with her blood. Then singing

her incantations, oc geek aufug rangsaelis urn treit, she

went backwards, and contrary to the course of the nun,

around the tree. Then she procured that it should be

cast into the sea, praying that it might be driven by
the waves to the island Drangsa, and there be the
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of all evils to Gretter." Hist Gretter, ap.
BariboliD. Cans. Contempt. Mortis, p. 661, 662.
This is opposed to the Dentil of our Highlanders,

which has been considered as a relique of Druidism.
"The Deasil, or turning from east to west, according

to the course of the sun, is a custom of high antiquity
in religions ceremonies. The Romans practised the
motion in the manner now performed in Scotland.
The Gaulish Druids made their circumvolution in a
manner directly the reverse.

"The unhappy lunatics are brought here [to Strath-
fillan] bv their friends, who first perform the ceremony
of the Deasil, thrice round a neighbouring cairn ; after-
wards offer on it their rags, or a little bunch of heath
tied with worsted ; then thrice immcrgc the patient in
a holy pool of the river, a second Bcthesda ; and, to
conclude, leave him fast bound the whole night in the
neighbouring chapeL If in the morning he is found
loose, the saint is supposed to be propitious ; for if he
continues in bonds the cure remains doubtful." Pen-
nant's Tour in S., 1772, P. II., p. 15.

"On the first of May the herds of several farms
gather dry wood, put fire on it, and dance three times
southwavs about the pile.—At marriages and baptisms
they make a procession round the church, Deasoit, i.e.,

sunways, because the sun was the immediate object of
the Druids' worship." Id. Tour in 1769, p. 309.
"That the Caledonians paid a superstitious respect

to the sun, as was the practice among many other
nations, is evident, not only by the sacrifice at Baltcin,
but upon many other occasions. When a Highlander
soes to bathe, or to drink water out of a consecrated
fountain, he must approach by going round the place,
from east to west on the south side, in imitation of the
apparent diurnal motion of the sun. When the dead
are laid in the grave, the grave is approached by going
round in the same manner. The bride is conducted to
her future spouse, in the presence of the minister, and
the glass goes round a company, in the course of the
sun. This is called, in Gaelic, going round the right,
or the Ueky way. The opposite is the wrong or the un-
lucky tray. And if a person's meat or drink were to
effect the wind-pipe, or come against his breath, they
instantly cry out, Deishral! which is an ejaculation
praying that it may go by the right way.'' P. Cal-
lander, Perths. Statist. Ace, xi. 621, N.
The custom of sending drink round a company from

left to right, is by many supposed to be a vestige of
the same superstition. There arc still some, even in
the Lowlands, who would reckon it unlucky to take
the opposite course.

Pennant derives the terra from Gael. Deas, or Des,
the right hand, and Syl, the sun. When referring to
this motion as practised by the Romans, he quotes
Plin. Hist. Nat Lib., xxxviii. c. 2. But this is un-
doubtedly an error for xxviii. 2. For the passage
referred to seems to be this :

—

In adorando dextcram ad osculum referimus, totum-
2ue corpus circamagimus : quod in laevum fecisse,
alliae religiosius credunt.

WIDDIE, Widdy, Wuddie, s. 1. Properly,
a rope made of twigs of willow or birch ; a
halter, S.

He had purgatioun to mak a theif
To die without a widdy.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 20, st 6.

"When justice," as Sibb. observes, "was executed
upon the spot, the first tree afforded an halter. It
was an ingenious idea of a learned person on the conti-
nent, to examine the analogy tetween laniniaffe and
manners." Cron. S. P., II. 6, N.

6

"An Irish rebel put up a petition that he might be
hanged in a with, and not in a halter, because it had

VOL IV.

been so used with former rebels.
n Bacon. V Whs*.

Johns. Diet.
^

It is sometimes improperly written XVoodie.
" Instead of ropes for halters and harness, they

generally make use of sticks of birch twisted sad
knotted together; these are called woodies." Baiti
Letters, x. 87.

The rope, called a widdie, is in Perths. and other
places often made of birchen twigs.

2, This name is given, in Caithness, to a twig,
having several smaller shoots branching out
from it ; which being plaited together, it is

used as a whip, the single grain serving for
a handle.

3. [The gallows ;] as, to cheat the iciddie, to
escape the gallows, when it has been fully
deserved, S.
" Ws hae the hale crew in yer hands afore mcht.

an may hang them a' in ae tow, an* Nan o* Gabor at
the end o't, sae be as ye dinna let Elliock Jamiesea
cheat the wuddie." Corspatrick, i. 168.

. This Prouerb is of veritie,

Quhilk I hsrd red intUl sne letter

;

Hiest in court nixt the widdie.
Without he gyde him al the better.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 303.

The term ia vulgarly understood in S. as if it denoted
the gallows itself. But it is merely such a withe as had
formerly been employed at the gallows, and is accord,
ingly distinguished from the fatal tree.

Ane stark gallows, a widdy, and a pin,
The heid noynt of thy Elders arms are ;

Written abuse in poysie, Hang Dunbar.
Kennedie, Evergreen, ii. €9.

There is a proverb which every Scotsman has heard,
"The water '11 no wrang the widdie," conveying the
same idea with the E. adage, " He who is born to be
hanged will nover be drowned." Kelly gives this in a
form that is not so well known ; "The water will
never icarr the iriuVfiV," i.e., outrun it Prov. p. SOL
Teut. toede, wyd, wiede, salix, vimen. Su.-G. wkfia,

vimeo, vinculum vimineum, from wide, salix : A. -5.

with'uj, id. E. withy. Moea,-G. witA-ajt, conjungere,
copulare. V. Wethy.

Fr. har, hard, a withe, is used in the same sense.
Sur peine de lar har ; on pain of the halter. Tu meritet
la hard ; you deserve the gallows ; Fontaine.

Widdifow, Viddiful, 8. 1. It properly sig-

nifies one who deserves to /// a widdie or
halter. This appears from the Prov.
"Ye're a whldy-fou against hanging-time ;" Ram-

say's S. Prov., p. 85.

Now. my lord, for Goddis saik lat nocht hang me,
Howbeid thir widdyfowis wald wrang me.

Lyndsay, S.P. R.,u\ 183.

Thou art but Glimschoch with the giltit hipps,
That for thy lounrie mony a lei^ch has fyld ;

Vain Widdifow, out of thy wit ganc wyld.
Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 53L

2. Equivalent to brave boys, in sea language.
" Viddefullis al, vidde/uls al. grit and smal, grit and

smal. ane and al, ane and aL heisau, heisau. non mak
fast the theyrs." CompL S., p. 63.

3. A romp, S.

[4. A cantankerous, spiteful person, of small
stature, Banffs., Clycles.]

In Gl. Compl. and Sibb. it is deduced from Teut
woed, rabies, wocdiyh, furiosus. But the phrase,
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fit a widdk, being till used with respect to one
who, it it thought, will come to a violent death,

this seems the most probable origin. The Swedes
hare an analogous term. They call a rogue Oalge-

suit, ie., one who will soon hare the callows for

his mate or companion ; Ihre, to. Mat. Dunbar, in-

virtually expl. the term as equivalent to gone

wfdd out of one's wit. - But this might be merely for tho

sake of the alliteration. At any rate, it only proves

his own idea of the signification.

Widdifow, adj. Expl. " wrathful. A widdi-

feu wicktj is a commonexpression for a peev-

ish angry man ;" 61. Gompt.
The laird was a widdie/u9

bleerit knurl

;

She's left the gude-fellow and taen the churl
Burns, iv. 54.

The widdie/ow wardannis tuik my geir,

And left me nowdir horss nor meir,

Nor erdly gad that me belangit

:

Now waUoway I mon be hangit 1

Lyndsay, S.P.R.,il 186.

This seems merely an oblique sense of the preceding
term, used as an adj.

[Widdy-Waan, *. A twig used for making
ropes, Banffs., Loth.]

To WIDDILL, r. «. pron. wuddil. 1. The
sense of this v. is rather indeterminate. It

is generally used in connexion with some
other v., as, to widdil and ban, to vriddil and
Jtyte9 &c, S.

Ljrke Dido, Cupido
I widdiil and I wane,
Quha reft me, and left me
In sic a feirie-farie.

Cherrie and Sloe, st 18.

S.C,
evidently

1631

I break out into cursing against Cupid. It is

ntiy intensive. For it is thus translated, Lat.

8celeratum taliter arcum,
Crndelemque Deum, diris ter mills dicavi

May it be viewed as a derivation from wod, furiosus,

or wed-an furore ; q. I wax wroth ?

"Quha brekis the secund command? Thai that

sweris be the name of God fulehardie, nocht taking

tent of an euil vse, thai that sueris ane lesing, main-
sueris thame self, wariis, bannis and widdillis thair

sank, to excuse thair fault, or for ony vaine mater.

—

Thai that will nocht chasteis or snibe thair barnis fra

lesingis, sweiring, banning ft wkUing, and techis thame
nocht to lofe God and thank him at al tymes." Abp.
HamDtoun's Catechisme, 1552, Fol. 31, D. 32, a.

2. We also use this v. S. in the same sense

with E. wriggle or waddle ; [also, in the re-

dap, form wtddil-waddle, to waddle about,

to totter like an old person, Clydes.]

3. To attain an end by short, noiseless, or ap-

parently feeble but prolonged exertions;

as, ** He's made a hantle siller in his sma'

way o' doing ; he's a bit wuddling bodie."

4. It has also an active sense, like E. wriggle,

as signifying to writhe, towinch,to introduce

by shifting motion, or (metaph.) by circui-

tous courses, S.

It's Antichrist his Pipes end Fiddles.

And other tools, wherewith he widdUs

Poor caitiffs into dark delusions,

Gross iguorauce and deep confusions.

CUland's Poems, p. 80.

The term, therefore, as used in sense 1, may literally

signify, to writhe one's self from rage. A. Bor. to

widdle, to fret.

Germ, wtdeUn, which signifies caudam motitare,

q. to shake one's tail.

Widdle, Widdil, e. 1. Wriggling motion

;

metaph., struggle or bustle, S.

Lang may your elbuck jink and diddle
Tae cheer you thro' the weary widdle

warly cares

!

Burns, iii. 376.

Or is't to pump a fool ye meddle,
Wi' a* this bloust o' straining widdle,
An* deem my skull's as tooni's a fiddle,

An' void o* brain ?

A. Scott's Poems, p. 131.

2. A contention; as, "They had a widdil the-*

gither," Kinross.

WIDDRIM, *. V. WlDDENDREME.

WIDE-GAB, e. The Fishing-frog, Lophius
piscatorius, Linn. Shetl.

"L. piscatorius.—Frog-fish; Toad-fish; Mulrthi.
The uncouth appearance of this animal has procured it

many expressive English and Scottich names.—In the
north isles of Scotland it is very characteristically

termed the Wide-gab, the mouth being hideously large,

extending entirely across its dispruportionally great
head, which is bigger than all the rest of tbe body."
Nettl's List of Fishes, p. 23. V. Gab, s.

• WIDOW, *. A widower, S.

"Our Bridegroom cannot want a wife : can he live

a widow?" Rutherford's Letters, P. II., ep. 15.

By many it is believed that if a widow be present at
the marriage of young persons, the marriage will not
be prosperous, it being supposed that the bride will
not live long.

YriE,adj. Little. V. We.
Wie-Thino, a. A child, Dumfr.

— Wie-things giggling i' the arms
O' their fond mitbers

Meanwhile like midges i' the sun,
Free tent to tent the wit-things run.

Mayne's Siller Gun, p. 86. 68.

Wy, Wye, *. A man or person.

Ane lenar wycht na mare pynit I ne saw,
Nor yit sa wrechitty besene ane wy.

Doug. Virgil, 88, 28.

Son* slade scho doun, vnsene of ony wye.
Ibid. 148, 11.

And I awoik as wy that wes in weir.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 26.

Thair is no wis can estimie
My sorrow and my sichingis sair.

ScoU, Chron. & />., iii. 169.

It is written wighe, O. E.

Coodst thou not wish vs the wai, when the wighe
wonnith ? P. Ploughman, Fol. 29. a.

Su.-G. wig, anciently wig-er, which primarily signi-

fies fit for war, is used, in a secondary sense, to denote
an adnlt ; in the same manner as A.-S. wiga, of which
the primary sense is heros, miles, is used to denote a
man of any condition. The origin is trig, battle, con-
test. For our Goth, ancestors, as Ihre observes,

WIE,
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scarcely acknowledged any other virtue than that of
valour or strength for war.

WIEL, *. A small whirlpool. V. Wele.

[WIERD, adj. Troublesome, mischievous;
as, "O but ye're a vnerd laddie," Ayrs.;
syn. weary, q. v.]

An' then ye're gaun away -
To houk the pott o' goud, that lie

Atween the wat grand an' the dry,
Where grows the weirdest an' the warst o* weeds,
Where the horse never stops, an' the lamb never feeds.

Wint. Et. Tales, i. 310.

WIERDIN, part. adj. Employed for divina-

tion, S. B. V. Weird.

WIERS, 8. pi. In wiersy in danger of, Buchan.
—Ourmy beard pigs wi' dreadfu* durd

In flinners rung,
And lums in wiers to get a dnrd

Or downward flung.

Tarras's Poems, p. 42.

This literally signifies, in apprehension of. V.
Were, m. id.

WIEVE, adj. Lively.
•• For his good service in defence of his cuntrey,

Earle William caused a hnriall place to be assigned
vnto him in the queir of the cathedral! church at
Dornogb, with bin statue and wievc image armed at all

peeces, maid of fyne stone, which doth remayn ther
vnto this day." Gordon's Hist Earls of Sutherland.
p. 33. V.Vive.

* WIFE, Wyf, Wyfe, s. A woman, whether
married or single, S.; [pi. xciffisi]

Makbeth turnyd hym agayne,
And sayd, • Lurdane, thow prykys in wayne,
" For thow may noacht be he, I trowe,
*' That to dede sail sla me nowe.
" That man is nowcht borne of wyf
•• Of powers to rewe me my lyfe !

'

Wyntown, vi. 18. 393.

Sir Common-weill, keep ye the bar,

Let nane except yourself cam nar.

Johns. That sail I do, as I best can,
I sail hauld ont baith wyfe and man.

Lyndsay, & />. A, ii. 223.

"An old wyfe ; an old woman. None are wives but
such as are married, which old women sometimes are
not." Sir J. Sinclair's Observ., p. 53.
This term, as Sibb. observes, is generally applied to

a woman past middle age.

A.-S. Su.-G. »(/", mulier, foemina. Of this word
various etymons have been given. Ihre derives it

from Su.-G. wif, hwif, a woman's coif or hood, as
gyrdel, cingulum, and linda, baltheus, are used for
man and woman, in the Laws of Gothland ; and,
among the Ostrogoths, halt and haetta, pilcu? et vitta,
had the same signification. Wachter and others
derive it from wefw-a, to weave, this being the proper
work for females. V. Jun. Etym.

Wife-carle, *. A cotquean ; a man who at-

tends more to housewifery than becomes
his sex ; Loth. ; synon. Ilizzie-fallow.
" Are things no dear anengh already, that ye maun

be raising the very fish on us, by giving that randy,
Luckie Mucklebackit, just what she likes to ask ?—An
ye will be a irtfe-carle and buy fish at your ain hands,
ye suld never bid mickle mair than a quarter." Anti-
quary, i. 310, 311.

Wiffie, 8. A little wife, a fondling term, S.

vri/U.

—"Elizabeth Gordon, heyre of Huntlie and Strath-
bogy, died at Strathbogy.—She was a judicious wiS*,

and prudent woman, verie carefuU that the sureaamc
should continue." Gordon's Hist. Earls of SutherL.
p. 69.

This is the earliest proof I have met with of the as*

of this diminutive, [A. 1639.]

Wiflib, Wvfelie, adj. Feminine, belong-

ing to woman.
The noyis ran wyde out ouer the ciete walli*,
Sniate all the toun with lamentabill murnyn£

;

Of greting, pouling, and wyfdie womentin^
The ruffis did resound.

Douq. Virgil, 123, 31
" Thocht I may no wayis deuoiil me of wijtie ymage,

yit I sail nocht want mannis hardyment." Bellend.
Cron. Fol. 41 a.

A.-S. wijlic, muliebris, foemineus. .

Wyfock, Wyfockie, 8. A little wife;
fondling terms. V. Oc, Ock.
(There was a wee bit wifockie, an' she gaed to the fair.

She gat a wee bit drapockie, that bred her muckk care.

Dr. A. Geddes.]

WIFFIN, 8. A moment, Dumfr. the same
with Weavifiy S.B., q. v. "In a Whiff, in a

short time,** A. Bor., Gl. Brockett.

[WIG, 8. V. Sow's Mou.]

WIG, Weig, Whig, Wyg, *. A small oblong

roll, baked with butter and currants ; some-
times coir. pron. whig, S.

The word is retained, A. Bor. " Wig. A ban er

muffin. North." GL Grose.
Thb word had been used in O.E. For in Ortos

Voc. Paatilla is rendered, "a cake, cracknell or vyi
."

•* You may make trigs ofthe biscuit dough, by adding
four ounces of cumins weU cleaned to every pound i
dough." Collection of Receipts, p. 2.

— •• Plates -of whig*, cuckies, and petticoat-tails, con-

tended with buttered bread and jellies the preference
of being eaten." Edin. Mag., March 1821, p. 19&
Wachter expl. week, panis oblongua, deriving it

from Phrygian bek, bread, which word, he says Hero-
dotus has rescued from oblivion. He adds that 6 and
w are convertible letters.

Tout wrgghe, panis triticeus ; libum oblon^nm, et

libum lunatum; Kilian. Su.-G. ktttery, a kind of hot
bread, baked with various kinds of aromatic*, and
eaten on the day preceding Lent Ihre derives the
word from het9 hot, and weck-en, which in Mod. Sax.
signifies a round sort of bread. Germ, wec£, id.

Kilian gives wegghe as synon. with Jfacne. V. Mam,
Breld of Mane.

WIG, Wyg, *. This seems to signify a walL
A thing is said to gang frae wyg to ira*r,

when it is moved backwards and forwards
from the one wall of a house to the other,

q. at full swing, S. B.
Mind what this lass has undergane for you,
Since ye did her so treacherously forhow,
How she is catch'd for you frae wig to %ca\

Ross's Udenore, p. 104.

A. Bor. wogk, wall. A.-S. way, Su.-G. w~m.
anciently wag, waegh, Belg. warg, wteg, panev
Akntm aer gardir wagh, oe himil at a<ittjm; The
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hedge serves for a wall to the fields, and tlio heaven
for a roof ; Leg. DalecarL ap. Ihre in vo.

Perhaps wig, properly denotes a partition, as distin-

guished from a proper wall. This idea is suggested by
tne signification of York*, wogh; "any partition,

whether of boards or mud walls, or laths and lime ; as

a boanhhed-woagh, ttmdtUd wogh." Thoresby, Kay's

Lett., 341. Isl. wtgg-r, paries.

(To WIG, Wioo, v. a. and n. 1. To move,
shake, wag, Shetl.

2. To beat or strike sharply, S.]

[Wiooin, a. The act of beating, a sharp

beating, S.]

WIGG, Whig, #. The thin serous liquid,

which lies below the cream, in a churn,

after it has become sour, and before it has

been agitated, S. B.
44They sent in some smachry or ither to mo, an* a pint

o' their scuds, as sowr as ony bladoch or wigg that

comes ont of the reem-kirn." Journal from London,
p. 9. V. Whio.

** Cream, too long kept, and purified by drawing off

the thin part, or wig, for drink, was converted into

butter by the operation of the hand." P. Montquhitter,
8tat. Ace., zxL 242.

WIGGIE, #. A name given to the devil,

S.B.
Sprush i* their praith, the ploughmen loans,

TO see their iocs ro' giggie,

Cock ap their bonnets on their crowns,
And dreel their cares to Wigaie,

Cbaaaff that night
Tarras's Poems, p. 64.

M One of the many names of the Devil ;" GL ibid.

If this be not a ludicrous designation, it may refer to
his character as the destroyer : A.-S. Su.-G. and Isl.

wig, Teut. wieg, wijgk, signifying war, battle ; A.-S.
wiga, a hero, a demi-god ; and Su.-G. wegande, a
homicide. We learn from Ihre, that Mars was
denominated Wig, and that Odin was also called

Wigner, i.e., the warrior. In the Notes to the Edda
8aemundina, Wigg is viewed as the same with Hela,
the goddess supposed to preside over death, whence
our word Hell. Thus, like Nick, the name of the
northern Neptune, Wiggie may have been transmitted

to us, in the mouths of the northern peasantry, from
the times of heathenism.

To WIGGLE, v. n. To wriggle. V.
Waigle.

WIGHT, *. The Shrew mouse, Orkn.
Sorex araneus, Linn.
" The wild Quadrupeds of this parish are, rabbits,

the brown or Norwegian rat, the short-tailed field

mouse, common mice, and a small species of mice,
commonly called here wight; which I have never
observed in Scotland." P. Birsay, Statist. Ace., ziv.

317.
This animal is very particularly described in Museum

Wormian., p. 321, &c It seems to have received its

Orcadian name from the smallnessof its size ; as Sil-G.
wickt denotes any thing that is very small in its kind,

being radically the same with watt, aliquid ; A.-S.
wiht, a creature.

Or its name might originate from its supposed noxious
qualities ; as the ancients believed it to oe injurious to

cattle, an idea now exploded. Wormius mentions its

bite as renemous, whence the name, Sorex aranea; as

resembling tho spider for poison. Now, Ihre observes
that the Su.-U. term, already referred to, is especially

used in relatiou to noxious and monstrous animals.

Hence, perhaps, its £. name.

WIGHT, adj. Strong. V. Wiciit.
*' The king gart shoot a cannon at her, to essay her

if she was wight, but it deared her not." Pitscottie,

Ed. 1768, p. 168. V. Wiciit.

WIKKIT, adj. 1. Unjust.
—Eneas thy brother but dout
Is blawin and warpit euery coist about
Of wikkit Juno throw the crucll enuv.

Doug. Virg., p. 84.

Iniquae, Lat.

2. Rugged, unequal.
" Eftir him followit the laif, illrane helpand and bcr-

and up uthir, qubare ony strait or wikkit passage wes,

ay as the place requirit. Bellend. T. Li v., p. 472.

This is the translation of—ubi quid iniqui, esset.

[WILCOCK, $. The Razor-bill, a bird,

Shetl.]

WILD BEAR. Skoein' the Wild Bear, a
game in which the person sits cross-legged

on a beam or pole, each of the extremities

of which is placed or swung in the eyes of

a rope suspended from the back-tree of

an outhouse. The person uses a switch,

as if in the act of whipping up a
horse ; when, being thus unsteadily moun-
ted, he is most apt to lose his balance. If

he notwithstanding retains it, he is victor

over those who fail in making the attempt,

Teviotd.

I suppose that the wild boar im referred to, an
animal with which our fathers were well acquainted.
The word was anciently written Bar and Bair ; and
pronounced like E. Bear.

WILD BIRDS. All the wild birds in the air,

the name of a game, in which one acts the

dam of a number of birds, who gives

distinct names of birds, such as are

generally known, to all that are engaged in

the sport. The person who opposes tries

to guess the name of each individual. When
he errs, he is subjected to a stroke on the

back. When his conjecture is right, he
carries away on his back that bird, which
is subjected to a blow from each of the rest.

When he has discovered and carried off the

whole, he has gained the game.
This sport seems only to be retained in Abernethy,

Perths. ; and it is probable, from the antiquity of the
place, that it is very ancient.

WILD COTTON. Cotton-grass, a plant

;

S. B. also called Moss-crops, S. Eriophor-

um polystachion, Linn.

WILD-FIRE, s. The common name for

the Phlyctenae of Sauvages, S. vulgarly

wullfire. A.-S. wild-fyr, erysipelas.
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WILDFIRE (pron. Willjire), s. The plant
Marsh Marigold, Galtha palustris, Mearns.

• WILDFIRE, 8. Metaph. used to denote
false zeal.

'.'Men ought to beware to put false names upon
thinn, and to call that wild-fire and fury, which the
Lord will own as a fervour and seal for him, and his
interest, true for its kind, and kindled by himself."M'Ward's Contendings, p. 55.

To WILE, Wyle, v. a. To accomplish by
caution or artful means

;
[to entice]

;

as, ril try to wile him aica\ I will

endeavour to get him enticed to go with
me. The prep, frae or from is generally
added, when it refers to things ; as, Vll
wile'tYrae him, I will gain it from him by
artful means ; synon. Weise

} q. v.

Belsif ye that we wifl begyle yow,
Otfrom your ertew for till wyle yow ?

Lyndsay, &P.JL,il92.
Here's three permission bonnets for ye.
Which your great gutchers wore before ye ;

An' if ye'd hae use man betray ye
Let naething ever wile them /roe ye.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 544.

Thus fortune aft a curse can gie,

To wyle us far/roe liberty.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 87.

Su.-G. wel-a, to deceive, IsL vael-a, callidus ease, G.
Andr. ; curam gerere, Verel. Su. -G. wtl denotes art,
stratagem ; used, as Ihre says, in a good as well as in a
bad sense. Isl. vel, id. Verel. Hence Fr. guile, g
being prefixed.

To WILE, Wyle, v. a. To select.

Wile, 8. Choice, selection. V. Wale.
WICE, Wylie, *. An instrument for twisting

straw ropes, Dumfr. ; synon. ITiraw- crook.
Supposed to refer to the caution or tcylie-

nets exercised in the mode of drawing the
ropes.

" Wyle—h rope-twister ;
M GalL Enc. — Throok \m

given as synon. with "the wyle, the thraw-crooL the
twister." Ibid. p. 446.

Tent, wiel, a wheel, A.-S. hweol, Isl. hiol, id. C. B.
chwel-ed, to turn, chwyl, versio, as being turned round
in the hands in the act of twisting. V. Wewlock.
Might this be viewed as a variety or corr. of the

Clydes. term Wavelock, used in the same sense ?

[WILES, *. pi. The gunwales of a boat,
Shetl.]

WILIE-COAT, Walycoat, Wylecot, #.

L An undervest, generally worn during
winter, S., toylie-coat, a flannel vest, A. Bor.
It is also written Waly>coaL
"But she (the oueen) gets up out of her naked "bed

in her night wyftcoat, barefooted and barelegged,
with her maids of honour," &c. Spalding, ii. 74.

In this congclit season scharp and chill,
The callour are penetratiue and pure-
Made seik warm status and bene fyris hote,
In doubill garmont cled and wulicoU.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 201, 40.

" We can shape their v^He-coat* but no their w ienl :"

Ramsay's S. Prov., p. 75.

2. An under petticoat.

Sumtvme thay will beir up thair gown.
To schaw thair wylecot hiugeand down,
And snmtyme baith thay will up>*-ir,
To schaw thair hois of bUk or broun.

MaiUand Porms, p. J2T.

"The kirtle, or close gown, was rarely accompanied
either with the trylicot or under petticoat, or with the
mantle ; and the feet were bare." Pinkerton's Hist
Scotl., i. 154.

Rudd. thinks that the designation may perhaps be
froni E. wily, " because by its not being seen, it does
as it were cunningly or slyly keep men warm." The
origin seems quite uncertain.

•WILL, *. [1. Wish, desire, request; in

will, desirous, Barbour, xii. 229.] \Vkat$
your will? a common Scotticism for,

"What did you say?" It is also given
as a reply to one who calls. It is used by
Foote ; and is perhaps common in low E.
This is at least as old as the time of Gawin Douglas.
•' May thow not heir ? Langar how I cud schoat^
" What war your will r " 1 will cum in but doubt"

King Hart, n. 8.

2. (f trill, spontaneously, S. Thus it is used
in the S. Prov.; "It's a gude wall [well]
that springs o

f
will?

This exactly corresponds with the A.-S. idiom, is
the use of willes, the genitive of will; Voluntatis - cuss
roluntate, sponte, ultro. V. Lye.

3. At a' will, to the utmost extent of one's in-

clination or desire; as, "Tin sure ye'vr
gotten claith to make that coat wi* at a
willy*

9
i.e., You have cot as much cloth as

you could wish, you have had your will of
it.

4. To tak
y
one's will o\ 1. To treat or use

as one's pleases, S. 2. To take as much
of any thing as one pleases, S.

5. In the sense of hope. " / hae ha trill o
that" I hope that is not the case. "I ho*
na will that he ken ; * I hope he does not
know, Aberd.
Perhaps this stiictly signifies nothing more t^

inclination or desire.

[Wilfull, Wylfull, adj. Willing, Bar-
bour,^. 266.]

[WlLLIN, WlLLAXD, adj. Willing; urill-

willand, well affected, Barbour, v. 41.]

Willin'-Sweert, adj. Partly willing, and
partly reluctant ; or perhaps, affecting re-
luctance, while inwardly willing, S. O.

Will ye sit down upo' the flowery grass ?—
What if I may. quo' she, a wee recline ?

But honest shepherd, deed I scarcely can ;
Sae willin'-sweert, aneath the noon-day shine

She sat her down.
Picken's-Poems, 1788, p. Id
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V. Swzir. It may be observed, that sxoeert is the

more general pronunciation of the west of S.

Willy, adj. Self-willed, wilful, S. B.

"Aweel, if ye're positive, ye maun iust hae ye*r ain

wye [way.]—Ye was aye a willy chield, and ane micht
as weel speak to the wind, whan ye tak ouey maggot."
St. Kathleen, iii. 183.
" Drouthy was a willy chield, an' in place o' takin'

a gudc advice, staggered awa to the orchard." Ibid.,

p. 211.

Wilsum, adj. Wilful, Ettr. For.

"Heiryne [hearing] • that scho was wilsum and
glanchye, I airghit at keuillyng withe hirr in that

thraward paaghty mode." Wiut. Ev. Tales, ii. 41.

This word we find in O.E. It has, therefore, al-

though lone forgotten, been rightly recalled by Mr.
Todd ** Wylsom. Effrenatns ; vel propriam volun-

tatem solum sequens. Wyl*onine.i. Proprie voluntatis

sequela." Prompt. Parv.

Wilfully, adj. Willingly.

Thair frendschip woux ay mar and mar ;

For he serwyt ay lelely,

And the tothir full wilfully.

Barbour, ii 172, Ma
Of Rainfrwe als the barowny
Come to thare pes full wilfully.

Wyntown, viii 29, 240.

WILL, s. Apparently, use, custom ; pi. willis.

And on the morn, <mhen day wes lycht,
The King raiss as his willis was.

Barbour, xiii. 515, 513.

Use. edit. 1620.

It may, however, merely mean, study, endeavour

;

A.-S. wul, Teut. willa, studium.

Will, axue. v. 1.
u Be accustomed, make a

practice of
;
" Gl. Wyntown.

Bot the few folk of Scotland,
That he dry marche ar lyand
Nere yhow, thai kepe thaire awyne,
As til ws is kend and knawn,
And will cum wyth thare powere
Planly in yhoure land of were,
Oure day and nycht will ly thare-in,

And in yhoure sycht yhour land oure bryn,
Tak youre men. and in presowne
Hald tham, qunill tha pay ransown.

Wyntown, iz. 13. 53. 56.

This is still a common idiom in S. But, as far as I

have observed, it is especially used by those who bor-

der on the Highlands, or whose native tongue is Gaelic.

2. It is often used for shall, S.

This peculiar idiom, with more reason than some
others, nas afforded a good deal of harmless mirth to
our southern neighbours. An English friend of mine,

• who has a considerable portion of dry humour, was
dining one day at the house of a near connexion of
his own in 8., with whom of course he could use free-

dom. •• Willi help you," said his host, "to a slice

of this beef!" " I don't know, Sir," said the visitor

;

" that depends on your good pleasure."
It is preteuded, that the peculiar use of this auxiliary

v. proved fatal to a poor fellow, who, having fallen in-

to a river, was making his danger known in the best
way he could, still bawling out, *'I will be drowned,
I will be drowned." An Englishman, who had run to
give him assistance, when he was near enough to hear
what he said, unluckily interpreted his language
according to his own idiom ; ana supposing that the
poor man was determined to resist all attempts to save
him, turned away, saying, "Then, friend, if you are

resolved to be drowned, I can't help it ; you must have

your own way." .

S. It is sometimes equivalent to must ; as im-
plying the idea of constraint or necessity.

These peculiar uses seem quite anomalous. I have
not remarked any thing analogous in any of the other

northern languages.

Will Be. Used to express what is meant
only as a probable conjecture, S. It is

nearly equivalent to may be, but somewhat
stronger.

•• Baldone—is seated in the Park, and trill be about
a short mile from the kirk to the northward.—The
whole parish of Kirkinner—is about four miles and an
halfe in length ;—the farthest part from the kirk trill

be about three miles and a halfe. " Symson's Galloway,

p. 44.

WILL, Wyll, Wil, Wyl, adj. 1. " Lost

in error, uncertain how to proceed," S.

And the myrk nycht suddanly
Hym partyd fra hys cunipany.
And in that myrk nycht wawerand will,

He bapnyd of cas for to cum til

That ilke new bygeyd plas.

Quhare that Erie than duelland was.
Wyntown, vi. 13, 105.

To go wyll, to go astray, S.

Sche thame fordriuis, and causis oft go wyll

Frawart Latyn (quhilk now is Italy.)

Doug. Virgil, 14, 5.

It is very frequently conjoined with a s. As, trill of
rede, at a loss what to do, inops consilii ; V. Rede, «.

Will of wane, at a loss for [an opinion, i.e., not knowing
what to do.]

Then wes he wondir will off wane,
And Rodanlv in hart has tane,

That he wald trewaile our the se,

And a quhile in Parys be.

Barbour, i 323, MS.

It is used by Blind Harry [also in the same sense.]

The woman than, quhilk was full will offwayne,
The perell saw, with fellone noyis and dyn,
Gat wp the yett, and leit thaim entir in.

Wallace, vi. 179, MS.
" Scot, rm will what to do. It. Jit's so will of his

wedding, that he kens na whare to woo; Prov. Scot
i.e., There are so many things which he may obtain,

that he is in doubt which of them to choose ; Rudd.
Ramsay gives it differently ;

•' Ye're sae will in your
wooing ye watna where to wed ; " S. Prov., p. 85.

Su.-G. will, also willt, willse, Isl. vill-ur, id. vill-a,

Sw. willa, error ; Isl. vill-a, Su.-G. foerwill-a, to lead

astray. These terms are also transferred to the mind.

2. Desert, unfrequented.

Himself ascendis the hie band of the hill,

By wentis strate, and passage scharp and wil.

Doug. Virgil, 332, 6.

Art thou sa cruel ! I put the cais also,

That to nunc vncouth landis thou list go,

Nouthir to fremmyt place, nor stedis wyl,

Bot at auld Troy war yet vpstandand stil

:

Aucht thou yit than leif this weillare and ioy ?

Ibid, 110, 31.

Isl. ville is also used in the sense of ferus ; as, villt

goltr, a wild boar ; Su.-G. willa diur, wild animals.

The word is undoubtedly radically the same with £.
wild. The Su.-G. term is often thus written ; and S.

to gang wild, is synon. with trill. It is probable, that

the primary sense is that first given above. Animals
might be denominated wild, from their going astray.
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Will-oate, Wull-oate. 1. An erroneous
course, literally used, S.

2. In a moral sense, any course that is im-
proper.

This phrase is also found in O. E.; although it
would be quite unintelligible to tho bulk of E. readers;
" Ifyl gate or wrongs gate. Deviatio." Prompt. Parv.

WlLSU3l, adj. In *r wandering state, imply-
ing the ideas of dreariness, and of ignorance
of one's course, S. pron. wullsum.

Vponn sic wise vncertainlie we went
Tors dayes wilsum throw the myaty streme,
And ah niony nychtes but *terneys leme.

Doug. Virgil, 74, 22.

He blew, till a* the wtdlsonic waste
Rebellowin' echoed round.
4 Jamieson's Popular Bail, i 244.

8w. en villmm vaeg, an intricate road or way ; a
road, where one may easily go astray ; Wideg.

WlLLYART, WlLYART, adj. I. Wild, shy,
. flying the habitations and society of men.

For feir the he fox left the scho,
He wes in sick a dreid :

Quhiles loaning, and scowping
Oner bushes, banks, aud brais

;

Quhiles wandring, ouhiles dandling,
Like royd and vilyart raw.

Burets Pilgr., Watson's ColL, ii. 18. 19.

2. Sometimes applied to one of a bashful and
reserved temper, who avoids society, or ap-
pears awkward in it, S.

But O for Hogarth's magic powV
To show Sir Bardy's wilyart glowr.
An' how he star'd and stammer'

A

Bums, i 139.

3. Obstinate, wilful, unmanageable, Loth.,
Berw.

•• 'He's a gude creature, ' said she, «and a kind—it's
a pity he has sae willyard a Downey.'" Heart M.
Loth., iii. 29, 30.

From the adj. and Belg. geaard, q. of a wild nature
or disposition. V. Art.

WILLAN, s. The willow or saugh, S. B.

W1LLAWACKITS, interj. Welladav,
Buchan.

Whan bless'd wi' him, ye thrave, an grew,—
But vnllawakits for ye now,

AuP Saulie's dead

!

Tarras's Poems, p. 141.
From A.S. wal-a, or tenia tea, proh dolor! The

termination may be merely arbitrary, or we mightjew the word as resolveablo in the following way

;

Wa-la wac U w, q. "alas hew weak it is! " from tear,
infirmus, debihs.

WILL-A-WAES, interj. Wellaway, Aug.
" Will a tcaes, man, but ye hao a lang account to

settle, an the sunner ye be;pn to look ower it, the
sunnerye'll hae it dune." St. Kathleen, ir. 116.

WILLAWINS, interj. Welladay, S.
O un'Uatrins 1 that graceless scorn
Should love like mine repay !

Lady Jane, Jamieson's Popular Ball., ii. 81.

Ah ! teillamns for Scotland now,
Whan «he niaun stap ilk birky's mow
Wi'eistacks.

Fergusmn't Poems,m9,

A.-S. wyn, win, signifies labor, infortunium, ok-
soitas ; q. wa la wyn, rheu calamitas

!

[WILL-BE, s. A guess, conjecture, S. V.

. under Will, ai*.r.J

WILLCOKN, t. Wild oats; that which

grows without culture, S. B., Roxb.; q.

wild corn.

WILLICK, 8. 1. The name most commonly

S'ven, by seamen ou the Frith of Forth, to

^
e Puffin or Alca Arctica. They some-

times, however, call it the Cockandy.

" In the south of Scotland it has various mm,
WiUkk, Bass-cock, Ailsa-cock, Sea parrot, Tomnoddy,

Cockandy, Pope, " &c. Neill's Tour, p. IW.

2. The name for a young heron.

The term Sea-Parrot, corresponds to its Gem.
name, See-Papagey. It is also called Uawltkhp
goye, i.e., the Islandic Parrot V. Peun. ZooL, p. 51i

WILLIE^FISHER, 8. The Sea-sallow,

Sterna hirundo, Linn., Ang.
" Sterna hiruudo ; the Sea-swallow. Is Scottad

particularly in Angus ahire, it is caded WiUk-Fukef;

common on the water of Esk." Agr. Sort. Forfw..

APP- ». P- 43.

This name is* given to a water-fowl, also aM »

Do*kar, Dumfr.
[In Banfls. a notorious liar is called a WiUk-Juker,

V.OIJ

WILLIE-JACK, *. A go-between in a

courtship, Mearns ; s\*non. Black-Foot w&

Mush.

Probably frcni the name of some ptreon in the aorta,

who was celebrated for his services in this wsy.

WILLIE-POURIT, 9. The spawn of a frog

before it assumes the shape of one, a tad-

pole, Fife. Pourit is merely a eurr. of

/War*, id., q. v. [Syn. pow-head.]

WILLIE-POWRET, s. The name given

by children in Fife to the Seal-risli.

WILLIE-WAGTAIL, 9. The waterwag-

tail, Dumfr.

WILLIE-WAND, s. A rod of vilK
Roxb. [ Willie-icaun, Clydes.; syn. w«^*

tcaunJ]

"What wad my father say,—if I were tonanyi

man that loot himsel* be threshed by Tommy r*o»

—wi* a back nae stiffer than a trilly-tca*rt.
n *'»**

Ev. Tales, ii. 292.

An* Fortune's cudgel, let me tell,

It's no a willie-waun. Sir.

Pickens Pvens, 17S8, a »•

WILLIE- WASTELL. A game.
Wastell.

V.
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WILLIE WHIP-TIIE-WIND, a species of

hawk, Ang. V. Stanchell.
This it the Falco tinnunculus. Its old E. name

was nearly allied to ours. For we learn from Phillips,

that it was called the Wind*vanncr. He justly observes
that it is the same with the Kestrel. Vo. Tinnunculus,

[WILLIN-SWEERT,a4/. V. under Will.]

WILLKAIL, *. The name for wild mustard,
Lanarks. ; q. wild kail.

WILLOW-WAND. A peeled willow-wand,

a mark formerly placed against the door of

a house in the Highlands, as an intimation

that those within wished to be alone, and a
prohibition to any person to enter.

** Andrew was the first to observe that there was
a peeled willow-wand placed across the half-open door
©1 the little inn. He hung back, and advised us not
to enter. 'For/ said Andrew, 'some of their chiefs

and grit men are birling at the usquebaugh in bye
there, and dinna want to be disturbed ; and the least

we'll get if we gang ram-stam in on them, will be a
broken head, to learn us better havings, if we dinna
come by the length of a cauld dirk in our wame, whilk
k just as likely/' Rob Roy, iii. 8, 9.

. This custom reminds one of the account given of
tabooing in the Tonga islands. The following passage
regards the sport of rat-shooting.

"If in their way they come to any cross roads, they
tick a reed in the ground in the middle of such cross

roads, as a taboo or mark of prohibition for any one to
come down that way, and disturb the rats while the
chiefs are shooting : and this no one will do ; for even
if a considerable chief be passing that way, on seeing
the taboo, he will stop at a distance, and sit down on
the ground, out of respect or politeness to his fellow
chiefs, and wait patiently till the shooting party has
gone by : a petty chief, or one of the lower orders,

would not dare to infringe upon this taboo at the risk
- of his life." Mariner's Tonga Islands, i. 230.

This custom seems to have a reference to what in

Law Latin is denominated Baculus Regius. According
to the constitutions of France, where the King's rod
waa placed, it intimated that the object was im-
mediately under the protection of the sovereign, in

aignum salcae gardiae, and that no one had a right to

touch it. V. Brando, Du Cange, and Baculus, Hoff-
man.
Baadorum erectio et appositio—protections et

tutelae symbolum fuit ; Carpentier.

[WILLY, Wilstjm, adj. V. under Will.]

[WILN, 8. Part of the intestine of a sheep,

Shetl.]

WILRONE, 8. A wild boar.

The bich the cur-tyk fannis ;

The wolf the wilrcne usis ;

The muill frequentis the aniiis,

And hir awin Icynd abusis.

Scott, Chron. & P., iii 147.

This word is overlooked by Sibb. It is evidently
very ancient. Su.-G. vild, wild, and rune, a young
boar. V. Ihre, vo. Ron, pruritus. IsL rune, verres
non castratus; Verel. The poet is here describing
unnatural attachments.

WILSIIOCH, adj. Perverse, Upp. Clydes.

It might almost seem as if it had been formed from
A.-S. will, voluntas, and seoe, aeger, q. skk from the
indulgence of his own tri/f.

WILTED, part. adj. " Shrunk,—wasted f
given as synon. with Wizzen'd, and as ex-

plaining it ; Gall. Enc.

C. B. gmllt signifies waste, wild, savage. But this

i a different idea.

WILTUNA. Wilt thou not t S.

O sleepy body,
And drowsy body,

utiltuna waken and turn thee f

Herd's Coll., 11 08.

[WILYART, adj. Y. under Will, adj.']

WIMBLEBORE, 8. A hole in the throat,

which prevents one from speaking distinctly,

S. in allusion to a hole bored by a wimble.

[WIMEGIRTH, 8. The girth that secures

the clibber on the back of a horse, Shetl.]

WIMMEL, e. A term sometimes used to

denote the wind-pipe or weasahd, Mearns.

WlMMELBREE, WlMMELBREIS, 8. The Same
dish as the Haggis, composed of the

lungs, heart, &c. of an animal, with this

difference that the latter is made in a sheep's

maw, whereas the former, being made thin,

is used as a soup, Mearns.

Bret is obviously the provincial pronunciation of

Brue, and Breis of Brose, q.v. Fancy might suggest
various sources of derivation for the first part of the
word. Isl. wembill seems the most probable origin.

By Haklorson it is explained, Abdomen ; (Dan.) worn,

mace. Now, worn signifies the paunch, mave, "the
ventricle, the stomach,*' Wolff. Thus wembill-breis

would signify pottage made in the maw of an animal.
For it is most likely that it was originally made in the
would signify pottage made in the maw of an animal.
"*

it is most likely that it was originally made in the
> manner as the haggis ; and that, although want

of opportunity might produce a change in the mode of
operation, the ingredients being the same, the ancient
name would be retained.

To WIMPIL, Wympil, Womple, v. a. 1.

To wrap, to fold, S.

Thare cspitane, this ilk Strang Aventyne,
Walkis on fate, his body wyinplit in

Ane fclloun bustuoas and grete lyoun skyn.
Doug. Virgil, 281, 65.

And in the yet, forganis thavm did stand—
Witles Discord that woundring maist cruel,

Womptit and buskit in ane blady bend.
Ibid. 173, 8.

"—Whilk charge so written was wompled alxmt an
arrow head, syne shot up over the castle walls, where
Ruthven might find the same," ice. Spalding's
Troubles, L 219, Sign. U.

2. To perplex ; applied to a legal decision.

"This was thought an odd and wimpled interlo-

cutor." Fount Dec. Suppl., iii. 329.

3. To move in a meandrous way, applied to a
stream, S.

With me thro* howms and meadows stray,

Where wimpling waters make their way.
Ramsay's Poems, ii 43ft

Tent, whnpel-en, velare; involvcre, implicare ; Flandr.
wompel-en.
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To Wimple, v. n. To tell a story, in a

deceitful way, to use such circumlocution as

shews a design to deceive, S.

Wympil, Wimple, s. 1. A winding or

fold, S.

Bot thay about him lowpit in wymjoillis threw,
And twis circulit his myddill round About,

And twys faldit thmre sprutillit skynnis but dout
Doug. Virgil, 46, 2.

2. Metaph., a wile, a piece of craft, S. B.
—A' his wimples they'll And out,

Fan in the mark he whines.

Poems in the Duchan Dialect, p. 11.

V. Brix.

Eirst come the men o' mony wimples
common language ca'd Da'rymples.

Lord Auchinleek,]

3. A winding in a road, South of S.
*' He took the straight line for Dunae, over hill and

dale, as a shepherd always docs, who hates the wimples,

as he calls them, of a turnpike. " Brownie of Bodsbeck,
L225.

Wimpler, s. A waving lock of hair.

Doun his braid back, frae his quhyt head,
The silver wimpUrs grew.

Vision, Evergreen, L 214.

V. Wympil.

Wtmpled, adj. Intricate.

The Gentle Shepherd's nae sae easy wrought,
There's scenes, and acts, there's drift, ana there's

design:
Sic wimpCd wark would crack a pow like thine.

Ross's Helenore, Introd.

WIMPLEFEYST, *. A sulky humour. V.
Amplefeyst.

WIN,*. Delight.

Wed ane worthie to wyfe, and weild hir with win,
Rauf CoUyear, D. uj. a.

WIN, *. The quantity of standing corn that

a band of reapers can take before them,
Clydes.

V. the origin, to. Laxdix.

To WIN, v. n. To dwell. V. Won.

To WIN, Wyn, Winne, v. a. 1. To dry

corn, hay, peats, &c, by exposing them to

the air, S. Sibb. writes won as v. But this

is properly the pret.f anciently tconnyn.

It fell about the Lammas tide

When yeoman toonne their hay,
The doughtic Douglas gan to ride,

In England to take a prey.
Hume's Hist Dougl., p. 104.

"Little attention is paid, by the general run of

farmers, to trt'n the grain in the stook." P. Wattin,
Caithn. Statist. Ace., xi. 267, N.
" The place quhar he winnes his peitts this year, ther

he sawis his corne the next yeirc, after that lie guidds
it weill with sea ware." Monroe's lies, p. 46. This
respects tho island of Lewis.

*' Cutting, winning, and carrying home their peats,

however, consumes a great deaf of time." P. Wattin,
Caithn. Statist. Ace., xi. 2C3.

VOL. IV.

2. Often used to denote harvest-making in

general.

For syndry cornys that thai bar
Wox rrp to wyn, to mannys- fu<l

:

That the treys all chargyt stud
With ser frutis, on srndrv wy**.

In this snete tyme, that I dewy*s.
Thai oft* the pele had wonnyn Day,

And with this Bunnok spokyn had thai.

To lede thair hay, for he wes ner.

And sum that war with in the nele

War ischyt on thair awne wnwie,
To tern the herwyst ner tharby.

Barbour, x. 189. 196. 219, H&

••The labourers of the ground—might not sow »w

win their corns, through the tumults and combers is

the country.** Pit*cottie, p. 10.
•' Becaus kyng Henry was this tyme in France, a&l

the corne to be won, thay war content on all syda to

defend thair awin but ony forthir inuasion of ouur

onhill the nixt vein" Bellcnd. Cron., E xul c 1

Jam messis instarct ; Boeth.
Su.-G. wann-a, Alem. wann-on, Belg. rum-fit, A.-&

wind-nrieut, ventilare. Su.-G. IsL vinn-a, to wither.

In IsL it is used especially with respect to herb iod

flowers, Forwyned is an O. £. word of the same met-

ing, mentioned by Skinner, and exjd. marcidas, arefac-

tus. But he erroneously derives it from A.-S. dr$n-

em, tabescere. Ihre gives Wisna as synon. with JTu-e.

V. Wizzen.
Tent, winn-tn, corresponds to sense 2; colligert

fructus terrae. The origin of the A.-S. r. icurfirwa,

is wind, ventus ; and, as it is a compound r., periupi

Tent, wjj-e*, porgare. V. Wecht.

To WIN, v. a. 1. (To work, to labour]; to

raise from a quarry, S. tron, part. pa.

" Gif onie person be not infeft with ulc prirfledge,

hee may na-waies forbid, trouble or molest the King,

or ony of his lieges to do the premisses : Or to ru

Staines, quarrell, or to exerce ony vther industrie to

thair awin profite and commodities within the flood

marke of the sea." Skene, Verb. Sign. to. flare.

" Narrest Seunay layes ther a little iyle calKt a

Erische leid Elian Sklait, quherin there is abondasce

of akalyie to be win." Monroe's Ilea, p. 10.

" On the 9th instant, at a stone quarry near Asdb-

termuchty, while James Ranken, mason, was ruud*§

some stones, the upper part of the quarry giving war,

he was killed on the spot." Edin. Even. Cocra&t,

March 21, 1805.

2. To dig in a mine of any kind.

Bellenden gives the following carious account of pit-

coat
•• In Fiffe ar icon blak stanis (quhilk hes sa intoler-

able heit quhen thai ar kendillit) that thai resolve t

meltis irnc, & ar thai rfore rycht proflitable for opera-

tion of amythis. This kynd of blak stanis ar r» ia

na part of Albion, bot allanerlie betuix Tay and Tyoe/

Descr. Alb., c. 9. tyoditur ingenti numero lapis ai^r,

Booth.
"In Clidisdail is ane riche myne of gold and sssre

won but ony laubour." Ibid, c 10.

Elsewhere he uses the word both as to quarries aad

mines. V. Tyld.
" The convention of estates—marie an act, —that bo

coals should be transported to any burgh of Scotlaci

or to any foreign couutry, but all to be trinn and sn^

to London." Spalding's Troubles, IL 107.— •• Hir Grace hes grantit and gevin licence to a
our partinaris and servandis in oure name, to virk

and tcyn in the leid-mynis of Glengoner and Weokt
samekill lcid-urc as we may gurilic, and to transport

and carie fot of this realme to Klandcris, or ony stiff
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partis beyond Bey, twenty thousand stanewecht of-the

said leidure." Sed1
. Counc, A. 1502, Keith's Hist.

App., p. 96.

A.-S. winn-an, Su.-G. winn-a, Isl. vinn-a, laborare,

labore acquirere ; because of the toilsome nature of the
work. Hence,

3. To give, [bestow] ; used in* regard to a

stroke, Koxb. ; as, " I'll win ve a breeze or

blow."

Wi that he wan *ira sic a clank
Between the shon'ders an', the flank,

That far an* near was heard the yank.
Jo. Hogg's Poem*, p. 60.

4. To reach, to gain. To win the door, to

reach it, Aberd.
" Balnadalloch followed his counsel, shook himself

loose, and wan the kilnlogie door.'* Spalding, i. 39.

: With what pith she had she taks the gate,

And wan the brae ; but it's now growing late.
- Ross's Helenore, p. 62.

5. To receive permission to go from one 'place

to another ; as, to win hame, S.

"However Haddo, upon caution that he should,
under great sums of money, compear again before the
justice the 24th of June, wan home." Spalding, ii. 2.

i.e., "He was permitted to depart homewards."

To Win ane's bread. To gain it, properly by
labour, S.

To Win out. To raise as from a quarry;
metaph. used.

"Years and months will take out now one little

atone, then another, of this house of clay, and at length
of time shall win out the breadth of a fair door, and
•end out the emprisoned soul to the free air in heaven."
Rutherford's Lett, P. I. ep. 129.

To Win the Hoiss. Xd gain the prize. V.
Hoiss.

Win, e. Gain.
He sailit over the sey sa oft and oft,

Quhil at the last ane semelie ship he coft

;

And waxe sa ful of warldis welth and win.
His hands he wish [washed] in ane silver basin.

Priests Peblis, S.P.R.,L 10.

It is elsewhere used in the same poem. V. Bud.
They tine thir steps, all thay quhaevir did sin
In pryde, invy, in ire, and lecherie ;

In covetice, or ony extreme win.
—And covetice of warldly win
Is hot wisdoms, I say for me.

lyndsay, 8. P. R., I 246, 247.

A.-S. win, sigm'Oes labour, the proper source of gain.
But I do not find that it ever occurs as denoting gain
itself. Germ, winne, is used in the latter sense ; as
well as Bclg. Sw. winsl, from winn-en, winn-a, lucrari.

To WIN, Wyn, Won, i>ron. tvun, v. n. To
have any thing in one s power, to arrive at

any particular state or degree with some
kind of labour or difficulty, S. correspond-

ing to £. get, v. n. pret. wan. 1 wil cum,
gin I can win ; I will come, if it be in my
power : / coud na win ; It was net in my
power to come, S.

" What so his wille ware,
Ferli neighe he wan,

Sothe thing

:

So neighe come never man,
Bot mi lord the king."

Sir Tristrem, p. 125, st. 105.

And aye the o'er word o' the sans
Was—'• Your love can no win nere."

Minstrelsy Border, ii. 9.

•'It was said the marquis of Huntly was desired by
Argyl's letter to meet him at Brechin, but the marquis
excused himself, saying, he could not win." Spalding'a

Troubles, I. 113.

His stile is Bonnyha' ;

And bonny is't, and wealthy, wealthy he,

Well will she fa' that wins nis wife to be.

Ross's Udenote, p. 78.

It is often joined with an adj. ; as, to win free, to win
loose; sometimes with a *., as, to win hame, to get
home, S.

It is also used with a great variety of prepositions.

To Win aboon. To get the pre-eminence
;

also, to obtain the mastery, to get the better

of, to overcome, as, / have won aboon all my
fear*, S. He*s no like to win aboon t, It is

not probable that he will recover from this

disease, S. It also signifies to recover one's

spirits after some severe calamity, S.

Bot thus, poor thin" ! to loose her life

Aneath a bleedy villain's knife,

I'm really fley't that our guidwife
Will never win aboon't ava.

Kwie, Skinner's Misc. Pott., p. 146.

To Win about. To circumvent iu any way;
especially by wheedling, S.

To Win aff. 1. To get away ; implying
the idea of some obstacle or danger, in one's

way, S.

Fat chance he furder had she cud na tell,

But was right fain, that she wan off hersell.

Ross's Hetenore, p. 40.

2. To be liberated from prison, or acquitted

in a judicial trial, S.

"Tarn Linton wasapprehended, and examinedon oath
afore the sheriff ; but there was nae proof could be led

against him, and he wan off" Blackw. Mag., Mar.
1823, p. 318.

[3. To dismount, to be able to dismount ; as,
a He's on the horse, but he canna win aff."

s.j

To Win a-flot. To break loose, or be set

adrift ; applied to a vessel at sea.

•• And sicktike, of all shippis, gudis, and mcrchan-
dice, that are perish t and win a-flot in the sea,—ane
third part of all pertenis to him or thame that drawis

and saifis the samin." Sea Lawis, Balf. Pract., p. 633.

To Win afore, or before. To outrun, S.

And netheles hale before wan scho nocht
Doug. Virgil, 133,41.

To Win at. To reach to, S. / coudna win
at it ; used both literally, as to what is be-

yond one's reach, and also metaph. with

respect to expense.
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It is sometimes used in this sense as a t\ a.
" These things are indeed very difficult, and all most

impossible at the first hand to be won at by those who
are serious; whilst natural atheists, and deluded
hypocrites, find no difficulty in asserting all those
things. " Guthrie's Trial, p. 105.

"Oh ! Sir, if I could win at that greatest of trembling
and fear,—to see how these blessed scriptures, the
general commands of love are mistaken, yea, and abused,
m the present case." M 'Ward's Contend., p. 80.

To Win at liberty. To get free, to be re-

leased from restraint.
*' The tolbooth of Aberdeen was broken on the night

—The gentleman tanning at liberty addrest himself
unwisely to his father's house at Bit-sacks Mill."
Spalding, ii. 114.

To Win away. 1. To get off; often, to

escape, to get off with difficulty, S.

The Inglia men, that van aioay,
To thair schippis in by went thai

;

And saylyt hame angry and wa,
That thai had bene rebutyt sua.

Barbour, xvL 655, MS.
The worth! Scottis did nobiUy that day
About Wallace, till he was woun away.

Wallace, It. 668, Ma
Baith here and thare sons vmbeset haue tbay
The outgatis all, thay suld not win away.

Doug. Virgil, 289, VQ.

Win away occurs in Ritson's R. Hood, i. 107. But
the poem, as he conjectures, is undoubtedly Scottish.

2. To set off, as opposed to delay, S.
•• Come ben me [my] Joes, and tean awaugh ; span

our groond ore this silly bourn." Franck's Northern
Memoirs, p. 61.

3. It also sometimes signifies to die ; as, ZfeY
wun awa\ q. he has obtained release from
the sufferings of the present life, S..

•• I look not to win away to my home without wounds
and blood." Rutherford's Lett., P. III., ep. 24.

To Win back. To have it in one's power to
return from a place, S.

Well gang nae niair to yon town,
For fear we win na back again. Old Sony.

To Win before. To get the start of, S.
No travel made them tire,

Til they before the beggar wan,
And cast them in his way.

MUon's A. Hood, (Scot. Poem), L 106.

To Win Ben. To be able to go to, or to ob-
tain admittance into, the inner apartment

;

to win butt
y to be able to go to the outer

apartment, S.

" Ye're welcome, but ye winna win ben:" Ramsay's
8. Prov., p. 85.

*

[To Win But. To be able to go to the outer
apartment of a dwelling, S.]

To Win by, v. a. 1. To get past ; used in a
literal sense, S.

2. To escape, in relation to any danger, S.

.

—-" Ye're breezing awa' about marriage, and the job
is how we are to win by hanging." Tales of my Land-
lord, iii. 123.

3. Often used in relation to one's lot or des-

tiny, with a negative ; as, u He coud na

win btft? i.e., It was his fate, so that he

could not possibly avoid it, S.

To Win down. 1. To reach, to extend

downwards.
"He—had syde red yellow hair behind, snd ooha

haffits, which xoan down to his shoulders." Pitsco&e,

p. 111.

2. To get down, S.
—" As he is wakening him, the timber passage n*l

6ting of the chamber hastily takes fire, so that dock of

them could win down stairs again." Spalding i. 10.—" They wan away upon the 4th of November by

an iron, whereby they made a hole in the wall of ta*

high tolbooth, and wan all down upon planks, except

one who was taken." Ibid. ii. 253.

To Win farrer, or farther ben. To bead-

mitted to greater honour, to be further ad-

vanced, S.

"They are but in the court of the gentiles and will

ne'er winfarther ben. I doubt they are but Utile better

than the prelatists themselves. " Tales of my Landlord,

ii 166.

To Win forrat. To get forward, S.

To Win free, v. m. To obtain release, S.

" He rode south with Marischal once upon ha on
expences, but never more, so wanfrre of fine and gK*J
to the Bowlroad.

"

«• Thus were the Oldtown soldier*

armed, and the town wanfrte,
n

Spalding's Troalki,

i 241. V. Wiwfbee, r. a.

To Win CAN. To break loose, to obtain

liberation, Buchan.
; q. to be allowed to*.

This of my quiet cut the wizen,
When he wan gae.

Dominie Depoid, p. St

To Win in. 1. To obtain access, S.

Pallias was true as the steel,

And keepit bidding wonder weel

:

And at the door received him in,
But none in after him might acta.

Sir Efdr, a, JL

" If my one foot were in heaven, and my seal ailf

in, if free-will and corruption were absolute lords d
me, I should never win wholly in.

n Rutherford s Lett,

P. L, ep. 68.

2. To be able to return home.
Come kiss me then, Peggv, nor think I'm to bUn*

;

I weel may gae out, but f'11 never win in.

Baron of Brackley, Jamieton'e Pop. Ball., i. 106.

To Win into. To get the benefit of, S.

"The President alleged, • if that were all the aris-

ing of it, then the remedy the people had of via* •?

Info decreets, where they were truly lesed, by the mis-

take of the Lords or otherwise, would be altogether

evacuated."* Fount. Dec. SuppL iv. 132.

To Win nere. To get near, S.
Be this thav wan nere to the renkis end,
Irkit sum dele before the mark wele kend.

Doug. Yiryil, 1*$, £
To Win on. To be able to ascend, or to

mount, as on horseback, S.
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"Our greatest difficulty wilt be, to win on upon the
rook now, when the windi and waves of persecution

are so lofty and proud." Rutherford's Lett P. III.

•p. 18.

To Win on ahint one. To get the advan-
tage in a bargain, to impose on one, S. ap-

parently in allusion to one leaping on horse-

back behind another, and holding him as

prisoner.

To Win ouk, or over. 1. To get over/

in a literal sense, to ba able to cross ; im-
plying difficulty, S.

With that word to the dlk he ran.
And our eftre the king he wan.

Barbour, ix. 405, M&
"lieutenant Montrose begins to march towards Spey-

side, but could not win over the water, the boats being
drawn on the other side, and Murray conveened in

anna." Spalding, ii. 246.

8. To surmount, metaph. S.

"But when they found that several were winning
aver their oaths, and giving obedience to the Estates
Orders, it gave them new provocation." Account
Persecution of the Church in Scotland, p. 33.

To Win out. To escape ; as, from a field

of battle, &c.
The Ingliss men, at durst tbaim nocht abid.

Befor the est fuU ferdly furth thai fle

Till Dwnattor a rank within tha se.

Na ferrar thai invent wyn out off the land.

Wallace, viL 1044, M&
V. Sttbxxs.

His ferii followis with ane felloun schout,
Quhil that Mezentius of the feild wan out,

Defend and couert with his sonnys scheild.

Doug. Firytf, 348, 34.

To Win Throw. 1. To get through, S.

"Ye mauna think to win through the warld on a
feather-bed ;" Ramsay's S. Prov., p. 83.

• To cross a river, S.

"Had his Majestie not gotten the blacksmith, or
some other like unto him, to have beene intelligen-

cer and guide to winnt through the shallow trinkets

he led us, to the damme upon the head of their watch,
who were surprized : hardly could we have overcome
this towns, on such a sudden'.

n Monro's Exped. P.

ILp.41.

3. To be able to finish any business, S.

"Our progress in the assembly is small ; there is so
much matter yet before us, as we cannot tout through

for a long time after our common pace." Baillie's

Lett., ii. 42.

4. Metaph., to recover from disease, S.

To Win to. 1. To reach, S.—Mycht no man to it wyn
Wallace, vi.802, M&

" Thinks ye, Sir, that before a man tcin to heauen,

that he must be racked and riuen as I am with fear-

fall temptations ? " Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 140.

Ere any of them to him wan,
There he slew an hie kinned man.

Sir Egeir, p. 83.

8ee gin you'll win unto this strypie here,

And wash your face and brow with water clear.

Boss's Helenore, p. 15.

See now the wark to near an end,
I've turn'd out a' the stanes

Stood i' the road ; the gutters sheel'd
Ye a' win to at anes.

Poems in, the Buehan Dialect, p. 87.

2. To begin to eat, S.
" We gat some w. ter-broo and bannocks, and mony

a weary grace they k aid,—or they wad let me win to,

for I was amaist famished wi* vexation." Tales of my
Landlord, iii. 9.

3. To attain; as denoting the state of the
mind.
•• I thought I was more willing to have embraced

the charge in your town than I am, or am able to win
to." Rutherford's Lett., P. III., ep. 21.

4. To have it in one's power to be present, S.

"They said. Did you hear tho Excommunication
at the Torrwood ? I said, No, I could not win to it."

Cloud of Witnesses, Ed. 1714, p. 78.

To Win to Foot. To get on one's legs,

S. B.
—By help of a convenient stsne,
To which she did her weary body lean,
She wins tofoot, and 8wavering makes to gang.

Boss's HeUnore, p. 20.

To Win to oidder. To attain to a state

of conjunction.

The Sothron als war tundryt than in twyn,
Bot thai sgayne to oidder sons can wyn.

Wallace, iv. 648, Ma
[To Win and Tyne. V. under Wyn.]

To Win Up. 1. To be able to ascend, S.
Bot. or thai wan up, thar come ane,
Ana saw Ledhouss stand him ailane,

And knew he wes nocht off thair men.
Barbour, x. 424, M&

Quod they. Is there nse mair ado,
Or ys win up the brae ?

Cherrie and Sloe, st 44.

2. To rise, to get out of bed, S.
" Win up, my bonny boy,'* he says,

•* As quickly as ys msy

:

" For ys maun gang for Lillie Flower,
" Before the break of day."

Minstrelsy Border, ii. 22.

Won up, won up, my good master

;

I fearye sleep o'er lang.

Olenkindie, Jameson's PopuL Ball, I 95.

3. To rise from one's knees.

when she saw Wise William's wife,
The Queen fell on her knee

;

'* Win up, win up, madame! " she says :

" What needs this courtesie f

"

Minstrelsy Border, ii 85.

To Win up to, or with. To overtake, S.

To Win within. To get within.

The menstral wan within ane wanis,
That day full weil he previt,

For he come name with unbirsit bainis,

Qnhare fechtars wer mischevit
Chr. Kirk, st 15.

This term has been occasionally used, in some of
these senses, by O. E. writers.

—That no schyppe sholde in wynne.
Rich. Cceur de Lyon,
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—"That no creature might wynne to her."
Fabyan's Churn.

8yns at our narrow doores ther in cannot win,

8eod them to Oxford©, at Brodgate to get in.

Heywovd's Epigram*, Warton's Hist. E. P. iii. 00.

Warton raiders it enter in, observing that win is

probably a contraction for go in. To winne to, to

attain, Chancer, Rom. Rose, v. 3674. Palsgraue

mentions this word. " / winne to a thing, I retche

to it." He subjoins, however; "This terms is farre

northern,"
A.-S. Aleni. winn-an, Germ, winn-en, signify in

general, to obtain, to acquire. But our term, although

perhaps originally the same, is rather to be traced to

&U.-U. and ltd. In these languages, the v. assumes
different forms ; Su.-G. inna, hinna, hwinn-a, winn-a,

1st winn-a. But Inre reckons winn-a tho most ancient

;

viewing win, labor, as the root. In Su.-G. it is some-
times used without, at other times with, a preposition.

Jag wet ej hum laangt jag hicinner i dag ; Nescio,

qnatenns hodio nergere valeam ; Ihre, vo. Hinna. I
wmi na kow fer £ may win, the dag, S. I know not

bow far I may be able to proceed on my journey to-

day, E.
Erkt Biskopen tka ey laengre waan.
An til Nykoeping, ther do hann.
Archiepiscopus ulterius ire non valuit.

Chron. Rhythm., p. 30$, Ibid.

" Tho Archbishop wan na ferrer than til Bykoping,"
Ac, &
Hinna upp en, aliquem pracgressum assequi ; Ibid.

;

to overtake one who has gone before, E. to win up to

him, 8. Laga at du hinner up din broder i studier

;

Take care to equal your brother in learning, Wideg.
Tak care to win up to, or with, your brother, S. Han
stall komma, om han hinner ; He shall come, if he has
time, Wideg. ; according to the S. idiom, // he can
win. Hinna til corresponds to win to, or til, S. Han
sprang, men hann icke til maalet ; Ho ran, but did not
reach, (win to) the goal. Hinna oat, . to reach ;

Jag kan kke hinna oat baegaren ; I can't reach, EL, .(/

can na win at, S.) the pot.

To WIN, v. a. To wind (yarn), S., corr.

from the E. word.

An' ay she win% an' ay she swat,

I wat she made nae jaukin.

Burnt, iii 130.

To Win one a Pirn. To do something in-

jurious, or what will cause regret to one.

V. Pirn.

Winnles, Windles, s. An instrument

used by women for winding yarn.
" I suppose you will not be able to wind a clue for

me in Dunlara now, without the low-country-woman's
dochter's windles." Saxon and Gael, iii. 161.

Qu. corrupted from E. tcindlass ?

WINACHIN. This term is equivalent to

winnowing, in the Buchan dialect. But as

used by Forbes, the meaning must be
different. [ Winding, boasting.]

For Agamemnon winachin,
Diana's wench had stown ;

An' wad na gie her back again,

Bat kept her as his own.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 20.

WINARE, *. One who sells wines.

" He aucht to haue anc skair thairof as the laif of

the winaris of the same gat [street]." Aberd. Reg.,
A. 1548, V. 20.

Lat. vinar-ius, a vintner.

WINCH, *. The act of wiucing, S.
Poor Petri© gae a weary winch.
He could na do but bann.

—

Christmas Ba'iug, Skinner's Hue Poet, p. 129.

Su.-G. wink-a, motitare ; whence Fr. guinch-er, to

wriggle, to writhe.

WlNCHEAND,part.pr. Wincing. V.Wixse.
He stert till anc hroggit atauf,

Winchtand as he war woode.
PebUs to the Play, st IX

To WIND, Wynd, r. w. 1. To turn towards

the left ; a term applied to animals in the

yoke, when the driver wishes them to come

towards him, S.

This term is opposed to Haup, q.v.

2. Metaph. applied to a person. Of one who
is so obstinate that he can be influenced or

managed by no means whatsoever, it is said,

u Hell neither haup nor wynd ;" S. Prov.

;

i.6., He will turn neither to the right nor to

the left.

To -Wynd aoain, r. n. To turn to the left,

when it is meant that the plough or cart

should be turned round and proceed in an

opposite direction, S.

Wind, Wynd, *. An alley, a lane, S.

—Thai til Edynburgh held the way ;

In at the Frere Wynd entryd thai,

And to the Crag wp throwch the town
Thai held thare way in a rawndown.

IVyntown, Tin. 30. 4S.

"There is little or no change made on the other

passages called wynds and rates. Only it is to he

observed, that in all those which have been made in

the city or suburbs for at least fifty years past, we
hare neither gates nor wynds; they are all streets and
lanes." 8tatist. Ace, (Aberdeen) xix. 183.

•• Edinburgh and Stirling, two of the principal towns
in Scotland, are situated on hills, with one wide street,

and many narrow lanes leading from thence down the

ides of the hills, which lanes, from their being

generally winding, and not straight, are called winds.

Sir John Sinclair's Observ., p. 165.

To WIND, r. a. To dry by exposing to the

air.

—"With power and libertie to pow heather, and
to cast and wind peitis, turn's, fewall, faill, and de-

votte, in the commoun mwire and mossis of the said

brugh." Acts Cha. I. Ed. 1814, V. 591.
"Casting and tcinding of peittcs." Ibid. p. 593.

This corresponds with the etymon given of the r.

as now used. V. Wix, Wyns, \Yixse.

To WIND, v. ft. To magnify in narration,

to tell marvellous stories, S. ; perhaps from

wind, ventus, as by the same metaph. a per-

son of this description is said to bloic.

Hence,

Winder, *. One who deals in the mar-

vellous, S.

Nearly synon. is Germ, windmacher, a braggadocio,

a noisy, pretending, swaggering fellow.
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WINDAK, s. A window, Aberd. Reg.

WINDASSES, «• pi. Fanners for winnow-
ing gnin9 Roxb.

Hs did his point maintain,
That it was lawful iust, an' right,

WT windasses folks
1 com to dighfc

Jo. Hogg's Poem*, p. 104.

O. Teat, wind-en, synon. with waey-en, ventilare. It
may hare received the termination from being con-
founded, in pronunciation, with the term used to de-
note a windlass.

WIND-BILL, ». «A bank-bill where there
is no corresponding value of commodities
in existence ; bnt which must be discounted
before it becomes due," S. Agr. Surv.
Forfara^ p. 589.

WINDCUFFER, «. The name given to the
Kestril, Orkn.
M T1ie Kestril (Jalco tinnuneulus, Lin. Syst.) which

from its motion in the air, we name the windcuffer, may
frequently be observed, as if stationed with its eyes
fixed on the ground to discover its prey." Barry's
Orkney, p. 312. V. Stakchell.

WINDFLAUCHT, adj. With impetuous
motion, as driven by the wind, S.

Yit then
Foryettis he not Eorialus ltif perfay,
Hot kest him enin oaertbortoure S&lias way,
(fruAins; as he micht opoun the sliddry grene,
Maid him licht windjlaucht on the ground vnclene.

Doug. Virgil, 188, 47.

Tent, wind-vlaeghe, turbo, procella.

WINDIN, 8. The smallest matter; "He
wadna do a vrindin without payment," i.e.,

he would do nothing, how trifling soever,

Loth.

This word is now nearly obsolete ; and has probably
been transmitted from the Anglo-Saxons. It might be
traced either to windonge, pi., signifying twigs or rushes
of which baskets are made ; or to windung, palea, chaff,

unless we should suppose that, as denoting an act, it is

from wind-an, torquore, q. " he would not twist a rope,"

•WINDING-SHEET.
"It disturbed the ghost of the dead, and was fatal

to the living, if a tear was allowed to fall on a wind*
ingskttt. What was the intention of this, but to pre-
vent the effects of a wild or frantic sorrow." P. Mont-
quhitter, Stat Ace., xxL 147.

WINDIS,*. Apullej.
"The master of the ship sould schaw the mer-

ebandis the taikillis, or his windis and his cordis :

—

For gif ane tun or pipe be tint in the winding or heis-

ing, in fault of the cordis, in time of laidning or lous-

ing, the masteris and marineris amangis thame sould
pay the merchand thairfoir." Ship Lawis, Balfour's
tract, p. 620.

O. K. *• Wyndaec Troclea.—Wyndynge with wyn-
dact. Obuolutio." Prompt. Parv.

Evidently the same with Teut. wind-as, wind-ass,
Belg. wind-act, trochlea, rechamus, a windlace ; from
wind-tn, torouere, and perhaps asse, an axis..

To WINDLE, v. n. To walk wearily in the

wind, Dumfr.

This might at first view appear to be a derivative from
wima\ ventus. But it seems rather allied to Teut
wemdtd-cn, winditl-tn, circumagere, circumvolTere ; as
demoting the tossing action of the wind.

To WINDLE, v. a. To make up (straw or
hay) into bottles, S. Teut. windel-en,

fasciis vel * fasciolis involvere ; 61. Sibb.

Hence,

WlNDLEM, WONLYNB, 8. A bottle of straw

or hay, S.

"Let the muckle horse set the muckle wonlyne;"
Rasesay's a Prov., p. 50. V. Strae.

It is now written windlen, which more properly
marks its origin. V. Kkmple.

'• Ye start at a strae, and let windlens gae ; " Prov.
South of S. " You regard trifled, and neglect things
of far greater importance.*
This is the same with Isl. voendutt in hey-roenduil,

defined by Haldorson, " a bundle of hay, as much as

can be grasped by the hand [arm] extended, between
the armpit and under the haunch." He says that
vocnduU properly signifies volumes.

[Windles, Winnles, 8. An instrument for

winding yarn. V. under Win.]

WINDLESTRAE, Wyndle-stray, 8. 1.
u Smooth crested grass, S., A. Bor." Rudd.
Cresteddog's-tail grass,Cynosurus cristatus,

Linn. [ WingU-strae, Banffs.]
Brsnchis brattlyng and blaiknyt schew the brayis,

With hirstis hank or waggand wyndil strayis.

^hug. Virgil, Prol. 202, 29.

New piece and piece the sickness wears away ;

But she's as dweble as a windle-strae.

Boss's HeUnore, p. 66.

This terra occurs in what has evidently been used,

as a proverbial phrase, by our ancestors, denoting the
total insufficiency of the means prescribed or employed
for accomplishing an end in view.

"To restrict him to tho fifth part of the rent, was
to send him to lift the rest of his stipendfrom windlc-

straws and sandy laverocks." Fount. Dec. SuppL iv.

7931

2. Metaph. nsed to denote any trifling obstacle.
MHe that is red for windltstrairs should not sleep in

lees." Ferguson's S. Prov., p. 14.
44 No wuwUcstraw*, no bits of clay, no temptations,

which are of no longer life than an hour, will then be
able to withstand you." Rutherford's Lett., P. i.

•p. 214.

A--3. wsmdU-strtowc, "calamus; a reed, a cane, a
wheate or oaten straw, of some at this day called a
wbsdd-strawe f* Somner. Calamus, ex quo conficiun-

tur sportae. Lye ; from windel, sporta, a basket,

WINDOCK, Winkogk, *. A window, S.
" Faill not, but ye tak guid heyd that neither the

desks, windoeks, nor duris, be ouy ways hurt or brokin
syther giassih wark or iron wark." Letter, Ergyll,

Stewart, 2c. SUtist. Ace. (P. Dunkeld) xx. 422, N.
44 When poverty comes in at the door, friendship

flies out at the winnoek.'* Ramsay's S. Prov., i>. 77.—" Nane vtheris in thair names comperana to tho
effect fbirsaid, thai being oftymes callit at the tolbuyth
windok to the saym effect/' Acts Mary, 154G, Ed.
1814, p. 47a
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"The foirsaidis—wcr diuerss and syndrie tymes
callitat the tolbuith windvk." Acts Ja. VI., 1581,
Ed. 1414, p. 289.

I think, yon risis* genius, Tannock,
May gain a niche in Dime's heigh win nock.

TannahilTs Poems, p. 105.

This at first view may appear a gross corruption.
Bat it approximates, more than the E. word, to Su.-G.
winauge, windoega, IsL vindauge, id. from tabid, the
higher part of a building, (an some deduce the term,
this being most exposed to the wind), and oega, auae,
oculus ; the window being as it were the eye of this
upper part, as introducing light.

IsL vindauge, vimloega, Su.-G. windoega ; according
to Ihre, from Kind, the higher part of a house, and oega,
an eye, because of the round form of the window.
And indeed, round windows are often used in the upper
part of buildiugs.

WINDOW-BOLE, s. " The part of a cot-

tage window that is filled by a wooden
blind, which may occasionally be opened ;

"

Gl. Antiq. V. Boal.

WINDOW-BROAD, «. A window-shutter,
S.

It was in and through the window-broad,
And a' the tirlie-wirlies o'd,

The sweetest kiss that ever I got,
Was frae my dainty Davy.

Dainty Davie, Herd's Coll., ii. 215.

[WIND-RAWIN, Wind-Rowing, s. V.
under Winraw.

WIND-SKEW, *. An instrument used for
preventing smoke. It consists of a broad

Eiece of wood, to which is fixed a long
andle. This is placed on the chimney-

top, and the handle hangs down the vent.
It is altered from its former position, accord-
ing to the change of the wind ; Mearns.
Perhaps from Su.-G. wind, and slufw-a, sty, vitare,
tern, scu-an, scimk-et

-wind may be from I

of its change of place.

Alem. scu-an, scimh-en; q. what eschews the wind.
Or wind may be from Su.-G. wind-a, torquere,, because

This, in Ang., is called a wriggle, perhaps q. wringle,
from Teut. wring* en, torquere; or from Su.-G. wrick-a,
id. The reason of both designations may thus be
viewed as nearly the same.
There is a possibility, however, that windskew may

be originally the same with Isl. Su.-G. windsled, a
little varied in signification ; Asseres tecti, qui culmen
et corticeni tegunt, ne a vento _dissipcntur ; Verel.

S.

294. Asser prominulus, qui" a pariete pluviam
efendit ; a sled, assula ; Ihre. He views wind as

here signifying the higher part of a house.

WIND-SUCKER, s. The name given
to a horse that is accustomed to fill his

stomach with wind, by sucking the manger,
Ettr. For.; in E. called a Crib-biter.

WINDUSMAN, *. One employed about a
coal-heugh at the windlass, Loth.

•' That na person© sail hyre or seduce any watter-
men & wbufusmen—without ane testimonial of the
maister quhome they serve." Acts Cha. I., Ed. 1814,
. 509. V. Windass.

WINDWAVED, part. adj. Having the
stem whirled about by the wind, so that the
roots become loosened in the earth, S.
"In years of peculiarly windy weather, the stem,

where it enters the earth, is often blown about in a
whirling maimer, forming a kind of [inverted] conical
hollow, and the coronal roots become detached from
their connexion with the soil, tliia in provmcially
called wind-waced." Agr. Surv. Berw., p. 133.

• WINDY, adj. 1. Vain^ostentatious, S.

2. Gasconading, boastful, S.
•• Your wind shakes no corn," S. Prov. ;

•• spoken to
boasting and pretending people whom the Scots caD
windy people* Kelly, p. 370.
" But though he is a windy body when he gets oa

his auld warld stories, he has mair gumption in hia
than most people." Redgauntlct, ii. 224.

WINDY-WALLETS, s.pl. 1. A ludicrous
designation for one who is accustomed to

break wind backwards; pron. icundy-wallets,
Roxb.

2. One who is habituated to fibbing, S. whidd-
ing, or to magnify in conversation, ibid.

WINE-BEURY, s. 1. The common currant,
S.B.

She led hym in to a fayr herbere,
That frute groand was gret plente ;

The fygge, and also the Wynne bery.
True Tkouuu, Joinieson's Popul. BalL, ii. SOL

" In the north of Scotland, the common currant is

called the wine berry ;" N. Ibid.

2. This term had been formerly used in S.
for grapes, as distinguished from currants
" Uvae, wine-berries. Vaccinia nigra & rubra, black

and red berries. " We<lderb. Vocab., p. 17.
According to Thoresby, in Yorks. winc-Unie* are

"not grapes, but gooseberries

;

n
A.-S. win-berktm a

used in the former sense. V. Ray's Lett., p. 341. In
sing, win-berie, uva ; Lye.

WINED. Wall. v. 384. Edit. Perth. V.
Urn.

To WINFREE, v. a. 1. To raise from the
ground, to disentangle, Aberd. \Vinfreedy
raised from the ground, Gl. Shirr.
"Twa or three o's winfreed the wife, and gat her

out." Journal from London, p, 5.

2. To liberate, to set free, in a general sense,
Clydes.

—••This I budo to do, while I was winfreek by a
mare powerfu' being nor himscll." Edio. Man Set*.
1818, p. 155.

-*
»

i~-

Perhaps we have the original form of this phrase in
the language of Harry the Minstrel

:

Wallace ansuerd ; " Or we wyH Scotland //r,
Baith ye and I in mar pcrell mon be.

Wallace, [FoL 39, s. MSl]
This v. seems composed of H7«, to have in ones

power, q. v., to which an active sense is improperly
given, and free, q. to get loose from any entanglement
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WINGED ROW. The mime formerly given

to a half-penny roll baked with flat sides

like wings, S.

WINGEL, $. A tumor or soft growth,Renfr.

;

obviously corr. from E. Wind-gall.

To WINGLE, v. n. 1. To move with diffi-

culty under a load, Fife.

8. To wriggle, to walk feebly, Gall.

" I gaed ' [gave] a glent—along by the scarrow o'o

hill, and did see him wmglan awa by the back-side o'

the auld aangh Lochan." GaH. Enc., p. 483.

3. To hang loosely, and nearly in a detached

state, Dumfr.

Perhaps originally the same with Wiggle, with the
insertion of the letter a ; or allied to Isl. vingull, mob-
ile quidpendens. Sa.-G. wankl-a, fluctuare, A.-S. wancl,
instabihs, vacillans.

The latter term is obriously retained in "wankle,
weak, unstable,—as a wankle seat; limber, fickle,

warering. North." Grose.

To Winole, v. a. To carry in a dangling
way, Fife.

"Here hae we travelt np to this town, what wi'
winaling flails, and couters, and barrowtrama,—nae
little forjeskit"' Tennant's Card. Beaton, p. 14.

WINK, *• In a wink, in a moment, S.B.

Snap went the sheers, then in a wink.
The fang was stow'd behind a bink.

Morison's Poems, p. 110.

Thia is analogous to Buys, q. r.

Again the fleeting taper glanc'd ;—
It scattered a bewfldrtn' light.

And in a wink the glini'ruv ray
Flashed on his sight, then died away

:

Aye f Willie-an'-the-Wisp was there,

Shedding forth his nightly glare, &c
Beanie's John & Arnha*, p. 28.

Winkers, *. The eye-lashes, S.

To Winkle, v. n. [To sparkle.]

What though she his twa little winkling een,
They're better than nanet and my life it is sweet.

Hogg's Mountain Bard, p. 93.

Apparently a diminutire from the E. t. to wink,

WIN-KILL, *. A hollow in a stack of corn,

hay, &c, for preventing it from being heat-

ed; perhaps q. wind-kill, Moray; synon.
Fause-house.

WINKIT, adj. Somewhat turned; a term
applied to milk, when it has lost the sweet
taste; Loth. Wyntit, Dumfr., A. Bor.

wented, id. Blinkit breezed, synon. S.

If winkit be the original term, it may refer to the
supposed influence of an evil eye ; as milk, more than
any other species of food, has been considered as under
the power of witchcraft. If wyntit be the true pron.,
perhaps from wind, as denoting the effect of exposure
to the air. Alexn. uuint, aura.

WINKLOT, «• A young woman, a wench.
Ane vrinUot feU,

Wow, quod Malkin, hyd yow ;

Quhat neidis you to njaik it sua?
PeblistothePlay,%\.l

A. -8. wencle, wincle, a handmaid, a maid servant

WINNEL-SKEWED, adj. Under the in-

fluence of an illusion in sight.
"

' Hoot, hoot, man,' said Bell, who was standing
by, 'the boy is winnel-skewed, as I thought myself
when you shewed me a' that gear yonder in the neuk.
It is a saying among our people in Scotland, whenever
they mistake one object for two, that the moon is in

the hallior or clouded, and at such times they are
winnel-skewed, or their eyes deceive them.' " Penrose's
Journal, iii. 83.

IsL vind&lld signifies tempestas ventosa, and skejf-r,

Dan. ksiafv, obliquus, q. driven awry by stormy wind.
It can hardly be viewed as allied to vindoyed, Su.-G.
windoegd, squint-eyed.

WINNING, e. Habitation, residence.

"Gif ony man will accuse ane uther of Hame-sucken,
it is necesaar that he alledge that he assailyeit him in
his awin proper house, aubair he has his winning, ris-

ing, and lyingday and nicht, for na man may challenge
ane nther of hame-sucken, bot for assailyieng him at
his awin proper house and dwelling-place," Balfour's
Pract., p. 541.

The proper orthography is Wonning. V. Won.

WINNING, *. Conquest, attainment.

"Aboyn's frends—hearing of the winning of the
bridge, came no farther than Legatsden." Spalding,
i. 175.

WINNLE, *. The same with Windlen f a
bottle of straw, Lanarks. [V. under Win.]
This term very nearly resembles the Norw. synonym,

which affords a striking proof of great antiquity.
Vandel, vaandul, vannit, "a portion of hay or straw ;

as much fodder as a beast eats at once." Hellager's
Norsk Ordsamling.

WINNOCK, e.

WlNDOCK.
A window, West of S. V.

Winnock-brod, s. The window-shutter,

S.O. •

Loud thro' the street the piper bums,
In Highlan' vigour gay,

Doors, hatches, winnock-broas are steerin.—
A. Wilson's Poems, 1790, p. 82.

WINNOWSTER,Winnister,«. A machine
for winnowing corn, Aberd.

In Moes.-G. this ia called winthi-skauro, and in A.-S.
windwig syfe, windwiscoful, windwefonn, wind/one, and
windswingla. But the last part of all these words has
a different formation.

WINBAMETS BIRDS.
Of a tiresome tale it is said, "It's like Winrame's

birds, unco langsum. The head o't gaed by the day,
and the tail o't the morn." Prov. Berwick*

WINRAW, 8. t Hay or peats put together

in long thin heaps for the purpose of being

more easily dried," S. GI. Sibb. q. a row for

winning. V. Win, v. to dry.
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A similar idoa is conveyed by York*, wind-raw;
"grass or hay raked into long rows for drying."

Taoresby, Ray's Lett., p. 341.

To WlNRAW, r. a. To put in rows for winning

or drying, Teviotd.
" To Windrow, to rake the mown grass into rows,

called windrows. Norf. and Stiff." (Trose.

Winrawin, Wind Rowing, b. TIio act

of building up peats in narrow heaps,

in order to their being dried, S.

"After this [the act otfooting the peats] comes the

operation of toind rowing, or the building them up in

narrow heaps, or fragments of dykes ; in which state

they remain till carried home and pot into a winter
stack." Agr. Surv. Peek V. Pennecuik, p. 72, N.
That is, putting them in row» for the purpose of being
properly exposed to the wind.

WINS. Sometimes used as a termination,

as in Willawins, q. v.

WINS, prep. Towards, in the direction of,

pointing out the quarter, Ang., as, Dundee-
wins, in the direction of Dundee.

WINSEIT, Winsie, adj. Of or belonging to

wool, S.B. apparently corr. from E. woolsey.

Cotton-winsey denotes what is made of cot-

ton and wool; Linen-winsey, of linen and
wool, linsey-woolsey.

Her winsies war made by sweet Modesty's rule,

An* bespak baith her wisdom an* wealth..

Now Bertna seem'd proud o* her new fashioned goun,
Her slippers, an' silk parasol,

But look'd on ner sister, Kinnoul. wi' a fame,
And observed that her winsies look'd droll.

Duffs Poems, p. 2.

WINSH, s. A windlass, Caithn. This
seems the same word with that written

Windis.

1. Gay, merry, cheerful,WINSOME, adj.

S.B.
Near what bright burn or crystal spring,

Did you your winsome whistle bring ?

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 108.

I gat your letter, winsome Willie.

Airnt, iii. 2&
This seems the more ancient sense. A.-S. winsum,

wynsum, jncundus, laetus, amoenus, gratus; suavis,

dulcis ; Franc, wunnitiam ; hence wunntsamfeld, Para-
dtsus ; Otfrid. ap. Schilter. O. Teut wansaem, iucundus,
laetus ; Kilian. Lye derives the A.-S. word from wyn,
joy ; Alem. wunne, Teut. wonne, winne, id.

2. Comely, agreeable, engaging, S.

None eir durst meet him man to man,
He was sae brave a boy

;

At length wi' numbers he was taen,

My winsome Gilderoy.
kitson's S. Songs, ii. 27.

The Oalliard to Nithside is gane,

To steal Sim Crichton's vrinsome dun.
Minstrelsy Border, i. 284.

A. Bor. wunsome, not only signifies, "lively, joy-
ous," but, "smart, trimly dressed ;" Grose.
The Franc, phrase used by Otfrid, wunnisam sconi,

approaches to tnis ; delectabiiis pulchritudo, Schilter.

VOL. IV.

It is possible, however, that the word in this sense
may be radically different For Su.-G. waen, IsL
mean, signify beautiful, pulclter, amoenus. Hum wnr
miog vaen pyba ok /rid ; Erat puella admodum pulcrs
at venusta ; Biblia IsL Gen. 24.—Ihre views this word
as very ancient ; as allied to A.-S. wine, delectus, to

Let. venustus, and also to the name of Venn*.

WlNSOMELlE, adv. Ill a cheerful and engag-

ing way, S. A.-S. winsumliee, suaviter,

juennde.

Winsomeness, *. Cheerfulness and engaging
sweetness, S. For the ideas are conjoined,

as has evidently been the case in the use of

the A.-S. terms.

A. -S. winsumnesse, jucuuditas, amoenitaa

WINSTER, s. A disease of sheep, ShetL
"The winsler is a fatal distemper amongst sheep

kept in rich pastures. It is occasioned by springing
or running hard when the animal is fat. The blool

the kidneys then burst, and flow through
the intestines, which occasions an instant suffocation,

and proves immediate death. It resembles in its ef-

fects an apoplexy. The only preventative known for

this distemper, is to turn the lambs, about the month
of August into a poor pasture, in order to reduce the

extraordinary fatness, which occasions this disease.

"

App. Asr. Surv. Shctl., p. 47.
This has some resemblance to the name given to the

dropsy; Isl. vind-syki, Dan. windsot.

WINT, v. wipers. Befall. As, * Wae wint

ye," equivalent to «• Wae worth ye," Aberd.

I observe nothing to which this can be allied, unless

perhaps to Dan. vent-er, to wait or attend, or rind-er,

to reach to.

WINT, pret. v. Weened.
"Then James Douglas, seeing the King in his bed,

wint that all had been sicker enough, and past in like

manner to his bed." Pitsoottie, p. 140.

•WINTER, s. 1. The last cartful of corn

that is brought home in harvest, Loth.
For now the maiden has been win,
And Winter is at last brought in ;

And syne they dance and had the kirn.

The Barest Rig, st 134.

It is also expl. " the state of having all the grain, on
a farm, reaped and inned," S.B.

2. The autumnal feast, when it is postponed

till the complete ingathering of the crop,

Buchan. V. Claaick.

3. An implement which is sometimes made
to hang on the grate, and sometimes with

feet to stand before the fire, for the purpose

of keeping the tea-kettle warm, S.; synon.

Footman. The latter term properly denotes

such an implement as has feet.

This term Winter might originate from its being
originally appropriated to the season of the year in

which fire is Kept in the parlour.

To Winter, v. a. To feed cattle, &c.
through the winter, S.

" It occurs very seldom, that cattle are fed on the

F5
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nine ground for twelve successive months, or sum-
mered where they have been wintered." Agr. Surv.
Dumbaxt, p. 211.

Winter-Dykes, t. pi. 1. A designation
properly given to those wooden frames,
which are erected oat of doors, for drying
clothes, S. q. winter-walls.

2. Improperly applied to a screen or frame
used for drying clothes, within doors, before
the fire, S.O. V. Wyntyr and Dike.

Winterer, *. Horse, sheep, or cows, kept
to feed in a particular place during winter,

S.
" In farms where no winterers are kept, the dunghill

is placed behind the stable out of view." Agr. Surv.
of Mid-Lothian, p. 41.

Winter-Fish. A term applied to a parti-

cular description of fish, Snetl.

"The ling caught at this season [before the 12th of
August] are split, and laid in salt, and they remain in
the brine until the end of spring, when they are taken
out, washed, and dried for exportation. They are
known by the name of winter-fish." Edmonstone's
ZetLL24C

Winter-haining, 8. The act of preserving
grass from being fed on during winter.

"The dung of these in summer, with winter-haininn,
will keep the ground in good heart" Maxwell's Set
Trans., p. 37.

Winterin, Winterlino, $. An ox or cow of
one year.

[" Gin he gets the eauf e'now, he cud pit it in amo'
his ain wintering* Buchan.]

1st vetrung-r, juvencus anniculus, literally, a heifer
that has passed one year ; from vetr, winter.

Winter-Sour, b. Soft curds and butter
mixed together, and laid on bread,
or eaten with it by way of kitchin,' Teviotd.
This in Upp. Clydes. is defined, Curds,
made of soured milk, mixed with butter.

[Wintrous, adj. Wintry, stormy, Z. Boyd's
Last Battel!, p. 283.]

To WINTLE, v. n. 1. "To stagger, to
reel;" Gl. Burns, S. O.

—Now ye dow hat hoyte and boble,
An' wintle like a saumont-coble.

Bums, lii 142L

2. To wind round, Upp. Clydes.

Belg. wentel-en, to torn round about, to roll, to
wallow, to welter ; evidently a derivative from wend-en,
to turn, E. to wind.

3. To wriggle, to writhe; as, "Hell wintle in

a widdie yet," i. e., he will writhe in a halter,

Roxb.
This more properly expresses the tense of the Teut.

term given in etymon. The radical verb is most pro-
bably Teut wind-en, wend-en, Su.-G. wind-a, Alem.
uuint-an, torquere.

Wintle, $. A staggering motion, S. O.
He by his shonther gae a keek,
An' tumbl'd wif

a wintU
t

Out-owre that night.

Bums, iii. 134.

WINTON-MONEY, $. Money given to a
herd to induce him to take care of cattle,
when put under his charge for grazing,
S.A. ; perhaps q. drink-money, from A.-S.
win-tun, vini toberna.

WINZE, t. A curse or imprecation, S. To
let a winze, to utter a curse.

He—loot a winze, an' drew a stroke.

Burns, iii. 186.
Teut. wensch, signifies not only, votum, desiderium

but imprecatio, Kilian. Germ, wuruch-en, adprecari

WINZIE, adj. [Prob. winsome.]
But waes me for gallant M'Kenzie,
Wha fell in the first o' the fray

;

I wat he was warlike an* winzie.
An* showed them some rare Highland play

D^'#/W,p.l38.

To WIP, Wyp, v. a. To bind round ; as, to
wip the tkair of a rod, to bind a division of
a fishing-rod with thread frequently and
tightly brought round it, S. IVypit, part,
pa.

Thair bricht hair hang glitterand on the strand
In tresis cleir, wymt with goldin threidis.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 10.
To the. Bacchus, sche rasit eik on hie
Grete lang speris, as thay standartis were,
With wyne tre branchis wippit in thare manere.

V. the «.

D<mat VirgU
'
220> 30*

Wtp, e. A wreath, a garland.
With lynning valis, or lyke apronis lycht,
Thay war arrayit, and thare hedis dycht
In wyppys or the haly herb varuane.

*>*U9- Virga, ill, 3.

Varuane is the herb vervain, much used by the
Romans in their sacred rites. Wyp seems to be
originally the same with Moes.-G. wain, wipja, corona,
the term used to denote the crown of thorns plaited by
the Roman soldiers (Joh. xix. 5.), apparently in resem-
blance of the wreaths or chaplets given to victors
This is nearly allied to Oop, q. v.

Wippen, e. That with which the handle of
a golf-club is wound, q. Wipping, from
Wip, v., q. v.

"Baculi cauhs, The club shaft. Baculi manubrium,
The handle where the wippen is. Baculi filum, The
wippen." Wedderb. Vocab., p. 38.

WIPE, Wype, e. A blow given by accident,
or in a careless manner, S., from the same
origin with the E. *., if not from O.Teut.
wippe, flagrum, flagellum.

[To Wipe, v. a. To strike, to whip
; part,

pr. xcipin, used as a *., a severe beatinc.
Clydes.]

6'
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[Wiper, #. A severe blow ; also, a sharp re-

joinder or taunt, Banffs
.]

[WIR, pron. Our; as, voir nain, our own;
often contr. into trim, Shetl.]

[WlRS, WlRZ, pron. Ours, ibid.]

WIRDIE, adj. Weighty, important, q.

metaph. sense of Worthy.
—"The bruch of Jedburgh, narrest adjacent to the

border of Ingland, wes be hn himes meist uobill pre-

dicesaoris for w'mlie consideratiounis erected ane frie

borch rcgall, dottit with the commoun landis," etc.

Acts Ja. VI., 1597, Ed. 1814, p. 150. V. Werdy.

To WIRK, Wyrk, v. a. 1. To work, to

cause, to accomplish.

The wyis vrroght other grete wandreth and wench,
Wirbmnd woundis full wyde, with wapois of were.

Gawan and GoL, iii &
Tims the high fader almyghty in cavis dirk,

Their [Thirj wyndia hid, for drede sic wrangis thai urirk.

Doug. Virgil, 15, 2.

Than Patience sayis, " Be na agast

:

•' Hald hoip and treuthe within th£ fast

;

" And lat Fortoun urirk fnrthe hir rage.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 126.

2. To make, to form, to contrive.

Qubat tall I do ? Alace that I was wrocht t

Get Sjmon wit it war my undoing.
Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 78L

Moea.-G. waurk-jan, facere; A.-S. wirc-an, vyrc-an,

id. used with respect to creation ; Uton wtrcean man ;

Let in make man, Gen. i. 26. Alem. uuirth-on, IsL
wirk-ia, verk-a.

Perhaps these words appear in a more radical form
in Isl. yrke, yrk-ia, arare, colere terrain ; from yr-ia,

id. glebam radere. V. G. Andr., p. 137.

Wirk, Werk, 9. Work.
Gyff he will nocht, racunnyss all his land

Ob to the tyme that he this \ctrk haiff wrocht
Wallace, iiL 277, MS.

WIRL, *. 1. A small rickety child, or any
stunted animal, Perths.

2. A diminutive and harsh featured person,

Upp. Clydes. ; also Wirlie, synon. Wurl.

V. Warwolf.

(To WiRL, v. n. To fret, to whine, Shetl.]

Wirlin, adj. Querulous, peevish, Shetl.;

perhaps having the humour of a Wirl, q. v.

[To Wirn, v. n. To become, Shetl.]

To WIRR, Wirl, v.n. 1. To gnar, to growl

as a dog, S.; [to tirr tnrr, to quarrel, Clydes.]

They winna let alane,

Wirrin' like twa dogs fightiu' for a bane.
Donald and Flora, p. 40.

V.YlRR.

2. To fret, to whine, Aberd.; [wirl, Shetl.]

WlRR, *. [1. The growl of a dog ; an angry
answer, S.

2. Haste, hurry, worry ; implying anger also,

Clydes^ Banffs.]

c

3. A crabbed fellow, a diminutive peevish

terson ; as, u a cankered icirr" Al*ri,

feanis.

WlRRABLAA, 9. A violent and short exertion,

Shetl. Blaa seems to signify a Mast

Perhaps intra may be traced to hi. tern,

hirrire.

Wirrie-carl, Wirry-cow. s. 1. A bag-

bear, a scare-crow, S.
•• Wirry-karl, bugl>ear ; a person who is dreadei a

a bugbear ; " Gl. Sibb.

Blyth to win aft" sae wi' hale banes,
Tho' mony had clowrVl pows ;

And draggl*d sae 'mang mack and stanes
They look'd like wirrykows.

Rammsay's Works, L 280.

2. Any frightful object, or awkward looking

person, b.
* Fulebody ! if I meant ye wrang, could na I del

. owre that craig, and wad man ken how yon cia

>y yonr end mair than Frank Kennedy? Here «
that, ye worricow f ' Gay Mannering, iii. 12$.

The French translator has not been very fortoun
• in his version of this passage. M'entends-ta hses.

ooltron ? Tom iv. p. 31. This is much of a piece with

his reddition of a passage in the preceding page.
u 4 b

the carl daft,' she said, ' wi* his glamour ? * Est-il doee

fou, de crier ainai
!

' dit Meg."
One can scarcely account for this blunder, hat k

supposing that the translator, or one of his frkaua,

hail looked into the Scottish Dictionary for the mea&JuT

of this term, and fixed on Glamer, the second vorl

which appears under this form, and which is remicre-1

noise, instead of that preceding it, denoting 4i
the •ap-

posed influence of a charm, 6c. [or mistook it fcr

clamour.]

3. The devil, Gl. Shirr.

Hamilton evidently uses the term in this sense, m
one of his Epistles to Ramsay.

Lan£ may thon lire, and thrive, and dow,
Untd thou claw an said man's pow ;

And thro' thy creed.
Be keeped frae the wirricow,

Alter thou's dead.
Ramsay's Poems, E> U&

Frae Gudame's mouth auld warld tales they hear,

0* warlock's louping round the WirrHx*w. -

Fergusson*s Pvems, h. 57

From twrry, to worry, (V. Wear) ami Cote, q. v.

The tcorryenw gid sic a yell,

That rair'd frae dale to doon ;

He got the spuilie to himsel*,

As they fled hame to toon
Like drift, that day.

Davidson's Seasons, p If!

From Cow, a hobgoblin, q.v., and Worry, the gol«a

that would devour one.

4. A goblin of any description, South of S.

"Wha was to hae kcepit awa the morriecctc*, I trc**

Ave, and the elves and gyre carlings frae the Ue^
bairn, grace be wi' it?" Guy Mann,, i. 37.
"To be sure they say there's a sort o* uvrrirors isi

Iang-nebbed things about the land ; but what seei

I care for them?" Tales of my Landlord, i. 54

[Wirrin, adj. Crabl>ed, sour-temper^l

;

used also as a *. Banffs.]
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Wiuby Hex. [Prob. a cheat, a swindler.]

Ane dyvour coffo, that wiiry hrn,
Destroyw the honor of our nntioun

;

Takis gudis to frist fra fremit men.
And brekis his obligatioun.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 171, st 6.

Worry-hen, Evergreen, it 221.

Perhaps one who swallows up the property of others,

as a ben gobbles up what is thrown out : or, from A.-S.
werig, wyrhj, wicked, malicious, cursed.

WIRSCHIP,*. V. Wobschip.

[To W1RSLE, v.n. To struggle hard; to

tcirsle-icarsle, to struggle hard and long,

Clydes., Banffs.]

[WlRSLE, s. A hard struggle ; a wirsle-

warsle, a continuous hard struggle, ibid.

Wirsh implies a harder struggle than warsle, q.v.]

[WIRZ, pron. Ours, Shetl. V. WlB.]

• To WIS, v. n. To know ; pret. vrist, S.
" Thir ar the names of thame that wUt of the said

box quhen it was in the myre ; James Averie," Ac.
Inventories, A. 1588, p. 14.

Johns, gives Wis as an E. v. now obsolete, signifying

"to think, to imagine." But all the examples, Quoted
by him, may be viewed as bearing the sense, either of
knowledge, or of persuasion.

Germ, wiss-en, scire, noscere, intelligere.

To WIS, WiS3, r. n. To wish, S.

" There was nae need o' her to wis to raak mo daft."

The Entail, ii. 190.

Thae flirds o* gauze brought o'er the seas,

I wiss they a' war in a bleeze.

Pieken's Poems, L 123.

Wis, Wiss, *. A wish, S.

"I hae had a sort o' wis to see my grandchilder,

which is very natural I should hae." Entail, ii. 234.

May ne'er my bairns sic beverage prie ;

That's the best wiss it has frae me.
Pickets Poems, i. 131.

A.-S. wiss-an, Isl. oe*k~a, to wish. Screnius, having

mentioned these verbs, remarks, that he views otsk-a,

as the most ancient, supposing it to be derived from
Goth. As, Aes, Oes, Deus; and thus that oeska is

equivalent to—Dcos adpellare. Thus, he adds, in IsL

Otske is Odin. The primary sense of the Isl. v. indeed
seems to be vovere, and of oeske, votum.

WISCH, pret. v. Washed.
The Pape beginnis to grace, as greablie ganit,

Wiseh with thir wirchypis, and went to counsale,

Houlate, hi. 17.

To WISCHEAF, v. a. To vouchsafe.
'* It has bene our said souerane lordis maieateis guid

plessour to grant anegenerall restitutioun to his hienes

naill nobilitic,—and to redress sic lossis as they haue
suffurit be the iniurie of the tyme, and that our said

souerane lord wold tcischeaf, amangis the greit and
commoun benefitcs imparti t to thame, to appoint," &c.
Acts Ja. VI., 1585, Ed. 1814, p. 408.

WISCHELL-BUIK, s. "Ane wyschell

bud;99 Aberd. Reg. V. 19. Can this sig-

nify a book on the exchange of money, as

noting the different rates ? V. Wisiiill, v.

WISE-HORN, s. The gizzard, Galloway.
—Upo' the aged oak,

Hie crow spread* out his feathers to the sun ;

While, hid among its leaves, the gouk sits mute,
Wi's wise-horn dry. waiting the caller tide,

Wherein to please nis mate by'a auld cucktto.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 62.

The same with Ousthorn, q.v.

To WISEX, WlSSEN, Wizzen, Wvssin, V. 71.

1. To wither, to become dry and hard, S.

pron. wizzen ; A. Bor. id.

•Fast by my chaimer on hie urisnit treis

The sary gled quhissillis with mony ane pew,
Quharby the day was dawing wele I knew.

Doug. Virgil, 202, 19.

2. To be parched, in consequence of thirst.

His wysmyt throte, hauand of blude sic thrist,

Generis of lang fast sic ane appetite,

That he constrenit is in extreme syte.

Doug. Virgil, 276, 5. Siccae fauces, Virg.

The following extract has been communicated as a
proof that this word seems to be used in different parts
of England.
" However she may set her weazen face against it,

she likes at the l»ottom of her heart a young fellow of
spirit." C. Smith's Old Manor House, V. I.

A.-S. wi**~ian, weosn-ian, /br-weosn-ian 9 till>csecre,

languesccre, marccscere ;
" to pine, fade, or wither

away. The Lancastrians to this day have it, to when
away,* Sosnner. IsL visn-a, id. Oj hans hoend wisnade ;

And his hand withered ; Isl. Bibl. 1 Kings xiii. 4.

Su.-G. wutm-Otfoerwisn-a, primarily denote the witheriug
of flowers. Wim-a, which Ihre views as moie ancient,

is used in the same sense.

To Wises, v. a. To wither, to cause to fade,

or make dry.

Sum stentit bene in wisnand wyndis wake

:

Of sum the cryme committit clengit be
Voder the watter or depe hidduous se.

Doug. Virgil, 191, 84.

V. v. a.

WISEN WYND, a ludicrous designation for

the wind-pipe, the weasand being repre-

sented as an alley or narrow passage, South
of S.

An' sometimes I detachments pour,
Down wisen wynd to travel.

Kicks health an' vigour to the door,
By dreadfu' stone or gravel.

A. Scott
1

s Poems, p. 17.

To WISHILL, v. a. To exchange.
" Thoa seames in the beginning, to schaw thy vn-
~~gnca to wiskUl wordis in our querrall, as that

thou thooghtis ewill of the dryving of tyme." Banna
tyne's Journal, p. 202. V. Wissel, v.

WISHT, interj. Hist, Hush, Aberd.

WISHY-WASHIES, 8. pi. " Bustling in dis-

course; a cant term for being slow in

coming to the point," S. B. Gl. Shirr.

Mirth does o'er plainly i* your face appear,
For me to trow that Simon isua near.

Nae wishy washies, lad, lat's hear bedeen ;

Ye>e news, I'm sear, will glad mair hearts than ane.

Shirrefs* Poems, p. 31.

This seems precisely synon. with Whitie-ichaties, q. v.

It is nearly the Belg. term.
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Wishik-Wasiiie, Wisiit-Washy, t. Any
sort of tin n blathy drink, as very weak tea,

beer, negus, &c, Roxb^ Gall.

" Wishit-washie, small drink ; ale without foam,

whisky without bells ;" OaiL Euc.
This is oue of those reduplicative terms, common in

the Gothic languages, which are used to denote a de-

fect in the object, or contempt of it. V. Ihre, to.

Ficifack. Tho origin seems to bo E. Wanh, or Teut.

wassch-en, ablucre. For, more generally, the redupli-

cation is formed by a play on a single word, as in E.

M*tf-/-sAo//-/.

W18HIE-WASIUE, adj. Delicate, of a soft

habit; applied to the constitution, S.

E. washy; synon. ; " weak, not solid."

To WISK, v. a. I. To give a slight brushing

stroke with any thing pliant, as twigs, hair,

a piece of cloth, &c, S.

2. To hurry a-wav, as if one quickly swept off

any thing with a besom.

To Wisk away, r. n. To move off nimbly,

S. whisk, E.
Bot suddenly waay thay wisk ilkane~

in the sky.
Doug. Virgil, 75, 50.

Forth of our skht, hie vp in the sky.

Vin

Wisk, Wysk, s. 1.A slight brushing stroke

with any thing pliant, fc.

Bot quhen I walkoyt, si that welth was wiskit away.
' Doug. Virgil, 239, b. 15.

The E. v. whisk, is now used in the same way,
S. Germ, wisch-en, to wipe ;* Su.-G. wiska, hwuka, a
besom.

2. A quick motion, S. whisk.

Bot the King, that him dred sum thing,

Waytyt the sper in the cmnmyng,
And with a wysk the hed off strok.

Barbour, v. 641, MS.

With ane wysk, may be viewed as used adv. in the
sense of quickly.

Fresch Bewtie with ane wysk come [up] belyve,
And thame all reistit war thai never so kene.

King Hart, i. 25.

[WlSKER, *. V. WHISKER.]

WISP, *. Prob. a wreath of any kind.

Et per emncionem de lie wispiss lie steill, &c. x. s.

Compota Episc. Dunkel. 1514. Lie wispis Calebis.
Ibid. 1513.

It would seem that in O. E. Witp was used with
greater latitude than now. For Fraunces expL " Wyspe.
Torques. Torquhillum." In Ort. Vocab. Torques is

rendered by chain.

To Wisp the Shoon. To put a handful of straw
into the shoes or brogues worn by the
peasantry, in order to keep the feet" com-
fortable, Roxb.

WISP, $. An ill-natured person, Shetl.;
perhaps from Germ, wespe, a wasp.

WISS, s. . Use, Aberd. Reg. Cent. 16.

[WISS, s. Wise, way, Barbour, ii. 549.]

WISS, s. The moisture that exudes from

bark, in preparing it for tanning ; Perths.

Isl. vats, vos, humiditas. V. Wkese. p.

[WISS, Wyss, adj. Wise, Barbour, viiL

162.]

To WISS,tMt. To wish. V. Wis.

Wiss, s. A wish, S. V. Wis.

To WISS, Wisse, v. a. To wins one to any

place or thing, to direct, to guide, to put in

the way of obtaining it, S. Canyewusme
to the way ? Can you direct me to it ?

WUse, is used as signifying to guide, Sir Tristrem.

To Crist his bodi he yaM,
That don was on the tre ;

—

—" Lord, mi liif
?
me bi hold,

In world thou wisse me.
At wille

;

Astow art lord so fre,

Thou let me never spille.

J>.i7,it*
" Dame," said the king, " wald thow me icist

To that place quhar thair repair is,

I sail reward the but leaing.

Barbour, iv. 478, Mi

In S. wiss is often used for E. tcuh. But there ii bo

affinity to this r.

Wissa, is tho imperf. and pret. of Moes.-G. *&-&*,

scire ; A. -S. wis-an, ui**~ian, docere, instruere, bus*

strare, dirigere : Ladmenn Unit the wtgas vi&P&j
Conductores qui tibi vias monstrent ; Geo. xxxiii la

Isl. vys-a, Dan. rgs-rr, Aim. uwiz-an. Germ, rtiu-u,

(certificare), Su.-G. wis-a, id. ostendere. Wisavaga,

viam ostendere.

To WISSEL, Wistel, v. a. and n. I. To

exchange.

"Cambio,—to trisstl or.change money." Uespsst

Gram. £. 8, b.

2. To join in paying for drink, to' club, Aug,

Aberd. ; synon. Birle.

I was as fain as any there
To weet my drouthy throat

;

An' for a wee to banish care
By wisslin o* my'groat,

Wi' glee that night.

Cock's Simple Strains) p. 117-

3. To wager, to stake, to bet; Ang. an impro-

per use of the v. Quhissel, to exchange.

WlSSEL, *. Change. V. Quhissel.

Wissler, Wislabe, s. One who exchanges

money.
•'That his hienes deput—ane vthirto betcuimt

changcour, and bauo thare feis, as wea vsit to be geria

to the maisteris of money, wardanis, aod changeoiR

in aide tymes." Acts Ja. III., 14S7, a. J£
V. QUUISSELAR.

To Wissle Words. 1. To talk, to hold dis-

course, Perths.

"He—aware a gryte aitb, that he wad nerer rit&

worth wi* him till he changed his mind/' CaoipkH

i. 332.

2. To bandy words of strife.
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"Some wordis wer wissellit at the first betuix the
trie of Mar and lord Lyndsay, quhilki* could not be
quenched a long tynie, qohill the lord Vchiltree desyred
the lord Lyndsay to have patience,

1
' Ac. Belhaven MS.

Men. Ja. 8. 1oL 74. c
To WISTER, Wtster, v. n. To be engaged

in a broil or scuffle, accompanied with high
word*, Perths.

Wister, Wysteb, *. A scuflle of this des-
cription* ibid.

IsL voet-a, inquietare, sos-a, cum impetu ferri, vat,
tnmnltuarius impetus et guest**, voesua-r, turbnlentna
impetnosns homo.

To WISY, v. a. To examine, &c. V. Vest.

To WIT, Witt, r. a. To know, part. pa.

wit.

At the est triat he entrit in the toan,
Wittand no thing of ell this f&Iss tressoun.

Wallace, iv. 782, Ma
> The remanent hereof, qahat ener be it,

Hie weird sisteris defendis that suld be wit.

Doug. Virgil, 80, 48.

Moes.-G. A.-S. wit-an, scire, noscere.

Wit, Witt, *. Intelligence, information,

tidings. To get wit of a thing, to obtain

information with respect to it ; to let wit, to

make known, to communicate intelligence ;

[out of wit]f deprived of reason, S.
Thai left him sirs, and rarththsr gait can gang,
With hewy cheyr and sorowfull in tliocht

;

Mar witt of him ss than get conth thai nocht
Wallace, i. 232, MS.

So Lundythsir myeht msk no langsr remayn,
Besouth Tynto lagis thai maid in playn.
8chyr Jhon the Oraym gat wit that he was thar.

Ibid, iz. 616, Ma
A.-S. wit, ge-wil, scientia, notitia. This is perhaps

the primary sense.

[WITCH, s. The name given to the noc-

turnal Lepidoptera, Banns.

Witch-Beads, «. pL The name given to

Entrochi, S.

"The Entrochi comprehend a class of fossils.

—

They have obtained various names, as Screw-stones,

Fairy-beads, of the vulgar in England ; Witch-beads,

of the vulgar in Scotland." Urea Hist Rutherglen,

p. 318, 319.

Witch-Bells, «. pi. Round-leaved Bell-

flower, S. Campanula rotundifolia, Linn.
There is considerable analogy between this and its

Sw. name in Dale-karlia. This is Maerbiael, i.e., the
Mare's bell; the night-mare being viewed as an incu-
bus or evil genius. They are also called Thnmbles,
S. B., ie., thimbles, which corresponds to their name
in Gothland, Fingerhatt, q. a covering for thefinger.

Witch-Cake. A cake, according to the

tale of tradition, prepared for the purposes

of incantation, S.
" The baking of the witch cake, with his pernicious

virtues, is a curious process, recorded in a traditional

song, which we here give entire." Cromek's Remains
of $ithsdale Song, p. 282.

Witch-Gowan, a. Said to be the Dandelion,

or Leontodon taraxacum, Linn. Dumfr.

The description given of the Witch-gotean corresponds
with that of the Dandelion, of which Lightfoot says ;

"The plant has a bitter milky juice." Flor. Scot,
p. 432. V. under Gowan.

Witch-Score, *. The mark given with
a sharp instrument, to a supposed witch
above her breath, S.

44 Wmteh-score. Anciently, witches were scored or
cut above the eyes, to prevent their cantrips taking
effect." Gall. Enc V. Scoee, v.

Witches Butterfly. A very large thick-

bodied butterfly of the moth tribe, and of

a drab or light brown colour, S.

Witches Knots. A sort of matted bunches,

resembling the nests of birds, frequently

seen on stunted thorns or birches; a disease

supposed to be produced by a stoppage of

the juices, Roxb.

I need scarcely add, that during the reign of ig-

norance and superstition, every thing that could not
be immediately and obviously traced* to secondary
causes, was without hesitation ascribed to supernatural
agency.

Whitches Thimbles. A name for the

flowers of Fox-glove, Teviotdale.

"The mother went to the crags, and pulled some
witches thimbles, or foxglove, (Digitalis purpurea,) a
plant which still grows very plentifully upon them."
Edin. Mag., April 1820, p. 314.

Witching Docken. A name given by old

women to tobacco, Ayrs.

WITCHUCK, *. The Sand-Martin, a bird,

Orkn.
"Sand-Martin, or Shore-Bird.—Ore. Witchucl,"

Low's Faun. Oread., p. 74.

To WITE, Wyte, v. a. To blame, to ac-

cuse ; the prep, vrit/i being often added, as,

Ye need na wite me with that, S. For is also

used.

S. Prov. •• Wile your self, ifyour wife be with bairn;
spoken when people's misfortunes come by their own
blame ;" Kelly, p. 357.

It is used in an improper construction, in another
emphatic Prov. "Aw thing wite*, where nae thing tceil

fares; Le.. Every thing is blamed, where nothing pros-

pers." V. Kelly, p. 26.

A.-S. wil-an, Moes.-G. wid-eit-jan, imputare, ascrib-

ere, exprobrare. Su.-G. trit-a. Wit theh uk sklftcum,
attu owisUta bides; Id tibimet imputa, quod impruden-
ter petas ; Kon. Styr. ap. Ihre. Belg. Zij zich zelvcn

to wyten hebben; the same idiom as the S. •• They have
themselves to wite." This word is used both by
Chaucer and Gower. A. Bor. id.

" Wyt-yn or rettyn. Imputo.*' Prompt. Parv.

Wite, Wtte, *. Blame, S.

Besyde Latyne our Ungage is imperfite,

Quhilk in some part U the cause and the wyte,
Quhy that Virgulis vers the ornvte bewtt
Intill our toung may not obaeruit be.

Doug. VirgU, 9,40.
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A.*S. Su.-G. wife is used, in a secondary sense, for

the consequence of blame, that is, punishment. In

A.-S. it denotes both civil and corporeal punishment.
Hence Flit-wytc, the fine paid for a broil, 8. jliting.

Blogwyte, &e. Isl. v\}te, noxa ; vyt-a, vitii notare ali-

quem, vytt-ur, vitii notatus ; G. Andr., p. 256. This
writer seems to view it as allied to the Lat. term.

Witer, s. One who blames another, Clydes.

Witewordie, adj. Blameworthy, Clydes.

Witeless, Wyteless, adj. Blameless.
" If all be well, I's be wyteless." S. Prov.—"spoken

with a suspicion that all will not be well ; and if so, I

have no hand in it ;" Kelly, p. 202. •• They icyte you,

and you no wyteless ;" Ramsay's S. Prov., p. 72.

*WITH, Wi\ prep. 1 . As signifying against.

4 To be wC a person, to be avenged on one
;

as, "I'll be wt him for that yet," Koxb.

A.-S. with, Su.-G. wid, contra, adversum.

2. In the sense of, according to ; as, " W% his

tale." V.Tale, s.

3. As expressive of sufferance or any degree

of approbation ; an elliptical idiom. With
the negative prefixed, it expresses disappro-

bation} or rather dislike, S.

Italian trills he cud na wi* them ;

Wi* dear strathspeys he aft wad glee them.
Tarras's Poems, p. 12.

4. To gae urith, v. n. To miscarry, to fail,

to go contrary to inclination or expecta-

tion, S. It is used both with respect to

persons and things : He's gane tcith aw the

gither; He has completely gone wrong;
either as respecting one's circumstances, or

moral conduct.

With is here used as in A.-S. and as Su.-G. wid,
signifying against. A.-S. w'Uh-ga-en, with-ya-en, to
oppose.

With This, Wi' this, adv. Upon this, here-

upon, S. V. Wi\

With that, adv. 1. Upon that, thereupon;
denoting one thing as the consequence of
another.

Tresoune thai cryt, traytouris wu thaim amang.
Kerlve with that fled out sone at a side.

Hw falow Stewyn than thocht no tyine to bide.

Wallace, v. 153, MS.

[2. By that time, just then, Barbour, xv.

168, Camb. MS.]
Isl. vid that is synon. Fluga fuglar upp hia theim,

vid that farIdust hestur theirra, oc fellu vtenn af baki,
turner bruto hendur sinar, enn tsumtr J'attur, eda skein*
dust a vopnum sinom, fra suminn liopo rossin, oc foro
their vid that heim a/>fwr: Literally, "Fowls flew
above them; with that," or, "is consequence of that,

their horaes took fright, and men fell from their backs.
Some broke their arms, and others their legs. Some
were wounded by their own weapous : from some their
horses fled ; and with that they returned home."—
Kristnisag., p. 24.

In the GL this phrase is rendered, ideo, his factt's.

With thi, conj. 1. Wherefore; Barbour.
It seems to have been used so late as the

reign of Ja. VI.
Bot thy greit grace has mee restord,
Throw grace, to libertie ;

To thy mercy with thee will I go.
Poems Sixteenth Century, p. 11L

With thee is undoubtedly an error for with thi.

2. Provided, on condition.

And evff that ye will trow to me,
Ye sail ger mak tharoff king,
And I vail be in your helping

:

With thi yegiff me all the land,
That ye haiff now in till your hand.

Barbour, i. 493, M&
Withy seems synon.

I shall diglit the a Duke, and dubbe the with honde

;

Withy thou saghtil with the Knight,
That is so hardi and wight,
And relese him bis right,
And graunte him his londe.

Sir Oawan and Sir Gal., ii. SS.

A.-S. with, propterea, and thy, qood.

To WITHER, v. n. To fret, to whine, to

whimper, Aberd. ; A.-S. hicotfter-an, mur-
murare, " to murmur, to mutter," Scunner;
wither-ian, certare, resistere.

[WITHER-GAW, $. V. Wedder-Gaw.]
WITHERGLOOM, s. The clear sky near

the horizon, Ettr. For. [ Witfier-glaun,

course or direction of the wind, Banffs.]
"Clap close, and keep an ee on the witkerghos*.

1'

Perils of Man, iii. 253. V. Weddib-glim.

[WITHERIPS, s. Woodruf, Asperuk
odorata, Banffs.J

WITHERLOCK, s. That lock of hair in

the mane, of which one takes hold when
mounting on horseback, Roxb.
It seems to signify " the lock which lies the con-

trary way," from Teut wetter, A.-S. wither, contra.
[Rather, the lock on the withers.]

WITHERON, Witherou, s. A rogue.

"A guild witherou," expl. a great rogoe,

Orkn.

[WITHERS, *.;>/. Contraries; vMers o

urind, gusts of wind, Shetl.]

WITIIERSHIXS, adv. In the contrary
direction ; properly, contrary to the course

of the sun. V. Widdersinnis.

"As it was supposed that witches always acted
in contrariety to the laws of nature, we hear of their

going thrice withrrshins round a thing to render it

subject to their power." Edin. Mag. , June 1S30, p. 531

WITHERSPAIL, s. Goosegrass or clivers,

Galium Aparine; prou. W/nt/terspail^^oxb.

This weed is called in Swcd. tcidhaenga^ q. what
adheres to.

WITHERWECHT, s. The weight thrown
into one scale, to counterbalance the paper,
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Wjth-Gait, *. Liberty,

or vessvl, in tlic opposite scale, which con-

tains the goods bought : the witherwecht

being adjusted before these goods are put
into- the other scale, S. B.
A.-S. wither, against, and wiht, weight, q. opposite

weight
Moes.-G. withra, also signifies contra, adversum.

8aei nisi withra kwis faur izwis ist ; Ho who is not
against us, is for us ; Siark 9. 40. As A.-S. with has
the same meaning, it is probable that this prep,
primarily bore this form in ancient Gothic, although
wre have no evidence of this in Ulphilas. The observa-
tion of Verelius on the IsL prep, deserves our attention.
It appears both as vid and culur. Vid notat contra,
adversus. Vidur idem plane est. et in compositis va-
riatur ob euphoniam ; lud. in vo. Su. -G. wid, anciently
wider, ad, apud ; contra ; Ihre.

WITH-GANG, *. Toleration, permission to

pass with impunity, Skene.

From gang, to go, and the prep, with. In the same
sense, we say, S. that one should not be allowed to
gang with a thing, when it is meant that one's conduct
m any instance ought not to be tolerated, S.

WITH-GATE,
toleration.

—" Procuring thereby not onlie private grudges, but
pnblicke exclamations, against the with-gate and liber-

tie granted unto such shameful scaflerie and extor-
tion."—Acts Ja. VI., 1621, c. 19.—"Thair hes bene diuerss actis of parliament and
eonventionis maid heirtofoir aganis the icithgait and
h'bertie quhilk sindry avaricious and godles persones
lies tane to exact and lift sik exorbitant & intolerable

ptoffite & vsurie for the leane of thair money,n kc.
Acts Ja. VI, 1598, Ed. 1814, p. 187.—"The dew punischement mflictit to tratouris and
rebellis—Is ane terrour to the ewill disposit to give
wUAgait to thair inclinatioun." Ibid. 1600, p. 284.

This, although synon. with With-gang is formed
from the s. gate, A.-S. gat, via, instead of the v.

To Get the with-gate. To gain the ad-

vantage, to get the better of, to overcome
by some false pretence, to overreach, Ayrs.

The term, as thus used, cannot be formed by means
of with in the sense of Lat. cum. Perhaps it should
imther be traced to A.-S. with-gan, contraire, oppugnare.

To WITHHALD, v. a. I. To withhold, S.

/ quiescent.

2. To hold, to possess.

The Kyncns palice and all that rial bald
All hir allane ane douchter did withhold.

Doug. Virgil, 206, 22.

The goldin palyce now, with sternes brycht,

Of heuyn, in sete ryalL wythhaldis that wicht
ibid. 212, 38.

This v. resembles A.-S. wUh-haebban, which not only
signifies resistere, but continere, rctinere.

WITHLETTING,*. [Errat. for WiUisetting,

setting ambush. V. Wituset.]
"The following is the title of one of the sections of

Barbour's Bruce, edit. 1620. " The w'UhleUing of the
Passe of Endnellane," p. 272.

WITHOUTYN,;^. Without.

Thai gart serwandya, with oxUyn langer pieid,

With schort awiss on to the wall him bar :

Thai keat him our out of that bail full steid.

Widlace, ii. 252, M&
This in MS. is generally written as two words.

The acute Mr. Tooke rejects all former derivations of

without, affirming that " it is nothing but the impera-

tive wyrthutan from the Anglo-Saxon and Gothic verb
weorthan, wuirthan,—esse." Divers. Purley, i. 217.

Thus he views it as literally signifying, Be out; as

analogous to But. This, however, seems to be too

great a sacrifice to hypothesis. Even, on his own

S
round, it would have been more natural to have
educed this term from A.-S. witan, discedere, to de-

part, to go away, to go forth. For tit witan, is

expressly rendered, Fonts discedere, exire ; Boet.,

p. 186, Lye.
It appears, however, that it im composed of A.-S.

with, versus, denoting motion towards a place, and
utan, extra ; as with wtdtan, versus occidcutem, Oros.

L 1. V. Outwitu.

To WITHSAY, v. a. To gainsay, to oppose,

to speak against.

Barbour gives the following account of the conduct

of the English, under Edw. L
And gyff that ony man thaim by
Had ony thing that wes worthy,
As horss, or bund, or othir thing,

That war plesand to thar liking

;

With rycht or wrong it have wald thai
And gyf ony wald tham witfisay,

Thai suld swa do, that thai suld tyne
Othir land, or lyff, or leyn" in pyne.

The Bruce, I 210, MS.

The passage is quoted, Wyntown, viii. 18. 44.

A.-S. with-saegg-an, " inficiari, to deny, to gainsay ;"

Somner. Chaucer, id.

To WITHSET, v. a. To beset, to block up,

to stand in the way of,

O.E. •* Withsett-yn. Obsisto. Obato.— Witheettynge.

Obsistentia." Prompt. Parv.

And ane othyr, hat Makartane,
With set a pase in till his way.

Barbour, xiv. 107, MS.
A.-S. with'netl-an, to resist.

To WITIITAK, v. a. To lay hold of, to seize.

''And last of all, some violentlie intromcttit, with*

taken, and yet uphaldis the yronis of our Cunyehous,
quhilk is ane of the chief pointis that coucernis our
croun." Proclamation, Francis & Mary, Knox's Hist.,

pi 147.

A.-S. with-taec-an, ad capere.

[WITTAIL, *. Victuals, Barbour, iv. 170.

WittU, Vittte, as a term for provender, is applied to

the crop and to the grain ; thus, " Our vittle's a' cut,"

i.e., our grain crop, &c; and " VittWs fell dear noo,"

i.e., grain is high-priced.]

WITTANDLIE, Wittanlie, adv. Know-
ingly, E. tcittingly.

"Siclik of thame that makia fals instrumentis, or

causis mak ony falsa instrumentis, or vsis the samin
wUtandlie, that all sic personis in tymes cuming be
pvnist in thar personis and gudis," &c. Acts Ja. V.

1640, Ed. 1814, p. 360.— •* Mony persounis wittanlie knawand thame selfis

vnder the proccs of cursing, and bcand chargit to

remoue fra deuine service, wilfullie enteris thame selfis

thairto, and will not remoue, quhairthrow thay stop

the remanent Christin pcpill fra deuine seruice," Ac.

Acts Mary, 1551, Ed. 1814, p. 4S5.

A.-S. witendliee, scienter.
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To WITTER, Wytyr, v. a. To inform, to

make known; jalso, to ward, advise.] Wit-
teryt, wytryd, infonned.

For he said thaim that the King was
Logyt in to sa strayt a place,
That horsemen mycht nocht him assails.

And giff futemen gaiff him bataile,

He suld be hard to wyn, giff he
Off thair cummyng may witlen/t be.

Barbour, TiL 633, Ma
Edit Pink, wittyt.

For thai thowcht wytht swylk a wyle
This Makbeth for til begyle

;

Swa for to cum in prewati
On hym, or he sulu wytryd be.

Wyntown, vi. 18. 878.

Su.-G. witr-a, id. Notum facere, indicare, Ihre.
IsL vitr-ast, innotescere, apparere et praemonere. In
Ial. it seems especially to respect the manifestation
of a person. Hence witran, an apparition ; Witrur, a
term synon. with Alfar, Elfur, our Elves or Fairies,
because these littlo demons (daemonioli) sometimes
made their appearance. Verel. Ind. , p. 295.

Witter, Wittir, *. 1. A mark, a sign, i.e.,

an indication.

In this place stikkit hich the prince Enee
Ane mark or wittir of ane prene aik tre,

In terme and taikin vnto the marineris,

Quharfor to turn agane as thaym offeris.

Doug. Virgil, 131, 4a
Now is he past the wittir, and rollis by
The roohe, and haldis souirly throw the se.

Meta, Virg.

2. In curling, the mark towards which the
stones are shoved, Galloway ; synon. Tee.

Next Robin o* Mains, a leader good,
Close to the witter drew

;

Ratcliff went by, an' cause he miss'd,
Pronounc'd the ice untrue.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 166.

3. A pennon, a standard.

"He snatched away his spear with his guidon or
witter" Hume's Hist. Doug., p. 98. V. Guidon.

4. A tree reserved in a general cutting, or in

what is called a Hag, Clydes.
" It has long been the custom to leave 20 or 25 select

trees, called reserves or witter*, in an acre, at each
cutting." Agr. Surv. Clydes., p. 138.

Prob. the name was originally given to a particular
tree reserved as a memorial or mark of the height of
the wood, or of the place where the felling commenced,
[or as bearing the mark of reservation.]

Wittering, Wittryng, Wyttring, *. 1.

Information, knowledge.
For Schyr Eduuard in to the land
Wes with his meiignc, rycht ner hand,
And in the mornvng rycht arly
Herd the countre men mak cry

;

And had wittryng off thair cummyng.
Barbour, ix. 664, MS.

Erth the first moder maid ane takin of wo
And eik of wedlok the promiba Juno,
And of thare cupling wittering schews the are,
The flamb of fyreflaucht lichting here and thare.

Doug. Virgil, 105, 40.

2. It sometimes denotes information |with
respect to future events, or of a prophetic
kind.

VOL. IV.

A priwe spek till him scho made ;

And said, •• Talcis gud hep till ray saw,
" For or ye pass I sail yow schaw
" Off yonr fortoun a gret party.
"Bot our all speceallr
" A wyttring her I sail yow ma,M Qnhat end that your purposs sail ta.
" For in this land is nane trewly
** Wato thingis to cum sa weill as I."

Barbour, It. 642, MS.

A. Bor. wittering, a hint. Ial. vkr-a is gives by
Verel. as synon. with Sw.foreb&la, to pr.»

<
^H»tic*te;

and, as we have seen, is frequently used to denote pre*

ternatnral appearance. It seems derived from Mo«.-G
wit-am, scire ; and is thus allied to the various terms
respecting prophecy or divination, mentioned under
the article Wyss Wife.

Witterly, Wittrelt, adv. According to

good information, certainly.

For I can noucht rcherss thaim all.

And thoucht I couth, weill trow ye sail.
That I mvcht nocht suffice thar to,
Thar sold sa mekill be ado.

Bet thai, that I wate wyttrdy,
Ettre my wyt reherss sail L

Barbour, x. 350, XSL

It occurs in O.E. in the sense of wisely, knowingly. .

Whan ye witten wilterly, where the wrong lyeth,
Then that mischiefe is grett, Mede may helpe.

P. Ploughman, FoL 14, K
Witteb-Stone, 8. Apparently, a stone

originally placed as a witter or mark.
••—Find, that the mill-dam and mill-land of Pit-

kssie have been past memory as it now is, and that it

is not the occasion of the regorging of the water upon
the mill of Ramoniey ; and that the stone called the
wiiierstome is not a stone for the regulating thereof."
Fonntainball, i. 66.

WITTER, s. The barb of an arrow or fish-

hook, S.

Thus it is applied to the barbs of a trident or sp*-ar
lor striking fish.

" • Ankward V returned a shepherd looking up, (the

same stout fellow who had speared the salmon) 'he
deserved bis paiks for't—to put out the light when tae
fiah was on ane's witters /' " Guy Mannering, ii. 69.

Allied perhaps to Tent, weite, watte, acies cnltrl

Wittert, part adj. Barbed, S.A.

To WITTER, v. n. 1. "To fight, to fall foul

of one another;" GI. Sibb.; perhaps to

take one by the throat. V. Witters.
Belg. veter,\ point ; Teut. wette, acies cultri.

2. To struggle in whatever way ; often, to

struggle for a sustenance. A person, adop-

ting projects beyond his means, and

struggling with poverty, in attempting to

gain the end in view, is denominated " a

ttitterm body," Mearns.
Tent, wetter-en, resistere, adversari ; or perhaps allied

to IaL hwidr-a, cito commovere.

[Witterous, adj. Crabbed, quarrelsome,

Banffs.]

WITTERS, s. pi. Throats.
The queans Mas in sic a firryfarry, that they begsa
ki*e*' ane anithcr like kail-wives, an' you woeU
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hae thought that they wou'd hac flown in ither's witters

in a hano-clap," Journal from London, p. 8.

Yell get a laird o* Ian', I'U wad
In spite o' a' their witters.

An' craigs you eight.

Tarras's Poems, p. 72.

This is expL "the teeth ;" 01. Ibid. But, no doubt,
the other i* the proper meaning.

Corr. from Lat. guttur.

WITTING, Wittins, s. Knowledge.
Without my wittins, without my knowledge,

S.
" Ordanis him first to require—redress—at the che iff

of the clan, or chiftane of the cuntrie quhairin the
saidis guidis salbe resett or remane for the space of
tuelf houris of his witting." Acts Ja. VI., 1585, Ed.
1814, p. 464.

This seems the £. part, in pi. used as a *., unless
from the A.-S. part, wittende, knowing.

WITTIS, *. pL The senses, the organs of

sense.

Myself is sound, but seiknes or but soir

;

My wittis fyve in dew proportioun.
Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 132.

It is used in the same sense by Chaucer.
" This is to sayn the dedly sinnes that ben entred

into thyn herte by thy Jive wittis.
19

Tale of Melibeus,

p. 284, edit. Tyrwhitt.

[WIZ, pret. Was, Shetl., Clydes.]

To WIZE, v. a. To entice away, Lanarks.
An' the fairies sent him to Craignethan's ha',

To wise his daughter him free.

Mary o' Craignethan, Edin. Mag., June 1819, p. 528.

V. Weiss.

WIZEN, s. The throat, S.

This word is used in a curious proverbial query,
addressed to a hungry person. "Does your wame
trow your wizen cuttit ?" q. Are you so impatient for

food, that your belly is disposed to believe that some
fatal accident has befallen its purveyor the gullet?

Roxb.
" It tasted sweet i' your mou, but fan anes it was

down your when, it had an ugly knaggim." Journal

from London, p. 3.

This is an improper use of E. weasand, the windpipe.

To WIZZEN, v. n. To become dry. V. Wi-
8EN.

Wizzards, a. pi. Quick-grass, or other

weeds, dried, withered, or wizzened, on fal-

low fields, Moray.
Supposed to be from the v. to Wisen, Wvsen, Su.-G.

. wisn-a, perhaps with the addition of oert, hcrba.

WLISPIT, pret. Lisped, Barbour. V.
UUSPIT.

WLONK, adj. 1. Gaudily dressed ; used in

the superl. wloniest.

Thus to wode arn thei went, the wloniest in wedes,
Both the Kyng, and the Quene

:

And all the douchti by dene

;

Sir Gawayn, gayest on grene,

Dame Gaynour he ltdes.

Sir Oawan and Sir Oat., i. 1.

2. Rich.
There he wedded his wife, wlonkest, I wene,
With giitea, and garsons, Schir Galeron the gay.

Ibid. ML 28.

It is also used as a s. like bricht, schene, Ac, denoting
a woman of rank, or splendidly dressed.

The wedo to the tother xclonk warpit thir werdis.

Dunbar, Maiuand Poems, p. '60.

Here corrected from edit. 1508.

A.-S. tcfanre, wlance, gay, splendid, rich ; used sub-
stantively, to denote an elegant woman. Wlane
wundenloce wagon ; Splendida?n tortam capillis (foemi-

nam) portabant ; Lye. WIonce monige, magnates
plurimi, is a phrase also used.

It is not improbaMe, that this word gives us the
origin of the vulgar term, Flunkie, universally used in

S. for a servant in livery ; q. one who wears a gaudy
dress, as referring to his parti-coloured attire.

(To WMBESET, v. a. To beset, Barbour,

ix. 706.]

[ToWMBETHINK,t;.H. To bethink, Ibid.

v. 551 ; part. pa. %ombethocht
y
bethought,

L 92.]

[WMQUHILE, adv. Sometimes. V. Um-
quiiile.]

[To WNDERTA, v. a. To undertake, to

affirm, Barbour, i. 292.]

[WNFAYR, adj. Evil, disastrous, Barbour,
i. 123.]

[WNSELE, s. V.Uotblb.]

[WNSEMLY, adj. Unseemly. Barbour,
v. 407.]

WO, interj. Addressed to draught-horses,

when the driver wishes them to halt or stop

altogether.

V Formerly, in speaking to their horses, carters
employed hap and wind, in ordering them to either

side; now mostly high-wo and jee ; and in calling to
stop, the incommunicable sound of proo, now wo, or
wy." Agr. Surv. Berw., p. 503.

In Clydes. Wo is used in calling to a horse at a dis-

tance, or in giving the usual commands while at labour.

Can Wo be changed from Ho, to stop ?

WOAGE, 8. A military expedition. V.
WlAOE.

WOB, *. A web, S. wab.

Rkhe lenye wobbie nsitly weiffit sche.

Doug. Virgil, 204, 46.

Thair is ane, callet ClemenVs Hob,
Fra ilk pair wyfe reiffis the wob.

Maitland Poems, p. 333.

Wob is still used, both in the North and South of S.

I thought ere I deed to have ance made a wob,
£ut still I had weers of the spinning o't

Ross's Rock and Wee Pickle Tow.

Wobster, Wobstar, 8. A weaver.
*• Wobsters suld be challanged, that they make over

many lang thrummes, to the hurt of the people."

Chafmerlan Air, c. 25, §. 1.
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Find bm ane wobttar that ii leill,

Or ane wakar that will no steill.

(Thair craftiaes I kan ;)

Or aoe miliar that has na fait,

That will ateill nowder meill nor malt,
Hald than* for nely men.

LgmUay* S. P. *, ii. 191.

V. Webster.

WOBAT, adj. Feeble, decayed; $. hairy

worm.
I hare ane wallidrag, ana worm, ane aald xoobat carle.

Dunbar, Mainland Poem*, p. 4&
It may be the aame word which ie frequently used,

Ang., although generally pron. wobart, signifying
feeble, decayed ; as, a tcobart, or wodat, bairn, a child
that appears weakly or decayed. Wobart-like, having
a withered or faded look.

It seems, however, to be properly a 0. and the same
with woublt, a hairy worm. V. Vowbet.

WOCE,*. Voice.

Than all answer with a cry,
And with a woe* ssid generaly
That nane for doat off dekl sulde faile,

Quhill discumfyt war the gret bataile.

Barbour, ii 407, MS.
Quhy grantis thow not we micht iooe hand in hand?
And for to here and render 1000* trew ?

Doug. Virgil, 25, 89.

To WOCHE, v. a. [To vouch.] Appa-
rently to assert a claim to property, in the
way of inviting those who oppose this claim

to exhibit their objections.
—" Because the said Thomas clam it the said landis

to pertene to Alane Kynnard of that ilkc his faider in
properte, and the said maister William to pertene to
nim as tennant and wasaalc to the said Alaue ; And
that he walde woehe thairu with tht- perell : The lordis
tharefore ordanis the said maister William to troche
aamekle of the said landis as he plesais in the said
Alanis court at the law dais eftir Pascbe." Act. Dom.
Con-\, A. 1488, p. 10&
"The said Johne allegiit that all the saidis landis

wer his fee & heretage, £ wochit tho samyn with the
perell of law in presens of the lordis." Act. Dom.
Cone, A. 1491, p. 216.

O. Ft. voeh-er, and voucher, signify legally to cite
or call ; from L. toe-art, Vouche, in the E. law,
"signifies to call one to warrant lands, &c." Jacob.

[To WOCHLE, v.n. To walk with difficulty;

to struggle. Wochle, a struggle; wochlin,

struggling, Clydes, fianffs. V. Wachle.]

WOD, Wode, Woud, *. A wood
; [noddy,

woody.]

In the first frost eftir heruist tyde,
Leuis of treis in the wod dois slyde.

Doug. Virgil, 174, 11.

Towart Meffen then gan thai far ;

And in the woud thaim logyt thai
Barbour, ii. 804, MS.

A.-S. wudu, Bclg. woud, id. The S. pron. is wud.

WOD, Wode, Vod, Wud, adj. 1. Mad, S.
wud. One is said to be wud, who is out-
rageous, in a state of insanity,

Pra Butlar had ajion god Wallace seyn,
Throuch auld malice he wox ner wod iot teyn.

WaUact, xl 402, MS.
A vod dog, one that has hydrophobia, S.

"Quhen it [the sterne callit cant*] ringu in ov
hemisphere, than dogis ar in dangeir to ryn rod, rathe?

nor in ony vthir tyme of the yeir." CompL 8., p. 89,

It also occurs in this sense, O.E.
Bitten by a wood-doga venonTd tooth.

Fletcher'* Faithful Shepherden, Act i.

This seems to be the primary sense, Moea.-G. wodt

is the term used in describing the demoniac, Mark t.

18, who was exceeding fierce, A.-S. **W, amen*,

inaanus, Isl. od-ur, id. Belg. woedL This sense u
retained in O. E. woode.
" Tweye men metten him that hadtlea develu aaJ

camen out of graves ful wootle so that no man my^bte

go bi that wey." Wiclif, Mat. viii.—" He wolde beare me in hande that tho core a
wootle ;" Palsgr. B. iii. F. 141, b. •• Ho harketii a. *

woode dogge doth ;" Ibid. F. 163, a.

One form of the word in O. E. nearly apj.roidiu

to that of IsL od-ur. or ood-r. "UoeJtc or Wood.
Amens. Demens." Prompt. Parr. It also appean
in the form commonly used in our writings. " Hade

ormadde. Amens. Demens. Insauus. Ferns. Fan-
bundus. Furius." Ibid.

2. Furious with rage; denoting the act, S.

It is sometimes conjoined with wraith or

wroith, angry, q. angry to madness.
Maist cruell Juno has or this alsoa
Sesit with the first the port clepit Scea,
And from the schipnis the oistis on sche calli*,

Standand wodwraith ennarmed on the wallc*.

Doug. Virgil, 59, 27.

Wod wroith he worthis for disdene and dfcpite.

ibid, 423, Id

An emphatical proverb is used in this sense in Fife

;

" Ye haud a stick in the wod man's e*e ;" literacy,
" You hold a stick in the eye of a furious man fit.
You continue to provoke one already enraged.

3. Having a fierce or fiery temper ; expressive

of the habit. A wud body, a person of a

very violent temper, S.

4. Ravenous ; in relation to appetite.

Bot the vile bellyis of thay cursit schrewis
Haboundis of sen maist abhorainabill,

And pail all tyme thare mouthis miserabill
For wod hunger and gredy appetyte.

Doug. VirgU, 73,1

5. Wild, as opposed to an animal that is

domesticated. Hence wod catt, a wild cat.

The term is used metaph. by Blind Horn.
Yon wood-cattis saU do ws litill der

;

We saw thaim faill twyss in a grettar wer.

Wallace, x. 809, MS.
V. Wede, v.

ANCE WOD AND AY WAUR. Increasing in

insanity or anger ; waxing more and more

furious.

Kelly gives this S. Prov. but does not seem to ex-

press its meaning properly. •• Once wood n»d ay ***

warr. i, '* They who have once been mad wil' sektoai

have their senses sound and well again." P. 271.—"Lord Evandale wadna look at, hear, or sp«*
wi' him, and now he's anee wud and age wu#r, asd

roars for revenge againe Lord Evandale, ami will bear

nought of ony thing but burn and slay." Talcs of ayy

Landlord, iv. 285.

In the Wud o't. An expression applied

to a person, when eager to obtain or do
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any thing, or when greatly in need of

it, S.B.
It seems merely an oblique use of A.-S. tcod, Isl. od-

wr, mente captus, q. having the mind so engaged, as to
be able to attend to nothing else.

Like Wud. [Like one who is mad or infuri-

ated.]

Lads oxter lasses without fear,

Or dance like wud.
Mayne's Siller Oun, p. 4&

A.-S. wod, furiosus. Isl. od-ur is used both as signi-
fying insanus, and ira percitus.

This is most probably the origin of the name Odin
or Woden, the great God of the Northern nations,
whence our Wednesday ; from od-ur, or wod, furi-

osus. Some have viewed this deity as the same with
the Mercury of the Romans. But as, like Mercury,
he presided over eloquence, in other respects his attri-

butes correspond exactly with those of Mars. For he
is still represented as the*God of battle, as dispensing
the fate of it, and as feasting on the slain. V. verste-
gan, p. 8. His name indeed seems to express the rage
of battle ; and his character is analogous to that of
Mars, as described by the Poet.

Amyd the feild stude Mars that felloun gyre
;

In place of mell6 icod brym as ony fyre ;•

The sorrowful Furies from the firmament
By the goddis to tak vengeance wer sent

Doug. Virgil, 269, 9.

Wodman, s. A madman.
-—" There is a breif of our souerane lordis chapell,

maid & ordanit for the sauftc of the alienacioune of—landis throw idiotis, and natural fulis, furious, and
wodmen, in tyme of thare foly " &c. Acts Ja. IH.
1475, Ed. 1814, p. 112.

Wodnes, 9. Fury, madness, S.
How mony Romanis slayne wes,
And wys men rageand in wodnes.

Wyntown, iv. 23. Ruhr.

Vnsilly wicht, how did thy mind inuaid
Sa grete wodnes t Doug. Virgil, 143, 23.

Infelix, quae tanta animum dementia cepit f

Vir*, v. 465.

"And whanne hys kynnes men hadden herd thei
wenten out to hold him, for thei seiden that he is

turned into \ooodness.
n

Wiclif, Mark iii.

Uuotnissa, dementia ; laidor., iii. 4, an. Schilter.
" Woodnes. Furia. Insania. Furor." Prompt. Parv.

Wodspur, *. A forward, unsettled, and
fiery person, S. used like the £. designa-

tion Hotspur, pron. vmd-spur.

It has sometimes been adopted as a sort of soubriquet.

There was a wild gallant araang us a',

His name was Watty wC the wwfctpurs /

—

It's I, Watty Wudspurs, loose the kye !

I winna layne my name frae thee !

Minstrelsy Border, L 106.

• Wudspurs—Hotspur or Madspur ;" N. Ibid.

WODDER,Woddir,j. Weather. "Wynd&
wodder;" Aberd. Reg.
This orthography is a deviation from that of all the

northern dialects.

WODE, adj. Wode frie, void and free, i.e.,

without any armed men.
"Thir four—contracted, that the Congregatioun

should leive the toun of St. Johnatoun, wode frit,

readie to ressaive the qucine thairin," Ac. Pitscottie's

Crou., p. 534. " Void to the queen ;" Ed. 1728, p. 201

WODENSDAY, *. Wednesday, Roxb.

WODERSIIINS, ado. The contrary way.
V. WlDDEKSIXNIS.

WODEWALL, Wood Weele, s. " Expl.
a bird of the thrush kind ; rather perhaps
a wood-lark

;

" Gl. Sibb. Prob. the green
Woodpecker.

I herd* the jay and the throstell,

The mavis nienyd in hir song,

The wvdewaU farde as a boll

That the wode aboute me rung.
True Thoinas, Jainiesoris Popular Ball., it 11.

"Farde is beryd, made a noise," in another MS.,
which is certainly preferable. In the Gi. icodewale is

exnl. "redbreast."
This term occurs in O. E. " Wodwale byrde.

Supra in Reynfowle." Prompt. Parv. Reynefowle is

expl. "Gaulus. Picus maior. Merops." Ibid. Me-
rops is defined ; " Avis quedam viridis colons, que
etiam apiastcr dicitur, quia apes corned it : et etiam
gallus dicitur metrops [r. merous] a icode whale." Ort.
Yocab. Elyot gives a similar description of the
Merops; Biblioth.

This must be the green Woodpecker, Picus Viridis,

Linn. This bird, according to Willoughby, is " called

also the Bain Fowl." V. Penn. Zool., p. 176. This is

evidently tho same with Reynfowle, which Fraunccs
has given as the synonyme. Its Sw. name is Wedknarr;
Linn. Faun. Suec, No. 99. The first syllable signifies

wood. The latter may be from knarr-en, to creak.

By the ancient Roma a this bird was called the
Martia Picus, rendered by Massey Whitwall. Some
virtue had by the Romans been ascribed to it in ward-
ing off evil. It is at least conjoined with the she-wolf
in the preservation of Romulus and Remus, in their
mother Ilia's dream.

To cut them down my cruel uncle sought

;

But their defence a wolf and whitwall took,
And warded off the dire impending stroke.

Ovid's Fasti, iii v. 45.

" What I here translate a Whitwall, in the original

is Martia Picus Avis. It is a little bird, which makes
holes in trees, and picks her food from under the bark
of them. It is also called, in some counties, a Wood-
pecker, a speckt, (which is the German name) a French-
piet

n
Ac. N. ibid.

[To WODGE, v. a. To shake, Banffs. V.
Wadge.]

WODROISS, s. A savage.

The rowch wodroiss wald that bustouiss bare,

Our growin ^rysly and gryni in effeir.

Mair awfull in all thing saw I nevare
Bayth to walk, and to ward, as icethis in weir.

That drable felloun my spirit affrayit,

So ferfull of fantesy.
BoulaU, ii 24, MS.

Here, as in Bann. MS. rowch, saia, wethis, are put
for rowth, sail, withis, in S. P. Repr.

It seems doubtful whether the word in MS. be not
rather wodwiss, as ro and w are often undistinguish-

able.

According to this reading, the original term most
probably is A.-S. wude-tca«e, in pi. wude wasau, satyrs,

fauns, GL Aelfric, p. 56, (unfael wihtu, synon.) from
wudu, a wood. The origin of wasan is uncertain.

This A.-S. term seems to have been corr. into wode-

house, O.E., used in a similar sense.
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«• Those [actors] said above to have been ou board

the city foyst, or galley, are called monstrous wilde

men; others 'are frequently distinguished by the ap-

pellation of green men ; and both of them were men
whimsically attired and disguised with droll masks,

having large staves or club*, headed with cases of

crackers. At the bottom of the thirty-second plate is

one of the green men, equipped in his proper habit, and
flourishing his fire-club ; and at the top a savage man,

or wode house, a character very common in the pageants

of former times, and [which] probably resembled the

wilde men." Strutt's Sports, p. 282. This immedia-

tely refers to the age of Henry VIII. V. p. 190, also

279, N.
Drable, mentioned by Holland, may signify servant

;

Tent, drevti, a servant, a drudge, a slave ; mediastinus,

Kilian.

WODSET, *. The same with Wadset, q. v.

•'The vassals of any person or persons—shall not

be prejudged anent their right 6 pro^ertie of the

lands, annual-rents, wodsets, &c. of the said* forfeited

persons." Acts Cba. I., Ed. 1814, VI. 143.

Wodset, adj. Let in wadset, S.
*'A discharge—by the estates of Parliament,—shall

be—als valid a liberation to the saids debitours, and to

their lands and heritages, wodset for the saids summes,"
&c. Ibid. p. 144.

WODWARD, i.

" Item, a wodward of gold with a diamant" Inven-

tories, A. 1488, p. 7.

Can this denote an ornament resembling a forester,

as E. wood-icatxl signifies ?

WOED, pret. Waded. V. Woude.
"Culao, and his men landed at an craig besydis

Crawmont, where they woed to thair waistis before

they come to dry land." Bannatyne's Journal, p. 232.

WOFT, s, The woof in a web. V. Waft.

[WOGHIE, Waghie, adj. Damp, clammy,
Clydes.]

To WOID, v. a. To divide.

A felloun salt with out thai can begyn ;

Gert xcoid the ost in four partis about,
With wachys feyll, that no man suld wsche out

Wallace, viii 744, Ma
Edit. 1«8, Divided.

[WOIDRE, *. Deceit, perfidy; stratagem,

Barbour, ix. 747, Camb. MS.
0. Fr. voUdie, veisdie, vaidie, treason, deceit. Bur-

guy explains it vice. V. Prof. Skcat's Barbour, p.

WOIK, pret. v. Fled, wandered.
The voce thus wyse throwout the cietie woik.

Doug. Virgil, 89, 12.

Vagatnr, Virg. ii. 17.

Rudd. refers to Ital. vog-are, Fr. vog-uer, to swim

;

viewing these as well aa woik, as perhaps derived from
Lat. vag-ari. But, undoubtedly, it is more probably
the same with A.-S. woe, woce, ortus est, suscitatus
est, from wealc-an, suscitari ; E. awoke. Or it may be
from A.-S. weolc, revolvit from waelc-an. But the for-

mer is preferable.

WOISTARE, Woustoub, s. A boaster, S.

vouster ; Rudd.

Bot war I know, as vmquhile it has bene,
Ying as yone wantoun woistare so Strang thay wene,
Ye had know sic youtheid, traiatis me,
But ony price I suld all reddy be.

Domg. Virgil, 140, «l

Sic rant of woustonrs with hairtis in sinful statures,

8ic brullari* and bosteris, degenerait fr* thair nataru,—
Within this land wan never hard nor scne.

Dunbar, Baunatyne Poems, p. 43, st 9.

Rudd. views this as the same with waster, sro.-f<wr
f

in P. Ploughman ; probably led to adopt this idea Ucm

its being rendered by Skinner, Thraso, a hector. I ut

the term there evidently signifies a spendthrift or

prodigaL Those of this description were |iersoos mhe

songe at the nale, who Mould give no help to the I'loa.b-

man to en>, i.e., till, his half acre, but hry trvtty U-Jj.

Fol. 32, b. Therefore Peter thus addresses them—
Ye be wasters I wotewel, and Troeth wot the sot he,

Ye wast that men winnen, with traiiayle and wyih teoe,

And Truth shall teach you hi* teme to dryne,
Or ye shal eat barly bread, and of the broke drink

t

It is indeed afterwards said ;

—Than gan a wastourc to wrath k woldc bane fought.

And to Piers the Plouwruan he proferd hU clone,

A britoner. a braggery and bofeted Pierce also.

And bad him go pysse with his plow, forpyned *ehre*c

But the terms britoner, and brajger, shew that

watUoure conveys a different idea. It is under the

later character that this ancient writer lashes the clergy

for their prodigality and indolence. V. Vocst.

WOITTING, parLpr. Voting.
—"Tohauo voitt in parliament,—and in all vther

lawful meittings—quhair burghes royall—hes niaee cf

sitting and woitting." Acts Cha. L, Ed. 1S14, V. 95.

WOK, Wolk, $. Week. "Euerilk wft'
every week; Aberd. Reg. Cent. 16. Tbb

orthography frequently occurs in these

Wokly, adv. Weekly.
•' That thair be wokly thre market dais for seflinr of

breid within the said toune." AcU Ja. V. 1540, Ed.

1814, p. 378. V. Owklik.

WOLK, pret. Walked.
On salt stremes tooth Derida and Thetis,

By rynnand strandes, Nyniphes snd Naiades.
Doug. Virgil, 402, 27.

WOLL,*. Wool. [\VoUy,trolst,y woollen.]

••That Johne of Symontoun—shaU content & pay to

Andro Mowbray xxiiij atone of ouhitc too// but cot ter

of falss in wyne, & sail deliuer him the said well fre in

Edinburgh," &c. Act Dom. Cone, A. 1478, p. 27.

Teut. wolle, A.-S. tratfe, Su.-G. ull, id. But cot ter

seems to signify without "a coat of tar.** FaUs m
wyne,—not understood.
The quality of this wool is still more particularly

defined in another Act.
•' ThatJames Riddale of that ilke sail—pay Marioune

Liddale—of Spittalcfield—twa sek of wof(, forest frne,

gude merchand gude, without cot & ter, ilka sek coc-

tenand xxiiij stane." Ibid. p. 175. This in the same

page, is described as " of the best of the forest"

WOLL, Woil, s. A well.

Be syde the woil, at sundrie tymes, we slew thame ;-

And poysonit woil to drink, quhat docht it ?

Sege Edinburgh Castel, Pottns Sixteenth Cent., p. 25CL

Woil perhaps should be woil. This form of the

word, which nearly gives the S. prouunciatiea.
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might teem formed from A.-S. weof, the pret. of the v.

weall-an, to boil up, also, to flow ; whence the E. term
well is formed.

WOLROUN, t. [A fumbler, a poltroon.]

1 hare ane wallidrag, ane worm, ane auld wobat carle,

A waistit wolroun, na worthe bot wourdis to clatter.

Dunbar, MaUland Poems, p. 48.

In edit. 1508, it is crandoun, apparently the same
with Crawdon, a. v. Bat wolroun appears preferable,
becanee of the alliteration.

This word seems synon. with Culroun. It is well
known that q and u are frequently interchanged.
Now Su.-G. gall signifies testiculus, and Tcut. ruyn-en,
eastrare. That gall was also written wall, is highly

. probable from the variety of similar terms, allied in
signification ; as Germ, tool, pleasure, luxury ; Alem.
.we/ata, id. welig, voluptuous ; Germ, wal-en, liucuriose '

creecere, wels, amia. V. Walaoeous.

WOLT, s. A vault.
'* That name—hauaris of tauernis tak vpone hand to

hnird or hyde ony sic wyais, coft be thame, in thair
honsis and priuie places, bot that thay put the samin
in thair commoun tauernis and woltis thairof, to be
saukl indifferentlie to our soucrane Ladyis liegis," &c.
Acta Mary, 1555, Ed. 1814, p. 483. V. Vout.

To WOLTER, v. a. To overturn.

Bewar ! we may be wolterit or we witt

;

And lykways lois our land, and libertie.

MaUland Peons, p. 182.

Tent woelter-en, volutare. V. Welter.
WoUer, id. Yorka. Ray's Lett., p. 341.

Wolter, *. An overturning, a change pro-

ductive of confusion, S. waiter.

"The Papists constactile Inked for a wolter, and
tharefor they wald mak som brag of reasoning."

Knox's Hist., p. 318.
•• I began nocht litill to racrvel at sa haisty and sa

anbdane a wolter of this warlde, in sa mony grete

materia." N. Winyet, Keith's Hist., App. p. 218.

In MS. penes auct. Walter. V. the v.

WOLVIN, part. pa. Woven.
" Ane uther of toolvin silver upoun blak velvot laich

nekit with bodies A burlettis." Inventories, A. 1578,

p. 221.

"Ten pair of wolvin hois of gold, silver, and silk.

Ttae pair of wolvin hois of worsett of Garnsay." Ibid.

pi238.
From this aud similar accounts, in this curious col-

lection, we may see what credit should be given to the
traditionary jest on the poverty of the Scottish nation,

that James VI., when he went to take possession of

the English crown, found it neccs&iry to borrow a pair

of silk hose from one of his courtiers.

WOLWAT, Wolwouss, s. Velvet. "Blak
wolwat"—" Cramasse wolwouss.

n Aberd.

Reg. V. 16.

This term assumes a variety of forms, as VaUous,

Vellous, Velvous, Velvois, Ac.

[WOLX, pret. Waxed, became, Douglas.]

WOMAL, Wummel, s. A wimble, an in-

strument for boring, S. V. Wombil.

WOMAN-HOUSE, s. The laundry, S.B.
M David Browne—did poynt the wholle house of

Lnndy,—the old lady's chamber, the ivoman-house, the

aclai-girnell," Ac. Lamont's Diarey, p. 109.

•• After a shower of rain in the morning ho saw a
great deal of water lying on tho floors of the woman-
house and kitchen, and which had come in, an he could
observe, by the found of both t^ese." Stat* of Pro-

cess Mrs. Forbes v. David Scot of Benholtu, 1754.

The term often occurs in this sense, in old lists of

furniture, Ac., and in Scotch law cases.

WOMAN-MUCKLE, adj. Having the size

of a full-grown female, Clydes.
—"Th« elf,—by anointing the crown of her head,

and the palms of both bands, with a very fragrant oil,

cart hot- grow woman-muckle in twathree days." Edin.
Mag., Sept. 1818, p. 156.

WOMAN'S SONG. To Lay the Woman's
Sang, an emphatic phrase denoting to

change mirth to sorrow, for the loss of a
husband, child or a lover.

It occurs twice in the Extracts from the Session-

Records of Kirkaldy ; in the account given of a trial for

witchcraft.—"He heard the said Alison say to him, 'Thou
has gotten the woman's song laid, as thou promised

;

thou art over long living : it had been good for the
women of Kirkaldy, that thou had been dead long
since.

n

—" Many pretty men has thou putten down both in

ships and boats ; thou has gotten the woman's song laid

now." Stat. Ace, xviiL p. 634.

WOMBIL, Wommill, Womyll, s. A wim-
ble, S.

;
pron. wummil. V. Womal.

"Four wombillis for boiring of the cannoun navis."

Inventories, A. 1578, p. 255.—"That—Schir James— sail content k paye to the

said Robt Hiltsone for—ii wommil rii d." Act. Audit.,

A. 1478, p. 82.—"A pare of woll cam is, a pare of scheris price

viij a., ij newin axis, a womyll." Act. Dora. Cone, A.
1488, p. 106.

WOMENTING, s. Lamentation.
Cruel womenting occupiit euery stede,

Ouer al quhare drede, ouer al quhare woz care.

Doug. Virgil, 61,31.

V. Wtymino.

To WOMPLE, v. a. To wrap, to involve.

E. Wimpil.

To WON, v. n. To be able, to have any
thing in one's power. V. Win, r. n.

To WON, Win, Wyn, v.n. To dwell, S.

wonne, wun, A. Bor. [part. pr. wonnatid.']

Sa maid he nobill chewisance.

For his sibmen wonnyt tharby,

That helpyt him full wilfully.

Barbour, iii. 403, MS.

And thay that wonnys in Nursia sa cald.

Doug. Virgil, 234, 14.

—And they that in Flauinia feildis duell,

Or that wynnys besyde the lake or well

Of Climus Ibid.. 233. 22.

For peace we're come, and only want to ken,

Gin aue bight Colin wins into this glen.

Ross's Melenore, p. 97.

O. E. wone, wun.

—Ther woned a man of gret honour.

To whom that he was always confessour.

Chaucer, Sompn. T., v. 7745.
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A.-S. irnt-ifin, Germ. wo*-ent Tout. woon^en, id.

Franc, H*onan% manere, morari in loco. The nrimary
aenso thus seems to be the aame as that of E. airetf, to

tarry, to delay. Hence,

Wonner,*. A dweller, an inhabitant, Roxb.

Wonnyno, Wynino, 9. A dwelling.

And the lady hyr leyff has tayn :

And went hyr name til hyr uxmnyng.
Barbour, v. 177, MS.

Douglas uses a singular tautology.
Alt swyftlve as the dow aifrayit dois fle

Forth of hir holl, and richt dern wynyng wane,
Quhare hir sueit nest is hoikit in the stane,

So feirely in the feildis furth scho spryngia.

Doug. Virgil, 134, 40.

A.-S. wununge, manaio. V. the v. and Wane, id.

The term is still used to denote the chief house on a
farm, or that which is occupied by the tenant, in con-
tradistinction from those possessed by the cottars,

binds, herds, Ac. It is also called the Wonnin-Housc
or Wunnin'-Houtc, Roxb.
O. £. ** Wonnyngt or dwellynge. Mansio." Prompt.

Parv. It is also written Wunngnge. Ibid. V. Wox,
to dwell.

To WON, v. a. To dry by exposure to the

air.

Won, WonnYS,part. pa. Dried. V. Win, v.

WON, par*, pa. Raised from a quarry ; also,

dug from a mine. V. Win, v.

WONCE, s. An ounce of weight, Aberd.
Reg.

WOND,*. Wind. « Wind& wodder ;" Ibid.

To WOND, v. n. To go away, to depart

;

used for wend.

Thow sail rew in thi ruse, wit thow bat wene,
Or thow wond of this wane wemeles away.

Oawan and Oct., I 8.

WONED, pret. v. Prob., prepared.
They woned them wnto the dead,
As kirkmen conId devys ;

Syne prayed to God that they might speed
Off thair guid enterpryse.

Battel o/Balrinnet, Poem* Sixteenth Cent, p. 85a
The passage may signify that " they prepared them-

selres for death, according to the rites of the church ;"

and, as the noblemen mentioned were Roman Catho-
lics, most probably by confession. O. £. woned signi-
fies accustomed.

Thou wert aie woned eche lovir reprehends.
Chaucer** TroiL, t 611.

Perhaps, "familiarized themselves to the idea of
death." Germ, won -en, manere, in its compound form,
beiwon-enf denotes " to be engaged about any thing, as
a feast, a piece of business, an address, a consultation,
to." Wacbter.

WONGE,*. The cheek.

The tale when Rohand told,

For sorwe he gan grete ;

The king beheld that old,
How his wonge* were wete.

Sir Tristfpn, p. 42, st 67.

A.-S. vaeng, wing, maxilla, pL wongen, Su.-G. Belg.
wang, Alem, uuangt ItiL vong.

WONNYN,part. pa. Equivalent to obtained,

from the v. to Win.
—"The priory of Inchemaquholmok was opteaitt

wonnyn fra the sede dene Thomas Dog," &c Act

Does. Cone., A. 1478, p. 24.

WONT-TO-BE, *. A custom or practice

that prevailed in former times, Ang.

—Mony tnont-tchU**, nae doubt.

An' customs we ken nought about,

Were then in rogue, that's now forgotten.

An' them that us'd them lang *yne rotten.

Piper o/P*Ua,*1-

WONYEONIS, s. pi. Onions, S. "Apples

& wonyeonis ;" Aberd. Reg., Cent. 16.

WOO,*. Wool,S.
Humph, quoth the Deel, when he clipp'd the sow,

A great cry, and little tew.

S. Pror., "spoken of great pretences, and small per-

formances." Kelly, p. 165.

Some worsted are o* different hue

An' some are cotton,

That's safter far na' ony w»
That grows on mutton.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, Shop Bill, p. 11, II

It$ aw ae woo, S. Pror. It is all one, there a »
difference. [It is uniformly the same.]

—Whether France be bund or free,

It's a' ae woo to John. _
Picbtn\ Poemt, u. BS.

Wooy, adj. Woolly, S.

He disna ken the ugvome gate

O* avarice or cheatin*,

Wha owns a humble peasant's fate,

Whar wooy lambs gang bleatxn'.

AiLli

WOODER, 8. The dust of cotton or flax,

Roxb. [V. Ooze, Ouze.] t

WOODIE, 8. 1. Two or three willow twigs

twisted together, in a circular form, used

for binding the end of a broom besom,

Roxb.

2. A halter, for hanging a criminal, S.

Donald Caird, wi' mickle study,

Caught the gift to cheat the woodie.

Sir II'. ScotCs Se*fi

To Cheat the woodie. V. under Widdie.

Cheat-the-woodie, 8. One who has nar-

rowly escaped from being hanged ; usuaDj

applied to a person who is believed to

deserve this punishment, S.

In former times, people on a long journey, waa

crossing a river in a flood, impressed perhaps viu\

»

Hem natural enough to those who lived on the border,

that hanging was a death much more suited to tbej

mode of life, and that he who was born to be baas™

would never be drowned, used to cry out, ** Wm*
Woodit, had your ain." Roxb.
It is to be observed, that Woodie is Derel

7j^
modern, and indeed a corrupt, orthography ; Amp*
to express the sound, without any regard to the onp»

of the word. It indeed fails to do so ; as it » p*

q. wuddie. V. Wu>die, "Widdy.
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WOODIE-CARL, 9. The name of a pear

introduced into this country by the Cister-

cian monks, Roxb.
Corr. perhaps from O. Fr. guauU, "the name of an

pple, that yeelda very pleasant and cleere cider
;

"

apple,

Cotgr.

WOOD-ILL, Wude-ill. A disease to

which black cattle are subject in conse-

quence of eating some kind of herb, which
makes them pass blood instead of urine,

S.A. Mure-ill synon.

"When reared on open pasture, and afterwards
earned to fields where there is heath or brushwood,
they are frequently seized with a serious and alarming
disease called the wood-UL Their head swells, their

eyes are inflamed, their urine is red, and they become
very costirc." Agr. Surv. Roxb., p. 150.

WOOD-LOUSE, 9. A book-worm, Loth.

[WOODMAIL, 9. A cloth payment an-
ciently imposed on the peasantry of Orkney
and Shetland as part payment of land rent.

V. Vadmell.]

WOODRIP, 9. The Asperula Odorata, E.

;

Woodruff, S.

The wholesome everans, which by proof we know
Exceeds in sweetness most or fruits that grow,
*Mongst woodrip rising: beautifies the show.

Don, a Poem: Leytlen's Descr. Poems, p. 119.

" Woodrip is a kind of wild larender, but has a much
finer smell/* N. ibid.

A.-S. wude-ro/a, Asperula; according to others,
Hastula regie. O. E. •• Woodroue, herbe. Hastia
regis." * Prompt. Parr.

WOOER-BAB, 9. 1. The garter knotted
below the knee with a couple of loops,

formerly worn by a young man who was
too sheepish to announce in plain terms the
purpose of his visit. This was the known
signal of his design to propose marriage,

s.o.
The Isds sae trig, wi* wooer-bobs^
Weel knotted on their garten,

Some anco blate, an' some wi' gabs,
Gar lasses hearts gang startin.

Burnt't Works, Hi. 1201

2. The neck-cloth knit with the lover's knot,
so as to display the bab9 or ends, S.O.

WOOF, 9. One of the names given to the
Grey Gurnard on the Frith of Forth.

"Trigla Ourmardns. Grey Gurnard. Crooner.—
It is known by a rariety of other names, as Captain,
Hardhead, Qoukmey, and Woo/:* NeiU's List of Fishes,

p. 14.

This, perhaps, should rather be written Wouf, the
8oottiah orthography of Wolf.

WOOIN-SWABS, 9.pl A great belly-full.

As swabs denotes food, this compound term is used
in relation to a fellow who "court* for cake and
padding," Fife. Swabs is probably a cant word.

WOOLSTER, 9. A woolstapler.

" Moreover for us our heirs and successors, disclaim

from us, all use of buying, of brewing, or making malt,

and of all other art or trade, viz. of shoemakers,

cutlers, wankers, skinners, carpenters, and woolsters,

to be exercised within our said barony of Kilmaura

;

except in the said burgh of barony, and the liberties

thereof.*' Chart. Earl Glencairn to Kilmatirs, op. Agr
Sunr. Ayrs., p. 09.

WOONE, part pa. of the v. Win, to dry.

" The upper scruffe is casten in long thicke turffes,

dried at the sunne, and so tcoone to make fire of."

Descr. of the Kingdom of Scotlande.

WOOSTER, 9. A suitor, a wooer, Gallo-

way.
An' whan ye hae finish'd this bridegroom cfarg,

Come like a Wythe woonter an' hanxel your ».irk.

Rem. Nithsd. and (Jalloway Song, p. 121.

To WOOZE, v. n. To distil, E. Ooze.

" Prayer, when attended with mortification of flesh,

is then most savory, and sweet ; its as it were the

tears of a tree, tcoozed out, and how prevalent Peter's

bitter tears were tcooziny from the bittemesse of his

heart is known." Annand's Mysttriam Pietatis, p. 132.

V. Wkesb.

[To WOP, v. a. To bind with a thread,

cord, &c. V. Wip.]

Wop, 9. A thread with which any thing is

bound. "Ane wop of gold;" Aberd. Keg.;

[also, a joining made by means of a thread,

&c] V. Oop.

WOR, prei. Guarded, defended.

Gnd Wallace euir he folowit thaira so fast,

Qnhill in the houss he entryt at the last

;

The yett he wor, qnhill camin wan all the rout,

Of Ingliss and Scottis he held na man tharout
Wallace, iv. 4S7, Ma

V.Web.

WOR, Waur, a<#. Worse.
" Johane Calnyne—is repugnant in materia concern-

yng baith faith A religioun, tyl al the rest of thir fac-

tius men abone rehcrsit, inucnting ane new factioun of

his awin, auharethrow he wald be thocht singulare (as

he is in deid) for thair hes bene bot fewe wor (in all

kynd of wickit opinion) in the hale warld. " Kennedy's
Catechiame, p. 92. V. War,

WORCHARD, Woutchat, 9. An orchard

;

• sometimes Wotchat, Roxb. Wotchat, A.
Bor., Grose.

A.-S. wyrt-geard, hortus, fruticetum, pomarinm

;

literally, a garden of herbs.

WORD, Wordis, v. imp. It wordie, it be-

hoves, it becomes.

Schir Amar said, Trewis it wordis tak,

Quhill eft for him prowisioune we may mak.
Wallace, iii. 271, MS.

Trace it behoves you take.

Edit. 1648.

Bee Worde of occurs in the sense of be-

come of.

"Then many shall wonder what can bee worde of
such a blazin^professor, when they shall see all his

rootless graces withered and wasted." Z. Boyd's Last
Battell, p. 425.
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Will word of, occurs in the same sense, as

signifying, will become of.

•• Many has pored too much on that tentation, What
will word of my wife ? And will word of my bairns ?
And, What will word of my house ? And, What will
word of my goods and gear ; how can I live in the
world, if I do not this and that ; how shall I do for
my family ? " W. Guthrie's Serm., p. 14
Betg. word-en. ge-word-en, to become; Su.-O.

waerd-a, anciently woerd-a, wird-a, Is!, verd-a, inter-
esse, pertinere. Although A.-S. teeorth-ian is not
radically different, I do not find that it was used in
this sense. V. Worth, v.

• WORD, $. To get the word o% to have the
character of ; as, uShe gets the wordo* being
a licht-headit queyn," i.e., it is generally
said of her, S.

Words, pi. To mak words. 1 . To talk more
about any thing than it deserves, S.

2. To make an uproar, [to quarrel, S.]

WORDY, adj. Worth, worthy, S.
We thought that dealer's stock an ill sue,
That was not wordy half a million.

Ramsay's Poems, I 334.

To WORK or WURK, v. a. 1. To sprain ;

to wurk ones shacilebane, to sprain one's
wrist, Galloway.

2. To trouble, to vex, to torment, to plague,
S. Thus the language of threatening is

often expressed, "Til wurk him for that
yet."

Most probably allied to A.-S. waere, weorc, dolor,
cruciatus, pain, ache. V. Wauk, v.

To Work to one's self. A decorous phrase
used by the peasantry in Loth., signifying
to ease nature, as, His wurking to himsell.

WORL, Worlin, s. A puny and feeble
creature.

Worlin wanworth, I warn thee it Is written,
Thou skyland skarth, thou has the hurle behind.

Dunbar, Evergreen, U. 57.

When that the Dames devotlr had done the devore
In having this hnrcheon, they hasted them hame,
Of that matter to make remained no more.
Saving next how that Nuns that worlin should name.

Monlgamerie, Watson's Coll., iii. 19.

" Orling, a stinted child, or any ill-thriving young
stock ; North." Grose. G. Andr., however, expl. Isl.
vrling-r, vermiculus ! adding, Ita porro vocantur pulli
bestiolarura. He thinks that the term is more properly
ormlinar, a diminutive from orm, vermis, q. " a little
worm. Lex., p. 137.

Haldorson gives urfing-r as synon. with Lat. catulus.
This is merely a dimin. from tcorl, wurl, wrout, which

are all corr. from Warwoff, q. v. There seems to bo
no $ood reason to doubt that A. Bor. •• orling, urling,
a stinted child, or any ill-thriving young stock/ 1

(Gl.
Grose), has the same origin.

* WORM, s. 1. Used to denote a serpent

;

often one of a monstrous size.

In this sense the term remains in the traditionary
legends of the vulgar.

VOL. IV.

Wood Willie SomerviH
Killed the worm, of Wormandaill,
For quhilk he had all the lands of Ltatoune,
And six myles them about.

Memorieofthe SomervUls, L 63, 61—" It stands entire and legible to this very day,
with remembrance of the place where this monster was
killed, called the Serpent's Den, or, as the country
people names it, the Worme's Glen." Ibid., p. 44.

[It is used in tho same sense by E. writers :—M Ta*
mortal worm," Shak. "That false worst/' AIUL]

2. A name given by old people, to the tooth-

ache, Loth.; from the idea that the pain

is produced by a worm in the teeth ; synon.

Onbeant, Ang.
It in probable that this name was formerly in pretty

general use, as Wedderburn uses no other terra.
"Laborat dolors dentium, he hath the worm." To-,

cab., p. 20.

3. The gnawings of hunger :

—

the hungryworm,
S.

[4. Sour water from the stomach, Moray.]

Worm-month, s. A designation given to

the month of July, Pertlis.

This name has obviously originated from the hatch-
ing of many kinds of reptiles in this month. The same
month is in Denmark called Orm-manual. In Iceland
silk, is denominated ormtef-r ; serica, Haldorson.

Worm-web, Worm-was, s. A spider's web,

S. Moose-iceb, synon.
•* Your Leddyship'8 character's no a gauze gown, or

a worm web, to be spoiled with a spittle, or ony other
foul thing out of the mouth of man." Sir A. Wylie,
i 178.

As A.-S. wyrm, like IsL orm, is a generic name for
all those reptiles which are viewed as belonging to the
serpentine race, this denomination may hare been girea
to the web of a spider from the venomous quality of
the animal.

[To WORN, Worrix, v. a. A corr. of

warranty to assure; as, "Tse worn ve," or
u

I'll worrin ye," Clydes., Banffs.]

To WORRIE, v. a. To strangle.
" I juge that we troubyll not thame qnha fra amaogis

the gentiles ar turnit to God, bot that we wrvte that
thay abstaine fra the filthynea of ydolis, fra "formes-
tioun, fra that is worreit, and blude." Kennedys
Catechisme, p. II. V. Wery.
"One John Brugh, a notorious warlock, in the

parochin of Fossoquhv, by the space of 36 years, was
worried at a stake and brunt, 164a" Law's Memor..
Pref. lix:

To Worrie, v. n. 1. To choke, to be suffo-

cated, S. To be worried, A. Bor.
" Ye have fasted lang, and worried on a midge ;"*

Rairsay's S. Prov., p. 8*2.

[2. To snarl and gibe, to dispute angrily, S.]

Worry-Carl, s. 1. A snarling, ill-

natured carl9 who speaks as if he would
worry one, Roxb.

2. A large coarse winter pear, also called

Washwarden9 ibid.

H 5
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Worry - Cow, $.

Wirrycow.
A bugbear, &c. V.

WORRYOURIS, s. pi. Warriors.
Thai walit out worryouris, with wappinis to waltL

Gawan and Ool., i. 1.

Although some may suppose that this designation,
as apparently allied to the v. xrorry, is but too appli-

cable to many who have been celebrated as warriors,
we ought certainly to read tcerryouris, as in edit. 1508.

WORSCIIIP, Wirschip, s. 1. A praise-

worthy deed, a valorous act ; [valour.]

Tnrow his gret worschip sa he wroucht,
That to the Kingis pess he broucht
The Forest off Selcryk all hale ;

And alsu did he Douglas Dale ;

And Jedworthis forest alsua.

And uuha sa weile on hand couth ta

To tell his worschippis, ane and aue,

He suld fynd off thaim mony ane.

Barbour, via 423. 429, MS.

2. Honour, renown.
It is no wirschep for ane nobill lord.

For the fals tailis to put ane trew man doun ;

And $evand creddence to the first recoird,

He will not heir his excusatioun.
Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 136.

A.-S. weorthscipe% honour, estimation.

To WORSEL, Worsle, v. n. To wrestle.

"According to your desire, Sir, we shall worsel with
God in prayer that your end may be peace." Z. Boyd's
Last Battell, p. 1073.

Worslixg, *. Wrestling.
" I cannot express© what a worsting I finde within

mee." Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 12. V. Warsell.

WORSET, Worsett, Wurset, $. Corr. of

E. worsted.

"On ilk ell of narrow cloth, serges, and other

worset, or hair stuffs imported, at or above forty shill-

ings the ell 2s." Spalding's Troubles, II., 141.

The word occurs in this form, in an Inventory of

Vestments taken A. 1559.
" Item, a capin for the sepulture of damas, and ane

other of double worsett with a great verdure that

lays before the altare." Hay's Scotia Sacra, p. 189.

WORSING, s. Injury.
" He beand compleitlie paid bo the debtour of all

and haill the debt auchtand to him, is haldin to rcstoir

and re-deliver incontinent the wad to the debtour,

without wording or deterioratioun." Balfour's Pract.,

p. 195.

The v. to Worst is used by Milton.

WORSUM, s. Purulent matter. V.
WOURSUM.
" It is not mixed with bloud as that chapter 8, much

less with bloody wor«um, as that chap. 16." Forbes
on the Revelation, p. 15.

WORT, v. impers. Become, Ettr. For.; corr.

from Worth, q. v.

"I was—considerin what could be wort of a' the
sheep, when I noticed my dog. Reaver, gaun coursing
away forrit as he had been setting a fox.'" Brownie of

Bodsbeck, i. 38. V. Wordis.

To WORT, Wokt-uf, v. a. To dig up.

" Ane swyno that eitis corne, or words othir mennes
landis, salbo slane but ony redres to the awnar."
Bellcnd. Crou., B. x., c. 12. Orunno subruentcm,

Boeth.
"What more is the rest troubled of a dead bodie,

when the diuell caries it out of the grauo to seruo his

turne for a space, nor when the witches takes vp and
ioynts it, or when as swyne wortes vp the graues?"
K. James's Daemonologic, p. 124.

.
•* / wroote or teroute, as a swyne dothe ;" Palsgraue.

From A.-S. tcrot-an, versare rostro, "to roote, as

the swine doth, to digge or turne up ;" Soinner.

Lancast. to wroote. Belg. vroet-en, wroet-en.

Fraunces writes it " Wrot-yn, as swyne. Verro."
Prompt. Parv.

To WORT, v. a. To waste any article, parti-

cularly of food, to be prodigal of it so as to

put it to disuse, ibid. V. Ort, v.

The etymon is very uncertain. Isl. ovird-a signifies

dehonestare, contemnere.

Worts, 8. pL The refuse of straw, hay, or

other fodder, which cattle will not eat,

Teviotd.; Orts, E. Dumfr. Wort, id.

•WORTH, adj. Good, valuable, S.; with-

out including the idea of comparison as in

E.
"The lady marquis sent to Monro fifty golden angels

to buy him a horse with, because she had not a worth
saddle horse to send to him, as he desired her to do."
Spalding, i. 235.

Nae worth. 1. Worthless, not good, Aberd.

2. Of no value, ibid.

3. Not trusty, ibid.

This nearly resembles the old Moes.-G. phrase, ni
wairths. Ni im airths ; Non sum dignus ; Matt. 8,

18. In the A.-S. version it is, ne wyrthe.

To WORTH, Wourth, v. n. 1. To wax, to

become ; part. pa. wourthin.

And sum of thaim nedis but faill

With pluch and harow for to get
And othyr ser crafftis, thair mete.
Swa that thair armyng sail worth auld ;

And sail be rottyn, stroyit. and sauld.

Barbour, xix. 175, M&
And he for wo wevie ner worthit to weide.

Wallace, L 437, M&
Of Troiane wemen the myndis worth agast.

Doug. Virgil, 149, 23.

So clanpis the breith in breistis with mony pant,

Quhil m thare dry throttis the aynd wvurth skant
Ibid. 134, 17.

This ilk Nisus, wourthin proude and gay,
And baldare of his chance sa with him gone,
Ane vthir takill assayit he anone.

Ibid. 291, 20.

Moes.-G. wairth-an, A.-S. weorth-an, wtord-an, Alem.
uuart-en, Teut. word-en, fieri, esse, fore.

2. It worthis, v. imp. It becomes ; him worthit,

it was necessary for him ; [wa worth , woe
be.]

Thir angrys may I ne mar drey,

For thoucht me tharfor worthit dey,

I mon soiourne, quhar euyr it be.

Barbour, iii. 322, Ma
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And gif he nykis you with nay, you worthis on netd
For to aaaege yone castel.

Oawan and Oct., U. 2.

In presoune heir me worthis to myacheyft
Wallace, U. 199, MS.

V. Wordis.

WORTHELETH. [Prob. errat. for worthe-

liche, worthy, honourable.]

The bliasit Paip in the place prayd thame ilk ane
To remane to the nieit, at the midday

;

And thay grantit that gud, but gruching, to gane

;

Than to ane wortheleth wane went thay tliair way :

Paasit to a palice of price plesand allane,
Waa erectit ryelly, ryke of array.

Houlate, HI a
Mr. Pink, reads this as one word, rendering it

worthy. But in Bannatyne MS. it is worth* lith, T.e.,

worthy, honourable, and at the same time tit/ie, warm,
comfortable ; unless corr. from A.-S. wtorthlic, honor-
andus, insignia.

WORTHYHED, *. The same as worschip;
Barbour. Belg. waardigbeydy worthiness.

[WORTIS, s. pi. Herbs, plants, S.]

WOSCHE, Wousche, pret. v. Washed, S.
woosh, pron. wush, S. B. weesh, Rudd.

Of his E dolpe the flowand blude and atir
He wosche away all with the salt watir.

Dong. Virgil, 90, 46.

Scho warmit wattir, and hir serwandia fast
His body wousche, quhill filth was of hym pant.

Wallace, ii. 266, Ma
WOSLIE, Wozlie, adj. A shrivelled, small-

featured, and hard-looking person, Roxb.

WOSP, Wospe, s. A measure, a certain
quantity.

This term ia used in various connexions. "Ane
wospot glas;"—"Ane wospe of malt;" Aberd. Rexr.
Cent 16. "Four wospe of malt-," Ibid. A. 1521, v.

Allied, perhaps, to Isl. vosi, aacculus, loculus, or
Taut wissc, vimen. As applied to malt, the term
might seem to claim affinity to Sax. wispel, a measure
•f six Roman bushels.

WOST, pret. v. Wist, i.e., knew.
" And maid faith he wost not ouhare it wes, nor yit

couth nocht apprehend it. And maid faith he wost
nocht of the said lettre, nor cuth nocht apprehend it,
and that he put it nocht away in fraude of the said
Robert." Act. Dom. Cone, A. 1492, p. 274.

WuM, the vulgar pronunciation; A.-S. wise-on. scire,
pret. wiste.

Wostow. Wotest thou, knowest thou.
Quhat toostow than ? Sum bird may cum and stryve
In song with the, the maistry to purchace.

King's Quoir, ii. 40.

WOST, 8. Prob. same with Voust, Vot8t> a
a boast, q. v.

Quhat sal be said, hot al his ending he
Frome on fair yrap fell down a widderit tre.
—The begynning thay say wes hot a ivost.

CoUcelbie Sow, Prohem.

WOT, pret. Waxed; perhaps corr. from
Worth, Clydes,

Mare fast they flew, while brichter it grew.
While it wot till a flude o* day,

An' shaw't the leesome Fairy Lan's
That braid aneth them Uy.

Ballad, Sdi*. Mag., Oct 1818, p. 89L

WOT, 8. Intelligence, S. teat, E. wit.

"Thay that speirs meikle will get rof of part;"
Ferguson's S. Prov., p. 31.

WOTHER-WEIGIIT, 8. The same with

Witherwecht, South of S.
—" Hell never rie her till a lad that canny carry

her through the burn, an* ower the peate knowe,
aneath his oxter, an' she's nae wother-weigkt souther*
Hogg's Wint. TV*, i. 270.

WOTIS, 8. pi. Votes ; Aberd. Reg., A.

1543.
*

WOTLINK, 8. A wench; used in a bid

sense.

I saw wotlinJtis me besyd
The yong men to thair bowses gyde,
Had better lagget in the stockis.

Dunbar, Maitland Poena, p. 100.

Dr. Leyden views it as comp. of wod and tiatis, q.

mad wenches. GL Compl. vo. Vod, p. 3S3. &bk
thinks that it is perhaps a diminutive of rfonly, or

wlonkls, q. gaily dressed girls. But the origin is quits

obscure.

WOUBIT,*. A hairy worm, S. A.
" Woubit, Oubit, one of those worms which appearu

if covered with irool." Gl. Sibb.
Sibb. evidently views the term as formed from its

fleecy covering. This may be originally the same with

O. E. •• FTaroot worme/'expL "Omigramos." Prompt
Parv.; if the latter be not rather synon. with Wnitx,

To WOUCII, v. n. To bark, Gall.
I had a wee dog, and he vouched at the moon

;

If my sang be na lang, it's sooner dune.
Auld Say, GaO. Knc

This is only a variety of Wouff, id. ; the labial beb*
changed, as in many instances in the pronunciation 3
Galloway, into the guttural sound. Of this we hare a
proof in the synonym of this v.. Bouch for Bonf, q. r.

This might arise from the Celtic origin of many of the

inhabitants of this district ; as the Celts are undoubt-
edly partial to the guttural enunciation. Miiuheu (to.

Barke) speaking of the synon. Lat. term baab-ari.

observes that it is "a fictitious term, from the soosd
made by dogs in barking, Bau, Bau. n The chiHoa
name for a dog, Bow-wow (Grose's CL l>ict). whka
might seem to combine both Bouch and Wouch, haa

undoubtedly a similar origin.

Wouch, 8. The bark of a dog, Gall.
" Wouch, the same with Bouch, a dog'a bark ;* ib.

WOUCII, Wough, *. I. Evil, privity; in

a general sense.

8che crid tnerci anough,
And seyd, " For Cristes rode,

What have Y don wough,
Whi wille ye spille mi Mode r

Sir Tristrem, p. 102, ft. »
2. Injustice, injury.

"—Vnjustice, and against the law, with kv^
wrang and vnlaw." Quon. Attach., c. SO. V. Us-
LAW.
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2. Trouble, fatigue ; used obliquely.

Ttistrem with Hodain,
A wilde best he slough ;

In on erthe house thai layn,
Ther hadde thai joie y-nougb,

Etenes, hi old dayn9

Had. wrought it with oaten wougk.

'

Sir Tristrem, p. 149, at 17.

it., "Giants, in ancient days, had erected it with-
ewt any difficulty."

4. Woe, mischief ; in a physical respect.

The wyie wroght uther grete wandreth and weueh,
Wirkand woundis full wyde, with wapnia of were.

titans* and OoL, iii. 6.

Hearne expl. wouh, aa need by R. Brunne, "wo,
grief, affliction, harm." In p.

Save marked, it occurs aa a v.

Geffrey of Msundeuile to fele wrouh he wouh,
Thedeoelle yald him his while, with an aroweon him slouh.

ie., "to great wrath he waxed." The writer seems
to play on the designation^ this Geffrey, in the second

rief, affliction, harm.*' In p. 123, the only place I
>y a
23,

crooked to what is morally so. Wo, woh, wohg, weo,

are also need adjectively ; nravus, perversus. They
also signify, crooked, distorted ; curvus, tortus. Wottgh,
in the quotation, sense 1, may indeed be viewed as
1111 "&
From woh, in its literal sense, are formed woh-fotade,

having distorted feet, woh-handede, &c ; in its meta-
phorical, woh-dom, unjust judgment, woh-fuU, full of
iniquity, &c. Wope aemeta, unjust measures.
XsL to simply signifies, a sudden or unexpected ca-

lamity ; walk, misery.

IV WOUD, v. a. To void, q. to evacuate

;

Fr. rotifer, id.

"To woud this gud tonne, swa that scho be nocht
fund tharin for yeir k day." Aberd. Reg., Cent 16.

"To woud the said bigingof thegudis." Ibid.

WOUDE, pret. Waded.
Oat of the myre full smertlie at he woude ;

And on the wall he dame full haistely

Was maid about and all with stanis dry.
Dunbar, AfaUland Poems, p. 84

Wod is the imperf. of A.-S. wad-on, vadere, ire.

Wod on waeg-stream, ibat in aquarum fluentum,
Caodm., 09. Isl. oa\ vadavit, from vad-a, radere. I
Bead scarcely remark the obvious affinity of the Lat

WOUF, Wowf, s. 1. The wolf, S.
The won/and tod with sighing spent the day,
Their sickly stamacks scunnerd at the prey.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 498.

"Ye have given the wowf the wedder to keep;"
Ramsay's S. Prov., p. 82.

[2. The bark of a dog, S.]

To Wouf, Wouff, v. n. To bark, S. ; [part,

pr. wouffin, used also as an adj^ given to

barking.]

- Curs began to wouf an' bark,
Aa strangers pass'd them by.

Tarras's Poems, p. 60.

I imagine that O. E. wapp, to bark, and the S. r.

an allied, notwithstanding the difference of form.
•• Wapp-wn or baff-yn as houndes. Nuto. Wappinge
of hoondis. Latratus, Baulatus." Prompt. Parr. It

to strengthen this conjecture, that Baff is

obviously a variety of S. Banff. " Baff-en as houudes.
Baolo. Baffo," IbioV Wolf u sometimes need in the
same sense, Aberd., not as the s. is pron. in E., but
according to the usual power of the letters. This has
been viewed as a proof that such was the original form
of the p. This would bring us near the sound of Su. -G.

ulfw-a, ululare.

Su.-G. tenIf- a, ululare, to cry as a wolf, from ulf, a
wolf. The common pron. of wolf, 8. wooff, nearly
approaches to that of the v. Belg. guyv-en, to howl as

a dog.

To TVow, v. n. To howl, Moray.
—The vroUwow'd hideous on the hill,

Yowlin' frae glack to brae.

Jamieson's Popul. Ball,, L 234.'

WOUK, pret. Watched ; [kept watch.]

The ouhethir ilk nycht him selwyn wouk.
And nis rest apon dayis touk.

Barbour, ii. 652. Ma
TU ner mydnycht a wach on thaim he set

;

Him selff wouk weill ouhill he the fyr sa rys*.

Wallace, vfl. 476, MS.
[A.-S. waeian, to watch.]

WOUK, Wouke, 8. A week, S. B. ook.

Tristrem's schip was yare ;

He asked his benisoun ;

The haven he can out fare,

It hight Caruouu

:

Niven \conkes, and mare,
tie hobled up and doun ;

A winde to wil him bare,

To a stede ther him was boun.
Sir Tristrem, p. 75, st 4.

—All the folk off thair ost war
Refreschyt weill, ane wouk or mar.

Barbour, xlv. 192, MS.

O. E. writers also used this term.

Unto Kyngeston the first wouke of May
Come 8. Dunstan, upon a Sonenday.

R. Brunne, p. 47.

Wormins observes that, even before the introduction
of Christianity, the Gothic nations divided time by
weeks ; using for distinction Runic letters. Fast. Dan.
Lib. L 15. V. Mareschall Observ. Do Vers. Gothic,

p. 511.

A.-S. wuca, wie, wira, id. Dan. uge, wge, anciently
wika, wiku. Seren. views Moes.-G. wik, ordo, as the
origin of the terms denoting a week.

Frannces gives this word with a different ortho-

graphy ;
" Woke. Ebdomada. Septimana." Prompt.

• WOULD, the pret. of the v. to Will. 1.

Used by most of our old writers for should,

like trt'ft for shall.

" For clearing of the matter further, it would be con-
sidered, 1. That we speak of these things as they are
abused, Ac, and particularly condemned in this church.
2. We would consider the end of the things themselves,"
Ac Durham X. Command., p. 375.

"The practique observed by Dury,

—

would be
marked. M Fonnt. Dec Suppl.

It is thus used also by old E. writers.

2. Sometimes used for must, S.
•• Imagining every good man had his attendant angel,

they said it wouhl have been Peter's angel that had
knocked." Brown's Diet. Bible, Art. Peter.

WOUN, adj. «Woollen ;" Ayrs. Gl. Picken.
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WOUND. [Prob. errat. for woundir, fright-

fully.]

With that come girdand in grcif ane wound gryni Sire.

With stoat contenance tod sture he attule tbauie beforne.

Oawan and OoL, i. 7.

This teems the pret. of A.-S. wand-tan, vereri, to

dreed, to be afraid; used for forming a superlative,

Wond, veritus est, Lye ; (\. frightfully grim. Hence,
most probably the provincial term, South of E.,

"woundy, very great*

WOUNDER, Wondir, adv. Wonderfully.

The mene sessoun this Anchises the prioce,

In til ane vwundcr grene rale ful of sence

Saulis inclusit

Doug. Virgil, 189, 0.

A.-S. wtmdor, miraculum, is often used adverbially,

in the ablat. wundrum ; at wundrum fat^l, surprisingly

firm ; wundrum faeger, wonderfully fair.

Woundrixo, s. A monster, a prodigy.

Before the portis and first jawis of hel
• Lamentacioan, and wraikful Thochtis fel

There lugeing had, and therat duel lis eik

Witles Discord that woundring maist cruel,

Womplit and buskit in ane bludy bend,
With snakia hung at euery haris end.

Doug. Virgil, 173, 2.

A. -S. wundrung, admiration. Wundor itself signifies

a prodigy ; oetentum.

[WOUNT, part. pa. Wont,, accustomed,

Barbour, i. 220. V. Wowy.]

WOURSUM, Worsum, a. Purulent matter,

S. pron. wursum.
Thtr wretchit mennis flesche, that is his rude*

And drinkis wourtum, and thar lopperit blude.

Doug. Virgil, 89, 25.

qnhat manere of torment cal ye thys f

Droppand in worsum and fylth, laythlie to se

Bo miserabil embrasing, thus wise he
Be lang proces of dede can thaym sla.

/Wi.,229, 47.

Rudd. derives it from A.-S. worms, wyrms, put,

tabes ; wgrmsig, putridus, wyrms-an, putrescere. rer-
hape rather from A.-S. wgr, pus, (Fenn. weri, Sw. tear,

warwt, id.) and turn, as denoting quality.
•• Tabes—eaniem sanguinemque corruptum significat,

rotten and putrified blood and tcorsomc." Despaut.
Oram., D 4, a.

WOUSPE, 8. V. WOSPE.

[WOUST, s. A boast, Banffs. V. Voust.]

Woustour, 8. A boaster. V. Woistare.

WOUT, 8. Countenance, aspect.

To. the lordly on loft that lurty can lout,

Before the rule renkis, richest on raw
;

8alust the bauld berne, with ane blith wout
Gaioan and Ool., iv. 22.

V. Vult.

[WOUX, Wox, pret. Waxed, increased,

Barbour, ii. 170, xix. 207, A.-S. weaxan, to

grow.]

To WOW, v. a. To woo or make love to.

Robeyns Jok come to woto our Jvnny
On our feist-evin quhen we wer row.

Bannatync Poems, p. 158.

That this is from A.-S. wog-an, nubere, appears from
the use of wogert, procus, amasius, a wooer, a suitor

;

8. wowar. Sereu. thinks that E. woo has primarily

signified the lamentation of love-tick swains, as being

nearly the tame with Sw. voi-a sig; queri, lamented.

To WOW, v. n. To howl. V. under Wour.

•WOW, Vow, inter/. Denoting admira-

tion, gratification, surprise, grief, S.

Out on the wanderand apretis, wow, thou cryis.

It temvs ane man war manglit, theron list luke.
1

Doug. Virgil, ProL 158, 27.

Wow / but it makes ane's heart lowp light

To see auld fowk sae cleanly dight

!

Maynfs Siller Oun, p. 2&
V. Vow.

To WOW, v. n. To wave, to beckon, S.
" He wow'd wiv

hit hat.—Whan I wow, ttan' fast f
GalLKnc.
This mutt be allied to III. reif-a, vibrare ; although

it hat undergone a considerable change.

WOWF, adj. In some degree deranged,

[half-mad ;] nearly synon. with Skeer% but

denoting rather more violence, S.

"iroo/,mad;" GL Sibb.
•• The callant's in a creel, " quoth she. "In a creel 1"

echoed the pedlar, "he will be as wowf as ever his

father was.** The Pirate, i. 2*20.

" It it very odd how Allan, who, between ourselves

—is a little wou/, seems at times to have more sense

than us all not together." Tales of my Landlord,

Third Ser., in. 270.

Thia it said to be a term of pretty general use. It

hat been supposed that it maybe traced immediately

to the v. to Wouf, q. one who barks like a dog. To/a,

however, denotes spectrum, umbra, manes ; rof-a, ober-

rare, applied to the wandering of ghosts ; and vofr-az,

tpectri instar fern*. Vortiji is rendered, periculum,

voveijtt, inopinato et repente ; roveijfega, temere, preci-

pitanter ; from to, malum intperatnm, originally the

tame with £. tro, and vfif-at, gyrare, q. to be hurried

away, or whirled round by some unexpected calamity.

There can be no doubt, however, that this word,

whatever more remote relation it may have to these

terms, must be immediately traced to A.-S. woff-ian,

delirare. Lye gives only one proof of its use. This

seems to be from the Life of St. Switbin. He wofode ;

deliravit. If St. Swithin, with whom corresponds our

St. Martin of Bullion, vulgarly denominated the drunken

Saint, had similar propensities, we can easily see how
it might be justly said that he woffode, or was wouf.

From this v. is formed A.-S. woffung, deliramentum,

;
blasphcmia.

Wowtish, adj. Approaching to a state of

derangement, S.

Wowfsess, 8. The state of being trott/, S.

WOWN, 8. Wont, custom.

Nere in that land
Than wes a vhowman by duelland.

That wes cald Twyname Lowrysown ;

He wes thowles, and had in icwcn .

By hys wyf oft-sais to ly

Othir synury women by.
Wyntown, viii. 24. Ifl*

A.-S. wuna, Sa.-G. trana, 1st. vande, id. The same
verba, which anciently signified to dwell, also denoted
custom or habit. Thus Alvm. WMon-e» f

" manere, (whence
Germ, wohn-en, habitare,) occurs with the prefix, hi-

uuoncnl, solent, Li-uuonin, soli to. Hence also kmoimi-

keite, oonsuetudo, uuone, mos.
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[Prob., the post of danger or

Wowne, adj. Wont, accustomed.
—A gret eclens wes of the sowno :

Tbare-for folic, that wes not woicr**

To se swilk a want, as thai saw thare
Abaysyd of that sycht thai ware.

Wyntovm, wiii. 87. 72.

To WOWT, v. a. To vault, to arch.
" This year—the earl of Southedand did begin to re-

pair the nous at Dunrobin, and finished the great tour
the same yeir, wowtin*/ it to tho top." Contin. Hist
Earls of SutherL, p. 609. V. Vout.

[Wowt, e. An arch ; also, a vault, a well,

S. V.Vout.]

[WOYD, adj. Void, empty, Barbour, xix.

755 ; to woyd, to leave empty, viii. 59 ;

woydyt, free from, i. 26.]

WOYELEY,otfo. [Wickedly.]
He shal be wounded, I wys, woyeley I wene.

Oawan and Qol., i. 24.

It refers to the treacherous manner in which King
Arthur is said to have been slain. A.-S. wolice, prave,
inique ; wo-lie, pravus.

WOYNE, s.

difficulty.]

The trone of tryell, and theatre trew,
Is for to regno, and rewle above the rest.

Who hes the wovne him all the world dois vew
;

And magistrat the man dois manifest
Maitland Poems, p. 164.

This has been expl. v difficult situation, difficulty

;

Sw. wonda, difficultas. It may be allied to A.-S. wine,
Su.-G. winne, labor, winn-a, wond-a, laborare, curare.

[WP, adv. Up, Barbour, x. 569.]

WRA, s. [1. A hiding-place, Douglas.
Dan. vraae, a corner.]

2. " Company, society," Rudd.
Sathane, the clepe I Pluto infemalle,

Prince in that dolorus den of wo and pane,
Not God thereof, bot gretest wrech of all.

To name the* God, that war ane manifest lee,*-

Set thou to Vulcane haue ful grete resembling
;

And art sum time the minister of thundring ;

Or sum blynd Cyclopes, of the laithly wra.
Thou art bot Jouis smyth in the fire blawing,

And dirk furnace of perpetual 1 Ethna.
Doug, Virgil, ProL 161, 18.

From M Fr. fray, sperma piscium, [Isl. frae, semen,]
whence the E./ry: or from the A.-S. wreath, grex.

Rudd. Su.-G. wrath, signifies a herd of swine.

To WRABBE, v. n. [Prob. to warp, to

writhe. Sw. varpa, id.]

Zogh [Thogh] I suld sitt to domysday
With my tong to wrabbe and wry,
Certenly all her aray
It beth neuyr descryuyd for me.
Prophesia Thome de Erseldoun, MS. Cotton, ap.

Minstrelsy Border, ii. 275.

It seems properly to signify, writhe, as synon. with
wry. It is perhaps allied to Moes.-G. wraiua, curvus.

To WRABIL, v. n. "To crawl about."

Rudd. more properly, to move in a slow un-
dulating manner, like a worm ; to wriggle

;

S. warble, wurble ; as, to wurble in or out.

It is sometimes used actively, as to warble,

or wurble, one's eel/ out, to get out of con-

finement of any kind by a continuation of

twisting motions.

About hir palpis, but fere, as thare modyr,
The twa twvnnyia smal childer yintt,

Sportand ful tyte gan do terabit and hing.

Doug. Virgil, 266, 1.

Warple is used in tho same sense, S.B.

At greedy glade, or toarpling on the green,

She 'clipst them a', and gar'd them look like draft
Ross's Jlelenore, p. 17.

Teut. wurbel-en, Bclg. tctrvel-en, gyros agerc, in

orbem versare. Belg. werrel is used iu comt>osition,

to denote the joints of the back-bone ; as would seem,
from their power of flexion. Perhaps these terms are
allied to Su.-G. hwerjl-a, to move in a circle, in gyrum
Agere ; whence hwir/wel, vertex, hwtrfia, in orbem cito

agere ; Ihre.

[WRACHE, e. A wretch, Lyndsay, The
Dreme, 1. 1076. V. Wraik.]

WRACIIIS, Doug. Virgil. V. Wraith.

WRACK, e. Dog's grass, Gramen cauinum,
Triticum rcpens, Linn., Roxb.
Perhaps denominated Wrack, because, as it greatly

infests some soils, it is harrowed out in the fall, ana
burnt V. Wrak, *., sense 3.

[To WRACK, v. a. To worry, tease, tor-

ment, Clydcs.

An* crabbit names an' stories wrack us,

An* grate our lug.

Bums, Scotch Drink, I. 3.]

To Wrack up, v. n. " This day's wrachirC

up," it is clearing up, Clydes.; merely a pro-

vincial pronunciation of £. Rack, v.

WRACK-BOX, e. The oval vesicle full of

air, growing on some species of seaweed.
" Wrack-boxes, little oval-formed boxes, full of air,

—adhering to—sea-weed ; " GalL Enc. [Bladder-
wrack, Fucus vesiculosa.]

WRAIGHLY, adv. [Wretchedly. V.
Wregh.]
The verrav cause of his come I knew noght the cace,

Bot wondir wraighly he wroght, and all as of were.
Oawan and Ool. , i. 13.

"Untowardly," Pink. But it may signify, wretch-
edly, from A.-S. wraecca, wretched ; or rather strange-

ly, from tcraeclice, peregre, •• on pilgrimage, in a strange
country, farre from home ;" Somner.

WRAIK, Wracke, Wrak, e. 1. Revenge,
vengeance.

Turnus, Turnus, ful hard and heuy wraik
And sorouful vengeance yit sal the ouertaik.

Doug. Virgil, 228, 44.

2. Anger, wrath.

For paciently the Goddis wraik, him thocht,

Schew that by fate Enee was thiddir brocht
Doug. Virgil. 369, 21.

3. Destruction ; wrech, E.
Fyfe wrakys syndry has oure-tayne
Of Goddis lykyng this Bretayne;
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Quhen Peychtys warrayd it stoutly,

And wan of it a gret party ;

Syne the Romany* try bate gate

Of Bretayne.—
Wyntoum, L IS. 27.

It is sometimes written wrack.

"To make any publick dispute I thought it not safe,

being myself alone, and fuanng, above all evils, to be

the occasion of any divisions, which was our certain

wrack:' Baillie's Lett, i. 132.

4. As denoting one who threatens or brings

vengeance or destruction.

This vengeabil wraik, in sic forme changit thus,

Euin in the face and visage of Turnus
Can no, and ttaf, and made him for to growe,
Scho soundis so with mony hiss and how.

Doug. Virgil, 444, 19.

This is spoken of one of the Furies,

—

Clepit to surname Dire, wikkit as fyre,

That is to say, the Ooddis wraik and ire.

Ibid. 443, 80.

This seems to determine the origin of E. wretch, as

properly denoting one who is the object of vengeance.

[Wraikful, adj. Revengeful, Douglas.]

A.-S. wrote, wraece, wraeu, Belg. wraecke, nltio,

indicts. A.-S. wraecc-anr Su.-G. wraek*a, Moes.-G.
wrik-an, ulcisci.

[WRAIT, Wrate, pret. Wrote, Lyndsay,

Sq. Meldrum, 1. 24.]

WRAITH, Wkayth, Wraithe, Wreth, s.

1. Properly, an apparitiou in the exact like-

ness ot a person, supposed by the vulgar to

be seen before, or soon after death, S. V.
01. Sibb. A. Bor. id. also swarth.

This goddess than furth of ane bois clonde
In liknes of Enee did schape and schroude
Ane vode figure, but strenth or curage bald,

The quhilk wounderus nionstoure to behald
With Troiane wappinnis and armour grathis scke,—
8ic lik as, that thay say, in diuers placi.s

The wrathi* walkis of golstis that ar dede.

Doug. Virgil, 841, 42.

Thiddir went this wrayth or tchado of Enee.
Ibid. 342, 21.

Imago, Virg.

Nor yit nane vane wrethis nor gaistis quent
Thy chare constrenit bakwart for to went

Ibid. 839, 15.

It seems to be the same word that is elsewhere
written wrachis, from the similarity of c and t in MSS.

And were not his expert mait Sibylla

Taucht him thay war bot vode gaistis all tha,

But ony bodyis, as waunderand wrachys waist,

He had apoun thame ruschit in grete haist
Ibid. 173, 27.

Mr. Tooke expl. this vapours, as synon. with rack,

rak ; justly commending Kudd. for not altering the
text. But how can the learned writer excuse himself
for using this liberty with respect to wrethis, Doug.
Virgil, 339. 15; wrathis, 341. 42; and wrayth, 34±
21, which he alters to wrechis, wrachis, and rtcaych ?
V. Divers. Purley, ii. 303.

•• Phi. And what meane these kindes of spirits,

when they appeare in the shadow of a person newly
dead, or to die, to his friends ?"

"AJ»i. When they appeare vpon that occasion,
they are called Wraithe* in our language : Amongst
the Gentiles the diuell veed that much, to make them
beleeue that it was some good spirit that appeared to
them then, either to forewarne them of the death of

their friend, or else to discoaer unto them the will of

the defunct, or what was the way of his slaughter;

as it is written in the booke of the histories prodigi-

ous." King James's Daemonologie, Works, p. 125.

"The wraith, or spectral appearance, of a persoa

shortly to die, is a firm article in the creed of Scottish

superstition. Nor is it unknown in onr sister kingdom.

See the story of the beautiful lady Diana RjcL—
Aubrey's Miscellanies, p. 89." Minstrelsy Border,

L Introd. clxvi.
This word is used in the same sense, A. Bor. F*trk

synon. ; only it seem* restricted to " the apparition at

a person living." GL Grose.

2. The term is sometimes used, but improperly,

to denote a spirit supposed to preside over

the waters.

The wraith* of angry Clyde complain.
Lewi** Tale* of Wonder, 5a. L

Hence the designation, wafer-wraith, S.
Scarce was he $ane, I saw hi.* ghost.

It vanish'd like a shriek of sorrow ;

Thrice did the water-wraith a*cend.

And gave a doleful groan thro* Yarrow
RUsohs A Song*, L 155l

•• I believe gin ye had seen me than (for it was jest

i' the efomin) staakin about like a hallen shaker, yoa

wou'd nae taen me for a water-wraith, or some gruos*

ghaist." Journal from London, p. 4.

The wraith of a living person docs not, as some hare

supposed, indicate that be shall die soon. Although

in all cases viewed as a premonition of the disembodied

state; the season, in the natural day, at which the

spectre makes its appearance, is understood as a eertam

presage of the time of the person's departure. If sees

early in the morning, it forbodes that he shall live

long, and even arrive at okl age ; if in the evening, it

indicates that his death is at hand.
Rudd. says, "F. ab. A.-S. wraeth-etH. infestare.*

Other conjectures have been thrown out, that hare so

greater probability.

The term might be allied to Su.-G. raa, genius loci,

whence Sioeraa, a Nereid, a Nymph. In Dafekarha,

as Ihre informs us, (vo. /foo,) spectres are to this day

called raadend. But I rather incline to deduce it from

Moes.-G. ward-Jan, A.-S. tceard oh, Alem. wmart-en,

enstodire ; as the apparition, called a wrakh, was

supposed to be that of one's guardian angeL A.-S.

weard, IsL vard, Alem. Germ, wart, all signify a

guardian, a keeper. Now the use of *tcnrth9 S. E
shows that the letters have been transposed, in one

or other of the terms ; so that the original pronuncia-

tion may have been ward or wart.

When the maid informed the discipies, that the

apostle Peter was standing before the gate of the h<mse

in which they were assembled, they said, "It is ha
angel ;" Acta xii. 15. This exactly corresponds t>» the

idea still entertained by the vulgar. If literalij

rendered, in our language, it would be, *' It is hm
wraith," i.e., his guardian angel. For the notion, that

every one had a tutelar angel, who sometimes appeared

in his likeness, was not peculiar to the Jews, bet

received by the ancient Persians, by the Saracens, and

by many other Gentile nations. V. Wolf, Cor.

Philol. in loc

WRAITH, s. Prob. provision, food.

The yungcr scho wond upon land wcil neir,

Richt solitair beneth the buss and breir,

Quhyle on the corns and wraith of labouring men.
As outlaws do, scho maid an easy fen.

Henrusone, Evergreen, L 144.

••Waste," Gl. Ramsay. But it seems rather ts

signify, provision, food ; Su.-G. ward, IsL verd, kL ;
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A.-8. ge-weordung has, refectorium, OL Aelfric ; from
8a.-G. war-a> to oat.

WRAITH. As a $n wrath; as an adj.,

wroth*
And In hir sleip wod wraith, In euery place
Hyr semyt crueU Eoee can hir chace.

Doug. VirgO, US, 16.

Wraitiily, orfu. Furiously.
Wallace was grewyt quhen be sic tary saw.
Smnpart amowet, wraithly till it ha went,
.Be foras off handis he raiat oat of the stent

Wallace, iv. TBI, MS.
Thairwith wraithly thai wirk, thai woarthy in wedia

Oawan and OoL, ii. 20.

A.-S. wrath, anger.

WRAK, Wraik, Wrack, Wreck, Wrek, *.

1. Whatever is thrown out by the sea, as

broken pieces of wood, sea-weed, &c, S.

2. It is often appropriated to sea-weed, S.

"The Polack—ia frequently caught cloaa by the
shore, almost among the wrack or ware.'' Barry's
Orkney, p. 295.
M Rackwick, near a plaoe where sea wmck, or weed,

ia thrown in with impetuosity." Ibid. p. 224.
"The shores abound with plenty of fine broad leaved

rioh sea-weed or wreck for manure.'' If. Ballantrae,

Ayra. Statist. Ace.. L 113.

This receives different names in different parts of S.

"Button wrack, and lady wrack, are best for kelp,

and the only kinds used, unless the price be very high,

Except these two kinds, every other is very expensive
in manufacturing, and produces but little kelp." P.
Kilfinicheo, Argyles. Statist. Ace., xiv. 181, 182.

O. E. rtke, id. " Reke, wede of the sea brought uppe
wyth the flowd ;

N Holoet. Eliot, id. vo. Ulna.

8. The weeds gathered from land, and gene-

rally piled up in heaps for being burnt, S.

wreck, id. Norfolk ; Grose.

••There are amongst them that will not suffer the
wrack to be taken off their land, because (say they) it

keeps the corn warm." Pennecuik's Tweeddale, p. 6.

" Cause pull up and gather carefully the wreck, or
mots of weeds and grass, iuto heaps, upon the laboured
ground, burn them, and spread the ashes." Maxwell's
Bel Trans., p. 11, 12.
" The kinds most prevalent are, the sheldrjck in all

its varieties, of wild radish, wild mustard, Ac. the
thistle, the dock-weed, and couch-grass, called here
wreck." Agr. Surv. Mid Loth., p. 145.

4. Trash, refuse of any kind.

Ane wreche sail half na tuair,

Bot ane schort scheit, at heid and feit,

For all his wrtk and wair.

For all the wrak a wreche can pek,
And in his haggis imbrace,

Yet deidsall takhim be the bak,
And gar him cry Allace 1

Blyth, Bannatyne Poems, p. 182.

Lord Hailes confounds this word with Frock, ready,

q. v. Bot, in this poem, the wealth of a miser is re*

Upresented aa mere trash, because he can carry nothing
away with him, when he leaves this world ; and is

therefore characterized by two metaph. terms, Jboth
used to denote the refuse cast out by the sea, wrek and
wohr. Wrak is used in the »atne sense in another poem.

Qahill I had ony thing to spend,
And stoffit Weill with warldis tcraJL

my friends I wes weill kend.
Bannatyne Poems, p. 184, st 2

Su.-0. wrak not only signifies what in E. is properly

minated wreck, but any thing that ia of littu* value,

trash; Dan. vrag, id. This, however, hits not

, the original form of the word, but rak, rek. Thus
waq-rek, bona naufragii, is from wag, waag, a wave,
and rtk-a, to cast away, to drive, q. what ia driren a-

shore by the wave*. Su.-G. rak is synon. with wayrek ;

lure, vo. Rtktu Wayrech seems to be the origin of O.

Ft. vartch, whence Skene improperly deduces wvire ;

L.B. varert-um, wartct-um, Jut oarecL Isl. hrak, res

abjeota ; Olav. Lex Run.

WEAKER, Wracker, *. A person ap-

pointed to inspect the barrels made for

packing fish.

•* That the said** preveist and baillies of Edinburgh,
Aberdene, Ac. sail appoint ane discrete man to be visi-

tour, wraker, gager, and biroar of the saidis treis."

Acts Ja. VI., 1584, Ed. 1814, p. 302. Wracker, Ed.
Skene and Murray.
This seems to denote one, who, as he had a right

to inspect the trtU or barrels made for packing fish,

waa authoriaed to reject those that were insufficient,

or did not correspond with the standard : Teut.

wrack, improbus, rejiculus, vilis ; (Belg. wrak, naught,

bad); wraeck-en, to disapprove, to reject; judicare

mercem non esse probam, Kilian ; wracker, ultor

;

vindex.

To WRAMP, v. a. To sprain any part of

the body, S. Cumb. Fve wrampit my kute,

I have sprained my ancle.

That this word has, in the Gothic dialects, signified

to distort in general, appears from Belg. wrempen, al-

though used in a restricted sense, to distort the mouth.

Wramp, s. 1. A twist or sprain, S.

It wUl be better than swine i

For any wramp or minyie.

Watson's Coll, L SO.

2. Used to denote violence in a metaph. sense.

•• It had been more pertinent for him to be grieved

for the wounds and wramp*, stabs and strokes his

mother the church of Scotland hath received, and
given by himself and others her uutender children,"

c. Society Contending*, p. 311.

WRANDLY, adv. Without intermission ;

or, with much contention, w used as a

vowel.

The Scottis war hurt, and part of thaim war slayn ;

Bo fair assay thai couth nocht mak agayn.
Be this the nost approachand was fall ner

;

Thus wrandty thai held thaim wpon ster.

Wallace, iv. 644, M&
Fris. wrant, a litigious person, wrant-en, to litigate.

WRANG, b. 1. Wrong, S.

And gyff that onv man thaim by
Had ony thing that wes worthy.—
With rycht or wrong it hare wald that

Barbour, i. 200, Ma

2. It denotes such an injury as implies civil

injustice ; used as a forensic term.
—•• Vnjustlie, and against the law, with wouch,

wrang and vnlaw." Quon. Attach., c 80.

The only word in the Lat. copy corresponding with
" wouch and wrong " is injusU.

3. One of the terms used S. B. to denote the

supposed effects of witchcraft ; synon. ///.
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I*e fIzsen bed wif
ranty leaves ww Mrin'd—

Jean*s naps wi» sa't and water washen clean,
Reed that her milk get wrangf fan it was green.

Ross*s Uetcnort, p. 11

Wrano, adj. 1. Not proper, unjust, S.

2. Injurious, S.

3. Left. TTran^ hand, left hand.

"Becaua the rivere of Tiber aeverit thaim fra the
Romane landis on thair richt handis, thay tnrnit thaim
on thair wrong handis, and ran with feira incuraiounis
throw the aamin." Bellend. T. Liv. t p, 25. Ad lac-
vam, verei, Lat.

4. Not in the exercise of reason, insane ; as,

"He's auite wrang? Le., completely de-
ranged, 5.

To Wrano, v. a. 1. To injure, to wrong, S.

2. To torang one's sell, to be guilty of false-
hood or perjury ; a soft mode of expression,
S. B.

WRANOOUS, WrANGWIS, WraNOWISS, adj.
1. Wrong, not proper.

Wyss men said. Nay, it war bot derysioun.
To croon him King bot woice of the parlyment,
For thai wyst nocht gyfT Scotland waJd consent
Othir sura said, it was the wrangwi* place.

If aUace, viii. 649, MS.

2. In reference to play, used to denote a bad
or false move, S. B.

If Lindy chane'd, as synle was his lot.
To play a feckless or a wrongous shot

;

Jeering they'd say, poor Lindy's mauchtless grown.
Ross's Relenore, p. 17.

3. Wrongful, unjust ; Wyntown.
"As God in nature is a just judge, euen so man by

nature is a wrongous and vnjust judge." Rollock on
2 Thea., p. 19.

In this senso the phrase wrongous imprisonment is
used in our law to denote what in E. is called " false
imprisonment"

For be thyft,

Oppyn refe, or wrangwys ffyft.

Orwythfalshad,allIwan
The gud, that I dyspendyd than,

IVyntoum, VL 13. 8&
Ifias or wis is merely A.-S. wise, manner, used as a

term,
,
in many words in that language, forming the *. to

which it is affixed into an adj., as riht-wise, whence
E. nght-eous. Thelsl. term is viss ; the Su.-G. wis, as
raH-wis, righteous, fraeg-wis, inquisitive.

Wrangously, adv. Wrongfully, unjustly,
Loth.

WRANGIS, Wrayngis, s. pi. "The ribs

?I»
fl

£>I

\timbers of a* shiP' Fr- wrangues,
id. Rudd.

The talloned burdis kest ane pikky low,
Upblesis ouerloft, hetschis, wrangis, aud how.

Doug. Virgil, 276, S3.

Tliare cabillis now, and thare hede towis reparis,
And gan to forge newlie wrayngis and aris.

Ibid. 168, 7.

VOL. IV.

ToWRAPLE,[WAKPLE,]t?.a. To entangle,

to warp, S. B. [ Warple is more wmmon.]
Pot Nory's heart began to cool fall last.
When she fand things had taken sic a cast.
And sae throw ither wrapCd were, that she
Began to dread atweesh them what might be.

Ross*s Hdauxt, p. 81

There seems to bo no reason to doubt that this a
originally the same with WrahU, q. v. ; although tse

term is here used in a metaph. sense.

WRAP-RASCAL, s. A kind of close great

coat.

" His dress was also that of a horse-dealer—a do*-
buttoned jockey-coat, or wrap-rascal, as it was thea
termed, with huge metal buttons," tc Heart of M.
Loth., ii 17.

Rascal-wrapper is used by some E. writers ia the

same sense.

WRAT, ». A wart or Lard rough excres-

cence, chiefly on the fingers, S.

"He who would rightly draw a mans portratnre

moat paint his blemishes as well as his besotk : la

such a case his wrats & his wrinkles most be wro^bt
with the pinsell, that the image may bee like onto bus-

aelfe." Z. Boyd'a Last Battel!, p. 1051.
"Verruca, a wrat.

u Wedderb. Vocab., p. 19.

O. E. " Wretle. Ueruca." Prompt. Parv.

Black hairr wrats, about an inch between,
Outthrow her fix were like mustaches seen.

Ross's Relenore, First Ed., p. SO.

Wrattie, adj. Abounding with warts, S.

Wrattieness, s. The state of being wartv,

Clydes.
6 #

WRATACK, s. A dwarf, S. B.
There's wralacks, and cripples, and cran*Uaks,
And all the wandoghts that I ken,

No sooner they speak to the wenches,
But they are to?en far eneough ben.

Sony, Ro^s HeUnort, p. 119.

Thia would aeem to resemble Gael, bridaek, or

cruUecan ; both, according to Shaw, aignifying dwiri.

[WRATCH,*. A wretch, S.]

To WRATCH, v. a. To fatigue one's self,

to overstrain by any kind of exertion, Ettr.

For.

From tho same origin with E. wretch ; A.-S. trwe-
an, agitare, infligere.

To WRATCH, Wretch, v. n. To become
niggardly, S. V. Rich, v.

Belg. vrek, vrehhig, niggardly, covetous.

WRATE, pret. v. Apparently, died.
Nynteyn yhere held he his state,
And in the twentyd yere he wrote.
Of his kvnrik the twentyd yhere
He degd, and wes broucht on bere.

IVyntown, ix. ia 44
8a fyftene yere he held that state,
And in the seztend yere he wrote,

/&«*.«. 11
Perhaps Moes.-O. wraton, to go, to make a journey,

whence, most probably, Ial. ra7-af perogrinari : q. de-
parted thia life.

^

15
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WRATWEL, Vratwell, s. A small nar-

row dip of skin, that rises up on the side

of the finger, near the nail, and becomes
troublesome, sometimes inflaming, S. V.
Wartweill.

WRAUL, $. A dwarfish creature, Fife;

synon. Wirl, If row/, Wurl. V. WarWOLF.
WREAD, Wreath, s. A place for inclos-

ing cattle, S.

A.-S. wraeth, munimen, a fortification or inclosure.

8u.-G. wrtt, a small Held, an inclosure, reit, Ial. reit-r,

id. Nepnareil-r, naporum septum, a small inclosure
for rearing rapes or turnips. West Goth. Laws, biugg
rck\ agellus hordeo consitus ; Ihre, vo. Wret.

WREAT, s. 1. Writing; from the pronun-
ciation in some counties, q. wrait.
—"And that thair said conference be put in wreat,

and reportit to our said soueranc Lord and thrie

estatis/' Ac. Acts Ja. VI., 1578, Ed. 1814, p. 10G.

2. In pL writings, q. writs.

—"And all vthers wrcatts, richts, titills," Ac. Acts
Cha. I., Ed. 1814, voL r. 83.

•WREATH, s. 1. Wreath on a clue, a
phrase used when one winds many threads

in the same direction above each other,

Dumfr.

2. Wreath of Snaw, Snaw— Wreath, Snaw-
Wride, a snowdrift, a heap of snow blown
up by the wind, S.
MWas that the same Tarn Linton that was precipi-

tated from the Broad Law by the break of a snaw
wreathe t

n Blackw. Mag., Mar. 1823, p. 320.

"Snaw wrides, wreaths of snow ;" Gall. Enc

Kaim'd Wreath. A wreath of which the

top is turned, or as it were combed over,

and the face of it straight, Ettr. For.

[WRECHITNES, ». Misery, Barbour, i.

224 ; cowardice, ix. 76, Edin. SIS.]

WRECK, s. The roots of weeds gathered

from arable land, piled up, in order to their

being carried off or burnt, S. V. Wrak,
#., sense 3.

WREDE, s. A wreath. V. Wride.

WREE, *. An instrument for cleansing

grain, by separating that which is shelled

from what retains the husks, Loth. ; pron.

also Ree, q. v.

To Wree, v. a. To separate shelled from
unshelled grain. As applied to pulse, to

cleanse it from the sand, Loth.

This is distinguished from riddling ; as in the latter

operation, every thing is allowed to pass through the
were except the straw. By the way, I may remark
that, although Skinner naturally enough deduces
A.-S. hrktdel, a sieve, from hredd-an, liberare, because
grain is thus freed from the chaff, he does not seem to

have observed that Teut. red-en, signifies to sift,

whence Germ, regter-en, id.

To WREE, v. a. To writhe. V. Wry.

WREGH,*. Wretch; [wreghly, wretchedly.]

A wreak to were a nobill scarlet goun ;

A badlyng, furryng pnrsillit welo with sable ;—
It may wele ryme, hot it acconlhi nought.

Ballad, 1608, 8. P. R., iii. 125.

A.-S. wraecca, an exile ; also, a wretch ; Somner.
To this Isl. warg-r, exul, and 3u.-G. warg, latro, are
evidently allied.

To WREIL, Wrele, v. n. "To wriggle,

turn about," Rudd.
Quha is attaychit vnto ane staik, we so
May go no forther, but wrtil about that tre

:

Rycht so am I to Virgyllis text ibound,
I may not fle, les then my fault be found.

Doug. Virgil, 8, 27.

And first Sergest behynd sone left has he
Wrdand on skellyis, and vndeippis of the se.

Ibid. 134, 51.

Luctantem, struggling, is the word used by Virg.

in the latter passage. In the former, wriggle seems
correspondent, as there is an evident allusion to the
barbarous custom of tying a cock to a tree, and throw-
ing at it.

Rudd. views it as probably corr. from wriggle. It
teems nearly synon. with 0. E. wrall, which Junius
renders, curam atque solicitudinem ahcui rci impen-
dere. It occurs in a work ascribed to Chaucer.

In winning all their witte they wrall.

Ploughman* Tale% v. 349.

Junius derives it from Dan. wrolig, discrucior animo,
disquietor ; wrolig sinde, mens distracta.

ToWREIST, Wrist, Wrest, v. a. To sprain

any part of the body, S. wramp, synon.

Hay as ane brydlit catt I brank !

I naif wreistit my schank.

—

Quhilk of my leggis, as ye trow,
Was it that I hurt now ?

Lyndsag, 3. P. &, it 48.

••He, going through Aberdeen,—unhappily tcrested

his coot or leg." Spalding's Troubles, i. 237.
like E. wrest, from A.-3. wraest-an, intorquere.

Wriest, j. 1. A writhe or twist ; in refer-

ence to the mode of tuning a musical instru-

ment.
Thair instrumentis all moist war fidillis Ian?,

But with a string quhilk neuer a wriest veiu wrang.
Police of Honour, ii. 4.

2. A sprain, S. ; wramp, synon.

First shear it small, snd rind it sine,

Into a kettle clean and fine,

It will be good against the pine

Of any wriest or strienyie.

Watson's Coll, L 60.

WREK, s. Refuse. V. Wrak.

WRETCH, Wreche, *. A niggard, a cove-

tous person, S.

Be not ane wreche% for oucht that may befall :

To that vnhappy vice ami thow be thrall,

Till al men thow salbe abhominabill

:

Kingis nor knichtis ar neuer conuenabill
To reule pepil, be thay not liberall

:

Was neuer yit na wrttchc to honour abilL

Lindsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 258.

" Est valde avarus, he is a great wretch. " Wedderb.
Vocab., p. 23.
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[WRETH, s. Wrath, Barbour, i. 167.]

To Wrbth one's self, v. refi. To be wroth,

or filled with indignation.

The Kine then wrethyt him enerely,

And Mid, •• Schyr Byschop, sekyrly
Grffthow weld kep thi fewte,

Thow maid nane sic speking to me."
Barbour, I 425, Ma

The Dowglas then hi* way has tane
Rycht to the horss, an he hiro bad

;

Rot he that him i.i yhemsell had,
Than warnyt him disnitously

;

Bot he that wreth him encrely,
Fell it hym with a suerdys dynt

Barbour, IL 188, MS.

A.-S. wraeth-ian, indignare. It may however be,

writhed himself% from A.-S. wrtoth-inn, wreth-ian, in-

torqoere, (Somner), used metaph.

Wrethly, adv. With indignation, wrath-
fully.

He on his wavis wrethly went, but wene.
Henrytone

%
Bannatyne Poems, p. 183.

It is wiethly in p. 33 ; but wrethly in Passages not
understood.

WRETT, Writt, s. Writing, Aberd. Reg.

WREUCH, (gutt.), s. Wretchedness, Gl.
Sibb.

WRIBLE, #. A quaver, the act of warbl-
ing: also written werble.

Throw the moist air doU snow quhyte swannis fle,

Wele sounding wriblis throw thare throttis lang.

Doug. Virgil, 233, 81.

Alem. [uuerb-en, vertere, Teut wervel-en, to twirl,
literally, to tarn round. V. Wrabil.

WRIDE, e. A wreath, as of snow, Gall.

"We tay rees o' snow for wreaths of snow, and
while wrides." Gall. EncycL

Gorly norlan* blasts wad blaw
And swnrl in sneep white wrules the snaw.

^ w Ibid. p. 362.
V. Wreath.
The word in Ang. is Wrede ; as a wrede o9

snauw.
The s. in this form resembles Su.-G. wrid-a, torquere.

Wridy, adj. Forming wreaths, ibid.

At my ain ingle than my pawls I cad beek,
Whan that swaul'd the wridy snaw.

Song, Gall Encycl., p. 41L

WRIG, s. 1. The youngest or feeblest bird
in a nest, S.

2. A weak or puny child, or the youngest of
the family, S.

A
r
-Bor. reckling seems to be a derivat., q. wrigling.

It signifies M an unhealthy child, pig, or lamb ; (also,)
the nestling, or smaller bird in a nest." Wrtcklin is

evidently the same ; "the least animal in a brood or
litter;" Gl. Grose.
The origin may be Isl. warg, an exile. V. Walli-

drag.

WRIGGLE, t. V. Windskew.

[•To WRIGGLE, v. n. To wrestle, to
struggle, S.

WRIGHT,.. 1. A joiner. [Try/«Ul*t<k]

Wrightis welterand doune trei*, wit ye bat weir,

Ordanit hardy* ful hie in holtia as tiire.

(Java* and QoL,±\l

2. The general designation for all who work

in wood, S.
" Wright in Scotland is the general name of til those

who work in timber. The particular branch, which

they pursue, is often prefixed to this name, u w'i-

wright, shipwright, housc-wright, tcheel'teryht* aui-

wright, plough-wright, Ac. Nothing is prefixed to it

when it signifies a joiner.'* Act. Suit. Roxb , p. 189.

O. K •• Wryghte. Carpentanus." Prompt Parr.

A.-S. wrghta, wurhta, a workman, one by whom an?-

thing is framed. It is evidently from icyir-an, to toil

To WRIK, v. a. To wreak, to avenge,

King Hart.

A.-S. wric-an, id.

WRING, *. Deformity, blemish.

Ye *aH him find but marke or »my,
Fnll sempill in ane cribe lying

;

So lyis hee quhilk yow bes wrocht,

And all this warld made of nocht
Poems ofthe Sixteenth Century, p. 47.

Qu. any deformity caused by a twist, from Teat

wring-en, torqoere.

WRINGLE, s. A writhing motion, S.B.

either allied to E. wiggle, or to the follow-

ing word. V; also Wjunklit.

WRINK, Wrynk, a. 1. A. turning or wind-

ing.

Als fele wrinkis and turnys can sche m&k,

As dois the swallo with hir plumes bl&k,

Fleand and seirsand swiftlie thare and here.

Doug. ruyi/,«36,a

2. A trick, a fraud, a subterfuge, as spon.

with wyle.

Pardonaris gettis no eheretie,
Withowt that we debait it,

Amangis the wyvis with wrinkis and wtUs ;

As all my mervellis men begylis
Be our fair fals flattery.

Lyndsay, S. P. R., ii ft

Now ar noucht thre may traistly trow the ferde:

Welth is away, and wit is worthin tcrynkis.

Ballade, 1508, i /». A, iil ltt

i.e., Wisdom has become mere guile.

This is the same with O. E. wrenche.

O graceles, ful blind is thy conceits.

Fer nothing art thou ware of the disceite,

Which that this fox yshapen hath to thee

;

His wily wrenches thou ne mayst not flee.

Chanones Tern. T. t
v. 16&&

She knewe eche wrenche and every gise

Of lore, and every secret wile.

Bom. Esse, t. &l
Wrenke occurs in the same sense.

The kyng com to London, with lawe to mote in beak,

Men sauh on the kynge's side ther w» no gfle, no rrr e.

R. /toisae,*&

A.-S. wrenc, wrtnee, fraus, dolus, stratagem

Isl. rtinki, fraodulentus. The source is Teat nutf-

en, rtnek-cn, to bend, to turn. Hence rrisk pn-

manly, as we have Been, denotes a winding. Tcti

raucke, rencke, is used in both senses ; flexus, fitff-

flexus vianim ; also, fallacia, astutia ; Germ, m**-

Hence,
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Wrinklit, part. adj. Intricate, having many
turnings.

8a, as thay say, Tmquhile the hous In Crete,
Hate Labyrinth us, with mony went and strete,
Had wrinklit wallis, ane thousand slichtis wrocht,
For to dissaue all vncouth therin brocht

Doug. Virgil, 147, 20.

This same labyrinth is elsewhere described as

Full of wrinUU ouertnrnabi) dissait

Ibid. 163, 22.

WRITE, Wryt, s. 1. Writing, as contrasted
with verbal communication, S. ; [toryt, book,
treatise, Barbour] ; Writ, " any thine writ-
ten/' E.

b

M It is industriously and maliciously spread both by
word and icrite." Walker's Peden, ix.

2. Used as expressing the size of the hand-
writing. Strut icrite

y
small text ; Grit, Big,

or Muckle unite, round text.

Writer, s. An attorney, or solicitor, S.
I've been at drunken writers' feasts.

—

Burns, L 139.

WRITHNEB, s. The designation of a sow.
—Wrotokand Writhneb—

ColkelbU Sow, F. L t. 163.
The origin is obvious.

WRO, Wroo, b. A shelter for cattle, Ayrs.,
synon. cross-dykes.

Nere Sandyforth ther is a wroo,
And nere that wro is a well

;

A ston ther is the wel even fro.

—

True Thomas, Jamieson's Popul. Ball, ii. 39.

"MS. Cott. broo, i.e.f brow, brae, or rising ground."
N. ibid.

[WROCHT, pret. and part. pa. Worked,
wrought, done, Barbour, i. 94, 471.]

WROIK, s. Spite, revenge.

Saturnus get Juno,
That can of wraith and malice neuer ho,
Nor satisfyit of her auld furie nor wroik,
Has send adoun vnto the Troiane nauy
Iris

Doug. VirgU, 148, 3.

Wroken, part. pa. Revenged.
It wyll mv mind assuage, for to be wroken
On hir quham by Troy birnt is and douri brokin.

Doug. VirgU, 68, 35.
From A.-S. wraec-an, nlcisci.

WROTOK,*. A sow.

—Wrotok and Writhneb,
Hogy ever in the eb.

CoUcdbie Sow, F. L v. 163.

From A.-S. wrot-an, subigere, rostro versare ; "to
roote, as the swine doth, to digge or turne up/' Som-
ner. Hence wrot, the proboscis of an elephant. Teut.
wroet-en, vroet-en, suffouere.

WROUGHT-BANE, s. A sprained joint.
u Wrought Banes, sprained bones with work-
ing ;

w
Gall. Enc.

Mactoggart evidently deduces this from the E. v. in
its common signification, operari. But it seems rather
from A.-S. wtorc, dolor, cruciatus ; or Teut. wroegh-en,

torqucre, angere ; q. a bone that has been wreathed or
twisted. V. Work, v.

WROUL, s. An ill-grown person, or puny
child, S. V. Warwolf.

[WRUCII, Wroch, adj. Rough, reckless,

Clydes.; the wruch o't
9

the greater part,
ibid.]

WRUNCH, s. A winch or windlass, Lan
arks.

; perhaps from Teut. wringh-en, tor-
quere.

To WRY, Wreye, v. a. To turn, to twist.
Now the le scheyt, and now the luf thay slayk,
Set in ane fang, and threw the ra abake
Bayth to and fra, al dyd thare nokkys wry.

Doug. VirgU, 156, 17.

Writ is used by Chaucer in a similar sense
This Phcbus gan awayward for to wrien;
Him thought his woful herte brast atwo.

Manciples T., v. 17211.
MTo turn, to incline;" Tyrwhitt. A.-S. wrig-an,

tendere. Aete qesceajl wrigalh with his gecyndes; Om-
nia creatura tendit iuxta ejus naturam ; Boct., c. 25.
To wreye is used by James I.

So tolter quhilum did sche it to wreye,
There was bot clymbe and rycht downward hye

;

And sum were eke that fallyng had sore.

King's Quair, v. 13.

This is a description of the wheel of fortune. A.-S.
to-wrUh-an, signifying detorquere ; perhaps we may
rather trace the term to writh-an, than to wrig-an.

To WRY, v. a. To cover, to conceal.
This seems to be the meaning in the following pas-

sage, rather than, oppose, contradict, as expl. by Rudd.
— Quha sa vehement fyre

Draif from thare schippis thus wise birnand schire?
The dede is auld for to beleif or wry,
Bot the memor remains perpetually.

Doug. VirgU, 276, 44.

It is used by Chaucer in the literal sense.

He is ay angry as is a pissemire,
Though that he hare all that he can desire,
Though I him writ a-night, and make him warm.

Sompnoures T., r. 7409.

A.-S. wre-on, wri-on, wrig-an, tegere, operire, celare,
abscondere.
Fraunces gives this v. as synon. with ffyll, our Ileal

or Heitd. «• Wry-yn or hyUyn. Tego. Operio.
Cooperia. Delo." Prompt Parv.

[WSCHYNG, s. Errat. for Yschyng, q. v.

Barbour, vL 363, Edin. MS.]

[WTELAUYS, *. pi. Outlaws, Barbour, ii.

493.]

WTEW, prep. Without; for outwith;
u Wtew the schyr;" Aberd. Reg. Cent. 16.

[Wtouth, adv. Outwards, forwards, Bar-
bour, ii. 299.]

WUD, adj. Mad ; furious, &c. V. Wod.
Wudlins, adv. With great eagerness,

Buchan.
Then ilka wanter wudlins jinks

To hear a tune.

Tarrafs Poems, p. 12.
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V. Wod, Wud. In the wud o'i. To wud is added
the adverbial particle (ins, V. Linqis.

Wudscud, *. A mad romping boy or girl,

Ang.
From wud, mad, and E. akud, to ran away with pre-

eipitation, Sw. tkutt-a, id.

WUDDIEFU\j. V. Widdie-fow.

WUDDIEFU', adj. Cross-tempered, Dumfr.
Perhaps the term, as thus need, should be traced

to Teat, woede, furor ; q. full of wrath.

WUDDRUM, Woodrum, j. 1. A state of

confusion, especially what is caused by some-
thing sudden and unexpected, S.

2. A wild fit, an obstinate extravagant hu-

mour, Loth. ; as, "He took a wuddrum, and
nothing would serve him but he would leave

his father's house, and tak on for a soldier."

V. WlDDENDREME.

WUDWISE, $. "A yellow flower, which

Sows on bad land, and has a bitter taste ;"

all. Enc.
Perhaps the Genista Tinctoria, Iter's weed or Wood-

waxen, E.

WUFF, s.
u A person of a flighty, fiery,

disposition ;" Gall. Enc; perhaps from S.

Wouf}
a wolf, especially as Isl. idfud, the

derivative of td/
7

lupus, signifies animus
infestus, ferinus.

WUGGLE, *. A bog or marsh, S. B. V.
Waggle.

WUISU,pret. Washed, Clydes.

WULD,WuLL,a#. WiId,S.B.
—•' He looks as tould as a hunted tod whene'er he

peaks aboot ye." St. Kathleen, iv. 96.

WULLCAT,*. A wildcat,S.
"The hale court was thunner-struck, an' glowred at

ane anither like wullcatt." Brownie o' Bodsbeck, ii.

24.
" He bad me be aff in a minate ; an', fegs ! I didna

need a second bidden, for he lookit like a wulcat ready
to eat me up, an' made his chains clank sae dowiely,
that I thocnt they war hinging aboot myseUV St.

Kathleen, iv. 142.

To Tumble the Wullcat. To leap the

somersault, to whirl heels over head, S.;

syn. Catmaw.

To Turn the Wullcat. A phrase denoting
u the art of grasping the bough of a tree

with the hands, and turning the body
through between it and the bough f Gall.

Enc, 453.

WULLIE-WAGTATL, *. "The water-
wagtail bird;" Gall. Enc.

Twa burdies, 'neath the easle o* an sold house,
Sat chirpling out their wsil

;

The tune o' them was the Robin Breestie,
And the tither the Wullie WagtaiL

ML, n>4H

WULLSHOCH, s.

Gall. Enc.
" A timid courter,"

It is added ; " Wuilyart and WufUkoek are one.*

The termination shock may be allied to A.-S. mr, ued
in composition as signifying avidus, appetens raide.

V. Somner in vo.

WULLSOME,a<#. Wild. V. under Will,
adj.

WUMMIL, s. An auger, S.A. ; corr. from

E. Wimble.

WUMMILTON, or Wummiltox's mctch,
a name given to the Four of Clubs in the

game of Wlust, Teviotd.

WUXD-BAND, 8. An iron hoop put round

any splintered or spliced work for the pur-

pose of strengthening or holding it together,

Teut. wind-en, torqnere.

WUNGALL, 8. A tumor on the sole of the

foot, filled with a watery humour, occasion-

ed by walking in tight shoes, Benvicks.

Evidently corrupted from E. xrimlyall, * term pro-

perly applied to the fetlock of a horse.

WUNTLIN',*. The act of wriggling from

passion, Dumfr.
*' Patience 1 an* ye tak thae wuntlins and tirieries

this way, well hae tae get the road postet tae hand je

up." Saint Patrick, ii. 267.
Tent, wendtel-en, tobidtd-tn, rolrere, drcumagere,

circumrolvere.

To WUP, v. a. To bind with a thread or

cord ; [wuppit, bound.] V. Oop.

[To Wupple, v. a. To roll up, to roll tight,

Shetl.]

[WUK, pret. Were, Clydes.]

To WURBLE, v. n. To wriggle, Tweed.

V. Wrabil, r.

To WURBLE, v. a. . To tie a broken thread;

a term used by weavers, Renfr.

To WURDLE, r. u. To labour diligenttr

without much prospect 6f success, Clydes.

Perhaps from Teut. wordet, verticillus, the whirl of s

spindle, S. whorU ; as referring to the slow progresi

made at the rock.

WURDY, adj. Worth, worthy, deserving.

V. Werdy.

WURF, 8. A puny, ill-conditioned child,

Dumfr. ; obviously from Wartco!/\ Werwoufj

q.v.

Wurf-uke, adj. Having a stunted and

puny appearance, ibid.
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'£** «*™y »r? thi" meenit, ye wjle w*r/4ibe
vnddiefu o' in." Saint Patrick, ii. 191. V. Uef.

WURGILL, 8. «A person of narrow mind,
given to the world's care ;" Gall. Enc.
WurRng is mentioned as synon. Wurling most here

Minify worldling. A.-8. orwAfe denotes "one for
whose life, as being justly taken from kirn, no satis-
faction is doe ;" Somner. IsL virgull, laqoeus, a snare.
Bat I question if the term has any affinity to either of

WURL, #. The same with Wrout, a dwar-
fish person. Hence,

Wurlie, 1. Contemptibly puny, or small
in size; as "a wurlie bodie," an ill-grown
person, Fife, Loth.

There's nae a pilchard in my creel,
Nor wurlie sprat, nor garvie sms'

;

They're firm an fat, an* sheen like steel

;

Come bay a wheen, an' let's awa*.

V.Wroul.
*****.

' 8. Rough, knotted ; as, « wurlie rung," a knot-
ted stick, S.

It is applied to a stick that is distorted, Lanarks.
As this sense, however, is considerably remote from the
other, the term may hare had a different origin.

8. Wrinkled, applied to a person ; as, a wurly
body, Lanarks.

Wubldt, Wurlyon, s. A child or beast
that is unthriven Roxb.; synon. CryU. V.
WOBLDT.
"Hand abye ! ye scrnntet like tcurtyo* of

the pit

!

hand abye !
n

Saint Patrick, it 313.

To WURN, *. «. To be peevish and still

complaining, Loth. V. Wibm.

To WURP, v. n. To be fretful; wurpin\
fretting, Upp. Lanarks.

Wubp, #. A fretful peevish person, ibid.

Wubpit, part. adj. Fretful, peevish, ibid.

Obviously only a provincial deviation from the v. to
Oipbq. v.

To WURR, *. it. To snarl as a dog, Fife ;

synon. with Kit ; [tram*, snarling.]

IsL «erwi, id. whence verre, a dog ; also nrrnt, hir-
rirc, whence ttrr, hirritus, and urr, canis.

[To Tibb-Wurr, v. n.

Clydes., Perths.]

[Wurr. 1. As a *., the snarl of a dog; a fit

of bad temper, S.

S. As an inter]., used to incite dogs to fight,

WURSUM,#. Purulent matter. V. Wouk-
8UM.

To dispute angrily,

WUSS, s. Juice, moisture, Berwicks., Roxb.
Baccowuss, the iuice produced by chewing tobacco.

It is also said of this leaf, when it is very dry ; •« The
wuse is a' out o' that tobacco." But the latter part
of the word must be very ancient For it is obviously
the same with A.-S. ww, irose, liquor, succus; 1st
socio, mador, humor, vaesa, aqua, vos, udor vestium.
It is evident, from A.-S. tfsa, also written Wuaa, the
name of the river Oiwe, that O.B. Uoct from which it
has been changed, properly signifying water, has had
a common origin with the Goth, terms. .

[WUSS, 8. and v. Wish, Clydes.]

WUZLIE, Woozlie, Wislie, adj. 1. « A
urnzlie body," one whose face is meagre or
much shrivelled, Roxb.

2. Applied to one who is dwarfish or stunted
in growth, or who has not a healthful ap-
pearance ; also Wuzlie-like, Loth.
' Perhaps this is merely Dan. tttal, miserable, sorry,
wretched ; Isl. osaell, miser. Hence, osadley-r, used
in the same sense with our word, aspectu miser, macer.
However, it may be a derivative from E. weasel ; q.

having the shrivelled appearance of that small »nim»|
Or it may be the same with Ozelly, q. v.

[WY,#. Away, Shetl.]

WYANDOUR, 8. A gud tcyandour, one
who lives or feeds well.

This Kyng wes wys and debonsre
;

Oud wyandour, and fed hym fare.

Wyntown, iz. 10, 40.

Fr. viand-er, to feed. Mr. Macpherson has observed,
that Chaucer, "in the description of the Frankelein,
has friended^ well supplied with meat"

[WYCHT, adj. and 8. V. Wicht.]

WYDE, 8. A vacancy ; for void.

"TooupmakalltpycKsand waistis." Aberd. Reg.

WYDE,*. Weed, dress. V.Gide.

To WYF, Wyif, v. a. To weave ; wiffin,

woven.—" Wyf ane lyning wob;" Aberd.
Reg. V. 16.

" Yarne weill wiffin & wakkit at the myln." Ibid.
Although this is a deviation from the orthography

of the northern langusges, tn/vt is the common pronun-
ciation of Angus and the north of S.

WYILL, adj. Vile ; Aberd. Reg.

Wyle, adj. Wicked, Aberd.; evidently a
corr. of Vile.

[WYKKYT, adj. Wicked; wykkytly, wicked-
ly, Barbour, i. 195, 222.]

[To WYMPIL, v. a. To wrap, &c. V.
Wimple.]

[To WYN, v. a. To wm. V.Win.]

To Wyn and Tyne. "A man able to wyn
and tyne" a man of substance, or as other-
wise expressed in S., a sponsible man ; Acts
Town Counc. Edin. as to the Guildry.
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Vinegar, Aberd. Beg. A.WYNAKIR, $.

1535.

[WYNAN, *. The half of a field, Banffs.]

WYND, $. A warrior.

Then Schir Goloffraae, for greif his gray «ne brynt,

Wod wrath ; and the wyna hU handis can wrynz.
Gawan and GoL, lit 10.

Id edit. 1508, it seems to be, Wod wraithand, Ac.

Germ, winn, winne, certator, bellator ; winne, bellum,

A.-S. win.

To WYND, v. a. To separate from the

chaff, E. to winnow.

"And see the lame bair [bear] icyndit & dycht."
Aberd. Keg., A. 1338, V. 16.

O. Teut. wind-en, given by Kilian as synon. with,

tmey-eji, ventilare.

To WYND one a PIRN. To do something
injurious, or that will cause regret, to one,

S.

"The reason of Lorn'i haste was talked to be a
counsel, that his father (the carl of Argyle, who re-

sided at court) gave the king, which was, to keen his

son with him, and not let him return to Scotland, or
•be he would wynd him a pirn ; that wa* his expres-

sion." Gutbry's Mem., p. 36. V. Pirn.

[WYND, *. A narrow lane, S.]

WYNDE, s. A certain length of cloth.
—" That is to lay,—a cabok of cheiss takin for a

halfpenny of custum, a wynde off quhite claith for a
pennv of custum," &c. Act. Audit., A. 1493, p. 176.

This is a certain length of cloth that cannot now be
determined, as the term is obsolete. Perhaps it denotes
as much cloth as might wrap or wind round the body

;

or rather, as much as the circumference of a reel, Dan.
mnde, denoting a reel, and IsL vinda, rota.

WYNE, 8. Prob., end, termination. A ridge

is said to be ploughedfrae end to wynd> when
completely tilled ; a field of com is said to

be 8hornfrae end to wyne9 when all cut
down ; Upp. Clydes.

The idea seems to be, from the place where the
plough enters to that where the horses wyne, Le., turn
about.

Wyne, interj. The call given by drivers to

their horses to turn to the left, S.
This is from the v. Wynd, q. v. V. also Haup.

Wyne and Onwyne, adv. "To the right

and left hand, every where," 61. Ross.

Seek wyne and onwyne, miss no height nor how,
And cry whene'er ye come upon a know.

Ross's Jlelenore, p. 45.

Wynell, 8. An alley ; for S. vennaL
•'Passage throw the said wynell? Aberd.
Reg. V. 17.

Wyner, 8. In a team, the foremost ox on
the right hand ; Wytiers

f the foremost pair,

abreast ; Aberd. Qu. if from the act of
winding or turning ?

WYNE SECT, the wine called tack.

Whether hlr malisone tuike effect.

Or gif it was the gude wyne sect,

Sik ane seiknes he* he tane,

That all men trowit he had bene cane.

Leg. Bp. St, Androis, Poems 16m Cent, p. JUL

Coir, from the Fr. designation, tin see, sack. Ortkt

phrase may denote what is called dry wine ; si Fr. m
sec denotes wine which is not rich or unctnoai ; Diet

Trev.

To WYNIS, v. n. To decay, to pine away,

S.B. A wynist bairn, a child decayed by

sickness.

Either corr. from EL vanish, or from Belg. evyi-o,

to decay.

WYNLAND, part. pr. Whirling, moring

in a circular manner.
Bot the gynour

Hyt in the aspvne with a stane
And the men that tharin war gane
8am ded, sum dosnyt, come down tcynhnd.

Barbour, xril 721, MS.

Teut. windel, wendel, trochlea ; windt-d-en, «*M-
en, volvere, circumagere, circumvolvere ; from *****"

torquere.

WYNSCOTT, 8. Wainscot. u 0>«e?

rauchter, heland spar ;" Aberd. Keg. V.2t>.

WYNSIK, 8. Covetousness.

He sail clim in, and thay stand at the dare.

For warldly wynsik walkis, quhen trysar wynkh

:

Wit takes na worschip, sic is the aveoture,

Sen want of wyse men makis fulis to sit on Wnkts.

Ballade, &P.A,uiia

Teut. win ge-win, gain, and soecl-en, to seek. Tlwi

ghe-win-soeeker is rendered by Kilian, Lncrio, boo*

quaestuosus.

WYNTIT,a<#. A little soujed. V.Wis-

KIT.

WYNTYK. 8. 1. Winter ; Wyntown, i. &
72.

2. A year.

Thretty wynter and fours than
Edan regnytf mac-Gowran.

Wyntown, it. & «1-

Combust, as oure story sayis,

Wes twenty wyntyr Kyng regnand.
/6«iT.7.SS?.

It is justly observed, Gl. Wyntown, that this**

of reckoning prevailed among all the nations is M
latitudes, the greatest part being put for the v^ ;

and that, for a similar reason, the southern sstw

computed by summers.
The learned Spclman asserts, perhaps rather faso-

fully, that in honour of the infernal gods, the wcifft

northern nations did not reckon by days and yem>

but by nights and winters ; according to that of Tsatssj

Nox diem ducit. Hence, he adds, their noctaiw

sacrifices. Vo. Herthua.
• Moes.-G. wintr-us, hyems ; also, annus. Be"*

warih twalib wintrua; W hen he was twelve yean oW 5

Luk. ii. 42. A.-S. winter has both senses. And tb»

the same passage is rendered, A.-S. %ersion j^w*
he waes Ucelf wintre. Hence gewintrnd, grandis attain

grown to full age, Su.-G. winter is used in both«ea»,

and l8l. velur ; hienis, pro integro anno, Verel.
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Wnmtous, adj. Wintry, stormy.

"The mora wmtrotm the season of the life hath
looke for the fairer rammer of pleasures for

' Z. Boyd's Last Battel!, p. 283.

[WYPE, t. -A blow given by accident V,
Wipe.]

WYB, •• An arrow.

"Than till his hoy he said in hy,
•• Yon men will slay ws, and thai mar.
" Quhat wapyn has thow r " Ha Schyr, perfay,
"Ibaiffbotabow, and a wyr."
He taiayt the wyr, and leit it fley.

And hyt the fadyr in the ey,
TOl it rycht in the harnys ran.

Barbour, v. 585, 823, MS.
Tyre ocenra in the same sense, O.E.— And aa a eyre
Which* flveth ont of a myghty bowe,
Awey he fiedde for a throws,
Aa he that was for lone wode,
Whan that he saw howe it stode.

Govxr, Con/. An. Fof., 28. a.

Fr. etre signifies " the arrow called a Qnarrell ; nsed
coaly for the cross-bow ;" Cotgr. Arm. bir, an arrow.
IaL Jtmrt telnm, sagitta ; 6. Andr.
Our term might seem allied to Su.-G. waer-ia, Belg.

fs-tseer, Germ, swear, ge-toehr, ge-waer, any kind of arms
or warlike instruments, from wacr-ia, toeer-en, wear-en,
so defend.

To WYE, Wyre, v. a. 1. To turn, to
move in a circle, to whirl about.

8. To "sling down," Pink. It is used to

denote the circling motion of a crane, em-
ployed by those within the walls of a be-
sieged town, to let down burning faggots
on the works of the besiegers.

Johns Crab, that had his geir all yar,
In bia fagaldis has set the fyr ;

And oar the wall syn gan thaim teyr,

And brynt the sow tUlbrundis bar.

Borfcmr, xvii 704, Ma

V. Buoxrrm.

8a. -G. twr-o, Mod. Sax. wyr-en, Fr. vir*trf Lat. gyr-

BurtTsPHgr.

WYRINGING, t. Fretting, carking, Gall.
"Whyriping and wgringing are one;" Gall. Enc,

p. 470.
This might seem nearly to resemble Teat, werringhe,

eontentiones, dissidia, from werr-en9 bellare. But I
suspect that it is rather allied to A.-S. wyregung, tcyr-
gmna, wirigung, maledictio, from wirg-ian, mr-fein,
wyngun, maledicere ; whence urirknd, wirigend, "ob-
locator, maledicns, obtrecUtor; a backbiter, a elan-
* irv a detractor ; " Somner.

[WYRK, *. and v. Work. V. Wikk.]

WYROCK, 8. A sort of corn on the foot.

V. Virrok.

ToWYRRIE,*.a. To strangle. V.Wery.
[WYSAGE, *. Visage, Barbour, i. 383.]

WYSAR,*. The visor. V. Wesar.

[To WYSE, v. a. and n. To incline. V.
Wise.]

WYSis mdj. 1. Wise, prudent, S.

Ednnard past south, and gert set his parliament :

He callyt Balyonne till ansuer for Scotland.

The tMss lorais gert hym sons brek that band.
Wallace, i. 70, Ma

Wniyam Wallace, or he was man of armys,
Orst pitte thocht that Scotland tak sic hannys.
MekiJl dolour it did hym in hys raynd

;

For he waa wuu. rycht worthy, wicht. and kynd.
/Wei ver. 184, MS.

2. Knowing, informed, as, '' Ye want ay to be sae

wyu j* You are so anxious to know every
thing, S.

Hence tpy**er, betterinformed ; as, / did na mah him
any «y*»fr ; I gave him no further information, S.

A.-S. km, sapiens; wis geworden, certior factus,

Bade, ap. Lye ; Tent, wis, ghetcis, Su.-G. wits, certus ;

whence trissAet, eertitudo, ir/*rf, certo, foerwis*~€i,

certam fidem facere, trissa, certa indicia. V. the v.

3. In the full exercise of reason, generally

used with a negative, S.
" Anea wood, never wise, ay the worse ;" S. Prov.

Ferguson, p. 5.

Wtss-uke, adj. 1. Possessing the appearance

of propriety, prudent, decent, becoming.
* Talking, too, o' thraahin ripe rigs wi' the west

wind,—may look Tory icUt-like in rhyme, but com-
mend me to the pine-tree floor.'* Blackw. Mag., Nov.
1820, p. 146. This orthography does not correspond
with the aonud of the word in S.

•• She took a sly opportunity of whispering to her
gndeman, that they ought to hire a chaise, and gang
m till Edinburgh wyttlUx" Blackw. Mag., Sept.

1822, p. 316.:

"Af tl
r
thai I hae for the present to observe to yon,

Giray, is, to tak tent that the lad gangs our vcUelike,

at the. gloaming, to Kilmardeckle, in order to ace Miss
Betty anent the wedding." The Entail, i. 219.

2. Befitting one's situation or circumstances,

S.
M Thomson pressed them with all the hearty frank-

ness of a sailor ; and honest Enaeas said, it really did
him snod to aee a man tak' a icUe-liie morning-piece."

The Smugglers, i. 129.

[3. As an arf»., properly, decently, suitably, S.]

A.-S. tris-fic, prndens; Germ, wislkh, discreetly,

judiciously.

Wtss wife, Wise-wife, *. A periphrasis for

a witch, S.
M Most of this winter was spent in the discovery and

examination of witches and sorcerers. Amongst these,

Agnes Samson (commonly called the tcke wife of Keith)
was most remarkable, a woman not of the base and
ignorant sort of witches, but matron-like, grave, and
settled in her answers, which were all to some pur-
pose." Spotswood, p. 383.

JTise woman is synon. in E.

"Pray, was't not the wne woman of Brainfordf
8hakspeare.
" At this daie it is indifferent to saio in the English

toong ; She is a witch ; or Sho is a tcise woman."
Scott's Discouerie of Witchcraft, B. V., c. 9.

In the same manner, witches are in Germ, called

wttuem-frauen ; in Belg. a witch is wiUe-vrouwc Stylo
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Frmnconun et Alamannorum vaticinari dicuntur non

solum divinitua inspirati, quoa prophetaa vocamua, sed

etiam coBJectores et hariolatores. Gloas. Keron.

prophets, uuizxngm ; Gloss. Fez. arioli, nnhsayun, pytho*

neeaa, umbsaga ; Wachter, to. Weissagtn* vaticinari.

The Egyptian magicians are in the A.-S. version called

wismsta* wUam, Gen. zli. 8, from the auperl. wise*,

wisust, sapientissiinus. Witega, witga, denotes both a

true prophet* and a diviner.

IaL vit, knowledge, ia used, in a secondary sense, to

denote magical arts ; and vaett, for a witch. Hence,

says the author of GL Laudnaiuab., our old term,

vitk r, a magician. To the same sourco he traces E.

witch; although this has been generally referred to

A.-S. wicca, id. Wicc-ian, signifies to fascinate, to nsc

enchantments. West-Goth, icita, to fascinate ; Scren.

vo. Witch. EL wbaard, is evidently from Alem.

These designations all equally originate from the

claim made by witches and sorcerers to superior wis-

dom ; or from the supposed extent of their intelli-

gence, in the judgment of others. V. Keysler.

Antin. Septent, p. 60*.

This mode of expression has been used very early.

In Egypt, the term wise-men, seems to have been

synon. with magicians. " Pharaoh called for all the

magicians in Egypt, and all the winemen thereof;*' Gen.

xii. 8, Ex. vii. 11. In our own country, whatever
knowledge was ascribed to persons of this description,

it was, however, generally oelieved that their own lot

remained a secret to them. Hence the reflection, in

that humourous Sons, The Rock, &c. which seems to

have been proverbially used in former times :

Bat they'll say, She's a wise-wife that kens her

ain weerd.
V. Ross's Uelenore, p. 129.

This gives the true pronunciation of the adj. as used

in S. For it is still sounded, as having a double «. V.
Sbkltvlnsss.

[Wyst, pret. Knew, Barbour, i. 141. V.

Wist.J

Wysube, s. Prob. wisdom, prudence.

For oft with wysure it hes bene said a forrow,
Without glaidnes awailis no tressour.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 54, st L
"Wisdom," GL Lord Hailes. But perhaps with

wysure, signifies, with men distinguished for wisdom ;

from A.-S. wisra, sapientior. It may, however, be
referred to Belg. wyser, Alem. wiser, prudens.

[WYSYLLYT, pret. Errat. for VUMl, to

exchange, Barbour, xii. 580. Isl. vixla, to

cross.]

To WYT, v. a. To shun, to avoid.

It wes gret cunnandne* to kep
Thar takill in till sic a thrang )

And wyt tic wawis • for ay amang
The wawys reft thair sycht off land.

Barbour, m. 714, 3B.

Lat. vU-are.

It may, however, be meant for witd, being vrittes

wtf in MS.

[To WYT, v. a. To know, Barbour, L 23*.

V. Wit.]

(To WYTE, v. a. To blame, Lyndsay ; nd
also asa«. V. Wite.]

WYTENONFA, *. A name for a disease

V. Wedonypha.

[WYTH, prep. Against, Barbour, iii. 714.]

WYTHEST. Apparently for wychtat, most

powerful.

It war my will worthy, thy scheme that thow wis,

And went with thir weryouris wythest in weir.

J8oii/CWj^sr,n.j,i

V. under Wn-[WYTTER, Wyttryno
teb, r.]

[WYTTYT, pret
boor, xii. 156.]

Enquired, learnt, Bar-

A thin, spare object or[WYUCHLET, *.

person, Angus.]

To WYVE, Wywe, v. a. To weave, Aberi

u Vder wobbis that he tryvis ;

n
Aberd.Reg.

V. 17. Wywe* V. 26.

—Yell nae mair nir wyte, nir spin,

Whan ance you're twenty-three.

Tarns's Poems, f\
7i

Wyvt is the common pronunciation of Angus tad tto

northern counties'.

Wtver, *. 1.A spider, Aberd.; [nyrew'-wAf

cobwebs.]

[2. A weaver, ibid. ; syn. wobster.]

vou IV. K 5
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Y.
Y consonant corresponds to A.-S. G before a

vowel. This has generally in S. been

printed 3, from the resemblance of the

A.-S. letter to the form of the Roman 3,

although there is not the least affinity as

to power. Sibb. has observed, that " the

printers having no such character in their

founts,—substituted 3 in many of the early

printed books/* whence "in the sixteenth

century, it came to be written in its short

form, or without a tail, and at last, in more
instances than one, to be pronounced as if

it actually had been e or z.

'

But this, however, must not entirely be

laid to the charge of our typographers, but
perhaps primarily to the inaccuracy, if not,

in some instances, to the ignorance of the

writers or copyists of MSS., who, in writing

the A.-S. g, did not properly distinguish it

in form from the long z
f
or 3. V. Mac-

pherson's Rules for reading Wyntown's
Chronicle.

This being a gross corruption, which can

serve no end but to mislead or perplex the

reader, it has been uniformly rejected in

this Dictionary, even where the language

quoted has been printed in this manner.

There can be no objection to this change,

that would not be equally valid against the

correction of any other error in ortho-

graphy. For antiquity can never sanction

absurdity.

Sibb. has justly remarked, that in some of the

most ancient MS. copies of Wyntown's
Chronicle, and Barbour's Bruce, the words

year, yearn, young, &c, are written yhear,

yhearn, yhing, &e., which ascertains the

pronunciation beyond a doubt. This holds

truej at least, in a variety of instances.

He also observes, that the power of the A.-S.

g, in the instances referred to, " was uni-

formly gh.
n That it was so, is probable.

But we have not sufficient evidence for

asserting this without limitation. G, in

the same connection, is aspirated in Belg.

V. Sewers Nether-Dutch Academy, p. 3.

This seems to be the reason why Kilian

writes the prefix ghe, as ghc-waer, certus,

ghe-weer, anna, &c. But in Germ., before

e and t, it is pron. as y consonant. G also,

the seventh letter of the Moes.-G., being

entirely different from the third, which is

written precisely as the Gr. Gamma, seems

to have been pronounced as y consonant.

Thus Gr. iarro is written by Ulphilas gota,

toiricuoi gudaioi, tov&at gudaa, &c. The Nor-
thern writers, in rendering this letter, use

j%
which has the sound of y.

Rudd. observes that " it is very ordinary with

old authors to prefix y or t to verbs, parti-

ciples, and verbal nouns, for ornament or

the verse's sake ; which they have done in

imitation of the Anglo-Saxons, who made
the same use of their ge, afterwards changed
into y or un

But scarcely any of our writers have ad-

opted this mode, except the Bishop of

Dunkeld; and it is certainly foreign to

our dialect of the Goth.; in which there

is hardly a vestige of any prefix, similar

to that of the A.-S., having been used.

There seems to be no necessity for particu-

larizing these words ; as, in most instances,

the only thing that distinguishes them from
common E., is the use of this prefix. Doug,
uses ybaik for baken, ybe for be, yberied for

buried, ybore for born, ybound for bound,

ybrokin for broken, &c. Any, that deserve

particular attention, will be found under
the letter. /.

It may be added, that, in the south of S.,

consonant is prefixed to a variety of won
which are elsewhere pronounced within it ;

as yaik for ache, yaiher, an ear of corn, yield,

age, for eild, yill for ale, yesh, hiccup, for

eesk, S. B. &c, &c. This must be attributed

to the connexion of the southern counties

with the Anglo-Saxons ; as y, in this form,

is merely the vestige of A.-S. ge prefix. It

is not so easy to account for the similar use

of this consonant, in some instances in

Banffs. and Buchan.

In the Buchan dialect, Y is often prefixed to

a word beginning with a vowel ; as, to Yattve, to

owe, YaffiC for awful, Yattvins for awns, the beards of

corn, &c It is also introduced between the initial

consonant and a vowel. V. Tyauve, v.

YA, Yaa, Yha, adv. Yes, yea, Moray.

He said, " Thir V ar fast cummand :

" Thar ar weill ner now at our hand.
Sa is ther ony help at the ?

For we sail sone aasaillyt be."
" Ya Schyr," he said, " all that I may."

Barbour, vl 613, MS.

•« Yat
wilt thour said Wallace, "then tak thee that."

JamiesoW* Pqpul. Ball., ii. 175.

Moes.-G./o, joi, Su.-O. ja, A.-S. ia, ya, gea, Arm.
ja, id.
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[To YAAB, Yab, v. n. To talk incessantly,

to harp on a subject, Clydes., Shell.; yaaben

an incessant talker, ibid.]

To YAAG, v. a. [To keep doing or saying

;

to gossip] ; to importune incessantly, S.

111. jag-tr, exercere assiduo labors ; jag-az^ d $ama,
eandem saepius obtrudere cramben ; from jag-a, to

hunt, to pursue in the chace, which is the original

idea. Dan. iager ud of mkindft, to teaze a person.

Ihre views Su.-G. jag-a, persequi, as of German origin.

Teut. jagh-in, venan.

Yaaoer, b. A pedlar. V. Ya&ger.

[To YAAL, v. n. To cry, to howl, Shetl.

Dan. hyl, id.]

YAAL, intety. Expressive of defiance, [for*

bidding, &c], as,
li Yaal, boys P q. yea

will? Aberd.; [yaalta, Banffs.] V. Yail.

To YABBLE, v. n. 1. To gabble, Fife.

2. To scold, to speak in an ill-natured style,

[to wrangle; yabblin, given to wrangling, S.]

3. To be querulous, Loth.

Prob., an ancient Goth, term preserved in our country

;

the same with Isl. grij?-a, blaterare, which corresponds

with the first sense of the word, as signifying to gabble

;

as also geiplur, prolocutionr s jactabundae et frivolao,

G. Andr.

Yabbock, s.
u A chattering, talkative

person ;" Gall. Enc. Gabbock is given as

synon., whence it would seem that the

former is a corr. of the latter, from Gab, v.,

to gabble. [Yabblock, Clydes.]

YABLE, adj. Able ; South of S.
—"I have, as weell as I am yable, collected the

sense of the Inglis laws frae the sense of the Inglis

nation, in that volume of Addresses whilk was laite-

ly presented to hir Majesty fra aw parts of England,
of whilk I have here a prented copy in my hands."
Speech for Mr. D—sse of Arnistoun, p. 5.

To YACK, v. n. To talk precipitately and
indistinctly ; Gall. Enc. [V. Yaag.J

Yackuz, b. «' A person who yacks, who talks

thick ;" ibid.

Isl.jag-a, idem saepius iterare ; jagg, incondita verba.

[YACK, *. A jacket, Shetl.

Tack or Yackie is a term applied to an Esquimaux.
Dan. Jakkt, id. Gl. Orkn. and Shetl.]

YACK, *. In a yach, in a state of perplexity.

Perhaps from the idea of an animal that is pursued ;

Belg. iagte, hunting. A' yaikin', signifies in great
perturbation, Loth. If not q. "all aching;" allied

perhaps to jag-a, vexare, jag, vexatio.

YACKLE, 8. A grinder, a double tooth, Shetl.

From Isl. jaxl, dens molaris, which Ihre writes
jaeksfl; Su.-G. oxtltand ; A. Bor. axrftooth.

%
Ihre in-

quires, if they are thus denominated, because tbey,
more than the rest, resemble the teeth of oxen?
Perhaps rather from Isl. jack-a, continue agito, because

they continue grinding while the fore-teeth are ss>

etnployed.

YAD, «. A piece of bad coal, which becomes

a white ashy lump in the fire, Fife ; pcif^

synon.

YAD, Yade, Yaud, #. A mare, South of S.

Sappois I war ane anld yaid aver,

Schott furth our cleuclis to squuhe the clevir,

I wald at Youl be housit and staid.

Dunbar, Chrxm. &. P., I S3Sl

On his grey yade as he did ride

He prick'd her on wi' meikle pride.

Ritmm's 8. Song*, I Iff!.

'* If wads were gad*, beggars would ride ;" Rutuaj i

S. Prov., p. 42, Le,, wufua, or would bt*. Kelly gin
it otherwise ; " If teiahes were horses, beggars reid
ride f p. 178.

Frae far and near, the country lads
(Their ices ahint them on their yads,J
Flock'd in to see the show in squad*.

Mayncs SdJcr Gttn, p. II

Lye oltterves, on the E. word, that a hor*e of twelve

years old or above is called jalk-ur, from jad or /»>.
which denotes the failure of the te~th ; Add. Jso-

Etym. Himtnjotlijr, is rendered, e^ui soiis, in the

Voluspa ; from hitnen, heaven, and jod9 which. I %
prehend, is the word that properly signifies oikpni^-

Teut. gade dei.otes a mate, mafo or female, propeny

among birds. Sibb. views the word as forme i frua

the r. to go ; yaid, or ytde, signifying gone, spest, or

wasted. Chron. S. P., i. 340.

Yad-SKYVAR, *. One who drives an old more.

This is oue of the terms used by Dunbar in his Fljt-

ing.

Mutton dryver, girnal ryvar, yad skyvar, foul fell thee.

JEvergrem, u. ML

From Yad, q. v. and perhaps Su.-G. att«/«s, to

drive.

YAD, Yaud, *. A thread, which, in the act

of reeling, has been let over one of the

reel-sjK>kes, Koxb., Ayrs.

In Upp. Clydes. expl. of a thread that has not fcee

•completely round the reel, and falls down.
Probably a ludicrous use of the term denoting an oU

horse. V. Pats-tad.

To YADDLE, v. n. To contend, Upp.

Clydes. ; a dimin. from Yed9 icL, <j. v.

YADOCK HIDIS. Aberd. Beg. Cent ML

(spelled corruptly with *.)

To YAFF, v. n. 1. To bark ; to yelp, S.

This said, up came a yajfing cur.

That on her foot had got his nose ;

She bang'd away, and up a for,

That brought her story to a close.

The Hare's Complaint, A. ScotCs Pi****, p. 71

2. To prate, to talk pertly, S.

3. To reprehend with a sharp tone, RoxK
It seems the same with O. E. uatcfp, allied to A-S.

gtalp-an, exclamare, gloriari ; Isl. gialf-ra, incositx.

loqui. The latter term nearly expresses the idea a
sense 2.

Yaffino, *. The act of barking, S.

"He—knocking without producing any other sa-

swer than a duett between a female and a cur-dog, tbe
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elping m if he would have barked hie heart
out.— rWUlye not let me hear what the man want*,
wi* your yaftng?" Guy Mannering, i. 0.

"Yajing, barking like a dog in a passion;" Gl.
Antiq.

[YAG, t. Fine dust of floor or meal, S.]

TAGGER, $. 1. A travelling pedlar, a
hawker, Shetl. [V. under Yaag.J

"I would take the lad for a yagger, but he has
rather ower good havings, and he has no pack." The
Pirate, i. 107.

In Shetl., the word is pron. q. yaager, and properly
signifies a person who purchases goods, chiefly fish,

contracted for by another.
•' They [the tenants] sold their fish to yaggere, by

which cant phrase, derived from the vessels that
attended the Dutch busses and took home the first

herrings, an enterprising set of young men were de-
signated, who, having few or no boats themselves
employed at the Haaf, purchased fish from tho na-
tives at a higher price than that which landlords
paid." Hibbert's ShetL, p. 671.

8. A clandestine purchaser of things unfairly

disposed of, ibid.

In this sense it might seem allied to- Tent iagher, a
hunter, used in an oblique sense.

YAGHIES (gutt.), *. The sound caused by
the fall of a soft but heavy body, as of a
man falling from a considerable height ; as,

"He cam doun wi* a yawfu* yaghit*"

Banffs.

This seems nearly svnon. with Sou, «. V. Dust, «.

Perhaps from Isl. htacka, feritare, pulsitare.

To YAIK, Yaick, v. n. 1. To ache, S. A.

They chslst away Jnstice and Equitie,

For laik of quhilks my heid dois work and yaik.

Lament L. ScotL
V. Wabk.
"Oyle—is profitabil aganis gret labouris of the

boddy, A mittigatis the ytticking of the membris."
Abp. Hamiltoun s Catechisme, Fol. 180, b.

This is merely a provincial pron. of ache.

2. To quiver, to shake.

I taw the ashtre and the sik(

That Aeolus gart yield and yaik
By his maist bitter blast

BureTs POgr., WaUon's CoH t ii. 18L

As it is written zaik, it may perhaps bo z proper, and
this be meant merely for shake.

YAIKE, s. A stroke or blow, S. Flandr.

jacke, scutica, flagellum avrignram; /acfc-cvi,

flagellare scutica.

YAIL, Yale, interi. Expressive of astonish-

ment mingled with contempt, at arrogance

in any person.
•• The kiogssid, Sail;
The wind said. Yaiir

& Ptoq,

This is given by Kelly, but far more feebly ;
" Sail,

quoth the king ; Hold, quoth the wind." P. 285.

For the etymon, V. Ybllt, Yeilto.

YAIK, Yaire, Yarb, a. 1. An inclosure,

commonly of a semi-circular form, built of

stones, or constructed of stakes aud wattled
work, stretching into a tideway, for the
purpose of detaining the fish when the tide

ebbs, S.

"All they quha hes craves or yaree, stanks, or
mylnis in watens, quhere the sea flowes and ebbes, or
quhere salmon, troutes, or the frye of anie fisch of the
sea, or of fresch waters ascends and descends ; that ilk

hecke of the craves sail be at the least twa inche wide."
1 Stat. Rob., L c. 11. s. 1.

Qui habent croas, vel piscaria*, seu stagna, &c, Lat.
"There are a good number of salmon caught on the

sea coast, sometimes by nets and cobles, called a siell

/Uhing, but chiefly by means of yaires, or small enclo-
sures, built in a curve or semicircular form near the
shore. At high water the salmon comes within these
yaire*, and at low water is easily taken, having no
way to escape." P. Killearn, Ross. Statist. Ace, i.

"The

—

Yair Fishings, so productive in this parish,
seem to be almost peculiar to it. A yare is built of
stones gathered from the tide water mark, about
four feet in height, and of considerable length, and
stretches out into the river in the form of a crescent,
or of three sides of a square ; but to give it a proba-
bility of succeeding, it must proceed from a point of
land, so as to inclose a bay." P. Cardross, Uunbar-
tons. Statist. Ace, xvii. 217.

2. A sort of scaffolding, which juts out into

a river or frith in a straight line, S.
" Upon the point of these inches, they erect what

are called yaree, a sort of scaffold projecting iuto the
water, upon which they build little huts to protect
them from the weather ; from these scaffolds they let
down at certain times of the tide, their nets, and are
often very successful in taking the smaller fish, such
as herrings, garvies or sprats, eparlings or smelts, small
whitings, haddocks, sea trouts and eels." P. Alloa,

. Clackman. Statist. Ace., xviii. 597.
There seems scarcely any reason to doubt that yare,

voir, is radically one with E. wear, "a dam in a river,

fitted for taking fish," BaiUie ; also, expl. "a net of
twigs to catch fish," Johns. This is from A. S. waer,
wer, piscina, septum, piscatorinm, piscium capiendor-
nm et custodiendorum locus ; "a place or engine for
catching and keeping of fish ; " Somner. IsL Jiakavr,
JUbever, id. (piscina, O. Andr.) Franc, uuiere, Belg.

Junius derives the Franc, word from Lat. vivarium.
Somner, with more propriety, refers to A.-S. bt-wf.r-

jan, cohibere, to -restrain. Hence, he says, nostrati-

nm warren pro vivario ;—Gallia, (G. pro W. amanti-
bus) gartnne. To these we may add L.B. gueren, viva-
rium piscium, as weU as toarenna, id. Du Gang •.

We might conclude* from analogy, that yair and
wear are from the same fountain ; as various Goth,
words, beginniug with g, gu, and y, arc to be viewed
as belonging to one stock. Thus E. garden, S. garth,
and yard, are not radically different from S. ward,
L.B. teara, signifying an enclosure, a piece of ground
fenced by a wall, hedge, ditch, or palisade.

But wo have no occasion for analogical reasoning

;

as gatrd has been anciently used in the same sense
with wer. For ss the A.-Saxons called a wear wer,
fec-wtr, the Swedes give it the name offisk-gaerd. In
Legions Patriis, dicitur decipula, confecta ex contis in
orbem positis, ad decipiendos pisces, qui immissiexitum
non inveniunt ; In re, vo. Oatrd, sepimentum.
To this term our yare seems immediately allied,

the g being softened into y. It is to be observed
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that JUhgarth. Although not mentioned by Johns.

,

ii a term need in the 0. E. laws, as would appear,

precisely in the same sense with wear and our fare.

Skinner refers to the 23d Henry VIII., c 1& It is

abased, S. R
" Tenants who live on the banks of a barn

times baild a Jish-garth or dam, with an opening to

receive a kind of osier basket, or what they call an
hose-net for catching fish." P. Petcrculter, Aberd.
Statist. Ace., xvi. 389.

It confirms the idea that wear, garth, and fare are

all from the same root, that the Sw. term for a warren
is banm-gaenl, oar cuninyaire, in which the g is still

retained, i.e., an enclosure for rabbits. Warren, in-

deed, in its primitive sense, denoted an enclosure for

fishes and fowls, as well as for smaller quadrupeds.
It may be supposed that wer, and garth or fare, are

derived from terms radically different, because we find

not only Moes.-O. ward-jan, A.-S. trtard-ian, custodire,

he-wer-ian, defendere, and Su.-G. waeria, id. ; but
Moes.-0. gards, in aurtigards, hortus, as well ar A.-S.

geard, Su.-G. gaerd, Isl. gard-r, sepimentum. But
the Moes.-G. and A.-S. nouns are, probably, to be
traced to the verbs ward-jan and weard-ian, Su.-G.
waerd-a, custodire, tueri, is undoubtedly from the
same source with gaerda, sepire. The latter merely
expresses a particular mode of keeping or protecting

;

ie., by means of a fence. The difference of form only
illustrates, what is well known as a characteristic of

the Goth, dialects, that g and n are often interchanged;
and shows that this has beeu the cane in a very early

period. Perhaps we may view the Ital. and Fr. mode
of oron. as uniting the different forms of the Goth,
dialects, in the combination of g with w. V. Cruvb.

Yair-net, Yare-net, s. A long net extend-

ing into the bed of a river, inclined up-
wards, and fixed by poles, S. B.

" Interrogated for the heritors, Whether the feith-

nets, and conceit-net, and yare-net, are stent-nets?

depones, That they are not ; and that no net[s] can be
counted stent-nets, unless such as cross the water."
State, Leslie of Powis, &c, 1805, p. 78.

The contrary, however, is asserted on the other side.

"The conceit, and yare nets extend at least three

fourths across the channel of the river, and are fixed,

atented, and immoveable nets, which proprietors of

the fishing are expressly discharged, by the foresaid

decision, from using." Ibid., p. 356.
"That the yare-net is about thirty-six fathoms in

length, and about two and one-half fathoms in depth

;

and the conceit-net is thirty fathoms in length, and
two and one-half fathoms in depth ; and the poles that
fa each end of the yare-net may be about two fathoms
and one-half in length." Ibid., p. 109.

YAKEE, s. A double tooth, whether in man
or beast, Orkney. [V. Yackle.]
This is undoubtedly allied to Isl.jnxt, a grinder,

dens molaris, G. Andr., p. 131 ; and to ialk-r, which
denotes feeble manducation, munching, Ibid., p. 129.

To YALD, v. a. To yield ; pret. yald.

So tyl hys hart stoundis the pryk of deith ;

He wsltis ouer, and yaldis vp the breith.

Doug. Virgil, 339, 40.

The gaist ht yald with habundance of blude.

Ibid. 66,60.
IsL giaOd-a, retribuere, luere.

YALD, Yauld, adj. 1. Sprightly, alert;

active, vigorous, strong, S. A., Loth. A
yauld ganger, a powerful walker.

When he was young, nae yalder chield

Out o'er the sade could gae

;

Now lees and feet benumm'd wf eild

Could scarce step o'er a strae.

A. Seotts Poemt, a 11

Bein* void and stout, he wheelit about,

And klnve hfo held in twain*

;

Then calmly** laid© him on tb« grens

Niter to ryse againe.
Hogg's Mountain Bard, p. tt

2. Sharp ; as respecting the temperature of

the air ; as, " a yawl nicht," when there is

a Mnell frosty air, Ayrs.
This term is defined in Gl. Antiq. as if the ante

compiler had viewed Yald, as derived from Uw t. te

Tieul, or some cognate term. For it is expL "lad-

ing ; supple." But there is not the slightest er>

deuce, that A.-S. geld-an, gifd-an, aidd-an, &c,wh««
the £. v. has originated, was ever used, in a btcni

sense, to denote bodily action. It is restricted to the

idea of payment ; solvere, pendere, tribacre. This a

also the case as to Tcut. gheld-tn.

Isl. gittd-r expresses the same ides ; Virions et ro-

tate praestans ; gillda, valere.

YALD, adj. Niggardly^ parsimonious, S.B.

[YALDER, r. and *. Applied to the

noisy barking of a dog when in par-

suit of prey; yaldering, barking nowlj,

Shetl.]

[YALDRAN, Yoldrix, e. The Yellow-

hammer, Clydes. V. Yeldrixo.]

YALLACRACK, *. Intemperate alterca-

tion, excessive noise of voices, Shetl.

IsL jil~a, or rather gal-a, aures obtundcre, ws
galli emitters ; and Dan. krat, a noise, IsL bmek'ddi

is rendered dissidium, Haldorson. If the word be is-

verted, it nearly resembles Yallacraeh.

Yalloch, *. A shout, a shrill cry; tie

act of yelling, S. also yalloch.

Vpstert Rutulianis samyn complenyag
W yth ane yalloch and carefull womenty
Quhil all the hyllis rummesit tbaym abc

And fer on brede thik woddis gaif ane tcboati gau ane tcboai.

houg. rirytf, 447,1

Stt.-G. gal-a, to cry, to vociferate ;
gell-a, to re-

sound ; Belg. gill-en, to squeak, SewcL

YALTIE, adv. "Slowly, S. B."

Yaltie, interj. " Take leisure, S. B."

Probably these terms are merely oblique Baa d

Yealtou. V. Yelly and Yail.

Yalto, Yaltoco, interj. A common ex-

pression of surprise, or of defiance, among

the vulgar, Aberd.

Most probably for " Yea, wilt thou ? quoth." *

YlLLY, YKALTOU.

To YAMER, Yammer, Yawmer, Yacmoci

v. n. 1. To shriek, to yell, to en* aloud.

The birsit baris and beris in thare styi<

Raring all wod furth quhrynU and *yM crjis.

And grtte figuris of wolfis eik in fere,

Youland and yammerand grislie for to htrt.

Doug. Virgil,**,*
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Tamer, also yomeraml, occura, Sir Gawan and Sir

Gal., i. 7, rendered "muttering," in GL But from
the connexion it evidently con\ *ys a stronger idea.

There come a Lede of the Lawe, in londe is not to layne,

And glide** to Schir Gawayne, tne gate-* to gavne ;

Yauland and yomerand, with many loude yelle*,

Hit yaules, bit yamers, with waymyng wete.

2. To fret, whine, whimper, [grumble], S.

They ever and anon stand still,

And yanumr aair

;

•' We're sure we do our day fulfil,

And meikle mair."
The Ear9si Rig, st 102.

[3. To urge with importunity, S.]

It cannot reasonably be doubted, that we have the
lame word, in a more primitive form, without the de-

monstrative prefixed, in Isl. amr, stridentis misera
loquela ; G. Andr* p. 11. Haldorson gives this in the
form of ambr. Am~a, molesto, ango, seems to be a
cognate term.

It is surprising that Radd. should say of a word,
which has so many cognates : Vox, ut videtur, a sono
confecta. Sibb. properly mentions Germ, jammer-en,
plangere ; jammer, luctus, planctus ; A.-S. geomr-ian,

(geomer-ian, to groan, to grumble] and perhaps Lat.

gem-ere.

It may be observed that yomerand most nearly re-

sembles the A.-S. v., while yamer has greater affinity to

the Germ.
To the terms already mentioned, we may add A.-S.

geomer, plaintive ; Su.-G. jaemmer, a groan, 1st ymr,
whence ynxr-a, to groan heavily. Perhaps the root is

retained in IsL ym-ia, to emit a querulous voice, to

groan, whence ymr.

Yamer, Yaumour, Yawmer, Yamering,
Yamouring, s. 1. A cry, a yell.

The air was dirkit with the fowlis.

That come with yatcmeris, and with yowlis.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 22, st 16.

"The yamering was sa huge, that few apperit othir

to revenge the injuria of ennymes, or yit to defend

> thair reaime." Bellend. Cron., B. x. c. 13. Lucius,

Booth.

2. [A plaintive cry], whiuing, S.

—The weans, wi* mournfn' yaumour,
Round their tabbing mother flew.

A. WilsoWs Poems, p. IS.

[YAMMEL, adj. Of the same age, born in

the same year.] Yammils, twins, Orkn.
and ShetL
Equivalent to S. eildins, of the same age, as. ab-

breviated from Dan. Uge gammel, alike old.

To YAMPH, Yamf, v. n. To bark, S.

And sic a reird ran thro' the rout,

Gart a' the hale town tykes
Yamph loud that day.

Ramsay's Poems, L 2781

And qnhy dis oft the sheipherd's dog,
Gif that ane lamikyne straye,

Ay yamfand yowl besyde the wud,
Nae farthir yn wil gave ?

TannahiWs Poems, p. 02.

Isl. gamb-r, gannitus, barking, yelping ; gamb-ra,
gannire. This is perhaps radically allied to the terms
mentioned, vo. Yamer, v.

YAN, Yan't, adj. Small, puny, Ayrs. Yatit

seems to be properly the part. past.

Yan, s. . [A small thing, a mite] ; as, " Sic

yam" such small creatures, ibid. [V.Gans.]
This seems to bo a reliquc of the Cumbrian kingdom.

C.R. gwan, egwan, puny ; weak, feeble.

YANK, *. A sudden and severe blow. To
tat one a yank; to give one such a blow ; as,

"Til tak you a yank o' the chafts," Ettr.

For., Clyaes. Lounder, syuon.
" I likit nae sic freedoms ;—sac I took up my neive

and gae him *yank on the haflat till I .art his bit brass

cap rattle against the wa'." Browuie of Bodsbeck,
ii. 18.

•* The Laidlaw8 were the men for me ; Pell-mell,

yank for yank. Thresh on, Will." Perils of Man, ii.

243.

Allied perhaps to Flandr. jark-en, flagellar© scutica.

Su.-G. kank-a, pedes vel corpus crcbro motitare.

Yankee, *. LA smart stroke, synon. Yank.

2. A great falsehood, [a bounce], S.

" 'Ay, billy, that is a yankerP said Tarn aside. *When
ane is gaun to tell a lie, there's naething like telling a
plumper at aincc, and being done wi't.

'

" Perils of Man,
I 336.

3. An agile girl, Roxb., Gall.

" Tanker, the same with Spanker, a tall clever girl
;"

GalL Enc.

4. An incessant speaker, ibid.

This is perhaps merely an oblique use of the third
signification, as denoting activity in the tongue.

Prob. the term was formerly used to denote the
alertness of youth in general ; Teut. ionck-heer, Isl.

ionkaeri, Dan. junker, juvenis nobilis. Isl. iank-a, sig-

nifies leviter annuere, q. to assent with promptitude.

Yankie, s. A sharp, clever, forward woman.

Yanking, part. adj. Active, pushing; expl.

as synon. with Throwgdin, Tcviotd.

"•Yell be nae bag-man, then, after a'!' 'No,'
said the traveller.— 'Weel, I canna say but I am glad
o* that—I canna bide their yanking way of knapping
English at every word.' " St. Rouan, i. 35.

YAPE, Yap, Yaip, Yaup, adj. 1. Having
a keen appetite for food, S.

Right yap she yoked to the ready feast,

And lay and eat a full half hour at least

Ross's UeUnore, p. 26.

2. Eager, having an earnest desire for any-
thing, very ready, S.

I was, within thir sextie yeiris and sevin,

Ane freik on feld, ah forss, and als fre,

Als glaid, als gay, als ying, als yaip as yie.

Uenrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 131, 132.

The bissy knapis and verlotis of his stabil

About thaym stade, ful yape and serutabiL

Doug. Virgil, 409,20.

Isl. gypa, vorax, from gap-a, hiare. V. Oaup.

3. Forward, S.B.

His neiper was a man o' might.
Was few there could ha' quell'd him,

He did na see the dreery sight,

Till some yap gilpy tell'd him.
Christmas Baing, Skinner's Misc. Poet. p. 131.
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YAUR, «• Red yaur, the name given, by
the Newhaven fishermen, to a species of

fucus which children use for painting their

faces.

YAUVINS, $. pi. The beards of corn,

Buchan ; S. awns. V. the letter Y.

YAUX, Yaxe, a. An axe, Buchan.
Su.-G. yxa, anciently oexe, id.

YAVE, #. Awe, [subjection], Banffs.

[To Yave, v. a. To awe, to keep in subjec-

tion, to impress strongly, Banffs.]

YAVTL, Yaval, ad. Flat, Aberd. Prone,

or lying flat, and apparently in a state of

insensibility, [unable to rise], Aberd.,

Banffs.

"For, think* I, an' the hone tak a brattle now,
they may come to lay up my mittens, an' ding me
yavu an' as styth as gin I bad been elf-shot." Journal
from London, p. 4.

•• Ding me yavil, lay me flat ;" Gl. Perhaps merely
Apald, a. v., used bterally, with y prefixed ; as op-
posed to lying two/aid. V., however, Auale, Awail,
and Awalt.

YAVIL, $. The second crop after lea, Moray;
synon. Avil

f
Galloway. V. Awat.

[Yavil-Bachelor, s. A widower, Banffs.]

To YAW,YAUW,r.n. 1. To whine, Selkirks.

2. To cry as a cat, to mew, S. ; synon. Wauic,

S.B.

m

" Tae come doun the clench yon gate, i' the night
time, yawin like a wheen wufcats ! I canna but think
on the eouarts yet." Saint Patrick, i 162.

IsL gey-a signifies latrare. Yauw may, however,
like Mew, &c, oe formed from the sound.

YAWFU', adj. The provincial pronunciation

of E. Auful, Aberd.
—Wi' a ya*fu* yark,

Where Pate's right spawl. by bap, was bare,
He derfly dang the bark

Frae's shin that day.
Christmas Ba'ing, Skinner's Misc. Poet, p. 129.

YAWL, adj. V. Yald, Yauld.

YAWS, 8. pi. Apparently the disorder called

Syphilis, cured in the same manner as the
itch, Ork., Shet., Gal.; synon. Sivvens, q. v.

YAXE, s. An axe, Buchan. [V. Yadx.]

YBET, part. pa. Supplied.
Quhill vapours bote richt fresche and weill ybet,

Dulce of odour, of fluour maist fragrant.
The silver droppis on daseis distillant, &c.

Police ofHonour, ProL st 2.

Edit. 1579.

A.-S. gebette, emendatus. V. Bete, v.

YCORN, part. pa. Selected, chosen.

Swete Ysonde hath sworn
Hir clene, that miri may ;

VOL. IV.

To hir thai had yearn
Hot yren, Y say.

atrTristrem,* 126, st 1ML

" Prepared ; literally, carried out ;" GL Bit it

certainly signifies chosen, selected. Thej had 6xed «
the ordeal by fire, or chosen the ploughshares, that

there might be no imposition. A.-S. getorts, dectoi,

selectus : from ge-cur-an, cur-an, Su.-G. ror-a, U
kior-a, Germ, kur-en, Teut hier-en, heur-en, Mod. Su.

kor-en, eligere. Somner mentions A.-S. cyrt-c^

iusjurandnm electum : referring to his GL to the

Decern Scriptores Angfiae.

YDANT, adj. Diligent. V. Itiiaxd.

[YDILL, adj. Idle ; ydilly, idlv, Barbour,

viii. 434, x. 171.]

Ydilteth, Ydlety, 8. Idleness.

iiot sen that tyme is sic a precious thing.

I wald we sould bestow it into that
Quhilk were maist plesour to our heavenly King.

Flee ydilietk, quhilk is the greatest lat

K. James VI., Ckron. S. P.,vL4Sk

" And first of all hee sheweth us, that wee maun be

warkmen, not idle, for the ministerie is a worke tad

no idletetk." Brace's EleTen Serm., Sign. A. a 7, s.

also, 8. a.

I hesitate as to the termination ;
perhaps froei

A.-S. idel tid, tempus vacuum, otiosum, as the phrase,

sport time, is need.

YDRAW, part, pa. Literally, drawn; bat

metaph., advanced.
Eftir this at last Lityne thy fader in lav,

Wery of hys lyfe, and fer in age yd***,
Doun to the goistis in campe Elysee
SsU wend.

Doug. Kiiyi7, 478,1

YDY, $. An eddy, a pool.

The Bard, smaddit lyke a smaik smokit in s snudibs,

Ran fast to the dur, and gaif a gret raire
;

Socht watter to wesch him thairout in sue pfy.

Hovlatt, in. li

Bannatyne MS.
Isl. acta, rortex vel gurges aquae, synon. »ith Sv.

vraUnhtcirfwel, a whirlpool; id-a. more fluentis saoae

citus feror, vel circumcursito ; Verel. G. Andr. flu*

9. seems to be the same with Su.-G. id-a, agitart, frosi

id, opus.

YE, Yie, term. (corr. printed zie.)

It has been supposed, that this had its rise amcof

our ancestors, by the pronunciation of e mute, in wwli

of Fr. origin, as is commonly done by the Dutch iX

present. In this manner chenyie is deduced from Fr.

chaine, sainyie from mine. Gl. Compl., vo. ChtnyaL

But there is no evidence that the Scots ever pro-

nounced e mute. The form of many of oar ternun

ations seems to have proceeded from an imitstionof

the liquid sound used by the French, in consequenct d

g preceding n in the original word ; or, where this ««

not the case, in consequence of the S. noun follovci

the form of the verb which retained the sound of the

Fr. infinitive or participle ; as en-chitiner, <*-dai*-

Failyie is merely Fr. failtir or failli; taifj/ie, a slice,

taillir or taitlL

In some instances, the term ye or yie has originst*' 1

from the softening of vo, or re, the last syllable of §cew

Lat. Words. Thus assoityie is from absofct, the tu-
ning of a prayer for the dead, in the Romish Litany.

YEABLES, adv. Perhaps, Loth., Border.

yeable-sca, Northnmb. Ray. V. Able.

L5
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YEALD, adj. Barren. V. Yeld.

To YEALIE, v. n. Gradually to disappear,

Ettr. For. V. Ely.

[YEALINS, adj. Of the same age, S.:

ealins, Ayrs. V. Yeildins.]

YEAR-AULD, Year-old, t. 1. A colt one
year old, S. #
"Aye,—wi' a burden o' hay to our gray whiskct

mare, an' her young year-awld, as bonny a cout mau's
ye ever set your e*e on." Donald and Flora, p. 12.

2. A young bullock or heifer, S.

"From Katharin M'Phadjen, widow there, nyne
great coues, 2 tuo year Ms, fyve year olds, with one
calf." Depredations on the Clan Campbell, p. 57.

This term, indeed, has two, three, /our, Ac. prefixed,

as constituting the designation of the animal from its

•ge, S.

"Taken from the said Archibald, 7 three year old
•tots, at 16 lib. the pcice, and 3 two year old stots, at

8 lib, the peice." Ibid. p. 31.
" Ane 2 year old quey, worth 8 lib. and ane year

old, worth 4 lib.

"Item, ane 4 year old, worth 12 lib. and ane year
old bull, worth 4 lib." Ibid. p. 30.

[YEARL, *. An earl, Aberd.]

To YEARN, v. a. and w. To coagulate, to

cause to coagulate, ibid. Y. Earn.
" His honour the Duke will accept ane of our Dun-

lop cheeses, and it sail be my faut if a better was ever
yearned in Lowden.** Heart of Mid Lothian, iv. 24.

Yearnin, Yirnin, $. Rennet, ibid.

The yirn'm is the maw or stomach of the calf. But
it is not generally known, that this is of no use unless

the calf has received milk into its stomach before beiog
killed. The stomach of a hare is that rennet which is

quickest in its operation ; that of a lamb next ; and
tne calfs last. Where the yirnin is weak, it is

customary to put into it a bush of stinging nettles in

order to quicken it. V. Earn Ino.

YearninVbag, «. A bag containing the

stomach of. a calf used for making milk
curdle, ibid. ; Keeslop, synon.

[YEARN, s. An eagle, Burns.]

YEAROCK, s. A hen a year old, or that

has just begun to- lay eggs% S. B. V.
Eirack.

To YEATTLE, v. n. To snarl, to grumble.
Ayrs. Gl. Surv., p. 693.

This corresponds perhapswith YeUer, Loth, and S. A.

To YECK, v. n. To hiccup, Loth.

To YED, v. n. To fib, to magnify in narra-

tion, Roxb., Loth., Renfr. ; synon. with
Whid.

Yed, *. A fib or falsehood, ibid. ; as, " He
tells a funny tale, but gies a yed now and
than."

Isl. gaed-a, ornare, q. to embellish in discourse ; or
rather A.-S. gedd-ian, cane re, magnificare laudibus.

The noun ged, denotes a song, a proverb, a parable ;

thus the A.-S. g is very often changed into y. Tbis
indeed seems to be the same word which occurs in

Chaucer.

Wei conde he singe and plaien on a rote.

Of yeddinges he bare utterly the pris.

ProC to Cant Tales, v. 237.

*' The Prompt. Parv. makes yedding to be the same
as ge*te, which it explains thus, ' Geest or Komawuce.
Gestio.' So that of yeddings may perhaps mean of
story-telling: " Tyrwhitt.
The transition in signification here is abundantly

natural ; as the art of embelli*hmciit has been gene-
rally ascribed to story-tellers from the earliest age of

minstrelsy downwards.

To YED, v. n. " To contend, wrangle," Gl.

Rams., Loth., Isl. odd-a, excerto ; G. Andr.,

p. 189.

Yed, 9. Strife, contention, Loth.
I eithly scan the man well-bred,

And soger that, where honour led,

Has ventur'd bald :

Wha now to youngsters leaves the yed,
To tend his fauld.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 347.

YEDDLIE, adj. Thick, muddy ; applied to

water. Loth, synon. drumly. It must be
originally the same with E. addle. V.
Adill.

YEDE, Yeid, Yhed, Yhude, Yowde, pret.

v. Went. Yede is still used in Ang. al-

though almost obsolete ; gaid being the

common pron., S.

Then with a will till him thai yede ;

And ane him by the bridill hynt
Barbour, iii. 112, BIS.

By multitudjind nowmer apoun vs set

All yede to wraik.
Doug. Virgil, 63, 12.

The feght sa felly thai fang, with ane fresch fair,

Qubill Gaudifeir, and Galtot, baith to gruud yhude.
Oawan and Got., ii. 21.

He menvt thaim quhen he thaim saw ;

And aaid, eftre a fitill throw,

That he suld wens thair blowde.

Bot othyr wayis the gamyn yomte.
Barbour, vil 36, MS.

Oeed occurs in O.E.

Right unto the gate

With the targe they geed.

R. de Brunne, Ellis Spec, i. 121.

And they
Teed hand in hand together at tho play.

Ross's llelenore, p. 13.

Norm. Sax. gede, geden, A.-S. geode, geoden, jeden,

ibat, ibant ; Moes.-G. iddja, Isl. od, ibat.

YEEL, #. The pronunciation of Yule, Aberd.
—We hae scarce ae starn
0' fardel [r. fordel] strae laid by 'gain Teel.

IP. Beattie's Tales, p. 34.

[Yeel-Scones, *. pi. A kind of Christmas

cakes, Banffs.]

[Yeel's-Jade, *. One who has not some new
piece of dress onChristmasmorning, Banffs.]
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YEELINS. V. Yeildins.

[YEEMSELL, *. Care. V. under Yeme, *.]

YEERY, adj. Afraid of goblins, Roxb. V.
Ery.

YEIL, [Yeild, YeldeJ *• 1. Recompence,
compensation.

The Psalmes savis David war and wyse,
Bliat mot thay be that keips law ana justice :

Thairfoir I wald that ye sould not presume,
Na to hare count, upon the day of Dome,
For mans body their to give ane yeild,

Qohome to ye sould be sickar speir, and shield,

Of all the realme, quhora of ye beir the croun,
Of lawit and leirit ; riche, pure ; up and doun.

Priests of Peblis, S.P.R., i 29.

Yield, reward, Yorks. Ray's Lett., 342.

[2. Fruit, result, advantage.]

"Thus grew he ilk day more terribill and odius to
his pepill ; and gouernit the realme with na better yeil

than he gat it" Bellend. Cron. B. vi. c. 5. Regnum
male partum detenus administrabat ; Boeth.

3. A subsidy.

Skene expl. yelde, "a sift or donation;" Verb.
Sign, in vo. " Yeild,*

9 he elsewhere says, "is called
ane gift, tribut, or taxation, as in the auld actes of
Parliament maid be Kin^ James the First, it is written
that ane yeilde was gaddered for the reliefe of him out
of England. And ane vther yeilde was collected for
resisting the rebclles in the North ;" to. Ilerreyelda.
Skene evidently refers to the following passage.—"That for the fynance and payment to be maid in

Ingland, for our Souerane Lordis costage, and delyver-
ing of hie hostageis being in Ingland, thair salbe rasit

ane yeild, or maa, gif it misteris, throw the haill kyn-
rik.—For it wer greuous, and greit charge on the com-
monis to raiss the haill finance at anis. It is accord it

that a yeild be rasit, that is to say, xii. d. of ilk pund,"
&c. Act Ja. I., 1424, Ed. 1566, Fol. 3. Yeldt, Ed.
1814.

It does not properly signify a gift : being evidently
from A.-S. geld, gild, a tax, tribute, custom; also,

payment, compensation ; from geld-an, gild-an, to pay,
to discharge a debt. Su.-G. geld, what is expended,
whether under the name of a fine or tribute ; geld-a,

to pay. Hence, Germ. Belg. geld, money, geUtboete,

a fine ; Germ, geldstrafe, id. V. Yeil.

YEILD, Yield, Yeill, *. Age; as denoting
any particular stage of human life, S. B.
eild, S.

"Gif ony man beis slane or hurt to deide in the
kingis army and ost be Inglissmen, or deis in his army
enduring the tyme of his ost, his aieris sail haue his
ward, releife* k manage, of the king free, dispensand
with his aige, quhat yeild that euir he be of. Acta
Ja. IV., 1513, Ed. 1814, p. 278. Eild, Ed. 1566.

This appears to be the last Act that was passed by
James IV. It is dated at Twesilhauch in Northumber-
land, 24th August 1513. It was evidently meant to
encourage his troops before the fatal battle of Hodden-
field.

And as the billy had the start of yield,

To Nory he was aye a tenty bield.

Rosa's Ifelenore, p. 13.

Deme at ye list, that can not demyng weil,

And gentill courtes redaris of gud yeill,

I you beseik to geuin aduertence.

Doug. Virgil, Prol 66, 38.

V. Eild, s.

It may be questioned, however, whether yeUl is aoc

ed in the same sense with yeil given above; %.

" Readers who have some return for their trouble.**

[Yeildins,Yealins, adj. Of the same age,S
]

YEILDIN8, YEALINOS, m. pU Persons who

were born about the same time, S. V.

Eildins.

[YEILL,,. V. Yeild.]

YEIR, Yere, 8. A year ; often misprinted

Zeir, Zere; [be yeir, yearly, Acts Ja. V.

1535.]

[YEIKD,Yird,«. Earth, soil, S. V.Yeid.]

Yeird and Stane. The mode of giving de-

livery of a feudal subject or land, is In-

putting earth and stone on that propertr,

into the hands of the heir, oc purchaser, or

into those of his agent, S. [V. Yerd.]
" The King—may direct his precept—to the Sehirei

or his deputis, chargeand thame to pass incontinent t»

the principal messuage of the said is Land La, and thare to

tak sasine thairof in his Hienes name, be deliverance of

yeird and stane, as use is," kc "Ex lib. CUkC
Balfour's Pract., p. 482.

A similar custom has prevailed in Iceland. Hear*

Verel. explains Skoeta : Certa ceremonia fundatn ves-

ditum in potestatem emptoris transferre, ita ut f^'vr.

emfundi in greuiiura ejus coniiciat. Ind. ling. Scatklo-

Scyth. This is from Isl. skoet, sinus, greminm ; be-

cause the purchaser received part of the earth of the

property into the laii of his garment. The same term

occurs in the laws ot Sweden. V. Ihre, vo. Shrt, col

618. Hence L. B. Scotatio, used concerning the act o:

transferring property, whether moveable or unnove-
able.

Loccenius observes, that the shaking or throwing of

part of the land sold into the bosom of the purchaser,

eonjtitutes a legal transference ; whence Sw. *b*r<t.

skoettleggia, skoettning, and L. B. scotati* and tcotarr.

Antiq. Sueo-Goth., Lib., ii. c. 16.

Sometimes a stone was the only symbol. This was
called Inveslitura per Lapidcm. In other instances »

turf was deemed sufficient ;

—

Invest'Uura per Ce»-pittm.

This custom prevailed so early as the reign of the

Saxon king Sigfrid. V. Ce*pe*, Du Cange. A l«r*ac*

was occasionally ijoined with the turf ; and it was *t

times required that the branch should be grotnn^ea
of the turf ;

—

per Ramurn et Cetpitem, also, y*r //*rt

6am et Ttrram. V. Du Cange, vo. Inre*fitani.

That the custom of riving seisin by means of a tart

or part of the earth of the property transferred, was

used in Scotland in a very early period, appears fro=

a remarkable passage extracted from the Old Renter
of the Priory of St. Andrews. This, the writer says.

he gives as he found it in the ancient writings of tk*

Picts.

It regards the gift of lands by Hungus, king of tbr

Picts to the church of St. Andrew.
In memoriale datae libcrtatis rex Hungus cetj^t*

arreptum, coram nobilibus Pictis, hominibos s^n.

usque ad altare S'ti Andreae detulit ; et super ill -4

ceitpitem eundem obtulit. In praesentia test iam h>
rum hoc|factum est, Thalarg filii Ythernbuthih, X*>
tan filii Chelturan, Garnach filii Doanach, £c Pinker-

ton's Enquiry, I. Append., p. 460.
This custom must he traced to the laws of the aa-

cient Romans. In an early age, the praetor went wit*

the, parties, who disputed about any property, to the

spot* and gave possession as he judged proper. After
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wards, in conseonence of the increase of business, the
parties brought from the ground, which was the sub-
loot of litigation, gUbam, a turf, which was delivered
to the person to whom the praetor adjudged the pos-
session. V. AuL GelL n. 10.

To YEISK, Yesk, Yisk, v. n. To hiccup,

8. ; also to belch, S.B. eesL
Forth of hit thrott. ane woonderout thing to telL
Ane laithlie amok he yeitku black at hell

He •traucht. fordrunkin, ligging in his dreme,
Bokkia forth and yeiskis of youater mouy streme.

Sche putt and yiikit with sic riftis,

That retry dirt come rurth with driftis.

Lymdmy, AP.Jt, ii. 87.

And yesk, and maunt
Bight swath, I true.

Bammy>*Po<ms,L21&.
It occurs in O.E. "/ ye$ie, I gyue a noyso out of

say stomache. Jeengloure." Pakgraue.
A.-& geocm, geocwng, singultus ; Dan. Tent hicke,

8u.-G. hkba, id. Tent, hick en, hick$-*n, Germ. gazea,
pan-en, singultire, O.E. toyex; C.B. £>~nm, M- W» tho
hiccup.

Yeisk, Yesk, t. A hiccup, S. as, He gae a
great yesk, S.B. eesk, id.

YELD, Yeald, Yield, Yell, Eild, adj. 1.

Barren, S. yell, eill, Border. A. Bon yell.

Ez>ce hymaelf ane yow was blak of fleet

Brytnit with his swerd in sacrifice fol hie
Vnto the moder of the furies thre.

And hir grate sister, and to Proserpyne
Ane yew kow all to trinechit.

Doug. Virgil, 171, 52L

8terilem vaocam, Virg.

Ifany yeald yew thou hast cast over s know.
Syne hid 'em in a how, stark thief; when thou stsw them.

Montgomerie, WaUtm's CotL, lit 4.

"A yell sow was never good to trices ;" S. Prov.
8poken to those, who, having no children of theirown,
deal harshly by other peopled.* Kelly, p. 1.

An' dawtit, twal-plnt Hawkie's gaen
AsfriTstheBfllL

Amis, ill 75.

2. Not giving milk. A cow, although with

calf, is saia to gang yeld, when her milk
dries up, S. B. Thus, a yeld cow is distin-

guished from a ferry or farrow caw, which
is one that continues to give milk for a longer
time, as not being pregnant. In the same
manner, a yeld nurse, signifies a dry nurse.

This is an improper sense.

"The yell cattle vary in numbers according to the
season of the year—cattle not giving milk ; N." P.

Tungland, Galloway, Statist. Ace. ix. 317.

Tell is the pronunciation of Dumfr., GalL, [and
Clydes.]
A cow in this state is said to be as "well as the bill

[boll]."

3. Cattle or sheep that are too young to bear,

Dumfr.

4. Applied metaph. to broth.

"Any thing ii better than the yell btU, S. Prov.

An apology for having little, or bad, flesh meat.
Tell is properly what gires no milk ; here it signifies,

|

boil'd without meat, or having no butter." Kelly,.

p. 42.

5. In a single state without a mate ; applied

to birds, Shetl.
" There- is generally a considerable number of them,

which, not paring [r. pairing] are called yield kittie-

wakea.* Edmonatonea Zetl., ii. 280.

6. Used to denote sterility of soil. "A field

is said to be yell when nothing will grow
on it;" Gall. Enc. This corresponds with

Isi. gelid, galL V. etymon.

7. Applied as an epithet to hard rocks. " A
rock is said to be yell when it will not

quarry but with gunpowder ;
" ibid.

8. Bleak, cold ; applied to the weather, as de-

noting that it has no tendency to fruitfill-

ness, or that it threatens sterility, Fife.

The origin is Ial. gelid, gall, infaecundus, effaetus ;

geUd acr, pecus sterile, non praebens, aer, sic

leUd-a ' '
....

geud-aai, to give no milk, lactem cohibere

;

O. Andr. In like manner, galhid, signifies wood,
or a tree, that bears no fruit; and gallnoet, E.
onlAt**, q. a nut that has no kernel : argalli, Specul.

Regal, anni infoecunditas, annona declinans, q. a yeld
gear. Dan. gold, Su.-G. gall, id. gallto, vacca
sterilis, precisely our yeld cow, Ihre views IsL
gaUe, vitium, defectum as the origin; whence
gallad-ur, vitiosus. He has a suspicion, he says, that
the Ial. word properly denotes that kind of defect

which is caused by magical arts, and that it way thus
be derived from galld-r, incantatio. This conjecture,

indeed, may seem to have considerable connexion with
our term, in one sense ; as almost all the Northern
nations have formed the notion, that milk is peculiarly

under the influence of witchcraft, as well as cattle in

general.

Germ, qall also signifies barren. But Wachter as-— to it a different origin ; Sterilis, quia castrato

[To YELD, *. a. To yield, Barbour, xi. 33.]

Yelde, s. A subsidy. V. Yeild.

YELDER-EE'D, part. adj. Having an evil

or unlucky eye, Fife. He, who meets a
person of this description on a journey,

will, it is believed, be unfortunate in it.

This provincial term seems to have great anti-

quity, being evidently allied to A.-S. gealder-craefUu,

a term used to denote those who were supposed to
exercise magical arts ; Venefici, incantantes ; Lye.
Oaldere has the same signification ; incantator, augur,
aruspex ; galdor-crcuft, id., also incantandi ars ; from
paldor, incantatio. The origin is gal-an, canere,

incantare ; which also appears pleonaatically in galdor-
galnn, incantare, divinare, hariolare. Hence also

faldor-leoth, carmen, incantamentum. This term has
been generally spread among the Gothic nations. IsL
galdurt signifies incantator, galdramadur, magus,
galdralut, ars magica, galdrakumt, id., galdra kona,

saga ; palldra, fascinare. Ihre, Verelius, and O. Andr.
agree in viewing Su.-G. and Ial. gal-a, canere, as the
origin, as it also signifies incantare ; evidently in

reference to the rhymes used, from the remotest
antiquity, in acts of incantation. Alem. galender, in*
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Yea will ? Perths., Ang. V.

Ye bla' mv whistle I It wad fell

lat you ha'

I wad be laith.

I lat vou oaVt a while IK^'yttfy,

YELDRICK, Yellow-yeldrick, Yeld-
kock, $. V. Yelduinq.

YELDRING, Yeldrin, *. A yellow-ham-
mer, S. Emberiza citrinella, Linn. ; tauto-

logically yellow-yeHtin^ also, yellow-yite.

Yold-ring, A. Bor. Youlring, Sibb. Scot.

"Citrinella, the Yellow Youlring." P. lfc

It is said in some parts of Scotland, to be " half

taid," i.e., toad, "half puddock, half de'il's limb.'*

An ingenious friend has supplied the following
Account of the vulgar prejudice against this bird.
" The superstition of tho country has rendered it a I

very common belief among the illiterate and children, I

that this bird some how or other receives a drop of the
Devil's blood every May morning. Children hang by
the neck all the yellow-hammers they can lay hold of.

They often take the bare gorbals, or unfledged young,
of this bird, and suspend them by a thread tied round
the neck, to one end of a cross-beam, which has a small
tone hung from the other : they then suddenly strike

down the stone-end, and drive the poor bird into the
air. This operation they call Spangie-hewit" Hewit
seems derived from A.-S. heuet, heuod, the head.
Spang is to fly off with elasticity ; q. to make the
head spring or fly off.

In other parts of S. this devoted bird's communica-
tion with the Devil is believed to be far more frequent.

For it is said to receive three drops of his blood every
morning.
The first part of the word is evidently from A. -8.

geole, Su.-O. gul, yellow. The term rin, properly, as
would seem, ring, may respect the yellow ring which
at least partly adorns the neck of this bird. A.-S.
geole wearte, luscinus, (for luscina), GL Aelfr.

YELL, interj.

Yail.

YELL, *• An echo, Loth.

YELL, adj. Barren. V. Yeld.

To YELL, v. n. To roll, applied to a ship.

Yawl, id. is used as a sea-term, E.
—"By her tumbling and yelling- the mast shook

so loose, that Mr. Robert, the old man being dam-
mist and mightless, had much ado to fasten the same."
Mr. Ja. MelvilTs MS. Mem., p. 170.

YELLIE, Yelly, Yealtou. Used as an
interj. expressive of surprise, S.B. " Yelly,

yea will you, [rather, ye].; yealtou, yea wilt

thou?" Gl. Shirr.

Shirrefs Poems, p. xix.

Yellie be from A.-S. ealat euge !

To YELLOCH, v. n. To scream, to shriek,

S.B. Fife. « Yellochin, screaming ;" Gl.
Shirr.

"Who was merrier than Hamish Machamish and the
Highlanders? They laughed, they leaped, and shouted,
and yelloched.*

1 Blackw. Mag., Jan. 1821, p. 404.
" But an auld useless carline—flung herself right in

my sister's eate, and yelloched and skirled, that you
would have thought her a whole generation of hounds."
The Pirate, iii. 57.

Yelloch, Yellouoii, *. A yell, S.

He read the Order, Act, ami Bond,
Tho much difficult!© he found ;

His judgement being somewhat jaraUkd,
His Drains with shouts and ydhmgks tumbled.

CUlanxT* Poem*, p. 17.

E. yell seems radically allied to laL gaf^a, atom
voce canere.

Yellowchin, Yellyhooing, *. Yelling, S.

Than there's sic ydlowehin and din.
Wi* wives and wee-anes gablin.

That ane might trow they were a-kin
To a' the tongues of Babylon.

Fcrgusson's /Vou, n. S.

YELLOWFIN, #. A species of trout,

so named from the colour of its fins,

South of S. ; apparently the same with tl*

Finnoe or Finner*
" At length a yellow/i* rose. ' Aigh, that to i

great chap! I wish your honour had hookit that *a^'"

Brownie of Bodsbeck, it 167. V. Fisxacc

YELLOW GOWAN, The Ranunculus, S.

V. Gowan.

YELLOWS, Yellowses, *. pL The jaun-

dice in sheep, South of S.

This disease is said to be produced in consequence of

feeding on the Dutch Myrtle,.S.
" Morbus hicce pastoribus nostris nomine, the w-'-

tow*, nuncupatur." Dr. Walker's Essays on Xst

Hist., p. 525.
•• Yellow*, or Jaundice, Mr. Singers. YeUtnem, or

Jaundice, Mr. Scott. Yellow Sickness, or Jasstlice,

Mr. J. Hogg. Yellotcoes, or Headswell, Mr. Beaite.

Head ill, Mr. W. Hog." Essays HighL Soc, iii 437.

The A.-S. name for jaundice was geolutre adL

YELLOW TANG, Fucus nodosus, LinmS.

YELLOW-YORLIN, *. A name given to

the yellow-hammer, Roxb.
This seems to be a corr. of Youlring, q. v.

[YELLY, Yealtou, interj. V. Yellie.]

YELLYHOOING, *. Yelling, Ayrs.
" The crowd followed us,—making the Lord's hease

like an inn on a fair day, with their grievous jt»r

hooing." Annals of the Parish, p. 13.

YEMAN. Yeman man, common man; E.

yeoman.
" For the slaying, takin, or bringin to his hk**,

of ony tratoure being with him, of gentill bfok,

there salbe payit xx fi., and for a yem*in man x a,"

Acts Ja. III., 1481, Ed. 1814, p. 139.
" xx s. of euery yeman man as oft as thai be fond a

faltouss." Acts Ja, V., 1540, ibid., p. 363.—"For euerie fewar fyve hundreth merkis, for

euerie gentleman vnlandit tua hundreth merkis, id
for euerie yeman man ane hundreth merkis.** Act* J*

VL f 1593, Ed. 1814, p. 18.

[Yemanry, Yhemanry, e. Yoemanry, Bar-

bour, xvi. 80, Camb. MS.]

To YEME, Yheme, Yy*i, v. a. To keep, to

take care of
; [pret. yemyt, guarded, kept]

And quhen de dede wis, as ye her.
Thai faud in till his coffer
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A lettrr that him tend a lady,
That ne luffyt per drouery,
Thai said, quhen he had yemyt a yer
In war, aa a aude bacfailler,

The awenturis castell off Douglas,
That to kepe aa peralus was

;

Than nycht he weile ask a lady
Hyr amowria and hyr drouery.

Barbour, wW. 493, MS.

Forhow grislie and how grete I yon sane,
Lorkis Polyphemusyymmand hu beistis roach.

Doug. Virgil, 90,1

The fair Io that lang waa wo-begone,
Afgna her yimmit, that ene had mony one.

Police of Honour, L 00.

Ottne, a. it maed by ChAuoer, Gamelyn, t. 1633.

Take, yonge meine* gems,

A.-S. gem-an, gym an, to take care of, to keep, to
observe, to attend; Ial. geym-a, Su.-ft. goem-a, anc.
gym-a, animum attendere, coatodire; Ihre. Franc.
aom-a, Alem. goum-a, koum-a, Teat goom-en, id.

Those verbs are nearly allied to Moea.-G. gaum-ja,
vidore. For seeing*nd preserving, have been evidently
viewed as cognate ideas. V. Web, v.

The various northern verba, which are synon. of
yeme, have been traced to IaL gaa, attendere, pros-
picere ; also, as a a. cars sttenta. V. Ihre, vo. Goem,
and GL Gunnlaug, S.

Yemab, Yhemar, 5. A keeper, one who has
any object in charge. This designation is

given to a groom.
And gyff hvs yhemar oncht grachys,
Lak that tnow tak hym magre his.

Barbour, it 124, Ha

1. The act of keep-Yem&eix, Yhemsell, a.

ing, custody.

And Waltre Stewart of Scotland,
That than was .young and awenand,
And ayne in laacht wes to the King,
Held aa sret will and sic yarning
Ner hand the marchis for to be,

That Berwik to yemsell tuk he.

Barbour, zvU. 222, Ma
Bot he that him in yhemsell hod
Than warnyt hym dispitously.

Ibid. ii. 18*, MS.
" Temsel, of ane castell, the custodie and keeping of

ane castelL—For yeme, in oar aald language, ia to ob-
serve and keeps, as quhen in time of singular battell,

they qnba standee by, and behaldes, ar commanded to
keeps, es yrnxt the time of the derenyie, the weapons
fra the hands of the appealer and defendow." Verb.
Sign, in vo.

3. It is used nearly in the same sense with
mod. wardship, guardianship, tutorage.

And syne the thrld bataill thai gaff

Till Waltre Stewart for to leid ;

And to Douglas douchty of deid.

Thai war cosyngis in ner degre,

Tharfor till him betaucht wes he.

For he wes young, bot nocht for thi

I trow he sail sa manlily
Do bis dewoir, and wirk sa weill,

That hym sail nede ne mar yemseUL
Barbour, xi. 329, Ma

YeinseiU, Ed. Pink.

Skinner ludicrously derives this a. from the A.-S.
and Tent, particle ge and mese, a table. But it retains

the very form of lsl. geimsla, Sa.-G. goemsel, custodia.

As Su.*G. goema obliquely signifies, to hide, goemsel
also denotes a lurking place.

[YENOO, adv. Now, just now ; also, im-
mediately, Clydes.]

YEPIE, a. A blow, as with a sword. V.
Epie.

YERD, Yerth, $. Earth, soil. V. Erd.
Terihe sometimes occurs in O. £•
•• I take one out of the yerthe that was buryed ;

"

Palagraue.

To Yerd, v. n. To bury ; [to plant]. V. Yird.
Spalding uses the term in sense 3.

r found yerded in the ya
filled with ailver work," &c. Troubles, ii. 184.

"They found yerded in the yard of Drum, a trunk

Cauld yird. " The cauld yird, the grave ;"

Gall. Enc.

Firmly fastened in theYerd-fast, adj.

ground, S.

Now thy groans in dowy dens
The yerd-jaat stanes do thirle.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. S.

Some magical influence is, by the grossly supersti-

tious, ascribed to a atone of this description.

Her feet flxt 'gainst a yird-fast stane,

Her back leant to a tree.

An' glowrin up, she made tier mane

;

" 0, new Moon I I hail thee."

Rev. J. NiecTs Poems, i. 82.

V. Monk.

Dr. Leyden, in his beautiful Poem, The Cout of Keel-

dor, refers to other superstitions of a aimilar kind.

The axe he bears, it hacks and tears,

Tis formed of an earth-fast flint

:

No armour of knight, tlio over so wight,

Can bear its deadly dint
Minstrelsy Border, ii. 392.

" An extrth~fa*t stone, or an insulated atone, inclosed

in a bed of earth, ia supposed to possess peculiar pro-

perties. It is frequently applied to sprainsand bruises,

and used to dissipate swellings ; but its blow is reck-

oned uncommonly severe." N. ibid., p. 404.

Yird-fast, 8. A stone well fastened in the

ground. " Yird-fastSj laree stones sticking

in the yird, or earth, that the plough cannot

mover Gall. Enc.

A.-S. earde-fatst ia used in a general sense, as signi*

fying, "placed, planted, settled, founded, grounded ;"

Somner. Hence, eardefaest beon ; in loco nabitationia

suae perdurare ; Oros., 5. 4. ap. Lye. Isl. iardfastr

stein, aaxum in terra immotum.

Yerd-huxger, s. 1. That keen desire of

food, which is sometimes manifested by
persons before death, viewed as a presage

that the yerd9 or grave, is calling for them
as its preyy S.

2. Voraciousness, used in a general sense.

Yerd-hunory, adj. Voraciously hungry;
properly applied to those who have the un-

natural appetite mentioned above, ibid.

Yerd-meal, 8.
u Earth-mould, church-yard

dust," Aberd., GI. Shirr.
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Yerd-siluer, *. Prob. lair-silver, grave-

money. "Tuelf penuis Scott is of yerd-

siluer? Aberd. Reg., A. 1545, V. 19.

[YERE, Yeer, $. A year, Barbour, vi. 188;
pi. yer; as, sax yer9 six years, i. 39.

This plural form is still common in Clyde*., and the
8ooth of 8.]

YERE, adv. Certainly. To yere, too surely,

or truly.

Or qohat bettir may I beleae, than he has said ?

—

Quhidder gif be for reuth fnrth yet anis ane tere f

Or of his luf had piete ? Na not to ytre.

Doug. VirgO, 112, 42.

A.-S. geart, gert, oerto. Geart is also used as an adj.

He wlstom geart ; They were sure ; Luk. xx. 6.

[Yerfast. Chains, ropes of straw, &c, used
for securing corn or hay during a gale of

wind, Shetl.j

YERESTRENE, s. " The night before last,"

Gl. Sibb., corr. of Here-yestreen, q. v. also

Here-yesterday.

To YERK, Yark, v. a. 1. To beat, to strike

smartly, S. jerk, E. yark, A. Bor., Aberd.
yark.

Bat ere the sport be done. I trow
Their skins are gayly yarkit

And peel
Td thir days.

Fergusson*s Poems, ii. 74.

—Horrid peltin* they did thole.—
In Oka house the sticks did yark,
The plaister down cam hurlin'.

D. Anderson's Poems, p. 83.

A.-S. gertcc-an, to correct, to punish ; Ial. hreck-ia,
to beat, pulsars ; jarke, pes feriens.

[2. To swing, to shut with force, to slam ; as,
u He yertit to the yett wi* a bang," Clydes.]

3. To bind tightly, as with a small cord, S.
" But he is my sister's son—our flesh and blood

—

and his hands are yerked as tight as cords can be
drawn." Heart. M. Loth., iv. 367.

*• We found—eight horses, all well Ioaden, and every
one with its head perked to the tail of the one before
him." Perils of Man, ii. 269.

To Yerk, Yark, v. n. Figuratively applied
to the rays of the sun, when they beat
powerfully on any object, Mearns.

Yerk, Yark, s. A smart blow, [a quick
movement of any kind], zjerk, S.

But wi* a yark Gib made his queet
As dwable as a flail.

Christmas Ba'ing, Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 125.

Yerker, s. A sudden and very severe blow,
Dumfr.

Yerkin, s. The seam by which the hinder
part of the upper leather of a shoe is joined
to the forepart, Berwicks., Dumfr.

To YERK, v. n. 1. To be in a state of fer-
mentation, a term applied to beer, Aug.

Perhaps a frequentative from Germ, gaer-a, So.-0

goer-n, eJBervescere. Drickat goert* ; cereTista, sddito

fenuemto, eflervesicit. It may, however, be merely i

peculiar use of the E. v. because of the qakknea of

2. "To do any thing with agility," Gl. Shirr.,

S. B. This differs from the £. t. only 13

being used in a neut. sense.

3. To be engaged in any work that requires

much exertion, to be laboriously and ear-

nestlv engaged, S.

Twas on a time, as stories tell,

Hard working in his smiddie,

A smith there was, nane but hiiu§el,

Loud perking at the studdy.

A. SeottsPoau^m

4. To be busy, keenly engaged, applied to the

mind.
MI will saj nothing, but I will yerk at the thiskV

a Prov., Kelly, p. 182.

3a.-G. yrk~af however, has a sense somewhat sails-

gous ; postulare, insistere ; Seren. to. JtrL

[YERN, v. and s. V. Yearn, and Ens.]

[Yernin, s. Rennet. V. Earning.]

YERN-BLITER, s. The snipe, S. B. some-

times pron. yern-bluter. It appears to be

the common snipe, or Scolopax Grallinago

erf Linn.

"The aiest morning they had me op afocetbcikj,

an' I believe afore the levrick or yern-bl'der becw to

sing, an' huii'd me awa to Portsmouth." JocnuJ frea

London, p. 9. V. Earx-bltter.

ToYESK,*. w. To hiccup, S. V.Tedl

Yesk, s. The hiccup, S.
" Singultus, the yesk.

n Wedderb. Vocah. p. 3d

To YESTER, r. a. To discompose. Inew

yester d him ; I never gave him any disturb

ance, Ang.
This is perhaps .the same with Gader, E"ex

»J
startle, scare, or affright suddenly ; or with (h&K
as used by Beaumont and Fletcher.
" If the fellow be out of his wits, then will 1 *m

have any more wit whilst I live ; either the n^t «

the lady has gaster'd him, or else he's drank. '•

Divers. Furley, p. 461.
Mr. Tooke mentions GaMer in connexion with Ap*-

It may be allied to Su.-G. yder, ferox, or A.*

ge-styr-em, turbare. Seren. derives a*ja* bm A.*.

gast, spectrum, q. terrified in consequence of sw^ 1

spectre. Junius gives the same etymon.

YESTREEN, Yistrene, «. Yesternigkt, &

Let ts go birn : for in my sleip yistrme

The figur of Cassandra prophetes
Osif me birnand fyre brandis.—

—

. .. . -

Douy. Fw|tf,l*,*.

But originally it signifies yesterday. V. Hm-

Yesterday.

YET, Yett, Yhate, s. A gate, S. A- Bor.

yeie.

At ather yet bene ruschit in sic ane sort

Sa mony thousandis came neuer from Mjce nor Aip-

Doug. Fir**,* 11
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The Sothroun socht qohar Wallace was in drede
;

Thai wyst nocht weylle at quhat yett he in yeide.

Wallace, i. 246, Ma
Come T are, come T late,

I fand Annot at the yhaU.

-1-. * ~* Wyntoum, vill 83, 144.
Yet chexte, door-poets.

This cruell dochter of the aold Satnrne
The meikil hirst can welter and ouerturne,
And Strang yet chelae of werefare and battel!.

Dou.j. Virgil, 229, 56.

A.-S. geat, O.Belg. gal, id. Su.-G. gaatt, postis
janaae; Isl. gat-r, gaett-er, ostium, janua, VereL
ff™tt, tt^ettj ante latus, latera ostii, O. Amir., p. 84.
The origin is probably gal, foramen, from gat-a, per-
forare ; as door has been derived from Germ. thor, thur,
foramen. It may, howercr, be from Su.-G. gaa, to go,
a. a passage ; as door has also been traced to Moes. -G.
thairh, A.-S. thurh, per, through, because it is that by
which we pass from one place to another. V. Doer,
Ihre.

Yett-cheek, *. The side or post of the
gate.
—" The lady urged him to stay all night, saying his

chamber was prepared, bat he would not, and night
being fallen, he lodges in Andrew Haddehtoun's at the
yett-cheek, who was an ostler." Spalding, i. 17.

Yethouse, *. A gate-house.
" He—biggit ane gret porcioun of the steple, and

ane staitlie yethouee.'
r

Addic. 8cot. Corn., p. 19.

To YET, Yett, Yyt, v. a. 1. To pour, S.
yet, yett, poured.

On boLs helmes and schieldis the werely schot
Maid rap for rap, rebonndand with ilk stot.

Scharp and awfall incressis the bargane,
Als violent as ener the yett down rane
Fnrth of the west dois smyte apoun the wald.

Doug. Virgil, 801, 64.

On yet, poured on.

Ouer al the schip discendis the perrellus low :

Thare was na strenth of railyeant men to wale,
Nor large fludis on yet that mycht auale.

Ibid. 150, 44.

"Fundo, to yet, or power [pour] forth, ut fundo
aquaro." Despaut Gram., F. 2, a.

" Fundo, fundis, to yeat forth." Ibid. G. 1, a.

Belg. giet-en, A.-S. geot-an, Isl. Su.-G. giut-a, Moes.-
G. aiut-an. Germ. Alem. giezz-en, Germ, gieee-en,

fundere; Su.-G. utgiut-a, effundere. Hence Jute, to
tipple, jute, weak and bad liquor, S., q. v. ; Ewte, Ex-
more, to pour in, is from the same origin.

2. To cast metals. Yyt, molten, cast.

8um goukis qnhil the glas pyg grow al of gold yyt
Doug. Virgil, ProL 238, b. 51.

Yetland, Yettlin, adj. Of or belonging

to cast iron, S.

"The ploughs in general are of Small's construction.
They have a cast yetland mould-board, which is curved.

"

. P. Ormistonn, E. Loth. Statist. Ace, iv. 167.

This term occurs in the Inventory of Artaillierle etc.

within the Caetell of Edinburgh, A. 1578, p. 253.
*• Ane demy culvering of yetline yron marked with

the rois monted nooun ane auld sea stok and roweris
pairtly garnist witn yron werk."
" Fyve pair of cammis [moulds] yetline yron for demy

culvering, battard, moyane, and doable falcon." Ibid.

p. 254.

The term is also used as a #., pron. yettlin, S.
Su.-G. giut-a is commonly used in this sense. Oiuta

en kfocka, to cast a bell ; oiuta ttycken, to cast guns.
Teut. ghieten, id. Metael ghiettn, conHare, fundere ;

ghieter van metael, fuaor, conflator; Kilian. Germ.
gieu-en, id. Belg. ten Hok gkten, to cast a bell.

Yetlin, $. 1. Iron not made malleable, S.

2. [A small cast iron pot or] boiler, S. V.
ZETLAND.

[3. A girdle on which cakes are baked, Shet.]

To YETHER, v. a. 1. To bind firmly, Roxb.

2. To beat or lash severely, properly so as to
leave the mark of the stroke, Roxb., Upp.
Clydes.
" Ye are maybe—come o' tho saints and martyrs

—

they had unco power—I hae heard o' some o* them that
fought the dcil, hand to fist, for an hour and forty
minutes, and dang him at the last—yethered him and
yerked him till he coudna mou v another curse."
Brownie of Bodsbeck, ii. 130, 131.

"Wool done, little hawkio ! Yether him up, puik
him weeL." Perils of Man, iii. 417.
This word, as signifying to beat or lash, is probably

from Yealher, A. Bor. a twig, or Yedder, "a long
stick," Grose; in reference to the use of either in
striking.

Yether, «• 1. A severe blow, Upp. Clydes.

2. u The mark left by tight binding, as with
a small cord/* Gl. Sibb., Border ; probably

allied to A. Bor. yeather, u a flexible twig,

used for binding hedges

;

" Grose.

Teut. ghedae, signifies virga, flagellum, and gheds-en,
flagellars.

It is probable, however, that our word may be
traduced from A.-S. eder, septum, a fence, as formed
by means of twigs or wattles.

Yethering, «• Striking, Roxb. •

" I like nae yethering ahint backs. Ane may ward
a blow at the breast, but a prod at the back's no fair."

Perils of Man, i. 247.

To YETT, v. a. To fasten in the firmest

manner, to rivet, Loth. Ruve, synon.

Perhaps allied to Isl. gat-a, perforare.

ToYEUK, v.n. To itch. V. Youk.

YEUNS, *. pL The refuse of grain blown
away by means of the fanners ; Yauprie,

synon. Clydes. [V. Yans.]
Perhaps from C. B. yteehyn-a, to empty, to shed, to

diffuse ; although in signification it agrees better with
qwehUion, "the refuse or winnowing of corn." Owen:
It may, however, be a corruption of awns, Moes.-G.
ahana, Su.-G. agn, palea, acus.

YEVERY, adj. Greedy, voracious.

**Gif thay war skalit, vtheria (quhilkis war mair
yevery and tume) suld licht in thair rowmes, and souk
out the residew of hir blude, quhilk war vnproffitabil."

Bellend. Cron., B. zii. c. 7. Alias (muscas) reccutes

tcfameticas, Boeth.
A.-S. gifer, gifra, gifre, avidus, vorax, rapax, gulosus.

Wael gifre fugel, a fowl fond of carrion ; gifer, a glutton.

Perhaps Su.-G. giri, girig, and Teut. ghierigh, avidus,

are allied. .
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Yevbisome, adj. Having an appetite ha-

bitually craving, Dumfr. V. Yevery.

YFERE, Yferis, adv. In company, to-

gether. V. Fere.

To YHARN, v. a. Eagerly to ilesire.

The kynryk yham I nocht to have,

Bot gyff it fall off rycht to me.
Barbour, L 158, M&

A.-S. gcom-ian, gyrn-an, desiderare, concupiscere

;

Moes.-G. paint-on, Su.-G. girn-us, III. girn-ast, cupere.
V. Yarns.

Yharxe, Yherne, adj. Eager, keen.

Agayne hym ras a campan

y

In-to the towne of Fethyrkeroe

:

To fecht wyth hym thai ware «a yheme.
Wyntom, vl 10, 151

[YHEMAN, YHEMANRY. V. under Ye-
MAN.]

[YHEMAR, Yhemsell. V. under Yeme.]

[YHET,*. Gate. V. Yet.]

[YHEYME. r. a. To keep. V. Yeme.]

YHIS, Yhus, adv. Yes.
" This," said a woman, " Schyr. perfay,
" Off Strang men I kan yow say.

—

" This," said acho, " Schyr, I will blythly ;

"Oa with yow and your cumpany."
Barbour, iv. 470, 484, Ma

Some view this as contr. from yea is. But A.-S.
gese, gut, gyst, are used in the sense of imrao, etiam.

[YHONE, adj. Yonder, Barbour, v. 593.]

[YHOUNG, adj. Young, Barbour, xii. 322.]

YHUDE, pret. Went V. Yede.

YHULE, s. Christmas. V. Yule.

YHUMAN* Yuman, Yoman, Yeomax, $.

1. A person of inferior station ; as, a hus-

bandman or farmer.
" Item, all quha are inferioor in parentage, are hus-

bandmen, (or yeomen). And the Cro of ane husband-
man, ia saxtene kye." Rtg. Maj. B. iv. c. 36, §4.
Bustici, Lat.

This has been deduced from Fris. gaeman, comp. of
gae, Belg. ga\o% gouwe, a country, a village, and man,
q. the inhabitant of a village. But perhaps it is rather

. from Teut ghe-meyn, A. -S. gemau, communis, vulgaris.

As Junius renders kaeman, incola cjusdem pagi, Sibb.
views it as •• corresponding with Scot Purtioner, the
owner of a small piece of land." Yeoman, in E., in-

deed bears this sense ; as denoting **a man of a small
estate in land." But we have no evidence that
it was ever thus used in S. When Skene gives it as
synon. with husbandman, we cannot suppose that he
understood the latter as denoting a landed proprietor.

2. It seems to signify a farmer's servant.

In the contre thar wonnyt ane
That husband we*, and with his fe

Offtsyss hay to the peile led he.—
And him selff, that wes dour and stout,
Suld by the wayne gang ydilly ;

And ane unman, wycht and hardy,
Before suld dryve the wayne ; and ber
Ane hachat, that war scharp to scher,
Wndre his belt

Barbour, x. 172, MS.

VOL. IV.

This term, however, may bo here used according to

the signification following.

3. A peasant or inhabitant of the country

employed as a foot-soldier. Yhumcuir^ tlw

peasantry armed on foot.

And of all Iriand assemblit he
Bath barges and chewalry ;

And hobilleru and yhujninry.—
And Schyr Richard Clar in hy,
Quhen Schyr Edauard wa* nassyt by,

Send lycht yomen, that Weill couth schoot

To bykkyr the rerward auonfutc -
Bot Schyr Colyne Cambell, that ner
Was by quhar thai twa yhu/aen wer,

Schowtand amang thaim hardily.

Prykyt on thaim in fuU gret hy.
Barbour, xvL 80. 101. 120, MS

Than sail the mast off his menye.
That ar bot symple yumanry,
Be dystroyit comonaly,
To wyn thair mete with thair trawaul

Ibid. nx. 171, MS.

Dustroyit is probably an error of the eorjyist,

for destreinyit. In Edit 1620, the word is strtnped.

4. As used by Blind Harry, it denotes soldien

on horseback.

Wallace sum part befor the court furth raid.

With him twa men that douchtye war in deki—
Wallace raid furth, with him twa yettum past—
Wallace slew iii, by that his yeintn wicht

The tothir twa derny to dede thai dycht
Wallace, iv. 21 79. «, 3&

Yhu3Ianry, *. V. preceding word.

YICKIE-YAWKIE, $. A woodea tool

blunted like a wedge, with which shoe-

* makers polish the edges and bottoms of

shoe-soles, Dumfr.
" Yickie-Yawkie, a tool used by shoemakenf

GaU. Enc.
Isl. jack-a, continue agito ?

YIE, term, (printed Zie). V. Ye.

YIELD, adj. V.Yeld.

YIELD OF THE DAY. The influence of

the sun; also, the height of the day. When

the ice melts, although there be no proper

thaw, it is said to be owing to the yield of

the dayy Ang.
This may be from E. yield, as denoting that the frost

gives way. But it might be traced to IS. r'J, S.

eiid, age. q. the advancement of the day, analogous to

the use of the term height. IsL elltling, age, a aseJ

somewhat in a similar sense. Nattar tflLny, seaisa

noctis, diluculum ; the age of the night, the dawn of

the day. So in Lat senium tunae denotes the l*>t

quarter of the moon.

YIFF-YAFF, *. A puny person who talb

a great deal, and little to the purpose

Roxb. V. NlFF-NAFF, V.

YILL, s. Ale, S. This is the vulgar pron.

in the West and South of S. " YM-vifa

or browster-xcife^ a woman who brewed aw
sold ale;" Gl. Sibb.

M 5
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Svne afl ye brew, my maiden fair.

Keep nitud that ye maun drink the fill.*
Bums, iv. 320.

V. Cow, *.

A. -8. tale, id. V. Yulk. Hence,

To YlLL, v. a. To entertain with ale, a term

commonly used by the vulgar, S. O. to de-

note one special mode in which a lover en-

tertains his Dulcinea at a fair or market.

Yn^i-BOAT, 8. An ale-barrel, Berwicks. V.

Boat.

Yill-cap, Yill-caup, Yill-cup, s. A horn

or wooden vessel from which ale is drunk,

S. Hence the singular metaphor, of yill-

caup een, large or saucer eyes, Galloway.

—Where chiels wi* sooty skins, and yill-caup een,

Hae their abodes.—
Davidson** Seasons, p. 13.

Yill-house, *. An ale-house, S.
•' I never gang to the yill- house ; that is, nnless ony

neighbour was to gie me a pint, or the like o* that.

"

Bob Roy, ii. ?.

[Yill-Wife, s. A woman who makes or

sells ale, Clydes.]

YIM, #. 1. A particle, an atom; the smallest

portion of any thing, Ang. It is sometimes

pron. as if nyim ; but this is most probably

from ane being used as the article between

two vowels, q. ane yim.

There euns gaed aff ay thud for thud ;

Thinks I. wi' her, there's death in play

;

Nae mair shell chew her yims of cud,

Nor brook the heartsome light of day.

The Hare's Complaint, A. ScotV* Poems, p. 77.

[2. A thin film of condensed vapour, or fat,

Banffs.]

So.-G. em, im, ime, vapour; Ial. hioom, a very

mall spark, the most minute object^ dust, vapour ;

• O. Andr.

(To Yim, v. a. and it. 1. To break into frag-

ments, Mearns ; ymvier, Ayrs. ; syn. mirL

2. To cover with a thin film, Banffs.]

To YIM, YYM, r. a. To keep. Yimmit,
kept. V. Yeme.

YIMMET, *. "A piece, a lunch, several

yww* of food ;" Gl. Enc.

Prob., O. Teut. ghemet, modus, mensura, or its

ynonyme, A.-S. gemete, expL by the very same terms ;

•' also, a quantity ;" Somner.

YIN, pron. 1. Used for Ane, one, from the

pronunciation, West of S.

A third yin owns an antique rare,

A soap-brush made of mermaid's hair f

TannahUts Poems, p. 105.

2. This, or that, Orkn.
Either from Ial. Su.-G. him, is, ille ; or hjon, indi-

iduum, humanum, persona.

YING, Yynq, adj. Young. O. E. id.

Bot war I now, as vmquhilu it has bene,

Ying asjone wantoun woistare so Strang thay wene,
"

;is me,

Doug. Virgil, 140, 49.

_ ay
Ye had i now sic voutheid, traUtis me,

Bot ony price I suld all reddy be.

After William men cald the rede kyng,

Henry the ^roun uam, his brother that was ying.

R. Brunne, p. 95.

YIRB, *. The provincial pronunciation of

E. Herb, Gall.

The hawf o' terraJirma owre,

He trod in quest o* yirb and flower.

OaU. Encycl., p. 238.

Yirb-wife, *. An old woman, who pretends

to he acquainted with the medicinal qualities

of herbs, ibid.

•• Yirb-wives, old females, skilled in the virtues of

plants and herbs ;" Gall. Enc.

YIRD, s. Earth; [the grave], South of S.

To YlRD, v. a. [1. To plant, to set]; also,

to bury, to inter; ''Fairly yirdit" dead and

buried, Roxb. V. Yerd.

[2. To knock violently to the ground, Banffs.]

Yird-drift, 8. Snow, not in the act of fall-

ing, but lifted up from the ground, and
driven by the wind, after it has lain for

some time, Berwicks., Ettr. For.; from
yird; earth, and E. drift.

Yird-eldix, *. Fuel of peat or turf, ibid.

V. Eldin.

[Yird-Fast, adj. V. under Yerd.]

Yirdlins, adv. A yirdlins, along the ground
or yird, S. B.

Sometimes the ba* a yirdIins ran,

Sometimes in air was fleeing

Fn' heigh that day.
Christmas Ba'ing, Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 125.

YIRDIN, Yird-din, 8. Thunder [in the

earth, an earthquake], S. B. V. Erddyn.

YIRLICH, adj. Wild, unnatural, Ettr. For.

"Scho—sett an sic ane yirlich scrighe that my verie

sennins sloomyt A Wint. Ev. Tales, ii. 42.

Synon. with Elritch, q. v.

To YIRM, v. n. To whine, to complain;
also, to ask in a querulous tone ; implying
the idea of continuation, S.

A.-S. yrm-ian, miserum facere.

Macta^gart expi. it by another S. word ; " To Yirtn,

to chirm like a bird ;" Gall. Enc.
Sibb. writes earm, yearm, explaining it, "to

tcaze or importune in the whining manner of a
mendicant ;

" and deriving it from Teut. arm, pauper,
Moes.-G. arm-an, misercri. Perhaps more immediately
allied to Ial. harm-a, lugeo, plango, harm-r, luctus ; G.
Andr., p. 107. Jarm-a, balare, jarmur, vox avium

;

Verel.
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YIRMS, *. pi. "Small-sized fruit;" Gall.

Enc.
This can hardly be viewed at akin to Ial garmr,
" deirita.

YIRNIN, *. 1 . Rennet, Fife. V. Earning.

[2. The stomach ; as, " I was like to rive my
yirnin," Aberds.]

[To YIRP, v. n. To fret, to grumble; yirpin,

fretful, grumbling, S.]

To YIRR, v. it. To snarl, to growl as a dog,

S. yarr, E. A. Bor. yirring, expl. noisy,

also yelling, (Gl. Grose), seems to have
been originally the part, of this v.

Like coward cur, you bustless shew your spite,

You yirr and yowl—you bark but darena bite.

Donald and flora, jx 45.

ItL verr-a, id. ; whence rerre, a dog. Lit. hirr-irt

;

Germ, irr-en, irritare; A.-S. yrrt, irritatua.

A. -8. eorra, eorrt, id., also anger ; eorr-taii, iraaci,

to be angry. Somner expl. eorra, "angry, yeery."

The latter is evidently a derivative from the A.-S. adj.,

although now obsolete. Isi. urr-a, hirrire..

Yirk, *. The growl of a dog, S.

IaL trrr, hirritus.

YIRTH, $. Tlie earth, Renfr.
He kend how roony mile was to the moon,
How a' this yirth rows round about the sun.

A. WiUon'i Poems, 1810, p. 28.

YIRZE, adj. Not acquainted, Ayrs.

To YISK, v. n. To hiccup. V. Yeisk.

YISTRENE,*. Yesternight. V. Yestrene.

[YITE, Yellow-Yite, s. Same with Yeld-

ring, q. v.]

YMAGE, s. Homage.
King Eduuard past and Corepatrik to Scwne,
And thar he gat ymwje of Scotland swne ;

For nane was left the realm© to defcud.

Wallace, I 116, MS.

YMAGERIS, $. pi. Images.

"Finaly be generall decrcit was statute that the
mageris of Sanctis (as the kirk of Rome vsis) sail be
honorit & bad in rcucrencc in al partis, not as ony
deuinitc war hid in thame, bot to represent the figoure
of God and His Sanctis." Bcilend. Cron., B. x. c. 5.

Fr. vmagcr-trt, of or belonging to images.

YMANG, Ymanois, prep. • Amongst.
" That fra hine furth the Scottis grotc—hafc courss

rng our souuerain lordis liegis for xiiij d." Pari.
III.. A. 1467, Acts Ed. 1814, p. 00.

" Becauss of the eschowing of grct slachtcris quhilkis
has bene richt commone ymang the kingis liegis now
and of late," Ac. Ibid. p. 00.—"To the eschewing of—distruccionis of citcis,

wallit tovnis, justice & policy, committit ymawjis
thaim of tyme bigaiu, k liable to be committit in tyme
camming, Ac. Ibid. A. 1473, p. 103.

This is obviously the common change of A.-S. ge into

y ; gemang, inter. I have not, however, observed this
term used any where else, either by S. or old E. writers.

To YMP, v. a. To ingraff, to insert.

Fals titlaris now growis up full rank,
Nocht yinpit in the stok of cheritic.

Howpin^ at tliair lord to get grit thank

;

Thay half no drede on thair nybourb to lie.

Henry90tu, Dannatyne Pom*, p. US.

A.-S. Alem. imp-an, imp-ian. Germ, impf-tn, 3a.-G.

ymjwt, id. E. imp, id., although not mentioned by

Johns, in this sense.

YMPNE, s. A hymn.
And lo, ane vthir sorte ml blyth and glad

On athir hand Iwhaldis Eneas,—
Ympnis of pryce, tryumphe and victory,

And singand glad togiddir in fallooschip.

Doug. Virgil, 188,7.

In the dark ages, it was customary in MSd, «
Rndd. observes, to omit the initial A, as ymjmui, $<**,

ortus, for hymn us, hyems, hortu*, and to insert j; betwixt

m and n,

'•Whenne the ympne was aeide thei wenten oat

into the mount of Olyvete." Widif, Mat 26.

[YMYDDIS,/W5p. In the midst of, Barbour

xii. 576.]

[YNEUCH, YNEW, adj. and $. Enough,

sufficient, Barbour, xiv. 235, xix. 626. V.

Eneuch.]

[YNKIRLY, Ynkuuly, adv. Particularly,

Barbour, vii. 555 ; quite, vii. 183.]

YNOM, pret. Took.
The seymen than walkand full besyly.

Ankyrs wand in wysly on athir srd,

Thair lynys kest and waytyt weyll the tyd

;

Leyt salys fall, and has thar courss ynom :

A gud gay wynd out off the rycht art com.
* *'

Wallace,*. W,Ma
In edit 1648, altered to,

Let sailes fall and took thar course anane.

A.-S. ae-nim-an, capere ; genom, I took, oca**, sc

took. Ynome^ taken, R. Glouc.

YOAG, s. The Great Mussel, ShetL

"Mytilus Modiolus, Yoag, Great Muscle." B*

monstone's Zetl., ii. 322.

To YOAK, v. a. To look ; as, " Yoak your

orlitch," look your watch, Fife.

Apparently a mere corruption of the E. r. There ii

a possibility, however, that it may be allied to Sa.-G-

oeg-a, videre, Alum, oug-on, id., from oeya, the ere.

We may add Teut. oogh-en, prospicere, ghe-oy»*

ocellatus, having eyes.

YODE, pret. v. Went.
A colt o* course to asshood cam,—
Yode to a herd o' jet black nout,

That he mote lear their artfa' rowt.

Taylor*» 8. Poems, p. 1»

[YOCHEL, Yociio, 8. A big stupid person.

Clydes., Banff*.]

[YOCK, v. and s. Grip, hold. V. Yok.]

To YOK, Yoke, Yock, v. a. and n. [1- To

yoke, to attach, Barbour, x. 215; hence, to

begin work.] •
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8. To plough ridges in a particular way, Banffs.
"We are directed to yoke awal and bear-root, that

la to plow the ridges by paira." Surv. Banfis. App.,
pi 82.

[3. To grip, to grasp, to engage with, Shetl.]

4. [To yoke to, to attack], to enter on any sort

of employment with vigour or keenness, S.

8b«—spies a ipot of arerens-ere lang

;

Right yap she yoked to the ready feast,

And lay and eat a fall half hour at least.

/tow'* HeUnore, p. 27, [2nd Ed.]

" Wi* that they a' yoked to me, and hoisted me ower
into the cobble, and cut the rope ; sae there was I set

adrift without mair ado." St. Johnstoun, ii. 203.

5. [To yoke wi, or with, to tackle], to engage
with another in a dispute, S.

"The Turk is like to be terrible to Italy. France
is like in earnest to yoke with the Pope, who is so per-

and foolish, that he will force France to restore

the Barbarians to their places, whence they are ejected
with the force of anna.* Baillie's Lett., u. 175.
" The orthodox and heterodox party will yoke about

it with all their strength." Ibid., p. 232.

[Yoke, #. A grip, a grasp, Shetl. ; a dispute,

a quarrel, Clydes.]

Yoking, «. 1. The time that a horse is in the
yoke, S.

"Where horses are used, and the ground is light,

and nearly level, a pair of horses can plough an Eng-
lish acre in three journie*, or yoking*, of four hours
each; but the average of work done, by a pair of
ordinary horses, can not be stated at more than a
8ootch acre in four yoking*." Agr. Surv. Aberd., p.
400-600.

[2. Metaph., debate, disputation.

" Dr< Barron hath often disputed with me—three
yoking* laid him by." Rutherford's Letters, cxix.

3. A turn, or bout.

At length we had a hearty yokin
At sang about.

Burns, ill 235.]

YOKE, $. The natural greasiness of wool,

Galloway ; Eik, Clydes.
" la not the yoke, or natural oiliness of the wool in

the animal, more efficacious for this purpose, [im-
proving the growth and Quality of wool], than any
artificial application ? If black-faced sheep are den-
dent in this quality, it will account in a satisfactory
manner for the practice of smearing. The wool of the
black-faced haa commonly less yoke than- that of fine-

woolled sheep." Agr. Surv. Gall, p. 283. V. Eik.

YOLDYN, Youden, pret. v. Yielded, sur-

rendered.

Tharfor in hy
He set a sege thar to stoutly

;

And lay thar quhUl it yotdyn was.
Barbour, x. 804, MS.

YOLK, #• Those round, opaque, and radi-

ated crystalizations, which are found in

window-glass^in consequence of being too

slowly cooled,*are generally termed yolks in

S. ; probably from their supposed likeness

to the yolk of an egg.

YOLKIE-STANE, *. Plum-pudding-stone,

or conglomerate, Forfar.

"In descending from the Grampians, the first rock
that occurs after the porphyry, is what is commonly
called coarse Pudding-stone, Gravcl-ttone, or Breccia.

The people of this country apply to it the more de-
scriptive name of yolky-etone, because it is composed
of a vast number of rounded peebles resembling yolks

of eggs, which are bound together by a ferruginous
sandy cement, of various, but generally of great hard-
ness. Agr. Surv. of Forfars., p. 19.

To YOLL, v. a. To strike ; as, to yoll with an
axe, S. B.

YOLLE,*. A yawl.

"The burgh of Kinghorne—is hellele* trublit and
hurt be the skaffis, skeldrykes, and yolles of unfrie
tounis," Ac. Act. Conv. Bor. V. Skeldryke.

Belg. iol, a Jutland boat ; Su.-G. julU, navigiolum,
Dan. jolU, id.

To YOLLER, v. n. To speak in a loud,

passionate, and inarticulate manner, Eoxb.;

synon. Goller, q. v.

Yollerik, «. Confused or convulsed noise

;

Grollerin, synon., ibid.

YOLPIN, #. 1. An unfledged bird, Upp.
Clydes.; synon. GorbeU

2. Transferred to children, who are often
spoken of as the yolpine, ibid.

Su.-G. golben signifies a novice, from got, gut, yellow,
and ben, of uncertain signification and origin.

To YOMER,r.n. To shriek. V.Yamer,*.

YOMF, *. A blow. To Yomp, v. a. To
strike, [to thrust], Gall.

May thy bonny gilpie, NelL
Entice ye, advise [yej till Nickie Ben will prise ye,

And yomfy head foremost to hell 1

OoJL Encycl., p. 447.

Cost, from S. Qowff, id. ; or, allied to Su.-G. gump,
IaL gump-r, nates, dunes, podex.

[YONGAT, Yon-gat, adv. In such wise,

Barbour, Hi. 171.]

YONT, Yond, prep. Beyond. V. Yound.

Far tont, Far yond. A phrase applied to

one who is supposed to be in a nearly hope-
less state, in whatever sense, S.

"As long as a people will hear reproof, and take
with it, there is ay some hopes in their latter end

;

but when he that reproves in the gate makes himself
a prey, then they arefar yond, when they refuse to
return, and make their face like a flint and harder."
W. Guthrie's Serm., p. 24.

Yonter, adj. More distant, farther; the
comparative of Yont, S.B.

They turs'd the baggage, and awa' they scour.

Out o'er the yonter brae wi' a' their power.
Rot*** HeUnore, p. 49.

V. YoujfD.
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Yontmost, Yondmost, adj. Farthest, most

distant, S.

"Here the mercy of God it gone to the yondmost"
Wiaheart's Theologia, p. 303.

[YOOFIE,*. A beating, Shetl. V. Youff.]

YOOLUGHAN, $. The act of yelling.

•• 111 gar her set up her yoolughan* there, the lim-

mer, an I had aince an arrow." Saint Patrick, ii. 18.

From Yocjl, r.

[To YOORN, Yourn, v. n. To move about
in a lazy or listless manner, Perths., Banffs.]

YOPINDAILL, Yowpindaile, s. Prob. a
heifer.

^
" The bailies chargit Johne Dron in jugement to de-

liner Johnn Auchtqubolly ano yopindaiU, or than xv
ah. Scottis thairfor.'* Aberd. Reg., A. 1541, V. 17.
" Five yopeimlialU at xv s. Scottis the pece." Ibid.

*"vi YopindaH*." Ibid. A. 1648, V. 20.
" Five yopeindailis at xv a. Scottis the pece." Ibid.

V. 18.
" Item thair wes awing to the said vmquhile James

be Alexr
. Innea of Cromy xvi li. xiii s. iiii d. Item, be

John Gordon of Carnburrow, xxi li. vi s. viii d. Item,
be Thomas Innes of Pethnik auchtene yoicpindaiUs,
pryce of the pece xx s.

M MS. Testament of James
Innes of Drennie, 4th Dec., A. 1572.

Can this be a eorr. from Cowpendach, a heifer?

YORE, adj. Ready ; alert. V. Yare.

YORLIN, *. Yellow-hammer, Gall., Roxb.
, at hU tail,

Free 'mang the scrogs, the yorlins fly in dads,
Like tykes upon a beggar.

Davidson's Seasons, p. 4.

This seems merely a transposition of Youlring, q. v.

YOUD, *. Youth, Fife.

YOUDFU*, adj. Youthful, ibid.

Youdith, *. Youth, S. A.
This is a corr. Y. Youthheid.

Her cheek, where roses free from stain,

In glows of youdith beek
;

TJnraingled sweets her lips retain,

These' lips she ne'er should steek.

Ramsay's Works, L 117.

Youdlin, *. A stripling, Fife.

Blyid Jamie, a youdlin like a fir in its blossom,
Sair sabbit his tongue, a tear filled his ee,

Ane outlin tae what was aye wringin his bosom,
Till Jenny's wee flittin- gaed doun the green lee.

MS. Poem.

YOUDEN-DRIFT, s.

wind, S. B.
The strongest wind that e'er blew free *he lift,

Tho' mixt wi* hail, wi' rain or yoiulen dr{ft,

Brings ay a calm at last. -
Morison's Poems, p. 121.

Also written Ewden-drifl, q. v. This may be formed
from the old part. pa. of yield, q. snow which is driven
as yielding to the force of the wind.

YOUDEN, part. pa. 1. Yielded, given up,

surrendered. V. Yoldyn.

Snow driven by the

2. When the effects of a thaw begiu to be

felt, it is common to say, "the ice »

yowden ;

w
i.e., it has begun to give war,

Aberd.
Junius has remarked that fold is the old pret of tie

v. to YeU, Le., yield. Thus it is used by Chancer.

Feryusson's Poms, ii 1

r ought his trend ben of his deth.

Whan with honour is yolden up his breth.

Knight*$ Tola, ?. MM.

Frosu A.-S. gild-am, solvere, is formed gevtd, sobta.

To YOUF, Youff, Yuff, v. n. To bark;

[youffin, barking], S.

My coller, Ringie, youfd an* yowl*d a' night,

Cour'd and crap near me in an unco fright

V. WOUIT.
—"In the day of the sickening of the Laird and

Lady Kilbumie, whereof they shortly died, his dop

went into the close, and an unco dog coming in amount

them, they all set up a barking, with their face* sp

to heaven, howling, yelling, and yon/thing ; and vies

the laird called to them, they would not come to him,

as in former times when he called on them." Lavs

Memorialla, p. 221.

—Cerberus, though but just whelped.
Did stan' an' yuffi

Davidson's Seasom, p. IL

Then Jowler hee begonde to youffe,
With a short and ane anngrie tone.

Orousome Caryl, Blackw. Mag. Jan. 1825, n. SO.

Dan. gkhtr, IsL gty-a* latrare.

To YOUF, Yowff, v. a. To strike forcibly,

S.B.; the same with Gowf, q.v.

They yowfd the ba' frae dyke to dyke
Wf unco speed and vim
Christmas Ba'ing, Skinner's Misc. Poet., p. 121

Youff, Yowff, s. A smart swinging blow;

radically the same with gouff, S. [ Youfin,

a severe beating, S.]

Death wf his rune rax'd her a yowff,
And sae she died.

Ramsay's /Vttu.i.flS.

[Youff, adv. With heavy fall, Ban**.]

YOUFAT, adj. Diminutive, puny, Ayrs.

"Thae—critics get up wi* sic Iang-nebbit calk-

hooiugv, an* you/at oravooras—as wad gar ane that'*

no acquant wi* them trou they ettlit to mak a bokeek

o'them.** Kdin. Mag, April 1621, p. 331.

To YOUK, Yeuk, Yuke, Yuck, v. «. To

itch, to be itchy, S. yuck, id. Liucoln.

Junius mentions this as a S. wonI, referring to the

Prov., " I'll gar you *cart where yon yonk not ? Le^

"I*U make you scratch where you itch not." This Pror.

is used metaph. as when a parent threatens to beat a

child. It is commonly expressed in this manner ,
/«

gar yom daw where ye're no youky.

It seems also to signify the causing of pain or vexa-

tion of mind without any previous apprehensions.

"Thay—throw a proud presumption of thair auis

wisdome, hearis thame selns, or sik as natters thair

yettking earis," Ac. J. Hamilton's Facile Traicti«e,

p. 42.

To one who does any thing that may expose him to

capital punishment, or who seems to make advances to

an action of this kind, it is sometimes said ; Yonr mat

youking, Le.* You seem to long /or the gallows. ».

Kelly, p. 391.
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* "Taken from a senseless opinion of my country

-

men
(

- that when their noeo itches, somebody is speak-
ing ill of them ; when their mouth itches, they will

* some novelty ; when their ear, somebody is speak-
inging of them, &c. The meaning is, that yon are doing
or saying something that will bnng yon to the gallows,
Kelly, ibid.

Germ, jucl-en, Belg. jeucJt~en, id. prnrire ; also, to
scratch.; Germ. jucte, Belg. jeutte, (pron. q. y.) A.-S.
gktha, pruritus, Su.-G. gickt.

Youk, Yeuk, Yuke, Yuck, *. 1. The itch.

A souplc tsylor to his trade,

And when their hands he shook,
Ga'e them what he got free his dad,

Videlicet, the yuke.
To claw that day.

Ramsay's Work*, I 263.

—But waster wives, the went of a',

Without a yeuk they gar sue claw.

Ibid. p. 807.

V. the «.

2. 'Itchiness; without any relation to the
cutaneous disease denominated the itch, S.

Youkt, adj. 1. ItchjyS. V. the v.

2. Eager, anxious ; metaph. used.

Straight Bswsy rises, quickly dresses,

While haste his youky mind expresses.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 660.

YOUKFIT,#. The snipe, Upp.Clydes. V.
YUCKFIT.

To YOUL, Youlb, v. n. To howl, to yell,

S. A. Bor.

And oft with wylde scryke the oycht oule
Hie on the role allane was hard youle.

Doug. Virgil, 110, 10.

With doleful tkrik and waling all is confundit,
The holl housis youlit snd'resoundit.

Ibid. 56, IS.

"8trike a dog with a bone, and he'll yotcll ;" 8.
Ptot. "Men will bear small inconveniencies, that
bring great profit." Kelly, p. 294.
Ooul9 youl, yaul, howl, ytli, and ydloch, teem to be

all from the same fountain. V. Goul, v.

Youi*, Yowl, *. A yell, the act of howling.

S. V.ther.
The air was dirkit with the fowlis,

That come with yawmeru, and with yotolis.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 22.

Youlxje, $. A police-man, Ediuburgh;
a low term, probably formed from their

youling or calling the hours.

YOULRING, s. A yellowhammer. V.
Yeldrin.

[YOUM, #. Warm air, vapour; smell, aroma,
Banffs. V. Oam.]

YOUND, adj. Opposite, what is on the other
side.

Wenis thou vnerdit now, and thus rnabil,
Ouer Styx the hellis pule sic wise to fare ?—
Vncallit on the yound brsy wald thou be ?

Doug. Virgil, 176, 85.

"To charge the prelates, and tho other beneficed
men, on the yond sido of the Month,—to exhibit and
produco the just and trow rentales of thair benefices,'*

Ac. Knox's Hist, p. 297.

A.-S. deond, illuc, ultra ; there, further ; Moes;-G.
gaind, illuc. Junius seems, with great propriety, to
derive A.-Sk omgtomd, adversum, contra, from on, and
geond, illuc ; so that the comp. teiin signifies whatever
is opposite. V. Etym. vo. Against. Germ, gen,

adversus, contra ; hemeejem-er, 'ulterior ; jen-seit, ultra,

trans, in opposita regkme, from gent jen, and sett, latus,

side.

3. it is pron. yotU ; as, the ifont *tVe, tho further side.

Yond, adv. further, is pron. in the same manner.
" What want ye up and down ? ye have hither and

yont ;" Ramsay's 5. Prov., p. 76. A. -S. hider and geond,

hoc atque illuc ; Bed. v. 13. A. Bor. yont, beyond.
8U yontermert, Fife, sit farther off, from yonder, S.

yonter, and stair, mote.

YOUNG FOLK. The name commonly
given in S. to a newly married pair.

"The Baron, while he assumed the lower end of

the table, insisted that Lady Emily should do the
honours of the head, that they might, he said, set a
meet example to the youngfolk." Waverley, iii. 360.

Youngsoue, adj. Youthful, Ang.
But weYs foriairn, an' right sair altered now,
Sic ymmgsome sangs are sairleas fra« my mou*.

Ross's Belenort, First Edit. p. 115.

[To YOUP, v. n. To bark, cough ; also, to

grumble, fret, Clydes., Banffs. V. Your.
Youp implies a harder, sharper sound than You/.]

Youp, «. [A bark, cough] ; also, a scream.

V. Yout, $.

To YOUST, r. n. To talk idly and loosely,

with volubility and noise, Roxb. [V.

Voust.]

Youst, t. Conversation of this description,

ibid.

Old Flero. tost signifies impetus ; A.-S. yst and gist,

procella ; aestus maris. But perhaps it is rather allied

to gist, gyst, Su.-G. gaest, (IsL jast-r, E. yeast,) from
gaes-a, jaes-a, fennentare, IsL ysa, intumeacere.

YOUSTIR, Youstkr, $. " Putrid matter,

corrupt blood, sanies ;

w Rudd.
I saw that crueD feynd eik thare, but dout,
There lymmes rife ami eit, as he war wod,
The youttir tharfra chirtaud and blak bind.

—He straucht, fordrunkin, tigging in his dreme,
Bokkis forth and yeiskis of yoiuUrr niony streme.

Doug. Virgil, 89, 38, 43.

A.-S. geo!ster,geolhstor, "virus, sanies, tabum : poison,

venome; black, corrupt, filthy matter or bloud;"
Somner. Hence geolstru, virulentus ; virulent, full of
poison ; id.

The A.Bor. v. to youster, to fester (Ray), is evidently
from the same origin with our s.

It might seem formed from geolw, yellow, as indicat-

ing the colour of purulent matter, and ster, a term.,
• yet retained in some Goth, dialects, by which substan-

tives are formed from verbs, and adjectives from
substantive ; as Belg. vryster, virgo nubilis, fromfrey-en,
nubere, Germ, hamster, mus agrestis, from hamme, ager.

V. Ster, term.

Kilian renders Tent, aftestf, ghist, faex, sanies, crassa-

men, crassamentum. This might seem allied, were it
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not synon. with A.-S. gidt E. yra»t. And, from the
orthography, it U not probable that the latter has any
affinity to geolster.

To YOUT, v. n. To cry, to roar, S.B.

Qahy am I formit sa foull

;

Ay to yout and to Youll,

Aa ane horuble oull.

Ougsum owir all ?

Houlate, i.,8.

A cow it said to yout% when she makes a noise.

Teut. iut/t-en, iuycht-tn, jubilare, vocifcrari ; iuyt

iuytinghf. jubilatus. Isl. geut-a, to bark, is probably
allied. This may be traced to gcy-a, latrare, whence
gaud, latratus, barking. V. Verel. in vo.

Yout, Yowt, 9. A cry, "a scream," 01.

Shirr. S.B.
The fyre fUuchtis flew ouirthort the fellis,

Than was thair nocht bot yowtis andjr»llis.

Lyndsay's Warkit, T592, p. 40.

Sam fled for to saue thanie sels,

And vther sum with youts and yells,

llaist cairfully did cry.
'

BureTs PQg. Watson's Coll., ii. 3&
My heart it quells wi' fear,

The stents to see, the ymcU to hear
That stound upon mine ear.

JamiesoWs Popul. Ball, i. 233.

Skinner gives youp as synon. This seems allied to

the S. v. Yaup, q. v.

YOUTHEID, Yhouthade, Yowthheid, s.

1. The season of youth.
—Till swylk thowlesnes he yeid,

As the courss askis off yowtheid.
Barbour, I 334, MS.

In-til the flonre of hys yhowtiud
He deyd in clene madynhed.

Wyntoum, vii. 7. 831.

Bot quhen yowthheid hes blawn his wantoun blast,

Than sail Gud Counsall rewill him at the last
Lyndsay, 8. P. A, ii. 128.

The latter is the most proper orthography; A.-S.
qeogrth-had, i.e., literally, the state of being young.
V. Heid, term.

2. Used to denote persons in the state of

adolescence.
—"The vniuersitics of this realme are appointit for

the educatioune of the yottthheidc quhilk sua be seide

of gude learning and roancris within this realme," Ac.
Acts Ja. VI. 1578, Ed. 1814. i> 98.
" His diligence & fruit of his labonris vpoune the

youthcheid." Aberd. Reg. Cent. 16.

• —" And to appoint sik personis as thai pliss—for
instructing of the youthehrtd in gude literature and
science," Ac. Reg. Present A. 1584. Life of Mel-
ville, i. 480*

Youtiiie, Youtiiy, adj. 1. Youthful, S.

Youthy is used in E. as an adj. But Dr. Johns,
condemns it as "a bad word."

2. Of youthful habits, or, with an affectation

of youthfulness in dress, or in manners
unbecoming in advanced life. Thus, it is

often said of a female ; " I'se warran she's
J

nae less than three score, but she's as

youthie as gin she warna out o' her teens ;" S.

Youthiness, s. Youthfulness, S.
" My spirits were maintained in a state of jocund

temperance, and my thoughts so lifted out of the cares

of business, that 1 was, for the time, a new creature,

bringing buck with me -a sort of youth'taw tU&t luted

. sometimes more than a fortnight." The Steam-but,

p. 2.

[YOUTHER, Youtuib, *. Smoke, smell.

V. Yowtuer.]

YOUTHIR OF THE Sod. The red ashes of

turf, Ang.

To YOVE, v. n. 1. To talk in a free, facetious,

and familiar way ; as, to Yore and Cracky

to speak a great deal, in high spirits,

S. ; synon. ' love and Crack.

This term includes the idea, that, although a ewd

deal be said, it is rather of a trivial nature, or little to

the purpose.
Tent, lowtr, jubilatus ; Isl. goefg-a, celebrare.

2. To go at a round pace; a secondary sense;

Loth.

YOW, Youe, s. 1. A ewe.
Thre ?elw tho, as was the auld manere,

In wourschip of Erix he bad donn quel.

And ane blak yow to God of teinpe»tis fel

Doug. Ftryi/,153,51.

—"Thai maid grit cheir of euyrie sort of mylk btjtst

of ky mylk & youe mylk." CompL S., p. 6U
A.-S. fount. Belg. oyt% otctre.

2. Rotten yow
y
metaph. applied to a person

supposed to be unwholesome, as subjected

to much expectoration, S.B.

[Yowie, *. Dimiu. of yoic, Burns.]

To YOW, v. ft. To caterwaul, Clydes.

An' the wilc.it uowCt through its dowie vowts

Sae goustie, howeb, and dim.
Masiiiaidea ofClytU, Edin. Mag., Jfrf 1S&

R. yow't. V. same number, p. 452.

YOWDE, pret. Went. V. Yede.

YOWDLIN, part. adj. Dilatory, Fife; is,

44 Ye're a yowdlin elf
."

Isl. iodla suggests the itlea of tardiness in eating.

Edentuli infautis more, cibum in ore volutarc.

YOWPINDAIL, s. V. Yopixdaill.

YOWTHER, Youther, s. 1. Any strong

or nauseous smell; often, u a filthy yoiciherf

as that of housed cattle. V. Ewder.

2. It denotes vapour, Moray.
The yoicther drifted sae high i* the sky,

The sun worth a' sae red.

Northern A Htiquitia, p. 271

3. The dust of flax, Ayrs.

YRLE, s. A dwarf; [yrlin, Ayrs.]

Wansuckit t'unnliug, that Nature made so ydt, it

Kenncdie, Ecerynx*, il &
V. Wansuckit.

Isl. yrling-r, vermiculus, G. Andr., p. 137, * "^
worm ; also applied to the young of little beasts. &
it may be corr. from tcurf, one of tho forms whkh

wartcolf has assumed. As, however, uirt denote *

dwarf, S. B., it is possible that n has been omitted by
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Kenned ic, or by lomo copyist, m not belonging to the
term. For where words have not formerly been writ-

ten, beginning with a vowel, it ia sometimes doubtful,
whether n belongs to them, or only to the article pre*

ceding; the prouunciatiou being in both cases the same.
York*. * l

urle, to draw ones self up on a heap;**
Clavis.

{To YSCHE, v. n. To issue, to sally, to sally

forth, Barbour, iv. 95 ; pret. and part. *pa.

yacAt/, V. 338, vi. 404. . V. Iscu.]

[Ysciie, s. Outlet, exit, issue, Ibid. vii. 363.]

[Yscher, Yschare, *. An usher, Lyndsay,
The Dreme, L 23.]

[Y8CHINO, *. Sallying out, sally, Barbour,

xv. 158.]

[YTHAND, Ythen, adj. Assiduous, Bar-
bour, iii. 285. V. Ithand.]

[Ythandly, Ythenly, adv. Assiduously,

Ibid. vi. 327.]

YTHRANGIN, pret. v. Thrust upwards.
V. Thrino, v. a.

[YTWYN, adv. A corr. of tn-toyn, apart,

asunder.]

Tharfor Hi dykys out thort he schar,

Fra baith the mo&sis to the way

:

That wer sa fer fra othir, that thai

War ytvryn a bowdraucnt and mar.
Barbour, riii. 175.

Euen, eveo, Edit. 1620.

[In Dr. Jamieson's edition of Barbour this term is

correctly printed ytwyn ; but in the Diet, it is yiwyn,

regarding the meaning of which the Dr. confessed he
could form no conjecture. Nor could any one else.

But ytwyn is plainly the vulgar pron. of in-lwyn,

nder, and is still used in the form atween.]

YUCKFIT, Youkfit, s. The snipe, Lanarks.
*• The yuckjtt fell on Fauldhouse know,
The paitrick on Auldton lea.'*

'* Tuefit, the snipe, so called from its cry ; called

also, from the same circumstance, heatherleal." Edin.

Mag. July 1819, p. 529.

This must be an error of the press for heatherbleat.

[TOGGLE, s. An owl, Shetl. Dan. ugle,

id.]

YUIK, Yuke, s. [Itch, itching, Clydes.]

" Or he was past ane myle from Striuiling, all the
partis of his body wer taikin with sic ane sair yuil as it

micht esily appeir that the same proceidit not of the
force of ony seiknes, bot be plane trecherie. The
takinis of quhilk trecherie, certanc blak pimple* sa

•one as he was cum to Glasgow, brak out ouer all his

haill body, with sa greit yttik and sic pane throw out
all his lymmis, that he lingerit out his lyfe with verray

small hope of eschaip." Buchanan's Detect., p. 12.

In the Lond. Edit, ache is the word used, Sign. C.

iiii. b. ; in the Lat. copy dolor, in both places. Dvlort
et omnium partium vexatione.

Itchiness cannot well be meant, as there is no cor-

respondent term in the Lat. Besides, dolor and
vtxatio are the only terms used by Buchanan, Hist.

Lib. xviii. 6. [The term is still used in Clydes. and
Loth.]

One would almost think that yttik were an error of
the press for yaik, as the ». is used in this form,
signifying, to ache. But this cannot well be supposed,
as yttik not only occurs twice in such close conucxion,
but in another place.
" Blak pimples broking out ouer all his l>ody, greuous

fuik in all his lymmis, ami intollerabill stinch disclois

it" In Lond. Edit ache. Sign. H. ii. b.

To YUKE. V. Youk.

YULE, Yuule, Yuyll, $. The name given

to Christmas, S. A. Bor.
Oure the Mownth theyne passyd he sene,

And held hys Yhult in Abbyrllene.
Wyntown, vii. 9. 80a

In-tyl Kinlos that yere for-thi .

In Morave held the King Davy
His Yule. And of Sanct-Amlreww than
The Bischope de Latidali*. that gud man,
In Elgyne held his Yult that yere.

Ibid. viiL 45. 107. 109.

" In the thrid yeir eftir, the erle of Caithnes come to *

kymj Alexander, onhen he wes sittand with his modir
on the Epyphauy day at his Yuyll, and desirit grace.

"

Bellend. Cron., B. xiii., c. 14. Natal i Christi, Boeth.
"A green Yule makes a fat kirk-yard ;" Ramsay's

S. Prov., p. 11. The truth of this Prov. is denied by
some learned physicians, who assert that a hard winter
cuts off many more, especially those advanced in life,

than an open one.

Su.-G. jul, Dan. iule, juledag. III. jol, A.-S. gtola,

geohol, gchhot, gehul, id.

Mr. rinkerton has justly observed, that this was
" originally the Gothic Pagan feast of Yule or Jul

;

"

Gl. Maitl. Poems. The ancient Goths had three great
religious festivals in the year. Of theso Yule was the
first. It was celebrated at the time of the winter
solstice, in honour of the Sun, whom the Goths wor-
shipped under the name of Thor. As at this period
the Sun began to return, they expressed their joy in

this manner, and endeavoured to secure a propitious

year. Mallet's North. Antiq., i. 130, 131.

It must be acknowledged, that the same confusion
may be remarked in the Gothic mythology, as in that

of Greece and Rome. The attributes of one deity are

often transferred to another. Hence the Sun is some*
times recognised by the name of Odin ; and we are
informed that this deity was denominated, by the
inhabitants of the North, Julvatter, or the Father of

Yule, because this feast was observed in honour of him.
V. Keysler, Antiq. Septent., p. 159. This confusion
may in part be accounted for by a circumstance which
Mallet has taken notice of. The different northern
nations had their partialities ; and as they all observed
the feast of Jul, some might ascril>e the honour to one
deity, and others to another. "The Danes seem to

have paid the highest honours to Odin. The inhabi-

tants of Norway and Iceland appear to havo been under
the immediate protection of Thor ; and the Swedes had
chosen Freya for their tutelar deity." North. Antiq..

L97.
I. Many conjectures have been formed as to the

origin of the Name. Some have derived it from Gr.
coXof, which denoted a hymn that was wont to bo sung
by women in honour of Bacchus, as appears from the
following verse

:

AerdaXtdat rtvxowra ica\ai -jctAe* tovXovt.

"And preparing the salted flour, she sung the pleasant

/•f/i.
M

Didymus and Athenacus assert, that the hymn was
in honour of Ceres ; and the sam* thing is intimated
by Theodoret, in his work De Materia et Afundo, when
he says ; "Let us not sine the lulus to Ceres, nor the

Dithyrambus to Bacchus. ' By the way, it may be
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remarked, that, according to the learned Verclius,

Ceres was by the Goths called Frigga or Freia. Not.
in Herrarar S., p. 52. Hickes observes, that this

agrees very well with the Yule-games of oar ancestors,

who celebrated this feast after the completion of har-

vest, and at the commencement of a new year, over the
labours of which Ceres was supposed to preside.

It has been objected to this derivation, that it is

improbable that the Goths would borrow the term
from the Greeks. But if we could view the words as

bavins a common origin, it might rather be supposed
that the Greeks had borrowed theirs from the Goths,
as the Pelasgi seem to have been of Scythian extract.

With our ancestors, however, the worship of Ceres
was certainly appropriated to Freya, while Yule was
consecrated to the Sun.

the 25th of December was reckoned the
middle of winter by Julius Cesar, it has been conjec-

tured that the Goths gave the name of Jul to this day.
Venerable Bede, in one passage, seems to embrace this

opinion. V. Worm. Fast. Dan. L. i. c. 7. Our
Buchanan, having observed that Yule was a revival of

the ancient Saturnalia, adds, that the name of Julius

Cesar was substituted for that of Saturn. Nostri Julia

id festum vocant Caesaris videlicet nomine pro Saturno
substituto. Hist L. i. c. 24.

But it is extremely improbable, that Yule should re-

ceive its designation among the Goths, from Julius

Cesar. "For what reason," as Loccenius inquires,

"would they give this honour to him, who, so far

from subduing them, never came into their territories?"

According to Strabo, who lived under Augustus and
Tiberius, the regions beyond the Elbe, where the sea
was interposed, were quite unknown to the Romans in

his time. Lib. vii. p. 249. V. Loccen. Antiq. Sueo.-
Goth., p. 23.

Wormius, although in one place he seems disposed
to concede, that the Cimbric name of this feast was
adopted out of compliment to Julius, elsewhere prefers

a different hypothesis. "The months called Giuli (in-

cluding .part of December and January) receive their

denomination from the retrograde motion of the sun,

causing the increase of the day.—The name originates

if I mistake not, from the winter solstice, because then
the sun seems ss it were to rest, before he approaches
nearer to the Equator. For, to this day, huile denotes
rest, as at kuiU, at rest ; and the change of H into O
is easy." Fast. Dan., p. 41.

The A.-S. gave the name of Oeola to two of their

months, December and January, callingjthe first Aerre-
geola, or the first Yule, and the second Aeftera-geola,

or the later Yule. Bede supposes that they received

this designation, a conversione Sob's, in auctum diei,

from the sun turning back, to the lengthening of the
day ; the one preceding, and ttie other following, this

change. De Temporum Bat. c. 13. Dire adopts this

idea, observing that C. B. chwyl signifies rctrogradation.

Nearly allied to this, is the opinion of those who
derive it from Su.-G. hurt, or rather hiul, rota, a wheel.

Dire has observed, (vo. Hiul) that, in the Edda, fagra
hwel, i.e., beautiful wheel, is one of the designations
of the Sun. Perhaps, it may be added, that a wheel
seems to have been the emblem of the sun, in the old
Danish Fasti.

Others understand the name as simply signifying
The Feast. The learned Hickes views i orj% and A.-S.
ge, merely as intensive particles, conjoined with IsL
and Su.-G. oel, commessatio, compotatio, convivium,
rposium. The term literally signifies ale or beer,

chief liquor among the Goths ; and metonymically
a feast.

In 1st i indeed is an intensive particle, often pre-
fixed to words for greater emphasis ; as igilde, a
great price, isurt, very bitter, igraenn, very green, &c.
Dr. Thorkelin adopts this etymon ; Fragments of Irish
History, p. W. V. Mallet's North. Antiq., ii. 68.

VOL. IV.

GL Eddae Saemund. vo. AuL It is a singular <

deuce that Ir. and Gael, cuirm, which denotes sk, she
signifies a feast or banquet.

IsL jol has also been viewed (q. jo-ot) as *' denomin-
ated in honour of the God Jaw, or the Sun. As ol,

according to the original use of the word, signifies

nourishment in general, from tk el, alo, and thus in-

cludes the idea both of meat and drink, it more especi-

ally denotes a joyous and splendid feast. Very Cat

meat is called Joljeitt Hot; and a well-fed horse, «&a
hestr. Some have derived Jol from the eating of bone-
flesh. This animal,- indeed, was sacred to the Sea
(Jaw), and was doubtless, in ancient times, sacrificed

in honour of this deity/' GL Eddae Saemund., vo.

Joiner.

Passing a variety of other etymons, I shall only add
that of several learned writers, who derive the term
from Moes.-G. uil, the Sun ; C. B. haul, Arm. govH,

hktul, id. The resemblance of the Gr. name of this

luminary, n\un
t
has been remarked.

Where there is so great diversity of opinions. I can-

not pretend to determine which of them ou^ht to be

preferred. I shall only say, that the latter derivation

and that from huel, rota, together with that of Hickes,

seem to have the chief claim to attention.

IL This festival, among the Northern nations, vat
the great season of Sacrifice. On this occasion hu-

man victims seem generally to have been offered to

their false gods. According to Ditmar, (in Chron.),

at this general convention, the Danes once in nine

years increased the number of human sacrifices to

ninety-nine. Besides these, they offered as many horses,

dogs, and cocks in place of hawks. V. Ihre, vo.

Hoek, p. 912.

The Persians sacrificed horses to the Sun. This
noble animal was, indeed, sacred to him. We must
view it as a remnant of the same Eastern idolatry,

that the Goths offered horses at the feast of Yule. V.

EL Sched. de Dis. German., p. 102L

"The Greenlanders at this day keep a Sun-Feast at

the winter solstice, about Dec 22, to rejoice at the

return of the Sun, and the expected renewal of the

hunting season.
n

Crantz's Hist. Greenland, L 176.

V. Mallet, ii. 68.

The Goths used also to sacrifice a boar. For this

animal, as well as the horse, was, according to their

mythology, sacred to the Sun. To this day it is cus-

tomary, among the peasants in the North of Europe,
at the time of Christmas, to make bread in the form of

a boar-pig. This they place upon a table, with bacon
and other dishes ; and, as a good omen, they expose it

as long as the feast continues. To leave it uncovered
is reckoned a bad omen, and totally incongruous to
the manners of their ancestors. They call this kind of
bread Ju/agalt; Vend. Not. ad Herrarar S., p. 139.

For a fuller account of this ancient custom, V. Maide*,
&2.
Rudbeck asserts that the bread-sow was dedicated

to the Earth or Ceres. Atlant. ii. 545. But compare
what he says with Maidex, a 2.

Hence, as has been observed, we may perceive what
is meant in the Imliculus Superstitionum et Puganar-
turn Synodo Liptiniensi subjunctus, sect. 26, when we
meet with this title, De Simulacra de Con*parsa Far*
ina. Keysler^ ut sup., p. 159, 160.

In our own country, the use that is made of the
Maiden, or last handful of corn that has been cut
down in harvest, bears a striking analogy to this

custom. It is divided among the horses or cows, on
the morning of Yule, sometimes of the new year, •• to

make them thrive all the year round. " To this custom
Burns seems to allude in his beautiful poem, entitled.

The Auld Farmer's yew-year Morning Salutation to his

Auld Mare Maggie, on giving her the accustomed ripf

of corn to hansel in the mew year, ail. 140.

N 5
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A guid New-year I wish thee ! Maggie,
Hoe, there** a ripp to thy sold baggie, ke.

This custom varies in different places. In some, the
horses generally ret a feed of corn on the morning of
rule : and the Maiden is given to the horse called the

Su **
.-

lea<l8 tno ™Bt in tno plough.
The ancic-tt Romans had a rite analogous to this, in

the celebration of the Ftriae Semenlinae, a festival
appointed to be kept at the beginning of seed-time,
for imploring their deities, particularly Ceres and
Tellus, to give success to their labours. On this occa-
sion, the oxen used for labour were crowned with gar-
lands, and received a double portion of food. In
allusion to this custom, Ovid says

;

State coronati plenum ad praespe juvenci.

Fast Lib., i.

Something similar to the custom of the Julajalt has
evidently subsisted in the Orkney Islands, although
the vestiges of it are not now understood.
" In a part of the parish of Sandwick, every family

that has a herd of swine kills a sow on the 17th of
December, and thence it is called Soio-day. There is
no tradition as to the origin of this practice." Statist
Aoc, xvi. 4G0.

This, indeed, may be viewed as a relique of the
heathen worship of the ancient Goths, in sacrificing a
hoar to the Sun.

It is the opinion of some learned writers that the
Sun was worshipped under the name of Saturn. Ser-ms (in Virgil, Lib. L) says that the Assyrians wor-
shipped Saturn under the name of Bel, and that the
Son and Saturn are the same. V. Minut Fel. Not.,
P- Jp»

46- It is certainly a well-founded idea that Bel
or Belus, the great god of the Chaldeans, was the Sun.
This is asserted by Macrobius, Lib. i. c. 22. Uranus,
Le

*V
thlHcaven»

beinS the fath<>r of Saturn, and Rhea,
or the Earth, his sister and wife ; it seems highly pro-
bable that the worship of Saturn was originally derived
by the western nations from that of the Sun as adored
in the east At the same time, it is evident that they
incorporated many things of their own into this part
erf their mythology. But as they had different deities

* ui?* 8*me nAme
*
*h%y 8eem to have often

fumbled together allegories concerning nature, the
history of their departed heroes, and mere fables, in
their accounts of one particular deity.
By supposing that Saturn was another name for

the Sun, we can easily account for the striking simil-
arity of the rites used by the Romans in their Satur-
aw/la, celebrated in the latter part of the month of
December, to those of the Northern nations. Nay,
as the Celts undoubtedly worshipped the Sun under
the name of Bel or Belenus, and as some of the most
solemn acts of the Druid ical worship were performed
about this season ; we find Goths, Celts, and Romans,
conspiring in the observation of a great feast at the
time of the winter solstice.

As the Druids then employed their golden bill for
•Jttjng the mistletoe, it is remarkable, that the falx,
the bill or §cythet was the badge of Saturn, because he
was supposed to preside over agriculture: Rosin., p.
294. Earner's Mythol., ii. 260.
HU worship, in another respect, agrees with that of

the Sun. For it seems to be admitted, that human
sacrifices had been offered to him by the Carthaginians

;
Banier, ibid. p. 258. In the same manner the Pelasgi
are said to have worshipped him ; Rosin, ut sup.
A custom, similar to that of the Julagalt already de-

scribed, prevailed among the ancient Italians, in the
worship of Saturn. We are informed by Dionysius of
Halicarnassus, that Hercules, on his return from Spain
to Italy, abolished the horrid custom of offering human
sacrifices to Saturn ; and, having erected an altar to
him on the Saturnine mount, presented those offerings,
which the Greeks call evpara ax*o, which, according to

the Scholiast on Thucydides, were of paste figured like
animals ; Banier's Mythol., B. i., c/3, p. 259.
Something of the same kind has been observed among

the Egyptians. According to Jerome, indeed, it would
seem to have been a general custom among the heathen,
to distinguish the end of the old year, or the beginning
of the new, by peculiar religious ceremonies.
Ths passage referred to, is his comment on these

words, Isa. lxv. 11. "That prepare a table for that
troop, and that furnish the drink-offering unto that
number." He renders it, •• That place a table to For-
tone, and pour out upon it

; " or, according to the
Scptnaghit, "pour out a drink-offering to the daemon."
Then he says ; " But there is an ancient idolatrous cus-
tom in all cities, and especially in Egypt and in Alexan-
dria, that on the last day of the year and of the last
month, they place a table covered with meats of differ-
ent kinds, and a cup mixed with honey, expressive of
abundance, either of the past or of the future year."
These words, That prepare a table for that troop, are
viewed by the learned Vitringa, as respecting the wor-
ship of Apollo or the Sun, who, he apprehends, is there
in Heb. called Oad ; as he renders J/e«i, explained in
our version, "that number," the Moon. In Isa. lxv.
II. V. BJoxe.
In our own country, there are still several ves-

tiges of this idolatry. In Angus, he who first opens
the door on Yule-day, expects to prosper more than
any other member of the family during the future
year, because, as the vulgar express it, "he lets in
Yule" The door being opened, it is customary
with some to place a table or a chair in it, covering it
with a clean cloth, and, according to their own fan-
go*fe,,to "set on it bread and cheese to Yule."
Early in the morning, as soon as any one of the
family gets out of bed, a new broom besom is set at
the back of the outer door. The design is, "to let
in Yute.

n These gross superstitions, and the very
modes of expression used, have undoubtedly had a
heathen origin ; for Yule is thus not only personified,
but treated as a deity, who receives an oblation.
A similar custom must have prevailed in England.

For in the Dialogue between Dives and Pauper, pub-
lished in 1493, in an account of Superstitious which
were observed at the beginning of the year, mention is
made of using " nyce obserraunces—in the New Ycre,
as setting of mete or drynke by nighte on the benche,
to fede Alkolde or Gobelyn." V. Brand's Pop. Antiq.,
1. o.

It is also very common to have a table covered, in
the house, from morning to evening, with bread and
drink on it, that every one who calls may take a
portion : and it is deemed very ominous, if one come
into a house, and leave it without partaking. How-
ever many call on this day, all must partake of the
cheer provided.

It was customary with the Romans, at this season,
to cover tables, and set lamps on them. This is one
of the observances prohibited as heathenish, in the
early canons of the Church. V. Gysar.
Herewe may also mention some other ridiculous rites

practised on this day. Any servant, who is supposed
to have a due regard to the interests of the family, and
at the same time not emancipated from the yoke of
superstition, is careful to go early to the well, on
Christmas morning, to draw water, to draw corn out
of the stack, and also to bring in kale from the kitchen-
garden. This is meant to ensure prosperity to the
family.

A similar superstition is, for the same reason, still
observed by many on the morning of the New-year.
One of a family watches the stroke of twelve, goes to
the well as quickly as possible, and carefully skims it.

This they call " getting the $cum or ream (cream) of
thswelL"
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This superstitious rite, in the South of S. f is observed

on the morning of the New-year's day.

Twell struck.—Tw* neebour bizzies raite

;

An', liltin, ned a Mid gate ;

" The (Lower o the well to our house gees,
" An' 101 the boniest lad get"

" Upon the morning of the first day of the new year,

the country lasses are sure to rise as early as nossible,

if they hare been in bed, which is seldom the case,

that they may get the^ottvr, as it is called, or the first

pail-full of water from the well. Tho girl, who is so

lucky as to obtain that prize; is supposed to have more
than a double chance of gaining the most accomplished
young man in the parish. As they go to the well, they
chant over the words, which are marked with inverted

commas." Rev. J. Wool's Poems, i. 30.

This seems to be a very ancient superstition : and
mav perhaps be viewed as a vestige of tho worship of

wells, which prevailed among the ricts. This rite was
not unknown to the Romans. Virgil attributes the
observation of it to Aeneas. The act of skimming water
with the hand was one of the rites necessary in order
to successful augury.

Et sic aflatus ad undam
Processit, summoque haustt de gurgite lymphas,
Iftulta deos onus, oneravitque aethera rotis.

Virg.iz.2S.

Or, as it is rendered by the Bishop of Dunkeld :

And there withal with wourdis augural,

EfUr there snayng cerymonts diuinal

Vnto the fludo anone forth steppis he,

And of the itremys crop ane litil we
The wattir liftis up into his handis,

Ful rretumtie the Ctoddis, quhare he standis,

Besekand til attend til his praier.

Doug. Virgil, 274, 15.

The etremys crop, i. e., the surface of the stream.

IIL Yule, as has been already observed, was cele-

brated as a Feast, among the ancient Goths. At
this time, those who were related had the closest in-

tercourse. They used by turns to feast with each
other. These entertainments they called Offergilden

:

for the term gild denotes a fraternity or association,

for the purpose of having money, meat, drink, &c. in

common. iCeysler. Antiq. Septent., p. 349. Thence
gild or guild among us denotes a society possessing a
common stock.

It was also customary during Yule, particularly in

8weden, for different families to meet together in one
village, and to bring meat and drink with them, for the
celebration of the feast. The same custom was observed,

when their was a general concourse to the place where
one of their temples stood. Erat veterum more
receptum, ut cum sacrificia erant eclebranda, ad tem-
plum frcqucntes convenirent cives omnes, ferentcs

secum singuli victum et commeatum, quo per sacri-

ficiorum solcnnia uterentur, singuli etiam cerevisiam,

quae isto in convivio adhiberctur. Snorr. Sturl.

Heimskring, S. Hakonar, c. 16.

This is, most probably, the origin of the custom
still preserved among us, of relations and friends

feasting in each other's houses, at this time. The
vulgar, in the Northern counties of S., have also a
custom which greatly resembles the Offergihlen. On
the morning of the New-year, it is common for neigh-
bours to go into each other's houses, and to club their

money in order to send out for drink, to welcome in

the year. This is done in private houses.
During the times of heatheuism, the solemnities of

Yule, lasted three days. The festival seems to have
been sometimes continued for eight days. Makon
Skolderbrcds S., c. 11, 14.

The festive observation of this season, even where
there is no idea of sanctity in relation to the supposed
date of our Saviour's birth, is far more general in the
N. of S., than in other parts of the country. There is

scarcely a family so poor, as not to hare a kind of feut

on Tate. Those have butcher-meat in their houses as

this day, who have it at no other time ; it being the

day appropriated for the meeting of all the relation of

a family.

Among the lower classes, it is universally obsemd

according to the Old Style. " Our fathers/ a*y they,

"observed it on this day ;" and, " They may alter tbe

style, but they cannot alter the seasons.''

The ancient inhabitants of the North uere never

at a loss for the means of celebrating their Y*k.

Johnstone (Antiq. Celto-Xormann.) has a note re-

ferring to this subject, which exhibits their charac-

ter in its true light "The Scandinavian expedi-

tions," he says, *' were anciently conducted is tbe

following manner. A chieftain sailed, with a fev

ships, for Britain, and collected all tbe scattered ad-

venturers he could find in his way. They landed oa

the coast, and formed a temporary fortress. To this

strong hold they drove all the cattle, and having salted

them, tbe freebooters returned home, where they speut

their Joi, or brumal feast, with much glee. Such to

expedition was called a"Stmnd-hoggua, or draml abtsi-

Ur.
n

P. 65.

IV. The Gifts, now generally conferred at the New-

year, seem to have originally belonged to Yule. Among

the Northern nations, it was customary for subjects, it

this season, to present gifts to the sovereign. These

were denominated Jolagiafir, Le., Yule-gijU. They

were Btmtvottnct* of that description, which, if not

given cheerfully, the prince considered himself at bav-

lag a right to extort. Hence, it is said of Hacoo, Kiajj

of Norway, A. 1093, Ifann tot tha oc of vid tka *k-

gktfir ; Is quooue tributa, quae donorum Jolensnun

nomine solvt debebant, eis reniisit. Johnstone, Antiq.

Cdtc-Scand., p. 230.

The Romans, at this season, were wont to send pre-

sents of sweetmeats, such as dried figs, honey, it, to

which they gave the name of Slrtnae. This was meant

as a good omen ; and, by this substantial emblem, tbey

also expressed their wishes, that their friends might

enjoy the snxeU of the year on which they entered

;

Kosin. Antiq., p. 29. 250. The custom which prevails

in S., of presenting what the vulgar call a *ioe'tU-M*,

or a loaf enriched with raisins, currants, and spicerws,

has an evident analogy to this.

In some of tbe northern counties of S., tbe ralpt

would reckon it a bad omen, to enter a neighbour s

house, on New-year's day, empty-handed. It is com-

mon to carry some triding present ; as, a bit of bread,

a little meal, or a piece of money.
Those gifts were also called by the Romans Sahr-

nalitta ; Rosin., p. 294. Saturnalia,-says Tertulliao,

strenae captandae, et septiinontiutn, et brumae, et

carae cognationts honoraria exigenda omnia, &c I*

Idololatna, c 10. V. also his work, De Fuga in Ptf-

secutione, c 13*

Tertullian severely reprehends the Christians, for

their compliance with tho heathen, in paying some

respect to these customs. "By us," he say*, "w
are strangers to sabbaths, and new moons, once ac-

ceptable to God, the Saturnalia and the feasts of Jan-

uary, and Brumalia, and Jfatronatut, arc frequented

;

gifts are sent hither and thither, there is the noi* of

the Slrtnae, and of games and of feastiug. I t*ttef

faith of the nations in their own religion, which adopts

no solemnity of the Christians." De Idolatria, c li

We accordingly find that the Strenae were profiling

by the Christian church. V. Rosin. Antiq., p. 29, «»

vo. Grsau. .

The Slrtnae are traced as far back as to king Tatius,

who, at this season, used to receive branches of a Wi'/K

or fortunate tree from the grove of Strtnia, as favour-

able omens with respect to the new-ycar; Q. &)'•

mach. ap. Rosin., p. 28.
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It appears that, in consequence of the establish-
ment of the monarchv under Augustus, all orders of
people were expected to present New -years-gifts to
the emperors themselves ; Sucton. in August., c. 75.
During the reign of this prince, these were given at the
Capitol. But Caligula was so lost to a sens j of shame,
as to publish an edict expressly requiring such gifts ;

and to stand in the porch of the palace, on the Calends
of January, in order to receive those which people of
all descriptions brought to him ; Sueton. in Cafig., c. 42.

Even Augustus prcUnded to have a nocturnal vision,

requiring that the people should annually, on a certain
day, present money to him, which he received with a
hollow hand, cavam manum asses porri^entibus prac-
bens ; Id. in August., c 91. It was reckoned a haud-
some enough way of receiving gifts, when the bosom-
fold of the cloak was expanded. But when they were
received utraque manu cavata, as it would be exp eased
in S., in goupins, it was accounted a species of depreda-
tion. Hence rapine was proverbially expressed in

this manner. V. Ammian. Marcellin. Lib. 16. Rosiu.
Antiq., p. 29.

The Strenae were considered as of such importance,
that a particular deity was supposed to preside over
them, called Dea Sirenia ; Rosin, p. 28. This might
be the principal reason why they were condemned by
Christians in early times. To have any concern with
them, might be reckoned a symbolising in some sort
with idolatry.

V. This season, in very early times, was characterized
by such Dissipation*, that even the more sober heathens
were scandalized by it.

Among the Northern nations, "feasting, dances,
nocturnal assemblies, and all the demonstrations of a
most dissolute joy, were then authorised by the general
usage." Mallet's North. Antiq., i. 130.

On account of the hilarity usual at this season,
Wachter concludes, that Germ, jol-e

n

t to revel, Belg.
ioolig, homo festivus, as well as Fr. jolt, and £. jolly,

nave all their origin from Jolt Yule.
The Saturnalia, among the Romans, at length lasted

for seven days, the Sigularia being included. During
this season of festivity, all public business was sus-

pended ; the Senate, and the courts of Justice, were
shut np. All schools also bad a vacation ; Rosin, p. 93.

I need scarcely remark the striking similarity of our
Christmas Holidays.
Masters and servants sat at one table. Some, in-

deed, say, that masters waited on their servants.
"Every thing serious was laid aside ; and people of all

ranks gave themselves up to jollity ; Bochart. Phaleg.

p. 3.

There can be no doubt that, in the dissipation by
which the New Year is ushered in, we have borrow-
ed from the heathen. The account which Seneca
the Philosopher gives of this season, might seem to
have been written for our times. "It is now,"
says he to his friend Lucilius, "the month of De-
cember, when the greatest part of the city is in a
bustle. Loose reins are given to public dissipation

;

every^ where may you hear the sound of great pre-
parations, as if there were some real difference be-
tween the days dedicated to Saturn, and those for
transacting business. Thus, I am disposed to think,
that he was not far from the truth, who said that
anciently it was the month of December, but now,
the year. Were you here, I would willingly confer
with you as to the plan of our conduct ; whether we
should live in our usual way, or, to avoid singularity.
both take a better supper, and throw off the toya. For
what was not wont to be done, except in a tumult, or
during some public calamity in the city, is now done
for the sake of pleasure, and from regard to the
festival. Men change their dress.— It were certainly
far better to be thrifty and sober amidst a drunken

crowd, disgorging what they have recently swallowed."
Epist 18, Oper., p. 273.

I havo not met with any proof that the Romans (lis-

guiinl themselves during the Saturnalia; although this
custom seems to have prevailed,- during the same
season, among the Celts, as it certainly did among the
Goths. But such disguises were permitted in the
worship of Cybele, the mother of the gods. To this
pun>ose we have the testimony of Herodian. "Yearly,
in the beginning of Spring, tho Romans celebrate the
feast of the Mother of the gods. On this occasion, the
most striking symbols of wealth, which any one
possesses, even royal furniture, and the most wonderful
productions of nature or art, are wont to be carried
before the deity. Liberty is given to all to indulge
themselves iu any kind of sport. Every one assumes
whatever appearance ia most agreeable to him. Nor is

there any dignity so great, that a man may uot invest
himself with the emblems of it, if he pleases. Such
pains arc taken to deceive and to conceal the truth,
that what is real cannot easily be distin&jished from
what is done in mimicry." Hist. Lib. i. c. 32.

Cybele, it may be observed, ia admitted to be the
same with Rhea or the Earth.
The ancient Northern nations worshipped Frea or

Friyga. Her festival was observed iu the month of
February. She seems to correspond to Cybele, in the
Roman Calendar. As Cybele was the Mother of the
gods, Frea was believed to be, not only the daughter,
but the wife of Odin ; Mallet, ii. 30. In the Edda it

is declared, that all the other gods sprung from Odin
and Frea. She was the same with Her{hus, Iltrtha, or
the Earth. Tacitus describes her under this very
designation, of the Mother of the gods. Matrcm Deum
venerantur Aestii ; insigne superstitionis formas apro-
rum gestant ; German., c. 45. The Northern nations
indeed sacrificed to Frea the largest hog they could
find. This exactly agrees with the Roman mode of
worshipping Cybele. For they sacrificed a hog to her

;

Rosin., p. 232.

With respect to the disguisings customary, during
this festivity, among the Goths, and also in our own
country, V. Abbot of Unressox and Gysar. It may
be added, that Dr. Johnson, in his Journey to the
Western Islands, mentions a custom, which has
probably been transmitted from the Norwegian lords of
the Hebrides.
" At new year's eve, in the hall or castle of the

laird, where at festivals there [is] supposed to be a very
numerous company, one man dresses himself in a cow-
hide, on which others beat with sticks ; he runs with
all this noise round the house in a counterfeited fright;
the door is then shut, and no re-admission obtained
after their pretended terror, but by the repetition of a
verse of poetry, which those acquainted with the
custom are provided with." V. Strutt's Sports, p.

183, N.
During Yule, oar forefathers seem to have been much

addicted to Games of Chance. This custom still

prevails. Even children lay up stores of pinst for
playing at Te Totum. In some parts of the country,
merchants generally provide themselves, about this
time, with a coarser sort, which they call Yule-pins.
This custom is analogous to that of the Romans.

Although games of chance were prohibited by the laws,
these provided an exception for tho mouth of Decem-
ber. V. Adam's Antiq., p. 453.
One 8f>ecies of amusement, on this day, S. B. is

wad-shooting. This signifies shooting at a mark for a
prize that is laid in pleilge. V. Wad-siiootino.

VI. Candles of a particular kind are made for this
season. For the candle, that is lighted on Yule, must
be so large as to burn from the time of its being lighted
till the day be done. If it did not, the circumstances
would be an omen of ill fortune to the family during
the subsequent year. Hence large candles are by the
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vulgar called Yule-candle*. Even where lamps are
eommouly used, the poorest will not light them at this
time.
There is no reason to doubt that this custom has

been transmitted from the times of heathenism. Rud-
beck informs us, that Su.-G. JuU tins denotes "the
Candle* of Yule, or of the Sum, which, on the night
preceding the Festival of Yule, illuminated the house*
of private persons through the whole kingdom.''
Atlant. P. ii. 239.

The same custom prevailed among the great. Hence
it is said ; " In the time of Yule, kertitnceinar, the ser-

vants whose work it is to carry lights, shall hold candles
before the King and other princes." Hirdskraa, MS.
ap. VereL Ind. vo. KertUveinar. We learn from
Sturleson, that, in royal or princely entertainments,
there were as many of these servants as there were
guests. V. Ihre, vo. Kerta. This term has undoubt-
edly been borrowed from the Germans, who pronounce
it here or ierze ; evidently corr. from Lat. cereits, as
originally applied to waxlichts.

The ingenious Rudbeck marks the resemblance
between the use of the Janl-liit, i. e., Yule-lights, and
that of lighted torches by the Egyptians, in the wor-
ship of Osiris or the son. lie supposes that the
Egyptians had borrowed this custom from the Goths ;

as they were themselves ignorant of the meaning of
the rites which they observed in the worship of this

deity. Herodotus himself, when describing the wor-
ship of Isis, or Ceres, at Bubastis, shews that such
sports were used as indicated that the people were not
Egyptians, but strangers. Rudbecl*. is at pains to
prove that some of these exactly corresponded to the
Yule-games of the Goths. Atlant. ii. 307-309.

Elsewhere Rudbeck says, that at the season men-
tioned, "they are burnt through the whole night, not
from superstition, as jn former aces, but merely from
regard to ancient custom : and that, with those who
are more curious, these candles are formed like the
trunk of a tree springing out of the earth, and divid-
ing itself into three branches. By this rite," be adds,
"our ancestors were accustomed to celebrate Saturn,
or the Sun, as returning to loose all* the bonds by
which the vegetable world had been bound during
winter." Atlant. i. 695-6. It is rather surprising
that his ingenuity did not discern in this symbol the
three sons of Saturn. Macrobius, Lib. 12. c. 7. 12.

ays that it was after the return of Saturn into Italy,

during the reign of Janus, that they began to burn
wax candles in the Saturnalia.

There is a striking conformity between this rite

and that of the ancient Romans, in their celebration of

the Saturnalia. They used lights in the worship of
their deity. Hence originated the custom of making
presents of this kind. The poor were wont to present

the rich with wax tapers : Cereos Saturnalibus muneri
dabant humiliores potentioribus, Quia candelis paupercs,
locuplctes cereis utebantur. teat. Pomp. Lib. 3.

Yule-candles are, in the N. of S., given as a present at
this season by merchants to their stated customers.
By many, who rigidly observe the superstitions of

this season, the Yule-candle is allowed to burn out of
itself. The influence of superstition appears equally in
others, although in a different way. \Y hen the day is

at a close, the portentous candle is extinguished, and
carefully locked up in a chest There it is kept, iu

order to be burnt out at the owner's Latc-icake.

I. may observe by the way, that the preservation
of candles has been viewed by tho superstitious as a
matter of great importance. This notion seems to
have been pretty geuerally diffused. An Icelandic
writer informs us, that a spatona, a spae-icife or
sybil, who

m
thought herself neglected, in comparison

of her sisterhood^ at some unhallowed rites observed
for foretelling the fate of a child, cried out ; " Truly,
I add this to these predictions, that tho child I

shall live no longer than these candles, which ire
lighted beside him, are burnt out" Then M

tbe

chief of the Sybils immediately extinguished one of

the candle*, and gave it to the mother of the child to

be carefully preserved, and not to be lighted while the

child was in life-" Nornagestz Sag. ap. Barthoto.

Caus. Contempt Mortis, p. 6S6.

The reason of the preservation of the IWcaoft, n
order to be burnt at the owner's Late-tmh, may be

gathered perhaps from the superstitious use of andks

on Candlemas day in England. Being sprinkled nta

holy water, and blessed, they were supposed to hart

the power of driving away evil spirits.

Whose candell burneth clears and bright, s vs&lrou

force and might
Doth in these candelis lie, which, if at inj tune taey

light,

They sure beleve that neyther storme or tempest dm
abide,

Nob thunder in the skies be heard, nor any deril's spik,

Nor fearfull sprites that waVcs oy night, nor hurts of

froste or bail.

Barnab. Qoogc's TransL Soogeorg., 1 47.

The design must have been to drive away evil sntriti,

or to prevent their taking possession of the dead body.

These consecrated candles were even viewed as useful

to the dying. To the question, •• Wherefore tenets

holy candcls?" we find this reply; u To light tp is

thunder, and to blesse men when they lye a dying.*

Wodde's Dial. Brand's Pop. Antiq., i. 41, N.

VII. A number of Miscellaneous ScFEKsnnoxs

may be mentioned, in relation to Yule, which are still

regarded bv many, especially in the North of S. Some

of them, like those already referred to, may be traced

to heathenism ; others seem to have had their origin

from the darkness of Popery. The bare mention of

them must, to any thinking mind, be sufficient to shew

their absurdity.

In the morning one rises before the rest of the

family, and prepares food for them, which most bi

eaten in bed. This frequently consists of cakes bakes

with eggs, called Care-cakes. A bannock or cakt

baken for every person in the house. If anr ouc a
these break in the toasting, the person for whom it is

baked, will not, it is supposed, see another lV/e. V.

Care-cake.
On this dav, as well as on New-year's-day, Handsel-

Monday, and Rood-day, superstitious people would not

allow a coal to be carried out of their own house to

that of a neighbour, lest it should be employed for the

purposes of witchcraft.

It is remarkable that the ancient Romans had the

same superstition. " At Rome on New Years day, so

one would suffer a -neighbour to take fire oat of his

house, or any thing of iron, or lend any thing." He*

pinian. de Ori£. Feat. Christ, f. 82. Brand, i. II, >'

The generality of people in the North of S., ercn of

those who have no attachment to the rites of the

Church of England, so far retain a traditionary rr^rd

for Yule, that they observe it as a holiday. The?

would reckon it ominous to do any work ; although

they can give no better reason for their conduct, thin

that " their fathers never wrought on Yule."

Women seem to have a peculiar aversion to tpioniit*

on this day. This bears strong marks of a pagan orus.

The ancient heathens would not suffer their women to

spin on a holiday. Hence Ti bullus says

;

Nou audeat ulla lanificam pensis imposnisse manom.

And Ovid relates, that Bacchus punished Alrith*

and her sisters for presuming to spin during his festival.

There is a single passage in Jhone Hamilton s Facile

Traictise, which, while it affords a proof of the tradi-

tionary antipathy to spinning on Yule-day, alio shews

how jealous our worthy reformers were against tho

observation of all festival days.

After declaring the opposition of the Calni*** *d
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to all halydaye* except Sunday, he says ; "The Minis-
ters of Scotland— in contempt of the vther halie dayes
obsernit be England,—cause thair wyfis and scruants
mil in oppin sicht of the people ujkhi Yeul day ; and
thair affectionat auditeurs constraines thair teunants
to yoke thair pleuchs on Yeul day in contempt of
Christis Natiuitie, whiik our Lord hes not left

npuniait ; for thair oxin ran wod and brak thair nek is,

aaa leamit [lamed] sum pleugh men, as is notoriously
knawin in sindrie partes of Scotland " P. 174, 175.
The term Yule is also used for Christmas ; A. Bor.

They have their Yu, or Yule-batch, i.e., Christmas-
batch ; their Yule-games, and Yule-clog, or Christmas-
block. "In farm-houses, the servants lay by a
large knotty block for their Christmas fire, and, during
the time it lasts, they are entitled, by custom, to ale

at their meals ; " Grose's Gl.

Yole occurs in the same sense in O. E.

His Yole for to hold was hia eucheson.
A. Brunne, p. 49.

Bourne, speaking of the custom of lighting up
candles, and of burning the Yule-clog, says that it

" seems to have been used as an emblem of the return
of the Sun, and the lengthening of the days. The con-
tinuing of it," he adds, "af*sr the introduction of

Christianity, may have been intended for a symbol of

that Light which lightened the Gentiles ;
w Antiq.

Vulgar.
"in Yorkshire and other Northern parts, they have

an old custom after sermon or service on Christmas-
day, the people will, even in the churches, cry (fie,

Ule, as a token of rejoicing, and the common sort run
about the streets sinking, ule, Vie, Ule, Ule, Ac V.
Blount's Diet., vo. l/U. V. Yule-e'en.
That some such childish cry was anciently used in

8. at this season seems probable from the old Prov.,
" It is eith crying yool on anither man's stool

; " Ram-
say's S. Prov., p. 45.

To Yule, Yool, v. n. To observe Christmas
according to the customary rites.

"The lords refused to let the lady marchioness go
to the castle with her husband, unless she would ward
also, and with great intreaty had the favour to yool

with him, but to stay no longer. " Spalding's Troubles,

L48.

[Yule-Blixker, *. A vulgar name for the

North-star, i. e., Christmas-star, ShetL]

Yule-boys. u Boys who ramble (through)

the country during the Christmas holidays.

They are dressed in white, all but one in

each gang, the Belzebub of the corps." Gall.

Enc. [V. Gysar.]
In the alternate rhymes repeated by them, there

teems to be a vestige of something resembling an old

Miracle Play, which may have been acted in Galloway
at the time of Christmas. The amusement appears,

indeed, to have been an odd intermixture of the ridi-

culous solemnities of the Boy-Bi*hop, and of a mimic
representation of a tournay, or perhaps of knight-
errantry.

Yule-Brose, $. A dish formerly common
in S. on Christmas morning.
—"Geese—were chiefly destined for the solace of

gentle stomachs, the prevailing Christmas dish among
the common people and peasantry, being the national

one of fat bro*e, otherwise called Yule brose. The
large pot, in almost every family of this descrip-

tion, well provided with—bullock's heads or knee
bones,—[is] put on the tire the previous evening, to

withdraw the nutritive juices and animal oil from the
aid ingredients. Next day, after breakfast or at din-

ner, the brose was made, generally in a large punch-
bowl ; the mistress of the ceremonies dropping a gold

ring anions the oatmeal upon which the oily soup was
poured. The fara.;y, or party, (for on these occasions

there was generally a party of young people assembled)
provided with spoons, and seated around the bowl,

now began to partake of the half-boiling brose, on the
understanding that the person who was so fortunate as

to get the ring—was to be first married." Blackw.
Mag., Dec 1821, p. 692.

Yule-e'en, Yhule-ewyn, #. The night

preceding Christmas, the wake of Yule, S.

Till Auld Meldrum thai yeid thair way,
And thar with thair men log} t thai,

Befor Yhule ewyn a nycht b it mar,
A thowsand, trow 1, weile thai war.

Barbour, ix. 204, MS.
A-poo a Yhule-ewyn alsua
Wyttalis, that to the Kyng suld ga
Of Ingland, that at Melros lay.

He met rycht stowtly in the wsy.
Wyntoum, viii. 86, 69.

Ad expressive Prov. is borrowed from this season ;

•• As bare as the birks at Yule-e'en ;" applied both in

a physical, and in a moral sense. The following ex-

ample occurs of the latter application, with a slight

variation.
•• A colonel—gave him [Mr. John Semple of Cars-

phern] ill names, calling him * a varlot, old greeting

carle.' To whom he answered, that he was no more a
varlot, than he had the saving* grace of God ; and that

he was as free of, as the birk is of leaves at fool-even."

Walker's Remark. Passages, p. 9.

This the A.-Saxons denominated 3lydtcyntres maesst-

aefen, vigilia Nativitatis Chiisti. For they called

Christmas itself mid-winter, and myd-vryntrcs maesse-

daeg, Le., the mass-day in the middle of winter ; as,

for a similar reason, they gave the name of mid-sttmmer

to the day observed in commemoration of the nativity

of John Baptist.

The Northern nations called this night Modraneei,

or Jfoedrenech, [Modranatt, Ihre,) not according to

the sense given by Sibb., as being "the night of

mothers," bat the Mother-night, "as that which
produced all the rest : and this epoch was rendered

the more remarkable, as they dated from thence the

beginning of the year, which among the northern

nations was computed from one winter solstice to

another, as the month was from one new moon to the

next" Mallet, L 130. We learn from Wormius,
that to this day the Icelanders date the beginning

of their year from Yule, in consequence of ancient cus-

tom which the law of their country obtijzes them to re-

tain. They even reckon a person s age by the number
of Yules he has seen ; so that one who has lived during

the celebration of this feast for twenty times, is said to

be twenty years of age, although he was born on Decem-
ber 24th, or the very day preceding Yule-e'en. This

night they denominate Jolanat; and he who, according

to this mode of reckoning, is twenty years of age, is

said to have lived xx Jolanaetur; Fast. Dan., Lib. L
a. 12.

A similar mode of reckoning is retained in some
parts of S. V. Singin-e'en'.

The Goths also called this FFoekanaU; because, in

times of heathenism, on this occasion hawks were
sacrificed. Ihre observes, (vo. Hoek), that, as this

feast was instituted in honour of the Sun, the Egyp-
tians, according to the testimony of Horadollo, ac-

counted hawks sacred to that luminary, because, by
a secret power of nature, they could steadfastly look at

him.
The vulgar, in the North of S. especially, have a
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great many ridiculous notions with respect to the ere
of Yule, and on this night observe a number of super-
atitious rites.

It is believed by some, that, if one were to go into
the oow-house-at twelvo o'clock at night, all the cattle

would be seen to kneel. This idea seems to refer to

our Lord's being born in a stable. Many also firmly
believe, that bees sing in their hives on Christmas-eve,
as welcoming the approaching day.

It has been observed, on the word Yule, that on this
. day women abstain from spinning. On the evening

preceding, they will not even venture to leave any flax

or yarn on their wheels'; apprehending that the devil
would reel it for them before morning. Women in a
•ingle state assign another reason for this caution.
Their rocks would otherwise follow them to church on
their marriage-day. If any flax be left ou their rocks,

they soft it, in order to presetve it from satanical

power. If yarn be accidently left on a reel, it must
not be taken off in the usual way, but be cut off.

The same custom is exercised on Good-Friday ; but
a reason is given, different from both of these that have
already been mentioned. On this day, it is said, a rope
could not be found to bind our Saviour to the cross,

and the-yarn was taken off a woman's wheel for this
purpose.

It is a striking proof of the tyrannical influence of
custom on the mind, that many who have no faith in

these observances, would not feel themselves easy, did
they neglect them.
Some farmers, I have been assured, are so extremely

superstitious, as to go into their stables and cow-
houses on Yulc-t'en, and read a chapter of the Bible
behind their horses and cattle to preserve them from
harm.

[Yule-Steek, s. A very wide stitch in sew-
ing, Shell.

Soch a stitch as might be made in dim wintry light,

or by the light of a dim winter-fire.]

YUMAN, Yumanry. V. Yiiuman.

To YURN, [Yurm,] v. n. [To fret, to whim-

per, Gall., Clydes.; syn. grim.]

Weel may ye greet and yurn and nibble,

And nee in wrath,
At death for withering like a stibble,

Puir Bobbin Smith.
—And, O, I'm sure the craws will yum,
Whan they in April do return,
And mioses you.

GalL Erne, p. 2». 501.

[ Yurn, Yuan, and Girn
t are similar, but not alike is

meaning, yurn and yurm are applied to the whimper-

ing fretfulness of a sickly child : Giro, to the grteth

grumbling of bad temper or self-will. ] J

To YURN, Yyrxe, v. a. To coagulate, to

curdle.

Albeit na butter he could gett,

Yit he was cuminerit with the kirne

;

And syne he het the milk our bet,

And sorrow a spark of it would yyrnc
Bannatyne Poevu, p. 217, it^L

Milk is said to tin, i.e., run, when it breaki sad

forma into knots, in making of pottage, puddings, ftc

V. Ea&x.

Yurn, [Yurnin,] s. The acid substance used

for coagulating milk, rennet, Dumfr. V.

Earning.

YYT, part. pa. Molten, cast. V. Yet, ».

Z.
[For some important particulars regarding

the misuse of this letter in many of the

early printed books, see the introduction to

ZADAK, most probably for Yadak. Zadak
hidis, Aberd. Reg., V. XI., 281. V. Yadok.

ZICKETY. A term occurring in a tradi-

tionary rhyme, used by children, when
they mean to determine by lot who
shall begin a game. The person, who re-

peats the rhyme, at the same time goes
round the company, touching each of them
in succession ; and he who is touched at the

last word has the privilege of beginning the

game, S.
" Zickety, dickety, dock,
The mouse ran up the nock

;

The nock struck one,
Down the mouse ran ;

Zickety, dickety, dock."
Blackw. Mag., Aug. 1821, p. 86.

In Mearns apparently by corruption, the first vonU

are pronounced zVcX*rty, aickcrty.

The terms and sports of children, although they

may seem unworthy of attention, and any attempt to

investigate their origin may proruke the sneer «
fastidiousness, yet in various instances afford the vM
vestiges of very ancient laws and customs. In proof

of this, I beg leave to refer to the articles Tafto*

tousie and Thumb-uckimj.
In others, we may perhaps remark the traces u

ancient monkish rhymes, taught in schools several

centuries ago ; although now disguised and mixed np

with such jargon as hits the fancies of children. The

rhyme given above may be of this description. It

was thus explained to me, partially at least, m*nj

years ago, by a good classical scholar ; but unluckily

no memorandum of his version was made. It «»• to

this purpose

;

Sic uti dico tiW de hoc.

The second line, although it ran differently, appear-

ing to be also of Latin origin. The .repetition *»*

that of the county of Perth.

[ZILL, 9. A child ; as, Zill Morris, Banff*.

Zillie is the diminutive.
Zill is the local pron. of chiel, chicld, q. v.]

FINIS.
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RAMSAY.—The Poems of Allan Ramsay, with Life, Appendix, and
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NICOLL.—Poems and Lyrics, by Robert Nicoll. With a Memoir
of the Author. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s. Large Paper, 7s. 6d.
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Handmade Paper, Parchment Cover, 3s. 6&

SMITH.—BENDERLOCH. Notes from the West Highlands.

By W. Anderson Smith, Author of " Lewsiana," etc Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s,

NAPIER.—Folk Lore of the West of Scotland. By James Napier,

F.R.S.E^ F.C.S., &c. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 4s. Large Paper, 7s. 6d.

GILMOUR.—The " Pen Folk," Paisley Weavers of Other Days,

4c By David Gilmour. New and Revised Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 224 pp., 4s.
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Edition. Cloth, Elegant, 4s. 6<L
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etc Large Crown 8vo, half bound, gilt top, ios. 6<L

SMITH.—Natural Truth of Christianity, being Extracts from Dis-

courses by John Smith, M.A. Edited by Rev. Wm. M. Metcalfe, with Introduction by

Matthew Arnold, D.C.L. Crown 8vo, 5s.

METCALFE.—The Reasonableness of Christianity: Studies in

Christian Doctrine, by the Rev. Wm. M. Metcalfe. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s.
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